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Bolshevism—Not a Principle.

But a Passion
By R. Dawson Hall

lOLSHEVISM is not a creed, it

is a condition. It is a souring

of the mind. The person that

has it is a man diseased, a man
whose judgment is warped by
hatreds. The nearest evil

akin to Bolshevism is Junkerism. The

rich man who does not want to see the

poor man thrive (and there are such men) is

the analogue of the workingman who be-

grudges to the capitalist the profits of his

good judgment and intelligence. The well-to-

do employer who will never believe in the

good intentions of the average workingman is

the counterpart of the Bolshevist who pro-

claims all rich men robbers.

Put a Bolshevist in clover and forthwith he

becomes a Junker. Bolshevism never was a

principle with him but a passion ; and like the

dog, as soon as he gets the bone for which he

has been barking he loses interest immediately

in his loudly proclaimed principle of sub-

division.

To judge by what they say, the Bolshevists

mistake all capitalists for Junkers ; and Junkers

believe all workingmen Bolshevists or little

better, though the great majority of the

haves are not Junkers nor a large part of the

have nols Bolshevists.

Our great need is to see matters sanely, to

catch a glimpse of the essential healthiness of

private and national life, to watch for and

note the many services that are rendered

without pay or hope of advantage. Times
without number within the compass of a

single day every man is the recipient of favors

for which he gives no requital and for which
the giver expects nothing but thanks. Selfish-

ness has its part in life, but with most men it

is not the only motivating nor indeed the

leading factor.

The mind of the Bolshevist and Junker is

like the stomach of the dyspeptic. In that

which delights the normal man he finds

fermenting and distressing possibilities. No
one need fear that the Bolshevist will rule if

we suppress all attempts at revolution, for

he is hopelessly in the minority and he knows
it; and he will continue so to be. The only

possibility is that he may stir up such a re-

action in those he unjustly attacks that they

may overestimate the importance of the

Bolshevist and by inconsiderate action and
thoughtless words estrange and anger the im-

mensely more numerous men who are of more
temperate mind.

It is certain that the United States

democracy is not prepared to cast off the

principle of compensating services by their

worth, nor will it permit the man who con-

tributes nothing to human welfare and boasts

about the little he does to share equally with

the man who, by constructive effort, adds to

the product of the world and therefore to the

well-being of all men.
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS
PRACTICAL SCHEMES THAT MAKE THE DAYS WORK EASIER

Flexible Coupling Between Engine and Fan
Eliminates Trouble with Bearings

Frequently a mine fan and its driving unit are lo-

cated near an air shaft or at some other point where

a settlement of the ground may occur. In modern

practice a fan and its driving engine or motor are

placed on the same steel shaft; when this shaft is

thrown out of alignment trouble is caused with the

bearings. It is for this reason that a fle.xible coupling

is provided between the engine and the fan. The

8, /i"Bolf:s

Seamless Tube Wheel Bushings

By William J. Teemer
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Recently I read an article in Coal Age, by E. P.

Humphrey, regarding the bushing of worn mine-car
wheels with wrought pipe. This practice is good, but
it may be considerably improved. Some time ago ex-

periments were conducted upon the use of a "mechan-
ical seamless tube" for the purpose. This tube is made
of a high grade of openhearth steel with a carbon con-

tent that admirably fits it for this kind of work. Many
large mines are now using this kind of bushing material

with highly satisfactory results.

DETAIL SECTION FLEXIBLE

^i"Angk-

arrangement shown in the accompanying illustration

has been used by an English firm for a number of years.

The drawings give the details of the coupling and also

its relation to the fan and engine. The engine shown

is of the two-cylinder tandem, compound vertical type.

The arrangement of the coupling is as follows: At the

end of the engine crank shaft is a flange forged on solid,

to which a small flywheel is

bolted. On the fan shaft is

another similar wheel. Be-

tween these two flywheels is

a short shaft about 2 ft. 6 in.

over all, with a flange forged

solid on each end; on these

flanges are bolted two steel

plates which are also secured

to the two flywheels in the

same way. The thin steel

plates forming the flexible

connections between the
shafts allow a slight settle-

ment in the fan or engine

foundations without injury to

the shaft bearings. The
coupling is now being manu-
factured by an English con-

cern.-

—

The Engineer.

Frog Rerail That Prevents Cars from
Leaving the Track

Cars that are off the track may be rerailed by the

frog here described. The device also prevents the cars

from leaving the rails. It does not interfere in any
way with cars running through it on the rails.

The timber outside the rail, the guard rail on the

inside, the braces between the guard rail and the wing
rail are duplicated on each of the rails opposite the frog.

One of the large coal-mining companies has installed

this type of rerail device at all the frogs on its main
haulage roads. The cost of installation is small, the

upkeep cost being practically nothing once it is placed.

The delays prevented and time saved by the installa-

tion of this rerail at one particularly bad frog on a

curve was more than sufficient to pay for its installation

on all the main haulage roads.

To make this apparatus the wing rails of the ordinary-

frog are extended. Straight pieces of track rail from

4 to 6 ft. long are used for this purpose, the length

REL.4TION OF FLEXIBLE COUPLING TO ENGINE AND FAN
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depending upon the gage of the track. These are butted

against the ends of, and extend diagonally across the

track in a line with, the wing rails of the frog. They
are spiked firmly to the ties. A better job results if

a fishplate is bolted to the end next to the wing rail.

Inside of the opposite rail an ordinary guard rail is

placed. The curved ends of this guard rail should be

elongated, so that they reach to the end of the extended

PUINXS OR TIMBERS

THIS RER.\IL, DEVICE PBEVEXTS TROUBLE

wing rail. Several hea\Y timber braces should be fas-

tened between the guard and wing rails. Outside the

track rail a heavy plank or timber should be placed

tightly against the rail. The top of this timber should

be on a level with the top of the rail, and each end

should extend several feet beyond the end of the guard

rail. This timber raises the flange of the car wheel

to a level with the track rail. The extended wing of the

frog on the opposite side of the track pulls the car

over, and into the frog. As the wheel passes through

the throat of the frog, the flange is lifted until the

tread is on a level with the rail. At the same time the

wing rail crowds the wheel over onto the rail.

Cars that get off the track on the opposite side are

also rerailed. Heavy planks or timbers are securely fas-

tened between the point rails of the frog, with their

tops level with the top of the rail. These raise the

flange of the car wheel level with the top of the rail.

The guard rail on the opposite side of track pulls the

wheels over onto the rail. A timber or an iron plate

between the guard rail and track rail raises the wheel

flange on that side, until the tread of the rail will slide

over onto the track.

Electrical Distribution in Mines
By E. Steck

Hillsboro, ininois

The bituminous mine.s in the central states have a

general practice of connecting the entire electrical dis-

tribution system underground to a circuit breaker on

the surface. This practice has a number of shortcom-

ings. If the circuit breaker trips all the locomotives,

cutting machines and other motors are stopped. As
soon as the breaker is put in all the motors are thrown
on the line, creating a heavy overload on the power-

plant equipment. All the machinery below is idle whiio

the circuit breakers are out.

When heavy grounds occur there is no indication of

their location. The entire mine is idle until the trouble

is found and that section in which the short has oc-

curred is cut off, or the trouble remedied.

By the use of circuit breakers underground trouble

can be located much quicker. Only a small portion of

the mine will be idle at such times and the starting over-

load on the plant will be greatly reduced. Take for

example a mine having two main entries : A switch-

board panel can be placed on the bottom with two cir-

cuit breakers and switches, each controlling one-half

of the mine. The lights on the bottom can be connected

in behind the circuit breaker so that no matter which
breaker trips the lights will still be in service. The
circuit breakers should be of the switchboard type. This

makes each half of the mine independent of the other.

This scheme can be further carried out by the location

of railway-type circuit breakers at convenient places

back in the mine. With such a layout in case of trouble

a small part of the mine only is effected and the diffi-

culty quickly located, as it must be behind the circuit

breaker which has opened.

The small breakers pay for themselves in a short time
because of the shorter shutdowns and the lower number
of locomotives and machines affected. The wear and
tear for this reason is not so great on the power-plant

equipment. If power is purchased, especially where the

maximum demand charged is based on short-time peaks,

a decided saving in the power bill can be made because
all of the equipment cannot then be thrown on the line

at once after the main circuit breaker is closed on top.

Wire Brush and Pipe Line Strainer

The wire cleaning brush shown in the accompanying
illustration upper view is made from short pieces of old

\-'\\\. hoist cable. The two ends are brought together,

forming an eye, the strands being wired in three places

and the binding wire soldered. The ends of each part

of the cable are then untwisted and spread apart in a

ni;T.\ILS OF A WIRE BRUSH AND AN OIL .«Ti;\IM:il

fan-shape so as to make the brush. These brushes

have long life and are useful for cleaning machinery

parts. The lower illustration shows wornout horizontal

swing check valve made over into a strainer for a small

oil line. The swing gate was removed and a strainer

made of brass wire mesh was soldered into the valve

cap, as shown at A. This strainer is cleaned easily.
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Burning Steam Sizes of Anthracite with or

Without an Admixture of Soft Coal*

THE "Burning of Steam Sizes of Anthracite with
or Without an Admixture of Soft Coal" is the title

of a bulletin which describes, in the simplest

terms, how to burn steam-size anthracite, or mixtures of

this, with soft coal so as to get the most steam from
the least fuel. An effective means of promoting fuel

economy consists, frequently, in the substitution of a

cheaper for a more expensive fuel. This bulletin de-

scribes briefly what modifications of furnace design and
operation may be made in order to insure efficiency in

burning mixtures of anthracite and soft coal in fur-

naces designed for one or the other of these two varie-

ties of coal.

While the essential difference between the burning
of anthracite and the burning of soft coal consists, in

the case of anthracite, in the use of a somewhat smaller

volume of air per pound of fuel and a stronger draft,

slight alterations in the method of firing and in the

furnace itself (designed for one or the other fuel) are

also necessary in case mixtures of soft and anthracite

coal are used.

There are four sizes of anthracite used for steam

generation. These are commonly known as "buck-

wheat" and are generally classified as follows

:
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specific fuels used and their proportions in the mixture.

Some plants are able to run efficiently on 100 per cent,

of a good quality of fine anthracite if properly equipped

for this purpose. The table given below furnishes ad-

ditional data as to mixtures of various sizes of anthra-

cite and soft coal that may be burned under different

conditions of draft.

The proper mixing of soft with anthracite coal is

most essential. It can be done either by delivering in a

wheelbarrow alternate and predetermined portions of

the two kinds of coal, and then mi.xing by not less than

two "turnovers" with a shovel before dumping in front

of the furnace, or, on a larger scale, by a similar de-

livery of car-load lots to the coal tipple where the mix-

ing is done by machinery'.

Grates for the fine sizes of anthracite have small air

openings which vary in form from round holes, as in

the pin-hole grates, to elliptical holes and straight

slots, the width of slot or the diameter of the hole vary-

ing from J of an inch up to f\ inch. The percentage of

PROPORTIONS OF SOFT AND HARD COAL TO BE USED
CFor Hand Firinir^

No. 1 buckwheat

No. 2 buckwheat

No. 3 buckwheat

No. 4 buckwheat

f Forced draft
I Natural draft.

I
Forced draft.

.

I Natural draft.

I Forced draft
I Natural draft

.

f Forced draft . .

,
Natural draft

.

draft area through the grate would vary from 3 to 30

per cent.

Stationary, shaking, or dumping types of grates for

burning the fine sizes of anthracite may be obtained.

The dumping and shaking types facilitate the cleaning

of fire with less drop in steam pressure, which is an

important feature. A large ash pit is advisable so

that fires may be cleaned by dumping or shaking grates,

without the necessity of opening the ash-pit doors more
than once in 24 hours. The ash-pit doors with forced

draft are, of course, sealed to make them air-tight, and
therefore, the less often they have to be opened the

better. Or still better, separate the undergrate air

chamber from the ash pit and install a dead plate in

front of grates to dump ashes.

Owing to the slower rate of combustion, the grate

area for small sized anthracite is made larger than for

bituminous coal in order to develop the same horse-

power, except in cases where the soft-coal boiler already

has an unnecessarily large grate, which is ordinarily the

case. The relation of the grate area to the heating sur-

face is also of importance. This relation is shown in

the table below:

For No. 1 burUwhf.it, 1 to 40. For No. 3 buckwheat. 1 to 30.

For No. 2 buckwheat. 1 to 3.5. For No. 4 buckwheat, 1 to 2.5.

The fuel bed should not be less than 6 ft. from any
point of the boiler-heating surface. There should be

from 2.5 to 3 cu.ft. of combustion space to 1 sq.ft. of

grate area. Another detail of furnace con.struction

which is important is that of the division of the heat-

ing surface into the so-called passes. As the furnace

gases in passing from the fuel bed to the stack are con-

tinuously cooling, their volume is consequently decreas-

ing continuously so that the area of the passes should

be diminished in the same proportion to cause a uniform

flow. The relation between the area of the various

passes should be so as to include total boiler-heating

surface about as follows : First pass, about 43 per cent,

of total heating surface ; second pass, about 32 per cent,

of total heating surface; third pass, about 25 per cent,

of total heating surface. As the width of the gas pas-

sage is uniform, the necessary reduction in the volume

of the passes is made by reducing the thickness of the

gas stream about as follows : In first pass, from 100 to

G8; in second pass, from 68 to 52; in third pass, from
52 to 50.

Anthracite coal must be fired evenly in small quanti-

ties, and at frequent intervals, the intervals of clean-

ing depending upon the nature of the coal, rate of com-

bustion, and the skill in spreading thinly and evenly.

The leveling bar must be used sparingly, and only for

the purpose of keeping the fuel bed level and to keep the

thin spots covered up. As a rule it is bad practice to

let a fuel bed of No. 1 "buckwheat" grow thicker than

8 in. and No. 2 "buckwheat" should not go over 10

in. and preferably not over 6 or 8 in. respectively.

Where an automatic damper regulator is installed, it

is important that coal be supplied to the fire in propor-

tion to the air supply; that is to say, as the blower

speeds up the firing should also be speeded up, and as

the blower slows down the rate of firing should be de-

creased.

Proper Method of Burning Steam Anthracite

With a good grade of steam anthracite, it is possible

to obtain almost as high an efficiency as with bitu-

minous, provided the equipment and operation of the

plant are suitable; frequently, moreover, large savings

in cost of fuel to generate steam are effected by sub-

stituting steam sizes of anthracite for the more e.xpen-

sive bituminous coal. The best results cannot be ob-

tained unless the changes indicated are made so that the

furnace becomes efficient for the anthracite. It is ex-

tremely important in burning the steam sizes of anthra-

cite to provide against a large excess of air to the fire.

The ideal way to bum this fuel is to use undergrate

draft and to throttle the uptake damper to a point

where the volume of air will be reduced to a minimum
for proper combustion. The necessary pressure for

penetrating the bed of fuel is supplied by means of the

blower, and the volume is regulated by means of the

up-take damper. With this equipment an automatic

regulator should be connected for the pui^pose of con-

trolling the draft in accordance with steam require-

ments, all of which is ordinary standard equipment

which readily may be obtained for the purpose.

It must be emphasized that the greatest loss in burn-

ing the fine anthracite is on account of too much air for

the fire, and the principal way to keep this air down to a

proper minimum is by using the up-take damper,

throttled as much as possible so as to produce the high-

est CO, without the formation of unburned gases. Loss

from this source is much less probable than in the case

of soft coal, with its high volatile content, so that with

good installations, the CO may be run at 15 or 16 per

cent., under correct supervision and regulation. This

percentage of carbon dioxide indicates that practically

no more saving can be made by closing the damper

.still further.
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The Mine Type Motor
By L. C. Moseley
Sclienectady. N. T.

SYNOPSIS

—

The severe conditions of mining serv-

ice, particularly as regards vibration, dust and
dampness, has led to the design of a type of alter-

nating current motor particularly adapted to mine
service. This machine is entirely inclosed except

for ventilation holes and is strongly and heavily

built to meet exacting conditions.

DUE to the character of the work in and around
a mine requiring motors in different construc-

tion from the standard open type of induction

motor, a special machine has been designed to meet min-
ing requirements. Since this motor was to be applied

to special service, the matter of its design was dis-

cussed freely with engineers familiar with mining re-

quirements, and in its development their suggestions
were incorporated.

A brief review will be made of the conditions under
which such a motor has to operate. The drive of an
anthracite coal breaker is about as severe as any to

which an electric motor has been applied. The breaker
buildings as a rule are immense structures which sway
and vibrate, and as a result the motors are subjected to

excessive vibration and many shocks. Constant vibra-
tion tends to crystallize the shaft, loosen the lamina-
tions, break the bars of squirrel-cage rotors, and chafe
the insulation on the coils.

The atmosphere surrounding the motor is charged
with everything from fine coal dust to dropping pieces
of coal, and all exposed parts are covered with dirt and
dust. The fine, sharp coal dust works its way into the
windings of an open tube motor; and while this dust is

a good insulator as long as it is dry, it becomes a good
conductor as soon as it is moistened. This may occur as
water is used in the process of separating the slate from
the coal. Another factor to be taken into account is the
starting duty, which is heavy, because shutdowns occur
with the machinery full of coal.

In the bituminous fields, much of the coal is shipped
as run-of-mine or is screened only. There is, however,
an increased tendency to furnish washed coal and as

•Abstracted from General Electric Review.

a result washeries are being installed. Motors applied

in these washeries are subjected to conditions quite

similar to those in an anthracite breaker. In the mines

themselves, motors are frequently subjected to damp-
ness and dripping water.

One distinctive feature of the mine-type motor is its

heavy construction. Another feature of the motors built

in sizes up to and including the 75-hp. at 900 r.p.m.

is the mounting of the back-gear bracket on the stator

frame. Fig. 1 shows a motor having this back-gear

arrangement.

The frame is of the box type, without openings, and
is made of cast iron of heavy section. On machines up
to and including 150 hp. at 720 r.p.m. the bosses for the

back-gear attachment are cast on one side of the frame;

and in order that the bosses shall be far enough apart

to make the support of the bracket rigid and to give a

sufficient width between the feet to make a rigid sup-

port for the motor, the frame is made exceptionally wide.

By having the bosses cast on each frame, the back shaft

can be mounted at any time desired.

The back-gear bracket is made of one casting which
is attached to the frame by four large bolts placed as

FIG. 1. MOTOR Vi'ITH B.VCK-GEAR BK.\CKET

FIG. 2. DETAIL.S OF BACK-GEAR
BRACKET

far apart as possible, as shown in Fig. 2. The bearings

are lined with hard babbitt and are arranged for waste

lubrication. They are split horizontally, have broad

seats at each end, and are interchangeable but not self-

aligning. By using this construction, the back shaft

can be removed without disturbing the alignment of the

bearings, and the bearing can be replaced without re-

moving the shaft. The motor bearings can be replaced

without removing the rotor or the lower half of the

shield, and the rotor can be removed on the end opposite

the gear without disturbing the back-shaft attachment.

Both end shields are split horizontally and are held

together by large square-head bolts which are placed

so as to be readily accessible. The shields are totally

inclosed with the exception of openings at the bottom

for the inlet and outlet of air. These holes may be left

open or a short length of pipe may be attached in order

to bring in fresh air. The shields are interchangeable on

the two ends of the squirrel-cage motor, but the wound-

rotor machine has a longer shield on the collector end

than on the other and is supplied with a hand hole and

cover in the top half to give ready access to the brushes.

The pulley end shield on both wound-rotor and squirrel-

cage motors has a shroud attached to assist in the ven-

tilation of the machine, and the upper half of each end

shield has two tapped holes for air-gap measurement.

On the wound-rotor machines, the brush studs are se-

curely bolted to the end shields.
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FIO 3 MOTOR DRIVING SHAKER SCREEN AND PICKING
TABLES, DAMS COAL AND COKE CO., THOMAS, W. VA.

In all cases large bearings are used, split horizontally

and interchangeable, being the same on both front and

pulley end. Each bearing has two oil rings and two

broad seats, one at each end of the lining, hence they

are not self-aligning. Considerable trouble had been

encountered on bearings having a single seat when used

on a geared motor for very severe service due to the

vibration pounding the seats out of shape. Special

attention has been given to make the bearings both dust-

proof and as free from oil leakage as possible. The oil-

well covers are lined with felt and are held closed by a

spring. Both bearings have overflow oil gages.

Both the motor and back-gear shafts are of heavy con-

struction, so as to minimize the vibration and lessen

the tendency of the shafts to crystallize. In order to

make the rotors interchangeable, the motor shaft is

made for pulley extension, whether the motor is to be

used for belting, gearing or otherwise.

In the design of the rotor, special attention has been

given to making it as rigid as possible in order to resist

the shocks and vibrations arising from gearing. The

rotor spider has an extra long bearing surface on the

shaft, to which it is securely keyed. The squirrel-cage

rotors have electrically welded end-rings of large section

and ample radiating surface, and the conductors are

forced into the slots without any slot armor or wedges,

thus insuring a rotor that is practically indestructible

unless injured by some mechanical means. The wind-

ings of the wound rotor motors are similar to those used

on standard machines, except that the windings have

special moisture-resisting insulation. The collector rings

are made of brass and are shrunk on the shell over

insulation, the shell being pressed on the rotor shaft.

As straight slots are used on the stator, the coils

are exactly shaped, form wound, molded and completely

insulated before being placed in the slots, the same as

are those used in standai'd motors with straight-slot

stators. All stator windings are insulated to resist

moisture. Space blocks welded to adjacent punchings
are used to separate groups of laminations and thus

form ventilating ducts.

Since the continuous rating of an electrical machine
depends on the amount of heat that it will dissipate,

special attention has been given to the ventilation of the

mine-type motor. Sheet-iron fans are attached to the

rotor flange on the pulley end. These fans draw air

from the outside through the ventilating hole in the bot-

tom half of the end shield. To prevent the air from
being forced through the spider and out the other

side of the machine, thus failing to strike the windings

and punchings, a deflector is placed on the end of the

rotor opposite the fan. The air current is thus divided,

part of it being forced up over the stator windings

and part being forced through the rotor ducts, thus

keeping the temperature of the machine at a safe oper-

ating value. It is desirable to have only clean air cir-

culate through the machine; and to accomplish this, a

short length of pipe is attached to the holes in the end

shields to bring in air from the outside.

The mine-type motor is used for driving crushers, belt

conveyors, shaker screens, and picking tables, under-

ground hoists; pumps, crushers and similar machines.

Because of the heavy character of the work and the

dampness usually encountered underground, many in-

stallations require a motor of the mine type, the inclos-

ing features tending to keep the dripping water from

the windings and the heavy construction tending to re-

duce vibration.

Although primarily designed for mining service, these

motors can be applied to other classes of duty which
require an inclosed ventilated motor of heavy construc-

tion. A considerable number of mine-type motors have

been installed for steel mill auxiliary drive, such as ap-

proach tables, straighteners, soaking pit covers, etc.,

where the character of the work is closely akin to mining
requirements. These motors operate in buildings where
the atmosphere is filled with dust and small bits of metal,

and where in some cases the temperature of the air

FIGS. 4 AND 5. TYPICAL MOTOR INSTALLATIONS UNDERGROUND. ONE DRIVING A PUMP. THE OTHER A HOIST
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may be considerably higher than is ordinarily encoun-

tered. To meet this later condition, if found necessary,

the stator and rotor windings are given a special heat

resisting insulation.

In logging operations, motors of the mine type have

been installed on the donkeys for dragging the logs

from the woods to the loading platforms. These donkeys

are portable and the motor installed on the rig is sub-

jected more or less to outdoor conditions, thus necessi-

tating the use of an inclosed ventilated motor. The
service is somewhat akin to hoisting, in that frequently

high torque is required for starting, and to meet this

requirement a wound-rotor machine is applied as it can

give a starting torque considerably in excess of normal.

Mine Electric Lighting
By Terrell Croft.

University City. St. Louis, Mo.
iCopyright—All Riofits Reserved)

IN LIGHTING a mine electrically no definitely for-

mulated rules can be followed. There are, how-

ever, two general principles which should be observed:

(1) Where feasible equip the lamps with shades so as

to minimize or eliminate glare. (2) Provide sufficient

light at the locations where men work constantly so that

the possibility of accident will be minimized. In some

coal mines it is the practice to light the main entry

with 25-watt lamps spaced at 300-ft. intervals, the

object being to insure the silhouetting of objects which

may obstruct the passageway. At side-entry junctions,

use is made of two units, one to illuminate the switch

and junction while the other illuminates a portion of

both the main and side entries, and thereby tends to

eliminate collisions.

Electric lighting safety requirements are expressed

in the following Rule 51 from Bureau of Standards

"Standardization of Electrical Practice in Mines":

"In any part of a mine where there is danger of ignit-

ing gas or coal dust, electric lamps, if installed, must
be of the inclosed vacuum type, and they shall be in-

closed by gas-tight fittings of strong glass and shall

have no flexible cord connections. Electric lamps shall

be replaced only by an authorized person. In all ma-

chine rooms and other places in gaseous mines where

the failure of electric light is likely to cause danger,

some safety lamps or other proper lights, not fewer than

the number to be prescribed for such place by the in-

spector, shall be kept for use in the event of such

failure."

Incandescent lamps are now used to the exclusion of

electric light sources of all other types for mine illumi-

nation. While carbon filament lamps which have the

low efficiency of 3.1 watts per candlepower are still

used to some extent in mine service because they pro-

vide long life on varying voltage, they are gradually

being displaced by the more efficient tungsten lamp

The metallized-filament or gem lamp has a filament oi

carbon which has been so treated that its electrical prop-

erties resemble those of a metal. It has an efficiency

of about 24 watts per candlepower. It is probable that

in the near future both the gem and the carbon fila-

ment lamp will be withdrawn from the market.

The tungsten-filament vacuum or Mazda Type-B lamp

has an efficiency of about 1 watt per candlepower. It

is obviously more efficient than either the metallized or

carbon filament lamp, but has the offsetting disadvan-

tage of being considerably more fragile. The nitrogen-

filled or Type-C Mazda lamp has an average efficiency

of about 0.75 watt per candlepower. The Type-B lamps

are ordinarily obtainable in the following wattages: 10,

15, 25, 40, 50, 60 and 100. Type C lamps are now ob-

tainable in the following wattages: 75, 100, 150, 200,

300, 400, 500, 750 and 1000. When ordering incan-

descent lamps, the manufacturer should always be ad-

vised if the lamps are for mine circuits, on which a

considerable voltage variation may be expected.

In lighting around a shaft near the switch where the

breaking and the switching is done 40-watt lamps with

shallow dome reflectors may be placed above and be-

tween the tracks. The units can be spaced at about

7 ft. intervals and mounted about 7 ft. above the rails.

The resultant initial illumination is about 4- or 5-foot

candles at the floor.

Frequent whitewashing of the walls of underground

offices, mule stables and the like will increase materially

the illumination of these parts of the mine—or a greater

illumination will be available with a smaller energy ex-

penditure.

Underground rooms, mule stables, and the like may
be illuminated with 40-watt lamps equipped with angle

reflectors mounted on the wall and as high as possible.

One unit can be used for each two stalls. In front of

the stalls opposite the angle units, 25-watt lamps with

deep bowl reflectors may be used to illuminate the feed

boxes and the passageway. Underground mine offices

are usually small rooms containing a telephone. One

25-watt lamp equipped with a shallow dome reflector

will furnish illumination for the interior, but some

means should be provided for lighting the entrance so

that it can be easily located in the case of flre or

accident. Either an angle or a shallow dome reflector

with a 25-watt lamp can be used for this purpose. The

fire board in the office at the foot of the shaft should

be well illuminated with one or two 25-watt lamps

equipped with angle reflectors, the number depending

upon the size of the board.

Electric lighting circuits should always be arranged

so that the lamps operate at from 100 to 125 volts be-

cause this pressure is the most economical for in-

candescent lamps. Two hundred and twenty-volt lamps

are uneconomical. The three-wire system is desirable

where an incandescent lamp load is considerable. Such

a system may be obtained readily from an alternating-

current circuit by using a balance coil. Where it is nec-

essary to light from 250 or 500-volt direct-current cir-

cuits the usual practice is to connect in series two 125 or

five 100-volt incandescent lamps across the circuit.

The effect of an increase in the impurities in domestic

sizes of anthracite coal is much more serious than in steam

sizes. While good results are obtained with pea coal, con-

taining 8 per cent, of slate and the same amount of bone,

yet this means a total of 16 lb. of impurities in 100 lb.

of coal purchased. When the impurities exceed this amount

to any great extent the result may be satisfactory, but

it necessitates more frequent removal of ashes; also, the

fire requires more attention—this in addition to the in-

creased cost of the fuel to the consumer. Pea coal con-

taining 20 per cent, of slate is practically worthless for

low-pressure boilers; in high-pressure work, reasonably

good sei-vice is possible; but also in this case ashes must
be removed at more frequent intervals and more attention

given to the fire.
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Preparation of Bituminous Coal—VI
By Ernst Prochaska

St. l-.ouis, Missouri

SYNOPSIS— A/7ec coal has been washed it

must he freed from adhering moisture before it

can be shipped. Draining bins, elevators, con-

veyors and centrifugal dryers are some of the

means employed for this purpose. The water

must also be clarified or the amount necessary

will he excessive. The sludge must he dried and

if possible pyrite recovered.

WASHED coal must be freed from adhering mois-

ture before it can be shipped to market. Coal

larger than 4 in. can be dewatered easily by

simply passing it over draining screens, but the de-

watering of finer sizes is a different problem and the

methods used at present do not give entirely satisfactory

results. We should not overlook therefore any efforts

for further development and improvement in the process

of dewatering the fine coal.

Before we we can discuss intelligently the methods

used at present, we must first determine the purpose

of the dewatering process and the scope of the demands

made by it upon the apparatus used. The final purpose

of dewatering is to produce a coal of the highest pos-

sible value. This will permit us to predetermine in

each separate case the most economical degree to which

the dewatering should be carried. Some typical cases

are as follows:

Coking Coal.—A moisture content of from 6 to 8 per

cent, is the most suitable for the coking process in re-

tort ovens when utilizing the byproducts. Therefore

the coal, if the character and size will permit, must be

dewatered to this extent. If this is not possible, other

means must be employed to help out. Dry-screened

dust may be mixed in or even dry-screened fine coal.

The amount of the unwashed coal which can be thus

mixed in depends upon the percentage of ash it con-

tains.

Fuel Coal.—The degree of dewatering of fine coal de-

pends upon the demands of the consumer, but the mois-

ture should not exceed 10 per cent. Mixing in of dry

unwashed fines will also be of some benefit, but the

recrushing of coarse coal for this purpose should be

avoided ordinarily on account of the greater value of

the coarser sizes.

The following may be considered, taking into account

the difficulties of dewatering and the rapid increase of

these difficulties with any decrease of the moisture in

the final product. As much as the conditions permit,

the drying of the fine coal should be aided by the mix-

ing in of dry raw coal.

In most cases greatest possible dryness of the coal is

required. The requirements of this dryness should be

established beforehand by a guaranty in regard to the

permissible upper limits of moisture in the final product,

so that the washery as well as the consumer may have
fixed data to go by.

Simplicity of installation demands the smallest pos-

sible space, low power consumption and small cost of

installation and operation. The dewatering of the fine

coal, appearing at first sight to be easy, thus becomes a

difficult problem made more difficult by the inclination

of the fine coal to pack together in dense cakes contain-

ing a high amount of water.

The continuous stream of coal coming from the mine

does not allow, except at high cost, the devoting of much
time to any one separate stage of its preparation. One
process must follow another without appreciable inter-

vals or interruptions. Even in the storage bins the coal

does not remain for any length of time. It must be

loaded out continuously. A coal washery knows only

the following alternative—few swiftly operating pieces

of apparatus or a great number of slower-working ma-

chines. For all previously enumerated apparatus the

principle of quick operation is easily accomplished ; the

treatment of fine coal offers serious difficulties which

still remain to be solved satisfactorily.

The methods to be employed for drying coal must be

adapted to the character of the material. This require-

ment demands especial consideration. It is impossible

to prefer one method above all others at first sight.

The character of the fine coal from different mines

shows many variations. With a hard, not easily shat-

tered slate the fine coal, and especially the sludge, are

innocuous. The dewatering is comparatively easy and

can be, at least partly, combined with the water clarifi-

cation process. But if the slate, or what is even worse,

the slate and coal are disposed to produce a microscop-

ically fine pulp held in suspension in the water, the

process of dewatering must be carried on in an entirely

different manner. The separation of the fine coal from

the pulp must be accomplished in the early stages of the

process if it is to be carried out successfully.

Methods of Drying

Considering the requirements set forth we have the

following methods for drying in use at the present

time: (1) Dewatering in bins or pits; (2) dewatering

on slowly moving conveyors; (3) centrifugal dryers;

(4) filters (for sludge only).

Draining pits were fuly described in Vol. 14 of Coal

Age, pp. 1072-1075. In addition to this description it

might be mentioned that the dewatering of the fine coal

is also accomplished to some degree in the commonly

used storage bins. A storage of 48 hours will reduce

the moisture in the coal to from 10 to 12 per cent. In

Europe draining bins are commonly employed and the

draining off of the water is accelerated by the use of

filter bodies made of expanded metal, which open up

the densely packed mass of fine coal. The following re-

sults have been obtained with this type of bin:

Capacity
of

Washery Contents

Degree of

Time Required Capacity of Moisture
Filling-Dewatering All Bins in the Dried

lU Tons of Bins Number of One Bin in Tons Coal.

per Hour in Tons of Bins in Hours per Hour Per Cent.

100 600-1200 4-12 „ ,,
150 1200-2000 8-20 2-5 20-48 20-120 8-13

200 1400-3000 10-24

The disadvantages of draining bins are as follows:

On account of the large surfaces the sludge settles out

of the water, considerably delaying thereby the process

of dewatering. On account of the lack of other drying

apparatus, all sludge produced must be sluiced into the
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draining bins, there to be dewatered. The dela.vs also

the rapid draining off of the water. In emptying the
bins, the coarse coal flows out more rapidly than the
fine coal and the sludge, which later clings to the walls.

When the bins are emptied this sludge hangs to the
walls for some time and drops off suddenly in large
masses. This destroys that uniformity of the coal which
is desirable for the coking process. The bins also re-

quire considerable space in all directions, and if the
ground area at disposal is limited it will bring about a

cramped or less desirable arrangement of the other

apparatus.

Draining conveyors work on quite a different prin-
ciple. They dewater the fine coal on its way to the
storage bins. No special dewatering device is necessary,
as the conveying apparatus required in any case is

adapted to dewatering the coal. Conveyors or elevators
can be used for this purpose, depending upon the jux-
taposition of the jigs to the storage bins. When these
machines are employed the washed coal can be sluiced

from the jigs directly into the conveyors. With ele-

vators the coal must be sluiced into a settling tank out
of which the elevators feed. The drained-off water, car-

rying fine particles of coal in suspension, is sluiced into

separate clearing tanks. Dewatering elevators and con-
veyors must be built heavy, depending upon the char-
acter of the coal, the required capacity, and the dis-

tance over which the material must be conveyed. This
is the more important since the speed of the conveyors
must be slow in order to give the water time to drain
off.

The following table gives some data on dewatering
elevators and conveyors:

the resulting sludge caused by the grinding action of
the centrifugal force upon the coal is another and se-

rious drawback. At present, however, centrifugal dry-
ers are the most efficient pieces of apparatus we have
for the purpose of reducing the moisture in the washed
coal below 10 per cent. It should also be stated that
the coal feed to the dryers must be partially dewatered

r=^

slope

Deg.
'-Dimensions —

.

Type Width Length.
Dewatering

conveyor 32in.-l3ft. 50- 1 30 ft. 0-40 lS-12 5-50
Dewatering

elevator 20in.- 6ft. 50-l30ft. 40-65 3 -32 10-60

Speed, Capacity watered
Feel per to
per Hour Power, Per Cent.

Minute in Tons Hp. Moisture

10-13

10-13

Centrifugal dryers, on account of their high speed,

are restricted in regard to the dimension of the diam-
eter of the revolving parts. To accomplish a satisfac-

tory capacity only centrifuges with continuous feed and
discharge can be considered. At present only two types

of centrifugals are in use. In one the dried coal is

discharged continuously, being scraped off the screen

plates by knives which rotate at a speed different from
that of the screens. In the other type scrapers are not
used and the coal is discharged from the screens
through trapdoors which open and close intermittently.

The results with the centrifugal dryer, as far as the
delivery of dry coal is concerned, are very satisfactory.

The moisture in the dried coal is reduced to an average
of 6 per cent. The power requirements are not exces-

sive, dryers with a capacity of 60 tons per hour using
from 35 to 50 horsepower.

The greatest disadvantage noticed in the operation of

centrifugal dryers can be traced to the rapid wearing
of the screen plates which, on account of the small per-

forations, must be made of thin steel. A solution of
this problem would be to use a protecting grate inside

of the screens and to allow a thin layer of coal to re-

main on the screens. This would act as a filter bed and
protect the screen against the abrasive action of the
coal. Besides the frequent renewals of screen plates,

which require the installation of at least one spare dryer.

FIG. 20. ARRANGEMENT OF A COMPRESSED AIR
INSTALLATION FOR CONVEYING SLUDGE

FROM CLEARING BASINS

to at least 15 per cent, moisture, which can be easily

accomplished by means of a dewatering elevator.

Filtering apparatus can only be used for fine coal and

is best adapted for the dewatering of sludge. Such de-

vices will be described in connection with sludge re-

covery.

The clarification of the wash water and sludge recov-

ery are carried on side by side in one process. The dirty

wash water is separated into clear water on tJie one

hand and concentrated sludge on the other. The clear

water flows to the pump cistern and from there is put
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into circulation again by pumps. The concentrated

sludge is either mixed with the washed coal, with or

without further treatment, or stored away in separate

bins for boiler-house use; or even in the worst case

wasted on the refuse dump. The materials to be con-

sidered consist of the overflow water from the settling

tanks and the dewatering apparatus.

The process of clarifying is carried on either in large

settling basins or in a series of pointed boxes {spitz-

kasten). The employment of clearing basins has been

almost abandoned for reasons previously given. The
use of spitzkasten has never become popular on account

of the large floor space required and the difficulty of

removing the concentrated sludge. In a few isolated in-

stallations conical clearing tanks of large dimensions,

similar to the Callow tanks, have been built but the re-

sulting sludge could not be drawn off in a sufficiently

concentrated state or with any degree of regularity.

The Dorr thickeners which were taken over from ore-

dressing plants have given thus far the most satisfac-

tory results.

The clarification of the wash water must be carried

out to such a degree, that considering the necessary

addition of fresh water no increase in specific gravity

shall occur. Since the quantity of fresh water required

to make up for the loss caused by evaporation, the water
carried away from the coal, refuse and sludge and by
leakages, can be easily determined, we can state: The
water clarification is to be carried to such a point that

the addition of fresh water shall not exceed the loss of

wash water. This means that no water shall be wasted
on account of its being too dirty to be put back into

circulation. The reason for this is that the cost of

water, on account of the immense quantities used, is

quite a consideration. A washery treating 2000 tons

in eight hours circulates in that time over li million

gallons of water.

Methods of Conveying Sludge and Water

The cost of water clarification and sludge recovery

should be as small as possible. Little has been done in

the way of improvement in this direction. The ap-

paratus employed for settling out the sludge should be

arranged in such a way that unnecessary power require-

ments for the conveying of sludge and water may be
avoided. Two methods can be used to accomplish this

:

(1) The settling apparatus may be located at such an

elevation that the overflow water from the tanks can

flow by gravity to the clarifying apparatus. This will,

however, require in most cases a lifting of the cleared

water and the concentrated sludge to their respective

places. (2) The clarifying apparatus may be placed

sufficiently high so that the cleared water as well as the
concentrated sludge can flow by gravity to the places

where they are to be used. In this case the overflow

water from the settling tank must be lifted to the top

of the clarifying apparatus. This latter arrangement
has the advantage that it avoids the troublesome ele-

vating of the concentrated sludge and furthermore that

it makes the space underneath the clarifying apparatus
accessible. The materials used for the construction of

the settling tanks are usually either timber (redwood),
steel or reinforced concrete. The concentrated sludge
can be conveyed by means of centrifugal pumps, dia-

phragm pumps or by compressed air. Centrifugal
pumps can be used when the sludge must be
elevated above the permissible height of suction.

Diaphragm pumps can only be used on suction lifts and
are really used more often as a device wherewith to
regulate the flow of sludge than as a conveying medium.
Compressed air has been largely used in Europe for
conveying the sludge from the clearing basins. In
Fig. 20 the arrangement of such an installation is

clearly shown. The four discharge points of the clear-
ing basin A are connected by the pipes P with the
tank T. Communication between any of the four dis-
charge points of the clearing basin and the tank T can
be made and interrupted by the valves V located in the
pipes P. From the tank T the pipe J leads to the air
compressor C. The three-way cock D permits connec-
tion of the tank T through the pipe / either with the
atmosphere or with the compressor C. To start opera-
tion, the pipe J is connected with the atmosphere and
the valve V is opened at the same time. This permits
the sludge to flow into the tank T. Should the sludge
not flow as freely as desired, the cock D can be turned
in such a way that the compressor takes the air from
the tank T, creating thereby a partial vacuum in the
tank. This accelerates the flow of the sludge. A float
indicates the amount of sludge in the tank. As a
further safeguard the pipe / is carried well above the
top of the clearing basin, so that no sludge can enter
the compressor. When the tank has been filled with
sludge, the valve V is closed, the compressor started, de-
livering compressed air into the tank through the pipe N.
Now, by opening the valve M the sludge is forced out
of the tank.

Pump Versus Compressed Air

The question yet remains as to whether pumps or
compressed air is preferable for the conveying of sludge.
Conveying by means of compressed air is mechanically
more perfect. The sludge can be thicker than if handled
with pumps, without increasing the wear and tear
on the apparatus. But the cost of the installation is

considerably higher and the operation requires more
careful attention. Smaller washeries will therefore
prefer pumps, especially if the nature of the sludge is

such that the wear and tear on the pumps is not exces-
sive. Larger washeries having great quantities of
sludge to handle should consider compressed air as a
medium for conveying it, especially as an air-com-
pressing plant is more or less a necessity around a
mine.

The following table shows some results obtained with
spitzkasten clearing basins:

Capacity Total
Clearing

Washer Surface of
per Hour Spitzkasten Number Minute
in Tons III Sq.Ft. of Boxes in Gallons

100 850-1520
150 1075-2152
200 2152-3230

3- 5
5- 8
5-12

Cleared Concentrated
Water Sludge Power Required
per per to Lift— '- Minute Sludge, Water,

Gallons Hp. Hp.
1765-4414
2547-6621
3530-8828

4.4-22 5-15 60- 80
9.0-33 6-30 70-100
17.5-44 10-30 90-130

As mentioned previously, the process of clarifying
the water is carried on either in large settling basins
or in a series of spitzkasten. In actual fact, however,
little has been accomplished in this respect. In most
cases the same water is used over and over again until
it becomes too thick for any further use. It was, and
still is, the common practice to run a washery with one
filling of water, according to the nature of the raw coal,

say for from three days to two weeks, and at the end
of this period to empty all the jig and settling tanks
and fill them up again with fresh water. This is a crude
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method, but for the lack of something better it was

tolerated even if every washerman condemned it.

This deplorable condition remained unchanged until

the advent of the Dorr thickener. This apparatus em-

bodies a highly efficient, economical and mechanically

perfect device for settling out the fine impurities. The

Dorr thickeners make it possible to recover as a clean,

granular coal material which normally goes to waste,

and at the same time furnishes a wash water as pure

as originally supplied to the system. The operation of

these thickeners is entirely automatic and continuous.

Power and operating cost are almost negligible. They

may be installed in any form of circular tank or basin

up to 200 ft. in diameter. If the nature of the ground

permits, simple excavations with concrete overflow rims

are often used.

The settled solids are continuously discharged in the

underflow as thick sludge. The operation of the thick-

ener may be so controlled as to deliver an overflow either

entirely clear or containing a certain percentage of

solids. For an installation of given size, the natural

settling rate of the material being handled and the

rates of feed and of underflow determine the amount of

solids in the overflow.

It has been found that the thickener works best if

the feed does not contain material larger than 20 mesh.

As the overflow from the washed-coal settling tanks, and

more especially from the centrifugal drj'ers, contains

a good deal of coal bigger than 20 mesh, it is advisable

to put in a classifier ahead of the thickener for the pur-

pose of removing the coarse particles of coal in a de-

watered state and to pass only the fine slime to the

thickeners.

Details of Dorr Classifier

The Dorr classifier, as shown in Fig. 21, consists

of a shallow, rectangular tank with a sloping bottom.

The tank may be set at any desired slope, usually about

2i in. to the foot. The feed to the classifier is contin-

uous ; all granular material settling to the bottom of the

tank is raked up the incline by reciprocating rakes and

discharged at the high end above the water level. The

fine and more slowly settling solids overflow with the

excess water at the opposite end. Broadly speaking, the

slope of the bottom, the speed of the rakes, and the

dilution of the feed determine the character of the two

products.

The classifier serves to dewater the granular coal

and to remove the remaining small amounts of coal

slime, which can be settled out in the thickeners. Fig.

22 shows a Dorr thickener of 70 ft. diameter with con-

crete tank. The flow sheet given in Fig. 23 shows

a typical arrangement for a water-clarification and

sludge-recovery plant.

The power required for operating a 70-ft. Dorr thick-

ener is about 1.5 hp., and the speed of the rakes is

approximately from 4 to 8 revolutions per hour.

Under normal conditions of the overflow water from

the washed-coal settling tank 30 gal. per minute can

be cleared per 100 sq.ft. of settling area, so that a

70-ft. thickener will be able to handle the overflow water

from a washery treating 100 tons of coal per hour, if

we asume that the water required for washing will be

three times the weight of the coal, or 723 gal. of water

per ton. The overflow can be easily cleaned so that it

does not contain more than 2 grams of solids per liter

(approximately 117 grams per gallon) or only 0.2 per

cent, of solids. The underflow or the sludge can be

FIG. 21. VIEW OF A DORR CLASSIFIER

concentrated so that it will contain up to 58 per cent,

of solids. This is about the limit of density that will

still permit the handling of the sludge through pipes or

with pumps.

A sludge containing too much impurity to be mixed
in with the washed coal entails great losses upon the

economic operation of a washery. Furthermore, this

sludge, if wasted upon the refuse dump, will fire in

course of time and is liable to cause thereby much
trouble and damage.

The loss of combustible with the sludge is of greater

importance with coking coal, where the fines are of

greater value than with fuel coal. Therefore, efforts

to treat the sludge for fine-coal recovery are advisable.

Many different methods have been tried, but thus far

the results obtained have been only mediocre. This is

not surprising, considering the fineness of the material.

The possibility, however, of a separation can be based

upon the fact that even the smallest particles of coal

show a granular structure, whereas the fireclay or the

crushed slate are of such a fineness that the particles

are held in suspension in the water.

All Firecl.w Should Be Remo\'ED

Successful separation of coal from the sludge de-

mands a distinct difference in the size of the grains.

The requirements are that the fireclay shall be re-

moved from the sludge as much as possible without

great loss of coal. Up to the present time the only suc-

cessful method for such a separation depends upon a

swift current of fresh water in the shape of sprays, but

the tendency at present leans toward the use of ap-

paratus now employed in the ore-dressing plants, such

as slime tables or Dorr classifiers.

One important piece of apparatus at present operat-

ing at least halfway successfully is the Kohl-Simon

screen, shown in Fig. 24. The screens having fine

brass-wire mesh (65 mesh to the inch) are hung at their

upper ends on the swinging rods A and on their lower

ends on the bails B. The eccentrics C give the screens

a reciprocating motion and at the same time the double

cams D impart to the screens a forcible vibrating mo-
tion.

The sludge to be treated is sluiced onto the screens

through the launder E. Fresh-water sprays are forced

against the sludge through the pipe F, which has i-in.

holes over its whole length on the under side. These

sprays wash the fireclay, which has finer grains than

the coal, through the screens into the launder G. The
fine coal freed from the fireclay travels over the screens

and is collected together with part of the wash water
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in the launder H. The following results were obtained

with this apparatus:

Daily Fresh
Input Solids Water
In Per Used in

Gallons Cent. Gallons

iO.OOO 10.39 63.000
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required for each ton of coal, or from 725 to 1450 gal.
of water must be put in circulation for each ton of coal
treated. But the amount of water actually necessarj'
varies a great deal with the charater of the raw coal,
the number of sizes made and the expected output. The
last point demands especial consideration.
The water consumption increases immensely if the

washery is overloaded. In such cases the water "must as-

FIG. 23. TYPICAL LAYOUT FOR A CLARIFICATIOX AND
RECOVERY PLAXT

sume part of the work which the overloaded jigs can-
not perform to the required degree of exactness. The
table below will show what quantities of water are
required in a washery. We assume a mine hoisting
3000 tons of coal per day and that 80 per cent, of this
amount will be handled in the washery. The table shows
the different sizes of the washed coal made and the
required quantities of water. If the washery is de-

Per-
Size of Coal centag

Lump coal 20
Nut coal, s to 3 in 35
Fine coal. J to | in 30
Sludge to i in 15
Fresfi water for spraying nut coal

Total 100

Water
Required Water

Amount in Gallons Required
in per Ton in Gallons

Tons of Coal per Day
600

1.050 965 1,013,250
900 1,440 1,296,000
450 240 108,000

24 25,200

3.000 2,442,450

signed for a daily capacity of 200 tons—that is, for a
12-hour shift—the hourly water requirements are 203,-
537 gal. or 1017 gal. of water per ton of coal.

It thus becomes clear that only in extremely excep-
tional cases can the clarification and reuse of the wash
water be neglected. Assuming the cost of water at
only 0.005 of one cent per gallon (which means 20,000
gal. for $1), the water alone would cost 5.09c. per ton
of coal and the daily expenditure for a washery with
an output of 2400 tons of coal would be $122.16 for
water alone. Therefore, every effort should be made
to clarify and recirculate the water without appreciaole
wastage.

Water losses can be divided into unavoidable and

avoidable ones. Unavoidable ones are brought about
by evaporation and by a certain amount of water being
carried away with the washed coal, the refuse and the
sludge. These losses are increased by any necessity
for rapid operation, which gives little time for drain-
age. Only in the bins has the coal time to lose some
of the water. With the installation of mechanical dry-
ers, however, this loss has been greatly diminished as
most of the water adhering to the coal is returned to
the system. But there still remains the loss of water
caused by the moisture in the outgoing refuse and
sludge.

The loss of water that drains out of the bins is

avoidable through collecting it in gutters. Avoidable
also are the losses caused by leaky tanks and sluice-

ways. These losses increase with the age of the wash-
ery and can hardly be entirely eliminated. The use of
steel, cast iron and concrete for tanks and sluiceways
will cut down this loss considerably and will also make
the whole plant a good deal cleaner. The idea that a
washery must be sloppy is not only erroneous, but
expensive.

The amount of the water losses varies widely with
the construction of the washery, its age and the mate-
rials used in its construction. It is safe to assume such

loss as amounting to from 8 to 10 per cent, of the total

quantity used. This amount must be taken into con-

sideration in figuring upon the necessary fresh-water

supply. Whether these figures will be sufficient depends

entirely upon the efficiency of the water-clarification

plant.

If mine water which is acidulous or salty is used,

greater quantities must be wasted so as not to increase

the acidity of the water beyond a safe point. If con-

crete is largely used in the construction of tanks and
sluiceways, care must be taken to keep the acidity of

the water within close limits, as acid water has a

disastrous effect upon concrete structures.

In general the degree of water clarification desirable

depends upon the proportionate cost of power and water,

the possibility of clarifying the water and of allowing

the dirty water to run away without damaging adjoin-

ing property or polluting streams.

Pumps and Cisterns Usually Employed

For water circulation in the washery centrifugal

pumps are almost universally used. The character of

the water, the requirement of lifting large volumes of

water under comparatively low heads and the floor space

at disposal forbidding large pumprooms, render cen-

trifugal pumps especially advisable. It must be em-

phasized also that the whole washer operation depends

upon the uninterrupted service of the circulating pumps;
therefore, it would be mistaken economy to leave a

spare circulating pump out of the washery equipment

merely on account of lack of convenient space or a short-

age of money.

The fact that water clarification is the final process

places the pump cistern at the lowest point of the wash-

ery. It is important to make the pump cistern big

enough to take cai-e of all the water in circulation when
the pumps are shut down and, on the other hand, to

give the pumps sufficient water from which to draw at

the beginning of the ojeration. It has been found

advisable to interpose between the circulating pump
and the jigs a water tank or high-level reservoir for the

purpose of supplying the jigs with water under constant
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pressure and at the same time to provide further storage

space.

The power required for the circulating pumps varies

considerably, depending upon the volume of water to be

circulated and upon the difference in elevation between
the pump cistern and the jig tanks. Approximately, it

can be assumed that for a washer having a capacity

of 100 tons per hour there are required 70 to 125 hp.

;

for 150 tons per hour, 100 to 150 hp. ; for 200 tons per

hour, 140 to 170 hp. ; for 250 tons per hour, 160 to 250
hp. Besides the circulating pumps several other pumps
are required to handle the sludge from the thickeners

and the clear water and the sludge from the clearing

basins. It is also advisable to install a high-pressure

pump for fire protection and for the purpose of wash-
ing off the floors and washing down the accumulated
dust from the roof trusses.

The amount of power required depends primarily

upon the capacity of the washery. The following must
be considered to determine the total amount of power
required: The methods of operating the screens, the

jigs, the dust collectors, the crushers, etc.; in short,

all of the mechanically operated equipment. This in

turn depends upon the character of the raw coal and
its impurities. The power required for each piece of

apparatus designed for a certain capacity and material

is known; therefore, the summation of the power re-

quired for all the apparatus gives the total power neces-

sary. To this total, however, must be added a certain

percentage to take care of the power losses sustained

in transmission.

Local conditions and arrangements of the machinery
influence power consumption. To reduce the power re-

quirements to a minimum it is desirable to either use
the natural elevation or to raise the raw coal to such

a height that the flow of the materials can be carried on
by gravity alone or with the aid of sluicing water. In

a level country there are some limitations to this ideal

condition on account of the difficulty encountered in

designing and operating heavy elevators of great ca-

pacity in an economical manner.

V The power required per ton of coal treated will vary

between considerable limits. Average values taken
from e.xisting installations are given as from 2 to 3
hp. per ton of hourly capacity. Some modern installa-

tions, however, with a complete system of water clari-

fication and sludge recovery, require as much as 5 hp.

per ton of hourly capacity.

From the foregoing discussion it can easily be seen

that only after a careful examination of all the details

will it be possible to decide upon a suitable general ar-

rangement. Furthermore, the cost of power plays an
important part in the proper selection of the machinery.
A mine paying only Jc. per kilowatt-hour can consider

in the .selection of the machinery other advantages than
a mine paying IJ cents.

The following table gives the average power re-

quired for the different pieces of apparatus used:

ower Required for a Waahery
Having a Capacity per Hour of

-Ton3-

I'TC. 21. KOHL-SIMO.\- SPKEEX USED I.V .SEP.\R.\TING
COAL FROM SLUDGE

Description of Apoaratus 1 00 1 50 200

1. Dust collector in screen house 5 to 18 6 to 18 7 to 18

2. Screens in tipple 6 to I 5 8 to 25 1 5 to 40
3. Picking tables and loading booms. .. . 10 to 15 10 to 25 15 to 30
4. Conveying rock and picked-out slate. 6 to 15 6 to 1

5

6 to 1

5

5. Convevors from screen to fine

coal bin 5 to 10 6 to 12 8 to 15
6. Crushers 80 to 120 100 to 160 150 to 200
7. Raw coal elevator 1 5 to 30 20 to 50 30 to 60
8. Conveyors for raw coal storage bin. .

.

5 to 10 5 to 12 5 to 15
9. Magnetic separator 5 to 10 5 to 10 7 to 15

10. Preliminary screens 5 to 10 7 to 15 10 to 20
11. Dust collector 5 to 10 5 to 1

5

6 to 05
12. Coarse coal jigs 15 to 25 20 to 40 40 to 52
13. Coarse refuse elevators 5 to 10 7 to 12 10 to 15
14. Rescreening of nut coal 5 to 8 5 to 12 7 to 15
15. Conveying nut coal to storage bins... 5 to 6 5 to 8 6 to 10
16. Conveying middle products 5 to 6 5 to 8 6 to 10
17. Crushing middle products 10 to 30 20 to 40 30 to 60
18. Rewashjigs 5 to 10 10 to 15 1 5 to 20
19. Finecoaljigs 10 to 15 1 5 to 20 20 to 30
20. Concentrating tables 7 to 12 10 to 15 1 5 to 20
21. Fine refuse elevators 2 to 5 3 to 6 5to 8

22. Conveying fine coal to storage bins. . . 8 to 20 1 2 to 30 1 5 to 30
23. Drying of fine coal 60 to 100 100tol50 150to200
24. Sludge recovery 5 to 10 10 to 15 15 to 20
25. Water circulation 70tol25 I00tol50 140tol75

{to be concluded)

With the object of recovering living men within a

mine after a disaster the first effort should be to ascer-

tain, from a reliable source, in what parts of the mine
men were working, and to locate those parts of the

mine to which the men might
go to get the best air. The
rise and dip and the location

of pillar work and wet places

would be clearly shown on

the mine map, as would the

position of pumps. Any
pumps driven by compressed

air may make available a sup-

ply of fresh air. Presum-
ably, entombed men will go
to those parts that are natur-

ally damp or wet or where compressed air machinery
may be in use, and the first efforts of rescue should be
directed to those districts of the mine in which there

seems to be the greatest likelihood of finding men alive.

If any parts of the mine have been liberating explosive

gas, it may be presumed that the explosion originated

in one of those. The report of the fireboss should be

examined to ascertain in what sections of the mine he

has previously found explosive gas. In the absence of

such information, the exploration should be made first

along those entries of the mine that show indications

of least violence and heat. If men got out of the mine
immediately or shortly after the explosion, an effort

should be made to reach that part of the mine.
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WHAT THE ENGINEERING
SOCIETIES ARE DOING

Engineering Council Condemns

Low Salaries

Declares Compensation for Services Has Not
Risen with Living Cost and Seeks a

Classified Salary Schedule

REPORTING at the recent regular meeting of En-
gineering Council, the committee on classification

.and compensation of engineers presented the fol-

lowing analysis of the situation and suggested the lines

of its future action. Reports from separate sections of

the committee are also briefly abstracted herewith

:

In attempting to formulate standard rates of compen-
sation for professional engineers, the first task is to find

what rates are actually in force, especially in those fields

where attempts at standardization have been made. The
second task is to inquire what adjustment should be made
to correspond to the great change which has taken place

in the cost of living, or, in other words, in the value of

the dollar. How great this change has been during the

past twenty years is realized by few. Fortunately, an
accurate determination is available in the statistical records

of average prices which for many years have been gathered
and published by leading commercial organizations.

A record of average prices of the necessaries of life kept

by R. G. Dun & Co. shows that prices have increased con-

tinuously for 22 years. A certain quantity of staple neces-

saries could have been purchased July 1, 1897, for $72.45.

By Jan. 1, 1905, the same quantity cost $100.32. On Jan.

1, 1914, before the outbreak of the war, the cost had risen

to $124.53; May 1, 1917, to

$208.43, and Oct. 1, 1918, to

the maximum of $233.23.

This enormous increase in

prices of the necessaries of

life has been accompanied
by an increase in wages, es-

pecially among workers
organized in unions which
had the power to compel at-

tention to their demands.
In the unskilled labor mar-
ket the relations of supply
and demand raised wages
during the war to points in

some cases exceeding the

increase in the cost of liv-

ing. No such increase has
taken place in the compen-
sation of salaried workers in

the professions. It has been assumed that these workers,
living in a different social environment, had a margin of

compensation sufficient to enable them to meet the in-

creased cost of living. This assumption is not justified by
the facts. Where salaries have been increased during the

past three years, there are few cases in which the increase

has been at all commensurate with the increase in prices of
the necessaries of life, which the salaried worker, like the
wage worker, has to purchase. That this is a correct state-

ment is amply proved by many direct comparisons which

have been made of the wages of the workers in various
skilled trades and the salaries of the rank and file of
technical and professional workers.

There is little doubt that an unprejudiced investigation

would show that a large proportion of the salaried workers
in professional occupations during the past three years
have been unable to pay their living expenses from their

earnings and have been obliged to rely on income from
property owned or to use up savings of other years in

order to maintain themselves.

A serious question is whether the present scale of prices

is here to stay. There has been a general belief that with
the coming of peace and the resumption of pi-oductive in-

dustries a heavy fall would occur. It has been assumed that
the salaried worker would have to wait for this so that he
could again live within his income. It now appears, how-
ever, to be the opinion of many financiers and economists
that the present high prices of necessaries are likely to

continue for a long time, probably for several years. The
salary of $2000 a year which a man received from 1902

to 1905 will now buy less than $1000 worth of necessaries.

This has been the case for two years. If this is to continue

for two, three or four years to come, then surely the

salaried worker, in a professional or any other occupation,

has an equitable claim to have his compensation brought
back in purchasing power to where it was fifteen years ago.

There is another aspect of the compensation of the pro-

fessional worker which has been frequently misunderstood,

but which, with present knowledge, ought no longer to de-

ceive. The pay of professional engineers has for many
years been influenced by the idea that a young man in the
earlier years of his work should expect moderate compen-
sation because of the future to which he might look for-

ward. In Great Britain this idea found expression for

many years in the custom
of the young engineer pay-
ing a premium during a
number of years' service in

order to learn the business.

There was justification for

this idea during the period

when the development of

engineering was so rapid

that a large proportion of

the men who were turned

out from the few engineer-

ing schools or the engineer-

ing workshops were able

eventually to rise to posi-

tions of large responsibility

and importance, command-
ing high salaries. That
condition has been altered.

Of the men who begin

technical engineering work today, only a very few selected

ones can rise to positions of responsibility commanding high

salaries. The rank and file must inevitably be ten times

as numerous as the captains and lieutenants, and a hun-

dred times as many as the majors and generals.

The man of exceptional ability, indeed, may find it worth

his while to work for low compensation because of the fu-

ture awaiting him. But to hold up to the rank and file

of technical workers the idea that they can afford to work

for insufficient salaries for the sake of some future high

THE ENGINEERING COUNCIL, of the

Engineering Societies Building, 29 West
39th St., New York City, is a body which con-

siders and promotes the interests of engineers

as a whole. Its member societies are the

American Society of Civil Engineers, the Amer-
ican Institute of Mining Engineers, the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, the American
Society of Electrical Engineers, and the Ameri-
can Society for Testing Materials. J. Parker
Channing, a mining engineer, is chairman and
Alfred D. Flinn, secretary. M. O. Leighton is

chairman of the National Service Committee.
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position, which they have not one chance in twenty or fifty

of attaining, is a gross deception.

The committee believes, therefore, that in adopting stand-

ards for the compensation of workers in all technical fields

due consideration must be given to the great increase in

the cost of living which has taken place. The dollar of

salary must be considered with regard to what it will pur-

chase today and is likely to purchase next year, and not

with regard to the value' of the dollar ten or fifteen years

ago.

This increase in compensation is necessary not merely
as a matter of justice to the engineer, but in order that

engineering work may be maintained on the plane that it

must be to secure economical and efficient work. Not only

the leaders but the rank and file of technical workers often

have it in their power largely to affect the cost of the work
in their charge by the quality of the efi"ort they exert.

There is no economy in paying such men at rates inade-

quate for their support, for this leaves their minds bur-

dened with anxieties, when they should be free to give their

best efforts to the work in hand. Moreover, such a rate

automatically tends to drive the abler men into other oc-

cupations and to leave in charge of the woi'k only those

of less ability who are unable to make a change.

The municipal and state section of the committee,

Arthur S. Tuttle, chairman, reported that it was formu-
lating a standard classification of positions and duties,

and a schedule of titles and qualifications has been pre-

pared to be incorporated in a questionnaire for circula-

tion among engineers of all states and the more im-

portant cities.

The Federal Government section, John C. Hoyt, chair-

man, reported that a survey of Government activities

shows 28 offices that employ Government engineers.

A letter was sent to each member of the Cabinet re-

questing a list of engineering bureaus in his department,

and favorable responses were received from all except

the Secretary of War.
The railroad section, Francis Lee Stuart, chairman,

reported that a questionnaire had been prepared to be

sent to the chief engineers of the railroads under Fed-

eral control, but after conference with Director General

Hines it was decided to send it to members of the

founder societies connected with railroads. A letter

outlining the work of the committee and suggesting a

simple general classification into eight groups accom-
panied the questionnaire. These eight groups of engi-

neers are as follows

:

(1) Chief administrative officer having full charge
of organization, including determination of policy; (2)

head of major subdivision in responsible charge of large

unit; (3) head of intermediate subdivision in respon-

sible charge; (4) head of minor subdivision; (5) on

general duty under direction but requiring special edu-

cation and special training and the use of initiative and
originality; (6) on subordinate duty requiring special

education or training but not requiring special orig-

inality; (7) on subordinate duty not requiring special

education, training nor originality; (8) on special duty

of responsible character requiring particular qualifica-

tions and initiative.

Interior Department Will Henceforth Be
Headed by an Engineer

Far-reaching changes in the executive machinery of

the Federal Government were proposed in the bills in-

troduced in each house of Congress on June 25. The
Federal Department of the Interior will become the De-

partment of Public Works, if the legislation proposed

is enacted. The main idea is to assemble all engineering

activities of the Government in one department.

Such bureaus of the Interior Department as are not

of an engineering character are to be placed under the

jurisdiction of the appropriate departments, while en-

gineering bureaus from other departments are to be

included in the Department of Public Works. The bill

proposes that the Patent Office is to be removed from the

Interior Department and placed under the Department

of Commerce. The Bureau of Pensions is assigned to

the Department of the Treasury. The Bureau of Edu-

cation goes to the Labor Department. The Bureau of

Indian Afltairs also is transferred to the Department of

Labor, with the proviso that the engineering and con-

struction work and the land and mineral surveys now
performed under the direction of the Bureau of Indian

Affairs are to be prosecuted under the Department of

Public Works. St. Elizabeth's Hospital and the Freed-

man's Hospital in Washington, D. C, are assigned to the

Treasury Department. Columbia Institution for the

Deaf and the Howard University go to the Bureau of

Education, under the provisions of the bill.

On the other hand, the Department of Public Works
is slated to absorb the Supervising Architect's Office

of the Treasury Department; the Construction Division,

River and Harbor Improvements, Mississippi River Com-

mission, and California Debris Commission of the War
Department; the Bureau of Standards and the Coast

and Geodetic Survey of the Department of Commerce;

the Bureau of Public Roads and the Forest Service of

the Department of Agriculture.

The bill provides that the Secretary of Public

Works "shall by training and experience be qualified

to administer the affairs of the Department and to

evaluate the technical principles and operations involved

in the work thereof." The measure excepts from the

foregoing provisions the Cabinet Officer who is the

head of the Department at the time of the passage of

the bill.

Four assistant secretaries, each to be paid $7500 per

annum, are provided and their duties outlined. One

assistant secretary is to have administrative jurisdiction

over all matters of engineering design and construction.

Another is to have charge of architectural design and

construction. The third is to have jurisdiction over all

scientific work and surveys, while the fourth assistant

secretary is to be in immediate charge of all land and

legal matters. The assistant secretaries are charged

with the duty of coordinating and bringing into efficient

relationship all the activities of the department, so

that it may be harmoniously and efficiently administered.

An important feature of the bill is the proviso that

engineer officers of the United States Army detailed on

non-military work are to be assigned by the Secretary

of War to like duties under the new department, for not

over two years. This enables the Secretary of Public

Works to make gradual transfer of improvements and

instrumentalities to civil administration without detri-

ment to public interest. Members of the Corps of En-

gineers may, under the direction of the Secretary of

Public Works, be detailed by the Secretary of War to

temporary duty in the new department for such instruc-

tion, training and experience as is desired.

The bill was introduced in the upper House by Sen-

ator Wesley L. Jones of Washington, and in the lower

House by Representative Frank C. Reavis of Nebraska.
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Proper and Lawful Examination of a Mine

by the Mine Examiner*

The Mine Inspector or Examiner Should Be the Most Efficient Official About

the Mine. The Law Prescribes What the Examiner Must Do While Making His

Daily Inspection, But Does Not Restrict His Additional Activities in the Interest

of Safety. An Inspection May Be Entirely Legal But Not Proper or Adequate

By Steve Gosnell
Hallidayboro, Illinois

"Si
AFETY FIRST" has been the great slogan of

kail the leading industries of the United States

"for the last few years. Much has been written

upon this subject and many safety devices invented for

the protection of life and property. Many articles have

appeared and are appearing in our leading mining

journals relative to the efficiency of mine officials, and

it is needless to intimate that these have not neglected

the mine examiner.

If there is an official about the mine that should be

efficient, it is the mine examiner, for upon him de-

pends the safety of every man underground. Especially

is this true in gaseous mines. Now let us apply "Safety

First" in the examination of a mine, since such an ex-

amination cannot be "proper" except it be safe. Also

note the distinction between "proper" and "lawful" ex-

aminations.

For example: The Illinois statutes permit the mine

examiner to begin his examination eight hours before

the men's entrance into the mine. Is this "proper" or

"safe"?

I contend that it is not, for the reason that many
things may and do happen within the space of eight

hours. Sixty per cent, of the mines in southern Illi-

nois generate explosive gas in dangerous quantities,

and I am safe in saying that almost all of them employ

a night shift which begins duty anywhere from 4 to

11 o'clock p.m. and retires as late as 7 o'clock a.m. The
day shift going on duty at 6 : 30 o'clock a.m. per-

mits the examiner to begin his examination at 10:30
o'clock p.m. the preceding day.

Suppose that several entries generate explosive gas

in dangerous quantities, which, of course, is taken care

of by ventilation: Upon beginning his duties, the ex-

aminer proceeds to examine certain sections of the mine,

finds everv-thing in good order and ready for work; but

after his departure some members of the night shift

have business in this particular section, and upon leav-

ing it carelessly leave a trapdoor open, short-circuiting

the air current. This door stands open somewhere from
two to six hours, or until the day shift goes on duty.

The entries fill up with gas, the mine manager has no re-

port of this gas until the miners working in this section

arrive at their working place, and, with their open lights

ignite it. He then gets the report that an e.xplosion

has occurred and 2, 6, 10 or maybe 100 men are burned
or killed.

Now this examination was conducted strictly accord-

ing to the Illinois mining laws, but was it proper or

safe? True, the law gives the state inspector of mines

•Paper presented before the spring mPeting of the Illinois Min-
ing Institute.

the authority to require in writing the addition of other

examiners for the purpose of examining the mine, in

shorter periods, but this also possesses a disadvantage,

as there are few examiners that will go to the trouble of

enforcing the law.

The mine examiner is required by law to see that the

air is traveling in its proper course and in proper quan-

tity; and to measure with an anemometer the amount
of air passing the last crosscut or breakthrough of each

pair of entries, or in the last room of each division in

longwall mines, and at all other points where he may
deem it necessary; and to note the result of each meas-

urement in the mine examiner's book kept for that pur-

pose.

He must inspect all places where men are required in

the performance of their duty to pass or to work, and

must obsen'e whether there are any recent falls or

dangerous roof or accumulations of gas or dangerous

conditions in rooms or roadways; examine especially all

roadways leading to escapement shafts or other open-

ings for the safe exit of men to the surface, the edges

and accessible parts of recent falls, old gobs and air

courses. As evidence of his examination of rooms and

roadways, he must inscribe in some suitable place on

the walls of each, with chalk, the month and day of the

month of his visit.

When working places are discovered in which there

are recent falls or dangerous roof or any other danger-

ous conditions, he is to place a conspicuous mark or

sign thereat as notice to all to keep out; and in case

of an accumulation of gas, to place at least two con-

spicuous obstructions across the roadway not less than

20 ft. apart, one of which shall be outside the last open

crosscut.

Upon completing his examination he is required to

make a daily record thereof in a book kept for that pur-

pose, for the information of the company, the inspector

and all other persons interested; and this record is com-

pleted each morning before the miners are permitted to

enter the mine.

He is required to take into his possession the entrance

checks of all men whose working places have been

shown by his examination and record to be dangerous,

and to give such entrance checks to the mine manager
before the men are permitted to enter the mine in the

morning.

This, if carried out, constitutes a lawful examination;

but to properly and safely examine a mine, the mine
examiner or examiners should begin their inspection

not more than three hours before the men's entrance

into the mine, and then only when all other persons are

out except it be men employed near the shaft bottom
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whose duties do not take them off the main entry or

through trapdoors.

Each examiner should be allotted a certain territory,

an amount that will permit him to make a thorough ex-

amination and close observation of all conditions under

his jurisdiction. Upon his arrival at the mine he should

see that the engineer and fireman, if such are employed,

are on duty and that the fan is running at proper speed.

A dusty condition of the mine should also be observed

by the examiner. This factor alone is highly dangerous

in the presence of gas, or where shots are fired with

black powder.

Dirty haulage roads, and poor and improper timber-

ing are other dangerous conditions that should receive

the strict attention of the examiner. He should not

only mark working places as evidence of his examina-

tion, but should mark all trapdoors and regulators which
are used for guiding the air current.

When places are found in either new or old workings
in which an accumulation of gas exists, this should at

once be removed by a special curtain or brattice erected

under direction of the mine examiner before the men
are permitted to enter the mine for the day.

Anchoring the Bullwheel of 3500-

Horsepower Haulage

By Ralph W. Mayer
California, Pennsylvania

AMINE with an output of 7000 tons of coal a day
uses a 3500-hp. engine to drive its rope haulage. A

IJ-in. cable is employed. The trip consists of from 120

to 1-50 cars, holding from three to four tons each, mak-
ing a load of from 400 to 500 tons of coal in each trip

exclusive of the weight of the cars. A single track is

used, except at the turnouts and partings. It is neces-

sary that the bullwheel be set so that neither it nor the

I

METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING ANCHORAGE

rope shall interfere with the motor haulage which de-

livers the cars to the rope-haul parting.

This object is accomplished by anchoring the bull-

wheel underneath the rails. Placed in this position, it

would carry away possibly several miles of track and
delay the operation of the mine for an indefinite period,
if it should pull loose. This contingency is guarded
against by anchoring the bullwheel so that it is prac-
tically impossible for it to pull out.

The anchorage is constructed as follows: Heavy
16-in. I-beams, about 3 ft. centers, are placed across the

parting, underneath the rails of both the tracks, and
set into hitches cut into the rib for a distance of 6 ft.

or more. The bottom is also taken up and the beams
let down into the floor, so that the top of the bullwheel

is below the bottom of the track ties. When the beams
had been put into place the hitches in the rib were
filled with concrete, as was also the space excavated in

the floor. Underneath the wheel the concrete is only-

brought up level with the top of the beams. A pit with

concrete walls made considerably larger than the wheel

DETAILS OF BUI-LWHEEL ANCHORAGE

was formed so that the wheel might be removed from
underneath the track without disturbing the rails. The
ends of the beams are covered over level with the top of

the floor. A baseplate 3 ft. square and two or more
inches thick is bolted to the I-beams. The bolts pass

through holes on both sides of the beam web and
through corresponding holes in the baseplate. Thus
four rows of bolts across the plate hold it fast to the

beams. Underneath the plate the concrete is not

brought up to the top of the beams, a space of 6 or 8
in. being left unfilled so that the bolts may be passed

easily up through the holes in the beams and plate.

A short pedestal in the center of the plate supports the
spindle, which has a thread and nut on its upper end
for holding the wheel down. The entire weight of the

wheel rests upon the top of the pedestal and ball bear-

ings are here located, upon which the wheel revolves.

The spindle receives the pulling stress of the cable. The
baseplate, pedestal and spindle are cast integral and an
extra piece is kept on hand at all times to replace the

one in use should it become worn out or unsafe. The
bullwheel is 7 ft. in diameter.

No ties are placed under the rails over the bullwheel

pit as the rails are of 90 lb. steel and amply strong

enough to support the load passing over them. Plates

of i-in. steel cover the wheel pit. Each plate is long

enough to extend the full width of the pit. They are

cut so that they fit snugly between the rails and thus

keep the dirt out of the pit. Although a car seldom

gets off the track over the pit, the plates are sufficiently

strong to carry the weight of a derailed car. Directly

over the top of the wheel spindle a hole is cut through
the plate for oiling the bullwheel. When not in use
this hole is covered by a small plate a little larger than

the hole. This is fastened to the larger plate by
means of a rivet, which acts as a pivot, so that the small

plate may be swung back to uncover the hole when oil-

ing is necessary.
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Effect of Breaking of Coal on the

Emission of Gas
By Robert Dunn

Victoria, B. C.

SYN OF SIS— What effect has the bringing

doton of coal upon the emission of gas? The

attempt to ascertain the answer to this question

in the Croxv's Nest Pass region has developed

some unexpected results. Daily sampling and

analysis of the mine air showed that the amount

of gas in the mine air changed but little and

seemed to bear no relation whatever to mining

operations.

SOME attention has been given in the columns of

Coal Age to the coal fields of the Crow's Nest Pass

District, Eastern British Columbia. The special

instance which I have in mind is an article appearing

in the issue of Apr. 10, 1919, being a digest of a report

by George S. Rice, chief mining engineer, U. S. Bureau

of Mines, on the subject "Bumps and Outbursts of Gas

in the Mines of the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Field." In

view of this interesting account of Mr. Rice's investi-

gation and conclusions, it seems apropos to give some

account of work that since has been carried on under

the direction of George Wilkinson, chief inspector of

mines for British Columbia, in connection with the

mines of this district with particular reference to the

flow of gas.

Mr. Wilkinson set out to ascertain what bearing the

breaking of coal has on gas emission. The evidence

accumulated indicates that, v^fhile it has some effect,

its extent is not important. The coal of the Coal Creek

mines, the chief producers of the section under dis-

cussion, is saturated with gas as a sponge may be with

water, and is bleeding it constantly. This being the

condition, Mr. Wilkinson's conclusion is that the best

method of keeping the percentage down to well within

the safety zone is to provide ample ventilation. More

splits than usual are considered necessary with a com-

paratively small number of working places in each split.

This is his theory of the operating policy which must

be adopted in order that the percentage of methane shall

be kept down to the minimum.

It is unnecessary, perhaps, to say that this course

has been followed throughout the district. Further-

more, the Coal Mines Regulation Act now provides that

the withdrawal point not only in these but in all mines

of the province shall be 2.5 per cent., so that when the

percentage of methane in any working place is found to

equal or exceed this figure the law insists on the imme-

diate removal of the miners. It has been established

that a i-in. gas cap in the Coal Creek mines equals the

2.5 percentage of gas fixed as the point at which the

men must be withdrawn. This was learned by measur-

ing flame caps and comparing them with percentages of

samples of mine air taken at the same time and an

alyzed. It may be stated incidentally that a i-in. ga

cap in the Crowsnest region represents a greater per-

centage of gas than does the same cap in the mines of

Vancouver Island.

To return to the matter of gas flow, there have been

taken and analyzed 380 samples of the mine air in the

Coal Creek mines by officials of the Department of

Mines since Dec. 15, 1916, which date coincides with

that of Mr. Rice's visit to the Crowsnest district. From
the records thus secured, one of the objects of which

was to ascertain the relationship between the gas flow

and the working of the mines, it is possible to show
quite conclusively that the coal beds give off just about

the same amount of gas at all times. This interesting

investigation, it may be explained, has been facilitated

by the fact that there have been periods when the

mines have been idle through strikes and for other rea-

sons. The daily taking of samples continued without

interruption and consequently some rather striking fig-

ures having to do with this point can be quoted.

Taking No. 1 East Mine, Coal Creek, south side split,

for the first illustration, a sample was secured after the

mine had been idle for 45 hours that showed 1.82 per

cent, methane. Another sample taken after the mine

had been idle for 30 days showed 1.52 per cent., or a

decrease of only 0.3 per cent, after 28 days of in-

activity. Another sample taken after the mine had
been in operation for nine days showed 1.66 per cent,

or an increase of only 0.14 per cent.

Other figures relating to the main return airway. No.

1 South Mine, Coal Creek, are interesting in this connec-

tion since they indicate that there was an increase in

the amount of gas given off during an idle period. A
sample taken after the mine had been inactive for 10

days showed 1.24 per cent, of methane, and another,

obtained 31 days after the men had been withdrawn,

gave 1.46 per cent., or an increase of 0.22 per cent,

after 20 days of idleness. A sample taken after the

mine had been idle 19 days showed 1.62 per cent, of

methane, or an increase of 0.38 per cent. The same
quantity of air was in circulation throughout the period

of this investigation. Samples taken from No. 1 East

Mine, south side split, to demonstrate the change as

to gas emission during the working periods, resulted

as follows:

9p. 1

... 2. 02 per oent. methane
. , . ,

2. 20 per cent, methane
2.08 per cent, methane

change during period of brealdng coal 0.08 per cent.

IWCP.VRTMENT BUILDING OF RvVLEIGH COAL
A.XD COKE CO., AT RALEIGH, W. VA.
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NEWS FROM THE CAPITOL

George S. Rice Returns from Interesting

Tour of European Coal Fields

THE French are showing engineering ability second

to none in the rehabilitation of their coal mines,

according to George S. Rice, the chief mining engineer

of the Bureau of Mines, who recently returned from a

personal survey of the coal situation in France, Belgium,

Germany and England. The reclaiming of the French

mines, however, is being delayed by the French govern-

mental policy, which Mr. Rice does not undertake to

criticize. The policy to which he refers is that of

opposing the purchase of foreign mining machinery

owing to the overwhelming balance of trade against

France.

In Great Britain, Mr. Rice found that the financial

interests are frankly calculating the effects of a total

discontinuance of coal exports from England proper.

Apparently, England needs all the coal she can produce.

It is evident that present restrictions on local consump-

tion of coal can not be continued indefinitely. Mr. Rice

found powerful influences at work tending toward the

nationalization of coal mines. Mr. Rice gained the

impression, however, that the opinion of the majority of

the people is that the time is not ripe for the nationali-

zation of the coal industry. That sentiment, however,

may not have crj'stallized to the point where it may be

effective in preventing such a step.

Mr. Rice went to Europe several months ago at the

head of a Bureau of Mines commission. He now is

engaged in writing a report on the great deficiency in

the fuel supply of Europe. He also will reduce to a

report other observations and conclusions that he

reached as a result of this trip. In a running story

of his survey, Mr. Rice says:

On our arrival in Paris, thanks to Professor Probert, our

itinerary was practically arranged. Thi-ough the kindness

of Secretary Baker, a military automobile was placed at

our disposal. This greatly facilitated our movements in

a territory where ordinary means of transportation are

partially disrupted. We visited first the Lorraine iron

mines. Then we went to the French steel plants which

had been destroyed by the Germans. We visited the min-

ing areas of Luxemburg and those in the vicinity of Metz,

after which we went through the Saar coal fields where

we saw the German miners working under French military

control, helping to supply, in part, the loss of production

in the Pas de Calais field. We then returned to Paris via

Verdun where we had the honor of spending the night in

the citadel as the guest of the commandant. We had an
opportunity to go over the whole battle area on which oc-

curred the most intense conflict in the whole history of

clashing arms.

On our return to Paris, Dr. Cottrell left us to visit the

air-fixation plants in Germany. Professor Probert and 1

went to the Pas de Calais coal field. In addition to ex-

amining the mines which had been willfully destroyed, we
made interesting observations at the principal French
mines which escaped that fate. These mines continued
in operation during long periods when they were under
shell fire. Professor Probert then returned to the United
States. I was requested to take part in an advisory ca-

pacity on coal matters in an Allied conference with Ger-
man representatives at Cologne. The object of the con-
ference was to obtain, information as to what Germany
had to offer in exchange for foodstuffs. As France and
Italy each was in great need of coal and coke, it was hoped
that Germany might have a surplus of these fuels. It

proved that Germany had no coal or coke from the West-
phalian field to offer, other than that already going to the
occupied territory on the west bank of the Rhine. Strikes
and labor difficulties, ascribed partially to food shortage,
had cut down the output. It was at this conference that
the Germans complained that the French had made no
accounting to them of the coal taken from the Saar valley.

Major-General Gaillard, who presided, merely smiled and
did not call attention to the fact that they also had re-
ceived no bill for the damage done French coal mines.
The bearing of the Germans on that occasion was not that
of those who recognize military defeat.
While waiting for the conference to convene, I had time

to visit the mines on the west bank of the Rhine in the
Westphalian field and the remarkable brown coal field near
Cologne. On the return from Cologne I visited the mining
region of Belgium from one end to the other—from Liege
to Mons—and thence continued over the line into the de-
vastated mining region as far as Lens.

I was detained in Paris by some matters pertaining to
the Economic Commission's work, but as soon as I could
get away I went to the south of France to visit the St.
Etienne, Marseilles and Alias coal fields. I was interested
particularly in the latter where there are great outbursts
of nearly pure carbonic acid gas M'hich appears to be held
under very high compression in the coal.

I then went to England, where I visited the typical iron
mines in the Cleveland and Cumberland districts; the oil
shale workings in Scotland, and various collieries.

Fuel Administration Winding Up Affairs

While the Fuel Administration passed out of existence
June 30, the Labor Bureau will be continued during
the life of the Washington wage agreement. Congress
has been asked and doubtless will furnish $50,000 to
keep this bureau alive since there are certain negotia-
tions which must be continued as the Fuel Administra-
tion is a party to the agreement which continues until

peace is signed. In addition, the business office will

require a few weeks to close up the books and records.
The final report of the statistical division is now
in the hands of the printer. C. E. Lesher, who has
been in charge of that division, now will devote his
entire time to the mineral fuel section of the Geo-
logical Survey, of which he is head.
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Always Need for Skill in Mine Work
AT no time has mining work been without its tricks

l\ requiring a degree of practiced skill. Yet it is a
question whether the modern methods make any more
demand on the trained ability of the worker than those

which preceded them. The main difference lies rather

in the fact that present-day methods are new and
constantly changing. If it were not for our multi-

plicity of booklets and our machinery demonstrators,

we should be at a loss to handle our new equipment.
To illustrate with a few simple examples, the miner's

torch was provided with a wick by the miners at

no little expense of ingenuity and patience. To form
one, to blow in the leading strand, to pull the wick into

place without matting the cotton, to make it just tight

enough and not too tight, long enough and not too long,

to burn off the bunched ends, to regulate the length

of the exposed wick by a deft blow below the spout or

on the bottom, to keep the lamp burning in a draft—

-

these were a few of the tricks which a college graduate

in mining found at first a little perplexing. For quite

a while after his first initiation, he was obliged to

leave the manipulation in the hands of his foresight

man or defer a good deal to his advice.

At some mines the paraffin-wax lamp was introduced

and was a cause of no little puzzlement. It was always

too hot or too cold. The novice held it too long over

the blacksmith's fire and melted the solder, or, if that

did not result, it got so hot he could not hold it and
the grease would run out of the spout in a steady

stream. Again the lamp would get too cold and the

wax would harden and gum the wick, and when the

flame burned low the wax would completely congeal and
cease to flow, thus putting out the light.

Then came the acetylene lamp. It had difficulties all

its own but none more trying than those with the

old oil torch. How difficult they were at first! How
long the first carbide users struggled with the feed

regulation and the cleaning of the burner! There were
difficulties innumerable, not so much because the oper-

ation was hard, but because the technique was new.

The electric lamp is the simplest of all for the user

though there is something to learn about protecting it

from breakage and injury. Nor is the work in the

lamphouse of any great complexity. The old safety

lamp required probably just as much or more skill from
the lam.pman and his assistants.

And again, driving a mule was always more of an
accomplishment than running a mine locomotive, but a

certain amount of the ability was attained so early by
boys who played around the mines or trapped at the

doors, or b.v farmer boys who learned the art of

judiciously handling such animals in their fathers'

barns, that it never appeared that there was much
of art in its exercise, and the knowledge seemed so

innate as to be really hereditary.

Taking care of mules in a stable, feeding them rightly.

tending their wounds intelligently and dosing them
prudently was a more difficult task than the charging
of storage batteries. But information was available

everywhere. It was not always correct information,
but there was a lot of it. You could get it at any
crossroads grocery, and farmers discoursed at length on
the subject with the passers-tiy, giving dates and other
details of painful experiences of their own.
But about the storage battery, while much needs to

be known, it is all simple enough to learn. What
makes it perplexing is that it is new. It has to be
acquired all at once and not in the space of years, and
the information must come from only one or two; and
instruction cannot, like mule lore or mine-pick learning,

be obtained from all the wiseacres of the neighborhood.

With something that is new, one holds oneself absolved
if a mistake is made. But with old, well-tried instru-

ments one cannot dismiss obligation nor avoid being
laughed at when something goes wrong. That is why
when a tool is well established every one is willing to

do his utmost to use it with maximum efficiency.

No, mining is hardly more difficult now than before,

but because the art is new and changing and because

we need more technical excellence than ever before,

we need good schools for all classes of mine employees.

Foreign trade is still looked upon as a means of

dumping excess product on the foreigner—a spot trade

to start as soon as the domestic trade lags and cease

as soon as domestic trade recovers—but business of

that kind is successful only in peculiar emergencies.

To do a large business and do it profitably it must be

of a permanent character and pursued unremittingly

regardless of trade conditions.

Face the Worst First

EVERY man should be placed, as far as possible, so

that he will do that work for which he has aptitude

and liking. But unfortunately it is not possible, nor is it

always efficient even where possible, to have such a

division of labor, mental or physical, that a man will

always be doing that for which he has a natural pen-

chant or an inborn ability.

But every man can, when new needs arise, develop

new qualities to meet them; and sometimes it is only

a lack of opportunity that has prevented a real apti-

tude from making its appearance. Some men, for

instance, shrink from interviews, pleasant or unpleas-

ant ; some will even swoon when making a speech ; but

after a little experience, either of these demands on

their fortitude will rouse in them their sporting blood,

and they will find a joy in meeting criticism with a

deft diplomacy and in changing by a brilliant speech

the points of view of a large audience.

When a man is confronted with a necessity making
an undue drain on his courage, perseverance and com-

fort he should put this unpleasant duty first. "Face

the worst first" is a good maxim. Many a business

has been spoiled because the executive feared to tackle

his bitterest task. Many a bright man has failed be-

cause he left unpleasant matters till after he had ex-

hausted all the labors that seemed to him pleasant.

Many an industrious man who worked far into the

night on some congenial task, congenial perhaps only

to him, thought it strange that his work was not recog-
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nized. But he could never succeed because he left the

most important work day by day to do work that suited

his peculiar temperament or tried perhaps to do his work

in a way he had followed before and one that pleased

him, rather than in the best and least laborious way.

Many are the idiosyncracies of humanity. Some men
who can no longer learn must have those idiosyncracies

protected; others who can learn should be spurred and

led by the bridle till they can overcome their unnatural

fears. But the man who shies at the worst tasks will

never be a good executive. In the unpleasant occasions

of life often lie our easiest and greatest of opportunities

when once we try them.

Most of us have so much to do and such little time

to do it in that we can coax ourselves into the belief

that we are doing our whole duty when we let the multi-

plicity of pleasant jobs fill up our time to the exclusion

of the less pleasant. However, let us not d.eceive our-

selves; we are never so busy that we can delay action on

large matters to spend our time on more trivial issues.

The nation's most prized possession is not its wealth
but its smile. It is the incarnation of its hope, the

symbol of its optimisyn and the warranty of its democ-
racy. Our smiles are the springs by which we cushion
the blows and jars to which we are exposed. Only ivith

humor and a smile can we measure up the workaday
world with sanity and meet its trials with composure.

Cost of Mine Supplies

terials and supplies on the basis of cost per ton, the

discrepancy is materially reduced when computed on the

percentage of costs to revenue. Figured on this basis,

Oklahoma still stands at the head of the list with

14^ per cent., but West Virginia is a close second with

13 per cent.

The matter of cost of materials is one that will justify

the closest attention of the operator. It is e.xtremely

difficult to provide any adequate check on mining sup-

plies, particularly those used underground, where they

are liable to be misplaced and eventually lost. The re-

sumption of more normal conditions in the coal industry

with the return of the old competitive basis of operation

will make it necessary to follow up the question of costs

carefully once more, and the mine manager will find this

a profitable field for his attention.

THE increasing difficulties that the hard-coal mines
are facing are seen in the higher costs for sup-

plies and materials necessary in the mining operations

in that field. For instance, in 1909 the anthracite com-
panies expended over 23 million dollars for supplies as

compared with 40 million dollars spent in the bituminous
field, where four or five times as much coal was pro-

duced. The percentage of gross expenditures for sup-

plies by the hard coalers amounted to 19 as compared
with 12 in the bituminous field.

Expenditures for supplies vary over a wide range,

this being frequently due, no doubt, to the personal

equation of the one compiling the statistics, though
there are exceptions even to this. For instance, in one

case where a mine official carefully estimated the cost

of supplies at three different operations, it was found
that these vary from 7c. to 20c. per ton of coal mined.

The low cost was naturally obtained under favorable con-

ditions where the mining was at relatively shallow

depths, while the high costs represented unfavorable con-

ditions such as deep shafts, large amounts of water to

handle, pitching coal (resulting in difficult haulage) and
gassy conditions.

The distribution of the cost of material and supplies,

according to the leading coal-producing states as given

in the United States census reports for 1909, showed va-

riations of from 8c. to 29c. per ton. The State of In-

diana showed the lowest. Kansas was second, with 9c.

per ton, and Illinois and Ohio both 10c. per ton. Ken-
tucky and West Virginia both showed a- cost for sup-

plies and material of lie. per ton. Oklahoma pays sub-

stantially the highest price for her supplies and ma-
terials, the figure given being 29c. per ton, the nearest

approach to this being the State of Iowa with 17c. per

ton. While Oklahoma shows this unusual cost for ma-

A man may
can get, or he

getting. If it

him. He must
same measure
believes there

he should not

industrial cond

regard as his proper wage just what he

can regard it as ivhat he is justified in

is the first then no mercy can be shoivn

accept reductions under durance in the

with which he imposes advances. If he

is a fair wage which he is entitled to,

strike to obtain more, even when the
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Increased Efficiency in Mechanical

Equipment

ACLOSE scrutiny of statistical data discloses some

interesting features on the increased efficiency and

broader application of mechanical equipment to the pro-

duction of coal. Thus it is interesting to note that the

Pennsylvania bituminous production, while showing an

increase of nearly 28 million tons during the 1910-1916

period, had at the same time a substantial decrease in

the boiler power used.

The total number of boilers in the bituminous field

declined from 3200 in 1910 to 2731 in 1916, indicating

the adoption of higher powered units and the more gen-

eral use of the private central station, though the pur-

chase of power may also have been something of a factor

in this connection.

The decline in the total horsepower of from 454,846

i:: ISIO to 441,067 in 1916—in view of the substantially

increased output during the same period—indicates a

wh l3some improvement in the efficiency of the engine

r.i.d power equipment generally employed around the

mines; especially is this obvious when it is remembered

that the increased mining depths have caused longer

hauls and more difficult ventilating and pumping prob-

lems during this time.

A still more significant figure, perhaps, is the marked
increase in the tonnage produced per boiler in use. The

tons produced per boiler increased from 46,180 in 1910

to 61,950 in 1916. The tonnage produced per boiler-

horsepower also shows a wholesome increase from 327

tons in 1910 to 384 in 1916.

The conclusions to be drawn from these figures are

obvious. The progressive operator is looking carefully

into the mechanical equipment of his colliery. He is

raising the standard in this direction and demanding

the best and most economical apparatus that the market

affords. And the extraordinary advance in wage scales

of the past year or two will give new impetus to this

movement.
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THE LABOR
SITUATION

FDITED BY Ft. D.AVVSON HALL

General Labor Review
Never was there any question as to the attitude of the

Sankey Commission in Great Britain in regard to the

oationalization of coal mines. It was a picked body as

far as the representatives of the public were concerned.

It was chosen to advocate certain measures, and it advo-

cated them. What else could be expected of such men as

Sidney Webb and Sir Leo Chiozza Money than that they

would advocate nationalization of mines and of evei-y other

kind of public utility, the disposal of which might be en-

trusted to their judgment. The fact that the latter is

knighted does not make it unnatural, with present-day con-

ditions in England, that he should hold extremely radical

points of view. Sir Leo Chiozza Money is an author and
journalist. He was a Liberal and Collectivist in the House
of Commons, where he sat for North Paddington and North-
ants. He has written much on physical and social problems.

He doubtless received his honors because of the support he
gave to his political party.

With such men representing the public, the Commission's
radical report was to be expected, but it appears that Great
Britain is by no means ready for the nationalization of

mines. The press seems to be a unit in deploring the kind
of report which the Royal Commission has brought in, and
it is quite generally thought that the government will pay
little attention to the recommendations which have been
submitted to it. The commission was appointed at a time
of panic, when the threat of the miners to paralyze the
country caused everybody the utmost apprehension. A rep-

resentative of the owners has put the case very accurately
as follows:

Report an Expression cf Fear, Not Opinion

"The Sankey Commission was conceived in apprehension,
and the Sankey report was born in fear. If we allow fear
of the miners' leaders to rule our actions now we only post-

pone the evil day of reckoning. The great question is, will

the miners wreck the country if we insist on sound reforms
and refuse panic-stricken palliatives. I firmly believe they
will not. Smillie and his fellow-extremists have their fol-

lowing among miners, but they do not rightly represent
them. Smillie's own election as leader was a hole-and-
corner affair, in which the majority of the local miners
took no interest. The problem is one of leadership. The
miners as a class are not revolutionists, and they can
be led for good as well as for evil. If Smillie does
represent the miners we may as well fight him now
as later, and we can rely on the more democratic
trade unions as well as on the bulk of the working classes

who as consumers know what the miners' policy means.
If on the other hand Smillie does not represent the

miners then let us not be intimidated by him into doing
things we know are bad, but rather press on reforms which
are sound, and rely on the good sense of the miners to sup-
port the forces of reform and order."

There is very little question that something more or less

radical will be done, but it is hardly likely that it will

reach anything approaching nationalization or confiscation

of mines. There is a possibility that a curb may be placed

on the large royalty payments now being made to owners
of coal lands, because no initiative or ability is required of

those who ask for large returns on inherited property and
who have, by reason of its limited quantity, a chance to

secure whatever recompense they desire. It is altogether

different with those who are actually producing coal. The
work is one which requires ability of a high order and

much confining labor. It is realized that the men who pro-
duce coal are conferring a benefit on the people, whereas
those who merely ask for a big royalty for coal in the
ground are simply performing a disservice to the public.
The treatment of the Government bill for the regulation

of British railroads has been treated almost contemptuously
by the House of Commons. Pages of Sir Eric Geddes' meas-
ure for the purchase of any railway, tramway, canal or
lock have been bodily removed. Parliament has showed
itself strongly against the nationalization of railroads and
it is likely that it will not view the nationalization of coal
mines in any different way.

To Tax Labor of Children S2 Per Day

With the purpose of bringing an end to child labor in

the United States, Representative Mason of Illinois has
introduced a bill (H.R. 2251) under the provisions of which
a tax of $2 will be levied on children under 14 years who
are employed in factories, and the same amount for chil-

dren under 16 years whose work is performed in mines and
quarries. This tax will be a per diem tax for each child so

employed.
It would appear unfortunate for the country at large that

a difference should be made between the age at which
children can be employed in factories and mines. Every
thinking man will appreciate that children should not be

allowed to go to work before they are 14 years of age.

When they are that age they should be allowed to enter

any place of work they may elect. The bill which Mr.

Mason presents will practically tend to deplete the coal

industry by causing the children when they leave school

to enter fact tries instead of mines.

Those of us who have studied the effects of Industry on

humankind know that there are certain specific diseases

resulting from many kinds of factory work, whereas it is

gradually being recognized that there is nothing approach-

ing a mine disease, unless it be ankylostomiasis, of which

the shallow coal mines of the United States are entirely

free. In fact it may be safely said that ankylostomiasis

is a surface disease, and that the health of mine workers

is more secure when working in the mines than it would

be when toiling on the surface.

Would Rather Forbid Chiijj Labor Altogether

At the last Congress, said Mr. Mason in his statement,

a law was passed prohibiting all shipping of goods made

by child labor from one state to another. The Supreme

Court set aside this law by a majority of one, holding that

Congress had no right to regulate interstate commerce in

goods made by child labor. I offered no amendment, when

a change in the constitution which would empower it to

pass such an act was presented in Congress. In the mean-

time I propose, as a present measure, a tax of $2 a day,

to be .paid by the employer, when children under 14 years

of age are employed in factories, or when children under

16 are engaged to work in quarries or mines. I believe

the Supreme Court would sustain such a law.

"The states in the north prohibit child labor while sev-

eral of the southern states are employing young children

in their factories. This gives the southern states an un-

fair advantage from a manufacturer's standpoint. But to

correct that inequality is not tlie main purpose of the bill.

What we want to do is to protect the children of the coun-

try. I believe it is a great national crime to put the chil-

dren in shops and factories, thus dwarfing their minds

and bodies. It has, moreover, a tendency to debase the

quality of our citizenship."
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A meeting of the executive board of the three anthracite

districts of the United Mine Workers was held at Wilkes-

Bari-e on Thursday, June 26, to decide on the place where
the next tridistrict convention is to be held. The conven-

tion will frame up new demands on the operators which
the mine workers hope to obtain at the expiration of the

present agreement, Apr. 1, 1920. They are evidently look-

ing quite far ahead, and to exhibit how forehanded they

are, Aug. 19 has been tentatively set as the date for the

convention. The miners feel that they have everything in

their own hands, seeing that experienced miners are ex-

tremely hard to get and the demand for coal is pressing.

It is said that quite a number of miners who left for mu-
nition plants have not returned.

Mine Workers Getting Ready To Make Demands

Those who believe themselves well posted regarding the

labor situation in the anthracite region are disposed to

think that the 7-hr. day will be demanded with the present

rate of pay, but it is certain that, whether this is so or

not, recognition of the Mine Workers' Union by means of the

check-off will be demanded. If the shorter day is definitely

shelved then wage increases will doubtless be looked for.

The miners feel that they have poor arguments to advance
for a shorter day, in view of the fact that the force en-

gaged in the anthracite region at the present time is not

able to supply the demand which the public is making upon
the anthracite operations.

It is stated that, at a conference held during the second

week of the month at Cincinnati, an agreement was reached,

between officials of the Solvay Coal Co. on the one

hand and President F. C. Keeney and Secretary Fred
Mooney, of District 17, United Mine Workers, on the other

as to the organization of the mines of the company at

Kingston and Kieferton, Fayette County, W. Va.

For some time the Mine Workers' representatives have
been engaged in an effort to organize the mines in ques-

tion. An agreement having been reached a formal contract

governing mines, etc., will become effective shortly. Finish-

ing touches will be put on the work of completing the or-

ganization of locals at the two mines mentioned, by duly

constituted organizers.

No wage and working-conditions agreement was made at

the preliminary conference held in Atlantic City during the

third week of June as to the wage scale which would pre-

vail in the New River district when the ratification of the

peace treaty terminates the wage contract and the general

employment contract now prevailing. The conference at

Atlantic City was attended by members of the scale com-
mittee representing the operators of the New River field

and by members of the scale committee representing the

miners of the same field. The conference adjourned to

meet at Charleston on June 26. There will be little diffi-

culty in reaching an agreement as to wages but one or

two other propositions may make the task somewhat more
difficult although it is believed an agreement will eventally

be reached.

Good Feeling in Fairmount Region Pronounced

The United Mine Workers of Clarksburg and vicinity

began the last week in June to make elaborate prepara-

tions for their street parade, picnic and victoi-y celebration

which was scheduled for July 4. The celebration was ar-

ranged for by Pinnickinneck Local No. 1379. Invitations

were sent out to every local within a radius of .50 miles

of Clarksburg so that it will partake much in the nature

of a state celebration. An effort was being made to secure

Frank J. Hays of Indianapolis, international president.

State Labor Commissioner S. B. Montgomery is also sched-

uled to deliver an address.

Of more than passing interest and significance was the

decision of the coal operators' committee and the miners'

committee of the Preston County field to have the operators

and miners attend a celebration at Kingwood on July 4

and 5 in a body, inasmuch as it disclosed the cordial feel-

ing existing between the miners and operators of that

section. The operators were arranging to furnish a brass

band, put 2500 men in the line of the parade and to furnish

and roast the biggest bull in Preston County. Every man

connected with the mining industry in Preston County was
invited to be present. Gov. J. J. Cornwell will be one of

the speakers.

Four weeks of strike in the coal mines near Fernie and
throughout District No. 18 have resulted in no visible ad-

vance toward a surrender on the part of the operators, and
the miners through their union leaders have applied to

Premier Oliver for the appointment of a commission to

investigate wages and working conditions within the mines,

and have stated that upon this request being granted the

strike shall be declared off within 24 hours.

It will be noted that the Gladstone local union at Fernie

called upon the pit bosses to relinquish their work and so

permit the mines to fill up with water and gas, but these

officials did not believe themselves entitled to do so, in

view of their responsibilities not only to the operator but

also to the state. The correspondence relative to this at-

tempt on the part of the local union at Gladstone follows

herewith

:

Resent Short Pay That Goes With Short Hours

Fellow workers, we wish to draw your attention to

the fact that we are at this time engaged in a struggle

to maintain the just rights of a certain portion of our

membership. We think it is hardly necessary to point out

to you the fairness of our demands, as you must readily

realize that with the cost of living forced up to the limit,

whereby it is impossible for the worker to support himself

and family, it is absolutely essential that there be no re-

duction in wages at this time, but rather a general increase

all around is needed to offset the ever-increasing cost of

the necessities of life.

It has come to our notice that the coal company intends

to use your services to replace those of some of our mem-
bers who are out to secure a living wage.

Fellow workers, we appeal to you not to permit your-

selves to be used for such a despicable purpose. We would

ask you to fall in line with the firebosses, who to a man
refused to fill any job of a man who is out on strike. We
realize the position they have placed themselves in by such

action, and we certainly admire their courage. The mem-
bers of Gladstone local union have already pledged them-

selves not to resume work until all firebosses are rein-

stated without prejudice or discrimination on the part of

the management, and are ready to take the same stand

with regard to yourselves. We ask that you will think

the matter over carefully. Is it worth while to earn

yourselves the animosity or illfeeling of all right-thinking

men, to pander to the wishes of those who, however much
they pretend to have your interest at heart, would if it

suited their purpose take the same stand in regard to your-

selves that they are taking with the ten and eleven-hour

men at the present time? (Signed) "Gladstone Local

Union, per Secretary."

Pit Bosses Declare Their Moral Obligation

In reply to the foregoing the pit bosses directed a letter

to the members of the miners' union, the essential part of

which reads: "Most mine officials are holding their posi-

tions, not only through the company's choice, but by gov-

ernment qualification, and in the ordinary course of affairs

are responsible to both parties for the safe and efficient

management of their respective departments. At the pres-

ent time, owing to the conditions created by a general sus-

pension of work, they are simply trying to limit the un-

avoidable damaging of property, upon whose welfare the

city of Fernie depends for its very existence.

Should we imitate the example of the firebosses formerly

employed at Coal Creek mines, who, taking a different view

of the obligations inherent to their position, ceased work
immediately when the general strike order went into effect,

wc would render ourselves guilty of a grave breach of

trust and an action that all right-thinking men could not

fail to consider as highly reprehensible.

We might further state that at no time has the manage-
ment required the officials to do any kind of work other

than that strictly covered by the strike clause included in

the agreement still in force.
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To Our Friends From
Across the Sea

EVERYONE will see at a glance that these people are

Romany Gypsies. Though they have lived many hun-
dreds of years among other people, they have never

made any friends. The reason for this is that they do not

dress like other people, they talk their own language when
speaking to one another, and they do not care to live in tidy

quarters. Some of the foreigners who come over here soon

dress like us, talk English as we do and keep their homes as

neat as a new pin. These people soon find that they have lots

of friends in America. Other foreigners wear shawls, go around
barefooted, with disorderly hair, and Americans find it hard

to be friendly with them.

Be an American!
Dress well, talk English only, keep an orderly home,

and everybody will welcome you
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DISCUSSION ^K READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Robbing Pillars, Anthracite Mines
Letter No. 1—Referring to the article of Joseph R.

Thomas, Coal Age, May 22, p. 938, kindly permit me
to submit the following brief sketch of my own ex-

perience in drawing pillars on steep pitches in the

anthracite mines of Pennsylvania, where I worked as

miner and assistant foreman, both in directing and per-

forming the work and caring for the safety of the

men employed.

The accompanying sketch will show the method that

I used and which proved very satisfactoiy, both in

respect to the amount of coal recovered in the pillars

and the safety of the men engaged in the work. Con-

siderable of this work of drawing back pillars had to be

performed under a clay or sandy top that made it neces-

sary to protect the men with temporary batteries,

formed by setting a row of posts across the chute and
nailing lagging to the back of the posts. As indicated

as the driving of the heading up the center of the pillar

means additional expense for yardage, and the other

plan mentioned is much cheaper and safer.

Fern Glen, Penn. Jacob Skoff.

L-k ^
DRAWING PILI.ARS OX STEEP PITCHES

in the figure, this form of battery was first extended
across the chute and then across the pillar. The work
of taking out the pillar was .started by driving a narrow
crosscut through the pillar about 15 or 20 ft. below
the upper end. When the pillar had been thus cut

through, the stump above the crosscut was taken out,

the work being started at the upper comer. As shown
in the figure, it was necessary to keep a row of posts

ju.st behind the men and these posts were set with good
cap-pieces above them.

At times when the roof was bad, it was necessary to

use forepoles that projected over the men to keep loose

material from falling on them while at work. In this

manner, the entire pillar was removed in sections, tak-

ing out one stump at a time. It would happen some-
times that the caving of a room on each side of a pillar

would make it impossible to draw back that pillar, with-
out driving a narrow heading up the center, as in-

dicated by the dotted line in the center of the pillar

between Rooms 2 and 3 in the figure, these two breasts

being shown as caved. This is never done, however,
unless there is no other way of taking out the pillar,

Mine-Haulage Proposition
Letter No. 1—In answer to the request of J. H.

Dickeison, Coal Age, June 5, p. 1058, asking for sug-

gestions regarding- a change that he proposes to make
to shorten the haul in his mine, permit me to say

that my opinion is that it would pay to make the

change suggested, unless the cost of cleaning up, tim-

bering and laying the new track proves to be heavier

than what I imagine.

IMr. Dickerson gives no data regarding the present

condition of the haulage road now in use. I assume,

however, that this is an old haulage road that has been

in use a long time, as the development of the mine must
be considerable, judging from his statement that the

distance fiom the working face to the foot of the hoist-

ing shaft is 2:^ miles by the old road.

Now, it is probably true that the expense of keeping

up the old road, including repairs of track, replacing

worn rails and setting new timbers to say nothing of

cleaning up roof falls and making the necessary allow-

ance for delays caused by wrecks due to broken rails,

bad track, etc., is a considerable item on the monthly

cost-sheet. This expense will all be avoided when the

new road is ready for use.

The condition of the entries that are to form the

new road must be bad indeed if the expense of cleaning

up these entries, timbering and laying the track is so

great as not to warrant the investment. It is estimated

that this proposed change would shorten the haul by a

distance of 875 ft., which would certainly prove an im-

portant item in the relative cost of operation and

would greatly impi'ove the efficiency of the service,

increasing the output of the mine and bringing larger

returns on the capital invested.

Comparing the two methods, the present system of

haulage represents a higher cost of maintenance, a

smaller daily output of coal, and involves the possibility

of delays caused by wrecks and necessary track repairs,

all of which means reduced efficiency in the mine and a

higher cost of production. On the other hand, the adop-

tion of the proposed change would mean a considerable

expenditure at the start, in order to clean up the entry

and timber and lay the track. It is true that this

expense would all come at one time, but the result would

be an increased output of coal each day, greater effi-

ciency in the mine and a large reduction in cost for

repairs and maintenance. As a result, the cost of pro-

duction would be greatly decreased.

One should consider, also, that in the old system now
in use, the high cost of maintenance comes at a time

when it is least desired, when the mine is on the
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retreat or decline and there is an ever-decreasing income
to be realized on the output. Let me repeat, then,

that in my opinion the proposed change will amply repay
the outlay required, judging from the information
available. Samuel McKay.

Burgettstown, Penn.

Letter No. 2—Referring to the proposition of short-

ening the haul in a mine, as suggested by J. H. Dicker-
son, Coal Age, June 5, p. 1058, let me say that I would
not hesitate to finish the work already started and
make the proposed change, as this would give a straight

haulage road and shorten the distance to the foot of the
shaft 875 feet.

Assuming that the number of trips made by the motor
would be increased in proportion to the shortening of
the road or the distance to be hauled, I estimate that

the motor would make 25.7 trips a day, instead of

24 trips as formerly. It is stated that the distance

from the working face to the foot of the shaft is 2*
miles, which makes the present length of haul 2i X
5280 = 13,200 ft. By the new road, the length of

haul would, therefore, be 13,200 — 875 = 12,325 ft.

Then, calling the number of possible trips, after making
the change, x, we have 12,325 : 13,200 : : 24 : a; = 25.7

trips.

Hauling 50 tons in each trip, this would mean an
increase in the daily output of the mine, for the same
capacity of the motor, 50(25.7 — 24) = 85 tons. It

is probable, however, that the hauling capacity of the
locomotive will be increased by this change, owing to

the haul being over a straight road having no crooks
or turns and there being less danger of delay from
derailed cars and other causes. The grades of both
roads can be considered as practically level, but the
new road will have a great advantage over the old road
for a long time to come, both with respect to economy
and safety.

There is another item of saving worthy of mention,

since it will be available eventually. I refer to the

saving in rail and trolley wire, which would also be in

proportion to the shortening of the haul. Using 25-lb.

iron, estimated at a value of, say $80 per ton, and
trolley wire valued at 30c. per foot, the total saving

effected by the change would be

For rails,

For wire,

2 X 875 ^ 25 X
2000

875 X 0.30

= $583.33

= $262.50

Total $845.83
This is a saving well worth considering.

West Pittston, Penn. Richard Bowen.

Coefficient of Rolling Friction

Letter No. 1— Little as most mine officials may real-

ize it, our old friend the coefficient of rolling friction

is one of the most dominating factors in the produc-
tion of coal. This is not appreciated as it should be, it

being one of the unseen forces, and the average min-
ing man has enough visible worries to keep him fully

occupied without hunting others that do not appear.

The wrecking of a trip in the mine, the burning out
of an armature, a squeeze or a roof fall receives prompt
attention by mine officials; but labor unrest, loss of
supplies and, among many other things, the wasting of
power due to the abnormal journal friction of plain-

bearing cars, which gives a high coefficient of rolling

friction, are the invisible factors so generally ignored
and yet so productive of high cost of production.

In the issue of Coal Age, May 29, p. 999, E. Steck,
Hillsboro, 111., developed certain facts concerning the
haulage capacity of locomotives that had a rolling fric-

tion of 30 lb. per ton when hauling plain-bearing cars
(presumably) having the same rolling friction.

Rolling friction includes the track resistance as well

as the journal and other frictional resistances due to

the rubbing of wheel hubs on the points of axles, jour-
nal boxes or holding devices. But since the track re-

sistance is only a fractional part of the total resist-

ance encountered, it can very properly be ignored. In
other words it is so small that it cannot be justly con-

sidered as a separate item.

The 10-ton-motor, discussed in the article, developed
103 hp., at 7 miles per hour, it being equipped with steel-

tired wheels, which meant that its tractive effort would
be one-fourth of its weight or 5000 lb. while its effec-

tive drawbar pull, for level track and grades varying
from 1 per cent, to 5 per cent., was found to be as
follows

:

Level track 4700 lb. 3 per cent, grade. ... 4100 lb.
1 per cent, grade. .. .4500 lb. 4 per cent. ^ade. . . .3900 lb.
2 per cent, grade... .4300 lb. 5 per cent, grade. .. .3700 lb.

The effective drawbar pull is the tractive effort minus
the track and frictional resistances of the locomotive

to which must be added 20 lb. for every 1 per cent, of

grade multiplied by the weight of the locomotive in

tons, which in this instance is 10 tons. The number
of tons this locomotive would haul on the different

grades was found to be as follows: Level, 157 tons;

1 per cent, grade, 90 tons; 2 per cent, grade, 61 tons;

3 per cent, grade, 46 tons; 4 per cent, grade, 35 tons;

5 per cent, grade, 28 tons. The frictional resist-

ance of the mine wagons or pit cars, as stated pre-

viously, was considered as being the same as the fric-

tional resistance of the locomotive (30 lb. per ton) and
it was assumed that the cars weighed when fully loaded

5.25 tons, the tare being 1.25 tons. The locomotive was
shovra to be able to haul the following number of cars

and tons of coal:

Grades No. of Cars Tons Coal per Trip
Level 30 120
1 per cent 17 68
2 per cent 12 48
3 per cent 9 36
4 per cent 7 2S
5 per cent 5 20

The number of cars hauled was found by dividing the

haulage capacity of the locomotive by the gross weight

of a car (5.25 tons) ; and the number of tons of coal

hauled was found by multiplying the number of cars

by four tons, that being the capacity of each car.

The frictional resistance of 30 lb. per ton, or a co-

efficient of rolling friction of 1.5 per cent, is all right

for computations based on plain-bearing wagons,
though it is at times slightly lower but more often

somewhat higher. However, as showing that it is not

fair to consider all mine cars or wagons as having this

high frictional resistance, there are a number of com-
pletely authenticated tests that have shown that the

frictional resistance of flexible, roller-bearing wagons
averages 12.9 lb. per ton, which gives a coefficient of

rolling friction of 0.645 per cent., as has appeared in

former issues of Coal Age and other journals.

To speak of mine cars, in general, as having a fric-

tional resistance of 30 lb. per ton, tends to discredit

those mining officials who are discarding their old fash-
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ioned plain-bearing equipment simply because they dis-

covered that they were wasting many dollars through

excess of power, lubricant and labor required to run

the old type of cars.

Using the same haulage capacities or capacity for the

different grades as developed by Mr. Steck we can find

the number of cars and the tonnage of coal hauled per

trip by the same 10-ton locomotive, by substituting the

frictional resistance of the roller-bearing cars (flexible

rollers, 12.9 lb.) for the frictional resistance of the

plain-bearing cars (30 lb. per ton").

The results are as follows:

Grades No. of Cai's Tons Coal per Trip

Level 69 276
1 per cent 26 104
2 per cent. 15 60
3 per cent. 11 44
4 per cent 8 32
5 per cent 6 24

The increased tonnage amounts to the following:

Level track, 130 per cent.; on a 1 per cent, grade, 67

per cent. ; 2 per cent, grade, 25 per cent. ; 3 per cent,

grade, 22 per cent. ; 4 per cent, grade, 14 per cent, and
on a 5 per cent, grade about a 20 per cent, increase.

This discrepancy for the 5 per cent, grade is due to the

fractional parts of a car, which might have been added

but it was deducted.

It is seen therefore that the diflterence in the co-

efficient of rolling friction of the flexible, roller-bearing

wagons (0.645 per cent.) and that of the plain bearing
cars (1.5 per cent.) has quite an appreciable effect on

the actual tonnage that can be hauled by a locomotive

of a given size. It is not reasonable to consider the fig-

ures for grades over 3 per cent., for it is seldom that

the grade in a main haulageway will ever be greater

than that, except for very short distances, and even that

is a good indication that some grading can profitably be

done.

It is hardly possible than 69-car trips could be han-

dled in the average mine operation, so that we must
then consider that instead of a 10-ton locomotive being

required, that an 8-ton or even a 6-ton locomotive would
haul 30 cars on a level track, provided they were
equipped with flexible, roller-bearings ; whereas, as

demonstrated, a 10-ton locomotive would be required to

haul 30 cars of the same size when equipped with plain,

friction-bore wheels.

Grades in Haulage Must Favor Loads

There is no real good excuse, except in isolated cases,

for a pronounced grade against the loads; and the

grade against the loads should never exist except for

very short distances, if maximum production is desired.

The ideal track layout is where the grades are equal-

ized; that is, where the locomotive has to exert as much
energj' in hauling the empties back into the mine as it

does when hauling the loaded cars out.

It must not be assumed, however, that there will be no
power saving on even a very pronounced grade, for there

will always be the saving that is brought about by re-

duced journal friction, which as pointed out is a factor

well worthy of consideration at all times. The pull

exerted by gravity is the factor that limits the haulage
capacity of locomotives on grades, and since it exerts a
pull of 20 lb. per ton on plain-bearing and roller-bearing

wagons alike, the decreased savings on long and pro-

nounced grades is easily explained.

It is even of more importance to have easy running
cars, or cars requiring a low drawbar pull per ton,

when the grades are against the empties for the reason

that the drawbar pull of plain-bearing cars increases 40

per cent, when running empty, while the drawbar pull

of flexible, roller-bearing cars under the same condi-

tions only increases 15 per cent. That means that the

coefficient of rolling friction of plain-bearing cars will

increase from 1.5 per cent, to 2.1 per cent.; while for

flexible roller-bearing cars it will increase only from
0.645 per cent, to 0.721 per cent.

These figures take on added significance when we con-

sider that to produce a 6-hp. value at the locomotive

drawbar the input into the locomotive will be in many
instances about 9 hp. and the line losses will bring this

up to about 12 hp. ; or if the power is purchased it will

be increased to about 15 hp. Therefore, any reduction

in the drawbar pull required at the locomotive repre-

sents an actual dollars-and-cents savings. Flexible

roller-bearing wheels or journal boxes under mine
wagons produce those savings and in addition bring
about many other economies that can only be appreci-

ated by the man who owns and operates the cars.

Philadelphia, Penn. Experience.

Certification and Safety
Letter No. S—Believing as I do that every man

interested in the coal industry and working for its

betterment should voice his opinion in regard to the

employment of uncertified men, as permitted by the

revised mining law of Pennsylvania, I am led to offer

a few comments on this subject.

In ni}' opinion, when the legislature of Pennsylvania

passed the act revising the former mining law, which
required all mine foremen, assistant foremen and fire-

bosses to hold certificates of competency granted them
by state examining boards, the law makers took a step

backward. In support of this opinion, let me ask, what
was the object sought to be attained by the old law, in

requiring the certification of these officials? The an-

swer is, it was to secure more efficient management in

the mine and promote the health and safety of all per-

sons employed underground. Today, the efficient man-
agement of mines is just as important as ever, and it is

just as necessary to promote the safety of mine workers

as it was in those days when certification was made a

law in Pennsylvania.

In respect to responsibilty, I suppose that an un-

certified mine foreman would be held responsible for

whatever might happen in the mine of which he had

charge. But a man cannot be held responsible for

things that he does not know; and how many uncertified

foremen know all the requirements of the mine law

regarding the safe operation of mines? Further, if the

mine foreman does not know what the law requires,

how can he know that the operations in his charge

comply with the law in respect to safety?

Again, there are some mine foremen who are not

citizens of this country and cannot, therefore, obtain

a certificate. Others have not worked in the mines

of the state the necessary five years required by law.

The employment of these men is an injustice to Amer-
ican citizens who have fitted themselves for the position

of mine foreman and, by hard study, have succeeded

in passing the examination and securing the certificate

granted by the State Board of Examiners.

Aside from these reasons, however, it is my belief
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that no uncertified official can or does command the

same respect as the man who holds a certificate certify-

ing that he is competent to perform the duties of mine
foreman. Where there is no respect for the foreman in

charge, there can be no discipline in the mine; and
where there is little or no discipline, there is greater

liability to accidents that can only be avoided by the

strict enforcement of the mine law and the mining
rules and regulations.

Speaking from my own personal observation, allow

me to say that that piece of paper, which our law-

makers have now thrown into the scrap pile by reason

of this amendment, has had a wonderful effect on all the

men employed in our mines. For the benefit of the

operator, and for the sake of the men employed under-

ground, the amendment should be repealed and the cer-

tification of mine officials restored.

The Value of Certified Mine Foremen in the
Economical Operation of Mines

Few men will deny that the certified man is worth
far more to the operator, in the long run, than the un-

certified man. The certificate shows that the former
has studied mining and has a knowledge that the other

does not possess. Before the passage of the amend-
ment, Pennsylvania was in the lead in respect to state

mining laws; but the act permitting the employment of

uncertified men in the mines has placed us far in the

rear of any of the other coal-producing states.

While the uncertified man may make good for a time,

sooner or later the occasion is sure to arise that will

show his incompentency and reveal the need of cer-

tified men in that position. The study required to gain

a certificate has made the certified foreman familiar

with the requirements of the law and acquainted him
with a knowledge of the principles of mining that makes
him master of the situation at all times.

In closing, let me urge that all men interested in safe

mining should insist that none but certified men be em-
ployed in a responsible position in the operation of a

mine. The employment of uncertified foremen may
some day prove a very costly experiment, owing to the

ignorance of the foreman in charge and for which the

state is mostly responsible.

Experimenting with uncertified foremen is unneces-

sary, today, as there are scores of certified men who
hold no position and whose study and labor in prepara-

tion for foremanship was rendered of no value by this

enactment. Let me say that certification is the only

safe rule in mining operations and should once more be

made law in Pennsylvania and placed on the state

docket. Griffith Griffith.
Blackfield, Penn.

Letter No. 9— I read with deep interest the letter of

James Touhey, Coal Age, Feb. 20, p. 374, regarding the

necessary certification of mine officials, in order to

secure a maximum of safety in mining operations. Mr.
Touhey has dealt with the subject in such a manner that

there is little to be added in support of the question of

the need of all mine officials being certified.

In the second letter that appeared on this subject,

however, James M. Roddie, Apr. 17, p. 723, raises two
points to which, I believe, exception will be taken by
many readers. He suggests that the candidate for a

certificate entitling him to act as mine foreman should

have "at least nine years of practice in the general rout-
ine of underground work." Again, speaking of state
mine inspectors, he says that they are "the intelligent

heads, geenrally of the state boards of examiners." The
statement, to say the least, would seem to reflect seri-

ously on tne other members of the board.

Five Years Practical Experience Sufficient

Now, in regard to the experience required of a can-
didate for a certificate of compstency, it is my opinion
that a longer term than five years' practical experience
in and around the mine is not always essential and
would not guarantee the competency of a man to act
as mine foreman. My belief is that it is possible for a
person having five years' practical training to become
proficient in the various operations of mining and be
able to discharge his duties as foreman.

It must be admitted, as Mr. Roddie agrees, that a
certificate of competency is merely "an index," and not
a guarantee that its holder is competent. Such a guar-
antee must be based on the successful performance of

a foreman's duties in a mine of which he has had
charge; but that would be a poor excuse to offer in

favor of employing uncertified mine foremen.
Again, Mr. Roddie's characterization of state mine

inspectors as "the intelligent heads of examining
boards" seems unfair. Allowing that the certificates

they grant are merely indices of a candidate's qualifica-

tions does not, as Mr. Roddie claims, make the board of

examiners who grant such certificates "mere indices

themselves."

The granting of a certificate to a candidate is simply

evidence that he has satisfied the requirements of the

examining board. Here the authority of the state mine
inspector, as a member of the examining board ends.

The appointment of a certified man to act as mine fore-

man is not under his control or that of the state, but is

left to the direction of the mine operator or the man-
agement of the mine. It would be absurd to suppose
that an examining board could guarantee the compe-
tency of a man appointed to a position by another party.

Discussion by Institute Reaches no Conclusion

Before closing, I want to endorse what Mr. Touhey
has said in regard to the failure of an intelligent body
of men, such as the Coal Mining Institute of America
comprises, in discussing the need of the certification

of mine officials, to reach any understanding. To my
mind, such a result is inexcusable and suggests that

other matters were before them that were of more con-

sequence than the question of safety in coal mining.

My opinion is that the employment of uncertified men
as foremen in mines is a backward step and invites the

miserable conditions that existed before the government
of Great Britain found it necessary to appoint com-

missions to ascertain the causes of mine accidents and
means for their remedy.

The past history of coal mining is a record of great

loss of life and property as the result of unrestrained

and careless practices. The oft recurring disasters in

mines created the necessity of enacting laws requiring

that mine officials possess more theoretical and prac-

tical knowledge, and we now recognize that these laws

have made mining safer and more efficient than was
possible by the former haphazard methods employed.

Today, the universal cry for more education and

greater efficiency in every branch of the industry is
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fully justified and particularly so in coal mining. This

cry should silence all arguments in support of the policy

of employing uncertified men in positions of responsi-

bility underground. WiLLlAM Wesnedge.

Ladysmith, B. C, Canada.

Bolshevism in America
Letter No. 1—The opening statement made in the

Foreword in Coal Age, May 15, predicting the failure

of Bolshevism, for the reason that "what a man gets

by force will eventually be taken away from him by

someone else who is stronger," has a particular applica-

tion to America today. This is, as indicated by the title

of the foreword, the "Day of New Ideals." The new is

replacing the old in every event of life, and every day

sees the American citizen growing stronger. Under

these conditions, Bolshevism has no chance.

The spread of this evil in our country has been often

referred to as a menace to be feared. But, in seeking a

remedy, we must place ourselves squarely behind our

ideals of justice and equity. We must see that no person

has any cause for legitimate grievance, under our flag.

It is true that Bolshevism is a menace to the safety and

peace of the country if the American people do not

awaken to its danger and give adequate support to our

executives and judges in their rigid enforcement of the

laws against organized anarchy.

What is needed, today, more than anything else, is

the enactment of laws that will deal promptly and ade-

quately with that freedom of speech that advocates

anarchy and violence, criticises the government, at-

tacks the constitution or in other ways reveals a spirit

that is un-American.

Under the constitution, the government of our

fathers has made us the freest, happiest, most success-

ful and most powerful nation on the earth. To maintain

these characteristics, we must array ourselves on the

side of justice and against all disturbing propaganda.

When our people give their loyal support to the legis-

lators and the courts, in their enactment and enforce-

ment of our laws, there is afforded no opportunity for

anarchy to raise its head and disturb the peace of the

country.

On the other hand, if the people manifest a spirit of

indifference and assume the attitude of "Let George do

it," they open the door for Bolshevism to enter and let

down the bars for the spread of anarchy. In closing, let

me say that. If what American people have and hold as a

gift of their fathers is worth preserving, we must fight

for it whenever and wherever is is endangered.

Clinton, Ind. Justice.

Firebosses as State Officials
Letter No. 7—Kindly permit me to correct the state-

ment of W. Wesnedge, which he made in his letter.

Coal Age, May 15, p. 919. In referring to my previous

letter. Mar. 20, p. 544, he seems to regard me as favor-

ing the employment of firebosses by the state.

In that letter, however, I said plainly "I am not in

favor of firebosses being employed by the state; nor
do I think that they should be considered in any other
capacity than that of a mine examiner, whose duty is

not only to examine the mines for gas but to discover
any other danger such as may arise on the roads,

travelingways or working places of the mine."

I did remark that "these men should be in the mine
during the entire day," but it was my meaning that

they should perform a full eight-hour shift. In my
opinion, the work that falls to a mine examiner, if

properly performed, will keep him busy eight hours
every day. My plan has always been to have the mine
examiners enter the mine eight hours before the time
for the men to start to work in the morning. This
gives them ample time to examine the mine and remove
all dangers from standing gas, requiring the extension

of brattice for its removal, taking down of any loose

top and setting any necessary timbers for the support of

the roof in the working places, besides performing other

tasks required to make the mine safe for work and
maintain a healthy condition.

Firebosses, Mine Examiners, Safety Inspectors

On coming out of the mine in the morning, my idea

is that they should not be called on to enter the mine
again that day. Instead, there should be a second force

of mine examiners that enter the mine at 7.30 a. m., or

when the men proceed to work. These examiners should

remain in the mine a full shift and look after the safety

of the men at work in their places. If the term "mine
examiner" does not properly apply to this second force

of examiners, I would suggest calling the first set of

men who perform the work of the so-called fireboss,

the "mine examiners," and the second set of men who
remain in the mine during the day and look after the

safety of the men at work, "safety inspectors."

My reason for outlining this plan, by which the mine
examiners remove all accumulations of gas as they

find them, is that the brattice they erect for this pur-

pose will still be in place and a good current of air will

be sweeping the face when the men enter their places

for work in the morning.

Danger of Removing Gas During the Day, When
THE Men Are at Work

In the present plan of firebossing, a place containing

any dangerous supply of gas is reported as being "un-

safe" and a danger sign is fixed at the entrance of the

place to warn men of the danger. Then, when the

fireboss has had his breakfast he returns to the mine
and proceeds to remove the gas from those places where
it was found. But, this must be done when a hundred
or more men are at work in the mine. Moreover, there

is always a chance that some heedless miner may enter

the place with an open light, not seeing or else ignoring

the danger sign, and in doing so he endangers the life

of every man in the mine.

When foreman of a very gaseous mine it was always

my plan for the firebosses to enter the mine at 11 p. m.,

an hour before midnight. Between that time and the

beginnning of the morning shift, they were able to

remove all accumulations of gas from the working
places by extending brattices in such places where gas

was found. When the men went to work in the morning
every place was clear of gas and the mine safe from
explosion. I have always advocated this policy as being

the. only sure method of performing the work of fire-

bossing. When gas is allowed to remain standing in a

working place, with the intention of removing it later,

there is surely the liability of a possible explosion

occurring, which chance is avoided by the prompt re-

moval of the gas when found.

Farr, Colo. Robert A. Marshall.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

.ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Modulus of Elasticity

Kindly explain the meaning of the expression "modu-
lus of elasticity," and describe in what way it is used

in practice. I find the term used frequently in text-

books treating the strength of materials but have not

understood its application. Electrician.

Chicago, 111.

The root meaning of the word modulus is a measure

and the "modulus of elasticity" of any material is a

term or quantity that is the measure of its elasticity.

For example, a force applied to a steel wire in the di-

rection of its length will cause an elongation in propor-

tion to the force exerted, per square inch of section of

the wire and within the limits of elasticity of the

metal. Some materials are very elastic and others less

so, the elastic limit being greater in the former than

in the latter case.

If the force applied is such that the elastic limit of

the material is exceeded there results a permanent de-

formation; in other words, the material does not return

to its original form or state when the force ceases to

act. Beyond the limit of elasticity of any material,

rupture is liable to take place. The force producing

rupture, expressed in pounds per square inch, measures
the ultimate strength of the material.

It has been found that the average quality of steel is

elongated 1/29,000,000 of its length for each unit of

force (lb. per sq.in.) exerted on the cross-section of the

material, within the elastic limits of the steel. Thus, if

it were possible to assume that the elasticity of the steel

was not exceeded, a force of 29,000,000 lb. per sq.in. of

section would stretch a steel wire an amount equal to

its length. In other words, the length of the wire would
be doubled. But, since the elongation within elastic

limits is proportional to the force applied per square

inch of section, the ratio of that unit force (lb. per

sq.in.) to 29,000,000 expresses the fraction of

elongation.

For example, a 000-wire has a sectional area of 0.1318

sq.in. (167,805 circ.mils). A force of 1000 lb. applied

to this wire will produce a tension of 1000 -^ 0.1318 =
7589 lb. per sq.in. The elongation in 100 ft. of this

wire would then be (7589 X 100 X 12) ^ 29,000,000 =
0.314 in.

It may be of interest, in this connection, to estimate

the tension or pull (lb. per sq.in. of section) that would

cause an elongation equal to the expansion due to a rise,

in temperature, of 1 deg. of the Fahrenheit scale, in any

given length / of steel wire.

For example, taking the coefficient of expansion of

the steel as 0.00000625, the expansion, per degree

(Fahr.), is 0.00000625 /. Also the elongation of the

same length of wire due to unit pull p, or tension, (lb.

per sq.in.) is 1/29,000,000 Ip. Therefore, equating these

two values and finding the stress or tension required to

produce the same change in the length of wire as a

rise, in temperature, of 1 deg. F., we have

1/29,000,000 Ip = 0.00000625 I

p = 29,000,000 X 0.00000625 = 181+ lb. per sq.in.

Pi-actically, therefore, a tension of 181 lb. per sq.in.

in a steel wire produce^ an elongation equal to the expan-

sion caused b.v a rise in temperature of 1 deg. F.

Cost of Electric Lighting

We are about to install a system of electric lighting,

on the main haulage road, in one of our mines. The
distance from the shaft bottom to the inside parting is

2000 ft. We propose to use 25-watt, tungsten lamps

distributed along the haulage road at distances of 100

ft. apart, which will require, say 40 of these lamps.

They are to be operated on a llO-volt circuit, and we are

anxious to know what size of copper wire should be

used in this installation: also, the cost of lighting if

electricity is purchased at the rate of 13k. per kw.-hr.

and the system is operated ten hours a day.

, Tenn. Superintendent.

The first step in the solution of this problem is to de-

cide on the permissible line drop, which we will assume

to be 5 per cent, of the voltage at the generator, leaving

95 per cent, of that voltage to be consumed by the

lamps. The second step is to ascertain the current re-

quired to light these lamps, which is found by divid-

ing the total wattage by the effective voltage, or the

voltage absorbed by the lamps. Forty 25-watt, tung-

sten lamps consuming 95 per cent, of the llO-volt pres-

sure will require a current of (40 X 25) -^ (0.95 X
]10) = 9.57, say 10 amp.

Now, allowing for a 5 per cent, line drop the size of

wire required to transmit a current of 10 amp., under

a pressure of 110 volts at the generator, is found by

multiplying the resistance of the wire per mil-ft. (10.8

ohms), by the length of the wire, in ft. (2 X 2000 =
4000 ft.), and that product by the current required for

the lamps (10 amp.), and dividing this result by the

effective voltage, or the voltage absorbed by the wire

conductor (0.05 X HO = 5.5 volts). The result thus

obtained will be the circular mils required in the wire,

or the square of its diameter, in mils.

Applying this rule, we find the required circular mils

in the wire section, in this case, is (10.8 X 4000 X 10)

^ 5.5 equals 78,545 cir.mils. The diameter of wire re-

quired is, therefore, d ^ V78,545 =^ 280 mils, or 0.28

inch.

The cost of operating this lighting system, consisting

of forty 25-watt lamps, at the given rate (13k. per

kw.-hr.), will be 40 X 0.025 X 0.135 = 13k. per

hour, or $1.35 per day of ten hours. The forty 25-watt

lamps consume 40 X 25 = 1000 watts, or 1 kw. of

energy.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Bituminous (Penn.) Firebosses'

Examination, April 11, 1919
(Selected Qi(estions)

Ques.—What should a fireboss know about mine gases

and why?

Ans.—A fireboss should be thoroughly familiar with

the character and behavior of the common mine gases

and those forming the atmosphere; namely, methane or

marsh gas, often called carbureted hydrogen (CH,),

carbon monoxide or whitedamp (CO), carbon dioxide

(COj), hydrogen sulphide or sulphureted hydrogen
(H,S) ; and the heavy hydrocarbon gases, olefiant gas or

pthene (C,H,) and ethane (C,H,). The principal gases

of the atmosphere are nitrogen (N.) and oxygen (0,).

The fireboss should know the specific gravity of each

gas referred to air as unity and its density referred

to hydrogen, besides the molecular weight, which is

twice the density. It is important that he should under-

stand the laws of diffusion, the occlusion of gases in

the coal, and their emission or escape through the pores

of the coal, besides the escape of gas by feeders when
the gas issues from pockets or crevices in the strata.

The fireboss should understand the effect of mine
gases on flame and on human life, and be familiar with
their character as inflammable, explosive, or poisonous.

He should understand the principles and facts of com-
bustion and know what gases are extinctive and which
support combustion. He should understand the effect

on mixtures of gases forming the firedamp, black-

damp and afterdamp in mines.

Finally, the fireboss must understand how to remove
gases from the mine, in the quickest and safest manner,
and know what is necessary to do to perform the work.
He should be able to detect the presence of the dift'erent

gases, in mine workings, with the aid of the safety lamp,

in order to perform the duties of an efficient and com-
petent fireboss and insure the safety and health of the

men in his charge.

Queii.—State, in detail, where, when and by whom
danger signals should be used.

Ans.—When a fireboss enters the mine in the morn-
ing, he must place a danger signal at the top of the
shaft, or the mouth of the mine, as a warning that

men must not enter until the signal is removed. He
must place a danger signal at each entrance to a place

where gas is found to prevent men entering such places

unwarned. The fireboss must be careful to see that all

abandoned places where gas may colloect are fenced oflf

with proper danger signals.

In case a miner's shot misfires, or he discovers some
danger in his place, it i.s his duty to withdraw and
place a danger signal at the entrance to the place, after
which he should report the danger to the foreman.
It is the duty of the foreman, or the superintendent

of the mine, to see that proper danger signals are placed

at the entrance when the mine is idle for a time, or

when the circulation of air in the mine is impeded
or shut off by damage to the fan or obstruction in the
air-courses.

Quef.—Under what conditions should locked safety
lamps be used in bituminous mines?

Ans.—This is a question that the mine inspector of

the district in which the mine is located must decide

in accordance with the conditions known to prevail

in the mine. In general, it must be stated that locked
safety lamps should only be used in mines generating
gas in such quantities that the air in the workings
is liable to reach a dangerous condition owing to the
presence of gas or dust, or both of these combined.
With proper equipment and careful supervision and in-

spection, it is generally preferred to depend on an ade-

quate and efficient ventilation of the mine workings,
rather than to insist on the use of locked safety lamps,

which are always a hindrance to the work of the miners
and serve to suggest the presence of possible danger in

the mine. The use of locked safety lamps also invites

tampering by curious individuals and fooling with the

lamps by irresponsible boys and men. The use of
locked safety lamps may also have a tendency to de-

crease to some extent the eflSciency of the inspection of

the mine. The use of locked safety lamps in pillar

workings is important where gas is known to exist in

the strata above or underneath the coal.

Ques.—Give in detail the duties of a miner, and state

what qualifications he should possess before being given
charge of a working place.

Ans.—It is the duty of a miner entering his place

for work in the morning, or after a short absence, to

examine carefully the condition of the roof and coal

to ascertain if any danger exists. In case one or more
props have been disloged by the firing of a shot in

the place, it is his duty to reset the posts at once.

These duties must be performed before the miner pro-

ceeds to load any coal or do other work in the place.

He must also examine to see that the fireboss has left

his mark on the face of the coal and not finding this,

he should withdraw and report the fact to the foreman
or one of his assistants. When mining the coal, the

miner must set the necessary sprags and posts to protect

himself from a possible fall of coal or roof. From
time to time, he must examine the roof above him to

see that it is safe. He must always watch for any
slips that may occur in the roof.

Before being put in charge of a place, a miner must
show that he has the necessary qualifications that fit

him to protect himself and keep his place safe. He
must be able to set timber properly and know how to

mine his coal to the best advantage and with safety.

When working with a locked safety lamp, the miner
must understand its use and be able to detect the

presence of any gas.
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\ FOREIGN MARKETS
AND EXPORT NEWS

EDITED BY .-^LEX MOSS

Chaos in British Coal Trade

Lowered Production and Attitude of Mine Workers Rushino

England Toward Another Coal Famine—America's

Entrance Into European Markets Feared

The Journal of Commerce (London) re-

cently stated that chaotic conditions rule

the coai trade of the United Kingdom.
"We cannot adequately supply the de-

mands of our Allies." reads the article.

"Italy is on her knees for larger supplies.

and we cannot give them to her. There
is apparently no hope of our beiner able to

do so daring the next few months. 'We
are fast hurrying to a coal famine again,

and we have had departmental warnings
that coal supplies for home consumption
are likely to be scarce. Government in-

terference with an hitherto highly pros-
perous trade has had the effect of bring-

ing the industry to the verge of bank-
ruptcy. The Government has tarried too
long to the siren voices of those h>-per-

socialists who are bent upon 'the total

elimination of colliery profits.'

"The present state of affairs is primarily
due to the reduced outputs, and the re-

duction of outputs is unquestionably due
to the increased wage rates of colliery
workmen, for It has always been a striking
fact that when the wage rates of colliers

are high the output per man has decreased
to an extent almost proportionate to the
rise in wage rates. Sir Auckland Geddes an-
nounced in the House of Commons recently
that the output of coal per person emplo.ved
continues to show a decrease. In 1915 the
output of coal per person employed in this

country was 265 tons—a time when the
most able of colliers were in the army.
Patriotism was at its strongest, with the
result that the output per man constituted
a record. Since then the output per man
has declined .>:harply to 2.17 tons in 1916.
243 tons in 1917. and to 226 tons in 1918.
The output per man for the first quarter
of this year has actu.ally receded to 203
tons.
"On the basis of the first quarter's re-

turns the output this year will be 63,000.-
000 tons below that of 1913 ! Under the
Sankey recommendations in July next the
hours of work in mines will be reduced to
seven per day, which means that the de-
cline In the production in the aggregate
and per capita will be still further accel-
erated. A reduction of output entails a
proportionate increase in the cost of each
ton of coal. WTiere are we drifting?

Supply of Coal to Italy

"The Controller has advised the Italian

trade generally that he has arranged in the

various coal-exporting districts that from
June and onward not more than 140. noo

tons per month will be allocated for ship-

ment to Italy through the Italian State
Kailwavs. The remainder of the monthly
quantity of coal allocated for Italy will be
done through private coal exporters and
will be treated as private business and not
sub,iect to the Italian pool conditions.

"There Is everv indication on the part

of the Board of Trade to return as quickly

as possible to normal business conditions.

and exporters have been asked to arrange
at once for contracts with Italian buyers.

Furthermore, in order to assist private

enterprise, a number of vessels allocated

to the Italian State Railways Cnmmis.^ion
have been released to private shippers, and
apparentlv there is every indication of a
Eood amount of business being done to

Italy hv private coal exporters. Evidently
It Is the British Government's Intention to

!;Ive as great facilities as possible to the
coal export trade, their action In this re-

spect being apparently mainly stimulated

by the necessity of increasing the revenue
derived from the coal export trade in order
to offset the seriously increasing cost of
production entailed as a consequence of
their pandering to the miners' leaders.

Italy's Coal Problem

"Efforts should be made hv the Govern-
ment to so stimulate the production of coal
that the demands of our ally, Italy, should
be more adequately met. If British coals
are not sent out in greater quantities, then
a determined effort will be made by Amer-
ica to establish a regular and permanent
coal trade with Italy. America is unable
to do this at the present time, owing to the
lack of tonnage, but this drawback is being
gradually remedied, and the time will ar-
rive when the influence of .America's grow-
ing fleet of merchantmen will be felt. Fur-
thermore, there are other factors which
are likely to weigh heavily against this

country in respect to the coal trade.

"At a date to be yet fixed by the Co.al

Mines Department of the Board of Trade,
the limitation prices at which coals have
been sold to Italy will cease to operate.
Open market prices will be quoted, and
such prices will be shillings higher than the
limitation levels. At the present time, ow-
ing to heavy cost of transportation, Amer-
ican coals sold to Italy are much dearer
than the British coals sold at the limitation

prices. The abolition of the limitation
prices will in all probability make British
coals the most expensive, especially as the
American coal exporters are preparing to

make considerable reductions in order to

establish a regular service of supply. The
position is fraught with great possibilities

for the American coal exporter, and when
tonnage becomes more free a very large
amount of American coal will undoubtedly
be shipped to Italy. Meanwhile it is only
by a veritable tour de force we can sup-
ply both France and Italy while the Board
of Trade has actually issued a warning
that supplies of coal for home consump-
tion are likely to be shorter. Owing to our
disabilities It is seemingly apparent that a
large slice of the Italian trade must neces-
sarily pass to America as soon as her ex-
porters are in a position to secure a larger
amount of tonnage.
"Meanwhile the disputes in the South

Wales coal field and the number of miners
who have absented themselves from work
have reduced the output to a sharp extent.

"There is no doubt that a large number
of miners have taken advantage of the
fine weather to go holidaying, whilst a
large proportion of the remainder are dis-

inclined to produce the same quantity per
dav as was the case when wage rates were
low. The Government should have insisted
upon the maintenance of outputs, making
the great concessions they have been given
contingent upon a certain quantity of coal
being raised per man employed. Some sys-
tem should have been insisted upon to

stamp out avoidable absenteeism on the
part of workmen, and insistence upon a
guarantee of a fair amount of coal being
raised per month.
"The export of coal In pre-war years

was a source of exceptional prosperity to

the nation. With the present poor ratio

of output and the probability of a still

further decrease in July, when the seven
hours per dav operates, makes the output
of 1913 a most difficult if not impossible
ta.sk to surmount in the reconstruction
period. Before that time America will

have long since recovered from its war dis-

abilities, and is likely to prove a powerful
competitor during this country's herculean
effort to recover commercial and financial
stability.
"With the prospect of a further decrease

in output it is necessary, as Sir Auckland
Geddes has warned the nation, to choose
between restricting supplies for home con-
sumption or further reducing the quantity
available tor shipment to foreign countries.
To reduce our coal exports is unthinkable,
except to Mr. Smillie and other paid advo-
cates of mining workmen. The reduction
of our coal exports means the increase of
our indebtedness to other nations ; the re-
duction of supplies for home consumption
means the restriction of our manufactures.
Such is the result of the Government's
reckless concessions to the miners, and
their utter disregard of the fundamental

lies of our most important industry."

Chinese Coal Market
Under date of May 22. 'OTieelock & Co.,

of Shanghai. China, report that there had
been no new business done in Japan coal
during the preceding fortnight, and now
that feeling seems to be running so high
among certain sections of the Chinese
public over the Kiaochow question, it is

doubtful whether the silk filatures, on
reopening, will buy Japanese coal ; but if

they refuse to do so, we fail to see where
they are to get their supplies from. The
coal market in Japan continues strong,
and although there is a fairly plentiful
supply of the commoner kinds of coal the
demand for the better qualities far exceeds
the supply. This, of course, tends to keep
prices very firm.

There is no change in the FHishun coal
situation. Owing to a further drop in
freights and the starting up of silk filatures,
the Kaiping coal market has been consid-
erably better during the period under re-
view. Large sales in North China, Man-
churia and Japan have curtailed the quan-
tity for export, especially for the better
grades, the demand for which exceeds the
supply. These sales naturally strengthen
the market and prices remain firm.

Coal Production in Shantung
The production of coal from the mines

belonging to the Shantung Railway, Tsing-
tau. China, for the year ending Mar. 31,
1918. was slightly less than in the preced-
ing vear. Sales in local markets amounted
to 213,030 tons, valued at 911.182 silver yen
($604,387 at exchange $0.6633). giving an
average price of $2.78 per ton for all

grades. Lump coal for household use sold
at from $7.96 to $8.86 per ton. Exports to
Shanghai. Hong-kong and Japan aggre-
gated 129.141 tons, leaving a balance of
116.266 tons used on the railway, by the
authorities, and in ways not specified,
l^unker coal was supplied to vessels to the
extent of 9640 tons, at an average price of
$3.50 per ton. Shippirg agents report that
bunker coal was not available in the quan-
tities required by vessels.

Foreign Coal Trade

Opportunity

The purchase of American bunker
coal is desired by a company in Italy.
The terms are cash against documents.
References. Further details may be
obtained from the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce, or any of Its

branches, by referring to File No.
29640.
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COAL AND
^COKE NEWS

HarrisLuig, Penu.
The Legislature of Pennsylvania ad-

journed on June 26, but before closing,
passed two measures, one bitterly fought by
mine workers and the other opposed by coal
operators. They were respectively the
Flynn (defining sedition) and the compen-
sation bills.

The sedition bill was defeated in the
House on June 23, because a number of
members were afraid they would offend
"labor" by voting for it. There is nothing
in the measure to injure real Americans.
The legislation simply furnishes the ma-
chinery for reaching the element in society
that is endeavoring to destroy the present
form of Government. Tlie governor knew
the necessity of the iiroposed law and
finally used the influence at his command
to get the bill through the Legislature.
The bill was signed on June 27.

The bill opposed by the coal operators
and other employers was the one making
amendments to the workmen's compensa-
tion law, which increases the schedule of
compensation and provides for a bureau of
rehabilitation. The governor also signed
this bill on June 27. The legislation was
signed in just the shape the administra-
tion desired it, all attempts to make rad-
ical changes being blocked.
The compensation bill increases the rates,

making $20 a week the maximum upon
which compensation is to be based. The
maximum compensation to be allowed for
total disability is advanced from 50 to 60
per cent, of the weekly wage. The maxi-
mum weekly amount allowed an injured
employee is increased from $10 to $12 and
the minimum from $5 to $6. The
waiting period during which an injured
employee receives no compensation is re-
duced from 14 to 10 days. The period
for which an employer must furnish med-
ical treatment is increased from 14 to 30
days. In case a widow receiving compensa-
tion remarries, she would be paid one-
third of the compensation due, not to ex-
ceed 100 weeks. The method of computing
the average weekly wage of an injured
employee, as contained in the bill when it

was sent to the Legislature by the attor-
ney general, was restored before it was
finally passed on the last day of the
session.
The Bureau of Rehabilitation is charged

with obtaining positions for those who (be-
cause of injury) have been incapacitated
and whose earning power is reduced. Ar-
rangements will be made with educational
Institutions for special courses for the in-
jured for which the State will pay not more
than $15 a week for 20 weeks. The bureau
will furnisli artificial limbs at cost to in-
jured workf-r.s :ind supply special treament
for those iihysicMlly disabled. Visits will
be made to the homes of the injured by
agents of the bureau and advice and
assistance given.
The fourth ailministration bill of the

compensation class was not pushed and was
allowed to die in conmiittee. It would
have levied a 2 jjer cent, tax on the in-
surance of corporations carrying their own
compensation insurance. The bill creating
a commission to study industrial accidents
was defeated.

All other bills of interest to the mining
Industry were killed, among them being the
Catlin hill, which would allow coal com-
panies to remove coal unfler cemeteries

;

the r>onnelly bill, which ijrovided that the
oper.'itors should deli\'er powder and other
explosives at designated places In the mines,
paMH4-.l the House but died in the Senate
Committee, A number of other bills per-
taining to coal mines were introduced but
not reported from committee. The Legisla-
ture passed bills giving substantial Increases
in salaries to the chief of the Department
of Mines and to the 54 Slate Mine In-
spectors.

It is learned that the governor Is making
a careful study of the mining industry and
that at the next session of the Legislature
he may Introduce legislation to enlarge the
powers and the scope of the Department
of MIns. The governor has signed the bill

creating a bureau to make a geological
survey and has approved a bill giving this
bureau large funds to carry out its work.

Charleston, W. Va.
While transportation conditions were

somewhat improved in the southern part
of West Virginia during the last half of
June, yet the oijeration of mines to full
capacity was not possible even where mar-
ket conditions would otherwise have justi-
fied it, owing to the fact that sufficient
cars were not available ; this was true to
a greater extent in the Kanawha than in
the New River field. Just at a time, how-
ever, when the supply of smokeless coal
was being augmented by an increased out-
put, producers of that kind of coal learned
of the order of Secretary Daniels virtually
commandeering one-sixth of West Virgin-
ia's smokeless coal for the navy ; this
amount is said to be twice as large as the
navy has heretofore been using in normal
periods. This order which may be in effect
for the next six months gives promise of
materially shortening the supply of smoke-
less for general market purposes as well
as preventing smokeless producers from
selling their coal at prevailing market
prices. Little wonder that such producers
are up in arms. It means, they assert,
that there will be no opportunity to supply
either the domestic or foreign markets
right at a time when exports are reaching
handsome proportions and when, under the
allocation of tonnage by the shipping board,
it seemed possible to increase export. As
is already known, lack of cars interrupted
the fiow of coal for a time to tidewater
as did a strike on the Norfolk & Western
R.R. which cost 100,000 tons. But dur-
ing the third and fourth weeks of June
coal was moving more freely, with about
three-fourths of such coal going to tide-
water, the remainder being divided between
Lake points and inland Western markets.
It is apparent that there has been a marked
increase in tlie demand for export coal,
although just at the present time gas and
byproduct coal are coming into their own.
The requirements of the United States
navy during June have also been unusually
large. Labor was somewhat more plentiful
during the last half of the month. While
prices underwent comparatively little

cltange during the third week of June, there
was undoubtedly a much firmer market, at
least in so far as West Virginia operators
were affected.

After suffering with a severe case of car
shortage for several weeks, the New River
district was able during the week ending
June 21 to make some headway in increas-
ing its production ; the influx of additional
miners into the district also tended to
help production, so that there was fully
a 10 per cent, larger tonnage during the
third week of June than in the week Im-
mediately preceding. It was estimated that
many companies were producing 85 per
cent, of capacity. What with a growing
exijort demand and the navy using a large
tonnage. New River producers are finding
it dinncult to meet the demand for their
coal, the bulk of which is now being
shipped to tidewater. In fact only about
25 per cent, is being shiT)i)ed to Western
points including the Lakes. In the open
market New River mine-run was selling
around $3.00 a ton and contract $2.75 a
ton. Contract lump and egg were averag-
ing between $3.25 and $3.50 a ton.

Little or no progress was made In the
Kanawha district in speeding up produc-
tion, so that the total output was not over
60 or 70 per cent, at the most, making
the tonnage produced during the third week
In June only about 125,000 and cer-
tainly not over 150,000, this being due to
a continuation of car shortage. The de-
mand for Kanawha gas coal was stiffening
considerably and there was also a some-
what more pronounced demand for ordinary
steam coal, which has been lagging behind
other coals In recent weeks. In fact the
whole West Virginia market was much
stronger than It has been at any time this

year, so that operators greatly regretted
the handicap of car shortage. The most
marked development in the district lias
been in the steadily increasing shipments
of Kanawha coal to tidewater as well as
the increasing number of inquiries for this
coal to be shipped in the same direction.
Kanawha run-of-mine was still averaging
during the third week of the month from
$2.00 to $2.25 a ton.

Fairmont, W. Va.

While a car shortage began developing
about the middle of the week ending June
21, in the northern West Virginia coal
fields, it was not until June 21 that the
shortage became acute. On that day the
number of cars furnished was much below
the average number which have in recent
weeks been loaded out daily ; the only
factor which prevented mines from shutting
down in many instances was the number of
unconsigned cars on hand, but even that
number has been reduced to a great extent
in recent weeks. As an instance of what
the car shortage means, only 740 cars
were furnished the mines of tlie Monongah
division of the Baltimore & Ohio on
June 21, as against about 900 required daily.
The 740 cars furnished was the lowest
number since Oct. 31. 1918. The daily
average of cars furnished the Monongah
division up until the third week of the
month was in the neighborhood of 3.0OO.
Placements on the division on June 21
were only 600 cars. While both railroad
officials and coal men have been expecting
a car shortage, it arrived sooner than an-
ticipated. For a time consumers refused
to have coal shipped in gondolas, stipulat-
ing that only self-clearing cars should be
used, but now consignees have reached a
point where they are no longer so particu-
lar, so long as they get the coal. The de-
mand for coal produced in the Fairmont
and other West Virginia fields is steadily
crawling upward to such an extent in fact
that "bargain" coal is no longer obtainable
and operators who entered into contracts
not over 30 days ago to furnish coal at
ridiculously low prices are now kicking
themselves. Shipments from northern West
Virginia points fluctuated in volume some-
what during the third week of the month,
but by the end of the week the movement
was large, the bulk of such coal going to
the Ka.st. Shipments to tide dropped off
slightly when the Pocahontas mines re-
sumed shipment but by June 21 Curtis
Bay was again taking a substantial ton-
nage. AVhile inquiries for coal for export
are daily becoming more numerous, pro-
ducers find themselves unable in many in-
stances to accept orders for delivery of
coal to points where it is a difficult matter
to arrange for final delivery. Lake ship-
ments were somewhat larger at the end
of the week than at its beginning. Buyers
In northern West Virginia fields appeared
to be In the m.arket for a Large tonnage
of low sulphur gas coal and for byproduct
co.al as well. Resumption of operations
at many iron and steel plants In West
Virginia It is believed will shortly stimulate
coke production.

Huntington, W. Va.

Reaching an output of 76 per cent, the
Logan mining district succeeded during the
week ending June 21, not only In produc-
ing the largest tonnage of the year, 232,-
129 tons, but In exceeedlng the output for
the corresponding period of 1918 by almost
1,000 tons. This result was made possible
In part by a reduction In the car shortage
from 18 to 9 per cent, or from 59.000 to
29,000, In other words. It was cut In half.
At (he same time there w,as a further re-
duction In the no market loss from 39,000
tons or from 12 to 10 per cent. Labor
shortage losses were considerably less as
were losses from mine disability.
The effect of the.se reductions was to

cut the production loss from 123,000 to 73,-
000 tons, a difference of 50,000 tons, the
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net gain in production for tlie week being
28.000 tons. In short the car supply was
materially improved while marlvet condi-
tions were niuch better in every respect
particularl.v as to the demand for gas coal.
In fact shipments from the L#ogan district
were heavy both to the east and west and
an unprecedented run of business is an-
ticipated.

All records for the year 1919 were
smashed on the C. & O railway on coal
loading for the week ending June 21. The
record for the week was only a shade under
the best weeks of 1918. the banner produc-
tion year for the C. & O.
The comparison of the three best weeks

in the history of the railroad is as follows:

Cars
July 27, 1918 14,098
July 30. 1918 13,749
June 21, 1919 13,735

New River. . . .

Kanawha
Coal River . . .

.

Guyan Valley.
Kentucky

Mil
4,604
1,094

Total 12,945

S. V. &E..
Long Fork

.

A. C. &I..

Total 13,735

There is every indication that June will
be a record breaker. The figure for the
fir.st three weeks is high in tonnage and
yet another week of loading is to be re-
corded. The total depends upon the avail-
able car supply and the railways are strain-
ing every resource to give the mines the
number of cars they want.

Coal men see in figures such as those
above given the renaissance of the coal
industry on a parity with the best war-time
period.

Bluefield, W. Va.

Notwithstanding that the strike of shop-
men on the Norfolk & Western has been
adjusted evidently that road had nnt fullv
recovered from the effects of the strike, for.
of a total production loss of 265.000 tons
during the week ending June 21 in the
Pocahontas district, a car .shortage w-as re-
sponsible for :(;.5.00n tons, an increase of
103,000 tons from this cause in a week's
time. Prom !!)(;. 000 tons the production of
the region was cut down to 156,000 tons,
a loss of 4 0.000 tons in the same period.
The total production loss was increased
90,000 tons. There were no other losses
to .speak of outside of a small mine disabil-
ity loss, tio market losses finally disappear-
ing. Coke production dropped 1000 tons
being only fi!100 tons for the week.

Canton, 111.

The coal mine superintendents of Peoria.
Fulton and Tazewell Counties, Illinois, met
at this place on June IS and perfected an
orsrnnization. The purpose of tlv organi-
zation was to attain a standardization of
conditions in the mines of the district in
question ; to establish closer relationshin
with the miners : to produce a better and
cleaner coal, and to meet for discussion of
mining matters. It is the intention to
extend the membership to include the mine
managers This association will meet again
on Julv 2.'! anil will hold meetings regular-
ly each inonlli Tin- first meeting was quite
successful an. I

ih, : niierintendents at-
tending wer. n ..

.
Mil i,-iastic The fol-

lowing offlci-i:- 1 .i. .i,,l: President, T.
M. Guthrie, .-^ni" r mi. rni. nt Silver Creek
Collierv Co., Farmington ; vice nresident.
IT Wilkinson, superintendent Groveland
Coal Mitiine Co., Peoria: secretary-treas-
urer, Deamev. superintendent Crescent
Coal Co.. Peoria The meetings are in-
tended to have an educational benefit in
the discussion of such articles as "Prena-
ration of Pituminous Coal." a .series started
in the May 22, 1919, issue of Coal Aae.
and other snhiects which have a bearing on
(he work with which the .superintendents
.are connected.

I'KNNSVI-V.l>I.\

Anthrurlte

Port nianrharti—Fire of unknown origin
destroyed the new washery at the No. 14
colliery of the Pennsylvania Coal Co., at
this place.

.\Hhland—.^n explosion of gas at the
Potts colliery of the Philadelphia & Read-

ing Coal and Iron Co., on June 21, re-
sulted in the death of two miners, and the
injury to several others.

Hazletoii, Fenri. Many of the foreign
mine workers in the behigh region de-
posited their hoarded earnings in banks dur-
uig the past week—sa\'ings made during
the war period. These are said to have
increased bank deposits to the largest
amount in the city's history.

Dur.vea—The electric storm of June 24
did considerable damage to the washery
of Xos. 8 and 9 collieries of the Pennsyl-
vania Coal Co. The large conveyor line run-
ning to the washery, as well as one side of
the building itself, were blown down entail-
ing a loss estimated at thousands of dollars.
It is the intention of the company to im-
mediately rebuild that portion of the wash-
ery that has been damaged.

Wilkes-Barre—The Lehigh Valley Coal
Co.'s mine foremen and assistant foremen
have been informed that they can e.xpect
a ten days' vacation this year. The prac-
tice of giving summer vacations to the
salaried men was discontinued during the
war.
The coroner's jury investigating the cause

of death of 92 men in the Baltimore Tun-
nel on June 5 after hearing a large number
of witnesses brought in its verdict on June
25. This jury refused to fix blame for the
accident upon any person or persons. It
did, however, make certain definite recom-
mendations for future legislation. An
account of the disaster with all pertinent
obtainable details as brought out at thi-
coroner's inquest will be printed in the next
issue of Coal Age.

Bituminous

Plumville—The Consolidated Coal and
Coke Co., of this place, is now building a
tipple at this new mine and equipping it

with machinery furnished by the Fairmont
Mining Machinery Co., of Fairmont, W. Va.
It is expected that the improvements will
cost $30,000.

i>unbar—The work of rebuilding the
tipple at the Freemont No. 2 mine of the
American Manganese Co., at this place, re-
cently destroyed by fire, has been com-
menced. Gangs are working overtime on
the job and it is expected that the mine
will be able to resume in the latter part
of July.

Brownsville—Extensive repairs are being
made to Lock No. 5 in the Monongahela
River at this place to accommodate the
rapidly increasing river traffic in coal due
to the development of fields in Greene
County and the upper pools on the Fay-
ette County side. New gates are being in-
stalled and machinery repaired,

Uiiioiitowu—An attempt was made to
blow up the tipple of the Peerless works
of the J. M. Grey-Kramer interests
shortly after a reduction of wages was put
in'o effect. The dynamite W'as misplaced,
however, and only slight damage resulted.
The plant had been closed for repairs and
had only just been reopened to fill recent
orders.

Pittsbursli—The Bureau of Mines and
the Carnegie Institute of Technology have
nrr.iim'd jointly for the erection of a re-
.-^firrli I;(1m.im t.try. Its principal initial use
\^itl I" III I' si a new furnace designed to
I'lniii.ii, 111. .smoke of the usual type. The
lalioialriiy will be erected between the Tech
"iMiliinery hall and tli.' power plan*" of the
T^iireau of Min.-s, .\r. necessary equip-
ment to carry on the experimental wo .-

will be supplied to test the new furnac'e
which can be used for gas or all grades
of coal, interchangeably.

WEST VIRGINI.V

Kanawha City—Charleston parties will
develop a coal tra.'i in Louden district.
Kanawha Couni', ii.ii li.re. They have
chartered the K:i ni \v In liiy Coal Co. for
'he purpose, Willi a . a pii alization of $50,-
000. The incorp..iai..i.s are R. E. Whitta-
ker, A. O. B llugue, F. C. Koper. D. P.
Reed and C. J. Cunningham, all of Charles-
ton

Itarnsloivii— Kir.-, .alls..! presumably by
a slii.rl lariiiil in lb.- .Uii.irno room of the
p.." IT plain ..r 111,' ..III Karnstown shaft
niin.- ..f 111.- ('..iisnliili Coal Co., result-
ed in a $10,000 property loss and a .shut-
down of the mine for ;i few d.ays. The
power plant was comiiletely destroyed and
a portion of the tipple was burned. The
efforts of firemen saved the main part of
I he tipple and also prevented the flames
from .spreading to the mine.
MarDonald—A coal land deal which has

been under negotiation for several months
has been closed. TTnder its terms the New
River Co. adds 6500 acres to its 100 sq.mi.

of New River coal territory. The new
acquisition is that of the Keefer Coal and
Coke Co. holdings and the price paid was
$324,855.25. The lands conveyed were those
acquired by a Mr. Keefer, a Pittsburg
capitalist, from E. B. Hawkins in 1908.
The purchase price at that time was $35
an acre. The New River Co. pays $56
an acre.

Clarkesburg—The Hudson Coal Co., a re-
cently organized concern, acquired all the
coal holdings of the Prunty Real Estate
and Coal Co., including three mines in this
section. The Hudson company is capital-
ized at $1,000,000 and is said" to contem-
plate extensive development of its coal
properties. The Lewis mine at Reynolds-
ville, the most important of the group, taps
1004 acres of Pittsburgh seam coal: a new-
steel and concrete tipple will be built, to
have a capacity of 2500 tons a day. The
Miller mine at Wilsonburg, ivith a 1200-
ton capacity, and the Tucker and Betty
mine near Fairmont are the other prop-
erties taken over by the Hudson company.
J. M. Orr is vice-president and general
manager.

Williamson—Quite elaborate preparations
were made by the operators of the Mingo
field for the meeting and banquet of the
Williamson Operators' Association he'.d
here on June 26. A number of invite'
giuests were present among them being
Governor John J. Corn-n-ell, of West Vir-
ginia 'ongressman John W. Langley. of
Kentucky and T. L. Lewis, secretar,v of
the New River Operators' Association. "The
officers of the association are ; G. S. Patter-
son, Vivian, president ; W. N. Cummins
Red Jacket, vice president : L E. Armen-
trout, Borderland, treasurer ; George Bause-
wine. Jr., Williamson, secretary. On f'le
board of directors are Messrs." Patterson,
Cummins, Armentrouf Morris Wat's Eck-
man ; A. R. Meisel : W. A. Hurst, William-
son : H. G. VanHoose, Majestice, Ky.

Beokle.T—Since the first ton of coal was
mined by the E. E. White Coal Co. in West
Virginia more than 5 000.000 tons in a'l
have been mined by the company. In fact
according to statistics prepared by it there
has been produced at the Glen "White mine
2.959.006 p-ross tons and at the Stotesbury
mine 2,043,746 tons or in all 5,002,752
gross tons.

ILLIXOIS
Springfield—Mine rescue teams from all

parts of the state will compete at the ar-
senal here September 7-19 The five teams
making the best showing will represent
Illinois at the national contest to be held
in Pittsburgh the latter part of Septem-
ber. Pl.ans for the state contest were out-
lined by Director J. C. Thompson of the
department of Mines and Minerals. The
federal mine rescue car "was stationed here
recently for a few days, demonstrations
being made for the benefit of the public.

La Salle—The Marquette mine, one of
the landmarks of eastern Bureau County.
is being dismantled and the buildings and
other material sold. This property was
considerably damaged by fire a fe-w years
ago and has not been operated since that
time. The coal rights on the south side of
the Illinois River are said to have been
sold to the La Salle County Carbon Coil
Co.. whose property adjoins, and a new-
shaft may be sunk on the Putnam County
side of the river.

MOXT.VN.X
FromI.ere—The Equity Coal Co. has

leas.-il lands near here and it is stated will
mak.- preparations for an active campaign
this year. .-\ new tipple is being built and
a side track constructed. W. E. Pinkney,
president of the company, states that a
six-font seam of coal is being developed
ind that shipments of coal should be made
l>y fall.

AL.*B.\M.\

Biriiiiiigliam—The first shipment of coal
st.art.-d down the Warrior River earlv in
Jun.- under the new^ tariff sheet of,the Rail-
road .\dministration. This shipment in-
cludefl 2000 tons of coal from the Lipsey
mines. While the rate is the same as that
of the rail route, loading and unloading of
the coal is absorbed and storage room for
the coal is furnished free at New Orleans
on these shipments. The development of
the terminals is being pushed : the ter-
minals, together with the railroad connec-
tion of the river and the city costing up-
ward of $1,000,000. Tlie river at Mobile
is to be dredged for further depth, a 30-ft.
channel being sought. The object of these
developments is to facilitate the export of
coal from the mines of the Birmingham
district.
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Personals

A. D. Kobinson has been apppointed
manager of the tidewater sales otfice of

the Favette Smokeless Fuel Co., at Nor-
folk. W. Va. For the last six years he has
been connected witli tlie general office of

the company at Mt. Hope. W. Va.

C. F. Basliore has been placed in charge
of the ©Iterations of the Randal Coal Co..

on Scott's Run in West Virginia, as man-
ager. Until recently Mr. Bashore was the
superintendent of the Xew England Fuel
and Transportation Co. at Grant Town,
W. Va.

Dr. J. B. Vmbleby. of the U. S. Geologi-
cal Survey, returned recently from Eu-
rope where he was called to advise ,ne

peace cominissioners upon the mineral re-

sources of Germany and the German colo-

nies. He related evidences of the grave
danger to Europe from coal famine, citing

the reduced production in several countries
from labor disturbances.

Major Charles K. slioles has recently
been elected vice president, director and
general sales manager of the Kdi=on Stor
age Battery Co. Major Sholes suc-
ceeds Harrison G. Thompson, who resigne I

to organize and conduct the Transporta-
tion Engineering Corporation, of New York.
Major Sholes has heretofore been idei.,i

(led with the con.structinn, operation and

CHARI.KS E. SHOLES

management of chemical industries ; he wa..;

the active member of the creditors' com-
mittee of the Aetna Explosives. Inc., dur-
ing the receivership, which is ending so
creditably. During the war he served as
major in the ordnance branch of the serv-
ice. He is honorary chairman of the Soci-
ety of Chemical Industry and a member
of many other scientific societies.

A. K. MoiitKomery, who for several years
has been the general superintendent of
the Boone County Coal Coriwration. with
headtiuarters at Clothier. Tioone County.
\V. Va.. has resigned to locate In Peoria.
III., where he will, with others, engage in
a general road contracting business. Inas-
much as he is leaving West Virginia he
has also tendered his resignation as a
member of the state senate, to which he
was elected in 1916.

Trade Catalogs

standard Reinforced Spiral Pipe. Stand-
ard Spiral Pipe Works, Chicago. III. Cata-
log Xo. 7. Pp. 4Q ; S X lOi in.: illustrated.
Notes details of construction and cites in-

stallation of spiral pipe and various fittings
and supplies.

Direct Current Motors and Generators.
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co.. Mil-
waukee. Wis. Bulletin No. 1096-A. Pp.
20 ; 8 X lOJ in. ; illustrated. Description
of types "K" and "KC" and application to
various industries noted.

Copes System of Boiler Feed Control.
Northern Equipment Co.. Erie. Penn. Bul-
letin. Pp. 8; 8J X 11 In.; illustrated:
convenient for filing. A proposal and spec-
ilications for the Copes system of boiler
feed regulation.

Wliitin; Railroad Eqnipment—Whiting
Foundry Equipment Co., Harvey, 111. Cat-
alog No. 145. Pp. 36: Si X 11 in.: illus-

trated This publication brings before rail-

road men the advantages and labor saving
features of the company's various railroad
specialties such as screw jack hoists,

etc.

rriidiicer (ias Costn. Sleere Engineering
Co, D.iroU, Mich Pp. 1 : li x 1 1 in.; un-
illusraied. Table on cartlboard for hang-
ing up.

Link-ltrlt Locomotive CrancH. Link-i^elt
Co., Chicago, 111. Book No. .'iTO. Pp. 68;
6 X 9 in. : illustrated. Description of loco-
motive type of crane and copious Ulustra-
t!ons showing Installations In various In-
dustries.

Imperial Incandescent Headlight tor
Mining Locomotives. Ohio Brass Com-
pany. Mansfield, Ohio—exclusive sales
agents. Crouse-IIinds Co., Syracuse. N. Y.—manufacturers. Bulletin No. 202A. Pp.
12; 6 X 9 in. ; illustrated. Describes the
various types of headlights made by the
Crouse-Hinds company, also other allied

equipment—headlight parts listed.

Works and Products. Allis - Chalmers
Manufacturing Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. Bul-
letin No. 137. Pp. 62 ; .0 X 6i in.: illus-

trated. A description of Allis-Chalmers
company and its capacity for producing a
creat variety of machinery including some
of the largest and most powerful prime
iTovers and electrical machinery in the
world—details of the company's plants and
products.

Lackey, Ky.—The Wells-Elkhorn Coal
( 'o . C. O. Messenger, manager. Paints-
ville. plans development on 2000 acres
with daily capacity of 20 cars.

.\mblcr. Penn.—The Eastern Foundry
:ind Machine' Co. is now operating its new-

plant at this place. The general sales office

nf this company is in the Liberty Building.

Philadelphia, Penn. B. M. Morrison, gen-
eral sales manager.

I!., -I. .11 M;iss.—Frederick & Co.. Inc.. of
IS an option on 1200 acres

r iiMint field, near Farmington.
\ , i'mI has incorporated with a

• pitai of SI. 500.000. Fred A. Sesler, of

w ilkinsburg. Penn., is at the head of the
iiterprise.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

—

A large coal deal

was consummated in east Tennessee re-

lentlv when the Montlake Coal Co. was ab-

Korbe"d by the Buck Creek Coal Co.. an or-

ganization capitalized at $350,000. The
new company has acquired 25.000 acres of

land around Buck Creek Gulch.

EdwardsvUle. 111.—Edward Gaertner. of

Pittsburg, has taken options on 12.000 acres
of coal lands in this vicinity. He is uri-

derstood to represent Pittsburgh capital-

ists who contemplate opening a large mine
on the northern edge of the town. It is

announced that test borings will soon be
made.

Sharpies, W. Va.—The Boone County
Coal Corporation has purchased the stock
of the D. C. Thomas Coal Co.. of Colum-
bus. Ohio, and has transferred the prop-
erty to the first named corporation. The
D. C. Thomas Coal Co. is now in process
of dissolution. The Boone County Coal
Corporation is a large producer of Chilton
coal, used for byproduct and gas purposes,

Columbus, Ohio—F. E, Falk. head of the

Falk Coal Co., of this place, has acquired
all of the capital stock of the Penn-X mine,
located al Orbiston, near Murray City. He
ixpects to improve and operate Ihe prop-
erty, which consists of a large acreage or

virgin coal. The selling offices will be In

Columbus The mine was formerly operat-
ed by the Western Fuel Co.. of Nelson-
ville.

Crellen, Md.—The Turner Douglas Coal
Co.. Goff Building. Clark.sburg. W. Va.. Is

understood to be planning for the develop-
ment of additional coal iiroiiertles in the
Crellen disti-lct in connec'tlon with Its

present holdings comprising aboiil SMI
acres. It is proposed to have a dally ca-

pacity of about 500 tons. W. B. Car-
michael. 420 Stark Street. Saginaw, Mich.,
is manager.

Carpenter Creek, Mont.—The Montana-
Wyoming Coal Co. expects to exercise its

option and purchase lands near here. The
property is said to be underlaid by a nine-
foot seam of coal which will be developed.
When the lines of the Montana Power Co.
are extended to this place, it is stated that
the development of the several coal prop-
erties here will be on a larger scale than
at present.

Charleston, W. Va.—There is to be fur-

ther development of coal lands in the Lou-
den district of Kanawha County by the
Kanawha City Coal Co. just organized by
Charleston people. This company has an
authorized capital of $50,000 and its plant
will be near Kanawha city. Leading figures
in the formation of the new company were
D. P. Reed. C. J. Cunningham. F. C. Koper.
A. O. B. Ilogue and R. E 'WTiittaker, all of
Charleston.

Erie, Penn.—The Ball Engine Co. of this

Dlace. builders of the Erie steam shovel,
let a contract on June I.S for building an
pdrtition to their shovel erecting shop. The
new building will be approximately 175 by
125 ft., which will nearly double the pres-
ent area and capacity of the shop in ques-
tion. Other additions to the Erie shovel
plant, totaling $350,000. are contemplated,
as present business warrants further
extensions.

Charleston. W. Va.—Charles 'Willis Wird
and wife deeded to The Kelly's Creek Col-
lieries Co. a one-sixth interest in a tract
of ROOO acres located on Kelly's and
Hughes Creeks both of which are tribu-
taries of the Kanawha River.
The other five-sixths of the tract are

still held by members of the Ward family,
it is stated, though an effort has been made
by the owners of the Kelly's Creek com-
pany to purchase the entire tract. The
price paid for the interest sold was $115,000.

St. Louis. Mo—The Philliosburg Mining
Co.. with offices in the Security Bldg.,
here, is making extensive developments at
its mines in Montana to determine as to
the condition of the coal at lower levels.

The shaft, which is to be .sunk to a denth
of 1000 ft., is now down about 650 ft. The
company expects to expend $100,000 for
development and for additional equipment
ircludinf a hoist. .1. P. Meyer is oresi-
dent and Engineer McCracken has charge
of operations.

New York. X. Y.

—

W. N Rrown. a" ex-
aminer of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, began a series of hearings in the
niiestion of demurrage chare-es on .Tune 26.

These hearing's were arran^red bv Charles
^ .Mien, secretary of the Wholesale Coal
Trade Association, of New York City. In
the meantime the Railroad .\dniinistration
has agreed to suspend tli.. n.ll.rt ion of
all unpaid demurrage f1i:it-".s wliich have
accrued on coal at tb- IimmI imiis be-
tween December 1 and .M;i\ I until the In-
ter.«I:il. I

- .iiitn.T r.' ' 'mi i un i^-^-io'l decides
wliciii. 1 , ...iihiiMi, (,r til.' I. resent rates is

•noK'.il.li Til,.-.' n.iii,.i.l l.iIK :it thi« nort
to d:il. ,11. 1.. li. V..I 1.1 i..t:il about $223,000.

Knoxville, T»nn.—Plans ar-> now under
wav for forniitig an exnort corporation
with a capital of from $500,000 'o «l,0O0.-
000 for shipping coal to Latin-.\merica
and to Europe.
The .Southern .Appalachian Coal Asso-

ciation, national banking interests ^nd the
Manufacturers' .-Association of .Ame-ica are
promoting the enterprise. It is stated that
New York bankers who have investi»*ated
the opportunities for shipping coal to
foreign countries have agreed to finance
the corporation.
This corporation will hande bunker and

exnort coal from the southern Appalachian
fields.

Salt Lake City. Utah—Consolidation of
the Eccles and 'SVattis coal Interests Is to

be perfected in the near future according
to report. The new concern, which will be
known as the lAon Coal Co.. Is exnected
to have a capitalization of $5,000,000.
Among the Incorporators are David Eccles.
president of the Eccles estate, W. H and E.
O. Wattis, of Ihe TItah Construction Co.
and M. S. and .T. M. Browning, the inv.'ii-

torsof Ihe machine gun of thai nun. Thi-
property of the new comnanv "ill mi. In. I.

the Wattis Interests In Carbon i.in. .m
Ing over $1,500,000 and the I.;., I..; ini.r-

ests In W.vnmlng. valued at more than
S2. 000.000. The combined onlinil of thi'

two companies Is estimated al 600. Ooo
tons. D. IT. P.ape, general manager of the
Eccles coal Interests, will assume the man-
agement of the new company. J, IT. Hill
will act ns sales manager of the new cor-
poration.
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Weekly Review
Public inil Have Itself to Blame for Coal Scarcity This Fall and fFiiiter—Necessity Exists for

Speeding Up Soft Coal Output—Anthracite Coals for Domestic Purposes
Are Scarce, While Steam Coals Are Drug on Market

NO CONSUMER of bituminous
coal can blame anyone but him-
self if he fails to obtain sufficient

coal for use this fall and winter. Every-
thing possible is being done by both
producers and dealers to acquaint the
public with the true state of affairs

insofar as coal is concerned.

If a coal shortage is to be averted

this year, consumers must buy their

fuel now, for in order to meet the es-

timated requirements of the country,

which are placed at 530,000,000 net tons

for the year, the production of soft coal

must be increased 2,775,000 net tons

each week for the next thirty weeks;
in other words, an output of 10,900,000

net tons weekly.

During the week ended June 21 the

output of soft coal totalled only 8,689,-

000 net tons. At this rate, which has

been maintained since the middle of

May, the production of bituminous is

about neck and neck with the rate of

consumption. There is no reserve

being built up. Labor shortage and car

scarcity are even now affecting the out-

put of soft coal, and these handicaps
will become even more evident as the

weeks go by. The time to buy coal

is now.
The undertone to the soft coal mar-

ket is decidedly more encouraging. The
select grades of bituminous coal are

not easily obtainable, while prices on

the better gi-ades are going up. Steam
coals are moving slowly. In the Mid-
dle West many operations ai-e forced to

close down for days at a time, owing
to the inability to dispose of the small

sizes.

If anything, consumers are more
eager just now to procure the domestic

sizes of anthracite. So insistent are

the requests for stove and egg coal that

some producers are breaking larger

coals into these two sizes in order to

appease the trade. The product of

the so-called Independent operators is

bringing premiums on prompt ship-

ments of hard coal to the West and to

Canada, while the large companies are

adhering closely to their regular sched-
ule. This called for another advance
of ten cents a ton on egg, stove, chest-

nut and pea coals on July 1, and the
prices on these coals at the mine are
accordingly that much higher. Chest-
nut is becoming increasingly hard to

obtain, though the shortage of this size

is not so evident as on the egg and
stove sizes.

Contrasted with the activity in the

demand for domestic coals is the utter

lack of interest shown in the anthracite

steam coals. Buckwheat, however, is

moving somewhat more easily than
either rice or barley. Prices have been
cut on the two latter sizes.

During the week ended June 21 the

anthracite operators produced 1,748,000

net tons of coal, a gain of 63,000 net

tons over the output of the week ended
June 4. For the calendar year to June
21 the production of anthracite is esti-

mated at nearly 37,000,000 net tons, or

about 10,000,000 net tons below the out-

put of the corresponding period of 1918.

WEKKL,Y COAL PRODUCTION
A slight increase in the production of bi-.

luminous coal in the week ended June 2.

but a decrease compared with the week
ended June 7. is indicated by the latest
estimates. The production in the week
ended June 21 was 8,689.000 net tons com-
pared with 8,487,000 net tons in the week
ended June 14 and 8.927,000 net tons in
the week ended June 7. The uniformity in
the rate of production in the last seven
weeks, or since the middle of May, the
production averaging around eight and
three-quarter million net tons per week.
is noteworthy. The evidence available in-

dicates that this represents the rate of con-
sumption at the present time and that little

or no stocking is taking place. The produc-
tion for the calendar ^'ear to June 21 is

estimated at 20,3,434,000 net tons, and is

nearly 70.000.000 net tons or 26 per cent,
below the production in 1918.
The production of anthracite for the

week ended June 21 is estimated at 1,748.-
000 net tons, a gain of fiS.OOO net tons over
the week ended .Tune 14, but a decrease com-
pared with 2.034,000 net tons for the cor-
responding week of last year. The pro-
duction of anthracite for the calendar year
to June 21 is estimated at nearly 37,000,000
net tons, or about 10,000 net tons below the
production for the same period in la-st year.
Returns from operat,'rs for the week

ended June 14 show that the drop in pro-
duction that week compared with the week
ended June 7 was due to an increase in
loss because of no m.irket from 32.1 per
cent, to 34.7 per cent, which occurred
mainly in Illinois, Indiana, southern Ohio
and western Kentucky, and in p.art to an
increase in the less of running time because
of car .short.age. notably in the Pocahontas

and high volatile fields of southern West
Virginia.
The production of beehive coal in the

week ended June 21 is estimated at 285,140
net tons compared with 285,688 net tons
in the week ended June 14 and 633.162 net
tons in the week ended June 22, 1918. The
production of beehive coke in the calendar
year to date is estimated at 9,323,000 net
tons compared with 14,526,400 net tons for
the same period in 1918.
Bituminous ccal dumped at lower Liake

Erie ports in the week ended June 14 was
959.265 net tons compared with 1,073,952
in the week ended June 7 and compared
with 912,951 net tons in the week of June
15, 1918. This season to date the dump-
ings aggregate 7.076,328 net tons, or 1,200,-

000 net tons greater than last year.

BUSINESS OPINIONS
The Iron Age—Production is now at

about 60 per cent, of ingot capacity, and
June's output will probably be fully 10 per

cent, more than May's. The greater ac-

tivity in pipe, wire and sheets is offset by
the still relatively small demand for bars,

plates and shapes. Orders are coming in

faster than the shipment rate, and some
accumulation of bookings is the tangible
evidence of the continued improvement.
I.,argc sales of coke for last-half delivery
have been made in the Pittsburgh district,

and prices are stifter, with foundry coke
25c. higher.

Dry Goods Economist—The movement of

practically all lines of seasonable goods in

dry goods and department stores continues
excellent in every section of the covmtry.
Roadmen are sending in a continuous
stream of orders accompanied by optimistic
statements regarding the conditions they

find in their respective territories. Scarcity
is the rule in woolen and worsted dress
fabrics. This is due in part to the lack of
wools earlier in the season, and also to
problems of manufacture. Stocks of b.oth

manufacturers and distributors are light,

but there is no absolute famine as some
people have asserted.

American Wool and Cotton Reporter—
It is not expected that any decline in the
wool market will t.ake place this year, and
the general outlook for business seems good
for a long time ahead. It is predicted thit

as the .season progresses the market will

stiffen rather than otherwise. The general
trend of the trade is to sell as fast as pos-
sible. Mills are ready to buy. and they
want wools for immediate consumption.
The cotton market during the week under
review h.as been the quietest tor some time.
The cotton goods market has been some-
what disturbed by the slow production of
mills. Many mills are so closely booked
ahead that they will be unable to complete
present contracts until late fall.

BOSTON
SiBns of output falling bcliind. Prices,

however, without material chaiiKe. Buyers
show more interest in current market. Re-
jection of Navy bills leaves many shippers
"in tile air." Lack of contract orders may
mean steady suppl.v of spot coal later.

Ilnmptnii Roads coals without new devel-
opments. Receipts on same ba.sis as for

several months. Anthracite demand still

Insistent.
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Bitutninons—Jlore and more is being
heard of cases where operators are obliged
to decline business because they are unable
to produce coal fast enough to meet the
current demand. This is especially true of
operations where mining is more difficult.
Mine workers show no disposition to leave
places where the seams are thin in favor
of mines carrj-ing thicker veins, and this
shifting of labor, particularly in central
Pennsylvania, is already causing a lot of
anxiety.
The long expected upward swing in

prices, however, is not in evidence. A few
shippers of quality coals have made spot
sales at slightly higher prices for July than
for June, but the market is still heavy and
labors under the conditions that prevailed
all through the spring. There has been somuch anxiety to sell coal since January
that buyers find it very hard to understand
the present drift and the prices now asked
for deferred delivery. This territory there-
fore, is still very slow responding. While
a good many interests have stopped selling
there are yet enough who are eager to take
on spot business to give the impression
that conditions continue praoticallv thesame The result is that prices remain
about on the same level as a fortnight ago.
There is distinctly more interest, how-

ever, on the part of buyers than was the
case a month ago. The textile mills are
seeing farther ahead and are more inclined
to take on coal for the winter months. Insome directions there has been something
of a spurt on this account and the current
market is that much improved. It has been
only within a few weeks that some of the
large manufacturers who accumulated
heavy stocks last year began taking
enough coal to meet boiler requirements
from week to week, and now the same peo-
ple are showing their inclination even to
stock coal on top of the reserves they have
been carrying.
For many of the Pennsylvania shippers

the outlook has become further complicated
through the rejection of bids submitted to
the Navy Department. Thev are still un-
able to get from the authorities the approxi-
mate .shipments they will he ealled upon to
furnish. In other years there were few of the
Pennsylvania coals certified for Navy use,
but now that the number of mines on the
acceptable list has been greatly enlarged
it IS impossible to figure the outcome.
Should output .show an increase betweennow and October, and there are manv who

think it will, it will be shown that operators
have taken far less contraets than usual
It IS quite jMssible that there may then be
a steady supply of spot coal at prices notmuch higher than the present range, for
the fact that the coal people have avoided
contracts to a considerable extent mav
easily mean that coal will not be so hard
to get as many have predicted. New Eng-
land is not likely to increase very much
Its present requirements, at least not be-
tween now and Jan. 1. and unless output
IS to be reduced the boom market will have
to be the result of increased needs in other
parts of the country.

This is perfactly true in the case of the
smokeless coals that have their largest
outlet through Hampton Road-s. Improved
conditions as to price, etc. wnII be the re-
action of the export or bunker trade, rather
than from any marked influence of buying
In this territorv. Now that peace is actually
signed it is likely there will be rapid de-
velopments the next few weeks as to the
volume of coal for Italv and other coun-
tries, but so far there has been ample coal
for all comers. Prices have been firmer
on the basis of $2.75 per net ton fob
mines, this being the figure at which coal
is now being taken for use of the Navy
but spot sales for New England are still
few and far between.

Current quotations on bituminous at
wholesale range about as follows:

Cambriaa and
Olearficlds Soroereeta

P.o.b. minps, net ton8....$2. 15fi)2.75 $2.75(313 35
F.o.b. Philadelphia, ctosb

P*Tii V u
•27'^4.95 4.95@5.50

F.o.b. New York, Rross
tona 4.62(3)5.29 5.29(^5.85

Aloniraide Boston (water
coal) , (croBs tons 6.I0(S>(S.85 6.90(3)7.35
Gaa slack from the Grecnsbiire district is quoted

at $1.60(3)1.75 per net ton, with 25c. more for una
out and slack.

Gcornes Creek is still quoted at $3.20 per net ton
f.o.b, mines.

Porahontas and New River are beinic quoted at
$5.04(31 5. 24 per ijroas ton f.o.b. Norfolk and Newport
News, Va. Alongside Boston the same Erades are
being offered at a range of from $7.24(3.7.44, and on
cars Boston and Providence at from $7.50(3)7.90 per
(trofls ton, the latter boine the contract price f.o.b.
cars for deliveries to Apr. I.

.'Vnthracite—There is no let-up in the
demand for domestic sizes. All the regular
shippers are swamped with orders, and if
certain independent operators are not sell-
ing in advance it is because thev are hop-
ing for higher spot prices later. The move-
ment of anthracite barges is much ham-
pered by restrictions of one kind and an-
other, and many of the coal factors are
looking forward longingly to a time when
the railroads will be returned to private
control and normal policies can be pursued
without undue interference. It is plain
also, that the average householder is try-
ing to put in more coal than ever before
The retail demand in the cities, especially,
shows no signs of relaxing and there con-
tinues a tremendous pressure from all
quarters to get coal forward. Without
doubt this demand will continue through to
next April. There are a few hopeful ship-
pers who feel that the demand is sure to
ease up later on, but experience shows thatonce there develops the usual fall demandfrom centers like New York and Philadel-
phia the chances for New England supply
are materially diminished.

NEW YORK
<.iii'""^°'J J?""

•'"•nestic coals shows nosigns of lettmgr np. Some companies arebreaking broken coal to relieve the othersiies. Chestnut coal becoming scarcerPea m good demand along the Une. Thebuckwheats sliowing up better. The bitnmi-
nZll

^'tnation shoivs slight improvement.Contract coal moving rapidly but spot de-

"p'?r„1is?s.'""''- ^-1™ -"t'nue U, be

Anthracite—The call for the domesticcoals continues insistent and. if anything
It appears as if the scarcity is becomingmore acute. That no let-up in the call forstove and egg is expected may be takenfrom the attitude of some of the companieswho are breaking broken size into the nexttwo smaller coals.

r.,^^^ '''e'^fv,'^''^ \^^ J^'^'' dealers complainmore of the lack of coal than of the lack
of orders. The latter, however, were notreceived as early in the season as usual be-cause of the belief there would be a re-
duction in the price of coal and on that
account dealers were not able to begin their
spring deliveries as earlv as thev havebeen in the habit of doing. Now" every-body wants their coal immediately but the
dealers are not able to obtain it from the
producers.
Another factor in the local situation lastweek was the partial tie up of tugs n-''

boats which, however, was shortlived themen claiming that their employers were
not living up to the new agreement re-
cently adopted. However, there was a
shortage of boats carrying around 5nn tonsand some shippers found it difficult to pro-
cure such boats for their business.

WTiile not so much has been he.ird
locally of premiums to be paid and offered
for so-called Independent coal and for
quick deliveries, there were reports of
premiums being offered for quick ship-
ments to the West and to Canada. The
large companies are sticking close to their
regular scheiUiIe. which was advanced 10c.
per ton for egg, stove, chestnut ,nnd pea
coals on July 1. Although the demand for
chestnut Is not so strong as for egg .ind
stove, it, too, is becoming short.
Pea coal Is In much better demand along

the line than In this city, and for that
reason the shippers are curtailing .shln-
menfs to this market as far as possible.
However, dealers here are taking a goodlv
proportion of the output if thev can secur
some of the larger sizes ris well. It Is sai>i
that some of the companies are storing
large quantities of pea coal.
The anthracite steam sizes are In no de-

mand. Buckwheat Is moving a trifle better
than either rice or barlev There are re-
ports that prices are easy for the two latter
sizes.

Current quotations, white ash, per crc^s
ton at the mines and f.o b. at tidewater,
at the lower ports, according to company
schedule, are as follows:

Mine Tidewater
Broken $5.95 $7.80
Kgg 6.15 8 00
Stove 6.40 8 25
Chestnut 6.50 8.35
Pes 5.10 6.85
Buckwheat 3,40 5.15
Rice 2,75 4.50
Barley 2.25 4.00

KItnmlnoun—The situation here Is more
encouraging, but .so far the movement has
not gained. However, the general situation
appears to be improved and the trade Is
hopeful.
As with anthracite, users of bituminous

arc being urged to buy now while trans-

portation facilities are good. Consumers
are being told that production is about on
a basis of what it was in 1910 and that
this indicates a shortage of about 40 000,-
000 tons. Another factor that should be
considered by the public is the vast num-
ber of mine workers who have gone back
to their native country, many of whom
will never return here to work in the
mines. Hordes of these foreigners are
taking with them their savings of the past
four years, and until the tide of migration
sets in their places will remain unfilled.
Efforts are being made to reduce this tide
of emigration but now with the peace treaty
signed the authorities may find it hard to
unearth any means which might put a
temporary stop to the outgo. This con-
dition has struck the bituminous fields
worse than the anthracite, and the opera-
tors are complaining seriously of the lack
of labor. They also call attention to the
difficulty that might be experienced if
there was a heavy demand for coal now.
As it is the mine workers prefer to take
things easy, working only when they please
and remaining at home when thev desire.
A feature of the market is the heavy

shipment of contract coal, which has gone
a long way toward keeping the stocks at
the local docks down. It is also noticeable
that many dealers who couM receive their
coal supplies by water are giving prefer-
ence to all-rail shipments, although the
cost is greater.
Following are quotations on various coals,

per net ton at mine:

South Forks (Best) $2.95@3.25
Cambria (Best) 2.75@2.95
Cambria (Ordinary) 2.35(^2.50
Clearfield (Best) 2.75(312.95
Clearfield (Ordinary) 2,35^2.50
Reynoldsville 2.50(3)2.75
Quemahoning 2.75(3)2.95
Somerset (Best) 2.75(3)2.95
.Somerset (Poor) 2. I5(5i2.35
Western Maryland 2.25(312.50
Fairmont l.75(Si2.00
Latrobe. 2.10(3)2.25
Greensburg 2.25(<!>2.35
Westmoreland 3 in 2.60(3)2.75
Westmoreland run-of-mine 2.35@2.50

PHrLADELPHIA
.Anthracite demand continues heavy.

Local receipts light. Egg very scarce, with
stove in chief demand, nut hard to get.
but pea plentiful. School closing makes
some customers anxious for fuel. July
company increase in effect. IndlvldQals
all ask advance over circular. Retailers
face increased costs. .Advertising cam-
paign continued. Bituminous holding
ground. Good grades stronger. Slight
price changes.

.Anthracite—There Is not the least slack-
ening in the demand for coal of the do-
mestic sizes in this market. Unfortunately
for the dealers, the shipments since the
early part of the month have been most
meager. Among the retailers the general
Impression is that the companies are ship-
ping heavily to the West, especially to
districts which were entirely restricted from
receiving hard coal last year.

Tlie demand continues to center on the
three domestic sizes—egg, stove and nut.
The situation as to egg is really remark-
able and no one In the tr.ade can recall a
time when the call for this size was so
hea^n,-. Heretofore on such trade as the
dealers had for this size they simply filled
at fhfir 1( isin-o, feeling they could get it

at Mi.'V \\\anted it or had time
fo rv. ITsually after the .April
r. '

I coal was at Its lowest, the
ret i red the largest proportion
of this r-n:il

Now this is all changed, and the dealers
are being hard pressed by their cu.stomers
for this size. If anything, the .anxiety of
the trade to get stove coal has Increased
and many yards are entirely empty of this
size, closely followed by nut : as a matter
of fact there .are occasional Instances
where dealers are more anxious for nut
than for stove.
As has been the case for the past two

weeks .all dealers are well supplied with
pea coal, with most of them adding more
to their stocks th.an they are turning out.
No one shows any desire to stop shipments
of this size, for they fully realize they
will have a demand for every pound they
CAn tuck away In their yards.

Conourrently with the Increase In the
company circular the Individual shippers
maintained the relative Increase above this
circular, until all the smaller companies
are now asking premiums on family sizes
except pea. During the p.ast week the
most conservative firm among the Inde-
pendent .shippers sent out a notice to Its
customers that the .July prices would be
tSc. higher than company coal. In addl-
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tion to this it is the general impression that

the smaller shippers are getting ^\^"
higher prices in outside markets, which
would seem to account for the small re-

ceipts by their customers in this city.

Despite all their efforts to increase pro-

duction we haye been informed by rep-

resentatives of the big companies that

thev are still unable to approach the maxi-
mum of last year. All mines could use

many more inside workers, and even many
of tiie men who are working have no par-

ticular incentive to turn out a heavy pro-

duction. They have been running under
high pressure for such a long time that

thev seem inclined to ease up, at least that

is the opinion of a very well informed
operator. As winter approaches they have
hopes that much of this lethargy can be
overcome, but thev are then faced wiUi
the likelihood of a car shortage. All of

these facts are coming to the attention of

the general public and at this time is stir-

ring them to renewed energy to have their

coal put in now.
The retail trade is also having some

anxious moments in regard to a possible in-

creased cost in the delivery of their coal

due to the demands which drivers are
making in various sections of the city.

At this time it cannot be seen how an in-

crease in wages can be avoided, and the
retailers dread adding anj-thing to the
retail price of coal, especially in mid-
summer. If this increase can be staved
off until late fall most of them will be
satisfied.

In the hopes that they will soon receive
greatly augmented tonnages all the pro-
gressive dealers are continuing their ad-
vertising, urging consumers to put in coal
this summer. Even with the tonnage al-

ready placed and delivered, there still re-

mains a large percentage of summer busi-

ness that has not come in and must be
cared for before it can be said that the city
will be entirely out of danger of a fuel

shortage next fall and winter.
It is believed that in the steam coal

buckwheat Xo. 1 has gained some strength
recently, and so far as we can learn no
large company is compelled to place any
of this size in storage. Of course, tnere
mav be occasional cars, btit on the whole
it can be said that the entire production is

being absorbed and the indications are
that within a few w-eeks the demand will
be greater than the supply. There has
also been a slightly better movement of
rice, but hea\'>- quantities of this size
still continue to move toward the storage
vards. Barley is also being stored heav-
ily and there has been no perceptible
change noticeable in this size for weeks,
nor is there expected to be for some weeks
y^'t. From those concerns who are
anxious to make broken coal for manu-
facturing purposes comes th.e report that
there is much strengthening in this size,

which can be traced to improvement in the
iron trade.

.As to the matter of collections, all ship-
pers report improvement in this respect,
and while the conditions have not as yet
approached those of war times, it is on'v
a question of a month or six weeks until
all shipners will re^'Uire exact compliance
wi'h their terms bv shutting off shipmenis.

\Vith the increase of 10c. per ton on
July 1 the prices per gross ton f o.b. car's

at mines for line shipment and f o.b. Port
Richmond for tide are as follows:

Line Tide Line Tide

Broken $5.95 S7. 80 Puckwheat. S3 40 S4.45
Egg 6.15 8 00 nice 2 75 3 65
Stove 6.40 8 25 ^oi]<^T 2 50 3 50
Nut 6.50 8.35 Barley 2.25 3 15

Pea 5 10 6 70

Bituminons—The soft-coal trade holds
its own quite well. < >f course the average
working time Is ^ nh. iili.ut 50 per cent.,
but the prodii. i . d is well taken
care of. A siyin "^ viw lately is that
there has been in < ., n.i ..pmal report of a
car shortage hern anfl there in the reg'on
Producers hesitate to predict what tlie

situation will be in the fall when the rail-
roads will be feeling the impetus of crop
movement and renewed industrial activity.
The real demand just now is for the high-
grade coals, and the price position of such
coal has improved to s<^>me rleeree. The
demand for prompt slin 'ii i^ really less
than the supply. Tin n n spot coal
offered of the ordinn i . jnni,> and some
fair movement of the .-ann. While the
general situation is not near what could
be -wished for. it is still believed that the
tendency is toward improvement and that
not far distant. Operators are not at all
a-ixious to contract their output, many of
thorn signing up for only 60 per cent, of
their capacity.

With slight price changes recently the

quotations ruling in this market are about
as foUow's

:

2 60
2.35® 2.50
1.90 (3,1 2.05
2.25 (s 2.35
2.00 (S! 2.15
1.70 @( 1.80

Georges Creek Big Vein $2 95 @ »3. 05

South Fork MiUer Vein 2. 95 (a 3. 05

Clearfield (ordinary) 2. 70 (a. 2 85

Somerset (ordinary)

.

2
.
65 (ti,

Fairmont Lump ??Q ^
Fairmont mine-run
Fairmont slack
Fairmont lump (ordinary)

.

Fairmont mine-run (ordinary)
Fairmont slack (ordinary)

BALTIMORE
Export situation Improving. Domestic

demand light. Anthracite receipts small;

some dealers paying preniiuMis.

While the domestic business is light here
the export situation continues to show fine

improvement and this trading is the bright

spot in the local situation. There were
plenty of queries and many chasings for

busin'e.ss into quarters that appeared bright,

but which did not bring about results after

investigation. Many of the leads that

looked tempting and appeared to be ready
for closing held off when an attempt was
made to pin down the buyers. Spot bus

ness continued to be all that was done here,

although there were reports that seve a

contracts had been consummated. In the

open market $2.75 was the top price for the

best grade of coals, while some of this

Hrade sold down as low as $2.50. For
medium grade fuels the price ranged abou'

$2 30 with $2 and as low as $1.90 for the

low grade of fuels. There was very little

demand for the cheap grade of fuels.

June appears to be headed for a record

in exporting at this port and in 21 days of

the month 28 vessels have left this po-t for

European and South American ports carry-

ing 145.245 tons cargo and 13,992 ton=!

bunker. Italy. Switzerland and Holland
each had four vessels, and Sweden nine

ships. South America ports had six ship-.

\rgentina. three ; Brazil, two. and Peru
one Cuba was the destination of one
ship Indications are that the last week
of the month will also show heavy ship-

ments.
Anthracite dealers are still worrvine

along with litrht receipts and no prospects

of obtaining any larger amount of coals

unless thev pav heavy premiums. Several

dealers, however, tooli advantage of figures

quoted bv independent operators and na'd

premiums over what they have been pay-

ing and thus were able to get about a

dozen carloads of coal. Announcemen- is

expected before the close of the month ot

an increase to householders, 25c. or more
per ton, over the April schedule, which is

still in forcp. There is likelihood of a

meetinsr of the Baltimore Coal Exchanire

•his w-eek.

Lake Markets

IMTTSBlRtJH

Si-me higher circular prices quoted.

H"avy lake shipments. Prompt coal

s'^adier.

Some Pittsburgh district operators have
-dvanced circular prices, making mine-run
^2.50 instead of $2.35, 3-in. $2.75 and li-

in $2.90. but as they had already stopped
^Piling for the remainder of the coal year at

the old prices this is largely an incident.

Nearly all the contracting that could be

expected had already been done, all pro-

ducers being disposed to limit their com-
mitments on account of operating uncer-
tainties and feeling that consumers should
he content to buy their remaining coal

from month to month, paying whatever the

situation might warrant. No regular con-
tract market is quotable.

l^ake shipments continue heavy. The
'1st Geological Survey report shows dump-
ings at lake ports, including vessel fuel,

at" 6.117,063 tons thus far in the season,
against 4.966.868 tons in the same period
last year. This Pittsburgh district has con-
tributed its full quota to the increase. It

is probable that the movement will taper
off earlier than usual and this seems neces-
sary as the railroads, in their present con-
dition, could hardly stand up under the
rush that usually occurs toward the end
of the season.
Prompt coal is somewhat stiffen, there

being less coal than formerly available at
minimum prices w'hile on the other hand
the full $2.35 price on mine-run is more
frequently obtained. Only Panhandle coal
could probably be picked up at $2, and if

this price has been done on Connellsville it

was altogether exceptional. For prompt
shipment we continue to quote: Best

grades gas coal: Mine-run, $2.35; slack.

xl.65(ai.s5; screened, $2.60® 2.70 ; Steam:
Slack." $1.40@ 1.70 ; mine-run, $2@2.35, per
net ton at mine, Pittsburgh distrii,u

BIFFALO
Some report of bituminous improvement.

.Manv jobbers fail to see any. AU agree
that it is njt far off. .Anthracite going fast

again b.v lake. Stove size scarce.

Bituminous—The sellers of soft coal do
not vet agree as to the condition of the
trade. Some find the demand increasing,

some do not. It is conceded, though, tha
the consumer is now eager to make con-
tracts, and that means he is convinced that

the prices liave reached the bottom ; so the
seller is inclined to hold oft. Why sell coal

at going prices on long delivery when the
only change possible is an advance? T .

reasoning is good and it is likely to be

acted on. While it is easier to handle the
bulk of the coal on contract than by single

orders, it would not be safe to sell it for

less than it eosts.

The word from the mines is all one of

confidence. The future stands for a good
trade at good prices. Everybody is saying
that. Some jobbers are wondering how
much of this prediction is born of a wish
to that effect, but they agree that a confi-

dent feeling is proper and say nothing
against it. Trade must come back befo-"

long and the moment it sets in the big

sale of coal will begin. At the same time
it will do no good to attemn' forcing th»

market, so the shipper waits for it to move
of its own accord, believirg that he will not

have to wait long.
^ ,, .v.

Shippers are careful not to forestall the

advance bv crowding coal forward. Buf-
falo has little or no coal on track unsold,

and the plan seems to be general not to

pretend an improvement is here till it

comes. .At the same time the reasons for

a better trade are quite out of the coal

trade proper and it will have to wait for

them The waiting time has been long
and should be c'ose to the end.

Bituminous pries are stronger, but have
rot chanf-ed much of lite, the basis being
S4 55 for thin-vein .Allegheny Valley. $4.45

for Pttsburgh and No. 8 lump, $4.30 for

sam» three-quarter. $4.05 for mine run.

$3 65 for a'l slack, per net ton, f.o.b. Buf-
falo.

.\nthriiclte—The demand is still in excess
of the supply, but is not very insistent

Shipners hope that by the return of cool

weather they can meet it again, in spite

of the shortage in mining. It is expected
that July will turn out more than June
has The stove size is especially short
and it will continue so till the fall demand
for chestnut sets in.

The shipments to the lakes are heavier
than thev were, being for the week 133.-

647 net tons, of which 49.600 tons cleared
for Duluth and Superior: 34.800 tons for

Chicago; 31.700 tons for Milwaukee: 3700
tons for Green Bav ; 3500 tons for Sault,

Can.; 3486 tons for Ashland; 3300 tons
for Manitowoc, l^ll tons for Sheboygan;
lOOn tons for Racine and 950 tons for
Hancock.

Freight rates remain at 60c. to Chicago.
51ic. to Racine, 50c. to the Sault, 47Jc. to

Milwaukee. 42c. to Duluth. Green Bay,
Hancock, Manitowoc and Sheboygan.

ri,EVEi,.\Nn

Olii.i coal operators are feeling the ef-

fects of a car sliortage. Combined with
labor shortage, this has kept the mines
from being operated at more than .5,5 to 60
jicr cent., on an average. Demand for all

crades except domestic bituminous contin-

Bituminous—With the lake trade taking
just about all that the mines can forward,
and steam-coal consumers showing in-

creased interest in the market, southern
and eastern Ohio operators are finding
themselves face to face with a serious car
shortage. Despite the large surplus of cars
reported month by month by the Federal
Railroad Administration, the supplies at
Ohio mines the last ten days have been
quite restricted. It is believed so many
oars have been kept in service beyond nor-
mal length that excluding all cars badly in

need of repairs, the administration has not
near the number that will be needed the
coming winter.

-All this is taken by operators to make it

doubly advLsable for coal consumers to
stock now. A goodly number are buying,
but a surprising number still .scoff at talk
of a shortage. Meanwhile, every week
sees prices stiffening. Coal may be said
to be plentiful in that all needs are being
met, but the southern and eastern Ohio
mines now are not producing much more
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coal, if any, than is actually being used.

Thus no opportunity for stocking exists.

and if the larger steam-coal users start

into next winter with no more stocks than
they have now or show signs of laying in,

operators cannot see anyl'ning but a serious
pinch.
The labor trouble at the mines continues,

but for the present it is overshadowed by
the car shortage. WTiile some operators
are inclined to contract freely and take
what they call a safe and fair profit, many
others are leaning toward the side of doing
as little contracting as possible. The onlv
difference among operators is on how high
coal will advance next winter. It is re-
ported that a fair-sized block of slack has
been contracted for at $2.10. while another
user has taken mine-run at $2.20. This last
deal is supposed to involve quite a sizable
(onnage.
Plenty of anthracite and Pocahontas is

being laid in. but the larger domestic users
of bituminous, such as apartment houses,
hospitals and the like, are averse to buying
now. They say last winter's experience
with the "stock early" advice was disas-
trous, and they are quite gun-shy at pres-
ent. Supplies of a-ithracite arvi Pocahontas
are increasingly difficult to obtain.

Lake Trade—Car shortage at "he mines
has slowed up the movement toward the
lakes, but despite this the supply on hand
at Lake Erie ports is somewhat larger. In-
crease in the number of consienments this
season is the explanation. Efforts are be-
'ns m^de to release the cars now being
held at lake ports Barring this tempo-
rary condition, the lake tradf- may be said
to be taking all the bituminous it can get.
So f'lr this season shipments are about 30
per cent, ahead of a year ago this time

Prices of coal per net ton delivered in
Cleveland are:

• Anthracite:

Eeg $10.85 to I (05
Chestnut 1 1.1 5 to 1 1 35
Grate 1 1 05
Stove It. 05 to 11.25

Pocahontas:

Forked 9.00
I-ump 8,25
Mine-run 7.20

Domestic bituminous:

West Vircinia splint 7.75 to 8 00
No. 8 Pittsburgh 6. 10 to 6.35
Massillon lump 7 . 30 to 7.40

Steam coal:

No.6shok 4,20to 4 -n
No. 8«U"k 4. 70 to 4 95
Voughiorhenv slack 4 85 to 5 15
No. 8 i-in. lump 5 40 to 5 ji

No. 6 mine-run 4. 40 to 4.50
No. 8 mine-run 4.80 to 4.95

DETROIT
Bituminous coal buyers ure pursuing ji

waiting policy and shipments are light, with
prices rather steady.

nituminous—Efforts of wholesalers and
jobbers have so far failed to impress Detroit
consumers of steam coal with the advisa-
bility of placing orders promptly to assure
obtaining an adeq-'ate supply. Many of
the buyers are withholding orders and some
are huyiT>g on a ha^d-to-mouth basis evi-
dently desiring to be in position to take ad-
vantage of any lowering of prices that may
occur.
The jobbers are holding out no encourage-

ment that coal will be cheaper. They in-
sist that price revisions are more likely to
be upward than downward, due to labor
conditions and curtailed production, and ex-
press surprise that large employers of labor
here seem unable to appreciate that the
mines are as greatly handicapped in get-
ting men as are other lines of industry.

Shipments are not of large volume at
present. Reports are coming to the jobbers,
however th;it seem to indicate the matter
of car supply is soon likely to assume a
troublesome aspect. Certain types of car
desired by some Detroit buyers to facilitate
unloading are said to be almost unobtain-
able.
With the reduction of the amount of

coal on tracks, prices are taking a steadier
appearance. Hocking domestic lump is
quoted at $2 75. net ton, fob mines, with
freight and (Government tax added for de-
livery in Detroit. Mine-run from the same
district is $2 and alack $1.50. while other
leading varieties of Ohio coal used in De-
troit carry about the same quotations.
West Virginia gas or splint lump Is quot-

ed t^ to J3 25. while two-inch lump is of-
fered at 12 85. mine-run at $2.10 to $2.15.
and slack at about $1.75.

Anthracite—With shipments of anthracite
of small size retailers seem well supplied

for present requirements, while household
consumers are postponing buying to assure
provision for winter requirements.
Lake Trade—Because of slow distribu-

tion from docks at the head of the lakes
shipments are likely to be curtailed soon
by lack of storage space. For the week
ending June 21 vessels loaded 1.037.499
tons, of which 993.602 tons were cargo coal.
Adjustment of labor troubles at the Ca-
nadian head of the lakes permits resumi>-
tion of shipments there, which in part have
been diverted to other ports.

COLUMBUS
The coal trade in Ohio is runninfr along

steadily with producti<^ at about 70 per
cent, of normal. There is a better demaJid
for donieNtic grades. Steam business is

quiet while lake trade is becoming fairly
active.

The best feature of the Ohio coal trade
is the better demand for domestic grades.
This is especially noticeable in the fancy
grades where the demand is especially
strong. As a result prices for Pocahontas
and West Virg nia splints are stron-jer.
Pocahontas is selling around $4.75 to $5 a^
the mines while splints are quoted around
$3. Retailers are taking advantage of the
time to stock up preparatory to the stock-
ing-up period, which has now about ar-
rived. Householders are showing a dis-
position to buy although some are holdin-r
off for lower prices. Generally speaking,
the domestic trade is later than usual in
showing activity, and only a small amoun"
of the retail business has been booked.

There is a better demand for steam sizes,
although that branch of the trade is not
developing so fast as was expected. Steam
users are buying off the open market and
are showing little disposition to contract
This is especially true of users of screen-
ings, wh'ch are still a drag on the market.
Iron and steel plants are not buying to
any great extent although business in that
line is expanding. Reserve stocks are be-
i"g depleted, which is one of the best signs
of the trade. Oeneral manufacturing ap-
pears to he improving, judging from in-
creased fuel purchases.
The lake trade is showing considerable

activity, although *he Hocking Valley fie'd

is not sharing in the activity to any great
extent. Pomeroy Bend is benefitine' a-d
the same is true of eastern Ohio. Practi-
cally all of the lake fuel agreements have
been made and thus those who have not
shared in the business will h<^ cut out fo •

the sen«on. Vessels are plentiful, and dock
interests are rushing a good tonnaee *^o ^v-e

head of the Ipkep. No congestion on the
upper lake docks is reported as there is a
good movement to the interior.

Production is holding up fai'-H- w^ll a'
though ]it*le increase is reported during the
past weep Tn the ea^tprn Ohio fi"M *>'

output is estimated at 75 per cent, and the
figures from Pomeroy Bend are 70 per cent
The Hocking Valley is producing between no
and 65 per cent, of normal. Other fields

are not showing up any better than
formerly.

CINCINNATI
I>ocnI coal dealers optimiHtic of future.

Smokeless coals hard to obtain.

Local coal users still maintain an indif-

ferent air as regards the forecasted short-
age for next winter and continue to refuse
to lay in their winter supply. However,
dealers and operators both are optimisfi'*

and look for a hrightening of the condi-
tions in the very near future.
Bituminous coal is selling to consumers

in this city at $6 a ton in the downtown
section and $6.25 a ton on the hilltops.

Dealers predict this price will increase and
that many of the householders will be dis-
appointed if they wait imtil late in the
summer before placing their orders. Poci-
hontas is out of the question, there being
little in this market. Many domestic users
have been waiting to lay in a supply of the
smokeless coal, their patience with the soft
product during the years of the war having
worn out. There are some who were for-
tunate to get in a supply of smokeless coal
early this spring, but local dealers are not
promising to supply any more this summ-r.
The smokeless product is up to $7 50 a

ton delivered, with no prospect of Imme-
diate delivery, with the Navy takini? almost
every lump in sight, Cincinnati retail

deah'rs can get little smokeless coal. The
lump coal situation is stiff, few orders
being placed by the industrial users; but
the market on run-of-mine showed much
improvement during the past week.
Car shortages to all mining oibtrlcts In

this vicinity are reported t^e shortage
along the T>ouisville & Nashville in Ken-
tucky being most pronounced

BIKMINGHAM
Steam market showing more strenKtIi.

with indications pointing to steady im-
provement. Domestic still strong and
supply restricted.
A more optimistic spirit is prevalent

among the coal men in this market, and
there is a general feeling that there will
be a steady increase in the demand for
steam coal from now on. The delay of
the railroads in awarding contracts for
fuel for the year beginning July 1 is still
somewhat of a disturbing factor. While
it is understood that several lines have
closed for the tonnage they will take from
this district, so far as is known tlie Frisco
is the onlv line which has signed contracts,
taking around 220.000 tons of WalKt-r
County coal for the twelve months begin-
ning July 1 at Government ])rices for the
grades taken. The general commercial
trade has improved some and -om con-
tracts are being closed at Government
pries, and slightly better for best grades.

Brokers report a continued strong inquiry
for domestic grades, lum > being almost un-
obtainable in the open market. Spot quota-
tions are about as follows pt. n^t ton
mines:

Cahaba S4 50(??5.00
CarbonHiU 3.25(«.3.50
Pig Seam 3 . J

Climax and Montevallo 5 . 00
Black Creek. 4.0.'f" 4.50
Corona 3 75^4.00

Indications point to an increase in coal
production in the near future, as several
furnaces are being made ready for service
and will be placed in blast within the next
week or two. Some labor is leaving t.ie

district, and there is a disposition on the
part of the men to drift from one o lera-
tion to another owing to the short working
schedule.

Coke

CONNELLSAILI.K
Bulk of contract furnace coke busine«.«i

concluded, together with nearly all foundry
coke business. Prompt prices stiffen.

Kxcept for some eastern furnaces, the
furnaces now in blast have nearly all cov-
ered for coke needed in the second haif
of the year. One eastern furnace interest
has closed for a round tonnage, but others
are considering byproduct coke maJe in the
east, ani may inf ee 1 have closed a'reHuv'
in that quarter. Several furnaces now idle
are negotiating for coke, but opera..oi-j are
shy about taking such contracts as that
looks too nnuch like giving an option. The
furnaces might stay iJle as long as it was
hard to sell coke and get into blast onlv
when coke would sell it self. Repcr'i arc-

that two or three fu-nac^s may b.ow in
sooner than they v.-ould lik^ to do. merely
to enable them to cover en coke ft^ th"
remainder of the year. Contracts made on
this moveme-t »>-obahlv aTgregate botu-een
125 000 and 150.000 tons a month, chiefly on
a sliding scale basis, the coke being priced
from month to month a* 1 to fij m.' rnsl
basic pig iron at valley furnaces, whereby
with pig iron at $25.75. as it i.^ row quot.- I.

the coke would be invoiced at $4 12. Snnr
operators express a preference for hold'ng
tlieir coke and se'ling from month to mo t*i

on the theory that they mav be ah!-- • >

secure higher prices late in the year even
if pig iron does not advance.
Foundry coke is now well tmder con-

tract for the second half, at $5 to $5.50.
depending on brand, and also upon the
kind of service operators furnished during
the war. One coke has sold at a h>wer
relative nrice than it usually comjiiands
by reason of indifferent deliveries made
last year.

Spot and prompt coke is stronger. Con-
cessions from $4 for furnace coke, formerly
the rule, are now exceptional if made at all,

while a quotation of $4.25 Is comni'-n.
Foundry coke is not quotable at a higlier
range, but the tonnage to he picked up at
the $4.50 minimum lately quoted has he-
come very small. We quote spot and
prompt furnace coke at Slfrl.LTt. spot and
prompt foundry at $4.50rtr5 and foundry
on contract for the second half of the year
at $5@5.50, all per net ton at ovens.

niiffalo—The market Is s'ichtly stronger,
as the furnacrs increase In activity. Prices
have not c!i:ing»M] from former quotations,
being $7.25 to $7.60 for 72-hour Connells-
villo foundry, $6.60 to $7 for 48-hour fur-
nace and $6.10 for off grades. The situa-
tion slowly improvew all around. Iron ore
is coming In much more freely, though not
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enough yet to give business to the entire

fleet. The amount received for the week
was 163,380 gross tons. It averaged above
200,000 tons a wet k last season.

Middle West

GENERAL REVIEW
DomeBtic sizes scijrct". wliUe steam sizes

are a ilrug on market Publicity campaign
to warn public of cual shortage.

The coal market shows practically no
improvement to speak of. Screenings and
steam sizes continue to be a drag, while
prepared domestic sizes are in strong de-
mand. The difficulty the operators are en-
counterinar in selling screenings hinders the
prompt filling of domestic orders, and as
a result operators are behind on one grade
of coal and are industriously hunting for

a market for the other grades. The delay
in filling domestic orders is causing the re-

tailer some worry because he realizes that

if he cannot get prompt shipments now.
conditions durire the fall and w'inter will

not be much better.
Operators and distributors alike were

hoping that conditions in the coal industry
would go back to something near normal
this summer. The contrary is the case,

however. During an ordinary sununer,
screenings are at a premium practicallv
from April to July, and prepared sizes for

the domestic trade are never in demand
until after July. This season conditions
have been the reverse, with a strong demand
since last March on prepared siz< s and no
demand to speak of for screenings and
steam sizes in general.

Operators are making a strong fight to
obtain contracts. Large buyers of coal ap-
pear interested in contract pricrs. V»ut do
not care to sign up at this time, preferring,
it seems, to purchase what little coal they
are buying on the open market. Practically
al! of the coal operators' associations are
keenly alive to the present situatiin pnd
are doing everj'thing they can in the way
of publicity to back their members in :-t- -

ring up public interest and in getting busi-
ness. . With so much steam coal available
it seems hard to realize that there is a
shortage of coal today, ^^'e are referring
to Southern Illinois 3 x 2-in. nut or small
egg. All of the large companies are from
four to six weeks behind on this size, and
the dealers in this territory are beginning
to feel worried about their future supp..
of this particular grade of coal.

It has been said that one of the Frank-
lin County operators is sold up on all sizes
for the month of July. Furthermore, prices
on prepared sizes for July are quoted by
this company at 15c. higher than the rest
of the county. In other words, this com-
ganv has sold all of its domestic coal on a
asis of $3.10, and is getting good prices

for all other sizes. This ccmpany makes a
specialty of preparing all its coal, and as
a result has no screenings or mine-run to
offer. The coal under 2 in. in size is graded
into various nut sizes, down to practically
dust. These smaller sizes of nut are used
by small factories, where the greatest
efficiency must be obtained from fuel. The
dust is used by cement plants This coal
being of such an excellent quality explains
whv this company is sold up. while other
companies are looking around for more
business.
The writer does not believe there will be

much change in the market in the next
one or two weeks, although there are a
number of operators who predict that the
signing of peace will bring about a strong
demand from the manufacturers.

"Vo change in market conditinlnn. Pre-
dicted that lump coal will be harder to get.

There has been little change in the coal
trade. The demand for steam coals Is even
less than the demand in the country, al-
though domestic orders from Chicago and
suburbs continue to come in to operators
and jobbers.

Prices have been advanced, effective July
1 on eastern coals. Anthracite coal has. of
course, advanced its usual lOo. per ton,
although dealers are showing a willingness
to pay a premium of 25c. or more for
prompt sh'nmint.

Pocahontas mine-run. moving on contract
to the retail trade, continues to come in
well, although not fast enough to satisfy
the retailer. Pocahontas lump and egg -s

moving, roughly speaking, from *4 to ?5 per
ton f.o.b. mines. When Ave say Pocahontas,
we are referrl"S to both Pocahontas and
New River coal.

The demand for southea.stern Kentucky
coal increases steadily, as this product has
grown more and more In favor because of
its excellent preparation. Hazard coal is

moving freely at from $3.50 to $4 f.o.b.

mines, for the block sizes. Harland coal
is moving at about the same figures.

Hazard coal at the present writing seems
to be a little more in demand because it

contains less soot, is a harder coal, and
will stand rough treatment without losing
its preparation.
The domestic coals from Indiana and Il-

linois are moving freely to Chicago, al-

though the most popular size from either
state is the 3 x 2 in. small egg. It is pre-
dicted that lump coal will be harder to get
when the mines begin to receive orders
from the country where lump coal is used
for threshing.

Current prices are as follows:

ILLINOIS
Southnrn IlUnois
Frank-lin, Saline and F.o.b. Mines Rate to
Williamson Counties per Ton Chicago

Prepared sizes $2 65<n>$3 10 $1.55
Min(-run 2 20®. 2 50 1 . 50

Screenint'S 1 90® 2, 30 1 .50

Central H'inois
Springfield District

Prepared sizes 2 55® 2.85 1.32
Minf-run 2 00 2.45 1.32
Screenings 1.85 2.20 1.32

Northern Illinois

Prepared sizes 3,00® 3.50 1.24
Mine-run 3 00 1 . 24
Screenings 2 75 1.24

INDIANA
Clinton 4th Vein District

Prepared sizes 2 65® 2.95 1,27
Mine-run 2 35

"

1.27

Screenings 2.00® 2.15 1.27

Knox County 5th Vein

Prepared sizes 2.40® 3.25 1.37

Mine-run 2.20® 2.35 1.37
.Screenings 1.70® 2.10 1,37

E.A.STERN COAL
New River and Pocahontas

Prepared sizes 4.50® 5.00 2.60
Mine-run 3.00® 3.25 2.60

West Virginia Splint

Prepared sizes 2.50® 2.75 2.60
Mine-run 2.00® 2.45 2.60

Pennsvlvania Smokeless

Prepared sizes 3 75® 4.25 2.60
-Mine-run 2.75® 3.00 2.60

Hazard, Ky.
Prepared sizes 3.50® 4.00 2.45

Mine-run 2.65(.i 3.15 2.45

Nut, pea and slack 1.85® 2.30 2.45

Harlan, Ky.

Prepared sizes 3.25® 4.00 2.45

Mine-run 2.55® 3.00 2.45

Cannel 3 00®. 3.50 2.45

SmJthingcoal 2.75® 3,25 2.60

MILW.^l'KEE

Coal market quiet, with a moderate run
of business, rontraets let for coal sup-
plies for city institutions.

Summer quiet prevails in the coal mar-
ket, but deliveries continue to increase as
the season advances. The demand from the
interior is only fair, however, and stocks

are accumulatlnfr in consequence. Coke is

moving slowly. The June schedule of prices

is upheld, and it is expected that the usual
advance of lOc. per ton will materi.Tlize on
July 1, despite the protect of the Milwau-
kee Association of Commerce that coal is

high enough at present.
The city authorities have just awarded

contracts for about 6.='.,noO tons of coal tor

delivery to various municipal institutions
during" the coming year, at the following
prices: ..\nthracite stove. $11.80; egg,
$11.60; nut, $11.90; buckwheat, $9.25; semi-
bituminous lumps, $7.25 ; mine run, $6.40 ;

bituminous lump. $5,75 to $6.25 ; hand-
picked N. U, splint lump, $7 2r> ; smithv
coal, $S.in. The successful bidders furnish
eastern coal. The offers to furnish wis-
ern bituminous screenings ranged from
$4.77 to $r..ll. The city contract aggre-
gates $342 017 9S. n saving of about $50,-

000 on In- '
-•.—. ..oil bill. The au.non-

ties of M '
• iMnty awarded a con-

tract f(M f Indiana screenings
tor use :i' iriise at $,').47 per ton.
Up to dan- _.;; -• ions of anthracite and
1.047,S69 tons of bituminous co:il have been
hinded on the docks at Milwaukee, agauisr
157,389 tons of the former and 749.785

tons of the latter during the same period
last year.
The Callaway Fuel Co., which has been

operating a hoist of obsolete character, is

installing an improved steel bridge to in-
crease the unloading facilities of the yard.

ST. r,oris

ons show some improvement,
general betterment.

Domestic business is picking up, but steam
sizes are heavy and producing conditions
hard to contend with.

The local situation show's a rapidly
changing condition. Within the past week
or ten days the retail situation has shown
a marked impro\*-m*.-nt in the ordering of
storage coal. This, however, is chiefly on
the better grades of coal such as anthracite,
smokeless, Cartervllle coal and coke. Stand-
ard and Mt. Olive is not in demand at all.

The country demand seems to be picking
up a little on domestic sizes, but on steam
coals the situation remains unchanged and,
if anything, begins to grow worse. This
is on account of the increased tonnage of
domestic sizes being produced, making a
greater tonnage of steam sizes for which
there it no market. All the available
equipment and storage room at the mines
and the vicinity thereof is loaded with
steam sizes and many mines still continue
to dump these sizes on the ground.
The industrial depression in the St. Louis

district is unusually severe. It is far-
reaching in many ways least expected. An
electric power plant that used to consume
two or three cars a day seems to be aide
to get along on one car of screenings nowr,
and many of the smaller plants in the St.
Louis manufacturing district have been and
are being equipped with electric power. In
some sections there has been an offset on
the decreased demand for the smaller sizes
by the fact that some railroads have loco-
motive equipment that calls for stoker-
size coal, but this does not help the situa-
tion to any great extent.

In the Standard field there is an over-
production of everything, chiefly of steam
sizes. .Some mines ha\-e been idle for many
weeks. Others having been working one
and two days a week and coal is selling
below cost. The railroad tonnage is light

In the Mt. Olive field the situation shows
considerable improvement, but most of
this coal moves to outside markets, whereas
Standard is confined chiefly to St. Louis.
The railroad tonnage in the Mt. Olive field
is fairly good.

In the Williamson and Franklin County
field the steam sizes are the stumbling
block. Many mines are still idle in this
field and many are working only one and
two days a week because they cannot move
steam coal. Others are piling it up on the
ground.
The miners still continue to leave all the

fields for other employment and the for-
eigners are arranging to go to Europe. The
tonnage in nearly all the mines shows a
decrease on tliis account.
Cars at the present time are plentiful,

and the movement is fairly good. The
railroad tonnage from the Cartervllle field
is good, everything considered.

Conditions in tlie Du Quoin field are simi-
lar to those in the Cartervllle field with the
exception that the prices are not main-
tained.

Effective the first of the month the Car-
tervllle field operators in nearly every in-
stance advanced their iirice from $2.85 to
$2.95 at the mine, with the exception of
one Franklin County operator who is ask-
ing $3.10 on account of having more dom-
estic orders than he can take care of.
The independent operators are getting from
.$2.5,T to $2.70.

The prevailing circular is per net ton
f. o. b. mine :

Williamson
.in.i Mt. Olive

Franklin and
County Staunton Standard

.\ssoriatio7-;

Lunip, euK and
nut $2.95 ..

Waslied N.is. 1

and 2nut 2.95 :

Independent:

Lump. CKK and
nut..

Wasbcd Nos. I

Lump $2.00 & up

2.70 $2,55 r.sfi 1,75

id 2nut 2.95
Mine-run 2.45
S-renin-s 2.20
3-in. lump
2-in. lump
2x6 cKc

2.20 I 60®1.70
2 05 I. 35® I. 50
2.30

1,75
I 75 & up

WHiam.son-Frnnklin County rate to .St.Louisis

$1.07;: othcrrates, $0.92!.
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e^'e all been hectored and sorely tried
By the war's demands, it's true,

But we've met them all, and we've gained, besides,
From the service we've gone through;

For we've put an end to the cannon's roll

And the beating of the drum;
Now let's dig in to supply the coal
For the bang-up years to come!^

The world's been shorn of its wonted trade
Till its shelves are standing bare,

And the countless products that must be made
Call for labor everywhere;

So can the grief and the gloom and dole;
Away with the twiddling thumb;

We're bound to bum quite a bit of coal
For a good many years to come.

With soldiers back from the foreign lands
And the old earth bom anew,

There's work for ajmillion pairs of hands
And a million heads to do;

Then shake the pall from your craven soulj
And cease being sad and glum

;

We're going to use quite a lot of coal
For a good many years to come!

t\«-
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS
PRACTICAL SCHEMES THAT MAKE THE DAYS WORK EASIER

An Efficient Car Retarder

By Ralph L. Mayer
California, Penn.

The La Belle Coal and Coke Co. uses an efficient car

retarder at the mine which it operates a short distance

above Brownsville, Penn., on the Monongahela River.

This device is placed directly below the cross-over dump
to prevent the ears from striking the kickback with too

much force. It is made from pieces of L-shaped angle

iron about 8 ft. long placed on the inside of each raiL

The end from which the car approaches is bent for

a foot of its length at a slight angle. A pivot, or bolt.

DEVICE. PREVENTS CAES FROM STRIKING KICKBACK
WITH TOO MUCH FORCE

passes through a hole made near its end, and down into

the tie upon which it rests. An iron plate is placed be-

tween the tie and the angle iron, to prevent wear. The

pivot passes through this plate as well as through a

brace placed on top of the angle iron. This brace is

made long enough to extend out beyond the side of the

angle iron, where it is bent down and spiked fast to

the tie. The space between it and the tie should be

sufficient to allow free movement of the angle iron.

The free ends of the angle irons have iron rods fast-

ened rigidly to them. The length of these rods should be

about one-third the width of the track gage, and their

free ends should be threaded for nuts. A stiff spiral

spring is placed between these two rods, the ends of

the rods entering the center of the spring coil. The

tension of the spring is regulated by the nuts on the

ends of the rods. Between the spring and the nut are

placed washers large enough to prevent the coil from

passing over the nut. A tie should be located under this

spring and the rods.

The size of the L-shaped iron will depend upon the

height of the car axle above the track rail. Its upright

leg should reach nearly to the axle of the car, but

should not touch it. The car is retarded by this upright

leg crowding against the inside of the car wheel. The

spiral spring holds the ends of the angle irons apart,

and if necessary tightly up against the track rail. The
tension on this spring is determined by the grade of the

incline and the amount that it is necessary to retard

the car. This also determines the distance from the rail

that the hinged end of the angle iron is placed. If the

grade is heavy, the angle iron is placed close to the

rail; if light, farther away. The strength of the mate-

rial used will also depend upon the weight of the cars to

be retarded. The material employed should be much
stronger than is absolutely necessary, as its first cost

is small.

Lever or Road Jack
By Richard Bowen
West Pittston, Penn.

The accompanying illustration shows a simple, yet

safe and powerful lever or road jack that has been found

useful at the foot of a shaft and on turnouts. Here it

is used to replace loaded or empty cars that have been

derailed. The standards A, the movable parts B, and
the brace C, are made of i x 2-in. iron. The movable

ROAD JACK FOR USE AT TURNOUTS

parts B are joined together by the IJ-in. round iron bar

E, which passes through a 1-in. eyebolt running through

the lever. A washer is placed between the eye of the

bolt and the lever, and another is placed below the nut

on the under side of lever. The eye of the bolt fits

loosely over the U-in. bar, thus permitting the lever

to slide along it.
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The movable device can be adjusted at any height on

the standards by means of pins, which are hung in place

by small chains that should be the same length as the

height of the standard. The distance between the stand-

ards should not be greater than the width between the

bumpers of the cars. This permits the device to be

placed as close against the car as possible. The lever

can be made any length, but the weight arm should not

e.xceed 18 inches.

Tester for Loose Car Wheels
By E. E. Jones
Stotesbury, W. Va.

The illustration shows what might be called a "tester

for loose car wheels." So far as I know, this is an

entirely new idea and might have possibilities from a

patent standpoint; but since it is almost entirely a

safety idea, I am going to pass it along.

It might be of interest to those connected with

mining to know that on 450 mine cars put through

I

r-Wfiee/lug'
. _

ffreave ivr Whee/ lu,j. The /.ugrsomet/mes jbreaA-5
a//otv/n(^ Whee/ to became foose oa /!x/e

DETAILS OF A CAR-WHEEL TESTER

this device 125 loose wheels were found. Also that before

this device was installed it was common to have expen-

sive delays due to wheels coming off when cars were

passing over frogs and switches, and that wrecks aris-

ing from this cause were common. This tester should

be installed in such a way that cars coming from the

dump will pass over the section of track on which the

device is located.

It will be noticed that I have marked one of the rails

as "rough rail." The idea of this is that car wheels

passing over this rough rail will make sufficient noise to

attract attention, thus allowing the bad car to be

switched out of the trip. It will also be noticed that

the car is not derailed, but passes back on to the main
line and can thus be switched out on the siding for

cripple cars.

It might be mentioned that this tester is only one

of the many good things to be found around the E. E.

White Coal Co.'s plants which have gone far toward
making them the most prosperous and "up to the min-

ute" plants in the United States.

Many different kinds of coal have been tested and
analyzed by the Bureau of Mines in its investigations re-

lating to the purchase and use of fuel by the government
and to safety in coal mining. Advantage has been taken
of the opportunity thus afforded to obtain information as
to the differences in weight of the various coals. A study
of conditions indicates that heavier weights may be ex-
pected for coals of high fi.xed carbon than for those of
low carbon content.

Rearranging the Terminal Block

By Machine Runner
Sullivan, Ind.

When a certain well known make of coal cutter

comes from the factory the fuse or terminal block is

directl.v on top of the gear case, where all the dirt

and bits of slate which fly while the ratchet jack is

being set fall on the block. This soon becomes full of

dirt if not cleaned off frequently and causes the negative

and positive terminals to arc, thereby burning the

terminal clamps and clamp screens. Another disad-

vantage arising from this location of the terminal

block on top of the gear case is the danger of coming
in contact with the positive terminal while operating

the different levers located near the block.

Better results have been secured after the electrician

was persuaded to move the terminal block around on

the right-hand side directly over the resistance. Two
4-in. holes drilled and tapped into the motor casing is

all that is necessary to make the change. The cable

is then brought into the machine through the original

cable clamp, but passes on over the top of the motor
casing to the new location of the terminal block. When
the block is bolted in place a piece of tin is inserted be-

hind it, and after the bolts are tightened down to hold

the block in place the tin is bent in such a manner
as to form a shield for the block, thus preventing any

substance from falling directly upon the terminals.

Sliding Door for Rope Opening

By E. p. Humphrey
Upper Lehigh, Penn.

To keep the cold wind from blowing into an engine

room the device here shown is a winner. The light

sliding board is notched and slipped over the rope, loose

\
y-vi^#r?sV-i)f');

VKyhw^^^tn
DETAILS OF A SLIDING DOOR FOR USB IN ENGINE ROOM

runways built and the problem is solved. Of course, the

board must be long enough to cover the opening when

the rope is at either end of its lateral travel.

In numerous instances about mines the increasing bur-

den on a retaining wall threatens its collapse. The Pennsyl-

vania R.R. recently successfully solved a problem of this

kind as follows: The bulging retaining dry wall was
strengthened by a scries of buttres.ses each 4 ft. wide

placed 18 ft. apart. The buttresses were connected at the

top by a concrete wall built on top of the dry wall. The
base of the buttresses rested on a substantialy constructed

masonry wall. This method cannot always be carried out

on account of lack of space for the buttresses, but the plan

is effective where practicable.
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Modern Shaft Mine at Amsterdam, Ohio
Shaft Operation in the Lower Freeport Seam—Coal Contains

Some Sulphur and Quite a Little Bone, Though Analysis

Shows That It Is a Good Fuel for Both Steam and Domestic
Use—Present Capacity of the Mine Is 800 Tons a Day

By Jack L. Ball
Amsterdam, Ohio

ODERN power facilities, sim-

plicit.v, thoroughness in the

design of the tipple (especial-

ly its screening and loading

equipment) and economical

operation—this was the goal

desired by the Youghiogheny
and Ohio Coal Co. when open-

ing its Amsterdam mine No.

2, at Amsterdam, Ohio. Fore-

seeing difficulties in the way
of transportation, ventilation

and the transmission of electrical energy in working

this large virgin block of coal from Amsterdam mine

No. 1, surveys were made and preliminary plans drawn
several years before the sinking of the shaft at Mine
No. 2 was begun in October, 1916.

Amsterdam No. 2 is a shaft mine, 243 ft. deep, and
opens into what was 12-west of No. 1 mine. The coal

is the Lower Freeport seam, is free from irregularities

and runs from 3 ft. 8 in. to 5 ft. 6 in. in thickness.

Some sulphur and quite a little bone are found in this

coal. However, it averages high in heat units and is

an exceptionally good fuel for both steam and domestic

use, as shown by the following proximate analysis by

the U. S. Geological Survey:

. The shaft is 22 ft. 6 in. by 11 ft. 6 in., and the lining

is of solid concrete construction, the walls having a

minimum thickness of 22 in. and terminating in an

arch on each side of the shaft bottom. Wooden guides,

8x9 in., are used; and the guides are fastened to

wooden buntings the ends of which are concreted solidly

in the walls of the shaft.

The bottom is so arranged that coal is caged from
one side of the shaft by automatic cagers, which are

supplied by trip feeders having a speed of 30 ft. per

minute. The feeders are driven by a 74-hp. direct-

current motor. Six mining machines of the Goodman
shortwall type are used to undercut the coal. Coal is

Volatile Fixed
Sample Moisture Matter Carbon Ash

No. 1 3.7 37.4 51.2 7.7
No. 2 42.2 .57.8

Sulphur B.t.u.
3.07 13.220
3.47 14.910

The new shaft has two hoisting compartments and
two compartments for the intake and exhaust of the

air. The mine at the present time is ventilated through
No. 1 mine by means of an engine-driven, 4 x 10-ft.

Jeffrey fan (located at No. 1 mine) and assisted by
a small booster fan. Double and triple entry systems
are used. GEXEU.M. VIEW OF AMSTERDAM MINE NO. 1
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gathered mainly from the working places by two 6-ton

Goodman electric locomotives, but a few mules are also

used. The wooden mine cars, having a track gage of 44

in., are equipped with Watt wheels and hold approxi-

mately 4500 pounds.

All mine water is handled by a 54 x 8-in. Deming
triplex plunger pump driven by a 45-hp., 250-volt, direct-

current motor. The 4-in. discharge line of this pump
is run from the coal to the surface through a 6-in. bore-

hole. As a safeguard against excessive seepage, pul-

sation and deterioration of the pipe, the clearance was

tilled with concrete.

The prevailing high price of structural steel and

the uncertainty of delivery made it necessary to con-

struct a wooden tipple. The plan throughout has been

to make a liberal allowance in the size of the material

used as a safeguard against maximum strains. Posts

rest on concrete piers, and every precaution has been

taken at this point to guard against deterioration due

to moisture.

Coal is dumped by self-dumping cages (IJ-in. steel

hoisting rope being used) directly into a 4-ton weigh

hopper. From the weigh pan the coal is dropped to an

8-ton hopper. Run-of-mine can be sent to a bin and

then to the railroad cars; or if prepared sizes are de-

sired, the coal is fed from the hopper by a 44 x 9-ft.

conveyor to the shaking screens; from here it goes to

the picking band and then to the loading boom. Refuse

discarded from the picking band is carried to the dirt

bin by an 18-in. conveyor. To drive the main con-

veyor, shaking screens, picking band and loading boom,

and the 18-in. dirt conveyor, two 25-hp. and one 7i-hp.

220-volt, alternating-current induction motors are used

respectively. The tipple is of the common four-track

tj-pe, the railroad cars being placed by gravity. Screen-

ing and loading are so arranged that the coal can be

loaded as follows: No. 1 track, slack or run-of-mine:

No. 2 track, nut, or nut and slack; No. 3 track, egg,

egg and nut, or egg, nut and slack; No. 4 track, 6-in.

li-in., or run-of-mine.

The power house is a brick building 28 x 62 ft. in

dimension. Power is furnished by the Central Power
Co. at 66,000 volts from a substation at Dillonvale,

Ohio. Primarily the power supplied is generated at the

famous plant of the Windsor Power Co., Windsor,

W. Va. From 66,000 volts the voltage is stepped down
to 4000 volts at a small substation located at the mine.

This in turn is stepped down by another transformer

in the power house to 440 and 220 volts respectively.

A 200-kw. synchronous converter furnishes direct cur-

rent for the mine at 250 volts. The transmission lines

into the mine run through 2-in. conduit embedded in

the wall of the shaft.

A 6-ft. Lidgerwood hoist is driven by a 300-hp., 230-

volt, variable-speed induction motor having a maximum
speed of 600 r.p.m. A modern 32 x 65-ft. shop with

ample equipment for blacksmith, electric and car repairs

is also conveniently located near the shaft. Ample
provision was made in a well equipped office building

for the storage of small supplies; also a large building

was constructed of hollow tile for the storage of feed

for the mine stock, for oil and for sand. The present

capacity of this mine i.s 800 tons a day ; when sufficient

l:.M Kll A.\D Sr I
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territory is developed it is expected the capacity will

be about 1200 tons.

Acknowledgment is here made to Amos Jones, su-

perintendent of the Amsterdam mine, for information

and data supplied for this article.

Organizing for Mine-Rescue Work
To make rescue work in a mine efficient, there must

be cooperation and harmonious relations between all

forces, and there must be an organization that will

push to quick completion the work of exploring the

mine. A satisfactory organization may be outlined as

follows: The general manager or superintendent as-

sumes full charge of obtaining all necessary materials

and men for the prosecution of the work; the state

inspector assumes or accepts authority for the rescue

and recovery procedure; the general manager or super-

intendent and the mine inspector select the foremen

of shifts and other foremen who report to them or

their representatives at the close of the shift, stating

what has been accomplished. The rescue crews should

be in charge of a chief of the rescue organization, to

whom each crew should report. The chief of the rescue

organization should report to the mine inspector in

charge of the rescue and recovery operations or to

some other official in charge of the underground work.

When sutlicient men are available the recovery crews

should be arranged in 6-hour or 8-hour shifts; that is,

they should work for 6 or 8 hours.
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Electrical Transmission of Power in and

About Coal Mines*
Six Methods of Electrical Power Distribution, Embracing the All-Direct

Current, the All-Alternating Current and Four Other Combinations of These
Two, With or Without Storage-Battery Haulage, Are Available in the Mine

By S. W. Farnham
Chicago, Illinois

IN
SOME instances, when selecting the type of cur-

rent for underground work, I think too much em-
phasis has been placed on the machine load. Articles

have been written treating principally this one phase

of the subject and considering the haulage as secondary.

We sometimes hear that the storage battery will, in all

probability, sooner or later emerge from its present

obscure but valuable work as a gathering element, and

expand into main haulage service; or, that a successful

alternating-current main-haul locomotive is sure to be

developed. Those who advocate the use of alternating

current at the mine faces claim that we should decide

the question from the standpoint of the machine load;

the locomotives should be installed according to any

convenient plan, not letting their problems affect the

decision as to the general transmission system to be

employed. The improvements that are certain to come
will cause a change in the haulage system later, they

say. A broad review of the conditions hardly justifies

such conclusions.

In this age of invention and rapid development, it is,

of course, unwise to assert that certain changes and

improvements will never be made ; but the operator and

engineer must deal with existing facts, demonstrated

through successful practice. New things must be tried

and proved before allowing their possibilities to affect

decisions on other equipments or systems.

Choice of Power Depends on Conditions

It is not within the province of this paper to express

an opinion as to whether the direct-current or the alter-

nating-current mining machine is the better; or

whether the storage-battery type or reel-and-trolley type

locomotive should be used for gathering. Each type of

equipment has its champions; each has its advantages

and disadvantages. Some conditions unquestionably

favor one type, and other conditions another.

An alternating-current locomotive has been tried in

Illinois mining work, and discarded. No one has had

the temerity to try one since. In railroad practice, one

large manufacturer advocates the direct current; an-

other, the alternating current. But the control ap-

paratus on the alternating-current locomotives, using

single-phase current, looks too complicated and takes

up too much space to be used in mine work.

Street cars have tried the alternating-current mo-
tors, in a few instances, but the practice is practically

"dead." It is safe to place the alternating-current mine
locomotive in the remote future possibility class.

As to the storage-battery locomotive for main haul-

age, the heaviest batter>' locomotive now built has about

eight tons of weight on the driving wheels, and is of

•Abstract of paper read before the
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moderate speed, with limited radius of action because

of battery capacity. Light main haulage, restricted in

tonnage and distance, can be served by battery locomo-

tives.

Main-haulage locomotives in Illinois may be said to

average 12 or 13 tons in weight, and most of the later

purchases are of at least 1-5 tons. Something radically

different must be developed before such sizes of battery

locomotives could be used. Furthermore, the present

cost of batteries would make such locomotives com-
mercially prohibitive.

The trolley locomotive for main haulage underground
is to be with us for a long time; there is no sign of

anything else to take its place. It should receive due

consideration in the selection of any electric transmis-

sion system.

In fully developed Illinois mines, the locomotives on

the average may be said to represent approximately

one-half the total load on the circuit. Furnishing

power to the locomotive may therefore be considered

equally as important as furnishing it to machines,

aside from the fact that the machine load is at a greater

distance from the power source and requires better

voltage regulation.

Types of Mine Loads To Be Considered

The following types of mine loads must be con-

sidered: Main-haulage locomotives, receiving power

from the trolley; gathering locomotives, receiving

power from the trolley or from a storage battery, or

both; mining machines, operated either by direct or

alternating current. In various mines we have to con-

sider combinations of one, two or three of the loads

mentioned. As to methods of transmission, we have

the following:

All Direct Current.—While 600 volts maximum,
medium pressure, is used in some places in the East,

we do not have to consider it here, as the Central-

Western coal fields use 300-volt maximum, low pressure,

direct current.

All Altertvating Current.—This is used only where

alternating current or gathering locomotives, mining

machines, or both, are installed and no trolley locomo-

tive is used.

Combinations of Direct and Alternating Current.—
(a) Alternating-current machines and direct-current

main-haulage, with reel-and-trolley gathering locomo-

tives, (b) Direct-current mining machines and locomo-

tives with alternating current used only for

transmission into the mines to convenient points, where

it is converted into direct current by means of motor-

generator sets or by transformers and rotary con-

verters, (c) Similar to (a)—alternating-current min-

ing machines, storage-battery gathering locomotives and
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direct-current trolley main-haulage locomotives. (d)

Alternating-current mining machines and storage-bat-

tery locomotives—this last combination being practi-

cable only where the locomotive work is light.

In Illinois and Indiana, the great majority of the in-

stallations are of the "all-direct-current" type, and the

combination of direct and alternating is in use in some

of the newer operations, as described in (a) and (c) ;

one of the latest mines in Illinois is being projected with

combination (b).

The combinations (a) and (c), while well known in

Illinois, are almost unknown in the larger Eastern coal

fields—not only in the old installations, but in the new.

Where alternating current is used there it is almost

exclusively for high-pressure transmission, and the

entire current is changed over at suitable substations

in the mines for the use both of mining machines and

locomotives. The latest mine to be developed in Illinois

is being opened with this plan in view.

Objections to Alternating Current Unfortunate

One occasionally hears objections made to the use

of alternating current in any form underground. This

is most unfortunate. The use of this form of power
for high-pressure transmission in modern mines, with

large tonnage and long distance of transmission, is

essential.

It has been used for a number of years in England

and Australia, and is permitted by Government sanction

and regulation. Circular No. 23, "Standardization of

Electrical Practice in Mines," published in 1910 by the

Bureau of Standards at Washington, refers to the use

of alternating current underground on pages 13 and 14,

and prescribes rules for its safe installation. I quote

in part from this bulletin: "A higher pressure than

a medium pressure (600 volts) shall not be used for

portable motors; nor for any other purpose under-

ground, e.xcept for alternating-current transmission ; or

for application to alternating-current apparatus in

which the whole of the high-pressure circuit is station-

ary. For work underground taking higher pressure

than a medium pressure all transformers shall be of the

oil-installation type and the motor shall not be of less

normal rating than 20 brake-horsepower."

A rule for safety which applies to both direct and
alternating apparatus specifies that all metallic cover-

ings or armoring of cables, and frames and bed plates

of generators, transformers and motors, and the

metallic covering of switches, fuses and circuit

breakers, shall be efficiently grounded.

I have observed where grounding as described above
has been properly installed originally it has not always

been maintained. Where the grounding wires pass

through floors or partitions they should be incased or

protected by pipe or conduit, since otherwise they are

liable to break. In fact, they often do break. The

I

importance of frequent inspection of grounding wires

cannot be emphasized too strongly.

Voltages up to 3300 have been u.sed, and there is no
' apparent reason why 6G00 volts could not be employed

with confidence underground, when installed according
to the proper rules and regulations. The current is

carried in three-phase armored or otherwise protected

cables, usually placed in trenches. These cables extend
from the surface to substations at strategic points near
the working faces.

It will be noted that alternating current not above

medium pressure may be used underground on portable

motors, or on the moving parts of any stationary motor.

This limits the pressure to be used on cutting machines

to below 600 volts. It does not limit the voltages that

can be used for the stationary part of the properly in-

stalled circuits in the same mine. There are few alter-

nating-current machines, however, that are above low

pressure (300 volts). Current is supplied to them from
transformer stations, and the secondary circuits to the

machines are either 220 or 250 volts, and the trans-

formers are usually provided with 10 per cent, high

taps, so that 275 volts can be supplied to the machine

circuit if desired, from the 250-volt transformers, and

240 volts can be supplied from the 230-volt trans-

formers.

Direct current is used for machines and locomotives

not only in the old mines, but in a majority of the new
operations. Alternating-current mining machines,

while installed to a greater extent in the Central In-

terior field than elsewhere, are comparatively rare in

Pennsylvania, West Virginia and eastern Kentucky
operations.

Some of the larger mines are so arranged as to have

the entire electric load on the day shift. A second

group, by using battery gathering locomotives and

charging them at night, places part of the load on the

night shift, thereby reducing the maximum peak load

on the generators, transmission lines and substations,

if any. Others place part of the machine load on the

night shift and thereby reduce the peak load.

Data have been accumulated of a few of the larger

operations in Illinois where the conditions affecting the

transmission problem may be said to be fairly similar.

In one mine everything is placed on the day shift and

planned for maximum production. Shortwall cutting

machines, reel-and-trolley gathering locomotives and

main-haul trolley locomotives, all of the direct-current

type, are used.

The distance from the station switchboard above-

ground to the distribution board near the foot of the

shaft is 1250 ft. The total capacity of copper conductor

used on the outgoing circuit is 3,000,000 circ.mil, and

a conductor of equal size is employed for the return. The
main haulage track, when well bonded, should have a

resistance about equal to that of an 850,000-circ.miI

cable.

Outgoing and Return Feeder Circuits

The outgoing circuits are of about the same carrying

capacity as the return. The roadways go in two di-

rections from the main shaft, with branch entries to the

right and left, while panels are turned to the right and

left from the latter. This splits the current about in

half at the shaft bottom, and the company will probably

strengthen both the outgoing and return feeder circuits

on the two main entries, later on putting in alternating

current for the purpose of transmission of power to

motor-generator or rotary converter substations near

the faces. At the present time the tonnage has ex-

panded to a point where the voltage drop is such as

to make additional feeders desirable.

In order to compare some installations, I have esti-

mated the cost of the circuit material and the installa-

tion at different mines, based on present labor and

material expense, using the same basis of cost for each

operation.
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The circuits have been subdivided into groups. The
first comprises transmission from the surface station

to the distribution point at the bottom of the shaft,

trolley transmission from the shaft bottom to the main-

haul parting, feeder circuits from the shaft bottom to

the main-haul partings, and trolley transmission from
partings to faces where gathering trolley locomotives

are used. The second group consists of machine circuits

or feeders for machines and gathering locomotives.

At the mine under consideration the estimated circuit

costs are as follows:

Circuits from power house to shaft bottom $5, 1 45
Trolley lines, bottom to main haulage 1 5,3 1 4

Feeders (trolley and machine to partings) 10,645

Gathering locomotives, trolley equipment 1 1,290

Inside feeders 3, 1 24

Total $45,518

The average capacity of the mine is about 5000 tons,

and the maximum output over 6000. It operates its own
electric plant.

The next mine under consideration is one using alter-

nating-current shortwall machines, storage-battery

gathering locomotives, and main-haul trolley locomo-

tives, all of the load being on the day shift, except the

charging of the gathering locomotives. The distances

from the shaft bottom to the faces are much shorter in

this mine than in the first one. The tonnage has been

up to 4.500 and now averages about 3500 tons. The cir-

cuit costs are estimated as follows:

Circuits to shaft bottom $1,630
Trolley wire, track bonding, etc 4.323

Alternating-current feeders, including transformer substation 9,675
Secondary circuits, machine lines 16.290

Total $31,918

There are some rather interesting points brought out

by this detail. In the alternating-current installation

the cost of the secondary circuits, feeding power to the

mining machines only, including the transformers, is

a little greater than the cost of the trolley circuit inside

the partings and their feeders in the other mine. In

other words, taking these two mines as a basis of com-

parison, there is no saving efi'ected by using battery

locomotives for gathering and alternating-current ma-
chines, so far as the cost of the circuits from sub-

station locations or inside partings to the faces is

concerned.

In making this statement it must also be taken into

consideration that the tonnage of the direct-current

mine is considerably greater than that of the alternat-

ing-current operation with which it is compared, and

the distance of transmission is longer. It will also be

noted that as the mine stands today the cost of feeders

from the shaft bottom to the substation is about the

same. The point where alternating current shows less

first cost is in the transmission of power from the

surface to the shaft bottom, and in the future the alter-

nating-current feeders will simply have to be

lengthened; whereas, in the direct-current installation,

they will not only have to be lengthened but increased

in capacity.

This analysis would indicate that in the largest

operations the use of alternating current for purposes

of transmission becomes essential by the time the mine
reaches its full capacity, and the distance of trans-

mission reaches, say, a mile and a half. This, of

course, would vary with the conditions in different op-

erations. This statement is made without reference to

the type of equipment used from substations to the

inside.

The advocates of storage-battery gathering, as com-
pared to reel-and-trolley, claim the advantage of re-

ducing the size of the station required for furnishing
power on account of the fact that their load comes
on the night shift. This results in maintaining better

voltage for the balance of the equipment or using
lighter circuits for feeders, etc. They, of course, claim

other advantages, which have no direct bearing on the

transmission problem.

Those in favor of the reel-and-trolley haulage claim

that the addition of the locomotive load to the circuits

does not increase the necessary station and wiring cap-

acity in direct proportion, because, with the greater
number of operating units, the load factor can be re-

duced. They also claim operating advantages in sim-

plicity and ample capacity, as well as a simplification of

maintenance on the inside circuits, because the same
wiring can be used for both machines and locomotives.

Before leaving the subject of comparison between
mine circuit costs, analysis of a circuit of a mine using

direct-current breast machines and main-haul locomo-

tives, but no gathering locomotives, will be interesting:

Circuits from power house to shaft bottom $2,746
Trolley lines, bottom to main-haul parting I 3. 5 1

4

Feeder lines 10,3 10

Inside feeders, machine lines 8,774

Total $35,444

The output of this mine averages 4200 tons, with a

maximum a little in excess of 4500.

In this mine the feeder lines for trolley and machines

are connected by switches on the inside of the mine,

so that in event of a short-circuit occurring on one

system, the switch can be thrown out and the other

system continued without delay.

Roof conditions make it desirable to segregate circuits

in many mines, so that a fall of rock or other occur-

rence disturbing one will not affect the other. At the

same time it is desirable to tie the lines together so

that a better average voltage can be obtained by reason

of the maximum voltage not being on one circuit at

the same time that it is on the other, except at rare

intervals.

Automatic Reclosing Circuit Breakers

There are on the market today automatic reclosing

circuit breakers, of a type that can be installed in the

mines, that will automatically keep the connections be-

tween the two circuits open until the short-circuit on one i

section has been removed. They will then reclose, throw-

ing the two circuits together for cooperative feeding.

One factor that helps the direct-current transmission

is bonding of the tracks. Another factor that favors

the use of direct current to a greater distance from the

mine entrance in the Western Interior coal fields than

elsewhere is that piactically all of the openings are

shafts and the workings radiate in all directions from

them, splitting up the electric current at the shaft

bottom and reducing the amount to be carried to each

section. All of the mines of any consequence have

electric locomotive haulage, and this requires a sub-
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stantlal track. I think it is safe to assume that the

average weight of rail on main haulage roads in Illinois

is at least 40 lb. per yard. This rail must be bonded

to offer a suitable return for the trolley locomotive cur-

rent. A track that is properly bonded for main haulage

has under average conditions a carrj'ing capacity for

a much greater load than that represented by the mine
locomotive. The extra capacity is utilized for the re-

turn for direct-current machines, as well as the motors.

In order to secure a thorough knowledge of the mine
circuits, it is recommended that the well-known short-

circuit method of testing be used. By this means the

total resistance of the entire circuit from the power
house to the various points in the mine can be deter-

mined accurately, and these tests should be made fre-

quently in order to detect any change in the resist-

ance of the circuits. By calculating the resistance of

the copper conductor and subtracting it from the total

resistance obtained by test, the result of the track re-

turn resistance can be measured much more quickly

than by testing individual bonds. When the ohmic re-

sistance of the circuit increases beyond a certain point,

that circuit should be gone over with a bond tester.

A log may well be kept of these tests and com-

parisons made with calculations as to what the re-

sistance should be. With this information the operator

can determine where to strengthen his circuits.

From a review of the operating conditions, and the

sizes of circuits used in various mines, we find that the

feeder distribution from partings to machines, where
direct current is used, has about standardized on the

2/0 size of wire, with occasional strengthening with 4/0
feeders where the distance becomes unusually long. In

alternating-current machine practice the 2/0 size of

wire (three wires to a circuit) seems to have become
standard near the faces, but three 4/0 lines are fre-

quently used on at least part of the longer circuits.

I think it is safe to assume that the amount of wire

in the secondary circuits for alternating machines is

at least .50 per cent, greater than the amount used

for direct-current machines on the circuits in the cor-

responding parts of the mine. Another factor that has

to be considered is that the distance at which the cur-

rent can be conveyed over these inner circuits to the

direct-current machines is greater than it can be con-

veyed conveniently by the low voltage used on the

alternating-current machines. To the 50 per cent,

additional cost of the secondary circuit must be added

the cost of underground transformers.

Where power is furnished to the mine by an outside

company, it has to be converted to direct current for

the locomotives, and also for mining machines, if the

direct-current type is used. This conversion, because

the substation operates at partial load most of the

time, may be said to result in at least a 25 per cent,

loss in power. This factor is an attractive one to the

advocates of the alternating-current machines.

Some operators claim that the extra wear and tear

on alternating-current machine cables as compared with

the direct-current cables, added to the inconvenience

in moving the alternating-current machine along en-

tries, as compared with the direct-current machines,

coupled with the advantageous characteristics of the

direct-current motor as compared with the alternating-

current motor, more than offsets the saving in power
by the use of the alternating current.

There is no question but that from the standpoint of

mine circuits, considered solely by itself, the simplest

proposition is to use direct current up to a point where
the load and distance make it impracticable. Where
it is known in advance that the operation will ulti-

mately exceed the limits of direct-current transmission,

a converter or motor-generator substation can be in-

stalled when convenient, with high-tension alternating

current going to it, and low-pressure direct current

leading to the direct-current mining machines and loco-

motives underground. This gives the simple direct cur-

rent near the working faces.

With a better understanding of bond maintenance,

and with the installation of better tracks that follow

the use of large cars, it is easier to maintain the

direct-current circuits than has been the case before.

This paper has purposely dealt with types of trans-

mission, leaving it to a discussion by the advocates

of various systems as to which type should be em-
ployed under conditions prevailing in the Illinois field.

Legal Department

Personal Injury Award Not Excessive—$11,686 was
not an execesive award for injury to a mine employee
resulting in loss of a leg by amputation. (Pennsylvania

Supreme Court, Ford, vs. Philadelphia & Reading Coal and
Iron Co., 105 Atlantic Reporter, 885.)

Injury Risk Not Assumed by STEVEa)ORE—Conceding
that a stevedore employed in loading coal into buckets in

the hold of a vessel assumed the ordinary risk from the

occasional falling of a lump of coal, he did not assume
the risk of spilling of a large quantity into the hold

through negligence of the hatch tender. (United States

Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit; Garcia vs. West-
ern Fuel Co., 255 Federal Reporter, 817.)

Scope of Rights Under Coal Deed—A clause in a deed
to coal in place, conferring on the grantee the "free and
unrestricted right to remove and carry away, under said

described premises, other coal belonging to or that may
hereafter belong to" the grantee, gave no right to trans-

port coal from adjacent lands over the surface of the land
of the grantor. (Pennsylvania Supreme Court, Shaulis vs.

Quemahoning Creek Coal Co., 105 Atlantic Reporter, 826.)

Kansas Mining Laws—The Kansas statute, which for-

bids use of dynamite or other detonating explosives in coal

mines, excepting under rules and regulations agreed upon
by an employer and his employees and approved by the state

mine inspector, is constitutional, and not invalid as dele-

gating legislative power to operators and miners. The
act applies to strip-pit coal mines. A shotfirer using
dynamite in violation of provisions of the act cannot re-

cover damages for injuries sustained by him in consequence.
(Kansas Supreme Court, Richards vs. Fleming Coal Co.,

179 Pacific Reporter, 380.)

Rights Under Coal Deeds and Contracts—Where an
owner of land gave an option for the purchase of 167

acres of coal in place, with mining rights, and afterward
delivered a deed for only 150 acres, under an oral modi-
fication of the agreement, no mining rights could be exer-

cised over the 17 acres not deeded. A deed made in full

execution of a contract for the sale of land merges the

provision.s of the contract, including all prior negotiations

and agreements leading up to the execution of the deed.

Where a deed to coal in place provides a specific means of

access to it for mining purposes, the grantee can claim
no other way, howsoever convenient another way may be.

( Pennsylvania Supreme Court, Titus vs. Poland Coal Co.,

106 Atlantic Reporter, 90.)
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Electric Arc Welding in Mines
By John G. Kjellgren

Cleveland, Ohio

Coal-mine officials are appreciating more and more
the possibilities of electric arc welding as a means of

increasing the general efficiency of the mine equipment.

Just where the limit of the welding process lies, it is

impossible to state at present. New uses are found for

it every day. Electric welding has become not only a

problem of repairing broken parts, but rather one of

prolonging the life of the equipment and, at times, even

creating working parts from the scrap heap.

Electric arc welding comprises two methods, one em-
ploying the carbon arc and the other the metallic arc.

In the carbon arc the work is one electrode and a carbon

rod forms the other. The curi-ent is drawn between

these electrodes and the arc heats up both the carbon

rod and the work. When the latter has changed to a

liquid state, a metallic filling rod is introduced into the

arc. This metallic rod quickly melts and joins with

the molten metal in the work.

The metallic arc employs a filling rod of iron or steel

as one electrode. The metal is carried by the arc from
the rod to the work, which has been preheated by the

arc itself just at the spot where it is desired that the

metal should be deposited. The carbon arc corresponds

in its action to the flame used in gas welding. It is not

so convenient in handling as the metallic arc, and is

mostly used for cutting, also for welding certain non-

ferrous metals. The metallic aix employs a short actual

arc, preferably not over i in. in length; therefore the

heat is more localized and can be concentrated at any de-

sired spot. This makes it possible to weld a piece with-

out preheating and without much internal stress. Be-

FIG. 1. WELD ON A C.\ST-IRoX HOISTI.XG SHEAVE

cause of the fact that the metal is carried by the arc,

welding can be done in any position.

Electric welding is especially adapted for the treat-

ment of steel and iron with perfect results. The better

grades of cast iron are readily welded by it, but the

welding metal will not adhere to the poorer grades that

contain much slag or other impurities. It requires a

more experienced operator to weld cast iron than steel.

The cast iron is usually of more complicated shapes; it

therefore necessitates more perfect control of the cur-

rent and more careful setting up. However, this is not
a difficult thing to learn, especially if personal instruc-

tion of an experienced operator is given at the be-

ginning.

The 300-hp. hoisting sheave shown in Fig. 1 is an
example of a weld on cast iron. All the spokes were
broken entirely through ; they were prepared and welded
in position. The photograph was taken before the work
was finished. The welding equipment is shown at the

left and the welding rod in the holder at the right. The
great advantage of arc welding will be appreciated by

FIG. 2. CAST-IRON LOCOMOTIVE REP.AIRED BY WELDING

comparison with the preparation for welding by some
other process. In such a case the tension on the rope

would have to be relieved, the flange taken off, the rope

and rings removed, bearing caps taken off. and the shaft

removed from the hubs. After the sheave was sepa-

rated and placed for preheating, the hub would have to

be lined up both with the keyways and the holes in the

flange. The whole thing would then be preheated,

welded, and slowly cooled. Fig. 2 shows another ex-

ample of an electric arc weld on cast iron. The locomo-

tive shown was in a collision and the frame broke just

above the front wheel. It was taken to the "bottom"
and welded on the following day; that afternoon it was
again in service. This shows how quickly repairs can be

made by electric arc welding.

Great as the field is for mending broken parts, it is

small compared with that embracing the prolongation

of the life of mine equipment. WitH some types of

equipment, a certain detail of a part has to withstand

constant wear; often it cannot be repaired by ordinary

methods, and the whole piece must accordingly be

thrown away. In such a case the worn place is simply

built up by means of the electric arc and is then ma-
chined. Thus machine shafts, clutch parts, guides, car

axles, wheels, etc., can be worked over and be made as

good as new. By using different kinds of welding rods

the built-up material can be made soft for machining or

of any desired hardness for grinding. Leaking pipes,

boilers, condensers, tanks, etc., can also be repaired

readily. The extent to which such welding can be used

in the mine depends much upon the operator; the more
experience he has had the greater will be the use he will

make of the equipment.

Rail bonding is often considered a more or less nec-

essary evil, when in reality it is an important factor in
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reducing the cost of maintenance and increasing pro-

duction. With poor bonding there is always a great

direct loss of energy, but a greater loss, however, is

incurred in the shape of increased motor troubles, both

in machines and locomotives. Machinemen are usually

the first to notice any improvement in the bonding.

Mechanical bonds, as illustrated in the plug and driven

pin type, are now being rapidly replaced with electric

welded bonds, which give a better and more permanent
return at a lower cost. To successfully weld copper to

iron requires rather complicated and cumbersome ap-

paratus, and although such equipment has been used on

electric railways to apply bonds, it has not been suited

for mine work. When this was realized by the manu-
facturers, a bond provided with an iron casting was
brought out. This type of bond could be applied by

ordinary metallic arc welding. When the bond is welded

to the rail it becomes an integral part thereof, and will

even stand up under the stress of dei'ailed cars.

A welding equipment that will be of the greatest

value to the mine is consequently one that can be used

both for general arc welding and for bonding; at the

same time it should be so light that it can be taken to

any part of the workings. The outfit shown to the left

in Fig. 1 fulfills this requirement in an admirable man-

ner, being both inexpensive and light in weight. It was

furnished by the Electric Railway Im.provement Co., of

Cleveland, Ohio. The total weight with leads, etc., is

about 50 lb., which may easily be carried by one man.

It is always ready for service and will withstand an

unusual amount of abuse.

The Moffat Brothers' Mine
Operated for Years by Steam and Mule Power, the Antiquated Methods at This Mine Have Been

Replaced, in Part at Least, by Something More Modern—Results Fully

Warranted the Cost of Making the Changes

By W. p. Potter
Iron Mountain, Michigan

MOFFAT BROTHERS' COAL MINE. TIPPLE .\.N'D ENCJIXE- HOUSE

THE Moffat Brothers' coal mine, one of the largest

and best equipped coal operations in southern

Illinois, is loc-ated at Sparta, .54 miles south of

East St. Louis, on the Mobile & Ohio R.R. It is ovraed

and operated by the Moffat Brothers and has been in

successful operation for years. Only recently, however,

has it been electrically equipped, and mules discarded

from the main haulage.

This mine employs an average of 250 men and hoists

about 1100 tons of coal daily, the greater part of which
finds its way to the St. Louis market, where the com-
pany's main office is in charge of J. D. Moffat. R. D.

Moffat, superintendent of the mine, has charge of the

Sparta office.

In equipping this mine with electricity 166 tons of

steel rails were laid, or nearly 30,000 ft. of track for

the main haulage. Eleven mules were retained to haul

the coal from the different rooms or apartments to

the main haulage system, where two 10-ton G. E. elec-

tric motors complete the delivery to the foot of the

shaft. These locomotives are provided with powerful

electric arcs which project a strong beam of light

along the main haulage system to warn of the loco-

motive's approach and give the motormen time to

stop in case of obstructions. All feeder lines and wir-

ing are installed on porcelain or glass insulators. In

the overhead suspension of the power wires the height

of the trolley is regulated by extension hangers. The
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The Baltimore Tunnel Disaster
By Frank H. Kneeland
Associate Editor, Coal Agt:

THE Baltimore Tunnel, in the eastern outskirts of

the City of Wilkes-Barre; Penn., on the morning

of June 5 last was the scene of one of the most

disastrous as well as one of the most peculiar accidents

that ever took place in the history of anthracite mining.

The accident was peculiar in that 92 men lost their lives,

mostly by suffocation, while within 150 ft. of open air

with normal ventilation flowing in the passage in which

these men were caught.

The Baltimore Tunnel was opened in 1862, long be-

fore electricity was seriously thought of as a motive

force for coal mining or anything else. It has been in

operation continuously ever since with the result that at

present the workings are extensive and far flung, some

working faces being well over two miles from the portal.

Today, therefore, this tunnel is much like a short nar-

row neck on a big bottle.

In former years it was the practice for the men to

walk to their working places carrying their powder or

other explosives with them. About a year ago a number
of the men approached the underground mine foreman

with a request that a man trip be provided. After hear-

ing the men, the foreman informed them that if they

would send the grievance (or pit) committee to him,

he would gladly take the man-trip proposition up with

its members in the regular manner.

The pit committee accordingly waited upon the fore-

man and urged the inauguration of the man trip on

the ground that the working faces were so remote from

the tunnel entrance that the men lost much time in

walking to and from their work; also, that many of

them were in the habit of laying in wait within the

tunnel and "jumping" the first trip of empties going

in in the morning. It appeared, therefore, to the mem-
bers of this committee that it would be much safer and

more satisfactory both to the men and to the manage-

ment if a man trip was inaugurated.

An agreement was accordingly reached whereby the

men were permitted to ride upon the first trip of cars

to enter the mine each morning. This permission was,

however, subject to three distinct and well understood

provisos. These were in substance as follows: (a) No
dynamite, blasting caps, detonators, or any form of

explosives whatever other than black powder, were to

be transported anywhere, in any container or by any

means, upon this trip, (b) All powder was to be placed

in the rear car of the trip and in this car only ; further-

more, this car must contain nothing else. The rear

car was to be separated from the rest of the trip or

from those cars carrying men by an empty car; that

is, one containing neither men, powder nor tools, (c)

The pit committee must see to it that each and both of

the foregoing provisions were strictly adhered to, res-

ponsibility for their enforcement resting jointly upon

the members of this committee and upon the mine fore-

man and his assistants.

By the terms of this agreement, it will be seen that,

since the foreman and his assistants seldom traveled

on the man trip, the motorman pulling the trip would

be responsible for its safe progress, while if anyone

aside from the individual men themselves were responsi-

ble for their deeds in transit it would be the members

of the pit committee. This committee appeared to be,

and was believed by the management to be, active, con-

scientious and reliable. The inspection of the cars and

responsibility for seeing that powder was placed only in

the rear or powder car was often left entirely to it.

Once, and once only, between the time of the inaugur-

ation of the man trip and June 5 last did the mine fore-

man have any difliculty with any of the men regarding
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their riding on this trip. Upon this occasion, some
time about the middle of March of the present year, two
men coming to work late jumped upon the powder
car after the trip had started. The foreman yelled to

them to get off. One of them complied, while the other

refused to budge. The foreman therefore ran after

and overtook the trip after it had entered the mine. He
reiterated his command that the man get off the

trip, and upon his refusal to do so jerked him off with

some violence. This man was promptly discharged by
his immediate superior.

In the accompanying illustrations. Fig. 1 shows the

tunnel mouth and the relative positions of the various

buildings nearby. It is in reality a map of the locality

round about the drift mouth. Fig. 2 shows the tunnel

in greater detail. From the cross-section of the tun-

nel here shown, which is viewed from the inside looking

out, it will be observed that this tunnel is comparatively

small in cross-section. The tunnel itself is single-

tracked, while close alongside on the right-hand side

going in runs a drainage ditch about 3J ft. wide and

from 12 to 15 or possibly in places 18 in. deep. This

ditch, which contains from 3 to 5 in. of water strongly

impregnated with sulphur, is spanned at intervals of

from about 12 to 18 ft. with long track ties that butt

who may liave known the exact cause of the accident, if

any there were, do not now live. On this point circum-

stantial evidence only is available.

No one who heard the motorman who drove the loco-

motive hauling the man trip into the Baltimore Tunnel
on the morning of June 5 testify before the coroner's

jury could doubt either his veracity, his proficiency, his

care, his experience or his courage. On that morning
he coupled his locomotive to a string of ten waiting

empties. He then backed these cars up somewhat and

coupled onto three more cars. He then proceeded to

the sand-house near the tunnel portal, where he stopped,

sanded up and started for inside. Just within the

tunnel he was flagged and stopped by a foreman track-

layer who had been working on the night shift and was
just then coming out. This man warned him that a

trolley hanger at about the "G" vein was loose.

Now, under many circumstances, as everyone knows,

one broken trolley hanger in the mine is of no particular

consequence whatever. Coal and men may be hauled

in and out past it for days, if necessary, with perfect

impunity. In this case, however, the motorman deemed
it hardly safe to pull a trip of cars loaded with sky-

larking men and boys past this broken hanger. Under
normal conditions the trolley clears the right-hand side

Y_:i Tro/leyWire-:^
xci x u

'^Mouih of Wire loose from
Tunnel Hangers Pts. C andD

after f/plovon

X ' Trolley Hangers

d" above Car.

Point D Wire Hung
12" above Car

. ' -^
Trolley Wire frog loose G

f ^ ^ ^ beloiv hanger and 5' above rail

Contents
Car No 11, 1 empty powder can
" ' 10, 5 ** * cans and 7 covers

Point El" - can
Car No.15, 7 une>cploded cans of powder

FIG. 2. PLAN AND CROSS-SECTION OF THE BALTIMORE TUNNEL, VIEWED FROM THE INSIDE LOOKING OUT

against the right rib or are let into shallow nitches cut
therein. These serve to keep the track in place and
prevent it from sliding sidewise into the ditch.

As will be observed, about 260 ft. from the portal

the tunnel crosses the "G" bed. Here a passage is

turned right and left. On the morning of the accident,

and under normal conditions, the air moved in through
the tunnel as far as the "G" vein. Here the inward-mov-
ing current meets and mingles with two other currents
of air, one moving outward through the tunnel and the

other coming in from one of the side passages. All

three currents mingle together, then pass on through
the other side chamber. In the outer portion of the

tunnel the air is sluggish, its velocity probably not
exceeding 100 ft. per minute. Thus, although two fans
are employed elsewhere in the workings, the ventilation

in the outer portion of the tunnel is inward and but
little more than natural.

From the maze of evidence presented to the coroner's

jury sitting it Wilkes-Barre on June 23, 24 and 25,

examining something like 30 witnesses, survivors of the

accident of June 5 or those who were in or near the

mine at the time of the disaster or shortly afterward,
some facts may be gleaned. Much, however, is still

unknown, and will doubtless always remain so. Those

of the car by only about 8 to 12 in. and hangs almost

directly over the right-hand side. When sagged down
by a broken hanger, the trolley would clear the car

at best only a few inches, and the motorman did not

consider it wise to pull his trip past this point without
making a careful examination. Accordingly, after pro-

ceeding a short distance, he stopped his trip, uncoupled

the locomotive, and proceeded to a point in the tunnel

slightly beyond the broken hanger. Here he stopped

and began his inspection.

While the first (or man) trip had been proceeding

inside, the second trip, which was composed entirely

of empties, was being made up. After the man trip had
stopped inside the tunnel, the second trip came up
behind it. For some reason or other the load on the

motor-generator set in the substation supplying power
to the mine, the direction and distance of which from
the tunnel portal is indicated in Fig. 1, had built up to

such degree that the circuit breaker went out. Thus,
when the motorman on the second trip tried to stop

his trip by reversing the motor, he found that his ma-
chine was "dead," and he had to use his hand brake.

He stopped his trip, however, with the front end of his

locomotive about 5 ft. from the rear end of the last car

of the man trip.
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It was at this juncture, with the man trip just

within and the second trip just without the tunnel, and

the trolley wire over both trips dead, that the ignition

of seven cans of powder in the tenth car of the man trip

from the locomotive took place. What followed this

ignition was not an explosion in any sense of the

word. All the evidence presented on this subject, as

well as the condition of the cars, powder cans and tunnel,

would go to show that what took place was practically

a flare-up or series of gigantic fire fountains similar

to those used as fireworks on the Fourth of July. While

the powder in burning created a considerable blast of

air sufficient to project smoke out of the tunnel portal

against the existing air current, no detonation of any
great audibility was produced.

Up to this point, the testimony and depositions of all

witnesses were strongly concurrent. One survivor

stated that he heard three or four distinct detonations

found in the ditch on the right-hand side of the trip,

it is not believed that these men drowned, but that they

died either from burns or from suffocation, or both.

Just exactly what caused the accident no man will

probably ever know. Here, circumstantial evidence is

stronger than the verbal evidence presented before the

coroner's jury. In the tenth car of the trip from the

front, there was found after all bodies had been re-

moved five empty powder cans and seven can covers,

five dinner pails, two 'or three teapot oil lamps, one

squib box and one tobacco pipe. The interior of this car

was badly scorched. In the eleventh car there were
found, in addition to dinner pails and oil lamps, one

powder can, the contents of which had ignited and

burned. In the manhole or refuse space, opposite cars

Nos. 9 and 10, was also found one powder can.

None of these cans was blown to pieces or showed
signs of excessive internal stress. One was split for a

or puffs. Others noticed only one. One man insisted

that he saw "electricity falling in balls from the trolley

wire into one of the cars." Since this man barely

escaped with his life, and is not yet out of the hospital,

it is possible that his recollections of his experience on

the morning of June 5 may be somewhat confused.

Several of the witnesses stated that some of the men
had their lamps lighted and in their caps while on the

trip. While none admitted that he was smoking at the

time, many were free to acknowledge that smoking on

the man trip was not uncommon.
The clearance between the side of the car and the

left-hand rib (facing inward) varies from 26 to 30 in.;

that from the edge of the car to the roof or roof

timbers from 21 in. upward, the roof being quite un-

even. Those who attempted to rescue survivors and
carry out the dead stated that they found men piled

in places five deep between the left-hand side of the trip

and the left-hand rib. While one or two bodies were

FIG. 3. DETAILS OF THE CAR IN
WHICH THE POWDER WAS

CARRIED

short distance from the end and several were badly

dented and dinged. All were made of sheet iron,

were about 6 in. in diameter and 24 to 26 in. long with

slip-on covers. They originally contained 25 lb. of Du-
Pont .FF or FFF black powder made up into paper

sausages about II to 2 in. in diameter. No can, even

upon minute examination, showed any marks whatever

of fusing of the metal at any point as would have been

the case had the cans been short-circuited between the

trolley and some portion of the car.

It would appear normally possible that the powder on

a trip of cars might become ignited from one of two

sources: either by ignition from the electric current in

some manner or other or through coming in contact

with either a flame or spark from one of the oil lamps

or from a pipe.

It was established at the inquest with a fair degree

of certainty that no current was flowing in the trolley

wire at the time of the accident. However, in order
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that there might be no doubt whatever on the subject

of the powder's ignition, tests were made by disinter-

ested mine inspectors. These tests failed utterly to

ignite powder. The theory that return current suf-

ficient to ignite powder might be shunted across a bad
rail joint when this point was spanned by the wheels
of the car, such a current passing upward through the

wheel, through the journal box, through the bolts to

the bottom of the car, thence through a powder can to

the boxing bolt of the other wheel, and thence back to

the rail, seems to be entirely erroneous. Tests on
empty cans placed across bolt heads in the bottom of

the car (a detail of which is shown in Fig. 3) that

had been carefully cleaned for the purpose with the

car spanning the worst joint that could be found at

the scene of the accident and the trolley wire taken

down and laid against the rails some distance inside

the point where the car was located failed to increase

the temperature of the can to any appreciable extent

and also failed to produce sparking at its connection
with the bolt heads.

Verdict of the Coroner's Jury
The coroner's jury, after hearing all evidence and

carefully reviewing it, refused to fix the blame for the
accident upon any individual or set of individuals. As
may be seen from their verdict, which follows, these

men made certain definite and specific recommendations
for improving the laws concerning mining in the State
of Pennsylvania and bringing them more nearly up
to date. Their aim doubtless was that should these

recommendations be adopted they would tend to advance
the statutes to a point comparable to the advancement
that has been made in mining practice since the present
statutes were placed upon the books. The verdict of the
coroner's jury was as follows:

An inquisition taken and indented at Wilkes-Barre in
Luzerne County, before Charles L. Ashley, coroner of said
country, this 23d, 24th and 25th day of June, .1919, pur-
suant to a notice from Thomas J. Williams, inspector of
mines of the Eleventh District, attached to and made a part
of this return upon view of the body of James J. McClosky,
then and there lying dead, and upon the oaths of W. F.
Otto. C. C. Simons, James Ashman, T. F. Barry, David
Davis, and Casimir Sieminski, six good and lawful men
of the country aforesaid and at least four of them having
had practical experience in and about the mines and none of
them at present being employed in or about the mines where
the accident happened, nor being personally interested,

charged to inquire on the part of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, when and where and by what means the said
James J. McClosky came to his death, and upon their re-

spective oaths do say that it appears from the view of the
body and from the evidence produced before them, that
said James J. McClosky came to his death on the fifth

day of June A. D., 1919, at Wilkes-Barre, about G:40 o'clock

a.m., in the Baltimore Tunnel No. 5 of the Hudson Coal
Co., as a result of being bui'ned or suffocated frofii the
effects of an explosion of blasting powder which was being
carried in the same mine car with workmen, and after a
careful inspection of the scene of the accident and examina-
tion of all witnesses who seemed to have any knowledge
of the facts, it is decided that the powder became ignited in

a manner unknown to the jury.

The jury has heard all the witnesses that survived the
accident and some of them state they saw lighted lamps
on the trip of cars. We also heard the testimony of the
results of the tests made by the mine inspectors and elec-

trical experts who show that it was impossible to reproduce
the explosion by bringing a keg of powder in contact with
the wire under varying conditions, such as prevailed or-
dinarily in the mines. The testimony shows that the dis-
aster occurred so quickly that the eye could not possibly

detect the cause of the explosion. The tunnel itself is low
and the wire must be a few inches lower than the roof
of the tunnel. The phrase "The wire is hot," is a typical
reference heard around the mines to warn men not to
touch the wire.

In view of the testimony given by the survivors it is

impossible to determine the exact manner in which the dis-
aster occurred. As the witnesses were practically all in
total darkness, much of the evidence is a matter of con-
jecture which makes it impossible to fix the direct cause
of the explosion.

We, therefore, do recommend (1) that in order to mini-
mize dangers from blasting powders and explosives carried
in the workings of the mines, all powder or explosives shall
be transported in separate and distinct trains; that in no
case shall it be permitted that men ride in the same cars
or in the same train with said powder or explosives.

2. Where electric motive power is used, the powder should
be encased in containers of non-conducting and non-com-
bustible material, and that the only persons permitted to
accompany said powder or explosives on cars or trains,
supplied with such motive power, shall be the persons neces-
sary to man the mechanism employed.

3. Where powder or explosives are to be taken down a
shaft by carriage, we recommend that after said powder
or explosives has been removed from the protection pro-
vided for its storage, it shall be deposited a safe distance
from the point at which men are gathered for entrance to

the mine carriage. After such powder or explosives is

placed at the shaft, or at the entrance to the various veins,
a mine foreman or other qualified person shall see that the
men do not call collectively for their powder or explosives,
but that each shall be served separately.

4. We recommend that the miners' boxes shall not be
assembled in any one place; that at least 50 ft. shall

sepai-ate any two of said boxes where powder is stored, this

to prevent the assemblage of men in the direct vicinity of a
dangerous quantity of powder or explosives.

5. Powder containers should be inspected before they are
distributed to men to be carried by them to their places

of labor.

6. In the carrying of dynamite by men, we discover a
very dangerous practice in that the high explosive is put
into boxes and so carried by said men. We recommend
that dynamite shall be deposited in canvas bags, reinforced

by leather, with two catches to fasten cover, a hook or

ring to hold the miner's ticket, and a long strap to place

over the shoulder, for convenience in carrying. A com-
petent man at the powder house shall place such dynamite
in such container. Carrying by box should be stopped im-

mediatedly.

7. All powder or explosives should be issued by a mine
foreman or qualified person, keeping himself posted on the

supplies of the men, who shall see to it that no man shall

obtain or have at one time, a sufficient quantity of ex-

plosives to create a menace to himself or to others in the

same or nearby working places, nor shall he issue powder
to anyone but a qualified miner.

8. Mining laws of the State of Pennsylvania we do find

are rendered obsolete by the progress in mining methods
and the failure of properly constituted legislative forces to

enact safeguards timed to the developments as they oc-

cur. We recommend to Governor William C. Sproul that

he authorize the chief of the state department of mines to

proceed at once in appointment of experts who will revise

the mining laws and regulations, particularly as to such

new equipment as has been introduced. Electricity as a
factor in mining is wholly ignored by such laws as exist.

We ask immediate action for amelioration of these omis-
sions.

A committee of electrical engineers, mining engineers,

and practical mining men should be appointed to confer

at once with the state department of mines and to draft all

such additional regulations as will fit the present conditions

of mining and meet the problems that miners of this day
must face. Continual reference to mining practice and
comparative attention to the laws governing the industry

should be the rule of caution from this time forward.
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The Texas Lignite Industry
By Bruce Gentry

state Inspector of Mines, Rockd:il>\ Tex.

The recent appropriation by the United States Gov-

ernment of $100,000 for the establishment of a lignite

experimental demonstration plant will doubtless create

an interest in the minds of many in regard to this fuel.

It is proposed to locate the experimental plant in Texas

or North Dakota, as these states contain the largest

deposits of lignite. It is probable that the plant will

be located in some one of the larger cities near the

mines.

The principal lignite deposits distributed through-

out the United States have been estimated to be approx-

imately as follows:

Square Miles

Alabama 6,000
Arkansas - - 5,900
Kentucky . 500
Louisiana 8.800
Mississippi- 3,000
Montana 7,000
North Dakota 31,000
South Dakota 4,000
Tennessee 1,000
Texas 50,000

Total 117,200

In addition to the lignite areas given, Alaska contains

vast deposits, while adjacent to North Dakota across

the Canadian border is a large area underlain with this

fuel, in the Saskatchewan province.

There are a great variety of lignites, some of which
range from carbonized wood to a semi-bituminous coal.

In appearance and weight lignite is somewhat similar

to bituminous coal. As they come from the mines there

it little difference in the size and shape of the lumps of

these two fuels, the principal difference in appearance
being that the lignite lacks the gloss or luster common
to bituminous coals. Lignite has been termed "brown
coal," but as a matter of fact the color of the different

varieties ranges from a reddish brown to a jet black.

On account of the high moisture content, lignite slacks

or breaks into small pieces upon being exposed to the

weather for any considerable length of time.

The average Texas lignite weighs about 83 lb. per
cu.ft. Texas has almost every known variety of lignite,

the best of which shows about the following analysis

:

Per Cent.

Moisture 31
Volatile combustible matter 32
Fixed carbon 29
Ash 8
Sulphur 1

B.t.u. per lb. of fuel 8.000

The Texas lignite fields, which constitute almost one-

half of the known lignite area of the United States,

are estimated to have originally contained approxi-
mately 30,000,000,000 tons; the total tonnage mined to

date is probably 18,000,000 tons. The average annual
output for the past two or three years has been about
1,500,000 tons. The lignite-bearing formations of Texas
comprise a belt with a length of over 600 miles by a
width of 50 miles or more. This belt begins near the

Red River in the northeastern corner of the state and
extends entirely across in a. southwesterly direction to

the Rio Grande or Mexican border. This belt is parallel

to the Gulf coast line, lying from 100 to 150 miles in-

land. Geologically these deposits belong to the Eocene
series of the Tertiary period.

The principal mining operations are at present car-

ried on near the following towns: Rockdale, Milam

County; Bastrop, Bastrop County; Calvert, Robertson

County; .lewett, Leon County; Crockett, Houston
County; Malakoff, Henderson County; Alba, Wood
County; and Como, Hopkins County. Thirty-eight lig-

nite mines were in operation in Texas at the beginning
of the year 1919. Most of these operations are shaft

mines; these mines are worked on the room-and-pillar

plan. No strip-pit mines have been operated in the lig-

nite fields to date.

Most of the mining in Texas up to the present time

has been along or near the outcrop of the various seams,

the depth being between 40 and 150 ft. In several parts

of the state there are two or more workable seams, one

overlying the other. In thickness the seams are from
a few inches to 20 ft.; the overburden running from 20

to 800 ft. At the present time no seam is mined where
the thickness of the bed is less than 5 ft., and in the

majority of the mines the seam worked runs from 7 to

12 ft. in thickness. The lignite deposits have not been

well explored, most of the exploration having been ac-

complished by some system of hand-drilling or by power-

driven churn drill. It is doubtful whether a core drill

has been used in any part of the lignite field. In some
parts of the state quite thin seams have been mined for

years, while there was a thick seam only 75 to 100 ft.

below, the location of which was unknown to the oper-

ators of that district.

Mines Ahe Worked on Room-a.nd-Pii.lar Plan

As stated these mines are worked on the room-and-

pillar plan, usually on the double-entry system. Mule
haulage is almost universal, though a few operators use

electric or gasoline-motor haulage. The track gage runs

from 30 to 36 in., while ton pit-cars are used. Many of

the mine tipples are equipped with self-dumping cages,

though manj' still employ the hand dump. The roof

conditions of these mines are fairly good, and where the

height of the seam is sufficient to leave even a few
inches of lignite overhead no timbering is necessary.

The pillars are usually drawn after the mine has been

worked to the property limits. The lignite extraction

varies, of course, according to conditions, but 50 to 75

per cent, is about the average. As the depth to the

lignite seams is shallow, the mining operations usually

cause a subsidence of the surface. Quite often this

subsidence causes open breaks and deep holes, while in

other instances the settlement is over large areas, the

surface sinking without any great disturbance. Most
of the land overlying the lignite belt is good for agri-

cultural purposes, and farming operations are extensive

throughout this section.

Gas is never encountered in the lignite mines of

Texas. Open carbide lights are used almost exclusively.

Most of the lignite is pick-mined, though it is blasted in

some parts of the state. Serious accidents are almost

unknown. At the present time there are probably not

to exceed 3500 men employed at the mines, most of these

miners being Mexicans.

The fluctuating market and competition with crude

oil has tended to hamper the full development of the

lignite industry. Crude oil is no longer the keen

competitor of a few years ago, and lignite is becoming
better known, its use is increasing, and the market is

improving. The development of the lignite industry

will doubtless be similar to that of the oil industry, and
will only be complete when the lignite, like the oil, is

passed through processes of refining and the valuable
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MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF LIGNITE AND BITUMINOUS COAL AREAS IN TEXAS

byproducts are recovered. The byproducts of the lig- making producer gas. As compared with bituminous

nite, like the byproducts of the oil, will be greater in coal the value of this lignite for producer gas, for use in

value than the original fuel. The lignites of Europe, gas engines, is practically in direct ratio to the B.t.u.'s

which are similar to ours, have for years been used to per pound of the respective fuels. The extra weight of

produce more concentrated fuels and made to yield their lignite required to develop a given power does not neces-

byproducts. sitate a proportionately larger producer than required

Texas lignites have been used quite successfully in for bituminous coal, and in a suitable type of producer
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Texas lignite can be utilized as conveniently and effi-

ciently in proportion to its actual thermal value as any
fuel.' It would seem that Texas oflfera an attractive field

for the location of large central power plants. In these

plants the lignite could be converted into gas. This gas

could be used in internal combustion engines, and so

converted into electrical energy. This electricity could

be distributed to the surrounding cities and territory

over transmission lines. Surplus gas could also be sold

to the nearby cities. In such plants the byproducts such

as tars, oils, etc., could be recovered while the residue

could be converted into briquets, furnishing a fuel the

equal of if not superior to anthracite coal.

At the present time practically all of the lignite mined
is used under boilers in its raw state. Near the mines
lignite is used quite successfully for domestic purposes.

In the raw state it is a satisfactory fuel. But the per-

fection of a method of extracting the byproducts and the

briqueting of the carbonized lignite into a more con-

centrated fuel would mean a better fuel supply to Texas
and the surrounding states; therefore the people are

much interested in the plant that will be erected by the

Government. There can be no doubt that the successful

termination of the experiment will see many similar

plants erected by private capital.

First Reinforced-Concrete Railroad Car

The accompanying illustration shows the first rein-

forced-concrete railroad car built in this country. It

was constructed under the supervision of the U. S. Rail-

road Administration and was turned over to the Illinois

Central R.R. on Mar. 17 last. Since then the car has

been subjected to the severe usage entailed by railroad

freight service. As the object in view was to test the

car thoroughly, it was not sjared in the least but was
subjected to treatment rather more severe than that

given the ordinary freight car.

In spite of its rough handling, the car passed success-

fully through all tests and was recently turned over
to the Pennsylvania R.R. for service upon its lines.

Immediately following the transfer the car was sent

from Chicago to Loraine, Ohio, with a load of steel

billets. This trip resembled a continuous ceremony, as
the car was placed upon exhibition in and was visited

and inspected by the citizens of the towns passed
through. The photograph here reproduced shows the
car loaded with coal just before it was turned over by
the Illinois Central to the Pennsylvania Railroad.

'See University of Texas Bulletin No. 307.

Protecting Pumps Against Acid Mine Water

By Harry Goodnow
Du Quoin. Illinois

A simple, cheap and efficient method of protecting
mine pumps from the corrosive action of some par-
ticularly bad mine water was recently tried out suc-

cessfully at Herrin, 111. After five pumps had been
put on the scrap pile one after the other, Elmer Mayor,
the top boss, conceived the idea of using beeswax on
the parts of the pump exposed to the action of the
water. Accordingly, he took apart a new pump, carefully

wiped off all grease and dirt from the faces and even
from the bolts that clamped the parts together. After
carefully heating the clean surfaces he applied the
melted beeswax to form an even, thin coating and
bolted all the parts together with similarly treated

bolts. The pump was then installed and has run with-
out any further attention except the regular oiling.

Before the beeswa.x was tried the pumps lasted from
one to three days. The treated pump has been running
for several months.

VIEW OF THE FIRST REINFORCED-CONCRETE RAILROAD CAR BUILT IN THE UNITED STATES
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The Baltimore Tunnel Disaster

WE PRINT on page 55 of this issue the facts,

as nearly as they could be learned, concerning the

occurrence of the powder flare in the Baltimore Tunnel

at Wilkes-Barre on June 5 last, also the verdict of the

coroner's jury. Because the impaneled men in this case

failed to name a specific cause for the accident does not

signify that its occurrence was an act of Providence

beyond the power of man to prevent. That the accident

in the Baltimore Tunnel could not have been averted no

one attempts to assert.

Men who survived the horrors of the disaster on the

morning of June 5 last state that they had, and still

have, absolute confidence in the carefulness and consci-

entious thoroughness of the underground foreman. As
one of the men who passed through the flare-up ex-

pressed it to a Coal Age representative: "There ain't

no carefuller man in this valley anywhere than that

foreman, and yet he had to have that accident." All of

which goes to show that the care and pains taken by

one man amounts to little if many are involved.

Of all the explosives, of all the dangerous chemical

mixtures and compounds man has yet devised, black pow-

der is probably the most universally known. A man's

acquaintance with it usually begins when he shoots his

first firecracker at the age of five or six, or possibly less.

Few, indeed, are the persons who reach mature years

ignorant of the behavior of black gunpowder when
touched by fire or raised to the temperature of ignition.

It was certainly not because of ignorance of probable

consequences on the part of anyone that the powder car-

ried on the man trip in the Baltimore Tunnel became
ignited.

It is sometimes said that it ill becomes a living person

to hide behind a dead man's corpse. By the same token

the survivor of any accident should not fail to profit by
and pass on to others the experience gained in the loss

of his less fortunate companions.

The flare-up in the Baltimore Tunnel demonstrated no
new, unknown or occult property of explosives. It was
rather a convincing, albeit a tremendously costly, dem-
onstration of the fact that black powder and flaming

pit lamps or smoldering pipes form a bad combination.

The price of safety in mining is eternal vigilance and
painstaking self-sacrifice on the part, not of any one man
or any one class or set of men, but upon the part of

every living soul in the mine workings.

Well has the union argued that the operator on mak-
ing the next contract should not seek to enforce a lower
wage on the mine worker even if times are bad. The
wheel has turned, meanwhile, and the new contract

comes with steady work and with a labor shortage in

-prospect. The mine worker should realize that the mod-
eration with which he counseled the operator he should
now exhibit himself.

The Coal Operator's Largest Customer

AT LAST the railroad problem is seen in its true

perspective. This, the most important of the coun-

try's public utilities, is the arterial system through

which flows the lifeblood of the nation. To coal men
the railroads are of peculiar interest. Not only would

mining be practically paralyzed without rail transporta-

tion, but these same public servants constitute the coal

industry's best customer. If facts are needed to sub-

stantiate these claims the evidence is furnished in a

recent report of the U. S. Railroad Administration giv-

ing a summary of locomotive fuel performance for 1916,

1917 and 1918.

The three years covered by this report include the

stormiest period of the railroads' existence, the culmi-

nation of a long siege of public criticism, adverse

statutes and Federal and State Commission regulation.

Owing to the disturbing influences of the war and
Government control and operation, the time is not op-

portune for the most satisfactory analysis of railroad

performance. The favorable aspects of the situation

are unity of control and the successful operation under

a management able to inaugurate reforms long desired

by practical railroad men but impossible of adoption

under existing legislation. The report in question was
compiled by the Fuel Conservation Section of the Rail-

road Administration under the management of Eugene
McAulifl'e, who is prominently connected with impor-

tant coal interests in the Middle West.

This summary of locomotive fuel performance has to

do with both freight- and passenger-train service, and
the railroads of the country are included in seven nat-

ural groups or regions. In comparing the results at-

tained a number of factors should be considered such as

the topography of the country traversed by the roads,

extent of territory and the nature of the traffic handled.

In round numbers 233.000 miles of the country's rail-

roads were taken over by the Administration, of which

mileage some 229,000 are covered by this report. Full

information is not available for all the roads repre-

sented and two sections are omitted in some totals for

this reason. However, an average of 67 per cent, of all

regions is reported and thus the conclusions drawn
should have some weight.

Considering freight-train service, the average gross

ton-miles per locomotive-mile for all the regions con-

sidered are 1317, 1297 and 1345 for the years 1916,

1917 and 1918 respectively. It is to be regretted that

the Pocahontas region division is not here considered,

as the Virginian Ry. with its fine equipment and roadbed

makes the best showing with an average of 2364 for the

three years noted. The tons of coal consumed during

1916, 1917 and 1918 are, in round millions, 794, 863 and

86 i respectively. These are significant figures and show
that during 1918 about 12A per cent, of the total coal

mined (689,652,110 tons) in the United States was con-

sumed in rail freight transportation. During the same
three years, 192, 201 and 200 lb., respectively, of coal

per 1000 gross ton-miles were consumed. These figures

show an increase of 4.6 per cent, for 1917 compared
with 1916, while there is a decrease of 0.6 per cent,

for 1918 compared with 1917.

In passenger-train service an average of 31,215,811

tons of coal were consumed for each of the years 1916,

1917 and 1918. Taking the total of the average amount

of coal used for both freight and passenger service dur-
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ing each of the past three years, we find that it repre-

sents 16.7 per cent, of all coal mined in this country in

1918. A customer who will take one-sixth of our total

production is worthy of consideration, but hardly to

the extent of mining at a loss in order to supply him
with fuel for power to run a business to which we con-

tribute a big slice.

By recognizing, in legislation, the justice of auto-

maticalhj increccsing salaries to accord with cost of liv-

ing, the nation and the various states might keep within

their service those faithfid servitors who have become

fitted, largely at the expense of the state, for the services

they rendered. The labor turnover in government
departments is one of the most distressing features of

the conduct of their affairs.

kegs occasionally to find out if they are tight. The
matter is one not to be overlooked. Where the defects
prove that someone is carelessly handling the kegs every
effort should be made to find out who it is and to

compel him to use more caution.

Defective kegs of powder can be found in storehouses
the country over, for men will not use care in handling
powder. A man who risks his own life is taking a
chance on what belongs to himself. If he is a single

man, he may be forgiven for his carelessness. But the
man who tosses a powder keg or rolls it so that it is

liable to be dented is taking on himself to expose the
other fellow to risk. So likewise the man who, seeing

a defective keg, fails to report it. Such doings as

these, to say the least, are most unchivalrous acts, for

every man owes a duty to his neighbor that he cannot
lightly overlook.

Motor Trucks in the Mine Fields

LARGE though the sales of automobiles have been

^in the mining fields, the motor truck appears

to be comparatively slow of introduction. The motor

truck and automobile are such complements that one

would imagine both would be found at the mines to-

gether. Where one can run, the other can find its way.

The motor truck, no more than the automobile, is kept

back by bad roads. Both ran around shell holes and

ambled over corduroy in France.

It is true that a motor car cannot do full service on

a poor road, but the same may be truthfully said re-

garding a horse-drawn wagon. We may have to ease

the burden to both in order to suit the roads, but

even under those circumstances the motor truck is well

worth while, whether it is delivering goods from the

store, timber for the tipple, props, oil, and rails for

the mine or men to various construction jobs. Some
operators have put bodies on motor trucks so that they

can be made to carry several men. With these vehicles

they have run a busline, carrying those of their men
who resided in a distant town, forth and back, morning
and evening. The uses of the motor truck are endless

and when once properly introduced the "gas wagon"
will be regarded as essential as any other piece of min-

ing equipment.

He who awards justice may rightly claim justice,

but those tvho do nothing unless they are compelled

to such action cannot expect others to show any sense

of restraint. Either an equitable wage or a wage of

violence and competition, it needs must be. If we
choone the last we must not regard ourselves—workmen
or capitalists—as unduly injured if the wage game runs
against us.

Defective Powder Kegs

IT IS almost impossible to prevent those who have
to handle powder kegs from doing it without proper

care. Kegs of powder should not be rolled on a steep

grade or thrown from hand to hand. Many men climb

into moving cars with a keg tucked under one arm and
are liable in doing so to jar the keg so that it leaks

powder. Every foreman in states which permit of kegs
being taken into the mine should try either by his

own action or by that of his assistants to find out

whether kegs are reaching the working places in a

defective condition. He should look over the arriving

In order to be successful in foreign coal markets it

i'j necessary that American exporters have some degree

of direct contact ivith the trade, as foreign coal buyers
have certain peculiarities individually and locally

which are perhaps more linked up tvith tradition and
custom than is true of coal buyers in this country.

Accelerated Obsolescence

YEARS ago nothing became so hopelessly ancient as

to be regarded as useless. So long as a machine
would function, however inadequately, and no matter
with what waste it turned potential into actual energy,

it was still kept in service. Regardless of the prog-

ress of invention, the old machine or the old factory

was maintained, new parts, duplicates of the old, re-

placing old parts when rust, fatigue or accident ren-

dered such reconstruction necessary. Nothing was ever

pulled down. If it crumbled, and it did not pay to re-

pair it, it was nevertheless allowed to stand in memory
of the fleeting years. Art was truly longer than life.

The machine might fail to respond to the call made
upon it, but as an exponent at least of the art at the

time of its creation it was still permitted to exist.

Nothing has marked the progress of the American
people more clearly than the willingness of our nationals

to recognize obsolescence and to fearlessly cast out

anything that newer invention had rendered useless.

The metal-mining engineer will replace machinery al-

most before it is used if the progress of the art de-

mands the change. Does a new development revolution-

ize the industry, a mill awaiting completion may be torn

almost to the ground and be in great measure rebuilt

so as to utilize the new method.

The speed of the obsolescence rapidly increases. There

was a time when obsolescence could be permitted to

hide behind the ample skirts of depreciation, for

prosperity decayed sooner than invention dispossessed.

But it is not so today. Obsolescence is getting to be a

first charge on all kinds of equipment. Just as a change

of style shelves clothing quicker even than wear, so a

change in engineering practice causes the discarding

of a machine even before its bearings have had to be

turned.

Miners are coming to realize that most accidents are

unnecessary, but they have not learned that sickness

is just as preventable as accident. With proper care

sickness can be avoided a,s easily as accidents.
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General Labor Review
Canada does not appear to be so greatly troubled by

would-be nationalizers of industry as does Great Britain

(or should it not rather be said as was Great Britain at

the close of the war?), for a change seems to have taken

place. The House of Commons of Canada received on July

1 a report from the Commission on Industrial Relations

in which many reforms are suggested, but among them
does not appear nationalization of industry.

As has been said, the mine workers and operators of the

New River district have been meeting in the hope of writing
a new agreement, and they have made good progress as

far as working and wage conditions are concerned. The
rock on which they split is the check-off. They want only

small wage concessions, but they are adamant on their

declaration that the operators take the names of members
of the union from the local secretaries and check off on
the pay rolls the dues of all those thus named.
The operators say this is illegal, that they cannot de-

The majority of the body favors the eight-hour working duct the check-off without an order from the employee him-

day, the principle of collective bargaining, the unqualified

approval of the right of workmen to organize, a weekly

rest of not less than 24 hours, a minimum wage (especially

for women, girls and unskilled labor)
,
public works to re-

lieve unemployment, government
aid in building workers' homes, ^™**"'™**^^^^^'^^^^^

full liberty of speech and press,

the establishment of industrial

councils and state insurance

against sickness, unemployment
and old age. Apparently, noth-

ing is said as to nationalization

of industry. It is not popular
in Canada, and in England 200

conservatives in the House of

Commons who have been keep-

ing very quiet for fear of ap-

pearing to antagonize the coali-

tion ministry are determined to

self, specifically ordering or at least permitting it. The
men want a closed shop. They don't care if a man votes

as a union man, so long as he pays the taxes the union
iiTiposes.

The conferences started at
^^"^^™~""—^*'™^^^^~ Atlantic City and commenced

anew at Charleston on June 26,

iam McKell, while that repre-

senting the mine workers con-

sted of J. R. Gilmore, Adam

The following significant statement appeared ending at an early hour on Sat-

in the Industrial Relations Commission's Major- urday morning, June 28. The

ity Report to the House of Commons in the scale committee representing the

Dominion of Canada: "The commission believes cperatoi^ consisted of C. C.

that the day has passed when an employer ^'^"'^y- .^^"-^ '^^P"''°"' ,"J^-
, , , ,

,•'.
i*^ ^1. 1.^ ^ Bertolet, S. A. Scott and Wil-

should deny his employees the nght to organize -

a right claimed by employers themselves and not

denied by the workers. Employers gain nothing

by opposition because the employees organize Wilkinson, Robert Gilmore, Law-
anyway, and refusal only leaves in their minds rence Dwyer, L. M. McNeil,

a rankling sense of injustice. The prudent em- Mote Thompson, Lawrence Pep-

keep silence no longer, as there ployer will recognize such organization and deal pard, C. L. Noble, Alfred Lind-

is now no enemy in the field. with its duly accredited representatives." "^r, Nick Geis and (ieorge Scott.

They have met Andrew Bonar The mine workers' unions in

Law, their representative in the Murphysboro, Jackson County,

cabinet, and have received assur- Illinois, have on foot a move-

ances from him that he does not believe in nationalization ment to join with other unions in the vicinity to start a

of the railroads. He denies that the question of nationaliza- cooperative store in the city along the celebrated Rochelle

tion is bound up in the Government's transport bill and cooperative lines. The store will sell goods at current

affirms that he believes that nationalization is an evil. prices and pay dividends to purchasers in proportion to

"Stand by the Premier," is no longer an effective slogan in their purchases.

Great Britain, and Lloyd George's wishes are no longer the

nation's laws.

The matter of nationalization in Great Britain and in

Canada needs our careful attention. Many of our labor

leaders are of British birth, and while they are thoroughly

naturalized they are nevertheless disposed to look to Great
Britain for suggestions as to the conduct of labor matters.

If Great Britain should turn toward nationalization, there

would be not a few labor leaders of British extraction who
would like the United States to show similar bad judgment.

In the anthracite region the mine workers seem to desire

to make the eight-hour day secure by obtaining it for every-

The Kathleen mine at Dowell, 111., 5 miles south of

Du Quoin, and owned by the Union Colliery Co., of St.

Louis, Mo., has been idle since Tuesday morning, July 1,

when the miners working at that plant came out on strike.

The grievance is over a difference in wages paid the loaders

for taking out top coal, and the entire top and bottom force

laid down their tools and refused to work until the differ-

ence was settled. All efforts made to reach an amicable

settlement so far have failed. The shutdown is distinctively

felt in Dowell, Elkville, St. Johns, Sunfield and Du Quoin.

A strike was called at all the mines of the J. R. Crowe
Coal and Mining Co., near Pittsburg, Kan., to take effect

body, even those who merely put in their time watching July 2. Alexander Howat, president, and the board of Dis-

a pump or a fan. Running a fan, especially, is the very
job for which the word "sinecure" should have been coined.

The contemplative philosophers who have this job to per-

form hardly turn a hand from the time they go on the
job till the time they quit. All they have to do in many
cases is to see that the fan keeps turning all the time. The

trict No. 14 ordered it. It is charged that the company
has made a change in working conditions. The union men
say the company should go back to the old conditions and

submit the proposed changes to the officials of the operators'

association and the union leaders. There are five of the

Crowe mines. The company also has two steam-shovel

only sacrifice they make is abstention from home, family plants. Altogther about 1000 men are employed.

pleasures and domestic duties.

The contemplation of the beauties of nature may be ex-
tended to long hours without putting undue stress on the
unsophisticated contemplator. But the mine workers want
all men held down to eight hours whether they toil or thumb-
twiddle.

In the Alabama district there have been two general

wage conferences relative to the scale. On June 27 a joint

conference was held, and the mine workers presented a

scale which the operators rejected. The mine workers'

president. Young, declares the men will stand firm, and a

strike seems imminent.
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WHAT THE ENGINEERING
SOCIETIES ARE DOING

Economic and Business Training for

Engineers

At the final session of a two-day conference, held

in Washington, June 23-24, resolutions proposed by the

conference committee of prominent educators were
passed favoring the addition to engineering curricula

of courses in general economics, cost accounting and

business law and urging that the economic phases of

engineering subjects should be emphasized in commer-
cial instruction and that the institutions which have

departments of engineering and economics or commerce
be urged to consider some plan of coordination to

develop a course to prepare men to meet the demand
for large numbers of technically trained men for both

foreign and domestic commerce.
This conference was called by the Commission of

Education through Dr. Glen L. Swiggett, specialist in

charge of commercial education in the Bureau of Educa-
tion, and a representative committee of educators.

There were about 155 present from all sections of the

country, the discussion centering on the announced

subjects of business training for engineers and engi-

neering training for students of business, and on the

results of the war experience as affecting technical edu-

cation and foreign trade.

At the first session. Dean Anson Marston, of Iowa
State College, led the discussion on business training

for the engineer. Spencer Miller, vice president of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers and of the

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co., New York, placed first

the need for developing character and outlined the

qualities needed in engineering salesmen and the golden

opportunities awaiting them. In the discussion was
pointed out the danger of attracting too many men from
the fields of design and research work, and the fact

that it would be a mistake for all colleges to begin

to train busine.ss engineer.'^. Prof. G. H. Follows, head

of the department of commercial engineering, Carnegie

Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Outlined by chart

the course given in his department, and declared that

a complete commercial training filled four years, it

being almost impossible for men who had taken or-

dinary engineering courses to become managers of men.

Prof. Walter Rautenstrauch, Columbia University, in

discussing engineering training for commercial enter-

prises, insisted that no worth-while instruction could

be given without highly paid teachers. A department

of manufacturing is contemplated at Columbia as a

6-ycar course. E. F. Dubrul, president of the Pyro
Clay Products Co., Cincinnati, claimed that the science

of business was as broad and its ethics as high as any

profession, and that executives are highly paid because

they control both the engineering production and the

commercial or distribution phases of industry. Money
will be provided by business men if the educator will

show willingness to adopt new methods for supplying

the kind of graduate they need—the course to be devised

in conference. He called attention to the new college

of engineering and commerce at the University of

Cincinnati as oft'ering a cooperative course of large

promise. In the discussion a Colorado executive was
cited as authority for warning against too many busi-

ness engineers, claiming 50 technical men were needed
to 1 executive.

The third session was devoted to the significance of

the war experience for engineering education, a paper
by Maj. General John F. O'Ryan, of New York, being
read by Mr. Swiggett. He pointed out the shortcomings
of the present educational system in character train-

ing and suggested as a remedy the inclusion of non-

sectarian moral law developed and applied by courses in

psychology, leadership, responsibility, physical training.

Dr. Charles R. Mann, chairman of the advisory board,

committee on education and special training of the War
Department, pointed out that both army men and prac-

ticing engineers place character first. He raised the

question as to just what is meant by the "fundamentals"

which so many advocate, and claimed that these funda-

mentals are at once apparent if the army method of

beginning with a definite job is followed. Thus the

motive—motivation— is developed, and results follow

because the student is doing something definite and
learns to think on the job. Morale is a dominant fac-

tor, better than character as a test, and he would judge

class work by group morale. The teacher should be a

friendly investigator trying to lead the student to his

best attainments rather than one who merely tries to

meet certain set standards—and generally failing in

a large proportion of cases. The classification and

rating system of the army should be applied, helping

to measure accomplishments. The chairman, Major-

General W. M. Black, Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army,
advocated less individualism and the development of

more coordination; also training for self-mastering

through the subordination of passion to duty.

The work of the Engineer School al Camp Humphreys
was described by Dean Evans, Toledo University, who
had inspected the work in mechanics and by Profes-

sor Hatt, of Purdue University, who inspected the work

in engineering. Both testified to the evidence of high

morale attained through the assignment of concrete

problems, forcing the men to face a real design or

investigation situation, used as the basis for develop-

ing principles. Professor Hatt emphasized the need

for developing a science of education.

At the last session, on training for overseas engineer-

ing projects, A. W. McLean, director of the War Finance

Corporation, Washington, emphasized the need for

financing foreign investments and for this country to

a.ssume the lead in foreign fields, claiming that engineers

and business men can take the position of leadership if
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they have the courage and enterprise. C. H. Gardner,

of the American International Corporation, New York,

advocated more training in vision to see opportunities,

especially in transportation, saying that the engineer

should be the pioneer. He would have French and Latin

required for college entrance. W. W. Nichols, chairman

of the American Manufacturers' Export Association's

committee on education, pointed out that industry and

engineering are mutually dependent, that pure engi-

neering belongs only to rare genius, and that the rank

and file of engineers need a practical training. Foreign

languages should be taught to develop knowledge of the

customs and mental attitude of foreign peoples.

Dr. Jeremiah W. Jenks, research professor, govern-

ment and public administration, New York University,

in an illuminating address, showed two kinds of prob-

lems—to get trained men at once for overseas service

and to develop such men for holding future supremacy

in foreign trade. He classed commerce as one of the

humanities, on a par with history and economics. Credit

should be furnished in the foreign field, but only by

controlling stock interests in order to insure wise and

successful management. The discussion by men con-

nected with industrial concerns interested in the foreign

field developed the necessity for long-time credits and

for using ingenuity to find men with language qualifica-

tions and also with sufficient technical knowledge to

represent them abroad.

Western Branch of Canadian Mining Institute

Holds General Meeting

Coal-mining men were in the majority at the general

meeting of the Western Branch of the Canadian Mining

Institute held on June 4 and 5 at Nanaimo, B. C. All

the collieries of Vancouver Isand were represented and

some of those of the lower British Columbia mainland,

but many of the persons expected did not attend because

the steamboat service between the island and the main-

land was interfered with by a strike of the mercantile

seamen.

W. M. Brewer, Government Mining Engineer, with

headquarters at Nanaimo, occupied the chair and, after

the announcement of the Institute ofl[icers for the next

year, the formation of a coal-mining section was dis-

cussed. The idea met with unanimous approval. It

was felt that such a move would bring about a revival

of interest among coal-mining men in the work of the

Canadian Mining Institute. Those belonging to the

proposed section could hold their meetings independent

of the parent body, transact business having to do solely

with the coal-mining industry, and adopt policies calcu-

lated to benefit the" business of coal production both in

relation to legislation and in regard to matters affecting

only the collieries. At the same time it would be a part

of the Canadian Mining Institute, its members would

be members of the Canadian Mining Institute with all

the privileges accruing to the same.

The first step was the appointment of a committee

consisting of Thomas Graham, general superintendent

of the Canadian Collieries (D), Ltd.; George O'Brien,

manager of No. 4 Colliery, Canadian Collieries (D), Ltd.,

and John Hunt, general superintendent of the Canadian

Western Fuel Co., Ltd., to nominate a chairman and

a council of five of the new section. The committee's

report, which was adopted, made the following selec-

tion : George Wilkinson, chief inspector of mines for

British Columbia, chairman ; James Hargreaves, instruc-

tor in connection with the technical branch of the Pro

vincial Educational Department, secretary and editor;

John Hunt, superintendent Canadian Western Fuel Co.

;

Thomas Taylor, Pacific Coast Coal Mines, Ltd.; R. R.

Wilson, manager, Granby Consolidated Mining and

Smelting Co.'s coal mines, Cassidy's; Francis Glover,

manager, Princeton Coal Mining Co.; Charles Graham,
district superintendent, Comox Colliery, Canadian Col-

lieries (D), Ltd., councillors.

The afternoon session was devoted to the reading of

papers as follows : "Taxation of Mines," by T. W. Bin-

gay; "Mining Development in Northern British Colum-
bia," by E. J. Conway; "Memorandum re Returned

Soldiers Prospecting Organization," by Mortimer Lamb;
"Tunneling at the Front," by Major A. W. Davies.

Mr. Bingay's observations were along the same line

as those he made at the recent International Convention

at Vancouver. An interesting account of mining activ-

ity in the northern districts, with particular reference

to the work on the Hidden Creek mine of the Granby
^

Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. near Anyox, was
the subject matter of Mr. Conway's address.

Mr. Lamb, in his memorandum, dealt with the pro-

posal of the Canadian Mining Institute that the Domin-
ion Government extend financial assistance to enable

returned soldiers, with the necessary qualifications, to

go into the hills for the purpose of prospecting. He
pointed out that there were many who would prefer

this to taking up land or to settling in cities; that it was
a means whereby the latent mineral resources of the

country might be brought to light and their develop-

ment facilitated.

Major Davies' address was one of the most interest-

ing presented, being a personal account of some of his

experiences in tunneling operations on the western

front. He spoke of the difficulties with which those

who burrowed under the enemies' lines had to contend,

of the fortitude of those so engaged, of their successes

and failures.

The evening meeting was marked by the presentation

of four papers, all of which related to coal mining.

The first was entitled "Notes on Coal-Mine Air Sam-

pling," by Dudley Michel, of the first-aid department

of the Provincial Bureau of Mines. James Hargreaves

followed on "Technical Education and its Relation to

Coal Mining"; Charles Graham on "Regrading Slopes

No. 4 Mine, Cumberland"; and H. H. Sanderson on

"Development and Operation of Mine-Rescue Appar-

atus."

On the morning of June 5 the delegates visited

Cassidy's, the site of the new coal mine of the Granby

Consolidated Mining and Smelting Co. They were es-

corted over the plant by Mr. Wilson, the manager. The

plant was pronounced the best installation yet seen in

this part of Western Canada.

Returning to Nanaimo the party augmented by a

large section of the coal-mining fraternity of the city,

witnessed at the Nanaimo Government Mine-Rescue

Station a demonstration of the use of the Gibbs and

the Paul mine-rescue apparatus by two mine-rescue

corps, one from Ladysmith and the other from Nanaimo.

The Ladysmith corps consisted of T. Davis, M. Thomp-

son, A. Brovm and T. Hunter. The Nanaimo squad

was composed of J. Kelly, H. Devlin, Jr., A. Mawhinney

and J. Brown. The event closed in the evening with

a delightful smoking concert which was largely attended.
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Don't Handle Powder Kegs
Roughly

*

Yooufmay think it safe to handle powder roughly
because there are no lights nearby. It isn't safe,

of course, though you may think it is. But even

if|it were safe—for you—it wouldjbe dangerous

for others who have to take the kegs underground

and handle them with lights on their heads. There
never was a keg made so strong that it could

not be sprung and caused to leak if handled with

sufficient indifference to possible damage.

Remember
a Powderman Holds the Lives of Men in His Two Hands
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DISCUSSION ^r READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Certification and Safety

Letter No. 10—The discussion of this question has

come to be very interesting. I had hoped that the

earnest appeal made by James M. Roddie at the close

of his letter, Coal Age, Apr. 17, p. 723, would bring a

response from at least some of the mine inspectors of

the country; but, on this as on all other questions per-

taining to mining, there is a strange reluctance on the

part of our inspectors to define their attitude and

opinions.

The present discussion grew out of the failure of the

Coal Mining Institute of America (which includes a

large number of coal mine inspectors) to come to any

agreed conclusion as to whether the amended Penn-

sylvania law, permitting the employment of uncerti-

fied officials in coal mines, has been detrimental to the

efficient and safe operation of the mines in that state,

since the law went into effect.

Time Reqiured to Ascektain the Effect of

THE Law

The question is not easy to answer and it is only

natural that there should be some difference of opin-

ion as to the effect of the amended law on the safety of

the mines.' The best plan is to watch closely events

as they transpire at the mines, which will show the

practical working of the amended law. Time alone is

required to show the effect of the enactment on the con-

ditions of safety of mining operations.

How long the amended mining law has been in force,

permitting the employment of uncertified mine fore-

men, I cannot say." I presume it is since the commence-
ment of the war. As we all know, many of our coal

mines were then operated under abnormal conditions.

Discipline and vigilance gave way to the production of a

greater output of coal, while hundreds of new and in-

experienced men flocked to the mines seeking employ-

ment. Under the conditions that prevailed on this ac-

count, it seems only natural to believe that the acci-

dents and injuries reported as having occurred during

the period of the war were largely due to the inexperi-

'It will be remembered that the Mine Inspectors' Institute
of the United States of America, at their eighth annual meeting,
June 10, 1915, St. Louis, Mo., discussed this same question at
great length and unanimously adopted the following resolution

:

Resolved, that it is the sense of the Mine Inspectors' Institute
that, in order to secure the greatest degree of safety in the
operation of coal mines, it is absolutely essential that candidates
for all positions of authority in respect to underground opera-
tions should be required to qualify for such positions by passing
an examination that will show their fitness and competency to
conduct the operations in a mine in a safe manner. Coal Age,
Vol. 9, p. 928 ; Transactions of the Institute, 1915, p. 74.

=The amendment to the bituminous mine law of Pennsylvania,
legalizing the employment of uncertified mine foremen, took
effect June 1, 1915. The need of the amendment grew out of
the adoption of the Compensation Law that made coal operators
responsible and liable for injuries from accidents in their mines.
The claim of the operators was that the liability rested with
the state as long as operators were compelled to employ only
mine foremen whose competency was certified to by the state.
The matter was compromised by amending the law to permit
operators to employ either a certified foreman or one "equally
competent."

ence of the men employed, rather than to the ineffi-

ciency of uncertified mine foremen.

Referring again to the letter of Mr. Roddie, I fully

agree with the opinion he expresses that applicants for

certificates of competency should have a longer prac-

tical mining experience than the five years required by
law. Too often it happens that men are granted cer-

tificates to act as mine foremen whose experience in

mining has been no more than that of a timekeeper,

clerk, or other employee whose duties required him to

visit the inside of the mine only occasionally but who, by

reading mining books and studying, have prepared

themselves to pass the examination. In my judgment,

there are many practical miners whose long experience

underground makes them more fit to manage a mine
than men of that class, notwithstanding their lack of

technical education and knowledge.

There is a class of miners who regard the mine fore-

man's position as an easy one and seek to gain it because

they do not like to work, and I regret to add that there

are too many of this class who are granted certificates.

Now, in order that the certificate granted a man shall

be a better index of his ability and efficiency, the exami-

nation should be made more rigid in its character, and

the practical experience of the applicant should be made
the determining factor in the granting of the certificate.

There are many foremen now in charge of mines who
obtained their certificates long ago, when the examina-

tions were not as rigid or technical as is required today.

Many of these, from the time they obtained their certifi-

cates, have paid little or no attention to the study of

mining questions and, of course, made no advance along

this line. They are satisfied to think that the possession

of their certificate is all that is necessary.

Mine Foremen Need to Continue to Study

It goes without saying that men who do not read

and study fall far behind present-day requirements. On
this account, it is my opinion that good results would

follow if all certificates were limited to a period not

exceeding ten years, and must then be renewed by the

holder being required to pass another examination. This

would have the eifect of keeping men reading and study-

ing the many problems in mining and make them pro-

gressive and up to date.

Four j'ears' experience as state mine inspector

brought me in contact with many mine officials and

taught me that many men who hold high-grade certifi-

cates are less competent to manage a mine safely than

others holding a lower grade of certificate. To know how
to operate a coal mine according to scientific and prac-

tical methods is one thing, but to apply this knowledge

is quite another thing, and here is where many men who
have passed the examination fail in practice.

In my judgment, the efficient mine foreman is the

man who has plenty of both technical and practical min-
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ing knowledge, a long experience and the energy to

utilize these qualifications in the operation of a mine,

and certification should depend on methods that clearly

demonstrate these qualifications for service.

Dayton, Tenn. John ROSE.

Letter No. 11—I have followed with intei'est the dis-

cussion of the relation of the certification of mine
officials to the safety in the mine, and can say, without

hesitation, that I am not in favor of doing away with

the examination of candidates for mine foreman's certif-

icates. In my opinion, that would be a retrograde

movement.
While it is true that a certificate held by a man does

not make him better or worse, it does show certain

traits in his character and marks him as a man posses-

sing more or less ability and having a reasonably good
character. This is evident, as readily appears, when
we consider that there are a number of things required

of a man before he can take the examination for a

certificate of competency. For example, he must be a

citizen of the United States and, in Pennsylvania, must
have had five years' practical experience in the mines

of that state and be sober and of temperate habits.

What the Certificate Does Show

The fact that a man holds a certificate shows that he

has sufficient education to reason a thing out and is

able to perform at least most of the duties required of

a mine foreman and calling for a knowledge of the

theory of mining or, in other words, a technical knowl-

edge. It also shows that he is familiar with the min-

ing laws of the state, as a large number of the questions

asked in examinations, today, concern the requirements

of the law in the operation of mines.

The oral examination that the candidate must pass is

intended more to show his knowledge of mine gases,

their behavior and where they are to be found in the

mine, besides ascertaining the man's ability to detect

the presence of gas and protect the men placed daily in

his charge. In fact, the certificate that a man holds is

a mark of his general intelligence on the subject of

coal mining.

What Stitdy Does for a Mine Foreman

Consider, for a moment, the man who has a limited

education, one who left school when he was 11 or 12

years of age, as I did myself. If such a one makes no
attempt to study and improve himself, he will grow
up to have a very narrow view of things. On the other

hand, if he starts to study and takes a course of lessons

and masters them, everything will appear to him in a

different light than before. It is like the view from a

porthole being suddenly enlarged to take in the entire

horizon.

There is no question but that a practical man is a

good asset in mining; but when practice is supple-

mented by a knowledge of theory, the benefit is far

greater. Therefore, while a certificate is not worth
more than the paper it is printed on, its possession

shows a knowledge that is of far greater benefit to the

man who has gained that knowledge by studying and

reading. No one can convince me that a man who has

gained his certificate by hard study is no better than

the man who has not studied and holds no certificate.

Today, no good reliable company thinks of employing

an uncertified mine foreman if a certified man can be
secured.

Only recently, I attended a superintendents' meeting
where the management gave the men to understand
that they desired them to employ only certified men as

foremen and assistant foremen. Things are changing
and changing fast in this respect. It used to be that

any man having a good education was thought to be

all right for the position of superintendent of a coal

mine. Now, I dare say, 90 per cent, of the superintend-

ents with whom I am acquainted are men who hold first-

class certificates and have gone through the mill,

serving as fireboss, assistant mine foreman and fore-

man, until they reached their present position. There-

fore let me advise any young man that has his eye on a
superintendent's job to get busy and start from the

bottom, as that is the only way to climb the ladder

to success. Thomas Hogarth.
Mclntyre, Penn.

Waste of Coal
Letter No. 7—While it is not my disposition to find

fault with the methods employed in this, my adopted
country, I could not but feel deeply interested in the

letter on this subject by F. C. Sanner, Coal Age, May
22, p. 964. It is only too true that the waste of coal

in this country is enormous. Mining conditions here

and in England are quite similar in many respects, but

there is not the same waste in mining in the old country

that is manifest in this field where I am located at

present.

Let me illustrate by citing the conditions here, in the

working of the No. 3 seam, which has an average thick-

ness of from 5 to 7 ft. The coal is good but the roof

conditions are poor, which often causes the miners to

load dirty coal. However, I have seen far worse con-

ditions in mines. The only method employed in the

working of this coal seems to be the panel system. The
panels are about 400 ft. in depth, while the rooms are

driven on 33-ft. centers.

In more than one instance, I have seen rooms driven

40 to oO ft. in and then abandoned because of a roof

fall in the room. No effort would be made to recover

the balance of the coal in such rooms, but the track

would be pulled out, and that was the end of it. The
No. 4 seam, which is also worked here, has a thickness

in some mines of only 3 J or 4 ft. The same method of

mining is employed in this seam, but the waste of coal

is not quite as large as in No. 3 seam.

Results of Frequent Changes in Mine Foremen

In one mine, in particular, the conditions are some-

thing that would turn a practical mine foreman's hair

gray in a short time. There is hardly a straight road in

the mine, and the output is from 400 to 600 tons a day.

The condition in this mine is the result of having

changed bosses frequently. Most of these men knew
nothing more than the panel system of mining, which

was the limit of their experience. They received their

certificates long ago, before examinations in mining

were as strict as they are today.

Now if a practical mine foreman who has had ex-

perience in different methods of mining and under-

stands longwall work could be given a free hand in

this mine, it would not be long before he could raise
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the tonnage to 1000 tons a day, by adopting the long-
wall method of mining, and installing Blackett con-
veyors at the working face. Coal-cutting machines
are already employed in this mine, but the waste of
coal will continue until improved mining methods are
employed.

-, Ind. Mine Foreman.

Specific Gravity Determination

of Coal
Letter No. 3—Only recently I have been able to read

carefully the extremely interesting letter by H. M.
Chance, which appeared in Coal Age, Jan. 9, p. 68,

concerning the specific gravity determination of coal.

As his letter refers, in part, to my previous article

on the routine determination of the specific gravity of

coal, I may be permitted to add a few words.

Dr. Chance refers to the close agreement of my
figures. Attention should be directed to the fact that

most of the figures given were averages, and that the

agreement may be largely ascribed to the law of aver-

ages. The method described by me was offered simply

as a routine method, and particular accuracy was never

claimed. The accuracy stated in the paper was given

as 0.02 unit of specific gravity.

Analyses Prove Specific Gravity Determination

The average specific gravity of the ash of the hard

white-ash coal referred to in my previous paper would.

1 am convinced, be as high as the figures given by Dr.

Chance, namely, 2.55, or 2.56, which figures he considers

sui^prisingly high. I have selected about twenty

analyses of the material commonly designated at the

mines as "slate." These analyses were merely picked

out at random, and show the following average ap-

proximate results:

Specific gravity 2.34
Ash content 72%
Sulphur content 0. 96%

The twenty coal analyses from which these figures

were averaged show ash percentages varjing from 48

to 86 per cent.

Hard white-ash coals do not commonly contain a

large quantity of pyrite; in fact, the average sulphur

content of such coal lies between 0.70 and 0.80 per cent.

Dr. Chance calls attention to the variation in specific

gravity of coals from different districts. This is an

important point and one that is quite frequently

neglected in practice. We have noticed that, for a given

ash content, coals from different districts will have

quite different specific gravities. The following table

shows the specific gravity of coals from different dis-

tricts, the figures being the average corresponding to

an ash content of 18 per cent. Results showing average

sulphur content are included as a matter of interest.

Specific Gravity
of Coal with Per Cent.

Classification of Coals 18 Per Cent. Ash Sulphur
Hard, white ash 1.68 0.70
Free-burning white ash 1.66 0.74
Schuylkill red ash 1.62 0.62
Locust Mountain ,

1.58 0.85

Lorberry 1-56 . 66

Lykens Valley 1-56 0. 56

Shamokin 1.51 95

It seems of interest to note here that, in the case

of freshly mined anthracite, the specific gravity de-

creases with an increasing volatile-matter content. For

a difference of 0.17, frr specific gravity, as shown be-
tween the two extremes in the table above, there will

be a corresponding dffference of over 3 per cent, of
volatile matter, the lower specific-gravity coal having
the higher volatile-matter content. With decreasing
specific gravity, coals of a given ash content will show
a relatively higher heating value.

Dr. Chance calls attention to the possible differences

in the specific gravity of the ash of coal and the specific

gravity of the ash of the so-called "slate." There is

no question but that the data suggested by Dr. Chance
could readily be obtained and published. I have myself
taken just such low-ash samples picked free from bony
coal or slate, such as referred to by Dr. Chancer bat
the specific gravity of the samples was not determined
at the time, and they were not kept. One such coal

sample contained only 1.2 per cent, of ash.

Results of some tests made on 14 samples of hard
white-ash coal, the size known as "broken," showed an
average specific gravity of 1.61, corresponding to an ash

content of 9.02 per cent, and a sulphur content of 0.68

per cent. I would assume that the specific gravity of
ash-free coal of this nature would be approximately 1.52.

Practical Use of Specific-Gravity Method

Observation inclines me to believe, however, that, for

the theoretical purposes brought out in Dr. Chance's

letter, the specific-gravity determinations ought to be

made by a more accurate method. The method described

by me is simply a routine method and one that gives

reasonable accuracy with little expenditure of time, and
is adapted to finely crushed-coal samples.

Departing somewhat from the subject under discus-

sion, if I may, allow me to direct attention to a possible

use of specific-gravity determinations; namely, the

means they afford of judging the quality of the smaller

sizes of coal, at the breakers. The specific-gravity

figures offer a more reliable standard by which to judge

the ash content of small coal than does the amount
of slate found by an inspector.

Moreover the specific-gravity determination can be

made in less time. A small crusher could be installed

to crush the coal sample, in order that a representative

sample be thus obtained for making a specific-gravity

determination; although the specific gravity might be

determined on a larger sample, by means of a somewhat

modified method, or by any different method. I simply

mention this matter briefly, as it was not my purpose

to discuss this aspect of the proposition, in this letter.

A. G. Blakeley, Chief Chemist,

Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron Co.

Pottsville, Penn.

Mine-Haulage Proposition

Letter No. 3—Looking over Coal Age, under date of

June 5, p. 1053, I came across the inquiry of J. H. Dick-

erson, of Cambridge, Ohio, with regard to a proposed

change in the hauling system of his mine. To many
people Mr. Dickerson's inquiry might give the impres-

sion of inability on his part. However, the real mining

man is never afraid to accept the viewpoint of his fel-

lows ; nor yet is he adverse to criticism when it is con-

ducted along legitimate lines.

If we mining men, as a whole, adopted Mr. Dickerson's

system with reference to many a problem that might

come before us it is safe to say that considerable benefit
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would result to all concerned. The problem he presents

is one that most mining men run up against, from time

to time, and no doubt will bring out much valuable

comment from the more advanced readers of this val-

uable magazine, which we have learned to love.

To begin with, insofar as the grades go, the old

haulage road is the most favorable. The difference is

so slight, however, that this factor need not be consid-

ered in opposition to the adoption of the new system.

Eliminating the sharp curves at F, G, B and C on the

old road will provide a more direct and ideal haul, and it

should be possible for the motors to make better time

even considering the slight plus grade between E and A.

Estimating the Daily Saving by the Change

Assuming that the original trip speed is maintained

on an average over the entire haul after the change

has been made, the output will increase in proportion to

the decrease in the haulage distance. In other words,

the output will be increased 85 tons per day, without

increasing the original haulage equipment or crew. To
be on the safe side, however, we will deduct 25 per cent,

from this increase, and assume that the net gain is,

say 65 tons per day, making total output, per shift, of

1265 tons.

Now, I will assume that the coal, f.o.b. the mine, is

valued at $3 per ton, which is a conservative figure.

Also, I will assume that the same underground and sur-

face company force is capable of handling this increased

output. If so it will mean a saving of $195 per day,

or a net reduction on the increased output of 15c. per

ton. This, to my mind, is the most important factor

entering into the whole subject.

Should the plus grade, shown at EA on the proposed
cutoff, interfere with the efficiency of the motors, no
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great difficulty would be experienced in cutting this

grade down, later. Any time lost, however, in ascend-

ing the plus grade EA, should be easily off.set, during

the descent of the minus grade from A to Z>.

To go into the proposed change fully it is very
necessary to have more data relative to local conditions.

Mr. Dickerson does not state the size, amount, or

cost of timber required for the cutoff, or the amount
of bottom brushing or other rockwork to be done in

order to secure the necessary height and width and the

proposed grades. The efficiency of the labor available

and the wages paid will also be a big matter for con-

sideration. On the whole, however, I can see no serious

difficulty in the way if the conditions existing through-

out the entire length of the cutoff ED are at all normal.
Mr. Dickerson states that he has two million tons of

coal in sight. Then, assuming that he proceeds with
the new road and increases his daily output 65 tons per
day, estimating on 260 working days in a year, the

tonnage in sight, assuming a 90 per cent, recovery, is

suflScient to keep the mine running at the increased

output. If so it will mean a saving of $195 per day,

output for 5.47 years. Should the market value per
ton remain at $3 during the entire period mentioned
and an output of 1265 tons per day be maintained, the

actual saving in that time will run well into six figures.

As already stated, Mr. Dickerson has not supplied

sufficient data with regard to local conditions, and one
is liable to be considerably off when figuring the ulti-

mate cost of the proposed change. I would, however,
place the cost of completing the proposed cutoff at not

more than $20,000, including all labor and material,

which amount would be returned in less than four

months' operation on the new road. Moreover, owing
to the total haul between the face entry and the shaft

being reduced in length, there should be a corresponding
decrease in the per-ton cost for maintenance, during the

entire life of the mine.

SuGGFSTs Another Proposition

In my opinion, if I may be allowed to criticize the
proposed change, the better and most economical method
would have been to commence the cutoff road at H.
850 ft. outby, or toward the shaft, from the point

marked C on the plan, and with a deviation of 45 deg.

from the line CDE. This cutoff would touch the point

B and cut through the corner at F ; and, assuming the

face entry maintains the course shown on the plan, this

cutoff would connect with the face entry at a point

1175 ft. from the point E. The total length of this

route El would be 3430 ft., as against 4875 ft. on the

original haulage route. In Mr. Dickerson's proposed
cutoff, the length between the same points H and /

would be 4050 ft., or a difference of 875 ft. in favor of

his proposed cutoff.

With a cutoff such as I have proposed, it will be
possible to reduce the entire length of the haul from
the face entry to the shaft 1445 ft. My proposed

method, however, would only hold good provided suitable

grades could be maintained throughout its entire length.

Being further away from the horseback shown on the

plan, I would assume that the roof conditions through-

out my proposed route would be much better than that

of the route proposed by Mr. Dickerson.

If such grades could be secured that would permit

the original trip speed to be maintained the reduction

of the haul, by adopting my proposed route, would
mean that the output would be increased 147 tons,

making the total possible output per shift 1347 tons;

and, deducting 25 per cent, for emergencies, we can

assume that the actual increase would be 110 tons.

These figures, it is understood, are based on the

original trip speed being maintained after the change.

If conditions are favorable the latter method is prefer-

able, and would produce much better results than the

one proposed by Mr. Dickerson, which nevertheless in

itself is good, and should be proceeded with for the

following reasons:

1. It will afford a more direct and ideal route from

the live workings to the shaft.

2. The total haul will be reduced 875 ft., which means
that the motors can haul approximately 65 tons per
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shift more than formerly without increasing the haulage

crew or shaft bottom force.

3. The first cost of equipping this proposed route

should not exceed $20,000, for all labor and material.

4. Based on the market value of $3 per ton at

the mine, the saving due to the increased output would

be roughly $195 per day, which means that the total

cost of equipping the proposed route would be returned

in less than four months.

5. Having four and a half years' tonnage in sight

and assuming that the shaft and tipple equipment is

sufficient to handle the increased output without in-

creasing the day force at the shaft bottom or on the

tipple, the proposed change is justified. Even if the

saving per ton is on the large side, and the figures

quoted be cut in two the day company force remaining

stationary, I would still consider the change a good

investment and would loose no time in having the pro-

posed cutoff completed and put in operation.

J. H. McMillan, General Superintendent,

Jasper Park Collieries, Ltd.

Pocahontas, Alta., Canada.

Labor and Democracy
Letter No. 1—In his cabled address to Congress,

President Wilson says, in regard to the labor question

:

We must find another road, leading In another direction

and to a very different destination. It must lead not merely

to accommodation, but also to a genuine cooperation and

partnership, based upon a real community of interest and

participation (of employees) in control. . . . The object

of all reform in this essential matter must be the genuine

democratization of industry based upon a full recognition

of the right of those who work ... to participate in some

organic way in every decision which directly affects their

welfare or the part they are to play in the industry.

Whether or not we agree with the President, we can

not but recognize the tremendous importance of his

words. If based upon a wrong conception of business

principles, or a mistaken theory of economics, their

harmful effect upon industry, in general, will be well

nigh incalculable, and we should at once make every

effort to counteract their baneful influence. On the

other hand, if his opinion embodies a sound business

principle, based on a true theory of political economy,

prudence would dictate that we cast about for a method

by which his suggestion may be put into practical and

early execution.

However, if we attribute the President's remarks to a

purely political motive it will be well to remember that

the "Whitely Plan"—a cumbersome scheme looking to

the democratization of industry, to the end the Presi-

dent has in mind, and working through joint commit-

tees of owners and employees—is now being given

a tryout in England.

England, as a natural consequence of the greater

density of her population, may be logically expected to

arrive at a definite and necessary labor program several

decades before the problem can become economically

acute in this country. But, because of the stand taken

by the President, the question of the democratization

of such industries as coal mines, railways and tele-

graph lines will probably become politically paramount

in the campaign of 1920 and there is a possibility,

remotely probable, that some legislation looking to this

end may be forced on the government.

Viewed from a distance the "Whitely Plan," which is

essentially English, does not lend itself to modification

that would permit of its satisfactory application to

American industry. Incidentally, there seem to be grave

doubts, even among the English, of its applicability

to the industries of the British Isles.

Without entering into the question as to whether

or not that portion of the President's cabled address

dealing with proposed labor legislation is justified by
existing conditions in America, we may safely assume
that a ball has been started rolling which it will be

difficult to stop. But, in the event of our failing to

stop or even seriously impede its progress, a carefully

thought out and well formulated plan for the democrati-

zation of industry will then be helpful.

Charles P. Steinmetz, in his recent article, entitled

"How to Compass Industrial Cooperation," Coal Age,

May 15, p. 904, has demonstrated that, in a very essen-

tial particular, the interests of labor and capital are

antagonistic. How then, may I ask, is it possible to

reconcile these conflicting interests and secure com-

plete cooperation?

Under existing conditions the workman is capable

of taking the viewpoint of the workman only. If, in

addition to being a workman, he was also part owner

of the concern for which he works, his breadth of

vision would be so increased as to enable him to com-

plete the symmetry of his outlook. This ability, even

though his principal income continued to be derived from

his labor, would qualify him to accord his employers

a degree of cooperation not possible under present con-

ditions.

Concrete Example of Democratizing Industry

Let me assume, for example, that a coal operation

valued at $200,000 employs 100 workmen. In order

that the employees might actually participate in both

the profits and control of the organization, it would

be necessary that they hold or control 50 per cent, of the

capital stock. In that case, stock to the value of

$100,000 would be issued to 100 workmen pro rata, or

$1000, in stock, to each workman. In few instances

could the man be expected to pay for this stock, which

would necessitate the holding of the certificate in the

company's treasury as collateral, and charging the

worker with interest at 6 per cent, per annum, or $2.50

semi-monthly.

The voting power of the stock would now be vested

in the workman, which would entitle him to all infor-

mation relative to the company's financial affairs and

give him an actual voice in the shaping of the company's

policies. He would also be entitled to receive any

dividend earned on the company's stock, which, if the

corporation were managed with reasonable efficiency,

should considerably more than repay the amount de-

ducted from his earnings as interest on his stock.

It is readily realized that many complex details would

have to be worked out in order that the organization

might have a reasonable degree of flexibility; but the

plan seemingly offers no diflSculties that are impossible

of solution. Properly executed, the plan should fulfill

the president's requirements of participation in control

and give to workers a voice in the policy of the business

that employs them. It should secure for capital a

greater degree of cooperation on the part of all em-

ployees and a material reduction of labor turnover,

while assuring a 6 per cent, yield on 50 per cent, of the

total invested capital. ECONOMIST.
, Ky.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Installing High-Tension Lines

Kindly explain a safe method of conducting electric

power into a mine, a distance of nearly two miles

(10,000 ft.) to the working face, for the operation of

coal-cutting machines with direct current. According

to the best information we have at hand, this propo-

sition is going to be an expensive one, and we are anx-

ious to learn what method can be adopted to insure

the greatest safety and reduce the expense of the in-

stallation. Operator.
—

, Tenn.

The transmission of electric power long distances

underground is always attended with danger to the

workers employed in the mine and involves, besides,

a considerable expenditure in making the installation.

Whenever possible, a safer and more economical method

to adopt is to sink a borehole from the surface, at a

point immediately over the center of distribution in

the mine workings, and erect a power line on the

surface running direct from the power station to the

drillhole. This power line should be carried on sub-

stantial supports and the wire cable properly insulated

and protected by a covering that will resist the weather.

The drillhole should be cased with a pipe and the end

of the pipe allowed to extend 10 or 15 ft. above the

surface, so as to prevent accidental injury to the con-

ductor where it enters the hole and passes down into

the mine.

In general, in long distance transmission, a.c. cur-

rent should be employed and a transformer installed

at the farther end of the line to step down the high

voltage of the current, for the operation of the ma-
chines in the mine. Or, if the machines are to be

operated by d.c. current, a rotary converter should be

employed to transform the a.c. current for use in such

machines. An a.c. generator has no commutator, it

does not present the difficulties due to sparking at the

brushes, which always occurs when a d.c. generator is

operated at a pressure exceeding, say 500 to 600 volts.

It should be understood, here, that the saving effected

in the transmission of a.c. current over long distances,

by the reduction in the outlay for copper, will generally

cover the expense of installing a converter set. For the

same power transmitted, the weight of copper required

decreases as the square of the voltage increases. For
this reason, economy in transmission demands a high-

voltage and small current, which is made possible by

the use of an a.c. generator.

To illustrate, the transmission of 30 hp., correspond-

ing to a current of 22 amp. at 1000 volts pressure, a

distance of 1 mile, allowing for a 15 per cent, line drop

and wire return, would require a No. 8, B & S wire,

having a diameter of practically 4 in. But, to transmit

this same power at 250 volts (88 amp.) would require

a wire having 16 times the sectional area, or 4 times

the diameter. In other words, the second voltage men-

tioned being one-fourth of the first, requires 4 times the

current to produce the same power, and 16 times the

weight of copper for its transmission over the same
distance. Therefore, as previously stated, the weight

of copper required for the transmission of a given

power a given distance varies inversely as the square

of the voltage, which makes a high voltage desirable

in long distance transmission.

It is not always practicable, however, to carry high-

tension lines over the surface, in the manner described.

Numerous conditions may demand that the power line

be conducted through the mine, to the distributing point

far back in the workings. In that case, it is absolutely

essential that every precaution should be taken to safe-

guard employees against the danger of contact with the

line. As before, a high-tension conductor must be thor-

oughly insulated and protected from injury, by means
of suitable covering throughout its length. In addition,

these high-tension cables must be substantially sup-

ported by insulated hangers dropped from the roof of

the entry, or attached to insulated supports affixed to

the mine timbers.

Welding Split Gears to Axle

I want to a-sk the many readers of Coal Age if any of

them have had experience in electric welding. At the

present time, I have a hard proposition in the shape of

a pair of split gears that are a trifle too large in the

bore for the axle on which I desire to mount them.

I want to ask if anyone has had a similar job and

been able to handle it successfully, either by the process

of electric welding or any other means that will serve

to hold the gears tight on the axle. In this case, they

nre to be mounted on the axle of an electric mine

locomotive.

If someone who has performed the trick will state

the process that he used in welding and the results ob-

tained, the information will be greatly appreciated. If

the acetylene torch was used in making the weld, did the

heat of the flame make th3 axle brittle at that point?

If the electric process was employed, what additional

metal was used in making the weld?

Perhaps some readers have used other means than

welding for securing split gears on an axle that was too

small for them and will be willing to tell how it was

accomplished and with what success. I shall be glad

of any information along this line.

, W. Va. Mine Mechanic.

Although the process of electric welding, now 80

widely used, is comparatively new in mining practice,

Coal Age is sure that some of its readers will be able

to give the results of their experience in work similar

to that described by this correspondent, and we hope

for a generous re.sponse.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Mine Managers' Examination,

Springfield, 111., April 8, 1919
(Selected Questions)

Ques.—What will be the diameter of an upcast

shaft necessary to pass 200,000 cu.ft. per min., with a

velocity of 500 ft. per minute?

Ans.—The sectional area of this shaft is 200,000 h-

500 := 400 sq.ft. Since the cross-section is a circle

its diameter is rf = \/400/0.78.54 = 22.57, say 22 ft.

7 in.

Ques.—A return airway is 10 ft. wide and 5 ft.

high, and the velocity 600 ft. per min. The air is

composed by volume as follows: Nitrogen, 79 per cent.;

oxygen, 20.96 per cent. ; carbide dioxide, 0.04 per cent.

Find the number of cubic feet of each gas passing in

this airway per minute.

Ans.—The sectional area of the airway is 5 X 10

= 50 sq.ft., and the volume of air passing, 50 X 600
^ 30,000 cu.ft. per min. Therefore, the volume of

nitrogen in the air current is 30,000 X 0.79 = 23,700

cu.ft.; the volume of oxygen, 30,000 X 0.2096 == 6288

cu.ft. ; and the volume of carbon dioxide, 30,000 X
0.0004 = 12 cu.ft.

Ques.—Taking the weight of a cubic foot of air at

0.086 lb., what will be the weight of the air in a

shaft 15 ft. in diameter and 250 yd. deep?

Ans.—The sectional area of a shaft 15 ft. in diameter

is 0.7854 X 15' = 176.715 sq.ft. The volume of air

filling this shaft, or the cubic contents of the shaft

for a depth of 3 X 250 = 750 ft., is 750 X 176715
= 132,536-|- cu.ft., and the weight of this air is

132,536 X 0.086 = 11,398+ lb.

Ques.—A pillar of coal 450 ft. long and 132 ft. wide
has been worked. The total weight of the coal is found

to be 12,430 tons and its specific gravity 1.25. What
was the thickness of the seam?

Ans.—A horizontal section taken through this pillar

has an area of 450 X 132 = 59,400 sq.ft. The weight

of a cu.ft. of coal having a specific gravity of 1.25

is 1.25 X 62.5 = 78.125 lb. Again, the cubic con-

tents of 12,430 short tons of this coal is, therefore,

(12,430 X 2000) -^ 78.125 = 318,208 cu.ft. Finally,

the thickness of the coal in this pillar is 318,208 -^

59,400 = 5.35 ft. ; or 5 ft. 4i in.

Ques.—Find the length of a dumb drift, which is

driven from a level, starting 240 ft. from the shaft,

;ind which enters the shaft 100 ft. above the level.

Ans.—This is the dumb drift formerly used in the

ventilation of a mine generating some gas and where
the ventilation is produced by a furnace. The return

air current, charged with gas, passed through the drift

and entered the shaft at a point where there was less

danger of the gas being ignited by the heat or by
sparks from the furnace. The arrangement is seldom

found in coal mining, today. The dumb drift repre-

sents the hypotenuse of a right triangle whose respec-

tive sides are 240 and 100 ft. in length. Therefore,

the length of the drift is \/i00' + 240= = 260 ft.

Ques.— (a) Name the gases found in the coal mines
of this state, (b) Tell which gas is the most difficult

to remove, (c) Which are explosive and which are

non-explosive? (d) Give their chemical symbols.

Ans.— (a) The common mine gases found in the

mines of Illinois are methane or marsh gas ; carbon

dioxide; carbon monoxide; hydrogen sulphide and
possibly, associated with methane, the heavy hydro-
carbon gases, olefiant gas and ethane. The nitrogen and
oxygen of the air are always present, (b) Probably

the most difficult gas to remove is carbon dioxide when
accumulated at the face of a dip heading or in dip

workings. Methane, accumulated at the face of a pitch,

is also difficult of removal, but less so than carbon

dioxide in the dip, owing to the lesser density of the

methane. (c) Of the gases named, those that are

explosive when mixed with air in proper proportion are

methane, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide and the

two heavy hydrocarbon gases mentioned. The non-

explosive gases of those mentioned are carbon dioxide

and nitrogen, (d) The symbols of the gases mentioned

in the order given are CH,, CO,, CO, H.S, C,H,,

C,H„, N, and 0,.

Ques.—What is the real object of artificial respira-

tion?

Ans.—The object of artificial respiration is to re-

store the action of breathing, by alternately and

mechanically contracting and expanding the lungs,

thereby expelling the noxious gases or water from
the lungs and causing the inhalation of pure air.

Ques.—If an airtight stopping be erected in the main

return airway, at a point 100 ft. from the fan, what

effect will be produced on the fan?

Ans.—The placing of an airtight stopping in the main

return airway will block the further passage of air.

The result is that the air will simply be churned

within the fan and no current produced. The effect

in the fan drift, outby from the stopping, is to in-

crease the pressure to what is called the "static pres-

sure" due to the fan. The static pressure due to a

fan's action may be calculated, by multiplying the

actual pressure produced by that fan when running

at the same speed and discharging into the unobstructed

fan drift, by the ratio of twice the acceleration due to

gravity (64.32 ft. per sec), to the velocity (ft. per sec."*

of the air in the unobstructed airway. In other words,

the ratio of the static pressure to the actual pressure

produced when a centrifugal fan is discharging into an

unobstructed airway is equal to the ratio of twice the

acceleration due to gravity, to the velocity of the air

current that would be generated in the unobstructed

airway, by the fan running at the given speed.
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it FOREIGN MARKETS
sxr ^ND EXPORT NEWS

'^^^^L^ EDITED BY ALEX MOSS

Suggests That American and English Coal
Operators and Shippers Combine

C. B. Wynkoop, President of Cosgrove & Wynkoop, Believes It
Would Be to the Mutual Interest of American and English

Coalmen to Get Together—Foreigners Need Coal

CB. WYNKOOP, president of Cosgrove
& Wynkoop, Ltd.. of 149 Broadway.

* New York City, who recently returned
from a six weeks' tour of liurope. wliere
he went to look into coal-market conditions,
believes it would be advantageous to all

producers and shippers of American and
English coals if they would get together
under a sort of working agreement, as a
result of which there would no longer be
any obnoxious fighting between the coal-
men of Arnerica and England. Mr. Wyn-
koop has reached this conclusion after an
exhaustive study of the situation as it af-
fects mine owners in both countries.

Mr. WjTikoop returns to America con-
vinced that there is a big market for
American coal on the other side of the
Atlantic France and Italy, he says, are
In dire straits for lack of coal, and the
Italian railroads are burning anything that
is burnable in order to move their trains.
the fuel consisting largely of the bark of
trees and the smaller limbs, the trunks
being used for building purposes.

"England," said Mr. Wynkoop, "is not
producing coal enough to meet its own re-
quirements, to say nothing of shipping it to
outside maxkets. The producers are try-
ing to hang on to the export trade but are
finding it extremely hard. Their own do-
mestic requirements are taking as much
coal as they can produce. So long as
these conditions exist (and it will take be-
tween three and four years for mining to
become anything like it was under pre-
war conditions) there i.s a big field for
American coals in foreign countries here-
tofore supplied by the English. By that
time our coal ought to be s'

in these foreign markets as to make it

exceedingly hard for Americans to lose the
trade.

"To my surprise I found that the Eng-
lish, instead of objecting seriously to an
invasion of their markets by Americans,
are anxious to make friends with the
American coalman.
"The conditions in Italy are extremely

bad. American coals have been well re-
ceived, and I heard nothing but good
reports about their burning qualities. If
we Americans do the right thing I think
the chances for permanent business are
good ; and there is plenty of business to
be obtained.

"There is a big market for the coals of
the United States all through the Medi-
terranean, but it must not be forgotten
that con.sumers there have a lot of con-
fidence in the English and will expect the
same treatment from the American coal-
man."

Mr. W.\Tikoop is firmly of the belief that
If American coals once get established in
foreign lands and the coalmen wjU<e up to
the situation English shippers will not be
able to recover the business. One thing
will be necessary, however, he declared
and that Is that the American coalman
revise his methods of doing buiness.

Mr. Wynkoop spoke of the necessity of
living up to contracts, which a great nianv
in this country regard as "mere scraps of
paper." In .\merlca, he sn.Ul. one party
tried to make it as hard as possible for
the other party to the contract and fre-
quently Is able to squirm out of the agree-

S?;^r! ''^u
""" «'i»^''t''>^' -xcu.se: in other

words, the contract is regarded loosely.

Forbids Export of British Coal

to Marseilles
The coal firms at Marseilles have taken

exception to the action of the Ministry ofShipping in London, who refused to sanc-
tion the export of any more coal to Mar-
seilles in British ships, owing to informa-
tion having reached them that coal in-
tended for Marseilles has been re-exported
at very higii prices, to Italy and Roumania!

coals with those of England Mr Wvnkooo ;?'",. ''^''*^' I?
'ookmg into the matter the

believes that Pocahontas ir New Rive? Sieree^" ?Ll^'L?r"\'^^'^^^''"'^''' ?^ ^om-
coals are equal to anything th.at England Stf ?o w M n?S=

decided to send a pro-
produces, although the opinion might be from wh^nh ,h

/',','"°^'""'?' "" Marseilles,
contrary to the analyses. He said these ° Thi^^^t'^" J°"°"''?^ '^ """ e-^fact

:

' -- - - - . .
inis matter being of urgent importance

to British interests here. I have brought
It before my council and also before our
Coal Advisory Committee, and the council
are of opinion that the action of the Min-
istry of Shipping was not justified on the
facts at present known, and that it is ur-gently necessary that the decision of theMinistry of Shipping be reconsidered with-
out delay. After careful examination thisChaniber is unable to trace any justifica-
tion for the charges mentioned, and wouldbe yery glad, if desired, to investigate any

two grades of American coals were now
doing the heavy work in some foreign
countries better than it was being done
by the best grades of English coals, and
that they had already made a market for
themselves.
Another departure advocated by Mr

WjTikoop is that every coal-selling" com-
pany in this country send a salesman to
Europe to become acquainted with the trade
and to learn their methods of doing busi-
ness. The method of salesmanship, he
says, is entirely different from that em- o.,oi, „i - .' -" — ^.= ,^,sai^c mij
Ployed here. The English salesman is n™t ?"trust ?hff«"?°," Z^*'''''''"

"' ''"'"^*"' '^''*^'^
as aggressive as his American brother, • ^' ^ solution may soon be found
and even in these strenuous davs finds" thne
to take his afternoon tea and a frequent
holiday.
The Southern American trade, Mr. Wyn-

koop declared, should belong to Ameri-
cans. He said the English were badly
frightened over the fact that that market
IS gradually but surely getting awav from
them, and that the prospects of their ever
being able to regain it are becoming more
remote every day. But, he declared
Americans must be careful as to the qual-
ity of coal they send to these South Ameri-
can countries if they wish to retain those
markets. Consumers there are familiar
on y with the best the market affords and
will insist upon receiving the same gradesfrom the United States. Then it should
also be remembered, added Mr. Wynkoop

... . . ,
may soon be found,as it IS obviously extremely hard on themany British and French firms engaged

in this trade that they should be penalized
in this way. and if an offender exists itwould presumably be suflicient to blacklist
that offender.

High Wages Paid to English Coal
Trimmers

Shipowners have been called upon to faceunusually heavy bills for
" the South Wales

trimming coal
T- ,

-," "'^" ports, remarks theLiverpool Journal of Commerce. Recentlya case has occurred in whinh a <r<,„„ „<= <^„/case has 9ccurred in which a gang of Car-
^.iff coal trimmers received £16 per man for
^^'^ J^^'^,

'^'"'^ ""^ "''^ present limited hoursand another case is recorded in which eacli
for three hours' work.

II established that America will take coniparativeiv little man drew
?L ^ products of South America in'retum demand maue ov uie south whales nriai t-i,,,

nnon 'fh»?^'' '''J"-^
England is dependent mers for a further In per cent fncrease ha,"

and h?des
°°""tries for much of its grain been rejected by the Tfimmfng Board ''on^?

Export Association to Assist

Foreign Buyers
Arrangements have been made bv the

American Manufacturers' Export Associa-
tion whereby introduction cards will be
placed in the hands of foreign buyers about
to visit this ciuinlry. These cards, properly
.signed by representatives of the United
htates Government abroad, hanks cham-
bers of commerce and the representative of
the Export As.sociation In foreign lands, will
serve to accredit visiting buyers to the^ew "Vork ofiice of the Export Association.
Buyers seeking particular kinds of mer-
chandise will thus be aided bv the a.sso-
eiation in getting in touch with American
manufacturers producing the kind of goods
desired. This will result in putting foreign
purcha.sers in direct touch with American
exporters.

--ly
wh;;',K-; ;u"

»g"'<?ement was arrived atWhereby the employers gave an extra 20
^^L,'^

!"crease in wages, making theirtotal earnings 116 per cent, above prewar

e.arnings.
South Wales coal trimmers' „,comments the Nautical Gasette, thereforeare above the remuneration of many pro-

^Ihfl'i'i'v'^If'"''"-
^^""^ !?'

however, no pos-sibihtj of any great influx of labor to coaltrimming, inasmuch as it is not possible it
IS understood, to become a eoal trimmer
TT^iti^" .u

'* consent of the Coal Trimmers'
^I^^»;. '^^ nuahfication being that the ap-plicant s father must be a coal trimmer

nie War Trade Board announced on June
-1 that shipments of coal may now he

hoard and that the collectors of customshave been notified to disregard the provision
contained in export licenses already issued
to theeffect th.at shipment must be made

south thereof.
from Philadelphia or ports

The Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung learns Market for Coal in Pernainhii/.r.at a new coal agreement h;is been con-
'""^'-- a^i vji»ai iii rerndmnUCOth

eluded between Germany and .Switzerland
effective as from June 1. for the delivery
of sn.nno tons of coke and 20,0(10 tons of
coal per month for a period of six months

Iirobable that a further 12.000 tons
i.il briquets will also be dellv-
figures ^iven refer exclusively

if bro
red

to fuel from" the Ruhr district

comparing '"t1?e^%ua.lty of American ^'n%^n-'a^^e?ig^S'f 'a°bo^u\ Ts^Vr." pr^fo^.''"'

The coals used for bunkering steamships,
reports Consul A. T. Haeberle. Pernambuco.
Brazil, under date of Mar. 9. 1919 arc
Pocahonta.s .-rnd Now River from the United
?.o J'c^''"''

.^"''h Country from lOngland.
Cardiff coal has not been .Mhipped IntoPernambuco for some time, although It Ispreferred for bunkering purpo.ses. and nodoubt \vhen things are normal it will beImported again to a great extent. Re-cently the average price of coal, either gas
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or steam coal, has been about £8 10s.

($41.3 6) per ton, but there is every reason
to believe it will be reduced considerably
within a short period.
The gas worlds in Pernambuco are man-

aged by the tramways, and they have been
receiving coal from Lancashire, although
in June last year a shipment came from
Newport News. The price of American
coal alongside quay was practically that
given above. The gas company is said

to consume a great deal of wood in gas
production. The tramways have been
generating their power from wood for some
time, and until coal returns to a normal
figure they will probably continue to do so.

The local rate for unloading a steamer
with the use of winches and winchmen is

2 milreis (50 cents United States currency)
per ton, and that for a sailer varies be-
tween 2 and 3 milreis, according to facili-

ties offered by the ship's gear, as there are
times when the master of a sailer refuses
to allow the use of the winch. In any
case, the price for the latter can be reck-
oned at 3 milreis.
The impori uuty on coal at present is

2 per cent, on a fixed value of 20 milreis
per ton. The customs authorities are en-
deavoring to base the duty on the invoice
value, but up to the present no change has
been made. There is also 1 milreis per
ton paid by the ship to the port works as
a conservancy tax, and another tax of 4

milreis per ton, which is, for the present,
in abeyance, as the port authorities can
not collect this latter amount until an offi-

cial coal depot is made by the port works.

American Coal for France

The French Government is arranging to
import 1.000,000 tons of coal from the
United States, and will employ a special
fleet of ships for the purpose. Louis
Loucheur, Minister of Reconstruction, said
in the Chamber of Deputies recently that
while France might not be able to face tut
coming winter without misgivings regard-
ing the fuel supply, she would be able
to tide over the coal crisis, which, he added,
is worldwide.
Great Britain, -which exported 80.000,000

tons of coal a year before the w^ar, he re-
marked, has reduced her sales abroad to
40,000.000 tons, and will perhaps shut off

exportation altogether. He continued by
sayiner that France must rely on Germany
for 20.000,000 tons of coal annually, to re-
place the diminished production in the
north of France, and 7,000.000 tons in addi-
tion, which France imported from Germany
each year before the war.

Coal Production of Dutch East

Indies

According to the Dutch Bast Indian
Archipelae-o. the consumption of coal in the
Dutch Fist Indies has increased from
600.000 to"s for the year 1914 to 1.000 000
tons in IfliS. Before the war about 400,-
000 tons were imported from Australia and
Japan, a cnn^iderable portion of it being
for state railwnvs. which in 191.^ consumed
more than 1K0.0OO tons of foreign coal.

The scarcity of tonnage on the usual

trade routes was the direct cause of the Cincan Vr-fiaVit Ratf>e nn Crta}
increase in the use of home coal. It is

V^Cean rrClgni liaiCS On \_.Oai

possible that Australian and Japanese coal Ti^rntn fTnitprI ^tatps
will again find a market in Java and the

T rom UnUCQ OiatCS
outer possessions, as boats from those two
countries coming to the Dutch East Indies The United States Shipping Board's rates
for raw materials will bring coal as ballast on export coal to European ports aro as
Moreover, it is possible that Indian coal follows per gross ton;
may find a market in Singapore and Daily
Padang, which import about 1.000,000 tons Discharge,*
from Australia, Japan and British India. To 'Tona Rate
The chief sources of, supply of Indian Bordeaux and Havre 700 $22.50

coal are the Ombilm mines, situated near Antwerp and Rotterdam 1000 22.50
Padang, Sumatra, and the mines of Pulo Christiania 1000 27 00
Laut, a -small island lying off the south- Gothenburg (Sweden) .'....,..:

i.'!
.'

1000 26.'50
east coast of Borneo, both areas being Heisingfors 800 30 00
worked by the Government. The Ombilin Copenhagen or iloune (Denmark).'.! 1000 27100
mines are by far the more important, pro- Landskrona or Malmo (Sweden) .. . 1000 27.00
ducing about 480.000 tons in 1917 and 470.- Oxelosund 1000 28 00
000 tons in 1918. The Pulo Laut mines Stockholm 1500 28 00
average 120.000 tons a year. Private min- Marseilles '.'.'.'.'.".'..'...'.', 1000 26.00
ing companies produce about 110,000 tons Spanish Mediterranean ports 1000 26.00
a year. The output of the Lemantang Genoa 1000 26.50
area, Sumatra, is expected to reach fully Leghorn 700 26.50
200.000 tons, and an endeavor will be made Naples 1000 26.00
to increase this by about 20.000 tons each Trieste, Fiume or 'Venice 800 31.00
year. There is a coal area at Tandjoeng, Patras and Piraeus 700 28 50
Sumatra, which, it is claimed, yields good St. Nazaire 700 22.50
steam coal; in fact, it is considered the Cherbourg 700 22.50
best produced in the colonies. The Gov- Rouen 1000 23.00
ernment proposes to develop this district. Ternewzen 1000 22.50
The port of delivery of the Ombilin coal Heisingfors, Sundsvall 800 30.00

is Emmahaven, the port of Padang. It is Bergen, Christiania 1000 27.00
connected witli the coal mines by a rail- Korsor 1000 27.00
way about 9.t miles long, a part, owing to Trondhjem 1000 28.00
the very hilly country, being constructed Lisbon 1000 22.50
on the cogTVheel system. The Government Cadiz 1000 23.50
has constructed all modern appliances at Bilboa, Cartagena, Barcelona 1000 26.00
Emmahaven for the quick dispatch of coal. Cette 1000 26.00
The Ombilin fields extend for 10 kilo- Civitavecchia.. ..... . 000 26.00

meters (6.2 miles) and have a breadth of Nice. Leghorn, Spezia, Savona 000 26.50

9 kilometers (5.6 miles). The seams are J'^aeua 1000 |?-50
usually very thick, some being 23 meters Salonica 000 31.00

(75 ft.). The mines are generally worked ^^"-. y ;^- ^,- J™ l",)!,^
by tunnels, and all modern equipment Is Constantinople, Constanza, Smyrna 1000 31.00

employed. The supply is estimated at Algiers, Oran 800 26.00

200.000,000 metric tons of coal, and about '""'s """
^°ll!

Issi'Tdlle.^
'""''^ ^''" extracted from

i'S-dHa.PorlSaid.:::::::;:::: ISoO 31.05
* Discharge is as indicated in the tabulation, with

T-v r o rn 1 /*\ time counting 24 hours, after arrival of vessel.

Department OI state 1 akeS Uver whether in berth or not, Sundays and holidays only.... r xvr Ti 1 n 1 excepted. If discharge is not completed within the
Actl'VltieS OI War Irade rJOard time specified demurrage is to be paid at the rate of

„, $1.00 per net registered ton per running day, payable
The Department of State and the War day by day.

Trade Board announce that, pursuant to an
executive order signed by tlie President on
May 12, 1919, the present personnel, duties,
powers, functions and records of the War
Trade Board have been transferred to the
Department of State as of July 1, 1919.

This transfer will not affect nor incon-
venience the exporting and importing pub-
lic in any way. All licenses heretofore
issued by the War Trade Board will con-
tinue to be valid except licenses for the
exportation or importation of wheat and
wheat flour.
The functions of the War Trade Board

thus transferred to the Department of State
will continue to be performed by the pres-
ent personnel of the War Trade Board in
the War Trade Board building at Twentieth
and C Sts.. Washington. D. C.

All licenses will continue to be issued in
the n.ime of the War Trade Board, and all
applicntions for licenses, and all corre-
Ronndence pertaining to the activities of the
Wnr Trade Board, now assumed by the
Department of State, should be addressed
to the War Trade Board as heretofore.

Coal and Coke Exports from
New York in May, 1919

The exports of coal and coke through
the Port of New York during May of this
year were the smallest in three years, those
of 1917 and 1918 exceeding them both in
tonnage and value, although the average
price per ton this year was larger than
the previous years, with the exception ot
coke in 1917.
But three countries received bituminous

coal through New York during May of
this year, a decrease of two countries when
compared with either of the two previous
years. Fourteen countries received ship-
ments of anthracite through this port in
1917 as compared with five countries in
1918 and seven this year.
Comparison of tonnages and values for

the three years is shown In the following
tabulation

:

. I9I7 .

Tona "Value

Argentina 22 $375
Barbados
Bermuda
Bra7il 168 1,597

British <3uiana
Canada 10,621 83,844
Chile 391 6,118
Colombia 9 145

Costa Rica 5 75

Cuba 1396 7,000
Danish West Indies
Dutch East Indies
Ecuador 25 400
France
French W.I
Guatemala
Haiti 50 725
Italy, •
Jamaica 2 27
Mexico 69 443
Newfoundland 1,645 14,128

Panama
Peru
Portucal -

San Domingo 2,301 18,128

Trinidad
'Venezuela 10 150

Total 16,714 $133,327
Av. cost per ton $7.97-1-

. 1918 . . 1919 . .— 1917—. . 1918 . ^—1919—. . 1917 . -

Tons Value Tons Value Tons Value Tona Value Tons Value Tons Value Tons Value

263 $6,100
23 $215 25 $334

50 $500
482 3,736 352 2,376 7.437 52,734 14 $210

5 80
3,341 21,627 2,431 20,232 10 $33

1,258 25,899
200

'404

501 3,215 200 1.670
600 195 2,067 213

'240

2,241

'4,789

$100

1,126

120 3,800
25 700

1,540 15,000
21 472 17 393

5,736
180
105

752

'485

600

4,444 $30,158 3,601 $29,402 995 $7,147 8,117 $58,118 540 $4,517 1,900 $38,063 2,153 $30,868
$6.78-1- $8.16+ $7.19-1- $7.16-1- $8.36+ $20.03+ $14.33+
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COAL AND
-^COKE NEWS

Harrisburg, Penn.

The bill presented by Senator Crow of
-Fayette County, granting the right and
lawful authority to corporations to con-
struct and operate tunnels under the bed
-of navigable streams where necessary to
reach their coal supply, subject to the ap-
proval of the Water Supply Commission,
is in the hands of the Governor.

This bill went through the Legislature
without much noise, and provides that from
and after the passage of the act, that
where any power or manufacturing plant
of any company heretofore or hereafter
incorporated under the laws of Pennsyl-
vania is situated upon or near the bank of
any navigable stream, and such company
has the right, either as the owner in fee
or by lease, to mine coal from or under
lands adjoining or adjacent to the opposite
bank, then the company shall have the
right and lawful authority to construct,
operate and maintain tunnels under such
a navigable stream so as to connect its

coal lands and any mine operated in con-
nection with such coal lands with a power
plant of the company, provided, before any
company begins the construction of any
tunnel, it shall make application to and
secure the approval of the Water Supply
Commission of Pennsylvania. The bill also
provides that the corporation constructing
such a tunnel shall pay to the State of
Pennsylvania the fair market value for all
coal mined in constructing such a tunnel.

Charleston, W. Va.

Mliile the same conditions did not apply
in other parts of the state, yet in this sec-
tion under improved transportation con-
ditions, mines were able to get out more
coal during the last week of June than at
any time during that month, which has so
far proved to be the best of the calendar
year ; although floods in one or two sec-
tions of the Kanawha Valley virtually
marooned all mines on certain railroads for
a period of three or four days, so that no
coal whatsoever was shipped. However,
traffic on trunk lines operating in this ter-
ritory was not affected. Careful inquiry
in the producing fields of this section
elicits the information, that there was dur-
ing the last week of June at least a ten
per cent, increase in the output mainly
due to the fact that more cars were fur-
nished the mines than at any time in the
month ; other districts, however, did not
fare quite so welL

While production in general has not
reached its maximum, the trend is rapidly
tending in that direction in West Virginia,
at least in so far as market conditions are
concerned ; local conditions are mainly
responsible for holding back production
and in some sections in this part of the
state the output now equals about 85 per
cent, of capacity. Labor gives the impres-
sion of becoming scarcer each succeeding
week in the face of a more plentiful car
supply, which gives the mines larger op-
portunities for work. The demand for all
kinds of coal was most pronounced in West
Virginia at the beginning of July, e.specially
as to smokeless, moat of which is said to
be under contract. In fact smokeless pro-
ducers claim that fully 90 per cent, of the
output of smokeless regions is under con-
tract now.
Gas and splint coal mine-run are also

finding a much readier market than was
the case even by the middle of June AI-
Thouirh there is room for improvement as
to steam coal, still with industrial con-
sumers, under the necessity of restocking
and making provision for future needs, even
that coal is showing greater .activity.
Eastern markets on the whole are using
bv far the larirest proportion of West Vir-
ginia coal, although Western markets are
also showing increased activity. 'tide-
water shipments during the week ended
June 2^ were unusu.ally heavy. Indicating
a marked crowth In the export demand. As
the demand becomes stifter. prices on ail

kinds of West Virginia coal are also mov-
ing upward. As one West Virginia oper-
ator puts it, it is more a question of get-
ting coal loaded than of selling It

Production in the New River field was
unusually heavy at the end of June, an
excellent car supply enabling the mines to
run continuously throughout the week. A
number of companies had about a 100 per
cent, supply of cars, though the general
average was somewhat lower than that.
The return of a certain number of mine
workers to the field has also made it pos-
sible to produce more coal in the district,
though in general miners are still hard to
secure and for that reason there is not a
full production. As was the case earlier
in June the greater part of New River ton-
nage was being moved to tidewater and
general Eastern markets for bunkering and
export, although the Navy was a heavy
consumer of New River coal. The demand
for mine-run smokeless was becoming heav-
ier and consequently there was an increase
in the price, the average quotation for
mine-run being $3.25 a ton. Prepared sizes
ranged in price from $3.50 to $4.00 a ton.
With mine-run in heavier demand it was
found easier to move stock.
By the end of June the mines of the

Kanawha district had almost succeeded in
reaching a production as high as that at-
tained during most of the time in 1918.
the output during the last week of June
being approximately 75 per cent, of full
time capacity ; total production was close
to 190.000 tons, an increase of about 10 or
15 per cent, over the previous week. It was
largely through a better car supply that
such results were secured. Inquiries for all
kinds of coal were much heavier. It was
apparent in fact that market conditions
were still becoming more favorable. That
was true at least as to splint and gas
mine-run, the demand for which in the
East has become sustained, much of such
coal being consigned to tidewater. While
the sales of steam coal were larger than
during previous weeks, such coals were not
quite as active as others. A surprisingly
large amount of Kanawha coal is being
shipped eastward, although usually the
markets for Kanawha coal have been in
the West rather than the East The last
week in June found an additional number
of companies with their product under con-
tract. Contract mine-run had reached a
price of from $2.25 to $2.35, while mine-run
spot was averaging $2.25. Prepared sizes
advanced in price from about $3.00 to $3.25
a ton.

Huntington, W. Va.

Further gains were scored in the produc-
tion of coal in the Logan mining district
during the week ended June 28, the total
output being 237,759 tons, as compared with
232.129 tons for the previous week. There
was an output of 237,708 tons during the
corresponding period of last year. There
was a very slight increase in the car short-
age loss during the week, lack of cars still

affecting production to the extent of 30,859
tons or about 10 per cent of capacity. This
was offset, however, by a somewhat im-
proved market, only 23,776 tons being lost
because of no market. Mine workers were
somewhat more scarce, the percentage of
less from labor .shortage being almost 3

per cent or 8593 tons as against 2722 for
the previous week. The output now
amounts to 76 per cent, of capacity.

It became necessary on July 3 to place
an embargo on Lake shipments, according
to a notice received by operators of the
Guyan Valley, owing to an accumulation
of I^ake coal on port roads ; also owing
to the small number of vessels av.allable.
an embargo was impo.<<id on the loading
of all T,ake coal to Toledo, covering a period
of 72 hrs. or up until July 6 Between the
embarero and the fact th.it so mtiny miners
were helping to bury John Barleycorn as
well as to celebrate Independence Day, pro-
duction probably slumped to 5ft per cent,
during the first five days of July.

Another gain in Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.
coal loading was revealed in the official
figures issued at the local offices. Five
hundred more cars were loaded in June,
1919, than in June, 1918, a month when
war production was at a high level.

Fairmont, W. Va.

Dents were made in the production of
the Fairmont and other northern West Vir-
ginia fields, served by the Baltimore &
Ohio, during the last ten days of June,
by a quite acute car shortage which, while
generally anticipated, was not expected so
soon. The fact that there were a surplus
number of cars on hand, owing to the heavy
car supply of earlier weeks, was all that
prevented a general suspension or at least
a limitation of operations throughout north-
ern West Virginia fields. As It was 25
companies were affected in the Fairmont
district proper for a day or so, there being
only about 500 cars furnished along toward
the middle of the last week of the month
as against a requirement of about 900.
There was no improvement as to Lake ship-
ments. Producers ascribe the limited ton-
nage moving to the Lakes from northern
West Virginia fields as being due largely
to rate discrimination. The tonnage mov-
ing Lakeward was even less than during
the "week ended June 21 : while on the
contrary shipments to tidewater were some-
what heavier. There was an enlarged de-
mand for railroad fuel apparent during the
week- 'While Western tonnage has been
running rather light, the loss has been more
than compensated for by a gain in Eastern
business. It also became apparent that
industrial consumers were buying more
coal.

Bluefield, W. Va.

There was a complete recovery in the
Pocahontas district during the week ended
June 2S from the production slump of the
previous week, production reaching the
highest point in recent months, 336,695
tons, as against 156,000 tons for the previ-
ous week, a gain of 140.000 tons. Such re-
covery was made possible entirely because
of a most marked improvement in car
service, the loss from a shortage of cars
being reduced from 263.000 to 37,105 tons,
a difference of 225.000 tons alone in that
respect. There would have been an even
larger gain in production but for the fact
tb,at the labor shortage loss jumped from
791 tons to 10,467 tons and mine disability
from 1945 tons to 10,382 tons. As It was,
however, the total production loss was cut
down from 265.000 tons to 58.215 tons, a
gain of 207.000 tons. That Pocahontas
coal, in addition to the extremely large ton-
nage under contract for the coal year, is

being sold as fast as mined Is shown by
the fact that there was no loss whatsoever
from "no market" The demand for ex-
port coal from this field has become quite
heavy and prices are showing further ten-
dencies to advance. In most markets Poca-
hontas prepared is selling from $4.50 a ton
upward. Coke production Is still around
7000 tons.
A gain of 23.000 tons was made In

the Kenova-Thacker district during the
week ended June 28. production being 110,-

897 tons as against 77.738 tons for the
previous week ; there was a production of
'40.624 tons for the same period of 1918.

In short the mines of this district were
producing up to about 62 per cent, of ca-
pacity ; the loss In output was 68.497 tons,

with a car shortage loss of 1 5 per cent,
amounting to 28.897 tons, that being a re-
duction, however, of 38.000 tons. There
w.as also a larger market for Kenova-
Thacker coal as shown by the fact that the
loss from no market was reduced to the
extent of 13.000 tons. It Is believed that
production for the first week of July will
show a decrease owing to the fact that
miners In many Instances spent most of
the week on ah Independence Day vacation.
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Columbus, Ohio

On June 26 Jerome Watson, chief deputy
and safety commissioner of mines, of ihe
state of Ohio, sent the following communi-
cation to the operators and miners of that
commonwealth

;

"The recent terrible disaster which oc-
curred at Wilkes-Barre, Penn., in which the
lives of approximately 100 men were
snuffed out in an instant, as the result of
an explosion of powder which was being
conveyed into the mine in a car attached to
a man-trip, and which was ignited either
by a spark or by a short circuit from the
electric wires which were carried along the
entry, has prompted the Mining Depart-
ment of Ohio to call your attention to the
following section of the mining laws re-
lating to the conveying of explosives into
the mines of our state

:

"Section 962. • • » (Conveying of
Explosives) 'Blasting powder or explosives
must not be taken into or out of a mine, or
moved from place to place in a mine along
any entry or haulway where there are elec-
tric wires, while the power is on such wires,
except when such powder or explosive is
conveyed in insulated cars or packages.'

"In connection with the following the
Minine: Department hereby issues the fol-
lowing order, effective at once : That no
powder or other explosives be conveyed,
transported or taken into or out of any
mine in this state, on any trip in which
men are being hauled to and from their
working places. and only those whose
duties so require shall ride on, or in any
car containing powder or other explosives.

"The purpose of the above order is to
eliminate the danger of an accident of a
like nature occurring in any of the mines
of our state. We all know that had such a
rule been enforced at this ill-fated mine at
Wilkes-Barre, all of the horrors and suffer-
ing that attended this disaster would have
been averted, and those men who sufCerea
and died would have been alive today. The
Mining Department will insist upon this
order being comnlied with and expects your
cooperation in the enforcement of same."
A similar law is operative in Illinois as

regards shutting off the electric power on
wires when explosives are being moved in
proximity to current conductors in the
mines.

Ottawa, Ont.

As the result of an investigation by a
Committee of the Senate into the granting
of certain valuable coal leases in the
Smoky River district of the Alberta Peace
River to Colonel A. T. Shillington and C.
A. Barnard, the leases have been cancelled
by the Canadian Government. The lessees
had made application for the right to build
a railway to be known as the Athabasca,
Grand Prairie & Vermilion Ry. for the de-
velopment of their property, and when the
matter came up in the Senate, objection was
raised on the ground of reports concern-
ing the manner in which the leases had
been secured. An investigation disclosed
the fact that the lands were originally
leased to Dr. Hoppe. a German-American,
in 1912. at an annual rental of $1 per acre
for IS.SOO acres. He made default in his
payments in 1918, and on Aug. 3 of that
year the lease was cancelled. Dr. Hoppe
and associates had spent some $200,000 in
exploration and mining work, proving the
valuable nature of the deposit. Shillington
and Barnard somehow obtained inside in-
formation to this effect before the cancella-
tion of the lease to Dr. Hoppe, and par-
ties acting in their interests proceeded to
stake the claims on the first opportunity.
D. B. Dowling, of the Canadian Geological
Survey, testified that the area is probably
the most valuable of its kind in Canada
and estimates the coal content at 400.-
000.000 tons of s( mi-.inthracite coal, su-
perior in grnil. I.I :mv other of that kind
in the Domini.. n li is not charged that
there was an\iliin!: .i 1... Mutely illegal in the
second stakinu, ili. uicnnd on which the
leases were cnn.-li..! t.<iiig that property
known to be . n<.rni..iisl>' valuable should
not be handi.fl r.vi r tn private individuals
for exploitation.

Victoria, B. C.

the coal mines of the Crow's Xest Pass
field for nearly 20 years, holding otticial

positions for some 10 years. James Dixon
is mine manager at the Reserve mine oper-
ated by the Western Fuel Co. at Nanaimo,
B. C. He has been appraiser for the Board
of Examiners of British Columbia, exam-
ining the papers of candidates for certifi-

cates of competency. Messrs. Miard and
Dixon will act in a dual capacity. First,
they are members with the Chief Inspector
of Mines as chairman of the Board of
Examiners charged with the examination
of candidates for certificates of compe-
tency as coal mine officials. Secondly, they
are members, with the inspectors of mines
of the various districts as chairmen, of the
board for the examination of candidates
for certificates of competency as coal
miners. Mr. Sloan explains that there is
really only one board—a Central Board
su))erseding the top-heavy machinery which
has existed permitting the reduction of the
personnel of the Examining Administration
from 33 to 3, and enabling the Government
to dispense with the services of 27 officials.
At the same time it will result in much
increased efficiency.

It is pointed out that the formation of
this Central Board will remove the diffi-

culties encountered by the nine boards of
examiners for the examination of coal
miners and the one board for the exam-
ination of coal mine ot^cials. The rep-
resentatives of these boards often have
been unable to attend board meetings.
Moreover traveling expenses of those com-
ing from a distance did not reimburse
for loss of time which trips from various
parts of the province to the coast entailed.
The result was that the board often found
it difficult to obtain a quorum. Further-
more, high priced outside parties prejiared
examination papers and examined the
answers of candidates. The board then
forwarded the results to the Minister of
Mines. Wm. Sloan ; when considering re-
organization much of this procedure was
considered useless, besides having the ef-
fect of leaving functions of vital import-
ance in the hands of a few. Under the
new arrangement the two examiners just
nopointed, with the Chief Inspector of
Mines as their chairman, will conduct ex-
aminations of condidates for certificates
of competency as officials in coal mines,
wherever it may be most convenient to all
concerned.

If the old system of examination had
been continued it would have been neces-
sary to continue adding to the boards of
examiners. Under the unamended Coal
Mines Regulation Act most of the collieries
had their own boards for the examination
of men. This arrangement was satisfac-
tory so long as there were only a few
operating mines in the province. Condi-
tions, how^ever, are changed ; there now are
a considerable number of small collieries
and, if each of these was given a board
there might be almost as many members
of examining boards as there are miners
coming up for examination monthly.
The problems noted will be completely

met by the new Centra! Board. Instead
of the men going to the board, the board
will go to them. It will travel from one
coal mining district to another at regu-
lar intervals. The new method will have
the effect of setting a standard of knowl-
edge among all underground workers in
coal mines throughout the province It
will obviate the present difficulty of too
much board representation at one point
and too little at another. .\nother im-
portant point is that no man will be
recognized as a coal miner for a temporary
period pending his examination. In this
connection Mr. Sloan maintains that it is
a manifest absurdity to allow an uncer-
tificated man to assume the responsibilities
of a miner for 30 days without his knowl-
edge being tested, it being possible for an
incompetent person in that period to en-
danger not only his own life, but that of
hundreds of others.

Amendments to the Coal Mines Regula-
tion Act introduced at the last session of
the Provincial I.,egislature by the Hon. Wm.
Sloan, minister of mines, came into effect
on July 1. Henry Miard. of Coal Creek. B.
C, and James Dixon, of Nanaimo. B. C.,
are the examiners appointed under this
act. Since 1911 Mr. Miard has been the
miners' representative on the retiring
Board of Examiners. He has worked in

PENNSTIA'ANIA
Anthracite

Audenried—The C. M. Dodson Co., of this
place, has installed an electric hoist and
pump at its Beaver Brook colliery, thus
doing away with the services of a number
of men employed at a steam plant.

FottsvUle— The Middle Creek colliery,
one of the old operations of Schuylkill
County, Is again to be placed in operation
and seams of coal heretofore untouched
will now be mined. There were large culm
banks left at this colliery when its opera-
tions were discontinued a number of years
ago, and these banks proved exceedingly
valuable. All this coal has now been mar-
keted, the banks having been cleaned up.
It is expected that more than 600 men and
hoys will find employment in the reopen-
ing of the colliery.

Uazieton

—

A large group of mining engi-
neering students from Lehigh University, at
South Bethlehem, among them being three
Chinamen, started to work in the Xo, 40
shaft of the lL,ehigh Valley Coal Co. here to
gain practical experience during vacation
time. The J. S. Wentz Coal Co. will re-
sume the first aid contests this summer, it

was announced on July 1. These competi-
tive events, among teams representing the
various collieries of this company, were
abandoned during the war owing to the
great demand for fuel. The best teams
from every mine will be brought together
at a central point to compete for prizes,
one of these being a free trip to Atlantic
City.

Bituminous

Clymer—The Estep brothers, of the Es-
tep Brothers Coal Mining Co., Inc., and
the Milbar Coal Co. have purchased sev-
eral large tracts of coal near Diamond-
ville. Diamond-drill test holes have been
completed and work has already been
started on the new opening. The siding
will be connected with the joint Cherry
Tree branch of the New York Central and
the Pennsylvania railroads.

Brownsville—The coke business in the
Connellsville region continues to improve.
The H. C. Frick Coke Co. is following out
its program of firing 1.000 beehive ovens,
distributed among its various plants. The
Republic Iron and Steel Co. is firing 300
ovens at Republic, making 350 in blast at
that point. The Thompson -Connellsville
Coke Co. is firing 50 ovens each at its No.
1 and No. 2 plants. The W. J. Rainey com-
pany is showing increased activity at its

various operations. Also the Snowdon
Coke Co. is firing 60 ovens at its plant near
Brownsville, making 210 in blast at that
plant.

WEST VIRGINIA
Keystone—The large steel tipple recently

completed by the Keystone Coal and Coke
Co. at this place has been put in opera-
tion. This company makes an annual ship-
ment of over 400,000 tons of Pocahontas
coal.

Charleston—Having .spent several months
in sinking a shaft and in building an up-
to-date plant on Campbell's Creek, t'-e

Columbia Coal Co. began shipping from
its new plant during the week ending June
21 and is now getting out quite a fair ton-
nage.

Cliarleston—On June 26 the newly
created Department of Public Safety be-
came a reality. Lieutenant-Colonel Jackson
..^rnold of Weston having been appointed
as the head of the department. He is now
at work selecting the members of the force
which may have a total maximum strength
of 110 privates.

Ward—Extensive improvements are un-
der way at the mines of the Kelly's Creek
Colliery Co.. on Kelly's Creek, in the Kana-
wha region. The company has in mind
the loading of coal from all its mines over
one central tipple, and with that in view
is arranging to expend about $250,000 in

improvements. The general manager of
the company is J. J. Smarr.
Gassaway—Cloudbursts played havoc

with mining operations on the south end
of the Charleston division of the Balti-
more & Ohio R. R., it being impossible to
move any trains on a 75-mile stretch of
road several days recently. Trestles, cul-
verts and embankments were sweot away.
Not only was the main line washed out but
also many sidings and branches leading to
coal operations.

ILLINOIS
Zeieler—The Bell & Zoller Mining Co,

is now installing in their mine here two
new generators which together with other
improvements also being made, will double
the power capacity of their mine. A drill

hole has been sunk a mile from the shaft,
to be used as a conduit for the high tension
wires, direct to the entries. The estimated
cost of the improvements is $39,000. They
are being rushed to completion. Organiza-
tion is under headway in Zeigler. for a
miners* rescue team ; helmets and other
necessary equipment have been ordered. A
new brick building is being built for the
team, and it is expected that Zeigler will
soon he able to boast of one of the best
rescue teams in southern Illinois.

Benton—A particularly bold robbery was
staged at this place on June 27 when six
men seized and escaped with $41,000 pay-
roll money for the Middlefork mine of tlie

I'nited States Steel Corporation. This
money in pay envelopes in the mine office.

was seized by the bandits, who escaped in
an automobile. All but one of the office

men were shot, but only one seriously—fuel
inspector John Dolan, lie was at once
taken in a special train to St. Louis to re-
ceive the attention of specialists. One rob-
ber was killed while attempting to escape.
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The otliers were trailed by a posse lo a,

iniekec wnich was fired upon and many
MiOi^ exchanged. Finally the posse cap-
tured four men and lodged them in jail at
Marion ; the sixth man escaped. A search
is still being made for the stolen money.

L.incoln—The Lincoln-Latham Mining
Co. took over tlie mine and plant of the
Latham Coal and Mining Co. on July 1 and
has announced that the mine would be run
full time. The mine has been closed for
some time. The new company is well or-
"-anized with sufficient capital to rehabili-

'>! the mine. Harold D. Wright is the
'dent of the new company.

MISSOURI
= s—The Missouri State Retail

.chants' Association reorganized re-

^ on the first night of its second an-
..al convention by obtaining a closer affili-

ation with the National Retail Coal Deal-
ers' Association. The convention is being
held at the Planters Hotel. The officers

elected were as follows : Walter Himecke,
president ; H Hesse, first vice president

;

H. E. Carr, second vice president ; W. D.
Ryan, Jr.. treasurer. The new board of
directors are : Edward Devoy. L. P. Coan,
Wm. Reister. F. W. Autenrieth, P. B. Bryan.
A. Cruikshank and H. F. Schrankler. More
than 200 delegates attended the conven-
tion.

Kansas City—The Southwestprn Coal
Operators' Association elected F. W. Lukins.
of Kansas City, president at its annual
meeting held at this place July 1. Mr.
Lukins previously held the office tor two
terms. "W. P. Hawkins was named general
vice president, with H. J. Kellogg of Kan-
sas City, vice president for Missouri.
Joseph Fletcher, of Pittsburg. Kansas, was
appointed vice president for Kansas, in

place of R. J. Laurance ; the latter has
business of another nature which demands
the greater part of his time. The associa-
tion appointed M. M. Williams, of Clark-
ville. Ark., vice president for Arkansas, and
.Tames Cameron. Henrvetta. vice president
for Oklahoma. C. N. Fish, of Leavenworth
was electer secretary : Georere Manual, of
Kansas City, treasurer, and W. L. A. John-
son, general commissioner.

OKLAHOMA
Aldersoii—An explosion occurred on June

30 in the No. u mine of the Rock Island
Coal Mining Co. at this place with disas-
trous consequences. The latest report
notes that 2.5 men are believed to be dead,
suffocated by gas or crushed by fallinK

rock or coal as a result of the explosion.
Eight bodies have been recovered and res-
cue crews are continuing exploration work.
It Is further stated that 167 men were in

the mine.

L Trade Catalo<rs n

Personals

W. G. Whildln, formerly general superin-
tendent of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation
Co., has been appointed manager in charge
of the company's coal mining operations,
with offices at Lansford, Penn. The office

of general superintendent has been abol-
ished.

.\. W. Evans, a mining engineer of Pe-
tros, Tenn., was appointed chief mine in-
spector by Governor A. H. Roberts. Mr.
Evans has been connected with the coal
mines of Tennessee for some time and
should be well fitted for the duties of the
office both by training and education. His
acquaintance with the operators and miners
of the state should assist him in the per-
formance of his new duties.

i. Nnble Snider resigned his position as
acting coal traffic manager of the New
York Central R. R. to enter the coal
business as New York state representative
for Madeira, Hill & Co. He entered the
service of the New York Central In 1904
In the Coal Traffic Department and occu-
pied pr.actically every position in the de-
partment in the 14 years of his service.
He held the commission of captain In the
Sth Coast Artillery Corp.s, N. Y. Guard.

Obituary 1
.lolin Lobonate, slate- mine inspector for

the Breese district, was killeti on June 27
by a gas explosion while on a tour of in-
spection In the Beckmeyer mine of the
Breese-Trenton Mining Co. Mr. Lobenate
entered the mine after the workmen had
departed : upon their return they found his
body badly burned lying at the bottom of
the shaft At the Inquest It was dl.sclosed
that gas explosions In the mine had been
frequent. The Inspector lived at Colllns-
vllle.

Pedigreed Gtaro. R. D. Nuttall Co., Con-
way Buildmg, Cliicago, 111 Bulletin. Pp.
16 ; 6 X SJ in. ; illustrated. A description
of Nuttall tractor gears.

We Do the Wurk. Cement Gun Con-
struction Co., Chicago. 111. Gunite book
No. 6—pamphlet. Pp. 24 ; 6x9 in. ; illus-

trated. The illustrations show recent ce-
ment-gun work in a variety of instances
in different parts of the country.

"Bulldog" Jaw Crushers. Traylor En-
gineering and Manufacturing Co.. .-^lien-

town, Penn. Bulletin J.X-1. Pp. 26; 63
X 9J in. ; illustrated. Notes details of the
crusher and incidentally some other spe-
cialties manufactured by this company.

Canton Automatic Mine Switch Throwir,
.\merican Mine Door Co.. Canton, Ohio.
Bulletin. Pp. 8 : 6 X 9 in. ; illustrated.
Notes advantages and operation of this
switch thrower which is adapted for all
kinds of mines and large industrial plants.

.lustrite Loose-L.eaf Catalog. Justrite
Manufacturing Co., Chicago, 111. Pp. 88 ;

9J X 6J in. ; illustrated. Covers in a con-
cise and handy way the miners' carbide
lamps, acetylene lanterns, fire prevention
devices and hardware specialties manufac-
tured under the Justrite trademark. Prices
are quoted.

Jeffre.v Standard .'Vpron Conveyors for
Every Service. The Jeffrey Manufactur-
ing Co., Columbus, Ohio. Catalog No. 25S.
Pp. 72 ; SI X 11 in. ; illustrated. Shows in-
stallations of both steel and wood convey-
ors in service in various industries, includ-
ing coal plants, general dimensions and
other important data of vital interest to
the purchaser and engineer.

.Stuart Syst-eni of Ground Storage and
Reclaiming. International Conveyor Cor-
poration, 50 East 42nd St, New York City.
Bulletin No. 4. Pp. 16 ; SJ x 11 in.; illus-

trated. This bulletin notes installations
at various types of plants. The system is

adapted to locomotive coaling, fuel distri-
bution at yards, vessel loading and unload-
ing and power, coke and steel plants.

Industrial News

St. Ijouis, Mo.—The Walter A. Zelnicker
Supply Co., of this place, has added 2000
sq.ft. to its present office space—an inr
crease of 335 Per cent.

Clendenin, W. Va.—The Kanaelk Coal
<-'o. is having plans made for a new power
plant tor increased operations at its coal
properties. W. W. Whyte is president.

Coma, Texas—The Lone Star Coal Min-
ing Co. is opening up a new mine at this
place which is planned to have a capacity
of 1000 tons daily. S. A. Wartell is the
president and general manager.

BnATalo, N. Y.—Louis H. Eller. a major
in the National Guard in Buffalo and in
the regular army in France, has opened a
coal office at 653 EUicott Square, under the
name of the BUer Coal Co. Before going
into service he handled the soft-coal de-
partment of E. L. Hedstrom.

Signal Monntain, Tenn.—The Suck Creek
Coal Co., Chattanooga, which recently ac-
quired the Montlake Coal Co.. is arranging
plans for extensive improvements and addi-
tions to increase the present capacity to
about 500 tons. It is also proposed to
construct a new 1500-ton cap.acity incline.
The estimated cost of the proposed work is

$100,000.

ColnmbuH, Ohio—John Rogers, of Colum-
bus, and .lames Jones, of Athens, have pur-
chased the mine of the Falk Coal Co . lo-

cated near Buckingharti on the Hocking
Valley Ry. The new owners will operate
the property as a partnership with offices

in Columbus. The Palk Coal Co. will se-
cure other oper.ations and continue Its

business as an operator and Jobber.

Charleston, W. Va.—The K.anawha City
Coal Co.. recently Incorporated wRh a
capital of $50,000. Is planning for the de-
velopment of aliout 600 acres of coal prop-
erties located in the vicinity of Garnet, to

have an Initial daily capacity of about 125
tons. R. E. Wrltteker Is president ; F. D.
Cunningham. vice president : W. W.
Venable. secretary-treasurer ; J. R. Cun-
ningham, manager.

(Iiarleslun, «. Va.—Thirty or forty
members of the Winding Gulf Operators'
.\ssociation held a meeting at ^Vhite Sul-
phur Springs on June 4 but no intimation
was given as to what was done at the
meeting. It is presumed, however, that the
association gave its attention both to the
railroad rate question and the matter of
resuming the making of reports to the Fed-
eral Trade Commission.

Moran, Iowa—The Norwood WTiite Coal
Co. will soon complete its big mine at this
place. The Foundation Co.. of New York,
was employed to sink the two shafts both
of which are of concrete construction

;

quicksand was encountered but little dif-
ficulty was experienced in getting through
it. 'The mine is to be equipped with an
electric hoist and the steel tipple will have
a capacity of 2500 tons daily.

Remick, Ohio—Arrangements have been
perfected between the Chesapeake & Ohio
and the Baltimore & Ohio railroads for tak-
ing care of any congestion of coal freight
which may occur on the Cheapeake &
Ohio so far as Lake-l>ound traffic is con-
cerned by the establishment of a point of
interchange between tlie two roads at this
place where additional tracks w-ill be put
in. Much coal loaded in 70-ton cars will
be shipped.

Hnbball. W. Va—The Russell Coal Min-
ing Co.. of Russell. Ky.. recently organized,
is arranging for the development of about
146 acres of coal properties in the Hubball
district at an early date. The plant is

to have a daily capacity of about 500 tons.
In connection with the installation of
equipment, it is proposed to construct an
aerial tramway. 1200-foot span, to have
a capacity of 50 tons per hour. W. M
Jones is president and manager.

Washington, n. C.—Investigation was
ordered recently by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission into the relationships
between the rates on coal via tlie Lakes
to Minnesota. North I^akota. .South Dakota
and the northern portion of Wisconsin from
mines in Ohio and West Virginia and the
rates on coal by rail to the same destina-
tions from mines in Illinois and Indiana.
Many complaints have been received, al-

leging that the increase in the rates from
Ohio and West Virginia, amounting to 52
cents a ton. disturbed the relation hitherto
existing with the rates from Indiana and
Illinois, which were advanced 55 cents a
ton.

Huntington, W. Va.—We.st Virginia oper-
ators are protesting against the non-use of
many hundreds of coal cars built upon
orders of the government last year. Some
such cars were built by the Huntington
plant of the .American Car & Foundry Co.
There are within a short radius of Hunt-
ington about 2000 of the cars referred to
not in commission but remaining idle on
side tracks. The operators insist these
ought to be used to relieve the shortage of
equipment now in evidence and certain to
become more acute as the demand for coal
increases. Some of the railroads refused
to accept the cars which the government
had built but the C. & O. accepted such cars
it is understood.

Charleston, VV. Va.—That the West Vir-
ginia, coke producers are upon the thresh-
hold of a rsumption of coke operations
after a long period of inactivity, is con-
fidently believed by those in touch with
general business conditions, particularly
with the iron and steel business. The re-
sumption of operations at iron and steel
mills on both sides of the Ohio River in

the Wheeling district of West Virginia on
June 23 was regarded as an index to con-
ditions elsewhere in the country and as
forecasting a general resumption of iron
and steel making. A further indication
of an increa.w in shipments has been found
in parts of West Virginia where during the
latter part of June shipments were being
Increased.

Indianapolis, Inil.—Tlio Midwest Engine
'•••. of this pl.ice, announces the opening of
four new offices to more fully meet the
growing demand for Its prime movers,
pumping equipment, etc. The new offices

are at Jacksonville, Fla. ; Kl Paso, Texas :

New Orleans, La., and New York City.

D J. Garrison represents the company In

the southeastern field : his offices are In thc-

Florida Life Building. JackHonvllle, C. P.,

Loomis represents the Midwest company in

the southwest: his offices are In the Caples
Building. Kl Paso. J. R. Lowe represents
this company In the south and has offices

In the Malson Building. New Orleans. B. H.
Downing Is eastern sales manager for the
Midwest company: he Is located at 111
Broadway, New York City.
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Weekly Review

Output of Soft Coal Increasing—High-Grade Coals Hard to Obtain—Poor Car Supply and

Labor Shortage Affects Production—Domestic Hard Coals in Active Demand,

with Small Steam Sizes Going at Reduced Prices

PRODUCTION in the soft coal

fields is picking up, the output

for the week ended June 28 total-

ing 9,147,000 net tons, the highest since

the last week in January. The increase

in production, though slight, is a sure

sign that conditions in the soft coal

trade are improving. High-grade coals

are scarce, most of the tonnage being

tied up by contract. There is there-

fore little of the good grades of soft

coal available for spot buyers. Oper-

ators producing the medium grades of

coal who have so far not contracted

for their output show little willingness

to do so now. They are optimistic of

the future and look forward to a busy
fall and winter, with coal going at high

prices.

Complaints of poor car supply are

heard from many fields, and this,

coupled with an ever-growing scarcity

of labor, will serve to handicap the

mines in their endeavors to meet a

belated demand for fuel this autumn.
New River and Pocahontas opera-

tions are extremely active, and the

lack of cars in this region is already

a disturbing factor. Both of these coals

are sold up for months ahead, and the

spot buyer has little chance of picking

up any tonnage. The better grades of

central Pennsylvania coals are also

hard to obtain for the same reason.

Anthracite production for the week
ended June 28 was also the highest

recorded since the last week in Janu-
ary, the output being 1,841,500 net tons.

Though the production has been grow-

ing from week to week, the supply of

domestic coals is still unequal to the

demand. Based on the output of 1918,

there is a shortage of more than 10,-

000,000 tons of hard coal to be overcome
this year.

Coal produced by the so-called inde-

pendent companies is in urgent request

and premiums are being offered for

prompt shipment. While the demand
for all domestic sizes of anthracite is

active, the stove and egg sizes are the

favorites, and the supply of these two
coals is short. More steam sizes of

anthracite are being stored than was
the case two weeks ago and are there-

fore not causing much trouble. Buck-
wheat No. 1 is moving readily at prices

said to be 50 cents below the mine cir-

cular. Rice coal is also being quoted
at about the same amount below sched-

ule prices, while good grades of barley

can be obtained from some shippers on
a basis of $1 at the mines.

WEEKLY CO-\L, PRODUCTION
The production of bituminous coal in the

•n-eek ended June 28 is estimated at 9,14 7,-

000 net tons, the highest recorded this year
since the last weeli in January. The gain
over the weelcs preceding, in May and June,
was slight and is attributed to buying to
tide consumer over the holiday week fol-

lowing. The total production in the cal-
endar year to date is estimated at 212,581,-
000 tons, compared with 284,585,000 tons
in the corresponding period of last year.
The production of anthracite in the week

ended June 28 was 1,841.500 net tons, the
highest recorded since the last week in

January. The production in the week
ended June 21 was 1,748,000 tons. The
total production in the calendar year to
date is 38,796,000 tons, compared with
49,077,000 tons in the same period last

year.
The most notable feature of the reports

of operating conditions for the week ended
June 21 is the reported loss of nearly four
days' running time on account of car short-
age in the Pocahontas region, and a general
increase in the loss of time because of car
shortage in other eastern districts. The
Railroad Administration announced a short
time ago that such a condition was impend-
ing and would be largely beyond its con-
trol because of the demands upon the trans-
portation systems for the movement of
other traffic.

The production of beehive coke in the
week of June 28 is estimated at 286.858
net tons, a slight gain over the previous
week but only about 45 per cent of the
output in the corresponding week of 1918.
The slackness of demand for beehive coke,
which is the factor limiting production, is

largely due to the Increase in the past
year In the capacity of byproduct ovens,
which are, of course, operated in prefer-
ence to buying beehive coke or operating
beehive ovens.

Bituminous coal dumped at Lake Erie
ports for transshipment up the lakes in the
week ended June 21 wa.s 1.058.273 net tons,
an increase over the previous week in which

dumpings were 959.265 tons. The total
movement of lake coal this year to date
has been 8.134.601 tons, compared with
6.799.417 tons in the corresponding period
of last year.

BUSINESS OPINIONS
Dry Goods Economist—The report issued

on Tuesday, July 1, by the Department of
.Agriculture placed the condition of the
cotton crop as of June 25 at 70 per cent,

of normal. This means, the report says,
a probable crop of about 10,986,000 bales,
or more than 1,000,000 bales less than last

year's yield. Due in part to this estimate,
prices of July cotton rose to 33.92 cents on
the New York Cotton Exchange.
The Iron .\Ee—June pig iron output

shows definitely the turn in the industry.
For the thirty days the total was 2,114,863
gross tons, or 70,495 tons a day. against
2.108.056 tons in May. or 68.002 tons a
day. Seventeen furnaces blew in and
twelve blew out last month, a gain of five.

and estimated capacity active on July 1

was 71.700 tons a day for 200 furnaces,
as compared with 68.600 tons a day for
19.T furnaces on June 1.

Marshall Field & Co.—Current wholesale
distribution of dry goods ran a little less

than for the corresponding period a year
ago. Wore merchants were in the market
than during the same week a year ago.
All report e.xcellent pre-holiday business.
Orders from salesmen on the road for both
immediate and future delivery were much
larger in volume compared with the same
week of 1918. Collections continue satis-

factory.

Iron Trade Review—June definitely

turned the tide in the iron and steel in-

dustry toward better and more stabilized

conditions and the evidence of this fact

grows with each passing week. The cumu-
lative effects of the recent period of freer
buving are marked not only by the steadily
mounting line of production, but, what is

prnbablv more important, by the apparent
adjustment of consumers to present price

levels. The latter factor is resulting in a
continuous and increasing movement in
placing future wants under contracts and
in ordering out tonnage for immediate use.

.-Vmerican Wool and Cotton Reporter

—

With no surplus goods on the shelves of
the clothiers or surplus raw material in the
hands of the mills, it is expected that for
some time to come the demand for wool will
be much more than usual. In the cotton
market the activity in demand, strength in
prices and optimism as to the outlook
stand out more clearly. The urgency oi
needs in the dry goods line is demonstrated
by the early appearance in the eastern
markets of important buyers of the South
and West.

BOSTON
:Murket continues without change In

price*. Quality grades offering less freely
even for spot shipm.ent. Clearfield opera-
tors still seeklnB orders. Thin vein pro-
ducers have difficulty keeping men. Co»I
at New York in better request. Pocahontas
and New River shipments light to this mar-
ket. Export demand shows improvement.
Anthracite deliveries steadily falling be-
hind. Domestic sizes in extremely short
supply.

Bituminous—Besides a reduced output,
both on account of holidays and prohibi-
tion, there has been no price movement the
past week, although the undertone con-
tinues distinctly favorable to an upward
swing hater, especially on the fancy grades.
There is still an amount of current buying
at the quotations that have prevailed the
past month or more, and while here and
there 10® 20c. is being asked f* deliv-
eries bevond July or August, there is no
bidding up of prices. Conservative buyers
are getting in line for fall and winter ship-
ments on the ground that nothing can now
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be gained by waiting;, and then, too, they
have noticed that desirable fuels that were
easy to get 60 days ago are now practically
out of the market. The trade is somewhat
puzzled that higher price.s ;ire so long com-
ing, but one reason doubtless is the volume
of lower grades that shippers have tried
to force on this market. Xo price move-
ment is likely until less effort is made to
depress the spot market by offering less
desirable coal at ridiculously low prices.
The higher priced Cambrias are fast dis-

appearing from the market. Practically no
contract business has been done in these
grades for the pnst fortni.eht. and iirnv

orders are being declined in many in-
.-^tances, even for spot shipment. This has
been particularly true of those coals which
are being taken for the Navy on recent
requisitions Most shippers are in doubt
as to the volume they will have free in the
fall and so long as the Navy r>ppnrtmenl is

paying $3 or more per net ton it is likely
that many operators will continue "marl'-
ing time" rather than load themselves with
orders for deferred delivery. One of the
features of the present market is the
widely different attitude of buyers as be-
tween hieh grade low volatiles and the
high ash higher volatiles. The former
are not onlv In steady demand but they
are increa.singly hard to get.

The less favorably known coals, on the
other hand, are able to get business enough
for only a very limited output. In several
sections of Clearfield County this has been
particularly true, although within a few
days it is noticeable that some of the bet-
ter prepared coals in this region have had
a spurt, accounted for by the fact that
there is bep-^nnlng to be an actual dearth
of Miller Vein and "C" prime coals ior
prompt shipment. There are still .<ome
heavy reserve storks in New Eiieland and
that is a special reason why steam-users
in this territory are anxious not to in-
crease their supplies of only ordinarv "D"
and "E" seam coals. The low figures
quoted a month ago are still necessary ap-
parently to induce any considerable move-
ment of tlT-se grades.

Receipts here from Hampton Roads aie
still relatively light. Some of the agencies
are doing very little business in the open
market. Otiiers have undertaken to sup-
ply staple customers directly on tidewater
btit have practically abandoned to all-rail
distributors their usual trade inland. Both
Pocahontas and New River tonnages will
show very heavy reductions in New Kng-
land business the current year, even as
compared with Ifll .1-1916. and it is not
easy to see how this tonnage can he won
hack. Marine freiehts are likely to be on
a high level for an indefinite period cer-
tainly as compared with rates all-rail, un-
less under private management the rail-
roads show a determination to restore old
equilibrium as between r.-til and water de-
liveries.
The export demand is much improved, as

was expected would be the ca.se with the
formal signing of pence. An order fr^.-n

the French Government is looked upon only
as one of a number from Kuropean mar-
kets which England will find it hard to
supply. The South .American demand con-
tinues strong and prices offshore generally
are so much more remunerative it is not
surprising that even New England inter-
ests are giving mticb more attention to
shipments overseas, T.ess has been heard
of labor conditions in the so-called smoke-
less districts in ^V.•st Virginia and current
reports are favr.rable to a continued heavy
movement to the Hampton Roads piers.

Current quotations on (bitumiiious at
wholesale range about ns follows:

Carrihriaa nnd
Clearfield^ Somersets

?.o.b. mini-i, net tons . . . J2. ISWa.TS $2 90(S 3 40

F.o.h. Philadelphia, ktoss
tons 4 27(S'4.95 5 10(8 5.55

F.o.b. New York, Kross
ton* 4.6205.29 5,45(316.00

Alonraid'* Boston (wate'r
coal), tross tons 6.IO(a6.85 7.00(317.50

Georges Creek is wtill quoted at $3,20 per net ton
f.o.b. mines.

Pocahontas and New River are b^ing quoted at
$5. 14(^5 35 per i?roP8 ton f.o.b. Norfolk and Newport
News, Va, Alongside Boston the same (trades are
heinK offered at a ranse of from $7 32(S' 7 60, and on
rara Boston and Providence at from $7, S0@7.90 per
irosa ton.

.\nthracite—Retail dealers are exceed-
ingly anxious over the slowness with which
domestic : iz-s are being shipper!. Predic-
tions that .Tune and .July would show an
easing up of egg and stove, the sizes in
ercatfst demand, were not borne out by
the tonnage shipped in June, and unless the

of coal distributed at retail during April
and May each week now sees all the sources
falling farther behind on deliveries. In
several cities in this territory retail prices
have been advanced dOc, partly because of
the increasing premium exacted by several
of the independent operators. Circular
prices fob mine are on the basis of $8.15
for egg, but rules by "independent" ship-
pers have been made at a full dollar above
that figure.

Egg. stove and chestnut are in very short
supply both all-rail and by water. Buyers
are being obliged to take a large proportion
of less desirable sizes in order to get any
tonnage forward.

NEW YORK
Demand for domestic reals rontinues, but

retail dealers sa.v the pressure f<»r quick
deliveries has lessened, owing to the vaca-
tion season. Dumpings at the railroad
docks show a decrease, .\nthracite steam
coals eas.v. Bituminous operators and
shippers hopeful, but fear transportation
facilities in fall and winter.

.Anthracite—All houses report a continua-
tion of the heavy demand for the domestic
coals, and although the retail dealers say
there is not so much pressure being brout;ltt
to bear upon them for quick deliveries, be-
cause of the exodus of many houseowners
to the country and seashore, they are
anxious to put away all the winter fuel
they can secure. There has been no reduc-
tion in the accumulation of orders on the
books of the wholesale houses, and so far
there are no signs ahead that the country
is to be saved frojp a near coal famine
next winter, unless production increases
materially
There hp" been a healthy growth in pro-

duction for the past few weeks, ijut there
is a shortage of more than 10,000,000 tons
to be overcome, when this year's produu
tion is compared with that of the corre-
sponding period of last year. Dealers claim
there is a deficit in receipts in this market
but expect larger shipments when those
sections farther removed from the source
of supply are cared for.

Independent coals are in heavy dematid
and premiums are being offered for shiiJ-
ments. These, it is reported, range all the
way to $1. the Canadian dealers offering
the highest amount.

'\\niile there is an active market for all

domestic coals, stove and egg are shortest
in supply. Chestnut in this market is

easier, but is being easily absorbed when
egg and stove form part of the shipment.
Pea coal is being handled easily, local
dealers taking it when they can secure
either egg or stove with it.

The steam coals are not causing so much
trouble as they did a few weeks ago be-
catise of the tendency to store them. Re-
tail dealers, as they did some time ago,
are taking considerable buckwheat No. 1

at prices said to be .^Oc. below mine cur-
cular. Rice is also being c-icted at about
til.- same amount below regular company
mine price, while good grades of barley
are being quoted hy some shippers in the
neie-hborhood of 51 at the mines.
Current quotations, white ash, per gross

ton at the mines and fob. at tidewater,
at the lower ports, according to company
schedule, are as follows:

Broken

itl^e
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The steam trade changes hut very httle.

although the good grades of buckwheat
are in active demand. It is not believed.
though, tliat the entire output of tliis size

is being taken, and tlie big companies are
placing a fair tonnage in storage. The call
for rice ami barley has in no wise increased
and the companies are adding to their ac-
cumulations of this size very materially.

Bituminous—The position of soft coal as
regards demand has lately inclined to re-
main stationary. In some instances we do
hear of certain operations increasing their
output, but on the whole the call for coal
remains at about the same volume prevail-
ing for the past six weeks. While prices
have also remained stable, there was some
tendency after the holidays to a strength-
ening in the better grades. All along it has
been somewhat difficult to get fine coals
promptly and the shortening of the work-
ing time due to the closing down in the
latter part of the week made it more diffi-

cult to get the fine coals. Certain it is.

that while there is no immediate hope of
a price increase on the part of producers,
the market is in such a condition that they
will certainly move forward if any change
is made at all.

The more progressive concerns here-
abouts still display a tendency to take in
coal in excess of their current requirements,
while there are plenty of inquiries from
consumers asking contract quotations but
very little business of this kind closed, as
the majority of the good shippers have
obligated themselves for the full allotment
of tonnage they expect to have available
for this purpose.
The prices prevailing here are as follows:

Georges Creek Pig Vein 82. 95 (if. $3. 05
South Fork Miller Vein 2. 95 @ 3,05
Clearfield (ordinary) 2.60 @ 2.75
Somerset (ordinary) 2.50(3' 2.65
Fairmontlump 2 50 (gi 2.60
Fairmont mine-run 2 35 (» 2 50
Fairmont slack 1.90 @ 2.05
Fairmont lump (ordinary) 2. 25 (gi 2. 35
Fairmont mine-nm 2.00 (gi 2.15
Fairmont slack 1.65 @ 1.75

BALTIMORE
Fine export busines*; and better spot mar-

ket in bituminous. Antliracite receipts low.

With three months of the coal year
passed and July getting a good start, there
continues to be plenty of export business
and a firmer spot market for the bituminous
men, while the anthracite dealers have
announced an increase in the schedule of
from 25 to 50 cents per ton. The increase
has been looked for, and it is expected
that it will show a still further raise in
Ausust or September.
As the large stock of high-grade coals

which has been around Baltimore for some
time began to decrease during the past
week the prices became firmer. This was
due to several reasons. A great amount of
the coal was used to fill some of the export
orders and there was also a falling off in
receipts, the falling off being due to short-
age of cars and the demand of the lake
region business.
The receipts during this week are ex-

pected to be very light, for the Fourth of
July will provide a two-day layoff for the
miners, and it is impossible to forecast
what effect prohibition will have. With
the light production and the supply of good
coals here diminished, better prices are
looked for, Puring the week 52.75 was the
prevailing figure for the best grade of
coals. There was no demand for the me-
dium or cheap grade of fuels.
The anthracite receipts continue to be low,

and w^hile the increase is slight the forecast
is that it will go higher with the possibility
of many homes being without fuel if they
do not get orders in promptly. A compari-
son of the prices of July 1 with those of
the Apr. 1 schedule follows:

Lake Markets
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appears tliat some slack has been sold as
low as $1.40 in northern Ohio recently.
Mine-run may be said to be centering
around ?2.25. Prices are gaining strength
constantly, as talk of a shortage this win-
ter increases.

Conditions at the mines continue unsat-
isfactory. Car shortages appear in streaks—a good run one day and next to no cars
the next. The outflow of hiljor shows no
signs of abating, but this has been offset
in part by the return of a few skilled
miners who left for otlier employment in
the slack days following the armistice.

Anthracite and Pocahontas—Some deal-
ers are contemplating a o'J-cent advance
in anthracite prices shortly. Demand
continues good ; in fact, is better than the
supply. Much the same condition obtains
With Pocahontas. Dealers estimate their
summer business so far has been about 20
per cent, above normal.

I^ake Trade
—

"Lake shipments of bitu-
minous coal to July 1 will show a gain of
about l.oilO.noO tons over shipments to
July 1 last year, which were about 7,500,-
000 tons, it is predicted. The 9,000,OiMi-

ton mark will be attained by July 1, many
believe. Lake Erie docks now are keep-
ing the pace of better than 1,000.000 tons
of cargo coal a week. From Duluth and
Superior comes the word that receipts of
bituminous coal there to July 1 totaled
4,767,000 tons, compared with 1,992.200
tons last year. Receipts of anthracite to
-Tuly 1 this vear and last vear. respectively,
are given as .562.000 and 1.37.5,600 tons.
The supply of cargo space has exceeded
the coal tonnage at the car dumpers the
pa.st ten days. Lake shipments of slack,
always small, have increased somewhat.

DETROIT
Steam coal is not yet awakening tlie

interest of Detroit consumers to the extent
present conditions and future outlook would
seem to justify.

Bituminous—Consumers of steam coal in

Detroit are continuing the more or less
indifferent attitude that has characterized
this division of the business since early in
the year. There is a moderate demand
for domestic stock, but sales of steam coal
are disappointingly small and, according to
wholesalers and jobbers, do not reflect a
broad general buying movement such as
the present market conditions and forecasts
would suggest is advisable.
Few of the large consumers show any

interest in opening negotiations on a con-
tract basis. The producers also are said
to be showing indifference concerning con-
tracts. This attitude is attributed to a dis-
inclination to assume obligations at present
prices that might prove unsatisfactory in
case increasing costs necessitate an advance
in prices later.
The movement of bituminous into Detroit

is not of very large volume and is said
to be considerably below what was re-
garded as normal before the war. Some
coal is to be found on tracks. The amotmt
is not great. Jobbers believe it w'ould be
diflicult for consumers of steam coal to
replenish stocks regtilarly from track coal.
Net ton prices at the mines on West

Virginia gas or splint lump are quoted at
$?, to J3.25 and for two-inch lump $2.85,
while run of mine ranges from about $2.10
to $2.15 and sla-ck averages $1.75. On
Hocking domestic lump the price is given
at $2.75, with $2 for mine run and about
$1.50 for slack. The product of other lead-
ing Ohio districts is said to be selling at
about the same price as Hocking. Smoke-
less coal is limited in supply, with prac-
tically no lump or egg to be had. lline
run is quoted at $2.75 to $3. when available.

In the yards of many of the industrial
consumers there is still considerable of the
low grade coal that went into reserve last
year. This is exerting an influence un-
favorable to renewal of buying.

Antliracite— Household consumers are
taking their time about stocking up for
winter requirements. Higher temperatures
during the week are a discouraging factor.
Ketailers are still endeavoring to spread
the early buying movement, but are ai)par-
cntly not meeting with the .success that
might be expected, considering the shortage
of supply last winter.

I,ake Trade—Shipments over lake routes
are easing off, though vessel capacity is
available In large amount

The domestic trade is now attracting
considerable attention as buying on the
part of the retailers is better. House-
holders are awakening to the fact that they
.should put in their winter's supply, and
wliile a few orders for delivery during the
month of July have been booked, the one
thing that is liolding up the domestic trade
is the unsettled real estate condition. With
housing conditions so stringent, renters
are not sure that they will be permitted
to retain their dwellings.

All these factors have been holding up
the retail trade to a large degree. There
is a good demand for the fancy grades
such as Pocahontas and West Virginia.
Rescreened varieties are also selling better.
An increased demand for Hocking lump is
also reported, and generally speaking the
domestic trade is in good shape. Retailers
are now inclined to stocl-; up to a certain
e.xtent. Retail prices are higher, witli Po-
cahontas selling in the neighborhood of
$7.50.
The steam trade is also showing signs of

awakening. Steam users have been in the
market and quite a few contracts have been
closed witliin the past few weeks. Reserve
stocks are pretty generally used up and
purchasing agents are negotiating for a
renewal of supply. Iron and steel plants
are using a larger tonnage than formerly.
General manufacturing is rather slow to
resume, but fuel requirements are gradually
increasing. Steam prices show distinct
strength and there is every indication of
still higher levels. Railroads are not tak-
ing the tonnage that was expected and that
is tlie worst feature of the trade.
The lake trade is going along steadily

with loadings at the docks fairly large. A
good tonnage is moving to the Northwest
from Ohio and West Virginia mines. There
is no congestion on the upper lake docks
as the movement to the interior is rather
active. Practically all of the lake con-
tracts have been made and there is little
opportunity for tonnage to be sold later on.

Production is rather good in all of the
producing fields of Ohio. This is especially
noticeable in the eastern Ohio field, where
the output is estimated at 6ii to 75 per cent.
Pomeroy Bend fleld also shows an increase,
Cambridge and Crooksville are producing
a fair tonnage and the same is true of the
Hocking Valley field.

CINCINNATI
Little change in condition, tliou^li out-

look is brighter. Car and labor shortage.
Coal dealers and operators in the Cin-

cinnati market report little change over
conditions last week, although they say a
gradual improvement is noted which should
gain in momentum from now on. They
attriljute whatever change there is in the
situation to the constant advertising of the
national association and the local dealers.

Domestic users have about resigned them-
selves to the fact that there will be little
smokeless coal for them this season and
are beginning to take whatever little of this
grade is available for their con.sumption.
Orders placed the past week by household
users of coal have shown a decided in-
crease over the past few weeks.

Dealers look for a rush of business dur-
ing July and August. The warning has
gone out that there will be a serious short-
age of gas the coming winter, ajid those
who experienced the discomforts of a short-
age two years ago are taking no chances
init are laying in their supply of coal so
as to be prepared when the shortage does
come.

Reports of car and labor shortage in the
smokeless coal fields continue to come in.

There appears to be a good movement of
coal from these fields, but much of it is
going to the seaboard and lakes, with
some reaching the storage piles of those
dealers who saw far enough ahead to get
in their orders for mine-run.

COLUMBUS
The is a derided improvement in the

coal trade in Ohio territory. Steam buying
is better and the same is true iif the do-
mestic trade. The lake movement iB steady.
<'«al men generally predict a much im-
pritved market within tlic coming two
months.

tOUISVILLE
Retailers advance prices on domestic

coal. far shortage beginning to he felt.
Good demand for domestic coal, with steam
grades still dull. Market slightly stiffer.

Louisville retailers have made general
advances on domestic coal, this .advance
being forced by advances on the part of
operators, w'ho have adv.anced domestic to
take care of shrunken values of spot ste.am.
Starting July 1, all eastern Kentucky coal
jumped to $7 a ton retail, with West Vir-
ginia river still selling at $6.50. Western
Tsentuckv lump advanced 15c. a ton to
%'/!'. Coke is selling at $10.25 and an-
thracite at $12 75. Smokeless has ad-
vanced to $S. Mine-run Is retailing at 50c.
under lump, and screenings at $1 under
lump.
There is a good retail demand for coal,

with operators in the retail field operatlnu

about 70 per cent, full equipment. Stocking
demand on domestic is about 35 per cent,
of deliveries, w'ith the balance of the de-
mand coming from small steam plants.

Eastern Kentucky mines are operating
about six days a week, with western Ken-
tucky about two days. Car shortages are
becoming more general, and many reports
are being received of cars being delivered
in bad shape.

Quotations show: Eastern Kentucky
block. $3.50ffi'3.75 ; mine run, $2.50(ffi2.75 ;

nut and slack, $1.85(5)2.25; western Ken-
tucky lump. $2.25(5)2.50; mine run, $2(5'
2.10; screenings, $1.50(5)1.75; fine screen-
ings. $1.40(51.50.
Eastern Kentucky coals are all stronger,

although there is still a marked need for
business on screenings. Many operators are
refusing additional business for block coal,
as they cannot dispose of the screenings.
The labor situation is in fairly good

shape, but there has been a good deal of
.shifting, with labor leaving western Ken-
tucky two-day mines for eastern Kentucky
mines that are operating almost full time.

BIRMINGHAM
Steam-coal market has strengthened dur-

ing past week. Domestic remains stiff and
premium prices are offered for spot ton-
nage, but little is available. Production
shows a decline over previous week.
There has been a perceptible strengthen-

ing in the demand for steam grades the
past few days, some new contracts have
been made and old ones, with few excep-
tions, are being renewed as they expire.
The general industrial demand is better
and in the aggregate a considerable ton-
nage is moving. A public utility company
closed for approximately 50,00(1 tons for
the next twelve months at Government
price. The Louisville & Nashville R.R. is
reported to have closed for a small portion
of its requirements for the next year, the
major portion of the coal taken from this
district by that line net having been al-
lotted as yet. The Southern Ry. is now
receiving new bids from local producers,
having rejected the bids received on its
former inquiry. Bunker business is show-
ing some gains with an increased demand
from ships making the ports of Mobile and
New Orleans,
The domestic market is decidedly stiff,

nil operators having tied up practically all
their output in contracts, and spot coal
brings a premium when available. Piper,
Coleanor and Montevallo lump is readily
taken at $5.50 per ton mines, but there is
iittle to be had of this high grade fuel from
the Cahaba and Montevallo fields.
Production for the week ending June 21,

as reported to the .Mabama Coal Operators'
.\ssociation. shows an output of 224.513 net
tons, a material reduction as compared
with the previous week. Labor is getting
restless under restricted operating sched-
ules and is beginning to leave the district
for other fields. However, the indications
are that the next week or two will see the
blowing in of at least three additional fur-
naces, which will enable some idle mines
to rpstime and others to go on fuller
schedules.

CONNELI.SVII-l,E

Little additional contract business in fur-
nace coke h:is been closed in the past week,
as nearly all the bl.ast furnaces in operation
had already covered. Several furnaces now
out of bl.ast have desired to contract, but
operators are indisposed to take such
chances and the furnaces will probably
have to gu.arantee they will go into blast
before they can make requirement con-
tracts. The great bulk of the contracting
was on a ratio basis, as explained in pre-
vious reports, the proportion being 6.} to 1,

coke per net ton at ovens against basic
pig iron per gross ton at valley furnaces,
with monthly adjustment of invoice price.
While there have been reports of furnace

coke contracts being made .at flat prices,
only one such case is definitely known, the
lirice in that instance being a speci.'tl one of
$4 for July shipment, $4.40 being the figure
for the remaining five months of the half-
year.
The spot coke market stiffened up sharply

a week before Independence Day, $4.25
being the minimum for furnace coke, with
some operators demanding more. The mar-
ket has been quiet the past few days but
is still quotable at the advanced figure.
Spot foundry coke at $4.50, on<' a common
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lirice, has been growing scarcer, but as a
rule some can still be picked up at that
figure, choicer brands commanding up to $5.

While some operators regard coke as es-
tablished on the higher level recently at-
tained by the spot market, there are others
who are willing to sell furnace coke for the
i-emainder of July at $4. which was the u.sual

settling iirice for June on monthly adjust-
ment contracts, a few having been settled
at $:!.7.".. These monthly adjustment eon-
tracts are now a thing of the past. They
had developed on Fel), 1 from contracts
that had been written at Government price.

hut subject to negotiation sliould tlie Gov-
ernment price lie withdrawn. The market
is now quotable as follows : Spot furnace.
$4.25; spot and promiit foundry. ?4..T0fg>

:, : contract foundry. J", (fi .">."> 0. per net ton
at ovens.
The "Courier" reports production in the

I 'onnellsville and Lower Connellsville region
in the week ended June 28 at 138.633 tons.
:in increase of 7433 tons.

BuiTalo—The price of coke advances
slowly, in sympathy with bituminous coal,

and a firmer market is in prospect here-
after, as the furnaces are running much
more actively than they were a month ago.
Quotations, per net ton f.o.b. Buffalo are
$7.85 for 72-hour Connellsville foundry,
S7.10 to $7.3r> for 48-hour furnace .and

$6.20 for off grades. The sale of breeze
and other fine stuff has not been resumed
to any extent, on account of the very low
price of slack coal.

Middle Western

GENEK.VI, RKVIEW
Th. rket onti itlii rad-

ehanges, either for the better or the
\v«rf*e. Steam sizes continue inaeti^e, while
prepared domestic sizes are in very goiul

demand. Operators are feelins better these
da.vs, however, because they tliink they see
better times ahead, and In the immediate
future.
The campaign recently undertaken by the

Xational Coal .\ssociation to stimulate bny-
ing is now well started, but the results
obtained so far have been from the dom-
estic trade, rather than the steam. The
biff manufacturers, as yet. do not realize
the seriousness of the present situation, and
therefore do not show much interest either
in contracts or current sales. A well
organized drive for steam business has
been started by a number of coal operators'
associations in the Jliddle West, but the
results obtained have been nothing to brag
about. The present opinion of the oper;itors

is that they have done their best to get
the public to contract. The public v,-ill not
contract, therefore the operators are re-

lieved of responsibility and, with justice.

can sell their coals to the highest bidder
during the fall and winter months. It mtist
be admitted that the producers are looking
forward to this situation with consideraM,'
anticii>ation. While we are on this .sub-

ject it might be well to say that last week
there develojied a. car shortage in the
Harrisburg field that practically closed 90

per cent, of the mines in that district. Tt

is true that this condition developed onlv
on the Big Four R.R., but it is extremely
likely other roads will be affected a little

later on. We understand there are plenty
of cars, but most of them are in such poor
repair that they are unfit for coal hauling
The labor question is again coming to a
position of prominence, and many opinions,
pr.actically all different, are to be heard.
It seems pretty generally conceded, how-

ever, that the miners will demand more
money.

Tlie Franklin County field in Illinois ex-
perienced another consolidation tlie other
day, when the Old Ben Coal Corporation
took over the T. C. Keller properties at
Sesser. 111., on the C. B. & Q. R.R. This gives
the Old Ben Coal Corporation eight mines
in Franklin County, all of them producing
very good coal, both from the standpoint
of high natural quality and excellent prepa-
ration. We i)redicted some time back that
the Franklin mines would soon l)e in the
liands of two or tliree very strong operating
and sales companies, and our predictions
aiipear to be developing. It will be inter-
esting to note the next independent mines
to be absorbed. The trade, in general,
looks with favor upon these consolidations,
as it puts important mines in strong hands
and hence staliilizes tiie industry.
A mine in the Belleville district of Illi-

nois sold from ;')">(» to 120M tons per day of
mine run and screenings to the Chicago
Great Western R.R. on a basis of $1.70
mines per ton for mine run and $1.40 per
ton for screenings. Contrary to expecta-
tions the trade looked upon this sale with
favor as it removed a tonnage from the
market that was Ijeing sold at pretty low
prices, and consequently demoralizing the
market, it is said.

CHICAGO
Poor market on screenings. Domestic

coal situation improvini: daily. High grade
eastern coals hard to get.

The market on screenings is in bad
shape. We hear from very good authority
that southern Illinois screenings of good
quality ha\'e been selling at $1..tO mines,
with the steam coal public showing but
little interest even at these prices. We
gatlier. however, that certain manufiictur-
ing interests whose plants have been closed
for the last six months are now starting
up again, and soon will be running full
time. There is no use in camouflaging
the steam-coal situation, as it couldn't be
worse than it is today. Operators are look-
ing for better business on Monday. Ijecause
the mines being closed over the Fourth as
well as Saturday and Sunday will auto-
matically keep some of the surplus from
the open market.
The situation on domestic coals is im-

proving daily, and operators ha\"ing a sur-
plus of lump, egg, nut or even smaller
prepared sizes are having no trouble in

selling the product in Chicago. High-grade
eastern coals are at a decided premium,
and will he harder to get as the season
advances.

MILW.iUKEE
Advance in antiiracite

announced witli the openi
also shoved up a notch. Demand increas-
ing under t he agitation of threatened
shortage.

July 1 brought the customary monthly
advance of lOc. iier ton on all grades of
anthracite except buckwheat, wliich re-
mains stationary in price. Screened Poca-
hontas was also put up 50c. per ton. while
mine run was advanced only 25c. Coke
was given a lift of 25c. per ton. making
the iirevailing price of that commodity
$11.25. The demand for coal has increased
both in the city and country as a result
of a campaign of publicity in which the
danger of a coal shortage next winter is

u'lven credence. Milwaukee is faring well
in the matter of receipts by lake, and unless
there is -A sudden and continued cessation
of this supply there -nill be ample fuel for
the Wisconsin district when the season of
navigation closes. Tt will be advantageous

however, if the demand can be stimulated
so as to relieve the docks and make way
for additional supplies. Receipts by lake
for the months of April, May and June
aggregate 204,037 tons of anthracite and
1.148.753 tons of soft coal, against 164,889
tons of the former and 827,436 tons of the
latter during the same period last year.

Chestnut anthracite is $12.50; stove.
$12.40; egg, $12.20; pea, $11, and buck-
wheat $9.75. Coke is $11.25, Pocahontas
screened $10.25 and mine-run $8.

ST. LOUIS
Considerable activity im domestic sizes of

liigber grade fuels, wliile low grade coal
finds no demand. Steam coal market hard
to find and over-supply is keeping mines
idle. Future domestic supply in doubt on
thi lint.

The past week witnessed the opening up
of the orders for liigh-grade storage coal.
The retail price advance of 25c. a ton on
.luly 1 set things going when it was backed
up by national newspaper advertising.

Tliis demand is almost entirely for Car-
terville. but there is some call for hard coal,
a little smokeless and considerable coke.
Almost no demand at all for Mt. Olive and
no Standard aside from a small tonnage
for a tew apartments.

P'rom now on the movement will reach
out to the cheaper fuels, especially as soon
as it dawns on the public that the failure
to wash steam coal is going to curtail the
production of domestic sizes.
The country call for domestic is almost

identical with the city needs, but i:ot so
pronounced.
The steam situation shows no improve-

ment. Screenings from all fields are piling
up at the mines and this is the one cause
for many mines being idle in the William-
son-Franklin County field. It is not as bad
in the Mt. Olive dis.rict but affects the
Standard mines to almost the same extent
as in Williamson and Franklin Counties.

.\ survey of the steam trade for July in-
dicates a decreased tonnage and unless
something out of the ordinary takes place
11 the local industrial situation in the
next two months the steam tonnage will
Iiave to be dumped at the urines if any-
where near the amount required for domes-
tic use is to be produced in all of the
fields.

The mines in the Standard field work
one and two days a week, execpt when on
railroad coal. This tonnage does not in-
dicate that the roads are storing to any
extent. Many mines are idle and those
that do work for the most part fight for the
little business offered by Selling below cost.
An effort was made by some operators on
July 1 to get more money, hut it was not
general and so far has not been successful.
The Mt. Olive field is fairly well taken

care of in shipping north and northwest
Some railroad fuel is moving, and steam
coal from this field moves easier than from
other fields if it can go north
The situation in Williamson and Frank-

lin Counties is a vexatious problem for
the operator. Snowed under in the past
two weeks with domestic orders and no
place for steam sizes makes it hard to give
the men work enough to keep them con-
tented. Two days a week is not enough.
especially for the foreign element who are
ready to leave at the first chance. One or
two mines are working steady out of the
entire field and some are idle entirely.

Cars are plentiful yet and the movement
is good. Prices are well maintained on all
sizes by the Association operators, while
the independents are quoting as much as
50c, less.
No contracts reported except at prie

it time of shipment.

STOCKS
,\merican Coal Co, of AUceheny.
Bums Brothers, Com
Bums Brothers, Pfd
Central Coal & Coke, Com.
Central Coal & Coke, Pfd .

Colorado Fuel & Iron, Com.

Coal and Coke Securities

rk >!tork Exchange Closing Quotations July 7. 1919

Tiiker
,\bvn,

. (ACI.i
(BBl
(BBi
(CKl
(CIO

. (CF)
Colorado Fuel & Iron, Pfd (CFJ
Consolidation Coal of Maryland (CGM)
Elk Horn Coal, Com (EH)
F.Ik Horn Coal, Pfd (EH)
Island Creek Coal. Com (ICR)
Island Creek Coal. Pfd (ICR)
Jefferson & Clearfield Coal & Iron, Pfd (JF)
New Central Coal of West Va (N(5(3)

I>ittsburEh Cnal, Com (PC)
Pitt.sburEh Coal, Pfd (PCS
Pond Creek Coal (PO)
Virginia Iron. Coal & Coke,

,

(VK)

BONDS
Cahaba Coal, 1st Gtd, 6s, 1922
Clearfield Bituminous Coal, Ist 4s. Ser. A, 1940
Colorado Fuel & Iron, Gen, Ss, 1943
Colorado Indus. Ist Mte, & Col, Tr, Ss, 1934
Consolidation Coal of Maryland, Ist Ref, 5s, 1950
Jefferson & Clearfield Coal & Iron. Sec, Mort. 5s, 1926, .

LehiEh Valley Coal, Ist Gtd. 5s. 1933
Lehigh Valley Coal, Gtd. Int. Red, to 4%, 1913
Lehigh Val, Coal & Nav. Con, S, F , 45s, Ser. A, 1954 , ,

Pleasant Valley Coal, Ist S, F„ 53, 1928
Pocahontas Coal & Coke, Joint 4s, 1 94 1

Pocahontas Con. Collieries. Ist S F 5s, 1957
Roch, & Pitts. Coal & Ir., Helvetia Pur, Money 5s, 1946.

St. L,, Rocky Mnt, & Pac, Stamped 5s, 1955
Tenn. Coal. Iron & R R , Gen, 53, 1951
Utah Fuel, IstSinkiag Fiind5s, 1931
Victor Fuel, Ist Mtg Sinking Fund 5s, 1953
Virginia Iron, Coal A Cok. Ist 53. 1949

?5}
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Current Prices—Materials & Supplies

IRON AND STEEL
PIG IRCN—Quotations compiled by The Matthew Addy Conpany as per
Department of Commerce Committee Schedule.

CINCINNATI
No. 2 Southern
Northern Ba.sic

Southern Ohio No. 2

NEW YORK, Tidewater delivery

2X Virginia (silicon 2 25 fo 2. 75)

Southern No. 2 (silicon 2 25 to 2. 75)

BIRMINGHAM
No. 2 Foundry

PHILADELPHIA
Eastern Pa
Virjinia No. 2,-,
Basic
Grey Forge

CHICAGO
No. 2 Foundry Local
No. 2 Foundry Southern

PITTSBURGH, including freight charge from the
Valley

No. 2 Foundry Valley
Basic
Bessemer

* F.o.b. furnace. t Delivered.

$30 35
27.55
28.55

30 55*
30 85t
30 90*
29 90*

28 15
27 15

29 35

One Month Ago

$'0 35
27 55
28 25

30.65
30.85
30.90
30.90

28 15
27 15

29 35

STRUCTURAL MATERIAL—The following are the base prices, fob.
mill, Pittsburgh, tog* ther with the quotations per 100 lb. from warehouses at
the places named:

. New York
One Year

Current

$3 47

Mill
Pittsburgh

Beams, 3 to 1 5 in $2 45
Channels, 3 to 15 in 2.45 J 47
Angles. 3to6in., {in thick. 2.45 3 47
Tees, 3 in. and larger ... 2.45 3 52
l>lates 2 66 3 67

Ago
$4 24i
4 24',

Louis

$3 54
3 54
3 54
3 54
3 54

Chi-
cago

$3 47
3 47
3 47

BAR IRON—Prices in cents per pound at cities named i

Pittsburgh Cincinnati St. Louis 1

2 75 3.25 3 44

B follows:

NAILS—Prices per keg from i

Mill St.

Pittsburgh Louis

Wire $3 25 $3 90
Cut 4 25 5 40

warehouse in cities named:

Biritiing-

Chicago

$3.90
5 50

San
Francisc

$4 25 $5.00
6 40

Dallas

$5 00
6.40

TRACK SUPPLIZS—The following prices are base per 100 lb. f.o.b. Pitts,
burgb tur carload lots, together with the warehouse prices at the places named:

Standard railroad spikei

and larger
Track bolts

Standard section angle ba

$3 35 $4 27 $4 44 $5 65 $4.50 $5 05
4.35 5 17 Prem. 6 65 6 00 6 05
J. 00 4 22 Prcm. 4 60 .. 4.45

COLD DRAWN STEEL SHAFTING—From warehouse to consumers re-

• (.ii.uig fair-sized lots, the following discounts bold:

Cincinnati Cleveland Chicago St. Louis Denver Birminghani

t7i% List—5% List—2% -t-15% +20% -1-20%

HORSE AND MULE SHOES -We
Mill Cin-

Piltsburgh cinnati

Straight $5 75 $7 50
Assorted 640

'ehouse prices per 100 lb. in cities named:
Birni-

Chicago St. Louis Denver inghani

$6 50 $7.25 $8 15 $7 00
50-7 00 6 40 8 40 7 25

•innati—Horseshoe nails sell (or $4 50 to $5 p.r 25-lb. box.

CAST-IRON PIPE—The follov

. Ne

* prices per net ton for carload lots:

York-
nth One St. San Fran-

Current Ago Year Ago Chicago Louis cisco Dalla

4in $53 00 $55 70 $64 35 $54.80 $48.00 $72.50 $59.00
6»n.andover 50 00 52 70 61 35 51.80 45.00 69.55 56.00

Gas pipe and 16-ft. lengths are $1 per ton ixtr:i.

STEEL RAILS-The following quotations arc per ton f o.b. Pittsburgh ard
('hicago lor carload or larger lots. For less than carload lots Sc. per 100 lb. is

Standard K-ss.t
Standard op'-n'M

Light rails, 8 to
Ligl, trails, I2to
Li„htr..ilii. iJto

« Per 100 lb.

I II lb
141b
45 lb

Current

$45 00
47.00
2 58

Pittsburgh .

One
Year Ago
$55 00

2 54*
2 45'

Current

$45 00
47 00
? 6'i'
2 79*
2 70*

-Chicago .

Year Ago
$65 00
67 00

OLD MATERIAL— Ihe prices following
producers in New York. In Chicago -

r delivery at the buye

No. I railroad wrought
Stove plate
No. I machinery cast
Machine shop turnings
Cast borings
Railroad malli-able cast

, — ^...- gross ton paid to dealers and
,„ ^d St. Louis the quotations are per net
works, including freight transfer charges:

$19 50
15 50
21 50
9 00

Chicagi.

$17 00
17 00
21 50
6 65
9 50
16 00

St. Louis

$18 50
17 00
25 50
9 00
9 00
15 50

COAL BIT STEEL—Warehouse price per pound i

New York Cincinnati Birmingham
$0 12 $0 16; $0 18

IS follows:

St. Louis

$0 13

Denver

$0 I8i

DRILL STEEL Warehou • price per pound;

New York St. Louis Birmi&gliK

PIPE—The following discounts are foi

card of Jan. I, 1919 for steel pipe and for i

arload lots f.o.b. Pittsburgh; basing
1 pipe:

Inches

and «...

BUTT WELD
Steel
Black Galvanized

50!% 74% i to 1

54i% 40%
57J% 44%

2 325%
25 to 4 34i%

BUTT WELD, EXTRA STRONG PLAIN ENDS
to U 391%i, Jandi 46J%

5 5IS%
J to U 55'%

29%
39%
43%

2} to 4 51

4i to 6

LAP WELD, EXTRA .STRONG PLAIN ENDS
37%. 2

504?
40'!;

stocks disi

— Ne
d are a.s follows:

York—— Cleveland-
Gal- Gal-

Black vanized Black vanized

; to 3 in. steel butt welded 47% 31%, 46'% 31%
3Ho 5 in. steel lap welded 42% 27% 42J% 27,%

33'%
35J%

. Chicago - —

.

Gal-
Black \:inized

57i% 44<^

S3}% 41%
York stock sell at list + 1 2i°[

Galvanized iron rigging

,

Galvanized cast steel riggii

Bright plain rigging.
Bright cast steel

Bright iron .ind iron tiller

ular grades of bright

New York
and St. I.niii

-1-I7i%
7)%.
35%
22S%
5%

STEEL SHEETS—The following are the prices

jotibers* warehouse at the cities named:
ents per pound from

Cleveland Chicago

C-:irIcmcls

"No. 28 black 4 35

»No. 2f black 4 25
*N.is. 22 and 24 black. 4 20

Nos. 18 and 20 black. 4 15

No. 16 blue annealed
No Ublucannculcd
No. 10blue:iMno!ikd
»No. 18 galvanized...

•No. 26 galvanized
\'o. 24 galvan'

Ago
6 22

3 75
3 65
i 55
5 70
5 40

Ago
6 45
6 35
» 30
6 25
5 65
5 55
5 45
7 70
7 40

• painted corrugat( d sheets add 3C3. per 100 lb. fo

19to24gages; for galvanized corrugated she its add 15c

Cur-
rent

5 27
5 17
5 12
5 07
4 67
4 57
4 47
6 62
6 32
6 17

25 to 28 gage
all gages.

Cur-
rent

5 37
5 27
5 22
5 17

4 77
4 67
4 57
6 72
6 42
6 21

; 25c

SHOP SUPPLIES

Dili warehouse at the places nami
deducted from list:

New York ^Cleveland—

'<!, on fair I orders, the follow

Hot pressed S(]uare. . $1 . 28
Hot presscil hexagon 1.08
Cold punched square 3.25
Cold punched hexagon 2

,
70

- Chicago -^

Current One
Year Ago

$7 00 $1 05
2 00 .85
1 30 I 00
1 30 1.00
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Semi-finished nuts =i-il at the following discounts from list price:

Current One Year Ago
Mew York 50—10% 40%
Chicago 50<^- 50%
Cleveland 60-10-10% 60%
St. Louis 45%

MACHINE BOLTS —Warehouse discounts in the following cities:

New York Cleveland Chicago St. Louis

I by 4 in. and smaller 50-10% 50% 50-10% 50-10%
Larser and longer up to I in. by 30 in. 40- I 0% 40% 40- 1 0% 40- 1 0%,

WASHERS -From warehouses at the places named the following amount is

dediiited from list price:

For ^\Tought-iron washers:
New York $1.25 Cleveland S3. 50 Chicago $2 25

For cast-iron washers the base price per 100 I)v i.^ as follows:
New York $6 00 Cleveland J3 75 Chicago $4 00

RIVETS—The following quotations are allowed for fair sized or<icrB from
warehouse:

New York Cleveland Chicago

Steel A and smaller 65% 60—5% 45%
Tinned 65% 60—5% 40%

Boiler, i,i, 1 in. diameter bv 2in. to 5in. sell as follows per '001b.:
New York.. S4. 72 base Cleveland. $4. 00 Chicago $4 87 Pittsburgh.. .$4 65

Structural. >ame sizes:

New York. 84.82 Cleveland S4. 10 Chicago $4 97 Pittsburgh. ..$4 75

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
LINSEED OIL—Th.se pri.-

— \ew York — — Cleveland -- . Chicago
Current One Current One Current One

Year .\go Year Ago YearAg.

Rawinbarrel $1 98 $1 61 $2 00 $1.70 $2.04 $1.66
5-gal. cans 2 II I 71 2.25 1.85 2.24 1.86

WHITE AND RED LEAD -Base price.

Dry
lOO-lh. keg 13 00
25 and 50-lb. kegs... 13 25
12t-lb. keg 13 50
5-lb. cans 15.00

16 00

In Oil

14 50
1-. 75
15 00
16 50
17 50

Dry
12 25
12 50
12 75
14 25
14 25

In Oil

12 50
12 75
13 00
14 00
14 50

500 lb, lots less 10% discount. 2OU0 lb. lots less 10-25% di:

Dry
and

In Oil

13 00
13 25
13 50
15 00
16.00

In Oil

12 25
12 50
12 75
14.50
14 50

COMMON BRICK—The prices pei

follows:
Chicago SI 2. 00
St. Louis, salmon 10 0(1

Cincinnati 16.00

1000 in cargo or carload lots

Dcnve
?ham $15.00
(hard red) I 2 00

. 2-Pl

PREPARED ROOFINGS - -tandard grade rubbered surface, complete it

n:iils and cement, insts per square as follows in New York, St. Louis, Chicag
and San Francisco.

1-PIy .

C.l. L.cl CI
Vo. 1 grade $1 45 $1 70 $1 80
Xo. 2 grade I 30 I 55 i 60

.\abestos asphalt saturated felt (14 lb. per square! costs $5.00 per 100 11-

.^late-surfaced roofina 'red and greenl in rolls of 108 sq.ft. costs S2.00 pc

roll in carload lots and $2.23 for smaller quantities.

Shingles, red and green slate finish cost $5.00 per square in carloads. $5.25 ii

sm-'Mer quantities, in Philadelphirv

V
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THE CREED OF SERVICE
By Be/'ion Br'aley

WITHOUT sleek, smug self-righteousness
Or any narrow bigot's zeal,

I hold this constitutes success:

To labor for the common weal,
To do your work the best you can,

To get your wage for what you do
While striving that your fellowman
May win his honest wages, too.

I
HOLD that in a world of men
Where money buys the things we need,

That he who toils with pick or pen
Should hold in scorn not gold, but greed!

That he should have his just return

From work of hand or brain and nerves,

But let his effort be to earn
His recompense as one who serves.

WE all must serve, it is the test

Of high endeavor and of worth;
And he who does his job the best

Is one of any breed or birth

Who, holding high or low estate,

Visions the labor he can give

As part of that long war with fate

To make this life more fit to live.

THIS is my creed, and though it brings
No swollen wealth, I hope to find

I shall be paid with richer things-
Love and content and peace of mind.

And if, in all the rough world's stress

From this, my creed, I do not swerve,
I hope to sum my life's success

In this one simple phrase- 'I serve!"
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS
PRACTICAL SCHEMES THAT MAKE THE DAY'S WORK EASIER

Simple Scotch for T-Iron Road
By Machine Runner

Sullivan, Indiana

A simple scotch to use on T-iron road where it is

necessary to unload the mining machine may be made
as follows: Take two fishplates and put one bolt

through them in the second hole from the end. Tighten

DETAILS OF SCOTCH FOR FSE ON T-IROX ROAD

the bolt up to the desired size to fit the rail, then lay

them clothes-pin fashion in front of the wheel which

is to be scotched. There will now be no trouble in

holding the machine while unloading.

A Spring Latch

By R. Bowen
Pittston, renn.

A spring latch for use where branch tracks are put

in against the loaded cars is illustrated below. It is

always the tendency of small 3-ft. latches to fly open

when the car runs over the latch pin. This results in

the derailing of the cars behind, and many a man bears

si 11 1 1 1 1 \ 1 \ I H 1 1 r\ 1 NT I 1 1 \

evidence of the dangerous practice of pulling the latch

back into its place with his hand, as the trip goes over

the latch.

The little kink shown, which is by no means new,

is extremely simple and costs practically nothing to put

in. An ordinary latch is taken to the blacksmith and a

lug welded on its side 6 in. from the point and extend-

ing 2 to 3 in. below the latch. A hole 1 to i in. in

diameter is cut in the center of the lug, permitting the

attachment of a piece of wire that runs under the latch

and wing rail. The wire can be held in the hand a safe

distance from the moving cars, or the limb of a tree, a

pole or a sapling ma.v be nailed or stapled to the ties,

the wire being then tied to this pole.

A piece of 1-in. iron rod bent to the shape of an eye-

bolt that is slipped over the pole, the other end passing

under the rail and latch and through the lug into a nut,

answers the purpose better. The dotted lines show the

position of the pole when an empty car passes back
through the latches.

A Mine Door Protector

A type of door protector adopted by one of the large

coal companies of Pennsylvania, and used by it on

many of its doors underground, is shown below. This
protector is made as follows : A piece of 2-in. pipe of

suitable length is bent in approximately parabolic curve,

or one of changing radius. Each end of the pipe is

MINE DOOR I'UDTECTOR MADE OP CURVED PIPE

flattened for a distance of about 10 in., and the flattened

portion reflexed sufficiently so that when the concave

side of the curved pipe is next the door the flattened

ends will lie flat upon it near either edge. The maximum
clearance from the door to the pipe protector should be

at a point about two-thirds of the distance from the

hinged to the free side of the door, and should amount
to about 1 foot.

This curved pipe protector is bolted securely to the

door at each end, three bolts being employed ordinarily.

It should be placed at such a height that the frame of

the locomotive will strike it, thus pushing the door

open. It also prevents the door from coming in contact

with the sides of the cars in the trip, thus holding the

door proper distance away.

This device is cheap to build and install, and does its

work efficiently. It will save its cost many times over

in preventing damage to the door upon which it is

placed.
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Block Signal Board

By Ralph W. Mayer
California, Penn.

It is necessary at times for two or more locomotives

pulling coal from butt entries to use the same entry be-

tween the butt entries and the parting. Unless some
method of signaling is adopted, the motormen do not

know whether the track is clear, and confusion or lost

time results. Makeshift or careless methods are some-

times used, such as hanging a piece of canvas from
the trolley or roof.

A block signal board has been adopted by one large

mining company as a more efficient method. This board

is fastened to the rib, close to the track, at the junction

of the butt and cross entry tracks. It is about 24 in.

long and 18 in. wide. Four horizontal cleats are nailed

to the back of the board. Each pair of these cleats are

nailed far enough apart so that an arm 6 in. wide and 1

EFFICIENT BLOCK SIGNAL BOARD

in. thick will easily slide between them. Two perpendic-

ular pieces are nailed over these horizontal ones next

to the edge of the board. These prevent the signal arm
from falling out while the arm slides between them
and the face of the board.

The arms have stop-blocks fastened to either end to

prevent the arm from going too far. One end of the

arm has OUT, the other IN printed upon it, with
arrows showing the direction. On the face of the board
is printed MOTOR NO.—IS—OUT—IN, the words
OUT or IN being indicated by the signal arm, depend-
ing on which end of the arm is exposed. When the

motorman goes out to the parting he exposes the end of

the arm showing OUT. When he returns he exposes the
end showing IN.

Turning a Room Without the Engineer
By .]. A. .MoNico

Bcsoco. W. Va.

A simple method of laying off rooms and entrie.s is

shown in the accompanying diagram. This method can
he employed for rooms or entries turned at any angle.
All the mine boss has to do is to learn from the engi-
neer the distance between room centers on the angle
turned. The mine boss can then turn the rooms and
entries, and drive them at least 150 ft. before the engi-
neer is needed. To illustrate: Suppose that ABC
are spads for No. 1 room and the entry, and that

No. 2 room is ready to be turned (in this case at a right
angle to the entry) on a 50-ft. center. The first thing
to do is to hang two plumb-bobs in spads A and C.
Sight along the entry to D and measure 5 ft. on that
line of sight. Mark the line of sight on the roof, and
also the distance. Next measure the distance from

Af? / h'oorr?

-—r Jfe

No. B Room

SIJiri.E METHOD OF LAYING OFF ROO.M.S AND ENTRIES

A to B; in this case it is 4 ft. Then measure the dis-

tance D E, making it the same as A B. Next measure
50 ft. from B to E, keeping 4 ft. from E. The two
points D and E are sights for No. 2 room. Several

rooms can be turned in this manner and little error will

be found.

Clamp lor the Work Bench

By Charles H. Willey
Concord. N. H.

The bench clamp illustrated herewith is simple to

construct and of value to any mechanic who has much
bench work to do. The contrivance is shown in both
detailed and assembled views, but the dimensions have
not been given as these can best be made to suit the

size of work to be handled. The upright of the clamp
is made of square stock, one end being bent over at

THIS BENt'lI CLAM I' IS EASILY MADfi

right angles to make the foot on which the clamp screw

operates. Two pieces of iron plate make the lugs that

hold the hinge pin of the clamp finger; these are riveted

or bolted to the upright by three bolts.

The clamp finger is forged to a suitable curve and
is made sufliciently large at the short end to take a

;-in. screw. A piece of 35 x 'i in. flat bar stock is

machined with square holes and taper keyways in each

hole and is set in flu.sh with the bench top. This is

bolted down. The tool is held firm by the taper wedges
or keys, the leg of the tool being of sufficient length

to raise and lower it to suit a wide range of work.
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Importance of the Proper Bonding
of Mine Rails

THE electric haulage circuit in a mine is like a chain,

composed of many links or elements, each of which
must do its work or the whole will be a failure. The
most complicated portion of the electrical path is the

return. Bonding, if properly done, greatly decreases

the resistance of mine track; if improperly done, it is

next to useless. The latest type of bond is that employ-
ing terminals welded to the rail ends.

By C. C. Beck
.Mansfield, ( )lii..

AN ELECTRIC haulage system is made up of electri-

i-\ cal paths in series, each of which is a link in the

X A- electrical chain. If each does not properly per-

form its function, serious losses result. Fig. 1 shows
diagrammatically a complete system. The current is

generated at the power house, flows out over the feeder

and trolley wires, through the locomotives and cutting

machine motors, and back to the power house, through
the rails and joints.

The importance of good rail bonds is often overlooked.

The feeling appears to be prevalent that electricity will

have no trouble in getting back to the power house over

rails that are connected together with good splice

plates that are tightly bolted in place. When it is re-

membered, however, that the joints are in series so

that the resistance of the return path is the total of the

resistances of all the joints, it is seen that a compara-
tively low average joint resistance may result in a high
total resistance, and that the voltage drop may become
a high percentage of the total potential. This result.-

not only in considerable power loss but, still worse, in

VUi. 1. DIAGRA.M OF A CO.MJ'mTE H.\f I..\i : 10 I'^STK.M

low voltage to the motors. This means slow speed, ineffi-

cient loading of locomotives, and correspondingly higher

current values which burn out armatures.

On one property it was necessary to keep an armatur°
winder constantly busy rewinding burnt-out armatures.
The concern furnishing the coils suddenly noticed an ab-

sence of orders and checked up to see why this excellent

coil business was not coming to them any more. The
reason was that the manager had realized the poor bond-
ing on his system and had rebonded the track, with the
result that he had practically eliminated burning out of

armatures and was furthermore hauling heavier loads at

higher speeds than before.

•Paper presented Viefore the Kentucky Mining lu.^titute. I.e.x-
ington, Ky., Jtine 7, 1919.

The loss on a single joint may be surprisingly large.

One rail joint that used to be in front of the house in

which I lived impressed me m.ore than any other with

the excessive loss that might exist in a single joint.

This particular joint would give off so much heat that

snow was always melted away from its vicinity, and at

night an arc would often be noticed which gave off con-

siderable light. One of the boys of the neighborhood

II

I CrX"^ gJ/

FIG. 2. ilETHOD OF HOI.lJI.Vi; WIRK I.N' PLACE

ran a pair of wires and tapped them across this joint,

carrying the wires into his window. He borrowed 3

voltmeter and found a 60-volt drop across the joint.

He managed to get a small motor, which he connected to

these wires. The neighborhood boys had considerable

fun running all sorts of mechanical contrivances from
this motor.

Iron oxide, or rust, has a high resistance, and it only

takes a few days' time, when exposed to the weather or

to the corrosive conditions of most mines, for rust to

form over the rails and splice bars, insulating the rails

from each other.

One of the first bonding methods employed to reduce

the resistance between rails consisted of a piece of

copper wire clamped under the bolt heads. Corrosion,

however, soon proved this method no better than the

splice bars alone. A later plan was to drill holes in the

web.s of the rails and insert the ends of a wire, holding

these ends in place by driving in channel pins which
were a little larger than the hole in the rail. This made
a tight fit, the pin being compressed around the wire
as shown in Fig. 2.

Channel pin bonding has also proved inefficient. In

some cases failure has arisen from the old worn trolley

wire used, which was so out of round and of such re^

duced size that it did not fit the channel pin closely and
was not sufficiently compressed in installation. But even
with good, new wire the moisture can enter the space

between the pin and rail. It then spreads by capillary
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attraction, soon corroding the surfaces and resulting in

high resistance. Fig. 3 shows a channel pin removed
from a rail in service. The crack and corrosion as

well as the reduced diameter of the pin, which was
originally the diameter of the circle drawn around

FIG. 3. A CH.^NXEL PIN .\FTBR SERVK'E

it, should be noted. It is easily appreciated that such

contacts cannot give a low resistance joint.

Fig. 4 is made up of actual readings on joints bonded
with channel pins, in which the resistance per joint aver-

aged between 12 and 30 ft. of rail. The lower curve.

Fig. 5, shows corresponding track resistance Nvhen

bonded with compressed terminal bonds in which no
joint showed a resistance in excess of 4 ft. of rail.

Compressed terminal and pin expanded terminal bonds
have now largely superseded those of the channel pin

variety. Fig. 6 shows a compressed terminal bond in-

1?
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Fig. 11

FIGS. 7 TO 11. VARIOUS BONDS AND THEIR APPLICATION

Fig. IE Fig. 15 Fig. 14.

F,g. le

I'L.VTE AND BO.XI) WELDINI

as an acute angle makes it difficult or impossible to

secure a good weld, while one greater than 90 deg. re-

quires an excessive amount of time and filling-in metal.

Fig. 14 shows a simple weld between two flat plates.

Here again the 90-deg. angle between work is main-

tained. This fundamental principle is employed in rail

bonding.

Fig. 15 shows an arc-weld bond for installation on the

ball of the rail, and Fig. 16 shows it in place. The 90-

deg. angle between work should be noted. The copper

cable is fitted with copper terminals which are inclosed

in steel casings, the steel being brazed or welded to the

copper at the factory, thus insuring a good mechanical

and electrical contact. The size of the terminal is such

that it carries off the heat of the welding without danger
of burning away the terminal under the arc, while the

size of the welding surface insures a strong mechani-

cal and electrical contact to the rail.

Fig. 17 shows an ai-c-weld bond for use around the

splice plates, and Fig. 18 shows this bond installed.

This is a method of installation that is recommended
for light rails and for mining work generally. Figs.

19 and 20 show special applications which may be used

z=n:i>-
Fig. 17

~^^

Fig. 20

,

II
, 1
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to advantage under certain conditions. It should be

noted that with all these bonds the 90-deg'. angle be-

tween the bond and the rail is employed, thus following

standard welding practice.

Some bonds have been tried in which the upper sur-

face of the terminal is beveled away from the rail,

giving an angle between the working surfaces that

is less than 90 deg., as shown in Fig. 21. This form,

of bond however, is open to the criticism that it is diffi-

cult to get a good weld in the bottom of the groove.

For arc-weld bonding a simple resistance machine
using trolley current is most convenient. It should be

light enough to be carried readily by two men and should

be sufficiently rugged to withstand the rough usage to

which such apparatus is subjected in track work. The
temperature rise should be low enough so that a fairly

long life is secured. Fig. 22 shows one form of ma-
chine for this work.

In maintaining efficient bonding, periodic testing

of the joints is recommended. There are several good
bond testers on the market. One of the most accurate

consists of a duplex millivoltmeter. Fig. 23, connected

so that one instrument spans the joint and the other

spans unbroken rail. By varying the length of un-

broken rail spanned, a balance or equal reading is

secured between the two instruments. It is only nec-

essary to measure the unbroken rail spanned to secure

the joint resistance in terms of feet of rail.

One of the commonest difficulties encountered in keep-

ing up rail bonding arises from the bond installation

and maintenance being put in charge of the track de-

partment, the members of which do not understand or

appreciate the importance of careful bonding. They
accordingly treat the whole bonding subject as a sec-

ondary matter and of little importance. This often re-

sults in good bonds being practically thro\vn away be-

cause of poor installation or to excessive loss arising

from a few rail joints needing attention. It is espe-

VUi. -.;. DIAGRAM OF BOND TESTING INSTRUMENT

cially recommended that each property using electric
haulage arrange a bond department directly under the
chief electrician. The business of this organization will
be to install all bonds, test the track joints at regular
intervals and, in general, make a .study of the few
fundamental considerations, which, if understood and
followed, mean good results; but, if not understood
or ignored lead to big losses which are entirely
unnecessary.

In many mines are telephone stations with connec-
tions to the surface, and many mines have also tele-

phone communication with adjoining, near-by and dis-

tant mines. Such telephones should not be overlooked
after a fire or an explosion. The alarm for a mine fire

can probably be given by telephoning to different part*
of the mine, and even after an explosion the telephone
system may not be destroyed in all parts of the mine;
hence effort should be made to call up the inside sta-

tions and to ascertain whether any men are alive and
able to respond to call. The telephone should be used
promptly for summoning assistance from the nearest

mines as well as for informing the state mine inspector

and any near rescue station or trained rescue men that

can be reached by it.

FIG. 22. PORTABLE RESISTANCE FOR USE IN MINE RAIL BONDJJ^IG
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Tests and Comparisons of Various Types of

Permissible Explosives
By .Joseph C. Thompson
of .Mines and Mint-rals. State of Illinois

SYNOPSIS — Con.<tiderable attention has been

given to explosives during recent years by the

Bureau of Mines. The principal field ivork in

this connection has been carried on at the Pitts-

burgh station, especially the new explosives ex-

periment branch near Bruceton,Penn. The foU

loioing article notes the tests used by the Bureau

of Mines to establish permissible explosives. A
comparison is rnade of black pmvder and some

permissible explosives; the different classes of

permissibles are noted and discussed.

IF
AN explosive passes the three following tests, es-

tablished by the Bureau of Mines for trial in its

explosion gallery, then the explosive may be placed

on the permissible list: 1. Ten shots ea ;h with the

charge of a specified deflective power, in its original

wrapper, shall be fired (each tamped with 1 lb. of clay

stemming at a gallery temperature of 77 deg. F.) into

a mixture of gas and air containing 8 per cent, of gas

(methane and ethane") in the explosion gallery. An ex-

plosive is considered to have passed the test if no

one of the ten shots explode? this mixture.

2. Ten shots each with the charge of a specified

deflective power, in its original wrapper, shall be fired

(each tamped with 1 lb. of clay stemming at a gallery

temperature of 77 deg. F.) into 40 lb. of bituminous coal

dust, 20 lb. of which is to be placed uniformly on a

wooden bench placed in front of the cannon and 20 lb.

placed on side shelves in the sections of the explosion

gallery. An explosive is considered to have passed the

test if no one of the ten shots ignites this mixture.

3. Five shots to be fired (each with IJ lb. of the ex-

plosive without stemming at a gallery temperature of

77 deg. F.) into a mixture of gas and air containing 4

per cent, of gas and 20 lb. of bituminous coal dust, 18

lb. of which is to be placed on shelves on the sides of the

first 20 ft. of the explosion gallery and 2 lb. so placed

that it will be stirred by an air current in such a man-

ner that all or part of it will be suspended in the first

division of the gallery. An explosive is considered to

have passed the test if no one of the five shots ignites

this mixture.

An explosive is a substance, the decomposition of

which results in the sudden expansion of its components

into a volume of heated gases many times exceeding its

original bulk. The strength of an explosive depends

upon the volume of gases liberated, the rate at which

decomposition proceeds, and the temperature of igni-

tion. The gases liberated by the ignition of gunpowder,

for instance, amount to about 2000 times the original

volume of the powder used, and the force exerted by

ordinary blasting powder has been ascertained to be

about 22,000 ft.-lb. per square inch.

Black powder has been largely used in mining oper-

ations for the following reasons: It is cheap, and it is

comparatively slow in action and therefore suitable foi

coal and soft rock and less dangerous than some of the

nitro compounds. On the other hand, it is quite danger-

ous in the presence of firedamp and coal dust; its use is

now being objected to by many experienced mining men
for the reason that, if exploded in large quantities, it

is dangerous to health, life and property. This is ow-

ing to the large percentage of carbon monoxide it gives

off: no explosive which gives rise to this gas ought to

be used for extensive blasting in mines because of this

risk. Furthermore, because of the fact that it has been

proved that even small traces of carbon monoxide render

mixtures of coal dust and air highly explosive. This is

a point frequently overlooked in experiments with ex-

plosives. For instance, on firing IJ lb. of black powder,

over 3 cu ft. of combustible gas (consisting chiefly of

carbon monoxide) would be produced, and this when
mixed with pure air (apart from any consideration of

coal dust) would give over 10 cu.ft. of an explosive, or

at least a rapidly burning mixture.

Chemical Changes When Using BLACir Powder

It would perhaps be well at this point to note the

chemical change that takes place and also the gases pro-

duced when exploding ordinary black powder. Then we
can make a comparison with the chemical change at-

tending the explosion of some of the permissible ex-

plosives. In that way we may have a standard of com-

parison that will enable the intelligent observer to note

the advantages or disadvantages of various explosives.

The approximate percentage composition of ordinary

black powder is nitrate of potassium 75. carbon 15 and

sulphur 10; when it is exploded 56 per cent, of solid

and 44 per cent, of gaseous matter are formed. Ordi-

nary black powder explodes at 600 deg. F. and by the

explosion the following gases are produced:

Car di,

Carbon i

Xitrogen, . -

Sulphuretted hydroefn
M.irsh gas
Hydrogen

Total.

Percentage
by Volume

32 15

33 75
19 03
7.10
2 73
5 24

100 00

From this it will be seen that black powder gives

off a large percentage of carbon monoxide which, as al-

ready stated, is extremely objectionable. The sulphur-

etted hydrogen also is highly dangerous and therefore

objectionable.

A sample of mine air was taken 12 minutes after a

blast of 22 lb. of a permissible explosive of the nitro-

compound class. An analysis showed that the follow-

ing gases were produced:

•Pajxi- read at a meeting of the Illinois Mining Institute.

Carbon dioxi<le.

Oxyjiicn
Cart)on nionoxidu
Nitrogen
Sulphuretted hydrogen

.

Hydrogen
Marsh gas

Total.

Percentage
by Volume

0.08
20.80

79.12
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The difference in the air after an explosion of black

powder and then after a permissible explosive, as shown

by analysis, is quite striking. It was a consideration

of these highly dangerous properties of explosives more

than anything else, perhaps, that induced mining men
and chemists to begin to look for sometljing else that

might be used in preference to powder.

Most of the permissible explosives produced may be

said to belong to one or other of the following classes:

(11 Chlorate mixtures, or explosives containing chlo-

rate of potash; (2) nitrate m.ixtures other than gun-

powder; (3) nitro compounds containing nitroglycer-

ine; (4) nitro compounds not containing nitroglycerine.

The term chlorate mixture means any explosive con-

taining a chlorate. This has been divided into two di-

visions—one consisting of those chlorate preparations

which contain nitroglycerins or other liquid explosives

and the other those containing chlorate of potash.

Explosives of the second class have not been a suc-

cess on account of the fact that chlorate of potash de-

velops considerable heat on decomposition; the result

being that not only is an explosive containing chlorate

more sensitive as a rule to percussion and friction than

a compound in vv'hich the oxygen carrier is a nitrate,

but it is also more violent in its action. It may be said,

however, that mere sensitiveness is no great defect since

there are many methods by which this may be over-

come; if this were the only failing possessed by these

explosives, it is more than probable that a large num-
ber would have been on the permissible list. Unfor-
tunately, however, especially after exposure to wide dif-

ferences of temperature in the presence of moisture, the

chlorate is liable to crystallize on the surface of the

explosive, a condition which gives rise to a considerable

increase of sensitiveness to which there is practically

no limit.

A moment's reflection makes it clear that it is safer

to deal with a highly sensitive explosive of which the

degree of sensitiveness is known than with another
which (although originally vastly less sensitive) may in

the course of time develop dangers, the full measure of

which we are quite ignorant.

Some Explosives Unsuitable for Mine Use

In the second class of explosives (or nitrate mix-
tures) nitrate of sodium is substituted for potassium
nitrate, such mixtures being cheaper; but they are so

absorbent or deliquescent—that is. they take up moist-
ure from the atmosphere so readily—that it renders
them unsuitable for mining purposes.

In considering the third class, or nitro compounds con-
taining nitroglycerine, we find they have special risks.

Although many manufacturers will guarantee these com-
pounds to be non-hydroscopic, yet such e.xplosives con-
tain notroglycerine in which the liquid is held merely
by the absorbent qualities of the othe>- constituents;
they possess the quite serious defect, that in contact
with the moisture of the atmosphere the nitroglycerine
exudes owing to its easy displacement by water. This
exudation is at all times undesirable and extremely
dangerous as it may be precipitated in what is practi-
cally a pure state to one point and it is extremely sensi-
tive to shock.

Again, all explosives containing even a small per-
centage of nitroglycerine possess the common defect
that they freeze at a relatively high temperature (at
about 45 deg. F.) and when once frozen do not com-

pletely thaw until the temperature rises above 50 deg. F.

It is quite easy to find these explosives in sheltered

magazines frozen at times when the temperature out-

side is fairly warm. The effect of this is twofold: First,

when in this condition, they are more liable to be ex-

ploded by rough treatment; secondly, they are less easy
to explode by means of a detonator with the result that
there is more likelihood of unexploded cartridges be-
ing left at the back of the hole or among the coal

thrown down from a shot. Moreover, they are, un-
fortunately, even more sensitive to friction when in a
half-frozen state; the reason being, no doubt, that
small portions of the semi-liquid nitroglycerine on the
softened outside layers of a cartridge are liable to be
crushed between two crystalline surfaces of the still

frozen core or to be unduly heated by the breaking of
the crystals.

Risks with Certain Kinds of Explosives

To illustrate the risks of the third class of explosives

compared with black powder, heat up a single grain of
a mass of gunpowder to the ignition temperature of sul-

phur and the whole will explode; but until that tempera-
ture is reached, there is practically no danger, except
that as the temperature rises so much the less addi-
tional heat is required to cau.se ignition; and the
powder, therefore, becomes more sensitive to shock. But
in the case of a nitro compound it is by no means nec-
essary that the temperature should reach the ignition
point for an explosion to take place. Even when thor-
oughly well made an explosive of this class cannot be
e.xposed for any length of time to an elevated tempera-
ture, even though far below its ignition point, without
decomposition setting in. This chemical action develops
more heat, which in its turn increases the chemical ac-

tion and so on, and thus suflScient heat is provided to

cause an explosion.

Lastly, we have the fourth class, or nitro compounds
not containing nitroglycerine. To this class belong the
ammonium nitrate explosives. The good points of this

group of e.xplosives are as follows: (1) Simplicity and
safety in manufacture. (2^ So far as past experience
goes they seem to be considerably less dangerous to

handle and store than most other explosives. (3) They
do not freeze. (4) They are not as a rule easily ignited
by the direct application of fire, and when ignited there
is no record of any explosion having resulted unless a
detonator was present. (5) If they are kept too long or
the cartridges are subjected to rough handling, the af-

finity of the nitrate for moisture .soon renders the ex-
plosive harmless. (6) Thev are as a class relatively

safe to u.se in mines. One objection is that to get the
best results they require a large detonator, which to a
certain extent is a source of danger.

In connection with the subject of explosives, I wish
to state that neither the Department of Mines and Min-
erals of the State of Illinois nor the inspectors have any
desire or intention of lending their moral or active sup-
port to any system or principle, other than the highest
degree of safety consistent with the best economic and
practical results.

Carbon ignites at about 900 to 1000 deg. F. Therefore,
in burning pulverized coke or anthracite in furnaces it is

necessary to use special expedients to raise the tempera-
ture of the burning fuel above the ignition point. Low-
volatile fuels have been burned satisfactorily by thia
method.
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Preparation of Bituminous Coal—^VII
By Ernst Prochaska

Benton, Illinois

SYNOPSIS— The problem of poiver transmis-

sion is one that requires careful attention. In

most cases it is advantageous to drive the ma-

chines of a ivashery in gro-ups ivith the larger

units driven individually. Buildings should pref-

erably be of steel, although xvood and reiyiforced

concrete are often employed. The costs of coal

washing vary considerably vnth conditions of

coal, quality of machinery, layout, thoroughness

of process and supervision.

IN
THE earlier washeries frequently only one main-

drive unit (usually a steam engine) was employed

for the whole plant, or one engine drove the washery

and another the screening plant. The power had to be

transmitted from one point to all the different pieces of

apparatus. This resulted in complicated systems of

transmission machinery distributed over the entire

plant. The disadvantages of this arrangement were well

known, even at that time, but as long as only steam was

available as the sole source of power, a decentralization

of the power supply was out of the question on account

of the great weight and large size of the steam engines.

The disadvantages of such a centralized power station

are as follows: The great number of shafts, pulleys,

belts, sprocket wheels, chains, sheaves, ropes and clutches

makes the installation expensive in first cost as well

as in cost of operation. The supervision of such a plant

is difficult, costly and dangerous. It requires a large

crew to attend to the lubrication and upkeep of all this

complicated machinery. The loss of power caused by

friction and inefficient transmission machinery is enor-

mous. The swiftly moving belts, chains, ropes and

shafting are a constant source of danger to the op-

erator. The necessary safeguards are expensive and at

best only a cumbersome makeshift.

It is consequently only quite natural that the direct

electric-motor drive has been quickly adopted for coal

washeries. This permits the installation of small inde-

pendent drives, avoiding all cumbersone, expensive and

dangerous transmission machinery. The small motors

can easily be placed in almost any position without

heavy or expensive foundations.

For centrifugal pumps and crushers the electric motor

drive is especially well adapted. Electric drives permit

the different units to be operated independently one

from the other. They can be stopped easily and quickly

by throwing a switch, which enhances the safety of the

operation. The control of all motors can be consolidated

on a central switchboard, so that by using a remote-

control system any unit can be started or stopped from

a central point. Furthermore, cutout switches can be

placed at convenient points throughout the plant, so that

in case of danger it is not necessary to go to the motor

or the central control board. Disastrous and costly

wrecks can thereby be avoided.

The starting apparatus of the different machines

forming one unit can be connected in such a way that

it will be impossible to start one machine before the fol-

lowing one has been put in operation or, vice versa, to

stop a machine before the preceding one has been shut

down. This, in case of crushers, elevators and con-

veyors will avoid choking up any piece of apparatus and
spilling coal. It is easy to make the operation of an

electrically driven plant foolproof by taking the suc-

cessive starting of the separate pieces of machinery out

of the hands of the machine operator.

The starting apparatus should be provided with an

overload circuit breaker so that in case of a jam in the

machinery, wrecks or burnouts of the motors will be

avoided. No-voltage releases ought to be installed also,

I
3"SCREENIN6S FROM MINE IN R.R. CARs\

W/ISHED
NO. I „\ NO.S

MIXIN& CONVEVOR

RAILROAD CARS

FIG. 25. FLOW SHKET FOR A FUEL COAL WASHERY
TAKIN(", SCREENINGS FROM A DISTANT JUNE

so that in case of a sudden failure of the power supply

the motors will not start when the power comes on

again. It should be possible to lock the starting ap-

paratus, to provide a safeguard for the men repairing

the machinery.

Slow-speed motors are in most cases advisable on ac-

count of the extra expense and increased loss of power

caused by speed-reducing gears. Constant-speed motors

with a good starting torque should be employed, except

for elevator and jig drives where a variation of speed

is sometimes required. Washed coal and refuse elevator

drives should be designed to permit the reducing of the

elevator speed for short periods.

The only disadvantage of electric-motor drive en-

countered in actual operation arises from the inability

to change the speed within the limits sometimes re-
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quired in the operation of a washery. It is necessary

to slow down the greater part of the machinery at cer-

tain intervals to permit a careful and thorough inspec-

tion. For this purpose the speed of the machinerj'

should be reduced at least to 25 per cent, of the normal

working speed. With steam engines as main-drive

units the speed of the machinery can be reduced to

almost any degree and the starting and stopping can be

accomplished without e.xposing the machinery to sudden

stresses and shocks.

The question remains, How far should decentraliza-

tion be carried? To install a separate motor for each

piece of apparatus would require an undesirable number
of small motors, which would increase the cost of in-

stallation out of all proportion to the advantages gained

thereby. The whole electrical equipment would become
complicated and the control unwieldy.

It will be far more advisable to combine the drives

for a group of machinery, making thus one drive unit,

if one motor can actuate it by means of simple, con-

veniently arranged transmission apparatus. This is

especially the case with jig drives. Therefore, we must
consider in the selection of a proper drive the follow-

ing: The degree of decentralization depends upon the

space at disposal. This sometimes requires a fixed ar-

rangement of the machinery, regardless of the con-

venient arrangement of the drives. In some cases, how-
ever, it will be possible to consider the most convenient

and economic drives, regardless of other requirements.

Therefore, generally speaking, no special method of

driving can be pronounced as the best. Each separate

case demands its particular solution and the number of

motors to be installed will vary from 6 to 35. In the

simplest case the motors can be arranged into groups
as follows: (1) Raw-coal elevator and preliminary
screening; (2) all the jigs, the washed coal and refuse

elevators; (3) sizing screens; (4) washed coal con-

veyors to the bins; (5) circulating pump; (6) sludge-

handling and water clarification.

In the most complicated case, where the decentraliza-

tion has been carried to extremes, we find the following:

(1) Docking table; (2) coal conveyors to crusher; (3)

feeders under unloading hopper; (4) cross conveyor
from unloading hopper; (5) conveyor for foreign coal

to crusher; (6 and 7) crushers; (8) conveyor to raw-
coal storage bin; (9) reclaiming conveyor under stor-

age bin; (10) conveyor to screen house; (11 and 12)

sizing screens; (13, 14 and 15) conveyor for sized coal

to equalizing bins; (16 and 17) jigs; (18 and 19)

washed-coal elevator (20) refuse elevator; (21, 22, 23
and 24) dryers; (25) washed-coal conveyor; (26 and
27) circulating pumps; (28, 29 and 30) sludge pumps;
(31, 32, 33, 34 and 35) thickeners; (36) concentrating
tables; (37) laboratory crusher.

The horsepower of the foregoing 37 motors varies
from 7i to 250, and two voltages are used—that is,

440 and 2300—besides the lighting circuit of 110 volts.

Buildings and Structures

Timber construction is rather antiquated and un-
desirable on account of the fire risk. Only in certain
cases, where the acreage of the mine will not promise a
long life, it will be excusable to u.se timber in the con-
struction of a washery. But even then the danger of
fires must be considered. Such fires, even when the
washery is fully insured, entail a lengthy interruption

to operation and a consequent loss of profit, or even the
loss of a desirable customer.

In addition to this, timber construction, on account
of the larger size of timbers necessary, narrows down
the space at disposal and the great number of joists,

beams and braces interferes with the passageways and
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the convenient supervision of the plant. Reinforced

concrete for the building proper is expensive and has

the further disadvantage that changes and additions

cannot be made except at great cost and under diffi-

culties.

For tanks, sluiceways and bins, reinforced concrete

is supreme. In connection with this it may be stated

that concrete sluiceways ought always to be lined with

glazed terra-cotta tile to resist abrasion. For the con-

struction of the housing over the machinery, steel is the

only feasible material. A steel structure makes a light,

rigid and durable building, permitting the location of

plenty of windows and ventilators. Daylight is the

cheapest item we have at our disposal, and it should be

used freely. Machinery supports can be arranged
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easily, and floor beams, stairways and walks conveni-

ently placed to provide accessibility to all parts without

obstructing the view.

For the covering of the buildings we have a great

variety of materials, so that the proper selection will

depend upon the climate, the money available and the

personal preference of the designer. Under ordinary

conditions galvanized corrugated steel sheets are quite

suitable for the sides of the buildings. If painted and

kept in good repair, they will last a reasonable time;

but even under the most favorable conditions the cost

of upkeep is considerable, and they do not give suf-

ficient protection in colder climates. The increased cost

for heating may easily overbalance the cheapness of

corrugated steel siding.

In a warm climate the sides can be arranged in slid-

ing panels so as to give plenty of fresh air in the sum-
mertime. In colder climates, and for durability, con-

crete stucco work on an expanded metal base is ad-

visable. This offers good protection against the weather

and does not require painting or frequent repairs. It

ought to last as long as the steel framework.

A guarantee for a certain amount of ash in the
washed coal is only to be considered if at the same
time a certain yield is also guaranteed. The cost of

operation is an important factor. An indisputable

guarantee should read: With x cents cost of operation

per ton of such and such a coal handled we guarantee
an output of y per cent, with z per cent, of ash in the

washed product.

To check these figures it is necessary to take average
samples of the different products and analyze them.

Therefore, a laboratory is a necessary appendage to a

washery. Daily samples ought to be taken, the ash and
sulphur, contents determined, also the percentage of

"sink" in the washed coal and the percentage of "float"

in the refuse. These results ought to be posted on the

jig floor so that the jig runner can see what he is

doing.

The cost of operation depends upon the character of

the raw ooal, just as the yield and the percentage of ash

and sulphur in the washed coal depend upon it. But
the cost of operation is furthermore influenced by the

arrangement of the washery and the supply and appli-

Fiie Refuse Bin
Bofkr^huse CoafBin

Coal to

Railroad Cars--'

A PICTORI.^I. FI^OW SHEET FOR A WASHERY TREATIXO .SEVER.\L SIZE.S OF COAI,

Roofs can also be covered with galvanized corrugated

steel sheets, but asbestos cement in the shape of shingles

or corrugated sheets is far more advisable. Floors

should be made of reinforced concrete with a non-

dusting top dressing and arranged in such a way that

they can be easily and thoroughly washed off. Stair

treads should either be filled in with concrete or made
of some non-slip material. The inside of the building,

especially the under side of the roofs, should be painted

in, say, a light gray color.

The idea that a washery must be a dark, sloppy place

has long ago been exploded. A coal washery can be

made just as clean and light as any other industrial

building. Plenty of light not only means convenience

but also safety. Dark corners are tabooed in modern
construction. The ideal design should permit the un-

obstructed supervision of all machinery from one point.

The main requirements to be considered in the design

of a washery building may be condensed as follows:

The building must give sufficient protection against the

inclemencies of the weather; all vibration must be taken

care of; all the machinery must be in full and unob-

structed view from preferably one but in any case as

few points as possible; all machinery must be safely,

fully and easily accessible; artificial lighting should only

be required during the nighttime; no dark corners

should be permitted ; changes in the arrangement of the

machinery must be easily accomplished.

cation of power and water. General conditions only can

here be considered, as each separate case must be

handled in a different way and individually. Weekly or

at least monthly cost sheets on a per unit (ton of input)

basis are of great value, especially as the comparatively

simple operation of a washery permits an easy and cor-

rect subdivision of the cost for all separate operations.

By carefully studying and comparing the figures ob-

tained valuable information can be gained which will

be a guide in making changes in the method of opera-

tion. It is therefore judicious to arrange the cost sheets

according to the different units of operation, so that

we get the cost of each step of the process separately.

ANALYSIS OF EXPENSE?.

The cost of operation must be divided into fixed

charges, operating expenses and the cost of special work.

It is only natural to keep the cost of installation as low

as possible. This effort in economy is limited, how-
ever, by the necessity of keeping the cost of operation

and that of repairs as low as possible. If one operator

can be saved by a certain increase in the cost of in-

stallation, this increase will be justified if it is lower

than the capitalized wages of the operator. This is be-

cause it is desirable to become as far as possible inde-

pendent of the imperfection of human labor.

The regular cost of operation includes wages, cost

of power, water, light and lubricants. In regard to the
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cost of power and water we must consider that they

depend in many cases on the more or less perfect opera-

tion and efficiency of the machinery. An increase in

the cost of power and water, if it brings about a cleaner

washed coal, is commendable if this increase remains

below the possible better price obtained for the cleaner

product.

The cost of special work includes wages and cost of

material for repairs and re-

newals. While the above-

named cost can at least partly

be predetermined, that of re-

pairs appears only in the

course of time, after the

washers have been in opera-

tion. To arrive at the exact

cost of repairs is difficult.

Depending upon the time
used for repairs, the absolute

expense is much higher than

the cost of labor and material

expended, because we must
take into account the loss in-

curred through the interrup-

tion of operation of the wash-

er}', which may in some cases

reflect even upon the opera-

tion of the mine.

The breaking down of an

elevator, with the bins full

and no spare parts on hand,

may be given as an example.

Therefore, all important ma-
chinery ought to be fully guar-

anteed by responsible manu-
facturers as a safeguard
against interruption of opera-

tion. This may, however,

bring about an increase in

the cost of installation, influ-

enced by the heavier and bet-

ter constructed machinery.

The cost of washing coal

shows just as many varia-

tions as everything else con-

nected with a washery. The
following figures, however,

can be given as an approxi-
""'^^'^

mate guide:

Cost per Ton of Raw Coal
Minimum, Maximum,
Cents Cents

Amortization and interest of capital invested 3 5

Cost of operation (wages, power, water, light, stores). 8 20
Cost of repairs 2 5

discussed which requirements should be considered and

which should be given preference. Drawings for a

washery can be made in different ways, depending upon

the purpose for which they are intended.

If it is only necessary to get an idea of the methods

used and the succession of the operations, plain flow

sheets will suffice. Flow sheets are of great help for

preliminary estimates. They are indispensable when
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To the foregoing figures, however, must be added the

cost of shrinkage, which will depend upon the amount
of impurities in J;he raw coal and the degree of cleaning

—that is, upon the yield. I have operated different

washers making from 10 per cent, to 33 per cent, refuse.

General Arrangement of Washeries and Graphical
Illustration of the Process

The design of a coal washery is a complicated prob-

lem on account of the extremely numerous factors in-

fluencing the arrangement. This becomes still more
complicated when the separate requirements become

contradictory. We have in the foregoing chapters fully

FLOW SHEET FOR A COKING COAL, WASHERY

the operations become complicated, in order to com-

prehend quickly the correlation of the different proc-

esses. In Figs. 25 and 26 two flow sheets are shown.

One for a fuel-coal washery taking 3-in. screenings

from a distant mine and the other for a coking-coal

washery directly connected with the mine. The flow

sheet for the fuel-coal washery illustrates the operation

of the washery shown in Fig. 29.

In Fig. 27 a different kind and more elaborate tj^pe

of flow sheet is shown for a washery making five sizes

of fuel coal and a coking coal at the same time. In this

flow sheet the different pieces of machinery are shown

in outline and the separate units are shown in nearly

the same juxtaposition as they are placed in the washery.

In studying this flow sheet we find: That the dry

screened-off dust can be mixed directly with the washed

fine coal. The middle products from the coarse coal jigs

can be carried, according to their composition.
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either back to the coarse coal jigs or to the rewash jigs.

In the latter case only boiler-house coal can be made.
If the amount of fine coal, screened out, is not sufficient

for the supply of the coke ovens, some of the nut coal

can be crushed and delivered in connection with some
foreign fine coal to the coking coal bins.

In the sludge cistern the following materials are col-

lected: (a) The drained-off water from the fine coal;

(b) the sludge from the clearing tanks after being fil-

tered through the screens; (c) the overflow water from
the fine coal bin; (d) the water drained off from the

crushed nut coal; (e) the overfiow water from the

boiler house coal storage bin.

from the screen is crushed and the crushed and screened

coal is put into a storage bin, which also receives the

screenings from other mines. From the storage bin

the coal is conveyed to the equalizing bin, located in the

rear of the jigs. From here feeders carry the coal to

the jigs. At the feeders the dust collected at the screen

house is mixed in with the coal. The jigs are three-

compartment machines, making three products, which,

depending on their composition, can be treated in dif-

ferent ways.

From the washed-coal settling tank the coal is con-

veyed to a series of draining, bins to be dewatered, and

from these bins it is conveyed to the coke-oven larry

Recot^ery Coal&>n
lOO-lbn Capacity

FIG. 31. PLAN OF A WASHERT WITH FLOW SHEET FIG. 2!

The screw conveyors over the coking coal bins are

used to mix the fine coal, the dry dust and the crushea

nut coal with the foreign fine coal. The first clearing

tank produces sludge, which can be used, but the second

tank only during continuous operation, as after a shut-

down the fireclay settles out on the bottom and must be

removed to the clearing basins.

The flow sheet, Fig. 28, shows the progress of opera-

tion for a coking-coal washery arranged according to

Figs. 29, 30 and 31. This washery is arranged to take

coal from several mines. Run-of-mine is received in

railroad cars and dumped in a track hopper. From this

hopper the coal is passed over a screen. The oversize

bins and thence to the coke ovens. The refuse is de-

posited in a refuse bin and carried away in railroad

cars to a dump. The recovery coal, after passing over

a draining or dewatering conveyor, is stored in a bin.

The dirty water from the recovery-coal draining con-

veyer, the ovei"flow water from the washed-coal settling

tank, the wash-out water from the jig tanks and the

washed-coal settling tank, and the drip water from the

draining bins is collected in a recovery spitzkasten. The

settlings from this spitzkasten are further treated on a

recovery screen and the resulting recovery coal mixed

in with that coming from the jigs. The cleared water

is collected in a cistern for reuse. The drip water from
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the draining bins can also be conveyed back to the

washed-coal settling tank.

The dirty water from the refuse draining conveyor

and the recovery screen is treated in a clearing spitz-

kasten. The settlings pass over a mud screen. The re-

sulting mud is mixed with the outgoing refuse and the

dirty water from the screens carried back to the clear-

ing spitzkasten. The cleared water from the spitzkasten

flows to the clear-water cistern. The circulating pump
takes the water from the washed-coal settling tank and
puts it back under the jigs. Fresh water is supplied

to the dust collector, the jigs, the recovery and the mud
screens.

Care of Scales and Correct Weights
Proper Care of Scales Is the Chief Consideration in

Securing Correct Weight—Importance of Keeping
Platform Interstices Free of Coal

By E. C. Dodge
Denver, Colo.

THE first requisite for the correct operation of a

track scale is cleanliness. Platforms should be kept

clean and free from bind in all interstices next to the

coping. A great help in this respect is to have all

the interstices covered with 6-in. iron, or with belting

fastened to the coping in such manner as to enable

one to raise the covering on the scale side when this

becomes necessary. These coverings, if properly placed,

make it possible to sweep the scale platform without
the dirt falling into the pit at the side.

As nearly as possible, rails should be kept 1 in. apart

at each end; they should never touch. On a scale

with an inclined deck, it is quite a problem to keep

the rails in position. Many devices have been in-

vented to accomplish this, but the best one, in my ex-

perience, has been the use, on each side of the rails,

of straps about 4 or 5 ft. long, bolted to the rail at

one end and provided with several holes in which lag

screws long enough to rench into the bearing timber
are used. Lags 3 x 6 in. are the best size.

The approach rails at the upper end of the scale

should not be higher than those on the scale platform.

The absence of this condition is probably the cause of

more trouble with scales than any single irregularity to

which a scale is subject.

If the approach rails are too high, they cause the

car to drop onto the scale; and while this not only

stresses the pivots in the bearings immediately below,

the jar is transmitted through the entire length of the

scale and disturbs the whole adjustment.
The rails on the scale should be at least i in. higher

than the approach rails, for when the wheels strike the

scale rails these rails naturally settle from i to 1 in.,

regardless of how rigid the construction may be.

The height of the rails at the lower end of the scale,

while not so important as at the upper end, should be
kept as nearly that of the adjacent track rails as possible.

The pit of a track scale should be kept clean of coal,

snow and water. Moisture is highly detrimental to the
keen edges of pivots at points of contacts, since it soon
causes these pivots to rust and they thus lose their sen-

sitiveness. Rust and any accumulation of dirt in and
around the articulated points of bearings should be
removed at least once a month. To do this properly it

is necessary to employ a jack screw in order to raise

the levers so that the bearings are free to move. The

dirt can then be cleared away by means of a pointed
hook; also, a small hand bellows may often be used to
advantage. The presence of rust in the bearings is

often the main cause of irregularities in weights, as a
knife-edge pivot is subject to change of position on a
concave surface; and if impeded in its movement by an
accumulation of rust, this will relatively change the ful-
crum of the lever sufficiently to cause a variation in in-

dicated weight.

Because of its delicate construction, the beam of the
scale needs careful attention. The sliding poise on a
tipple beam should not be bumped or thrown back to zero,

so as to strike against the block at this point, as it only
takes a few blows against the bumper to make a dent
in the soft brass poise, allowing it to remain back of
zero when balancing the scale and changing all weights
in a like proportion.

The scale beam should (and can) be kept clean by
rubbing it every day with soft tissue paper so as not
to scratch the brass. The notches on a track scale beam
should be kept free from dust and dirt with the aid of
a small brush. The rollers on the poise should be oiled

once a month, as this will preserve the easy manipu-
lation of this weight.

Much more care must be exercised in weighing on a
beam connected with knee lever extensions, as the extra
vibration in the rods will not allow the beam to act

as quickly as will a direct connection to the scale.

The fact that a beam will balance properly is not
always indicative of the accuracy of the scale. All

articulations must be in proper position, and loops

and bearings plumb and level.

The load weighed must not be equal to, or greater
than, the capacity of the scale; if it is, it will have
a tendency to shorten the life of the scale by straining
the levers and stretching the loops and connections,

which are guaranteed to resist only a certain, weight.

Legal Department

Scope of Timber Rights—A coal-mining lease confer-

ring the "right to use the timber standing on said land"
will be construed to grant the lessee the right to use timber
only for mining purposes, unless broader powers are con-

ferred on him in unmistakable terms. (West Virginia
Supreme Court of Appeals, Paxton Lumber Co. vs. Panther
Coal Co., 98 Southeastern Reporter, 563.)

Injuries to Minor Miners in Alabama—Under the

laws of Alabama an owner or operator of a coal mine is lia-

ble for injuries to a child under sixteen years of age while
employed in connection with a mine, coal breaker or coke
oven. But where a mine is operated by one other than
the owner, the latter is not liable for such injuries where
he has not retained control over operations to such an
extent that he could have pi'evented employment of the

child. (Alabama Court of Appeals, Sparks vs. Brilliant

Coal Co., 81 Southern Reporter, 185.)

Wrongi'UL Mining op Coal—One who innocently mines
coal under the land of another is liable only for the fair

value of the coal in place, and not for its value at the

tipple less the expense of mining and conveying it there.

To justify assessment of treble damages under the Penn-
sylvania statutes as for wrongful removal, it must appear
that the trespass was conscious. Individual owners who
had no knowledge that a trespass was being committed
cannot be held liable for treble damages because their

coal in place. (Pennsylvania Supreme Court, Matthews
vs. Rush, 105 Atlantic Reporter, 817.)
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Resume of Theories of the Origin of Coal
By C. W. Hippard

Urbana, Illinois

SYNOPSIS— Many theories have been ad-

vanced concerning the origin of coal, some people

especially holding that the various beds now rest

where the vegetable matter from which they

were formed originally grew. Others believe tliat

the coal beds are the result of drift. It is quite

probable that all coals were not formed in the

same manner or by identical processes.

IN
THE early days it was believed that coal had an

inorganic origin. According to this theory mineral

bitumen, petroleums and asphalts were erupted from
deep-seated sources and flowed over the surface of the

ground or upon the floors of lakes and estuaries. Later

these layers were covered with sediment. The presence

of plant impressions was explained by the hypothesis

that as the bitumen was deposited it incrusted these

fragments that were present at the time of the flow.

The ash in the coal was accounted for by the mineral

matter that would be picked up by the bitumen as it

came through sandstones or as it rolled over the surface

of the ground. This is possible, for we have a similar

condition at the asphalt deposits of Trinidad.

The arguments against this idea are overwhelming.

No dykes or pipes of bitumen penetrating the rocks as-

sociated with the coal beds have been found. Coal is

quite unlike bitumen in both its chemical and physical

properties. Also, if plant remains were preserved in

bitumen, we would expect to find bitumen which had pen-

etrated into the cells and interstices which have been
preserved. This, however, is not the case.

Combination Vegetable-Volcanic Theory

Daddow and Bannon, in their "Coal, Iron and Oil,"

published in 1866, give a very interesting account of

the vegetable-volcanic theory. They believed that the

vegetation of the carboniferous age was of "the most
vast and magnificent description, in comparison with
which the most luxuriant of the present day would be
as a 'drop in the bucket.' This was brought about by a

soft and fertile soil, made rich with the decaying mat-
ter of ancient marine life and the resulting bitumen of

the carburetted hydrogen gases, the atmosphere, warm
and moist with heat and steam, and loaded with life-

giving carbon dioxide so necessary to vegetable life."

Their greatest proof lies in the fact that they give na-

ture the credit of being "a rapid worker and a wonder-
ful chemist, instead of being slothful, mutable, complex,
and time-serving." Other proof advanced is that the

carboniferous rocks contain no fossils of animals or
birds because the atmosphere would not sustain life.

Tyndall made the statement that an atmosphere high in

CO, would readily pass solar heat rays, but would not

allow heat to radiate.

Early writers say that this luxuriant vegetation did

not appear to form coal in a direct manner, but that

the carbon it contained was distilled or expelled by pres-

sure and heat, probably from volcanic origin, in the

shape of oil, which must have been a carburetted hydro-

gen; and this would form coal.

This idea has at the present time been so thoroughly

discarded that it is unnecessary to go into discussion of

it. It might be well, however, to give a few of the

points used to di-sprove the luxuriant vegetation idea.

At the present time we have peat bogs in the course of

formation, so it is not necessary to the vegetable origin

of coal to assume that only in tropical climates could

so much vegetation flourish. It can hardly be imagined

that similar conditions of climate prevailed over vast

areas, ranging from Greenland to India, occupied by
carboniferous strata. In some cases thick, coal beds

are found scattered in different parts vertically of the

earth's crust, and it is difficult to maintain that for

coal formation a tropical climate was necessary.

Coal Is of Vegetable Origin

At present the theory that coal is of vegetable origin

is almost universally accepted. This view is based on the

fact that there is an intimate gradation existing between

vegetable accumulation now in the process of formation

and coal. Uusually by a series of slow changes the veg-

etable remains are transformed to coal, although it is

possible that this action may be quickened by extreme

heat and pressure. The following names are given to

the products of successive stages of the process: peat,

lignite, sub-bituminous, bituminous, semi-bituminous,

semi-anthracite and anthracite. It is to be noted that

these divisions are not sharp, but each grades into the

one following.

The characteristics of each grade are as follows:

Peat.—This material, which represents the first stage

in coal formation, is formed by the growth of plant life

in moist places. A vertical section in a present-day peat

bog would show on the top a layer of living plants, and

below this a layer of dead plant remains which grades

into a layer of dense, browTiish black peat more or less

jelly-like in character. Here the vegetable structure is

often indistinct, and the carbon content is much higher

than in the top layer of living plants.

Lignite, also called brown coal, represents the second

stage in the coal formation. It is usually woody in tex-

ture, brown in color, and has a brown streak. The heat-

ing value is rather low, and the substance burns with a

long smoky flame.

Sub-bituminous coal, or black lignite, represents an
intermediate stage between lignite and bituminous coal.

It is usually glossy black, rather free from joints, and
has a heat value of from 7500 to 10500 B.t.u.

Bituminous coal represents the fourth stage in the

series. It is more dense than the lignites, has a deep

black color and is comparatively brittle. Sometimes it

shows traces of vegetable remains, and under the micro-

scope traces of woody fiber are seen. Cannel coal is a

compact variety of non-coking bituminous coal. It con-

tains a high percentage of volatile hydrocarbons, and
because of this ignites readily.
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Semi-bituminous and semi-anthracite are terms ap-

plied to those coals the volatile matter of which has been

reduced to from 12 to 22 per cent, and to less than 10

per cent, respectively.

Anthracite represents the last stage in the production

of coal. It is higher in fixed carbon and lower in vola-

tile hydrocarbons than the preceding types.

While it is true that the foregoing classification may
not be as complete as some think it should be, it is be-

lieved that for the purpose of tracing the formation of

coal through successive stages it is sufficient.

Accumulation op Veget.\ble Matter

As previously stated, most geologists and others agree

that coal was formed from vegetable matter; but they

differ on the way in which the formation was brought

about. These differences with respect to the accumula-

tion gave rise to two prominent theories, the in szte

and the drift theory.

By the in situ, growth-in-place, or antochthonous the-

ory, is meant that the coal was formed at that place

where the plant life grew. The following points have

been advanced in support of this idea:

1. Upright carbonized tree trunks found in the coal

seams of some localities, the roots of which extend into

the lower clay, are believed by some to favor this theory.

2. Present day peat bogs and swamps, for example

the Dismal Swamp of Virginia and North Carolina.

3. Perfect preservation of many plant remains, a

condition unlikely to exist if plants were transported.

4. The purity of many coal beds that extend over

large areas ; for if the vegetable matter was transported

it would have been mixed with earthy sediments, and the

interstices of large trees partially decayed would have

been filled with pebbles, sand, etc.

5. Uniform thickness of beds of coal over vast areas.

6. Clay bed under coal is often found with roots in

position of growth.

7. The layer of rock overlying the coal bed often

contains abundant remains of vegetable matter. This

tends to prove that sediment was deposited first

amongst, then on top of the vegetation.

8. The vegetable matter of coal beds is made up of

trunks, small stems, leaves and fruit intermingled in

such a manner as to make it seem as though the vegeta-

tion grew in place.

By the drift, transportation or allochthonous theory,

is meant that the remains of plant lift were transported

by water to a place where it accumulated in the form of

a drift. The arguments advanced in favor of this idea

are as follows:

1. Distinct line between coal as found and the under-

lying bed, which is often clay.

2. Plant life remains usually found lying horizontal.

3. Present day river drifts and delta accumulations.

4. Some known deposits of coal occur as thin wedges
or lenses.

5. Fayol clearly established the validity of this the-

ory in deposition of coal in deltas in some of the fresh-

water basins, like that of Commentary in Central
France.

6. Macerated and ground-up plant material are not
rare in carboniferous rocks, and current bedded shales

have been noted.

7. The splitting of coal seams by shale or other ma-
terial is said to favor this theory.

(a.) It is believed by the adherents of the in situ

theory that the fireclay beneath the coal bed was origi-

nally the soil on which the vegetal matter grew. Oppo-
nents of this theory have pointed out that all coal beds

do not rest on fireclay. This clay seam, with the inclos-

ing stigmariae may be in the coal, above it, entirely out

of contact with the coal, or missing altogether. The
thickest coal beds often rest upon the thinnest clays,

and meager coal beds may lie on thick beds. There is

usually a sharp dividing line between the clay and the

coal, for the clay does not grade into coal.

The in situ school say that the amount of clay has no

relation to the thickness of the coal bed, for other con-

ditions influenced this, and it has been pointed out that

a soil is not absolutely necessary for the growth of some
plant life in peat bogs, for at the present day some bogs
are resting on a sand base without a layer of soil.

(b.) Upright carbonized tree trunks have been found,

although they are exceedingly rare. The in situ school

regard this as good evidence in their favor; but it is,

however, a much disputed point whether this is always

a safe conclusion or not. It is quite possible that the

stumps observed may be in situ, but it must be remem-
bered that a drifted trunk will often remain upright,

for its center of gravity is sometimes so low that it is

situated at the thickened base of the trunk.

Then, too, even though it is granted that the very few
upright tree trunks that have been found grew in place,

there is no valid reason why the remaining material

could not have drifted to a place where a few trees

grew. The exceedingly rare occurrence (where they

ought to be common) of coal made of forest trees with

their roots the stigmariae is advanced to prove that the

trees did not grow there, and it strengthens the argu-

ment against the in situ formation at all events from
trees.

(c.) The lamination of coal beds in horizontal layers

is thought by some not to afford any proof of growth in

situ. For they argue that if trees grew there they

should interfere with this horizontal banding. However,
certain peat mosses in Scotland show successive layers

of material due to a change in the dominant form of

plant life.

(d.) The presence of occasional boulders and pebbles

of quartzite and quartz in some of the underclays in

Leicester and South Derbyshire, and the occasional

quartzite boulders found in coal beds tend to support the

drift theory.

Fresh-Water and Marine Conditions

Geologists are further divided on the question of

whether this deposition took place in fresh-water areas

or under marine conditions. A few of the ideas ad-

vanced on each side are (No. 1, fresh water; Nos. 2, 3

and 4, marine)

:

1. Coal-forming plants of fresh-water character.

2. Strata of rocks known to be formed by marine

deposition as shown by fossils are often between the coal

beds and overlie the coal.

3. Brackish water molluscs are found in some rocks

of the coal basins.

4. The coal strata show a marked parallelism and a

frequency of salt-water invasion.
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Some geologists admit of both of the preceding ideas

and classify the coal as formed into two classes: lim-

netic, accumulated in fresh water; and paralic, accumu-
lated in salt water.

Dowling advances a theory to explain the actions

which take place in the formation of coal from peat

which is worthy of consideration. When the plants die

they lose the power to form oxidized hydrocarbons,

therefore chemical action sets in with the formation of

other compounds of oxygen and carbon. The escape

of some hydrocarbons leaves the material in a rather un-

stable condition and loss of marsh gas follows. If fer-

mentation accompanies decay, new hydrocarbon com-
pounds are formed and the reduction of oxygen is ac-

complished without great loss of hydrogen. When the

mass is solidified by superposed load, as it is when the
whole sinks below the water and layers of rocks are

formed from deposition of sediment, the fermentation

is arrested and pressure with resultant heat causes the

subsequent alteration. Pressure favors the combina-
tion of oxygen with carbon or hydrogen. Heat causes

the combination of carbon with oxygen and hydrogen.

Pressure effects the alteration without loss of carbon,

while heat wastes it.

Theories to Account for Difference in Coals

Some of the theories urged by chemists, geologists

and paleontologists to account for the difference in coals

are:

1. Difference in the kinds of vegetation from which
coal is formed. There are many plants from which coal

has been formed—trees, ferns, grasses, sedges, mosses,

etc. Sometimes one type predominates and some-
times there is no predominating variety. At the present

time the mosses predominate in Europe, aquatic

plants, especially lilies, in America, and wild rice in

Asia. Lignites and bituminous coals are said by some
to be derived predominantly from the tissues of vascular
plants ; that is, plants containing vessels as part of their

structure. Bogshead coal, a pure algal coal, was formed
largely of gelatinous seaweeds. Paleozoic cannel and
splint coals are characterized by great numbers of spores

and pollen grains, and very little woody matter. Can-
nel coal is high in nitrogen, and Newberry pointed out

that fish remains are abundant; from which he argues

that the beds of cannel coal formed under water and
that vegetable matter formed a carbonaceous paste in

which the fish remains became embedded and which
consolidated to form cannel coal. It has been noted in

some of the Scotch peat deposits that the successive

layers of peat are made up of the remains of plant life

of widely different types, and one of the most striking

features is the alternation of forest beds, which are now
imperfect lignites, with beds of peat proper. This may
account for the several bands of different kinds of coal

which make up some of the Illinois coal beds and in

other places where this feature is prominent.

2. Climatic differences in the various periods or re-

gions. Naturally, if the type of plant life influenced the

resultant coal, it is easily seen how the climatic differ-

ences have a part in influencing the type and rate of

growth of the plants.

3. The relative length of time since deposition. As
the actions involved require the element of time, this

may have had something to do with the kinds of coal.

Time alone in geology does not mean much, but it must
be remembered that the evolution of gases due to heat

and pressure require time ; also it requires time for the

deposition of thick beds of overlying strata.

4. Differences in the kinds, in the limits of activity,

and in the products of bacterial action in past ages.

Eenault believed that the conversion of the dead plants

to the compact brown pulp was brought about by bac-

terial action. Recent authorities believe, however, that

the action of micro-organisms is doubtful. They abound
in stagnant waters of swamps, and certainly have much
to do with the earlier stages of vegetable decay. They
start the process, but at the same time they generate an-

tiseptic compounds which limit their activity. Peat, not

far below the surface, is distinctly antiseptic and inim-

ical to microbian life. Nevertheless a number of author-

ities have argued strongly in favor of these organisms
as principal agents in the early forming of coal. Their
remains have been found in lignite and coal in insignifi-

cant abundance and variety.

5. Enrichment by bitumen from other sources, espe-

cially from deep-seated rocks. This is one of the earlier

beliefs and has little support at the present time, for

no avenues through which this material could have
come have been found; and a chemical analysis of coal

does not support the theory of an addition of bitumen.

6. Great differences in depth of burial beneath other

formations. As the pressure and heat are probably

proportional in some degree to the depth, it seems en-

tirely plausible that this may have been one of the fac-

tors, but by no means the only factor.

7. Changes due to chemical reagents in underground
circulation. It is quite possible that this had a consid-

erable bearing on the impurities found in coal. The
slow filtration of mineral-laden solutions through the

tiny pores of coal may have given rise to the deposition

of minute quantities of salts of magnesium, calcium, etc.,

and the filtration of solutions through cracks and crev-

ices in the coal undoubtedly deposited some of the py-

rite of marcasite found in coal as well as the thin plates

of calcite and gypsum so often found in the upper layer

of the coal beds. It is hard to see, on the other hand,

how underground circulation could have had any fur-

ther action than this except perhaps to work in the op-

posite direction of dissolving instead of precipitating.

8. Heat effects of intrusive rocks. The result of

heat from instrusive rocks can readily be seen in some
coal beds where this action has occui'red. In places coal

grades into graphite or natural coke at the contact of the

coal and the intrusive. In a lesser degree this action

may have had its results from a greater distance and
over large areas.

9. The porosity of the beds overlying the coal. This

would allow for the escape of gases to a degree depend-

ing on the porosity, therefore to a certain extent it is

believed to have some bearing on the subject.

10. Escape of volatile matter through joints in the

coal and other rocks. In Rhode Island, where this

cracking of the formations is highly developed, we find

graphite. In Pennsylvania we find anthracite where

there is less cracking than in Rhode Island, and west-

ward we find bituminous where open cracks are prac-

tically unknown, although joints are common.

11. The dip of the strata should be taken into ac-

count according to some, for an inclined bed would al-
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low of a better escape of gases. This point is open to

discussion.

12. Differences in time exposed to the kind of de-

cay which takes place in vegetable matter when im-

mersed in water.

13. Crustal Movements—Many persons have appealed

to movement in the earth's crust to account for the

known variations in coal. M. R. Campbell says that a

study of coals does not justify this. Folding of rocks

info great synclines and anticlines has changed coal

into anthracite in eastern Pennsylvania, but why has

not the same movement in some of the isolated synclines

of Pocono rocks in Maryland and Virginia produced

similar coal? It has not done so; therefore the change

to anthracite does not seem to be due alone to earth

movement.

14. Spontaneous Combustion—J. F. Hofman has used

the analogy offered by the spontaneous combustion of

grain, flax and hay, and suggested that something of

the same sort may have happened to some of the buried

materials from which coal was formed. The idea is

rather interesting, but so far as the formation of coal

is concerned, the evidence to favor it is incomplete.

The theory of origin of slate, bone, etc., is that occa-

sional currents brought in sediments during the accu-

mulation of vegetable matter, so that the bed was di-

vided into two or more parts. This sediment later be-

came carbonaceous shale, often called "slate" and

"bone." When this "slate" bed in the coal is narrow, it

is called "parting."

Discussing the theory of natural charcoal, or "mother

of coal," some paleo-botanists and chemists hold that

"mother of coal" is the remains of cinders, such as the

work of forest fires, which were washed into a bog

or partially burned on the surface. David White dis-

agrees with this, and believes it is the result of a

partial dry rot of woody matter before immersion, or

arises from a temporary exposure of the coal-forming

accumulation to the air.

The following may be offered in disproof of the

cinder theory: (1) Great amount of charcoal often

in repeated layers. (2) Large size of some fragments.
<^3) Mutual relation of some fragments in the same
layer. (4) Action of the fundamental jelly on the frag-

ments. (5) Remains of fossils of delicate ferns. (6)

"Mother coal" is high in carbon.

Graphite has been formed artificially in various

metallurgical operations as a direct product of coal

when subjected to great heat. In the retorts of gas

furnaces large quantities of graphite are deposited on

the inner sides of retorts from the gases driven off

from coals. Moissan found that a small crucible of

pure coke fitted with a lid was entirely converted into

graphite by heating ten minutes in an electric arc.

No fusion took place, as the lid of the crucible, which
was also converted into graphite, was perfectly free

in its place. A similar result was obtained with char-

coal from sugar. Moissan also proved that when carbon

IF, vaporized and afterward condensed graphite results.

From the foregoing information two origins of

graphite are possible: Volcanic, where the graphite is

deposited from volcanic action, as shown by its occur-

rence in igneous rocks; and vegetable origin, whore
coal is transformed into graphite by heat and pressure.

as shown by the occurrence of graphite in beds that

grade into coal.

Some believe that the diamond was formed from
carbon which crystallized as the molten magma cooled,

while others say that it is by no means unlikely that

the diamond owes its origin to a metamorphism of

carbonaceous matter by the heat of intruded igneous

rocks.

Various attempts have been made to prepare artificial

coals in the hope of gaining some information on the

genesis of the natural product. Two lines of research

have been followed, but no final conclusions have been

reached. In the first case pressure alone was tried.

It is reported that peat subjected to a pressure of

6000 atmospheres transformed it into a hard, black,

brilliant solid which could not be distinguished from
coal except by chemical means. Other experimenters

found that there was no chemical change due to apply-

ing pressure to peat. In the second case heat both with

and without pressure was used. Although coal has hot

been formed, it is possible to trace, the breaking down
of the original fiber of the peat.

At the present time there is a wide difference of

opinion in regard to the manner of the vegetable ac-

cumulation and also in the mode of transformation.

From the ideas advanced and data collected, it no longer

should be held that all coal was formed in the same
way. The idea is now being accepted by many that

different coal measures may have had different forma-

tions, and it is no longer necessary to admit of any

one theory to the exclusion of all others. Many theories

are accepted for the formation of ore deposits; in the

same manner it should be realized that all coal was
probably not formed by identical processes.

WEIGHTS OF VARIOUS COALS, AS DETERMINED BY THE BUREAU
OF MINES*

. Source of Coal Wt. per
Mine or Name Cu.Ft.

State County Place of Coal Size Lb.

Alabama Jeflferaon Pratt City and Tennessee Coal
Enslcy and Iron group R-o-ni.... 54.0

Arkansas Franklin Denning Denning No. 2.. Lump.... 53.0
Colorado Las Animas. . Aguilar Royal Lump.... 50.5
Illinois Williamson... Carterville Burr C R-o-m... 55.5
Illinois La Salle Cedar Point.
illinoJs Sangamon... Andrew
Indiana Knox Bicknell. . . .

Cora. . . .

Tecunisd
1 and 2

Streepy
Nos. I and 2

Nos.

Bear Creek

.

Iowa AppanooBC. . . Ccnterville.. .

Kansas Leavenworth. Leavenworth,
Kentucky. . . . Webster Clay
Montana Carbon Bear Creek...
New Mexico. . McKinley.... Gibson Navajo....
Ohio Jefferson Piney Fork . . . Piney Fork
Oklahoma.... Okmulgee.... Henryetta. . . . Hcnryetta.
Pennsylvania Delaware, Lack-

awanna and
Western ....

Philadelphia
and Reading, Anthracite

10-l5-75a 47.5
60-25-l5a 46.5
80-l5-5a. 50.0
90-5~5a... 46.5
90-5-5a.. 52
80-15- 5a.. 46.5
70-l5-l5a 47.5
35-45-20a 48.5

Pennsylva Schuylkill..
.\nthracite Egg.

Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania.

Pennsylvania.

Pennsylvania.

Tennessee. . .

.

Anthracite
Wilkes-Barre. , Anthracite

Luzerne Beaver Brook. Hazleton Dis-
trict anth

Cambria Portage Plymouth
Clearfield. . . . Curwensville. . Caldwell

Jefferson ReynoldeviUc
| TVolit'llun"

Somerset Somerset Quemahoning
Creek No. I...

Campbell.... Jellico Indian
Mountam

Kittitas Roslyn Nos. I and 2. .

.

McDowell Pocahontas Nos,
J and 4 beds. .

Canada.

.

China... .

*Tec-hn
aPerccl

Sweetwater
New South
Wali-8. . .

.

British
Columbia.

Shantung..

Kanawha
Region. . .

Rock .Springs. . Blairtown.

Abcrmain Abermain.

No. I Buck-
wheat. . . 50.

Egg 56.5
Egg 57.5

Egg 56.
20- 10 -70a 51.0
0-IO-90a. 51.5
65-20- 1 5a 50.0

5

20-20-60a 53.0

3-5-92a.. 57.5

Michel Michel
Tsuchuan Tsuchimn,

Estratum
aper No. 184, Bureau of Mines, Washington, D
of lump, nut and slack.

R-o-m..

R-o-m..

49.5

55.5
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Arbitration Board to Look After Interests

of Public in Labor Disputes

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States

has been requested to form an arbitration board through

which differences between capital and labor may be

settled and before which the remainder of the public

may put forward its views. This is pointed to as one

of the evidences that the public, other than the parties

to the controversy, is reaching the point where a de-

mand will be made that its interests be taken into con-

sideration during strike periods. It is believed by

students of the situation here that it is inevitable that

the public eventually will take organized steps to protect

its interests during periods of suspended production

caused by strikes.

Car Shortage Inevitable This Fall and Winter

Because of Poor Equipment

Traffic officials are unanimous in their belief that a

serious car shortage is impending. This is due prin-

cipally to the need for moving an unusually large wheat

crop in one-third the usual time, and to the unpre-

cedented number of bad-order freight cars. With the

price of wheat guaranteed by the Government, every

effort is being made to market it at the earliest possible

moment.
The last two years have seen exceedingly hard service

for all kinds of railroad equipment. Before the

Government took over the railroads, each line repaired

any damage to equipment which took place while on its

rails. Under Government control, however, all cars were

pooled and no accounts were taken of the line on which

the damage occurred. The railroad administration

wants the cost of repairing rolling stock charged to

deferred maintainance. The individual roads object to

this plan. As a result of this controversy, repairs

have been held up. There are said to be 150,000

Pennsylvania railroad cars out of service awaiting re-

pairs. The proportion of coal-carrying equipment in bad

order is unusually large, since these cars have been sub-

jected to particularly hard usage. The prediction that

there is a good chance for the coal situation during the

coming winter to approximate that of the winter of

1917-18 is not confined to coal operators.

Reports to the Railroad Administration indicate a

very decided increase in the amount of coal loaded in

the Pocahontas region, in the amount of coal dumped at

tidewater and in the volume of coal handled on the lakes.

It is believed that this marks the turning point and

that there will be a brisk movement of coal from this

time forward. The total dumpings at tidewater in June

increased 14,000 cars over June of 1918.

Fuel Administration Announces That It

Has Ceased to Function

The Fuel Administration is calling attention to the fact

that it has necessarily ceased to function since June 30

for lack of appropriations, by pinning a slip to corre-

spondence and other documents which are leaving its

headquarters couched in the following language:

"The U. S. Fuel Administration, being without funds

available for expenses after June thirtieth, has neces-

sarily ceased to function.

"Matters pertaining to accounts can be taken up with

the auditor of state and other departments for direct

settlement; and legal matters should be taken up with

the Department of Justice."

Miscellaneous Notes

H. N. Taylor, president of the National Coal Asso-

ciation, and J. D. A. Morrow, the vice president, are

making a tour of the West and the Southwest, visiting

the operators and associations in those sections.

Recent movement of coal through the Panama Canal,

as reported by the Panama Canal office in Washington,

is as follows: Steamship "Guanacaste," Baltimore to

Punta Arenas; steamship "Goodspeed," Baltimore to

Callao.

Senator Cummins and the members of the Interstate

Commerce Committee have been urged to make pro-

vision in turning the railroads back to their owners for

the divorcement of the carriers from coal-mining op-

erations. It is understood that Senator Cummins, who
is the chairman of the committee, is heartily in favor

of such a plan.

Tests of Matanuska coal show that it possesses the

necessary steaming qualities for Navy use. This is the

opinion of Captain Sumner E. W. Kittelle, chairman of
|

the Naval Commission, who recently visited the Mat-

anuska coal fields. Moreover, Captain Kittelle believes

that the Matanuska field can produce adequate quan-

tities of coal for Navy use in the Pacific.

In the matter of advances on coal within the Chicago

switching district, the Interstate Commerce Commission

has handed down an opinion that the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul R.R. should receive 20 cents per ton

as its division of the through rates on coal and coke

within the Chicago switching district. Increased di-

visions were authorized for deliveries at other points

within that district. The ruling is to apply from July

1, 1917.

"Waste neither time nor money," said Benjamin

Franklin. Money put in War Savings Stamps is not

wasted; it's working for you.
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High Prices Win

LET not those who, with Coal Age, recognized the

^probability of higher prices, have excessive pride of

opinion. The logic of high prices was too clear for

any one of judgment to question. It could not fail, with

labor determined on shorter hours, more privileges and
larger pay, and with capitalists increasing by scores and
the sizes of individual fortunes steadily growing larger.

Large price increases are ever to be deplored. A
fixity in price would always be far preferable, but the

downward price advocated by many as the basis for re-

newed prosperity could not have done otherwise than

wrecked our large national enterprises and caused a

great loss to the wage earners of the country as the out-

come of slow work.

Falling prices were not, however, misread in the signs

though they were by the augurs. The psychology of

the masses was all in favor of the prophetic utterances

of the seers. There was almost doubt and hesitation

enough to wreck the national prosperity, but the facts

were lacking, and without a financial basis for disaster

doubt and hesitation could not win.

Now, with the psychologj' turned or turning and
the facts unchanged, one may fear that prices will go

too high. They may well run fairly beyond control.

The world buys either too charily or too lavishly. It

is always in torpor or in panic. Ifi we can only speed

the buying early, we can so stimulate production that

no buying panic will occur. If, however, it is left to

the last minute, the market will be stocked and buyers

clamorous, and prices will soar to outrageous heights.

The parsimony of the buyer always leads eventually to

inflated values.

"Entente Cordiale" in Mining

AN INTERESTING article was presented at a meet-

ing of the West Virginia Coal Mining Institute,

in the palmy days of its inception, on "The American
Language." In it the writer emphasized the differences

in the languages spoken by the American and British

people. It is true that the citizens of the United States

and Great Britain, especially the technologists, speak

tongues alien to one another. Most people would, how-

ever, not agree with the author of the paper in his con-

clusion that the United States should stand by its pe-

culiarities for the sole (and to him satisfactory) rea-

son that they were peculiar and different, and because

they emphasized those differences and peculiarities.

The sentiment today, it may be hoped, is changed.

In this year 1919, we may be justified in hoping—as we
ever were in wishing—that any differences that have
crept in may be wiped out and that a common Anglo-

Saxon tongue might be spoken by these allied and
friendly countries, and that a language combining the

good points of both might take the place of two lan-

guages each holding hard and fast to its own technical

lingo, regardless of quality.

To stop generalizing and get down to the particular:

The British miner is quite prone to use the word "thill"

to express what we in the United States invariably call

the "floor" or "bottom" of the mine. The words we
have chosen to use are uttered quite generally in ordi-

nary speech, and when applied to the mine are quite

easily understood and their meaning memorized. The
word "thill," on the other hand, has in all probability

little use in Great Britain except as applied to the ma-
terial under the coal. It is needless to say that it is not

used here either as a technical or a nontechnical word.

It is not a word that is felicitously chosen. Originally

it meant a plank, but the plank appeared to narrow up

and eventually the word, as far as it came into anything

like general use, meant a shaft on a wagon or a cart.

Thus shriveled it was quite generally used adjectively in

compounds, but it did not have much hold in the lan-

guage as a substantive. At one time the word may have

been locally applied to the planking of a floor; and the

suggestion of the mine floor, for a short time, and

over a small area of Great Britain, may have been

natural and not forced.

But a word like "thill," which only in a certain sec-

tion and only for a limited time had a small degree of

applicability to the mine floor, should not indefinitely,

it would seem, be used in that sense. If the word had

been naturalized in the United States, it might have

been well to have continued its use; as it has not been

so naturalized, its discontinuance should certainly be

favored.

Lucid writers on coal mines, such as Sir R. A. S.

Redmayne in his "Modern Practice of Mining," use in-

deed simple and expressive words. To Redmayne's great

credit much of his writing is intelligible alike to Brit-

ish and American writers. It is to the credit of the

mining language of the United States that much of its

technology, being couched in the common language, is

quite readily understood on the other side of the At-

lantic, to judge by its ready use without glossarial

comment in the British technical journals.

The British have the unfortunate habit, by no means

their own peculiarity, of sticking stolidly to certain

words as "a mean thing, but mine own." As lawyers,

physicians, electricians and other self-conscious persons

hold fast to words and modes of expression solely be-

cause they are ancient and mystifying, so too many min-

ing men here and in Great Britain hold with ob-

stinacy to certain words of their craft or of their

own coining, which are not nearly as plain as other

words that might be used, and which they well know
could be used, in their stead.

It is time for the mining men on both sides of the

water to go through their prodigious glossaries and rid

them of their redundancies, or at least go over them

for the purpose of indicating preferences and marking

mere localisms, so that writers on technical subjects

may avoid the less favored words except on such oc-

casions as demand the use, for purposes of good writ-

ing, of secondary words expressive of the same idea.

Sometimes it would be well to enrich the language of

American mining with Briti.sh words. The miners of

the United States always term the pillar left to protect
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the heading a "stump." Perhaps the British would call

it a "stork." Of that many Americans are not clear,

though a reference of Mr. Redmayne would seem to

suggest that the word "stork" is used to express such a
heading pillar.

It might, conceivably, be well to call a pillar heading
created in the formation of a "double room," driven with
two roads from the entry, a "stork." We might also

retain the word "stump" for such pillars as are left

when the room pillar is drawn back its required dis-

tance, for surely what remains is properly a "stump";
for a "stump" is truly the coal that is left when the
main body of the pillar is removed. It is the part left

like the "stump" of a tree, a leg, an arm, a tooth or a
cigar. The "stork" (or should it rather be "stalk"?) a
mysterious but perhaps an expressive word in some local

dialect, would then describe a small pillar left, in the
driving of a room, to protect the entry. The word
"stump" would mean the small pillar left in the com-
pletion of the work of pillar drawing, to fill the same
essential function.

As we strive as one nation to promote the common
ends of our civilization, let us not be bored and ham-
pered by a needless confusion of tongues.

Why Not the Union

AMID all the suggestions regarding the possibilities
of welfare work, perhaps that made by Josiah Keely

at the West Virginia Coal Mining Institute, is the most
constructive. Why, said he. should not the union un-
dertake to promote the welfare of the members by
institutional welfare work? The union is a confedera-
tion of men to promote the interests of tlie mine
workers, yet, though this is true, the union unfor-
tunately does not have welfare work among its recorded
instrumentalities. Thus, the principle and object "of
the Union in District No. 2 (Central Pennsylvania)"
is to unite all mine employees ... to ameliorate
their condition by using al! lawful means to bring about
a better understanding between employer and employee,
to increase the wage and improve the conditions of em-
ployment of our members by legislation, conciliation,

joint agreements or strikes.

A cold nonmoral statement is this, like the articles

of incorporation of our business concerns. There is no
soul in either, but much soul in those whom the instru-

ment incorporates. Mark it well, the soul that the
instrument excludes will find its way despite all for-

bidding. Already the coal companies have their welfare
work proceeding industriously, and the union is begin-
ning to take quite an interest in the safety, education
and medical care of its members.

There never was a pure commercial organization so

soulless and soulproof that it could keep out the moral
consciousness of the men who compose it. The union
will eventually do its welfare work. It is sometimes
unduly jealous of the work being done by the corpora-

tions, but it will have no fear of its own. A clipping

informs us that at Hanna City, 111., the union has

started a first-aid school and enrolled 52 men. Other
similar schools are to be started. The Iowa and Illinois

Bureau of Mines and the mine inspection service is

back of the development. It may be added that this

is by no means the first time that the union has ag-

gressively backed the mine-rescue work of its members.

One great moral need of men everj'where—the prac-

tice of temperance— is now about to be supplied. The
temptations toward inebriety will shortly be things of

the past. The unions did not have the honor of doing
anything toward this great revolution, with its bearings
on poverty and accident, though the opportunities must
have repeatedly forced themselves upon the attention of

the union leaders. Charles Steizle, a man with a dis-

position very favorable to the working man, is quoted

as saying in effect that, "as a result of a study of

more than 1000 working men in several different cities

I find that of their spare cash—money not spent for

the necessities of life—they paid 34 per cent, for beer,

wine and whisky.

There is room for an organized welfare movement in

the ranks of the working people and we look forward

to the day when the union will tackle it.

The Insatiable Coal Baron Again

ACERTAIN metropolitan daily evidently believes that

coal and all they that produce it are black—at least

inside if not out. In a recent editorial it stated that

so long as the United States possessed over half the

known coal reserves of the world, there is no logical

reason why this country should not have all the coal

needed and to spare. Readers are told that there is no
reason whatever for any prospective coal famine except

the rapacity of the "coal barons." It states that mines
were shut down "for weeks at a time" this spring, al-

though the needs of the country could have been fore-

seen quite as readily this year as in previous seasons.

This daily contends that there is no exodus of mine
workers in progress from the mining regions and that

returned soldiers are deliberately refused employment
through the "cussedness" of the operators. Shortage

of labor and transportation, it asserts, "can always be

played up to ten times their actual significance."

It should be remarked in passing that this is the

same daily that a few months ago could not understand

why the old culm banks of tlie anthracite region were
not loaded out and shipped to market regardless of the

ash, draft, transportation and other problems that the

attempt at utilization of this low-grade fuel would in-

evitably involve.

It sometimes seems a pity that would-be reformers

confine their efforts to "hot air." It is perhaps sig-

nificant that the critics and carpers at the nefarious

','coal barons" have never made a constructive prac-

tical suggestion. If the metropolitan daily referred to

can solve some of the real problems of the coal industry

—if it can show how the mine operators can safely store

and reclaim a few million tons of bituminous coal each

year without danger of either spontaneous combustion

or bankruptcy or both—it will confer a boon upon both

producer and consumer. One such constructive im-

provement upon existing customs or natural laws would
accomplish more toward public weal than all the malign-

ing its editors can pen and publish in unnumbered
years of diligent effort.

A saving people make a safe government, for the

habit -of thrift is a shield against the insidious gospel

preached by those xcho tvoiild spread discord and disrupt

existing institutions. If a man has saved a little money
nobody can bully him. The habit of saving is a good one

to cultivate.
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General Labor Review
Members of the Anthracite Conciliation Board took

prompt and effective measures on July 1 to adjust the

difficulties between the employees of the West End Coal Co.

at Mocanaqua and the company officials which resulted

in a tie-up at the colliery for more than a month, the men
demanding the removal of a mine foreman. The Concili-

ation Board adopted a resolution directing the men to

return to work and, after adjournment, went to Mocanaqua,
where they addressed a meeting of the workmen and ex-

plained the points at issue. The men on July 2 voted to

return to work at once.

Several weeks ago the board members had drawn up a

paper summoning the committee of the striking miners to

come to the meeting, but the message failed to reach the

strikers and their committee did not appear. Rather than

wait for another call to go out, the board members adopted

the resolution and then went to the mine and gathered the

men together.

The men at this colliery went on strike contending that

one of the mine foremen had failed to give them full yard-

age and had cut down their earnings. Mr. Mitchell, the

foreman, offered to resign if the men would file one specific

charge against him and would prove it. The men have
not been able to do this as yet.

Apropos of the meeting on July 1 to inquire into the West
End trouble is the statement of several union men of

District No. 1 that the Conciliation Board has been tardy in

handing down opinions and adjusting difficulties. The
statement has been made by a number of union men in-

terested in controversies that have been placed before the

board that the present agreement, good until next April,

will have expired before decisions are given in some cases

unless members of the board speed up their work.

Because a number of their companions failed to produce
their union buttons all the breaker boys employed at the

Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co.'s Number 10 colliery went
on strike on July 8, throwing 700 employees idle and tying
up the plant.

A strike at the mines of the Buckhannon Coal and Coke
Co. at Adrian, Upshur County, West Virginia, on the Coal

& Coke Ry., lasted from Saturday, June 28, until the

middle of the first week of July, the miners only returning
to work then, pending a conference set for July 15. The
strike involved 450 miners, members of Local No. 4443.

The grievance of the men was that they were being paid
for loading, not on a tonnage basis, as their agreement
provided, according to their claim, but on a car basis. This
the miners contended involved a failure to recognize their
union. The plant of the Buckhannon River company is one
of the larger operations in the Buckhannon field, the
mine loading about 20 railroad cars a day. It is believed
the matter will be amicably adjusted.

Striking miners caused a suspension of operations at the
mines of the Loup Crijck Colliery Co., at Page, W. Va., on
July 1, for a period of two days. The trouble was the out-
come of a grievance of the company's motormen who de-
murred at having to work 15 min. overtime each day in
taking men into the mines at four o'clock. The strike
declared was for the purpose of forcing action on the
demands of the motormen for compensation for the extra
15 minutes.

A statement made by Laurence Dwyer a few days ago
indicates that United Mine Worker officials in District 29

are determined if possible to force a closed shop in the New
River and Winding Gulf regions. Dwyer in his statement
said: "As the Charleston papers stated relative to the

adjournment of the conference of the miners and operators
that it was adjourned at the request of the miners, and
that we would reconvene the conference to complete the

contract at a future date, I wish to say that the conference,
after holding sessions in Charleston and Atlantic City,

adjourned sine die. The reason we couldn't agree was
because we will not be a party to an open shop contract,
and as that was all the operators would offer us we de-
cided to continue under the pi'esent wage agreement until
it expires, when we will make a new contract which will

be one that does not compel us to work with non-union men."
Officials of District 17, United Mine Woi-kers, have signi-

fied their intention of making an active campaign after
July 15 to induce operators in certain parts of northern
West Virginia to enter into contracts with miners. The
drive will be made by officials in the Tygarts Valley, Scotts
Run, M. & K., Elkins and Kingwood fields where, although
most of the miners are organized, no contracts have ever
been signed up. A period of 18 days will be devoted by
mine workers' officials to the campaign for the thorough
organization of all northern West Virginia fields.

Three mines at Willow Grove, Ohio, operated by the Purs-
glove-Maher Coal Co., are idle as a result of 800 men
striking because of the importation of negro miners. A
walkout took place when 20 negroes arrived from the
South. They belonged to the union, but nevertheless the
men went out.

Indiana Miners Want New Wage Contract

Leaders of the miners' union in southern Indiana are
working on a new wage agreement for presentation to mine
operators in the near future. The present wage agreement
expired with the signing of the peace treaty. While the
operators have been content to permit the wartime program
to continue temporarily, the miners insist on a six-hour day
and an increase in wages. Operators protest this, however.

Difficulties have been adjusted at the Mission Field Mine
No. 6 after a shutdown of several weeks. The men have
been ordered to return to work. The mine has been cleaned

up and placed in good shape for resumed operation. The
miners' train from Danville to Hillery is now running.

An exodus, growing in volume, of foreigners from the

Illinois coal fields, is giving increasing concern to the

operators, who foresee labor scarcity when the approach
of winter brings an increase in the demand for coal. Steam-
ship agents in St. Louis say that hundreds are leaving the

country adjacent to that city every week for the eastern

seaports. Most of these, outside of the city, are miners.

By far the larger proportion of the mining in the Belleville

and the southern Illinois fields is done by foreigners. These
men, unlike the natives, are thrifty and when miners were
receiving unprecedented wages during the war they saved
their money and were able to pay their passage back to

Europe and have a goodly sum left.

The only thing that sets a limit on the rate of egress

is the difficulty of obtaining passage. It is reported that

600 foreigners are waiting at Staunton, 111., for an oppor-

tunity to get started on the journey back to their home
lands. In many places coal operators report that forces of

300 and 400 men and upward have dwindled 50 per cent.

Without an adequate number of foreigners, there will be

a lack of man power when the mines get going at normal
rate again, and production will be correspondingly affected.
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Carnegie Institute Recasts Course

in Mining Engineering

Establishes New Four-Year and Two-Year Courses in

Coal Mining—Will Promote Greater EfiBciency

by Co-operation ^vith Mining Interests

ON MAY 27, 1919, twenty-five of the leading repre-

sentatives of the coal-mining industry of western

Pennsylvania met in conference with President A. A.

Hamerschlag, of the Carnegie Institute of Technology,

with a view to bringing about closer relations between

the Institute and the mining interests. It was felt

that the advice of the men in the field was necessary

in the proper training of young men for mining work.

A resolution was adopted at this conference which,

among other things, called for a board of mine opera-

tors and engineers to serve in an advisory capacity with

the Carnegie Institute of Technology. As a result of

the counsel and recommendations of this Advisory

Board, the Carnegie Institute of Technology, in

cooperation with the U. S. Bureau of Mines, has recast

its four-year course in mining engineering and has

also established a two-year course in coal mining. To

carry out this new program, there has been organized

the "Cooperative Department of Mining Engineering"

in the Division of Science and Engineering of the

Carnegie Institute of Technology.

A large percentage of young men who are brought

up in mining communities do not follow the line of

work of their fathers. The question of keeping up the

supply of trained men for the mines is therefore a

difficult one. Few college men are attracted to the coal

industry or realize that the possibilities of making a

good income from coal mining and the coal business

are probably greater than in any other branch of the

industries. The desire of the Cooperative Department

of Mining Engineering is to counteract these tendencies

and to interest young men in the coal-mining industry.

Reqihrements for Admission

The four-year course is open to boys with a high-

school education or its equivalent. Special endeavor will

be made to attract boys who have been brought up in

mining communities—sons of mine officials or mine

workers. The course furnishes a fundamental training

for the mining engineering profession.

The two-year course, planned for the man in the

mine, is open to men who have had a common school

education and two years of experience in or about mines,

or in their management. The two-year course includes

not only the fundamental and elementary subjects of

engineering, but also their practical application in

shops, laboratories and field work. The object is to

give to worthy men, who have been compelled to enter

the mines to earn a livelihood at an early age and who
have made good as coal miners, an opportunity to

prepare themselves to follow coal mining on a new and

higher basis.

Both courses will begin Oct. 1, 1919. Nine months

of college work and three months of practical work in

or about mines will be required each year.

General inspection trips will be made monthly by

students in both courses to different mines in the

Pittsburgh district, as well as to the Experimental Mine,

for the purpose of demonstration work. Lectures will

be given by operators and engineers in the field, and by

members of the staff of the U. S. Bureau of Mines.

Mine rescue teams will be organized from the men who
have had mining experience to act, in case of emer-

gency, as a reserve to the rescue teams of the Bureau
of Mines.

The Faculty

Professor Fred Crabtree, who is in charge of the

Department, is a consulting metallurgist with the U. S.

Bureau of Mines.

Captain Edward Steidle has been engaged to take

charge of the Cooperative Department of Mining Engi-

neering. He is peculiarly fitted for this position. He
has been a mining engineer with the U. S. Bureau
of Mines, and has worked in various mining districts in

North America. During 1913-14, he was engineer in

charge of the Mine Rescue Car No. 6, Pittsburgh-West

Virginia district. He retains the status of consulting

mining engineer with the Bureau of Mines.

Edward 7ern, editor of Mining Catalog and Coal

Catalog, and president of the Coal Mining Institute of

America, will give a series of lectures on coal-mining

methods and engineering. Mr. Zern was previously in

the employment of the H. C. Frick Coke Co., the

Jamison Coal and Coke Co., the West Kentucky Coal

Co., as engineer and superintendent, and was professor

of mining engineering at the University of West
Virginia.

E. G. Hill, instructor of mining engineering, will give

attention to metal mining methods and engineering, and

the mechanical preparation of ore and coal.

Dr. C. R. Fettke is assistant professor of geology and

mineralogy and will have supervision of the work in

this department.

Expenses

The approximate total cost, including board and lodg-

ing, of pursuing the courses in mining engineering and

coal mining during the nine months of the college year

is $50 per month. Any man who is interested and

eligible for either course is invited to communicate with

the Registrar, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pitts-

burgh, Penn. A personal interview is required of all

students, both of the four-year and of the two-year

courses. A certain amount of financial assistance will

be made available by the mining industry for men who
take the two-year course. About fifteen men will be

accepted each year in the four-year course and twenty

men in the two-year course. Classes will be limited

in size, in order to insure close relations between

faculty and students and the best results from inspec-

tion trips.

Advisory Board

The Advisory Board will advise on all matters per-

taining to the Cooperative Department of Mining Engi-

neering. Its advice will aid in giving to the courses

of instruction the practical and business features which

are necessary to develop the type of mining men
especially demanded at this time in the coal industry.

The members of the Advisory Board are as follows:

W. A. Luce, general manager (chairman), Ellsworth

Collieries Co.; W. L. Affelder, general superintendent,

Hecla Coal and Coke Co.; J. M. Armstrong, general

manager, Pittsburgh Coal Co. ; W. R. Calverley, general

manager. Union Collieries Co.; C. E. Cowan, chief engi-

neer, Jamison Coal and Coke Co.; W. H. Glasgow,

assistant general superintendent, Frick Coal and Coke

Co.; E. A. Holbrook, mining engineer, U. S. Bureau
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of Mines; Phillip Murray, district president, United
Mine Workers of America r John I. Pratt, mine in-

spector. Department of Mines, State of Pennsylvania;
Capt. Edward Steidle, mining engineer (secretary),

Carnegie Institute of Technology.

The Carnegie Institute of Technology and the Ex-
perimental Station of the Federal Bureau of Mines are
in close proximity, and the students in the Cooperative
Department of Mining Engineering will have the ad-

vantages of the Bureau's laboratories and equipment
and library, as well as the advice and instruction of

its technical staff.

The object of the cooperation of the Carnegie Insti-

tute of Technology, the mining industry, and the U. S.

Bureau of Mines, is to bring about better mining con-

ditions and greater efficiency in mining operations.

Decreasing coal deposits and increasing costs of pro-

duction make it urgently necessary for the coal oper-

ators to take advantage of everything which modern
science, machinery and methods can contribute. The
interests concerned believe that one of the best ways
to provide for the future is to offer to selected groups
of promising young men in the Pittsburgh district, who
may have had a certain amount of mining experience, an
opportunity to fit themselves to study the broader phases
of coal mining. At the recent meeting of mine oper-

ators and engineers mentioned above, the following ac-

tion was taken: "Resolved, that this group give its

approval and moral and material support to the form
of education proposed for the Carnegie Institute of

Technology, by which students may receive a combined
technical, practical and business training necessary to

fit them for service in the coal-mining and allied in-

dustries."

President Hamerschlag says: "We are located in the

very center of the greatest bituminous coal-mining

district in the world. This new project, with all in-

terests concerned behind it—labor, capital, the govern-
ment, and a teaching staff of engineering experts, should
do much in the course of a very few years in producing
improvements in coal mining that should bring great

returns both in harmonious and successful mining
operations and in the satisfaction which all the in-

terest involved will have in working out together the

necessary solutions of their common problems."

American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers

From a technical point of view, the Chicago meeting
of the Institute, Sept. 22 to 26 inclusive, promises to

be one of the most interesting in its history. The wealth
of material in the shape of technical papers for discus-

sion is greater than has been offered for any previous
meeting; upward of 150 papers have been submitted to

the committee, who found it no small task to arrange
a program to present this number with a minimum of

conflicts among papers on allied subjects.

One of the excursions to be made by the Institute as

a body during this meeting is to the LaSalle district.

A special train leaving Chicago early Thursday morn-
ing will take the members and guests to LaSalle, 111.,

where automobiles will convey the different parties to

the coal mines, cement works and zinc smelters. For
the ladies and others of the party not particularly

interested in these industrial operations, the LaSalle
hosts plan an automobile trip to Starved Rock.

Reinforced Concrete in and About the Coal
Mines of Great Britain &, >.

By M. Meredith
Liverpool, England

Use of reinforced concrete as a building material
has made rapid strides in Great Britain since its intro-
duction about 25 years ago. It is now recognized as
one of the standard and best materials for various
classes of construction. The Government departments
have adopted it for important works and encouraged
others to use it, especially during the war, when the
shortage of steel was felt.

Plant at coal shafts can be economically and satis-
factorily constructed by this method. The advantages
over timber construction are seen in its fireproof qual-
ities. In fact, the Board of Trade of Great Britain
does not permit timber construction at new shafts at
the present time.

With steel work, the constant painting and scraping
is an important item on structures of large size; this
has been entirely dispensed with by the employment
of reinforced concrete. Concrete should be construct-
ed more economically than structural steel; concrete
construction is heavier and therefore steadier than build-
ings of steel or timber. This, under certain circum-
stances, is an important consideration.

Reinforced-concrete mine props have been used as
supports on main entries of colliery workings for some
time, and they have proved to be so satisfactory that
it is doubtful whether the operators would return to
the use of timber, even if it should become cheaper.
Reinforced concrete cannot be recommended for use at
the coal face because in that case it is desirable at times
to change the length of props, and it is not practicable
to do this with concrete. On the main entries concrete
props are ideal ; a great advantage being their long life.

The aim has been to make the concrete prop the
same strength, or as near as possible, as the timber
prop required for the place in question. It was found
by test that in the case of a 5-in. timber prop the
breaking load was in the neighborhood of 25 tons. A
4i-in. concrete prop reinforced by 4?-in. bars and hoops
had a breaking load in the neighborhood of 25 tons.

The coal miners are beginning to appreciate the ad-
vantage of these props, which can be so designed that
the top is the weakest portion ; when thej' give way the
prop can be taken out, the concrete chipped away, the
reinforcing iron can be sawn off and the prop (although
reduced in size), can be used again. One prop was
used three times over in this way. When it was first

tested it carried 25 tons or thereabouts. The top was
cut off, and the second time the prop carried a little

more. The third time it carried 25 tons or thereabouts.

Sometimes a squeeze came on, and whatever was put in

could not resist that weight—something must give way.
In that case the top of the prop would go and the prop
would then be taken out and used somewhere else, after

the top had been cut off.

The following concise and pithy expressions appeared
in Power recently and are well worth being passed along:
Adaptability means doing the next Dest tnmg in the handiest
way. Efficiency is knowing just how and fitting it to just

when. Loyalty consists in being decently considerate of

the boss. Responsibility lies in having grit enough to risk

a call down. Opportunity is the same thing as being bom
lucky. Reliability shows the capacity for staying put
longest. Integrity is the Sunday name for plain weekday
honesty.
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He Who Rides with a Powder Keg
Joy-Rides with Death

Many cars are, to all intents and purposes, powder
magazines on wheels; in these cars are men with
open torches, and the risk is always present that

at any time the powder will become ignited and
kill every man on the trip. Can you take that

chance ?
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DISCUSSION ^y READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Living Conditions at Mines
Letter No. 6—I have followed with deep interest the

letters published in Coal Age regarding the improve-

ment of living conditions in our mines, and beg to state

that this is a very important subject and one that needs

prompt attention and concerted action on the part of

coal operators in this country.

Particularly is this true in these days of reconstruc-

tion when the atmosphere is diluted with dangerous

propaganda and Bolshevism is crying in a false tone

for better living conditions that they are determined

to gain by force. The poor and ignorant classes in-

fluenced by this propaganda do not realize that the

carrying out of their program would only mean hardship

and suffering to themselves.

The successful promotion of better living conditions

in our industrial centers requii'es the cooperation and

support of every American, in this enterprise. A
country-wide campaign should be undertaken, advertis-

ing in the daily papers that better living conditions can

only come through the friendly cooperation of better

citizens, who, by kindness, will be able to overcome those

of their fellow workers who are bent on tying up indus-

trial enterprises, which can only make life miserable

for the workers.

The Census Bureau statistics recently published show
that there are over 14,000,000 foreign-born residents

in America, less than 10 per cent, of whom are

naturalized American citizens, who make up the thrifty

class of our foreign-born workers.

Exodus of Foreign-Born Mine Workers

It is rumored that millions of our foreign population

are preparing to return to Europe, as a result of

the well-organized propaganda now being circulated

throughout the country. The keynote of this propa-

ganda is "Cash in your Liberty bonds; bring your bank
accounts to us and come back to your own country

where you will be enabled to enjoy the freedom and

unrestricted personal liberty for which you have long

been striving."

One cannot help but wonder whether the broad-

minded American employers are going to stand idly by

a..d allow this propaganda to result in a calamitous

withdrawal of bank and savings accounts and a shortage

of labor that must bring about increase of wages,

strikes and industrial unrest, with all the attendant

evils that prevail in Europe today.

The question will be asked, "What can be done to

prevent this condition in our own country?" The
an.swer is. Make life worth while for the working
classes, by giving them the pleasures to which they

are entitled and improving their home life and health

to an extent that they must recognize that the treat-

ment they receive in America is better than what they

could hope to gain elsewhere.

No one doubts that, today, we are entering upon the

most important period affecting the future of this and
other countries. It is a time when regard for one

another's welfare must take the place of that selfish

ambition developed by the "get-rich-quick" idea, by im-

posing on our workers conditions they cannot endure.

In closing, let me say that employers here in our

country should be proud to prove to the world that

they consider the profits of their industries of less

importance than the welfare of their workers. The

question is, however, how can this idea be impressed

on the minds of workmen, that the interests of each

one ai-e bound up in the interests of all.

Success means cooperation in establishing a com-

munity of interest, to the end that employers and

workers in every industry shall strive for the common
good. Let me add that not until capital and labor stand,

foot-and-foot, on the same elevation, in respect to life's

privileges, will the working classes recognize and enjoy

the ideals for which America stands—Freedom, Justice

and Equality. Joseph R. Thomas.

Plymouth, Penn.

Robbing Pillars, Anthracite Mines
Letter No. 2—I was deeply interested in the letter

regarding the robbing of pillars in anthracite mines, by

Joseph R. Thomas, Coal Age, May 22, p. 938. The work

of robbing pillars is always dangerous and requires

much skill and good judgment. Especially in the an-

thracite region where conditions are so variable, no

special rules can be given to guide those engaged in the

work. Practically, the only general rule to be followed

is that, in order to secure a fair percentage of recovery

under these varying conditions, rapid and well directed

effort is necessary.

As Mr. Thomas has remarked, the cost of timber

required for this work is high, and it is true that much

timber is being wa.sted where a considerable amount of

robbing is being done. When the pillars are small,

more timber is required than where ample pillar sup-

port has been left in the first workings. However, it

is too late now to overcome this difficulty. The problem

that confronts us is how to recover as much of these

small pillars as possible with the least expense and the

greatest amount of safety to the men.

One of the chief factors in the work of robbing is

the character of the roof strata directly above the coal.

A strong sandstone roof requires little timber. Indeed,

timber supports are of no avail to resist the roof pres-

sure in this case; but posts are stood merely to serve

as a warning of impending danger. Under a strong

roof, it is important to make every effort to induce a

fall back in the waste, as a large standing area greatly

increases the weight resting on the pillars and makes

the work of robbing more difficult and dangerous.
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With a weak roof under a considerable cover, more
timber is required for the protection of the men.
Strange as it may seem more accidents occur when
working under a good roof than where the character

of the roof requires the miner to be always alert to the

danger that surrounds him. The work of extracting

pillars is much more hazardous in anthracite than in

bituminous mining. In the anthracite region, the coal

measures are much disturbed and the coal must be

mined often on heavy pitches where the falling roof

slides down the pitch and endangers the miner.

Much extra work is required on steep pitches to

avoid loose material falling into and choking the

chutes and manways, which would then have to be

cleared or a passage opened to take the coal to the

gangway below. Much extra labor is also necessary in

order to get the timber up these steep pitches, especially

in a thick seam where the length of the props required

may varj' from 10 to 16 ft. It is nothing unusual to

find one or more of these props discharged by a blast

and carried some distance down the chute, from which
they must be recovered, taken up the pitch and again

set in place to support the roof.

Factors That Determine the Direction, Size and
Strength of Pillars

Another important factor and one that controls both

the laying out of the chambers and the robbing of the

pillars is the pitch or inclination of the seam. Natur-
ally, owing to the difficulty of handling water and coal

on the dip, the chamber must be driven either on the

strike of the seam or to the rise, the former being gen-

erally preferred. However, pillars running with the dip

present the maximum resistance, and there is not the

tendency to overturn as when the pillars run parallel

with the strike of the seam. For this reason a greater

width of pillar is required where the chambers are

driven on the strike.

The strength of pillars varies inversely as the thick-

ness of the seam and directly as the cosine of the angle

of inclination. A greater width of pillar is therefore

required in mining thick seams on steep pitches than

is required in working thinner coal having a less in-

clination. The character of the coal is also an im-

portant factor, a greater width of pillar being required

where the coal is soft and friable than where it is hard

and tenacious. As a general rule, also, the roof pressure

is greater in the basin than in other portions of the

mine, and a greater width of pillar is required as the

workings advance to the dip.

In anthracite workings, it is seldom that the dip of

a seam remains constant; changes are frequent and

these will require, at times, some change in the develop-

ment of the work. Such changes are apt to lead to

much confusion and require a careful study to deter-

mine the effect produced in the roof pressure.

Importance of Drawing All Post Timber

Regarding the question of drawing timber, asked by

Mr. Thomas, let me say that the Pennsylvania Coal Co.,

operating in this locality, has followed the invariable

practice of drawing all standing props as quickly as

the pillars are removed. This work is performed by

special prop pullers and much timber is thus saved.

The Cooper vein will average about 12 ft. in thickness.

The props seldom split through the center, but bend

or break off about 3 or 4 ft. from the floor. These
broken timbers are taken out and sawed off for use in

the smaller veins. It is evident that the use of prop
pullers effects a much needed saving, as timber is be-

coming more and more scarce each year.

While the use of steel and cement supports has been a
saving, it does not seem that this has greatly decreased
the consumption of mine timber, which appears to be
steadily on the increase. The tendency of most miners,

today, is to set too little rather than to use too many
props, but the one thing that needs careful watching is

to see that miners do not allow props to become buried
and lost in the waste. Some willful miners allow good
props to be covered up rather than make any effort to

recover such timbers. The entire work of drawing
back pillars and recovering timbers should be in charge
of experienced and competent men capable of exercising

the best skill and judgment and detecting the presence

of danger where the casual observer would not be con-

scious that such danger existed. Richard Bowen.
West Pittston, Penn.

Cost Reduced in Machine Mining
Letter No. 3—Kindly permit me to offer a few words

in reply to Thomas Hogarth, whose letter appears in

Coal Age, Jlay 8, p. 887, commenting on my previous

claims of the work that can be and is accomplished

in our mines, in cutting coal with the Sullivan machines.

From Mr. Hogarth's remarks I can see plainly that he

is a Goodman-machine man.
First, in regard to my statement that our cutters

left 4* or 5 in. of bottom coal, let me say that this

was according to my instructions to the machinemen. I

do not consider that the coal they left represented a

loss. There was a reason for doing this that I do
not care to explain further than to say that conditions

often oblige a mine foreman to make some slight con-

cessions to his men, in order to avoid extra expense.

If my friend is a mining man of experience, he will

understand my meaning, as he has probably been in

positions before this that required him to study out a

plan to extricate himself from a difficult position. In

order to get the best results from machine mining, a

mine foreman must be on the move and study carefully

the work done in the mine, in all its details.

Foremen Can Expedite Work of Coal Cutters

Now, regarding the amount that I stated my cutters

can advance, let me saj- that this very largely depends

on what the boss accomplishes in getting the places

ready and in condition to cut, so that the machinemen
are not delayed in their work. At times, it is necessary

to change the angle of driving the places so as to

overcome water conditions. Everything depends on

adopting a good system and seeing that the men live up
to it and in making it plain to them that you are

the boss.

Another point Mr. Hogarth mentions is the kind of

bits used in our machines. Regarding them, let me
state that this is another point that I do not care to

discuss more than to say that these bits represent some

hard study, which has enabled me to overcome certain

difficulties in the cutting of coal.

In regard to caring for the machines, let me say that

a machineman who is not capable of keeping up his

own machine is not competent to run a machine. Fur-
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ther, if there is any doubt in Mr. Hogarth's mind
regarding my statements, I will bring cutters and come
myself and prove the truth of my claims. In closing,

let me add that 1 can have the coal cut on the slate

bottom, or leave any thickness of bottom coal that I

choose. I have observed in some mines that the cutters

are boss, and not the foreman, which will explain the

results accomplished. John H. Wiley.
Oliphant, Penn.

A.C. vs. D.C. Current in Mines
Letter No. 3—At the Pittsburgh meeting of the Coal

Mining Institute of America, last December, there was
a discussion of the question, "Is the underground use

of alternating current more hazardous than the use

of direct current?" Since then several writers have

discussed the matter in Coal Age, and expressed their

views regarding the relative hazard of these two types

of current. While many points are involved in an

answer to this question I will attempt to cover the most
important ones pertaining to life and fire hazard in

mines.

As direct current is more generally used than alter-

nating current, in coal-mining operations, it is better

understood by mining men, both in respect to its appli-

cations and hazard. The general impression is that

alternating current is more dangerous than direct

current. Is this a fact and, if so, what is the reason?

Can it not be made just as safe as direct current; or

is there something about alternating current that makes
it inherently more dangerous? These are a few of the

questions that naturally arise and require an answer
before a decision can be reached as to which of the two
types should be installed, in a mine, in respect to the

hazard, or other considerations of cost, upkeep, appli-

cation and suitability. The items last mentioned are

apt to occur in such a variety of combinations and of

varying degrees of importance that any given case must
be made a study by itself.

Relative Danger Carefully Analyzed

The danger involved in the use of either d.c. or a.c.

current is the chance of shock, by men and animals

coming in contact with live wires or equipment. The
hazard of accidental contact can, of course, be reduced

by protecting all wires and equipment; but in coal

mining it is next to impossible to maintain ideal con-

ditions even with a thorough system of inspection and
maintenance. This applies not only to electrical equip-

ment but to mining conditions in general. The question

then resolves itself into asking which form of electricity

is the more dangerous, assuming that the same atten-

tion is paid to installation and upkeep.

The impression that a.c. current is the more danger-

ous type is probably due to the generally higher voltages

than in the use of d.c. current underground. In the

early days of mine electrification, it was natural to

adopt the 500 or 600 volts used in railway practice

and because this high voltage reduced the initial cost

of installation and the line drop in the transmission of

power.

In those days, the question of life hazard was not

ui-ged as forcibly then as now, and the danger from a

live trolley wire 15 or 20 ft. over the track was nothing

in comparison to what it is when that trolley is brought
down within striking distance of a man's head. More-
over, the damp and wet underground conditions

increa.sed the danger of using a high voltage. For-
tunately, however, the danger was quickly realized and
at the present time 250-volt direct current is used for

haulage, and in many instances for power in mines.

This voltage is now considered as the standard for un-
derground work.

However, in the later development of mines, difficulty

arose in transmitting the necessary electric power long

distances to the working face, owing to the increased

line drop and consequent loss of power. For this reason,

it was necessary to employ a.c. current and, today, many
new mines are thus equipped in the start, in order to

forestall such difficulties arising later in their devel-

opment. Another important reason for the general

adoption of a.c. current is that many mines are now
purchasing power from central stations, or are produc-

ing it at other distant mines and using it as such or

converting it, in part or entirely, to d.c. current, at

convenient points.

Increasing Use of Alternating Current in Mines

To those who have studied the trend, it is apparent

that a.c. current is here to stay, and is being more
generally used for mine electrification the better it is

understood. The question of safety that arises in every

contemplated installation is. How does a.c. differ from

d.c. current, and does it involve a greater hazard when
used in mines?
As far as the hazard is concerned, the difference lies

in what the workman thinks is the relative danger

and what that danger actually is; or what is the rela-

tive effect on the human body or an animal when
coming in contact with a live wire.

The average mine worker, thinking that one current

is more dangerous than another, will take risks with the

^EfFBCTfiyeA.C. Vo/-^gre
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one he thinks is less dangerous. He knows nothing of

the nature of the current, its voltage, frequency, etc.,

and, in all probability, will expose himself to a sadder

experience with the kinds of current that he knows less

about. But, as unfortunate as such an attitude in an

employee may be, we will pass this by and discuss tne

matter on a purely scientific basis regarding the physio-

logical action of both kinds of current.

The nerves of the body are analogous to the wires

over which electric current is sent and, strange to say,

there is a close resemblance between the mental stimulus

putting a muscle into action through the nerve force

and an electric nhock producing a similar action, by

coming in contact with a live wire. The effect produced

depends on: (1) The kind of current; (2) the voltage;

(3) the thoroughness of contact.

Now, in respect to kind of current, as its name
implies, alternating current is constantly changing.

From a maximum in one direction the voltage reduces

to zero, then increases to a maximum in the opposite
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direction and again reduces to zero, increasing then till

it reaches the maximum from which it started. This

alternating change in voltage is indicated by the curve

shown in the figure just given, which represents a

complete cycle. In a 60-cycle system, this is repeated

60 times a second, or 25 times in a 25-cycle system, and
produces the continuous stinging sensation experienced

when coming in contact with a live wire carrying a.c.

current.

On the other hand, d.c. current consists of a steady

flow and there is no perceptible sensation after the first

contact, notwithstanding the current is flowing through

the body. In other words, contact with a live wire

carrying d.c. current immediately gives the muscles a

twitch, after which there is no discomfort provided the

contact is light ; but the twitch of the muscles will be

repeated on breaking the circuit. In alternating cur-

rent, the continuous reversal of the a.c. voltage causes

stimulation of the muscles of the body as long as

contact with the wire is maintained. Generally, there

is difficulty in letting go of a wire charged with a.c.

current, because of the stimulation of the muscles.

Harm Done Depends on Energy of Current

For the same power transmitted, the voltage deter-

mines the amount of current flowing, assuming an equal

degree of contact with the wire. The harm done is

usually considered to be represented by the energy,

which is the product of the voltage and the current

passing. If the voltage is extremely high and the cur-

rent immeasurably small, as in many of the stage

exhibitions of passing "millions of volts" through a

human body, no more harm is done than when a larger

current passes under a lower voltage.

The amount of current flowing under a given voltage

will depend on how good a contact is formed. The
surface contact of the human body is rather high and

if this should be punctured it will allow considerable

current to flow through the body, even though the pres-

sure is as low as 50 volts. Also, much depends on the

amount of surface in contact. A man who is very wet
from perspiration and standing in water will receive a

serious shock on making contact with a 250-volt circuit,

even with the inside of his hand, which is considered the

thickest insulation of the human body.

Harm that comes from accidental contact with live

wires depends also, to a great extent, on the makeup of

the individual. It is a peculiar fact that a mule is more
sensitive to shock than a human being. It has been

frequently observed that it takes less voltage to kill a

mule than a man.
The voltage of an a.c. current, as measured by an

instrument is not the maximum voltage that occurs at

the peak of the cycle just described ; but, in case of the

sine wave, is about 70 per cent, of that value, as indi-

cated by the horizontal line in the figure. The injury or

shock resulting from contact, however, depends on the

maximum value of the voltage. Consequently, a 100-

volt, d.c. current would be equivalent to about a 70-volt

a.c. current; or a 220-volt, a.c. current would be equal

to about a 315-volt, d.c. current. This is borne out by

my own experience, and one frequently hears it re-

marked that a.c. current stings more than d.c. current

of the same voltage. If the a.c. current voltage gives

a sharp saw-tooth wave instead of a sine wave the shock

is all the more severe.

The bare trolley wire required in mine haulage is the

chief source of danger and must be guarded at all ex-

posed points in the mine. As far as the other wires

and equipment are concerned, there is no reason why
they should not be installed and maintained so as to

prevent any injury from accidental contact and all equip-

ment made safe by grounding. Even then, after every

precaution has been taken, many cases of willful contact

for play or to win a wager will occur. There are, in

this country, however, comparatively few installations

of a.c. current for haulage purposes and, neglecting

these, it is fair to state that an a.c. installation under-

ground should represent no more hazard to life than

d.c. current, even though, as has been stated, for the

same voltage, the shock from a.c. current is slightly

more severe than that from d.c. current.

So far we have considered the comparative effects of

a.c. and d.c. current of the same voltage. It is obvi-

ously unfair to the former to compare its behavior at

high voltage with that of the latter at low voltage. The
high a.c. voltage is necessary to deliver the power to

distant points, which could not be reached as economi-

cally with d.c. current, unless the latter were of a

similarly high voltage. In such an event, there would
be just as much harm to life from the high voltage d.c.

current as from the a.c. current. In other words, when
adopting a voltage above the 600-volt class the danger
is, of course, very much greater ; but the kind of current

makes very little difference in the hazard. Practically

all the installations of a.c. current underground are of

1100-volt or higher. It has been found that the best

voltage for electrocution is somewhere between 1800

and 2200 volts. It is therefore obvious that the utmost
precaution must be taken to install a.c. current of this

high voltage properly, in order to reduce the life hazard.

High-Tension Lines Safe If Properly Insulated

In carrying a.c. current of high voltage into a mine,

except when it is taken down a borehole, there is the

natural feeling that high-voltage wires of any form
whatever are objectionable where they may be exposed

on a passage or traveling way. But, cables properly

insulated, covered with lead and otherwise protected

mechanically, are undoubtedly safe to install anywhere,

provided they are properly grounded. Such cables, how-
ever, are not foolproof against malicious damage, and

it is possible for them to be deliberately damaged and
cause shock by contact or by grounding. Men are, as a

rule, afraid to tamper with such cables ; they have heard

how some fellow got it by trying some stunt to put the

mine out of business; whereas, he put himself out of

business and the mine continued to run.

The fire hazard, as far as arcing from the voltage is

concerned, is practically the same whether a.c. or d.c.

current is installed. If there is any difference it is in

favor of the former, because an a.c. current arc will

not sustain itself like a d.c. current arc. The a.c. arc

tends to go out when the voltage passes through zero of

the cycle. As far as the heating effects are concerned,

they are practically the same for both types of current,

except that in a.c. current a wire is more apt to be

overloaded, especially if the motors are operating at

low-power factor and allowance for this has not been

made in the installation of the wire.

In dealing with a.c. current of 1100-volt and higher,

it is quite usual to find in every installation, oil-

immersed transformers installed underground and also

oil used for oil .switches and starting compensators. It

must be admitted that the use of this oil is a fire risk,

particularly in the case of transformers. A similar fire
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risk is not present in a low-voltage, d.c. current installa-

tion, and in this respect the use of a.c. current is

slightly more hazardous than d.c. current. However,

if it is necessary to install a.c. current, there are well

known ways of guarding against this fire hazard, by
locating such equipment where fire will do the least

harm, and safeguarding it both against fire, and pro-

tecting the remainder of the mine, in case of fire, by
providing suitable means for confining the fire and
extinguishing it should one occur.

H. M. Gassman,
Birmingham, Ala. Consulting Power Engineer.

Firebosses as State Officials

Letter No. 8—Since reading the letter of Edward H.
Coxe, Coal Age, May 8, p. 876, who, as general manager
of the Snowdon Coke Co., at Braznell, Tenn., is opposed

to the employment of state firebosses, I have been

wondering if he recalls, as I do, the terrible explosion

that occurred in the Braznell mine, Dec. 23, 1899.

In the Braznell explosion, every man in the mine
was killed, nineteen in all, if I remember correctly. It

was known that there was a good deal of gas in the

mine, but the fireboss did not dare to report it when
making out his daily report, fearing that he would be

fired. It was a well known fact that the mine forem.an

would frequently work places containing gas. Other

places were left full of gas, until the adjoining rooms
could be driven up far enough to put a crosscut through

so that the air current would drive off the gas.

The same condition existed in the Grindstone mine,

about a mile from the Braznell mine. An explosion

had occurred in the former, owing to the same cause,

about six months previous to the Braznell explosion

(July 24, 1899). I was working in the Grindstone mine
at that time, being employed as a machine runner. I

also made one of the rescue party, at the Braznell mine,

some weeks after the explosion in December.

These occurrences lead me to think that if our fire-

bosses were authorized to act as assistants to the mine
inspectors, such conditions would not exist in the mines,

and gas would be reported whenever found. A fireboss,

then, would not fear the loss of his position by reason

of reporting gas. It is natural to understand that a

general manager would prefer to employ his own fire-

boss, so as to control aflfairs in his mine according to

his own will, which a state fireboss would prevent.

Cumberland, B. C, Can. A. Trubie.

Letter No. 9—Referring to the discussion on this

subject, I am convinced that if our firebosses were
clothed with the authority of state officials no harm
would result as some writers have predicted. Instead,

I believe that it would prove a boon to both operators

and miners.

Accepting, as we must, that it is the general desire

of all operators that their mines shall be kept safe

and in the best possible condition, I fail to see that

it matters whether a fireboss when making his examina-
tion of the m.ine acts for the company or for the state.

Operators have invested thousands of dollars in the

development of their mines, and it is only to be expected

that they require their superintendents and foremen
to abide strictly by the laws of the state.

This being true, the employment of state firebosses

would seem lib appeal to most operators as a move that

would yield better results and prove a big factor for

safety. Operators who oppose the plan are largely

those who object to receiving orders from their fire-

bosses. They know that if a fireboss was to be clothed

with state authority and act as an assistant mine in-

spector they would be obliged to sit up and listen, or

close their mines.

In my opinion, if daily reports were required to be
sent to the state officials as well as to the officers of

the company there would be a vast improvement in

the condition of our mines that would prove a great

boost for safety. It would make all mine officials more
efficient.

It must be admitted that in a few instances a state

fireboss might require the foreman of a mine to per-

form some unreasonable work; but this possibility could

be safeguarded by placing restrictions upon the kind

of work that would be under the fireboss' jurisdiction.

The argument, however, furnishes no grounds for op-

position to the plan. It would be understood that a
rigid test would determine the capability of a fireboss

acting for the state, and only those showing the highest

efficiency would be authorized to act as state examiners

of mines. This would insure the employment of capable

men, whose word should be law, in respect to safe

mining conditions.

Handicap of State Mine Inspectors

Admitting that there are deputy mine inspectors who
are paid to visit and inspect the mines for safety, is

it not true that the territory in charge of each inspector

is too large to enable a thorough inspection and insure

safety at all times? Is it not true, also, that the term
of office of mine inspectors is generally too short to

make them thoroughly familiar with conditions in the

mines in their charge? This being the case, a mine
inspector may be easily misled by the arguments of a
mine official who is disposed to take chances, and has
no desire to comply with a request of the inspector.

This could not happen where the fireboss stationed at

that mine acted with the authority of the state.

Although, in my experience of a number of years of

firebossing, I have worked under many good and honest

mine officials, it has happened, at times, that the situa-

tion in a mine had to be dealt with forcibly and caused
some unpleasantness before the mine foreman would
comply with my orders. Some years ago an incident

occurred at the mine of which I now have charge that

I will cite as an illustration of the need of a fireboss

being given a free hand.

At that time, a flood was raging in the district and
the mines were not working. The fireboss was ordered

or told to be on hand in the morning when the men
went to work and no previous inspection of the work-

ings was made. A few hours later a sledge was needed

and one of the daymen was sent down a certain entry

to hunt for the tool, with the result that his naked

light ignited gas that had accumulated there and an

explosion followed killing four men.

This is but one incident of many that cause the high

death rate in mines throughout the country. I am
confident that if we could hear many weak-kneed fire-

bosses relate the results of mine foremen and superin-

tendents not complying with their orders the narration

would startle the public and show the need of greater

authority being given the firebosses employed in our

mines. J. H. TAYLOR.

Athens, Ind.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Fatal Hoisting Accident

Eecently a fatal accident occurred, killing one of the

employees of a contractor who was engaged in ex-

cavating and enlarging a cellar under the house shown
in the accompanying photo, Fig. 1. The accident was
due to the breaking of a manila rope used to hoist

the excavated material up an incline that extended

into the cellar. The steel rope shown in the foreground

was used after the accident and until the .I'ob was
finished. The man was killed

by the loaded car running
wild down the incline when
the rope broke.

In order to quickly and

conveniently remove the dirt

from the cellar, an incline

track had been erected, as

shown in the diagram, Fig.

2. This incline was about

49 ft. in length. Commenc-
ing at the top or outside

dump, the incline pitched 6

deg. for the first 6 ft., then

22i deg. for 27 ft., and then

10 deg. for the remaining
16 ft., after which the track

ran level for 35 ft. About
20 ft. from the end was a shunting track.

Two mine cars were procured for the purpose of

conveying the excavated dirt up the incline, and a full-

sized, i-in., or more likely ^i«-in., rope was used,

a team of horses being employed to pull the loaded cars

Show5 Position of Man
when Struck by Car

FIG. HEADFRAME TOP
OF INCLINE

-16'—-'M--

Measured on the fitch

FIG. 2. SHOWING PROFILE OF INCLINE

up the incline. The rope had just been bought for a

best quality of manila rope and was new when put

on this work. However, in my opinion, the rope was

much inferior to the best grade of manila rope.

This new rope was put in and the work started

Thursday morning. Some 200 cars had been pulled

out of the cellar and when a loaded car was being

hauled up, on the following Saturday afternoon, the

rope broke about a foot from where it was coupled

to the butt-stick of the horse's harness. The gross

weight of the load being hauled was 2730 lb., the car

weighing 840 lb. and the dirt 1890 lb. There was some

dispute among the men regarding the weight of the

load, and to ascertain this fact the loaded car was pulled

out and weighed, showing its weight to be 2730 pounds.

i

At the moment when the rope broke the load was
on the steepest part of the incline, approaching the

knuckle, as shown. At the point where the break
occurred, there had been more wear on the rope,

for some two feet or more, than on any other part of

the rope. I presume this was owing to the rope trail-

ing on the floor when the car was being lowered.

The car had a sidedump and, after being emptied, was
lowered by backing up the horses. The descending

empty car kept the rope tight, until the car had reached

the bottom of the incline. Then the car had to be

pushed over the 35 ft. of level track, and the rope

would trail on the floor. The extra wear on the rope

was plain to be seen at the point where it broke
close to the butt-stick, which was heavy and would have
a tendency to hold the rope down on the floor.

The rope passed over three pulleys, as shown in the

figure, a 9-in. pulley on top of the headframe, angle

of deflection 70 deg. ; a 9-in. pulley at the foot of the

headframe, angle 90 deg.; and under a 5-in. pulley to

hold the rope down.

We want to ask. What would be considered a safe

working load on this incline, with the pulleys fixed

as shown in the figure and using a S-in. rope of this

description, assuming the strength of the rope is de-

creased, say 15 per cent., due to wear? Also, what time

would it take for the loaded car to reach the man,
counting from the time the rope broke to the moment
it crashed into the empty? The incline and track were
in excellent condition. MoSES JOHNSON.

Lethridge, Alta., Can.

The load on the hoisting rope, at the moment of

rupture, is the sum of the gravity pull and the track

resistance. Calling the angle of inclination a, the

weight of the loaded car, in pounds, W, and assuming

a track resistance, in this case, of 30 lb. per ton normal

pressure on this incline, which makes the coefficient

of track resistance 30/2000 = 0.015, the load on the

rope when the car is approaching the knuckle is

L = PF(sina + 0.015 cos a)

But, W = 2730 lb.; sin a = sin 22i° = 0.38268; and
0.015 cos a = 0.015 X 0.92388 = 0.01386; giving for

the load that broke the rope

L = 2730(0.38268 + 0.01386) == 1082+ lb.

The breaking strength of the best grade of manila

rope (average of different makers) i in. in diameter

is 6000 lb. The safe working strength of such rope

should not exceed 800 or 1000 lb. It seems likely that,

if this rope was of "best quality," its fibers had been

badly injured and cut by the horses' hoofs and other-

wise worn, which caused the break. Nothing but a

i-in., 6-strand, 19-wire, crucible cast-steel rope should

be used for this work.

Calculation shows that, under fair conditions of car

and track, the loaded car would reach the man in

exactly 4 sec. after starting from the knuckle.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Mine Managers' Examination,

Springfield, 111., April 8, 1919
(Selected Questions)

Ques.—What is meant by the natural division of the

air current in a mine, and what necessity arises for

a different division of the air between the several

districts of the mine?

A«s.—The natural division of the air in a mine is

produced when no artificial obstruction is introduced

into one or more of the airways traversed by the cur-

rent. In other words, the air divides naturally between
the two or more airways that may be open to its

passage through the mine, the larger quantity of air

circulating through those airways having the lesser

resisting power; or, in other words, the airways having
a larger potential, as expressed by the ratio of the

sectional area to the square root of the rubbing surface

of the airway.

It often happens that airways, or sections of the

mine, that are more extended or which have a contracted

sectional area require the larger proportion of the air

circulating through the mine, owing either to a greater

number of men working in the airway or section, or

to the generation of gas. . In such a case, it is neces-

sary to place an artificial obstruction in the airway or

section that would otherwise receive more air than its

rightful proportion.

The obstruction placed in an airway increases its

resistance and has the same effect as lengthening the

airway, or decreasing its sectional area. In other words,

it diminishes the potential of that airway or section

with the result that the larger proportion of air is

made to circulate through the other airway. This

arrangement is described as "proportionate division" of

the air.

Ques.—How is the resistance of a regulator calcu-

lated?

Ans.—In order to calculate the resistance of a regu-

lator, it is necessary to multiply the unit pressure due
to the regulator, by the sectional area of the airway
in which it is placed. The pressure due to a regulator

is equal to the difference between the natural pressure

of the free or open split containing no regulator, and
the natural pressure due to the passage of the required

volume of air through the regulator, after it has been

placed in position in the airway. The difference between
these two natural pressures is the unit pressure due to

the regulator, and which results in increasing the

resistance in the regulator split. The increase in re-

sistance, or the resistance due to the regulator is found
by multiplying the difference in pressure just mentioned,
by the sectional area of the airway.

Ques.—A fan running at 80 r.p.m. delivers 100,000

cu.ft. of air per minute in the mine; how much air

will this fan deliver under the same conditions when
running at 100 r.p.m.?

Ans.—Approximately, under fairly normal conditions

in mining practice, the volume of air in circulation

varies with the number of revolutions of the fan per
minute. On this basis, the speed of the fan being
increased from 80 to 100 revolutions a minute, the ratio

of increase being 10/8 = 5/4 = 1.25, the increased cir-

culation will be 1.25 X 100,000 = 125,000 cu.ft. per min.
Owing to the change that takes place in the efficiency

of a fan when its speed is much increased, this increase

of quantity is not realized, in practice. More accu-

rately, the fourth power of the ratio of increase in

speed is equal to the fifth power of the ratio of in-

crease in quantity ; and, in this case, we have for the

increased quantity when the increased speed ratio is

1.25, 100,000 i^ 1.25' = 119,500 cu.ft. per min.

Ques.—How would you conduct your examination of a

gaseous mine to ascertain its true condition?

Ans.—Such an examination must be made with an

approved form of safety lamp that has been examined
and tested. Before entering the mine observe that the

ventilator is running uniformly at its regular speed.

Then, proceeding to the foot of the downcast shaft or

intake entrance of the mine, follow the air current in

its course throughout the mine, examining in order each

working place in each separate section of the mine, mak-
ing a careful test at the face of every working place

and observing the condition of each place to detect

any danger that may exist, either from the presence

of gas or bad roof.

Where gas is found, it should either be removed
at once, by erecting the necessary brattice to deflect

the air current so as to sweep the place where the gas

is lodged; or, if this is not done, all entrances to the

place must be safeguarded by a proper danger signal

that will warn men not to enter. In this manner, the

working faces must be examined, in each of the several

sections of the mine, and the quantity of gas circu-

lating in each section noted. Notes must also be

made of the condition of each section of the mine, in

respect to the presence of danger from bad top. A full

report of the examination must be entered in a book

kept for that purpose, immediately after the examina-

tion. is finished.

Ques.—What load will a round iron bar one-inch

in diameter carry, the tensile strength of the iron of

which it is composed being 56,000 pounds?

Ans.—The tensile strength given is the ultimate or

breaking strength of bar iron, in pounds per square inch,

and assuming a factor of safety of 4 or 5, the safe

strength of the iron may be taken as, say 12,500 lb. per

sq.in. The sectional area of a bar 1 in. in diameter is

0.7854 X 1' = 0.7854 sq.in. The safe load, or the load

such a bar will carry is, therefore, (0.7854 X 12,500)

H- 2000 = 4.9-f tons.
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America's Export Coal Trade Dependent

Upon Return Cargoes

Our Export Trade in Coal Is Bound to Increase, But Permanency

in Foreign Markets Depends in Great Measure on the

Way We Treat Foreign Consumers

Great interest has recently been mani-
fested by the Government Departments
concerned with matters of foreign trade in

the question of the coal export trade of

the United States. The world's rapidly in-

creasing consumption of coal and the domi-
nant position of the United States as the

owner of 55 per cent of the world's coal

reserves seem to make it inevitable that

the United States should participate to an
increasing extent in the coal trade of the

world. Not all of the coals of the United
States are of a quality which would enable
them to compete in the markets of the

world. Reserves of high-grade bituminous
coal which might successfully compete with
British coals are mainly in the Appalachian
field, and while large, possibly in excess of

40 billion tons, are far from inexhaustible.

Furthermore, the ratio of annual coal out-

put to reserves in tlie high rank coals is at

present nearly tenfold that of the lower
rank coals, indicating that our best coal

will be the first to be exhausted.
Furthermore, although it seems assured

that there will be available in from one to

two years sufficient tonnage for the ex-

portation of largely increased amounts of

coal, nevertheless it is important that our
ships should be used in the most advan-
tageous manner ; and from the standpoint

of fostering domestic manufacturing indus-

tries it is better national policy to export
manufactured products rather than raw
materials. From the standpoint of econ-

omy in shipping space and profit, coal is

a bulky and comparatively cheap com-
modity, and is therefore not an attractive

The small export coal trade in the United
States is frequently compared dispara^-ing-

ly with the tremendous coal trade of Great
Britain, but It must be remembered that
Great Britain is essentially an importing
nation and that much of her coal is ex-
ported in space that would otherwise be
occupied by ballast. The United States, on
the contrary, is in precisely the reverse sit-

uation, being essentially an exporting na-
tion, and to force our export of coal under
these conditions is to work contrary to

normal tendencies.
In spite of the considerations just cited

there are cogent reasons why the coal ex-
port trade of the United States is likely to

materially increase within the next few
years, and it is reasonable to believe that
the United States may acquire a npr"ia-

nent foothold in many of the coal markets
of the world. The information coming from
Europe indicates that the coal production of
Great Britain and Germany has been so re-

duced as the result of the war that there
Is now. and probably will be for several
years to come, a great coal shortage in

Europe unless the deficit is made up by
the United States Neglected development
work in many European mines during the
war and the wrecking of mines in France
add to the difficulties of early resumption
of normal production. It Is probable, there-
fore that the United States will as a
measure of industrial relief be called upon
to supply large amounts of coal to Europe :

but, while American exporters may ac-
quire a temporary foothold in certain of
the European markets they will unquestion-
ablv face the possibility of being unable
to compete In these markets when normal
production Is again resumed in Great
Britain.

Certain other markets are virtually de-
pendent upon the United States for their

coal supplies—for example, the "West In-
dies and Central America. Our present
coal trade with these countries will pre-
sumably gradually increase, and may be
extended permanently to certain parts at
least of South America. An additional
reason for encouragement of the export of

coal is found in the added bunkering fa-
cilities which will be needed for our mer-
chant marine so as to facilitate the ex-
port of products other than coal and to

insure favorable coal prices for United
States vessels bunkering in foreign ports.

Whether or not the United States event-
ually expands her export trade in coal to

a magnitude comparable to that of British
trade, the trade developed should be built

upon the secure foundation of just and
equitable treatment of foreign consumers,
and, to insure this, provision should be
made for grading and inspection of coal
for expor*, either through the agency of

the Government, the Coal Exporters' Asso-
ciation, or through some joint arrangement,
so that the foreign consumer may be rea-
sonably assured that he will receive the
grade of material for which he places his
order. Only through the building up, by
such practice, of a reputation for integrity
and efficiency can American exporters hope
to retain permanently markets which may
be acquired under the unusual conditions
of the next few years.

Marine Strike Affects Exporters

of American Coal
A tnreatened general tie-up of shipping

along the Atlantic coast because of the

refusal of private boat owners and the

United States Shipping Board to grant the
demands of the Marine Firemen, Oilers and
"Water Tenders' Union faces the coal in-

rtustrv. On Monday of this week the labor
leaders claimed that between 250 and 300
vessels were idle in the New York harbor
because of the lack of men and that men
were leaving their vessels at all the ports
from Portland. Maine, to Galveston. Texas.
The men demand a closed shop, three

watches of eight nours each to replace the
present system of two watches of twelve
hours each, and an increase of $15 a
month in pay. The Shipping Board and
the American Steamship Association, the
members of which are the private boat
©"wners, have agreed to advance the wages
of the men 10 per cent., but refused an
eight-hour day except when tne vessels
are in port, and also refused preference to
union workers in employment. This reply
of the owners and the Shipping Board was
rejected as not' satisfactory by the union,
and it "was predicted that the strike would
spread and that other unions would be in-
volved. It was also predicted that the
strike would spread to transatlantic vesse's.
Coming at this time the trouble may

prove of serious consequences to exporters
of coal -who are just developing foreign
markets for this country's fuel. Many of
them have closed contracts for large ton-
nages and prompt shipments, some of which
are based on present freight rates. So far
no e-Tious flel.ay bas taken place because
of the partial tie-up inaugurated. Ship-
pers of bunker coals are already beginning
to feel the effects of the strike, and unless
it Is quickly .settled it Is evident that em-
bargoes will have to be ordered on ship-
ments within a couple of days.

Lower Cost of American Coal

Output Helps Export Trade

The advantage in the matter of exporting
coal enjoyed by Great Britain and Germany
is likely to be offset, under ne'w conditions,
it is pointed out by Dr. J. B. Umpleby,
of the Foreign Minerals Division of the
Geological Survey, who recently returned
from the Peace Conference. The United
States is handicapped by tlie fact that its

export coal is from 300 to 400 miles away
from tidewater and must pay an average
freight charge of $1.40 a ton to place it

at shipside. The effect of the rise in labor
prices, however, is much greater in Europe
than in the United States because of the
greater output per man in this country.
In support of such a contention. Dr. Umple-
by cites the figures about to follow. The
last figures available are those of 1912,
but the general relation is the same. The
value of coal at the mine and the output
per person employed was

:

Average Annual
"Value Output

per Ton per Person
at Mine Employed

Belgium $3.24 155

France 3.05 200
Germany 2 52 269
United Kingdom 2.18 244
UnitedStates 1.44 660

The production and consumption of all

classes of coal per capita in 1912, as shown
by Dr. Umpleby, is as follows:

Production, Consumption,
Tons Tons

United Kingdom 5.70 3.83
UnhedStates 5.00 4.82
Belgium 2.99 3.35

Germany 2.59 2.12

France 100 1.48

Austria-Hungary (1911) 0.31 0.52
Spain(19l1) 0.18 0.31

Russia(191l) 0.15 0.19

Sweden 0.06 96

Italy Small 0.28

In 1912. Great Britain exported 67,000,-

000 metric tons of coal. Germany ex-
ported, during the same year, 39,000,000
tons. In the five-year period from 1907 to

1912, British exports increased 1.4 per cent.,

whereas German exports increased 58.3 per
cent., showing the great inroads that Ger-
many was making in England's export coal
trade before the war. The changed situa-
tion in Europe will curtail, to a great de-
gree, the coal exports of each of these
countries, with the obvious deduction that
the United States has a chance to get the
business.

Cost to England of Control of

Coal Industry

The parliamentary report of the London
Daily Telegraph of May 19 states that the
liabilities of the British Government in

connection with the control of coal mines
in the current financial year will amount
to about $130,000,000, made up of: Wages
and hours concession to miners, $100,000,-

000 ; compensation under control agree-
ment, $24,000,000 ; emergency claims (ad-
vances), $5,000,000; indemnity to coal mer-
chants. $750,000. The emergency claims
are for the purpose of keeping open col-

lieries which mignt otherwise be closed
and making good extraordinary loss or
damage, etc., while the indemnity to coal
merchants represents the estimated loss
arising during emergency arrangements
for diversion of coal from Its normal chan-
nels of distribution.

The Government of India will gradually
relinquish its control of coal and abolish
the present distribution system.
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^COKE NEWS

What Happened in June

[The bracketed figures in the text refer
to the number or the page of the volume
In which references to the matter noted
may be found and should the reader desire
further information he can obtain it in the
place indicated."]

June 1—A new coal agreement is con-
cluded between Germany and Switzer-
land for the monthly delivery of coal
and coke [XVI, 75].

June 2—The final report of the Canadian
Fuel Controller is presented to the Cana-
dian House of Commons [XV, 11S4]—
Senator Davis introduces a bill in the
Pennsylvania Senate relative to mine
cave conditions in the anthracite field

[XV, 1101]—Mine workers at the Creigh-
ton and one other mine in Allegheny
County. Pennsylvania, go on strike to
compel a recognition of the miners" union
[X\^ 1132]—The final report of the Ca-
nadian Fuel Controller is presented to the
Canadian House of Commons [XV, 1184].

June 3—The Second Pan-American Con-
ference begins a four-day session at
Washington, D. C, With delegates from
North and South America in attendance—The Pittsburgh Coal Producers' Asso-
ciation holds an important meeting at
Pittsburgh discussing the present and
future coal situation [XV, 1102],

June 3 to 4—The West Virginia Coal Min-
ing Institute holds its twentieth semi-
annual meeting in Huntington, W. Va..
at Hotel Frederick. Papers are read and
discussed [XV. 1018].

June 4—The Pennsylvania Senate passes
the McConnell bill relating to insurance
[XV, 1101].

June 4 to 5—The Western branch of the
Canadian Mining Institute holds a meet-
ing at Nanaimo, B. C. [XVI, 66].

June 5—An ignition of powder takes place
on a man trip in the Baltimore tunnel
of the Hudson Coal Co.. at Wilkes-Barre.
Penn. : 92 men lose their lives as a re-
sult [XV. 1076].

June 10—The annual meeting of the West
Virginia Coal Association is held at
Huntington. W. Va., when officers are
elected and the question of a continua-
tion of Government supervision of the
coal industry is discussed [XV, 1183].

June 11—The employees of Vesta No. .5. of
the Jones and I^aughlin company, return
to work after a strike of eight weeks
[XV. 1173].

June 1 2

—

A strike takes place at the mines
of tho R'est Rnd Coal Co.. in the anthra-
cite field. 1 500 mine workers going out
[XV. 1173],

June 1.5—A secret session of past and
present chiefs of the United Mine Work-
ers of America is held at Atlantic
City, N. J. [XV, 1172].

June 1R—Two hundred coal miners at the
Pranklin-Tandv-IjOW mine near Brazil,
Tnd., strike when company ceases eriv-

Ing a bonus of fin a ton [XV, 1173]—
After a strike of one week, the Norfolk
& Western Rv. motive power, emplovees
return to work fX^V. 11731—A strike of
the Federation of Miners of France takes
place, involving all the mine workers of
that cnuntrv. on a question of working
time rxv. 1132].

June 17—The Flynn nnti-sedltion hill l.s

rtofeqfcd in the Pennsylvania House of
Representatives [XV. 11S31.

JUT>e IS—The coal mine otmerintendents of
Peoria. Fulton and T.azewell counties.
Tlllnnis, meet at Cnnton. perfect an or-
ganization and elect ofTlcers [XVT, 36].

.Tune 23—The American Federation of La-
bor mfetln<r at Atlnntlc CItv doclqres It-
.oelf In f^vor of a universal 44-hr. week
[XV. 1172].

June 23-24—A conference of prominent
educator.s Is held In Washington, D. C. :

the economic and business training of
engineers being discussed [XVI, 65].

June 23-25—The coroner's jury sits at
Wilkes-Barre, Penn., on the Baltimore
tunnel disaster of the Hudson Coal Co.
It refuses to fix the blame for the acci-
dent [XVI, 55-58].

June 25—Bills are introduced in each house
of Congress proposing that the Federal
Department of the Interior become the
Department of Public Works [XVI, 17].

June 26—The Williamson Operators' Asso-
ciation holds a meeting and banquet at
Williamson, W. Va, [XVI, 36]—Jerome
Watson, chief deputy and safety com-
missioner of mines of the state of Ohio,
sends a communication to the operators
and miners of that commonwealth rela-
tive to the conveying of explosives into
mines [XVI, 78]—A meeting of the
executive board of the three anthracite
districts of the United Mine Workers is

held at Wilkes-Barre, Penn.. to decide
on details of the next tridistrict con-
vention [XVI, 25].

June 26-28—The conferences started at At-
lantic City commence anew at Charles-
ton, W. Va. [XVI, 64].

June 27—The sedition bill is finally put
through the Pennsylvania Legislature
and signed by the governor. The bill
amending the workmen's compensation
law is also signed [XVI, 35]—Joint con-
ferences of operators and mine workers
are held In the Alabama district
[XVI, 64],

June 28—The signing of the peace treaty
takes place in Paris.

June 30—The Fuel Administration passes
out of existence [XVI, 21]—An explosion
occurs in the No. 15 mine of the Rock
Island Coal Mining Co., at Alderson,
Okla., with disastrous consequences
[XVI, 79].

Sunbury, Penn.

Harrisburg, Penn.

Coal producers in the central Pennsyl-
vania field are complaining over the action
of Secretary of the Navy Josephus N. Dan-
iels in commandeering coal for the use of
the navy. They do not question his right
to do so nor the right of the navy to first

consideration, but they do assert that he
should expand his list of mines producing
coal that would be acceptable to the navy.
They contend that he steadfastly refuses
to take coal from large producing mines,
whose output is just as available for ocean
shipping as that which he is now relying
upon.
Thev also complain against his right to

fix the price, pointing out that if coal is

commandeered at a price below what they
got in the market it is nothing more nor less

than confiscation. An adjustment can only
be obtained through the court of claims,
which sometimes takes four or five years.
The operators in this section say there

is no trouble at present in the car situation,
but a shortage is anticipated Later, par-
ticularly on the Pennsylvania lines. Many
curs are being used in hauling coal to the
Lakes for the Western trade and on the
return trip thev are utilized for hauling
ore to the steel plants. The Pennsylvania
R R. is usually shorter on coal cars than
mos' of the other roads, for the reason that
its lines extend through a greater coal
producinc district than most of the other
roads, with the result that Its cars must
he sent over other lines In hauling the coal
to Its destination.

Tt Is manifestly Imnosolhle to secure
either labor or cars to handle a year's re-

quirements of coal tn seven months, which
Is what must he done If peonle will not
place their orders for coal during the sum-
mer, when orders are needed, and It Is

for this reason that operators welcome a
hr'»V rtemnnd at this time.
The Onvernor. on .Tulv 10. signed the

Crow RiII. allowing coil companies to tun-
n-I under rivers, nrovldino- they nay for

Hie coal taken while tunneling.

Anthracite coal land valuation has been
a matter of much interest for the past few
months. Considerable activity in this di-
rection has been shown by the Northumber-
land County Commissioners who some time
ago appointed T. Ellsworth Davies, of
Scranton. as a mining expert to adjust coal
land valuations for taxation purposes. Mr.
Davies died before his report was flushed
and the task fell to his assistant, W. F,
Sekol.

It is generally accepted that anthracite
coal land valuations will be advanced ap-
proximately $50,000,000 for the next 3-yr.
period. In the case of Northumberland
County, the bonded indebtedness is the
reason advanced why taxes should be in-
creased. There is a persistent demand that
coal land valuations be increased and that
it be not merely nominally. It is claimed
that with the coal companies paying taxes
on proper valuation, that it would be pos-
sible to pay off all county bonds as they
come due. It is said that the valuation of
all other lands in the county in question
is about 50 to 60 per cent, of the full
market value and it is thought that coal
companies should be assessed on a like
basis.

In his report to the Northumberland
County Commissioners. Mr. Sekol recom-
mends that coal in the ground be valued
at Sc. per ton. In the case of the Susque-
hanna Collieries Co., Mr. Sekol's esti-
mate as to the tons of coal unmined—29,-
000,(100 tons—agrees closely with the result
arrived at by the engineers of the Susque-
hanna company. The county commis-
sioners assess the coal lands of the Susque-
hanna company on a valuation of $2,-
346.000 or about four times last year's
valuation.
The appeal of the Susquehanna Collieries

Co. from the assessments fixed for lands
held by that corporation were heard on
July 11 and it is understood that this
company will ciirry the fight before the
County Courts for final decision. The mine
officials agree that some increase over
present assessments is justified as assess-
ments in general have gone up with values
all over the country ; the Susquehanna
company is said to have agreed to double
the former valu.ation in its appeal for a
reduction of assessment.

It seems that a similar method of assess-
ment is in effect in other counties. Further-
more in Luzerne Coiuity the assessment Is
from 14 to 15c. a ton on coal in the
ground ; in Lackawanna County the assess-
ment is 22c. a ton. However, it is pointed
out that in a conuiarison of rates of assess-
ment, that conditions of seam occurence,
cost of mining coal and other considera-
tions should be taken into account.

Based on Mr. Sekol's report, the coal
lands of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal
and Iron Co., in Kast H.anover. Rush and
Middle P.axton townships were assessed on
a valuation of $1,372,814 or about $1,000,-
000 more than present valuation. The
hearing of the appeals of the Philadelphia
& Reading company were to be held on
July 14.

Charleston, W. Va.

Mines marked time In West Virginia
during the first five days of July, with not
enough miners reporting during the week
to produce much coal. While, of course,
there was a general suspension of opera-
tions on July 4. miners frequently took the
whole week off so as to be in at the deml.so
of .Tohn Barleycorn in nearby states. Un-
der such conditions production declined
quite conslderablv. Indeed, it is doubtful
If It reached as much ns .50 per cont.. t'<k-

Inc the state as a whole, that being a loss
of 25 per cent, or more for the whole state.
However, It was regarded as cer'ain that
looses would bo recnnned tn some extent
du'lnf 'he second week of the month un-
der favorable conditions. But for holl-
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day conditions Just described, there would
probably have been an unusually good pro-
duction because circumstances were fav-
orable to full time operation ; there were
plenty of cars on hand in nearly all fields,
while market conditions, generally speak-
ing, were tending to stimulate the produc-
tion of a larger tonnage. That was true
beyond question as to smokeless coal both
in prepared sizes and run-ot-mine. the ex-
port demand for which was said to be
lively ; however, the demand for smokeless
coal was not confined to export markets.
In central southern West Virginia, terri-
tory production during June was in excess
of that for June of last year, that not ap-
plying of course to the Pocahontas field
where a strike held back production to a
serious extent. ^Vhile it appears to be dif-
ficult to move high-sulphur coal at the
present time, on the other hand there is
a pronounced demand for low sulphur fuel
in eastern markets. At the outset of July
there seemed to be a growing market for
steam coal but such improvement as was
observed was confined to eastern consum-
ing areas. Prepared sizes of coal from the
high-volatile fields were finding a ready
market at better prices than in previous
weeks, but mine-run and slack were not
quite so active especially as to spot sales ;

there were a number of producers who
were in no hurry to contract for the de-
livery of their coal, in view of advancing-
prices and the prospect of further advances.
Losses in production followed in the

New River and Winding Gulf fields in the
early part of July, even though cars were
fui nished in sufficient number to make
prompt loading possible, the dearth of
miners being instrumental in lopping oft"
many tons of production, the total tonnage
mined not being over half of that produced
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terence, however, in the sale of northern
Uest Virginia coal: the low-sulphur coal
IS bemg readily sold while high-sulphur
coai IS not moving with so much alacrity.
Formerly the high-sulphur coal was sold at
Clfveland and other points, but adverse
freight rates are debarring that kind of
luel from the Lake markets, it being found
imi-ossible to compete with Illinois and In-duma coals in that respect.

Huntington, W. Va.
An bargo of three days' duration as

well as the holiday of the Fourth reduced
production in the Logan mining district
during the week ended July 5 to the tune
?,..'?,'„'„ '^ }°^^ o"" 'he difference between
23 1,000 and 170.000 tons. However, such
a loss was rather to have been ex-
pected as production for the same period
last year was only 175,000 tons. During
the week ended June 28, a labor shortagewas responsible for the. loss of 8000 tons
In the following week the loss from thesame cause was 33,000 tons. While labor
shortage was on the increase, car shortage
losses Were being decreased from 30.800
tons to 10.589 tons. Mine disability losses
were doubled, however, from 4 600 tons to
aio.J tons. But further improvement was
observed in the market for Logan coal,
there having been during the week ended
July 5 a loss of only 6.4 9 per cent of
capacity amounting to 15.983 tons, as
against a loss of 7.72 ptsr cent, during thepreceding week.
Figures compiled by the Guyan Oper-

ators Association disclose the fact that
-- ^-^ ^^. ..«.. ... W...C ^.„„^^^„ the output of coal in the Logan field for
ard the latter part of June. Far from June, 1919, was somewhat larger than the

abating, the demand for smokeless coal
after July first was heavier than ever, pro-
ducers reporting an extremely active ex-
port market as well as a strong domestic
demand from all consuming areas. The
average price at which mine-run smoke-
less was selling, according to the best
information obtainable, was $3.50 a ton
while as for lump and egg. it was being
quoted at prices ranging from $4.00 to
$4.50 a ton and even higher. Smokeless
producers hope it may not become neces-
sary for the navy to adhere strictly to the
requisition for smokeless coal, as Secretarv
Daniels recently indicated it was the inten-
tion of the navy to do.

output of June. 1918 ; the tannage for June,""" being 902.693 tons as against 902,484
llrlii 1Q1C fl-.^ ^-.^ — -v .1 -
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trols 33,000 acres of coal land in Franklin
County and it has tested the coal in its
mines in this district ; the test proving
successful, the company is now ready to
do business on a larger basis. In addition
to the many large and up-to-date mines
which this concern operates in this sec-
tion, it has also recently put into use the
largest washer in operation.
Ground has been broken and tons ofmachinery are arriving daily, preparatory

to the erection of the plant which will
cost in the neighborhood of $3,000,000 and
cover about 25 acres of ground. Hereto-
fore only eastern mined coal in West Vir-
ginia and other places, has been success-
fully put through the retort oven process
but recent tests made by the company show
that Illinois coal is capable of being suc-
cessfully handled in the byproduct ovens.
There are 12.000,000 tons of coal being
mined annually in Franklin County by
13.000 miners and at the present there

or o additional large mines being
The sinking of these mines together

".11.. the installing of coke ovens will
greatly increase both the tonnage of coal
and the number of miners in this district.
The entire output of the United States
tuel Co.. will be put through the Semet-
Solvay process in byproduct coke ovens.

In anticipation of an unprecedented in-
crease in the volume of coal traffic in this
section of southern Illinois coal fields the
various railroads operating through the
section are making provisions for handling
this business more efficiently and are ap-
propriating thousands of dollars for this
purpose. The Illinois Central has com-
pleted a large roundhouse in Duquoin and
has five miles of new switching tracks to
liandle the thousands of cars which pass
through here from Jackson, Williamson,
and Perry and Franklin counties. The Illi-

sunk.

for June. 1918. the average production for "°i^
Central tracks m this city are the

the month being nearly 70 per cent. Of a „?„?'"'"°''t!!?,'^'^''" ^"^ fie long trains which
^'Jo^l-J"^^

'" production during June, of
419.3o3 tons, the car shortage prevailing
during the early part of the month was
responsible for half or for 201.348 tons
there being a loss of 145,000 tons from nomarket.
The embargo, referred to in the fore-going paragraph, greatly reduced ship-ments from the Logan region to Lake portsvia Toledo. It became effective July 3and la.sted over July 5. a congestion onLake coal carrying roads and a shortage

come m daily from these adjoining coun-
ties. A large roundhouse has been completed
at Carbondale to handle the business over
the Carbondale-St. Louis, Carbondale-Her-
rin and Carbondale-Paducah. Ky., divisions
I he Illinois Central has also commenced
surveying in the southern part of Jeffer-
son County, for a branch line to runthrough the coal fields in that region, which
have had inadequate transportation facil-
ities for sometime.

Little attempt was made in the Kana- of vessels at the Lakes makine it neeiSwha region during the first week of July sary to impose embargo restrictinns
to produce any large amount of coal, it
bemg out' of the question with so
a portion of the miners away in quest of
pleasure. Otherwise, so far as the car sup-
ply and markets were concerned, an in-
creased production over previous weeks
might have been possible, but for apparent
reasons shipments were only about half as
large as during the last week of June or
approximately 100.000 tons, perhaps not
that much. Developments up until Julv 8
did not disclose much variation from previ-
ous weeks, at least as to mine-run and
slack, which are not as yet being produced
to the maximum ; this was owing to the
fad that there is not as lively a market
for such coal as there is for prepared sizes.
Producers gave it as their opinion that
sale.s of mine-run. spot, were not being
made on any considerable scale at the out-
set of the month ; prepared sizes, however.
quoted to Jobbers at $3.25 and to the trade

S3,"(1 boing extremely active. The gen-
eral average price for spot, mine-run. dur-
ing the week was $2.10. contract from $2.25
to $2.35.

Bluefield, W. Va.
As

f T,r
.^^.^'"ue in nearly every other field

of West Virginia, production was lowered
in the Kenova-Thacker district during theweek ended July 5 to the extent of 22 000
tons, dropping from 110,000 to 8-8,000 tons
this was. briefly, because of a shortage ofminers due to the holiday, the shortage
,^°'^-, .fn'n

^ source increasing from 4000
to 13.000 tons, or from 2 to 8 per cent of
full time capacity. On the other hand thecar shortage loss was cut down from 15 to
11 per cent., or from 26,000 to 18.000 tons

Kansas City, Mo.
The board of directors of the National

Coal Association held a meeting at theBaltimore Hotel, Kansas City, on July 9The session lasted a little over an hour
during which time several important ques-
tions were brought up and discussed.Among these was a resolution urging the
Director General of the United States Rail-
road Administration to make every effort
°._. oetter the transportation conditions
which have reached a crisis. Director Gen-
''«'• ,H'n«s was requested to make an
official statement as to the present situa-
tion and also details of any action con-
templated by the board to better the sit-

cut in two the tonnage loss coming downfrom 22.000 to 11,000 tons. Production
only reached 56 per cent, of capacity asagainst 62 per cent, for the week ended

Largely because of a holiday among the ','^''^ TT''*'l,to be done immedite'ly:^' Presl
iners lasting until Monday July 7 Poca- ,

"' H. N. Taylor of the National Co£

Fairmont, W. Va.
While the holiday at the end of the week

made inroads on the output of northern
West Virginia fields during the period be-
tween June 30 and July 5. yet during the
first three days of the week in question a
record for the present year was established
in this section, shipments of coal exceed
ing in volume those for any like period
since the latter part of 1918; at least that
wab true as to the mines in the Fairmont
field. By the middle of the week, however,
the mining and loading of coal began to
diminish and for the last two days of the
wtek production was light. The car sup-
ply during the first part of the week re-
ferred to was much better than that wit-
nessed at the end of June. The number
of idle mines In the field is being rapidly
cut down. Shipments to Curtis Bay
throughout June and. In fact, during the
first few days of July, were unusually
heavy, a large proportion of such coal being
for export. The first week of July also
hrouETht a revival of the demand for north-
ern West Virginia coal at Lake ports, there
being a most perceptible increase in ship-

better market was shown for' Kenova- uation for the public's relief in the pressing
Thacker coal, the "no market" losse^ being ™?.'. shortage

,___ -_ .

>==> o«'ng ^jj.g President J. D. A. Morrow brought
out the fact that the Government had
tailed to provide money to get out the
weekly report on coal conditions and said
.t!? „ ,, ,'"^.r*l'°''t, "'^s to continue, some-

'resi-

. . ^. . - - .*. Coal
Association autliorized the payment of asum to carry on this work until the board
could handle it. In the meantime the asso-
ciation would have Congress pass a bill totake care of the situation.
The Southwestern Coal Association pre-

sented an impressive and befitting testi-
monial to Mr. Taylor, in recognition of his
splendid services to the Government, as
.assistant to Dr. Garfield, while represent-
ing the Railway Administration i"h the
Southwestern territory.

hontas mines failed during the week ended
i"^oo"..S,°„-"''''"t^'" the output at the mark

ot .J36.00O tons set during the previous
week, production dropping down for thetime being to 237.000 tons, a difference ofneaily 100,000 tons. An idea of the extent
to which lack of miners affected produc-
tion may be obtained from the figures cov-
ering that particular item of tons, 4 6 94 7
tons, as compared with 10.4 67 tons for theprevious week. A loss of 27,000 tons, onthe other hand, was cut off insofar as ashortage of cars was concerned. Therewas a market for all Pocahontas coalwhich could be produced. Coke productionslumped to 4887 tons. Canada

Duquoin, 111.

The United States Fuel. Co. has started
operations installing large coke ovens near
its mine at Benton, in Franklin County
and it is estimated that within the nexttew years practically all of the coal which
IK mined in this county will be transformed
in byproduct ovens, into the three score
valuable products which the commercial
world is now using extensively. The United

Victoria, B. C.—Questions of direct inter-
est to those identified with the coal industry
,n ,h„ x.„„,«„ XT..., _.

betore the
Con-
9 to

menta to such points. There is this dlf- States Fuel Co. at the present time con

m the Pacific Northwest can... „^.„. „
delegates to the International Mining i

vention held at Nelson, B. C, June 1
LI. Among matters discussed was the
present strike of the coal miners in Dis-
trict IS (U. M. W. ot A. eastern Britishrolumhin and the Province of Alberta).
It >.•,. ..

...1:1, ned that the tie up in the
'al field was having a serious

•

' metal industry as the lack ot
'..I with the efficiency of the

'• '- '."- industries referred to depend-
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ins lo ii larye i.xteiu on Fernie coke, to
niainfain operations. For this reason a
resolution petitioning the Dominion Gov-
ernment to intervene in order that a set-
tlement of the labor difficulties may be
reached was carried unanimously.
Another matter receiving considerable

attention was the use o£ powdered coal in
British Columbia in the nodulizing: of cop-
per sulphide concentrate. Some difficulties
of operation had been experienced but ex-
periments seemed to show that powdered
coal could be used provided proper equip-
ment was employed. As coal dust firing"

was being used at reverberatory works and
under boilers of various types in other
sections and countries, a similar arrange-
ment no doubt could be worked out for a
nodulizing kiln. Touching on the question
of costs it was estimated that between 12
and 14 tons of concentrates were treated
with one ton of coal ; the coal was charged
at $5.00 a ton pulverized and in the bin.
The popularity of powdered coal as a fuel
was commented upon and it was thought
that this development would result in mak-
ing certain so-called serai-lignite coal of
British Columbia a commercial possibility.

Dealing with the iron and steel industry
in British Columbia, Dr. E. T. Hodge, pro-
fessor of geology at the University of Brit-
ish Columbia, stated that there was plenty
of good metallurgical coal available for the
maintenance of a large smelter in the
province. As to Vancouver Island coal it

had been subjected to some experiments
but he did not think that it could be defin-
itely said that it was not a good coking
coal imtil it had been tried in byproduct
coke ovens. The coal of the Nicola-Coal-
mont-Princeton Field, however, had been
established as a fine metallurgical fuel.
Coal dust, too. had been used to advantage
in a blast furnace, so that, all things con-
sidered, there was no problem in connec-
tion with the securing of an adequate sup-
ply of fuel for the proposed Iron and steel
industry.

In connection with the mineralization of
northern Manitoba, some of the problems
to the development of this section were
noted, among them being the fuel problem.
Coke was priced so high that its utilization
was almost prohibitive but it was thought
that powdered coal might be used here.
The output for the coal mines of British

Columbia for the month of May, 1919, was
as follows:

VANCOUVER ISLAND
Tons

Western Fuel Co., Nanaimo collieries 48,012
Canadian Collieries (D), Ltd., Comox col-

lieries 44,297
CanadianCollieries (D), Ltd., Extension

collieries 20,068
Canadian Collieries (D), Ltd., So. Welling-

ton 7,783
Pacific Coast Coal Mines, Ltd., Morden col-

liery 6,170
B. C. Coal Mining Co., East Wellington col-

liery 1,508
Nanoose Collieries, Ltd., Grant colliery 397
Granby Consolidated M. S. & P. Co., Cassidy 6.887

Total 135,122

CROWS NE.ST PASS COLLIERIES

Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co., Coal Creek col-
liery 26,064

Crow's Xest Pass Coal Co., Michel colHen,'- 1 4,024
Corbin Coal and Coke Co., Corbin colliery.. . 4,287

Total 44,375

NICOLA-PRINCETON DISTRICT
Tom

Middlesboro colliery 3, 1 08
Flemine Coal Co 2,649
Merritt colliery 771
Coalmont colliery

.

706
Princeton colliery

,

1,095

Total 8.229

Alberta Province—Some interesting fig-
ures have been compiled by John T. Stir-
ling, chief inspector of mines for this
province. The figures show the coal output
for the province during 1918 and Indicate
Its relation to Canaila's total production.
During that year the ennviumption of coal
was approximately 37.2.'!7.0B5 tons, of
which 22.057.nfi.-, tons w.-re imported from
the United States: 2..-i.'i9.041 tons of this
amoun* wer<- iiriportcd into wesienj C;in-
ada. In 191S there wfre nroduced In the
province of Alberta 6,14 8.620 tons of coal,
100.470 tons of briquettes and 32.S.t8 tons
of coke. Purine the period In que'stion 317
coal mines were in oper.atlon In Alberta.
Seventy new mines wen- opened while nine
old mines were reopened : offsetting this to
some extent, there were 71 mines aban-
doned. To operate these mines an aver-
age of 2633 persons wer" employed above
and fil 4 * below ground.

An.vox, a. C.—The byproduct ovens of
the Granby Consolidated Mining and Smelt-
ing Co. are being heated up preparatory to
their regular operation. This plant will
provide the company's smelter with coke
and also recover byproducts. When the
company started this works at Anyox, the
war was in progress and it was essential
that the byproducts of coal should be re-
tained in any coking that was done. Be-
fore its plans were completed, however, the
armistice had been signed. Now the com-
pany proposes to operate its byproduct
plant to secure coke for its smelter and
recover, treat and market the coal byprod-
ucts entirely on a commercial basis. The
company is securing the coal for its work
at Anyox from the Cassidy collieries, Van-
couver Island, where a new mine has been
opened, a modern plant installed, and pro-
vision made for the housing or employees
after modern ideas. Cassidy's output is
constantly increasing.

Portland Canal District—The revival of
interest in metalliferous mining throughout
this district in northern British Columbia,
has directed attention again to the Ground-
hog coal fields, as they are colloquially
termed. These fields are situated about
90 miles from the mining town of Stewart.
Judging from available reports the coal is
of high quality and quite plentiful. To
open up the district, railroad construction
would be necessary and three feasible
routes are being discussed. The shortest
would be from Stewart, at the head of
Portland Canal, from which point a rail-
road has been built 15 miles in the direc-
tion of the coal fields. Another route
would be from tidewater up to Naas River,
but this would be 80 miles longer ; how-
ever, there would be less rockwork and an
easier grade. A third possible route is from
the Grand Trunk Pacific Ry.. at Hazelton,
about 150 miles southward. The Ground-
hog coal fields have been reported upon
by a number of engineers and are known
to extend some 70 miles, the strip being
over 30 miles wide over which coal out-
crops in different places.

PENNSYLVANIA
Anthracite

Lansford—Six men are dead and ten
others are seriously and probably fatally
injured as the result of an explosion of
gas at No. 4 slope at a colliery of the Le-
high Coal and Navigation Co. at this place,
shortly before quitting time on July 9,

Most of the injured are in the state hos-
pital at Coaldale. The cause of the ex-
plosion is not known ; most of the injured
were working up on a heavy pitch when
the explosion took place, and were sup-
posed to be using safety lamps. It may
have been caused by a spark from an elec-
tric locomotive as the motorman was killed
while working under his machine ; or a
large body of gas might have been ignited.
Little damage was done to the mine work-
ings, and the colliery was operated the
next day. Seward E. Button, Chief of the
State Department of Mines, has directed
inspectors I. M. Davies. Evan G. Evans.
A. B. Lamb and B. I. Evans to make a
thorough investigation.
WUkes-Barre— All the compensation

cases growing out of the Baltimore tunnel
disaster of the Hudson (^oal Co. at this
place were adjusted by July 9. It required
exactly a month to .settle satisfactorily
more than 130 cases.
The estimated average compensation

awarded in each fatal case where there
is a widow or dependent parents is $4000,
to be paid over a period of years. The
cor.ipensation, exclusive of the disability
cases, will amount to about $325,000 : 138
children under 16 years of age will be bene-
fited.

Agreements have been signed by 56
widows and 12 dependent parents. Of the
4 5 disability cases, 37 have entered into
the compensation agreement : 36 out of the
37 men received the maximum compensa-
tion paid to them until they are .able to
return to work.
The promptness with which these cases

were closed up and with everybody s.atls-

fied, may put a damper on agitation to
compel the coal companies to carry their
insurance with the state rather than In

their own organization.

Bitumtnons

Uninntown—The sale of the Nellie mines,
one of the properties developed under the
firm of Brown & Coheran. to Gaetano Cor-
rado. for $20,000 was approved by Judge
J r. Work of the Orphans' Court on a
petition presented by E. C. Higbee for M.
M. Cochran, surviving fnistcc The mine,
located In Dunbar and Franklin townships.
Is now worked out. The mine was one of

the first opened bv Captain Samuel Brown
nnd the Intp James Cnciiran in the lower
Connellsville region. W. Harry Brown, rep-

Uomer City—The Rochester & Pittsburgh
Coal and Iron Co. have closed their Lu-
cerne Shaft Ne. 3 mine at Lucerne mines,
near here. All tile coal from the No. 3
workings will be taken out through the No.
1 and 2 mines, thus saving the hoisting of
the coal up the shaft. Men will be taken
to their work in man-trips instead of being
lowered down the shaft The electric mine
lamp houses have been combined and are
now located at the sub-station at the en-
trance to the two drift mines. The new
lamp house has about l.Ouu lamps to give
out daily.

Fayette City—Three men were killed
and seven others were seriously injured
on July 7, by a fall of rock and earth in
the O'Neill mine of the Pittsburgh Coal
Co,, near this place. Approximately 300
miners were imprisoned in the workings
by the cavein for 1* hours. The rock and
earth fell without warning and buried tlie
ten men before they could escape. After
an hour and a half of hard work the buried
men were reached and removed from the
mine. The men who were killed and in-
jured were boarding a mine car to be taken
to their working places when the accident
happened.

WEST VIRGINIA
Bichwood—The Elk Lick Coal Co. is

about ready to begin the shipment of coal
from its new plant near this place, in
Nicholas County. All machinery is in-
stalled in the new tipple. The company
has a large acreage of coal in the Sewell
seam which it will develop.

Beckley—Twelve directors of the E. E.
White Coal Co. were sufficiently interested
in the employees to make a trip recently in
a special train from Philadelphia to Glen
White, near this place, to participate in the
celebration there in honor of employees
who have returned from service overseas.

Olooti—There was a disastrous flood in
the Briar Creek Valley near Coal River.
the bridge of the Kanawha Central railroad
across Briar Creek near here being swept
away. Of course that necessitated the can-
cellation of all trains and it is estimated
that it will require a month to repair the
damage brought about by the storm and
flood. Several coal companies operate in
the neighborhood of Olcott.

Short Creek—United States mine rescue
crews have been fighting a fire in the
Beech Bottom mine of the Richland Block
Coal Co.. of this place. The damage to the
mine is heavy but it is hoped that the fire
will be speedily subdued and that tempor-
ary repairs will make it possible to operate
the mine. Several hundred employees
are idle because of the fire. A short cir-
cuit following a fall of slate started the
fire on July 3, at a time when only a few
men were in the mine ; fortunately they all
escaped.

Hartland—Progress is being made by the
Lima Coal Co. in getting its mine at
Leatherwood ready for operation although
considerable work yet remains to be done.
The company is driving entry, is be-
ginning actual construction work on its
tipple and is also ready to begin laying
track for the siding leading to its opera-
tion. As the Elk River will separate the
mine from the tipple, a conveyor system is
being installed. The secretary of the com-
pany. M. P. Goetschons of Lima. Ohio, is
giving his personal attention to the work
of construction.

ICiueflnld—Virginia and West Virginia
business men have consummated negotia-
titms with the Black Eagle Coal Co. for
the purcha.se of about four thous.and acres
of coal land as well as for the other assets
of the company, paying therefor In the
neighborhood of $300,000. the property
being in the Harlan field of Kentucky.
The Black Eagle company has for some
time been mining coal at two mines in the
field. Among the purchasers of the land
and mines referred to were F. C. Neikerk.
of Graham ; C. B. Smith, of Maybeury

;

C. E Wagner, of Bailey : C. M. Graham,
of Graham : W. F. Harman. of Tazwell

:

W. R. Graham and E. T. Tyree. of Blue-
field.

Mt. Hope—Two large companies In the
New River field effected a consolidation on
Jul,\- 1 and In the future will bo known as
the East Gulf foal Co. Tlie companies
combining were the East Gulf Coal Co.
and the SImall Coal Co. The latter Is a
new company organized a few months ago
hv Dr. Gory Hogg, S. A. Scott, J Paul
Stevens and others. Slnc^ Its organiza-
tion much headway h.as been made In get-
ting a plant ready for operation. In order
to cover the purchase, the capital slock of
the East Gulf companv was Increa.sed from
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$500 000 to JSOO.OOO. The directors for the

companies as reorganized include P. 11-

Snvder. J. L. Bumgardner, S. A. Scott and
C "H Grose. The officers elected were P.

RI Snyder, president and general manager ;

J L. Bumgardner. vice president ; L,. b-

Tullv, secretary and treasurer ;
P. C

Thoroas, assistant general manager.

KENTUCKY

Mt. Savage—The Frostburg Big Vein

Coal Co. has taken over Union No 1 and

No 2 mines, formerly operated by the

New York Mining Co. By this transaction

the new company, it is stated, will become
the second largest producer of "Big Vein

coal in the Georges Creek region.

Jenkins—The Elkliorn Collieries Co., oi

Huntington, now operating here, is open-

ing a new mine near Wheelwright, Ky.,

on the Left Fork of Beaver Creek, in

Flovd County. The new location will

be
" known as Redhall and shipments

are expected to be made from this

place by the end of summer. The. niiiie

IS being opened on the Elkhorn seam. The
company recently increased its capital

stock to $100,000. The officers are as fol-

lows • B. L. Priddie. president ; H. B.

Hagen, vice president ; R. W. Brunk. secre-

tary and general manager—all of Hunting-
ton. These officers, together with J. t. Kat-

clif; and R. E. Bruns. compose the board

of directors. Arthur Brunk is manager ot

the mine at Jenkins.

LoalsvUle—While movement of river

coal has not been very heavy the river coal

companies have been bringing down enough
coal to fully supply all concerns with equip-

ment for handling river business. The T.

J Hatfield, one of the largest tow boats

o.T the Ohio, recently took a large tow ot

emptv boats from the Falls Cities to the

West" Virginia mines. There have been

excellent river stages. ^ ,

There is no relief for the 1.000 shop men
out at Louisville, under orders af the f.ail-

road Administration, and not much pros-

pect for improvement ot car conditions

It h.T« been announced that the lay-ofE ^\1U

continue throush July, it is not known
what plan will be followed in August^

However, many of the men are going into

other industries, which will probably re-

sult in a shortage for shopmen, and a long

period of bad cars.

The coal operators of the Louisville dis-

trict in fact the coal trade as a whole

in this section is mighty glad to see John
Barleycorn put out of business. ^While the

average coal man is not a prohibitionist

he has been forced to recognize the edect

of booze on labor, and troubles that come
up which could be averted if whiskey did

not reach mining camps, especially a>""if>S

labor troubles. The greater part of the

coal mining regions ot the state have been

drv for some time past, but booze has

slipped in regardless of all efforts to keep

it out In the eastern Kentucky mountain
district the moonshiners have been a thorn

in the side of the coal operators since de-

velopment was first started, and prpspects

are for a lone and hard fight in this con-

nection. Moonshining has been prospering in

the ranges of the Cumberland Mountains
in spite of the "revenuer" and has been

especially noticeable since taxes climbed

and values became greater. However, re-

duction of outside competition will result

in keeping the miners closer at home, and
reduce week-end trips to wet territory.

ILLINOIS

Sprinefleld—Ten coal mines near here

have been closed down because of the lack

of work, these being the Capitol. Dawson.
New North Old Citizens, the two at Lin-

coln two at Girard, one at Cantrall and the

Tuxhorn mine. Other mines in the Spring-

floM territory are working about two days
each week.

Christopher — The inspection ot Mine
No 10 of the Old Ben Coal Corporation, at

this place. Franklin County, is now being
made bv Jo.seoh C. Thompson, director of

State Penartment of Mines and Minerals
and Arfhie Neison and James Tavlor, state

mine inspectors. A recent explosion at this

m'no on .Tune K in which three men were
killed, is the reason for this inspection

ITerrln—The surface nlnnt of the Haf»r
Washed Coal Co.. at Carferville. was des-

trovpd hv Pre on Jiilv 8 when the engine
mom c-iucrht Are from defective wirin<r.

The hlTire started about 5:30 n.m, .-ifter t'le

dav shift hnd come un and before th-
night crew went helow. The stnictnr.s
were ot wood and the estimated loss is

over Jinn.ooo. Several coal cars were also
destroyed.

The large new J90.000 power plant
of the Big Muddy Coal and Iron Co. at

Clifford was put in operation on July 1.

This plant furnishes power to No. 7 mine
here and to No. 8 at Clifford as well as a
washer at each of these places. The Pub-
lic Service Corporation power supply was
so irregular that the installation of this
plant was necessary. Other mines are ex-
pecting to have to follow suit.

Sesser—The Old Ben Coal Corporation
has acquired the big mine here of T. C.
Keller & Co., of Chicago. The daily out-
put is 3500 tons with 6000 acres of un-
worked coal. This gives tlie Old Ben peo-
ple eight mines in Franklin County making
them one of the leading producers in the
field. The other mines operated by this
company are : three at Christopher ; two
at West Frankfort ; one at Buckner and
one at Pershing.

Westville—The United States Fuel Co.
recently completed 60 new houses near its

mine at Benton, and these houses were im-
mediately filled with families who have
been waiting for months for their homes to
be finished. During the past year tliis

company has been greatly handicapped for
the lack of men. mainly because there were
no houses for them to live in. It is said
that the company contemplates the erection
ot more houses in the near future.

Benton—The Supreme Court has decided
an important case in options on coal rights.
Farmers around "^^altonville gave IS-month
options on their coal without accepting the
dollar mentioned in the option. The West
Frankfort Coal Co. took options and cov-
ered the coal optioned previously. Tlie first

option owners sued the farmers and made
the coal company a party to the suit The
Supreme Court decided as did the Circuit
Court that the first options were not valid.
That method of taking options is still

prevalent in some sections of Illinois.

INDI.4N.\

Georgetown—The Illinois & Indiana Coal
Co. is developing a strip bank east of
here. A switch has been put in and the
smaller of two steam shovels to be used
have been set to work. The company
has purchased tour tracts which will be
used as sites for new mines.

Vinrennes—The Washington-Wlieatland
coal mine, located on the county line be-
tween Knox and Davies counties, has been
sold to a new organization known as the
Standard Coal Company. The capital stock
is $350,000. The new owners are John T.
Oliphant, who has an interest in the Oli-
phant-Johnson mine ; Ira D. Schaffer and
John L. Baker.

Terre Haute—The Indiana Bituminous
Coal Operators' Association was the host
July 10 to about 40 mine inspectors from
different parts of the United States, who
were returning from the Mine Inspectors'
Institute which convened in Indianapolis
just previous to the Terre Haute visit.

Carey Littleton, chief mine inspector, was
in charge of the party. The visitors were
taken up the Wabash River on the steamer
Reliance and a barge and after a bountiful
box luncheon inspected the Ferguson and
Spears mine at Tecumseh. This mine is
known as the "Sub-marine Mine." from the
fact that the main entries are driven under
the Wabash River to reach the workings
that lie on the opposite side. Luncheon
was served after the inspection. The fol-
lowing day tlie visitors went to Vincennes
where they were entertained and banqueted
by the American Coal Mining Co., after in-
specting their mines at Bicknell.

Vincennes—More than 40 United States
mine inspectors visited Vincennes July 11
and were taken for an automobile ride
over the city, and then to Bicknell where
they visited mines Nos. 1 and 2 of tlie

American Coal Mining Co., in Knox County
and returned to Vincennes for a banquet in
the evening. Among the mines visited were
the American mines near Bicknell. which
for months held the world's record for
hoisting in one day.

AI..\B.\M.\

Birmingham—Official figures as to the
coal and coke output in Alabama for the
year 191S given out by C. H. Nesbit, chiei
state mine inspector, show 19.521,S40 tons
of coal and 4.344,726 tons of coke. The by-
product coke production last year amount-
ed to 2.611.215 tons, and t>eehive oven coke
1.733.511 tons. The coal production in

Alabama in 1917 amounted to 20.412,841
tons, and 1916 to 18.234.625 tons. Coke in
1917. went to 4.868,598 tons, and in 1916
to 4.385,483 tons.

State Mine Inspector C. H. Nes-
bitt will hold tjie mid-year examination
of applicants for certificates ot competency
as mine foremen and bank bos.ses in his

offices in the Chamber ot Commerce Build-
ing from July 21 to 24 inclusive. An un-
usually large class is anticipated in view of
the fact that tile adjourned session of the
-\labama Legislature will undoubtedly pass
a Workman's Compensation Law, which
will naturally cause an increased demand
tor men holding certificates of competency
in the above line of work.
The coal output of the mines ot this

district tor the week ended June 14
was 264,5-81 tons, an increase of 16.550
over production for the preceding week—an increase ot 14 per cent. The In-
creased consumption is largely due to the
blowing in of idle furnaces. The Tennes-
see and Woodward companies have resumed
operations at the Alice and Vanderbilt fur-
naces, respectively. Another ot the besse-
mer furnaces of tile Tennessee company
will be blown in soon, it is stated. The
active stacks of the district will be 20 com-
pared with the recent 16.

A majority and also a minority re-
port is to be submitted to the Alabama
Legislature on the convict lease system.
An effort is to be made to take the
convicts out of the mines and work
them upon the state highways. 'The ma-
jority report reviews conditions ot convict
labor at various industries in the state,
citing statements ot many witnesses as to
inhuman conctitions existing in convict
cairps. The matter is attracting much dis-
cussion and there is strong feeling that
many of the abuses cited, at least as far
as the convict miners are concerned, are
much exaggerated. ^Miat may have been
true years ago seems to have been largely
corrected and today those in the mining
camps are said to be humanely treated.

WASHINGTON
Seattle—Two new appointments as dep-

uty mine inspectors were announced re-
cently by James Bagley, State Mine Inspec-
tor ot Washington. The two men receiv-
ing appointments were the following who
successfully passed examinations held at
the University ot Washington: John
Parker, ot Black Diamond, and George T.
Wake, ot Roslyn, take up their duties un-
der the new safety law which creates places
for two deputies instead of one. S. H.
Ash, the former deputy, vacated his place
to take up other work.

Personals

Cleave Fuqua, formerly mine manager of
the No. 6 mine ot the Madison Coal Cor-
pora.tion, at Divernon, 111., has been ap-
pointed master mechanic of this company's--
No. 10 mine at Central City, Ky.
Frank .1. Hayes, president of the United

Mine Workers ot Illinois, has been able to-
leave an Indianapolis sanitarium after a
few days treatment. He has been spending-
a few days at the sanitarium in rest and
recuperation.

J. F. Wellborn, president of the Colo-
rado Fuel and Iron Co., was elected direc-
tor at large of the National Coal Associa-
tion to succeed the late John P. Reese, of
St. Louis. He will have supervision of the
association's territory west of the Missis-
sippi River.

Robert Henderson, fire boss at the Hare-
wood Mine. Canadian Western Fuel Co.,
has been appointed manager of that mine-
in the place of Richard Batty, resigned.
Mr. Henderson formerly was manager ' at
No. 4 mine, Canadian Collieries (Dunsmuir),
Ltd., Cumberland.

.John A. Garcia, mining engineer, of the
Allen & Garcia Co.. Chicago, III., left on
July 7 for a combined business and pleas-
ure trip to Alaska. He expects to investi-
gate the possibility of developing the coal'
fields in that section, returning the first
week in August.

Charles G. PuBois was elected president
of the ^'estern Electric Co. to succeed H.
B. Thayer ; the latter was elected chair-
man ot the board. Mr. Du Bois went with
this company in 1896 : his long association
with Mr, Thayer in the administration ot
the romnany insures a continuity ot policy
and methods in the conduct of its business.

J. G. Bradley, ot Dundon. W. Va., has
been appointed by H N. Taylor, president
of the National Coal .A.ssociation. as chair-
man of the new subcommittee on Railroad
Relations of the general committee on Gov-
ernm.ent Relations. Mr. Bradley is one
of the directors at large of the National
Coal .Association as well as president of"
the West Virginia Coal .Associ.ation.

Ralnh E. Snnderland, of Omaha, vice
president and general manager of the Co-
lonial Coal and Timber Corporation, vis-
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itfiil Charleston, W. Va-, recently to estab-
lish general headquarters for his company.
Thn Colonial company is a $10,000,000 con-
cern and will start active work on its prop-
erties shortly. Mr. Sunderland's headquar-
ters will now be in Charleston. Walter
L,. Strickler is the president of this new
company.

r. S. Pfahler, general superintendent of
the Northwestern coal properties in Illinois

and Iowa, was appointed the successor o£
the late John P. Reese as general manager
of the coal operations o£ this company. Mr.
Pfahler has made Gillespie, 111., his head-
quarters.

General Richard Coulter, Of Greensburg,
Penn., has accepted the appointment of
Governor Sproul as one of the three brig-
adier generals to organize the National
Guard of Pennsylvania. His appointment
has been confirmed by the state Senate.
General Coulter is president of the Key-
stone Coal and Coke Co., one of the largest
coal companies of Westmoreland County,
Penn.

Ij. C. Spragrne, formerly district manager
of sales of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co..
at New York, has been appointed manager
of western railroad sales, with headquar-
ters at the Fischer Building. Chicago.
H. G. Barbee has been appointed manager
of eastern sales with headquarters at 62
Vanderbilt Ave., New York City. Nelson
B. Gatch, formerly district manager of sales
at Chicago, has been appointed district
manager of sales at New York succeeding
Mr. Spragiie.

Eliot Blackwelder, head of the Depart-
ment of Geology of the University of Illi-

nois, whose resignation at the university
becomes effective September 1, has already
entered upon his new work with one of the
large mining companies of Montana, which
will take him Immediately to New Mexico
to do field work. During the coming win-
ter he will furnish the basal ideas upon
which a staff of younger geologists will
work. Prof. Blackwelder began this work
a number of years ago and it will consti-
tute a detailed geological history of the
Rocky Mountain region. While with the
University of Illinois he has also given
courses at Iceland Stanford University.
Prof. Blackwelder has been appointed a
member of the geological division of the
National Research Council.

Jndge E. H. Gary, chairman of the board
of directors of the United States Steel Cor-
poration, accompanied l3y a number of offi-

cials of the company, went aboard a
steamer on the Monongahela River at
Ronco recently and inspected coal roads
and the new byproduct plant at Clairton.
It is intimated that this visit of the Steel
corporation ofRcials anticipates some im-
portant changes in the coal and coke pro-
ducing plants of the company. It is ex-
pected that the mines in the upper pools
will be pu.*ed to the limit, while other
workings will have to be changed to de-
liver their product to the river. Additional
tonnage may have to be found by opening
up new properties to keep the big Clairton
plant in operation : it will be the largest
bN-product plant in existence when com-
pleted.

Coming Meetings

Obituary

New York Coal Merchants* Association
will hold its annual meeting Sept 11-13 at
Alexandria Bay. N. Y. Executive secre-
tary, G. W. F. Woodside, Albany, N. Y.

American Institute of Mininir and Metal-
lurgical Engineers will hold its fail meet-
ing Sept. 23 to 26 in Chicago, 111. Chair-
man Chicago meeting, Carl Scholz, 547
West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

Tile National Commissary Managers' As-
Bociatiou will hold its annual meeting
August 5-7 at the Sinton Hotel, Cincinnati,
Ohio. Secretary. D. J. Eichoff, Manhattan
Building, Chicago, 111.

Pennsylvania Ketail Coal Merchants' As-
sociation will hold its annual meeting July
23 and 24 at Reading, Penn. Secretary,
W. M. Berolet, Reading, Penn.

National Exposition of Chemical Indus-
tries will hold its fifth annual meeting at
the Coliseum and First Regiment Armory,
Chicago, 111., during the week of Sept. 22.
Manager, Charles F. Roth, 417 South Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111.

The National Safety Council will hold
its annual meeting Oct. 1 to 4 at Cleve-
land. Ohio. Secretary, S. J. ^Vlliams, Chi-
cago, 111.

Recent Coal and Coke Patents

\>ntilating Apparatus for Mines. D. F.
Leplev, Connellsville, Penn., 1,297,191. Mar,
11, l'Jl9. Filed Sept 19, 1917. Serial No.
192,164.

Furnace Grate. W. M. Duncan, Alton,
111., 1,297,116. Mar. 11, 1919. Piled Dec.
10, 191S. Serial No. 266,120.

Sectional Coal Auger Nut. J. H. Mason,
Duncan Falls, Ohio, 1,297,215. Mar. 11,
1919. Filed July 22, 1918. Serial No.
246,251.

Trade Catalogs

Elias Hopkins, Inside foreman ,at William
Penn colliery. Penn.. shot himself through
the right temple while in the mines on July
3. The act was committed in a fit of de-
spondency due to poor health. A widow
and five children survive.

Vincent Mauck, active in the Danville, III.,

mining field since Civil War days, died .luly
4 at the age of 84 years. He owned and
operated a number of coal mines in the
Danville territory. Four of his sons are
interested in the coal fields near Danville.

.Tnhn Wood, of Pottsville, Penn., died on
.luly 7. at his home at the age of 70, He
had been a superintendent of the Phila-
delphia & Reading Coal and Iron Co. for
21) years. Among his .survivors are George
Wood of Hazleton, Penn.. division engineer
for the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.

W. A. Hurst, of Williamson. Mingo
County. W. Va., met his death in the New-
York Cenlr.al wreck at Dunkirk, N. Y., on
.Tuly 1. Mr. Hurst was a director of the
Winifrede-Tharker Coal Co., of Nolan, and
had been r*»-elerted as a member of the
Executive Committee 'of the Operators'
Association of the Willi.-imson field only a
few days before his death. He is sur-
vived by a widow and one son. W. R. Hurst,
who wa.") also Injured in the same wreck
in "which his father was killed.

Crushing Rolls. Allis-Chalmers Manu-
facturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Bulletin
No. 1816. Pp. 16; 8 x 10 J in.; illus-

trated. Rolls of various designs are illus-

traled and briefly described.

Storage Battery tocomotives. The Iron-
ton Engine Co., Ironton, Ohio. Folder in-

cluding letter. Pp. 4 ; 8J x 11 in. ; illus-

trated. Facts and illustrations of indus-
trial storage battery locomotives—also
charging outfit.

Direct Current Motors and Generators.
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Milwau-
kee, Wis. Bulletin No. 1096-A. Pp. 20 ;

8 X lOi in. ; illustrated. Gives details of
types "Iv" and "KC" motors and generators
and notes their application in industries.

Stationary and Portable Air Compressor
Equipments. Allis-Chalmers Manufactur-
ing Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Bulletin No.
1105. Pp. 7 ; 8 X lOJ in.; illustrated. Gen-
eral description given of electrically driven
air compressors and accessories and equip-
ment.

Direct Current Generating Sets. Bng-
berg's Electric and Meclianical Works, St.

Joseph, Mich. Catalogue No. 103. Pp. 32;
81 X 11 in. ; illustrated. Descriptions of en-
gines and other parts of electric genera-
tors and accessories ; working drawings
given ; applications of the generating sets
illustrated.

Wilmot Complete Repair Parts. Wllmot
Engineering Co., Hazleton, Penn. Cata-
logue. Pp. 118; 7 X 10 in.; illustrated.
Notes particulars about all the necessary
parts applicable to the various types of
machines and equipment built by the Wil-
mot company. Numerous illustrations and
full Instructions specify Information re-

quired in ordering material or equipment.

Industrial News

Elkins, W. Va.—Work has recently been
cotiipleted bv the Elkins Coal & Coke Co.
on the complete electrification of Its mines
and plants in the Elkins district

Klchwood, W. Va.—The Elk IJck Coal
Co. ha.s recently completed the construction
of a new tipple and incline at Its proper-

ties here and also the installation of min-
ing machinery.

Grove City, Penn.—The Atlas Coal Co.. of
this place, intends making improvements
to its plant in the near future by installing
machinery and boilers. The improvements
will cost in the neighborhood of $50,000, it

is stated.

Roanoke, Va.—At a recent meeting of

the board of directors of the Pocahontas
Coal and Coke Co.. Thomas Reath was
elected assistant general counsel of the
company, with an oflice in the Commercial
Trust Building, Philadelphia, Penn. The
secretary of this compay is O. Lynn
Bottomley.

Wilkinsburg, Penn.—Frederick & Co.

has recently completed negotiations for

the purchase of 1200 acres of coal proper-

ties in the vicinity of Farmington, W. Va..

and it is understood that the company is

arranging to commence work at an early

date for extensive development. Fred A.
Sesler is president.

Whitesbnrg, Ky.—It is reported that the
McKinnev Steel Co.. operating at Wolf
Pit, is planning to install a large power
plant in connection with development
of about 40.nno acres of coal land. The
company also expects to erect several hun-
dred modern miners' houses, and develop
on a big scale.

Baltimore, Md.—The Peerless Coal Min-
inE- Co.. Munsey Building, of this place,

i=i"^understood to be arranging plans for

th'^ development of coal properties com-
pr-'sing about 4000 acres located m the

vicinity of Red Rock. W. Va. It is expected

to have an ultimate output of about 2000

tons daily.

Pittsburgh, Penn.—The Edison Storage
Batterv Co. announces the removal of its

rii=!trict office here to Room 431 Union Ar-

rade Bldg The removal has been made
necessary' by the increase in the volume
of business handled through this office.

The new location provides better facilities

and has large office space.

TTenlawson, W. Va.—The Merrill Coal

Mine" Inc is the title of a $600,000 cor-

poration organized here tor the purpose of

developing 3S00 acres of coal lands m Lo-

gan County. . , , »•„„!„
The improvements are to include a tipple

to cost $70,000. Five hundred miners will

be emploved. and a town to accommodate
that number will be erected. L. B. Con-

wav of Roanoke. Va.. is !"-""'ent of the

company: C. W. Jones of Cora. W. W.
vice nresident and General manager, and r
G. Holland, of Roanoke, secretary and

treasurer.

New York, N. T.—The New York Steel

Exchange, Inc.. controlled 1^^' M";'. R^

Lamb, is having plans f.'-P;:"^^. ^g,: '7°
coal plants in the Lens district of France.

These plans are under the ™r>"vis,on of

the Wood Equipment Co.. and **i'" A""^" *-

Garcia Co.. both of Chicago The pro-

posed equipment Includes a r?^"!^'"^,^^^
nnloader skip hoist and modern Pffl'^'P"*

nbSr saving devices. The merger of Mr
Lamb's export business '" "|'"'"P^„%"'J
other heavy machinery with ',"<',/^''°"

business In Iron and steel products, pro-

vide" fncllitles for handling the two groups

of clients.

Reading. Penn.—Announcement has been

m,-'de by the Pennsylvania Retail Coal Mer-

Siants- Association that the fi.«7""i
^?,j

nual convention of the organization will

be held at this p ace on July 23--VtA"i
elusive, with headquarters at the «"%•
Berkshire. It Is interesting to note that

thi.o will be the first annual rneetlng "t the

association since 1914. and it is expected

that a very irstrurtlve program will be

followed Ihroueh. In connection w ith tne

meeting, the arrnngemcnt committee is

Planning to present an exhibition of the

latest enuinment In coal handling machln-
erv supplies, etc.. at which a number, ot

.he lending manufacturers of these special-

ties win take an active part.

New Tork. N. T.--W. IT. Truesdale. presl-

,Ient of the Lackawanna RR. devotes con-

siderable .space In his report for ti,e ^ ear

ended Dec. 31. 191S. to the activities of the

coal properties of the company, saying that

the mining operations were somewhat re-

duced, owing In great part to the scarcity

of labor, m.any of the mine employees either

having been called Into acllve war serv-

ice or secured employment in munition
fnctorles shlnvards or Government work
of other kinds, owing to the high wages
paid. He sava that although the wages
of all mine employees were substantially

advanced on two occasions, and that the

prices of coal to the public was Increased,

Ihese price Increases did not prove suf-

ficient to reimburse the mining companies
for the wage increases plus the high cost

of materials used In mining operations.
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IVeekly Review

Soft Coal Market Tightening, with Prices Going Higher—Production Far Behind Last Year—Anthracite as Short as Ever—Steam Coals Moving Well—Output of
Domestic Sizes Not Equal to Demand

AN INCREASE in the demand
for bituminous coal was felt

along the Atlantic Seaboard,
and as a consequence the price of

the quality grades has gone up.

Operators and shippers were expect-
ing the spurt, but labor shortage and
inadequate car equipment militated
against any record outputs being made.
For the week ended July 5 (the latest

statistics available) the production of
soft coal amounted to 7,469,000 net
tons. The output of the bituminous
coal mines for the calendar year to date
totals 220,361,000 net tons", or nearly
74,500,000 net tons less than than in

the corresponding period last year.
Coal not under contract was eagerly

sought at the various tidewater ports.

The demand for New River and Poca-
hontas coals was even more urgent
than formerly, and quotations for the
former were given for twenty-four
hours only and at around $6.25 at

Hampton Roads for the standard used
by the Navy Department.
From Pittsburgh comes the report

that much uneasiness is being felt that
production will not be sufficient to meet
industrial requirements in that region.

As the season advances, the domestic
sizes of anthracite are becoming more
scarce. It is unlikely that this condi-

tion will better itself, as the lack of
labor at the mines and the deficit in the
production of hard coal are handicaps

that it will be impossible to overcome.
For the week ended July 5, the anthra-
cite output was 1,408,000 net tons, mak-
ing the total production to date 40,204,-

000 net tons, or 10,600,000 net tons less

than in the corresponding period last

year.

Finding it difficult to obtain the egg
and stove sizes of hard coal, consumers
are accepting either chestnut or pea in

lieu thereof, and this is serving to re-

lieve the situation somewhat.
Steam coals, too, are not so easy to

obtain as they were a week or so ago.

Buckwheat is readily absorbed by the

trade, and rice and barley are firmer,

owing to a decrease in production at

the washeries.

HEKKI.Y COAL PRODUCTION
The production ol: bituminous coal in the

week ended July 5 is estimated at 7.469.000
net tons, an average per day for the five
working- days of 1,494,000 tons, compared
with an average per day of 1,576,000 tons
in the previous week, as against 2,050.000
ton.? in the week ended July 6, 1918. The
production for the calendar year to date
was 220,361,000 tons, nearly 74,500.000
tons less than in the corresponding period
last year. The average daily production,
considering only working davs, has been
about 500,000 tons less this year than last
year.
The estimated production of anthracite

in the week ended July 5 was 1,408,000
net tons, compared with 1,735,000 tons in
the corresponding w'eek last year. The
average daily production in the week ended
July 5 fa 5-day week) was 282,000 tons,
compared with 307,000 tons in the previous
week and 347,000 tons in the correspond-
ing week last year. The production of
anthracite to date is estimated at 40,204,-
000 tons, or 10,600,000 tons less than in the
corresponding period last year.

Returns from the operators for the week
ended June 28 record a general improve-
ment in market conditions, the loss of time
on account of no market averaging 29.2
per cent- of full time in the week, compared
with 29.3 per cent, in the week ended
June 21, and more than 32 per cent, in the
first half of June. Market conditions in
Illinois and western Kentucky recorded a
notable improvement. Less th.an 4 per
cent, of the full-time operation was lost
because of no market in western Pennsvl-
vania. less than 9 per cent, in the West-
moreland and neighboring fields. Central
Pennsylvania showed an improvement. Car
supply in southwestern Virginia was better
in the week ended June 28 than in the
previous week, but In several of the other
districts, including northern Ohio. Penn-
sylvania, northern West Virginia and east-
ern Kentucky, slightly greater losses of
time were reported because of the laclc of
cars.
The production of beehive coke In the

week ended July 5 Is estimated at 262,410
net tons, compared with 579,000 tons In
the week ended Julv 6, 1918, and with
283,600 tons in the last week of June, 1919.
The production In the week ended July 5
was curtailed because of the celebration of
the holiday on July 4.

Bituminous coal dumped at lower Lake
Erit ports in the week ended June 28 was
'Jy4.901 net tons, compared with 1,058.273
tons in the week ended June 21 and 900.-
nii'l tons in the last week of June, 1918. The
total lake coal dumped to the end of June
of this year was 9,129,502 tons, compared
with 7,699,423 tons in the corresponding
period last year.

BUSINESS OPINIONS
Dr.v Goods Economist—The movement of

dry goods over the counter continues to
be steady throughout the country, and,
in consequence, stocks of many lines of
goods are becoming depleted. Due to the
semi-annual stocktaking which will occur
in most stores the last of this month, there
has been the usual falling off of orders for
many lines of goods.

Marshall Field & Co.—Current whole-
sale distribution of dry goods ran consid-
erably ahead of the large volume of the
corresponding week a year ago. More
merchants were in the market than dur-
in.T the same week of 191S. All report
retail business as excellent. Orders from
read salesmen for both immediate and
future delivery were very much greater
than for the comparative period of last
year. Collections continue satisfactory.

The Iron Agre—Improvement in the steel
situation is asserted in stronger terms
this week. Mill schedules show it. par-
ticularly in the Central West. In a num-
ber of finished lines bookings are large
and the opinion has been ventured that
May output will stand as the low record
of the year. Steel ingot production fell
last month to an average of 85,000 tons
a day, against 102,500 tons in .\pril, a
decrease of 17 per cent. The May rate
represents about 26,000,000 tons a year,
or about 55 per cent, of the country's
capacity.

American Wool and Cott.on Reporter

—

Wool is being held at very firm prices.
Higher prices are being asked for wools
in the West, although in some localities
the clip is cleaned up. The demand for
rav cotton may not appear exceptionally
large but the supply is not so large as pub-
lished figures indicate. The prospective
demand from other countries or Increased
exports has not been discounted at all.

The higher price for cotton is due to gen-

eral inflation and to higher producing costs
in combination with the ability of holders
to lieep their cotton.

BOSTON
Appreciable hardening of prices on bet-

ter grades. Light output causes renewed
buying interest. Inferior grades duU, but
gas coals are being rapidly sold up. Pos-
sible strilie of marine workers a factor in

water coal. Hampton Roads coals sub-
ject to slow loading. Future of marlset
in this territory in doubt, due to uncertain
requirements the ne.vt si.v montlis. Holi-
day internal leaves loading piers almost
bare of anthracite. Shipments of pea urged.

Bituminous— The quality grades are
noticeably flrmer-in price. Grades that were
selling at $2.95 a fortnight ago are now
commanding more than $3 for spot ship-
ment. While there is no great pressure to

get these coals forward, it is easy to see
that the demand is improved. Those steam
users who have ordinarily taken coal via
water routes and this season made it a
practice to test different grades all-rail

have now had it forced on their attention
that the tonnage of desirable coals avail-
able is much less than they supposed, and
that for the balance of the season they
will be obliged to take what they can man-
age to pick up from one region or another.
It develops that a number of operators in

making season contracts reckoned on much
larger output than now seems possible, and
the extent to which mine-workers have
left certain of the districts is little short
of alarming. It will take more than ad-
vanced prices to bring them back, as the
situation looks now.

Extremely light shipments since July 1

have reminded buyers that they must be
forehanded in t.aking on coal. There has
been renewed buying on that account the
past week, and should this c6ntinue there
would doubtless be a further stiffening of
prices for prompt shipment. Already there
are operators who are charging 20c. ad-
vance for deliveries after July 31. and this
reflects the present state of the all-rail

market in New England. Only small ton-
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forward. This territory is flooded with cir-
culars from aarious independent operators
who on paper have offered their egg and
stove at premiums as high as $1.25, but
when favored with spot orders they seem
quite as slow making shipments as the
companies at circular prices.
Pea has been in long supply all season

but only within a few days have retail
dealers shown any disposition to take on
straight cargoes of this size. The extreme
shortage of the major sizes, however, has
encouraged this to some extent and it is
quite likely that a large tonnage of pea
and buckwheat will be moved this month.

nages are involved in present sales and re-
serves are still abnormally large, but there
can be no question of a inuch more whole-
some situation from the operator's stand-
point than has prevailed for many months.
On the other hand, the inferior grades

still meet with hard going. Coals from
the Fairmont region, limited as they are
by the tariffs to certain parts of this ter-
ritory, are still being pressed upon un-
willing buyers. Prices are unchanged on
these grades, and efforts to contract meet
with little response because deliveries
from that section have usually proved un-
dependable when railroad conditions were
unfavorable. Already there are indications
of large numbers of crippled cars being NEW YORK
stored on various sidings, and in July this
is hardly a good sign. Dealers are hard pressed for domestic
The better grades of gas coal have met loulu, whieli are becoming scarcer. De-

with much better sale the past fortnight mand from Canada and New England iu-

than during any similar period earlier in creases and quick deliveries are urged.

the year. The new impetus given the iron Authracitc steam coals not so plentiful.

and steel industry is largely responsible. ." '«' prices easy. Market for bituminous
and not only are screened coals in better " '«'*?"" s';?Pf- Demand increases fol-

demand. but run of mine and slack are al- '""ed by slight advances in prices for

ready commanding better prices. This is
various grades. Export and bunker busi-

particularly true of the Greensburg dis- "**'* hit by shipping tie-np.

trict, where operations are now apparently Anthracite—The trade continues to be
well supplied with orders and output is as pushed for the domestic coals, which ap-
great as the labor supply will permit. pear to be getting tighter as the season

Coastwise trade has been upset the past advances. There is nothing ahead that
week by the threatened strike of 40,000 ma- would indicate a betterment of conditions
rine workers. This was to be effective outside of a heavy increase in production,
July 15, and steamers and tugs have been and that is unlikely when one considers
enabled to leave port the last few days the present deficit in this year's tonnage
only through promises on the part of figures and the lack of labor at the mines,
owners that their wages will be adjusted. Local retail dealers are heavily booked
At this writing it is rumored that through witii orders, and instead of having an easy
intervention of the Shipping Board an in- summer season, as was the case .a couple
crease of 10 per cent has been granted of years back, they are prepared for hard
along with an eight-hour day while in port work. There is hardly a customer who
and preferential employment of American does not want his coal "at once," notwith-
workers. A tie-up of coast-wise shipping standing that there may be many orders
would be serious in its effect on coal alone, ahead of his. Because of this urgency and
for there are several distant markets in his inability to get as much of the domes-
South America and overseas that are prac- •' coals as he can use, the retailer has
ticallv dependent upon current deliveries. his own troubles trying to please everybody.
Steamers at Hampton Roads have been The situation regarding egg and stove

meeting with slow dispatch now for two or sizes has not changed materially. These
three weeks. Coal has come down in ir- coalf are hard to get from the producers,
ree-ular volume and it has become increas- ""'• =»« this is well known to consumers
ingly difficult for the agencies to plan ship- thf- dealers are not havmg so much diffi-

ments. Current sales of Pocahontas and <=ulty as formerly m substitutmg either
New River at this end are now being made chestnut or pea size. This concession on
at stated prices f.o.b. cars plus steamer 'h? P^rt of the consumer has served to

demurrage. In some cases the latter itrm T™"";* *« supply of chestnut and pea at

has amounted to 40c.. and this is another '"§ j '''^^-
» , ,, • j j

reason for the improved demand for Penn- Independent coals are much m demand,
.sylvania coals all-rail. Receipts from ?"."

""S,''*"
much is heard of premiums

Hampton Roads are still relatively light I"'"?,^
"f^evetl for quick shipments, especially

and are confined largely to consumers who '^ Canada and New England, nothing has
tak" their supply at tidewater points Spot 'iP^Vl!,"^ 'tol '^?"\?,i"'i^"S!^.i1?I i^'fi.
coal at the niers is hard to B-et hut nn th:ng more than $1 has been offered for

materUl advanci n nr^ce has vet been """"^ *° ^e sent to Canada. New England
r^Dorted

^'^^*"''*' '" '"^"^* "^^ ^" *'<'®" dealers are in the market tor all of the
L. „ ',t, , ,! c , ,, . J, ., domestic coals they can get. Thev cl.aim

t,.
^1,°?," °'^ '"^"^ September is favorable ,„ h„ f^^ behind in stocks and are anxious

,?,^^ ^<'"f.'^,
market m this territory, but ,„ „„ ^-^^^^ ^ins before transportation dif-

there is still some doubt -whether we shall ficulties set inhave the broad market which has been so The steam coals are in better shape.
freely predicted. Strange as it may seem. R„pkwheat is not so free as it was a week
there is no apparent anxiety on the part or ten days ago. and more of it is being
of s earn -users through New England, due nbKorhp.l by the trade, especially when it
partly to heavier reserves than used to be i., possible ' to secure either of the larger
customary and also to the uncertainty .sizes with it. Rice and barlcv are firmer,
what requirements are to be the next due to lessened production of the wash-
half year. Manufacturers are basing their eries. There has been practically no change
probable needs on an output somewhat in quotations, a good grade of barley being
greater than present business would war- quoted around $1 at the mines,
rant, but there is not yet in sight the Dealers are interested in the .shipments
large orders that were expected. of anthracite last month, which .showed a

Current quotations on bituminous at decrease of 92.324 tons as compared with
wholesale range about as follows: May. the larger part of this decrea.se being

.
attributed to the smaller output of steam

Cambnae and coals from the washerios.
Clearfields Somersets There were 4nns cars of anthracite

F.o.b. mines, net tons... .$2. 1 5® 2. 75 $3.00@3 40 dumped at the railroad piers here during

F.o.b. Philadelphia, gross ^r'lor'"'"''^ 'lu'''^''
•^"'^' " '^'^

,'^°"'-^,'"'"\Zl^!l
tonn 1- •

1*
77<a4 g? e 7n/at :? 548n cars the previous week. The reports

„'''°"-„- ••„, 4.27@4.95 5.20@5.55 ^^^^ ^.^^^^ ^^„^ ^^^^ ^^ ^3,,,, 3, compared
F.o.b. New York, gross ^nrith 2773 cars on .Tuly 4.

'o"' 4.62@5.29 5.55@6.00 Current quoiations. white ash. per gross
Alongside Boston (water ton at the mines and f.o b. at tidewater.

coal) , gross tons 6.10@6.85 7.00@7.50 at the lower ports, according to company
Ocorgcs Creek is still quoted at $3.70 per net ton schedule, are as follows

:

fob. mines. Mine' Tidewater

Pooahontas and New Rivpr ftre being quoted at Broken $5.95 $7 .
80

$5.Mfi'5.35p<TgroBBtonf.o.b. Nortolkand Newport Kgg 6. '5 8.00
NoKs. Va. Alongside Best™ the samp gradi-s are Stove 6.40 8,25
being oflorH at a range of from $7.32(a 7.60. and on Chestnut 6.50 8.35
cars Boston and Providence at from $7. 50(ii> 7. 90 per Pea 5.10 6.85
gross ton. Buckwheat 3. 40 5.15

Rice 2.75 4.50

Anthracite—Output was seriously let
"arley 2.25 4.00

down, during the July 4 celebration and as nituminous—The bituminous market Is
a result domestic sizes have been In ex- |n better shape and the prospects are
irrniely short supply at the Philadelphia bright. Demand has increased and prices
and New York piers. Rarges have been have stiffened .slightly. But. on the other
waiting ten days to two weeks for egg and hand. Is the threatened marine strike which
stove, and at Philadelphia bottoms that were may tie up much of the coastwise shipping
scheduled to load anthracite have been and may menace transatlantic transporta-
turned over to shippers of bituminous. All- tion. Siich a tie-up would cause a serious
rail shipments have been similarly dis- los.-- to producers of bunker and export
aiipointlng and retail dealers especially In coals.
the larger towns and cities are much exer- Producers and shippers for the most part
clf^ed at the slowness with which coal comes have been optlml.stic for some time and

were prepared tor the spurt that developed
during the past ten days. Free coals at
the various tidewater ports were eagerly
sought, and within a few days most of it

had been picked up at prices slightly higher
than those that prevailed for a couple
of weeks back. 'Wliile some of the buying
no doubt was the result of the advertising
campaign instituted by coal associations,
more of it was due to reduced stocks in the
binu of manufacturers, who have been en-
tering the market in greater numbers the
past few weeks. These heavy buyers now
realize that if they want to be protected
this fall and winter from the lack of coal
they must begin now to replenish their
hin,s. Contract holders are receiving their
full allotment of coal.

The increase in demand was not confined
to this market alone, but was spread over
almost the entire eastern section of the
country. Reports from along the railroads
show a heavy call for coal and a slight in-
crease in mine prices.

Operations failed to respond generally to
the extra call. In addition to the slow-
ness of labor the trade is now confronted
with a slackened car supply besides poor
equipment. Warnings have been given
many times this spring that cars would be
short this fall because of the heavy de-
mands of the steel industry and the need
of cars to move grains, but it was not ex-
pected that this demand would set in until
later.

Supplies here are considerably smaller
than they were a week ago. but there is

no trouble to make shipments promptly.
Some of the pools are almost clear of free
coals.
There is a heavy demand for New River

and Pocahontas coals. Quotations for the
former are given for 24 hours only and
are around $6.2.5 for Navy Standard at
Harripton Roads. From Pittsburgh comes
word of much uneasiness because of the
fear that production will not be able to
take care of the requirements of the indus-
tries. Youghiogheny gas coal of good qual-
ity was quoted early in the week around
the $3 mark. Smokeless coals were mov-
ing rapidly.

Quotations for the various pool coals
f.o.b. piers here ranged about as follows:

Nos. 1 and 71. $.5 .50 to $5.65 : No. 9. $5. ,10

to $5.60; No. in. $5. no to $5.25; No. 11.

$4 75 to $5.00; and No. IS. $4.35 to $4.50.
Tlie range of prices for sriot coals at the

mines ranged about as follows:

South Forltp (Best) .

Cambria (Best) . .

.

Cambria (Ordinarv)
Clearfield (Besti . . . .

Clearfield (Ordinary)
Reynoldsville
Quemahoning.
Somerset (Best)

.

Somerset (Poor)
Western Maryland
Fairmont
Latrobe .

.

Orpenshnrg

.

Westmoreland 3 in.
Westmoreland of-n

$2.95(?S3.25
2.75(312.95
2.45(512.60
2 75(5i'2.95

2.45(<?2.60
2.50(<f2.75
2.75(B-.2.95

2.75(32.95
2.15(32.35
2.25(32.50
1.90(3.2.25

. 2.10(012.25
2.35(^2.50
2.60(3-2.75

. 2 35(312.50

PHILADELPHIA
.Anthracite retail trade held ImcU by light

Hhipmcnts. Prcminnis in other markets
hurt local trade. All dealers waul stove:
chestnut and egg In strong demand, but pea
plentiful and inclined to dragglness. Pro-
duction fair. New ordering is light. Ad-
vertising and rumor of freight change
cause some new business. Retail prices
grow firm. Steam coals off, and storage in-
creases. Bituminnus high grades scarcer.
Good business in other grades. Prices firm.

/Anthracite—With plenty of orders on
their books the local retailers are making
little progress with deliveries. The ship-
ments recently have been tnuch below what
they should have been to enable the deal-
ers to do a really profitable business. Many
times lately teams and men have been idle

on account of the lack of certain sizes of
coal. 'When the dealers complain to the
shippers they have pointed out to them
that even the tonnage they have received
thus far this summer Is much in excess of
what they received in a similar period in

pre-war times. The shippers do not deny
that heavy shipments are going to western
nn 1 New England markets, and on the part
of the company shippers they point out that
this has .tlways been more or less a cus-
tom As a matter of f.act the shipments
frcm Port Richmond via barge for eastern
polrts has been quite heavy of late and
wll' no doubt continue all summer.
The dealers are also annoyed liy the re-

ports of heavy premiums being paid In

ntl er markets. This thev feel acts to the
disadvantage of the local trade It is

known that local shipping ofBces have re-
ceived offers of premiums running from 50c
to $1 per ton over the announced July
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prices of the individual houses. Even the
South has lately come into the market
willing to pay excess prices. It is felt in
some quarters that this coal is not being
delivered immediately, but is being stored
fo."- delivery later. It is certain that no
appreciable amount of premium coal is be-
in^ sold in this city, the only instances
being in cases where dealers have been de-
sirous of satisfying some choice trade and
ha.ve been anxious to complete delivery.

As has been the case for weeks, the big
demand is for stove coal and of the hun-
dreds of customers who make personal calls
at the offices of the mining companies they
without exception ask for stove. Chestnut
is also scarce and not growing much easier,
but many local dealers have managed to
keep a fair supply on hand. Egg has not
as yet put in its appearance, and while
the new orders for this size are rather
light, nearly every dealer has a larger ton-
nage than usual on his books awaiting de-
livery. Pea coal is plentiful and if any-
thing more so than at any time this sum-
mer. Some of the big companies have ac-
tually instructed their salesmen to make
efforts to place heavier tonnage of this
size. It is just barely possible that pea
will be a little draggy for the balance of
thT month, but there is one thing that may
help out the situation and prevent it from
liocomine actually troublesome, and that is.

the dealers being short of the other do-
mestic sizes are using the opportunity to
urge their customers to take a fair tonnage
of this size, and it is believed quite a little
has been placed in this way. Thus far all
the heaviness in pea has been confined to
the larger companies, as the independents
claim to be able to place all of their ton-
nage without price concessions.

Recently a rumor has gone broadcast
that an increase in freight rates might be
ordered before the first of the year. This
seems to be based on more than mere
rumor, for while the railroad authorities
have all along been averse to another in-
crease, the report is that the deficit of the
railroads is such that an increase cannot
be avoided. By some this accounts for the
heavy premiums which are being offered by
dealers in outside territories, who hope to
be able to recoup part of the extra ex-
penditure by getting the coal in at the
lower freight rate. One thing is certain, the
consumers cannot expect to receive any re-
duction in coal, (or the trend is in just the
opposite direction and it is believed that
they have for the most part been convinced
of this.

.411 of the above is reflected in the retail
price situation, which shows signs of
strengthening. The firm which has always
led in price cutting is now asking $10 S.i

for egg. $in.60 for stove and nut, and $9
for pea coal. The improvement can readily
be noted when these figures are compared
with the prices of one of the largest deal-
ers in the city, as follows: Egg $10.65.
stove $in..S.5, nut $in.95, and pea $9.30.

This week the larger companies seemed
to have more buckwheat than ever to offer
and the quantity going to storage has con-
siderably increased. Wlien it is picked up
th3 coming winter it is more than likely
that the cost of storage will be added to
it. as the companies have more than once
intimated. There is no question that the
coa.l will be in demand and it will be
cleaned up long before spring arrives. The
smaller sizes have also lately gone into the
yards in increasing volume, but with the
month close to half gone it is felt that all
industrial plants will call for increased
quantities for storage at their plants.

Bituminons—The only noticeable change
in the soft coal situation is the growing
tendency of the high-grade coals to become
harder to get. It is believed that in order
to meet this situation the operations are
making better working time. While ship-
per."! show an inclination to book orders for
such coals, practically none of them is will-
ing to take on any heavy business at a
price. The one result of this has been to
create a better demand for the ordinary
coals and some good spot business is being
reported in those grades. The pos=:ihility
of a freight increase has also stirred some
interests to the point of endeavoring to
increase stocks, but this is by no means
pereral. as the tendency as yet is simplv to
drift along and buy as the coal is required.
There has been little price fluctuation

pnd quotations are fairly firm within the
following range, f.o.b, mine:

Oeorecs Creek Kg Vein $2. 95 (a) S3 OS
Snuth Fork Miller Vein 2.95© 3 05
Clearfield (ordinary) 2. 60 © 2.75
Somerset (ordinary) 2.50® 2.65
Fairmont lump 2.50 (n> 2.60
Fairmont mine-run 2.35® 2. 50
Fairmont alack 1.90® 2.05
Fairmont lump (ordinary) 2.25® 2.35
Fairmont mine-run (ordinary) 2 . 00 ® 2 15
Fairmont slack (ordinary) 1 . 65 @ 175

B.4L,TI.MOBE
Change in the bituminous situation is

small. Prices continue llrmer for domestic
grades and the export trade Is still the real
business at this port. The supply of high-
grade coals is fast dLniiiiisliing and the de-
mand of tlie domestic buyers grows strong-
er, sending prices up. For domestic use
the price remains strong around :>2.75.
wliile foreign buyers have been paying in
the neighborhood of S3 for the best grade
of fuels.

E.xports during tlie first part of July
reached 44.105 tons cargo and 3,950 tons
of bunker coal. These figtires furnished bv
the custom house officials are for but three
days. July 1, 2, and 3, on which days 10
vessels left port. The cargoes were des-
tined, two each going to Holland, Cuba.
Svi-eden and Switzerland, and one each to
Norway and Italy.

Shippers continue to be bothered some-
what in obtaining bottoms from the United
States Shipping Board. They obtained allo-
cation of tonnage, but there is always a
cei tain indefiniteness about just when the
bottoms will be ready for use. On the other
hand, bottoms obtained from private
sources are always ready on time.

Notice was given by the Pennsylvania
R R. to all shippers using its lines that
coals consigned to this port for foreign
shipment must be loaded from the Canton
pier of the company and not sent to the
B. & O. pier at Curtis Bay. During the
war the railroad administration closed the
western Maryland piers at Port Covington
to foreign service and all exporting of coal
was made from Curtis Bay piers, while the
Canton pier was used exclusively for har-
bor lighterage business. The order did not
meet with general approval, for shippers
say the Canton pier, while modern in every
particular, is not as well operated as the
Curtis Bay pier

Light anthracite shipments continue to
cause dissatisfaction among the dealers in
general. The increase of the retail prices
did not cause any let-up in buying, but
adfied to the undelivered business already
on file. Premium rates continue to go up
and as high as 75 cents per ton were quot-
ed. Some small dealers, probably for the
first time in the memory of local dealers,
paid premiums for anthracite in order to
handle their business.

Lake Markets

PITTSBUKGH
Market strength continues. Contracts

not popular witli operators. Production at
6') or 63 per cent, of full capacity.
The Pittsburgh district coal market con-

tinues to reflect the stronger undertone
noted a week ago, some operators being
quite averse to selling at $2.35 even for
early deliveries, while there is not much
disposition on the part of any operators
to accept contracts for delivery to Apr. 1.
Some grades of steam coal continue to be
available at $2.25 and occasionallv odd
lots go at lower prices still. The differen-
tial between gas and steam coal is very
narrow as compared with the marke't
of early in the year. By far the largest
differential is in the case of slack, in
which it is about 40c., but this is a for-
tuitous circumstance due simply to the
fact that the lake movement of 3 -in is
.->linost wholly in steam coal at present,
thus causing heavy production of steam
slack as compared with gas slack.
Labor conditions are about the same as

formerly. There is still much talk of
foreign-born miners and common laborers,
particularly the latter, going back to the
countries of their birth, but in some quar-
ters the suspicion is growing that this
pvospective movement has been greatly
ex:iggerated. Coal production in the dis-
trict as a., whole is at about 60 or 65 per
cent, of full cnpacity: while calling ca-
pacity merely the full-time tonnage that
'"otild be gotten out with the present sized
jia'vrolls. the output is about 75 per cent.
We quote the market unchanged from a

week ago as follows: Steam slack. $1.30^
1.40: gas slack. $1.7oai.S0 : steam mine-
run. $2.25(3)2.50: gas mine-run, $2.35!i?

2.50: S-in. gas, $2 60(3)2.75 per net ton
at mine, Pittsburgh district. There is no
movement in domestic coal and no definite
market exists.

BrFFALO
Bitnntinous improving slowl.v. No great

rush to bay yet. Prospect of increase till

volnme is good. Everyhod.v confident. An-
thr:»cite active as ever. Lake shipments

prices, unless it be for slack, are strong,
and this will soon be influenced by the
condition of sizes. Nobody expects slack
to be firm in summer, unless the general
demand is rushing, so it does not affect
conditions much. Steady improvement is
looked for right along.

At the .same time the amount of busi-
ness is not yet large in this market. The
Pittsburgh shippers thought they saw the
stir coming and announced that it had
arrived, thus being able to boost the mar-
ket before the conditions were quite ready
therefor, possibly helping the trade, pos-
sibly not. Buffalo was more conservative
and waited till the real improvement was
here. Consumers are not buying as freely
as could be wished, but are mostlv in the
market in some way. They are still trying
to contract at going figures, but shippers
usually decline their offers.

There is every prospect of a steadily im-
proving trade. Other industries are active.
Iron is in better demand and the furnaces
must have fuel. There is much less bitu-
minous in consumers' hands than there has
been, the war tangles are slowly straight-
ening out, Otily labor and the consequent
high cost of living go adversely.

If the condition of slack should improve
materially the whole bituminous trade
would be strong. Prices continue at $4.55
for Allegheny Vallev sizes, $4. SO for Pitts-
burgh, and No. S lump. $4.65 for same
three-quarter, $4.20 for mine run and $3.65
for all slack, with $5.25 for Cambria
County smithing and smokeless, all per net
ton, f.o.b Buffalo.

Anthracite—The trade is without much
change. The demand exceeds the supply
and this promises to continue. What it
will be when the regular time comes for
laying in the great part of the winter sup-
ply depends on the summer mining, which
has not been satisfactorv so far. There is
much complaint that the miners are not
working steadily and that thev are going
back to Europe at a considerable rate. The
much-feared demands for higher wages
have so far not developed and war wages
still prevail.

Shipments by Lake continue good, the
amount for the week being 107,100 net tons,
of which 3S,10O tons cleared for Chicago,
28.000 tons for Fort William, 16,000 tons
for Duluth and Superior, 12,S00 tons for
the Canadian Sault, S,100 tons for Milwau-
kee. 3,000 tons for Houghton, and 2,800
tons for Marquette.
Freight rates continue easy at 60 cents

to Chicago. 50 cents to the Sault. 47J cents
to Milwaukee. 421 cents to Duluth, Fort
"Willi.am, Port .\rthur, Houghton, Mar-
quette.

The anthracite quotations for July ad-
vanced 10 cents a ton except on grate and
buclcwheat. Prices now rule as follows:

Foh.Cnr.s. At Cnrb,
(^ross Ton Net Ton

Crate $8 55 $10 20
Egg 8 75 10.50
^tove 9 00 10 70
Chestnut 9.10 10 80
Pes 7 30 9 15
Buckwheat 5 70 7 75

CI.E\EL,.\ND

Demand for all grades of coal is slowly
but steadily increasing, and prices are stif-
fening accordingly. The shortage of an-
thracite and Pocahontas borders on the
acnte.

Bitnminous—Steam coal users continue
increasing their buying. Southern and
eastern Ohio mines now are being operated
at about 75 per cent of full-time capacity,
an increase of from 10 to 15 per cent, in
most instances, and northern Ohio buyers
are absorbing this increase. In addition,
coal moving to the Lake decreased some-
what owing to the holidays, a temporary
shortage of cargo space, due to freighters
being bunched at the Upper Lake ports,
and a three-day embargo at one of the
big shipping points on Lake Erie on ac-
count of car congestion. WTiile no trouble
is encountered in placing coal, yet the sup-
ply on the local market is not excessive.
All that is coming in is being placed.
Prices are somewhat firmer, though no
mf-rked advance in either steam coal or
sl.'ick is noted. In slack, the range con-
tinues quite wide, from $1.30 to $2.10.
Counting out the Fourth of July holi-

day, labor conditions at the mine show
much improvement. Prospects of con-
tinued steady work h.ave drawn back many
workers who left. But car supply still is
a source of much trouble. Reports that
the Railroad .\dministration will take over
and put into use the coal cars the carriers
are refusing to .accept because of their
high cost are warmly received by Ohio
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opLiators. Xow that workers can put in
a full day much less talk of difficulty over
a new wage scale is heard.

Anthracite and Pocahontas—It may be
safely said that for every ton of anthra-
cite and Pocahontas local retailers are able
to deliver they could place two. Some
operators are even making personal trips
to the West Virginia fields in order to ob-
tain increased" shipments. Prices have ad-
vanced on both Pocahontas and anthracite,
dealers who had been holding back the 10-
cents-a-month increase putting the entire
burden on the consumer.
Lake Trade—Shipments of bituminous

coal from Lake Erie ports in the last week
of June totaled 1.010.9.57 tons, including
vessel fuel, making the season's shipments
to Julv 1 9.144.600 tons, compared with
7.6,',0,000 tons up to July 1 last year.
\Vhere last season shipments did not really
begin until July 1. it is believed shipments
thi.v season will not show any great gain
from now on. owing to the big grain and
iron ore movement later in the season.
The first week in July will show shipments
not much more than TriO.OOO tons, because
of the holiday, it is feared.

Prices of coal per net ton delivered in
Cleveland are:

Anthracite:

Eeg $11.15
Chestnut 11,65
Grate 1 1 45
Stove 11.55

Pocahontas:

Forked; 9 50
Lump 8 75
Mine-run 7.50

Domestic bituminous:

West Virginia splint $7 75(S 8 00
No. 8 Pittsburgh 6.15@6.60
Massillon lump 7.50@7.60
Steam coal:

No. 6 slack 4 ,
20(r7 4 . 40

No. 8 slack 4 . 70f« 5 , 00
Youghiogheny slack 4 85(5 5 . I 5
No. 8 J-in. lump 5.40(3 5.55
No. 6 mine-run 4 . 50@ 4 . 60
No. 8 mine-run

.

4.90@5.05

DETROIT
Sales of bituminous coal fall short of tne

business usual at tliis season in Detroit,
with buyers Iiolding: back.

Bituminous—Consumers of steam coal
have not yet decided that the time for
stocking up has arrived. Few of them are
buying to any extent. Their procrastina-
tion occasions much uneasiness among job-
bers and wholesalers, whose study of mar-
ket conditions discloses a situation that,
they say, is far from reassuring. Through
members of the trade and Detroit's Board
of Commerce, warning has been given the
coal users that immediate action is impera-
tive to assure obtaining coal in sufficient
quantity to meet winter reciuirements.
Still, a large number of the leading con-
sumers of steam coal are holding back,
seemingly exerting no effort to protect their
interests. Coal is not being brought into
Detroit in the quantity that should be com-
ing at this time of the ye:ir. jobbers say, if

adequate reserves are to br- provided.
In the case of some of the buyers, it is

pointed out that the re:tson for delay is

found in the desire to free storage yards
of the stock of inferior rpiality that was
bought a year ago. The jobbers feel, how-
e\er. that in following this course, consum-
ers are assuming a risk that is likely to
prove costly later. Some difficulties an(J
delays in m.aking shipments already ha\'e*
Ixen reported as due to scarcity of suit-
able cars at v.arious production centers.
That the car shortage will increase as the
season advances is certain, the jobbers as-
sert.

Domestic lump from the TTocking district
is quoted at $2.7.'j for net ton. f.o.b. mines.
Mine run from Ohio is offered at $2, and
slack i.s held at $1..'>0. though sales have
been reported at a lower price. Ga.s or
.splint lump is selling around $3 to $3.2T, ;

2-in lump from Wpst Virginia at $2.7!!,
mine run at about $2.10 to $2.15, and slack
at $1.8.5 to $1.90. Smokeless coal is hard
to find, and mine run is reported selling
around $2.75 to $,3. with freight charges
and federal tax to be added.

.Intliracitp—Considering the trials and
flifTif'Ulties experienced by household con-
sumers during the last two winters, the
volume of business in anthracite is sur-
prisingly light. .Jobbers say stocks in pos-
session of retailers wouhl be exhausted
speedily with anything like a broad gen-
era! dem.ind. and that Ihrir rc^newal likely
would involve considerable delay.

coi.rMins
More activif.v is developini; in Imtli steftm

and domestic grades. Ifouseliolderft are

buying better, although man^' are still
holding back. Steam buyers are now in
the marketl as reserve stocks are generally
depleted.

The domestic trade is now attractmg
more attention, although business is not
yet up to the usual volume for the time of
year. Retailers report a better run of
orders, some of which are for immediate
delivery. Retailers are also booking orders
for delivery later in the season at the price
prevailing at that time. There is a good
demand for Pocahontas anl West Virginia
splints. Semi-smokeless grades are also
moving fairly well. Retail stocks are only
fair and there is still considerable storage
space to fill. Hocking lump is not being
stored to any extent and the same is true
of Pomeroy Bend grades. The uncertainty
as to houses and the likelihood of dwell-
ings being leased over the heads of pres-
ent occupants has the effect of causing
householders to hold off on their winter's
fuel.

The steam trade is also showing up bet-
ter and the volume of business is slightly
increased. Reserve stocks are pretty well
exhausted and as a result quite a few large
consumers are in the market. Iron and
steel plants are buying better and quite a
few have entered into contracts. Consum-
ers are not buying off the open market as
largely as formerly. General manufactur-
ing appears to be more active and the fuel
consumption is greater. Railroads are not
taking any large tonnage and this is caus-
ing uneasiness among contract holders on
railroad tonnage.
The T>ake trade is rather active, although

the holiday week showed a decrease in
movement. There is still, however, quite a
large tonnage to be moved to the North-
west. The docks of the upper Lake ports
are not congested. ,as the interior movement
is good. Vessels are plentiful, as the grain
tr.nde has not called boats into that service
as yet.

Production is fairly good in every mining
district of the state. This is especially
noticeable in the eastern Ohio field where
the output is estimated at 65 to 75 per
cent. Pomeroy Bend is also showing up
better as far as output is concerned. The
Hocking Valley is producing about 65 per
cent and the same is reported from Cam-
bridge. Crooksville and Massillon.

Retail prices prevailing in Columbus are:
Hocking lump $5 50(ffi$5 75
Pocahontas 7,50
Splints 600
White ash 6 , 50
Island Creek 650
Pomeroy Bend 6 00
Semi-smokeless 7 00
Wheeling Creek, Kentucky 6 75

CINCINNATI
Situation shows signs of improvement,

witli industrial consumers eager to sign
contracts.

Cincinnati coal users have finally come
to realize that there is to be no reduction
in the prices. Where several weeks ago
the dealers were notifying and pleading
with their large customers to contract for
the year's supply, they now are refusing
to enter into big contracts. Labor condi-
tions and the transportation situation to
and from the mines are not what they
should be, and consequently the dealers
are hesitating about entering into contracts
at this time.
The situation as regards the domestic

user has improved greatly. Spurred on
]>y III,- :mIv, rtisements of the Nation:il Coal
AsMH i:ii inn ,ind the individual appeal of
111. I. Mil , (,:i| men. the domestic users have
111. 1, lii.iiulii to se(- the situation in the
liglil IlKit ii i,'; lif'iiu- iniiiiind by the dealers.
and ;is ;i rnik^iijiiF (!.', are not sitting
l..-ick, w:iilinp. tor Im\\. t inires, having been
fidlv I'liiivincf il iliiii ilhi.' is to be no re-
dtiction and they do not want to take a
chance of there being a shortage.
The demand from all quarters is show-

ing a great improvement, with the Ivtmp
situation strong. The market on mine-run
is good. Very little lump coal is being
placed by dealer.s. All prices remain firm.

lOl'ISVII.T.F,

Domestic ilemnnd strong, with producers
refusing much additional business without
acciimpan^'ing steam orders. Western Ki-n-
tucky market very weak on all grades.
Kclailers reporting better demand.
The operators are receiving such a strong

demand for block and lump coal that many
of them are refusing additional business,
except where the lump orders are accom-
panied by orders for screenings, as the
steam market is weak and it is Impo.sslhle

to load out screenings otherwise. Retailers
are iin:il>li' in some cases to secure as much
lump coal as tbey desire, .as they have

not facilities for stocking or disposing of
the steam coal.
There is a fair demand from the lake

regions, and a slightly better general in-
dustrial demand, but stocking as a whole
continues light on steam coal, and con-
sumption apparently is below normal.
Operators have been virtually giving away
screenings for the last few weeks in order
to move them, and have been making lump
coal carry the loss.
Western Kentucky prices have been weak

all along the line, owing to the tact that
eastern Kentucky coal has been in good
supply. Western Kentucky is not a good
summer stocking coal, as it heats and
fires readily. Last season western Ken-
tucky was about the only coal available,
and much dirty coal was shipped into
I^ouisville in response to a heavy demand.
The result was that with poor coal, and
small knowledge of stocking, many con-
cerns had trouble with it, resulting in a
prejudice against this coal which has made
it hard to sell.
Western Kentucky coal is expected to

move much better by Aug. 1. when general
demand should be better. Wide differentials
are not helping movement materially just
now. however.

Tliere is some car shortage reported from
the various mine sections of the state,
while there is also a scarcity of labor in
sections where mines are busy. Cars are
in generally bad repair, with tills condition
growing worse.

BIRMINGHAM
Steam demand shows a slight improve-

ment, a very good tonnage in the aggre-
gate being covered b.v contracts. Xo
change in the domestic situation. .Short-
age of labor and car^ *)ecoming a factor in
production.

Reports indicate a better feeling in the
trade, the steam market becoming more
stable under healthy basic conditions.
While there is no great amount of spot
business being offered, consumers are sign-
ing contracts which as a whole represent
considerable tonnage, government prices
ruling. Prices range from $2.75 per net
ton miles for Big Seam washed mine-run
to around $3,S5 for washed nut and slack
from the Black Creek and similar seams.
The Louisville & Nashville and the South-
ern Railway System have not as yet con-
tracted for fuel for the year beginning
July 1. the second bids asked of operators
by the latter having been submitted, but no
decision has been announced as to con-
tract awards.
There is a sharp inquiry for lump coal,

thp mines having contracted for about all
the coal they can expect to produce under
present conditions and the spot demand is
brisk, prices ranging from $3. .50 for me-
dium grades of lump and nut to $5.50 for
Cahaba and the like, with only a few cars
to be had here and there.

Already some complaint is being heard
in the coal fields of labor and car short-
age, which all indications point to becom-
ing serious factors as the season advances.
Considerable labor is being taken from this
section by labor agencies, and mines and
ovens which are now starting up after
several morrths of idleness .are having
trouble in securing the necessary forces.

CONNKM.SVII-LE

for
Spot furnac

Mt,
gotiations by idle furnaces.

As soon as the holidays and celebrations
in the Connellsvllle region were over the
market for spot coke softened, bidding fair
to get back to where it stood in the first

three weeks of .Tune, if not to a lower level.
During the week of Independence Day the
spot furnace coke market was firm at
$1.25 as minimum, representing an ad-
varice of 2.5c. over the previous market.
I'larly last week, however, a little coke be-
gan to appe.ar on the market at $4. and
while $4.25 Is still quoted by a number of
producers the limited demand that has de-
veloped up to date has been met In nearly
all cases with $4 coke.
The foundry coke market, however, has

malntnlned a stiffcr tone and bids fair to
continue on a higher basis. For many
werks the market ranged from $4.50 to $5.
.according to brand, the lower priced coke
being of quite ordinary quality. In the
past fortnight it has been only occasionally
that any $4.50 coke could he secured,
most makes that formerly went at 54.50
now commanding $4.75, while several choice
lirands that wen', at $5 have lately been
bringing $5.25.
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There is nothing panicularly new in

tlie contract situation. Almost all tlie fur-
naces in blast that use purchased coke have
bor.ghl for the half year, while a few of

Ihe idle furnaces continue to negotiate for
supplies on requirement contracts, ship-
ments to depend upon whether or not the
furnace chooses to run.

There has been a considerable increase in

llie number of ovens in blast in the past
nvi^ or three weeks. Oelebrations have in-

terfered with output increasing in keep-
ing with the increased number of ovens
in blast and some doubts are entertained
whether there will be ready absorption
of all the coke made when operations pro-
ceed at regular rate.

The market stands quotable ae follows

:

Spot and prompt furnace. $4 ©4.25; spot
and prompt foundry, $4.7.5S)5.25 ; contract
foundry. j.Tfffio.Sn, per net ton at ovens.

The Tourier" reports production in the
ronnellsville and Lower Connellsville re-
gion in the week ended July 5 at 1 30.790
tons, a decrease of 7S43 tons.

Buft'nio—Tile trade revives slowly. For-
mer reports of local furnaces not running
or operated on slow time are not heard, so
that the consumption is considerably in-

creased. The prospect is for a steady,
though not rapid increase of activity
Ihrough the rest of the season. Prices re-
main as Ijefore. $7.S5 for 72-hr. foundry.
.$7.10 to $7.35 for 4S-hr. furnace, and $6.20
for off grades, with fuel sizes and breeze
not moving much.

The long-heralded car shortage is be-
ginning to be felt. We understand that
several mines in the Springfield district,
as well as the southern District in Illinois,

have been affected, although plenty of
cais are reported in the Indiana coal fields.

.\ car shortage is coming, and coming fast.

Middle Western

GEXEK.\L REVIEW
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An Occupational Disease
By R. Dawson Hall

I Y MANY a man is not considered a

good executive unless he exudes

seriousness, sobriety and even gloom.

The man who would fill the ideal

of the multitude must always be

hurried and worried. The chief

executive himself is also apt to

think that because he has the distinction of control

conferred on him, he is bound to exhibit a greater

persistence in labors and a more ardent devotion to

his duties than any of his subordinates.

As a result he breaks down in a few years. He loses

his poise and develops executivitis— an occupational

disease in which the stomach ceases to function, sleep

is denied and the nerves give way. When, after a

few months, you enter his office and spend a few min-

utes in his presence, you are convinced that his capable

secretary or stenographer would be more able than

he to fill his office. He has entirely lost his patience

and sense of proportion.

This disease is not so common among men whose

duties require the exercise of both mind and body as

it is among desk executives who are moreover troub-

led by the fact that the work they are regulating is

being performed or neglected by persons beyond the

range of their vision and often beyond their immediate

inquiry.

Most men newly appointed to executive positions

assume and feel an overburdening sense of responsi-

bility and an overmastering desire for intense activity.

They feel that they are called upon to do something —
they know not what ~ but whatever it is, to do it

immediately. Yet perhaps what is needed more

than anything else is just to fall back easily and rest-

fully till the newness of the work loses some of its

effect upon the nerves.

The first duty of every executive is to avoid worry

and fatigue, for these are merely diseases of the mind

which prevent its proper functioning. To acquire

the right poise, all the duties that can be laid upon

others should be disposed of in that way. One can

nearly always find others in the organization who can

perform any and all of the offices to be filled with a

large degree of acceptability. They may even func-

tion in many ways better than the executive himself.

The thinking powers of the average brainworker

are so cluttered with his labors that he cannot survey

his work with any serenity. To some extent it is the

work of the chief executive to do that for him, and if

that executive is himself harassed by work and worry

how can he visualize another man's difficulties? He
has too much on his mind to visualize even his own.

Successful executives are neither self-conscious nor

worrying. They are usually easy-going men. Their

conclusions are reached and their actions performed

without excitement or heat. They are not paid high

salaries for large personal accomplishment or for

mental distress, for the best men of this class do little

and suffer less. They are paid to secure results from

others, and such results cannot be obtained by those

who worry crabbedly over the difficulties confronting

them.

Too much has been written about the long hours,

unflagging energy and minute information of great

executives. Many have been led astray by such men-

dacious records and tried to make 100 yards in 5

seconds. It isn't in the range of human possibilities.

It is not safe to crowd any man too hard, executive or

worker, certainly not to a degree that will prevent

either of them coming up smiling on every occasion,

for it is the smile that wins.
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Operating a Coal-Stripping Plant in Ohio
stripping coal and loading the fuel into cars is not a novel or

new proposition, but the details of this work often vary in the

different coal fields of the country. The practice followed in the

crop strippings in Ohio is here described. The overburden is

handled by shovel entirely, and some suggestions are made for
stripping by this method.

By S. B. Creamer
Cambridge, Ohio

THE amount and cost of production of coal from
a stripping operation dfpend largely on the plant

layout. There are two systems of loading coal

—

loading directly into standard-gage cars or by a tipple

for the preparation of the coal. With the former system
the layout is comparatively simple and consists of a

standard-gage track laid directly into the open pit. This
track is kept up to the loading shovel. On this layout

a passir.g switch should be kept as near the loading

shovel as practical, as it permits a dinkey to shift

cars from the siding to the shovel with little loss of time
to the loading crew. But if there is sufficient coal

uncovered ahead of the loading shovel, a track of suffi-

cient length to hold empties for a few days run may be

laid, the cars being placed in the night or on overtime

two men in from four to five minutes when the hopper

has sufficient capacity to hold the coal from a full

train. The easiest and quickest method of dumping
such cars is by means of a pipe or bar, the usual

length being about 5 ft. This lever is placed against

a strip nailed to the dumping platform of the tipple

and is caught under the bed of the car as the engine

pulls the train ahead. This dumps the car, and the

brakeman with a helper can right the car again and

release the chains on the next car without stopping the

train.

On a coal-stripping plant the stripping shovel controls

the output, since it is possible to load out more coal with

the loading shovel than can be stripped in the same length

of time. The amount of coal that can be uncovered by the

10' eo' 30'40' 50'

Spai/Bciink art , / loss-pfSpo//
Jeconc('Cuf mffi/'^Room c/u^ ft?

narrowStrip / \/7a/rvw\

FIG. 1. THE RELATION OF SPOIL BANKS TO COAL REMOVED
Loss of spoil room caused by leaving a narrow strip of coal after each cut

by the switching crew. These cars can then be pulled

into place as the loads are removed, thereby preventing
any loss of time on the part of the loading shovel.

Where a tipple and contractors' equipment are used,

the layout is more difficult to plan, requiring a thorough
survey and study of the property before the location is

chosen. The tipple must be placed so as to have the

proper height and yet make possible the building up of

a haulage track for side-dump cars. These cars should
dump into a hopper with a capacity of at least

50 tons the hopper discharging onto the picking

table. The level of the dinky track should be at least

50 ft. above the level of the standard-gage railroad

track under the tipple, in order to gain hopper room,
pitch for the screens and height for the installation of

a crusher. This requirement often makes the dinkey
track layout difficult and expensive, but such an ar-

rangement is essential to cheap production. The main
haulage track ought to enter the track at the tipple on
an easy grade.

It is important that all grades on the haulage track be
kept under 4 per cent., preferably under 2 per cent.

With easy grades it is possible for a 14-ton dinkey to

handle a train of 15 4-yd. side-dump cars easily and
expeditiously. Such a train of cars can be dumped by

stripping shovel depends on the thickness and nature of

the overburden. The average width of the first cut is

about 110 ft., and this cut usually can be dug without

blasting. The average thickness of overburden is about

10 ft. on the crop side of the cut and about 25 ft. on

the "high wall" side. The amount of dirt necessary to

be moved per ton of coal uncovered on the first cut

averages about 3 cu.yd. This is naturally the cheapest

stripping. In order to conserve spoil room the stripping

shovel must be kept as near the spoil bank as possible.

Spoil room is the limiting factor in the stripping of

coal. It is possible to blast and dig any depth of over-

burden, but it is not always possible to dispose of the

dirt without hauling. This method is out of the ques-

tion.

In the loading of the cars with coal there should be a

strip of coal at least 25 ft. wide left next to the "high

wall." It is more desirable to leave a strip 40 ft. wide.

On this coal the haulage track is placed. A wide strip

of coal makes it possible to shoot the overburden of the

second cut without covering the haulage track.

On the second cut it is usually necessary to haul the

coal past the stripping shovel. This requires more
care in the operation of the stripping shovel; also in

the blasting and haulage. When a width of coal of 40
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ft. is left, the operation on the second cut is made less

expensive and a great saving of spoil room is made pos-

sible. The haulage track is kept on the edge of the

coal and the stripping shovel is kept as close to this

track as possible, to allow clearance for the dinkeys past

the shovel. The haulage track is then thrown to the

desired width for the loading shovel to operate next

to the spoil bank. With the haulage track so far from
the stripping bank it is possible to do much more ef-

fective shooting without the danger of delays and the

expense caused by the covering of the track. Operating
the stripping shovel so far away from the spoil bank
makes it necessary to dig at a greater angle with the

line of the cut, and this makes more of a swing for

the stripping machine. But the saving in spoil room,

more satisfactory shooting and less trackwork justify

the loss of time due to the greater working angle of

the shovel. Where the conservation of spoil room is not

so essential, a strip of coal 25 ft. wide will serve very

well, although the expense of track maintenance is

greater and more skill is needed in shooting the bank
because of the danger of covering the track.

The disposal of the spoil is one of the most interest-

ing and most vital points in coal stripping, while

to the casual observer it is seemingly of little import-

ance. The amount of overburden it is possible to dig

depends largely on the amount of spoil which can be

taken care of; as stated before, the placing of the shovel

in the cut greatly affects the amount of dirt that can

be spoiled without loss of coal. The width of the cut,

therefore, is governed by the spoil room available,

height of the bank and swell of spoil. The apex of the

spoil bank should be kept opposite the middle of the

shovel (directly opposite) or behind it. There are

times when this might be difficult to accomplish, bui

the failure to do this has lost hundreds of tons of coal

that have been uncovered.

The most difficult time to keep the spoil behind the

shovel is on a curve, v^hen the cut is on the outside and

the spoil bank on the inside of the curve. The average

observer fails to comprehend the increase in volume

due to an increase in radius of 100 ft. even in curves

of large radius. The volume of bank is increased and
the dirt on the coal due to rolling lumps of dirt and
rocks is largely eliminated by the use of the "double

spoil bank." This bank. Fig. 1, is formed by building

a small bank with a low bucket; it acts as a "breaker"

for all rolling material from the top of the main bank,

which is often 75 ft. high.

In stripping it is often economical and advantageous

to make a "boxcut" through a saddle or low place in a

FIG. 3. CUT COMPLETED AND SHOVEL, REMOVED

hill; while the only difficulty encountered is in the dis-

posal of the dirt, it is sometimes hard to solve, espe-

cially where it is impossible to haul the dirt out. Figs.

2 and 3 show a "boxcut" 500 ft. long which was made
at Apex, Ohio. The deepest overburden was 45 ft.,

for a distance of 300 ft. the cut was over 40 ft., and the

shallowest cutting was 15 ft. The width of the cut

was 81 ft. at the base and about 90 ft. at the top;

the width of the cut was necessary to give clearance for

the shovel. None of the dirt was hauled, but some of

it was double cast. The second cast was made with a

Marion "Model 36" caterpillar shovel. Fig. 2 shows
the shovel where the cut is almost completed and Fig. 3

shows the finished cut.

The drilling and shooting of the overburden, if prop-

erly done, greatly facilitates the work ; but if improperly

done, it is practically money thrown away. Many seem
to think the only thing necessary to be done is to drill

a hole in the ground, pour in a little dynamite and

powder, and satisfactory results will be obtained. But

to do successful shooting it is necessary to have

the holes drilled to within 1 ft. of the coal, and no

damage is done if the drill touches the coal. These

holes are drilled on about 25-ft. centers and 25 ft. back

from the face. They should then be "sprung," and it

might require 15 or more sticks of dynamite to do this,

depending on the charge required. Usually 10 to 25

kegs of powder is sufficient to shoot the bank under

ordinary conditions. Holes should not be loaded above

the collar of the hole and should be well tamped. With
good shooting, repair costs are materially lowered and

the yardage moved considerably increased.

Stability of Methane
Mayer and Altmayer investigated the stability of

methane and found the following percentages were

stable in the presence of hydrogen:

Tcmpcnitiire, (leg. C
CHe, per cent

FIG. 2. SHOVEL IX ((•'1' .ABOUT CO.Mri-ETED

The reaction is represented by the expression CH, =
C -f- 2H.. At 850 deg. C. and atmospheric pressure

1.59 per cent, of methane is in equilibrium with hydro-

gen whose partial pressure is then 0.9841 atmospheres.

As the partial pressure of the hydrogen decreases the

equilibrium pressure of methane decreases also. The

partial pre.ssure of hydrogen in the furnace is small

and the temperature much higher than 850 deg. C,

therefore it is evident that only a very small per-

centage of methane can exist in equilibrium in a boiler

furnace.

—

Bureau of Mines Bulletin No. 135.
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Valuable Pyrite in Illinois Coal Beds
By G. H. Cady

Geologist in Charge of Coal .Studies,
State Geological Survey Division. Urbana, 111.

SYNOPSIS— More than a million to'/is of py-

rite, readily available for commerce, is found in

the coal excavated every year by United States'

mines. Of this Illinois could furnish 200,000

tons. Native sulphur should not be used where
pyritic sulphur is equally effective. Article de-

fines the various types of pyrite, their modes of

occurrence, and shores in what beds and sections

these types may be most generally found.

MUCH interest has recently been shown in the

pyrite occurring in Illinois coal, and special in-

vestigations have been made into the matter

during the period of our participation in the war. The
investigations carried on by the geological surveys of

the various states, in cooperation with the Bureau of

Mines, had their origin in a desire to find near the mar-
ket a source of raw material for the manufacture of

sulphuric acid in a quantity adequate to supply the an-

ticipated demand.

The purposes of the investigation were more than ful-

filled, to the extent that a possible supply of pyrite

of more than one million tons annually was found read-

ily available, the recovery of which would entail an al-

most negligible financial outlay on the part of the coal

operators. A much greater amount was found to be

available if mechanical means were installed for its

separation, but this would necessitate a somewhat
greater financial outlay. It would, however, result in

the production of cleaner and more marketable coal.

Inasmuch as the need for the pyrite was not as great

as had been anticipated, much of the benefit that was
expected from the taking of the inventory will probably
not be realized. Since this is the case, other considera-

tions, only incidental to the main effort of finding py-
rite supplies, become of relatively greater importance
and deserve some attention.

For instance, the conservation of our national re-

sources seems to call for the recovery of at least the

best of our pyrite supply; and, again, the successful

recovery of clean coal in Illinois depends considerably

upon the recognition by the engineer of the variation

in the form and in the manner of occurrence of the py-

rite itself. The present discussion is concerned with
these two considerations arising out of the pyrite in-

ventory, which considerations at the beginning of the

inquiry were of relatively minor importance.

If the mines of Illinois saved all the pyrite that is

picked out of the coal at the face and also concentrated

the pyrite that is found in the washery refuse, most of

which is now lost, about 200,000 tons of raw pyrite

could be recovered annually. This crude material, in-

cluding the mill concentrates, would probably average

•The pyrite inventory in Illinois was conducted as one of the
activities of the Illinois Coal Mining Investigations under a coop-
erative agreement between the State Geological Survey, Engineer-
ing Experiment Station, University of Illinois, and' the U. S.
Bureau of Mines.

more than 75 per cent, pyrite having a sulphur content

in excess of 45 per cent. Of the 25 per cent, waste prob-

ably more than half would be coal.

The milling and concentrating of the material would
produce nearly double the amount stated above. Look-

ing into the future, it will without question be nec-

essary to work poorer and poorer grades of coal con-

taining increasing amounts of pyrite, so that the avail-

a!ile supply will increase rather than decrease. It

is certainly reasonable to inquire whether this large

amount of material, which can be manufactured into

a material of great economic importance in our in-

dustrial life, should be wasted. If the failure to use

the pyrite does not involve a permanent economic loss,

it certainly suggests that such a loss is resulting from
the present practice; and this possibility certainly

merits investigation.

The possibility that the present practices are not

desirable seems to involve at least two considerations.

In the first place coal brasses must be recovered as the

coal is being mined, for otherwise they will be either im-

mediately buried in the gob of the old workings or thrown
on the refuse heap at the shaft mouth where they will

'

speedily oxidize. Accordingly, if the present practice

is judged wasteful, new practice should be instituted

at once to forestall further waste. Secondly, the use of

native sulphur instead of pyrite for the manufacture
of most of the sulphuric acid seems to involve the un-

necessary expenditure of an extremely pure substance

of which the supply is probably limited and which ac-

cordingly should be conserved only for necessary uses.

Pyrite Problem One of Many Angles

Conditions justifying the use of native sulphur in

war time do not obtain during peace, and it is a ques-

tion whether this material should be sacrificed to the

ordinary processes of trade. The pyrite problem has

many ramifications, and a decision as to the correct na-

tional policy as regards coal brasses can be reached only

after a further investigation has been made, which

should study the sulphur reserves, the method of manu-
facture of sulphuric acid and the adaptability of the

coal pyrite to manufacturing processes. The continual

waste of pyrite demands that such investigations be

carried to a point where a correct decision can speedily

be reached.

The pyrite inventory in Illinois has emphasized the

possibility of waste in present methods of pyrite recov-

ery. It is also the first systematic study of the rela-

tive character and occurrence of pyrite in the various

coal beds and individual mines. The survey did not

include mines in all the districts, but for such districts

as were included the observations furnish a basis of

estimating the comparative amount of pyrite present

and its relative ease of removal. Such information

carefully collected over the entire Illinois field and made
generally available would, it is believed, be useful as

a basis of judging the character of a coal and in esti-
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mating the results that might be expected from dif-

ferent methods of preparation between the face and the

railroad car.

The large assemblage of chemical data available con-

cerning Illinois coal has put selection as regards relative

heating value on a definite basis and, accordingly, vari-

ation in the quantity and character of the ash has be-

come a matter of much importance. Most of the chem-

ical data is based upon samples from the working face

and in consequence these samples are almost invariably

favorable so far as ash is concerned; for in the collection

of the sample, impurities with a thickness of i to [;

in. or more are supposed to be removed.

The possibility of removal of impurities varies con-

siderably under working conditions in different mines,

and this is as true of pyrite as of the other impurities.

In fact, if any distinction is to be made it is even more

true. Accordingly, since the presence or absence of

pyrite in a coal commonly is the basis for a purchaser's

judgment as to the quantity and fusibility of ash in a

coal, and since there is such a wide variation in the pos-

sibilities of its removal at the mine because of the va-

rious ways in which it occurs, definite information con-

cerning the character of the pyrite and of its mode of

occurrence in the different coals and in the different

districts is certainly desirable. In the following para-

graphs the character of the different forms of coal py-

rite in Illinois coals and their manner of occurrence are

briefly summarized.

Forms of Pyrite in Illinois Coal

Pyrite has been observed to have the following habits

of occurrence: As brassy, massive, metallic-appearing

mineral without apparent crystalline structure or form;

as a crystalline mineral ; as a brown or gray mineral

without metallic luster or apparent crystalline char-

acter, this form being commonly laminated; and as

impregnations in a very fine state and probably crys-

talline. The material occurs in the following common
forms: As balls and lenses of a well defined shape and

easily separable from the surrounding coal (see Fig.

1 ) ; as balls and lenses with the outer parts more or less

ramifying into the surrounding coal and hence not easily

separated from it (Fig. 2) ; as a fine leaf mineral in

finely divided state lying along innumerable joint cracks

in isolated patches of the coal (Fig. 3) ; as typical vein

filling, especially in "horsebacks" (Fig. 5) ; as replace-

ment of limestone, forming "niggerheads" in the roof

shale, and in other limestone masses found associated

with the coal; as impregnations of mother coal and of

the clay filling of horsebacks (Fig. 6) ; as balls in the
floor clay (Fig. 9) ; as plates or sheets commonly found
in the partings between benches (Fig. 7) ; as facings in

joint cracks, commonly very thin plates ; and as rosettes

in the laminations of the black fissile shales found
above some of the coals.

;

The habit of occurrence of the pyrite seems to bear
relation to the form. Pyrite in balls and lenses easily

j

separated from the coal is apparently nearly always of
the brassy, massive variety. The lenses and balls of in-

definite boundary are commonly the gray, stony variety;
' this variety, at least, seems always to have an indefi-

nite outline. The plate and sheet pyrite is variable in

its habit, but pyrite of metallic appearance seems to
be the most common variety. Facings are composed

of the bright pyrite. Vein fillings, the nodules in the

fireclay, the rosettes in the roof slate and probably the

impregnations of the clay fillings of horsebacks and of

mother coal are all of a crystalline nature. Pyrite which

replaces limestone takes on the form and texture of the

original rock.

The ease with which pyrite is separated from coal

at the face, the tipple or the washery depends largely

upon the form of occurrence. As between the stony,

crystalline and massive bright varieties there is prac-

tically no distinction so far as relative ease of recov-

ery is concerned. The most easily separable pyrite is

that occurring as balls and lenses of the brassy variety.

It is plainly seen and its outline clearly defined, «o that

it is usually broken out by the miner at the face. There

is little excuse for material of this kind ever appearing

at the surface, unless it is present in unusually large

quantities.

The pyrite occurring in the niggerheads and in lime-

stone lenses or masses in the coal or near the boundary

of the coal and the roof rock are also readily discarded.

Next in relative ease of removal is the plate or sheet py-

rite, provided the plates are of sufficient thickness to

withstand the shattering effect of mining. If 4 in. or

more thick, the plates can usually be removed without

diflSculty from the coal in pieces, sometimes more than

a foot wide. As the seam commonly parts at the pyrite

band the material can usually be removed rather easily.

Small pieces, however, commonly remain in the coal.

If the plates or sheets are thin the proportion that is re-

coverable is small, since it is commonly so badly shat-

tered in mining that removal by the miner is practically

impossible. Such pyrite as this could be largely removed
by washing the finer sizes of coal.

The removal of the brown, or gray, banded pyrite

(see Fig. 4) in the mine is attended by more or less

difficulty. It is not quite as readily seen as the bright

variety, for not uncommonly it is rather dark colored

by reason of the presence of a large quantity of what
appears to be carbonaceous matter. Then also its outlines

are indefinite. To remove this variety of pyrite much
coal must, in general, be wasted if the entire mass of

the lense is to be recovered. Coals having this form
of pyrite in large quantity are almost sure to have a

rather high pyrite content as shipped, unless all the coal

is washed. If the larger sizes of coal were hand-picked

at the tipple, large amounts of this material would prob-

ably be effectively removed. Pyrite present as facings

is practically impossible of removal by any method of

hand-picking except where, as in some rare localities,

the facings become so numerous as to become practically

a mass.

In some of the better Illinois coals pyrite occurs only

as facings or as leaf pyrite (see Fig. 3). The removal
of some of this impurity can be accomplished by crush-

ing and washing the finer sizes, but it is probable that

the actual amount of pyrite that could be thus removed
would be negligible and would only in small degree

affect the selling value of the coal.

Masses of leaf pyrite are commonly not discarded ; al-

though the mass may have a bright appearance, the

actual amount of pyrite present is small. This is indi-

cated by the fact that such a mass of coal filled with

particles of leaf pyrite weighs but little more than

pure coal. Furthermore, such pyrite is difficult to sep-
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arate by washing, the small flakes of mineral remain-

ing suspended and floating off with the coal. The prob-

lem of separating such pyrite from coal is yet to be

solved.

The vein pyrite coal in Illinois (Fig. 5) rarely ex-

ceeds A in. in thickness. Its occurrence is practically

restricted to the horseback fissures such as are found

to be especially numerous in No. 5 bed. The coal ad-

jacent to such fissures is commonly well impregnated

with pyrite in finely divided state so that the entire

mass is very hard. It is the common practice to entirely

discard the mass of coal attached to the sulphur "spar,"

as it is called, for it is usually thoroughly impregnated

with pf^rite. The miner receives extra pay for the re-

moval of this material so that impurity of this sort does

not commonly reach the top, except where the "spars"

are thin.

Clay veins also are commonly rich in a finely divided

pyrite that is disseminated throughout their mass (see

Fig. 6) and reaches out into the adjacent coal. This

pyrite with the attached coal is discarded just as the

pyrite and coal in sulphur "spars" is thrown away.

In many mines the removal of the horsebacks is a cause

of considerable waste, and in some instances serious

consideration could well be given to the problem of its

elimination in, at least, a large degree.

The impregnation of mother coal by pyrite gives a

very hard black material with the general appearance

of mother coal but with a slight golden tinge. The ma-
terial is very hard. The substance is commonly called

"blackjack" by the miners, though it is possible that

all the "blackjack" of miners is not pyritized mother
coal. The material is nearly as difficult to cut as the

gray or brassy pyrite, and where it lies in relatively

large masses is readily discarded. Smaller masses; how-

ever, especially if imbedded in large masses of coal, are

less easily removed. "Blackjack" commonly sticks

rather tightly to the surrounding coal and the removal

of pieces less than a foot in length and an inch or two
thick, except as they occur along partings, does not seem
to be common practice.

The sulphur balls found in the floor clay and the py-

rite rosettes found in the roof shale do not commonly get

into the coal as shipped. They are rather interesting

occurrences but of no special importance commercially,

except that clays with these sulphur concretions are

not adapted for burning.

Pyrite in the Various Coals

The distribution of pyrite of the various varieties in

the coal beds of the state is a matter of some interest.

It is doubtful whether any of the varieties are restricted

to any one bed, but certain occurrences seem to be typi-

cal of individual beds. This is true to such an extent

that the manner of occurrence of pyrite can be taken

as one of the criteria for identification of beds.

In the four more important commercial coals in Illi-

nois, No. 2, No. 5, No. 6 and No. 7, pyrite is present in

characteristic form. But the widely spread pyrite in

No. 6 coal varies somewhat in different districts. With-
out an intimate knowledge of all the operations in the
state it is impossible to make any generalizations in

regard to the occurrence of pyrite to which exception
cannot be taken, but it is believed that the following
statements are based upon a sufficient number of obser-

vations to make them generally applicable and to form

a basis for more extended investigation. The character

of the pyrite present in the four coals mentioned will

be described in the order given.

Pyrite in No. 2 (La Salle) coal, mined at La Salle,

Spring Valley and southward as far as Bloomington,

Roanoke, and in one mine at Peoria, seems to occur

characteristically as isolated bright brassy nodules (see

Fig. 1), commonly found in the upper half of the bed.

By the miners these are called "sulphur" balls. Their

common size is 3 to 4 in. across and 1 to 14 in. thick.

Nodules exceeding a foot in thickness and 18 in. to 2 ft.

across are found, but are rare. These sulphur balls

generally comprise less than 0.5 per cent, of the total

mass of the coal, but there is considerable variation in

the amount present in different regions. They are usu-

ally readily removed from the coal at the face.

I am not aware that pyrite occurs in this form in

the No. 2 coal at Murphysboro, in which area the sul-

phur content of the coal is very low, but in the northern

part of the state, except possibly in the Grundy County

field, such "sulphur" balls are quite characteristic of

this bed. Other forms of pyrite are not conspicuous.

Pyrite Characteristic of Peoria and Fulton
Counties

Several varieties of pyrite seem to be characteristic

of the next higher coal, No. 5 (Springfield or Harris-

burg) coal. The two most conspicuous forms are the

gray or brown laminated pyrite and the crystalline py-

rite found in horsebacks. The gray or brown, stony

and laminated pyrite (Fig. 4) are quite characteristic of

the coal in many mines in the Peoria and Fulton County

region and they have been observed in this coal as far

east as Bloomington. Such pyrite does not seem to be

quite as common in the Springfield region, though

it is doubtless present. It has been observed as far

south as Lincoln in Logan County.

The crystalline pyrite or "spar sulphur" (Figs. 5

and 6) is generally found in the mines in the central

part of the state. In addition to these two varieties

of pyrite, there also seems to be present in this coal in

central Illinois a greater proportion of "blackjack" or

mother coal impregnated with pyrite, than is found in

other coals. But the amount differs greatly in different

mines and in different districts even for this coal. None
of these forms of pyrite are found to be especially char-

acteristic of No. 5 coal in Saline County.

Sheets and plates of pyrite are characteristic of the No.

6 (Herrin) coal. From Du Quoin northward, at least

to Centralia, and west to the Mississippi valley the coal

in nearly all the mines is interbedded with pyrite in

sheet or plate form (Fig. 7). It is commonly found

in the partings between benches. As the coal is some-

what differently subdividea into benches in different

parts of thp area, the varying positions of the rather

persistent sulphur bands is more or less characteristic

of the various fields.

However, the only thing significant about the vari-

ation in the manner of occurrence seems to be that in

parts of the area the sulphur partings are few and each

relatively thin, whereas in other parts of the district

the partings are numerous and each rather thick, that

is I to i in. or more in thickness. There is a persistent

sheet of pyrite found over large areas in this coal. This
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1
—"Sulphur" or pyrite "ball" with

distinct boundary such as is commonly
found in ceal No. -2.

2—Lens of grayish pyrite such as
is found in No. 5 and No. 7 coals.

3—Finely divided leaf pyrite such as
is found in No. 6 coal in Franklin and
Williamson counties. Contains less
pyrite than the appearance of the
specimen indicates.

4—Laminated gray pyrite common in

No. 5 coal. Contains ^ higher percent-
age of sulphur than its appearance
indicates.

5—Pyrite vein or "spar sulphur"
common in No. 5 coal in the central
part of the state.

6—Fragment of clay "horseback" or
clay vein from No. 5 coal in the Peoria
district, impregnated "with crystalline
pyrite.

7 and 8—Two fragments of plate or
sheet pyrite found in No. 6 coal in the
Belleville region.

9—Small pvrite nodules found in the
floor clay of Xo. 5 coal in the Peoria
riKiun.

Some of the Forms of Pyrite Occurring in Illinois Coal
The conservation of our national resources demands that the best of the country's pyrite supply be

recovered. Furthermore, the successful output of clean coal in Iirnois depends in great measure

upon the engineer rcfoppizint? the many forms and the mrinrer of occurrence of the pyrite itself
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occurs about 4 in. above the blue band. If the sheets

of pyrite are sufficiently thick to resist the shattering

effect of mining they are rather easily removed at the

face, otherwise they are broken up and can scarcely be

removed by the miner. Such fragments of pyrite are.

however, rather readily removed by washing the screen-

ings.

The No. 6 bed of Franklin, Williamson, Jackson and

Perry Counties includes a considerable area in which

the coal contains less than 1.25 per cent, of sulphur. In

this area the pyrite does not have any appreciable thick-

ness. Isolated nodules of bright pyrite do occur here

and there, but they are not common. The most com-

mon occurrence of pyrite is as leaf pyrite or as facings

(Fig. 3). As has been stated the actual amount of leaf

pyrite present may appear to be large when it really is

small, for the particles being thin and of slight mass

they evidence themselves more to the eye than to the

scales.

Both No. 5 and No. 6 coal contain occasional nodules

of bright pyrite in the upper part of the bed. These

are not uncommonly 6 to 8 in. in thickness and a foot

or more across, and in many instances appear to be

more or less complete replacement of limestone by py-

rite. They are not as clean and bright and probably

not as pure as the pyrite found in the nodules of No. 2

coal.

The pyrite in No. 7 coal, which is now mined almost

exclusively in the Danville region, occurs mostly as

rather irregular elongated lenses of gray, and commonly

stony, pyrite (Fig. 2). It is found at various positions

in the bed. The pyrite is in some instances of the

bright glossy variety, but it is not so massive nor are the

boundaries of the nodules so well defined as in the nod-

ules in the other coals. The lenses may ex±end 10 to

15 ft. laterally and be 3 to 4 in. thick at the thickest

part. These masses of pyrite seem to have no persistent

relation to any of the partings in the coal, being found

at any position of the bed, and the separation from the

coal is not as ready or as clean as is the case with the

plate or sheet sulphur found in the No. 6 coal of some

districts.

It is believed that the solution of the problem of fur-

nishing clean coal to the public rests to a considerable

extent upon an appreciation of the various ways in

which pyrite occurs. If the preceding descriptions are

accurate, it is apparent that the pyrite in No. 5 coal

cannot be satisfactorily removed by the same methods

that will successfully remove the pyrite from No. 6

coal. Furthermore, if the recovery of coal brasses ever

becomes a matter of interest to the nation, some distinc-

tion should be made as regards the availability of the

pyrite under the different conditions of its occurrence.

It is probably true that there is sufficient variation in

the character of the pyrite to warrant selection as to

source, some coals possibly producing more acceptable

material than others.

The numerous uncertainties expressed during the dis-

cussion is an indication of the need of further investiga-

tion before all the facts are assembled.

The average weight of a cubic foot of anthracite, bitu-

minous coal and lignite in the solid is 97, 84 and 78 lb.

respectively, according to L. S. Marks. The specific gravi-

ties of each of these fuels in the order given are also

noted as 1.4 to 1.8, 1.2 to 1.5 and 1.1 to 1.4.

Breaking Up Concrete .

Concrete structures, either plain or reinforced, are

considered of the most permanent nature. It is, how-
ever, often necessary to remove or destroy such a struc-

ture. It may be an old concrete wall, bridge abutment

or pier, a foundation under a building, the lining of a

tunnel or an engine bed. Many times these objects are

inside buildings and adjacent to valuable machinery, or

the mass to be removed may be in close proximity to

buildings, or to a street congested with traffic, or it may
be under an office building.

The customary method of removing old concrete so

situated is by drilling holes with jumper steel and
sledges by hand and then breaking off the the material

bit by bit with wedges. This is a slow and e.xpensive

way to handle work of this kind. The best, quickest and

cheapest method to remove old concrete, brick or mason-

ry, is by blasting with explosives. At first thought,

most people would immediately say that explosives

could not be used, as they would crack the walls of the

building above or damage nearby machinery and be al-

together too dangerous. As a matter of fact, explosives

can be used with great economy of time and money in

almost all cases and with absolute safety. As a general

rule, concrete is easily cracked by blasting, and experi-

ence has shown that the better the concrete, the more
easily it can be broken.

In doing this class of work care must be exercised to

see that the holes are prcqjerly located—which, however,

is true of all blasting—and that light charges of ex-

plosives are used. It requires no particular caution or

abilitj- to blast old walls of concrete, brick, etc., that are

located in open places, where there is little likelihood

of damage to surrounding property. But it is in cases

where the structures to be removed are located close to

and often are a part of valuable property, machinery

and buildings that care and a nice sense of judgment
must be exercised. An e.xplosive of relatively slow heav-

ing action, like ammonia 30 to 40 per cent, strength

dynamite, is best adapted for such work rather than a

quick and shattering explosive.

The drilling of holes is best accomplished by the use

of self-rotating hammer drills, but when the size of the

work does not warrant such equipment holes can be

drilled by hand, using jumper steel or hand drills and
sledge. It is best to demolish the structure by gradual

steps or benches, or a little at a time, especially if

located inside or under a building. Holes are drilled,

as a rule, from 1 in. to li in. in diameter, and in depth

depending upon the thickness of the material, although

6-ft. holes are about as deep as should be shot in close

quarters.

The following is an example of what may be accom-

plished in this direction: One of the concrete abutments

under a bridge had become undermined and had fallen

into the channel of the stream. The concrete block

was straight for the width of the bridge and had wings

at each end intended to brace and anchor it into the

earth. The block was about 3 ft. thick and 7 ft. wide,

and was covered with about 18 in. of water. The wings

were out of the water and obstructing the channel.

Ammonia 40 per cent, dynamite was used. The shot

broke off the two wings and broke the center section

in two parts. The blocks left by the blast were small

enough to be handled by laborers, and were used as the

foundation for the new abutment, built shortly after-

ward. The entire job took just one hour.

\
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Sectional Concrete Cribbing Displaces

Retaining Walls at Embankments

y:

A
FEW years ago concrete cribbing was utilized for

retaining embankments in railroad practice, the

^ cribbing being in the form of precast ties and

beams. The Raihcaij Revie>c states editorially in its

May 10, 1919, issue that the use of such construction

has now become quite extensive, concluding that it is

evident it is being used to

good purpose. Furthermore, T^^^^^^^^^^^^^TT^^
there is much flexibility in the

application of such cribbing,

as it can be used either on

ordinary slopes or even nearly

up to, if not quite to, the ver-

tical. As a matter of con-

venience and economy, a firm

foundation or one extending

much below the frost line is

not required.

The cost of concrete crib-

bing construction is said to be

less than that of a solid wall

of laid-up stone or concrete

masonry. Not only is an ex- ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
pensive foundation eliminated,

but a yielding or settlement of such cribbing, with the

settlement of embankments or of the original surface

under it, is not necessarily detrimental to the crib-

bing. In the case of made ground a solid wall could

not be built at all without due consideration as to

foundation. A great advantage in the substitution

of cribbing for solid construction lies in the salvage

value of the former. Should an embankment be changed
or taken out of service, the cribbing can be removed
and used over again without loss of material. A de-

cided advantage of this .special construction is that the

cribbing can be built and filled in with common labor.

In the same issue of the Railway Review is an article

descriptive of a design which has been adopted by the

Cleveland & Youngstown R.R. This road is a new elec-

tric suburban line from the business center of the city

of Cleveland, Ohio, to East Cleveland. A considerable

amount of construction is involved parallel or adjacent

to existing railway lines and streets, about terminals

or in suburbs where permanent cribbing is adaptable.

Frequently this suburban line ran at a different level

and at such close proximity to existing lines and streets

as to require the shoring up either of its own roadbed
or that of the lines it paralleled or approached. In view

of the elaborate terminal improvements contemplated

for the City of Cleveland, it was advisable that certain

portions of this retaining wall construction be of a more
or less temporary nature; a city ordinance in fact re-

quiring the use of such construction at certain points.

In endeavoring to meet this situation, the engineering

department of the Cleveland & Youngstown R.R. cast

about for a suitable type of retaining wall construction

that would, at the same time, ba sufficiently substantial

to sustain the heavy tralfic carried by adjacent roads

and streets as well as that anticipated for its own lines.

Various forms of sectional concrete cribbing were in-

EARS ago retaining walls around mines
and tipples and yard walls at coke-oven
plants were frequently made of logs.

Timber was plentiful and labor cheap in those

days. With the exhaustion of readily available

timber near the m-nes, other materials were
utilized. At some of the most up-to-date plants

stone and cement were used; this construction

was permanent and answered the purpose much
better than timber which quickly decayed and
had to be replaced. In the long run the stone

and concrete walls were no more expensive than

the timber construction after several renewals

of the latter.

vestigated and finally there was located a considerable

quantity of material in the form of 8-in. reinforced con-

crete I-beams which were being manufactured by a local

concrete concern for use in building construction. This
material was secured and laid up in the form of a crib-

bing or retaining wall with such immediate promise of

success, that a study was un-

. dertaken with the idea of

adapting similar material

especially to this purpose. •

Naturally where the same
I-beam section was used both

as header and stretcher, with

the flanges of the stretchers in

a vertical position, there was
concentrated a considerable

load in the edges of the flanges

after the wall had reached

anything more than a mod-
erate height. This had been

relieved somewhat by casting

on, near the outer ends of the

^^^^^^^^^^•^^^^i^^ headers, lugs corresponding to

the contour of the half sec-

tion of the stretchers (Fig. 1), which served to distrib-

ute the pressure more evenly over the 8 x 8-in. area

representing the intersection of the horizontal and
transverse members. These lugs served primarily to

resist such tendency as there might be to crowd the

stretchers off the headers where such tendency (due to

lateral pressure) might be in excess of the friction be-

tween the intersecting members.

It was soon observed that this arrangement would

easily lend itself to a more permanent form of con-

struction (Fig. 2) than that originally contemplated

and that, with comparatively little embellishment, a

type of retaining wall could be procured that would

serve its purpose indefinitely; while it would at the

same time offer so great an advantage in cost and de-

pendability, as compared with the solid retaining wall.

l-IG. 1. DKTAII.S Ol-' IMI.I.OW l:l,liCKS A .\ I ) KILLERS
USED IN' SECTIONAL CONOKETIi HETAINING WALLS
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FIG. 2. SECTIONAL CONCRETE RETAINING WALL IN PERMANENT FORM

as to warrant its use generally in preference to that

form of construction. The problem to be worked out

was that of securing a form or bearing between the

headers and stretchers that would permit them to stand

up permanently. By way of meeting this requirement

there were devised the so-called pillow-blocks and fillers

shown in detailed illustration herewith (Fig. 1). The

pillow-blocks are in the nature of 8-in. square pieces 4

in. in thickness. Across one face of each is cast a lug

of a contour corresponding to that of one side of the

beam. Projecting at right angles from the edge of the

blocks are lugs of the same transverse section and of a

thickness equal to that of the block. A recess is cast

in the back of each block to reduce the weight.

Each intersection of header and stretcher involves the

use of two of these pillow-blocks and one filler block,

the latter corresponding to the lug cast across one flange

of the stretcher for the purpose already mentioned. In

assembling these parts the headers and stretchers are

put in position and the filler and pillow-blocks are in-

serted with sufficient grouting to make a unit structure

and give a substantial bearing. In the completed wall

this results in a series of substantial columns from bot-

tom to top capable of carrying any load that is likely to

be imposed on a structure of this kind (Fig. 2).

Headers and stretchers may be made in any conveni-

ent length. In the illustration, the headers and the re-

sulting columns appear at 3-ft. intervals. It is to be

observed, however, that only one-half of the apparent

total number of headers in the completed wall are used,

each alternate header being a dummy only 12 or 14 in.

in length (Fig. 3). The manner of assembling is such

as to stagger the dummy headers with the full length

headers so that while the vertical bearings lines are

FIG. 3. REAR OF SECiCTluNAL lU^TAIMXG WALL. SHOWING VSK OK DL'MMY HE.VDER.
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preserved, no element of irregular lateral stability is in-

troduced. A further precaution whereby to secure this

same result lies in the staggered joints of the stretch-

ers. These details are clearly shown in Fig. 3.

In setting up the walls as illustrated a batter of 2 in.

per foot has been allowed. This is provided for in the

slope of the first series of headers and follows thereafter

in the progress of construction as a matter of course

since the supports for the inner end of the headers are

8-in. sections corresponding to the stretchers them-

selves. Back filling proceeds as the wall is built up, pref-

erably with some porous material such as cinders,

which is tamped sufficiently to insure a firm backing

for the cribbing and at the same time drainage is not

interfered with. At Kingsbury Run and Fifty-fifth

Street, Cleveland, a wing-wall has been constructed

after the manner just described. This wall is 35 ft. in

height at its highest point and is stepped off to ground
level as required by the contour of the slope behind it.

A suitable coping slab has been designed to lay over the

double course of headers at the top of the wall for use

in finishing the tops of either wing or retaining walls.

To summarize, the simplicity of this form of con-

struction, its cheapness, and the rapidity with which it

may be erected, combined with its dependability gives it

a very pronounced advantage over the solid retaining

wall that it is designed to supplant. In preparing foun-

dations it is necessary to go no further than the frost

line. Permanent drains need or need not be installed,

depending on local requirements. Common labor is all

that is required under the direction of a foreman to

erect a wall of this nature. Curves may be followed or

angles introduced without the necessity of special shapes

or forms other than those used in straight way con-

struction. The sections as employed weigh 26 lb. per

lineal foot and about three lineal feet of the standard

section are required per square foot of wall area. It is

estimated that a retaining wall of this type ordinarily

can be erected at about one-third of the e.xpense of a

solid wall serving the same purpose.

At many of our large coal operations, transporta-

tion conditions around the mines and tipples or breakers
closely approach those common to trolley lines and rail-

roads. At the tipples, for example, the empty and
loaded sidings are at different levels for long stretches

of parallel track which run so close together as to re-

(luire retaining walls. In many cases the road bed of

the loaded track at such points is secured by stone or
concrete retaining walls. In some instances a rein-

forced-concrete cribbing could be used to equal advan-
tage and the cost of construction reduced.

The illustrations and the

description of the practice of

the Youngstown & Cleveland

R.R. offer suggestions to the

managers and engineers of

coal operations and coke
plants. The reinforcing ma-
terial used by the suburban

trolley line was I-beams; it

happened to be available at

the point in question at

reasonable rates. Around
mines various reinforcing

material is available from
time to time— old T-rails,

structural shapes and so on.

This material can all be used in the form of concrete

cribbing described, the details of the construction of the

cribbing varying with the type of reinforcing material

used.

Ingenious Form of Car-Door Lifter

By Ralph W. Mayer
California. Penn.

Many methods are used to raise the car door when
dumping is performed by means of a crossover dump.

The accompanying illustration shows a ring about 10

in. in diameter that engages the hook on the end of the

car door and raises the door so that the coal may slide

out of the car. Above the ring is a plate about 5 in.

wide, with rounded corners. This is welded to the

ring and forms an integral part of it. An iron bar

Ri.\G e.n:g.\ges hook ox c.\r door .\.\'d lifts latter.
PERMITTING COAL TO SLIDE OUT OF CAR

about 3 ft. long, with a handle on each end is riveted

at its middle point to this plate. The ring may thus

be easily guided to place from either side of the car.

A chain fastened to the plate extends to the roof of the

dumphouse where it is secured to a beam. This chain

is placed in such a position, and is of such length, that

the ring will catch the car-door hook when the car

comes to rest on the dump. The bar handle is used

to guide the ring over the hook and to remove it there-

from after the car has been dumped.
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Mine Inspectors' Institute of America
By J.4.MES T. Beard

Senior Associate Editor. Coal Age

THE tenth annual meeting of the Mine Inspectors'

In.stitute of America was held July 8-11, 1919,

at Indianapolis. In a spirit of loyalty to their

respective governments and with a desire to do all in

their power to win the war, the mine inspectors of the

United States and Canada dispensed with the holding

of their annual meetings and bent every energy to the

work of producing coal.

It was thus, after an interval of three years, that

the members of the Institute again assembled at the

call of their secretary and took up the work of dis-

cussing ways and means of making mining operations

safer and the lives of mine workers happier. Although

the notices announcing the meeting were necessarily

late in reaching the members, between forty and fifty

inspectors responded and a most enjoyable and profitable

meeting was the result.

Since the inspectors last met, June, 1916, at Joplin,

Mo., there have been many changes in the mine-

inspection forces, in this country and in Canada. The

and conserve the natural resources of the country.

The governor assured the Institute that he would gladly

render it and its members any assistance in his power

that would enable them to prosecute their work.

The next speaker was Hon. William Green, who, as

representing the International United Mine Workers
Organization, felicitated the members of the Institute

on the work done by them during the trying months

of the war. Mr. Green referred briefly to the splendid

record of the miners, whose loyalty could not be ques-

tioned when their labor in the mines raised the yearly

production of coal in this country to over 600,000,000

tons. It was a most gratifying result when the cry

was "Coal, coal, coal and more coal." In the face of

this great demand, the faithful manner in which the

mine inspectors had performed their duties had pre-

vented any large mine disaster.

Mr. Green analyzed the situation as involving two

chief considerations: (1) Conservation of human life

in mining. (2) Conservation of coal as fuel. He urged

.ME.MBERS AND GUE.STS OF THE MINE I.VSPECTORS' INSTITUTE OF .\11EKICA I.X

result was a large addition to the membership of the

Institute, which was a noticeable feature of the gather-

ing and gives much promise for the future.

It was in the state capitol building, at Indianapolis,

that the first conference of mine inspectors was held,

in 1908, and the Institute organized. On that account,

it was fitting that the first session of this decennial

meeting should be welcomed by the governor of Indiana,

in the Hall of Representatives, in the Statehouse.

The opening session of the Institute was called to

order promptly at 10 a.m., Tuesday, July 8, by Charles

H. Nesbitt, chief mine inspector of Alabama and third

vice president of the Institute.

Mr. Nesbitt then introduced Governor James P. Good-

rich, who extended a cordial welcome to the members of

the Institute and told, in a few well chosen words, how
much he appreciated the efforts that mine inspectors in

all the states were making to increase safety in mining

that the broadest powers be conferred on mine inspec-

tors to enable them to act promptly where the occasion

may require and thereby save life and property—such

action, however, to be subject to review by a court.

In closing, Mr. Green referred to the thousands of

tons of coal that are now being wasted by improper

methods of mining. He stated that every ton of coal

left in the mine was a lost ton and a crime against

future generations.

The chairman then called on H. M. Wilson, director

of the Department of Inspection and Safety, The Asso-

ciated Companies, Pittsburgh, Penn., who responded in

behalf of the Institute, expressing the appreciation and

thanks of the members for the kind and generous

welcome accorded them.

The chairman then called on the following members,

who, in turn, addressed the meeting: James T. Beard,

senior associate editor of Coal Age, New York City;
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James W. Paul, engineer Federal Bureau of Mines,

Pittsburgh, Penn. ; John Dunlop, former district mine

inspector, Peoria, 111. ; Cairy Littlejohn, chief mine in-

spector, Indianapolis, Indiana.

The chairman then read a telegram that had just

been handed him. It was from President Graham and

expressed regret of his inability to be present and wish

for a profitable and enjoyable meeting. The session

was then closed by adjournment, to meet, at 2 p.m., in

the Palm Room of the Claypool Hotel.

The afternoon session was devoted to the appointment

of committees and the reading and discussion of the

president's annual address, which had been forwarded

to and was read by the secretary. At five o'clock the

meeting adjourned to observe a first-aid demonstration

given on the lawn surrounding the Statehouse.

In the evening the Institute was entertained by the

local committee of arrangements, in the banquet-hall of

•the Claypool Hotel and, after the feast, listened to

speeches by Governor Goodrich, James Taylor (better

known as "Uncle Jim"), Secretary Paul, and others.

Wednesday, July 9, was devoted to the business of

the organization, the members and invited guests as-

sembling in the Palm Room of the hotel. An interesting

paper on "Compensation Insurance as an Aid to the

the Mine Inspectors' Institute of the United States of

America," by J. T. Beard, was called, but ;Mr. Beard
deferred the reading of his paper, stating that business

of greater importance awaited the action of the In-

stitute and, as chairman of the Committee on Resolu-

tions, asked for consideration of the resolution presented

at an earlier session, regarding the use of permissible

explosives in mines and urging state legislation regulat-

ing the handling and storage of all explosives in and

about mines. This and other resolutions received favor-

able action by the Institute, after careful discussion

and amendment. All the resolutions adopted by the

Institute will appear later in the published Proceeding.--.

At a later hour the session adjourned.

Thursday, July 10, the Institute members and their

friends were taken by train to Terre Haute, and en-

joyed a never-to-be-forgotten boat ride up the pic-

turesque Wabash and inspection of what is known as

the "Submarine Mine" at Tecumseh. A bountiful box

luncheon had been provided by the committee of ar-

rangements and music and dancing completed the pleas-

ures of the occasion.

The following day, Friday, July 11, found the Insti-

tute party en route to Vincennes where they were met

at the station by the mayor of the city and escorted

ri;.\iiA.\(;E at thk tkntii a.vn'ual meetixg .vv Indianapolis, july s-ii, i9i!>

State Mine Inspector of West Virginia" was read by

Inspector J. G. Vaghan of that state and discussed

by the members. In the afternoon, the members
listened to an address on "Cooperation Between State

and Insurance Inspectors," by H. M. Wilson, of the

Associated Companies, and discussion of those present.

The reading of papers and discussions were inter-

spersed by reports of the committees on membership

and resolutions. Many new members were received

and the Institute took favorable action on numerous

important resolutions that will be published later in

the Proceedings. The session was closed with the read-

ing of a valuable paper on "A Method of Humidifying

Coal Mines to Prevent Dust Explosions," by Secretary

J. W. Paul.

Owing to the shortness of time and the unfinished

program, it was found necessary to hold an evening

session. At that time, the paper on the "History of

to waiting automobiles. After a drive through that

ancient and picturesque town, the party was driven to

Bicknell and inspected the surface equipment at Mines

Nos. 1 and 2 of the American Coal Mining Co. Mine

No. 1 recently held the world hoisting record, while

Mine No. 2 has one of the largest, most complete and

up-to-date plants in the country, being electrically

equipped throughout.

The party was dined by the company at Bicknell,

and, returning by automobile to Vincennes, enjoyed

a banquet in the evening, at the hotel. Following the

banquet, there was music and dancing to a late hour,

thus bringing to a clo.se one of the most enjoyable

and profitable meetings of the Institute. It was decided

to hold the ne.xt annual meeting at Cleveland. All the

officers of the Institute, by vole of the members present,

were continued in office another year, owing to the

interruption of their work caused by the war.
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Use of the Dorr Thickener and Classifier in

Coal Preparation

Methods and apparatus long employed in the wet concen-

tration of ores may well be applied to the separation of fine

coal from its wash water. Such a separation may be made
practically complete, thus recovering not only the fine

coal, but the water accompanying it, which is discharged in

a clear state and ready for reuse.

By John Griffen
Scranton, Penn.

IN
THE anthracite field wet methods of preparation

have become almost universal. In many bituminous

regions such methods are being steadily adopted.

These methods produce their special and peculiar prob-

lems. Among these are the recovery of the fine coal,

and the waste water, and the prevention of stream

pollution. In many coal-mining districts the mine water

carries excessive quantities of free acid and acid salts.

Such waters are destructive to pipe lines, pumps and

preparation equipment, as well as to vegetation when
discharged into streams. Treatment of such water

chemically is effective and economical provided the

precipitated substance can be recovered from the water

cheaply.

All these problems involve the presence of solid

material mixed or suspended in large quantities of water

and are simply problems of wet classification and de-

watering.

These problems early faced those engaged in the wet

treatment of such ores as copper, lead, zinc and tin.

The introduction of Dorr thickeners and classifiers so

successfully solved the diflSculties that today these

machines are used in practically every important wet

metallurgical plant on this continent. The world over,

plants handling more than 150,000 tons of material

each 24 hours are so equipped. Their use in milling

low-grade copper ores, where large tonnages must be

handled cheaply and efficiently, pointed to their ap-

plicability to the quantity production methods employed

in coal-preparation plants.

A brief description of the principles of construction

and operation of the Dorr thickener and classifier will

bring out their usefulness in solving certain problems

in the wet preparation of coal. The Dorr continuous

thickener is used for the collection and dewatering of

fine solids mixed or suspended in a liquid. Its operation

is entirely automatic and continuous. Power and at-

tendance requirements are almost negligible. The
thickener mechanism may be installed in any form of

circular tank or basin up to 200 ft. in diameter.

The Dorr thickener mechanism is shown in Fig. 1

installed in a steel tank. The tank may be constructed

either of steel, wood or concrete as the nature of the

service and comparative cost may dictate. The feed

enters the tank at the center from above. The solids

settle to the bottom of the tank, while the liquid over-

flows at the periphery into a collecting trough. The
thickener mechanism, suspended in the tank from the

superstructure above, consists of a central vertical shaft

with radial arms equipped with ploughs to bring the

settled solids, by means of a slow rotation of the mech-

anism, to a discharge opening at the center of the

bottom. The settled solids as a thick sludge can be

discharged at this point by gravity or piped to a pump
for delivery to any desired point.

The superstructure carrying the mechanism may be

of steel or wood, and may be supported by the tank or

'FnN6 DEVICE
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FIG. 1. MECHANISM INSTALLED IN STEEL TANK

independently. If convenient the superstructure may be

incorporated with the roof trusses of the tank covering,

should such be provided. Power is delivered to the

mechanism by means of pulley and worm reduction

gearing.

Arrangements are provided for quickly and easily

raising the shaft and arms so that they will not become
embedded in the settled solids should the power be shut

off for any length of time. The shaft can be gradually

lowered again while running.

The operation of the thickener may be so controlled

as to deliver an overflow either entirely clear or con-

taining a desired percentage of solids. The proportion

of liquid in the sludge discharge can also be varied

at will between wide limits. For a thickener of given

size the natural settling rate of the solid matter in the

material being handled and the rates of feed and under-

flow determine the amount of solids in the overflow.

The thickener may also be operated to separate the

suspended solids into two sizes. Coarse particles settle
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more rapidly than fine ones of the same specific gravity,

so that it is possible, by suitable adjustment of oper-

ating conditions, to secure a reasonably clear-cut separa-

tion of the solids at a given fineness. When so used a

thickener is termed a hydroseparator.

The Dorr classifier is used for obtaining a close

separation of coarse particles from finer ones suspended

in a liquid, for dewatering granular material or for

counter-current washing of granular solids. As with

the thickener, the operation of the classifier is auto-

matic and continuous, and the power and attendance re-

quired are exceedingly slight.

In Fig. 2 is shown a standard duplex classifier

with steel tank. Where solutions handled would attack

the steel, wood tanks may be employed ; if necessary the

mechanism can be made acid-proof.

The Dorr classifier consists essentially of a settling

box or tank in the form of an inclined trough open at

to the initial position at the end of the stroke, thus com-
pleting the cycle of movement.

In the duplex classifier illustrated, the rakes are

arranged to alternate in such a manner that the weight

of the moving parts is largely counterbalanced and
the power required is only that necessary to overcome
friction and to advance the settled solids. The design is

such that all parts subject to wear are well removed
from exposure to the material treated.

The material to be treated is fed across the width of

the tank, where the liquid produces a pool. The granu-
lar solids settle to the bottom and are advanced up the

inclined bottom of the tank by the rakes. After
emerging from the pool and while ascending the sloping

bottom the solids have an opportunity to drain before

being finally discharged from the end of the tank.

Any fine and more slowly settling solids overflow the

closed end with the liquid. The agitation near the

Sl/ME
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FIG. 2. STANDARD DUPLEX CLASSIFIER WITH STEEL TANK

the upper end and equipped with mechanically operated

reciprocating rakes which remove the coarser material

as fast as it settles onto the bottom of the tank, the

liquid or liquid and fine solids overflowing at the closed

end. The tank may be set at any desired slope, usually

2 to 1\ in. to the foot.

The rakes are carried by suitable hangers from, bell

cranks connected by rods to levers which terminate in

rollers. These latter press against cams attached to

the crank shaft, which is driven by belt through a

countershaft and spur gears. The rakes are lifted and
lowered at the opposite ends of the stroke by the action

of these cams. The horizontal motion is produced by
the cranks and transmitted by rods to the rakes. The
motion imparted to these rakes is therefore a forward
stroke along the bottom of the tank toward the upper
discharge, a lift of the entire rake at the end of the

stroke, a return in the elevated position, and a lowering

bottom caused by the reciprocating motion of the rakes

prevents the settling of the fine particles and at the

same time is not sufficient to cause the overflow of the

larger grains. By control of the slope of the tank

bottom, the speed of the rakes and the dilution of the

feed, the character and size of the two products can be

definitely controlled. The machine will operate under

greatly varying conditions and a close separation in size

obtained at any point desired.

In anthracite preparation a considerable tonnage of

coal passes through the barley screen. This tonnage

amounts to from 5 to 10 per cent, of the breaker output

and will run as high as 80 per cent, of the output of

washeries treating bank or river coal. Most of this

tonnage is granular and slightly smaller than barley,

and if freed from the fine slimes and water is suitable

for mine fuel or salable for use in certain makes of

stokers, or for briqueting. This slush consists of from
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10 to 30 parts of water to one of solids. By delivering

the breaker or washery slush to a Dorr hydroseparator
to remove the excess water and most of the slimes, and
then passing the hydroseparator underflow to a Dorr
classifier for final sizing and dewatering, this granular
coal can be recovered practically completely, free from
slimes and of a definite size.

Because of the easy control of the two machines the
size of the ultimate product can be varied to meet the
customer.?' demands. With the same equipment the
product can be made substantially all above 40 mesh, or
60 mesh or 100 mesh, as desired. Should the slush con-
tain considerable granular slate, sand or pyrites these
can be removed by placing concentrating tables, Robin-
son washers or other suitable concentrating devices
between the hydroseparator and the classifier. With
such a plant, properly designed, a coal product analyz-

ing 15 per cent, ash or lower, if desired, can be cheaply
obtained.

In soft-coal washing plants it is usually suflicient to

deliver all the waste waters to a thickener large enough
to settle practically all the solids. The thick sludge

obtained can be mixed with the larger coal and shipped.

The overflow water is left practically clear and can

be again used in the washing plant.

In the anthracite field, the waste water from the

plant outlined above for the recovery of the granular
coal, may be clarified to any desired degree by the use
of a further thickener of larger diameter.

The thick sludge from this thickener, consisting

largely of fire clay and fine slate, in the proportion of

about one ton of solids to one of water may be run to

waste storage. Over 80 per cent, of the breaker water
can thus be recovered in a substantially clear condition.

By the same system the waste waters direct from
either anthracite or bituminous washeries can be clari-

fied with the same result. This system off'ers a solution

of the water problem where the clear water supply is

insufficient or where water must be pumped from a

distance or against a considerable head. This method
offers great economy in water and expense as com-
pared with the use of settling ponds, where frequently

the losses by evaporation and seepage are excessive.

Where the water supply comes from streams con-

taminated by other operations, the water may be clari-

fied by the use of Dorr equipment, thus eliminating

wear on pumps and pipe lines and insuring well-washed

market coal.

Many washing plants depend for their water supply
upon corrosive mine water with a resultant high

maintenance cost on pumps, pipe lines and washery
machinery. By chemical treatment and use of a thick-

ener to remove the precipitated solids, such water can

be cheaply converted into a practically clear, non-

corrosive liquid, well suited for washery use.

An installation of a thickener of this kind to clarify

waste waters can be operated to prevent stream pollu-

tion. The thick sludge from the thickener can be stored

in a comparativel.v small pond, which because of the

thickness of the sludge and relatively small volume can

be built and maintained at small cost.

Legal Department

! In carrying a long bar of iron or a plank through a

cfowded shop, a man should bear in mind that this may
be a means of injury to his fellow workmen. It is common
practice to carry such material on the shoulders; a better
method would be to carry it in the hands—it would be
safer for the other employees.

Injuries in Illinois Mines—If defendant coal company
permitted a miner to work in a mine room under a roof

known by it to have been dangerous, it is liable to him for

injuries resulting from a fall of the roof. By electing not

to be bound by the provisions of the Illinois Workmen's Com-
pensation Act, the employer lost any right to rely upon a
defense that the injured man assumed the risk of the acci-

dent. (Illinois Supreme Court, Fi'omm vs. New Staunton
Coal Co., 521 Northeastean Reporter, 594.)

Connecticut Workmen's Compensation Act Applied—
Mere failure of an injured workman to consult a physician

until two weeks after being injured does not amount to

such "willful or serious misconduct" as debars his right

to an award under the Connecticut Workmen's Compensa-
tion Act, although such failure if continued long enough
might, in a proper case, be held to amount to such mis-

conduct. (Connecticut Supreme Court of Errors, Rainey
vs. Tunnel Coal Co., 105 Atlantic Reporter, 333.)

Injuries Resulting from Noxious Gases—An Iowa coal

operator who has failed to comply with the statutory re-

quirement for maintaining such ventilation throughout his

mine as to render harmless and expel all noxious gases is

liable for impairment of a miner's health resulting from the

air in the mine having become charged with poisonous
gases. "A wrongful injury which operates to destroy or
undermine or impair the health of another is no less action-

able than is a wrong from which the injured person sus-

tains wounds or bruises oi bi'oken bones." (Iowa Supreme
Court, Gay vs. Hockinii; Coal Co., 169 Northwestern Re-
porter, 360.)

Liability for Breaking Cable— If a steel cable used by
defendant operator in moving cars on an incline and slope

of a mine was of a quality usually utilized in careful min-
ing operations, defendant is not to be held liable for injury

to plaintiff, an employee who was struck by a car when
the cable broke because of some latent defect in its manu-
facture or other hidden defect not discoverable by such
ordinary careful inspection as would be expected under the

circustances. Such an accident is one of the ordinary
risks incident to mining employment which employees are

to be held to assume. (Kentucky Court of Appeals, Wright
vs. Elkhorn Consolidation Coal and Coke Co., 206 South-
western Reporter, 634.)

Indiana Safety Act—If defendant coal operator main-
tained in its mine unguarded cogwheels in the mechanism
of pumps, and if it was practicable to have guarded such
cogwheels, plaintiff is entitled to recover damages for in-

juries sustained in consequence while at work at the pumps,
for this involved a violation of the Indiana Safety Act.

An employer's duty under this act to safeguard dangerous
"machinery cannot be evaded by delegating performam-e of

the duty to some employee—not even- to the injured em-
ployee. An employee is not necessarily guilty of contribu-

tory negligence in remaining at work at a machine not

safeguarded as required by law. (Indiana Appellate Court,

Moore vs. Candalia Coal Co., 121 Northeastern Reporter,

685.)

Exclusive Sales Agency Contracts—A contract pur-

porting to grant an exclusive local agency for the sale of

coal for a longer period than a year is unenforceable unless

evidenced by at least some memorandum of the agreement
in writing, signed by the party to be chai-ged under the

agreement. And where there is a valid contract of this

kind, the agent is not entitled, on breach of the agreement,

to recover damages as for loss of profits or merchandise
he might have sold from his store to employees who would
have been employed to deliver coal under the agency con-

tract. Such damages are too uncertain and speculative in

their nature to be the subject of an award. (Kentucky
Court of Appeals, Gregory vs. Harlan Home Coal Co., 206

Southwestern Reporter, 765.)
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Who's Who
in Coal Mining

OUIX MORTON, of Charleston-on-the-Kanawha,
a director of the National Coal Association

and an active, successful coal man, has suc-

ceeded where Ponce de Leon failed. In and under
the hills of West Virginia he discovered the secret

of youth—a mixture of hard work, perseverance

and keeping the spirit young—and best of all the

elixir—West Virginia's pure mountain air.

Even as years go, Quin Morton is not old, for

when a man reaches three-

score he may still be in

the prime of life. But
the point is that no one
would believe that Quin
Morton was over forty.

A glance at his photo-

graph will substantiate
this statement. What
keeps him young may
well be asked. The an-
swer is, his grandchil-
dren—fifteen of them

—

in whom he glories and
by and with whom he
drives dull care away.
As for the youngsters
themselves, they idolize

him—for he is one of

them. There may also

be another reason for

his defiance of nature
and time, and that is his

determination to be, look

and feel younger than G.
H. Caperton, also of the
County of Kanawha.
Almost 62 years have

elapsed since Quin Mor-
ton breathed his first breath of Virginia air at

Charlotte Court House. Upon the death of his

parents, while he was still a child, he had to shift

for himself. His "education" was limited to that

obtainad in a private school taught by an uncle

He has received, however, a liberal education in

the school of hard knocks and has in the course

of an active life acquired a wide store of knowl-
edge and experience.

He began to acquire a real knowledge of men, of

business and of values when at the age of sixteen

he came to West Virginia, locating in Greenbrier
County, where he was a clerk in a store, weighing
out sugar and cutting calico. At the age of twenty
he became a school teacher (about the hardest work
he ever had), and after about three years in that
patience-trying occupation he embarked in the mer-
cantile business at Ronceverte. He gave this up
in 1883 to travel for a Baltimore shoe firm. He
had dealt with heads, previously, but now for five

years he dealt with soles. Finally, in 1888, he
came in touch with the pockets of humanity, ac-

cepting the post of cashier of the Bank of Ronce-
verte, a post he held until 1895, when he resigned
to take charge of the business of Rodes Morton &
Co., closing out that business in 189G.

Quin Morton

Quin Morton's career as a coal man really dates

from 1896, when he became bookkeeper of the Tur-
key Knob Coal Co. at MacDonald, being promoted
m time to superintendent. In that capacity he
socn gained a knowledge of the operating phase of

the coal business, as might have been expected of

a man of his initiative and energy. By 1903 he

had organized and had become president of the

Morton Coal Co., of Paint Creek. In January,
1906, this company was
sold to the Paint Creek
Colliery Co., and Mr. Mor-
ton upon the consolidation

became assistant to the

general manager. He re-

mained in that position

until October, 1906, when
he acquired an interest

in the Imperial Coal Go.,

of Burnwell, becoming gen-

eral manager. He organ-

ized the Christian Coal

Co. in 1911 and was made
general manager of that

company, continuing as

t.xecutive officer of the

company until 1915, when
the Imperial Coal Sales

Co. was organized.

Since 1915 Mr. Morton
has devoted a large part

of his time to the affairs

of the Imperial company,
particularly to the sales

department, and is today

the general manager of

the firm. However, the

affairs of the Wood Coal

Co., the Peytonia Mining Co. and several other con-

cerns also claim a share of his attention, since he

is a director in each of them.

Mr. Morton is not so thoroughly engrossed in

his own affairs but what he has time to devote to

other causes. He has in fact given his energies

liberally to the advancement of the industry in

general, as is illustrated by his service as president

of the Kanawha Coal Operators' Association upon

several occasions and also by the time he has de-

voted to the affairs of the West Virginia Splint

and Gas Coal Association. He is perhaps best

known nationally as a director of the National Coal

Association, which is doing much valuable pioneer-

ing work in the coordination of the soft-coal pro-

ducing interests to the end that a better relation-

ship be created between operators and consumers.

Quin Morton is a man who derives intense en-

joyment from the companionship of his fellowmen.

He knows how to apply himself to the tasks in

hand and yet he extracts all the enjoyment there

is to be had from prosaic business. And when he

plays he enters into recreation with his whole be-

ing. Men like him because he plays fair, because

he is courteous and affable, and because they can-

not help it.
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Impurities in Raw Coal and Their Removal

SYNOPSIS

—

The impurities in coal, regardless

of their nature or of their occurrence, may he in

a measure decreased by suitable means. The

means employed for this piirpose are hand-pick-

ing, mechanical picking and ivashing. Each has

its limitations, but a careful application of two or

more may do much toward reducing the ash con-

tent of the original raic coal.

THE impurities in raw coal may be conveniently di-

vided into four classes:

1. Intermixed Impurities.—In this group is in-

cluded the inorganic matter which normally yield^ the

ash of the coal. Where the coal-forming material was ac-

cumulated under clear water the impurity will be confined

to the mineral matter originally present in the original

plants ; but if the accumulation of the vegetable remains

was accompanied by a sedimentary deposit of mineral

matter, the resulting coal will contain an ingrained as

well as *an inherent ash. As the percentage of mineral

matter in the material increases, the characteristics of

the product change from coal to bone coal. An admix-

ture of more than about 50 per cent, of shale with the

coal is termed carbonaceous shale, while a more rapid

deposit of clayey matter produces in the coal bed a

layer of almost pure shale. To remove the ingrained

and inherent impurities from the coal substance is im-

possible, but it is possible to effect the separation of coal

from bone coal and carbonaceous shale.

2. Infiltrated Impurities.—The impurities most fre-

quently met with infiltrations are calcite, gj-psum and

iron pyrites, which" are deposited in the coal seam sub-

sequent to its formation. They cannot always be separ-

ated from the coal. Calcite and gj-psum are found in

the cleavage and bedding planes of the coal and there-

fore occur in the form of thin plates. The effectual

separation of these two minerals from the coal depends

on the thickness of the layers and the tenacity with

which they cling to the coal. Layers of calcite are

usually detached easily from the coal, and owing to

their brittle nature the layers are broken by the subse-

quent handling into small pieces. Hence when the raw

coal is screened the calcite accompanies the slack, from

which its separation presents considerable difficulty.

3. Interbedded Impurities.—This group includes im-

purities which may be easily separated from the coal,

since they are to a large extent freed from their at-

tachment during the process of mining. Where the im-

purity band is hard and exceeds 1 in. in thickness it

should be removed from the coal at the working face;

but if the band is comparatively friable or is thinner

than 1 in., it is loaded with the coal and is brought

to the surface to be dealt with there.

4. Extraneous Impurities from the Roof and Floor.—
Occasionally in a bed of coal material from the roof

and floor has been forced into fissures in the coal bed

by the pressure of the superincumbent strata. This

largely depends on the nature of the roof and floor,

and if these are soft such intruding impurities are de-

i*From a paper presented by F. G. Drakeley, at the January,
1919, meeting of the Past and Present Mining Students' Asso-
ciation, held at the Wigan and District Mining and Technical
College, Wigan. England.

tached to a great extent from the coal, and this ma-
terially facilitates their subsequent removal.

The physical character of the floor and roof has a

large influence on the quantity of dirt in the coal. Where
the floor and roof are soft and friable a greater per-

centage of dirt is unavoidably mixed with the coal.

Further impurities are mixed with it from the floor

by hasty shoveling, especially when the floor has been

disturbed by shotfiring. Extraneous matter from, the

floor may also owe its origin to undercutting in the top

layer of the floor instead of in the lower layer of coal.

Such impurities are naturally detached from the coal

and may be separated from it fairly readily.

The object of removing the impurities fi'om the raw
coal is to produce a clearer product. Treated

coal yields less ash than untreated coal and its calorific

value will be increased in direct proportion to the re-

sulting purity of the sample. In actual boiler practice,

however, it is found that the increase in evaporation

which is observed with treated fuel exceeds the ex-

pected value because the fireman can use the cleaner

coal to greater advantage. Hence the more effectively

the coal particles are separated from accompanying dirt

the more valuable does the fuel become from a com-
mercial and industrial point of view.

Methods of Separation

The chief methods employed for separating the im-

purities from coal particles are hand-picking, mechan-
ical shale pickers and coal washers. Hand-picking is

only applicable to lump coal from which all particles

smaller than about 2i to 3 in. in diameter have been re-

moved. The process is one in which the human element

plays an important part and which cannot be easily

subjected to exact investigation under normal working
conditions. It is therefore impossible to give any figures

for the process.

A special feature is made at many collieries of picking

out all coal particles which are intermixed with im-

purity bands. These pieces are crushed and then sent

with the screened coal to the washing plant. This

practice appears to be the only efficacious method of

dealing with particles in which the impurity is incor-

porated with the texture of the raw material.

Mechanical shale pickers depend for their action on
the different forms which the particles of shale and coal

assume in the raw .^tate. Coal is usually more or less

cubical in shape, whereas shale takes the form of flat

plates. Hence after the raw coal has been carefully

sized by the usual screens it may be fed onto bar screens.

The bars are of such a shape that the shale is tipped on
edge and falls through the slits between the bars. On
the other hand the cubes of coal travel to the end of

the bar screen.

Other mechanical pickers take advantage of the fact

that coal, especially anthracite, will slide at a more
rapid rate down a chute than will shale. This action,

which results from the coal possessing a smaller coeffi-

cient of friction than shale, is augmented by the regular

shape of the coal which allows it to roll down the chute.

Hence the coal leaves the chute at a greater velocity

than the shale and will in consequence be carried to a
more distant bin than the dirt.

The method of cleaning raw coal either by hand-pick-

ing or by means of mBchanical shale pickers is only ap-
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plicable to lump coal. Raw coal of smallei- diameter

than 3 in. has to be dealt with at the washing plant.

The action of the washing process depends on the

difference in the velocities with which identically shaped

particles of various specific gravities settle in water.

If pieces of coal, shale and pyrites of approximately

the same shape are dropped into water, the pyrites hav-

ing the greatest specific gravity falls most rapidly ; then

comes the shale ; and finally the coal follows some dis-

tance behind the others. All coal washers utilize this

principle in effecting the separation of the heavy- dirt

from the coal particles.

In a former paper on coal washing in the Transac-

tions of the Institute of Mining Engineers, 1918, it

was shown that the efficiency of the washing process

rapidly increases as the average diameter of the raw
coal particles increased up to about li in. After this

the efficiency only rises slowly with the increase in size.

From this it is concluded that the larger the size of

the coal to be washed the more complete will be the

separation of the dirt from the coal. Therefore every

effort should be made to limit the breakage of the raw
coal so as to preserve the large pieces. Any preventable

reduction of the diameter of the particles to less than

I in. involves a considerable lowering of the attainable

quality of the washed product.

The effective separation of the dirt particles from the

coal particles is not the primary object of washing, from
the collierj' point of view. The main object is to reduce

the percentage of ash yielded by the washed coal to a

minimum. Hence although the separation is more per-

fect as the size of the raw coal increases, the coal

particles themselves, owing to their non-homogeneous
structure, deteriorate in quality. Consequently, as the

average diameter of the raw coal particles increases

beyond about 1 in. two opposing functions come into

action. One is the more effective separation of the dirt

particles, thus tending to reduce the ash yield ; the other

is the gradual decrease in quality of the coal particles

themselves, which tends to increase the percentage of

ash. The latter function eventually predominates and
therefore a definite size is reached where the ash con-

tent is reduced to a minimum.
As the result of a large number of tests the conclu-

sion has been reached that raw coal of an average
diameter of 1} in. is most amenable to ash reduction by
washing, but certainly every precaution should be taken

to prevent breakage from reducing the diameter to less

than this value.

J. Drummond Paton, of Manchester, suggested that

probably the raw coal might be cracked up into what
he termed natural fracture, whereby it might be pos-

sible to screen from the product coal of a definite di-

mension which would yield only the normal ash.

Although cases could not be given where such a

process is in operation, the following table giving the

ash contents and the corresponding sizes of samples
obtained by screening raw coal may be of interest:

ASH CONTENT.^ AND SIZES OF .SCREENED SAMPLES
Ash Content, per Cent. Size, In. .\sh Content, per Cent. Size, In.

16.01
16.42
11.97
15 93
13, 16
8 75

2J-2}
2}—

2

2-UU— II

H-U
.11-1

10 03
15 41

16 89
16 67
20 35

J— *

J- 1

i— I/IO
1/10—0

The tabulated results are merely tests on one large

sample of raw coal, and before any definite conclusion

can be reached a considerable number of experiments

will be necessary, especially as a previous test on an-

other coal completely failed to answer the problem.
However the results would appear to indicate that if

the raw coal could be broken in such a manner as to

give particles of a diameter equal to li to 1 in. the

accompanying impurity would be broken to a different

size. Hence by screening that particular size from the

crushed product a sam.ple would be directly obtained
that would be comparatively free from impurity.

One of the most vexing questions, and one that needs
close attention, is exactly what is to be regarded as

legitimate refuse. Thus the foreman in charge of a

washing plant might be content to allow dull coal to

pass away in the dirt, and owing to the higher specific

gravity of the dull coal the tendency would be for this

to take place. Of course, a serious loss of good fuel is

thereby incurred.

' r Bony Matter Should Be Removed From Coal

In other cases, particularly where a dirty raw coal is

being washed, the tendency is for the light carbonaceous
shale to be delivered with the true coal. The removal
of bone from the coal that is required for coking is a

matter of importance, and cases could be instanced

where the refuse from the washer is material with a

comparatively high carbon content. Indeed, at some
collieries that type of refuse is burned under the boiler

without any special arrangements being made concern-

ing the draft or area of grate.

Perhaps it may be legitimate to overlook the dis-

charge, as refuse, by the washing plant of particles

of coal which are ingrained with iron pyrites, on the

ground that if the pyrites were not removed by some
means or other the percentage of sulphur in the washed
coal might be so high as to render the fuel unlit for

foundry or metallurgical purposes. Incidentally it

should be observed that the appearance of pyrite in

the coal is no indication of the sulphur in the coal.

One of the most difficult problems which is still

awaiting a commercially practicable solution is the

question of dealing with the coal dust. As a rule this

dust is allowed to proceed with the small coal to the

washing plant. There the dust forms a slime with the

washing water. The washing water is led to a settling

pond in which the slime settles. The slime is subse-

quently removed, but owing to the fact that no method
which is economically applicable on a large scale has

been devised for removing the high percentage of water

from the slime, the disposal of it is a difficult matter.

At some collieries it is consumed under boilers generat-

ing steam at a low pressure, but in many cases huge
mounds of slime have been accumulated in the hope that

further investigation and progress may render them
profitably available. Frequently the accumulations as-

sume such large proportions as to necessitate throwing

the slime on the waste heap.

Although at the present time there is no sale for

slime, it is certainly not a true waste product. There-

fore it is of importance to prevent its production. In

the washing plant the dirt in the raw coal often dis-

integrates so that the resulting slime, even if it could

be dried, contains more impurity than the dry dust.

Hence it would be an advantage to remove all the dry

duct of smaller diameter than about 1/20 in. previous

to delivering the coal into the washer. The recovered

dust might be used in the manufacture of briquets or

as a powdered fuel. However, before an efficient dust

extractor and recoverer is evolved a considerable amount
of research .seems to be necessary.
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NEW APPARATUS
AND EQUIPMENT.

New Electric Hand Drill

The Black & Decker JIanufacturing Co.. Baltimore,

Md., has recently added a new size to its line of portable

electric drills. This is a machine with a capacity of

to ij-in. steel, and is provided with a No. 1 Morse taper

socket. It will drill a -i%-in. hole through machine steel

at a rate of li in. per minute without overloading the

NEW .SIZE OF PORTABLE ELECTRIC DRILL

motor. In tests, pressure up to 500 lb. has been applied

without stalling the drill.

This machine is similar in construction to the other

sizes manufactured by the company. The housing is

of magnalite, an aluminum alloy of great tensile

strength. The gears are packed in grease in a separate

grease-tight compartment like an automobile transmis-

sion, and the drill spindle runs in a long bronze bush-

ing and against a ball thrust bearing. The motor is

air cooled, and in testing these drills have run continu-

ously for 14 weeks, day and night, including Sundays
and holidays, stopping only to renew brushes. The
weight is 21 lb., and the no-load speed 600 r.p.m.

An interesting feature of this tool is the attachment

of the Morse taper socket. This is in the form of a

separable sleeve secured in the drill spindle by means
of a large knurled nut. By unscrewing this nut the

entire taper socket can easily be removed from the

drill spindle.

The drill shank protrudes slightly beyond the end of

the taper socket, and a little tap on the end of the pro-

truding drill shank frees it. This makes the drill unusu-

ally compact, and gives it great strength and wearing
qualities, as, otherwise, it would necessarily be at some
distance from the bearing in order to leave room for

the drift pin slot. This drill has the patented pistol

grip and trigger switch which characterizes all Black
& Decker drills. A view of the new drill is shown in the

illustration.

New Reclosing Circuit Breaker

The accompanying photograph illustrates a new cir-

cuit breaker, type "LRL" of 3000 and 4000 amp. ca-

pacities, recently put on the market by the Automatic
Reclosing Circuit Breaker Co. This breaker is an elec-

tromagnetically operated instrument, having the follow-

ing characteristics: (a) The breaker is closed and held

closed by means of an electromagnet; (b) it opens
automatically in case of overload, short-circuit, or volt-

age failure; (c) it remains open a definite time interval

regardless of cause of opening; (d) in case the breaker
is opened by a short-circuit, it makes no attempt to

reclose while the short-circuit exists, but closes in-

stantly upon the removal of short-circuit or overload.

The main contact brush is of a laminated butt con-

tact type. The studs are of laminated construction, the

lower stud being slotted vertically and the upper stud

horizontally. The main contact brush is protected from
arcing by an auxiliary copper contact shunt and the

final arc is formed on upper graphalloy contact tips.

The upper arcing tip is supported on a pivoted support

actuated by a strong compression spring so that th?

ELECTROM.\GNETICALLY OPER.VTED CIRCUIT BREAKER

upper rear tip follows out at a considerable distance in

opening, thereby insuring good contact of the arcing

tips until brush and auxiliary contact are separated

from their respective contacts. The upper rear arcing

tip is also pivoted directly on a bracket so that it is

free to align itself with the front contact in all positions.

Provision is made for adjusting the tension of the main

brush by an eccentric bushing in the brush support.
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Turbine Reduction Gears

Terry reduction gears manufactured by the Terry

Steam Turbine Co., of Hartford, Conn., are again on

the market, not having been obtainable during the last

year because of the concentration of this company

almost entirely on turbines for the destroyers. Although

made primarily for sale with Terry turbines, the gears

alone are available whenever a high-grade reduction

gear is desired.

In the design of these gears there are a number of

features that are particularly interesting. The gears

and pinions are of the stub-tooth, double helical type.

CROSS-SECTION OF THE REDUCIXG GEAR

generated to true form on a Fellows gear shaper. The

accuracy of this method of tooth generation is such

that no grinding or scraping process is necessary to

insure perfect contact of tooth surfaces. Both gears

and pinions are interchangeable.

A well-ribbed, double-walled, bo.K-like structure, ex-

tending the full depth of the case, forms a rigid support

for each pair of bearings. The space between the walls

acts as a water jacket for cooling the oil. The ribs

between the walls act both as stiffening members and

water baffles. The central part of the case, directly

under the gears, forms an oil reservoir which contains

sufficient oil to supply not only the gears, but also the

turbine if attached.

The case being a double-walled, rigid, box-like struc-

ture, accurate and maintained alignment of the gears

is insured. The casing is bored with the aid of jigs, the

dimensions and alignment of the boring being checked

by accurate gages. This results in a tight and rigid

fit of the bearings.

The bearings themselves are of ample size and are

split horizontally to permit their replacement without

removing the couplings. The bearing .shell is of cast

iron and is unusually heavy. This is to prevent warp-
ing or "pinching-in" from heating, which often occurs

in thin shells of bronze or similar metal. The lining

used is of highest grade tin-base babbitt on both gear

and pinion bearings, accurately machined to closa limits,

thus requiring little scraping. Interchangeability makes
it possible in case of excessive wear to easily and
([uickly replace a bearing and restore the original

alignment.

The oiling system employed is of the forced-feed

variety, the ring oiling system having been found un-
satisfactory for turbine reduction gear bearings. The
oil pump is located well below the oil level in the reser-

voir, so as to avoid suction lift, thereby preventing ruin

of the gears arising from a possible failure of the pump
to function. The oil is pumped from the reservoir

through short, direct, brass piping to a self-cleaning

strainer, thence through distributing passages to large,

annular oil pockets around each bearing shell, and
through the spray pipe from which the oil is sprayed,

for lubrication of the gear teeth. The oil pressure

gage is located in one of the above-mentioned annular
oil pockets at the most distant point from the oil pump.
The pump and its bevel gear drive make a conplete

unit without stuffing boxes or exposed running parts.

This unit is so constructed as to be easily accessible.

The pump gears may be removed for inspection with-

out disturbing the driving mechanism or oil piping.

The bevel gears may also be inspected by removing a

small cover. The effectiveness of this lubricating system
has been proved by test, for, without any water cooling,

the temperature of the oil after long runs has been
found to be not excessive.

In spite of the cool operation of the gears, a water
cooling system forms part of the standard equipment.
The water cooling jacket is hydraulically tested, and
when it is once found to be water-tight it is certain

that it will always remain so. Because the cooling

jackets are in the bearing ends of the case, heated oil

REDUCING GEAR WITH COVER RAISED

draining from the bearings and gears comes immedi-

ately into contact with the cooling surfaces before it

has the opportunity to heat the oil in the reservoir.

These gears may be furnished for either direction of

rotation, the only difference being the location of the

oil spi-ay piping above or below the contact point. Great

reliability and (juietness in operation are cl-iimed for

these machines by their maker.
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NEWS FROM ifM THE CAPITOL
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Large Refund Will Be Made to Exporters

of American Coal

Fully $1,500,000 will be returned to exporters of coal

as a re.sult of a decision announced, Jul.v 18, by the Com-
missioner of Internal Revenue. The decision amends
Articles 13 and 15 of the tax regulations. These articles

govern tax exemptions on amounts paid for transporta-

tion of commodities in the course of exportation. Com-
missioner Roper's opinion was accompanied by the fol-

lowing statement:

The constitutional provision that no tax shall be imposed
on the exports from any state has been held by the Attorney
General to include taxes on amounts paid for the trans-

portation of property in the course of exportation.

Numerous cases have come to the attention of the bureau
where amounts paid for the transportation of property
were being exempted from tax when the shipments in the

light of the law were not in fact in course of exportation.

While the constitutional exemption excuses shippers send-

ing goods into export from paying the transportation tax
that all other shippers are required to pay, it does not re-

quire that a bounty be placed on export business or that

it should escape from ordinary burdens that are imposed
on property similarly situated in the United States.

The misunderstanding of the constitutional provision and
the different interpretations placed on the term "in course

of exportation" by the shippers and can'iers, and the con-

sequent unsettled conditions in circles engaged in export
business, have made it necessary to promulgate rules ade-
quately to protect the Government in the collection of its

revenues and at the same time secure to shippers engaged
in the export trade the exemption to which bona fide export
shipments are entitled.

The new regulations were drawn after an exhaustive
examination of the subject from a legal standpoint and
after numerous hearings where representative men from
the different industries were heard at great length. A prac-
tical arrangement is provided by means of temporary ex-

emption certificates and certificates of exportation for de-
termining when property is in the course of exportation
and providing for exemption from tax on amounts paid for
its transportation.

The practice of assembling commodities in pools and
similar arrangements at export points from which such
commodities might be sent either to a domestic point or
to a foreig-n point was given extended consideration and
provision made for the exemption from tax on amounts
paid for the transportation of property through such pools
into export when the essential character of such shipments
and the continuity of their movement can be determined.
The manner in which the property usually was disposed
of in the pools heretofore would not permit of the exemp-
tion from tax of any of the amounts paid for the trans-
portation of the property into the pools, because the prop-
erty after it arrived in the pool was subject to any dis-
position which the owner might deem expedient. In fact,
the property was ordinarily merely consigned to the pool
and either sold before its further domestic or foreign desti-
nation was determined, or such destination was determined
after it had arrived in the pool. The new regulations pro-
vide that amounts paid for the transportation of property
on the inland movement to the pool may be exempted from

tax if the shipper has disclosed the essential export char-

acter of the shipment at the point of origin by making the

shipment against a verified statement of his foreign re-

quirements. Such shipment would move under a temporary
exemption certificate stating that the shipment is sent into

the pool for the express purpose of being exported and
referring to the foreign requirements certificate contain-

ing the foreign order against which the shipment is to

apply. Upon the shipment from the pool into the export
of a like quantity and grade of the property by the first

available transportation the shipper would secure a per-

manent exemption by filing a certificate of exportation,

which certificate would also refer to the particular foreign
order against which the shipment is applied. In this man-
ner the essential export character of the shipment and its

disposition would be disclosed at the time such shipment
originated; the property could not be held in the pool for
sale; if it were, the final exemption could not be secured
and the tax would be collected.

This regulation reccgnizes that the nature of the ship-

ping papers does not determine the essential character of

the shipment and American exporters will not be placed
at a disadvantage by reason of shipments under bond from
foreign countries which proceed to a point of export in the
United States and ai'e there held for sale or for any dis-

position that the owner may deem expedient. The trans-
portation tax in such circumstances will be assessed and
collected on bonded shipments to the extent of the amounts
paid for transportation in the United States.

In an cases where shipments are sent into export and
this regulation has not been complied with, the tax will be
collected, but the person paying the charges for the freight

may seek a refund.

Example of Change in Regulations

Amounts paid for the transportation of bunker coal

in no case are exempt from tax. An example covering

the application of the change in the regulations is as

follows

:

A coal-mining company has a contract to supply 10,000

tons of coal to a dealer in Italy. It also has a branch in

the Argentine to which it proposes to ship 150,000 tons

during the next six months. The contract with the Italian

concern and the allotment to the Argentine branch are

shown in the Foreign Requirements Certificate which has
been filed with the collector at the place where the shipper

has his principal place of business. The coal company is

endeavoring to obtain a ship to either place, but before a
ship is secured it ships .5000 tons of coal to the pool at an
.Vtlantic port intending to export that amount of coal to

either place by the first ship it can obtain, and Temporary
Exemption Certificates as herein required have been filed

covering this tonnage at the time it is shipped. After the

arrival of the coal a ship is secured to take a cargo to

Italy and it is loaded with 5000 tons of coal from the pool,

no part of the coal making up the cargo, however, being
a part of the shipment which entered the pool exempt from
the tax pursuant to the Temporary Exemption Certificate

covering the shipment of the 5000 tons, but the coal mak-
ing up the cargo was of the same grade and kind as that
shipped under the Temporary Exemption Certificate. The
temporary exemption of this shipment from tax becomes
permanent upon the filing of the Certificate of Exporta-
tion as provided in this regulation and the carrier in mak-
ing up the monthly summary need not check the shipment
by car number, but merely by quantity.
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If the shipper had secured an 8000-ton vessel and loaded

6000 tons of coal in it for shipment to the Italian concern

and there were only 5000 tons of coal in the pool from
which exemption from tax had been secured by the filing

of the Temporai-y Exemption Certificate in compliance with

this regulation, the shipper would have to pay the trans-

portation tax on the 1000 tons which had been taken from
the pool and for which no Temporary Exemption Certifi-

cate had been filed.

Not Anxious for Another Investigation

of Coal Industry

After listening to a number of witnesses the Rules

Committee of the House of Representatives is not at all

enthusiastic about another investigation of the coal

industry. Hearings were opened by the committee on

a resolution by Representative MacGregor, of New
York, proposing an investigation of the anthracite situ-

ation. If anything is done in the matter it is evident

that it will not be confined to the anthracite industry,

but will be extended to the whole matter of coal produc-

tion, marketing and distribution. The suggestion by

George H. Gushing, the managing director of the Ameri-
can Wholesale Coal Association, that any investigation

would carry with it the expectation on the part of con-

sumers of lower prices, and would discourage buying,

seemed to have weight with the committee, as did the

testimony of various witnesses to the effect that present

prices of coal are justified.

The committee had hard work getting at the real

subject before it. A partisan quarrel developed as to

the merit of the work done by Dr. Garfield as fuel

administrator. One member of the committee suggested

that Dr. Garfield should be hanged. Others defended

his administration. The snapping back and forth be-

tween the Republicans and Democrats on the com-

mittee punctuated each session.

The committee is anxious to know if coal has in-

creased in price more than other commodities and if the

advance in wages to labor engaged in the coal industry

is greater than that in other businesses. Facts and
figures in that connection will be furnished from several

sources.

In the course of Mr. Cushing's testimony he presented

the following information in tabular form

:

.\MERICAN PRODUCTION

First Six First Sii Loss
Months, Months, Per

Glide 1919 1918 Loss Cent
Bit-jzninouB 220,361,000 294.837,000 74,476,000 24.9
Anthracite 40,204,000 50,812,000 10,608,000 19.8
Coke (Beehive) 262.510 578,965 336,455 28.0

Total 260,827,510 346,227,965 85,420,455 24.5

Anthracite facts:

Production of prepared sizes for first three months of this tcoal year behind 1 9 1 8 by
960,000 gross tons.

r, „,- 1 ,„i,^„ / 60 per cent, of anthraciteDomestic coal takes ( ,5 |^„ ^^„, ^, bituminous
«,„.». „„ol j.bno J

^0 P*"' cent, of anthraciteSteam coal takes
[ g^ ;,^^ ^^.^^ ^j bituminous

in,k,..,.;i>.„„ni;,,. I 38. 9 per cent, of domestic coalAnthracite suppl.<s
| 7 5 p^^ cent, of steam coal

\pril costs—34 independent cornpanirs representing 60 colliericp, 812,000 tons
' 'jst—exclusive of selling expense and capital charges, $5.31
l;.-.ilizatic,n, $5.02. Loss, $0,29

IM I
. it'M 11, i.n .fan. 31 said anthracite prices should advance 50c. per ton.

I
I

li '. I i ^.irne price and added 10c. per month from May to .September,
>'t ir t ir Nizts. Individuals added 15c. on prepared sizts—aftcrdeduct-

-7',.
1 1, I

r I I ii:iry—or 75e. Out nf line on Sept. 1 by 50e. too low.

The hearing brought out that householders in the

East and in the Middle West are fairly well stocked

up for the winter, but in other sections domestic sup-

plies are yet to be acquired. The alarming feature of

the situation, is was declared, lies in the fact that there

has been no storage of steaming coal. The railroads,

public utilities and industries soon will begin buying

heavily and will make it difficult for the domestic user

to obtain his coal, it was stated.

The possibility of avoiding a coal investigation, which

it is feared will delay buying, has been lessened by the

introduction by Senator Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey,

of the following resolution:

Whereas, for several years the price of coal to the con-

sumer has from time to time been largely increased; and
Whereas, for a period this increase in price was attrib-

uted to existing war conditions; and
Whereas, in spite of the fact that, since the armistice

was signed, Nov. 11, 1918, normal peace conditions have

prevailed, the price of coal has continued to rise, without

any apparent economic, or other proper reason therefor;

Therefore be it resolved, that the Committee on Inter-

state Commerce, or any subcommittee thereof, be instructed

to make inquiry into the cause or causes which have brought

about the enormous increase in the market price of coal,

and to that end obtain full data regarding freight rates,

wages, profits and other matters bearing upon the question

under consideration, with a view to determining who, or

what, may be responsible for such increase in price, whether
due to economic causes, and therefore proper and right, or

whether due to manipulation or profiteering on the part of

miners, shippers or dealers in coal.

Be it further resolved, that the Committee on Interstate

Commerce, or any subcommittee thereof, be authorized and
directed to subpcena witnesses and compel their attendance,

to send for persons and papers, and do such further acts

as may be necessary to secure any and all information de-

sired in the furtherance of said inquiry.

Be it further resolved, that the Committee on Interstate

Commerce shall report its findings to the Senate, together

with such recommendations as may be pertinent and ad-

visable, with a view either to Congressional or executive

action, in order to remedy existing conditions, or the punish-
ment of any individual or corporation deemed guilty of
unlawful acts.

And be it further resolved, that the sum of $10,000 be,

and is hereby, appropriated for the purpose of said inquiry,

the same to be paid out of the contingent fund of the Senate.

Cancellation of Fuel Agreement and New
Bunker Rules and Regulations

The War Trade Board Section of the Department of

State has announced that all agreements (W. T. B.

Form X-201) entered into with the War Trade Board
by persons, firms or corporations in the United States

and its possessions and in foreign countries, in con-

nection with the sale or delivery of coal, coke and

primary or derivative oils, have been cancelled, effective

July 14, 1919. Effective the same day also all existing

bunker rules and regulations were cancelled.

General Bunker License Number Three has been

issued through the Division of Customs of the Treasury

Department, effective July 14, 1919, authorizing vessels

of all flags to secure in the United States or its posses-

sions, bunker fuel, port, sea, and ship's stores and sup-

plies in any quantities desired, whenever said vessels

are engaged or are about to engage in trade to any part

of the world. No formalities whatsoever will be re-

quired under the terms of this General Bunker License.

Coal Age Index

The indexes to Coal Age are furnished free to all

who ask for them. The index for the first half of 1919

will shortly be ready for distribution, and a copy can be

bad by addressing a postcard to the Subscription De-

partment of Coal Age.
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Where There Are No Forces There

Can Be No Resultant

IN THE day-wage system the reward for intelligent

and energetic industry is largely taken away from the
working man. To use the vernacular, he gets his pay
for the least amount of work that he "can slide by
with." On the other hand, under the piece-work or

tonnage system, pure and simple, all reward for effi-

ciency exhibited by the employer is taken from him
and given to the employee. The coal operator gets his

work done for a given rate whether he helps or fails

to help his employee to do a good day's work.
With payment by the ton, there is no encouragement

offered the employer to give good service to the man
who works for him. Neither the day-work nor the piece-

work system acting alone functions perfectly, for it re-

moves from one party or the other the natural reward
of efficiency. There are two parties to production

—

capital and labor. If you would get service from both,

both must find an adequate reward for the efficiency of

the service rendered.

A coal-mine executive buying certain ancient and in-

efficient second-hand mining machines was asked why
he did so. "Reason enough," he replied; "they are cheap,

and I can get the electric-machine scale regardless of

the efficiency of the machinery I buy. Why pay three

times as much for a new up-to-date machine when all

the benefit of the greater efficiency would go to the

employee? After all, as everyone knows, the tonnage
scale was made to suit the output per man-shift of the

machines then in use and did not have the shortwall

coal cutter in view at all."

In a sense the purchaser of the historic equipment
was right, and we will get no efficiency till the oper-

ator is rewarded for any expenditure he may make in

purchasing new mining devices to help the miner and
loader. Often, all that results from introducing more
efficient machinery is a strike and sabotage. The work-
man is too little versed in economics and engineering

to see how the better machinery will help him, and he

strikes against its introduction and in some cases he

even destroys the machine. The enginery of advance

is profit, and the piece-work system takes the profit from
advancement and so m.akes advance impossible.

We hear the unreasonable demands of a feiv of the

labor agitators and wonder that the more numerous
reasonable working in en do nothing to restrain such

men, but instead strike readily loith them at their

hehest. But that surprise is qualified by the thought

that when good latvs for the protection of life come up

in legislative hulls, how often do the large number of

reasonable operators, in silence, let the unreasonable

reactionaries in the industry oppose those remedial

measures

!

Shall Production Be Limited?

"'T^HERE is a most pernicious doctrine being

A preached, that if a man does less work there is

more for others. The veiy opposite is true. The more
work one does, the more there is for others, for every

industry affects every other."

The foregoing words were used by Sir Auckland

Geddes, brother of Sir Eric Geddes, in the British

House of Commons during a recent debate over the ad-

visability of increasing the Government-fixed price of

coal by six shillings, or about $1.50 per ton. In England
the problem of labor is even more acute than it is in this

country; so is the proposition of nationalizing the

mines. In Great Britain the miners are obsessed with

the belief that a large portion of the profits from their

labor goes into the pockets of the mine owners and is

there beyond the reach of the public and does the publi''

no good. Were the mines nationalized and an equal

profit on the sale of coal realized, this profit would

not be entirely objectionable since it would enter thi''

coffers of the commonwealth and be expended on enter-

prises intended for the public weal.

For the past four or five years the commercial, in-

dustrial and economic, as well as the political, world

has been in a state of eruption. Demand, production,

costs and prices have undergone such rapid changes a?

to be highly bewildering even to the e.xpert, let alone

the tyro. The cost of living has mounted by leaps and

bounds, and wages have roughly been advanced in pro-

portion thereto.

Broadly speaking, this process has been a closed cycle

of multiplying error. The higher wages were raised

the higher went the cost of living, because wages enter

into and influence the cost of all comm.odities; the higher

went the cost of living the higher went wages, because

each individual's income must cover his expenditures.

Of course all costs and wages were measured in dollars

and cents or some other so-called standard of value.

Reverting to first principles, nobody cares a tinker's

dam for a dollar or a franc or a pound as such. A
certain weight of gold of a certain fineness has little

meaning or utility to the ordinary human being. What
interests him, and interests him deeply, is the exchange

value, the purchasing power of the little disk of metal

we call a dollar or the slip of paper that circulates in

its stead. Thus, aside from acquired habits of thought,

it matters nothing what the compensation for a day's

work may be in dollars and cents, but it matters much
what the purchasing power of these dollars and cents

may be. Back in the early 90's a laborer could be hired

for SI a day; at that time a good pair of shoes could

be bought for |2.50. Today, in the same locality, a

laborer not one whit more proficient receives $4 a day

while shoes, certainly not superior in stamina and wear- I

ing quality, now cost $10. Other examples of the ad-

vance in wages and the shrinkage in the purchasing

power of the dollar might be m.entioned almost without

limit.

The eastern portion of the United States in particu-

lar is threatened with a shortage of coal. The miners

are going to ask not only for an increase in wages but

for a shorter day and possibly a shorter week. Ths

miners must live, have a right to live, and should be

able to live in at least the same manner to which they

have been accustomed. And yet, if either or both these

demands are granted the price of coal must be raised.
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Now it takes coal not only to cook food but to haul

trains, propel steamboats, drive mills and factories,

smelt metal, weave cloth, grind flour and move street

cars. In short, all modern civilization is so close an
interweaving of various industries that what affects

one affects all.

This being the case, what means can be invoked to

decrease the cost of living? While there may be others,

the greatest and most fundamental remedy is increased

unit production. So far as the coal mines are con-

cerned, this may be accomplished either by the more
general use of machinery and mechanical devices (in

certain instances) or through the exercise of either

greater effort or a higher degree of skill by the manual
worker.

For years, four-fifths of the human race has been
prostituting its productive energies to the arts of de-

struction. Today the entire world is short of goods;

its warehouses are empty, its shelves are bare. Is it

logical to suppose that the pressing needs of humanity,
and thus the best interests of the individual, can be

m.ost advantageously ser\'ed through a limitation of

useful production?

Civilized man must work either with brain or muscle

or both in order to e.xist: other things being equal, the

more he accomplishes the better he lives. The idea that

any man or any set of men can permanently benefit

through a decrease, curtailment or limitation of useful

production is socially iniquitous, for the simple reason

that it is fundamentally and economically wrong.

What is the proper pay for a man who, like the miner
of Great Britain, produces only 0.89 ton per day?
Surely it is questionable u-hether such a loiv-producing

unit is entitled to a living wage.

Sidewalks a Mining Town Necessity

N'
MATTER how arid any climate may be, side-

walks are a much needed convenience. Even in

dry weather they make it possible to go from the house

to the store, to the school or to the office without wad-
ing through the dust, while in wet weather no argument
is needed for urging their introduction. In wintry

weather the snow serves, like rain, to make roads muddy
and sidewalks requisite.

No one can expect a prosperous looking town where
there are no sidewalks. The office, the amusement hall,

the store and the houses cannot be clean so long as there

are no sidewalks provided. All that can be said about

gardens and lawns fails to equal what can be said about

sidewalks, for while the former improve the appearance
of the towns, sidewalks improve the appearance not of

the town only but of the interior of the dwellings and
of the inhabitants themselves.

People will not dress well if they have to wade in

mud or dust, and if they do so dress the dirtiness or

I
dustiness of their apparel inevitably makes their cloth-

ing appear out of place and anything but becoming.

I

Consequently where there are no sidewalks everything

appears bedraggled. There can be no social life for

there can be no cleanliness.

The absence of sidewalks increases the work of every-

one without any compensating advantage. Where side-

walks are not built weeds grow, and then, even if the

I walks are clean, travel is dirty for the weeds are sure

to be covered with a thick layer of dust which is dis-
turbed by every passer-by.

The frequently noticeable difference between the ap-
parel of inhabitants of cities and the clothing of people
in the country is almost wholly a reflection of the con-
dition of the sidewalks and crossings. \\Tiat is within
the bounds of frugality in a city is improvident in a vil-

lage, not because fine clothing is not as appropriate in

one as it is in the other, but because what is kept in-

tact in the city is speedily destroyed on the muddy and
dusty country roads or village streets.

Let no one say that tvages are high in America, for
in doing so he disguises a cardinal fact. Let him rather
say that unit production is high. Wherever that is true:

unit satisfaction is high accordingly.

Pumping Problems East and West

OUITE different are the pumping problems of the
Eastern to those of the Western bituminous mines.

If the Western mines were as wet as the Eastern the
cost of keeping them dewatered would be immense, be-
cause Western coal measures, for the most part, dip
as they enter the hill and often reach immense depths.
Similar difl^culties have been met in anthracite mines
and in metal mines, but not without increasing the
costs of mining considerably.

Fortunately, or unfortunately, many Western coal
mines are quite dry. Some, so far, have had no water
pumped or drained from them, what little water enters
them being spent for evaporation. Yet these mines
have a pum.ping problem, because water must be pumped
into them from nearby surface points for the purpose
of sprinkling the deadly coal dust that gathers in them.

In some workings all trips are sprinkled, both on
entering and leaving the mines, the roadways also being
generously moistened by water and steam. Some mines
are pumping water from their profoundest depths for
use in sprinkler lines. Some even leave water in storage
underground during the wet winter season and pump
it out in the dry summer to use, perhaps with other
water, for sprinkling purposes. There are some mines,
however, that are quite wet, for the West is not all

equally arid. The amount of water which enters as a
result of the caving of workings to the surface and to

water-laden strata frequently affords no small problem.
Often the water to be used for sprinkling has to be

forced up the slopes of a high hill against considerable
head. At other mines, as at Black Hawk, Utah, the
risk of fire has made necessary the installation of a
heavy pumping outfit at the foot of the hill with high-
pressure pipe for delivering water, if needed, in large

volume at the mine mouth. The coals of the West, while
they contain combined moisture, are dry to the touch.

Being quite resinou.s—streaks and even masses of resin

can often be found in them—they burn readily, and
a prudent manager will provide himself with means to

flood such fires out before they get too great a headway.
Thus it happens that the problem of pumping is as

apparent in Western mines as in Eastern, though the

difficulties surrounding the solution are at times some-
what different. At some mines the work of the pump
is to deliver water to the mine instead of from it.

At others it is both to remove and deliver water. In

any event the pump is needed, but the type of pump will

vary with the kind of duty demanded of it.
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Of leading importance in the news of the week is the

action of the mine workers in Great Britain. Unfor-

tunately the miners of the United States are only too

anxious to follow British precedents, good or bad, and

probably they will emulate the unfortunate example of the

British "mine workers in demanding that their pay be pro-

vided out of the taxes instead of by increased prices as

soon as their demanded increases in wage lift the cost

of coal so high as to thoroughly incense the American

public.

It will be remembered that the British mine workers

have been continually asking more and performing less.

It is true that the men in the British mines are probably

not the equal of those who worked in the underground be-

fore the war. But there is no question that the efficiency

of the mine workers has declined even since the war ended,

and concurrently the mine workers have been seeking more

pay and shorter hours.

The Fine Art of Backing Down Gracefully

In face of a nation-wide strike the mine worker was

promised an inquiry into the justice of his demands with

the covert understanding that he would get at least a large

part of what he demanded. A Royal Commission sounds

like a portentous machine for grinding out the life of the

workingman. It is nothing of the sort. It is rather a

camouflage to cover an ignominious surrender. The work-

men know that it is the "protective coloration" by which

ministers of the people —speciously termed "Ministers of

the Crown" and "His Majesty's Ministers"—disguise an

ignominious retreat.

The Royal Commission reported as desired. Wages were

to be raised; profits were to be curtailed; and as wages

were to increase far more than profits declined, the Minis-

try decided that prices should be boosted six shillings per

ton. The public was filled with indignation. Here again

was the "endless spiral"—higher prices demanding higher

wages; higher wages demanding higher prices and so

on ad infinitum. Wage earner was' clearly seen as the

enemy of wage earner. If the miner gets more, it must

be from those workers who buy the materials excavated,

transported or manufactured by the use of coal.

More for Mining Makes Everything Cost More

The Federation of British Industries declared, and no

one could question the statement, that the cost of machinery

would be increased from 3 to 10 per cent.; textiles would

cost from 3 to 4 per cent, more than before; chemicals, gas

and electricity would rise in price 10 per cent, more; the

building trades would face an increase in the price of steel

of $6 per ton, while bricks would cost 5 per cent, more

and glass from 5 to 10 per cent. The steel manufacturers

placed the increase in the cost of steel at 2 pounds sterling,

or $10 per ton.

The mine workers wanted the increase proposed, but did

not want prices to rise as a result. Consequently, they

insisted that the taxpayer (who, by the way, was groan-

ing under a burden of $300,000,000 a year, to pay for im-

provident operation of the railroads, and of $250,000,000,

which was annually paid to reduce the price of wheat)

should pay also $233,000,000 to keep down the price of coal.

The Government offered to keep the old price in opera-

tion for six months, if only the mine workers* would agree

not to strike. It undertook, as proposed by the mine work-

ers' leaders, to form a committee of inquiry more compliant

doubtless than the spineless Sankey board. But the mine

workers' conference at Keswick overwhelmingly decided

against the proposal. The burden must fall on the tax-

payer and nationalization of the coal industry must pro-

ceed at once. The mine workers would not permit the

introduction of labor-saving machinery so long as the mines

were privately owned.

At last the makeshift ministry of Great Britain plucked

up heart enough to declare that the taxpayer could not

be made to bear burdens such as this in addition to all

the others resulting from the war. On July 18 Andrew
Bonar Law declared that, beginning Monday, July 21, the

increase of six shillings ($1.50) per ton would have to come

into effect. Then he added, canny Scot, that the Govern-

ment's action did not preclude the possibility of further

negotiations on the subject. Where Great Britain will land,

if she make the concession, no one knows. If the coal con-

cession is added to those made earlier she will lose nearly

1:800,000,000 each year on her plan of keeping down prices.

The loss represents an amount of money that would have

run the United States Federal Government before the war.

The burden would be the last strain that would break the

taxpayer's back, and if industry is to be conducted without

gain where will be the profits for the payment of taxes?

As a result of the decision of the. Government to make
the public pay the whole cost of mining the coal that it

uses, the miners went on strike over large sections of the

mining field. The Yorkshire mines closed down, the union

withdrawing even the pumpmen. On July 21 Premier Lloyd

George announced that three mines were flooded and sev-

eral others were filling with water and the Government
was sending men from the fleet to pump out the mines.

Strike To Make Taxpayers Pay Bill

On July 21 the South Wales mines were hampered by the

abstention from work of large numbers of the surface men
who were striking for the shorter hours granted the miners

and who sought extra pay for week ends. The mine work-

ers in the Mansfield District, of Nottingham, were also

striking. Their strike was on the main issue—whether the

price of coal should be increased or the mines should be

run at a loss at the expense of the taxpayer.

The news of unrest from all over the United States—of

which space forbids the recital of any more than a part

—

shows that the labor relations here, while better than in

Great Britain, are by no means satisfactory. At Parsons in

the northern anthracite field 1500 men employed at the Ridge
Colliery of the Hudson Coal Co. struck because 100 of the

employees failed to pay their union dues. Only July 12

the men were instructed by the union mine workers to

complete their payments. They were informed that if they

failed to do so by July 17 a strike would be called. Pay-
ment not being made the miners fulfilled their threat.

A number of boys at the Evans Colliery, at Beaver
Meadows, in the Hazelton anthracite field, were put
on a 6-hour shift, while the outside men and company hands
were allowed to work 8 hours. So on July 17 the boys went
on strike and tied up the whole operation.

At the Locust Spring Colliery of the Philadelphia &
Reading Coal and Iron Co. the miners during the war
were asked to load their own coal, owing to the shortage
of laborers. The United Mine Workers of America con-

ceded that this be done. Now the war is over the men
refuse to fill their own cars, the union declaring that such
action is in violation of the contract.
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Surveying Without Instruments
Letter No. 2—Regarding the suggestion of T. Edwin

Smith, in his article on this subject. Coal Age, Mar. 27,

p. 562, that a mine survey can be made by the use of

a steel tape only, when no instrument is available, let

me say with emphasis. In that case, the survey should

never be made until an instrument is secured and the

work can be performed by a reliable and properly quali-

fied surveyor or engineer.

No matter what care may be exercised, in attempting
to make a survey with a steel tape and connecting the

surface lines with the underground work in a mine,
no guarantee can be given in regard to the accuracy

of such a survey. It would certainly be bad practice

for mine officials to base the continuation of their

operations underground on the supposed accuracy of

such a survey.

The sources of error in tape measurements are well

known, and no reliable mine surveyor or engineer will

claim that a survey made by that means is accurate,

or can be depended on in extending the mine workings
or locating a boundary line underground. A slight error

made at the commencement of the survey of a large

mine would seriously affect the result at the working
face. For this reason the idea of surveying a mine
with a steel tape only ought never to be entertained.

An Accurate Map a Necessary Guide in the
Development op a Mine

Serious losses of life and property have resulted from
incomplete and imperfect mine surveys; and the first

consideration in the survey of a mine should be to

prevent possible mistakes and insure the accuracy of

the results. The plan of a reliable survey enables a

mine foreman to lay out the work under ground sys-

tematically. Reference to an accurate mine map shows
the proximity of the working face to boundary lines

and points of danger. Such maps are necessary to

insure safe and efficient mining.

The map of a mine is always the guide in its devel-

opment, and it is both annoying and expensive when
calculations based on the mine map prove to be in-

correct, because of a mistake or error in the survey.

An accurate mine map is a most important factor

in preventing undue loss of coal, which is bound to

result when the entries and rooms in a mine are badly

arranged. The correct location of property lines is

of the utmost importance in order to prevent trespassing

on neighboring properties, which has often proved an
expensive mistake in mining practice. Troubles from
creeps or squeezes are avoided by a proper arrangement
lif the openings and the development underground; and
this can only be accomplished by a careful study and
calculations based on an accurate mine map.

For work of a temporary character, a survey made
with a steel tape may often suffice; but all permanent

roadways and important parts of a mine should be sur-

veyed with the utmost care, by employing a modern
instrument for that purpose. A good mine surveyor
or engineer will carefully check the adjustment of his
instruments before attempting to make a survey.
These remarks are not intended to underrate any

ability on the part of the ingenious surveyor to perform
certain work without an instrument ; but rather to show
the necessity of making all mine surveys with instru-

ments of precision, and thus reduce the possibility of
making errors that could be avoided by the use of
proper instruments. Moreover, state mining laws re-

quire accurate mine maps and, to comply with these
requirements and in the interest of safe and eflicient

mining, acurate surveys must be made in every case.

Ladysmith, B. C, Can. William Wesnedge.

Barometer vs. Outflow of Gas
Letter No. .5—Referring to the question regarding

the effect of change in the reading of the barometer
en the outflow of gas in mines, it is interesting to

note that the use of this instrument, in mining practice,

has gradually come to be regarded as essential.

Of the two types of barometers in use, the standard
mercurial barometer is almost universally employed in

Europe, while the aneroid barometer is quite frequently
found in use, at mines in this country. However, both
of these types depend solely on the changes in atmos-
pheric pressure which are determined by the weight
of the atmosphere acting on the instrument.

The term "barometric pressure" has the same mean-
ing as atmospheric pressure, but is expressed in inches

of mercury instead of pounds per square inch, 1 in. of

the mercury column of the barometer corresponding to

0.49 lb. per sq.in. of atmospheric pressure. The effect

of barometric changes on the gases, pent up in the

waste areas of a mine, can only be understood by a

thorough familiarity with the laws of the expansion

of gases due to changes in pressure and temperature.

Laws Controlling Expansion of Gases

Boyle's law relates to the effect of pressure on the

volume of gas or air, while Charles' law, sometimes
called Gay-Lussac's law, concerns the effect of tem-

perature on the volume of gas or air. The former of

these two laws makes the volume of air or gas vary

inversely as the pressure it supports, while the latter

makes the volume vary directly as the absolute tem-

perature. The rate of expansion is the same for all

air and gases.

Bearing these rules in mind, it is evident that, during

the period of a falling barometer—the period when
mine oflicials are warned to exercise extra precaution

—

the gob gas confined in the waste areas of the mine
will expand and flow out onto the airways, owing to
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the decrease in atmospheric pressure indicated by the

fall of the barometer. At the same time, the air in

the live workings of the mine is expanded in the same
proportion, and this, in a measure, resists the expansion

of the pent up gases.

Allow me to suggest, here, that the increased per-

centage of gas in the workings is not due solely to the

fall of barometer. The effect produced on the ventilat-

ing fan by the barometric fall is such as to cause

a slight decrease in the efficiency of the fan and a

similar decrease in the quantity of air circulated. The
ultimate result is to augment the effect in the mine by

slightly increasing the percentage of gas in the work-

ings.

Drop in Outside Temperature may Counteract
Effect of Fall of Barometer

Again, let us assume that the fall of barometer is

accom.panied with a considerable drop in the tempera-

ture of the atmosphere. The former acts, as before, to

expand the air and gases in the mine. But, if the

drop in the temperature of the outside air is con-

siderable, say from 40 or 50 deg. to zero, the effect will

be to increase the density of the air revolved in the

fan, which increases its efficiency as a ventilator. The

effect of the change in temperature on the surface does

not materially alter the temperature of the air in the

mine workings, owing to the intake air being rapidly

heated in passing into the mine.

In this case, the combined effect of the drop of

outside temperature and the fall of barometer is such

that the one partially or wholly counteracts the other.

The claim of some authorities that the fall of the

barometer precedes its effect in the mine is thus seen

to depend on many conditions, which make such a rule

pure assumption.

Someone has suggested that, in order to maintain a

constant mine pressure when the fan is blowing air

into the mine and the barometer is falling, it would

be necessary to increase the speed of the fan, thereby

increasing the ventilating pressure but maintaining the

total pressure on the mine air constant. In other words,

the increase of pressure due to the fan takes the place

of the decrease of barometric pressure, keeping the

absolute or total pressure constant.

When the fan is exhausting air from the mine, the

same reasoning would make it necessary to slow down

the fan to maintain a constant absolute pressure in the

mine. This, however, would cause a decrease in the

quantity of air in circulation and increase the percent-

age of gas in the workings.

Lowest Recorded Barometric Pressure

The lowest barometric pressure ever recorded in the

United States occurred at noon, Thursday, Mar. 25,

1909, when the pressure of the atmosphere, at sea

level, was 28.48 in. of mercury, which was 1.44 in.

below the normal reading. The average fluctuation of

the barometer is much greater in this country than

in England. Here it is not uncommon to experience a

variation of 1 in. in a period of 48 hours. While the

average range in this country may be taken as varying

from * to ^ in., that in England is said to vary from

J to * in. The maximum range of barometer in this

country may be assumed as not exceeding 2 in., which

amount is rare in occurrence.

Speaking of the two tv^pes of barometer, my pref-

erence has always been for the aneroid compensated

for tem.perature. It is my experience that the aneroid

adjusts itself more promptly to atmospheric changes
than is possible in the mercurial barometer where the

n-'ovement of the mercury column is very sluggish.

Also, the aneroid is small, compact and portable.

The instrument consists of a metallic box or vacuum
chamber, which is supported against the atm.osphere by
the tension of a spring. The movement of the flexible

disk forming the wall of this chamber is communicated
to a needle whose reading is registered on a dial that is

graduated to read very small changes in atmospheric

changes. The construction of the mercurial barometer
is well known and need not be repeated here.

Wheeling, W. Va. R. Z. VIRGIN.

Letter No. 6—The relation of barometric pressure to

the outflow of gas in mine workings is a subject worthy
of discussion and. already, some interesting and im-

portant points have been brought forward for the

purpose of showing to what extent barometric readings

can be taken as a guide to safety in coal mining.

As is well known, the barometer is one of the instru-

ments used in mining practice to warn mine officials

of changes taking place in atmospheric pressure, and
which affect the volume of air and gases in the mine,

and call for extra precautions to be taken in order

to maintain a safe condition of the mine air and prevent

danger.

Importance of Barometric Readings Recognized
BY Requirements of Mining Laws

No doubt should exist in any one's mind regarding

the efficacy of the barometer when used for this pur-

pose. Not only do mining authorities advocate its use,

but its importance is emphasized by the requirements

of our state mining laws, which call for a barometer

and thermometer to be placed at the entrance of all

mines generating gas. This requirement of the law

is as important as that calling for a water gage to

be placed in the fanhouse, or underground between the

intake and return airways, to show what ventilating

pressure is produced.

The fact is well known that an increase or decrease

of atmospheric pressure causes a corresponding com-

pression or expansion of the volume of air and gas

contained in the mine. According to Boyle's or Mariotte's

law, the volume of air or gas varies inversely as the pres-

sure it supports. However, aside from this knowledge of

ihe law of contraction and expansion of gases, further

information is required to determine the practical effect

of barometric changes in mines.

It is incorrect to assume that a high barometer or

a low barometer is indicative of safe or unsafe condi-

tions in the mine atmosphere. What is important to

ascertain is whether the barometer is rising or falling;

and the mercurial barometer does not afford this in-

formation, which is only given by a recording barometer

or "barograph."

The barograph is a particular form of the aneroid

barometer and is provided with a needle that moves up

and down over a revolving chart. The result is that :.

pressure curve is drawn on the chart by the needle

and shows at a glance whether the barometer is rising

or falling; or, in other words, whether the atmospheric

pressure is increasing or decreasing and at what rate,

since the chart is revolved by clockwork, at a uniform

rate. The pressure curve drawn by the needle on the
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chart shows the rise or fall of the barometer in fractions

of an inch, each hour of the day or night.

It is my belief that changes in the mine atmosphere

always take place from one to six hours before any
indication of such change can be observed in the

mercurial barometer. This appears to be due to the

fact that air or gas is more sensitive to changes of

atmospheric pressure than the mercury column of the

barometer.

Rapidity of Fall Determines Danger in Mine

The result is that the gases confined in abandoned

portions of the mine expand immediately with any

decrease of atmospheric pressure. Whether a fall of

pressure will produce a dangerous condition of the mine

air, however, will depend on the rapidity of the fall

and the volume of the space where the gases have ac-

cumulated, together with the percentage of gas present

in such areas and the volume of air in circulation

in the mine.

A considerable fall of atmospheric pressure dis-

tributed over a sufficient length of time will seldom

produce a serious condition in the mine, provided the

circulation is adequate. Ordinarily, in such a case, the

actual quantity of gas expanded into the mine workings

is so diluted by the volume of air in circulation that

the increase in the percentage of gas in the air current

is scarcely appreciable.

On the other hand, a lesser fall occurring at a more

rapid rate may prove more serious while it lasts. The

rate of fall of barometric pressure governs the rate

of expansion of the gas-laden air in the mine, and this

may prove more than what the ventilating current can

handle safely. Since it is impossible to foresee the

swiftness of atmospheric changes, the wise plan is to

be constantly prepared for such occurrences, by main-

taining adequate mine ventilation.

The accompanying figure is a portion of a chart

taken from a barograph, and illustrates the manner in

Tue&dovj / Wednesdoy / Tnursdoy / Fridoy /So-furdoij
" " '"Mifg-i6 6«xii;4e8io>r;4 6 8»:xii;4

barograph chart showing rapid f.\li. and rise

which this instrument shows whether the barometer

is falling or rising, at any given hour of the day,

which is important for the mine foreman to know. It

will be observed that this chart shows a very rapid

fall of nearly one-half inch of mercury column, occur-

ring in five hours, from 9 a. m. to 2 p. m., Wednesday,

followed four hours later by a rapid rise.

This was a very rapid fall of barometric pressure

caused by a wind and sleet storm. Such a sudden fall

of barometric pressure, if accompanied by an equally-

sudden rise in temperature, would, to m.y mind, present

the greatest danger, as I believe the rise in temperature

will diminish the circulation of air in the mine, owing

to the decreased density of the air and a corresponding

decrease in the efficiency of the ventilator producing the
circulation.

My conclusion is that if the requirements of the state
mining laws regarding ventilation are duly observed
and strictly carried out there need be no uneasiness
felt in regard to barometric readings, so far as they
affect safety in coal mining. Our mining laws require
that every mine, when worked, shall be thoroughly
ventilated and furnished with an adequate supply of
pure air, to dilute and render harmless the noxious
gases generated in the mine, and make the mine work-
ings safe and healthy at all times.

Ladysniith, B. C, Can. William Wesnedge

k. C. vs. D. C. Current in Mines
Letier No. 4—Having worked in mines and assisted

in the installation of both a.c. and d.c. current ma-
chinery, I was much interested in reading the letters

that have appeared in Coal Age, in regard to which
of these two kinds of electricity is the most dangerous
in mining work. There is hardly a doubt but that
there will be some difference of opinion regarding this

question. However, if I was asked to give a direct
answer I would say that the use of a.c. current installed
in a mine is no more dangerous to the employees than
d.c. current of the same voltage.

In my opinion, a.c. current also has a greater range
of usefulness in mining work than d.c. current. The
former can be used directly for hoisting and pumping
and, by rectifying, it can be employed to charge stor-

age batteries for use in mine locomotives or for signal
bells and lights, by stepping down the current to a
suitably low voltage. In the same manner, it can be
transformed for the operation of coal-mining machines.
In each of these instances, it is my belief that it is

safer for use than d.c. current when the necessary
precautions are taken in the installation.

When a.c. current is installed in a mine the cable
conductors must be properly insulated and covered
with a waterproof covering. Also, all controlling ap-
paratus must be placed where it will be safe from inter-

ference or meddling and cause no harm or in any way
prove a menace to the safety of the mine. The installa-

tion should be in charge of a competent electrician,

familiar with mining conditions.

Advantages of Alternating Current in Mines

My e.xperience is that a.c. current possesses the ad-
vantage of being more flexible when used for the trans-

mission of power into the workings. This current
transmitted at high voltage permits of the use of a

much smaller wire, which reduces the cost of installation

over long distances very materially. It is, of course,

necessary to install transformers to step the voltage, up
when necessary, or down to what is required for op-

erating the machine or for lighting or signalling. In

this manner, it is possible to get any desired voltage,

which makes this kind of current adapted to a wide
variety of uses in the mine.

In reference to the relative safety of a.c. and d.c.

currents, it is true that the general belief is that there

is more danger in the use of the former, owing to the
generally supposed higher voltage of the current. One
often hears the remark made that contact with a live

wire charged with a.c. current "will hold a man fast"

so that he cannot get away, while d.c. current "will
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knock a man down or throw him to one side." I have

known many men to be shocked by contact with a.c.

conductors and have had the same experience myself.

In none of these instances, however, did the current hold

the man to the wire.

Judging from experience and observation I will say

that much depends on the position of the person when
shocked by a live wire. For example, if he is standing

or sitting in a rigid position, at the moment of contact

with the wire, he is apt to have much difficulty in free-

ing himself; if, indeed, that is at all possible, owing to

the rigidity of the muscles due to the effect of the cur-

rent on them. On the other hand, if one comes in contact

with a live wire when in a position that he will naturally

fall when losing control of his muscles, it is clear that

his contact with the wire would be at once broken by

the fall.

Fear of Danger Makes Men Cautious

Speaking of d.c. current "knocking a man down," I

would ask why there are so many killed by d.c. current

of 400 or 500 volts. It appears to me that the belief in

the greater danger of the a.c. current is based solely

on its generally higher voltage. This fact, however,

makes it more carefully guarded by signboards and

guardboards. Also, a.c. conductors are more heavily

insulated, and greater care is used in the installation of

the system. Moreover, the fear of the consequences

makes a man more careful not to come in contact with a

wire charged with a.c. current But, I want to say that

it does not pay to be careless when working around live

wires whether these are charged with a.c. or d.c.

current.

In regard to the relative advantages of these two

kinds of electricity, I have found that a.c. current ma-

chinery gives less trouble with sparking of brushes

on the commutators, which is so common in the use of

d.c. current. Alternating-current machinery is more

compact and, to my mind, simpler in operation, re-

quires less attention and causes less trouble with arm-

atures burning out, than where d.c. current is used.

On the other hand d.c. current gives better satisfac-

tion, in charging storage batteries for use in mine

locomotives, signalling, lighting, etc. The use of stor-

age-battery locomotives greatly lessens the danger from

the presence of trolley wires in the mine workings.

In the cutting of coal with machines, machine runners

will generally prefer machines operated by d.c. current,

which saves dragging their cables from junction block

to junction block when changing from place to place.

However, the use of a.c. cutting machines requires

practically the same amount of work and are, to my
mind, the safest for use. Electrician

Johnstown, Penn.

Letter No. 5—Referring to the discussion of this

subject, allow me to offer a few comments regarding

these two types of electricity in mining work, both

with respect to their relative usefulness and safety

in practice. In respect to the use of electric machinery

in mining work, I believe this discussion will be prac-

tically limited to the operation of mining machines or

coal cutters.

Any one having had much experience with electric

motors will agree that an a.c. motor is best adapted

to the constant speed required in pumping. The a.c.

locomotive has not been developed to the stage where

it is a factor in this discussion, although I understand
that the single-phase, a.c. locomotive is in use.

In my experience, I recall a well-known make of heavy
mining machine, using a General Electric motor and
the same type of feed-and-cutter gearing on both

a.c. and d.c. machines. The d.c. machine proved much
more flexible on the road, owing to the ease of control

by the various steps of cutting out resistance. Very
little trouble is experienced by overheating the resist-

ance in modern machines.

Comparing Results in Operating Coal Cutters..

The two-speed control of a.c. machines is hard on the

truck chains, and especially hard on the friction for

moving the machine on the road. But I have known
of d.c. machines that have run two years and never

had the lining of the truck friction renewed and will

probably not require this for two years to come. In

these machines the speed is controlled altogether by
the motor controller, and the friction is only used as

a brake and to drive the truck.

When the d.c. machine is sumping and the operator

standing over it in danger of a kickout, he is much
better protected than when using an a.c. machine, be-

cause he has the controller but partly open, until the

machine has cut a foot or two under the coal and is

in no danger of jumping sideways.

When the sumping cut has been made and the machine
has started across the face, if the disks have become
dull the a.c. operator must back farther away from the

cutting place, in order to free his bits from the coal.

This requires more floor space and consumes time.

If he should endeavor to change the bits close to the

coal, the new bits coming around will catch and, the

torque of the a.c. motor being low on the first or start-

ing button, the cutter chain will hang up and must be

thrown out, sometimes, and the machine started back,

again losing much time.

New bits always catch in the top and bottom of the

cut. If the operator tries to loosen them by reversing

the motor and running it back and forth, he is apt to

bum the controller considerably and gain nothing. The
a.c. machine may cut off many bit clutches, owing to

the speeding of the motor and throwing the bits into

engagement to free the chains.

No Commutator Trouble with D.-C. Machine

It will be claimed by men who advocate the use of

a.c. current that they avoid all commutator and motor

trouble by the use of that current. However, I know
of d.c. machines that have run steadily for two years

and never had a brush renewed or a commutator turned

down. The latter shows no appreciable wear and has a

good color, never sparking. I fail to see how a.c. motors

could give less trouble than the d.c. motors operating

in this field.

Controllers on both a.c. and d.c. machines give some

trouble; but this is minimized by the use of blowout

coils on the d.c. machines, which are also equipped with

a dynamic brake that stops the armature immediately,

by a short circuit through a part of the resistance.

Again, a much better power control is provided in d.c.

machines.

The three-wire cable required by the three-phase sys-

tem of a.c. machines means .50 per cent, more feeder

line; and the renewal of this heavy cable compared with

the 2-wire conductor of the d.c. machines is a big item
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of expense, to say nothing of the extra weight of the

three-wire cable that must be dragged about the mine.

Regarding the relative danger of these two kinds of

electricity, the limit of 275 volts required by the mining

law of this state is hardly sufficient to kill a man, unless

he is held fast on the wire a considerable length of

time. The d.c. current generally knocks him away, and

his only hurt is a severe shock. On the other hand,

the 275-volt, "effective heating value," of the a.c. current

is but 70.5 per cent, of the peak value of the alternating

waves in the a.c. system, which subjects a man in

contact with an a.c. wire to 275 -^ 0.705 = 390 volts.

It is no wonder that this high voltage paralyzes the

muscles and holds the man fast, while the current finds

a better path through his body.

Fatality Greater in Small Mines Where A.-C.

Current is Purchased

The greater fatality of the a.c. current is demon-

strated in this state where the small mines purchase

their current from central stations, while the larger

mines use their own d.c. current. The result is that

hardly a man has been killed by electricity in the

large mines, as compared with 5 or 6 such fatalities

in the smaller mines, in the last few years. Where it

is necessary to step down a high voltage there is always

the chance of a transformer breaking down, and the

high pressure being transmitted to the machine feeders,

although this seldom happens now owing to the care

taken to avoid overload.

In a large mine requiring the operation of locomo-

tives, pumps, fans and cutting machines, the installation

of a rotary-converter set would prove a good invest-

ment, while a smaller mine operating coal cutters only

would use a transformer to step down the high voltage

for use in the mine. In this district the average

depth of the coal being about 200 ft., the more general

practice is to carry the a.c. current over the surface

to a point directly above the center of distribution in

the mine. Here a hole is drilled to reach the workings.

A transformer is located on the surface at this point,

and a low voltage carried down the drillhole into the

mine. This avoids the danger and expense of installing

a high-tension cable underground. R. R. T.

Danville, 111.

Safety in Mine Timbering
Letter No. 3—1 read with much interest the letter of

an Indiana mine inspector. Coal Age, June 26, p. 1175.

Considering the importance of proper and safe timber-

ing methods, and the large percentage of accidents that

are due to falls of coal and rock in mines, letters and
publicity relative to safety in timbering mu.st always
be of the highest interest to everyone concerned in the

mining of coal.

Statistics show that as high as 60 and 70 per cent, of

all mine accidents, particularly fatal ones, result from
falls of coal and rock, which is chiefly due to improper
methods of timbering, or no timbering at all. It is

shown further that nearly all of these accidents occur in

the working places. It is true that many accidents

occur from other causes, such as coming in contact with
high-voltage electric wires, being caught and crushed
by moving trips, firing shots, etc., ;ind we may not
cease our vigilance in trying to prevent these; yet it

must be remembered that the number of accidents due
to bad timbering are alarming and un..Ltessary.

Today, more than ever before, every effort should be

made to minimize mine accidents. A letter that in-

telligently handles the safety-first idea in mine timber-

ing should receive earnest attention. New ideas should

be broadly advertised and old and unsafe practices con-

demned. The consideration and prevention of accidents
from falls of rock and coal should be taught by the

"Safety-First" slogan, today, tomorrow and always.

Iron Rails as Crossbars to Support Roof

The suggestion regarding the use of discarded iron

rails as roof supports is good, economical and practical,

provided there is sufficient headroom and the bottom of

the rails are placed against the roof. There should be
a cut made in the rib, on each le of the roadway,
from the pavement to the roof, so as to set a good
post at each end of the rail, clear of the track and
avoid the danger of derailed cars knocking the timbers
out of place. The arrangement would give, besides, a
more firm support for the rails than when holes are

picked into the coal ne.xt to the roof. It is important
that the man in charge of the work shall have some
idea of the strength of materials, in order that he
may not try to attempt to support too wide a space

with rails of insufficient strength.

Referring again to the fact of the larger number of

accidents occurring at the working face, I believe that

the most of these happen because miners wait too long

before securing the roof in their places with timber.
But, while that is true, it is important not to neglect

the haulage and travelingways, or any other place where
danger may lurk. Reducing the accident record of a
mine is a matter that is largely in the hands of the
mine officials. Where accidents at the working face
are minimized, it will also be noticed that accidents
along the haulages and other places are minimized.

Insist on Men Taking Care of Themselves

Of course, accidents will happen in spite of the most
careful vigilance, and under apparently the best of con-

ditions and which cannot be attributed particularly to

anybody's fault. But, where the foreman and other
mine officials properly perform their duties to the men
in their charge and insist on these men protecting them-
selves and their families, it will be noticed that mine
accidents are very nearly a negligible and unavoidable
factor.

The foreman or superintendent of a mine will not fear
being known as "a crank" on timbering where the

results accomplished are satisfactory. I have known
foremen and inspectors to halt a man loading a car of
coal under a dangerous roof condition, and make him
set a post before loading another shovelful of coal,

thereby probably saving the man's life or at least pre-

venting a serious accident.

While a foreman may cause the production of the

mine to fall short a car or two of coal, it is safe to

say that he will regain the loss in a day or so, and that

he will not have to remind the man of a similar danger
when he visits his place in the future. Too much
publicity cannot be given the safety-in-timbering idea,

and the subject should continue to be as new and
fresh in years to come as it is today. We can only

minimize the accident records of the country by con-

stantly reminding mine workers of the dangers to which
they are daily exposed at the working face.

Thomas, W. Va. W. H. NoONE.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Preservation of Mine Timber
How to prolong the life of timber is a question of

the greatest importance in this locality at the present

time, owing to the growing scarcity of timber suitable

for mining purposes. When one considers the rapid

decay of timber in the mine, necessitating a large yearly

consumption in order to keep the mine roads and air-

ways open and the working places in safe condition,

the need of adopting means for preserving mine timber

is clearly evident.

This being the case, allow me to ask for any informa-

tion that Coal Age and its readers can give regarding

the preservation of timber in mine workings and on the

roads, travelingways and air-courses of the mine. In

the experience of readers, what means have been found

most effective for lengthening the life of mine timber?

Can CoaJ Age refer me to any literature on the subject

that goes into detail regarding the method of treating

timber to prolong its life, the equipment necessary for

such treatment and the method to be pursued? Any
information forthcoming along this line will be greatly

appreciated and will doubtless prove of benefit to all.

, Ky. T. L.

The question of protecting and preserving mine tim-

ber is an important one and has been carefully studied

for several years not only by the Forest Service of

the Department of Agriculture, but by mine operators,

builders and contractors, who are large consumers of

timber. In mining operations, it is important to pro-

tect the timber not only from decay, but from destruc-

tion by insects and by fire, as well as providing against

the destructive effects of excessive roof pressure.

The preservation of timber depends very largely,

first, on its being cut in the winter season when the sap

has drained from the wood; and, second, on the later

seasoning of the wood by air-drying. Green timber is

very subject to decay in mines.

Numerous bulletins have been published by the

Forest Service Branch of the U. S. Department of

Agriculture, among which may be mentioned Bulletin

41, "Seasoning of Timber"; Bulletin 107, "The Pres-

ervation of Mine Timbers"; Circular 111, "Prolong the

Life of Mine Timbers." These bulletins state the

causes of the destruction of mine timber and describe

in detail the necessary treatment to prolong its life.

The destructive effects of the different causes are esti-

mated approximately as follows: Decay, 45 per cent.;

crush or squeeze, 35 per cent.; insects, 10 per cent.;

•vaste, 10 per cent.

Peeling the bark of the timber is recommended as a

means of prolonging its life, by lessening the inroads of

insects and fungous growth. Good ventilation is neces-

sary to preserve the life of mine timber. Coating the

timber on shaft bottoms and main haulage roads with

"gunite," a mixture of sand, cement and water, applied

with a cement gun, has been found to afford effective

protection against fire and insects.

Work of Gathering Locomotives
Practically all of the articles and letters published

in Coal Age, concerning the use of gathering locomo-

tives in mines, have failed to give important facts that

mine superintendents and others are anxious to learn

regarding the actual results obtained in the use of this

type of locomotive. For example, it would be interest-

ing to know the number of mine cars hauled, their

weight when loaded, kind of equipment, grade and con-

dition of track, length of haul, and other like data.

It would be interesting to see a discussion started in

Coal Age that would bring out the results obtained in

practice. It can be readily assumed that there are many
readers of the paper who have had practical e.xperienee

in the use of electric mine locomotives for gathering

coal and would be willing to give the results they ob-

tained. It is not sufficient to state, as many do, the

tonnage per mile of haul; but, to make the information

of practical benefit to others, sketches should be given

showing the plan and grade of roads, and the distribu-

tion of the work. The method of handling the loads and
empties, in gathering the cars to make up a trip, should

be described and the number of working places served

by each locomotive given.

Allow me to suggest that a discussion of this kind

would give much valuable information to operators con-

templating the installation of this class of locomotive

and would indirectly benefit many operators of mines

already so equipped, by reason of the friendly criticism

that the discussion would naturally evoke.

Drakesboro, Ky. Mine Engineer.

Coal Age is glad to receive the suggestion of this

correspondent and to present it for the consideration

of readers who are interested in the proposition of the

economical gathering of cars in mines. It is a subject

that has been treated, as stated, in numerous articles

that have appeared from time to time, besides being dis-

cussed in this department. However, the discussion

has dwelt more particularly on the relative advantages

obtained by use of plain and roller-bearing cars.

As remarked by our correspondent, little has been

said in reference to the actual results obtained on

gathering hauls and giving the data required to form
an intelligent judgment of the proposition. It is prob-

able, also, that some of the readers of Coal Age, .who

have developed a more efficient system of accounting,

will be able to give comparative costs per ton-mile of

haul. There should be no reluctance in presenting in-

formation of this kind, as the benefit to be derived is

largely mutual, since the most efficient installation can

generally be modified and improved by comparison with
others, operating under varying conditions.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Miscellaneous Questions

{Answered by Request)

[Below are given several questions taken from mining examina-

tions and sent us by candidates who ask for their solution. As

will be seen one or two of these questions are incapable of solu-

tion on any practical basis and all of them are problems that

should never be asked in a mining examination.—Editor.]

Ques.—Show, by example, the comparison between

fan and furnace ventilation. Assume two shafts 500 ft.

deep ; temperature of the downcast, 60 deg. ; upcast, 200

deg. F. ; barometer, 30 inches.

Ans.—No intelligent answer can be given to this

question. While it is possible to calculate the motive

column produced by the given temperatures in these

two shafts, each 500 ft. deep, assuming a level surface

and seam, and from that result to find the unit pres-

sure or water gage producing the circulation in the

mine, it would not be pos.5ible to establish any basis for

comparing this pressure with that produced by a fan,

the dimensions and speed of which are not given or the

size and length of the mine airways, which determine

the resisting power of the mine and establish the venti-

lating pressure for any given size and speed of fan. The

question is unworthy of further comment.

Ques.—Give the size of two airways whose perimeters

are equal; the area of one being one and one-half times

larger than that of the other.

Ans.—We should be glad to receive a practical solu-

tion of this question. .

Qiies.—The workings of a mine are ventilated with

two splits of air. Split A is 1000 ft. long and is passing

20,000 cu.ft. of air per min., while Split B is 200 ft.

long and passing 14,142.12 cu.ft. per min., the pressure

in each split being 5 lb. per sq.ft. Now, in order to

make each of these airways pass ths same quantity of

air, what should be the area of the regulator opening,

the power remaining constant?

Ans.—The question is a difficult one and should never

be asked in examination. The fact of the power re-

maining constant is immaterial, unless it is desired

to find the quantity of air in circulation after placing

the regulator.

The size of the airways or dimensions of the cross-

section are not given; Ijut it is observed that the ratio

of the perimeter to the cube of the sectional area is the

same in each split, its value being o a' ^5-4-
a).000(>0002 X 1000 X 20,000=) O.OOO625, as cal-

culated from Split A. Split P., 2000 ft. long and passing

14,142.12 cu.ft. per min., will give the same value,

o/a' =- 0.000625.

The placing of the regulator in the shorter split and
arranging the opening so that each split will pass the

same quantity of air will have the effect, the power re-

maining unchanged, to increase the unit pressure in

both splits and decrease the total circulation of air in

the two splits. Then, since the quantity passing in each

split and the unit pressure for each split is the same,

it is possible to find the area of opening in the regu-

lator that will make the sum of the pressure due to the

regulator and the natural pressure in that split, equal

to the natural pressure in the open split.

Without showing the development of the formula,

which is complicated, and indicating the respsctive

lengths, perimeters and areas of the two splits by l„

o,, a,; and /, o„ a,., we have

hoj, 37.3
_ 3 "T

a2 tti^
'^ A-

Then, substituting the value o/a' = 0.000625 and

.solvinT with respect to A, we have, for the area of opsn-

ing in the regulator,
'~

^ I

37.3

\' 0.000625(^2 - ?.) \ 0.625

—Take a pound of ice at zero (Fahr.) and

A = 6.14 sq.ft.

gradually convert it into a pound of steam at 212 deg. F.

Show the amount of heat absorbed in the various stages

in passing from ice at zero to steam at 212 deg. F.

Ans.—Taking the specific heat of ice as 0.463, the

heat absorbed per pound when its temperature rises

from zero to 32 deg. F., is 32 X 0.463 = 14.8 B.t.u.

Any further addition of heat causes the ice to melt.

The change of a solid into liquid is always accom-

panied with absorption of heat, which becomes latent

in the liquid. There is no change in temperature. The

heat absorbed when ice melts is called the "latent heat

or fusion" and is 144 B.t.u.

The next stage, caused by the further addition of

heat, raises the temperature of the water from 32 deg.

to 212 deg. F. This rise in temperature is accom-

panied with an absorption of sensible heat and is ap-

proximately 212 — 32 ^= 180 B.t.u. Again, the further

addition of heat to the water at 212 deg. F. converts

the water into steam. The change of a liquid into a

vapor is always accompanied with an absorption of heat,

which becomes latent in the vapor, and is called the

"latent heat of vaporization." There is no change in

temperature, but the amount of heat absorbed per

pound of water vaporized is 970.4 B.t.u.

[Note—The foregoing question assumes a knowledge

of data that the average candidate in examination will

not be able to recall and should not be required to retain

in his memory. The problem is one that intelligent

mining men should be able to solve when the necessary

data are at hand; but if such a question is asked in

examination, the candidate should be permitted the free

use of a textbook such as would be available for his

u:;e i.i hs diiMy practice.
1
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Alarming Shortage of Coal in Europe
Shortage of Fuel Prevalent with Probability of a Still More Serious

Deficiency Unless United States Exports More Coal—Labor

Unrest Responsible for Lowered Production

It has usually been thought that with
the coming of peace, despite the appalling
destruction of French collieries, the difR-
culty of Europe supplying itself with coal
would pass away. The destroyed mines of
Prance produced 20 million metric tons
(of 2205 lb.) in 1913 and at least two-
thirds of the destruction by the Germans
was systematic and wanton, without mili-
tary necessity. But even this enormous
loss of coal-producing capacity represented
only 3 per cent, of the total production o'
Europe—in 1913, 730 million metric tons

—

so has a relatively small effect on European
coal supplies as a whole ; there are other
greater factors in tlie deficiency of pro-
duction. George S. Rice, chief minirg
engineer of the Bureau of Mines, Depart-
ment of the Interior, who has just re-
turned from an extended mining investiga-
tion in France, Belgium, Great Britain, the
Rhine Valley and the Saar districts, re-
ports to Director Van H. Manning that
the shortage of fuel th.iT i)rr-\-ail. d during
the war continues and ili.ii is ]it --l>.il-iility

of a still more serious ^i. lii i. n, \- unless
the United S*ates can rom. tn t'\.' rescue
by an extensive program of exporting.

Mr. Rice finds that while there was vir-
tually no destruction of the Belgian coal
mines, of which the Germans evidently
expected to retain possession, that Silesian.
Polish and the Bohemian mining districts
have been, and sf 1 are, affected by the
military fighting i nd undoubtedly their
coal production wili puffer ; but most im-
portant of all effects on production in
Europe is that of the general unrest of
labor and changes in labor conditions
which have brought about serious lessen-
ing of coal production. The cost of pro-
duction is from 7.^ to 150 per cent, greater
than in 1913. in the various countries, ow-
ing to tremendous increases in labor and
material. In most countries the wages of
miners have more than doubled The
miners are demanding and undouh'edly
will receive betterment of living conditions
which the miners claimed were vrry bad
in many mining towns. These factors go
to make increasing cost of fuel, wh'ch in
turn will make increasing cost of trans-
portation and manufacturing and cause
readjustments in commercial competition
between different countries.

In .Se 118 Straits for Coal SnppUes

Perhaps the most serious changes, be-
cause of the magnitude of the British coal
industfy. are those taking place in Great
Britain, which in 1913 produced 287 million
long tons (2240 lb.). Great Britain ha-
always been the largest coal-exporting
nation of the world. In 1913 it exported 77
million long tons.
The seriousness of the conditions are

strikingly set forth in the statement re-
ported in the Times (London) of June 5.
1919, as follow.s: "Sir .Auckland Geddes
called attention in the House of Commons
yesterday to the serious position of the
nation's coal supplies. The output in the
year beginning July 16 next, when the
miners' working day is to be shortened
will he about 70 million tons less than that
of 1913, and the deflciencv on working
about £4(!,fiO0,00n, This will mean an in-
crease of 4s 6d ($1.0G) per ton to the
consumer, or a burden on the taxpayer."

In the statement "deficiency on work-
ing £46.600,000," refers to the total ad-
ditional cost of the ye,ir's production due
to the shortening of hours of labor and
Increase in wages which under the Coal
Control Act would be borne bv the Gov-

ernment or else by the consumer through
a raise in the price of coal.

This situation results from l;he so-called
Sankey award, which was a report of a
Parliamentary Committee called "The Coal
Industry Commission," headed by Justice
Sankey, The findings of this committee,
the Government announced, would be put
into effect by the Government. The chief
feature of the Sankey report, which be-
came effective July 16, 1919, is the reduc-
tion in the hours of labor underground
from eight to seven hours and "subject to
the economic position of the industry at
the end of 1920, the hours of labor under-
ground to be reduced to six." These times
are exclusive of the average time of lower-
ing and raising the workman, but include
the time he will take in traveling to and
from his working place. The mine owners
contend that with the seven-hour working
day there would be less than six hours'
effective work.

Sir Richard Redmayne, chief inspector of
mines, testified that, in his opinion, the ef-

fect of the reduction of one hour would
decrease the production about 10 per cent.,

and on this basis estimated the output for
1919 would be 230 million tons (of 2240
lb.) and for the year 1920, 217 million tons,
or a reduction of 70 million tons front the
output of 1913,

British Exports in 1913

The total British exports in 1913 were
77 million tons. If the restrictions in the
consumption of coal are removed on the
basis of internal consumption of 1913. this
would leave but 7 million tons for export.
As France, Italy, Sweden. Norway and
Spain have largely been dependent on
Great Britain for fuel, it can be realized
that the situation is a s^ious one apart
from England's loss of practically its only
raw product export.

Tlie Sankey report calls for an increa-s-
of wages for adults of 2 shillings (46c)
per shift. The report expresses the hope
that through economies in production, in-
cluding the most extensive use of ma-
chinery underground, the cost to the con-
sumer will not be increased. Neverthe-
less, the general opinion of mine owners,
manufacturers and others is that the price
of coal on the markets must rise when
the Sankey report becomes effective.
The Conimission proposes continuation

of the Coal Mines Control Agreement Act
of 1918, which determines minimum wages,
maximum profits and market prices of
coal for internal consumption and ship-
ments to Allies.
The Cardiff price ciuotatlons fob. on

May 29. for the best steam (Admiralty)
coal were: for the .\llied nations. 40s.
($9,20) ; Spain and South .America, 50s,
($11.50): and other countries, 75s ($17 25),
for ordinary coal, 37s. ($8.51). 45s. ($10.35),
and 70s. ($16.10). respectively. For coke-
oven coke, the prices were respectivelv
54-6 ($12.54). 65s. ($14.95) and 65s.
($14.95). These figures are about dou'^le
pre-war figures ; for example, the prices
for Welsh coal Jan, 1, 1914. f.o.b. Cardiff
were: Best steam 21s ($5.72): bitumi-
nous coal. 15s. 9d. ($3.90) ; coke, 28s,
($8.05),
One of the features on which much evi-

dence was brought out by the Comm'ss'on
was the reduction in the output per under-
ground man pfr shift. The nuiput in 1913
was one ton per shift and in 1915, 1.02;
but since that time it lias shown a steady
decrease, and for the first 20 weeks in
1919 dropped to 0.89 ton per shift, while
the absenteeism had beer 10,7 in 1913, 8,9

in 1917, and has now risen to 13 per cent.
The owners are also seriously disturbed
by the proposal of the Commission to re-
strict their maximum profits to one shilling
twopence (25c.) per ton. which in many
cases would represent a reduction of 40 to
50 per cent, from pre-war figures and
would correspondingly affect mining shares
marketed.

Since the Sankey report the Commission
has been hearing evidence on the pro-
posed nationalization of the industry, which
is favored by the miners, but the owners
and manufacturing interests bitterly oppose
this plan on the ground that the Govern-
ment agencies could not conduct the busi-
ness economically.

Coal Situation In France
The consumption in France before the

war was 62 million metric tons (of 2005
ll3.). and the i)roduction 41 million tons.
She imported 18,693,000 tons of coal, 3,-

010,000 tons of coke and 1.086,000 tons of
briquets. Exports were 1.742,000 tons of
coal, coke and briquets, the total fuel im-
ports exceeding the exports to the amount
of 21 million tons.
The destroyed mines in the Nord-Pas de

Calais field produced 20 million tons, so
that if the consumption of France within
the pre-war boundaries were the same now
as it was then, there would be a dificit of
41 million tons. It is, of course, probable
that the consumption within this terri-
tory T\-ill not be as large for some years
as so many manufactories in the North of
Fraroe were destroyed, including steel
works which produced in 1913, 3,336 Oil i

tons of iron. On the other hand, during
the war, to provide essential materials, it
was necessary to make extensions and
erect new plants in central and southern
France. Many of these plants maufactur-
ing essentials will continue to operate and
will require coal.
The taliing over by France of its former

provinces of Alsace and Lorraine, and its
occupation of the Saar district, has mate-
rially altered the fuel needs. The Saar in
1913 produced 17,500,000 tons, but the
labor situation has lowered the production
to the rate of about 12 million tons. Doubt-
less this output will be increased, but a
large proportion of the coal is absorbed
locally in the industries of Alsace and
southern Germany so that the loss of the
coal in the Nord-^as d- Calais district
will not be made good
By forcing the production during the

war in the St. Ettiene and other small
fields of France by concentration of miners
in these fields, temporarily, the production
was increased according to published state-
ments attributed to M. Locheur. who has
been in charge of the internal affairs of
France. Estimates of coal production for
the coming year were 28 million tons to
38 million tons, but owing to the short-
ness of hours and labor unrest the produc-
tion may fall below 20 million tons, which
was the output of the undestroyed mines
before the war.

It is estimated by the French engineers
and from the observations made by Mr.
Rice, which are probably correct, that if

will take from two to five years to restore
the broken shaft linings, which pass
through the water-bearing strata, fissured
chalks and marls overlying the coal meas-
ures and to unwater the mines and re-
build the surface plants, and it will take
ten years to completely restore the pro-
dtiction rate of these mines. A single in-
stance may be cited— the Courrieres mines,
in which the engineers estimate there were
20 million cubic meters of water. This
water drained in through the destroyed
shaft linings and in addition was ditched
in from surface ponds by the Germans.

In 1913 France imported from Great
Britain 12.776.000 tons of coal.

Coal Situation in Belginm
Contrary to the general impression, the

coal mines of Belgium were not destroyed
by the Germans. The misapprehension
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doubtless arises because the Germans dirt

destroy industrial plants, especially iron
and steel, in the vicinity of the coal basins.
This destruction was so extensive that it

was stated by the King o£ Belgium in

March that there were 950,000 men out
of employment. Evidently Germany ex-
pected until the Ir.st few months of the war
to retain Belgium. It may or may not
haw *"-!! t:ie r intention when they knew
that they would lose Belgium to destroy
coal mines wantonly as they did in France.
President Wilson's notification advising the
Germans that punishment would be visited
on them if there were destruction of a
non-military character may have saved the
Belgian mines, so some of the owners
stated to Mr. Rice.

During the war Belgian mines were
operated by the owners' representatives
under military control of shipments. The
following table shows the decrease in the
number of workers and the production in
the course of the war. It is interesting to
note the reduction in the yearly output per
man below that of 1913.

Xumber Production Yearly
of (Mctrii- Output

Year Workers Tons) per Man
1913 145,337 22,841.590 157
1914 129,157 16,714.050 130
1915 123,805 14,177,500 114
1916 126,092 16,862.870 134
1917 111,695 14,919,700 133
1918 110,110 13,821.930 125

Since the retreat of the Germany army
and the armistice, the labor conditions in
Belgium have been unsettled and there is

a shortage of miners. Some liave not re-
turn e ' from the armv ; doubtless many were
killed and wounded in the war; others,
driven away by the first advance of the
G'ermans, have engaged in new occupations.
The miners have also been unsettled, with
the result that they have not worked with
their former efficiency. It was thought
that the men in idleness in the industrial
belt would seek work in the mines, but
they do not wish that kind of work and
are not forced to take it so long as the
Belgian Government provides them with
food. On the other hand, the mine owners
have not apparently made much effort to
hire men who have not been miners previ-
ously, as they consider that i-iexperienco'l
men or men without early training cp-
become miners under the difficult under-
ground conditions in Belgium.
The outlook for immediate improvement

in production is not hopeful, although there
will be some increase. The deficiency in
the output from pre-war conditions
amounts to 9 million tons. In 1913 Bel-
gium consumed 4 million tons more than
it n-dduced. the deficit being met by im-
ports from Germany and Great Britain.
Therefore, the total deficiercy on a 191'
bas's of consumption in Belgium is about
13 million tons.

Coal Sitaation in Italy

Of the great allied nations, Italy is in
the worst situation as regards fuel. In
1913 it produced hut 773.000 tons of coal
and imported in that year from Great
Britain 10 million tons of coal, coke and
briquets. During the war its output of
low grade anthracite and lignite was in-
creased to a couple of million tons, but at
high cost, to take care of the shortage of
import coal.

Coal Sitnatioii in »
Enro

Hi Countrie of

Spain produced before the war a little
over 4 million tons of coal yearly and is
said to have increased its output materially
during the war. In 1913 it imported from
Great Britain 3.649 000 tons. Its natural
re.sourcis are limited, and if must continue
to import a large proportion of coal for
Its consumption.

Holland produced 2, 06,5, 000 tons in 1913
but Imported about 12 million tons, of
which 2.018.000 tons came from Great
Britain, the bala'^ce chiefly coming from
Germany. N'orw.ay. Sweden and Denmark
produce a negligible quantity of coal, as
Is also the case In .Switzerland, which was
supplied from Germany, The former coun-
tries imported from Great Britain in 1913
as follows:

Metric Tons
Nor»ay 2,298,000
Sweden 4,563,000
Denmark 3,034,000

Total 9,895,000

German Coal SItnatlon
The former German Empire was a close

second In coal output to Gr-at Britain,
producing in 1913' Bituminous coal. 190.-
109.000 tons; llgnlti- (brown coal). 87.233.-
000 tor's. The largest part of the produc-
tion was from the Westphalia or Ruhr
field in 1913—114,487.000 metric tons

—

Foreign Coal Trade
Opportunities

A South African electrical power
company wishes to purchase the best
grades of anthracite coal. Quota-
tions should be given f.ob. Ameri-
can port or c.i.f. South African
port. Reference. Further details
may be obtained from the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
Washington, D. C., or any of its

branches, by referring to File No.
29,899.

The manager of an import house
in England desires to become tne
representative of an American coal-
exporting company interested in ex-
port trade. Refer to File No. 29.923.

A mechanical engineer, graduate of
an American university, will be in

America to secure commission or
consignment contracts for sale in

Belgium of coal. Refer to FHe No.
29,94.5,

which Germany retains unaer t-ne peace
terms. Upper Silesia, which has been de-

tached from Germany, produced 49 millio.i

tons of bituminous coal, and the Saar
basin about 17 million tons. The new
German Republic will have approximate...
a yearly production, based on pre-war ca-
pacities, of about 124 million tons O-

bituminous coal and about 9U million ton3
of brown lignite.

Westphalia produced the bulk of the

coke of the former German Empire, anu
this was vital for obtaining the great out-

puts of blast-furnace iron and steel In the

plants of the Rhine valley. There was
also sufficient surplus coal and coke to senU
large amounts to Belgium. Holland and
France. But in March, 1919. the Germa..
coal owners in a conference with the allien

at Cologne, which Mr. Rice attended, de-

clared that owing to the labor unrest and
weakened condition from lack of food the..'

had no coal to export over that already
going to the "occupied" zones in the Rhine
valley. Undoubtedly, the recovery oi

production in the Westphalian fields will

be rapid—perhaps more rapid than that

in any other country. Although labor has
shown some unrest, it is probable that

the miner, because of habit and traditions,

will be more ready to settle down with
some improvement in wages.
The Ruhr field is capable of more ex-

pansion in output than perhaps any other
European coal field, but several years al

least must pass before production can be
larger than it was before the war. The
brown lignite field near Cologne can easily

increase its output. The beds are very
thick, attaining in one place a thickness

of lignite tree from shale partings of over
300 ft. It is very poor fuel as mined,
containing 60 per cent, moisture, but when
dried it can be briquetted without binder.

The briqui-ts stand weathering. The out-

put of this field has increased during the

war from 20 million tons to 27 million

tons of coal, including 6 million tons of

briquets.
The Ruhr field will be called upon to

supply Holland and France with large

amounts of bituminous coal and coke, and
it is probable that exports to France
will be compelled by the necessity of ob-

taining minnette ore from France tor the

Ruhr iron furnaces. The German Empire
in 1913 used 47 million tons of iron

ore; of this only 7,472.000 was produced
in Germany proper, including Silesia, which
has its own blast furnaces. Former Ger-
man Lorraine supplied 21 million tons;
Luxemburg supplied 7 million tons of min-
nette ore, and 3.311,000 tons of minnette
ore were imported from French Lorraine

;

the remainder was imported from Spain,

Sweden and other countries. Then Ger-
many used about 25 million tons of

minnette ore from present French terri-

tory. Consequently. Germany will serve
its own Interest by supplying coal to

France to the limit of its capacity.
Political and industrial conditions in

Russia, Au.stria and Poland are still so

complicated th,at discussion of future sup-

plies of fuel is not justifiable. The most
important coal field is that of Uppfr
Silesia, which is now largely included In

Poland the southern margin formerly be-
longing to Austria being in controversy

;

the eastern part, formerly in Russian
Poland. Is now Included In Polish territory

80 that Poland is In a strategic position

as regards coal supply. Russia has other
important fields, but has not supplied
enough coal for its own con.^uniii' ion. Great
Britain formerly furnishing 6.000.000 tons
annually to northern Russia.

Summary of Situation

Western and southern Europe is badly
in need of coal. The deficiencies 'n the
several countries were supplied by Great
Britain, which now faces a loss of its

export business through reduction in its

coal production. On a pre-war basis of
consumption the following tabular state-

ment gives the deficiency in the various
countries in Western and northern Europe
which must be met by imports:

Long Tons

France 20,000,000
Spain 3,650,000
Italy .'.... v.' .'..' 9,650,000
Holland (other tlian supplies from Ger-
many) . 2,010,000

Sweden 4,560,000

Portugal
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 1,360,000

Norwty 2,300,000

Mediterranean countries (other than
Italy) 3,500,000

Denmark'. 3,030,000

Total 50,060,000

In 1913 Great Britain supplied 31,000,000

tons to North Europe, 32,000,000 tons to

Fiance and South Europe ; that is, 63,-

000,000 tons to the above named countries

and others in Europe, in addition to which
about 9 000.000 tons was sent to South
America and 5.000,000 tons to other parts

of the world. ^ ., , tu„
If the statements made before the

Parliamentary Commission are correct,

from the most favorable point of view,

as estimated by Sir Richard Redmayne,
conditioned on maintaining of war-time
restrictions on domestic consumption. Great
Britain will be able to supply only 23.000,-

Ono tons of coal for export during the coiti-

ing year, dating from July 16. If. on the

other hand, the domestic consumption was
on a pre-war basis, there would be but

7 million tons available. But. on the basis

of Sir Redmaye's flgureg. if all the coal

were shipped to western and southern

Europe, there would be a deficiency of

over 25 000,000 tons without considering

the 14.000.000 tons that Great Britain, m
1913 supplied for other parts of the world.

There is thus a total deficit of approxi-

mately 40,000,000 tons which, if it is to

be supplied at all, can be supplied by
America only, on the assumption that

Westphalia and Belgium are unable to

materially increase production for several

vears At best there is evidently a large

amount of coal that the United States

could and should supply to relieve the

situation in Europe and in .South America,
now that there is likely to be enough ship-

ping flying the American flag to take
care of' the business

Coal Mining Industry of Belgium

During War Period

The region about Charleroi. in southern

Belgium, is one of the most important in-

dustrial regions of the country, the chief

interests being those connected with coal

mining; coke, iron, and steel plants; glass

factories; and quarries. Coal mining in

the Charleroi district continued through-

out the war with production diminish d

all the way from 10 to 50 per cent. Manv
miners left this region during the war to

live in west, in r.rlqium, as it was possible

in the lati.i- s.^im.ti to engage in agricul-

ture to soin. . \ii Ml ;iiid thus obtain betlei;

food Tho.-^.' r.in.iining in the Charleroi

district had almost no bread during tpany
months of 1916 and 1917, and they ate

beet root (betteraves) as a substifufe In

the third district (arrondissement) of the

Charleroi section, the average monthly pro-

duction of coal in 1913 w.as 299.580 metric

tons during 552,459 working days tor 22,-

365 workmen, 16.587 being In the mines
and 5778 on the surface. The i)roduclion

of coal. In metric tons, for the last three

months of the year 1918 was as fol'""'?;

October, 181.805 tons: November. 39,174

tons; and December, 150,280 tons.

There are 39 coal mines in the vicinity

of Charleroi. The IlouilliSres Unies du
Bassin de Charleroi a Gilly. whose condi-

tion represents In general that of all coal

mines at Charleroi, Is now employing about
2800 men at its 12 shafts. In 1913 this

company had a force of some 5600 men.
The present production is practically one-
half of the normal amount.
The mines of Belgium in general formed

an exception among Belgian industries dur-
ing the war. They continued their activity

throughout the war, with a gradual de-
crease from year to year of from S to 9

per cent. In production. The following
table shows in detail Belgium's war-time
production of coal In metric tons of 2,204.6
lb and the number of workmen employed
during the war:
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Districts 1913 1914
Production

Couchant de Mons 4,406,550 3,578.810
Centre 3,458,640 2,701,550
Charleroi 8,148,020 5,764,410
Namur 829,900 534.180
Liege 5,998.480 4,135,070

Total 22,841.590 16,714.020

Workm'jn
Couchant de Mons 32.287 30.974
Centre 21,876 21,061
Charleroi 47.963 43,153
Namur 4.779 3,841
Liege 38,432 30,128

Total 145,337 129,157

* Provisional figures.

1915
iletr

3,310,200
2.573,430
3.875,690
410,660

4,007,520

1916
Tons
3,705,540
3,212,850
5,223,970
497,150

4,223.350

1918

3,869,680
2,785.400
4.671,240
427.870

3,281,721
2,559,615
4,493,628
374,440

3,112,530

14,177.500 16,862,870 14.9J9.700 13,821,934

28,096
40,445
22,667
3,045

29,553

28,077
38,427
23,233
3,552

32,803

30,610
32,265
20,644

29,074
32,691
20,269
2,953

25,125

123,806 126,092 110,1 12

Coal Situation in Germany

In a rather pessimistic review of the
present position of the German coal indus-
try, the Frankfurter Zeitung bewails the
fact that while the output in the year 1915
totalled 146.867,563 tons, Germany is now
to lose her coalfields in Upper Silesia, while
the Saar and Aix-la-Chapelle regions will
remain outside her sphere of control. In
the same year. 1915. the output in Upper
Silesia was 38,106.787 tons, in the Saar
region 10,345,417 tons, and in the Aix-la-
Chapelle coalfield 2.251,260, or a total of
.^0.703.464 tons, that is, 34.4 per cent, of
the total German output. She is therefore
left with an output of 96,164.099, but even
this figure requires considerable modifica-
tions. The conditions of production have
greatly changed since 1915. The average
daily dispatch of trucks in Rhenish West-

peace time (1913) was 32,000;> !"!•>, after an improvement
n~ •• • IS only 16,000.

lining coal output may,
!• < ii.iiily be placed at not
,.".MMu,uiJu tons. Of this quan-

s for a period of ten years to
"1,600,000 tons to

phal
in Fel.n
in contii

Germ.:
theret'.i

.

more tii.

tity she
be compelled to deliver
Fiance, 6.000,000 tons to Italy, 8,000,000
ions f.. r:..l£;ium. 1,500,000 tons to Luxem-
burg;. Ml- ;, i„tal of 37.100.000 tons, leaving

I'"
1 ' •"" necessities 22,900.000 tons of

'" ' ""' il The total export in 1911
"„''',.'"'''"'''> tons out of a total outputotloS 117,500 tons. Tims, with an out-
put only one-third as large, she is to ex-
port 20 per cent. more.

Tlii,- (l.us :.,, , -j,i;,i,.i,. the chapter of
11' r iliili.nli h >- h.i- ,., i.ii cent, of her coal
'-"'!": I- '" i' 'I. h\.r.<i at prices fi-ied
f\rlns,v. ly li>- .1,,. \-i,.ii,,-.s. Three-fourths
ol her coal output instead of helping to res-
cue her from her economic distress will
thus be excluded from contributing to her
profits.

—

Iron and Coal Tradr Rrrirv:

Yorkshire Coal Trade

^r
The following review of the coal trade iniorkshire appeared in The Yorkshire Post

under date of June 3, 1919: "In the coal
trade circles in Yorkshire, the outlook in
the export trade continues to be the mainnem of interest. A week ago there was
a hint as to expected concessions, based on
the knowledge that the Coal Controller was
reviewing the situation in this department.
.Sin. . til. n til.- .<..uth Yorkshire Supplies
' ii'd an intimation that

''A may resume export
IS from June 2, condi-

';; J demands being met.
ill.- jiggi.gtite tunount allowed per month
is only some 25.000 long tons of large coaland 8000 tons of slack, and this quantitv
has been apportioned in varying amounts
to South Yorkshire colleries. It is not
anticipated that the condition as to home
requirements will nullify the concession for
as coiTiparpd with I he total monthly output
,^°JS„^°""^ Yorkshire pits the allocation of
33,000 tons for export is as a drop in the
ocean.

-rii.. .i.i.iio of tfig controller's decision as'"
I 'Uthern portion of the county
"11 the Yorkshire Coal E.x"-

'
'

• 'lis this afternoon, and there
v., ,.,,..,,,,,-,, .ii.s inquiries as to the positionm West iorkshire. Although there was
no definite information on the point col-
lieries in West Yorkshire may expect to
hear something in the course of a dav or
so. Coal for export from this area is to
be available to the extent of 15.000 tons
of large descriptions and 8000 tons of
smalls per month, and collieries are now
being allocated their due share.

"The saine condition as to home supplies
obtains, but here again no diflicultv is
anticipated of collieries being unable 'otake full advantage of the concession

Under date of July 4 The Colliery Guar-
dian reviews the market situation in E'lg-
land as follows: "The recent spell of cold
weather has considerably checked the po--
sibilities of landing any conside-able
amount of stock coal at the various Lon-
don depots. I Supplies are coming forward
in better tonnage, but are inadequate to the
demand. The coal market at Cardiff
fiuctuates considerably as the result of
labor and other difficulties, causing a de-
crease in production. The Newcastle coal
market is very dull. Local ship owners
complain of the diversion of coal vessels
for the Spanish ore trade, while the Tyne
tonnage market is extremely congested
There is a fairly good sttpply of coal for
home purposes in Yorkshire, and the re-
quirements may be met so far as summer
buyers '"••e concerned, but there is little
over for the greater consumption of winter."

Reduction in Rates on Coal to

South American Ports

The shipping Board has announced that
effective Tuesday, July 15. 1919, a reduc-
tion of S2 .50 per ton was made in the
present rates on coal to South Atnerican
ports. The following is the new schedule:

Daily

To

Daily
Dis-

Per charge. Per

16.00 1.000

Ton Tons Ton
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil $17 00
Santos, Brazil $18.50 600 17,00
Rio Grande do Sul.. , 19.50 500
Bahia and Pernam-

buco, Brazil 16.00 500
Montevideo, Uruguay 1 7 . 00
Buenos -Aires, -Argen-

tina 17.00 750 16.00 1.000
La Plata, -Argentina. 17.00 750 16.00 1,000
Rosario 19.00 750
Bahia Blanca 17.50 1,000
Punta -Arenas 32.50 500
West Coast of South -America:

Coal 14.00 750
Coke 21.00 525

-All of the foregoing is subject to ISTl
tons guaranteed daily loading except '"oke
for AVest Coast 800 tons guaranteed da'ly
loading.

Miscellaneous Notes

Coal is found in various parts of Siljeria,
and the rise in the price of wood has led to
the exploitation of the mid-Siberian fields.
Rich coal beds exist on the Island of Sa':.-
halin and along the Pacific coast. De-
posits of iron ore are found near coal field;
in the mouTitainous districts, but are wait-
ing proper transportation facilities for their
profitable exploitation.

The regulations heretofore in force gov-
erning shipments of coal and coke to
Scantlinavia and Holland have been re-
scinded and W. T. B. R. 735, issued May

Exports of Coal and Coke
During May, 1919

(Compiled by Bu -eau of Foreigi
Commerce)

and Domestii

Bitumin-
ous. Cok,-
Tons Toni

and New Hamp-

Massachusetts

.

Meanwhile, there is a steady inquiry for
all descriptions of fuel, and although the
continued spell of warm weather has pro-
duced a summer business in the house
coal trade, merchants find that they are
able to dispose of all .supplies that come
to hand. The question of reserve stocks is

becoming increasingly important, and mer-
chants are being urged to do their utmost
in the matter. Their position, however, i;
by no means an enviable one, for the
greatest difficulty is the persistency with
which output is kept at a low level by
the miners. Lentil this improves it is im-
possible to say how the accumulation o'
stocks can proceed in a satisfactory man-
ner. The view is expressed that the situ-
ation must inevitably react upon the export
trade."

St. LawTence
Rochester
Buffalo
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COAL AND
'<^COKE NEWS

Harrisburg, Penn.

Action by Governor William C. Sproul
upon the Smith Bill, establishing a bureau
ot rehabiUtation for persons injured in in-

dustry is expected this month and steps to
begin the survey required by the provisions
of the bill will be taken immediately by
the State Department ot Labor. The new
bureau will be un<Jer that department and
the idea is to supplement first the informa-
tion gained in the last two years relative
to the character and number of injuries in
various industries, including coal mines
and, second, the experience of the State
Workmen's Compensation Board, by new
surveys which will include the periods of
greatest activity during the war. The bene-
fit of the bill is limited to persons residing
in this state and injured in Pennsylvania
industries, and provides for special training
to fit men for various occupations where
their disabilities would unfit them for work.

The recent enforcement of the statute
prohibiting the employment of boys under
16 years of age in anthracite breakers, is
proving a boon to old men. As several
hundred boys have been laid oft, there is

a marked shortage of slate pickers, jig
operators, chute tenders and oilers. To fill tlie

places made vacant by the boys, under the
legal age, the companies ha\e found it nec-
essary to take on men well advanced in
years. The aged men are now able to earn
from $12 to J16 per week, greater compen-
sation than received six years ago for
mining coal.

Charleston, W. Va.
Ground lost during the week of the

Fourth had been to some extent regained
by July 12 though not to as great an ex-
tent as would have been the case had
miners shown a little more celerity in re-
turning to duty after their holiday. The
second week of tlie month wa.s about half
over before there was anything like a full

complement of miners in any mine and
while production was in excess of that for
the previous week it was still short of the
final week of June. If the mines in the
central southern section of the state did not
reach the maximum production it was more
because of labor shortage than due to any
lack of cars, for empties furnished to the
mines were entirely sufficient for all load-
ing purposes. In addition to labor shortage
an embargo still in force on July 17 on
shipments from the high volatile fields to
tidewater was instrumental in retarding a
large production ; the embargo, however,
did not interfere with tlie shipments of
smokeless coal to tidewater.

What was giving smokeless producers
more concern than anything else was the
navy reciuisitioning order which threatens,
if carried out to the letter, to cause a
shortage of smokeless coal in the markets.
At the present time it is impossible to se-
cure West Virginia smokeless coal in all
markets, because of the heavy shipment of
such coal to tidewater ports for export in
an effort to make up for the diflcit brought
about in June by the Norfolk & Western
tieup. Furthermore, during the week New
River was showing further advances in
price and was quoted at Sfi.OO a ton at
tidewater. It is estimated that the amount
of coal produced in this section the latter
part of the week brought the output up to
about 70 per cent, in the Kanawha and
New River fields.

There was a much increased demand for
steam coal during the we.k. but little of
such coal was being sold under contract,
producers being unwilling to tie themselves
up in contracts and buyers postponing
definite action in the hope that they might
be able to secure better prices later on In
the season. With an improved demand for
mine-run, slack Is not so sluggish as It
was. that condition being due In part to
renewed activities at cement plants In the
east. The second week of July also brought
a better demand for byproduct coal as well

as for splint lump for domestic purposes.
Despite the fact that prices for mine-run
have advanced, a large number ot pro-
ducers are still slow about resuming opera-
tions, especially those whose mines have no
screening equipment.

There were three reasons for an even
greater call for Xew River smokeless dur-
ing the first half of July than in previous
weeks. In the first place there was a
shortage of smokeless delivered at tide-
water ; then the holiday of the first week
of July had shortened the supply mined
and shipped, and finally there was an even
more pronounced demand from foreign buy-
ers. Lack of agreement as to the new
wage scale is tending to create a spirit of
indifference in the field which of course is

having its effect on production. There have
been further advances in New River smoke-
less and the price of that coal at tidewater
now is $6. no a ton. A small proportion of
the total production of the field is going
to western markets.

There was a gradual improvement in
the labor situation in the Kanawha dis-
trict during the week ended July 12, al-
though a shortage of miners following the
July Fourth holiday apparently extended
over into the following week. ' By speeding
up operations during the latter part of the
week it was found possible to get out a
tonnage equal to about 70 per cent, ot ca-
pacity or some 140,000 tons. The run of
empties throughout the week was entirely
satisfactory. Increased demand for coals
which have been rather inactive was also
in evidence, more especially steam coal, it

being apparent that indsutrial consumers
were beginning to realize the necessity of
arranging for a supply of fuel for present
and future needs. Nevertheless large
buyers are somewhat backward about con-
tracting for a future supply. Producers
apparently are content to rest on their
oars and await developments before enter-
ing into contracts, believing that prices
will reach a much higher level. There is

a better market both in the East and in
the West for mine-run and slack steam
coal, though eastern markets are consum-
ing much the larger quantity of such coal.
Sales of domestic splint lump are also
heavier. Gas and byproducts are also in
more regular demand just at present. Pro-
duction in the district would have been
somewhat heavier but for the tidewater
embargo already referred to.

Fairmont, W. Va.
All conditions in the Fairmont and other

fields in northern West Virginia were con-
ducive to heavy mining, loading and shij)-
ment of coal from such fields throughout
the week ending July 12. up until the last
day or two of the week when shipments
slumped somewhat. In fact during the
first three days of the week more coal was
mined and shipped at least from some
parts of northern West Virginia than at
any time during 1!I19. During this time
loading out of the Fairmont field was over
liou cars a day. This was made possible
not only by a sustained supply of cars and
reasonably prompt placements, but also
to an enlarged market for northern West
Virginia coal, especially among the larger
industrLil concerns of the East, steam,
mine-run and slack benefiting by the in-
creased demand. While that kind ot coal
was also moving to western markets in
somewh,at larger quantities than during
earlier weeks, yet the volume was far. from
being as large as eastern shipments, the
western market being somewhat more
sporadic. Increasing shipments to Curtis
Bay reflected a somewhat heavier export
business than had been obtained in earlier
weeks, although such business has been
Steadily growing during the last month or
two. The early part of the second week
of July also brought further orders for
Lake shipment so that shipments to Lake
ports increased in volume though still far
Ill-low what used to be considered normal.
There is not much prospect of an extensive
development of LiOke business, however.

until there is heavier consumption at up-
per Lake docks and until there is some
adjustment of present rates. The car sup-
ply on the last day of the week was some-
what short, but it was believed tliat by the
following Monday there would be an ample
supply on hand. A few mines found it

necessary to shut down because of such
a shortage. With an enlarged market for
coal however, the number of idle mines
had been much reduced.

Williamson, W. Va.

Ground lost during the week of July 5,

when production in the Pocahontas field
dropped to 237,000 tons, was completely
regained during the following week when
production reached 342.000 tons—another
high level. This gain of 105,000 tons was
attributable to longer working hours and
an increased number of miners at W'ork,
the number of hours worked having been
increased from 3147 to 4248. Production
rapidly increasing, production losses were
cut down until they were almost negligible ;

amounting in all to only 37,651 tons or abotit
half the loss of the previous week. There
was a slight increase in the car shortage
loss while, on the other hand, there was
a material reduction in the labor shortage
loss from 46,000 to 16,000 tons. Mine dis-
ability losses were doubled, but those from
other causes were wiped out altogether. It
is simply a question of mining, loading, and
transporting Pocahontas coal now since the
market is more than sufficient to absorb the
entire output. Coke production showed a
gain during the week, being 7690 tons—still

far below normal.
Serious interruption to coal transporta-

tion was one of the consequenes of a heavy
storm in southern West Virginia which
washed out numerous stretches of tr,ack
on the Virginian Ky., particularly between
Mullens and Maben, in one place 2500 ft.

of track lx;ing washed away. The numer-
ous washouts made it, of course, impossible
to operate coal trains between Deepwater
(the junction point with the Chesapeake &
Ohio and the Virginian) and Mullens. On
the main line of the Virginian Ry. several
days elapsed before trains could be oi^er-
ated and, consequently, the mines .along the
line Were unable to load and ship their
customary tonnage of coal.

Hinton, W. Va.

An important meeting was held at White
Sulphur Springs on July 12 at which time
the order of Secretary Daniels commandeer-
ing smokele.ss fuel was debated at great
length by the smokeless operators of West
Virginia. Almost imanimous opposition to
such commandeering was exi)ressed but no
definite stand was taken, as a body, beyond
requesting those reiiresenting West Vir-
ginia in the Senate and House at Wash-
ington to arrange if possible for an inter-
view between the Secretary of the N.avy
and the smokeless producers. If such a
conference is held, these operators will
seek to have the commandeering order
rescinded; failing in. that they will at
least endeavor to have the amount of coal
to be requisitioned cut down. However,
smokeless producers do not appear to be
sanguine of inducing naval authorities to
abandon their Inlention of requisitioning
coal at $2.75 a ton which Is much below
current quotations. Districts represented at
the meetings were the New River, Pocahon-
tas, Tug River and Winding Gulf. Col. T,
E. Houston presided at the meeting:.

Logan, W. Va.

A gain of TS.ono tons was made by the
mines of the l.on.in fliM d.iring the week
ended July 12 over the previous Week,
production reaching the new high level for
the year—248,000 tons—the production for
the previous week h;ivlng been 170,000
tons. Th(! outiiut for th • weik of the
twelfth was only 5000 tons below that of
the corresponding period for 1918 when
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production reached 253.000 tons. Though
it was still found next to impossible to
secure all the miners needed, the large out-
put was made possible through the number
of hours vorlsed—5056 as against 3461 for
the week ended July 12. Logan district is

now producing up to So per cent, of capa-
city. Transportation facilities were better
than at any time this year, as shown by
the fact that there was only about one per
cent, car shortage loss running to 2972 tons,
as compared to a loss of lo.OUO tons for
tlie preceding week. That labor conditions
in the district had undergone marked im-
provement in the course of a week was
shown by the reduction in the labor short-
age loss from 33.(100 tons to 14,000 tons,
or from 14 to 5 per cent.

Tidewater ports were still closed to gas
coal by an embargo applying to coal mined
in the Logan district as well as other dis-
tricts supplied by the Chesapeake & Ohio
Ry. during the week ended July 12 and
also throughout the week ended July 19.

In coal loading for June the Logan dis-
trict had a higher average of performance
than any other field supplied by the Chesa-
peake & Ohio Ry.. the performance being
91.4 per cent, of allotment, Kentucky rank-
ing next with 90.4 per cent. The percent-
ages of other fields were as follows : Xew
River 82. Kanawha 89, Coal River 85.

The prospects are that unless there is

some unforeseen change in conditions, that
July will eclipse June in production in the
Logan field.

The best coal loading record for the year
1918 has been shattered by the Chesapeake
& Ohio during the week ended July 12. In
1918 coal loading was accelerated to an
unprecedented degree by war demands, but
the week ended July 12 beat even these
records on the Chesapeake & Ohio.

Muskogee, Okla.

Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma coal
operators are mucli concerned over the
competition of cheap Mexican crude oil

as fuel, and are seeking means for elimi-
nating this competition. Their business is

threatened, they assert, and that unless
protection is afforded, many of them must
face bankruptcy.

This question was slated for discussion
at the recent meeting of the Oklahoma Coal
Producers' Association at Muskogee. Okla. ;

but after the convention assembled it was
disclosed that the subject had not been
submitted in the call sent out by the secre-
tary, as required under the by-laws, and
the subject could not be officially con-
sidered. It was discussed informally by
the operators who attended the meeting, but
action was deferred and it was decided
to call another meeting ' to assemble at
McAlester, Okla., on July 28. At that meet-
ing, under the call already sent out, tlte

question of affiliation with the National
Coal Operators' Association, and a resolu-
tion recommending a tariff on Mexican
crude oil will be acted upon.

Coal operators declare that Mexican
crude oil is delivered at the border for
65c. a barrel, which is less than the freight
charges from this section to the border on
a quarter of a ton of coal, the equivalent
of a barrel of crude oil in heat units. By
affiliation with the National association it

is hoped to line up the membership of this
organization in favor of the proposed tariff
for protection of the coal operators. Mexi-
can fuel is now robbing the coal operators
of a large trade territory in the Southwest.

PENNSYI-V.4NI.\

Anthracite
Shenandoah—Several hundred boys less

than 16 years of age were discharged in
the early part of July in four collieries in
the lower anthracite region in accordance
witli the law which became effective July 1.

The law is said to be unpopular among
ofllcials and employees alike. In the case
of the former it means the companies must
dispense with some desirable help, while in
the latter, it works a hardship in man.v
instances. In a number of cases boys were
discharged who were the sole support of
dependents.
Shamokin— Complying with legislation

recently enacted prohibiting the employ-
ment of boys under Ifi years of age about
the mines, the Philadelphia & Reading Coal
and Iron Co. and the Susquehanna Col-
lieries Co.. on July 7, discharged between
300 and 400 youths.
Bernire—The Connell Anthracite Mining

Co., operating at this place, has provided
a new recreation park for its employees
and their families. The company developed
a section of mountain land fitting up a
dance pavilion, kitchen dining room and

recreation features. The i)ark is lighted
with electricity, a place is provided in
which to park cars and it is generally made
a real pleasure resort.

Seranfon—There is a persistent report
to the effect that the Leggetts Creek col-
liery of the Hudson Coal Co. was purchased
by a syndicate of Boston and Cleveland
capitalists on July 15. The syndicate is
headed by J. P. Burton, of Cleveland. Ohio,
president of the Treverton Colliery Co. S.
Hartwell. president of the H. N. Hartwell
Sons, wholesale and retail dealers of an-
tliracite and bituminous coal in New Eng-
land is also interested. The third member
of the syndicate is Philip Salonstall, banker,
of New York and Boston. It is said to be
the plan of the new owners of the col-
liery to begin remodeling the breaker at
once so that it will be capable of handling
Iretween 2500 and 3000 tons of coal a day.
It is estimated that the amount of minable
coal on this property is IS.OUO.OOO tons.
The Leggetts Creek colliery has been in liti-

gation for a ntiml)er of years, and recently
a verdict was rendered in favor of the
landowners, which provided that the com-
pany would have to forfeit the lease.

Bituminous

.Sharon—The Diamond No. 3 mine owned
by the Westerman-Filer Co.. of this place,
was sold recently to the Scotch Hill Coal
Co.. of Pittsburgh. This mine has been in
operation for the past 11 years and has a
capacity of GOO to 800 tons a day.

Midland— The Crucible Steel Co., of
Pittsburgh, is constructing a byproduct
plant at this place which will have a ca-
pacity tor carbonizing nearly 2000 tons
of coal per day, producing more than 1300
tons of coke daily. Tiie completion of ttiis

plant will mean another outlet for Monon-
galiela River coal wliiclt will l)e supplied
from mines at Crucible in the sixth pool.

Uniontown—There seems to be somewhat
of a slump in the coke business in the
Connellsville region during the week ended
July 19. Several plants are carrying a
large number of unconsigned loads and
some are having to resort to off days. This
may be due to the fact that some furnaces
are stocked up and holding off for better
prices. The Republic coke plant of the
Republic Iron and Steel Co. was handi-
capped early in the week by its tracks be-
ing flooded by heavy rains.

Chambersville—The Seneca Coal Mining
Co.. of Buffalo, N. Y., operating the Seneca
No. 1 mine here, has purchased the opera-
tion of the Shannon Coal Company whose
mine is directly opposite the Seneca No. 1

tipple. The output of the Shannon mine
has been loaded over the Seneca tipple for
the past several months, but with the new
property the Seneca company plans for a
much larger tonnage. The Shannon mine
is being equipped with electric mining ma-
chines and haulage locomotives. A larger
bridge now spans the creek so as to accom-
modate the large electric locomotives and
the increased tonnage. The plan is to
double the present loading of the Seneca
tipple.

Washington—H. A. Davis, of Pittsburgh,
president and treasurer of the Canonsburg
Gas Coal Co.. announced on July 12 tlie

organization of the "W^ashington Gas Coal
Co. This new company w'as promoted by
the Canonsburg comp.any in conjunction
with practically every industry in the Wash-
ington district with a capitalization of $500.-
000. The company has paid $250,000 for
about 600 acres of coal land north of this
place for immediate development. The new
mine is to be developed by a 280-ft. shaft
and a slope 1000 ft. long; it is to be
electrically equipped. The unique feature
of this plant is to be the transportation of
the product of the mine to local indus-
tries without railroad haulage, by means
of trucks direct from mine to consumer.
The officers of this company are: H. A.
Davis, president : J. H, Hillman, Jr.. of
Pittsburgh, vice president ; and R. G. Lut-
ton. of Washington, secretary. Mr. Hill-
man is chairman of the board of the
Hillman Coal and Coke Co.. the Hecla Coal
and Coke Co. and the Thompson Connells-
ville Coke Co. ; he is al.so interested in
other coal and coke operations.

WEST VIRGIXI.4

Moundsville— Preliminary construction
work on the plant of the Woodale Coal
Co.. recently organized with a capital of
$400,000, is being pushed. A shaft will
be sunk at the mouth of Fi.sh Creek in
Marshall County. The company will build
50 houses at once for the accommodation
of those opening up the mine.

t-oRnn—Construction work on the new
plant of the Brush Creek Coal Mining Co.

located at Costa, W. Va., having been
completed, the company has begun the min-
ing and shipment of coal from its two
mines, at the rate of two cars a day. The
president of the company, H. C. Jones, of
Logan, is also in charge of coal sales.

Kimball—Six men are said to have been
killed in a gas explosion at the mine of the
Houston Collieries Co. here on July 18.
From 100 to 200 men were in the mine
at the time but the six men killed were
the only ones seriously affected by the
explosion. The cause of the accident is a
mystery. This mine is a few miles east
of Welch and the development is by shaft
on the Pocahontas seam.

Wheeling—Crews engaged in fighting the
fire in the Beach Bottom mine of the Rich-
land Block Coal Co., near this city, suc-
ceeded in finally gaining control over the
flames. Heavy damage resulted to the
mine. The chief of the Department of
Mines of West Virginia. W. J. Heatherman,
supervised the final effort made to put out
the fire. Temporary repairs were started
as soon as the fire was extinguished and
little delay will be experienced in resuming
coal shipments.

Fairmont—Several companies in northern
West Virginia whose coke plants have not
been utilized for some time have fired up
their ovens again and are beginning to
ship coke to market. .\mong the com-
panies who are producing coke again is
the Jamison Coal and Coke Co., the
operation of its No. 9 plant at Barracks-
ville having been resumed. While so far
coke shipments have been exceedingly light,
a larger demand is confidently expected.

Glen White—Five hundred veterans of
the war, just back from France, and 5000
of Raleigh County citizens were present
at the dedication of a bronze memorial
tablet inlaid in a stone monument erected
by the employees of the E. E. White Coal
Co.. at this place, in honor of their fellow
workers of the company's Glen AMiite and
Stotesbury operations who offered their
lives for the defense of their country. The
unveiling of this memorial was the
feature of this Fourth of July program
that included speeches, music, athletic
sports and a monster family basket picnic.
In the evening there was dancing in the
white and colored amusement halls.

KEXTCCKY
Middlesboro—The tipple of the Lower

Lignite Coal ond Mining Co.. of this place,
burned down recently. The fire is supposed
to be of incendiary origin and the loss is
stated to be $5000. Several loaded gondolas
were also destroyed.

OHIO
Slartins Ferry—The Lorain Coal and

Dock Co., has closed a deal with the
McComas estate, whereby the company
gains possession of the Brockumer Estate
at Wheeling Creek; $100,000 is said to
have been paid for 400 acres of coal land.

Toledo—More activity has developed at
1 he Toledo docks of the principal coal
carrying roads. During the week ended
July 12 the Toledo & Ohio Central docks
loaded 74.262 tons as compared witli 37.783
tons the previous week, making a total of
5S4.204 tons for the season. During the
same week the Hocking Vallev docks load-
ed 211,006 tons as compared with 146.840
tons the previous week, making a total of
'.050,480 tons for the season.

Columbus—The organization of the Great
Lakes and Ohio River Waterways Asso-
ciation, whicii has for its object the con-
necting of the Ohio River with Lake Erie
by barge canal was completed at a meet-
ing held here recently. The association is
striving to show the many advantages of
the so-called central route which runs
through Columbus and joins the two water-
ways at Portsmouth and Port Clinton.
Henry A. Williams, president of the Colum-
bus Chamber of Commerce, is president of
the organization, and J. T. Daniels is sec-
retary. The Columbus Chamber of Com-
merce is lined up strongly behind the proj-
ect. Tlie sum of $250,000 has been appro-
priated by Congress for a sur\-ey.

M.4KYI..*KD

Cumberland—The Cumberland division
of the Baltimore & Ohio R.R. is now han-
dling coal at the rate of about 2000 cars
a day and has been almost continuously
since July 7. Loads from the northern
\A'est Virginia division are the heaviest,
h.aving averaged in exce.«s of 1100 cars a
day: the Connellsville and Somerset fields
contributing about 600 cars a day; while
loads from the Georges Creek region have
been averaging approximately 400 cars a
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day. The prospects are that the tonnage
of coal handled will increase as the season
progresses unless a car shortage should in-
tervene.

OKLAHOMA
AlderKon—The Rock Island Coal Mining

Co. has resumed the operation of its mine
at this place, in which an explosion killed
fifteen men a short time ago. The State
Mine Inspector of Oklahoma issued orders
prohibiting the mine from being opened
for operation for a period of ten days.
During this time he searched diligently for
gas which might have caused the explosion,
but was unable to find any. The cause
of this explosion remains a mystery ; tests
on the day before the explosion failed
to show any gas whatsoever and immedi-
ately after the rescue work, tests made
failed to show the presence of gas. Yet
the condition of the men's bodies showed
that death had been caused by a slow com-
bustion that had exhausted the oxygen
supply, as no bruises of any kind were
disclosed.

INDIANA
Terre Haute—Coal production in In-

diana for 1919 has fallen far below that
of 1918. according to fi.;'ures published by
the Indiana Bituminous Coal Operators'
Association. These figures disclosed the
fact that during the first six months of
the present year the production from the
coal mines in the state has been less by
more than 5,000.000 tons than the tonnage
of the first six months of 1918. The pro-
duction to the first half of the present year
was a little over 9.000.000 tons. The June
production figures were 1,3.55.551 tons as
against 1,307,325 tons in May.

ILtlXOIS
Belleville — The new National Coal

and Mining Co. has elected the following
officers ; President, A. L. Wright ; vice
president, .-Vugust Herl ; secretary. John
H. Wright ; treasurer, Anderson Wright

;

board of directors. B. O. Schull, Ernest G.
Fey, William Kunze, Victor Geolat ; trus-
tees of compensation fund, August Herl,
Charles Pointon and Theodore Kunze.

Carlinvllle—The Sinclair Coal Co.. of
Te.xas, which some time ago closed a deal
for over 12,000 acres of coal rights south-
west of this place began payment on this
proiierty recently. The comi)any plans to
enter the coal field here at once. Carlin-
vllle is in the center of one of the prom-
inent coal fields of Illinois and the city
is experiencing a most rapid and substan-
tial growth. The Standard Oil Co. has
large interests in this section which are
developing on an extensive scale.

Hartland—The increased demand for coal
following a period of inactivity has en-
abled at least three companies operating
in this section to resume operation. These
companies are the Mill Creek Coal Co.,
the Mid-Lothian-Jewell Coal Co. and the
Federal Coal Co.
The French Colliery Co. is preparing to

develop the tract of 430 acres of coal land
W'hich it purchased not long ago from the
Hartland Collieries Co. near here, and ex-
pects in a comparatively short time to
have a mine in operation. !'

Duquoln—The coal industry in this sec-
tion of the country at the i>resent time,
is facing a serious car shortage which has
been gradually grow-ing worse until now'
many of the large mines are losing from
2 to 3 days per week. Many tons of coal
have remained in the ground in the last
three weeks, because several of the large
mines around Duquoin have been forced to
remain idle whereas they would have
worked had they been able to secure cars
to load. It is unusually early for a car
shortage to start at this time of year but
the railroads say that part of the cause
is due to so much unbilled coal wWch is

standing on sidetracks in many mining
centers.

UTAH
Krho City—A partly developed coal mine

about 3* miles south of this place and near
the Union Pacific Coalville line was opened
up by J. H. Dowdell. It is now the inten-
tion of G. P. A. Weisenborne, an eastern
manufacturer, to become interested in this
property, with Mr. Iiowdell. to Incorporate
under the name of the I>ux Coal and Min-
ing Co. push further dev.lopment and
have the mine In full operation within a
short time. The present holdings of this
company comprise .some 80 acres but It is
expected to double this territory.

<'OI.ORAI>0
/Irand .liinrtton—The Midwest Coal Co,

with general olllces at Palisade, has about
completed the suspension bridge across

Gn-and River. The bridge extends from
the mines to the loading track, a distance
of 400 ft. It has a double roadbed and
is supported by fiat steel cables. It is one
of the larger and more extensive improve-
ments of the company this season.
Denver—Preparatory steps are being

taken to contribute to the success of the
National flrst-aid mine-rescue tournament
to be conducted by the Bureau of Mines, in
Pittsburgh, on September 30 and October
1. In this connection announcement was
made recently that Bureau of Mines rescue
car No. 11, which arrived here during the
convention of the Rocky Mountain Coal
Mining Institute, had been assigned to the
Utah and southern field indefinitely. Work
in first-aid and mine-rescue training will
begin at once beginning in the Cotton-
woods district. Other mining camps of the
state will be visited by the car later. The
staff of the car consists of Richard V.
.\geton, engineer in charge ; K. T. Sparks,
foreman miner ; Donald W. Cook, first-aid
miner, and J. P. Allen, clerk.

MONTANA
Melstone—A coal mine is to be opened

in the Carpenter Creek field south of here
in the near future according to C. B.
Foncannon of Aberdeen, S. D.. who has
extensive land holdings in that field. Two
workable seams of coal underly the Fon-
cannon holdings, both of which outcrop on
the north side. One of the beds is seven
feet thick at the outcropping and increases
to a thickness of eight feet. The physical
features of the property are such as to
make the driving of a slope practical and
comparatively inexpensive.

Personals

T. E. Houston, heavily interested in a
number of mines in the Pocahontas and
Thacker coal fields of West Virginia, is
stated to have insured his life for .fl.750,-
000. The announcement comes from Mr.
Houston's sales office in Cincinnati. Ohio,
and is to the effect that of the amount of
the insurance. $500,000 is for the protection
of his family and estate ; the remaining
$1,250,000 is for the benefit of the corpor-
ations, of which Mr. Houston is the head.

F. M. Chase, vice president of the Lehigh
Valley Coal Co., with headquarters at
Wilkes-Barre, Penn., gave his customary
annual dinner and reception to the staff of
his organization at his home "Breezytop,"
on July 11. An added feature on this
occasion was the fact that Mr. Chase is
rounding out his fortieth year of service
with the Lehigh Valley company. As
showing how he had seen this company de-
velop. Mr. Chase pointed to the fact that
when be began as an office boy in 1879, the
Lehigh Valley company operated only five
collieries, producing in that year 675,000
tons; while during 1918, it operated 39
collieries and 21 breakers and the produc-
tion was 9,309,000 tons.

Delos W. Cooke, former Fuel Adminis-
trator for New York, now associate direc-
tor of the Cunard Line, had conferred upon
him by the French Government the title
of Chevalier of the Legion of Honor. This
is in recognition of Mr. Cooke's services
to France as Executive Control of the
Traffic of the Allies, having charge of the
movement of supplies during the war and
representing them on the Exports Control
Committee at Washington. In addition to
this Mr. Corikc had charge of the transport-
ation arrant;iMient.>i for the American Red
Cross at Washington on the staff of H. P.
Davison, Chairman of the War Council.
Previous to becoming Fuel Administrator
Mr. Cooke was a vice president of the Erie
railroad.

Coming Meetings

The Bureau «t .Klines on Sept. 30 and
Oct. 1 will hold a national first-aid and
mine-rescue contest at Pittsburgh, Penn.
New York Coal MercliantH' ANHoclallon

will hold its annual meeting Sept 11-13 at
Alexandria Bay. N. Y. Executive secre-
tary. G. W. F. Woodside. Albany, N. Y.
Ameriean Innlitnte of Minine unci Metal-

ianriral KnicineerH will hold its fall meet-
ing Sept. 22 to 26 in Chicago, III. Chair-
man Chicago meeting, Carl Scholz. 547
West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago. 111.

The National CommiHHary ManaKem' A»-
Hociation will hold its annual meeting
August 5-7 at the Slnton Hotel, Cinclnnatr
Ohio. Secretary, D. J. Elchoff, Manhattan
Building. Chicago, III.

Peiiiisylvania Retail Coal Merchants' As-
sociation will hold its annual meeting July
-3 and 24 at Reading, Penn. Secretary,
W. M. Berolet. Reading. Penn.

National E.xpoKition of Cheimeal Indus-
tries will hold its fifth annual meeting at
the Coliseum and First Regiment Armory,
Chicago. III., during the week of Sept. 22.
Manager, Charles F. Roth. 417 South Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111.

The National Safety CouncU will hold
its annual meetine i >ot. 1 to 4 at Cleve-
land. Ohio. Secretary, S. J. Williams, Chi-
cago, 111.

Oklahoma Coal Operators' Association
will hold its nest meeting July 25 at
McAIester, Oklahoma. Secretary, F. F. La
Grave, McAIester, Oklahoma,

Dr. C. H. Austin, surgeon for the Sunny-
side Coal Co.. at Strong, Colo., who went on
a fishing trip with two Mexicans recently,
was shot twice and beaten with a gun ; he
died in a hospital at Pueblo, as a result
of his injuries.

Oscar Otto died on June 30 as a result
of injuries received in an automobile ac-
cident. He was general superintendent of
the South Philadelphia machine works of
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Co.

.\lbert H. Tracy. Jr.. president of the
Retail Coal Association, of Buffalo, died
on July 17 at the age of 52 years. He had
been in the coal business most of his
active life and on the retirement of his
father from the superintendency of the
Delaware & Hudson Co.'s Lake docks, the
two formed the Tracy Coal & Wood Co.,
which is still in successful operation. He
was a widower without children.

Industrial News

WashinKtou. I), c,—Recent movement of
coal through the Panama Canal was as
follows: steamship Claremont. Baltimore
to Callao ; steamship Cowboy. Newport
News to Coquimbo ; steamship Pensacola,
Norfolk to San Francisco ; steamship Borg-
land, Norfolk to San Francisco.

Troy, N. Y.—W. J. Rainey, 52 Vanderbilt
Avenue, New York, is understood to be con-
sidering plans for the construction of a
large new byproduct coke plant here, esti-
mated to cost in excess of $5,000,000. It is
said that the contract for the installation
of the ovens will be handled by the Kon-
pers Co., Pittsburgh, Penn.

WasliinKton, D. c.—The War Trade
Board section of the Department of State
announced July 16 that 'all agreements (W.
T.B. Form X-201) entered into with the
War Trade Board by persons, firms, or cor-
porations in the United States and its
Iios.scssions and in foreign countries, in
connection with the sale or delivery of
coal, coke, and primary or derivative oils,
are canceled, effective July 14, 1919.

Ward. W. Va.—Handling and loading of
coal from its various mines will be con-
solidated by the Kelly's Creek Colliery Co..
of this place, having perfected arrange-
ments for loading the products of the vari-
ous mines on Kelly's Creek over one
tipple. In all, it is said, $250,000 will be
expended in improvements during the sum-
tner. The general manager of tlic company
is J. J. Smarr.

Ix>Kan, W. Vn.—There will be further
development of coal lands in Logan Countj^
following the organization of the Mabel
Coal Co., of Mallory, which has a total
authorized capital of $150,000. It Is not
only the purpose of the company to pro-
duce coal liul also to deal In coal lands.
Active in the organization of the new coin-
Iiany were Bruce McDonald. W. C. Turley.
K. L ITogsett. of Logan ; J W. Thornbury
and F. M. Burgess of Man. W. Va.

lIuntinKton, W. Va.—.Mining operations
will be started in the Guyandotle district
of Cabell County by the Lake and Export
Coal Corporation as soon as the plant
can be constructed. The company al.so has
in mind handling coal land, particularly in
Kentucky and Oltlo. The new concern "has
a capital of $150,000. The company was
organized by the following Huntington
liusiness men: C. L Wells. E, L Williams,
A. Corn, Percy Williams and John S.
Marcum.
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Weekly Review

Bituminous Market Conditions Firmer, with Quality Grades Short of Supply—Labor Scarce

and Unruly—Coal Carrying Equipment in Poor Condition—Anthracite

Market Strong in Both Domestic and Steam

THOUGH conditions in the soft-

coal market are distinctly better

than they have been, no pro-

nounced upward tendency in prices is

discernible. However, it is difficult to

procure the better grades of bitumin-

ous. Operators continue to urge deal-

ers and consumers to lay in their stocks

while the opportunity affords, as a fuel

shortage late in the fall and during
the winter can scarcely be avoided.

New contracts for future requirements

are not being entered into by the oper-

ators, who are contenting themselves

with clearing up old orders and pre-

paring for the demand, at higher prices,

that is sure to come.
Mine labor is not only scarce, but

what is more aggravating is the fact

that workers in many of the fields

producing the good grades of soft coal

refuse to put in more than four days
a week. The output of bituminous coal

for the week ended July 12 is estimated

at 10,169,000 net tons, making a total

for the calendar year to date of 230,-

522,000 net tons, or approximately
77,600,000 net tons less than in the

corresponding period of 1918.

The daily rate of production aver-

ages 1,695,000 net tons, which is about

commensurate with the present rate of

consumption. It is doubtful whether
any increase in the daily output of soft

coal can be made.
Another deterring factor to full-time

operation in the bituminous mines is

the shortage of coal-carrying equip-

ment. Thousands of cars have been

taken off the rails for repairs, thou-

sands of others have been scrapped;

and it is apparent that in some dis-

tricts the number of disabled cars will

have a pronounced effect upon mining.

Some operators report that they were
without cars for two successive days
during the week under review.

The marine workers' strike is having
a serious effect on coastwise coal ship-

ments, and developments the next week
or two will be awaited with much in-

terest and some anxiety. The export

market is very firm, and, as is to be
expected, Pocahontas and New River
coals receive the preference. Quota-
tions for these grades run from $6 to

$6.25 per gross ton f.o.b. Norfolk and
Newport News.

All the domestic sizes of anthracite

continue to be in urgent request.

Mines are operating as near full time
as possible, though production, as in

the bituminous region, is interfered

with by a shortage of labor and the re-

fusal of the miners to work steadily.

Steam sizes of anthracite are not

causing so much trouble as might be

expected, as shippers are not over-

supplied owing to the closing down of

many washeries. Prices are being ad-

hered to generally, although the full

schedule figures are being shaded.

The estimated production of anthra-
cite in the week ended July 12 was
1,874,000 net tons, bringing the total

production for the calendar year to

date to 47,078,000 net tons, or 10,870,000
net tons less than last year.

WEEKLY COAL PRODl'CTIOX
The production of bituminous coal in

the weeli ended July 12 is estimated at
10.619.000 net tons, an average per day of
1.695.000 tons, cortipared with an average
of 1.492.000 tons for the five worl^ing days
in tile previous weel^, and compared with
2.214.000 tons in the weeli ended July 13,

1918. The production for the calendar year
to date is 230.522,000 tons, or appro.xi-
mately 77.600,000 tons less than in the
corresponding period last year. The aver-
age daily production, considering only
working days, has been about 500,000 tons
less this year than last year.
The estimated production of anthracite

in the week ended July 12 was 1,874,000
net tons, compared with 2.136,000 tons in

the corresponding week last year, and the
average daily production in the week ended
July 12 was 312.000 tons, compared with
282,000 tons in the previous week and 356,-

000 tons in the corresponding week last
year. The production of anthracite to date

-is estimated at 42,078,000 tons, or 10,870,000
tons less than in the corresponding period
last year.

Returns from the operators for the week
ended July 5 record a further improvement
in market conditions, the loss of time on
account of "no market" averaging 24.3 per
cent, of full time in the week, compared
with 72.5 per cent, in the week ended
June 28, and more than 32 per cent, in the
first half of June. Market conditions in
Illinois and Indiana were better, and the
Hazard. Kentucky and Westmoreland
(Pennsylvania) districts recorded notable
improvements. I.,ess than 4 per cent, of
the full-time operation was lost because of
"no market" in western Pennsylvania. less
than 1 per cent, in the Westmoreland and
neighboring fields, and central Pennsylvania
.showed an improvement. Oar supply was
better in the week ended July 5 than in

the previous week in all districts except
Illinois. Indiana, southern Ohio and cen-
tral Pennsylvania, while losses due to
shortage of labor increased in every dis-
trict save southern Ohio and Alabama.
The production of beeliive coke in the

week ended July 12 is estimated at 325,648
net tons, compared with 68". 000 tons in the
week ended Julv l.T. 1918. and with 264.328
tons in the five-day week of July 5, 1919.
The production of beehive coke to date is

estimated at 10,197.481 net tons, as against
16.412.818 tons in the corresponding period
of last year.

Bituminous coal dumped at lower Lake
Erie ports in the week ended July 5 was
923,939 net tons, compared with 994.901
tons in the week ended June 28, and 861.-
093 tons in the first week of July, 191S.
The total lake coal dumped from Jan. 1.

to July 5, 1919. was 10,053,441 tons, com-
pared with 8.560.516 tons in the correspond-
ing period, last year.

BUSINESS OPINIONS
Dry Goods Economist—Inquiry among

large distributors revealed the opinion that
stocks of many lines of goods in the hands
of retailers are much depleted, and that
replacements must be made as soon as pos-
sible in order that when the fall openings
occur in September it will be possible for
retailers to show reasonably fair assort-
ments of goods.

The Iron .Ace—All the week's iron and
steel trade developments are favorable,
with indications of sustained if not cumula-
tive activity throughout the summer. In
the Pittsburgh district operations are on a
larger scale, the C.irnegie Steel Co. having
75 to 80 per cent, of ingot capacity active,
while a large independent interest there
is above SO per cent. A broadening inquiry
from all pans of the globe marks the ex-
port market. Buyers are slow to accept

the belief here in the stability of prices, but
the volume of contracting is sufficiently
large to indicate there is no summer-time
dullness in foreign trade. Tin plate is now
reckoned in e.xport activity. A Pittsburgh
mill has booked fully 20,000 boxes for Japan
and much more is under negotiation.

.Marshall Field & Co.—Current wholesale
distributions of dry goods was considerably
in excess of the large figures of the same
week last year. The total of orders from
road salesmen for both immediate and
future delivery was also greater for the
comparative period. Business in the house
for this time of year has been brisk, more
merchants coming into market than during
the corresponding period of 1918. Retail
trade continues excellent. Collections are
good.

American Wool and Cotton Reporter—
The condition of the Boston wool market
is strong and advancing. In the West
wools are pretty largely bought up. Fine
wools are high but are becoming exhausted.
Medium wools are expected to be called
for more before long and in fact they
are more in demand even now. It is ex-
pected that by anothe.- month there will
be a good-sized boom in the lower grades
of wool. In cotton the situation is caus-
ing an increasing amount of interest. It is
only a question of time when cotton will
be needed in much larger quantities by
foreign manufacturing concerns.

r Atlantic Seaboard

noSTON
and prices advancing, but

inced upward Kwing. Ship-
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age of cars already a faetor. Only scat-

tered bnying. Railroads try to increase de-

liveries. Coastwise trade almost at stand-
still because of marine strike. HaTiipton
Roads coals rapidly beinp absorbed for ex-
port. .Shortage of bituminous at Philadel-
phia piers opens wa.v for anthracite sizes,

but supply limited. Pea and buckwheat in

better request.

Bituminous—While the market is . dis-

tinctly firmer there has as yet been no
pronounced upward swing in prices on the
coals shipped all-rail. It is much more
difficult, how-ever. to buy the better grades.
Of Navy standard coal from Pennslyvania
there is practically no tonnage available.
Shippers who are under obligation to fur-
nish coal to the Navy Department are,

many of them., in straits to furnish their

quota and there is some buying on their

part to cover in the grades that would be
acceptable. Advances of 25c. have been
rumored the past few days, but these are
as yet unconfirmed.
Now that orders are in hand for lull-

time production it is apparant that nothing
like full time can be expected from mine-
workers. Four days is now the averaE:e
for the thicker seam operations, and ship-
pers are finding that where the men are
pressed to work five and six days the
daily output is diminished and doubts are
expressed whether in mo.st of the regions
any great increase can be relied upon.
This is the chief reason for faith in higher
prices, for while demands have thus far
Kept in step with output it is realized that
any change that makes for less output
will restore a bull market.
The threatening shortage of cars is an-

other strong factor. It has been said that
upward of 50.000 coal cars have been shop-
ped, and certainly it is apparent that in

some districts, especially along the line of
the B. & O., that the number of disabled
cars will have a pronounced effect upon
mining. The p.nst wet-k there were opera-
tions without cars for two successive days,
the first time this year, and when that
occurs in July it is ominous. It is rumored
also that the central authorities have in

view an order to return cars to regiojis
where they are owned, and should this be
carried out there is no question about the
depressing effect it would have upon pro-
duction in Pennsylvania. The Tidewater
Coal Exchange is once more coming into
prominence because of the changing condi-
tions. "Within a few days, for the first

time in perhaps 10 months, receipts at cer-
tain of the piers have been less per day
than the daily dumping, and this of course
cannot continue indefinitely.
And yet in face of these conditions there

is no buying response from New England,
certainly not in any volume. There is

scattered inquiry for coal, but buyers are
still in position to be discriminating as to
grade and price and few if any current
sales will stand more than one commission.
Purchases made now are not for current
use, and what anxiety thtre is among
steam-users is for consumption next fall

and winter, in anticipation of more difficult

conditions. Offerings of coal are still be-
ing turned down quite as often as possible
orders, and so far as New England is con-
cerned we have yet to see an active
market.
The strike of marine-workers has been

effective on practically every steamer
carrying coal coastwise, and on most of the
tugsi both coastwise and harbor. Several
of the barge lines have been affected
through having no power to tow them.
The offer of the Shipping Board was not
accepted by the unions, and at recent con-
ferences no headway seems to have been
made.

Current quotations on bituminous at
wholesale range about as follows:

CambriaB and
Clearfii-Ms Pomerseta

F.o.b. mines, net tons.,, ,l2.35(a2.80 $2.80(a3.40

Fob. Philadelphia, ktobs
tona 4.49@5.00 S,00®3.70

F.o.b. New York, ktoss
tona 4.85(315.35 5.35(3)6.10

AlonKside Boston (water
coal) , gross tons 6.35(ffi7 05 6 85(817.50

C-noTcH Creek is still quoted at $3.70 per net ton
f.o.b, mines,

Pocahontas and New River are hcinR quoted at
$6 00(i> 6 25 per gross ton f.o.b, Norfolk and Newport
\fW8. Va.. in response to export demand. There are
practically no spot nalcs for coa.'itwiiie shipment.

The Hampton Roads situation shows
more activity than do the rn.ils all-rail or
from the other ports. The export market
is very firm, and certainly there is no
dearth of inquiry : $(1.25 is now a regular
figure f.o.b. vessel, while many of the

agencies have contracts in New England
that net them $4.69. This difference
measures the premium that is being offered
to get spot cargoes afloat for oversea
shipment. Slow loading has also been a
feature, and no coal is being sold in this
market from Norfolk or Newport News
without an understanding as to steamer
demurrage. It is natural that Pocahontas
and New River "'lould have the call in
foreign markets, and should this demand
develop along the lines now expected there
would be great difficulty in New England
getting anything like even the modest quota
that was relied upon early this season.

Anthracite—Egg, stove and chestnut are
still in extremely short supply at all the
loading piers. For several days there has
been an effort to increase the Tidewater
movement by diverting from all-rail terri-
tory, but actual shipments are far behind
the wants of retail dealers in New Englaiid.
The shortage of bituminous at the Phila-
delphia piers because of light output during
the holidays has for the time being opened
the way for better anthracite loading-
Barges that would have loaded bituminous
in regular course have been allowed to
load anthracite for that reason, although
the shippers have been hard put to it to
furnish cargoes. Pea and buckwheat have
both been loaded in the effort to use the
barges available.

All-rail movement of domestic sizes
shows no appreciable improvement. Com-
panies who have been the largest distribu-
tors have been obliged to curtail shipments,
especially to new trade, and there is in-
creasing anxiety over the outlook. Prices
of "independent" coal have been quoted
within a day or two at ?l.,3."i fi l.T.i in

excess of the regular company circular.

NEW YORK
Domestic sizes of anthracite scarcer,

with stove and ege in heav.v demand, Tro-
duction is fair with little chance for im-
provement. The line trade buying heavily.
High premiums for quick shipments re-
ported as offered. Steam coals easier.
High grades of bituminous scarcer. Quota-
tions for nearly all grades show strength
over last week. Shipping strike hits hunk-
ering trade. Increasing call for exports.

.Vnthracite—Every one of the domestic
coals continues to be in heavy demand, with
the majority of the loading docks practi-
cally bare of those sizes. This is particu-
larly true of the docks on the west side of
the North River, and It is also said that
these docks are also short of the steam
coals. There are large tonnages of steam-
coals ,at the lower docks, but .scarcely any
of the larger sizes. That the market is not
oversupplied with the steam coals is due
to the closing down of many washeries.

There has been no increase in the re-
ceipts, which continue to be far too small
to meet tlie requirements of the trade. Both
the larger companies and indeiicndent oper-
ators are endeavoring to make an equitable
distribution of their products. There have
been heavy shipments to Canada, where
the demand is heavy. Dealers from New
England are also in the market for heavy
deliveries, and the local offices are daily
urged to take care of their needs. Reports
from the surrounding territory are along a
similar trend. Coal is short and consumers
are anxious to fill their bins before the
situation becomes more serious.

Stocks of the anthracite steam sizes ar<'

kept reduced by the action of the sellers

in inducing retail dealers to include in their
orders small tonnages of those sizes. This
does not. however, obviate the neces-
sity of the larger companies storing con-
siderable of these coals. Most producers
are sold well ahead and are not anxious to
receive additional orders unless the stand-
ing order has been reduced by shipments.
The local trade in some instances is said
to be willing to pay premiums ranging from
50 to 75c. for quick shipments of egg and
stove, while line dealers are said to have
offered as high as $1 for similar deliveries.

The steam coals are not causing so much
trouble as might be expected. Shippers are
not oversupplied and prices are not being
cut reckli'ssly. although they are not being
kept up at full circular.

Current quotations, white ash, per gross
ton at the mines and fob. at tidewater
at the lower ports, according to company
schedule, are as follows:

Mine Tidewater

Broken ' $5.95 $7.80
Egg 6.15 8.00
Stove'.'.'.' 6.40 8.25
Chestnut 6.50 8.35

Pea 5.10 6 85

Buckwheat 3.40 5.15

Rice 2.75 450
Barley 2.25 4 00

Bitnminons—The increasing demand has
been reflected in the high grades of coal,
which are becoming scarcer for the spot
buyer. There is not an oversupiily of the
medium grade coals to be had here. The
shipping strike has injured the bunker
business but not seriously enough to war-
rant embargoes being ordered. Many for-
eign vessels leave this harbor daily, and
shippers so far have been able to keep their
stocks of bunker fuel within reason. A
continuation of the strike a few days
longer will have a serious effect upon con-
ditions and may result in considerable loss
to those exporters of coal who have con-
tracts abroad.

Conditions here show a substantial im-
provement. Demand is on the increase and
the market seems to be on the mend. The
better grades of coal are hard to get, but
contract coals are moving steadily. There
has been a good call for the other grades
and shippers reiiort a heavy tonnage mov-
ing. Indications point to a brisk fall mar-
ket, which may put the producers on their
mettle to meet.
The fueling of New England is taking

much attention, it being understood tliat

there is comparatively little coal in storage.
The shipments of New River and Poca-
hontas coals from the Southern ports are
not up to normal figures and it is probable
that while there is a good tonnage of
central Pennsylvania coals now going into
those states by rail that the operators will
be asked to increase their shipments.
There has been a demand for more coal to

be sent to foreign countries. Dealers have re-
ceived many new inquiries but the matter
of transportation is to be contended with.
There has been much delay loading because
of the strike, and shippers returning from
Baltimore say there is considerable conges-
tion there. Hardly any trouble is expe-
rienced in loading foreign liottoms. because
the strike has not yet been extended to
include the members of the British Sea-
men's Union. Similar conditions exist at
Hampton Roads. Vessels coming to this
harbor from foreign countries report much
delay in coaling boats on the other side
because of labor troubles, and in some in-
stances the coaling has been done by Amer-
ican soldiers who are anxious to return to
this country.

Locally the situation is not as active as
it was a week ago. The strike has caused
a slowing down in loading vessels and
bunker fuels are piling up. Buying along
the line is strong and quotations for coal
at the mines are stronger. Shippers are
receiving inquiries regarding long time de-
liveries, but there are very few who will
take orders extending over September.

Quotations for the various pool coals
here are in most cases higher than last
week. They range about as follows: Pools
1 and 71, $5.50 to $5.75: Pool No. 9. $5.50
to $5.75 ; Pool No. 10, $5.25 to $5.50 ; Pool
No. 11, $5 to $5.25, and Pool No. 18, $4.35
to $4.50.

There have been increjises in mine prices
on nearly all grades during th past week,
as the accompanying table shows

:

Spot

South ForK (Best) $2 . 95(31 3 . 25
Cambria (Best) 2.95(3) 3 10

Cambria (Ordinary) 2.45(012.60
Clearfield (Best) 2,95(ai3.IO
Clearfield (Ordinary) 2.45(^2.60
Ucynoldsville 2.50(3 2.75
Quemahoning 2. B5(tf 3 .

00
Somereet (Best) 2.85(S 3.00
•Somerset (Poor) 2.35(3 2.60
Western Maryland 2 35(m 2.60
Fairmont I.90(.. 2.25
Latrobe 2.20(3i2.35

Grecnsburg 2.35(32.50
Westmoreland Jin 2.75(3)2.90
Westmoreland run-of-mine 2.50@2.6O

PHILAnELPHI.V
Anthracite sliipments short. Dealers

Bolng along quietly. Consumers' interest
lessens. Very little stove here, as well as
egg. Chestnut freer, und pea eus.v. No
domestic buekwheut demand. Interest in

August prices. Coal well prepared as to

quality. Ituckwiieat only steam size wanted.
RItuminnuH firmer. Some stocking. Tide
business good. Some prices mo^e up.

Anthrurite—The dealer.-r in this market
are In the peculiar situation of being short
of their requirements, but are growing un-
concerned. They all have m.any orders to

fill and are going quietly about the work
and, unlike most summers, they are actu-
ally making a profit above expenses.
The Larger companies make no secret of

the fact that other territories are being
cared for in greater volume than the local

dealers and with the tonnage which has
li€-en going to those territories, which has
also lieen materially added to by heavy
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individual shipments at increaserl prices, it

is believed that this city's turn will soon

come. New England is receiving particu-

larly heavy consignments.
With the sizes stove continues to be the

one in smallest supply and judged by re-

ceipts recently it can be almost said there

is none to be had. Most dealers stove coal

bins are bare. This is also true of egg.

but a much less quantity of this is needed

to fill requirements. Chestnut grows more
plentiful and some dealers at tinies actu-

ally hint they have enough, but do not go

so far as to cancel or hold orders, as the>

feel it might injure their standing later

in the season. Even if they did hold ordeis

no shipper would find difficulty in placing

the tonnage, as many other dealers are

storing all tlney can get.
.

Pea is plentiful and no one is short of

this size, while most dealers actually have

a good surplus of it. The position of pea

in the marliet at this time is aptly illus-

trated by the advertising of the biggest

producing company, which offers it for im-

mediate delivery. ,
It is known that 'he

companies are being compelled to store

some of this size. The Individuals are hav-

ing no trouble in moving their pea. as their

customers simply feel obliged to take then-

proportion to get the wanted sizes.

One good feature of the trade is the

careful preparation. Coal mined in the

summer is always good and the Pfe^ent is

no exception. The one complaint that is

universal is as to the sizing. Pea is the

chief offender and there is not the least

hope that the operators wil increase the

size by eliminating more of the Inickwheat,

The objection to too much pea in chestnut

continues, and it is really these factors that

have put such a strain on sto\e coal these

'''^In' the steam trade buckwheat remains

the only size that is able to muster any
strength. A^Tiile big tonnages are bemg
absorbed by the trade the call is not

nearly equal to the production. Rice and
barley are also extremely Plentiful. The
steam trade situation is clearly reflected

in the vast piles of the above sizes in the

storage yard at Abrams. just outside of the

city, which is about three-fourths full, an

unusual condition for this time of the year

but caused by the full working time at the

collieries in the endeavor to get out domes-

tic sizes.

Bituminous—There is something of a

firmer feeling in bituminous lately. This has

been shown particularly in the good grades,

which are scarce. Customers with con-

tracts have been asking generally for in-

creased shipments, as this class of trade

is beginning to store coal. The exception

to this rule is found in that railroads and

these concerns appear to have little interest

in getting more than current requirements.

The shippers are anxious to fill them now
so that they will be in better shape to look

after their other trade in the months to

come Due to heavy shipments of Pool 9

coal to New England, it has been particu-

larly difficult to get high-grade coals on

spot shipment lately. , . ^ , * »i,„
There is an active bunkering trade at the

Piers and an increasing amount of foreign

business offering. Particularly strong in-

quiries have lately come from JtalJ,

prompted no doubt by the fact that the

English Government has increased, the price

of British coal. There have been a few-

departures for Italy, but until that country

fsn a position to furnish its own bottoms

it can hardly hapiien that it will get mucli

tonnage, even though the local shippers

would like to take advantage of the

opportunity. . , , , _
Because of the increasing demand for

good coals the price tendency during tlie

week has been slightly upward, as is shown
in the appended list of prices, which are

quoted fob. mine:

Georges Creek Big Vein »l °nX i *l 1 n
South Fork Miller Vem f?^ f l in
Clearfield (ordinary) IIS ^ lin
Somerset (ordinary) 2.60® 2.70

Fairmontlump 2,50® 2.60

Fairmont mine-run .on^ o ni
Fairmont slack. 1-90® 2.05

Fairmont lump (ordinary). i " ®
^-f J

Fairmont mine-run (ordinary) ?-9?^ f-i^
Fairmont slack (ordinary) I

.
t)i IS ''3

B.\LTIMORE
Shippinc strike interrupts but fails to

halt bic export business. Looil market
very brisk and prices on increase. Hartt

coal retailer.s need more fuel than is com-
ing through.

Bituminous—In the midst of the largest

export movement that has come to the

trade since 1915, -when a little less 2.000,-

000 tons was sent to foreign ports from
Baltimore, the trade here was hit by the
shinping strike. More than half the ves-

sels ready for the piers were tied up by
reason of being under American registry.
The foreign ships were not held up. ex-
cept through delays incident to getting
American vessels away from the loading
points to make way for the other carriers.

The export loading here would have gone
tar in excess of 2()0,imhi tons for July
had not the strike intervened, and even
now will probably run close to that mark,
as the first tw-o w-eeks saw a total of
123.641 tons placed in vessels cleared for
foreign ports, of which amount 107.720
tons was cargo coal and 14,921 tons bunker
fuel.
The local market, too. is active and the

demand is growing steadily. Just before
the shipping strike the congestion of ex-
port ships was so great at the Curtis Bay
pier of the B. & O. that the Canton pier

of tlie Pennsylvania, held during the war
for local and harbor trade only, was ord-
ered open for exports. The local demand
on the pier has been so heavy the past
week, however, and so continues, that little

of the exjiort coal is noted at the point.

The reopening of the Locust Point pier

of the B. & O. for local trade or the Port
Covington pier of the Western Maryland,
closed for the war. or both, seems a matter
of the near future.

In the grow-ing demand for industrial

coal here the prices are stiffening mate-
rially. Best coals are almost out of the
market, w-hile good grades are readily
commanding from $2.50 to $3 mine basis

to the trade. Coals that had remained idle

at terminals for weeks because tliey were
of a grade that did not attract purchasers
are now finding ready sale. The poorer
coals are bringing foom $2 to 2.40 to the
trade. One fly in the ointment has been
an embargo against coal shiiiments to the
Curtis Bay pier, placed when the shipping
strike came, and it was found that some
2.800 loaded coal cars were at the pier en
route there from the sidings at Brunswick.

Anthracite—The retail trade here could

use much more coal than Is coming
through, especially of stove and egg sizes.

Many dealers are still delivering on their

spring orders, as tliey found it impossible
to get all the coal they wanted from either

Company or Independent mines. At present

the Independents in many cases are asking
premiums running up to 60c. per ton, a.s

well as the regular monthly advance sched-

ule, and the trade believes that these mines
w-ill be back to their war-time schedule of

75 cents premium by the fall.

: Lake Markets Z]
PITTSBURGH

Demand sliltlitly improved. Predictions

of shortage late in year are well founded.
Kxcellent export trade. Slack prices

higlier.

There has been a further improvement
in demand for coal and production is

running at between 60 and 75 per cent, ot

full-time capacity. Men on payrolls are

not putting in full time, but are domg
somewhat better than 75 per cent.

Coal operators continue to urge con-

sumers to lav in stocks now while there

is an opportunity, stating that at best a
sliortage late in the fall and during the

winter can scarcely lie avoided. This ad-

vice has been given for a long time, but
apparently coal consumers have not got

rid of their early suspicions that the talk

was based on nothing but a desire to

bolster the market. Such a view is abso-

lutely erroneous, as anyone can oliserve

liy noting that predictions of a shortage,

with fancy prices, are made just as mucli

1)V the most conservative and fairest

minded operators as oy those who are

habitually radical in their talk.

Fancy prices for coal later m the year
would "not be for the good of the coal

industry at all. They would be obtained

onlv on a limited tonnage, while through
infi'u.ii.rs lliiit need not be referred to

.^t |,ii "111 III.' •ost of production would in

all immI. iliilii V l>e greatly enhanced, thus

causing.' ii'lH, . >1 profits or actual loss

upon tlie 1.1 1
i-ii: .s. of coal the opera-

tors are ii" "t, at flat prices, to

deliver In 1" 1 any prompt orders.

The coal oinrii"! ' >i- an insufficiency of

transportation taciliii.s even more than a
shortage of labor. They have been observ-

ing of late a much larger proportion th.an

formerly of bad order cars among tlu-

cars furnished to mines, some being in

such condition that tliey cannot be used,

and it is considered almost inconceivable

that the railroads will !.. able to furnish

full service next winter.

Demand for coal for export has im-
riroved, and for both Pittsburgh district
and Connellsville coal prices well above
the domestic market are being secured
without difficulty. .\s sailing dates mu.;t
be met precisely, only the large opera-
tors with efficient organizations can par-
ticipate in the business.
The domestic market is somewhat

stronger all around, but on mine-run and
prepared sizes is hardly quotable at
higher levels. Slack, however, is easily
quotable 20c. higher on steam and 10c.
higher on gas. prices being as follow-s

:

Steam slack. $1.50 (a) $1.70 ; gas slack.
$1.80 (5) $2 ; steam mine-run. $2.25 (li

$2.50; gas mine-run, $2.35 ® $2.50; 3-in.

gas. $2.60 (S' $2.75. per net ton at mine,
Pittsburgh district.

TORONTO
tittle anthracite coming forward; yards

empty ; deliveries liumpered by strike of
teamsters; strikes and labor unrest limit
industrial demand; manafacturers not
stocking up.

Market conditions are about the same as
prevailed last year at this season, the
dealers having orders in hand for domestic
coal which they do not expect to overtake
till fall. Little anthracite is coming tor-

ward and the yards are empty. Deliveries
by many of the dealers are further ham-
pered by a strike of the teamsters and a
number of the yards have been closed.
The prevalence of .strikes in the metai
trades and other industries, and the gen-
eral uncertainty of the labor situation,
continue to limit the demand for bitu-

minous, which remains light. Manufac-
turers are not stocking up to any extent,
notw-ithstanding the prospect of a con-
siderable advance in prices.

Quotations for short tons are as follows:

Retail:

Anthracitc.egg.stove, nut and grate $11 50

Pg^ 1 00

Bituminous steam 750
glack 6 50

Domestic lump jOOO
Cannel I

'
^0

Wholesale f.o.b. cars at destination:

Tliree-quarter lump 5. JO
Slack 4-55

BrFF.^I-O

Fair bituminous trade. No boom in sight.

Shippers not agreed as to the outlook.

Prospect of slow improvement. Anthracite
rushing up the lakes.

Bituminous—The demand increases slow-

ly There is no boom and the effort to

spring one on the part of Pittsburgh ship-

pers has about subsided. Some members
of tlie trade are -saying that it was ill-

judged and overdone. While it is usually
iiest to be optimistic in any business, it is

not easy to create business in that way.
\t the same time, the trade is improving

and will be in good volume by fall. The
actual advance in price here has been 10

to 15 cents a ton and is enough to show
that the tone ot the market is good. The
shipiiers who. for a long time, had com-
plained of next to no orders are now re-

porting at least a fair volume and com-
plaint has about ceased. They all look for

a steady improvement
It is still reported that some coal bought

several months ago is to be found in con-

sumers' hands. Tliis is more generally the

case in Canada than liere, but the demand
is also better in that market than it was.
Good salesmen find it profitable to cover
the territory. It is still common for ship-

pers to savthat business does not come in

to any great extent of its own accord. It

must be gone after.
^ , .

Bituminous prices are rather unsteady at

$4 55 for Allegheny Valley sizes, $4.80 for

Pittsburgh and No. 8 lumiL $4.65 for same
three-quarter, $4.20 for mine run and $3.<0

for all slack, per net ton, f.o.b. Buffalo.

Anthracite—The demand is active and
the supply is only moderate. Just now the

surplus is going into the Lake trade, so

that the local and all-rail supply is de-

cidedly light. Injudicious publications have
disturbed the consumers till they are de-

manding coal much as they did during

the scarcest period of the war. If people

were to consider the situation they would
find tliat with no real surplus it is folly

to talk of buyitng coal early, for the most
that can he done is to transfer it from one
consumer to another. The old reason for

urging earlv buying was that there was a
midsummer" surplus that held UP the min-

ing This will not be the case this year.

Tile local iirices of anthracite are strong

and steady onlv because the liberal pre-

mium tliat" miglit be oldained is not asked

even l>y tlie independent operators, for tliey
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fear the return of the coal administration
an<I the old restrictions. Regular prices
are as follows

:

F.o.b. Cars, At Curb,
Gross Ton Net Ton

Grate $8 55 $10 20

Egg 8 75 10.50
Stove 9 00 10 70

Chestnut 9.10 10 80

Pea 7 20 9 15

Buckwheat 5 70 7 75

CLEVEL.WD
Both laljor and car sliortas:? have con-

triliuted to a marked deorease in the re-
reipts of hitumlnous coal. The lake trade
lias suffered likewise, and with the .lul.v

Fourth holida.v out. Jul.v shipments likel.v

will show up poorl.v. Demand continues for
all grades, with prices tirni.

Bituminous—The past week has been the
worst, from l>oth the operators' and the lake
shippers' standpoint, since the coal trade
l)egan sliowing a revi\'al from its winter
lethargy. The labor supply that a few
days ago seemed fairly ample now seems
distressingly short, and the holidays seem
to have interrupted mine workers' ideas of
a full day's work. Car supply, continually
spotty, has grown worse, and on days
southern and eastern Ohio mines have
not had more than 20 per cent of their
wants filled.

Meanwhile, factory operations in north-
ern Ohio have continued showing a slow
but consistent increase, and demand for
steam coal has advanced in proportion. The
shortage is by no means acute, but con-
siderably more steam coal would be
absorbed by the district were it available.

Anthracite and Pocahontas—Both grades
continue extremely difficult to obtain and
are in big demand by domestic consumers.
Personal trips by some retailers to mining
districts have failed to dislodge much addi-
tional tonnage. Anthracite prices in gen-
eral have been advanced, while some have
pushed Pocahontas up another notch. It is

estimated that the demand for Pocahontas
and anthracite now is about \o per cent,

above the summer normal, while dealers
are able to get only 80 to 85 per cent, of
normal supplies.

Lake Trade—Receipts of liituminous coal
at Lake Erie ports for transshipment to the
head of the Great Lakes continue light.

Shipments from the Pittsburgh district, in

particular, have fallen off. Last week the
docks dumped only 864.464 tons, includ-
ing 38.000 tons of vessel fuel, while in the
week preceding they dumped a total of
990,000 tons. It appears that coal ship-
ments in the last half of the season will
not come anywhere near the mark set in

the first half. Some of the 10,000-ton
freighters must make two ports now in

order to get a full cargo.
Prices of coal per net ton delivered in

Cleveland are

:

Anthracite:

Egg $11.15
Chestnut II. 6

5

Grate 11.45
Stove 11.55

Pocahontas:

Forked 9.50
Lump 5'cMine-run 7.50

Domestic Bituminous:

West Virginia splint 7. 75 to 8.00
Xo 8 Pittsburgh 6.2 5 to 6.60
Masaillon lump 7.50 to 7.60

Steam Coal:

No. 6 slack 4. 20 to 4.40
No. 8 slack 4. 70 to 5.00
No. 8 |-in 5 . 40 to 5 . 55

Youghioghcny slack 4. 85 to 5.15
No6mine-run 4.50to4.60
No. 6 mine-run 4. 90 to 5.05

DKTROIT
Sales of hiluminous. particularly the

Hteum Hizes, are still reported falling short
of previous years.

Bitnminous—With recollections of the
troubles experienced by consumers of steam
and domestic coal in the attempt to pro-
vide for their requirements in the last two
winters, wholesalers and jolibers In the De-
iroii market are striving to guard against
.1 r.pftition of these dittlculties during the
(oinini,' winter by urging their customers
lo Kio.k up at once. Warnings of a threat-
f-nril shortage in coal supply api)ear not to
arouHc the buyers to action, as jobbers say
the fpiantltv of bituminous coal now being
brought Into Detroit is considerably less

than should be sent here to make suitable
provision for the consumers.

Some of the manufacturing plants are
said to be holding back because the man-
agements want to get reserve stocks as
clear as possible of the coal of inferior
grade that was bought a year ago under
the regime of the federal fuel administra-
tion. The car shortage situation which is

reported becoming a factor in the situation
in various sections which supply coal to De-
troit, is causing some anxiety, in considera-
tion of its possible relation to future supply.

Little coal is reported on tracks about
town. Hocking lump is quoted on net ton3
at the mines at ?2.75 to $3. Mine run from
Ohio ranges around $2. and Ohio slack is

said to average about $1.50. West Vir-
ginia gas or splint block is said to be
offered at $3 to $3.25 ; mine run at about
$2.10 to $2.20 and West Virginia slack at
$1.00 to $2. Smokeless mine run is short in

supply, with price quoted at $2.75 to $3.

.Vnthracite— Household consumers are
being warned that anthracite may be dif-

ficult lo obtain if orders are held back too
long. With present temperatures it seems
difficult to interest consumers in making
provision for winder. Retail dealers have
a small amount of stock on hand, which
would speedily be depleted should a strong
demand develop.
Lake Trade—Movement of coal to Lake

loading docks is much lighter than a few
weeks ago, and is being impeded by car
shortage. Vessel capacity exceeds cargoes
and a number of ships are obliged to wait,
while some are shifted from port to port
to complete loading.

COLIMBUS
A better steam trade is reported from all

fields, with the domestic demand holding up
well. The Lake trade is steady and a con-
siderable tonnage is moving to the North-
nest. Prices are firmer all along the line.

Producers and jobbers report a better
steam demand from all sections. This is

apparent in every locality and presages a
better movement of steam sizes. A canvass
of the situation shows that reserve stocks
are fairly low and that large users must
enter the market in order to replenish their

stock of fuel. With iron and steel plants re-

suming operations, fuel requisitions are
gradually increasing. General manufac-
turing is also improving, judging from the
better demand for steam grades. Quite a
few contracts have been made and prices

are distinctly higher. The low priced coal

of several months ago is not found to any
extent as producers and shippers believe

that they can get a good figure on con-

tracts. Railroads are not using a large

tonnage as yet. but they are taking more
on their contracts.
The domestic trade is gradually expand-

ing as the season fulvances. Retail stocks

are being increased in anticipation of a
rush of orders in August and September.
Many of the householders have placed
orders for delivery after Sept. 1 and at

the market figures prevailing at that time.

Some deliveries are being made, although
the unsettled real estate conditions act as

a deterrent. Householders are loath to

stock up when they are not assured of re-

taining their dwelling. Retail prices are

stronger and every change is toward
higher levels. Pocahontas is in good de-

mand and retails at $7..i0. Splints a.re also

moving rapidly at $6 to $6.25. White -Vsh

and Island Creek sell at $6.50. Semi-smoke-
less is quoted at $7, while Hocking lump is

stronger at $5.75. ^ , „
The Lake trade is rather steady, and a

considerable movement from Ohio and
West Virginia mines to the Northwest is

reported Docks are in good shape as no

congestion is reported. Vessels are plenti-

ful as the grain tr.ade has not started to

any extent. On the whole, the Lake trade

is moving' along steadily.

CINC'IXX.VTI

Derided improvement in all branches
during the past week. Volume of business

increasing dailv. with contract makers for

yearly supplies adding to the already huge
bulk of business being transacted.

Domestic users in larger numbers than
for several weeks past have placed their

orders for the winter supply, after having
held off for several months, believing that

prices would drop. The market, however,
remains firm with no price advances, but

many dealers look for an Increase some
time this fall. ,,_.,.

Industrial users have ceased their Inten-

tions to keep buying merely for their day-
to-dav requirements and are placing orders
for their winter supply and also for weeks
ahead for present use.
The lump-coal situation continues un-

changed, little business, except for the do-
mestic user.s. being transacted. The de-

mand for mine run, however, has Increaseo.

All users are clamoring for smokeless
coal, but with little prospect of getting it.

The big howl is coming from the house-
holders. Those who had placed their or-
ders early enough now have their bunkers
pretty well filled with the hard stuff, while
those who waited for the come down in

prices have been disappointed. All tliis

despite the fact that thousands of dollars
were spent in advertising in an effort to
get these people to buy early.

LOUISVILLE
Short production of eastern Kentucky

block resulting in better inquiry for west-
ern Kentucky lump. Block and luntp in
fair demand, with steam and mine-run
draggy. Prices holding up well. Some cut-
ting by retailers.

Retail stocking as a whole is fairly good,
but would be better if retailers could se-
cure supplies of block coal without taking
steam. Operators are refusing to increase
production of block, due to inability to dis-
pose of screenings. Steam demand is

slightly better, but continues quiet as a
whole.

Eastern Kentucky block is a little scarce,
resulting in western Kentucky operators
receiving better inquiries on high-grade
lump, and some business. However, condi-
tions in western Kentucky continue dull,

with the mines working about two full

days a week. Prices are weak. Eastern
Kentucky is working about five days.
Mine prices for the eastern Kentucky sec-
tion are firm. The labor situation shows
no material change. The car supply situa-
tion is worrying some operators, due to
the poor conditions of cars and prospects
for a severe shortage this fall.

Movement by river is fair and equal to
all demand for river coal from such dealers
as are located on the wharves of the
three falls cities. Steamboat consumption
is much lower than formerly, due to
smaller boats and gasoline boats being in

the trade.

Quotations for the field are as follows

;

Eastern Western
Kentucky Kentucky

Block $3.50@$3 75 $2.00(u2 30

Mine-run 2.00® 2.75 I.85fe2 00
Nutandstove 1.85® 2.25 l.50@l.75
Pea and slack 1 .

35

These prices range from low grades to

top prices asked by mines of all kinds
throughout the fields, based on quotations
made to dealers and consumers.
There is practically no Indiana coal

moving into the state, or even western
Louisville at the present time, due to the
low prices on Kentucky coal and large
offerings of spot coal.

BIRMINGH.4M
Spot furnace coke easier, foundry coke

stroner. Possible over production. Coal
will control coke price. Market quiet, with
onl.v a moderate demand for steam fuel.

Domestic continues strong, no impro%e-
ment in supply being noted. Production at

commercial mines confined to from one to

four days per week, some few operations
being idle altogether.

There is no material change in the gen-
eral market situation here, the demand for

steam coal being light and confined lor

the most part to renewal of expiring con-
tracts and a scattering of small spot orders^

During the week the Southern Ry. closed
contracts for 1919-1920 rec,uirements aggre-
gating approximately a minimum tonnage
of 7110. IHMI with about 25 per cent, incri'use

above these figures as a maximum. Tak-
ings were confined to Big Seam mine-run
from the upper and lower benches and
from the Corona seam, prices according to

reports ranging from $2.25 to $2 6(1 per
net ton mines. The Louisville & N:ishville

lines are still obtaining their supply from
this district under tentative contracts siiiee

July 1. The Central of Georgia is obtain-

ing bids on its fuel supply, contracts to

date from Aug. 1. The A. B. & A. is in

(he market for additional tonnage, having
closed contracts recently for around loO.Oim

tons. Quotations are based on Government
prices, which were shaded in some in-

stances in the contracts made by ihr Suiiili-

ern, due to more favorable cost conditions
at sotne of the mines over other operations.
The domi'Slic market is still tight, quota-

tions ranging from $3 to $5.50 for lump,
with no improvement In the su|)pl.v.

Production for the week ended July 5.

an compiled by the Alabama Coal Operalor.s
As.wciatlon, tol.iled 187,173 tons or about
HO, 000 tons short of the previous like

period, this loss being attributed to some
extent to the holiday on the Fourth, Corn-
mercial mines are running from one to

four days per week, furnace companies
making a slightly better schedule.
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Coke

CON J> ELLSVILLE
Spot furnace coke easier, louiidrj coke

stronger. Possible overproduction. Coal

will control coke price.

The spot furnace coke market has

softened further, but foundry coke is

stronger for both ordinary and special

brands For the past ten days there has

been practically no demand for spot or

prompt furnace coke. As is almost in-

variably the case at this time of yea'', the

furnaces made more ample provisions than

necessary against Pos^iWe '""?""P''°"^, *^
shipments by reason of the holiday, and

none fs now in the market. Very consider-

able quantities of coke have accumulated

on track, but as the holders have contracts

and can move the coke gradually in that

way it is not going to be forced on the

market. A price of ?4 would readily be

accepted, but this would hardly be shaded.

The pre-holiday buying had put the mar-

ket up to $4.25 as minimum. Foundry coke

on the other hand is stronger.

It is seriously questioned whether the

operators have not overshot the mark ana

blown in too many ovens. There was only

a slight decrease 8000 tons in the jveek

in which Independence Day fell. v.hile the

following week, the first half of ^'h'^h "^'r
nessed Fayette County's celebration m
honor of the returning soldiers, showed an

increase of 27.000 tons.

The best judges of the situation are now
convinced that for the remainder of this

year, if not for an indefinite period. Con-

nellsville coke will simply bring its coal

value plus the actual cost of coking ''^ ithout

fixed charges. This cost ranges from oOc^

at the low-cost operations to . ' ^<=. at the

highest cost operations. The for"iula

works out exactly at present, coal being

salable at $2.35 while coke is $4. one and

a half tons of coal being required for one

ton of coke. In nearly all quarters coal is

expected to advance Within a few months-

and perhaps quite sharply It seems likely

that sliding-scale contracts made for the

half vear. based on pig iron prices from
month to month, will not prove as ad-

vantageous to coke operators as the> ex-

pected, for beyond question coal is much
more likely to advance than pig iron, iiie

market is quotable and follows :
Spot and

prompt furnace, $4 ; spot and prompt
foundry $4.75^5.50: contract foundry, $5

(0-5.50. per net ton at ovens.
.

The Courier reports production m tne

ConnelKville and Lower Connellsville region

mthl week ended July 12 at 157,838 tons,

an increase of 27.048 tons.

Buffalo—The market is fairly steady,

with certain domestic and steam grades a
little more active. Shippers are looking for

a better market before long, but cannot

predict it till iron is moving more liberally.

Quotations are $7.80 for JS-hr Connelsville

foundry. $7.10 to $7.35 for 48-hr. furnace

and $6 20 for off grade. Crushed domestic

sizes sell at $6.60 and breeze at $3.85 to

consumers.

tinue to be in great demand, and practi

cally all of the mines are from one to three

weeks behind on shipments of this size. \\ e

understand that both lump and egg coal

are selling at a premium " some cases^

Nut and stove sizes are not mo\mg so

well, although stove size is mo\^ng bettei

than nut. This is because the sto\e size,

which is > X 11 in. in dimension, goes to

manv ooint^ in Iowa, on a freight rate

wh.c^i isTsI than the frei.-ht rate from the

same mine on either egg or l"fnp coal.

Screenings and mine run. as heretofore,

contfnue a serious drag on the market and

an accumulation of these two kinds of coal

at the mines is hindering production in one

or two of the largest producing fields.

The expected boom, which was to corne

after peace was signed, has not arrived,

or if it has arrived, it has not afferted the

coal market in the Middle-West The ^'S

manufacturing plants .
and public utility

plants are still maintaining a very lacka-

daisical attitude toward their fuel supply

for the coming winter months.
There has been of late an actual car

shortage at the mines in bpth Illinois and

Indiana. This shortage, so far. has affect-

ed only the operators and the niiners as

the public are not buying enough coal to

notice whether or not their shipments are

delayed.

CHICAGO
Strikes in many industries has bad effect

on coal market conditions. Eastern coal

preferred by retailers.

Chicago operators and jobbers are cer-

tainly on their toes these days as the

steam coal situation in Chicago has been

very discouraging. Conditions may be even

worse now, with the strike in progress at

the plant of the Corn Products Co., as well

as at the International Harvester plants.

Both of these concerns use considerable

quantities of coal, and producers of this

coal are now forced to look elsewhere for

a market, adding another burden to a

market already weakened to a point of col-

lapse It is further remembered that labor

troubles are brewing at the Union stock-

yards. The various packing companies at

this plant consume more screenings and
fine coal than anv other Chicago industry.

If these people are forced to close their

plants, on account of strikes, it will mean
a tremendous tonnage of screenings thrown
on the market. It is hoped that the pack-

ers will continue in operation, because it

their plants are closed down it will result

in a calamity to the Chicago steam coal

trade which will be far-reaching m its

The Chicago domestic market has been a

little hard up on business for the mines m
Illinois and Indiana. This is easily ex-

plained bv the fact that the retailers are

finding it 'almost impossible to obtain I.^bor

to unload the coal as it arrives. Further-

more, thev feel that if they are to have any
eastern coal at all. now is the time to get

it Thev are everywhere gi\ing this busi-

ness preference over coal from Illinois and
Indiana,

Middle West Z]
GENER.\L REVIEW

No chance of any moment in market con-

ditions. Screenings and mine-run stiU gr'nt

market.
There have not been many evidences of

change in the Middle-West coal market in

the past week. Lump and egg coal con-

MILWAl'KEE
Coal market slow and dock yards in

danirer of becominu stocked up too early.

Sliortage of stove and nut anthracite.

The outstanding feature of the Mil-

waukee coal market is a shortage of stove

and nut sizes of anthracite. Notwithstand-
ing the total receipts of anthracite thus

far this season exceeds that of last year

bv nearly 75,000 tons, the amount of the

two sizes named that has been available

for delivery up to the present time is

fullv 20 pe"r cent, less than requirements

call" for. Egg and pea anthracite are plen-

tiful.
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The demand for coal is not what it should
be in the face of published warnings of a
probable shortage in the fuel supply when
the cold season arrives, and there is danger
that the receiving yards will become
choked up long before the Lake season
ends and thus force a check on receipts.

Receipts thus tar since the opening of

navigation foot up to 271,879 tons of an-
thracite and 1.426.457 tons of soft coal, a
gain over last year of 74,046 tons of the

former and 310.003 tons of the latter. The
byproduct plants are making every effort

to market coke, but stock piles are steadily

increasing.

ST. LOl'IS

Vnusnal shortage of high-grade domestic
coals. Oversupply of steam sizes. Condi-
tions show improvement in Mount Olive

and Standard fields. Car shortage severe
in places. Coal shortage more apparent
daily.

The local domestic situation shows con-
siderable improvement. The tendency
seems to be entirely for CarterviUe. and
all retailers are sold up for thirty days
on this coal. Orders for anthracite and
smokeless are also good. There is. how-
ever, little anthracite, and no smokeless
is coming in.

The CarterviUe situation is most serious.

Some mines are sold up on the lump size

for the month of August and are taking
only a limited quantity of lump business
for September. Practically all mines are
sold up in the CarterviUe district for July,

and more than half are not taking orders
for August delivery. The egg size seems
a little easier, but mires are sold ahead
on that. Nut is troublesome and screen-
ings have blocked evei vthing out. This is

causing the local dealei to push the other
grades of coal, preferably Mount Olive.

The situation in the CarterviUe field is a
peculiar one. The mines have worked but
two or three days a week, and the days
that thev decide to run the railroads fail

to deliver equipment. The car shortage
is beginning to be severely felt.

Similar conditions prevail in the Du
Quoin field. A better tonnage of this coal

is coming into the St. Louis market than
has moved in here in over three years. The
railroad fuel tonnage out of both of these

fields has shown considerable improvement
the past week.
The Mt. Olive situation is normal. Steam

sizes bother the operators some, but it is

not so serious in this field as in others. A
better tonnage of this coal is moving to the

St Louis market, but the steam tonnage
and a large portion of the domestic tonnage
is moving north and northwest, with a
fairlv good steam tonnage to Kansas City.

The Standard field presents the same o'd

diffioultv. that of not having a market for

anything although the demand for domes-
tic" sizes appears to be just a little better

than last week. This means that the condi-

tion of the steam market is serious, and
screenings got down to as low as $1.10.

The country business on domestic sizes

shows considerable improvement, but in a

general way the Standard field has not as

vet begun to come into its own.
" A careful survey of the entire situation

presents the fact that there is going to be
a serious coal shortage in the St. Louis
district on the higher grade coals.

Tlie local haulers association contem-
plates asking 25c. a ton more for hauling,

and there is considerable feeling over this

on the part of the dealers who have then-

hauling done, because they feel that coal

prices ought to be increased accordingly.

Dealers who own their own equipment,
however do not think the price of coal

should he advanced. It appears like a

freeze-out for the dealers who haven t their

own teams.

Coal and Coke Securities

New York Stock Exchange Closing Quotations July 21. 1919

Ticker

STOCKS Abvn.

American Coal Co. of Allegheny (ACl.)

Burns Brothers, Com gg
Burns Brothers, Pfd '«»>
Central Coak & Coke, Com CK)
Central Coal & Coke, Pfd CK)
Colorado Fuel & Iron, Com (C^>

Colorado Fiiol & Iron, Pfd ,.,..., . [nJKn
Con.«olidation Coal of Maryland '^U^^
Elk Horn Coal, Com '™\
Elk Horn Coal. Pfd <\-^\].

Island Crock Coal. Com OCK)
Island Crook Coal. Pfd^ :•.>• iiJ TV^

'

Jefferson & Clearfield Coal & Iron, Pfd (JF^

New Conlral Coal of West Va NCC)
PittsburKh Coal. Com Ill,'

Pittsburch Coal. Pfd <PC1

Pond Creek Coal (Pgl

Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke (vn)

Bid

1940 .

BONDS
Cahaba Coal. 1st Gtd 6s, 1922.

Clearfield Bituminous Coal, 1st 4s. S
Colorado Fuel & Iron. Gen 59. 1943 ^"j

Co orado Indus* 1st Mtg & Cok Tr^ 5s, 1934. 76»

Consolidation Coal of Maryland 1st Rof 5s, 1950 87

^^s?vt^Elrc:al:^S'^Tl«^":''";;"---:^^
I

i::!;i^i;^ti'"^^?^'S:iKn^rv^s:^'l-.954..- £
Pleasant Valley Coal. 1st S^ '• 5«. '"8 «0j

Pochontas Coal & Coke. Joint 4s. 1941 "*
Pocahontas Con. Collieries, st S F^ 5s. 1957. . . . . . 84|

Rooh & Pitts Coal & Ir., Helvetia Pur. Money 5s, 1946.
. . 98

St I, Rocky Mnt & Pac. Stamped 5s, 1955

Tonn Coal, Iron & R R., Gen^ 's 1951

rtah Fuel, t^t Sinking Fund 5s, 1931 .....

ViotorFuel. Ist MtK Sinking Fund 5.S 1953

Virpinia Iron. Coal & Coke Ist 5s. 1949

90)
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Facts About the Coal Shortage
By R. Dawson Hall

illSAPPREHENSION seems to have
arisen in regard to the coal shortage,
and relative to the attitude of the
coal operators thereto. The public

M @'\^^ &i
^^^ heard that the National Coal

mMlCAA^.:-] wl Association, Dr. H. A. Garfield,

former fuel administrator, and C. E.
Lesher, statistician for the United

States Geological Survey, have declared there is a coal
shortage in prospect and that everybody should lay
in his coal now. Yet the public finds that when
some of the people, who use anthracite, go to buy
coal they have to wait their turn, for hard coal is

not being produced as fast as it is being sold.

They conclude, therefore, quite naturally, that the
three aforesaid parties are engaged in a conspiracy to

cause a stampede and raise the price of coal. They
cannot understand—who could?—why there is any
need to press the buying of coal when the producer is

unable for months at a time to supply what is ordered.

Now, as a matter of fact the old-line anthracite com-
panies are not urging anyone to buy coal. They were
doing so most vigorously a few months ago, when
the mines were working part time, but not now. The
National Coal Association, which is the body that has
been predicting the shortage, does not include any
anthracite operators, and its interests lie not in the
sale of anthracite but of bituminous coal. The an-

thracite operators should not be blamed for the failure

of the public, natural enough in its way, to differenti-

ate between the association and the representatives of

the anthracite industry.

The anthracite operators believe that if the public

is stampeded, prices for hard coal will go up, and the

independent operator who puts up his price whenever
the demand permits will get the benefit. The small

retailer may do the same. The old-line companies will

keep their prices at the announced circular, while the
independents and retailers will reap the harvest.

The small boys will have rung the bell of higher prices

and skipped out, and the offenseless but less nimble
old-line company will remain to face the ire of the

householder.

Consequently, the big anthracite corporations are

keeping quiet about a possible domestic anthracite

shortage, which may or may not occur, but which, if

it is to come, no amount of publicity at this hour can
possibly avert. However, the talk about coal shortage
is helping the anthracite operators to get rid of their

steam sizes of hard coal which, until lately, have been
in such small demand that they had to be stocked.

The bituminous coal market is in a different con-

dition. The best of steam coal is hard to get, though
the mines that produce that grade are working
steadily. The public is showing a wonderful discrim-

ination. It requires that its coal give a large number
of thermal units per pound of fuel. Unfortunately,

there are big states and sections of states that do not

produce coal of high thermal value. This is not a

matter of coal preparation; it is a matter of natural

coal quality. The coal may have little ash and a small

percentage of pyrite, but it may still be an inferior

coal because it has too much volatile matter.

It is necessary that this coal of inferior heat-giving

quality—the coal of western Kentucky, Illinois,

Indiana and Iowa—be mined if the needed amount of

coal is to be produced yearly. These coal-producing

areas and some others are not now as busy as they

should be. This fact has exercised all those who know
anything about the coal industry. If they do not get

to work soon the shortage will be of almost unex-

ampled severity. Even if they do work full time there

will be a shortage, for stocks are low, men are scarce

and growing scarcer, due to the migration to Europe,

while railroad cars are in short supply and apt to be-

come still harder to obtain.

The Railroad Administration has restricted the

number of man-shifts a month that may be expended

in car repairs. Consequently, the long lines of cars

seen along the sidetracks will not represent transporta-

tion possibilities unless the Administration soon

modifies its restrictive rules and permits these cars

to be repaired.

For these reasons, a shortage ot bituminous coal is

to be expected. Already the best of bituminous steam

coals cannot be bought on the open market. The whole

output of these grades of bituminous coal has been

contracted for. Soon the inferior grades of soft coal

will be in like demand, but till they are it is best to

publish the prospective shortage broadcast, for in so

doing the demand is stimulated and the shortage made
less severe.

The work of mining a year's supply of coal cannot be

done by the miners in a month, any more than the

work of reaching Chicago can be done by the Broad-

way Limited in two hours unless the engineers at

the throttle have kept that flyer steadily pounding

the rails in the eighteen hours prijr thereto.
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Selection of an Electric System
By Terrell Croft

St. Louis. JIo.

SYNOPSIS

—

-Formulas and examples of their

application as applied to the electrical problems
incident to mine installations are here given. It

is highly important for the management to know
just what results to expect before electrical

installation begins.

ATHREE-WIRE, 12.5-250-volt, direct-current sys-

tem for mine service is illustrated diagram-
. matically in Fig. 1. A pressure of 250 volts is

obtained from outside conductors for power and mine-
locomotive service. The lighting feeders are operated
three-wire 125-250 volts, while the lighting branches
are two-wire 125 volts. This system provides a pres-

sure of 250 volts for power and one of 125 volts across

the lamps. It should be understood that a pressure of

125 volts (more or less) is more economical and satis-

factorj' for incandescent lighting than a higher or lower
voltage. A three-wire generator may be used as shown,
one machine satisfying the requirements for both light-

ing and power.

Substations are used in mining practice where it is

necessary to convert alternating current to direct cur-

rent or where it is necessary to step down a high
alternating transmission voltage to a low alternating

distribution voltage. Where it is necessary merely to

lower an alternating voltage, then only transformers
are required at the substation, which may, where the

rOROUNDcoNwcrm

FIG. 1. TYPICAL CONNECTION DIAGRAM 125-250 VOLT •

DIRECT-CURRENT SYSTEM

power handled is small, comprise merely a transformer
on a pole. Where the power handled is considerable, a

more elaborate transformer substation may be required.

It may consist of a building to house the transformers
and of suitable lightning protection and switching equip-

ment and a switchboard to carry the metering instru-

ments. Outdoor substation:-;, which may be for large

amounts of power and high voltages, are frequently

used now. For converting alternating to direct current,

a substation containing a motor-generator or a con-

verter with its transformers is necessary.

•Copyright, aU riglits reserved

Underground substations are often desirable econom-

ically where the workings cover a considerable area.

They comprise an underground room which should,

preferably, be lined with cement or brick and should be

roofed to render it clean and dry. Such substations

should be located as near as is feasible to the center

of the then existing underground load. The high-ten-

.-^ion alternating-current feeders supplying the station

comprise suitably aiTnored and insulated cables which

may be carried in the shafts, entries or tunnels or down
specially prepared boreholes from the surface direct to

^w^ii'i^misiii/^i//^im^mr^imi^i/>i^///i^̂ 'r

I. EXAMPLE IN DETERMINATION OF ELECTRIC
HAUL.4.GE CONDUCTORS

the substation location. In underground substations, a

good construction is to support the wiring on suitable

insulators carried on a pipe framework near the ceiling

of ths station room. Usually it is not desirable to carry

conductors in conduits in the floor of an underground

substation.

A switchboard for a typical motor-generator mine
substation is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3. This

shows a surface substation equipment. It does not,

however, differ essentially from that which would be

used in an underground substation except that the ordi-

nary underground installation would have fewer panels.

The three requirements which any conductor for the

transmission or distribution of electrical energy should

satisfy may be stated thus: The wire should be selected

of such a size (a) that it will convey the electrical

energy to the location where it is to be utilized without

an excessive loss in potential, that is, luithout excessive

/ X -R voltage drop; (b) that the current will not heat it

to a temperature which will injure the insulation of the

wire or originate a fire, and (c) that the cost due to the

power loss (the P Y^ R watts loss) in the wire caused

by the current being forced through the resistance imll

not be excessive. A conductor may satisfy one of these

three conditions and not satisfy the other two. Hence,

as a general proposition, it is always desirable to ex-

amine the conductor size selected for any given condi-

tion from the three different standpoints outlined above.

The safe current-carrying capacity of wires should

also be considered when designing circuits. A con-

ductor may have ample cross-sectional area and convey

current a given distance with a sufficiently small drop in

voltage but yet may be so small that it will overheat.

After a wire has been selected with reference to volt-

age drop, the National Electrical Code safe current-

carrying-capacity table (Table I) should be consulted.

If the wire first selected is not large enough to safely
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TABLE I. CURRENT-CARRYING CAPACITY OF BARE COP"PER
CONDUCTORS USED IN MINES

(Bureau of Mines Technical Paper No. 138, "Suggested Safety Rules for Installing
and Using Electrical Equipment in Bituminous Coal Mines," by H. H. Clark

and C. M. Means)

Conductor.
B. &S. Capacity,

Amperes

210
280
320

Conductor,
Circular
Mills

250.000
300,000
350,000
400.000
450.000
500.000
550.000
600.000
650.000
700.000

Capacity,
.\mpores

690
790
880
965

1.050
1.140
1,215

1.285
1.370
1.450

Mills

750.000
800.000
850.000
900.000
950.000

1,000,000

Current
Capacity,
Amperes

1,520
1,590
1.660
1.730
1.800
1.870

carry the current in accordance with the value specified

by the code table, a wire w-hich is, on this basis, large

enough should be used. Bureau of Standards Circular

No. 23, "Standardization of Electrical Practice in

Mines," states: "The table of carrying capacities of

the National Electrical Code should be followed where
practicable."

The allowable voltage drop in circuits is usually taker,

as about from 1 to 3 per cent, for incandescent lighting

circuits and from 5 to 10 per cent, for motor circuits.

That is, on a 110-volt incandescent lighting circuit the

allowable drop should not exceed 3 volts, while on a
220-volt motor circuit the allowable drop should not

exceed 22 volts.

The power loss in any circuit, either alternating or

direct current, may, assuming that 11 ohms is the re-

sistance of a circular mil foot of copper conductor, be
computed by using one of the following formulas:
For any conductor

(1) P = 11 X /' X L/circ.mih (watts)

Wherein
P= Power loss in conductor in watts

;

r= Current in amperes in conductor;

L= Length of conductor in feet

;

Circ.mils = Area of conductor in circ.mils.

For a two-wire circuit, direct-current or single-phase

alternating,

(2) P = 22 X /' X L/circ.mils (watts)

For a three-wire, three-phase circuit, assuming bal-

anced current,

(3) p = 33 X /' X L'circ.mil-^ (watts)

P = Power in watts lost in circuit

;

/ = Current in amperes which flows in each

of the wires of the circuit;

L --^ Length (one way) of circuit

;

CvT.mils = Cross-sectional area of each of the wires

in circ.mils.

The foregoing formulas can be used only when all of

the wires of the line are of the same size.

The calculation of a two-wire, direct-current circuit

is effected bv means of the following formula:

(4)

Wherein
Circ.mils = 22 X I X L V

F = Allowable drop in circuit;

I = Current in amperes which will flow in

circuit;

L = Length one way or single distance to load

center of circuit, in feet;

Circ.mils = Cross-sectional area of the conductor in

circ.mils.

E.vample—If it is required to transmit 25 hp. 2000
ft. with a voltage of 2.50 at the generator and 220 at the

motor, the current required = / = (25 X 746) -f- 220
= 85 amp. Then, circ.mils = (22 X 85 X 2000) ^-

30 = 124,700. Two naught or 3/0 ware is indicated.

With 00 wire, having a resistance of 0.078 ohm per
100 ft. or 0.312 ohm for the line, the drop in voltage

will be 0.312 X 85 = 26.5 volts.

Calculations of three-wire, direct-current circuits are

made with the formula which is used for computing
two-wire, direct-current circuits. In a balanced three-

wire circuit no current flows in the neutral wire. In

making wiring calculations in practice for three-wire

circuits, it is assumed that the circuit is balanced. As-
certain the current that will flow in the outside wires
of the three-wire circuit and then use the two-wire,
direct-current formula. The drop in voltage V in the

formula is the drop in both the outside wires and is

twice the drop between the receivers connected between
the neutral and the outside wire. Obviously V can be
twice as great for a three-wire circuit as for the equiva-

lent two-wire circuit. The neutral wire, if unfused,

should be the same size as each of the outside wires in

order to conform to National Electrical Code require-

ments. But if properly fused it may be smaller. If

HtneJNoJ No2 No.3 mA No.5 No.6 No.7 No.8 No.3 No.10 No.// No, IB Ah./3 No.14-

Eq.Sw.

FIG. 3. DIAGRAM OF TYPICAL, SYNCHRONOUS-MOTOR-GKXHRATOR SUBSTATION SWITCHBOARD
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the neutral is permanently grounded no fuse is psr-

mitted in it, in which case it must be the same size as

the outers. Grounding of the neutral is required by

the National Code except for private plants where the

pressure does not exceed 550 volts. This is, however,

usually desirable in any case.

The allowable voltage drop in trolley-wire-and-feeder

circuits is usually taken at from 15 to 20 per cent.,

while 25 per cent, may be permissible. A 50 per cent,

drop might be allowed when the loaded trip is being

accelerated from one of the farthest entries which is not

used frequently. There are, however, mines where the

voltage drop is over 75 to 80 per cent, when loaded

trips are being started from the inside parting. Such

conditions represent extremely poor practice. Such

drops of potential are doubtless responsible for more

trouble due to burnouts of motors and control equip-

ment than any other condition around a mine.

The current required by the locomotives to take a trip

up a certain grade is independent of the voltage on the

trolley wire. This means that the same current is re-

quired to take a trip up a grade with 50 volts on the trol-

ley wire as would be required if 250 volts were available.

However, the effect of the low voltage is to reduce the

speed so that the time required to ascend a certain grade

is much longer with the reduced voltage. It results in

excessive overheating of the motors. It not only reduces

their life, but may cause frequent burnouts.

In estimating the current i-equired by mining loco-

motives it is usually sufficient to base computations on

60 per cent, of the total current to be used, assuming

that all of the receivers are developing simultaneously

their rated outputs. That is, a demand factor of 60

per cent, is assumed. The average mine locomotive,

when operated at between 20 and 25 per cent, adhesion

en a 250-volt circuit with the motors in parallel, re-

quires about 30 amp. per ton for gathering locomotives

and about 25 amp. per ton for main-haulage locomotives.

When operated on a 500-volt circuit, the current taken

will be one-half as great.

The resistance of steel rails varies with the chemical

composition of the steel. Sulphur-manganese content,

particularly manganese, tends to change the resistance

materially. The resistance of the steel rail will vary

from about 8 to 15 times that of a copper section of the

same area and at the same temperature. That is, the

"rail to copper ratio" varies between 8:1 and 15:1.

For the steel rails used in mine haulage the ratio is

about 12: 1.

To calculate the equivalent circular mils of copper

corresponding to any given weight of rail in pounds

per yard for any rail to copper ratio, multiply the

weight of the rail in pounds per yard by the constant

corresponding to this ratio as determined by the com-

position of the steel. Such constants are given in Table

V. In another table (Table IV) presented herewith

these equivalents have been computed for rails of dif-

ferent weights and for different "rail to copper ratios.'"

The distance L in the trolley-wire formulas is the

actual distance to the load, if the load is concentrated

at one point. If, as would be the case where a number
of locomotives are shifting along the track, the load

is uniformly distributed, then L would be taken as equal

to one-half the length of the line.

In computing the wire size required for trolley and

feeder, where the steel-rail return circuit conditions are

not definitely known, it may be assumed that the track-

return resistance is equal to the trolley resistance. This

is the most economical condition (Ohio Brass Co.) for

the transmission of power using the track return. Tabic

'The area of a steel rail in square inches is equal to about one-
tenth of the weight in pounds per yard. Hence, since the rails
;ire desigrnated by the weight in pounds per yard, the approximate
ai-t;a can be calculated readily. The resistance of steel rails, in-

cluding the ordinary bonding that exists in mines, is about 12 J

times as great as the same area of copper. A square inch of
copper contains 1.270.000 circ.mils. From this it is evident that
a square incli of steel rail in a mine will have approximately the
same resistance as a section of copper having an area of 100,000
circ.mils. Then to find the equivalent copper section of any
weight of rail it is only necessary to add together the areas of
the two rails and allow 100,000 circ.mil copper for each square
inch section. The result, although approximate, will be suffi-

ciently accurate for practical computations. In other words, the
copper equivalent of a steel rail in circular mils is approximately
ten thousand times its weight in pounds per yard on the basis of
a 12 : 1 ratio.
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II. VOLTAGE DROP IN TROLLEY WIRES, FEEDERS AND
TRACK

(Ohio Brass Co.1

system; 250-volts at mine entrance: traek resistance equal to trolley-

wire and freder resistance: 100 amp. in circuit-
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Therefore, the balance of the allowable drop which will

occur in the trolley wire is 50 — 9.1 = 40.9 volts. Then
the area of the trolley wire will be:

(8> Circ.rnils = (11 X D X D/V = (11 X 2000

X 350)/40.9 = 188,000 circ.mils.

This area lies between No. 000 and No. 0000 wire.

But since a gathering locomotive will probably operate
from the parting, the trolley wire should be No. 0000
(211,500 circ.mils) and no feeder will be required.

The following table (from the General Electric Co.)

gives the copper-equivalent areas, in circular mils, of

steel rails. of various weights and resistivities;. that. is,

of various weights and "rail to copper ratios." The
ratio varies from about 8:1 to 15: 1. For steel rails

used in mine haulage the ratio is about 12: 1.

TABLE IV. CIRCULAR
s
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FOR CALCLL.\TING DROP IN ALTERNATING-CURRENT TINES WITH THE MER5H0N DIAGRAM OF FIG.

'60 CYCLES

Size of Wire
(Circ.Mils)and
B. & S. Gage
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TABLE VTII. APPLICATION OF ALTERNATING-CURRENT

Gin ral Class Type Max. Volts Station Capacity
Carborundum block MP 400 Unlimited

750

Non-arcing-metal cylinder C 1,250 200 kw. (or higher
2,500 if more than 2 miles

from station)

Non-arring-metal cylinder with series CR 2,500 Unlimited
resistance (aingle-pole)

Non-arcing-rottal cylinder with ssrics

resistance (doublr-pole) G 2,500 Unlimited
Cupped-diskgap W 6,600 Unlimited

13,200

Graded-shunt r sistance S 3,500 2,000 kw.
7,000
11,000
13,200

Graded-shunt resistanre L.E. 2,000 Unlimited
to

39,000
Electrolytic or aluminum cell AK 2,000 Unlimited

to
145,500

LIGHTING PROTECTORS (WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CO.)

Usual Application Remarks
Outdoors on line for A low-priced arrester giving good protection on low-
protection of low-voltage voltage circuits
motor installations
Outdoors online and for Maximum protection (within limits of staticn capacity),
transformer protecticn possible in low-priced arresteiB

Same as type C Similar to type C but with resistance: for use at higbe
station capacities. Single-pole only.

Same as type C Similar to type CR multiple
Outdoors for trans- Similar totype CR but for highervoltagfs
former protection

Indocrs for apparatus. Greater protecticn tl:an foregcirp. A low cquivaleEt
Outdoors for trans- arrester suitable for sirall stations or extra good pro-
formers tection of transformers

Same as type S Same as type S except for larger stations and highe
voltages

Same as types S and Maximum protection possible in present state of the art.
L. E. Should be used in all cases of high voltage and at all

voltages where conditions are severe or importance of
protection is considered above cost

obtained lay off upward in per cent, the reactance e.m.f.

The circle on which the last point falls gives the drop

in per cent, of the e.m.f. delivered at the end of the

line. Every tenth circle arc is marked with the per

cent, drop to which it corresponds.

Example—What will be the performance of a 00

three-phase, 60-cycle line, 24-in. spacing, 63,000 ft.

long when delivering 500 kw. at 5737 volts and 85

p.f.? Solution—Voltage to neutral each wire =5740 -^

1.73 = 3317. Current per wire = 500 X 1000 -f- 3

X 3317 X 0.85 = 59.1 amp. The resistance drop is

0.078 X 58.1 X 63 = 290 volts, or 290 -^ 3316 = 8.7

per cent. The reactance drop is 0.118 X 59.1 X 63 =
439 volts, or 4.39 -4- 3317 = 13.2 per cent. On the

diagram follow 85 per cent, vertically to the curve,

thence horizontally 8.7 squares and vertically 13.2

squares gives 14.5 per cent., or say 15 per cent, total

drop in voltage. The total voltage drop indicated is

5737 X 0.15 = 860 volts and the generator voltage re-

quired is 6-597 volts. The line power loss is 3 X 59.1 X
290 X 1000 = 51.4 kw. = 51.4 -f- 500 = 10.3 per cent.

Example—What is the performance of a single-

phase, 60-cycle line, 18-in. spacing, 10,000 ft. long when
delivering 250 kw. at 2000 volts and 0.80 p.f.? Solu-

tion—The current is 250 X 1000 — 2000 X 0.80 =
156.2 amp. From Table VII the line reactance is 0.228

X 10 and the voltage drop from this is 0.228 X 10 X
156.2 = 356.3 volts or 17.8 per cent, due tc reactance

alone. The line resistance is 0.196 X 10 and the voltage

drop from this is 0.196 X 10 X 156.2 = 306.3 volts or

15.2 per cent, due to resistance alone. On the diagram

follow 0.80 p.f. vertically to the curve then 90 hori-

zontally a distance equal to 15.3 per cent., then rise

vertically a distance corresponding to 17.8 per cent, and

the circular arc of 23 is reached, indicating a 23 per

cent, drop in terms of receiver voltage, or 23 per cent,

of 2000 volts ^= 460 volts. The generator voltage is

2460 and the line drop is 18.7 per cent. The line power

loss = 306.3 X 156.2 -^ 1000 = 47.9 kw.

Co-operation Between Byproduct Coke

Ovens and Gas Works

Serious problems, claiming the attention of many
in Great Britain who deal with fuel, are the conserva-

tion of coal supplies and the economical production of

heat, light and power. It cannot be said that the most

efficient use is being made of the gas obtained by the

carbonization of coal in coke ovens. The future devel-

opment of the coking industry will probably be in two

main directions: (1) Coke-oven plants will become large

heat, light and power producers, or (2) large centers of

chemical activity.

Notwithstanding extravagant claims of electrical

engineers, the best and most economical way of treat-

ing coal for the production of heat, light and power is

by carbonizing the coal and subsequently recovering

gas, coke and byproducts in the modern byproduct

coke oven. And just as the byproduct coke oven is the

ideal carbonizing system, so also it should be agreed

that existing gas works are the best and most efficient

distribution agencies. There should be the closest

cooperation between the gas and the coke industries.

The universal use of coke-oven gas (recommended by

gas authorities) could be advised only where the circum-

stances of geographical position, availability of supply

and the necessity of gas works (as an extension to car-

bonizing plants) justified its serious cftnsideration.

Experience has demonstrated that coke-oven gas can

be made as suitable as any retort gas for any purpose

whatever. There should not be any fear that a suit-

able illuminating power could not be maintained. The
greatest difficulty might be, perhaps, the difficulty of

maintaining a constant supply. It has been considered

that the possibility of miners' strikes might effectuallly

prevent any extension of the use of coke-oven gas; but

it should be remembered that gas works themselves are

liable to that disability. It is a question of stocks, and

the same remedy is available to both.

Coal gas at present offers the best and most econom-

ical medium for the supply of energy in the form of

heat, light and power. To maintain that power in the

future, gas must be supplied at the lowest possible price.

Those gas companies favorably situated in the vicin-

ity of coking plants and able to procure a supply of

suitable gas therefrom are provided with a means of

crushing electrical competition for many years to

come. There is no question but that, generally speak-

ing, coke-oven proprietors can afford and are willing to

sell their surplus gas at a much lower figure than any

gas works would consider; in many cases it can be

bought for less than half what it costs to produce it

in a gas works. On the Continent and in America,

coke-oven gas has been carried distances of 100 miles,

so that there should be no hesitation in accepting con-

tracts up to 50 miles.

Any considerable extension in the use of coke-oven

gas in the' direction indicated would almost render un-

necessaiy the great central power and heat distribut-

ing centers of which so much is heard and which would

entail an enormous outlay to develop.
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Depletion and Depreciation of

Coal-Mining Properties*
By D. C. Burdick

Sturgis, Ky.

SYNOPSIS

—

Much attention has recently

been given to depletion and depreciation charges

against coal operation. An equitable distribution

is sometimes difficult to secure, but charges

should be graduated and of such an amount that

the total investment may be extinguished when
the property is icorked out.

THE subject of depreciation of coal properties has

probably received more attention and discussion

in the last tvo years than ever before in the his-

tory of coal mining. This subject has been brought to

the attention of the operator, more especially the small

operator, through regulation of prices by the United

States Fuel Administration during the war. We may
well consider this as one of the benefits of the war, as

it has brought to attention the great necessity of prop-

erly accounting the cost of a ton of coal mined and

loaded on a railroad car for shipment.

Depreciation and depletion have been given small at-

tention in the past in computation of cost simply from
the fact that the operator did not sign a check in pay-

ment thereof, no thought being given as to how he was
to dispose of the amount standing on his books against

property plant and equipm.ent at the time when his mine
was exhausted and further income from the invest-

ment had ceased. Now the problem is. How shall we
properly dispose of the property investment?

Probably the most comprehensive method of explain-

ing my views on the subject is to theoretically invest

in a coal mine and earn,' the depreciation and depletion

through to the end of the operation. The first pro-

cedure, of course, is the purchase of the minerals, and
for complete handling I shall consider that in purchas-

ing the minerals it is a'so necessary to purchase the

surface.

Mineral Rights and Plant Site

For example, I shall assume a tract containing 500

acres and presume the price paid to be $200 per acre

for the coal and surface, presuming the surface to be

average farm land and valued for this purpose at $100
per acre. On this basis the minerals will cost $100 per
acre. On thi.s acreage a plant site nuist be selected,

which r shall assume will require 20 acres. I now
arrive at the value of minerals and real estate to be

depleted, by the following

:

500 acres coal @ $100 per a<>rc $50,000
20 acres plant site @ $100 per acre 2,000

Total to be depleted $52,000

Assuming the amount of recoverable coal from this

tract to be 5000 tons per acre, we find that we have
2,500,000 tons of coal to be mined; and assuming the
life of the mine or the time required to remove the

coal to be 20 years, I find the average yearly output

to be 125,000 tons.

I also find, by dividing the cost of the minerals and
plant site by the recoverable tonnage, that it will take

2.08 cents per ton to wipe out the investment during the

life of the mine. Please bear in mind this charge for

depletion of minerals and plant site. This should be
credited to reserve for depletion and should not be con-

fused with depreciation of plant and equipment. The
simple method of handling this depletion would be to

charge 2.08 cents for every ton of coal mined during the

life of the mine to the cost of the coal, crediting the

proper reserve. However, it may be desirable to gradu-

ate the charge for depletion, charging a higher rate

during the earlier operation of the mine when other

operating costs are low on account of the accessibility of

the coal to the mine opening.

Assuming the graduated method is desirable, I submit

the following table of graduations, allowing the first

year of operation for development

:

Years
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it is assumed that the land can be sold at any time

for $100 per acre.

The depreciation of plant and equipment is a more
complex problem than that of depletion. There are four

fundamental groupings of losses: Class A—Physical

(Cnese can be foreseen). (1) Wear and tear due to

operation. (2) Those arising from the passage of time

and exposure to the weather. Class B—Functional

rthe.sp cannot be foreseen). (3) Obsolescence. (4)

Inadeouacy.

The losses falling under Class A require no explana-

tion. Class B, Obsolesence, refers to loss of asset value

due to the progi-ess of invention, machinery being es-

pecially subject to this form of depreciation.

Inadequacy usually arises from the growth of a busi-

ness. Presuming the plant and equipment necessary

to mine the tract of .500 acres of coal to cost $150,000,

and also presuming that the original plant and equip-

ment and subsequent additions shall be maintained in

good repair throughout the life of the mine, I would

proceed to write off the original investment and sub-

sequent additions in the following manner:

As a basis for the amount to be used for depreciation

purposes charge 10 cents per ton each month for all

coal mined during the month to expense and credit de-

preciation reserve. My reason for using a per-ton basis

rather than a percentage of the value of the equipment
is that it distributes the depreciation expense more
evenly on the cost sheet and compensates for uneven
running time. It might occur to some that buildings

should receive a lower rate of depreciation than ma-
chinery and equipment on account of the usually longer

life of a building. In this connection, however, it must
be borne in mind that no matter what physical condi-

tion a mine building may be in at the time the coal is

exhausted the building is of no further value other than

salvage. This point is immaterial, however, from the

fact that the operator may distribute the amount avail-

able for depreciation in any manner he sees fit.

I would suggest the plant and equipment be sub-

divided in a general way, say about as follows:

Mine Openings—Under this heading would be shown
shafts, slopes, main entries, airways, etc.

Mine Buildings and Fixtures—Covers permanent
structures.

Machinery—Covering engines, generators, pumps,

boilers, etc.

Mine Equipment—Covering mining machines, motors,

mine cars and the like.

Steel Rail—Covering all rail used in development of

the mine and additional rail purchased during the life

of the mine of 20 lb. weight or over, used in exten-

sion of main haulage roads. Rail lighter than 20 lb.

per yard and commonly known as room rail, as well as

all wooden rail and ties, should be charged to mine ex-

penses as used.

Copper Wire—Covering all copper wire used in the

original development of the mine and additional copper

wire of 1/0 size and over purchased during life of the

mine. Copper wire smaller than 1/0, as well as all

fixtures for installing trolley wire and feeders, should

be charged to mine expenses as used.

Lii'e Stock—Horses, mules, etc.

Wire Ropes—Hoist and haulage ropes.

Miscellaneous Equipment—All appurtenances not

covered in the foregoing.

My experience in handling short-life equipment such

as live stock and wire rope is to depreciate it on a basis

of probable life and charge replacements to propertj'

account and retirements, less salvage, to depreciation

resei-ve. I have found that the average life of a mine
niule is five years, therefore I charge to depreciation

reserve at the rate of 20 per cent, per year on the capital

invested in this class of equipment. When a loss occurs

either from natural causes or accident, the value of

the mule lost, less salvage, is charged to depreciation

reserve and the replacement is charged to property ac-

count. In this manner the property account reflects the

true value of the physical inventories of live stock.

Wire rope is handled in the same manner except due
consideration should be given the life of the rope, for

which thei-e is no fixed standard, as its life is con-

tingent on the service in which it is used; for example,

a shaft rope would have considerably longer life than a

rope used in a slope. There may be other items of short-

life equipment which may be handled in a similar

manner.

Equipment subject to obsolescence and inadequacy
falling in Class B cannot be foreseen, and no special

depreciation is considered. However, should the oc-

casion demand that certain equipment be retired for

reason of obsolescence or inadequacy, the value of the

equipment retired, less salvage, should be charged to

depreciation resen'e and the replacement to property ac-

count.

I shall now proceed to distribute the original plant

and equipment investment of $150,000 under the head-

ings enumerated and carry the depreciation out for a

period of one year.

Estimated tonnage mined in 12 months = 125,000

tons, and 125,000 X 10 cents per ton = $12,500, or the

amount avilable for depreciation purposes.

First deducting the amount of depreciation to be set

up for short-life equipment. Live stock, book value,

$1500 at 20 per cent, per year = $300. Wire rope,

based on five years' life as a shaft rope, book value

$599 at 161 per cent, per year = $100. Total available

depreciation, $12,500. Less depreciation short-life

equipment, $400. Leaves available $12,100 for the bal-

ance of the plant equipment to be prorated to value

shown opposite each class of equipment.

Class of Equipment Book Valu

Mine openings $75,000
Buildings and fixtures 25,000
Machinery 20,000
Equipment 1 3,000
Steel rail 5,000
Copper wire 5,000
Live stock 1,500

Wire rope 500
Miscellaneous equipment 5,000

Total $150,000

$6,133
2,043
1,635
1,064
408
408
300
100
409

$12,500

It will be noted from this statement that the original

plant and equipment investment will be fully depreci-

ated during a period of 12 years. This is conservative,

however, as the additions to plant and equipment dur-

ing the life of the mine, the obsolescence and inadequacy

replacement, all of which must be taken care of, being

at this time wholly unknown quantities, will no doubt

necessitate the continuance of the depreciation reserve

well along toward the exhaustion of the mine. If, how-

ever, conditions are such in later years that the rate of

depreciation may be reduced, it no doubt would be a
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happy state of affairs for the operator since it would

come at a time when his other operating costs were

high on account of accessible coal being a long distance

from the mine opening.

Up to this point it will be noted no mention or al-

lowances have been made for salvage at the time the

mine is worked out and abandoned. There is no doubt

that a considerable salvage will be realized and it may
be the desire of some to consider this.

As a conservative allowance for salvage I would rate

steel rail, trolley ivire and brass, trolley equipment and

other copper wire at 50 par cent, of their original cost

and all other shipments at 10 per cent. However, in

the case of trolley wire and steel rails, inasmuch as ad-

ditions to this class of equipment are charged to prop-

erty account up to the last period of operation, a con-

sidei-able portion of the salvage value may be required

to entirely clear the books of the capital investment.

Investment in commissary and dwellings, from which
a rental is received, should be handled under the head
of real estate, and depreciation on this class of property
should be charged to the real estate department ex-

penses. No earnings or expenses in connection with
this department should be considered in computation
of the cost of coal.

In concluding this paper I might say that the ob-

ject I had in mind in its preparation was to express

my ideas in as few words as possible with no thought
for technical terms, but to create discussion in order
to bring out the views of others.

Low-Sulphur Coal in Illinois
By Gilbert H. Cady

state Geological Survey, Urbana, Illinois

EXTENSIVE sampling of coal in Illinois during the

past 10 or 12 years by the State Geological Survey,

in cooperation with various organizations, such as the

U. S. Bureau of Mines, the University of Illinois and
the Illinois Cooperative ^Mining Investigations, has made
possible the delineation of two areas of low-sulphur coal

in the southern part of Illinois. The sulphur content is

less than 1.25 per cent., so that if otherwise suitable

these coals can be employed for metallurgical uses and
for the manufacture of water-gas and retort gas. One
of these areas is small and lies in Jackson County, near
Murphysboro, the other is much larger and includes a

large port of the famous Franklin County field.

A small area of No. 2, or Murphysboro, coal has been

worked for many years near the town of Murphysboro,

Jackson County, Illinois. In two mines, at least, the coal

has a sulphur content of less than 1.25 per cent. It is

doubtful, however, whether this field will ever be a

source of large tonnage as the total area underlain by
low-sulphur coal in workable thickness is probably less

than 15 square miles (24.14 sq.km.), and a large part

of it has already been worked out.

The location of the area of low-sulphur coal in the

Franklin County field is shown in the accompanying

map. The small area underlain by the Murphysboro

low-sulphur coal is shown near the tovra of that name
in the central part of Jackson County. The larger area

lies in the west side of Franklin County, extending also

about 6 miles (9.65 km.) south into Williamson County,

about 4 miles (6.43 km.) west into northern Jackson

and western Perry County, and northward an unde-

termined distance into Jefferson County. All but the

northern limit of the area is fairly well defined by

sampling in numerous mines. The inner cross-lined

area is underlain by coal having less than 1 per cent,

sulphur, the outer boundary surrounding the area

underlain by coal having less than 1.25 per cent,

sulphur.

The coal mined in the district is No. 6 or Herrin

coal, commonly known as the Carterville or Franklin

County coal. The bed has a thickness varying from

about 8 ft. (2.4 m.i on the border of the low sulphur

area up to more than 10 ft. (3 m.) in the general por-

tion, locally having a thickness of 14 to 15 ft. (4.2 to

4.5 m.). The sulphur content, in general, decreases as

the thickness of the coal increases.

Another peculiarity is the variation in the character

of the roof that accompanies the variation in thickness.

Near and beyond the border of the low-sulphur area

there is a limestone cap-rock within about 25 ft. (7.6

m.) of the bed, but in the central part of the area the

cap-rock is either absent or at a much greater height

above the coal.' This relationship between the roof

rock, the thickness of the coal, and the amount of

I^OCATION OF LOW-SULPIIUR COAL AREAS

sulphur present seems to hold consistently throughout

the field. There is also a decrease in the interval be-

tween No. 6 and No. 5 coals and an increase in the

interval between No. 6 and No. 9 coals operating geo-

graphically across Franklin County field the same as

the decrease in the sulphur content. These stratigraphic

variations accompanying the chemical variation make it

possible to estimate roughly the character of the coal

even from drill records and to determine the approxi-

mate extension of the low-sulphur field in areas not yet

mined.

•Paper to be presented at the Chicago meetlne of thr» .\merican
Institute of Mining Engineers, In September, 1919.

'G H Cady, Coal Resources of District VI : Illinois Coal Mining
Investigations Bulletin 15. pp. 29-47, 1916.
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A Rapid Unloading Machine

Machine Described Is Intended for Rapid Unloading of Granular Bulk Materials from a Ship's

Hold and Finds Its Application in the Handling of Coal for

Export and Bunkering

THE automatic unloader shown in the accompany-

ing illustrations is intended for handling coal, ore

and similar granular bulk material. It is built by

the Wellman-Seaver-lMorgan Co. of Cleveland, Ohio.

Unique in design, it has proved to be one of the most suc-

cessful devices for unloading cargoes from lake steamers

that have ever been devised. Although of large propor-

tions, the design has been simplified and the control per-

fected to such a point that the machine is the last word
in delicacy of control and operation.

The unloader consists of a main framework mounted
on trucks which travel along the runway rails located

approximately as sho\\^l in Fig. 1. The main frame-

The hoisting mechanism controlling this operation is

located in the inclosed house at the rear end of the walk-

ing beam. Ropes from the winding drums of this

mechanism pass around sheaves located in the rear end

of the trolley and are anchored to the rear end of the

walking bean>.

In addition to the main parts of the machine which

have been described there is also a receiving hopper

located at the forward end of the main framework and

between the main girders, provided for the purpose of

receiving the material discharged from the bucket. The
capacity of this hopper is about three full bucket loads,

and its purpose is to act as a balancing point or tem-

FIG. 1. UNL.OADERS AT THE HOi^KS OF THE IM 1 i;

work extends back to the rear of the runway over a

temporary storage pile where the ore or other ma-

terial can be discharged if desired. Between the front

and rear runway space is provided for railroad tracks

whereon cars are placed under the machines and loaded.

The girders of the main framework form a support

for runway rails, on which a trolley travels. This trolley

supports a balanced walking beam, from the outer end

of which a stiff bucket leg depends. At the lower end

of this leg is the bucket, which is operated by machinery

located on the walking beam. All horizontal movements

of the bucket are accomplished by means of moving

the trolley backward and foi'ward on the girders. The

vertical movements of the bucket are accomplished by

the operation of the walking beam. The forward por-

tion of the beam being out of balance, the bucket de-

scends by gravity as soon as the brakes of the hoisting

mechanism are released.

\i-i-..~ .-ii:i;,. •i:i-'>i:.\'n>'S. 'iNXi-:ArT. OHIO

porary storage between the bucket and the cars or

stockpile as the case may be. The bottom of the hopper

is provided with outlet gates and the contents discharged

as required into a larry, which runs on an auxiliary

track suspended from the under side of the main

girders.

The larry, after receiving its load from the main hop-

per, moves to a point such that its contents can be dis-

charged either into the cars standing on the railroad

tracks beneath the main span of the girders or into a

temporary storage pile under the cantilever at the rear

of the machines. The material so placed in this tem-

porary stockpile cannot be reclaimed by means of these

machines as their function is solely one of unloading

the cargo from the ships.

Machines of this type have been made in two sizes,

the smaller having a capacity of 10 tons and the larger

size (such as is shown in Fig. 1) having a capacity of
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17 tons in the bucket shells. The machine shown is

electrically operated throughout and its speeds are regu-

lated so as to operate through a complete cycle in about

50 seconds.

Some idea of the capacities of unloading attained by

this method may be derived from a record which was

made in Ashtabula by eight machines of this type hav-

ing a capacity of 15 tons each, unloading seven boats

having a total capacity of 70,000 tons in 22 hours actual

time. At other points four macliines working in boats

having capacities up to 13,000 tons have unloaded these

cargoes in about 3 hours, 25 minutes.

The operation of the machine is as follows: After the

boat has been placed alongside the dock, the machine

is moved opposite one of the hatches and the bucket is

lowered through the hatch into the hold. After filling

the bucket, the walking beam hoist mechanism is put in

operation and the bucket hoisted out of the boat. At
the same time the trolley is traversed backward so" that

the bucket is brought over the main hoppar between

the girders in the main framework, and its contents

discharged into this hopper. The bucket is then imme-
diately returned to the boat for another load.

The material in the main hopper is discharged into

the larry, which has been brought to a point directly

underneath the discharge gates of the hopper. The
larry hopper is filled and the larry is moved to the de-

sired discharge point and the gates are opened, dis-

charging t'he hopper contents as required. The larry

hopper is provided with scales so that the contents may
be accurately weighed and recorded. In this way a car

can be loaded to its allowable capacity and an accurate

record kept of the amount of material so loaded, thus

eliminating the necessity for the use of track scales.

If railroad cars are not available for immediate ship-

ment, the larry is traversed to a position on the rear

cantilever and its contents discharged into a temporary
storage pile. From here the coal or ore is usually re-

claimed for shipment or storage by means of a bridge

located on the runway at the rear of the unloader.

Only two operators are required for the entire opera-

tion of one of these machines. One of the operators,

whose station is in the bucket leg directly over the

bucket shells, controls all of the motions of raising and
lowering the bucket, of traversing the trolley back and
forth, and moving the machine along the dock from one

hatch to another. The second operator is stationed in

a cab on the larry and from this station he controls

the movement of the larry, the operation of its discharge

gates, and the weighing of the material.

The bucket shells are each made of a single piece of

plate formed to proper shape. These bucket shells are

usually provided with manganese steel cutting lips so

as to resist abrasion. The bucket shells themselves are

carried on heavy cast steel arms mounted on rollers

traveling in guides in the fixed portion of the lower end
of the bucket leg. The position of the operator who
controls the movements of the bucket, etc., as previously

described is shown in Fig. 2. The view shows the

bucket in operation in the hold of a modern ore carrier

after most of the cargo has been removed and the bal-

ance has been .scraped into position so as to be handled
by the bucket.

The motor for operating as well as for closing the
bucket is located in the machinery house at the back
of the walking beam. Ropes from this bucket-closing

mechanism are carried through the walking beam and
the bucket leg and attached to a power drum directly

over the operator. This power drum is geared to the
closing chain drums, one of which is shown in Fig. 2.

The bucket is opened by reversing the motor and the

bucket shells are forced open by means of an opening
chain located in the center of the bucket leg between
the two closing chains.

In addition to the vertical movement, which is given

to the bucket leg by means of the walking beam, it also

has a motion of rotation around its vertical axis. This
is accomplished by means of ropes attached to a segment
on the bucket leg itself, the ropes being carried back in

the walking beam to a rotating mechanism which is

located adjacent to the bucket-closing mechanism. The
bucket leg itself is carried on a roller bearing which
is attached to the top end of the leg. This motion
is introduced for the purpose of turning the bucket
at right angles to the hatchway in order to secure

as great a reach lengthwise of the boat as possible; thus

the bucket is enabled to reach out under the hatches and

rXlJiAhi:!: I,KG AND BUCKET AT W i ) 1 : 1^ IN IlilLD
OF .A. MODERN BOAT

The leg is so mounted in the walking beam that it can rotate
in a circle, allowing the bucket to reach out in all directions.
These machines have often unloaded 97 per cent, of a cargo with-
out the help of shovelers. The position of the operator who con-
trols the mo\'ements of the bucket is shown above. The distance
from point to point of the bucket shell when open is 21 feet.

remove ore which is not directly beneath the hatch open-

ing. The distance from point to point of the bucket

shells when open is approximately 21 feet.

The scale larry, into which the main hopper dis-

charges, has a capacity of between 35 and 45 tons, and

two larry loads are intended to constitute a full carload

of ore. The discharge gates of the larry are suspended

from the sides of the larry frame and operated by con-

necting rods which attach to cranks, also connected to

the main larry frame. These gates are operated by

means of a small motor which is carried at the rear of

the larry. The gates are so arranged that all or a por-

tion of the contents of the larry may be discharged.

The hopper is suspended in the larry frame on scales so

that its contents may be wholly or partially discharged

and its weight be accurately recorded.

The mechanism for moving the larry back and forth

on its track consists of winding drums upon which ropes

are wound, the end of the rope being attached to the

rear end of the cantilever on the main framework. The

track is inclined and the larry is pulled up the incline

by means of these ropes and descends by gravity.

As previously stated, these machines are usually elec-

trically operated throughout. In some cases, however,

machines of the same general type have been made to

operate by steam and hydraulic cylinders, water being
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supplied by means of a steam accumulator at a pressure
of 1000 lb. per square inch.

The electrically operated machines are usually de-
signed for 220-volt direct current. Alternating current
is never used. The motors required for the equipment
of one of these machines are as follows: Beam hoist,

one 27.3-hp. motor; bucket closing, one 120-hp. motor;
bucket rotating, one 25-hp. motor; trolley travel, one
120-hp. motor; hopper gates, one 100-hp. motor; lon-

gitudinal travel, one 100-hp. motor; larry travel, one
150-hp. motor; larry gates, one 40-hp. motor. The con-
trol equipment for these motors is of the magnetic switch
type throughout, having master controllers in the op-
erators' cabs in the bucket leg and on the larry.

Electric current is supplied to these machines by
means of insulated conductor rails running the length
of the main runways. The current is collected from
these rails by means of pick-up shoes and distributed
to the various portions of the machine. A similar
collecting device is also employed for supplying the
main current to the trolley. Conductor rails are at-

tached to the main framework of the machine and the
current collected from these rails by means of pick-up
shoes attached to the trolley.

Among the advantages claimed by the makers for
this machine are the following: The design is heavy;
there is little to get out of order, resulting in low main-
tenance cost per ton of material handled. The control
is accurate and positive, and manual labor is reduced
to a minimum. The bucket is positively guided in
passing through the hatches of ships, thus eliminating
the danger of damage either xo the boat or to the ma-
chines, arising from the use of rope-suspended buckets.
The operator travels with the bucket into the boat

and can always see exactly what he is doing. The
bucket is of large capacity, but is so suspended from
the walking beam that the weight resting on the tank
top of a boat is less than one-third of the weight of a
rope-suspended bucket of equal capacity.

One particularly important consideration to be reck-
oned with is the extremely low cost obtainable with
these machines. Records extending over long periods
show unloading cost ranging from 2* to 4* cents per
ton. This includes superintendence, labor, repairs and
supplies on the machines, as well as the expense for
power and light.

On account of the extreme reach of the bucket, it is

possible for a machine of this type to discharge a much
higher percentage of a ship's cargo than can be ac-

complished by ordinary rope-operated buckets. The
bucket can be rotated at right angles to the hatch and
reach out for ore which would be entirely inaccessible

to an ordinary bucket. This unloader is not a com-
bination machine. It is an unloader, pure and simple,
and it does its work well.

Legal Department

It is often an advantage about a plant to have concrete
harden quickly. The Bureau of Standards has developed
a method whereby the rate at which concrete increases in

strength with age is accelerated by the addition of small
quantities of calcium chloride to the mixing water. Tests
show that the best results are obtained when from 4 to 6
per cent, of this material—by weight—is added. While
no deleterious effects on the durability of plain concrete
thus treated have been indicated, on the other hand we
are warned against the unrestricted use of this salt in
reinforced concrete. Corrosion of ordinary reinforcing takes
place in concrete treated with calcium chloride, where this
concrete is exposed to weather or water.

Negligence Must Cause Accident to Be Actionable—
—Even if defendant's mine foreman negligently directed

plaintiff, a miner, to work on the right side of his room,
that would not render defendant liable for injury to plain-

tiff disconnected with such order, and resulting from plain-

tiff's own act in mining coal almost across the face of his

room, leaving a projection which he caused to fall by
mining coal under it. (Texas Court of Civil Appeals
Haney vs. Texas & Pacific Coal CO., 207 Southwesterr
Reporter, 375.)

Kansas Workman's Compensation AcT^Under the

Kansas Workmen's Compensation Act, a miner who was
ruptured while attempting to remove a rock which fell

upon a fellow workman was not debarred to recover com-
pensation for his suffering and diminished earning capa-
city merely because the injury was not so serious as to

totally disable him for the first two weeks following the

accident, nor because he can continue to earn as much as
before the accident by undergoing pain and relying upon
the friendly help of his fellow workmen. (Kansas Supreme
Court, Raffaghelle vs. Russell, 176 Pacific Reporter, 640.)

Contributory Negligence of Injured Employee—Upon
a derailment of cars in a mine, plaintiff, a triprider, refusen
to assist in replacing them on the track, and went to sleep

at a point between the cars. A car went wild on an ad
joining track, and some co-employee, evidently supposing
that the car was on the track where plaintiff lay, called

to him to "Look out." Plaintiff sprang from his positio

to the adjoining track and was injured by the car. Hel
that he could not recover from the company on the theor>
that he had been negligently placed in peril. (Alabama
.Supreme Court, Sanders vs. Alabama Co., 80 Southern
Reporter, 360.)

Injury to Convict Laborer in Mine—Where a prisoner
in the custody of the State of Alabama was required to
work in defendant's mine under some sort of an arrange-
ment between the state and the company, the latter became
liable for any injury to the convict directly attributable to

negligence on the part of the company. But conscious
violation of an established rule of the company designed
to secure his and other workers' safety would preclude
recovery of damages for his death, if resulting directly

from such violation. On the other hand, a rule too im-
practical to be executed, or one habitually violated to
the knowledge of the operator, is a nullity. These rules
were lately laid down by the Alabama Supreme Court in

a case in which a father sued for death of a minor struck

by a tramcar while he was walking along a slope. (Murchi-
son vs. Red Feather Coal Co., 80 Southern Reporter, 354.)

Formation of Coal Sales Contract—After negotiations
for a sale of coal from plaintiff to defendant, plaintiff

sent a formal contract to defendant in duplicate for execu-
tion. In neither the negotiations nor the contract was it

stated whether the coal should be screened or mine run.
Defendant signed the written contracts and returned
one copy to plaintiff, but with a letter stating that
it was defendant's understanding that screened coal

would be delivered. Plaintiff promptly replied that

the quotation was on run of mine coal, and requested

statement whether the contract was accepted as written or

not. Defendant did not reply. Under these circumstances

it is held by the Georgia Court of Appeals in the case of

South Atlantic Coal Co. vs. National Rosin Oil and Size

Co., 97 Southeastern Reporter, 559, that there was no bind-

ing contract for a sale; the minds of the parties never

having met on the particular kind of coal to be delivered

under the proposed contract. The copy of the contract

defendant returned to plaintiff signed must be read together

with the accompanying letter, which constituted as much a

part of the terms to which defendant agreed as if they had

been stated in the proposed contract.
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Gas Ignition at Alderson (Okla.) Mine

Kills Fifteen Men
On Monday morning, June 30, an explosion occurred

at, Alderson, Okla., in the No. 5 mine of the Rock Island

Coal and Mining Co. The gas ignition did not occur

when the men were entering the mine, but at 11:15

a.m., when they had already been working for some
length of time. It is interesting to note that no such

ignition, unaccompanied by a violent explosion, has ever

occurred before in the Oklahoma field. The explosion

caused apparently the formation of a large amount of

carbon monoxide, for none of the men who were killed

struggled more than 15 yd. away from where they had
been working. Some doubtless died from inhaling the

flames. Several did not even move out of their working

chambers, yet none of them were bruised by concussion,

the ignition being of such a quiet nature that it could

not in any real sense be termed an explosion. It did

little or no damage to the walls or the roof of the mine.

Another interesting matter was the marked localization

of the ignition. It appears to have been confined to the

area where standing gas existed.

The sweep of flame occurred on the third entr.v

east, off the east slope, 4000 ft. away from the main
shaft. Three theories are advanced as to the origin of

the gas. One is that a mining machine cut into a

"feeder." However, if it had, the men would have

noticed the "bleed" long enough to warn them before

the gas had escaped in sufficient quantity to cause a

flare of such dimensions, as it attained, and the place

would have shown traces of gas the following day. At
least, that is the conclusion of State Mine Inspector

Ed. Boyle. Another theory is that gas accumulated

in the longwall working adjacent to slope No. 2. This

is 68 ft. long and 15 ft. high. A third theory is that

when a hole was bored from room 45, a tight room,

to room 46, another tight room, and with the air none

loo good, the mixture exploded.

Some of the men were burned severely about their

hands and faces, while several had no burns whatever.

The rescue force of the United States Bureau of Mines

at McAlester, which is under the direction of W. W.
Fleming, was at the scene of action within half an hour

after notification. The last body was brought to the

surface shortly after 6 o'clock. T. 0. Oglesby, resident

mine superintendent. William Jones, mine superin-

tendent, and Dr. 0. W. Rice of Alderson took active part

in recovering the bodies.

The investigating committee compo.sed not only Chief

Inspector Boyle, but J. J. Rutledge, the mining engineer

of the United States Bureau of Mines in the Oklahoma
district, Tom Scott, assistant state inspector for district

No. 1 ; W. T. Williams, assistant state inspector for dis-

trict No. 2, and Miller D. Hay, assistant inspector

for district No. 3.

The men killed were: William Burns, American, 42,

married; Andrew Braski, Pole, 39, married; Joe Volloc,

American, 17, single; John Passetti, Italian, 42, single;

John Bolden, Negro, 38, married; William Grisley,

Lithuanian, 35, married, nine in family; Steve Kincaid,

American, 41, single; Elmer "Babe" Booth, American,

25, single; Anstasio Soriano, Mexican, married; William

Sherwood, American, 30, married; John Patrick, Ameri-
can, 40, single; John Cannon, American, 38, married; C.

Harreral, Mexican, 37, married; Florentino Romirez,

Mexican, 35, married; J. P. Roy, Negro, married.

"Babe" Booth, the only one found living, was brought

to the bottom of the main shaft and later to the sui-face.

He died at 11 p.m. on Monday, without regaining con-

sciousness. Examination showed one lung burned away.

With his death went all chance of explanation of the

accident. There were 167 men working in the mine at

the time of the disaster.

Gas Explosion at Carswell, W. Va.

Investigation shows that the explosion at the CarswoU

mine of the Houston Collieries Co., Carswell, near

Kimball, McDowell County, W. Va., was confined to an

extremely small area, where the air was charged with

methane. The explosion occurred between 7 and 8

o'clock on Friday morning, July 18. There was a

report in circulation that at least 30 miners had been

killed and many others injured. There were only 50

men at work at the time of the explosion, and all but

six of those in the mine when the explosion occurred

were soon accounted for.

A rescue party was organized and succeeded in pene-

trating to the remote part of the mine in which the

explosion happened. Five of the six bodies were recov-

ered early in the afternoon, and the sixth body before

nightfall. While the explosion was limited to the one

room, in which the men were working, it was, of course,

felt in all other parts of the mine, though it inflicted

no injuries and did no damage at any other points in

the workings.

The theory was first advanced and has since been con-

firm.ed by the Chief of the Department of Mines, W.
J. Heatherman, that the explosion was caused by a local

accumulation of gas in the room where the six men were

working. The men who were killed as a result of this

explosion are: M. T. Roberts, mine foreman, John

Teens, John Tollay, Charles Chapman, Elbert Smith and

Richard Kennedy, all miners, the last two named being

colored men.

While the Carswell mine has a capacity of about 500

tons of coal a day and employs as many as 200 men

when working at full strength, only 50 men were actu-

ally employed at the time of the accident. The Carswell

mine is approached by a shaft and is one of the few

mines of that character in the Pocahontas district. It

operates in the No. 4 seam of the Pocahontas series.

This same mine was the scene of an explosion on May
27. 1916, when four men were instantly killed in an

explosion at the face of the first entry, caused by a

door being left open. The air current was thus diverted

permitting methane to accumulate.

Advise Use of Plain Concrete

Some consulting engineers are advising the use of

plain concrete in cases where reinforcing can as well

be eliminated as not. Cases have been cited in recent

bridge construction, for example, in which reinforcing

was specified, where the bulk of such work could have

been built without steel. The idea was expre.ssed that

a difference in design would have made the steel en-

tirely unnecessar>'. Steel was during the war in such

demand for essential war purposes that its conservative

use in other lines, than bridgework, was often suggested.

May there not be instances in concrete work about

coal mines where steel could be omitted?
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Quack Analyses
New Scheme Resorted to by Unscrupulous Coal Men

to Boost Sale of Inferior Coal—Benefits of a

Government Coal Inspection Bureau

By N. H. Seaburg
Bcston. Mass.

Every upright citizen who has not only his own
personal safety, but also that of the community, at

heart sympathizes and supports to the best of his

ability the war upon the quack medical practitioner

wherever found, and it is the same in every profes-

sion or trade where quackery of one kind or another
attaches itself barnacle-like to a sound and necessary
activity in the world's economic structure.

Quackerj^ is a persistent evil and, like weeds in a

garden, must forever be kept after. It chokes and
stunts the healthy growth of any industry or profession,

besides bringing it into bad repute. While the most
popular illustration of the undesirability and danger of

quackery is in the medical profession, the countless

industries of the counti"y are also burdened with this

leprous affliction. None is entirely immune, as its

guises are innumerable.

Coal Industry Has Its Fakirs

The coal industry has its quacks, but up to the last

few years it has managed exceedingly well in its weed-
ing out of this deplorable element. However, since the
general upheaval caused by the war, the industry has
been over-run with a swarm of "get-rich-quick" enthusi-

asts whose sole ambition has been to make money while
the sun of big profits was at the zenith. Like leeches,

as soon as they have had their fill and the carcass be-

comes barren, they will hie themselves elsewhere unless

they are compelled to do so sooner by the effective swish-
ing of a long tail. The legitimate members of the
trade should organize and put into use such a tail

and keep it in continual action swatting this harm-
ful kind of fly.

During the past several months the sledding of the
quacks has been difficult, inasmuch as the buying public

has refused to consider the stocking of coal at high
price. Sales of coal have been confined almost ex-

clusively to the best grade, but with the usual fertility

of invention the quack found a way to circumvent
this barrier. It was a simple matter. All that was
necessary was to furnish the prospective customer
with an alluring analysis of the coal to be delivered.

And such analyses as have been circulated! The
plague has taken the form of the promotion literature

which is today sweeping the country describing the

opportunities in oil investments. The same flamboyant
misstatements have been made, and in an equally reck-

less manner. The victims have been many. Curiously,

too, there are those who have become firm converts to

this method of buying coal. There are small consumers
who never before realized what an analysis was.

They had simply bought a certain kind of coal be-

cause the price was low and it burned as well as any
they had purchased before. But now. since the quack

has sowm his seeds of misinformation, every Tom,
Dick and Harry must have a coal running about 3 per

cent, in ash and containing 15,000 B.t.u. Nothing else

will be considered. Coals not having analyses simi-

lar to this requirement are tabooed as inferior and not

worthy of notice.

While this attitude may appeal to the humor of the

conversant coal man, it is far from a ridiculous situ-

ation. There is danger in it. If quacks are permitted

to flood the trade with impossible and false analyses,

it will not be long befoi-e they have created an impos-

sible state of mind in the purchasing public. Unless

the truth is told and the buyer convinced that he has

been having a pipe-dream, there will be a demand for a

grade of goods that cannot be delivered.

Honest De.alers Find Competition Hard

What opportunity and reception may a coal man with

an honest analysis in his hand expect in competition

with a quack? He may have one of the best coals in

the country and yet the quack can always alter his

analysis to suit the moment. The buyer will never

kngw that the quack will ship a coal much inferior to

that which would have been supplied by the honest coal

man. as there are comparatively few buyers who resort

to laboratory tests at their ovm expense. Of course,

the quack is too canny to approach large consumers,

knowing full well that he would soon be exposed. His

prey is the small and less informed buyer where the

chances of exposure are slight.

Every one knows how rapidly a palatable evil spreads,

and the only hope of checking it lies in doing so before

it has had too wide a circulation. Buying coal on the

analysis basis is a somewhat new experience with most

consum.ers today, and great danger exists in permitting

the public to receive the usual infantile over-dose.

Buyers do not realize that true analyses should be sub-

jected to close study. A particularly attractive set of

figures may not be suitable at all for a certain grade of

work, and yet the uninformed buyer may think it repre-

sents the ideal fuel. Consumers must therefore be edu-

cated to a correct understanding of this method of buy-

ing, and the first and most essential thing to do is to

protect them against the mischief of false analyses.

This may be accomplished in two ways: either through

individual action or through cooperation with the

Government.

Bill Would Prevent Dishonesty

The bill which is soon to be introduced in the Senate

and House providing for the establishment of a fuel

inspection system through the Bureau of Mines should

be thoughtfully considered. There is little doubt but

that its provisions would be beneficial to the

trade. There is everywhere evidence of the favor

and confidence with which the consumers regard all

coals classified in the present Navy standard list.

The proposed bill is an extension of this system,

except that the Government would certify different

standards and see to it that they were maintained. The
consumer would then have his choice and could depend

upon securing at all times the qualit5'' of fuel that he

purchased so long as the Government certified that the

standard was being maintained by the mining company.

The reputable coal man who maintains a certain high

standard for his coal is entitled to protection and recog-

nition of his product. It is a distinct business asset to

him. as well as an assurance to his customers of good

coal. Under this Government fuel-inspection system

both parties would be protected, and quack analyses

would find difficult competition. In fact it is jus-

tifiable to suppose that it would mean the end of mis-

leading analyses, a goal which all should desire.
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Investigation of Coal Industry May Be

Postponed for the Present

After sifting out some of the outstanding facts in

the coal situation, the Committee on Rules of the Hous-
of Representatives apparently is more than willing ti"

forego any detailed investigation of the industry. The
committee recognizes that it is too late to attempt to

save the situation this winter, even if there should be

a situation to save. The committee also is of the opinion

that if anything had been done in vic.Jition of the ynti-

Irust laws, it is better at this time that the Department

of Justice do the investigating and take such steps as

are indicated by existing statutes.

While the committee apparently is of the opinion that

present prices of coal are not radically out of line with

the prices of other commodities, there is every reason

to believe that any decided increase in prices would
precipitate a complete investigation of the situation.

The developments on the House side are having a

bearing on the Senate probe, and it is probable that

the proposed investigation will be postponed for the

present.

Alleges Propaganda To Frighten Coal Users

One of the resolutions considered by the Rules Com-
mittee was that of Representative Huddleston, which
alleges an organized propaganda to frighten consumers

into the purchase at present prices. Mr. Huddleston is

regarded by most members of the House as being ex-

tremely radical in many of his views, and no great im-

portance is attached to his proposal. In fact, he

advocates "a thoroughgoing system of price fixing,

which would include not merely raw materials but all

of the common necessaries of life."

The principal expert testimony given at the hearing
was furnished by George H. Gushing, manager and
director of the American Wholesale Coal Association,

and E. W. Parker, representing the anthracite opera-

tors. Mr. Gushing attempted to show the committee
that it was not possible to expect a successful combina-
tion of bituminous interests. He gave figures showing
that supplies of undeveloped bituminous coal in the

United States are too extensive and too widespread to

permit of domination by any combination, especially

when the Elkins amendment to the act to control com-
merce compels railroads to furnish cars and trackage.

Any effort to buy up all the coal lands is made impos-

sible by the cost of carrying them.

The committee had been told that prices of coal are

now in excess of those fixed by the Fuel Administrator.

Mr. Gushing gave figures showing that the greatest

disparity of prices exists. In St. Louis, for instance, the

same grade of coal is being sold at prices varying from
$L15 to $2.65. He showed that the railroad bid.s on

the same grade of coal varied from $1.65 to $2.50.

Reorganization Plan of Bureau of Mines

Calls for Two Main Branches

Taking advantage of the lessons in administrative

organization which were taught by the war. Director

Manning has pu^ into efi.'ect a new form of organization

in ihe Bureau of Mines. The Bureau is divided into

two branches, one the investigations branch and the

other the operations branch. F. G. Gottrell, who has

been chief metallurgist of the Bureau, has been pro-

moted to the position of assistant director and will be

in charge of the investigations branch. F. J. Bailey,

who has been chief clerk of the Bureau, has been placed

in charge of the operations branch with the title of

assistant to the director.

All research and technical control will be exercised

through the investigations branch, while the non-

technical work, administrative duties and dissemination

of the results of the Bureau's activities will be handled

by the operations branch.

Under the investigations branch comes the division

of mineral technology, in charge of Dr. G. L. Parsons

'

the division of fuels, under the chief mechanical engi-

neer, 0. P. Hood ; the division of mining, under the

direction of George S. Rice, the chief mining engineer;

the division of petroleum and natural gas, under the

direction of J. 0. Lewis, the chief petroleum tech-

nologist, and the division of experiment stations, under

the direction of D. A. Lyon.

The operations branch has as its subdivisions the

office of the chief clerk, which will be presided over

by H. E. Meyer; the division of education and informa-

tion, with T. T. Read in charge; government fuel yards

and coal purchases, with C. S. Pope in charge; mine
rescue cars and stations, with D. J. Parker in charge.

One of the important divisions is that of experiment

stations. The stations under the direct charge of Mr.

Lyon, with their respective directors, are as follows:

Pittsburgh station, H. A. Holbrook; Urbana station,

C. A. Herbert; Columbus station, R. T. Stull; Bartles-

ville .station, W. P. Dykema; Minneapolis station. C. E.

Julihn; Fairbanks station, J. A. Davis; Golden station,

R. B. Moore; Salt Lake City station, Thomas Barley;

Tucson station, C. E. Van Barneveld ; San Francisco

station, L. H. Duschak; Seattle station, F. K. Ovitz.

A. E. Wells has been made assistant supervisor of sta-

tions.

F. G. Gottrell, chief metallurgist of the Bureau of

Mines, will return to Washington from Europe the

middle of August.

G. F. Tryon, who has been engaged in the statistical

section of the General Staff during the war, has been

appointed assistant to C. E. Lesher and will take charge

of the compilation of certain coal statistics.
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IN THE troubles of the British mine operators, and
in those of Canada, we of America can not find

anything in which to rejoice but rather much that we
may deplore and dread. When Germany drifted toward
bolshevism, the authorities of our nation pointed out

the danger that this spirit of hatred, this high-

handedness and peculiar admixture of covetousness and
idealism, would spread to America.
Much more have we to fear that the insanities of the

British workingmen will spread to the United States

and wreck our prosperity in just the same way as it bids

fair to destroy that of the British Isles. Much sail

spread to the winds may help us in our race with Great

Britain, but the wind of an unruly Trades Unionism,

while it may help us for a while m.ay ultimately wreck
our own craft as well as those against which we are

racing.

The treasonable thought has entered into the mind of

the British mine worker that in the strike he has a

weapon that is more potent than the vote. He cares

not who rules the duly appointed councils of the whole

nation so that he rules the labor union. He feels that

a few laboring men controlling the union can so disturb

the economic status of the nation as to compel the

majority to cravenly submit and obey. With utter

disdain the miner casts aside the ballot box. Universal

suffrage is to him a despised and broken thing, for he

argues that he who fills the coal bin rules the world.

He is using his power not merely to secure wage

increases which he might conceivably be considered

justified in thinking were his due, but to enforce na-

tionalization of his own and other industries, to shift

part of the costs of industrial production onto the tax-

payer, to secure the repeal of the Military Service Bill,

to prohibit the use of the military in the maintenance

of order and to compel the withdrawal of troops from

Siberia.
* * -s

MINORITIES are, it must be conceded, often right-

in their contentions, but even when that is true,

and it certainly is not true of the British miner, that

fact does not give the minority the right to refuse in

concert to perform its economic duties and thus force

the majority to its knees.

Unfortunately, Premier Lloyd George and Andrew

Bonar Law know of but one cure for the dem.ands of

such minorities—compromise. The bandit is to be

bought off with concessions. Like all bandits, he will

return as before with the hope of new and larger booty.

Tribute is the prolific mother of brigandage.

And yet, strange to say, the sop thrown to the mine

worker, and the one which quieted him, was, after all,

money and not a political concession. The miner who

works by the ton is to get more pay per unit of product

on the ground that he cannot mine as many tons

in seven hours as he can in eight.

STRANGE to say, in the United States, in opposition

to this claim that shorter time means shortage of
product, the union avers that seven hours' work is as

productive as a full working day; in fact six hours'

work is said to be as effective as ten hours, and five

days as fruitful as six. The British m.iner declares

that this is not so

But Great Britain is not the United States, and we
are obliged to admit that there is reason for contending

that in Great Britain even two hours might be as

effective as a full eight-hour day, for the British mine
workers only average 0.89 of a ton per day where the

average mine worker in the United States produces

five tons. Surely the British miner could, therefore,

speed up his work, especially as it seems that the con-

tract miner even in the United States could readily

produce more coal than he is doing; and he, at the

present time, is hardly averaging six hours a day.

As for the mine worker of the United States whc
is paid by the day, it seems unlikely that he could or

would do much more per hour than he is doing, but the

dataller and especially the miner in Great Britain, could

easily put his meager eight hours of work into less time

if he would.

THERE was no purpose, therefore, in raising the

British miner's tonnage rate when shortening hi.';

time, for mines could be shown in the United States

where 20 tons a day is an ordinary day's loading and
where 25 tons is not unusual. In these mines no

machines are in use for assisting in the work of loading

the coal. In Great Britain, however, there are an

immense number of such loading devices ; but the spirit

of endeavor is lacking or large tonnages would result.

Let us assume that the mine worker of Great Britain

is appeased for a while. Even the Tripolitan pirates,

in the early part of the last century, were satisfied for

a season with the tribute paid them by the British and

French governments. Granted the mine workers are

similarly pacified, the increase in the cost of coal, larger

now than ever, will unsettle prices everywhere and the

mine worker and all other industrial workers will be

made restless by the greater cost of what they buy.

Other strikes will then follow.

BRITISH mine workers are to receive considerably

more than a day's work from other workers in

return for each day's work the mine workers perform.

This is bound to cause discontent. The other work-

men of the United Kingdom will seek to redress the

balance, and when others get larger wages the mine

Vv-orker will again feel aggrieved. The craven solution

of the British cabinet is no solution at all. It is a

further step on the long and narrow road that leads

to bankruptcy. Let us hope that the British people

may find a way out of it and that we may not also

be compelled to travel along that difficult highway.

"Get all you can" may be all right as a matter for

the individual doing business with competitive con-

ditions. Sometimes even that right has been ques-

tioned; but it certainly is not a good principle to be

followed by a trust created in restraint of trade,

whether that trust be an association of manufacturers

or producers or a trade union.
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Western Mining Villages

ATRIP to the Rocky Mountains from Wyoming down
into Arizona would reveal that what we have been

pleased to call "mining camps" are in most cases places

of comfort and frequently places of beauty. The energy

and resourcefulness of the Westerner is not readily

subdued by the aridity of the climate, and his pretty

villages bear tribute to his initiative and skill.

Everywhere there are good schools, far better than

are provided in the Eastern mining sections. Good
schooling is having its effect on the people, the quality

of any one being largely determined by the early train-

ing he receives.

Earnings being large in Western villages, the auto-

mobile craze has swept them like an epidemic. In the

towns of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co., the coi-pora-

tion has already provided stalls for 250 automobiles.

The company is about to build 39 more stalls, but that

will not house all the cars, for the demand for accom-

modation continually grows. These stalls are occupied

by the motor cars of miners. They do not use these

automobiles to go to work, for the villages are close to

the shafts and slopes of the company. They are pur-

chased solely for pleasure.

At a mine in the heart of the Rockies, one man earned

last year as a miner $5800. Several others paid taxes

on $4000 and must have earned, therefore, about $5000.

There is no lack of comfort in these towns, with their

spacious amusement halls, large comfortable bathhouses,

lawns, private and public baths, bowling alleys, pool

tables, classrooms, reading rooms, ladies' parlors and

what not.

Above all, there is the democratic Western spirit that

breathes the air of friendship into the brick and stucco

walls of these institutions. When asked if the average

Western mine village does not excel the ordinary mine

village in the East, it is better for the Easterner to

look wise and say nothing, for there is nothing wise

—

and at the same time truthful—that he can say.

The demand of the day is that all things shall sell for

less than the cost of production. American miners want

to rent houses at a loss to the landlord and buy powder

and coal below the expense of producing them. British

miners want still more. They would have all coal sold

heloiv cost. Wheat is already sold to them and others

at a loss to the state. The slogan remains to be writ-

ten, but it may well run, "Let the children feast lustily

on the savings of their ancestors."

Some Dangerous Conditions

NOBODY nowadays needs to be told that careless-

ness is the worst enemy with which the miner has

to contend. Of all the mishaps, accidents and disasters

that befal! mines and miners, carelessness in one form
or another is responsible for the va.st majority.

It would seem that such a costly disaster as that oc-

curring in the Baltimore Tunnel early in June would
forcibly direct the attention of mining men to the

dangers of "fooling with" powder or of handling it

roughly, no matter how substantial may be its con-

tainer. Familiarity may breed contempt, but a con-

tempt of danger is by no means synonymous with

bravery. It is rather the unmistakable mark—the

brand—of one form of imbecility.

Coal Age is in receipt of an anonymous (probably

it would be more correct to say an unsigned) letter from
a mining town in one of the Southern states, telling

of certain irregularities in the management of one

particular operation. Of course, it is usually assumed
that the communication to which the writer is afraid

or unwilling to sign his name is unworthy of attention.

On the other hand, a man may well heed the closed gate

at a railroad crossing even though that gate does not

display the name of the road that it guards, or he would
do well to think at least twice before swallowing the

contents of a vial bearing the red skull and cross-

bones, even though the label did not give the name or

chemical symbol of the poison within the bottle. Simi-
larly, may it not be wise to heed the warning of any
man who gives notice of dang'er, even though for

reasons all his own, which are possibly abundantly
sufficient, he chooses to completely shroud his identity?

The letter in question tells of the resignation of a

certified mine foreman and of the operation of the mine
by an illiterate general foreman who, it says, was not a

practical coal digger. It relates that this man and his

brother, also a general foreman, attempted to take
the examination but failed and came "back on duty, as

usual, full of liquor." One of these men, a few days
later, took a mule from the company stable and rode

away to an illicit still in the mountains, returning with
a supply of "moonshine," which he shared with the mine
superintendent, who is a particular friend of his. While
on this trip he left another uncertified man in charge
to perform his duties, but this man passes at least as an
up-to-date miner.

Now, 20 to 35 kegs of powder are daily handled in tliTs

mine by a motorman and triprider. This is thrown out
of a car and piled up from 6 inches to 2 feet from the

rail. Not infrequently the electric locomotive strikes

and pushes aside or scatters one of these piles with
possible spillage of the contents of some of the cans.

No comments on such management or methods of

powder distribution are needed from Coal Age or any
other source. We cannot vouch for the authenticity of

the statements made but have no reason to doubt them.
It matters little just what is the exact location of the
mine in question. Drunken and incompetent officials

and careless means and practices in handling explosives

are not abnormal curiosities in the coal industry. Every
practical mining man has seen both at some time or

other. The fact remains that both should be eradicated,

so far as possible. As our nameless friend puts it:

"The miners here should thank their Almighty God that

they still live. Every coal-mining man remembers the

Wilkes-Barre explosion. He may soon hear of another
at ."

All evidence in the last four years has shotvn that

Governmental control does not assure steady operation

of industry. It has been seen that the public collec-

tively is more spasmodic in buying than the public

individually. The indecision of the herd may not extend

to all individuals. Hence, with private ownership, some
will always show a degree of activity in purchasing and
building; but tvhere, as in Government ownership, the

judgment of the herd controls all action, no one can

exercise his individuality.
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WHAT THE ENGINEERING
SOCIETIES ARE DOING

Rocky Mountain Institute Meets

in Salt Lake City

M
By R. Dawson Hall

OST vigorous among all the offshoots of the insti-

tute movement is one of the youngest of those insti-

tutions—that which has its home in the Rocky Moun-
tains. Unlike the members in institutes held elsewhere,

its constituents when they meet do not have anything

to say about the difficulties of travel in the confines of

the particular state in which they gather. As if it

were the most natural thing to do, they assemble in

numbers from many states. You meet them from Colo-

rado, Wyoming, Utah and New Mexico. Perhaps some
state has been overlooked, but if so the representation

of that state was small or else it was not from the

ranks of the mine executives.

The Utahans attended only the Salt Lake City session,

but even most of these had a half day's ride to take, for

there are no coal mines anywhere near the city. But
distance does not deter a Westerner if he would fore-

gather with his friends. However, as they come such

distances, the gathering is naturally one of the leading

men in the industry. All those present are the domi-
nating factors in the fields from which they came;
scattered fields they are, for the Rocky Mountain coal

areas are not continuous like those of Pennsylvania,

West Virginia, Illinois and Indiana. In the matter of

magnificent distances between fields the Rocky Moun-
tains resemble Kentucky more than any other institute

area.

See Many Busy Mines in Rock Springs Basin

The members who left Denver for Salt Lake City

on -July 7 at 6 p.m. about filled a special car. They
arrived in Cheynne, (pronounced Shi-Ann) Wye, late

in the evening and had some hours in which to explore

the town. Late that night the train moved on over

the Laramie range, arriving at Rock Springs, Wyo.,

about 8 a.m. There the members were met by a large

deputation of mining men, for Rock Springs is one of

the important mining centers of the West, the largest

of the operating companies being the Union Pacific Coal

Co., which has mines at Rock Springs, Reliance and
Superior, not to mention many others in distant fields.

In the Rock Springs basin there are some 53 coal

seams of which 12 or 13 run 5 ft. thick and over. The
Cretaceous measures are remarkably productive, es-

pecially (at least at Rock Springs) the Mesa Verde
formation. The party was loaded into automobiles, many
of the members visiting the Rock Springs and Reliance
plants of the Union Pacific, both producers of many
years standing. The former, however, has recently had
some important improvements which much interested

the visitors. It was pleasing to note that at the Rock
Springs plant the Union Pacific has two young women
rewinding armatures. They are doing excellent work,

which is really not remarkable, for is not the greater

part of the winding of armatures at the electrical-

machinery plants done by women?
Either directly, or by way of the plants mentioned,

all the party finally arrived at the Winton colliery of the

I^Iegeath (pronounced Me-gahth) Coal Co., P. 0.

Megeath. It is a new plant opened under the direction

of D. G. Thomas, long a general superintendent of the

Union Pacific Coal Co. at Rock Springs, and a man well

known and much liked in the Rocky Mountain district.

There are at least four workable seams at this plant:

No. 3 seam, which is 8 ft. thick; No. 1, which is n'so

8 ft. ; a seam known as No. 74, which is 64 ft. thick;

and No. 7, which is of the same thickness. This latter

seam is unknown in Rock Springs and Superior.

Tunnel Driven in Rock by Coal Cutter

The coal dips from 12 to 16 per cent., and the

main slope—the one opposite the tipple—is on the No.

7^ seam. A 500-hp. Ottumwa hoist operated by a

General Electric motor-generator set pulls the cars up
a 100 ft. slope. From an entry at that point a nearly

level rock tunnel 400 ft. long has been driven back to

cross the No. 7 seam. This tunnel, which is in sandy

shale, was undercut by a Sullivan machine and drilled

by a Spry electric drill. It is something new to under-

mine a rock heading with a coal cutter, and somewhat
hard on the machine even though it be of a type rugged

enough to make good headway through the resistant

Utah coal, but the Sullivan machine showed itself equal

to the work, and Mr. Thomas declares that the methods
adopted explain why the excavation was done, in these

days of high prices, for something under $27 per yard.

A new electric 350-hp. hoist is to be installed to handle

the tonnage from No. 7 seam, and one of 52-hp. is

already being used to wind up the cars in the mine
opened in seam No. 3.

An unusual feature, the outcome of circumstances

beyond the control of the management, is the use of

two gages for cars dumped at one and tlie same tipple.

The cars going to the two upper beds, one only of

which is now being worked, have a 30-in. gage, while

those to the lower bed have a 42-in. gage. A Goodman
6-ton electric locomotive on a 34 per cent, grade brings

down the cars from No. 3 mine to the tipple. It will

soon be replaced by a 10-ton cab locomotive of the same
type.

An ingenious shoe engaging two wheels of one of the

cars serves as a brake on the steep and crooked track

leading to No. 3 mine. The road has curves as sharp as

25-ft. radius, and the shoe negotiates these curves with-

out difficulty and keeps the *^^rip under control at all
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times, though the resistance has sometimes to be in-

creased by putting sand on the rail. The shoe is laid on

the track, and the car is drawn up onto it by the

locomotive.

The tipple is of the Marcus type, supplied by the

Eoberts & Schaefer Co. Under the tipple are five tracks,

a ti'ack for lump coal and one for egg. Both of these

are equipped with box-car loaders. There are tracks

also for loading nut, slack and run-of-mine. The box
cars are loaded by Manierre equipment, which handle.^!

with care the most fragile of coal. The coal cars are

unloaded on a one-car rotary dump, operated by com-
pressed air for which a compressor is specially provided.

A No. 12 Sirocco double-compartment fan furnishes

12.5,000 cu.ft. of air per minute for the ventilation of

the mine. So far no water has been taken from any

of the openings. The mine has to be supplied with

water, so as to keep it always safe for operation, the

air of the surrounding country being so free from
moisture that the ventilating current soaks up the water
in the mine like a sponge, especially in cold weather.

The coal does not fire readily when exposed in piles.

Piled 30 ft. high in the form of run-of-mine a pile

was started in July and finished about Christmas of

the same year. It had in all about 10,000 tons of coal.

Yet it showed no sign of firing and was all shoveled out

by steam shovel early in the present year. Some coal,

put out in the spring, however, did take fire.

The company purchases power from the Union Pacific

Coal Co., the current being generated at Rock Springs

and transmitted, at 33,000 volts, a distance of aboul

14 miles. It is stepped down at the substation to 2200

volts and converted for use in the mine to 250 volts by

a rotary converter. R. S. Robbins is the chief engineer.

Manufactures Ice for Use in Mine Village

The village is provided with an excellent store which
has an up-to-date ice plant manufacturing 1000 lb. of

ice per day, using for that purpose the refrigerating

machinery and equipment of the Baker Ice Machine Co.,

of Omaha, Neb. The ice is sold at 2c. per lb. There
are 100 well-built houses in the village of Winton,

and 11 more are building. The company runs every

morning a motor-truck service into Rock Springs, 14 ,%
miles each way. This truck nVikes the store in a degree

independent of the railroad and provides the town with

many luxuries, such as ice cream. Nowadays no mining
town, however far from the city, can do without such

delicacies.

The management of the Megeath mine furnished the

visitors with a bountiful meal, after which several

explored the underground workings. Returning to the

automobiles the parly was driven to town and beyond,

to a point south of Rock Springs, where a recently re-

opened mine—the old Sweetwater colliery— is being

operated by P. .J. Quealy, the plans for the tipple being

provided by Lindrooth & Shubart. The coal is dumped
into a hopper and elevated on an apron conveyor from
which it passes to the screens. The tipple is painted

black with white outlines and looks quite attractive,

though the effect is lost to the general public as the

tipple lies far back from the main line of travel.

In the evening, entertainment was provided at -the

Elks club of Rock Springs and a dance at the Masonic
temple. A few of the Denver party had their wives
with them, but the assemblage would have been dis-

tinctly too masculine had it not been that the society

of Rock Springs turned out in force to entertain the

guests of the city. The welcome was patent enough, and
the Rock Springs citizens reasonably judged so. They
did not spoil it as some towns do, by a display of oratory.

At 2 a.m. most of the guests wffl-e snugly in the

Pullmans when the train started for Salt Lake City, a
number of Rock Springs citizens being of the party.

Rock Springs is, by the way, the headquarters of the

Union Pacific Coal Co., the offices at Cheyenne, Wyo.,
and Omaha, Neb., having been discontinued. This fact

has enlarged in important measure the coal-mining
circles of Rock Springs. Awakening in the morning
the party found itself in the neighborhood of Evanston,
still in Wyoming, but about to cross the Utah state

line. From Curvo tunnel the line follows Echo Creek,

and at Echo it enters the justly celebrated Weber Caiion,

one of the show places of the West and in its low
reaches the fair home of many early "Mormon" settlers.

A short stop in Ogden and a change to the Oregon Short
Line brought the visitors to the end of their journey.

Bathing Party Revels in Briny Salt Lake

After lunch a trip in automobiles introduced the

visitors to a city young, but full of history and interest.

Sight-seeing over, the institute again took to the rail-

road cars for a short trip along the shores of Salt Lake
to Saltair, passing by the large evaporating beds where
salt of great purity and some byproducts are produced.

In the distance could be dimly seen the mills and «melters

at which many of the great copper deposits of the

State of Utah are concentrated and converted into metal.

Saltair is a bathing place on the shores of Salt Lake,

a body of water that, having no outlet, has a salinity

that puts the ocean to shame. A mouthful of it is

almost suffocating, for every natural impulse resents

the entrance of such a strong saline mixture. Conse-

quently, though many bathe in it, none dive below the

surface. After disporting themselves in the lake, the

150 persons of which the gathering now consisted had
dinner at the Ship restaurant, many turning the occa-

sion into a dinner dance. A few sets in the large public

dance hall, and all were ready to return to the city.

The following day was given up to the technical ses-

sions, several papers being read and an address being

made by Governor Bamberger of Utah. The Governor

is in the coal business, but that has not prevented

him from advocating higher taxes for coal corpora-

tions, and he declared in his speech that in the past

the impost had been too low. Into his I'emarks as to

the excessive interest of the Government in the land

and water rights of the Uintah Indians it is not neces-

sary to enter, as they did not bear on the coal industry.

Good Papers and Interesting Discussion

Addresses were made by D. Harrington, for the

Bureau of Mines, and by the genial president of the

institute, John McNeil, one of Colorado's pioneers. P.

F. Shai-p, of Denver, in a short address then advocated

raising the dues to $3 a year. Under the bylaws such

a motion must go over to the next meeting, even though

the sentiment seemed strongly favorable to the change.

Many new members were received, R. Dawson Hall being

made a life member. The name of A. D. Pierson was

substituted for that of J. S. Thompson on the roster

of the executive board, the latter member having died

since the last meeting. Resolutions of sympathy with

the president of the institute over the death of his
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son, and with the family of Mr. Thompson, were then

passed.

Joseph Appleton read a paper on "Storage-Battery

Locomotives in Mine Work." In the discussion he said

that the problem* of using storage-battery locomotives

in main-line haulage had so far hardly been tackled.

He might say that over 90 per cent, of the storage-

battery locomotives were being used for gathering and

cross-entry work. Mr. Appleton said that locomotives

of this type would haul one or two cars up a 17 per cent,

grade. However, he would not recommend locomotives

for such work, though heavy grades can be satisfac-

torily climbed if they are not too long. Grades of 17

per cent., 100 to 150 ft. in length, are being surmounted

in regular operation with satisfaction, and there is no

reason why single cars should not be hauled in rooms up

a 17 per cent, grade even if th^ length of the haul

is 300 feet.
f

A Few Battery Locomotives on Main-Line Runs

One of the members declared that, in some metal

mines, storage-battery locomotives are being used in

main-line haulage, hauling trips 4 miles on about a

0.4 per cent, grade. E. H. Weitzel, general manager

of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co., in his paper on

"The Foreman in Industry," urged the importance of

inducing the mine foreman to give up his arbitrary

attitude in dealing with the men under him.

The superintendents and managers of modern com-

panies have long felt that complaints should be care-

fully investigated and weighed by the management, and

that the company should form its own judgments of

the rights and wrongs of the day laborer and miner,

but in many cases the foreman believes the discipline

must rest with him and that his prerogatives must be

respected. He is opposed to a change that will reduce

his authority even though those above him have long

ago consented readily to surrender some of theirs.

Thomas Gibson, safety commissioner of the Union

Pacific Coal Co., also made remarks commendatory of

the paper.

The paper by J. B. Morrow on "Coal Washing on

Concentrating Tables" was read by R. Dawson Hall in

the absence of the author. Benedict Shubart, of Lind-

rooth & Shubart, read a paper on "Prevention of the

Degradation of Coal on Screening and Loading," and

C. M. Goddard one on "Modern Methods of Cutting,

Drilling and Loading Coal." George B. Pryde, general

superintendent of the Union Pacific Coal Co., said that

by shearing the coal on one side the amount of powder

used could be reduced 25 per cent. When both sides

were sheared the powder bill could be cut in half, and

10 per cent, more large coal could be obtained.

Asked whether the Union Pacific was putting this

experience into practice, he said that since the company

had ceased to cater for commercial tiade it was in-

different as to the size of the coal, but that if the

company were again to enter the commercial field it

would without question make use of the facts it has

secured relative to the advantage obtained from careful

shearing of the ribs.

President McNeil declared he would like to see an

end of the use of powder, saying that it was observed

in England that where large quantities of powder were

used there was a great increase in the number of acci-

dents. He would like to see an increase in the amount

of shearing done and in the use of the hydraulic

cartridge. It was stated in support of Mr. McNeil's

expressed preference that the Germans, in the demoli-

tion of French villages and in the extraction of coal in

the mines, used large quantities of liquid oxygen. This
substance had practically driven out powder in German
industrial service near the close of the war.

Shortly before 12 a.m. the meeting was temporarily

adjourned to hear the organ recital at noon in the

"Mormon" tabernacle, given on this occasion by the

assistant organist, Edward P. Kimball. Exquisite music
indeed was the sonata, the hymn of the nuns, a minuet,

"Nearer My God to Thee" and Calkin's postlude. The
wonderful vox humana stop produced most admirably,

when used, the illusion of choirs singing in a distant

cathedral.

In the evening a banquet was served in the Hotel

Utah, reputed one of the four finest hostelries in

America. P. F. Sharp was the witty toastmaster; John
McNeil, the president, also made a short address, but
the Rev. P. A. Simpkin (Parson Simpkin, he is affec-

tionately termed) was the speaker of the evening.

Many a tale is told of his sturdy patriotism in the

stress of the struggle with Germany, his eloquence

and devotion selling large quantities of Liberty Bonds.

Unlike most of the clergy he had seen something of

those pretty mining villages of happy homes which the

West wrongfully denominates as "camps," causing us

to look back to the times of the earlier settlers who
lived in shacks of adobe and to think that the modern,

villages in which miners live are no better than those

early abodes. He spoke on Bolshevism and the need

that it be met, not by reaction but by real democracy,

the same democracy for which we fought. We want
democracy in peace as much as in war. He was followed

briefly by R. M. Magraw and R. Dawson Hall.

Takes Six Men, Foot to Shoulder, to Reach Roof

With the banquet the meeting practically came to an

end. There were not a few who went by the Denver &
Rio Grande R.R. to Castle Gate, but most of them
were from Utah and some dropped off, on duty bent, by
the way. Only two of the strangers were left when the

time came to go into the Castle Gate mine of the Utah
Fuel Co. Both had been more used to thin coal mines in

which the seam was of almost pencil-mark thickness,

and here was the Castle Gate seam 32 ft. thick—

a

symbol of the greatness and spaciousness of the West.

Some twenty odd miles away were Black Hawk,
Hiawatha and Mohrland, with 26 ft. of coal. If the

writer of this had space equal to his inclination he
would wi-ite at length of the genial Western courtesy

as he experienced it and of his trip to the model
mines he has just mentioned and to the home-like vil-

lages of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. between Walsen
and Primero, which he was privileged also to visit. But
the journey to them was not a part of the institute,

and he must refrain from introducing it, leaving any
detailed description of the merits and equipment of these

mines to those who know them better.

Coal Age Index

The indexes to Coal Age are furnished free to all

who ask for them. The index for the first half of 1919

will shortly be ready for distribution, and a copy can be

had by addressing a postcard to the Subscription De-

partment of Coal Age.
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General Labor Review
So complicated with political aims were the demands of

the British mine workers that it has been hard to under-

stand their recent strike, which, by the way, was still con-

tinuing in the Yorshire district on July 28. Apparently

every section of the country had a separate idea as to what
were the aims of labor. The mine workers of Great Britain

seek to assume with the marine transport workers and rail-

road men the governance of the empire. They would have

the parliament, which represents the public as a whole, give

place to Soviets representing certain groups of working
men. They argue that the mine workers can force their will

and therefore should control national affairs.

Parliamentary life in the British dominions, no longer

menaced by the king as in long past history, is threatened

in these later days by the triple alliance of mine workers,

sailors and railroad men. As the New York Times well

says: "To Americans this (the program of the mine work-
ers) will seem what the British press declared it to be,

an attempt to put Parliament under the rule of the work-
ingmen's council. The strikers sought to legislate under
penalty of ruin to the nation if the Government resisted."

But after all, the matter dear to the heart of the miner
was not so much to save his fellow workers in other in-

dustries from an increased cost of coal, nor to protect the

Bolsheviki of Russia in their campaign of murder and
plunder as to take care of their own private interests.

Did They Barter Political Power for Larger Pay?

What they apparently really desired was that the short-

ening of the working hours should not reduce the earnings
of the miners working in the same indifferent way in which
they had always labored. When then Lloyd George, the

premier, offered a rate of compensation per ton increased

10 per cent, to correspond to the decrease in the working
hours, the miners, and therefore the mine workers, were
appeased. For some reason the reduction of time from eight
hours to seven was regarded as equivalent to a reduction
in actual working time of 47 min., or roughly 10 per cent.

The increase in the wage of the miners added to the
advance granted the day worker will cause the increase
in the price of coal to be more than $23.3,000,000 per annum
as formerly announced. If the first advance in cost was
so great as to make it politic, if not advisable, to put the
burden on the taxpayer, the second advance will increase
the clamor for such a disposition of the increased cost.

Fewer Trains, Rationing and Closed Factories

The strike caused the closing of a number of factories,

especially in the neighborhood of Sheffield. It compelled
the Government to forbid the export of coal. It was an-
nounced the day before settlement that the train service
would be sternly curtailed after July 26, perhaps as much
as 40 per cent. The coal supply to private houses was
limited to 200 lb. a week. With such a condition of affairs
it was a great relief when on July 25 the country learned
that the strike was at an end.

Unfortunately only Robert Smillie, the Scotchman, who
is president of the Miners' Federation of Great Britain,
consented to the new schedule. Herbert Smith, the presi-
dent of the Yorkshire Miners' Union, still sulked and re-
fused to induce his men to return to work. So that the
ending of the strike, at first declared to be general, proved
to have one vital exception—the Yorkshire coal industry.

The meeting of the delegates of District No. 1, in Scran-
ton, Penn., on July 21, enables us to take stock as to the
purposes of at least that section of the anthracite mine
workers. The sessions started with all manner of declara-

tions of fraud and deceit in the conduct of the elections,

though the fault does not appear to rest with the tellers.

The treasury contains $51,354.18 while the membership is

28,751, so the union has district funds of less than $2 per
member. The district union is shown to have more mem-
bers than it has enjoyed at any other time in its history.

In November, 1918, the membership roll included only
10,785. The bank balance is the smallest in many years.

Hope Last War Will Afford the Last Scale

The insurgents on the floor threatened that if John T.
Dempsey were elected to the presidency they would quit

the organization and form a separate union. On July 24,

the delegates registered their desire for a new wage scale

as follows: An increase in wage of 60 per cent., a mini-
mum wage of $6 per day, a 6-hour working day, a 5i-day
week, closed shop, time and a half for Sunday work, and
for that done on holidays and payment of consideration
rates when mine workers are compelled to lose any time
through delay in furnishing props or other materials.

The resolution committee presented this program and it

locked good to the assembly, and as those present do not
have to pay the bills, why it was the easiest thing to mark
O.K. on them. Surely this is meant to be the "last scale."

On July 25, it was announced that Jack Dempsey, the
former president who resigned last fall, was reelected to

that office. Thus the administration candidate wins. The
vice-president is John Collins Kolodziejczak. He defeated
George Isaacs, the insurgent candidate, and Joseph Yannis,
who has been acting as head of the district since the resig-

nation of Thomas Lowry of Scranton, several weeks ago.

Button Strike Causes Pear of Shut Out

At Pine Ridge Colliery, as was stated last week, 100 men
refused to pay their union dues and the mine stopped work.
Soon, Laurel Run and the Delaware colliery, two other
mines of the Hudson Coal Co., joined in the strike so that

by July 20 there were no less than 4000 men and boys idle.

All this was a violation of a well-established part of the
agreement between the operators and the union. Some of

the minor officials of the company declared, so it is said,

that the mines would be shut down for six months rather
than permit of these button strikes. As a result there is

much talk of extending the strike. The men are fully

wedded to the "double standard." They believe that they
should be permitted to strike, in violation of the most sacred
agreements in their contract, in order to establish that to

which they have not the least fragment of a right. But
if. having violated their agreement and having quit their

work, the company locks them out, a terrible offence has
been committed to adjust which other men in violation of
their contract will also quit working.
At the Hazelton shaft colliery of the Lehigh Valley Coal

Co., 800 mine workers who complained that they were only
allowed to work 6 hours instead of 8 went on strike to

compel the company to provide them with a full day's

stint. The company says that the scarcity of coal in the

slopes is a reason for the curtailment of hours. The
breaker boys at the Evans colliery, it will be remembered
made a similar complaint, which was granted on July 22,

the boys resuming work.
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More than 300 men and boys employed at the Traders
Coal Co. operation in Hudson, Luzerne County, who have
been idle since last February, have adjusted their differ-

ences, with the, company officials and work will be resumed
at the colliery. Men are engaged cleaning up the working
chambers that have been idle for five months, and before

Aug. 1, it is believed the miners will resume cutting coal.

The Traders Coal Co. had, for a while, supplied its men
with free powder, though this is not a usual proceeding at

coal mines anjTvhere. On February last the company de-

cided to conform with the universal custom, and a strike

resulted during which many moved away to other towns.

Strike for Union Contract in Allegheny Field

The progress of unionization has been continuous in

western Pennsylvania. One of the resistant areas has been
along the Allegheny River and the mouth of the Kiskimi-

netas, north of Pittsburgh. Gradually this area is submit-

ting to the union and in furtherance of the campaign to

wipe out the nonunion spots in this area a strike was started

on July 21 at the Allegheny Steel Co.'s mine in Bracken-
ridge. For two years the union has been steadily trying

to get this mine under union control, but the wages were
higher than those provided by the union scale and the men
did not favor a change. A further increase of 5 per cent,

was being considered, according to Mine Superintendent
J. N. Adams, when the men walked out. About 100 men
are affected. The mines all around are unionized except
the Penn Salt Manufacturing Co.'s mine at Natrona.
At one of the Pursglove-Maher mines in Ohio, the Willow

Grove colliery, the men went on strike because they would
not work with a colored man, all gentlemen of color having
been excluded from Ohio mines for many years.

The mines of the George M. Jones Co., of Toledo and
Columbus, located at Rendville and Modoc, have been closed

down for about a week because of a strike. The men have
two grievances relative to working conditions from which
they asked relief. The Modoc mine, known as No. 255.

employs 250 men and the Rendville mine, known as No.

268, employs 280 men. Efforts to settle the strike have
not proved successful.

The operators and mine workers of the New River field

held another conference in Charleston, beginning on Tues-

day, July 22, with a view to reaching an agreement, if

possible, as to a wage contract which is to replace the one
which automatically expires with the ratification of the

peace treaty. Almost a month has elapsed since the scale

committees representing the operators and miners ad-

jorned sine die. The manner in which the check-off should

be made was the rock on which the conferees split. The
committees were in session for two days at that time and
while able to reach a common ground on most of the ques-

tions at issue were unable to agree on the check-off.

A strike had been scheduled for July at the Eccles plant
of the New River Colliery Co., the men declaring that the

coal must no longer be paid for by measure. The miners
at Eccles and Sun being promised that scales would be
put in by Aug. 5 professed themselves satisfied. The com-
pany indicated at the same time that before the expiration
of the month it would pay the same rates as prevail else-

where on Loup Creek, the new scale to be effective July 15.

Want Their Pay by Weight and Not by Measure

A strike order had been issued by the district board and
would have taken place had not the concessions named been

granted. The scale difficulty is of long standing. In July,

1918, there was a strike at Eccles to enforce a demand for

scales and for payment by weight. The Fuel Administra-
tion straightened out the difficulty temporarily, but, the

scales not being placed, a new strike was the almost in-

evitable result.

Disagreement between the company headed by S. . D.

Brady of Fairmont and the mine workers employed by that

company in Mineral County gives early promise of being
adjusted, a hearing having been held during the week end-
ing July 19 before Special Umpire Barnett of Baltimore,
who is of the faculty of Johns Hopkins University.

E. S. McCullough, commissioner of the Northern West
Virginia Coal Operators' Associatiop, and S. D. Brady,
one of the prominent operators of the Fairmont field, pre-

sented the company's side of the case at the hearing. The
claims of the miners were presented by Frank Drumm,
president, and William J. Trickett, secretary, of District

16 and by Jce Loftus, an International Board member for

the same district.

Before war-time prohibition went into effect there were
threats in the mining field of Illinois that the men would
not work without beer. Except for isolated instances, the
threat has not been carried out. The men employed at the

Midland Mines, No. 7 and No. 8, near Taylorville, stuck

by their motto of '"No beer, no work," but gradually drifted

back to work. However, the "drought" is given as one of

the reasons for an hegira of foreign miners from the Illi-

nois fields, who are returning to their homes in Europe.
It is doubted whether a sufficient number of American

miners can be found to man the mines, as they will need
to be manned when the demand for coal increases in the

fall. Many of the mines, it is declared, have less than
half of their normal quota of available miners now. Most
of the foreign miners are thrifty and when they were get-

ting high wages during the war they saved their money and
are now abundantly able to buy their passages back home.

Terre Hacte Also Makes Big Wage Demands

When the fourth biennial convention of District No. 11,

of the United Mine Workers of America, met in Terre
Haute, Ind., which includes the "bituminous," or rather
"non-block" coal field of Indiana, it was soon seen that the

mine workers of that state were not going to be moderate
in their program. The convention demanded, in the name
of the mine workers, nationalization of the mines, a 5-day
week, 40 per cent, advance in the wages of all classes of
labor, a minimum scale of $7 per day, a working day of
six hours, time and a half for overtime and double time for
Sundays and legal holidays.

Twenty-five hundred miners at the mines of the Central

Coal and Coke Co., in Missouri and Kansas, struck July
17 as a result of a conference between the presidents of

the two districts. The reasons for the strike seem to be
the failui'e of the arbitration board to reach an agree-

ment on numerous grievances in the previous few weeks,
grievances that had been pending for some time. The
points of difference related to comparatively minor demands
which, if granted, would have established precedents preju-

dicial to the best interests of the industry.

No formal explanation of the strike has been made, and
the company has so far taken no steps to bring about a
settlement. In view of the position of the company, that
the subject of the grievances had already been provided for
in the contract, and that the board's consideration of them
under the contract presumably disposed of the matter
finally, there seemed to be nothing that the company could

do to straighten up the difficulty.

Want Another Powder Now It Is No Longer Fre:e

Early in June the Central Coal and Coke Co. announced
that a change would be made from a day-wage basis to a

tonnage basis at a mine the company had just opened at

Keota. The company has four mines at that place and
one at Fleming. All these Missouri mines except the one
mentioned. No. 68, were on a tonnage basis. The miners
at No. 68 demanded that when the change to a tonnage
basis was made, they be provided with DuPont powder,
instead of the Excelsior powder which the company had
been furnishing them.
The company offered to provide the desired powder, but

was unable to set a date for such supply, having plenty
of the Excelsior powder, but being short of DuPont in that

field. The joint board met June 1.1, the men demanding
a definite date for the supply of the desired powder. The
40 miners at No. 68 struck, because a date was not set.

On July 15 the powder the men desired was provided at

Mine No. 68. On July 17 a general strike began in all the
mines of the company located in Missouri and Kansas. It

involved 1000 mine workers' in Missouri and 1500 in Kansas.
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very willingly to steel timbers reinforced with concrete.

Also, observing as I have at different times shafts and
slopes lined with concrete, it is natural to conclude that

timber for this purpose must eventually give place to

concrete lining. Especially is the truth of this state-

ment impressed on our minds by the growing scarcity

of timber in central Pennsylvania and elsewhere.

Osceola Mills, Penn. S. D. Hainley.

Quality of Mine Timber
Letter No. S—Few mine officials are as acquainted

as they should be with the different qualities of the

timber that they use in their mines, and I was glad to

read the letter of one of my favorite correspondents, in

Coal Age, Ostel Bullock, June 19, p. 1136.

An important point, which has already been men-
tioned by Mr. Bullock and is essential in securing good,

sound timber for use in the mine, is the time of cutting

the timber. As he has stated, the trees should be felled

in the winter season when the sap has left the wood.

As is well known, the sap starts to run up the tree

in the early spring, producing an abundant foliage and
adding a new growth to the tree. Late in the fall, most
of the sap has returned to the ground. The outer wood
of a large tree trunk is called the "sap wood" and is

softer than the older wood at the heart of the tree,

which is firm and hard and has a generally. darker color

than the sapwood.

In the cutting of timber, particularly white oak, ex-

perienced timbermen recognize a great difference be-

tween what is known as "second-growth" timber and
the old original trees. Second-growth timber is soft and
springy and does not possess the hardness or firmness

of the old original timber. Again, there is a vast dif-

ference between live timber and deadwood. Only live

timber should be cut for mining use, and this should

be well seasoned before being taken into the mine.

Qualities of Different Woods

There are, in this locality, about forty different kinds

of wood, which I will not attempt to name. Suftnce it

to say that the old white oak makes the best mine
timber. White hemlock resists the changes from wet
to dry and dry to wet quite well and, on this account,

makes a good timber in the mine. Quaking ash, while

hard, is so brittle that a good sized prop of this wood
can be broken square off by striking it over some hard
object, as a rock. Also, tracklayers say that ties made
of this wood decay over night.

In working the low seams here, the prop^ are seldom
recovered and what is wanted is a strong, tough timber
that will stand up under a good weight and give a

cracking and snapping sound when the overburden is

getting too great. This gives the miner warning and
is particularly desirable in the robbing of pillars. Hard
woods are always better than the softer woods, for

mining use. Beech is only good for immediate use, as

it will not resist change from wet to dry and dry to wet.

White pine, poplar, cucumber, basswood or linn, and
quaking ash are unfit to be taken into the mine.

However, when one observes good sound white-oak
collars 12 x 14 in. and 16 ft. long, supported on three

legs and spanning the double track at the bottom of a

shaft, and finds them broken in a few years, he turns

A Modified Longwall System
Letter No. U—Kindly permit me to add a word in

answer to the letter of Andrew Orr Bain, Coal Age,
-June 19, p. 1133, in which he expresses a wish to know
if I have "ever had any practical experience in work-
ing longwall under light cover."

My experience in longwall work has been in depths

ranging from 80 to 270 fathoms, but I realize that a

depth of even 80 ft. or less does not prevent the work-
ing of such seams by the longwall method, other con-

ditions being favorable. It was my intention to say
that a cover of less than 200 ft. did not make it neces-

sary to consider adopting the longwall method to ob-

tain the best results in working out the coal.

Let me explain, here, that there is nothing to be

gained in the working of seams that lie at a great depth.

Indeed, the greater the depth of the seam the more
hazardous and expensive is the mining of the coal. But,

the hazard and the expense does not increase as rapidly

with the depth in longwall working as in any other

system of mining, especially the room-and-pillar system.

Depth of Seam a Determining Factor

The impression I wanted to convey was that there

was a greater advantage in working seams, lying at a

depth of more than 200 ft., by the longwall method of

mining than by other methods. In other words, when
the depth of a seam exceeds 200 ft. it is expedient to

consider whether that seam should not be worked by the

longwall method, in preference to other methods.

In the majority of cases, the conclusion will be in

favor of adopting the longwall method when the depth
exceeds 200 ft., while a depth of 80 ft. does not present

the same disadvantage in the use of the room-and-

pillar system of mining, and the adoption of that

method will often prove the most economical, unless it

should chance that the price of land, per acre, makes
it advisable to adopt the longwall method to prevent the

damage to the surface that would result in the use of

the room-and-pillar system.

I believe that Mr. Bain will agree with me that there

is frequently a willful waste of coal, in the use of the

room-and-pillar system, owing to the pillars that are

left unworked, becau.se they cannot be recovered with

safety, or because they are needed to support the sur-

face and prevent damage to buildings.
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The experience of the past four or five years has cer-

tainly proven that coal is really the most important of

our natural resources and the most available source of

energy and emphasizes the need of eliminating waste-

ful methods of mining and burning coal. It was this

fact that led me to state that the principles involved in

Mr. Pocock's proposed method are those that must ulti-

mately be applied to work seams lying at a greater

depth than 200 ft.

Again, wh^re thicker seams of coal are worked by the

rcom-and-pillar system, the amount of coal wasted in

pillars that cannot be recovered or must be left in the

mine is far greater than where the coal is thinner.

I hope I have made my meaning clear in regard to the

adaptability of the longwall method of mining.

Linton, Ind. W. H. LUXTON.

Mine-Haulage Proposition

Letter No. 4—Referring to the proposed change in

the haulage road of a mine, as suggested in the letter

of J. H. Dickerson, Coal Age, .June 5, p. 1058, I feel as

though the first portion of the new road from E to A,

shown in his sketch, should at least be put to use, mak-
ing the haulage, EAG, 1250 ft. and cutting out the old

road, EFG, 1600 ft. thus saving .350 ft. of haul and
eliminating two squai-e turns in the road, at F and G.

The question of completing and equipping the remain-

ing portion of the proposed road from .4 to D can only

E //7^'
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to the case mentioned in this inquiry, and assuming that

the output is increased to, say, 1300 tons per day, the

extraction of 2,000,000 tons would require 2,000,000 -^

1300 = 1538 days, or a saving of, say 128 days when
putting out 1200 tons a day.

Then, setting aside all other items and calculating the

saving in wages paid the motorman, coupler and oiler

alone, which we will estimate at $12 a day, the amount
saved in the wages paid these men would be 12 X 128

= $1536. I realize, of course, that this amount would

not be saved until the mine was exhausted, which would

be five or six years.

However, the figures make clear the great advantage

to be derived by the proposed change, and this is only

one item in the saving that would result in the operation

of the mine. It is my belief that when Mr. Dickerson

has made the change he will only regret that he did not

make it long ago. Motorman.
McKeesport, Penn.

Certification and Safety

Letter No. 12—Referring to the question of certifica-

tion of mine officials, I fail to see how there can be more
than one side to this question. Certainly, mine officials

in charge of work underground should prove by ex-

amination that they are worthy and fit to fill such

positions as they desire.

Now, the fault is not with the certificate, but with the

manner in which it is granted or the way in which it

is obtained. The way .';ome certified mine bosses per-

form their duties in the mine is quite different from
what they expressed in their answers in examination.

Had those answers compared with the daily practice of

these men, they would not have been granted their cer-

tificates.

Personally, I feel much sympathy for the practical

man who has held an official position in mining, but

must step down because of his inability to answer some
of the questions asked in the examination. Many a

foreman of this type has had a practical experience

that would carrj' him along all right in the mine, and
has proven his value by the .successful way in which he
has conducted the work underground.

The miner should be given a fair opportunity

to obtain a certificate, and the questions asked him in

examination should be of a more practical nature so

that he will be able to answer from his experience. To
my mind, the examination is too often theoretical in its

nature. While admitting that the theoretical and prac-

tical official will prove the most successful in the mine,

I contend that every foreman must certainly have suf-

ficient practical experience to enable him to succeed.

Practice of Examining Boards in Indiana

In Indiana, only a candidate's number is known to

the examiner when he marks the answers given to the

questions asked. This shows a desire on the part of

the examiners to be fair in the examination and not to

allow personal friendship to influence the marking of

the papers. Certificates are only given to those men
whose answers prove them to be worthy and capable.

In order to expedite the work of examining papers,

so that candidates will know their standing earlier, it

seems to me that this work should be distributed among
the examiners. My opinion is that each paper should

be examined by the same person, which would seem to

give a more uniform judgment than when the answers

are marked by different members of the board.

Of course, it is natural for an unsuccessful candidate

to think that some member of the board knew his num-
ber; or that those who were more successful had, in

some way, obtained a knowledge of the questions. This,

however, is an unfair judgment of examining boards,

most of whom have a desire to be fair to all candidates.

Let me say, in closing, that the certification of mine

officials is essential and even the practical miner loses

nothing when he is required to spend some time in

studying to obtain a certificate. Old Timer.

Linton, Ind.

Welding Split Gears to Axle

Letter No. 1— I was much interested in the inquiry

of "Mine Mechanic," regarding the welding of a split-

gear wheel to the axle, which he states was a trifle too

small for the bore of the wheel. The inquiry states.

Coal Age, July 10, p. 73, that the gear is to be mounted

on the axle of an electric locomotive.

Having been up against just such a proposition my-

self, let me suggest and advise that the electric arc

be used to build up the bore in each half of the wheel.

When this has been done, and any projecting metal

been removed, the two halves must be securely bolted

together, as when in use. It is now possible to bore

out the center of the wheel to the exact size required

to fit the axle.

Let me add the suggestion that it would be bad prac-

tice to weld the gear to the axle. Not only would it

be difficult to truly center the gear on the axle, which is

most essential in the operation of the machine, but

other difficulties would be encountered, and it would

be impossible to again remove the gear should it re-

quire to be machined at any time. C. G.

Pittsburgh, Penn.

Letter No. 2—Referring to the inquiry that appeared

in Coal Age, July 10, p. 73, allow me to say that the

simplest way to make the bore fit the axle is to add a

little metal to the gear by means of electric-arc welding,

and then bore it out to the proper size. If it is a very

small amount to add and the gear is high in carbon it

may be advisable to enlarge the bore and then add the

welded metal. In this way it will be easier to machine

and true up the work.

Pure iron should be used for welding rods. Any kind

of electric-arc welding equipment can be used. The one

mentioned on pages 52 and 53, in the issue of Coal .Xge

for July 10 is especially suitable for mine conditions.

John G. Kjellgren, Chief Engineer,

The Electric Railway Improvement Co.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Reducing Ventilation at Firing

Time
Letter No. 9—Referring to the claims of Alexander

McAllister presented in his letter. Coal Age, June 5,

p. 1054, it is my belief that his statements should not be

taken as the last word in respect to the matter of re-

ducing ventilation at the time of firing shots in the

mine. Notwithstanding the alleged success of his ex-
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periments, I contend that he has not proved to the satis-

faction of mining men, in general, that his theory is

sound or his method a safe one to adopt as a means of

lessening the chance of an explosion.

Laxity of Mining Laws Charged

Certain it is that the practice he has suggested does
not agree with the generally understood principles of

mining. The question resolves itself into a choice be-

tween creating an extinctive atmosphere in the mine,
during firing time, or adopting the more reasonable

course of removing all dangerous accumulations of gas

and dust from the workings. While I am not acquainted

with the requirements of the state mining laws in Kan-
sas, it appears to me that they must be far below the

standard if they permit such practice in the firing of

shots. In British Columbia, such a method would be

a violation of the mining law.

The instance mentioned, when the foreman ordered a

shot to be fired and Mr. McAllister complied with the

order and fired the shot, knowing it to be unsafe, is

proof to me of the laxity of the state mining law in

this respect. Other matters, regarded lightly by our

friend but strictly prohibited in British Columbia, are

the firing of shots in explosive mixtures of gas or dust,

the use of blasting powder in place of a permitted ex-

plosive, shooting on the solid and the firing of more
than one shot at a time in any one place. Our mining
law further requires that every mine shall be thor-

oughly ventilated by an adequate supply of pure air

and makes other stipulations designed to lessen the

dangers of shotfiring.

In order to reduce the chance of an explosion occur-

ring in a mine, it is necessary to remove the causes of

such an occurrence: namely, the presence of a combus-

tible mixture of gas and dust, existing in the min.<=

atmosphere in such proportion as to be inflammable or

explosive, and the danger of its ignition by open lights

or by the flame of blasting. But it would appear that

the theory of Mr. McAllister is opposed to taking such

precautions. If I understand correctly he allows the

gas and dust to remain in the mine, uses an open light

and depends for safety on reducing the ventilation when
firing shots.

Factors That Contribute to an Explosion

Now, there is no doubt but that a high velocity of the

air current tends to extend an explosion in a mine and
increase its violence, should an explosion occur. But,

our efforts should be exerted to prevent the explosion

from taking place; and it is certain that reducing the

ventilation will not help to diffuse and render harmless

explosive mixtures. There should be, therefore, greater

safety in maintaining the ventilation at firing time,

and thereby preventing explosive conditions.

While the explosive limits of methane and air are

given as ranging from a ratio of gas to air of 1 : 5 to

1:13, these limits are not absolutely defined, but vary

with the purity of the gas and other conditions. Then,

in order to avoid ignition and explosion, it would seem
that the oxygen content in the mine air should be re-

duced to the extinctive point; but that would support

neither combustion nor life.

These conditions, however, are not to be realized by

reducing the ventilation in the mine. If the mine is

sealed off entirely when firing, there is still sufficient

oxygen in the air to make possible the explosion of a

dangerous mixture. It is quite evident that Mr. Mc-
Allister creates neither an extinctive nor a fatal at-

mosphere by his method, as the one would extinguish

his light and the other would make it impossible for

him to live in the mine.

It is stated that our friend fired 300 shots in 2i hours,

lighting as many as 40 shots at a time. This would
require 300 h- 40 = 7.5 visits to the working places,

and each visit would consume (24 X 60) -H 7.5 = 20

min. Conditions in the mine must be most favorable

to permit such rapid work, and one must conclude there

is an utter disregard for everything save the blasting

of the coal in the shortest time possible.

• It may also be observed that the chance of ignition is

decreased, either by a decrease in temperature or an in-

crease of pressure. But, the effect of reducing the ven-

tilation in a mine is directly opposite to this, increasing

the temperature and decreasing the pressure, which

would tend to increase the chance of ignition of an ex-

plosive mixture. The use of black powder, moreover,

increases the danger, by producing a larger volume
when a blast is fired. This is all common knowledge

and causes one to stand aghast and ask for what pur-

pose is education in mining when men are permitted to

ignore its first principles in practice.

Allow me to suggest, in closing, that this alleged prac-

tice can never become general in coal mining. I would

recommend anyone who is favorably disposed to such

a practice to study carefully the mining laws of British

Columbia, which to my mind, are standards in respect

to safety in mining. Wm. Wesnedge.
Ladvsmith, B. C, Canada.

Efficiency of Mine Workers
Letter No. 4—There are many phases of the miner's

work that, if given the proper consideration, will be

found to modify his efficiency by the effect they produce

on his health and safety. We speak of miners having

a knack for mining, loading or shooting, because of the

.^kill displayed in their performing such work with ease.

In reality, however, the fact is the miner has, through

long experience and practice, so systematized his work
as to produce results that mark him as efficient.

No set rules can be laid down that will enable a

miner to become efficient. He must achieve skill in the

performance of his work, through a close study of the

conditions that .surround him when at work in the mine.

Many miners have no regular plan or system for con-

ducting their work. Some will begin shooting almost

the first thing after entering their place in the morn-

ing, and continue to shoot until the coal blasted has

fairly blocked their place and made the work of loading

their cars more difficult. It is not strange that such

ones become exhausted long befoi'e they have done a

day's work.

Again, it is not uncommon to find men mining coal

in a manner that makes every ounce of the fallen coal

represent a tremendous waste of energy. Some use

poor tools both in mining the coal and in timbering

their places, which makes the work doubly hard to per-

form. There are right methods and wrong methods of

mining and loading coal. They represent the two e.\-

tremes, in which the work is performed either with ease

or with difficulty, and mark the man as efficient or

inefficient, according to the results he achieves.
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Reference has been made, in previous letters on this

subject, to the alleged need of a six-hour day for coal

miners. I fail to see in this suggestion a solution of

the present depression that exists in the coal industry.

Indeed, it is my belief that a six-hour day would com-

plicate the present situation to an' extent that the work
of reconstruction would be fraught with perils equal to

those of the war. The adoption of a six-hour day,

at the present time, would be a grave mistake.

In my opinion, the present industrial depression is

but temporary and the logical outcome of the adjust-

ment of affairs to peace conditions throughout the coun-

try. Let us hope, then, that the signing of the peace

treaty by all the powers concerned will be followed by a

prompt readjustment of business conditions throughout

the world.

A Glance into the Futxjre

In looking forward to the much longed for normal
conditions of peace, is it not clear that the industrial

world will need the usual eight hours of labor to meet
the extraordinary demand for the production of ma-
terial products that will be required to replace the great

waste and destruction of the war? There must be no

backward step at this time when Bolshevism is terror-

izing Russia and menacing other countries with its

propaganda.

Let me ask. Can the farmer supply the world with
foodstuffs in a six-hour day? Can the workers in our
factories and mills supply the material demand of this

and other countries by shortening the hours of labor at

a time when the demand for products of every kind has
increased a hundred-fold? Can the miners keep the

fires of industry burning by working six hours of the

twenty-four?

The Natural Division of a 24-Hr. Day

There is a natural division of time that nature or-

dained for the promotion of health, enjoyment, and the

needs of mankind. The twenty-four hour day is di-

vided into three equal periods, eight hours being given

to rest of the body, another eight hours to recreation

and enjoyment, and the remaining eight hours to labor.

Too much sleep induces sloth and laziness; too much
play gives rise to indolence, and too much labor over-

taxes the body and breaks down the health. It is easy
to imagine the results that would follow robbing the
hours allotted to labor in order to increase the time
devoted to recreation and enjoyment. Production of

many necessities would fail and the price of living be
increased.

While the present slack condition in the coal industry
presents an argument in favor of the six-hour day, it

must be remembered that we are passing through a

crisis in the readjustment of the world's business. The
future has a promise of untold prosperity. Let every
worker, then, look forward with hope to the time when
normal conditions will again prevail and American
labor reap the reward for which so large a number of
its fellow workers have fought and sacrificed on the
battle fields of Europe. W. H. NoONE.
Thomas, W. Va.

Letter No. 5—Kindly permit me to refer to the state-

ment of "Equality" made in his letter. Coal Age, June
19, p. 1136, regarding conditions in the mines of Great
Britain. Having worked a considerable time in the

mines of South Wales and England, besides visiting

many mines in Scotland, England, South Wales and
Belgium, under the guidance of the Educational De-
partment and for the purpose of studying mining con-

ditions, I am inclined to disagree with the suggestion

that the coal mines in Great Britain are "poorly venti-

lated."

Owing to the generally gassy condition of many of

those mines, the mine law is strictly adhered to in re-

gard to ventilation. When a miner fires a shot he does
not have to sit down on his box and wait a long time
for the smoke and gases produced by the blast to clear

away. There is sufficient air traveling in the working
places to keep them clear of all accumulation of smoke
and gas, so that the miner can return to the face a few
minutes after firing a shot.

It is my opinion that the miners of Great Britain

suffer less from that disease knovra as "miner's asthma"
than the miners of this country. As is well known,
that di.'jease is contracted by continued work in places

that are poorly ventilated and where the miner must
either breathe the smoke and gases produced in blast-

ing or lose much time waiting for the place to clear

when a shot is fired.

Studying the Ventilation of English Mines

In our visits to the several mines for the purpose of

studying conditions and work underground, it was the

custom to divide the party into different groups. While
one group would be investigating the haulage system
employed in the mine, another group would be studying
the mechanical equipment, and still another group the

ventilation of the mine. It so happened that, on several

different occasions, it was my fortune to be classed with
the men studying the ventilation of the mine; and this

fact has caused me to be well informed on that subject,

in its relation to English mines.

Referring to the question of a six-hour day, let me
say that naturally any man is willing to work shorter
hours, provided the standard of wages is increased so

that he will be able to earn the same amount as when
working the full day, which is generally done, and the
efficiency of the system so arranged as to enable the
same quantity of work to be performed in the shorter
time allotted for each shift.

It seldom happens that any change is made in the

working hours when the operator does not get on the
job and make arrangements to put out the same amount
of coal and the miner, also, works to load the same
number of cars as before.

I have worked as a miner on a ten-hour, nine-hour
and eight-hour shift, and have found from experience
that I could produce as much coal in eight hours as I

formerly loaded in ten hours. The reason for this is

that I kncM' my time was limited when working the
shorter shift, and made every effort to perform the

work in that time. Also, arrangements in the mine
were expedited so that each miner was given his full

turn of cars. All this required a little more energy on
the part of each man employed in the mine.

In regard to the equalizing of the work in summer
and winter, because of the varying demand for coal in

those seasons, I know little, but think that some plan
could be effected that would regulate the work in the

mines according to the demand for coal in the market,
and this would certainly prove a benefit.

Forty Kort, Penn. Robert Thomas.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Storage-Battery Locomotive to

Operate Pump
Recently, our mine which has been idle for several

months received orders to start up again. During the

period of idleness, much water had accumulated in the

mine and considerable pumping was necessary to be
done before work could be resumed. Ordinarily, on
such an occasion, it would be necessary to run the

power house continuously three 8-hour shifts, each day,

which would mean expense for attendance and other

incidentals during the entire 24 hours.

As a means of reducing this expense, however, it

occurred to me that we could utilize the ytorage-

Ijattery locomotive in our equipment to operate the pump
a portion of this time, which would allow of shutting

down the power house during that time and still main-

taining continuous pumping in the mine.

Following up this idea, we operated the pump from
the power house during two 8-hour shifts and, at the

same time, charged the batteries of the locomotive.

Then, during the third shift the power house was shut

down and the locomotive used to operate the pump.

By this method, we get three shifts of pumping and

are only at the expense of running the power house

two of those shifts.

The batteries of the locomotive show that only about

two-thirds of their power is exhausted at the end of

its shift. There is no trouble, therefore, to run the

locomotive out of the mine to the power plant where it

is recharged during the next two shifts.

The question I would like to ask is whether this use

of the locomotive is injurious to it; if not, it appears

to me that we have hit upon a pretty good wrinkle

for cutting down expense, at a time when everj' penny

is needed. Foreman.
, W. Va.

The saving effected is slightly diminished, however,

by an amount determined by the efficiency of the mo-
tors operated by the batteries and the coal consumed by

the banked fires at the power house. The fact that

the batteries are only two-thirds exhausted at the end

of their shift indicates that there is no overload and

the operation of the pump probably imposes no greater

duty on the motor than the running of the locomotive

in the daily operation of the mine.

We quite agree with this correspondent that the

m.ethod he has adopted is a good one. No possible injury

can result from the use of the motor of a storage-battery

locomotive for the purpose of operating a pump, any

more than for the operation of the locomotive, itself,

provided the operation of the pump does not overload the

batteries, which is not the case apparently in this in-

stance.

There is, of course, no saving of power by the adop-

tion of this method, but there is a saving of expense in

the production of that power. For example, assuming a

10-hp. pump, its operation during 24 hours will mean
a power consumption of 10(24 X 0.746) = 179 kw.-hr.,

whether this power is developed in two shifts or three

shifts. The only appreciable difference is the saving

in attendance at the power plant during one 8-hour

shift, when the fires are banked and the pumping i?

maintained by the storage batteries of the locomotive.

Position of Primer in Blasting
Kindly state, in the columns of Coal Age, what is

the safest practice in the blasting of rock with dyna-

mite. Where should the primer be placed, at the top,

in the middle or at the bottom of the charge? We have

had some argument on this point, and while the majority

seem to prefer to place the primer at the top of the

charge, there are those who claim it should be placed

at the bottom, while others say that better results are

accomplished when the primer is placed at the middle of

the charge. STUDENT.
Delagua, Colo.

In blasting with dynamite, the explosion of the entire

charge is practically instantaneous, which is not the case

in blasting with black powder. In the former case, the

explosive wave is transmitted by shock, the action being

known as "detonation"; in the latter case, the explo-

sion is transmitted throughout the mass of the powder

by burning, each grain or particle of the powder ignit-

ing the one next to it, which action is known as "de-

flagration."

The detonation of dynamite being practically instan-

taneous, it would make no particular difference, as far

as the explosion of the charge is concerned, whether the

primer containing the cap was placed at the top, middle

or bottom of the hole, just so it is in direct contact

with the balance of the charge. The explosion of the

primer cartridge is accompanied simultaneously with

the explosion of the entire charge.

However, if the blast is to be fired by fuse, there are

good reasons why the primer should not be placed at

the bottom, or even the middle of the charge, but should

be in the last cartridge inserted in the hole. The first
j

and most important reason is that the burning of the

fuse may ignite the dynamite befoi-e it reaches and

explodes the cap in the primer. The dynamite ignited

in this way may deflagrate or burn quietly without

exploding, until the cap is detonated, in which case

the force of the blast will be much decreased. Also, not

only is a longer length of fuse required but there is

greater danger of the fuse being injured when charging

and tamping the hole.

The safest method, therefore, to pursue when blasting

rock with dynamite is to place the primer cartridge at

the top of the charge, which is common practice.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Miscellaneous Questions
(Answered by Request)

[The following questions have been taken from those sent us
by different candidates in examination, aslving for their solution.
All of them are difficult questions to be answered in the short
time allotted to examination. Some of them can only be solved by
trial, without resorting to higher mathematics with which few can-
didates in mining examinations are familiar, and some require
ilata not commonly found in mining textbooks.—Editor.]

Ques.—Two airways, starting from the bottom of the

shaft, are driven the full height of a 6-ft. seam of coal

and 8 ft. in width ; one of the airways is 900 ft. long

and the other 3600 ft. long. How much should the

longer airway be widened to cause it to pass the same
quantity of air as the shorter airway under the same
pressure ?

Ans.—The solution of this question develops the

formula

0.006863ir' = 6 + w
in which ic = the required width of the longer airway
to cause it to pass the same quantity of air as the

shorter airway under the same pressure.

Explenation—The first step in the solution of this

question is to write the formula for unit pressure in

terms of the quantity and cancel the constant factors

p, k, q, leaving the expression lo/a', which has the same
value for the short and the long airway, after the latter

is widened to a width u\

For the first airway, I = 900, o = 2(6 + 8) =28,
a = 6 X 8 ^ 48; and for the second airway, after

widening, I = 3600, o ^ 2(6 + w), a = 6w. Hence
we write

900 X 28 ^ 3600 X 2(6 + w)
48' (Gwy

Then, by cancelation and transposition, we obtain

the formula showTi above and which is most readily and
quickly solved by trial, namely,

0.006863 (r' = 6 + w
By trial, we find the value, lo = 14.4 ; and the longer

airway must therefore be widened 14.4—8 = 6.4 ft.,

in order to pass the same quantity of air as the shorter

airway, under the same pressure.

Proof—Assume a unit pressure of p =^ 10 lb. per sq.

ft. and find the quantity of air this pressure will cir-

culate in each of the two following airways:
Short airway,

6X8 ft., 900 ft. long;

Ix)ng airway,

6 X 14.4 ft., 3600 ft. long.

For the first or shorter airway, we have

10 x 48
^' ~

''^V 0.00000002 / 900 X 28= ''6'^5*^'^"-^<- P^'"^^"-

For the .second or longer airway we find

10 / 86.4

^'-^^•'*\'o:00000002X3600/40T8"
46.850 cm/<. permin.

Ques.—There are two airways in a mine, one 6 x 12
ft. and the other 4x9 ft., passing equal volumes of air

under equal pressures. If the first airway is 1000 ft.

long, what is the length of the other?

Ans.—The first step in this solution is to write the

equation for unit pressure in terms of the quantity and
dimensions of the mine thus

;

kloq^

Then cancel all the constant factors p, k, q, leaving

the expression lo/a^, which shows that the length varies

directly as the cube of the sectional area and inversely

as the perimeter of the airway. In other words, the

length ratio is equal to the product of the cube of the

area ratio and the inverse perimeter ratio; thus,

_L_/36\3 36_1 18^
1000 ~V72/ ^26~8^13 "-^'"^

I= 1000 X 0.173 = 173 ft.

which is the length of the second airway that will pass

the same quantity of air under the same pressure as the

first airway.

Ques.—A mine having two shafts, one a downcast

and the other an upcast, is passing 100,000 cu.ft. per

min. Each shaft is 500 ft. deep and 15 ft. in diameter.

The downcast shaft has an average temperature of 60

deg. F., and the circulation is produced by a furnace.

Assuming an average barometric pressure in the down-
cast shaft of 30 in., find the average temperature of

the upcast shaft, required to overcome a mine resist-

ance of 8 lb. per sq.ft.

.Avs.—The weight of 1 cu.ft. of air in the downcast
shaft is

_ 1.3273 X i^_ 1.3273 X 30 _ „ „^_ ,.

"' " 460 + t ~ 460 + 60 " ^-^^^^ '''•

The height of motive column of dovracast air, corre-

h-ponding to a unit pressure of 8 lb. per sq.ft., is, then,

^=^ =
0T0766=104-4/«-

The next step is to write the formula for motive col-

lumn, in terms of downcast air, which is as follows:

T-t
'460 + T

Finally, substituting the known values M = 104.4,

D = 500, t = 60, the value of T is found by trial to

be T = 197.2 deg. F.

Ques.—If a cubic foot of gas should explode, how
many cubic feet of flame would it make?

Ans.—The theoretical flame temperature of methane

or marsh gas, mixed with air and exploded in a free

atmosphere offering no resistance to its expansion, is

about 4173 deg. F., corresponding to an absolute tem-

perature of 4173 -\- 460 ---^ 4633 deg. F. The flame

volume is, therefore, 4633 -: 460 say 10 vol. That

is to say the volume of flame produced by the explosion

of a firedamp mixture, in free air, the firedamp being

at its most explosive point, is practically ten times the

volume of the firedamp.

M = D.
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Australia Commandeers Coal Supply

Prime Minister Is Authorized Not Only to Acquire and Dispose of

All the Coal Mined in Australia, But to Fix

Wages and Sellinjr Prices

At a special session on May 1. reports
Trade Commissioner A. W. Ferrin. of Mel-
bourne, Australia, the Federal Council
passed regulations under the War Pre-
cautions Act authorizing the Commonwealth
Prime Minister to acquire and dispose of
all the coal mined in Australia. The Prime
Minister was also authorized to fix wages
and conditions of employment in the coal-
mining industry and to fix the prices at
which coal shall be sold to the public and
to abrogate existing contracts. The regula-
tions as gazetted after the special session
are as follows:
Whereas any serious interference with

the supply of coal throughout the Common-
wealth is likely to affect prejudicially the
return, demobilization and repatriation of
the military forces, to disorganize indus-
try, and to interfere with the supply of
goods and services needed in connection
with the war:
Now, therefore. I. the Governor General

In and over the Commonwealth of Australia,
acting with the advice of the Federal
Executive C:)uncil. hereby make the follow-
ing regulation under the War Precautions
Act, 1914-1915, to come into operation
forthwith

:

1. The Prime Minister may. If in his
opinion the supply of coal is endangered or
likely to be endangered, by order author-
ize the acnuisition of coal on behalf of tlie
Commonwealth.

2. Any such order may relate to any
or all (a) coal stacked in any part of
Australia, and (b) coal won from time
to time or within any specified period or
periods from any particular coal mine, or
from some nr a'l of the coal mines in anv
particular district or part of Australia, oV
from all the coal mines In Australia.

Givlns of Notice—Compensation

3. Notice of the making of any ordermay be given to the owner of the stack ormme to which It relates, either (a) bv the
publication of a copy of the order in the
Gazette or (b) by the service of a copy
of the order upon the owner or person in
charge of the stack or mine.

4. Upon notice of the making of the
order being given, the owner of the stack
or mme shall comply as soon as reasonably
practicable, or from time to time, as the
case may be. wi'h all directions given byany person (in this regulation referred to
as an authorized person") thereto author-
ized m writing by the Prime Minister or
by the Controller of Shipping appointed

Retl,-,tfons ^'fg.
^''^^^""-'^ (Shipping)

5. The method of acquisition shall be
as specified in any directions given byan authorized person to the owner of thestack or mine.

.^i.,.'''^''
P'"'"ie Minister or the Controller

or Shipping may appoint such agents as hethinks fit to sell or distribute coal acquiredby the Commonwealth under this regula-

^.\ ^""i'' ^f"' "" appointed shall keepsuch books of account as the Prime Mln-
'^'f "^J^" f'"n"-nller of Shipping direr's.

8. The Prime Minister may. if he thinks
nt give directions as to the rate of wagesand conditions of employment of personsemployed m the production of coal acquired
f,""., liT,

acquired by the Commonwealthunder this regulation.

-»^ .
"^^^ <'"mpensation payable to anv per-son from whom roal has been acquired and

f^?
remuneration to any agent appolnteflfor the purposes of this regulation shall

be determined in such manner and upon
such basis as the Prime Minister directs.

10. The sellling price of coal acquired
by the Commonwealth shall be such price
as is fixed by the Prime Minister. The
price may vary in different parts of the
Commonwealth and as regards different
qualities of coal.

11. Any person who fails to comply
with any direction given under or for the
purposes of this regulation, or who ob-
structs an agent, an authorized person, or
any other person in the carrying out of
this regulation or in the acquisition or sale
of coal by the Commonwealth, shall be
guilty of an offense.

12. The Prime Minister may, by order
in writing, cancel or suspend any contract
or agreement for the supply of coal.

13. Notice of the cancellation or sus-
pension may be given (a) by the publica-
tion of a copy of the order in the Gazette
or (b) by the service of a copy of the order
upon each party to the contract or agree-
ment.

In commenting on this action the local
press said :

From today the Commonwealth Govern-
ment takes, to all Intents and purposes,
control of the coal industry in New South
Wales. Last week regulations were gazet-
ted empowering the Commonwealth to ex-
ercise control over the sale and distribution
of coal, as well as over its acquisition, and
over the rates of wages to be paid in the
mines. The object was to insure that the
industry would be continuously carried on
and a disastrous strike averted. The act-
ing Prime Minister indicated that action
under the regulations would apply only to
the New South Wales mines at present

;

that from today it was intended to com-
mandeer the New^ South Wales coal output
and to put into agreement the terms of the
Melbourne agreement. which provides,
among other things, for increased wages
for the miners and for improved machinery
to deal with local stoppages. This agree-
ment has been approved by the great ma-
jority of the miners.
On Saturday the first forward step under

the regulations was taken by the Federal
Government. In a special Commonwealth
Gazette that was issued during the morn-
ing the .\cting Prime Minister authorized
the acquisition on behalf of the Common-
wealth of "all coal won from time to time
from all coal mines in the State of New
South Wales." The Commonwealth Govern-
ment, in other words, now controls all the
coal output. The detailed administration
of the scheme is in the hands of R*-ar
Admiral Sir William Clarkson. who will
carry out the acquisition of the coal for
the Government and will appoint a com-
mittee In New South Wales to act under
his instructions. From today the terms
of the Melbourne agreement will be in force
in the coal fields of New South Wales, and
this will, of course, imply increases in the
price of coal. It has already been stated
that these increases at the pit mouth will
work out at about 2s. 9d. (B7 cen's) per
ton in the northern mines. 2s. Gd. (61 cents)
in the southern mines, and 2s. 3d. C.55
cents) In the western mines

Minister to

Further regulations relating to the price
of roal acquired by the Federal 0)vern-
ment under the recent war precautions

order were issued on May 16. They em-
power the Prime Minister to fix the price
at which a person may sell coal which
he has purchased from the stocks acquired
by the Commonwealth and make it an
offense to sell at any higher price than
that so fixed. Such fixed price may vary
in different parts of the Commonwealth,
and as to different qualities of coal, and
shall have effect notwithstanding the terms
of any contract relating to the sale of coal
by a person who has purchased coal from
the Commonwealth. Any such contract by
force of this regulation shall be deemed
to be varied in respect of all coal delivered
under the contract on or after May 5
and during the continuance of the regula-
tion. It is also provided that certain coal
may be exempted from the application of
the price-fixing order, in which case the
regulation relating to the varying of con-
tracts shall not apply.

.A.nother important addition to the regula-
tion related to the price of gas and coke.
Where the price of coal fixed by the Prime
Minister is in excess of the price hitherto
prevailing the Prime Minister may, by
order, declare (1) that any Increase in the
price of gas charged by a company pro-
ducing gas from coal to which Increased
prices apply shall not be taken to be an
increase in the price of gas within the
meaning of any state act which provides
for a sliding scale in the relation of the
dividend payable by the company produc-
ing the gas to the price charged by it. and
(2) that any company producing smelting
coke or gas from coal for which increased
prices are payable may in existing con-
tracts for the sale of such coke or paa
increase the contract price by an amount
not exceeding that specified in the Prime
Minister's order.

Ocean Freight Rates

w. Battle & Co. report that they
have chartered a number of steamers for
export coal, and that the situation on Jijly
21 was as follows:
European Coal—Numerous orders in the

market, on which shippers are offering
the rates quoted below. Demand for ton-
nage exceeds the supply.

South American Coal—Rates have de-
clined materially, as can be seen from the
table below.
West Indian Coal—While tonnage can

be secured at the rates quoted, only an
occasional steamer can be obtained at
lower figures.

Freight rates by steam on July 21 were
as follows

:

Genoa-Leghorn. $26.50, 1000 dis. ;

Snezia-Savena, $26.50, 1000 dis.; Piraeus,
$2S.50-$30.50. 1000 dis.; Trieste-Venice.
$31. 800 dis. ; Algiers. $26. 800 dis. ; Cadiz,
$23 50. 1000 dis. : Bilbao-Barce'ona. $26,
1000 dis.; Antwerp-Rotterdam. $22.60, 1000
dis.; Lisbon, $22 50, 1000 dis.; Gothen-
burg. $26 50. 800 dis.

Pernambuco $15 net. 500 dis. ; Bahia.
$15 net, 500 dis.; Rio. $16 net. 1000 d^s.

;

Santos $17.50 net, 600 dis ; Buenos Aires
or T>a Plata. $14 net, 1000 dis.; Montevideo,
S14 net. 750 dis : Rosario, $16 net. 750 dis.;
Bahia Blanca. $15.50 net. 1000 dis.; (char-
ters for the foregoing business may be
arranged on gross form of charter at $1
over the rates quoted ) To Nitrate Range,
$14.50 gross prepaid.
Havana. $7 50. 600 dis.; Cardenas or

Sagua, $9. 300 dis. ; Cienfuegos. $9, BOO dis. ;

Cailbarien, $9.50, 300 dis. ; Guantanamo,
$8.50. 500 dis; $9. 400 dis.: Manzanlllo,
$9 50. 300 dis. : Bermuda. $0 50. and Ber-
muda port charges and discharge free. 300
dis

; Kingston. $9 50. 400 dis : St. Thomas,
$10. 500 dis.; St. Lucia, $11. 500 dis.;
Barbados. $11. 500 dis. ; Santiago. $8.50,
500 (ii<! : $9, 4no dis. ; Port of Soain. Trini-
dad. $11, 500 dis.; Curacao. $10 50. tree
port charges ; Curacao, 600 dis. ; Demerara.
?IS, 400 dis.
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Harrisburg, Penn.

Importiint "boundary pillur" decision is

lianded down. Atiorn.y (ieneral of Penn-
^•ylvania ntates question sliuuld be settled
by State fliief of the Department of Mines.
Interestinc case of M. >'. Ayers and Le-
high & Willies-Barre Coal Co.

It is the duty o£ a mine inspector to hold
hearings and decide in regard to the details
of boundary pillars between anthracite min-
ing properties, according to a decision
handed down on July 22 by the Attorney
General of Pennsylvania to Seward E. But-
ton. State Chief of Department of Mines.
The decision settles a question of jurisdic-
tion which has arisen several times.

The question was whether a barrier pil-

lar can he demanded between the property
of Mary X. Ayers and a certain property
of the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co.,
pursuant to the act of June 2, 1891, P. L.
176, providing for the safety of persons
employed in anthracite mines. Mary N.
Ayers is the owner of 4 J acres of coal lo-

cated in the southern end of Wilkes-Barre.
which is surrounded by the workings of
the Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. (South
Wikes-Barre No. 5 colliery). The Wilkes-
Barre company advised Mine Inspector
Thomas J. Williams, of the Eleventh
(Wilkes-Barre) district, that It felt no ob-
ligation to act in the matter for the reason
that the statute providing for barrier pil-
lars was passed as a protection to men
working in adjacent mines. There is no
mine on Mrs. Ayers' property, nor is it

possible to open a mine on a tract less
than five acres in extent and on which the
upper seam is 500 ft. or more below the
surface.

In passing on the question of leaving
barrier pillars. Deputy Attorney General
Collins cites an opinion of the late At-
torney General Elkin, dated April 15, 1897,
and Attorney General Collins states
further

:

"The language of this section is manda-
tory and requires the owners of adjoining
coal properties to leave or cause to be left

a pillar of coal in each seam of coal
worked by them along the line of the ad-
joining property. This mandate of the law
must be obeyed whether the coal in the
adjoining property is worked at tlie same
time or at a later date. As the inspector
of the district you are required, under the
provisions of the law, to aid in the deter-
mination of the width of the pillars left
for the mutual protection of the adjoining
property owners.

"The quistion as to who Is charged with
the duty to determine the necessity for a
barrier pillar between adjoining coal prop-
erties has been the subject of judicial con-
struction in many cases and may now be
regarded as definitely settled.

"The attorney general is not vested with
any authority to decide whether a barrier
pillar in any given case is needed, the
determination of that question resting with
the tribunal created by law for that pur-
pose. It w,i3 the evident intention that
its members, composed of experts, after
due consideration and with full knowledge
of the physical situation of the property
and all relevant facts in connection there-
with, are best fitted to reach the right con-
clusion.

"In the case of Sterrlck Creek Coal Co.
vs. the Dolph Coal Co.. Ltd.. it was held
that the duty of enforcing the provisions
of the mine law relating to barrier pil-
lars rests in the first Instance upon the
mine inspector of the proper district; but
If the mine inspector falls, for one reason
or another, to proceed In the premises as
provided by the act of assembly, either ad-
jacent mine owner may appeal to a court
of equity for relief.

"Inasmuch as one of the above named
owners of adjoining coal land has re-
questr'd that steps be taken to establish a
barrier pillar hetw-een her property and
that of the adjoining owner, it will be

proper for your department to institute the
proceedings contemplated by the act to as-
certain the necessity for such a pillar.

"You are, therefore, advised that the
inspector of the district should give notice
to the respective owners of the aforesaid
properties of a meeting to be held, at some
appointed time and place, by him with
the engineers for the owners of the proper-
ties, to determine whether a barrier pillar
is necessary and, if so, the proper width
thereof."
Governor Sproul on July 24 approved the

amendments to the w'orkmen's coinpensa-
tion insurance acts passed in the closing
days of the Legislature, and hereafter no
system or schedule of merit rating can be
applied to such insurance premiums except
through a rating bureau approved by the
Insurance Commissioner. The bill, which
caused considerable discussion in the Legis-
lature, also provides that copies of such
insurance policies and endorsements there-
on must be filed with the rating bureau.

Governor Sproul has vetoed the legisla-
tive resolution making an appropriation of
$100,000 for the relief of sufferers by the
disaster at the Baltimore Tunnel in Wilkes-
Barre, in which 92 lives were lost. He
states that the Department of Health has
sufhcient funds to take care of such emer-
gencies.

Charleston, W. Va.

Increased prodnction in central soutltern
West Virginia. Causes preventing full pro-
duction of high volatile coal. Smokeless
mines unable to supply demand.

The stinke of marine workers restricted
the shipment of West Virginia coal, par-
ticularly gas coal, during the week ended
July 19 ; the embargo which had been in
effect against coal from the high volatile
fields since July 7 not. however, retarding
in the least the shipment of smokeless.
During this period, however, there was un-
questionably an increased production in
most fields in central southern West Vir-
ginia, production being stimulated by 'the
development of a further demand for steam
mine-run, slack in turn benefitting by such
a demand. The bulk of steam coal was
sold in the open market rather than
through contracts, hut there is not the de-
mand for such coal in the West that there
is in tlie East. In the high-volatile fields
there is not a full production, m.any con-
cerns waiting for higher mine-run prices;

,

a shortage of labor was another important
factor preventing a full production, how-
ever, a large quantity of coal was mined
in iioth high-volatile and smokeless fields
during the third week of July. It has been
found impossible to cover the shortage of
smokeless fuel at tidewater existing since
early in June and consequently smokeless
was not embargoed. Even under favor-
able transportation and labor conditions
the smokeless fields were unable to sup-
ply the demand during the week ended
July 19. A heavy proportion of smokeless
coal was being shipped to tidewater points
for export and for liunkering.

The mines of the New River region were
unable to supply the demand for the prod-
uct of that field during the week ended
July 19 : thougli such mines were success-
ful In materially increasing the tonnage
of coal mined during this period largely
because miners were applying themselves
more assidously and also because of a con-
tinuance of an excellent car supply and
the prompt movement of coal. The fact
that there were not enough miners in the
field was largely responsible for nstrict-
in)» production to about 80 per eini.. al-
though that represented fully a 15 per
cent, increase in the space of a week.
Strange as it may seem, the more smoke-
less coal there Is produced, the more diffi-

cult It seems to be to obtain It. that con-
dition being due. It Is believed, to the fact
that the navy Is taking over quite a large
tonnage.

Several factors combined to hold coal
production down to about 65 or 70 per
cent, in the Kanawha field during the week
ended July 19, the principal factor being
a growing shortage of labor in the district

;

though with more men at work than during
the previous week there was an increase
in production, facilitated by a continuance
of an adequate car supply. It is probable
that the emljargo debarring the shipment of
gas coal to tidewater held back production.
Still another factor was the inclination of
smaller producers to wait until mine-run
reachi d such a price that they could afford
to produce it at a fair profit, having no
screening equipment. Of course with a
steadier demand for mine-run. due to in-
creased buying of steam coal in the East,
.slack is also reaping the benefit of such
improvement.

Fairmont, W. Va.

Production in northern West Virginia
crippled b.v car shortage, embargo on tide-
water shipments and adverse freight rates
as to Lake shipments.

After having enjoyed several weeks of
excellent car service, production was
crippled in northern West Virginia fields
throughout almost the entire week ended
July 19 because of a shortage of cars ; caus-
ing the shipment of coal in the Fairmont
region, for instance, to decline to the ex-
tent of about 300 cars a day as compared
with earlier weeks of the month, as well
as forcing, at odd times during the week,
a suspension at several mines. It was
found difficult to secure enough miners toman all the mines which were able to
operate. A greater number of mines could
have operated under more favorable con-
ditions indicating a growing demand for
the various coals produced in the northern
part of the state. Shipments to tidewater,
particularly to Curtis Bay (the principal
tidewater point for northern West Vir-
ginia coal) were stopped during the week
to a large extent by the embargo which
was imposed on July 14 ; Curtis Bav ship-
ments being only about a fourth as large
as shipments during the earlier part of
the month. There was also a decrease dur-
ing the weekly period of shipments to Lake
points as compared with previous weeks of
the month. The decision of the Interstate
Commerce Commission denving the appli-
cation of West Virginia, Ohio and Pennsvl-
vania mines for either a reduction "in

' freight rates to northwestern points, or an
increase In the rates from Illinois and
Indiana, was received In northern West
Virginia during the week and was rather
discouraging

; the small volume of Lake
shipments .so far this season having been
attributed to adverse freight rates.

Birmingham, Ala.

Prominent operators protest agnlnat ton-
nage tax on .Alabama coal. H. T. I)e
Itardeleben makes complete statement ns to
cost of production. Market for Alabama
coal discussed.

Coal operators of the Birmingham dis-
trict have been waging an energetic fight
recently against the proposed five-cent ton-
nage tax on coal and iron ore. which the
state Budget Commission's general revenue
bin would levy In Alabama. As the result
of this battle. It was reported that the
tax would he decreased to from one to two
cents per ton.

In a discussion of the coal tonnage tax
before the Ways. Means and Appropriation
Committee of the Alabama House of Rep-
resentatives, the coal operators' side of the
controversy was presented (among others)
by Henry T. De Bardcleben, one of the best
Informed and most successful coal oper-
ators of the state. Both Mr. Bush and
Mr. De Bardelehen proved by their cost
sheets, which were prepared under regula-
tions of the United States Fuel Admlnis-
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tration, that the net profit per ton of coal

is almost negligible.

Mr. De Bardeleben went into the details

of production, showing the cost o£ labor,

materials, supplies, transportation and
every other item of expense. The con-
clusion drawn from his statements is that

coal operators in Alabama will not be a
large contributor to the income and ex-

cess profits tax fund. "Of all the coal

mined in the United States." said Mr. De
Bardeleben, "only 3 per cent, is washed,
and one-half of that is mined in Alabama.
The special tax applies to the rock, slate

and dirt as well as the coal, and when
that is taken out the tax will be six cents,

instead of five. Sixty-five per cent, of

Alabama coal is sold outside of the state,

where competition is strong and the oper-

ators could not pass the tax on to the

consumers ; and for that reason the 3d per

cent sold in the state would have to bear

the whole tax, or about 15c. a ton to

Alabama consumers. It has been a struggle

for markets with Alabama ever smce the

first mine opened. The market is confined

to small territory, as the small increase m
nroduction shows, and our lines are bemg
pushed in on all sides; Tennessee Ken-
tucky and Virginia coal on the north and

east ; Kentucky, Tennessee and Illinois coal

on the north and west, and Mexican and
Texas Oil on the south and west.

Mr De Bardeleben said. "Alabama had

lost tonnage in the last year amounting to

2,50U,U0U tons. With this tax bill put into

effect 3,000,000 tons will be lost. It would

be tiie sur\ival ot tlie fittest, and with

Alabama's narrow territory, not many op-

erators could exist. There are few coal

companies in Alabama of any great age

that have not been in bankruptcy or verg-

ing on it during the last two or three

years."

Ottawa, Ont.

Dallas, Tex.

Coal men of Texas discuss coal shortage

situation. President of National t oal As-

sociation addresses state meetinc at Dallas.

Feople urged to buy coal at once.

Texas bituminous and lignite dealers

held a meeting in Dallas last week for the

purpose of discussing plans for educating

the people of the state as to methods for

preventing serious coal shortage and
famine this fall and winter. Harry N.

Taylor, ot Kansas City, president of the

National Coal Association ; J. D. A Mor-

row, of Washington, and William Hender-
son, ot Pittsburgh, Penn., also other ofh-

cers of the national organization, were
present,

"The production of coal in the first six

months of this year." Mr. Taylor tod the

coal men present, "is 80,000,000 tons short

of the production of the mines at the same
time last year. This condition has been
brought about by the cessation of the war
and the lack of interest on the part of the

buying public. While there is a good sup-

ply of coal on hand at the present time,

and cars to move the coal can be had, yet

If everybody continues to hold off to the

last minute before buying their winter sup-

ply ot coal, a shortage is inevitable. If

the people attempt to make up the short-

age in the six months of the cold weather,

they will face an impossible situation and
an inevitable shortage.

"The railroads will be called upon to

move the biggest crop ever raised m the

country. Thev wMI, consenuently, be taxed
V the lack of motive power and by the

shortage ot cars ilie only possible out-

come ot the situation would be a shortage
and a scramble for coal with high prices.

"The National Coal Association has as-

sumed the responsihi'ity of educating the
public that the association may not I)e

blamed for the shonage and the high price

of coal which will result from the present
policy. At this time there are plenty of
cars and coal. If the public does not heed
the warning and lay in the winter's coal
supply, nobody can be blamed but them-
selves,

"In the East the coal shortage is already
being felt, because of the large quantities
used for industrial purposes. It is moving
west and will be in full tilt by the first of
Sentomher. We are trying to prevent a
repetition of the situation of 1917."

Mr. Taylor told the Texas coal men that
the National Coal Association represents an
output of Gon.oon nnn tons of bituminous
products and employs 750,000 men. All
tbi. bituminous and lignite interests in
Tox.iR were representr-d at the meeting, and
promised to carry the problems to their
peop'e and conduct campaigns in an effort
to Induce the people to buy coal now for
their winter's needs.

Coal situation in Canada similar to that
in United States. Necessity of placing or-
ders for coal at once. Shortage of Penn-
sylvania anthracite noted.

Sir George E. Foster, Canadian Minister
of Trade and Commerce, has issued a
statement on the Canadian coal situation.
He points out that with the signing of the
Peace Treaty the United States Fuel Ad-
ministration has automatically ceased to
exist, and the production and distribution
of coal is now governed solely by the law
of supply and demand. All war-time regu-
lations, restrictions and embargoes have
been cancelled. The Canadian fuel control
was disbanded on March 31. The coal
supply, therefore, now depends on the in-
dividual efforts of the coal trade and the
co-operation it receives from consumers in
placing orders at once. The information
at hand indicates that coal is not coming
into the country in the Si'me quantities as
last year; this is especially true in tlie

maritime provinces. For the first six
months of the year, the Pennsylvania an-
thracite mines (on which central Canada de-
pends for a large part of her domestic coal)
had produced only 38,800,000 tons of coal,
as compared with 49.100,000 tons during
the same period last year, making a short-
age to date of over 10,000,000 tons. Nor
is there much hope that the shortage will
be made up, owing to the scarcity of mine
labor caused by the departure of many
thousands of miners for Europe. With
the strong demand for coal and the lessened
production, there is little reason to hope
that the price of anthracite at the mines
will fall for many months, in fact the indi-
cations are that it will continue to advance
as fall and winter approach. It is not
possible to forecast what the labor .==itua-

tion at the mines will be, or what success
the railroads will have contending against
possible advei^e climatic conditions this
coming winter. The Government, therefore,
urges all consumers to protect their fuel
requirements by placing their orders at
once. If it is impossible to secure full re-
quirements of anthracite it is suggested
'hat bituminous coal or other substitutes
be acquired for use in the late fall and
spring.

PENNSTLV.\>'IA
Anthr cite

Wilkes-Barre—A, F. Wolf, president of
the Wolf Collieries Co., Inc.. and the Cen-
tral Coal Co. of this city, has acquired the
J. B. McCreary coal lands in Fraley and
Porter townships, in Schuykhill Couniy.
near Tremont, said to contain about 25,-
000. 000 tons of coal. The new operation
will be known as the Lykens Valley Coal
Co.

Pittston—The No. 14 washery of the
Pennsylvania Coal Co.. at Port Griffith,
which was destroyed by fire a number of
weeks ago. is being reconstructed. This
washery. which was one of the most
modern in the anthracite field, was burned
to the ground a few days before it was
to begin operations, not a ton of coal hav-
ing been sent through the new plant.

Kingston—In a decision handed down
by Surrogate Cohalan in New York, on
Jul.v 24, the entire income from coal lands
in Kingston, Penn.. was awarded to the
Maltby heirs. These lands were leased to
the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. for 99 years,
dating from 1882. The lease in question
calls for 154.000 tons of coal to be mined
from the property as a yearly minimum,
on a royalty ot 25c. a ton.

.Shamnkin—The Susquehanna Collieries
Co., operating the Richards. Pennsylvania.
Scott, Hickory Ridge, Luke Fidler and
Cameron collieries near here, has an-
nounced the adoption ot improvements in-
volving an expenditure of $4,000,000. X
big steel and concrete breaker will be con-
structed at Green Ridge and a six-com-
partment shaft will be sunk to a depth of
900 ft. The coal from the Pennsylvania
and Richards workings will be hoisted
through the new shaft ; several long tun-
nels will be driven to connect these work-
ings with the shaft. Another feature of
the proposed improvements will be a cen-
tral electrical power plant to operate the
mines in this section.

Bituminous

Springdale—A $0,000,000 power plant is

under construction at this p'ace by the
West Penn Power Co. This company will

mine its own coal for power purposes; the
plant and hoist'ng shift will be on one
side of the Allegheny River, here, while the

main body of its coal is on the other side.
It is expected that the plant will be com-
l^leted in about a year and will supply a
large territory with power.

Waynesburg—A deed has been placed on
record here for the interest of James R.
Barnes, of Uniontown, on the coal underly-
ing 127 tracts of land in Franklin, Center
and Washington townships, Greene Couniy.
The transfer is to John W. Donnan ot
Washington for a consideration of $252,000.
The coal is located in what is known as
the Boileau block and consists ot 1,500
acres.

Pittsburgh—Hillman officials confirm the
report of a deal whereby the Hillman Coal
and Coke Co. has acquired a controlling
interest in the Diamond Coal and Coke Co.
It is said that an expenditure ot $1,500,000
is involved. Both concerns have large hold-
ings in western Pennsylvania and operate
fleets of towboats on the Allegheny, Mon-
ongahela and Ohio rivers. It was said that
the I-Iillman company's desire to acquire
holdings on the AUegheney River in addi-
tion to its mines on the Monongahela
prompted the deal. A. R. Budd is general
manager of the Diamond company.

Punxsutawney—The Penn Public Service
Co. is constructing a transmission power
line from Rossiter to the mines of the
Juneau Coal Mining Company, at Juneau.
This is the first step taken to connect the
two trunk power lines of the conipany. A
distance ot about ten mil's will be needed
u connect at Marion Center where the
oiher trunk lines ^erve coal operations.
Several operations between Juneau and
Marion Center are working to get the lines
oonnected and thus give power to the
operations along the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh R.R. in this valley.

WEST VIRGINI.*.

Kilsyth—The Big Creek Coal Co. has
been incorporated with a capital of $30,000,
to operate near Kilsyth. This concern,
composed of local men entirely, consisting
ot G. W. Card, president ; W. A. W. Garden.
vice president ; W. A. Higginbotham, sec-
retary-treasurer. Another director of the
company is Dr. U. S. Garden.

Locust—The Locust colliery is installing
an electric haulage system in its mines
here. For some time electric machines
have been doing the undercutting but on
account of difficulty in getting materials of
all kinds the haulage project has been held
up. It is expected that with the new trans-
portation the tonnage will be greatly in-

creased.

Charleston—As showing the extent to
which government built steel hopper cars
are not being used, and the side track
space in West Virginia taken up by such
cars. E. E. Winters. Chief Railway In-
spector, has reported that there are 2068
ot such Government cars on various rail-

roads in West Virginia and adjacent
states not being utilized. The Public Serv-
ice Commission detailed Inspector Winters
to make the investigation after protest had
been made to the commission by the West
Virginia Coal .\ssociation that not only
were there a large number of idle govern-
ment cars but that such cars were making
operations difficult because of the side
track space they occupied. In connection
with the effort to induce the government
to put the cars built under its orders In
service. Assistant Director General of Rail-
roads has given assurance that arrange-
ments are bf-ing made to put such cars in
service shortly and he has also promised
a 100 per cent, car supply for West Vir-
ginia.

. OHIO
Fredericksburg—The Mt. Cherry Coal

Co.. with head^n-arfors in Columbus, has
ooiii|)leted the erection of a fire clay grind-
ing plant and a hollow building block
manufacturiT'g pi.^"' on :tQ ooal property
near this place. The cost of the two plants
wa.s $200 000. Additional machinery is to
he installed. The company of which War-
ren R. Ferris is president and general
manager is operating two mines on its
property.

Hamilton—The plant of the Hamilton
Otto Coke Co., north of this place, is to
be sold at public auction on September 17
at 2 pm. The liabilities of the company
are about $4no.OOn. one half of which are
unsecured. The asse's are listed at over
$700 nno fchief of which is the p'ant). in-
cluding the real e^'.nte north of Hamilton.
Personal property Is listed at over $100 000.
T'lis p'ant is said to be one of the lar<'est
coke i"dus*r'es in Oh'O. H'gher nroduc-
1 'on costs comntred with coke plants more
favorably sitna'ed. is statei to he the chief
reason for its financial difficulties.
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ILLINOIS
Valier—The Valier Coal Co. expects to

g^et its main hoist in operation hy the early
part of ugust. The motor is 1350 hp. di-
rect current, operated through a flywheel
motor generator set. This is said to be the
largest electric hoist in Illinois, and is of
more than ordinary interest on account of
the control being semi-automatic, having a
push-button starter from the bottom of the
shaft and an automatic stop.

Dowell—The Union Collieries Co. has re-
cently put its main hoist in operation ; it

is driven by a 600-K.\V. motor geared to
the drum. The hoist is operated on pur-
chased power through a flywheel mo* or
generator set. The coal is hoisted in skips
which have a capacity of ten tons. The
time of hoisting, including loading, is about
30 sec. per trip. The entire plant is oper-
ated by electricity.

Herrin—Correction. The statement rela-
tive to the Big Muddy Coal and Iron Co.
which appeared on page 126 of the July
17, 1919, issue of Coal Age was incorrect.
The power plant referred to does not supply
No. 7 mine and neither No. 7 nor No. 8

mine ever used Public Service power.
The H->for Washed Coal Co. has decid-

ed to rebuild its plant recently burned and
is now dismantling a steel tipple in Indi-
ana, which will be erected at its Herrin
mine.

West Frankfort—The West Frankfort
Coal Co. is having a steel rescreening plant
erected. This company has recently com-
pleted the installation of a 3.50-K.W., direct
connected, direct current generator.
The Old Ben Coal Corporation is sinking

a new air shaft at its No. S mine for the
purpose of improving the ventilation. This
concern will also install a large motor gen-
erator set at this point to give better power
distribution. The company has a 33,000-
volt power line running from its power
plant at the No. 11 mine to all its plants
except the recently acquired one at Lesser,
III.

8e8ser—At a luncheon given by Clarence
Hutson. attended by Benton, Champaign
and Chicago capitalists, plans were made
for the organization of a big coal mining
company to take over the operation of the
Modern Oil Co. at Sesser. the West Frank-
fort Coal Co. at West Frankfurt and the
Crown Coal Mining Co., at Winkle. The
new corporation, it is announced, will be
capitalized at several million dollars, will
have a large acreage of high-grade coal
lands in Franklin and Perrv counties and
will be called the Little Gem Coal Co.
Plans were recently perfected for the sink-
ing of another new mine in Coode Town-
ship near Sesser, Franklin County ; the
company also expects to sink a shaft at
Waltonville. in Jefferson County.

KENTUCKY
Stone—The Tierney Mining Co.'s plant,

located here, has recently resumed opera-
tions after an idleness of almost six
month.s. In 30 days' time the output has
returned to normal and it is planned by the
management to be producing 1200 to 1400
tons daily at this mine. G. C. Wood is
general manager.
Lynch—The United States Steel Cor-

I)oration is developing at this place what
may be one of the largest coal oi^erations
in the state. The town adjacent to this
plant now has a population of fiOOO inhab-
itants, all houses being on oom?i:iny owend
land. The company has about comnleted
here, a hotel, moving picture thi-:iter, bank,
department and other stores : furthermore,
the town will have good fire iirotection and
a fine water supply. This town is in Har-
I'm County, near the Kentuckv-Virginia-
West Virginia line. A portion of the coal
from this plant is made Into coke in bee-
hive ovens. A concrete road is being con-
structed from Lynch to Norton, Virginia.

.\I„\U.\MA
BIrminicliam—At a meeting of the Ala-

bama Safety Association held here recent-
ly. James D. Hillhouse. former chief mine
inspector, gave an address on "Reminis-
cences of a Chief Mine Inspector of 2.5

Years Ago." C. H. Nesbltt. Chief Mine In-
^ lector, gave the association the benefit of
I onsiderable data which he obtained at the
meetings of the Mine Inspectors' Institute,
at Indianapolis. Ind. Hugh I-ynch, a dis-
trict mine lnHpectf)r. read a paper on
".Safety in Transporting and Handling Ex-
plosives in Coal Mines." At the meeting It

was docided to hold a field meet In Bir-
mingham this fall In first-aid and safety-
first work.

TEXAS
i;Va4<o—Plans for a lignite carbonizing

plant at Waco. Texas, were discussed at a
meeting of the Lignite Operator's Associ-

ation of Texas, at this place recently. J. C.
McKay, of Dallas, secretary of the associ-
ation, said tlie Government would spend
$100,000 on such a plant, while the lignite
operators of the state would spend $50,-
000 more, making $150,000 for the erec-
tion of the plant.
The plant will experiment extensively

with Texas lignite. It is believed that the
carbonized lignite can be used successfully
for donifstic use and in smelters. As the
iron beds of east Texas are now being
developed, a cheap local fuel will mean
much for the future iron industry of the
state. It is said that the carbonizing plant
will be built by the Bureau of Mines and
the Texas Lignite Operators' Associafon
jointly. It is expected that the University
of Texas will also put in a plant in con-
nection with its school of engineering. "Tar
and gas are the chief byproducts ; a market
for the latter can be found in Waco which
was one of the chief considerations in
selecting that C'ty for the plant. It is
'^-'ieved that similar plants will be estab-
b'shed in Dallas, Fort Worth, San Antonio.
Houston and other Texas cities of suffi-
cient size to afford a market for the gas
produced in such a plant. The plant to be
erected at Waco will have a capacity of
300 tons of carbonized lignite daily. A
recently developed use for Texas lignite is
for burning gumbo ballast for the rail-
roads; it has been found that lignite m,ay
be used more successfully than slack coal
and is much cheaper. The Missouri, Kan-
sas & Texas Lines has just let contract for
75.000 tons of lignite to be .so used. Wlien
other railroads learn that lignite may be
so employed, it is estimated that a demand
for at least 400.000 tons of lignite annually
will have been created.

IOW.4

Knoxville—The Rex Fuel Co's. Mine
No. 2, southeast of here, has stopped pro-
ducing coal after operating for 15 years,

one time it was one of the prominent
plants of the state : the seam worked was
12 ft. thick in places with an average
thic'Tness of six feet. When the mine was
working to full capacity, there were from
200 to 250 men employed : but of late
years the company has opened up new
mines and Mine No. 2 has gradually de-
creased .shipments.

Des Moines—New coal mines are being
developed in the vicinity of this place as
follows: The Norwood White company is

sinking a shaft to reach a 7-ft. seam at a
depth of 300 ft. ; this company is also de-
\"eloping a new mine near Norwoodville.
to be known as Mine No. 6. Another new-
plant which has been in operation a short
time is the "XL" mine southeast of the
city. This operation will have an in-
creased output the coming season. Other
new mines just getting under way are
operated by the Urbandale and Liberty
companies northwest of the- city, and the
Interurban Coal Co., northeast of here.

Personals

Edward Law, son of the late Ernest Law,
recently was admitted to the firm of Ernest
Law & Co—coal and coke—as a partner.
Henry M. Payne has been spending July

on professional business in Idaho and
Washington and will return to New York
early in August.

C. M. Weld, consulting mining engineer,
has returned from war work in Washing-
ton and resumed practice with offices at
66 Broadway, New York City.

Edward M. WaKner, general superin-
tendent of the Orinoco Mining Co . at
Orinoco, Ky., married Miss Gladys Smith,
of the same place, on July 23.

E, O. Floyd has been appointed general
sales manager of the Rossendale-Reddaway
Belting and Hose Co., Newark, N. J., the
appointment to take effect .-Vug. 1.

G. W, L. Hall has resigned his position
as cashier of the Merrimac Anthracite Coal
Corporation, at Merrimac Mines, Va<, to
accept a position of auditor with th" Aus-
ten Coal and Coke Co., of Austen, W. Va.,
to take effect August 1.

John A, DuglnH, formerly general mine
foreman at the Ida May mine of the Con-
solidation Coal Co., In northern West
Virginia, has been appointed superinten-
dent at the Page plant of the I»up Creek
Colliery Co. on the Virginian Ry.

fJeorice C. Brrckenrldfre rt-centlv tendered
his resignation to the Bell & Zo'ler Min-
ing Co., as superintendent of Zelgler, III,

No. 2 mine. Mr. Breckenridge has been
with the Bell & Zoller people about two,
years. At the present time his position has
not been filled.

Ralph T Fuller has recently become as-
sociated with the Producers Fuel Co., of
Pittsburgh, Penn.. as vice president of the
company. For the past ten years Mr.
Fuller has been affiliated with the sales
department of M. A. Hanna & Co., in
Cleveland, Ohio.

P. H. MacDonald has been reappointed
superintendent at Mine No. 55 of the Con-
solidation Coal Co.. at Madowbrook. Mr.
MacDonald was superintendent at this
place before going overseas and it is the
policy of the Consolidation company to re-
store employees to their former positions
as fast as they return from foreign service.

C. D. McClar.v has been made sales man-
ager of the Pittsburgh off-c^ nf the TV-s'orn
Electric Co.. Inc. Mr. McClary was first
connected with the Philadelphia office and
was tran.srerred to Pittsburgh in 1910. In
1916 he joined the sales force and two
years later was promoted to be assistant
sales manager which position he held until
his present advancement.

Industrial News

Ma.vking, Ky,—Plans are being arranged
by the Mayking Coal Co. for the construc-
tion of a new power plant at its operation
here.

Welch, W. Va.—The Houston Collieries
Co. has completed arrangements tor the
development of a coal property near here.
Jacob Henry is construction engineer In
charge of the proposed work.

Chicago, III.—The Export Coal Co 112
West Adams Street, has been incorporated
with a capital of $3,500,000 to engage in
the export of coal. E. J. King, Fred B.
Lang, and Albert G". Ziesk are the incor-
porators.

Vz, Ky,—H. G. Punk is understood to
have completed arrangements for the leas-
ing of local coal properties, and plans are
now in process of formation for early de-
velopment. Electrical equipment will be
installed throughout the operation.

PottsTille, Penn.—It is interesting to note
that the Philadelphia & Reading R R fur-
nished a total of 1200 empty coal cars to
bituminous coal districts on July 13. being
the largest number of empties sent for
some time past in a single day to such
fields.

Lost Creek, W, Va.—The Eastern Utili-
ties Coal Co has recently completed the
installation of new weighing scales at Its
local mine, for the purpose of paying the
miners according to the amount of coal
mined by tons instead of by cars, as here-
tofore.

St. Louis, Mo—The Pozaw Valley Coal
Co.. with offices in the Wainwright Build-
ing, has been consolidated with the John
T Hesser Coil Co. Rialto B'lilding. JohnShaw head of the Dozaw Vallev comoany,
will be identifled with the con.solidatea
company.

Detroit. Mleh. — The Cutler-Hammer
Manufacturing Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., has
recently opened an office at this place. The
office here is. in reality, a branch of the
Chicago office and bears the same rela'ion
to it as the Cincinnati ofilce. H. S Kin- ley
w-ho is in charge at Detroit, has taken
with him from the Chicago office, Messrs.
C. W. Greenman and M. Dugliss.
New York, N. T,—Trade Commisaioner

Lundouist at Johannesburg, South Africa,
has forwarded to the New York district
ofnce of the Bureau of Foreign and Do-
mestic Comm'-rce two samp'es of lamps In
d"mand in South .\frica for the use of
miners The lamps in demand must be
strong. It Is reported that one company
will take I.'i.OflO of these lamjis per year.
The samp^s c.n" be examined at the New
^ork d's'rlct office.

Washington, D, C,—Coal cars piling up
everywhere awaiting repnirs while the
country faces a fuel shortage and the Rall-
rond Administration and the car owners
argue over the damnn-es were pictured to
the Hoi'se Rules Committee 'odav by
George H Cushl-'g managing director of
the American Who'esn'e Cnnl As«nclnMon.
The commlt'ee was considering congres-
sional Invest le-,-1 Hon of the po"»lblII<v of a
co-.l aho-tage Ihls winter Meqnwhi'e In
thf. .donate Senator Frellnghuvsen, of New
,Ters»v. Introduced a rcsoluflon for in-
vestigation.
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IVeekly Review

Publicity of Soft Coal Operators Causes Confusion in Minds of Readers—Analysis of the

Bituminous and Anthracite Markets—Hard Coal Shipments TFell Up to Those

of Normal Years—Bituminous Will Be Short .

To the public in general, coal is coal.
Therefore, the advertisements of the
National Coal Association, warning of

a coal shortage this winter unless con-
sumers order their coal now, is confusing.
The user of anthracite, particularly the
domestic sizes of anthracite, wonders what
ail the ado is about. He has ordered his
coal, put in his request weeks ago. in fact,
and has not as yet received delivery.
"Why." he questions, "all this insistence
on buying coal now. when the dealer tells
me he cannot deliver for a month to come?"
And his plaint is one worthy of notice.

The .National Coal Association numbers in
its membership 90 per cent, of the bi-
tuminous operators of the country. Its
interest lies solely with the producing and
marketing of soft coal. All its advertise-
rnents and publicity work refer to this
kind of coal. It has absolutely nothing
whatever to do with anthracite, and it

has failed to make this fact clear to the
public. The result is that coal consumers
are completely mystified and do not know
what to believe.

Boiled down, the situation is this: In
order to meet the estimated demand for
bituminous coal, the mines must produce
.537.500.000 net tons of soft coal during
the present coal year, which began April
1, 1919. and runs to March 31, 1920. It
IS always assumf d that all of the coal pro-
duced prior to April 1 of any year—except
in case of stocking: for emergency use

—

goes immediately into consumption. The
actual production of soft coal during the
first three months of the coal year—April,
May, and June—totalled only 99,367,000
net tons. At this rate of production the
indicated output for the next nine months
of the coal year would total 298,101,000
net tons, or 397,468,000 net tons for the
year. This 'means a shortage of 140,032,000
net tons by March 31, 1920.

If the soft coal mines of the country
could be stimulated to produce to their full
potential capacity, they could readily mine
more than 600 million net tons of coal
a year. The actual output in 191S
amounted to 585,833,000 net tons. Favor-
able mining and transportation conditions
no longer exist, however, and the only way
in which a radical shortage can be averted
this fall and winter is for consumers of
soft coal to put in their orders and keep
the mines busy at work filling them.
Much of the shortage in soft coal will

have to be met by the product of the Mid-
dle West mines, which at the present time
are working at about 50 per cent, of
capacity. The low volatile coals produced
in the eastern section of the country are
scarce already. Kvery ton of high-grade
coal that will be mined during the coming
year has been contracted for. It will be
foolish for consumers, who are not covered
by contracts to persist in their attitude of
discrimination. True, at this moment toft
coal may be picked up at low prices, but

this condition will not continue for long.
The market is tightening from day to day.

It can readily be seen, therefore, that the
warnings of a shortage in soft coal are well
founded. Buyers would do well to heed
them.
Let us now turn to the anthracite situa-

tion: Contrary to the general impression, the
anthracite outlook is not so gloomy as it has
been pictured. The estimated dem.ands for
the present coal year call for the production
of 95.000 000 net tons of hard coal. Of this
57.506.000 net tons go for household use,
the remainder for steam-making, or in-
dustrial purposes. During the first quarter
of the present coal year the actual output
of hard coal amounted to 21,261,000 net
tons. Production has been stimulated
about 10 per cent, since the early spring,
and the estimated output of anthracite for
the rest of the coal year can therefore
conservatively be placed at 70.161,000 net
tons, or a total production for the year of
91,422,000 net tons. Based on the present
rate of output, there will therefore be a
shortage of 3,578.000 net tons of anthracite
by the end of the coal year. Whether
this shortage will materialize depends much
on labor and transportation conditions in
the future, and the kind of weather we
will experience this winter. The fact re-
mains, however, that distribution of hard
coal so far this season was never so great
before, with the exception of 1917 and
1918.

WEEKLY COAI, PRODUCTION
The new production level for bituminous

coal, reached in the week of July 12, when
production increased from an average in
the preceding two months of around 8,500,-
000 tons to 10.220,000 tons, was sustained
in the third week of July. Production In
the week ended July 19 is estimated at
9.953,000 net tons, or but 3 per cent, below
that of the week previous. It will be re-
called that production in the week of July
13. 1918, was the highest recorded in a year
of record-breaking production. An average
of 10.000,000 tons a week will not be ex-
ceeded until buying increases in the Middle
West.

The production of anthracite decreased
slightly in the week of July 19. The mar-
ket for domestic sizes is now generally
good, and with no shortage of transporta-
tion it is evident that capacity to produce
this summer is 10 per cent, lower than a
year ago. Production in the week of July
19 is estimated at 1,823.000 tons, compared
with 1.S74.000 tons in the week of July 12
and 2,097.000 tons in the corresponding
week of July. 1918.
As was indicated by the increase in pro-

duction in the week of July 1 2. reported
in last week's Coal Age, the demand for
bituminous coal made a notable increase.
Throughout the east the improvement in
buying in the past several weeks has been
marked, except in the Fairmont, Somer.set
and Cumberland-Piedmont fields. In Ala-
bama and Virginia the market has not re-
covered to the extent that it has in the
fields farther north. The Middle West.
drawing coal from Illinois, Indiana and
Wr«tcrn Kentucky, reports but slight im-
provement over previous weeks. Excepting
Iowa, where half-time is being worked bn-
cause of lack of market, the Missouri valley
and far western fields record improved
market conditions. The transportation
situation appears to be well in hand, the

losses of operating time because of car
shortage having been small in all districts
except Somerset. Pennsylvania and Hazard.
Ky., the average for the country being less
than 3 per cent
The estimated production of beehive coke

in the week of July 19 was 343,800 tons,
compared with 325,000 tons the previous
week and 631,700 tons in the corresponding
week of 1918. The largest gains were in
Pennsylvania and the far west. For the
calendar year to date production is esti-
mated at 10,541,000 tons, a decrease of
nearly 6,500,000 tons compared with last
year.

Shipments of coal to the lakes continue
to decline, dumpings at lower lake ports
for the week of July 12 being reported as
876.275 tons, compared with 923,939 tons
the week of July 5. The decrease, how-
ever, is mainly attributed to the low pro-
duction in the holiday week preceding. The
total for the year is now about 1,400,000
tons ahead of last year.

BUSINESS OPINIONS
The Iron Age—The possibility of a strike

at iron and steel works has loomed up in

the past week, but it has not slowed down
buying, and new business in a number of
important products is still going on the
books at a rate considerably exceeding cur-
rent output of the mills. The present out-
look is that if a strike is voted it will not
he general or serious. At the same time
some producers are recognizing a new haz-
ard In planning for the last quarter of the
year.

Dr.v Goods Economist—In the textile In-

dustries the demand for goods of all cl.asses

is insistent and is growing steadily. Stocks
in the hands of wholesalers and producers
are insufficient to meet current needs. Re-
tailers are unusually busy tor mid-July de-
spite unfavorable we.i.ther. and are in

great need of new goods for fall. The ar-

rival of 526 buyers of dry goods and de-
partment stores in New York in one day
this week and of upward of 500 on at least
two other recent days testifies eloquently
as to the need of stores for new fall stocks.

Marshall Field & Co.—Current wholesale
distribution of dry goods was considerably
in excess of the large figures of the same
week last year. The total of orders from
road salesmen for both immediate and
future delivery was also larger than for
the corresponding week of 1918. More
merchants were in the market than during
the same week a year ago. All report
excellent business. Collections are satis-
factory.
American Wool and Cotton Reporter.

—

In the Boston wool market the conditions
are practically the same, with the price of
wool strong and advancing. This is espe-
cially true of fleeces. Fine staple combing
wools continue to be in demand, but the
supply is becoming exhausted so rapidly
that the trade is turning more and more
to medium wools. The latter have gone
up in price quite a little and it is expected
that they will go still higher. The cotton
market has again fluctuated rather widely,
but such changes must be expected As
compared with the past the speculative
buying of cotton is relatively small, and
once any large speculation develops, prices
m.Tv bo very much higher.

r Atlantic Seaboard

BOSTON
MarUct Brows steadily firmer. Sliort car

siippl.v nialics deliveries uiidcpendnble.
Higher Rradcs hard to bu.v, Demand In-
creases for coals of medium qnality. Buy-
infr confined largely to spot coal. Hampton
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Roadie shipperu decline further busineHH in
New England. Strike of marine worlcers
ai'parently ended, Antliracite deliveries
slow. Independent prices firm. Much criti-
ciBra of statements that public is slow in
buying.

Bituminous—There can be no doubt that
the current market shows steady improve-
ment from week to w-eek. There is a better
tone to prices, and the trade is obhged to
be conservative in granting options. "Sub-
ject to prior sale." is again heard, for the
first time practically in nearly two years.
and a fairly active demand is counted on
for September, if not for August. Where
for several months steam coals have stood
but one commission in the open market,
it is now evident that two commissions are
frequently being paid by purchasers in the
effort to get coal forward promptly. There
is still a good deal of discrimination as to
quality, however, and in many instances
the low-ash low volatiles are commanding
UB to 50c. more than medium grades.

Certainly the better grades are hard to
secure for buyers in this territory. There
is such demand now for low volatiles. for
bunker and export use. that prices have
been bid up at least 25c on certain Cam-
bria coals the past week. Shippers who
have undertaken more contracts than they
seem able to fill are buying these grades
wherever possible, and even "D" vein coals
are commanding higher prices today than
the medium South Forks could realize a
fortnight ago.

One result is the improving market for
the medium grades from sections like Clear-
field and Indiana Counties. Through mid-
dle houses there have already been sales
of only fair grades from around Phillips-
burg at $2.75 and $2.85. certain of the Mos-
hannon coals having sold as high as $3.15.
Attracted by better prices there is a good
deal of this coal being offered, but so far
only the more favorably known coals are
being picked up in any quantity.

With an insistent export market and an
interruption of nearly a fortnight in sail-
ings for New England, the Hampton Roads
agencies have all the business they can
handle without looking to the trade here
for further tonnage. During the past week
some of the local factors have flatly de-
clined spot orders for delivery at this end.
and possible customers are being referred
to the all-rail distributors. No change is

reported in prices for export, $6.25 f.o.b.

Hampton Roads being still the accepted
figure.

Current quotations on bituminous at
wholesale range about as follows:

Cambrias and
Clearfields Somerects

F.o.b. mines, net tons.... $2. 35® 2. 80 $2.80®3.60
F.o.b. Philadelphia, gross

tons 4.49@5.00 S.00@5.80
F.o.b, New York, gross

tona 4.85(a5.35 5.35@6.15
Alongside Boston (water

coal), gross tons 5.35@7.05 6.85@7.65
Georges Creek is still quoted at $3.70 per net ton

f.o.b. mines.

Pocahontas and New River are being quoted at
$6.00(9' 6.25 per n-nss ton f.o.b. Norfolk and Newport
NewH. Va.. in response to export demand. There are
practically no spot sales for coiistwise uhipment.

Anthracite—While every effort is being
made to secure better shipments for New
Kngland, receipts continue on a disappoint-
ing basis. Certain of the companies have
been able to make deliveries slightly ahead
of 191S. but the latter w,as not a normal
year and there will be genuine cases of
distress if coal does not come forward in
better volume. The retail dealers are doing
everything in their power to keep coal
coming, both all-rail and by water, but
there is just so much that can be spared
from other markets.
We have yet to hear of a town or city

in New England where the public has not
put In its orders far In excess of the
dealers* ability to make deliveries, and yet
In spite of this there seems to be an or-
ganized prop,iganda to make the public
feel (h.it cars and men arc Idle In the
anthracite regions because of the lack of
orders! It has been said that certain Inde-
pendent operators, not satisfied with the
spring price, determined not to mine coal
until more remunerative figures should pre-
vail, but these represent only a small pro-
portion of the total tonnage.

The T'.oston retail dealers advanced
prices 50c. on egg. stove and chestnut, ef-
fective .Tuly 22. the new figure being $12.50
for sldcw.nlk delivery. Fifty cents Is now
charged for housing. Broken wan ad-
vanced only 25c., and pea remains at the
old figure, namely $10 50 per net ton.

NEW YORK
Domestic coaJs short of requirements, but

dealers hope to obviate considerable trouble
ne.vt winter if supply continues at present
basis balance of the year. The marine
strike interrupts coastwise sliipments
slightly. Bunkering demand picks up at
ending of the strike. Bituminous in good
demand, with prices steady.

Anthracite—Movement of anthracite
shows some improvement and the situation
looks a trifle brighter, with plenty of room
for further betterment. There was an in-
crease in shiiiments reported from the mines
and dealers say they received a fair share
of their requirement. Demand, however, con-
tinues active and dealers in most cases
have plenty of orders on their books to
keep them busy for the next two months.
Chestnut coal continues to be in larger

supply than either egg or stove, while pea
coal, which never did command a large
local market, is more in evidence. Some
shippers are sold far ahead for the two
larger sizes and in some instances are said
to have refused new orders.

Not so much was heard last week re-
Barding premium coals, although it was
rumored that many retail dealers were
willing to pay increased prices if they could
be assured of shipments. Local retail
dealers, it was said, were not paying more
than 75c. premiums for egg and stove, while
line dealers and dealers in Canada were, it

was said, willing to pay from $1 to $1.35
per ton.

The steam coal situation was kept In
good check last week because there was
comparatively little washery coal being
produced, and producers are able to either
sell or store those coals obtained by the
ordinary production of coal.

Another increase of 10c. per ton for
egg, stove, chestnut and pea coals goes
into effect tomorrow (Aug. 1), and at the
same time it is reported that the retail
dealers of Manhattan and the Bronx will
increase their delivery prices as much as
3Sc., in some instances, due to the paying
of premiums for independent coals.

Quotations for company white ash coals,
per gross ton at the mines and f.o.b. New
York tidewater lower ports, during August,
follow

:

Mine Tidewater
Broken $5.95 $7.80
Egg 6.25 8.10
Stove 6.50 8.35
Chestnut 6.60 8 45
Pea 5.20 6.95
Buckwheat 3.40 5.15
Rice 2.75 4.50
Barley 2.25 4.00

That there is a tendency on the part of
bituminous coal shippers to seek line trade
and get away from tidewater as much as
possible, in order to avoid the present
demurrage charges, was one of the state-
ments made by Wilbur A. Marshall, presi-
dent of W. A. Marshall & Co., 1 Broadway,
New York, at the hearing conducted by
the Interstate Commerce Commission into
the charges of the Wholesale Coal Trade
.Association of New York. Inc., against the
United States Railroad Administration. The
hearing began on July 21 and continued all
week at the Waldorf-Astoria, being con-
ducted the first four days by Walter N.
Brown, one of the commission's examiners,
and then by Commissioner McChord. Many
witnesses were examined during the week
and all of them claimed the present de-
murrage charges of $2 per diem and five
d.ays' free time (averaged over one month)
were unreasonable.
The demurrage rules at the Lakes, it

was brought out, are five days' free time
aver.aged over four months .and $1 a da3',

Mr. Mar.shall was .asked that, assuming the
foregoing is a reasonable time at the L,akes.
what would he say would be an equivalent
liberal arrangement at tidewater. His re-

ply was: "Well. I would say as a mere
mathematical calculation that the equlva-
Unt of five days averaged over four months,
if applied to a period of one month, would
be four times as much, or twenty days.'

Mr. Marshall said that all conditions
being equal as between tidewater ports and
the Lake ports as to demand, price, freight
rate, etc., the shipper would send his coal
to the Lakes because he wouiri eliminate
the risk of losses on account of the heavy
demurrage charges at tidewater. He also
stated that as a result of the exi.qting de-
murrage charges on tidewater coal a large
number of Individual shippers of anthra-
cite shipped onlv to the line points and
ellmln.Ted shipments entirely to the New
York tidewater ports until recently. They
were brought back as shippers to tide-

water by the offering of dealers of prem-

luins of from 50 cents to as high as $1 per
ton, which was due to the shortage of
coal created by the failure of the opera-
tors to send coal to New York in fear of
this same demurrage.

Mr. Marshall said that, comparing a
four or six months' period for the Lakes
and tidewater, tidewater should have at
least seven days at tidewater, against the
five on the Lakes, due to the irregularity
of movement and the irregularity of char-
acter of the coal and the uncertainty of
water movement. If we are to have a 30-
day average at tidewater and the Lakes
are to have a four or six months average,
we should have, to be on an equal basis,
at least ten days average, he said.

Mr. Marshall gave it as his opinion that
there is approximately $1,000,000 involved
in the present case. The defense began the
presentation of its case late on Friday,
July 25. The hearings are expected to con-
tinue three or four days this week.

Bituminous—While there is a firmness
about the bituminous market here, there
has not been so much urgency for deliv-
eries ,as there was a week ago. Not that
demand has not been continuous, because
it has, but consumers have apparently felt
they could get coal when they wanted it.

Some of this attitude might have been the
result of the marine strike, which ended
on June 26.

All the urging to buy coal has failed to
remove the discrimination of buvers
against the poorer grades of coal. They
insist upon receiving the best grades and
nre just as particular about the prices.
There are many inquiries and spot orders
running not more than three months are
frequently booked. Some buyers are anxi-
ous even now to close contracts for the
balance of the coal year, but they find few
wining victims. Producers are careful
about obligating themselves for any addi-
tional tonnages at this time.

The ending of the marine strike imme-
diately revived the demand for bunker
coals, and by the middle of the week these
stocks were considerably smaller. Ex-
porters report many new inquiries and a
heavy demand from foreign countries for
American coals. With freight rates rea-
sonable they see a growing market for
.American coals.

Shippers do not expect any let-up in
orders. Instead they look for an active
market the balance of the year with good
prices. Car supply does not improve and
with the time for grain shipments close at
hand operators look for much trouble from
that source.

There has been an improvement in the
average mine price of coal quoted for the
various grades, but the range of prices
shows little change from last week.
Producers of New River coals complain

of the lack of labor, which they believe
will increase during the month of August
because of the return of many workers to
their native country.
The railroad administration reports 5716

cars of bituminous dumped the week of
July 25 as compared with 5127 cars the
week previous.

Quotations for the various grades of
coal, at the mines range about as follows:

Spot
South Fork (Rest) $2 95(S)3 25
Cambria (Bnst) 2 95(!^3. 10
Cambria (Ordinary) 2 45(51)2 60
Clearfield (B.St) 2 95(3)3.10
Clearfield (Hrdinary) .2 45(?il2 60
Reynoldsville 2 50(3i275
Qucmahoning 2 85(B'. 3.00
Somerset (Best) 2 85(a3.00
Somerset (Poor) 2 35(S)2 60
Western Maryland 2.35(9 2 60
Fairmont I 90(rB2.25
Latrobe 2.20(82.35
Greensburc 2.35(a2.50
Westmoreland J in 2 . 75(B) 2 90
Westmoreland run-of-mine 2.50(312.60

PHILADKI.PHIA

Anfliraelte production out by floods at
mines, 1>eiilerR face August with light
stocks. Outside market favored. Heavy
shipments from Port Richmond. Retail or-
dering goes on, ronsumern anxious. No
greull.v Increased tonnage expected. Car
MuppIv normal, nealers In strong financial
poHltInn, Stove and egg much-wanted slies.
fhestnut moderate, and pea In excess,
Rurkwhent stronger: rice and hnrlev very
free, Rllumlnous In strong demand. Good
coals hard to get. Prices firm. Tide trade
good.

Anthracite—The retail trade Is becoming
sorely anxious as to Its ability to give its
trade the size of coal it has obligated itaeli
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for. A survey of the yards throughout the
city discloses that with the exception of
pea most retail dealers are bare of the
much-wanted sizes. Occasionally there are
yards which seem to be well supplied with
all sizes, but these are the yards of con-
cerns who even through war times for
some unexplained reason seemed to be able
to command full stocks. Outside of this
class the larger domestic sizes are scarce
and the retailers are now beginning to
display more concern as to when their
shippers are going to take care of them.
At the shipping offices the statement is

made to the dealers that they are doing
the best they can, but for the time being
they are unable to divert a larger tonnage
to this market. It is known that the in-

dependent shippers are receiving good
premiums in New England and Canada,
and in some instances in the AVest, and for
that reason their shipments to this market
are very light. It is claimed that for stove
coal the average premium is about $1,

while for egg they are getting at times Inc.
and for nut 50c. more than company cir-

cular, and at the same time insisting that
their customers take a fair share of pea
coal That explains the fact that while
the big producers have almost glutted their
trade here with pea coal, the smaller con-
cerns are having no trouble at all with
this size.

The clearances from Port Richmond of
the domestic sizes of anthracite for all

New England points, from the sound ports
to Eastnort. continue very heavy. From
reports here It would appear that the New
England district is intent upon stocking
up strongly on all sizes, as it is not to be
supposed that the tonnage thev are getting
is going into consumers' cellar'^. An in-

teresting feature of this situntion is u>r
willini?ness lately of some dealers there to

take full consignments of pea coal. TVhile
this is o"lv occasional, it disclo=^es that th-^

dealers there have confidence of their abil-
itv to induce consumers to use tliis sjze
when the pinch comes.
The dealers at last seem converted to

the fact that lack of orders from their
customers is going to be the least of their
troubles for the remainder of the summer.
Some of them felt sure they would clean
up before the middle of summer, but they
have been receiving gradual but constant
additions to their list, as the more wide-
awake consumers have become aware of
the fact that in addition to a possible short-
age of fuel the coming winter they are also
most certain to be confronted with a more
than usual increase in price.
There can be no denying the fact that

the heads of the operating companies here
see little prospect of increasing the pro-
duction much beyond what has been main-
tained all summer. Some of the best labor
continues to leave the mines for overseas
and the immigration figures are such as
to lend little encouragement of an increase
in the number of men for the rougher
labor about the mines.

In the face of all of the foregoing con-
ditions the local retail price situation, which
has always been a source of much unrest
at this time of year, is on an almost firm
hasis. The so-called price cutters are
maintaining a schedule that closely approxi-
mates the average prices of the other
dealers. The dealers also continue their
endeavors to conduct their sales on as near
a cash bTsis as they can, althoueh this is

not possible to the same extent that it was
last summer. While the business is not
as profitable as it was in the past, still the
dealers are in good financial shape and it

is believed that the shippers have less slow
accounts now than at any time this sum-
mer.

So far there has been little or no diffi-

culty with the car supply at the mines,
the only criticism to make being on the
part of dealers who are compelled to take
equipment that is at times most incon-
venient to unload, such as flat-bottom cars
on trestles, which happens occasionally and
is likely to be of greater frequency as the
season advances. Small cars of 25 to 30

tons capacity are entirely out of the trade,
due to the continued enforcement of the
rules of the administration against the use
of these cars in the coal trade. One road
has upward of 3000 of this class of equip-
ment stored along its lines. It can be said
that their release will be acceptable to the
shippers at least bv fall, for in this way
It will enable them to spread their produc-
tion around a little better by splitting the
tonnage of one big car into two small ones
and thus occasionally gladden the hearts
of two dealers instead of one.

~Pue to lessened production there was a
noticeable trend of betterment in the buck-
wheat situation this week. Even the larger
companies produced iiist about enough to

meet current orders, and it seems also that
the industrial plants are beginning to store

this size in better volume. There was no
noticeable change in rice and barley, and
these sizes continue to in excess supply.
Among small shippers sales have been
made of rice around ?2 and barley at $1.50,
yet even at these figures none of the in-

dependents are willing to take on obliga-
tions for a definite period.

Bituminons—There is a good demand for
bituminous coal and every evidence that
this will increase. Reports from some of
the outside markets are that the best coals
are being more closely covered than they
have been for some time. Certain it is

that the high-grade coals are almost un-
obtainable for prompt delivery, and even
the medium grade fuels are beginning to

move more freely. As a consequence prices
have been well maintained the past week,
with an occasional shitting to a slightly
higher level. The question of car supply
continues to inject itself into the situation,
and some shippers in southern fields report
themselves considerably hampered on this

account.

The heavy movement of high-grade coals
all-rail continues into the New England ter-
ritory and makes these coals scarce lo-

cally, even at good prices prevailing for
spot coals. Manufacturers holding con-
tracts are pressing shippers just a trifle

harder lately for increased consignments,
as the tendency of the really progressive
concerns is to take in stock.

Business at the piers continues good, both
for bunkering and coastwise, although the
overseas business is still handicapped by
lack of bottoms. All export houses con-
tinue to receive numerous inquiries for quo-
tations, much of which cannot be taken.

The price range during the week is well
represented by tlie following table

:

GeorgM Creek Big Vein $3.05 @ $3. 15

South Fork Miller Vein 3.05® 3.15

Clearfield (ordinary) 2.70 ® 2.80
Somerset (ordinary) 2.60® 2 70
Fairmont lump 2.50® 2. 60
Fairmont mine-run 2.35® 2.50
Fairmont slack 1.90® 2.05
Fairmont lump (ordinary) 2. 25 @ 2.35
Fairmont mine-run (ordinary) 2. 00 @ 2.15
Fairmont slack (ordinary) 1 . 65 @ 1.75

B.^LTIMORE

Seamen's strike falls to halt movement
of export coal. Car shortat^e beginninsr
to be felt. Arranging new anthracite price
schedule.

Bituminous—Another week has been re-
corded in which the American shipping
strike has failed to halt the export move-
ment from this port. Foreign ships look
OP a total of 3S,S90 tons of cargo and 2433
tons of bunker coal for export account tor
the week ended July 19, while the total
foreign loading for the month of July to

that date had run to 163,9 64 tons The
current week's figures will run to more
than 40,000 tons, so that the final figures
of the month are confidently expeced to

reach the high record of about 230.0(10

tons, despite the shipping strike, wh'ch
undoubtedly held up an additional 150.000
tons or more. Because of a two weeks' em-
bargo against the export pier here, some
210,000 tons of coal piled up. or was at

line points routed here for foreign ac-
count. Some of this surplus has gone oui
this week, but there is still an oversupply
at the two export piers.

From the mining sections of western
Maryland and West Virginia, in particu-
lar come complaints of lack of empties for
prompt loading. This is apparently due
to the jam of freight of all kinds, includ-
ing coal, at some eastern points resulting
from the watermen's strike.

The local market continues brisk and
prices are well sustained. An indication
of the growing tightness of the soft-co:il

market is had in the complaints of some
towns close to the mining regions that
prices are being advanced for coal used
there for domestic purposes.

Anthracite—The coming week the local
retail hard-coal handlers will take up the
m.atter of an increase in prices for the
month of August. The Baltimore Coal Ex-
change will meet and discuss the general
subject of possible freight-rate increases,

• premium paying, the proportion of com-
pany and independent coal coming through,
etc., in its relation to fixing a new schedule
for the month. That there will be tovne
increase seems the general opinion, as quite
a few dealers claim to be paying premiums
on a good deal of the coal they are rer-eiv-

ing. Not much coal is coming through,
as there Is a shortage even on premium
coal. Stove and egg sizes remain particu-
larly scarce.

Lake Markets

PITTSBURGH
Demand for steam coal slightly improved.

Good byproduct coal brings premium.
While there has been a little improve-

ment in the demand for steam coal, oper-
ators still insist that consumers are not
stocking up to the extent that is necessary
if a severe shortage next winter is to be
avoided.
Demand for byproduct coal has in-

creased and some difficulty is experienced
in securing coal of suitable analysis, par-
ticularly with respect to sulphur. Pur-
chases at $2.40 for mine-run are now quite
common, lower priced coal proving unsatis-
factory. Operators are selling only for
early deliveries, as they regard contracting
now as quite out of the question. For by-
product purposes both Pittsburgh district
and Connellsville coal are moving freely.
There has been a material increase in blast
furnace operations, and the byproduct cok-
ing plants are operating full with scarcely
an exception.
Lake shipments continue heavy, and the

season total is such that operators expect
the pace to decline within a few weeks.
They insist that there will be no easier
market at that time, however, and urge
buyers not to defer laying in stocks.
Nothing definite seems to be known as

to the attitude of miners or union officials
as to whether any action should be taken
when peace is declared, whereupon a move
by either party for a modiflcation of the
present wage scale would be permissible.
Emigration continues, involving chiefly the
common labor at mines, but thus far work-
ing forces are maintained without a great
deal of difficulty. There is no contract
market and the market for prompt lots is
quotable as follows: Steam slack, $1.50®
1.70; gas slack, $1.80@2; steam mine-run,
$2.25(ii;2.50 ; gas mine-run, $2.35@2.50;
j-in. gas. $2.60@2.75; byproduct, mine-run,
$2.40, per net ton at mine, Pittsburgh dis-
trict.

BUFFAIO
Stead.v hut rather slow increase in bitu-

minous demand. Firmer reports from Pitts-
burgh. Fair car suppl.v. Jobb r^ ao ive,
but cautious. Anthracite in much demand.
Lake shipments good.

ii tuniinou.'.—The situation does not
change much Jobbers feel obliged to
handle the trade carefully, for they realize
that there are possibilities not favorable to
strong prices as yet. They are doing much
better than they were awhile ago, but are
far from satisfied yet, for consumers do not
come forward as they should. They are
ready to make contracts at going prices,
but that would not be satisfactory to
either operators or jobbers

Locally the situation does not change
much. The consumers want coal, but the
supply has been fair right along and be-
yond the scarcity of certain medium sizes
the trade flows pretty smoothly.
The conditions improve steadily, but not

fast enough to satisfy the trade. Prices
are about stationary at $4.55 for Allegheny
Vallev sizes. $4.80 for Pittsburgh and No.
S lunfip, $4.65 for three-quarter, $4 20 for
mine-run and $3.70 for all slack, with
Pennsylvania smokeless $4 60 and smithing
$5.70. all per net ton, f.o.b. Buffalo.

Anthracite—The market is in an uneasy
state. There are many reports of a short-
age that the consumer is asking for much
more coal than can be supplied. Shipping
agents are refusing orders right and left,

and if it does not turn out that consump-
tion has been very light all summer it is

bird to see how consumers are going to get
what they need. Canadian authorities are
advising early buying and the addition of
bituminous for mild weather.

L-<ke shipments of anthracite continue
heavy, being for the week 149,200 net tons
of which 63,100 tons were for Duluth and
Superior RO.SOO tons for Chicago. 14.800

tons for Sheboygan, 14,000 tons for Mil-
waukee, 5300 tons for Fort William and
]2"0 tons for Sheboygan.
The prices of anthracite continue un-

changed as follows:

Fob. Cars. At Curl.,

Cross Ton Net Tnn

Orate $8 55 $10 20

Eta > 65 10.50

Str,ve,'.V.'.'.V.V.'.: 8,95 10 70

Chestnut 9 00 10 80

Poa 7 20 9 1.

Buckwheat 5 70 7 7.

Independent operators are asking from
7.'Jc. to $1.50 premium over these prices

in some cases.
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CLEVELAND
Labor in the Ohio coal flelds appears

restive and production has not shown the
expected and needed pick-up following the
July Fourth holidays. Demand for steam
coal continues good. Lake shipments of
bituminous coal continue to fall off.

Bituminous—Labor unrest appears to be
the outstanding factor in tlie Ohio coal situ-
ation. Individual efficiency has suffered se-
verely in the past week. One operator re-
ports his labor not more than 60 per cent,
efficient. All this, quite naturally, runs
cost figures up and tends toward higher
prices.
Northern Ohio steam-coal users are ac-

tively seeking supplies. One interest esti-
mates it could dispose of 20 per cent, more
fuel were it available for spot delivery.
Consumers appear the least bit more will-
ing to contract, while operators have re-
ceded in about like degree from wanting
to do so. In general, operators are able
to dispose of all their production for spot
shipment. Demand for slack has increased
somewhat more than that for mine-run and
prepared sizes.
Consumption of coal in northern Ohio

increases weekly, as industrial operations
are growing. Every indication points to
increased activity, and operators see the
demand for fuel rising constantly.

Dealers have advanced their prices on
No. 6 and No. S slack. Xo. 6 and No. 8
mine-run. and No. S 3 in. 10c. a ton each.
On Youghiogheny slack the advance is re-
ported to be .5c. a ton. The price tendency
in every grade is decidedly toward firmness.

Pocahontas and .\nthracit«—The situa-
tion remains much the same in both grades,
demand from domestic consumers running
far ahead of the supply. The outlook is
that a large part of the winter's supply
will have been put in by Oct. 1, thus to an
extent duplicating the situation of last
winter. Prices are unchanged but firm on
all grades with the exception of lump
Pocahontas, which some dealers have ad-
vanced to $8.75. while others are holding
at $8.50.

Lake Trade—Lake shipments of bitu-
minous coal are decreasing. Production
at the mines has fallen off, being reflected
in smaller shipments to Lake Erie ports.
At the same time coal is moving rather
slowly off the upper lake docks, while the
unsettled prices of coal already forwarded
contribute to the decrease. Final figures
for the season to July 1 show shipments
of bituminous coal, excluding vessel fuel,
to have been 8,812,862 tons, a gain of 1.-

546,604 tons over 1918 shipments to July 1.

July shipments will show a decrease of
500,000 tons over last year, it is feared.
Last year at this time the lake trade was
just beginning to show life. Including
391.640 tons of vessel fuel. Great Lakes
freighters handled a grand total of 9.204,-
502 tons of bituminous coal to July 1.

Consumers of steam coal are not buying
in the quantit.r necessary to make sure of
adequate supply.

Bitumlnons—While Detroit wholesalers
and jobbers maintain an optimistic attitude,
the volume of business developing in the
local market seems to show little increase.
There is a feeling among the jobbers, how-
ever, that the improved demand which is

reported from eastern markets will have a
tendency to divert in that direction coal
which otherwise might be pressing for sale
in Detroit, with resultant weakening of the
market.
Consumers of steam coal are evincing

little indication of interest in stocking up.
Some are buying, but in many instances
the orders are apparently to cover only
current needs and are for small tonnages
and irregular in appe.ir-'ince. Despite fre-
quent warnings of the probability of a de-
ficient supply for those who delay, a con-
siderable number of l)uyers are holding
back Their attitude indicates to the job-
bers thai they are expecting to benefit by
purchasing coal at prices lower than those
now quoted.

At pre.sent little bituminous Is being sent
Into Detroit except on orders calling for
direct delivery. There is not very much
coal on tracks and prices are reported hold-
ing quite steady. Ilorking lump is firm
at the equivalent of $2.75 net Ion f.o.b,

mines. For Hocking mine-run. the quota-
tion Is $2, while slack is held at al>out
$1.50.

Three-quarter lump from the Pittsburgh
No. 8 district is offered at $1.75. with mine-
run at $2 and slack about $1.75. Splint or
gas lump from West Virginia Is quoted
at $3 25 to $3 50 for the four-Inch and $3
for two-inch coal. Mine-run Is about $2.20

to $2.50 and slack remains at about $1.85.
For smokeless mine-run, which is scarce,
the quotation is $2.75 to $3.

Anthracite—Dealers report the outlook in
the anthracite trade is not reassuring. Buy-
ing is not particularly active. Considerable
delay attends movement of shipments from
the mines and dealers say there are indica-
tions of a shortage in supply when house-
hold consumers start stocking up generally.
Lake Trade—Coal is not moving freely

to loading docks and the supply of cargoes
falls far short of the tonnage offered for
leading, with the result that a number of
vessels are obliged to make the upbound
trip without cargo. Shortage of cars and
insufficient supply of labor at the mines
are two of the principal reasons assigned
for the light shipments.

COLUMBUS
More strength in domestic grades is ap-

parent on all sides. RetiUlers are buying
better, and tlie campaign to "Buy Now" is
showing results. Steam sizes are still slow.
Lake trade is moving along steadily.

The Ohio coal trade shows marked im-
provement, more especially in domestic
sizes. Buying on the part of retailers is
steadily increasing, as householders are
placing orders both for immediate and de-
ferred delivery. The feeling in domestic
circles has improved during the past fort-
night, and producers as well as shippers
believe that the slump is now definitely
over. Retail stocks are not large in any
section, and considerable buying is ex-
pected in the near future. While consumers
have been holding off on buying, the cam-
paign fostered by the National Coal Asso-
ciation and carried along by local organiza-
tions is bearing fruit and buying has taken
a spurt. The better grades, such as Poca-
hontas and West Virginia splints, are in
the best demand. Some buying of Hock-
ing and Pomeroy grades is reported. The
outlook in the domestic trade is much bet-
tor than formerly, and dealers are begin-
ning to see an active trade. Retail prices
have been advanced and are pretty well
maintained at the new levels.
The steam trade is still rather slow, al-

though some signs of activity have ap-
peared. Railroads are now taking a larger
tonnage on their contracts as freight move-
ment has increased. Manufacturing plant.s
are placing fuel contracts now and ship-
ments have started on many of these agree-
ments. Manufacturing appears to be ex-
panding slowly under the influence of easier
money conditions. The worst feature of
the steam trade is the weakness of screen-
ings. The prices on screenings show a
wide range. Mine-run is fairly steady, and
prices are not so low as formerly. Taking
it all in all, the steam trade has shown
some improvement recently.
Lake trade is steady although the ton-

nage moving to the Northwest does not
show an increase. Comparatively few pro-
ducers in Ohio flelds are sharing in the
lake trade. Vessel movement is steady and
there are plenty of bottoms. The lake
trade is expected to continue steady for the
remainder of the season.

Production in Ohio flelds is holding up
pretty well between 65 and 75 per cent, of
capacity. In the Hocking Valley the out-
1-ut is estimated at 65 per cent and pos-
sibly more. Eastern Ohio is credited with
70 to 75 per cent. Pomeroy Bend is show-
ing an increase in output and the same is

true of Cambridge and Massillon flelds.

Prices at the mines for Ohio coal follows;

Hocking lump J2 . 75
Hocking mine-run 2.50
Hocking three-quarter inch 2 . 60
Pomeroy lump 3 . 00
Pomeroy three-quarter inch 2 . 85
Pomeroy mine-run 2 . 75

CINCINNATI

Orders for coal are multiplying with the
local dealers, but the stocks are hard to
get. The supply is growing scarce and
indications are that many persons are
Koing to be disappointed. Condltiono h.
the mines, especially in the West Virginia
flelds, this week have been anything but
good, the car supply being exceedingly bad.

Prices this week have remained steady,
but the outlook is that there will be a
general upward trend In the near future.
Many large consumers who have been hold-
ing -off against what they believed were too
high prices are finding that dealers are
slow to take contracts for their coming
year's requirements, owing to the con-
stantly growing scarcity. The best they
can do is to secure week-to-week ship-
ments.

LOUISVILLE
Steam movement somewhat better, witli

block coal demand strong. B.vproduct and
gas coal in light demand. Eastern Ken-
tucky shipping considerable steam coal to
southern markets.

There has been a considerable improve-
ment in the demand for eastern Kentucky
steam coal during the past few days with
the result that operators are having far
less trouble in disposing of their screenings.
A good deal of steam coal is now moving
into the southern markets, with cotton
mills and textile plants buying a three to
four months' supply. Some coal is still

moving into the Northwest and Lake re-
gion, but southern prices are better than
northern, and southern business is eagerly
sought.
Due to a weak demand for gas and by-

product coal the northeastern section of
Kentucky, from which Eikhorn coal is

mined, is invading tile Louisville and other
domestic as well as steam markets, and
has started screening coal in order to com-
pete for business. Heretofore most of the
Eikhorn coal was shipped on a mine-run
basis, and was hardly known in this mar-
ket, as it went principally north and east.

Retailers are not stocking much steam
coal and are unable to secure enough block
coal to stock, even if they cared to stock at
high prices. Producers are still maintain-
ing strong prices on eastern Kentucky
block in spite of better demand and prices
for steam, and are not anxious to seh, re-
fusing additional business in many in-
stances and holding such coal at $4 a ton,
which represents a 25-cent advance.

River movements are equal to all demand
of Falls City companies with facilities for
handling river coal, there being a good
boating stage. This has increased demand
for river lump to some extent, as the river
coal companies are managing to supply de-
mand better than the rail companies.

Production in eastern Kentucky is about
70 to SO per cent, of full-time operation,
although short of normal due to the scarc-
ity of labor. Production would be greater
except for car shortage.
Western Kentucky is operating only about

two days a week, with plenty of labor
and only a fair car supply. LaCk of de-
mand for western Kentucky has been ex-
perienced all year due to competition from
eastern Kentucky grades, which were zoned
out last year, but which have recovered
their popularity. There is a better demand
for western Kentucky block coal.

Quotations are : Eastern Kentucky block,
$3.75(g4; mine-run, $2.50(82.75; nut and
slack, $2®2.15; western Kentucky lump,
$2.2515)2.30; mine-run, $1.85@2; nut and
slack, $1.50@1.75; fine screenings, $1.35@
1.50.

BIBMINGH.\M
Trade easy, with tendency toward In-

cr !• .d strength in stea-n demand. Lump
Strong, no increase being noted in supply.
I-ric-s remain about stationary. Output
up slightly over previous week. Car short-
age reported on .Si>uthern anil Louisville
& Na-hville.

While there has been nothing approach-
ing a rush of orders for coal during the
past week, an improvement in tone and In-
quiry is reported, and also a slight in-
crease in both contract and spot business.
With contracts closed by the principal rail

lines for fuel for the next year, it is now
expected that industrial demand will be
better and an Increased production will be
warranted. The Louisville & Nashville
closed contracts the past week for approxi-
mately 1,000.000 tons of Alabama <;oal,
ranging in quality from unwashed Big
Seam mine run at $2.45 to Cahaba washed
at $3.86 per net ton mines, government
prices being paid for the restiective grades
so far as can be learned. There is some
Inquiry now coming in from oil mills and
other industrial sources, and it is expected
that considerable tonnage will be booked
by the commercial mines In the ne.ar fu-
ture from consumers who have been hold-
ing off from the market. Inquiry is also
being received from Georgia territory,
which has recently been using con-iiderible
co.'il from Kentucky and Tennessee mines.
There are no new develo'iments in the

domestic situation, the market being fea-
tured bv a continued strong demand for
lump, with no relief noted in the way of
Increased i>roductlon as yet.
Mines on the Southern and I>ouisvllle &

Nashville railroads reported slight Inter-
ruptions from car shortage, though little. It

any tonnage was lost from this cause.
Production for the week ending July 12,

as reported to the Alabama Coal Operators'
Association, was 265. S38 tons, as com-
parod with 187,173 for the previous week.
Labor Is short at some oT)oratlons, and is

causing a loss In output on the days oper-
ated.
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CONNEtLSVILI.E
Flat price furnace coke contract. Free

coke meets light demand. Foundry coke
demand good. Production increasing.

Sharpsville furnace, in the Shenango
Valley, will be blown in Aug. 10, a con-
tract having just been made for furnace
coke to the end of the year, at a flat price
of about $4.25. Previous flat price con-
tracts for the half year have been within
the limits of $4.25 to $4.50, and from this
it would appear that the market is not
advancing ; but, as a matter of fact, there
are few operators willing to contract at
flat prices, the majority feeling that they
would do better to hold their coke, or to
count upon high prices being obtainable for
coal later in the year. Some sellers could
probably still be found at less than $4.50.
however.
The spot market shows no improvement.

There is no demand to speak of. and there
is considerable free coke, which producers
are holding rather stiffly at $4.
Demand for foundry coke continues very

good. There are limited supplies at $4.75,
of indifferent brands, while best brands
range up to $5.50, and there is moderately
heavy call for even the highest priced coke.
Car shortages are beginning to make an
appearance, suggesting to some operators
that shipping conditions are likely to be
very unsatisfactory when bad weather sets
in. Some bad order cars are also noticed,
but the railroads are doing much more by
way of car repair work than a couple of
months ago. The market is quotable at
$4 for spot and prompt furnace coke and
at $4.75 @5. 50 for spot and prompt foundry
coke, per net ton at ovens.
The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and Lower Connellsville re-
gion in the week ended July 19 at 164,220
tons, an increase of 6382 tons.

Buffalo—The market is pretty Arm, as
the furnaces are running more actively
than they were, with prospect of continu-
ing. Iron ore is moving more freely than
it was, so that the lake fleet is getting
about all the bu.'iiness needed Jobbers
quote 72-hour foundry at $7.60, 48-hour fur-
nace at $7.25 and off grades at $7, with
domestic sizes $6.75 and breeze $5.25, per
net ton, f.o.b. Buffalo.

COAL AGE

Middle West

GBNEKAI. REVIEW
Improved production. Shortage of pre-

pared coals. Car supply already inade-
quate. Labor scarcity.

There has been a decided improvement
in coal production, this week, from mines
in this territory. This improvement in ton-
nage is especially noticed in southern Illi-

nois. Th.at this extra tonnage was not
warranted is shown by the fact that the
market for steam coals is weaker than
ever. In fact, several districts that have
been maintaining their screening prices
slumped badly during the last few days.
The demand for prepared coals is such, on
the other hand (and it may be said with-
out fear of exaggeration), that today there
is a coal shortage on lump, egg and nut
size.S; This applies not only to the mines
in Franklin County, but also to practically
all of the mines in Indiana and Illinois pro-
ducing a good grade of coal, with average
preparation. Some operators have advanced
prices on prepared sizes to around $3.05,

ap they wish to make up on their prepared
coal what they lose on their screenings.
There is no denying the fact that screen-
ings have been selling at below cost prices
for some time.
More mines have been reporting diflS-

culty in obtaining enough cars. If under
a very small demand there are not enough
cars to accommodate the mines, it can be
easily imagined what the situation will be
later on when the buying public awakens
to the peril of the situation and jumps into
the coal market. Indiana suffered more
from the car shortage than did Illinois. This
is probably because Indiana mines are
served by railroads having an outlet in the
east. It is generally understood that the
Railroad Administration, as well as the
government, is doing everything it can
to assist eastern operators to export their
coal. Eastern mines are consequently
being supplied with coal-carrying equip-
ment at the expense of the less fortunate
coal operators in the west.

Retailers throughout the northwest are
having great difficulty in obtaining labor
to unload their coal. This, coupled with
the fact that the public are not buying
very much, has kept down the demand for
prepared sizes, although the present de-
mand is already greater than the available
supply. Retailers say that farmers are
offering from $5 per day up to transient
labor, and as farming appeals to this type
of labor more than unloading coal, it is

necessary for the retailers to do consider-
able of their own unloading. The writer
came in contact with a retailer in Michi-
gan who had spent the last four days in un-
loading coal from the cars into his bins.

CHICAGO
Domestic demand continues. Insufficient

labor for unloading coal. £astern coal hard
to get.

The coal trade in Chicago is just about
as demoralized as any spot in the Middle
West. Of course, the demand for domestic
coal continues, although this demand is less
than in some districts because of the diffi-

culty in obtaining labor to unload the coal.
The situation on screenings and steam sizes
is if anything, worse than last week. Illi-

nois and Indiana operators have been doing
every thing possible to maintain prices on
their screenings, and about $1.40 per ton
has been the minimum price. A number
of operators in the Hocking district of Ohio
have taken advantage of this situation, and
we imderstand that over 500 cars of Ohio
slack coal have been shipped into Chicago
at prices as low as 75c. per ton fo.b. mines.
Most of this coal has gone to the large
public utility corporations or to the packers.

Rastern coal is becoming increasingly
difficult to obtain. Pocahontas or New
River prepared coals are being sold from
$5 to $5.25, and strange to say. the de-
mand for this kind of coal is strong. High-
frrade Kentucky coals are selling at from
$3.50 to $4 f.O-b mines, for prepared sizes.

As a matter of fact, but little eastern coal
is coming into this territory, as a gre.at

many of the operators in West Virginia
and other eastern coal-producing districts

are sending their coal to the seaboard for
export.

MFLWAUKEE
Coal moving out slowly, while stocks on

the dorks pile up. Popular grades of an-
thracite continue scarce. Coke in poor
demand.

The coal market continues dull, despite
every effort to stimulate the outward move-
ment and thus make room for continued
supplies on the docks. Some of the yards
are loaded to capacity at present. Stove
and nut sizes of anthracite continue
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scarce, but dockmen promise relief from
this situation in about two weeks. All
other grades of hard coal are in good sup-
ply, as are also Pocahontas and steam coal.
The coke market is stagnant and stock
piles are looming higher every day. Prices
of coke and coal continue unchanged. Re-
ceipts by lake are still ahead of last year.
Thus far 297,574 tons of anthracite and
1.487,997 tons of soft coal have been re-
ceived, the gain over last year being 66,-
320 tons of tlie former and 250,262 tons
of the latter.

ST. L,OUI8

Unusual demand for high-grade domestic
coal that cannot be met. Future dubious on
this coal, causing considerable worry. Do-
mestic demand on lower grades easy.
.Steam condition extremely bad and prom-
ises no immediate betterment. Car sliorl-
age prevailing: much unrest among miners.

The local situation is extremely bad at
present, occasioned by the unusual demand
that came about suddenly for Carterville
coal for domestic purposes. Both city and
country are clamoring for this grade ol
coal. The efforts of the dealer .to divert
business to inferior grades has not been
successful. There is a decreasing call for
the steam sizes, with the result that nearly
all mines are loaded down with steam coal,
and are unable to work. When they do
work in the Williamson and Franklin
County field, it is usually with a shori.^e
of equipment. Some mines have been idle
two days a week because they could not
get equipment. In this field the miners
continue to leave, especially the foreigners.
Mines that started up recently, after be-

ing idle for some time, have been unable to
get men except by taking them awav from
other operations. The field will not show a
large increase in tonnage on this account.
Mines that formerly produced 3000 tons

a day are finding it hard to get out 1500
tons a day now. There is much unrest
among the miners in this field as well as
in the o*her fields. They do not understand
why peace has not been officially declared,
and they insist that some immediate action
I)e taken to enable them to realize their
demands on the operators
The railroad tonnage is good out of this

district at the present time. Stoker coal
for railroads is relieving the screenings
situation to some extent. Conditions in
the Du Quoin field are somewhat similar to
those in the Carterville dLstrict. In the
Mt. Olive district conditions are more nor-
mal than in the other fields. The mines
are getting better working time generally,
and the movement of coal is good.

In the Standard field there is all kinds
of trouble, shortage of equipment and short-
age of labor. Failure to move screenings
keeps the mines idle for several days, and
other mines in the same district may be
idle because they cannot sell their lump
coal.

Coal is selling far below cost at many
mines. This is an effort of the operators
to keep their organizations together, an-
ticipating better selling conditions shortly.
There is, however, much dissatisfaction
among the men in this district. This coal
is hardest to move in all sizes, but espe-
cially in the steam. Railroad coal from
this district showed up somewhat better
the past week. In St. Louis proper screen-
ings from this district went down to $1.10.
and there has been a general decline off
and on for this coal. The country call for
il is very light. The demand for anthra-
cite is fairly good in St. Louis, with prac-
tically nothing coming in. No smokeless
coal is booked for the St. Louis market at
this time, and nothing from Arkansas.
There is a plentiful supply of gashouse
and byproduct coke that is not moving so
fast as it should.

Coal
New York Stock

STOCKS Abvn. Bid
American Coal Co. of Allegheny (ACL) 45
Burns Brothers, Com (BB) 155
Burns Brothera. Pfd (BB) 110
Central Coalt & Coke. Com (CIO 55
Central Coal & Coke, I'fd (CK) 63
Colorado Fuel & Iron, Com (OF) 5 1

J

Colorado Fuel & Iron, Pfd (OF)
Consolidation Coal of Maryland (POM) 75
Elk Horn Coal, Com (EH) 41}
Elk Horn Coal, Pfd (EH) 46
Island Creek Coal, Com (ICR) 39
Island Creek Coal, Pfd (ICR) 75
Jefferson & Clearfield Coal & Iron, Pfd (JF) 63
New Central Coal of West Va (NCC) 5
Pittsburgh Coal, Com (PfT) 725
PittsburKh Coal, Pfd (PC) 95
Pond Creek Coal (PD) 21}
Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke (VK) 65

and Coke Securities

Exchange CIosinR Quotations July 28. 1919

96}
2I|
67

BONDS Bid

Cahaba Coal, let Gtd. 6s, 1922 97
Clearfield Bituminous Coal, 1st 4s. Ser. A, 1940 75}
Colorado Fuel & Iron, Gen 59, 1943 90}
Colorado Indus. Ist MtE. & Col. Tr. Ss, 1934 76}
Consolidation Coal of Marvland, 1st Ref. 5s, 1950 87
Jefferson & ClearfieldCoal & Iron, Sec. Mort, 58, 1 926 96
Lehish Valley Coal, Ist Gtd. 5s, 1933 99}
LehiEh Valley Coal, Gtd. Int. Red. to 4%, 1913 79}
Lehigh Val. Coal & Nav. Con. S. F., 4l9, Ser. A, 1954 90
Pleasant Valley Coal, Ist S. F., 5s, 1 928 80}
Pochnntas Coal & Coke, Joint 4s. 1941 83}
Pocahontas Con. Collieries, Ist S F 5s, 1957 84i
Roch. & Pitts. Coal & Ir., Helvetia Pur. Money Ss, 1946. . . 95

St. L., Rocky Mnt. & Pae. Stamped 5s, 1955
Tenn. Coal, Iron & R.R., Gen. 5s. 1951 92}
Utah Fuel. Ist Sinkine Fund 58, 1931 87
Victor Fuel, 1st Mte. Sinking Fund Ss, 1953 55

Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke Ist Ss. 1949 85}

80}
92}
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Aftermath
By Rufus T. Strohm

rjl F old, when Monday rolled around,

ImSAl As Mondays always do,

With drab monotony we found

But half a working crew

;

And some of those were thick of head

And bleary as to eye.

But, happily, such days are fled,

For Miningville is dry.

|M ACH party, wake, or like affair

|L33| Once ended in a fray;

But stabbing is becoming rare

And murder is passe;

For folks go calmly to their beds,

Nor seem to want to shy

Beer-bottles at each other's heads

Since Miningville went dry.

mHE children looked as though they had
Scarce half enough to eat;

The womenfolk were coarsely clad,

And all were bare of feet;

But chubby kids are everywhere.

New dresses multiply,

And there are shoes enough to spare

Since Miningville went dry.

\W^\ MIGHTY wave of civic pride

|mj| Has risen in the town.

And dirt and rubbish swept aside

Have brought the death-rate down;
The grocer toils with all his might,

The butcher's boy is spry,

The baker hustles day and night

—

For Miningville is dr\

.
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS
PRACTICAL SCHEMES THAT MAKE THE DAYS WORK EASIER

Holder for Edison Battery Tail Light

By Ralph W. Mayer
California, Penn.

The state law of Penns.vlvania requires tail lights on
hau'sp-e trips. The Edison batter>' lamp, with the in-

candescent globe fastened close to the battery, is usually

used for this purpose in gassy mines, the long rubber
covered wire being discarded. The Pittsburgh Coal

Co.'s Crescent mine, for hanging this battery to the

DETAILS OF A BATTERY HOLDER

end of the last car in the trip, uses a holder which any

mine blacksmith or machinist can make.

A piece of sheet iron i in. thick is used. This is cut

to the required size. The bottom is bent up for the

bottom of the battery to rest upon, the sides bent in

to hold the battery from falling out, and the top bent

over to the side opposite the battery, to act as a hook

for hanging upon the top of the car.

An iron rod is riveted to the portion bent over to

act as a hook. This rod is formed into a loop, and both

of its ends are riveted fast. This serves as a handle

wherewith to carry the case and battery when these

are not hanging on the car. The sides of the case, or

those portions bent over, are cut to a V-shape as it is

not necessaiy that the battery be completely covered.

These merely act as clips to prevent the battery from
falling out of the case. This construction also makes
the case lighter to handle. The piece which is reflexed

to the side opposite the battery to permit hanging the

case to the car should be sufficiently long to form a

hook that can not be jarred off the car.

An objection to the use of powdered coal as fuel is

that none of the byproducts is saved in this method of

combustion. Some processes which include a saving of

part of the volatile matter before the fuel is pulverized
for use in that form would have conservation advantages.

To Return a Motor to the Track
By Joe Povich

Ziegler. 111.

When a locomotive gets off the track in the mine,

a tie placed against the rib and against a spoke of one

of the locomotive driving wheels will force the machine
into place upon the rails. Of course, this method of

procedure is only applicable to locomotives with out-

side spoked drivers. With such machines, however,

this expedient often obviates sending for another loco-

motive to pull the stalled one into place, thus saving

time, output and inconvenience. The requisite tie can

usually be found without difficulty.

Aid to Slewing a Mining Machine
Into Switches

By Machine Runner
Sullivan, Ind.

In my experience in operating a coal cutter I have

found the device described below helpful at times when
the mine is equipped with slew switches leading into

the rooms. I carry a small piece of flat iron about the

size of a fish plate. This is flattened out to a thin point

on one end. Just before the machine reaches the point

of the switch I wish to enter, I stop the machine

and lay this piece of iron so that it will overlap the

point of the lead rail and extend along the side of the

DEVICE SLEWS COAL CUTTER ONTO SW'ITCH

main track with the thin edge toward machine. I then

turn on the power and the iron forces the machine

onto the switch without the assistance of the helper.

This allows the helper to remain with the cable at all

times and thus prevents its being hung up on a spike,

switch point or some other obstacle with which it may
come in contact.

The use of the device will bring with it many ad-

vantages. It serves not only to lengthen the life of

the cable, but it is not at all far-fetched to say that it

may also be the means of saving the life of a driver

who might run a load over the cable during the ab-

sence of the helper should his services be required to

help slew the machine into the switch.
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Layingig Out Short-Radius Curves
By John Faber Hanst

Pittsburgh, Penn.

Short-radius curves such as are used for the turning

of headings off main entries can readily be aligned by
the method described in this article. It has the advan-

tage of being so simple that the miners themselves can

apply it. Its utilization requires no calculation, and
the results are sufficiently accurate for all ordinary

woi-k.

A curve templet of a required radius is laid out on

a level floor, or on level ground, by the engineer, using

a steel tape of sufficient length. To do this, a center

point is marked, and, with the tape lengthened to the

_£rr
5fi>e true andparol/eK

ffiese Intersections to tephced undecPC. '..j^l

I
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METHOD OF LAYING OUT SHORT-RADIUS CURVES

exact radius, an arc is struck off on a piece of 1-in.

plank of any convenient length, 10 ft. being about right.

The same is done with another plank half the length

of the first. Similar cross-pieces are marked at each

end of the curve planks, taking care to nail them
exactly at 90 deg. to the curve. This is easily done,

provided the curve planks are held firmly in position

when the arc is struck off and that the end points are

marked. The edge of the tape itself will serve to strike

off the correct line on which to nail the cross-pieces.

A T-square piece is also constructed about 8 or 10 ft.

in length.

The templets being constructed, proceed as follows:

At the point of curve (P.C.) of the curve set a plug
or place a nail in the cap. On the tangent, and in a

direction opposite to the curve, set another point at

such a distance that it will fall within the length of the

T-square section of the templet. Where the points are

placed by the engineer in the roof, points on the

floor or ties can be secured, of course, by suspending
plumb-bobs from the line plugs. The T-square can then

be set so that the true edge is along the line of the

tangent. This square being held firmly in place to T-
head of the first curved section can be placed again.st

the T-head of the T-s(iuare. Thus the curve edge of the

section can be used to align the curve.

To reverse the direction of curve, simply turn the

templet over, thus using the same templet for right or

left curves. Now hold the curve templet and bring

the shorter templet to position, carrying one ahead of

the other as far as necessary. In this manner, with
one setting of line plugs by the engineer, the miners
can check up their drift after each blast, or as often

as desired. The short and long sections enable the

true line to be carried right into the breast at all

times without difficulty.

Of course, when the P.T. is approached, it will be
necessary for the engineer to run a survey around the

curve and spot the exact P.T., giving lines for the

tangent at the same time. Most of this work, however,

can be done in the office, especially if the survey points

are figured on a coordinate system. This, by the way,
is the only logical and systematic way of surveying a

mine, and with a good accurate map on a scale of 50 ft.

to the inch it is possible to determine the position of a

point with great accuracy.

For the benefit of those to whom this method of

laying out a curve is new, sketches of the templet and
the manner of application are given. The method is

in general use in many of the mines of the Lake Superior

iron ranges, and, so far as I know, was developed by

the engineers of the Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Company.

—

Engineering and Milling Journal.

Self-Uncoupling Hook for Use in Hoisting

and Haulage

In slope hoisting and certain other forms of rope haul-

age, it is advantageous to employ a connection between
car and rope that may be disengaged easily at the will of

the triprider. The accompanying illustration shows a

hook that may be coupled, jaw down, to the regular

COUPLING HOOK IH VI jMA\ IL Dl'iLNG VGED Q( ICKLY

drawbar of the leading car of a trip, say on a slope. To

this hook the clevis or tow-chain on the end of the cable

is attached and the feathered pin inserted through both

parts of the hook.

It will readily be perceived that as long as the feath-

ered pin remains in place the tow-chain, or clevis, and

the hook will not part company. When the trip, how-

ever, passes over the knuckle at the top of the slope and

the pin is withdrawn by the triprider, the tow-chain will

slip off of the jaw as soon as suflicient slack has been

secured. After the trip has been brought to rest the

hook may be uncoupled from the loaded trip, coupled to

the empties, and the cable clevis or tow-chain attached

ready for lowering.
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Modern Housing Standards at Dawson.

New Mexico
By Charles F. Willis^

Bisbee. Ariz.

SO MANY towns, like Topsy, "just grow" indefi-

nitely, that it is unusual to find one, after it is well
grown, that decides to get away from the old habit

of "just growing" and set about to develop in a syste-

matic way. Today the more progre.'^sive companies,
after an intensive study of the situation, develop stand-
ards based on the fact that the hou.-^e is a place in

which to live, not merely a roof over the head.

When it is considered that the home is the sixteen-
hour-a-day workshop for the housewife, it is inconceiv-

able why the efficiency and conveniences that surround
our factories and mines have not been brought uni-
versally to the home. Why
should not the houses always T^^^^^r'^^rr^rrr^^^r
have been built with due re-

gard to sanitation and health,

with some thought of the

problem of the fatigue of the

housewife, with standards of

ventilation and light ? An in-

telligent conception of what a

house is used for should make
it possible to put it to the

greatest use.

Up to three years ago, Daw-
son, New Mexico—the coal

and coke camp of the Phelps
Dodge Corporation—was a

"just growed" town. The
houses were good, even ex-

cellent as coal camps go, but
they were merely houses.

Nothing was thought of build- ^^^——-—-——^—^—--
ing rows of wooden houses,

all alike, with a monotonous skyline, making it nec-

essary for the workman to count from the end to

find his ovwi house. It gave him a feeling that his

neighbor's house was the same as his in every nook and
corner. There was little idea of adequate open areas,

and yet they were good houses at that time.

Three years ago, however, the construction division

of the Phelps Dodge company attacked the problem with
a vision of the future needs of the workman; recog-

nizing that he really wanted something better, that he
had an individuality which might be expressed in a

home; that it really did make a difference if the house-
wife had to move a bed out from the wall every time
she used it, and that an irregular skyline was much
more satisfying to look at and little if any more expen-
sive. With all of these things in view, it was a ques-
tion of building such a house that could be rented at a
reasonable rate.

Obviously houses with individual design were prefer-

able, but this added a cost that meant higher rent. So
the problem was to incorporate in the design the best

ideas as to convenience and sanitation, without requir-

•Consulting- supervisior. DcpMrtrnpnt of Indiisti-ial Relations,
Phelps Dodge Corporation.

ing payment for aesthetic features, which the usual oc-

cupant of the houses did not appreciate. It was a

matter of evolving certain standards of housing, living

up to those standards and removing, as fast as circum-

stances would permit, the type of house that did not so

conform.

The study of the situation made by the Phelps Dodge
engineers resulted in their designing 14 types of houses,

of various room combinations and size to accommodate
different families. Four of these types were shortly

abandoned because of their similarity to other types;

but ten of these types have remained, and are now in

their third successful year.

^^^^^^'^^Tr^rrr^^^r^^r^rr^r^'^r'^T^^^^^^^ As early as the latter part

mi 1 1 J. .,. ,,. ^< . 1 ,1 /. T of 1916, certain requisites
The old familiar colliery "patch of red ,^^^^ ^^^ ^own which are now
houses, arranged in long rows, is fast recognized by industrial home

disappearing. In its stead we now see planners as being minimum

around the mines of progressive coal

operators villages of homes, with shade

trees along the streets or in the fenced-

in yards of the dwellings. More than

one experiment of this kind years ago
showed the beneficial results attending

efforts to give employees homes instead

of mere houses. This article deals with

a modern housing development adapted

to the hot climate of the Southwest.

requirements. These requis-

ites include the elimination of

the tenement type; no hall-

ways or narrow courts; the

complete utilization of space;

plenty of room at the front,

back and side of each build-

ing ;
preferably 90 ft. between

the backs of houses (never

less than 45 ft.) ; no basement

or cellar, thus removing the

likelihood of such space being

used as living quarters by

those to whom good housing
- as yet means little; finally,

cross ventilation, either
through windows on both sides of the room, or by

means of windows and a transom over the door.

If the Dawson houses are lacking in anything that

makes for good homes, the kind desired by the Ameri-

can workman today, it is probably in outside appear-

ance. Every type of house has a railed front porch

and a screened rear porch; but there is a certain mo-
notony of appearance in the pebble dash finish used on

all of the new houses. This monotony is increased by
the uniform slate gray color of the concrete finish, al-

though this is somewhat offset by the various colors of

the roofs. The simplicity of design was adopted with a

purpose in view, however, for elaborate exteriors would
have added to the expense and consequently to the rent.

A definite amount of money can be spent on a house

to permit of charging a rental of $2 a room per month,

and it was considered that the renter would rather have

the money expended on the inside where he lived than

on the outside of the house. Experiments are being

made at the present time, however, in cement coloring

and spray painting, which promise to relieve the color

monotony.

The elimination of second stories and even a second

half-story has eliminated the fatigue from climbing
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Types of Houses Erected by the Phelps-Dodge Corporation for the Use of Its

Mine Workers at Dawson, New Mexico

1—Styl.- E, flve-room ;ui<l h.itli.

2—Style !". flve-room and b.ilh.

3—Style N, double thie.-room.
4—Style H, six-room and bath.
.')—Close-up. showing coke-breeze blocks used In building the hous<
i; -Outside of four-room house after plastering.

7—Style K, .si.\-room .iticl bath.

8—Style L. six-room and bath.

9—Flve-room house.
10—Four-room house shown In Fig. 6, before plaster wa.s put on.

11—Style O, six two-room apartments.
12—A four-room house.
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stairways, the additional tire risk, the abuses of the

attic and the danger to children. The doing away with

the second story and the use of the gabled room has

greatly added to the summer comfort of the houses, be-

cause of the large air space above the ceiling, permit-

ting the unhindered circulation of air.

The minimum amount of window space permitted for

a room is 20 sq.ft., opening directly to the outside. In

a few cases there is but one window in a room, the

larger number, however, having at least two windows,

arranged with different exposures. Where the size of

the room permits of only one window, or a double

window on a single side, transoms are put over the door

for cross ventilation. Double hung windows are used

throughout, with the possible exception of the pantry,

closets and bathroom, where they may be pivoted. New
York standards of plumbing practice are followed.

The three-room type is the only one built in the

double house, this for the sake of outside appearance;

it consists of a kitchen, living room and bedroom. The

four-room type has an additional bedroom ; the five-

room type has three bedrooms, with a living room of

sufficient size to be a combination living and dining

room. One five-room type is similar to the four-room,

except that the large living room is divided for a living

and dining room. Front porches, back screened porches

and a closet in every house complete the general lay-

out of the rooms. Bathrooms are arranged so that there

is always a means of access to them without going

through a bedroom.

To a man a closet is a closet, but to the housewife it

is much more; the closets in these houses, with a mini-

mum depth of 36 in., equipped with shelves, hook strips,

hooks and a place for rods, are a real joy. The same

may be said of the pantry, which is well equipped with

shelves and closets, and which opens directly off the

kitchen.

The size and shape of the rooms represent a consider-

able study. One way to plan a house that will rent

cheap is to have small rooms, but a minimum size of

bedroom of 96 sq.ft., with a minimum width of 9h ft.,

shows that the Dawson engineers did not cut costs in

this way. Recognizing the fact that many bedrooms are

also required to hold a crib or a cradle in addition to a

bed, one large bedroom, approximately 12 x 14 ft., has

been provided in each house. Rooms are designed to

fit the furniture which they will hold; the bedrooms

have space for the bed so that the head may be against

a wall; the dining rooms provide buffet space against a

wall, and in the four- and five-room houses there is

wall space for a piano. A 9 ft. ceiling is uniform.

Dawson is fortunate in having plenty of building

material. A concrete block, made with one part cement

and nine parts ordinary coke breeze, has been found

very efficient and economical. The general specifications

for the houses are as follows:

Walls of coke breeze blocks, mixture 1 to 9 laid in

lime mortar. Plastered outside with lime cement plaster

and pebble dashed. Blocks on wall 8 x 8 x 16, joist

bearing walls 8 x 12 x 24 blocks.

Floors yellow pine, 1x4 edge grain, on 2 x 8 joists

16 in. c. to c. Partitions 2x4 studs, 16 in. centers,

wood lath and plastered, Brussels finish.

Roof shingled, with tin hip shingles on ridges and
hips. Chimneys 8x8 brick, lined with 8x8 flue tile.

Window.? double hung, 12 x 14 glass, 8 light, and 12

X 24 glass, 2 light; all doors four-panel, li inch.

Lumber, clear native pine. Pantries and closets

equipped with shelves, hook strips and hooks. Each

room equipped with one and two electric light drops.

All woodwork throughout painted with two coats of

paint in desired colors.

During 1917 and 1918 there was a great demand for

houses in Dawson, due to the increase in coal production

brought about by the war, and a sufficient number of

houses were built according to the new standards to

make an appreciable showing in the town. The fol-

lowing list gives the number of each style built in the

last two years:

St Ic

A
B
D
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Permissible Explosives
By John E. Miher
Huntington, W. Va,

SYNOPSIS — Permissible explosives are only

permissible if used in prescribed quantity and

according to prescribed methods. It is necessary

to protect all explosives from dampness to pre-

vent deterioration. The proper use of explosives

and the efficient shooting of coal is an art.

APERMISSIBLE explosive is one that has been ap-

proved by the United .States Government as

permissible for use in gaseous or dusty coal

mines. The explosives used in coal mines may not only

occasion accidents such as occur in the use of explosives

elsewhere, but may cause widespread disaster by ig-

niting explosive mixtures of mine gas and air or of

coal dust and air, or both. It does not

follow therefore that if a mine is free

from gas, any explosive that may be

at hand can be used with propriety;

for coal dust and air may cause quite

as serious an accident as may gas

were it also present.

Prior to 1907 any and all kinds of

explosives were used in coal mines

without much regard to the safety

accompanying the use of proper ex-

plosives or proper practices. In the

latter part of that year, four grave

mine disasters occurred in close suc-

cession—at the Monongah Mines in

West Virginia, where 368 men were

killed; the Darr Mines in Pennsyl-

vania, where 160 were killed; the

Naomi Mines in Pennsylvania, where
34 were killed; and the Yolande Mine
in Alabama, where 61 were killed.

These frightful disasters plainly

demonstrated that both humanitarian

and economic needs demanded that

steps be taken to prevent the recur-

rence of such accidents. In 1908 Con-

gress made a special appropriation for

an investigation of the cause of mine
explosions,
and in May,
1910, by Con-

g ression a 1

Act, the Bur-

eau of Mines
was created.

It established

a testing sta-

tion at Pitts-

burgh, July 1

of that year.

Here the per-

missible ex-

plosive was
born. Today
there are 152 rilKKt; .STKl'S

offsprings, many of them weaklings, we must acknowl-

edge, but embracing nevertheless a lot of good, healthy

youngsters now nearly ten years old, and perfectly

capable of taking their place with the most seasoned

miner in the production of the world's fuel.

The effect of the work of the Bureau of Mines sta-

tion since its installation in testing, classifying, licens-

ing and counselling the proper explosives and proper

practices in their use in the coal mines of the country

cannot be overestimated. It has doubtless resulted

in the saving of many lives and much valuable property.

The rules and precepts promulgated by the Bureau

are being ably carried out by the various state depart-

ments of mines, so that it is not possible today for a

dangerous mine to go on using a dangerous class of

explosive for any length of time.

A deflagrating explosive is merely

a material which burns rapidly, or oxi-

dizes. The slowest example of oxida-

tion is the rusting of iron. Another

is the burning of coal or wood. In

this process the carbon in the wood or

coal combines with the oxygen of the

air to form carbon-dioxide gas, and in

so doing evolves heat. Deflagrating

explosives are merely carbon- and oxy-

gen-producing materials mixed in such

a way that when combustion is started

it proceeds rapidly and produces a

large volume of gas. This in turn ex-

erts pressure or force on the material

in which it is confined. Detonating

explosives, to which class the permis-

sibles belong, do not burn, but det-

onate through the rupture of their

molecular structure.

Explosives differ materially in rate

of combustion, or rate of detonation,

and by this we are able to judge with

some degree of intelligence what a

given explosive will probably do in a

certain kind of coal or in a certain

class of work.

Since all explosives produce both

fl a m e and
heat when ex-

ploded or de-

tonated, and
since a flame

of any kind if

large enough
or in contact

with a dan-

gerous gas

or dust mix-

ture long
enough will

ignite the gas

or dust, the

problem in

getting a sat-
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isfactorj' per-

missible is to

find one evolv-

ing a mini-

mum of flame

or a flame of

short dura-

tion. This is

a serious un-

dertaking, for

in trying to

keep dowTi the

flame it i s

quite probable

that the kick

in the explo-

sive will also

be kept down. Thanks to the Bureau of Mines we need

not dwell on this phase of the situation. Suffice it to say

that any permissible explosive on the latest list published

by the Bureau of Mines has satisfactorily passed its

tests and can be used in dangerous mines, provided the

charge limit and all safety practices are observed.

ANOTHER METHOD OF PREPARING A CARTRIDGE

No. 6, No.
7, or No. 8

strength and
proper compo-
sition as the

case may be.

3. That ex-

plosives if

frozen shall

be thoroughly

thawed in a

safe and suit-

able manner
before use.

4. That the

quantity used

for a shot does

not exceed IJ lb. (.680 grams) and that it is properly

tamped with clay or other noncombustible stemming.

After an explosive has passed the required test and
its brand name has been published in a list of per-

missible explosives, it is not a permissible explosive if

one or more of any of the following conditions prevail:

DIFFERENT STEPS IX PRIMING WITH AX ELEiTKl

In order to make it clear what these are, I quote here

just what precautions and practices, according to the

Bureau of Mines, must be observed with permissible

explosives in order to keep them permissible. Other-

wise they are no more permissible than 40 per cent,

nitro-glycerin dynamite or ordinary black powder.

1. That the explosive must be in all respects similar

to the sample submitted by the manufacturer for test.

2. That detonators—preferably electric detonators

—

are used of not less eflSciency than those prescribed

—

1. If kept in a m.oist place until it undergoes a change

in character or chemical composition.

2. If used in a frozen or partly frozen condition.

3. If used in excess of li lb. (680 grams) per shot.

4. If the diameter of the cartridge is less than that

designated in the column of report headed "Smallest

Permissible Diameter."

5. If fired with a detonator or electric detonator of

less eflSciency than that described.

6. If fired without stemming.

ILLUSTRATING TWO GEXKRAI.LT FOLLOWED METHODS OF ROHLX
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LOADIXij A HOLE WITH PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVE

7. If fired with combustible stemming.

Everyone is familiar with the dangerous practices

that prevail in handling explosives around coal mines.

Perhaps the gravest of these is carelessness in storing

and keeping explosives. Even the largest coal com-
panies, those employing safety engineers and taking

every precaution to safeguard the lives and health of

employees, have a hard time keeping their magazines
clean and free from moisture, old stock from accumu-
lating, etc. Right here let me sound a word of caution

about storage. Moisture is the enemy of all explosives.

When dampness gets into an explosive, its strength goes

out. The old military order, "Trust in God and keep
your powder dry," is still applicable, and especially to

the man delving deep in the earth for coal.

Danger When Explosives Become Damp

The Bureau of Mines, as stated before, says that a

permissible explosive is not a permissible explosive

when it gets damp or takes up moisture from the air

and undergoes a change. I would particularly warn all

coal operators to watch their magazines and keep them
di-y and well ventilated, so that dampness will not gather

therein.

The use of short fuse in shooting is a positive menace.
Pei-missibles are not permissibles when so used. Ex-
plosive force is wasted by not properly confining the

charge; furthermore, grave danger of igniting the in-

flammable coal dust is thus incurred to say nothing of

the peril from premature explosions.

It is no wonder that accidents occur in the use of

explosives; the marvel is that a great many more do
not occur because of carelessness. Familiarity breeds

contempt. This is particularly true of explosives. The
first time a man crimps a cap onto a piece of fuse he
does it very carefully and gingerly with a good crimper;
but after performing this operation a few hundred
times, and the crimper gets lost or mislaid, he crimps
the cap on with his teeth. Should an ordinary No. 6

cap explode during such a procedure, it would surely

kill the man instantly; yet he takes the risk time after

time. I do not know of a better way to correct these

dangerous practices than constant vigilance and patient,

persistent effort with the men to keep the danger aris-

ing from carelessness constantly before them. Only in

this way will fatalities be avoided.

In selecting the proper permissible for a mine many
things must be considered, among these might be men-
tioned: Is the coal soft, medium or hard? Is it brittle,

tough and tenacious, or does it crumble and disintegrate

to slack easily? Is the bed thin or thick? Is there a

good roof or a poor one? Has the coal a parting, and

jL " _a|

RESULT OF GOOD SHOOTING

where in the vein is it located? Is it desirable to pro-

duce lump coal for the domestic trade, or is the coal

used for cooking or steam purposes? Is it machine-cut

or pick-mined?

There is a permissible explosive for almost any given

condition or purpose, but as a general rule, after con-

sidering all the foregoing conditions and picking the

explosive which will do the best work under the condi-

tions present, it is necessary to proceed cautiously until

the proper grade is obtained or the explosive used to

the best possible advantage.

Even the best possible grade of permissible explosives

for any particular work may be considered a failure

unless used intelligently; that is, unless boreholes are

properly placed or properly pointed, the undercut well

cleaned out, the charge neither overloaded nor under-

loaded.

It is really an art to shoot coal properly and economi-

cally, but it can be ma.stercd by anyone who will give

the matter conscientious study and care.
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Importance of Safety in MiningTand

Metallurgical Industries'

By W. B. Plank
I. S. Bureau of Mines

SYNOPSIS — Accidents in the mines and in-

dustries of the southern Appalachian district

have been largely reduced during past years. Im-

provement is decidedly possible. If further acci-

dent curtailment is to be effected there must be:

The establishment of safety departments; a

greater cooperation between employer and em-

ployee; continued training in first-aid and mine-

rescue v)ork.

DURING the past few years the progress that has

been made by the industries of our country has

been marked not only by the rapid increase in

the value of their production and the immense capital

invested, but also by the attention paid to safeguarding

the health and lives of the workmen. This has been

true to a marked degree in the mining and metallurgical

industries, which employ nearly three million men,

through whose labor our national wealth is increased

annually over six billion dollars.

At first there was some doubt regarding the per-

manency of a movement that had its inspiration in

human welfare and for its prime purpose the safeguard-

ing of life and limb. However, the experimental stage

is passed and now it is the exception rather than the

rule to find indifference to safety. Many mining com-

panies and steel plants have been quick to adopt the

more desirable safety measures, such as creating safety

departments and requiring more careful supervision

of their plants. Mining laws have been greatly im-

proved and more strictly enforced. Various local and

national organizations have been formed for promot-

ing safety and standardizing methods. The enactment

by several states of workmen's compensation legislation,

with the consequent insurance against casualties, has

aided the safety movement. Much stress is now being

laid on the vocational education of industrial workers.

More and more attention is being given to this move-

ment, and it has undoubtedly been the means of saving

many lives.

It is the purpose of this article to point out a few-

reasons why this safety movement should be continued,

with especial reference to the promotion of first-aid

and mine-rescue training in the mines of Alabama. No
attempt is made to make the paper exhaustive, but it

is hoped that it will be a means of stimulating interest

in this humanitarian work.

The reports of fatalities in the mineral industries of

the United States, in so far as data exist, show that

for the past ten years, excepting the year 1917, the

fatality rate in coal mining was higher than that in

any other of the different mineral industries. In 1917,

the year of our latest complete data, the fatality rate

per thousand 300-day workers in the coal mines was

4.25, metal mines 4.44, coke ovens 2.14, ore dressing

1.93, quarries 1.83 and smelting 1.05. For purposes

of comparison these figures are stated in terms of one

thousand 300-day workers, thus taking into considera-

tion the time element and equating all labor to a 300-day

basis.

Fig. 1 shows the comparison of fatality rates in the

different mineral industries for the period 1907 to 1917

inclusive. No data exist showing the rates for metal

mines and quarries prior to 1911, nor for coke ovens,

ore dressing and smelting before 1913. It is worthy

of note that, while the coal-mine fatality rate has been

consistently higher than the rate in other branches of

the mining industi-y-, with the exception previously

stated, there has been a steady drop in the curve from

6.19 fatalities per thousand 300-day workers in 1907 to

4.25 in 1917. The number of fatalities in metal mines

rose to 852 in 1917, a figure higher than was reached

in any of the preceding six years. It is interesting to

note also that the total coal-mine fatalities for 1917

show an increase over those for the three preceding

years.

In 1918, 2579 men were killed in the coal mines of

this country. This was a reduction of 117, or 4.5 per

•Paper read before a meeting of the Alabama Safety Associa-
tion, Birmingham, Ala.. Apr. 19, 1919, and here publisiiccl by
permis.sion of the director of the Bureau of Mines.
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FIG. 1. COMP.\RlSOX OF FATALITY RATES IX MINING

cent., as compared with 1917. This reduction is all

the more gratifying when we consider that during the

larger part of the year the coal mines were under the

strain of a maximum production on account of the war.

It is estimated that in 1918 a total of 685,300,000 tons

of coal were produced as compared with 651,402,374

tons in 1917. This is an increase of 6 per cent, in pro-

duction. Also the production per fatality was the

largest on record, being 266,000 tons in 1918 as com-

pared with 241,600 tons in 1917.

In the State of Alabama 110 men were killed in and

about the coal mines in the year 1918 as compared with

108 in 1917. In the coal mines of the southern Appa-

lachian district, consisting of the states of Alabama,

Tennessee, Kentucky, Georgia and North Carolina,

there were 203 fatalities in 1918 as compared with 279
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in 1917. This was an increase of 2 per cent, for Ala-

bama and a reduction of 27 per cent, for the southern

district. Final figures on the coal production are not

yet available, but it is estimated that Alabama pro-

duced about 18,000,000 tons in 1918, and the southern

district 50,000,000 tons as compared with 20,068,074

tons in Alabama and 54,189,314 tons in the southern

district for 1917. These figures show a decrease of pro-

duction in both cases.

Fig. 2 shows graphically the tonnage of coal produced

and the total fatalities in Alabama as compared with the

whole southern district. In 1917, the year of the latest

complete available data, it is seen that Alabama con-

tributed 108 out of a total of 279 fatalities for the

southern district, or 40 per cent., as compared with 37

per cent, of the total coal production for the district.

In other words, in 1917 there were 5.38 fatalities in

Alabama per 1,000,000 tons of coal produced as com-

pared with 5.15 for the whole southern district.

For the purjwse of making a just comparison between

the fatality rates in Alabama and the entire southern

district, by taking into account the number of employees
and the hours worked. Fig. 3 has been prepared in

order to show the fatality rates per thousand 2000-hour

employees in both cases. We see by studying this figure

that this rate for Alabama has been consistently higher

than the rate for the district as a whole over the 11-year

period from 1907 to 1917, with the exception of the years

1915 and 1917, when it was slightly less. The excep-

tions may be explained by the fact that in the year

1915 the total number of fatalities in Alabama and in

the southern district were the lowest during the period

shown, because of a marked inactivity in the coal trade.

In 1917 there was an increase of nearly 25 per cent,

over 1916 in the fatalities in the entire district, arising

mostly from a mine disaster in Kentucky, whereas in

Alabama there was a reduction of nearly 10 per cent.

from the fatalities of 1916.

It is worthy of note that for the year 1917 there

were 2.9 fatalities per thousand 2000-hour workers in

Alabama as compared with 3.44 in the whole district;

but when we consider only the number of employees,

leaving out the time element, we find there were 3.9

fatalities per 1000 employees in Alabama and only 3.77

for the entire district. This difference may be explained
by the fact that in 1917 the coal mines of Alabama
worked longer hours than the rest of the region in an
effort to increase the production of coal and thus re-
spond to the widespread appeal for the fuel needed to

supply the country's war necessities.

The foregoing statistics indicate that for the country
as a whole there has been a concerted effort on the part
of the mining industry to le.ssen fatalities. This is in-

deed creditable when we consider the abnormal condi-
tions under which coal mines operated during the past
two years. The demand for coal was unprecedented
and many of the experienced miners and ofl[icials either

enlisted or were drafted into the army. There was a
marked dearth of young men about the mines, their
places being filled by older and, in some cases, by less

experienced men. From the .standpoint of labor the
conditions under which the mines were operated were
not favorable to a reduction in the number of accidents.

On the other hand, however, as far as po.ssibIe, the
mines were operated on a full-time basis, which tended
to reduce the hazard from certain dangers such as ex-

plosions of gas and dust, and falls of roof. A mine
working full time is likely to be kept in better condi-

tion than one working only part time.

By carefully examining the fatality records of min-
ing, and especially those of coal mining, we find that a
large percentage of the fatalities can be attributed to

what are called preventable or avoidable accidents. They
comprise accidents by falls of rock and coal, by cars and
locomotives, gas and dust explosions, and many others

which have too often been ascribed to the hazards of

the industry.

For the purpose of showing more clearly the large

percentage of preventable accidents which occur in our
coal mines Fig. 4 has been prepared, to show graphically

the different causes of the fatalities in the Alabama
coal mines for 1918. It will be seen by examining this

Flu. 2. FATALITIES AND TONS OF COAL, PRODUCED IN
SOUTHERN DISTRICT COMPARED WITH ALABAMA

chart that falls of rock and coal, cars, and explosions

were responsible for 80 per cent, of the total fatalities.

A matter to which we should all give earnest con-

sideration is that the great majority of this 80 per cent.

of the coal-mine fatalities in Alabama were preventable,

and they would not have occurred except for careless-

ness, inexperience, poor inspection, unsafe practices, ig-

norance, indifference, lack of cooperation between em-
ployer and employee, violations of orders or instruc-

tions, defective equipment, poor lighting, lack of proper
safeguards, poor judgment and other indirect causes.

The elimination of all these things, which are respon-
sible for most of our preventable accidents, is the aim
of the safety movement. Is it necessary, therefore, to

raise the question of the importance of continuing this

movement with more vigor than ever before, when we
see what a great field of endeavor there is before us in

trying to do away with this high percentage of pre-

ventable accidents? In view of the wonderful attain-

ments of the safety movement in the past few years,

during which time the hazards of the mining industries

have been greatly reduced, we are bound to conclude

that even more wonderful accomplishments will result

in the future if we continue to make safety the first

consideration.

Let us now direct our attention to a brief discussion

of some of the agencies through which safety is being
successfully promoted.

H. M. Wilson and J. R. Fleming, in their excellent

paper on "Safety Work in Mines," published as Tech-

nical Paper 103 of the United States Bureau of Mines,

classify under three heads all the different factors

entering into successful safety promotion, as follows:
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1. An organization that provides an enthusiastic

safety committee or department, an adequate inspection

system and hearty cooperation of officials and employees.

2. A scheme of safety measures designed to eliminate

as far as possible dangerous conditions that have caused

accidents or may cause them.

3. A system of education that will assist all em-

ployees to follow more carefully the safe and proper

methods of work and will keep them constantly alert

to the need of caution.

Before any progress can be made in a safety cam-

paign there must be created a well organized and effi-

cient safety department thoroughly imbued with the im-

portance of preventing accidents. Such an organization

should receive its inspiration from the highest officials

FIG. 2. FATALITY RATES PER THOUSAND 2000-HOrR
WORKERS IN THE COAL MINES OF ALABAMA AND

OF THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT

in the company, who must show, by their willing-

ness to allot ample funds, that the company is firmly

behind the work. We are pleased to note that much

progress has been made in this direction during the past

few years in Alabama. Several large coal and steel

industries have created efficient safety and inspection

departments, and the results already obtained have war-

ranted the expenditure of the money and time that the

work has needed. I have been told that for the first

two years after the creation of a safety department by

one of Alabama's coal and iron corporations there was

not one fatality in its coal mines. Many other examples

might be cited of the actual saving, not only in lives

but in money, attained by an earnest effort at safety

organization.

One Phase of an Inspector's Work

I desire to make only one observation concerning one

phase of the safety inspector's work. The safety in-

spector is the one man in the safety organization who

can and will become the missing link between the em-

ployer and the employee by removing the impersonal

relationship which so often exists between the company

and the worker, and by promoting that highly essential

spirit of cooperation which is absolutely necessary to

the successful prosecution of all reforms in operating

practice looking to further safety. To the operator be-

longs the duty of initiating safety practices ; but, unless

the cooperation of the employee is sought, quite often

the efforts of the operator in this regard are in vain.

It is often said that the miner is unappreciative of the

efforts put forth by the operator toward making his

work less hazardous, but frequently this attitude is

caused by the apparent reluctance or indifference on the

part of the operator to take the miner into his con-

fidence and point out to him just why and how a pro-

posed safety measure will benefit him. Is it not true

that men who risk their lives to save those of their

fellows will be willing to help better working conditions

when they are approached about the matter in the right

way? There should be an ever-increasing spirit of co-

operation on the part of both the operator and the

miner, and if the matter is handled in the right way
by an efficient safety inspector the miner will be only

too ready to respond.

The increasing production of the mines and plants is

made possible only by the increasing use of labor-saving

machinery and appliances. This has made the hazards

from these appliances larger than ever before, and a

goodly number of the injuries and fatal accidents are

caused by machinery of one kind or another. Mani-

festly, then, it is incumbent upon safety departments

to provide sufficient mechanical safeguards and safety

apparatus and appliances.

Under this head may be mentioned the free use of

danger and direction signs in and around the mines,

providing sufficient timbering as a safety precaution

even where good roof conditions may exist, properly in-

sulating and guarding electric wires, providing suffi-

cient ventilation to prevent gas accumulations, eliminat-

ing or immunizing coal dust, using permissible explos-

ives, permissible coal-cutting machines and permissible

electric cap lamps, and other safety appliances that most

up-to-date mines are now using. The widespread adop-

tion of these approved safety appliances in coal mines

will go a long way toward eliminating a large number
of preventable accidents both fatal and nonfatal.

Many examples may be cited of what has already

been accomplished along this line, but I will present only

one notable instance. A large coal-mining company in

Illinois, which is always among the first to adopt ap-

proved safety appliances, recently installed permissible

electric cap lamps in one of its mines where open lamps

had been oreviously used. It found, after the installa-

FIG. 4. COAL MINE FATALITIES IN ALABAMA IN
1918, BY CAUSES

tion of the electric lamps, that the number of injuries

per employee fell below, not only the previous record at

that mine, but also below the record for its five other

mines where open lights were .still being used. The
greatest reduction was in the number of small injuries

from loading coal at the face, such as cuts and bruises

and eye accidents caused by falls of coal and the like.

Fewer injuries, moreover, were sustained from mine

cars.
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I have discussed briefly some of the agencies that

have caused a reduction in the number of fatalities by
preventing the occurrence of accidents. Let us now
direct our attention to one phase of the educational

feature in connection with the safety movement which
reduces fatalities after the accidents occur. I refer to

the first-aid-to-the-injured and the mine-rescue work
which is being conducted by the safety department of

a number of large mining companies, the American
Eed Cross, the Public Health Service and by the United
States Bureau of Mines.

We can nearly all remember the time when a miner,

overcome by gas or rendered unconscious from an elec-

tric shock, was placed to one side, an object of helpless

pity, to await the arrival of the doctor. We probably

know of instances where men working about a blast

furnace have been overcome and probably killed by
carbon monoxide, because there was no breathing

apparatus for them to wear, or no one know how to

administer artificial respiration. We know of cases

where men have bled to death after receiving an injury

because their comrades did not know how to control

hemorrhage. Too often in the past the injured about

the mines and industrial plants have suffered untold

agonies before they could be taken to the doctor or

hospital, all because their comrades did not know some
of the simple rules tor relieving pain and suffering that

can be learned so easi.y.

Happily, such instances occur rarely in our mineral

industries today, because during the past few years first-

aid and mine-rescue training for miners has been car-

ried on quiie vigorously in all the mining regions of

the country. This training work undoubtedly has done

much toward minimizing fatalities by preventing simple

accidents from becoming fatal through ignorance and
lack of proper first-aid attention. It has made more
efficient workers by causing the men to be more careful

of their own and their buddy's safety. It has caused

the companies to take a more lively interest in safety

when thay have seen tnat efforts in that direction have

been appreciated by their employees. It has proved a

matter of economy to the companies by lessening lia-

bility insurance rates in those states where workmen's
compensation laws are in effect.

Rel.\tion Between Fat.\lities and Safety Work

Let us now look into the relation between the fatali-

ties in the coal mines of Alabama and the progress of

the first-aid and mine-rescue work that has been carried

on in the state by the Bureau of Mines and other or-

ganizations since 1911. Fig. 5 shows graphically the

number of fatalities in the Alabama coal mines as com-
pared with the number of men trained in first aid and
mine rescue from 1911 to 1918 inclusive. The data for

this figure were obtained from the annual reports of the

Director of the Bureau of Mines and from the Alabama
state mine inspectors' reports. It might be said that

the number of men trained, as shown by this figure,

includes those trained by other organizations, but who
were later examined by an employee of the Bureau to

receive Bureau of Mines certificates. This is in line

with the bureau's policy of cooperation with state and
company organizations in training work.

In examining this figure, it will be plainly noted that

as the number of men trained increased from 32 in

1911 to 592 in 1915, the number of fatalities fell from

209 in 1911 to 63 in 1915. It is noteworthy that in

1915, when the largest number of men were trained,
there were only 63 fatalities—the best record for ten
years. This was also the year of the first state-wide
first-aid contest held in Alabama, and undoubtedly the
impetus which the safety movement received through
this contest was responsible to a large degree for the
good fatality record for 1915.

For the past two years there has been a marked fall-

ing off in the training work in Alabama. This may be
attributed largely to the war, which made large produc-
tion of the utmost importance. Also the Bureau of
Mines has been handicapped in its training work in this

state during the past year on account of the destruction,
by a wreck a year ago, of the Mine Rescue Truck No. 1.

I am pleased to say, however, that the truck has been
rebuilt and put back in service, and a full training
itinerary is now being followed by Foreman Miner J. M.
Cobb.

With the present limitations in funds and personnel,
it is manifestly impossible for the Bureau of Mines to

cover thoroughly the many mining fields of the country;
consaquently, the aim has been to stimulate the mine
safety and training work as much as possible by ex-
ample, and to seek the cooperation and support of all

agencies working for the same ends. In its effort to

promote the health and safety of workers in the mineral
industries, the Bureau of Mines welcomes the coopera-
tion of operators' and workmen's organizations, of

FIG. 5. MEN TRAINED IN FIRST AID AND RESCUE WORK
.\XD MINE FATALITIES IN ALAB.\MA, 1911 TO iniS

technical societies and safety associations and of state

officials and state governments.
Much has been done in the past in the State of Ala-

bama, but there is still more to be done. Now that the

war is over and our mines and plants are getting back
to a peace-time basis, we should take up this first-aid

and mine-rescue work with renewed energy so that

there ma.v be a further reduction in the number of

fatal accidents.

In conclusion, then, if we are to reduce further the

number of accidents in our mining and metallurgical

industries, we must, first of all, establish permanent
and efficient safety departments; there must be an
ever-increasing spirit of cooperation between the em-
ployer and the employee, because the success of' all

safety movements depends thereon; we must not relax

our efforts in furthering the first-aid and mine-rescue

training which has already proved so beneficial in less-

ening accidents.
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William Gibson Sharp

I
N THE death of W. G. Sharp,

president of the United States

Smelting, Refining and Mining

AN OBITUARY

Co., which occured as the result of heart failure at his

home in Boston, Mass., on July 1, 1919, the mining in-

dustry lost one who for more than thirty years had

blazed trails for others to follow. Some may ask in

what manner Mr. Sharp's achievements affected the coal

industry; and as he had not been directly connected with

coal mining for some years, his early achievements have

probably been forgotten except by the older generation.

He was, however, essentially a coal miner, and the best

years of his life were devoted to the coal-mining in-

dustry and to the solving of its problems.

Mr. Sharp was born in Salt Lake City, Utah, on Mar.

17, 1857. His parents were John and Anne Gibson

Sharp. His early education was obtained in the public

schools of Salt Lake City and later in Rensselaer

Polytechnic Institute at Troy, N. Y. He also did post-

graduate work at Columbia University, New York City.

After he was graduated, Mr. Sharp worked for the

Government as an engineer on a geological survey in

Arizona and Nevada. He also worked at one time as

telegrapher for the Utah Central R.R., of which his

father was general manager.

In 1881 Mr. Sharp took charge of the Utah Central

mine at Scofield, Utah, as superintendent and engineer.

This mine was one of the earliest mines of any conse-

quence to be opened in the state. It belonged to the

Utah Central R.R., which was later sold to or absorbed

by the Union Pacific interests, part of it being incor-

porated into the Oregon Short Line. The mine was

taken over by the Union Pacific Coal Company.

In 1883 or 1885 Mr. Sharp took charge of the Winter

Quarters Mine of the Pleasant Valley Coal Co., with

title of superintendent. This mine was the property

of Palmer and Dodge, who at that time controlled the

Rio Grande Western R.R. On the sale of the Rio

Grande Western R.R. to the Denver & Rio Grande, the

Pleasant Valley Coal Co. passed into other hands and

became the nucleus of the Utah Fuel Co., which com-

pany was practically developed to its present state

during Mr. Sharp's administration of its affairs. He
opened up and placed on an operating basis the mine at

Castle Gate, Utah, in 1889. Mines at Clear Creek and

Sunnyside, Utah, were also opened by him in 1899, and

the mine at Somerset, Colo., was planned during his ad-

ministration. Active development, however, did not

begin until after Mr. Sharp had severed his connection.

Mr. Sharp's greatest service to the coal-mining

Industry of Utah and to the country at large con-

sisted in his broadminded attitude toward sociolog-

ical and safety measures. He was far
' in advance of the times, and many

years before the Bureau of Mines came
into being Mr. Sharp was instrumental in the incep-

tion of safety devices, which have since been incorpo-

rated into general mining practice. Many of the

improvements which he or his organization worked out

have been rediscovered in other districts, where they

have been hailed as innovations or as original ideas.

Historical data, however, establish the fact beyond fear

of contravention that Mr. Sharp's trained mind was the

first to realize the necessity for certain preventive

measures, which were adopted in Utah in the early '90s.

Most of these measures have since been looked upon as

good practice in the State of Utah and have been adopt-

ed by all mining companies, either as a result of statu-

tory mandate or by force of public opinion.

One of the notable improvements was the substitution

of dynamite (Hercules No. 2) in place of black powder,

which occurred at the Castle Gate mine about May, 1890.

It should be said here that this was many years before

permissible powder was thought of. Practically all of

the mines in the State of Utah use permissible ex-

plosives at this time.

Early in 1890 the use of wood pulp for tamping was
inaugurated. It is probable that the late Robert For-

rester, one of Mr. Sharp's loyal subordinates, assisted

him with this, as well as with the inauguration of other

safeguards. The use of wood pulp was probably adopt-

ed due to their search for tamping material similar

in its characteristics to the wet moss which at that

time was used in Scotland. Wood pulp is no longer

used for tamping, but at the early date at which it

was introduced it was certainly an innovation of more
than ordinary merit.

In 1891 the first sprinkling system was installed at

the Castle Gate operation. Pipes were laid throughout

the mine, which were equipped with bibbs at convenient

intervals, and men were employed to wash down the

roof, ribs and floor, using a 4-in. hose, which permitted

easy access to crosscuts and all other working places.

At about the same time that the sprinkling system

was installed, the humidification of the intake air was
begun by the admission into the mine of exhaust steam,

which was augmented by a percentage of live steam

from the power plant.

In 1891 an electric shotfiring system was installed at

Castle Gate By this system all shots were fired from
the outside after all employees were out of the mine.

A description of the system used today in practically all

of the mines in Utah has appeared in Coal Age within

the past three or four years, the methods in use today
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being substantially the same as those adopted in the be-

ginning. It was during Mr. Sharp's connection in Utah
that the first coke ovens were built at Castle Gate in

1889. These ovens made the first coke which had
been produced in the state for commercial quantities

up to that time.

Although in the beginning Mr. Sharp's title was that

of superintendent, his duties and responsibilities gave
him a much wider authority than the title would imply.

' However, in either 1890 or 1891 he was made general

manager of the Pleasant Valley Coal Co., which po-

sition he occupied until he left Utah in 1901, to accept

the position as manager of sales for the Consolidation

Coal Co., with headquarters in New York City. His
ability was of such high order that upon the formation

of the United States Smelting, Refining and Mining
Co. in 1905, his services were solicited by the interests

in charge. He remained with this company as its pres-

ident until his death, and his qualifications as an ex-

ecutive here developed their

broadest scope.

Through his efforts, cou-

pled with the loyal support

of his associates and of the

subordinates in the organi-

zation which he built up,

all of whom deemed it a

privilege to work for him,

he acquired and developed

many valuable properties,

those of particular note

being the Real Del Monte
mines in the Pachuca dis-

trict of Mexico, and several

other valuable metal-min-

ing and smelting plants.

The properties that he de-

veloped, which are of par-

ticular interest to the coal-

mining industrj-, being the United States Fuel Co. and
the Utah Ry., both located in the State of Utah.

Mr. Sharp's early experience in the West had given

him a most intimate knowledge of the possibilities

of a section which is little known and less understood
by the average easterner. He visualized the country
as it would be in the years to come, and foresaw the

opportunity of building up the coal-mining industry
upon a scale and according to a standard which had not

been attempted theretofore. Consequently, in 1912 he
acquired for his company several large producing coal

mines in the State of Utah, which had been opened up
and developed a year or two before, these properties

being the Castle Valley Coal Co., the Black Hawk Coal
Co. and the Con.solidated Fuel Co. A little later he
purchased the Panther Mine, an undeveloped property
located near Castle Gate, Utah. These plants were
operated for two or three years as separate companies,
but as soon as possible a consolidation was effected and
they were all combined into what is now the United
States Fuel Company.

Little as W. G. Sharp is known in the coal-mining
industry, he has nevertheless left his impress on
mining methods, particularly in regard to

safety. It was his happy inspiration that led to

the practice of shooting the coal, when every
person, including the shotfirer, is out of the
mine. He was one of the first to recognize the
danger inherent in the use of black powder
underground and to substitute the safest

explosive then available—dynamite. He prob-
ably was the first to introduce sprinkling systems
into the mines, to humidify intake air by exhaust
steam and to use safe tamping material that
would not aid in the propagation of flame.

The first three mentioned mines were served by two
small railroads which connected with the main line of

the Denver & Rio Grande at Price, Utah. The grades
and curves on these railroads were of such character
that their operation was both difficult and expensive;

consequently, it was decided that in order to solve the

difficulty an entirely new line would have to be con-

structed. Numerous surveys were made, which result-

ed finally in the construction of the Utah Ry., which
was opened to traffic in 1914. This line gives the mines
of the United States Fuel Co. and others built tributary
to it direct connection with the Salt Lake Route and the

Denver & Rio Grande R.R. at Provo, Utah. The rolling

stock and motive power are of the best, and it fre-

quently happens that a car of coal is delivered in Salt
Lake City before the bill of lading, which was mailed
the same day, reaches the consignee. Since this road
has been operated by the owners the mines located on
its line have received 100 per cent, service.

Mr. Sharp always insist-

ed that the safety and wel-

fare of the company's em-
ployees and their families

be given paramount con-

sideration, consequently no

amount of money or care

has been left unexpended
in the effort to make the

properties of the United
States Fuel Co. modern and
safe in every sense of the

word. Housing facilities are

far better than the aver-

age, and an effort has been

made to beautify the sur-

roundings. An emergency
hospital, capable of caring

""""^"^""^^^^^^^^
for twenty patients, has

been constructed. Smaller
emergency hospitals are located at or near the mines of

the several plants. Amusement halls, or community
buildings, have been constructed at several of the plants,

and a bath, or change house, has been constructed at one

of the mines. Others are planned and will be erected

as soon as possible. The imprint of the master mind is

plainly discernible.

Not the least of Mr. Sharp's qualifications was his

ability as an organizer. In the early days his relation-

ship to his employees was intimate, and men worked for

him from a spirit of personal loyalty, which is difficult

to duplicate at this time. He was known to a host of

oldtime Scotch, Welsh and English miners as "Wull"

Sharp. This freedom of speech, instead of being looked

upon as an impertinence, was considered by Mr. Sharp
as an honor. He took a great interest in his employees

and their families, and especially in the welfare of the

young men in his organization, and many a successful

man in the West today can attribute his success either to

early training obtained in Mr. Sharp's organization or

to assistance and advice rendered in later life.
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A Problem in Coal Extraction

SYNOPSIS — In one of the important coal

fields the extraction varies from iO to 50 per

cent. The mining conditions and present prac-

tice are here detailed, and discussion is invited

with a view to the development and adoption of

methods that will permit better recovery.

THE accompanying' illustration shows a method of

mining used in one of the important mining fields

in the United States by which only about 50

per cent, of the coal in the ground is obtained. It is

recognized that a high percentage of recovery is de-

.sirable and probably can be secured by a change in

method, although the conditions as outlined are diffi-

cult. The readers of Coal Age are asked to criticize

the plan illustrated and to suggest a better method of

operation.

The depth of the coal ranges from 450 to 600 ft. The

bed worked is 8* to 11 ft. thick, and the top and

bottom of the seam is hard coal. A middle layer is

softer and rashes easily. The top coal, H to 3 ft.

thick, is left up to protect the shale roof. It separates

easily from the under coal and also from the overlying

rock, so that it can be easily recovered later if other

conditions permit. A hard siliceous shale "blue-band"

occurs 14 to 3 ft. from the bottom and is li in. thick,

occasionally thicker. Mining is done in the bottom

coal.

The bulk of the overlying hard rock is a siliceous

shale that disintegrates when exposed to the air and

falls readily either in irregular slabs of considerable

size, in small pieces or, occasionally, in extremely large

masses which break off along fairly distinct cleavage

planes. In some cases this broken material chokes

and there is no evidence of subsidence

on the surface; but when large areas

squeeze, cracks and subsidence are evi-

dent at the surface.

The top coal and the overlying shale

contain indistinct cleavage planes

which extend approximately north and

south. Along these planes the top

coal and shale roof cut upward easily

when exposed to the air, sometimes

arching at a height of 4 to 10 ft. above

the coal and sometimes breaking ir-

regularly for an indeterminate dis-

tance upward. Slip faults are abun-

dant in the top rock and occasionally

extend down through the top coal, or

Jess frequently through the whole bed.

The general direction of these slips is

north and south with an inclination

of 35 to 40 deg. from the vertical.

About 40 ft. above the coal is lime-

stone, generally about 4 ft. thick, but

of variable thickness. It occasionally

lies directly on the coal or it may be

as high as 100 ft. above it. Some-

times it is entirely absent. Occasion-

ally other limestone beds occur at a

higher elevation, but such beds are not

persistent over large areas. Near the surface the drift

material consists of clay and sand varying in thickness

up to 100 ft.

Fireclay, which varies from a few inches to several

feet, and which disintegrates when exposed to moisture

and air, forms the bottom of the coal bed. This mate-

rial will thus crack and heave even in crosscuts.

A modified panel system is used in mining (see

accompanying diagram). Rooms are on 45-ft. centers,,

and for the first 100 ft. are driven 18 to 21 ft. wide.

Inside this point they are gi-adually widened to a

width of 28 to 30 ft. at the face, leaving pillars 19

to 25 ft. wide. Crosscuts are 60 ft. apart. Room
entries are 725 ft. long and 12 ft. wide, with a 20-ft.

pillar between. Barrier pillars are 100 to 125 ft.

wide, and 14 rooms are driven off each entry, this

number accommodating one breast machine for each

panel. Rooms are necked when the entries are driven,

the width of the neck being 18 ft., which is the mini-

mum width without yardage charge. All the rooms

on a panel are started at the same time when the

entry is finished and are widened to full width of 24 ft.

in four machine cuts.

It takes about one year to drive a panel entry and

about another year to drive the rooms therefrom, so

that each panel is completed in approximately two

years. Rooms are driven east and west on account of

roof conditions, as the roof falls more readily in open-

ings driven north and south because of the cleavage

in the top coal and shale.

After the rooms are driven their full length, a wide

crosscut is driven along the entire face of the panel,

and then, if possible, pillars are robbed with solid shoot-

ing by intermediate crosscuts through the pillars. The

track is pulled back to the entry when there is any

PI,.\N OF UNDERGROUND WORKINOS. SHOWING METHOD OF OPER.\TTON
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evidence of a squeeze. If conditions permit, the room
stumps and entry pillars are slabbed to a depth of

one machine cut. Wide barrier pillars are robbed, as

shown in the diagram, by means of rooms.

Squeezes usually follow the extraction of 40 to 50

per cent, of the coal, and the resulting subsidence

is often evident at the surface. In case of squeezes

gas is liberated in quite large amounts, but frequently

it is not observable on the cross entry adjoining the

squeezing panel until several days after the pillars have

crushed, and until the breaking and crushing of the

overlying rock is well advanced. Mines are worked
with both open and closed lights. Usually the panel

squeezes before the room pillars can be secured, and
occasionally a squeeze occurs before the rooms are

driven full length ; a part of the panel may be aban-

doned temporarily, though frequently the remaining

coal can be got from an adjoining panel.

Squeezes give ample warning, so that there are few
accidents and little material is lost. They usually occur

soon after the rooms have been driven full length, but

occasionally pillars hold for a much longer time. The
workings are fairly gaseous but dry, and generally no

water comes from the workings in case of a squeeze.

About 100 props per room are put in along the track,

and sometimes in crosscuts. About one-third of these

props can be saved if labor conditions make it worth
while to do so. Where the surface is not owned in

fee, leases usually contain a clause releasing the min-

ing company from liability for surface subsidence.

The field is closely unionized, and according to the

agreement there must be a working place for each man;
but two men can work together in one room loading,

while the other room is being cut. Gangs of six men
frequently drive a number of entries, one man acting

as machine runner and the others as loaders, but all

sharing equally in the pay.

Crosscuts are driven 60 ft. apart as required by

state law. Any change of method is difficult owing to

labor conditions. Only 14 men can work with one

breast machine and only 20 men with a shortwall ma-
chine.

All room tracks are laid by the company, and the

miner sets his own props at his working face only.

Mine cars and explosives are delivered at the roomneck.

Permissible powder is used and shotfirers examine the

holes and charges before the holes are tamped. They
fire all shots. The miners are a mixture of foreign

races and generally have had no mining experience

before coming to America. The coal is used for steam

and domestic purposes, and consequently should contain

a minimum of slack and fine material.

Legal Department

Decomposition of Hydrocarbons

The process of decomposition of hydrocarbons is

probably a gradual dehydrogenation. Compounds of

higher molecular weight are decomposed into com-

pounds of lower molecular weight with liberation of

hydrogen or a simple hydrocarbon. These intermediate

compounds are in turn decomposed. Some of the prod-

ucts, particularly the carbon, may polymerize to form
compounds of higher molecular weight. The decompo-

sition does not follow any single path, but is influenced

by the temperature and pressure. The ultimate prod-

ucts are carbon and hydrogen.

—

Bureau of Mines Bul-

letin No. 135.

Selection of Mine Props—An operator is not liable for

injury sustained by a miner through breaking of a prop
furnished for his use and selected by him from a number
of good and bad ones. It is contributory negligence for

a miner to continue to use props which he knows to be
defective. An employer may relieve himself from respon-
sibility for injuries to his employees by entrusting to them
performance of ordinary and simple duties incidental to

the employment and resting upon the employees' knowledge
and skill. (Kansas City Court of Appeals, Kube vs. North-
western Coal and Mining Co., 209 Southwestern Reporter,

614.)

Waiver of Lease Rights—Authority of Corporate
Officers—If one holding a coal-mining lease knowingly
permits another to purchase the leased property and to

make improvements in innocent ignorance of the lessee's

rights under the lease—the lessee failing to protest or

give notice of his rights—he will not be permitted to assert

them against such purchaser. But where the purchaser
has actual or constructive knowledge of the lessee's rights

the latter's silence will not estop him from asserting them.
The vice president and general manager of a coal-mining

corporation has no implied authority to dispose of all of its

assets. Actual authority to sell a lease for cash confers no
authority to bind the company by an agreement to sell for

anything less than cash. (Kentucky Court of Appeals, Em-
pire Coal Mining Co. vs. Empire Coal Co., 210 Southwestern
Reporter, 474.)

Illinois Mines Act Applied—In the case of Wendzinski vs.

Madison Coal Corporation et al, 118 Northeastern Reporter,

435, the Illinois Supreme Court has reversed a judgment
for $15,000 awarded by a lower court in favor of plaintiff

on account of loss of his eyesight by the explosion of a

cartridge while it was about halfway back in a hole 4 ft.

deep which he had bored for the purpose of shooting down
coal in a mine of the defendant company in which he had
employment. The I'eversed judgment was awarded against

the company and its mine manager and assistant mine
manager jointly. The main theory on which the suit pro-

ceeded was that the defendants wei'e negligent in failing

to properly instruct plaintiff concerning the handling of

explosives. The principal points decided by the Supreme
Court of appeal were as follows: The fact that plaintiff

had received a certificate of competency from the miners'

examining board was properly considered on the question

of fact whether defendants knew or ought to have known
that plaintiff was so ignorant of the dangers of handling

explosives as to make it proper to instruct him, but the

fact was not conclusive against the necessity for such
instruction. By electing not to be bound by the provisions

of the Illinois Workmen's Compensation Act the defendant

coal company lost any right to defend plaintiff's suit on

the ground that the injury was caused by his own con-

tributory negligence, or by a risk assumed as an incident

to his employment, or by negligence of a fellow servant.

But this did not relieve plaintiff of the necessity of estab-

lishing negligence on the part of the company directly

causing his injury. Nor did it affect the right of the defend-

ant's mine manager and assistant mine manager to inter-

pose the three defences just mentioned. A general, uniform

and well-known custom not to instruct practical miners

in the use of explosives might be shown on an issue as to

the existence of negligence on the part of the defendants,

but would not necessarily excuse failure to give such in-

struction. The provision of the Illinois Mine and Miners

Act, for a right of action in favor of miners injured

through violation of the safety pi'ovisions of the act by

their superiors, applies only to employers, and gives no

right of action against the mine managers individually,

although a manager may become liable to punishment as

for a misdemeanor.
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Who's Who
in Coal Mining

A MONG the early pioneers whose lives have been

l\ spent in the Middle West and whose energy and

X A. ambition have assisted in building up the coal

industry of that section, none is more worthy of recogni-

tion in these pages than our humble and faithful friend

James Taylor, formerly state mine inspector in Illinois

and now special mining investigator for the Department

of Mines and Minerals, Springiield, 111.

Born in Heywood, Lancashire, England, in 1854, Mr.

Taylor is now, at the age of 65 years, as alert and

active as a man of forty. In com-

pany with his parents he came to

this country in 1873, a lad of 19,

and located at Elmwood, Peoria

County, III, where he obtained

work in the mines. Three years

later, Oct. 10, 1876, he was happily

married to Rebecca Seaton Gily-

sart, of Elmwood, and their union

has since been blessed with three

sons and three daughters, now all

grovra to manhood and woman-
hood.

Mr. Taylor's genial smile and
warm sympathy for the distressed

and unfortunate has won for him
the appellation of "Uncle Jim," by

which he is familiarly known in

his large circle of acquaintances.

To know Jim Taylor is to love him
for the generosity of his nature

and to respect him for his courage .ia.mes t
and ability. In 1885, after

studying and working in the mines to fit him-
self for higher service, Mr. Taylor went before

the state board of examiners for the second time, hav-
ing failed to pass the examination the previous year.

He was now successful and having obtained his certifi-

cate was at once made mine manager (foreman) of the
Wantling and Howarth mine at Edwards, 111., where
he was working.

One year later, 1886, Mr. Taylor was honored by Gov-
ernor Ogle.^by with an appointment as state mine in-

spector, for the third district of Illinois, serving in

that oflice continuously till 1907, with the exception of
four years, 1892-1896, when he failed of the appoint-
ment by Governor Altgeld (democrat), but was rein-

stated in office in 1896 by Governor Tanner.
It was in the year 1907, after 15 years of service as

state mine inspector in Illinois, that Mr. Taylor was
chosen and offered the position of general superinten-
dent of the Canada West End Coal Co., operating large
mines at Tabor, Alberta, Canada, where he had spent
his summer vacation and, on the invitation of J. J. Hill

of the Norlhern Pacific R.R., had inspected and nego-

tiated the purchase of 31,000 acres of coal land, for

said company.
The love of home, however, proved stronger than the

allurements of that great Canadian coal field, and the
following year, 1908, brought Mr. Taylor back to Illi-

nois, at the earnest solicitation of Governor Deneen, to

fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Thomas
Hannah, in the Sixth District of the state. Governor
Deneen had always regarded Mr. Taylor as one of the
best posted mining men in the state and had sent him

to investigate the terrible disaster

that occurred in the Leiter mine,

at Zeigler, 111., April 3, 1905,

when 53 lives were lost in an ex-

plosion of gas in that mine.

At the time of the great dis-

aster in the Cherry mine, Bureau
County, Nov. 13, 1909, Mr. Tay-

lor, with other inspectors from the

several districts of Illinois and
the adjoining states, entered the

mine in the hope of rescuing some

of the 259 lives sacrificed in that

appalling catastrophe. His brother

members of Peoria Lodge, No. 20,

B. P. O. E., recognized that service

by a special presentation com-

mending his participation in that

dread event.

In the reorganization of the ad-

ministrative branch of the Illinois

A^TLOR state government, in October,

1917, Mr. Taylor was appointed

special investigator, and charged with the duty of

investigating methods and conditions in the coal

and metalliferous mines of the state regarding

the safety of life and property and the conservation

of the natural resources of the state, which position he

still holds.

No movement for the betterment of coal-mining con-

ditions either in his home state of Illinois or in other

district or sections of the country has ever failed to re-

ceive the hearty and unqualified support of Mr. Taylor,

whose untiring efforts have more than once been the

main stay of disheartened workers in a cause calling for

the sacrifice of means, time and effort. No worthy un-

fortunate one, of whom there are many in the coal-min-

ing industry, has ever failed of his sympathy and help.

In the organization and training of first-aid teams,

in mining camps and districts, Mr. Taylor has always

manifested a deep interest and played an active part,

and Illinois and the coal-mining interests of other states

have been inspired by the help and smile of "Uncle

Jim" Taylor, who has the heartiest congratulations of

Coal Age. May he long live and prosper.
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New Type of Mine Bonds
By E. Steck
Hillsboro. 111.

All electricians who have anything to do with the oper-

ation of electrical apparatus in coal mines are confronted

with the difficulty of maintaining voltage at distant

points in the mine. In some cases insufficient trolley

copper is provided so that the drop of voltage occurs in

this wire. More frequently the decrease in potential is

due to a poor track return, for in most mines the track

is not given as much attention as it ought to have, and

little care is expended on its bonding.

This neglect has been somewhat justified in the past

because no bond was offered to the electrical engineer

of the mine that would maintain a good contact and

therefore a low resistance when once installed.

There is enough acid in most coal mines to seriously

impair the conductivity of any mechanically applied

joint in a short period. As far as this goes, I think it

IS safe to say that few mechanically applied bonds are in

good order six months after they have been installed.

In many cases the corrosion has progressed to such a

point that the presence of the bond is almost useless.

The corrosion between the inside of the hole which takes

the bond head and the outside of the copper bond has

proceeded to such a point that the resistance is so high,

that most of the current flows through the earth.

The same conditions that make a mechanically applied

bond of doubtful value in the coal mine simultaneously

decrease the resistance of the ground return. In the

majority of cases, however, a well bonded track greatly

improves the voltage regulation, especially at the more
distant points of the mine.

A little thought will show that the voltage regulation

on the mining machines or locomotives is of great impor-

tance for the reason that with the piecework rate of

payment, the miner is interested chiefly in getting out

coal and not greatly concerned in preventing burnouts

of armature or fields on mining machines or locomotives.

Any electrician knows that when the potential on a

machine gets down to 100 volts or less the effort to

make the machine do its normal work causes so much
current to flow as to burn the machine up in a com-
paratively short time.

ii'.Mi;.\r IX ll'KKATIU.X

If, therefore, some method can be offered to the

coal-mine operator that will insure the bonds on the

track remaining in good condition, the slight expense
of installing such bonds will be more than repaid in the

decreased repair bills, to say nothing of the increased

output. A bond of this charactor has been developed

by the Lincoln Bonding Co. within the last two years.

Experience shows that a bond on the ball of the rail

is not practical, for coal cars have a bad habit occasion-

ally of geting off the track; and a coal car off the track

will scrape away all the bonds that have been applied to

the ball of the rail. It is therefore necessary to place

the bond under the rail in order to protect it from the

damage from coal ears when off the track.

The connection between the bond and the rail is made
by use of the electric arc, and in this process the copper

and steel are fused together. Experience has shown
that the connection between the bond and the rail will

last longer than the bond itself, where both are exposed

to extremely bad acid conditions. In other words, the

part of the bond that hitherto has been the cause of

failure has been made the strongest part of the bond.

These bonds can be applied in a few minutes, each head
requiring about 30 sec. to apply. Many thousands of

such bonds have been used thus far with satisfactory

results when propeily applied.

.sr.ll'I'l.VG A BOND I.VTO rO.SlT10N r.N'DlOJt TIIH KAII^ ANU WEI>UIX<.; IT I.N' I'LACIO
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This process, while it is the best that has been de-

veloped for mine bonding, and while the skill required
for successful application of the bonds is small, it is

not foolproof; and if the operator goes to trouble
enough he can put a bond on in poor shape. It is easier,

however, to put the bond on well than it is to place it

on badly, and the number of complaints arising from
poor bonds is small.

The machine that supplies the current for welding
the bonds is a dynamotor of light weight and compact

A BOND AVELDED IN PI>ACE

construction. The total weight of the machine is about
400 lb. and its dimensions are approximately 24 in. long,

17 in. in diameter and 20 in. high. In addition to the

bonding of the rails, the same machine may be used for

all classes of welding in machine shops and in any mine
that does its own repair work. The machine will save
its cost every year in the repair shop exclusive of what
it will do in applying bonds in the mine. In a number
of cases on demonstrating trips, repairs have been made
that saved almost the cost of the machine the first dav.

Australian Brown Coal
By Commercial Attache A. W. Ferrin

Melbourne, Australia

A threatened but averted strike of the coal miners
of New South Wales and an actual coastal shipping
and wharf labor strike, which has caused a shortage
of coal in several states, particularly Victoria, has re-

vived interest in the remarkable deposits of so-called

"brown coal" in the Gippsland district, Victoria.

This brown coal seems to be coal in the process of

formation, not completely carbonized, but sufficiently

so to make it a good fuel for many purposes, though
not for the manufacture of coke. If mixed with wood
or black coal it can be used for domestic purposes.

It looks to be something between wood and coal. Chunks
of wood have actually been found imbedded in the brovra

coal, and lumps of the coal itself frequently exhibit the

grain of wood. The deposits are supposed to be the

residuum of vast pine forests which covered part of

the State of Victoria in prehistoric times. The coal

in its present form is softer than bituminous, and is

dull black or snuff brown in color.

The brown coal beds of Victoria are said to be the

thickest in the world. At Morwell 780 ft. of coal has

been passed through in a bore of 1010 ft. The four

principal areas of occurrence cover appro.ximately 1200
square miles of an average thickness of 50 ft. The
depth of the coal seams below the surface varies from
60 to 500 ft., the average being near to the first figure.

No extensive mining operations in these areas, which
are controlled by the State of Victoria, have yet been
carried on. Up to 1916, the la.st year for which official

figures are available, the total amount mined had been

but 84,663 tons, and the 1916 production was only
2915 tons. But plans are now being made for a more
rapid development, which will doubtless be accelerated

by the present abnormal demand created by the strike

situation.

Before the war a private syndicate, said to have a

backing of $100,000,000, was negotiating for one of the

larger deposits, but the state did not think it proper
to permit a private company to acquire so valuable a
natural asset. The total amount of brown coal in Vic-

toria, in four distinct large areas and numerous small

and widely divided deposits, is estimated at 30,000,-

000,000 tons.

A typical analysis of the brown coal at Morwell, the

center of the largest area, showed the following com-
position (in percentages): Water, 53; volatile matter,

24.50: fixed carbon, 21.50; and ash, 1. Further tests

showed sulphur, 0.7 per cent.: nitrogen, 0.3 per cent.;

calorific value, 5500 to 6000 B.t.u. ; evaporation value,

5 lb. of water; gas per ton, 6500 cu.ft. ; ammonium
sulphate, 32 lb. per ton.

International Mining Machinery Exposition

Announcement is made by the Merchants and Manu-
facturers Exchange of New York that one of the per-

manent expositions in Grand Central Palace will be

the International Exposition of Mining Industries.

Since the announcement made some weeks ago that the

Merchants and Manufacturers Exchange was to take

over Grand Central Palace for the purpose of convert-

ing it into a trade clearing house, considerable com-
ment has been made in many lines of industry, espe-

cially in the mining world.

The Nemours Trading Corporation ovwis and con-

trols the Merchants and Manufacturers Exchange of

New York. It has 19 branch offices and 3000 foreign

selling agencies throughout the world.

Through representatives of the Nemours Trading
Corporation, inquiries from many parts of the world

where machinery and other commodities are desired will

be referred to the Jlerchants and Manufacturers Ex-
change, and those pertaining to mining will be referred

to the mining exchange and exhibitors of the specified

lines of goods so notified. The Exposition of Mining
Industries will include all that is latest and best in ma-
chinery used in the development and exploitation of

metal mines, non-metal mines and oil wells. Likewise

machinery used in the subsequent extraction, reduction

or refining of the raw products by concentration, leach-

ing, cyanidation, flotation, smelting, distillation, coking,

etc.

People going to the Palace interested especially in

one line of goods in one exchange will take advantage
of the opportunity to visit the other expositions and ex-

changes in the building with the result that they will

find other things of interest in addition to what they

came especially to see.

I
Coal Age Index

The indexes to Coal Age are furnished free to all who
ask for them. The index for the first half of 1919 is now
ready for distribution, and a copy can be had by address-

ing a postcard to the Subscription Department of Coal

Age.
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American Coal Output and Some

Problems of the Industry

Whether the Senate will undertake an investigation

of the coal industry has been put up to the Republican

steering committee. At the request of Senator Freling-

huysen, complete statements as to the situation in an-

thracite and bituminous coals have been submitted by

E. W. Parker and George H. Gushing respectively.

These statements, along with information furnished by

consumers and others interested, are being used as the

basis for discussions which are in progress between Sen-

ator Frelinghuysen and members of the steering com-

mittee. Some of the facts submitted by Mr. Gushing

are as follows

:

We are coming now to a time when the whole coal

business must be reconstructed. Indeed, it is being recon-

structed. Among other things, three big problems confront
the nation and the industry: (1) To reduce the cost of

production by the introduction of possible economies. (2)

To simplify the cost of ti'anspoi-tation and to equalize dis-

tribution among the months. (3) To organize an export

business in coal to meet the diverse requirements of the

nation's coal business to meet equally diverse require-

ments of the foreign buyers.

More Machinery Will Reduce Costs

If we are to reduce the cost of production in ways which
are easily possible, it is going to be necessary to make
larger use of machinery. This is resisted at every point

by the growing strength of the United Mine Workers of

America.
After the cost of production has thus been reduced, it is

going to be necessary to preserve at least a part of the
procured economies for the consumers. To do this, there

must be opposition to the growing tendency to compel the

expenditure of vast sums of money upon various social

enterprises such as workmen's compensation or state in-

surance, health insurance, amusement in mining camps,
old-age pensions, and the general line of soft-hearted en-

terprises grouped under the general heading of welfare work.
To equalize the distribution of coal as among the months,

it is necessary to educate the public to take their house
coal in regular monthly installments and to arrange, per-

haps, for the financing of such purchases on something
approaching the installment plan basis. There is neces-

sary, also, a rearrangement of transportation facilities and
charges which will make the supply of cars adequate at all

times and the charges for transportation fixed so as to

bear a direct relation only to the cost of the service per-

formed.
In organizing to carry on the extensive foreign trade, it

will be necessary to protect our relatively small supply of

high-grade coal—foreign buyers naturally want this coal

only and it is highly essential to our own Eastern popula-
tion—by in some way preparing our greater quantity of

medium and low-grade coal so it can stand the charges of

foreign transportation and at the same time meet the full

requirements of our foreign buyers.

These three things involve nothing short of a revolution

in our fuel industry. The problems are so large they must
engage the careful attention of the coal people, the citizens,

and the legislative branch of our government. We are, in

a word, on the eve of the complete making over of our
coal industry. The pi'oblems are large, and they must be
approached in a spirit of encouragement to the industry
rather than in a spirit of any hostility to it.

Coal has been the backbone of England's foreign trade.

Twelve years ago a royal commission investigated Eng-
land's coal situation and became alarmed about the rapid

depletion of her coal reserves. It said there was need to

conserve the supply, but it did not dare suggest a curtail-

ment of her coal export because that would damage Eng-
land's whole foreign commerce irreparably.

Coal was the foundation of Germany's coke and byproduct
business. One part of the byproduct business was the

foundation of her dye industry. Upon another rested her

explosive industry, which was the corner stone of Kruppism.

And Kruppism was the mainspring of her military system.

Coal was also the corner stone upon which Germany built

her foreign trade.

Those who study Russia believe that coal and other natural

resources will be the corner stone of the new Russian in-

dustrial developments, which Russians expect will follow

the restoration of order.

England has been forced by many causes to curtail her

coal exports to about one-third what they were in normal

times.

Germany's coal available for exports has been comman-
deered under the Treaty of Peace, for use by the Allies

in part payment of indemnities.

It will take five to ten years to develop anything like a

reasonable coal trade in Russia.

Meanwhile, America has between 40 and 45 per cent,

of the total reserves of coal of the world. It can be ex-

ported through all of our gateways. We have every kind

of coal known anywhere in the world. We have some ships

and soon will have more. We are centrally located for

supplying the world's coal requirements. We have, if used

intelligently, enough productive capacity already in use to

satisfy all home demands, to meet all foreign demands,

and still have idle mine capacity. But it is all new to us.

We are neither familiar with nor equipped to do this foreign

business. Still, our foreign commerce henceforth and our

industrial expansion at home must rest upon our coal

program.

The Nenana Coal Fields, Alaska

The Nenana coal field, which lies about 200 miles

north of Cook Inlet, Alaska, and will be reached by the

new Government railroad from Seward, 364 miles dis-

tant, has been examined by G. C. Martin, of the United

States Geological Survey, Department of the Interior,

whose report on it has just been published. The field is

about 100 miles south of Fairbanks, the inland termi-

nus of the railroad, and is more accessible to the gold

mines of the Tanana Valley than any other coal field in

Alaska.

The coal is a lignite of good grade which, when the

field is made accessible, will be used as locomotive fuel

on the railroad, for generating power and for thawing

at the gold mines, as domestic fuel in the region, and as

fuel on steamboats that ply on Tanana River and pos-

sibly on some of the boats on the Yukon.
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The report gives the classification of the coal land

and non-coal land in the field by sections, contains de-

tailed maps showing the areas of coal-bearing and non

coal-bearing rocks, and gives detailed statements of the

conditions of mining and transportation.

A copy of the report, which is published as Bulletin

664 of the United States Geological Survey, can be ob-

tained free of charge from the Director of the Survey

at Washington, D. C.

Coal Mining at Bolivar, Colombia
F. L. Bell, trade commissioner of the Bureau of For-

eign and Domestic Commerce, has sent to the Bureau

a report on coal mines at Bolivar, Colombia, which is

as follows:

A coal concession obtained by Plotts, Armella y Cia.

has been taken over by Parrish & Co., of Barranquilla,

Colombia. It is located between the headwaters of the

Rio Sinu and Rio San -Jorge in the Departamento de

Bolivar, Colombia. The main deposit lies on the banks

of the San Jorge River.

Approximately 500,000 acres are covered by the origi-

nal concession from the Colombian Government in 1913-

14, and the concession still has 19 years to run. Fur-

thermore there are 700,000 acres of additional lands con-

taining coal deposits and petroleum indications; these

lands are held in fee and are situated to the south of

the lands covered by the concession in question; the

700,000-acre tract extends to the boundary of the De-

partamento de Antioquia. The principal outcrops of

coal are along the San Jorge River and vary in size

from a few inches to 12 ft. in thickness; the dip of the

measures varies from 14 to 60 deg.

The deposit being developed at the present time is lo-

cated near the town of Playa Rica. The seam has a

thickness of 10 ft. and a pitch of 14 deg. The coal

operation is at the river bank where surface soil of

from 1 to 2 yd. in thickness is being removed to uncover

the coal. About 3000 tons of coal have been contracted

for, to be delivered at the river bank for 25c. per ton.

This amount of coal is to be shipped down the San
Jorge River to its junction with the Magdalena and

sold in Barranquilla as an experimental shipment, the

contracted price delivered at Barranquilla being $15

per ton. It will be used on the Barranquilla-Puerto

Colombia and Santa Marta railways.

Several analyses of this coal varied as follows:

Per Cent.

Moisture 8.0 to 11.0

Fixed carbon, .

.

44 to 48

Volatile '« Oto4I
Ash I Sti, 3.4

Sulphur 0.2 to 0.3

These analyses cover three seams of coal of from 5

to 10 ft. in thickness.

In the lower part of the concession outcrops of seams

of coal are found dipping about 60 deg. One of these

beds, with a thickness of 6 ft., will be opened; it is more
accessible but will have to be worked by a shaft. No
analysis of this coal has been made to date, but it is ap-

parently of a much better grade than that noted above.

The coal has been tried out by the Barranquilla and

Santa Marta railroads, both of which have given an

order for 500 tons at $15 per ton, f.o.b. Barranquilla.

Parrish & Co. have recently sent a small steamer with

workmen and equipment to clean out the trees and snags

along the upper reaches of the San Jorge River in order

to bring out the experimental shipment of 3000 tons

mentioned above. Steamers of 100 tons cargo capacity

have gone up as far as Playa Rica, but with difficulty,

on account of the snags encountered. Steamers of 150

tons capacity can get up this river to within 10 miles

of the coal deposits any time; that is, to within 10

miles of the lower, or heavy pitching seams of coal.

These deposits are the only known good grades of coal

found on the banks of a navigable stream in Colombia.

It is proposed by Parrish & Co. to transport this coal

down the San Jorge River in 60-ton scows to Calamar
and Barranquilla. From Barranquilla this coal can

reach Santa Marta via La Cienaga by water transporta-

tion also, a distance of 50 miles.

There is estimated to be sufficient water during the

dry season in the San Jorge River to carry 40- to 60-ton

barges down to the junction of the San Jorge with the

Magdalena River. The San Jorge is navigable for 150-

ton steamers up as far as the coal beds during nine

months of the year. The river has been carefully

mapped by K. C. Parrish, of Parrish & Company.
The present preliminary plans of Parrish & Co. are

to open up several seams and get out enough coal for

local consumption—that is railroads and river steam-

ers—and also to try it out for bunker coal. The local

consumption is estimated as being 1000 tons per month
at the present time. If the proposition then appears

feasible, the present operators would consider a deal

with some large company. There is an unlimited quan-

tity of coal, the proposition being a question of trans-

portation and the quality of the coal itself.

Mining costs will be less than 50c. per ton, coal de-

livered at river bank ready for loading. Transportation

by barges to Barranquilla is calculated at from $3 to $6

per ton at the present time. There are no facilities for

cheap and rapid handling of coal at either Barranquilla

or Puerto Colombia.

Commissioner Bell states that those who desire fur-

ther information and data on this subject should ad-

dress K. C. Parrish, of the firm of Parrish & Co., Bar-

ranquilla, Colombia; or L. B. Jackson, Sapulpa, Okla.

;

or James S. Harvey, Barranquilla, Colombia.

Insurance of Discharged Soldiers

On July 26, Secretary Glass signed a decision ruling

that discharged soldiers, sailors and marines who
dropped their insurance may reinstate themselves as

insured within 18 months of discharge without paying

back premiums. All they will be asked to pay will be

the premium for the current month and for the time

during which they received coverage without payment
of premium—namely for the month of grace provided in

the policy. Every mine executive should induce every

discharged soldier, sailor or marine in his service who
has not maintained his insurance to renew it imme-
diately and thus secure the terms of this offer.

Senator Lenroot introduced two bills into the Senate

on July 24, which have a direct bearing on the coal

industry. The first, S. 2618, provides for the disposal

of nonmetalliferous mineral deposits owned by the

United States separate from the surface of the lands

wherein they lie, and for other purposes. The second,

S. 2620, provides for the leasing of coal deposits owned

bv the United States outside of Alaska.
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Disposal of Mine Rock and Slack

YEARS ago the only way of disposing of rock was
to dump it around the shaft, drift mouth, slope

entrance or tipple. After a while when railroads began
to own coal mines it began to be quite a common
practice to put in a rock chute with a bin-like arrange-

ment so that rock could be dumped into railroad cars

and hauled away from the crowded tipple site and out

to some place where a fill needed widening or a trestle

required filling. But there is soon no further need for

such work, and the rock is run out to waste at some
point along the road where it probably does little harm
but equally does little good.

Railroad dumping is, however, not a convenient way
of handling material. As a rule the railroad finds the

transference of the car a nuisance; in fact, unless there

is an ownership connection, no railroad will consent

for any reasonable figure to perform this service. It

seems strange, therefore, that more use has not been
made of the motor truck that will take this rock and
put it exactly where it is wanted.

Everywhere there is need for a fill—along that bot-

tom road, in the approach to that bridge over the creek,

to eliminate that steep grade, to widen out that short

curve, to carry a sidewalk over that run, to level off

that house or store plot, to ease the approach to that

railroad crossing, to fill around the store wall or back
of that coke yard, to bank against that ill-regulated

stream, to build that reservoir dam, to widen that

road or make it safe for travel in winter, to surface

that roadway and to place sand rock for that piece of

masonry.

With a motor truck, not only is the rock removed
from the point where it is not needed, but it is placed

just where it is most useful. Even if a railroad fill

is projected, the motor truck will usually make it as

economically as the railroad car when all the transpor-

tation annoyances of such work are considered. And
then on idle days or days when rock is not coming
out of the mine, the truck is available for all manner
of work, for hauling top soil or manure to lots, for

taking props to the mines and fence posts to the lots,

for hauling sand from the creek bed, for the collec-

tion of the rubbish from sundry kitchen middens, for

use in making road and railroad excavations or exca-

vations for houses. The motor truck is the natural

means for disposing of waste rock where the rock has
to be hauled.

Where it does its proper work how many problems
of recontouring the country will be solved without any
real expense other than the needed wasting cost, how
many new openings will be provided with a roadway
graded excellently and without expense with the rock

from other mines, how much bony coal will surface

highways which otherwise would be unsurfaced? The
motor car will revolutionize our methods, for it goes

almost everywhere, whereas the railroad car goes only

to those few points for which elaborate preparation has
been made.

The motor car will help in disposing of slack espec-
ially where a thin layer only can be spread over the
storage site for fear of spontaneous ignition. It is

easier with a motor truck to build a six-foot pile than
it is to do it with a railroad car, provided the distance
is short.

To sum up the matter: It will be found that the
motor truck is more flexible than the railroad car. It

is ready for service everywhere. Its use is well worthy
of thought when the disposal of rock and slack is under
consideration and where it has been decided that dis-

posal at the immediate mine site is out of the question.

When prices of commodities go up, money goes doivn.

Owners of commodities—lots, houses, comestibles, cloth-

ing—get rich. Oivners -of money—bonds, mortgages,
bank balances—groiv poor. Every rise in wages makes
commodity owners rich, and impoverishes oivners of
money, and among the otoners of money are ivorking
men ivith bank balances. Wage increases cause changes
in the relative wealth of both ivage %vorkers and cap-
italists. They do not as a ivh-ole help either one class or
the other.

Starving Public Utilities

AHOSTLER is reported to have gradually and sys-

tematically reduced the feed of his horse till the ra-

tion of the well-trained animal consisted of one wisp of
hay a day. It was a great achievement and the horse
took some months to reach that acme of abstention, and
at the end he spoiled the experiment by incontinently dy-
ing. You can't tell how soon valuable experiments
of the kind described may be rendered of no avail by the
lack of cooperation on the part of the subject experi-

mented on.

In substance. Walker J. Hines has tried, on the rail-

roads, this method of saving. They have done without
coal till the mines starved along the road and until the

prospect of a coal shortage loomed ahead. They have
done without car repairs till conditions threaten to be

as bad as when the Government took the railroads over.

They have delayed road repairs till the cars sway from
side to side like a child's express wagon.
A horse will live for a while on the meals it once en-

joyed, and a railroad will carry on for a time on the

money once expended on it. But the strengthening fare

that is known as maintenance is needed after a while,

and if the railroad does not get it, all the full meals

of past months will not avail.

All public utilities, whether publicly or privately

owned, are just now being starved. They do not do well

on such treatment. They are neither satisfying, prompt

nor safe when so treated. We have got to learn that

a steady profit ration is necessary if we would have them

serve the public. This is true of all public utilities,

whether they be railroads, street railways, electric-light

plants, gas plants or coal mines. Unfortunately many
anthracite mines are not only public utilities but have

been afforded for a long term the usual treatment me-

ted out to public utilities. If that treatment still con-

tinues the hard coal producers will fail, like other es-

sential public servants, to perform their duties as

satisfactorily as they should.
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Increased wages are rarely as bad as increased priv-

ileges, for a larger wage may not produce a lessened

product, hut a privilege, such as shorter hours and ap-

prenticeship restrictions, is almost sure to do so. Les-

sened product reduces the national wage fund, lohereas

a general rise in wages only holds a magnifijing glass

over the wage fund and makes it appear larger than

it is.

Oxir Convention Safety Number

THE HEAT of the summer will by the last of Septem-

bei- b; over, and the vacation season will be at an

end. Then will follow the second summer institute sea-

son. The American Institute of Mining and Metallurg-

ical Engineers and the National Safety Council will hold

their summer meetings and between these will be the

great housewarming meet of the United States Bureau

of Mines with its first-aid and mine-rescue competitions.

These meetings will be the biggest institutional events

of the year, for they are all international associations.

Coal Age expects to celebrate these events with a special

i.ssue on Oct. 9, which will of course be a first-aid, safety

and welfare number, and will detail the conventions in

full.

Mysterious is the sympathy between the exploited and

exploiter. The man whose salary or earnings have not

increased during the war speaks sympathetically, about

the cost of living, ivith the working man whose moun-

ting wages have been the cause of the high cost, and

ivho has made living difficult to the man of stable ivages.

You would expect the exploited ivorkman to condemn

his exploiting associate but he doesn't. He sides ivith

him against some imaginary profiteer.

As To Larger Wages and Shorter Days

THE RISE in prices, in the anthracite region, for

clothing and other household goods, is making the

employees of the mines uneasy, though they may be as-

sured it is not a condition that is peculiar to them.

Those whose wages have not been raised or have been

raised but httle since the war commenced have had to

meet the same phenomenon while the war continued and

since its close.

No one surely will deny the mine worker the right to

have the cost of living before the war and now accu-

rately determined and to receive a rise in wages when

a new contract is made, if it is merited, in proportion

to the increase. The public should and must be willing

to meet whatever burden may fall on it if the computa-

tion when made shows the change to be just. But if it

prove that such an increase in wage is not justified, no

discontent on the part of the mine worker will make it

expedient. The cost of living must be kept down by

keeping down the item of labor, which item is the cause

of all the trouble from increased costs.

A shorter working day seems generally demanded, and

the demand is explained and excused by the fact that

mining companies have in some few cases shortened up

(he time for the daymen to six hours, as has been noted

already in recent issues of the Labor Department of

"Coal Age." To superficial observers, this provident act

seems to .justify every contention that six hours is

enough for a working day. And so it is, for those day-

men where a part of the working force persists in going

home early thus laying off those who would remain

because paid by the day. If the miners and their labor-

ers were to quit work after only two hours of labor the

day men in those mines that have slope chambers might

find it hard to find any work that they could do long be-

fore high noon. The best way to get a full day's run is

for everyone from contract miner to trapper boy to

work eight hours whenever the chance is afforded.

The men are to blame and not the company for the

short time, which is a hardship on the day hands and
one that they may not be able to meet, but their remedy

is surely to be found in coercing the miners and laborers

who persist in working only a short day. To require

the company to pay for a full day when only a part of

a day is worked, through no fault of the company, is

to put a penalty on the company for the misconduct of

the miners and laborers. The public does not propose

to pay the daymen for the folly of the contract miners.

The Department of Labor declares that in the coal

mines there were 370 strikes in 1916, 339 in 1917 and

H9 in 1918. In the three years the mine workers

had 858 strikes—more than the ivorkers in any other

industry. Machinists were second with 653 strikes.

May we ask, Was ttie strike frequency of the mine
workers the outcome of that clause in the agreement
requiring that all disagreements must be arbitrated?

Educational Pitfalls

AUTHORITY is one of the biggest pitfalls in educa-

tion. Too many students at our colleges believe

that they enter the institution, merely to learn facts.

The dicta of authority are avidly accepted and stored

away, the student becoming enamored of a situation

which saves him necessity for further thought. He
likes to leave his thinking to the godlike beings

enumerated in his Trautwine, his Peele, or his Marks.

"It has been said," is with him the end-all and be-all

of his education.

One should go to college, not so much to be crammed
as to be educated. The idea of such institutions should

be "to draw out," as the word well expresses it, the

analytic abilities of the brain. The effort should be,

not merely to store facts in the mind, but to teach it

to function, to develop imagination, criticism, inquiry,

creation. Education fails if it falls short of that. The
brain of the crammer becomes rather an orderly ware-

house th^n a home in which the reason can live and

thrive.

Your college man who cannot write evinces himself

largely as a "spoon-fed" fellow. His diction is as clear,

and only as clear, as his thoughts. If he only thought

rightly, he would express himself plainly. The confu-

.sion of the poor writer is not in the pen or in the

hand, but in the brain. He has the thought grasped by

the heel; how shall he, with such an uncertain purchase,

stand it up fairly on its feet?

The privileges of the working man if they interfere

with his production ultimately reduce his wages or at

least the ivages of other working men, for low pro-

duction means, in the long run, low ivages. A privilege

may be rated as an unimportant working condition, but

it may cost dearly in the end, sometimes to the priv-

ileged employee and sometimes to the workman in other

trades.
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General Labor Review
Frank J. Hayes, president of the United Mine Workers

of America, who is now in a hospital undergoing a course

of treatment, has been granted a four-month leave of ab-

sence and his duties will be performed by John L. Lewis,

vice-president. This announcement causes surprise in cer-

tain circles, but by those on the inside and conversant with

the situation it was e.xpected. Hayes has been ill since

last spring. Some months ago, before the armistice, he

was summoned by President Wilson to go to Paris and
consult on the industrial and especially the coal-mining

situation.

During the period of the war the officials of the United

Mine Workers were under a great nervous strain, and now
are facing a situation considered one of the most important

in the history of the organization and the country. With
the ratification of peace, a new contract must be negotiated

by the operators and miners. By some it is thought that

a crisis is confronting the workers. Hence the great sur-

prise over the temporary retirement of Hayes. Notice to

this effect was made on July 21 by Secretary-Treasurer

William Green.

Union Quarrels Disturb Scranton District

After a period during which the disagreement regarding

and di ipUi,ed election was quietly shelved, the meeting held

by District No. 1, of the United Mine Workers of America,
in Scranton, Penn., broke into riotous debate which ulti-

mately resulted in its breaking up in confusion. The excite-

ment arose on the submission of the tellers' report, when
a resolution was presented which called on the convention

to inquire into the charges of fraud. In the confusion which
followed a motion to adjourn was put and carried. At the

morning session of the same date, July 25, a resolution

called on the Government to take off restrictions from the

sale of beer containing 2.75 per cent alcohol or less.

On July 30, the Locust Gap colliery of the Philadelphia &
Reading Coal and Iron Co. was laid idle because of a strike

of its 1000 employees. It seems that the company reopened
the Holmes workings, and six men violated a rule of the
union by loading their own coal. The union men contend
that the company violated its contract by not meeting with
union officials and deciding what working conditions should
prevail in the newly opened area.

At Coral, Indiana County, central Pennsylvania, just

south of Indiana town there has been a strike lasting several

months. As the men would not work the company evicted

them, whereupon they secured tents and camped on the
hills above the town. The coal company obtained an injunc-

tion restraining the men in the tent colony from interfering
with the men who wanted to work. It was claimed that the
striking miners would not heed the injunction and 17 were
arrested, given a hearing and committed to jail for con-
tempt of court.

At last advices the strike at the Brackenridge mine of
the Allegheny Coal and Coke Co., mentioned last week, still

continues. The Allegheny Steel Co., which uses the prod-
uct of the mines, is adjusting its plants to the use of gas
as far as is possible. It expects to get coal from other
sources if the strike continues. The company declares that,

whereas the union scale calls for 62c. per ton to loaders,
the company voluntarily pays 77.77c. per ton. The union
scale is 16c. per ton for cutters and the company scale

19.55c., the difference being 25.4 per cent in one case and

22.2 per cent in the other. The loaders average about 10
tons per day and the cutters about 150 tons for a two-man
crew, but energetic men frequently load 15 to 20 tons a
turn, which cutters and scrapers often cut 200 tons a day
for days at a stretch.

Representatives of the operators and mine workers of
the New River District, after many weeks of conferences,
beginning early in June, finally reached an agreement upon
the terms of a wage contract in the New River field, on
Wednesday, June .30, the agreement reached being subject
to ratification by the operators and mine workers respect-
ively. It was thought when this was written that the mine
workers would hold a convention on Aug. 5 and would ratify
the new agreement without much quibbling since they
secured all that they demanded, including even the union
check-off system which in effect means that the closed shop
will be in operation in the New River district hereafter.
The outstanding sections of the new agreement which will

become effective on Sept. 1 are as follows: The wage agree-
ment will continue in effect from September 1, 1919, until
the following April and thereafter will remain in effect as
long a time as will the new agreement which is to be nego-
tiated by the operators and miners of the Central Com-
petitive field, a field which comprises the States of Illinois,

Indiana, Ohio, and western Pennsylvania.
There is a provision in the agreement that should there

be any change in the wages of the Central Competitive
field, the same increase or decrease shall apply to wages in

the New River District. Any decrease in hours to be
worked which may be ordered in the contract to be written
by the operators and mine workers of the Central Competi-
tive District shall be held to apply on the Kanawha agree-
ment.

Agreement Clear and Unequivocal

The contract has been written so that its terms will be
easily understood, and it is said that there will be no ex-
cuse for a single strike during the life of the contract,
heavy penalties being provided for all strikes or lockouts.
The wages to be paid for mining as well as for inside

and outside day labor are practically the same as provided
under the terms of the existing wage agreement. There will

be some slight differences, however, in striking an average
for the different classes of labor. Complete recognition of
the union, with the collection of the dues for the members
of the United Mine Workers, is a new feature of the agree-
ment. There are a number of men employed in and around
the mines who will be exempted from the jurisdiction of
the United Mine Workers, but the check-off system as
agreed upon, which is similar to that in use in the Fairmont
field, is a measure of so drastic a character that, with the
few exceptions noted, only union mine workers will now be
employed in the New River mines. The provision for clean-
ing coal is rigid. This has special siKnificance in the
districts producing smokeless coal because the fuel has
to be of "Navy Standard."

The agreement was not entirely satisfactory to either
party to the contract, but as usual represented a compromise
between the conflicting views of the two parties to the final

agreement. The opinion has been expressed by some New
River operators that on the whole the contract will be
reasonably satisfactory to the operators of the field and
when thoroughly understood by the mine managers, will be
accepted, no doubt, as the best solution of several difficult

industrial problems which have confronted the operators and
mine workers of the New River District for some months.
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DISCUSSION by READERS
EDITED V,y JAMES T. BEARD

Fusibility of Ash in Burning
Pennsylvania Coals

Letter No. 1.— I have read with deep interest the

paper on "Fusibility of Ash from Pennsylvania Coals,"

by W. A. Selvig and A. C. Fieldner, Coal Age, June 12, p.

1086, but there is one statement made in that paper that

I think should not be allowed to pass without comment
and qualification.

The authors state, on page 1086, "The ash from the

anthracite region of Pennsylvania is highly refractory,

coming in Class 1. The softening temperature, in prac-

tically everj' instance, is above 3000 deg. F."

For the purpose of discussion, the authors of this

paper have classified coals in three subdivisions or

groups, according to the fusibility of their ash: Class

1, refractory ash softening above 2600 deg. F. ; Class

2, medium fusibility, softening between 2200 and 2600

deg. F. ; and Class 3, easily fusible ash, softening below

2200 deg. F. Then follows the statement just quoted,

placing the anthracite coals of Pennsylvania in Class 1,

as having a generally refractory ash.

Now this statement no doubt is true in so far as it

covers the ashes of coals tested and reported in this

particular paper, but the fact remains that the ash from
certain anthracite coals not included in the results pub-

lished by Messrs. Selvig and Fieldner do not conform

to their statement.

Other Analyses Show Lower Fusibilities

In order that the statement made by these authors

may not mislead anyone into thinking that all anthracite

ash is highly refractory, I desire to submit some data

on anthracite ashes tested in my laboratory. In an ar-

ticle entitled "Chemistry in Coal Mining," published in

Coal Age, Vol. 10, p. 296, I have already called attention

to the different fusing temperatures of the ash of an-

thracite coals taken from different beds. The table

given in that paper showed that the ash of some anthra-

cite coals fused between 2210 and 2282 deg. F., whereas

the ash from other anthracite coals did not fuse at a

temperature of 2570 deg. F., that temperature being

the highest reached in the tests made at that time.

Later work, in which higher temperatures have been

reached, has shown practically the same results. The

ashes from Shamokin, Locust Mountain and hard white-

ash coals have, in general, shown high fusing tempera-

tures, mostly above 2600 deg. F. The ashes from Lor-

berry coals have shown somewhat lower fusing tempera-

tures, while those from the Lykens Valley coals have

been very much lower, some of which fused even below

2282 deg. F.

The lower fusing temperature of the ash seems to b«

coincident with a relatively higher content of calcium

oxide and sulphuric anhydride in the ash of the coal.

The sulphur content of the coal itself, in the case of the

Lykens Valley coals, is very low; but much of this sul-

phur is left in the ash after burning the coal, possibly

in the form of calcium sulphate. Further work on this

problem is highly desirable.

It might be remarked, in passing, that, while the ash
from Lykens Valley coal has a low fusing temperature,
that from bony coal or slate has a fusing temperature
above 2600 deg. F.

Unfortunately, our tests on coal ash were made in a
rather crude way. The ash, molded into the form of a
small cone, was heated in a muffle furnace over a coke
fire, the temperature being determined by comparison
with Seger pyrometric cones. The atmosphere, if we
may judge from the appearance or color of the ash
cones, was an oxidizing one.

We do think, however, that this work is of consider-

able value, at least from a comparative standpoint, and
I submit this information as modifying some of the

conclusions reached by Messrs. Selvig and Fieldner.

A. G. Blakeley, Chief Chemist
The Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co.

Pottsville, Penn.

Lawful Examination of a Mine
Letter No. 1—I want to offer a few comments on the

excellent article of Steve Gosnell, Coal Age, July 3,

p. 18, which he has written in the interest of safety-

first in mining. And, first, let me say that Mr. Gosnell

is right in saying that a mine should be examined not

more than three hours before the men enter the mine
for work, and when no one is present underground who
would molest the circulation of air by carelessly leaving

open a door in the workings.

It has frequently happened in my examination of

mines that I have run across doors carelessly left open

by motormen. This is very apt to occur often in mines

where strict discipline is not maintained by the manage-
ment, and it is easy to understand that an open door,

if not discovered in time by the fireboss, woii'd soon

create a dangerous condition in the section of the mine
where the circulation of air would be cut off.

As suggested in the article to which I have referred,

every mine should be examined within three hours of

the time the men go to work. If this is not done it

is possible for a dangerous condition to develop by

reason of a fall of roof or any settlement of the over-

burden that would release gas in the workings.

In every case, the territory that a fireboss must cover

should never be so great but that the work can be

done properly and in accordance with the requirements

of the law, within the space of three hours. During

the remainder of the shift, the fireboss should be em-

ployed looking after the ventilation, erecting brattice

where such is needed and detecting dangerous roof and

coal in the working places in his section.
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As an instance where mine examiners have too large

a territory to look after, let me cite a mine in southern

Illinois that puts out 4000 tons of coal a day and
employs but two men as examiners. In that mine, one

examiner must inspect 4 splits of air, visits 224 places,

pass through 41 trapdoors, covering 10,000 ft. of motor
road, GOOO ft. of manways, 2000 ft. of bottom and run-

around. This is in addition to the 8000 ft. he must
travel in the first split, 7000 ft. in the second. 12,000

ft. in the third and 7500 ft. in the fourth, makes
a total of 52,500 ft. the man must walk to complete

a single examination of his section of the mine. The
total distance is almost 10 miles.

Walking at a speed of 3 miles per Tiour, wh'ch is a

good average pace underground, it would require 3

hours 20 minutes to walk this distance. Then, allowing

1 minute for examining each place visited .Tnd for

making the necessary observations and tests, another

3 hours 44 minutes is necessary, which would make the

total time spent inside, 4 minutes over 7 hours. If

the examiner's report is made out properly, about an-

other hour will be consumed in that work and in taking

up the checks of the men whose places have been found

to be unsafe for work.

There is no man living who can do eificient work
in examining a mine under such conditions. To insure

safe conditions in mines, safe and reasonable rules must
be adopted. In one mine that I have in mind, there

are employed four face bosses who are uncertified

men and one who holds a certificate, besides a mine
manager (foreman) and a superintendent, making seven

men in charge of the work of putting out the coal,

while only two men are employed as examiners to look

after the safety of the mine.

My experience of 23 years in the mines as miner,

dayman, examiner and manager convinces me that fewer

accidents will occur in the mines of Illinois if more
certified men are employed as face bosses and the mine
examiners be given less territory to look after.

Harrisburg, Penn. G. D. York.

Certification and Safety
Letter No. 13.—In his letter. Coal Age, July 3, p. 30,

William Wesnedge states, "the pa.st hi.story of coal min-
ing is a record of great loss of life and property as the
result of unrestrained and careless practices." Let me
add that it is these oft-recurring disasters in mines
that have made necessary the enactment of laws requir-
ing that mine ofl^cials shall possess greater practical
knowledge, and the enactment of such laws has made
the mining of coal safer today than formerly.

Yet, Mr. Wesnedge, in referring to what is required
of a candidate for a certificate of competency to act as
a mine foreman, says that a longer period than five

years' practical experience is not always essential. The
mining laws of Great Britain (Coal Mines Regulation
Act) require but five years' practical knowledge of
mining coal, and mine officials there, today, possess no
more practical knowledge than formerly.
Now it was my meaning, in my last letter, Apr. 17,

p. 723, that a mine foreman should possess nine years'
experience in general mining work and five years' ex
perience in shotfiring and firebossing, making fourteen
years in all, before a man could be a candidate and sit
in examination for a certificate of competency to act as
mine foreman.

I cannot agree with Mr. Wesnedge when he says, "the
granting of a certificate to a candidate is simply evi-

dence that he has satisfied the requirements of the
examining board. Here the authority of the state mine
inspector, as a member of the examining board ends."
In that case, let me say, it would be left to a con-
tractor of labor or a mine operator, to ascertain whether
or not the holder of a certificate is competent to take
charge of a coal mine.

I contend that a body of men constituting a board
of examiners and charged with the issuing of certifi-

cates of competency should be held responsible for the
competency of the men they examine and to whom they
grant certificates. In my judgment, it would be absurd
to refer a man, who has been examined and granted
a certificate of competency by an examining board and
certified to as possessing a practical and theoretical
knowledge of mining, to a contractor of labor to ascer-

tain whether he is competent to manage a coal mine.
Springfield, 111. James M. Roddie.

I
The discussion of "Certification and Safety" will

close with Letter No. 15, now on hand.—Editor.j

Firebosses as State Officials

Letter No. 10.—Referring to the discussion of this

.subject, kindly permit me to e.xpress the opinion of a
fireboss who has spent several years in the performance
of that work in coal mining. My experience compels
an opinion against the employment of firebosses by
the state.

Allow me to say, in all seriousness, that there is no
individual employed in the operation of a mine, from
the superintendent down to trapperboy, on whom the
responsibility for the safety of the mine and the men
employed therein rests so heavily as on the fireboss.

Everything depends on the careful and thorough man-
ner in which he examines the mine and the faithful-
ness of his report regarding its condition.

The fireboss must report the condition of each work-
ing place, in respect to itg ventilation, presence of gas,

condition of roof, sides and coal face, besides making
numerous other observations in regard to amount of
coal down, number of cars, timber and other supplies
on hand, and be able to report the results of his obser-

vation on his return to the shaft where he must enter his

report in the book for that purpose, and hold back
the checks of men whose places he has found unsafe to

allow of their working.

What Harm a State Fireboss Could Do If He
Was So Disposed

Consider, for a moment, the position of a fireboss

employed by the state. He is beyond the control of the
superintendent and mine foreman and, in that position,

can often throw the mine idle by reason of his absence,
when the superintendent or foreman would be unable
to employ another fireboss to examine the mine. Or, if

so disposed, a fireboss can report finding gaa where
the superintendent or the foreman claims there i.'s none.

My idea is that a good fireboss will perform his work
as faithfully in the employ of the company as when
employed by the state, and avoid the possibility of the
difficulties arising such as I have mentioned.

By way of illustration, allow me to cite an incident

reUited to me by my father when I first undertook
the work of firebossing. At that time, my father was
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superintendent of the mine and, in order, to impress

on me how much the safety of the mine depended on

my careful and faithful performance of my duties as

fireboss, he related an incident that occurred when he

was 17 years of age. He was then working with a

safety lamp at the face of a chamber, in a mine that

was so gaseous that the inspector was accustomed to

visit it about once a week.

On one of his visits, the inspector called to my father

to bring his lamp and come. He hesitated to obey,

stating that he was working on tonnage. The mine

foreman, however, said, "Hugh, take your lamp and

do what the inspector wants you to do." The inspector

then sent him into a certain place and he went, until

he found an accumulation of gas and stopped. The
inspector urged him to proceed; but he refused, saying

that the law was that when one got a cap on his

lamp he was to withdraw.

Obedience to Mining Law Rewarded

The inspector then turned to the mine foreman and

said, "If you appoint this lad as fireboss I won't require

to come here more than once a year, instead of every

week. The appointment was made and my father's

record, from that time was one fatal case underground,

in 40 years; and that was the result of a miner's care-

lessness in going back to the face too soon after firing

a shot, and not waiting for the smoke to clear. He was
caught under a fall of slate where a timber had been

knocked out by the shot. My father's advice to me was
that, wherever I suspected danger might exist, to go

into that place ahead of the miner and make sure that

it was safe for him to work. I have followed that

advice, and my record is one fatal case in 30 years

and that was the result of a contravention of the mine
law by a careless miner.

Let me say, in closing, that while I agree with the

suggestion made in another letter, that firebosses should

perform their work in the nightshift, so as to give them
ample time to remove gas and other dangers where
they exist, I consider it as important that every work-
ing place should be examined by the fireboss not more
than three hours before the time for the men to enter

the mine for work. To my mind, that is the only safe

method of firebossing. Fireboss.

McKeesport, Penn.

Letter No. 11.—As one who holds a position as mine
examiner (fireboss) and who has held a similar posi-

tion (examining deputy), in various parts of the world,

I trust you will allow me to give an opinion on the

question of firebossing.

Some 22 years ago, in the North of England, a

miner (agitator) arose to ask the appointment, by the

Home Office, of a miner who would be charged with

the duty of examining working places, daily, in each

mine, before the men reported for work. This was at

once opposed by the mining companies who claimed that

the person who paid the piper should call the time.

It was not until the Maypole and Whitehaven dis-

asters occurred that the pressure of public opinion com-
pelled the Home Office to appoint workmen as inspectors

in each district. The persons so appointed were inde-

pendent of the coal owners or operators, and pre-

sumably were outside of any economic influence. This

is still the practice in coal mining, in Great Britain,

today, and has undoubtedly been a deterring influence

to minimize the risks that all practical mining men
know are taken, in mines, daily and hourly.

In England, it is the duty of all deputies to examine
each working place, three hours before the beginning

of each shift, and to remain in the mine as long as

any person is underground, as required bj' the Coal

Mines Regulation Act. The principal objection to the

employment of firebosses by the state, in this country,

as I see it, is that the appointments would be subject

to political influence, and a change of administration

would generally mean a similar change of state-em-

ployed firebosses.

Training Men for Positions ob' Responsibility
Requires Time and Patience

It is my opinion that, no matter how lowly the posi-

tion, it requires time and money to train men for

places of responsibility, and I speak from an under-

ground experience of 40 years, as driver, trackman,

mine examiner (fireboss) and mine manager (fore-

man). However, one must take things as he finds them,

in whatever latitude he may be placed.

Referring to the comments of Robert A. Marshall,

Coal Age, July 3, p. 31, regarding the removal of dan-

gerous quantities of gas while the men are at work in

the mine, I should think that any uptodate examining
board would reject a candidate for certificate who
would suggest such a proceeding. I do not wonder
that Mr. Marshall condemns the practice in his state.

In this connection, allow me to suggest that there

should be greater coordination in the work of mine
inspection, in the United States. It would seem that

this should be under some supreme authority such as

the Federal Bureau of Mines. In England, the Home
Office is the supreme authority in such matters and has

the power to enforce any provision of the act regulat-

ing the safety of mines and the men employed therein.

In closing, let me say that firedamp or any other gas,

in dangerous quantities in mines, is a menace to safety,

wherever found, from Birmingham to Seattle, and the

most stringent regulations should be enforced for its

detection and removal, and the law should be applicable

to all states of the Union. As Patrick Henry has stated,

"We can only predict what will occur in the future

by referring to the past." It is my hope, however, that

it will not require a series of diastrous explosions to

convince the American public that firedamp and naked
lights or sparking electric appliances contain all the

necessary factors for such occurences.

West Frankfort, 111. Thomas McDermott.

Errors in Surveying Practice

LeMer No. 1—The reference to the inaccuracies in

chaining or, more particularly, measuring distances

with a steel tape, which are caused by its elongation

under tension, or expansion due to changes in tempera-

ture, reminds me of the extreme care taken in the

measurement of baselines, in extended triangulation

work and in other important operations requiring great

accuracy.

Very often, in precise triangulation, it is found that

the notes do not check up as closely as desired. This

result is more frequently due to inaccuracies of meas-

urement than to fault in reading the vernier, or in the

handling of the instrument, in the measurement of

angles. Accurate measurement is a science in itself;
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but, with careful supervision, and the use of a fev\

homemade devices it is possible to minimize these

inaccuracies and make the results all that can be desired.

The degree of accuracy attained, of course, will depend
on the amount of time and care taken in the execution

of the work.

While it is not necessary to be extremely accurate

in the survey of farm lands or when performing other

similar work, a great degree of accuracy is absolutely

necessary in the measurement of baselines for more
important work, such as driving the tunnels under the

East River, to connect the boroughs of Manhattan and
Brooklyn, in New York City.

The Accurate Measurement of an Important
Baseline in Tunnel Work

In the tunnel work just mentioned, all baseline

measurements were required to be made with the utmost
accuracy. The steel tape used had been sent to the
Bureau of Standards at Washington and standardized

for a temperature of 65 deg. F. and a tension or pull of

20 lb. When taking measurements in the tubes or on

the surface, a thermometer always formed part of the

equipment and all measurements were balanced or cor

rected for temperature.

In the accompanying sketch, I have shown a simple
arrangement of homemade devices that can be employed

100
100

DEVICE FOR lIAKIXr; .\CCrR.\TE MEASURE.MEXTS

where accurate uniform methods of taking measure-
ments are required. At A and B are shown two
"spiders." Th,ese each consist of a round block of hard

wood that fits into and rests on a section of wrought-
iron pipe cut so as to form the three legs on which it

stands. These two spiders are lined in with the transit,

at distances of approximately 100 ft. apart.

The first spider, .4, having been placed exactly over

a station of the survey, the steel tape is pulled across

the two spiders and submitted to a tension of 20 lb.,

by means of the handbar C, the pointed end of which
is stuck into the ground, so that the bar furnishes a

lever for stretching the tape and lifting the 10-lb.

weight off the ground. This weight is attached to

one arm of the device shown at D, which is supported

on a suitable standard that is anchored or held firmly

in place to prevent its movement while the measurement
is being taken. The spiders, also, must be firmly set in

the ground to make them solid.

The handbar C is moved sufficiently to raise the

weight from the ground such a distance that the zero

of the tape corresponds to the first station marked
on the spider at A. A mark is then made on the spider

B, at a di.stance of 100 ft. In taking the next meas-
urement, the spider .1 is moved forward with the device

D and the measurement taken from B to A. Levels are

taken on the spiders and correction made for slope and
temperature.

This method, I believe, is a good stunt and should be

helpful to an engineer who has to measure a baseline

for a large triangulation system. The spiders take

the place of the pins in measuring and it is very easy

to carry the work to half a hundredth of a foot, at least.

Pittsburgh, Penn. Louis S. Youngling.

Outlook in Coal Mining
Letter No. 1.—The thought expressed in the inquiry

of "Operator," Coal Age, June 19, p. 1138, is one that
is uppermost in the minds of many coal men at the
present time. While I am inclined to think that the
present crisis is nearing its climax, I feel that the path
of the coal operator, in the future, will not be a rosy
one and extreme caution is necessary.

In commenting on the probable exodus of the foreign-
born miners of southern Ohio, John Moore, president
of the Ohio Coal Miners' Association, estimates this

at 14 per cent, of the mine labor in that state and
foresees a shortage of coal production in the fall and
winter months. He says, "this is no time to throw
a monkey wrench into the industrial machinery of the
country, which is being gradually greased; but let every-
body get on the job and set things going good and
proper."

Labor Shortage a Problem of the Future

In my own humble opinion, labor shortage will prove
an important consideration in coal mining, for a time
at least, or until the installation of improved modern
machinery counterbalances the effect. Assuming that

an operator has a fairly marketable product that will

enable him to overcome the competitive condition that

will doubtless exist in the market, and has outlined a

policy for his sales force, he should then give the most
of his attention to the operating department to assure
himself that he has the necessary labor to operate his

mines in a manner that will guarantee a uniform output

and a tonnage that will give him a decided advantage in

the market.

As Mr. Moore has said, the time for an operator to

be continually at loggerheads with his employees is

past. He must have the interest of his men at heart;

learn to know them and teach them to know him, so

that there will be cooperation, and there will be no
reason for suspicion and disgust on either side. It is

surprising how far-reaching, in effect, a little personal

interest proves in promoting good-will between em-
ployer and employed. Let there be whole-hearted inter-

est in the living and working conditions of the men.

Increased Efficiency Needed To Avoid Disaster

As has been stated, owing to the extraordinary de-

mand for coal during the war, many new operations

sprang into being, producing much coal of inferior

quality. The future will determine the life of many
of these operations, the quality of whose output will

be unable to compete with openings mining better coal

and more favorably located. Many mines of the more
favored class have been extravagant in their methods
of operation and, now that the crisis is passing, the

management will be obliged to get down to business

and improve their methods of operating and increase

their eflicicncy.

While I cannot agree with the suggestion made by

this inquirer, which was to the effect that the coal

industry is drifting toward disaster, I feel that the

situation is one looking toward the survival of the

fittest. His reference to mines "more favorably located"

but "by no means equipped to compete with longer

established operations," suggests the need of reorgani-

zation and the installation of equipment that will place

such mines on a more favorable footing.
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All this means that they shall abandon wasteful and

extravagant methods of operating, install modern equip-

ment and study efficiency in every branch of the work.

It is surprising how substantial savings can be ef-

fected by eliminating little leaks that, as stated in the

reply to the inquiry, are unsuspected and occur to a

varying extent in all industries.

Consumers of coal are becoming more and educated

on the fuel question. They are discriminating closely

today, in the purchase of coal suited to their needs both

in respect to size and quality. Because a coal has a

higher heat value than another does not recommend it

as adapted to the equipment in different power plants.

Salesmen Should Know How To Fire

In keeping with this statement, let me suggest that

a good investment for any live coal company would be

to have an experienced fireman initiated into the art

of salesmanship to an extent that would enable him
to visit customers, acquaint himself with conditions and

explain to them the nature of the coal and how better

results can be obtained by improved methods of firing

adapted to their equipment. Such a one would also

be required to inspect shipments of coal and solicit the

complaints of customers, all of which would tend to pro-

mote the mutual interest of producer and consumer.

The old saying is, "Coming events cast their shadows

before," and I think the dawn of a peaceful prosperity

.should find no one unprepared, from a business stand-

point, and unable to enjoy its benefits to the fullest ex-

tent. While present indications seem to forecast the

need of caution, it is no time for despair in respect to

the coal industry, which promises well for all efficient

operations for a long time to come.

Portage, Penn. JEROME C. WHITE.

Letter No. 2.—The inquiry on this subject presented

in Coal Age, June 19, p. 1138, is one of great interest

and concerns a deep problem worthy of careful con-

sideration. There is no question but that a great many
men who are inexperienced in coal mining invested

large amounts in that business during the four years of

the war, and the results were truly surprising, as the

price of coal reached the zenith, which enabled many of

these new small operations to return to their owners

all they had invested.

While many new ventures in the coal business were,

no doubt, promoted by a patriotic spirit, there can be

no doubt but that the high price of coal was the con-

trolling factor in most instances. Also, it was recog-

nized that many consumers of fuel were willing to take

almost anything that could be shipped to market as

coal. Under these conditions, almost any patriot would

be willing to invest his all in the anticipation of realiz-

ing a fortune in what was generally regarded as the

"golden days" of the industry.

Golden Days Yet To Come

In my way of thinking, however, there are "golden

days" yet to come and the present depression is but

temporary. Then, as the sowing must always go before

the reaping, the present is a time when coal operators

should make all possible preparation to enable them to

reap the benefits of the coming harvest when the de-

mand for fuel will call for a large production of coal.

Speaking of mines that are isolated by reason of their

position with respect to transportation of their output

to market, I consider such isolated operations as a

hard proposition in the days to come, unless they can

establish a camp where the living and working con-

ditions will be inviting. In the growing scarcity of

labor, it will be difficult to draw men to such isolated

mines and hold them without special inducements, such

as comfortable homes, places of amusement and recrea-

tion where men can pass their idle hours and take their

families, besides churches, schools and playgrounds for

the children.

Only by making such provisions can isolated opera-

tions expect to obtain and hold men that are good

miners. Men will often stay in a place, isolated from
other centers, because of the fair treatment accorded

them. Indeed. I have known miners to live in such

places until their children were advanced from child-

hood to manhood. It is unfortunate that so many com-
panies operating mines in isolated places pay so little

attention to providing comfortable homes.

Improved Equipment Needed

Again, speaking of places more favorably located,

but not equipped in a manner to compete with larger

and longer established operations in their districts,

there is but one solution. A small operation, using

mule haulage and employing pick miners, cannot expect

to compete favorably with a larger operation equipped

with uptodate appliances for mining, loading and ship-

ping their coal. An electric power plant, motor haulage,

mining machines, etc., materially reduce the cost of

production of coal and make it impossible for a mine
not so equipped to compete successfully in the same
market with an uptodate operation.

On the other hand, compare two mines having like

equipment, but the one being an old and long estab-

lished operation, while the other is a new mine in the

early stages of its development. In this instance, the

advantage is with the latter mine, for the reason that

a newly developed operation can put out the same ton-

nage at a far less cost of operation per ton of coal

mined than is possible in an old mine having a greater

length of haul, with more roadways and air-courses to

maintain and where the work is distributed over a wide

area. The newly developed mine with concentrated

work, low cost of maintenance and a smaller outlay for

ventilation, drainage and haulage, will prove a better

paying poposition than the older mine with Its heavy

expenditures.

During the past 25 years, history records many times

when the outlook of the coal industry has been bad.

Many operators whose all was invested in the mines

have regarded the situation with anxiety; but, notwith-

standing, all have lived to retrieve their losses in those

seasons of depression. With some of these I am per-

sonally acquainted. It is true that some large opera-

tions have been forced into bankruptcy, but these have

been generally owing to causes not explained.

In closing, let me say that it is my belief that the

future for each individual coal operator lies very largely

with himself. If he is shrewd enough to take advantage

of his opportunities and careful enough to provide

against contingencies that may arise, he is taking step

for step with his neighbor and need not fear com-

petition. It is a question of good business judgment

and foresight, together with providing suitable equip-

ment and improving the efficiency of every department.

Rossiter, Penn. J. T. JONES
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Maximum Grade in Motor Haulage

We have been using a 12-ton motor in our mine,

hauling 24-car trips where the maximum grade has

been 2 per cent, against the loads. The loaded cars will

average 3i tons in weight. All of the mine cars are

equipped with roller-bearing wheels and the track is

in good condition the entire length of the haulage road.

We anticipate a slight dip in the formation, which will

probably necessitate changing the direction of the main

haulage road, so as to lessen the grade against the

loads. The dip of the seam will probably reach two

degrees.

Kindly state what is the maximum grade that we
can expect to haul the same number of loads without

difficulty, and what angle will it be necessary to deflect

in the line of the main road to produce such grade, as-

suming that the direction of the main road, at present,

corresponds to the direction of the dip of the seam, or

at right angles to the strike.

, Ky. Superintendent.

It is common for manufacturers of mine locomotives

to estimate the tractive effort of a locomotive having

steel tires and operated on steel rails, without sanding

the rails, as 30 per cent, of the weight resting on the

drivers. This would make the tractive effort of a 12-

ton locomotive under these conditions, 0.30 (12 X 2000)

^ 7200 lb. The weight of the loaded trip in this case,

is 24 X 31 = 84 tons, which makes the entire moving

load including the locomotive, 96 tons.

Cars equipped with flexible roller-bearing wheels may
be safely estimated as having a track resistance of 10

lb. per ton, making the total track resistance of cars

and locomotive 10 X 96 = 960 lb. Then, deducting this

from the estimated tractive effort of the locomotive

leaves 7200 — 960 = 6240 lb. available for overcoming

the grade resistance, which is 20 lb. per ton for each

per cent, of grade, or, in this case, 20 X 96 = 1920 lb.

for each per cent, of grade. On this basis, the maxi-

mum grade for hauling 24 loaded cars is 6240 -^ 1920

= 31 per cent.

Much will depend, however, on how closely these

assumed conditions approximate the real. It is for the

interest of manufacturers to estimate the track re-

sistances at as low a figure as possible. The frictional

resistance of roller-bearing wheels has been stated, by

some manufacturers, to be as low as 6 or 8 lb. per ton,

which, it is claimed, is the result of actual tests of such

cars, made under mining conditions.

Finally, assuming the main haulage road is driven

on the full dip of the seam, which it is expected will

reach an inclination of 2 deg. corresponding to a grade

3f 3i per cent., in order to reduce this grade to 3!

per cent, against the loads, it will be necessary to deflect

the main road an angle of A =^21^ 23'. The cosine

of this angle is found by dividing the percentage of

grade expressed decimally by the tangent of the dip

angle. Thus, cos A ^ 0.0325 ^ 0.0349 = 0.9312. To
be safe, we would suggest deflecting the main road, say

30 deg., which would reduce the grade grade against

the load to 3 per cent.

Middle Ordinate for Bending Rails

Kindly state the formula for finding the ordinate

for bending iron rails to any desired radius, and show

its development. Mine Engineer.

Des Moines, Iowa.

According to a principle

of geometry, the half-chord

of any arc of a circle is a

mean proportional between

the center ordinate of the

arc and twice the radius of

the circle minus that or-

dinate. Thus, referring to

the accompanying figure,

denote the chord CD by c,

the middle ordinate AN by

and the diameter AB, or twice the radius of the circle,

by 2r.

Then, applying the principle just stated, we have,

o: 'c: : lc:2r — o

(ic)" = o(2r — o) = 2ro — o'

Subtracting each member of this equation from r, so

as to complete the square of the second member, we
have,

r — (ic)" ^ r" — 2ro -\- o~ ^ (r — o)'

Again, extracting the square root of each member,

we have,

Vr^ — (ic)' ^ r — o; and o = r — \V — (ic)^

While this is the exact formula for determining the

middle ordinate of a chord, the length of this ordinate

is so small in comparison to the length of the radius of

the curve that the proportion can be written

o: ^c.. lc:2r

which gives for the value of the middle ordinate

The last formula gives

ordinate expressed in feet,

value is

8r

the value of the middle

Expressed in inches, this

3r=

2r

For example, to bend a rail to a curve whose radius

is 50 ft. and using a 10-ft. chord, the middle ordinate of

this chord is (3 X 10') -:- 2 X 50 = 3 in. The 10-ft.

cord or string must touch the gage line of the rail at

each end and the ordinate must be measured from the

string to the gage line.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Indiana Mine Bosses' Examination,

Held May 24, 1919
(Selected Questions >

Ques.—What are the two purposes of coursing air

currents through a mine?
Ans.—The purpose is, first, to absorb and carry away

the smoke and foul gases that are produced and which
would otherwise accumulate in the mine workings; and
second, to supply fresh air in the working places of the

mine and dilute and render harmless the explosive and
poisonous gases generated therein.

Ques.—Trace the development of mine ventilation to

the present time.

Ans.—In the early attempts at mining coal, no pro-

vision was made for the ventilation of the underground
workings, further than to induce natural ventilation by
diverting the surface winds into the mine, by erecting

wind cowls at the opening, or causing a current of air

by permitting water to fall down a shaft. Natural ven-

tilation was also caused by providing two separate shaft

openings or dividing a single shaft by means of a par-

tition, so as to create a downcast and an upcast current

by reason of the natural heat of the mine causing the

warm air tc rise on one side of the partition, while the

colder outside air descended on the other side.

A little later, furnace ventilation was employed, the

air in the furnace shaft being heated by maintaining a

fire in the mine furnace, situated near the foot of that

shaft. The heated air column in the furnace shaft

caused a strong upward draft and produced a depression

in the mine workings, which caused the outer air of the

atmosphere to flow into the mine.

Furnace ventilation continued to be used in all of the

larger mines, until the introduction of mechanical ven-

tilators, in the form of large air pumps or huge air

boxes or similar devices for forcing air into the mine,

these devices being operated by steam or water power.

Then came different types of fans, the propeller type Or

disk fan being simpler though less efficient than fans of

the centrifugal type, having blades pei-pendicular to the

plane of revolution. These latter were generally adopted

and are now almost universally used in mining practice.

They are made to operate either on the exhaust or the

blowing principle, but are often arranged for both.

Ques.— (a) What is the air pressure on a square inch

at sea level? (b) What is the theoretical height a suc-

tion pump will lift water, at sea level? (c) What is

the practical lift of a pump and what is the difference?

Ans.— (a) The normal atmospheric pressure, at sea

level, is practically 14.7 lb. per sq.in. Barometric pres-

sure varies through a range of 1 or 2 in., depending

on the approach of storm centers.

(b) Taking the pressure due to 1 ft. of water
.'.olumn as 0.434 lb. per sq.in., the theoretical height of

auction, at sea level, is 14.7 -^ 0.434 --= say 34 ft.

(c) The practical height, in feet, a pump will lift

water, under ordinary conditions at sea level, may be
taken at nine-tenths of the barometric pressure, in incii-

es. Thus, the normal barometric pressure at sea level

being 30 in., the normal suction lift of a pump, at that
level, is 0.9 X 30 = 27 ft. It may be greater or less

than this, depending on the size, inclination and con-

dition of the suction pipe, and the condition of the pump.
Ques.— (a) Give the fundamental formulas on which

mine ventilation is based, (b) Which of these are most
frequently used in ventilating calculations?

Ans.— (a) There are, practically, but six fundamentad
or elemental formulas in mine ventilation; namely,

k $ y--

q = a V

u = qp

Unit pressure

Quantity,

Work.

Horsepower, "-
33.000

Rubbing surface, s = I o

Resistance, R = p a

From these six formulas practically all of the im-

portant formulas in mine ventilation can be developed.

(b) The formulas for unit pressure, quantity and

power are the ones most commonly used.

Ques.— (a) Compute the perimeter, sectional area and

rubbing surface of an entry 8 ft. wide at roof, 10 ft.

wide at bottom, 6 ft. 8 in. high and 900 yd. long.

(b) How much air is passing per minute, the ane-

mometer legistering 250 r.p.m. at roof, 225 r.p.m. on

each side and bottom and 300 r.p.m. in center?

Ans.— (a) To find the perimeter of this airway it is

necessary to first calculate the length of each side, which
is the hypotenuse of a right triangle whose sides are 6§

and 1 ft. Thus, VTei)' + 1' = 6.74, say 6 ft. 9 in. The
perimeter of the airway, or the total length of the two
sides, top and bottom, is therefore 8 -j- 10 + 2 X 6'i =
31 i ft. The average width of this entry is J (8 -f 10) —
9 ft. The height of the entry being 6 ft. 8 in. (6§ ft.),

its sectional area is 9 X 63 = 60 sq. ft. The length

of the entry being 3 X 900 = 2700 ft., its perimeter 31V

ft., the rubbing surface is 2700 X 31} = 85,050 sq. ft.

(b) Estimating the average velocity for the entire

cross-section of this airway as, say 2665 ft. per min.,

the volume of air passing is 266i X 60 = 16,000 cu. ft.

per min. The average velocity, in this case, is approxi-

mated by multiplying the observed velocity at the roof

(250). by the width at the top of the entry (8) ; and

the observed velocity at the sides and bottom (225),

by the combined length of the three sides of the

trapezoid (23} ) ; and the observed center velocity (300),

by the sectional area of the airway less its perimeter,

expressed numerically (60 — 31i = 28}) ; and dividing

the sum of these products by the sectional area of the

airway. Thus (250 X 8 -f 225 X 23} + 300 X 28*)

-7- 60 = 264 ft. per min.
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FOREIGN MARKETS
AND EXPORT NEWS

EDITED BY ALEX MOSS

Great Britain's Coal Output
Constantly Decreasing

A statement has recently" Ijeen made by a
prominent member of the Government that,
owing to the continued decrease in the out-
put of coal in Great Britain, it will be nec-
essary either to reduce the supply of coal
to industry and for domestic use or to limit
exports still further. As is shown by the
following table, the output of coal has been
decreasing intermittently since 1910, but
the most significant figures are those show-
ing the decrease in the output per miner,
which amounts to practically 10 per cent
for the period mentioned

:

Output
Persons Total per

Vear Employed. Output. Person,
Number Tons Tons

1910 1,049,407 264.417.588 252
1911 1.067.213 271.878.124 255
1912 1.089.090 260,398.578 239
1913 1,127,600 287.411,869 255
1914 1,057,505 265.643,030 251
1915 953,642 253.206.081 265
1916 998,063 256,375.366 257
1917 1.021,340 248,499.240 243
1918 1,008,867 227,714,579 226

It will be seen that the output per person
employed reached its highest point in 1915,
when the number of men employed was
.smallest, but the patriotic impulse perhaps
highest. From that year, however, the in-
dividual output shows an accelerating
downward movement.
The output for the first three months of

the present year was

:

Output
Four Weeks Persons Total per
Ended— Employed, Output, Person,

« Number Tons Tons
Feb 1 1,064,828 18,321.100 17 2

Mar 1 1,097,541 19,472,200 17 7

Mar 29 1,106,299 18,676,200 16 2

On the basis of the foregoing tigure.s the
total production for this year would be
about 224,l)0n,00n tons, ;is compared with
227,714,579 tons in 191S; but there were
nearly 100,000 more men in the mines in
March than last year, and the average out-
put per man for the present year on the
basis of the March figure would be only
203 tons, against 226 tons last year. This
represents a drop in total output of over
63.000,000 tons, as compared with the last
pre-war year, and a drop of 62 tons in the
individual output since the high-water
mark was reached in the first year of the
war.
The chairman and three members of the

Government Coal Commission estimate the
reduction in output involved in the short-
ening of the working day by one hour at 10
per cent in a full year. This, on the basis
of the figures for the first ((uartcr of this
year, means a further reduction of about
lOOno.OOn tons in the year's output, which
gives a total production for 1919 of some
214,000,000 tons. The fall since 1913 would
thus be 73.000,000 tons—the exact amount,
curiously enough, of Great Britain's coal
exports in 1913. In other words, the nor-
mal surplus available for export will have
been wiped out.
The official estimate of the rtritish coal

output for 1919-20, according to the British
'Government) Board of Trade .Journal
for .Tune 12. 1919, places the output for
the first 20 weeks of 1919 at the rate of
'i*' '100. noo tons per annum, .as compared
with 2S7.000,000 tons in 1913 The aver-
age number of men emploverl during the 20
weeks was 1.111.000, being exactly the
same number .as the average em[)loved dur-
intr the year 1913
The average weklv output for the four

weeks ending May 24. 1919. during which
p. rind there were no holidays and few
stoppaSes. was 4,813.000 tons, or at the
rate of. say. 23S.nnO.Ono tons per annum
after alowing 5 per cent for holidays and
sto'inages.
The estimated output fop the year 1919.

on the basis of the average weekly output
of the first 20 weeks, and allowing for the
reduced hours after July 16. is. say, 230,-
000.000 tons ; or, calculated on the weekly
output for the first 20 weeks, the output for
the remainder of the year being estimated
on the average weekly output for the four
weeks ending May 24, with an allowance
of 5 per cent tor holidays and stoppages,
the total is some 228.000.000 tons.
The output for 12 months from .fuly.

1919, after the reduced hours have come
into force is estimated at 217,000,000 tons,
calculated on the output of the first 20
weeks, or 214.000,000 tons, calculated on
the weekly outptit of the four weeks end-
ing May 24, 1919, with an allowance of 5
per cent for holidays and stoppages.
The consumption of coal for inland pur-

poses and bunkers was 210.000.000 tons in
the vear 1913 (the average for the five i)re-
war years was 2O9.O00.nnn tons), and for
the year 191S was 196,000. oon tons. The
exports of coal in the vear 1913 were 77,-
OOn.OOO tons, and in the year 191S, 34.-
000. nno tons. In order to provide .approxi-
mately the same quantity of coal for in-
land consumption and bunkers for 12
months from ,Tiily. 1919, all present restric-
tions on consumption must be fully main-
tained, and. in addition, exports must be
reduced from a rate of 34.000,000 tons per
annum to a rate of 23,00O,nno tons per
annum.

It is estimated that the deficiency on the
working of the industry on the basis of the
estimated outputs given for the period of
12 months from .July. 1919, after provid-
ing guaranteed profits to owners at the rate
of Is. 2d [$0.2S4] per ton. will be about
f4R.fiOO.ono [$226,779,000], eriual to 4s, 3d,
[$1,031 per ton of output. For the calen-
dar year 1919 it is estimated that the de-
ficiency will be £37.000,000 [$lSO,n60,oon].

Yorkshire Coal Mining Industry
More coal is mined in Yorkshire than in

any other county in Great Britain, The
two great coal-producing areas are known
as the South York.shire and the West York-
shire coal fields. The former emliraces 78
collieries in the neighborhood of Barnsley
and Doncaster in the Shetlield district, and
the latter consists of 6."> mines in the
neighborhood of Wakefield. Normanton and
Castleford. in .the Leeds 'district. The ])ro-

duction of the West Yorkshire coal fields
in 1918 is estimated to have been 15.000.-
nno tons, and that of the South Yorkshire
area 25.000.000 tons, a total pro-
duction for Yorkshire County of 40,000,000
tons, or .about one-sixth of the total amount
of coal estimated to have been mined in
Great Britain in 1918.
The statistical office of the customhouse

has now resumed publication of its re-
turns of coal shi|)ped to foreign countries
and the British possessions from the vari-
ous districts in the United Kingdom. The
total shitiments of ooal from all ports in
Great Britain were 59.039.880 tons in
1914. 43.534.560 tons in 1915. 38.351.553 in
1916. 34.995.587 in 1917. and 31.752.904
in 1918.

Since the war began every demand of
the colliers has been conceded in order
that production should not be interfered
with. From Aug. 11. 1914, to Oct. 31. 1918,
399,435 coal miners joined His Majesty's
forces, according to a statement of the
acting chief inspector of mines at the
Home office. London, and up to .Ian, 31.
1919. 198. GI2 had been released. The effect
on the output has been very serious, al-
though actual tonnage comiiarisons do not
show it to the full extent, as previous to
1915 a very large loss in output was caused
by short-time working at hou.se and gas-
coal pits in the summertime, in some cases
not more than two days a week being
registered. Since the beginning of 1915
pits in most districts have bein fully em-
ployed, the exceptions being in the South
Wales .anfi Newcastle .areas.

According to the latest official report of

the acting chief inspector for mines and
quarries to the Home Office the production
of coal in 1917 of the four leading coun-
ties in the United Kingdom was as follows

:

(1) Yorkshire. 40,874.522 tons, made ui)
of North Riding. 19n9 tons. West Y'ork-
shire coal fields (Leeds district). 14,860.-
067 tons, and South Yorkshire coal fields
(Sheffield district) 26,012,546 tons; (2)
Glamorgan (Swansea district). Wales. 32.-
133,288 tons; (3) Durham (Newcastle dis-
trict). 30.842.539 tons; and (4) Lancaster
(Manchester district), 21.759.859 tons. The
total output of coal in the United King-
dom in 1917 was 248.499,240 tons, valued
at £207.786,894 ($1,011,194,920).
The recent i)rosperity of the coal trade

was the direct result of conditiorrs arising
out of the war and the advantage accrued
mainly to the workers, whose wage ad-
vances by means of war bonuses, etc..
have been very substantial since the war
began and are now considerably higher
than at any previous time. Many colliers
provide houses at low rents for their w^ork-
men, besides which they are entitled to
house coal free or at a merely nominal
price. Not content with these conditions,
the Miners' Federation is now formulating
demands for a six-hour day. a fortnight's
holiday every year with pay, and a further
substantial advance in wages (30 per
cent, has been suggested).
The Iron and Coal Trades Rrvieiv, com-

menting on present conditions in the trade,
says

:

"It is advisable, under the circumstances,
to draw the attention of the Miner's Feder-
ation to the fact that other countries are
large coal producers and that interested
circles in America—where it might be men-
tioned tile output jier man per day is tnore
than twice as much as in this country

—

are already formulating schemes to enter
into competition for business at European
ports. It is reported that branch offices
are to be opened in Paris and Genoa, It
has been our habit to look to France and
Italy as our own special markets, but
when it is pointed out that coal has already
been offered by American coal-exporting
firms at prices c. i. f. Genoa which are
not very different from the figure quoted
for the best-grade steam coals from this
country, it looks as though the Americans,
with their usual thoroughness, are out for
business as soon as restrictions are with-
drawn, and as they will have a jiroportion-
ately larger supply of carrying tonnage
than we have, they may become very
formidable com|ietitors.

"With severe competition from this
quarter and also from Germany (if no
restrictions are placed on its cxi)ort trade
by the Peace Conference), the Miners' Fed-
eration of Great Britain will do well to
further seriously consider matters before
placing any more h.arassing restrictions on
the coal trade of this country."
The Coal Controller is already allowing

some abatement of the rigid restrictions
of the household fuel and lighting order,
and commencing with Jan. 1919, the al-
lowance of gas .an<l electricity to con-
sumers has been increased by 2.5 per cent.
The opinion of competent authorities is

that there will be a huge demand for
BritLsh coal for several years, especially
from the near continental neutrals —
Sweden. Norway, Denmark and Holland

—

which since the war have obtained only
limited sui>plies of coal, under license and
in exchange for their own products. Conse-
quently, prices are expected to keep up.

Vice Consul Augustus I. Hasskarl re-
ports from Rio de Janeiro, under date of
May 23. thai total imports of coal intc. Bra-
zil during April aiuounled to 75.688 metric
tons (1 mi:tri<- Inn c<|iials 2204.6 pounds).
Of this amount the Unit.-d States furnished
64.153 tons and the Uni^l Kingdom. 11.-
534 tons. During the corresponding month.
1918. the Uiiiterl Stales supplied 12.ii42

tons, and the United Kingdom. 31,826 tons.
In April, 1917, the United States furnished
the total imports. 56.761 tons.
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li'itlsburgh, Penn.
iSliortiiK'" "f "oal cars in western Peiin-

iij-Ivaiiia to be relieved by thousaiiils of
new ears. Question of price arKUed by
Railroad Administration and private own-
ers of railroads while country faces fuel
shortage.

The false shortage of coal cars which
has caused unrest among mining men and
loss to coal and steel companies will be
relieved shortly by the placing of upwards
of 16,000 cars in service says a Pitts-
burgh authority. These cars are now held
in storage awaiting a settlement of the
ditnculties that have arisen between the
Railroad Administration and the owners
of the various roads, over the price to be
paid for such ears. Several thousand other
cars are expected to be transferred from
the West and the extreme East for service
in western Pennsylvania. When the whole
situation clears up it is expected that the
car shortage will be at least temporarily
relieved.
The new cars were built for the Govern-

ment at a price greatly in advance of the
prevailing price for cars in normal times.

Private owners of railroads claim that the
purchase of these cars at their contract
price would be a hardship and have refused
to accept them. The cars have been m
storage since about the time of the signmg
of the armistice. More than 4000 of these

cars are said to be stored in or near
Pittsburgh and may be put in use by local

railroads. Plans looking to the prompt use

of the cars is understood to have been
brought about by strong pressure on the

Railroad Administration by the National
Coal Association and the steel industry.

Charleston, W. Va.
Pronounced car shortage tlirougihout

most of West VirBinia fields. Mines work-
ing about half time. Tidewater embarso
continues on Kanawha coal. Navy takes
over laree quantities of smokeless.

Production was knocked galley west dur-
ing the week ended July 26 in most of the
producing fields of West Virginia by a most
pronounced shortage of cars in all such dis-

tricts, spoiling plans for a large production
during the month and making it impossible
for producers to even come anywhere near
to taking care of the demand. Cars were
so hard to secure that a large number of
mines either found it necessary to shut
down altogether or to operate during only
a portion of the week. In some sections
the supply was restricted to about 3 3 J, per
cent, while in others it dAvindled to the ex-
tent of 2 per cent. Every railroad operat-
ing in the state was short of cars. Rail-
road officials ascribed the shortage to the
fact that there was a congestion of loaded
coal cars on eastern lines which it had
been impossible to deliver to tidewater
destinations and consequently to unload,
the result t-ine *hat hundreds of cars coulQ
"ot be returned empty. There has been
little shippi-'c -n the coastwise trade for
several wee'-s and little hope is held out
that i>revailing car conditions will be im-
proved for the present. Covernment hoii-
pers have not been delivered to the rail-
roads for service although it had been in-
ilicaled that a large portion of such cars
(which have been idle) would be put in
service by the last of ,Tuly. With such car
service it is utterly impossible for pro-
ducers to fully supply an ever increasing
demand in every field, for all kinds of coal
mined in the state. There was an excep-
tionally strong demand for gas and splint
coals, but steam coal also shared in the
genernl increase of activities in the coal
markets of the country. .\nd while two
weeks ago buyers were fighting sliy of
contracts, it is now the producers who are
in no hurry to bind themselves to contract
deliveries at a stipulated price. The em-
bargo against gas and splint coal to tide-
water imposed on .Tuly 7 was still in effect
on .luly 26, with nothing to indicate just
when it would be lifted.

With the supply of cars in the Kanawha
field reduced to about 50 or 60 per cent,
of the normal supply, mines in that field
were greatly handicapped during the week
ended July 26 and were unable to operate
in many cases as much as half time.
Oi^erators viewed the shortage with co.n-
cei'n because of the way it was interfering
with a prompt filling of orders which are
pouring in in such heavy volume. The
tidewater embargo shut off shipments to
the seaboard, but the impetus given to the
production of steam coal had to some ex-
tent balanced the tidewater losses. Pro-
ducers declare that the demand for all
kinds of fuel produced in the Kanatt'ha
region to be most insistent with facilities
for taking care of such a demand somewhat
limited.

Production of New River smokeless was
retarded materially during the week ended
July 26 by a most pronounced car short-
age : the output of New River coal being-
restricted to about 50 or 60 per cent, of
possible production during a period when
there was a most urgent demand for such
coal, at home and abroad. Large quantities
of New River coal are now being taken
over by the Naw.

Fairmont, W. Va.

Jlost
Mi

shortaBC n Fairmont
short time.
Scotia tak-.Marine strike the cause,

iner large quantities of Fa
The most serious car shortage of the

present year, and in fact in several vears.
w-as experienced in the Fairmont and other
producing fields in the northern part of the
state during the week ended July 26. the
supply of empties being cut down during
part of the week at least two thirds The
result was that 80 mines on the Monongah
division alone of the Baltimore & Ohio were
unable to continue operations at the end
of the week because of lack of cars ; out of
a total of 235 mines on that division, only
a little more than ino found it possible to
produce. The car shortage was caused by
the large number of coal cars awaiting de-
livery at tidewater where no coal could be
unloaded because of the marine strike
For that reason the total equipemnt avail-
able was shortened by at least 10.000 cars
The car shortage arrived at about the
same time a further increase in demand
was felt in northern West Virginia for
both prepared sizes and slack. Even in the
face of -an embargo to tidewater luers it
would have been possible to have main-
tained production but for the car .shortage
in view of the increased activities in steel
coal and the better movement of slack as
well as because of a somewhat heavier
movement of coal to the Lakes On the
other hand railroad fuel shipments were
not as heavy in volume as during the
earlier part of the month. Owing to the
shortage of cars the output in most north-
ern fields, was cut down at least one halfMuch Fairmont coal, it is understood is
being shipped to Nova Scotia where it is
being used in large quantities bv the(anadian Pacific and other railroads 'in thenominion of Canada

Huntington, W. Va.

Serious cur sliortaiire in Logan Held.
Production ,'!,'; per cent, of capacitv. Steady
growth in New River output in .April, May
and .Inne. Car shortage decreases Jul.v
production.

One of the most serious car shortages
of the present year in the Logan mining
district was that experienced during the
week ended July 26 when the prodiul imi of
134,000 tons of coal was lost because no
cars were furnished in which to load coal.
The tonnage lost from the same source
during the previous week amoimted to 46,-
000 tons. Between .Tuly Ifl and 26 there
was an increase of 88.000 tons in the

liroduction loss through a car shortage
alone ; the increase in percentage being
from 15 to 37 per cent, of full time capac-
ity. This reduced total production to
a fraction more? than 55 per cent, of full
time caiJacity as against 71 per cem. roi

the previous week; production being cut
down from 219.000 to 200,000 tons, so that
the total output was short about 53.000
tons of the tonnage loaded during the cor-
responding week in 1918. Lack of equip-
ment was altogether responsible for limit-
ing working time in the mines to 3300 cars
as compared with 4200 cars for the week
ended Jul.v 19—a loss of about 900 cars.
Losses from labor shortage and from mine
disability were comparatively light and a
percentage of loss from the production from
MO market was only 5.41 per cent, or
19,000 tons. The total production loss for
the week was 162,000 tons.

Figures compiled by the Chesapeake &
Ohio Ry. show a steady growth in the
output of the New River district for the
months of April. May and June ; but it

is very much feared that owing to the
pronounced car shortage in evidence during
the latter part of July that the output for
that month will show a material decrease
as compared with previous months. The
tonnage loaded in the New River field for
each of the first six months of the year
is as follows: January, 388,000; February.
425.000; March. 302.000; April, 497.000;
May, 597,000; June, 596.000. Producers are
inclined to believe that when figures are
finally compiled, they will show July pro-
duction to have been about 200,000 ton?
short of that for either May or June.

Bluefield, W. Va.

Increase in Pocahontas production—car
shortage more tlian nlTset by labor im-
provement. Proiluction reaches new liigh

total in Kenova-Thacker Held—77 per cent,
of capacity.

Contrary to general expectations there
was an increase instead of a decrease in

the coal production of the Pocahontas dis-

trict during the week ended July 26.
although there was an increase in the
shortage of empty cars for the week.
Despite such a shortage, however, mines
of the district succeeded in getting out a
larger tonnage of coal by 20,000 tons, pro-
duction reaching 337.000 tons as against
the previous week's production of 317.000
tons, the output in fact being only 50(i0

tons below the high production of July 12.

The gain in the amount of coal mined
and shipped was due to the fact thai
miners were able to work over a longer
period and also to a slight improvement in

the labor situation. The production loss
as a whole was only increased about 10,-

000 tons or from 55,000 to 65,000 tons;
the largest part of such loss being due to
an increase in the car shortage from 24,-
000 to 39,000 tons. Such a loss was offset

in part bv a reduction in the loss through
labor shortage of 2000 tons and a educ-
tion in the loss through mine disability
of 4000 tniis Much coal from the Poca-
hontas lii 111 «:is lieing shipped to western
and iKU tliu •si. in markets during the week.
partirnl.iTK hi Wisconsin markets. There
was a sliuhl nduction in the tonnage of
roal coked, only 6000 tons being coked dur-
ing the weel;.

.A car shortage, so prevalent in other
fields of West Virginia, was scarcely felt

in the Kenova-Thacker district during the
week ended July 26, although there was
.a slight increase over the previous week.
Tt had no effect on the output as pro-
duction reached a new high total for the
year

—

142.000 tons—almost equal to the
production (149.000 tons) for the same
period last year and an increase of 17.000
tons over the week ended July 19. In-
creased working time in the mines, amount-
ing to about 100 hours, made the increase
in production possible. A shortage of cars
failed to make any difference in mining and
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loading coal; the Increase in the loss from
lack of cars being only about 4000 tons
and amounting to about five per cent, of
full time capacity. The percentage oi" loss
from labor shortage was also reduced af-
fecting production only to the extent of
six per cent. While there was a slight
Increase in the tonnage loss from no mar-
ket, the percentage of such loss to full

time capacity was slightly reduced. In
short, mines of the Kenova-Thacker district
were able to produce up to about 77 per
cent, of capacity.

Louisville, Ky.

itid

Meetiiip of southern voh\ operators* as-
riatJons. Car distribution, car shortage

repairs discussed. C. D. Boyd to
confer with Director General Hiiies.

Officers and members of six of the lead-
ing coal associations operating south of
the Ohio River were gathered at the Seel-
bach Hotel. Louisville, on August 1. to dis-
cuss traffic matters and the car shortage
which is spreading rapidly throughout the
southern coal fields. A considerable amount
of statistical information on the subject was
presented by C. D. Boyd, traffic manager
for three of the associations, and formerly
coal traffic manager for the Louisville &
Nashville R.R.

It was shown that the mines were not
securing an equitable distribution of cars;
that there was a serious car shortage, due
in part to cars being under long hauls
to the Xorth and Northwest ; and that
under the U. S. Railroad Administration's
curtailment policy, cars were not being
properly repaired and kept in operation. At
the conclusion of the meeting C. D. Boyd
was instructed to make a trip to Wash-
ington immediately to confer with Director
General Hines in an effort to secure relief,

and improve certain existing conditions.
The associations represented were the

Southern Appalachian, Harlan, Hazard.
Alabama and Virginia Coal Operators' as-
sociations and the West Kentucky Con-
servation Association.

McAlester. Okla.

Coal operators of Okhihnina move against
rlirup fuel oil of Mexico. Affiliation with
National Coal Assoeiation. Cheap petro-
leum (liHplariuf; coal In certain niarket(<.

Protective tariff sought.

Affiliation with the Xation.Tl Coal Asso-
ciation, as a means to save the Oklahoma
coal mining industry from being .strangled
to death by cheap Me.xiean oil was the
principal business before the meeting of
the Oklahoma Coal Producers' .Association
at the special session held at Mc.\lester on
July 2.'i. This move was discussed at a
rec'ent meeting of all the state's coal
operators in Muskogee. No action could be
taken at that time ofllcially as it was
necessary that the matter be stated in the
call sent out for the meeting.

Since that meeting, about a month ago.
the price of Mexican oil has dropped from
65 to 19c. a barrel, it is reported. Only
a prohibitive tariff will protect their busi-
ness from this killing competition, the
operators sav. The oil costs le.ss than
the freight to most of the points in the
territory supplied by mines in eastern
Oklahoma. Cheap petroleum from the
southern republic is displacing coal all

along the Gulf and Atlantic coasts and
is becoming strongly entrenched in New
England it is said.
The purpose of the meeting at McAlester

was to enlist the influence of the powerful
National Coal As.sociation in Washington
for a high protective tariff against Mexico's
fuel product. This assistance has already
been pledged : it remains only to consum-
mate the formality of joining the state

body to the national association.

PEXN.SYLV.VXIA
Anthl cite

Wilkes-lJarre -- The famous Parrish
breaker of the Lehigh & Wllkes-Barre Coal
Co. is now only a memory. This old
breaker had been a landmark in the Wyo-
ming Valley for many years.

Huzleton—It was announced by coal
operators here recently that bottom men
at various collieries would be furnished
with steel helmets similar to those worn
by men in service in the late war. These
"Ressemer derbies" should offer consider-
able head protection to ineti working at
the foot of slopes and shafts from pieces
of coal rolling down or falling oft cars
being hoisted out of mines.

Reading—The 16th convention of the
Pennsylvania Retail Coal Merchants' Asso-
ciation was held here during the week end-
ed Jul.v 26. The membership includes coal-
men from four adjacent states, most of
whom deal exclusively in anthracite. This
convention was of unusual importance as
the dealers are now resuming full control
of their business after the era of Federal
administration. .\ lengthy report covering
all phases of the coal situation, as viewed
by a retailer, was given by the secretary,
which includes the following points : There
is no likelihood that present anthracite
prices will be reduced this year. If the
miners win higher wages, higher prices will
follow. Early buying is essential. Gover-
nor Sprout's plan for municipal coal yards
is not practical.

Wilkes-Barre—The Susquehanna Collieries
Co.. operating coal properties in Dauphin.
Schuylkill. Northumberland and Luzerne
counties, has filed a mortgage for $11,000,-
000 in the counties affected to replace a
$9,000,000 mortgage, the Girard Trust Co.,
of Philadelphia, being the holder of the
mortgage in both cases. Counsel for the
company in Dauphin County, has given the
statement that electrification of the mines
at Williamstown and Lykens. and the sink-
ing of a shaft at Big Lick, between Lykens
and Wiconisco, will shortlv be started, the
cost being from $2,000,000 to $3,000,000.
and the necessary time two years. The new
shaft is expected to reduce the present
heavy expense of long inside hauls for coal,
and to cut the cost of removing water from
the mines.

Bitu

Latrobe—Fire of incendiary origin de-
stroyed the stables and other property of
the Oakwell Coal and Coke Co., near here
recently. Horses were burned to death and
a total loss of several thousand dollars
reported.

Homer City—Recently J. B. Hutchinson,
superintendent of the Conemaugh division
of Pennsylvania R.R.. inspected the Yel-
low Creek branch. It is rumored that some
new coal development will be made up the
creek and the branch will be extended to

haul the outputs from the mines.

Washington—The Imbire Coal Mining
Co. of this place, is just completing its new
slope mine at Nichola. It will be equipped
with electrical machinery at a cost of
$50,000 and have an output of 500 tons a
day. W. F. Taylor is superintendent of
the work.

Washington—The Vesta Coal Co., of
Pittsburgh, has just purchased 552 acres
of coal land in eastern Washington County
from the estate of Joseph Ulery for $193,-
OOn or at the rate of about $350 an acre.

The Vesta company has large holdings
adjoining the tract.

Brownsville—The engineering depart-
ments of the various Hillman companies,
with the exception of J. Dicker.son Martin.
Chief Engineer (who will remain in Pitts-

burgh) have moved headquarter.s from
Pittsburgh and Masontown, Penn.. to South
Brownsville. Penn. The Hillman com-
panies include the Hillman Coal and Coke
Co., Merchants' Coal Corporation, Hecla
Coal and Coke Co. and Tliompson-
Connellsville Coke Co. The general offlccs

of the Hecla Coal and Coke t'o. and the

Thompson-Connellsville Coke Co.. in Pitts-

burgh, are being moved from the Oliver

Building to the First National Bank Build-

ing where the Hillman Coal and Coke Co.

and Merchants' Coal Corporation have been
located. The combined offices will occupy
two floors.

WKST VIRGIM.V

Fairmont—The Fairmont Mining Ma-
chinery Co. has been re-organized in so far

as the" executives of that company are con-
cerned bv the election of Walter D. Stock-
ley, as president ; J. M. Boyle as vice presi-

dent ; and Messrs. Stockley, Boyle. P. R.

Lyon. Sprigg D. Camden, A. T. Watson
and A. S. Denham as directors. Such re-

organization is a part of the policy In-

itiated hv Col. C. W. Watson in again as-

suming the presidency of the Consolidation
company, of decentralizing the management
not only of the Consolidation company but
of companies identified with it.

Flymnuth—The Plymouth Coal and Min-
ing Co., with an operation on the Kanawha
Uiver about twenty miles from here, has
just sunk a shaft 145 ft. deep to a 5- to 7-

ft. seam, the shaft having ticen completed
in 57 day,s. This shaft will facilitate de-
^•elopment of the company's holdings of
about 7000 acres of coal land. The Plym-
outh company was consolidated not long

ago with the Hatfield companies, with head-
quarters in Cincinnati, Ohio, (a river trans-
jiortation company being one of the con-
cerns aljsorbed) ; the bulk of the coal from
Plymouth will be shipped by water to Cin-
cinnati and other points down the Ohio
River.

Charleston—.A^ccording to the amount re-
port of the West Virginia Department of
Mines for the fiscal year ended June 30.
1917, (just published), there were 1203 pro-
ducing mines in tlie state during that
period, operated by 667 companies and
firms, the production from which for the
fiscal year was 79,806,652 gross tons, or an
increase of 194,354 gross tons representing
less than one per cent, of the gain over
the previous year. The value of the coal
produced greatly exceeded that for the
year ended June 30, 1916. The total value
of all coal produced during the year ended
June 30. 1917, in West Virginia, was $180,-
363,033.52. the increase of the value in the
product over the previous year being $87.-
969,481.03 : the coke produced during the
same period showing an increase in value
of $7,972,880.58. There was an increase in
the average selling price of coal in West
Virginia during the year ended June 30.
1917, of $1.17 per ton over the price pre-
vailing during the previous year: the aver-
age selling price of coal throughout the
.year being $2.26 per gross ton for run-of-
inine coal. The average price of coke, f.o.b.
ovens during the year was $4.77 per ton.
which represented an increase over the
previous year of $2.76 per ton. Although
the miners worked a shorter number of
days and produced less coal per man dur-
ing the year, yet their earnings were larger
by 28.8 per cent.

KENTUCKY
I.ouisviIIe—The Harlan County Coal

Operators' Association and the Southern
Appalachian Coal Operators' Association are
making a determined bid for lower freight
rates to Charleston. S. C, and Savannah,
Ga., to enable them to handle coal at com-
petiting rates to southern Atlantic ports for
export. The matter was recently taken
up with the U. S. Railroad Administra-
tion, and the Louisville Freight Traffic
Committee. It is estimated that Europe will
be a large buyer of American bituminous
coal for the next few years, due to the
mining situation in France. Germany and
England and the western Kentucky oper-
ators are anxious to get in on the move-
ment, and establish a foreign demand for
their product.

OHIO
.Martins Ferry—The Youghiogheny &

Ohio Coal Co. has started the building of
approximately 50 dwellings at its Dorothy
mine near Yorkville. The company is also
erecting a store.

.\kron—The Murray Hill mine of the
Akron Coal Co. was destroyed by fire re-
cently. The work of rebuilding is progress-
ing and officials of the company state that
they e.xpect to dump coal in a temporary
tipple early in August.

Columbus—Practically all of the mines
of the Sunday Creek Coal Co. (33 in all)
located in the Hocking Valley field are now
in operation, according to P. A. Coen,
acting president of the company. While
the company has large steam and rail-
road contracts, still a large part of the
output is taken by the domestic trade.

Columltufl—Ohio coal mines are said to
be operating from 65 to 75 per cent, of full
time as compared with 45 per cent, three
months ago, when thousands of miners were
idle. Practically all mines in eastern Ohio
are said to be working nearly full time.
In the Hocking Valle.v or southern Ohio
district some mines are still closed down
and others working only part time, but
conditions are improving raiildlv. .\pproxi-
inately 15,000 of the 50,000 miners of the
state were Idle from the signing of the
armistice until three months ago it is

said. The demand for coal is becoming
better and unless a car shortage and severe
winter Intervenes, all mines are expected to
run full time shortly.

INDIAX.V

IndlnnapollH—In a recent decision
handed down in the suit of the Lower Vein
Coal Co. and seventy-one other Indiana
coal mining companres for a permanent in-

junction against the Indiana Industrial
Board to prevent it from enforcing the
amendment to the Indiana Workmen's
Compensation act. Federal Judge Anderson
has ruled that this amendment Is constitu-
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tional under both Federal and state liws
\ temporary injunction granted early m
tlie present year, which prohibited the
Industrial Board froin passing on petitions

for compensation of coal miners filed with
it was dissolved. The amendment was
attacked on the ground that it was c;ass

legislation, as it provided that it was man-
datory for coal mining companies and
municipalities to come under the law.

IllINOIS

Zeigler—The Bell & Zoller Mining Co.

has recently bought a 750-K.W. steam
turbo-generator and three raotor-generat9r
sets to improve the power distribution m
its mine.

Carterville—The "Dale" mine of the
Duncan Coal Co.. recently resumed opera-
tions after being shut down since last

February. T. S. Cousins of Duquom is

general superintendent of this mine and
of two other large mines in southern Illin-

ois, one at Johnston City and one at
Duquoin.

Duquoin—Engineers are at work in the
southern part of Jefferson County, survey-
ing that section for the location of a branch
line which is to be an outlet northward
for the coal fields of Williamson and
J'ranklin counties. The work is to be done
by the Illinois Central R.R. At the present
time the Burlington is carrying the larger
portion of the coal from this district and
another outlet is needed.

HarrisburB—A general resumption of
mining activities throughout southern Illi-

nois is expected during the month of August
according to C. M. Moderwell. general man-
ager of the O'Gara Coal Co. ; this company
operates many mines in Saline County. He
has announced that there will be a marked
improvement in the production of that com-
pany's mines as well as others in the dis-

trict unless a car shortage proves too great
a detriment to the industry.

Marion—A mining case was recently
decided in the County Court of William-
son Countv between the State and the
.lohnston City & Big Muddy Coal Co. The
company recently sank a shaft and failed

to construct an air or escape shaft ; instead
connecting the new mine with old workings
of the company on adjoining property. The
injunction, which was sustained, was to

prevent the company from operating the
new shaft until another shaft had been
sunk and opened up for use.

Granite City—Ground was recently broken
bv the St. Louis Coke and Chemical Co..

near here (Madison County), for the erec-
tion of a large steel and coke plant.

The plant will cover 500 acres of ground
and will cost about $10,000,000 it is said.

Approximately 2000 tons of coal from the

southern Illinois coal fields will be handled
daily in the 80 coke ovens which are to

be installed. A blast furnace with a capac-
ity of 500 tons will be constructed and
the products of this furnace- and steel

plant will be used by the mills which are
located near Granite City.
The location of the plant has many ad-

vantages, being directly on the Litchfield &
Madison R.R.. and the Illinois Traction
Svstem; a belt line will be built connect-
ing the plant with the Terminal Railway
Association of St. Louis. The distance
from the heart of the Illinois coal fields

to the proposed plant is not over 30 miles

and this will make transportation of the

coal quite cheap. There are also some 10

or 15 separate railroad lines which pass

near Granite City, terminating in T-.ast St.

Louis and St Louis. The Missi.ssippi River
barge fleet will be utilized both for bring-

ing iron ore from the Lake Superior region

and for distributing the finished products of

the company. _ . « i

In addition to the manufacturing of coke

and steel, the plant will turn out byprod-
ncts among them dvestuffs. Owing to its

close location to Illinois coal fields, the

company expects to produce steel cheaper
than is now being made in Pittsburgh.

.ALABAMA
BirminBliam—Teams are being trained

at many of the coal mines in this district

in first-aid and safety-first work, and prac-

tically all the larger comp.anies will send
nicked teams to the National field meet to

be held at Pittsburgh. Penn.. Seiit. 30. The
mine rescue car from the local station of

the Bureau of Mines has visited the mines
and given the min training in mine rescue-

work, under the direction of District Mining
Kngineer W. B. Plank and Foreman Miner
James M. Cobb. It is also probable that
a field meet will be held this fall under
the auspices of the Bureau of Mines and
1he Alabama Coal Operators' Association.
.U which time contests will be held between
teams from this district.

low.*

Melcher— The Rt-d Rock Coal Co., of

this place, has installed the following
equipment: A Jeffrey fan driven by a

General Electric motor; two 6-ton Good-
man electric locomotives ; four Goodman
mining machines; one 200-K.W. Ridgewa>
generator, also 100 hp. additional boiler

capacity. The capacity of the mines is to

be increased from 1000 to 1500 tons per

day.

MISSOl^KI

.JefTerson City—The Jlissouri Legislature,

at its recent session, gave official recogni-

tion to Missouri as a coal producing _
state

by inserting in the general appropriatipri

bill a clause requiring that for the biennial

period 1919-1920. preference shall be gnen
to Missouri coal, quality and cost con-

sidered, in purchases for the state sanitari-

ums the soldiers' homes and other state

institutions. It is estimated that the coal

for the period will cost $340,000. Mis-

souri's coal industry gave employment in

1918 to 9000 miners and about an eiiual

number of other persons in connection with

the industry.

Personals

elected president of this company. He
succeeded Charles W. Wlieeler. recently
deceased. H. S. Brown was elected vice
president. The business of the Wheeler
companv has more than quadrupled during
the past ten years and the manufacturing
capacity of the plant has been correspond-
ingly increased.

K. K. Shaffer has returned to the Sales
Department of the Traylor Engineering and
Manufacturing Co.. of Allentown. Fenn. ; he
will have charge of the company's New
York office at 30 Church St.. in the capac-
ity of district manager. For two years
Mr. Shafter was general superintendent of
the Traylor Shipbuilding Corporation,
which under his management completed
more 3500-ton cargo carriers than any
other yard on the Atlantic and Gulf coasts.

Lieutenant rommanfler John L. Murrie,
U. S. Navy, formerly of the New York
Edison Co., and Captain Kdward F. Mo-
Crossin, U. S. Army, formerly of the Mc-
Crossin Engineering Co.. have been re-

lieved of active duty in the Government
service and announce the formation of the
firm of Murrie & Co., engineers, with offices

at 74 Broadway. New York. In addition
to general consulting engineering, the firm
specializes in engineering and financial i:e-

ports on railroads, gas and coal byproduct
plants and gas and electric rate cases.

Joseph Mai7.e. who recently resigned as

superintendent of the Edna mines ot tlie

Hillman Coal and Coke Co near Irwin

Penn , has accepted the position of super

intendent of the Graff Mining Co. near

Blairsville, Penn.

Pliilllps F. Jarvis has resigned his posi-

tion as sales manager for the territory con-

trolled from the St, Louis oftice of the bul-

livan Machinery Co. In the f
""'•«' V'^'fJ^:

ritory is to be subdivided and the follo%\ ing

appointments are announced:

Marion C. Mitchell is sales manag.er

for Indiana and Illinois with temporary
headquarters at St. Louis. Don M. Sutoi,

formerly at El Paso, is sales manager for

western Kentucky, western Tennessee Mis-

souri, Arkansas and Kansas with head-

quarters at St. Louis. Dan H. Hunter is

sales manager for Louisiana. Texas (except

the southwestern section) and th<- oil nems
of Oklahoma and Kansas, with headquar-

ters at Dallas, Texas.

S P Kuiitz, formerly mine foreman at

one' of the operations of the Madeii-a-Hill

Coal Mining Co., m Clearfield County,

Penn., has resigned, Mr. Kiintz Plans to

develop a tract ot coal land at Clover Run,

near iMahaffey, on his own account.

11 G. Nash has been appointed manager
ot the Huntington district. Mine Car De-
partment, of the Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

II I> Hvnds has also been assigned to the

«iine' district • he will devote his time to the

solving of haulage problems for those oper-

ators desiring such assistance.

Thomas O. MorKaii. until recently head

of the service department of the New York
otfice of the American Steam Conveyor
Corporation, has been promoted to the

position of sales engineer. This corpora-

tion also announces the appointment of H.

S, Valentine as sales engineer in charire

of its Philadelphia office.

Ralph F.. Sunderland, vice president of

the Colonial Coal and Timber Corporation,

formerly of Omaha. Neb., now ot Charles-

Ion W. Va., and Mrs. Alma S. Pendleton of

Charleston were united in marriage July

18 leaving shortly after the ceremony for

a 'trip through the West. For the past

year Mrs Pendleton bad been an attache

of the West Virginia Department of Miii.s

Frnest P. Kipp is the district manager in

charge of the new sales otfice and ware-
house opened up by the Hazard Manufac-
turing Co (headquarters at Wilkes-Barre.
Penn), at Denver, Colo. The Denver office

will cover the Inter-Mountain district, in-

cluding in its territory the states of

Colorado, Wyoming. Montana. Idaho, Utah.
New Mexico and the western portions of
Nebraska and South Dakota.

Professor H. H. Stoek, head of the Mining
Department of the University of Illinois,

spent two weeks recently at the Pitts-

burgh Station of the Bureau of Mines and
in the Connellsville coke region. Professor
Stock investigated the methods ot mining
of western Pennsylvania in the interest

of the .state of Illinois with a view of im-

proving the mining methods and g.-uning a
great ir revovery from the coal beds oi

Illinois. t
J .1. Brown, formerly vice president and

general manager of the Wheeler Conden-
ser and Engineering Co., of New York, was

Thomas .Jefferson MrCowaii, 72 years of
age, a large owner of coal and timber
lands in eastern Kentucky, recently died
at his home at Penny, Ky. Mr. McCowan
for many years was one of the big opera-
tors of the district, later retiring and taking
up the ministry. He is survived by two
sons and three daughters,

H. J. Wheeler died on July 18. He had
been with the North East Coal Co., of
Paintsville. Kv . for a number of years as
chief electrician. In 1917 he opened up
(with associates) the Salt Lick Coal Co..
on Beaver Creek. Mr. Wheeler had acted
in the capacity of mine foreman until July
1 when he was promoted to the position
of superintendent of power having charge
of all the mechanical and electrical equip-
ment of the Wells-Elkhorn Coal Company.

Coming Meetings

The Inited Mine Workers Will hold a
convention at Cleveland, Ohio, beginning
Sept. 9.

The Bureau of Mines on Sept. 30 and
Oct. 1 will hold a national first-aid and
mine-rescue contest at Pittsburgh, Penn.

The National Safet.y Council will hold
its annual meeting Oct. 1 to 4 at Cleve-
land. Ohio. Secretary, S. J. Williams. Chi-
cago, 111,

New York Coal Merrliants' .Association
will hold its annual meeting Sept. 11-13 at

.Alexandria Bay, N. Y. Executive secre-

tary, G. W, F. Woodside, Albany, N. Y.

American Institute •f Blininff and Metal-
lurgical Engineers will hold its fall meet-
ing Sept. 22 to 2S in Chicago, III. Chiur-
man Chicago meeting, Carl Scholz. 547

AVest Jackson Boulevard, Chicago. 111.

National Exposition of Chemical Indus-
tries will hold -its first annual meeting at

the Coliseum and First Regiment Armory,
Chicago. 111., during the week of Sept. 22.

Manager, Charles P. Roth, 417 South Dear-
born St,, Chicago, III.

The Tennessee Mine Foremen .-Associa-

tion Southern .Appalachian Coal Operators'

.Xssoriation. Tennessee Mine Inspectors anil

the Inited States Bureau of Mines will hold

a miner's field day and first-aid contest

at Jellico. Tenn.. Aug. 23.

Publications Received

Annual Report of Coal Mines of .^tate

of WashiiiBton for Year Kiidm? Deoemlier

31, 1918. .lames Bagley- State Mine In-

siiector. Seattle. UnillustTated ; pp. 62; b

X 9 inches.

Thirty-seventh Annual Coal Report of

Illinois Department of Mines and Min-

erals. Springfield. 111. ^For the fiscal year

ended .lune 30, 191S. Illustrated; pp. 306,

6x9 inches.
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ISiblioeraphy of Petroleum and Allied
Substances in 1916. By E. H. Burroughs.
Bulletin 165. Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Mines. Unillustrated ; pp. 159;
51 X 91 inches.

.Alonthl.v Statement of Coal-Mine Fatali-
ties in tlie United States. April. 1919.
Compiled by Albert H. Fay. Department
of the Interior. Bureau of Mines. Unillus-
trated

; pp. 13 ; 6 X 9S inches.

War Gas Investisutions. Bulletin 178-A.
Advance chapter from Bulletin 178 War
Work of the Bureau of Mines. By Van
H. Manning. Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Mines. Unillustrated ; pp. 39 :

51 X 9^ inches.

The Determination of Combustible Mat-
ter in Silicate and Carbonate Bocks. By
A. C. Fieldner, W. A. Selvig and G. B.
Taylor. Department of the Interior. Bu-
reau of Mines. Technical Paper 212. Il-

lustrated ; pp. 22 ; 5i X 9| inches.

Tlie Decline and Ultimate Production of
Oil Wells, with Notes on the Valuation of
Oil Properties. By Carl H. Beal. Depart-
ment of the Interior, Bureau of Mines.
Bulletin 177. Petroleum Technology 51.
Illustrated; pp. 215; 5§ x 9J inches.

Recent Developments in the .\bsorption
Process fi»r Recovering Gasoline from
Natural Gas. By W. P. Dykema. Depart-
ment of the Interior, Bureau of Mines.
Bulletin 176. Petroleum Technology 50.
Illustrated; pp. 90; 5J x 9i inches.

Petroleum Investigations and Production
of Helium. By Van H. IWanning. Di-riart-
ment of the Interior, Bureau of Jlines.
Bulletin 178 C. .Advanc. chapter from
Bulletin 178 War Work of the Bureau of
Mines. Unillustrated ; pp. 87; 5S x 9J
inches.

Burning Steam Sizes of .Anthracite With
or Without .Admixture of Soft Coal. De-
partment of the Interior. Bureau of Mines.
Technical Paper 220. Keprint of Engineer-
ing Bulletin No. 5. Prepared by the United
.*^tates Fuel .Administration in collaboration
with the Bureau of Mines. Illustrated ; pp.
8 ; B X 9 inches.

Recent Coal and Coke Patents

Furnace. H. Batchclor, Sheridan, Wyo.,
1.296,9(16. Mar. 11, 1919. Filed May 28.
19ir,. Serial No. 30,980.

Mining Machine. E. O'Toole. Gary, W.
Va,, 1.283,880. Nov. 5. 1918. Fil«d F«b.
24, 1913. Serial No, 750.218.

Mechanical Underfeed Stoker. C Erith.
London, England, 1,29S,189. Mar. 2".. 1919.
Filed Jan. 13, 1915. Serial No. 1,907.

Mining Car Coui>ling. N. Mandabach,
Vincennes, Ind., 1,298,238. Mar. 25. 1919.
Filed Oct. 7, 1918. Serial No. 257,304,

.skid for Mining Machines, G. Dobson,
P.'ili,sades, Col., 1,298,304. Mar. 2.t, 1919.
Filed Apr. 30. 1918. Serial No, 231,721.

Safet.v Stop for Mine Cars. ,T. Klansnic,
Black Diamond, Wash., 1,297,575. Mar,
l.s, 1919. Filed Jan 31, 1918. Serial No.
214,618.

Automatically Operated Mine Gate. S.
W. Warman. Brounsville, Penn., 1,299,074,
Apr. 1. 1919. Filed Aug. 31, 1917. Serial
No. 189,179.

Adjustable Clamp for Side Rails in Mines.
H. F. lleumann, Marissa. 111., 1,298,946.
Apr, 1. 1919. Filed Dec. 6, 1918. Serial
No. 26.-,,:. SO.

Drive Gearing for Mining Machines. J.
A. Brantley. Sand Spring.s, Okla., 1,297,647.
Mar. IS, 1919. Filed Feb. 3, 1917. Serial
No. 146,414.

Center and Side Dump Car. J, O, Nei-
kirk, assignor to Rodger Ballast Car Co.,
a corporation ot Maine, 1,299,212. Apr. 1,
1919. Filed June 4, 1917. Serial No,
172.637.

Central Station Heating: Its Economic
Features, with Reference to Community
Service, By John C. While. Technical
Paper 191. Department of the Interior,
Bureau of Mines. Illustrated ; pp.. 23 ; 6

Z t iiiehes

I

Si X 11 in. ; illustrated. Compares original
conveyor with an imitation which has been
put on the market.

Centrifugal Pumps. Dayton-Dowd. Quin-
cy. III. Bulletin 240. Pp. 15; 73 x 105
in. ; illustrated. Contains descriptive mat-
ter about the pumps in question, also use-
ful information.
Van Dorn Portable Electric Drills. Van

Dorn Electric Tool Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
Catalog. Pp. 51; 33 X 8.3 in.; illustrated.
Describes and illustrates tiie various types
of drills made by this company.
The Vulcan Soot Cleaner. The Vulcan

Soot Cleaner Co.. Du Bois. Penn. Bulletin
541. Pp. 8; 85 X lOJ; illustrated. Illus-
trates and describes the Vulcan patent
diagonal nit-lhod f'U- cleaning soot from the
tubes of boilers.

Portable and Stationary Mine Pumps

—

Horizontal. Single and Double-.Acting. The
Deining Co., Salem, Ohio. Bulletin 310.
Pp. 23 ; 63 X 9J in.; illustrated. Describes
and illustrates the various types of these
forms of mine pumps.

Sullivan Drills. Sullivan Machinery Co..
Chicago, 111. Booklet No. 118. Pp. 32; 3i
X 5J in. ; illustrated. Illustrates and de-
scribes .Sullivan hammer and rock drills for
every kind of rock excavation, in mine,
quarry or on public work.

Fifteen Points of "Ironclad-Exide." The
Electric Storage Battery Co.. .Allegheny
Ave. and 19th St.. Philadelphia. Penn.
Booklet. Pp. 43x7 in. ; illustrated. De-
tails of the company's storage battery, its
performance and various applications.

Forgings, Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing
Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Bulletin 1538. P.
18 ; 8 X KiJ in.; illustrated. Illustrates
some of the company's foi-ge and machine
shop equipment used in the production of
forgings.

Chart Giving Relations Between Power,
Shaft Diameter, Torsional Stress ajul Speed.
The Wellman-Seaver-Moi-gan Co . Cleve-
land. Ohio. Bulletin No. 22. June 1919
Pp. 4; 8i x 11 in.; illustrated. Graphical
charts and directions showing method of
use.

Electrical Precipitation. The Recoverv
of Valuable .Material from Smoke anil
Gases. Application Circular 7375. Wcsl-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co..
East Pittsburgh, Penn. Pp. 23: 8.>. x 11
in. ; illustrated. Discusses suppression of
dust and fumes and principles of electri-
cal precipitation. Types of equipment
noted.

Trade Catalogs

Industrial News

Tyle ille -The

Saving A3 Per Tent, of the Drinking Wa-
ter Expense. .\rmstrong Cork and Insu-
lation Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Folder. Pp.
4 ; 31 X 51 in. ; illustrated. Comparison ot
the old bucket with the new pipe system.
The flcoop Conve.vor. Portable Machinery

Co., Inc., Passaic, N. J. Circular, Pp, 2;

Canonsluirg Gas
Coal Co., has a new plant under construc-
tion at this place. A 250-ft. shaft mine is
expected to furnish an output of 1500 tons
daily.

Sandoval—The Chicago Sandoval Coal
<;o. is installing electric haulage, includ-
ing two 100-KW, 250-volt generators di-
rect connected to tandem, compound, high-
speed engines. jThree 6J-ton electric loco-
motives will be used.

Dunmore, Penn.—The Ronna Coal Co..
of this place, is understood to be consider-
ing plans for the reconstruction of the
coal washery at its local plant. The esti-
mated cost of rebuilding the washerv is

placed at about .$100,000. W. P. Jennings
is general manager.

Marion. Ind.—The Marion Machine,
Foundry and Supply Co. of this place, has
recently purchased 15 acres of land ad-
joining its present property and is entirely
rebuilding and enlarging the old plant at
a cost of $100,0110. This step has been
made necessary in order to cope with the
company's rapidly increasing business.

Wheeling, W. Va.—The Williams Im-
proved Stretcher Co. receives fretiuent or-
ders for (luantities of stretchers for use
in the United States navy. The standard
patented Williams stretcher meets every
requirement specified by the navy. Many
of the reasons which recommend this type
for mine service warrant its use under tr.v-

ing conditions in other fields.

Gassawav, W. Va.—Work is being rushed
li.\ the West Virgini;y,Coal and Coke Co.
on its new No. 12 colliery near Bower. W.
Va.. (on the Coal and Coke ISy. in Braxton
County), where a tipple is h.ing built. This
company is also pushing develnpment work
on its No. 8 plant near Norton. W. Va.. In
the Randolph County field. The vice presi-
dent and general manager of this company
Is E. Drennen, of Elklns. W. Va.

Columbus, Ohio—With car .shortage de-
veloping rapidly in many producing fields

of the state. It Is rather an anomaly to

have 4000 hopper dump cars idle. But
such is the case and tlial number are
crowding the sidings in and around Colum-
bus because of a controversy over the
price of' the cars. The contract for tlieir

manufacture was made by the Railroad
•Administration and now indi\'idual roads
will not pay the contract price.

AVheeliiig, W. Va.—Engineers have been
making surveys for a large coal-mining
plant for the Derrick & Derrick Coal Co.,
on Fish Creek, Marshall County. An
initial outlay of several thousand dollars
is planned. This company is composed
of Scottdale. Penn., capitalists and it has
.secured control of 3000 acres of Pittsburgh
seam coal on Fish Creek. The tract was
formerly owned by A. D. Williams, of
Uniontown, Penn., and the Derrick estate.

Welch, W. Va.—Extensive improvements
are under way at two plants at the Centi:al
Pocahontas Coal Co. near here. Nearlv
50 new houses for the miners are being
erected at the Caples jilant ; a new drainage
.system is being installed and a welfare
building erected for the employees. The
principal improvement under way at
the O'Toole plant is the construction of a
fine club house for the use of employees
The general manager of the Central Poca-
hontas Co. is «'. J. O'Toole.

Huntington. \V. Va.—The Ohio Valley
Car and Mine Machinery Co., of this city
has completed arrangements for the pur-
chase of the plant of the Kyle Smith .Air-
craft Co. as well as for property adjoining
that plant in this city; the company will
utilize the plant in the manufacture ofmine cars and other mining machineryThe conipan;- was reorganized not long agoby t>. .M. Brown and others; at that time
It was the intention of the company to
operate iis plant in Ironton ; since that "time
ihe company's plans have been changed.

f'*J!»";iA"/i'^,!"'
'^'a-,—>>"otes to the amount

of $6,000,000 are being offered for sale,
proceeds of which will be used for
the extensive development and improve-
ment of the properties of the Sloss-Shertield
Steel and Iron Co. The funds thus made
available will be employed to complete by-
product coke ovens, for building a central
power station, the electrification of mines,
the acquisition of additional properties and
for other general improvements. This com-
pany's coal properties are in Walker and
Jefferson counties, Birmingham being in
the latter county.

Logan. W. V...—Plans for the early oper-
ation of ihe new plant of the Three-Forks
Coal Co. at Lundale are being executed.
This is a .$6on.ono-coni|)any which was or-
ganized by Geo. M. Jones, a prominent
operator of the Logan field in association

n '.'j
"y""'" "'fl' known coal men of that

field, t oust ruction work includes the com-
pletion of the branch railroad to the plant
as well as to the building of 100 cottages
for the miners. The company also has
under construction a temporary' tipple, and
IS putting up a modern store and offlc
building as well as a club house for tl
of emplo.vees.

Washlnglon Penn,—The Lincoln Gas
toal Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn.. is develop-mg a large acreage of coal west of this
place. .Superintendent George Watson of
this company announced recentiv the i i-
pletion of plans for doubling tlie eap.i.iiv
of the plant, necessitatin!; the emploMii. nt
of twice the number of men and the .cm-
.struction of about 70 new houses. Work
on the new tipple is under way and 15
of the houses are in various stages of
construction ; the houses can be bought by
the employees at cost of construction. This
company expects to build a large com-
munity amusement house, with a theater to
seat 500. and other recreational features.

I.uuisville, Ky.—The Kentuckv & West
Virginia Power Co.. of Hazard. Kv.. with a
capital of $6,000,000. by Bailey P'. Wooten,
Harry T. Taylor. J. O. Greene and others,
has taken over three large power plants
in the coal fields of Kentucky and West
Virginia. The company is said to be
backed by the .American Gas and Electric
<,'o.. of -Vew York City. The companies
taken over include, the Kentucky River
Power Co.. with offices at Hazard. Ky. : the
Tug River Electric Co.. of Sprlgg. West
Virginia, and the Logan County Light and
Power Co.. of Logan, W. Va. The main
offices will be at Philadelphia. The in-
dividual companies have been furnishing
power for hundreds of mines, the Ha/.ard
company alone having 45 mines on rriitral
station service. It has been announced th.'it

connecting lines will be run between the
plants 80 that in event of a breakdown at
one plant the other two may carry the
load without interfering with the service.
It Is also said that lines will be extended
Into the Elkhorn &nd other fields, and
power furnished to many operators.

tl^ use
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Weekly Review

Soft Coal Market Still Active—Consumers Show Keen Discrimination Ifhen Buying

Better Grades of Soft Coal Vp in Price and Hard to Get—Anthracite

Situation Well in Hand

Coal-

THE bituminous market continues

active. A noticeable feature of

the buying is the keen discrimi-

nation that is being shown by consum-
ers who ai-e not covered by contract.

Only the better grade coals are wanted,
and this in spite of the fact that prices

on the quality grades are continually

advancing, while the poorer coals ai'e

still selling at the price levels that ob-

tained three or four weeks ago.

Spot sales are being shipped with
great promptness. While it cannot be

said that there is an abundance of coal,

there seems nevertheless to be sufficient

to meet all requirements, and prices are

gradually going to higher levels. The
better grades are practically out of the

market, and as time goes on consumers
will be forced to rely more on the me-
dium to fair grades of fuel, which have
also advanced in price.

Reports of car shortages in the min-
ing regions are moi^e numerous. In the
Pittsburgh district, for instance, many
operations that have plenty of orders

on hand have been forced to curtail

production for lack of cars in which to

ship the product, while in many of the

Middle West mines operation was at a

standstill for days at a time because

cars were not received. Fear is ex-

pressed that the car supply the country
over will become still poorer as the

season advances and the movement of

grain begins.

Many inquiries are being received

in the United States from representa-

tives of foreign governments that de-

sire coal, and the export business is

active. Trouble is being experienced,

however, in chartering bottoms.

During the week ended .July 26 the

production of soft coal totaled 9,990,-

000 net tons, an increase of 78,000 net

tons as compared with the output of

the preceding week. The production

of bituminous coal is at a lower rate

than in 1917 and 1918, the greater fall-

ing off in output being reported from
the mining districts of the South and
Middle West.

Dealers are in a better frame of mind
concerning the future in anthracite.

Production is steadily inci'easing, the

output for the week ended July 26 be-

ing estimated at 1,827,000 net tons.

At this rate the situation before long

will be well in hand. While winter may
find many dealers with orders unfilled,

at least every consumer will have some
fuel on hand.

Egg and stove coals remain scarce,

with chestnut much easier, although no
surplus exists. Pea coal is more read-

ily obtainable, but is by no means a
drug on the market. The demand for

steam coals is more pronounced than
it has been. Buckwheat No. 1 is scarce,

with rice and barley more plentiful

than buckwheat. Consumers are eager
to store larger quantities of steam
coals, as they have learned that the

production of steam sizes has been re-

duced by the closing down of many
washeries which were formerly engaged
in the turning out of these sizes. The
steam coal market is tightening.

HliliKLV (OAL I'KODl ( TION
The new level of output of bituminous

coal to which production jumped the sec-
ond week in July, after months of ex-
tremely low records, was maintained in
the week of July 26. Estimates placed the
production in that week at 9,990,000 tons,
compared with 9.itl2.0()0 tons the preceding
week. The rate of production has not yet
jtassed that in 1917 and is of course much
below that of 1918. The total production
of bituminous coal from Jan. 1 to July 26,
estimated at 250,478.000 tons, which com-
pared with 334.000.0ii0 tons in the same
period last year, represents a decrease of
83,500,000 tons, or 23 per cent. The decrease
has been much greater in the Middle West
and South than in the East. The per-
centages of decrease this year, comjiared
with 1918. range from 10 in Virginia to
22 in the Somerset district of Pennsylvania,
and 27 in Ohio, in the East, up to 34 in the
Middle West and 39 in Alabama. In other
words, the industrial demand has been
better along the eastern and northern At-
lantic coast than in Michigan and the Miss-
issiiipi and the Missouri Valley territory.
And. further, the higher-grade coals from
the eastern fields have generally been in

better demand than western coals, even in

the Middle West markets.
Production of anthracite, which increased

in the middle of June in response to a
growing demand, from a w'eekly rate of
around 1,700,000 net tons to better than
1,800,000 tons, maintained the rate in the
week of July 26. Production in that week
is estimated at 1,827,000 net tons, com-
Tiared with 1,823,000 tons the previous
week. Considering only the period from
Apr. 1, the beginning of the coal year, pro-
duction this year is .stimated at 28,633,000
net tons, or 4,8mo.(HIO tons behind the same
period last year. Tlie largest part of this

decrease is shown by statistics just avail-
able to have been in the fine sizes. Many
of the culm-bank washeries that were able
to oiierate last year, when the demand for
steam coal was at its height, this year
have been closed down and the ouput of
steam sizes has declined materially. The
actual decrease in domestic sizes is not
more than 1,500,000 net tons.
Percentage of full-time operation de-

clined from 67.6 in the week of July 12
to 64.0 the week of July 19. The average
of no-market losses was about the saipe in
the two weeks, but losses because of car
shortage increased from 2.8 to 7.4. the
average for the country the third week of
July, this year, being greater than in the
corresjionding week of 1918.

In the Middle West the situation in Illi-

nois and Indiana has not changed in the
last few weeks, but western Kentucky re-
ports increasing demand, and for the week
of July 19 a marked increase in car short-
age. Demand in the Southwestern States
has sliown a consistent but slow improve-
ment in the past two months. Car supply
has been good, but labor shortage has in-
creased since the first of July. In Wash-
ington and the Rocky Mountain States
three-quarters full-time operation is being
maintained with lack of demand the prin-
cipal limiting factor.
The situation in Alabama has varied but

slightly in the past eight weeks, with aliout
three-fourths full-time operation, limited
mainly by lack of demand ; the Southern
Appalachian district has not been doing
so well, but Harlan has averaged nearer
90 per cent. There were marked increases
in car shortage in all the eastern Kentucky
fields the week of July 19. coincident with
better demand. The market for southern
Ohio coal though still limited is improving,
and ear supply is good ; in northern and

central Oliio demand has taken up the
supply now limited by car shortage.

In West Virginia demand and car supply'
in the smokeless fields as a whole are now
better than the average, but in the high-
volatile fields in the southern i)art of the
state a greatly iniproved demand is coupled
with a marked lack of cars. Incomplete
data from the Fairmont field show about
one-half running time with both no market
and car shortage sharing in the cause of
the losses.

After three weeks of good car supjily.
western Pennsylvania in the week of July
19 reports loss of time on account of car
shortage of more than 7 per cent. In the
Somerset, Westmoreland and adjacent dis-
tricts demand is good but output is limited
by increasing car shortage. Central Penn-
sylvania mines have been averaging about
four days a week operation with lack of
market accounting for the greater part of
the loss.
The output of beehive coke in the week

ended July 26 is estimated at 369.900 net
tons, an increase of 7 per cent., compared
with the previous week, but 41 per cent,
below the corresponding week of 1918.
Lack of demand is entirely responsible for
the low production this year, the curtail-
ment in iron production and the increase
in byproduct coke capacity being the
cau.ses.
Shipments of lake coal after dropping

below last year in the week of July 12.

again rose, and the record for the week
of July 19^920,184 tons—exceeds the
904.000 tons in the corresponding week of
1918. The total to date is now 11,849.900
tons, about 1,000.000 tons above last year
for the same period. From the first ol
August to the middle of October. 1918, lake
shipments were maintained well above
1.000.000 tons a week, 1.200.000 tons liav-
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ing been exceedeil in eight out of twelve
weeks.
A smaller percentage of lake coal,

shipped so far this year, is destined for
Canada than in 1918. Statistics through
June show tliat 25 per cent, of lake cargc
coal moved to Canada in 1918. whereas ii.

1919 the percentage was 18 per cent. To
the end of June, this year, there had been
1.548,(100 tons of lake coal shipped to Can-
ada, compared with 1,786.000 tons in 1918.

In the first six months of 1919 shipments
of bituminous coal to the Atlantic tide-
water iiorts, including Charleston, were
16,627,000 net tons, a decrease compared
with 20,163.000 net tons in 1918, of 3,536.000
tons, or 17.5 per cent. The largest de-
creases were from the fields reaching tide
at Hampton Roads, more than 1.000,000
tons each on the Chesajieake & Ohio and
Xorfolk & Western, and more than Soo.ooo
tons on the Virginian. Shipments to tide
from mines on the Baltimore & Ohio in-
creased about 300,000 tons, and shipments
over the Southern Ry. to Charleston near-
ly trebled.
Although the total tidewater dumpings

increased 17.5 per cent., coal destined for
Xew Kngland decreased 4 2 per cent, in the
first half of 1919. compared with 1918. The
New lingland tidewater tonnage from Jan-
uary to June. 1919, was 3,963,O"0 net ton.s.
compared with 6.865,000 net tons in the
same period of 1918. New England coal
from Hampton Roads decreased from 4.-
278.00(1 net tons in the first half of 1918
to 2.402,000 tons in 1919, a drop of 1.875,-
000 tons, or 4 4 per cent.

BUSIXKSS OPINIONS
Dr.v Goods Kconomist — One of the

causes of the excellent business conditions
in this country, conditions that are reflected
in the sustained activity of the demand for
textiles and kindred goods, is the remark-
able increase in our exports and imports.

Marshall Fiehl & Co.—Current wholesale
distribution of dry goods was slightly in
excess of the corresponding week a year
ago. More merchants were in the market
compared with the same week of 1916 and
all reported excellent business. Orders from
road salesmen for both immediate and fall
delivery were greater in volume than for
the same period last year. Collections are
satisfactory.

The American Wool and Cotton Reporter.—Demand for wool continues strong, al-
though for a week or so it has been some-
what spotty. The call is becoming greater
for the medium and low wools because the
fine wools have become so high and scarce.
It is estimated that some 40 per cent, of
the new clip has been absorijed. Fleeces
are selling at high prices in the Middle
West. The talk of a scarcity of cotton
seems to be general, but the fact that there
are not enough spindles in the world to use
ten million bales of cotton of .American
production in addition to other supplies
seems to be worthy of some consideration.

Atlantic Seaboard

UOSTON
Murkei imtiiiurs ;i('ti\e. ulthoiieli there

are HitrnH of reaetion. Spot sales being*
shipped proinptl.\'. Higher Krades increas-
inKl.v difn<>ult to Krt. I'riies „( medium
Krades advnnee only modrrutel.v. |{iiviiiK
thuH far largely lontliieil to nii(hlle houses.
.Movement liKhl over New Vcirk and I'liila-
delphia piers. Ilam|>lon Kiiuds coals show
little ilinnice. Anthracite deliveries slow.
KeadiUK fleet tied up. "Indepeiidrnt " coal
held for liberal |ireniiunib.

liituminouH—The week has disclosed (luito
an amount of active buying all-rail.
Steam-users who have contracts have been
making quiet efforts to get "a little more"
as insurance against any breakdown in
deliveries later, but to this point there has
been no broad market for coal "without
guaranty as to quality." Quite to the
contrary, buyers in Xew lOngland are
insisting upon grades of knmvn value,
and the tradi' does not recall a time when
(here was so -much intelligent disrrimina-
lion between coals of different origin.

r'or a few days the market stiffened con-
sistently, but quite naturally In a situa-
tion of this kind. shipi)ers of some of the
second-rate coals boosted prices rather
more rapidly than current demand would
warrant, and at this writing there are signs
of a reaction that is expected to be only
lcnit)orary. For a day or two option.^
were given for only a few hours, and
the volume of coal placed must have been
fairly large for spot tonnage and ai this

season. Now, however, particularly on
Beech Creek and coals of tha( character,
the figures quoted somewhat over-step
what would be considered a fair market
price. Certain buyers have ceased making
purchases for that reason.

It is a eummentar.v on the sta(e of busi-
ne.ss when spot sales are shipped with gnat
promptness, as is th<- ease today. Ap-
parently operators are seizing upon ad-
vanced prices wTth great tividit.w It also
tends to show how relatively few- contracts
were placed this sesaon on the fair to
medium grades from the Cambria and
Clearfield districts. Offerings for delivery
beyond September are now very few. so
much confidence is there in higher prices
in the fall.

The best grades from South Fork and
other Cambria districts are harder each
week to buy. or even to get deliveries on
contract. The export and bunker trades
are most attractive and. until the spot mar-
ket all-rail rises to the figures offered to
coal ships, the bulk of the free output is
certain to go to Xew York distributors.
Demurrage charges at the piers have some
bearing, but where bunker coal is being
constantly sought the price range is high
enough to relieve the shipper of any worry
on this score.

This will account for the much improved
demand for coals of medium quality.
Buyers who must have volume shipments
are obliged to be less finicky, so long as
the coal is low volatile and does lend
itself readily to spontaneous combustion
Grades that sold at first hands for $2 50
per net ton a fortnight ago have lately sold
up to $2.85. although the latter does not
represent the state of the market in this
territory at this writing. Through agencies
J3. 15 Iff 3.25 has been paid for slightly bet-
ter grades from favorably known opera-
tions, but there is no assurance that the
same coals will continue to advance in
price at the same rate.
On Pocahontas and New River there are

apparently no new developments. Prices
are still on a $6(ff6.25 f.o.b. vessel, but
no such figure has been realized thus far
on shipments to this territory. Factors
here are making practically no cominit-
ments and are confining themselves to mak-
ing such deliveries as they can on contract
Receipts have increased the past week but
the dependence of New England upon
Hampton Roads this year is as nothing
compared with 1917 and 191S. Consumers
here are now looking with most anxiety
to Central Pennsylvania.

Current quotations on bituminous at
wholesale range about as follows:

Cari,bri:,s and
Clearficlds .Soniereets

F. o. b. mines, net tons . $2.50^3 00 $2 90(o 3 60
F. o. b. Philadelphia.
grosstons 4.69(35.25 5,10(n5,eO

F. o. b. New York, gross
tons 5.00(ff.5.60 5.40@6.20

Alongside Boston (water
coal) , gross tons 6.75@7.25 6.95(ai7.75

Georges Creek is quoted at $3.70 per net ton, f. o. b.

P'>i ahoiUas and New River arc being quoted at $6
(SI 6 25 per gross ton f. o. b. Norfolk and Newport
News, Va., in response to export demand. There are
practically no sales for coastwise shipment.

Anthracite—Shipments in July to this
territory were .somewhat larger than during
June, although retail dealers throughout
Xew Kngland continue most anxious over
the outlook. Deliveries are slow both all-
rail and by water, and the sizes in most
demand continue extremely hard to get.
Pea and buckwheat are in ample sui)ply
with only small tonnages being absorbed.
From Xew York, shipments by water have
been even more irregular than early in
the season, although the city markets
have somewhat let up on the demand. The
western trade is most insistent, however,
and before long it is expected there will
be an increased movement in that direc-
tion.
One of the disquieting features is the

present tie-up of the Reading fleet. Be-
ginning with last week several of the tugs
have been laid up at Philadelphia without
crews, until at this writing 9 of the 11
tugs upon which New England depends for
.so large a proportion of anthracite are
lying idle pending the settlement of a wage
dispu'i-. There were indications the fleet
would resume operations the latter part of
last week, but the controversy is still un-
settled. It will mean a setback of at
least ten days or two weeks in the move-
ment of coal to New England.
Premiums for coal originating with "in-

dependent" operators are being exacted up
to $1.50<ii I 75 over the company circular
lOven at these prices there is ditllculty get-
ting d<liveries. and there are no signs of
.Tn eisier demand.

NEW YORK
Better feeling exists in tlir anthracite

market. Coal moves easier, hut there is
no let-up in demand. New York tidewater
expects larger shipments in September.Much heard of high premiums, but the re-
ported average is much lower. The buck-
wheats 111 good demand. Bituminous is ac-
tive and prices stronger. Consumers stock-
ing up. The best grades short.

Anthracite—There is a better tone to the
anthracite market. Dealers are in a betterframe of mind regarding the future, and
while there has been no let-up in demand
tor coal, the situation appears to be more
settled. Coal is moving faster and retail
dealers appear to be better satisfied
The trade here is inactive. Dealers are

Well booked ahead and, while receiving agoodly portion of their standing orders from
tile larger companies, are in the field forwhatever Independent product they can ob-
tain. The latter operators are well sold
ahead, and while one hears of premiumsranging from 50c. to ?1.50 per ton fordomestic coals, according to place of des-
tination. It was stated that the averagepremium would be around 75c. As a rule
It was stated that even that was about
25c. more than New York dealers were
paying.
Egg and stove coals remain scarce, butchestnut is much easier, although there isno surplus. Pea coal is not so tight as aweek ago. but it is by no means a drug on

the market.
The market for the steam coals is

stronger. Biickwheat No. 1 is by no meansas free as it has been and shippers say quo-
tations are not so easy. Consumers are inthe mood for storing large quantities in
anticipation of a shortage and higher
prices inasmuch as the production of these
coals h.as been reduced by the non-opera-
tion of the washeries. Rice and barley aremore plentiful than buckwheat, but there
IS no desire to move them by price con-
cessions.

Quotations for company white ash coals
per gross ton at the mines f.o.b New^ork tidewater lower ports, during .August.

Mim- Tidewater
g''°''™ $5,95 $7,80
l«f,.- 6.25 8 10

g'>^"""t 6.60 8 45

S"":-,--; 5.20 6,95Buckwheat
3 4q 515

S'^V
'''

i.li 450
''"^'"y 2.25 4.OIJ

At the conclusion of the hearings beforethe Interstate Commerce Commission of thecomplaint of the Wholesale Coal Trade As!
sociation of New York against the United
?A^'^^ 93-'''"oad Administration, held at theWaldorf-Astoria Hotel, it was felt that astrong- case had been presented by the com-
plainant. The hearings were not concluded
until July 31, having been going on for
ten days. Many witnesses were heard on
both sides. Commissioner McChord, whoheard the testimony the last few days of
Ihe hearings, gave both sides until Oct 1
to submit briefs. An early decision is
looked for.

Bitumiiiou.s—A very active market exists
here. \\ hile it cannot be said there is anabundance of coal at the local piers, there
IS plenty to meet all requirements and
prices are gradually going to higher levels,
nuyers are continually in the market and
the consumer who failed to take advantage
of the advice given in the early spring to
sign a contract is not finding it as easy
Ip obtain the kind of coal he wants as he
tliought it would be.
The better grades are pr.acticallv out of

the market, and the demand has fallen on
the medium and fair grades, the advance in
prices being noticeable in the quotations for
those coals.
The improvement has been reflected in

.111 phases of the industr.v. Demand has in-
creased all around and large consumers
have been able lo store large tonnages in
their factory yards. One drawback, how-
ever, IS the lack of cars. The railroads are
not able to keep the mines supplied with
cars, .ind fear is expressed that the sup-
ply will be poorer as tlie season advances
and the movement of grain begins.
Handlers of bunker coals report increa-sed

business now that the marlt'io labor troubles
are over, the greatest dllHculty being to
obtain the quick loading and unloading of
liarges.
The export situation Is active, althougl

shippers havi' some trouble In chartering
bottoms. Many inquiries are being re-
ceived from representatives of forefgn gov-
ernments as well as from consumers, all
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,iri tn hP willine to pay good There is no particular iraprovement in

fLv ca^ be assured of the steam trade, although there is a slmht
they can oe as.uieu

tendency toward an improved demand for

mav come in the early fall because the

Lakes seem destined to close some weeks
ahead of the usual time since that region

is getting its stocks unusually early this

vear. . , , _
Prices here are well maintamea.

ct whom .are sa
prices provided
prompt deliveries. buckwheat."" especially from the conce

With contract coals moving in good ^customed to stock heavily on tliis size,

volume the best grades are easily absorbed ^^.^^ .^ ^j^^ explained by the sroYmgJe- ^^^^^-^^oai^'h^elirng at' from"$2.r5 "to $2.50.
and spot buyers are forced to take the mand for bituminous coal and the tendency S'^^^''

^°^^^*'';'o"^g^od coals all the way
other grades. to tightness now being displayed in that wiui meu _b ,

Prices quoted for the various tidewater ^rade. While a little more rice is being

„„i" =how nn increase, the tiuotations taken this size has not improved to the

extent of cutting down appreciably the

amount going into storage
tinues inactive.
With the usual 10c. increase m company

prices the quotations per gross

ranging about as follows;

?ooin:"'!'.v.v:;::::::::::::::11»l?*'"

Barley con-

5.75
5°° ,^ .... 5.50to 5.60Pool? i IHr. '5 15

ton

1 5it*° III mines for line and tide shipments a
« 4.75to 4.85 <•„,,„,„<,.

Pool
Pool 18

There were many changes in the cur-

rent quotations for the various grades of

coal at the mines. They range as follows.

Spot

South Fork (best) *i i?Z*? f
Cambria (best) i tX— 2 90
Cambria (ordinary) i oL- 1 in
Clearfield (best) ? Tr' i i.'i

Clearfield (ordinary)

.

as

follows

Broken $5 95 $7.8(

Eee 6 25 8. II

Stove 6.50 8.3:

Nut.

Line Tide
Buckwheat. $3 40 $4.45

Rice ... 2 75 3.65
Boiler 2 50 3 50

Barley 2.25 3.15

5 20 6.

tjiearneia voruiuaij'; -z ^^ ., nn
Reynoldsville

2.'U-- / vu

Quemahoning.. J. lu— 5 -i:-

Somerset (best)

.

3.10— 3
2.95— 3 10

Somerset (poor) I tnll 9 75

Bituminons—In the soft coal trade there

have also _bEen quite substantial price

increases.

The higher

greatly curtail production

...^.^c...^- The advances were greatest m
the Fairmont region, the '""ease in some

instances being as much as 40c^^ although

the average was around 20c.

ices asked have bee

from 52 75 to 5.3.25 mine basis to the trade.

Some weakness was shown in better grade
gas coals because of the jam here at tide,

and there were offerings oft the usual run
around $2.50.

Anthracite—An August schedule of prices
has been set by the Baltimore Coal Ex-
change for this territory—unless a freiglit

rate increase is ordered during the month;
in which case the jump will be added to the
retail prices announced. It was decided to

put 25 cents a ton on egg. stove and che.st-

nut sizes of hard white ash and Lykens
Valley. The price on i>roken. pea and
buckwheat was left unchanged. It was also

decided not to advance Sunbury prices.

which thus become the same as for hard
white ash. The new scheduel is as follows:

Hard white ash—Broken per long ton,

$11.50 ; egg, $12 : stove. $12.25 ; chestnut,
$12.35 ; pea coal, $10.25 ; buckwheat, $8.20.

Sunbury, egg, $12; stove, $12.25; chestnut.
$12.35. Lvkens Valley, egg. $12.70; stove.
$13.10 : chestnut. $13.10.

f^;™°°* 2' 60— 2; 65
Latrobe

'....'.'.'.'. 2.50— 2.60

Westmoreland, J
Westmoreland run-of-m»nc ^ J"

2.75— 2.90
2 60

Anthr

PHlLADKiPHIA
cite prices go np. Individual in-

creases large.^anBlng from 45c. to »1.60.

Company schedule adheres to fi.ved advance.

Retail prices likely to respond accordingly

Public criticism imminent. Egg
nut all short. Pea plentiful. With relat

Ir low price this size is likely to "
bette>. Buckwheat sliglitly stronger,

steam loal quiet. Bituminous pric

Car shortage the cause
probable

^^ ^^ _
the mining

regions iV"wouid seem that there are

plenty of cars, but owing to the condition

of much of the equipment many hundreds

of cars are not in service.
.

On account of tlie car shortage high-

grade coals were almost entirely out ot

The market and even medium grades were

hard to get. Encouraged by the better

prices a number of operations idle for
' . ,1 _ .„^,-.;« rtz-imiTipr into

Lake Markets

PITTISBVRGH
shortages

and

Othe

No heavy emigration
stricting production.

Conditions in the Pittsburgh district coal

trade continue in a state of flux. On the

hand there is observed a noteworthy

prices a Jiuiiiuir, v^i. v^i-..."- .- .„+- *!.,.,

eral months are again coming into the

market with their offering of tonnage, al^
^^^^^ _^ „„„,..,=„ ,. „„....„.....

though they are finding it difficult to man
^^^^^^^ ^j j,,jj^j emigration of labor to for

their works.
. i^ndencv eign countries that was not only predicted

There is a greatly ;n<:^t?.!f L ?"»i "s but weeks ago was claimed to be actually
on the part of buyers to take m fuel, as

^^^^^^- Qn the other hand, car short-

they are finally becoming c°"y'"^«'' °'/
,„ ages are more numerous ar'i i" "-=>"" ,.=,ris

need to have a stock of "^"^al on hand to b
district are actual

^. meet the difficulties of transportat.ori later
^^^i^^^j^n „, p^a, compan

Anthracite—The trade was stirred this ;„ the year. -^s it is onl> the lact rnav
guppHed with orders. Again, there is more

higher

ty locally. Owing
,,, ,,,,, ,,,...^„ th marine workers tlie

iide business continues unsatisfactory m
many respects.

. ^„^^, iTteiv past.
The prices per net ton in effect latelj

^^^_^

are as follows

.15 fdi
South Fork Miller Vein

i iin la
Clearfield (ordmary) iRnft' 2^)5
Somerset (ordinary)

2 70 (ai 2 80
Fairmont lump

2 50 (a. 2 60
Fairmont mme-run 200^' 2.15
Fairmont slack. _ .

...
2 40 (a- 2 50

Fairmont lump (ordinary) ^.'"
^, i ,5

Fairmont mine-run (ordinary) , ' no ffii 2 15
Fairmont slack ordinary) 2.00(9 z.i:>

week^brThe anAouncement' of heavy price coai'that would ordinarily t'f,
handled at

increases by all individual shippers. The tide has gone into the line tracie has pre_

announcement by one concern which has

usually received a premium for its coal

was that August prices would be 45c above

company circular. It had previously intr

mated that the monthly increase would be

15c per month instead of 10c. as practiced

by company shippers. ^\'hen this announce-

ment was quickly followed by an mcrease

of 75c. above company circular by one of

the other independents the trade realized

that the increases would be general. At

this time there is hardly a company that

has not made an advance of at least 4 be.

It had been taken for granted ever since

last month when some of the smaller-

shippers began adding to their prices that

by the time winter prices became effective

all companies would reach the 75c differ-

ential as in effect under the Fuel Adminis-

tration and which the officials decree<l was
a proper one. Whether it is the inten-

tion of the shippers to even go beyond this

price is now a question. The explanation

L'ive^ for the increase is that the companies

claim they have been operating at a loss

snc? the first of the year and there was
nothing else for them to do but to in-

crease the mine price. Among smaller

producers and some brokers the increases

have bein from $125 to $1.60 a ton on

prepared sizes. Almost all of the indnid-

Sal companies are holding P/^- .f
t

l<l
^°™:

pany price, but there is no doubt that with

the coming of real coal-burning weather

pea will also be proportionately increased.

Despite the increase in prices the re-

tailers have not shown the least hesitancy

to accept shipments. They need coal to fill

discrimination as to character of coal,

whereby the spread between gas coal and
steam coal has been widening, the former
advancing while the latter is at about the

prices as for three tour weeks

B.\LTIMORE

Strike ended, embargo lifted, and

reign and domestic demand strong

nsnmers preparing to stock.

schedules
large
thrac

An-

Bhuminous—With the shipping strilje at

an end, the embargo against shipments to

h^^ •^.'^Iftiliro^^sSnfe-^eX ^d^^

hope that an early clearing of the excess

rnal here will be recorded. The treigni jam

a? easLr'n ports .caused serious delay in the

irrival of empties in the mining oistricis

mat ship through the Cumberland gate-

wav and the ricent past saw the usual

mo^em%nt of some ""'' '''^^,^<' ^^riv'eragY
ihe"^ oTd';Vs on-t-heTr books

.
and more than

-''-•^jj.i^,"^r reV^ons%om,^afned \hat^Th"e|
one shipper receivetl mquiries if they could Some mining reg

^^ ^^^ ^^^^ supply, and

quite a few mines had no cars at all on

alue of coal is continually increas-

ing, particularly in the case of gas coal.

This is reflected not only by the spot mar-
ket but bv the monthly settlements made
for contracts that are not a flat price. One
important gas coal contract with a steel

interest was settled for July at 5c. over

June while the August settlement of

course with the full consent of the con-

sumer, is at 25c. over July, carrying the

price to a point above $2.3o.

The market is separating widely the low
suli.hur, low phosphorus, high volatile,

long-flame Youghiogheny gas coal from the

steam coals of the Pittsbuigh district, there

being now quite a divergence m Price.

Coal operators refer to this as one ot^the

results of tlie war, steel producers finding

that it is greatly to their advantage to use

this coal not simply for producer work
as formerly but also in heating furnaces.

During the war the steel producers were
forced to use much coal that was unsuit-

able and thus they learned what a wide

range there is in coals, merely from ditter-

ent parts of the Pittsburgh district.

We quote gas coal higher than a W'eek

ago and steam coal stiffer but not quotably

higher, prices for spot and nearby shipment

l,e!ng: Steam slack, *1-50@1.'0; ea| «'%ck.

$2(ff2.30; steam mine-run. ?2.25@2 40 gas

mine-run, $2.50(ff 2.70 ; J m. gas, $2 80@3,
per net ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

make additional shipments to new cus

tomers at the increased prices.

The local market is almost bare of the

large domestic sizes. Of pea there is still

a plenitude. Egg and stove have in no

wa\- eased up and chestnut is fast ap-

proaching the same class. Because of wet

weather the previous week some dealers

seemed to have been accumulating a stock

but this was only because the rainy wt^ther

had held back deliveries. Little comfort

Ts obtained by them from the shipping

offices, when they are infornied tha he

outside markets must be gi

TORONTO
at stove coal. ter

the usual

some days of the past week.

The coal at tide and the preferred coal

coSng through enabled another gopd

m^ement on export the past week, as near-

r 50T0O tons was loaded on cargo ind

hunker foreign account. The total loaaing

for the month of July ^vill run approxi-

mately 250,000 tons, the highest tot.il in

Ihe history of the trade here except for the

months of June and July of i;nb, ^} n'C"

was the banner coal exporting year of this

port.
The local situation

Tean
Transpor
lus begin!

Great shortage
strike interferes w
tation slow. Hema
to show improvement.

The outstanding feature of the co.%1 mar-

ket continues to be the shortage of stove

coil the great bulk of domestic orders

btdng tor tliis grade. Dealers are generally

refusing orders or accepting them only at

llie price prevailing at the time of dehvery.

.Nut. egg and
Iput some

111U pea coal are obtainable,

.,iiL some of the yards are badly handi-

lappeS in deliveries by the strike of team-

sters Transportation continues slovy. ana

Eru?-rj:rsSis,2]« s5|.=«^:»,FSsi^;| r^t^tShjff^TS,
L-ount of th

continues pretty

the dealers are expecting a much Iivel

demand tor pea coal and it would not be at

all surprising to see the fairly large stocks

of this begin to dwindle before the actual

coal-burnir.;; weather arrives.

larger consumers arc now beginning lo ook

about for storage coal, however and a

well sustained market .seems likely., al-

though some dealers believe that slump

in the metal trades

;,VV"Vesuming operations, and biluminous

coal, which has been little in demand foi
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some time, U beginning to move more
freely.
Quotations for short tons are as follows:

Anthracite, egg, stove, nut and grate $1 1 . 30
Pea 10.00
Bituminous steam 8.00
Slack 7 . 00
Domestic lump 10 00
Cannel 11.50

Wholesale f. o. b. cars at destination:
Three-quarter lump 6 10
Slack 5.00

BVFFAI.O
Quiet bituminous market. Slow improve-

ment with prices firmer. Gas coal strong.
Jobbers find caution necessary. Cars not
plentiful. Anthracite in usual heavy de-
mand.
Bituminous— The situation improves

slowly. Shippers find consumers are eager
as ever to make contracts, but do not find
operators willing to sell much coal on time.
They are well supplied with spot coal and
can usually find cars enough to move it in.

though the supply is not as good as it was
and is apparently running down. The
effort to push coal into market is not so
great as it was, for the idea of an early
boom has been dropped for the most part.
There is a fair market and that is all that
is now looked for.
The outlook is for a slow stiffening of

the market all along the line, so that hy
fall the movement will be good and profits
adequate. As it is, neither the operator
nor the jobber is getting what he is en-
titled to. The greater degree of satis-
faction reported is really because this
period is following one in which little or
no profit was made by anyone. Improve-
ment is general, but it is not as great as
it was expected to be. The best of the sit-

uation is that a better market is ahead.
Everybody is confident of that.
Bituminous prices are firmer from week

to week, but the change is slight. Quota-
tions are as follows : Allegheny Valley sizes,

$4.45: Pittsburgh and Xo. 8 lump. $4.80;
same three-quarter, $4.65; mine run, $4.20;
all slack. $3.70; Pennsylvania smokeless.
$4.60 ; smithing, $5.70, all per net ton.

f.o.b., Buffalo.

.\nthraclte— Tlhe situation does not
change much. People study the reports
of mining and find little that looks like
relief from that direction. The winter
shortage seems to be a certainty, unless
the consumption has fallen off materially.
That, with a mild winter, would help the
consumer, but neither can be depended
upon. Xobody knows what shape the con-
sumer is in for as a rule he is taking all

the coal he can get and maybe is hoarding
it as he was two years ago. There is no
fuel administration to look into the situ-

ation now. Shippers are piecing out their

supply as well as they can, giving nobody
all that is asked and so are trying to make
the best of it.

An effort is making to induce anthracite
consumers to buv coke, which is being
offered at $6.60 net f.o.b. here and ought
to look attractive at that price, but it has
not sold actively yet.

CrEVKL.\ND
steam-coal demand

lahn
rally

shnrtaKe. c(i-

be
andslightly. I>omeBtic coal <le

in excess of normal for tills time of year.

Bituminous—The gnat wave of buying
which has been sweeping over the East, ac-
cording to operators here, has increased by
about 15 per cent, the demand for steam
coal. An evident desire to stock is being
expressed hy almost every consumer. Some
who have been refusing to buy other than
from hand to mouth for the past six months
have experienced a change of heart.
Steam-coal demand in northern Ohio has
been increasing consistently for some time,
and now is not far below the normal of
pre-war years.

Southern and eastern Ohio mines con-
tinue to be hampered by car shortage,
which still appear.s in spots. A full supply
one day is likely to be followed by one ot
20 per cent, the next. But with orders
rushing in the mines appear to be rising to
the occasion. The nolireable slowing down
in requirements for the lake trade has re-
leased a sizable tonnage each week for
northern Ohio. Labor which left the mine
regions early in the year is now almost all
back. Offsetting this to an extent is the
exodus of foreign labor to Europe.

Pocahontas antl Anthracite—Retail deal-
ers still could dispose of 20 per cent, more
than they arc receiving of both gr.Tdes. The

cry continues one not of slack demand but
of slack shipments. The way consumers
are buying, winter will find them just about
100 per cent, stocked. Pocahontas prices
remain stationary, but the four anthracile
grades quoted have been pushed up. Some
dealers are threatening to inc:-ease Poca-
hontas prices soon.
lake Trade—Bituminous coal shipments

to the head ot the Great Lakes are scarce-
ly able to top the 850,000-ton mark these
weeks, due primarily to the shortage of
cars. More coal is now coming forw:ird,
proportionately, from the Xo. 8 than from
the Pittsburgh district. At the rate shijj-
ments are falling oft—they are about 200.-
000 tons a week under last season's move-
ment—another six or seven weeks will see
1919's total behind 1918's. Last yi-ar coal
just began to move at this time, while
shipments this season will show a tendency
to drop as the season wears on. Some of
the larger freighters must go to several
docks in order to get a full cargo, and much
time is being lost at the lower end of the
route.

Prices of coal per net ton delivered in
Cleveland are :

Anthracite:

Egg Jill 5 to $11 25
Chestnut 11 (,5 In II 75
Grate 1 1 45 tc, 1 1 55
Stove II 55t., 11.65

Pocahontas:

Forked 9 50
Lump 8 50 to 8.75
Mine-run 7,50

Domestic Bituminous;

West Virginia splint 7.80tr)8 10
No. 8 Pittsburgh 6 30 to 6. 65
Massillon lump 7. 50 to 7.70

Steam Coal:

No. 6slack 4,35 to 4.55
No.Sslack 4,90to5 10
Youghiogheny slack 4 95 to 5 25
No. 8J-in 5 bO to 5,75
No. 6 mine-run 4 70 to 4 , 80
No. 8 mine-run 5 , 1 to 5 . 20

DETROIT
Sales of steam and domestic siies of l>i-

tuniinous are of small amount and more
or less irregular.

Bituminous—Buyers are not evincing the
disposition to stock up that the general
outlook in the coal trade would seem to
justify, according to Detroit whole.'^alers
and jobbers. The orders placed are de-
scribed as of small proportions and r;lther
irregular, suggesting a tendency to avoid
purchases until necessity arises for re-
newal of supplies. This is particularly ap-
plicable to a considerable proportion of the
steam-coal trade.

Only a small amount of coal is to be
found on tracks in Detroit, as the bulk
of the shipments now are being made direct
to consumers to avoid the risk attending
operation of high demurrage charges. Job-
bers say it is difficult to find coal around
town that can be turned over to customers
seeking immediate deli\'er>'.
On a net ton basis at the mine, Hocking

is offered at $2.75 for domestic lump, $2
for mine run. and about $1.50 for slack
Pittsburgh Xo. 8. three-ciuarler lump is

selling around $2.50. mine run at $2 and
slack at $1.75, West Virginia 4-in. lump
is quoted at $3.25 to $3.5IT. 2-in. lump at
$3, mine run at $2.25 to $2.50 and slack at
about $1.85. Smokeless is scarce, mine
run of that description selling for $2.75
to $3.

Anthracite—While some orders for an-
thracite are coming to retailers, the amourit
of business is of smaller size than the
prospect of a shortage in supply wouM
warrant. Dealers i epoi t shipment.5 are
c^clayed and that there is considerable lack
of promptness in filling orders by producers,

T.ake Trade—Less coal is being mov&d
over the lake routes than in Jun"; and
car shortage is curtailing shipments, par-
ticularly from the Pittsburgh region. Car-
goes are fewer than the vessels offered for
loading.

COLUMBVS
Domestic demand is incrensing rntlirr

rapidl.>- as dealers are stocking up for the
rush of domesllr business. This is (he
best fenlure of the trade as Ihrri- is no
perreptihle ini reuse in steam demand.
Kuilroads are taking ft larger ttmiiage, in-
dlrnting a better freight movement. The
lake trade is steady.

There is a better domestic demand from
all producing sections in Ohio. This Is due
largely to Increased orders from retailers,
who are stocking up for the rush which Is

expected some time in August. In fact
there is quite an appreciable increase in
domestic business reported from all sec-
tions of the state. The campaign, fostered
by the Xational Coal Association, urging
the public to lay in its coal supply is bear-
ing fruit and as a result all producing sec-
tions have been benefited.

Retail stocks are not large although there
is a general movement to increase them.
Orders are being placed not only for the
so called fancy fuels but also for Hocking,
Crooksyille and Pomeroy grades. Poca-
hontas is in good demand and prices range
high. Smokeless is also moving well and
splints are selling rapidly. In fact there
are no domestic sizes that are a drag on
the market as was the case several months
ago. Good preparation is required but
there is generally a market for all lump
produced.
The steam trade does not show the

strength that has developed in domestic
sizes. Screenings are still a drug on the
market and some extremely low prices are
reported. Mine-run is not as strong as it
inight be under the circumstances. In fact
the steam trade does not share the strength
of domestic and there is little in the mi-
mediate future to encourage producers.
While reserve stocks are not large in any
section, still there is a disposition on the
part of purchasing agents to wait. Some
contracts have been made recently and
prices show a distinctly higher tendencyBut nevertheless there is a good deal ofcheaper coal that can be had on the ooenmarket and this has the effect of deDre";"-
ing the entire trade.
The lake trade is rather active, consider-ing conditions in the upper lake region Aconsiderable tonnage is moving from Ohioand West Virginia mines to the Northwest

Vessels are plentiful and the movement offthe docks in the upper lake ports is good
\ essel rates and prices are unchanged fromearly in the season.

CINCINN.\TI
Each week brings about a. better demandfrom domestic oonsL .i.s, with all otherimes continuing to show- improvement. Noparticular change in prices is noted. I,ncal

dealers regard general conditions as satis-
factory.

The demand for domestic coal has been
quickened to a very perceptible extent with-
in the past week especially, and is reflected
in heavier buying by the retailers, who are
insisting that there be no delay in ship-
ments. The increased demand for domestic
coal, especially of the better grades, is at-
tributed to the nation-wide advertising
campaign of the National Coal Association
and also the local dealers who are using
the daily press more liberallv than in the
past. Several local dealers are advertising
smokeless coal for all uses, with prompt
deliveries.
Most of the local dealers are confident

that the warnings sent broadcast about the
possibilities of a coal shortage have been
heeded in all section.^, and that there need
be no cause for worry over any serious
consequences such as were experienced in
the winter of 1917-1918. Coal men rend
with interest the reports of the heavy de-
mand for coal in the West Virginia dis-
tricts, where mines are kept busy In an
endeavor to meet requirements, and were
relieved to hear that there will be no seri-
ous delay in shipping coal from the mines,
having been assured that the ear shortage
that has existed for several weeks past
soon will be relieved.

i.onsvii.i.E
Steam demand showing some steady im-

provement, with domestic cnal In strong
demand at high prices. froBjieets for
steady advance in eoal prices. Car shortage
becoming serious and causing ronsiderable

The general demand for steam •omI is
showing steady improvement, .shipments
into the South going ahead nicely, while
the lake region and Northwe.st shipments
continue good. Retailers are buying all the
good domestic coal that is offered, while
mines in m;iny instances are not offering
any block coal at less than $4 a ton for
good eastern Kentucky grades exceyit on
regular accounts, where the price ia around
$3.75. However, domestic coal is slightly
easier to secure due to better demand for
steam, hut car supply is interfering with
:ill deliveries.

It Is conceded that from now until after
Ihp first of the year the outlook is for con-
tinual car short:ige. Operators .south of
the Ohio River are pulling wires In Wash-
ington with hopes of some improvement,
but according to figures of tralllc experts
the eastern Kentucky mines in the Harlan.
Hazard and .Southern Appalachian districts
are not getting much over a 50 per cent,
supply, "
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BIRMINGH.VJI
Fair demand for best grades of steam

coal, tile poorer qualit.v moving slowly.
Lump and nut maintain strong position.
Car and labor sliortage liindering factor
in operations.

There is a fair demand for the better
grades of steam fuel in this market, but the
lower grades are experiencing a slack de-
mand, and little tonnage is being disposed
of outside contract requirements, the major
portion going to the railroads. Railroad
contracts have about all been disposed of
except the Central of Georgia and A. B. &
A., which are still negotiating for fuel.

Spot business is confined to small tonnage.
Prices range from $2.45 for Big Seam and
similar grades of mine-run to $3.86 for
Cahaba prepared sizes.

Domestic continues strong with prices
ranging from $3.50 to $5.25 and $5.50 for
lump and nut sizes. Dealers are accumu-
lating stocks very slowly, due to the pro-
duction being below normal at the mines
which are operating.

Shortage of equipment cut the produc-
tion in this field last week, mines on the
L. & N. losing much time on this account,
and tliere was also a lack of adequate
supply on the Southern Ry. lines. Owing
to the fact that consumers cannot much
longer stay out of the market, it is pre-
dicted in coal circles that there will be
a very strong buying movement in the
near future, to which an ever-increasing
car shortage and also insufficient labor
supply will add great difficulty in supply-
ing. Under present operating conditions
the mines cannot care for anything like

a normal demand for fuel. Production for
the week ending .July 19 totaled 243,875
tons as reported to the Coal Operators
Association.

orands formerly available at $4.75 can no
longer be had at that figure, while makers
of favorite brands who were quoting $5.25
and $.">.50 are still selling at those prices.
The market is quotable as follows; Spot
and prompt furnace. $4: contract, $4.25^1'
4.511; spot and promiit foundry, $5@5.50;
contract. $5'fi5.5ii. per net ton at ovens.
The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and Lower Connellsville re-
gion in the week ended July 26 at 190,025
tons, an increase of 25,805 tons on the part
of tile furnace ovens, merchant production
being unchanged.

Buffalo—The coke trade is firm with
prospect of further improvement indicated
by liberal sales of iron ore latel.v. whicli
will also keep the lake fleet active. The
local furnaces mostly use byproduct coke,
made in this vicinity. The prices are reg-
ulated by beehive coke at $7.60 for 72-hr.
Connellsville foundry, $7.25 for 43-hr. fur-
nace and $7 for off trade, per net ton f.o.b.

Buffalo.

con'ns;li-svii:.i.e

foundr

merchant

Spot furnace coke easier tl

I,ittl.- difficulty in car suppl.i
production from furnace ovei
production being unchanged.

Spot coke is easier as to furnace grade
and stifter as to foundry grade. The mini-
mum price that can be done on foundry
coke is up 25c.. 'while best brands are held
at the same level as formerly. The easi-
ness in spot furnace coke is represented by
a larger supply available rather than by
offerings at lower prices. Quite a large
tonnage of coke, running into hundreds of
carloads, has accumulated on track, in face
of there being no demand for spot or
prompt or spot shipment. Doubtless the
furnaces ought to accumulate stocks
against probable interruptions In service
next winter, but it is probable that many
have alreacfy done so. Others are 7)rob-

ably waiting for bargains, but tliey are not
seeking bargains by making bids, except in

one or two instances in which the furnace
intimates it would buy some coke for
stocking at $3.60 or $3.75, the regular ask-
ing price being $4.
Coke operators are experiencing little

difficulty in the matter of car supply, ship-
ments being held down more by lack of
shipping instructions for loaded cars than
by lack of empties, but prcspects are rather
poor for the operators receiving large sup-
plies of coal cars should the coal market
prove able to absorb much Connellsville
coal. Box cars for loading foundry coke
are almost a rarity, and even the old-line
operators are shipping a great deal of foun-
dry coke not simply in open top cars but
in hoppers, gondolas being scarce likewise.
Foundry coke is in good demand, and

Middle West

MII.W.VIKKK
Coal market dull and movement slow.

Stocks piling up. .\ntliracite, soft coal and
coke advanced in price.

The first of August witnessed the cus-
tomary monthly advance of 10c. per ton
in anthracite, with the exception of buck-
wheat, the price of which remains the same
as was fixed at the opening of the season.
.A.11 soft coal was marked up 25c. per
ton and coke 5nc. The cost of carrying
in coal from from truck to bins was luade
75c. per ton, or an advance of 25c.

The market continues dull, with a slow-

outward movement. Docks are becoming
well stocked up. Receipts by lake up to

this time aggregate 396,750 tons of anthra-
cite and 1,613.177 tons of soft coal, a gam
over the same period last year of 125,734
tons of the former and 256,628 tons of the
latter.

ST. LOUIS
The local condition is precarious. No

steam n»arket. No cars, poor movement
and few men. Domestic demands far ex-

ceed supply.
The local situation is gradually becoming

the most serious that has confronted St.

Louis since the early days of the Fuel
Administration. For the past few weeks
the situation in the Carterville field has
been bad, and as this continued to grow
worse it began to affect the other fields,

with the result that the Standard field today
is in as bad a shape as it could possibly be.

Up to the present the supply of domestic
coal has been equal to the demand, but this

cannot continue for long unless conditions
in the operating end change radically
shortly.

In the Carterville field of Williamson and
Franklin Counties the screening situation

is bevond the operators. There is no ap-
parent remedy for the present trouble that
can be made effective at this time. Mines
that can pile screenings on the ground have
done so, and the railroads are now ruling
that unless all coal is billed out no cars
will be furnished for work the following
day.
The cutting of prices on the steam

sizes apparenlly has had little effect in

moving theirt, and the steam mar-
ket is at a standstill, with many mines
idle because they cannot move these sizes.

The mines that can move the steam sizes

are handicapped on account of lack of

equipment. The mines that have been
working are Ijeginning to lose men who

are going back to better places in the mines
that are now opening up again after many
months' suspension, and the condition is
an unsatisfactory one from every angle.

Similar conditions prevail in the Du
Quoin field, but prices tliere are not being
maintained. The car situation there is
extremely bad.

In the Mt. Olive field conditions seem to
be better than in any of the other fields
in Illinois. There is better working time.
car supply is better, and for some unknown
reason the steam sizes from this district
seem to move more readily than from the
other fields- A great deal of this tonnage
moves to Kansas City, Omaha and Chicago.
The railroad tonnage still keeps up from
this district and in a general way condi-
tions are quite satisfactory.

In the Standard field the car supply has
been the source of the greatest worry the
past week. When a mine did succeed in
cleaning up the steam sizes, it would have
to remain idle for two or three days before
it got any more equipment. Some of the
mines have been idle for a week because
they cannot move the screenings, and some
mines have gone to loading mine-run for
the railroads rather than separate their
coal. This has caused a decreased
tonnage of domestic sizes, and if this is
going to continue when the demand for
Standard gets good, as it will a little later,
then the problem will be a hard one to
solve.
The market for Standard screenings is

practically nothing at the present time. As
the demand for lump continues to grow, the
demand for screenings seems to decrease.
The race riots and the numerous strikes
in Chicago have shut off entirely a good
supply of Standard screenings, with the re-
sult that the market went down to as
low as 90c., and for a day or two no domestic
sizes were offered and those that were
offered did not seem to increase much in
price. The operator in this field doea not
know what is ahead of him. and it is a
case of where it is impossible to look ahead
or to anticipate anything.

Locally, the domestic demand for coal is
good, especially on Carterville coal. The
Mt. Olive tonnage is increasing, but up to
the present there is no unsual demand for
Standard. This will come a little later.
The supply of anthracite is limited, witli

little coming in and no smokeless at all.

A little .\rkansas has been booked, but up
to the present has not moved. The local
supply of coke, which has been plentiful,
is rajjidly decreasing, it being shipped
w'est and northwest.
The country demand is good for higher

grade coals for domestic purposes. There
is no steam demand at all.

The retail price on coal advanced 25c.
per ton on the better grades. The circular
price for August, sidewalk delivery, is:

Carterville. $6.25 ; Mt. Olive. $5.50 ; Stand-
ard. $5 ; Pennsylvania egg and grate, $12.-
75; stove and chestnut. $13; smokeless
lump and egg, $19.75 ;

gashouse coke, $S ;

byproduct coke. $9.75.
Tlie present prevailing prices are, f.ob.

mine

:

Williamson Mt. Olive
and and

Franklin Countv Staunton Standard
6-in.luinp...$2.85*@3.05" $2.55 $2.25@2.50
3x6egg 2 85*((/3.05 2.55 2.25@2.50
2x3 nut 2.85-(<i3.05 2.55
Hx2nut. .. .

2.85*(li 3.05
Mine-run... 2.IO*fn2.35 2.35 L 60® 1. 70
Screenings.. 1.50*^2.20 2.05 .9001.00
2x6egg I 90@2.00
2-in. lump I.90@2.00

* Indicates prices on Independent coal.

Williamson-Franklin County rate to St.

Louis is $1,075; other rates, $0.92i.

Coal and Coke Securities

New York Stock Kichsnge Closing Quotations .\ue 4. 1919

Ticker
STOCKS Abvn.

American Coal Co. of Allegheny fACL)
Bums Brothers. Com IBB)
Burns Brothere, Pfd 'BB)
Central Coak 4 Coke, Com iCK)
Central Coal & Coke, Pfd 'CK)
Colorado Fuel & Iron, Com ' CF)
Colorado Fuel & Iron, Pfd 'CF)
Consolidation Coal of Maryland ' COM)
Elk Horn Coal, Com I EIT)

Elk Horn Coal, Pfd 'EH)
Island Creek Coal, Com HCR)
Island Creek Coal, Pfd 'ICR)
Jefferson & ClearBeld Coal & Iron, Ptd (JF)

Now Central Coal of West Va (NCC)
Pittsburgh Coal, Com iPO
Pittsburgh Coal, Pfd 'PO
Pond Creek Coal <PD)
Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke (VK)

BONDS
Cahaba Coal, lot Gtd. 69. 1922. ....... ..-^^^
Clearfield Bituminous Coal, Ist 48, Ser. A. 1940

Colorado Fuel A Iron, Gen. 53, 1943.

Colorado Indus. Ist Mtg. & Col. Tr. Ss, I "4.
Consolidation Coal of Maryland, Ist Ref. Ss, 1950

Jefferson & Clearfield Coal & Iron, Sec. Mort, 58, 1 926

Lehigh Valley Coal, Ist Gtd. 5s, 1933.

Lehigh Valley Coal. Gtd. Int. Red^toJ%' '"'•,.;. •

Lehigh Val. Coal & Nav. Con. S. F., Mb, Ser. A, 1954. .

.

Pleasant Valley Coal, let S. F, 5b, 1 928

Pocahontas Coal & Coke, Joint 48, 1941...
Pocahontas Con. Collieries, Ist S. F. 5s, 1957. .

•.-•.
Roch. & Pitts. Coal & Ir., Helvetia Pur. Money 5s. 1946.

St. L., Rocky Mnt. & Pac. Stamped 58. 1955

Tenn. Coal, Iron & R R., Gen 5e, 1951

Utah Fuel, Ist Sinking Fund 58, >">}[-„
Victor Fuel. Ist Mtg. Sinking Fund 58, 1953

Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke Ist 5s, 1949

Bid

90

1
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Worker Against Worker
By R. Dawson Hall

ELCOME indeed are all tendencies

toward solidarity and brotherhood

in the labor unions, in the trades and
between nations. Yet it must be

remembered that there is a natural

antagonism which arises out of the

fact that whatever one man gets,

another has to do without. Out of the fund of things

produced every producer must look for a reward for

his labors. If one worker takes two awards, others

must go short; for making more coupons will not

add to the booty to be divided.

When, therefore, a labor union decides it wants an
increase in wages, it must expect that increase to come
out of the wages of other workingmen. The union does

not help labor as a whole by making its demand. It is

merely taking from other workingmen a higher rate

of compensation than its services have hitherto com-

manded. It is raising the price of the labor of its

members at the expense of everyone who buys what
is produced by that labor.

Solidarity is shown, therefore, not by large demands,

but by a just appraisement of the worth of one's

labor. If one class of workmen with an increase in

cost of living of about 50 per cent, asks for a 200 per

cent, increase in wages, it is trying to profiteer from

other workingmen to the extent of 150 per cent. If

the increase comes to an individual by the ordinary

process of competition, he may be well justified in

taking it, believing that he would not get it if he were

not entitled thereto; but if it comes as the result of

combination and violence, he is taking an unfair

advantage of other workers.

On April 1, 1914, the Indiana "bituminous" inside

day laborers received $2.84 per day of eight hours.

The outside day laborers received $2.24. Under the

terms of the Washington Agreement, November 1,

1917, these day laborers were awarded $5 and $4.35

per day of eight hours respectively, an increase of

about 76 per cent, to the inside men and 94 per cent,

to the outside men above the scale of 1914.

Recently these Indiana mine workers met and de-

manded a $7 per day minimum with a six-hour day.

This would be an increase in wage to the inside day

laborer of 40 per cent, and to the outside day laborer

of 61 per cent, per day on the wage of November 1,

1917, and increases of 146 and 212 per cent, respec-

tively on the daily wage of April 1, 1914

Taking, however, into consideration the shorter

working day of six hours demanded at the same time,

the two classes of w/age earners are found to be seeking

an increase per hour of 87 and 115 per cent, respec-

tively over the rate paid at the present writing, or an

advance per hour of 229 and 317 per cent, respectively

over the rate paid in 1914.

Clearly, the Indiana mine workers are not trying

merely to meet the increased cost of living. They are

seeking rather to get more of the other fellow's hours

than they are willing to give him. They are en-

deavoring, in short, to profiteer in the sale of their

labor. They cannot protest against the cost of living

for they, themselves, have done more than any other

persons to cause that increase

In fact, the figures given above are not really rep-

resentative of the probable increase in cost of coal,

for the mine worker has kept down his rent charges

to a pre-war level and has provided that the increase

in the cost of his coal shall be less than the increase

in the cost to the operator. He is also trying to provide

for time-and-a-half for overtime and double-time for

Sunday work, and to prevent production on Saturday

afternoon and for two hours each day. All these

extra charges and novel restrictions in the use of the

plant will add to the cost of the coal, and this cost the

consumer must inevitably pay.

No one can say that this grasping for larger pay

shows a sense of obligation to the interests of labor.

It is a felonious attempt to hold up the workingman

by a threat that if he does not come across with the

goods he will be compelled to be idle till he is less

obdurate. Perhaps the union men do not view their

action in that way, but however excellent their in-

tentions the result is the same.
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS
PRACTICAL SCHEMES THAT MAKE THE DAYS WORK EASIER

Device for Dumping Rock Cars at the

Rock Bank
By Ralph W. Mayer

fr.lifornia. I'.-nii.

Variou.s method.? are employed at coal plants for

dumping the cars of rock and slate resulting from min-

ing operations and coal preparation. When schemes are

used for dumping cars which necessitate frequent exten-

sion of track the labor item tends to increase

the cost of refuse disposal unduly. It was to simplify

matters in this respect that the device here described

was planned.

To facilitate the dumping of refuse, the car contain-

ing it is run up on a portable frame or truck, one end

of which overhangs the rock bank and thus readily

permits the dumping of the car. This equipment can

be made at any mine and its construction is as follows:

The main frame of the dump is made of 10- by 10-in.

timbers which carry the cross ties and track. This

frame is supported on two 4-wheeled trucks; one truck

is about at the middle of the frame and the other is

near the end where the car is started up on the frame.

Ordinary car wheels are used for the trucks.

The wheel base of the front truck is about six feet.

The truck is made of 10- by 10-in. timbers tied together

and braced by iron rods. On top of this frame, carrying

the axle journals, are two pairs of 10- by 10-in. cross

timbers supporting a platform of 4-in. plank. One foot

from each end of this platform is bolted a 1- by 6-in.

iron plate, the ends of which are bent down over the

10- by 10-in. timbers. These iron plates furnish a

sliding surface for a similar reversed platform bolted

to the under side of the main timbers carrying the track

of the dumping contrivance. A king-pin pivots the

truck to the main frame and allows the dumping equip-

ment to round curves on the track laid on the rock

l;.ank.

The wheel base of the rear truck is as short as prac-

ticable. This truck supports the lower end of the

dumping equipment near the end touching the track

on the rock bank. The axles of this truck run in

.lournals bolted to angle-irons to which are bolted other

FIG. 1. SIDE VIEW UV TliK DlMl'I.Nc ; lil'.VIClO

FIG. :'. VIEW OF UFMl', .SIIUWI.XG KU'KBACK

angles carrying a 10- by 10-in. timber; this top timber

forms the bolster of the rear truck and carries the

load. A king-bolt pivots this truck to the main frame.

The dumping device is about 60 ft. long over all. The
rear end has 30-ft. track stringers which are carried by

the two trucks; the rear end of these stringers just

clears the rails of the rock-bank track. Ten- by 10-in.

cross timbers are bolted to the under side of these

stringers to act as bolsters to rest on the truck bolsters.

Fig. 1 shows these inclined stringers rising from the

rock bank track to a point over the truck near the

center of the dumping device; the track on the dump is

carried forward by horizontal stringers, the forward

ends of which are supported by H-in. iron rods as

ciearly shown in Fig. 1. These rods are fastened to

cross timbers under the track stringers and pass over a

frame about the middle of the dumping device.
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FIU. 3. VIEW FRO.M THE FRO.Ni, ,-l 1' j\\ l-\' ; S11EA\E

To facilitate the movement of the rock-car onto the

dumping device, the rails at the bottom of the incline

are beveled at their ends which are so flattened out

and the sides bent down as to form a channel fitting

over the rock bank track thus holding them in position.

A device bolted through this movable rail and under
the rail of the rock bank track also helps to hold the

dump rails in position.

An ordinary kickback dump is placed at the forward
end of the track as is clearly shown in Fig. 2. A frame
is erected over the track at the horns of the dump,
from which a ring is hung to engage the hook on the

end of the car door. This ring raises the car door when
the car is tilted.

Arrangement is made to pull the rock car upon the

dump by a cable. A motor and drum are attached to

the under side of the track stringers near the rear

truck as shown in Fig. 1. The cable passes forward
under the track out to a sheave supported by timbers
extending out from the track timbers as shown in Figs.

1 and 3. From the sheave the cable passes back be-

tween the track rails, supported on rollers. A small

shed made of corrugated iron houses the controller

and resistances of the motor and protects the man who
runs the hoist in stormy weather.

In operation the rock is dumped from this device

until the bank is extended and filled up level with the

bank track sufficient to permit of another section of

track being laid. The dumping device is then moved
forward and the process is repeated as often as the rock

gets up to the level of the bank track. The motor and
cable on the dump are also used to pull it forward when
a move is made.

Handy Extension Wall Light

By Charles H. Willey
Concord, N. H.

A handy even though somewhat inartistic wall-light

fixture ma.y be made from short lengths of old brass

pipe as shown in the accompanying illustration. The
first section has one end bent for a short distance at

right angles. The other end is flattened, as are also

the ends of the next section. These ends, after being

WALL PLUG

W.\LL LIGHT M.VDE FRO.U OLD BK.\SS PIPE

flattened, v/ere drilled for bolts. Holes were drilled so

that the light cord could be drawn through the pipe.

The angle bracket on the wall is provided with a round

pin or stud over which the bent end of the pipe is

slipped. The light socket is fitted to the end of the

pipe in such a way that it can be revolved at any angle.

A NEW Use ha.s been discovered for gas masks. Word
Climes from Indiana that these masks are in demand for

threshing and shipping wheat infected with Australian

take-all. All grain is so saturated with formahdehydc

that the workers cannot stand the fumes.
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St. Vincent Mine of the Mount Pleasant

Byproduct Coal Co.

An Electrically Operated Mining Plant, with an Ultimate Capacity

of 1500 Tons a Day, Was Sunk in a Hurry. The Water Encoun-

tered in the Shaft Is Used for Domestic Purposes. Consumption of

Current Is So Regulated as to Avoid Peak Loads as Far as Possible.

By p. B. Rule
Gi'eensburs, Penn.

UEXBRAL VIEW OF THE SURFACE PLANT AT THE ST. VINCENT IHNE

THE St. Vincent mine of the Mount Pleasant By-

product Coal Co. is situated about 7 miles east of

Greensburg, Westmoreland County, Pennsj-lvania.

The coal produced is mined from the famous Connells-

ville basin of the Pittsburgh seam and is adapted, as

the firm name implies, to byproduct oven consumption.

The coal acreage was bought from the Benedictine So-

ciety fathers, who conduct a college and seminary. On
account of the necessity of erecting the surface plant

of the mine in close proximity to their school buildings,

it was stipulated by the fathers that steam would not

be used for operating the mine. Electric power, pur-

chased (from the West Penn Power Co.) on a demand
basis, is and will be the only kind of energy used in

the operation.

The contract for sinking the shaft was let to H. F.

Stark, of Greensburg, Penn., and on June 12, 1917, the

first shovelful of dirt was moved. The main and air

shafts are of concrete construction, elliptical in form.

About 30 ft. of lining was put in place at one time:

8 in. to 10 in. of sand was spread around the sides of

the excavation, and upon this foundation the forms were
built. These were made in six parts, two for each side

and one for each end. Space was left between the side

forms for a key made of 1:| x 4-in. yellow pine and the

same length as the foiTii. After the concrete had set

about 36 hours these keys were taken out, which al-

lowed the forms to be removed. Each form before it

was put in place was given a coat of tar on its out-

side surface so that the concrete would not stick.

A comparatively small quantity of water was en-

countered in the sinking of the main shaft. Wher-

ever this occurred, corrugated sheet iron was placed in

position so as to bring the water to one point, and a

wrought-iron pipe was so placed as to conduct the water

through the concrete lining so as to relieve any pres-

sure upon its outer face. At a point about 60 ft. down
in the air shaft a sump was driven into one end wall,

in order to collect a flow of water of about 50 gal. pei-

minute. Upon analysis, this proved to be free from im-

purities and it was decided to install a small pump sta-

tion at this point and utilize the water for the house

supply. No water rings were built in either shaft, all

water being carried through the lining by drainage

pipes and carried to the bottom through one large col-

umn to which all drainage pipes are connected. All

buntons in each shaft are of white oak, fitted into

notches made by the form construction in the concrete

lining.

Coal, 7 ft. 9 in., was struck about Dec. 1, 1917, at a

depth of 240 ft. in the air shaft and 250 ft. in the

main shaft. This was considered to be quite fair time,

considering the scarcity of labor and the trouble ex-

perienced in getting in supplies. A sump, concrete

lined and floored, was sunk below the coal in the main
shaft. A concrete arch 12 ft. wide, 10 ft. high and 20

ft. long for the main airway and two smaller ones 8

ft. wide. 7 ft. high and 12 ft. long were constructed at

the bottom of the air shaft. At the bottom of the main
shaft, concrete arches 13 ft. high, 18 ft. wide and 30

ft. long were constructed on both the loaded and empty
track sides. The arch on the loaded side will probably

be extended when the necessity arises.

One Harris 7 x 10-in. triplex pump of 250-gal.-per-
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minute capacity, driven by a 20-hp. alternating-current

motor handles all the water at the present time. Fur-

ther permanent installations will probably be centrifu-

gal, discharging through a borehole to the surface.

Animal haulage is used at the present time, with elec-

tric in view. The system of mining will be the modified

concentration with 100-ft. blocks. This system has

been used with great success by the affiliated companies

of the Mount Pleasant Byproduct Coal Company.
Fifteen acres of surface area were leased from the

Benedictine Society for the surface plant. The sid-

ing is 2800 ft. long, 1400 ft. of single track above the

center line of the main shaft and 1000 ft. of double

track below this point. A descending grade of 1.5

per cent, above the loading shed, 2 per cent, for 300

ft. at the loading shed and 1.25 per cent, below this to a

point distant about 400 ft. from the main connection,

assures easy handling of both loaded and empty rail-

road cars.

An interesting incident in the construction of the

siding was the unusual angle of the skew bridge across

a small stream. It was not possible to change the

course of the run, so the bridge was designed with the

center line at an angle of only 15 deg. 15 min. from the

center line of the creek channel.

There are only three buildings—the hoisthouse, shop

building and fanhouse^in the near vicinity of the sur-

EXTERIOR OF 22.0nO-VOLT SUBSTATION AT
ST. VINCENT MINE

face plant. All of these are of hollow tile and cement

plaster construction. The hoisthouse is 34 ft. wide

and 40 ft. long and contains the hoist, control board and

switchboard, with room for a future motor-generator

set installation. The shop building is 32 ft. wide, 77

ft. long, 60 ft. of which is occupied by the blacksmith

and carpenter shops, while the balance is taken up l)y

the lamphouse and supply room.

Edison storage-battery lamps are used by all em-
ployees except the mine bosses. The lamphouse is

equipped with a small motor-generator set, racks and
switchboard for charging, and all necessary supplies

for repairing and handling the lamps. The fan is a

7 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in. Jeffrey double inlet, blowing with a

normal capacity of 125,000 ft. at 200 r.p.m. and 2-in.

water gage. It is arranged for a belt drive from a

Westinghouse 25-hp., 220-volt, three-phase, 60-cycle in-

duction motor. A hospital and first-aid building is

planned for the near future. It will contain hospital

bed, operating chair, stretchers, first-aid cabinets, and
ia fact everything essential to a first-aid station.

All outside equipment, as has been stated previously,

FAN USED .\T .MINE IS A T FT. BY 3 FT. 6 IN. JEFFREY

is electrically operated. On account of the stress of the

times (summer of 1917) the West Penn Power Co. was
not in position to construct a branch line to the plant,

and so this work had to be undertaken by the coal com-

pany. A line 4600 ft. long was constructed, tapping the

main 22.000-volt West Penn line. The substation was
designed by the Railway Industrial and Engineering

Co., of Greensburg, Penn., and consists of a steel tower

terminal, air switch, choke coils and horn gap lightning

arresters; busbars extend from this tower to a cross-

bar on a steel pole. Three 150-kw., 22,000—2200-volt
Pittsburgh transformers, and three 50-kw., 2200—220

—

110 Westinghouse transformers bring the current down
to the desired voltages. On account of severe lightning

conditions in this vicinity, Genei-al Electric aluminum-
cell lightning arresters were installed this spring.

The headframe and loading shed were designed by the

W. G. Wilkins Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn., and fabricated

and erected by the Memphis Steel Construction Co., of

Greensburg, Penn. They are built integral and are of

the end brace type. The cages are self-dumping, con-

structed by the Diamond Manufacturing Co., Mononga-
hela City, Penn. The hoist is a Vulcan. It is a self-

contained, electrically operated machine equipped with

one straight-faced grooved tight drum 7 ft. in diameter,

coiling 1 ! in. wire rope, steel machine-cut gears of the

single reduction Falk herringbone type, flexible coup-

ling, device for the prevention of overwinding and over-

speeding and motor-driven compressor for the air brake.

The motor is a Westinghouse 200-hp., 2200-volt, three-

phase, 60-cycle, 500-r.p.m. machine.

The hoist and motor are designed to make two hoists

per minute of the following loads: Coal in car, 5000

lb. ; empty car, 2000 lb. ; cage, 6000 lb. The hoist con-

troller is a Westinghouse type "F," form "D," No. 219.

JJIRDS-EYIO VIEW ijijij-voLT sul;st.\.tuj.n
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The West Penn Power Co.'s demand is figured from
the significant peak, which will be the "amount of power
equivalent to the maximum average kilovolt-amperes

drawn for a period of five consecutive minutes during

any billing month, plus (here is where the instantaneous

peak comes in) 50 per centum of that part of any single

operating peak created during the same billing month
which is in excess of 150 per centum of such maximum
average for a five-minute period." Thus it can be seen

that one high peak will have a material effect on the

demand.
In conclusion, it might be stated that in operating a

plant that is dependent entirely upon purchased elec-

tric power, the principal thing to consider in the use

of such energy is the operating peaks during the peak
hours. All pumping, if possible, should be done during
off-peak periods—that is, from 5 p.m. to 7 a.m.—all cut-

ting machines should operate during the same period.

All bosses should be instructed how to keep the demand
do%\-n to as low a point as possible, consistent with
good operation. The Randolph-Means Co., of Pitts-

burgh, Penn., were consulting engineers on the elec-

trical machinery and equipment. Matthew S. Welch, of

Greensburg, Penn., was the constructing engineer on all

electrical equipment. J. U. Kuhns is president of the

Mount Pleasant Byproduct Coal Co. ; C. J. Kline, treas-

urer; D. C. Cramer, mine superintendent, and Joseph
Sperko, mine foreman.

Superheaters at British Collieries
By M. Meredith
Liv.ipool. Englatul

Recent experience in Great Britain has served to

emphasize the fact that in nearly every case where
steam power is employed considerable economy in coal

may be effected by superheating the steam. This is

particularly the case at collieries, where long steam
lines are to be found, and where, in consequence, seri-

ous loss arising from condensation and trouble from the

presence of water in the pipes are liable to result if

the steam is not superheated. It is thus not surprising

that the question of applying superheaters both to new
and existing boilers is one of much interest to all en-

gaged in the production of coal.

Much has been written on superheating from the
point of view of economy, but there is little informa-
tion available on the practical design and operation of

superheaters. The following remarks should therefore
prove interesting.

There unfortunately exists a somewhat common im-
pression that superheaters, in most cases, are a source
of consideraljle trouble and annoyance in operation, and
are constantly requiring attention and repairs. This
belief is quite erroneous. It is true that in numerous

instances trouble from leakage at the joints, warping
of the tubes and similar difficulties have been experi--

enced almost from the start, but in nearly every case
the trouble has been the result either of inferior design
and construction of the superheater or of carelessness

and neglect on the part of those responsible for the
operation of the plant. If a superheater be well de-

signed and constructed, and placed under the charge
of a skilled attendant, there is no reason why it should
give trouble. There are indeed large numbers of super-
heaters working today that have never required any-
thing in the way of repairs since the day they were
installed, years ago. On the other hand, when the

design and the conditions of working have been unsat-

isfactory, superheaters have been a constant source of

trouble and annoyance, and in some instances they have
been taken out and scrapped after working but a few
months.

Construction Materials Must Be of the Best

It is of the first importance that the materials used
in the construction of superheaters be the best obtain-

able. Steel of high tensile strength should be used

throughout, and the tubes should be drawn from the

solid. Cast iron, at one time largely used for headers,

is quite unsuitable because, apart from its brittle

nature, it deteriorates after continued exposure to high
temperature steam. Cast steel is more uitable than
cast iron, but inferior to wrought steel. vVelded tubes

are objectionable because of their liability to fail at

the weld ; but, owing to the present difficulty in obtain-

ing solid drawn tubes, they are being extensively em-
ployed.

Simplicity of construction and acessibility are es-

sential features in design. It must be remembered
that the temperature of the gases in which the super-

heater is placed is seldom less than 900 deg. F., while

it is often as much as 1500 deg. Thus the condition:?

of working are severe, and if an occasional leakage,

or even failure of a tube, should occur it can scarcely

be wondered at. It is obvious that every facility should

be provided for reexpanding or replacing defective

tubes, and hence the importance of accessibility. In

some designs it is necessary to disconnect the steam
pipes and remove a large bolted cover in order to ren-

der the tubes accessible, and this has to be done every

time a tube requires reexpansion or replacement. In

others, small openings, covered by screwed plugs, are

placed opposite the ends of the tubes, and it is supposed

that these are quite sufficient to make the tubes acces-

sible. A superheater can be regarded as satisfactory

only when it is designed in such a way that any tube

can be made thoroughly accessible in a minute or two
either for expanding, plugging up, or replacing, and
when, in addition, the tubes can be cleaned externally
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under working conditions. The latter provision is im-

portant, because the external surfaces after a time

become covered with soot, which seriously interferes

with the free passage of heat through the tubes from
the hot gases to the steam.

An important feature in design is to arrange the

joints and attachments of the superheater so that they

are not directly exposed to the action of the hot gases,

thus minimizing leakage and other troubles. The ends

of all the tubes should be bell-mouthed or beaded over

to obviate the possibility of the tubes being drawn out

of the plates or boxes into which they are expanded.

Various troubles are experienced in the working of

superheaters, but of these overheating of the tubes is

undoubtedly the most important. Under normal con-

ditions of operation when the steam is flowing freely

through the tubes, the trouble in question is not liable

to arise, because the heat from the gases is being con-

stantly carried away by the steam. During the periods

of raising steam, however, the furnace gases are pass-

ing through the superheater chamber, but there is no
steam flowing through the tubes. It is at such times

that overheating is most liable to occur. Much will

depend upon the temperature of the furnace gases.

In the case of a Lancashire boiler, the type mostly

used at collieries in Britain, the superheater is placed

in the downtake at the rear end, where the tempera-

ture is not unduly high, and the water of condensation

which collects during stoppages generally serves to pro-

tect the tubes against overheating. If, however, the

temperature be excessive, it becomes necessary to .safe-

guard the tubes. This may be done either by bypassing

the gases (when this is possible) until steam has been

raised, or by flooding the tubes with water.

It is not advisable to resort to flooding unless the

water is free from sedimentary matter, because of the

tendency of the tubes to become coated with deposit.

This would lead to the very trouble it is desired to pre-

vent. A further objection to flooding is that it involve;-

a certain amount of risk of explosion, because if the

bulk of the water be not afterward removed, it will be

carried forward into the steam pipes, where it is liable

to set up dangerous water-hammer action.

Priming of the boilers has in some instances led to

overheating of superheater tubes, which in conse-

quence of the priming have become partially choked

with deposit. An explosion occurred in this way some

time ago at a colliery near Durham. Because of the

boilers having to be continually forced, priming re-

sulted, and scale to a thickness of /jj in. formed in

the tubes, one of which became overheated and reduced

to such an extent that it could no longer resist pressure.

When overheating occurs, it causes rapid oxidation

and wasting away. It should be borne in mind that

the tubes are comparatively thin, and a slight amount
of wastage will seriously affect their strength. They
will, in consequence, be liable to fail under pressure

sooner or later. Hence it is important that every pre-

caution be taken to prevent this trouble. Frequent ex-

amination should be made with a view to discovering

any evidence of overheating. As a rule the external

surfaces of tubes which have suffered from overheating

are covered with a reddish-colored oxide, while such

tubes show signs of warping. The extent to which

wastage has taken place may be ascertained by meas-

uring the external diameter of the tubes at a number
of places and comparing with the original diameter.

Occasionally the ends of the tubes projecting beyond
the plate into which they are expanded become wasted.

The effect of such deterioration, in serious cases, is to

reduce the hold of the tubes in the tube sheet, and so

involve risk of the affected tubes being drawn out.

For this reason it is advisable to withdraw any tubes

found to be considerably wasted away at the ends, cui

away the wasted portions (afterward annealing the new
ends) and then reexpand the tubes into the plate, a
suitable bellmouth being, of course, formed.

To insure safety in operation the question of drain-

ing off water of condensation should receive careful

consideration. Facilities for draining both the steam
pipes and the superheater boxes should be provided,

since large accumulations of water at any point may
lead to water hammer and explosion.

Suitable draining arrangements, besides safeguard-

ing the superheater and the steam pipes against water
hammer, will also prevent wasting of the tube ends,

since this trouble is mostly caused by accumulation of

water in the superheater boxes. Leakage past the ends

of the tubes and the tube plate is common, especially

in superheaters of inferior design or construction. It

should always be remedied by expanding the tube ends

at the first opportunity, because if neglected the scour-

ing action of the escaping steam will cause serious

thinning of the tubes.

It is sometimes stated that superheater tubes become
generally wasted internally as well as externally, but
experience does not appear to bear this out. It is,

however, a fact that internal "pitting" is sometimes
found at the bends of the tubes, this being the result

of accumulations of water of condensation. This defect

may be discovered by careful hammer testing.

As a safeguard against explosion, a safety valve

should be fitted to the superheater. This may be either

of the dead-weight or the spring-loaded type. If a

dead-weight valve be used, it is important that suitable

stop pins be fitted to obviate the possibility of the

internal valve being blowm off its seat; if a spring-

loaded valve be adopted, suitable appliances should be

fitted for the purpose of testing the valve.

American Institute of Mining and

Metallurgical Engineers

Charles Schwab will be a speaker at the banquet cf

the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical

Engineers to be held in Chicago, Sept. 22 to 26 inclu-

sive. Elaborate plans for both the technical and social

side of the meeting have been perfected. Engineers

who make the trip to Chicago for this meeting are

assured of one of the most interesting annual meetings

which the Institute has held. In addition to some

hundred and fifty papers which have been prepared for

the meeting, trips to the zinc-smelting districts, the

steel works at Gary and the refineries at Whiting and

East Chicago are included. A boat trip on the lake

together with numerous social events have been ar-

ranged for the ladies. The Fifth Annual Exposition

of the Chemical Industries will be held in Chicago at

the same time as the meeting of the American Institute

of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, and members

of the Institute are cordially invited to attend the

exposition and become better acquainted with the allied

industries.
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Resvilts Obtained from the Use of the Cement

Gun at the Cadogan Mine
By Fred Norman"

Kittanning, Penn.

It is seldom that illitstratio7is bring out a point in a

more striking manner than do those accompanying this

article. They might almost he published as a series of

pictures rvithout words, and still tell the story. Hoiv-

ever, the writer of the article enlarges on the situation

at the mine in question, states the difficulties in opera-

tion, on account of a bad, friable top rock, and notes

how such difficulties were overcome by the use of the

cement gun. Valuable cost data also are given.

OUITE a troublesome condition often met with in

bituminous coal mines is what is known by the

miners as "buckwheat slate" roof. This name
is rather more descriptive than scientific, but conveys

a factor. It is seldom that large enough pieces fall to

cause direct accidents, but the blocking of the tracks

from fallen slate may cause wrecks to locomotives and
cars. To sum up, a condition is created which is hard
to handle; furthermore, it is dangerous and also puz-
zling to the mine officials.

The Cadogan mine of the Allegheny River Mining Co.

is six miles south of Kittanning, Penn., along the west
bank of the Allegheny River. Here conditions were
encountered in the "B" (or Lower Kittanning)
seam, through large sections of the mine, which for

some time almost completely baffled the mine officials.

The constant falling of slate made it necessary to

employ men, during the night, to load up the debris that
fell after working hours, in order to keep the tracks
clear for the locomotives in the nioniing. Difficulty was

;i .\ uL il- I'l' I KD u.\ IKriK.-i

the idea accurately. It is a condition of the roof and
consists of a broken slate that rapidly disintegrates by
the action of the air currents and falls in small parti-

cles.

This is a continuous performance, and not alone af-

fects the roof directly above the entry, but the slate

breaks sharply at the ribs and this in turn allows a
larger arch above the entry. Thus still more surface is

e.xposed to the deteriorating action of the air and the
amount of "buckwheat slate" falling is increased.

To timber against this condition is both costly and
inefl'ective. Aside from the dangerous results, weaken-
ing of pillars and falling slate, the cost and inconveni-
ence of maintaining men to clean the tracks is obvious,
and delays to transportation from dirty tracks is quite

Thief engineer of the Allegheny River Mining Company.

also experienced in keeping trolley hangers in place.

After idle days this source of annoyance was especially

.severe and something had to be done cjuickly to re-

lieve the situation.

At the instance of the superintendent of the mine,

an investigation of the work of the cement gun at the

Bruceton Experimental Mine was made, with the result

that the company decided to give this cement apparatus

a tryout. To this end the necessary equipment was pur-

chased and put in working order. The outfit consisted

of the cement gun, water tank and motor-driven air

compressor and receiver (all mounted on trucks), to-

gether with a mixing board and sand screen, shown in

Fig. 1.

To operate this outfit six men were employed as fol-

lows: One nozzleman, one gun operator, two attend-

ants to screen and mix sand, and two men to prepare the
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FIG. 2. AN ENTRY BEFORE TREATMENT

top and sides of the entry. All loose material must

be carefully trimmed off before cement is applied, to

insure a good job. As high as 120 lin.ft. of entry have

been cemented in one eight-hour shift, but the aver-

age run falls short of this, and actually is, by computa-

tion of several months' work, 85 lin.ft. per shift.

The gunite (or cement and sand mixture) consists of

one part cement and three parts sand ; it is blown

against the rock face which is to receive treatment with

about 30 lb. per sq.in. pressure. The cement penetrates

the small crevices and interstices to a considerable depth

and the surface coating of gunite over the rock will

average about p in. thick.

Great care must be exercised to remove all loose and

disintegrated material, so that the gunite can get a good

grip on solid rock; the necessity of this is easily seen

by inspecting Fig. 2, which shows an entry before

treatment. Note the "buckwheat" on the track and the

ragged appearance of the slate of the roof and the

.'sides. This entry, however, has not reached the stags

where the rock deterioration actually extends over the

coal; but such would be the case in a short time if the

rock were left without treatment. The debris on the

track is the accumulation of a day and is an average

of conditions met with.

Fig. 3 shows a view of a main-haulage entry treated

with a cement coating which speaks for itself. Fig. 4

shows the junction point of two haulage entries treated

with the cement coating. In this last illustration the

tracks are littered with coal shaken off the cars rather

than slate from roof or sides.

The cement gun outfit at this mine was put into

operation Sept. 12, 1918, and worked mostly during

night shifts for sixty-four eight-hour shifts, up to the

time statistics were computed. During this period 5482

lin.ft. of entry, or approximately 87,700 sq.ft. of sur-

face, was coated.

The average work per eight-hour shift was 85 lin.ft.

of entry, or 1370 sq.ft. of surface, covered with a §-in.

thick cement coating. An accurate account of the cost

of this work was kept, as follows

:

Labor $2176.03
Sand, 264 tons, at $2,65. 699.60
Cement, 502 bbl, at $2.52. . 1265.04

Total $4140.67

Cost per lin.ft. of entry $0,7553
Cost per sq.ft. of surface. .. . .0472

The labor costs include: Loading sand, cement and
water outside; trimming of entry; mixing sand and
cement by hand; the operation of the cement gun; also

the training of men for the work.

Up to the present time the cement coating of the

entries has proved quite satisfactory and neither break-

ing of the coating nor signs of slacking behind the

coating have been observed in work about eight months
old. Thin places will show up in time and must be

recoated.

For brattice work the outfit also proves efficient;

breakthroughs walled up with rock or slate are given a

coating of cement and sand—gunite—which, by the

[_^
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Some Truths About Anthracite
So many conflicting reports have been spread regarding the

threatened scarcity of fuel, that the public is at a loss to

understand the true facts in the situation. To clear up some
of the confusion, the Anthracite Bureau of Information, of

which EdwarJ W. Parker is director, has compiled some
interesting data that disclose the exact state of affairs inso-

far as hard coal is concerned. The report issued by the

Bureau is reproduced for the enlightenment of Coal Age
readers.

THERE is every reason to believe that there will be

sufficient supplies of anthracite for domestic use

next winter, provided there is no marked diminu-

tion of labor supply, and also provided that next winter

is not of undue severity and that consumers continue to

spread their orders so the mines may work steadily dur-

ing favorable weather. A continuous flow of coal from

the mines is the best guarantee against any shortage

next winter, and a continuous flow of coal depends upon

continuous purchasing.

Total shipments of anthracite for the first three

months of the current coal year, beginning Apr. 1,

were 16,556,221 tons, against 15,713,658 tons in the cor-

responding period of the last normal year, 1916, an

increase of more than 800,000 tons.

The coal years, beginning Apr. 1, are the only periods

from which accui'ate production and consumption com-

parisons can be made. Coal mined in January,

February and March of this year, for instance, belongs

to last winter and was burned last winter. Any loss

of output in January does not affect supplies after Apr.

1. The principal decrease in this calendar- year was
in Februaiy and March, and it was due to the abnor-

mally mild winter which enabled householders, who
had bought heavily last summer and fall, to go through
the whole season without additional purchases and even,

in some cases, to have some coal left over and available

for next winter.

Falling Off Principally in Steam Sizes

Total shipments foi- April-May-June in the years

1916, 1917. 1918 and 1919 have been 15,713,658 tons,

19,558,861 tons, 20,123,298 tons and 16,556,221 tons re-

spectively. The apparent falling off' this year is about

0,500,000 tons, but most of this apparent decrease is

due to the falling off in the production of steam sizes

from washeries, which contributed a considerable ton-

nage in 1917 and 1918.

The actual falling off in shipments of domestic sizes,

that is pea coal and larger, is about 900,000 tons for the

first quarter of this coal year as comp red with 1918.

Miners are taking more holidays this year than they

did during the war. The total number of generally ob-

served holidays this year, from Apr. 1 to June 30, was
12; last year there were 9 in the same period. The lost

output for these three extra holidays would nearly have
made up the 900,000-ton decrease in shipments of do-

mestic sizes. Local celebrations in honor of returning

soldiers have been numerous, and have had the effect of

reducing output by shutting down temporarily the near-

by mines or at least diminishing the working force.

Coal consumers, who last year took any domestic size

they could get, are more discriminating this year. They
want chiefly nut, egg and stove sizes. Pea coal has
been neglected and is going into storage. There are

considerable tonnages of pea coal, which is a first-class

range fuel and even useful in furnaces, available for im-

mediate shipment. As the result of temporary indif-

ference to this size, the amount in storage at the end
of January, approximately 38,000 tons, grew to approx-

imately 213,000 tons by the end of March and to about

390,000 tons by the end of June.

Anthracite is not a single commodity. It is three

commodities. Broken coal and the sizes larger are met-

allurgical and gas-making fuels. Sizes from egg to pea
inclusive are essentially domestic fuels. Sizes below
pea are steam fuel, in which most householders have
no direct interest, though self-feeding household fur-

naces in which buckwheat No. 1 and even buckwheat
No. 2 can be economically and satisfactorily used are

now available.

"Mountains of Co.a.l" Not for Domestic Use

In mining coal and in crushing it for preparation in

the breaker, a large quantity of small coal is unavoid-

ably made. This constitutes the steam coal, of various

sizes. It amounts to about 35 or 40 per cent, of the

whole production.

If no steam coal at all were shipped there would be a

heavy "coal shortage" shown on paper without lessen-

ing the available household supplies one pound. The
"mountains of coal" referred to in unauthoritative com-

munications from the hard-coal region are made up of

such sizes. Their presence or absence has no bearing

on the fuel available for ordinaiy domestic use.

There were approximately 160,000 workers in the

anthracite mines in the first three months of the coal

year beginning Apr. 1, 1916. There are approximately

only 146.000 today, but the 146,000 in April, May and

June of this year produced over 800,000 tons more than

the 160,000 produced in the corresponding period three

years ago. Labor supply may show some increase later

on, as soldiers and munitions workers get back to the

coal region.

Anthracite prices have advanced less, so far as the

operator and wholesaler are concerned, than almost any

other commodity entering into daily life. This state-

ment applies to the whole period since the European
war began. There is no large industry yielding less

average return on the capital invested in it than the

mining of anthracite.

The Monthly Labor Revieiv, published by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, United States Department of Labor,

in its issue for June, 1919, page 95, has carried index

numbers of wholesale prices by commodity groups up

to and including April, 1919. Taking the 1913 price as

100, it shows that fuel and lighting, which includes coal,

advanced 79 points. Farm products advanced 133, food

107, clothes and clothing 115, house furnishings 151,

miscellaneous commodities 116, and all commodities

103.

The same publication, in its May issue, pages 144-146,

carries wholesale prices for individual commodities up

to the end of March, 1919. On the basis of 100 as the

1913 price, this official Government report finds that

these advances have been made: Cattle, 118.3; bacon,

140.2; butter, 94.2; milk, 117.1 ; flour, 144.6; granulated

sugar, 104.7; cotton, 113.3; bleached muslin, 126.8; clay

worsted suitings, 127.9; oak sole leather, 81.5; women's
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shoes, 123; Bessemer pig iron, 89.9; run-of-mine bi-

tuminous coal, 81.8; chestnut size anthracite, the most
expensive size, 50.6. Only seven commodities in

a total of 51 show smaller percentages of advance than

anthracite. These are : Heavy native packer hides, 50

;

copper wire, 4.2; pig lead, 18; spelter, 12; waterwhite
refined petroleum, 47.2; motor gasoline, 45.8; and elec-

trolytic copper, which shows no advance whatever but

is 3.8 points below the 1913 price. Most of these have

shown much larger advances during the war period

(spelter, for instance, at one time having advanced 279.3

per cwt., and pig lead 159 per cwt.) but have declined

since the signing of the armistice.

White ash nut coal, in the week of Feb. 20, 1919, sold

for $6.20 a ton at the mine. In the week of July 19,

1919, the circular was $6.50 at the mine, an increase of

4.84, per cent. If it advances to $6.70 by Sept. 1, it will

be 8.06 per cent, higher than in the week of Feb. 20.

The index price of 31 foodstuflfs, as reported by Brad-

street's, was $4.60 in the week of Feb. 20. In the week

of July 19 the index price was $5.22, an increase of 13.47

per cent, over Feb. 20 and 18.1 per cent, greater than in

the corresponding week of 1918.

Dr. H. A. Garfield, Federal Fuel Administrator, in his

statement of Jan. 31, 1919, lifting restrictions on

anthracite, said:

For the purpose of arriving at a fair increase in price to

cover tlie increase in wages recommended by the War Labor
Board last October, an examination was made to determine

the costs of the various anthracite producing companies.

The result of this examination showed that the general in-

creases in the price of materials and labor had raised the

cost of mining anthracite to such an extent that many of

the companies were not receiving a fair return and that

some producer'- of necessary coal were actually sustaining

a loss en the sale of coal at the Government prices. .

Had the Fuel Administration's active control over maximum
prices on anthracite coal been continued, the cost examina-
tion above referred to shows that it would have been neces-

sary, on the basis of the present wage scale, to raise these

maximum prices possibly as much as 50c. a ton.

Governor W. C. Sproul, of Pennsylvania, as the result

of his study of the anthracite situation and prices, on

Apr. 4, 1919, issued a statement in which he said:

I am convinced that Dr. Garfield's judgment in this mat-
ter was correct and that the action of the producers in an-
nouncing a gradual increase of 10c. per ton for five months,
beginning May 1, is justified, considering all the conditions

confronting the trade. . . The Federal Fuel Administra-
tion's experts showed that the cost of mining and preparing
anthracite coal has increased 52 per cent., while the price

at the mines has increased only 30.5 per cent.

This statement was based on a report on costs and
prices made prior to the wage advance in November,
1918. which added $1.05 a ton.

R. V. Norris, engineer for the United States Fuel Ad-
ministration, prepared a paper on anthracite mining
costs, read before the American Institute of Mining En-
gineers in New York in February, 1919. It contained

tables of prices and average costs, together with graphic

charts showing the cost of production as a whole
and increased labor costs. It also showed that in one
instance, Dec. 1, 1917, a war labor bonus was granted
which increased the production cost 76.3c. a ton, against

which an increase of only 35c. in the maximum price of

coal was allowed. The charts and accompanying tables

showed that not less than 25 per cent, of the anthracite
output during the period covered by the paper had been
produced at an actual loss on operating costs alone.

This paper specifically stated that the co.st of production

had increased 52 per cent., while the selling price had
increased but 30.5 per cent, over pre-war figures.

Capital investment in anthracite mines, the United
States Fuel Administration notes, runs as high as $11
per ton of output, with the average investment $7.50 to

$8 per ton. Based on the actual production for the cal-

endar year 1918, which was 88,237,575 tons, and taking
$7.50 per ton as the average capital investment, the
total capital investment of the anthracite industry is

almost $662,000,000. To allow 6 per cent, interest on
this investment would mean a margin of about 50c. per
ton after all costs, overhead, selling expenses and
other details of upkeep and maintenance had been paid.

Testimony taken by the Sub-committee of the United
States Senate Committee on Manufactures in January,
1919, showed that the oldest anthracite company, which
produces between 4,000,000 and 5,000,000 tons a year,

had an actual margin of 6.89c. per ton between cost of

production and selling price for the whole 1918 output.

This margin of 6.89c. was expected to care for adminis-
trative salaries, interest, Federal taxes and dividends.

The actual margin in November, 1918, was but 5.6c..

while December showed a loss of 2c. per ton.

During February and March of this year, when trade

was dull owing to the mild winter and to the fact that

people had generally stocked up as much as possible in

1918, a considerable tonnage of the larger domestic

sizes—nut, stove and egg—was stored. After Apr. 1

this coal began to move from the storage yards and its

place has been taken largely by steam sizes, which have
not been n:oving freely. It is these piles of steam coal

which constitute the "mountains of coal" in unofficial

reports from the coal region. The largest "mountain"
in Schuylkill County, where those reports emanate, is a

stock yard with about 1,000,000 tons capacity.

Distribution of domestic sizes has been moving sat-

isfactorily, on the whole, since Apr. 1. The City of

Washington, for example, under the United States Fuel

Administration allotment system, in April and May of

last year received 81,011 tons from a group of companies.

This year, in the corresponding period, the same com-

panies have shipped 87,890 tons to the city. Some of

the larger producing interests report that their ton-

nages to important consuming districts are practically

on a par with last year's shipments.

Advances in Overhead Line Material Likely

Constant increases in costs are reported by various

manufacturers of mining overhead line material who
fear that another general advance in selling prices will

soon have to be announced.

As an instance of present conditions, it is stated that

shellac which sold in the neighborhood of 14c. per pound

just prior to the war, has lately been quoted at $1.10

per pound. During the last two weeks malleable iron in

small castings has been advanced, on an average, 15 per

cent., owing to the high wages which the foundries have

had to grant to the molders. The general increase in

the wages of labor used in the manufacture of over-

head material, will average about 30 per cent.

During the early part of the year the prices of ears

and other bronze goods were reduced, to accord with

the reduced market price of copper, but the continual

advance in the copper market, plus the increased cost

of labor, will probably put the cost of this class of ma-
terial up where it was during the war, or possibly even

higher. Apparently, no relief is in sight.

]
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T.AXT OF THE XEW NO. S MINE AT JIICHEI. rOIJ.IERV

Plants of the Crowsnest Pass Coal Field
By PvOBekt Dunn

Virtoria, B. C.

SYNOPSIS — The mountainous cnwntrj of tne

Crowsnest Pass district necessitates some com-

plicated means and methodf- for (/etting the mine

product into the ra>lroad car. In some operations

compressed air is eynployed both for haulage and

for cutting. This requires the installation of

much machinery in the power plant.

THE accompanying illustrations give a good idea

of the plants of the Crow's Nest Pass Coal Co. at

Michel and Coal Creek. The tipple and storage

bin, No. 8 mine, Michel Colliery, was installed in 1913,

the old No. 8 mine having been sealed off in 1911 fol-

lowing the outbreak of fire and a new entry to the same

bed being driven above the old one and some 535 ft.

above the floor of the tipple.

From the pit mouth of the new No. 8 mine a double-

track tram.line, having a grade of i per cent, in favor

of the load.s, circles the hill for a distance of 930 ft. The
coal is hauled along this road to a Phillips crossover

dump, where it is discharged into a bin. To convey this

coal to the tipple below, a double-track standard-gage

gravity incline, 1130 ft. long, has been constructed.

This incline is equipped with a li-in. Acme rope and a

pair of counterbalanced skips having a capacity of seven

tons each. These are operated from a pair of 8-ft.

drums controlled from the top loading station. These

skips are designed and arranged to automatically dis-

charge into a bin provided at the bottom, and are capa-

ble of handling 300 tons of coal an hour.

In order to control the landing of a full skip on the

bottom grade, it being G3 per cent., while the top aver-

ages 43 per cent., a double compound brake operated in

connection with two vertical 7-ft. wheels was installed,

the one brake being constantly in use while the other

is used for emergency purposes only.

The coal lowered by these skips is loaded out of the

bin into the mine cars and taken to the tipple by end-

less-rope haulage. This was a portion of the plant

as it existed six years ago and there have been no

important changes. One innovation, however, is the

Edison safety electric lamp, which is in use throughout

the Michel mines in place of the Wolf safety lamps, the

latter having been discarded recently. G. W. Williams

is the mine manager at Michel Collieries.

One of the most striking portions of the plant at the

Coal Creek Collieries, where Bernard Corfield is the

mine manager, is the steel tipple. This is over 900 ft.

in length. It has a three-track approach on either side

and is electrically operated. It is equipped with rotary

dumps and has screening and picking tables, operating

on Nos. 1 and 2 sides. There are two sets of hydraulic

box-car loaders, which will tip an ordinary 40-ton box

car to a 45-deg. angle.

The main power plant has a battery of 13 boilers,

capable of developing over 2000 b.hp. ; also one high-

pressure Ingersoll-Rand three-stage compressor, supply-

ing air for the underground air locomotive haulage;

one Walker Brothers "Wigan," and one Rand straight-

line low-pressure compressor for supplying air for the

underground hoists, pumps, etc. Three electric gene-

rators provide power for the operation of the tipple

machinery and the lighting system of the town of

Fernle.

Alterations have been made In the ventilating fans

at "B" North and No. 1 South mines in connection with
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COAL, CREEK COLLIERY AND A VIEW OF THE TIPPLE
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DEPARTMENT Of
^iUvf-HUMAN INTERESTxg

Fifth Annual Kansas State First-

Aid Meet
By J. J. RUTLEDGE*

.MoAlest.-r, Okla.

The fifth annual Kansas State First-Aid Meet was
held on the athletic grounds of the State Manual Train-

ing Normal School, Pittsburg, Kan., June 7, 1919. The
event this year differed from previous ones in that there

was no contest in first-aid work and there were no

judges on the field. The teams simply demonstrated
the first-aid problems assigned to them. There were 104

persons on the field giving demonstrations in first-aid

work. Twelve one-man events and two team events

were demonstrated. The miners were given printed

programs listing the events, and were allowed a certain

length of time to work out the problems.

A miniature mine tunnel had been built on the

grounds near the place where the first-aid demonstra-

tion was given, and after the first-aid work had been

concluded an explosion was caused to occur which de-

stroyed a portion of the tunnel. Miners equipped with

breathing apparatus enterted the tunnel, filled with
smoke and noxious gases, in order to illustrate how
mine-rescue work was carried out in mine workings
after an explosion.

In the evening following the contest (or demonstra-

tion) there was a banquet in the Normal School, with

400 persons present. Three to six minutes' talks were
made by President W. A. Brandenburg, State Manual
Training Normal School, Pittsburg, Kan., toastmaster;

W. D. Ryan, mine safety commissioner, U. S. Bureau of

Mines; W. L. A. Johnson, commissioner, Southwest
Coal Operators' Association; Alexander Howat, presi-

dent. District No. 14, United Mine Workers of America;
John H. Crawford, state commissioner of labor for

Kansas; J. A. Fowler, secretary, Pittsburg Chamber
\)f Commerce; W. P. Hawkins, president, Western Coal

and Mining Co., St. Louis, Mo.; W. T. Morris, Inspector

of mines for Associated Companies; Ira Clemens, presi-

dent, Clemens Coal Co., PiUsburg, Kan.; Dr. J. J. Rut-

ledge, U. S. Bureau of ;\Iines, McAlester, Okla.; Joseph

Fletcher, general superintendent, Jackson-Walker Coal

and Mining Co.; Philip H. Callary, attorney at law,

Pittsburg, Kan.; James Sherwood, assistant commi.-:-

sioner of labor (chief mine inspector) ; and William

Harkes, superintendent. Central Coal and Coke Company.
After the banciuet the mine representatives of the

various teams met together and elected representatives

to attend the National First-Aid Contest at Pittsburgh,

Penn., Sept. 30 to Oct. 1, 1919. In this way a team of

six men and one sub.stitute was provided for, and it is

believed much feeling engendered by the ordinary first-

aid contest was avoided.

The first-aid teams were composed of two men each.

The following coal companies were represented:

Coal Companies No. vi Toaid^
1. Western Coal and Mining Cci 19
2. WearCoalCo 10
3. Central Coal and Coke Co 7
4. Jackson-Walker Coal and Mining Cfi 3
5. Clemens Coal Co 4
6 John M. Young Coal Cc. 5

Total 50

Young nit n's team^ I

Boys* teams.
i

Tot.-il... ~52

The following towns furnished men for the demon-
stration: Pittsburg, Arma, Franklin, Yale, Frontenac.
Girard, Cherokee, Ringo, Dunkirk, Fleming, Daisy Hill

and Washer Camp.

•Mining fnglnecr of Iho Bureau of Mir
mino rescue station.

fharge of .McAle.st.'

Alabama Mines Hold First-Aid

Meet and Barbecue
By F. R. Bell*
.Margaret. Ala.

One of the most interesting events to many mining
people of Alabama was the first-aid field meet of the

Alabama Fuel and Iron Co. employees, which was held

at Acmar, Ala., on July 4, under the auspices of thw

U. S. Bureau of Mines. The marked success of the
meet was due in large part to the untiring work of

James M. Cobb, foreman miner and instructor of the
U. S. Bureau of Mines Station, West End, Birmingham,
Ala., and to the suggestions and advice of W. B. Plank,

district engineer of the U. S. Bureau of Mines, both of

whom through their unselfish efi'orts and pleasant con-

tact, secured admirable cooperation of the men and
officials. Although only teams from the mines of the
company were permitted to compete in the contests,

many mining men of prominence in the state were
present as guests and officials.

Fifteen teams competed in the meet, and these were
divided as follows: Six teams of white men, six teams
of colored men, and three of women, representing the

operations at Acmar, Margaret, Acton and Colgate. All

the teams were given six events to work out, the prob-

lems given the women, however, being diff'erent from
those given the men, though they were scarcely any
easier. The percentages made show that the women
did equally as well as if not better than most of the

male teams.

Prizes to the amount of $150 in gold were given to

the teams finishing with highest average percentages,

the respective awards being as follows: Best white

male team—$60 in gold—won by Acmar Team No. 1,

percentage 95;; ; best colored male team—$60 in gold

—

won by Acmar Team No. 3, percentage 93 i\ ; best female

team—$30 in gold—won by Margaret Team No. 11,

percentage 96 i.

•Oenoral superintendent, Alabama Fuel and Iron Company.
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^^'l;^

Winning Teams at the Alabama First-Aid Meet
1—r.art of the crowfl .-it the b:irbr<uc dinnfi-. 2—Winning I' aiii of 1 adi.s. Left to right: Minnie Guest. Klla .Mae
Acltridgf!, Olivia Lillev. Kflie llagan (captain). Annie Jlewbouin.-, Raymond Eddy (patient). 3—Winning wlilia
male team. Left to right: Gady HoUoway, Wallace Pyles, Robert Hartley (captain), George Hutchins. Joe Hartley,
Will Martin (patient). 4—Winning colored male team. Left to right: Jesse Sanders, John Smith, W. Brown, Jeft
Washington, Ellis Jones (captain), Dan Davis (patient). 3—Assembly of first-aid teams.
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All teams were trained by the standard 1917 method

of first-aid instruction for miners, originated by the

U. S. Bureau of Mines, and al) the judges understood

and graded the participants according to this method.

The decisions were eminently just in every instance,

and the awards met with the general approval of both

the spectators and the contestants.

The accompanying illustrations afford an excellent

idea of the arrangement of the field, which was found

to be most convenient for the teams, officials and

visitors.

While this meet was considered by all a delightful

.success, it is not the first of its kind held by

HOW^ the; l-IKI.D WA.S ARKANGED

employees of the Alabama Fuel and Iron Co., which has

always taken a leading part in safety-first and first-aid

movements in the state. The Acmar teams have in their

possession now two silver loving cups won at the last

first-aid field meet held at Birmingham, Ala., in 1916.

In addition to the first-aid contests, all present en-

joyed a "barbecue dinner" and other refreshments

shortly after the noon hour. In the afternoon there

were baseball games between both the white and colored

ball teams from the respective mining camps. Dancing
also was engaged in by many of the younger folk, and
only that weariness that comes to those who have had
their fill of pleasure and are willing to call it a perfect

day ended the festivities.

Statewide First-Aid Contest Held
in Norton, Virginia

Quite a goodly gathering witnessed the first-aid con-

test held in Norton, Va., the afternoon of Saturday,

July 26, 1919, under the auspices of the U. S. Bureau
of Mines and the Virginia Coal Operators' Association.

Fifteen teams participated, coming from operations in

all part.s of the state, and the performances of both in-

dividuals and teams refiected in great measure the

thoroughness of the training they had received.

In the one-man event, which was the first on the pro-

gram, Team No. 5, from the Stonega plant of the

Stonega Coal and Coke Co., captured first prize with
a score of 100. Three additional awards were offered

for second, third and fourth places, and these went re-

spectively to Team No. 10, Keokee plant, with a score
of 100; Team No. 14, Pardee plant, with a score of
100; and Team No. 9, Wilder plant, with a score of 98.

Next came the two-man event, the winners in which
were as follows: First, Team No. 2, Roda plant: sec-

end. Team No. 7, Clover Fork plant; third. Team No
9, Wilder plant; fourth. Team No. 11, Cranes Nest. All

the winners in this event tied on the score, making
100 per cent. The prizes were decided by draw.

In the three-man event, which followed, six teams
made an average of 100 per cent. As only two prizes

were awarded, these were drawn for, the lucky winners
being as follows: First, Team No. 6, Sutherland; sec-

ond. Team No. .''., Osaka. The other four teams were
from Arno, Roda, Wilder and Stonega.

Nine prizes were awarded in the last contest of the

day, in which the full teams took part. Two problems
were given. Teams Nos. 5 and 15, Stonega and Exeter,

tied for the state championship and will therefore

jointly hold the championship cup offered by the Vir-

ginia Coal Operators' Association. Both teams scored

100 points. The first prize went to Team No. 15,

Exeter plant, by draw; second. Team No. 5, Stonega
plant; third. Team No. 12, Arno plant, with a score of

99; fourth. Team No. 2, Roda plant, with a score of 98;
fifth. Team No. 13, Dorchester plant, with a score of

98; sixth, Team No. 4, Norton Coal Co., with a score

of 98; seventh, Team No. 11, Cranes Nest, with a score

of 97j: eighth. Team No. 9, Wilder plant, with a score

of 97; ninth, Team No. 8, Glamorgan plant, with a

score of 96J. The teams from Roda, Dorchester and
the Norton Coal Co. tied for the fourth prize, each

making an average of 98 per cent., the prize being

drawn for. Team No. 5, Stonega, was awarded the

special prize of $50 in gold, donated by the Atlas Powder
Co. and du Pont Powder Co. for the highest average in

all events, making a total of 99 i! per cent.

The Stonega Coal and Coke Co. was well represented

at the meet, seven teams from as many different opera-

tions of the company being entered. The Clinchfield

Coal Corporation entered three teams, while two teams
represented the Wise Coal and Coke Company.

Playground Made in Record Time
The Kingston Coal Co., by clearing, equipping and

dedicating a playground at Courtdale, near Wilkes-

Barre, Penn., between sunrise and sunset, is believed

to have established a record for the anthracite region.

On a Friday evening General Manager F. E. Zerbey

casually pointed out a vacant plot to a Councilman as

a good site for a town hall. The Councilman said it

would be better for a playground. "We'll equip it to-

morrow, and dedicate it tomorrow night," said Mr
Zerbey.

By 7 o'clock Saturday morning workmen were on the

ground, wagons hauled up half a dozen swings, ma-
terial for sand pits, teeters, horizontal bars and rings,

sliding boards and other playground paraphernalia. By
5 o'clock everything was finished, a flagpole had been

erected and painted, and the flag was flying. Couriers

notified the townsfolk of the dedication and got a drum
corps into service, and the dedication was held at 7:45

that evening, when the co:il company formally turned

over the ground to the children of the town.

Statistics compiled by a larp;e insurance company show
that the recent influenza epidemic cost insurance companies
$240,000,000 and resulted in the death of 450,000 persona.

The figures given cover the autumn and early winter of

1918.
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Artificial Gas and Byproducts

in 1917
'

Sales of artificial gas in the United States in 1917

aniounted to 342,151,129,000 cu.ft., according to a re-

port compiled by C. E. Lesher, statistician of the U. S.

Geological Survey. During the last few years b\-product

coke-oven construction made great progress. This is

evidenced by the substantial and regular increase in by-

products from such ovens during the years 1915, 1916

and 1917, as shown in the table. Thus the sales of gas

from byproduct coke ovens increased 20 per cent, in

1917 over 1916, and 55 per cent, over 1915.

During the same period gas sold from coal-gas plants

The sales of coke from coal-gas plants in 1917 showed
an increase of 12 per cent, in quantity and of 52 per cent.

in value over 1915. The sales of byproduct coke in 1917

showed an increase over 1915 of 59 per cent, in quantity

and of 186 per cent, in value. The sales of tar from all

the types of plants noted in the year 1917 increased 41

per cent, in quantity and 38 per cent, in value over

sales in 1915. The ammonia produced in various forms

has been computed as its equivalent in sulphate for

convenience in comparison. Coal-gas ammonia showed
a decrease in 1917 under the production of 1915 in

quantity and a small increase in value for the same two
years, respectively, whereas byproduct coke oven am-
monia showed a large increase in both quantity and

value for 1917 as against 1915.
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Resume of theAnthracite Situation

Despite the increasing pressure being brought for a

congressional investigation of the coal industry, as a

part of the efforts to reduce the cost of living, it is

understood that Republican leaders in the Senate believe

the situation can not be improved by an inquiry at

this time. The matter was gone into exhaustively at

a private conference at the home of one of the sena-

tors, it is understood. The senators seem to be

impressed with the evidence, laid before them in-

formally, which purports to show that current prices

of both anthracite and bituminous are justified. No
attempt has been made to justify Pocahontas prices,

but all understand that that is an international matter.

There are, however, in addition to Representative

Huddleston, several members of Congress who insist

that no satisfactory answer has been given to their

question as to why prices go up with the mines working
at half time.

Control of distribution, as advocated by the Presi-

dent, is thought here to reflect Dr. Garfield's conclu-

sion that the country must adopt Federal supervision

of the distribution of necessities. Among the docu-

ments which have been submitted to the Republican

leaders studying the coal situation is the following

resume of the anthracite situation:

When the Coal Production Committee under the Council

of National Defense undertook in June and July, 1917, to

modify prices no changes were made in the then existing

prices on anthracite. These prices had not risen abnor-

mally as the result of the wild demand of the preceding
winter. Therefore, there was no good reason why they
should be reduced. This opinion by Mr. Peabody's com-
mittee was concurred in by the Federal Trade Commission.
When, in August, 1917, the Federal Trade Commission

recommended its schedule of permissible coal prices to the

President, it made sweeping reductions in bituminous, but
suggested no change in anthracite prices.

It was not until the miners were granted a further
wage increase as of Nov. 1, 1917, that any modification in

anthracite price was made. This advance allowed on the
prepared s.zes was more than the advance to the miners,
being in recognition of the fact that the prepared sizes

always carry the losses sustained by the sale of the smaller
or steam sizes. Therefore, the price advance on the pre-
pared sizes had to carry the full burden of the increased
wage given to the miners.

The United States Fuel Administration, which was then
in control of price policies in coal, also recommended that
the independent anthracite operators—those grouped in the
Anthracite Coal Operators' Association—should be allowed
to charge 7.5c. per ton more for the prepared sizes than
the railroad coal companies were allowed to charge. This
was on the theory, then expressed, that it cost the independ-
ents more to produce coal than it did the railroad coal com-
panies. Since all mines were needed, soma could not be
sacrificed for lack of proper revenue.

These were the only adjustments made in the anthracite
prices. The Engineers' Board of the United States Fuel

Administration took over, early in 1918, the cost-accounting
work done theretofore by the Federal Trade Commission.
It made careful and detailed study of the cost of producing
all anthracite coal. It obtained complete data from all of
tlie companies. It made a calculation to determine the
"bulk line" in anthracite, the same as it had in each bitu-
minous district. It submitted its report and findings in due
time to Dr. Garfield.

This report is understood to have shown that 100 per
cent, of the mines in the anthracite field were necessary to
supply the urgent demand. Under the consistent practice
of the Engineers' Board, this should have meant that the
approved cost returned by the highest cost mine in the
anthracite field would have fixed the price for the field.

However, the basis which was being used consistently in
fixing prices in the bituminous field was not employed, for
some reason, in the anthracite field. The reason why Dr.
Garfield changed his policy upon receipt of this report and
why this report was never made public is not known.

However, R. V. Norris, one of the members of the Engi-
neers' Board, read a paper last winter before the American
Institute of Mining Engineers. In it he showed that many
of the anthracite companies had been operating steadily at
a loss under the United States Fuel Administration's prices.

The figures upon which his statement rested were repre-
sentative of the industry before the last increase in wages—
that of the late fall of 1918—was granted the anthracite
miners.

Anthracite Miners Receive Wage Increase

With the fact of that loss known in the office of the United
States Fuel Administration, the anthi'acite miners were,
late in the fall of 1918, granted an increase in wages be-

cause it was said their earnings were out of line with those
of the bituminous miners.

Although many of the anthracite operators were losing
money before this increase, and although it was estimated
that this concession would mean an increased cost of pro-
ducing the prepared sizes of $1.0-5 a ton, no covering in-

crease in anthracite prices was allowed.

It was not until three months later and when about to

relinquish control of all coal prices, that Dr. Garfield made
an admission that anthracite should be advanced in price.

According to Mr. Norris, many of the anthracite companies
were losing money before the last increase in the wages
of miners

According to the estimates of the United States Fuel
Administration officials and others, the cost of the last

anthracite wage increase should add $1.05 a ton to the
price of the prepared sizes. According to Dr. Garfield's

statement of Feb. 1, 1919, the resultant plight of the anthra-
cite operators should have been relieved, in February, by
an increase in price of at least 50c. a ton. That is the
situation under which the anthracite trade emerged from
price control by the United States Fuel Administration.

In April, 1919, the railroad coal companies in the anthra-
cite field announced their "circular" prices for that month.
They were the same as the last prices named by the Presi-

dent, namely:

Egg
stove. .

.

Chestnut
Pea.

Per Ton
F.o.b. Miooa

,

$5.85
6.10
6.20
4.80
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Beginning with May 1, 1919, these prices were all in-

creased 10c. per ton per month. Thus the August, 1919,

price is 40c. a ton higher than the price announced in April,

1919, making the present prices at the mines as follows:

Per Ton
F.o.b. Mines

Eee ** "

Chestnut ° °"

Pea 5 20

The independents did not adopt any uniform policy vvith

respect to their prices when no longer under regulation.

A part of them immediately met the competition of the

railroad coal companies and waived their differential of 75c.

a ton. Thev continued in this course for four or five months,

regardless "of the fact that they were losing money at the

rate of from 75c. to S1.25 a ton. When, within the last

two months, the buying again became keen, these com-

panies decided to recover their losses by charging as large

premiums as they could get. At first, they charged a pre-

mium of 50c.; then 75c.; later $1; and now in some in-

stances, they are getting premiums of $1.50 per ton.

Other independent operators continued to charge 75c. a

ton more than was charged by the railroad coal companies.

That is still their policy.

Even so, they are now losing more money than they

did under the Fuel Administration prices. That is, on the

prepared sizes they are getting the last price named by

Dr. Garfield plus the 40c. a ton which they have added

since the first of May. But, while the prices on prepared

sizes have advanced they are not able to sell their steam

sizes for as much as was obtained for them under the Fuel

Administration. The following table will show the decline:

G.irfiel.l C;nrfield

Conipanv In<le-ciulcnt Presei\t

Size Prire IMee Price

\o 1 Buckwheat $3 40 $4 15 $3.15(3.3 25

N-o: 2 Buckwheat 2 40 3 15 |"f??S
Xo. 3 Buckwheat. 2 40 3.15 l.40@1.50

To sum up the price situation in anthracite: If the

report of the Engineers' Board of the Fuel Administration

bad been used as the basis of prices in anthracite, as it

^vas in bituminous, anthracite coal would have been much
higher priced during the war.

If the increase given to the miners in the fall of 1918

had been followed by a covering increase in the prepared

sizes of anthracite, the price would have gone up at least

$1 a ton. Or if, in lieu of that. Dr. Garfield had followed

his own inclination as of Feb. 1, the price of anthracite

would have been increased at least 50c. a ton in February,

1919.

None of these things occurred. Instead, the anthracite

operators postponed making any advance at all until May
1. Then they added only 10c. a ton. They followed this

by other increases of 10c. a ton in June, July and August,

making the total advance to date 40c. a ton. Thus the

anthracite operators, as a whole, have taken seven months
to do what Dr. Garfield said should have been done in

February.

As the report of the Engineers' Board indicates, the

prices charged even now do not meet the last advance in

the wages of the miners given nine months ago. This in-

dicates that the entire anthracite industry is still losing-

money. This loss is increased by the fact that the anthra-

cite operators are selling their steam sizes for less than
they did formerly.

To arrive at the selling price of anthracite in the various
markets, it is only necessai-y to add the mine price, the
freight rate and the gross margin of the retailer. This,

in the major eastei'n cities, gives this result—using stove

coal as a basis:

Mine Freight Retail Drlivercd
City Price Rate Margin Price

NcwYork $6.50 $2.68 $2.50 $11.68
Boston 6.50 3.29 2.25 12.04
Philadelphia* 6.50 2.06 2.50 1 1 06
iVOtiniore* 6.50 2 68 2.60 11.78
\N nhington* 6.50 2.68 2 75 1193
Biilfalo. 6.50 2.68 2.55 1173

Gross tons.
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To explain certain prices above these which are occa-

sionally quoted, there must be added: (1) The premium
charged by independent operators. (2) Any unusual

charges for railway service. (3) Any charges for carrying

coal from the curb to the bin.

The total cost of mining anthracite of the independent

anthracite operators for April, 1919—not including selling

expenses or overhead chai'ges such as interest on invest-

ment, income or excess profit taxes or charges for im-

provement—was S5.309 per ton. The average I'ealization

—

the money which the miners obtained for all of this coal

at the mine—was $5.02 per ton. The average loss to the

operator, therefore, was 28.9c. per ton.

Sufficient Coal If Transportation and Labor
Do Not Hinder Output

Coal is coming in for much scrutiny in the frenzied

efforts being made by officials in Washington to gain

information having a bearing on the high cost of living.

The best estimates place the country's fuel needs for

1919 at approximately .500,000,000 tons. For the first

seven months of the current year, production totals

250,500.000 tons. While that figure is somewhat lower

than it would be in a normal year, in which 500,000.000

tons would be produced, production usually speeds up
during the latter five months of the year, and it is ad-

mitted that it will be comparatively easy to end the

year with a full 500,000,000-ton production, provided

labor and transportation difficulties do not hamper pro-

duction to an unexpected extent. The curve of produc-

tion already is pointing encouragingly upward, and the

tendency among coal specialists here is to look at the

situation optimistically.

With the realization that transportation plays a very

important part in the coal situation, the Senate has

passed a resolution by Senator Pomerene of Ohio, call-

ing on the Railroad Administration for the following

information:

"First. Give the total number of coal cars now in

use in the transportation of coal and the number of

empty coal cars belonging to the several railroad com-
panies under the control of the Director General of

Railroads which are suitable and available for the trans-

portation of coal.

"Second. State whether the coal cars belonging to

the railroads and under said control are now sufficient

or have been during the past six months to meet the

demand therefor.

"Third. State the number of coal cars which have
been constructed or purchased for the account of the

Director General of Railroads which are under his

control and which have not been sold or transferred to

the several railroad companies, and, if they have not

been sold or transferred to the several railroad com-
panies, give the reasons therefor.

"Fourth. State fully the methods adopted by the Di-

rector General for the purpose of supplying the pro-

ducers of coal with the necessary cars for transporta-

tion of coal to the consumers.

"Fifth. State what, if any, further action by Con-

gress is required in order to meet the demands for the

transportation of coal."

It was recently announced by the Treasury Depart-
ment that a new credit of $157,549,000 was established for

France, making a total of $3,010,026,800 advanced to that

country. The total United States loan to all the allies

is now $9,615,400,927.
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Fitting Industry with a Flywheel Fund

THERE is an old story—so old that it is almost a

legend—that there once lived a man who had a

leaky roof on his house. He and his wife used to

keep an old door under the bed so that they could

get it out quickly and hold it over themselves whenever
the downpour within the house became unbearable.

When his neighbors asked him why he didn't repair the

roof, he replied that "When it rained the weather was
too bad for him to go out and drive nails, and when
it didn't rain the roof didn't leak." Modem industry

works upon a somewhat similar principle.

In the spring of this year a manager declared that

he wished he had put in a large order for machinery
during the war because since the armistice the company
could be induced to buy nothing. He knew that if he
had ordered the machines during the conflict he would
not have received them, but, at least, they would have
been ordered and they might possibly have been de-

livered after the armistice and before the president of

the company countermanded the order. He was greatly

in need of them both before and after the conclusion

of the war; but, the war once ended, the company
would order nothing. Neither low price, quick delivery,

the patriotic duty of buying nor the advantage of pre-

paredness would move it to grant permission.

In the war period, when profits were good, the oper-

ators, many of them, schemed all manner of plans of

welfare work and mine improvement but were compelled

to abandon them by reason of the lack of men to put

the plans in operation and because of the difficulty in

getting material. They deliberately laid aside these

plans hoping for a better time later. It would have
been preferable to have made appropriations at that

time to cover these plans, so that the management
as part of its set policy could expend the money when
times became less brisk.

The trouble with the public is that it is fiercely

anxious to do its work just when every activity is

at its height and nothing can be obtained. It

stampedes at that time, and yet the moment that busi-

ness falls off it will buy nothing. The country is in

sore need of companies which will not engage in the

scramble for men and materials at the busy season but

will establish Flywheel Welfare or Improvement Funds
to be expended when times begin to slacken and when
they have a lot of men idle.

Nothing will do more than this to carry the nation

over its deplorable dead centers and ke^p it going

with as nearly even a torque as is afforded by an eight-

cylinder motion. A company that will establish such

a fund and expend it with due discretion will

strengthen its hold on its men, make them more happy
and prosperous, save quite a little money and do much
to keep the industries of the nation moving steadily.

A few years from now our whipsawing way of work-
ing ourselves into a frenzy for some months and then

resting for some months will seem childish and wasteful

of human energy.

Welfare expenditure is quite usually charged to regu-

lar mine expense and not to a special account. It goe."^

into the current cost of coal, which is wrong. When
a mine is working at full tilt, for lack of men, no

improvements are made. Yet thei'e is abundant pro-

duction to carry the charge. When the mine is working
slack the improvements cannot be made because of the

small volume of tonnage against which to charge the

cost. As a result the work is quite frequently aban-

doned.

When a matt seeks to quadruple his wages above pre-

war levels and at the same time to multiply his privi-

leges so that his labor becomes costly in an indirect, as

well as in a direct, ivay, hoiv can he find any fault with
the cost of living ivhick is notv far less than f-our times

as great as before the war?

Putting Welfare Into the Mine Office

OFTEN the last man to receive that consideration

which is now being given all mine workers is

the mine clerk. The mine office, that busy ganglion of

the whole nervous system of the colliery, is frequently

the least regarded institution in the mining village.

The mine clerk sometimes works from early dawn
till late at night in surroundings that are far from
pleasant and has to dress in habilaments that show
that he expects at times to bill railroad cars, crawl

over the top of them and wade through seas of mud.
Sometimes his official supervisor wonders that the

clerk allows himself to be surly to those who call to find

fault with their semi-monthly statements, but no one

can be surprised that the clerk's long hours and

harassing duties at times embitter him and prevent

him from being that embodiment of good will which all

critics of mining conditions call on him to be.

It is common to say that about half the trouble

around many camps comes from the clerk's discourteous

treatment of the mine worker. There is truth enough

to justify that statement, but what has been done

to give the mine clerk a chance to show such an

exuberance of good will as is expected of him? What
care has been taken to indoctrinate him in the peace-

maker's art? On the contrary the lack of attention that

is shown him induces him to show the same scant atten-

tion to other people.

Any man whose welfare is overlooked will overlook

the welfare of others. The man who is lightly re-

garded will lightly regard other men. He takes his

cue from the boss and his surroundings, and what kind

of a cue can he hope to get from a discourteous super-

intendent or from an office covered with mud, with

unwashed windows and dusty shelves, a room into which

everything is brought to be unpacked or stored t r

where mine clothes are hung up and miscellaneous rub-

bish dumped into the corner?

It is impossible to keep many of these offices clean,

for the building is surrounded by mud and dust.

Every stranger tracks in a part of the soil of the vil-

lage, the visitors strew carbide, lime and oil on the

floor, and oftentimes water on the desks. On dry days

the dust enters in volumes through open i»'indows,

and though there is plenty of electricity available, an

oflfice fan is not installed.

In some offices women clerks are employed, and the
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change is certainly for the better. No one expect.?

from the.se the late hours which have been too often

the portion of the mine clerk. Every one realizes

that there should be a degree of cleanliness and order.

But better yet, women above all others can explain the

deductions made on statements, quietly and pleasantly.

If such explanations do not leave the workman in a

quiet strain of mind, the male clerk can then take

his place at the window.

In some offices the bookkeeping force has the verj-

poorest of equipment. Adding machines, card indexes,

pencil sharpeners and other like aids are unknowoi.

In the larger companies payrolls should be photo-

stated and not copied. Give a thought to the mine

clerk; it will certainly pay to do so.

There are many up-to-date offices; sometimes one

sees them where the mining camps are far from perfect

and where welfare is not considered at all. Some little

mine offices are like pretty houses, with vines and trel-

hses. Other mine offices are brick buildings with mod-

ern furniture and equipment, clean, bright, cheerful

places to work in.

Why cannot all mine offices conform to one of these

two patterns? and could not it be arranged that the

mine clerk restrict himself largely to purely office

duties? Then perhaps he will find a way to hang

up his hat when he enters the office, wear house clothes

instead of overalls and in general dress the part of an

office worker. Perhaps also he will keep the office

as neat as his books and make his language to the

men at the pay window conform to the general well

being.

The miner who is willing to ivork a full turn is

entitled to have an attempt made to supply him with

all the cars he can use during the ivorking hours; and

he should have them, unless the union purposely and

viciously restricts the number of his cars to the number

the most listless man on the job is tvilling to load.

Good Roads in Mining Towns

IT IS by no means an infrequent experience to leave

dusty, rutty or muddy roads behind on entering a

mining town, for the streets in such villages are quite

usually private property and being such are under the

care of the superintendent of the mine who is usually

a traveled man, the owner of one or more motor cars,

and an engineer. He is therefore more likely to know

how to maintain roads than the road supervisors of a

county, who are quite usually men who have made farm-

ing an unsuccessful experiment and now try roadmak-

ing because it pays a sure though small return.

The mine superintendent, moreover, employs men at

current wages and not at wages below the market rate,

nor does he have to take men on such days only as they

are willing to spare for that work, whereas the road

supervisor often has to accept farmers to work out their

poll or road taxes at such times as suit them. As the

roadworkers on country roads elect their employers, the

class of work they do, unless they are put on the high-

way which leads through their farms or from their

farms to the railroad station, post office or store, is not

apt to be of the most energetic character.

But there are larger causes for the comparative ex-

cellence of the roads around the mine village. If the

grades are bad there is always rock for a fill easily

available. If there is a sink hole or a spring bog to

be crossed plenty of sandstone rocks can be found tc

prevent vehicles being bemired at such places. Tons of

ashes and of bone coal, both excellent road materials

can be obtained at mines without cost and with only a

short haul.

Hence, if the roads in a mine village are bad there is

little excuse for it, and it is a sign that the wrong man
is in charge of the mine. A mine road should be rea-

sonably free of mud or dust at all times, not only in

order to make hauling practical, easy and cheap, but

also because no villagers can be clean themselves or

have a clean house when, to cross the road, they have

to wade through a mud morass. Yet such roads are

sometimes to be found in mining towns. Even when the

fowls cross such roads they fly kigh to escape the in-

evitable wetting the crossing on foot of such wagon-
ways involves in the wet season.

But on the whole the road at the mines gets more in-

telligent treatment than the country roads and, being

in the hands of a better supervisor it is often better

than a state road, the work on which is directed by
an absentee. The work is done by men better in

hand, at times which suit the supervisor and in places

that please him. The ballasting is done with better ma-
terial. These things being so the finished road is well

suited for niotor or truck delivery.

In the United States alone some twenty millions of

tons of coal are delivered to the point of consumption
without the intervention of the railroad car. This is

a prodigious quantity of material and much saving in

its transportation would be effected if the motor truck

were in general use. There are many other materials

besides coal to be transported around the mines and all

can be better handled by motor 'truck than by a mule-

or horse-drawn wagon.

One mine intensively worked is ivorth a dozen spread

over a large territory. Some men take pride in the

extent of their workings and others in tlie skill xvith

which they make one or two produce all the output for

which they have market.

Who Are the Profiteers?

THE PUBLIC readily groups under the common
appellation of "Profiteer" the active and passive

recipients of benefits from the public need. The active

type consists of those who combine to raise prices;

the passive type, of those who are importuned to sell

and so name a large figure for their product or are

actually offered an exorbitant figure and accept it.

However, the public discriminates somewhat strongly

between those who merely quietly combine and those

who, like the mine workers and railroad men, combine

with bluster and often with violence, who threaten to

close business, their own and other, and who prophesy

a revolution. The latter, whom the man from Mars
would call the more criminal, are, in common thought,

very respectable people. It will, however, be impossi-

ble for us to call them other than ultra-active profiteers

whenever, of course, they seek excessive reward. Thus
we have three classes, the ultra-active, the active and

the passive profit takers. Strange to say, of late, the

ultra-active profiteers have been giving the more pass-

ive class the hardest of hard names.
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THE LABOR
SITUATION

General Labor Review
A peaceful outcome of the election dispute, mentioned

last week, is quite likely now that Judge E. C. Newcomb
of the Lackawanna County court is to preside over the

counting of the ballots. When injunction proceedings were

started by the insurgents, whose candidates were declared

defeated. Judge Newcomb, who
was asked to provide the in-

junction, which would restrain

the officers of the union from
exercising their functions, sug-

gested that a recount be made
under his supervision. This

satisfied the contending parties

and a i-ecount started on Wed-
nesday, Aug. 6, the results of

which are not yet known. Enoch
Williams of Taylor hopes to be

president, George Isaacs to be

vice president and William
Brennan, international board
member, if the judge finds that

the insurgents have been de-

frauded of their rights. There
are 147 locals in the district and
the vote of 20,000 men has been
registered, so the inspection of

the ballots is no small job. The
Locust Gap mine has returned
to work. In last week's issue it

was explained that its 1000 men
had gone on strike to compel
six men who were loading their

own coal to desist from that

practice. The strike was con-

cluded on Aug. 1, it being agreed that the six men should

remain idle till the grievance was adjusted.

The miners of sub-district No. 1, of district No. 7, of

the United Mine Workers of America assembled in con-

vention at Mauch Chunk on Aug. 6 and adopted a resolu-

tion to compel coal companies to pay employees on the

15th day and the last day of each month; asking the coal

companies to keep their explosives in 25-lb. instead of

50-lb. boxes, alleging that the latter boxes were too heavy
to carry; asking for a complete check-off system; a 50

per cent, increase in wages; an eight-hour day for all fan-,

compressor- and pumpmen; a special rate of wages for

all men fighting fire in the mines and a uniform rate of

wages on all contract mining. They demanded also that

all men using powder be paid miners' wages and that the

Government appoint a commission to reduce the high cost

of living. They placed the length of the working day at

six hours, with time and one-half for overtime and double

time for Sunday work and demanded an agreement with
the operators not to extend over two years. The anthracite

men apparently ask more than those in Indiana.

In our issue of July 17, an account was given (p. 125)

of a severe explosion at No. 4 mine of the Lehigh Coal &
Navigation Co. The cause of the explosion is not known.
The' officials of the United Mine Workers have been try-

ing to find out if theie is any way by which a recurrence
of such accidents may be avoided, the whole question of

the ventilation of the mines in the Panther Creek region
being under discussion. The higher officials of the union
have conferred with the local officials of the company. The

THE policy committee of the United

Mine Workers, it was reported Aug. 8,

had prepared recommendations to be pre-

sented to the convention of the union at

Cleveland in September. Among these is

one for the nationalization and so-called

democratization of the industry. The
committee reports as follows: "We concur

in the recommendation of President Hayes

and declare for the nationalization and

democratic management of all coal mines

in the United States. We recommend that

the three resident international officials be

empowered to draft or have drafted for

presentation to the international conven-

tion when convened a tentative draft of a
bill to be presented to congress and provid-

ing for nationalization of all coal mines."

inquest was put off by Coroner Ira Fi'eyman, so that some
of the still-living victims of the recent disaster might attend.

The strike at the mine of the Potter Coal and Coke Co.,

at Coral, Indiana County, central Pennsylvania, is to be

aided by the loan of 50 tents to be shipped from Colorado.

They were used by the mine workers at Ludlow during the

southern Colorado strike. It will be remembered that the

mine workers with other work-
ing men were asked to strike

for five days each month so as

to compel the release of Thomas
Mooney, an Industrial Worker
of the World who has been in-

carcerated in California as be-

ing guilty of having caused a
violent explosion among the

spectators of a pi'ocession in

San Francisco. At few of the
mines throughout the country,

as far as can be learned, were
men found so foolish as to strike

on behalf of Thomas Mooney.
The Fort Pitt mine, Bellaire,

Belmont County, Ohio, a mine
of the Central Coal Co., with
some mines in th» Belleville dis-

trict of Illinois, was one of the

notable exceptions. When the

time came to go back to work
the small radical element which
adhered to the Industrial Work-
ers of the Woi-ld had decided

that t'nere would be no more
work at Fort Pitt mine for a

while. Some of the men were
not of that mind but they were

intimidated into staying away from work.

On Aug. 5, Sheriff John W. Osborne, of Belmont County,

swore in a score or more of deputies and armed them with

riot guns. He stationed 15 deputies at the mine mouth
and ordered them to shoot to kill, in the event of any

serious outbreaks. The mine employs about 400 men, r.

large majority of whom are foreigners. Some of them
made up their minds that as they were striking for

Thomas, they might as well strike for their own interest

—

higher wages and a six-hour day.

About 250 men seemed to favor this combination of large

pay and smaller service or were little disposed to disagree

with the radical leaders, who numbered about 15. Strange

indeed it must have seemed to some of them that 150 men
preferred to keep a long-standing union promise, which

put them under an obligation not to strike or seek a new
agreement till the President signified that the war was
over. But these men sought to go back to work neverthe-

less and the vigorous action of Sheriff Osborne made it

possible. Let not this trouble be charged to the United

Mine Workers. That body did its utmost to enforce the

terms of the contract on the striking men. A lot of the

men are now working, though many of the strikers have
refused to do so.

On the evening of July 25, the men at the Webb mine, at

Shadyside, just south of Bellaire and on the banks of the

Ohio River, Belmont flounty, Ohio, the largest mine in the

county, employing 600 men, decided to go on strike, claim-

ing that the scales did not register the true weight. Two
weeks ago the men quit work because a number of men
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claimed their pay was short. On that occasion the difficulty

was settled. Then Saturday, July 19, a terrible storm

swept the Wegee Valley killing 9 persons and putting the

mine out of commission. On Thursday, July 24, the mine

resumed, being again in shape to woi'k, but on the Satur-

day following the mine was laid idle by the strike.

Ratification of the recent New River contract between

mine workers and operators was, up to Aug. 8, meeting

with stormy opposition at the mine workers' convention

of District No. 29, called at Beckley, W. Va. The difficulty

seems to lie in the fact that no increase in wages was
provided by the contract. In fact, it was intimated that

the new agreement made a slight reduction in the scale

at several mines.

The mine workers also appear to be objecting to the pro-

vision of the new agreement making eight hours' work in

the mines mandatory and also to the provision under which

strikes are prohibited until grievances have been submitted

to a board of arbitration. While it is believed that the

miners will ratify the new contract when they once under-

stand it, yet the prospects were on Aug. 8 that the conven-

tion would not reach a decision until the present week.

The biggest wage increase ever announced in the Poca-

hontas field became efl'ective on Aug. 1. Men at some of

the operations received little slips telling them of their

good fortune, and at one place only was a notice of the

increase publicly posted, but neighboring operators re-

quested that these be taken down, the desire seeming to

be to notify the men personally.

The wages as increased are said to exceed the wages
now paid in any of the competitive fields, being 30c. higher,

according to reports, than the union scale in other sections

of the state.

Pocahontas Gets an Eight-Hour Day

Furthermore, the eight-hour day has been adopted in the

Pocahontas fields. It went into effect on Friday, Aug. 1.

It was reported that some of the operators in southern

West Virginia were contemplating a 44-hour week in addi-

tion to meeting the wage increases announced by the Poca-

hontas operators.

The action taken was voluntary, but many believe it was
taken to forestall the attempts of the United Mine Workers
to unionize the field. It is stated that the new rate of

wages now obtaining in the Pocahontas coal fields is higher

than the wages paid in any field east of the Rocky Moun-
tains, and that it will insure, its promoters hope, an ade-

quate labor supply to the I'egion. It is also stated that it

will add about 32c. per ton to the coal cost.

Operators of the Tug River field, who have their associa-

tion headquarters in Bluefield, were in session Saturday
afternoon, Aug. 1, discussing the situation and making-

preparations to announce a like increase to adjust their

wage scale to meet that of the Pocahontas field. The agree-

ment was finally made and the miners in the Tug River

field will get a like increase to those in the Pocahontas.

It is said that the change in scale was made so as to

offset the increased cost of living and that the additional

pay is a scientific adjustment to meet this increase. The
decrease in hours will not affect the miners as a class,

for they rarely work in the Pocahontas district, or in any
other region of the United States, for a full eight hours,

but quit when they please. Only a few now work as many
as eight hours a day.

Although the mine workers and operators of the New
River field in District 29, United Mine Workers, have
agreed on a new wage contract to become effective on Sept.

1, subject to ratification by the operators and miners of

the New River field, the mine workers of District 17, em-
bracing both the Kanawha and the northern West Virginia

field, have so far taken no steps toward formulating their

demands for a new scale to replace the one now in force.

It will not e-xpire until Mar. 31, 1920, and the mine workers
will not determine on what they will ask till they hold their

convention at Charleston in September. At that time mem-
bers of the scale committee of District 17 will be named
by the delegates to the convention and the sense of the

delegates sounded as to what wages should be paid and
as to the general provisions of tho new contract.

After the demands of the scale committee are formulated
and presented to the operators of the territory embraced
in District 17, it is expected that counter proposals will be

made by them and that from the proposals and counter

proposals a new agreement will be evolved.

Failure to recognize their status as members of the

United Mine Workers led about 150 miners employed by
four different companies at Adrian in the heart of the

Upshur County field on the Coal & Coke Ry. to go on
strike on Monday, July 28, but the strike was of short

duration as to three of the four companies, the miners
returning to woi'k after being out a day or so. The com-
panies at whose plants the miners walked out were the

W. H. Greene Coal Co., the Veneer Coal Co., the Baker
Coal Co. and the Masontown Coal Co. Miners employed
at the Buckhannon River Coal & Coke Co. at Adrian went
on strike recently for a similar cause, but with the recog-

nition of the union the miners at that time returned to work.

Adrian, W. Va., Field Returns to Work

President Keeney returned to Charleston from Adrian
on Aug. 4, having been in conference with operators at

Buckhannon and Adrian in connection with a new con-

tract which was drawn up and signed. As the result of

the strike referred to, Keeney was recalled to Adrian,
where most of the operating companies agreed to sign the

wage contract. Several hundred mine workers were af-

fected by the agreement, all of them returning to work
with the exception of those at one mine, the owners of

which had refused to sign an agreement.
Another section of the United States where interest was

shown in, and support extended to, Thomas Mooney was
the turbulent Belleville district across the river from St.

Louis, Mo., and therefore, of course, in Illinois. On July

5, mine workers to the number of about 3000 went on strike

to compel the state of California to release Tom Mooney.
They were fined, as the terms of their contract required,

$3 for the day they were idle.

On Aug. 1, they went on strike to recover the $3 and,

just as at the Fort Pitt mine in Belmont, they combined
their demands anent the Mooney matter with the denianf'

for a new wage scale. They contended that the end of the

Fuel Administration marked the end of the contract be-

cause the body which promulgated the contract had come
to an end, because prices were freed and because the war
which made restriction necessary had been brought to a

conclusion, as was clearly exhibited by the termination of
the work of the Administration.

Fuel Administration Still Doing Business

But the mine workers err, for the Administration is not

at an end. The Lever Act provides for its continuance
till the end of the war. It may resume its functions
actively at any time and become as vigorous as ever, and
it intends even now to keep wages at the level it has es-

tablished.

Twelve hundred mine workers of the Southern Coal and
Mining Co., and between 500 and 600 of the St. Louis and
O'Fallon Coal Co. ai'e among those on strike. The only
mine in the Belleville district unaffected is the Avery mine.

In all there are 48 locals in the strike including those
of the Orient mine in West Frankfoi't and of the mines
of Nokomis. Centralia, Breese, Beckemeyer, Troy, Marissa,
New Athens, Coulterville and Sparta. These towTis are
scattered, one being in Franklin and others in Marion,
Clinton, Madison, St. Clair, Montgomery and Randolph
Counties.

.Approximately 1500 miners have been idle in Franklin
County, Illinois, as a result of a walkout of men from
the mines Nos. 10, 11 and 12 of the Old Ben Coal Corpora-
tion at Christopher. The main objection is the "bug," or
closed, lights which the company has required the men to

use. Two fatal explosions in the last year or so in which
21 men were killed are largely responsible for the strike.

Both explosions were said to be caused by sparks from the

trolley wheel, and the men maintain that as long as the

mine is electrically equipped, the "bug" lights are a detri-

ment rather than a safeguard.
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DISCUSSION by READERS
EDITED tiV JAMES T. BEARD

Lawful Examination of a Mine
Letter No. 2—I want to offer a few comments on the

letter of Steve Gosnell, Coal Age, July 3, p. 18, who
very properly criticizes the Illinois State mining law, in

its relation to the examination of a mine by the mine

examiner (fireboss).

For the sake of safety, it is not sufficient for the

mine examiner to comply merely with the wording of

the law. It is the duty of that official to locate any

dangerous conditions that may exist in the mine or

section of the mine in his charge. If, as has been

suggested by a pi'evious writer, the mine examiner

promptly removed any gas that he might find in a

working place, and did not leave the work to be done

later, I firmly believe that this would serve a double

purpose: First, the gas would be removed at once and

there would be no danger of men running into it because

they are heedless or careless. Second, the work would

be done when few men are at work in the mine.

In my experience the mine examiner may comply

with the letter of the law and yet not perform his work
m a manner that will insure safety. To my mind,

v.'hat is necessary is for the state mine inspectors to

jirescribe rules and regulations for each particular mine
or district, according to the conditions that he knows
exist in such mines and districts.

For example, most of the mines, in the northern

part of this state, are not troubled with gas to the

same extent as the mines in the southern districts.

There is not the same danger, therefore, in the former
as in the latter mines; and the same urgent necessity

ri!ay not exist for the mine examiner to visit each

working place within three hours of the time when the

men enter the mine for work.

Danger May Develop in a Brief Time

Experience proves that, in the gaseous mines of

southern Illinois, a dangerous condition may develop in

any working place, in a short time, and it is necessary

that each place be examined carefully, witTiin three

hours of the commencement of each shift. For this

reason, I believe it is imi)ortant that the district mine
inspectors make such rules and regulations as will apply

in each case, and see that they are strictly enforced.

Now, referring to the Illinois statutes and the require-

ment (Sec. 21 ) that the mine examiners shall r>xamine

the underground working.s of the mine, within eight

hours immediately preceding the time the dayshift goes

on duty each day that the mine is operated, let me
say that it is my belief that all state laws should

i-equ're every mine in the state to he examined by

a certified mine examiner within three hours of the

time the dayshift goes on duty.

I fully agree with the suggestion made by Robert
A. Marshall, in his letter on "Firebos.ses as State

Oflicials," page 31, of the issue to which I previously

referred. Mr. Marshall advises that one set of mine
examiners should be employed the entire eight hours of

the nightshift, in examining the mine and removing
the dangers found therein; and that another set of

examiners should enter the mine when the dayshift .eoes

to work and remain throughout the eight hours of that

shift.

In the present system of firebossing, the time allotted

for the examination of mines is far too short and the
territory in charge of each examiner generally too large
for him to examine and find out its condition and remove
any dangers that may be present, or fence off such
places so that no person will enter them unwarned.

Having a smaller number of men in his charge, each
examiner would be able to perform his work more faith-

fully, and this suggestion i-egarding dayshift examiners
would probably avoid the necessity of employing as-

sistant managers (assistant foremen), who cannot be
expected to have the same capability for examining a
mine, as a mine examiner. Gaston F. Libiez.

Peru, 111.

Unpractical Examination Questions
Letter No. 1—It was with surprised amusement that

I noticed in the issue of Coal Age, July 24, p. 165, a few
examination questions that, from a practical standpoint
can only be classed as "freaks." Such questions, cer-

tainly have no place in any properly conducted exami-
nation for coal-mining positions.

An examining board that would give them out should
be made to publish what they consider the proper
answers, at the close of each examination. Then, if the

answers so published are not correct, or if they are

of such a nature that they cannot be expected from
the average intelligent candidate, the board should be
removed to make way for persons who can conduct
an examination with a little common sense and along
practical lines conforming with mining practice of

today.

The second question given on page 1G.5 is a fair ex-

ample of a foolish (juestion. It can only be worked,
I believe, by approximation and the result would be

out of all reason in its practical application to mining
conditions. For example, take an airway having the

shape of a trapezoid, say 6 ft. wide on the top, 10 ft.

wide on the bottom and 8 ft. high. As this airway
is as high as its average width and has a practical

shape for a mine passage, it gives about the maximum
area for a given perimeter, which is, in this case, 64

sq.ft. to 32.48 ft. of perimeter.

We must now find a shape with the same perimeter

and an area of two thirds of the 64 sq.ft., or 42.67

sq.ft., since on the face of the proposition it is impos-

sible to increase the area to 96 scj.ft. and retain the

perimeter of 32.48 ft.
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After a number of trials, it is possible to arrive at a

trapezoid 10.22 ft. wide on the top, 14.22 ft. wide on

the bottom, and 3.49 ft. high, which has the required

perimeter of 32.48 ft. and an area of 42.65 sq.ft. and

is near enough. But, let me ask. Of what earthly use

is the answer, now that we have it? Is it not time that

examiners were required to give sane examination

questions. R. A. Smith, Superintendent.

Kingston, Penn. The Kingston Coal Co.

Violations of Mining Laws
Letter No. 1—Referring to the letter of W. J.

Heatherman, dealing with the subject of common viola-

tions of mining laws. Coal Age, June 26, p. 1159, no one

doubts the truth of the statement he makes, namely,

that many accidents occur as the result of the laws be-

ing violated in mines.

Few mining men however, will agree with the state-

ment that "frequently mine foremen may be found who

do not realize the gravity of their duties. They are

content to go from place to place, begging a cigarette

here and some carbide there." In my 10 years of ex-

perience as mine foreman, it has been my invariable

custom to ^eek and obtain much information and advice

from our state mine inspectors and, Mr. Heatherman is

the first inspector whom I have known to underestimate

the qualities and standards of mine foremen.

Of all others, the mine foreman is the chopping block

of the mine, or the anvil of the mine law. He is the

arbitrator between labor and capital ; he it is that must

stand the blows when the mining laws are violated by

men in his charge. Under the high pressure that pre-

vails in the mines, today, there is no time for a foreman

to loiter in making his rounds of the mine. On his

shoulders rests not only the responsibility for the safety

of his men, but likewise, the burden of getting out the

coal ; and these duties cannot be compared with the con-

ditions that existed 25 or 30 years ago, when the work

in the mines was within a short radius of the shaft.

Responsibility for Accidents Rests on the Foreman

No one feels the burden of the responsibility for vio-

lations of the mining law more than does the foreman,

and no one feels worse than he when an accident occurs

by which a man is injured. This is .shown by the way
in which the foreman hastens to the scene of an acci-

dent and cares for the victim, after which he seeks to

impress on his men how the accident might have been

avoided, with more care and a better regard for the

mine regulations and the mining laws.

A .short time ago, E. C. Curtiss, inspector, ninth an-

thracite district, referred to the danger zone, at the

working face in a mine, as being winthin a line drawn

15 or 20 ft. back from the coal face where the miner

works. For this reason, he urges that extra precau-

tion should be taken by the men when within this

danger zone. Mr. Heatherman's idea of having a stand-

ard rule established, requiring each miner to set props

in a systematic manner in his place, is a suggestion that

every practical mining man will endorse.

Systematic timbering has produced good results in

the mines of Great Britain where I was formerly em-

ployed. Some coal companies insist on a foreman or his

assistant remaining in a miner's place until the posts

he orders to be set are stood and the roof made secure.

My idea is that the discipline, in every mine, should be

such that this would not be necessary. The order once

given should be sufficient and, if disobeyed, the man
should be promptly punished for violating the same.

The lack of discipline in mines is a direct cause of many
accidents.

Reference is made by Mr. Heatherman to the average

foreman closing his eyes to boys and men riding hud-

dled between loaded coal cars. This may be true in

exceptional cases; but the uptodate mine of today has

traveling ways and manways that make these occur-

rences rare and punishable when detected by the fore-

man.
The suggestion that coal operators "assist in organ-

izing a mine foremen's institute, to be held as often as

is necessary to allow each mine foreman in the state

to attend and hear qualified men lecture on the duties of

a mine foreman," attracted my attention particularly;

as I have been wondering if it was intended seriously.

Do the mine foremen of West Virginia need to be in-

structed as to their duties? It occurs to me that they

would be more apt to listen to a lecture on methods of

increasing the tonnage and lowering the cost of produc-

tion. It is safe to say that few superintendents or

managers would place a foreman in charge who did no':

know his duties.

Let me say, in closing, that the mine foreman, hav-

ing the miner on one hand and his employer on the

other, must be a pretty level-headed gentleman to keep

things running properly in the mine, today. The suc-

cess of the operation depends on the good or bad judg-

ment of the foreman in charge. It is his ability and

skill that keeps the coal moving and the mine safe, and
no one knows better than the foreman that this cannot

be done where the mining laws and mine regulations

are violated. Richard Bowen.
West Pittston, Penn.

Efficiency of Mine Workers
Letter No. 6—After reading the letter of "Equality,"

June 19, p. 1136, which contrasts conditions in the

mines of Great Britain with those of this country, in

reference to the suggestion of a 6-hr. day and a 5-day

week, I am led to offer a few comments from my own
experience in English mines where I worked before

coming to this country.

At that time, in England, it was the custom for the

diggers to be allowed 71 hr. bank to bank, or from the

time they descended the shaft until they reached the

surface again. All daymen were allowed 8 hr. in the

mine; and. in my opinion, that time was necessary in

order for the average dayman to give a fair return to

the operator for the wages paid him.

It is quite true that mining coal in Great Britain is

much more arduous than in this country, owing to the

deep mines and the low coal. It must be remembered,

also, that all work had to be done with safety lamps, as

naked lights were seldom used in those mines. Under

these conditions, the ventilation of the working places

was frequently poor and the conditions far less favor-

able for good work.

There 's never any doubt but that a good digger can

load enough coal in 6 hrs. to enable him to make good

living wages, provided he can get the cars to load. He

is paid by the ton, and the more coal he loads the more

money he makes. The result is that he works hard and

loads quickly what cars he has in sight. On the other
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hand the dayman knows he has 8 hr. to perform his

task and he works accordingly.

Now, in regard to there being a greater demand for

coal in the winter than in the summer season, let me
scy that the consumer is largely to blame for this con-

dition. If consumers would buy their winter's coal dur-

ing the summer, it would help to equalize the demand
throughout tho year. This applies, of course, more

particularly to the coal required for domestic use. The
majority of households, however, fail to lay in their

winter supply of coal before it is needed. The result is

that, as winter approaches, there is a rush for coal and

what should be mined in six months must be gotten out

in three months or less.

Naturally, the suggestion of cutting down the time

in the mines to a 6-hr. day and a 5-day week does not

appeal to the operator, as it would be difficult for the

mines to meet the demand for coal during the rush

season, if the time is to be thus shortened. The capacity

of the mine would be reduced, and there would be a

general howl for coal such as was heard in 1917, and
the price for fuel would soar. TIMOTHY GOLDON.

Clinton, Ind.

Letter No. 7—Referring to the letter of "Equality,"

Coal Age, June 19, p. 1136, it appears to me that its

writer is not well informed in respect to the standard

of mine ventilation in the coal mines of Great Britain.

After an experience of 12 yr. in those mines, and an
equal number in the anthracite mines of Pennsylvania,

let me say that, while the methods of mining coal in

different states and countries may differ, the principles

of ventilation when reduced to their essential elements

are the same everywhere.

In the bituminous coal field of South Wales, the mines
are worked on the longwall system and their ventilation

is very simple. There are no such things as leaky stop-

ings and crosscuts half-filled with rubbish that retard

the circulation of air, but the coal being mined in a

single face, the air has but one course to travel, and it

is natural to suppose that the ventilation is good.

Ventilation of Longwall Mines Compared With
room-and-plllar workings

The ventilation of a longwall face is quite different

from the ventilation of room-and-pillar workings, where
the air must pass up one chamber and enter another
chamber through a narrow crosscut, in that manner cir-

culating throughout the mine. Notwithstanding these

unfavorable conditions in mines in this country, especi-

ally in the anthracite region where the coal is mined
on steep pitches, the mine foremen and superintei dents

in charge have shown their capability by providing good
ventilation at the working face.

Now in respect to the relative efliciency of mine work-
ers in Great Britain and this country, it .should be re-

membered that the workers in the mines of Great
Britain are bom miners. They understand an order
given them and know it must be obeyed. Contrast this

condition with what prevails in the mines of this coun-
try where mine workers speak every language and many
fail to understand and obey the orders given them. The
majority of our mine workers are like the man from
Missouri who must be .shown and, even then, he is apt
to go wrong.

Again, more attention is given by the miners of Great
Britain to sr^- 'mt the mining laws and mine regula-

tions are kept and there is less violation of the rules

than in this country. Some readers may not know
that, in Great Britain, a committee of miners is chosen
each month and charged with the duty of visiting all

parts of the mine and reporting the condition of the

ventilation, timbering, manways and working places.

The report of the committee is published and posted
at the head of each shaft and in other places and in-

forms the management of any defects that may exist

and conditions that are unsafe. This idea of the in-

spection of the mine workings by a committee chosen
by the miners from their own number is certain'y a
good one and must tend to encourage the thought that
everything possible is being done for the good of the
workers.

Effect of Ventilation on Efficiency of Workers
IN the Mine

To my mind, one of the most important matters
affecting the efficiency of mine workers is the proper
ventilation of the workings. Show me a mine that has
a large production of coal per man, and I will guarantee
that that mine is well ventilated. On the other hand,
when one finds a mine that has poor ventilation he
is quite safe in concluding that the tonnage per man,
in that mine, is below the average.

It goes without saying that good ventilation is es-

sential, both from an economical and a humane stand-
point. A miner will produce double the amount of coal

in a well ventilated place than he can load when com-
pelled to work in bad air. Neither will he be as ex-

hausted at the end of the shift if he has had good air

to breathe throughout the day.

To increase the efficiency of the workers in mines,
therefore, give them good air and make their places

safe and sanitary. The free atmosphere of heaven is

the only thing that the poor share equally with the
rich. Let us see, then, that the gloom and smoke of
the mine is driven out by an ample current of pure air

fresh from the surface.

It is my opinion that mine examining boards should
ask more questions bearing on the ventilation of mines
than usually appear in the examination of mine offi-

cials. It would inspire candidates to increase their

knowledge of the principles of ventilation and make
"Ventilation First" the slogan in mining practice. If

ventilation is first safety will surely follow.

West Pittston, Penn. Efficiency.

Turning Rooms Without Sights

Letter No. 4.— I have been interested in the differ-

ent methods suggested for turning rooms and entries,

without setting sights by the use of an instrument, and
will mention a method that has been in use in our mine
and which posses.ses the advantage of requiring a more
portab'e outfit than what has been described previously.

A small pocket tape is all that is necessary in this case.

Assuming that the two last instrument points, estab-

lished on the entry, are in place, the first step is to

locate a point on this line or its extension, at a con-

venient distance, say 3, 4 or 5 ft. from the instrument

point, where it is desired to make the deflection. The
location of this point must be carefully made so that

it will be exactly on line with the instrument jwints.

Under a good slate roof, it will often be found easier

to first scratch the arc of a circle, using the tape as a
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radius and taking the last intiniment point as a center.

This will give the proper distance and the new point

is then easily marked where the instrument line inter-

sects this arc.

Having located the first point in the extension of

the instrument line, the next step is to lay off a right

angle with that line, at the point just located. This is

most easily done, by the use of a tape in the usual

manner, taking the side of the right triangle as 3, 4, 5.

Reference is now made to a table of natural tangents.

The tangent of the desired angle is multiplied by the

distance of the located point from the instrument point,

which gives the distance to be measured on the per-

pendicular to the instrument line extended. A spad

is now driven in the roof and the distance, from the

point first located to the spad, is carefully checked by
measurement. The line from the instrument point to

this spad gives the required sight line.

This method, of course, is only used where great

accuracy is not important; for example, when extend-

ing sights in rooms that have gotten off center, but

have not much farther to be driven. The use of the

method saves bringing up the instrument and making
another set-up at the face of the room. The same
method is also employed in setting sights for short

rooms near the crop.

Where a pair of entries have reached the proper dis-

tance and their direction is to be changed it is often

inadvisable to put in the instrument sights, until the

entries have been driven a short distance in the new
direction. In that case, the method I have mentioned

is employed to give sights on the new course and pre-

vent the entry from running into the air-course, which

is turned in the same dierction.

Walter H. Dunlop, Division Engineer,

Kingston, W. Va. Solvay Collieries Co.

Outlook in Coal Mining
Letter No. 3.—In the issue of Coal Age, June 19,

p. 1138, a correspondent asks for suggestions from those

who are interested in the welfare of the coal industry,

regarding what measures can be adopted that will help

the many newly developed mines that were started dur-

ing the war, with capital that was invested largely in

a spirit of patriotism and are now handicapped by rea-

son of the present depression in the coal market.

While it may be unkind to judge of another's motive,

one can hardly refrain from holding the opinion that

the majority of these newly opened mines started dur-

ing the war were either efforts to make hay while the

sun shines, or were misguided attempts of men inex-

perienced in the mining of coal. This opinion is based

on my own personal observation in the southern Illinois

coal fie'.d and on the statement of men of good judgment

in mining matters, who have recently visited other

fields.

Allow me to refer to the case of a certain mining

tovTO in the Franklin County field, in Illinois. Previous

to the war there were, in that field, three well estab-

lished mines averaging a daily output of 3000 tons

and employing from 300 to 400 men in each mine.

When the coal boom started, two "mushroom" mines

sprang up in the same field, and employed between

them about 100 men.

As time went on, it was not long before the larger

mines lost a good percentage of their motormen, drivers,

etc., by I'eason of the men volunteering or being drafted

for service. They were mostly the young and ener-

getic class among the workers; and every practical

coal man knows that the loss of these .men could not

fail to cripple the output of the mines in a larger

proportion than would be indicated by the number of

men involved. It is not strange that the three estab-

lished mines mentioned experienced a falling off in ton-

nage as great as 1000 tons a day.

Again, some of the few capable and energetic workers
remaining decided, for various reasons, to go to work in

the smaller mines. One inducement offered them was
that the smaller mine is worked under a less pressure

than a larger operation. As a result, we find hoisting

engineers, top hands, cagers, trackmen, and others idly

sitting about the "shoestring mine," waiting for a few
diggers to produce from 300 to 400 tons of coal a day
to "help win the war."

Handicapped by Lack of Equipment

Can anyone deny that, had these few diggers, at work
with a full complement of shift hands top and bottom,

remained at work in the established plants where the

output was seriously lowered by a shortage of men,
they would have produced more coal and fulfilled their

patriotic duty better, because those mines were equip-

ped for putting out high tonnages, to say nothing of

the fact that their entire equipment was already in-

stalled and had stood the test.

In closing may I ask. Is the coal trade now to be

burdened by the extra drag upon its resources, caused

by the helpless condition of these small operations, that,

because of their ill-directed efforts, added little or

nothing to the coal supply, whatever may have been

their motive.

It is even suggested that this plaint of the mushroom
mine owners is a veiled plea for the government owner-

sh'p of mines. In any case should those loyal operators,

who kept up the industry through the long years pre-

ceding the war and have borne unmeasured burdens,

accept of this additional burden now thrown on the

industi-y without protest? Observer.

Duquoin, 111.

Certification and Safety

Letter No. li— I was much interested in reading the

letter of John Rose, Coal Age, July 10. p. 68, regarding

the need of the certification of mine officials. Like Mr.

Rose, I believe that a certified mine foreman who does

not continue to study along with his work, just as he

did before he passed the examination, is not on his job

and can expect accidents to continue to occur in his

mine.

In my opinion, any man who takes a job as fireboss,

assistant mine foreman or foremen before he has ob-

tained his certificate, is not fit to look a certified man
in the face. Here, in our town, we have men that are

acting as assistant mine foremen, and, in some cases,

night bossing, when they only hold fireboss papers.

What seems strange is that if these men think they are

capable of doing the work and taking charge of a

mine, why do they not go before the examining board

and secure their papers?

It is my belief that accidents in coal mines will not

be reduced to a minimum until all bosses, from the su-

perintendent down to the fireboss, are obliged to under-
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go an examination every three years and to have had

eight years' practical experience in the performance of

all kinds of work required in coal mines, before they

are permitted to take the examination.

The compensation law is a good law in the provision

it makes for the injured and those dependent on a man

who has been killed by an accident in the mine. It is

time, however, that our mining laws provide better

for the safety of the living, who may yet be injured by

reason of the ignorance of men holding official posi-

tions and in charge of mining operations. It is a

wonder to me that our mine inspectors and the better

class of mining men do not get busy and move up about

six notches in the matter of securing greater safety by

compelling the examination of all men in charge of

work undergound.

Speaking of firebosses, I claim that a candidate for

that position should have at least eight years' experi-

ence in the mine. The fireboss is the guide to the safety

of every man working below and on his intelligence

and experience, their lives depend. Next to him comes

the foreman, but that official is often not his own man,

being compelled to follow the instructions and orders

given him by his superintendent.

Young Superintendent a Stumbling Block to a
Good Foreman

In one of the larger mines in Fayette County, in this

state, the superintendent is a young man who never

worked a day in his life underground, but was an engi-

neer running a transit aiul educated in his line of work.

It will be readily admitted by practical mining men that

you cannot run a mine a? you would run a transit, and

a superintendent of that class can only prove a stum-

bling block to a good mine foreman.

What man who is familiar with mining work will

say that such conditions are not the cause of six-tenths

of the accidents occurring in our mines? For instance,

the fireboss finds gas some morning when making his

early examination of the mine and reports the fact in

his book, with the result that the mine inspector takes

the matter up with the superintendent and the poor

fireboss loses his job. The superintendent then goes

to the foreman and tells him to put John Smith to

firebossing, who will probabl.v be shrewd enough not to

find the gas that the last fireboss reported.

Not long since, I worked in the place of a foreman

\/ho was away temporarily. The superintendent of the

mine was of the class I have described. It will not be

thought strange that I found the miners supplied with a

cable and battery and firing their own shots at will.

To my remonstrance, they replied that it was the orders

of the bigboss.

Under such conditions, how can we expect safety in

mines to be assured and the accident list grow less.

Though a comparatively young man not yet 40, let me
say to both firebosses and foremen. If you are bossing,

be your own boss and guided by your own judgment.
Olyphant, Penn. John Wiley.

Letter No. 15.—Referring to the interesting discus-

sion on this subject, allow me to express my opinion re-

garding the employment of certified mine foremen, and
to say that none other should ever be given the charge
of a mine. The certified man should be a thoroughly

practical and experienced miner. It makes little matter

what is his nationality, but he should be a man that

can go with a miner and show him how to work a

breast, drive a gangway, draw back a pillar, set timbers

and do other work required in the mine.

At the present time I am holding a position as assist-

ant mine foreman. Before I became a certified fore-

man, I had performed every kind of work done in the

mine. Judging from that experience, I am convinced

that a man can only become a thoroughly practical and

competent foreman vvho has done work of all kinds. He
may have started in the mine as doorboy, later becom-

ing a driver and performing daywork as trackman,

timberman, or mining and loading coal in breasts and

gangways, till he has at last gained e.xperience neces-

sary to draw pillars with safety. Such a man, I con-

sider is one capable of taking the examination and be-

coming a certified foreman.

Foremen Must Have Practical Experince

As showing the need of a thoroughly practical experi-

ence for a mine foreman, let me cite a little incident

that occurred not long ago in our mine, which is worked
on the room-and-pillar system. Two miners were en-

gaged drawing back a pillar between a couple of

breasts that had caved, the outside breast being full of

coal and rock above the battery, which had been built

30 ft. up from the gangway. The pillar was cut through

at that place, when it was found that the chute was full

of coal and rock.

Having inspected the place carefully, I gave the men
instructions to brace the rock with strong timbers, and

then get down to the bottom and put in a hitch or

foothold for setting a good timber in front of the

rock. They started to carry out my instructions, and

I left them. As was learned later, the work had pro-

gressed far enough to give some protection behind the

timbers. But, suddenly, the coal started to run and

cut off the escape of one of the men, who was left shut

in behind the battery.

Foreman by Promp Action Saves the Life of an
Entombed Miner

Word of the accident coming to me while at dinner,

I at once ordered an empty trip and, reaching the place,

found one man loading a car at the gangway, while

another stood idle at the battery. In response to my
question as to why he had not tried to make an open-

ing, he replied that he could do nothing.

Calling for a pick and a bar, I at once set to work

and, in a short time, had opened a place the size of a

car wheel. I shouted to the miner to slide himself

through, but he was afraid to make the attempt. By a

few words, however, I convinced him it was his only

chance and instructed him to put his feet through the

opening first, which he did and was then pulled through

bodily to safety, white as a sheet and scarcely able to

speak a word, but not hurt. Coal was loaded from that

place for the next five days.

Let me say, in closing, that a competent mine foreman

will have little trouble with his men if he talks quietly

with them and reasons with them. It is that kind of a

foreman that gains the confidence of his men and is

liked by them. No foreman will make a success who

thinks he knows it all. A foreman can always learn

something from a miner, and we all have much to learn.

Fern Glen, Penn. JA(X)B J. Skoff.

[This letter will close the discussion of "Certification

and Safety."—Editor. |
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Electrically-Driven Fan
I am inclosing a sketch of the present fan installa-

tion at one of our mines, showing a 10-in. pulley on the

armature shaft of an electric motor that is operated at

a speed of 645 r.p.m. The 10-in. pulley A is connected

by a belt with a 36-in. pulley B, mounted on a counter-

shaft that carries another 22-in. pulley C, which is, in

turn, belted to a 60-in. pulley on the fan shaft. The
distance from the armature shaft to the countershaft

is 11 ft., center to center; and that from the counter-

shaft to the fanshaft, 13 ft., center to center. The fan

is 16 ft. in diameter and makes about 70 r.p.m. under

the present arrangement.

It is now proposed to replace the 10-in. pulley on the

armature shaft with a 12-in. pulley and connect this

COPNTERSHAFT

DIAGRAM SHOWING TF .0 PROPO.SED ELIMINATION OF
COT NTKR .SHAFT

directly by belting i to the 60-in. pulley on the fan

shaft, thereby elimin; ting the countershaft and its pul-

leys. Under the new arrangement, the motor will be

operated at a speed of 550 r.p.m.

The original installation required r current of 40

amp. to operate the fan, and I want to ask, What cur-

rent and what horsepower will be required in the new

arrangement? In other words. What horsepower will

be required to run the motor at the given speed (550

r.p.m.) and operate the fan, after the change is made,

assuming no change is made in the circulation in the

mine? U. S. WILSON.

Briceville, Tenn.

The first step, in the solution of this problem, is to

calculate the speed of the fan shaft, in the original in-

stallation, when the armature shaft is running at 645

r.p.m. Since the speed ratios of the consecutive shafts

are equal to the inverse ratios of the diameters of their

respective pulleys, each to each, we have for the speed

of the fan shaft, under the first arrangement, the fol-

lowing:

cTc ~" 9C ^ af\' ^"^ ^ 65.7 r.p.m.
645 36 60'

The next step is to find the speed at which the fan

will be driven after the change is made, the armature

shaft of the motor then making 550 r.p.m. and carrying

a 12-in. pulley belted to the 60-in. pulley on the fan

shaft. Evidently, the first pulley having one-fifth the

diameter of the second pulley, the speed of the latter

will be one-fifth of the former ; and the fan will now be

operated at a speed of 550 ^- 5 = 110 r.p.m.

But, the power of the motor required to drive the

16-ft. fan at this increased speed is dependent on the

mine potential, which remains unchanged. In other

words, the resisting power of the mine is assumed con-

stant, no change being made in the circulation in the

mine. The quantity of air circulated by the fan, in that

case, will vary as the fifth root of the fourth power of

its speed. In other words, the quantity ratio is equal

to the fifth root of the fourth power of the speed ratio

of the fan.

Comparing these two installations, therefore, the

quantity ratio is as follows

:

<m=^-^^
In other words, after the change is made, and the

fan is operated at a speed of 110 r.p.m., the circulation

in the mine will be increased 1.51 times, or slightly more

than half-again the original volume.

In mine ventilation, however, the power on the air

varies as the cube of the quantity of air in circulation.

In other words, the power ratio is equal to the cube of

the quantity ratio. Hence, in this case, the power re-

quired to operate after the change is made will be 1.51'

= 3.44 times the original power. But, assuming the

voltage remains unchanged, the current will varry in

the same ratio as the power and the current required to

drive the fan at a speed of 110 r.p.m., after the change

is made, will be 40 X 3.44 = 137.6 amp.

Therefore, disregarding the lesser frictional resist-

ance, owing to having eliminated the counter shaft and

pulle.ys in the second arrangement, the power comsump-
tion will be increased 3.44 times, while the circulation

will be increased only 1.51 times. This, however, is the

natural result of any attempt to increase the circulation

of air, in fan ventilation, by increasing the speed of

the fan.

Whenever the circulation in a mine requires to be

increased, every eff"ort should first be made to clean up

the airways, straighten air-courses, shorten the distance

of air travel, enlarge breakthroughs and crosscuts and

avoid sharp bends where it is necessary to deflect the

course of the air.

Wherever practicable, the air should be split, which

greatly enlarges the mine potential and decreases the

mine resistance. To increase the circulation in a mine

by increasing the speed of the fan is always an ex-

pensive use of power and should only be resorted to

when other means are impracticable. This is particu-

larly true in electrical operations where power must be

purchased from a central station and it is necessary to

minimize the amount of current consumed.
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k EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Indiana Mine Bosses' Examination,

Held May 24, 1919
{Selected Qiustions)

Ques.— (a) Name the various devices used in con-

ducting and distributing the ventilating air currents

in a mine, giving the purpose or use of each, (b) What
is the law respecting breakthroughs, air splits, trap-

doors, and quality and quantity of air?

A71S.— (a) A door in a mine is used for the purpose

of deflecting the air current from its course through

one entry and causing it to circulate in another entry

or section of the mine. A canvas or curtain is often

used instead of a door, either to avoid the expense of

building the latter, or when it is desired to deflect only

a portion of the air current and allow the remainder to

continue on its course by leaking through the curtain,

which is divided at the center.

An overcast or air bridcie is built over and across an

entry or airway, for the purpose of conducting one air

current across another, to enable the ventilation of a

pair of cross-entries or section of the mine, by a split

of air taken from the main current, without the use

of doors on the main entry.

A stopping consists of a solid wall or partition built

in a breakthrough or crosscut to prevent the air current
from short-circuiting at that point and conduct it to

the head of the entry where it passes through the last

open crosscut and then returns through the back entry

or return airway.

A brattice is constructed by setting a line of posts

a short distance from and parallel to one rib of an
opening, so as to form an air passage to conduct the

current to the face of a heading or room. A stopping

is sometimes improperly called a brattice.

A regulator is any device for regulating the volume
of air circulating in an airway or section of the mine,

its purpose being to divide the air in proportion to the

needs or requirements in each section. A box regulator

is a partition built in an airway and having an opening,

the size of which is controlled by a movable shutter

arranged so as to permit any desired quantity of air to

pass through the opening. The box regulator is com-
monly placed on the return airway or back entry to

avoid obstructing the haulage road. A door regulator

is sometimes built at the mouth of an intake heading
and locked in a position to divide the air in the de-

sired proportion between that heading and the main
airway when the haulage is performed on the return

air current.

(b) Consult the mining laws of Indiana, which every
candidate should study to become familiar with its re-

quirements.

Ques.—In the absence of oxygen helmets, how would
you proceed to enter a mine for rescue work after an
explosion ? Explain in full.

Ans.—Having called for volunteer.s and sent for doc-

tors, organize and equip the men selected because of

their experience and familiarity with the mine work-
ings, giving to each an approved and carefully assembled

.safety lamp and the necessary tools and other supplies,

which have been brought together in the meantime.
Before the rescuers enter the mine, it is necessary

to examine the ventilating apparatus and see that if is

working properly, or make the necessary repairs to

that end. At tha first announcement of disaster, physi-

cians and first aid men are summoned, and ambulances
and the necessary blankets and first-aid supplies are

brought together and made ready for use if required.

Divide the party into two divisions, placing each
under a competent leadsr. The first and smaller division

now enters the mine with the air current and proceeds

with caution, not advancing ahead of the air. This

party is equipped with one or more cages containing

small birds or mice for the pui-pose of detecting the

presence of poisonous gas, by observing its eff'ect on

the life in the cage. The work of this party is to ex-

amine and explore the entries and workings as rapidly

as possible and rescue any victims that may be found,

carrying them back to fresh air or to the surface and
giving such first-aid treatment as may be required to

restore consciousness.

The first party will also be able to give information

that will assist the second party in its work. They are

chiefly employed in rebuilding stoppings and erecting

brattices to carry the air forward and restore the circu-

lation in the workings. For that purpose this party is

equipped with the necessary tools and supplies of can-

vas, timber, brattice boards, nails and other supplies.

Ques.—What are the dangers to be watched for and
guarded against in a gaseous mine?

Ans.—The particular danger common to a gaseous

mine is that due to the accumulation of gas in the work-
ings or in abandoned places that are either improperly

ventilated or have been partially sealed off. There is

also danger of the possible accumulation of gas in crev-

ices and pockets caused by the settlement of the roof

slate over roads and in working places. Gas will oc-

casionally accumulate, in crevices of the coal, under suf-

ficient pressure to throw down a large section of the

rib in an entry or working place. A similar accumula-
tion in the roof strata will often cause a sudden and
unexpected fall of roof. These occurrences are known
as "outbursts" of gas and often prove disastrous.

The working of a gaseous mine requiring the exclusive

use of safety lamps often proves dangerous owing to

the permitted used of open lights on the haulage road.

Gaseous mines are particularly sensitive to sudden baro-

metric changes, especially where there are large aban-

doned areas containing accumulated gas. In a gaseous

mine it is necessary to watch all ventilating apparatus

and appliances for conducting the air current in the

mine to insure their proper working condition.
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FOREIGN MARKETS
AND EXPORT NEWS

EDITED BY ALEX MOSS

New European Coal and Coke

Tariff Issued
A new European co:il and coke tariff has

,,een issued by the Shipping Board. co\er-

ing shipments from North Atlantic ports

and Charleston. S. C, effective Aug. 1.

igi9. It is as follows;
Guar- Guar-
rintoed anteed

Coil Dailv Cokf Daily

per Dis- per Dis-

To Ton" To,!s- Ton Tons

'''i;'.X^a"e."%22.50 700 $33,75 600

^"S^fefner; 22 50 1000 33 75 600

Gothenburg 24.00 1000 36."" 600

^' tt'lfmn'"^
° '"''

25 00 800 37.50 600

"sunUvaU."'.'' 28.00 800 42.00 600

Bergen, Chnstima.
3^ (^„l)

''"en'aT:^"'"'26O0 1000 39.00 600

Cette Marseilles.
^ ^Od

Ci?i?a^^^cchia . : IISS To 39.00 600

Nice, Genoa, Leg-
horn. Spejia, .

^„o

Fifa^er"; ::.::; is Jo" ImS 42:75 600

\emce. Trieste. ^00

Constantinople,
Constanza. ^p ^qq

g,""'^
;;.., 27.50 1000 41.25 6S0

4lid''"'''.*'°" 31.00 1000 46 50 600

all-round advances— :!6 cents per ton in

.lune and 60 cents per ton in July—whicli
makes the present price ?2.o2 per ton

higher than for the twelvemonth ending

.lune 30, 1914.
. .

.

A hig strike of Yorkshire miners took

place in June and resulted in a wage ad-

vance of 36 cents per day, by which the

closing of a number of pits, which had

g've^ notice, was avoided. In the follow-

ing month the miners obtained an increased

war-wage bonus of 36 cents per day for

workers over 16, and 18 cents per day for

those under 16, which was in addition to

a similar amount obtained in October. 191 1.

August saw more unrest, accompanied oy

strikes, at a time when the shortage of

coal reached an acute stage. More than

170 noo nun threw down their tools on

this occasion the grievance relating to the

hours of surface men and laborers. The
men won their case, the new arrangement
being 51 hours' work per week instead of

54 or 8i hours per day. with half an hour

off for meals. It should be explained that

th war-wage bonuses were given solely

to over the increased cost of food and

are distinct from the various percentage

wage advances and the war bonus given

'""since'^the signing of the armistice de-

mobilization has commenced, and meri in

the army who were formerly engaged in

coal mining have been placed in the pri-

ority list. Already a good many thou-

sands have resumed work. The coal short-

age is however, still acute, and it is gen-

erally conceded that more miners were

taken away from the industry than was
advisable, considering how much the suc-

cess of the war depended upon the main-

tenance of an adequate supply of coal.

ni<!charce is as above indicated, with

time c'^ou'ntlng" 24 hours after arrival o.

vessel, whether in berth or not.
f"""^'^

and holidays on y excepted. It discnarge

?s not completed within the t'me spec.fled

demurrage is to be paid at the rate oi »i

pir net registered ton per running day,

''''Ske'is''ubiJct''fo^he condition that ves-

sert'to havi the option of carrymg not

over 25 per cent, on deck at owners risk.

Sheffield Coal Trade in 1918
The outstanding features of the .Sheffield

coJl traded duHng^91 8 was the shortage o

supplies. According to figures published

SyThe Coal Controller, the output tip to the

middle of September was ovei 15,000,n(m

tons less than for the same per od in 1917.

whici with the increased requirements of

certan of the Allies made an estimated

shortage of 36.noo,000 tons for the ye^ar^

The position became so acute th.U tne

Coal Controller issued a household fue

and lighting order which went into full

operatftn on Oct. 1. By this order supplie^

were rationed, the quantity allowed each

hoilseholde? being roughly 1 ton i;er room
per annum, ivhich could l>e, "s^^^.f'*'!"'",

the form of coal. gas. or electricity Coal

nrices have been strictly controlled ,
pit

nrces by the Prices of Coal (Limitation)

Act 4tors' profits by the wholesale coa

price. Srder; and retail prices by loc^a

authority under the I'otisehold fuel and

lighting order. At the end of 19".
'"^'f^^

were BO cents per ton higher than the

standard advance of 96 cents a lowed m
1915. During 1918 there were two further

Coal and Coke Exports During

May, 1919
E.xports of coal as reported by the De-

partment of Commerce for May. 1919. and

L^.e figures in May, 191S, in tons as flnalb

revised, are as follows:
May, 1918 May, 1919

. .1 . 425 no 398,890

^l^iS^u.;;;:;::;;;:;::;;2,n9;7oo ,,429,6,2

Exported to:
^.__^^_, 35 ,„g

Canada .::..:.'.:'. 1.766,785 ,
.088,026

k^"^„f. ... 50,, 08 None

MeTieo It.l8, 6,8,0

S|f^f° 137,048 90,112

8?herW;indies:.-.V.
;.... 25.7,7 ,,,9,4

Brfzii"."^:;:.'.'.'.':;.'.";^'"
nioo ,09:868

Sr^ay:::::::::::::::: |5| 8:362

Hoover Asked to Help in Coal

Shortase Abroad
Shipping and fue! representatives of

Prance Belgium and Italy conferred with

Ilerbert Hoover, head of the International

Relief Organization, in Paris on Aug. 4

and decide.l to urge the Supreme Council

of the Peace Conf.ifnce to appomt a
Kuropean Coal Conim.ssiou to oo-ordinate

the distribution of lOuropean coal m an

effort to avert wb:>t llu-eatcns to be a

disaster
^^^^^^ ,^_^ ^^^^ ^.^^^j^ „(

a warnTng given by Mr. Hoover in an

addrels at the recent conference in Lon-

don of the Supreme lOconomic Council. He
«•?! 1 that Europe's coal production was 35

p"r cent belovv'normal and that the United

States could not offer relief because of

the shortage of shipping. In his address

"^^
"Tlv5'°fate ^of kuropean civilization now

rests in the hands of the coal miners and

coal mine owners of lOurope to an equal, if

not to a greater, degree than in the hands
of the providers of foods and supplies dur-

ing the next year." _ ,, ,. ,

At the meeting in Pans Mr. Hoover de-

clined to accept the permanent direction

of tlie proposed Kuropean Coal Commis-
sion, stating that he believed the problem
to be strictly European and that the sit-

uation could not be relieved materially by

the slight help which the United States

Mr. "Hoover said to the fuel representa-

tives of the various Governments:
"The coal problem, with that of the ap-

proaching harvest and the solution of the

immediate food pressure conies to the

front as the greatest menace to the stalnl-

itv of life in Europe. This problem is

domestic to Europe and is incapable of so-

lution from the United States. Disregard-

ing all other questions, an additional load

of 1 non.ooo tons monthly on American
ports would, indeed, he a large tax. in

the face of the trebling of the food exports

of the United States above the norma! pre-

war level Furthermore, such a tonnage
would entail a tax on the world's shipping

which cannot but affect freight rates gen-

erally. With a shortage in production of

'II lino fion tons per month, the contribution

of 'even 2,000,000 tons monthly from Amer-
ica would lie of little importance."
Only a greatly increased coal production

and an improved organization for its dis-

tribution could save Europe from rtis.aster

next year. Mr. Hoover explained, and he

urged" that some sort of fuel control be

established which would greatly stimulate

production and secure such distribution as
would maintain essential services on which
economic and political stability miist rest.

According to figures gathered for Mr.
Hoover bv experts, England's annual pro-

diRtion of coal has fallen from 292.000,000

tons in 19i:i to 183.000,000 tons, the present

production Germany's decline is slightly

reiter Europe, at the present rate, will

nroduce 44:3 oiiii.ooo tons next year, while

l,u- amount needed is 614.369,000 tons.

Coal and Coke Exports from

New York in June
There were increases in the shipments

of anthracite and coke to foreign countries

through the Port of New York during June

oi this year as compared with those ot

June 1918. but a decided decrease in the

export of bituminous coal.

The reports show that 12 countries i-e-

ceived 10.482 tons of anthracite during

Tune of 1919 as compared with six coun-

tries re-ceiving 6761 tons in June of last

vear an increase of 3721 tons and an

"increase in the average price per ton ot

"
Twentv-five tons of bituminous coal at

•1 cost of $10 per ton, all sent to Trinidad,

were exported through this port during

June, as compared with 6S07 tons sent to

nve countries at an average cost of $7.4o

per ton in the corresponding month ot last

^"i^ine countries received 2614 tons of coke

in Jiine as compared with 1605 tons sent

\o eight countries in June of 'ast year at

an average Increase in cost of 13. bl pel

fon as compared w-ith 1918 prices

In the corresponding month of 1917 there

?£<^'^ei".fo;^'T..^""o;;ror^n,^-

Sr^t^/i.^^a-^^«"°"°^
coke valued at $49,646.

A London dispatch to the New York

World quotes Secretary Damm. of the In-

tel, atiomil Seafarer's Federation as say-

ing that Rotterdam is crowded 'with

American ships discharging coa and that

practically the entire coal stu'l''^., of the

Netherlands comes from. .America No Kng-

ish coal for bunkering is avaiab e at that

port Sc.andin.avian countries will also de-

pend on America for coal supplies.
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COAL AND
COKE NEWS

Pittsburgh, Penn.

Coal men in secret eoiiference. . Two-
day meeting in rittsburch of Relations
Committee of National t'oal Association.
Important business transai-ted.

An important industrial secret confer-
ence closed recently at Pittsburgh after a
session of two days. The gathering in-
cluded iJrominent coal producers from
every section of bituminous territory of the
United States. It was a meeting of the
Government Relations Committee of the
Ni'tional Coal Association, whose central
o'lice has been opened in Washington, D. C.

It is stated that much business of im-
portance, affected by the period of recon-
struction, was considered, but no definite
action was taken and will not be until the
business and international situation is
clarified. One of tlie problems discussed
was the car supply situation which is to
be met in the near future. A schedule of
needs and requests was formulated in an-
ticipation of the relinquishment of the rail-
roads liy tlie Government. The schedule
embraces a program to be submitted to
railroad otticials, which it is hoped will
bring about an equitable distribution of
cars so that the trade will not suffer stag-
nation in some sections and overcrowding
in others. The question of demurrage also
is embraced. Nothing was given out for
publication, the reason being that a report
of the business transacted should go to
Government officials before being made
public.

Charleston, W. Va.

T-aek of transportation in New Kiver
field limits production to r>U per cent, of
rapacit.v. Considerable smokeless goes
west. Kanawha mines also limited to half
time operation.

Not only was production still running
far behind what market conditions would
warrant but there was a prospect that
little relief would be .secured from the
car shortage which has so greatly re-
stricted production during recent weeks,
when the month of August was ushered
in, owing to the walkout of machinists
throughout the countiy. With only one
or two exceptions all the West Virginia
fields were greatly handicapped during the
week ended Aug. 2 in mining and shipping
coal, cars available not being sutliclcnt to
permit of more than half the output of
the weeks of the early jjart of July. This
was especially true as to the Kanawha and
New River districts. There was still an
embargo on coal from the Kanawha field
to tidewater ; and. though New River field
was not embargoed, strictly speaking, the
tonnage moving to tide was extremely lim-
ited. Kven though the strike of seamen
had been settled. i)roducers along the Chesa-
peake & Ohio R.R. did not anticipate any
improvement in the car suiiply for a week
or ten days, and the tact that so many
shopmen went on strike may doom pro-
ducers to further disappointment. l'"inding
it impossible because of conditions at tide-
water to ship much coal then-, smokeless
producing companies found a ready outlet
for th.at kind of coal in western markets
which have be.n un.ible to .secure much New
River coal in recent weeks owing to the
strong export dein.md and the heavy ton-
nage being us<!d by the Navy, the export
dcm.and still growing in volume.
Lack of cars curtailed the production

of New River coal during the week ended
Aue. 2 to as serious an extent as has
been observed any time during the present
year, the number of cars furnlsheel being
only about half of ordinary requirements,
so that It is estimated there was not more
than a 50 per cent, output In the New
Itiver field during the period just .alluded
to. as against an 80 per cent, about the
middle of July. The shortage of cars and
the absence of boats at tidewater were
factors which limited the movement of

New River coal to tidewater. As there
was a strong demand for smol^eless in the
West, producers turned their attention to
consuming areas in that section of the
country which have been able to sectu-e
comparatively little New River coal re-
cently. The Navy was a heavy consumer
of New River coal, car shortage or no
car shortage, and that tended to delay
commercial shipments.

Although an unusually strong demand
for Kanawha coals made itself felt during
the week ended Aug. 2, nevertheless there
was no way of meeting such a demand, ow-
ing to the pronounced shortage of cars
in the district, there being, it is said, only
about a 60 per cent, supply. Consequently,
mines were limited to about half time in
operation, this cutting down the output of
the Kanawha field to about llO.OOii tons.
Under favorable conditions the mines of tiie

district, or most of them, would have
been able to operate on a full-time basis.

Hinton, W. Va.

.VU Chesapeake &' Ohio mines shut down
pending settlement of railroad shopmen
strike. Unless transportation is restored
quickly food shortage will result.

After Aug. 6 production of coal was en-
tirely suspended at the mines in central
southern West Virginia dependent upon the
Chesapeake & Ohio R.R. for transportation
facilities. Pending a settlement of the strike
of the railroad shopmen, thousands of
miners are thrown out of work. The
Chesapeake & Ohio found it necessary to
annul not only all freight trains operating
west of Clifton Forge, Va., but all except
through passenger trains, following a shut-
down of all the shops on tlie system which
completely tied up motive power except
that necessary for through passenger serv-
ice. Embargoes have been imposed on all

classes of freight, including coal. The coal
fields affected by the suspension of all

freight traffic were the Big Sandy, Guyan
Valley (including the Logan district), the
entire Kanawha district (including Coal
River, Paint Creek, Cabin Creek), the New
River and the Winding Oulf districts ; also
all mines on the main line of the C. & O.
But Kanawha mines on the Kanawha &
Michigan R.R. north of the Kanawha
River were still able lo operate owing to
the fact that the .shopmen on this road
had not gone on strike.

Not only were miners unable to work,
but it was feared that innumerable coal
camps in the territory affected would ex-
perience an actual food shortage unless
service was restored within a short time.
Inability of the mines to operate through
lack of transportation facilities will tend
to make a future coal famine a greater
certainty.

Bluefield, W. Va.

strike of railroad sliopmen seriously af-
fect s I'ocahontaH and Tub Kiver product ion.

Workine time of Kenova-Thacker miiicH

cut down 100 cars.

The Pocahont.as and the Tug River dis-

tricts were most seriously affected by the
strike of the mechanics of the .Norfolk &
Western R.R. ; so much so that for the
week ended Aug. it was said that the
car shortage loss would amount to about
40 per cent, of capacity. Kven during the
week ended Aug. 2 there was a serious car
short.'ige, the loss in that respect leaping
from 3!),Ono tons to 131,000 tons, an In-

crease in a week of almost 100,000 tons;
the lack of etiulpment was solely respon-
sible for a decline In production from 337,-
000 tons to 282,000 tons, a loss of 55,000
tons in the space of a week. It was the
car shortage alone which cut down pro-
duction because both labor shortage losses
and mine disability losses were reduced.
Not only was there a loss In working time
as compared with the week ended July 20,
but there was an Increase in the produc-

tion loss of 94,000 tons. Coke also felt the
effects of the coal slump, the tonnage of
coal coked being only 5900.
During the week ended Aug. 2 the mines

of the Kenova-Thacker district began to
feel the effects of a car shortage to a
greater extent than had been true during
the last two weeks of July. The loss from
such a source increased from flOOO to 21.000
tons, or from 5 to 12 per cent. The effect
of such a shortage of cars was to cut down
the working time of tlie mines of tlie dis-
trict by about 100 cars and to reduce tlie

output from 142.000 to 127.000 tons, or
about 18,000 tons below the production for
the corresponding periods of 1918. Both
the labor shortage and the loss from mine
disability were less. Quite material im-
provement was observed in the demand for
coal from this district, the loss from no
market running only about 1 per cent.
Mines were producing up to about 72 per
cent, of capacity.

Fairmont, W. Va.

Almost .'.O mines shut down due to in-
sutliii.nt loading facilities in northern West
Vircii.ia. Supply of empties one-fifth of
normal in Monongalia field. Coal tonnage
for railroad use exceeds all previous ship-
ments.

Prospects of a better supply of cars for
northern West Virginia fields, indicated by
a large number of cars on hand wlieii the
week began, were dissipated as the week
ended Aug. 2 grew older ; the suiiply of
empties steadily diminished, though it is
doubtful if the shortage was as serious as
that with which iiroducers had to contend
during the week ended July 26. Not only
small mines but the mines of the larger
producing companies as well were affected,
including tlie Consolidation and other com-
panies. Almost fifty mines were shut down
either at one time or another during the
week because of insufficient loading facili-
ties : in an effort to provide at least a few
cars for all mines, the percentage system
of distribution was resorted to. On the
Monongahela Ry., which serves a number
of mines in the Monongalia field. It is
said that during a part of the week at
least the suiiply of empties was only about
one-fifth of normal. Northern West Vir-
ginia producers were hoiieful of a large
supoly of empties soon, owing to a settle-
ment of the seamen's strike, but realized
that tine would have to elapse before
many cars could be unloaded and returned
to the mines. Kven with an embargo cov-
ering shipments to tide, the movement of
coal to Curtis Bay and other piers was
somewhat in excess of that for the week
ended July 26, though still f.ir below the
ordinary fiow of coal to such points. A
large number of cars of coal consigned
to railroads were shipped from the Fair-
mont district at the outset of the week,
such shipments being in excess of all

previous ones. There was a prospect that
the Lake movement would be heavier than
in recent weeks, but by the middle of the
week Lake tonnage had dwindled to some
extent. The market for all northern ^Vest
VIrgini.a co.als develoiied further strength
during the week, but full advantage of such
an Improvement could not be taken, owing
to restricted shliiplng facilities.

Linton, Ind.

Mine liolstinK endnccrM effect temporary
orKaiil/.allon. W. A. Itlckel, of ChlcaKo.
kIvcs InlereslinK tJllk. OrKanlzatlon prc-
viouslv slarled expected to Include |>II In-
diaini hols) hue engineers In the society.

About 100 hoisting engineers from vari-
ous points In the Linton mining district
met In this city recently and took steps
toward forming .in organization of Mine
Hoisting Knglneers. There wore rejire-

sentatlves here from Dugger, Kdwardsimrt.
Bicknell, tninton, Brazil, Terro Haute.
VIncennes, Moonvllle, Jasonvllle and other
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mining places and enthusiasm in the pro-
posed organization was great. W. A. Eickel,
cf Chicago, was present and addressed
the engineers. He gave an interesting
talk and told why it would be to
the interest of the men to get together in
such an organization ; asserting that the
most powerful influence for the betterment
ox the condition of the engineers or any
other craftsmen was education and con-
structive rather than destructive policies.

Other talks were given by local and
visiting engineers, and at the conclusion
of the addresses a temporary organization
of the engineers of the district was formed.
Lee \\Tiite, of Bicknell. was elected presi-
dent. Another meeting was scheduled to
complete the work of the organization,
headquarters of which will probably be in
this city.

Mr. Bickel stated that th»re were 1500
mine hoisting engineers in Indiana repre-
senting a skilled vocation, all of whom were
licensed and who held places of great re-
sponsibility. He said that efforts started
only a short time ago had already re-
sulted in the organization of 7U0 of them
and that they would soon be 100 per cent,
organized into their own body. The en-
gineers enjoyed a banquet after the busi-
ness session ended.

Terre Haute, Ind.

Xo headway made on making up ton-
nage lost during: first half of year. Domes-
tic demand shows some life. Bat warnings
as tu future fuel sliortage not stimulating
early buying sufficiently. Car supply fair.

Demand for coal from the Indiana field
showed slight increases for the two weeks
ended July 26, according to reports an-
nounced at the headquarters of the In-
diana Bituminous Coal Operators' Associa-
tion. Production which totalled 354.372
tons for the week ended July 2, was in-
creased to 368,534 tons for the week ended
July 26. The capacity of the field is ap-
proximately 750,000 tons a week, showing
that no great headway lias been made as
yet in making up for the tonnage lost
during the first six months of the year
because of the lack of demand. Some
mines have had orders for practically full
time production, while many others have
worked only a day or two a week. There is
still a noticeable absence of orders for steam
use. The domestic demand, however, has
been showing more life, and there is a
tendency on the part of dealers to fill

their yards to capacity as fast as they
can move the coal out to the householders.
It is said by operators, however, that re-
cent warnings as to the probable state of
the fuel supply during the coming winter
have not had the effect of stimulating
early buying as much as had been hoped,
and the most optimistic operators can not
see any prospect of meeting the winter
demand when it finally does come, in an
adequate way. This will be particularly
true if the winter should be a severe one,
they say. Car shortages are still ap-
parent in spots and on one or two rail-
roads they have been aggravating. Thus,
for the week ended July 19, there was a
car shortage of 13.31 per cent, on the
Monon and 10.76 on the Illinois Central.
On the roads that serve the greatest num-
ber of mines, however, the car shortage
has been quite sliglit.

Birmingham, Ala.

Wave of protest against state adminis-
tration's coal and iron tax. Representatives
of mineral districts fight unfair measure.
Adverse sentiment against fax expressed by
associations, clubs, labor unions and promi-
nent citizens. Kute is cut and prospect of
removal bright.

The administration forces of Alabama,
headed by Governor Kilby, have received
a check ; their comprehensive program for
legislation may be defeated. The appro-
priations, all of which have been withheld,
pendin the adoption of a revenue measure,
are now endangered, says the Birmingham
Age-Herald. In the news columns of the
July 31, 1919, issue of Coal Age, special
features of this state's general revenue
bill were noted ; at that time the bill was
still in the hands of a committee and
the mine operators of Alabama were pro-
testing against the proposed tax on coal
and iron.
More recently this bill has been consid-

ered by the Alabama House of Represen-
tatives convening in committee of the
whole. When that feature of the bill was
reached which proposed a tax of 5c. a ton
on coal and 3c. on iron ore, a storm of
protest was raised by the representatives

from the state's mineral districts. Coal
and iron form the backbone of the commer-
cial and industrial life of a number of
counties of Alabama. And while a tax of
a few cents may seem a small matter,
yet that additional item of expense may
lose many a mineral contract to .\labama it

is thought—^the straw that will break the
camel's back. Wlien contracts are lost
mines may have to shut down ; when the
coal and iron output is curtailed, it is
shown not only in the mine payrolls but
also in many industries which are depend-
ent ui)on coal and iron.
Among the representatives opposing this

tax were some who had been recognized as
administration leaders. Representative -Ar-
nold, of Jefferson County (the Birmingham
district), charged Governor Kilby with try-
ing to force through the Legislature bills
which, he stated, would ruin the industrial
section of the state. In addition to legis-
lative action against this tax. there was
a wave of protest by civic associations and
other business bodies, including United
Mine Workers. At a meeting of the Bir-
mingham Civic Association. Senator Frank
S. White stated that this proposed tonnage
tax is the most unjust, unjustifiable and
discriminatory tax ever proposed in Ala-
bama.
One argument advanced in favor of this

tax is that coal and iron represent per-
manent depletions of the state's wealth
because the minerals are taken from the
ground. Its discriminating character is
even shown, says Senator White, by that
very argument, for if coal and iron should
be taxed for that reason then there should
be a tax on every brick, every barrel of
cement and lime—each sack of cement. Cot-
ton, marble, lumber and graphite should be
taxed. It would be a never ending pro-
cession. Discrimination and class legis-
lation are contrary to the spirit of Amer-
ica and her institutions.

Prominent men of Alabama state that
this fight does not belong to coal operators
alone and should be taken from their
shoulders : it applies to every citizen, and
people sliould become thoroughly aroused.
Mass meetings of citizens have been called
in cities in mineral districts and other
steps have been taken to impress the Leg-
islature with the unfairness of the proposed
measure. Tiie preliminary test votes on
the coal and iron tonnage tax at Montgom-
ery while apparently showing a close divi-
sion, are said to be highly encouraging.
They show that the members of the House
are convinced that it should not be im-
posed on Alabama's mineral district. A few
members who opposed the tax of 5c. were
apparently willing to vote for 2c. a ton.
But the Age-Herald notes that they should
bear in mind the principle involved—the
discrimination, tile sectional feature, the
levy on the commodity itself.

It was stated that while the coal ton-
nage tax was retained in the general rev-
enue bill as it will be reported by the
committee of the whole to the House of
Representatives, it was at the reduced rate
of 2c. a ton; the iron tonnage section was
not changed. In fact so confident of this
were the opponents of that form of taxation
that they made no effort to reduce the rate
on iron ore. It was predicted that the
tonnage tax would not be retained in the
hill when finally passed by botjj bouses.

PENNSTI.V.4NI.\

Anthracite

Hazletou—The State Hospital here which
receives the mine workers of the eastern
middle anthracite field has received a state
appropriation which will enable, its trus-
tees, to erect a nurse's home.

Jeddo

—

A preminum is placed on mule
disability at the mines of the G. B. Markle
Co. The private stable of John Markle

—

the president of the company—has been
moved from his private grounds and will
be used as a mule hospital.

.4udenried—The Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre
Coal Co. has started driving an 18(IO-ft.
drainage tunnel which will have its outlet
near Brandonville. The tunnel will drain
the Green Mountain and Honey Brook
basins of the company.

Harrisburg—In 1918 there were 1050
fatal accidents in Pennsylvania coal mines,
494 in the bituminous region and 556 in
the antliracite field, according to a report
made to Commissioner of Labor Connelly
on .\ug. 4 by the Bureau of Statistics of
the 'workmen's Compensation Division.

Centralia—The Centralia colliery of the
Lehigh Valley Coal Co. resumed operations
recently after being idle about five months.
During this idleness a new steel trestle was
constructed from the slope to the breaker
and extensive repairs were made to the
colliery, including work on the slope. The

colliery is short handed due to men having
so'ight work elsewhere in the region during
the long suspension.

Carbondale—The City Council here re-
cently gave property holders permission to
occupy certain sections of streets in the
mine-fire portion of the city for the pur-
pose of checking the spread of the fire in
the mine workings. A steam shovel and
other equipment will b« used to strip the
surface off the coal on Gilbert Street and
Summit Avenue. A bond was exacted from
the contractors who are to do this work to
insure the streets being placed in good con-
dition upon the completion of the work of
checking the mine fire.

Scranton—Exoneration from the payment
of taxes on its coal lands is being requested
by the Scranton Coal Co., according to a
communication to Mayor Connell, of Scran-
ton. from James B. Smith, mine cave en-
gineer, who states that the Scranton com-
pany intends to leave 50 per cent, of min-
able coal in the workings to insure surface
support. Mr. Smith quotes Frank Wolfe,
chief engineer of the Scranton Coal Co.,
as his authority for his statement as to
pillars; in consideration of this, the com-
pany desires exoneration from assessment
for the amount of coal which is to be left
in the mines. No decision has been arrived
at in regard to the matter, which will be
given due consideration.

Bitnmlnoos

Connellsville — Indian Creek Valley
coal operators are said to be rivaling in
capacity requirements, the demand of war-
time days About 20 mines are reported
in operation between Mill Run Junction and
the Jones mill ; a number of new openings
are being made. July shipments of coal
made a new record for the valley.

Pittsburgh—The executive board of the
Coal Mining Institute of .\merica met here
during the week of Aug. 3. Plans for the
activities of the institute during the com-
ing year were outlined and the program
for the annual meeting to be held during
Dec. 3, 4 and 5 at Pittsburgh was decided
upon. E. N. Zern, is president and H. D.
Mason, Jr., secretary of the institute.

The central territory coal and coke
committee of the United States Railroad
Administration recently considered peti-
tions for equalization of the freight
rates offered in Indianapolis by southern
Indiana coal dealers. The Indiana dealers
pointed out that the freight charge in
southern Indiana is 90a per ton, while in
western Kentucky it is 30c. per ton, giving
the Kentucky men an advantage which
swings an unfair percentage of the busines^^
their way. It was shown that the Loais-
\'\\\e & Nashville R.R., serving the western
Kentucky mines, charges 30c. per ton,
while the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, serv-
ing southern Indiana, charges 90 cgpts.

WEST VIRGINIA
Huntington— Approximately 18,000 em-

ployees of the Chesapeake & Ohio R.R. are
idle and 600 mines are closed in western
Kentucky following an order to discon-
tinue freight trains and cutting passenger
trains 40 per cent.

Mabie—A new Y. M. C. A. building was
opened recently at this place, in the
Randolph County field. The building was
constructed and will be maintained jointly
b;. three companies for the use of their
employees. The companies interested are

;

The West Virginia Coal and Coke Co., the
A. Spates Brady Co. and the J. B. Jenkins
Coal Co.

Weirwood—The Weirwood mine of the
New River & Pocohontas Consolidated Coal
Co., in Fayette County, was the scene of
an explosion Wednesday night, Aug. 6,

when seven miners were killed as the
result of an accumulation of gas in one
part of this shaft mine.

The explosion occurred in the seventh
right cross heading off the Main East,
about 3000 ft from the shaft. The ex-
plosion was confined to that particular part
of the mine and only those between the
face of the heading and No. 2 room were
killed, two machine runners making their
escape.

Within an hour after the explosion Dis-
trict Mine Inspector Robert Lilly was at
the mine and joined the rescue parties al-
ready organized. Chief W. J. Heatherman
of the State Mine Department reachjng
the mine the next morning. It was found
possible to penetrate to the part of the
mine where the explosion had occurred
within three hours after its occurrence
when all but one of the bodies of the
seven men killed were recovered, the last
body not being located until late the fol'
lowing day under a pile of slate.
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An investigation conduct f-tl by Chief
Heatherman made it evid*:-ni Liiat gas liad
accumulated locally in the part of the mine
referred to. owing to a door having been
left open and that the gas had been ignited
by the breaking of a cable wire used by
the gathering locomotive. An inquest will
be held during the present week.
The Weirwood mine has an annual ca-

pacity of about $35,000 tons. The com-
pany, on an average, employs only about
2') men at this mine, and there were said
to have been IS men in the mine at the
time of the explosion.

KENTUCKY
LiOuisvUle— The Louisville Gas and

Electric Co. is making numerous improve-
ments at its mines in we.stern Kentucky,
including a farge assembly hall in which
moving pictures will be exhibited for bene-
fit of employees. The company is consid-
ering several plans for welfare work.

TENNESSEE
Nashville — Governor Roberts of Ten-

nessee suggested that the large state hold-
ings near Petros, in Morgan County,
may be developed for coal. He stated that
surveys were being made to the center of
the 10,000-arce tract for a railroad which
could be quickly located should it be de-
cided to start mining operations. Coal is

now being mined on the state property near
one corner of the tract under disadvantage-
ous conditions as regards an underground
haul of t%vo to two and a half miles. In
event of mining starting up in the center
of the tract there is a possiblity of the
railroad being built by a lumber company
which will cut the timber and utilize this
line to market it.

OHIO
B.vesTille—The tipple of the Little Kate

mine No. 2 of the National Coal Co., of
this place, is being dismantled and the
tipple torn do^\Ti. This plant has been
operated for a number of years past with
an average daily production of 1000 tons,
it is said, the tipple being equipped with
modem machinery to handle a large daily
tonnage. The No. 2 mine adjoins that of
the Minnehaha which by the new arrange-
ment will handle the coal fron both terri-
tories ; thus a saving is expected to be
effected in the mining of the remaining
coal in No. 2 mine.

INDIANA
Snilivan— The Bays-Logan Coal Co.,

composed of Lee F. Bays and R. F. Logan,
has bought from the People Coal and
Mming Co. a mine near Coalmont with
a present capacity of 400 tons a day. It

is planned to increase materially the out-
put and improve the property.

ILLINOIS
1,» SaUe — The old Marquette mine near

here has been abandoned and closed up.

At one time this property was one of the

large mines of the state and produced a
considerable tonnage. The first shaft was
sunk about 40 years ago by George H.
Locey, of La Salle ; he died a few months
ago at Atlanta. Ga. Later Charles J.

Develin developed the mine to big capacity.

It was next taken over by Walsh Brothers,
of Davenport. Iowa, who operated it for
several years ; they were twice burned out.

Zeisler—Extraordinary precautions are
now being taken by many southern Illinois

mining companies in paying oft their large
payrolls, since the bold daylight robbery
at the United States Steel Go's. Middle
I'ork mine at Benton, some weeks ago. In
one case, the Bel! & Zoller Mining Co., at
this place, hired a number of armed guards
while thev were paying off their $70,000
payroll. Besides having all the clerks and
otlice force heavily armed and extra guards
in the room, men and automobiles were
Si itioned outside the building and an at-

tempt at another such robbery as the Mid-
f\ - Fork holdup would have been easily
foiled.

BeltevUle—H. O. Panhorst, auditor of the
S'aunton-Mt. Olive Coal Co., has positively
identified one of the men held in the Belle-
vile jail for the robbery of the Benton coal
mining offices, as one of the bandits who
robbed his own office early last spring get-
ting away with J14.000 in cash. Mr. Pan-
horst and three clerks were locked in the
vault. The three clerks accompanied Mr.
Panhorst to Belleville and all four of the
men were positive in their identification.
Following the more recent robbery at Ben-
ton, where it is said that $42,000 disap-
peared in a daring daylight holdup, and
one of the robbers was killed, feeling be-
came so bitter against the captured ban-
dits that they were removed by the Denton
sheriff and placed In the Belleville jail for

safekeeping. One of the robbers was shot
through the left lung and it is believed
that he will die.

Duquoin, III.—James Hamilton, of the
Hamilton Coal and Mining Co., of Weir,
Kan., has started to develop a strip mine
northeast of town. A tract of ground
which was formerly owned by Dowell &
Lafont. of Duquoin, has been leased and
plans have been made to strip the coal
and mine it with small steam shovels. Pre-
liminary details have been arranged and
the Illinois Central R.R. will soon begin
construction on a switch to the site. This
plant will make the second strip mine at
Duquoin. the other being operated by the
E. J. Scott Coal Co., of St. Louis, south
of the town.

William Johnson and F. F. Oliphant. of
Harrisburg. have leased 2000 acres of coal
land near Duquoin and work will be
started at once on the construction of a
large mine. The land lies near the Saline
County Coal Co.'s No. 4 mine and the con-
tract calls for coal to be hoisted within one
year. All equipinent will be modern
throughout, including a washer.

Edwardsvllle—The progress made at
Denk Bros. Coal and Coke Co.'s new No.
4 mine at this place is noted in the ac-
companying illustration which shows the
Clark hoisting engine in its temporary
quarters at the main shaft. As noted in

in announcing the new regulations, pointed
out that the step was taken in order to
avoid a strike of the miners in New South
Wales, through which the output of that
state would have been stopped and many
of the industries of the commonwealth
paralyzed.
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purchasing ageat and assistant to the matj- trated Descri^ption of the va^io- Pumps
„j«»JfSi;;«J,3«->tr'^„he

Fair^Oaks Co^^Ca.

ISfauehrnrcot.p?nT"actTd^Ts^Toa^L'a's! [?.f^di^^rrnft'y^es^.^"^ this_ place, on the. Western Oh.o^R^R, «
, . .., ^ .. r, „, T^„„„i,o,.tv i,m _ _. _ . _ .. Morse Chain Co.ter and referred to General Dougherty, bis

long years of service and his steady ad-
vancefnent in glowing terms : he also re-

ferred to his faithful service in the wel-

fare of the Susquehanna company as well

as that of the Hanna. in which he has been
holding such responsible positions. Among
others who expressed high admiration for

General Dougherty was George H Ross,

of Philadelphia, vice president of the bus-

nuehanna company ; a number of others

connected with the mining and sales com-
panies in question also attended the dm-
ner and paid tribute to General Dougherty
in expressions of friendship and esteem.

A Chain of Evidence
Ithaca, N. Y. Catalog No. 14 ; 6i x 9 m. ;

illustrated. Illustrates and describes the
Morse silent chain and shows a few of the
many large power drives. Contains full

data necessary for filling out the blank m-
quiry page.

Irontttn Storage Battery locomotive for

Mining and Industrial Purposes. The Iron-

ton Engine Co.. Ironton. Ohio. Bulletni

No. .'^02. Pp. 32; 8J X 11 in.; illustrated.

I'lustrations show various departments of

the iM-it at Ironton; also battery locomo-
tives, motor generator sets and switch-
boarc.3.

.. Crawford, of Newark, is president, and
R. C. Kyle, of Columbus, general manager.

Recent Coal and Coke Patents

William H. Tanner died of pneumonia
on Aue. 4 at his home in Mahanoy City.

Ponn 'He was 67 years of age. For 3i)

years Mr. Tanner was general inside fore-

man at P.oston Run and Tunnel Ridge col-

lieries of the Philadelphia & Il>;.^'l';;f„£?J^„'

anO Iron
survive.

A wife and four children

Publications ReceivedD

Hopper for .\iitoniatic .stokers. J. S.

Fulton, assignor to United Stokers Cor-
poration, Chicago, 111.. 1,278,325. Se»t. 10,

1918. Filed Oct. 31, 1917. Serial No.
199,576. _. __ ._ _ _._

Smoke Consumer. R. J. Johnson, Lake spending $35,000 this summer on the con-
Benton, Minn., 1.278.937. Sept. 17, 1918. struction of roads and streets; also a mo-
Filed May 10, 1917. Serial No. 167,770. ficn picture building is being erected.

Water-Tune Mojier. C. W. Dyson. Wash- Ga's'sawar, «'. Va.—The plant of the
ingtqn, D, C., 1.279,094. Sept. 17,^^1918. „ewly organized Vance Coal Co. will be at

East Chicago—The lirm of Bull & Liven-
sparger has been appointed the sales rep-

resentative of the Green Engineering Co.
in Chicago and northern Illinois territory.

B. H. Bull of this firm has been connected
with the Green company as an engineer,
for the past seven years ; D. A. Liven-
sparger has been a member of the Green
sales force for the past nine years.

Hinton. W. Va.—Smokeless coal will be
produced bv J. B. Laing. of Lewisburg. and
others, who have leased 2000 acres of coal

land from the Gauley Coal Land Co. in

Greenbrier. The operation of the lessees

will be on Meadow Creek of Meadow River
about 12 miles from Rainelle. It will be
necessary to build about ten miles of rail-

road in order to reach the tract leased.

Jefferson, Penn.—The work of building
the to«Ti at the coal plant of the Mather
Collieries Co.. at this place. Green County,
on Ten Mile Creek, is progressing steadily.

Recently work was started on 70 new
houses. It is said the coal company "

Annnal Report of the JI

the Province of Alberta. 191
of Pulilio Works of Prov
Illustrated ; pp. 137 ; 61 x

Practical and Mecha

Burroughs,
Bureau of

Unillustrated ; pp.

nes Branch of
8. Department

ince of Alberta.
10 inches.

i:i»im". «."" ^' Books. Nor-

ma" "w."Henley PubUshing Co.. New York.

Catalog for 1919. Unillustrated ; pp. 40 ;

3 J x 6 inches.

Bibliographj- of Petroleum and Allied

Substances in 1916. By E. H
Department of the Interior

Mines. Bulletin 165
159 ; 55 X 9J inches.

Best Automobile and Aviation Book
Norman W. Henley Publishing Co.

York. Editions for 1919 " '
"*-

16 ; 31 X ai inches.

Safe Practices. National Safety Council.

168 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. Pro-

tecting Life Against Fire. Part II. Fire

Extinguishment. Illustrated ; pp. 15 ; 8i x

11 inches.

\nnual Report of the Minister of Mines
of the Province of British Columbia.

Victoria, British Columbia. Report for the

vear ending Dec. 31, 1918. Illustrated:

pp. 510 ; 7i X 10* inches.

Recovery of Gasolene from Natural Gas
bv Compression and Refrigeration. By W.
P Dykema. Department of the Interior,

Bureau of Mines. Bulletin 151. Petroleum
Technology 40. Illustrated ; pp. 123 ; 6 x

9 inches.

Abstracts of Current Decisions on Mines
and Mining. By J. W. Thompson Report-

ed from September to December. 1918.

Bulletin 179. Law Serial 18. Department
of the Interior, Bureau of Mines. Unillus-

trated ; pp. 165 ; 6 x 9 inches.

Recent Developments in the Absorption
Process for Recovering Gasolene from
Natural Gas. Bv W, P. Dykema. Depart-

ment of the Interior, Bureau of Mines.

Bulletin 176 (Petroleum Technology 50).

Illustrated; pp. 90 ; 53 x 9 inches.

War Gas Investigations. By Van H.
Manning. .Advance chapter from Bulletin

178, War Work of the Bureau of Mines
Department of the Interio

Mines. Bulletin 178-A,
''^-

39 ; 53 x 9i inches.

Filed Apr. 17. 1916. Serial No. 91,721.

Coking Apparatus. F. Pribyl, Wilmette.
111., 1,279,757. Sept. 24, 1918. Filed Nov.
4, 1913. Serial No. 799,113.

Smoke Consuming .Apparatus. I. Ther-
rien, Quebec, Can.. 1,279.939. Sept. 24, 1918.

Filed Mar. 12. 1917. Serial No. 154,197.

Ash Sifter. A. V. Staples. Dorchester.
Mass.. 1. 279,000. sept. 24. 1918. Filed
Mar. 2, 1918. Serial No. 220.071.

Briquet and Method of Manufacturing the
Same. C. E. Hite, assignor to American
Briquet Co.. a corporation of Delaware,
J. 290,992. Jan. 14. 1919. Filed Apr. 17.

1917. Serial No. 162.745.

Safetj- Device for Mines. A. G. Biondi.
Los Angeles. Cal.. 1,292,236. Jan. 21, 1919.

Filed Sept. 6. 191S. Serial No. 252,962.

Portable Coaling Device for Furnaces,
G. C. Noteman, Lakewood, Ohio, 1,281,64(1.

Oct. 15, 1918. Filed May 13, 1918, Serial
No. 234,065.

ExtensIbTc Bridge Wall with Moist .Air

Circulation for Boiler Furnaces. C. Roudy.
Paris, France, 1,281,843. Oct. 15, 1918.
Filed Feb. 17, 1917. Serial No. 149.264.

Hopper Car. A. Campbell, assignor En-
terprise Railway Equipment Co., Chicago.
111., 1,281,286. Oct. 15, 191S. Filed May
14, 1917. Serial No. 168,401.

Coaling Barge. L. S. Evans. Spartan-
burg, S. C , 1,281,542. Oct. 15. 1918. Filed
Nov. 21, 1914. Serial No. 873,282.

Chain Grate. P. L. Crowe. Jersey City.
N. J., and A. Frankenheim, New York,
N. Y., 1,281,525. Oct. 15, 1918. Filed
Nov. 21. 1914. Serial No. 873.272.

Briqnet-^'aking Machine. F. E. Berlin,
Spokane, Wash., 1,282,370. Oct. 22, 1918.
Filed Apr. 4, 1918. Serial No. 226,607.

Industrial News

Bureau of
Unillustrated ; pp.

Trade Catalo":s

Texaco at Home and .\broad. The Texas
Co., Hous'."n and New York. Pp. 46 ; 9 x
12 in. ; illustrated, A sketch of some of

the interesting items about the business of

this company from oil well to market.

Nonpareil Cerkboard Insulation. Arm-
strong Cork and Insulation Co., Pittsburgh,
Penn. Folder, Pp. 6 ; 3S x 6 in.; illus-

trated. Information about this insulation

for cold storage rooms and freezing tanks.

.leffrev Straifflo Ventilators. Jeffrey
Manufacturing Co., Columbus, Ohio, Bul-
letin So. 270. pp., 8 ; 75 X lOJ in.; illus-

trated. Describes and illustrates special
ventilation apparatus and installations of
this type.

Triplex Power Pumps—Vertical Single
Acting. The Deming Co., Salem, Ohio,
Bulletin 300, Pp. 39 ; 63 x 91 in. ; illus-

,Iohnstown, Penn.—Jacob M. Hoffman of
this place has purchased the coal lands
and plant of the Kerr Coal Co., of Free-
port, Penn. Mr. Hoffman operates a mine
adjoining the Kerr property and it is un-
derstood that he will consolidate the two
plants.

Washington. D. C.—The Alaskan Engi-
neering Commission states that the con-
struction of the Government Alaskan R.R.
is 80 per cent, completed; but there yet
remain three years work and an expendi-
ture of $18,000,000 to $20,000,000 to com-
plete the system. About 2000 persons are

now employed on the work.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—The Raccoon Coal
Co which recently increased its capital

from $50,000 to $100,000, has completed
negotiations for the purchase of coal prop-
erty near Kelley's Ferry, and is pl.annmg
development and the installation of the

necessary machinery and equipment for

operation. E. W. Virden is president.

Charleston, W. Va.—Fire is said to have
caused a loss of about $30,000 at the plant

of the r'Zphraim Creek Coal Co. recently

when the company's upper tipple was de-
stroved in a blaze of unknown origin. It

is probable that the tipple will be rebuilt

at an earlv date. The company also lost

300 tons of coal in the tipple at the time
it was destroyed.

Exchange, in Braxton County, where the

company owns a tract of coal ; the com-
pany is capitalized at $100 000. Philadel-
phia people largely are interested in the
new enterprise as follows: William S.

Furst, C. P. Burlner, Harriett L. Burtner,
Esther A. Burtner, together with Vance H.
Burton of Exchange.

Carrolltown, Penn.—The Fairmont Min-
ing and Machinery Co., of Fairmont, W.
Va , has completed the installation of ma-
chinery for the Binder Coal Mining Co., at

Tunnel Siding near this place. The tipple

and mine are electrically equipped. The
plant is to have a capacity of from 1200 to

1490 tons of coal a day. Edwin Binder, of

Barnsboro. is president ; Chrales Adams, of
Carrolltown, secretary-treasurer ; James F
Green, of Carrolltown, general manager.

Morgantown. W. Va.—The plant and
holdings of the South Pittsburgh Coal Co..

near Morgantown, have been sold to the
Davis Coal Co., of Morgantown. This tract

is underlaid with a low sulphur coal, it is

reported, and the present capacity of the
plant is about five cars of coal a day. An
even better grade of coal than is now pro-
duced will be shipped, it is announced, the
company having arranged to install screens.

The tract purchased has been in litigation

for some time.

Logan, W. Va.—Active operations will

soon be started by the Island Creek Mining
Co., a concern whose activities have been
dormant for several years. This company,
headed bv J. J. Ross, a well known Logan
operator, has 3000 acres in the Big Creek
section of Logan County which it will de-
velop under the direction of Fred Haislip,
general manager. The Logan Development
Co.. of which Mr. Ross is general manager,
will build 1* miles of road to the holdings
of the Island Creek Mining Company.

Hinton. W. Va.—Hinton men will reor-
ganize the Hominy Creek Land Co., having
purchased all the holdings of that company
in Nicholas and Greenbrier counties. On
the 1100 acres included there is said to be
a 6-ft. Sewell seam. Those joining in the
purchase of the Hominy company were J.

W. Graham, of Hinton ; Dr. K. M. Jarrell.

C M Ward, Dr. W. W. Hume. C. V. Cot-
tle, of Becklev ; and Ash Mankin. of

Marshes. The following officers were elected :

J. W. Graham, president ; Dr. K. M. Jarrell,

vice president ; Dr. W. W. Hume, secretary
and treasurer.

Charleston, W. Va.—Between Jan. 1 and
June 30. I'llO, :iS nt"w coal companies have
been oreaniz. .1 m W.st Virginia, represent-
ing an :i-Li.Liii capital of $8.(^90.000.

Nearly :ill if -mli . ompanies were organ-
ized for the iiuipuie of producing coal,

only a few being .sales or holding com-
panies. Of the 38 companies so organized
a number have started construction work
on their plants, while others organized
earlv in the year have mines in operation,

so that the organization of such companies
means an addition to the production of

West Virginia coal. Thirty-four coal com-
panies were dissolved in the six-month
period, most of such companies never hav-
ing been engaged in operating mines. Many
cnmimnies during the first half of the year
ineii as. d their capital stock, the largest

increase being that of the Boone County
Coal Corporation, whose capital stock was
increased from $3,000,000 to $12,000,000.
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Market ConJifions In Soft Coal Sho^i' Betterment—Middle IFest in Difficulties—Labor Unrest
—Car Shortage and Embargoes Hamper Output—Anthracite Production

Steadily I ncreasint/—Outlook Favorable

RAILROADS and industi'ial con-

sumers are beginning to stock

bituminous coal. Continual drip-

,)ing of water will wear away stone,

and repeated warnings that delayed

buying would react unfavorably upon
large users of fuel are now accom-
plishing their purpose. Under the in-

fluence of better buying the quality

grades of soft coal from eastern mines
are advancing in cost, with the supply
unequal to the demand.

Middle West operations are still up
against it, for a preference is being
shown by interior coal consumers for

the product coming from West Vii'-

ginia and other sections where the high
grade coals are mined. The result is

that many mines in Illinois, Indiana
and Ohio are operating only at about
50 per cent, of their full capacity. Fur-
ther complications have been brought
about by striking miners in Illinois,

who have stopped work pending the
adjustment of a wage dispute.

The output of bituminous coal for
the week ended Aug. 2 totaled 9,946,000
net tons, which is a slight decrease
when compared with the production of
the three weeks preceding.

Labor unrest is everywhere preva-
lent. Miners demand that a formal
announcement be made that the war is

over, so that existing wage agreements

may be revised upward to meet the

higher cost of living. Under an agree-

ment entered into about eighteen

months ago, no wage revisions in the

coal-mining industry were to be dis-

cussed untij peace was announced by
the President.

Embargoes placed on shipments of

coal originating on the lines of the

Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad, because
of the strike of the railroad shopmen,
resulted in the shutdown of most of

the mines served by this road. As the
Chesapeake & Ohio hauls an average
of 125,000 tons of coal daily, it can
readily be appreciated what effect a

longtime embargo would have on coal

production in West Virginia.

Car shortages continue to hamper the
efforts of the coal operators. Many
cars are now being rushed to the West
for use in the shipment of grain, and
it is unlikely that there will be sufficient

cars for the movement of coal for some
time to come.

Just why there is a scarcity of coal-

carrying equipment is no secret. The
funds of the Railroad Administration
became exhausted on Jan. 1, 1919. In

its efforts to conserve in every way
possible, the Railroad Administration
ordered the discontinuance of the repair
of all cars, and particularly coal cars.

On June 20, an order was issued to re-

sume the repair of coal cars. Owing
to the fact that the car shop forces

had been dismissed and had become
scattered, it took at least six weeks to

make this order effective. Thus no cai's

were repaired for seven months, and
all those that were nonfit for service

went to sidetracks. At this writing the

work of repairing the cars is progress-
ing very slowly, the reason alleged be-

ing that an order from Washington has
stipulated that no one should be em-
ployed at this task who has not had at

least four years' experience in repair-

ing cars.

All the domestic sizes of anthracite
continue to be insufficient to meet the

demand. Pea coal and the steam sizes,

on the other hand, are a drug on the

market and bid fair to continue so.

Coals produced by the so-called inde-

pendent companies are being offered

freely at premiums varying from 90c.

to $1.75, depending on the ultimate
destination.

The production of anthracite in-

creased somewhat in the week ended
Aug. 2, the output being estimated at
1,831,000 net tons as against 1,827,000
net tons the previous week. Labor con-
ditions in the hard-coal regions are
growing better; and if there is no in-

terference with transportation, produc-
tion may be expected to increase.

MKEKLV CO.VL I'KOm CTION
rroduclion of bituminous coal in the

v.-eek ended Auk. 2 is estimated at 9.946.000
net tons, a slisht decrease below the three
preceding' weeks. This rate of production,
approximatinK lO.Ooo.ono tons a week, is
somewhat above current consumption, as
railroads and industrials have bojnin to
slock coal. If production is continued for
11"? remaining 22 weeks of the year at an

• rage of 10,000,000 tons a week, pro-
I tion for the year will be about 480,000.-
•' tons, equal to the output in 1913, and
ilecrca.se of IS ))iLr cent, compareu witii
IS but below that in 1916 and 1917. As
licating In part the reason for the lack
market for bituminous coal the first

It of this year, it Is noted that the rall-
I . ds, with a consumption of 154.oon.O00
'-ns of bituminous coal in 191 S:, consumed
I . per cent, less coal the (Irst half of
1 19 than in the correspondinK period of
'18. and the production of pi^ iron de-

<ifil 10 per cent, in the same correspond-
,' period.
The production of anthracite In the wiok

fr,(;ed Aup. 2 is estimated at 1.831,000 net
tons, a slieht Increase over the previous
week. It is reported that the supply of
labor in the anthracite resions is improv-
ing, and with the present strong market and
no Interference with transportation, produc-
tion may be expected to gradually Increase.

Improved running time is reported for
the week ended July 26. in western and
central Pennsylvania, Virgini.t, .\labainfc.

and the far west. The gain in central
Pennsylvania and the far west is attributed
to better demand, in Virginia to better
labor conditions, and in western Pennsyl-
vania to general improvement in other con-
ditions. Better market was offset by in-

creased car short.ige in Illinois. Indiana and
southern Ohio, while in Kansas and Mis-
souri labor dilliculty reduced operatins time.

Bituminous coal dumped at lower Lake
ports during the week of Julv 26 w:us 892.-
736 tons, compared with 920.1 SI tons in

the week of .lulv 19. Except for the week
of July 12, this is the lowest week since
early in May. The heavy movement of
coal up the Lakes, early in the season, filled

the. upper Lake docks, and the lack of de-
mand until recently and n<iw the lack of
cars for carrying coal inl.and from the Su-
perior docks, are the indirect causes to
which Is attributed the present congestion
of lower Lake ports and the consequent f.all-

Ing off in the movement of Lake cargo coal.

The production of beehive coal increased
from 371,000 net tons in the wi-ek of July
26 to more than 377,000 tons in the week
of Aug. 2. The Increase was in Pennsyl-
vania, and In Washington and Utah, all
Other districts both West and South record-
ing considerable decreases.

Ill SIXKSS Df.MONS
l>r.v (iiiiids Kt'tiiiuniiiii— IJusiness in drv

goods and allied lines is excellent. Prices
for practically all goods are high, but
they are being paid without protest in all
sections of the country. Hetailers have
been laying in heavy stocks of goods and
are seeking further supplies reeardless of
ruling prices.

MurNhnll Field & Co.—Current wholesale
dlstril>ution of dry goods was much in ex-
cess of the corresponding week a year ago.
The number of merchants in tlie market
was considerably more than for the same
period last year. Keports of excellent re-
tail business continue. Orders from road
s.tlesmen for both immediate and fall de-
livery showed an increase over those of the
same week of 1918.

The Iron Ann—Actual stoppage of pig
Iron and steel making by railroad strikes in

the Cleveland and Chicago districts in tlie

p.ast week have given more weight to tho
possibility of curtailment hy strikes in the
steel Industry itself. Blast furnaces and
steel works operations of the American
Steel and Wire Company, at Cleveland have
been largely suspendefl. At the South Chi-
cago works of the Illinois Steel Company
seven out of 12 blast furnaces are banked,
and at Gary 14 out of 44 open-hearth fur-
naces are Idle.
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American Wool and Cotton Reporter

—

Trading in the Boston wool market has
been somewhat spotty, but tlie demand for
fine wools is still in evidence. Some specu-
lation is reported in medium wools, dealers
feeling that they will be considerably
higher in value than they are at the pres-
ent time Business in raw cotton has not
been very active. Fluctuations have shown
the varying views and oiK'rations of those
venturesome enough to trade in such er-

ratic markets. Many advise that it is

not conservative to do much buymg under
present conditions.

Atlantiet Seaboard

BOSTON

Prices continue advancing. New levels

for better grades. Threatened railroad
8(rlke a factor. No comprehensive buying.
New York pier market more active. Hamp-
ton Roads cuals in short supply. Water re-

ceipt i here light. Almost no anthracite
loadiiig at Philadelphia.. Anxiety over slow
niuvenient.

Bitaminous—After a week or so of dull-

ness the market has apparently recovered,

and quiet buying here and there has agam
caused a mild stiffening of prices. Quota-
tions at this writing are for prompt ac-

ceptance and are on a level 15 @ 25c. higher
than a fortnight ago. Purchases are still

confined to a few large buyers who need
shipments in better volume, although m the

past few days of railroad turmoil there has
been an impetus to buying on the part
of consumers generally. On Aug. 8 the N.

y N H & H. declared an embargo
agaiiist all freight from connecting lines,

food for human consumption alone ex-

cepted, and within a few hours the Boston
& Maine made a similar announcement.
The Boston & Albany has not yet placed

ai.y restriction, although traffic conditions

in this territory seem to be hanging in the

'l.ie better grades from Pennsylvania all-

rai! are of course taking the lead on prices.

Shippers who have available good grades
fr.im Cambria districts and in any volume
are very much the exception and for that.

reason are in position to command even
higher prices than a week ago. At first

hands $3.25(5)3.35 has been paid and that

would mean $3.40 @ 3.50 from the con-

sum.er. There are several medium grades
that are selling down to $3(ffi3.10. but these

are not so actively in demand. Buyers gen-

erally are still discriminating between
rraflps. and while this is partly the result

of taking anything and everything during
I'.ilS, some of it is because so many con-

sumers in this territory are used to Poca-
hontas and New River and are sceptical

over substitutes.
While there is a disposition here not to

get panicky over the threatened railroad

s'.rike, certain features of it have been
brought close home to buyers the past lew
days. With suburban service practically

eliminated on two of the systems running
from Boston there is reason for much anxi-

ety. From the steam-users whose stocks

are small there has developed a spot

demand for coal at the various rehandling
piers, but the tonnage available is srriall

and we have yet to hear of any marked
advance in prices.
At the same time there is no comprer

hensive buying. Middle-houses are still

n aking purchases, but less for their own
account than for customers who prefer not
to let their wants be known in the open
market. Certainly it is far from a run-
away market, as yet, and the fact remains
that there is still an abundance of free

coal of one grade or another. One of the
railroads here has been trying to buy low
volatile coal for power-house purposes, but
the diffirulty is over the price to be paid,
rather than any lack of tJie grade desired.
To that extent the market is still in the
hards of the buyers, and they are not yet
in the position where they are forced to

pay the price asked.
Over the New York piers the better

grades are in more active request, especially
for bunker and export use. The seamen's
strike had an effect upon movement, but
steamers are now reporting with regularity
and the tonnage available for New Eng-
l.ind is correspondingly light. At Phila-
delphia there is a surplus of high volatiles,
due to the tie-up of railroad-owned barges,
but gr.artually this situation is being cleared
un. Shippers who h.ive contract or other
obligations to the Navy are being called
unon for their full quota, and in more in-
stances tb.an one sbipners are buying from
others In order to meet their commitments.

The Pocahontas and New River agencies
continue to devoti., most of their tonnage
to over-sea business. Various interruptions
in the flow of coal have Ijeen threatened
the past week, but thus far nothing serious
has transpired. At Norfolk the electricians
walked out, thereby throwing one of the
piers out of commission, but otherwise the
loading there has continued about as usual.
.\n advance in wages to mine-workers in
the Pocahontas field is said to have been
granted, effective Aug. 1, and buyers here
have been notified of the additional charge
on their contracts which will amount to
35c. per gross ton. A similar advance in

the New River field it Is said will amount
to 50c. per ton.

Receipts here by water from all the load-
ing ports are very light. Aside from
steamers for big public utilities like the
Boston Edison and the elevated railway
there are remarkably few arrivals. To a
very large extent the steamers that were
built for the coastwise trade are offshore,
many of them miking regular trips to
Buenos Ayres and Rio Janeiro. Rehandling
factors are in no position to take on addi-
tional business, and should there be any
sharp spot demand it is hard to see where
the coal can be had for prompt forwarding
from points like Boston, Providence and
Portland.

Current quotations on bituminous at
wholesale range about as follows:

Cambri.-is and
Clearfields Somersets

F. o. b. mines, net tons , $2.60@3.10 $3. 00(33. «0
F. o. b. Philadelphia,

gross tons 4.79@5.33 5.20(as5.80
F. o. b. New York, gross

tons 5.10(^5.70 5.50(36.20
Alongside Boston (water

coal), gross tons 5.85@7.35 7.IO(g7.85

Georges Creek is quoted at $3.70 per net ton, f . o. b.
mines.
Pocahontas and New River are quoted at $6 . 25

@6.50 per gross ton f. o. b. Norfolk and Newport
News, Va., in response to export demand. There arc
practically no sales for coastwise shipment.

.Anthracite—Shipments the first ten days
in August have been alarmingly small.
This market depends for much of its water
coal on the movement of the Reading fleet

from Philadelphia, and for practically a
fortnight now there have been almost no
sailings from that end. Two tows did get
away on Aug. 5, and others were to follow
a few days later, but it will take several
weeks to resume anything like norma!
movement. As a consequence there has
been practically no anthracite loaded at
the Port Richmond piers, and this la at a
time when there are grave misgivings over
the future of supply in most of our cities
and larger towns. The trade is most in-
sistent in other directions, west and along
the line, and New England losses in August
will hardly be made up later.

All the domestic sizes continue in very
short supply. Pea and the steam sizes on
the other hand are a drug on the market,
and bid fair to continue so. Independent
coals are being offered freely, the premium
varying from 9nc. to $1.75 per ton. There
is a Massachusetts commission holding
tiearings on the high cost of commodities,
and doubtless publicity will be given to the
premiums now being ashed.

NEW YORK
Dealers are optimistic as to supply of

anthracite for the winter. Production re-
ports encouraging and dealers say con-
siderable coal lias been put into bins. All
three domestic sizes short. Steam sizes are
easier. Bituminous moves slowly and oii-
erittors report bad car supply. Prices hold
steady.

Anthracite—The lack of sufficient pre-
pared coals to fill the requirements of con-
sumers and the possibility, however remote,
of retail dealers entering the fall season
with smaller stocks than they have c.irried
in previous years under normal conditions,
continue to be the features of the indtistry.
Notwithstanding the clamor for coal, the
trade believes there will be plenty of coal
to meet all necessary requirements this
winter and that unless the unforeseen oc-
curs there will be no serious shortage such
as faced the country earlier in the year.
r>emand remains strong and dealers con-

tinue to complain of slow deliveries. While
dealers are short of coal at present, there
is reason to believe that consumers are
considerably better off as regards supplies
than it is generally realized.

Reports from the mines .show that pro-
duction is being mnintainii] at nearly the
two-million-ton mark in respon.se to the
growing demand for co.al : and to offset

the reports that shipments are more than
4,000,000 tons less during the coal year
beginning Apr. 1 when <;ompared witii the
same period of last year, it is claimed
that of this amount the actual decrease
in domestic sizes is not more than 1,500,-
000 tons. The balance of the decrease is
attributed to steam sizes, much of Which
is due to the closing down of the washeries.
Some complaint is heard of the indiffer-

ence displayed by the mine workers in
various parts of the region. Frequently
colliwies are idle sometimes on the very
day the output is badly needed. So far no
complaint has been heard of the lack of
cars such as now exists in the bituminous
fields.

All three of the domestic coals—egg,
stove and chestnut—continue to be short,
the first two being the shortest, and pro-
ducers and shippers claim to have sufficient
orders ahead to keep them busy for many
weeks.

There is a continued heavy call for the
larger sizes from Canada and New Eng-
land, and large shipments are being sent
te theee points.
The air is filled with rumors of new

combinations of coal interests. One rumor
has to do with a coming together of several
IndeiDendent operators and that the formal
announcement will be forthcoming this
week. Another has to do with the oft-
repeated rumor of a combination of several
retail yards in Brooklyn.

All retail dealers in Greater New York
report an active season with many unfilled
orders.
The market for the small coals is busy,

but shippers are not finding it difficult to
take care of the situation. Buckwheat No.
1 is being held around $3. with rice at
about 25c. less for the better grades. Bar-
ley is the longest on the list.

Last week's dumpings as of Aug. 8, at
the railiroad piers, were 5866 cars as com-
pared with 6363 cars the previous week.

Quotations for company white ash coals,
per gross ton at the mines f.o.b. New
York tidewater lower ports, during August,
follow

:

Mine Tidewater
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Spot
South Fork (best) $3. 15^i$3.35
Cambria (best) 2.95@3.I0
Cambria (ordinary) 2.75® 2 95
ClearBcId (best) 2.95(a 3.10
Clearfield (medium) 2.75(^ 2 95
Clearfield (poor) 2.50fd> 2.75
Reynoldsville 2.70® 2.90
Qucmahoning 3,10(<i) 3 25
Somerset (best) 2.95(i« 3.10
Somerset (poor) 2.50® 2 75
Western Maryland 2.50(n) 2,75
Fairmont 2.IO(<n 2.35
Latrobe 2.60('» 2 65
Greensburg 2. 50("i 2 60
Westmoreland, i in 2.75(<« 2.90
Westmoreland nm-of-mine 2.50@ 2.60

PHLLADELPHIA
Anthracite domestic sizes extremely tiglit.

Pea moves better. Some dealers feel easy
on future outlook. Financial situation
good. Steam coals quiet. Rituminous
price increases continue. Stroncer buyicff
and car sliortaKe the cause. Little con-
tracting. Spot business heavy.

Anthracite—The briskest sort of demand
is maintained for the domestic sizes. While
an exception must be made in the case of
pea coal, this size is also beginning to
share in a better movement, as ttie dealers
are receiving one and two-ton orders
from people in moderate circumstances,
who show a disposition to lay by some coal.
The larger companies are still asking their
customers to take liberal proportions of
pea coal along with the other domestic
sizes, and even then some tonnage is left
for the storage yards. Thf- in'lependent
shippers seem well able to move their pea
tonnage at the company circular, and as
a consequence of all the.se efforts every
local yard has an almost capacity stoc of
pea.

Stove has lost no part of the demand
^displayed by it all summer, and this is
still the one size that all retailers are
seeking. Egg is in almost the same class,
but as the tonnage undelivered on the
books of the dealers is not nearly
so large as stove, they are not so
insistent for this size. Chestnut is
moderately free with many dealers,
although we know of more than one in-
stance where it is quite ^velcome. Other
yards though are accumulating an unusual
tonnage of this size for this time of the
year, and these are the dealers who place
more faith in the demand for nut as com-
pared with pea and for this reason are
making special efforis to get extra supjilies.

Considering tlie local situation as a
whole, some of the dealers are inclined to
view it as being in good shaiie for the
winter. They argue that with the excep-
tion of the two last summers, more coal
has already been put away this summer
than at any time previous. It must also
be said that a considerable tonnage was
left over in the cellars from last winter,
and it is felt that a heavier sui>ply than
usual is now on hand with the better class
of trade. They reason that it will actually
take an unusual winter to
suffering in the city. As

• gre<at advantage in
i

i

that of price, as furthi r m
minent. and when the co.il I

arrives the burden, as alwa
tho.w least .able to afford it

the view of the small minority, there is

great deal of sound fact in it.

Tt is generally believed th.at .all dealers
have less tonnage on their hooks now than
they have had all summer, and more orders
are being delivered than are being i)laced
upon the books, although there is a sem-
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Pool No. 71, and this was taken up quickly
at prices that started at 53.25 mines basis,
and went above 53.50 and even higher.
From Pools Nos. 9 and 10 limited quanti-
ties were offered at ?3 and $3.25, and then
the prices went higher. Fuels of poor
quality, which a few weeks ago could hard-
ly be given away, were snapped up eagerly
at $2.50 as the minimum basis.

It is reported tliat tlie Pennsylvania R.R.
Is accummulating a local reserve of 500,-
000 tons of bituminous.
The increase in the price of anthracite

for August has not brought forth any
complaints from buyers. The public ac-
cepted the increase and appears ready to
take all the hard coal it can get. Dealers
carefully explained that the increase was
due to the demand of independent mine
operators for premiums. While premiums
are being paid, it has not resulted in the
dealers being able to obtain as much coal
as they desire. The receipts of anthracite
during the week were light.

Lake Markets

PITTSBURGH
Car shortages still more pronounced.

Better demand for coal. Concern over pos-
sible Government price control.

Car shortages have become still more
pronounced, and many mines have their
output seriously curtailed in consequence.
The situation arouses the gravest appre-
hensions as to the future, when bad
weather comes. Railroads are making
such efforts as they can to put more cars
into service, but it is rather plain that
more car repair work should have been
done before this. Unrest among the sliop
en'ployees of the railroads, leading to
strikes at Cleveland and in the Chicago
district, is far from reassuring.
Demand for coal has increased very ma-

terially, but part of tlie increase is due
not to increased requirements but to cur-
tailment of shipments through car short-
ages. Coal prices are firmer all along the
line, while in slack there has been a sharp
advance in steam grades, fully 30c. a ton.
This is presumably a reflection of the fact
that the lake shipping season is nearing
its end. while in a very few weeks ship-
ments will begin to taper off, and the pro-
duction of slack will be correspondingly
rf duced.

Coal producers are much concerned over
the possibility that Government control of
prices will be resumed under the Lever
act. Developments that would tend t i

make this control desirable, from the
standpoint of tlie Government or con-
sumers, are deplored for several reasons,
the chief one Ijeing that it would place all

cosls on the same level, and the discrimi-
nation buyers have lately come to exer-
cise, in paying higher prices for the better
grades, has been very u'elcome. At the
same time, if conditions were in line to
force high prices the operators would prob-
ably prefer to have the Government step
in and prevent such a movement, as in the
long run a famine market would react
disadvantageouslv on the trade. We quote

;

Steam slack. $l.S0'n;2; gas slack, $2(5)2.30;
steam mine-run, $2.30(fi)2.45 : gas mine-run,
$2.50(5)2.70; 3-in. gas. $2.80(5)3, per net ton
at mine, Pittsburgh district.

BUFFALO
IsituminoUK coal market imprnvinc slowl.v.

.Jobbers tired of waiting. Prices rather un-
steady. Cars rapidl.v growing sliort. Biff
d*'niand for anthracite.

Bitiiminons—The feature of the trade is

the slight advance in the price of slack.
This indicates a pretty strong market,
though there is complaint that the mine ask-
ing prices are not uniform. There may be
several reasons for this. With a market
that is not quite sure of itself there no
always sellers who despair of getting full

prices and will sell remnants for less and
scmetimes to stimulate a new customer.
The jobbers are all doing something, which
is a decided improvement over the early
part of the season.
The car situation is becoming serious.

None of the mines has a sure supply, and
there are days when the supply runs down
to 25 per cent, of the needs. This ought to
interest the consumer, hut it does not seem
to. Nowhere is the demand at all insist-
ent. Tlie trade must be gone after, and
it is the best salesman who gets it. Rven
some of the jobbers who have done well all
along are afraid they are losing ground.
The Canadian trade is still an uncertain
riuantity, and it is likely to remain so for
awhile.
The worst of the situation is that the

volume of business is not what it was ex-

pected to be by this time. The confident
predictions made early last spring have
l>een met by continued industrial difficulties,
which do not promise to disappear right
away, though until they do the business of
the country cannot flow on smoothly. This
is the real reason for the delay in all sorts
of industrial activity. Nobody knows
what to do, and to make a wrong move
would be serious.

Bituminous prices are strong and some
shippers call them satisfactory, at $4.55 for
Allegheny Valley sizes, $4.80 for Pittsburgh
and No. 8 lump, $4.65 for same three-quar-
ter, $4.20 for mine-run and $3.80 for all

slack, with smithing special at $5.70 and
Pennsylvania smokeless at $4.60, all per
net ton, f.o.b. Buffalo.

Antliraeite—The demand goes up as the
supply fails to. Everybody cries for it,

and the distributors of all grades are hard
p-fcssed. The all-rail trade westward has
been cut to a small driblet to enable the
trade to meet the local demand and the
requirement to the Lakes. More coal is

promised, but if it does come it will go
just as the present .nupply does.

Coal men as a rule do not like the effort
at sensation on the part of the press to
display stories of anthracite shortage, for
it merely makes people uneasy and helps
nobody, unless it be at the expense of
some one else. All the coal is going straight
to the consumer now, in as careful a pro-
portion as possible. Should donsumers
buy coke it -iVould help. They may be
obliged to buy bituminous also.

The August prices of anthracite are 10
cents higher than for July, except grate
and buckwheat, as follows:

F.o.b. Care, At Curb,
Gross Ton Net Ton

$10 20
10 50
10.70
to 80
9.25
7 75

Grate $8 55
Egg 8 85
Stove 8.95
Chestnut 9.05
Pea 7.40
Buckwheat 5.70

The effort to keep up Lake shipments is

carrying the totals well beyond those of
last season. The amount to August this
season is 1,856,349 tons, as against 1.295,-
4 76 tons to the same time last season.
The July shipment was 609,350 tons, as
against 429,320 tons last season July. For
the week the amount was 114.900 tons, of
which 47,100 tons cleared for Duluth and
Superior. 20.300 tons for Chicago. 21.300
tons for Milwaukee. 7200 tons for Fort
William, 72on tons for Green Ray and
fiSOO tons for Sault. Canada.

Freight rates are 50c. to Cliicago. -Sault,
47Jc. to Milwaukee and 42;c. to Duluth-
William.

CI,EVEI,.\ND

Belief that coal is not now over-priced
seems to hold sway among large cousumers,
for despite attacks upon the price of coal,
along with other commodities, buying con-
tinues. Tonnages available (or the lake
trade and northern Ohio are slightl.v de-
creased because of car shortage and labor
troubles at Ohio mines. No let-up in de-
mand for domestic coal.

Bituminous—Prices of coal and coke, as
have those of food, clothing and the like,
have come under fire in the campaign to
reduce the high cost of living, but the
trade is standing pat and bearing up well.
The only means nf bringing about a reduc-
tion will come -Vug. 15, when freight rates
on coal from West Virginia, Oliio and west-
ern Pennsylvania into Cleveland .and other
northern Ohio districts are reduced 5c. a
ton. The larger steam-coal users are tak-
ing all the operators can supply. Danger
of a break in prices is most remote, ac-
cording* to well-informed operators. With
representatives of the United !\nne Workers
planning big wage and time demands,
prices will acivance before they recede ap-
preciably, it is declared.
The shortage of cars was felt more keenly

last week than at any time so far.
Whether this situation will be overcome
by the strike of iron ore dock workers at
upper Great Lakes ports remains to be
seen, although much help is expected from
this source. Because of the strike many
lake ore carriers are being tied up. and
not only will coal shipments up the Great
Lakes be automatically cut down, but also
many cars in the iron ore trade at Lake
Erie ports will be released. Tn any event
many operators believe that with the lake
strike having all the earmarks of a long
drawn-out struggle, a normal car supply
for the local trade will become available.
Southern and eastern Ohio mines, as a
rule, are not working much better than .""

to 60 per cent., 5 to 10 per cent, undir the
mark of several weeks ago.

Labor trouble at the Ohio mines has
manj' operators aroused. I. ^\'. W. agi-
tation is rampant just now. engaged not
so much witli cutting production at this
time as with prompting extravagant de-
mands by the mine workers when wage
scales are negotiated. This trouble, ap-
parently, is more of future than present
concern. Labor, however, generally is res-
tive, and a decided letting-up in effort is

noticeable.
Pretty good inroad is being made on the

surplus piles of slack thrown up at the
mines last winter. The piles still are siz-

able, but shipments the past few weeks
have been about twice production. Two ot
tile largest users of slack in tlie Cleveland
territory qow are badly crippled by labor
trouble, and the next few weeks likely will
see this demand somewhat lower. Indus-
trial establishments not harried by labor
troubles are approximating 100 per cent,
operations.

Pocahontas and .Vnthracite—Retail deal-
ers say domestic consumers of these grades
are exhibiting an ;imazing capacity. De-
mand for both anthracite and Pocahontas
seems not to be tapering off at all, while
n.ost dealers looked for a slack period from
about the first of August till the first tinge
of winter. Prices are firm, and receipts
are barely sufficient to meet require-
ments, most dealers having quite a backlog.

I.ake Trade—As fast as the larger iron-
ore carriers reach Lake Erie ports they
are being tied up or loaded with coal
cargoes to hold until the dock strike at
the head of the lakes is broken. Conse-
quently, coal loading for this week may
not fall much under 850,000 tons, which
is the figure for the last few weeks ; but
next week will see a marked decrease.
This will not be a great hardship, as coal
just now -is plentiful at the head of the
lakes. According to figures from Duluth.
receipts of bituminous coal there and at
Superior in July were 1.327,000 tons, com-
pared with 1.120.300 tons in July. 1918.
Receipts of bituminous coal for the season
to Aug. 1, at Duluth and Superior, were
4.481.500 tons against only S. 112. 500 tons
to Aug. 1. last year. A let-up of tivo weeks
in the lake coal trade, allowing l.)wer lake
users the supplies they are ijeeKing, will
be welcomed by many operators.

Prices of coal per net ton delivered in

Cleveland are:

Anthracite:

Egg SI1.I5®$II.25
Chestnut 11.65® 1 1 75
Grate 11.45® 11.55
Stove 11.55® 11.65

Pocahontae:

Forked 9.50
Lump 8.50@8.75
Mine-run 7.50

Domestic Bituminous:

West Virginia splint 7. 80® 8. 10

Xo. 8 Pittsburgh 6.30@6.65
Massillon lump 7.50®7.70

Steam Coal:

So. 6 slack 4.35(;i4.55

No. 8 slack 4.90(8 5.10
Youghiogheny slack 4. 95®. 5. 25
No. 8{-in I;.60@5.7.'i

No. 6 mine-run 4.70@4.80
5.10®5.2(>

DETROIT

Jobbers fear embargoes on coal sliip-

ments over various roads may seriously
reduce Detroit's winter fuel supply.

Bituminous—Justification of often-reiter-
ated warnings to Detroit buyers of bitu-
minous coal to stock up early apparently
is to be found in the action of the Chesa-
peake & Ohio and other roads placing an
embargo on coal shipments, in the con-
tingency created by labor difficulties. De-
roit jobbers fear the embargo is likely
to create a troublesome condition for some
of the Detroit users of steam coal who have
been postponing the accumulation of re-
serves, as a considerable proportion of the
West Virginia coal reaching Detroit is han-
dled over the Chesapeake & Ohio and con-
necting lines through the Toledo gateway.
Though a slight improvement has been

noted by some of the jobbers in the num-
ber of inquiries received, the aggregate of
business handled is still described as un-
satisfactory and below the amount which
it is said should be moving into the city at
this season of the year, particularly in
consideration of the restricted buying
earlier in the season. Jobbers find that
some of the consumers of steam coal ai^
aiuiarently still cherishing expect.ation3
that coal will he cheaper after a while,
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though a study of the Government's figures
on jiroduction would seem to refute this
tlieory.

Quotations f.o.h. mines on a net-ton
basis for Hocking domestic lump are re-
ported firm at $2.75, while run-of-mine
ranges from $2 to $2.20 and slack aver-
ages ahout $1.50 For Pittsburgh No. 8.
three-quarter lump is quoted at about $2.50,
with mine-run at $2 to $2.25 and slack
at $1.75. Four-inch West Virginia lump
ranges from $o.25 to $3.50 ; two-inch lump
is $.3, mine-run $2.25 to $2.50 and slack
$1.85 to $1.90. Smokeless coal is almost
unobtainable, though some mine-run is re-
IH.rted to have been offered at $2.75 to $3.
Very little coal is to be found on tracks
and sidings around Detroit, other than
stock sent direct from producer to con-
sumer.

Anthracite—Complaint is made by re-
tailers that much delay is experienced in
having orders for anthracite filled. The
present conditions are construed to indicate
that sufficient stock to meet all require-
ments will not be forthcoming. While
r^iost of the retail yards have some anthra-
cite on hand, the supply would not last
long with an active demand from customers.

COI.UMBUS
The coal trade in Ohio has developed

oiinsiderable strength in ever.v department.
There is a stronger domestic demand, wnich
li;is the effect olf strengthening prices,
^team bnsincss also shows some improve-
iiient. Car shortage is growing worse.
The principal feature of the Ohio coal

tr.^de is the better demand for domestic
sizes which is reported from all localities.
This is an encouraging feature, as that de-
partment has been rather slow for the past
fev.' months. Retailers are buying more
liberally, as more householders are com-
ing into the market. Domestic prices have
advanced at the mines, with a correspond-
ing advance to the consumer.

I'nder the infiuence of better buying,
prices for Hocking lump are strong at $3
at the mines. Pocahontas lump is $5 and
upward. West Virginia splints are all
high, and the same is true of Kentucky
grades. Retail prices are being advanced
to about $6 for Hocking lump, Pomeroy
lump to $6.25 and splints to about the
same figure. Pocahontas is now retailing
belween $7.75 and $8.
The lake trade is rather quiet, although

there is still a considerable tonnage mov-
ins: to the Northwest. There is little con-
gestion on the upper lake docks, as the
interior movement has started. Vessels
are still plentiful. It is believed that with
the coming car shortage the lake trade will
continue to the latter part of November.
as there is a large tonnage yet to be moved
to the upper lake ports.
Steam business is also improving to a

small extent. Because of the larger pro-
duction of lump, there is not so much
mine-run on the market and prices are
higher. Prices of $1.75 for mine-run have
now been withdrawn, and practically none
can be purch,ased for less than $2 and even
higher. Nut, pea and slack are also show-
ing a little strength, but these grades are
still weak. The unu.sual weakness or
screenings is difficult to explain. Railroads
are using a larger tonnage than formerly,
and .some lines of manufacturing are in-
creasing their fuel requisitions.

Production is restricted largely by car
shcrlage. The scarcity of equipment is now
affecting every field in the Buckeye State,
with a corresponding decrease in output
figures. In eastern Ohio, where the car
shortage is most pronounced, it is csti-
mj'ied that the output during the past
two weeks has been but 3T, per cent. In
the Hocking Valley, Pomeroy Bend and
Cambridge fields production Is about .4ft

per cent, or lower. There is little hope
for an immediate Improvement in the car-
supply situation.

CINCINNATI
Conl ear shortage and strike of railroad

si'opmen hnrt coal shipments. Increased
lirices annouiiceiL.

Two circumstances of vital importance
to coal operators, dealers and consumers
In the Cincinnati district occurred during
the past week. The first of these was the
increa.se In the price of all grades of coal,
and the second the strike of the railroad
s'lonmcn, which caused the closing down of
virtually every mine in the K.-inawha. New
River and I^ogan districts In West Vir-
ginia that is reached by the Chesapeake
& Ohio R.R. Thousands of miners have
been forced to Idleness. The situation on
other coal-carrying railroads is decidedly
better, but there Is a car shortage on all.
owing to the tremendous number of cars
being sent Into the West to take care of

the grain movement. This, along with the
str'ke of the shopmen, makes the car short-
age a serious one. '

The much heralded and thoroughly ad-
vertised prediction that coal prices would
rot come down, and that if anything they
would increase, came true in Cincinnati
during the past week when prices were
qiicled 50c. a ton higher, wholesale at $6.50
(a'6.1o a ton for Youghiogheny and Fair-
mont lump. Smokeless lump and egg was
up 50c. at $SWS.25 a ton. Anthracite was
quoted at $12.50 a ton. The advance really
occurred Aug. 1. but quotations were not
posted until Aug. 5.

The increased prices had a tendency to
stimulate those users of coal who have been
inclined to think that prices must come
down. They are now thoroughly convinced
tr.at there are to be no lower prices, and
consequently the past week has seen a
great volume of business booked by the
dealers.

INDI.\N.4POI.IS
Increase announced on all Erndcs of

coal. I,abor and cer shor'age is reported.
An increase of ahout 25c. .a ton for

Indiana coal and from 50 to 75c. a ton
for Pocahontas and anthracite lias been
quoted by Indianapolis coal dealers. Notice
has been received by dealers from two
operators in the Terre Haute field, the Coal
Block Co. and Richards & Son. ol price
increases of 25c. a ton for Jndi.in;!. mine-
run and lump coal, and a simil.ir increase
in the steam grades. Indianai»olis retailers
increased the price of coal approximately
25c. a ton June 4. and the same reasons
are assigned for the new increase. Mines
have been able to operate only two or three
days a week because of car shortage and
liecause the domestic demand has been less
than normal.
Because the steel mills and other users

of screenings have been operating below
capacity, the cost of producing lumii coal
has been increased, as there has been no
market for screenings, it is said With an
increase in the domestic demand the op-
erators are advancing the price to meet
the high cost in production. In some fields
a labor shortage is reported, due partly
to the emigration of miners to Europe.
A. B. Meyer & Co. have announced an in-
crease in Indiana Linton lumii No. 4 from
$5.75 to $6 a ton and Indiana mine-run
from $5 to $5.50 a ton. Pocahonta.s shov-
eled lump was increased from $8.75 to
$9.50 a ton and Pocahontas mine-run
from $7.50 to $8 a ton. There is a differ-
ence among dealers because of the tmcer-
tainty of the supply. A. B. Meyer & Co.
also quoted an increase of 25c. on Ken-
tucky lump coal.

L,OlIISVII.I,E
General coal marlict stronger, with do-

mestic prices climliing out of sight an<i
threatening to result in Federal control.
Railroad strikes and embargoes blocking
shipments in many sections.

The strike situation on the railroads has
been the principal topic during the past
week, as it has demoralized shipping. The
Chesapeake & Ohio is refusing all freights.
The Louisville & Nashville has placed
numerous embargoes, and the Cincin-
nati gateway is generally barred to all
shipments. Some shipments are moving
throii-l, l...ni ille, but with embargoes to
coiiiii h at various points. Ship-
met,!- iM \': ,1 and beyond are embargoed
in s-Mi. Ill lines, and conditions have
reached a jioint where it is a hard matter
to find out just what shipments can be ac-
certed and handled. The car shortage is

steadily becoming wor.se, due to congestion
at terminals and failure of empties to re-
turn promptly.
At the mines labor is not overlooking th^-

railroad situation, and it Is reported that
miners are anything but satisfied with
conditions.

Production in the eastern Kentucky fields
is reported to be on a 50 to 60 per cent,
basis, with western Kentucky working two
ana 25 days per week. Under existing car
.xhorlagG labor is equal to all dem.and.

Western Kentucky prices h.ave advanced
well on domestic coal during the past two
Weeks due to the high quotations on e.istern
Kentuck.v grades and the shortage. Steam
coal is again draggy and hard to sell, but
less .spot coal on the market.

Kastern Kentucky Idock coal is rising
fast, having jumped from around $3.50 to
$i a ton to prices ranging from $4 to 51.75,
with most of it quoted at arounrl $1.25.
At that the operators are not .accepting
much new business as they cannot handle
It with present car supplies. The high
prices quoted on eastern Kentucky block
resulted In .a surge of retail buying to the
West Virginia fields, hut labor Iroubh-s on

th^- Norfolk & Western, Chesapeake &Ohio, and other lines are resulting in littleWest \irginia coal coming through.
Principal quotations are:

Eastern Western
Kentucky Kentucky

Blockandegg 84.00(g.$4.75 S2.40(ifS2 50Run-of-mine 2 75® 3 00 2.25C" 2 40Nut .ind sl:,ok 2.00® 2. 90 1 . 35(H, 1 50Ihin screenings 1.00® I 25

ii.Su'*"^™,
Kentucky operators claim that

tb» nT'""*- ''u"
P™bably hit $5 a ton bv

nr^T-.r . ° "^® montli. Western Kentuckyorerators report that lump will go Ijack to
'',.'•

,.
o<"ne western Kentucky pea andslack has been quoted at 65 to 90 cents

?„ri "'k ,'
'?ng^ stocks have been reducedand about the lowest quotattens on suchcoal are around $1 a ton.

Coke J
CONXKLLSVILLE

.Snrplos production, with some conces-

i!lTJ\?" r'V*
'•"•""<^'- <>'"• Negotiations bydie blast furnaces. Foundry coke firm.

Connellsville coke operators who blewm large numbers of ovens in June and the
hrst week or two of July evidently antici-pated their welcome. The theory was thaithere w-ould be a much larger demand forcoke late in the year, say in the last thre.-
or four months, and the rise in the spotmarket m June, from $4 or less to fully
?4.2p. seemed to suggest that the better
niarket was already at hand. The holiday
period passed without \)ro{7uction being
restricted to any extent by the celebra-
tions, and since then there has at all timesbeen a considerable quantity of furnace
coke on track awaiting movement. While
operators were disposed to hold their sur-
plus at $4 and endeavor to apply =t intime on contract shipments, there have
been some divergences in the past few
IJ.'^w' ™'?*: selling in small lots down to
.(.o.Mi, which appears to be the outside
price tliat furnaces would pay. since they
are well .supplied as to the. current con-
sumption by contract shipments, an<lwould take extra coke only for aLocKing
I urposes. It is thought that the majority
of furnaces already have some stocks.

There are dilettante negotiations for fur-
n.-ico coke for the balance of the year, on
Ili6 part of furnaces contemplating getting
into blast again, but the furnaces want 'to
d'lve rather sharp bargains. The usual
a::king price for the balance of the year is
$^!..iO, though $4.25 miglit po.ssiblv be done.
Furnaces note that coke was sold on con-
tract at a ratio of 6.1 to 1, against basic
pig iron at valley furnaces, which makes
? r i"l

^°^^ when iron is at its present
I. vel of $2;>.75 ; and as there is no immedi-
.ite prospect of pig iron advancing, the fur-
naces now negotiating do not desire to
pay more than about that figure.
The market stands quotable as follows:

Spot and prompt furnace, $3.SO<t7:4 ; (con-
tract, $4. 25'W4.50 ; spot and prompt foun-
'I''Ji,.»5(fi!5.50 : contract (largely nominal)
S iiWS.SO, per net ton at ovens.

ItufTnlo—A little more movement of iron
ore shows that the furnaces are becoming
more active, but the increase is light Coke
is strong on the basis of $7.60 for 72-hour
Connellsville foundry, $7.25 for 4S-hour
furnace and $7 for off grades Domestic
sizes bring $6.75 and breeze, $5.75, all per
net ton, f.o.h. Buffalo.

Middle West

.MIHV.M Ki;iC
.\ngnst conl market <lull imd Tcalnri'lcss

Receipts hy hike slow up a little, lint llius
far e.vrerd those of last year.
The -August advances in anthracite, soft

coal and coke failed to cause even a ripple
of excitement in the coal market, and mld-Kummer dullness prevails. Deliveries would
be some livelier, small dealers sav. If the
(hickmen would stand for more liberal re-
quisitions on their part of anthracite and
Pocahontas. There are fairly good stocks
of both on hand, but the accumulation is
being conserved to protect future delivery
ohllgaUons. Coke does not seem to be
wanted at present, and the stock piles keep
growing. Tloceipts hy lake are slowing up
some. Thus far sinco the opening of n.ivl-
gatlon 433,900 tons of anthracite and 1,715.-
324 tons of soft coal have been put over
lh& docks, a gain of 141,181 tons of the
former and 197.427 tons of the latter over
thr record of the .same period in ]!)1R.
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ST. LOUIS

All Standard mine
spreading: into other •

Knilroa^l strike alnios

idle and troubles
etions of the state,
completely ties up

Si. Louis niorement of coal. Present sup-
pl> limited on account of congested con-
ditions. Steam trade to suifer most. AVar
time prices prevailing:.

The trouble that started Uie latter part
of last week in the Standard field, when the
miners refused to work on account of the
operators deducting one day's pay as a
fine, according to tlie agreement, because
th? miners laid off work on July 5 as a
lirotest in the Mooney case, spread, and at
the present time every mine in tlie Stand-
ard field is down excepting those around
Sjiarta on the M. & O. and one or two in

isolated places. Nearly every mine in the
Mt. Olive district is also idle, and dissatis-
faction is rampant. The trouble is not only
confined to th*se districts, but is also in
Perry County and in Franklin County,
wl'ere some of the miners have already
cone out on strike.
The trouble, apparently, is because of

tlie failure of the Government to declare
the war officially ended and in this man-
ner give the miners a chance to get to-
gether with the operators under a new
agreement. The general feeling throughout
this section on the part of the public is that
the miners are justified in their stand be-
cause they entered an agreement almost
eighteen months ago to work on a certain
scale until the war was over. The cost of
living has increased in the meantime and
there is no chance of their getting a new
working scale.
For a long time there has been consider-

able dissatisfaction in the southern Illinois
fields, and at a meeting this week at Belle-
ville the miners openly asked for the res-
ignation of the union officials, indicating
that what was prophesied some time ago
had come up. and that was that the men
liad got beyond the control of their leaders.

On the 4th instant screenings were down
to 90c. in the Standard field and 2-in.

lum.p to $1.7";. At the close of the week
screenings were better than $2. and lump
was up to $3. with none available. When
th.j trouble spread to the Carterville field

of Williamson and Franklin County screen-
ir.gs were down at one time to about $1 25
on the Chicago market and $1.50 on the
St. Louis market. On Aug. 6 these same
screenings went up to $2.20, with nothing
to offer.
The majority of the operators in all

fields are for confining such sales as they
arc able to make to a reasonable price.

The Carterville field is sticking close to itsi

regular price, but in the Standard field

operators are getting just as much as the
traffic will bear.
The steam market is in a critical shape

for the reason that everybody is short. If

the troubles continue for another week
many plants in St. Louis will be idle.

The domestic demand for Standard is

light. Mt. Olive is not causing any worry,
wliereas Carterville is much in demand,
with little available.
On account of the unusual conditions it is

hard to indicate just what is going to hap-

pen, as circumstances are changed daily.
The shopmen on practically every road in
Si. Louis are out On some roads no
freight trains are moving at all. The Ter-
minal men are working, and that is the
only thing that is keeping St. Louis on the
map right now. The crews are working
night and day, and every effort is being
mi:.de to keep line.s open, but it is only a
matter of a day or two if the trouble con-
tinues until St. Louis will be completely
tied up.

Conditions in the country are worse than
in St. Louis, for no coal is being accepted
for outside movement. This is going to
work a hardship on the outside steam
plants. The demand from the country is

good, but it is out of the question to ac-
cept any orders. Railroads are refusing to
place empty cars at the mines for commer-
cial loading, and such empties as are being
placed are being loaded with railroad coal.
In the Carterville field a 50 per cent, car
supply has prevailed the past week, and
some mines on the Illinois Central work
one day out of six on account of no cars.

There is no anthracite or smokeless coal
coming in and no indication that anything
like this will move this way until condi-
tions become normal.

2. Practice of stating rates on iron ore
in terms of net tons instead of long tons
not shown to be unreasonable or otherwise
unlawful. Complaint dismissed.

General Statistics

ANTHRACITK

The shipments of anthracite for the
month of June, as reported to the Anthra-
cite Bureau of Information, Philadelphia,
amounted to 5,619,591 tons, as compared
with 5,711,915 tons in the preceding
month, and with 6,867,669 tons in the cor-
responding month of 1918. As was the
case in May, the larger part of the de-
crease in June of this year as compared
with last was due to the smaller output of
steam sizes from the washeries, more than
two-thirds of the decrease being in the
steam sizes.

June, 1919 June, 1918
P. &R. Ry 1,084,635 1,345,079
L. V. R.R 1,041,696 1,352,820
C. R.R. ofN. J 508.702 622.005
D. L. &W. R.R 903,306 1,015,438

D. &H. Co 661,991 773,691
Pcnna. R.R 372,658 482,737
Erie R.R 616,939 756,257
N. y, O.&W. Hy 157,327 186,948
L. &N. E. R.R 262,337 332,694

Totals 5,619,591 6,867.669

Coal Year,

1919-1920
3,284.946
2,937,780
1,489,004
2,702.822
1,932.697
1,157.826
1,819.718
479.586
751,842

16,556,221

Coal Year
1918-1919
3,935,469
3,856.311
1,717,865
3,061,059
2,371,234
1,424,491
2,212,879
549.670
994,320

20,123,298

I. C. C. Di

No. 10868. Seaboard Byproduct Coke
Company vs. Director General. Delaware.
Lackawanna & AVestern Railroad Company,
et al. Submitted May 27, 1919. Decided
June 27, 1919. Combination rates assessed
on certain shipments of bituminous coal en
route from mines in the Pittsburgh and
Connellsville districts to Elizabethport, N.
J., for delivery by barge at Seaboard
(Kearney), N, J., diverted in transit to all-

rail routes over which there were no joint
rates, found unreasonable to the extent
that they exceeded $2.35 per long ton.

Reparation awarded where settlement was
made at a rate in excess of $2.35 per long
ton.

No. 10234. Virginia Iron, Coal and Coke
Co. et al. vs. Director General. Southern
Railway Co. et al. Submitted May 14, 1919.
Decided June 27, 1919.

1. Incre.ased rates on iron ore to Middles-
boro, Ky., from points in Tennessee,
Georgia, North Carolina, and Virginia on
the Southern Railway and the Rome &
Northern and Louisville & Nashville rail-
roads found justified.

COKE PRODUCTION IN 1918

The final figures on the production of
coke in 1918, collected by the Geological
Survey from producers, record an output of
56,478,372 net tons, of which 25,997,580
tons, or 46 per cent., were from byproduct
ovens and 30,480.792 tons were from bee-
hive ovens. Estimates for 1918 published
on Jan. 4, 1919, differed from the final
figures by three-tenths of 1 per cent.

Total production increased 1.6 per cent.
over 1917 L byproduct production increased
15.9 per cent. ; beehive production decreased
S per cent There were 8904 byproduct
ovens in operation in 1918, an increase of
160G over 1917; and 61.317 beehive ovens
active, a decrease of 7370 compared with
1917. (See table below.)
Of the beehive coke produced, 23,171,627

tons were sold as furnace coke at an aver-
age of $5.93 per ton, and 2,230,156 tons as
foundry coke at an average of $7.53 per
ton.

In all, 84 per cent, of the beehive coke
was sold and 16 per cent, used by the
producer. Byproduct coke is largely con-
sumed by the producer—68 per cent, of
the output in 191 S. compared with 32 per
cent. sold. More than 2.500,000 tons of
b^-product coke were sold for domestic and
other uses than furnace and foundry.

BEEHIVE AND BYPRODUCT COKE PRODUCED IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1917 AND 1918

Compiled by C. E. Lester, United States Geological Survey, Department of the Interior

.Alabama
Colorado
Georgia
Illinois

Indiana
Kentucky
Maryland
Massacbusette..
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
New Jersey . . . .

New Mexico. . .

New York
Ohi<

Active
Ovens

5.493
2,867

151

Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Tennessee
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia. . .

.

Wisconsin
Combined states.

Total

fa> Included i

1,266
726

8,029
254

8,234

ve Coke
Coke

Produced,
Net Tons
2,151,828
1,112,449

39,589

-1917
Byproduct Coke

Coke
Produced,
Net Tons
2.740,761

Active
Ovens

831

376,080
(h)

1,304.330
(c) 471,187

2.838,728

2,289,833
3.540.718
531,539
518,810
595,113
(a)

490,272
(a)

423,361

44,534 23,816,420 1,529 4,095,605

68,687 33,167,548 7.298 22,439,280

L combined states, (b) Included withWashington. (c) Includes Utah.

Total
Coke,

Net Tons
4,892,589
1,112.449

39,589
2,289.833
3,540,718
863,071
518,810
595.113
(a)

490,272
(a)

423.361
577,679
993,184

3,694,302

27,912'625
411,326
(10

1,304,230
(c) 497.533
3,349.761

(a)

2.100.983

Beehive Coke
Coke

Produced,
Net Tons
1,717,721

(a)

22,048

Active
Ovens
5,570
1,431

101

198
304

37,730
1,101
819

3,135
250

8,827

597,072

(a)

'

(a)

22,136,664
302,537
(a)

1,234,256
93,659

2,715,513

1,359,686

55,606.828 61,317 30.480,792

191

B

.

Byproduct Coke
Coke Total

Active Produced, Coke,
Ovens Net Tons Net Tons

807 2,634,451 4,352,172
120 (a) 989,447

22,048
505 2,285,510 2,285,510
945 3,898,215 3,898.215
108 517,749 818,785
180 474,368 474,358
400 556,397 555,397
269 (a) (a)

214 784,065 784,055
55 (1) (1)

260 682,148 682.148
5Q7.072

615 1,069,587 1.069.587
1,610 (a) 5,365,243

(a)

2,189 4,586.981 25,723,645
24 124,469 427.106

(a)

1,234.256
20 30,129 123,788

214 603,393 3,320,005
268 (i) (a)

7,750,018 2,754.414

8,904 25,997,580 56,478,372
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CurrentPrices—Materials & Suppues

IRON AND STEEL
PIG IRON—Quotations
Department of Conunerct Co

CINCINNATI
No. 2 Southern
Northern Basiv
Southern Ohio No. 2

NEW YORK, Tidewater deliverv
2X Virginia (silicon 2.25 to 2.75)
Southern No. 2 (silicon 2.25 to 2.75)

BIRMINGHAM
No. 2 Foundry

PHILADELPHIA
Eastern Pa.
Virginia No. 2 32.10-34. 10
Basic 30,90*
Grey Forge

CHICAGO
No. 2 Foundry Local
No. 2 Foundry Southern

PITTSBURGH, including freight charge fn
Valley

No. 2 Foundry Valley

.

Basic
Bessemer

Current One Month Ago

$29 80
27,55
28 55

28,00

30.65*

29 90*

28 15
27 15
29 35

$30,35
27 55
28 25

30,65
30 85
30 90
30 90

28 15
27.15
29.35

, b, fur t Deli'

STRUCTURAL MATERIAL-
Pittsburgh, together with the
places named:

per too lb. fro

New York .

Mill One Year
Pittsburgh Current Ago

Beams, 3 to 15in $2 45 $3,47 $4 241
Channels, 3 to 1 5 in 2 45 3,47 4,24!
Angles,3to6in,, {in, thick. 2 45 3,47 4 24J
Tees, 3 in, and larger 2,45 3.52 4,245
Plates 2,66 3,67 4,49J

$3 54
3,54
3 54

Chi-
cago

$3.47
3,47
3 47
3,47
3 67

BAR IRON—Prices in cents per pound at cities named are as fc

Pittsburgh Cincinnati St. Louis Denve

NAILS—Prices per keg from warehouse in cities n.

Mill St.

Pittsburgh Louis Denver Chicago
Wire $3 25 $3 90 $4 9U $3 90
Cut 4 25 5 40 5 61 5.50

San
Francisco Dallas

$5 00 $5 00
6.65 6.40

TRACK SUPPLIES—The following prices are base per 100 lb. f.o.b. Pitts-
burgh for carload lots, together with tihe warehouse prices at the places nanied;

Standard railroad spikes -j'^-in,

and larger $3 35 $4 27 $•. 44 $5,65 $4,50 $5,05
Trackbolts 4 35 5l7Preni, 6,65 6,00 6 05
Standard section angle bars 3 00 4 22 Pren., 4,60 . , 6 50

COLD DRAWN STEEL SHAFTING—From w.
quiring fair-sized lots, the fallowing discounts hold:

Cincinnati Cleveland Chicago St, Loui
l5Vo List— 5^;, List—2% -1-15%

chouse to consumers

HORSE AND MULE SHOES -Warehouse prices per 1 00 lb. in cities named:

.Mill

Pittsburg

Straight $5 75
Assorted 6 40

$7 50

Chicago St. Louii

$6 50 $7 25
50-7,00 6,40

Denver
$8 15

Birm-
ingham
$7,00

Cincinnati—Horseshoe nails sell for $4,50 to $5 per 25-lh. box,

CAST-IRON PIPE—The following are prices per net ton for carload lots:

New York .

f)ne Month One St San Fran-
Current Ago Year Ago Chicago Li>uiM eiseo Dallas

4in $55 30 $53 00 $64 75 $56 80 $50 00 $77 55 $65 00
6io.andover 52 30 50 00 61 75 53,80 47 00 74 55 62.00
Gaspipeaml 16-ft.Iengthsari> $1 per ton extra.

STEEL RAILS—The follow

' ~~

Chicago for carload or largi-

charged extra:

Standard Bessemer rai

Standard openhearth i

Lightrails, 6 to lOlb
Lightrails. 12to 141b
Lightrnils, 25to451b
•Per 1 00 lb.

H $45 00
>ilH 47 00

2 58)

ijilotatlons
H. For less

Pittsburgh .

One
If Year Ago

$55 00
57,00
3 13*

f)ne
ear Ago
$65.00
67.00
3 13)*
3.09*
3 00*

OLD MATERIAL—The prices following are per ^ross ton paid to dealers and
producers in New York. In Chicago and St. Louis the duotations are per net
ton and cover delivery at the buyer's works, including freight transfer charges:

No, I railroad wrough
Stove plate
No, 1 machinery < ast
Machine shop turning;
Cast borings
Railroad malleable eas

ew York
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Semi-finished nuts sell at the following discounts from list price:

.1 Current One Year Ago
NeivYork 50—109; 40%
Chicago 50^, 50%
Cleveland 60- 1 0- 1 0?, 60%
St. Louis *y,.

MACHINE BOLTS—Warehouse discounts in the following cities:

New York Cleveland Chicago St Louis

S by 4 in. and smaller 50% 50?; 5O-107c 50-10^^

Lareer and longer up to I in. by 30 in. 40% 40?; 40-10% 40-10%

WASHERS—From warehouses at the places named the following amount is

deducted from list price:

For wToueht-iron washers:
New York. $1 25 Cleveland $3.75 Chicago $2 23

For cast-iron washers the base price per 100 lb. is as fi.llnws:

New-York $6.00 Cleveland $3.75 Chicago $4.00

RIVETS—The following quotations are allowed for fair sized orders from
warehouse:

, , , ^, .

New York Cleveland Chicago

Steel I's and smaller 50-10^, 60% 45%
Tinned 50-IO?i 60% 407o

Boiler, f . J. I in. diameter by 2 in. to 5 in. sell as follows per 1 00 lb.

:

New,York..$4.72base Cleveland. . $4.00 Chicago. . $4.87 Pittsburgh. $4.65

Structural, same sizes:

New York $4.82 Cleveland. . $4. 10 Chicago. .$4,97 Pittsburgh $4.75

MISCELLANEOUS

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
LINSEED OIL—These prices are per gallon:

.— New York—. Cleveland . Chicago
Current One Current One Current One

Year Ago Year Ago Y'ear Ago

Rawinbarrel $2 15 $1 86 $2 15 $2 00 $2 48 $1 97

5.g:il. cans 2 28 1,96 2 40 2 15 2 68 2 17

WHITE AND RED LEAD—Base price.

. Red . White .

Current I Year Ago Current I Year Ago
Dry Dry
and and

Dry In Oil Dry In Oil In Oil In Oil

100-lb.keg 13 00 14 50 14 00 14 50 13 00 14 00
25 and 50-lb. kegs. 13 25 14.73 14.25 12.75 13.25 14.25
125-lb.keg 13.50 15 00 1450 1500 1350 14.50
5-lh.cans 15.00 16.50 15 00 16 00
l-lb.cans 16 00 17.50 16 00 17 00
500 lb. lots less 10% discount. 2000 lb. lots less I0-2J% discount.

COMMON BRICK—The prices per 1000 in cargo or carload lots are as follows:

Chicago $12 00 Birmingham $15 00
St. Louis, salmon 10 00 Denver (hard red) 13.00
Cincinnati 17 00

PREP.\RED ROOFINGS—^Standard grade rubbered surface, complete with
nails and cement, costs per square as follows in New York, St. Louis. Chicago
and San Francisco.

. l-Plv 2-Plv . 3-Ply
C.l.

'
L.C.I. C.l. L.cl C.l. L.c.l.

No, I grade $150 $175 $1,90 $2 15 $2,30 $2,55
N, .'

' 1,35 1,60 1.70 1.95 2.05 2.30
I saturatedielt (141b. persquare) costs$5.00per lOOlb.

. .ifing (red and green) in rolls of 108 sq.ft. costs $2,25 per
r<iU , .and $2,50 for smaller quantities.

.srMiii:ii->, ii-a allJ green slate tinish cost $6.00 per square in carloads, $6.25 in

smaller quantities, in Philadelphia.

ROOFING MATERIAL—Prices per ton f . o. b. New York and Chicago:

Less Than
Carload Lots Carload Lots

N. Y. Chicago N. Y. Chicago

Tarfelt(l41b.persquareof lOOsq.ft ) $70 00 $70 00 $7100 $71.00
Tar pitch (in 400-lb. bbl.) 21.00 18 00 22.00 19.00
Asphalt pitch (in barrels) 34.00 34 00 37.50 37.50
4sphaltfelt 68 00 68.00 72.50 72 50

HOLLOW TILE—Price per block in carload lots lor holli

4x12x12 8x

St. Paul ;v U65 $0
St. Louis 08
Seattle .09

Los Angeles* .082
New Orleans .165
Pittsburgh 065
Chicago 08
Denver 1 25
Cincinnati 0645

*F. o. b. factory. 4. 8 and 10 inch.

)w building t

12x12

LUMBER—Price of pine per M i rioad lots

l-In Rough
10 In, X 16 Ft,

St, Louis $30(4 51

Birmingham 39,00
Denver 43 , 25
Cincinnati 43 , 50

2-1; T. and G.
lOIn. X l6Ft.

$35 00
33.00
35 00
41 50

8x8In. x20Ft.

$33 00
31 00
43 00
42.50

EXPLOSIVES—Price per pound of dynamiti
keg for black powder:

Low Freezing
20?

New York
Boston $0.22i
Kansas City . . .19
New Orleans 22J
.Seattle 14}
Chicago I8J
St. Paul 19
St. Louie. . . .

Denver
Dallas
Los Angeles..

.I7J

40%
$0,275

.24}

23J
) .23J

.I8i

.21}
23!
235

.22

Gelati
60%

$0 30

all lots and price per 25-lb.

Black
Powder
$2.40
2.20

.25!

in
.24!
.288
.257

.315

2.25

|!96
2.15
2.45
2.40
2.25
2.75
2 55

Cup
Fiber or sponge.
Transmission. . .

Axle
Gear
Car journal

the following .

49

ents per pound for

lingham Denver

8| 14;

BABBITT METAL—Warehouse prices in cents per pound:
.— New York— . Cleveland Chicago
Current One Current One Current One

Year Ago Year Ago Year Ago
Bestgrade 90 00 1 25 00 80 00 108 00 75.00 100.00
Commercial 50.00 70 00 18 50 23 00 15.00 24.00

HOSE—FoUowing ! pn of various classes of hose

50-Ft. Lengths
70c. per ft.

40%

First grade

,

Ste:
30% See.

Air
First Grade Second Grade Third Grade

$0 50 $0 35 $0,25
m—Discounts from list

nd grade 40^; Third grade 40-10%

LEATHER BELTING—Present discounts from list in citits named:
Medium Grade Heavy Grade

St. Louis 45% 50%
Denver 30% 25%
Birmingham .- 35% 35%
Chicago 45% 35%
Cincinnati 30-5-2i% 40-2i%

RAWHIDE LACING—20% for cut; 45c. per sq.ft. for ordinary.

PACKING— Prices per pound:
Rubber and durk for low-pressure steam . . $0. 90
Asbestos for high-pressure steam ? 1 .60
Duck and rubber for piston packing 1 . 00
Flax, regular 1 . 20
Flax, waterproofed 1 . 60
Compressed asbestos sheet 1 . 00
Wire insertion asbestos sheet 1 . 20

Rubber sheet 60
Rubber sheet, wire insertion .80

Rubber sheet, duck insertion ,50

Rubber sheet, cloth insertion .30

Asbestos packing, twisted or braided, and graphited, for valve stems
and stuffing boxes 1.20

Asbestos wick, j- and l-lb. balls 65

MANILA ROPE—For rope smaller than J-in. the price is i to 2c. extra: while
for quantities amounting to less than 600 ft. there is an extra charge of Ic. The
number of feet per pound for the various sizes is as follow^: J-in.. 8 ft.;

.. 4i;
pound for f-ii

Boston
New York.

,

St. Louis, ,

Chicago
St. Paul
San Franrisc<

., 2 ft. 10 i

, and larger, in 1200-ft.

$0.25

.26

Following is price per

Atlanta $0,295
Denver 274
Kansas City 28J
New Orleans 27i
Seattle 27!
Los Angeles ,26

PIPE AND BOILER COVERING—Below :

PIPE COVERING
Standard List

Pipe Size Per Lin.Ft.
l-in $0.27

3-in.

4-in.

6-in.

8-in.

e discounts and part of standard

BLOCKS AND SHEETS
Price

Thickness per Sq.Ft.
!-in. $0 27

I -in. .30
15-in. .45
2 -in.

2S-in.

1.10
1.30 35-in. 1. 05

85% magnesia high pressure . List

For low-pressure heating and return lii

( 4-ply. . . . 58% off

( 3-ply.... 60% off

I 2-ply 62% off

WIRING SUPPLIES—New York prices for tape and solder l

Friction tape, 5*Ib. rolls

Rubber tape, i-\h. rolls

Wire solder, 50-lb. spools
Soldering paste, 2-oz. cans

as follows:
48c. per lb,

60c. per lb

46c. per lb,

$I.20perdoi.

COPPER WIRE—Prices per 1000 ft. for rubber-covered wire
. Denver . ^ St. Louis > .—

—

Single Double Single Double Sini

No. Braid Braid Duplex Braid Braid Duplex Bra
14 $12 00 $15.50 $33 00 $11.00 $20 00 $31 50 $9

10 19 95 26 45 52 95 25 40 29 00 59 00
"

70 95 35.45

ollowing cities:

rmingham .

Double
Braid Duplex
$9 92 $41 66
29 99 56 26

28,05 35,33
44 35 47 85
63.65 68.25
95 3 5 100 85
124 40 131 45

35.00 72 50
61 00 120 00
86 00
130,00
176 00

156.00 156 00 222 00
00 270.00 302
000 330 00 366
0000 400.00 439
Cincinnati is using a 20-cent base, with 55 to 58% discount.

40 89
13 82 13
48 112 48
76 158 76
34 213 34
50 251 50
78 302.78
00 366.00
74 439.74

FREIGHT RATES—On finished steel products in the Pittsburgh district

ing plates, structural shapes, merchant steel, bars, pipe fittings, plain a

vanized wire nails, rivets, spikes, bolts, flat sheets (except planished) .
chai

the following freight rates per 1000 lb. are effect:'

Boston $0.30
Buffalo
Chicago
CiLcinnati
(Cleveland
Denver
Kansas City

Note—Add 3% transportation ta

17

New Orleans
New York
Philadelphia
St. Louis
St. Paul
Pacific Coast (all rail)

.

uni carload. 80.0001b.

,03,5

.24}
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New York, August 21, 1919

Labor, Now and Twenty Years Ago
ABOR now is operating in huge

trusts, far larger and more power-

ful, more all embracing and less

easily controllable, than the

capitalist interests thev oppose.

Yet there is one good feature in

these trusts; they have prevented

a decline in wages, and so saved a distressing fall

in prices.

At every halt in the path of progress during the

last century, the nation waited in dread until wages

fell. We had begun to believe that until wages had

dropped industry must continue to decline. When, in

the past, the looked-for fall in wages came, values of

goods on the shelves dropped heavily, banks broke

through the failure of credit, stores were closed and

a panic occurred. It was not a healthy condition.

The public prophesied that we would see it again

during the present year, but the labor trusts working

in the interests of their members saved us from the

collapse. Though nearly every newspaper proclaimed

lower wages and lower prices they never came.

"Coal Age," firm in the belief that prices were the

outcome of wages and that the labor trusts would not

permit the reduction of the compensation paid to

manual workers, argued that prices must rise rather

than fall. They have. The prophesy has been some-

what more fully verified than most of us would wish,

but the condition prophesied has arrived and it has re-

stored public confidence and stimulated public buying.

We may congratulate the labor trusts on this per-

formance, but unfortunately they not only steady

wages; they tend to raise them and so unsettle values

and reduce the value of incorporeal estates. Those

who have financed industry have in the last two or

three years gained a 6 per cent dividend or less and
lost perhaps 40 or 50 per cent per annum in the depre-

ciation of the purchasing power of their money.

This is clearly unjust, and it is undesirable. The
general rise in rents is one of the results of the decline

in the v^lue of the money. Thus to the labor trusts

may be credited avoidance of a panic, but to them

also must be debited that change in money values

which makes accident compensation and other insur-

ance inadequate and renders all savings of decreased

value. If the labor trust raises wages above the pres-

ent level it will do the nation much harm. All wages

which more than compensate for the change in cost of

living or for the increase in productivity should be con-

demned.

I
ABOR trusts have repeatedly claimed that

^ their existence was necessary if they were to

meet capital on an even ground because as capital had

already combined labor must unite also. This is the

well recognized argument in favor of the "collective

bargain."

One would expect that the employees of the in-

dustries where the employers were organized would

most need the collective principle and would have

strong unions. However, this is not so. Where the

employers are combined, the men are unorganized

and where the employees are unorganized, the em-

ployers are combined. If the defense of the "collective

bargain" is needed, those that need it most have it

least.

In coal circles the union was the first agency to

bring coal operators together. Attacked by the union

as a group and urged by the mine workers to sign up

as a group, they have combined on the question of

wages just so far as they have been compelled by the

union to combine. Those who could resist union pres-

sure have remained out. The union has unionized

the operators. In fact, the operators have repeatedly

resisted this forced combination.

A reporter, who wore out his heels at the conference

room of the mine workers and operators in the

McAlpin hotel, came back with one predominating

impression, saying, that a big burly mine leader

fidgetily strode back and forth repeating confidenti-

ally to whoever would listen: "They are unionizing

the operators. Till we can get the bosses to agree and

combine we cannot make a contract. We have

unionized ourselves, now we find we must unionize

those we would deal with." It is the same today

There are many operators but only one union.
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS
PRACTICAL SCHEMES THAT MAKE THE DAY*S WORK EASIER

Conservation of Coal

By John A. Morrison
Monongaliula City, rt-nn.

It is well known that not enough ccal is e.xtiacted in

certain districts, although different forms of mining

have been tried. After experimenting with various

methods, we still find quite a loss, and it is time to look

further for a solution.

One cause for loss in recovery arises from the length

of time it takes to drive rooms their allotted distance

k 24 '^,/$'-: S-i- '?--/5"
-E4 '^/5 -V ^-f '.- .'5\

'moM 'am room<rib room ^rib room rib
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and extract the pillars. In certain districts the miners'

agreement calls for two rooms for each two men, with

the understanding that they will clean up one place before

starting in the next, but in many instances the work has

been .so manipulated by the miner (either on account

of not agreeing with his buddy or for some other reason)

that one man now works one room. This results in each

man losing considerable time. Often a man will clean up

about 9 or 10 o'clock and then go home for the rest of

the day. This happens on each cut loaded out, or pos-

sibly twice a week. The result is that where rooms are

driven, say 24 ft. wide, about 10 ft. are extracted each

week, or it requires six months to complete a room 250 ft.

long. Thus before the rib is drawn out the place caves,

causing lo.ss of coal, and a squeeze is brought on with

its enormous cost and extreme danger.

This length of time could be almost cut in half by the

following arrangement, and still afford the loader a place

to work in : As the room entries are advanced, the necks

of the rooms could be driven to the point ready for wid-

ening out; then, when the time comes to drive rooms, a

double track may be put in each room so that two men

can work in the same room and load two cars instead of

one. The gob may be thrown into the center, and as

soon as the. room is driven its proper distance one of

the tracks can be taken up while the other is left for the

extraction of the rib.

Under this arrangement the miner could not complain

of having too far to shovel coal, nor could the mine

official growl about too much open territory. The same
number of men would be placed in half the number of

places, and these could be driven up in half the time.

The only difficult point to be taken care of would be the

cutting of the places. This would mean giving the ma-

chine runner enough loaders so that he could just keep

them in coal. The machine would be taken in the room

over one track and brought out over the other. The cost

for laying the extra switch and providing the second

track will be small, and the benefit gained will be grati-

fying. The accompanying illustration makes the method

more clear.

Handy Cleaning Spray

By Charles H. Willey
(.'oncord, .\. H.

The accompany illustration shows a handy way in

which to spray a cleaning mixture of sal soda and lye or

kerosene on the parts of mine machinery just before

lOSTIOX FOR AN EASILY MADE SPRAY

overhauling. I use this device at frequent intervals to

keep things clean. It is easy to use and is a great

improvement over mopping the dirty or greasy parts

with a saturated bunch of waste. The spray is easily

made from some short lengths of I and i-in. pipe and

a bit of brass strap or plate.
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An Outdoor Substation for Supplying

Powei to a Coal Mine

By H. W. Young
Chica.go, IlL

The use of the high-tension outdoor substations for

supplying power to coal mines is becoming more general.

Therefore, a short description of a recent 2500-l^v.a.-

three-phase installation will be of interest to coal-mine

people.

Fig. 1 shows the substation proper. It consists of an

FIG. 1. OUTSIDK VIEW Ol-' SUHST.V'riON

expanded steel structure on top of which is installed a

double-throw, 200-amp., 13,200-volt, three-pole air-bi-ake

switch arranged to connect the transformers with

either of two incoming three-phase lines. This switch

is of a manually operated, inter-locked, remote-control

type, permitting all three poles to be simultaneously

l-|i;. 2. VIEW Ol' TKA.SSi-'ORAllNC icyr I rMIO.NI-

opened and closed from the ground level by means of a

locking-type handle.

The three 833-kv.a. single-phase transformers are lo-

cated on concrete foundations directly under the steel

rack, attached to the main steel poles. The transformers

are so located that in case of trouble any unit can be

quickly removed. Just above the transformers is a steel

framework carrying choke coils, fuses and disconnecting
switches for the lightning arresters mounted on a sepa-

rate pipe-frame structure. These arresters are of the

high-speed, sphere-gap, graded-resistance type, which
do not require regular attendance.

Referring to Fig. 2, it will be seen that a primary
metering equipment is mounted between the two main
steel poles. At the left is a house in which is mounted
the distribution switch-board equipped with oil switches
and the necessary measuring instruments. This sub-
station was designed and built by the Delta-Star Electric

Co. of Chicago. Illinois.

An Automatic Rerail

By Ralph W. Mayer
California. Penn.

Many types of rerailing devices are used in American
coal mines. The one here described and illustrated con-

sists merely of a means for raising a derailed car to

the level of the track and crowding the wheels over

onto the rails.

A piece of heavy plank about 2 ft. wide and 6 ft. long-

is covered with sheet iron and placed on the outside of

the rail, its inner edge being in contact with and at the

KKR.VILl.NJU DIOVICK IN POSITION

same height as the top of the rail. E.\tending diagonally

across the surface of this steel-covered planking a heavy

angle iron is placed. This may, if desired, be slightly

bent or L-shaped.

On the corresponding side of the opposite rail a

similar steel-covered plank is placed. A suitable space

is here left, however, to accommodate the flange of the

wheel. The operation of this device is so self-evident

as to require no explanation.

Salesman's Duty to E.mplover—An agent enRaged to

negotiate sales is under obligation to use the utmost good

faith toward his employer, and will forfeit right to com-
pensation for his services where he has assisted in divert-

ing the patronage of his employer's customer to a com-
petitor for his own benefit by securing a pi-ospectively

better position with the competitor than he has with his

old employer. The fact that an old customer may have

become dissatisfied with products furnished him will not

excuse the seller's salesman in diverting his trade to a

competitor; it is the salesman's duty to report the dis-

satisfaction to his employer and attempt to remove the

cause of it and thereby hold the customer's trade. (New
York Supreme Court, Appellate Division; McCaskey vs.

Cumberland Glass Manufacturing Co.; 176 New York Sup-

plement, 798.)
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Mine Electric Signaling Practice

By Terrell Croft
St. I.Ollis. Mm,

SYNOPSIS — Minr. signalinc/ systems are of

several varieties and may be either visual, audi-

ble or telephonic, battery magneto or power-

actuated. Some types require carefully in-

sulated, lead covered or even armored cable, ivhile

others employ bare ^vire. Sioitches are import-

ant as the ordinary push buttons used in resi-

dences and industrinl plants are not suited to

rough usage.

ELECTRIC mine signaling systems may, with

reference to their sources of energy, be divided

into three different classes: (a) Battery, (b)

magneto and (c) power. A battery signaling system

may utilize either primary or secondary cells. If pri-

mary cells are employed, they must be renewed or re-

placed frequently. Storage cells require constant at-

tention and recharging. Hence, where such application

Haulage Way
'^ <f'fi'i a^ >y^^^^:4'd;^

Bare Wires -_,
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is feasible, either a magneto or a power-actuated system

is preferable.

The mpgneto signaling system uses a magneto-gen-

erator, driven by a hand-operated crank, similar to that

used in a telephone, at each station from which a signal

is to be transmitted. To transmit the signal, the crank

is so turned as to produce the right number of long and

short rings in the proper sequence. The bells which

receive the signals are of the polarized type and are

similar to those used in telephones. Both the magneto-

generators and the polarized ringers as designed for

mine application are specially constructed to withstand

severe service and are contained in waterproof cast-

iron casings. The magnetos and ringers are relatively

expansive, but the system is quite reliable and satis-

factory.

Power-actuated signal circuits feed from either the

alternating- or direct-current power lines on the prop-

erty. The pressure for the signal circuit should be

reduced so that it does not, in gaseous mines, exceed

10 to 25 volts. With alternating current this is ac-

complished readily with a "bell-ringing transformer."

In nongaseous mines, pressures up to 125 volts may be

used advantageously. The Holstzer-Cabot Co., of Bos-

ton, Mass., manufactures polarized loud-ringing type

bells of 300 ohms resistance which will operate satis-

factorily on 50- or 60-cycle, llO-volt, alternating-current

circuits.

Wire for signaling circuits should have rublx.'r insula-

tion. Twisted-pair conductor such as that used by the

telephone companies can sometimes be employed to ad-

vantage. It is particularly adaptable for telephone cir-

cuits in that, with it, the transpositions (which are

necessary where power circuits are adjacent) are pro-

vided by the "twists" in the conductor. In shafts,

signal wires may be carried in wrought-iron conduit. In

entries and tunnels, signal wires should be held on por-

celain or glass insulators and should not be permitted

to contact with anything else. Underground insula-

tion is difficult to maintain, particularly in wet mines.

Signal wiring, even though it operates at low voltage,

should be carefully insulated. The following, which also

applies to lighting wiring, is Rule 23 from the Bureau
of Standards "Standardization of Electrical Practice

in Mines": "Small wires for lighting or signal cir-

cuits shall either be conveyed in pipes or casings, or

they may be suspended from porcelain or glass insu-

lators or securely tied to them, so that they do not touch

any timbering, rock, coal or metal. On no account shall

.staples be used. If metallic pipes are used, they must
he grounded, and if not electrically continuous, every

section must be grounded. If separate uncased wires

are used, they shall be kept at least 3 in. apart, and not

brought together, except at lamps or fittings."

Battery hoisting-signal systems are shown in Fig. 2.

•Copyright. .Vll rights rved by tlic autlii

FIG. 2. MINE Hrtl.ST SIC.XAI. riRCFITS

The circuit of Fig. 2 / should not be used because with

it two persons may endeavor to signal simultaneously al

different levels and thereby cause confusion and pos-

sibly an accident. A circuit arranged as at //, or as

in Fig. 3, is preferable, because with them all of the

station signals sound when the engine room signal

sounds. If deemed desirable, the conductors C, and C,

in Fig. 2 may be bare and carried down the shaft with-

in reach of the cage. Then a man riding on the cage

can transmit signals by short-circuiting them with any

piece of metal.

The signaling system for a haulage road may consist

of two bare conductors held on insulators about 4 or
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5 in. apart on the roof over the road. These two con-

ductors (Fig. 1) are connected at the engine-room end

through a source of voltage and a signaling bell. To
signal the engineman, the triprider places a short iron

rod, which he carries v.-ith him, across the wires. This
closes the circuit and causes the bell in the engine room
to ring. Signals are transmitted in accordance with
the predetermined code of long and short rings. Some-

Third Leve!

i-Mi;. :;. st.=;tem with .sh-.vali.vg devices ix par \r,i^Ei>

times it is possible for a triprider to signal the engine-

man by merely bringing the two wires together with

his hand. However, he cannot do this at the insulators.

Where one engineman operates the hoists for several

different roads, indicators on each of the several signal

bells are necessary to show definitely which of the bells

transmitted the signal. When several signals arrive

simultaneously the engineman does nothing until he

obtains a clear signal from one of the roads.

A method of obtaining low-voltage for signaling

from a high-voltage direct-current circuit is shown in

Fig. 4. Two rows of five lamps each connected in paral-

lel are used, so that the failure of one lamp does not

render the signal system inoperative.

A hoisting signaling system fed from a 110-v:l; cir-

V\i\, I. .\fETHl )l )()[• OBTAI.NI.VC l.i'W \ ' i| .'I' \ ; I ; |iM;
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cuit (Fig. 3) can be used if the switches, gongs and

buzzers arc properly designed. This installation was
made at the Raven Mine, Butte, Mont. The bell /> is a

single-stroke device while Z and Z are buzzers. If

either S„ S, or S is closed, all of the buzzers and the

bell ring. The engineer can return a confir.-iiatory

•^^ignal by manipulating the key A'.

A signaling system using an alternating-current sup-

ply through a transformer (Fig. 5) can be arranged
readily. The system depicted shows only one bare wire
in the shaft. Grounding this wire to the frame of the
cage with any piece of metal will operate the signal
inasmuch as one side of the secondary of the trans-
former is grounded. This system is used at the Penn
and Republic Iron Mines in Michigan. The three wires
"to grade," "to skip" and "to cage" are of No. 4 b.ire

copper and are held in the shaft on porcelain insulators.

An indicator, not shown, registers the number of taps
which any bell sounds; a lamp is also lighted.

Switches for signaling stations should be of rugged
construction. The ordinary push buttons, which are
satisfactory for residence and industrial-building sig-

naling systems, are out of place around a mine and also

are expensive in ultimate cost. Iron-clad pull-type

switches (Fig. 6) especially designed for this service
are the most satisfactory and economical. High-volt-
age switches of this type should have a quick break in

order to minimize destructive arcing.

Block-signal wiring to indicate when a section of
track, which lies between two sidings or around a curve,
is occupied by a trip may be arranged as shown in Fig.

7. Illuminated lamps indicate a clear track and darl-

lamps a blocked track. When the locomotive passes ont
of the signaling stations, the motorman throws the lever

and opens the circuit, thereby e.xtinguishing the lights.

T To Cage

Signaling Lines to Mines
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In leaving the .-iection, he throws the lever at that end
and thereby lights the lights. When the section is

blocked, the lights should always be extinguished. By
wiring so that this is accomplished, the possibility of

a collision due to an "open" in the signal circuit i.s

eliminated. The block-signal switches may be mounted
cither on the wall or the roof, whichever is the most
convenient. In any case they should be within reach of

the motorman without his leaving his locomotive. The
wiring for a series of block signals (Fig. 8) follows the

principles outlined in Fig. 7.

Mine telephone systems may be divided into two gen-

oral classes: Exchange systems and bridging systems.

In the bridging system (Fig. 9) all of the telephones

are connected on one line in parallel, forming a party

line, so that the turning of the generator crank on

any one telephone rings all of them. Each station

has a designated call consisting of a combination of

long and short rings. The bridging system has the

advantage of low cost and simplicity. In the exchange
system, each telephone or group of telephones has its

own circuit while a centrally located switchboard where
an operator is on duty is provided. Connection be-

tween the different lines is effected by this operator as

in anv telephone exchange. This .system is used and is
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desirable only for the largest properties where the num-
ber of stations exceeds 15 or 20.

In selecting telephones for mining service, for use

above ground (in the engine-room, offices and in the

various residences '', the stationary wooden, wall or

desk type sets should be used unless they are located in

exposed positions. Under ground, and in locations above

ground which are exposed to the weather, the special

mining-type metal-cased telephone should be used. Ex-

tension bells may be located at a point distant from any

given telephone station and connected so as to ring

simultaneously with the bells of that station. For

above-ground service, wooden-box extension bells, sim-

ilar in construction to the box-type telephones, are em-

ployed. Under ground and in locations exposed to the

weather, iron-box bells having impregnated coils ani!

exposed metal parts galvanized or otherwise protected,

should be installed.

Connection to

Trolley Wire \ ^Trolleid Wire

Conductors for Telephone Wiring may (according lo

the Western Electric Co.) be either armored cable, Fer-

rin circular loom cable, braided weather-proof iron or

copper wire, or bare iron wire. Ordinary lead-coveretl

cable when used in mines may give trouble because the

sheath is subject to contact with dilute acids. Elec-

trolytic action between the cable sheath and the metal

supports is likely. Furthermore, a lead sheath is me-

chanically weak, which necessitates supporting it at fre-

quent intervals. Jarring of cars or cages has been suf-

ficient to cause crystallization and severing of the lead

sheath.

Armored cable is probably the best that can be used

for mine service. It is also quite expensive. The con-

struction is this : Three copper conductors are used,

each equivalent to one No. 18 B. & S. gage conductor

and consisting of three No. 23 gage wires. Over each

stranded conductor is placed a ,V-in. wall of rubber

over which is placed a layer of tape. Two of these con-

ductors are then twisted together and the third laid be-

side them, after which a .jute filler is put on to make the

core of the cable round. Over this core is placed a

wrapping of tape, another layer of jute and then the

whole is armored with No. 14 BWG galvanized iron

wire. Over this armor is then placed another layer of

jute, and over all a heavy cotton-braid covering which is

saturated with a moisture-resisting and preservative

compound. Such a cable would be a little over an inch

in diameter, and would weigh approximately 1 1 lb. per

foot.

fe^^ 'ii:^/^/a/yA^^,
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FIG. 7. BLOGK SIGNAL WIRING

Where weather-proof copper or iron wire is used for

telephone circuits either two separate wires or a twisted

pair can be employed. A twisted-pair installation will

cost the least because with it only one insulator is used

to support both wires. Where two wires are used, each.

is supported on its own knob.

Bare galvanized-iron telephone wire, No. 10 BWG,
will give satisfaction in a dry mine. Each wire must,

of course, be supported on its own porcelain insulator.

In splicing, double-tube, tinned-copper sleeves should

be used.

Ferrin circular-loom cable is made with any required

number of pairs. It is composed of braided, rubber-

covered, twisted pair copper conductor having a jute

filler saturated with a moisture-proof preservative com-

pound. Over this is placed a serving of impregnated

tape and on top of this is woven a circular casing of

heavy cotton which is also impregnated with the

weather-proof compound. Circular-loom covering dif-

fers from ordinary braiding in that the strands are
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laid longitudinally and transversely instead of being

braided diagonally. This makes a much stronger fabric,

as the pull on the cable is resisted by the heavy longi-

tudinal strands. Cable can be furnished with any size

conductor, but No. 14 or No. 18 gage is best suited for

mine service.

In wiring shafts for telephone service, cables as de-

scribed above should be used. To protect against falls

from the cage, armored cable may be employed. If un-

armored cable is utilized, it should be incased in grooved

wooden molding, consisting of a base and capping which

supports as well as protects the cable. In supporting

armored cable, if it is not too long, one clamp at the top

is usually sufficient. Conduit or pipe provides a good

protection for telephone cable. Support is provided by

bending the conduit at intervals of possibly 100 feet.

In installing the cable in a shaft it is bad practice

to unreel it from the top. This method permits the

total weight of the cable to come upon the conductors

before the supports are in place. This condition is

liable to cause the wires to break and the cable to part.

The best method is to fasten one end in a clamp at the

top of the shaft, place the cable reel on the cage and
proceed toward the bottom, affixing clamps at the proper
intervals. When each clamp is being fastened to its

support in the shaft, it should be so placed that there is

and grounds. This system is not workable where a

grounded generator is used to furnish the signaling cur-

lent.

Protectors are desirable on telephone lines above
ground. Where the telephone lines are not liable to

interference from power circuits, a protector consisting
only of a lightning arrester is satisfactoiy. But where
contact of the telephone with the power circuits is pos-
sible, protectors, which employ both fuses to protect
against power currents and arresters to protect against
lightning, should be employed.

A few telephone troubles and their correction are
enumerated below (Western Electric Company):

(a.) It is impossible to ring any one; the generator
handle turns hard and the bell does not ring when the

crank is turned. When testing to discover the cause of

this trouble, the receiver should be left on the hook. First

disconnect the two wires which enter the telephone set

from the terminals marked "Line 1" and "Line 2," and
screw down the connections on the wires coming from
the ringer. Then turn the generator. If it turns easily

and the bell rings well, the trouble is not in the tele-

phone instrument.

Ne.xt connect the line wires again to their respective
terminals and disconnect the line wires from the pro-
tector, leaving the wires to the telephone set attached

Feeder TroNeq line
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a trifle of slack between it and the ne.xt succeeding clamp.
By proceeding thus, it will be assured that each clamp is

supporting its proper length of cable. In carrying tele-

phone cable in roads, entries and tunnels, one good
method is to hold the cable to the timbers with porce-

lain cleats similar to those used in power wiring. An-
other good method is to tie the cable on glass or porce-
lain knobs held by spikes or lag screws.

Haulage signal wires may be used for a telephone
circuit (Fig. 10). The two bare wires supported over
the track, as suggested in Fig. 1, form one side of the

telephone circuit and the ground is used for the return,

The condensers will not permit the track signaling cur-

rent to flow through them but will pass the alternating

magneto and talking currents of the telephone. When ;

triprider short-circuits the signal wires, a relay is oper-

ated which in turn causes the signal bell to ring. To
insure satisfactory operation of the telephone system,
the ground connections must be good and the signal

wires must be well insulated; that is, free from leaks

to the protector. Now turn the generator handle. If it

turns hard, remove the carbon blocks from the pro-

ector and try the generator again. If it now \urns

easih-, clean the carbon blocks by rubbing them to-

gether, and brush them off, replace the thin piece of

mica between them and put them back into the pro-

tector. Now try the generator again, and if it works
freely reconnect the line wires to the protector.

If the generator turns freely when the line wires

are disconnected at the protector, but turns hard again
when the carbons have been cleaned and the line wires
again attached, the trouble is either in the wiring be-

tween the protector and the main line, on the line, or

in the wiring or apparatus at one of the other stations.

Look the wiring and line over carefully for a place

where one wire touche.s another, and if you do not find

any trouble of this nature, look for a place where the

line wires come in contact with a damp timber, the

ground or other conducting substance. If the generator
still turns hard after the wires have been disconnected
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from Line 1 and Line 2 in the telephone, look for in-

correct wiring or crossed wires in the instrument. The
wiring should be as shown in Fig. 11.

(b.) It is impossible to ring any one; the generator

handle turns easily and the bell rings when the crank is

turned. Look for a loose connection at Line 1 or Line

2 in the telephone, at the protector or where the branch

wiring is connected to the main line. If trouble is not

found at these points, look for a broken wire.

Repair Superintendent's
Shop Office

.- Water-proof''

''f^' Mine Telephones
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FIG. y. TYPICAiw BRIDGIXG" JUNE TELEPHONE SYSTEM

(c.) It is impossible to ring any one; the generator

handle turns easily but the bell does not ring when
the crank is turned. Look for a loose connection or a

broken wire in the telephone instrument. It may be

that one of the wires to the generator is disconnected,

or one of the line wires and one of the ringer wires at

Line 1 and Line 2 may be loose.

(d.) Other bells on the line cannot be rung easily, the

bell on the instrument rings properly when the crank

is turned. Look for a loose connection at Line 1 or

Line 2, or where wires connect to protector. It is pos-

[ngine Koom ^^
SignalBell --^K^
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sible that the trouble may arise from a poor splice in

the line wire or from contact between the line wires

and damp timbers, earth or rock.

(e.) The bell does not ring; other bells on the line

ring properly. Look for a broken wire or loose con-

nection in the wires coming from the ringer. If the

connections and wire are all right, see that the ringer

is properly adjusted. If you cannot get the bell to ring

in any way. it is possible that the fine wire used for

winding the coils is broken or burned out. If this

trouble has occurred, new ringer coils will be required.

(f.) You can hear others all right, but they cannot

hear you. Look for a loose connection or broken wire

coming from the transmitter or battery. Try the two
short wires connecting the batteries. See if the con-

nections to the induction coil are all right. If this ex-

amination does not show anything wrong, thump the

underside of the transmitter lightly with the hand. If

this fails to improve matters the trouble may arise from
an exhausted battery. When batteries are to be re-

placed, be sure to put in fresh cells and replace all at

one time. Never connect a fresh one in with old ones.

(g.) You cannot hear others distinctly; others hear

you. Look for a loose connection or broken wire coming
from the receiver, switchhook or induction coil. Un-
screw the earpiece from the receiver and clean off the

diaphragm. If the diaphragm is bent in, turn it over

and replace the earpiece. If this does not reveal the

cause of trouble, unfasten the receiver cord from the

terminals marked REG and, while holding the receiver

to the ear, touch the two terminals of the receiver cord

to one of the dry batteries. If you can hear a click

Kinger Black--^, ^ Line -I

Cond.

FIG. 11. JIETHOD OF USING HAULAGE SIGNAL WIRES
FOR TELEPHOXE CIRCUIT

when the connection is made or broken, the receiver is

in good condition and there must be some fault in the

wiring. If you do not hear a click, the receiver winding

or the cord is probably broken.

(h.) Neither you nor others can hear distinctly. The
trouble here is probably due to some loose connection

or poor joint in the wiring at the telephone station or

on the line.

In using the weighl;s of coal as given in handbooks and
technical publications, it should be remembered that ^uch

figures were obtained in a certain way or under definite

conditions. The weights per cubic foot for the same coal

under different conditions may vary considerably. We
naturally expect the weight of coal to increase when mois-

ture is added or when it is stored in a deep pile. Coal

also compacts more or less in a bin or car, especially the

latter, when it has been jarred or bumped in transit. For
these reasons, says the Bureau of Mines, one should not

expect that the use of the weights per cubic foot as ordi-

narily noted will give accurate results within, say, 10 or

15 per cent., if applied to coal in a storage pile or other

place where the material is liable to be in a compact mass.

St. Louis steamship ajjents estimate that 400 foreign-born

laborers leave through that city each week for their native

lands, and many of these are known to come from the coal

fields. A report has been received that 600 miners at Staun-

ton, 111., are waiting to go back home and will depart as

soon as they can get passports. This is in the Mt. Olive

coal district.
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Physical Examination Previous to

Employment
By Charles F. WiLLisf

Bishee. Ariz

THE physical examination of workmen previous to

employment started with an effort to prevent

the spread of tuberculosis, for tuberculosis may
be detected in its early stages and cured. But it was
soon found that many other diseases were detected and
saving of lives made possible. The physical examina-
tion does not mean the elimi-

nation of the unfit—on that ^^^^^^r^^^^'^m^^
basis it would utterly fail

—

but rather the measuring of

a man's physical fitness and

placing the man where he can

do the best for himself, his

fellow worker and the com-

pany. Industry as a whole

cannot expect to live up to the

standard of physical exami-

nation set for the army, nor

should it expect to do so, for

in all branches of industry,

there are types of work that

do not require the same* i;^;;^^^^^^;^^;^^^^
amount of endurance as does*

army work, and the placing of men with physical limita-

tions in the work for which they are capable permits a

higher average of physical fitness for the work requiring

physical excellence.

The objects of a physical examination are: The
early detection of illness, particularly at a time when
a full restoration of health is possible; the protection of

employees from infection caused by working in contact

with contagious diseases ; the discovery of a man's
physical limitations, in so far as his possibility for

rendering good service is concerned ; assistance to the

safety movement by eliminating association in hazard-

ous occcupations with men whose physical condition

renders them likely of accident to themselves and others

;

and the lessening of time lost by sickness. Statistics

issued by the United States Department of Labor show
that 22.54 per cent, of idleness is caused by sickness,

with an avarage number of 7.71 weeks idle; whereas
only 1.66 per cent is caused by accident with an
average number of 8.98 weeks lost. Sickness is re-

sponsible for almost one-quarter of the economic losses

due to unemployment.
The physical examination, however, will not stand as

a preventive of illness and accident unless followed

by the most minute detail. The army does not merely

get fit men into its service but does evei-ything pos-

sible to keep them fit, and in industry, unless like care

is taken and every effort made to follow the advantages
of the physical examination, nothing is gained. The em-
ployment of healthy men to do work in unhealthy sur-

roundings is nothing short of criminal.

Many mine managers have recognized for some time
the importance of illness-prevention work, but they

•I':il)ir 1(1 lit' ijii-seiited at the Chiciigo meetiiis of the American
Institute of Mining Kngineeis In September, 1919.

tConsullinfr Supervisor. Department of Industrial Il.-iatioiis,
I'hclps I'oilcf f'orporatlon.

The time is no longer when a man
can act as an independent unit; the

appreciation of the interdependence of

one man upon another has emphasized

the importance of the social unit. Epi-

demics have made us recognize that

even a man's health is not distinctly his

own to control as he pleases.

have appreciated that illness cannot be prevented by the

physical examination alone any more than by improve-
ments in sanitation, sick benefits, free medical advice

or any one of the other factors entering into the prob-
lem, and that only by the combination of all of these
factors can results be secured and benefits obtained.

There are so many factors and
^^^^^T^^^^^^^'^^^^^^T so many branches that illness-

prevention work, offhand,

looks to be costly, and sta-

tistics have not been available

as to its necessity or even its

cost to the industry. But the

experience of those who have

been active in illness-preven-

tion work is that it has paid

big dividends in money, sat-

isfaction, continuity of work
and contentment. Another
reason for the lack of adop-

tion of the physical examina-
~

tion has been the financial

unpreparedness of the average
employee to meet the exigencies of sickness, which delays
early detection and treatment. While without a doubt this

will some day be cared for by the state with some form
of insurance, there are many ways of caring for it at the
present time, and the mines where physical exami-
nation is in vogue do not allow that feature to stand in

the way of success.

The Copper Queen Branch of the Phelps Dodge Cor-
poration, operating in Bisbee, Ariz., has had the physi-
cal examination as part of its general plan for pre-
vention of illness and accideiit and the improvement
of the physical caliber of its workmen for a number of
years. A study of the methods used, their relation to

the other activities of the company for the benefit

of the workmen, and the results obtained are well
worth the time spent, for the methods have been very
beneficial to the operators and more so to the employees.

In the early days of the Copper Queen mines, sick-

ness was common, epidemics not infrequent, and acci-

dents an everyday occurrence, with the result that
the employees were a heterogeneous gathering of in-

efficient individuals who appi-eciated the fact that the
company cared little for their well being and who cared
little themselves. Soon, however, there was a well-

devised plan that not only included better health for

the employee, better working conditions, and better
living conditions, but also better social and recreational

facilities. It included practically everything necessary
to make a well-organized, substantial, permanent com-
munity. Space will not permit of the details of the

whole plan, but only of reference to some of the activi-

ties relating to illness prevention, particularly the physi-

cal examination. Parts of the plan are common to

many companies, but the methods of relating them
to the general plan are matters of policy and not so

common.
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A contract-hospital system is a common factor iii

nearly all mining communities today, but the ordinary

?iospital of the mining camp is not aimed so specifically

at illness prevention as is the one at the Copper Queen.

Its policies are broad; the desire is to be as liberal

as possible, not to draw the line closely as to what should

be included in the hospital fee. The hospital does not,

by many thousands of dollars, support itself by its fees,

but the loss is more than made up by the greater

satisfaction given the employees and in the knowledge

of the officials of the company that the hospital is per-

forming the best service possible and that the doctors

are not using their positions to obtain money from

the men on various pretexts. As is usual in contract-

hospital systems, elective operations are charged for,

and occasionally disputes arise as to what constitutes

an elective operation. As the object is not merely to

cure men but to keep them well, in the Copper Queen

hospital any operation that will improve health is or-

dinarily considered necessary and is performed with-

out e.xtra charge.

The liberality of the hospital policy would not be

possible if it were not for the physical examination.

It would not be feasible for a company to employ men
irrespective of their physical condition and allow aH

the same hospital privileges. The physical examination

becomes to some extent the selection of risks, and be-

cause of this selection the very liberal policy is made

possible. Without a physical examination, a liberal

hospital policy would soon cause a camp to become a

gathering place for industrial cripples seeking to be

v.-ured. While there is no doubt that there should be

such a place, it should be provided by the state rather

than by any one organization.

The Copper Queen also maintains a beneficial associ-

ation for its employees, which is nothing more nor less

than a cheap form of insurance against sickness and

death outside of work. During 1917, the employees

paid into the association $55,362.82 and the company

contributed $12,600.85. Thp total benefit payments

amounted to $69,844. This insurance only costs the

workmen 13 per cent, of his daily wage up to a maxi-

mum of $2.19 per month; and in case of death by

accident or sickness while off duty, one year's wages

are paid the dependents, not exceeding $1500. In case

of the loss of time by accident, one-half wages are

paid during disability, not exceeding $62.50 per month.

In case of the loss of a hand or a foot, both hands or

both feet, or both eyes, one year's wages are paid, not

exceeding $1500; and in the case of the loss of one

eye, one-half year's wages are paid, not exceeding $750.

Physical Examination Leads to Low Insurance

The support of the employees' beneficial association

comes from the recognition of the Copper Queen officials

that the health of the workmen and their continuous

employment is worth money to the company. Without

a doubt it is worth more to the men themselves, but the

conipany is willing to pay a proportion of the necessary

expense, the percentage depending on the number of

employees who are members of the association. It is a

cheap form of insurance, but if men were taken into

this insurance company without an examination as

to their fitness, the cost of such insurance would become

prohibitive. The physical examination, therefore, makes

possible a very low insurance, particularly when the

insurance company is run without overhead expense,

without the necessity of a large surplus fund, and

with the company paying a considerable percentage of

the premiums.
The physical examination was also made a part of the

general plan for the improvement of conditions for

workmen due to its relation to the safety movement. In

no other industry, as in mining, is the safety of a man
more interwoven with that of his fellow workmen. For
instance, when a hoisting engineer died suddenly from
heart failure, three men in the bucket dropped to the

bottom of a prospect shaft and were killed. Without
a physical examination, men with hernia are likely

to be placed where heavy lifting is necessary and the

hernia aggravated. Many instances may be related of

accidents to others due to a spell of weakness, dizziness,

fits, etc., of one man. Bad eyesight also is the cause

of many accidents.

In line with the general improvement in health and
physical fitness of their employees, the Copper Queen
has installed every sanitary convenience that seemed
practical. The intallation of such devices, however,

would mean little if the company were to employ physi-

cally unfit men to use them. It has been the desire

of the company to build up its mines and its community,
and to have its workmen physically the best.

Arguments Against Examinations

Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federa-

tion of Labor, is responsible for the following argu-

ments against physical examinations: (1) The ap-

prehension in the minds of the workers that, if their

deficiencies are ascertained, they will be discharged

and will have to walk the streets in idleness and thus

aggravate their situation and condition. (2) The re-

jection of the unfit, which practically means condem-

nation and suffering for those depending on him for

support. (3) The fact that many applicants for work
have been weakened and enfeebled by long periods of

unemployment, lack of proper nourishment, etc. (4)

That there is a tendency on the part of the companies

working in illness prevention to extend their sphere of

jurisdiction into the homes. Co) That there is no pro-

vision for the care of industrial cripples.

There is no doubt that some of these objections

would be tenable if the physical examination were car-

ried out with those objects in view. But the employer

who cai-ries out the examination for the purpose of

building up a physically perfect working force rather

than for the benefit of the employee himself, will

ultimately defeat the real purpose and object desired.

Two years later, however, as chairman of the Com-

mittee on Labor, Mr. Gompers recommended to Secre-

tary of Labor Wilson that medical examination of

applicants be made one of the functions of the govern-

ment recruiting agency. This recommendation was

the outcome of a conference held in New York, July

15, 1918, and embodies the consensus of opinion of

ex-physicians and public-health workers. Resolutions

stated that it was the sense of the conference that the

physical examination of workers is primarily a measure

of health conservation, and also is essential to ma.xi-

mum production, a war necessity, in that the purpose

of the medical examination is not to eliminate the work-

er from industrial .><ervice, but to adapt him to the

work for which he is physically fitted.

The method of carrying out the physical examination

by the Copper Queen answers well the arguments

against such examinations. The large number of cases

that come to the attention of the medical examiner are
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not cases of illness that require hospital or sanatorium
treatment or necessitate the laying off of the man.
Full preservation of the rights of the employees is

maintained and the matter of following up the results

of the examination by re-examination and treatment

is strictly optional with the men. The examination

does not increase the authority of the employer over

the workman, and, except in a few cases, it has been

the desire of the employee to correct and maintain

good health.

To secure privacy, the examiner's room is fitted

with five private rooms, all of which open directly

upon the doctor's room but are not open to each other.

The attitude of the examiner is important. Dr. R. B.

Durfee, who conducts the examinations of the Copper

Queen, emphasizes the fact that the examination is

done in order that the workman may have a better

knowledge of his own condition. He is told of his

condition as the examination progresses, wherein he

can help himself, where treatment is necessary, and

where changes in his living conditions would improve

his health. Many of the men are given information

that is invaluable to them.

Record of Inspected Cases

During the six months' period, ending June 30, 1918,

the medical examiner of the Copper Queen mines ex-

amined 2342 men, 88 of whom were rejected. Of
these 88, 20 were conditionally passed by the mine
superintendent and put to work. Therefore, the re-

jections amounted to about 30 in 1000, as against

several times that number in the army. It can be

readily seen that the Copper Queen policy is not the

rejection of the physically unfit, but rather the placing

of men where they are best fitted and where the

pafety and health of their fellow employees is not

impaired.

Three men were rejected for albumen; this is only

in extreme cases, however. A man is usually put

to work where conditions warrant treatment and cure.

A careful examination is made of the heart, for this has

its influence upon safety. A man likely to have heart

disease is a menace to his fellow employees and is physi-

cally unable to carry on his work. He is likely to become
disturbed if engaged in work that is full of quick

surprises or excitement ; the e.xcitement itself saps his

strength, interferes with his own safety and adds to

the risk of others. However, only seven men were
rejected for this cause. Mining is arduous work and
involves much heavj' lifting; therefore a careful exam-
ination is made for hernia, a serious natural weakness
common in every walk of life. Thousands of people

have hernia who do not know anything about it until

it becomes painfully serious or is pointed out to

them. A comparatively simple operation cures the

disease in a short time. Out of over 2300 examined,

48 were found to have severe cases of hernia. Practi-

cally all of the 20 men conditionally passed by the

mine superintendent were men having hernia, which
was to be corrected by an operation later. A ruptured

person mortgages his vitality and gambles with his

life when he lifts heavy loads or even coughs violently,

and it is not right that he should be placed in a position

where he is liable to injure himself.

It is only in the case of active tuberculosis that

rejection is made; in ordinary cases of lung weaknesses
men are placed in out-of-door work where the danger
of contagion is small and where the likelihood of cure

is large. But seven men were rejected for tuberculosis.
Men with this disease in an active stage are unable
to do a day's work and, what is more important, they
are likely to extend the disease to other workmen
when working in a confined place. The detection of
weak lungs offers the doctor the opportunity to give
men advice as to their methods of living, eating,

etc., which will correct their condition.

But six men were turned down because of their eyes.

Those with ordinarily poor eyesight are not rejected

—

practically every case amounts almost to blindness. It

is not uncommon to find a man entirely blind in one
eye who does not know it. If eye tests had been
common in industries in the workman's early life,

the sight of the now useless eyes could have been
saved in many cases. Occasionally cases of trachoma
are found, which call for special cal-e in order to pro-

tect other workmen from the contagion of the disease.

The rejection on account of defective hearing is a

matter of degree. But two men were turned down
for this cause during the six months, both of whom
were cases in which there would have been consider-

able danger to themselves.

It is not uncommon to have men making application

for work who have one arm, one leg, or who have not

the use of their arms or legs; and while there are

occasional positions in which these men might be placed,

and it is the policy to do so whenever possible, usually

rejection has to be made. But one man was rejected

on this account.

Men having venereal diseases in an acute and con-

tagious state are rejected, although there was but one

case of this in more than 2300 men examined. The con-

ditions of a mine where men are working in more or

less confined quarters permits the spread of such

diseases far more readily than in many other industries,

and no man desires to be in direct contact with venereal

diseases.

Drug Addicts Not Accepted

Drugs, alcoholism, and morphine were responsible for

the rejection of four men. Such men are dangerous to

others. Bright's disease accounted for one man, fever

for three, measles for one, and teeth for one. Bad
teeth lead to indigestion, which in turn clogs the mental

and physical powers and makes a person stupid and

inefficient. They also send germs in increased quan-

tities to the lungs and heart, tighten joints, and cause

rheumatism. Rejection is only in extreme cases, how-
ever, for this reason.

It can be seen from the foregoing that the Copper

Queen method is by no means the rejection of the unfit,

but rather the rejection of those almost totally crippled

and those who are a menace to their fellow employees.

There can be no question of the advisability of the

physical examination, whether it is considered from

the humanitarian standpoint, or the selfish cash-con-

serving standpoint. It adds to the workers' physical

comfort, gives them better employment for longer

periods, removes as far as possible danger from con-

tagion, and improves conditions in their homes and in

the community. By paying attention to physical defects

in time, defects that would be overlooked if such physi-

cal examinations were not made, hundreds of employees

have been refitted for work who would otherwise be

jobless because partly incapacitated. Moreover, the

health education imbibed by the workers extends to their

families.
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A Large Coal Mine on the Allegheny River

Although lying close to the river, this mine ships no
coal by water. Its output, or most of it, will soon be
consumed by a large electrical power plant located close

to the mine mouth. Some quite ingenious devices are

employed in and about this operation.

By Ralph W. Mayer

THE Harwick mine, which is operated by the

Equitable Coke Co., is located about 15 mile.s up

the Allegheny River from the business district of

Pittsburgh and about 7 miles from the city limits.

This operation lies about a mile back from Cheswick,

the nearest point on the river. It may be reached

from Pittsburgh by trolley car. The Pennsylvania

R.R. passes through Cheswick, and the Bessemer &
Lake Erie also has a station about a mile from the mine.

Spur tracks from both roads run to the tipple and

coal may be shipped over either or both.

The output of the mine is about 500,000 tons psr year,

and 500 men are employed. This is probably the largest

operation along the Allegheny, although there are other

mines being developed which are ultimately expected to

produce a larger tonnage. Practically, no mines along

this river have tipples immediately on the river bank,

all such buildings being placed some distance back from

the stream. Consequently, not much coal is shipped

down the river on either barges or steamers, nearly all

of it being sent out by rail. The reason for this is

obvious. Little backwater exists in the Allegheny for

handling barges at a river tipple, and the river itself

is shallow and rather swift. A system of locks, such

as those existing in the Monongahela River, would easily

make the Allegheny as available for navigation as the

other stream. Plenty of water also exists for this pur-

pose. As is well known, the Monongahela has a system

of locks extending upstream as far as Fairmont, W. Va.,

making it navigable to this point.

Most cf the coal produced at Harwick mine is con-

sumed by the Pittsburgh Railways Co. and the Du-

quesne Power and Light Co., although some is shipped

to the Lakes. The Duquesne company is interested in

the Harwick mine, and probably owns it. This firm re-

cently floated $25,000,000 worth of 6 per cent, gold bands

in New York at par. The money thus realized will be

used for the erection of a large electric power plant at

Cheswick, and the power produced will be consumed in

the Pittsburgh district. The capacity of this plant will

be 60,000 kw., while the building will be so constructed

as to allow the capacity of the plant to be increased to

120,000 kw. At some future date it is believed this

plant may be enlarged to 300,000 kw. The capacity now
contemplated—namely, 120,000 kw.—will make this

plant as large as the Brunots Island power plant.

Converting the coal into electrical energy practically

at the mine's mouth, and conveying this power over

wires to the point ct consumption, instead of hauling

the fuel by rail to some distant power plant or plants,

will effect a marked reduction in transportation charges.

The town of Harwick, located at this mine, is owned

by the company. It is of considerable size, as mining

towns go, but many of the miners who work in this

operation nevertheless live in surrounding towns and
cities.

The Freeport bed of coal is the one worked. No
overlying slate is encountered, as in the case of the
Pittsburgh seam, and the roof is fairly good. A band
of bone or sulphur from 6 to 12 in. thick is, however,
found in the middle of this coal bed. This is gobbed
within the mine. This operation, like most of those

lying along the Allegheny River, is gassy, and the coal

dust is highly 'explosive.

Much of the water made in underground operation is

utilized within the mine itself, although some has to be

pumped from the shaft. That used within the mine is

pumped from the wet portions of the workings to the

dry and dusty areas, and i.s there used to sprinkle and
dampen the coal dust that accumulates. To accomplish

this sprinkling, a system of pipes is run from the drain-

age pump through the dry portions' of the mine. In

these, at suitable intervals, holes are drilled over which
are placed clamps held in place by suitable U-bolts and
provided with pedestals drilled the same size as the

hole in the pipe. A suitable piece of gasket rubber is

of course placed between the clamp and the pipe. A
thread is then cut through the pedestal on the clan.p

and through the pipe, and a 10-in. nipple screwed

through both. This nipple thus has an extremely good

bearing which prevents it from being easily broken. A
valve upon the outer end of the nipple regulates the

flow of water therefrom.

Ventilation for the mine is .secured through the use

of two exhaust fans. One of these machines only is

employed at a time, the other being kept as a spare in

case of accident or emergency.

Since all of the coal is shipped by rail, the tipple is

equipped only for loading cars. In order to get rid of

the sulphur and bone, previously spoken of, it is neces-

sary to pass the coal ever picking tables, although all

;io.\i:k \i. \i1':\\ ri'WN' AN1> TIl'ri.K
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reasonaoie attempts aie made to free the coal from the

objectionable material within the mine.

To this end, the miner who loads too much bone has

his attention, as well as that of everyone else, called to

it by means of a small piece of cardboard. This is cut

the same size and shape as the miner's car check, the

same dies being used. The car checks are all hung in

a rack, so that the miner can get his checks before en-

tering the mine. Thus far the same practice is here

followed that prevails in n.ost mines in this region. The
miner who loads dirty coal, however, finds a white

cardboard check hung over top of his brass ones with his

check number and the word "bony" printed on the white

check. This little piece of white cardboard, therefore,

shows conspicuously on the board, and everyone knows
what it means. Fines and discharges are also used with

discretion.

Coal is hoisted from the mine through a three-com-

partment shaft, one compartment being used for hand-

ling men, while the othar two are utilized for raising

coal. The haulage on the main road is performed by

electric locomotives. Gathering is done by horses.

These animals are all housed within the mine, their

stable being fireproof and having no wood in its con-

struction. The partitions between stalls and elsewhere

are of brick and cement, with holes left near the top

for ventilation and light. A spacious passageway ex-

tends the whole length of the stable in the center. This

llLVCr-n) .MINK ..VIC IX RAILKtJAl) YARD

affords room for the purpose of cleaning and of gaining

access. Upon either side of this is located a row of

stalls, the horses facing outward. There is, of course,

also a passage between the mangers and the rib, so

that feeding may be done therefrom. Steel doors close

this underground structure.

Every Saturday afternoon the horses are taken to

the top and returned in time for work Monday morning.

To facilitate the hoisting and lowering of the animals a

.special stall or pen is employed. This is made wide

enough to accommodate a horse without the animal's

flanks touching the sides cf the pen. It is provided with

a gate or door at either end, while crosspieces over the

top prevent the inclosed animal from rearing or leaping

out of the stall.

A long iron hook is attached to each corner of the

stall, and when hoisting or lowering this is hooked fast

to a .suitable eye-bolt in the side of the mine cage. These

hooks hold the stall in place while it is being raised or

lowered. "The stall is mounted on four small wheels,

each about 4 in. in diameter. These prevent it from

\-IEW OF POWDER HOl'SK SHOWIXG ROOF

being easily displaced while on the cage, as well as

making it easy to place upon or remove from the cage.

Their small diameters render the floor of the stall low,

so that the horse can easily walk into it.

The roofs of partings within the mine are timbered
with 12 to 15-in. pipe cross-beams strengethened by old

steel rails placed within the pipe and wedged against
Ihe upper surface thereof. The ends of these pipe
beams are supported in hitches cut into the rib or by
props with their ends slightly notched.

In this mine the coal is undercut by electric chain
machines. It is shot down and loaded out in benches.

The first, or "buster," shot is placed in the middle of

the room just below the sulphur band. This brings

down the lower bench, which is loaded out before the

top coal is shot. A hole in each corner of the upper
bench brings down the rest of the coal In the room,
unless the room is extremely witJe.

All blasting is done by shotflrers. These men carry

both an Edison electric lamp and a Wolf safety lamp.

In addition, each shotfirer carries a shooting cable, a
wooden tamping stick, a battery, and the necessary

detonators, which are either Monobel No. 5 or Hercules.

An ordinary dry-cell battery is employed for firing the

shots. When not in use, this is 'carried upside-down

in the shotfirer's pocket In order to keep the exposed

terminals of the battery covered. The detonators are

carried loose in a canvas bag swung over the man's
shoulder.

Each shotfirer collects a small brass check from the

miner for every detonator which he uses in shooting that

miner's coal. He turns these checks in to the powder
house at the end of each shift, and the miner buys his

detonator or cap checks, as they are locally called, from
the powder man from whom he receives his explosives.

Each check is good for one detonator.

The powder house is constructed of brick, cement and

old track rails, these being employed only in the roof.

The rails are laid across the walls of the building and

bricks placed between their flanges, cement being liber-

ally employed to hold them in place. Both ends of the

lail cxLend over the walls cf the building and bricks are

laid to their extremities, thus forming eaves. A row

of bricks at the side of the building also extends out

over the wall, one half of the brick only projecting out-

ward. A second layer placed ovtM- these bricks and over

the top of the rails and bricks already laid prevents

the bricks from slipping and tends to hold the whole

roof firmly in place. The upper surface of the roof thus

formed is liberally covered with cement mortar, thus
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forming a water-tight and fireproof roof. The roof
of the fanhouse is similarly constructed, except that
instead of steel rails, beams are used and flat brick
arches formed between them.
Mine props are shipped to this operation in railroad

cais and unloaded therefrom to piles beside the railroad

track. They are loaded from here directly into the mine
cars and hauled to the shaft and lowered while still in

the car. This method saves unnecessary handling.
A track for the mine cars is laid between railroad tracks

and a hinged rail is employed where the mine track

crosses the railroad track. Planks or timbers are placed

under the mine rail so as to bring its bottom to the

same height as the top of the railroad rail. The hinged
rail may then be swung into and fastened in place or

unfastened and moved out of the way, as desired.

Some of the practices employed underground, while

not strikingly extraordinary, are nevertheless worthy
of mention. The floors of some of the overcasts are

made from used track rails laid about 2 ft. apart cross-

wise of the entry. Inch boards are then laid between
the rails, their ends resting upon the rail flanges. Wire
nesting is placed above these and over the rails, and
cement grout poured over the whole, filling the space

between the rails and rendering it airtight. This makes
a solid and substantial floor. Brick walls built at both

sides of this floor and extending to the roof form the

side walls of the overcast. The edges of low hanging or

projecting pieces of rock in the roof of entries or pas-

sages where persons are likely to travel are given a coat

of whitewash or lime, thus rendering them easily visible.

A disastrous explosion occurred in this mine some
years ago, caving a part of it. Some pillars still re-

main in this portion of the operation. This throws

unuoual weight upon some other parts of the mine now
being worked, and the roof caves in some cases before

the room is driven to its full length. This necessitates

care in timbering and the driving of narrow rooms.

National First-Aid and Mine-Rescue

Meet to Be Held in Pittsburgh

Indications are that the proposed National Firsl-Aid

and Mine-Rescue Meet to be held in Pittsburgh, Penn.,

Sept. 30 and Oct. 1, under the auspices of the Bureau

of Mines, will witness the greatest gathering of miners

ever assembled for such a purpose. Coal- and metal-

mining teams from all parts of the country have already

entered the various contests. So far 68 teams have

agreed to participate and more are coming every day.

The first-aid and mine-rescue contest is to be a part

of the dedication of the new laboratories of the Bureau

of Mines at Pittsburgh. The dedication ceremonies will

begin on Sept. 29, to be followed by first-aid and mine-

rescue contests of Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.

Many companies have entered as many as three teams

in the respective events, and there is a long list of

prospective entries. The entries close Sept. 15. It

has been decided to limit the national first-aid contest

to full-team events. In the place of prizes and com-

petition for one- and two-man events, an additional

incentive has been added to the first day's program

in that teams are competing not only for place among
the first twenty for the final day's program, but also

for the championship of their respective states, based

on the relative rating received on the first day only.

This in no way affects the final day's contests; it

simply means the awarding of additional prizes. Thus,

'f six teams are entered from Indiana, the team from
Indiana receiving the highest rating on the first day
will be awarded the championship of the State of In-
diana at the national meet. If only one team is entered
from the State of Colorado, it will naturally receive
the state prize, etc.

Prizes and trophies to be competed for are now being
arranged by the prize committee. The following have
already been arranged for. (1) New National Safety
Council silver cup to winner of national first-aid con-
test. (2) Silver challenge cup to winner of national
mine-rescue contest. Gold medals of the National
Safety Council to the winning team members of mine-
rescue and first-aid contests respectively. Silver medals
of the National Safety Council to the second best team
members of mine-rescue and first-aid contests respec-

tively. Bronze medals of the National Safety Council
to the third best team members of mine-rescue and
first-aid contests respectively. Bronze medals of the
American Red Cross to each member of the winning
first-aid team.

Prize certificates of the American Red Cross will be
jiwarded to each member of the second and third best

first-aid teams. Special prizes will be given to the high-

est rating teams in the first day's mine-rescue and first-

aid contests from each state represented. Banners will

be received by each team competing in either the mine-
lescue or first-aid contests (provided that only one
banner will be given to a team participating in both

the first-aid and mine-rescue contests), and souvenir

watch fobs to all members of first-aid and mine-rescue

teams competing. It is expected that additional prizes

will be announced later.

Legal Department

Dealing with Agents—Plaintiff, in suing to recover

on a contract for hauling coal made with an employee of

defendant company, had the burden of showing that such

employee had apparent authority to make the contract for

the company. (St. Louis Court of Appeals, Johannes vs.

Union Fuel Co., 199 Southwestern Reporter, 1032.)

Validity of Compromise Agreement—If on the faith

of a misrepresentation by the buyer of coal to the seller

that shipments had been rejected by its customers as being

of inferior quality and that an inspection showed the com-
plaints to be justified, whereas there had been no rejection

or inspection at that time, the seller authorized the buyer
to sell to the best advantage and stated that seller would
bear any loss, the agreement was not binding on the latter.

(St. Louis Court of Appeals, Haddaway Curd Coal Co. vs.

Breese-Trenton Mining Co., 200 Southwestern Reporter,

104.) .

Pennsylvania Safety Statute—Under the Pennsyl-

vania statute which provides that all mine machinery
from which accident is likely to occur must be fenced off

by suitable guard railing, an employer cannot escape

liability for injury resulting from violation of the law on

the ground that the injured man assumed the risk by
reason of knowledge of the dangerous condition. Hence
where a mine engineer was injured through defendant's

neglect to guard dangerous shafting, he was not deprived

of the right to recover damages because he knew of th«

unguarded condition. Nor is it any defense, in the face of

the express statutory requirement, that sinplar machinery
in other mines is commonly left unguarded. (Pennsyl-

vania Supreme Court, Carley vs. Dexcar Coal Mining Co..

10.5 Atlanfc Reporter, 651.)
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Appliances in Mining Operations

By Chesla C. Sherlock
Des Moines, Iowa

At common law it was the duty of the employer to

furnish the workman a safe place in which to work and

to provide him with reasonably safe tools and appliances

with which to carry on his work. This common-law
duty has been enlarged and elaborated from time to

time by statute, as more progressive methods of per-

forming work have been brought into use.

Because mining operation? have been peculiarly haz-

ardous, there has been a great deal of legislation upon

the subject, even from the earliest times. While the

general rule enjoining employers to furnish a safe place

in which to work and safe tools and appliances has been

commonly understood as applying to mining operations,

we find that almost from the beginning of legislative

enactment of laws, special statutes have been exacted

looking to a complete and rigid supervision over mining
operations and the manner in which they may be con-

ducted.

It is interesting to note that the duty to furnish a

safe place in which to work and safe appliances with

which to do that work, while apparently extending

only to the original transaction, are in fact continuing

duties constantly imposed by law upon mine operators.

The Federal Court has said, and it carries dozens of

other decisions with it, that the mere furnishing of safe

tools and appliances does nor discharge the mine oper-

ator's duty; but that, in a legal sense, it comprises a

continuous duty of oversight and inspection to keep

them in the condition in which they are required to be
originally given.

Greater Liability of Employers

It is needless to say to mine operators that this is a

considerable enlargement of the liability of an employer
as it was formerly knovra. With all the common-law de-

fences which employers, by patience and skill, had de-

veloped, it was practically impossible for the employee
of an ordinary employer to recover damages for injuries

which he sustained by reason of defective machinery or

appliances. It was generally shown that the defective

condition ot such appliances was known to the workman,
hence he could not recover; or else other equally valid

showings were made to cut off his recovery.

However true it may have been or may be in other

employments, it is not true in mining operations that

there is any relaxation of the duty to furnish safe ap-

pliances and to keep them so. This means that only the

greatest degree of care in the inspection and repair of

the appliances will suffice to discharge the mine opera-

tor's duty in this- respect. Since his duty is one of

"continuous oversight and inspection," it can be seen
that only a high degree of care and caution will be ac-

cepted from him.

In another Federal case, however, it was decided that
while a mine operator may be held responsible for in-

juries incurred by a miner which were brought about
by defective appliances, the rule does not apply in cases
where the appliances were not owned by the operator
and where he was not charged with the duty of fur-

nishing them.

The miner is under no legal obligation to inspect the
machinery or appliances before be commences using
them or to ascertain whether or not they are safe, ac-

cording to another Federal case. He has a legal right

to assume that the machinery and appliances furnished
are safe as required by law and that the operator is

discharging his duty and is keeping them safe. 'This is

quite a step in advance of some of the decisions form-
erly handed down by the courts.

Frequently in the past employers were permitted to
escape liability where it was shovra that the machine
or appliance was obviously defective and that this would
have been known to a workman of reasonable skill and
precision. In such cases, the workman had to bear the
loss; but we do not find any such rule obtaining in the
case of mining operations. It is apparently impossible
for mine operators to invoke it in defense of their
shortcomings.

There are, however, many exceptions to the general
rule that often work in favor of mine operators. Chief
among these is the so-called "simple tool" rule. It is

to the effect that no employer owes any duty of in-

spection to simple tools or appliances, such as are used
by workmen every day and which are so simple in their
purpose and construction as to be readily understand-
able to the average person. Among tools which are
recognized as belonging to this class are hammers, saws,
chisels, mauls, sledges, axes, and countless others which
are peculiar to given trades and callings.

In the case of simple tools, no duty devolves upon the
employer to offer instruction in their use, or to inspect
them, and the workman of mature age and experience
has no right to look to his employer for such instruc-
tion or inspection.

Held That Ax Is a Simple Tool

In a Kentucky case, involving a coal miner, it was
held that an ax is a simple tool, subject to the simple-
tool rule, and that an employee who so holds and uses
an ax as to receive an injury, where there is no reason
why he should so hold or use it, cannot hold his em-
ployer responsible for the injury even though the tool
is, in fact, defective.

Furnishing safe tools and apliances, in the opinion of
the Lousiana court, extends to furnishing appliances of
suitable size and strength to carry on the work in hand.
If an employer furnishes a machine or appliance which
is generally recognized by experts to be insufficient in

strength and capacity to carry on the contemplated
work, he has not discharged his duty to his workmen
and is responsible to any who are injured while work-
ing with such machine or appliance.

In an Alabama case, it was held to be the duty of the
operator or his foreman to furnish a workman charged
with remedying defects all the necessary materials and
equipment to effect such a remedy, and to furnish them
in such a manner as not to expose the workman to un-
necessary peril. It was further held that in case the
operator fails to so furnish the proper facilities that the
employee is justified in refusing or neglecting to carry
out the order, compliance with which would have sub-
jected him to great personal peril.

In connection with this case it is well to call atten-
tion to the fact that the employer has no legal right to
order an em.ployee to perform a dangerous task, even
though it arises in an emergency. Even if there is some
doubt as to the danger to the employee, the employer
has no right to require by order a compliance from his
employee unless he has furnished him with the proper
equipment and facilities, for carrying out the order.
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There has been some contention as to just what is

necessary on the part of the employer to bring about a

compliance with the law in furnishing safe tools and
appliances, especially in the case of simple tools. It has
long been held that where the employer purchases sim-
ple tools of a reputable dealer, made by a reputable

manufacturer, he discharged this duty to his employees.

But the modern tendency, as pointed out by a Mis-
souri decision, is to the effect that the mere purchase of

a reputable manufactured article, even though it falls

in the class of simple tools, is not sufficient to discharge

the liability to furnish safe tools and appliances. In

the Missouri case a bucket used in hoisting dirt, which
held three-quarters of a ton, and which was hoisted over

the heads of workmen, was the appliance in question.

The court said that the employer's duty had not been
discharged by its mere purchase from a reputable

dealer, inferring that a careful inspection after pur-
chase and before use was also necessary.

The decision draws a distinction which it is well to

note and which perhaps explains the ruling in a better

light. The court said that the duty of inspection is

owed to employees in cases where the simple tool is to

be used in hazardous work, and that in the absence of

such inspection reliance on the fact that the bucket was
purchased from a reputable dealer not being sufficient,

the operator must be responsible for the injury oc-

casioned a workman by its defective condition.

Of course, it is generally recognized that this duty of

inspection is not owing in cases where the simple tool is

not to be used in hazardous work. In one case, which

I recall distinctly, an employer had purchased a num-
ber of hammers and chisels, placed them in his stock-

room, and from that place issued them to his workmen.

There was no inspection of these tools after purchase

or before they were issued, and the court said that there

was no duty on the part of the employer to so inspect

them, for they were not to be used in hazardous work.

In a Federal case, in which the duty to furnish safe

tools and appliances was again stated, it was held that

the duty, which extended to a coal-mine operator, was a

duty which could not be delegated to a servant or other

person so as to exempt the employer from liability in

case of omission; that is, the duty is nondelegable.

All of these instances, with the exception of one, are

cases arising out of coal-mining operations. The one

exception arose out of mineral-mining work, but is

recognized as applying to coal-mining as well.

Dedication of Bureau of Mines Building

By D. J. Baker

One of the entertainment features arranged for the

dedication of the Bureau of Mines building at Pitts-

burgh during September will be the presentation of a

pageant at Forbes Field showing the growth of the

coal industry from the Age of Bronze to the present

time. The work is under the direction of Thomas Wood
Stevens, president of the American Pageant Associa-

tion, who is the author of the production. Mr. Stevens

acquired a national reputation during the war as author

and director of the National Red Cross Pageant and

the Joan of Arc Pageant presented at Pittsburgh and

at Domremy, France, by the American Expeditionary

Forces. He will also be recalled as State Director of the

masque of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Mr. Stevens is an engineering-school graduate and

quite familiar with coal-mining methods. As a result

the coming spectacle, the first of its kind with the

coal industry as a theme, promises to surpass anything
ever before attempted in the line of educational amuse-
ment. An experienced force of 30 people from the

School of Design of the Carnegie Institute of Tech-
nology are at present cooperating with Mr. Stevens in

the writing of the book and arranging for the stage

settings. The cast will be drawn largely from students

at the University of Pittsburgh, Carnegie Tech and
men coming to Pittsburgh to take part in the first-aid

and mine rescue meet. The finished book will contain

parts for twenty speakers, many dancers and hundreds
of other performers.

In the prologue, the Earth's Spirit is represented as

concealing her riches for which the Spirit of Science

is searching. The Bronze Age, the primitive period

of mining, when the art of mineral extraction was
practiced by the magician, necromancer and medicine-
man, is next portrayed. It serves to introduce the first

episode. Under the guiding hand of Science, a magic-
ian is represented as practicing his ancient methods.

The second episode of a Gold Age shows the strides

made by the Spirit of Science against the Spirit of the

Earth and serves as a background for scenes of Oriental

splendor. The third episode portrays the advance made
in mining during the Iron Age which is assume to

run to the 15th century. The age of chivalry acts as

the background for this period.

The fourth and last episode is represented by the Coal

Age and is the largest of all four in point of elabora-

tion. All the different operations involved in present-

day mining methods are shown. The daily lives of

the miners are portrayed in the mines and around their

homes. Spectacles of dramatic interest are unfolded.

It is planned to enact a miniature, imitation coal-

dust explosion in which excited wives rush to the mouth
of the mine as first-aid and mine-rescue teams prepare

to enter. The central theme throughout presses home
the conviction that the Spirit of the Earth, which rebels

against giving up her treasures has not yet been com-
pletely conquered by the Spirit of Science.

The program will be as follows.

MONDAY, SEPT. 29

S:JO a.m.—Bureau building open for inspection.

10:30 a.m.—Dedicatory ceremonies in rear of main building,

4800 Forbes St.

2:00 p.m.—Special train and automobiles to experimental

mine near Bruceton, Penn.

3:00 to 6:00 p m.—Mine explosion and inspection of ex-

perimental mine and explosives testing plant near
Bruceton, Penn.

6:00 p.m.—Return by special train and automobiles to Bal-

timore & Ohio R.R. Depot, Pittsburgh.

S :00 p.m.—Infoi'mal reception and org^n recital, Carnegie
Music Hall. Arranged by Carnegie Institute of Tech-
nology.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 30

Nation-ivide first-aid and mine-rescue contest. Forbes Field,

Pittsburgh

.

9:00 to 12:00 am.—Mine-rescue elimination contests.

2:00 to 5:00 pvi.—First-aid elimination contests.

,5:00 p.m —Coal-dust explosion.

H :00 p.m.—Pageant glorifying the mining industry. Forbes
Field.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 1

!i:00 to 12:00 a.m.—Mine-rescue final contest.

2:00 to 5:00 p.m —First-aid final contest.

5:00 p.m.—Coal-dust explosion.

S :0() p.m.—Smoker with award of prizes to winning teams.
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WHAT THE ENGINEERING
SOCIETIES ARE DOING

Engineering Societies Pay Tribute to

Carnegie

A meeting of representatives of the large national

engineering societies was held on Monday afternoon of

this week at the Engineering Societies' Building, New
York, to take action on the death of Andrew Carnegie.

Tt v/as informal in character, owing to the short time

available for calling together those who represented the

engineering societies which have been benefited by the

generosity of Mr. Carnegie. It

was called thus soon after the

death of the great ironmaster,

however, in order that prompt
steps might be taken to give

expression to the deep regret

of the engineering professions

and to their tribute. It wa.s

voted at the meeting that the

following representatives of

the founder societies of the

United Engineering Society

and the Engineers' Club be

requested to attend in a body
the general memorial service

which has been proposed: For
the founder societies the pres-

idents and secretaries ; for the

United Engineering Society,

the president and former trus-

tees; for the Engineers' Club,

the president, board of direc-

tors and past-presidents. Fur-

thermore, a committee was ap-

pointed with Charles F. Rand
as chairman to draft suitable

resolutions to be spread on

the record of the bodies repre-

sented and sent to the family

of Mr. Carnegie.

It was also voted that the chairman appoint four men
to serve with himself as a committee to determine

whether there should be a memorial to Mr. Carnegie

by the Engineering Societies and, if so. what form it

should take, the committee to have power to make the

necessary arrangements and carry them through. The
members of this committee are Charles F. Rand. Lan-

sing C. Holden, W. L. Saunders, J. A. Bensel and Prof.

Comfort A. Adams.
The Engineering Societies' Building, at 29 West

Thirty-ninth Street, New York City, and the home of

the Engineers' Club, adjoining it in the rear and front-

ing on West Fortieth Street, which were made possible

by the present of Mr. Carnegie, are shown in the

illustration on page 322. A plan for a home for the

engineering societies was submitted to Mr. Carnegie

\XDRKW CARNEGIE

in 1895 by W. D. Weaver, former editor of the Elec-

trical World. Others made similar suggestions later.

It was in 1903 that Mr. Carnegie offered to give $1,-

000,000 for a suitable union building for all of the

societies. A year later, after it was found that a larger

sum would be needed to make adequate provision for

their comfort, Mr. Carnegie increased the gift to $1,-

500,000 for the joint benefit of the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers, the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers, the American Institute of Mining

Engineers and the Engineers'

Club. The only limitation was
that the money should be de-

voted to the erection of a build-

ing, the societies buying the

land. A conference commit-

tee representing the various

societies, after considering

the requirements and objects

of the Engineering Societies'

Building and the Engineers'

Club respectively, allotted the

sum. To the Engineering So-

cieties' Building $1,050,000

was given and to the Engi-

neers' Club $450,000. On
May 8, 1906, the cornerstone

of the fine building was laid

by Mrs. Carnegie. Although

not entirely finished, the

building was ready for use

on Jan. 1, 1907. A large

bronze tablet near the main

entrance to the building bears

a portrait of Mr. Carnegie and

the words of his brief letter

giving the $1,500,000. An-
other bronze tablet announces

that the land was given by
members and friends of the

three founder societies. A bronze bust of Mr. Carnegie

in the library, was presented by ofiicers of these three

associations. By the recent construction of additional

stories on the building, quarters were provided for the

American Society of Civil Engineers. A number of

other societies closely affiliated in membership and ser-

vice with the national engineering organizations also

have homes in the building.

Andrew Carnegie, philanthropist and steel manufac-

turer, died on Aug. 11, in his eighty-fourth year. He
had been in his time bobbin-boy, stoker, bill clerk, mes-

senger boy, telegraph operator, railroad superintendent

and steel magnate. In every place that he filled he show-

ed that the work could be successfully acc&mplished

with a cheerful humanity such as, so many of us believe,

little comports with being a "hard-headed business man."
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A. I. M. E. Has Large Fuel Program

As if to meet the objections of those who do not like

the word "Metallurgical" in the name of the American

Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers that

institution has prepared a coal program for its meet in

Chicago, Sept. 22 to 26, which far distances any other

attempt in that direction.

Among the papers to be presented are the following:

"Height of the Gas Cap in the Safety Lamp," by
C. M. Young; "Engineering Features of Large Modern
Coal Mines in Illinois and In-

diana," by C. A. Herbert and

C. M. Young; "Gas Producer

Practice," by G. S. Brooks and
C. C. Nitchie; "Testing of

Coals for Byproduct Coking
and Gas Manufacture," by
Horace C. Porter; "Coals of

Ohio and Their Limitations

for Byproduct Coke," by Wil-

bur Stout; "Outdoor Substa-

tion in Connection with Coal-

Mining Installation," by H. M.
Young; "Low Temperature
Carbonization of Coals," by
S. W. Parr; these will all be

presented for discussion in

the afternoon of Sept. 22. On
the evening of the next day
the following papers will be
read on a competing industry,

that of oil: "The Irvine Oil

District, Kentucky," by Stuart

St. Clair; "Petroliferous

Provinces," by E. G. Wood-
ruff; "Investigations Con-
cerning Oil Water Emul-
sions," by A. W. McCoy, H. R.

Shidel and E. A. Trager;
"Essential Factors in the Val-

uation of Oil Properties,"

by Carl H. Beal; "Applica-

tion of Law of Equal Ex-
pectations and Its Applica-

tion to Oil Production in Cali-

fornia," by Carl H. Beal and
E. D. Nolan; "Value of American Oil Shales," by
Charles Baskerville.

On the morning of the next day, Wednesday, will be

held an interesting symposium on sulphur which will

upset many old-fashioned theories and disclose many
facts about sulphur not yet known. It reveals sulphur

not as an alien in coal but as an original incorporator

of the coal substance and it shows that sulphur has
only exercised its right of self determination and sepa-

rated itself from the carbonaceous material of which it

formed at one time an important organic part. The
articles are entitled: "Geographic Distribution of Sul-

phur in the West Virginia Coal Beds," by I. C. White

;

"Occurrence and Origin of Finely Disseminated Sulphur
Compounds in Coal," by Rheinhardt Thiessen; "Me-
chanical Separation of Sulphur Mineral from Coal,"

by J. R. Campbell; "Sulphur in Coal—Geological

Aspects," by George H. Ashley; "The Forms in Which
Sulphur Occurs in Coal," by A. R. Powell; "Effect of

Sulphur in Coal Used in the Ceramic Industries," by
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C. W. Parmelee. And there will be yet another sul-

phur-in-coal session in the afternoon of the same
day, Wednesday, Sept. 24, when the following inter-

esting papers will be open for discussion; "Re-

moval of Sulphur from Illuminating Gas," by W. W.
Odell and W. A. Dunkley; "Low Sulphur in Coal," by
H. M. and T. M. Chance; "Low Sulphur Coal

in Kentucky," by Willard R. Jillson; "Low Sulphur Coal
ill Illinois," by Gilbert H. Cady; "Sulphur in the Coking
Process," by S. W. Parr; "Commercial Recovery of Py-
rite from Coal," by S. H. Davis; "Sulphur in Producer

Gas," by Frederick Crab-
tree and A. R. Powell. As
has been said the meeting
opens at the Congress Hotel,

Chicago, 111., Monday, Sept.

22. the day being occupied in

technical discussions. In the

evening there will be a

smoker at the Chicago Uni-
versity Club. The next day
the institute will go by
steamer to the Gary Steel

Plant of the United States

Steel Corporation where lunch

will be served. Wednesday
is devoted to technical ses-

sions. On Thursday a trip

will be made to LaSalle where
the guests will be entertained

by the Illinois Valley Manu-

j y M,
" facturers' Club and the local

* ^ - 1 Chamber of Commerce. From
the standpoint of scenery,

geology, mining and industry,

the itinerary of the trip to

LaSalle, 111., cannot be sur-

passed. The committee has
arranged all details with a

view to the convenience of

the visitors and will furnish

the guests automobiles, lunch-

eon and guidance.

Judging by the scenery in

the vicinity of LaSalle, the

appellation "Prairie State" for

Illinois, is a misnomer. The
scenic beauty of the country rivals that of the Ap-

palachian region. Deep ravines abound, and large rocky

bluffs are evidences that Illinois is not without its

holder topographic features. Starved Rock and Deep

Park have, for many years, been the Mecca of tourists

and in addition the district is one rich in tradition

and in historic lore. Furthermore the important La-

Salle anticline may be readily studied.

Longwall mining is the predominant type of coal

operation at LaSalle. The room-and-pillar method,

however, may be studied at the mines of one of the com-

panies, as may also the manner of operation by a modi-

fied panel system.

On Thursday evening there will be optional trips to

Franklin and to Macoupin Counties, the whole of Friday

being spent at the mines. Many of the members will

journey from the institute meeting to the dedication of

the Bureau of Mines Experiment Station where an in-

teresting program is provided. Carl Scholz is the chair-

man of the committee of arrangements of the institute.

GINEERING SOCIETIES
ANDREW CARNEGIE
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Views Taken During the Rocky Mountain Institute Trip

.ri
Winton

McGeath Post Office

Wyoming
The town of Winton is lo-

cated in a country made
barren by lack of water and
hence it has a bare appear-
ance, but to those accus-

tomed to a country, tonsured
and close shaven, Winton
is an attractive village of

sociable people with a high

standard of livinu'.

How a
Southern Wyoming
Creek Bed Looks

View taken on the creek, or

arroyo, between Winton and
Rock Springs. The valleys

are covered with "loess"

'pronounced "lurse") a par-

tially cemented deposit of
airborne particles. Streams
cut marvelous meanders into

the soft material.

^ ' 5i*i^ft^'

Typical Rocks
of Mesa Verde
Formation

A scene along the road lead-

ing from Rock Springs to

Winton. The southern part

of Wyoming is a "world

unclad of verdure." A little

greasewood is found on the

flats. The rocks are usu-

ally bare and almost roun 1-

ed by the impact of wind-
driven sand.

Entrance to

the Man Way at

Reliance No. 1

This concrete and stone por-

tal leads steeply to thf>

workings below. At the left

side of the entry, as will be

seen, is a noticeboard giving

the rules of the state and

mine in several languages.
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These Three Hold Up Your Living Costs

When the men in one trade want higher wages,

shorter hours and double time everyone else wants

the same and some want a little more. That makes
everything cost more and increases the cost of living.

When you work hard to boost the cost of living by raising

wages, shortening hours and doubling time, the cost of

living "strikes back like the very devil." Prices will

never go down till wages fall and surely there is no one

would like to see a reduction in wages.
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THE CAPITOL
WOOTON

The Railway Administration Reports

Coal Car Conditions

Under peace time conditions, the Railroad Adminis-

tration believes it is not likely to prove practicable to

transport an average of 11,340,000 tons of coal per week
during the rest of the year, as would be necessary if

the country is going to consume 500,000,000 tons.

In answer to the Pomerene resolution calling for ex-

plicit details with regard to the open-top car situation,

the Railroad Administration has furnished what is

regarded as one of the most comprehensive compila-

tions ever made with regard to the coal-carrying equip-

ment of the railroads of the country. The statement,

which is signed by the Director General, follows in

part:

Pursuant to resolutions ot the Senate (S. Res. 152) adopted
Aug. 4. 1919. I give you below answers to the questions pro-
pounded in the resolution

:

First Question : Give the total number of coal cars now in
use in the transportation of coal ; and the number of empty coal
cars belonging to the several railroad companies under tlie control
of the Director General of Railroads which are suitable and
available for the transportation of coal.
Answer : Exhibit "A" hereto attached gives the details in

response to this question. Broadly, the situation is as follows:
The number of open top cars in the United States is approxi-

mately 1,067,000. of which over 99 per cent are owned by Fed-
erally operated railroads and all of which are. generally speaking,
subject to interchangeable use on Federally and non-Federally
operated railroads. Among open top cars are low-side, high-side,
solid-bottom, drop-bottom, side-dump, hopper-bottom, and mill
gondolas, and also coke cars. Open top cars are commonly
known as coal cars, thougii some such are not suitable for coal
loading.
At the present time something less than 10 per cent of these

cars are awaiting repairs, either light or heavy. .\ large number
of the cars so awaiting repairs are so held for very light repairs
which can be speedily applied. During Federal control the
methods of classification to determine what cars need repairs
have been made much more strict, with the result that large
numbers of cars are now shown as needing repairs which in
former years have not been so shown. The Railroad Adminis-
tration program of car repairs will, it is expected, gradually
reduce the proportion of cars awaiting repairs despite the stricter
classification.
The total result is that there are now approximately 900,000

open top cars in the United States ready for use without any
repairs, and about 775,000 of these open top cars are suitable
for coal loading. This type of equipment is, however, regularly
used for heavy tonnage of other bulk commodities which cannot
be handled except in open top cars. Adequate transportation for
many of these commodities, particularly those used in highway
construction and repairs, general building, and railroad ballast
and improvement work, now requires a large number of these
cars. Those actually in current use for the transportation of
coal number approximately 600,000. Box cars have always been
used to an important extent In some parts ot the country for
transporting co:il.

Second Question : State whether the coal cars belonging to
the railroads and under said control are now sufficient or have
l>een during the past six months to meet the demand therefor.
Answer: During the first five months of the present year onen

(op cars were regularly available greatly in excess of shipp:?rs'
orders for them. The maximum was reached in February and
.March when the surplus of open top cars daily available
amounted to 187,.').'!9 and 192,933 respectively.
There has at no time been any shortage of cars for anthracite

coal loading.
As. to bituminous coal, there occurred in June a slight shortage

In southern West Virginia. ea.stem Ohio and western Pennsyl-
vania due to an accumulation of cars in Lake coal trade, and
Increased detention of such cars under load at Ijake Erie ports
awaiting vessels, also arising from a strike of roalroad shopmen
on the Norfolk & Western railroad.

Since about .July 1,'j, 1919. coincident with a marked upward
trend in production, there have l)een some shortages of cars for
loading with bituminous coal in some producing districts, mainly
in eastern Kentucky, Virginia, West Virginia. Maryland and Penn-
sylvania, and usually in districts prorlucing the higher grades
of coal. A strike of marine workers on coastwise ships, floods

and other operating difficulties have contributed to these shortages.
Contemporaneously, however, there still exist slight surpluses of
open top cars in some sections, principally in the West.

Exhibit "B" attached shows comparatively for 1919. as far as
available, the weekly reports by the Geological Survey of per-
centage of full time operation lost by bituminous coal mines in
the United States, and the cause of such loss, and Indicates that
up to July 12 the loss on account of "car shortages" was a minor
one, and relatively much less than that from "mine causes" and
"no market." The Survey's detailed reports show this infor-
mation weekly by producing districts, and indicate the district
situation to be as above stated.

Third Question : State the number of coal cars which have been
constructed or purchased for the account of the Director General
of Railroads which are under his control and which have not been
sold or transferred to the several railrad companies, and if they
have not been sold or transferred to the several railroad com-
panies, give the reason therefor.
Answer: The purchase of 45,000 cars available for coal loading

was arranged for by the Director General for delivery to railroads
under Federal control. All these cars have been or will be put
in service as rapidly as practicable, w-hether transferred to the
several railroad companies or not. Thirty-seven thousand have
already been built, of which 17,000 have been put in service. The
remaining 20,000 already built are now being numbered and
lettered and are being placed in service as fast as this work is
being completed. The 8,000 not yet built will be put in service
as rapidly as they are constructed.
Of the 45,000 cars available for coal loading thus purchased,

4,750 have not yet been assigned definitely to any one or more
railroad companies; 32,800 have been assigned to various railroad
companies and definitely accepted by them; the remaining 7,450
cars have been allocated to certain of tlie railroad companies,
but up to this time these cars have not been definitely accepted,
due to unwillingness of said companies to accept the cars. Man-
datory orders to require the cars to be accepted have not been
issued pending full opportunity for discussion with the companies,
but the fact that in these instances the cars have not been ac-
cepted by the companies is not delaying the cars being put in
service as rapidly as constructed.

Fourth Question : State fully the methods adopted by the
Director General for the purpose of supplying the producers of
coal with the necessary cars for transportation of coal to the
consumers.

Answer: .Cars when available in full of all requirements are
placed for loading in accordance with shippers' order.'^. When-
ever requirements exceed the cars available. '.;n-li rjuli'iad en-
deavors to allocate cars to the service of the s \. i.d ii'rtniindities

requiring open top cars so that the same i'lni\. r\ ice is

accorded to each without undue discriminatii>n. i 'mnMiodities
which can obtain adequate transportation in the roughi r class of
closed cars, although more conveniently handled in open top cars,
are required to use rough box or stock cars when available in

order that open top cars may be released for coal loading.
The cars available daily for bituminous coal loading are pro-

rated among the mines on the basis of the rated capacity of the
mines, or their orders, if less than that rating. The rated capac-
ity is ascertained by a formula which b.is li.-en adopted and
promulgated for the use of all railroads i . ii i::Mlroad Admin-
istration with the concurrence of the Xii'Mi J ''. i! .-Vssociation,

and is in effect uniformly throughout th. i mb ij .^i.itis.

In what is known as Eastern Railru.Ld.i Cir I'ool territory,
there is a pool in which is included the ownersliiiJ of open top
cars other tiian coke cars of the railroads in the Eastern and
Allegheny regions and C. & O. and N. & W. railroads. The
territoi-y covered may be roughly described as lying east of
Chicago and St. Louis and north of a line following the Ohio
River to Cincinnati and thence to Norfolk via the Norfolk &
Western R.R. Such cars are distributed between the railroads
members of the pool through the medium of a pool managei located
in Pittsburgh, Pcnn. IGlsewherc in the country coal c.irs are
liandled on rules which require that a car located off the owning
line must be returned to the owning line loaded or empty. Inter-
regional distribution and distribution between the territory of
the Eastern Railroads Car Pool and the other four regions, is

handled by the Central Administration in AVashington. The
aim throughout is to obtain the maximum service from the
cars available.

Fifth Question : State what, if any. further action by Congress
is required in order to meet the demands for the transportion of
coal.

.Answer; It is not believed that futher action by Congress
will aid in meeting the demands for the transportation of the
coal which will be needed during th( remainder of this calendar
year. The matter Is largely dependent upon practical conditions
which will not be alTccted by legislation. A statement Is appended
showing .some of the Important conditions In this respert and
indicating that if the demand lo he supplied Is as large as has
been ijredlcted liy the National Coal A.ssoc:ition there jiromises
to be not only sulistantl.-il dilllcultlcs In the transportation of
coal but also in the production by the mines ot the coal which
can be transported. The transportation diffleultlos will not be
principally or primarily a shortage of cars but the fact that the
entire railroad plant—locomotives, cars, main tracks, terminal
tracks, etc.—will be so occupied in handling a large business of
all sorts that an abnormal amount of any particular business
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such as coal will inevitably lead to congestion and delay. Never-
theless, the unified control of the railroad will admit of special-
izing on the transportation of coal to whatever extent is abso-
lutely necessary to prevent actual hardship.

I believe it will be of specific advantage to the public if

Congress would provide for an official inquiry by the proper
branch of the Government (presumably the Geological Survey
in the Interior Department) to ascertain the probable demand for
coal for the rest of the year, so as to determine the extent to
which the predictions of an abnormal demand for coal are
justified.

It is important to emphasize that tl>e relatively low production
and purchase of coal up to the present date in this year have
been- due only in small extent to shortage of transportation and
have been due to a large extent to "no market" or absence of
demand for the coal, and in some parts of the country the lack
of demand for coal still prevails. The weekly statements of the
Geological Survey which are listed in the attached Exhibit "B,"
shows that beginning with January, 1919. and extending to June
14, 1919, the weekly loss of bituminous coal production on
account of no market, ranged from 32.6 to 46.5 per cent of
working time, whereas, during the same period, the loss of time
on account of car shortage ranged from only 0.6 per cent to a
maximum of 4.8 per cent. In the event any Congressional in-
quiry should be undertaken, it would be expedient to ascertain
the extent to which the absence of demand has been due to the
maintenance of high prices which discouraged demand.
Some of the practical considerations which will affect the pro-

duction and transportation of coal during the remainder of this
calendar year are the following

:

The ability of the railroads to transport all the bituminous coal
required for the rest of this year, will, of course, be largely de-
pendent upon the amount required. On that point no accurate
information seems to be available. The National Coal Associa-
tion, however, has advertised that 500,000,000 tons of bituminous
coal must be produced in the calendar year 1919 to meet the
requirements of the country. This estimate of 500,000,000 tons is

just about the production of 1916, a year of great industrial
activity, with normal winter weather and normal storage of coal
to begin with, whereas in 1919 the year began with storage piles
Neatly exceeding normal, winter weather was the mildest in
history, and industrial activity, due to the readustment of busi-
ness following the war, has been at a low ebb for months.
Another element to be kept in mind in estimating tlie prospective
tonnage for which transportation must be furnished is the export
movement, of which much has been said to indicate that the
tonnage will be large, but with respect to which there is little

accurate information readily available.
It may be noted that during the first six months of 1919 the

coal consumption by railroads was about 26,000,000 tons less
than in the corresponding period of 1918, during which latter year
the fuel coal consumption by railroads aggregated 154,000,000
tons for the twelve months.

If 500,000,000 tons shall be needed in the present year, the
prospects are that its transportation will bo accompanied by diffi-

culties and, especially in view of the heavy business to be ex-
pected this fall, it will be exceedingly difficult to transport the
amount required. These difficulties will not be due primarily or
principally to the car shortage, but rather to the fact that an
abnormal demand for coal will be concentrated into an unusually
short period, when the necessary use of the railroads for other
purposes will make it difficult to handle the coal.
During 1918 every transportation preference possible was ac-

corded to coal traffic in order to obtain the maximum output.
This was done as a matter of war necessity and under tlie
authority of war legislation.

Illustrative of what was done to transport the maximum of
coal, I may cite the following

:

(1) The movement of both bituminous and anthracite coal
was zoned by the Fuel and Railroad Administrations, and
waste of transportation by reason of cross-hauling and
undue long-hauling was avoided.

(2) On many railroads, coal cars both loaded and empty, were
given preferred service after live stock and perishables.

(3) Bituminous coal moving to I^ake Brie ports for trans-
shipment was pooled, the result being a much smaller
number of cars in that service, and a much lesser average
detention per car at Lake Erie ports than has been the
case this year. In the aggregate, tlie discontinuance of
pooling in 1919 has required probably not less than 5,000
coal cars to be constantly engaged in Lake coal traffic this
year in excess of what was so engaged last year.

(4) Bituminous coal, and to a lesser extent, anthracite coal,
moving to North Atlantic ports for trans-shipment was
pooled, with a saving similar to that effected by the
pooling of Lake coal,

(5) Preference in car supply was accorded to coal mines by
excluding from the use of coal cars, non-war traffic less
essential than coal. This preference curtailed the trans-
portation of road building materials more perhaps than
of any other commodity and in the aggregate resulted in
several thousand additional cars being maintained in the
coal service in 191S than would ordinarily have been the
case.

Another important point which should be borne in mind is that
the recent increase in bituminous coal production has been most
pronounced in the eastern states where the higher grades of coal
are mined. In a number of the eastern districts, production has
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As already stated, however, it is believed that the unified control
will admit of such specialization on coal as may be necessary to
prevent real hardship.

I do not anticipate any shortages in transportation which will
be in any sense exceptional or abnormal or which will justify
oppressive prices for coal.

EXHIBIT A

STATEMENT SHOWING CLASSIFICATION AND NUMBER OF
Il.\ILROAD-OWNED OPEN-TOP CARS IN THE UNITED STATES,

JULY I, 1919

Number owned. Number Owned
by Federal by Non-Federal
Operated Operated

Classification Railroads Railroads Total

Flat bottom gondolas 237,176 14.250 251,426
Drop bottom gondolas 275,782 .14,921 290,703
Side dump gondolas 58,984 9,278 68,262
Hopper bottom gondolas 389,693 1 6,720 406,4 1

3

Steel coke cars 30,160 70 30,230

Total 991,795 55,239 1,047,034

NOTE—In addition to these cars there are owned by shippers and in use on
Federal and non-Federal railroads privately owned open top cars (customarily
called "individual" cars), numbering about 20,000. Non-Federally operated cars
include 17,237 of Canadian ownership reglarly available in large numbers for
loading at coal mines in the United States,

STATEMENT SHOWING APPROXIMATE CLASSIFICATION AS TO USE
OF OPEN-TOP CARS OWNED BY FEDERALLY OPERATED

R.\ILROADSJULY I, 1919

Classification as to Use Number in Service

Designed and used for colce, being cars of large cubical capacity. 31,000
Designed and used for steel mill products, being cars of small

cubical capacity 100,000
Suitable, and used for coal, ore, stone, sand, gravel, crushed

stone, blast furnace waste, brick, lumber, sugar cane and
sugar beets, and generally for commodities not affected by
weather 860,000

EXHIBIT "B"

Total . Lost on .\ccount of
Per Pro- Lost Car Labor Mine No All

Cent. due- All Short- and Disa- Mar- Other
Week Ended Total tion Causes age Strikes bility ket Causes
January 4 100 73.2 26.2 2.8 5.8 3.7 13.7 1.4
January II 100 72.9 28.3 3.2 3.9 3.3 15.6 1.5
January 18 100 68.0 32.0 26 2.9 2 5 23.1 0.9
January 25 100 61.3 37.7 2.0 2.6 2.3 30.9 0.9
February I 100 56.4 43.6 16 2.4 2 1 37,1 0.4
February 8 100 52.5 47.5 I.I 1.2 2.3 41.3 1.6
February 15 100 51.3 48.7 13 0.8 2.1 43.4 I.I
February22 100 51.5 48.5 1.5 1.0 1.5 43.0 1.5
March I 100 52.9 47.1 1.3 1.0 1.9 41.9 1.0
March 8 100 53.0 47.0 1.5 0.8 1.9 41.8 1.0
March. 15 100 52.4 47.6 1.4 10 1.8 42.6 8
March 22 100 48.8 51.2 1.8 0.9 2.5 45.9 8
March 29 100 49.4 50.6 0,8 0,8 1,7 46.5 8

April 5 100 47.3 52.7 0.6 7,1 1.9 42.3 «

April 12 100 49.3 49.9 0,8 1.5 2.2 45.0 4

April 19 100 49.7 50.3 0.9 2.5 2.5 43.9 5

April 26 100 50.6 49.4 0.6 3 6 1.8 43.3 0,4
May 3 100 53,3 46,7 09 2 1 2 5 40.7 0.5
May 10 too 55,5 44.5 I.I 1.4 2.5 39.2 0,3
May 17 100 56.1 43 9 |,6 2,6 2.9 36.4 0,4
May 24 100 57,9 42 1 1,8 1,7 2,5 35,7 4
May 31 100 53.4 46 6 3,1 8,9 2.2 31.8 0.6
.Tune 7 100 59,0 41.0 3,0 2,6 3.0 32.1 0.3
.Tune 14 100 57,5 42 5 4 8 2 3 2.6 32.6 0.2
June 21 100 58.1 41 9 58 2.1 3.5 29 3 1.2
June 28 100 61,8 38.2 4 2 2,0 4,0 27,5 0,5
July 5 100 58.6 41,4 3,0 7,0 3.6 26,2 1,6
July 12 100 67,6 32 4 28 31 3,8 21,1 1.6
July 19 100 64 36 74 2.3 4.1 21.6 0,6

Employees Must Not Talk to Members of

Congress

A recent act of Congress forbids grovernment of-

ficials and employees from communicating directly with
any member of Congress in regard to appropriations.

This is expected to have an adverse effect on the tech-

nical bureaus, since Congress is less familiar with that

class of government work. It has been customary for

specialists to explain their particular needs to those

members of Congress who are willing to be informed.

By removing this personal contact it is feared that Con-
gress cannot be impressed with the full importance of

work being done or being contemplated by the bureaus.

At the request of the Swiss government the Bureau
of Mines is sampling its purchases of coal in the United
States, the expense being met by the purchaser. Other
governments are expected to make similar arrangements
soon. This has paved the way for the introduction of.

legislation sanctioning similar work for private con-

sumers.
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the case, the individuals who watched the stril<e from
afar have to pay the winner his increased wage. Their

portion of the aggregate prize—the whole production

—

is thus decreased in two directions: The prize is

smaller because the strike interferes with production

and the onlooker's share is yet smaller because the

strikers win a larger portion than is their due.
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Prize is Still the Same,
Coupons as You Will

Great as is the product of the United States, year

by year, it is nevertheless an output expressible in

figures—an absolutely definite entity of limited dimen-
sions. Thinking that it is greater than it is will not

make it larger. Abstaining from work will however
make it less; strikes will reduce it; lack of demand
for any part of it will cause that part to fail of produc-

tion. Every idle day reduces it while every active

day increases it ; every labor-saving machine and every

efficient method of working makes it larger. But great

or small what the production is, that it is, and not

other. Looking at it through a magnifying glass

will not in any way amplify its real proportions.

It is a wonderful aggregate, this output, but, divided

into portions, it is not so very large. Whatever the

sum total is, that is the prize for which we are collec-

tively striving. If a large body of men succeeds in

securing for each of its members a double handful of

coupons for that prize, then the other members must
get a double handful also or they will suffer in the

division. If all get a like double handful of coupons

there will be no gain for any one, for while the coupons

are doubled the prize remains as small as ever.

Thus it happens that when the members of a body
of men by strikes or violence get two coupons in place

of one, double wages in short, they practically filch

the shares of other men, who must divide the residue

among themselves and thus secure a smaller return.

^\^len a miner strikes for inordinate pay he is strik-

ing for more than his share, and someone will have to

go without. It may be a telephone operator in Oshkosh
or a school teacher at Oskaloosa, or a professor of

argiculture at Urbana. Someone must suffer, for

unless there is larger production than before, the size

of the prize is fixed; that prize is no more and no

less than the whole annual production of the United

States.

It is no use becoming disgruntled that cost of living

goes up with increase in wages. To do so is to fail

to be a good sport. It shows a disposition to see one's

own wage raised, and a desire to see the wages of

others kept stationary. We must always remember
that higher cost of living and wage increases are twins,

born the same hour, children of the same parents.

Strikes which close down production reduce product

and so decrease wages. The man therefore who strikes

and wins his strike not only gets another man's share,

but he actually does his fellow workman far more
harm than that. The striker reduces the other man's
income by more than the striker increases his own.

It seems strange that strikes are popular. They
would be bad enough if they were always unsuccessful;

they are worse when they are won, for, when this is

The men who, with threats of violence, first to in-

dividuals and then to the state, and with comhinationx
Print as Many euphemistically called "collective bargaining," have

forced the price of labor to an im.propcr height ar".

the same men ivho cry "profiteer" to those who, with-

out threats of violence and without combinations in

restraint of trade, have merely accepted the larger

prices offered them. It is easy to tell ivha are the real

profiteers.

A Plunderbund

IN GREAT BRITAIN, there is a combination called

the "triple alliance"—a union of the mine workers,

the railroad men and the transport workers. It is

named after the alliance between England, France and

Russia, which was a union merely for defense, as events,

indeed, amply proved later. Opposed to it was the

"dreibund," a union of Germany, Austria and Italy,

which was an alliance for offence; this fact Germany and

Austria soon made clearly evident. Italy, as soon as

she realized in what evil company she had fallen and

how false were the fair promises of the plunderbund

with which she was joined, immediately withdrew her

alliance.

The new "triple alliance" in Great Britain is a

dreibund, or plunderbund, and not entitled to the fair

name by which it is honored by friends and enemies

alike. It purposes to dominate in complete violation

of the one-man-one-vote rule which we all recognize as

binding. It would subvert the rule of the majority,

and it would arrange for a larger increase in the wages

of mine workers, railroad men and transport workers

than has been, or will be, provided for the rest of the

working public and would dictate legislation on domestic

and foreign affairs in accord with its imperial pleasure.

It purposes to use its powers as its members alone

elect, relying on its ability to starve the public at its

will, close the factories in which millions of men work

and to let the people freeze to death.

The mine workers and the railroad men, the major

powers in the British dreibund, are far greater pro-

portionately to the whole body of citizenry than are

the mine workers and railroad men of America. In

1918, for instance, there were 961,000 mine workers in

Great Britain in a population of roughly 45,000,000

persons. They and their families represent therefore

a little less than 10 per cent, of the whole population.

In this countn,' they constitute much less than 5 per

cent, of the whole nation. However, this makes but

little difterence. Their voting power is not so im-

portant as their power to do injury by the "silver

bullet" of starvation.

The public cries just now are directed to emptying

the storage houses which are regarded as sources of the

high cost of living. We shall truly be in a pitiable

mess if the mine workers and railroad men decide that

they will oppose by a strike the replenishment of the
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food supply of the cities. Should the alliance of rail-

road men and mine workers create a panic in this
country, or even in Great Britain, their action will
so incense the people against theni that with their
numerical insignificance they will be, for ever, prevented
from carrying matters with such a high hand as they
now seem to desire to do. This they apparently know
full well. They realize that the other workingmen
might never forgive them for their arrogance, and that
their lot might always be made bitter for them by
the reprisals of those they have been seeking to exploit.

In Great Britain they have for this reason decided
not to take the evil step that they once contemplated,
and the mine workers when asking for an increase
far above the ascertained living cost carefully specified

that it must be a charge, not on the ovei-burdened con-
sumer, but on the equally overburdened, but not equally
popular, taxpayer.

In the United States, according to Thomas Kennedy,
the president of the Hazleton District (Mo. 7) of the
United Mine Workers, an organization like that of the
British "dreibund"—for that word is preferable—is

planned to be brought into being at the coming inter-

national convention of mine workers on Sept. 9. The
four brotherhoods of the raih-oad men are going to

join with the mine workers in kiting the wages of
both and in making political demands on the President.
Conferences between the leaders have already been held.

This is a true class struggle—a war between the
coal and transport suppliers and the coal and transport
users, the latter being the public in general. The
alliance is of overwhelming strength, though neither
mine workers nor railroad men are as necessary to our
existence as are the farmers, but, as the world is now
organized, there might well as well be no farmers, if we
are not to receive the ministrations of mine workers
and railroad men.
And, surely, this is true, that if the mining and rail-

road industries are so vital that they cannot be freely

conducted but must be put under Government owner-
ship, then the men of the mines and of the railroads
cannot be free men ; their work must be .govemmentally
directed whether they will or no.

The reason why the public discusses binding these
industries in chains of iron is because the unions have
so often held up the conduct of their operation. The
farmers are more numerous, more powerful, more
basally important. Their industry might even more
reasonably be taken over by the public, and the only
thing that preserves them their freedom is the fact

that they have so far not conspired against the public.

Individual farmers have repeatedly and almost uni-
versally sought the higher prices they could secure
by free barter, but they have almost never forced those
prices by a nation-wide trust, nor have they ventured
to join in with another interest in the hope of jeopardiz-
ing the life and liberty of the people and of marching
off with the plunder.

The mine workers are our good friends—honest,
honorable men for the most part. When they realize

the evil work that has been planned for them, one and
all—union leaders, union and nonunion men—they will

refuse like the British workers to undertake anything
so vicious and treasonable as the plunderlnind is plan-

ning for them, for miners are, as ever, Americans first.

No one should, and it is to be hoped that no one will,

prevent them from conspiring to maintain a present

wage, equivalent to the wage before the war, based on
the price of the commodities regularly bought by them
before the war commenced. No one should, and let us

hope that no one will, endeavor to keep them from a

scale which will automatically raise the proper wage for

today's labor to accord with the increased cost of living

of tomorrow. But the scales now being sought are not

so based, and labor does not seem to be looking for an

adjustment predicated on so scientific a plan.

A mine ivith a loiv tonnage per man is like any other

slothful member of society. It is an institution lack-

ing in the proper sense of obligation to humanity

One May Not Question Fate or Economics

ILLINOIS and especially the Belleville district is pass-

ing through a period of stress resulting from the fact

that the jieople of the Middle West have been showing a

great preference for Eastern coals. The Belleville dis-

trict, before the war prosperity, was continually the

scene of much trouble because the mines worked so

irregularly that no one could make a living.

It has been the same again since the armistice was'

signed and there is a possibility that it will be a chronic

condition relieved only at periods of excessive national

prosperity when mines, that are normally unworkable,

resume active operation to relieve the sore needs of the

market.

The Belleville mines are, many of them; small and
therefore not economical to operate. Their overhead
is too high. The coal is not as good as in surrounding
areas. In many cases the.v are not equipped with

machinery. They find it impossible to compete when
conditions are normal. The mine workers lay stress

on a number of inconsequential matters—the cost of

supplies for instance. This may be annoying but not

really vital. The big trouble is unemployment.
The correct way to meet the difficulty is to bundle up

and quit. Unfortunately most of them do not want to

leave old surroundings where life has been pleasant;

others have homes and cannot sell them, for the county
of St. Clair is none too prosperous, and yet others

have not the means to move.
So the men would have the market briskened for

them by reducing the national production. That, they
hope, will come about by introducing the six-hour day
and five-day week. It is only a temporary- cure but
it appeals. And nationalization of mines also looks good,
for the mine workers think the Government would
work mines in all districts, whether they produce good
or indifferent coal.

They hope that the Director of Mines when appointed
would insist on coal being accepted gratefully regard-
less of quality, just as the Director of Railroads in-

}
sists on railroad service being endured regardless of
the inadequacy and discomfort. Thus Belleville would
again find its mines busy and its mine workers making
good wages. But unfortunately the Mine Director
might be like Walker D. Hines and refuse to take over
any but the best properties. As the Railroad Adminis-
tration refused to take over and run many inefficient

railroads, the Mine Director might refuse to buy a few
or all the mines in the Belleville district, alleging that he
could not operate them with profit.
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Perhaps it is not surprising that in the United States

the United Mine Workers are thinking of establishing an

understanding with the "Big Four"—the railroad brother-

hoods—for in this action they only follow British prece-

dent. What the railroad men can find in the mine workers

in the way of cooperation it is hard to establish.

When the brotherhoods call a strike they tie up the

mines at one end of the line and the factories at the other

and they also prevent the householders from getting coal.

With the mine workers to aid them, they cannot do any
more than they can without them. It is only putting an-

other padlock on the door and
that a less secure one.

One cannot see where the

brotherhood can gain from
affiliation with other union
men except in so far as moral
support is afforded. On the

other hand the mine workers
would gain if there were a

sympathetic strike because the

nonunion mines would have to

close if no cars were delivered.

The strike would not be local

but nationwide. However, the
nonunion area is quite small
and is continually contracting.

The objection to a change
in policy of this kind is the
fact that it discloses that the
argument for collective bar-
gaining— that it is a labor
trust against a hiring trust—
is no longer valid. It might
be believed by an unthinking

required to work only 8 hours and not 10 and 12 hou.^
as at present. There is a demand that the coal companies
provide the miners with drills and tools for their work.
The question will be discussed, but how resolutely is, of
course, not known.

In central Pennsylvania, John Brophy, president of Dis-
trict No. 2, addressed the following telegram to President
Wilson which he dispatched Aug. 10, after addressing a
large meeting of local mine workers at Johnstown:

"Following the organizing into labor unions of the em-
ployees of the Cambria Steel Co. of Johnstown, Penn., thou-
sands of workers were discharged. This corporation re-
fuses to confer with any group representing organized

labor. Much distress has been
caused by its arbitrary and
coercive attitude, the situation
having remained unchanged
since the early part of the
year.

"The continued refusal of
this corporation to meet rep-
resentatives of the organized
workers is causing unrest and
will inevitably lead to indus-
trial disturbance.

"It is our desire to avoid,
if possible, such a situation.

That part of your Aug. 8 ad-
dress to Congress which deals
with the relations between
capital and labor leads us to

hope that through you the

Cambria Steel Co. can be in-

duced to confer with repre-

sentatives of organized labor
for the purpose of establish-

ing bona-fide collective bar-
BLUEJACKETS KEEP STEAM UP FOR PUMPS DURLN'O

YORKSHIRE (ENGLAND) STRIKE
public that the United Mine Men of the H. M. S. Lion, who fought valorously in the Jutland gaining, thereby assuring in-

Workers was called into being batUe. filling cars with coal for boilers at Trench pit, Garforth. dustrial peace.
by a trust of employers, ab- "On behalf of the miners of
urd though such a statement be, but it would be hard to Johnstown, Penn., who are willing to remedy conditions by

believe that the union between mine workers and railroad
men was so caused.
As therefore the proposed union between workmen is one

between men who cannot aid one another there is little

reason for the public to fear it. A strike of railroad men
is an ill portent for the operator, as bad as a strike of
his own men, but one and one do not in this case make
two, for an idle mine is idle and no new strike can make
it more idle. However, the public may be much angered
by a combination of the men in two industries, and in that
ease the moral effect of their cooperation may be unfor-
tunate for the mine workers rather than helpful to them.
The facts are these: Thomas Kennedy, of Hazelton,

district president. No. 7, has stated that the results of
the recent conferences between the leaders of the United
Mine Workers and the railroad brotherhoods will be re-
ported at the international convention of the former.
Ratification of the movement is confidently expected.
During the present week occurs the tridistrict conven-

tion of the United Mine Workers, District No. 1, at Wilkes-
Barre. The consensus of opinion is that more pay will be
demanded and a complete recognition of the union will
be sought. Some believe that the demand for a 6-hour day,
which was voiced at Scranton, will be allowed to drop so
long as the pumpmen and men in charge of engines are

frank counsel, I ask that you use your efforts to secure us
an opportunity for that counsel."

The Cambria Steel Co. is dealing with its own collective-

bargaining association and the unions are of the opinion

that company organizations of that kind should be out-

lawed. The trouble closely resembles that in Manhattan
vsrhere there is a bitter quarrel between the Brotherhood
of Interborough Rapid Transit Employees and the Amal-
gamated Association.

Declarations of the Federal judge who appointed the

receiver of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit and of a state

public service commissioner are being quoted with ap-

proval by the mine workers. The two authorities men-
tioned are both alleged to have said that the question of
recognition of the union hinged on whether the members
of the union constitute a majority of the men. Both
the union and the collective-bargaining association in

Johnstown claim a clear majority of the employees.
There is a disposition to make the Cambria Steel Co.

a test case. Few of the steel companies are operating
organized mines. If the union men of the Cambria Steel

Co. can have the United Mine Workers of America recog-
nized by the firm, then the more numerous steel-company
owned mines in western Pennsylvania will be the next to

h2 subjugated by the union.
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The mine workers of District No. 2 are expecting to

demand a scale calling for at least $6 a day and a five-

day week, with numerous other changes in the present

scale and working conditions.

On Aug. 14, several hundred miners at No. 1 mine of the

Ford Colleries, near Russelton, Allegheny County, western

Pennsylvania, went on strike to compel the reinstatement

of a discharged employee. No disorder resulted, and both

the company officials and those of the union said the trouble

would be adjusted.

Interesting news comes from West Virginia where an

agreement was recently signed tentatively between the

leaders of the mine workers and the operators. A session of

250 union representatives of District 29, the district af-

fected, was held at Beckley, W. Va. It lasted almost a

week and was marked by no little tumult. It commenced

Tuesday, Aug. 5, and ended Saturday, Aug. 9. In the

end the contract was not signed. It may yet be approved,

however, for the contract was submitted to a direct vote of

the mine workers on Aug. 18.

Prior to the convention much opposition was exhibited

to the agreement although the scale committee of the mine

workers had secured, in effect, everything they asked for,

even including the closed shop.

There was much opposition manifested by delegates

when the convention was opened, but a good part of that

opposition was withdrawn when the agreement was ex-

plained in detail. The convention, however, evidently did

not wish to assume full responsibility for ratifying the

agreement in view of the opposition among the various

locals, although recommending to the locals that the agree-

ment be ratified. As to whether the agreement will finally

be given approval by the miners is a mooted question, as

the ultra-radicals in the organization seem to be in the

ascendancy.

No Wage Increase in New River Now Sought

The question of wages did not cause so much heart burn-

ing as the other provisions of the proposed agreement. The

miners of District No. 29 want to be able to strike at will

without being hedged about with restrictions such as the

new agreement provides in the shape of prescribed methods

of appeal and penalties for strikes pending negotiations.

The miners object to the deduction for medical attendance.

However, it has been pointed out that the deductions are

not as large as in ether fields. Another source of com-

plaint is the increase in the rate for coal used in the homes
of miners from $1 a month to $2 a ton.

IDT.R BARROW COLLIERIES IX YORK SIHP.E. EXOLAND
Note the little Shetland pit ponies in tlic foreground.

The contract provides for a mine committee of not more
than three men at every mine where there is a foreman.

These men must speak English. They must not interfere

till the dissatisfied mine worker and foreman have failed to

come to an agreement. If they interfere with the opera-

tion of the mine they are liable to discharge.

Captain Percy Tetlow, now international statistician of

the union, tried hard to bring the delegates to indorse the

contract presented to them. The opposition was, however,

extremely strong, the mines at Meriden being closed en-

tirely down as the men were all at Beckley lobbying against

the approval of the contract.

It is estimated that the earning capacity of 50,000 mine
workers in the mining territory traversed by the Chesa-

peake & Ohio Ry. was stopped during the continuance of

the strike of the shopmen of that railroad. Miners have

been leaving in large numbers.

No Cars; No Work; So Bolshevism Spreads

It is also feared that the enforced rest of the mine

workers may only aggravate the spirit of unrest among
them. Though many have been inclined to be skeptical

of the extent to which the I. W. W. has made headway,

it may be asserted that the radicals among the mine work-

ers have not only become inoculated with the virus of so-

cialism but even with that of more radical doctrines, and
that the radicals predominate to such an extent that no

one knows just what may happen nor when.
Following the example of the mine workers of District

20, those of District 17, which includes all the organized

mines in northern West Virginia as well as those in the

Kanawha field and intermediate territory, will also demand
a "closed shop" agTeement when it comes time to formulate

the demands to be incorporated in the new wage contract.

That became apparent when President Frank Keeney, of

District 17, in a speech at Eskdale on Aug. 6 in celebration

of the organization of the Cabin Creek field, following a

bitter struggle there six years ago, said: "No contract

will be signed in West Virginia at the coming conference

that does not carry the 'closed shop' and uniformity of the

wage scale throughout the state. The miners of Cabin

Creek shall have the same wages and conditions existing

in the other fields of the state."

The celebration referred to was attended by several thou-

sand mine workers from Paint Creek, Cabin Creek and Coal

River. The men declare that the recognition of the union

on Cabin Creek and Paint Creek was the point at which

the entrance of 50,000 West Virginia mine workers into

the organization was started. It will be recalled that in

1912 and 1913, when the miners on Paint Creek and Cabin

Creek went on strike to enforce their demands for recog-

nition of their organization, serious rioting broke out, it

finally becoming necessary to call out the state militia.

Eventually the strike reached the courts on an appeal

from several court-martial cases, and was even aired in

the Senate. Sensational writers did much muck raking

and distorted unconscionably the true conditions. At the

meeting on Aug. 6 Mother Jones was a speaker.

Rise Not Timed for Beckley Conference

Apparently some have questioned the purpose of the re-

cent action of the Pocahontas and Tug River operators in

raising wages just as the agreement in the New River field

was up for approval at Beckley. As the southern field is

as busy as it can be no sinister purpose could be suspected.

The increase was made merely for the purpose of creating

such a feeling of satisfaction with conditions that not only

would the labor they had be held but an influx of new men
would be created. The increase would also tend to keep

the men from joining the union. While it is said that not

all the Pocahontas operators were consulted and that some
were therefore dissatisfied, nevertheless all will join in

paying their wages in accord with the new scale which has

not yet been given out in detail. The increase may well

have caused dissatisfaction among the New River mine
workers, whose representatives did not insist very strongly

on an advance in wages, but the Pocahontas operators prob-

ably had no other thought in mind than to protect their

own field.
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Recognition of the United Mine Workers as an organ-

ization is the issue at stalve in two strikes in the nortliern

part of the state. One of these strikes is at Adrian among
the mine workers of the Greene Coal Co. and the other

among the employees of the Ford-Franklin Run Coal Co.

of Meriden, W. Va.
Miners of the Belleville and Collinsville districts of

Illinois, who have long rendered only reluctant recogni-

tion to the authority of their State organization, are now
trying to override and overthrow the administration of

State President Frank Farrington. The radicals, for the

time in control, have brought about a strike which affects

76 mines and between 15,000 and 16,000 miners in the

Twelfth District.

While it is doubtful whether the majority of the miners

favor the fight that is being made, the older and more
conservative men remain away from the meetings and the

radicals have their way. In spite of orders of the strikers'

organization that no meetings be held except such as are

called by the strike officials, a number of locals have held

meetings and most of them have voted to return to work.

However, the vote has meant little more than an expression

of sentiment, since few of the men have actually reentered

the coal mines.

Reports are conflicting as to the results of active and
persistent propaganda to make the strike statewide. The
leaders of the strikers say that 60,000 men have joined

the strike, but President Farrington declares that few
outside of the Belleville and Collinsville districts have
struck. None of the men north of Springfield are out, he
says, and only three locals at Springfield. Strikers' emis-

saries are reported to have had a cold reception at various
places in southern Illinois and in a few instances have been
handled roughly.

Leaders of Insurgents Will Be Ousted

In an effort to strengthen and extend the strike a con-

vention of the Twelfth District, attended by delegates from
the other districts, was held Wednesday, Aug. 13, at Belle-

ville. There were about 50 delegates and a large audience
of strikers. Resolutions were adopted providing for a con-
vention to be held Aug. 19 at Springfield "to devise ways
and means to obtain readjustment of the wage schedule
and transact other business." The resolution declared that
all local unions were to remain on strike and ask all others
to join in the strike, subject to the action of the convention.
While the Belleville convention was in session. President

Farrington wired to Walter Nesbit of Belleville, secretary
and treasurer of the State organization, to obtain and
forward by wire the names of all leaders of the strikers
so that steps could be taken to expel them from the organ-
ization.

The dissatisfaction with Farrington, so far as it exists,

is on account of his conservatism and his insistence that
the men adhere to the war-time wage agreement and keep
their pledge to remain at work until 60 days after peace
has been officially declared. The element opposing him has
made trouble before by starting unauthorized strikes, but has
always been compelled to submit to authority in the end.
The organization has heretofore dealt leniently with the
agitators, but it is expected that this time they will all be
expelled.

A Few Fear a Permanent Split in Union
If the strikers are able to see the matter through and

hold their convention and "reorganize," it will mean a di-
vision among the miners, with two distinct organizations,
but it is expected that the state organization, with the
support of the more conservative members even in the dis-
affected area, will be able to prevail and that the strikers
will be compelled to return to work.
The latest reports indicate that the propagandists are

not making progress. Emissaries who went to Saline
County received such unwelcome treatment that they left
town before the mass meeting was held, at which the men
voted to continue at work. At Pana 2000 miners, at a
mass meeting at which delegates from Belleville' were
heard, refused to strike and by a unanimous vote pledged
their undivided support and cooperation to the National

PUMPMEN LE.WING' TRENCH PIT AT GAP.PORTH
Even the pumpmen quit work and the sailors had to be

brought to replace them

organization, in response to a plea by wire from the acting-

international president, John L. Lewis.

On July 27, the charter of District No. 18 of the United

Mine Workers (the British Columbia and Alberta district)

was cancelled by the international authority because the

men persisted in striking in accord with the instructions

of the One Big Union, to which many of the men belong.

Rosedale mine in Alberta has been working, its men all

being members of the United Mine Workers and discharged

soldiers.

The charter was revoked when it was determined by
Samuel Ballentyne, Samuel Caddy and William Dalrymple,
international representatives, that the district pi'esident.

P. M. Christopher, had an 0. B. U. card and that the vice

president and secretary-treasurer of the United Mine
Workers had "lined up in favor of dual organization."

Winnipeg is desperately short of coal, due to the long
strike. Regina reports that the lack of coal is hampering
harvesting operations.

Up to Aug 12, 200,000 British mine workers were still on
strike—the men of the important Yorkshire section led by
Herbert Smith, who seems even more redoubtably socialistic

than Robert Smillie, and Smillie is a man who in America
would be regarded as unusually radical. The Yorkshire
Miners' Council refused to accept the Government's offer

of settlement, overfair, as it was, to the miners and false,

as it was, to the interests of the domestic consumer. But
the Council decided at last, on Aug. 2, to submit the matter
to the local, or, as the British would say, the "branch"
unions.

On Aug. 9 the mine workers' leaders were told by the
Coal Controller of Great Britain that it was impossible
to concede to their demands, as to do so would involve a
strike in every coal field of the country, for every mine
worker would want the same concessions as were granted
to the Yorkshire men. At that time the strikers were being
supported by strike pay but the funds of the union were
growing low, about $1,250,000 having been expended. It

was estimated that by Aug. 24 there would be no more
money to dispense and the strike would perforce come to
an end.

On Aug. 12 the Yorkshire Miners' Council recommended
a return to work, which recommendation was accepted by
all but the men in the West Yorkshire section who, on Aug.
15, were still out. At Pontefract 10,000 men voted against
a resumpt'cn of work.
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DISCUSSION ^.READERS
EDITED BY J.AMES T. BE.ARU

Coal Resources of Germany
Letter No. 2—Since reading the interesting letter

of Geologist Eugene Stebinger, Coal Age, Apr. 3, p.

632, I have been trying to get together a few data

stored among my mining notes collected during a

course taken in the mining school at Bochum, West-

phalia, 1901-1903, which I thought would be of interest

to Coal Age and its readers.

The accompanying sketch shows the geographical

situation regarding the coal deposits of Germany and

the approximate boundary of the Ruhr Basin, which is

the most important of the coal fields of that country,

in respect to both the output and quality of the coal.

As far as is known, the coal beds of Germany extend

about 90 km. (55.92 mi.), east and west, which nearly

conforms to the strike of the formation, and 40 km.

(24.85 mi.) from north to south, inclosing an area of,

approximately, 3000 sq.km. (1158 sq.mi.).

These coal deposits belong entirely to the Carbonifer-

ous period. The average thickness of the measures is

(14,940 B.t.u.). This coal yields from 70 to 75 per

cent, of coke of a hard and silver gray substance.

The next grade of bituminous coal is known as tho

"gas coal." The coal of this class is represented by a

thickness of 300 m. (984 ft.), with from 2.5 to 3.5 per

cent, of workable coal. The coking quality of this

deposit is inferior to that of the class previously men-

tioned; but the yield in gas and nitrogen is very high,

while that of coke is only from 63 to 65 per cent, of the

charge.

Owing to the great folding of the strata, many large

collieries operate from 10 to 20 or more seams of both

classes of coal, at the same time. In almost every in-

stance, the development of the mines is by the refilling

method (flushing) and the waste or loss of coal in ex-

traction is therefore insignificant.

The last and most recent of the bituminous forma-

tions, in this field, is that known as the "gas-flame coal."

As far as this formation has been explored, the aggre-

gate thickness is 1100 m. (3608 ft.), with from 4 to 4.5

per cent, of workable coal. This coal takes its name
from the long, yellow flame, which is accompanied with

a dense smoke. The coal is quite hard and has a

cleavage that causes it to break in a prismatic or rhom-

bic form. The coal has a calorific power varying from

7400 to 7600 Ib.-cal. (13,320-13,680 B.t.u.). The coal re-

serve, in this formation, cannot be estimated, since the

northern mines continue to discover new beds of the

coal underlying the Cretaceous period.

THE COAL MEASURES OF GERMANY

about 3000 m. (1.86 mi.). The workable coal seams

will aggregate 80 m. (262.4 ft.), divided between from

70 to 75 seams or beds of coal. The quality of the coal

in these seams varies from a dry-and-lean anthracite to

a very highly-volatile bituminous coal.

Although one-third of the coal measures of Germany

is composed of semi-anthracite and anthracite, with

from 0.6 to 0.9 per cent, of workable coal, the output is

insignificant and entirely confined to the southern edge

of the field and, for the present, at an inaccessible

depth, in a few collieries to the north. The overlapping

formation is a bituminous coal of high-grade, coking

quality, the thickness of the formation being given as

600 m. (1968 ft.), with from 4 to 5 per cent, of workable

coal having an average calorific value of 8300 Ib.-cal.

SiLESiAN Coal Field Second Only to the
Ruhr Basin in Importance

The coal field next in importance of output lies in

Upper Silesia, the entire area of the Silesian, Moravian

and Polish Basin covering 5700 sq.km. (2200 sq.mi.).

Slightly more than one-half of this area lies over the

Prussian border. Like those of the Ruhr Basin, the

deposits of this field belong entirely to the Carbonifer-

ous period. The measures lying generally flat are more

readily prospected ; and, a few years ago, a borehole

was sunk to a depth of 2240 m. (7347.2 ft.), but even

then failed to reach the bottom of the the coal meas-

ures. However, a careful estimation makes the aggre-

gate of workable coal, in this field, 190 m. (623.2 ft.),

which makes it the richest coal deposit of the Empire,

although the greatest bulk of the deposit is "gas" or

"gas-flame" coal, with a lesser amount of good coking

coal.

The third coalfield, in rank of importance, is the Saar

Valley field, having an area of 600 sq.km. (231.6 sq.mi.)

with 90 m. (295.2 ft.) of workable coal. Several of

these seams, however, contain dirt bands, which in-

crease the diflSculty of mining and lessen the value of

the coal. Most of the coal in this field belongs to the

upper Carboniferous period, and only a portion to the

middle Carboniferous.
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Although the thickness of cover or depth of strata

overlying the coal beds, in this field, is less than in

other fields, it is a remarkable fact that the Saar Val-

ley mines generate more gas than the mines in any

other field in Germany. It was stated that, in the de-

velopment of the Louisenthal mine, there was gen-

erated 248 cu.m. (8758 cu.ft.) of gas, per ton of coal

mined and hoisted.

There are two smaller coal fields of high-grade fuel,

lying west of the Rhine, near Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle),

which produce some valuable semi-anthracite. Another

small field located in lower Silesia contains the same
grade of coal as the Saar Valley field. But these two
fields are unimportant in respect to their output and

reserve coal.

Germany's oversea coal trade, if transported via the

Rhine, had to pass through a foreign seaport and, for

this reason, has always remained an unimportant fea-

ture of the coal industry of the Empire. It was for that

reason that Germany started, some years ago, to con-

struct the well-known canal (Rhine-Ems). A political

disagreement between the liberals and the junkers, in

the Prussian diet caused a cessation in the construction

of the canal, for a long period. I understand, however,
that shortly before the outbreak of the war the two
oarties compromised and the construction of the canal

was completed. Henry Bock.
Carlinville, 111.

Bolshevism in America
Letter No. 2—I was much interested in reading the

letter on this subject, Coal Age, July 3, p. 31. It is my
belief that if the discussion on this and other subjects,

in Coal Age, could be read by our foreign class of labor,

the effect would be to mold many of them into differ-

ent ways of thinking and develop in them our ideas

and principles.

Bolshevism can be defined as a doctrine based on

principles that are diametrically opposed to democracy.

It is a doctrine championed by people who are as yet

in a state of semicivilization. Bolshevism thrives

among people who are not properly disciplined and who
do not believe in progress and development, but ignore

law and order.

Employers Must Cooperate with Their Men If

They Would Secure the Best Results

Operators of large industries can do much toward
preventing the spread of this doctrine in America. On
the other hand, they can do much toward propagating
its growth. All depends on their hearty cooperation and
association with their employees, which will knit to-

gether the two essential factors of industry. On the

other hand, if managers and superintendents hold them-
selves aloof, preferring to publish their orders as

printed notices to be posted where they can be read, in-

stead of meeting and talking with their workmen in a

way that would gain their confidence, they erect a

barrier of separation.

While cooperation and association of employer with

employed will bring about greater efficiency, the lack of

these conditions will prove a handicap to the success of

any undertaking. To elevate their workers, employers
must come down to the same plane or level, mingle
with them, line up with them, work with them, and
reason with them.

Observation shows that, in most large operations, 90

per cent, of the employees have never seen the men who
managed its afi'airs; and perhaps they have worked

for the same concern 10 or 20 years. Is it any wonder

that, under such conditions, it is difficult to convince

workers that their employers consider their interests in

connection with their own? It is always hard to believe

what we do not see. How much greater would be their

influence over the workers if the management met them

and talked with them in a heart-to-heart way.

Personality and Char.^cter Wins Men

During the war, the cry was, "shortage of labor"; but

one could observe a difference in this respect between

operations paying the same wages to their workers.

While one place would be operating short-handed, at

another place, in the same vicinity, it would be difficult

for a man to secure a position even as miner's laborer.

The difference was the result of the kind of treatment

the men received at the hands of the officials in charge.

Let me suggest, in closing, that the successful man-

ager, superintendent or foreman is a man having at

least two attributes—one a personality and character

that wins and holds men, and the other a skill and

ability to keep things moving. The superintendent with

these attributes brings sunshine into the dark i-ecesses

of the mine with every visit. The men are glad to see

him come and sorry to see him go. Such a character

is in strong contrast with the man who has a grouch

and toward whom no one is drawn. Let us remember

that success in mining and in every other industry de-

pends on the character and skill of the officials.

West Pittston, Penn. Richard Bowen.

Sealing Up Abandoned Workings
Letter No. 1—Referring to the excellent article on

this subject by Joseph C. Thompson, Coal .Age, Juno

19, p. 1110, permit me to comment on one or two of

the points he has mentioned.

In the first place, Mr. Thompson refers to the neces-

sity of placing a "regulating door across the intake air-

course" wherever a worked-out section or pair of

entries on that side of the mine is to be ventilated.

Assuming that this is done to ventilate the panels

worked out on the air-course side, he suggests that no

intelligent and experienced man would take the re-

sponsibility of saying that this air charged with the

gases generated in tho.se workings would be fit to sus-

tain health and life.

• It seems to me that Mr. Thompson has overlooked the

fact that if the mine is properly laid out and the cir-

culation of the air arranged to ventilate the panels on

either side of the main road by means of overcasts,

which would provide separate air splits for each pane',

or section, it will be entirely feasible to carry the in-

take air, first, into the live workings, and then return it

through the abandoned workings, on its way out of the

mine.'

Again, Mr. Thompson suggests the probability of

stoppings decaying in a comparatively short time. Let

me say that this could not be the case if concrete, brick

or tile is used in building the stoppings, which is the

'This suggestion would apply to the abandoned workings on the
return side. The sections or panels on the air-course side,

however, assuming a double-entry system for the main road,
could not be reached by the return current without ovorcastlne
the air twice for those sections.

—

Editor.
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practice in many mining districts and is required by

the mining laws in some states.

There is, further, suggested a progressive method of

sealing off the abandoned panels, by leaving the first

pair of panels when finished open and not sealing them

until the second pair has been finished, in the mean-

time ventilating the first pair to keep them free from

any accumulation of gas. Then, when the first pair of

entries has been sealed, the ventilation of the second

pair is continued until the third pair of entries is

finished. I am curious to know what would prevent the

gas from accumulating in the sealed panels and working

back into the live section, which, to my mind, would

be worse even than circulating the air first through the

abandoned workings.

It is trus, of course, that the gases confined in sealed

sections of the mine do not have much opportunity to

mix with :iir and become explosive; but, at any moment,

a heavy roof fall or other occurrence may cause the

sudden liberation of a large body of the pent up gases

ar.d we can imagine what would then be the result.

Braznell, Penn. Edward H. Coxe.

LawfuFExamination of a Mine
s

Letter No. 3—In presenting, at the last meeting of

the Illinois Mining Institute, a paper on the subject of

the proper and lawful examination of a mine by the

examiner, as reported in Coal Age, July 3, p. 18, Steve

Gosnell chose a subject of the first importance in his

state (Illinois), where the mining law permits the ex-

amination of a mine to commence eight hours before the

time for the dayshift to enter.

With Mr. Gosnell and practically all of our state mine

inspectors and mining men, I believe that the examina-

tion of a mine should not commence more than three

hours before the time for the miners to go to work.

That being the case, one is led to ask. What is the rea-

son that the Illinois mining law has set aside such

a provision? As has been pointed out, if the examiner

goes in earlier than three hours before the time set

for work, anything may happen to change the condition

in a working place from that which the examiner found

when he was in the place some time before.

Conditions That Develop in a Brief Time

A man on the nightshift mav have blocked open a

door, thus cutting off the circulation and allowing gas

to accumulate in a place that was found to be safe by

the examiner not long before. A roof fall may take

place in a room and release gas, making that place and

those adjoining it unsafe for work. There may be 50

or 60 cu.ft. of gas coming from the loosened roof strata,

and, although 6000 or 8000 cu.ft. of air is passing in

that place, a dangerous condition will surely follow.

Indeed, the entire section on the return of that air may
be rendered unsafe and an explosion would certainly

result when the men entered for work.

My contention is that where a mine is generating gas

and the examination is made eight hours or even six

hours before the men enter the mine for vvork, the

safety-first principle has not been applied. But, let the

examination be made by a competent examiner, within

three hours of the time for work to begin and, during

that time, let no one be permitted to enter that section

who might leave a trapdoor open, and there will be little

danger of an explosion occurring, especially if the

workmen are provided with electric cap lamps.

Safety is not assured in a mine where the examina-

tion is not made in a proper and lawful manner. The

examiner must be one of the most efficient men em-

ployed in the mine. Having cleaned and assembled his

safety lamp with care, he goes to the fan, observes that

it is running at the usual speed, takes note of the water

gage and proceeds into the mine.

Starting at the intake, he follows the air-course to

where his examination of the section in his charge be-

gins. In regular order he examines each working place

to detect whatever dangers may exist therein. Lower-

ing his flame, he makes a careful test for gas. His ob-

.lervation and experience seldom fail to inform him
where danger lies. The slowing down of the fan or any

slight decrease in the circulation of air is known to him
at once, and he promptly starts to ascertain its cause.

Dangers Should Be Removed When Found

For years, I have performed the work of mine ex-

aminer and many a time wished that I had entered the

mine earlier than the time allowed by law. I would

much rather have removed the gas found in a place, at

the time it was discovered, rather than place a danger

sign at the entrance to warn men not to enter. Al-

though the Colorado law says that the examination must
commence not sooner than three hours before the day-

shift enters the mine, some of our mine examiners go in

earlier; and, though the practice is not lawful, they con-

sider it insures the greater safety of the mine.

In Illinois, such a practice would be lawful, but the

question of the relative safety of these two methods of

examining a mine is open for discussion. In my owm
experience, I have always advocated the employment of

a sufficient number of examiners to enable each one to

make a careful examination of his section of the mine

and remove at once whatever dangers he may find.

Then, when the dayshift enters the mine, another force

of examiners or safety inspectors should enter with

ihem and remain with them in the mine during the

entire dayshift of eight hours.

It is my opinion that such a plan will pay for itself

by reducing the compensation for accidents. In the

past, the practice has been too general to employ but

one or two examiners, who are forced to go like the

wind, in order that each may complete the examination

of the section of mine in his charge. I am confident

that the management of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.

and other large coal corporations desire safety first,

and will welcome a broad discussion of this question.

Farr, Colo. Robert A. Marshall.

Firebosses as State Officials

Letter No. 12—Referring to the letter of A. Trubie,

Coal Age, July 17, p. 119, I recall well the explosion in

the Braznell mine that he mentions and which took

place Dec. 23, 1899, as I was within seven miles of the

place at that time.

In his letter, Mr. Trubie appears to throw the entire

responsibility for that explosion on the fireboss and the

mine management. It is my opinion that this is only

partially true, for reasons that I will explain.

The Braznell mine was only one mine out of a pos-

sible fifty, which were located along the Mononga-

hela River, and the workings of these mines were
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often connected. Adjoining the Braznell mine was an-

other operation that was known to generate a good deal

of gas. It was not looked after any better than the

Braznell mine, and it is easy to imagine that the con-

ditions in the two mines were much the same in respect

to gas.

Practical mining men will agree with me when I say

that the chief source of trouble in these mines arose

from the fact that many or most of them were venti-

lated by furnaces. Moreover, open lights were used ex-

clusively, even where the gobs were full of gas, and in

drawing back pillars it was not thought to be neces-

sary to use safety lamps.

The fact that more explosions did not occur may be

attributed to the poor circulation in these mines where

there was scarcely enough air at the working face to

support flame and the lamps burned low. While this

lack of ventilation would be considered as reflecting on

the management of the mine and the state mine in-

spectors as well, it may have been the real reason why
more explosions did not occur.

Explosions Occur When Fans Are Installed

IN Place of Furnaces

What would seem to support this conclusion is the

fact that, in those mines in which fans were installed

and the furnace discarded that had previously been

used to ventilate the mine, there were frequent local ex-

plosions, which were mostly confined, however, to one

or two entries where they started.

The fact of the matter is that everyone connected

with the mining of coal in that locality needed to wake
up, and it took such an accident as the explosion in the

Braznell mine to bring this about. It is the old story,

so often proven in the history of coal mining, that we
only learn by sad experience to "lock the stable door

after the horse is stolen."

In the closing paragraph of his letter, Mr. Trubie
seems to think that a state-employed fireboss would im-

prove matters and make the mines more safe. In my
opinion, that is not the case. A fireboss who would
neglect his lawful duties, in order to avoid losing his

job, would also accept a bribe from the mine manage-
ment and report the mine clear, after finding gas in the

workings. A crook is a crook, no matter what clothes

we put on him.

As fireboss, I have worked for many different officials,

but have never yet been censured for doing my duty.

On the contrary, I have been commended many times,

both by mine officials and state mine inspectors for the

faithful performance of the duties of fireboss.

Wilkinsburg, Penn. A. A. Allan.

Letter No. 13—From the reading of some of the let-

ters on this subject, it would seem that a few of the

writers are willing to admit that a fireboss may be
justified in failing to make a correct report of his ex-

amination of the mine, owing to the fear of losing his

place. While I do not wish to appear to boast, let me
say that I have yet to see the time when I hesitated to

make a correct report of the conditions as I found them
in the mine, either as fireboss in this country or as
deputy in England.
A man who understands his authority and responsi-

bility when holding the position of fireboss does not
need to wish to be employed by the state as a means
of increasing his authority. Any mine boss (foreman)

who has faith in his firebosses would expect them to

give a correct statement or report of their examination,

and few mine bosses of my acquaintance would seek to

intimidate a fireboss for the purpose of inducing him to

change his report.

In his letter No. 9, Coal Age, July 17, p. 119, J. H.
Taylor expresses the idea that if the firebosses, in

Indiana, were clothed with state authority and acted

as assistants to the mine inspectors, good results would
follow. Let me remind him that state oflScials are ap-

pointed by the party in power at the time, and he must
admit that politics should have nothing to do with the

question of the qualifications of mine officials.

My e.xperience, acting as fireboss for different oper-

ators, convinces me that they all desire their mines
examined in a thorough manner, although it may ap-

pear that, in a few instances, an operator may regard
both the mine inspector and the fireboss he is obliged by
law to employ, as necessary evils.

Now, in my opinion, the result of making a fireboss

a state official would often give him an exaggerated idea

of his own importance and, as Mr. Taylor has admitted,

such a fireboss might often ask a mine foreman to per-

form unreasonable work, which would interfere with the

production of coal and increase the cost of operation. I

agree with him, however, in the suggestion that fire-

bosses' reports should be sent each day to the state

officials, which might often bring needed action more
promptly. Fireboss.

Clinton, Ind.

Transporting Powder in Mines
Letter No. 1—The lesson of the Baltimore tunnel dis-

aster, which occurred at Wilkes-Barre, June 5, 1919,

comes home to all of us with special significance.

Viewed from whatever angle we choose to regard it,

the inevitable conclusion is that it was a heedless and
inexcusable occurrence ; but the lesson taught is well

expressed in the words of the Foreword, in Coal Age,
June 19, "These men shall not die in vain."

Now that the first shock of the disaster has passed,

and it is possible to contemplate the situation in a more
composed state of mind, one feels that everybody who
is at all concerned in promoting mine safety is more or

less responsible for this terrible occurrence that has
brought sorrow to so rhany homes. However, instead

of aimlessly deploring the past, let us regard the future,

and strive to devise some means of protection that will

make impo.ssible a recurrence of such a horror as the

one that has just been recorded.

When one considers that there are mines throughout
the country, where, in the absence of prohibitory laws,

or in direct violation of such laws, miners carrying
their own powder are permitted to ride to their work,
it is surprising that accidents similar to that of the

Baltimore tunnel do not occur more frequently. Cer-

tainly, the men guilty of such heedless practices can
only be regarded as lucky when they escape injury and
death. Their escape is not due to their own regard for

safety and precautions taken by themselves to prevent
accidents, nor is it the result of the protecting laws
tnade to safeguard industrial workers, which they vio-

late so fre(iuently.

For a number of years it has been my custom to have
all explosives used in our mines transported into the
workings by a separate trip from that which carries
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the men to their work. An ammunition car that is dry

and properly insulated is provided and contains a dry

covered chest, which is itself insulated from the car.

As stated, the car is insulated from the motor to which

it is attached by a nonconducting coupling. This am-

munition car, with its dangerous load of explosives, fol-

lows the man-trip into the mine, keeping a safe distance

behind it. By this arrangement, it must be agreed that

there is little or no chance of the explosives being

ignited, by sparks or by electricity.

There has never been a complaint heard from any-

body in regard to explosives being stolen or lost. Such

a suggestion, coming as it has from the union, would

seem to indicate a lack of confidence in each other

existing among the members. In actual practice, such

fears will generally prove to be groundless.

Law Inadequate, Company Defers to Union

In reference to the Baltimore disaster, two facts

stand out prominently. First, the anthracite mine law

of Pennsylvania is certainly inadequate, in its relation

to the transportation of explosives in mines if the

conditions that led to this disaster did not violate its

provisions. Second, neither the state nor the mine

management can be justified in permitting the United

Mine Workers to have their way in a matter that was a

menace to the lives of the men employed in the mine.

It is claimed, that the union insisted on the powder

being hauled into the mine in a car attached to the

rear of the man-trip, to which the company reluctantly

agreed. It would seem, however, that even this agree-

ment was not carried out by the men, who appear to

have had their powder with them in the cars in which

they were riding.

Let me urge, then, that the matter of transporting

powder into the mines be given immediate and careful

attention by the mining department in every state.

While the Baltimore tunnel disaster is a hard lesson,

it is to be hoped that it will be a lasting one and that

drastic laws will be enacted in every state that will

safeguard, in a proper manner, this important feature

in coal mining.

Let me suggest the adoption of such an arrangement

as I have described and which has been practiced in

our mines, successfully, for several years. In the en-

actment of laws covering this matter, there should be a

severe penalty attached for its violation. I am sure

that it is possible to make such an enactment as will

safeguard mining operations in the future and render

another disaster like this impossible. W. H. Noone.

Thomas, W. Va.

Welding Split Gears to Axle

Letter No. 3-—In reply to "Mine Mechanic," asking

for information regarding the welding of a split gear on

an axle. Coal Age, July 10, p. 73, let me say that I ques-

tion the economy of such an operation. Assuming the

gear is a trifle too large for the axle, I would ask, Why
should it be welded to the axle and the latter throvra on

the scrapheap when the gear has been worn too bad for

further use?

Let me give a little of my daily experience in the

successful use of the arc-welding outfit. Many axles

come to our shop badly worn and too small for the

gears. They must then be built up. For that purpose

a ^-in. welding-rod is used to build up the worn portion

of the axle, employing the arc-welder for that purpose.

The built-up portion is then turned down in the lathe,

until it is of proper size to fit the gear.

Using a i\-in. welding-rod on both ends of a 4-in.

axle, where the bearings had been badly worn, it took

a machinist 13 hours to build up both ends. The axle

was then put in the lathe and the journals turned down,

until only -^ in. of the welded metal remained. This

was found to be firmly welded to the axle, and the turn-

ing down process was a success. In use, the welded

metal did not become loose from the shaft to which it

was fused in a solid mass.

If acetylene-welding is used on a job, it will pay to

protect the metal before beginning the operation. This

can be done with charcoal and save money, by its bring-

ing the job up to the fusing point quicker and with

less use of the costly oxygen. Whenever the electric

current is available, however, the arc-welder will be

found most satisfactory to use. By building up the

portion of the axle that is too small, and then turning

down the built up portion to the proper size, the axle

can still be used when the worn gear has been detached

and throvra aside. Mechanic.
-, Penn.

Letter No. U—Referring to the inquiry of "Mine

Mechanic," Coal Age, July 10, p. 73, regarding the weld-

ing of split gears to a locomotive axle, permit me to

say that this would be poor economy and should never

be done. The gears are made of the split type so that

they can be removed when either the axle or the gears

become badly worn and must be scrapped.

One chief objection to welding the gears to the axle

is that locomotive axles are frequently broken, and if

the gears are welded to the axle they cannot be removed

for use again, but must be thrown on the scrapheap.

All locomotive axle gears are made standard to fit

the axle and if they do not fit the chances are that the

axle has become worn at that point and is a trifle too

small for the gear. In any case, the gears should never

be welded tight to the axle so that they cannot be re-

moved if necessary.

Abuse of Mine Locomotives in Practice

The mounting of a pair of split gears on a locomotive

axle must be done in a workmanlike manner, as all

mine locomotives are subject to much abuse in service.

When running a locomotive in a mine, the motorman is

very apt to use the reverse lever to stop the locomotive.

This throws all the strain on the pinion and gearwheel.

To give satisfactory service, therefore, it is necessary

that the gears be properly mounted and made tight to

the axle.

In case the axle has become worn and is a trifle

too small, as frequently happens, I have found it good

practice to use liners of suitable thickness to take up the

play and make a snug fit. In the use of liners, it will be

found an advantage to keep on hand different thick-

nesses of sheet tin. I have found that pieces of good

stove piping make excellent liners.

It is a good idea to put in a liner thick enough so

that when the two half-gears are drawn up tight, there

will be a small gap or opening between them and the

hub. When a gear has been mounted properly, and is

good and solid it will give a ringing sound if struck

with a hammer. T. 0. Hughes,
Windber, Penn. Mining Electrician.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Contents of Mine Snmp
The sump at the bottom of the shaft, in our mine,

measures 10 ft. square at the top, 8 ft. square at the

bottom and is 9 ft. deep. I have been asked to calculate

the depth of water in the sump when it is one-third

full, but have not been able to get the desired result.

Kindly explain the method of solving such a problem.

Johnstown, Penn. Student.

INVERTED FRUSTUM

Hence, th? volume of the

Referring to the accompanying figure, suppose the

upper portion represents this sump, which is the frus-

tum of an inverted pyramid
whose apex is at O. In this

position, the upper base of

the frustum has an area of

10 X 10 = 100 sq.ft., while

that of its lower base is 3

X 8 = 64 sq.ft.

Now, it is possible to find

the volume of a frustum of

a pyramid or a cone by the

prismoidal formula, which is

to multiply the sum of the

areas of the two bases and

four times the area of the

section half-way between
them, by one-sixth of the

height of the frustum, or, in

this case, the depth of the

sump. The area of the

middle section of this frus-

tum is 9 X 3 =- 81 .sq.ft.

frustum is

Vol. r= 9/6(100 f 64 -L 4 X 81)= 7.32 cu.f.:.

Another way of calculating the area of a frustum,

however, is to first calculate the volu .cs of the two
pyramids whose respective bases are the uppor and
lower bases of the frustum and whose common apax is

at O. But. since the volume of a pyramid is equ^l to it.s

base multiplied by one-third its altituda, it is first

necessary to find the altitudes of these two pyramids
in the fo.lowinir manners.

It is observed that the opposite sides of this fruitum
approach cpch other at the rate of 2 ft. in 9 ft, vkI

will therefore conic together, at the apex 0, at v. dis-

tance from the upper baso of the frustum, 9(10 -^ 2) =
45 ft., which is the altitude of the greater pyramid,
whose base is 100 sq.ft. Again, since the altitude of

the frustum is 9 ft., the altitude of the smaller pyra-

mid, having a base of 64 sq.ft. is 45 — 9 = 36 ft. The
respective volumes of these two pyramids are, there-

fore, 1/3(45 X 100) -^ 1500 cu.ft.; and 1/3(36 X 64)
--= 768 cu.ft. The difference between these two volumes,
which is evidently the desired volume of the frustum,
is, then, 1500 768 -= 732 cu.ft., as found before.

By the conditions of the problem, one-third of the
volume of the frustum, or 1/3 X 732 = 244 cu.ft., is-

the volume of the water contained in the sump, it be-
ing one-third full. Therefore, adding this volume of
the water to that of the smaller pyramid gives the vol-

ume of a third pyramid, whose base is the surface of
the water in the sump and whose altitude (x) is the
perpendicular distance of the apex O, below the sur-

face of the water. Thus, the volume of this pyramid
is 768 4 244 = 1012 cu.ft.

By a principle of geometry, these pyramids, being
all similar, their volumes are proportional to the cubes
of their respective altitudes. In other words, the al-

titude ratio is equal to the cube foot of the volume ratio.

.T 0/1012

and .T = 36 X 1-096 = 39.456 ft.

Finally, therefore, the depth of the water when the

sump is one-third full is the difference in the altitudes

of these two last pyramids, or 39.46 — 36 = 3.46 ft.,

or 3 ft. 5* in., nearly.

A Fluid Ounce
Kindly explain the derivation of the term "fluid

ounce," which has always been a puzzle to me, though
in constant daily use. Chemist.

Denver, Colo.

A fluid ounce is a liquid measure having a volume
equal to that of one ounce, avoirdupois, of pure water,

at maximum density (4° C). This volume is calculated

as follows

:

1 lb. (av.) = 7000 graim
Then, since there are 16 oz. in a pound (av.),

1 oz. (av.) = 7000 ^ 16 = 437.5 grains.

But, 1 c.c. of pure water, at maximum density = 1

gram or 15.43236 grains. Hence, there being 437.5

"Trains in the avoirdupois ounce, the volume of 1 oz. of

the water or a fluid ounce is 437.5 -:- 15.43236 =
28.3495 c.c.

In like manner, the "minim" (a drop) which is the

smallest liquid measure, has a volume equal to that of 1

grain of pure water, at maximum density. This vol-

ume is 1 ~ 15.43236 == 0.0648 c.c. There are, there-

fore, 28.3495 -;- 0.0648 = 437.5 minims or drops in a

fluid ounce.

There are practically 16s fluid ounces in a pint (li-

((uid measure, U. S.), since 1 pint is equal to 0.43718

liters or 437.18 c.c, and 437.18 ^ 28.3495 = 16.69.

.'-ay 16s fl. oz.

It is common to estimate the volume of the liquid

pint in this country a.s 16 fluid ounces, and there beiniy

16 ounces in the pound, avoirdupois, gave rise to the

old ditty, "A pint is a pound, the world around."
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I- EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Alabama First -Class Examination,

Birmingham, July 21-24, 1919
(Sdected Questions)

Ques.—What is termed a "dead hole" and what is a

windy shot? Explain fully.

Ans.—A "dead hole" is one that is drilled in such a

direction and to such a depth that the charge

has no opportunity to perform its work properly. In

other words, the line of least resistance corresponds to

the axis of the hole, which makes it practically certain

that the explosion of the charge will blow the tamping

instead of breaking down the coal.

A "windy shot" is one in which the force of the ex-

plosion is spent largely on the air, causing a heavy con-

cussion in the mine atmosphere and doing poor execu-

tion in respect to breaking down the coal.

Ques.—The anemometer makes 120 r.p.m., in an air-

way 8 ft. high and 10 ft. wide; what is the quantity of

air passing per minute?

-4r!^.—The sectional area of this airway is 8 X 10

— 80 sq.ft. Then, assuming that the reading of the

anemometer is an average reading for the entire cross-

section of the airway, the quantity of air passing is 120

X 80 — 9600 cu.ft. per min. In general mining prac-

tice, it is not necessary to make allowance for the inertia

of the instrument, as the reading only approximates the

actual velocity of the air. It is more important to take

the readings in such a manner that they will represent

more or less closely the average velocity of the air cur-

rent for the entire cross-section.

Ques.—If you had charge of a mine and the fan

engine suddenly broke down, what would you expect

to be the condition of the ventilation, and how would

you continue to run the mine the rest of the day?

j^ns. The breaking down of the fan would mean a

serious interruption of the circulation of air in the

mine, which would then depend wholly on what natural

ventilation might exist by reason of an air column ex-

isting in the shaft or dip workings. If the mine is gen-

erating gas it would be unsafe to continue operations in

the workings, and the men should be promptly notified

to withdraw from the mine. In any case, it would not

be practicable to continue work, and orders should be

given to shut down the mine, notifying the men to with-

draw, unless some means is available and can be used to

maintain the circulation sufficiently to permit the men

to continue loading their coal.

In that case, however, no blasting should be per-

mitted, and it will generally be better to discontinue the

hauling, hoisting and dumping of coal. This must be

determined by the mine officials, in accordance with the

conditions found to prevail in the mine, but no chances

should be taken in respect to safety.

Q,tes._What instructions would you give in reference

to the care and preparation of safety lamps, before

giving them to the workmen, and how would you in-

struct the workmen as to their use?

Ans.—Where safety lamps are used by the workmen
in the mine a regular system of caring for the lamps

should be employed. These lamps should be owned and

cared for by the company, who should employ com-

petent men to take charge of the lamproom and to

clean, inspect and deliver all lamps to workmen as they

go into the mine and receive the same from them on

their return to the surface. Every lamp should be

stamped with a number and, as far as practicable, each

workman should receive the same lamp, day after day,

and be held responsible for its use and condition. No
lamp should be given to a man who has not been care-

fully instructed and drilled in reference to its proper

use and handling.

Each miner should be taught the danger of tampering

with his lamp or handling it in a careless manner. He
should be shown the effect of gas on the lamp flame

and instructed how to proceed when he observes the

same indication or notes the presence of a cap in the

lamp when working in the mine. He should be told

to hold his lamp in an upright position and never to

swing or allow it to fall, but always protect it against

a sudden rush of air such as may be caused by a blast

in the mine. Each man, on receiving his lamp in the

morning should examine it himself to see that it is in

proper condition and return it at night to the lamproom
in the same condition.

Ques.—If, on examination, a large territory was
found to be filled with explosive gas, what steps would

you take to remove the same, a continuous current be-

ing used?

Ans.—Before taking any steps to remove the gas and

promptly on its discovery, notify all the men on the

return to that section of the mine to withdraw from
their places at once, instructing them to extinguish

their lights and guiding them by the safest course out

of the mine. It may be necessary to notify and remove

the men from the adjoining places on the intake side;

and, at times, all of the men may need to be withdrawn

from the mine before starting to remove a large body

of gas.

Having withdrawn the men in danger, the work of

removing the gas should be commenced by increasing

the circulation of air in that section of the mine. First,

however, place reliable men at all points of entrance to

the return air-course and equip them with good safety

lamps. Then start at the intake end of the section

and watch the progress made, by deflecting the air cur-

rent into the places where the gas is lodged, erecting

brattices when necessary to carry the air forward so

that it will sweep the faces clear of gas. While per-

forming this work, a close watch must be kept on the

lamps, which should always be protected from a rush

of gas due to a possible fall of roof.
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May Loose Foreign Coal Markets
Through Misrepresentation

Officials of the Bureau of Mines lately
have been worried over certain export coal
I-roblems. With Switzerland, Netherlands,
Italy and France in need of many million
tons of coal, experts in Washinjjton have
expressed some anxiety as to the methods
employed by the American coal exporter
in getting: the European business, and. it is

believed, unless the present American meth-
ods of selling coal to the European coun-
tries are changed, there is grave danger
ol losing that export trade.

It is alleged that certain American ex-
porters have over-represented their goods
to foreign buyers, and that, as a conse-
quence, European manufacturers have been
disappointed in the American product. In
the opinion of Bureau of Mines experts, it

would be good business policy for Ameri-
can coal exporters to represent to foreign
buyers a quality of coal that they can guar-
antee ; or even to sell a quality of coal that
is a little better than the representation.
The countries of central Europe are in

need of coal for industrial purposes and
gas-making, and western Pennsylvania,
West Virginia and Pocahontas coal has
been found to satisfy the needs of these
countries.

Coal Imports Into Switzerland

The German-Swiss press announces that
during the first half of May about 70 per
cent, of the Swiss coal demand was cov-
ered by imports. The following quantities
were imported between May 1 and 14:
T'rom right Rhine bank of Germany, 4107;
left Rhine bank of Germany, 14,349 tons;
Belgium, 46,0.55 tons; France, 2S52 tons;
Austria, 336 tons; and from other countries
74 tons.

Russian Coal Situation Serious

The coal output of the Moscow mine dis-
trict increased from 600,000 tons before
the war to 750,000 tons in 1918. states
Finanstidende, Copenhagen, of June 4,

1H19. The Donetz district, which normally
produced 19.000,000 tons a year, was taken
bv the Reds in the beginning of 1919, but
had already been partly ruined by the Cos-
sacks. In spite of the present possibilities
for new production, the coal shortage of the
Bolshevists is very serious, owing to the
destruction of the railroad.

"When the war broke out Russia had in

all onlv 50.000 miles of railroad, 4500 miles
of which belonged to Poland and Finland.
Russia proper had 30,000 locomotives and
570,000 cars. On Mar. 1, 1919, the Russian
railroads were reduced to 36,000 miles, 4000
locomotives and 95,000 cars. If conditions
do not improve—and of this there is no
pro.spect—all railroad trallic In European
Russia will soon be stopped. W^hile Russia
in 1914 made Son locomotives, the pro-
duction in 191S was onlv 20. Puring the
last four months of 191 S the three largest
shops—Kolomensky, Rrjansky and Sornow-
skv—repaired only 44 locomotives, and In

.lanuary-February. 1919, all Russian works
together repaired only 40.

Since .January of this year private freight
Is no longer carried, while pas.fentrer traffic

Is kept up only on a f. w lines. The Don
coals and Turkestan cotton cannot get to
the cities ; grain and sugir from the
Ukraine must stay where they are. and
in the end the railroads themselves must
slop because of their inability to transport
coal for their own consumption. Russia
needs at least 25,000 locomotives, 400,000
freight cars, 50,000 passenger cars and 50
railroad shops. >i

Finance Commissioner Gukowsky has re-
cently made a budget for the first half of
the vear 1919. in which he calculates a
dfrtcit of 29.000,000.000 rubles. Judring

from last year's result the deficit will prob-
ably be even greater. In 1918 a deficit
of 31,000,000,000 rubles was expected, but
thit- was a great miscalculation, as two-
tliirds of the income failed. In certain cases
only S per cent, of the taxes on the bour-
geoisie could be collected. The Red Army
cost in 1918 about 17.000,000,000 rubles,
and the rate of expense has more than
doubled in 1919. Nationalization has up
till now cost 2.000,000.000 rubles.

Fuel Situation in South China

Unless the output of coal in Japan is

greatly increased or the industrial situation
in Japan is greatly modified, there is every
reason to anticipate fhat Japan will lose
its hold on the fuel trade of South China
in the very near future. For a decade
or more Japan has had about 70 per cent,

of the entire coal trade of South China,
North China and Indo-China having most
of the remainder. The price of Japanese
coal of ordinary grades is so high in Japan
at the present time, however, that in spite

of the greatly reduced freight rates on coal
for Hongkong and South China. Australian
coal can cut under the Japanese quotations
in this market, and is already taking a
share of the business.
Only the present lack of tonnage moving

from .\ustralia to this part of the world
prevents Australian mines from taking the
wliole of the trade. At the present time
Japanese coal is being sold in Japan at
higher rates than last year, quotations
running at from 22 to 26 yen, or from $11
to $13 gold per ton, while Australian coal
of the first q'uality—a far better fuel from
every standpoint—can be had at Australian
ports at from 15 to 16 shillings, or from
$3.60 to $3.85 per top. Several cargoes of

Australian coal have already come into the
Hongkong market so far this year and ne-
gotiations are now on for a large portion
of the supply of the port.
Were it not for file fact that the chief

users of coal in South China have yearly
contracts for Japanese coal, trade would
be almost revolutionized at once. The in-

creasingly easier situation from a freight

standpoint renders the increased use of the

Australian product inevitable. Australian
coal is going into the Philippines in a simi-

lar manner, the best Wallsend coal being
landed there at about $14 gold per ton, as
compared with $12.75 per ton for Japanese
coal f.o.b. Jap^n port.

There has been an increase in the im-
ports of Kailin or North China coal into

Hongkong during the current year over
191S for similar reasons, but quality and
all considered, Australian coal will take
the market if present conditions continue.

Coal Situation in New
South Wales

In 1913 the total production of coal in
New South Wales was 10,414,165 tons and
in 1914, 10,390,622 tons; in 1915 it de-
creased in consequence of the w^ar to
9,449,008 tons, and reached the low-water
mark in 1916, when there was only 8.127,-
161 tons produced. The production has in-
creased again to 9.063.176 tons, and if

there is no further disturbance in the trade
the probabilities are that the trade will con-
tinue to materially increase, and there will
be a better prospect for export and doubt-
less a better prospect for tonnage on Ameri-
can vessels to Australia, as they can dis-
charge at Sydney and lo.ad coal at New-
castle, which is only about 6 hr. away.
The Government of New South Wales

appointed a Federal commission to exam-
ine into the coal situation and ascertain
whether an increase in wages which would
imply a sharp advance in the price of coal
would be justified. Following the appoint-
m.ent of the royal commission, the Federal
Government issued an order commandeer-
ing all the coal in the Commonwealth, and
the miners have received their increase by
nbout 3s. (72 cents) per ton from May 5,

1!)19.

American Coal Offered Germany
A dispatch to the New York Tribune

under date of Aug. 10 refers to a statement
in the Berlin Tageblatt which reports that
offers have been received in the Essen coal
region, of American coal at $26 a ton, to
be delivered through Rotterdam or Antwerp.

AVhile a serious .-o;il famine is threatened
in Germany thi.'i wintir. it is hardly ex-
ptcled the report.d ulT.is will be accepted,
since the price, at llu' pnsent rate of ex-
change, amounts to about 400 marks,
whereas- German coal of the best grade
is sold for 70- marks. The paper is

inclined to doubt the correctness of the
report, in view of recent statements that
America is unable to supply the coal re-
quirements of France and Italy.

American Coal in Europe

The upset position of the coal-mining in-

dustry in Great Britain these days has
given rise to much discussion as to Ameri-
can methods of production and even the

I)ossibilitv of American coal being brought
into the British market. The question has
even got into Parliament, according to the

American Chamber of Commerce in Lon-
don.
The American Chamber reports that in

replv to a question put in the House of

Commons, the Secretary to the Board of

Trade said he understood that it was a fact

that contracts have been made for Ameri-
can coal for delivery to European ports,

but that the cost of American coal deliv-

ered in European ports Is at the present

time higher than the corresponding price

for British coal, owing to the higher rates

of freight from America. There w.is no
restriction on the importation of coal Into

Great Britain, but accordinc to the state-

ment American coal can only be dcllvcrca

in Great Britain at very much hightr price.s

than that at which British coal Is now ob-
tainable.

South African Coal
The fear was expressed by some of the

witnesses before the Coal Commission in

Great Britain that the United States might
capture the Briti.sh coal trade with the
South American states. The Americans
are not the only menace, however, for in

South Africa they have also got their eye
on this market. The South African coal
owners have awakened to the possibilities

of the export trade during the war. and
it is claimed that South African coal can
be landed on the east coast of South Amer-
ica at a much lower price than North
American or European coal. The coal in-

terests are urging upon the Union Govern-
ment and the big shipping companies in

the South African trade the desirability o
establishing a direct service of steamships
between South Africa and Buenos Ayres.
The low cost of production in South

Africa is greativ in favor of the South
African minrs. Since the outbreak of the
war the production has grown rapidly, and
In 1917 amounteil to lo.;i82.623 tons as
against 8.801,216 tons In 1913, The In-

crease Is due mainly to the Increasing
quantity of coal bunkered and exported,
which in 1917 reached 2,343,552 tons. It

IH a slight outinit compared with that of

Great Britain, but there is great room for

development In the coal-mining industry
in South Africa. The available reserves of

coal in the T^nion were estimated In 1911

at 56,200,000.000 tons, an estimate which
Is now generally conceded to have erred

considerably on the conservative side. It

Is urged that a detailed survey of the South-
African coal fields should be made on the

lines recommended by the Fuel Research
"-•rd In Great Britain.
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COAL AND
-^COKE NEWS

:^
What Happened in July

[The bracketed figures in tine text refer

to tlie \'olume in wliicii references to tlie

matter noted may be found and should the
reader desire further information he can
obtain it in the place indicated.]

Julv 1—Striking miners stop operations at

rnines of Loup Creek Colliery Co., at

Page. W. Va. [XVI, 111]—The Bast Gulf
Coal Co., of the New River field in West
Virginia, is formed by consolidation of

two large companies [XVI, 125]—W. A.
Hurst, of Williamson, W. Va., dies [XVI.
127]—W. G. Sharp, president of U, S.

Smelting, Refining and Mining Co.., dies

in Boston. Mass. [XVI, 232]—The mmers
strike at the Kathleen mine of the Union
Collierv- Co., near Duquoin, 111. The
grievance is over a question of wages
[XVI, 64]—Antliracite Conciliation Board
takes effective measures to adjust mat-
ters between employers and employees of

West End Coal Co., at Mocanaqua, Penn.
[XVI, 111]—Amendments to the Coal
Mines Regulation Act, of Canada, come
into effect. They have to do with the
examination of coal mine officials and
miners [XVI. 78]—The Southwestern
Coal Operators' Association holds its an-
nual meeting at Kansas City, Mo. [XTVI,

79].

Julv 2—Employees of West End Coal Co.,

at Mocanaqua. Penn.. return to work
[XVI. 111].

Julv 4—The first-aid field meet of the em-
p"loyees of the Alabama Fuel and Iron
Co is held at Acmar. Ala . under auspices
of U. S. Bureau of Mines [X\'I. 275].

Julv 5—Employees (3000) in the Belleville

mining district of Illinois, near St. L.ouis.

Mo, go on strike [XV'I, 284].

Julv 7—Three men are killed and seven
others seriously injured by fall of rock
and earth at O'Neill mine of Pittsburgh
Coal Co., near Fayette City, Penn. [XVI,
125].

Julv 7—Rockv Mountain Institute meet.s

at Salt Lake City. Utah. Papers are read
and discussed and mines visited [XVI.
196].

July 8—Breaker boys at No. 10 colliery of
Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co.. of Lans-
ford. Penn., strike and tie up the plant
[XV^I, 111]—The surface plant of the
Hafer Wa-shed Coal Co . at Carterville.

III., is destroyed by fire [XVI. 126].

Julv 9—The board of directors of the Na-
tional Coal .Association hold a meeting
in Kansas Citv. at which important ques-
tions are discussed [XVI. 124]—Six men
are killed and ten others are seriously in-

jured in explosion at colliery of Lehigh
Coal and Navigation Co., Lansford, Penn.
[XV'I, 125].

Julv 8-11—The tenth annual meeting of

the Mine Inspectors' Institute of Amer-
ica is held at Indianapolis, Ind. [XVI,
144].

Julv 11—F. M. Chase, vice president of Le-
high Valley Coal Co., Wilkes-Barre,
Penn., gives his annual dinner and re-

ception to staff of his organization [XVI.
171].

Julv 12—Important meeting of southern
West Virginia coal operators is held at
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. [XVI.
169]—The Washington Gas Coal Co.. of
Washington. Penn., is organized [XA'T.

170].

July 14—The agreements entered into with
the War Trade Board by parties in the
United States in connection with sale or
delivery of coal, coke and oils, are can-
celled [XVI, 155].

Julv 1 5—The Leggetts Creek colliery of
tile Hudson Coal Co.. Scranton. Penn.. is

purchased by syndicate of Boston anu
Cleveland capitalists [XVI, 170],

Julv 17—-At Ridge colliery of Hudson Coal
Co.. Parsons. Penn, 1500 employees

strike [XVI. 158]—Boys at Evans col-
liery, Beaver Meadow, Penn., strike and
tie up the plant [XVI, 158]—Some 2500
miners strike at the mines of the Cen-
tral Coal and Coke Co., in Missouri and
Kansas [XVI, 200].

July 18—The Commissioner of Internal
Revenue announces that 11,500.000 will
be Teturned to exporters of coal [XVI.
154]—An explosion of gas at the Cars-
well mine of the Houston Collieries Co..
near Welch. W. Va.. causes the death of
six men [XVI, 191]—An investigation to
determine whether the steady advance in
the price of coal since the signing of the
armistice is due to economic causes or to

profiteering, is proposed in a resolution
introduced in the Senate by Senator Fre-
linghuySen, of New Jersey.

July 21—The miners strike at the Alle-
gheny Steel Co.'s mine in Brackenridge.
Penn. [XVI, 2001—The increase of six
shillings (SI.50) per ton on price of coal
in (jlreat Britain conies into effect [XVI,
158]—Announcement is made of the re-
tirement of F. J. Hayes from the presi-
dency of the United Mine Workers [XVI.
243]:

Julv 22—The operators and mine workers
of the New River, W. Va., field hold a
conference at Charleston [XVI. 200]—
The Attorney General of Pennsylvania
hands down an important "boundary
pillar" decision [XVI. 209].

July 24—Governor Sproul. of Pennsylvania,
approves the amendments to the Work-
men's Compensation Insurance acts [XVI.
209]—Lenroot introduces a bill in the
United States Senate to provide for the
leasing of coal deposits .owned by this
country outside of Alaska [Xr\'I, 240]—
Senator Lenroot introduces a bill in the
Senate at AVashington to provide for the
disposal of non-metalliferous mineral de-
posits owned by the Unitetl States sep-
arate from the surface of the lands
wherein they lie, and for other purposes
[XVI, 240].

July 25—The Oklahoma Coal Producers'
Association holds a special session at
McAlester. Okla.. to discuss fuel oil com-
petition [XVI, 253]—The 15th annual
convention of the Pennsylvania Retail
Coal Merchants' .A.ssociation is held at

Reading, Penn. [XVI, 253]—The strike
of the miners of Great Britain (with the
exception of the Torkshire men) ends
[XTVI, 199]—District No. 1. of the United
Mine Workers of America, holds an im-
portant meeting at Scranton. Penn. [XVI,
243]—The men at the Webb mine at

Shadvside (near Bellaire) Belmont
County. Ohio, decide to go on strike
[XV'I." 283].

July 26—Fifteen teams participate in the
first-aid contest held at Norton. Va.. un-
der auspices of the Bureau of Mines and
the Virginia Coal Operators' Association
[XVI. 277]—Secretary Glass signs de-
cision relative to insurance of discharged
soldiers [XVI. 240].

Julv 28—The miners of four companies at

.Adrian, in Upjshur County, W. Va., go
on strike [XVI, 284].

July 30—The 1000 employees of the Locust
Gap colliery of the Philadelphia & Read-
ing Coal and Iron Co. strike [XVI, 243]

Harrisburg, Penn.

Uprrense in total fatalitlps of first Imlf
of l!H!> ponipared with similar period for
l!(18—:Mines fatalities ureater this year,
ccniparativel.v. Chief Itiitton, of Depiirt-
ment of Mines, to investisiiti- inine-ravo
situation at Srranton.

.\ total of 1,589 persons were killrd a--

the result of accidents on pujilic servic
linop, , in the coal mines, and industrial
plants of Pennsvlvania during the period
Jan. 1 to .luly 31, of the present year, ac-
cording to a report received at the Worlt-
men's Compensation Bureau of the .'.tate.

As compared with 1918. when 1,808 pe.^i)l
were accidently killed in the first sev, n
months of the year, the figures for 1911'
indicate a decrease of 219 in the number
of fatalities.

This may be accounted for by letting
down from war-time speed in production ai
industrial plants and in the mines. In spite
of the disaster at the Baltimore Tunnel of
the Hudson Coal Co., in Wilkes-Barre.
where ninety t^vo lives were snuffed out.
the record for the total of the seven months
compares favorably with a similar period
previous to the war and would indicate
that 1919 will show a decrease over 191K
fatal accidents by about 400. Analyzing
these totals the total fatalities for tht-
seven months of this year were divided as
follows: Industrials. 606; public service.
300: mines. 683; in 1918 the figures were
as follows: Industrials. 801; public service.
348 and mines 659. The Baltimore Tunnel
disaster does affect the mine fatalities,
causing the 1919 figure to exceed somewhat
the number of mines fatalities for 1918.

Seward E. Button. Chief of the State De-
partment of Mines, has gone to Scranton
to look after the state's interest in the
mine-cave situation which has assumed
serious proportions on account of recent
developments. For the last few weeks
several mine caves have occurred in th<-

Hyde Park section of Scranton and. since
the death of the Warburton boy. the people
of this community have become arous d
and are iiemanding that the state take ac-
tion on the matter.

Various suggestions have been made for
dealing effectively with the mine-ca'e
problem ; the residents of the hard coal
fields believe the most practical plan i-*

to call a special session of the Pennsyl-
vania Legislature for the passage of a law
that will safeguard the people of the com-
munity against the continuance of Ihi.-

peril.

Scranton, Penn.

.Mi e causes death of one bo.v and
injury of uiiother. Meitins of .Srranton
.*iurface Protective Association held. Dis-
trict attorney asked to investisate death
of boy. Coroner called upon to hold inquest.
Telegram sent to Governor Sproul asking
for remedy for cave menace.
The mine-cave situation in Scranton.

Penn.. reached an acute stage on Aug. 12.
when a boy—Peter Warburton—was buried
alive in a cave which occurred in West
P -ranton at the Diamond mine workings
of the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western
R.R. Coal Department. The victim was
one of three boys who were playing on
Roberts Court ; one escaped injury, an-
otlier was partly buried and the Warbur-
ton boy was covered by tons of earth and
rock. The boy partly buried was rescued
from the surface and the body of the War-
burton hoy was recovered from the interioi*
of the workings liy a mine rescue p:irty.
This accident, following a series of cave-
tbat considerably damaged private and pub-
lic property in the vicinity, caused great
indignation and it is said that this is the
fir»t death of the kind due directly to a
mine cave.

On the night following this accident a
meeting of the Scr mton Surfnce Protec-
t!\*e .-Vssociation was held at which a num-
ber of citizens not aftili.ated with the so-
(!iety Were present. The greater portion
nf the evening was taken tip witli ,a dis-
cussion of the cave accident. Resolutions
were unaminously passed calling upon the
district attorney of Lackawanna County to
in\'estigate the death of the AVarburion
lioy. to prosecute on charges of homici<ie
nil responsible parties and to conduct an
inquest in the cf". .\ t'^legram wa^ also
ordered sent to Governor William C. .Sproul
criticising his attitud*' toward rem -dial

mine-cave legislation and asking him to
off' r .a solution of the mine-cave menace
A committee was apT>ointe<l to look after
ihe ^^*arbu^ton case: to spread news of
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the accident, to inform state officials wlio

liad promised to try to remedy conditions
fiere. to carry tfie case to court and to

insist on its vigorous prosecution. Another
committee was appointed to draft an ordi-
nance regrulating mining in the city, to

present the measure to the city council and
to urge its passage.

Philadelphia. Penn.

Midvale .steel and Ordnance Co. estab-
lishes pension plan—applU-able to coal cor-

porations—$30 a month to male employees
at 65 years of age, if 25 years of service
have been given. Home-building plan also

established by Midvale company. Em-
ployees paying 10 per cent., company
loans 90 per cent, of value of building
property.

Many of the big corporations of the
country have worlved out comprehensive
pension and home-building plans. Some of
tliese concerns have no direct connection
with the coal industry, others have sub-
sidiary companies engaged in tlie produc-
tion of coal and coke and still others are
essentially coal corporations. The plans of
all these concerns should be interesting to

coal men. Among those of the middle class
may be mentioned the Midvale Steel and
Ordnance Co. On May 7. 1919. this com-
pany established a plan under which pen-
sions are paid to its employees. WTiat
appears to be distinctive, says Iron Age,
is the provision for the payment of a uni-
form pension of J30 a month to employees
eligible under the requirements, regardless
of position or wage or salary previous to

retirement. This amount is somewhat more
than experience has shown to be the aver-
age paid under some industrial pension
plans heretofore in operation. Attention
has frequently been called to the desirabil-
ity of establishing a basis under which
the allowance will come as practicable to
provide for the physical wants of the pen-
sioner. The Midvale plan provides that all

male employees of the company are eligible
to a pension on reaching the age of 65
and women employees on reaching the age
of 55. provided in both cases that a serv-
ice of 25 years has been completed. This
plan was effective on July 1 and will be
administered by a pension committee ap-
pointed by the president of the company,
who is the court of last appeal in case of
questions arising.

Another matter of considerable interest
In connection with the Midvale company
is its home-building plan which came up
for initial public discussion on May 10.

1919. at a meeting of the elected repre-
sentatives of employees and officers of
this company, says Iron Age. The em-
ployees' representatives asked that the Mid-
vale extend its activities in the direction
of improving conditions in the various com-
munities in which its works are located by
acquiring property and building homes for
employees. At a meeting of the board of
directors held on June 4, a fund of $2,500,-
000 was voted for carrying out a home-
building plan. This plan includes assist-
ance to employees to acquire their own
home and they are urged to build rather
than buy existing houses ; the object being
to increase the number of houses in the
communities in which the several works of
the company are located. In accepting this
Midvale plan, the employee is required to
[irovide at least ten per cent, of the total
value of the building property ; the re-
m.ainlng 90 per cent, will he loaned by the
company at five per cent, interest. No
loan will be in excess of $8000 and pay-
ments are to be made in monthly install-
ments to be deducted from wages. While
the maximum term of the loan is 12
years, the purchaser has the right at any
time to pay off any i>art or all of the
loan. Taxes are paid by the company
and ch.irged against the loan account of
the purchaser, and the same provision is

made as to Insurance. Monthly payments
include interest and this is charged against
the net balance due at the beginning of
each month.
Ownership of a home carries with it an

entirely different attitude of mind toward
the community In which a person lives;
the proprietor of a home tends to be a
good citizen and the company encouraging
its employees by the kind of practical as-
sistance offered by the Midvale corporation,
generally reaps the additional benefit of
more loyal service from Its employees.

Charl.'ston, W. Va.

—aftermath, shortage of lalior in some dis-
tricts. Food supplies running low. Navy
naay be seriously inconvenienced for coal.

Production reached the vanishing point
in at least three of the largest producing
sections of West Virginia during the week
ended August 9, the mines in the districts
shutting down pending; the return of strik-
ing Chesapeake & Ohio shopmen. Opera-
tors had been sanguine that it would be
possible to resume producing coal by
.August 11, but the strikers refused to re-
turn to work, in response to the orders of
their national officers, and consequently
no attempt was made to operate any coal
trains whatsoever on the C. & O. system.
The Big Sandy, Logan, Kanawha, and New-
River fields were, therefore, without cars
and motive power. Under such circum-
stances operations were not attempted and
production at the rate of 125.000 tons a
day was being lost. It is estimated thai
the loss for the three days of the week
ended August 9 was 375.000 tons.

Mining was also curtailed in other parts
of the state, indirectly from the same
cause ; the car supply in most fields being
short fully oo per cent., it is difficult to es-
timate just how seriously the output was
affected throughout the state. The supply
of cars was so short in fact that pro-
ducers were holding meetings to deal with
that situation. Even when the strike
which has brought production to a stop is

settled, one of the aftermaths will be a
shortage of labor in the fields affected by
the strike, as there has been a general
exodus of miners from the Logan and other
fields since the strike began. ^Vhile some
will return as soon as conditions are normal
there is certain to be, according to inter-
views given by leading producers, a short-
age of labor whenever present conditions
are overcome.
The shipment of food having been sus-

pended at the same time coal trains were
annulled, many mining communities have
not had new food supplies for almost a
week and consequently such supplies are
running low. In the event it is necessary,
emergency trains could be operated ; but
with thousands of miners out of work and
with the food supply lessening, conditions
are serious from the standpoint of the wel-
fare of miners and their families.

The output for the few days the mines
of the New River field were able to oper-
ate during the week ended Aug. 9 was
limited to about 40,000 tons or less, or
about 25 or 35 per cent, of capacity ; the
prospects were that production would be
even lower than that for the following
week. While the Virginian Ry., which
touches the New River district, was mov-
ing some New River coal, there w-as a
complete paralysis, otherwise, in opera-
tions at the outset of the week. As the
New River field supplies the Navy with a
large tonnage of coal, there is .a possi-
bility that this branch of the (lovernment
may be seriously inconvenienced until sup-
plied wholly from the Pocahontas district.

In common with other districts on the
Chesapeake & Ohio system, the Kanawha
continued to feel the effect of the strike
of the C. & O. shopmen. No coal or any
other kind of freight trains being moved
during the first part of the week ended
Aug. 9. Production was paralyzed on
August 7, 8 and 9. It continued to be at
a standstill when the following week began,
except on the north side of the Kanawha
River reached by the Kanawha & Michi-
gan Railroad. The large mines on Paint
Creek. Cabin Creek, and Coal River were
all shut down having no cars and with no
coal loaded out. As far as it is possible to

estimate not more than 30 per cent .of the
normal output was mined during the week
in question, amounting probably to fiO.oOo

tons, and that was produced during the
first three days of the week.

Fairmont, W. Ya,.

Northern West Virginia Coal Operators'
Association aroused over poor transporla-
lion. Large mine opens In >lonongrtllft

County—Active operation In Monongalia
and Preston counties.

V.'hlle there was a plentiful supply of

car.-i on hand in the Fairmont region and
in other northern West Virginia distrlcls

at. the outset of the week ended Aug. 9.

representing a Sunday accumulation. Hie

supply rapldiv dwindled until by the end

of the week there were only filS cars avail-

able In the Fairmont region the saine pro-

portion being furnished other districts in

the northern part of the state. There were

sixty-nine mines on the Mo"f""5''''?.''^„„yj^;

alone not in operation on Aug. 9 because

of no cars. The poor car supply has re-

tarded production throughout northern West

Virginia to such an extent recently that
producers are aroused ; two meetings of
the directors of the Northern West Virginia
Coal Operators' Association being held on
Aug. 8 to see if something could not be
done toward getting a better supply of
cars. It was decided to keep hammering
away at Railroad Administration and rail-
road officials until a better run of cars
is furnished. Directors of the northeri:
association will even employ extra help in
taking care of the car supply problem,
which has been extremely aggravating dur-
ing the last month.
Though the embargo on coal to tide-

water has been lifted there was a com-
paratively light run of coal to Curtis Bav
and St. George during the week, attribut-
able in large part to the curtailed car sup-
ply. Shipments of railroad fuel were much
below the average and Lake shipments dur-
ing the last few days of the week were
almost insignificant. One of the principal
events of the week ended Aug. 16 was the
opening of the large mine of the New-
England Fuel and Transportation Co. on
the Empire tract, in Monongalia County

;

this plant is on the Indian Creek branch
of the Northern R. R., near Lowesville.
Developments during the first two weeks

in August encouraged more active opera-
tions among the mines of Monongalia and
Preston counties, every mine being in oper-
ation except where a shortage of cars has
made that impossible. Shipments from
Monongalia County have been greatly stim-
ulated by an increased Canadian demand.

Huntington, W. Va.

C. & O. mines resume work on Aug. 18—Ten days* production lost for three big
fields. Strike causes loss of 65 per cent,
of capacity. PracticaUy month of August
will see little coal produced in C. & O.
territory.

RTien shopmen of the Chesapeake &
Ohio Ry., who had been on strike, returned
to work Thursday night and Friday morn-
ing, Aug. 14 and 15, it made it possible
to resume operations in the Logan, Big
Sandy and Kanawha fields after a total
suspension of traffic lasting for more than
a week. Even though work w-as resumed
in the shops it was impossible to have mo-
tive power ready for use before Aug. 18 :

consequently little or no coal was produced
in any of the fields mentioned before Aug.
18 so that the suspension of operations
meant the loss of ten days production in
practically three large fields. As the out-
put of coal in the 300 mines supplied by the
C. & O.. in which 40,000 miners are em-
ployed, has been averaging about 2.250.-
000 tons of coal a month, the strike cut
off the production of about 750.000 tons of
coal. It prevented the production of ap-
proximately 280,000 tons in the Logan
field alone beside seriously aggravating a
pre-existing labor shortage of 25 per cent
By the tirii- tlie shopmen had returned to
w-ork f(i" : ! i lining to run quite low-
in the ' \'alley which was al-
most r"i I rooned as a result of
the siril I sustained during the
week ended Ang. 9, amounting to 278,000
tons, afford an idea of just how produc-
tion was crippled, the total production loss
being 84.000 tons in excess of the previous
week The less directly attributable to the
strike was 259.000 tons or f>5 per cent, of
capacity. During the week ended -Aug. 9.

mines were operated only for three da.vs or
for a total of only 1801 hours, the loss In
time being 4193 hours. Production dropped
with a dull thud from 197,000 tons to 119,-
000 tons as compared with 222.000 tons
for the corresponding week of 1918. It will

be several weeks before the mines of the
Big Sandy are able to work under anything
like favorable conditions .so that the month
of August will be virtually a loss as far as
the production of coal is concerned. Strik-
ing .shopmen would not have returned to

work when they did had not tin- saner
element among them finally dominated the

radicals who advocated an indefinite strike.

The C. & O. coal freight movement for

July. 1919. made It plain as to the extent

to which a scarcity of cars had affected
.-hipments. Few Government cars had been
.-(sslgned to service by the end of July,

although allocated to such service.

Williani-son. W. Va.

Pocahontas acluall.v gains In prnduclloii

In face of dcmorall/.cd transportation.
Ki-novB-Thackcr oulfiut far hclow same
period of last year—Production 68 per cent.

—Demand fop this coal growing.

In spite of demoralized transportation
conditions, the output In the Pocahonta.>^
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field showed a slight gain, the total produc-

tion for the week ended Aug. 2 and the

week ended Aug. 9 being 282.000 tons and
283,000 tons, respectively, even though the

car shortage loss was increased from lii.-

708 tons to 140.000' tons; the loss in

working time from a car shortage was
1285 hours and this was mainly responsible

for cutting down the working time to the

extent of about 300 hours. Despite such a

1 eduction in working time, more coal was
produced and the tonnage loss was not so

large, amounting to 148,000 tons instead of

159,000 tons for the week ended Aug. i.

Thus it will be seen that a car shortage

was responsible for the loss of all but

8000 tons, the remaining 8000-ton loss

being equallv distributed between a abor

shortage and mine disability. The for
<!hortage loss was reduced from 10.000 lo

4.000 tons. There was a slight increase in

coke production but it was still far below

normal, the tons of coal coked being 6b00

as against 5900 for the Pjeyious week.

With no coal being produced in the J^^w
River region, the demand for Pocahontas

coal was extremely urgent.

Though the output in the Kenova-Thaekcr
district for the week ended Aug^ VUd'?o
tons—was far below the output of 164.o0u

tons for the same period of last year. Were
was a decrease in the amount of coal mm.d
as compared with the previous week of

onlv^ about 2000 tons. While there was

ratLr a marked increas^-lSOO tons—

m

the loss from car shortage which shot up-

ward from 21.000 tons to 39.000 tons (or

from 12 to 21 per cent.) neverthelesb the

loss from other sources was reduced bO

that the total increase in the Production

loss was only the difference between ol.OOO

and 58,000 tons. During the .^eek _.ended

\ue 2 the mines had an output of 1 2 ner

cent That was decreased to 68 per cent.

duHng the week ended Aug. 9. The prin-

bipal loss in working time was of course

due to a somewhat limited car supply.

The demand for Kenova-Thacker coa is

eraduallv growing in volume and under Ta\-

§rlwe conditions production will be ma-

terially stimulated.

Nanaimo, B. C.

Aleve to have duty on fuel oil into Can-

ada removed—To force down P"^* ^
,.oal—Opposed by coal men. Annual con-

test in flrst-aid and mine-rescue worK on

Sept. I.
^,

On his return from Ottawa recently.

Senator Planta made some statements

with reference to the efforts which had

been made at the capital to have the du y

on fuel oil into Canada removed. He said

?hat strong pressure has been brought to

bear on the Government to this end ;
peti-

tion's having been forwarded with Uie sup-

nort of the Vancouver Board of Iraae anu

other Vancouver organizations. The reason

advanced for the move being to force

doXn the price of coal. Senator Planta

thought that it was the big interests who
were behind the movement and he re-

flrrld in this connection to the Canadian

Pacific R R., the Canadian Pacific Steam-

ship Co. and the Manufacturers' .
Associa-

tion The Minister of Finance, i.t'S stated,

had been strongly impressed with the ad-

vrsabiUtv of taking this action, but it was

«o strongly opposed by representatves of

the coal mining constituencies that no ac-

tion was taken.

The Vancouver Island Mine Safety Asso-

ciation will hold its annual contest in first-

aid and mine-rescue work «" .Sept. 1.

at Nanaimo B. C. Seven or eight teams

Ire enteral representing the various mines

of the Nanaimo district and there will be

teams from coal-producing sections of the

malllLnd as far east as the Crows Nest

Pass. The Provincial Government nas

made a substantial grant tiiis y.ai to as-

sist the association in providing an a'"'"-"

tive programme and interest is hit;n among
hose who will compete. Jhey .

have been

in training for months and it is expected

hat the meet will be the most successful

heUl in the Province for the last four or

five years.

to all the coal within the railway belt

proper, but all that might be found under
foreshore lands. Their title was contested

bv H. W. Treat, of Seattle, Wash., who had
staked some foreshore near Chemainus and
was proceeding under provincial license to

do some boring with the intention of de-

veloping the coal should it prove to be

in sufficient quantity, ^\'hen the railway
questioned his right and took the matter to

the courts, Mr. Treat was successful. The
case, however, was appealed but now with

the Privy Council on record, there is no

further question of the validity of his claim.

Following the publication of this decision,

mining men are interested in the develop-

ment of the coal leases at Oyster Bay and

other points in the neighborhood of

Chemainus. Mr. Treat is reported tp have

drilled through coal at Chemainus in two

places. It has been established that there

are large coal beds in this section uut

whether they are available for commer-
cial development remains to be establisnea

it is understood that Mr
.
Treat and hs

associates propose to continue with their

work, being confident that this foreshore

coal can be rained at a profit.

PENNSTLVANIA
Antliracite

Scranton— The Ronna Coal Co.. will re-

buTld its coal washery with extensions and

installation of new equipment at a re

ported c^? of $100,000. W. ? Jennmg^' »«

Dunmore, is general manager of this com-

P=^"y- . t Q ft
Hazleton—There is a report of a i-ir..

seam of coal being struck by d'amond
drillers on property of the Leliigh &
Wilkes-Barre Coal Co., south of this placa

It is said the company will develop the

tract.

Harrisburg—Seward E. Button, Chief of

the Department of Mines, and his deputy,

Frank Hall, have been holding a series ot

conferences with mine inspectors in various

<iections of the state, looking into safety

matters. Special attention has also been

given to the labor and car situations.

Willies-Barre—The Anthracite Forest Pro-

tective .Association, in which an acreage of

about 100,000 is represented, is conducting
an advertising campaign in the hard coal

region to get every landowner on the mem-
bership rolls. The association, which
numbers coal companies, water companies,
rod and gun clubs and individual citizens

in its membership, hopes ultimately to

reduce forest fires throughout the whole
region to a minimum and to encourage the

reforesting of what are now waste lands.

Part of its existing equipment is in the

shape of observation towers, whereby all

the land from Wilkes-Barre to PottsviUe

can be vie\Ved and fires spotted before

they gain much headway.

Victoria, B. C.

KMquinialt & Nanaimo Ky. bell coal is

decided to be pniperty of tlie i'rovincc.

Claim of II. W. Treat valid. I^arKe coal

beds establislied—Are tliey available for

commercial development?

The Privv Council has upheld the judg-
ment of Canadian courts to the effect that

the coal Iving under the foreshore within
the Esquimalt & Nanaimo Ry. belt is the

property of the Province The K. & N.

Ry , It will be recalled, laid claim not only

Bituminous

Canonsburg—The Canonsburg Gas Coal
Co of this place (in Washington County),
and with general offices at Pittsburgh, plans

to open up a new plant at Tylerdale, Penn.

Some 700 acres of coal will be developed by
a 250-ft. shaft. Modern equipment is to

be installed throughout Holmes A. Da.vis,

of Washington. Penn., is president, and J.

H. Hillman of Pittsburgh is vice president

of the company.
Kbensburg— E. M. Burns and W. H.

Smith, of this place, in Cambria County,
are said to have purchased the coal lands

and plant of 1;he Nelson Coal Co.. in West
Carroll Township. Cambria County, for

$80 000. The company has a modern tipple

ana two mine openings. Improvements
contemplated bv the new owners, it is said,

will double the present capacity of the
plant.

Robertsdale — It is rumored that the

New York Edison Co. has solved the
problem of its fuel supply by purchasing
outright the East Broad Top R.R run-
ning from Mount Union to Robertsdale,
Shade Gap and Jacobs, together with the

coal mines along the line of the road in

Huntington, Bedford and Fulton counties.

It is said the consideration was $5,250,000.

The coal mines were opened up and the
railroad built in 1873.

Harrisburg—The executive committee of

111,- Bituminous Mine Inspectors' ..\ssocia-

ticn of Pennsylvania, held a special meet-
ing at this place, on Aug. 8. The meeting
followed the vetoing by Governor Sproul
of the bill passed by the la.st Legislature
increasing the salaries of mine inspectors

$500 per vear. and much disappointment
was expressed bv those in attendance, due
to the fact that salaries of mine inspectors

have not been advanced since before the

commencement of war. Thomas K. Adams
is president.

Pittsbargii—Richard W. Gardner, com-
missioner of the Pittsburgh Coal Oper-
ators' Association, was notified recently by
A'a'i H. Manning, director of the national
Bureau of Mines, that hereafter no license

will be required for the purchase, posses-
sion or sale of explosives or ingredients.
Until a condition of peace is reached, how-
ever, licenses must be had for the manu-
facture of explosives and the exportation
and importation ot such products.

The sum of $1,800,000 has been al-

lotted by Congress for the improvement
of the Allegheny River, and half of

this amount is to be spent in the erection
of dam No. 4 at Natrona. This will extend
the slack water 7i miles, permitting a pool
stage a short distance above the Kis-
kiminetas River. It is expected that it

will take two seasons to finish the work.
It will poen up a means to ship millions of
tons of coal which is being developed along
and adjacent to the river. A system calling
for eight dams is under way for the Alle-
gheny. Plans have been about finished for
dam No. 5 and work on the plans for dams
Nos. 6, 7 and 8 is well under way. No. 8

will be 61 miles above the mouth of the
river.

Brownsville—The Snowdon Coke Co., of
Pittsburgh, has contracted with the Wood
Equipment Co., of Chicago, for the in-

stallation of a 28-car revolving dump at
its mine at Linn Station, Fayette County,
near here. A full trip of 28 cars will be
dumped at one operation. This is said
to be the longest revolving dump attempted
as yet ; the longest one in use being an
18-car dump at the Lamont plant of the
H. C. Frick Coke Co., at Lamont, Fayette
County, Penn., installed some seven years
ago. The wood, drop-bottom mine cars
now in use at the Snowdon plant will be
replaced with solid steel-body cars to be
furnished by the Koppel Industrial Car
and Equipment Co.. of Koppel. Penn. It

is exepected that the installation, which
is to be made without interrupting the
operation of the mine, will be completed
about the first of the next year.

WEST VIRGINIA
Fairmont — Government cars are ap-

parently now being assigned to coal carry-
ing service after considerable pressure has
been brought to bear, about 1500 of such
cars having been observed in empty trains
passing through this city. The number of
such cars allotted for use in the Fairmont
region so far has been rather small.

Princeton, W. Va.—The building of a
branch line by the Virginian Railway
from Maben on its main line into the Milam
Fork district of Wyoming county, will

make possible the development of a con-
siderable acreage of Pocahontas coal hither-

to untouched, it being estimated that there
are at least 100,000 acres of land in that
section underlaid with coal of merchantable
thickness. The presence of engineers at
Maben leads to the belief that the building
of 27 miles of branch line will soon be
undertaken.

Thirty thousand acres in the Milam Pork
area are owned by the Wyoming-Poca-
hontas Land Company, headed by Andrew
Squires, in which Cleveland capitalists are
largely interested.
Ten thousand acres of coal land in the

same section are under lease by the
Raleigh-Wvoming Coal Co.. it is stated, this

company having been organized only a few
months ago with a capital of $500,000.

To develop the 10,000 acres will represent
an outlay of approximately $5,000,000 it

is said.

KENTUCKY
Hazard—There are now seven operat-

ing companies on Lotts Creek and the

Indian Head Coal Co.. will start shipping
shortly, which will make the eighth opera-

tion : a ninth is in prospect. The Hardy-
Burlingham Coal Co., is planning to in-

crease production to 5.000 tons, it is said.

OHIO
Columbus—Coal operators in Columbus

and central Ohio are opposed to the plan

of President Wilson, as announced in his

recent message to Congress, to bring the

coal industry again under the control of

the Federal Government. A canvass ot

the situation shows that coal producers

and distributors do not want Federal con-

trol again and believe that if priC" fixing

is brought about, the agency fixing the

price should take into account the tact

that practically every mining proposition

lost money during the early months of

the present year and that higher prices

for the latten part of the year are necessary

tor operators to make a fair profit on the

years' operations.
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Corning—Considerable activity in coal
mining circles has sprung up recently
in the Corning field, whicli was one of the
important mining sections of the Hocking
Valley field 25 years ago. The Central
Power Co., has secured a franchise to
furnish electrical current to the village of
Corning and with the coming of the high
))OWer line several mines will reopen. The
Sunday Creek Coal Co., has made con-
tracts with the power company to pump
out mines No. 5, 9, 11 and 13 which have
been idle since 1903. Wlien these mines
are pumped out they will be leased. One
of the mines (No. 9) has been leased to
Monsarrat Bros., of Columbus ; operators
will soon start up operations. New tipples
will be erected and electrical equipment in-
stalled. Mine No. 8 of the Sunday Creek
Co., has been leased to Harry Kelly, of
Nelsonville. who is organizing a company
to make the necessary improvements before
starting operations. This mine has been
idle since 1903. Mines Nos. 11 and 13
which are adjoining will be combined into
one operation.

ILLINOIS
Edwardsville—Miners employed by the

Donk Bros. Coal and Coke Co. have voted
to name the new Donk Mine here "Ther-
mal."

Braidwood—Negotiations are in progress
for the consolidation o£ the Oswald-
Young mine, long identified with Braidwood
(Will County) business interests, and the
Skinner Brothers & Co. mine. It is

planned to retain Messrs. Young and Os-
wald to manage the mines and to operate
both properties as heretofore.

Zeigler—Aug. 1, the first commercial coal
was hoisted through the main shaft of
mine. No. 2 of the Bell & Zoller Mining
Co. here. Work was started over a year
ago on the shaft. It is one of the large
mines of the county. The reservoir, cover-
ing over ten acres, was recently finished.
This mine will have particularly large
storage tracks for empties.

West Frankfort—The Old Ben Coal Cor-
poration is equipping all its mines with
dust-barrier apparatus which is intended
to localize explosions. The apparatus in-
cludes V-shaped troughs containing slate
dust ; the troughs are so placed in entries
as to be easily overturned in case of an
explosion. The Bureau of Mines carried
on extensive experiments and succeeded in
localizing explosions by dust barriers. This
action of the Old Ben Corporation followed
an investigation of the matter at the
Pittsburgh Experiment Station last year.
The corporation has installed a grinding
plant and, it is understood, it will furnish
dust for other companies equipping their
mines with such protection.

ALABAMA
Birmingham—The new byproduct coke

ovens of the Sloss-Sheflleld Steel and
Iron Co., at North Birmingham are expected
to be in operation about Nov. 1, The
cost of the plant was estimated at about
$6,000,000.

S. L. Terkes, representing the Ala-
bama Coal Operators' Association, has
in conjunction with the Harlan County
Coal Operators' Association, Hazard Coal
Operators' Exchange and Southern Appala-
chian Coal Operator.s' .Association, filed a
petition with Director Oini-ral Ilines, of the
Railroad Administration, prote.sting against
the operations of tin- iOast.rn Car Pool.
This pool is .said to be greatly depleting
the supply of coal cars being furni.shed the
southern region of the Railroad Adminis-
tration territory ; it is asserted that many
mines throughout the southern coal fields

are suffering serious delays due to the
shortage of cars caused by the manipula-
tions of the pool.

MISSOURI
Kansas CIt.v—An executive meeting of

the Southwestern Interstate Coal Operators'
Association was held on Aug 14 to make
arrangements to deal with conditions that
were expected to result from the strike
scheduled for Aug. 18 In Kansas and Mis-
souri union mines. It Is said that the
operators have no Idea of attempting to
effect a settlement now but will arrange to
obtain coal from other sourcis to supply
the demand in this territory

H. n. TliompHon. former .Mtate mine ex-
aminer for Williamson and .lohnson coun-
ties, has been ai)pointed .State Inspector
for Madison and Bond counties.

C. G. Wood has been appointed su'ierin-
tendent of the New River mines, at Kilsyth,
succeeding J. K. Hobaugh, resigned. For
the last six years Mr. Wood has been lo-
cated at Tamroy.
Edward Brewer has resigned as district

mine inspector for the eighth district, at
Charleston, to accept the post as manager
of the Wet Branch Coal Co. operating at
Dry Branch, W. Va.

O. J. Jenkins has succeeded W. C.
Thompson as superintendent of the Mac-
donald plant of the New River Co. Mr.
Jenkins up until the time of his appoint-
ment, was mine foreman at Macdonald.
W. C. Thompson has been transferred

from Macdonald where he was the superin-
tendent of the plant of the New River (io.
to the Cranberry No. 1 mine of the com-
pany where he succeeds Thomas Mackey.

George Carter, of Hazleton, Penn., who
was chief inspector for the Fuel Adminis-
tration here during the war, has been
appointed to a similar position for the Har-
vvood Electric Co., Cranberry Creek Coal
Co., Harwood Coal Co. and Alliance Coal
Company.

R. S. Weiner has been appointed district
manager for the Sullivan Machinery Co., at
El Paso, Texas, succeeding Don M. Sutor.
The latter has been transferred to the com-
pany's St. Louis office as district manager
for Missouri, eastern Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas, Western Kentucky and western
Tennessee.

Peter AlcXinden, the new mine inspector
for the Eighth West Virginia inspection dis-
trict of Fairmont, has just been ap-
pointed by W. J. Heatherman, Chief of the
West Virginia Department of Mines. Mr.
McLinden has been for several years one
of the assistant chemists and inspectors of
the Consolidation Coal Co. He succeeds
Edward Brewer, resigned. Mr. McLiinden's
headquarters will be at Charleston.

James E. Strong, for the past several
years general superintendent of mines for
the Sloss-Sheffleld Steel & Iron Co. resigned
his position Aug. 1. Mr. Strong has been
identified with the coal mining industry
for the past twenty-five years in an ex-
ecutive capacity in this district ; he has
not announced his future plans. His posi-
tion with the Sloss company is being tem-
porarily filled by Howard Thomas assistant
general superintendent.

Obituary

Oswald Jones, age sixty-seven years,
died at his home in Marion, 111. on July
31. after a long illness. Previous to ten
years ago he was a resident of Scranton,
Penn. He came to Marion as a representa-
tive of the Scranton Big Muddy Coal Co.
and sunk and equipped the Scranton mine
east of Marion and was general manager
of it for several years. He leaves a
widow and five children.

Trade Catalogs

Industrial Transportation. Issued by the
Bicycle Manufacturers' Association ; Joseph
Goodman, secretary, 36 Pearl St., Hartford,
Conn. Pp. 24 ; 7.i x 10 in. ; illustrated. In-
cludes communications from various cor-
porations relative to accommodations for
bicycles at their plants ; excellent illustra-
tions accompany.
"I'ennsylvanla" Hammer Crushers, Brad-

ford Breakers and Single Boll Crushers.
Pennsylv.ania Crusher Co.. Philadelphia,
Penn. Bulletins 1004, 1006 and 4005, re-
spectively. Pp. 4, 4 and 2, respectively;
8i X m in.; illustrated. These bulletins
are included in a binder. The apparatus
Is Illustrated and described.

Industrial News

Sharpies, W. Va.—The Boone County
Coal Corp., with headquarters in the liullltt

Building, Philadelphia, Penn., has recently
Increased Its capital from $3,000,000 to

$12,000,000, to provide for general business
expansion. William J. Clothier is president.

Dn BolB, Penn.—The Diamond Drilling
and Exploration Co. has been organized
by local capitalists to take over the dia-
mond dri;; contracting department of the
I'.irdsboro Steel Foundry and Machine Co.,
of Blrdsboro. Penn. C. C. Hover Is presi-
dent and general manager of the new cor-
poration.

.•icranton, Penn.—Staple & Ball. Inc., has
awarded final contracts to Wheeler & Railey,
Dorranceton, for the erection of the pro-
posed coal breaker and plant at its property
at West Nanticoke. The project is esti-
mated to cost about $100,000. Frank B
Davenport Coal Exchange Building,
Wilkes-Barre, is engineer tor the company.

Cleveland, Ohio.—The Fate-Root-Heath
Co.. of Plymouth, Ohio, has been incorpo-
rated with a capital stock of $1,000,000 and
has taken over the property and business of
the J. D. Fate Co. and the Root-Heath
Mannufaaturing Co. ; the plants of the two
companies adjoin. It is stated that fully
$150,000 will be expended in new construc-
tion and equipment, all contracts having
been placed and equipment purchased.

Huntington. W. Va. — The Hariania
Coal Co. has been formed with a capital
of $300,000. for the purpose of developing
a tract of coal at Colcord, W. Va.
Huntington business men compose the com-
pany for the most part, it having been
organized by the following men : George
H. AVeise. Julius Friedman, Emanuel Biern.
C. Egri, and C. H. Egri. By the end of
the year it is believed the railroad will be
completed and the mine ready for opera-
tion.

Beckley, \\\ Ya.—Among the improve-
ments being made by the Winding Gulf Col-
liery Co. at Winding Gulf, W. Va., are the
installation of a water tube boiler and
a 25')-K.W. unit at its power house. Th
company is also putting up about 25 new
minevs' houses and is building an addition
to its store and office building. Further-
more, a 20,0n0-gal. mechanical gravity sys-
tem to purify the wa'er in use at the plant

being installed. The company is undei
the management of George Wolfe.

Providence, Penn.—The Hudson Coal
Co., is working on plans for a new breaker
on the present site of Marvine No. 2
breaker, now used as a washery, where all
coal mined by the company in the Green
Ridge and Providence sections would • be
prepared for market. The new breaker
will cost about $500,000 and will be built
of steel. The plan will care for all the
coal mined at Von Storch, Dickson and
Marvine collieries ; some of the breakers,
at these plants have been in operation for
the past fifty years.

Webster Station, W. Va.—The Holly Coal
ard Timber Co. has been organized by
Cleveland business men, with a capital
stock of $1,500,000. The new company
plans to establish operations on Laurel
Creek in Braxton County, near Palmer
The company proposes to develop its
resources along the Coal and Coke H.R.
and the Baltimore & Ohio R.R. Cleve-
land capitalists who are back of the
new company include Peter Mueller. Wil-
liam Muth, Dr. Carper, E. Schmitz, Charles
Ihrig and Alphonso Schmitz. Address
Braxton Central.

Wllnierding, Penn.—The Westinghouse
.\ir Brake Home Building Co. has been or-
ganized, with a capital of $1,000,000, for
the purpose of transacting all busine.ss rela-
tive to the real estate and dwellings which
haVK been tran.sferred to this company by
the Westinghouse Air Brake Co. It in-
cludes the ownership of over 400 houses
and considerable vacant property in Wil-
merding and vicinity. The officials of the
new organization are: A. L. Humphrey,
chairman of board of directors ; C A.
Rowan, president ; S. R. GIttens, manager ;

H. C. Tewer, secretary. Since the West-
inghouse company built its first houses for
employees In 1890 there has never been an
increase in rents and it Is said that the new
company will carry out the same policy.

Philadelphia, Penn.— According to the
Anthracite Bureau of Information produc-
tion of the three domestic sizes of an-
thracite, nut. stove and egg. has been
maintained so satisfactorily during the four
months beginning with April that the
markets have received more than 15 per
cent. In excess of the total for the corre-
sponding period In 1916. which was the
List normal year In the American coal
business, and which was taken by the
United States Fuel Administration as the
basic year ui^on which all anthracite allot-
ments were determined. For the four
months ended July 31, the total shiiiments
of the three sizes mentioned have been
In excess of 13,440,000 tons, while In the
corresponding period of 1916 the total ship-
ments were but slightly over 11,600,000
tons, leaving a difference of nearly 2,000,-
oon tons In favor of this coal year to date.
Under a continuance of existing condi-
tions there Is no reason to believe that the
anthracite Industry will not maintain a
good production record during the late
summer and fall.
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Weekly Review

Prices on BifuDiinous Generally Firmer and in Some Cases Higher—Railroad Embargoes

Shift the Flow of Coal—Labor Unrest Everywhere—Car Shortage Hampering
Production in Many Fields.

FROM several points come reports

of increasing prices on bituminous

coal and everywhere the market
on this commodity appears firm. Those
consumers who have not yet laid in

their winter's supply, those who have
held off in the hope of a decline, have
apparently been deceived in their ex-

pectations. So far as may now be

discerned, the market shows no sign of

a retrograde movement.
During the past week embargoes

were in force upon many of the rail-

roads, particularly the carriers of New
England, as well as some roads travers-

ing southern Illinois and Indiana. These
had the effect of stopping the move-
ment of coal in the territory affected

and diverting its flow to new channels.

Thus the coal from Pennsylvania nor-

mally moving to New England all-rail

flowed to such points as Philadelphia,

Baltimore and New York. Instead of

producing a glut in these places, this

extra supply was absorbed without

serious difficulty. No great incon-

venience was reported in New England
territory as arising from this diversion.

Labor unrest is everywhere; the coal

industry is neither immune from nor

has it a monopoly upon this movement.
All great wars leave in their wake a

period of instability and industrial con-

fusion. In the present instance this

condition has developed much more
quickly than has usually been the case

in the past. After the Civil War it

was well into the '70's before labor trou-

bles became acute. This country is

perhaps at least as free from difficulties

of this kind as are other nations.

Scarcity and high prices of fuel in

European ports— the direct result of

strikes in England— have caused many
ocean liners to bunker on this side for

the round trip. This practice did much
during the past week to alleviate the

possible congestion that might have
existed at various Middle Atlantic ports

as a result of the shunting of coal to

them from New England destinations.

Car shortage is becoming more acute.

Practically all fields are experiencing
this difficulty to a greater or less ex-

tent, and more production probably is

now being lost from this cause than
at any other time during the present

calendar year. This condition is par-
ticularly acute in southern Illinois, al-

though Ohio, Kentucky, West Virginia

and Pennsylvania fields are by no
means immune.
During the recent past one market

influence has largely tended to offset

or nullify the effects of another. The
strikes of workmen along the Great
Lakes and in New England released
coal to be absorbed somewhere else.

The small supply to certain inland
manufacturing districts such as Michi-
gan was counterbalanced by small de-

mand because of labor difficulty in the
factories. If market factors all tended
in one direction the net result might
quite conceivably be decidedly different.

WEEKLY COAL PRODUCTION
The production of bituminous coal de-

creased from 9,947,000 net tons in the week
of Aug. 2, to 9.407,000 tons the week of
Aug. 9. Transportation difficulties arising
from the various railroad employees' strikes
of that week are the cause to which the
decline is attributed. The market is gen-
erally improving, but the demand is yet
mainly for the better grades of coal, the
mines producing the lower grades still re-

porting time lost because of no demand.
The average daily rate of production in

the week of Aug. 9 was 1,568,000 tons, com-
pared with more than 2.000,000 tons a
year ago when the marliet was strong
enough to absorb any coal produced.
The production of anthracite after a

slight slump in the last half of July in-

creased to 1,870.000 net tons in the week
of Aug. 9. a figure exceeded this year only
in the weeks of Jan. 25 and July 12. a
figure, however, 9 per cent below the out-

put in the corresponding week of last year.

The records of the four weks ended Aug.
2 show an average of about 4 days' opera-
tion per week, compared with 5 days a
week in the corresponding period, last sum-
mer. Lack of market is responsible for

one of the two days a week being lost,

this year, and other causa^ principally car
shortage, for the other dsfc'- A year ago
losses on account of car shortage averaged
less than half a day a week, over the

country.
, , ..

In a number of eastern fields, notably the

Pittsburgh district, Westmoreland, and
neighboring fields, Somerset, the southern
West Virginia fields, both high and low
volatile and the Hazard and Harlan fields

ir. eastern Kentucky and Virginia, laclf

of market has ceased to be a factor lim

iting production. Labor trouble in Kansa.<!

and Missouri was responsible for about 20

per cent, loss of operating time, the last
half of July.
The production of beehive coke continues

to increase, the estimates for the week of
Aug. 9 placing the output at 383,000 tons,
compared with 379,000 tons the preceding
week. The gain was almost entirely in

Pennsylvania, the other states, except
Colorado and New Mexico, recording de-
creases.
Lake cargo loading in the week of Aug.

2 was 660,000 tons, a considerable decrease
below the loading in the previous week
(893,000), and the lowest this year since
the first week in May at the beginning of
the season. The total Lake shipments to
date are now less than 1,300,000 tons
ahead of last year, and the lead gained
early in the season is diminishing for the
weekly loadings are now decreasing
whereas last year at this time they had
ju.=t begun to increase.

Atlantic Seaboard

BOSTON
EmbarBoes lifted. No reaction ax yet.

Another week pxpfc-ted to B>ve better line

on market. <;a» <oals liiElier in price. Ac-
tive drnmiid iit >i-w York anil Baltimore
piers, llnniiilon KondN coals firm. LlRlit

stocks In hands of distributors at this end.
KcHitiiil; tiiKB still tied up. I'nbli.' does not
rcali/.c small tonnaKcs now In hands of re-

tailers.

Bitaminons—The Boston & Maine em-
bargo against commercial coal w.as lifted

Aug. 15, after just a week's operation. The
Roston & .Mbanv followed promptly, and it

is understood the New Haven will also rais.
the ban shortly. New England will then
be open once more to the movement of coal
all-rail. The restriction did not last long
enough to have any effect on spot prices, so
far as can be judged at this writing. Stocks
are arhple, certainly for the present, and no
cases of distress were heard during tlie
week. The four weeks previous showed a
heavier movement all-rail than for several
months previously, and more than likely
the week just passed would have shown
receipts of equal volume except for the em-
bargoes. The coal that headed elsewhere
will now doubtless be replaced to a large ex-
tent, although some contractors will be like-
ly to consider the period of embargo as
practically a cancellation of what weekly
deliveries would otherwise have been made.
By and large, less harm was done than the
trade feared, and now all hands are looking
forward to a good fall market.
One result of the embargo is the almost

total lack of offerings for spot shipment.
.Apparently most of the shippers felt that
the tie-up was of uncertain duration and
tliat meanwhile other territory would ab-
sorb all the free coal being mined from da>"
to day. This turned out to be the case, for
except in scattered instances consignments
were easily furnished for all the New Eng-
land coal that had to be diverted at the
various scales and prices showed no soften-
ing in any direction. Without doubt the
market will open this week on the same
j.;\*.-:-^ that obtained when the embargo was
declared, and prices quoted a week ago

oper.ative no

It is difficult to determine now whether
or not there will be a further hardening of
prices during the next fortnight. It will
take at least the present week to get a line
on car-supply and longer still to measure
the full result of the railway sliopmen'.^
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walk-out in various sections. The fact that
no wage settlement has yet been made, and
that further turmoil is possible should in-
duce steam-users here to attempt even more
buying than during the past month. There
are few now who have not at least 60 davs'
>upply. although it is doubtful if those
consumers who are depending upon Hamp-
ton Roads coals have really much in ex-
cess of that. There is a feeling in the trade
that a considerable number of buyers are
relying implicitly on contracts and that
any one of a number of possible happenings
will deprive them to quite an extent of the
supply expected. Should heavy export de-
mand continue as it now promises there is
bound to be a more or less irregular move-
ment of the smokeless coals to tide-water
and consequent delay in loading bottoms.
The recent wage advances granted in the
Pocahontas and New River districts and
now being added to contracts will also have
some bearing on the volume of these coals
to be shipped on New England contracts.
High volatiles, especially adapted for

producing gas. are especially firm in price
So large a proportion of this tonnage is

sold on contract that the few- shippers who
reserve coal for the spot market are now
beginning to reap a harvest. Certain
grades from Westmoreland County are now
commanding a full dollar a ton more
than the price at which contracts were
offered early in the season. Delays at Nor-
folk and Newport News are causing some
of the gas companies to look for acceptable
coals outside their contracts and a con-
tinued spot demand is counted on.

Renewed buying for the bunker trade has
developed at Baltimore and New York the
past week, and as a result the eligible
grades are being quoted at prices a shade
firmer. Inquiries from coastwise buyers,
partly because of the rail embargo, have
been more active, and while the tonnages
involved are small there is some difficulty
in arranging for prompt shipments. At
Baltimore even Pool 11 coal is being sold
at around $5 20 per gross ton f.o.b. vessel,
and this is notably firmer than a few
weeks ago.

At Hampton Roads the price situation is

firm. .\11 the agencies are following closelv
developments in the export market, and
every cargo they can spare from coastwise
contracts is being applied in that direc-
tion Dispatch varies from week to week
with the movement of coal, but practical-
ly all the time there is an accumulation of
boats waiting at the piers. Railroad diffi-

culties around Chicago have had a tendency
to increase somewhat the volume of coal
for the piers, and it is possible that some
spot fuel may again be offered in this mar-
ket. Up to this time there have been no
quotations here that were at all com-
parable with the prices prevailing offshore,
and should there be any offering now it

\\'ould be instructive to see what price
could be had.

Distributors here who re-handle the
sinokeless coals for shipment inland have
only light stocks on hand. In no case are
they forwarding coal to consumers in ad-
vance of their obligations, so far as has
been heard, and the few scattering In-
quiries that developed during the embargo
disclosed how little coal h.ad been taken on
during May. .Tune and July. Recent figures
show that this trade has materially dimin-
i.'ihed this season as compared w-ith 1918.
.\ year ago a large number of steamers
had been furnished to help supply New
England, but this year the great bulk of
tonnage for this territory has been ar-
ranged for all-rail .shipment. In some cases
factors here are re-handling (55 to 70 per
cent less coal for inland points than was
the case a year ago. To that extent have
been changed the usual channels of supply
through the largely increased cost of send-
ing coal by water.

Cambriits and
Clcarfielda Somersets

F. o. b. miness net tons. $2.60@3.IO $3.00@3,60
F. o, b. Philadelphia,

crosstons 4.79@5.35 5.20(ai5.80

F. o. b. New York, kfoss
tons 5, 10(3)5.70 5.50@6.2D

.Vlonfct^ide Boston (water
coah. (cross tons 6.85(37.35 7.10(3)7.85

Ger,ri{<'8 Creek is quoted at t3.70 per net ton, f. o. h
niine>..

Pwnliontas and New River are quoted at $6 25
a 6 60 per itross ton f. o. h. Norfolk and Newnoit
:<<•«,. Va., inresnonw t., ..„,.,rt <le,„n„,l. There
coDtiDue practically no sales for coastwise shipment.

.Anthracite—The situation on hard aoal
continues without material change. It wa.s

rumored during the week that the wage
difficulty with the caews of Reading tugs
was in process of adjustment, our at 'his
writing there has been no saili.uf from Port
Richmond (Philadelphia) since Aug. 5. At
last reports there were tied up at the load-
ing piers 8 tugs and 44 barges, nearly all
the latter being loaded. This will pro've a
serious setback to the large number of re-
tail dealers all along the New England
coast who rely almost entirely for their
supply on the movement of this fleet. All-
rail receipts will be light for ten days or
so because of the recent embargo, and
within a short time people returning from
their holidays will begin clamoring for coal.

It is perhaps as well that the public does
not realize how small are the stocks now
in the hands of the dealers. There have
been so many interruptions to movement
and production is so small that the trade
is beginning to wonder what will be the
outcome.
Steam sizes are now practically without

market in this territory. Low prices are
quoted f.o.b. mines on barley especially, but
freights are so high to every point" that
there is no inducement to buy.

NEW YORK
Demand for stove and egg is strong.

Consumers of smaU steam sizes are buying
mostly for immediate consumption. Rail
embargoes to New England tended to cause
accumulation at New York piers, but bunk-
ering demand tended to relieve tlus. Busi-
ness in general active.

.Antliracite—The demand for stove and
egg sizes shows no let up. So heavy is this
demand that the principal producers are
now recrushing broken coal so that they
may be able to in part at least, satiate the
call for these two much favored sizes. As
a consequence of this treatment of broken
at the mines, supplies of this size at tide-
water are so low certain shippers are find-
ing it difficult to secure sufficient quantities
to apply on their contracts.

The retail trade throughout Greater New
York is about as active as one could expect
during a summer month. Retail dealers
are not able to create any surplus except
on chestnut and pea.

Considerable is heard in the trade about
premium prices being paid on stove and
egg. In .some sections 8.5 cents per ton is
freely paid for straight shipments of stove.
In other sections, premiums reaching as
high as $1.50 are offered.

The strike of the railroad shopmen in
New England brought about embargoes on
shipments of coal to practically all of this
territory. This gave dealers in these states
much worry, and up until the moment the
strikers were ordered back to work, many
of the tidewater dealers in position to re-
ceive coal at tidewater ports for interior
distribution, were concerned in trying to
make arrangements for water transporta-
tion in case the railroad embargoes were
further extended. These embargoes were
in full effect up to the first of this week.
The situation in the steam coals is not

materially changed. Buckwheat is active
with some shippers. W'hile others find it

sluggish. So far. consumers are not con-
cerned about storing rice or barley, and
tmrchases of these coals are for the most
part for immediate consumption. The two
latter sizes are in large accumulation, ex-
cept coals of the higher grades.

Quotations for company white ash coals,
per gross ton at the mines and f.o.b. New
York tidewater lower ports, during August,
follow

:

Mine Tidewater

Broken .. $5.95 »7.80
Egg 6.25 8.10
Stove 6.50 8.35
Chestnut. 6 60 8.45
Pea 5 20 6.95
Buckwheat 3 40 5.15
Rice 2.75 4.50
Barley 2.25 4.00

Bituminuns—Notwithstanding the embar-
u'oes against shipment of coal by rail into
.Vew England on account of the railway
shopmen's strike, which embargo has been
in effect for more than ton days, the dis-
tribution of mine output has not been dis-
turbed to the extent that prices have
suffered.

Naturally, with New England territory
shut oft from rali deliveries, one could ex-
pect an accumulation at the tidewater
ports, and that coal would be so free at
the New York piers, especially, that sellers
would be making concessions in order to
move it and escape demurrage. Such, how-
ever, has not been the case, the high-grade

coals being taken freely at former prices.
The only wealtness has been on coals of
inferior grade.

'

The New England railroad strike has
greatly accelerated the movement of water-
borne coal into that territory. Transporta-
tion lines running from New York piers to
Sound points have found their business
greatly increased.

There has been also an increased call
for Pennsylvania coals for export, and as a
result some of the high-grade low volatile
varieties have advanced in prices from 15
to 25 cents. Bunker inquiry has been much
stronger. Strikes at English ports, the
scarcity of coal over there, and its high
price, has caused some shipowners to
bunker at" American ports for the round
trip.

Coal operators take sharp issue with
Railroad Director General Hine's statement
issued on Saturday, denying that there is
a shortage of coal cars. Some of them say
that while the statement on its face may be
true—that there may be ample coal cars

—

yet it is an evident truth that these cars are
not being placed at the mines so that a
full day's output can be attained for six
days a week.
High-grade coals are short of actual re-

quirements despite the New England em-
bargoes, and with the re-opening of this
territory coal men expect the full output
of the cheaper grades to be well taken.

Prices quoted for the various tidewater
pools show an increase, the quotations
ranging about as follows

:

PQolsland7l $5.70@$5.85
Pool 9 5.60® 5.75
Pool 10 5.50® 5.60
Pool II 5.15 @ 5.35
Pool 18 4.75® 4.85

There were not many changes in the cur-
rent quotations for the various grades of
coal at the mines. They range as follows:

Spot

South Fork (best) $3.25@$3.50
Cambria (best) 3.00® 3 25
Cambria (ordinary) 2.65® 2.90
Clearfield (best) 3.00® 3.25
Clearfield (ordinary) 2.70® 3.00
Reynoldsvillc 2.70® 2.90
Quemahoning 3.10® 3.25
.Somerset (best) 3.00® 3,25
Somerset (poor) . 2.65® 2.75
Western Maryland 2.50® 2.75
Fairmont 2. 10 @ 2.35
Latrobe 2.60® 2.65
Greensburg 2.50® 2.60
Westmoreland, J in 2.75 ® 2.90
Westmoreland run-of-mine 2. 50 @ 2. 60

PHILADELPHIA

.4nt]iracite production keei>s up. Better
receipts locally. Rail strike helps local re-
tailers temporarily. Possibility of price-
fixing board. Kgg badly wanted. Stove
stiU scarce, but chestnut plentiful. Pea
moving better. Slow movement at tide.
Buckwheat only active steam size. Bitu-
minous in more plentiful supply. Rail strike
makes better coals freer. Prices liold flmi.

Anthracite—With the production in mid-
August well up to normal there is a general
feeling that the fuel situation will be suc-
cessfully met. There are many things that
might happen to prevent this, such as car
and labor .shortages, but even at that a
good tonnage is now in the cellars of con-
sumers. The local retailers are still call-
ing for coal, but it Is mostly for egg and
stove. A fair supply of all sizes came into
the market this week and in more than one
instance a dealer a.sked to have his orders
on chestnut and pea coal held.

The labor troubles affecting New England
have not reached the railroads in this

territory as yet. and with embargoes Issued
by ail the roads entering the above terri-

tory a considerable tonnage came in this

direction. Even at that it was not heavy,
and the report Is that the companies took
advantage of the situation to Increase ship-
ments to the West, both all-rail and via
the Lake ports.

The difficulty in the local situation Is that
the rail strike might become so serious
as to seriously Interrupt mining, for it

would only take a single week with pro-
duction at the present rate lo swamp the
local market if no other outlet was to be
had. It Is believed that the Individual
shippers are particularly anxious under
present conditions as to whether they can
maintain their present margin of prices
above the company circular. It will be re-

membered that this differential runs all

the way from 45c. to $1.60 a ton and
should coal suddenly become plentiful it
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only stands to reason that the retailer will
hold up the fuel that costs him the most.
The retailers are actually hoping that

rail trouble will be adjusted promptly so as
to " remove the necessity of their holding
orders. They realize that they will need
all the coal they can get this winter at any
price and do not want to be placed in the
position where they might cut off some of
their sources of supply.

.\11 dealers continue to be fairly busy.
T\''ithout exception they have much undeliv-
ered tonnage on their books, principally of
egg and stove sizes. Egg has by no means
become free and they are becoming just a
trifle impatient now that summer is fast
slipping away. It would take only a little
tonnage to fill the local demand, even
though it is larger than normal, and if
the big companies should start shipping it
would only take two weeks at the most
before all orders for egg would be filled
Stove is another question, as the demand
for this size is going to be strong until
next spring. Not only do the dealers have
a plenitude of orders on their books for
this size, but 75 per cent of all the new
business they receive is for stove. Chest-
nut orders are well taken care of. and it is
the usual thing now to see accumulations of
this size in the yards. Pea is picking up
slightly and the dealers seem to be send-
ing out a little more each week lately,
although this has little effect on their stor-
age stocks, as these are constantly being
added to.

There has been some slight difficulty in
moving coal at the tide piers on account
of labor. A larger tonnage than usual was
shipped to the piers on account of the
checking of rail movement by embargoes.
Vessels were far from able to load the coal
promptly and much of it has accimiulated
in the storage piles.

In the steam trade buckwheat is the only
active size and seems to be displaying
greater activity, although not to the point
of absorbing the entire production. 'WTiile
there is a fair demand for rice, as a num-
ber of large plants using it are speeding xcp
stocking, yet it is still necessary to place
a heavy tonnage of this size, as well as
barley, in the storage yards. There has
been no change in prices.

Bitiiminons. For the past week there
has been a rather good supply of soft coal
in this market. This was the natural effect
of the freight embargo on all roads enter-
ing New England, Such good coals as were
offered were quicklv taken, as there is a
steady call for these grades. However, this
did not appear to affect the movement of
other coals, as there seems to be a general
tendency now to get fuel, especially by the
plants that are in position to store heavily.
The small buyer, too. seems at last to be

awake, the upward movement of prices dur-
ing the past several weeks probably hav-
ing impressed him at last with the notion
that there can be no falling in the prices
until next spring. Some moderate buyers
who have hung off awaiting a more f.avor-
able price market are seeking contract pro-
tection, but are finding scant opportunity
to get contracts and are compelled to buy
at the market.

There has been an improvement in labor
conditions at tide, but the one great draw-
back continues to be the lack of bottoms
and in many instances owners of vessels
chafe at fixed rates of freight under which
they are still compelled to operate. There
is a heavy dem.ind for fuel from Italy, with
all sorts of pressure being brought to bear
to secure tonnage, but with the continuing
scarcity of ships it is not seen how the sit-

uation is to be met.

Owing to the more plentiful supply of
coal coming into the local markets prices
held fairly firm duriflg the week, although
a few slight increases were recorded. Prices
per net ton at mines rule about as fol-

lows:

Georges Creek Big Vein $3.25^ 3.40
South Fork Miller Vein 3 25(5 3.40
Clearfield (ordinary) 3 OWfi 3 ,

1

Somerset (ordinary) 2,90(o3 05
Fairmont lump 2.90(n 3 00
Fairmont mine-run 2 70(" 2,80
Fairmont slack 2 20(n 2,35
Fairmont lump (ordinary) 2, 35(<i 2 65
Fairmont mine-run (ordinary) 2 ,

35(a 2,45
Fairmont slack (ordinary) 2 25(a 2

,
35

B.\l,TIMORE

Export market the liveliest in years. Gas
coals stren^tlien. Local call for steam fuels
stead.v. with prices still ti^litenin^. Hard
coal men now cleaning up last of summer
orders.

Bituminous—There can be no doubt but
that the export movement is the feature of
the present fuel situation here, as the mar-
ket is the most lively in years. Under the
call gas coals have stiffened greatly, and
three-quarter is now generally command-
ing around $3 mine basis to the trade.
Practically no coal is to be picked up at
tide, the only way to assure cargoes being
to ship into the pools. Despite a long-shore-
men's strike which prevented vessel move-
ment for two days and caused a brief em-
bargo by the Baltimore & Ohio against
Curtis Bay, the first ten days of August saw
a loading here on coal ships of more than
70,000 tons.
There is now every promise that August

will exceed the month of July in export
coal handled here—a total of 258.496 tons
having been dumped into coal-bearing ships
during last month. The local call for steam
coals continues strong, although it lacks
the excitement of some two weeks ago when
consumers began to rush orders for coals
for storage, fearing a general railroad
strike would catch them short of reserves
There is still a steady demand and all sup-
plies are readily assimilated. Little of the
best grade of coal is offering and the few
sales of pool 71 are close to the $4 line.

Pools fl and 10 are recording some sales
at from .$3,50 to $3.75 tb the trade, while
pools 11 and 18 are good generally at from
$3 to $3.25, thus setting for the most part a
?3 or better market. Because the tonnage
coming through is readily taken up the pur-
chasing is on a less discriminatory scale
than is normally the case. The movement
from the mines keeps improving and while
there is some talk of car shortage it is not
general. Cumberland reports the move-
ment of loaded cars as being from one-
quarter to one-third improved over what
it was two weeks ago.

.\ntliracite—Supplies of hard coal are
easing up, and the principal shortage exists
now only in stove and chestnut sizes. The
trade is now working on the last of the
summer orders and will probably clean
these up early in September, as the run
here from the mines is steadily improving.
The proportion of company coal coming in

is also growing, as was promised for Au-
gust, and this is quite pleasing to retailers

in the face of a 75c premium generally
on independent coals, with a broker's com-
mission added in some cases.
The advance of 25c a ton on Aug. 1

mav be the last for a time, unless there is

a freight-rate increase, as there is some
talk of not making another jump on Sept.

1 The trade plans to be guided in this

bv the margin of profit as placed by the

National Fuel Administration for Baltimore
during the war. It is now traveling on a
$2.50 a ton margin of profit basis as a
whole. In view of this conservative stand
the trade is not unduly excited by talk of
including an inquiry into the cost of do-
mestic coal in Baltimore in the scope of a
state high-cost-of-living investigation now
in progress.

BIRMINGHAM
Strike of railroad shopmen seriously crip-

ples production and movement of coal.
Many mines idle entire week on account of
the embargo by railroads. Demand some-
what improved and orders in hand ample
to take care of output under present oper-
ating conditions.

During the past week coal production was
seriousU' curtailed by the failure of the
railroads to furnish equipment for loading.
Practically all the mines in the Walker
Count ^' field served by the Frisco Lines
were idle the entire week, while the South-
ern, Louisville & Nashvil'e and other coal
carriers could only furnish a 50 to 60 per
cent car supply. However, embargoes and
other limitations in connection with the
strike of the railroad shopmen have now
been taken off, but there is still a pro-
nounced car shortage. Wliile sales of
steam fuel have not come up to expectations
the past week, there is a fair volume of
orders and contracts being taken right
along, and it is stated that more business
is now in hand at the mines than can be
taken care of under present operating dif-
ficulties. Prices on mine-run coal range
from $2.45 to $2.90, prepared sizes $2.75 to
$3 86. per net ton mines.
Domestic lump and egg are scarce and

in good demand. Cahaba and Black Creek
are quoted at $4.15, Acmar big seam $3,30,
Carbon Hill $3.45, these being schedule
prices. Sales of small spot lots are made
at from $4 to $5 per net ton mines, but
there is little free coal to be found in the
domestic sizes.

Lake Markets

PITTSBURGH
Reports of fancy prices nn small lots.

General market slightly higher. .More
labor unrest, as in other industries. Car
sliortages pronounced, and restricting out-
put.

Some coal operators are circulating re-
ports of high prices received, attempting to

give the market the appearance of greater
.strength than it possesses, as sales at fancy
prices are exceptional and involve only
small lots. Conservative operators decry
this policy for it not only misrepresents the
situation, but is likely to react unfavor-
ably upon the coal industo'. which has
already been charged in uninformed quar-
ters with profiteering.
Car shortages have been pronounced the

past week, and at nearly all mines have
taken the place of Hck of orders as the
immediate cause of restricted output.
There has been a heavier volume of buy-
ing and contract requirements are some-
what heay\'. so that all or nearly all the
operators desire to increase their produc-
tion, hut on account of car shortage there

is scarcely any increase in actual ship-

ments.
Labor is showing somewhat more rest-

lessness, but this is now coming to be rec-

ognized as a feature of labor in all indus-
tries and the coal industry is begmnmg to

realize that it has no monopoly of the con-

dition.

Coal and Coke Securities

NEW YOHK STOCK EXCHANGE CLOSING QUOTATIONS, AUG. 18. 1919

Ticker
STOCKS Abvn.

American Coal Co., of .Allegheny (-^CL)
Burns Brothers, Com (BB)
Burns Brothers, Pfd (BB)
Central Coal & Coke, Cor.. (CK)
Central Coal & Coke, nfil (CK
Colorado Fuel & Iron, Com (CF)
Colorado Fuel & Iron, I'ftl (CF)
Consolidation Coal of Maryland (CGM)
Elk Horn Coal, Com (EH)
Elk Horn Coal, Pfd (EH)
Island Creek Coal, Com (ICR)
Island Crock C.iil, Pfd (ICR)
.Icfferson & ("l.arficld Conl & Iron, Pfd . . . (JF)
X. w r, ntial r,,;il of West \a (NCC)!' ' ' r',,,! r,,„, ., (PC)
r ' I'f.i . (PC)
I

'

. (PD)
\ . .

-.1 ,v (-,1... . (VK)

BONDS Bid

Cahaba Coal, 1st Gtd. 6s, 1922 96j
Clearfield Bituminous Coal, 1st 48, Ser. A, 1940 751
Colorado Fuel* Iron, Gen. 5s, 1943 901
Colorado Indus, 1st Mtg. & Col. Tr. 5s. 1934 79
Consolidation Coal of Maryland. 1st Rcf. 5s, 1950 851
Jefferson & Clearfield Coal & Iron, Sec. Mort, 5s, 1925 96
Lehigh Valley Coal, 1st Gtd. 5s, 1 933 991

Lehigh Vallfv Coal, Gtd. Int. Red. to 4%, 1913 74
Lohigh Val. Coal & Nav. Con. S. F., 4}8, Ser. A, 1 954 90

Pleasant Valley Coal, 1st S. F., 58, 1928 80}

Pocahontas Coal & Coko, Joint 4s, 1941
Pocahontas Con. Collieries, 1st S. F. 5s, 1957
Roch. & Pitts. Coal & Ir., Helvetia Pur. Money 5s, 1946... . 93
St. L., Rocky Mnt. & Pac. Stamped Ss, 1955
Tenn. Coal. Iron & R.R., Gen. 58, 1951 : 89}

Utah Fuel, 1st Sinking Fund 5s, 1931 87

Victor Fuel, 1st Mtg. Sinking Fund 5s, 1953 55

Virginia Iron, Coal & Coke 1st 5s, 1949 84

831
87

801
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Coal production is now at bi tween SO and
90 per cent of full output liased on full

time work of men on payrolls, and at 60
to 70 per cent based on full ratings of
mines. Nearly all the operators would be
producing more coal if they had full sup-
plies of cars and labor.

The market generally is quotable about
10c higher on slack and 5c higher on steam
mine-run, though occasionally' small lots
go at higher prices than here quoted. The
following approximate prices obtain: Steam
slack, $1.90(g)2.10 ; gas slack. $2.10@2.35 :

steam mine-run. $2.35 @2.50 ; gas mine-run,
$2.50@2.76; 3-in. gas, $2.80@3 per net ton
at mine, Pittsburgh district.

BUFFALO

Car shortage increasing. Bitnminoas slow-
ly firming up. No boom looked for now.
Canada bii.ving better. Anthracite more
plentiful locally. Lake trade active.

Bituminous—The trade grows slowly
stronger. Nobody reports anything like a
boom and in fact all idea of a rushing mar-
ket immediately has now been dropped. If

there is eagernes developed on the part of
the consumer to buy it will not happen be-
fore cool weather sets in and there is no
indication of it now. At the rate of im-
provement now making the early winter de-
mand ought to be fully normal and if the
war and its violent consequences are out of
the way business will settle down and
progress will be satisfactory.

Some special activity is shown by Toughi-
ogheny gas coal, but it is not thought best
to make a quotation of it apart from regu-
lar Pittsburgh. Shippers are not eager to
push up prices at present, lest the Gov-
ernment take a hand in the business again.
Quotations remain at $4.55 for Allegheny
Vallev sizes. $4.80 for Pittsburgh and No.
8 lunip, $4.65 for Pittsburgh three-quarter,
$4.20 for mine run and $3.80 for slack,
with smokeless at $4.60 and Pennsylvania
smithing at $5.70.

Anthracite—The trade is active, with de-
mand in excess of supply and likely to re-
main so till winter is over. The surplus
will be small, if any, and it may turn out
that there will not be enough to carry con-
sumers through. Shippers do not all think
there is a shortage that cannot be met,
but the figures are not reassuring. With
proper handling the supply ought to be
sufficient.

Of late the city trade has received coal
quite liberally, but it goes out as fast as it

comes in. Much more has already been de-
livered to residences than is common at
this time of the year, but unfortunately the
amount in storage cannot be computed, as
it is not known how much was carried
over. A mild winter will make the prob-
lem easy.

Lake shipments are liberal, being for the
week 122,200 net tons, of which 42.400 tons
cleared for Chicago. 34.600 tons for Duluth-
Superior, 14,300 tons tor Sheboygan, 9.000

tons for Milwaukee, 7.200 tons for Green
Bay, 6,000 tons for Menominee. 3.200 tons

for" Port William. 3,000 tons for Racine
and 2,500 tons for Calcite.

Freight rates are 60 cents to Chicago, 57J
cents to Racine, 47J cents to Milwaukee and
42 J cents to Duluth, Fort William, She-
boygan and Green Bay.
The August prices of anthracite are as

follows

:

Orate
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pair, and the shortage is more serious than
formerly. Mines are operating two to three
days a week in western and southeastern
Kentucky. Mines in the pooling zone of
eastern Kentucky are in slightly better
shape.

Prices are showing steady advancement
because of the low production and the
fact that, with block coal, demand is greater
than supply, while small production is re-
sulting in only a minimum quantity of low-
priced spot coal being on the market. Some
few lots of low-priced mine-run were of-
fered last week when strikes made it im-
possible to ship on certain orders. Block
coal is strong, and buyers in the field are
forcing up prices, operators placing high
prices as production for the most part is

sold and they cannot handle the business.
The low prices on steam grades and the re-
duced production resulting from car short-
age have made operating costs higher, and
to meet these the price of block coal is be-
ing raised. Block coal has sold at as high
as $5 at the mines during the past week.
with the general market at J4.50 to $4.75
per ton.

Operators are some'what disturbed over
President Wilson's statement relative to
profiteering, and discussion of re-establish-
ment of coal-trade regulation. Producers,
jobbers and retailers are generally opposed
to further Federal control, but point out
that profits today are not as good as they
were at this time last year. The entire
blame, however, is laid on the Railroad
.Administration in its failure to supply cars
and keep cars in repair. With an adequate
car supply it is held that prices would be
much lower.

The jobber is not making any money as
he is only handling mine-run, 4 in. steam
and a little nut and slack. The operators
are not offering any block coal through
jobbers as buyers are in the field with
ready cash looking for this grade.

Retailers in Louisville are thoroughly
dissatisfied and disgusted. Block coal in
eastern Kentucky is quoted at $4.50 a ton,
and carries a freight rate and war tax of
$1.60. making this coal cost $6.10 laid down
in Louisville. Such coal is retailing at $7
a ton, leaving a margin of 90 cents for
delivery, overhead expenses, profit, etc

.

whereas the margin should he $2. and the
retail price $8.10 a ton. Within the past
four months there has been an increase
from $2.85 a ton to $4.50 or $4.75 a ton.
resulting in an actual increase per ton of
$1.75 to $2 on block coal. Competition with
river coal from West Virginia, and with
one retail concern owned by an operator.
has been largely responsible for the low
prices quoted at retail. This will eventually
result in retailers being forced to make a
big increa.«:e. which will result in a general
howl from the public.

The principal demand for coal at this
time is coming from the South where
prices are strong, and where cotton manu-
facturing interests are la^-ing in a three
to four months supply, and where retailers
are buving well. There is also some coal
going to the Lakes and Northwest.

Prices at mines are as follows;

The usual asking price for spot and
prompt furnace coke continues to be $4.
concessions being made when actual busi-
ness develops, but the extreme concession
now is about 10c. against 20c easily obtain-
able ten days ago. There are some negotia-
tions for furnace coke for delivery over the
remainder of the year, by idle furnaces
that cannot yet set a definite date for their
blowing in, and these negotiations lag as
the furnaces want to buy at not far from
the going market on spot coke while opera-
tors want a much higher price as they ex-
pect the spot market to be very high in the
late months of the year.

Foundry coke has undergone a farther
stiffening. There are some indifferent

brands to be had at $5 for spot or prompt
shipment, but it is harder to pick up such
coke now at $5 than it was two or three
months ago to get it at $4.50. The best
known brands, which recently were gomg
freely at $5.25 and $5.50. are now higher,

several being set at $6 as minimum, and
some sales have been put through at that
level. Contract prices are no longer quoted
for foundry coke. Operators find much dif-

ficulty in securing the extra labor neces-
sary for producing and shipping foundry
coke, and do not wish to increase their

obligations. The market is quotable as fol-

lows: Spot furnace. $3.90@4; contract fur-

nace, $4.25@4.50; spot and prompt toun-
drv. $5@6 per net ton at ovens.
The "Courier" reports production in the

Connellsville and Lower Connellsville region
in the week ended Aug. 9 at 222.170 tons,

an increase of 13.070 tons. Production has
thus increased about 125.000 tons weekly
since the low point last May.

Buffalo—The trade is fairly good, though
tlie operations of the furnaces are not what
thev were expected to be. Some of them are

getting heavy amounts of iron ore on their

docks, as it does not move, either to the

fires or out by rail as had been planned.

The receipts of ore bv Lake are reduced
considerably bv the Lake Superior strikes,

but onlv the vessels appear to care much
about them. Coke prices are fairly strong

at $7.60 for 72-hr. foundry. $7.25 for IS-

hr. furnace, $7 for off grades, with $6.75

for domestic sizes and $5.75 for breeze.

Block

Mine-run

Nut and slack.

Pea and slack .

.

-4. 25(3 $4 75

2 40(a 2 85

2.10@. 2.85

J2.50

2.25@2.40
1.75@2.I0
l.25@l.50

Coke

CONNELLSVILLE

Eurnare coke sliphtl.v improved, foundry
coke much stronger. Some contract negotia-
tions for furnace coke. Contract prices
withdrawn on foundry coke.

The market has improved a trifle as to
prices for prompt, in furnace grade on ac-
count of absorption of part of the stock.s,
and in foundry grade on account of heavy
demand coupled with shortage of labor for
the special preparation required in making
and shipping foundry coke.

There has been a moderate volume of
buying of spot and prompt furnace coke,
apparently by furnaces that were not re-
ceiving full shipments under contracts,
though it is likely some furnaces have
been adding to their stocks. There is

always also an incentive to furnaces to
pick up odd lots when they can be had at
so much under contract prices.

Middle West

MILW.-VUKEE
ad-.\li soft coal. Including Pocahont

vanced 25c per ton. Demand for domestic
grades of coal growing stronger. Stove and
nut anthracite scarce. Lake receipts slow-
ing np.

The entire soft-coal price list, including
the different grades of Pocahontas were
marked up 25c. per ton on Aug. 15. Anthra-
cite and coke were left undisturbed. This
makes the third raise in Pocahontas since
the opening of the coal year. Lump, egg
and nut are now held at $10.75 and mine
run at $8.50. All other grades of bitum-
inous coal have been advanced twice since
May, and are now 50 cents higher than
the opening schedule promulgated on the
first of the month. In addition, the carry-
ing-in charge has been increased from 50c
per ton to 75c.

The demand for coal for domestic use
is growing stronger as the season advances
and consumers realize that nothing can be
gained by postponing their orders. Dealers
find it difficult to supply the demand for
stove and nut anthracite, as there are a
scarcity of these grades.

The demand for soft coal from indus-
trial points in the interior is not in suffi-
cient volume to keep the docks in such
shape that they can take care of the inward
flow of coal by Lake Cargo receipts
have slowed up somewhat of late, but the
sum total is still ahead of the record of
last year. Cargoes number 2.So thus far,
and embrace 467. OOO tons of anthracite and
1.792.850 tons of bituminous coal, a gain of
163,498 tons of the former and 108,484 tons
of the latter over last year.

ST. LOIIS
Practicallv tlie entire Standard and Mt.

Olive fields on strike, with nearl.,\> districts
alTected. Car supply limited to one and
two da.vs a week wliere mines are working.
Railroads in otlicr districts emliargoing
against commercial loading. .Some Indiana
coal moving in, l>ut no general demand for
steam fuel, and situation is well in hand.
Uusiness in a general way is slow to bay.

Something like 75 mines are idle in the
Standard and Mt. Olive fields on account
of the Belleville leaders rebelling against

President Farrington and the officials of the
United Mine Workers in Illinois. Various
meetings have been held at different places
and while the actual number of open rebels
is in the minority, yet they manage to
dominate the situation. The mines at Ma-
rissa and Coulterv-ille. on the Illinois Cen-
tral and all points on the Mobile & Ohio
are not affected. These miners would not
listen to the agitators from Belleville. As
a matter of fact they were not given a
hearing at several places. Toward the
latter part of the week they were begin-
ning to get some results at Sparta.
The trouble has spread to the Mt. Olive

district and all the mines there are idle,

as w-ell as a few bordering on the edge of
the Springfield district.
There was local trouble in the Franklin

County field, but it was not on account o"f

the Belleville affair. Perry County has
not been affected by this strike either.

The few mines on the Illinois Central
in the Standard field that are working are
only getting about two or three days
work a week on account of no cars. While
many of the miners want to go to
work the rebel element within their
ranks prevents responding to the cause.
As a matter of fact at many mines the
fighting element stands guard to keep
the other miners from going down. In
the Mt. Olive district miners from Benld
and other places to the number of 400
threatened the miners at Staunton and Mt.
Olive if they went to work. The visiting
strikers surrounded the mining properties
and openly defied the miners \vho were
not on strike to make any attempt to go
underground.
The dissatisfied element is holding off

for the meeting at Springfield on the 19th.
at which time they hope to be able to
carry out their program by ousting Presi-
dent Farrington and the other officials who
insisted upon sticking by the agreement
with the operators until the Cleveland meet-
ing. Until then there is no prospect of the
field going to work. As a matter of fact,
there is some feeling here that if Presi-
dent Farrington carries out his intentions
of excluding the rebels from membership
that they will cause trouble anyway. It

is the most serious problem that has con-
fronted the operators for a long time, for
there is no reasonable head to the uprising
that seems to have any conception of the
condition that has arisen.

St. Louis is not suffering, however, for
coal from the Standard district. There is

little doing in the industrial line and little

call for coal, although a few carloads from
Indiana have been brought in for emerg-
ency.

The few mines that are working are
getting as high as $3 for lump, $2.50 for
mine run and $2 to $2.25 for screenings.
The domestic demand is easy and the

dealers are standing pat and waiting until
things blow over. Only those who must
have coal for immediate purposes are tak-
ing any.
The Standard situation represents to

some extent the Mt. Olive conditions, only
that there are no mines working in the
Mt. Olive field, and the last ones to work
were taking care of their regular trade
at the regular price without any shadow
of profiteering.

In Perry county the mines are working
one day a week. In the Carterville field

of Williamson and Franklin County the
Old Ben mines were on strike over a re-
quest that the mine manager be discharged.
This, however, has been settled and every
mine in the field is at work as far as labor
troubles are concerned. The Iron Mt.
R.R. embargoed the mines against loading
commefcial coal. Most of the cars It

furnishes must be loaded with company
coal and it is only furnishing about two
days supply a week.
The railroad tonnage has been excep-

tionally heavy on account of the threatened
strike of the miners in Missouri. Kansas
and Oklahoma, which will severely tax the
western roads as to their fuel supply. The
Burlington railroad is giving the best serv-
ice in this field and the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois next, with the Illinois Central and
the Iron Mt. dragging along far in the
rear.
Miners working for mines depending upon

car supply on the Illinois Central and
Iron Mt. are going to the mines on the
other roads where they get steadier work.
.-Vs a rule coal from this district has been
selling at the regular circular price ex-
cepting in a few instances where mine
run has gone up to as high as $2.75.
screenings to $2.50. and lump and egg as
high as $3.25. This for the most part is

off grade coal.
Some operators are charging Jobbers

more than the circular, fus forcing the
jobl^ers to create higher prices.
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Consumers' Lockouts
By R. Dawson Hall

FEW years ago employers' lockouts

were common enough. Today pub-

lic opinion will tolerate them only

under most unusual circumstances.

However, not all lockouts are the

work of employers of labor. Quite

frequently consumers make up their

mind to refuse to buy in order to force down wages,

or at least with the expectation that a lower wage

rate will be obtained.

There was such a lockout on the signing of the

armistice. Everybody believed that prices were

going to fall and needed to be lowered, not only

prices of commodities, but the prices of the labor

by which those commodities were produced. As a

result the public waited, and the workingman— the

mine workers at least—became quite restive under

the delay. Their feeling was not against the operator

or the manufacturer, but against society in general,

that it should ordain such a lockout, after demanding

of the worker miracles of production.

Somehow society failed to realize that any obliga-

tion rested upon it. It has always bought when it

would and desisted when it would. In the summer it

bought at its pleasure and refused to put by its coal

for the winter. The average citizen does not care much
if the mine worker has only a half year's work, so long

as he comes around and fills the coal hod in the

winter.

The consumer has been taught that he is an irre-

sponsible sort cf being, allowed to buy when he will

and use what he buys as he will. There is no "Whole
Duty of Man" written for him. Because, for him,

no law or gospel had been written, he lets his duty

slide, and the locked -out workingman accordingly

thinks in terms of Bolshevism, wants double pay for

every working day to make up for short time, seeks a

shorter day and fewer days a week to make the mine
capacity fit the demand for coal, and longs for nation-

alization of industry in the hope that when it comes
about the mine worker will be given steady employ-

ment. He overlooks the significant fact that, under

the present railroad nationalization, the Railroad

Administration has laid off shopmen even when rail-

road cars were being damaged more rapidly than they

were being repaired.

Public opinion has ended the producers' and the

manufacturers' lockouts, but the consumer still con-

tinues to maintain the right to use that weapon.

However, not all the consumers' failures to buy
should be reprobated. Sometimes he lacks the money
to carry a stock; at times he is willing, but afraid to

buy what may depreciate in price; at 'others he

purchases but does it in another market, realizing

that what he thought was a good article is exceeded in

value by another. But, however justifiable his action

may be, it leads to unrest.

Some day the larger corporations will order coal

and make their improvements whenever the market

gets weak, largely with the purpose of creating a

stimulation that must inevitably in time return them

large dividends. Idle time produces discontented men
and means unused capital. The burden of a buying

philanthropy of this kind will not be felt when many
corporations attempt it; for the stimulation of in-

dustry will be so great that the trade depression,

lower wages and lower prices will fail to materialize,

and the thing purchased, the work done or the

material manufactured will fetch in the market the

money expended on it; while with the steady work

resulting every one will be happier.

That country alone can be prosperous that con-

tinuously produces the wherewithal for material

prosperity.
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ailDEASAND SUGGESTIONS
PRACTICAL SCHEMES THAT MAKE THE DAYS WORK EASIER

A Homemade Switch Throw
By Joe Povich

Ziegler, 111.

The switch throw shown is homemade and is being
used in conjunction with a light switch. When the
switch is thrown over, the bridle makes contact with
a spring-copper sheet and lights a red light. When the

DKTAILS OF A HOMEMADK SWITCH THROW

switch is set for straight track the light is out. The
light switch is mounted on a piece of liber over which
a 1-in. board is placed to cover and protect it from dirt

and injury. The illustration is so comprehensive that

no detailed description of the device is necessary.

When the Boss Loses His Control

By Observer

A successful mine foreman was made superintendent

of a difficult colliery which had been turned back .to the

owners, through losses, in a poor condition. For a time

his direction of the operation was a success, then a sud-

den series of mishaps occurred, fire and fatal accidents

combined. Right here he seemed to lose his grip on the

situation. He went down into a new shaft and took

part in the actual manual labor of sinking. From then

on his generalship lost its compelling force. He seemed

unable to guide because he had left the wheel, and his

resignation came as the logical outcome of a situation

which developed through first stepping down from the

place of authority.

Another man, now dead, was given a stripping fore-

manship which was an injustice to him. He was a fine

miner and could not entrust the mining to the men
hired to do that work. Working several lifts with little

groups of men on each lift, his time would have been

amply taken up supervising group by group, yet we

found him nearly always high up in the face drilling

holes or hand-picking, while his men "bummed" safely

out of his sight on the other levels. He worked very hard
and wore himself out thereby, and with constant worry
over the work. Finally he took a minor position with
another company, but his broken health did not mend
;nd he died before the allotted span.

Wages are high, in fact everything connected with
mining is now costly. Yet no cry of this will find an
appreciative audience from the general public. They
will not believe that a colliery is not paying so long

as the colliery continues operating. They reason that

a coal company is too wise to play a losing game, and
figure that a plant pays or it would close down. It seems
that the day of swivel-chair superintendency, like tele-

phone salesmanship, is done, and that where the colliery

heads, from the big boss down, refuse to don overalls

and "get next to the ground," costs will run up and
swallow profits. We will likely see more intensive boss-

ing in the paying mines of tomorrow. If the uncalled-

for six-hour day comes, it will mean two shifts under
pressure in order to get out the coal.

I have observed the night-shift work at different col-

lieries, and it has never seemed to pay in the way that

daylight work does. Night drivers are hard to get and
they quit with painful regularity; in fact, it seems that

nobody wants night-shift work. Everybody concerned

tries to get done as quickly as possible simply because

day'-ight supervision is withdrawn ; if there is a handy
manway, the shift ends at many queer times. Men will

not be driven, and no sane mine executive expects to get

work done that way ; but if nobody ever sees the boss,

and if the mine foreman's wife sees the "super" drive

away early every day while her husband works twelve

hours or worse, some one will ease up, then some one

else, and so on, all the way down to the mule skinner.

And that colliery will lose its morale and its ability to

cope with ever-mounting costs. Long-range, white-shirt

generalship seems doomed by the new demands of our

time.

Homemade Voltmeter Switch

By John J. Nolan
Linton. Ind.

The diagram herewith shows a three-way voltmeter

switch to be used on the board when three generators are

operated in parallel. I have two of these devices in use

and they are working satisfactorily. Almost any me-

chanic or electrician can construct them, as only two

pieces need to be machined or made in a lathe, these

being the brass rings. If convenient, however, the

fiber base should be turned also. The rest of the con-

struction is not difficult.

The conipany with which I am connected had two

plants using three generators in parallel, all old equip-

ment such as is usually found around old coal mines.
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Of course, two voltmeters were used, one being con-

nected to one of the generators and the other to a dou-

ble-pole double-throw switch on the other two machines.

Usually meters in isolated plants are never calibrated,

and switching generators together in this way is con-

ceded to be bad practice.

The brushes under the arm or lever (not seen on main

sketch) are of phosphor bronze spring ribbon. A small

liomemade fuse block was assembled on fiber and at-

tached to the front of the board just under the three-

way switch. This is single-pole, connected to the posi-

tive side only, and uses a -mail fuse. It offers protec-
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tion to the switch in case something should happen from

rough usage. The main fiber base extends out from the

slate about i in. Short pieces of i!-in. pipe were placed

on the long bolts which go through the board, so as to

enable one to easily connect or disconnect the wires lead-

ing to the switch studs and meter. By leaving some
slack in the wires on the rear of the board and loosen-

ing the three bolts, the switch can be pulled out to ad-

just the tension of the bru.shes on the rings.

A DISPATCH from Lonildii says that Great Britain will be

more than 1,000,000 tons shr>rt of her expected shipbuilding

program this year, which was to have been 2,500,000 tons,

according to estimates.

Stepping-Stone Street Crossing

Bx Ralph W. Mayer
California. Penn.

Some mining towns do not boast paved or macadam-
ized streets. Slabs of stone laid flat and extending
across the street soon become covered with mud, and it

is then necessary to wade in order to cross the street

from one side to the other. In order to obviate this

difficulty a certain coal company in West Virginia uses

-MAKES EASY WALKING ACROSS MUDDY STREETS

heavy slabs of stone, about 4 ft. square and 6 in. thick.

These are set on edge and buried, all except about 8 in.

to 1 ft. The slabs are placed about 2 ft. apart, so that

horses and the wheels of wagons can pass between the

stones. A person may cross the street dryshod by step-

ping from one stone to the next, since the travel of

the horses and wagons never drags the mud to the level

of the top of the stones.

Handy Sandpaper Holder
By Electrician

Ziegler, 111.

The accompanying illustration shows a device for

holding sandpaper while sanding or polishing commuta-
tors on motors, generators or other machinery. It is

made from a piece of board about 3 in. wide and 14

I'-(1K HOLDING SANDPAPER WHEN
ri)i.i:ilIliN'G COMMUTATORS

in. long, with a suitable slot cut in one end. The

handle or upper end of the holder may be made in any

desired shape. For convenience, however, it may be ad-

vantageously provided with a hole or some other means

whereby the device may be hung upon a nail or some

convenient hook.
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VIEW OF THE I.OREB BREAKER TAKEN AFTER IT HAD BEEX REBUILT FOLLOWING A FIRE

Rebuilding the Loree Breaker
By W. S. Hutchinson

Bethlehem, Penn.

OK THE 22d day of January, 1919, the Loree coal

breaker of the Hudson Coal Co., located near

Larksville, Penn., was burned to the ground.

Nothing was left except a tangled mas.s of rubbish and
old iron. This was a 4000-ton breaker, and the catas-

trophe came at a time when it was running full. In

view of the fact that this structure handled the output

of a number of shafts in its immediate locality worked
by this company, and prepared a fine quality of coal

comparing favorably with the best premium anthracite

on the market, the officials of the Hudson company felt

constrained to take immediate and heroic measures to

effect the replacement of the burned breaker.

By a peculiar coincidence, without consultation be-

tween the two, both the Scranton operating office and
the New York executive office got into communication
with the Bethlehem Fabricators, Inc., within a few
hours of the fire, requesting them to send their repre-

sentative to go into the matter of replacing the burned
structure with a steel breaker. After a few days spent

in preliminary estimates and preparation of tentative

machinery and steel layout, the coal company finally de-

termined to go ahead on the basis of a structural steel

proposition, and the order was given to the Bethlehem
Fabricators, Inc., on Jan. 27, 1919.

It was the general feeling and belief, on the part of

the owner and the engineering company, that it would
be possible to complete this structure so that coal could

be shipped from it within six months' time. It was be-

lieved to be the best policy by the owner, nevertheless,

to publish the determined length of time as five months.

To that end, therefore, a monster sign was placed on the

site, reading as follows

:

A new 6000-ton-per-day steel breaker in five months!
We hope with the help of everyone on this job to

have the breaker running on or before June 22, 1919.

and thus give employment to all the former force at

Plymouth. January 22 to June 22— l.'iO days.

A space on this sign was left for the insertion of

figures to represent the number of days remaining be-

rore the completion of the five-month period. The

breaker was completely finished and coal shipments

started and continued from then on, 20 days ahead of

the 150-day limit. As the sign then stated, "With the

help of every man on the job we did it in 130 days—

•

Thank you."

Before giving the salient points of the construction

of the job, it might be interesting to note the compari-

son between the new and old breakers. These were in

the main as follows: The old breaker shipped 4000

tons per day, the new breaker has a 6000-ton-per-day

capacity. It has 36 Lehigh instead of 11 Lehigh and
21 Simplex jigs. It has 56 decks of main shakers as

against 42 in the old breaker; four decks in each build-

ing were designed to handle lump. Each building was
provided with one set of main rolls and one set of No. 3

rolls, but the new breaker has two sets of No. 2 rolls

against one set of No. 2 rolls in the old building. The
old breaker had one 500-hp., two 200-hp. and one 150-hp.

engines, while the new breaker has none. The old

breaker had one 200-hp. and five 75-hp. motors, making
the total motor horsepower 1450. This means that the

old breaker had a total of 1G25 hp. in engines and mo-
tors as against 1450 hp. in the new breaker. The old

structure had one 360-ft. and one 363-ft. main con-

veyor. The new structure has one 328-ft. and one 395-

ft. conveyor. The new breaker is equipped with two
Jlanierre box-car loaders and two J,effrey pulverizers,

the same as the old one. There was no provision for re-

covery of fine coal in the old breaker, but in the new
.•structure a stirring separator and storage conveyor
have been installed.

Prompt action was taken on the part of the coal com-
pany to clear the site of the new structure, and 11 days

after the fire all debris was entirely cleaned up. A con-

crete tower was then erected and arrangements made to

carry on the installation of the plain and reinforced-

concrete mats and the footings for the steel frame by

day and night. Unusually open weather for the time
of year permitted the work to go along without inter-

ruption, although preparations were made to cover over

the site or maintain heat, if necessary, in order to per-

mit continuous work on the footings.

Final concrete forms were in place 33 days after th-s
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firo; and -17 days after the fire the steel framework for

a considerable portion of the structure was not only on
the irround, but the roof over the loading tracks was
practically completely erected. Eighty-two days after

the fire the building was compbted, although the up-hill

conveyor was not completely installed because of the

fact that to keep up continuous working of the up-hill

shaft the old wooden conveyor was still in operation.

Not only was remarkable efficiency shown in the de-

sign and assembly of the structural steel and in its erec-

tion, but similar results were efl'ectcd in the securing

of the machinery and equipment for the building. Thus
96 days after the fire the main rolls were set in place in

the new structure. One hundred and eleven days after

the fire the structural steel was complete throughout. A
large force of carpenters and mechanics was at work
on the building from the moment that riveting was com-
pleted in order to enable the other workmen to install

the equipment. The illustration of the east side jigs

and eccentrics for the front jigs on the lower level,

taken 117 days after the fire, will give an idea of how
closely the machinery installation followed up the work
of erection. The entire building was finished and heated

130 days after the fire. There have been upward of

2100 mine cars of coal put through this breaker per

day on a number of occasions since it was started.

It might be mentioned that there is approximately
1150 tons of material in this breaker, that the fur-

nishing and erection of the stesl work was done on a

bonus and penalty contract, and that a considerable

amount of bonus was earned by the contracting com-
pany. The work of erection was handled by a Bay City

locomotive crane with an 80-ft. boom and a 25-ft. jib,

with a 40-ton capacity, as well as a 15-ton Browning
hoist with a 60-ft. boom. A guy derrick with a 79-ft.

boom was also used in the erection, and the conveyors
were hung into place with a stiffleg derrick.

The actual erection of steelwork was started on Mar.
5 and completed on Apr. 10 There has never been a

record of this character made in coal-breaker construc-

tion, and only close coordination of efforts and interest

on the part of both the owner and the contracting com-
pany accomplished anything like the results shown in

the erection of this building, with its complement of

coal-preparing machinery.

Coke Industry in South Africa

Most of the Natal coals and much of the coal found
in the Central Wirbank district of the Transvaal yield

good serviceable coke, well adapted to blast furnace
and foundry purposes, although unfortunately as a rule

rather high in sulphur. Until the middle of 1918 only

two companies were producing coke, but recently as a

result of the increased demand for coke created by the

erection of blast furnaces for the production of iron at

Pretoria and Vereeniging and in Natal, the coke in-

dustry has undergone considerable e.xpansion and at

least five other Natal companies will shortly enter the

market.

None of the ovens at present in operation is designed

for the recovery cf byproducts. War conditions again

have had their eifect in stimulating enterprise. The
embargo placed on the export of coal tar from the

United Kingdom has caused a shortage and sent up
prices in the Union, and another effort is being made
at Wirbank to produce coke, tar, ammonium, sulphate

and benzol, while as soon as the requisite equipment
is available a large byproduct recovery coking plant is

to be erected at Dundee. If successful, there is no doubt
that the installation of these plants will be followed by
others.

One of the most important developments that have

taken place in recent years in the South African coal

industry ha.5 been the erection in Natal of a large mod-

ern plant of the Mond type for the production of am-
monium sulphate. At the present time the output is

at the rate of about 250 tons per month, and it is hoped

to increase this to 350 tons in the near future. Most
cf the ammonium sulphate is exported to Mauritius.

The industry appears to be capable of very considerable

expansion, as there are other coals in this and the ad-

joining districts of Natal which are equally well adapted

to coke manufacture.

Texas has an area of lignite of nearly 60,000 square

miles—an area nearly as large as the State of Missouri

and somewhat larger than the area of the New England
states.

Considering that comparatively a small part of the en-

ergy in coal is utilized in the steam engine, why should fuel

be transported long distances to power stations when elec-

tric transmission lines 100 miles in length are in common
use? Transmission lines up to 250 miles in length exist

and are practical. But suppose a 200-mile radius be taken

as a possible standard for the limit of electric transmission.

Then circles with that radius drawn around centers of

coal production will include a considerable portion of the

industrial territory of the country. Thus the power demand
of a large area could be supplied by wire rather than by
rail from the coal fields. Incidentally a large amount of

railroad equipment would be released for other purposes.
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Illinois Coal-Mine Power Plants
By E. Steck
Hillsboro. Til

SYNOPSIS — The cost of operating power-

plant equipment his received less attention than

it should have received in the past. The purchase

of power brings its cost prominently to the notice

of the management periodically.

FEW of the Illinois cotil operators have made at-

tempts to accumulate data relative to the cost of

operation of their power-plant equipment. Such

information would be of great value to them in deter-

mining how to operate with the greatest economy. The
plants in question can be placed in three general classi-

fications; namely, those having no electrical equipment,

those completely or partially electrified with their own
generated power, and those completely or partially elec-

trified with purchased power.

Generally, the amount of coal burned under the boil-

ers is only estimated. These estimations are invariably

low and the fuel consumed is not figured at the selling

price. Cost of repairs and of supplies are either not

considered at all or are only partially charged up to the

plant. Labor costs are inaccurate, as a number of the

men employed are carried on general top labor account.

Where the power is purchased its cost cannot be con-

cealed, as the monthly power bills show the exact

amount. Consequently, a comparison is generally not

favorable to purchased power. In fairness to the mine
operator and the central station, the cost of a steam-

operated plant should be carefully investigated in order

to determine which parts should be electrified and

whether it will be cheaper to purchase or generate elec-

tricity for the operation of such equipment.

The general equipment to be considered consists of:

Coal conveyors, feed water pumps, hoisting engines,

generators, transforming equipment (transformers, ro-

taries, motor-generator sets), tipple equipment, car

pullers, shop machinery, cutting machines, gathering

locomotives, haulage locomotives and mine pumps. In

some of the o!d mines we find no electrical equipment.

All the machinery is driven by engines, and the coal is

hauled by mules and mined by pick. These are the ex-

ceptions, but some are still in operation. On one prop-

erty I have counted 14 small engines, the largest being
25 hp. The steam lines to some were buried not over

6 in. underground, while others were supported on poles

and had no covering. These engines are all extremely
uneconomical, and because of condensation and leaky
joints their steam consumption is high.

One of the first steps ordinarily taken in the evolu-

tion to reduce haulage cost was to replace the mules
bringing the coal to the bottom by locomotives. This
necessitated some electrical equipment on top and either

a steam-driven generator, a motor generator or a rotary

converter was purchased, depending upon whether the

operator guessed if he could manufacture or purchase
his power the cheaper. As a rule no attention was given
to the economy of the engine or the transforming ap-
paratus. The next step was the 'introduction of cutting
machines and gathering locomotives, requiring larger

equipment on top. Generally, the small unit was re-

placed by a large one, as two units were hardly ever
operated in parallel. The economical operation of the
other machinery was neglected on the supposition that

the steam taken to drive such equipment as the fan, car
puller, tipple and shop was negligible.

The cost of operating will be greatly reduced by re-

placing all the small engines with motors, which entail

a saving in coal and a lowering in maintenance costs.

For instance, take a typical case where the power re-

quirements are as follows: Coal conveyor, 5 hp. ; shop,

10 hp. ; car puller, 25 hp. intermittent, 10 hp. continu-
ous ; tipple engines, 35 hp. ; fan, 40 hp. In all a total

of 100 hp. At 75 lb. of steam per indicated-horsepower-
hour, this equals 7500 lb. of steam per hour. With ma-
chines motor-driven, allow 80 per cent, etficiency back to

the generator. If the mine generator is driven by a

corliss engine with a consumption of 25 lb. per indi-

cated-horsepower-hour, and allowing a generator effi-

ciency of 85 per cent, and an efficiency of engine of 90
per cent., the amount of steam per actual horsepower-

25
hour of motors will be n orr

^
' nrr^^ o- = 41 lb.; 100-

0.80 X 90 X So

hp.-hr. at 41 lb. equals 4100 lb. of steam per hour. The
saving will thus be 7500 — 4100 = 3400 lb. of steam,

3400

4.5
= 750 lb. of coal. This is

750 X 8

2000
3 tons.

which at $2.15 per ton equals $6.50 per day.

This saving of $6.50 per day takes into consideration

the coal only, and there will be a considerable saving

in maintenance, repair charges and boiler capacity. In

this particular case there will be over 100 hp. in boiler

capacity released.

The hoisting equipment must be carefully considered

regardless of whether power is generated or purcha.sed.

If generated, it will not as a rule be advisable to elec-

trify the hoist where a large motor is required, because

of the large generator capacity thus made necessary and
the disturbances arising from frequent starting. Power
companies furnishing power to mines do not permit the

use of alternating-current motors of comparatively

large size for hoisting purposes. They require for large

hoists fly-wheel motor-generator sets which take the

hoisting peaks off of the line. The cost of this equip-

ment for an old mine is prohibitive.

TABLE I—COSTS FOR MINE NO. I

CoBt in CcntB por Kw.- Coat
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In the case of an old mine where it is desired to in

stall cutting machines, haulage and gathering motors,

and to electrify the top equipment, the question natu-

rally arises where purchased power is available whether

to use it or generate electrical energy. In considering

purchased power it is highly important to determine

how free from interruptions the service will be. If the

service is bad, causing frequent idle days, no matter

how cheaply it can be obtained it is a losing proposition.

A shutdown of a single day during the busy season will
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A Foundry at a Coal Mine
By A. A. Liggett

Cincinnati, Ohio

THE Raleigh Coal and Coke Co., with general of-

fices in Cincinnati, Ohio, and mines in the New
River district, has recently installed a foundry at

Raleigh, W. Va. While small castings of brass, copper,

bronze or even iron made at not a few mining
plants, a full-fledged foundry like this one is decidedly

out of the ordinary.

Fig. 1 shows a general view of the foundry building

and its surroundings. The cupola may plainly be seen

rising through the roof of the building, which is served

from outside by means of the skip or special car run-

ning on the inclined track. Thus the coke and iron used

for a charge is hauled up to the charging floor electri-

cally. A railroad sidetrack connects with this skipway.

I.VTERIOR VIKW THE POURING OK -VIOI.TK.V MRT.VI,
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PIG. 3. VIEW OF CUPOLA AND MOTOR FURNISHING BLAST

At the right of the building may be seen the core oven
and annealing pit, where har J castings may be annealed.

All castings u.-ied in and about the mine plant are made
in this foundry.

Fig. 2 is an interior view of the building while molten

metal is being poured from the "bull ladle" to a hand
ladle by which it is transported to the waiting molds.

This illustration affords a good idea of the construction

of tha bui'.dirg.

Fig. 3 shews the cupola, which averages 10 lb. of iron

melted per pound of coke consumed and has a capacity of

from 3 to 5 tons of iron per hour. The blower, counter-

shaft and motor furnishing the blast may be seen

clearly. The fan has a capacity of 2000 cu.ft. of free

air per minute, while the motor is of 30 hp. Ordinarily,

or unless unusually heavy castings are to be made, the

metal is tapped into the bull ladle, from which it is

poured to hand ladles and thus taken to the molds.

The soot, which is the main constituent of visible

smoke, is formed at, or very near, the surface of the

fuel bed and not at the place where the furnace gases

strike the heating surfaces of the boiler. The heating
surfaces merely cool the gases surrounding the soot,"

thereby preventing its combustion. The formation of

soot at the surface of tha fuel bed is caused by tha high

furnace temperature and absence of oxygen. It is pos-

sible that if oxygen was present in sutficient quantity

at the time of distillation of volatile matter, the heavy

hydrocarbons would burn directly to products of com-
plete combustion, CO, and H.O, without first decom-

posing and depositing soot.

Coal-Mining Situation in Belgium
in 1919

The first official data on the situation of the Belgian

industries at the beginning of 1919 have just reached

this country. The latest issue of the Annales des Mines
de Belgique received here contains a report of the in-

vestigation instituted by the Belgian Department of

Industry and Labor of some mining and metallurgical

industries.' The following is a short abstract of this

report as it refers to the coal industry

:

It can be said that of all the Belgian industries thar

of coal mining suffered the least from wanton destruc-

tion. This is explained not by the thought that the

Germans had any consideration for the Belgians and

TAKLE I—COAL PRODUCTION IN BKLGHTM, METRIC TONS

913 4,406,550
914 3,578,840
915..

Centre Charleriii
3.454,540 8,148,020
2,701,550 5,764,410

3,310,200 2,573,430 3,875,690
3,705,540 3,212,860 5,223,970
3,869,680 2,785,400 4,671,240
3,281,720 2,559,610 4,493,630

Nuiiiur Liege Total
829,900 5,998,480 22,841,590
534,180 4,135,070 16,714,050
410,660 4,007,520 14,177,500
497,150 4,223,350 16,862,870
437,070 3,155,510 14,919,700
374,440 3,112,530 13,021,930

their coal industry, but by the fact that during the

first four years of the war they treated the coal

mines as theirs, and only the lack of time durin;^ the

last few months of the war saved the Belgian mines
from the fate suffered b.v the mines of northern France.

The mining situation is best shown by Table I, which

gives the production for 1913 to 1918 by coal districts

and totals.

In the new coal district of Campine, which was ready

to start actual mining Aug. 4, 1914, and from which

TABLE II—COKE PRODl'CTION IN BELGIUM. METRIC TONS

Year Haina'at

1913 2,220,180
1914 1,406,460
1915 424,460
1916 667,530
1917 648,210
1918 509,150

the Belgians reasonably expected to get the needed

additional fuel, the total mining amounted to 11,640

tons in 1917 and 65,670 tons in 1918.

Of the Belgian coke ovens it is stated: Some have

been in operation without the needed repairs, some have

been totally destroyed (especially those of the Cockerill

plants) and the remainder have been total'.y dismantled,

and the installations for byproduct recovery carried

away or destroyed. The results of this policy are

TABLE III—BRIQUET PRODUCTION IN BELGIUM, METRIC TONS
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Dangers of the Postal Zone Law
By Senator Arthur Capper

Kansas

You will instantly recognize that it

is this ship captain receiver of costly

postal service who is benefited, and your
common sense will instantly prove to

you that in every case of cheap postage
the primai-y and entire benefit is to the

receiver.

Cheap postage on periodicals and
newspapers has made the American
nation a nation of readers beyond any
nation in the world. If there is any
thought in your mind that thiK is not a

national benefit, I ask you to compai'e
in your mind this great country with
its splendid and homogeneous American
idealism, its singleness of purpose and
the universality of its achievements

THERE is no function of govern-
ment that reaches every citizen

and every home to the extent of

cur United States postal service. For
over seventy years the history of our

postal legislation shows th; t our coun-

try has not legislated for postal service

on the basis of cost, because the postal

service is of such universal benefit, is

such an instrument of information and
education and unification, that to re-

strict it in any way is to hurt the coun-

try that v/o as thinking citizens wish

to serve. So clearly and firmly has

this American postal principle been

held—that postage cost must not deter-

mine th3 postage rate—that our post-

office has delivered letters and pubiica-

"tions to Yankee whaling ships

at Point Barrow in the Arctic

Circle for two cents that cost

over $5.60 to deliver. I would
ask any thinking citizen if it

is not just as important that

a Yankee skipp3r heme from

a whaling cruise shall be able

to understand and vote in-

telligently upon the great

public questions of the day as

it is for the citizen who has
stayed at home? This prin-

ciple is sound. Siiall not Cal-

ifornia, Kansas and Maine,

as integral parts of this great

country of ours, have equal

p:stage on all information as

an American right?

Our rural free delivery system—the

most expensive and least revenue-

producing branch of the post-office

—

costs IJ cents per piece of mail matter,
and this 11 C3nts is over and above the
cost of collecting, sarting, handling,
transporting and rehandling until it

gets into the rural free delivery car-

rier's wagon. This has all bsen done
upon ti:o American postal theory that
the pcst-ofT.ce function was a service to

the American people and that the cheap-
ness of postage was a benefit to the

American home.

IT
has been alleged—and maybe some

I'.ave fallen victim to its un-American
and illogical absurdity—that cheap

postage on magazines and newspapers
is a subsidy to the publishers. It is r-t
a subsidy to the publishers. It is, if you
want to use the term "subsidy," a sub-
sidy to American readers. You can
determine this for your.self. Who re-

ceives the benefit or subsidy when the
Yfinkee skipper of a whaling ship off

Point Barrow, in the Arctic Circle, re-

ceives news from home whicii costs $5.60 and the zone system was abolished not
to deliver? Is that a subsidy to his only en periodicals and newspapers,
home newspaper, his periodical or mag- but also on letters, because it was re-
azine, or is the benefit of that to the garded as an unsound po.stal policy
ship captain himself and his citizenship and un-American that a citizen or
and our united and national standards home should have to pay more postage
of intelligence? simply by an accidentally greater dis-

tance from the point of mailing. The
postal service is an American service

from all Americans to all Americans on
a basis of equal postage and equal serv-

ice. I ask every reader to consider for

himself if this is not sound Americanism.

OW on the practical side I wish to

point out that the country news-
papers have circulation in their

county of publication without any post-

age charge whatsoever, and this can only
be justified and continued on our
American theory that the postal func-
tion is an equal service to all Ameri-
can homes.

N'

NYou
all c

It would be obviously unfair for those
supporting the postal theory that the

cost must determine the rate
of postage to ar.k that a let-

ter costing 11 cents for de-
livery alone on rural routes
should be .sent for one cent.

I do net have to be convinced
that we should have one cent
letter postage. I am for
cheap postage as a great
American social service. I

believe that every right-
thinking American is for
cheap and equal postage.
But there is no logical rea-
son for believing that the
rate on one class of postal
matter must be determined
by the rate on another class
of postal matter. The fig-

ures of postal cost upon
which this unsound and un-American
postal cost theory is demanded were
compiled in 1907 and upon being in-

vestigated by the United States Pos-
as a practical proposition, tal Commission headed by Hon. Charles
know the economic law that E. Hughes, these figures were discarded

voirntrv trnJit

with those nations in the world in

which there is but little magazine read-

ing.

all costs must ultimately be paid

by tile final consumer, i. e., in this case

the reader. To raise the postage on

publications means that the publishers,

as business men, must add this charge
to the price of their periodicals—and
thus lessen reading. Is this a good
thing? And again I ask every reader
to consider those nations in the world
which have never encouraged widt'-

spread reading nor the widespread dis-

tribution of periodicals and newspapers,
and to answer that question. For it is

one which I and other legislators in

Congress have to face and with which
we must deal.

This country had a postal zone sys

as utterly unreliable in determining the
cost of handling newspapers and peri-
odicals. Yet it is upon these discarded
cost figures that such unsound argu-
ments are based.

I
F WE must abolish postal service

—

or increase postage rates to a pro-
hibitive basis—on the theory that

cost of service shall determine the post-

age rates, we should have to abandon
many of the most important of our
postal functions, the rural free delivery

being the most conspicuous example
and one which I believe should be kept
up no matter what its cost, as it is the

most important postal s3rvice in the

tem at one time, applying to letters entire department. It pays too high a

and newspapers and periodicals. The
abolition of the zone system was made
complete by P esident Lincoln in 1863

return—as does every other postal

service—in improved and elevated citi-

zenship.

I earnestly hope that every reader

will give this postal zone matter and its

revival of unsound p':stal theories, that

have been discredited for over two gen-

erations, very s3rious th-rught. There
should be no tax on intelligence.
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Efficiency in Underground Haulage
By C. E. Bowron
Birniingliani, Ala.

SYNOPSIS — The mine operator man learn

many valuable lessons concei-ning tramroad

problems from observation of a ivell-mavaged

steam railroad. The rules yovei-ning one apply

to the other. One extremely important fea-

ture is to make someone responsible for each

operation or for each department.

ENGINEERING has been variou.sly defined. One

apt definition calls it the science or art of mov-

ing materials from one place to another. Another

definition calls it the scientific spending of money to

get the largest value out of a dollar. If we coor-

dinate these two definitions, they will well apply to

coal-minir.g engineering and management, where the

prime object is to economically load and move coal

from the bowels of the earth to daylight, to then move
the impurities away from the coal and to finally load

the clean coal, to be moved to the points of ultimate

consumption.

Incidental to this we move many tons of air through

the airways for ventilation. Nor is this any small

movement in itself, for 75,000 cu.ft. of air per minute

means about 3800 tons of air moved in 24 hours. We
may also move many tons of water out of the mine

with pumps. The weight of water thus moved often

exceeds the coal tonnage; thus with a modest pumping

of only 200 gal. per minute, this item amounts to 1200

tons per day. A mine producing, say, 1000 tons of

coal per day may also have 5000 tons of air and water

to handle "on the side." Add to this the movement

of timber and supplies into the mine, and our definition

appears quite apt indeed.

The processes rather naturally group themselves into

the following: (1) The mining of coal, in which we

may include cutting, blasting, timbering and loading;

(2) ventilation and drainage as necessary incidental

operations, and (3) haulage of the coal to the surface.

It is relative to inside transportation that I desire to

present some thoughts, nothing new or startling, to be

sure, but possibly from a new angle or viewpoint.

This viewpoint is that of considering the inside haulage

system of a coal mine in the same light as that of

one of our modern above-ground railroad systems, with

main lines and branches, yards and terminal facilities,

repair shops, round-houses, rolling stock, motive power,

signals, maintenance of way and dispatching depart-

ments, etc. This is exactly what the mine tramroad

is, on a diminutive scale of course. What then can

we learn from the observation of modern and efficient

railroad operations that can be applied to underground

operations?

We find that i-ailroad operation is a complex mattei-,

and that it has been deemed necessary to divide it

into departments in order to handle the various divi-

sions, such as have just been mentioned. We find a

responsible individual at the head of each department

with someone to act in his absence. We also find all

of the operations carried on in accordance with a well-

defined svstem and a definite schedule. We can at once

appropriate both of these items to underground appli-

cation. We will therefore outline the duties of each

and every man connected with the haulage system,

clearly defining his responsibility relative to operating,

maintenance and repairs. Unless these duties are

thoroughly understood there will always be a multitude

of things which are everybody's business and which

eventually become nobody's business. In other familiar

W'Ords, a lack of definiteness fosters tne gentle art of

"passing the buck."

Proceeding with our observations upon the outside

railroad .system, we find main lines of the heaviest

construction, well graded and aligned, with maximum
permissible gradients. Large trains and heavy locomo-

tives are the rule on main lines. Plenty of sidings are

provided for passing, for way freight unloading and at

terminals. Round-houses are built for the locomotives

where they are carefully gone over at the end of each

run and groomed for the next one. Cars with a flat

wheel or broken sill or door are put off at the first

repair shop. And so on, with details to any extent

we might care to enumerate.

What Some Operations Look Like

Now, if it were possible to ascend above some mine

of which we all know (not ours, of course, but the

other fellow's^ in one of our military balloons to a

convenient height where we could get a bird's-eye view

of the entire operation and its transportation system,

and then have the lid taken off the mine, exposing it

to our critical view, we might see something like the

following: Crooked track, crooked rails, curves laid

by main strength and awkwardness, light rail on loco-

motive hauls, rail joints just hanging together, sharp

swags and knuckles, mules sweating up grades that

could be eased off or avoided, ties too small and without

ballast, miners waiting for cars and cussing the man-

agement, and numerous other things with which all

practical readers of Coal Age are only too familiar.

And all this arises from a lack of system, schedule and

good management, to say nothing of cars, sidings and

the like.

What can we do to bring our haulage to a point of

reasonable efficiency and in a general way comparable

with an outside system where defects are more ap-

parent? I will briefly enumerate only a few things, and

naturally they cannot all be done at once, especially if

the mine fits the foregoing description. Assuming a

well-developed operation, the haulage will naturally

divide into one or more main haulage systems, carrying

large trips by rope or locomotives. These main haulages

will be equipped with terminal yards. The secondary

or gathering haulages will take empties from the in-bye

terminal yard and di.-^tribute them to the working face?

or headings, by mule or motors or both. It is essential

for smooth operation that there be sufficient length of

sidings to care for both empty and loaded cars. If the

main line trip be 10 cars long, the sidings at each

terminal should have a capacity for 20, 30 or even 40

cars, so as to avoid the general stoppage of haulage

if the shaft or .slope hoist be out of commission or

(at the in-bye end) to avoid holding up the secondary
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haulage. The main-line track should be laid with 40-lb.

rail or heavier, with angle bars, on well-ballasted ties.

Sharp changes in grade either way, responsible for

broken couplings and wrecks, should be smoothed out.

A heavy rail, well laid, will prove a good investment

where a mine has many years of life, from any point

of view. It will require less work to keep the track

up and in line; it will not wear out the car wheels

quickly; spilling of coal and consequent cleaning up

will be at a minimum: higher speed can be maintained,

requiring fewer cars, and there will be fewer wrecks.

I have in mind a -5 per cent, grade about 500 ft. long,

laid with 20-lb. rails, over which two 71-ton locomo-

tives operated for several years—and the tires lasted

just two months. The cost of tires alone would have

paid for heavier rails, releasing the lighter ones for

room work.

Standard curves, switches and frogs should be

adopted and curves should be carefully laid out with

transit or string. The capacity of locomotives being

limited to their starting effort, it is advantageous to

locate sidings and terminals on the level or with a

slight grade in favor of the loads. If the main haul

requires several locomotives with passing tracks, a

good signal .system is imperative, and any up-to-date

mine should have a telephone system with stations at

terminals, passing points, etc. This should also be

connected with the outside of the mine.

In the matter of secondary haulage, the balancing

of the work between the several units, whether mules

or motors, should be carefully done, with the purpose

of keeping them busy and the even more important

object of keeping an "even turn." One mule serving

ten men on a 2000-ft. entry will naturally not give the

men as many cars as on a 1000-ft. entry. Grades must
also be taken into consideration. A few days' observa-

tion with a watch and notebook, following up the

various units and the actual work done by each, will

form a basis for the planning of this part of the work
to the best advantage and the making of any desirable

changes by either altering the haulage or shifting men.
I believe that I am within the facts in stating that

the number of mines where all the cars are given

the men, promptly, that they could and would load are

few and far between. How often have you gone in a

mine and asked a miner how many cars he can load and
get the reply that he has only had one or two today,

but could load five or six; and that some days he

gets all he wants and other days he does not. This

man may average up all right, but what kind of outside

railroading would this be with one or two trains one

day and five or six the next? Furthermore, how long

would the road's patrons stand for such operation?

Nor is this always the fault of the haulage system
in itself. It not infrequently arises from a lack of

a sufficient number of mine cars. The average mine
is, I might say, constitutionally short of cars. Many
managers do not seem to assimilate the fact that as the

mine workings advance more cars are required for the

same output, because the cars are longer in transit or

are on the additional sidings, etc.

The importance of well-built, easy-running cars is

being increasingly appreciated. All unnecessary ex-

penditure of the miner's energy in pushing hard-run-

ning cars is a tax on the company, for if he loads

less coal on this account it is necessary to keep more
rooms open and more track in operation in order to

maintain a given output. Roller bearings are now com-

mon and relatively cheap for the better sefvice they

give : periodical lubrication is of importance. Large
axles are of advantage, and these should be held firmly

in alignment. Large wheels run more easily than small

ones and last longer, of course. In this connection we
often have to adopt a compromise In order to keep the

car from being too high. Car irons should be made
to templet, and the best time to repair a car is as

soo.j as it needs a single bolt, iron or plank and not

after it is brought into the shop on a stretcher.

A daily report of delays arising from haulage, shov/-

ing their cause and location and actual time lof^t, will

assist in locating the weak spots. Thus if it is found

that wrecks occur continually at one particular place

the track at that point should be repaired so that the

next one will occur somewhere else; if couplings are

breaking they should be gradually discarded in favor

of a stronger design. And so on, all along the line.

Even with ample equipment troubles maj' arise solely

from lack of system and schedule, organizatijn and

cooperation. When organization is mentioned, I often

think of my old friend Joe, a carpenter and all-round

handy man. After Joe would get his instructions rela-

tive to a piece of new work, he would say, "All right,

I'll get organized." He would then proceed to take

a fresh chew of tobacco, fill his pockets with nails,

chalk, string, tape-line and prints, sharpen his saw and

hatchet, and then "go to it." Is it too much to say that

the successful underground haulage system is composed

of 50 per cent, cars, wire rope, motors, rails, ties,

ballast, etc., and the other 50 per cent, brains?

Legal Department

Injury to Coal Cutter's Assistant—Under the rule

prevailing in .\labania, that an employer is not liable for

injury to one employee due to negligence of a fellow .ser-

vant, a coal-mining company is not liable for injury to a

coal-cutting machine operator's assistant resulting- from

negligence of the operator in prematurely stai-ting the ma-

chine while the assistant was acting under his oi-ders.

(Alabama Supreme Court, Vandiver vs. De Bardeleben Coal

Co., 81 Southern Reporter, 569.)

Contract Unenforceable as Being One-Sided—A con-

tract provided that a coal-mining company would sell, for

delivery within certain territory, all coal which plaintif

might order up to 2.5,000 tons per annum, but iniposeil no

obligation on plaintiff to order any quantity. Held, that

although the contract is binding as to ovdei-s accepte,i by

the mining company under it, it is not enforceable rs to

unaccepted orders; the agreement lacking mutuality of obli-

gation—one of the vital elements of a valid contract.

(United States District Court, Southern District of New
York, Leaoh vs. Kentucky Block Cannel Coal Co., 256 Fed-

eral Reporter, 686.5

When Employer's Negligence Is Not Presumed—Suit
for injury to a coal miner, resulting from fall of a boulder,

is governed by the general rule of law that the mere oc-

currence of an accident does not warrant an inference that

the employer has been guilty of actionable negligence.

"The master is not an insurer of the safety of the employee;

neither does the happening of an accident by which the em-

ployee is injured in the course of his employment, stanrling

alone, furnish the basis for an inference of culpable ncic,li-

gence on the part of the master. .\n exception to chis

general statement of the rule is where the dangerous in-

strumentality which cau.ies the injury is exclusively under

the control of the master.' (Montana Supreme Court, Berry

vs. Badger, 169 Pacific Reporter, 34.)
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Lignite Deposits in Ireland

The term "lignite" or "brown coal" is usually applied

to all coals which occur in formations more recent than

the true Carboniferous period, although brown coal of

the better sort somstimcs so closely resembles good bi-

tuminous coals as to be indistinguishable by any marked
difference cf composition or appearance. As a rule

brown ccal has a widely variable calorific value on ac-

count cf its fluctuating content of water and ash; 4000

to 6000 calorics are the ordinary limits.

• Austria and Germany were hitherto the only two

countries where lignite was commercially exploited on

a large scale. Immense stores, however, exist within

the British Empire, and their development is only a

matter of time. The coal deposits of Canada are esti-

mated to be one-seventh of the world's known supplies

:

a very large amount of this total is, however, lignitic,

and this is especially so in Alberta, where the total sup-

ply of all classes of coal is estimated to run to 1,000,000

ton?;. Among the Australian States Victoria possesses

immense deposits of brown coal.

In England the lignite obtained from the Bovey-

Tracey field in Devonshire is utilized for various proc-

esses of manufacture, especially at the neighboring

potteries. Large resources are also knowm to exist in

the Weald of the southeast of England, and, although

the mining operations which were carried on at one

time at Heathfield, Bexhill, and other places were fail-

ures so far as the actual discovery of true coal was con-

cerned, there seems to be no reasonable doubt that the

value of these lignitic deposits will appreciate to an

important extent in the future. It is also stated that

there are evidences of an extensive deposit of Tertiary

lignite near Brighton.

Beds Near Lough Neagh Were Discovered After
Period of Investigation

The presence of lignite in Ireland is noted in a num-

ber of places, but many of them are unimportant. Near

Moneymeaney, County Londonderry, it exists associated

with limonite and white limestone, and at Island Magee

the seams of lignite assume considerable thickness. In

County Down beds also occur which have not, however,

in the past been accounted of much value. It is possible

that more detailed investigation might reveal the pres-

ence of new lignite deposits and give more data con-

cerning the old.

In this connection it may be stated that up to a very

recent period it was assumed that no lignite beds of

any value existed in the vicinity of Lough Neagh, and

it was left to later investigation to disprove that theoi-y.

At the present moment there are several companies

actively engaged in prospecting and boring operations

in that neighborhood, and the possible future manner

of the utilization of the lignite, if discovered in work-

able quantities, is looked at from different points of

view by the various parties concerned. For example,

one of the companies has in mind the practicability of

making lignite briquets. The lignite around Lough

Neagh occurs in the interbasaltic formation and in the

pliocene clays. The most important deposits are said

to be found on the eastern and the northwestern sides

of the lake. Toward the center of the lake basin the

mineral is fairly deep, but outcrops at the margins. It

is probable that in working the clays the same difficul-

iies will be experienced as on the Bovey-Tracey field in

Devonshire, although it seems to be fairly conclusively

established that the lignite in the Irish area is not in-

terspersed among them.

No useful estimate can naturally be given of the

quantity or e.xtent of the lignite formation, as the ex-

perimental operations will not be completed for some
time. Furthermore, while a coal seam may retain its

original width and thickness for a considerable distance,

it is not wise to make any assumption of this nature in

connection with lignite, as the seam is variable. It is

interesting to note that borings for bituminous coals

are also being carried on in this neighborhood and pres-

ent indications, at all events, would seem to point to a

successful outcome.

Pulverized Lignite a Successful Fuel

As a domestic fuel most lignites are unsatisfactory on

account of their comparatively high sulphur content, and

in Canada they have proved an unsuitable substitute for

anthracite, for which many household stoves are prop-

erly designed. In the same country the use of lignite

for firing locomotives has been forbidden by the rail-

way commission on account of its propensity of emitting

dangerous sparks. Experiments so far made with the

object of modifying the lignite by special treatment and

then converting it into briquets have not met with any
pronounced success.

At present the fuel reseai'ch board is making experi-

mental inciuiries into the preparation and use of fuels

from brown coals and peat, and the results of these ex-

periments will naturally be of the highest importance to

Ireland. So far it seems to have been demonstrated that

lignite and peat, when pulverized, are thoroughly satis-

factory for use as fuels. Lignites, for example, of

which 20 per cent, may, in spite of all precautions, be

bft in the mine as smalls, can be dried quite satisfac-

torily for working in the pulverized form, and their

use with locomotives has met with a remarkable degree

cf success. The application of peat in the same form is

all the more remarkable considering its high water con-

tent. This pulverized fuel may also be used in other

directions, and, provided the experiments are successful

from the commercial point of view, sources of power in

Ireland which have hitherto been neglected to a great

extent may prove of the greatest utility in the future.

Use of Lignite for Power Purposes—Distillates

It is now generally admitted that peat can be em-

ployed not only for generating steam but also as a power
and fuel gas; the gas generated from low-grade coal is

used for industrial purposes, and, no doubt, lignite

would give equally satisfactory results. To determine

the value of some western Canadian lignites as fuel for

producing power gas in a non-bj^jroduct recovery gas

producer tests were made a few years ago with com-

mercial samples from five producing mines, and the

result showed that lignite could be profitably used for

this purpose, especially where cheap hydroelectric en-

ergy was not available. At Edmonton, in the Province

of Alberta, the municipal power plant consists of sev-

eral steam units and one producer-gas unit, and uses

lignite coals almost e.Kclusivel.v obtained from mines in

the vicinity. The producer-gas plant has answered most
expectations, although in this case the producer installed

was not entirely suitable for burning lignite. Better

results would, in all likelihood, be recorded with a prop-

erly designed gas plant.
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Some experts are oi opinion

that the Lou^h Neagh de-

posits could best be employed
for the production of distil-

lates. The nature of these

products varies according to

the age of the geological for-

mation in which the coal oc-

curs. In the older coals the

original grouping of the ele-

ments in the parent vegeta-

ble matter which gives rise to

acid products of distillation

are alkaline from the pres-

ence of ammonia and other

nitrogenous bases; but lig-

nite coals, belonging to a later

period, have been less com-

pletely altered from the orig-

inal composition of the woody
matter from which they have been derived, and, like

wood and bituminous shales, yield products of the

paraffin series. Some lignitic coals have, however, a

high nitrogen content, and this could be recovered as

ammonium sulphate, which would naturally find a ready

sale in an agricultural country like Ireland, whose im-

ports of that fertilizer amounted in value to nearly

$300,000 in 1915. With the commercial exploitation of

the Lough Neagh beds, a profitable chemical industry

should spring up in the neighborhood of Belfast—the

lake being only 20 miles from that city, with which it

is connected bv railway :;nd canal.—London Statist.

/Piece. 8'x8 'Chamferea
fo 6 Sides.y-C.L

One Hundred Foot Timber-Arch Span

By D. R. Walkinskaw
^jreensburg, Penn.

A timber arch span 100 ft. long was built recently

over the Big Sewickley Creek at Hunker, West-

moreland County, Pennsylvania, for the purpose of get-

ting out coal during the shortage. The bridge was de-

DESIGXED IX ACCORDANCE WITH LTJTEN FORMULA FOR CONCRETE .\RCH

signed by the writer for the Fulton Coal Co. and was
erected by the forces of the company under the direction

of the carpenter.

The increased demand for coal has caused the de-

velopment of a large area of "Freeport" coal in the

district around Hunker, which coal in this field has

hitherto been considered of little value. In a distance

of five mile^ along the above-named creek some forty

mines have been opened in the "Freeport" seam.

In order to provide the shipping facilities that were
needed it has frequently been necessary to extend

trestles or tipples across this creek so as to load the

coal at the raih-oad sidings, and the accompanying
sketch shows the design of one of these bridges with

the various dimensions.

Big Sewickley Creek has considerable width at places,

and the bridge shown was designed with a clear span

of 100 ft. and a height of about 18 ft. The arched mem-
bers were designed in accordance with the Luten for-

mula for a concrete arch ring. The curve is therefore

a mean between the semicircle and the ellipse. The
bottom chords and trusses are

merely used to stiffen the

short panels. The bridge is

symmetrical throughout and
consists of two ribs spaced

U ft. c. to c. and completely

X-braced. In order to pre-

vent swaying at the center

two 2-in. wire-rope guys were
anchored to large trees along

the bank. The photograph

shows the completed bridge,

in which is seen the old sus-

pension footbridge heretofore

used.

The writer was the design-

ing engineer and Joseph Ket-

tering was the carpenter who
had charge of the construc-

tion for the coal company.

—

Engineeriuf/ Ncwx-Recnrd.

TIMBER ARCH CONNECTS COAL MINE WITH RAILROAD .SIDINO

The U. S. Shipping Board
has annount'ed new trade routes

that will enable cargo liners to

carry American goods on sched-

uled sailings to every part of

entry in the world.
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KIRD'B-ET£3 VTEiTV' OV TFM SUKFACE. PL.\>rT 01< THE HAZET. KIRK MINE NO. 2, UNION CO.\L, .\ND COKE CO.
The -mine i.s situated on the Pigeon Creek Braneli of tlie Pennsylvania R.R.. ni:ir Mononsaliela Citv, Wasliing-ton Countv Pen

lie Sti',1 ;ind Ordnance Co., of Pliiladelphia.sub.'5idiar\' of the

VIKW OP TH1J TIPPLE OF TTIE PATTERSON IIINIO, OWN1CI3 IJY J. H. HILLM.^N & SONS CO., OP PITTSBURGH, PENN".
The mine Is located near McKecsport, Penn., on the llonongahela River. In the cars is shown the day's

loadinK of ?-in. and slaili coal. Thi« operation is in t)ie Pittsburgh seam. '
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NEWS FROM THE CAPITOL

Denies Existence of Combination

to Boost Prices of Soft Coal
A combination among bituminous coal operators to

maintain or fix prices does not exist, and would not be
possible if attempted, J. D. A. Morrow, vice president

of the National Coal Association, on Aug. 26 told the

Senate subcommittee that is conducting an inquiry in-

to the coal situation. Prices at the mine, Mr. Morrow
added, have declined under the competition which pre-

vails and are lower than they were a year ago.

There are about 5000 separate commercial producers op-
erating approximately 7000 mines from whic'i bituminous
oal is i-eg-ularly shipped, Mr. Morrow said. In addition there
are some 2000 operatoi's with about 3000 mines who begin
producing and selling coal whenever the price goes up a lit-

tle and offers a profit to them. Thus, in 1917, coal produc-
tion was reported to the U. S. Geological Survey from 10,634

mines. Moreover, there are hundreds of thousands of acres

of coal lands along railroads on which new mines can be
readily and quickly opened by any one so disposed. Such a
condition obviously does not lend itself to restrictive com-
binations among producers. In addition, the operators of
certain mining fields are subject to competition from the
producers cf other fields, so that buyers have many different

sources of supply available to them. Anyone who alleges

that there is a nation-wide combination among bituminous
coal producers, when these are the conditions of bituminous
coal production and distribution, merely advertises his ovra

ignorance or convicts himself of deliberate and vicious mis-
statements.

Of the 5000 separate bituminous coal producers in the

United States, 2294, approximately 45 per cent., held mem-
bership in the National Coal Association. They produce
about 60 per cent, of the total output of bituminous coal in

the country. Charges that the National Coal Association is

a combination to maintain prices are without foundation in

fact; they doubtless proceed simply from ignorance of its

purposes and activities.

The National Coal Association represents these operators

and looks after their interests in matters of general con-

cern, such as transportation and traffic questions, standardi-

zation of cost accounting, cooperation with Governmental
agencies and similar activities. There is nothing secret

about its business. Its files and records are open to the

committee or any other duly authorized agency of the Gov-
ernment at any time.

The National Coal Association neither buys nor sells coal;

neither does it have anything whatever to do with the prices

which its members ask or sell at, nor with the territory into

which they ship their coal, nor the quantity which they

produce.

Mr. Morrow stated that bituminous coal prices have

declined since the armistice, and in general are lower

than the prices fixed by the United States Fuel Ad-

ministration. He pointed out to the committee that

until P'eb. 1 last, the price of bituminous coal was con-

trolled by the maximum prices fixed by the Fuel Ad-

ministration in the various producing districts.

These Fuel Administration prices were mtended to pre-

vent the charging of undue prices for bituminous coal and

to limit the profits which the mine operators might make, he
said. At the same time they included fair profits in order
that the production of sufficient coal should be stipulated

during the war, but they did not permit exorbitant profits.

The Fuel Administration prices were based on careful
studies of the cost of producing bituminous coal in each of

the districts. The Fuel Administration prices, however, did

not take quality of coal into consideration. That is, the

Fuel Administration did not give higher prices to the coal

producers of any district merely because the coal was of

better quality than the coal produced in some adjacent min-
ing field. Poor coal and good coal, if the cost of production

were the same, were treated alike, we understand, in fixing

the Fuel Administration prices.

Mr. Morrow submitted charts to the committee graph-

ically showing the prices at which bituminous coal sold

at the mines in different districts of the United States

from Apr. 1 to Aug. 1, 1919. In connection with these

charts, Mr. Morrow explained that when the price

restrictions of the Fuel Administration were removed
on Feb. 1, 1919, the better, more desirable coals went
to a premium in the open competitive market and the

less desirable coals declined in price. He stated that

this was the action to be expected in a market where

a buyer exercises his choice and can obtain the kind

he prefers. As a result, instead of the uniform prices

in different districts, which were fixed by the United

States Fuel Administration, prices promptly spread out,

some coals going higher and some lower than they

had been. The charts submitted to the committee

showed that in districts producing high quality coals,

such as Pittsburgh, southern Illinois, the Harlan field

at Kentucky, etc., prices had remained at about the

level set by the Fuel Administration or had advanced a

few cents above that level. In most districts, however,

such as central Pennsylvania, northwest P-^nnsylvania,

eastern Ohio, central Illinois, the Hazard field at Ken-

tucky, northwestern Virginia, etc., Mr. Morrow saia

coals of lower grade are produced. In such districts,

prices declined anywhere from 10c. to 40c. per ton below

the prices which prevailed under the United States Fuel

Administration.

Meantime, Mr. Morrow said, the cost of producing bitun-

inous coal is higher now than it was a year ago, due to tl.

fact that the mines then were operating six days a we8i^

and in many cases are now operating only four days per

week, and in some cases only three days a week. The over-

head expense of maintaining mines goes on just the same,

whether coal is produced or not. These idle-day expense,

have resulted in increased costs per ton, as compared witL

last year. When these increased costs are considered in

connection with the general decrease in prices, it is clear thitx

profits of bituminous coal operators are materially less than

a year ago.

Referring to statements by Representative Huddleston

of Alabama, Director General Hines of the Railroad

Administration and others, to the effect that bituminous

coals prices in the mines are unduly high, Mr. Morrow
said:
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I wish to deny publicly and emphatically these allega-

tions that bituminous coal prices are being maintained in

some improper manner and are unduly high. I am con-

vinced that these statements proceed simply from a lack of

understanding of the fact.

Commenting on. the suggestion by Director General

Hines in his letter to Vice President Marshall, under

date of Aug. 14, 1919, that in the event of any Con-

gressional inquiry it would be expedient to ascertain

the extent to which the absence of demand has been

due to the maintenance of high prices, which dis-

couraged the demand, Mr. Morrow said:

The committee will please notice that demand from con-

sumers, as shown by the United States Geological Survey
reports, has been the poorest in precisely those districts

where the prices have declined the most from the Fuel Ad-
ministration level; on the other hand, Geological Sur-

vey reports show the steadiest demand for coal in precisely

the districts where prices have gone down the least.

If Mr. Hines' insinuations had been well founded, it would
be reasonable to expect that the absence demand would chief-

ly characterize the high-price districts and that the low-price

districts would be filled up with business and running: full

time. The contrary condition is shown by the official re-

ports of the Survey and answers the Director General.

Mr. Morrow drew comparisons between the prices of

bituminous coals at the mines in the United States

and foreign countries.

Prices at the mines in Great Britain, he said, are about
three times the mine prices prevalent in the United States;

in France the mine prices are more than three and a half

times those of the United States. English mine prices range
from $6.94 to $7.14 per ton, while bituminous coal in France
is costing about $8.76 per ton at the mines. The average
mine price of bituminous coal sold in the United States is in

the neighborhood of $2.40 per ton.

Mr. Morrow closed his testimonj' by stating that the

real problem is one of getting sufficient bituminous coal

produced and shipped.

Take Issue mth Railroad Director's Car

Supply Report

Publication of the coal-car statement of the Director

General of Ra.lroads has brought a flood of protests

to members of Congress, to the National Coal Associa-

tion and to the American Mining Congress. Operators

generally take the position that the Director General's

statement does not reflect true conditions as to car

supply. The matter was the subiect of comment on

both the floor of the House and that of thu Senate.

Senator Pomerene of Ohio has printed in the Con-
grefinional Record a long list of telegrams he has

received. In connection with the presentation of the

telegrams, he said

:

I think it is only fair to say that perhaps in the early

part of this year the coal difficulty was not due so mucli

to car shortage as it was, possibly, to the high price of coal,

which made many consumers hesitate about buying, or at

least delaying to buy, hoping for better prices. I think
that situation has somewhat changed; but the public is

little concerned as to whether it is due to the high price of
coal or to shortage of cars. It is interested in the coal
supply; and while these cars are being manufactured and
distributed by the (Jovernment through the medium of the
Director General of Railroads, I hope there will not be
cause for further complaint in this behalf. The report of
Friday, made by the Director General of Railroads, indi-

cates that a great number of cars are being supplied, I

believe at the rate of about '500 per day. It is unfortunate
that these cars were not distributed many moons ago.

West Virginian Defends Coal Industry on
Floor of House of Representatives

What is regarded as a very able defense of the coal

operators and of the coal industry was made on the

floor of the House of Representatives, Aug. 19, by
Wells Goodykoontz, of the fifth West Virginia district.

His address, which was frequently punctuated by ap-

plause, was prompted by the attack made on the coal

industry by Representative Huddleston of Alabama.
Extracts follow from Mr. Goodykoont^s remarks

:

It is usual fcr coal mines to be idle in summertime for
lack of orders. It was for the purpose of keeping the mines
at work and giving employment to the men and saving the
pjpulation from suffering during the approaching winter
weather, and in order to keep our mills and factories and
furnaces going, that the National Coal Association appro-
priated the sum of $50,000 to warn the people. This patri-
otic action upon the part of the coal operators has been held
up to public view as only the indication of lack of "common
humanity and honesty on the part of the coal operators of
this country." A more unfair statement and unjust allega-
tion was never made, and the man who assumes to advise
a domestic consumer in this country not to lay in a supply
of coal for the coming winter assumes a terrible responsi-
bility.

There is no industry that is subject to more trials and
misfortunes, disappointments and vicissitudes than is the
coal-mining industry. There is no business that requires
higher technical skill and greater business enterprise than
that of producing coal.

There is no business enterprise that is as harrowing and
exasperating as that of conducting a coal-mining operation.
The establishing of an efficient coal-mining plant calls for
a very considerable investment. There is a very large finan-
cial risk coupled with the development of a coal mine, and
the man who enters upon it engages in a business venture
that may cause the entire loss of his investment.
The ancients found good in everything, and believed that

even a toad had a jewel in his head. And so, from the war
and the taxing laws the operators have been held to a sys-
tem of uniform accounting, with the result that they have
discovered what they never before seemed to have realized,
that they, under the old system of prices, had been losing
mony every day they operated the mine. Expert account-
ing showed them that every ton of coal taken from the
mine reduced their capital expenditure just that much, and
that when exhaustion was complete the entire investment
was extinguished, so that coal must be sold at a price suf-
ficient to cover the original cost of the coal and the plant,
with interest, taxes, and other fixed charges, but also to
cover the cost of mining.

To Cooperate on Heating and Ventilating

Important cooperative work is to be undertaken by
the Bureau of Mines and the American Society of Heat-
ing and Ventilating Engineers. The engineers are
to furnish a director of research at a salary of $5000, an
assistant director at a salary of $2400 and a stenog-

rapher at $1040. The Bureau of Mines is to furnish a
fuel engineer at a salary of $3000, an assistant fuel

engineer to draw $1800, and a helper to be paid $1200.

The research work is to be done at the Pittsburgh
station of the Bureau of Mines, where all the facilities

of the Bureau are to be available for use in the inves-

tigation of fuel, heating and ventilating problems.

Development of the Government's coal mines in Alaska

is proceeding. Reports of operation for .lune, which

have just been received, show that 3300 tons were
brought to the surface at the Eska mine and 120 tons

at the Chickaloon mine. The former mine employs 80

persons and the latter 32 pei'sons.
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The Better the Coal,

the More Mobile the Labor

MOBILE labor, the kind of labor that is at home
where it hangs up its hat, has certain advantages

after all. It congregates whei'e labor is needed, it

wanders away readily when the need is at an end. Turn-
over is not all loss, when the books are balanced. It was
mobile labor that developed the West, is creating
Alaska, that made the Appalachians a hive of industry.

In the Middle West the mobile labor of a generation
or two ago settled down and sunk its roots into the
ground. It built houses and formed a communitj' life.

Many of the older coal fields of the Middle West are of

that type. Now that better fields have been found,

and the best coal of the old fields has been worked out,

the problem is what shall be done with this mobile labor

now become immobile, for which no employment can be
continuously found.

The newer mining regions of the Middle West, those

which have the better coal, have company houses and
accordingly are manned vi'ith a readily moving popula-

tion. The coal fields in the mountainous districts of the

Appalachian Province, where the coal is always most
in demand, are full of company-owned villages with a

mobile population. Thus for the most part, in the sec-

tions with the poorest coal, the employees own their

homes, while in the fields with the best coal the compa-
nies own the houses. Thus mobility which should go
with poor coal is most marked with the best. Georges
Creek and the Moshannon Valley are sections, how-
ever, with good coal and an immobile population.

The "United Mine Workers' Journal" shows porcine

"Profiteers" feeding in a field of "War-Time Prices,"

labeling the cartoon: "The Pigs are in the Clover."

In ichat else can any one feed but war-time prices ivith

wages higher, if anything, than before the armistice?

Try again, cartoonist Kettner; the pigs must break
into a yet more luscious field, namely one growing "post-

war prices," if they are not to starve to death with the

"post-war" wages that the mine loorkers and others are

demanding.

Pumps on Hand Are An Insurance

Policy Against Water Troubles

BETWEEN successful and unsuccessful superin-

tendence lie only the practices of prevision and
provision. The inadequately experienced fail entirely

to look ahead and others, well knowing the difficulties

and having clearly visualized them, take no precautions

to head them off. In nothing is this ignorance and

indifference more general than in light pumping. The
average mine superintendent fails to order his small

pumps till he is badly beset for the need of them,
and he. is constantly at loggerheads with the purchasing
agent because that functionary tries to put the urgent
order through according to the tried and methodical

methods of his profession.

As a matter of fact, at most mines, the pumps should

arrive as soon as the timbers, whether the opening be

a slope, a shaft or a drift. In any event water will

probably be encountered in a few days, and is certainly

to be expected eventually, and the presence of the

pumping outfit insures reasonably economical removal
of the water and the steady progress of the work.

Many a man has lost five or six times the cost of

a pump in trying to do without one or to make badly

broken equipment do the work. And then, after all

his wasted effort, he has had to purchase the pump into

the bargain.

The loss of time is often worse than any other loss.

The completion of every part of a mine plant is

schemed to synchronize with the completion of every

other part. If, therefore, the plant is built and the

mine is not ready to utilize it to the degree intended,

an unnecessary loss results.

Many a mine works at half or two-thirds tonnage
waiting for the water to be pumped out of some vital

roadway that has been drowned out. Tn newly opened

mines many a railroad is left without opportunity for

service, many a boiler and engine plant lies idle or

runs at a tenth or a fiftieth part of capacity, because

a certain essential part of the development is flooded

with water.

Nowadays, with portable electric and pneumatic
pumping outfits, there is no necessity for the delays

which formerly unduly protracted and needlessly

harassed operation. No longer need a mine with thin

coal wait so distressingly on the extension of headings
through water-soaked dips. A degree of certainty and

assurance is imparted to operation. Where, before, the

management declared that the place would be driven

in so many days, "if we don't strike a dip," with

portable pumps there need no longer be any such proviso

if only the pumps are on hand ready to be wheeled
into place and put in operation.

In those early days of the baled powder keg and of

the wood and pitcher pumps, in those years when water

was taken out in a car or shoveled on the top of every

pit wagon of extracted coal in the hope that sufficient

would stay in the leaky vessel during the short passage

from the bottom of the dip to the outwardly sloping

roadway beyond, with what worries and discomforts

was mining fraught! With what industry did the

heading man send shovelfuls of water after the retreat-

ing car in the hope that put in at the last moment
it would not be drained off till the summit of the

hill was reached!

And with what patience those early heading men
drove their main headings down into the dips, put out

their crosscuts and then drove the return airway (far

from being an airway till completed) up the grade, so

as to avoid the difficulty of driving two headings do\vn-

ward into the water-soaked strata I With what weari-

ness did working places stand till other places were

up and water courses were constructed! Our tonnage

today rests where it does largely because the pump
is there to do the work as soon as pumping is needed.

Mining history revolves around the pump. All the

early mines in England and all the native coal work-
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iiigs in China (and not a few of our own early mines)

stopped as soon as such water was reached as needed

lifting. It was the discovery of the steam pump that

made extensive mining possible and brought a new era

in British mining. So important was this phase me-
chanically that it may well be wondered if the steam

engine would ever have been perfected if it had not

been for the persistent needs of the mining engineer,

for other mechanical uses of the steam engine were

adaptations and, for some while, not any too successful

adaptations, of the mine steam pump.
And even now progress still waits on the pumps.

Not that the pump is laggard, but because our use is

laggard. We wait to requisition for the pump we want
till some few days after it is needed, and then wait long

for its delivery. As a result haulageways and ventila-

tion places lag and the tonnage is curtailed ; sags fill

with water and cars run hard from loss of oil in the

bearings; locomotives cannot run through the water
and the tracks are spoiled. The poorly equipped mine
is always waiting for something, and the superintendent

sees his tonnage decline, though he puts in double time
at his work nevertheless. If he would start right and
stay right with the possible needs all provided, he
would not have to be so skillful in meeting trouble or

so meticulously painstaking, nights and Sundays; and
the trouble he so much dreads would never come.

Instead of the five-day week we need the 290-day year.

Who luill contrive to regulate our buying so that such

a steady outflow of luork tvill be attainable? If it could

be done, it ivould perhaps increase the luorld's real earn-

ings 30 to 50 per cent.

Failures in Profit Sharing

EVERY once in a while some one revives, as some-
thing new, the cry of profit sharing. The plea

sounds so logical and so excellent that it readily carries

conviction with it. When profits are large and stable

or even increasing, there are no great objections to profit

sharing. True, the defect of profit sharing is th'^t the

revenue does not come to the working man once a month
or once e^ery two weeks. Coming in bulk, profit sh.ir-

ing does not help him pay the rent or fill his market
basket. It is an exceptional income which, coming in

at widely separated periods, is soon spent and cannot
help in the payment of the weekly expenses.

If the profit is certain, and never gets loss, t! <? work-
man receiving it is net disposed to complnn, but if it

should get smaller, if it ceases or if it ir replaced bv a

deficit, what happens then? The workingman is not

disposed to accept a gamble for his wag'^s. That is a

recognized principle of socialism which is worthy of

study, if only as the creed of covetousnes'--. It decrees
that there shall be no uncertainty of return. Whether
a man chooses a line of work which no one wants or

one for which he is in no way fitted, he must, neverthe-
less, be fully protected.

If he cannot put the balls in the pocket, someone else

must do it for him. He may gamble with his money
when he has it, but not for him are decreasing returns
for his labor. The capitalist may be like the .ship of
the desert, the camel, and go without for an inordinate
period of time, but the workman will not do .so. If he
were so constituted he would be of the genus, "cap-

italist." It has well been noted that a fish with gills

and fins t.akes naturally to water.
When diminishing returns occur the workingman is

apt to be suspicious. He believes that such charges as
insurance, depletion, amortization and obsolescence
should be ignored and that nothing should be put aside
for a rainy day. Why charge heavily, for instance,
for insurance when no accidents have been met. How-
ever, there are men whom diminishing returns might
not shake in their loyalty. They are not many. Faced
by a year of profitless operation most workmen will

want an increase in wages that will equal the last di-

vided profit, so that they will be safely assured of last

year's income.

When there is a loss, their profit-sharing is for the
nonce at an end. Then the only effect of the profit-

sharing scheme is to give the employer discontented
men. The plan will work fairly well so long as profits

grow, but the coal business is hardly one in which that
condition can be secured. If it were a profit-.'^haring

that would pay the profit as an extra wage throughout
the year after its earning to those who stayed with the
company it would have many arguments in its favor.

Great Britain, in its long and varied and econom.ic
history, has tried profit-sharing extensively. In 1912
the Government of the United Kingdom published an
analysis of all the many attempts to shave profits with
the employee in the past 12-5 years. From that report

it appears that 299 such experiments were made, 133

of which failed. Thus there remained 166 other ven-
tures, but they only involved 106,000 employees out

of a possible 15 million. Three-fourths of these were
public utilities where a profit was, up to that time, prac-

tically always made. Since 1912 there must have be-^n

many years with nothing but a deficit, and the death

rate in the 166 concerns must have been large.

Unions are usually dead set against profit sharing.

They argue that it makes men satisfied with a lower
wage and that a concern with a lower wage can always
cut the price and so underbid other concerns. That,
however, could not be the case with coal mining where
the scale is fixed by union agreement, and the profit-

sharing capitalist, like his old line competitor, would
have to pay the union scale.

Again it is argued that the profit sharer must stay to

get his profit, and so is not given his full liberty to quit

at his pleasure. Also, in part, the union objects to

the contentment it may foster if profits steadily in-

crease. Contentment does not exactly spell union suc-

cess, and perhaps a union man would be superhuman if

he could overcome his objections to any scheme which
caused men to regard the union as unnecessary. And
again profit sharing tends to increase efficiency and l)y

that fact enables the profit-sharing capitalist to under-

bid his rivals, thus making the lot of the discontented

employees of the concern which does not divide profits

harder than it would otherwise be. The workmen in

the non-participating company in consequence make a

call on the union for the suppression of the concern

that is dividing profits.

The increased cost of transportation, foreshadotviid

in the losses sustained in the operation of the railroads

and in the increased pay demanded by the railroad mm.
ivill add immensely to the price of coal delivered to the.

consumer and will add to his vioes. Larqer wui/et for

mine ivorkers and larger transporiutiov char'jes ore

fit causes for the discom^fifure of the masses.
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THE LABOR
SITUATION

EDITED BY R. DAWSON HALL

Changes in the Cost of Living

July, 1914—July, 1919

The cost of living for Amei-ican wage-earners was 71

per cent, higher in July, 1919, than at the outbreak of

the world war in July, 1914, according to a preliminary

statement issued recently by the National Industrial Con-
ference Board based on a careful survey of conditions the
country over. This represents an advance of 6 per cent,

since March, 1919, and cf 12 per cent, since June, 1918.

The increase of 71 per cent, to July, 1919, makes the highest
point yet reached and compares with an increase of 61.3

per cent, to March, 1919; cf 65.9 per cent, to November,
1918, and of 52.3 per cent, to June, 1918.

The total increase for the five-year period since the be-

ginning of the war in the average cost cf each of the prin-

cipal items entering into the family budget was:

All. iitrs
Food
Shit r

Clothing
Fu"I, hcit, and light
Sundries

Cent.

70.8

All Her. s

Food
Shelt'-r

Clothin.
Fu-I, hnat.
Sundries. .

Per Cent.

5 9

md ligi. No ciiantic

In combining these separate items to obtain the increase

in the budget as a whole, account has been taken of the

fact that approximately 43 per cent, of the income of the

avera_£ce wage-earner's family is spent for food; 18 per

cent, for shelter; 13 per cent, for clothing; 6 per cent, for

fuel, heat and light, and 20 per cent, for sundries. This
distribution is based on studies of the expenditures of a

large number of families made by the United States Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics and other authoritative govern-

ment ani private agencies. The method of computing the

change in the cost cf living en the basis cf the increases

found for the separate items by the National Industrial

Conference Board is shown below:

Increase in
Relative Cost Between Incre:!tc a.«!

Importance in July, 1914, Related to
Family Budget, and July, 1919, Total Budget.

Budget Items
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The estimate of 28 per cent, as the average rise in rents S. C, and an average increase for the country as a whole
since 1914 is, therefore, of more general application than of 1 per cent, to 2 per cent. The total increase since the

that of 22 per cent, up to March, 1919; of 20 per cent, up beginning of the war in 1914 was between 54 per cent,
to November, 1918; or of 15 per cent, up to June, 1918, as and 57 per cent. The increase for bituminous coal within
given in previous reports by the Board. Between March, the five-year period was 55 per cent.

1919, and July, 1919, the average increase in rents for Coal dealers were generally of the opinion that the price

tlie country as a whole was about 5 per cent. These are of anthracite would advance further within the next few
averages for all sections of the country and reflect a con- months, but there were suggestions that the price of bi-

siderable variety of rent conditions. tuminous coal might drop. Average retail prices of coke
The opinion was general that rents would continue to and wood fell in a number of cities, but in others they

rise, since, on account of the abnormally high cost of con- advanced; for the entire country no significant difference
struction and maintenance, the number of houses being was indicated. Few important changes in the cost of gas
built is inadequate to meet the demand for accommoda- and electricity to small consumers between March and July,
tions. In some places the housing shortage had stimulates! 1919, were reported, although the tendency of rates was
popular "own your own home" campaigns and various upward,
schemes to assist people to build. ' Q,,xT.^„,I-t.

Cluthing Reports regarding carfare, one of the principal items in

The advance of 100 per cent, in the cost of clothing is the sundries group, were received from 143 cities. In 121
larger than that of any other of the major budget items. of these there had been no change between March and July,
The average outlay for a family's clothing needs in July, 1919, and in 3 there was a decrease. Such increases a^
1919, was 10.5 per cent, more than in March, and 3.6 per occurred were small. Changes in carfare the country over
cent, more than in November, 1918, when the previous high were, therefore, unimportant. The retail price of tobacco
peak of clothing prices was , was somewhat higher in July
reached. Since the summer

\ 'll;
| ,,

/ than it had been in March,
of 1918, the average cost of \ illl^-' L

/
/ partly because of increased

clothing had advanced 13 per
\ \i 11/

''^'^

^"""x^'W / /
taxes. The tax on candy,

cent. These increases were V
\i\ I'/y^ \\ \ ^ / / / ^°^^ water and ice cream as

obtained by combining the \ .W y^
\\l///if well as on tuilet preparations

percentages of change in the
\\'\V\\\ \l-jlf $Vll ill ' / ^"'^ drugs also contributed to

cost of the separate articles i

-i!^If\{' l <!^^m) III / '"'''^® *^^ ^°^^ "^ V--ie&e items,

according to their relative \ uVyW [/ m'\ '^i^ <^^^')\'' ////'/ / Household furnishings and
importance in the total cloth-

\ W i u£^^'>i!, O ^^tSly^' '''////// / supplies were in many in-

ing budget. \.^-<>^C\^^^&\ \"^^
uf((/-'^^^^^\ /''''V /

stances higher in July than
Quotations for 29 types of \\'^^=^'^^^i/ —

)

Kl^^' // '"''^^ ^^^ ^®'^" '" ^''^^'^^- On
most commonly used yard u\\W\ ,,V/7^ \ I / /Swiiii^^ 'I M *^^^ o*^^^"^ hand, the prices

goods and wearing apparel
•^^\\ \w\ V^V / \^\} ' AV^ XT^^~^^$K W'' °* admission to amusement

were secured from 146 deal- \-^^^\ \ \'^_>--^JV~'CL^#i^^^ / Vl ^^\ ///^/ / P'^'^SS' °f reading materials,

ers in 43 cities. For every x\^ ^ ^ /^^— nN-^11^5^ ~1 ^^ X^ '//// ^"'^ °^ doctors' services re-

article the average price was X/J^^^VV^^N- Xlli77TrT~^\ V^r^-Tl /r"^ Vv/ mained about the same. Post-

higher in July, 1919, than in LYx^xH^^m^^^ / age decreased.

March. As compared with \[^~\\ ^1 ^- f ^ W ll'i 1 V / / / From these separate esti-

November, 1918, changes va- oT/i \ f '^^ /'-''~~~<:^^
V ~\

"^
' ' / / mates it appears that there

ried, but the most important \^yj \ ^T^ \\X \y/ / ^^^ ^ small increase in the

were upward. Gotten and // ^'^^
I I

^\ )/ / '^^^^ °^ ^^' sundries combined
woolen yard goods, overalls, (( /^

>^ )j~y/ ' between March, 1919, and
knit and muslin underwear, V\/ ; ^Av/ ^ July, 1919. This has been

and the cheaper grades of v\ .'. yj\/ / placed at 5 per cent. It must
work shirts, although higher ^ <v^^ I.J) / be understood, however, that

in price than in March, were ^—T ' '
n / families vary more in their

slightly lower than in No- V / / expenditures for sundries

vember.
"" / than for any other of the

Prices of yard goods in- THE HB.WENLY TWIxt:—tkey GO SKTW.vrd together budget items and that no

creased more than did prices estimated change can be said

of made-up garments in the five-year period sines 1914, but to be typical. The estimate of 5 per cent, increase is

the cost of women's shoes advanced 131 per cent; women's based on a wide variety of combinations and is as rep-

gloves, 125 per cent; women's knit underwear, 120 per resentative of the change that has occurred as any that

cent; women's coats, 116 per cent., and women's hosiery, can be reached. This brings the total increase in the cost

104 per cent, between July, 1914, and July, 1919. In every of .sundries since 1914 to 63 per cent, as contrasted with

case these marked the highest points reached since 1914. 55 per cent in March, 1919. an<i November, 1918, and 50

Several articles of men's clothing also ccst 100 per cent. per cent in June, 1918.

more than before the war. Dealers very generally ex- t r^ n
pressed the opinion that clothing prices were likely to go ^""^ (-OMPLETE budclt

still higher. A summary of changes in the cost of living as determin<i<I

Fuel, Heat and Light in the four surveys made by the National Industrial Con

,, . , , , *, u- 1 ^ If ^ 1 u ^ fcrence Board is given in the table below

:

No important change in the cjiiibmed cost of fuel, heat

and light between March and July, 1919, was indicated, incke.vsk in tmk cost ok living ioh w.\Gii-EAitNi;u.-< in

While there was a small increase in the ca;;t of anthracite, AVlili.VGi: AMKIMC-ancommi'MTIKs, hf.twekn Jl l.Y, I9I4.

there was a corresponding decrease in the price of hi- and JCLV. .919, by .sei'ahatk BUDGET items

luminous coal. Prices of other items in this group were ^"lrnc'V9V%iv^mb';,''.mae!,!V9.9: "'"ju^.y.'l919!°

practically unchanged. The average increase in the total Budget Items per Cent. per Cent. per Cent. per Cent.

cost of fuel, heat and light combined, therefore, is again AUiiem» 52.3 65.9 6t 3
70^8^^

placed at 07 per cent, as in the March study.
shelter'.'.'.'.'.'.!'.'. ^5 20 22 28"

Retail price quotations on anthracite and bituminous coal Clothing 77 93 8i lOO

for household use, secured in July, 1919, from 97 dealers '"liiht";''''.
." 45 55 57 57

in 43 cities, were analyzed. These showed changes since SumlruB 50 55 55 63

last March for anthracite varying from a 9 per cent, in- a Banod on an increase' of 84 percent, up to .lime 15. I9I9, u»rer><>rtein>y the

crease in Boston, to a 9 per cent, decrease in Charleston, Dnited states Bureau of Labor st.itwtirH.
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A complete report containing the evidence from which

these conclusions were drawn—the fourth of a series on this

subject—will be issued by the Board within a few weeks.

[The following- notes may be made on the foregoing to

fit the figures to the mine worker's conditions. Prior to

the war the average mine worker—contract man and day

man—might have been figured roughly as earning $100

per month. The rent varied greatly. In the West it was

more than in the East; in the villages, tovras and cities it

was usually more than in the company mining town. Prob-

ably it averaged about $10 per month. This is about 10

per cent, instead of 17.7 as in the table given in the fore-

going article shows. Fuel, heat and light probably amounted

to barely 2 per cent. Therefore the following seems a fair

adaptation of the table to the conditions of the mine worker:

Relative Tnrrease in

Importance Cost Between Increase as

in Family Julv, 1914, Related to
Budget, and Julv, 1917, Total Budget,

Budget Items per Cent. per Cent. per Cent.

j^"- ;; :;; ^I'l « VA

Clothing.......^ 15" '00
'J'Fuel.heatandhght 2.0 57 l.^

Sundries 23.4 63 M./

The mine worker has therefore sustained a gi-eater

increase in cost of living than the ordinary workman be-

cause a larger percentage of his earnings has, for many

years, been devoted to the items clothing, food, sundries,

knd these have had relatively the larger increases in price.

The difference is, however, small—73.0 as against 70.8 per

cent. The calculation just made is quite empirical. It

may be rightly objected that it takes no account of the

cost of supplies which if figured would reduce the amount

spent on clothing, food and sundries and bring the miners'

increase in cost of living to a lower figure. Powder being

the princii)al item in the cost of sijpplies has not increased

in price to the miner, so perhaps after all the figure given

by the National Industrial Conference, 70.8 per cent., would

fit the miner well and 73.1 would fit the day worker more

closely, though again it must be admitted we d,o the day

worker more than justice when we put his rent charge

at only 10 per cent.—before the war he must have paid

more and, as we have seen, reducing the percentage of rent

charge raises, instead of lowers, the rate of increr.se of

the whole budget, for a man who pays little or no rent

expends more on food, clothing and sundries which have

made the largest advances. The increase in the cost of

the mine workers' living lies somewhere between 70 and 75

per cent. The disposition is to place it higher than that

figure, basing the increases not on the whole budget but

on the cost of certain articles of clothing and not on the

same article but on some other article of greater intrinsic

value that the well being of the mine worker has caused

him to substitute for the less valuable article.

—

Editor.']

General Labor Review
Rarely has the labor situation been more full of event

than today. At Wilkes-Barre the representatives of the

anthracite members of the union as a whole have proved

even more radical than the union men of Indiana. Where

Indiana wanted a minimum of 40 per cent, for all em-

ployees and 61 per cent, for surface workmen, the Tri-

district convention in the anthracite field seiks 60 per

cent, for everyone. The anthracite region, it was hoped

with reason, would not approve the demand for the 6-hour

day and 5-day week. However, it did, when the time came.

There is plenty of room for a second and soberer thought

before Apr. 1, 1920, when a new anthracite scale is to be

written.

In West Virginia, the mine workers of the New River

field have accepted the tentative agreement by which wages

remain at the same level (with some trifling reductions,

it is true), hours remain unchanged, discipline is more defi-

nitely provided and the price of domestic coal is increased,

the contract to remain in force until the Central Competitive

region makes a new contract when the New River mine
workers will receive a second document, the provisions of

which will accord with those of the agreement made by

the Central Competitive region. The Williamson or Thacker

nonunion fields on Aug. 14 decided to advance wages and

shorten hours to eight per day.

In Illinois and British Columbia, the United Mine Work-
ers of America are resuming control over the unorganized

insurgents in one case and the "One Big Union" in the

other. The old union men of British Columbia are using

kidnapping methods to overcome the members of the

O. B. U. while the insurgents of Illinois are using violence

to prevent the regular union men from working.

In Kansas the United Mine Workers are led by the

extremely radical Alex. Howat, the district 'president. No
one could well be more radical than he. There is no fear

that, while Howat is in the saddle any more socialistic man
wll be found to lead in opposition to his dictates. The
conservatives are few in number, so Howat has just been
promised support "to the last ditch."

The tridistrict convention (districts Nos. 1, 7 and 9), at

which all members of the United Mine Workers of America
in the anthracite region are represented, met at Wilkes-

Barre, Penn., on Aug. 19. The presiding officer at the

opening session was Thomas L. Kennedy of the Hazelton
region. It seems to have been feared that none of the dis-

trict presidents in the anthracite region could hold the
meeting in line seeing that the insurgents in District No.
1—the northern field—were present in numbers and might
be expectd to "insurge" at any moment.
On Aug. 3, seven local unions had met in the convention

city and had voted that they would pay no more dues to

the organization until some determination had been made
of the electoral dispute. As has been ah'eady stated, the

insurgents claim that ballots have been changed. Because
of the presence of the insurgents, pressure was brought to

bear on the acting intei'national president, John L. Lewis,

to come to Wilkes-Barre and preside over the convention,

and eventually he came.

The mine workers' representatives declared for a 60 per

cent increase, not over the old contract rates but over the

present war-bonus I'ates now in operation. There is a
general belief that the demand for shorter hours and a

shorter week will not be persisted in when final action is

taken at Cleveland, Ohio. The anthracite region is suffer-

ing acutely from a shortage of men, the mines work every

day in the week, and still the market is not quite comfort-

ably assured that there will not be found a shortage when
winter comes. The mine workers of the anthracite region,

therefore, will show themselves quite indifferent to public

need if they shorten their working time.

They do not view the matter as do the men of the Cen-

tral Province where shorter time would assure an over-

whelming coal shortage such as would make the mining

industry as steady as in Great Britain—until, of course.

West Virginia, Virginia and eastern Kentucky contrived

to increase their tonnages to handle the demand that would
be made on those sections.

But what could the district do with the demands of the

policy committee for a short day and a short week before

them and in view of the unpleasantness which recently oc-

curred when certain companies, finding the miners had all

gone home and there was no coal to haul or prepare, closed

down at about 6 hours? This trouble, however, could be

cured if the miners and laborers would consent to work

the contracted length of time, namely an 8-hour day.

William Green, the secretary of the union, on Aug. 20 de-

clared for the shorter day, asserting that just as much
coal could be obtained with the less lengthy days as with

one of 8 hours.

It is rumored that meetings of foreigners have been held

at which it was shown that the~miners who -we-re-planning

to return' to' Galicia, Italy, Russia and 'Poland were being

deterred by the high price of everything in those countries.

Foreigners quite generally, deploring the high cost of liv-

ing in America, have overlooked the fact that in Europe
the cost of living has risen much more. Whereas a com-

petency here was formerly a small fortune in Europe, a

competency in Europe is now a small fortune here, so

much lower are our rates of living.
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::: 'Ln't ah Have All of It, So Why No,
They

Divide It Fairly?

f ,01 Q as a lee of mutton, with the street-

Th, rartoonist shows the production of 1919 as a 6 ^^^^^ ^^ 3„d get

I'rnductor, the railroad man and *=/-^ ;' ^f fatrly' There is only so

r Thev cant all have all of it, so why not *v
^^^ ^^„ of ,t

Ich of i so raising wages all around »»
J^f^.^l.^ wages than others by

Tan they would with the present wages. " ^°"%^^,, .h^re and some will do

Sui^g 'or violence, they will get -^^*- ^^^^ ^^ by raisin, a bigger sheep,

without. The only way for us all to get
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DISCUSSION ^, READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Unpractical Examination Questions
Letter No. J—In the issue of Coal A(/e, July 24, p.

3 65, the editor requests a practical solution of a ques-

tion asking- for the size of two airways whose perim-
eters are equal and the sectional area of one of them
half ag-ain as large as that of the other. He states,

in reference to this and other questions given on the

same page, that one or two of them are hardly capa-

ble of a practical solution.

To my mind, there would never be an airway having
dimensions that would fulfill these conditions and which
would be of use in mining practice. We can assume,
for example, a hexagon whose sides are each 6 ft. as

being the cross-section of an airway. Its perimeter is

'^G ft. and its area 93.53 square feet.

Then, taking two-thirds of this area as the sectional

area of a rectangle, we must find a rectangle having a

perimeter of 36 ft. and a sectional area of i (93.53) =
62.35 sq.ft. By trial, I find this rectangle to be 4.68 x

13.32 ft., which is therefore the cross-section of the re-

quired airway. Andrevi' O. Bain.
IMcKeesport, Penn.

Letter No. 3—Referring to the examination questions

answered in Conl Ac/e, July 24, p. 165, I notice that the

i-eply ^o the second question on that page states, "We
should be glad to receive a practical solution to this

duestion." The (|uestion asks for the size of two air-

ways, whose perimeters are equal, while the area of

one is half again as large as that of the other.

Such a question as this is only interesting as a

mathematical problem, and I heartily agree with the

editor that there is no justification for asking the

question in a mining examination. The only excuse

for asking such a question is the fact that it may
serve to emphasize the practical advantage of a circular

airway over a rectangular one, in respect to ventila-

tion, it being well known that the circle has a greater

area, for the same perimeter, than either a square or a

rectangle, and likewise, the square a greater area than

a rectangle.

The advantage gained in ventilation by reason of

these facts is the lesser amount of rubbing surface

per square foot of area, first, in the circular airway
and, second, in the s(juare airway. However, practical

considerations regarding the driving, timbering, etc.,

of mine entries, debar the general use of airways of

the circular form, and it is necessary to forego the

advantage in respect to ventilation and adopt the rectan-

gular form of cross-section tor all mine roads and
airways.

In the solution of this problem, let us first compare
the circle with a rectangle having an equal perimeter,

assuming the area of the rectangle is two-thirds that of

the circle, since it is plainly evident that the circle

must have a greater area than a rectangle, for ihe

same perimeter. Calling the diameter of the circle d

and the two sides, the height and width, of the rectangle,

a and h, respectively, we have, from the conditions

of the problem, the following:

Perimeter, 3.1416 rf =^ 2(a + b) (1)

Area, ;-;( 0.7854 fD ::=-- ah (2)

Now, for the sake of simplicity, let us assume the

diameter of the circle as d = 10. Substituting this

value for d in equations 1 and 2. we have,

-1^ () = 15.708 (3)

and ah =^ 52.36 (4)

Again, substituting, in equation 3. for b, its value

taken f)'om equation 4, we have

52.36
15.708 (5)

IVIultiplying throughout bj- a and transposing gives the

equation

a' — 15.708 a -f 52.36 = (6)

Finally, solving this quadratic equation gives, for the

value of one side of the required rectangle, either

a ^= 10.908, or a = 4.8; and substituting these values

for a, in equation 3, gives for the corresponding values

of the other side of the rectangle, b -= 4.8; or b =
10.908, making the required rectangle 4.8 x 10.908 ft.

Proof—The perimeter of this rectangle is 2(4.8 -I-

10.908) ^--- 31.416; and its area is 4.8 X 10.908 =^

52.36, which is ii of the area of the circle whose diam-

eter is 10 and perimeter 3.1416 X 10 = 31.416. The
area of the circle is 0.7854 X 10' = 78.54. and

5(78.54) = 52.36.

Let us now compare a square and a rectangle having
ecjual perimeters and assume the sectional area of

the rectangle is two-thirds that of the square. Denoting
a side of the square by s and the two respective sides

of the rectangle by a and b, we have the following:

Perimeter, 4 .v ^ 2 (a -|- b)

2 s = a + b (7)

Area, ii
.3" =r^ ab (8)

For the sake of simplicity, assume for a side of

the square .s —- 9, and substitute this value for s in

equations 7 and 8, which gives

(I -f ?) = 18 (9)

and ab = .54 (10)

Now, combining equations 9 and 10 and solving for

a, we have

54
a -I- = 18 (11)

a

Multiplying throughout by a, as before, gives the

([uadratic equation,

fl-' — 18 a + 54 := (12)

Finally, solving equation 12 gives for one side of

the required rectangle a = 14.196; or « = 3.804, and

substituting these values in equation 9, we find for the

other side of the rectangle, b = 3.804; or & = 14.196,

making the required rectangle 3.804 x 14.196 ft.
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Proof—The perimeter of the square is 4 X '-• -^ -^'^

and its area 9' = 81. The perimeter of the rectangle

just found is 2(3.804 +- 14.1961 = 36 and its area

3.804 X 14.196 = 54, which is two-thirds that of the

square, s(81) = 54. A. C. Callen,

Prof. Mining Engineering,

Morgantown, W. Va. West Virginia University.

[Practically the same solution has been received from

.John H. Turner, North American Colliery, Ltd., Coal-

hurst, Alta., Can., who finds that "a circular airway 8

ft. in diameter has an eciual perimeter and an area

one and one-half times lai-ger than a rectangular air-

way 3.84 X 8.73 ft. in section. The above is a practical

solution of the question, but the question itself is not

a practical one."

Another solution by August Carmazi, mine foreman,

A.vella, Penn., finds, by a hit-and-miss method that he

does not explain, that the two following airways have

equal perimeters, while the second air^v.\v has an area

only two-thirds that of the fiivst. The first airway is

9 X 10 ft in section; pea-imeter, 2(9 -)- 10) =^ .38 ft.;

area, 9 X 10 ^ 90 sq.ft The second airway is 4

X 15 ft. in section; perimeter, 2(4 + 15) = 38 ft.;

area, 4 X 15 -= 60 gq.ft_. which is two-thirds the area

of the first airway.

The two following lettei-s give solutions by somewhat
different methods.

—

Editor.
|

Letfen- No. a—Kindly let me submit the following

answer to the question given in Coal Age, July 24, p,

165, asking for the dimensions of two airways having

equal perimeters, the sectional area of the second airway
being two-thirds that of the first. My solution is as

follows

:

Indicate the side of a square airway by x. Now,
increase and decrease this side, in turn, by an amount
indicated by «, which will give a rectangle (.r -)- a)

X (•' — a). Evidently, the perimeter of this rectangle

is equal to that of the squai-e whose side is x.

Now, by the condition of the problem, the sectional

area of the rectangle is two-thirds that of the square,

v.hich gives the equation

li .r- := (.r -(- a) (.t — a)

2rr' = 3 (a;' — or)

I 3 1.732
-^ 0.577X

Finally,

section.

ft.assuming the square airway is 9 x 9

the required increase and decrease, a. in

these dimensions, in order to form a rectangle having
an equal perimeter and an area two-thirds that of the
original airway, is a = 0.577 X 9 = 5.193 ft. The
lunger side of the required rectangle is, therefore,

9 -H 5.193 = 14.193 ft.; and the shorter side, 9 —
•").193 = 3.807 ft. Therefore, the required rectangle, in

this case, is 3.807 x 14.193 ft.

Proof—The perimeter of the square airway is 4 X
9 = 36 ft. and its area 9 X 9 = 81 sq.ft. The
pi»rimeter of the rectangle found is 2(3.807 -\- 14.193)
--^- 36 ft.; and its area 3.807 X 14.193 =-- .54 sq.ft.,

which is two-thirds that of the square, ii(81) = 54.

J. Q. MdNALT, Div. Engineer,
Canon City, Colo. Colorado Fuel and Iron Co.

Letter No. 7—To find two rectangular airways having
equal perimeters, the sectional area of the second air-

way to be two-thirds that of the first airway, 1 prefer

to use a method of ratios.

The first step in this method is to find two simple
numbers whose sum shall be equal to that of two other
numbers, while the product of the first two is two-
thirds that of the second two numbers. For example,
1 + 4 = 5; and 2 -f 3 = 5. Again. 1X4 =
5(2 X 3).

Multiplying by Any Desired Multiple

Now, taking these numbers to represent the relative

heights and widths of two rectangular airways having
equal perimeters and the sectional area of the first being
two-thirds that of the second airway, we can adopt
any desired multiple of these numbers to represent the
required rectangles. For example, using a multiple of

4, the height of the first airway is 4 X 1 = 4 ft.,

vvhile its width is 4 X 4 = 16 ft. The size of this

airway is, therefore, 4 x 16 ft. in section; its perimeter
is 2(4 4 16) --= 40 ft. and area, 4 X 16 .^ 64 .sq.ft.

Again, using the same multiple 4, the height of the
.second airway is 4 X 2 = 8 ft. and its width 4X3
^= 12 ft., making the size of this .second airway 4 x

12 ft., in .section; its perimeter, 2(8 -\- 12) = 40 ft.

and area, 8 X 12 -= 96 sq.ft. The sectional area of

the first airway is, therefore, two-tliirds that of the

second airway, since s(96) = 64 sq.ft.

Using any other multiple desired, it is possible lo

hnd any two other rectangular airways that will fulfill

the conditions of this problem, by means of the same
ratios as given previously. This appears to be a prac-

tical solution and one that will always give the desired

results. Dave Hunter.
Washoe. Mont.

Promotion of Amhitioiis Workei's

Letter No. 1—Recent references to the uneasiness of

labor and the reading of two books discussing the labor

question have convinced me that one chief cause of what
is styled "disloyalty on the part of employees" is tiie

failure of the management of many large corporations

lo recognize that there are ambitious men who have
qualified themselves for positions above that which they

now occupy, and who desire promotion when vacancies

occur.

Not long ago, a man of my accjuaintance, who had
such an ambition and had qualified himself and secured

a first-class, mine-foreman's certificate, was greatly dis-

appointed when an outside man was chosen to fill a

vacancy in that position in his company.

Superintendent Overlooks AMBinous Worker

W^en approached on the matter, later, the superin-

tendent remarld'd that he did not know that the man
desired promotion, although he had worked for the com-
pany for 15 years and given (hem the best portion of

his life, in successful service. This is but one example
of many ambitious workers who, by study and applica-

tion, have qualified themselves to fill higher posit Idiis

than those they occupy, hut whose efforts in that di-

rection have not been recognized by their superiors in

cflfice.

It is my belief that, if managers would examine the

appointments made by their ollicials, many times they

would find that personal friendship, acquaintance or re-

lationship was the controlling factor in the making of

the appointment, rather than efficiency and fitness for
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.'service. To the management, the position in question
may seem of little importance, and yet it may be tha
goal of some employee's desire, and the disappointment
that follov.'s his failure to secure promotion almost in-

variably leads to a spirit of enmity. His work, from
that time on, is performed in a matter of fact sort of

way. The worker has lost his interest and fails in many
ways to cooperate in the same spirit as formerly.

Systematic Plan of Prcmoton

Some four or five years ago, I read in Coal Age a
plan that was adopted by one of the great railroad sys-
tems in this country, in order to secure and maintain a
spirit o: loyalty among its employees. Briefly, the plan
was one by which a notice of a vacancy was to be posted
throughout the division in which such vacancy occurred,
so that employees v.'ho were eligible for promotion to

the position would have an opportunity to ask for and
fill out a blank to be submitted to the general manager.
The examination of the application so made would show
the qualifications and fitness of the candidate for the

position Then, when the appointment was made, the

superintendent of the division would be advised of the

candidate's fitness for the place.

This plan has now been tried many years and has de-

veloped a spirit of cooperation among the employees of

that system. The working cf the industrial organiza-

tion has been much improved. Things move smoothly,

because each employee, no matter how low h's station,

feels that he has the assurance that the future has

something tangible in store for him v. o strives to do
his part, and pi-omotion will be his ultimate reward.

Altoona, Ala. Fairplay.

Installing High-Tension Lines

Letter ^0. 1—Referring to the inquiry of "Operator,"

Coal Age, .Ju'y 10, p. 73, regarding the best means of

transmitting electric power a distance of nearly two
mi'es underground with the greatest degree of saff:ty

and at the least expense, permit me to say that high-

tension power lines when properly installed in a m're,

should be as safe as when the( lines are conducted o-er

the surface to a borehole, as suggested in the reply

to this inquiry.

In my own experience, where power lines are properly

laid in a box or tile conduit, in a ditch at the side

of the road, there is far less chance of accidents re-

sulting than vi'hen the wires are hung oa poles on the

surface. I believe, also, that the work of laying the

lines in a conduit, including the expense of ditching,

will generally prove less expensive than to provide the

necessary poles for carrying the wires over the surface

and to bore th^holes required to conduct them into the

mines. Of course, much will depend on the nature of

the mine bottom and the width and condition of the

i'oadways in the mine. It is not stated in the in(iuiry

whether this mine is dry oi wet.

Advantage in Use ok Alternating Current

In the long-distance transmissTon ot power, alter-

nating current should be used between the power house

finct the point of distribution in the mine. By the use

of alternating cuirent, the first cost for copper will be

greatly reduced. At points where the power is to be

distributed to different sections of the mine, a small

room should be excavated in the solid strata. This

room should be lined with cement or brick and a
wooden floor provided, which will make the place safe
for the installation of the transformers required to step
down the voltage of the current for use at the working
face.

From this central station, the three-wire system
should be employed to conduct the current to the ma-
chines. These wires must be hung on the side of the
roadway opposite to that where the men travel Many
state mining laws prohibit the carrying of electric wires
in a return airway. In that case, the wires must be
carried through openings made in the crosscuts so as

to enable them to reach the places where the power
is to be used.

Precautions Taken in Gaseous and Wet Mines

Gas-tight, exp'osion-proof switch boTTSs should be
provided at all points where the trailing cables are

attached, and the switches should be properly grounded.
A competent electrician should carefully inspect such
installations at least once eveiy 24 hours and report

their condition.

In a wet mine instead of carrying the power line

in a ditch, as just explained, it should be installed in

a box, fixed to the timbers and roof, or properly sup-

ported on the rib, at one side of the entry and close

to the roof. This box should always be located on
the opposite side of the road from where the men
travel. The box should either be grooved to receive

the cable, or the latter should be packed in the box
so that it will fit snugly in its place.

Wherever high-tension power lines are conducted in-

to a mine, either through ditches or conduits or in

boxes at the roof, danger signals should be posted at

frequent short intervals, warning persons of the pres-

ence of the high-tension cables.

Chase River P. 0., Matthew Stafford.

Vancouver Island, B. C.

Bolshevism in America
Letter No. 3—I have read witTi much pleasure the

Foreword in the issus of Coal Age, July 3, and the ex-

cellent letter on the subject of "Bolshevism in America,"

on page 31 of the same issue. I wish to endorse the

sentiment expressed in the Foreword that Bolshevism

is a passion.

None of the Bolsheviki who have been prominent in

affairs have shown their ability to make clean public

records for themselves. On the other hand, their meth-

ods are clearly destructive both of life and property.

Thousands of human lives have been sacrificed through

their reckless passion and thirst for blood, and millions

of dollars worth of dam.age has been done to crops,

dwellings and warehouses stored with supplies for our

soldiers and the allies.

Contrary to all human morals, Bolshevism has never

furnished protection to the people under its sway, but

the most fiendish methods have been devised to destroy,

maim and kill innocent psople. Its devotees ever in-

dulge in wild and prolonged debauch, which must event-

ually prove their downfall and that of the government

they represent. To sucli an extent has this become
recognized that even those v/ho know nothing of politi-

cal economy, as well as the saner class of socialists, are

gradually coming to understand the utter hopelessness

of the cause of Bolshevism.
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To put contidence in a Bolshevik government, expect-

ing- and looking for the protection of home and property,

would be like going into a gaseous mine with a naked

light. It goes without saying that if the governments

of the world were of this order, chaos would reign.

Men would tear and rend each other to pieces, and

the few survivors would die under the tottering ruins

of civilization. Let those whose thoughts .-oam toward

Bolshevism think seriously of these things.

Clinton, Ind. Patriot.

Living Conditions at Mines
Letter No. 7—It is interesting, indeed, to read the

many letters that appear in Cnal Age, from time to time,

regarding the safety and welfare of mine workers.

In no industry are the workers more entitled to con-

sideration than in that of mining coal, because of the

dangers they must face continually in the performance

of labor on which all other industries depend.

In reading letter No. 6, by Joseph R. Thomas, Coal

Age, July 17, p. 115, I was more than phased. Mr.

Thomas sounds the keynote of action when he says,

"Success mean cooperation in establishing a community
of interests, to the end that employers and workers in

every industry shall strive for the common good." True
it is that when employer and employed strive for the

common good they create a "community of interests."

Nowhere has th's been more clearly demonstrated than

in the effoi-ts of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co., during

the past four years, in which they have operated their

mines under the Industrial Representation Plan. While
many people believe that the plan has proved more than

could have been expected, there are a few grumblers,

of course, who would be glad to see the scheme abolished.

Success of Industrial Representation Plan

Under the Industrial Representation Plan, there is a

joint committee of six members appointed, three of

whom represent the company and three the employees.

The committee is known as the Health, Sanitation and
Housing Committee and the name outlines their duties.

At their ovm option, this committee can bring up for

discussion, at the joint conferences of the company and
its employees, any matters relating to health, hospitals,

physicians, nurses, occupational diseases, garbage dis-

posal, street cleaning, wash-houses, locker-rooms, hous-

ing, rents, homes, gardens, fencing, etc.

As chairman of the committee and a representative of

the employees, I am pleased to state that the report

of our last inspection shows that the superintendents

of the different camps are carrying out the company's
program, in every detail. A few years ago, in these

same camps, this and other coal companies sold or

rented lots to their employees who built their own
hordes ,largely out of old railroad ties, with black-

powu'°r cans for .shingles on the roof. Generally, a bad
smelliii,? pig pen occupied the rear of the lot. The
odor front these pig ppiis could be detected a distance ol

a mile or more during the summer months. One
woul'^ be surprised to observe the difference that the

company's industrial plan has made in a few years, in

its operation in these camps.

For a number of years, the Miners' Union was very

active in Colorado and, at one time, was in control.

After observing the activities of the union, for a long

period, the Colorado Fuel & Iron Co. decided that the

only solution of the problem of securing proper health,

sanitation and housing for ths men was by the adoption
of what has since been known as the "Industrial Rep-
resentation Plan," previously mentioned. The improve-
ments accomplished under this plan are a credit to tne
company, who have mads extraordinary efforts to

beautify the camps and eradicate whatever creates filth,

flies and disease.

Certainly, no person in his right mind could advocate
the abandonment of a plan that produced such results

in so short a time, and it is safe to say that whatever
may occur in the future to hinder the progress of this

company, no other plan will be adopted and, should
striking miners desire to return to the mines, they will

be welcomed and given work under the same plan, as

the company believes that no other agency is capable
of caring for the health, sanitation and housing-, in thsir

camps, and guaranteeing to their employees good liv-

ing conditions. Robert A. Marshall.
Farr, Colo.

Preservation of Mine Timber
Letter No. 1—Kindly permit me to reftr to the in-

quiry of "T. L.," Coal Age, July 24, p. 164, regarding

the best means of preserving mine timbar, ard to ex-

press some surprise that the reply by the editor does

not mention the method of crecsoting timber to elim-

inate the primary cause of its destruction

Timber that is partly decayed becomes an increased

fire hazard, and a breeding place for insects. D3ca.>-

also weakens the timber, reducing its mechanical

strength to where it cannot stand the strain of ths roof

pressure. Thus, decay causes, first, th3 weakening of

the timber and mechanical failure; and, second, in-

creases the inflammability of the wood and promotes its

destruction by insects.

Advantages in Creosoting Mine Timber

Timber if creosoted before being taken into the mine
retains its natural condition and mechanical strength,

assuring the full period of its mechanical service.

Creosoted timber when dry, bsing no more inflam-

mable than untreated sound wood, the treatment acts as

a fire retardant, as compared with aged, untreated and

partly decayed timber. The injection of the creosote

poisons the wood, thus preventing the development of

decay; likewise, it also prevents attack by wood-de-

stroying insects. Hence, the three chief conditions com-

plained of are overcome bv proper treatment with coal-

tar, creosote oil.

In order to obtain satisfactoi-y results, it is necessary

to properly prepare timber for this treatment, by strip-

ping off the bark immediately after the wood is cut

and then seasoning until the mo'sture content has been

reduced 25 per cent, of the oven-dry weight. Treatment

by the open-tank process is more practical, under the

average conditions prevailing at mines. Tt consists of

immersion in hot and cold baths of refined coal-tai-.

creosote oil, and should be recommended for treatmen'

of mine timber.

I note with interest, the reference to gunite. Un-

doubtedly, it is a prote,ction against fire and also, per-

haps, against certain insects; but it is by no means
a preservative treatment to retard decay.

One of the duties of my position is to make surveys

of coal-mine properties for the purpose of a.scertaininir
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what class of Umber can be economically creosoted,

and the method of treatment most practical for the

operation. Although this service is performed in the

interest of creosoting, it is not recommended unless

fully justified. K. C. Barth,
Chicago. 111. The Barrett Co.

Safety iu Mine Timbering
Letter No. J,— I fully agree with the suggestions that

have been offered in regard to making the work of

timbering in mines safer. It has been stated that

illustrations should be made of the right and wrong
methods of framing and setting timber, and that these

should be posted in places where men will see and
study them. This would impress on many the way in

which accidents often occur from improper timbering.

As we all know, it is at the working face where most of

the accidents occur, which makes it of the utmost im-

portance that the proiier posting of rooms should be

L'xplained. In his letter, CoaJ Aije, May 15, p. 919, Jesse

Hamilton gives some good illustrations of the best

methods of framing double timbers so as to develop

their full strength. However, in all mj^ mining experi-

ence, a derailed car striking a post at the side of the

road has never failed to knock out one or more timbers,

unless the legs are set in a groove cut in the rib.

To avoid such an occurrence, it has been my habit,

in crossbar timbering, to cut a long slip in the rib at

the roof, on each side of the road. And, after the

cro.ssbar had been placed in each slip and wedged
tightly, I would cut the two legs of the right length and

set them in place under the bar, driving them as tight

as possible. Then, should a derailed car knock out

either leg, the crossbar would still support the roof.

Timbering with Steel and Old Iron Rails

Referring to the use of discarded iron rails in place

of wooden crossbars, as suggested by "Inspector," June

26, p. 1175, it is my experience that the iron rails are

all right as long as no squeeze occurs. Rat when a

squeeze takes place an iron rail bends down under the

weight of the roof and is very difficult to remove,

whereas a wooden crossbar can be cut out and a new
timber put in its place. For that reason, the use of

iron rails as crossbars cannot be recommended.

At a certain mine in this state, the fan drift is

timbered with steel crossbars and legs, bolted together

and braced each set against the one next adjoining

The bars and legs are of rail-road iron used on surface

roads and, I believe weigh 90 lb. to the yard.

It is remarked by W. H. Noone, in his letter, July

24, p. 163, that "too much publicity cannot be -given the

safety-in-timbering idea." That has been my thought

on many previous occasions when I have drawn atten-

tion to points in our own state mining law that would

stand revision. One of those points (Sec. 143) has

reference to the safe timbering of mines. The law

.dimply provides that such a method of timi)ering the

roof and spragging the coal shall be adopted, in each

mine, as will securely hold the roof, sides and face and

m.eet with the approval of the chief inspector of coal

mines.

The practical working of this provision of the mine

law makes the timbering, in each mine, conform to an

agreement made between the mine inspector and the

mine foreman or superintendent. Such an agreement

will specify the maximum distance apart and the maxi-
mum distance the posts are to be set from the coal.

Too often it happens that the mine foreman merely
sees that the timbers are set in each place according

to this agreement, depending on the mirer's ability to

take care of himself when this is done.

On the other hand, should a mine foreman find that

the roof over a miner is not safe, it is extremely difficult

to convince the man that other timbers must be set to

make the place secure. The miner does not know the

meaning of "maximum," and he thinks that the dis-

tances made in the agreement are the proper distances

at which the timbers must be set, under any conditions.

The agreement generally provides a distance of seven

feet between the coal face and the firist row of timbers,

so as to allow a 6j-ft. coal-cutting machine to cross the

face after being sumped in under the coal. But, even

if the foreman does succeed in getting the miner to set

a few posts nearer to the face to protect himself, the

probability is that the machine runner will knock these

out and not reset them after cutting the coal. The
chances are 100 to 1 that the machinerunner or the

miner will be killed, and the utmost vigilance is re-

quired on the part of the foreman to prevent the occur-

rence of a fatal accident under these conditions.

Fi ED Timber Agreement Unfair to Foreman

Allow me to cite one instance where the coal in a

certain mine is overlaid with 35 ft. of .sandrock that

enables the partings on the road to be driven from 16

to 18 ft. in width, without setting a timber the entire

length of the parting, about 350 ft. Under the agi'ee-

ment with the mine inspector, posts are set five feet

apart in the rooms, and there is not a break in the roof

until the rooms have finished and the pillars have been

drawn back about 50 yd. Usually, six pillars are

started back at once, and when a cave occurs it covers

an area of practically 45,000 sq. ft. Only recently, the

force of one of these caves blew a miner 60 ft., cutting

and braising him in a terrible manner.
My claim is that the fixing of a timber agreement

between the mine inspector and the superintendent is

unfair to the foreman, who finds it difficult to modify
the particular conditions. It is well known that too

many props, in pillar work, is as dangerous as too small

a number, as it means a large territory exposed when
the cave does take place.

Before the final adoption of the timber agreement

embodied in the law, there was considerable argument
between the men representing the state, the miners and

the operators; but the objection to the agreement

clause, on the part of the operators, was overruled and

they were compelled to accept this provision in the law,

although they saw the results that would follow

In closing, permit me to urge that every miner should

be carefully instructed in safe methods of cutting tim-

bers and taught the nature of the roof under which

he must work. In my opinion, judgment should be

used in setting mine timbers, according to the condi-

tions existing in the mine, regardless of any fixed

agreement. Most men will allow that it is the pains-

taking and watchful care of the mine foreman that has

been the chief cause in the reduction of +he accident

list, in coal mining. Having full charge of the mine,

the foreman's authority should not be limited by an

agreement in respect to the method of timbering.

, Colo. Mine Foreman.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Markers on Mine Trips

Some time ago, at a mine foremen's meeting, a

discussion arose about the best kind of marker to

be used on the rear of trips and some favored light

and others alarm bells or gongs, in the mine.

In my opinion, the use of any of these devices has not

proved to be entirely satisfactory and safe.

In the mine in which I work, a steam locomo-

tive is used on the main haulage road, which is often so

filled with smoke that one can scarcely see the rails

when walking on the road. Under such conditions, it

is clear that even a strong light on the rear of the trip

could not be seen at a safe distance. Moreover, should

the air be clear on the entry, a bend or sharp curve

might hide the light and cause an accident.

There are bells and gongs that are operated automat-
ically by the movement of the car; but it often happens
that these are not heard a great distance from the mov-
ing trip. For that reason bells and gongs are not

wholly satisfactory, at the best. In our mine the cars

make more noise than a dozen of such bells and gongs.

1 believe that if a good gong could be operated like an
alarm clock, it would give out a shriller sound than
v.hen its operation depends on the jar or movement
of the car.

Where men are obliged to travel a haulage road, it is

important that a suitable alarm should be used at the

head of the trip to warn them of its approach. The
sound should be heard at a'distance of, .say 300 ft. to

permit the men to reach a place of safet\- before the

trip overtakes them. If a horn, such as is used on au-

tomobiles, could be empk)yed, it would be a good thing,

as the sound of a horn would probably be heard at a

safe distance.

I would like to see a good discussion on this matter,

in the columns of Coul Acje, and learn the opinion of its

many readers, who will probably have some good sug-

gestions to make. J. J. S.

Fern Glen, Penn.

The conditions described by this correspondent as

fc.xisting in his mine are extremely dangerous and should

not be tolerated. First, a steam locomotive should not

be used on a main haulage road in a mine, unless under
exceptional conditions that would provide good ventila-

tion throughout the length of the road, and rendei-

harmless and sweep away the smoke and gases gener-

ated by the locomotive.

Second, men should not be permitted to travel on a

haulage road where mechanical haulage is in operation.

Even in mule haulage the practice is dangerous. In

any case, there should be an ample clearance at the side

of the road that would enable men and animals to pas.-f

the moving cars in safety whenever it is necessary for

them to travel the haulage road. Safety holes cut in

the rib are good, but often cannot be found or reached

in time to avoid an accident.

Automatic gongs and bells are the only devices used

at present, to our knowledge, and we shall be glad to

hear from our practical readers any suggestions that

they are pleased to give.

Work and Strength of a Mine Mule
We have always employed mules in our mine, and

conditions ai-e such that we shall probably continue

their use for some time to come, in preference to in-

stalling mechanical haulage. Our mules will average,

say, 12 or 13 hands in height and perhaps 1200 lb. in

weight. I am anxious to secure a few data giving an

idea of the average work that may be expected of a

good mine mule and its strength to pull a loaded car

cut of a dip in a heading or chamber. I want to ask

what should be considered as the limiting grade on a

haulage road, in mule haulage. Also, can you give me
the approximate relative cost of mule and motor haul-

age, under ordinary conditions, in coal mining?
, Iowa, SUPKRINTENDENT.

For the purpose of estimate, it Is customary to as-

sume that the average work performed by a good mine

mule, under ordinary conditions, will equal 6 ton-mile-

hours. That is to say, a mule that is kept in good con-

dition in a mine may be expected to haul (8 X 6) ^- i =
192 tons, a distance of 1 mi. over a good road, in an

8-hr. working day.

The strength of a good mule when exerted to start a

loaded car from a dip heading can be estimated as

being at least equal to the weight of the mule, provided

the grade is not too steep. For example, a 1200-lb.

mule may be expected to exert a pull of 1200 lb., in

starting a load from a dip not e.xceeding, say 3 per

cent. But the pull exerted by the mule will decrea.se

rapidly on steeper inclinations. Assuming the track

and grade resistance, in starting, as 120 lb. per ton of

gross weight, on a 3 per cent, grade, a good mule should

be able to start a load of 1200 -h 120 = 10 tons, more
or less. However, a mule cannot be expected to main-

tain this pull longer than to start the load. Traveling

at a speed of, say, 4 mi. an hour, it is estimated a mule

can exert a pull equal to one-fifth, or even one-fourth

its weight on short hauls, without overtaxing its

strength.

The limiting grade in mule haulage should not ex-

ceed 3 per cent. For short distances, however, a steeper

grade is permissible, particulanly if the mule has the

advantage of a run for the grade.

The relative cost of mule and motor haulage has been

estimated to be 3'c., per ton-mile for mules, as com-

pared with l^ic, per ton-mile for motor haulage, mak-

ing no allowance for upkeep of cars and rack.
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k EXAMINATION QUESTIONS A
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Alabama First Class Examination,

Birmingham, July 21-24, 1919
(Selected Questions)

Ques.—In mines having extremely tender roof, state

what precautions you would adopt when introducing the

various types of mining machines, to insure the safety

of employees and economy of operation.

Anff.—Machine mining, under tender roof, requires

the adoption of a systematic method of timbering the

working faces. The system used must be adapted to the

conditions in the mine and the tviJe of machines em-

ployed. Only competent machinerunners should bs en-

gaged in the work of cutting the coal. The posts should

be set staggered, in rows parallel to the face of the

coal and at distances apart not exceeding 3 or 4 ft. The
first row of timber should be stood as close as practi-

cable to the coal face. The posts in this row should be

removed and reset as the cutting machine advances

along the face. It may be necessary or advisable to use

projecting crossbars over the timbers for the better pro-

tection of the men and the machines.

Ques.—State how the several mine gases may be de-

tected. In what proportion in the air are they fatal

to life? In what proportion do they extinguish light?

Ans.—Methane or marsh gas (CH,) is detected by the

flame cap produced in a safety lamp burning in an at-

mo.«phere charged with that gas, the height of the cap

and the action of the flame indicating the proportion of

gas present in i-he air. The gas is not extinctive of a

lamp flame, until about 6 per cent, of gas is present in

the air. The gas is practically without toxic effect and

is fatal to life only when the proportion of gas has

reached about 66.5 per cent., the oxygen content of the

air being then decreased to 7 per cent.

Carbon monoxide (CO) is detected by observing its

effect on small caged animals, as birds or mice, these

being far more sensitive to the effects of the gas than

men, as shown by their collapse when a small percent-

age of gas i.s present. From 0.1 to 0.5 per cent, of car-

bon monoxide present in the mine air will prove fatal

to human life, depending on the length of time the air is

breathed and the oxygen content of the air. This ga.s

being inflammable will not extinguish a light when
present in the air.

Carbon dioxide (CO.) i.'; best detected by its effect

in dimming or extinguishing a light when present in

suflficient proportion in the mine air. The effect of car-

bon dioxide to extinguish a light or prove fatal to life

depends largely on the depletion of the oxygen in the

air. With a normal oxygen content, an oil-fed flame is

usually extinguished when 14 per cent, of this gas i.s

present in the air, and 18 per cent, of the gas is then

fatal to life. On the other hand, a residual atmos-

phere in which the oxygen content is reduced to, say 17

per cent., but ^ per cent, of carbon dioxide is required

to extinguish an oil-fed flame. In like manner, as the

depletion of the oxygen content in the air breathed in-

creases, a fatal effect on life is produced with a lesser

percentage of carbon dioxide, the percentage depending

on the depletion of the oxygen.

Qves.—If you were the foreman of a mine generating

gas and an accumulation of firedamp collected on the

falls, what method would you adopt to remove it?

Ans.—Before attempting to remove the gas, notify

and withdraw the men on the return of the current and

in the adjoining places. Then erect a brattice so as to

deflect the current of air over the falls, using only a

good safety lamp and employing competent men when
performing the work. It may be necessary to increase

the circulation in that section of the mine.

Qties.—State fully your opinion of the principal

cause.s of explosions in mines, and give in detail any
method you would recommend for their prevention.

Ayis.—The presence of gas and dust in mines, use of

open lights or electricity when improperly installed, use

of black powder and careless methods in blasting and
the careless handling of combustible material are the

chief causes of ex-plosions in mines generating gas.

To prevent these occurrences enforce a strict com-
pliance with the state mining laws and mine rules and
regulations. Maintain a strict discipline when the law;--

are violated or the rules and regulations disobeyed.

Maintain an ample and efficient system of ventilation

and employ competent mine examiners and safety in-

spectors in sufficient number to perform their respec-

tive work thoroughly. Remove all dangers promptly
when found.

Ques.—Will coal dust extend a mine explosion

throughout the entire mine in the absence of explosive

gas?

Ans.—Yes.

Ques.—Give your opinion of the best method of ren-

dering coal dust harmles.s.

Avs.—The best method of accomplishing this purpose

is to remove the dust from the mine workings and the

haulage roads where it is accumulated and load it out of

the mine. Sprinkling the dust, as it lies on the floor of

the workings and in the roads and on the timbers and

ribs, is a precaution taken to prevent its being blown
into the air. Dust suspended in the air current is partic-

ularly dangerous. Though beneficial, this method of

Ireatment does not eliminate the danger of explosion.

Ques.—Give your opinion of the best method of hu-

midifying the air in a mine.

Ans.—Some practical and effectual means of preheat-

ing the mine air current should be devised, using for

that purpose the exhaust steam of the hoisting, haulage

and ventilating equipment. What appears to be the most

effective means yet devised for this purpose is a com-
bined heating and humidifying apparatus such as was
described in Coal Aye, Vol. 15, pp. 28, 29, in connection

with the prevention of the freezing of shafts in winter.
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Great Britain Facing Huge Coal Problejn

Announcements of Price Increase Bring Protests from All—Will

Hinder Development of Britain's Foreign Trade and

Make lAmerican Competition

Exports of Coal and Coke
During June, 1919

Industrial circles in Great Britain were
thrown into a state of excitement wlien Sir
Auckland Geddes, president of the Board
o£ Trade, announced tliat after July 16 the
price of coal to all consumers would be
increased by 6s. ($1.46) per ton. He an-
nounced that this increase had been made
necessary by the seven -hour working day
and the increase of 2s. <$u.49) a day in
pay which was granted the miners some
months ago by the Coal Commission ap-
pointed to investigate demands of miners.
Shortly after the commission had made its
report it was announced that the price of
coal would have to be increased by 4s. 6d.
($1.10). However, accordinK to Sir Auck-
land Geddes, in making up this jirice the
Government had not taken into consider-
ation three vital factors: (1) Coal used in
working the pits; (2) coal issued free to
miners: and (.'!) coal for export at a price
exceeding the minimum. In a Mliite Paiier
issued by the Government it is estimated
that the deficiency in the working of the
coal mines from July 16. 1919. to Julv 16,
1920, will be £46,0(](i.(iiHi

(
J22:'..S.'iri.0ii0).

This announcement of an increase in
price brought forth protests from house-
holders, industrial interests and the miners
themselves. .Since the award of shorter
Working hours and increased wages the
Coal Commission has held another session,
and upon the findings advocated the nation-
alization of mines, which has been sought
by the Miners Federation for some years
past. Leaving out of consideration the
<|uestion of nationalization, the country as
a whole vjew-s with alarm this increase, as
it will raise the price of all the manu-
factured products of Great Hritain enter-
ing into international trade. As stated
in Parliament, Great Britain lives by its
international trade, and anything that
handicaps the foreign trade will have a
detrimental influence upon the progress of
the country.

PrireH in Various Countries—KfTeet on
Industrial Fruducts

Before the Government's case was opened
in Parliament, Sir. Uridgeman, Parliament-
ary Secretary of the Board of Trade, said
that the costs of coal at the pit head, .ac-
cording to latest statistics, were as fol-
lows: Seotbind, 28.S. llil. ($7.04): the rest
of Great Britain, 29s. 4d. ($7.14) : Trans-
vaal. 1916. :,!>. 6d. ($l.:i4) : Xatal, 1918,
lOs. 7d. ($2.58): India, 1918, 5s. lOd.
($1.42): rniled States, June, 1919, lis. 2d.
($2.72); France. June. 1919, 36s. ($8.76);
Belgium, 1917, 18s. ($4.38) ; Sp.tin, 1917.
39a. (9.49). He further stated th:it the
average )>ii iirice of coal in the tlnited
Kingdom in 19i:! was lOa. IJd. ($2.46).

Sir .\uckland Geddes, nferring to the
effect that the increased cost of coal would
have on intemation.al traile, said that it
would mean that rails which were now sell-
ing at £16 ($77.86) per ton in Great
Britain would have to be sold for £17 10s.
($8.'>.16) after the increase, as compared
with £10 ($48.67) for the same i)roduct in
the United States ; ship plates in Great
Firitain were now selling at £17 15s.
($86.38). but with the Increased cost of
coal would have to be sold for £19 ($92.46),
while the TTniled States product could be
sold tor £14 ($68.13) ; crown bars, which
were now .selling at £21 ($102.20) would
have to be increased to £22 lOs. ($109.49).
an compared with £11 158. ($57.18) In the
United States; pig iron, which was now
quoted at £8 ($38.93) in Great Britain
•A-ouId sell for about £9 ($43. «0). while the

same quality of iron in the United States
H-ould sell for i:6 ($29.2ii). The rise in
the price of coal, he said, would cause an
increase in steel and finished iron of 25s.
to 30s. ($6.08 to $7.30) ; coke, about 10s.
($2.43) ; spelter, £2 ($9.73) ; gas. 6d. to 9d.
($0.12 to ?".1S) per thou.sand feet: elec-
tric power. Id. to 5d. ($0.ii2 to $O.I0) per
unit: paijer, lus. ($2.43) per ton; glass.
5 to 10 per cent. ; textiles, about 4 per cent. ;

bricks, about 5 per cent. ; machinery, about
12 per cent. ; and chemicals generally,
about 10 per cent.

.Analysis of increased Cost uf Preduetioii

In explaining the cost he said that in
1913 the average pit price of coal was 10s.
IJd. ($2.46) : today the price was 26s. Jd.
($6.34). Thus coal sold stood at lis.
($2.68) in 1913 while today the price was
29s. 3*d. ($7.13). In 1913 the costs were
made up as follows: l.,abor, 6s. 4d.
($1.54) : timber and stores, Is. ($0.24) ;

other costs, lid. ($0.22) ; royalties, ojd.
($0.11) : owners' profits. Is. 5d. ($0.35).
'The corresponding costs today are: Ijabor,
19s. 5Jd. ($4.74) : timber and stores, 3s.

2Jd. ($0.78) ; other costs. Is. 2§d. ($0.29) ;

royalties. 63d. ($0,135) : owners' profits. Is.

2d. ($11.28) : compensation to owners for
workings which would otherwise be aban-
doned, 35d. ($0,065): another Id. (0.02) tor
administrative puri)oses and re(]uired in
connection with coal control : and also 1.V'.
($0,025), which was surplus per ton. .\tter
July 16 the following would be the figures:
Labor per ton, 21s. lOJd. ($5.32) ; timber
and stores. 3s. 7d. ($0.87) ; other cost.s. Is.

4}d. ($0.33) ; royalties, 7Jd. ($0.15) ;

owners' profits, Is. 3Jd. ($0.31). As a result
of the increase of wages and the reduction
of output labor cost had increased 13.s.

IJd. ($3.19) per ton raised, or 15s. ($3.65)
per ton sold, out of a total Increase of 15s.

lid. ($3.87) per ton raised, or'- 18s. ''(}.

($4.44) per ton sold.
In justifying the increase Sir Auckland

Geddes gave estimates as to the cost price
of coal delivered in the coal bins of the
householder in London. The miners de-
clared that they were certain these figures
were not correct, and asked that the Gov-
ernment postpone the increase to give them
time to investigate. This Bonar Law, on
the part of the Government, agreed to do.

It was stated in P:irliament that Ameri-
can coal, f.o.b. Atlantic ports: was about
20s. ($4.87) a ton and that .America was
much nearer some of the places to which
Great Britain formerly exported coal than
were the coal ports of the British Isles.

Coal Regulations in Australia

Further regulations relating to the
Australian Government's control of the
coal industry were issued recently. For-
merly the Prime Minister w.is empowered
to fix rates of wages and conditions of em-
ployees working at coal mines whose out-
put had been actiuircd by the Commonwealth
under the regulations. The Prime Mhiister
may now fix rates of wages and conditions
of employees at any other co:il mine in the
Commonwealth, whether or not an acfiuial-

tion order has been issued. Where this
has been done be in.ay vary contracts for
the supply of coal from such mine, tho
Mrlbonrnc A[/e announces.

In accordance with this new regulation,
an order has been issued fixing the rates
of wages of persons emplo.ved In the pro-
'b'eMon of coal at all coal mines in the
S'.i'e of Victoria (save Hudson's Austral

H-ompiled by Bi
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for tlif week Just letened to (as a direct
result of the strike) was 328.000 tons or 77
per cent, of the capacity of the mines ; that
constituted the bull; of the entire produc-
tion lo.-^s of 347.000 tons, "no market"
losses only running ll.OOii tons or three
])er cent, of capacity. By operating for a
clay or so at the wind-up of the Aveek the
n'.iiies of the district were able to produce
up to only 18 per cent. During the same
period last year production was at the rate
of 212.000 tons.
The car shortage has been so serious in

West Virginia since early in .luly that a
coniniiltee of Guyan operators went to
Pittsburgh on Aug. 20 to appeal to Mr.
iJerner. manager of the Kastern Car Pool,
for a better supply of cars for West Vir-
ginia mines and especially for mines of
tile I^ogan field. On 111.- coiiunitt.-,. were:
.\. n. Bi-isel. of the Tsl.iml Cr.-.k Coal Co. ;

.T J. Ross, of the Logan Jliiiiiig Co.. and
Walter Thurmond, anotb.-r wi-11 known coal
man of the Logan field. While the car
supply was rated as fair at the tinn- they
left for Pittsburgh they saw little prospects
for the future unless furthi-r plans (or
guaranteeing a good supply were worked
out.

conditions, therefore, conditions w.re quite
similar to these prevailing last winter when
there was a poor market. The lessened
supply of smokeless has madf itself felt
most keenly in ail markets t-specially in
view of the growing export demand. Coke
production remained at tlu same figure as
for the week ended Aug. 9.

A total of 9,994 cars (449.700 tons) were
loaded on the Virginian Ry. during the
month of July. The heaviest loading for
the inonth was at the Stotesbury o)ieration
of the K. K. White Coal Co. where 41« cars
were loaded ; good work was also done at
the Winding Cfu\f Colliery Co. where 347
fifty-ton cars were loaded.

Hinton, W. Va.
RflK.rl iif C. & O. K\. notes equipment

nlliiKeil til it by Kai1r<iad Ailmiiiistratioil.
C. « <>. protests its aereptame. Objections
..terniled by adniiiiistratioii. Railway
flnallv aerepts ami asks assistance to
flimiiir cost. Inilln'rrent way in which ad-
iniiiistratioH maintained tbc railroad.

The following extract from the report
of the Chesapeake & Ohio Ry, for 1918
shows why the freight cars iiuilt for its use
were not originally accepted and how in-
differently the Railroad Administration is
maintaining at least one of the coal carry-
ing roads: During the year 1918 the II. S.
Railroad .Vdministralion nc.tifi.d tlic C. &
1). comjiany that there had been allotted
to it 2". freight .and t»asseiiu. r locomotives,
1000 box cars and 2000 .')r,-ion steel coal
cars, at an estimated cost of $10,559,r,00
which the C, & O. company was
expected to provide. The directors of
the C. & O. were of the opinion that
the eriuipment so allocated was not neces-
sar>' to the efficient operation of the rail-
road, that much of it was unsuited for the
company's purposes, and that the purchase
of such equipment .it the current prices,
which were abnormally high, was inadvis-
able.

Protests were accordingly made against
the comiiany lieing re(|uired to accept such
erpiiimient. Xotwitlistanding such protests,
the administration :idberecl to its position
and notified the C. a O. that unless it

agreed to accejit the allocated equipment,
the entire co.st of such e<iui|iment would
be charged against the compensation due
" under the Federal Control ,\ct. Al-
ough the C. & O. directors believed the
isition of the administration to be un-
.Msonable. in order to jirotect the interests

of the company and to iirevent the charg-
ing of so large an aiuount of capital ex-
penditures against its income, they de-
terniinerl to accept the equijiment so allo-
cated, with the proviso that the director
general should assist the company in
financing its cost which it is believed he
is prepared to do.

Statistics in the rejiort show that in the
maintenance of way and structures during
1918, the Railroad Administration replaced
onlv 824,l.'p:i, cross ties, as compared with
],fl:'!.i,029. put in bv the road in the pre-
ceding year. Only 19,;i9fi new ties were
used in the construction of new tnicks
and sidings, as comi.ared with ,29,818 in

1917. There were 10.645 tons of new
rail used in renewals in 1918, as against
25,119 tons in the preceding year.

Bluefield, W. Va.
Kcsiilt of railroad sboiiiiii'n's strike in

i-ixahontiiH field. rrodiicllon loss for week
eiidcil .XuK. 1<! WHS IHO.OOII tons. I.oudlni;
tlone bv two prominent iilantH on Vlrislnian
lis.

The full extent to u hirii production In
the Pocahontas region suffered during the
week ended Aug. IB. through a shopmen's
strike on other roiids. is shown by the fact
that 2fi.OOO tons more were lopped off pro-
duction and that a car shortage cut Into
jiroductlon to the extent of 177.000 tons

—

an Increase of 37.000 tons over the previous
week. More than 300 hours were cut oft
of the working time in the mines of the dis-
trict, largf-Iy because of the increase in the
shortage of cars, and at the same time the
L'lbor situation was not fpiite so favor.'ible.
there being an Increa.sed loss from that
source. The total production lo.ss (or the
week was 18(1.000 tons—an increase of 38,-
000 tons. Owing to poor transportation

Louisville, Ky.
Representative Boyd, of coal operators*

associations of tlie Soulli and luLiacent
territor.v, working hard on car sliiirtagc
problem. Little encouragement. Ilord uf
Kentucky association uiukt-s statement.

C. D. Boyd, Trathc Manager, represent-
ing the Southern Appalachian Coal Oper-
ators' .Association, the Harlan and Hazard
associations, and others, has been working
hard for the past month on the car short-
age problem. He plainly states that he lias
secured little encourageeinnt, and practic-
ally no improvement of the situation, IVIr,

Boyd has been in Washington several times,
was in Atlanta to see B. J. Winchell. the
regional director of the U. S. Railroad
Administration, and has been w-orking
steadily to secure relief. At the present
time the pool mines are getting cars while
the others suffer. Cars routed south to
the oil and cotton districts are returned
over short routes, such as the Seaboard and
Norfolk & Western to car pool territory

;

operators in that section- are securing quite
a fair run of cars, while Kentucky and
east Tennessee mines are -n-orking two days
a week.

R. A. Hord. of the Hazard Coal Oper-
ators' Association, made a statement at
Lexington recently in "which he st.ated that
eastern Kentucky will shortly face a seri-
ous labor shortage as well as car shortage.
If cars are not supplied, labor will move
to other fields. This statement was also
emphasized by H, A. Beard, Kentucky rep-
resentative of the C. L, Ryley Coal Co,

Birmingham, Ala.
Fight of .\lalmnia coal ojierators and

Governor Kilbv o\er revenue bills on in full
force. Kilby makes statements wbicli are
challenged b.v coal men in open letter to
governor. Cost of coal produc-tion discussed.
Deadlock continues in Senate «\er general
revenue bill.

In the .Tuly 14. 1919, issue of Coal Af/n
w'as a report on tlie status of the Alabama
general re\-enue bill which, at that writing,
was being t-onsid--i-ed by the Alabama
House of Rept-esentatives convening in com-
mittee of the wliole. Since then this bill

has been put through the House, but only
at -the expense of certain ch:inges. This
bill is of considerable direct importance to
the operators of that state on .account of
the coal and iron tonnage ta.x and the
income and excess profits section. These
features all remained in, but the coal tax
at only two-fifths of the rate fixed by the
budget committee, and the excess profit tax
was cut in two.

After leaving the House, the bill was re-
ferred to the Senate committee on finance
and taxation. The strongest flglit then
made against the bill was that of the busi-
ness people, who suddenly awoke to the
significance of tlie income and excess profits
sections. There was also a growing sen-
timent against the coal and iron tonnage
tax. These were the main jioints of att:ick
However, it looked as though these two
sections would be retained in the bill,

though at .a slight change in the rate.
Governor Kilby was unyieliling in his de-
mands that this tax be retained in the bill.

The Governor gave out a pn-iiared state-
ment in which he claimed that oiiposltion
to the mineral taxes is based on sellisliness

and money greed. He cited .i certain Ala-
liama coal operator who told him that co.il

was licing mined at a profit of $1 to $1 50 a
ton in the st.ate. Defore the war—s.ilil the
governor—the price of coal ranged from
$1 to f.i or ti at the mines: lod,iy these
prices are doubled and the cost of digging
coal has only increased about 30c. a ton.

It was also stated that the re.-ison why
Kentucky and Tennessee comiietltion could
not be met was becau.se the oiieiators did
not want to break down the war prices.

Congr,.-ssman George lludilleston was also
quoted in an effort to strengllu.n tbi- case
of tlie .M.ibama administr.ition .and .laniage

the testimony of the operators. However,
the public utterances of Mr. Huddleston
are too well known on coal matters In

general, to make it necessary to quote him
In particular.

The statement of Governor Kilby was
answered by an open card from the oper-
ators, who challenged the administration
to either prove or retract the assertion that
coal operators in Alabama are making a
profit of $1 to $1.50 a ton. The challenge
was signed by a number of the largest
ojierators in the state. The coal men of
the Birmingham district, in an open hear-
ing before the finance and taxation com-
mittee of the state Senate, attacked the
pending revenue bill, decl.aring it to be
unfair, unjust and virtuall.v a penalizing
of industry. H. T. De Bardeleben slated
that a memlier of the House charged tliat
his statement as to the cost of mining
coal was iiadded and could not be accepted.
"This statement is true," said Mr. De Bar-
deleben. "It is sworn to. and if fal.se I

am subject to a fine of $15,000 and three
years in the iieniteiiti.'iry. My books ar*»
open for your inspection."

Tlie operators further stated that the
total cost of mining coal has greatly in-
creased since 1914: coal which cost $1.10
lier ton at that time, now costs up to $2.50,
and that which then cost $1.35 now costs
up to $:i.BO.

Other prominent oiierators and men of
the state contributed simil.ar testimony,
which was met by another statement from
the governor, who made a technical denial
of some of the charges the operators had
brought up again.st him and certain feat-
ures of the revenue bill. The latest avail-
able information in the matter notes that
efforts to get the general rexeiiue bill out
of the finance and taxation committee liavfc
failed ; it is apparently hopelessly tied up
over the taxing machinery, the income,
e.xcess profit and coal and iron tonnagre
sections.

Terre Haute, Ind,

Increase of .SOO.ooo Iuiin during July over
June tonnage in liidiaim. .>lines work hulf
time in Jul.v. Kuilrou<l sliopmrn'.i strike
cut down tonnage for llrst half uf August.

Production of coal by Indiana mines
showed an increase of almost :iOO,000 tons
in July over the June production, accord-
ing to reports, which were announced at
the headquarters at the Indiana Bitu-
minous Coal Operators' Association. In
Jl'iv there were hoisted in the Indiana
field 1,615.495 tons, as against 1.355.551
tons in June. The.se figures indicate that
the 197 mines, on whose reports the total

tonnage is based, worked approximately
half time last month. With full time pro-
duction thev could have produced olo.se to

S. 500.000 tons. Whether .\ugust will show
a material gain over July cannot yet be
forecast. The week ended -Aug. 2 showed
a production of 377.394 tons, which wa»
slightly under the preceding weeli. while
the following week showed a further de-
crease on account of the railroad shoip-

men's strike, many mines having closad
down because of the inability of the rail-

roads to serve them. Of the orders being
received, the greater part are for railroad

and domestic fuel. Users of steam coal

are still hanging back and apparently are
placing orders only for coal as thc-y need

It from dav to day. The most uncertain

element at the present time is rail facili-

ties and car supplv. .\ tremendous demand,
it is believed. Is Ixiund to develop in a

short time. Meantime, the operators are

bending every energy to induce domestic

users to lay in tlieir fuel supply at once.

St. Louis, Mo.

Railroad Administriition orders «cslcrn
coHl curs to be sent cusl. ,-<troni.- Ijrolesl

hv coal men. Emphullc messuKC of Mih-

Huurl iiHHOciation to the Kullrouil Adminis-
tration against order.

Strong protests are being .sent to N. C.

Kendall. Director of the Car Service Sec-

tion of the United States Railroad .\dmlnis-

iration, at Washington, against the order

recently issued bv the Railroad Adinlnlstra-

tlon to Illinois coal-carrying lines to turn

over a large number of their own coal cars

at designated juiulion poinls to be taken
east for the use of the ICasiern lines, L.

J, Wallace, Acting Serrelaiy of the Mis-

.sourl Retail Coal Merchants' Association

has sent the following ti-legram :
"Please

be good enough to advise us why the

people In the eastern part of the counlry
arc to get the coal equipment thai the

Middle West must have right now or frcezo
this winter. Are vou not serving the coun-
try as a whole? We emphatically protest

against this order which calls for Western
equipment to be shipped ea-st. We are citi-

zens the same as the peoiile of New I'.iig-

land and It is not our Intention to \>r dis-

criminated against In the mailer of coal
eipilpment We have patriotically respond-
ed to every call and If the railroads have
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been mismanaged, surely we should not be
penalized. We must insist that we be
given our share of the empty coal car
equipment for the mines to load in the

Middle West. Methods of unfair distribu-

tion are what is causing civil imrest m
this country. The coal dealer and the

mine operator are hot to blame when the

public shows its resentment over bemg

Trinidad, Colo.

Earnings of miners of Colorado Fiiel ami
Iron Co. for .June noted. Marked increase

in wasres under per ton payment plan.

Data about Colorado's principal coal fields.

Details of earnings at typical plants given.

Coal miners working for the Colorado
Fuel and Iron Co.. more than 20 days in

June averaged $158.52 each for the month,
or an average of $6.72 a day for each man,
according to an announcement made by
the Colorado company recently. The
miners are paid by the ton. The statement
i.s interesting inasmuch as it shows the
earning capacity of coal miners in Colo-

rado. There has been a marked increase m
the earnings of miners under the per ton

pavment plan. In Colorado. June is known
to "be a I'gii month as regards coal mined,
for during that month few mines work full

time, hence the earning capacity of the

men is reduced. In the mines of the Co'o-
rado Fuel ard Iron Co . 1192 miners worked
morf> than 20 days each ; furthermore the
s'atement shows that 49 miners made
piore than $250 each for the month of

June.

The Colorado company's statement gives
statistics regarding wages of miners at its

tvpical plants. Of the seven minis noted,

four (Cameron, Walsen, Rouse a-id Pictou)
are in Huerfano County; two (Morley and
Sopris) are in Las Animas County a^d the
Coal Creek p'ant is in Fremont County.
"The to'al year'y produi-Mon of the state
is approximately ten million tons aid one-
ha'f of this tonnage comes from Huerfano
and Las Animas counties. Of the one
million tons of coke madr- annua'Iy in

Colorado, a^^out all comes from Las .\nimas
County. Six of the seven mines noted
are in the Tr'n'dad fi -'d in the southern
central psrt of the state: the oth"r mine,
the Coal Creek, is in th° Cafion City field

inidway between the Trinidad field and
the Denvr re!"'"n. The former field o-i-
f.nins mostlv hieh-grade and the Cafion
City field low-grade bituminous coal.

With this general inform,atioi in mind
and some details to be given; subsenuently.
coal men can the more readily aopreciate
the value of the data relative to the earn-
ings at the inines in quesf^ion. Details
Illative to the farnings of the r"iners at

one mine in each county considered will
suffice by way of ilhistration In Hue-fono
County, at the Walsen p'ant. out of 144
miners working more than 20 dav=. two
earned over $250: ten. betw.en $175 and
$200 ; 11, between $150 and $175. In Las
.\nimas County, at the Sopr'S plant, out
of Ifi] miners working more than 20 d.nvs.

s>\c earn' d over $250: 11. h.twcn $225 and
^250; 13 between S200 .Tirl Sl'25; IS be-
t"'een $175 a"d $"00; 31. befweon S150 and
t175. In Fremont County, at the Co->!
Creek ]>iant out of 109 m'ners working
more than 20 davs. two earned over S25fl

:

f"iir, between $225 and $250 ; five between
%->nn a'-d $225: 11. hetweoi $175 and
$200; 30, between $150 and $175.

The coal mined at th'> 'Walsen pl.ant

averages five feet in thirkinss ;iiid is de-
veloped by a sloiie. Tli.- Sopris iilant is

a drift m'ne and the rn:ii :ivrr:iKr's five
feet in thickness. The eonl :il the Coal
Creek m'ne is reached by a shaft and it

is four feet thick.

In this connection an interesting article
appeared in the May 22. 1919. issue of
Coiil Apr under the title, "Some Items That
Fnter Into the Cost of Producing Coal."
The figures in this article are those per-
taining to the Victor-.Xmeriean Fuel Co 's

production costs ; this company b"ing one
of the lending coal producers of Colorado.

Vancouver, B. C.

Problems of the Northwest—Kucl sliorl-
age and rapidl.v advancing prices. .Vnicri-
can naval squadron at Uremerton, Witsli.,

ttikes on considerable coal. Coal now at
«ln.75 a ton.

Two pioblcms are receiving attention at
the hands of consumers of coal in the
Northwest at the present time. One of
these is the likelihood of there being a
shortage next winter and the other the

rapidh.' advancing prices. Coal merchants
of Victoria and Vancouver, British Colum-
bia, state that they do not expect a con-
dition that will prevent their meeting all

demands both from domestic and commer-
cial sources. However, the arrival of the
American naval squadron at Bremerton.
Washington, taxed the production of coal
in the Northwest to the utmost. In the
meantime an advertising campaign is in
progress having in view the inducement
of the public to purchase their winter sup-
ply of fuel as far as possible without delay.
As to prices, there is a considerable sec-

tion asking for an investigation. Coal now
is bringing about $10.75 a ton as compared
to $7 50 when the war broke out. Many
cannot see the Justification for this sub-
stantial increase and would like the matter
thoroughly probed by a properly constituted
government board.

Russia that miners who planned to return
home, each with several thousand dollars,
found that this sum would be inadequate
to establish themselves in business at pres-
ent rates.

It was stated at the meeting that sugar
is selling at $2 a pound in Galicia ana
shoes at $30 for an ordinary pair. "Those
who have been preparing to leave America
partly on account of the high cost of living
here, found they would only be jumping
out of the frying pan into the fire," said
one of the prominent Polanders, who at-
tended the meeting.

Ottawa, Ont.

Smokcv Kiver coal leases cancelled. Cana-
dian (ieological Survey states fl\i- <!>al is

richest in Canada. Kccomniendcil I'liit <iov-

ernment develop the area of IK.OOO urrc.

As a result of the investigations h.Iil by
the select committee of the Senate of i\an-

ada, appointed recently to inquire into- the
question of certain valuable coal lea-es in

the Smokey River district of the .^^Iberta

Peace River, (about two hundred miles
north of Edmonton) the leases have b;en
cancelled bv order of Hon. Arthur Meighen.
Minister of the Interior. As a consequence
the application for the right to build a
railwav. to be known an the Athabisca
Grand' Prairie & Vermillion Ry.. will gj
no farther in its present stage. In the in-

vestigations that took place, officials o

the Geological Survey. Ottawa, tiftifieil

that the coal area in question probably is

the richi-st in Canada ; if develop d anl
connected with the main line to the south,

it would be able to supply the whole of th._

West with a, coal, said to be almost equal

in quality to the Pennsylvania anthracite.

That this may come about, it is recom-
mended that the Government develop the

arfa either on a national or royalty basis

ar.d that a line of railways sixty miU s in

length be constructed at once from th.>

Grand Trunk Pacific or Canadian National
Railwavs' main line to the area in ques-

tion. The leases comprise some eighteen

thousand acres, and the coal available is

estimated at from 200,000.000 to 400 000.-

000 tons. A German-American, Dr, Botts.

fir^-t filed on the leases in 1912. and paid

into the treasury the sum o/y'"-''"".,'';
six vears for his leases. In 1918 he failed

to make payment and the rights were
cancelled.

PFNNSYLVANI.^
Antliracite

I,lew!lvn—The old Silverton colliery near

this place has been reopened by out-of-the-

slate parties and is in position to ship coal.

George Moore, of Minersville, is m charge

of the plant.

Maliano.v City—It is announced that the

Philadelphia & Reading C;oal and Iron Co^

will develop a mammoth stripping near

this place ; the company has started to

uncover coal on its property between

Mahanoy City and Lost Creek.

llazleton— The Anthracite Forest Fire

Protective Association has been formed, pr.

Drinker, President of Lehigh University,

is the president and Chief Forester Neu-
miller. of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation
Co , of Lansford, is secretary. An exten-

sive area is included in the territory looked

after by th'S protective a-sociation which
is now' conducting an advertising cam-
paign in the anthracite region of Penn-
sylvania to get every landowner withm the

a'rea on the membership roll. The associ-

ation which numbers coal compa-iies, water
companies, rod and gun clubs and indiv dual
cilizeos among its mem'iershhi. ho.pes

ultimately to reduce forest fires throughout
the entire region to a minimum and to en-
courage the re-forestation of what are now
waste lands.

The inside team of Beaver Brook
and the outside team of Locust Moun-
tain collieries won the trip to Pitts-

burgh and the right to compete in the
first-aid .and mine-rescue event to he held
bv »he Bureau of Mines on Oct. 1, These
teams participated in the Weston Dodson
Companv. Inc., meet at Hazle Park on
Aug: 15.'

Shcnandoali—The rush of anthracite
miners to their former homes in lOurope
has been halted by the high prices pre-
vailing overseas, it developed at a meeting
held by foreigners of this section recently.

So high are the prices in Galicia, Italy and

Bitu inous

Uniontown — Connells\"ille interests
headed by Joseph J. Butler and George S.
Connell. have purchased the Beechwood
miiKS of the Consolidated Coal Co. at
Beechwood, Monongalia County. W. Va.
The company also owns other valuable
holdings in the same district.

The Cumberland Coal Co. has add-
ed to its holdings in Greene County
by the purchase of a three-fourths interest
in 247.29 acres from Levi Keener, of Mor-
gantown ; F. H. Keener. • of Carmichaels
and T. F. Keener, of Willow Tree. The
eonsideratiou was $115,919.1?.

WEST VIBGINI.V

Glen White—The total production of the
mines of the E. E. White Coal Co., at Glen
White and Stotesbury, in the Raleigh
County field during the fiscal year end.d
June 30. 1919. was 676,000 tons; the pro-
duction of the two mines was almost even,
340,000 tons being shipped from the Glen
White plant and 336,000 tons from the
Stotesbury operation.

Charleston.— Announcement has been
made by W. J. Heatherman, Chief of the
West Virginia Department of Mines, that
the following are the places where the new
mine-rescue stations in West Virginia (just
established) will be located ; At Wheel-
ing—quarters and truck provided by the
coal operators' association ; Welch—in a
bui'ding furn-shed by the Houston Co il

& Coke Co, ; Elkins—quarters provided bv
(he West Virginia Coal a-d Coke Co. :

Macdonald—quarters furnished by the New-
River Co. ; Logan—quarters to be furnished
by the operators' as,soc'a»ion ; Fairmont

—

where the Consolidation Coal Co. is lending
its equipment for the use of the Mine De-
lia rtment.
Fairmont—That the transpo'-*ation com-

mittee of the Northern West Virginia Coal
Operators' Association in'end. if it is with-
in the realm of possibility, to secure relief
from the present car shortage was demon-
strated recently when the fol'owing tele-
gram was sent not only to the Director
General of Railroads but to senators
Sutherland and Elkins. and Congressman
Neely: "Transportation commU'ee of un-
dersigned association belives ther" is ton
much advantage taken of rul»s which result
in inefTic-ency in reference to utiliration of
equipment ard in loss to the coal coni-
pa"ies. Observation a'so Ic.ds the com-
mittee to think there is too much
indifference to get full utilization of equip-
ment. Delay to equioment should be re-
ported to proner officers with v'ew of
getting it released promptly. Committer'
believes twenty-five per cent of car-shorl-
age 's caused by too many oncers trying
to rid themselves of resno"sibiiity and to
lack of co-operation. Th'S committee is
ready to co-operate in any w^y to help
this condition. For example it is absolute-
ly foolish to place cars on rating basis
when car distributor l>-nows the mine can-
not load the rating while other mines are
standing idle on account of low rating.
Good judement .shon'd be u=ed which will
bring more satisfactory results,"

A rumor was in circulation here last
week that the law creating the Fuel Ad-
ministration was to be re-enacted and
the powers of the administration widened ;

coupled with such a rumor was one to
the effect that C, W Callowav. Direc-
tor of Distribution under the Fuel Ad-
ministration, would he asked to act in

the same capacity again. Little credencr
w.as given the rumors afloat fiMends of Mr
Calloway (president of the Davi.s Coal and
Coke Co) stating that under no circum-
stances would Mr. Calloway agree to ,act in
the same capacity again.

KENTUCKY
Louisville—Due to the advancing price

of mine-run coal. Avhich is now quoted at

prices ranging from $2.40 to $2.85 a ton,

some of the wagon mines with short hauls
are again starting operations : but cars ari'

so scarce that competition from such mines
does not promise to become heavy for the

present, it is said.
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iiuisvUlc—A delegation of coal men is

now in Washington in an efEort to secure

relief from inequitable distribution ot coal

cars which has resulted in mining eom-

uantes'in some districts getting good sup-

hei through the car pool, and other sec-

Vors being left high and dry. The Harlan.

Ha^lrd Southern Appalachian. West Ken-
tucky Vhgm^ and' Alabama associations

.re represented by the delegation^ This

ivnrU- was Started on Aug. 1. at a meet

Tng in Lo|is>ille, but to date no relief

has been secured.

OHIO

„f the district to be served by the proposed

™nal TheSe figures are being tabulated

,^^»l the ausDicc! of the Central River

Route o? the Great I aUes and Ohio River

Waterways Association. A large propoi-

Mon of this tonnage is coal, originating in

West Vh-linia Kentucky and soutnern

fflfio Iron ore will also contribute a con-

siderable proportion of the tonnage.

1N1»I-AN.\

Indianapolis—The .
Indianapolis Public

Welfare Loan Association, of /\' '<=h J- K;

Steohens is manager, i.s assisting man>

persons who are finding It necessary to bor-

row money with which to buy next uin-

™r-s "oal. Recently the rate of interest

charged bv the association was loJvered

frnni 1 per Cent to 2J per cent., which is

fper cent lesfthan the legal rate. During

he seven years the association has been

hack a loan when due.
t;>l"'',^.""=^*'^rthough

everv means to aid the borrouoi. Aitnougn

dend on its $50,000 capital stock.

ALABAMA
Birmingham—The Tennessee Coal, Iron

^sS«oSd^.^S?(?h*pa^^ £^
SlkT^°^f;S.ie^?=.H
;"o"da''an°d;ishkooda More than 3.000 men

this increase in J^asP.^ .""^ Pf'^^'^r, he re-

in the Birmingham district.

COAL AGE

the plant. The general oiHces ot the com-
pany are at Denver.

MONTANA
RnuMclup—Some 446,243 tons of coal were

hoisted out of the No. 3 mine of The
Roundup Coal Mining Co.. of this place,

during the vear ended March 1. 1910. ac-

cording to figures furnished by H. S Hopka.
superintendent of the company. Much im-

provement and development work was done

at the Carpenter Creek or No. 5 mine ot

this company last year. Electrical mining
machines are used to undercut the coal and
electric motors are used for haulage. Some
500 men are employed at the two plants,

300 ^t Roundup and 200 at Carpenter

Creek The general offices of the company
are at Omaha. Neb.; the mines are in .Mus-

selshell County, near the center of the

state The coal is mined by s ope at -xo.

3 and by a shaft at No. 5; it is a subl.itu-

roinous seam about 72 m. thick
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MISSOt'RI

Jefferson citv—Petitions purporting to

Congressional „"'J;""^,„r^n,en's compensa-
referendum on the Y^^men^^^

^^^^
l^^^_.^._

\l^ orV.a'?r;y.'th3 Building Trades co^m;

y''il.;I.o\o're%han the re<,„ red numb r Of

sicners Rppresentatixes oi >",!, ' ;°„__:.

sipnalurcs Abou -^^
r' 1

i,,,,,^^^.^, of
received f™'^„

'I'l'^'^Si^ound that they were
their names 9" f^,*; ^""representation. It
induced to sign by "JV ' IJetitions contain

iSaSTfict'^iH'o^us'!
d'ipncat'ed''and fraudulent

namoR.

COI>OBAI>0

, ^»A'T;"T^;:.r„/iR^rkd?^'{^a? c^
"'*

J,?<^V<! wl i"h killed 1« men. At first

rt" ^T.hc^gh SKVe" ,i"l:]cTm»'oU''ed

nhniit in m "es inside the wori<inK!< ii"

nlre Is a drift opening located near I.e

l?rp^el';^d%TU%>tr.; Ja^h ^,.«3
r^e""co;r/."'"s^,nT22T'rn"!irl"eSpry?d°Sf

Fred W. Price, of Duquohi. lil,. l-:i ac-

eented the superintendency of a mine near

CoCado Springs, Colo., owned .n oper-

ated by the W. D. Corley Coal Co.

C K Warner has been appjiated traffic

rmnager of the Southwestern Interstate

Coal OpL-r.itors' Association with offices in

the Keith & Perry Bldg.. Kansas City. Mo.

¥^ \V Lukins is president of this associa-

tion.

rs°em^eirSaV^^r° "'-4H€
^^isl^'^ol^l?:?iia^oa5^of'l??^^f^err

n Tt Wesoott is in charge of the new

hranch'offlce of the Jeffrey Manufacturing
branch omce o

^^ Detroit, Mich.

Mr' Wesco Has had a long experience in

tee sales and engineering-construction de-

partments of this company.

S. O. T>ittle has been 'iPPointed manager

of the Mine. Car Department of the Hjatt

Roller Bearing Co.. in ^^ ^'"^ '"^*^
"..jus-

trict with offices in the Frick .\nni x. » u^s

bii?ghVl'e is assisted by J«sc,.l. s. I.arkin,

sales engineer.

H- N BiBK. of Latrobe, Penn.. has ac-

cented the position of superintendent of

?he large new operation of the New Kng-

and Fuel and Transportation Co. f
"rant

Town in the Fairmont reg on. He sue

cteds'c F. Bashore who resigned to entei

the service of the Osage Coal Co., a Brady

operation"' M.r. Rigg has al«"„j^'5f^1,3^.'^
"

tipctcd with the Latrobe & t,onneiis\ me

Coal Co He was at one time connected

with the Liverpool Coal Company.

W. S. Walker, formerly southw-i^stern

sales agent for the ^•9•t"^>" .^"^ ^^ Pea-
(-•hicaffo is no\v associated with me i ea

bX fnte?est? as special representa ive.

Th" Peahodv Coal Co also announces that

?he two mines in the Oallatin County fleia,

formerly handled by the Nortbern Coa Co..

will be operated by the Peabody Coal Co..

who will have the exclusive sale of this

coal in the St. Louis market.

Coming Meetings
|

The United 31ine Workers will hold a

convention at Cleveland, .Ohio, beginning

Sept. 9. . \
The Bureau of Miue.s' on Sept. 30 and

Oct 1 will hold -a natianal first-aid and
mine-rescue contest at Pittsburgh. Penn.

The National Safety Council will hald

its annual meeting Oct. 1 to .4 .at Cleve-

land, Ohio. :S€cr«tary,-S. J.-WilliamS, Chi-

cago. 111.

New York Coal .Merchants' Association

will hold its annual meeting Sept. 11-13 at

Alexandria Bay. X. Y. F.xecutiye secre-

tary, (J. W. F. Woodside, Albany, A. Y.

American Insitule of Mining and Metal-
lureical Kncineers will hold its fall meet-
ing Sept. 22 to 20 in Chicago. Ill Chair;
man Chicago meeting. Carl Seholz. 54

1

West .Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

Indiana Retail Coal Merchants Associ-
ation will hold its annual convention Sept.

17 to 18 at the Hotel Scverin. Indianapol s.

Indiana. Secretary, R. R. Yeagley. Fidel-
ity Trust Building. Indianapolis. Indiana.

National Kxiiiisition of Chemical Indus-
tries will hold its flrsi annual meetinlg at
the Coliseum and First Regiment Armory,
Chicago. Til., during the week of Sept. 22.

Manager, Charles F. Roth, 417 South De!ir-
born St.. Chicago, 111.

Industrial News

Charles W. McKay has tak;en ^haree of

the \ppraisal Division of I-. V. I'.stes. inc..

ndustrial engineers. This company special-

izes in the appraisement
"fJ""",f, "ii' '"{^l

erties for Federal ncome lax pui posi s ami

?n the appra sement of public utility prop-

Irt ies in connection with rate cases. Mr
McKav is the author of the hook entiile.l

"Vah mg Industrial P^Pefti';?' »"{' ,°^
Telephone Rates and Values.' the lattci

honk to appear shortly.

Col C. A. Burrcll. formerly in charge of

ice Medal for his work during the war. a.

chief of the Research ^'^
'^ ^";,.„V -d out

^';r"maskfpoi'ifon^gafes^incendi^:r.v bombs,

^^^ok^scr^e^s.^sig.^l lights etc and loca -

cd the supply of helium forJja'loons.
start

poratlon ; vice pr.sldent and/^!,.'^
ration.

;r ?;;;"?ht Mme'sa^tv A';''';-^-th.^°r..s'.

^iVe^r^e^rnufS-re^ o'.^^.'as^ ma'lus.

I.,oean, W. Va.—The Island Creek Mining
Co is planning for extensive development
work on about 3000 acres of coal proper-

ties in this district. Frederick Haislip is

general manager.
I'ottsville. renn.—The Raven Run Coal

Co. is planning to take over the colliery

now being run bv the Girard Mammoth
Coal Co.. in West JIahanoy Township. The
change will be made about the first of the

year.

Scrunton. Pa.—Staple & Bell, Inc.. Meats
Building, this city, has arranged for the
immediate construction of a new coal

breaker and development of a stripping at

its properties at West Nanticoke. Penn .

to cost about $100,000.

Cleveland, Ohio—The McKinney Steel Co.
has acquired additional coal properties in

the vicinity of its mines along the Big
Sandv River, in Pike County. Ky.. ard
plans" to open up the tract for increased
output. It is proposed to provide for a
production of about twice the present
capacity. New electric tra"smisslon lines

will be" extended to the properties.

Cincinnati, Ohio—The Lunkenheimer Co .

of this place, manufacturers of valves and
engineering app'iances. has announced its

intentiin to build a complete new plant.

The site .selected for th- works comprises
about 7'i acres in a manufacturing suburb
of Cincinnati. It is expected that work
on this plant will he started withm the next

few months. The buildings will be of steel

and concrete construction and providetl

with all modem devices for th" manufac-
ture of materials into the finished product.

The work will represent an outlay of about
$> 000.000. The welfare of the employees

has been given special consideration .\n

S-acre piece of land opposite the plant siti-

will be made into a recreation center, upon

which will be erected an assemblj- hall,

cluhrooms. athletic grounds and .a dining

room capable of accommodating 1000 per-

sons at one time.

Pittston. Penn.—The Ex;eter Machine

Works Inc., has been purchased by New
York men who will begin at once to ae

velop the plant into one of the
'"'•f'

""

dustrles of the Wyoming Valley Tb coin-

nanv "111 continue the marurictme of

ocomo ive cranes and special :;•';'' "'^••>^

gray iron and bronze ciusiingsst.am and

^V\""'^vil'rbrmat"lal/v .mla?2el .and th-l't

i;',;'"ad Ion of^Vo-ne fioV'skllled and un-

skille' workers will be inad<-. <'-ro'm<l has

aire. V tee 1 purchase.l for the '^'Kl'ti-m of

m.w buildings to the iy"'"V„!\''" ,',i„'te?
.1.111 h(» PDTtf'd later on. >\ one n.iw umi

cltlen.
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MARKET conditions in soft coal

are tightening perceptibly. Car
shortages in all the principal

producing- districts have taken their toll

in output, and prices on spot coal

change almost overnight. The tendency
is constantly upward. Railroads here
and there have begun to stock consider-

able extra coal, and signs are not want-
ing that industry in general expects
boom business in the future, as all

seem eager for fuel. Buyers who were
foresighted enough to protect them-
selves by contracts are now reaping the
benefits of their wisdom, for the pres-

ent prices of the better grades of fuel

are well in advance of those which were
in effect some months ago.

Strange to relate, however, in spite

of indications that coal will be scarce
and higher in price later in the year,
many large consumers are apparently
indifferent about their future supplies

and seem content to await developments
before arranging for their winter re-

serves.

There is a lively demand for coal

lor export, but the numerous inquiries

bring to light that there is a scarcity

of fuel suitable for foreign use, and
also that there are not sufficient vessels

in which to mak€ shipment. To allevi-

ate this condition somewhat, the Ship-
ping Board recently allocated fourteen
more American ships to the port of

Baltimore.

The movement of coal to the Great
Lakes, for transshipment to the Xorth-
west, is I'ather active, although the car
shortage has reduced shipments to a

certain extent. Reports show that
there is some congestion at the upper
lake docks due to slow interior move-
ment.
During the week ended August 16 the

production of soft coal dropped to 9.-

l(-b,000 net tons, as against 9,369,000

net tons for the week preceding.

So far as anthracite is concerned,
buyers are eager for the egg 'and stove

sizes, which have been scarce all sum-
mer. It is believed that most dealers
have filled the greater proportion of

the orders they had on their books for

domestic coal, and no real difficulties

aie expected unless labor troubles and
poor transportation conditions should
considerably hamper production. No
change is to be detected in the call for

the steam sizes of anthracite, which in

the main continue to move slowly.

As with bituminous coal, the output
of anthracite declined in the week
ended August 16 to 1,642,000 net tons.

Production for the week preceding
amounted to 1.870,000 net tons. The
total output for the coal year to date
is now 33,976,000 net tons compared
with .59.761.000 tons last year.

WEEKLY CO.VL I'RODVt'TIOX
Till- production of bituminous coal

slumped again in the week of Aug. 16.
bi'inging the rate of in-odtietion down to
near the level iu tin- lait.i i.ut of June.
The recent strik. s cm ih. r.nhnHils and in
the coal fleld-s. to wliu 1, . .msc s the sharp
decrease in proiUictiun lin- lust half of
August are largely attrihuied. ha\ e been
awakening consumers of bituminous coal
generally to the danger of <lelayed pur-
chases of coal. Til.. l.Kk .,1 market has
ceased to be tl:. piimii :( I t:ut<.)r limiting
production in un',! ,ii,-iii,i. uhI ear short-
age, or more I-imuIIx sp. ,^i^lIlK, tiansiiorta-
tion diRabilit>, |.- 1.1 Ki.Mi.st importance.
Mine-op. r.ii im iim.. r.puitfil lost in the
Week of Ah'j !', i..._-ausc Oi ear shortage,
was the hii^l.st i....nUMl in any week since
March, 1 :• 1

s rimluction of bituminous
coal in th. ..il.n.l.ir year to date is now
nearly It.',"."' tons, or 25 per cent.
behind last \. ,ii- l..r the same period.
The production of anthracite declined

in the week of Aug. 16 to 1,642,ihhi net
tons from l.STu.iiiiO in the prec ding week.
The output in the second w.-. k of .\nnust,
1918, was l,92.',.nnii n.l tons Tli. total
output in the coal yi:ir to .l:ii. ilr..iii .Sjir.

1) is now estimated at :;:;.'.i7'. n. ' ions.
compared with ::H.7f3l, n.l tons ni the
same period of 1918. .\s has been pointed
out before, a large part of the decrease
this year has been in the fine sizes that are
not used for household fuel.

The drop in proiluction in the week of
Aug. 9, recorded last week, is shown by
the reports from mine operators, since re-
ceived, to b;ive bi.en largely ilue to trans-
pori.ition .iisabilily. the general average
of Inn. losi l.i-caus.. of car shortage hav-
ing ri,. n rr..rn 1 Ti per cent, to 22.5 per Cent.
I,al...r ti..niil.s. iiarticiilaiiy in Illinois and
the Soulhwest. also contributed to the
losses of operation. Tlie railroad.s' troubles
appear to have been most serious in south-
ern West Virginia, part of eastern Ken-
tucky and in the Middle West.

Coincidently with the increase in car
and labor shortaprc the per eent. <jt time

lost because of no market .l.cr.-as. d. Tt»
what extent the market has actually stiff-

ened, particularly in the ^liddle West where
it has been sluggish, remains to be se.-n.

for when few or no cars are a\ailable or
when the miners aiv on a strike, time lost
will be charged to those causes becaizse it

is impossible under such conditions to as-
certain tinu- that rniKlit buM been lost
because of eitli.r mill.- disabilitx or no mar-
ket had cars and men lietii available. The
princiiuil eausi' for tlie shutilo\\'n of a mine,
no matter v, hat it be. is never given the
lieneflt of the doubt, for it is only the im-
mediate cause that can be determined
without ciuestion.
The rate of production of beehive coke

continues to gain, the output in the week
of Aug. 16 being estimated at 412.500 net
tons, a gain Gvev the previous week of
23.700 tons, or 6 per cent. Substantial
gains in all the eastern districts were par-
tially offset by decreases in the far west.
Tlie outjiut for the week of Aug. 1 6 was
equivalent to "2 per cent, of the production
in the corresponding week of last year,
whereas the total for the calendar year
to date is but 6:! per cent, of the total
for the same period of last year.

Bituminous coal dumped at lower Lake
Erie ports in the week of Aug. 9 was
973,000 net tons, a large increa.se over the
pre\'ious week and the largest weekly rec-
ord since the decline began the first week
of July. Total dumpings to date this year
are 14.:!75.0|io net tons, compan'd with
13.190,000 last year,

BCSINEMS OPINIONS
Marslinll Fielrt & Co.- -Current wliolesale

distribution of dry gools wa.s well ahead
of the same week a year ago. Comiiared
with the same period of 191S the number
of customers in the house was much larger.

Orders from road salesmen for at once
delivery were largely in excess of the saine
week last year. Such lines -k are being
offered for "future delivery arc being freely

taken. Collections are most .'••atisfactor.v.

I>r.v <ii>oiU l-JeitiuMiiist—Business in dr.\"

goods and .leparim.nt stores all over the
country continues in excess of expecta-
tions. Money i.s plentiful and is being spent
freely. I'^Aerywhere the demand for com-
modities of all kinds is unprecedented and
is reflected in the orders placed by the
stores. Preparations for the usual fall

trips of road luen cari-ying staple lines are
nearly completed and the first of the month
will see most of them on the way to their
territories. Collections are excellent.

.\inerieuii ^^'ool anil Cotton Reporter

—

The Boston wool market has been rather
quiet for the week under review, but with a
little more activity, and sales of 3.000.000
11), Both fine anil medium wools have been
bought, but the demand for fleeces has
been rather prominent. It is reported that
there is no limit to the amount of business
that mills would take, because of the con-
tinued consumption. The needs of cotton
manufacturers have declined on the basis
of the smaller number of orders placed.
Many producers feel that it is desirable to

wait until the new crop becomes available
l>efore accepting m.any new onlers.

Atlantic Seaboard

ItOSTON

1'ri.es tiri.i, but a dull market. Buyers
iiiiirking time. Kew ile» el«i>iiients exeept
r<ir somewliiit hicber •luotiltioiis. lairfie

loiinaees at New York uiiil I'liilailrlplihi

piers Evjiort anil bunker ilemund stronK.

No sales lor Ne« Kngliind. KrudhlK fleet

still tied up. Some reluilers have better

storks, but September demand e.vpeeted to

renew the pressure.

Itituminuus—While prices are firm it is

not because of any strong demand in this

particular territory. The market here is

.slow to respond, and aside from an under-
tone of anxiety among certain consumers
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there is so Utile interest in current Quota-
tions that we are reminded of the "mid-
summer dullness" that used to be a byword
in August. What apprehension there is

has regard for contracts made early in

the season, and it remains to be seen
whether monthly quotas will continue to

come forward. August shipments all-rail

have been considerably upset by embargoes
resulting from the shopmen's walk-out.
and from Hampton Roads there has been
at least an equal slowing up since the
seamen's strike in July.
There is less spot buying than was the

case three weeks ago. Btiyers here have
arranged for three and four months' sup-
ply. They see the coal again coming
forward in fair volume, and they are
much inclined to await developments be-
fore making further purchase.^. There is

enough gooti coal offering so that steam-
users are still in position to discriminate,
and there is a disposition to pay an extra
price for grades of know^n ciuality.

For fairly high grades from South Fork
and special coals from the Moshannon dis-
tricts thei-e has been a slight advance in

current quotations. What were quoted at
$3.25 a fortnight ago are now offered at
first hand on the basis of $3.40, but only
small tonnages are being absorbed on any
such basi.s. Such coals find their best cur-
rent market at New York and other tide-
water loading piers, and it is against prices
there that buyers here are forced to bid
The week has shown the extent to which

shippers were obliged to reconsign coal
when the embargoes were clamped on early
this month. There were not many moves
open to them, and in most cases the coal
was sent to tidewater to take its chance on
the open market. Tonnages at the piers
have been larger than for some inonths.
and although there were occasional in-
stances of weak prices on the coals less
desirable for bunker use the average of
sales was on a level with current quota-
tions at the mines. A number of factors
engaged in export and bunker trade have
themselves made heavy purchases to clear
.ships, their own inines having suffered from
shortage of labor and to a certain extent
the shortage of cars. This ha.'s been particu-
larly true of Philadelphia, where $3.25 has
been more or less freely paid the past few-
days for only fair grade low volatiles.
The offshore trade is reported strong in

all directions, and especially so for Hamp-
ton Roads loading. The agencies see no
end to the demand through the fall and
winter, and while prices remai! on their
present basis of $fi«6..50 there will be little

interest on their part in any demand from
New England. The few inquiries that de
velop are promptly turned down and the
great volume of the smokeless coals Is

being sent overseas. The demand for pre-
pared coal is also strong in the West, and
this is another element that will tend to
make the market even firmer as the .season
advances. Despatch is slow at the Vir-
ginia terminals and the movement of coal
from the mines more or less irregular, but
delays so far have not been serious and
there seems no special apprehension on this
score.

Xt this end. distributors are still having
difliculty getting forward Pocahontas and
Xew River for distribution inland. Xou''
of the storage plants has on hand any sur-
plus, and should there be any i)rotracted
interruption to through traffic all-rail it is

tolerably certain that emergency supplies
would be Ii.ard to secure. Kxperience has
shown that once shipments from Hampton
Roads begin failling off at this season the

, tonnage is seldom made up. and ver.v
often receipts here diminish steadily as
winter draws near. The difference this
year, so far as this territory is concerned
lies in the fact that never was New Kng-
land so little dependent upon water de-
liveries generally, of bituminous, and on
Hampton Roads in particular.

Current quotations on bituminous at
wholesale range about as follows:

• Cainbriusanrl
Cloarfields StunerBetB

Fob. iiiimH,ii.ttoiiK $2 60(33 10 $3 00(ii>3 60
F o b. Philadrlphiu,

grosatoiiB 4 79(" 5 35 5.20(5 5 80
Fo.b. New York. Kn>»»
tons 5 I0ff> 5 70 5 50(8)6 20

Alongside Br>Hton (water
coal), gro«8 tons 6.85(m7 35 7 10('«7 85

Georges Creek is quoted at $3.70 per net ton, f. o. b.

mines.
Pocahontas and ICcw Rivir arr qiiot<il at $6 25

(^6.60 per gross ton f. o. b. Norfolk and Newport
News. Va., in response to export dcrnand.

^
There

continue praeticMlIy no sales for const wise shipment.

Anthrarltc—There are no new develop-
ments in anthracite. Keciipls here are
still affected by the continued tie-up of the
Reading fleet of tugs and barges. It ap-
pears that the operating oiriclals In charge

made a recommeiidalion two weeks ago,
but thus far the Government reviewing
authority has not seen fit to act.
From New York there have beei\ ship-

ments lately in fair volume, and now that
the embargoes have been lifted there is
again a reasonably good movement all-
rail. Certain of the retail dealers report
somewhat better stocks on hand, but it is

almost certain that the end of the vacation
season will cause a renewed demand for
deliveries. In September we look to hear
more .said about the shortage here of do-
mestic sizes

.\K\V YOKK
Lueal rereipts of antbraiile increase, but

demand «'ontiniies to e\<-eed supply. Kgg
and Ntnve lead the list. ImiI deiilers arreiit
others sizes. Ituekwlieuts moving rasily
at steady priees. Ueniand for bituminous
easy; stoeks inrrease. In.reasHcl demand
for Pennsylvania enals in Cauaihi <lue to
sliortage of Nova Scotia coals. .Miners are
restless.

.\iithrurite—Receipts of anthracite at
this market, according to reports, show a
steady increase. This goes a long way to
allay the fears of a serious fuel shortage
here next winter. At the same time there
is a strong feeling that retail dealers have
delivered many orders during .luly and
August that ordinarily would not have been
delivered until September or October. In
\ievv of these facts it is not likely that con-
ditions here next winter will be anything
like what was pictured in the spring or
early summer, when nearly everyone in the
trade was preaching "early buying" as a
protection against a near-fuel famine.

Production is strong and consi(leral)le
coal continues to be sent into the West and
into Canada. Reports from the eoal fields
indicate some imeasiness among labor,
probably due in a large degree to the in-
creases in iiay secured by many other
industries. Not much comment was lieard
regarding the demands the mine workers
propose making upon the operators.

Locally the greatest shortage exists in
egg and stove sizes. Tiie demands remain
heavy, but dealers are inclined to relieve
the situaticn liv acceiiiinn clHstniit and pea
in lieu of tne laiKir siz. s. :iltli.>ngli there
is a slow market lure for liih.i of these.
Most dealers have a luavv iomm.tkc of these
coals in tlnir v:iiils. soni,> of wiiieli they
took in or.l.r m ol.tain the lari;er coals.
The ste.ini co;ils are mo\ ins; freely, con-

sidering tile Se:ismi. ne.'ilifs are willing to
take a proportionate share of lln-se coals
if assured deliveries of .'tig and stove. Tile
large producers are holding quotations at
nearly full circulai-. and liiese ;ire being
obtained for the lietter grades.
Dumpings of anthracite at the local rail-

road piers for the week ended Aug. 23 were
6242 cars, as compared with til.'>8 cars the
week previous and .iSfifi cars during the
week ended Aug. 8.

Quotations for company white ash coals.
Iier gross ton at the mines and f.o.h. New
York tidewater lower ports, during .\ugust,
follow

:

Mine Tidewater

Broken $5 95 $7.80
Egg 6.25 8.10
Stove 6.50 8.35
Chestnut 6.60 8.45
Pea 5 20 6.95
Buckwheat 3.40 5.15
Rice 2.75 450
Barley 225 4 00

ItituminouK—The labor luirest whicli is

prevalent in nearly all industries is also to
be noticed in the coal industry to a certain
extent, and as a result production is not
keeping up to the mark set for it by the
producers. .\ goodly portion of the de-
crease is attributed to the various rail-

road strikes, which result in poor car
supply.
There has been a let-up in demand, and

various grades which a week ago were
short are more plentiful. While the market
shows a general eliange for the better, the
increased liemand has been for the better
grades of coal which .-ire hard to get
unless tlien^ is a contract.

There has l>een a heavy cut in iirodiiction

in the West Virginia coal field as a result
of the strike of shopmen on the Chesapeake
& Ohio ItR.. and many miners are reported
to have left for other regions.
New inqttiries are being received concern-

ing coal for e.sport. but when the prospec-
tive buyer is a.sked about vessels a new
situation ari.ses. Shipiiing has not Im-
proved HUllIclently to take care of all

shippers, and those conversant with the
situation say they can see no great change
for some time to come.
There has been an increased demand for

Pennsylvania coals from the territory in

and about Montreal becjiuse of the delay
in securing shipments from Nova Scotia.

It is pointed out that this is due in part to
the scarcity of ships to carry the coal from
Cape Breton to Montreal, and that the rail
shipment rates from Pennsylvania have not
risen nearly as much as water shipment
rates. Another factor is the rise in the
cost of mining, due to the lack of labor, the
mines having lost a heavy percentage of
coal cutters.
The local situation is unintercstiir.

While stocks show an increase over Hi-

previous week, there has been a steadiness
in quotations, which remain on substanti-
ally the same basis as a week back.

Contract coals move on a heavy basis
and the spot buyer finds it dirticult to gel
any free lots. Free coals are not so plenti-
ful as to cause any alarm.
There were 5427 cars of bituminous

dumiied at tbe local railroad piers during
the week of .^ug. 22, as compared with
."i7.'!.'; cars the previous week and 6463 cars
the Week ended -Aug. S.

There were not many changes in the
eiirrent quotations for the various grades of
coal at the mines. The range is as follows

Spot

South Fork (hcstl $3. 25('J:$3. M
Cambria (1)1 si 1

3.00('i: 3.25
Cambria (oi.Iukih i 2 65("/ 2.90
Clearfield (l.r-i I

i OOw; 3.25
Clearfield (..r.hniuM 2 70(.i; 3.00
Ueyuoldsvillc 2 70(.o 2 90

(iu<'mahoninK-

.

3 lOt'n 3.25
Somerset (best) i ,

0Q("'. 3.25
Somerset (poor) 2.65(», 2 75
Western Marvlancl 2 50(.i; 2 75

Fairmont. - 2 I0(" 2 35

Latrohe 2 60(./ 1 2 o5

C;n-<-n.sburg 2 50(" 2 60

Wcstmorchiiid, i iu 2.75(a 2 90

Westmoreland run-of-ioinc 2.50C" 2 60

PHILADKLPHIA
.\uthracite demand still strong for eitu

and nut. Xioud shipments last week, but
lalliuK oir in evidence again. <;«od stocks
of cliestnut. Pea also lieuvily stored.
Seplenihcr price talk current. Can in-

dividuals maintain their schedules'? Some
predii'tiun of lull in trade. Kctuilcrs ha<c
orders well lilled. .Moderate new business
ofl'ering. Irregular sbiiiincnts at niinimiini.
Steam coal quiet, witli fair stocking ol

buckwheat. Kiluniinous in demand. Fair-
mont price jiimps. ijood storing.

.\nlhracitF—The local market is still

anxious for coal, principally egg and stove,
which have been short all summer. Due tn

the railroad troubles in .\ew Kngland a
goodl.v supply of all sizes was received
liere for a short time, but this is changed
now. as shipments once more are being
directed to other territories, probably eve i

to a greater extent in order to m.ike U|i

the loss due to the embargoes which had
been placed. As the railroad strike seems
over for the time there is no doubt that
this market will again have to get along
on meager supplies.
As to chestnut and pea, every one i.^

about .satisfied. It is only the occasional
dealer that is actually in need of any
chestnut, and most dealers have good
.stocks, better in fact than the.v have had
of this size for several years. As yet
there has been little inclination on the part
of dealers to hold orders on chestnut, for
they realize it will be good stuff to havi
around next winter. The only real difil-

culty any of them have is in the matter of
tying up .so much money in stoek. for at the
present rate of coal it dois not take many
fiira to use up several lliomands of dollars.
With pea it is somewlial different, .so far
as the willingness of thi- deah-rs to take in

stock is concerned. Lots of them flgur.

they have more than they will he able to

dispose of. although these are dealers who
have not been in the pi^actice of storing
pea. They have taken in this size <iuit

liberally all summer long in order to pro-
cure the much needed sizes, and they are
now becoming Just the least timid anil

arc asking shippers to hold ui) orders.
Still there is the other class of dealer, who
simply stores all he can get. as he flgure.-i

there has never been a time in the past

four or five years that his yard was not

about bare of this size when the iniddle of
March rolled around.

Thei'e is much speculation cuiTent as to

just what the September priees will be.

There can he no denying that there is a

falling off in the rush for coal that was
evident a few weeks since, and many of

the operating companies seem to feel thai

there will he a general let down In the

demand before real retail buying com-
mences. Should this be the case It will

be Interi'Sting to watch the Individual ship-

pers to see what action they will take with
their prices, which are now so far in. ad-
vance of the company figures. II would not

he at all surprising to see the Independent
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dealers allow their pn^sent prices to : tand
and s.mply ast; premiums on the scarce
sizes—egg and stove. Even at this they
are bound to h:ive some dilflculty in dis-

posing of pea coal, as much of tlieir trade
is pretty well filled up on this size now.

It is a pleasure to report that there

has been a considerable falling off in the
sales of carload lots of anthracite to manu-
facturing plants for distribution to em-
ployees. It begins to look as if the meet-
ing held between some of the dealers and
the operators in New York some weeks
ago is beginning to bear fruit At that
time the operators, producing about 90
per cent, of all the anthracite, promised
to give their best efforts toward wipmg
out the practice. This is a feature of the
trade which for years has had a bad effect

on the retail trade and has been the cause
of much friction between them and the
operators.
There has been little appreciable change

in the steam situation. Certainly it has
not gone backward, but it is a little too
early to expect much in the ^vay of im-
provement. Certain big consumers of
buckwheat have lately increased their calls

for this size and, if anything, they have
In stock more than their usual tonnage, as
they seem to fear car shortage or rail

disturbances during the winter. Outside
of. this there is little change. While there-

has also been some increased buying in

rice, it has hot been very noticeable, and
barley is still heavy.

Bituminous—The soft coal trade is in

a somewhat feverish condition as to price.
Figures have changed almost from day to
day, and prices when given were only for
a day at the most, as there was a constant
tendency upward. This has been partic-
ularly true of coals from the Fairmont re-
gion, where there have been quite extensive
price increases. Most of the trouble has
been due to short car supply, beingr in
many cases as low as 40 per cent . while
the Itest reports do not gi\'e mnre th.-tn fio

jier cent. There is also a s-'itat. r t. lulency
on the part of bituminous u.^eis to take
in stock now. ps)ippi;iHy i,i ihe iion trade.
Lately there ]i i

. i,, . n ^,..ne ciuite notice-
able signs of M > ' iliis industry, and
the buying by i m n I In en quite liberal
of late. The i.ulioails. luo, have at least
begun to take in coasiderable extra coal.
.All of these factors have had the effect
of causing the snot prices to move upward,
until they are now well in .-.dv.ance of most
of the contract figures which were made
some months ago. The rising market has
also had its effect on those holding con-
tracts, to the extent that they are asking
for their full quotas.
The prices per net ton at the mines are

about as follows

:

Georges Creek Big Vein

.

$s 25(^3 40
South Fork Miller Vein. 3.25(ii 3'40
Clearfield (ordinary) ... 3 00((J 3. 10
Somerset (ordinary) ... 2 , QPf(7 3^05
Fairmont lump "5 25f'' 3 33
Fairmont mine-run 3 1 n(.i 3 ! 20
Fairmontslack 2 50((/ 2.63
Fairmont lump (onlinrin ) 2 .

90(hi3 '. 00
Fairmont mine-run. 2.70(312.80
Fairmontslack 2.50@2.65

B.\I.Tl.MORi;

The fart that local demniiil is not over-
brisk for soft roal more than offs't bv
heavy exnort calls. Market stiifeDS during
week. Hard coal receipts fair, but pre-
mium.s are heavy on considerable portion.

Bituminous—From the local viewpoint
the market might be stamped as almost
dull. Tlirre is no rush to get coal for stor-
age here, and buyers are still discriminat-
ing. E.xport coal, however, has tended to
stiffen the trading as a whole. There is
such a lively demand for coal for foreign
delivery that it cannot be m-t promptly
either in the matter of coal deliveries at
tide or in tlie supply of vessels to carry it.

The week opened a little weaker so far as
T)rice was concerned, probably due to u
better run of coal over Sunday, but this
changed quickly to a stiffer market. At
present prices are far abo"\'e the old gov-
ernment war maximums, and extra
strength has been exhibited by gas coals as
a result of the export movement. Steam
coals for bunker are also in constantl.v in-
creasing demand. Prices on steam coals
range to the trade, mine basis, about as
follows: Pools 9 and 71. $3.50® $3.75.
Pool 10. $3.25. Pool 11, $2.75'S)$2.95. Pool
44. $2.65.
On gas coals the iirices to the trade

are about as follows, although there is fre-
quently quite a range that carries <iuota-
tions 25c. or more above the average fig-

ures: Fairmont low sulphur, three-qu.arter,
runnhig to Pool 37. $3.50. Fairmont run-
jf-mine. Pool 34. $2 50. Medium sulphur.

three-quarter. Pool 33, $2.75W3.00. You-
ghiogheny and Westmoreland Pool 36, $3.50
^3.75.
The export movement continues heavy,

a total of 52,488 tons going out on for-
eign bound ships for the week ending
Aug. 11. Fourteen more _\merican ships
were announced allocated to Baltimore for
immediate coal loading by the Shipping
Board.

.Anthracite—Receipts of anthracite are
fair as' a whole ana are still too largely
of the Independent kind, bearing premiums.
to suit many. It is admitted, however, that
the run of Company coal is improving here.
Premiums asked for the most part are
around 75c., although there has been some
talk of the asking of premiums cf SLOOffi

$1.25. While it is said that soine coai has
been taken at those figures, the trading on
that basis has certain.y not been large.

Stove size remains scarce. Dealers here
do not seem to be worried over the talk of

a famine. There is probaly more coal in

cellars thar for some years past, and
while there is little or no reserve, the pros-

pect seems bright for receipts enough be-

tween now and Oct. 15 to take care of the

business that will go on the books with the

coming of cool weather.

Lake IVIarkets

PITTSBVKdH

Market stiffer and sas coal distinctly

higher. Stocks of steam coa!, not of gas
coal. Labor uncertainty now among coal

consumers as well as coal producers.

The coal market has gained farther in

strength. Steam coal is distinctly stiffer,

while gas coal is higher by at least 25c..

and byproduct is higher by an indefinite

amount, so much depending on tonnage
and delivery. In some cases byproduct
ovens have paid very high prices for small
lots for immediate shipment, when they
needed the coal badly, but they would not
pay the same price for large lots and ex-
tended delivery. Even on the most con-
servative comparison byproduct coal is

higher than, a fortnight ago.
Conservative coal operators suggest that

the talk of coming scarcity in coal is

exaggerated. They assert that steam-coal
users have in many cases laid in very
comfortable stocks. A shortage of steam
coal, according to their analysis, depends
upon labor and transportation conditions—

•

that is. there may be a shortage next
winter and there may not be. As to gas
coal, this analysis does not apply. The
stocks of gas coal are small, not because
gas-coal users have been less foresighted
than other consumers, but because it has
be n impossible for them to accumulate
s^ocl^s. their current consumption having
been almost equal to the quantities obtain-
able for months past.
The coal industry has nothing like a

monopoly of labor unrest. There is now
so mtich uncertainty as to labor among
coal consumers, including in particular the
steel industry, that matters are almost at
a stand-off in this respect. It is not with-
otit the range of iiossibilities that manu-
facturing operations in the iron and steel
industry will be at a much lower rate
within a few weeks than at present.

Coal production in the Pittsburgh dis-
trict is at approximately the same rate
as for several weeks past, at about two-
thirds the full mine ratings, but at 80 or
90 per cent, on the basis of the men on
payrolls. Car shortages are more in evi-
dence, n^d limit production as compared
with demand but not as compared with
production one month or two tnonths ngn.
We quote the market approximately as

follows, except for occasional premium
prices paid on small prompt lots: Steam
slack, $1.90!??2.10 : gas slack, $2.15W2.40:
steam mine-run, $2 35fT^2.fiO: g.ns mine-run.
$2.75ffl3: 3-in. gas, $2.90(fP3.20, per net
ton at mine, Pittsburgh district,

BI'FFAI-O

.lohhers uncertain as to bituminous out-
look. Tliey do not like to see prices pushed
Up. I>enian€l not increasing. Cars more
scarce. Anthracite not nvoving nuite so
fast.

Bituminous—The trade outlook is not
satisfactory to the jobbers. Some of them
say thnt the Piltshurgli market is to blame
for their ditflculties. They find an asking
price in that market that they cannot
meet. They feel that it is wrong to urge
prices up at this time, for there is noth-
ing to warrant it unhss it is on account

of the shortage of ears: and that ought
to be allowed to take care of itself. Cars
are bound to be in small supply from this
time on. and th-~ t condition ought to be
the regulator of prices.

At the same time it is claimed that Pitts-
burgh shippers are using every opportunity
to force higher prices, and the result is
that they are quoting more than coal can
be sold for here. The best posted of our
jobbers admit that they are puzzled over
the situation. They are not pleased at the
prospect. As a rule they would liKe to see
the trade get together and ask uniform
prices, such as have been asked for some
time back, and let the trade take its own
course.

WTiile it is hard to say just what the Buf-
falo bituminous prices are, as they are far
from uniform or steady, the following quo-
tations are given out as the best repre-
sentation of the market: $4.55 for Alle-
gheny Valley, all sizes; $4.80 for Pitts-
burgh, and No. 8 lump; $4.65 for same,
three-quarter; $4 20 for :5iine run and $4.10
for all s'ack. with $4 60 for smokeless and
$5.70 for Pennsylvania smithing, all per
net ton, f.o.b. Buffalo.

Anthracite—. The situation does not
change much. Consumers are asking for
more coal than the shippers can prov-de.
as they have been doing for some time.
The supply just now is less than for July.
as the miners have been off more than
usual attending church holidays.

The state of the anthracite trade is such
that not much can be obtained from the
Independent companies. A pretty stiff

premium is asked, which is not easy to ob-
tain here. The jobbers refuse to" pay it.

and they object to it as likely to make
trouble. If the Government is waiting for
an opportunity to resume control of the en-
tire coal trade it would be easy to give
extra prices as a reason for it.

The Bufta'o priges of anthracite, as quot-
ed by the leading shippers, are as follows:

Fob. Cars, At Curb,
Gross Ton Net Ton

Grate $8.55 $10.20
Egg 8.75 10.60
Stove 8 95 10 80
Chestnut 9 05 10 90
Pea 7.40 9 25
Buckwheat 5.70 7.75

Lake shipments of anthracite are not
quite so heavy as they were, but they still
maintain a good midsummer average, being
for the week 113.600 net tons, of which
41,600 tons cleared for Chicago, 31,900 tons
for Milwaukee, 10,000 tons for Green Bay.
9200 tons for Fort William. 9200 tons .o
Port Arthur, 7600 tons for Sheboygan. 3000
tons for Racine and 1100 tons for Kenosha.

ct.kvt;i..\ni>

The coal market in nortliern Ohio is

tigliteuing. Ceul again is moving fairl.v

freely toward Lake Erie ports, and with
car shortage still acute nortliern Ohio sup-
plies are pinched. Prices show a firmer
tendency dail.v.

Bituminous—The supply in this market
the past few days has been the smallest of
.any like period in more thnn a year. If
anything. car suiiply hns been more
"spotty." despite the use of the railroad
administration's new cars. Mine labor al-
most daily grows less efficient, gruml^ling
over iiostponement of the onening of wage
negotiations. With the railroad shopmen
returning to work, dock workers at the
head of the Great Lakes hTve lost heart,
and the lake trade is picking up, thus
diverting tonnage that for tlie past two
weeks has been going to the lower lake
region.

The net result of all this is that receipts
of steam coal in northern Ohio in the past
week have fallen allout 10 per cent., while
demand has increased about 15 per cmt..
owing to the settlement of several local
strikes of fair proportions. It appears that
practically every steam-coal user in the
district is now seeking to stock, and tWis
condition is reflected alnio.st directly in

lirices. Some operators now are more dis-
po.sed to contract for fair tonnages, and in

severil instances have anticipated increases
by adding slightly to present market levels.

Domestic bituminous has moved better
in the jiast few days than at any time in

months. While householders prefer Poca-
hontas and anthracite, apartment houses
and similar institutions are stocking heavily
with bituminous, and business from this
•ouree has liecome quite pronounced lately.

Some business also has come from sm.aller
consumers who have been unalile to o! -

tain Pocahontas or anthracite and are te^r
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4iil of winter catching them with their
bins empty.

So far no coal dealers, wholesale or re-
tail, have been summoned before the local
grand jury, which is investigating high
prices and alleged profiteering. Neither
has any mention been made to date of
coal prices held to be excessive.

Pocahontas and Anthracite—-The situa-
tion in these grades continues unchanged.
Receipts are 10 to 15 per cent, of what
dealers could dispose of, and demand shows
no sign of abatement. Most dealers are
entering orders in turn and are giving no
promise of delivery. Some dealers have
marked forked Pocahontas up 25c. a ton.
Lake Trade—Last w'ek's movement was

in the neighborhood of 750, OOU tons, many
boats having loaded storage cargoes to hold
until the docks at the head of the Great
Lakes are again working. Consecjuently,
with the strike at the point of being broken,
the real dip in bituminous loading will not
come until next week. The week following
should see shipments up to the 850.000-ton
mark, or better. Vessel fuel still is less
than 50 per cent, of normal. Car supply
in the past week has been sufficient to
supply the curtailed demand. Early in
September will see vessel tonnage wanted
for grain, and bituminous coal will cut
much less of a figure in the lake trade from
now on than it did earlier in the season.

DETROIT
nrkincWith transportation conditio

back to normal, following tile sliopnien's
walkout, ivtrait coal buyers show dimin-
isliing interest in coal.

Bituminous—Jobbers find that the inter-
est of Detroit buyers of bituminous, which
was apparently stimulated by the curtail-
ment of transportation facilities due to the
strike of railway shopmen, is again giving
way to an attitude of indifference. Orders
are scattering and for small tonnages,
while a large number of the manufacturing
establishments and other large users of
steam coal seem content to await develop-
ments at a later period of the year before
proceeding to put in winter reserves.
Jobbers find that many of the city's large

consumers of steam coal have not yet
reached the bottom of reserves that were
built up last fall. This is attributed both
to the fact that last year's reserves were
unusually large and contained much low-
grade coal and to the circumstance that
many of the industrial plants were either
closed or operating at a low production
basis for some time during the earlier
part of the year, pending reversion from
war work to the normal activities of the
plants or because of delays in obtaining
working material.
Some complaint is made of car shortage,

particularly in the 'West Virginia districts.
Coal on tracks in or around Detroit is not
at present a market factor of much im-
portance. Smokeless is practically out of
the market except for small consignments
of mine-run on which the price holds around
the equivalent of $3.60 for net ton, f.o.b.
mines.

Four-inch West Virginia lump sells at
about $3.50 on the smuk; basis, with two-
inch lump quoted at $:i.25 to j.'i.SO. mine-
rnn $2.75 and slack $2.25 to $2.60. For
Hocking domestic lumt) the mine price is
$2 75 to $3. while nut is quoted $2.50 to
$2.75, mine-run at $2 2^> and slack $1.60 to
$1.75. Jackson Hill is about $1 a ton
higher than Hocking.

Anthracite
—

'With anthracite reaching
the city only in small amounts, dealers
fear there will he an inadequate supply for
winter needs of household consumers. There
is also cotpplaint of delays in transporta-
tions. Several of the retailers are declin-
ing to accept orders for future delivery,
when they are unable to fill them from
stock piles,

'Lake Trade—Owing to the strike of dock
workers at various Lake Superior ports,
lake coal shipments are of much smaller
volume than a month ago. A considerable
number of carriers are at ports at the head
of the lakes awaiting unloading, and some
vessel owners are declining cargoes for
that district pending adjustment of the
Labor troubles.

coh;:mbis
Ohio coal trade Hliowincr strpnirth in

every cleparlmcnt. Splurce caUHcd by
strike of railrouil sliniimcn is bcinB con-
llnupd even after strikers return (o work.
Hitcher prices prcvailinK in every section.
XirowiuK car sliorlaice complicates situation.

The steam trade, which h.ns been the
weakest feature of th. market, has sud-
denly Jumi)ed Into prominenco and Is now
one of the .strongest departments. Screen-
ings especially, which were a drag on the
market for months, are becoming scarce

and there is active bidding for available
stocks. In fact, all sizes have shared in
the general improvement, and the boom
days are again at hand. 'Wbether it wiU
develop mto a runaway market remains
to be seen.
The factor of growing car shortage is

expected to still further strengthen the
l"",""*^!'' ^^^^ higher prices are confidently
tnr^^ .?''i„

Mine-run is quoted between
«-.5U and $2.i5. while screenings are strongaround $2 and f2.10. Lump, which was
put up to $3 early in August, is now some-
w^iat higher and prices of $3.50 are freely
offered. Domestic lump, Pocahontas andother so-called fancy grades are exceeding-
ly strong. Orders for Pocahontas are notbeing filled promptly. Retail prices haveadvanced m conjunction with the higherprices at the mines.

"'B"er

«„^/l''^°^f''^
'^'^ taking a large percentageon their fuel contracts as the freight move-ment IS increasing. Steam users are be-coming alarmed, and some are trying toaccumulate reserves to guard against astoppage of shipments. ^ Iron and steel:plants are better buyers and general manu-tacturing appears to be Improving as faras coal orders are concerned

.u *; l^^^ trade is rather active al-tbough the car shortage is reducing shfp-ments to a certain extent. This is shownby records of loadings at the princiDaldocks of the lower lake region Repmfsshow that there is some congestion at thfupper lake docks due to slow infertor move-
^l"}i. 1

''''^ '""^'^'' '»'"«' "'"1 at the figures

months.
'^ prevailed for the past few

Production in Ohio fields is being reduced
^^.i' *" '^'"' ''hortage, which is becoming
The "eas" e'?n^"'obfn '\^ f,°^\-^^rryln^'°roiSS.ine eastern Ohio field is probably the
Srov^''I,''"'*^l"\ "''!'' ^ car supply Ip.
Tn thT'^p"^ """""t, *" "e-- <:eM. of needsIn the Pomeroy Bend field the outtiiit ;=

CINCINN.ITI
Predict higher prices. Tarblame. Winter weatllrr

lect saituation.

ir^^^t^l.''"'}''^^-,^^^^ remained firm for themost part, with surplus stocks increas ngas the conditions in the mining fields cin?tmue to right themselves follow nl ?ha
b?cau.e"°^'^ll^^'''^.? "'% '"i"^«

were llosed

severaT wLi=''o'^'"'''°T^.'*
.shopmen's strike

w»oi.rf 1,
"'""^

^f°- It will take severalweeks, however, for conditions to get backto where they were before the strike caina

sa!?°?L''^''"'^,
*^"', ^° "p, about Sept 1.

Wnii- .^ -X"'^- '^"^^ ^V™' and they blame
\\=">er n. Hmes, United States Railway
Administrator for it. They complain thatthe car supply is inadequate, despite thefact that the State Utilities Commi.4ion in-spectors report that all cars demanded are
supplied.

^ There are long strings of new coal cars,u is: reported, which have not been allotted
to the railroad companies operating under
Federal direction. The operators deny the
optimistic reports of the situation which are
given tc Congress by the Railroad .Vdmin-
istration. The approach of winter and
heavier demands will greatly affect the
situation. Figures have been Prepared to
show that there is a car shortage.
Local domestic consumers have practically

all laid in their winter sunplv, arcu the big
industrial users have p'aced their orders
for the winter. Deliveries are still uncer-
tain, however, and some of those who
waited until the last moment in the hopes
of reduced prices may find themselves
rather pushed for coal when the time for
its need arrives.

It seemed to he the contention of the coal
u?ers that with the war at an end, trans-
portation facilities would speedily return
to a pre-war basis and that there was no
need to worr.v about a shortage of fuel
this season. Then, too, they pointed out,
there was the gas to fall back — "'But

.al

iiiei« vvaM iiic J4na Lo lail uacK uii. nu
right here is another argument in the cna
man's favor, for the public long since hai
been advised by the gas company olflcials
that there is absolute certainty of a short-
age in gas thl."* winter.

LOUrSVII.LE
Sifnntlon about tlie same, widi operators

sufTerine from car sliorlaice and miners
(crowing more dissalislleil. C'ontlnucll KO»<l
demand for block coal.

Mines in Kentucky for the past three
wei'ks have averaged two <Iays a week,
and In some Instances have not done that
Well. The car shortage continues H<'rlou8,

although operators on car pool territory
are apparently getting plenty of cars and
are selling coal freely in territories that
w-ould be covered by the Southern Appala-
chian trade if cars could be had. Due tothe small output and high cost v>l produc-
tion, eastern Kentucky is unable to compete
in block coal prices with West Virginia,
Which IS selling a good deal of coal on the
local market. Western Kentucky block coal
IS also somewhat stronger in prices anddemand Mine-run and four-inch steam is
in tair demand, with screenings still a littledraggy. Production is so low that steam
prices are being well maintained.

During the past week the Louisville &Nashville a-nnounced that it would re-employ all shopmen laid off in the springbut It is reported that the men are inother lines are coming back very slowly
wlule cars in the worst shape ever known'

Eastern Kentucky operators are meetingWith a good demand frorn the South butare oversold on block coal and are flllinevery tew new orders.
Average prices for coal from eastern andwestern Kentucky based on prices quotedfrom a number of mines are as follows-
Eastern Kentucky—Block, $4.25(34.50

a%'erage, $4.39. Some block selling at $4.75

E lii^J^i"™®;*"""' ?2-50@2.75; nut and slack
$J.10m)2.25. .

Western Kentucky—Block, $2 05®'' 75average $2.44 ; mine-run, $1.90(?i)2.35, aver-
age, $2.0_4; nut and slack, $0.60® 2.35. aver-

BIRJIIXGH.VM
Increased strength shown in steam trade

the better grades m.iviiig casil.v. nomcsticmarket strong, no stability of prices ob-
taining in the spot market. Production suf-
fering sharply from sliorlage of cars.Labor also worliing irregularly.
The better grades of steam coal are mov-

ing with ease in the local market, whilo
the medium and lower gr.ades are showingsome improvement in demand, quickened
by the shortage in car supply. Quotations
are about as follows per net ton mines:Big Scam mine-run, $2.25(ffi2.45 ; Biadk
Creek and Cahaba mine-run; $3.25(S3.45-
Carbon Hill, $2.50; Pratt, $2.85.

All the essential elements for a runaway
domestic market are noticeable, spot cars
of Black Creek and Cahaba lump and nut
bringing $5.00@5.50 and Montevallo $5 nOSi)
6 00 per net ton mines. It is understood
that some of the smaller operators having
medium grade steam-domestic coal are con-
sidering resumption of steadier operations
and storing their stock for future disposi-
tion in order to have domestic sizes to
meet the strong demand in that channel of
the trade.
The car supply on the Louisville & Nash-

ville and Southern Railway is only about
50 per cent, of requirements, equipment on
the Pri.sco being a little more plentiful.
Mine^ on all lines are losing considerable
time and tonnage due to railroads not being
able to furnish adequate e up'jiment, many
operations having ample business in hand
to maintain steady schedules having to
suffer serious loss for lack of efiiiijiment
for loading.

CONNKLLSVILLK
Sndden advance in prices duo to absorp-

tion of nil floating supplies, Opcrulors very
ballisli. Consumers not so confldent.

The combination of a sllffer market for
coal and the sudden demand of half a
dozen coke consumers, usually supplied by
their own ovens, has lifted the coke mar-
ket about 75c. Three or four weeks ago a
surplus of furn.ace coke on track developed
and oiierators experienced much dilliculty
in moving it. While the holders had an
•asking price of $4. many of them were will-
ing to shade this price. There were oc-
casional sales, not affecting very greatly
the visible supply, until about ten days a^o
eager buyers .appeared .and the whole ac-
cumulation was cleaned up In a short
time, some of it at less than $! and some
at that figure. Then there were sales at
higher prices, liut It .appears that the sales
at higher prices were of no largo volume,
though amply sufTlclent to show where the
market stood. $4.50 having lieen paid in
several Instances. The whole col<e-maklng
trade promptly became bullish and asking
prices have ranged from $4.75 to $5.25 on
furnace and up to $0.25 on foundry. At
the same time producers all withdrew from
the contract market.
For the tlmi> being at least the market

Is plainly on the advanced level, but con-
sumers, together with a few producers,
have doubts whether It will stay there. \
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similar movement in lata fall would be at-
tended by no such doubts. There is also
the disturbing factor of labor conditions in
the iron and steel industry, whereby idle
blast furnaces that were contemplating get-
ling into bla'st are disposed to wait until
the labor situation is more clearly defined.
The market is quotable at about $4.75 for

spot and prompt furnace coke, with some
producers asking more, and at 55.50© 6.25
for spot and prompt foundry, depending
Oil brand, per net ton at ovens.
The "Courier" reports coke production

in the Connellsville and Lower Connells-
ville region in the week ended Aug. 16 at
236.182 tons, an increase of 14,012 tons.

Buffalo—The strikes on the upper-lake
ore docks have disturbed the movement of
iron ore and somewhat affected the coke
situation, but the furnaces as a rule have
good stocks of ore. It will take some weeks
to get the fleet to moving normally again.
Meanwhile coke prices remain at $7.60 for
72-hour foundry. $7.25 for 48-hour furnace
and $7 for off grades, with domestic sizes
selling at $6.75 and breeze at $5.75 per net
ton, f.o.b. cars, Buffalo.

Middle West

ST. LOUS
Mines in Standard district still on strike.

Car supply gives mines one da.v's work per
week. Steam demand is eas.v.. but domestic
demand picking up, especiall.i' in country.
So much uncertainty that everything is
entirely a day-to-day proposition.
The action of the miners at Springfield

on the 19th in voting to call off the strike
in the Standard and Mt. Olive fields, as
well as in the Springfield and Peoria dis-
tricts, lias not necessarily meant that they
are going to work. The miners in the
lit Olive district for the most part went
back at once. In the Standard district
they reported for work and asked the
superintendent if he would guarantee that
no fines would be assessed against them
for their failure to work. AVhen they were
told that the operators could not make
any guarantees, and that it would iiave to
be left to a conference of the union officials
and the operators to adjust, they said they
would not go to work. Some mines did not
start up at all. Some mines started, but
on Saturday, the 23d, twelve or fourteen
mines in the Mt. Olive and Standard fields
that had been working went idle again
o\'er the fine, the men refusing to work if
they were going to be fined for their viola-
lion of their agreement. This is expected
now to spread to all other mines in the
district that have been working for the
past few days.
The car supply in the Standard field is

something that is beyond tmderstanding.
After being idle for two weeks the mines
on the Illinois Central, the first day they
resumed operations, could not get enough
cars to work ^vith.
Rumors here are to the effect that the

Louisville & Nashville and other southern
and eastern roads ha\'e been shipping their
equipment south and east. This week sev-
eral hundred Illinois Central cars were
found on the B.'iltiinore & Ohio, indicating
that the Railroad .Administration is dis-
triljuting the few remaining cars in the
west over the western terminals of eastern
roads after the eastern road equipment has
been moved east. The Mobile & Ohio is
the only road in the field that seems to
i>e getting full car supply.
The demand is extremely easy on steam

coal from the Standard and Mt. Olive fields.
Domestic is easy from the Standard field

and there is no rate called for. The Mt
Olive field is in better condition, there
bemg a good demand for this coal north
and west. The Mt. Olive prices throughout
the recent trouble have remained at their
fixed schedule, while Standard has gone
up and down, according to supply and
demand.
At the close of the week Standard 2-in.

lump was selling at about $2.25, screenings
at $1.75 to $2, mine-run at $2 to $2.15, 6-in.
lump and 3x6 egg, $2.5li to $2.75.

In the Du Quoin field the car supply has
kept the mines to two days a week. There
are no labor troubles here. A good tonnage
of railroad coal is moving out on account
of equipment being furnished for that pur-
pose.

In the Carterville field of Williamson and
Franklin Counties the car supply is the
one great problem. No mine in the
u illiamson County field has succeeded in
getting cars for more than five full davs'
work all told between the first and twen-
tieth. Little better time has been made in
Franklin County. No mines are working
more than four days a week at the most,
and these mines have four roads, averaging
one day's car supply from each. The Illi-
nois Central is in perhaps the worst shape,
both as to equipment and as to movement.
The Iron Mountain is a close second.
The railroad tonnage continues good.

There is a demand for all sizes, although
steam is a little bit heavy, especially
screenings.
The movement of foreigners has about

ceased for the time being. This, however,
may change any time unless working condi-
tions improve.

Practically no anthracite is coming into
St. Louis, and there is no smokeless mov-
ing. Arkansas has been promised, but it
has never been shipped, and orders taken
in May are still unfilled .

On the first of September tlie hauling
price for domestic coal in St. Louis in-
creases to $1.25 for domestic and 75e. for
steam. Coke hauling for domestic will be
$1.75, and coke prices increase on the first
on both byprdouct and gas house 75c. per
ton.

MILWAUKEE
Railway strike troubles and the walkout

of ore dock workers at Lake Superior ports
tend to slow up the coal trade. Scarcity of
domestic coal.

The coal business at Milwaukee at pres-
ent is slack, both coming and going. The
strike at the Lake Superior ore docks
forced a large number of coal carriers to
tie up to the docks, tTius putting quite a
cheek on receipts by lake. On the other
hand, the railway strike operated to cut
down the outward flow of coal by rail.
Things are expected to improve from now
on, however. Small dealers report a scar-
city of domestic coal, both anthracite and
Pocaliontas. Receipts of anthracite thus
far by lake aggregate _493, 908 tons, a gain
of 154.913 tons over last year's record up
to the present time. Soft coal receipts ag-
gregate 1,866,971 tons, or a gain of 10,758
tons over 1918,

.\ntiiracite:

Chestnut
Stove
Egg
Pea
Buckwheat . . . .

Per Ton
$12.60
12.50
12.30
11.10
9.75

Bituminous (Domestic)

:

West Virginia splint, screened $7 75
Hi-Heat 7.75
Hocking lump, egg and nut

. . 7. 50
Pittsburgh, screened. .

. , 7.50
Pocahontas, mine-run 8.50
Pocahontas, lump, egg and nut 10. 75
Cheerful Chunks (Kentucky, for grates).. 9 25
Smithing 8.50
Cannel (Kentucky) 11,75

Steam Coal:

Youghiogheny, screened
Youghiogheny, pile run
Youghiogheny, screening?
Pittsburgh, screened.
Pittsburgh, pile run.

,

Pittsburgh, screeninf-'s
Hocking lump, screened
Hocking lump, pile run . ,

Hocking lump, screenings

.

West \'irginia splint, screened
West ^'i^ginia, pile run
West Virginia, screenings
Kentucky lump, screened
Kentucky lump, pile run
Kentucky lump, screenings
Pocahontas, mine run
*Pocahontas, screenings
Smithing 7.50
*Kanawha Gas, mine run

* Sold up and out of the market.
An extra charge of 75c. per ton for coal carried in.
An extra chiirgc nf 25c pcrtonfor less than tonlots

6.75
6.50
5.50
6.50
6.25
5.50
6.50
6.:!5
5.50
6.75
6.50
5.50
7.50
7.25
5.50
7.50

General Statistics

.V.VTHRACITE SHIPMENTS FOR JULY,
1919

The shipments of anthracite for July,
as reported to the Anthracite Bureau of
Information at Philadelphia, show a sub-
stantial increase over the prece,iing month
and exceeded a total of 6,000,000 tons for
the first time since October. 1918. The ton-
nage sent out in July amounted to 6,052,334
tons, an increase over June of 432,743 tons,
or 7.7 per cent. Compared with July, 1918,
when production was abnormally stimu-
lated by war conditions, the shipments this
July showed a decrease of 1.032,441 tons.
.A. large part of this decrease, however, was
in the production of steam sizes from wash-
eries that are not in operation this year.
Washery production in 1918 averaged 550,-
000 tons a month, whereas in recent ni>r-
mal years the washerv output has amounted
to between 150,000 and 250,000 tons a
month. Compared with July, 1916, the Lat-
est normal year in anthracite productic^n,
the shipments this July showed an increase
of 619,456 tons
The shipments by companies were as

follows

:

P. &R. Ry 1,131,451
L. V.R.R
C.R.R.of N. J
D. L. &W. R,R
D. .feH.Co
Pennsylvania R.R
Erie R.R
N. Y. O. & W. Rv
L. &N. E. R.R.

Total

July,
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Wanted: A Fair Stand Against Unfair

Wage Advances
Bv R. Dawson Hall

"HEN the self-serving politicians have
failed — as fail they certainly will

—

to lower the cost of living by their

futile practice of treeing the wrong
cat, then at last we shall save the

state by putting in an entirely new
set of officials and lawmakers of

every shade of political opinion. The
two chief classes of profiteers are the members of

certain unions and the farmers
So far we have left both entirely alone and gone

after excellent people who have for some years, at

least, kept reasonably free of profiteering. Our anger
seems to lead us to make the most determined effort

to convict the least guilty, and the politicians seem
bent on satisfying public clamor by leading us in the

ridiculous chase. When the public has learned its

mistake, as it eventually will, it will look for better

leaders.

It is not likely that the new representatives of the
nation will prosecute the particular unions that are

to be reprobated, nor will they harass the farmer.
In fact, no one wants them to do either. All anyone
desires them to do is to face facts as they are and
prevent the union profiteers from profiteering in any
new and undesirable manner. The farmers will prob-
ably soon lose the power to demand any more than
their products are worth. Theirs has been, in any
event, a more creditable profiteering—done without
violence, threats or combinations. They have merely
accepted the high prices offered them, as honest men
are always prone to do.

But the union profiteers have not been content to

wait on the supply and demand for labor to settle

its value. There are unions that have in no way
profiteered — which have not by threat of strike at

any time sought or obtained wage increases out of pro-

portion to living cost. Those that are doing so now
must be curbed. We ask nothing of the politicians

but to stand by, when capital firmly and determin-
ately refuses to permit them to press for such new
privileges and wages as will put a ring through the
nose of the non-union man and lead the country to

bankruptcy and Bolshevism.
Costs of living must continue to rise if wages are

to continue to advance, and rise they must if the
unfairly rewarded non-union and honest union man

are to receive what is due them. This is not a quarrel

between capital and labor, but between irresponsible

and responsible labor, between profiteering working-
men and workmen who believe in relying on supply
and demand, between bandit workmen and the work-
men with a keen sense of the duties of the citizen.

A pretty mess we are in. If rents do not rise, houses
will not be built because the landlord of the new
house cannot make even a bond rate of interest if he
has to compete with the landlord who built his house
before the war.

But as most landlords have borrowed money on
their properties, they have invested only about a

quarter to a half of their cost. Just at present the

cost of building has gone up roughly 75 per cent.

The land cost, which forms perhaps barely a third

of the combined cost of building and lot has at present

gone up but little. The value of the whole property
has therefore risen about 50 per cent. Eventually
rents will probably rise to at least that level. They
may go higher as costs of building increase and as

owners of land discover that the good 100-cent dollars

they invested have been juggled till they now only

represent 69 cents, or probably onlj' 50 cents, in buy-
ing quality.

Though rents and values only rise 50 per cent., a

man owning a half equity will make 100 per cent, and
a man owning only a quarter will make 200 per

cent, on his money. Many more houses will have to

be built if the people are to be sheltered, and this will

doubtless put up the wages of building labor and
probably raise still further the costs of material. In

consequence, the owners of pre-war buildings will be

assuredly gainers of 50 per cent, on their investment

and may make 200 or even 300 per cent, if the wage
rates are given many more upward revisions and if

the buildings when the war commenced were heavily

covered by mortgages.

To prevent the unearned increments, the results of

excessive wage agitation and currency inflation, let

us keep a firm hold on the wage scale, resisting boldly

any attempt to increase wages out of proportion to

the increased cost of living. Just at present we should

look askance at all employees who wish to increase

their remuneration morp than 70 per cent, above the

pre-war figure.
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Mining and Metallurgical Industries to Help

Dedicate Bureau of Mines Laboratories

NEW MILLION' DOLLAR L.\BORATORIES OF THE UNITED .STATES BUREAU OF MIXES AT PITTSBURGH, PENN.

First-Aid and Mine-Rescue Contests Are to Be Some of the Features

of a Large Program Arranged by the Bureau of Mines and the Pitts-

burgh Chamber of Commerce. Teams from All Parts of the Country

Have Already Signified Their Intention of Participating in the Events

THE new laboratoi-ies of the Interior Department's

Bureau of Mines at Pittsburgh, costing more

than a million dollars, are to be dedicated on

Sept. 29, 30 and Oct. 1 with appropriate ceremonies in

which the mining and metallurgical industries of the

country are to take part. The program for the three

days has been arranged by the Bureau of Mines in co-

operation with the Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce
and promises to be both interesting and instructive.

One of the biggest features of these ceremonies will

be the nation-wide first-aid and mine-rescue contest

to be held during the last two days. Already nearly

100 teams from the coal- and metal-mining companies

throughout the country have entered the lists, and more
are expected by the time the entries close.

On Oct. 1 there will be a holiday for the miners of

the Pittsburgh district, and thousands will attend this

national meet and witness the awarding of the prizes

to the winners.

In addition to the usual prizes for these contests, the

Joseph A. Holmes Safety Association, an organization

created in 1916 in honor of the memory of the first

director, for the purpose of giving recognition to per-

sons who had performed meritorious and heroic deeds

in the saving of human life in the mining and metal-

lurgical industry, or who had developed some safety

appliance to further the saving of life in those indus-

tries, will make its first awards. Dr. Van H. Manning,

president of the association, will announce the list of

recipients of diplomas and medals, and recite the deeds

for which they are presented. The committee on awards
has recommended that twelve gold medals be awarded,

all for heroic deeds performed by miners in coal and
metal mines in efforts to save the lives of other fellow

workmen. In several instances where men lost their

lives in endeavoring to save others, the medals will

be awarded to their nearest living relative. It is

intended that this organization serve the mining indus-

try in much the same manner as the Carnegie Hero
Commission attempts to serve industry generally.

THE .M.VIX CORRIDORS OF THE BUREAU
OF MINES LABORATORIES

AUDITORIUM WHERE SCIEXCE STUl-'EXTS HEAR
OF IMPORTANT DISCOVERIES
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Speaking of the accident conditions generally in the

mining industries, and of the outlook, Dr. Van H. Man-
ning, Director of the Bureau of Mines, says:

"I am often asked, 'What has the Bureau of Mines
accomplished in the saving of human life in the mines?'

It is difficult to say that so many miners might not

have been killed if it were not for the Bureau of Mines,

there are so many varying factors involved. I may say,

however, that if you consider the prevailing average

death rate in the mines for a period of years before

the Federal Government took up this work, and com-
pare it with the average fatality rate since the Bureau
was created, you will find that 5000 less miners have
been killed. In other words, had the old fatality rate

been maintained through the last few years 5000 more
men would have lost their lives.

"I am of the opinion that the statement of 5000 lives

ment, and for years to come. And when I referred to

this as an accomplishment, I do not mean that the
Bureau of Mines deserves all of the credit. It was, how-
ever, the agency that picked up the isolated, sporadic

efforts of a few well-meaning men and companies, and
welded them into a great national movement for greater

safety in the mines. It is true it at once gained the

cooperation of the miners, the mine operators, the state

mine inspectors and others, and without these the

Bureau of Mines would have been almost helpless.

"It was in 1911 that the Bureau held under its aus-

pices a great, national first-aid and mine-rescue meet
at Pittsburgh, Penn., which was attended by 22,000
miners. The slogan of that meet was 'Safety First,.'

and that was the time that the slogan, since interna^

tionally famous, became the national battle cry of this

humanitarian movement. I understand that a steel

DR. VAN H. MANNING
Ltor. fnitfd Statf.s Bureau of Mi:

D. A. LYON
Supc-rintemliTit of the Pitt-xbuiKh .Static

saved is a conservative one, for it must be remembered
that the situation was gradually becoming worse in the

mines, and who knows that there might not have been

7000 or 8000 lives lost. We also have to take into con-

sideration that, thanks to the many improvements in

life-saving methods and the greater understanding of

the causes of accidents, that the tide has definitely

turned and that this saving of 5000 human beings

within a few years will be accentuated and increased as

the years roll on until we can show several times 5000
lives saved.

"Whatever statisticians attempt to make out of these

figures, however they may endeavor to twist them, it is

indeed a glorious record of human progress. Five
thousand lives .saved! Perhaps 2000 less widows! At
least 3000 children who still have fathers.

"Take away all the other manifold duties of the

Bureau of Mines and this one accomplishment is worthy
of all its costs to the Government since its establish-

company had before that time used the slogan locally,

but to all intents- and purposes the Bureau of Mines
was responsible for its becoming a great world slogan.

"Not only was 'Safety First' immediately adopted
by the mining companies—you will see it posted about
hundreds of mines and also on their equipment—but
it was also taken up by the railroads and by industrial

plants of the country until it became a national byword.
Safety organizations appeared everywhere; committees
of the men were formed in the mines and shops, and
determined campaigns were inaugurated to reduce the
number of deaths and injuries in the industries. In

some of the big establishments the committees printed

little papers for the men, giving the progress of the

life-saving work and pointing out accidents that could

perhaps have been avoided. Safety inspectors and
committees were chosen ; the railroads built up elaborate
safety organizations, and divisions vied with each other
as to which could produce the cleanest records. There
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was a spirited rivalry between these committees, and
the records of the different establishments began to

show results in lives saved and men saved from suffer-

ing. In quite a number of mills and factories and rail-

roads there wsm a reduction in the fatalities of more
than 50 per cent. Fui"ther improvement was slower,

but the original gains were made and added to.

"Just how many thousands of lives were saved may
never be known, for there are no statistics that ade-

quately cover industrial accidents; but we do know that

the Bureau of Mines and its associated agencies started

a movement that not only spread throughout the entire

United States, but it also reached the other countries

of the world with an equally good effect. And it all

started with the modest mine safety meet we held in

Pittsburgh in 1911.

"Since that time, the Bureau has gone on its way,

improving its methods, in-

teresting the miner in his

own safety and that of his

fellowman; doing what it

could to point out to the

owners of the mines the

dangerous places that
could be avoided and mak-

ing recommendations as

the result of its experi-

ments looking toward still

greater safety.

"Today the Bureau of

Mines maintains in every

mining field of the coun-

try a mine-rescue car fully

equipped with modern
life-saving apparatus, that

responds to disasters and
assists in the rescue work;
in the meanwhile visiting

the mines in its district

and giving the miners in-

struction in both mine-rescue and first aid to the in-

jured. As a result there are several thousand miners
throughout the country who are expert in the use of the
oxygen mine-rescue apparatus and who are familiar
with the most modern methods of life saving. Besides
more than 50,000 miners understand first-aid-to-the-

injured work as well as regular hospital corps. All of
these men have been trained by the Bureau of Mines.

Mine Disasters Becoming Fewer

"Happily, great mine disasters have been becoming
fewer and fewer as the men come to a better under-
standing of their causes. Nevertheless, they do happen,
and one thing that the Bureau has preached is that
upon such a visitation there shall be a more orderly
and systematic method of rescue work, for it has been
demonstrated that life can be saved in indirect ways.
The Bureau has endeavored to tell the miners that in

a great catastrophe, it is often better for entombed
miners to barricade themselves in, keeping the poisonous
gases out of their working place and waiting for relief.

In this manner 42 men entombed in a mine for four
days were recently rescued, the men even being able to

walk out of the mine.

"We are now hopeful that this coming nation-wide
first-aid and mine-i-escue week in Pittsburgh will give
the safety movement another such impetus as the meet

DEMONSTRATING THE NEW AMERICAN BREATHING
APPARATUS PERFECTED BY BUREAU OF

MINES ENGINEERS

in 1911. If its influence is but one fraction of the

former meet, the Bureau will be amply repaid.

"As far as the mining industry is concerned, we are

not content to rest on the progress made. There are
now more than a million miners in the United States,

and each year more than 3000 are killed in accidents

and a quarter of a million injured. Taking the cold,

business calculation of the state compensation commis-
sion and eliminating the suffering and sorrow of 3000
killed each year, the economic loss from these fatalities

alone is $12,000,000 a year, for these commissions are
paying an average of $4000 for every life lost. This
is a terrible toll for one industry to pay each year in

providing the coal that furnishes the power of the
nation and warms the homes of the people. It is hard
for us to realize that out of every mining camp of 1000
three are sure to lose their lives before the year is out.

"Mining will always be
an extra-hazardous bus-

iness ; there will always be
dangers inherent to the

industry that will ever

take a death toll and be-

yond which it will be im-

possible to reduce the

death rate.

"But the question is,

'Have we reached that ir-

reducible minimum?' I

think not. It is my belief

that we can cut down the

present fatality rates fully

one-half ; that we can save

each year 1500 of the 3000

killed every twelve
months. Isn't such a goal

worth striving for? A
prize of 1500 human be-

ings saved to life, happi-

ness and their families

each year. This may seem like one of those ideals im-

possible to attain, but so did the saving of 5000 lives

already accomplished through similar efforts. Never-

theless that is our goal, and today we see more definitely

its attainment than the progress already made when we
started this work. The causes of these fatal accidents

are now much better known than heretofore. Operators

r.nd miners are giving much more thought to the dan-

srers of the mines and the wideawake among them have

installed more modern safety devices. The industry is

not now groping in the dark on some of those causes

^hat were more or less mysterious some years ago, such

as the dangers from coal dust. Through the Experi-

nental Mine of the Bureau, mining men and miners

both have a keener understanding of the dangers of coal

dust, and they have also learned how to care for this

menace that has cost so many lives.

"In the mining industry at least a human life is much
more valuable than ever before, and I believe that can

be said of all the industries, especially those of the

United States. The recent world holocaust in which

7,000,000 men made the supreme sacrifice would seem
to belie my statement; nevertheless, it is true as seen

in the great advances in safety work, the millions of

dollars spent in safety devices and the humanitarian
work of the different state compensation commissions.

The day of the ambulance chaser and those ghouls that
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preyed upon the widow beset with grief over the loss of

her husband have happily passed away. The state now
steps in and sees that the widow and orphan are pro-

tected, and that alone is worth all the fight that we have

endeavored to make. I do not say that the Bureau of

Mines is responsible for these state compensations, but

I do know that these commissions came after the mining

industry started its great man-saving drive, and that

the disclosures of the conditions in mining furnished

the states with facts that favored the establishment of

these commissions.

"Cut the mine fatalities in half."

The dedication ceremonies promise to bring to Pitts-

burgh for the three days the most prominent mining

and metallurgical men of the nation, not alone inter-

ested in the safety-first movement, but also those con-

nected with the allied industries that use the products

of the mines.

The Bureau of Mines, in cooperation with the Pitts-

burgh Chamber of Commerce, has already completed

an elaborate program of events which includes the

presence of high Government and State government

officials besides the leading men of mining thought in

the country. The ceremonies proper open on Monday
morning, Sept. 29. The evening before, Sunday, Sept.

28, there will be reception committees at the various

leading hotels to receive the guests. On Monday morn-

ing the new laboratories at 4800 Forbes St. will be

open for inspection, and at 10:30 o'clock the dedicatory

ceremonies will be held on the lawn in the rear of the

laboratories, with Dr. Van. H. Manning, Director of

the Bureau, presiding. After invocation by Dr. S. B.

McCormick, chancellor of the University of Pittsburgh,

there will be an address of welcome by Hon. E. V. Bab-

cock, mayor of Pittsburgh. Response will be made by

the Hon. Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior,

to be followed by addresses by Horace B. Windiell,

president of the American Institute of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineers; John L. Lewis, acting presi-

dent of the United iline Workers of America, and the

Hon. William C. Sproul, governor of Pennsylvania. The
formal ceremony of handing over the keys of the build-

ing by Secretary Lane to Director Manning will follow.

After luncheon at the Bureau of Mines buildings, the

guests will board special trains on the Baltimore &
Ohio R.R. to the Experimental Mine of the Bureau of

Mines at Bruceton, Penn., 14 miles from Pittsburgh.

Upon arrival there a prearranged explosion of coal dust

will take place in the Experimental Mine as a demon-
stration to the visitors, and after that there will be an
inspection of the mine and the explosives-testing plant,

the guests returning to the city at six o'clock in the

evening. At 8 p.m. there will be a general meeting
at Carnegie Music Hall under the auspices of the Pitts-

burgh Chamber of Commerce, with an address by Sec-

retary Lane, an organ recital by Dr. Charles Heinroth,

and a moving picture prepared by the National Coal

Association, "The Story of Coal," will be given its first

presentation.

On Tuesday, Sept. 30, the new laboratories will be
open for inspection by the guests for the entire day,

and at 2 p.m., the elimination contests in the national

safety first-aid and mine-rescue meet will be held at

Forbes Field, also the awarding of the state champion-
ships. At 5 p. m., at Forbes Field, there will be a

demonstration of the explosibility of coal dust, and
at 8 p. m. the Chamber of Commerce will present a
pageant typifying the spirit of the mining industry,

with music by the band of the Carnegie Institute of

Technology.

On Wednesday, Oct. 1. at 9 a. m., there will be a

final mine-rescue contest by the ten successful teams
of the previous day at Forbes Field, with a presenta-

tion of the national cups and prizes. At 2 p. m. the

announcement of the J. A. Holmes Safety Association
will be made by Dr. Van H. Manning. At 2:30 p. m.
the final first-aid contest will be held. The partici-

pants will be the 20 best teams of the previous day, the

contest being for several gold cups and prizes. At 5

p. m. there will be a demonstration of a coal-dust

explosion at Forbes Field, the events closing with a

smoker at the Chamber of Commerce in which the

prizes will be awarded and speeches made.
The Honorary Committee in charge of the dedication

of the Pittsburgh station is as follows: George S.

Oliver, preside)it, Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce;
John F. Herron, president. City Council of Pittsburgh;

Harry N. Taylor, president. National Coal Operators'

Association; John L. Lewis, acting president. United
Mine Workers of America; Horace B. Winchell, presi-

dent, American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical

Engineers; Hon. Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the

Interior; Dr. Van. H. Manning, Director, Bureau of

Mines; Dr. S. B. McCormick, chancellor of the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh; Dr. Arthur A. Hammerschlag,
president of the Carnegie Institute of Technology; Dr.

S. W. Stratton, director, Bureau of Standards; Dr.

R. F. Bacon, Director, Mellon Institute ; Seward E.

Button, chief. Department of Mines, State of Pennsyl-

vania; Dr. D. Van Schaack, president of the National

Safety Council; T. A. O'Donnell, president, American
Petroleum Institute; Mortimer E. Cooley, president,

.\merican Society of Mechanical Engineers; Fayette S.

Curtis, president, American Society of Civil Engineers;

J. A. Capp, president, American Society of Testing

Materials; Dr. William H. Nichols, president, American
Chemical Society; Calvert Townley, president, Ameri-
can Society Electrical Engineers; G. H. Neilson, presi-

dent. Engineers Society of Western Pennsylvania; Dr.

W. D. Bancroft, president, American Electro-Chemical

Society; R. T. Stull, president, American Ceramics
Society; E. N. Zern, president, Coal Mining Institute of

America; James R. Angell, chairman. National Re-

search Council.

Coal Mining in France an<l

Scotland
Some time before the war, writes "Engineer" in

the April 19 issue of Everyman, I had an oppor-

tunity to compare the working of collieries in the

French mining district of Pas-de-Calais and some of

the Scottish coalfields, and in view of the Coal Com-
mission, the following general impressions may be of

public interest.

Coming from a French mining district, particularly

one of the wealthy and well-managed districts of the

Nord and Pas-de-Calais, the first impression of a

Scottish mine is not favorable. Things seem to be

scattered about and left to take care of themselves.

One misses the studied arrangement of the buildings,

the neat appearance of the engine rooms, the bright,

regular setting of the engines, the clock-work regularity

of the working of the pit. There is a do-as-you-please

manner about every detail of the work, from the lifting

of the coal to the very attire of the workmen,, whose
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rough suits, black shirts and ragged caps compare very
unfavorably with the blue overall and cork-helmet of

their French comrades.

The pit manas^er was quite a contrast with the

Ingenieur des Mines who had guided my steps in

B . The Frenchman came from the Ecole Na-
tionale Superieure des Mines. He had gone through
highly mathematical courses in order to pass the entrance

examination, then had followed the theoretical teaching
of the school in the beautiful rooms of the Palais

Vendome, whose high windows open on to the Luxem-
bourg Gardens. He was a highly cultivated man, both

scientifically and in the more general way in which a

Parisian mind is cultivated by the mere influence of

the great city. The practical side of his profession

he had mastered in about a year's training under his

predecessor in the management of the pit. Ever\' morn-
ing he went down and visited a sector of his mine,
discussing the details of its working with his foremen,

observing the geological and other sides of the out-

look, and settling questions of price and propping with
the men. The visit lasted for about three to four

hours, and was so calculated that the manager surveyed

the whole of his mine every month. In the after-

noon, the manager took up the office part of his work,

the main part of which consisted in studying and dis-

cussing the cost price.

The Scottish pit manager was a sturdy workman
hardly above the level of an ordinary hewer. Of
mathematics he had none. He knew nothing about

engines, the working of which was entrusted to a differ-

ent specialist. His knowledge was purely empirical

and he was unable to give a clear explanation of most
of the things he did or had done in the pit. He had
no reading and knew no other methods than those of

the district. He could talk of nothing but coal mining.

He kindly consented to come down the pit to show his

mine to me, but he explained that he usually went down
but once a month except in case of accidents. And it

struck me as the crowning touch of the contrast that

he went down in the same clothes he was wearing and

did not change when he came up again; nor was I

expected to require a bath before leaving. There were

no baths on the premises.

The French mine was run at full speed. The work-

ing of the cage was timed beforehand to the second,

and the number of trucks lifted per hour carefully

checked. The movements of the trucks at both the

top and bottom levels were planned so as to get the

maximum result from the work of the men who served

the lifts.

The Scottish mines did not seem to attach so much
importance to the working of the cage, and a loss of

minutes, nay, half-hours, was not looked upon as a

serious incident in the day; but I was unable to ascer-

tain whether this was due to lack of coordination be-

tween the lifting and the hewing arrangements, or to

the fact that the mine had more lifting power than

necessary, or perhaps to slackness in the market. The

methods in use were far less economical than in France.

Coal which it did not pay to lift was left at the bot-

tom, perhaps forever. Pillars of coal were left here

and there instead of propping. I observed places where

propping was obviously defective, and the pit man-

ager, whose attention I called to the fact, explained

that it was for the miner to see that it was properly

carried out. As the time devoted to propping had to

be taken from that given to hewing, and the men

were paid by the ton, the effect of this system may
be easily guessed. Fear of accidents is hardly a con-

sideration with miners, since familiarity breeds con-

tempt.

Much more was left to luck in Scotland than in

France. The working of the cage was carefully regu-

lated in France in order to avoid personal accidents.

Thus, while lifting or lowering men, two enginemen
were required by law at the levers. An automatic
safety brake prevented the cage from climbing too

high—an accident not unusual when such a precaution
is not taken and one which always ends in breaking
the cage and precipitating it to the bottom. The
cable—the flat hemp cable which the French consider

safer than the steel ones generally in use in this

country—was carefully tested every two or three

months and records were kept of these tests. The
tail-end next to the cage, the most hard-worked part

of the cable, was cut off for this operation, so that

the results obtained were always on the safe side. I

should add that the size and thickness of the cable

are calculated beforehand so as to realize the maximum
safety with the minimum possible weight, for deep

mines require a considerable length and therefore

weight of cable, which has to be lifted every time,

and any undue overweight of cable represents a rela-

tively high restriction on the amount of coal that can

be lifted. Moreover, the walls of the pit and the rails

of the cage were inspected once a month by the pit

manager, who went down standing on top of the cage

which lowered at a very slow speed, and knocking

with his hammer every yard of wall. I saw none of

these precautions in Scotland, and my questions elicited

from the pit manager a complete ignorance about the

use, utility, or even existence of any of them. He
seemed, however, to know about the safety brake for

limiting the rise of the cage, and, indeed, I saw one in

a mine fa South Wales mine, I believe) ; but he depre-

cated their use on the ground that they tend to weaken
the attention of the engineman. As for the cable,

he trusted to "a good strong cable, provided by a

sound safe firm." Its size was chosen "on the safe

side," that is, unnecessarily thick and heavy. Empiri-

cism seem.ed to be the rule everywhere. Smoking was
allowed at the bottom, and ordinary lamps were used.

Both the French and the Scottish collieries visited

were privately owned and worked, yet the contrast

was great. This contrast was, of course, purely a

matter of national character. There was on the one

side the empirical tendency of the Briton to let things

go by themselves, and to work by rule of thumb;
and on the French side, the love of theory and scientific

study and the national tendency toward foresight and

regulation.

Nothing could better illustrate the differences here

set forth than the contrast in social status between a

mining engineer in France and in this country. A
French Ingenieur des Mines is at the very top of the

ladder of social prestige. The Inspection of Mines is

entrusted to the body of Government Engineers called

Ingenieurs au Corps des Mines, who are the pick of

the basket of the Ecole Polytechnique. Most of the

great names of modern French science belonged or

belong to this corps. Henri Poincare, the mathema-
tician, was one of them. The root of the difference

lies perhaps in that to the French mind business is a

science, while to the British mind, science is only to

be respected when it means business.
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A Small Stripping with Heavy Overburden
By Donald J. Baker

Pittsburgh, Penn.

)\ J l: 1 v\j

OBTAINING a fair return

from a stripping mine
where the overburden in

places reached a thickness of 72

ft. has been the problem of C. M.
Mayer, general manager and su-

perintendent of such an operation

near Presto, Penn. The plant in

question is that of the C. P. Mayer
Brick Co., and embraces a tract

of 37 acres out of some 300 acres

owned by the above company. The
remaining coal is under develop-

ment by a drift mine.

The coal is that of the Pitts-

burgh bed and runs in thickness

from 5 to 11 ft. The thicker part

of the seam lies under the heavier

covering from where it decreases

with the overburden, but the

average is 5 ft. A creek runs
through the property and bounds -

the stripping operation on one side. This makes an

additional drainage problem when it is considered that

the coal is in places 12 ft. below the level of the creek

bottom. Two Bucyrus steam shovels are in operation.

One is a 225B, 90-ft.-boom type handling the over-

burden, while the other is a 35B, li-yd. machine for

use on the coal.

The first cut about 100 ft. in width was made around

the outer edge of the tract away from the creek. De-

velopment was rapid at this point as the covering never

exceeded from 5 to 30 ft. in thickness with a compara-

tively shorter haul to the tipple. Western bottom-dump
cars werd used for loading at the shovel. These had a

capacity of 8 tons and standard-gage equipment was
used throughout. A later use of sideboards on the cars

afforded a capacity increase up to 10 tons.

Two locomotives are in use: one a 42-ton Vulcan and
the other a 30-ton American. The cars as they are

loaded are removed to a siding by one of these dinkeys,

which also places the empties at the smaller shovel.

From this siding the other locomotive takes them to a
point within easy reach of and on a slight grade to the

tipple.

As the large shovel moved forward toward the creek,

the thickness of covering increased. When an overbur-

den of 72 ft. had been reached, a fault in the bed was

I I ( ] 1 I.V SHOWN
L \li I IN RIGHT

discovered running transversely

to the progress of the development

and raising the elevation of the

coal approximately 10 ft. No cor-

responding thickness of over-

burden was noted and there is

little doubt that the geological

condition encountered aided ma-
terially in the development at this

stage of the operation. Progress

to a point within 100 ft. of the

stream was slow but commer-
cially warranted, as the coal there

ran 11 ft. in thickness. From here

a sharp turn was made to conform
to the outline of the creek, and
the present working is at the

upper end of the property bound-

ary line within striking distance

of the original cut.

The present workings lie in

places on a level lower than the

nearby creek bottom. A series of ditches have been

constructed that lead the water filt-ering through the

rock strata above the coal to a sump located about

100 ft. to the rear of the small shovel. A 6-in. elec-

trically driven Ii-on City centrifugal pump is employed

to return part of the water to the creek. The greater

portion, however, flows to a main pool located about 400

ft. down the cut. At this point an 8-in. electrically

driven Iron City centrifugal pump is large enough to

handle the overflow from the sump above, and keep the

collecting water under control.

An average force of 40 men gives the plant a daily

output of 1300 tons. Two Star drilling machines are

in use at the smaller shovel for drilling ths powder
holes. From this shovel the loaded cars have a run of

about 1000 ft. to a siding near the tipple. Three rein-

forced concrete piers support a trestle spanning the

creek to this building. Both the trestle and tipple are

of wood construction and both are simple in design.

Two men suffice to handle the cars into the tipple whence
the coal is dumped into cars without further process.

At the opening of the plant in 1917, it was necessary

to move the larger steam shovel over the creek. As
this stream has an average width of 50 ft. and a depth

of 6 ft., it at first appeared necessary to construct a

temporary trestle. This idea was abandoned, however,

VIEW OF OPERATIONS ; BRIDGE
.SHOWS NEARNESS OF CREEK

VIEW Ol'- THE 2L':>B BITCYHIIS STE.\M
SHOVEI, IN OI'ERATION

VIEW OF THE TRESTT-E WITH TIPPLE
IN THE BACKGROUND
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done through the bank to permit of a better gradient.

With one exception, no difficulty was encountered in

the entire movement of the shovel across the stream.

As the rear trucks were leaving the foundation on the

farther side of the creek, the added weight thrown on

them from the movement of the front trucks up the

grade of the bank ahead forced them through the dirt

and down into the water. This necessitated jacking

them up and the bringing into place under water of the

supporting beams, after which the movement forward

was continued without further interruption.

THK SHcjVEI, IX ri:ANSIT ACROSS THE CREEK

in favor of trying to cross directly and saving the time

that would have been consumed in the building of the

trestle. The topography of the country at this point

seemed to be favorable to this plan, as the ground sloped

gently up from the creek on one side and only a small

amount of grading would have to be done on the op-

posite side.

The shovel was brought to the edge of the stream

and put in operation to dam up a portion of it, a passage

about 15 ft. wide being left at the opposite side to serve

as an outlet. Dirt and rock were then spread out until a

footing about 15 ft. wide by 35 ft. long had bean at-

tained. On this heavy timbers were placed parallel

with the movement of the shovel, thus furnishing sub-

stantial support for the ties and rails.

The shovel was then moved to a position halfway

across the creek and again put in operation. An open-

ing vi'as made to the rear for the escape of the water

and the outlet ahead dammed up. The movement of the

shovel was then continued until the opposite side had

been reached. A small amount of excavating was then

The Rainey-Wood Byproduct Coke
Operation

By John L. Cans
Connellsville, Penn.

Interest in the Connellsville coke region centers more
in the near approach to completion of the byproduct

plant of the Rainey-Wood Coke Co., at Swedeland,

Penn., than in any other plant of this character that

has been constructed. This is not because of the size

or extraordinary character or up-to-dateness of the

installation, but because of the relation the Connellsville

region sustains to the operation.

Heretofore byproduct installations, both merchant

and furnace, have been built by interests outside of the

Connellsville region, or by interests already owning
and operating beehive plants in the region, directly or

through the medium of a subsidiaiy corporation. In

the case of the Rainey-Wood plant the relation sustained

to the Connellsville region is wholly different, and alto-^

gether a new one in the annals of byproduct coking

development.

The plant is being constructed and will be owned
and operated by a corporation—the first of its kind

—

BYPRODUCT COKE PL.VNT OF HAIXK V-W I )OL) COKE CO.. S A I-U)E1..\ XI). PE.X.X.. IX COCKSB OF COX .- I li Iv riOX
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which represents, on one hand, an owner of Connells-

ville coking coal and an operator of beehive ovens, and
on the other hand, an interest which heretofore has

been a consumer of Connellsville beehive coke. The
union has been effected by the creation of the Rainey-

Wood Coke Co., representing the W. J. Rainey interests

and the Alan Wood Iron and Steel Co. It is because

the enterprise is the pioneer in such a combination of

interests that the Connellsville region is somewhat more
concerned in its progress than in any that have preceded

it, particularly as to the possibilities that may lie with

an extension of the plan to include other interests in

a like amalgamation as one of the developments of the

changing conditions in the coking industry.

The Swedeland pbnt, which is to consist of 110

Koppers ovens, of a cw-j.+acity of 11.7 tons each, is being

constructed in two batteries of 55 ovens each, complete

with byproduct recovery apparatus. The plant will have

a capacity for carbonizing approximately 1900 tons of

coal per day, or about 63,000 tons per month.

The plans of the owners are to make this plant a

commercial coking operation, disposing of the furnace

and foundry grades of coke throughout the territory

adjacent to its location. The Alan Wood Iron and Steel
Co. will use about one-third of the plant's output at its

furnaces; the remainder of its requirements will be
supplied by the W. J. Rainey interests from the Con-
nellsville region. Provision, financial and otherwise, has
been made for an ultimate extension of this plant to a
total of 330 ovens. When that capacity has been at-

tained the plant will be enabled to take care of a large
part of the coke requii-ements of both fui-naces and
foundries in the Lehigh and Schuylkill Valleys.

That the plant will also have the character of a'

merchant operation will have additional interest to Con-
nellsville region producers in that its entrance into the
general coke trade will have the effect of curtailing the
beehive-coke market to the extent represented by the
byproduct tonnage the new plant may place outside of
its own associated consuming interests. This will not
be regarded as alarming, but it is significant of the
trend in the industry, which for some time past has
been evidenced by the gradual transformation of the
Connellsville region from a coke-manufacturing to a
coal-producing center. This transformation is apparent-
ly by no means complete.

Thoughts on Mine Electricity and Electricians
By M. S. Beddow

Scranton, Pt-nn,

DURING an electrical mining experience covering

almost 16 years, in which I have had to do with

hundreds of peculiar and sometimes puzzling

cases of trouble, I have often wondered how few mine
electricians give a thought to the cause of these various

difficulties and their why and wherefore. It is one thing

to solve and repair a case of trouble when it crops up
and quite another problem to satisfy oneself as to just

what was the reason for the breakdown. Just how
deeply the man on the job pries into the reason for a

piece of machinery failing will determine what that

man is going to amount to in his chosen profession.

It is this prying habit that makes one proficient in

his calling and Enables him at times to see things in-

tuitively, almost by second sight as it were. And after

all is said and done, the really proficient electrician is

the one who is able to prevent, rather than repair,

breakdowns, with their consequent loss in output. Espe-
cially is this true at the present time, when the demand
for fuel is unprecedented in the history of the world.

As the difficulty of mining increases, because of

greater distances to be traversed and smaller beds to

be worked, machinery of all kinds will be turned out
to overcome these obstacles. Invariably these are and
will be electrically driven, so that it behooves the mine
electrician to make himself just as proficient as it is

possible for him to become. True, the duties are some-
times weighty and discouraging, but the realization

that one has learned something new is in itself a high
reward. And there is always something to learn when
a new piece of machinery makes its appearance at the
mine. The electrically driven air compressor, coal

cutter, pump, rock drill, fan, etc., have features aside
from the electrical that are interesting and well worth
while learning something about.

Of the pump, for instance, one should know that it

requires a certain horsepower to lift a certain number
of gallons of water over a given head in a given time.

This is almost as interesting to the electrician after a

while as knowing that a certain pressure (voltage) will

force a certain current (amperes) through a wire hav-
ing a definite resistance (ohms). About the air com-
pressor we can learn that it will operate so many jack-

hamers or other machines, while the means provided by
the makers for taking care of the excess pressure in

front of the piston when little or no air is being used,

or when it is being supplied from the receivers along

the line, is highly interesting. This pressure protection

is automatic, and it is only necessary to say in passing

that when the pressure of air in the receiver, or tank,

close to the compressor exceeds a predetermined amount,
valves are raised which allow this excess pressure, which
would become dangerous, to escape to the aimosphere.

The compressor, of course, stops compressing air and
does not resume until the pressure in the receiver or

tank falls off to a predetermined value, when those

valves once more return to place and air is again com-
pressed and sent into the receiver and thence to the line.

A number of years ago I had occasion to make a

series of tests to determine just how much power vari-

ous makes of coal-cutting machines required. These
trials were conducted carefully with a view to determin-

ing whether or not it paid to mine certain beds in this

manner. The results were surprising in that they

showed quite conclusively that certain measures of coal

which, to the naked eye, seemed identical, were far from
being such. The current consumption was all worked
out in watthours per square foot of undercut, and the

power was so great in some of the measures that it was
thought to be prohibitive; and the places were stopped.

It was also revealed that the picks on the cutting chain

had much to do with the amount of power taken. Vari-
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ous shapes were given these picks, and after months of

tireless experimenting a form was evolved and a certain

position for the pick in the chain discovered that gave

a maximum yield for a minimum amount of power.

Carrying experimentation beyond the cutting chain,

some time was spent on the speed at which certain

machines traveled across the face, and it was surpris-

ing how some of them were made to "stand up" after

frrequent breakdowns, just by changing the gear ratios,

yv-hich gave slower speeds. While the time of cutting

a chamber was of course increased possibly four or five

minutes, the yield in coal at the end of a given time was
much augmented because the machine was kept in op-

eration over a greater period. Less power was taken,

too, and this last is an important item in these days of

high prices.

Mine locomotives play probably the most important

role in electrical mining, yet how few of the men who
come into direct contact with them understand their

actions and honestly endeavor to apply those first-aid

measures which would often tend to keep them in con-

tinuous service? If the man on the ground could be

made to understand, for instance, the absolute necessity

of keeping the resistance, with the aid of which he gets

the load started smoothly, in as nearly perfect condition

as possible, how many less armatures would be burned

out to say nothing of field coils, controllers, brush

holders, blowout coils, etc.? To understand the reason

for this one must of course know that it is the current

that does the damage, and this is held to a minimum
only when the armature generates sufficient counter

e.m.f. (electromotive force, potential or voltage) to

hold the applied, or line, e.m.f. to its proper magnitude.

Now,' to generate this counter e.m.f. the voltage from

the line must be fed into the armature and field coils

in easy stages, and this can only be done by the use of

resistance. If this resistance is in good shape, just

enough voltage will enter the armature and field coils

to start the armature to turning smoothly, and it will

not only start the load but will generate an e.m.f. which

is counter, or in direct opposition, to that furnished

from the line through the resistance. The counter

e.m.f. is of course slightly less than the applied, and

there is therefore enough potential left to develop

torque and start the load.

As soon as the armature has attained full speed at

any given voltage the controller is thrown to the second

notch, thi^ action cutting out more resistance. A
slightly, increased voltage is thereby allowed to enter the

armature and fields, and the speed of the armature is

increased sufficiently to generate enough more counter

e.m.f. to hold the current taken from the line, through

the resistance, to a minimum.
As long as this resistance is cut out in regular grada-

tions, from the first to the last notch, the current in

armature and field coils, as well as that in the resistance,

does not reach a high peak and there is no undue stress

on the equipment. I believe that 40 per cent, of the

armature burnouts arise directly from resistance con-

nected improperly or to "jumpered" panels. "Just to

keep us going for the day," is the explanation. But,

alas, it is not infrequently left in this condition for

many days!

When it is considered that the heat given off' by this

excess current increases as the square of the current,

it is not hard to see why the burnouts take place, and
why every effort should be made to see that the resist-

ance is kept in the best possible condition. In assem-

bling the resistance for mine locomotives most elec-

tricians trust too much to memory and are liable to get

too many, or too few, panels, or grids, in series or ii.

parallel, as the case may be. If too many are in series

the resistance offered by them is so high that the volt-

age allowed to pass through and into the armature and

field coils will not be sufficient to start the armature

and thus the load. If too few are placed in series, too

much voltage is allowed to pass into the armature and

field coils, and the panels themselves are destroyed by

the heavy current that passes through them. The load

is started with a heavy jar, and damage is done to every

part of the locomotive.

Reasoning along similar linesjs'^'ll hold good for the

parallel ari'angement of the pau^i-i'. The idea of this

connection is to secure capacity; that is, to get enough

panels together, or side by side, to handle the heavy

currents when the controller is on the last notches and

when the armature is developing almost full load torque.

If too many are in parallel too much voltage is allowed

through them, and heavy currents are of course taken

from the line, and burnouts of armatures, field coils,

controllers and resistances are the natural result. When
40 or .50 locomotives, all drawing current from the one

station, are in this shape one can easily understand the

disturbance created at the generators when all of these

machines try to start their loads at the same time.

Thus, considered from all standpoints, the progressive

electrician around the coal mines today must know more

than how to tell the difference between series, shunt,

compound, induction and synchronous motors. These,

speaking plainly, are only the means to an end, after all.

To be a success in the work he has chosen to follow he

must learn something of the equipment driven by those

motors. Moreover, he must also learn that there is no

hard and fast line of demarcation existing between

where the electrical repairs stop and where repairs to

the other portion of any given machine begin.

Obviously it is easier for the electrical man to grasp

these things than for the mechanical expert to solve

the intricate electrical problems which come up from
time to time. I mean by this that having shown more
than ordinary ability in reasoning out things which

have puzzled him electrically in the past, he will find

the other side of the question more easy of solution in

comparison.

Removing Old Babbitt Metal From Bearing

Boxes

By T. S. Sherman
St. Louis, Mo.

Usually most, if not all, of the babbitt metal can be

removed from a bearing box with a cold chisel and

hammer. However, if this procedure is not feasible, the

box may be placed in a forge fire and the babbitt melted

out. The melting method is undesirable because of the

probability of losing considerable of the metal. Where
the bearing box is small, it is sonaetimes possible to

melt the metal out of it by permitting the flame of a

blow torch to play on the box. but, where the box is

large, the blow torch method requires so much time

that the forge process may be preferable. Where the

blow torch is used, the molten metal can, as it drops

from the box, be collected in a tray placed in proper

position below the box.
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Avoidable Degradation of Coal
By Benedict Shubart

Dfiiver, Colo.

FOR several months I have been compelled to make
a careful study of a number of tipples on account

of breakage of coal and complaints arising there-

from. Thus I know this is a subject of real interest

and one well worth consideration. The designer in

'future must have a freer hand both in design and ex-

penditure, for while some operators now grant this,

thei-e are many more, more than would be believed, who
put first cost ahead of last

cost—often to their sorrow.

Recently an operator in

Colorado called me in to make
his failure of a tipple work.

By way of introduction he

said: "I couldn't let you fig-

ure on this job at first, for

your price would have been a

third higher than I paid."

Then he went on to say that

the tipple had cost him $25,000 to fix up so far, and he
asked me to plan an entirely new outfit for next year's

installation, to replace the present one from the ground
up. And he still believes he saved money!
Not long ago an operator said to me: "The trouble

with the technical engineer is that he always attempts
to make a complicated proposition out of a simple one."

That is altogether too often the operator's attitude.

The reverse is usually true in tipple design. The op-

erator attempts to make a simple operation of what is

usually a complicated engineering proposition. Entire-

ly too often he assumes that inasmuch as there are three

sizes of coal to load, all that is necessary is to place

three tracks at about 16 ft. centers, build some screens

over them, and run some chutes to some cars. If the

chutes are too steep, it can't be helped—chutes are

chutes, and gravity is gravity. But operators can not

shut their eyes to the fact that complaints as to prep-

aration cause expense of investigation, rebates, loss of

trade and prestige. With a little more care put into

the design of the tipple, a little more expense put into

the machinery, legitimate complaints can be almost en-

tirely avoided.

It has been difficult to get designers to realize the

expense of breakage to the operator. To this careless-

ness the designer frequently adds a lack of knowledge

of market and railroad conditions, two points that have

to be studied carefully in tipple design. No two tipples

can be exactly alike.

Avoidable degradation of coal occurs in mining, load-

ing, dumping, screening and placing in railroad cars.

In mining every good operator takes care to so produce
his coal as to secure the largest amount of lump with
the smallest amount of slack.

Outside the mine the first point where breakage can
be avoided is in dumping. The goose-neck dump, or
the ordinary end-dump cross-over type of tipple, is bad.

The miner always puts his lump coal on top of the car.

It is thus in position to get ab.solutely the maximum
drop when discharged, and the resulting breakage is

only tolerated because it happens to be customary. The

•Paper presented before the Rocky Mountain Coal Mining In-
stitute. Spring Meeting. Salt Lake City, Utah.

In tipple design, gravity is a convenient
force to utilize, but it needs careful con-
trol. Coal preparation requires short,

steep screens, the avoidance of falls and a
slow movement of material down chutes.

The box-car loader is often blamed for

degradation for which it is not responsible.

rotary dump affords a much easier method of discharg-
ing the coal, and even here the usual installation of
a rotary dump could be much improved were the ex-
pense justified. In shaft mining, the ordinary type of
self-dumping cage with end gate car, using a weigh
basket at the top, is also another excellent coal smasher.
The cure for this is not easily found, although if the
coal is weighed on the bottom, a large part of the chute

and fall can be eliminated on
the top. For proper sizing,

the coal should be fed evenly

onto the screens. For this

purpose the reciprocating

feeder offers the least drop
and the least amount of deg-

radation to the coal. It has
another advantage in that it

can separate the lump from
the small coal, allowing the

smaller sizes to drop onto the screen first. The ordi-

nary type of apron feeder allows something like 18 in.

of drop. This does not sound like much, but the amount
of breakage it causes is entirely too great to be neg-
lected by the careful operator.

After the coal is on the screen, and it is assumed
that it goes onto the screen in small and regular
amounts, it must get off the screen plate just as soon
as possible. In other words, after the coal is sized,

there should be no more screen for it to traverse. The
average shaker screen is too narrow and too long. Wide
screens of short length mean less degradation of coal.

A perforated screen is substantially a coarse file. The
coal must be crowded over this rough surface, and in

being crowded over it degradation inevitably occurs.

If the coal tends only to slide along the screen, there is

strong tendency to catch in the perforations, leaving

the larger pieces to crowd down the smaller ones, break
them up, and force them through the screens. This
costs the operator money, by giving him an unnecessary

amount of the smaller sizes of coal. The cure lies in

placing the screens at a good angle. A flat screen with

a quick motion will afford a good-looking product, but

it will also put an unnecessary amount of coal throueh
the screens because of abrasion and breakage. The
nearer the coal can come to rolling down the screens

without actually doing so the less will be the degrada-

tion. My conclusions are that the screens should be

wide, short, at a good pitch, fed with regularity and
run at not too fast a speed. None of the breakage

mentioned above shows in the screened coal, but the

money loss is present just the same.

In getting the coal to the railroad cars, a process is

encountered wherein probably more improvement can

be made in avoidance of degradation than at any other

point outside the mine. Our old friend "gravity,"

while active, is not reliable. It will not take weather
conditions into account, the temperature, the degree

of moisture, the amount of snow or ice on the chutes,

the rusty chute of the late spring, or the polished

chute of the early fall. Gravity will help us, but we
cannot depend upon it to give us just what we want all

the time. It needs help.
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Gravity is also a mighty active agent. Give it a little

chance, even an extremely little chance, and it is sur-

prising what it can do in putting speed into a piece of

coal. A drop of one foot will put a speed of 480 ft.

per minute into a lump of coal. That is not e.xactly mov-
ing slowly, and this point will be referred to later.

To show what extreme conditions an engineer runs
up against, I have made a sketch of an actual operating
coal tipple in one of the Rocky Mountain states. It will

be observed that the coal drops onto a diverting chute,

throwing it to either track. Slack coal is loaded in the

middle track, and lump on each side, when egg is not
being loaded on one side. The drop is bad enough when
open cars are being loaded, but consider it when box
cars are being loaded! There is an absolutely clean

fall of nine feet before the coal touches the first chute.

Inasmuch as this is a friable coal, it can be easily im-

agined why we were called In to try to better these

conditions. Even with the best chute we could work
out, we got a grade of more than 60 per cent. ; and for

handling large lump coal, without danger of clogging

or breaking, we were obliged to devise a special type

of conveyor. This machinery has not been put to work
as yet, so I do not intend to describe it. If it operates

as successfully as we anticipate, much will be heard
of it later.

At a tipple in the Western states, where we were
asked to put in box-car loaders, after examining the

conditions we refused to put them in place until re-

tarding chutes had been installed. These chutes we are

now designing. It may be that in this case, too, we
will be compelled to resort to the elaborate type of

conveyor which we suggested before.

This tipple, by the way, was designed essentially

for loading open cars. It contains an elaborate system
of booms, is excellently designed, and operates smoothly.

The designers, however, were not Westerners, and en-

tirely failed to realize the necessity for loading lump
coal into box cars in this territory, so that no attention

at all was paid to the box-car chutes. This defect can

be remedied, but at a heavy expense to the operator.

DIAGRAM OF TIPPI.E CONDITIOISrS. SHOWING EXCESSIVE
DROP GIVEN COAL

Without some kind of a retarder, not only would the

coal be smashed to pieces but the box-car loader would
not last long.

In general, box-car chutes are made too steep. They
must be made steep enough to move the coal under all

conditions, with the result that most of the time the

coal moves too rapidly; in fact a great deal of break-

age occurs for this cause. We find, then, that nothing

is more necessary to retard the coal than to roughen
the chute. Of course, if we roughen the chute ac-

tually, the coal will stop most of the time, so we ac-

complish the purpose by putting in a conveyor chute-

made with a strong short-pitch chain carrying square
flights, so that it will keep the coal moving all the time,

without permitting it to get away. This chute should

be entirely self-contained. It should carry its own mo-
tor, be stoutly built, and be entirely separate from the

rest of the tipple. The accompanying diagram will

show plainly the general design of this chute. By
reason of the small sprocket wheels, the drop at the

end of the chute is absolutely negligible.

At a mine in southern Colorado I was called on to

investigate excessive breakage in the preparation. The
management here had a pretty fair combination of prac-

DIAGRAM OF CONVEYOR OR NON-GR.WITY CHUTE

tically all the troubles that a mine can have. The com-
plaint made was about the small coal that was being
loaded. An investigation showed that not 10 per cent,

of the material being treated was sufficiently large to

go over a 4i-in. perforated screen. Furthermore, the

coal was badly shattered in mining. It was then

dropped down a long chute. The chute was so long

that a retarding conveyor had been installed, but for

some reason this had been removed by the superin-

tendent and a gravity chute put in.

The complaint originally was against both the nut

and the lump box-car loaders. In company with the

sales manager of the company, we made some tests.

We ."topped the lump-coal loader entirely and allowed

the coal to simply run down, stopping it at the end of

the chute. We then picked away the lump coal, and

found that probably 15 per cent, of slack had been

made by reason of the fall. The coal landed at the

end of the chute with a rate of travel probably three

times the speed of the box-car loader, and the sales

manager himself acknowledged the unfairness of blam-

ing that machine.

The complaint regarding nut coal was an equally

unjust one, for practically the same reasons. The nut-

coal chute was steep, had a reverse curve in it, and the

amount of slack found in the nut before it struck the

box-car loader was astonishing. The complaints against

both box-car loaders were withdrawn, and we were

a.sked to design proper chutes.

Where shaking chutes can be used, they ai-e excel-

lent. They can frequently be arranged so as to get

considerable adjustment in height; they are easy on

the coal and economical to operate. The retarding

conveyors hitherto employed have utilized entirely too

large sprockets. They give too much of a drop over

the end, and attempts are now being made to build

apron conveyors that will operate over very small

sprockets. The standard apron conveyor is good for a

loading boom, but hardly suited for box-car work.

Loading booms over the lump and egg ti'acks for load-

ing the large sizes of coal into open cars are coming
into such general use that they are no longer uncommon.
They must be well designed, otherwise they fail of their

purpose. They must be properly balanced, so con-

structed as to be rigid, must be easily operated, and

must be provided with power-driven hoisting and low-
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• ering mechanism so that the men will keep them in

their proper positions. It has been found that where
hand winches are depended upon, the men will not go

to the effort of using them. We now insist on provid-

ing a small electric hoist just like a little shop trolley

hoist. These are operated by a small switch and are so

quick and convenient that they are really used, not

discarded.

Almost invariably, the screen discharges onto the load-

ing boom at an angle. Frequently the loading boom is

one rigid pivoted piece, so that the fall from the screen

onto the loading boom is considerable on one side.

Frequently side chutes are used from the screens, and
these chutes are usually also ill-advised. The accom-

panying diagram shows an excellent way for working
out a chute from a shaking screen for side discharge.

It will be noted how each piece slides down the in-

clined surface, never at any point dropping nor at any
point gaining appreciable speed. On the job where
this chute was installed, experiments were made in the

shop to determine the proper size and incline of the

various sides of the chute. The results so far have

been found excellent.

Where loading booms are installed, it is frequently

necessary to pick the coal. It is a mistake to try

to pick coal on the inclined portion. There should be

a horizontal portion long enough to permit this oper-

ation to be carried on, and the movable portion should

SIDE DISCHARGE FOR A SHAKIXG CIIITE

be pivoted beyond this point so as not to interfei-e

with the action of the pickers.

The essential point is to get the coal into the car

without dropping it. This means that the action of

gravity must be nullified as far as possible, and the

coal conveyed or slid onto the box-car loader substan-
tially without shock. This brings the coal to the
box-car loader, and I know that in many cases this

machine is blamed for much of the breaka;j:e that
occurs long before the coal reaches it.

Standard loaders in general are of two types—the
so-called apron variety that throws the coal a certain

distance into the car, and the conveyor type that carries
it gently and deposits it on the car floor. There are
two makes of apron leaders, one of which extends
something like 10 ft. toward the end of the car from
the center door while the other projects inward about

1.1 ft. Both of these loaders use an apron similar to

that of a picking table and throw the coal with a

certain amount of violence. They can be raised or

lowered or turned to any point of the car, and the

speed is subject to control, so that a careful operator

can load with no substantial breakage. In practice,

however, the careful operator is hardly ever found, so

that the breakage is usually more than it should be.

There is another type of loader rapidly coming into

use—an extension loader—employing a flight conveyor,

pushing the coal gently along, operating at a speed of

about 2.50 to 300 ft. per minute, capable of being raised,

lowered or pointed, just as is the other type, but having
the additional advantage that, after the loader is in

the car and the loading of coal is commenced, the frame
may be extended to reach a point almost 20 ft. beyond
the center line of the car door. While this loader is

comparatively new the design is simple; it embodies
little mechanism, and the machine appears to be a

success.

With a good loader and proper chutes and screening

appliances, an operator can be reasonably sure that any
complaint concerning preparation is based on mighty
poor grounds.

Waiver of Mining Company Rules—A mining company's
rule that cutting-machine operators shall sound the roof

of their working places and do necessary propping before

beginning work is rendered inoperative by the company
assigning a special crew to work of preparing safe places
for the operation of the machines. (United States Circuit

Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit, Marcum vs. Consolidation
Coal Co., 257 Federal Reporter, 287.)

Washroom Law Valid—The Illinois statute which re-

quires "every owner or operator of a coal mine, ... or
other like business in which employees become covered
with grease, grime and perspiration to such extent that to

remain in such condition after leaving their work without
washing and cleansing their bodies and changing their
clothing would endanger their health or make their con-
dition offensive to the public, shall provide and maintain
a suitable and sanitary washroom at a convenient place in

or adjacent to such mine ... or other place of employ-
ment for the use of such employees," is a valid police regula-
tion. (Illinois Supreme Court, People vs. Cleveland, Cin-
cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Co., 123 Northwestern
Reporter, 579.)

Defects in Simple Tools—An employee of a coal-mining
company injured in wielding an ax, through a slipping of
the blade on the handle because of a defective condition
of which he previously knew, is not entitled to recover
damages. The reason upon which the legal rule re(iuiring
an employer to use reasonable care to provide his em-
ployees with reasonably safe tools and working place rests
upon the employer's presumed superior knowledge of any
dangerous conditions existing. But when a tool, such as
an ax, is so simple that every person of ordinary under-
standing and experience must be presumed to know its

use and understand incidental dangers, the rule is inappli-
cable. The employee, under such circumstances, is charged
with that knowledge which exercise of ordinary prudence
for his own safety would bring to him. The employer need
not inspect such simple tools to discover existing defects,
when it is readily discernible and can be I'eadily corrected
by the employee using it. (Kentucky Court of Appeals,
Music vs. Consolidation Coal and Coke Co., 199 South-
western Reporter, 1074.)
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Hamilton Portable Stripping

Conveyor
The portable conveyor recently placed on the market

by the Hamilton Manufacturing Co., of Hamilton, Ohio,

i.s designed to permit the use of the ordinary types of

steam shovels for coal or other mineral stripping and

loading operations. This conveyor solves the problem

of disposing of overburden in an effectual manner and

opens up a new field for the use of all types of steam

shovels, enabling them to successfully do work hereto-

fore requiring locomotives and train equipment. It also

increases the efficiency of the shovel itself.

On a stripping operation where this machine is used,

such as in removing overburden for the recovery of

coal, the only delay to the shovel operation is the move-

up time. In the accompanying illustration it will be

seen that the location of the hopper of the conveyor re-

duces the swing of the shovel one-fourth as compared

[<^ . -tbnabk mwh ofCuf-

TYPICAL OPERATION OF HAMILTON STRIPPING
CONVEYOR

with the swing necessary to dump into a car. Two
shovels are here shown, one a standard railroad steam

shovel on railroad wheels and a smaller shovel working

on the initial or contour of a .stripping operation for

the recovery of a 3-ft. bed of coal. The swing of the

small shovel, which is opening the way for the con-

veyor, is also reduced when working in the thick side

of its cut.

As the work of all shovels divides itself into 20 per

cent, digging time and 80 p^r cent, swinging and dump-

ing time, if we reduce the swinging and dumping time

25 per cent., we increase the shovel's efficiency 25 per

cent. ; and in obviating the use of dump cars and dinkey

locomotives, we remove the inevitable delays in waiting,

dumping, track shifting and spotting cars. This means

25 to 50 per cent, additional yardage moved per hour.

The use of the conveyor also fixes a uniform height

for the elevation of the dipper. Another efficiency fac-

tor is thus secured that must not be lightly considered.

While the illustration shows a large railroad-type

shovel and a revolving shovel in operation with the con-

veyor, it is practical and feasible to use smaller shovels

in the same manner. Thus only one revolving shovel,

or one railroad type non-revolving shovel, may be suc-

cessfully employed. In the latter case the conveyor

would be located parallel to the shovel.

The Loading Problem

By a. M. Young
Masontown, Penn.

Twenty years ago coal was largely mined and loaded

by American citizens—foreign-born, perhaps, but citi-

zens nevertheless. These same men every year taught

thousands of their sons to follow coal mining as a

means of livelihood, so that the supply of miners was
approximately adequate to produce the coal demanded.

As immigration to this country increased, many of

the immigrants entered the mines and large numbers
of native or naturalized miners turned to other kinds

of work. This loss was however not seriously con-

sidered until about 1910.

During this period coal-cutting machinery was gradu-

ally coming into use and doing a large part of the

miners' work, so that when war was declared between

the United States and Germany in April, 1917, the

tonnage from mines using coal-cutting machinery was
twice that obtained from mines operated on pick-work

alone. But since practically all of the modern mines in

this country today are using coal-cutting machines, we
have to all intents reached the limit of production, with

conditions as they now obtain throughout the mining
regions.

What will the installation of more coal-cutting ma-
chines profit us if to operate them it becomes neces-

sary to draw on the present force of loaders, the supply

of which is becoming less and less every day? There

has been practically no immigration during the past

five years, and the number of native-born entering the

mines has been so small as to be almost negligible. If

every mine foreman in the United States today were to

inform a central bureau of the number of new men
trained in loading coal during the last five years, the

total would be so small as to make the coal operators of

this country put their thinking caps on just a little bit

tighter than they have to in figuring their income

taxes. What will be the result of the present tendency ?

Banquet to Be Given Herbert Hoover

Herbert Hoover expects to arrive in America some

time before the middle of September, the exact date

to be determined by cable from him. The engineers of

America, under the auspices of the American Institute

of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, have decided to

express their admiration for Hoover's services during

the past five years, in international affairs, by giving

him a large dinner, to be held in New York, shortly after

his arrival. He expects to go right on to his home in

California, there to resume his engineering practice.

An organization has been completed—a general com-

mittee appointed by President Winchell of the A. I. M.
E., also an executive committee as follows: W. L.

Saunders, 11 Broadway, New York, is chairman of the

committee; Charles R. Rand, 71 Broadway, New York,

and E. P. Mathewson, 120 Broadway, New York, being

vice chairmen.
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Review of Coal Trade in Past Year
SAWARD'S ANNUAL, 1919. By Frederick W. Saward, assisted

by James P. Mahoney, Guy H. Burbank and the Editorial
and Ogice Staff of Saward's Journal. Pp. 192. 6 x SJ in., no
illustrations. Saward's Journal, publisher, 15 Park Row.
New York City. Cloth Boards.

The Saward's Journal editors have carefully culled all the

most interesting statistics and all the reports of enduring-

interest from their publication and reprinted them in book
form. The excerpts and articles are laid together somewhat
at random, but the lengthy table of contents at the begin-

ning of the volume makes the inquirer reasonably at home.
The annual largely looks at matters from a market point of

view; but there is much information that coal producers

will find useful.

Peace and Plenty in Industrial Affairs

INDUSTRIAL GOODWILL. By John R. Commons. University
of Wisconsin. Pp. VI t 200 :- iZ index: 5J x 8J : 3 ill. Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co.. Inc., 239 West 39th St.. New York
City. Cloth Boards.

This book, dedicated to industrial goodwill, naturally

treats on matters which have been discussed editorially

and at length in the pages of Coal Age. The remarks which
have been made in the editorial pages relative to the dis-

advantages of piece work are quite forcibly enumerated by
Professor Commons. "Piece rates," he says, "must be cut,

sooner or later, or else either industry will stagnate or

wage earners will get all of the gain from improvements
and none will go to the consumer and the employer; or

else the employer will be driven out of business by compe-
tition."

Professor Commons has nothing to say about coal. It

is not found in Wisconsin. However, the reviewer cannot

help applying his words to that business and calling atten-

tion to the fact that in the coal industry piece rates are

not cut; the union will not allow it. No one is driven out

of business by the competition resulting from any improved
facilities that may be provided to piece workers, except

where nonunion fields still compete and are able to under-

sell by reason of lower piece rates which they alone can

secure. But no one can deny that industry is stagnating

as a result of the inflexibility of piece rates, just as Pro-

fessor Commons has stated. There has been little adopted
improvement for many years in the methods employed in

the actual digging of coal. There are methods that would
be approved if they were given an opportunity for demon-
stration, but there are no new adopted improvements, for

the piece rates are not cut, and there is no incentive for

the operator to introduce such improvements till piece rates

are abolished, or supplemented by day rates.

Professor Commons goes on to speak of the task-and-

bonus system, the method practically of a minimum wage
with a piece rate based on the excess production above a

certain definite task. This is not quite the plan that has
been proposed editorially in this publication, for that which
was advocated was a payment well below a reasonable and
fair wage wich a large bonus or piece rate on all the

product whether great or small, the piece rate being quite

substantial.

Difficulties are found by Professor Commons in the task-

and-bonus system, but they hardly appear adequate. Those
who have put up with the straight piecework system and
can look to a union to prevent the making of agreements
such as are likely to prevent unequal competition will surely
find the task-and-bonus system or the part-day-wage-and-

BOOK REVIEWS

part-piecework arrangement satisfactorily workable, and
productive of efficiency.

Professor Commons makes a statement which is surpris-
ing. On page 15 he says "Machinery and factory organiza-
tion are continually approaching a limit of diminishing
returns." It is hard to credit that statement as being ap-
plicable to the coal business. A big improvement in ma-
chinery and methods is still possible. At least five times
as much as now performed should be done by the average
man with proper equipment, methods and organization.
Later, Professor Commons say: "That limit turns at-

tention to the human factor, and it needs only a candid
attention to the experiments of scientific management to
become convinced of the large resources and unusual pos-
sibilities within the human animal when once his motions
and energies are studied and measured as the engineer
studies and measures the other forces and materials used
in production."

We much doubt if the possibilities of cheaper production
are to be found in the muscle and agilities of man. There
is some probability that an interest in work "when induce-
ment is nicely adjusted to output through ingenious
methods of compensation" may perhaps double production.
If it does, the mine worker is entitled himself to all or
nearly all that comes out of his greater self-adjustment
and energetic abandonment to his task. It is his efficiency

and skill, and the profit belongs rather to him than to his

employer or the consumer. Machine development is dif-

ferent.

If the only change in production is due to personal
development and initiative, then there is little justice in

cutting piece rates. It is the impersonal advancement, the
mechanical assistance, that should be rewarded with a
lower rate scientifically calculated so as to leave some of
the advantages in the hand of the workman. However, the
plans for task-plus-bonus payment or dual payment by day
and by product automatically provides a recompense to the

operator or manufacturer without any scientific adjustment.
He is not so much concerned whether the recompense is

fair as whether it exists and will be received. Just now
the operator knows he will not get it at all—hence his

inertia.

After finding so much interesting—howbeit debatable—
in the two first chapters headed Commodity and Machinery
respectively it is necessary merely to indicate those that

follow: Goodwill, The Public, Democracy, Solidarity, Theory
and Practice, Security, Labor Market, Insurance, Health,
The Shop, Education, Loyalty, Personality, Depression, The
World.

Geo|i^aphical Directory of West Virginia
MINE DIRECTORY OF SOUTHERN WEST VIRGINI.V .sliowiiiK

location and tonn.'isro of mlne.s on Chesapeake & Ohio. Norfolk
& Western. Kanawha & Michigan. Coal and Coke, and Vir-
Klnlan railroads : 36 x 40 in. Scale, 1 Inch = •) miles
Prepared by W. H. CunnlnKham. Huntington. W. Va. West
Virginia Mining News. Charleston. W. Va.. distributors.
Paper. No cover.

This map shows the names of the companies on all the

above roads, the roads that the mines are on, the names of

the mines, their postoffices, their shipping points and their

annual tonnages. The counties included arc Cabell, Wayne,
Lincoln, Putnam, Boone, Kanawha, Nicholas, Fayette, Ra-
leigh, Greenbrier, Wyoming, Logan, Mingo, McDowell and
Mercer in West Virginia and Pike in Kentucky.
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NEW APPARATUS
AND EOUlPMENX4]';!iyp

-=l'iSi^i^l

The "Toledo Power Drive"

The "Toledo Power Drive," a new electrical device for

operating hand pipe-threading and cutting tools, is now
being manufactured by the Toledo Pipe Threading Ma-
chine Co., of Toledo, Ohio. The manufacturer states

that this new device is another step forward in pipe-

threading practice. That the drive is a labor saver is

shown by the fact that while it would take an hour to

cut a 12-in. thread by hand, the same tool operated

^CEW ELECTRICAL DEVICE FOR OPERATING HAND PIPE-
THREADING AND CUTTING TOOLS

by power drive will do it in not to exceed 7 min. There

is no reason why it cannot just as successfully be used

on tools of other makes of similar design.

The drive is portable and can easily be wheeled about

to different jobs on its strong, but light wire wheels.

The motors are of li hp., of special design, and are fur-

nished for the necessary type of current. Each outfit

includes 25 ft. of flexible cable with a single

plug connection for attachment at the switch box

on the shaft housing of the "Drive." It is started and

stopped by a specially designed push-botton switch. It

has a two-speed transmission gearing, and the change

from one speed to another is accomplished by merely

pulling out or pushing in a knob. There are no universal

joints, chains or other cumbersome mechanism, nor is

there any change required in connection with the thread-

ing or cutting tool.

Controlling Apparatus for Elevators and

Other Devices

By H. Goodnow
Du Quoin. 111.

liife-saving devices are always of interest to the

thoughtful employer. When we consider the appalling

v/aste of life in the past four years and link it with

the live interest in mine safety appliances, the follow-

ing description of McSherry's elevator controlling ap-

paratus should call for the careful consideration of mine

men in particular and everybody in general.

The inventor, James McSherry, of Du Quoin, 111., is

a practical coal man well known in the southern Illinois

coal field. He has tried out his invention at the Majes-

tic Mine at Du Quoin and perfected and demonstrated

its workable value. His patent has recently been al-

lowed, and a lively interest has already been shovTi by
the miners and operators of Illinois.

Stated simply, the device is an attachment to the

hoisting engine that places the power of instantaneously

stopping the hoist directly in the hands of the eager at

the shaft bottom, where conditions dangerous to life

and property most frequently arise.

As shown in the accompanying diagram, the strong

magnet J with the clapper /' in the engine room is

connected to the valve / by the lever rods 3, 4 and 5.

When the knife-switch A' at the shaft bottom is closed,

the magnet attracts the clapper, which in turn opens the

valve and allows steam for any other medium) to pass

through the pipe 7. From here the medium acts si-

multaneously through the two cylinders H and L, the

^ ^

DETAILS OF SAFETY ELEVATOR
CONTROLLING APPARATUS

one applying the brake F by the action of the piston 1

on the lever G, the other closing the throttle by acting

on its knuckle E. The hoist is now stopped and the

cage held until a signal from the bottom causes the en-

gineer to close the valve / and release the steam in the

cylinders H and L.

As to the advantages derived from the use of this

apparatus, the saving of property may be considered

first. Any practical coal man knows that it is not

uncommon, particularly where the hoisting is rapid,

for a car to become misplaced on the cage after it has

been rung away. Coal in the keepers, or any break or

defect in them, might cause them to be open and thus

allow the car to project over the cage. What would

happen is almost too well known to be described—

a

wreck in the shaft which might well delay the whole

mine for from one to eight hours.

Now consider the McSheny controller attached and

the car started. The eager, always on the alert, as he
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values his job, notices the car is out

of place in a position a few feet low-

er than showm in the diagram. He
simply slaps his hand against the in-

sulator 9 and the switch is closed.

By actual test, before the cage has

risen to the dangerous position in-

dicated, it has been stopped and the

wreck averted.

Now comes the far more impor-

tant feature—namely, the protection

of life. Whenever men are hoisted

on the cage they run two chances:

First, that through some error of

either the eager or the hoisting en-

gineer the cage may be started be-

fore all are fully aboard. (If men
never made such mistakes there

would be no need for this or any
other safety device.) Second, after

all the men are on the cage and before they have passed

out of sight of the eager, one or more of them could

either be crowded over the edge, faint, or otherwise be

placed in a dangerous position. In any case the eager

could see this and stop the cage in time, where, if he had
to signal the engineer, who in turn would have to act,

the damage would have been done.

Although this article has stuck pretty close to the

specific purpose described, the patent issued covers the

broader field of any such elevator-controlling apparatus

that might be uf.ed for a similar purpose in a different

field. Such uso, however, is not within the scope of

this article, which is directed to coal-mining men.

To conclude, I believe that too much credit cannot

be given to ?[r. MeSherry for his idea and its develop-

ment, nor to the company whose representative. General

Superintendent T. S. Cousins, backed up the inventoi-

in every wjy and furnished him a place v/herein to try

it out anr. perfect his apparatus. Let all such work
receive due encouragement so that the chances taken

by the underground worker may be reduced to a mini-

mum.

ELECTRIC ARC-WELDIXG' MACHINE FOR BONDING R.AILS

a steel terminal or sleeve. On the job the operator

welds steel to steel with steel—the easiest of all welding.

The bond conforms to another fundamental arc-weld-

ing principle in that the weld is built up in a 90-deg.

angle. Experts have found that in order to get a good

weld between the two parts being joined, the arc must

be played into an angle of not less than 90 deg. Other-

wise the arc will play against one side or the other of

the groove and will not effect a permanent union down
in the bottom of the weld—the important place in rail

Ijonding.

The electric arc-welding machine here described is

also useful for shop work as well as for rail bonding.

An Arc-Weld Bonding Machine
Elec.ric-welded bonds are coming into favor in mines

becau?ft when they are properly installed they are me-
chanically and electrically perm.anent. The Ohio Brass

Co., of Mansfield, Ohio, has developed an arc-welding

machine and arc-weld ))onds that make it easy for an

operator,- after a reasonable amount of practice, to get

a good job at every joint.

The machine is simple, embodying a cast-iron grid

resistance with an automatic throw-out switch and a

circuit breaker. If an overload comes on the machine,

the circuit breaker shuts off the current automaticallv.

The operator has remote control of the circuit and to

interrupt it he merely pushes a small switch on the

holder. This remote control makes for both conven-

ience and safety.

The cast-grid construction of the resistance makes
the machine rugged and, in ca.se of accidental break-

age, the grids can be renewed easily. The machine is

never in the way, for it is small enough to fit into odd

corners and let the trip pass by. Two men can handle

it easily.

There are two types of bonds—the AW2 and AW.",.

Essentially they are alike, being copper strands me-
chanically and electrically connected at the factory to

Baltimore Sighting Compass

The Davis Instrument Manufacturing Co., Inc., has

recently placed upon the market what it calls its Balti-

more sighting compass. As may be seen in the accom-

panying illustration, this is a combination level and

compass particularly useful in mining and architectural

work. The instrument is provided with a 4-in. gradu-

ated horizontal circle and a vertical arc, each reading

to h deg. The compass needle is 4-in. size. The outer

frame rotates around the needle graduations. Readings

may be taken inde-

pendently of mag-
netic variations of

the needle, this ar-

rangement being
particularly useful

where local varia-

tions are encoun-

tered. The sighting

bar is equipped with

adjustable cross
hairs which allow

clear vision. The
tripod head .shifts

and is provided with

leveling screws. The
nstrument is strong

and rigid, and to-

gether with its tri-

pod weighs about

nine pounds. It

therefore may be

'^'""^coIiViss""-
^""

carried about easily.
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Investigation of Coal Industry

Now Under Way
What is regarded as the most important Congressional

investigation ever made of the coal industry began Aug.

26 under authority granted by the United States Sen-

ate. On the developments of this investigation much
will depend, it is believed. It is expected to furnish the

data on which Congress may decide whether the Gov-

ernment will undertake some form of peace-time super-

vision over the coal-mining industry. In opening the

hearing, which is before a sub-committee of the Com-
mittee on Interstate Commerce, Chairman Frelinghuysen

made the following statement:

The important question before the committee is to ascer-

tain the best methods to enlarge the production of coal for

the coming year, in order to meet the demands, to prevent

a coal famine, to prevent a shortage and, in that connec-

tion, to provide coal for the consumer at a reasonable

price.

This inquiry is to be conducted in a broad spirit, with a

desire by the Congress to make a study of the question

without any prejudice; to ascertain the facts, with no de-

sire to punish anybody or to have anything sensational, but,

as citizens of this common country, to do what we can to

alleviate the present situation—join together in a broad
spirit of cooperation, in a united effort to solve the prob-

lem; and the committee wants the suggestions of every-

one—all the coal men, and anyone connected with this

industry, or having anything to do with it—to see if we
cannot join together to bring about a solution.

The committee must, of course, look into the questions of

transportation, car facilities, methods of distribution, the

labor situation and the export situation; and as we go along

I hope the committee will absorb enough knowledge of the

coal situation so that they can decide what is best for

Congress to do in the matter; but we want your help,

gentlemen, and we want your suggestions.

Harry N. Taylor, president of the National Coal As-

sociation, made an extended statement to the committee.

He was questioned at length by the Senators. Extracts

from his statement, with some of the questions asked,

are as follows:

One of the reasons for the slowing down of production

even when the demand is on is the right of selection. That
is, the public will often place an order for a certain sized

nut coal, 2x3 nut, or a 3 x 4 nut, or a 4 x 6 nut, or some
other sized coal, 3x6 egg, or some specially prepared size

of coal. When they do that, the orders do not come in in

exactly the best way to take advantage of the screening ar-

rangements of the mines. The way these mines operate is

as follows: All the coal is started on the screen and run over
it. In this coal are any number of different sizes. If the public

insists on one or two special sizes, it means that other

large amounts of coal that have no ready market must be
run over the screens and kept lying in the bins. In that
way, equipment is tied up and transportation delayed, all

because the public is selecting a certain class of coal.

We will have to produce at the rate of a little over 11,-

000,000 tons of coal a week if we are to complete the pro-

gram of .500,000,000 tons estimated as this year's require-
ments. That is entirely possible. We feel it is possible to

save the public from a coal shortage if we can provide for

three things: First, we must not have an extraordinarily

severe winter. This nobody can foretell, and it is entirely

out of our power to guard against it. Second, the Railroad

Administration must move coal in a regular manner. Third,

the miners must redouble their efforts.

If the miners' convention that is to be held on Sept. 25

results in a disagreement, I do not know whether we are

going to be able to mine any coal in this country or not.

In fact, I very seriously doubt whether we will.

With that condition confronting us in the mining world,

and I am simply telling this without passion and without
any feeling, except that it is a fact, easily ascertainable,

because there is no hiding a thing of that kind, the United
Mine Workers, if you would call them in here, would give

you the same testimony that I have as regards the pub-
lished policy, and with that condition confronting us it is

very serious. Of course, it might be changed in their meet-

ing; I do not know whether it will or not. But, if that

goes into effect there is little or no hope of overcoming a

very serious shortage of coal this winter, and great suffer-

ing in this country.

Labor Is Not in Any Way Controlled

If we can kefep the miners at work, and if the Railroad

Administration can give us cars, I am sure the coal opera-

tors can produce the coal to take care of the public re-

quirements; but those two elements are beyond our control

and they enter so largely into this question that I do not

believe any human being can predict what the outcome
will be.

We are confi'onted in the coal business with this condi-

tion: The miners' organization is entirely exempt from the

Sherman law, and can get together and make any demand on

the operators they want after consulting wi
'

'
' -

in different parts of the country; they can f-

mand based on their own ideas, absolutel:

their organization, which is nationwide and
scope, and they can have those conference

demands without any infringement of the

the coal operator of this country is conl

bination of labor which is not in any w.

without infringement of the law can get <

ulate a collective demand upon the ope

up his cost both in price and in the cona

the men are employed.
On the other hand we are confronted „^ ** ^.,...

in the form of the Railroad Administration, a buying com-

bination, which is to do all the buying that was formerly

in the hands of the local purchasing agents scattered all

over the country. This purchasing power is now in a

centralized body, in the hands of one man; and as the

railroads use practically 30 per cent, of all the bituminous

coal mined in the country, the coal operator, scattered as

he is, is confronted with a most harassing condition and
combination of conditions. Labor can force up his cost

price almost indefinitely, and the combination on the other

hand of the Railroad Administration can force his selling

price down almost indefinitely. Now, the coal operators

have no right to get together and agree on a method of

holding the price up in any way, and I believe that the

figures that Mr. Blorrow has given you show clearly that

the combined efforts of the centralized buying power has

had a very marked effect on the price at which coal has been

moving from the mines. The natural consequence of that

condition is such that it is not right. I am going to be

very frank in saying that it is not right for such a large
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percentage of our coal to be forced down to cost or below

cost by a centralized buying power.
There is nothing that the coal men are so anxious to

accomplish, if it is possible, as to take out from their busi-

ness the seasonable feature; that is, if it were possible to

have the industry active throughout the year, instead of

inactive for six or seven months of the year and active for

five or six months of the year. It would be a great thing,

not only for the coal industry from an operating stand-

point, but from the standpoint of the men engaged in the

production of the coal and for the general public.

As the matter now is, there is always a time every sum-
mer when the railroads' sidetracks are full of empty coal

cars, when others are lying idle and the men who make
their living in those mines ai'e out of employment because

the mines have no orders for their product.

The railroads use, as I said befoi'e, practically 30 per

cent, of the bituminous output. When there is no business

in the mmes they naturally have no business for their

coal cars or that class of equipment that is peculiar to that

business. If the railroads could arrange to take their coal

supply at the time of the year when their equipment is

idle, and when the mines are idle, they would accomplish

three very important things.

In the first place, they would get their supply into stor-

age, they would have the assurance of the already mined
coal. They would use that idle equipment at a time when
it is idle, and they could make it active, and would keep
the men at the mines employed, and would relieve the

labor unrest. As it is now, when the men are thrown into

a period of idleness for three or four or five months every

year, and only working, as they did, in pre-war times, 150

to 155 days out of a year—if that employment could be

more regular, it would not be so necessary to make demands
for higher rates per ton in an effort to get a whole year's

living out of a few months' activity.

In other words, the more regular employment would
largely offset the labor unrest. It would use the idle equip-

ment that is doing nothing but lying on a sidetrack.

It would bring the coal in at a time of the year when it is

possible to dig it, and it would relieve the equipment for

the use of the public in the fall and winter, when the

public so badly needs coal. An equal distribution of the

coal over twelve months instead of over six months would
have a tendency to lower prices and make less labor unrest,

better use of railroad equipment, and would stabilize the

industry all along.

The Chairman: Mr. Taylor, in that connection, prior

to the war, when the railroads were under private opera-

tion, was any difficulty in procuring cars encountered?
Were the railroads following the same practice as the

Railroad Administration follows now in purchasing their

coal only at the end of the year, or at a time when you
are busy, or was the situation different?

Mr. Taylor: Almost all railroad contracts that I have
ever seen, covering a gi'eat period of years, contain what
they call a minimum and maximum clause; and in the times

of the year when they do not want to invest money in

storage coal, and they are not running particularly heavy,

they take the minimum; and in the time of the year when
their business is good, and they want coal, they take the

maximum. That spread is one of the causes of the troubles

in the fall, because then the coal business is good and that is

when they take the maximum. That always produces a
ear shortage, and a great deal of equipment that should go
to public use is used in the taking of railroad coal. That
prevailed before the war, and it has prevailed since.

The Chairman : Can your association assist the com-
mittee in an effort to keep stable these prices by exerting
influence with the members of your association to prevent
their taking advantage of the present situation and rais-

ing the prices abiiormally?

M. Taylor: Undoubtedly so, and it would be to the
interest of the coal trade not to invite criticism from the
public. All this association wants is a fair business margin
on its coal, and we would much prefer to have a reasonable
margin all through the year than to have no margin for
a part of the year, and a great big peak load in the way

of a margin for the rest of the year. Our efforts are being
directed in that way. That was our reason for trying to

relieve the situation, which we saw would make a runaway
market in the fall, and we spent the money of the associa-

tion in advising the public of that fear, so that there would
be no misunderstanding about it; and the public, in a way,
responded; and as far as they did respond, the increased

tonnage immediately began to develop a car shortage, and
from that time on it has been accentuated by this carman's

strike within the last week or two weeks. The railroads

were crippled and could not send their cars to the mines,

and immediately there was a marked drop in production.

In order that time be allowed or the collection of fur-

ther facts and figures, the committee recessed from

Aug. 27 until Sept. 2.

Bureau of Mines Sampliug Coal for

Swiss Government

At the request of the Swiss Government the Bureau

of Mines is sampling its purchases of coal in the United

States. All expense of the work is being met by the

purchaser. Other governments are expected to make

a similar arrangement in the near future. This devel-

opment has paved the way for the introduction of legis-

lation looking to such a service for coal going to the

individual buyer abroad. It is stated that coal repre-

sented to contain a maximum of 6 per cent, ash has been

found to contain 30 per cent, ash when it was sampled

abroad. The arguments in favor of government fuel

inspection are as follows:

The representations of coal producers and consumers

and the interests of foreign commerce have shown the need

of some form of coal inspection that will at once assure to

the consumer the grade of coal that he pays for, protect

the interests of those preparing clean coal, and without

discouraging the mining of poorer grades of coal, exert an

influence toward good coal preparation, especially in time

of coal shortage.

The proposed coal inspection system contemplates as a

salient feature public advice as to the quality of coal as

shipped. The force depended upon to produce results is a

public statement of facts. For this purpose the machinery

for accurate sampling of full carload lots is necessary. The

Government now possesses facilities for analysis and pub-

lication.

It is proposed that each mining company set its own

standard of quality consistent with the particular bed

worked, the preparation and market which the business

affords, and that the Government shall publish such stand-

ard and certify as to whether such standard is being main-

tained by the mining companies. Such work would not

i-eplace inspection by the mining companies. It would not

certify as to the quality of each and every shipment, but

it would inspect and sample at irregular intervals a suf-

ficient number of cars of coal as shipped to indicate whether

the declared standard of the mining company was being

maintained.
Mines entering the system would be privileged to ad-

vertise that their product was from a mine whose standard

of preparation was certified to by the Government. In

case coal shipments were sub-standard the mine would be

advised of the fact. If the condition continued, the facts

would be given publicity and the mine, to retain a place

as a certified mine, would be required to declare a new and

different standard and one which its product could meet.

Mines entering this system would agree to allow ship-

ments to be sampled en route at sampling stations and

stand any added expense of transportation and handling

incident thereto. All analyses would be published from time

to time giving accurate information about American coals.

Mines need not come into this system, but there would be

manifest advantages in being on a Government approved

list which would gradually increase the number using the

service.
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Do As You Would Be Done By

IF AGAINST those who strike unfairly, strikes were
declared, the striking habit would be cured. If only

the man who refused to make shoes for the miner were
tokl that he could not get coal to warm him or cook his

food, or milk and meat to strengthen him, or the doctor

to cure his ills, or bread to feed him. If, when he
closed his shop in reasonless anger, all shops were closed

to him in reasoned wrath, perhaps it would be different.

He tells the world that it couldn't do without him.

Can he do without the world?

He tcho works by the day should furnish such energy
and judgment that a good day's work is delivered. Con-
versely, he who engages a man to prodtice coal by the

ton shotdd furnish the man so employed such energetic

superintendence and adequate equipment that a fair op-

portu7iity to mine or load a large tonnage is afforded
him.

Pit Wagon Has Growing Pains

WHEN stage coaches were first put upon rails they

were hauled by horses from farm to market or

dock So long as horses were the motive power, the

vehicles remained to all intents and purposes stage

coaches. Weight continued to be an important factor

till the locomotive came and replaced the horse, then the

stage coach changed its guise and turned into a pas-

senger car. The old hand brake disappeared; for a

while another hand brake, but little better, took its

place. Then came the vacuum brake, and then a brake
operated by compressed air. Then came greater length

and breadth, heavy draft rigging and springs, and sol-

ider and yet solider construction. In a like manner
sizes of freight cars increased till at length a capacity

of 100 tons was reached.

In Great Britain, however, it was thought well to

use a few horses for "shunting," that is, for switching
or shifting cars. For years the capacity of these horses

held back the trend toward heavy equipment. Old Dob-
bin could not pull such big cars, therefore they were
not desirable. And in the United States, in the earlier

days, the grades under our tipples were often inade-

quate, and horses were used to place the cars and to

drag them away. Perhaps for this reason the 35,000-lb.

capacity car for a while looked like a pretty fair limit.

Again, in Great Britain, the women dumped mine
cars, which were therefore apt to be small. Boys, and
sometimes men, "put" them to the working face. The
strength of the "putters" at the face and of the women
at the tip had, with the weight of the loaded car, es-

pecially the latter, no little effect in keeping down car
size. With cars of small capacity the gages and the
wheel bases were perforce small. The rails were light

and the curves were sharp, and soon the road beds re-

stricted the size of the cars as much as did the strength

of the female dumpers and the putter boys, not to men-
tion the thinness of the coal, which also had an effect.

Nor was it much otherwise in the United States. On
our tipples, we relied on the muscles of the men, and
at one time the wagon grades were none too heavy

at the dump. The managers did not choose to make
them heavy, for while the loads went down the grade

the empties went up it also. There were no crossover

dumps, and perhaps there was a plane with both

LracKs at Its foot on the same level. So what cars came
loaded to the tip had to be pushed back to the foot of

the plane on the same grade, which it was not well to

make excessively adverse to the empty cars.

Inside there were often wood rails in the headings

and nobody so much as dreamed of steel rails in the

rooms. Every miner placed his own cars at the face.

The mule brought them to the room mouth, and the two
miners, or one of them, did the rest. Early gages and

the wheel bases also had their effect, and, as a result,

cars were light and of small capacity.

There are still mines where nearly a hundred mules

supply the power for transportation. Some mines still

exist where cars are delivered to the miner at the room
mouth and are placed by him in the same position when
loaded. Still may be found wood rails and crooked

roads. But on the whole locomotives and ropes now
perform all the inside transportation work that men
and mules and sometimes ropes performed exclusively

in the early 90's, while, outside at the dump, the car

hoist now replaces human muscle. We can look there-

fore for all manner of changes in the build of the

mine car.

The weight of the car will increase immensely.

Roller bearings will be universal. Spring draft rig-

ging will replace the old drawbar and looselink. The
car will be made without an endgate and so be addi-

tionally strong. It will have a good brake, something

that few, if any, cars have now. Is it too much to antic-

ipate-that it may have an air brake? The car will prob-

ably be of steel. Too many steel cars wander crippled

into mine machine shops where the equipment is too

inadequate to expeditiously repair them. But with

proper tracks and greater rigidity and good brakes, why
should not wrecks and consequent repairs be few?
Surely, at least, when properly constructed they will

not be wrecked by overloading.

One difficulty remains—falling roof. There is the

possibility of roof falling in the room face or directly

on the car or into the roadway of the mine, causing

a derailment. All other possible causes of damage
should be, at least, infrequent.

The late Samuel Dean, a keen American observer

with extended British experience, declared that the

United States supremacy in output per man came from
the largeness of the cars. Perhaps in part he was
right. We now have a chance to see whether his sur-

mise was correct. The wythes that bound the car and

kept it small and weak and puny have been cut, and

we shall see it grow; and loading methods will doubtless

grow with it.

// your mine is still using the equipment installed a

qiiarter of a century ago—the boilers, the buildings, the

engines, the fans, or the cars—it is not producing coal

economically. Equipment, like debts, is subject to a

statute of limitations.
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As They See It From the Train

ABROKENDOWN, unpainted tipple; a score ot

ramshackle sheds dropped promiscuously around;

piles of bony coal; a towering heap of rotting shale or

slate afire; a building, half torn down, but still stand-

ing; a boiler house, shedding steam and smoke on all

around; a burning ash dump pervading the air with

sulphurous smells; the village with houses on stilts, with

rickety stairways and small unfinished porches front

and rear—this the generality of mining towns as seen

from the ti'ain. No wonder the newspapers find ready

readers of their defamatory articles ; no wonder we hear

it said that the mining life is so joy-destroying.

Look at the picture with which Simpkins, Slattery

& Smith adorn their writing paper. It may not repre-

sent their place of business at all, but it shows that they

believe there is an appeal in a good-looking establish-

ment. A good village and a good tipple will not only

produce much tonnage, but good coal; and, what is also

good, it will sell it when mined. There are lots of better

villages than that described—for. the most part, they

are back from the main line of railroad travel. A few

more of these would brighten the industry. There are

companies advertising their coal by pictures of their

camps bedded in blossoms and overshadowed by trees,

but there should be more of them.

Industry today is so complicated that working vien

and capitalists alike fail to see that progress for labor

and for capital lies not in skillful maneuvers for ad-

vantage but in adding to production. He ivho does

less, or inhibits others from doing as much as they

might, is not doing his duty to his felloivman.

defective illumination as much as any other one cause.

The risks are made immensely greater by reason of

the darknes.s. Falls over lumps of coal or rock, hidden

by the Stygian murk, inability to find safety points for

passing, impact with low roof or timbers, falls into

ditches and over switch rods and pipes—all these are

the outcome of darkness.

Where men are not hurt, it is largely by using a

caution that interferes with efficiency. No one can do

a good day's work in the dark. The dilated pupils ac-

customed to the darkness are dazzled by an excess of

illumination and become unable to function at their

best when confronted with the locomotive light. In any
event a generally disseminated light, that will reveal

the whole entrj' is what is really wanted. The light on

the cap or on the locomotive hardly does this. Both are

doubtless necessary, but the lighted heading or room
exceeds them both in safety and efficiency.

Stationary electric lights have long been used at

landings ; they are being extended along headings ; they

have even found their way to working places. Before
long we shall find them in all live workings where there

is no gas. The mine workers may be last to receive

light, but it will not always be denied them, for the
denial does not pay. Both along the track of the mine
and the roads of the village, illumination is needed
for safety, efficiency and comfort. A good light is

necessary also for proper eradication of impure coal;

slate and bone at the face.

Still in the Dark Ages

TILL the beginning of the past century the houses

of all but the wealthy were in comparative darkness.

The light used was that of the candle; its function,

strictly speaking was not the illumination of a room
but the lighting of an operation. It gave light to a

loom or to the diligent work of a sewing woman. The
candle was usually carried from place to place where
need for it might be found. The pictures of scenes

of that day most happily contrast the warm yellow light

of the candle with the cavernous darkness of the room
around—a pleasing study in light and shade, such as

might be duplicated in almost any mine today.

In 1792 William Murdock introduced gas lighting, and
slowly the art of illuminating dwellings developed. The
world began to move around without carrying a light.

Passing from one chamber to another, the public found
the illumination by night, as by day, sufficient for every
occupation. Electric light later came to increase, yet

further, lighting efficiency, and illumination became
a science, with a learned society of its own to study
its laws and their application.

But the mines are still in many cases, at least a

centurj' behind. The workingman in most cases sees

everything by the light of the lamp on his head. The
roads and the working places are only rarely illuminated.

The driver and motorman frequently have to travel

along unlighted roadways, which often swarm with hu-
man beings whose lights are burning poorly or are
actually extinguished.

Probably most accidents from mine cars are due to

No nation can become poor by buying the idle hours

of its people, even if the works constructed at such
times are of little relative value. The only fear is that

the tvork thus started may extend into the hours that

ivould in any event be hours of activity.

A New Type of Landlordism

WORD from Portage, Penn., shows that if the mine
workers can enforce it, a new landlordism is to

spring up in Pennsylvania. Houses used to be so poorly
constructed, and the rent.s of houses relatively so high,

that the renting of them to mine workers was one of
the valued perquisites of the operator. That was the
case perhaps 30 years ago. As the years passed, houses
were better built. No longer did the air whistle through
them. They were plastered and wainscoted. They were
provided with cellars, coal sheds, fences and sidewalks.

They were piped for water, gas and electric light.

Rents were not raised, so that the rate of profit soon

became as low as four or six per cent, on the investment
after repairs were made. It was a time when profits

on mining were low, and often there were no profits.

The house rent alone showed a profit for, small as it

was, it was never wholly extinguished. It seemed to

some an evil sign that while coal was sold at or below
cost, house rent was profitable. Yet it paid at best

merely a bond rate of interest.

But now renting is to be wholly a debit. It is no
longer to pay a profit large enough to compensate for

obsolescence or depreciation. The yearly papering of

every room, with the yearly repairs, with the cost of free

gas, or free electric light and free water, will eat up all

the rent if the Portage program of $1 per room per
month gets wide acceptance in the biennial contract.

The housing of the employees is to be not a profitable

but a dearly paid, privilege.
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THE LABOR
SITUATION

F.DITED BY R. DAWSON HALL

General Labor Review
During the past week the trend toward reason in labor

matters has advanced by leaps and bounds. Perhaps there

is some advantage in nationalization—few are the things

without advantages—for when the nation has an industry

in charge it learns that high wages really do make opera-

tion either costly or impossible, and the experience of the

politicians is thus communicated to the people. The Gov-

ernment has learned in its management of railroads that

the reason why the corporations do not grant higher and

higher wages is not that they do not want to see prosper-

ous workingmen, but that they cannot afford to increase

wages without raising prices in proportion. Our nation

is, as far as the railroads are concerned, a democracy run-

ning an industry, an industrial democracy, and it is be-

ginning to cry for sanity.

Still Small Voice of the Average Man

The sounder minds among laboring men and capitalists

are for the more reasonable courses. As William C. Red-

field, Secretary of Commerce, says in the Nation's Business,

"While on the surface of our life the demagog may rant

and the anarchist may proclaim and the extremist, whether

for capital or labor, may shriek with equal futility, the

thing we are to find, if we can, is what saith 'the still small

voice' of America concerning the basic facts of work and

industry."

That voice is just now, at -last, being heard, after two

or three months of demagogy, anarchy and extremism. The

old middle way, media via, is going to be tried. The ma-

jority of American workingmen still have a conscience

which condemns the demanding of unfair wages by a strike-

and-violence method. They believe in getting all the wage

they can when seeking a job, in leaving a small-wage com-

pany for a large-wage one, in looking for the best place

to work, but do not believe in forcing unusual and un-

reasonable wages on their brother workingmen by means

oi a strike and a threat of revolution.

: Anthracite Pfogram, No Evidence of Sanity

Still there are things to record this week which will

seem to contradict this prophecy of sanity in labor afifairs.

The events, however, are largely a week old and those

that are newer as in the Belleville, 111., district cannot be

said to be the work of profiteering labor. In fact, with

such few working days, as the Belleville mine worker has,

he cannot profiteer. He does well if he lives—if he insists

on staying in Belleville. He is parading 125 miles to get

what he wants. It would be better if he spent his money
and energy not in striking and touring the country, but

in migrating. For migration is the best cure. If Belle-

ville has no orders, then let it go where the coal is in

demand. If wages make prices too high for Belleville coal

to get into the market, let Belleville clamor for a reduction

in wages or leave the county of St. Clair for places where
the coal is better. Let it not seek a big wage and so put

the county out of the running altogether. This applies

to many other places.

In the recent anthracite convention representing the

135,000 union men of the anthracite region, it was Secre-

tary-Treasurer William Green who spoke for the union

administration. John L. Lewis was present but he evaded
the issues, saying that he was desirous of becoming better

acquainted with the conditions in the anthracite region be-

fore making a decision.

William Green was cautious. He spoke about the neces-

sity for steady work—a desideratum which both capital

and labor agi-ee on but which rests with the consumer and

not with the producer. The consumer, whether workman
or steel magnate, may in time be as generous in giving

work as he is now keen in seeking it. Mr. Green empha-

sized the closed shop as the main demand of all those the

union purposed to make. But while he was clear about

the closed shop, about the shorter day he was somewhat

more general. He declared that the day was now too long.

It shortened the miner's life to work so many hours in a

dank, dark atmosphere. This story may go a long way
with those who know nothing about it, and, as the consumer

is the person who is to be moved to sympathy, perhaps

this kind of palaver has its good points. However, the

mining man knows that the miner lives long and heartily.

On Labor Day Will Green would be just as likely to say

that mining bred stalwart men and that there were no

finer body of hardy soldiers than the mines supplied

—

which would be true. But just now, of course, tne limp,

not-long-for-this-world mine worker is the one to be painted.

Surely Another 60 Per Cent Is "Substantial"

As for a wage increase, the secretary-treasurer merely

said it must be '"substantial." Some one drained a glass

of water during a lull in the convention—it was Andrew
Matti, vice-president of District No. 9—and in a jocular

mood he toasted the "6-hour day and 50-per-cent increase."

The crowd was in no mood for 50 per cent, and shouts of

60 per cent, came from all quarters. The mine workers

are sure of what they want even if the international head-

quarters is not, and no wonder the mine leaders who know
the truth hesitate to lay so great a burden on their brothers

toiling in other industries, some of which industries are

far more distressing to health and even comfort than min-

ing, and mostly less well paid.

Another speaker was Mrs. George Moyer, of Berwick,

who is a sort of professional contemner of the state police

which she opposes as an organization. She got the con-

vention to vote unanimously that no member of the union

or any body of mine workers would take part in any pa-

rade headed by the state police and no member of the

union would participate in any festival in which the police

took part. It would be easy, if this rule is followed, to ar-

range for the disbanding of a miners' parade, having a
sinister purpose, simply by putting the police at its head.

Fourteen Points op the New Contract

On Aug. 22 the scale committee made its report which, as
amended later on the same day, is given as follows prac-

tically verbatim. The amendments of the second day are
recorded later. The words "We demand" appear in the

original at the beginning of each clause in painful itera-

tion. Nowadays, when we say so much about democracy
and one man being as good as another, it might be well

for all of us to outvie one another in courtesy. But the
miners apparently do not believe in noblesse oblige. The
demands are as follows:

(1) That the next contract be for a period not exceeding
two years and that the making of individual agreements
or contracts be prohibited.

(2) That the contract wage scales be increased 60 per
cent, and that the increase secured in the supplemental
agreements of 1917 and 1918 be included in the wage scale

as the basis upon which the 60 per cent, shall be added
and that all daymen be granted an increase of $2 per day.
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(3) That a uniform wae:e scale be established so that

occupations of like character at the several collieries shall

command the same wage and that shovel crews operating

for coal companies shall be paid not less than the rates

paid by contractors to shovel men.
(4) That a work day of not more than 6 hours from

bank to bank be established for all classes of inside and
outside day labor and monthly men, according to the agree-

ment for a five-day week, the uniform rates to be the basis

upon which the advance demanded shall apply with time

and a half for overtime and double time for Sundays and
holidays.

(5) That a closed-shop contract be granted, meaning
full recognition of the United Mine Workers of America
as a party to the agreement.

(6) That all dead work be paid for on the consideration

basis existing at the colliery and that where more than
one miner is employed, they shall all receive the same rate.

(7) That payment be made for the erection of all sheet

iron, props, timber, forepoling, and cribbing; and, that,

where miners are prevented from working on account of

lack of supplies, they be ac-

corded the opportunity of mak-
ing a shift at some other work
at the consideration rate.

(8) That, in the settlement of

grievances, the aggrieved pai"-

ties shall have the right to de-

mand settlement upon a basis of

equity and if such equity set-

tlement is requested the condi-

tions of 1902 shall not enter into

or prejudice the case.

(9) That a uniform rate of

17c. per inch be paid for all

refuse in all kinds of mining up
to 10 ft. wide.

(10) That, wherever prac-

ticable, coal shall be paid for on
the legal basis and that dockage
shall be eliminated.

(11) That, on all reel motors,

)ne motorman and two brakemen
be employed and that, on all

other motors and engines, assist-

ants or patchers be employed
and that, when motormen or

engineers are repairing their

motors or engines their assist-

ants shall be employed to help.

(12) That when any tools are lost through no fault of
the employees as the result of squeezes, water or fire, they
are to be compensated for such losses.

(13) That where contract miners are employed in com-
pany work, the company shall supply them with the neces-

sary tools and, failing to do so, shall compensate them by
paying each miner not less than one extra hour per day
for the use of such tools and that the company shall supply
to all company men the necessary tools free of charge.

(14) That where contract miners encounter abnormal
conditions in their working places, they shall have the
privilege of receiving consideration work.

(15) That the supplemental agreement which termi-
nates with the declaration of peace shall be continued until

the expiration of the contract and that our officers be in-

structed to immediately notify the representatives of the
operators regarding this decision.

The committee's report not only included this fifteenth
clause (that has reference not to the new contract to be-
come of force Apr. 1, 1920, but to the old contract which
at the conclusion of peace is to bo extended), but also made
the following provision to be followed in making the new
contract: The scale committee to negotiate the coritract
shall be composed of the officers and the executive board
members of the three districts together with the resident
international officers nnd the three mine workers from eacn
district affected. Each district president shall select the
three mine workers in his district, subject to the approval

FOR BETTx>R OR WORSE

of the executive board. Thomas Kennedy, president of

district No. 7, served as chairman of the scale committee
and James J. McAndrew was its secretary.

Each clause was carefully considered. Delegate Matti,
vice president of District No. 7, Hazelton, who possibly
feared that his toast to a 50-per-cent. increase might make
him unpopular, asked that the scale provide for a 75-per-
cent, increase instead of 60 per cent. President Kennedy
declared that 60 per cent, '"hit a good average of the many
suggestions received from the locals." Matti again failed

to convince the meeting that he had hit it right.

Section 4 as presented opened as follows: "We demand
that a work day of not more than 6 hours be established."
It was amended to read "not more than 6 hours, from bank
to bank, be established." As a result, if the new reading
is accepted by operators, it will mean that the working
day will start from the time a man is supposed to present
himself at the head of the shaft or mine mouth ready for
work and end when he arrives at the shaft head or mine
mouth at the day's end. The men claim correctly that the
travel from the shaft mouth to the working place takes 15

to 20 min. and that it takes 5

or 10 min. to be raised to the
surface. About this there can
be little question. Whether they
should be compensated for this

w"rk of traveling is a fairly de-
batable matter, for everyone has
t travel some distance to work
unless he is fortunate or unfor-
tunate enough to be a resident
janitor of an apartment. Under
the agreement of 1916 no allow-
ance was made for traveling, the
rule being 8 hours from time of
reaching the working place to

the time of leaving it. It was
Christ Golden, of Shamokin,
president of District No. 9, who
asked that "and monthly men"
be inserted in this section, which
replaces 6 hours for 8 hours. He
also wanted to leave out "day"
in "day labor." Several argued
for the amendment saying that
the companies were forming an
organization of monthly men,
who would take strikers' places
in the event of trouble if they,
the monthly men, were not in

the United Mine Workers of America. The amendment
was lost but later in the day a vote added to demand No. 4
the words "and monthly men."

In discussing section 5 some one wanted the "checkoflf"
added to the "closed shop" but this amendment failed of
approval after much debate and some remarks by the
acting international president, J. L. Lewis. William Green
stated that the scale committee intended that the closed shop
should include the checkoff. There was much bitter debate
on the lack of uniformity of rates between mines and com-
panies, and criticizing the fact that the establishment of
uniformity had been so long delayed.
On the following and closing day a demand was added

requiring that checkwcighnien and docking bosses be al-
lowed to serve on mine committees. Another amendment
was one made to section 9 which now not only demands
that "a uniform rate of 17c. per inch shall be paid for
all refuse in all kinds of mining up to 10 ft. wide" but
adds that "proportional rates" shall be paid "for all min-
ng over 10 ft. wide." Some one wanted to make the rate
28c. per inch but that amendment was voted down.

Section 14 had also to stand for amendment, or rather
for addition, for the different kinds of consideration work
were written into the manifesto. There is a complaint
that in many cases contract miners are compelled to re-
main at home for days and even weeks waiting for as-
signment to consideration work. Now under the new
demand each man is to be allowed to decide for himself
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whether he is entitled to receive consideration work. When
complaint was made that extra pay was not given when

work had to be done by the light of safety lamps it was

replied that clause 8 covered the difficulty. In this clause

it is said that equity and not the contract of 1902 shall cover

any matter where the mine workers so elect.

With This No Other Clause Is Needed

Clause 8 is such a blanket affair that it would vitiate

the force of any contract to which it might be appended.

Why have a contract any longer than sufficient to appoint

an umpire and compel obedience to his dictates, if a clause

of this kind is to leave almost everything to his judgment.

All the collieries of the Hudson Coal Co. in the Plymouth

district which, Between them, employ 3000 men and boys,

went on strike Aug. 21 to compel the company to adjust

the scale for mining coal in the Top Ross bed in No. 4

colliery and in the Cooper bed at No. 5 colliery, in both

of which unusual difficulties in the way of bone or rock

are said to exist. There has been a grievance extending

over many months but no satisfactory solution has been

found. As the company refused to discuss the grievance

so long as the men violated their contract by abstaining

from work the union leaders persuaded them to return to

work Sept. 2.

At the Breckenridge mine of the Allegheny Steel Co.,

in West Natrona, Harrison Township, Allegheny County,

a general riot occurred on Tuesday, Aug. 26, which lasted

more than 30 min. For more than five weeks trouble had

been brewing at the mine, and a strike occurred on July

21 to which reference has already been made in this de-

partment. On Monday, Aug. 25, a mine guard was caught

by strikers and beaten. On the following day warrants

were issued for several union men, and about 4 p.m. of

that day a mob gathered in which were not only men but

women and children.

They marched to the mine and there set on the non-

union workers. A member of the mob, it is said, threw a

rock at one of the guards. It is even said that some of the

strikers were armed and fired at a mine picket. This re-

sulted in a general fight in which those armed used their

arms and those without them used bricks. The guards,

outnumbered 20 to 1, retreated but finding they could not

get away, they fired and at the first volley a well-known

agitator, Mrs. Fannie Sellins, was killed and the same

fate befell an unknown miner.

Stories of Riot Do Not Tally Very Closely

Another volley in which the watchmen deliberately fired

high was ordered and two other strikers fell. The mob
then retreated but again gathered and advanced, but little

damage resulted on this occasion. Five men were arrested

on Aug. 27, Michael Szanfranchi, Mrs. Sellins' bodyguard,

according to his own statement, Deofil Cherkopski, Steve

Glowakski, John Shaw and Martin Rupnik. Philip Mur-

ray, the president of District No. 5, and John L. Lewis,

acting president of the United Mine Workers, have both

addressed President Wilson asking a federal investiga-

tion of what is termed "this most shocking crime which

has aroused our entire membership." This is how the

story reads with Murray as narrator:

One of the alleged victims, a miner, 58 years of age,

was overtaken by a deputy while walking down the street,

and beaten into a "helpless pulp," after which another

deputy fired five bullets at the man. A few minutes later

another deputy was ordered by the superintendent of the

mine to "kill" Mrs. Fannie Sellins, an organizer sent into

the district by the United Mine Workers, who, standing

nearby, it was said, had appealed to the deputies to spare

the aged miner's life. At the superintendent's order, it

was said, Mrs. Sellins turned to flee and was then shot in

the back and died.

Previous to the alleged killings the deputies, it v/as

charged, had "opened fire on a number of men, women and
children who were grouped around their homes."

For a while after the Springfield insurgent convention it

appeared as if the Illinois strike would die out. There was

much smoke everywhere but flame at Belleville only. The

administration seemed to have won, but they reckoned

without Belleville. The men who refused to abide by the

convention vote and remained on strike were confronted

by notices, when they returned, to the effect that they would

be fined for every day they had been idle in violation of

the contract, so they went on strike again against the

penalty clause and to insist on the reinstatement of all the

strike leaders without discrimination.

But before they thus struck a second time the state

officials of the union and the operators had held a meeting in

Chicago to discuss what should be done with the penalties

already assessable against the striking miners. The oper-

ators seemed willing not to stand up for their contract

rights but the state leaders saw in the second strike when
it came to their ears a cunning scheme of the strikers to

claim that what would be accomplished in Chicago—if any-

thing was to be accomplished there—would be a result of

their strike, thus strengthening the claims of the opposi-

tion to the state administration.

"Look," they would say, "we can get anything by a strike

and nothing by submission to our contract requirements."

However, the operators did actually agree to remit the fines.

Work or Be Expelled from the Union

This was the situation when on Tuesday, Aug. 26. an
ultimatum was sent by Walter Nesbit, secretary-treasurer

of the Illinois organization, to the secretary of each local

in the state giving warning that all miners who were not

back at work by Saturday would be expelled. The notifica-

tion was as follows:

"You are hereby advised that the International organ-
ization, under date of Aug. 16, 1919, gave to the district

organization the authority to revoke charters of striking

locals in District No. 12. The District Executive Board in

session held in Chicago on Aug. 25, 1919, decided to exer-

cise the authority given and will revoke the charters of all

striking locals that do not return to work on or before
Saturday, Aug. 30, 1919."

When the notification was received at Belleville the

strike leaders kept the strikers in line by telling them they .

were perfectly safe, for the National officials at Indian-
apolis would call a halt on the state officers as soon as the
delegation of strikers could lay the case before Acting
President Lewis.

When a telegram was received from a member of the
delegation to the effect that there was "Nothing doing," it

was interpreted by the leaders as meaning that the Na-
tional organization would not permit the state organiza-
tion to do anything. Inflamed by this interpretation, which
was probably incorrect, more than 300 miners, after hold-

ing a mass meeting, marched out of Belleville, two by two,

with the declared purpose of visiting every working mine
in the district with the purpose of closing it down. They
then proposed to continue their march southward.

Start to Rouse State Against Farrington

Headed by a large American flag and led by David B.
Slinger, of Glen Carbon, and Luke Coffey, chairman of
the policy committee, they are to march 125 miles and they
will endeavor to call cut men at Duquoin, Carbondale and
other important fields. On Aug. 31 they pitched camp at
Freeburg, seven miles southeast of Belleville. A large

wagon, filled with provisions, followed the parade. Before
starting the men were admonished that pilfering would
not be tolerated.

The following official announcement of the position of
the strikers has been issued by the Belleville strikers' or-

ganization:

"The state policy committee of the insurgents has issued

from Springfield a call to all the miners of the state to

strike immediately as their answer to the expulsion ulti-

matum."
The call is signed by D. B. Slinger of Glen Carbon, sec-

retary of the policy committee, who said that he expected
practically every mine in the state to be closed down by
Monday.
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What About the Rest of the United States?

A man is really big, not according to the damage he can do to others, or the

amount he can compel them to pay him, but according to his ability to recognize

and perform his duties to his fellowmen. No one believes that the mine worker

can get the big wages he is asking—40, 50 and 60 per cent, increase—but if he did

he would make everybody in the United States pay bigger prices than ever for coal

—many times higher prices than the mine worker is willing to pay for his. The

mine worker must remember the other people in the country have to make a living,

and that to demand an increase above the increase in the cost of living is to try to

get something that rightly belongs to someone else. Look around at the other

people in the United States, and when seeking a wage adjustment, ask if it is one

that is fair to the fifty other persons who, like you, are engaged in industry; for, as

vou know, there arc at least fiftv other industrial workers for everv mine worker.
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DISCUSSION ^r READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Problem in Coal Extraction

Letter No. 1—Having read, with much interest the

article regarding the extraction of coal, Coal Age, Aug.

7, p. 234, where it is said it was possible to recover

only about 50 per cent, of the coal in the ground, I

want to suggest a method that appeals to me as being

far better than the one described in that article and

which I believe to be safe, easy to ventilate and giving

a promise of a larger percentage of recovery.

Adopting the general plan presented in the article,

and driving the cross-entries and room headings in the

manner there described, I would only change the plan

of driving the rooms. For instance, instead of driving

these rooms on 45-ft. centers, with a width of 30 ft.,

I would suggest using double rooms or chambers, as

shown in the accompanying figure.

The headings being driven a sufficient distance to

leave a 50-ft. barrier pillar between the fir.;t room and
the cross-entry and give

suflicient space for the

purpose, I would turn

roomnecks 12 i ft. wide

on 374-ft. centers, thus

leaving 25-ft. pillars of

solid coal between each

opening. I would con-

tinue this plan through-

out the length of the

room headings.

Roomnecks should be

driven in 30 ft. before

being widened out. At
that point, the rooms
should be connected in

pairs, by cutting out

alternate pillars between
them, but leaving a 30-ft. stump to protect the

heading. This would give double rooms, 50-ft. in width,

as shown in the figure. As the face of each double room
is advanced, a gobpack should be started at the entry

stump and kept well up to the face.

A road is carried up each rib and a row of props
set on the roadside next to the gob. I would build

good crosswalls in the gob so as to give a solid sup-

port to the roof in the first working. If necessary,

a few props should be stood along the working face, but
these must be taken out as the gobpack is advanced.

Should it be likely that a squeeze may develop, 8-ft.

cogs of timber, built at regular intervals in the pack
along each roadside, will be of material assistance in

avoiding the spread of the squeeze. It is my belief

that if the packs are well built, the roof will settle

on them and there will be little chance of a break
occurring at the face. As each room reaches the limit,

the miner starts to draw back the 25-ft. pillar and
continues until he has taken out all the coal to within

DOUBLE-NECKED ROOMS

30 ft. of the heading. The entry stumps are left

for the final robbing, when the room headings are being

dra^\ai back.

This plan is easily ventilated, in the usual manner,

by hanging a curtain on the entry, until the roomnecks
have been driven and the two openings widened out to

form a double room. Crosscuts must be driven in the

pillars separating each pair of rooms and the air

current carried through these crosscuts will provide

good ventilation at the face of each room.

Forty Fort, Penn. Assistant Forem.a.n.

Work of Gathering Locomotives
Letter No. 1—A short time ago, there appeared in

Coal Age [July 24, p. 164] an interesting inquiry

asking for more practical information in regard to

the work of gathering cars by the use of an electric

mine locomotive. It was stated that previous dis-

cussions relating to gathering locomotives had not

referred to the actual work of distributing the empties

and pulling out the loaded cars. While I am unable

to give a very extended description of this class of

work, the following outline may be of interest:

The sketch on the next page shows a section of a

mine over which I had supervision not long ago. The
seam had been developed by sinking a slope on the

full dip of the formation, the inclination being about

6 deg. The lifts were driven to the right and left

of the slope at intervals of from 300 to 400 ft.

At the time of this writing, the slope had reached

the basin and a gangway and its air-course were driven

at that point, having a grade of 2 per cent, in favor

of the loaded cars. As shown in the figure, the plan

adopted was to drive the chambers in pairs, on the

full pitch of the seam and leaving a block of solid coal

between each consecutive pair of chambers. The
chambers were driven 25 ft. wide with 22-ft. pillars

between them, and the block of solid coal was 116 ft.

in width, which provided for the driving, later, of an-

other pair of chambers separated by 22-ft. pillars.

General Arrangement of Tracks and Rooms

The plan affords loaded and empty tracks on the

gang^vay and the air-course, respectively, and a passing

branch at the mouth of the gangway. This passing

track allowed the locomotive to operate on either end

of a loaded or an empty trip. As indicated by the

dotted lines in the figure, chambers 1 and 2 had holed

through into the level above and were abandoned. This

left but 16 working places on this lift, including the

two places at the head of the gangway and air-course.

Two men worked in each place, making 32 men in all,

and the output of the mine ranged from 150 to 175 tons

of coal a day, the miners each loading an average

of from 70 to 80 cars having a capacity of 4400 lb.

and weighing, when loaded, 6000 lb.
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All roads were laid with 25-lb. iron, bonded and

fishplated. A 7-ton General Electric locomotive was
employed to gather the cars in the 16 places mentioned.

The crew consisted of one motorman and two brakemen.

The motorm.an was paid $4.52 and each brakeman
received $2.24 a day.

Before going further, I would state that the reason

for driving the chambers, as described, leaving every

other pair of chambers to be driven later, was that

this seam was overlaid with a shallow cover and worked

under a river, making it necessary to use every pre-

caution to prevent the mine from being flooded. As
each of the chambers reached the limit, it was filled

tight with rocks, before opening the adjoining pair of

chambers in the block of coal left for that purpose.

Order of Distributing and Gathering the Cars

The work of distributing the empties and gathering

the loads was perform.ed as follows: Starting from the

empty branch on the air-course, the locomotive pulled

eight empty cars through the crossover A, till the last

car cleared the switch. Four of the cars were then
uncoupled and pulled forward to Chamber 5, where two

In the meantime, the first brakeman has returned to

the air-course through crossover A and meets the loco-

motive at Chambers 15 and 16 where four more loads

are secured. In the same manner four more loads are

taken from Chambers 17 and 18. This completes the

work of distributing the empties to the chambers on
the gangway and hauling the loads from, those on the

air-course. By a similar process, the locomotive pro-

ceeds to distribute 16 empty cars to the eight working
places on the air-course and pull an equal number of

loads from the head of the air-course and gangway and
the six working places on the gangway.
The locomotive would always operate on the head end

of the loaded and empty trips, in pulling these out

and into the mine, the passing track on the loaded

branch making this possible. A pressure of 250 volts

on the trolley line was found sufficient for our purpose.

No trolley wire was hung in the chambers, but a good
reel and cable allowed the locomotive to reach the

working face in each chamber.

While the work performed by this locomotive may
seem insufficient to some readers, it must be remem-
bered that there are countless and unavoidable delays

to be considered, in every hauling proposition. Also,

the extra brakeman was of great advantage in ex

pediting the work in the plan described.

West Pittston, Penn. Richard Bowen

Im/Tly Branch":

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE H.VUL FOR SIXTEEN PLACES

of the cars were uncoupled, again pulled forward and

pushed up the pitch to the head of Chamber 6. Return-

ing to the gangway, the locomotive pushed the other

two cars to the head of Chamber 5. Again returning

to the gangway, the locomotive then proceeded to push

two cars at a time to the head of Chambers 3 and 4,

respectively.

The locomotive now returns through the crossover

.4 and pulls eight more empty cars, from the branch

on the air-course, through crossover .4 to the cross-

over B, on the gangway. Here four of the cars are

uncoupled, pulled forward and pushed up the pitch

to the head of Chambers 7 and 8, respectively, the

locomotive placing in turn two cars in each of these

chambers. A brakeman has in the meantime dropped

the four empty cars through the crossover B, to the

air-course, and the locomotive runs back over the switch,

reverses, and passing into the crossover, pulls back two

of the empties and places them at the head of the gang-

way. Returning through crossover B, the remaining

two cars are placed at the head of the air-course.

The locomotive now proceeds to pull out two loads

from Chambers 11 and 12 on the air-course. These

are taken through crossover B to the gangway, where

they gravitate, under the care of one of the brakemen,

to the mouth of the gangway. The other brakeman
returns with the locomotive to Chambers 13 and 14,

where four more loads are obtained and taken by the

locomotive to the gangway where they gravitate, under

the care of the second brakeman, to the loaded branch.

Mine-Haulage Proposition
Letter No. 6—Kindly permit me. to refer to the letter

of J. H. McMillan, Coal A.rje, July 10, p. 70, for the pur-

pose of drawing attention to what seems to me an error

in the estimate he makes on the saving accomplished by

opening up the proposed road to shorten the haulage in

the mine under discussion.

Allowing that the shorter haul of the new road would
expedite the work to that extent that the output of

the mine would be increased "65 tons per day," as Mr.

McMillan claims, I fail to understand how he can as-

sume that there will be no increase in the charges, par-

ticularly the cost of mining the extra 65 tons each day,

and other items that would cut down the saving.

Mr. McMillan estimates the daily saving on the full

market value of the coal, which he puts at |3 per ton,

making the total saving 3 X 65 = $195. While no

one having any experience in mining costs will, for a

moment, question the fact that the general hands em-
ployed in the handling of this extra tonnage will per-

form the work without extra cost to the company, and
the expense for the general supervision of the mine
will not be increased, yet, as I have stated, the cutting

of this extra tonnage will require more machines and
more men to operate them. More cars may be re-

quired to handle the output, and the cost for timber-

ing, trackwork and explosives will be somewhat in-

creased.

In my opinion, the saving effected will be nearer $2
than $3 a ton, making the estimated saving 2 X 65 =
$130 per day, instead of $195, as claimed by Mr. Mc-
Millan. Andrew 0. Bain.

McKeesport, Penn.

Letter No. 7—I have been following the discussion of

the proposed change in a mine haulage road, as de-

scribed by J. H. Dickerson, Coal Age, June 5, p. 1058,

and it has occurred to me that Mr. Dickerson's reason
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for temporarily abandoning the proposed change was
his fear that roof trouble, arising from the close prox-

imity of the new road to the horseback shown in his

sketch, would increase the cost of maintaining the new
road ; and he has very properly asked for the experienee

and suggestions of others

In one of the collieries where I worked, thei-e was a
similar instance of a haulage road on a gangway that

paralleled a fault for a considerable distance, probably

200 ft. in length. Owing to the fault, the roof on this

stretch of road was of a slippy and broken nature and
caused much trouble, until the company finally decided

to arch the roadway at that place. When the gangw^ay

was being driven, timbers were broken, and the roof

fell in several places. This continued for some time

and it was only after that piece of roadway had been

timbered three times that the management finally con-

cluded to arch the section, which ended the trouble.

Arching a Haulage Road with Concrete

If I am right in assuming that this trouble is feared

in the present case, let me advise that the same plan

be adopted where the proposed road comes close to the

fault. I would advise building at that point a concrete

arch, for a distance of 100 ft. or more if necessary,

depending on the condition of the roof. The sidewalls

and arch should be suitably reinforced with old tee-

iron rails, and a few holes should be left at the spring

of the arch in which to insert crossbars or beams for

supporting the trolley wire. In building such an arch,

it is a good plan to fill in the space above the arch with

ashes or other loose material that will distribute the

pressure as evenly as possible and cushion the weight

on the arch.

Looking at the proposition from an economic and
safety-first point of view, there can be little doubt of

the proposed road saving both labor and material and

eliminating, to a large extent, accidents and delays

caused by roof falls, derailment of cars and a long haul

over a crooked road. In my opinion, the best thing to

be done is to go ahead with the proposed change as

quickly as possible.

Forty Fort, Penn. Robert Thomas.

Efficiency of Mine Workers
Letter No. 8—In the interesting discussion regarding

the efficiency of coal-mine officials, opinions have been

expressed as to the means best calculated to attain such

eflSciency. However helpful these ideas may be in re-

gard to supervising and controlling operations, com-

plying with and enforcing orders and regulations for

the special purpose of getting results, it appears to me
that we miss the real point of this discussion if we go

no further.

Even the suggestion of a better cooperation of mine

officials and mine workers, as a means of increasing the

efficiency of the workers, though a good policy to pur-

sue, presents a limited influence, unless the incentive

to such cooperation is based on a real desire for an-

other's good and welfare.

Efficiency is a word that is often misused and its

true meaning misunderstood. Efficiency is defined as

"The power of producing an intended effect." In its

truest sense, it involves a righteous ambition that seeks

another's good. Who has not observed that the trend

of the present time is to subject all industrial and social

matters to the moral code for examination and adjust-

ment. It is the common sentiment of our greatest

statesmen and prominent writers of today, and has been
made the foundation stone of the treaty of peace be-

tween nations. Coal Age is no exception in urging the

moral code as the basis of all intelligent discussion.

In view of this turn of events, it is stupid to estimate

mining efficiency in dollars and cents. By such a

course, capital seeks profits out of labor and labor seeks

to profit from capital, each having its individual inter-

ests in mind: but the highest efficiency is only to be
attained by the use of capital and labor for the common
good. Our efforts must be exerted to remove every

known obstruction and clear the way for intelligent

thought and action, which alone can produce real ef-

ficiency.

The desired cooperation of employers and employed
can only result from a better understanding of each

other's conditions and limitations. It is said that

"knowledge is power," and a more enlightened under-

standing of both capital and labor will remove the an-

tagonism that, in the past, has formed one of the chief

obstructions to efficiency in every industry. Technical

skill is worthless if not exercised for the common good
of those who form a part of any industrial operation.

This is a simple but vital truth. Likewise, capital is

powerless except when employed to advance the com-
mon interests of all concerned.

F'ALSE Conception of Industrial Progress

When one considers the importance of the coal min-

ing industry and realizes that it is a most hazardous

calling, it seems a pity that so comparatively few are

possessed with a sincere desire to advance the other's

good. In place of cooperating with a single purpose,

controversies arise and sordid self-interests are ad-

vanced that show a false conception of industrial prog-

ress.

It is discouraging when appealing to mine workers,

who take a more studied interest in mining affairs, to

be met with such excuses as, "It is not worth while to

spend time and thought on self-improvement when there

is already too much unhealthy competition for advance-

ment in positions, and the chances of making good along

that line are slim." Instead, many resort to devious

ways of gaining promotion. All such advancement is

accomplished at the expense of efficiency. Self-centered

ambition and the indifference of so large a proportion

of mine workers accounts for most of the observed lack

of efl!iciency in mining operations.

Students of mining frequently remark on the wide

difference between practice, and theory and many are

led to question the advantage of acquiring a mining edu-

cation. Others are led to inquire whether eflSciency

is an imaginary state or a real condition, and how it is

to be accomplished. My answer is, conditions in min-

ing are just as one makes them and results are meas-

ured by one's ambition and action.

While it is true that a more efficient employment of

capital would reduce the cost of production and make
mining more efficient, this does not meet the need of

increasing the mine worker's efficiency, which must de-

pend on and grow out of his own enlightenment and ac-

tivities. Such enlightenment would make the worker

more reliable, less wasteful of material and less subject

to accident, and would avert the strikes and contro-

versies that are now so frequent.

Ladysmith, B. C, Canada. William Wesnedge.
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Lubricants for Roller Bearings

Kindly publish, in an early issue of Coal Age, your

opinion as to what is the best lubricant for roller-

bearing, mine-car wheels. After trying numerous lu-

bricants on the market, we have been unable to reach

a decision as to what kind of lubricant will give the

best results, in the use of this equipment.

Tracy City, Tenn. S. R. Hampton, Supt.,

Tennessee Cons. Coal Co.

The object of a lubricant is to reduce the friction

between moving parts by preventinEr the direct contact

of their surfaces through the intervention of a thin

film of the lubricant. The lubricant must possess the

necessary viscosity to withstand the pressure and the

heat generated by the movement of the parts on each

other.

The proper lubricant to employ, in any case, will de-

pend on the kind of bearing, the load carried or pres-

sure at the point of contact, and the speed of motion.

The mov^ement of roller bearings is such as to feed the

lubricant between the bearing surfaces, which is a con-

dition favorable to the use of a semi-solid lubricant

having the consistency of a paste.

There are a large number of lubricants now on the

market, designed for lubricating mine-cars equipped

with roller bearings. Several of the manufacturers

of this class of equipment have made a special study of

the matter of lubrication and, in some instances, ex-

haustive tests have been made to determine the char-

acter of lubricant best adapted to a particular type of

bearing.

An interesting pamphlet entitled "Mine-Car Lubri-

cation," by E. N. / ern, has just been published by
the Swan & Finch Co., New York. In the matter oi

recommending the best lubricant to use in a particular

case. Coal Aye can only advise a careful reference to its

advertising pages and correspondence with reliable man-
ufacturers of both lubricants and roller-bearing, mine-

car wheels of which there are a large number. The
proper lubricant to employ will be found to depend
wholly on conditions and type of bearing in use.

Repainting Houses
I want to ask if Coal A(ie can give me some informa-

tion on what is necessary in the repainting of our com-

pany houses. So often, when this work is done, the

results are far from satisfactory and I would much
appreciate suggestions along this line. MAN.4GER.

.— , 111.

A good quality of lead-and-zinc paint must he selected

and this must be applied in dry weather and when it

is neither too cold nor too warm. Cold causes the paint

to shrivel in drying and hot weather is apt to blister

the coat.

Before applying a new coat of paint, the old coat

should be examined to see that it adheres closely to

the wood. All linseed oil paints shrink in drying and if

the old paint is badly cracked or peeled the shrinking

of the fresh coat will pull it off. When the old coat

is not well preserved nor holds fast to the wood it must
be removed before applying another coat. This is

sometimes done by scraping or by the use of a steel-wire

brush, or by a paint burner specially designed for that

purpose. To examine an old coat of paint, slip a pen-

knife blade under the paint, in several places, to ascer-

tain whether it is fast to the wood or will flake off.

One of the chief causes of dissatisfaction in repaint-

ing is the later peeling of the coat applied. This may
be due to any one or more of a number of causes.

Spontaneous Combustion in Mines
Please state in the columns of Coal Age whether a

fire found burning in some old abandoned rooms in a

mine where I worked some time ago could have been

caused, as it was claimed by the mine boss, by sponta-

neous combustion. I had not thought that this was pos-

sible as there did not seem to be anything there to start

the fire. What is the cause of spontaneous combustion

and how can it be prevented? Student.
, Ind.

Yes, spontaneous combustion is always possible

where carbonaceous material or other combustible mat-

ter exists under conditions that generate heat, provided

sufficient available oxygen is present to start and sup-

port the combustion.

The cause of spontaneous combustion is the slow

oxidation of carbon or other inflammable substance.

As this oxidation proceeds, it is accompanied by the

generation of heat. If the condition is such that the

heat is generated faster than it is radiated, a rise

in temperature takes place and this may continue until

the point is reached where the carbon monoxide gas

produced within the mass becomes ignited, producing

flame and rapid combustion of the material follows.

The presence of sulphur (pyrites) in the waste, in mine

workings that are damp and moist, is favorable to

spontaneous combustion taking place where fine coal

and dust are present.

In order to prevent, as far as possible, spontaneous

combu.stion taking place in coal mine.s, every precaution

should be taken to avoid coal and slack finding its way

into the gob. This is more important where the

workings are moist, the ventilation poor and there is

more or less sulphur present in the waste. Also, it

is important to prevent the accumulation of oily waste

in piimprooms and other places in the mine.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Mine Examiners' Examination
)pringfield, 111.. June 17, 18. 1919

(Selected Questions)

Ques.—Assuming you were about to examine a mine
for explosive gas, what would you consider your first

dutj' as a mine examiner before you entered on your

rounds of the mine?
Ans.—The mine examiner having trimmed and lighted

his lamp proceeds to examine the ventilating apparatus

to ascertain that it is working propeiiy. This done

and before entering the mine, he must place a suitable

danger signal, at the shafthead or mine entrance, as

a warning for no one to enter the mine until the

signal is removed at the completion of the examina-
tion by the examiner, who then enters the mine and
proceeds with his work.

Ques.-—If, in making your examination of a mine,

you find gas on the falls, what would be your method
of procedure, and what would you recommend for

safety, the mine being operated by naked lights?

Aris.—The finding of any considerable quantity of gas

on the falls, by the mine examiner, indicates that a

dangerous condition exists in that section of the mine,

and he should at once proceed to safeguard the situa-

tion, by preventing anyone from entering any portion

of that section until the gas can be removed. It may
be possible for the examiner to erect a temporary
brattice so as to deflect the air current over the falls

and re;rove the gas when he has finished with the fur-

ther examination of the mine. In that case, the work
should be done before the men enter the mine.

In any case, after the gas has been removed, it will

be necessary to examine all that portion of the section

that is on the return of the air passing over the

falls where the gas was accumulated. This is required

in order to insure that these places are free from gas

and safe for work.

When it is impracticable to remove the gas before

fully completing the examination of the remaining
portion of the mine, the affected section should be

closed and safeguarded and no one permitted to enter

it for work. Whether or not it will be necessary to keep

the men from entering other portions of the mine will

depend on the quantity of gas found on the falls and
the conditions affecting its removal. This matter,

however, can only be settled by the fireboss.

Quex.-—-If an open light was placed in a lodge body
of marsh gas (CH,) unmixed with air, what would

be the result? Give your reasons.

Ans.—A safety lamp introduced into a body of gas

unmixed with air would be promptly extinguished, the

reason being that methane or marsh gas contains no

available oxygen that would support the burning of

the lamp. The gas is only inflammable when in contact

with air. There would be some difficulty experienced,

however, in introducing a safety lamp into a body of

pure gas, owing to the flaming of the lamp,, which
would take place in passing through the surrounding

zone of mixed air and gas. Because diffusion of the

gas is constantly taking place, a body of pure gas,

issuing from a feeder in a mine, must always be sur-

rounded by an explosive zone of mixed air and gas,

which would cause a safety lamp to flame and might
produce slight explosions within the lamp before it

reached the pure gas and was extinguished.

Ques.—The total rubbing surface of a square airway

being 160,000 sq.ft., the length of the airway, 50,000

ft., the quantity of air passing 80,000 cu.ft. per min.,

what is the velocity of the air current, in feet per

minute?
Ans.—This question is probablj' intended to give

the length of the air as 5000 ft., instead of "50,000

ft." Dividing the total rubbing surface of the airway

by this length gives, for the sectional area, 160,000 -^

5000 ^ 32 sq.ft. Again, dividing the quantity of air in

circulation by this sectional area gives, for the velocity

of the air current, 80,000 -f- 32 = 2500 ft. per min.
[There is evidently a typographical error in the printing of

this question. As it reads, the sectional area would then be 3.2
sq.ft. and the velocity of the air current. 25,000 ft. per min..
which is absurd.—Editor.]

Ques.—If the water gage shows i in. depression, what
is the velocity of the air per minute when a cubic foot

of air weighs 0.076 lb.?

Ans.—This is a theoretical question that must be

worked by means of the formula giving the theoretical

velocity (v) of an air current, for any given head-of-air

column (h), which is, v = \/2gh. The pressure cor-

responding to a water gage of' 1.5 in. is 5.2 x 1.5 =:

7.8 lb. per sq.ft. The head-of-air column, expressed in

feet, is now found by dividing the pressure in pounds
per square foot, by the weight of one cubic foot of air,

in pounds; thus,

h = 7.8 ~ 0.076 = 102.63 ft.

Finally, the theoretical velocity of air due to this

head-of-air column is

V -= V2(jh = V2 X 32.16 X 102.63 =
81.24 ft. per sec.

Ques.—Why does an explosion of firedamp, in a

mine, render the air therein dangerous to life and
health?

Ans.—The gases resulting from explosion of firedamp

are chiefly carbon dioxide (C0_) and the nitrogen re-

maining after the oxygen of the air has been consumed
by the burning of the methane. These gases, the

products of the explosion, are irrespirable and will not

support life. It frequently happens that the explosion

takes place in a limited supply of air or, in other

words, the methane is in excess, there is then always

more or less carbon monoxide (CO) produced, which

is an extremely poisonous gas and fatal to life. These

irrespirable and poisonous gases constitute the after-

damp of an explosion and render mine air dangerous.
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The serious complaints of coal shortage supply 'of the world by grand div'sions, as known to exist in Venezuela for some time,

in C'reat Britain lend inter* .s to figures estimated by the Geological Congress above the inability to secure materials ana sup-

recently compiled by the National City referred to is. for North America. 5,073.- pli s. and the lack of transportation tacu-

Eank of New York regarding the world's 431 ooo 000 metric tons ; Asli. 1,279.586.- ities during the war has greatly nmaerea

coal production in the last half century ooo'ono ; Europe, 784,190.000.000; Oceania. operations. Now that normal conditions

and the relative share of Great Britain 170 410 000,000; Africa. 57,839.000.000; have been resumed, it is confidently pre-

and the United States therein. The figures gou'h America. 32,097.000.000 metric tons, deled that coal exploitation will make
show that the coal output of Great Britain great strides. The JHercantile Bank of the

grew from 124.000.000 short tons in 1870 ^ , .- , n • Americas has received some interesting

to approximately 225.000,000 in 1918. while Coal Market at RoSariO, information on this subject from the affi 1-

the output of the nvnes of the United
. ated bank in Caracas, the Banco MercantU

States grew from 33.000.000 tons in 1870 Argentina de Caracas ^ ,^ „ A-„„„,„„ia - ^tvs
to 685 000 000 tons in 1918. The British » "The coal deposits of \ enezuela, sa>s

output' in 1918 was double that of 1870 The quantitiv of coal imported into Ar- the bank, "are widely scattered arid out-

The United States output in 1918 was 23 „e,,tina In 1912 was 3,707.956 metric ton=. croppings have been discovered in Hve

times as much as in 1870. In all. parts f?' which 3 499.989 tons came from the different sections of the country The most

of the world aside from Great Britain and rrnited Kingdom and only 115.901 tons important and the most valuable are 10

the United States, the output grew from from the UnUed States Of the total quan- eated on the Goajira peninsula some sixty

80.000.000 in 1870 to 500,000.000 tons in uty,hus in%o"ted about 10 per cent, was miles northwest of the City of Maraca.bo^

1918. or about six times as much in 1918 a'^ered directly at Rosario and small Coal mines here are being developed by an

as in 1870. mVantities were delivered at ' Corrientes. American corporation and as soon as l;he

The United States, according to the §"ormosa Sil^ta Fraud Posadas. The cus- 100-mile railroad now under construction

Bank-s figures, produced about 14 per cent. J^-m house valuation was $6 75 per metric is completed, a hard bright bituminous

of the world's output of coal in 1870. 20 ^^ UnifldStateL currency, and no duty coal of excellent steaming properties wi 1 lie

per cent, in 1880. 28 p-r cent, in 1890, 32 ,|:"' assessed In 1914 some 3,421,216 met- available. It is expected that this coal of

per cent, in 1900. 39 per cent, in 1910, 48 ri^tonfwire imported of which 3,242,519 which there are estimated to be deposits

per cent, in 1918. Curiously, however, the [onsSmTfro™ the United Kingdim and amounting to millions of tons, will prove

United States, although turning out 2 J about 3^9 8»™ tons were delivered direct of great utiHty for, the requirements of

times as much coal as Great Britain, has fo Rosario by vessel In 1915 the importa- maritime traffic passing through the Pana-
not been, until very recently, an exporter Uon of c?al declined to 2,543,887 tons, in ma Canal, as well as for domestic and

of coal, in any considerable sense. Our j ""g
?o ^884 781 tons and in 1917 to 707,- manufacturing needs throughout the region

exportation of coal had never reached as 7", r. , „ 'anfV the shortage thus caused has of the Caribbean littoral.
* j »,„

many as 20.000.000 tons prior to 1913. and beJn stfipUed in the Rosario district by "Two other deposits are located m the

even in the highest war record of exports "%,",
f ' pi nii bran and corn state of Falcon near the City of Coro

only reached 26.000.000 tons in the fiscal
"" Ttma\-br seen that Rosario and its im- the port of export being La Vela. This coal

year 1918. the highest record ever attained. ^edi^e environs represent''"°bout 10 per is suitable for industrial Purposes especial-

On the other hand. Great Britain's ex- JJlrl „? thp nrir^arv coal market of Argen- ly glass and cement manufacture,
porfation of coal was in 1913 72.000.000 Jf"'' ^Lpr^Sal consumers 1» "The fourth deposit is located near the

tons, or nearly four times as much as that *eciric-powIr plant, the sugar refinery and City of Barcelona, the ™>"f.s bemg known
of the United States in that year, in 1910 fb„ V-nroads as 'Guanta.' from the adjacent port at

62.000.000 tons against 13.000.000 tons ex- ^"xht depth of the river alongside the which this coal is shipped. Guanta coal

ported by tbe United S-ates. British ships. flocks at Rosario is 24 ft. and cargo uuats is used to a considerable extent by the

scouring the world for food and manu- firawin- from 20 to 24 ft su-e accommodat- coastwise steamers. "The fifth mine is lo-

facturing materials and carrying only efli^'the channel from Buenos Aires to Ro- cated on the Unare River, about 120 miles

manufactures on their outward voyage ^IVo BoSts drawing more than 20 ft. east of I.a Guayra. and is situated less

needed ballast, and thus Great Britain 'be-
|f;"°,.j niaUein^uh-y"t Buenos Aires before than five miles from tide water."

came the world's great coal purveyor, 'nroceeding up the river. _ . , ^r r /-. i i--
especiallv in view of the fact that the ^ ^he three large consumers already men- Revised FlgUreS OI Loal hiXDOrtS
United States, a much greater producer of ^^^^^^ are in a position to take coal in r T imocoal, had few shins of her own to .send cargo lots, and are familiar with the stand- lOr J UnC. 1919
over the ocean, and the value of her exports arrt grades of American coal. There are

,„,, hvand manufactures was about a quarter of y„,t t%,- rlpaiers in Rosario who import coal Kxports of coal and coke, as reported b>
that of Great Britain. and both are British firms, Wilson Sons & the Department of Commerce for June,

Co Vaso renresenting Corv Bros,), and 1919. .and the figures for June. 1918. as
Produrfion Growth in rnited States Mann George. Depots. Ltd.

" The price of finally revised, are as follows:

Growth in production In very recent coal at Rosario is. of course. (lePen^'f"' (In tons)

years has been much more rapid in the chiefly upon ocean freight ''ates. since tne j,,np, jiino.

United States than in Great Britain or freight represents at present about three- 1918 1919

Germany, or in fact any other country. fourths of the cost price of the coal ae- Qoai. „« , = , iTjjis
Our own production of coal, according to livered

. ., . , , k „^foH ihit
Anthracite

•, ?n?'7i 1 7 179 701
the Bank's statement, grow from 270,000,- In this connection it should be noted that B.tuminouB 2,205.711 2,179,201
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1 «ni 407 1430 741
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late.st year for which figures are available. ton. The Tiritish railways wi bin the Ro- Cuba. 'I 'O."'
8J,

90

In the remainder of the world the output sario district have converted ni-'i">' o/, ''<^'^ Other West Indies 25,944 3U,i«

In 1900 was only 160,000.000 tons and In engines into oil burners. ^"^/he use or Argentina
J'."" JJ'J^g

1918. 230.000.000 tons, wood has become quite general fo steam Bmzil 9J,/»2 iuu,//o

The possibility of the United States be- Ing purposes. Some of the flour mills found chilo
^<>^l 2»'||8

coming a large exporter of coal and per- no market for their bran due to the loss
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haps the world's chief coal purveyor looks of their export market, and are buining the Other countries 16, «" »^»^
comparatively ea,sy, when we compare the bran and thus saving more th.an Its cost to Coke '^'•'"

relative supply of coal In the various sec- them. The f.act that oil fuel ha-sincrea^ea — -
tions of the globe. The world's total avail- In price In proportion to poal prevents any

TTnrjortS of Coal IntO Brazil
able stock of coal according to the Bank's serious and permanent inroads upon the imporis ui v^i^ai x.

statement, is 7.397.553.000.000 metric tons coal demand in that """PCtion ' "-om uil
yice Consul Augustus I. H.a.sskarl reports

of which the United States has 38.386,507.- present outlook It m^*'.., ^
^^n m-Trket of from Rio de Janeiro that total Imports of

000,000, or 52 per cent, of the world's total, Americans will supply the coal marKet 01 w
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omlng, 670,545,100,000; Montana 381,053,- per ton cheaper than Rosario,
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Charleston, W. Va.

Production in C. & O. territory still far
below normal. Miners slow to report for
work, mines short of power and transpor-
tation poor. Sixty per cent, production in
Kanawlia field. Mines greatly handicapped
in New River field. Xew River Operators'
Association holds meeting.

Coal production in the Charleston section
and the adjacent territory was still being
curtailed during the week ended Aug. 23,
and although in excess of the previous
week, when the railroad shopmen's strike
forced a virtual cessation of all mining
activities, was still far below normal. At
the outset of the week cars were plentiful,
some mines being furnislied with a 100 per
cent supply, but during the balance of the
week there was a paucity of cars and in some
fields no cars at all were furnished the
mines. It is safe to estimate that the time
during which the mines were operated did
not amoimt to more than three full clays,

production, therefore, being not much over
50 per cent, of capacity. Such conditions
were undoubtedly due to the fact that the
Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. has not been able
to get its own eqtiipment in shape for nor-
mal coal handling, and also to the fact that
empties from connecting lines had not had
time to reach certain parts of C. & O.
territory. Following an enforced holiday
of about two weeks, miners were tardy
about reporting for duty again, even though
their earning capacity had been stopped for
a portion of a month ; and even where
ntiners were working they were indifferent
as to the length of time they remained in
the mines. During the first part of the
week, power trouble developed and some
mines were without power at short in-
tervals. In several instances miners became
impatient and left the mines after a few
hours' work, despite the fact that most
mines were being operated with a large
percentage of miners absent. On account of
power trouble, car shortage and a shortage
of labor, production could not be speeded
up to any extent in order to offset the
heavy losses caused by the strike. It is

the spirit of absenteeism which the new
wage contract has made provision to cor-
rect and it is this provision the miners are
objecting to so strenuously.
Kanawha conditions were far from fav-

orable during the week ended Aug. 23 from
a production standpoint, due entirely to
market conditions. In the first place, the
car supply was absolutely inadequate
throughout the week on the Chesapeake &
Ohio Ry. ; the first day's supply was en-
couraging. Itut from that time until the
end of tlie ^^..k, the number of empties
fiiiiii^i. '1 \\a.^ I'.iili.-r meagre, on Aug. 20
r. mIi.i- ihi \ .III riling point so far as some
111111.-^ \'

.
11 r..Mi,i-ned. Even with cars

:n:nl:ilili- lull ; m t i ,
i lit age conld not be taken

of an 0]iporlu!iii\ i-i Inni] ili.-iyi. iii:iiiil\- be-
cause of ab."' hi - ,11111. 11^ till iiiiiu-rs.

There was nm iinir.' ilim i
iin jn ! rent.

production in tli.' KimaMlui ihsirirt, m- un a
rough estimate 1"0,000 tons, Talving into
consideration the limited output, heavy
shipments of run-of-mine, gas and splint
were being made to tidewater. There was
also an increased movement of byproduct
coal to the West. Mines on the Kanawha
& Michigan and the Coal & Coke rail-
roads were in a better position to load than
those on the C. & O., owing to a more
regular car supply.
The hopes of New River producers for

the production of a large tonnage in their
field during the week ended Aug. 23 were
shattered after the eighteenth, when the
supply began to dwindle ; during the rest
of the week plants were .able to load only
part time since the number of empties was
far below the needs of the mines. Even
when cars were available, coal comp.anies
were unable to get all their men out or
to keep those who did report for duty at
work. Dissatisfaction of some miners with
those features of the new wage contract
applying to strikes was causing some unrest
liere as in other fields of the state. Pro-

ducers were discouraged because of their
inability to load and ship more coal so as
to make up in part for the loss resulting
from the railroad strike. Operators of the
New River field reported that little New
River coal was available for spot buying or
for additional contracts. By far the great-
est portion of the tonnage produced during
the third week in August was shipped to
tidewater. During the week the New River
Operators' Association held a meeting at
which President Wilson's recommendation
for control of coal prices and the Senate
investigation of coal prices were live topics

;

operators as a rule opposed any form of
government control of the industry because
they saw no special reason why the coal
industry should be singled out for such
attention.

Fairmont, W. Va.

Northern V. .-st Virginia fields liiive b.-t
car supply of months. Week ended .\ug.
23 sees large shipments to tidt\ Laifc
movement of coal also heavy. Operators'
association keeps members informed on car
situation eacli day in advaQ<-'>.

Car shortages prevailed pretty generally
throughout West Virginia during the week
ended .4.ug. 23 ; the exceptions to this rule
were the Fairmont and other northern coal
fields in the state, the mines in the fields
mentioned having the best car supply they
had had for several months. This supply
.was sustained throughout the week and
*as a consequence production leaped up-
ward during the time in question, it being
estimated that the Baltimore & Ohio, on the
Monongah division alone, handled (during
the week) about 6500 cars, equivalent to
the heavy loading figures of July, 1918.
The only drawback experienced was late
placement of cars which, in many instances,
prevented some mines from getting a full

day's loading. However, the supply of
cars was so satisfactory that late place-
ments were, in a sense, overlooked. A
power shortage, which developed early in

the week, tended to interfere with opera-
tions to some extent, almost a day being
lost from such a cause. A washout on the
railroads along the Monongahela River also
interrupted the flow of empties to certain
mines in the Fairmont region. It was a
week of large shipments to tidewater, the
movement of coal for export being un-
usually heavy, shipments on .\u.g. 2 2 break-
ing all records during recent months The
Lake movement of coal was also heavier
in volume than during previous weeks,
while shipments of railroad fuel reached a
large volume. Coke shipments seemed lo

be rather light.
Notwithstanding the great car improve-

ment, steps have been taken by the North-
ern West Virginia Coal Operators' Associa-
tion to keep members informed of the car
situation a day in advance. Men were on
duty at the association office in Fairmont
until midnight for the purpose of receiv-
ing reports from the railroads as to the
probable supply of cars and to give this
and other pertinent information to members
who telephoned tor it. In other words, the
association is arranging for such car in-

formation as will enable each operator to

plan his work for the following day and
thus reduce the cost per ton of leading
the coal. Furthermore, it is intended to

have two men on the road developing in-

formation of benefit to members and in-

vestigating complaints. In short, the asso-
ciation is endeavoring to get the handlin:;
of coal at and from the mineg down to an
exact system which will be of benefit to

members.

Bluefield, W. Va.

(•iir« more plentitnl Tocahontas t-ains

in production during Ihird week of Anuu^t;
however, not in tlie market at any price.

Utile change in the Kenova-Thucker dis-

trict, rroduction a1>out IH per cent.

With more empties available during the
week ended Aug. 23, the mines of the Poca-
hontas region were able to make headway
in increasing production, the gain being
38,000 tons. Production was increased from
257,000 to 295,000 tons. The loss from a
car shortage was cut down from 177,000 to
137,000 tons, a decrease of 40,000 tons, but
that still made a car shortage responsible
for a 30.9 per cent. loss. However, with
additional transportation facilities avail-
able, the mines of the district were able
to increase their working time by about
400 hours. The loss from labor shortage
and mine disability remained about the
same—10,000 tons. The total production
loss was cut down from 186,000 to 148,000
tons. There was a slight increase in the
production of coke. Pocahontas producers
found themselves unable to supply the
demand for smokeless, numerous inquiries
only going to show it was not to be had
at any price.

Little change was observed in conditions
in the Kenova-Thacker district, production
in that field still hovering around 125,000
tons, with a shortage of cars cutting off

the production of about one-fifth of ca-
pacity or approximately 40,000 tons. Mines
in this field were producing up to about
70 per cent, of capacity. During the same
period of last year, production was run-
ning about 160,000 tons. While there was
a heavy car shortage during the week ended
Aug. 23. conditions were slightly improving
in the week following. Coal from this

field was finding a ready market, losses

from no market being insignificant.

Huntington, W. Va.

Mines in Logan field operating to one-
half capacitj'. Poor transportation dis-

couraging. Logan operators confer with
manager of Eastern Car Pool. Tonnage
moved in C. & O. territory.

During the week ended Aug. 23, the
heavy loss in car shortage in the Logan
field "was reduced from 328.000 (figures for
the previous week) to 167,000 tons—a cut
of 161,000 tons—but during the week men-
tioned there was still a loss of 43.2 per
cent., affecting working time in the mines
to the extent of 2683 hours. The total

production loss was 50 per cent., or 193.000
tons ; and, consequently, mines were only
operated to about one-half of capacity.
This had been anticipated, owing to the
condition of equipment and motive power
and to the inability of the Chesapeake &
Ohio Ry. to secure empties from connec-
tions. A strike at one of the mines in the
Logan field also interrupted production but
only to the extent of about 3000 tons. The
car situation was so discouraging, however,
that a committee of Guyan operators spent
several days in Pittsburgh in conference
with the m.anager of the Eastern Car Pool
in an effort to secure a better supply of
empties. On the committee were A. R.
Beisel, J. J. Ross and Walter Thurmond.

J. D. Frances and other operators of the
Logan field were in Washington during the
week beginning .\ug. 25. attending the Sen-
ate hearing on coal prices, etc. During the
week ended .\ug. 23 the C. & O. Ry. handled
12,817 loaded coal cars, or approximately
640,860 tons, for the following districts:

Xo. Car

Now River. 2,896

Kanawha 2,846

Coal River 1.1"

Paintsville, Ky.

Nortlieust Kentucky Coal .Association
iMiurd holds important meeting. Committee
apiiolnted to testify at coal inquiry at
Washington. K.vtension of markets given
mudi attention. Advantage of Charleston.
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Charleston—Accidents during July, in

West Virginia, having a fatal ending ran
heavier than usual, there being a total of
4 6 casualties during the month; one ex-
plosion—that at the Carswell mine in Mc-
Dowell County—costing, it will be remem-
bered, six lives. There were 25 lives lost
from one cause—fall of roof and coal, the
gas explosion taking the next largest toll

of six. There were more deaths than usual
from electricity—five in all. while the
number of fatal mine-car accidents was
three. One motor accident resulted fatally
and a tnining machine was responsible for
the death of one miner. There were only
five deaths on the outside of the mines,
mine cars killing two, electricity one, a
motor one. and one being killed from a
miscellaneous cause. McDowell County had
by all odds the largest number of deaths

—

16. more than a third of the total. Stand-
ing .second on the list was .Raleigh with
five casualties ; Logan with four ; Kanawha
and Brooke with three each ; Fayette,
Marion. Monongah. Taylor and Tucker,
with 2 rach

; Harrison. Mercer. Mingo. Ohio
and Tpshur with one each. Twenty-nine
Americans and 17 foreigners were "killed.

KENTUCKY
Madlsonvillc—The St. Bernard Mining

Co.. of this place, has nine operations in
Hopkins County, in the western part of
the state, and an annual production of
l.Snn.OOO tons when running full capacity.
This company is now completing a power
plant at an outlay of half a million dollars,
it is said. Two thousand miners are em-
ployed at the plants of the St. Bernard
company.
Hazard—Construction and development

work goes steadily on in Perry County,
Ky., says the Manufacturers' Record. This
county, of which Hazard is the county
seat, is in the southeastern part of the
state. Among the fields opened up here in
recent years is Lotfs Creek : one of the new
companies about to start shipping coal in
this fie'd is the Indian Head Coal Co., made
up of New York and Pennsylvania people.
There are seven operations shipping coal
on this creek, the Indian Head company is
about to start up and another concern is
organizing. It is expected that the produc-
tion of the Lotfs Creek field will be the
largest around Hazard : the Hardy-Bur-
lingham Mining Co 's big tipple here is

planned for a capacity of 5000 tons. New
territory is being opened up below Hazard
on the Louisville & Nashville R.R. and
gives good promise if conditions are im-
proved. Surveys have been made for a
branch of the L. & N. above Hazard up
Leatherwood Creek and a number of coal
leases have been taken. The Carr's Fork
branch of the L & N. will be opened up
shortly, it is said, and six or eight com-
panies are getting in readiness to begin
shipping coal when the railroad is com-
pleted.

II,I,INOIS

Duqaoin — The "Ma.iestic" mine of the
Equitable Coal and Coke Co.. of Chicago,
has been temporarily idle as the result of
a fire in the workings of the mine about a
mile from the shaft bottom. The local
mine-resone team, of which -Tames Robinson
is superintendent, after a hard fight suc-
ceeded in extinguishing the fiames and the
mine is now working as usual.

Personals

Foreign News

S.vdiiey, Tf. S.—W. D. Ross, vice president
of the Nova Scotia Steel and Coal Co.,
states that the company's coal mines are
now operating at their full capacity and
that the outlook shows a steady improve-
ment. Some improvements are being made
at the plant and further extensions are un-
der consideration. The steel plant at New
Glasgow is operating at 60 per cent of
capacity.

Tokio. Japan—The output of the coal
mines of Japan increased from 21.083.000
tons in 1!)13 to 22.901 000 tons in 1916 and
27.500.000 in 1918. The growth of the in-
dustry is shown by the increase in in-
dustrial consumption from 7 530.000 tons
in 1914 to 10.426.000 tons in 1916. and
16.020.000 tons in 1918. As 16 new mining
companies were established in Hokkaido.
Kynshu, and other islands, it is expected
that the production will be considerably
increas'ed this year. The total consump-
tion of coal in Japan was 18.055.000 tons
m 1013. 20.440 000 tons in 1916, and 25.-
980. noo tons in 1918. thus leaving relatively
little margin for exports.

J, E. Graham, sales engineer, is now as-
sisting Mr. Nash, the manager of the
Huntington district of the Hyatt company.

i. W. Brown, Warwood, W. Va., for-
merly superintendent of the Richland Coal
Co.. has been appointed general superin-
tendent of the Apex Coal Co., Apex, Ohio.

Herbert E. Preiseh, of Buffalo, N. T., has
been appointed manager of mines of the
Buffalo-Kanawha Coal Co., with headquar-
ters at Putney, W. Va.
Harry M. Giles has been appointed gen-

eral superintendent of the South Phila-
delphia works of the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Co. to succeed the late
Oscar Otto, killed last month.
Guy S. Hamilton, formerly advertising

manager of the American Steam Conveyor
Corporation, of Chicago, has been appoint-
ed editor of the "Booster," the corpora-
tion's newly established sales organ.

Superintendent Thomas GrSffin and
Chief Engineer J. P. Broderick. of the E.
J. Scott Coal Co.. operating- a strip mine
near Duquoin, 111., have resigned their
positions with the company to accept posi-
tions in St. Louis

Professor Robert Z. Virgin, of the min-
ing extension department of the West Vir-
ginia University, at Morgantown, has
tendered his resignation to Join the mining
extension department of the Carnegie Insti-
tute of Technology, at Pittsburgh, Penn.

H. E. Moran, until recently eastern rep-
resentative of the Main Island Creek Coal
Co., has been given charge of the Norfolk
office and also the New York office, at No.
11 Broadway, of the recently organized
Lake and Export Coal Corporation, of
Huntington.

li. A. W.vman has been appointed sales
manager of the Burton, Beidler & Phillips
Co.. of Cleveland. Ohio, producers and ship-
pers of coal and coke. Mr. Wyman was
formerly with the Ingersoll-Rand Co. The
other officers of the Cleveland companv are:
J. P. Burton, president ; R. N. Smith,
treasurer.

N. S. Braden. former sales manager, has
recently been elected vice president of the
Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd.. of Ham-
ilton, Ont. H. M. Bostwick, assistant sales
manager, has been appointed sales man-
ager, to flu the vacancy created by Mr.
Braden's promotion.

PanI SntcIiflTe. formerly advertising man-
ager of the Edison Storage Battery Co.. has
been appointed manager of the Industrial
Truck and Tractor Department of the com-
pany. M. D. Salsbury, formerly assistant
advertising manager, has been made adver-
tising manager.
George L. Carter is reported to have

sold his entire coal mining interests in
southern West Virginia and southwest
Virginia to one of the leading producers
and shippers of bituminous coal in the
country. The consideration is said to be
approximately $8,000,000.

George Arbnckle. mine manager for the
Victory Collieries Co., at Tamaroa. 111., has
resigned his position with that company to
accept a similar one with the Union Col-
liery Co.. of St. Louis. Mo., at its Kathleen
mine at Dowell, 111. This mine was lust re-
cently completed ; it is located near Duquoin
in Perry County.
H. r,. Van Trump has been appointed

superintendent of the plant of the Weg-
anoke Coal & Coke Co.. at Lowe. W. Va..
having been transferred from Merrimac
where he was superintendent for the White
Star Mining Co. Charles W. Murphy has
been apnninted superintendent at Merrlmac
R. D. Patterson and associates own both
mines.

A. B. Reynders. former director of pro-
duction of the Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Co.. at East Pittsburgh.
Penn., has recently been made w-orks man-
ager of its new East Springfield plant.

A. E. Kaiser, formerly assistant to the di-
rector of production has been appointed to
the position made vacant by Mr. Reynder's
new appointment.

T. H. Williams, who has been mine in-
spector at Fernie. B. C, has retired and
has been succeeded by A. Strachan. former-
ly inspector at Merritt, B. C. D. McLean
lias been appointed inspector at Merritt

:

this is a new appointment. He conducted
a mining school at Ladysmith. B. C. bo-
fore going to the front, and on his return
m.Tnaged one of the mines in the Nicola-
Princeton coalfield for a few months.

R. ?{. Jones, of Wilkes-Barre, Penn.. has
been placed in charge of the Clarksburg

offices of the Alden Coal Mining Co.. Inc.,
of New York, suceeding Frederick J. Kandt,
resigned. The latter is embarking in busi-
ness for himself at Clarksburg. W. Va. Mr.
Jones has long been a mining engineer in
the anthracite fields of Pennsylvania. He
recently returned from overseas, where he
was in the balloon corps.

B. J. Stegall has resigned as county
clerk of Fayette County, W. Va.. to assume
charge of the accounting systems of the
companies operated by Geo. M. Jones and
associates of Logan County, with head-
quarters at Amherstdale. It is said that
he has secured an interest in the various
Logan County companies. Mr. Stegall
served as county clerk of Fayette County
for a period of five years.

A. Pflazer. who for some time past has
been an inspector connected with the Louis-
ville headquarters of the Kentucky Actu-
arial Bureau (the fire underwriters* rating
bureau), has been assigned to the manage-
ment of a new inspection office at Pine-
ville, Ky. From this point he will handle
inspection of coal property insurance risks
in the Harlan, Jellico and Straight Creek
fields, as well as in the Middlesboro sec-
tion. Headquarters will be maintained at
Pineville, but Mr. Pflazer will spend almost
his entire time in the field.

Geo. D. Rowland, of Cleveland. Ohio, has
been appointed general manager of the
Hanover Coal Co.. with headquarters in

Wheeling, W. Va. The operation of the
company is at Burgettstown, Penn., on the
Pan Handle railroad where the company
has about 2000 acres ot Pittsburgh coal.

Up until two years ago Mr. Rowland was
the sales manager of the Richland Coal
Co., at Wheeling. At that time he was
made president and general manager of the
Coal Ridge Mining Co., of Cleveland, ana
about a year later he also became vice
president and general manager of the Apex
Coal Co.. also of Cleveland.

Obituary

Robert A. Dornan, aged 65, died at Ws
home in New Alexandria, Penn., on Aug.
25. He was president of the Dornan Coal
Co.

John C. Miles, auditor for the Phila-
delphia & Reading Coal and Iron Co.. died

at Pottsville. Penn.. on Aug. 25. He was
60 vears of asre and had been in the

emplov of the Reading almost a lifetime,

starting out as a coal weigher at Mahanpy
Plane.

Coming Meetings

The United Mine Workers will hold a
convention at Cleveland. Ohio, beginning
Sept. 9.

The Bureau of Mines on Sept. 30 and
Oct 1 will hold a national first-aid and
mine-rescue contest at Pittsburgh, Penn.,

included in the events will be the dedication

of the Bureau of Mines Building.

The National Safety Council will hold

its annual meeting Oct. 1 to 4 at Cleve-

land. Ohio. Secretary, S. J. Williams, Chi-

cago. 111.

New York Coal Merchants' Association

will hold its annual meeting Sept. 11-13 at

.^.lexandria Bay. N. Y. Executive secre-

tary. G. W. F. Woodside, Albany. N. Y.

.American Institute of Mining and Metal-
lurgical Engineers will hold its fall meet-
ing SfPt. 22 to 26 in Chicago. 111. Chair-
"lan Chicago meeting. Carl Scholz. 547
West Jackson Boulevard. Chicago. 111.

Indiana Retail Coal Merchants Associ-
ation will hold its annual convention Sept.

17 to IS at the Hotel Severin. Indlananolis,
Indiana. Secretary, R. R. Yoagley. Fidel-

ity Trust Building. Indianapolis. Indiana.

National Exposition of Chemical Indus-
tries wHl hold its first annual meeting at

the Coliseum and First Regiment Armory,
Chicago. Ill . during the week of Sept. 22.

Manager. Charles F Roth. 417 South Dear-
born St., Chicago. 111.

Alabama Safety Association will hold
a field meet Oct, 25 at Birmingham. Ala.,

at which fir.st-aid and mine-rescue contests
will be held. W. B. Plank, engineer in

charge of the Mine Rescue Bureau at Bir-
mingham, Ala., is chairman of the Board
of Managers.

.\nierican Mining Congress will hold its

22nd annual convention Nov. 17-22. at the
Planters Hotel. St. Louis, Mo. Secretary
,T. F. Callbreath. Munsey Bldg , Washing-
ton D. C.
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Trade Catalogs

Blaw Cablenays. Blaw-ICnox Co., Pitts-

burgh, Penn. Bulletin No. 200. Pp. 16;

6 X 9 in. ; illustrated. Shows details and
general views of cableway in operation.

Vulcan Soot Cleaner. The Vulcan Soot
Cleaner Co., Du Bois. Penn. Pp. 8 ; 8J

X 103 in. ; illustrated. Notes six vital

features of Vulcan soot cleaner superiority

and also the cost of the cleaners.

"Hard SerTice" Portable Electric Tools.

Van Dorn Electric Tool Co.. Cleveland.

Ohio. Catalog A. Pp. 40 ; 6 x 9 in. ; illus-

trated. Complete information about Van
Dorn drills, reamers and grinders.

Blaw Single Line Clam Shell Buckets.
Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburgh. Penn. Bool<let.

Pp 20 ; 5J X 75 in. ; illustrated. These com-
pletely automatic buckets are illustrated

and briefly commented upon.

Osgood. The Osgood Co.. Marion. Ohio.

Booklet. Pp. 31 : 8 J x 11 J in. ;
illustrated.

Osgood steam shovels, cranes, clamshell
outfits and dredges are here described and
illustrated by fine cuts.

Type B Erie Locomotive Crane. Ball En-
gine" Co., Erie. Penn. Bulletin S-30. Pp. 6

(folder) ; 8J X 11 in. ; illustrated. The
bulletin shows the different uses to which
the Erie Crane can be put with profit.

Van Dorn Portable Electric Urllls and
Grinders. Catalog 19. Van Dorn Electric

Tool Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Pp. 44 ; 33 x
83 in. ; illustrated. Describes and illus-

trates the drills, reamers and grinders
made by this company.
Buckeye Mnltiblade Fan. The Buckeye

Blower Co., Columbus. Ohio. Bulletin No.
101. Pp. 51 ; 73 X 103 in. : illustrated.

Complete details about the various styles

of this type of fan to assist purchasers in

selecting equipment.

W-S-M Automatic Ore Unloaders.—The
Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Co., Cleveland.
Ohio. Bulletin No. 27. Pp. 12; 8J x 11

in. ; illustrated. This bulletin is a descrip-
tion of installations of automatic ore un-
loaders on the Great L,akes.

Portable and .Stationary Mine Pumps,
The Peming Co., Salem. Ohio. Bulletin
No. 310. Pp. 23; 63 x 91 in.; illustrated.

This bulletin gives information about its

horizontal, single and double-acting pumps;
typical sizes being selected for each class
as an illustration.

New Europe. The Deister Concentrator
Co.. Fort Wayne, Ind. Map 13 x 19 in.

This map gives information about the
changes in the boundaries of European
countries as a result of the war. The Deis-
ter company will be glad to send the map
to anyone upon request.

The Blaw System. Blaw-Knox Co.,

Pittsburgh, Penn. C.italog No. 16. Pp.
128 ; 6 X 9 in. ; illustrated. A book of
descriptive text and numerous photo-
graphs which illustrate the adaptatiility of

Blaw steel forms for concrete work of all

kinds.

Mine Car Lubrication. By E. N. Zern,

E M Swan & Finch Co., New York. Pp.
18; 5i X 8i in.; illustrated. A bul'etin

on various oils .and greases and roller-

bearing equipment for mine cars. Distri-

buted complimentary by Swan & Finch Co.,

manufacturers of "Slo-Flo" lubricant.

The "Tronclad-Exlde" Battery. The Elec-
tric Storage Batferv Co . Philadelphia.
Penn. Booklet—Form SS1-R. Pp 24 ; 4 x
BJ in illustrated This is a sketch of the
development of the "Tronclad-Kxide" bat-

tery which is a revised and up-to-date edi-

tion. It is now ready for distribution.

Cntler-Hammer Mine l>uty Anparatns.
Cutler-Hammer Manufacttiring Co.. Mil-
waukee, Wis. Booklet. Pp. 8; 8i x 11

In illustrated. This booklet makes spe-

cial reference to the Cutler-Hammer mine
apparatus installed in the plant of the St.

TjOuIs Smel'ing and R.-fining Co., at St.

FYancois, Mo.
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Briquetting Machine. W. D. Alexander,
Dos Angeles, Cal., 1,291.705. Jan. 21, 1919.

Filed Oct. 15, 1917. Serial No. 196.568.

Safety Deylce for Mines. A. G. Biondi,

Los Angeles, Cal., 1,292.236. Jan. 21, 1919.

Filed Sept. 6, 1918. Serial No, 252.962.

Fastener for Sectional Coal Auger Nuts.
.T H Wenziick. assignor to Fulton Tool
Works. Fuiton. Ohio. 1,285,853. Dec. 3,

iQt« Filed Mav 3. 1916. Serial No.
9E 02E.

Recent Coal and Coke Patents

Industrial News

stoker. J. S. S. Fulton, assignor to

United Stokers Corporation, Chicago, 111.,

1,285,671. Nov. 26, 1918. Filed Dec. 6,

1917. Serial No. 205.869.

Dustless Ash Sifter. A. C. and C. Nettl,
Brooklyn. N. Y., 1.286.068. Nov. 26. 1918.

Filed June 28. 1918. Serial No. 242,476.

Coal Chute. W. V. Heinz. La Salle, 111.,

1,286,618. Dec. 3, 1918. Filed Jan. 25,

1917. Serial No. 144.387.

Welch. W. Va.—The Central Pocahon-
tas Coal Co., is planning for the immediate
erection of about 100 miners' houses at its

mines at Capels.

Chicago, III.—The Wisconsin Steel Co.
is planning to increase the capacity of its

coal properties at Benham, as regards new
development work. It is proposed to double
the present output.

Danville, Va.—The Merrill Coal Mines,
recently incorporated, are planning for ex-
tensive operations on tlieir properties near
Henlawson. A new connection will be con-
structed with the Cheaspeake & Ohio R R.

Powellton, W. Va.—The Elkhorn Piney
Coal Co.. Huntington. W. Va.. is planning
for the erection of 32 one- and two-story
houses at its local properties for miners'
use. Garner Fletcher is manager.

Pulaski. Va.—Notice has been filed by the
Heuser Coal Corporation of an increase in

its capital from $50,000 to $100,000. to pro-
vide for proposed business expansion. C. W.
Heuser is president

Seneca Fal's, N, T.—On Sept. 1 the
Goulds Manufacturing Co.. of this place,
opened a district sales office in Detroit.

Mich., in charge of B. B. Gould, who has re-

cently returned after 18 months' service in

France.
Canton, Tex.—The Hercules Power Co..

now lieing organized by A. B. Saline and
associates, with capital of $10,000,000, will

mine lignite coal on a property which has
been leased, totaling about 20,000 acres. A
byproduct plant will also be operated in

connection with an electric power plant.

Bluefleld. W. Va.—It is reported that
about $200,000 is to be expended by the
.Ashland Coal & Coke Co. on the erection
of a modern steel tipple at the company's
plant in the Pocahontas field The com-
pany may also build another tipple during
the coming winter.

Cleveland, Ohio—The Atlas Car and Man-
ufacturing Co.. of this place, states that
the Coast Equipment Co., Merchants' Ex-
change. San Francisco. Cal., has been ap-
pointed the representative for the Atlas
company for California and Nevada and
requests that all inquiries from this terri-

tory .should be addressed to them.

Pittsburg, Kan.—The Bucvrus Company,
of South Milwaukee. Wis. has established

an office at Pittsburg. Kan., for the con-
venience of coal stripping contractors and
coal mining companies in ordering repairs

for steam and electric shovels operating in

the Pittsburg district. A. M Nielsen will

be in charge.

New Cumberland, W. Va.—The West Vir-

eina-Pittsburgh Coal Co., of Pittshureh,

Pa has commenced the construction of a
new power plant at its La Belle mines ; the

comp.any is also planning for the construc-

tion of about two miles of railroad at

the La Belle, Colliers and Gilchrist mines
The work is' estimated to cost about
$100,000,

Grafton, W. Va.^The Connellsville, Cum-
berland and Baltimore divisions of the Bal-

timore & Ohio R.R. are making record

movements of coal from this vicinity.

About 1,000 cars daily are being shipped

from the Fairmont district, about 600 cars

per dav from the Connellsville section, 300

from the Somerset regions, and about 100

from the Georges Creek district.

Knquoin, ni.—The Sunrise Coal Co. has
announced its Intention of resuming opera-

tions at its Cambria mine in Williamson
County The plant has been closed down
for some time. An increa.se has recently

been made in the capital stock of $50,000.

New equipment and machinery will be In-

stalled which will increase the output ap-

proximately 50 per cent.

Chicago, III.—It is announced that the

Wood Equipment Co., of this place, will

hereafter be known as the Car-Duinper and
Equipment Co. It Is considered that the

new name will bettter represent the busi-

ness of this concern whose principal equip-

ment Is rotary dumpers for mine and rall-
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road cars. The general offices of this com-
pany are at the company's plant 1216-22

E. '75 St., (Grand Crossing) Chicago, 111.

Clarksburg, W. V.a.—The Philadelphia
office of the Orr Coal Mining Co., which has
heretofore operated mines in the Harrison
County fieid, has been closed following the
transfer of all the holdings of that com-
pany to the Hudson Coal Co., organized a
short time ago with a capital of $1,000,000.

A part of the new company's product in

the Fast will be handled by the Fuel Cor-
poration of America. '

Pineville, W. Va,—One of the largest

companies organized in recent months, es-

pecially in southern West Virginia, is the

Barnsdall Coal Co., presaging important de-

velopment in the smokeless field of Wyom-
ing County, in the Guyan district of south-

ern West Virginia. The new company .has

a capital stock of $1,000,000. It was or-

ganized by F. H. McQuiston. C. B. Mehard,
A W. Wall, T. G. McMasters and Frank
Braman.

Huntington, W. Va.—.additional coal land
in Boone County. W. Va., will be made ac-

cessible to development by the constructioii

of 18 miles of railroad through the heart of

the timber region of that county, heretofore

undeveloped. Announcement has been
made of the awarding of a contract by
the Pond Fork and Bald Knob R.R. for

the construction of the railroad to Boxley
Brothers of Huntington. This road will

follow the general route of Pond Fork.

Chicago III.—The .\merican Steam Con-

veyor Coriioration. of this place, announces
the appointment of Morton Mel. Dukehart
& Co. as its special representative in Bal-

timore and surrounding territory, including

Maryland, the District of Columbia, and a

few "counties in Pennsylvania Delaware,

West Virginia and Virginia. The concern

representing the American company con-

sists of Messrs. Dukehart and Denise—both
power plant engineers of long standing and

sales engineers of considerable experience.

Duquoin, III.—The United States Re-

duction and Atomizing Co., are now rush-

ing the construction of their plant for the

recovering of the byproducts of coal mined

in southern Illinois mines. 'The plant,

which is located near Herrm, in Williamson
County, will cost in the neighborhood of

$100 000 and will employ several hundred

men. The company has also purchased a

tract of land adjacent to the plant and will

erect houses for their employees.

The method the company will use is a

new inventio nwhich has not been used ex-

tensively in any part of the country a^y«-
It was lately proved successful by W. ^.
McLauglin, of Decatur, 111., and the U. s.

Reduction & Antomizing Co. was formed
through his efforts.

Charleston. W. Va.—The Kanawha &
Hocking Coal and Coke Co. contemplates

the construction of a tipple at its No. Ill

plant at Carbondale. It is said that this

tipple will be equippr.l with conveyors

shaker screens, loadiim I m- i"ii °'"„r
modern equipment. Tin .., <uy has f.OOO

acres of coal land leas. .1 ni ls:n,awha and
Fayette counties and owns in fee, 7000

acres in Fayette County and 14,000 acres

in Kanawha County. Eight mines and four

coke plants are operated on the Kelly s

Creek R R The company ships its coal

by both rail and river. J. S. McKeever is

the general superintendent of the company,

Charleston. W. Va.—Charleston business

men are behind a large new company—the

Camp Creek Coal Co.—which has been or-

ganized to mine coal in Stonewall district

of Wayne County. The new company has

a capi'tal of $300,000. It was organized

largely through the efforts of L. S. Mas-
sev J Walter Welib, Reed Bigley, L. W

,

Hamilton and L. A. Tinder The company
has acquired 2039 acres "' /"»' .'^""5'

'ijf
seam being from 6i to 8 ft thick. The
officers of the new concern are: L. A.

Tinder, president : J. Walter Webb and
Reed Bigley, vice presidents : L. C. Mas-
sey. treasurer and L. W. Hamilton, sec-

rotary.

Chicago, m.—By order of the Federal

Court, the O'Gara Coal Co. has been dis-

charged from bankruptcy and all the prop-

erty has been turned over to the corpora-

tion. This company's affairs will hence-

forth be conducted by the following offl-

clals- Frank H. Woods, president; John B.

Russell, secretary; Charles M. Moderwell.

general manager. The O'Gara company
states that during the period of the trus-

teeship, the company's properties were put

In excellent physical condition and that

new machinery and equipment will be con-

stantly added whenever such improvements

win assure better prennraUnn of coal or

lend to reduce costs. Tli>- present capacity

of (he O'G-ira mines Is ahout 15 000 tons a

day. with full labor and oar supply.
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JVeekly Review

Easing Up in Demand Does Not Bring Lower Prices for Soft Coal—Export Demand Brisk-

Labor Troubles Interfere ivitli Many Operations—Anthracite Situation

Looks Bright—Output Steadily Increasing

ALTHOUGH there was a notice-

able easing up in the demand
for bituminous coal during the

past week, this did not affect prices

in the least. Production is steadily

increasing, the total tonnage of soft

coal mined during the week ended Aug.
23 being estimated at 10,671,000 net
tons. If this rate is kept up for the
rest of the coal year, much talk of

the threatened shortage will go for

naught. Maximum production depends
on demand and an efficient movement of
railroad cars to and from the mines.
The high-grade soft coals are most

in request. Inquiries are being made,
too, for good grades of gas coal, but
only a small tonnage is available.

The major part of the tonnage of high-

grade coals produced each week is

covered by contract.

Many inquiries are coming from
England, France and Italy for fuel,

the best American coal being specified.

Exports of coal to Italy from the

United States increased fi'om 10,000

tons in Januai-y of this year to 67,000

tons in June.

Mines in the Southwest are losing

considerable time because of labor

troubles. This is also true of opera-
tions in Illinois, where mines are los-

ing a third of their production each
week because of extended strikes. Car
tupply to the mines has shown slight

improvement.
The anthracite situation, taken as a

whole, looks better than at any other

time this year. Production is being
maintained at a good rate, and ship-
ments for the first four months of the
present year show a substantial in-

crease over the corresponding period
of 1918.

Egg and stove sizes of anthracite are
n\ost in demand, but the pressure for
these coals is easing off somewhat.
Dealers in New England are clamor-
ing for more hard coal, and demand
frcm the West and from Lake Ports is

also insistent. Output is steadily in-

creasing, however (for the week ended
Aug. 23 it is estimated at 1,868,000 net
tons), and no particular anxiety is

felt as to the outcome if transportation
find labor conditions do not interfere
with mining.

WEEKLY COAL PRODUCTION
The increase in production of bituminou.s

coal in the week of August 23 to 10.671.0nn
tons from 9,089.000 the previous week
represents a grain of 17.6 per cent Where-
as production in the week of August 16 was
3 000,000 below the corresponding week
of last year, that for the week of August
23 is but g.ooo.oon Ijelow the high level
of 1918 at this tin'". The recovery to a
new high level for the year is attributed to
a quickening of demn"rl and the .Thit"m=nt
of labor troubles, mainly on the railroads.

The production of anthracite, like that
of bituminous coal, recorded a good in-
crease in the week of August 23, the out-
put being estimated at 1,868,000 net tons,
compared with 1,642,000 tons the week of
August 16.

Improved demand was general in the
week of .\ugust 16. nearly every district
reporting less time lost on account of no
market than in the preceding week. The
general average for the country of time lost
because of lack of business declined from
8.8 per cent, in the week of .\ugust 9 to
4.8 per cent, the week of August 16. With-
out reports from the Southwest, where
strikes have prevailed for several weelcs.
the time lost because of labor trouble in-
creased from 4.9 to 9.4 per cont. Illinois
minfs lost a third of the week because of
labor troubles. Southern Ohio, western
Pennsylvania, and Fairmont were the only
districts to report imrirovement in car sup-
ply, every other district reporting either no
change nr grentpr lossps of tim'^ through
lack of cars. The average for the country
of mine operating time lost on accoimt of
tranoportation disability was 2.') 7 per cent,
in <he week of ,\ugust 16 compared with
22,5 per cent, in the week preceding.

Beehive coke ri,n,i,,„i ;r,,, nnntinued to in-
crease, the est .i

, .,,|t in the week
of August ;.; :ited at 414. 6S3
net tons eoni|. , ::'<7.ono tons the
preceding w. c 1, ,,,,,! , - .sun tons in the
corresponding week of last year. .Mthough
nrodnc*'f>« nf beehive Coke this year to
ri"«e i^nnnnno tons is S.OOO.OOn tons or
40 per cent, below last year, the supply

appears to be ample to supply the demand.
The drop in production of bituminous

coal the first half of August is reflected
in the lake movement. The dumpings at
lower Lake Erie ports in the week of
August 16 are reported as 540,925 tons
compared with 973,047 tons the preceding
week and 821,983 tons the corresponding
week of last year.

BUSINESS OPINIONS

Marshall Field & Co.—Current wholesale
distribution of dry goods was very largely
in excess of the same week a year ago.
Orders from road salesmen for immediate
delivery were almost double those of the
same period of 1918. New lines offered
for spring delivery are being accepted in
a very satisfactory manner. Customers
have been in the house in much larger num-
bers. Collections are excellent.

American Woo! and Cotton Reporter

—

The August ciuiet has continued in the
Boston wool market during the week under
review, but the situation is strong. De-
mand for fine wools prevails, although there
is some request for medium grades. It is
largely a waiting game with many of the
dealers, and some of them are becoming
impatient because medium wools are not
called for more than they are at the present
timt-. TlU' actual position of cotton has not
changed, although the price is lower.

Dry Goods Economist—Judging from ex-
pressions obtained from the members of the
R"tail Credit Men's National .Association at
their convention in St. Paul last week, the
dry goods and department stores all over
the country are enjoying an unprecedented
demand. In every section farmers, skilled
workers and laborers in various industries
are buying goods of higher cost and finer
quality tli.an they consumed in former
years and they raise no ob.iection to the
prices asked. In fact, having no knowl-
edge of the value of the goods, they do not
realize the extent to which selling prices
have been advanced.

Atlantic Seaboard

BOSTON
Prices firm but market listless. Spot de-

mand very light. Higher grades practically
oot of market. Low volatiles in fair re-
quest at New York and Philadelphia piers.
Export and bunker trade steady. Gas coal
inquiry not so strong. Hampton Roads
loading improves. .Anthracite movement
continues disappointing.

Bituminous—The market this week shows
no material change. Prices are upheld
more by the demand in other territory than
in New England, for here there is very
little inquiry except for small tonnages.
There is no comprehensive buying at the
moment, although one or two large fac-
tors are in the market, presumably trying
to cover the arrears on contracts taken
early in the season. There is some anxiety
also on the part of large steam-users as to
possible railroad tie-up in September, but
this does not begin to have the influence
on buyers that might be supposed. On all
grades prices are apparently firm, no "weak-
ness having been disclosed Jlost shippers,
however, report only hand-to-mouth busi-
ness. Buyers are still reluctant to pay
current prices except for spot shipment, and
tliis in spite of car shortages and protiable
transportation interruptions of more kinds
than one.
A thorough canvass of this market shows

only a light demand for spot coal. Con-
sumers are resting easily on present stocks,
which are ample for the next few months.
So much in the industrial situation is un-
certain that the smaller buyers especially
are disinclined to make further purchasers.
Then, too, a large number of steam-users
are relying upon contracts made in the
spring at prices then current. In some
quarters the arrears on these contracts
are considerable, but it is doubtful whether
there will be the demand in the fall that
has been expected from this class of buyers.
It remains a fact that this year there is
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much more "free" coal available than is

Sul^lyThe case. Operators generally have

anticipated an active market and for that

reason there are fewer contracts on hie.

""The demand for low volatiles ^t tl.e tide^

water ports has practically lifted the fancy

^ades out of the market for delivery all-
grades ouiuiu

attractive enoughpT-artps out Of the marKei lur ut-nvcj "--

Sfl Prices have been attractive enough

to influence this movement and for the

most parrcurrent inquiries in this market

h^ve to be met with only the mediuni to

ffirVades that are not so eligible for sum-

^'^'At^'iL'^pi^UadeYphia and New Tork pier^

thfre has developed a ready market for low

volatiles of passable grade Stearners for

offshore destinations have frequently been

oblieed to wait while coal was accumulated

Thefrhas also developed some inquiry for

shioment to Long Island Sound ports and

lion? the Maine coast to consignees who

have^ misgivings. over the prospects all^rad.

Pripe"! at the piers are. therefore, reabun

Th V firm and shippers continue to buy odd

fots f?oS one anorter to make.up the ton-

nage required on their obligations.

A? all the ports, Hampton Roads included

the export and bunker trade continues

steadt^ with practically no let-up in the

demand For Pocahontas and New River

Siore than 60 per ce'Jt^ °f the^r norma,

output and It '?,q"'<^ '^^'b^l/'^^Ul have the

^LS^^ofT^rfi4^''p^g;/rom the prem-

iums paid early m August
Pocahontas and New Kn er^^are^.^|^.^

moving in tair
J'"'"''"^.,_,„;r,„ The ac-

terminals 1°% tidewater damping^ in^^.^^_

cumulation o?. 2'°tt°mf
f
"« to

^^^^
workers'

,

strike^ m ^y^^V
^^^^ berth-room

cleared up.
^"J®,?,,

'"
latelv have been

available and steamers lately na^^
cleared with -Jtich

^"L
tegry

Ugl^t and more
at this end eoj" nue v|ry . f- England
than one rehandling pier ii

activity is

that last year ^as bustling wun
^^

this year 'dl|,
^f^^ "^e and Boston^ show

r-jtie^^h^n^-^f|£t r^v-,rrrm^
S?^leri''rrr/e'h1.'s"brn''^°Hminated

for the

present. .:„„= of bituminous at
Current Quotations of o^ows:

wholesale range about as loiiov*

Cambrias and

Clcarfields Somersets

Fo.b.mines,netton.,. »2.60@.3..0 $3.00@3.60

F. o. b. PhUadelphia, ^ ^,^,5 35 5.20@5.80

5.I0@5.70 5.50@6.20

Anthracite—The local trade continues to

he in tlie market for considerable tonnages,

aUhSugh Shipments show a big, '™P™^„«;

ment These increased tonnages have gone

S iSng way toward reducing the number ot

unfil"e®d orders on the retail dealrsbooK^
hit a creat many still remain. There is

no change in^he situation regarding sizes

wanted Egg and stove head the list with

chestnut a close third. There is not so

much pressure being brought to bear for

Sluverfes! retail dealers being in a position

now to take care of their customers pro-

vided thev received their percentage of

'"^^t^llirrluroad troubles in New Eng-

latid at an end, all-rail shipments which

vere I'eing made on. a large scale are

now resumed and it is expected that re-

ceipts here for local delivery will not be

so large as they were the past few weeks.

Deafer? in the New England States c aim

fhot' are not getting coal as fast as they

would Uke The fear that they might have

to pay higher freight rates before long has

led them to uree heavy deliveries both by

^''i^epo?ts''''o""coIi handled and on hand

coming from Western points are not en-

couraling More coal is wanted and ship-

pmligents at Lake ports say their stocks

^'^The""sTult!on
• as a whole looks better

than at any time this year. Pro-Juction and

shipments are strong, and for the first four

months of the present coal year show a

substantial increase over the corresponding

'"In°^hfs ma?ket the sizes strongest in

demand are egg and stove but as Pre«-

ou-^lv said the pressure is not so heavy a.s

?t was a few weeks back. However, deal-

ers could easily take care of a much larjjer

tonnage There is a bigger supply, of

chestnut and pea on hand, but those sizes

arfby no means a burden. Dealers are

«Minng to take a fair tonnage ot thesv

coals is assured of reasonably good-sized

quantities of the larger coals. ._.;,„,
The buckwheat coals are not plentitui,

buT this condition is due to the non-opera-

tion of the washeries. .

Railroad reports show that 6668 cars 01

anthracite were handled over the local

dSmps during the week ended Aug. 29 an

increase of 426 cars over the previous week^

DSHnlthe first 30 days of August the

?umpi?igs were 26,978 ears as com ared

with '5 542 cars in July and 32,494 cars

"/heTast moJfthl/advance of 10c. per ton

fo^egg stove chestnut and pea took effect

on sfpt 1 bringing the company prices up

to the full winter schedule.

Quotations for company, white ash coaK
per gross ton, at the mines and f^b. New
York tidewater lower ports, follow

.
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classiflcations of pool coals have nea^jsj

completed their work and a meeting will

be held soon at which time the report of

the committee will be considered. it is

said there will be many changes in the

present classifications. .

The slackening up m buying did not

cause any easing off in quotations. Deal-

ers stood firm and although there were
good tonnages of the fair coals on hand
here there was no disposition to force its

Lock of cars is coming to the front

rapidly. Many complaints are heard and
shippers believe they will increase as the

season advances, ^ ^^ 1 „„i
Dumpings of bituminous at the local

railroad terminals during the week ended
Aug 29 were 5830 cars as compared with

5427 cars the week previous, an increase

pf 4(13 ears. There were 25.4S0 cars

dumped here during the first 30 days of

August as compared with 24,555 cars in

Julv and 31,297 cars in August of 1918.

Quotations on the various pools range

as follows: Pools 1 and 71. $5.85@6.ia;
Pool No 9, $5.85@6.10; Pool No. 10, $5.75

((?5 85; Pool No, 11, $5.50@5.65; Pool No.
rt, $5.25(5)5.35.

Quotations for the various grade of
coals, spot delivery, range about as follows

:

South Fork (beat) $3

.

Cambria (best) 3

.

Cambria (ordinary) 2

.

Clearfield (best) 3

Clearfield (ordinary) 2

Reynoldsville 2

Quemaboning 3

Somerset (best) 3

Somerset (poor) 2

Western Maryland 2

Fairmont 2

Latrobe 2

Greensburg 2

Westmoreland, f in .
.

3

Westmoreland run-of-mine 3

Spot
25(Bi$3.50,
OOftil 3.25
70(a) 2.90
OOlii- 3.25
70(S 2.90
70(3. 2.90
25(S 3.50
.00(n 3.25
,65(Si 2.75
.50('i 2.75
.35(ni 2.50
.Mm 2.65
.50(3) 2.60
.50(<r. 3.75
.20(S-. 3.35

gross tons .......

F. o. b. New York, gross

tons /"'.*'

Alongside Boston (water ..gjj 35 7.10(3)7.85

r;eXrki:quoteda"s3.70pernetton.l.o.b.

"i"™-
, . -J Vovu River are quoted at $6.00

Pocahontas anii '^'>''„ V: Morfolk and Ncw-oort
©6.50 per gross t°°

';. "n''^- ort demand. There

SuI-p^^tiSrnrsatsTr coastwise shipment.

A„tl.racue-There are f|Wpe--/«
signs on ,1o";.estlc sizes^ ^"^^ exasperat-
New York come forwara ^^^
ing slowness and from tjni

^padinK
movement is Pr?f'>^,^"^v?r a w!I|e dispute
fleet is still paralyzed ov.^ra^

Immedi-
Snd in that respect there seems

^^^^ ^,^^,^^^

ate prospect "J^^^p-^f^^-.M^p: with Increas-

all along, the poast are wa f.^
forward,

ing anxiety tor coai ' newspapers
Not mieh appears in tn

^^

about the e'ctremely 1 gh^ September
England retailers but

^ ^^^i .„,i

19 halt gone 't Is expe<'t^,^„'
^j^^, j

go up from consumers
^J

n
,^ ^^^ ,t m,

e7n^dic^a"t'.oS ajt^- there^ will bejn-

^n-ufts^hTSon^L^^a^nces.
NEW VOKK .

— r^uilv to take crvre of

I,„c»l .leal-TH ;••« '7:'g' „„,! Htove, Re-
heavier oblpnientH 01 rk,»_

^^^^^ ^^ rnilrottA

eelptH here nliow '",.„, Final monthly
troublpH In """'r, "'I'' nitumlnouB market
Inereime taken ''"•'"•,„_,,,nd dropn: qaotu-
hit h.v holiday »"'

^'';;',',„,.|l„n of oil here
tl„„» remain flrn^. ' »^ i„qulrle» for coal
InereaMlng. .^lan.y

for export.

Mine Tidewate

„ , J5 95 $7.80
Broken »'J| 'g 20
Egg 660 8.15
Stove » 2"

8 55
Chestnut \l" 705
Pea i .g 5 15
Buckwheat = ^Ti 4' 50

iSey:;-v. :::::: :::::::: 2:25 4:00

Bituminous -The holiday this week

qtriiok the loca market and there w.i»

fj;;;di^l^a?'p^»^»s|r^
rml at the docks while plentiful was nor

a dJug .and aUhough there were numerous

Embargoes there was a good movement and

""The high-gTade coals were i" good moye-

sSii^^7MF^^'H
^^ai^'llSrrherf wV^^^."^^ t^nnS?

^^^•ilef'conditions abroad have resulted in

;ruTr'ie,-'V^r''%\l.^1?ut"th^e
b"J^t"''gr^i:^s

.

iT.

wim a Tod sprinkling from other coun^

tries. importation of coal to Italy fronn

the United States increased from 1"."""

tons in .January to "-"O" tonnf'"co^rusers
The tendency on the part of coal users

to use oil instead has taken hold of niany

ocal consumers, and a larg<;„;?;^'"f^er of

applications for Pefm'ts'"
,.''°r Fire De-

have been received by the local ' 't^e i'l

partment officials As
|-,„:^«f"", "'.gaMfng

r^r^'u'ml'rr^- hl';Hngs"'wefe"\'e'^n"h'^IA'' o^

Sep^T'on a'^'te^taUve "raft o« n;w r'. -
that will irbvern the storage and use or ruei

olN .7nd Te construction and Installation

of oil-burning equipment. „hi™»r<.
The committee of operators and shippers

appointed several months ago to revise the

PHII,ADEI-PHIA

Anthracite trade stirred by early cool

spell. Dealers urged for delivery. Small
stocks on hand except pea. September
prices in effect. Individuals make advances.
EgB and stove lacking, nut nearly all gone,

and pea being called for. Car supply good.

Idle cars to be put back. Steam sizes due
for early improvement. All collections sat-

isfactory. Bituminous very active. Car
shortage affects deliveries. Some prices in-

crease. Some complaints of poor coal.

Anthracite—A sudden spell of cool

weather, unusual for this time ot the year,

struck the« city and made the people think

of their coal needs. Most dealers in accept-

ing new business are strictly insisting that

the price shall be that when delivery is

effected. On account of the early arrival

of cool weather the dealers are consider-

ably upset at conditions as they exist.

as they felt certain they would receive

good shipments of coal before now. There

is no promise ot relief for the immediate
future, as with the holiday intervening this

week the production is cut down just that

""
As to September prices, the companies

strictly adhered to the policy as ann()unce(l

last May and added the final 10c. to the

price at the mines, which now makes the.ir

winter schedule in effect presumably until

Anr 1 next. A number of individual ship-

oers added advances of 25c. a ton. and

fhe ma ority of them are now 75c. above

company circular, with a few still higher

?han that One large independent concern

add"d 75c. for September, but as it had

been selling at company Prices a41 dur ng

August, this increase pl.aces them on the

same level as the other independent ship-

ne?i It is not believed that the Inde-

bendents have reached the top as yet, for
penueiii.o 11^ onnaon .qdvancesnendents nave reaciien mt^ i"i' "" .--• --

there is no doubt as the season advances

and coal becomes more In demand they

will make still further advancers.

There is a never-ending cry tor Stove

coal and all summer long this has been

nart'lv met by the retailers persuading their

^SstomSs to take nut in its place :
but lately

Kn°L**?"nr'ft^^'^!.d"arfVrh\«J
win not be possible. There has not been

(he slightest Improvement in egg coal.

eUher and it Is beginning to aPPear that

it will be a difflcult matter to fill all the

as is always the case with the adveiU^^^

cool weather, the "rst can.
^^,^^

for this size Of co-J^lc, tms
^^ ^^^^

rre"oV7he"'demand'1?urit Is only Indlca-
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^x. ~,„oti,o- -o.'ontiv nnpnprl iiD to take advantage of ing manufactured gas with the natural
when the weather recently opened up to tane auvaiiL^s

nroflnnt The E-as t^omnanies alreadv have

not "SlLd airo^rders during^the_ past^.week. cleared for^France ^and o^^er^ tr^an.atUnuc

illiJH Kill msm^mi
f^^e^seTlli rrice"o"f pe°a before the end cep^ted h-^^heen^^at^good^pr.ces._^^

^^ ^^^^

As %Tt°" there has been no particular time are approximately as follows:

trouble with the car supply at the mines,
Georges Creek Big Vein *^1i!'^^H

and the production has been keepmg well
gouth Fork Miller Vein MS^ I ,n

up to that of the last normal year. Many
Clearfield (ordinary) tiS^I'i?

dealers, however, do not hestiate to say Somerset (ordinary)
, ,-^^«

that it is a mistake to compare this year Fairmont lump l.l^im
to 1916. as this does not take mto account pairmont mine-run

-, [n i fX
the natural increase in consumption, nor pairmont slack

t Qn",Vnn*" """ .'° Fairmont lump (ordinary)
, 7nrT «n

Fairmont
,„.i,e-iuu •• 2.70(.i

slack. .. v.'.
'.'.'.'.'.'.'... 2. 50(a 2.65

the fact that this district still contintie

house the greatly increased population Fairmont i

brought here by war activities m the in-

dustrial plants. They ^dmit that much
coal is stored in the cellars, but it will

still require a much greater tonnage than

1916 if this city is to be spared suffering

from a shortage the coming winter. As to

the car supply, so far there is a sufficient market

number to he had, but no dealer is '" P"^'" 5^*,„^" ber scliedule.
tinn tn ask for any particular kind ot septemoer stiieuuio.

ec?uipmenf.altho';ieh shippers try to avoid Bituminous- From
^'^f^^''"^

Maryland

classes of cars which they know will give west Virginia and western Pennsyvama

tliefr customers added expense to unloid. come reports of a much .better car supply^
tneir cu, lo

becoming more difficult, jiost of the mining regions say that the

BALTIMORE
A fair to good car supply sends through

icreased tonnage and eases off steam coal

Heavy export demand holds up
Hard coal men in doubt as to

r-apar, ,.,,.,..,. from 25 to 2S tons which brisk by any means and the increased call

were taken oAt of service and stored along jor bunker coal is more than covered b>

fhe%din"s One road has 3000 of siich the additional receipts. A very hea%^ e-v-

t'}?_^\'!='rr iji„ „i„„o- it= linps. While this port demand is holding up the gas-coal

market as a whole, although even that is
vouldnot help the production in .any way
.t would in a manner be "" ""'

shippers in helping them
tn aid to the
to spread tbe

production over a wider territory, as wi'h

Fhe wooden cars it would mean Pfacticallv

two cars in place of one of the ,S"-ton

cnnacitv for as one shipner snul, a car

fs a car whether it contains 25 tons or

'w'ce as much *'

,_ » •*. ^o^
Taking the steam trade as a whole it can

id to he in good shape, with neariv

^n bu'-whe^t ;."oarbeing taket;:'and it'-i« 'since June oTigrs.^-Tt' present the trade

flneced from this time onward that hu-k- js simply flooded with foreign orders, the

S?J'„*5*''^^n? <=hnw CTadually increasing only hitch being in getting vessels promptly

a little softer than the week previous by
reason of the improved run of coaL ahe
heavv export movement is shown by tne

fact that more than 72,000 tons was loaded

for foreign account the week ending Aug.

23, and, while official figures are not avail-
, ,. ^. , ,, * • , . . „,!.

able it is probable that the August total of the Western crops has fairly set in. The
loading will exceed that of July, when '"" f"" v..f""n.""..= ^^^. ,«,-„., k™i,. iv/r„„^

258 495 tons was dumped over the piers

here on foreign account, the largest total

At present the trade

wheat will
strength
than six

show gradually
not believed it wiH^be^ mhm c

' "*"
^called upon for this as "follows!" Steam Coals-yBest. _ $3^25^^-

„„„ ,.,>. M- of establishing credits.

Prices to the trade at the mines are about

iV^'.^a.re vard>! will he Called upon lor rms as follows. Steam Coals-^Best $3 25^'

-

Iwl^-Rioe and barlev remain practicallv 340; good. $2.90@3.00; fair. $2.50@2.75;

?.l^5;,„„^i^/ f^"^ the naJf two we»k=. hnt poor. $2.35 @ 2.40. Gas Coals-Best three-

quarter, ?3.50 : medium sulphur, three-

quarter, $2.60@2,75; run-of-mine. $2.40.lher'l''i« no question that these si-s wu,

aKo beei" to show gains alone ^'"h ^^u-k-

wheat. although it is t^ot "'^•'^ted t^hat

there will he anv shortage due to tne v^si

ouantiTy in the storage yards, ^occnpving

snares which in normal
taken UP with prepared size

Anthracite—Just what price hard coal

will bring in this locality through the

month of September is uncertain. When
the advance of 25c. a ton was made Aug. 1

Ken UP will. u.^...n.'-.. „^, fl^iprc the trade figured generally on the same
Collections bv the =hinpers and dealers ^^^^^ ^^^ September. Now the constantly

product. The gas companies already have
one gas-making plant in operation and
promise others. The page advertisements
carried in the daily newspapers did not
mention the fact that the manufactured gas
has li ss heat units per cubic foot than
natural gas.
About ten days ago Connellsville coal for

byproduct coking brought as high as $3,
but in the past few days $2.85 has been
the highest price obtainable even for small
prompt lots. Pittsburgh district coal for
byproduct work brings good prices but not
altogether as high as commanded by Con-
nellsville coal.

Coal shipments in the lake trade are
gradually decreasing and the decrease will
be more rapid in the next few weeks, afford-
ing a larger volume for the line trade.
The market is quotable the same as last
week, prices being as follows except for
occasional premiums paid on small prompt
lots: Steam slack. $1.90@2.10; gas s'ack.
$2 15i@)2 40.; steam mine-run. 52 35@2.60:
gas mine-run, $2,75@3; 3-in. gas. $2.90(®
3 20. per net ton at mine, Pittsburgh dis-
trict.

TORONTO
Supplies still short of demand. Cool

weather hrings increased orders. Nut and
egg substituted for stove coal. Serious car
shortage feared. Bituminous demand liglit.

There is little change in market condi-
ing in

of require-
The de-

me increase
-weather, which

as rendered consumers anxious to secure
their winter stocks.

Stove coal, being unprocurable except
in cases where orders have been placed
earlier in the season, egg and nut are being
largly accepted as substitutes. The out-
look as regards transportation facilities
does not appear any too favorable, and
dealers are disposed to anticipate that the
difficulties due to car shortage will be
greatly increased as soon as the movement
of the Western crops has fairly set ii

call for bituminous continues light. Most
consumers buying only for immediate re-
quirements.

Quotations for short tons are as follows

:

Retail

Anthracite, egg, stove, nut and grate $12.50
Pea 11.00
Bituminous steam 8 . 00
Slack
Domestic lump
Cannel

Wholesale f. o. b. cars at destination:
Three-quarter lump
Slack

7
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does not look now as though the situation
was going to change riglit away, if at all,

which means that the clamor for coal will
go on all winter and yield only to the
sunny days of early spring. At the same
time it n^ay happen that the supply will be
sulhcient to meet all real needs. Whether
people are hoarding more coal than they
need is doubtful ; and if they are the de-
mand will slowly run down, as one after
another gets a supply.
The failure of independent anthracite to

come this way as it used to is much re-
gretted. None of the jobbers has been
able to get any of account this season, so
it is supposed that it finds an easier market
in the East than in this direction. This
reduces western tonnage materially.

Naturally the lake trade falls off, as the
strike of sailors and handlers at Duluth
and Superior has tied up all the coal car-
goes going there of late and shut up these
ports to the trade. At last accounts the
iron ore handlers have returned to work,
but the coal handlers have not. Loading
of anthracite here in the lake trade was
only 89,300 net tons, of which 28,100 tons
cleared for Chicago. 17.810 tons for Mil-
waukee. 14,600 tons for Green Bav. 1000
tons for Pt. Arthur, 7800 tons for Sheboy-
gan, 7000 tons for Waukegan. 3000 tons
for PL William and 1000 tons for Hancock.

CrEVEI,.4ND
Operators continae to be hard pressed for

supplies. Car supply at soathern and east-
ern Ohio mines is slightl.v improved, but
prodnction seems not to liave moved up-
ward with the additional oars provided by
the carriers. The lake trade is about nor-
mal airain.

Bituminous—Labor troubles appear to
have been practically entirely eliminated in
northern Ohio, and coal consumption is re-
ported to be at the highest point now of
any period since the peak of war activity.
Some operators believe steam coal just now
is being consumed faster than it is being
delivered—a condition far from normal for
the early fall. Just what continuation of
this condition into the winter, with its add-
ed transportation and mining difficulties,
will bring forth operators hesitate to pre-

'dict. Most of them expect to see prices
go rocketing despite present agitation and
efforts to keep commodity costs down
For a reason operators say is entirely un-

known to them, the supply of cars at south-
ern and eastern Ohio mines has been much
improved the past few days. Production,
however, has not been increased proportion-
ately, due to the unrest among mine labor.
With demand in the district as high as
ever, prices on all grades of steam coal
have been advanced 5 to 10c. a ton.

Consumers now are not bickering «»veT

prices, and appear to be glad to get sup-
plies.

Tnlk that United Mine Workers a* their
convention in Cleveland will demand na-
tionalization of the Industry appears rot to
be causing much alarm here. Just where
the proposed SO-hour week will lead to
operators profess to be ignorant, but sen-
timent among the mine owners is unani-
mous that such a demand is beyond oil rea-
son Several say nationalization is pref-
erable to the lot of a mine operator work-
ing a SO-hnur week and attempting to keep
prices on a reasonable level.

Prices of coal per net ton delivered in

Cleveland are:

Anthracite:

Eig $11 35(3111.80

Chestnut M fiiftiMI "fO

Grate II «W 1 1 75
Stove II 55(3111 80

Pocahontaa:

Forked " 50(3*9. 75
Lump 8.75(3)9.00
Mine-nin 7.50

Domestic bituminous:

West Vinrinia snlint 8.00(318.25
No. 8 Pittsburgh 6 60(3)6.90
Mawillon lump 7 60(^7.95

Steam coal:

No. 6 slack 4 60(314 80
No. 8 slack 5 10(3)5.50
Younhioih'-ny slack 5 2';o,\5.50

No. 8 l-in. lump 5 70(3)6.00
No. 6minr-nm 4 75(3)5.00
No. 8 mine-run 5 20(!^5.45

Pocahontas and Antliroclt»^nea1erH have
been receiving a little more Pocahontas
than UHual the past few days, but the sup-
ply continues far inadciiiiale. Most deal-
ers claim to be getting not over If) per cent,
of their re(iuirements. and are five to six
weeks behind on deliveries. Prices are un-
changed, but firm.

I.oke Trotlr—With the upper lake coal
docks again in practically full operation.

the bituminous coal end of the lake trade is

back in full swing. But even now that
shipments have been resumed and vessel
tonnage is plentiful, for the time being, tiu;

demand is not what would be expected for

earlv fall. Efforts to move coal off tht
upper lake docks have largely been failures.

With iron ore in as light demand at the
lower lakes as coal is at the upper lakes,

the movement in November may be negli-

gible, with December entirely out, som.e

operators say.

DETROIT
Sales of bituminous have not yet attained

the volume that Jobbers say Is necessary
to assure adequate winter supply.

Bituminous—Though considerable busi-

ness is being handled in steam and do-
mestic bituminous in the local market, the
aggregate should be made materially
greater, the jobbers say, to make certain

that the requirements of all consumers will

be adequately supplied. The steam-coal
trade is still reflecting the dilatory policy

of a number of the manufacturing plants

and other consumers.
Some of the jobbers say that despite the

seeming indifference here, they are placing
about all the coal they can obtain with
customers elsewhere. They are inclined to

lay stress on the fact that those of the

local users of steam coal who encounter
difl^culty in meeting their requirements at

a later date will have only themselves to

blame.
It is a matter of comment also, that the

transportation situation seems to be gradu-
ally developing a condition of troublesome
car shortage, especially in the West Vir-

ginia and Kentucky districts from which
Detroit draws a large proportion of its sup-

ply of the better grades of coal.

As most of the business is now trans-

acted in shipments direct to the consumer
from the mines, there is no great amount
of unsold coal on tracks, such coal aiipar-

ently having little influence as a market
factor. Smokeless is in very limited supply.

Mine-run is reported selling on the basis

of $3.60 per net ton, f.o.b. mines. Hocking do-

mestic lump is held at $3. with nut bringing

from $2.50 to $2.75, mine-run about ^i.ib

and slack $1.60 to $1.75. West Virginia

four-inch lump of good quality is quoted

at $3.50, while the two-inch lump ranges

from $3.25 to $3.50. Mine-run is offered

at $2.75 and slack sells at $2.25 to $3.50.

Anthracite—Household consumers of an-

thracite are not crowding into the market,

though dealers believe a considerable amount
of the winter fuel supply has been dis-

tributed. Stocks in dealers' yards are low
and are not being replenished as promptly

as the dealers would desire. The mines,

they say, are slow in filling orders and
there is much complaint about shipments

delayed in transit. Several large retail

dealers are following the policy of declining

to book orders that they are unable to fill

from stock.

COtUMBUS
The Ohio coal trade exhibits considerable

streneth In every department. Bu.ving on
the part of retailers and steam users Is

rather brisk. Production is considerably

curtailed by the IncreasinB car shortage.

While more uniform prices are prevail-

ing, there is no lack of strength and a con-

siderable volume of business is reported

on ail sides. The worst factor is the grow-
ing car sliortage. which is reducing the

output in all fields and is causing some
uneasiness among large consumers. All

roads are now suffering from lack of equip-
ment and it is estimated that no district

has more than 50 per cent supply. This
condition is causing a much stronger de-

mand for steam siz -s, and buying is active.

Purchasers generally are asking for im-
mediate shiiiment as the coal is needed in

the near future.
The eastern Ohio field is probably In the

worst shape as regards car supply, with
onlv about 40 per cent, of needs supplied.
Pomerov Bend and the Hocking Valley are
also suffering. On the Toledo & Ohio
Central. ZanesvlIIe & Western and Kana-
wha & Michigan the shortage has reached
an acute stage. Other fields have the'r
production curtailed to a low point and
no immediate relief is in s:ght.

Domestic business is active in all sec-
tions. Retailers are generally short of
stocks and are ordering whenever delivery
can be assured. Pocahontas and West
Virginia splints are quite scarce and prices
are ranging high. Hocking lump is now be-
ing brought into its own. and a considerable
tonnage is moving for domestic use Poca-
hontas lump, when it can be secured. Is

retailing at $7.50 and mine-run at fl.
Rnlints are between J6 50 and $6.75, while
Kentucky grades are at the same levels.

Hocking Lump Is selling between $5.75 and
$6.
Steam business is showing marked

strength, wliicli is sometliing different from
the tone of the trade some time back.
Screenings are stronger and prices at the
mines range up to $2 and sometimes even
higher. Hocking lump is selling at $3.25
to $3.50 for large sizes and $3 to $3.25
for li in. Mine-run is quoted between $2.10
and $2.50. Reserve stocks in the hands of
the larger steam users are not large, and
some are concerned as to future supply.
Some shutting off in demand, due to
strikes, is reported, but generally speaking
tile demand is strong.
The lake trade is slowing down under

the influence of car shortage. Loadings at
the various lower lake ports are now as
large as formerly, and with a fair tonnage
yet to be moved it appears that the trade
will run later than was expected. The
interior movement off the upper lake docks
IS reported as improved.

CINCINNATI
nemand for coal is now so urgent that

dealers find it Impossible to supplv their
customers' needs. Many grades now high
In price. Railroads confiscating coal.

No improvement has been noticed in the
coal-car situation in this territorv, condi-
tions on the L, & N., C. & O.. N. & W. and
the Southern being anything but pleasing.
\\ ith the car shortage coming on top of
the unprecedented demand from all sides,
operators, and dealers in this section see
little hope of the situation clearing up in
the very near future. The demand is such
that it is next to impossible to supply it.
The situation among the local retail

dealers is serious. The domestic trade,
which would not hearken to the pleas of
the coal men in the early spring and sum-
mer is at last awakening to the serious-
ness of the situation, and as a consequence
the demand upon the retail dealers has be-
come tremendous.
About the only thing that keeps the re-

tailers in business right now is the fact
that they can get some small shipments
which they manage to divide equallv
enough among their patrons to satisfy them
for the present at least. With ail deilers
doing the same thing and adding their ex-
cu.ses of all kinds, things man.ice to lieep
moving, but for how lon.g leili^nU Khmw.-^.
Many of the companies h.ix. \\ /Im 1 1 ;i « n

from the market. The hiele-i limI. of
Kentucky and West Virginia liln-l; hue
gone so high that they no longer are quoted.
Most companies quote mine-run at $2 25.
hut have none for sale. West Virginia
block sold by one company at $4.40. al-
though the average is aijout $4.25.
There is much complaint from the opera-

tors along the N. & AV. that the railway
is confiscating every pound of nut .and
slack produced along the line, causing, they
say, the increases on nut and slack and
mine run. Industries of all kinds are clam-
oring for coal to continue operations, but
with the car shortage, labor (lifflculties and
what not. the chances of getting full sup-
plies right now are mighty slim.

i.orFisviLi.E

Eslubllshment of niuxlmnm prices by
mine operators principal feature of the
week. Two-day production and beav.v de-
mand resulting in mines being oversold and
withdrawing from market,

A number of the reputable coal mine
operators of eastern Kentucky, especiallv
In the Harlan district, have taken the bull
by the horns, so to speak, and have an-
nounced that they would sell no more co.al
of any grade for the present at more than
$4 per ton at mine. Coal had been ad-
vancing until It was worth $4.50 to $5 at
many mines, with some operators planning
to go over the $5 mark in September. How-
ever, two-day operations, due to shortage
of cars, resulted In a. better (lem.and for
.such stc.am sizes, as is produced at higlier
prices, and the operators decided that in
view of the stronger steam prices they
could hold block coal prices down to $4,
which is the maximum for all grades.
However, this Is not helping the retailer

or consumer much, as the mines for the
most part are oversold, and ,are delivering
on old orders and contracts. New business
taken will be at $4, and an effort will be
made to take care of old customers. This
reduction w.as not entirely due to phli.an-
throplc motives, but partly due to the fact
that coals from other sections were coming
In at lower iirlces and shoving eastern Ken-
tucky out of certain markets. Louisville
being one of them. Due to the fact that
West Virginia pool territory mines are
getting a larger car supply than eastern
Kentucky and Tennessee, there has been a
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good deal of West Virginia coal coming on
the marltet at around $3.50 per ton at mine.
Tiiese car pool mines have been seeking
marlcets, whereas the eastern Kentucl^y
mines have been staving off business a»
they could not talce care of it. In reduc-
ing prices and then refusing to talte busi-

ness that they cannot fill, they cannot be
charged with hogging prices. The situa-

tion is about the same and prices were
really advanced to stave off business, but
resulted in the operator being condemned.

Jobbers are getting all that the market
will stand, and that is a price of $5 @ 5.25

for block coal in some instances. A few-

operators in eastern Kentucky are still

asking high prices, but while there is no
signed agreement and hardly a gentleman s

agreement, the larger operators are deter-

mined not to be responsible for high prices,

or accept the blame.
In a retail way the situation is distress-

ing Retailers have delivered a good deal

of coal, and there is still a fair demand,
but prices are out of line. One operator,

who is selling coal through a mme-owned-
retailing company in Louisville, has refused

to raise prices, with the result that retailers

are selling coal that cost them $4.50 a
ton at $7 a ton. after paying $1.60 freight

and war tax. and making deliveries, etc.

They are losing money on every ton de-

livered. Some of the leading retailers claim
that thev haven't any coal in their yards,

and that they should have a 5,000 to 10,-

000 ton stock. This will mean trouble m
the dead of winter, but conditions are un-
settled and retailers are afraid that the

Government may take control and force

prices down again, which would catch the

retailer with a large stock of coal on hand,
bouglit at far above the old Government

However, a few retailers claim that they

will advance prices all around by 60c.

a ton within the next ten days, and will

let coal stock on their .yards before they

will sell it for less, as they,^^""' s'^.'l'J^^
chance of selling it at a profit next winter.

BIRMINGHAM
With a sUghtlv better car supply coal is

moving bstter than last week, but there

is no material improvement In demand for

steam. Domestic continues strong, there

being practicaUy no free coal to be httd.

Aside from a somewhat better supply of

equipment for moving coal from the mines,

there is practically no change in conditions

in this district. High-grade steam coar

such as Pratt, Black Creek. Cahaba and
the like, is being taken up to the limit ot

production at the mines, but the medium
and lower grades are dragging on the

market and hard to dispose of. Pratt mine-
run is quoted at $2,85 0)3.00: Black Creek
and Cahaba $3.25@3.45, Big Seam $2.25-

©2.60. ,
.

It is almost impossible to buy a car ot

lump or nut coal in the district, the mines
being pressed under present operating con-

ditions to take care of contract customers
and are unable to produce any free coal.

Almost anv price could be obtained by the

producer having any of the domestic grades
to offer in the spot market.

. .

Mines in the district are not obtaining

over a fiO per cent, car supply, and accord-

ing to the prediction of Regional Director

Winchell this percentage is not ''l^^'Z, '"

be exceeded in the near future. Mr. Win-
chell is exercising every effort to nnalntain

•an equitable distribution of coal-car equip-

ment in this and other routhern producing

centers, it being asserted that there are

as many coal cars in the southern fields as

there were a year ago. whr-n production

in this district was practically twice the

tonnage that is being mined now. Faulty
distribution and the diversion of coal-carry-

ing equinment for other c1a«s s ..f fr.i'iht

is tlioutrht to be the principal trouble.

The Railroad Administration has pub-

lished rates via the Warrior River to New
Orleans and Mobile, which are 20 per cent,

less than the all-rail rate, being $l.Bn to

^.p.^^ Orleani ar.d $1.28 to Mobile. Some
mines in the Warrior field will be greatly

bonoflted by the reduced rate provided by
water transportation.

standing on track seemed to disappeai
contemporaneously with the much higher
asking prices that developed promptly upon
the surplus being absorbed, but on the
other hand operators seem to have had
dilTiculty in maintaining production at rates
necessary to take care of contracts and
thus no surplus has developed. Such a
surplus might have depressed prices, for
the coke market is always very sensitive to
slight differences between demand ana sup-
ply. The operators feel, of course, that
they are easily entitled to $4.75 for coke,
when Connellsville coal for byproduct cok-
ing recently brought as high as $3, and
now commands prices up to about $2. So,
but they do not seem to give full weight
to one factor, which is that while coke
cars are in moderately good supplv coal
care, particularly for the Connellsville
region, are very scarce. Some brokers
assert that it is car shortage, and nothing
else, that makes Connellsville coal bring
what it does.

It has become clear that the Connellsville
coke operators exercised poor judgment
when they sold large quantities of coke on
contract for the present half year on a
ratio basis, relative to pig iron. They ex-
pected pig iron to advance, while the fur-
naces had their doubts and were therefore
quite willing to buy coke on the basis
of the price being settled each month at
6 J net tons of coke at ovens to one gross
ton of basic pig iron at valley furnaces.
Pig iron has stayed at $25.75 and coke
under such contracts has therefore stayed
at $4.12. If the coke operators had been
bullish on coal, which they ought to know-
more about, instead of being bullish on pig
iron, they would have fared better. They
would not think now of selling coke for the
remainder of the year on a ratio basis, but
there is hardly any demand since the fur-
naces now idle are disposed to wait for
more settled industrial conditions, particu-
larly as to labor, before they think of blow-
ing in.

Foundry coke continues very strong, with
a moderate demand for spot and prompt
lots and relatively light offerings. We
quote spot or prompt furnace coke at $4.75
and spot or prompt foundry coke at $5.50®)
B.25. depending on brand, per net ton at
ovens.
The "Courier" reports production in the

Connellsville and Lower Connellsville region
in the week ended Aug. 23 at 240,440 tons,
an increase of 425S tons.

Buffalo—The trade is quiet. Furnaces
are running at about normal speed, but they
are not buying liberally, as the future of
the iron trade must be cleared up some-
what before much venturing is indulged in.
The prices remain as before, as they are
based on coal, as follows: 7 2 -hour Con-
nellsville foundry, $7.60 ; 48-hour furnace,
$7.25 ; off grades. $7 ; domestic sizes, $6.75 ;

breeze, $5.75. The movement of iron ore
has been much interrupted bv the handlers'
strike, so that during the past week only
two cargoes have arrived here of the 13,-
100 gross tons total.

Middle West

Coke in
CONNEI>I.SVII.I.E

•Vclvancoil market well held, hut turn-

over now light. No more ratio contracts.

The coke market has been relatively

nuiet In the past week as to actual turn-

over but the advanced prices attained more
than' a week ago have easily been held^

spot and prompt furnace coke standing at

$4.75. against $4 or less prior to a fort-

night ago. The heaiy buying demand that

absorbed the rather large tonnage of coke

MILWAUKEE
Coal market extremely quiet, with cargo

arrivals slow, on account of the Lake Sn-
l)erior dock strike.

The coal market is extremely quiet at
present. There is little animation at the
docks, as cargo arrivals are at a low ebb
on account of the strike at the iron ore
docks, which ties up carriers. A rush is

expected, however, when the ore traffic is
resumed. There is room for improvement
in the demand for soft coal from the in-
terior. Docks are piled high and a better
outer movement w-ould be welcomed. Scar-
city of popular household grades of
anthracite and bituminous hampers small
dealers, and city deliveries are sluggish.
Receipts Ijv lake thus far aggregate 519.-
364 tons of anthracite and 1,898,129 tons
of soft coal. Anthracite leads last year by
116,048 tons, but bituminous receipts are
now 52.234 tons behind 1918.
A municipal coal plant has been estab-

lished at K.au Claire. Wis. The domestic
i'r.-ides of hard and soft coal will be han-
dled .at as near cost as is possible.

ST. LOUIS
Strikes in the Standard and Mt. Olive

fields attaining serious proportions. Rebel-
lious miners threatening workers and clos-

ing mines. Very little coal on the market
and demand extremely cas.v. Country call

light. Signs of impending shortage serious.

The situation in the St. Louis market
is unchanged as far as the supply of coal

from the Standard and Mt. Olive fields is
concerned. The early part of the week, as
different mines resumed operations and it
was found that the strike leaders were not
permitted to work, a new series of strikes
took place. At other mines, because the
fines were not to be remitted, the miners
w-ent out. Toward the end of the week
these elements by main strength and
threats closed dow-n several other mines
in both fields. On Wednesday and Thurs-
day they marched in bodies of from 200
to 400 strong to the mines that were ready
to work and prevented the miners from
going down, and at other mines they stooa
guard until the men came up in the even-
ing and threatened them if they resumed
work the next morning. In the Standard
field they called out several engineers, fire-

men and pumpmen, and the mines are
filling up with water. The workers are
more rebellious now than at any previous
time against the officials of the state or-
ganization.

It is evident that some of these miners
at no time since they w-ent on strike made
up their minds to resume w-ork. The radi-
cal element around Belleville is opposed to
working until the general conference be-
tween the operators and the miners takes
place in Cleveland, and believe the mines
should be shut down until that time. Fur-
thermore, the trouble makers have threat-
ened that there will be a disruption of the
state organization if Farrington and his
followers are to hold office. It is the most
critical time that the Illinois organization
has ever faced, and it is going to take an
extremely strong man to master the situa-
tion. It will call for the expulsion from
the Illinois fields of the Socialists or Bol-
shevik members of that organization.
The peaceably inclined miners in the

Standard and Mt. Olive districts are afraid
to go to work. They are even afraid to

voice their sentiments in their local meet-
ings.

A few mines in the Mt Olive field man-
aged to continue work, and in the Standard
field a few of them were working until

the close of the week, but the strikers
openly boasted tliat these mines would be
idle the coming w-eek if they had to use
force to compel idleness.
This strike, however, is not likely to

touch the lower Illinois fields at all. It

will be confined to the Standard and Mt.
Olive fields, and possibly Springfield, where
some of the miners are on strike now.
Even with the few mines that are work-

ing in the Standard district, the Illinois

Central is unable to give them equipment
to work every day. The incompetent man-
ner in which this railroad is being han-
dled would discredit any national govern-
ment supervision. The public in the Mid-
dle West, after watching the railroads in

the Illinois coal fields, are fully satisfied

that the Government cannot take over any
kind of an industry and manage it properly.
The demand is easy locally for domestic

coal, with very little call for anything.
The steam demand is also light. Most of

the plants are using up their storage supply.
The call from the country for domestic
coal is good, but it is in vain. Country
steam coal is easy, except from the south.

There is no change in the price in the

Mt Olive field, although Standard, the little

that could be obtained, was selling as high
as $2.75 for 2-in. lump and $3 for the

6-in lump, with screenings from $2 to

$2.25.
In the Carterville field of Williamson and

Franklin Counties the only trouble has
been the lack of cars. Some mines have
been working one day a w-eek on the Iron
Mountain. The other mines that had equip-

ment were compelled to load railroad coal.

The railroads had ample time in the sum-
mer months to store coal, but they did

not do it. Now the Government gives the

railroads the rigTit to confiscate coal or to

refuse cars to a mine unless the mine
agrees to load railroad coal.

The service on the Iron Mountain is

extremely bad. It does not. however, be-

gin to compare with the Illinois Central.

The Burlington and the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois are giving good car suppiy and
fairly good service.

. .,.,»„„
The tonnage at all mines is light on

account of lack of labor, and no mine
in the field is working full time, even at

the mines that have four roads. The rail-

road tonnage is extremely heavy.
There is a market for everything pro-

duced at the circular price, even with the

independents.
In the Du Quoin field similar conditions

exist, except that the mines get very little

working time, being exclusively on the Illi-

nois Central rail.
^, ,^

There is practically no anthracite com-
ing into St Louis and no orders are taken

for future shipment. Smokeless is cut oIT

altogether.
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Labor Seeks a Six-Months' Armistice
A coiniuittee appointed by the jNew York State Federation of l^ahor

to investigate the high cost of living

reports in part as follows :

YOUR committee does not intend to burden you

with a tiresome dissertation on the causes of tha

high cost of living. They are patent to all thought-

ful men. The representative business men with whom
your committee conferred presented facts and figures

to show that the high cost of living is due to the high

cost of and decrease in production. These facts were
well knovwi to your committee.

Your committee is convinced that this condition is

all wrong and cannot be permitted to continue unless

we—and by "we" your committee means not labor alone

but the people of the whole United States—wish to in-

vite a disaster unparalleled in history. The people

must be given a breathing spell.

There must be a suspension of struggling for class

and party advantage. All Americans must bend their

backs to their oars and pull steadily together against

the storm-tossed waters until our boat again rides safely

on the placid sea of prosperity.

The part that labor can play in bringing tranquility

and prosperity to our industrial life has been pointed

out by recent events.

The President of the United States in a message to

his fellow-citizens on August 25, refers specifically to

the threatened strike of railway shopmen and makes a

plea which may advisedly be considered as applying to

industrial disturbances generally. The President said:

"Only by keeping the cost of production on its present

level, by increasing production and by rigid economy
and saving on the part of the people can we hope for

large decreases in the burdensome cost of living which

now weighs us down."

As a result of President Wilson's appeal, backed by

the attitude of Samuel Compers, president of the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor, and the leaders of the rail-

way brotherhoods, the threatened railroad strike was
averted and the country spared a t.errible tragedy.

On every hand there are strikes and threats of strikes.

Most of these disturbances have been provoked by radi-

cal agitators who have not the interests of the toilers

at heart, but who seek to promote industrial warfare
for the purpose of destroying our present economic
system and substituting "industrial ownership by the

proletariat."

Fortunately, the same leaders of organized labor have,

after a short period, succeeded in regaining control of

their temporarily rebelliou."" unions and restoring

orderly procedure under the laws and rules of the Amer-
ican Federation of Labor.

The conduct of men who call themselves loyal sup-
porters of trade unionism in breaking away from the

authority of iheir duly elected officials and inaugurat-
ing uncalled for, unnecessary and unauthorized strikes

should at ail times be severely condemned and the agi-

tators who foment such outbreaks should be visited

with the severest penalties possible under trade union
rules.

For trade unions to permit themselves to be brought
under the influence of lawless agitators at this time of
national stress is treason not only to the principles of

trade unionism but to the United States of America.
It would not be too severe punishment to revoke the

American Federation of Labor charters of such unions
and put them outside the pale of decent organized labor.

* * *

Your committee earnestly recommends:

1 That the Executive Council take steps to cancel
• and suspend all strikes now in progress in New

York State and to use their influence to prevent the

calling of future strikes except in such circumstances

as, in the opinion of the Executive Council, render it

imperatively necessary to use the strike weapon.

'y That the truce shall be on the basis of the status
• quo.

'I That the period of the truce shall be six months,
• or for such longer period as President Wilson

may require to enable him to effect a reduction of the

cost of living.

A That notice be served on all employers that any
'• individual, firm or corporation which attempts to

take advantage of organized labor's attitude to serve its

own interests at the expense of labor shall be left foi- a

reasonable time to such disciplinary measures as other

employers or organizations of employers may wish to

put into eft'ect, and that if disciplinary measures be

not taken by the employers themselves, then organized

labor will fight such unfair and disloyal individual, firm

or corporation in a manner that will never be effaced

from the culprit's memory.

C That copies of this report be transmitted to Samuel
*^* (^.ompers, president of the American Federation of

Labor, and to the various State Federations of Labor

throughout the United States, with the recommendation

that the policy outlined herein be adopted by all.
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS
PRACTICAL SCHEMES THAT MAKE THE DAYS WORK EASIER

A Safety Powder Car

By George Deuvell
Chicago, 111.

The Madison Coal Corporation, at its No. 6 mine at

Divernon, 111., J. H. Miller, mine manager, has designed

and built a apeciai car for the transportation and dis-

tribution of powder within the mine in order to decrease

the danger always connected with this operation. This

car is built of wood, strapped and reinforced with iron.

The planking is double, with two shsets of asbestos

between boards. The bolts employed pass through the

outer layer of planking only, and the inner planks are

dovetailed together at the corners. There is thus no

exposed metal inside the lining.

After the car was completed a test was made upon

it. Five full cans of powder were placed in the car

SPECl.M.I.V r.riLT CAR FOR CARRYING POWDER

together with as many empties as would normally be

carried in a full load. A can of loose powder was then

scattered throughout the car and its contents. The
car was then hauled away to a safe distance and de-

liberately short-circuited between trolley and rail, full

voltage '275) being applied. Repeated tests failed

utterly to produce an explosion.

A Simple Ground or Short-Circuit Indicator

By F. W. Sakon
Johnstown. Pcnn.

In mines where a trolley wire system is used there

is frequently considerable time lost in finding a "short

circuit" or a heavy ground which ties up the mine if

not located immediately. A simple device that can

be constructed by the electrician in chartre will elimi-

nate this annoyance.

Take a board 10 x 12 x 1 in. in dimension and

mount a fuse block upon it. This fuse block may be

Sectional Insulator or Cutout
Switch to be Open at Time of Test

Trollet/ mire

iiootrd can be Mounted on Convenient Prop

D1.AGR.\.\I ol' DKVU :E THAT tfl.UI'LlFIE.'^

SHORT-CIRCUIT.^
I)ISCOVERT OF

inclosed if necessarj'. The fuse must -_,i course be

posed on the wire. Also mount two light globes and

sockets above the fuse block and wire, as shown in th;

illustration.

One of these boards should be at the cutout switch

on each side of the entry. They are inexpensive, and
in case the wire falls down onto the rails or there is

any other accidental contact of the wire and rail, or a

temporary short-circuit, the fuse will blow, after which

the lights will light up, thus .showing in which entry

the trouble is located. The lamps are connected in

series; that is, they can be connected for whatever

globes there are on hand, and are so arranged as to

light and burn properly whatever voltage is in use at

the mine. A cutout switch can be mounted on the board

for safety purposes.

Handy Smallware Drawer
By C. H. Willey

Coneoii.1. .V. H.

The simple expedient shown in the accompanying il-

lustration seems worthy of being passed along to others.

There is always a generous supply of small sections of

HANDY DRAWER WITH .-^HEKT IKON BOTTOM
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corrugated sheet-iron roofing about the mine buildings,

and this is all that is needed to make these handy small-

ware trays for the bench or for the cabinet drawers.

Small screws, bolts, washers, rivets, nuts, cotter pins,

etc., are easily picked from the grooves which form the

trays, as they are round bottomed and easy on the

finger tips.

A Simple "Climber"
By John Buggy
CluuiibLTsville, Penn.

•The accompanying iilustration shows what I call a

"climber," since it is used to make derailed cars climb

back onto the track. It is in reality a homemade car

replacer of light weight and simple construction. Where
either locomotive or rope haulage is employed, this little

device will save its cost many times over in a short time

through the rapid replacement of cars.

. This climber is made from a piece of 11-in. bar iron

and a 8 X 2-in. strap to a U shape and just the height

of the rail in thg clear. The bar is attached to the

strap at the bottom of the U by means of a rivet, prefera-

HO.MEMAUE DEVICE hOK KE1'I,.VCI.\( ; O.VRS ON TUAOK

bly with both heads Hush. This rivet should be loose

enough to permit a considerable rotational movement
between the two pieces tnat it joins.

In use, the U-shaped .strap is placed with its two legs

straddling the rail, while the end of the bar, which may
be chamfered, rests on the ground or upon a tie just

in front of a wheel of the derailed car. A second climber

is similarly placed upon the other rail, and a pull or push
on the car causes the wheels to mount the climbers and
drop into place upon the track. A second setting of the

climbers may or may not be necessary for the other pair

of wheels.

Ingenious Arbor or Sliali Press

The accompanying illustration shows a ."imple affair

constructed from pieces of plank, a few pieces of l-in.

plate iron and some bolts, nuts and washers, forming an
arbor press that can be used for driving in or out shafts

of pulleys, gears, wheels, flanges, etc.

The base is of 3-in. plank and the two buttresses

of 4 X 6-in. stuff. The two supports are of 2-in. plank,

each end being capped with l-in. sheet iron. These iron

;i.MPLK METHOI )F DRIVIXC SH.\FTS

caps protect the ends of the plank. The buttresses are

bolted to the ba^e with three or more l-in. bolts. In

use, one end of each support rests against the buttresses

and the other end supports the work. Any reasonable

size of shaft rod or stock can be handled in this device,

as the two plank supports adapt themselves to any size.

A copper or brass maul is used as indicated, to drive

the shaft into place or out of the flange or wheel.

A Safety Derail

By Marshal Johnson
Benhani, Ky.

At the mines of the Wisconsin Steel Co., at Benham,
Ky., loads are drawTi up a 3 per cent, grade for about

three-quarters of a mile. For a long time considerable

trouble was experienced with the breaking loose of

cars, which would run wild down the slope. In order

to overcome this difficulty the derail shown in the ac-

;i.\ll'l,h; DWVICE THAT I'KEVENT.'S
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compunying illustration was devised. This apparatus is

so simple, and is .so clearly shown in Mie photograph,

that little if any explanation is needed. The weight on

the end of the lever holds the derail switch open. When
a trip must pass it is only necessary to raise this

weight and hold it until the trip has gone "by.
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How the Drainage Problem of Edna No. 2

Mine Was Solved
Serious Difficulties Now Believed to Be Settled For All Time at

Hillman Coal and Coke Co. Operation

By Donald J. Baker
ritt.sburgh. Penn.

Two mines, near each other and inter-connected, each had a drainage

problem. It was decided finnlli/ to lead tlie water to one central

sump, from luhich it could be voided by one pump. The necessary
ditching was accordingly done and a. large ce.itral sump and pump-
house excavated. A large electrically driven, wood-lined triplex pump
ivas then installed, while the pumps previously employed were left in

place as standbys. It is believed that this arrangement satisfactorily

disposes of the drainage problem at this mine for a long time to come.

WITH the re-

cent installa-

tion at the

Edna No. 2 mine of

the Hillman Coal and
Coke Co., at Wendel,

Penn., cf a vertical

tr'plex mine pump
with baseplate dimensions of 10 x 16 ft., a drainage

problem of long standing at that place has been solved.

The tract of coal owned by the company lies in West-

moreland County and is under the supsrintendency of

E. H. Miller. The coal is that of the Pittsburgh bed

and averages 6 ft. in thickness. It has been under

development for the past 19 years by two mines—name-

ly, Edna Nos. 1 and 2—which lie on the eastern and

western sides of the property within an approximate

distance of 3 miles of each other. The No. 2 mine em-

ploys 380 men and has a daily output of 1200 to 1500

tons, while the No. 1 mine averages 1000 tons daily with

a force of 310 men.

A 360-ft. shaft gives access to the No. 2 mine, while

No. 1 is entered by a slope. The coal takes a 7 per

cent, dip from Edna No. 1 in a general southwesterly

direction toward the No. 2 mine. This has caused a

peculiar drainage problem to appear recently, the full

force of which has been felt in particular at Edna No.

2. It might be mentioned that the coal has long since

been removed between the two openings as far as the

property boundary line on the north and south. The

present workings as a result lie away from each other

and in a more nearly east and west direction.

It can be seen that because of the formations en-

countered, the water from No. 1 mine will run by grav-

ity in the direction of No. 2 mine. As the two opera-

tions developed they approached each other's workings

until a junction, as stated above, was completed. Up
to this time the water in mine No. 1 had been handled

by small portable pumps throughout the mine. It was

decided, however, to build a sump at a point about half-

way between the two openings. This would serve to

collect all of the water from the abandoned region on

the north. The remainder coming from the abandoned

workings to the south of the sump, being of no appre-

ciable volume, would be allowed to run on into No. 2.

This project was carried out and two Gainsville steam

pumps of 500 gal. capacity each were installed at the

sump site in No. 1 mine. This left No. 2 free to work

out its own drainage .system. A sump accordingly was
constructed for No. 2 mine at a point about 2500 ft.

in a northeasterly direction from the shaft bottom and

two Doming triplex pumps installed. These were 5 x

6 ft. and 6 x 8 ft. in baseplate size respectively. Prac-

tically all of the water collected at this point by grav-

ity, with the exception of a little in the workings to the

west. This was later

forced up into an

abandoned heading by

portable pumps, to

run by gravity down
to the sump proper.

The foregoing con-

ditions had existed for

some time when it was decided to construct a central

sum.p in the No. 2 mine and drain both operations from
this point. This decision was reached after consider-

able trouble had been experienced with the pumps at

both stations because of the corrosive action of the

water, which has a high acid content. A recent analysis

gave the following results per 100,000 parts:

Frei-uii.l usMilpliiir
Siliiii

Caln.irii r,,ll,,,li;il.

MaKn.'Muni .arboiial
Caloiuni sulphate . . .

Magnesium sulphatf
Sodium .sulphate . . .

Tron sulphate
AluTiiinuiii sulphate

,

Sodii
Su> i.le.l < ids.

264
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for a 15 X 26 ft. pumproom 25 ft. high, lying for the

most part directly over) the sump. I-beams placed

transversely were used as roof timbers in the construc-

tion of this pumproom, and tha whole was given a

cement lining. A drill hole had been driven previously

from the surface to permit of a 12-in. outlet pipe.

The pump was brought underground in sections, where
the assembly was completed. A 150-hp. diract-current

Allis-Chalmers motor was mounted on a solid concrete

base and connected to the pump through a single her-

ringbone reduction gear. The motor runs at 575 r.p.m.,

while the pump makes 46 r.p.m. This machine has a

capacity of 750 gal. per minute through a 14-in. intake.

Subsequent experiments with the capacity of the sump
show that the pump must be operated continuously for

three days to permit its entire drainage. This gives

an idea of the amount of excavating done at this site.

Little or no difficulty was experienced with the in-

stallation of this machinery, and completed the pump-
room is one of the first of its kind in western Pennsyl-

vania containing this type of triplex pump. Because of

ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN" TRIPLEX PUMP TH.VT HANUI.IOS
1)K.\INAGE WATER OF EDNA NO. 2 MINK

the wood lining in the water end, no trouble is antici-

pated from the acid water.

It is planned to allow the old pumprooms in Edna
Xos. 1 and 2 to remain as they are. The sump at No.

1 will overflow and the water will follow the course to

the sump at No. 2. The overflow from this point will

run down to the new central location. A small amount
of grading was found necessary from the No. 2 sump to

the central sump, but this was of no great consequence

as the distance is short.

The drainage problem of both mines has now been

solved, the dip of the coal assisting materially in the

general collection of the water by gravity. The present

operations at No. 2, which lie to the west of the new
pumproom, are of course on the down side of the dip and
do not drain into the central sump by gravity. So far

but little water has been encountered here and this

small amount has been forced up to the central sump
by the portable pumps previously mentioned. As the

tract boundary line is in close proximity, these opera-

tions will never become extensive, nor will the distance

through which the water must be moved ever become
so great as to require pumping the water a second

time. So while the location of the new sump is not

ideal inasmuch as water will not collect there by grav-
ity from all parts of Edna No. 2, yet it is as nearb'
perfect a location as could be applied to both mines.
A review of the entire situation might raise the

question of why the new pumproom was not located
a little farther to the west so as to take advantage of
the natural slope afforded by the dip, and cover to
a greater extent the present workings. This would have
meant a stupendous amount of excavating in order to
divert the course of the water from its natural ten-
dency to flew toward the No. 2 opening. A location of
the central sum.p farther west without this excavation
would have caused the flooding of the shaft bottom.

In view of these facts and bearing in mind that the
tract boundary line is nearby on the west, it is practi-
cally certain that all future operations in No. 2 will never
present a serious drainage problem. The use of small
portable pumps may, however, be replaced at some future
time by a substation when development of the coal to the
south of the shaft has reached considerable proportions.
This, however, appears to be the limit of any future
needs as all development at No. 1 is on the upgrade of
the dip and entirely self-draining to the central sump.

American vs. British Byproduct

Coking Practice
An Englishman by the name of Richard Gunderson

came to this country several years ago and was em-
ployed for a time on the staff of the leading byproduct-
oven concern of America. He had an unusual oppor-
tunity to become familiar with byproduct practice here
and recorded his observations in an article which ap-

peared in the Mar. 1, 1919, issue of the Gas World,
published in England. This article compares British
;'.nd American byproduct coke-oven practice and brings
dut some highly interesting differences.-

The English writer frankly admits that American
coke manufacturers lead in the coke industry and states

his reasons for that conclusion. Three main factors

have contributed toward the phenomenal growth of the

byproduct-coke industry in this country: (1) The ap-

jilication of science and research to the industry; (2">

the location of coke works at steel plants and near large

cities; (3) the control by big corporations of raw-

material supplies, transportation facilities, sales forces

and media for the distribution of products. Of course,

the war's requirements made the last few years the

psychological period for byproduct-oven construction.

In the United States 2085 byproduct-coke ovens were
completed during the year 1918 alone—71 more ovens

than Great Britain built from 1915 to 1919, or during
practically the whole period of the war. This is not

intended :is an odious comparison; it is simply a state-

ment showing the difference in the status of the by-

product oven in the two countries, for the progress

of Great Britain before the war in the byproduct in-

dustry was far greater than ours.

However, while indulging in comparisons it cannot be

overlooked that German l)yproduct ovens produced more
coke at the beginning of the war than was made in

the ovens of this country in 1918, and that despite the

phenomenal expansion of the coke industry here.

America only really commenced her byproduct-cok(

work some 12 years ago.

The application of science and research work did
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much to establish the byproduct-coke industry here on

a basis adapted to American conditions. A committee

of prominent coke and steel men from the United States

investigated European practice; they rejected the 8-ton

Continental oven and 30-hour coking period and worked

out a plan whereby now 12 2 tons of coal are coked in one

oven in 16 to 17 hours.

The coke masters of Great Britain consider that the

shorter coking time in the United States of America

is made possible by the use of unwashed coal. Twenty

per cent, of the coal used in byproduct ovens here is

washed. The secret lies in such coal being dried to 5

to 6 per cent, moisture content, while in Great Britain

washed coal is drained rarely to contain less than 15

per cent, moisture.

As to oven operation, uniformity is insisted upon

here to a degree not understood in England. Ameri-

cans have secured uniformity with various mixtures of

coal in varying widths of ovens by burning sufficient

gas to accomplish desired results. The use of silica

brick in the ovens of this country has permitted higher

temperatures and higher coking velocities than in Eng-

land. However, the preliminary treatment of coal, heat

control and careful design of oven (considered so es-

sential here) is of less importance, in Mr. Gunderson's

opinion, than scientific operation. In Great Britain,

oven workers refuse to push more than a certain num-
ber of ovens in a shift; in this country the bonus system

provides the needed incentive to make the workmen
push as many ovens as are ready for that purpose.

The other main points brought out by the English

writer—location of plant and unity of control—throw

into strong relief essentially American practice: plant

layout suited to the greatest efficiency and the organiza-

tion of the component parts of an industry under one

head. In Great Britain the consolidation of coal, ore

and steel companies has not progressed materially.

Important changes have taken place in Great Britain

recently. The miner has secui'ed a shorter working

day and the price of coal has been advanced $1.50 a ton

to meet the decreased output per man and tbe increased

mining rate, a turn of affairs in which everyone is in-

terested. If the consumer must pay more for his coal,

one way to meet the situation is to make a ton of fuel

go further. It had to be done in America during the

war, and conservation methods secured an average 10

per cent, saving in fuel, with a much greater percentage

in certain cases. Many wasteful methods were elimi-

nated.

Technical men here point to the byproduct coke oven

as the future instrument for converting coal into more
economical forms of fuel for producing energy and use-

ful byproducts. It is even hinted that the time is not

far distant when it will be illegal to use raw coal in

grates or stoves; burned in this way, the byproducts

are all wasted. These form by far the most valuable

portion of the coal. Conservation and research re-

ceived an additional impetus during the war and will

doubtless continue to be of service in many fields.

According to D. H. Downey, in Pennsylvania the

greatest number, at one time, of bituminous mines em-
ploying ten men or more underground was 2000. There
were in 1918 probably as many as 2000 small temporary
workings, but the aggregate production of these small

operations was less than 1 per cent, of the whole output.

Buyer's Right to Bill of Sale—Title to personal prop-

erty passes by delivery, without necessity for a formal bill

of sale. The buyer is not entitled to demand execution of

such a document by the seller unless the latter has promised
to execute o«ie. (Minnesota Supreme Court, J. I. Case
Threshing Machine Co. vs. Bargabos, 172 Northwestern
Reporter, 882.)

Illinois Safety Statute—The requirement of the Illi-

nois statutes for the inspection of coal mines imposes no
liability excepting for willful violation of such law. Where
proper examination is made, and no dangerous condition is

detected, the operator is not liable for a fall of slate. On
an issue as to whether there has been a violation of the

statute, evidence is not admissible to show existing con-

ditions at the place several days before an examination
was made by the mine examiner. (Illinois Supreme Court,

Eichhorn vs. St. Louis & O'Fallon Coal Co., 123 North-
eastern Reporter, 603.)

Operator's Liability for Trapper's Negligence—In

order that a coal operator may be held liable to a mine
motorman for injuries sustained through negligence of an
incompetent and inexperienced trapper in throwing a switch
wrong, on the ground of negligence in retaining an incom-
petent employee, it must be proved that the operator actu-
ally knew of the trapper's unfitness for the performance of

his duties, or should have known of it under the particular

circumstances. Notice of the trapper's incompetence was
brought home to defendant operator if called to the atten-

tion of a representative of the company having authority i
in the matter. (Texas Court of Civil Appeals, Sherbley vs. i|

Texas & Pacific Coal Co., 212 Southwestern Reporter, 756.)

Forfeiture of Coal-Mining Leases— A coal-mining
lease was not subject to forfeiture because the lessee per-

mitted labor liens to attach to his property on which the
lessor had a contract lien to secure payment of rental^ ac-

cruing under the lease, where there was no stipulation in

the lease requiring the lessee to keep the property unincum-
bered and where the labor liens were dischai-ged before suit

to forfeit the lease was brought. Nor will a lease be for-

feited because of a withholding by the lessee of a compara-
tively small amount of rent or royalties, where a forfeiture
vv'ould be inequitable, considering the length of the term
of the lease, the value of the lessee's improvements, and the
fact that the lessor did not demand the amount in arrears
until the day before bringing suit. (Washington Supreme
Court, Harlan vs. McGraw, 181 Pacific Reporter, 882.)

Electric Haulage in Gaseous Pennsy'lvania Mines—
A section of the Pennsylvania mining laws provides that
"electric haulage by locomotives operated from a trolley

wire is not permissible in any gaseous portions of mines,
except upon intake air, fresh from the outside." Plaintiff's

husband was employed in defendant's mine, in which there

was a trolley system. The fireboss discovered gas in a

dip entry and posted proper notice of danger and barri-

caded that part of the mine. Later someone removed these

warnings and plaintiff's husband and other miners entered

the place. Thereafter some one turned on the electric cur-

rent and an electric locomotive being run into the place

caused an explosion resulting in death of plaintiff's husband.
Held, that violation of the statute above mentioned subjects

a mine owner to liability for resulting- injuries not due to

contributory negligence of the injured miners. And notice

to a mine superintendent of the gaseous condition of a min'.-

is notice to the owTier. That negligence of the mine fore-

man in removing the barricade or in permitting the men to

enter the mine may have concurred to bring about the ac-

cident will not exonerate the mine owner. "Of course, if

decedent had entered the mine knowing of the wrongful re-

moval of the barricade, no matter by whom, he would have
taken the chances of an accident." (Pennsylvania Supreme
Court, Jaras vs. Wright, 106 Atlantic Reporter, 798.)
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The Need of Inland Water Transportation
By W. E. Joyce
Mauch Chunk. Penn.

To transport coal and other commodities by means of canals
has been an ever-recurring problem. In the past such enter-

prises have met with decided hostiUty from the railroads. It

would appear, however, that the time is now ripe for a thorough
and careful consideration of the problems involved, to the end
that the cost of moving various products, particularly bulk
freight, may be reduced and the well being of the country aided.

GENERAL use

of the water
courses and

cana's offers one sure

mea iS of reducing

commodity costs. The
late Theodore Roose-

velt was an ardent ad-

vocate of such a policy. Only certain lines of industry

give evidence of appreciating this fact. It remains for

the public at large to grasp more fully the importance

of extending ihe usefulness of water transportation

and thereby hasten its adoption.

Community spirit, magnificently shown during the

past few years, cannot continue where common interest

in large enterprises lags ; and certainly the transporta-

tion problem is one of them. That the country has not

reached the stage where Government ownership of rail-

roads is regarded as the better plan of operation seems
established. Be that as it may, the fact remains that

ideas of community interest, collective bargaining, initi-

ative and referendum decision, and general trade or

labor amalgamation are growing.

This shows a definite trend—that individual enter-

prise, no matter how progressive in providing means
to an end, without regard for public interest, must give

way eventually to the more important purpose of serv-

ing the people as a whole.

The country owes much to its railroads and to those

captains of industry whose acumen visualized decades
to come, and whose enterprise and determined effort

gave substantial aid to national development. The pio-

neers in railroad building contributed much to the coun-

try'.s greatness, and their followers carried on the work
with even greater biilliancy. No other industrial

agency aiding in national development can claim greater

credit, so that in advocating a broader transportation

policy an element of ingratitude would seem to be pro-

lected.

Navigable Waterways Woulo Aid Railroads

This, however, is not to be considered where further
idvance in the march of progress is imperatively de-

manded by national growth. On the contrary, the
greatest stimulus that railroads of the country could

get at this time would be through supplying additional

means of transportation by making navigable the va-

rious waterways.

The history of our canals has been but partly writ-

ten, and what records are now available are of a par-
tisan character. The Erie Canal, Morri.s & Essex, Del-

aware, Juniata, Lehigh. Schuylkill, Raritan and other
artificial waterways have had periods of trial, success
and failure—mo.'-tly failure. Notwithstanding that
this means of transportation was the first to claim at-

tention, it has been superseded by other methods, to

be practically discarded later. Even the great Barge
Canal, upon which has been built the highest lift lock
in the world, and which was designed to carry 20,000,-

000 tons of freight annually from the Middle West to

the Atlantic coast, threatens to become a failure

through indiffffrence

of the Federal agen-

cies in carrying out

agreements.

There can be no

doubt that extraor-

dinaiy effort was ap-

plied in the early days
of canal building, as witnessed in the work of Josiah
White on the Lehigh. Failing to make a contract with
the City of Philadelphia to furnish an adequate water
supply to the city from the Falls of Schuylkill, he turned
his attention to the Lehigh and exhausted his meager
fortune in an endeavor to make it navigable. He suc-
ceeded, but it was an heroic fight.

Natural laws supplying floods and freshets seemed
to be the nemesis of such enterprise. The vicissitudes
of the projectors were many. It cannot be said that
disaster brought about in this way repeatedly did not
excite public sympathy for canal builders, as is shown
by the many generous grants made by legislative

bodies. An illuminating instance of this generosity
is given in the grant now held by the Lehigh Coal and
Navigation Co. whereby an ear of corn, upon demand,
was the return to be made for invaluable rights.

Many Attempts Made to Develop Canals
On the other hand, time has shown that improve-

ment upon the canal grants could have been made, and in

the present day of Panama construction by legislative

enactment, the promised boon upon which many of th:

original grants were made might have been achieved.

Enthusiasm for developing water courses as a means
of transportation has had its periods. In each instance
there seemed to crop out jealousies of states as well as

the element of human cupidity among the individual
promoters. New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey
legislators could not combine on any scheme looking to-

ward the improvement of the Morris Canal connecting
the Delaware at Easton with New York harbor. Trade
from the anthracite region coming down the Lehigh
Canal presented arcadian visions for all communities
along its route of travel. Recommendations of com-
mittees and acts of various legislatures, embracing
beautiful plans for promoting human happiness, werrr

presented time and again, but the ogre of private gain
in one form or another slipped in to submerge the pros-

pective argosy.

Of the several canal propositions looking with gain-

ful eye upon the coal trade in eastern Penns.vlvania

(which include the Morris, Delaware & Hudson, Le-

high, Schuylkill ,and Delaware Division), the Morris

was the least favorable for securing adequate return.

The Delaware & Hudson handled a large traffic at one

time, but railroad interests discouraged its use, and
the same was true of the Schu.vlkill route. The Lehigh

and Delaware canals proved, under independent owner-

ship, their ability to handle heavy traffic. The Lehigh

at one time operated as many as 4500 boats. There
may be 100 in use today.

Fixed charges on canal operation reduced to a tech-
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nical problem under the old method were embraced in

delay of lockage, repairs and attendance. These have

been regarded as the stumbling block to continuance of

operation on an average canal of 100 to 150 tons ca-

pacity.

A decrease in the number of locks has heretofore

been recommended as an offset to this drawback. Mod-

ern engineering has been doing much to lift the canal

problem from the complex to the simple class. Rec-

ommendations for securing a greater height of lift or

from 8- or 10-ft. locks to 20- or 25-ft. locks, also to

increase the size of barges as a means of securing the

decrease in the number of
^ ^
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locks and tonnage cost, and

consequent decreased cost

per ton-mile, have been

made. These recommenda-

tions were long considered

impracticable by experts.

These experts are now en-

tirely discredited by the

locks in use on the Barge Canal at Little Falls, N. Y.,

which are over 40 ft. in height.

The feasibility of improving the various water

courses so as to economically transport freight in quan-

tity has passed the experimental stage. The various

state legislatures seem to have recognized this fact,

as does also the National Government. The great Barge

Canal built across New York at an expense of $160,000,-

000, designed to open transportation with the Middle

West, has already caused apprehension as to its future

usefulnec3 by reason of failure of the Federal author-

ities to carry out plans to which they had agreed. The

matter of supplying 75 barges appeared to be the

stumbling block, but it is suspected that the real cause

of hesitancy lay in fixing freight rates. As in the case

of fixing prices on steam sizes of anthracite coal for

railroad use, the Federal authorities betray a serious

weakness.

While patriotism suggested vast expenditures on road

building for the benefit of returning soldiers, also open-

ing public works and farms, to which projects every-

body subscribed, the fact remains that nothing is being

done either for the returned soldier or the. public at

large, for whose welfare the citizen made a soldier of

himself on the basis of democracy.

The Per .isylvania legislature has fallen into line for

opening the waterways and promising extensive canal

construction. There has been under consideration a

proposition for making the Susquehanna navigable in

part, but so far nothing definite has taken place.

The old Lehigh Canal is doing some business. As far

as can be seen this practically amounts to an effort on

the part of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co. to retain

its franchise by keeping the channel sufficiently clear

to pass a few boats. One or two dredges with scows

of obsolete type are employed a few months in the

year in dredging, but with each sigh of .Jupiter Pluvius

the channel overflows and service is discontinued.

Some years ago the canal extended north to White

Haven, and considerable coal, lumber and other products

were taken down. Mauch Chunk is the northern ter-

minus now. The name of Coalport still clings to the

loading point, which is miirked by decaying chutes and

elevators, but as a port only the 'Lehigh Coal and Navi-

gation Co. makes any use of it. Apparently the canal

pays better for the freight it does not carry as at pres-

: \loj:k

DEL.AW.\RE NAVIG.\T10N
Plan for improvement of the River Delaware submitted to tlie

Pennsylvania legislature in 1S23 by Josiah White. It will be
noted that the lock system of today embraces ilie same ideas.

ent operated. Retention of a franchise has a value in

itself. At the same time railroad differentials, fixed

decades ago, discourage effectually coal operators on

canal shipping from Coalport.

By discouraging public use ot the canal as a common
carrier, the railroads get an advantage supposedly. For

the immediate present this would appear to be good

business. And yet along the tributaries of canals as

well as along the main streams are fabulous quantities

of freight lying untouched and which should be going

to supply people of the congested communities. This is

represented not alone by farm and dairy products, but

by lumber, lime, hides,

stone, iron ore, etc.

The best interests of thi

railroads are not served by

shutting off this trade, be-

cause of the natural ten-

dency of trade to multiply.

In addition there is a de

mand for materials thai

otherwise go to waste, leaving a void that is productive
of higher prices of commodities necessary to the human
well being. Arrested development thus provides a lo-i-

to the railroads which they are now feeling keenly.

The hard-coal region has always suffered through
unjust railroad tariffs which permit of longer hauls of

soft coal to tide for less money. What is true of coal

is also true of ore. Iron ore is hauled from Buffalo to

Bethlehem at the same freight rate as is charged to

points 50 miles north of Bethlehem, while from Beth-

lehem to Philadelphia the tariff is 30 cents less per ton

than from the point 50 miles north, making competition
impos.'^ible.

Such practice does not sustain the principle which
induced legislatures to give away valuable franchises.

When the Pennsylvania legislature voted away water
and land rights along the Lehigh, it was done on the

basis of nromoting public welfare. Providing transpor-

tation for coal offered the means of securing employ-

ment for people who were later to develop the territory.

The builders came and suffered, as pioneers always suf-

fer. They opened the territory and gave their all to

the enterprise that had induced legislative generosity

in behalf of the promoters. The question then is, Have
the promoters done their part?

Assuming that they did all within their means, since

the situation is still far from fulfillment of original

idsals, it is evident that assistance either from state or

Federal agency ih needed to complete the scheme. It is

quite plain that without such assistance this great

need will never be fulfilled, notwithstanding the im-

perative demand in behalf of the common weal.

It was laigely through the work of the late Theodore

Roosevelt that the Barge Canal, 532 miles in length, wa'

completed. Mr. Roosevelt recognized that successful

operation of the waterway as a means of transporta-

tion would contribute much not only to the State ol

New York but to the United States as well. On this

principle he exerted his influence and the work was
carried to a successful completion.

The same holds true of the several other waterways,

and particularly of the Schuylkill and Lehigh traver.**-

ing the anthracite belt. It would appear, however, that

to secure the necessary attention from the proper

authorities another Roosevelt must arise. In the absence

of such a personality, however, public dema'id can do
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mucn. When the importance of the proposition is

grasped by the people a demand for action will develop,

and as the question is better understood this demand
will become positive and insistent.

By what sinister influence the use of canals is kept

from the people is not difficult to fathom At the pres-

ent time there is felt serious concern for the operation

of the Barge Canal as originally intended, despite the

13 years required to build it. It is regarded as one of

the country's greatest engineering achievements. Con-
gress having taken a hand in the completion of the

work, the country at large will surely note its success or
failure. It is significant that the question of freight
rates was injected into the contract proposition and
made partly responsible for the Government's failure
to supply the steel barges as originally agreed.

In the meantime people of Philadelphia and coast
cities are no less interested in transportation on the
Lehigh and Schulykill than are the people of the coal
regions, whose opportunities for increasing trade and
the opening of better markets would be thereby greatly
improved.

Creek Control at Kingston, W. Va.
By Walter H. Dunlap

KiiiK.^ton. W, Va.

KINGSTON, W. VA., occupies the valley of Milburn
Creek from the head of the hollow for a distance

of a mile or more down the stream. Thus, in com-
mon with many other coal-mining camps in this and
neighboring states, it has a problem of creek regulation.

From the rim of the mountain some 1200 to 1500 ft.

above the town the slopes of the watershed fall off

abruptly at angles of 25 to 35 deg. to the creek, which
flows through the town on a grade of from 4 to 3 J

per cent. The floor of the valley varies from 50 to

100 .vd. in width and is occupied by the creek, railroad,

highways, houses and yards, the stream meandering
from side to side of the valley as it proceeds through

the town. The creek is subject to violent freshets

during the course of which it usually overflows its banks

at one point or another and selects a new channel for

itself, destroying highways, gardens, etc., and doing

other damage incidental to the change.

The problem here involved is to decide upon some
particular location for the creek and to compel it to

stick to that location. The town would be in a more
fortunate position now if the creek had been thrown

to either one side or the other of the valley at the time

the camp was laid out, for in that event there would

now be only one side of the creek to revet and the

layout for highway crossings, etc., would be simplified.

It is estimated that the discharge of the creek dur-

ing freshets may sometimes

reach upward of 600 cu.ft.

per second, especially as the

slopes of the watershed be-

come more and more de-

nuded of trees in providing

mine timbers. After figur-

ing on various cross-sec-

tions of channel and types

of construction designed to

provide waterways for this

discharge, the type illus-

trated has been tentatively

selected and a short section

constructed as an experi-

ment.

The underlying idea is to

continually divert the water
av/ay from the sidewalls

toward the middle of the

chrmnel, thus guarding cross-.section and plan of CKi;iii< control project

.Lc^rger Sf-ones i-hronn oaf- of
' Sfream ciqainsf or behinc?! Wall

IZ'"'Lo<^, /0'/on<^--

Baffle Sefs fo
be ZO'C.fxiC.

against undermining of the sidewul's and also aiding
the creek in its function of garbage carrier by ' con-
centrating the flow at low stages. The poles employed
are well embedded in the bank and, like the snags ord-
inarily found along the banks of streams, should last
for a long time. The walls may be constructed of
timber cribbing, dry rubble masonry, concrete or any
other suitable material that may be available.
The poles will prevent the stream from cutting out

locally a channel of steeper gradient tha-n the normal,
and the sidewalls, by concentrating the flow, should
provide sufficient velocity to keep the water from de-
positing sediment and filling up the channel. Thus
the combination of poles and sidewalls should act to
maintain a uniform gradient and cross-section.

Should a large obstacle get into the channel, the
decreased cress-section at that point would cause a cor-
responding increase in the velocity with the result that
the obstacle would be rolled along the channel or, by
a process of undermining and sinking into the hole thus
provided, be partially buried. In the meantime, the
water dammed up back of the obstacle would deposit its

sediment, possibly to the height of the obstacle, and if

the sidewalls were not sufficiently high the stream
would overflow its banks. In a channel with a continu-
ous lining, such as concrete or cobble-stone paving, the
obstacle would have no chance of burying itself so that

the type with the baffle

sets has the advantage of

greater elasticity, in addi-
tion to that of lesser ex-

pense. It is hoped that,

in the event of overflow,

the sidewalls would not
give way and that most of
the water would continue
to follow the regular chan-
nel, the exce:;s being insuf-

ficient to accomplish much
damage.

It is believed the solution

of the problem lies in watch-
ful maintenance rather than
expensive construction in

an effort to Insure immun-
ity from damage. Obsta-
cles will be periodically re-

moved from the creek.

Sfeei .

? 16' Chainnel >J

other suitable
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Statistical Sidelights on Our National Fuel Problem
From many sources the Connecticut Committee on

Coal Conservation and the Engineering Council Com-
mittee on Fuel Conservation, of which C. G. Bill, of

Hartford, Conn., and L. P. Breckenridge, of New
Haven, Conn., were respectively chairmen, have com-

piled several tables giving the production and consump-

tion of coal and petroleum for a number of years. To
these data some other statistics have been added. Un-

fortunately, as is usually the case, some statistics are

not quite up to date. Nevertheless, in many ways the

figures of 1913 and 1914 given in the charts shown on
this and the following two pages indicate more nearly

present conditions than those of the period during which
the war had reached its height. The ultimate source

of the tables here reproduced is the Proceedings of

the Pan-American Scientific Congress, the U. S. Geo-
logical Sui-vey (C. E. Lesher for coal and R. H. Femald
for petroleum) and the Bureau of Mines.

EOOO-Ub.Tons

RAIUfO/IDS ]2Z,000,000
PENNSnV/INM e5,SW,997

ILUNOIS 39,976,650
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Anthracite Operators to Bring Test

Suit Against United States

Independent anthracite operators of Pennsylvania,

,

consisting of the companies other than those commonly
known as the "railroad coal companies," sustnined such

severe losses during the regime of the United States

Fuel Administration that they are now preparing, and

will shortly begin in the Court of Claims of the United

States, a test suit against the United States to deter-

mine whether, under the Lever Act which authorized

the Fuel Administration, the United States is not liable

to damages.

It will ba alleged that the company bringing the suit

operated its mine during the entire period of Fuel

Administration control, and that, under the restriction

of prices maintained by Dr. Garfield, the prices it was
permitted to charge for its product were so low that it

barely got back its out-of-pocket costs of mining and
preparing, making no profit whatever, whereas, if it

had not been restricted in such a manner, it would have

been able to make a just and reasonable profit.

The act of Aug. 10. 1917 (H. R. 4961), in Section 25,

provides: "In fixing maximum prices for pi-oducers

the commission shall allow the cost of production, in-

cluding the expense of operation, maintenance, depre-

ciation and depletion, and shall add thereto a just and
reasonable profit."

This test suit will determine the liability of the Gov-
ernment to a large number of coal operators, in botn

anthracite and bituminous fields, who from patriotic

principles kept their plants going during the period of

F'ederal control although they knew they were operating

at a compulsory loss. The operators maintain that

the conditions were fully known to the United States

Fuel Administrator, but in spite of this he failed to

remedy conditions.

Dr. Garfield Said Prices Were Too Low

It will be remembered that when Dr. Garfield with-

drew the maximum price and other restrictions on

anthracite as of Feb. 1, 1919, he made a statement in

which he said that the cost of mining anthracite had
been increased to such an extent "that many of the

companies were not receiving a fair return, and that

some producers of necessary coal were actually sustain-

ing a loss on the sale of coal at the Government prices."

He also said that "had the Fuel Administration's active

control over maximum prices on anthracite coal been

continued," the maximum prices would have necessarily

been raised "possibly as much as fifty cents a ton."

If this test suit is successful, other suits will doubt-

less be brought as many coal companies suffered severe

losses due to heavy increases in wages, authorized or

impo.sed by the Government, and to advanced costs in

materials and supplies which had to be purchased at

prices fixed by various governmental price-fixing boards,

and then had to sell their coal at prices which did not

cover these increases in expenses. The Fuel Adminis-
tration declined to recognize as part of increased costs

any royalties which were higher than an established

figure fixed by them, and many coal operators had to

pay royaltie.s largely in excess of this sum. The prices

iixed by the Fuel Administration as permissible for

the selling of coal were in many cases based upon thy

assumption that steam sizes of coal could be sold at

certain schedule prices, which as a matter of fact were
unobtainable and theoretical, and did not, therefore,

yield to the operator the net return upon which the Fuel
Administration calculated the intended revenue. The
test action will be brought by Henry S. Drinker, .Ir.,

of the firms of Dickson, Beitier & McCouch, of Phila-

delphia. Associated with Mr. Drinker will be William
A. Glasgow, Jr., and Percy C. Madeira, Jr., of Phil^
delphia. and Douglas M. Moffat, of Cravath & Hender-
son, of New York, representing coal companies having
similar cases.

Many New Cars Will Soon Be Available

for Coal Loading

"As a result of the discussion before the Senate In-

vestigating Committee concerning the coal car supply,

the Director General of Railroads has issued the fol-

lowing statement supplementing his extended statement
of Aug. 14:

In connection with the car-supply situation, I believe it

will be of interest to give the status as of Aug. 26, 1919,
of the open-top cars contracted for by the Railroad Admin-
istration.

The details as of Aug. 26 follow. Of the total of 50,000
open-top cars mentioned, 4.5,000 are available for coal

loading.

OPEN-TOP CARS

55-Ton Compo.-,itp 70-Tc,n 70-T.)n
Hnppcr Gon.lol;i Hopper Low Side Totul

\iliiLl,ernraered 22,000 20,000 3,000 5,000 50.000
CompktcdandinserviceAug. 26 12.935 8.051 762 2,397 24,145
Completed and in storage Aug.

2» t^^e cunibeiingand j-Iaring
I f these cars in service is now
inprogcs.s) 8,186 8.498 794 17,478

Tobebuilt 879 3,451 2,238 1,809 8,377

The cars shown as being in storage are being numbeied
by the car works and placed in service at the rate of 2.50

to 275 per day. The railroad shops have been called upon
to assist in numbering such cars and this will increase the

daily number of such cars placed in sei'vice hereafter. The
cars shown as yet to be built are being built and placed

in service at the rate of 75 per day, so that from 325 to

;i50 cars of this class are being put into service daily.

The composite gondolas are being delayed because two
of the large plants have been on strike for the last month
and consequently are turning out very few.

Two plants are building 70-ton low side cars. One is

.now on strike.

Conducting Aluminum—A New Invention

A new invention called conducting aluminum M. 277.

whi^h is said to be creating a profound impression,

has been made by Dr. Georges Giulini, the most famous
expert in the aluminum trade, states Consul Philip

Holland, Bazel, Switzerland, in a recent report. This

iiew metal is produced by putting the ordinary alumi-

num through a special patented process, by which it

acquires the same mechanical qualities and capacities

as bronze, copper and brass without changing its specific

weight.

It is said that the price of the new metal can be

kept within very low limits; so that, even at the pre-

war prices of other metals, it will be able, by reason

of its smaller specific weight, to compete with copper

and brass very favorably. The fact that the new metal

is a conductor will make it esi)eciall- in demand in

the electrical trade.
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WHAT THE ENGINEERING
SOCIETIES ARE DOING

mmm^

Eighth Annual Safety Congress of

National Safety Council
Some of the most important problems before Amer-

ican industry today, such as the anticipation of labor

unrest, increasing plant efficiency and production, de-

creasing manufacturing costs, and the whole subject

of labor management in general, will be discussed in

connection with the subject of accident prevention at

the eighth annual safety congress of the National

Safety Council, to be held at the Hotel Statler in Cleve-

land, Oct. 1 to 4.

The great bulk of the accident-prevention talent of

the country—160 scheduled speakers and approximately

3000 men and v.-omen who direct the safety work of the

nation's greatest industries—will come together for a

four-day exchange of ideas and exneriences. The Coun-

cil has adopted the following slogan for the congress:

"We have fought to make the world safe for democracy

;

let us now work to make industry safe for hum.anity."

There will be four general sessions, four round tables,

and 35 sectional meetings during the congress. As all

the general sessions will open at 2 o'clock in the after-

noon and the sectional meetings at 9.30 o'clock in the

morning, it will be possible for any one to attend all the

general sessions and also all the sectional meetings for

his particular industry. There will be three meetings

each of the metals, mining and steam railway sections,

one meeting each of the marine and navigation and tex-

tiles, and two meetings of each of the following sections

:

Automotive, cement, chemical, construction, electric rail-

way, health service, packers, paper and pulp, public

safety, public utilities, rubber, woodworking, and women

in industry.

The first general session, scheduled for Wednesday

afternoon, Oct. 1, at 2 o'clock, will be held in the ball-

room of the Hotel Statler, and is to be devoted entirely

to a discussion of employees' representation under the

following subheads: "Cooperation and Industrial Prog-

ress," Cyrus McCormick, Jr., works manager. Interna-

tional Harvester Co., Chicago; "Experience of Wm.
Demuth & Co. in Industrial Democracy," F. L. Feuer-

bach, factory manager, Wm. Demuth & Co., Richmond

Hill, N. Y.; "Practical Aspects of Employees' Repre-

sentation," E. B. Tolsted, Independence Bureau, Phila-

delphia, Penn.; "Employees' Representation from the

Standpoint of Organized Labor"; "Labor Management

and Collective Bargaining," W. M. Leiserson. Follow-

ing the adresses there will be a general discussion.

A good old-fashioned round table, of the sort which

has always been a feature of the National Safety Coun-

cil's annual congresses, will be held Thursday morning,

Oct. 2, at 8 o'clock. Dr. Lucian W. Chaney. of the

United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, wiH lead with

; Iiaper headed "Is Industrial Death Necessary?" to be

followed by L. A. De Blois, of the E. I. du Pont de

Nemours & Co., with a paper on "Supervision as a

Factor in Accident Prevention." From 8:30 a.m. to

9:30 a.m. there will be a free-for-all discussion.

An ABC session has been arranged primarily for

the benefit of the younger safety engineers and others

who want to hear of how to put safety across. It will

be held Thursday morning, at 9 :30 o'clock. Discussion

will follow each of the five papers to be presented.

Of particular interest to mining men will be the min-

ing section, which is to hold forth Thursday morning,

Oct. 2, at 9:30 o'clock. A. H. Fay, mining engineer,

United States Bureau of Mines, will deliver a paper on

'Mine Accidents, English Speaking vs. Non-English

Speaking Employees," to be followed in order by M. W.
Gidley, safety inspector, Copper Queen Consolidated

Mining Co., "Training and Handling of Men"; E. E.

Bach, chief, Americanization Bureau, State of Pennsyl-

vania, "Labor Turnover and Its Relation to Mine Acci-

dents"; Charles F. Willis, consulting supervisor of in-

dustrial relations, Phelps Dodge Corporation, "Indus-

trial Relations in the Mining Industry."

On Friday morning, Oct. 3, at 9:30 o'clock, the min-

ing section will convene for the second time, the papers

and authors being as follows: "Fire Prevention in

Anthracite Coal Mines and Necessary Equipment for

Fighting Mine Fires," M. W. Price, efficiency engineer,

G. B. Markle Co.; "Effective Use of Rescue Apparatus in

the Fighting of i\Iine Fires," T. Ryan, Mine Safety

Appliance Co., Pittsburgh, Penn.; "The Desirability of

Standardizing Mine Rescue Training and a Plan for

Standardization," D. J. Parker, mine safety engineer,

United States Bureau of Mines Experiment Station,

Pittsburgh.

The third and last session of the mining section will

be held Saturday morning, Oct. 4, at 9 :30 o'clock. Three

papers are scheduled, these being "A Compilation of

Chute Types for Loading Ore Into Tram Cars in Metal

Mines," C. A. Mitke, mining engineer, Phelps Dodge
Corporation ; "The Importance of Safety Measures to

the Miner," Major Arthur S. Dwight, chairman of the

Industrial Organization Committee, American Institute

of Mining Engineers; "Need for a Definite Technical

Service in the Mining Section of the National Safety

Council," B. F. Tillson, assistant superintendent, New
Jersey Zinc Co., Franklin, N. J.

In connection with the congress there will be a safety

exhibit at which practically all of the leading manufac-

turers of safety devices will be represented. This fea-

ture of the congress, under the joint auspices of the

National Safety Council and the Safety Institute of

America, will be opened at 8 o'clock, Monday evening,

Sept. 29, and will be open thereafter between the hours

of 11 a.m. and 11 p.m. daily. The exhibit will close

Saturday, Oct. 4, at 6 p.m.
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DEPARTMENT OF
^'" HUMAN INTEREST^

Vesta Coal Co. First-Aid Meet

California, Penn., was recently the scene of a first-

aid meet held under the direction of the Vesta Coal

Co. The event took on something of the nature of a

holiday for both the employees and townspeople. Meet-

ing at the first-aid hall in the town, the participants

paraded to Normal Field and were later served luncheon.

Three teams, the pick of the men at their respective

mines, competed with No. 1 team from the California

mine, making the best final average of time and per-

centage, No. 2 team being from W. Brownsville and

No. 3 team from Denbo.

The judges were represented by H. D. Mason, Jr.,

of the Mine Safety Appliances Co., acting as chief;

J. W. Bowles, of the Pittsburgh Terminal, Railroad

teams have worked together for a number of years, in

l>articular those of No. 1 team, the foregoing scores

furnish some interesting material for speculation as to

the keenness of competition that can be expected at

the Bureau of Mines meet in September.

Pond Creek Coal Co. Holds Successful

First-Aid Contest in Kentucky
By G. E. Daugherty

.Stonu, Ky.

The second annual first-aid contest of the Pond Creek
Coal Co., held at Stone, Ky., Aug. 10, was so successful

that the company intends to start a systematic move-
ment looking toward accident prevention and safety

education. Much time and money will be spent in an ef-

ii;.\.\i.-< TH.VT rAi;Ti<-ir.\Ti:ii i.\ i;i;'i;\

and Coal Co.; J. C. Davies, of the ^line Safety Ap-
pliances Co., and Capt. W. J. German. M. J. West and

R. D. Hazlett handled the recording of points. D. R.

.

Blower as chief, C. 0. Roberts, Joseph Edwards and
Eldridge Coopenhaver completed the list of managers.

Using the system of scoring that will be employed in

the meet to be held later on in Pittsburgh, two team
Droblems—a one-man problem and a two-man problem

—

ivere given the representative teams. The following

percentages and time were made:

1
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movement. The spirit manifested by the entire or-

ganization was so evident that there is no question

that the effort3 of officials in directing the work as-

signed to tnem has proved successful Ten teams took

part in this event. Every m.an held a first-aid certifi-

cate and displayed a knowledge of taking care of an

injured person that is found only in men of special

ability and training. It is evident, therefore, that con-

sistent training brings beneficial results to the com-

munity.

Major Dr. L. F. Boland. of the Stone Hospital, acted

as chief judge, assisted by Dr. W. T. Smith, of Tierney:

Dr. W. T. Flannagan, of McVeigh, and Dr. T. P. Collier,

of Hardy. All werp so well pleased with the high order

of efficiency displayed by the teams, that the lowest

percentage given was 96. The following teams received

ratings of 100: Stone No. 3, Hardy No. 2, electricians,

mechanics, and the team composed of division mining

engineers.

Medals and certificates were awarded to the best

teams by the American Red Cross and the National

Safety Council. A specially designed gold watch fob

was presented to each member entering the contest by

General Superintendent J. T. Sydnor.

Tenth First-Aid Contest of Susquehanna

Collieries C'ompany

The State Armory at Nanticoke, Penn., on the evening

of Aug. 26, was the scene of the tenth annual first-aid

contests of the Wyoming Division of the Susquehanna

Collieries Co. The various events were keenly contested.

General C. B. Dougherty, assistant to the general man-
ager of the company, gave an interesting talk. He
spoke of the value to be derived from •first-aid work
and first-aid contests, and paid a merited tribute to

the emplo.vees of the company who became active in

this work.

Dr. J. M. Maurer, chief surgeon of the company,

delivered an insti-uctive lecture, in which he said that

the first-aid corps of the coal regions were the nucleus

of a world-wide movement for first-aid treatment to

the injured, and that of the millions wounded in the

recent war, 80 to 90 per cent, were able to return to

the firing line within two or three months from the time

they were wounded, owing to proper and efficient first-

aid treatment which they were able to receive upon the

l)attlefield.

During the various first-aid contests music was fur-

nished by an excellent orchestra. After the competi-

tions there was dancing. The result of the different

events follows

:

One-Man Event, No. 5 Colliery—Winner, No. 4 slupe

team, composed of Herbert Winfield, captain; Joseph Yan-
kowski, subject, and George 0. James.

One-Man Event, No. 6 Colliery—Winner, No. 1 drift

team, composed of Evan O. Thomas, captain; Stanley
Buber, subject, and Nick Dolinski.

One-Man Event, No. 7 Colliery—Winner, Noi-th shaft

team, composed of Edgar Clarke, captain; Clemens Schultz,

subject, and John J. Kryggor.

Two-Man Event, No. 5 Colliery—Winner, No. 2 shaft,

camposed of Andrew Dorak, captain; William Howells,

subject; John Wadzinski and Andrew Estvanick.

Two-Man Event, No. 6 Colliery—Winner, outside team,
composed of Eli J. Thomas, captain; John Skordinski, sub-

ject; Peter Kush and Thomas Wright.

Two-Man Event, No. 7 Colliery—Winner, South shaft
team, composed of David Lewis, captain; Russell Rowett,
subject; Paul Chepolis and John Grout.

Three-Man Event, No. 5 Colliery—Winner, Stearns team,
composed of Clarence Duncan, captain; Andrew Fedorchak,
.subject; John Litchkowski, Andi-ew Novak and Stanley
Rigwal.ski.

Three-Man Event, No. 6 Colliery—Winnei", tie between
No. 6 and No. 7 shaft teams, each member of each of these
two teams receiving a irize of $2.50. Five teams of this

colliery were entered in this event. No. 6 shaft team was
composed of Bruno B. Naakja, captain; Steve Rembetski,
subject; Marion Olindzinski, Martin Kush and James
Gallagher. No. 7 shaft team was composed of Kostic
Tekoski, captain; Leon Vaseadny, subject; Elmer Shel-

hamer, Bolish Terkoski and Andrew Hillan.

Three-Team Event, No. 7 Colliery—Winner, South shaft
team, composed of David Lewis, captain; Russell Rowett,
subject; Robert Monday, John Grout and John Hudatchek.

Full-Team Event, No. 5 Colliery—Winner, No. 5 outside
team, composed of John Hutehko, captain; Fred Poulson,
subject; Michael Danilowicz, William Yachimowicz. Otto
Schissler and Julius Wolfe.

Full-Team Event, No. 6 Colliery—Winner, No. 6 tunnel
team, composed of John Maddy, captain; John Gavrish,
subject; William Stevens, Peter Humphrey, Anthony Sawin-
ski and Steven Gotcha.

Full-Team Event, No. 7 Colliery—Winner, No. 7 outside

team, composed of Fred Lehman, captain; Ralph Young,
subject; Norman Eckerd. William Michelswicz. .Albert

Keopke and John Turley.
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CREW WHO WKRE IXSTRUCTED IN RESCUE WORK AT Till'; KACHBL MINE OF THE CONSl'MERS FUEL CO.

Central Pennsylvania First-Aid Meeting

Elimination first-aid contests are now beiiiK held in

the mining districts all over the country in prepara-
tion for the Bureau of Mines national meeting, to be
held at Pittsburgh, Penn., Sept. 29, 30 and Oct. 1.

The photograph shown below pictures the mine team
that recently contested in a well-handled elimination

first-aid meeting held by the Rembrandt Peale coal in-

terests at Sunset Park, near St. Benedict. Penn. These
teams were all trained by Messrs. Berry and Nairn, of

the United States Bureau of Mines. The team from the

Royal Mine, Munson, Penn., captained by John Troup,
won first prize with a percentage of 96.75, and the team
from Glen Richey Mine, Glen Ridge, Penn., won second

prize with an average of 96.25.

Four full-team events were contested, with H. D.

Mason, Jr., acting as chief judge, and J. C. Davies, W.
G. Duncan, H. M. Evans, J. W. Boles, R. D. Blair, V. J.

Mulverhill and D. R. Ealy assisting. The two winning
teams will be sent to the Bureau of Mines contest at

Pittsburgh in September.

Mine-Rescue Car in West Virginia

U. S. Mine Rescue Car No. 8, shown in the illu.stra-

tion above, recently completed one of the most satisfac-

tory periods of training in mine-rescue and first-aid work
in the West Virginia field, in which interval thirty

men were trained in first aid at the Eureka mine of
the Consumers Fuel Co., at Randal, W. Va.

Rescue Car No. 8 then moved to Downs, W. Va.,

where the Rachel Mine of the same company is located.

The period of training here covered three weeks' time,

in which about 75 men were qualified: 50 in first aid,

and 25 in mine-rescue work. William McCoy, Inspector
for the Bertha Coal Co., and Charles Wilhelm, mine
foreman at the Rachel Mine, had charge of the work.

The work of the U. S. Bureau of Mines is being ex-

tended as rapidly as possible in the West Virginia

field, and if such interest was displayed at all points

of the itinerary as was shown in the case of the Con-
sumers Fuel Co., and Bertha Coal Co., the crew on

Car No. 8 would feel greatly gratified and amply re-

paid for their efforts extend this praiseworthy work.
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a NEW APPARATUS
'^ AND EQUIPMENT,

A Fluid-Controlled Check Rail Device

A fluid-controlled check rail for regulating the speed

of coasting mine cars has been patented recently by

G. M. Johnson, of the G. M. J. Manufacturing Co., of

Pittsburgh, Penn. It is intended for use at grades,

dips, knuckles and inclines, at the bottom of shaft

mines, as well as at the entrance to tipples. That the

services of men employed as brakemen and spraggers

will no longer be required after the installation of the

mechanism, is the assertion of the inventor.

The principal features of the new invention are its

regulation of the speed of a car to any desired number

of feet per minute, its practical ineffectiveness against

a slow-moving car and its simple construction.

The main parts of the device are two angle bars used

as friction rails, two adjustable hydraulic controllers

employed to function the angle bars, two rear bearings

and the necessary intermediate bearings used in con-

junction with the friction rails, together with the

necessary connecting pins, bolts and screws.

The following arrangement of parts is made: One

controller is placed on the track supports, on the inner

side and adjacent to each track rail. Five bolts se-

curely fasten each controller to the ties or whatever the

track supports may be. A bearing for carrying the end

of the angle bar is affixed to the track rail supports on

the inner side and adjacent to each rail at a distance

from the controller determined by the length of the

angle bar used. The bearings are in turn bolted to the

To illustrate the working of the device, it may be

assumed that the adjustment hand of the control has

been set to pass cars at a speed of 200 ft per minute.

The wheels of a car entering at a speed of, say, 5,00 ft.

per minute engage the faces of the vertical legs of the

friction rails and force them inward or toward the

center of the track. The fluid within the controller

cylinders immediately sets up resistance against the

Kir.llT AND l.KFT HAND HYUK.VULIC CONTROLS

ties. The intermediate bearings are bolted to the ties.

One end of each angle bar has a slide mounting on

the rear bearing v/hile the opposite end is pivoted to the

controller crank by means of a large cap screw. The

angle bar known as the friction rail then stands at a

slight angle with respect to the track rail, its rear end

being inside the gage line while its forward end over-

laps the gage of the track rail.

mm pn

DIAGRAMMATIC VIKW OF CHECK RAII- IN8T.\I,I>ATION

accompanying movement of the pistons. This results

in excessive friction being brought to bear upon the

wheels of the car until the speed has been reduced to

roughly 200 ft. per minute, at which speed the re-

sistance begins to decrease. By the time the speed has

been brought down to 200 ft. per minute, resistance to

the motion of the car has vanished, since the area of the

controlling part in the valves has been set to allow the

fluid to escape freely at this speed. The car then moves
out of the friction rails and the recoil springs imme-
diately force back the pistons. This action automatically

returns the friction rails to their former position.

New Rivetless Conveyor Chain

A new type of rivetless conveyor chain has recently

been invented and patented by J. C. Law. This chain
|

is made of drop-forged steel and malleable iron by the .

Endicott Forging and Manufacturing Co., of Endicott,

N. Y. It will also be manufactured of manganese steel

by the Taylor-Wharton Iron and Steel Co., of High

Bridge, N. J.

In the accompanying illustrations. Fig. 1 shows the

model of two designs of this chain, together with two

side, or locking, links. Fig. 2 shows one of the models

taken down, revealing the simplicity of parts. Fig.

3 is a detail of the various pins, rollers and links, both

plain and carrying attachments.

The simplicity of (his chain is perhaps its strongest

feature. It will at once be observed how few parts are

required, and also how strongly these are constructed.
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FIG. 2. ONE OF THE MODELS TAKEN DOWN

It will also be noted that the chain may be driven

by ordinary single-toothed sprockets, or on the double-

outside-drive principle—that is, over a double-flanged

sprocket wheel, whereby the oiitbearings or extensions

of the pin engage in depressions or pockets in the

flanges or rims of the wheel. The foot wheel in such

a case may be an ordinary flanged traction wheel.

The chain may be assembled by hand with the links

held at any angle, no tools being required. The various

links, rollers, etc., are merely held in proper position.

the steel pins inserted and shifted to the locking slots

of the outer links.

When a pin becomes worn upon on6 bearing side, it

is simply shifted to the circle of the keyhole slots

without disconnecting the links, then reversed and

again shifted to locking position. Thus a new wear-

ing surface is presented, the pin giving double wear,

while the chain proper is partially restored

original pitch. A notable

feature not embodied in

other types of rivetless

chain is that the pin, be-

ing of the same diameter
thi-oughout, permits wash-
ers to be slipped thereon

between the links to take

up wear afthe joints. The
pins are of comparatively
large diameter.

Conveyor chain used in

and about the mine is

often subjected to the

rapid destructive action

of sulphurous water. Such
acidulation, as well as or-

dinary corrosion, attacks any chain rigorously, especially

at connecting joints. While the main sections of the

links may be in good condition, links wasted at the

joints render the chain as a whole unsafe.

In another design of this chain, portrayed in modified

cross-section in Fig. 4, the ends of all links are bossed

to offset this wasting action. Should the bosses wear
completely away, either washers may be inserted be-

tween the links to take up wear, or special pins, with

the notches cut narrower than originally, may be used.

Thus the ordinary life of this chain may be extended

for extreme service.

Other improvements over existing types are embodied
in the same general design of chain. These are all

based upon constructive criticism of various types of

conveyor chain employed at mine and industrial plants.

FIG. 4. MODIFIED CRO.SS-
SECTIOX OF LINK

U Bi"--- J
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NEWS FROM THE CAPITOL

Experts Testify in Investigation of

Coal Indnstry

With representatives of coal operators frankl.v e.x-

pressing fear of the nationalization of the country's

coal mines, the investigation being conducted by the

Senate Committee is taking on new importance with

each session. The Director General of Railroads, con-

vinced that the coal operators are capable of taking ad-

vantage of a favorable opportunity to advance prices,

testified at length before the committee. He urged the

extension of the Lever Act and asHed that the profits

of the coal operators be probed. He declared most em-

phatically that the railroads would be able to handle the

situation and that car supply is not an important factor

in the situation at present. Francis S..Peabody, of Chi-

cago, the former chairman of the Committee on Coal

Production of the Council of National D3fen.*e, scored

Mr. Ilines for his reflections on the honesty of the men

engaged in the coal industry and asserted absolutely

that the only factor of importance interfering with coal

production at this time is the failure of the Railroad

Administration to furnish cars and transport them

promptly.

Coal Operators Make Good Impression

The committee is more than favorably impressed with

the showing made by the coal operators. The members

of the committee very apparently are of the opinion

that the operators have not exaggerated the shortccm-

ings of the Railroad Administration, but there is a tand-

ency to regard with much significance the failure of the

operators to cite any actual instance where coal has

been sold below cost to the railroads. It is recallad that

operators always have emphasized that the public has

been forced to pay a portion of the railroads' fuel bill.

There is a feeling that a splendid opportunity existed to

.'iubstantiate that long-standing claim and that it has

not been done.

While Director General Hines had made very positive

statements as to the ability of the railroads to handle

all the coal that will be needed, he hedged somewhat

when Senator Walcott asked this question: "Would you

care to say here that the public need not be alarmed for

fear that the railroads will not get to the public a sufli-

cient amount of coal to meet their necessary demands?"

In reply Mr. Hines said:

I would not want to say anything to encourage the public

in the pcstponement of the purchase of coal. On account

of the ccneentrated demand in the latter part of this year

the transpoi-tation difficulties undoubtedly are going to be

serious, but my best judgment is that we arc going to be able

to adopt expedients that will enable us to transport the

coal which the public requires. I hope we can accomplish

that purpose without going to the extreme of practically

cutting off other sorts of traffic.

Mr. Hines stated in justifying his recommendatioi

of the extraordinary remedy of the Lsver Act, that the

war had created new conditions. He said:

It fixes a Government price for coal which appears to be

the starting point for the price after the war. It seems to

bring about a closer degree of cooperation among the coal

operators than ever before, a greater insistence on their

part on maintaining this higher price for coal, and ap-

parently it has brought about a greater disposition than

existed before the war to concentrate on transportation

difficulties as a thing to cause popular alarm.

Immediately on being put on the stand Mr. Peabody

took frank issue with some of Mr. Hines' statements,

as follows

:

I do not like IVIr. Hines' statement, which he very con-

tinuously injected into his "testimony, that the coal oper-

ators are waiting for a pretext to raise prices. There is

no coal operator who would not be more than satisfied with

the governmental prices provided he could have continuous

operating conditions at his mine. Now that the demand
begins our situation is very little improved over that before

the demand began. Before we had no market. Today we
can get no cars.

Mr. Hines also insinuated that if later on prices should

go higher the coal man would make that a pretext for

breaking contracts at lower figures. What the country

needs is more cooperation and less recrimination.

Mr. Hines suggests that we put the Lever B;ll into effect.

The Lever Bill is in effect. Why doesn't he ask the Presi-

dent to put it into operation again? If he thinks conditions

are such that we should be regulated again by the Govern-

ment, why does he not say so? I do not believe conditions

are such as to justify it.

Mr. Peabody also referred to the reduction of rail-

road stocks of coal to 8,000,000 tons. Said Mr. Peabody

No sound, well-thinking business man would dare cut

his supplv of coal to a 16-day margin at the beginning of

a period that looks to me as if it might be the most threaten-

ing period, and one that starts with the greatest shortage

of coal that ever existed. As a result the railroads are

f'slng to be forced to confiscate the coal that should go tvi

the public. The railroads instead cf cutting down their

storage should increase it so that when the heavy demand
comes in the middle of the winter they can let up on their

demands rn the coal operators and let the coal go to the

public.

Among the constructive suggestions made to the con -

mittee by Mr. Peabody was that Mr. Hines appoint coal

men of long experience to act with his regional directors

and to act with his administration. He declared that

the necessities of the coal industry can be determined
onl.v by men of long e.xperience in that industry. He
made a plea for friendly cooperation between the Rail-

road Administration and the coal operators. He said

the situation was such that it cannot be reached by

legislation.

The operators are not profiteering, Mr. Peabody said.

He called attention to the fact that in many places they

could get one dollar more per ton for their coal if the.\'

were io ask it. He admitted that one reason for that
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action was the fear that increases in prices would cause

such a public demand as to influence Congress in favor

of the nationalization of the coal mines.

John H. Sherburne, of Boston, the chaii'man of the

state committee investigating the cost of living, testi-

fied that Massachusetts is short at this time one-third of

the bituminous tonnage which should be in the state.

Anthracite supplies are 25 per cent, short. These figures

were thought to be fairly representative for other sec-

tions of New England. Deliveries by water, Mr. Sher-

burne said, are one-half of normal. His assertions in

this regard were denied emphatically before the com-

mittee by representatives of the Railroad Administra-

tion, who believe that the coal supply in New England

is r.ot far from normal and that the only reason for

such shortage as exists is the fact that the coal was not

ordered in the spring as has been customary in previous

years.

Operators generally are perfectly willing that Mr.

Hines's suggestion in re.crard to investigating operators'

profits should be acted upon. They point out that the

profits in many districts have been made a part of the

records of this hearing.

Compares the Coal Prices in Several Districts

After having compiled considerabb extra data con-

cerning coal prices and car-supply conditions, J. D. A.

Morrow and John Callahan, of the National Coal Asso-

ciation, appeared again before the Senate Investigating

committee on Sept. 2. The chairman of the committee

explained that the whob object of the exten^'ve ques-

tioning is to bring out whether there is any foundation

for the numerous complaints to the effect that the coal

operators are taking advantage of the situation and are

advarcing prices arbitrarily. He called particular at-

tsntion, when examining Mr. Morrow, to an anonymous
advertisement which appeared in the Chicago Tyihiine

of Aug. 27. The advertisement read as follows, "Coal

miners present their demands Sept. 9. Strike or no

strike, you face an advance on coal up to $1 per ton

after that date. England raised the price of coal $1.50

per toil in a similrr crisis. Smokeless coal (Pocahontas

or Pennsylvania) is still available in limited quantities,

but the time for delivery is short as cars and labor are

scarce. Better buy all you can today." Mr. Morrow
assured the committee that he had no idea who had in-

serted it.

Mr. Morrow compared the latest average prices of

sales in several districts with the prices fixed by the

Fuel Adninistration. The information as to prices was
compiled with the greatest care by local coal associa-

tions for presentation at the hearing. In the Pittsburgh
District there is an increase of 10c. a ton over the Fuel
Administration price. In central Penn.sylvania there

is a decrease of 9c. a ton. In northwestern Penn-
.sylvania there is an increase of 14c.; in eastern Ohio a
decrease of 26c.; in southern Illinois an increase of 3c.;

an increase in two districts in Indiana of 8c.; and in the

Harlan Field an increase of 48c.; an increa.se in smoke-
less of lie; an increasa in northern Pennsylvania of

2.5c.

While on the stand, Mr. Morrow found occasion to

call attention to an error on the part of the Director
General of the United States Employment Service in his
recent statement to the effect that there are 1,000,000
men employed in coal mines. The number should be, in
M;-. Morrow's opinion, .5.50,000. "I want to make it

clear," said Mr. Morrow, "that from information we
have the shortage of men at coal mines is more acute

in those fields that are nearer the great indu.strial dis-

tricts. The shortage of labor at the mines is spotted."

He presented actual figures of the shortage in a num-
ber of districts.

Mr. Callahan gave additional information with regard

to the car situation. One of the practices of the rail-

roads, he pointed out, which is a factor in keeping open-

top cars out of service, is the use of such cars by the

railroads to store slag and railroad coal when it is in-

convenient to dump or transport these commodities
from the point of loading.

Much to the surprise of the committee, the hearing
developed that the Geological Survey, because of the re-

fusal of Congress to appropriate the money, had been
forced to suspend the collection of statistics as to the

amount of coal consumed and to the amount in stor-

age. It also was brought out that even the weekly sta-

tistical statement being furnished by the Geological

Survey is being got out by funds furnished by the Na-
tional Coal Association. It was shown that without
such data it is impossible to make an accurate estimate
of fuel requirements for the current year. The estimate

of 500,000,000 tons, it was pointed out, is based on an
estimate made by Dr. Garfield about t'ne time that he

*

severed his active connection with the Fuel Adminis-
tration.

A striking feature of the hearing was the reply of

Mr. Morrow to the following statement made by Chair-

man Frelinghuysen : "I would like to see a situation

where we could produce enough coal, not only for our-

selves, but let our Allies have as much as they need."

Mr. Morrow's reply was: "If we can get the cars at

the mines, and if they can be moved, we can produce
all the coal that this country will need and still have a

large surplus for our Allies."

America Could Secure Foreign Coal Business

On Sept. 3 H. Y. Saint, head of the export coal de-

partment of the Shipping Board, appeared before the

committee. He stated that the Shipping Board has

929,684 ton.s of shipping engaged in carrying coal to

foreign countries. He said that 100,000 additional tons

are about to be allocated to take care of the Italian

situation. He told the committee that the time is most
opportune to extend our sale of coal to foreign coun-

tries. By making time contracts abroad he believes that

the United States can secure permanently a considerable

portion of the coal business which before the war was
done by England. He declared that England had made
an effort to take care of former customers in South
America, but that she had been practically unable to do
it and that South America today is being supplied al-

most entirely with American coal, although much of it

is being carried in foreign ships. Mr. Saint asserted

that the shortage of coal abroad this year had been esti-

mated by iha Shipping Board to be 62,463,000 tons for

the calendar year.

( Correction

A correspondent calls our attention to the fact that

in our issue of Sept. 4 the address of the Hamilton

Manufacturing Co. is given on page 404 as Hamilton,

Ohio. It should be 310 Schulz Building, Columbus,
Ohio.
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Six IMonths of Truce

THE exhibit of conscience, boldness, and clear vision

in the report of the committee on high cost of living

to the New York State Federation of Labor entitles

it to a place on the foreword page of this issue. It is

the foremost work of the present month. If it is duly-

heeded, the ills of our idleness since the eleventh day
of the eleventh month of last year will be rapidly

mended. All the losses of production resulting from
lack of faith in the future and from strikes and slack-

ing will be corrected, and prices may come down.

Quite rightly the report leaves a loophole for the op-

pressed. Some of those vi'hose wages have not been

raised since the war began, or whose wage scale has

been revised in a wholly inadequate manner, may, with-

out even a strike, have their plight relieved. If that is

done quite generally there will be a tendency of prices

to rise, but that rise will be balanced by their disposi-

tion to fall as a result of the great production that

steadily working labor will provide.

The proposition to do a ten-hour day's work in eight

hours and the implied purpose not to ask for a shorten-

ing of hours are alike gratifying. Labor has boasted

that the shorter day was as efficacious as the longer day

of our forefathers. The committee would have the New
York workingman prove this to be true. Though the

state and national federations have not accepted the

report, its publication has done not a little already to

encourage the moderate majority in the labor ranks

and to call a halt to that radical minority which seeks

too often not merely more pay but anarchy.

No one but visionaries believed that prices would

come doivn after the loar, excepting, however, a some-

ivhat numerous body of deluded men loho believed that

the end of the war would see ivages cut squarely in half.

The Valley of a Thousand Smokes

AVALLEY in which there are many mines much
resembles the valley of Katmai, in Alaska, with

its thousand smokes. Seen on a foggy morning, the

ascending fumes from the many fires in some valleys

seem to number no less than one thousand.

There is the fire alongside the boiler house, where

hair-burned and half-quenched ashes have been dumped

and have caught fire to smolder for weeks and months.

There is the old bone pile, which has been fired by some

tramp who has sought to cook stolen chicken and a few

ears of corn by the light of the moon.

The slate dump, barren of coal as it frequently is,

often is rich in oil shale. It also perhaps has been set

on fire by the smudge ignited by a rock dumper, yvho

sought its genial glow some winter's day, or tried, in

the summer, to subdue the plague of gnats. Or the

fire has come from the blacksmith's clinkers, thrown
out into the loose rock crevices while still red hot. Or,

again, the woods may have been fired and the fire en-

croached on the rock dump. The number of calories in

a harmless looking dump of black or even grey shale, and
the months it will burn, would be a marvel did we give

it a thought.

Then, again, a waste washery dump, or the coal that

fell below what is now a disused and decaying tipple,

may be burning. The many steel stacks of the boiler

house are belching out the blackest of black smoke,
which mingles unpleasantly with the fine steam spra\

from the exhaust of the engine. Then, again, if there

are coke ovens, their efforts to blacken the air are even

more successful in that task than any of the other

agencies.

Most of the offensive smokes have their appropriate

cure. The ashes from the boiler house may be efficiently

quenched or washed away by a flood of water. A better

way is to dump thsse ashes into a motor truck, and use

them for road material, while the most effective of all

would be to completely burn out the combustible matter

from the fuel before rejecting the ashes. Bone coal

may be similarly disposed of. As for the slate dump,
at most mines it is too large to distribute. Only where
the coal is thick is the rock brought to the surface so

small in quantity that it can be wholly used for grading

purposes. At every mine with proper equipment for

handling it, however, much more mine rock could be

utilized.

Washery waste is also obtained in too great bulk for

distribution, but the woods can be cleared off around

the fringe of such accumulations; the blacksmith can

be warned to quench his cinders; the greaser can be told

to see that the fire with which he thaws out the oil does

not spread over the oil-soaked shales ; and the dumper
can be supplied, as indeed he should be for other rea-

sons, with a cannon-ball stove wherewith to warm him-

self in winter and to protect his face and hands from
insects in summer, and as for the boiler smoke, it may
be said that there is no saving in inefficient boiler equip-

ment. The cure for smoke of this kind is perfect, or at

least near-perfect, combustion.

All of these cures ignore the problem of coke-oven

smoke, and rightly so, because the beehive oven is being

fast ignored by everyone. Its ill behavior, like that of

the old-fashioned boiler, has not the excuse of profit or

advantage. The old types of oven% must pass with the

days. The byproduct retort is none too clean, but it

is better than the beehive or the Belgian oven; and

surely, in time, its smokiness will be wholly eliminated.

But whatever cause may be behind each of the thou-

sand smokes, let them all be slowly and surely sup-

pressed that our mining communities may be as cleanly

as knowledge and skill can make them. Our towns are

getting dirtier rather than cleaner, with their larger

output and growing use of steam power. They are apt

to be less lovely, year by year. Let us try to exorcise

the genii of dirt which our methods of operation have

unloosed.

Smoke has often been used to typify industry, pros-

perity and creation, but symbolic as it is of the good,

with e(iual aptness it may be expressive of squalor and

discomfort. A little thought, labor and expense devoted

to the suppression of smoke will give transforming na-

ture a welcome opportunity to do her perfect work.
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Size of Safety as an Industrial Issue

JN
THE 19 months oi our war with Germany 50,150

men in the American forces were killed in battle or

died of wounds received in action. The nation has

been stirred about that human sacrifice as perhaps it

never was stirred before. We have exercised ourselves

over the compensation cf the bereaved and of the in-

jured, over life insurance of the soldier and the recon-

struction of our mutilated warriors. Our interest in

the war losses has been too small rather than too great,

but we have given to these losses more attention than

we have expended on an evil equally important.

In that same 19 months, in peaceful America, 126,000

men and women were killed or died of wounds, of whom
two-thirds ware killed in accidents that occurred outside

of what we know as industrial plants. It is clear that

the safety problem is a large one, overshadowing even

our great war problems. If all we could do with it was
to deliberate about it, it might be just as well to let it

remain undiscu.ssed. But all who are putting safety

practices to the test are finding that they certainly save

life and limb.

Luckily men are i-arely killed without some oppor-

tunity for accident being supplied them. The victim

contributes only in a degree to the accident. We have

been in the unfortunate habit of saying that the killed

or injured is to blame if he contributed only 10 per

cent., and that he is inexcusably to blame if his contribu-

tion was as much as 90 per cent. Thus a man falls into

an open ditch and it has been quita generally the ruls

to find some excuse such as the fact that ho had passed

that point several times before and so should have

known better. Or again, if he had been watching or

thinking about what he was doing, he would not have

overlooked the presence of the ditch, or perhaps that

it was not on the road by which he was supposed to

ti-avel. Again we have said that it would certainly have

been visible had his light been burning brilliantly or

that he had been warned and that there was a danger
sign nearby to protect him. And so we went on, finding

palliatiors for the uncomfortable truth that the ditch

was not covered. The victim clearly was forgetful,

careless, stone blind, stupid, disobedient, neglectful—but

it cannot be forgotten that he could have been all these

and yet safe, if the open ditch had received the appro-

priate covering.

The American Rolling Mill Co., at Middleton, Ohio, re-

duced its compensation per 100 men employed from
$412.76 in the first five months of 1918 to $38.29 in the

same five months of 1919, a fall of 91.9 per cent. The
total number of accidents involving lost time during

the same period dropped from 4.2 to 2.3 per 100 men,
a decrease of 4(3 per cent. The number of days lost from
accident declined per 100 men from 50.4 to 24.8, a fall

of 51 per cent. Clearly then, "safety work" is worthy of

its name, for it certainly does save lives and prevent

accidents. It also reduces compensation costs, and the

company which fails to keep in touch with the develop-

ments of the campaigns for safer mines and factories,

which the National Safety Council and kindred organiza-
tions are fostering and inaugurating, is letting an im-
portant aid in safety and life and health economy be

overlooked.

Some of their work is inspirational solely, but who
can afford to overlook the driving force of safety

—

in.spiration—the very steam of accident prevention?
Enthusiasm is more important to safety than the

mechanisms of accident prophylaxis. Still the mechan-
ism must be there if you would let in the steam, or

nothing will be achieved. Too many have preached
safety and left ditches uncovered, roads without safety

holes, stairways unsheltered and machinery unguarded,
and wondered why steam alone could not do the work.

Col. Arthur Woods, assistant to the Secretary of War.
who is conducting a nation-ivide drive for reemployment
of service men, stated on Aug. 25 that to date 1700
offtceis and ex-nfficers of the American Army, a greater
portion of wham have seen service abroad, have regis-

tered vMh the department as applicants for positions.

If you are looking for managers, superintendents or

engineers, -where can thcij be more fittingly obtained
than frow, the American Expeditionary Force?

Some Inequities in High Wages

ANYTHINCi constructed before the war is worth its

^ZjLreplacement cost less depreciation and obsolescence.

Consequently, factories and the machinery in them are

worth, let us say, quite roughly, 70 per cent, more in

dollars than they were before the war. These factories

are mostly owned by companies which, quite usually,

have a large issue of bonds and of preferred stock which
pay a limited percentage. Consequently, all the appre-

ciation in value goes to the limited amount of common
stock outstanding.

The values of common stocks are therefore bound to

go up to levels not known before. If, by undue fear of a

charge of profiteering, no advantage is taken of the in-

creased replacement value, then no one paying the present

prices of labor will find it profitable to build the new fac-

tories Or buy the new machinery required. However, il

must be said that as far as factories are concerned, most
companies have already anticipated their needs for

many years during the progress of the late war, and only

the cost of adjustment to peace conditions has to be mtt.

Railroads would show the same advance in value if

freed from the practical ownership of the Government
and from Government control. If the nation does not

allow railroads to make earnings on the liasis of the cost

of replacement, there will be few betterments and en-

largements of service such as electrification. New exten-

sions into noncompetitive territory might be made if

rates on such new work were made larger than are

granted to traffic along the old lines, but such extensions

will not make up for, but only render more trying, the

fact that there will be no development at all where old

railroads already provide inadequate transportation.

The same considerations apply to electric traction lines.

If an undue desire is shown by the public for its own
protection, there will be no initiative shown by any
corporation. We shall stew in our own juice. If cap-

ital invested before the war is not allowed to raise earn-

ings on the basis pf replacement values, the nation will

stand stockstill. Labor, by being over-reaching, will

have checkmated itself. It will have suppressed the

progress on which its future depends, unless it is willing

that some individuals who have taken all the risks of

business earn two depreciated dollars in place of one

good one; and others who are fortun.'te enough to have

bonded indebtedness receive three, four and five of the

new and shrunken dollars in place of the good ones they

expended.
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General Labor Review
Rarely ever have labor affairs in the coal-mining fields

been more stirring than today. Two processions of n^ne

workers have been touring the ccal fields trying to bring

out the men who are working. Both processions are in

violation of the orders of the union and one is being con-

ducted more in anger at the United Mine Worliers of

America than at the coal operators while the other is of

men who are not complaining about their own working
conditions or wage scales, but who are faring forth to

compass the unionization of the men in another district.

It is a bad condition of affairs for the union leaders.

The mine workers are insurgent at the very moment when
their representatives and

counsellors are called to meet

in convention. The meeting

may have to be called off

while the leaders go back

home to keep their following

from getting into serious

trouble. In the anthracite

field the Hudson Coal Co.

mine workers are all out on

strike and the Missouri and

Kansas mine workers are

having extensive suspen-

sions. On Tuesday, Sept. 9,

the convention of the United

Mine Workers of America

met in Gray's Armory, Cleve-

land, Ohio, to formulate a

wage scale which is to come
into effect, if what they ask

is granted, on Nov. 1. The
plan seems to be to have a

nation-wide strike to cover all the unionized area, if the

terms proposed are not met, except the New River and

Kanawha fields, which have a contract that forbids a strike.

The only other working sections will be the Connellsville

region and its surroundings and the Pocahontas and Thacker

fields. No one knows but what these exceptions will fail

when the time comes.

At the convention William Green, international secretary-

treasurer, announced that the treasury had never in its

history found itself bulging with more money. The bal-

ance on July 31 was $1,728,900. 12. The paid up member-
ship for July, 1919, was 409,392 with 43,648 men ex-

onerated, a total of 453,040 or $3.82 per capita. Should a

strike come it might be necessary to take on many more men
for some nonunion workers would find themselves in des-

titute circumstances and it would be obligatory to pay
them strike pay so as to strengthen the union against the

possibility of these men returning to work.
This international fund, as can easily be calculated,

could pay every underground day laborer for just 6

hours of labor according to the present wage scale.

According to the projected wage, a 60-per-cent. increase and
a 6-hour day, it would cover the earnings for from 3 to 4

hours, being much nearer the shorter period of time.

Still the bulk of the funds of the union are by no means
international. Most of the districts have funds of their

own which in proportion to membership are somewhat
more plethoric. Four years ago, said Mr. Green, the In-

ternational Union owed $877,860, which had been borrowed

.STRIKES IN GERMANY
11 people with band carts besieging

from the various district funds, for supplying food and
clothing to the members of the union and their families

when the mine workers were on strike in Colorado and
eastern Ohio. Since then all this money and $200,000 lent

by the Illinois district to that of Ohio has been paid by
the international union.

He ascribed the better financial condition to the increase

in the per-capita tax, at the last international convention,

from 25c. to 50c. per month per member. The union has
$57,581.35 in the Louisville Bank, Louisville, Col., the

Lafayette Bank, Lafayette, Col., and the Erie Bank, Erie,

Col., while District No. 12 has a total of $50,000 in the
three banks named and in the Interstate Bank of Denver,
Col. District No. 27, Montana, has $8000 in the last-named

bank. For the $58,000 de-

posited the international fund
gave its pledge to the district

unions promising to repay the

money if the unions failed to

get the money from the

banks. These sums of money
were loaned to the American
Fuel Co., who agreed to em-
ploy only union labor, and the

districts agreed that they

would not hold the banks re-

sponsible unless the fuel com-
pany repaid the banks the

money that had been lent to it.

Three of the banks, those at

Louisville, Lafayette and
Erie, became insolvent and
the court has refused to order

the money repaid to the dis-

trict treasuries. Of course,

the $57,581.35 will be only in

part recovered. Thus $115,581.35 is not now available.

Mr. Green stated that he sent a questionnaire, relating

to the number of union men in the United States forces

and the number of men killed and wounded, to all the local

unions, 3237 in all. Answers were obtained from 2372.

These incomplete reports show that 53,812 members of

the union left the mines to engage in the military and naval

services of the union or an average of 16 to each local

union. Of these 3033 were killed or died of disease.

Local unions of the United Mine Workers purchased,

as far as ascertained, 55,433,170.25 of Liberty Loan

Bonds and $1,418,828.32 of War Savings Stamps. The
International Union and the affiliated district organiza-

tions purchased $2,954,050 and $6993 of War Savings

Stamps. This makes a grand total of $8,387,220.25 of bonds

and $1,425,828.32 of War Saving Stamps.
Theie figures do not include the bonds and War Savings

Stamps purchased by individuals who were and are mem-
bers of the organization nor do the figures include the

amount of Victoi-y Loan Bonds purchased by districts, sub-

districts or local organizations.

It does not include either the patriotic efforts of District

18—the only Canadian district in existence during the prog-

ress of the war. In this section 266 union members served.

88 men being killed or dying of disease. They purchased

$26,743 in Canadian bonds and the International Union
bought $100,000. This, Mr. Green adds, is a remarkable

showing for the local unions as in District No. 18 they

number only 42.

MAKE COAL SHORTAGE
the freight station for a modicum of coaL
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The report of Acting- President John L. Lewis was largely

a review of facts already published, but it may be stated

that legislative action was recommended in the matter of

the menace to the mine worl^er of cheap Mexican fuel oil.

The Hudson Coal Co.'s men have found or advanced so

many causes of complaint that it is hard to know on what
basis the present strike started. It was doubtless the fore-

ordained outcome of countle.ss irritations and of the char-

acter of the Hudson Coal Co.'s employees. The trouble

which was the immediate cause of the suspension was the

use of the mechanical coal loader at Powderly colliery in

Carbondale. On Friday, Aug. 29, the 1500 men of the

Powderly and No. 1 collieries in Carbondale and the 800
men of the Jermyn colliery went on strike.

On the Tuesday following they voted to call on the gen-
eral grievance committee of the Hudson Coal Co. to de-

clare a general strike of all the employees of the company
from Plymouth to Foi'est City. The committee was to hold

a meeting Friday, Sept. .5, and it was asked to take the
action requested provided the mechanical loader was not
removed by that time. The men decided that if the griev-

ance committee failed to act as requested they would go
back to work and thresh out the matter later.

It is alleged that the company on Wednesday, Sept. 3,

laid off all the engineers, pumpmen, firemen and like em-
ployees about the Powderly, Coalbrook and Wilson Creek
collieries. The places of these men were taken by mine
foremen, breaker bosses, mine clerks and other lower of-

ficials. On Sept. 5 the grievance committee had a meeting
with the Hudson Coal Co. officials without securing con-

cessions and ordered a general suspension at all the mines
of the company in the Lackawanna and Wyoming valleys.

On Sept. 8 it was reported that 30 mining plants were
idle, there being 20,000 employees refraining from work.
Apparently there has been another cause for disagreement.
Some roof fell in the Archbald mine, and the men, refus-
ing to remove it at laborers' wages, were discharged. They
demanded the consideration rate of pay. Each mine com-
bines its protest to that again^it the mechanical loader.

Thus Wilson Creek presents a protest against what it terms
excessive dockage.

It is feared that as a result of a vote on Sept. 8, the
result of which was not known on going to press, another
20,000 men will join the strike. On Sept. 8 six mines of the
Hudson company in the Wyoming valley were still work-
ing with decreased forces but 10 others in that same section
were idle.

The strike is regarded by the company and the union
alike as an unauthorized suspension. It is a violation of
the contract. Jack Dempsey, the district president, is re-
turning from Cleveland to try to end the strike which the
grievance committee has called largely to prove the strength
of the insurgent forces in District No. 1.

EVERYWHERE HIGH WAGES WENT THE
RA.\r \VA.=; SURE TO GO

HOW r.XCLE fS.'V.M'.S NEW DOUBLE-ACTING H.VMJIER GETS
THE UNIFORMED AND SALARIED MAN

One thousand men employed at Nottingham No. 15 col-

liery of the Lehigh and Wilkes-Barre Coal Co. at Plymouth
went out on strike during the past week because of a re-

fusal of an acting inside mine foreman to listen to their

grievances. The men say that the acting inside foreman
tool< the company men from their regular work and put

them at objectionable labor. The men took their grievance

to the acting foreman but they say he ignored their request

to leave the company men at their usual occupations.

In western Pennsylvania the mine workers are far more
peaceful than in other parts of the country. There is, how-
ever, at least one strike. The Allegheny Coal and Coke-

Co. has not yet acknowledged the union, and the strike al

that mine continues. President Wilson on Aug. 30 directed

Secretary of Labor Wilson to send an investigator to

Breckenridge, Penn., to probe the killing of Mrs. Fannie
Sellins and of the man who was killed at the same time.

The increase in the rate of pay became effective on Sept.

1, and while the public was not informed as to the per-

centage of increase it is said to have been of a substantial

nature and sufficient to equalize the wages with those paid
in other districts. The resolution authorizing the increase

recited that such action was taken in order to assist em-
ployees in meeting increased living costs.

In West Virginia the troubles have amounted to open
civil war, but before narrating them it is necessary to go
back to recerrt events. Following the increase in wage
in the Pocahontas and Thacker, or Williamson, fields, al-

ready related, the . Winding Gulf Operators' Association

decided upon an increase in the wages of their employees,

the advance applying to practically all mines in the field.

The advance in wage of the Kenova-Thacker, or William-
son, field is arranged to cover the Pond Creek field also.

The operators' association of the Williamson field met at

Williamson, Aug. 21, and again canvassed the situation,

confirming the tentative action of Aug. 14. All employees
will participate in the wage readjustment, the salaried men
and company men; in fact, all classes of employees.

All these wage increases would seem to promise a short
respite in the labor disputes, but unfortunately this ;s not so.

On Saturday morning, Sept. G, the miners at the larger
operations on the Kanawha & Michigan R.R. on the north
side of the Kanawha River as well as on Coal River not
only refused to work but many of them, or at least so
many of them as were armed, started from various points,
having in view an invasion of the Guyan Valley. The
miners from Cabin Creek and other points cast of Charles-
ton reached Peytona in Boone County at noon and started
toward Danville, another point in the same county. An-
other gang had Clothier in Logan County as its objective,
a number of the miners in the vicinity of Clothier, includ-
ing six of the Boone County Coal Corporation plants, hav-
ing taken part in a .strike of the mine workers.
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As soon as Governor Cornwell learned that the miners
had started on their march toward the Logan County line

he called in F. C. Keeney, president of District 17, and
showed to him a copy of a telegram he had supplied to

Secretary Baker inquiring if federal troops would be sent
if it became necessary to send for them. Placing a copy of

that telegram in Keeney's hands he instructed him not only
in his ofucial capacity as president of the United I\Iine

Workers but as the personal representative of the Gov-
ernor to meet the Kanawha miners before they reached
Boone County and to tell them that unless they abandoned
their intention of invading Logan County he would call on
the federal troops. The Governor made Mad,'son, the
county seat of Boone County, the deadline and that line the
marchers never parsed. If they had, he would have re-

quested two regiments of federal soldiers.

Keeney intercepted approximately 1,000 miners before
they reached Danville and prevailed upon them to camp
at that place over night, informing Governor Cornwell
that the men would proceed no further. Sunday morning
the miners in camp at Danville voted to i-eturn to their

homes.
Miners further up Coal River, however, more radically

inclined, were busy Sunday morning organizing a meeting
for Sunday afternoon at

which it was proposed to de-

termine upon the future

course of action with refer-

ence to the invasion of the

Logan field. As soon as Gov-
ernor Cornwell learned of the

proposed meeting he directed

President Keeney to go to

Clothier and tell the miners
there that the meeting must
not be held and that if it

were he would feel under the

necessity of asking for fed-

eral troops.

In the meantime the Gov-
ernor had directed Chesa-
peake & Ohio Ry. officials at

Huntington to make up a
special train for the purpose
of bringing the striking min-
ers back to their homes on
Cabin Creek and elsewhere.

Three special trains were
made up without delay and
the first one was ready to
leave Clothier at 12:30. It

did not leave there until nearly 4 o'clock, waiting for the
adjournment of the meeting of the miners, which was late

in being convened, as the arrival of President Keeney had
to be awaited. When that official arrived he took charge
ot the a semblage.
A resolution was offered that the Governor be allowed 15

days in which to aid the Kanawha miners in organizing the
Logan field. The president refused to entertain the motion
as well as other radical motions, and in fact to entertain
any motion except to adjourn, which was put and carried.

Immediately following adjournment, 500 miners boarded
tliH special train.

Ai. ;^ o :lot!-. the same train picked up about 1,000 miners
at Danv;Le, part of whom were sent to their respective
homes up i>ig Coal River on another special, the main body
of strikers passing through Charleston before nine o'clock

en route to Cabin Creek and other points east of Charles-
ton, ending what had proved to be a serious situation bor-
dering on civil war and which would have ended in civil

uar itself but for the firmness of the action of the Gov-
ernor of the otate. He made it quite plain that be pro-
posed to meet force with force if after having made a vain
appeal to them they did not desist from the folly they had
proposed.

On Monday morning most of the miners in the Kanawha
field had returned to work, for the time being at least, some
of the more radical among them still threatening that they
would yet invade the Guyan Valley, unless they were per-

ROYAL, SPORT OF BARREL DUSTING
I.AHcm (virtini in the tub): Turn aside. What's in the hand is mostly MK

mitted to organize the Guyan field mines, either forcibly or
peaceably.

Late Saturday night, Sept. 6, in response to certain
inquiries. Governor Cornwell issued the following statement:
"Frank Keeney, president of the United Mine Workers of
this district, left here at noon to-day for Coal Rive?' to
head off the men who marched across from Marmet. He
went at my request and as my representative as well as in
his official capacity as president of the United Mine Work-
ers. Before he left I told him I had appealed to the
marchers personally, had reasoned with and warned them,
that if they now persisted in invading the Logan field they
would do so at their peril, and I showed him a wire I had
sent Secretary Baker preparatory to a request for two regi-

ments of federal soldiers. I authorized him to tell the men
what my-ne.xt step would be.

"I later talked with Secretary Baker and communicated
with General Leonard Wood, commander of this military
district, and all was in readiness to move two regiments of

regular troops into the area threatened. For five hours I

have held on my desk the telegram requesting their move-
ment. I have just talked to Keeney, who was at Danville,

Boone County. He advises that the main body of men, 1500
in number, are in camp there, and gives me absolute assur-

ance that they will go no
(C^<^ further, but arrangements

will be made to bring them
out on a special train to-

morrow.
"He left there immediately

after the conversation to head
off another party of men
some 12 mi!es above Dan-
ville, but I -am accepting his

assurance in good faith and
will not order the troops un-
less there should be ariother

outbreak, which I do not have
any reason to fear. I be-

lieve that the men will all be
back at work Monday, re-

gretful that they have been
imposed upon and ready to

help discover and punish

those responsible for the

wild stories that aroused
them."
On Sept. 8 most of the men

were back at work except

about 25 per cent who were
resting up after their march.

In Illinois the rebellion of radical members of the United

Mine Workers has about been stamped out by the revoca-

tion of the charters of 24 locals with a membership of

5500. The Belleville and Collinsville miners, who started

the trouble, died hard, continuing their revolt after they

had been expelled and after their own State policy com-

mittee had advised submission, but they finally surrendered.

Last week State President Frank Farrington gave the

strikers, who were trying to enlist the entire State in the

mutiny and overthrow the state administration of tlieir

organization, until Saturday to return to work. Most of

the Belleville and Collinsville men and scattered locals over

the State defied Farrington to expel them and continued

their strike. The Belleville men, hoping to increase thur
following by spectacular methods, put an "army" of about

200 men into the field Sunday and started it on a march
toward the southern Illinois field, where the miners are

loyal to the organization. Farrington's reply was a revoca-

tion of the charters of the striking locals.

The "army" met encouragement and received assistance

as it marched through St. Clair County, but had a cool

reception in Randolph and Perry Counties. When it reached
Coulterville, in Randolph County, word came that the
State Policy Committee had met at Gillespie, following the
revocation of the charters, and had come to the conclusion
that further opposition was useless and had advised the

strikers to return to work. This news caused about half of
the army, which had been swelled to 350 men, to turn back.
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DISCUSSION 4r READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Child Labor in Mines
Leter No. 1—Referring to the child-labor question, I

quite agree with the opinion expressed by the editor

Coal Age, July 3, p. 24, who regards it as "unfortunate

for the countn.- at large that a difference should be

made between the age at which children can be em-

ployed in factories and mines." The reference, here,

is to a bill before the Illinois legislature imposing a

tax of $2 on children under 14 years of age employed

in factories, and under 16 years of age when employed

in mines or quarries.

While I am a great believer in the education of

children, there are many things to be considered if we
would be fair to the parents who rear them. Inci-

denta'ly, I fail to see the reason for the distinction that

the Illinois law makes between boys employed in fac-

tories and in mines, the age limit being 14 years in

the former case and 16 years in the latter.

Like many other miners of my age, I entered the

mines for work (Apr. 2, 1891) two months and twelve

days short of 10 years of age. While I believe that

this is too young for boys to start to work, I am fully

convinced that all boys should know what it is to do a

fair day's work, before they reach 16 years of age. The
reason why I started so young was that I had a natural

dislike for books.

My father, thinking to change my mind and give me
a desire to go to school, took me with him into the

mine. The result was, however, the opposite of what
my father intended. There were many other boys of

my age in the same mine, although the law prescribed

an age limit of 12 years; but it is needless to say that

this portion of the law was not enforced then as it

is today.

The Boy, the School and the Father

Speaking of boys, thero are two classes. First, the

boys that have a desire to go to school and get all the

education they can. Second, there are the boys who
have a strong dislike for study and would far rather

go to work than to attend school. Now, while every

encouragement should be given to boys of the first

class to permit them to get the education they want,

it would be a waste of time to force boys of the second

class through the same course of study. As we all

know, the world is made up of different kinds of people;

some are students and it is natural for them to study

out a problem; but it is just as natural for others to

work out the same problem in practice. Boys of the

latter class often develop into self-made men.

In regard to the father of the family, there are four

conditions of life: (1) The man who is able and has

the desire to educate his children. (2) The man who is

able but has no such inclination. (3) The man who,

though desiring to educate his children, has not the

means to carry out that purpose. (4) The man who

neither has the desire nor the means to educate his

children.

Child-labor laws apply more particularly to the in-

different class of parents and children, the aim being

to make education compulsory, to the end that every

man and woman shall possess at least a common-school
education. Personally, I have nothing but contempt for

a parent who is indifferent to the education of his

children; but I have always been taught the maxim.
"Of two evils choose the least." In line with thi^

maxim, let me say that where a father needs the help

of his boy at the age of 14, there should be a provision

in the law that would enable him to put his boy to

work; and this would often prove more beneficial to

the boy as well as to the family.

Finally, then, while favoring the age limit of IG

years for boys in mines, I feel that many working men,

particularly those of the laboring classes, have not the

means to support their families without the help of

their boys between the ages of 14 and 16 years. In

any case, I can see no reason why boys under the age

limit should not be permitted to work both in factories

and in mines, during the months when schools are closed

or what is termed the "vacation months" of the year.

Wilkinsburg, Penn. A. A. Allen.

Prol^lem In Coal Extraction

Letter No. .>—The problem presented in Coal Age.

Aug. 7, p. 234, regarding the extraction of coal from a

seam whose thickness varies from Si to 11 ft. and which

lies at a depth ranging from 450 to 600 ft., is an in-

teresting one. It is there stated that the top and bot-

tom layers of the seam are hard coal, while the middle

layer is softer and rashes easily.

The proposition presents many difficulties, some of

which are met and overcome by the methods adopted.

One of these difficulties, for example, is the nature of

the "siliceous shale" that disintegrates readily when
exposed to the air and which has been overcome by

leaving up the top coal, in the first mining. This plan

should certainly be carried out in all future operations,

as the top coal thus left can be readily recovered in

the robbing.

Another difficulty arising from the cleavage planes

that exist in the top coal and overlying shale and ex-

lend approximately north and south, has been overcome

by driving the rooms east and west, which avoids the

risk of roof falls that would prove dangerous in the

rooms.

After a close study of the conditions described in

this article, it appears to me that the chief problem

presented is one of insufficient pillar support during

the first working when the width of pillars should be

such as to give the strength required to carry the over-

burden and yet allow of the rapid extraction of the

pillars in the work of robbing.
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The statement is made that a modified panel system

is used, by driving cross-entries off the main headings,

at a distance of 1565 ft. apart. The room headings are

said to be turned off the cross-entries far enough apart

to leave a block of coal 520 ft. wide, which is worked
out by rooms driven on 45-ft. centers.

The rooms are necked 18 ft. wide to avoid yardage
and are driven the first 100 ft. at a width of from
18 to 21 ft., after which they are widened to 28 or 30

ft. Seemingly in contradiction of his first statement,

the writer adds, "All the rooms on a panel are started

at the same time, when the entry is finished, and are

widened to the full width of 24 ft., in four machine
cuts." I assume, however, that this last statement is in

error and that the rooms were driven 30 ft. in width,

as first described.

Conditions Must Be Studied on the Ground

Before making suggestions of improving the present

plan of mining, let me say that it is seldom possible

to sit in an office and decide questions of this kind from
the data presented in an article. There are always

details and indications that the practical man on the

job can interpret and which, many times, will completely

alter a plan suggested by someone who is not entirely

familiar with the actual conditions existing in the mine,

but who must judge from the facts as they are nar-

I'ated. I am, therefore, presenting a possible solution

of this problem with the full knowledge that if I had

an opportunity to go to the mine in question, my sug-

gestions would be materially altered.

According to the data given, the total distance that the

rooms must be driven is 260 ft., or half the distance

between the room headings. For 100 ft. the rooms

are driven at a width of 18 to 21 ft. Then, for the

remaining 160 ft., I assume that they are widened to

30 ft., which leaves but 15 ft. of pillars between them,

for that distance. Under these conditions, I wonder
that the amount of coal recovered reaches even 50 per

cent.

liistead of this arrangement, allow me to suggest

driving the rooms on 60-ft. centers, 24 ft. wide, after

OPENING TWO BOOMS OFF A SINGLE NECK

necking is completed. If it would cause no labor trou-

ble, my preference would be 75 ft. centers with rooms

30 ft. wide, opening two rooms off one neck, as shown

in the accompanying sketch. This would, of course,

mean longer crosscuts between the rooms and there is

a possibility of labor troubles growing out of the plan.

That can probably be avoided, however, by driving all

cross-cuts 18 ft. in width, the same as the roomnecks,

which should meet with no objection.

If a greater extraction of the coal can be secured it

might be possible to increase the rates, allowing it

would not disturb existing agreements in the district,

regarding which I am not familiar. It appears to me,
however, that an increase of rates would not be nec-

essary, as the suggestion I have made would give to

each miner a wider face and a better chance to increase
his daily output of coal.

The present system of paneling seems to me to be all

right. If the room centers are to be increased as I

have suggested, it would be necessary either to in-

crease the distance between the cross-entries or to drive

a less number of rooms. This is a question that must
be decided on the ground, however, as it depends en-

tirely on the number of rooms that can be undercut
in a shift.

Let me say, in closing, that it is quite doubtful, in

ray mind, whether rooms can be driven at a width of

30 ft. under the conditions named. I would fear th"

occurrence of local falls, possible squeezes and the heav-

ing of the bottom, which is described as fireclay vary-

ing from a few inches to several feet in thickness. On
this account, I would prefer the first plan mentioned
of driving the rooms on 60-ft. centers and 24 ft. wide,

which I believe would enable a much larger extraction

of coal. Superintendent.
Scranton, Penn.

Letter No. 3—Referring to the article published in

Coal Afie, Aug. 7, p. 234, describing and illustrating a

method of extracting coal in a certain mine, where only

about 50 per cent, of the coal was recoverd, allow me
to say that this is certainly a great loss and one that

should be avoided, if possible.

It seems to me that a change of system that will

provide larger pillars, would make it possible to prevent

such a terrible waste of coal in mining. Attention is

frequently called to the need of conserving all natural

resources, particularly coal, and that every effort should

be made to do this at the present time is of the utmost
importance.

Greater Width of Room Pillars Required for

This Depth and Thickness of Coal

In the first place, judging from the description of

the conditions governing the extraction of coal in this

mine, it seems to me that the pillars are quite too small

for the height of seam and depth of cover, it being

stated that the coal ranges from 8^ to 11 ft. in thick-

ness and is overlaid with from 450 to 600 ft. of cover, a

depth that should call for a far greater width of pillar

than is shovm to be possible from the data given in the

article.

The 15-ft. pillars left between the rooms, in this

case, might be well enough in a 4-ft. seam, under ordi-

nary conditions. But, it must be remembered that the

higher the coal the thicker must be the pillar and the

greater the diameter of the posts required for its sup-

port. For example, while a 4-in. post is commonly used

in a 4-ft. seam, we all know that a greater diameter is

required when posting a 10-ft. seam, at the same depth.

Naturally, the same rule applies in determining the size

of pillars required when working seams of varying

thickness, under the same cover.

Again, I would suggest turning the rooms 12 ft. wide,

instead of 18 ft., even at the expense of yardage, and

this width should be maintained until the point has
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been reached where it would be safe to widen out to the

full width of the room. The length of the roomnecks

should always be such as to leave good entry stumps

for the protection of the entry. I would recommend
driving these rooms 2-5 ft. wide, on 60-ft. centers, so

as to leave 35-ft. pillars betw^een them.

In drawing back the pillars, it would be my plan when
the rooms have been driven up, to break them all

through on an even line at the face, and take special

care to keep the pillarwork on a straight line so that

no undue pressure or weight will come on any one or

more of the pillars. I believe this plan would elimi-

nate the tendency to squeeze, by inducing the rock to

break and thus relieve the pressure on the pillars.

The practice should be continued until the pillars have

been robbed back the proper distance. In the mean-

time, the fireclay bottom should be kept dry.

If these precautions do not avoid the occurrence of

a squeeze, the only remedy to apply is to use still larger

pillars than what I have suggested. More than once

I have had an experience of this kind and, in each case,

been able to obtain the desired results by increasing

the width of pillars in the room and pulling everything

out clean when drawing back. Any small stumps of

coal or posts left standing in the waste act to prevent

the fall of roof and invite a squeeze.

At no time should water be permitted to stand or

be allowed to accumulate on a fireclay bottom. Sumps
should always be dug and kept pumped or bailed out

at regular intervals. This will generally provide good

drainage and keep the bottom dry. It is my belief that

if these precautions are adopted and followed closely,

there will result a decided increase in the percentage

of coal recovered and pay for the extra trouble.

Prestonsburg, Ky. Oscar Stuart.

Preservation of Mine Timljer
Letter No. 2—In addition to what is said in the re-

ply to the inquiry regarding the preservation of mine
timber. Coal Aye, July 24, p. 164, let me offer a few
suggestions and comments. A good description of the

treatment of mine timber to prolong its life is given

in Chap. 2, pp. 8-15, of a book entitled "Timbering and
Mining," by W. H. Storms.

As stated in the reply to this inqury, it is important
that timber should be cut rn the winter season when
the sap has left the wood. Much timber, today, is cut

during the summer, because of the ready market, both

in the United States and in Canada. Much of it is left

lying on the ground or piled, in any old way, exposed to

the rain and the sun. Such timber when taken into the

mine develops dry rot in a short time and breaks un-

der light pressure.

Timber cut in the winter can be peeled the follow!)

summer quite readily. The bark of hemlock is valuable

and could be sold at a good profit to tanning manufac-
turers. Hemlock is about the only timber that has a
bark of any value. Most timber can be peeled if not

permitted to become too dry, but when dry the bark
is often difficult to remove. As soon as the bark has

been stripped off, the timber should be stacked in an

open shed where it will have the air and be protected

from rain.

It is a good plan to pile mine timber on skids. For
12-ft. timber, the skids should be laid three feet from
each end, which gives a more even bearing. For 18-ft.

sticks three skids should be used. When timber is

peeled, the work should be done in the woods where it

is cut. This will save freight charges and make the

timber lighter to handle, besides avoiding the refuse

bark accumulating in the yards.

There are many causes that shorten the life of mine
timber. Poor ventilation and foul, damp air invite

decay, dry rot and fungus growth. Bad jointing of

timber frames causes undue pressure on the timbers

and they are destroyed more quickly than when the

joints are properly made. Also, driving a wedge in

the center of a crossbar brings the pressure at the weak-

est point and the bar is soon broken.

The treatment of timber for its preservation may
be done by the brush method when the job is a small one.

However, where much timber is used in a mine, it is

far better to employ the tank method. The timber is

then immersed in a solution of creosote or carbolineum.

Immersion in brine is also said to prolong the life of

timber, but it should be continued for three days.

Timber must always be quite dry when immersed so

that it may absorb more of the preservative.

Qualities of Timber Used in Mines

A few remarks in regard to the qualities of mine tim-

ber may not be out of place here. Pine makes a good

timber, particularly Norway pine, which is found in

some parts of the United States, but is more abundant

in British Columbia. The wood is tough and strong,

but is apt to break quickly like hemlock.

Spruce is stronger than any pine but rots more

quickly, except red spruce, which is noted for its smooth

red bark and small limbs. White spruce is of no value

;

neither are cottonwood, balsam and poplar, which vrill

stand little pressure and rot in less than a year when

taken into the mine.

Hickory is a strong heavy timber, weighing 53 lb.

per cu. ft. It makes a good timber for roof work, but

cannot be used on roads and air-courses, as it rots too

quickly. Maple is much the same as hickory, but should

be well dried and peeled, as it is liable to be destroyed

by insects.

Oak is the best timber for lining shafts or timbering

airways and haulage roads. It is strong and resists

decay under the wet conditions in mining longer than

any other timber. It is said that oak timber will show

no signs of decay in 30 years. Tamai-ack, if stripped of

the bark, is excellent timber to resist decay, especially

if the timber is well dried before being used. Young
trees of this timber are better than the old growth.

Rawdon, Quebec, Canada. C. McManiman.

Prime Prodncer in a Coal Mine
Letter No. 3—Some time ago there appeared in Coal

Age an inquiry asking the question, Who is the prime

producer in a coal mine? In answer to this question,

in the issue of June 19, p. 1137, W. H. Luxton made

the statement, "The coal is not actually produced, until

it has been placed where it can be utilized or, in other

words, put on the market." I had thought that this

question would be more fully discussed, and if not too

late I would like to offer a few comments.

While I fully agree with Mr. Luxton in the statement

just quoted, I cannot second his idea that the foreman

is the prime producer in a coal mine. I am frank to
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admit that the foreman is a necessary official in the

mine, and an important factor in producing the coal

and putting it on the surface. But, to my mind, he is

only one of the larger wheels of the entire organized

operation and is not the head or chief.

While a foreman, acting in his official capacity, may
and does direct the work in the mine in his charge; or,

in other words, is the large wheel that sets in motion

all the smaller wheels concerned in the operation, he

is himself dependent on or set in motion by a still

larger wheel, the superintendent or manager ; and these

officials are again animated and controlled by the owners,

operators, or board of directors and stockholders, who
represent the dynamo or power that moves and directs

the whole operation.

Let me say, just here, that wheels are not in the

habit of turning themselves; they must be set in motion

by some force or power. While one great wheel, if set

in motion, may turn hundreds of smaller wheels, every-

thing stops dead when the power that turns the big

wheel ceases to act. It seems to me that the owner

or operator of a mine, with his capital, is the force or

power that moves the entire operation. As he is the

one to take the first step that makes the production

of coal possible and complete.s the cycle of operations

by putting it on the market where it can be utilized, he

is, in my opinion, the prime producer.

It will be argued no doubt, that capital cannot pro-

duce coal without labor; but, on the other hand, it is

safe to say that labor could not produce much coal if

capital did not furnish the means required to open

and equip the mine. As far as this argument is con-

cerned, there is no advantage to either party, as each

are equally dependent on the other, and each are equally

he'-pless without the other.

In the reply to this inquiry, Apr. 3, p. 637, it is

stated, "The farmer' produces crops by tilling the land."

Now, many of our farmers never think of holding the

plow themselves, any more than the coal operator thinks

of going into the mine and digging the coal. The
farmer hires his men, as the operator hires the miner;

and these hired men and miners are the actual workers.

Then, if the farmer could be regarded as the prime

producer of corn and wheat when the soil is tilled by

hired help, it follows that the coal operator would justly

be the prime producer of coal dug by the miner.

In conclusion, allow me to illustrate the situation pre-

sented, by assuming that a certain t c.ct of land contains

a valuable seam of coal, which cann:t be utilized, how-

ever, until the property is develop --d and the coal

brought to the surface. Suppose, now, a man with the

necessary capital purchases the land and develops the

property, through the employment of men for that pur-

pose, and the coal is placed on the market. It appears

to me that this man is the primary cause of putting

the coal where it can be utilized and, consequently, must

be considered the prime producer. JOHN ROSE.

Dayton, Tenn.

Origin of Coal
Letter No. 1—Reading the excellent article of C. W.

Ilippard, Coal Age, July 17, p. 104, giving a brief

resume on the theories, regarding the origin of coal,

'The word "farmer" is here used in its primary sense as one
who cultivates the soil, and does not contemplate in its meaning
the employment of labor. In the .same general .srn.sc. the coal
operator would be a prime producer of coal were it not that the
ouostion submitted suggests a whole line of operatives concerned
in the produclicn.— Rditoi-.

suggested to me the thought that to the seven wonders
of the ancient world and those of modern civilization

should be added the wonderful process, or processes

combined, that have resulted in the formation of our
coal deposits.

Eminent geologists advance two theories to explain

the origin of coal. These are known as the "In Situ,"

and the "Drift" theories. Dana informs us that in the

early ages when coal was being formed, the atmosphere
surrounding the earth contained an excess of carbon

dioxide, making the air denser and warmer, these con-

ditions being particularly favorable to plant growth.

He states that "plants live mainly by means of the

carbonic acid ("carbon dioxide) they receive through

their leaves. The carbon they contain comes principally

from the air." Through the process of decomposition

and decay, much of this carbon has been deposited in

the soil and later converted into peat and coal of vary-

ing grades and hardness.

Arguments Advanced in Support of the Drift

Theory of the Formation of Coal

Of the two theories mentioned, it seems to me the

drift theory is supported by many facts observed in

the coal measures. For example, while the trunks of

trees are occasionally found in an upright or normal
position in a coal bed, it is more common to find them,

lying flat in the seam, as driftwood would appear.

Moreover, seldom, if ever, are there any signs of the

roots of the tree, as would be the case had the tree

grown or fallen where it was found in the coal bed.

To my mind, the sulphur balls found on the floor of

coal seams are evidence of drift depo.<;its, as are also

boulders, rocks and other impurities found in the seam.

Again, the fish deposits of the Devonian strata, which
underlie the coal measures, would seem to indicate an

inundation that would be favorable to the later deposits

of the carbonaceous drift of the coal formations. It

seems only natural to suppose that the fish of the

Devonian were buried in the sediment deposited from
the waters covering the surface at that time.

It must be admitted that both the m situ and the

drift theories are supported by many observed facts,

and each of these theories contributes its share in

explaining what took place when coal was forming.

The presence of the fossils of land animals in the coal

measures would indicate that those animals lived in the

forests whose growth has furnished the material from
which the coal was formed.

Anthracite a Later Stage in Development

It is not clear to me how both anthracite and bitu-

minous coal are often found at the same depth and, at

times, are in close proximity to each other and the

fossils in the two beds are identical. Mr. Hippard

speaks of the anthracite as being "the last stage in the

production of coal."'

The stratification of the coal formation appears to

me to favor the drift theory, as the sediment deposited

from the overflowing waters would naturally be strati-

fied. This theory would also explain the gradual thin-

ning out of the coal in the edges of large basins, which

would naturally result in shallow waters, while the

thicker deposits v\ould form in the deeper waters of the

basin, as is commonly found to be true.

'Anthracite is the result of the later metamorphosis of bitu-
minous coal, through the agencies of heat and pressure result inc
froni movoniont.'! in the cartli's crust.
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I can only explain the formation of two or more
benches of coal, on the in situ theory, by assuming
that a movement of the earth's crust took place after

the lower bench was formed, and a second inundation

produced the second bench of coal. It is not uncommon,
however, to see these bench formations underlying a

perfectly level surface that extends for acres around.

The study of conditions affecting the formation and

character of coal cannot but be of great interest to

mining men, because of the assistance it gives them
in explaining the facts observed in coal-bearing strata

and enabling them to tell the probable results of the

faulting and pinching out of coal beds. With this

information at hand, it is possible to plan the workings
of a mine more intelligently and systematically.

West Pittston, Penn. Richard Bowen.

Efficiency of Mine Workers
Letter No. —In discussing the efficiency of workers

in coal mines, we must not forget the many difficulties

and perplexities of that hazardous occupation. One
worker may be thoroughly competent in a certain line

of employment and yet be a source of danger to himself

and others, unless he is carefully watched.

Before American mining experienced the great in-

flux of foreign labor that has found its way into our

mines, the coal miner was practically in a school while

pursuing his work in the mine. At that time, every

man could talk with another and receive the benefit of

the other's judgment and experience by that means.

Today, many of the men working in iur mines speak

different languages and are unable to converse intelli-

gently with each other on matters of common interest

to each of them.

Many of the men now employed have never seen a

coal mine before in their life and know nothing of the

dangers that surround them in the mine. They have

been put to work because of the profits resulting to

their employers by reason of the cheapness of their

labor. Little regard has been had for the fact that

human lives are being jeopardized by the employment
of such labor.

Mine Disasters Caused by Low Efficiency

In the early days of coal mining, there was little talk

of efficiency and great disasters and loss of life were
often the result. Such occurrences did not escape the

public notice, and it was clear that something had to be
done to prevent the recurrence of mine disasters and
make the work of mining coal more safe.

It is but a short time ago, comparatively, that the

great safety-first movement was launched, having for

its main object the reduction of the acciden' list, in

mines, through tlie education of the gr'^at mass of for-

eign workers employed underground. One of the most
effective means of accomplishing this work was by a
sories of pictures illustrating how accidents occur and
the right and the wrong way of performing work in

the mines. "Safety fir.«t" became the watchword, then
"Efficiency," and afterward, "Economy."
Good results were accomplished by this campaign;

but it did not eradicate from the mind of the mine
worker the spirit of discontent engendered by this in-

flux of ignorant foreigners, who were sent into the

mines in such large numbers.
The newcomers were rugged and strong and well

adapted to rough work. In time, no doubt, they would

make good practical miners ; but the work of instructing
them has fallen to the lot of the American miners who
have been compelled to act as tutors and give the nec-
essary instruction as to the best and safest methoO.s
of performing work in the mine.

These conditions have proved a great drawback to

efficiency, since the English-speaking miner has re-

alized that the purpose of coal operators was to dis-

rupt the organization of miners by the employment of

This class of labor, whom they were compelled to m-
struct. In most cases, an experienced man was placed
in cttarge of these raw recruits.

It is not strange that the failure to make a distinc-

tion between the skilled and experienced miner and the

man who had to be instructed has been resented as "un-
just." To. these old and experienced miners, it appeared
that the operator regarded Jack just as good as his

master; and, because there was no recognition of ability

and skill in the performance of work, a job has often

been slighted and the work performed in a shoddy man-
ner by men who were able to do far better.

Times have changed and, with the growth of the in-

dustry, many causes of complaints have arisen. A few
years ago, a mine putting out 800 tons a day was a
large mine, but the men could go and come at pleas-

ure. No contracts or agreements between the opera-

tor and the men compelled the latter to remain in the

mine after their day's work was done.

Contrast of Present and Former Conditions

Contrast the employment of 100 men in a mine at

that time, with the conditions under which the 600,

800 or 1000 men labor who constitute the working force

in a large mine, today. At times, a miner will now
be kept underground 10 and even 11 hours a day.

Looking the facts squarely in the face, it must be

admitted that these conditions obstruct the efficiency

of mine workers. The ability of the management to

keep pace with the handling of the coal from the face

to the tipple should not be permitted to work a hardship

on the miner who can produce his share of the day's

output in less time than is required to put his coal on

the dump.
In many of our large mines, it is claimed that a good

miner can load 8 and 10 tons of coal in less than 8 hr.,

if he did not have to wait for his turn because no cars

had been sent into his place, or because his coal has

not been cut. If the nation's demand for coal can be

supplied by the miner in a shorter time, why should he

not be allowed to spend a few hours in the sunshine

on the surface, instead of waiting in idleness in the

darkness of the mine.

Apparently, there is a lack of efficient arrangement
in the supply of cars to the miners in a manner that

would avoid the necessity of his spending many idle

hours in the mine awaiting his turn. As long as such

conditions prevail, there is bound to be a spirit of un-

rest among mine workers; and where there is unrest

and discontent, there can be no real efficiency.

Let us remember that the miner is human and needs

good working conditions, good air to breathe and just

treatment in the performance of his work. Efficiency

does not mean merely a greater output of coal, but re-

quires a regulation of the entire .system of mining in

a way that will conserve human energy and insure the

good-will and contentment of mine workers.

Staunton, 111. William M. Chambers.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Finding a Mine Door Set Open
In a certain mining textbook that I have appears this

question:

Ques.—Suppose, just before making your regular inspection of
tlie mine, you discovered tliat a door liad accidentally been left
open, thus destroying the ventilation of the mine, say how you
would proceed to make your inspection.

The answer to this question reads as follows:
Alls.—It would be necessary to close the door and wait a proper

time for the circulation to be i-estored in the mine workings. As
usual, the fireman should proceed only after ascertaining that the
proper ventilating current is passing in the intake. If practi-
cable, the circulation of the mine may be increased by increasing
the speed of the ventilator. He should follow the intake cur-
rent into the mine, examining with more than usual care each
place where the accumulation of gas might be expected. After
the inspection of the mine, the fact that the door was left open
should be noted upon the daily report.

While this answer is along the line usually advocated
in mining textbooks, it involves two features that I

would like to see discussed in Coal Age, as I believe

the answer given to the question does not apply to the

sonditions that frequently prevail in a gassy mine.

In the first place, we will assume that the fireboss

starts the examination of his section of a gassy mine
at the intake end of the section, or at the point indi-

cated by A in the accompanying figure. At this point,

ASSUMED GASSY SECTION TO BE EX^VMINED

vve will say he finds the door on the gangway set open

and the current short-circuited, the air passing along

the gangway instead of being directed to the faces of

the chambers. The door was probably set open and

left by a careless t!river, but the fireboss has no means
af telling how long it has been standing open.

Now, according to the answer just quoted, the fire-

boss should close the door and wait awhile for the cir-

culation to be restored in the chambers. But, we will

assume that gas has accumulated, say at the face of

chamber 2 as indicated in the figure. Also, let us say

that a blast fired the night before, at the face of cham-

ber 5, ignited a small feeder that is still burning quietly,

being located in the roof.

The fireboss does not know that the feeder is burning

at the face of Chamber 5, but assumes that gas may
have accumulated in any or all of the chambers in that

section. Shjuld he now close the door, under the con-

ditions mentioned, it is easy to imagine what would take

place. The current would then pass up Chamber 1 and

tlirough the crosscut into Chamber 2 where it would

sweep away the gas and carry it through Chambers 3

and 4 and into Chamber 5, where it would be ignited

by the burning feeder and cause an explosion of greater
or less violence, depending on the conditions in the

mine. This is one of the features that I would like to

see discussed by readers.

The second feature to which I would call attention is

the statement that the fireboss "should follow the intake

current into the mine." This advice is commonly given

in all textbooks, and it is safe to say that if the ques-

tion was put to firebosses, 70 per cent, of them would
answer that they had always started to make their

rounds at the intake end of their section and followed

the air current until the examination was completed.

In my experience as fireboss, it has been my practice

to be guided by the geological formation of the section

to be examined. If I found it easier to travel by start-

ing at the return end I have done so, regardless of the

well-known formula, "Follow the intake current."

Now, in regard to a possible feeder burning in one

of the chambers, it may be one of the chambers nearest

to the intake, or one close to the return end of the sec-

tion. Assuming that it takes a fireboss three hours to

make the rounds in his section, he will be just as apt

to reach the burning feeder, by starting at the return

end, as by starting on the intake, since he does not

(cnow where the feeder is located. The only advantage,

in favor of starting at the return end, is that he might
smell the burnt air carried on the current and hasten

to find where the trouble was located.

On the other hand, starting on the intake, one would

not be apprised of the trouble until he reached the

chamber where the feeder was burning, which might be

the last chamber in his section. In the meantime,

he may have found a small body of gas and erected a

brattice to sweep it from its lodging place, which would

involve the danger of its- ignition when the gas reached

the burning feeder. These possibilities have inclined

me to favor starting the examination at the return

end of a section.

It will, of course, oe argued that when a man starts

at the intake end he is traveling in fresh air and can

always tell if the air has been short-circuited. But,

suppose he can, he dare not close the door and restore

the circulation until he has completed his inspection

of the section. In my own experience as a fireboss, in

many large gaseous operations, it has been my in-

variable custom to leave all doors and brattices the way
I have found them, until I had ascertained the actual

conditions of each working place in my section. I hope

to see these two features broadly discussed.

West Pittr'on, Penn. Richard Bowen.

This is an important question and Coal Age is glad

to present it to its practical readers, for discussion,

as there are arguments on both sides that are worthy

of consideration.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Miscellaneous Questions

(A7)swen'(I by Request)

Qiies.—How many gallons of water will a tank hold,

the tank being 53 in. in diameter and 9 ft. 11 in. high?

Ans.—The tank has the form cf a cylinder and the

area of its base is 0.78.54 X 53= = 2206 sq.in. The

heijrht of the tank being 9 ft. 11 in., or 119 in., its cub-

ical contents is 2206 X 119 = 262,514 cu.in. The ca-

pacity of this tank is therefore, 262,514 -^ 231 = 1136+
gal.

Qves.—State how you would proceed to rescue men. in

a certain district of a mine, if a fire was to take place

in the intake airway.

Arts.—It is difficult to give a wholly satisfactory an-

swer to this question without knowing the exact plan of

ventilation and arrangement of the rooms and entries

in the mine and the district in queition. However, it

can be stated, in a general way, that the men working

in +he district should be notified, promptly on the dis-

covery of the fire, to withdraw at once by the return

air-course.

At the same time, also send word to the surface

to slow down the ventilating fan, provided this can be

done without danger to men working in other sections

of the mine, who should be warned by messengers and

instructed to withdraw at once to the shaft bottom or

by any other means of exit available.

Immediate steps should be taken to start the pumps
and get water on the fire. If the men working in the

district where the fire is located have any other way
out than by passing through the return airway, the

air should be short-circuited and conducted at once into

the return, by setting open a door or breaking down a

stopping at the nearest practical point inby from the

fire, so as to prevent as far as possible, the smoke and
gases of the fire being carried into the workings. If

the return airway is the only way out for the men
working in that district, however, the air must not be

short-circuited as that would cut off their only chance

to escape smoke and gases of the fire.

Qiies.— fa) What is the manometrical efficiency of a

ventilating fan? (b) Work the following: If the mine
resistance produces a 2j-in. water gage and the depres-

sion at the port of entry of the fan is 2 lb. per sq.ft.,

the area of the port of entry being 90 sq.ft. and the

area of the port of discharge 65 sq.ft., what is the

manometrical eflficiency of the fan?

Arts.— (a) The term, "manometrical efi!iciency," in fan

ventilation, refers to the ratio of the effective pressure

to the theoretical pressure due to the fan's action. The
effective pressure is the pressure in the fan drift and
is the measure of the mine resistance.

'b) Since the mine resistance produces a water
gage of 21 in., the effective pressure due to the fan is

21 X 5-2 ^= 11.7 lb, per sq.ft. Now, since the pressure

producing a circulation varies as the square of the veloc-

ity, and the velocity varies inversely as the area, the

pressure varies inversely as the square of the area.

Therefore, for the pressure at the port of discharge of

this fan, we have

(i)=
= 1.38= = 1.9

a; = 2 X 1-9 = 3.8 lb. per sq.ft.

The pressure lost in the fan is the sum of the two
pressures, at the point of entry and the port of dis-

charge, respectively, or 2 -\- 3.8 = 5.8 lb. per sq.ft. Add-
ing this to the effective pressure gives, for the total

pressure due to the fan's action, 5.8 + 11.7 = 17.5- lb.

per sq.ft.

Ffnally, taking this as the theoretical pressure due

to the fan's action, the manometric efficiency of the fan

is (100 X 11-7) -^ 17.5 = 67 per cent., nearly.

Ques.—With a 3 hp., we are producing 20,000 cu.ft.

of air per min., how many horsepower will be required

to produce 40,000 cu.ft. of air per- min. in the same
airway?

Ans.—In the ventilation of mines, the power produc-

ing a circulation ^'iiries as the cube of the quantity of

air circulated. In this case, the quantity of* air is

doubled and the power required to do this must be

increased as the cube of two or eight times. It will

therefore require 8 X 3 = 24 hp. to double the circula-

tion in this mine.

Que.^.— (a1 What is a water gage and where and why
is it applied? (b) If the pressure producing ventila-

tion is 10.4 lb. per sq.ft., what is the water-gage read-

ing?

Ans.— (a) As shown in the accompanying figure, a

water gage consists of a glass tube bent in the shape of

the letter U. One leg of this tube is ex-

tended and turned over at a right angle to

1)61 niit of its being inserted through a hole

in a brattice or partition dividing the main
intake and return aii-ways in a mine. The
tube contains water and when placed in this

jiosition in a brattice at the foot of a shaft,

the reading of the water gage, in inches, in-

dic.ites the difference of pressure between
the intake and return airways, which is the

pressure producing the circulation in the

mine.

When the water gage is placed on the

side of the fan drift, its reading indicates

the difference of pressure between the fan

drift and the outside atmosphere, which is the ventil-

ating pressure producing the circulation in the mine and

the two shafts.

(b) The water-gage reading corresponding to a pres-

sure of 10.4 lb. per sq.ft. is 10.4 -f- 5.2 = 2 in.

i

air^
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Coal Mining in Germany
In the Ruhr district the time has not

yet arrived when an increase in coal pro-
duction can be expected. [Htindclsbe rich tin.

The Hague, July 17, 1919.] Unrest si ill

prevails here, though no strikes have oc-

curred lately. The standard of living has
been ra:sed heretofore without a change
in the level of wages. "When the mine
workers insisted on an increase of wages
and the operators granted the increase, the

members of the coal syndicate decided to in-

creasa the price of coal 10 marks and the

price of coke 15 marks per metric ton.

The Government was unwilling to ap-
prove the increase, but it was considered

that with a daily output of only 0.56 ton

per man an increase in wages of 2 marks
per man per shift made necessary an in-

crease of 5 marks per ton in the price of

copl The Minister of Economics, support-

ed by the whole cabinet in this mat'er,

w^ould like to put an end to the increase

of both \vag?s and prices. .-Vn order has

been issued that the wage scale in the min-

in" irdustrv mav not be changed without
the Minister's approval. In order to obvi-

ate any further wage increa.^es it is pro-

posed to supply the miners with foodstuffs

and clothing at low prices ; overtime work
is paid for in foodstuffs, chiefly butter and
fat.

Increases Batied on Maximum Prices

The Government consented to the smaller

increase of prices as noted above, but the

syndicate was not satisfied

:

prices were, therefore

it the syndicate will leally be able to fill

orders. The ports of Duisburg and Ruhrort
are shipping 12,000 tons a day on the aver-
age, and the ports on the Rhine-Herne
canal about 25.000 tons a day. Just now
there is a shortage of ship space.
The mining industry in the Ruhr district

is in an unfavorable situation just now.
Besides, the political atmosphere has not
cleared sufficiently as yet, and disorders
and strikes may break out any day. [The
normal exchange value of the mark is 23.8

cents U. S. currency ; it is now quoted at a
fraction over 5 cents.]

Russian Fuel Imports

thi:During the first three months
year fuel composed about 17 per cent, of

the total importation to Vladivostok. The
chief article of this group was coal, of
which 852,000 poods were shipped. All

this coal is of Japanese origin. The Far
East has considerable quantities of its own
coal in Souchan Mine and Sakhaline
Island, and the considerable amount of
coal imported from Japan is due chiefly

to the difficulties of ocean transportation
from Sakhaline Island. Many people in

the Russian Far EJast, says a report re-

ceived here, consider this importation from
Japan as abnormal.

Coal Production in Venezuela

The production of coal in Venezuela in

1918 was 25,332 tons against 20,165 tons
All came from tv

i°r,;S° „,;.5= Joi„=K-e of the c^al tax mine at Coro was worked only from Janu-
selling prices, exclusive of the coal tax

and the tax on turnover. In these in-

creases no account was taken of the higher

operating expcnse.s. It was also difflcult

to prescribe fixed prices for briquets, as

those prices depend, on the prices of tar.

On he basis of the maximum prices the

coal syndicate has now determined to raise

the 'selling prices, in accounts between the

mines and the syndicate, by the followmg
amounts over the prices established in May ;

Coal in general, 6.10 marks; nut coal, 6.70;

poorer sorts, 1.70; coke in general, 8 dO :

small coke (1 to 3 millimeters), 10.20

marks All these increases are per metric

ton and include tax on coal and tax on
turnover. They went into effect June lb,

1919
For briquets a graduated increase of

prices was chosen, beginning with 2.45

marks per ton on June 1 and rising to 7.J5

marks on June 16, and 9.10 marks on Ju y
1. 1919, as the prices of tar are constantly

changing.
.

Of these new increases. 2 marks per ton
is placed in an indemnity fund, which now
receives a total of 12 marks per ton. Out
of this fund indemnities are to be paid to

mines whose financial situation is not
favorable. The maximum prices for coal

briquets have now been repealed.
Concerning production it may be said

that with the present number of workers
250 000 tons ought to be produced, but in

reality only 140,000 tons of coal are mined.
This disappointing figure is the result part-

ly of underfeeding, but for the most part

of the diminished willingness to work and
the shorter work day
Lack of cars is another important factor.

At present the railways furnish only aboul
14 Olio cars per shift, so that the shortage
amounts to 2000 to 6000 cars per day. The
result is that the mines have to store up
large quantities of coal. In the summer
the consumers rsiially ob»ain their sup-

' s for the winter, but this time the out-

look for the winter is rather dark as the

demand can not be satisfied. In the North
Sea p')rts there is not enough coal for the
sbinping, and the industries can be sup-
plied only to a limited extent. It may be
expected that for the Netherlands no more
will be available for the coming winter
"nn the quantities alrp,Tdy contracted for.

New Coal Mines in Colombia

Vice Consul .S. J. Fletcher reports from
Cartagena, under date of June 26, that
the first shipment of coal from the San
Jorse River district arrived at Barran-
quilla by the steamer Magangug on June
3, 1919.
At Playa Rica, on the San Jorge, there

are immense deposits of coal practically

on the surface, and for sis leagues along
the bank of the river the coal seams can
be clearly seen. Up to the present time

the difficulty has been lack of transporta-
tion. Tlie Magangu§'s trip to this region
was made possible only by the extremely
high waters of the San Jorge at this time,

and to the use of dsmamite in clearing the

passage. It is estimated that an expendi-

ture of from $10,000 to ?15.oo0 would place

the stream in navigable condition for river

steamers. , . ,-, ,„
Should the projected railroad from Carta-

gena to Ayapel, traversing the length ot

the Department of Bolivar, become a real-

ity it would furnish a direct nfieans of

transportation for this coal, which it is

e»timated could then be supplied to tlie

market in Cartagena for in a ton.

Siamese Coal Market and

Imports

Siam is dependent upon foreign countries

for its supply of coal, as up to the present

time onlv brown coal or lignite has been

found within the limits of the Kingdom,
states Vice Consul Carl C. Hansen, of

Bangkok in a recent Commerce Reports.
ary to May. and the manager reports that

faree seams of these lignite deposits have
no expansion can take place until a steam

{^f'J^'.jivcovered in several parts of the Sia-
pumping system is provided r-„„^.^,.,.„ui^ ceen ait-eo\eieu mi, f

. ,Considerable
improvements have been made at the
Naricual mines and their development to
an output of 500 tons daily is contemplated.
The plan involves the installation of
briqueting machines to make 3500 tons of
briquets per month out of the dust of
this very friable coal. The electrification

of these mines, using the falls of the River
Neveri as a power source, is also suggested.
The present cost of coal at the pit mouth
is 13 bolivares (S2 51) per metric ton. and
25 bolivares ($4.83) per ton f.o.b. Guanta.
For next vear it is figured that the latter

cost will be only 23 bol-vares ($4 44).

Coal is sold to private parties at 40 boli-

vares ($7.72) per ton.

The output of the coal mines of Japan
increased from 21,083 000 tons in 1913 to

22 901,000 tons in 1916 and 27.500,000 in

1918. The growth of the industries is

shown by the increase in industrial con-
.sumption" from 7,530 000 tons in 1914 to

10.420.000 tors in 1916 and 16.020.000 tons
in 1918. As 15 new mining companies were
established in Hokkaido. Kyushu, and other
islands, it is expected that the production
will be considerably increased this year.
The total consumption of coal in ,T;iTian

was IS. 055 000 tons in 1913. 20 440 000 tons
in 1916, pnd 25.980 000 to-s in 1918. thus
leaving relatively little margin for exports.

been discove .

mese Malay, but so far no satisfactory

workings have been reported. The various
manufacturing and other concerns in Bang-
kok use paddy (rice) husk and wood for

fuel, and on the railways wood is burned,

the imported coal being too expensive for

fuel in both instances. For the same
reason ships calling at this port usually

bunker coal at Singapore or Hongkong.
Tlie total quantity and declared invoice

value of Siam's coal imports from foreign

countries amounted to 10.841 metric tons

(metric ton equals 2204.6 lb.), value $62,623.

in the fiscal year ended Mar 31, 1913 : 19,722

tons, value $134,785 in 1914; 25,026 tons,

value $148,869 in 1915; 15.478 tons v-alue

$88,400 in 1916 : 30.752 tons, value
J324,909

in 1917 ; and 26.356 tons, value $494,460

in 1918. . ,
Coal imports by countries of origin

throuiih the port of Bangkok are as shown
below for the fiscal years 1913-1918, inclu-

sive (kilo equals 2204.6 lb.).

According to the declared import values

the price of coal had gi-adually advanced
from about $5.50 gold per metric ton in

1913 to $18 50 in 1918, while the present

(June 25, 1919) market ra'e is $25 per ton.

[A list of Bangkok importers of coal may
be obtained from the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce or its district and
eoiiperative offices by referring tp file No
t22127a.]

1912-13 1913-14

Countries of Oripii

.\ustralia
China
Hongkonc . .

In-lia
Indo-China
Japan
Netlierlaiids. In.l::

Singapore

.

South ,.\frieii

United KinKiliiln . .

Kilo

202,212
138,293
972,265

3,400,286
54,900

2,563,512
1,015,045
1.199,965
492.788
801,367

Kilo

121.927
1,131,888
360,718

3.303.055
60.963

7,392.596

3',6'l4,i85

4,336,437

ToimI 10,840,633 19,721,769

1914-15 1915-16
Kilos Kilos

3,'303'.698 2.'5'02,596

1,592,062 4,685,795
3,139,342 1,153,102
461,289

11,299,062 5,991,936

315,'38i i,'UA,2ii

4,914,974
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

25,025,809 15,477,644

3,942,302
10,926,775
6,047,190

8,564, i 29

l'.272;26i
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Italy to Get Fuel Supply
The danger that Italy would soon be

averted, according to reports coming frgm
that country. The Italian delegation in
Paris has obtained from France, it is re-
ported, a daily concession of 12011 tons of
coal from the mines of the Saar Valley.
It has also been arranged that France will
furnish Italy approximately 4.3(iii.000 tons
of the 5,500,0110 tons of coal due Italy from
Germany, according to information reach-
ing the Department of Commerce.

British Investments in Argentina
Referring to news reports alleging fric-

tion between Great Britain and Argentina
due to extensive English investments in
the latter country, the National Bank of
Commerce in New York says that J2.000,-
oon.ooo has been considered a conservative
e.t-timate of the amount of such investments.
"Owing to the newness of the country

and the character of its industries," the
bank says. "Argentina has always been a
heavy importer of foreign capital. A re- ' .

port recently issued by the Director General
of Commerce and Industries nf Argentina coal. The total consumption of coal mclearly shows the predommance of British New Zealand for 1918 was 1 "oTS B'fi fon^
cr.pital in the industrial organization of the which, compared ^^ithfZfJ,-il±tr±}:?P±
republic The total amount of British in-
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Foreign Coal Trade
Opportunities

The purchase by a manufacturer in
Spain is desired, among other things,
of coal in briquets for railway, forge
and metal work. Quotations should
be given c.i.f. Spanish port. Cor-
respondence may be in English. File
No. 30496.
A company in Italy desires to act

as agents for steamship lines, looking
after steamers arriving in ports of
that country, having branches in four
of the Italian ports. It wishes tomanage steamers on time charter and
IS also in the market as coal importers
Correspondence may be in English
References. Further information mav
be obtained by addressing the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
Washington, D. C, or any of its
branches, and referring to Pile No

relieve the present acutethis coal
.shortage.
Much of the coal mined in the Dominion

especially in the North Island, is soft Irimining there is a loss of 30 per cent, andby the time the coal reaches the consumer
ll^h^J:^

"^ approx;imately 5il per cent, slack,uhich makes the fuel unsuitable for rail-

f^^ „ "^f- T^'^^"^ '« much talk and searchtor practical methods of utilizing the slack
especially along the line of briqueting ANew Zealand business man is proceeding
r«n ,^«Vh"'^'"^ ^/""""-l '.° investigate Ameri-can methods of utilizing fine coal and in
.search of a practical method for briqueting
.u T ?ea!and coal. One great difficulty il

tu?. .
''!'®

'\-^i P'^'" ''P"* "f moisture inthis stack, which it is thought must be ex-
tracted before the slack can be satisfac-
torily tnanufactured into briquets that willstand the weather.

If shipping rates are reduced and coalcan be exported to New Zealand at a low
cost, certain grades of American coal should*'"'' a fair market there.find

I

I. c. c. Decisions

stment there is not known, but two mil-
lion dollars has been considered a conserva-
tive estimate. The figures given below in-
clude only the realized capital of limited
H.-thility companies.

1919.

which conipared with the total consumpt
/ ,"',,*??''''' ^ shortage of 715.000 tonsof wlroh 529.000 tons represented New/Zealand coal.
It is well understood that there is nlentv i . , — --' "• "lumuiui

of coal in New Zealand bSt thi grel'^ Sn^' ^ the northwest from mines 1n Oh
difhculty the Government has to fafe te ?Min«^^'''

Virginia to all-rail rates frorace is Illinois and Indiana mines, reported upon

Ex-Parte No. 68. Coal RatesNorthwest. .Submitted Ju
cided .lul.v .'. 1919.

„f\'^°r!'"?^®''®^
concerning the relationship

^ „w '"'^'*^^"''''<'"''=*'' rates on bituminous

Kailways .ind other commercial enter-
British

Jl, 324.902.683
78.793.248

Other Cnuntries
inia Iron. Coal and Coke
«eneral. Southern Rail-
iibmjtted .May 14. 1919.

$443,690,173 $1,403,695,931 $127,622,950 $1,975,009,054

"It known that British capital in rail- the securing of labor to mine if Tho f.,1
w.-.ys alone amounts to $1,138,756,484. This lowing tabll has been pr^ared by the D

'

represents about ten times the railway rpc-or of the Geological Survey of the Newinvestments of any other foreign country Zealand Government and gives a e-no,i i^Z
in the .Argentina. The distribution of Brit- of the amount of coal in''w„'^r\«h?ri±?
ish capital by industries shows

No. 10.234. Vir
Co. et al. Directs
way Co., et al. . _
Decided June 37, 1919.

1 Increased rates on iron ore to Jlid-dlesboro. Ky.. from points in TennesseeGeorgia, North Carolina, and Virginia on
Railway and the Ro.n-.e &

iville & Nasiiville rail-

thor-
the British lender has penetrated

^ economic life of the country:

Tramways $133,434,262
Forestal products 31,239,952
Gas 29,661.644
Mortgage compaD'ea 28,408,685
Tfibacco, sugar, wine and beer 28,062,336
Meat freezing and preser\*ing 27.241.081
Docks, warehouses and waterworks.. .

.

27,097,519
Farms and ranrhes 24,662.999
Generalstores 21,067,079
Telephones and telegraphs 15.537,840
Electric liirht and power 13,2*9,411
Metallurgical and mineral 5,429,837

"The close trade relations between Argen-
tina and the United Kingdom are shown
by the fact that for a long period almost
one-third of the total imjiorts into Argen-
tina were received from Gnat Britain, to
which one-third of .Xrgentin.'i's total exports
were sent. The war has resulted in a small
reduction in the amount of imports from
Great Britain but exports to her show a
tendency to increase,"
With such a hold on the economic and

Industrial life of the Argentine, it can
readily be understood wb.v it will be hard
for American coal exporters to retain the
hulk of the Argentine trade in fuel when
England's coal mines resume normal
operation.

New Zealand

Class of Coal Proved
Anthracite Very little
Bltun.inous 187,000,000
.Siniil ituminous 68,000,000
f'-o^,'' 195,000,000
l-'ei'te 161,000,000

Tons
Probable
Very little

477.000,000
196,000,000
728.000,000
420.000,000

'''"tal 611,000,000 1,821,000,000

i».^?^^!L'^'
Shipments of American coal have

lately beeri made to New Zealand, which
coal IS beine used for railways, freezingworks and for oomestic purposes. Theiiovernment arranged the importation of

the Southern „ _
Northern and LouIl..
roads found justified,

in ^ev^'^^'^V'^^
of stating rates on iron orein terms of net tons instead of long fonsnot shown to be unreasonable or other-wise unlawful. Complaint dismissed

InvestiBation and Suspension Docket No.
196. Advances on Coal Within Chiraco.Switchine District. Submitted May 3. 1918.Decided .lune 9. 1919.
Upon rehearing in the matter of divisionsof through rates on coal and coke to Chi-

cago. III. : Held. That the record iustiflesa conclusion that from and after July 1
1917. the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Pan!Railway Co. should receive 20c per ton
as its division of the through rates on coaland coke for deliveries within the so-called
inner zone of the Chicago switching dis-
trict, and increased divisions upon the
present relative basis for deliveries at other
points within tli.it district.

New Shipping Rates on Coal to European Ports

from
and Charh

hipping rates on coal and coke* i .States North Atlantic ports
ton, S. C, to various foreign

ports, have been ordered and put into effect
by the United States Shipping Board. The
II. w rates are as follows r

To:
Bordeaiix. Hav
Cherbourg, Du
Roue

Coal Situation in New Zealand pxeiosumi'

Al the present time there is .-i serious
shortage of coal throughout New Zealand.
owing to the decreased iiroduclion in the
mines, the increased consumption because
of the o|)eiiing up of busin.ss in general,
and th.- dilliculty in obtaining sufllcient
shipments from .\usiralia. The position is
so serious that the New Zealand floverii-
ment has .appointed a committee to investi-
gate thi- coal problem and to ad\nse as to
the best way to increase the Dominion out-
put. Recently the Government purchased
two more state mines, one near Huntly
in the North Island, and the other In the
vicinity of Westport in the South Island.
The increased dem-md for coal Is partly

due to the increased consumption of the
railroads and industry In g. neral. Some of
he largest demands f.,r c.il in New Zea-
land per annum are; Railways. 300 000
tons: bunkering requirements. 440 000 tons
freezmt- works. 130.000 tons: gas works
240.000 tons; electric light and power. 70.-
000 tons. The indu.strles and servicesmentioned require almost exclusively hard

Coal
per Ton
of 2,240

I.b.

e, St. Nazaire $22 50
kirk 22.50

Antwerp, Rotterdam, Temeiizenq. '.!... 22 50Gothenburg. ;;• 24 00
Landskrona, Mauno 25 00

c, ,. ,

'.'.'.'.'.'. 24.00
fetocliholm 26 00
Hcbingfors, Sundsvall! .'.'.'. !....'...'.'.'..! ]

28 00
nergen,Christiania, Copenhagen 25 00
Korsor, Ronne 26. 00
1 r.mdhjem 27. 00
l.iHbon 22 50
Dilbns, Cadiz 23 50
Barcelona, Cartagena 26 00
Cettc, Marseillifl, Naples 26 00
Civitavecchia ;. 26^00
Nkc. Genoa, Leghorn. Spezia, Savona 26 50
i'lrueus to nn
\enicc, Trieste, Fiuroe .'

'.'

Tons Daily
Dischiirge

Steel Wool

31.00

Ci)n.>(tantinople, Constanza, Smyrna'. '. '. '. '. '.

' '

'.".'. 31' 00
Algiers, Gran 26.00
.r,""" 26 . 50
•^fH« 27 50
Vlexandria, Port Said Jl!oO

700
700

1.000
1,000
1.000
800

1.500
800
800

1.000
1,000
1,000
1,000
t.ooo
1,000
1,000
1.000
1,000
1,000
800

1,000
1,000
1,000
800

1.000
1.000
1.000

525
525
750
750
750
600

1.125
600
600
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
750
600
750
750
750
600
750
750
750

Coke
per Ton
..f 2,240

Lb.

$33 75
35.75
)4 50
33.75
!b 00
S7 50
36 00
39 00
42.00
37 50
19 00
40 50
33.75
35.25
39 00
39 00
i9.00
39 75
42 75
46 50
46 50
45 00
46.50
39 00
39 75
41 25
46.50

Guaranteed
Tons Daily
Discharge

600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600

Co idltlons—Discharge as above indicat-
ed, with time counting 24 hours after ar-
rival, whether In berth or not, Sundays and
holidays only excepted. If discharge is not
completed within the time specified, demur-

rage to bo paid at the rale of $1 (50c. wood-
en vesseLs) jier ton, payable day by day.
Coke—Subject to condition that vessel

have option of carrying not over 25 per
cent, on deck at owner's risk.
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COAL AND
-^COKE NEWS

Harrisburg, Penn.

Workmen's compensation insurance state

fund differential may be done away with.
Commissioner Donaldson long opposed to

its continuance. Stoclt companies always
have resented state entering insurance field.

State fund great success, with annual in-

come of S2.500.000. Whole matter threshed

out at hearing called by Donaldson.

Agents of stock companies writing work-
men's compensation insurance are already

announcing to prospective clients that when
the time comes to close on business tor the

coming year, the state fund ten per cent,

differential will be a thing of the past.

Insurance Commissioner Donaldson has not

yet authorized any such statement. How-
ever, he has long been on record as bemg
opposed to the state fund differential, and
has recently been setting the stage with a
view to giving the differential the knockout
blow and making it appear that its elim-

ination has long been a move mutually
agreed upon.

The state workmen's insurance fund has
been permitted ever since it was started

to write compensation insurance at rates

ten per cent, below all competitors. 'The

stock companies, from the first, have bit-

terly resented this alleged advantage. ^\ hen

the fund was organized the companies
started to kill the idea that the state had a

right lo go into insurance. It was the

stock companies' theory that the state,

having passed a law compelling all em-
plovers to take cut compensation insurance,

should keep out of the field and permit

the stock companies to reap a golden har-

vest.

The stock companies poured a multitude

of agents into the field when the state fund

started. The principal business of the

agents at the time—in many sections ot ttie

state—was to maintain, on every possible

occasion, that the state fund would fan:

that the politicians would plunder it ;
that

the state fund scheme was socialistic and
that the money spent in establishing it was
a woeful waste of funds belonging to the

people. ... J
The state fund, however, has not failed.

It now has an annual premium income ot

approximately $2,500,000. Its assets are

in excess of $3,600,000. It has a surplus

fund of $1,800,000, and has more than

24 000 pohcies on its books, a great many
of' these being coal companies at one time

held by stock companies. The state fund

showing is the answer to the initial state-

ments regarding it made by the stock com-
panies and their representatives.

WTien the state fund was launched, the

state board insisted, that as it would not

have a horde of agents and was designed as

an agency that would serve as an insurance

rate regulator, the state's venture should

be given the benefit of a ten per cent, dit-

forential. At present the board is com-
posed of State Treasurer Harmon Kephart.

In>!urance Commissioner Charles Donald-

son and Commissioner of Labor and lna"S-

try C B Connolley. The disposition of the

differential, however, is in the hands of Mr.

Donaldson, as insurance commissioner. As
insurance commissioner, Mr. Donaldson can

veto anv position regarding rates that the

board mav take. Messrs. Connolley and
Kephart could petition, suggest and advise,

but Mr Donaldson can do as he pleases as

far as continuing the differential is con-

cerned.
At a hearing recently called by Mr-

Donaldson, representatives of the stock

•companies were given a chance to demand
that the differential be abolished. An at-

tempt was made at that meeting to prove

that former State Commissioner of Labor
and Industry Jackson and the late btate

Treasurer Young had agreed, that as soon

as the state fund's premium income was in

excess of $1 nod.nno a year, not only would
the state fund differential be abolished, but
the fund would cease seeking business.

The representatives of the stock com-

panies did not attempt to deny that the 10

per cent, differential was an advantage.
That was the burden of their plea. The
thing thev were condeming throughout the

hearing was the idea of cheap insurance.

Moreover, their idea of fairness contemplat-
ed placing a fund with virtually no field

force, on a level with concerns that over-

run the state with agents. The state fund
has been a thorn in the side of the stock

companies ever since it was started. ihey
believe that now is the time to make a
drive If the companies, can buck up
against a fund minus its differential they

believe thev will be able to prove their

original contention that state insurance is

a failure.

Commissioner Donaldson believes the

differential is unscientific; that insurance

should be written on a level basis; that

instead of a differential the state fund

should make its return to the policy holders

in the form of increased di^'idends. .^t

times during the hearing. Mr. Donaldson

intimated that the very idea of a state

fund was perhaps a mistake and there was
no real reason why the insurance business

should not be left entirely to the insurance

companies.
The insurance commissioner, however, ap-

parently disagrees with the representatives

of the stock companies in one particular. Ihe

stock company crowd is not at all certain

that the state fund will survive without its

differential. Mr. Donaldson says the fund

can maintain itself without any advantage
whatsoever in the matter of rates. If the

differential is abolished, it seems to him
that the responsibility of making good on

that proposition will devolve upon him.

The whole state fund matter narrows

down to the proposition that it '^ .not pop-

ular with the stock companies, which -want

to hamstring it, their reasons being that

if all employers in the state, no-w carrying

compensation insurance, were 'nfure-J in

the state fund then the estimated ani^ual

saving would be in excess of $2,500,000.

The abolition of the state fund differential

S^olves a change in policy that the man-
agement of the state fund, prior to the

advSit of Insurance Commissioner Donald-

son, had not expected.

Charleston, W. Va,

Poor transportation hancUcaps both New
Kiver and Kanawha »''''?«•,, I'.'"'^,'"'Pi"V,"
ment expected. Cars held in the West.

Labor Da.v cuts down production in ""i""

fields. Production 60 per cent, in f. i O.

territory in final week of August.

"Transportation disabilities"—to quote a

recently coined phrase—made themselves

felt throughout central southern W est Vir-

ginia coal fields during the last week of

\ugust to such an extent that the ou.put

was even lower than during the previous

week, the Kanawha and New River dis-

tricts suffering alike in that respect. The
effect of such a car shortage was to re-

strict mines in Chesapeake & Ohio terri-

tory to about a 60 per cent, production.

While mines in this territory got away
with a flying start, the supply of cars was
of short duration and before the week had
advanced very far. operations were ex-

tremely irregular at a good many mines.

It was apparent that there had not been a

complete recovery from the shopmen s

strike; another factor in the shortage of

cars was the failure of western connections

to return open top cars to eastern lines.

Railroad officials advance the opin-on

that little improvement can be expected in

the car supply, owing to the fact that

regional managers ot western roads are

holding cars for use in the West instead of

returning them for circulation in the east-

ern Car Pool, and hence are contributing

to the prospects of a coal shortage when
winter sets in. Vessels were also said to

be scarce at tidewater, thus tieing up equip-

ment at eastern terminals. Because of

the continued car shortage throughout

August, West Virginia mines were unable
to regain any lost ground—in fact further
ground was lost.

Observance of Sept. 1 as Labor Day of
course cut down production in the union
fields but in the non-union fields there
was said to have been almost a record pro-
duction, although cars were not plentiful
by any means. A large production, how-
ever, was not anticipated for the first week
of September. That widely circulated
rumors of strikes in some of the non-union
fields were without foundation, was shown
in the fact that in one non-union field there
was a production of 900 cars on Labor Day.

While market conditions, as reflected in

the Kanawha region, were auspicious for a
large production during the final week of

August, a most pronounced car shortage -

checked production during that period to

such an extent that the output was some-
what, lower than for the week ended .\ug.

23, a car shortage on the Kanawha &
Michigan still further lowering the pro-
duction for the week. On that road, dur-
ing a part of the week at least, it was
said that the car supply was sufficient only
to make half time operation of mines pos-
sible. There was also an inadequate sup-
ply of cars on the Chesapeake & Ohio sys-
tem, the shortage making it impossible to

produce up to more than 60 per cent., as
nearly as can be estimated.

A large proportion of the tonnage pro-
duced in the Kanawha region was flowing
to tidewater and to inland western mar-
kets. The movement of b>-product coals
to the Lakes was apparently on the in-

crease. There was also a better demand
for steam coal in evidence, producers
claimed. Mines whose output is confined
to run-of-mine coal are nearly all in opera-
tion now as far as the car supply will per-
mit. Unauthorized strikes in the Kanawha
region also served to cut down production.

Production fell behind in the New River
field during the final week of August, as
compared with the previous week, to the ex-
tent of about 15.000 tons, the output being
only about 60 per cent, of the possible pro-
duction. The supply of cars during the
early part of the week gave promise of
stimulating production, but the large car
supply only lasted for a day ; during the
other five davs of the week, mines were
forced to put up with quite irregular trans-
portation. On Labor Day all mines in the
New River field were shut down and there
was. therefore, little chance of a large pro-
duction during the first week of September.
When miners went to work on Sept. 2. it

was under the new-wage contract just

adopted by the miners and operators of
the field. Little spot smokless was avail-
able as far as the New River territory was
concerned. In fact producers were finding
it diflicult to meet the requirements of the
export and coastwise trade as well as the
needs of the Navy and the merchant
marine.

Fairmont, W. Va.

Relapse in northern West Virginia after

partiaJ recovery from car trouble. Kmbargo
interferes with shipments to tide. Tonnage
to L.akes small. Car-shortage statistics

wired to Senate committee investigating
coal situation.

There was in northern West Virginia
regions at the wind-up of .\ugust what
might be called a relapse after the mines
had had a partial recovery from car
trouble, lack of circulation of empties mak-
ing inroads on the output of northern
fields, as compared with the week ended
Aug. 23. The car shortage existed virtu-

ally throughout the entire week and was
in strong contrast to the excellent car sup-
ply of the week of the twenty-third ; the
Monongalia field al.so being handicapped
by insufficient transportation facilities

Even on such days as the cars were more
plentiful. late placements handicapped
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^fftf ine- thpir full Quota Of cOftl Capacity ; there ^vat- a production loss dur-

fd it is estima ed that in the inp the same period of 198.nno tons, 177 -
Id It IS estimatea mat m

^^^ ^^_^^ ^^ ^^^.^^^ ^^.^^ directly attributable

to a shortage of cars. The increase in the

car-shortage loss for the week was 10.-

000 tons, a scarcity of cars causing a loss

of 2772 hours of working time.

The strike at Monitor, which was so

greatly magnified by mine workers ofRcials,

caused a loss of only 27 hours or 1700
tons. A special effort was made to give
the Logan field a sufficient car supply at

the outset of September and the indica-
tions early in the week were for a sub-
stantial gain in the output. Shipments
were large to tidewater points, althouijh
there was no assurance that such ship-
ments would be continued to the seaboard,
owing to the probability of an embargo.
As far as could be learned. Lake shipments
were increased in volum

mines in
loaded, and .- -_

Fairmont region alone 2000 less cars were
loaded during the last week of August than

was true of the previous v.-eek. On the

Monongahela Ry.. for instance, toward the

latter part of the week, thi-re was not

more than a 30 or 40 per cent, placement.

Many producers in the northern part of

the state have been shipping to tidewater

for export, and an

Louisville, Ky.

n^i ^^ , mhargo. which be

came effective as to Curtis Bay shipments

toward the latter part of the week, inter-

fered with the plans of operators to a very

material extent. Shipments to the Lakes
during the week were also discouragingly

«;mall There seemed to be little variation

in the shipment of railroad fuel as com-
pared with previous weeks. Slack was in

growing demand in northern West Vir-

ginia regions, and a heavier demand for

run-of-mine has had the effect of causing

a resumption of operations at a number ot

small mines.

The car shortage was deemed ot f"ffi-

eient importance to warrant oflicials of t^e

Northern West Virginia Association tele-

graphing figures to officials of the National

Coal Association, at Washington, for the

purpose of having them read into the rec-

ord of the hearings held hy the Senate

committee investigating the coal siruation.

At the same time a warning was given op-

erators not to ask for more empties tnan

they could load on any one day. as has

been the practice in ."some cases, because

of the effect it would have on region rating.

Bluefield, W. Va.

Paradoxical increase of output in Poca-
hontas field in fare of car shortaee. Work-
ine-time loss decreased. Car shortage

alone holds down production-

Bv what amounts to almost a paradox,

the "mines of the Pocahontas region, during

the week ended Aug. 30, increased their

output by 34.000 tons, in the face of a

slightlv increased car shortage and with

an increase in working time of only st>

hours In other words, though the work-
ing time was practically the same, the out-

put was materially increased, the produc-

tion jumping from 9S tons per hour to lot.

tons per hour Total production was
329 621 tons as against 295.000 tons for

the previous week. One hundred hours

of working time was lost during the

week.
The tonnage lo.st. because of the car

shortage, was increased from 137.000 to

139 000 tons, but, strange to say. the

working time lost was decreased from
1238 hours to 1189 hours. Aside from
time lost bv car shortage, only 110 hours
were lost from other causes, showing ab-

solutely bevond controversy that a car

shortage and a car shortage alone is hold-

ing down production. T^abor conditions

.show much improvement following the

recent increase in wages in the Pocahontas
field There appears to be a somewhat
better demand for coke. 1200 more tons

of coal having been coked during the week
ended .Aug 30 than was the case during the

previous week.
Loading of coal on the Norfolk & West-

ern RR. during the week ended Aug. 30

exceeded that for any other week in Au-
gust During that period, a total of llj.i

50-ton cars, or SRB.SOO tons of coal, were
loaded and hauled according to figures sup-

Opinion affectinc ficl.OCMI acres ot coal

and timber lands in eastern Kentucky.
Important case dccidcil in I.etclier County.
Other suits pentlinB in adjoininc counties.

Salient features of Letcher County suit.

Prominent coal corporation involved.

Escheat proceedings under which title to

GO 000 acres of coal, oil and timber lands
in Letcher County, Ky , was involved, were
quashed in the Letcher Circuit Court.

Whitesburg, Ky,, on Sept. 3. when Jud.ge

Joel E. Childress, presiding, dismissed the

action brought in the name of the Com-
monwealth, rendering the opinion that

Blakev & B'akev. attorneys, did not have
sufficient authority to enter the suits.

According to Attorney General Morris.

Eli H, Brown, of Louisville, first proposed

The volume of coal handled by the to institute j!"'ch Proceedings but his otter

Chesapeake & Ohio RR.. during the last

week of August, was somewhat under that
for the week ended .\ug. 23, the total num-
ber of cars loaded and handled being IL-
798. Although official figures ' have not
been made public, yet it is believed from
semi-official estimates, that the total ton-
nage handled by the C. & O during the
month of August will be almost 1.000.000
tons short of the tonnage handled during
August. 1918. In other words tonnage
handled during August. 1919. amounted to
only about 2,000.000 tons. A large part
of the reduction was due. of course, to the
.•strike of shopmen on the C. & O. lasting
a period of t\vo weeks, during which time
little or no coal was hauled by the C. & O.
An earnest effort was made to overcome
the losses resulting from the strike but ,a

shortage of cars checked the effort to re-
gain lost groimd.

Coluinbus, Ohio

es analy:
oal men.

lOted. Fatal
Comparison-

In 1918 the state of Ohio produced 47.-

S94.22e tons of coal, the ia "est in the his-
tory of the commonwealth, according to
the statistical report of the Ohio Indus-
trial Commission made public recently. Of
this tonnage. 4.996.192 tons were produced
by the use of the pick, 40.122.379 tons by
machine mining, and 2.730.655 tons by
stripping. Lake shipments during the year
totaled 29,388.242 tons. Machine mining
has made great headwav in this state as
in the year 1918, about 84 per cent, of all

coal mined here was undercut by machines.
A little over 10 per cent, was in.nea b.y

hand and nearly 6 per cent, was recov-
ered from strippings. In some cases where
crop coal is stripped, the tonnage from this

source is clear gain as the coal would
probably largely be wasted otherwise.

By further analysis of this report, it de

„as declin'-d Clayton B. Blakey, made a
similar proposal which was accepted, a
contract being made whereby former Gov-
ernor A. O. Stanley and Attorney General
Morris agreed to allow Blakey a 30 per
cent, fee out of the proceeds of lands es-

c'lrated to the state, under the five-year

limitation statute, under which all corpor-
ations must make use ot lands in their

pos".pssion within that period. Names or

loca'ions of corporations were not divulged
by the attorneys, and later blanket suits

were fi'ed involving thousands of acres of

oal oil and timber properties valued at

m-'lions of dollars, in Pike. Letcher. Lee,

Efitill Christian and Muhlenburg counties.

UT-dor the allegation that the lands

being he'd by corporations, had not been
used by them for a period of five years in

the oneration of their business (as provided

by law) and should revert to the state.

Later on Attorney General Morris en-

(Vavored to get into communication with

Blakey. who was in the West, and with

Brown (who he figured was a silent part-

ner) with the intention of reviewing the

cases as to merit, as they had been filed

, fo- without his being consulted. He could

inlng not get in touch with the attorneys. He
.wine re^t issued instructions that pipe line

talis- comnanies could take oil from producing

St to companies, regardless of proceedings.

The case decided in Letcher County is

the first to be disposed of. and others will

fo'low rapidlv. In Floyd County similar

cases will be disposed of within a few days
and p'so in Perry County, at Hazard. Cor-
pora 'ions were disposed to show concUi-

sive'y that a considerable part of the

properties were in a rapid state of devel-

niment The Flahaven Land Co.. recently

filed a $100,000 damapTe suit against Blakey
& Blakey. as a result of the suit filed

against that company.
The first four suits filed in Lee County

were against the Flahaven Land Co.. Hunt-
i^eto" T,ard Co. Eureka Coal and Mineral
Co First National Bank, of .Tackson. and
the'l.pp County Land Co.; these suits were,

followed bv suils against Brandenburg
M'peral Co, and Beattyville Town Co.

Tho-e sii'ts affected large tracts under
lease, and upon which operations of one
sort or a'.other were in progress, including

I'elops that Belmont County, as has been ^^^ number of oil compan
The principal companies figuring in the

suits in Letcher County were the follow-

ing- The Virginia Iron. Coal and Coke
Co Roberta Coal Co , a Virginia corpora-
t'on • The Mineral Development Co.. Phila-
('olnbia ; Swift Coal and Timber Co.. Lake

Huntin^on. W. Va. Nanaimo, B. C
field

Ope

strike

trike

the case for the past decade, was the larn:

est producer with 12.165.2.^3 tons to its

credit: this is an increase of 1.008,627 tons
over the previous year. Jefferson County
produced 7.266.314 tons, an increase of

1.484.074 tons over the previous year.

Athens Countv produced 6.654.862 tons, an (-harles. La. ; and the Vizard Improvement
increa.se of 341.063 tons. Other large pro- ^o

i^,fl^rt Anrt muien accrjruinB lu ..Bu.eo =,^„- ducing counties were: Guernsey. 4.493.718 During the time that the title to these

l^r^,^ K.." the eenerTl superlntlndent of tons: Perry, 3.452.338 tons: Hocking. 2.- ,,.,nd<, ,vas clouded development was se-

,''Ja„»,,oJ,t,-on
^*"^'^^' s"Pe""^*"°^"^ ""

347,657 tons. The report .showe.l a he^vy verelv interfered with. Fin.al action was
transportation. decrease in production during the last half tnVen in the Letcher Court after the ea.ses

of the year, owing to labor shortage and j^j^j ^een called three times, and delayed
military service.

There were 135 fatal accidents in the

coal mines of Ohio during the year, of

which 92 were caused by falling slate and
rock and 27 by mine cars: of the total

number 48 fatal accidents occurred in Bel-

mont County alone. Several points stand
out in connection with these fatai-ti>.i!i

dent statistics. There was one death for

every 355 000 tons of coal produced ;
the

production per death for the whole coun-

try was about 266 000, The number of

deaths caused bv falling rock and slate

constitutes a large proportion of the fatal

.accidents from all causes—ab.iut 68 per

cent. The average in the coal fields of

the country from this .^au.se has been

around 50 per cent, for years. Further-
more Relmont County prrdueeil about ^.jJ

per cent. 6f the tonnage i f the stale, and
•about 35)>. per cent, of the falaliii.-s in the

mines of" Ohio are credit.-d to this county

for the year 1918: the fatalities are out of

proportion to the tonnage In Belmont
Countv. compared with the rest of the

ris 900 cars on I,a

1, IhiiM disposing
liortage holds production <

enl. of capacity. Shipn
iMit embargo possible I

liles 3.000.000 tons in .\u

,n00,0«» tons due to sliopn

Canadian Western Fuel
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In this connection attention is called
to the fact that the basic .scale for both
tonnage and shift rates is higher at
Nanaimo than in the competitive districts.

The management hopes that it will continue
to have the co-operation of the employees
in its efforts to increase production and m
maintaining the high standard of Nanaimo

In this connection, D. T. Bulger, of the
Dominion Department of Labor, has Just
concluded an inquiry into allegations by
some of the miners of Nanaimo district that
the Canadian Westerr Fuel Co. was not
paying wage increases granted by the Cost
of Living Conimission as compensation for
the fluctuations in the cost of living prices
since Sept.. 1918.

Mr. Bulger learned that the men who
made this charge misunderstood the situ-
ation and explains it as follows: "For
the quarter ended Dec. 31. 1918. the in-
crease was 25c. a day; for the quarter
ended Mar. 31, 1919, 2Jc. a day; and for
the quarter ended .Tune 30. 1919, 14*c.,
making a total increase since Sept. 30,
1918, of 19ijc. a day. Through erroneous
statements the impression was gaining
headway among the miners that they were
entitled to 193 per cent, incrense on their
base rate instead of a day basis and con-
sequently many believed that they were
being victimized by the companies out of
increases to which they were justly
entitled."

Neither the Canadian "Western Fuel Co.
nor its employees are parties to the ar-
rangement made last year between the
Island operators and the mines committees
of the various districts for the adjU'Jtment
of wages by the Cost of Living Commission
based on the fluctuations in the cost of
living prices. For this reason, togethei-
with the fact that the company's rates in
many instances are higher thnn those paid
in other loca'ities, the Canadian comnaiy
does not th'nk it should b^ penaMzed by
paying the increases awarded by the com-
mission until the rates being paid by other
companies are on a par with its own
Assurance has been received by Mr.

Bulger from the Canadian Western Fuel
Co. that any increase in wages by other
companies in excess of its own will be
met promptly

PEXK.SYI^VANI.V

Anthaeite

Plynioutli—An explosion of a pocket of
gas in No. 1 colliery of the Delaware &
Hudson Co.. on Aug. 29, instantly killed
Joseph Dobre, 51 years old ; Edward Flynn,
John Marshko and Alexander Materka were
seriously burned.

Drifton—After improvements now under
way are completed, the Sandy Run colliery.
of M. S. Kemmerer & Co.. near here, will
resume operations. The plant has been
Idle since Nov.. 1918. and men suspended
are being reinstated.

Hazletuii—Production at the Hazleton
Shaft colliery of the Lehigh Valley Coal
Co.. has been curtailed on account of a
squeeze, which has developed in the work-
ings of this mine.

Kight hundred persons attended the
Annual first-aid and mine-rescue con-
tests of the Wentz allied companies at
Hazle I'lirk recently. JIaryd, Midvalley.
Hazle Brook. Upper Lehigh and Raven Run.
had teams (outside and inside), and in

addition, two breaker-boy teams, took part,
Maryd No. 1 team won first prize and $50
in gold; Marvd No. 2 won sc-cond prize
and .$10 in gold; Midvalley was third. All
teams showed fine training and were warm-
ly commended by the examining doctors.

Harrisbur?—It is stated that the Work-
men's Insurance Fund of Pennsylvania has
assets of over $3,000,000 and a surplus of
.$1,800,000. William J. Roney. of Phila-
delphia, is the manager of the fund. It is

announced that Albert L. Allen, the assist-
ant manager, has resigned to take effect
on Sipt, l.""!, to go into the insurance busi-
ness. Thi le have been reports of friction
between the manager and his assistant, and
one of the points of contention has ln-en

the abolishment of the differential in favor
of the state fund. This proposition is now
before Commissioner Thomas R. Don.-ildson.
It is understood th;il .xj.. ris i..i,Mei- that
it would be bad policv to :,].~:, i ii .liffcr-

ential. Most of the cmiiI , n . .,r the
commonwealth are sriiil i - lr.<;. placed
their insurance with the sl:iti' fund

Bltuminotis

OreensburK—Recently fire, which Is be-
lieved to be of incendiary origin, damaged
the plant of the Derry Co.al Co., located
:i short distance west of here T/Ocal

people are ownei'S of the plant. George
Mowry being one of the principal stock-
holders.

Blossbure—The Bloss Vein Coal Co., re-
cently incorporated with a capital of $23.'),-

000, has acquired about 1200 acres of coal
lands in Tioga County, near here, and
is planning for the construction of a plant.
The principal ofl^ice will he at Geneva. N. T.,

and a branch otfice will be located at
Blossburg. Penn. G. M. K. Hawley is presi-
dent, and H. L. Coleman treasurer. Mr.
Coleman was formerly general manager of
the Empire Gas and Electric Company.

Washingrton.—The Washington Gas Coal
Co. has awarded the contract for sinking a
shaft at this place to the R. G. .lonnson
Co.. of Pittsburgh. Penn. ; the work is to

begin at once and is expected to be com-
pleted in six months. The shaft will be
280 ft detp and is to be timber lined.

When completed, this mine will give the
city a modern colliery within the borou,gh
limits. As noted on page ni. in the July
24, 1919, issue of Coa( Aik . this plant
will deliver coal direct from mine to con-
sumer by means of trucks ; there wdl be
no railroad haulage of coal from the plant.

Indiana.—Through a deal just consum-
mated, Vernon O. Taylor, formerly an op-
erator of the Toby Valley field, disposed
of his coal holdings at Idamar (also in

Indiana County) to the Empire Coal Mui-
ing Co.. of Philadelphia. The purchase
price was not announced, and the Phila-
delphia interests assume control at once.
The operation, wh-ch is known as the
Dixon Mine No 1, of the Idamar Coal Co.,

was purchased by Mr. Taylor three
years ago; at the time of purchase the
property was in a general state of disre-

pair but it was soon placed in shape fur
operation a'd at present is shipping at the
rate of 125.000 tons a year. With the
transfer of the Idamar mine, Mr. Taylor
has disposed of all of his coal operations in

Indiana County. His only coal plant at
present is the mines at Valier in Jefferson
County.

WEST VIKOIN'I.A

Biir Chimne.v—New equipemnt has been
installed at the plant of the Davenport
Coal Co. operating on the Coal and Coke
Ry., at this place in Kanawha County. The
company has begun tha production of 2-

and 4-in. lump from the Winifrede seam
M. H. Blandford is manager.

Morgantown—A party of Cumberlantl
men. headed by Howard Cross, is said to
have purchased the plant and holdings of
the Knob Coal Co., at Beechwood, Monon-
galia County, W. Va., on the Morgantown
& Wheeling R.R., near here. Mr. Cross is

president of the Knob Coal Co., his latest
acquisition. He is general manager of the
Carroll Cross Coal Co., Emoryville, W. Va. ;

vice president of the Elk Garden Big Vein
Coal Co. ; general manager of the Kiiimy
Run Coal Company, in Mineral rnuniy. W.
Va. ; general manager of the Harlnian Run
Coal Co., near Morgantown. and president
of the Ino Coal Co., Morgantown.

Charleston—A large area of smokeless
coal will become accessible for develop-
ment with the building by the Chesapeake
& Ohio R. R.. of 16 miles of branch line
into the coal regions of Nicholas and
Greenbrier counties starting from Ron-
ceverte. The coal lands referred to are
in the region of which Rainelle is the
center.

Assignment has been made of those
engaged in West Virginia University
Mining Extension work :is follows: I^rof-
R. Z. Virgin, in the Fairmont district

;

H. E. Gray. to the Elkins district
;

J. A. Graft, to the Winding Gulf district,
at Beckley ; C. K. Brown, to the Pan
Handle section, with headquarters at Wells-
burg.

The New River Coal Operators' As-
sociation held a meetirig here recently
« hen general industrial conditions were
brought up ; the association gave some
time to the discussion of the new wage
scale recently agreed upon by scale
connnittees representing the operators and
the miners. Most of the companies operat-
ing in the New River field have ratified in
writing the now contract. The diseussion.
therefore, had to do with a request from
mine workers officials for further confer-
ences in connection with the new wage
contract. The operators did not seem to
favor any further wage conference.

OHIO
CoIumbUH—Formal complaint has been

made by W. D. McKinney, secretary of the
.Southern Ohio Coal Exchange, through
Senator Pomerene against the Railroad

Administration because of lack of cars,
Mr. McKinney claims that the mines in
the southern Ohio fields are losing more
than 50,000 tons weekly because of car
shortage. The largest percentage of loss in
the field is along the Toledo & Ohio Central,
Zanesville & Western and Kanawha &
Michigan roads, which have been uncom-
monly short of equipment. It is estimated
that the weekly loss of wages to the miners
is in excess of $75,000.

Officials of the Lorain Coal and Dock
Co., of Columbus, which concern operates
five large mines in the eastern Ohio field,
with a daily capacity of 7500 tons, report
that between July 21 and Aug. 21 there
was a shortage of 1733 cars which cut
the production about 86.000 tons. The
same thing is true of other eastern Ohio
operators.

"The .Sunday Creek Coal Co. has the same
story to tell as well as the Maynard Coal
Co., the Hisylvania Coal Co., and others
which have headquarters in Columbus.

INDIANA
Brazil—The Crawford Coal Co„ of this

city is sinking a new mine in the block
coal field northwest of here, which will be
ready for operation about Nov, 1, 1919.
Work will be given to 150 miners.

Virirennes—The Oliphant-Johnson Coal
Co. mine, located near Bruceville, Knox
County, bi'oke its record a few days ago
for hoisting coal in eight hours when Sllli
tons were brought to the surface. This
is said to be the third largest mine in
Indiana, the leader being the plant of the
.\merican Co«l Mining Co., at Bicknell, also
in Knox County.

Terre Haute—Richard Lieber, director
of the Indiana Conservation Commission,
is looking into the right of the state to
claim coal under the Wabash River in
southern Indiana coal fields. A division
of the commission has estimated that at
least 9.000,000 tons of coal lie under the
river. Some of the coal may have been
taken by coal companies and the state
may mine a portion of it for the state in-
stitutions. If the state has a right to the
coal then companies that have taken coal
from under the river may be required to re-
imburse the state treasury; such actioi\
was recently t.aken in the case of an In-
dianapolis gravel company which had taken
gravel from the White River. Ele Stans-
burg, attorney-general of Indiana, has
pointed out that at places where the
Wabash River is navigable, the state ha"'
the right to the coal ; on the other hand,
if the river is not navigable, the adjacent
property owners have the right to the min-
eral. "The question of whether the river
is na\igable is still unsettled by the courts

IT-I,INOIS

l.itclifleld—Fire was recently discovered
in the "Kortkamp" mine near here, and
ttu' \\'Oi"kings have now been sealed in an
effort to smother the fire. The miners
working at this plant went on strike re-
cently in sympathy with the insurgent
striking miners of the Belleville and
Springfield districts.

Athriis—The old No. 2 mine, at this
place (in Menard County, north of Sanga-
mon County), which was abandoned seven
years ago, is to lie reopened. The water
is being pumped out and Joseph Hands,
the manager, announces that coal will be
hoisted in a short time. The coal rights
underlying a considerable adjoining acre-
age ha\e l>een purchased. When the mine
was abandoned it was on fire but it later
burned out. Athens has one other mine,
that of the Athens Mining Company.

Ilerrin—The U. S. Reduction and Atomiz-
ing Co is rushing the completion of its

factory for the treatment of the slack coal
from the mines around here. The com-
pany plans to spend over $100,000^ in the
erection of the plant which will give em-
ployment to several hundred men and jiro-

vide .a source of income from a prodiu-t
of the mines which was formerly difficult

of disposal The new plant will somewhat
resemble a grain elevator, being three
stories high at one end, to house the large
hopper where the pulverized or atomized
carbon will be stored. The remainder of
the building will be one story in height ;

here will be located the machinery for tlie

pulverizing of coal, Tlie main building \vill

be 40 X 120 ft. with a boiler house 40 x 40
feet,

I'ana—Fire destroyed the surface plant
of the Springside mine, owned by the
Smith-Lohr Coal Mining Co., on Aug 30,

The loss is placed at $300,000. A hot box
in the mechanism of the tipple is said to
have set the framework ablaze. The power
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housf uxplosioii. I'aused ilio flames to

spread rapidly, imperiling- the- 300 men
.a work 700 ft. Iwlow in the mine. The
miners escaped throusli an openins into the

Penwell mine, but not until after a battle

with smoke and gas in wliieh tin- younger
.md stronger men assisted th. ohier ones.

The tipple, coal washer, engine and boiler

liouses. storage house, powder house and
trackage were destroyed. The mine re-

.ently was equipped witli new machinery.
The property was partly covered by m-
surance. The compani; announces that re-

eonstruction work will start soon.

ALABAMA
UirminKliam.—The federal grand jury

empanelled for the regular term of court

in this district has entered upon the m-
vestigation of the alleged combine of coal

operators of Alabama for maintaining
prices, and is hearing a lartie n\niiher of

witnesses daily. Congressman Huddlestoji.

of this district, at whose instigation the
investigation is being und.rtaken. was
subpoenaed for Sept. 3 to otfir testimony.
but failed to appear, but it is understood
he will be present at a later date. Wit-
nesses have been summoned from among
operators, retailers, sales agents, jobbers,

miners, and the general public, and much
statistical data on cost and profits has
been submitted. Coal men are confident
of full -vindication of all charges.

TKXAS

Kl Paso—A municipal coal >-iird and co-
operative buying of fuel was proposed by
the Central Labor Union of this place,

Texas, as a means for reducing the cost of
living to the laboring men.

Thorndale—The opening of .i new coal
licld fifteen miles southeast of here in Mi-
lam County, Texas, is reported by W. C.

Phillips. A branch road has been built

from the main line of llie International &
Great Northern Ry. to the fields so that

shipping of the fuel will begin .shortly.

BuHk—The iron furnaces hero of the
Texas Steel Co. arc idle, owing to the fact
I hat shipments of coke from iIh- company's
coke ovens at Howe, Okla.. .-ne being held
up by the litigation between th.- Uailrnad
.Administration and the si. -el company.
.iccording to I>. P. FeatherslouB. president
of the company. Colonel Featherstone said
that the suit filed by his company was still

pending and that no relief in the matter of
rates complained of had been granted. It

is said that the only obstacle to the suc-
cess of the Texas Steel r„. is the inability

to get fuel from the Oklahoma coke ovens
on account of excessive interstate rates.

Rusk is in Cherokee Counly in the eastern
part of the state.

liTAII

ITlce—The mines in Carbon County have
recently been inspected by the State Board
of Ktiualization .and Assessment in order to
obtain a correct idea of the value of the
various properties before assessing the cor-
porations. "Knowledge which the board
obtained," said S.-eretary William Bailey,
"was in a measun- technical, but it was
valuable. All such matters have to be
taken into consideration in the assessment
of coal mines, and now that we have had
an ocular demonstration we .shall be able to

handle the problem better than ever be-

fore."
The largest and lommercially most im-

portant coal field of I'lali is that of the

Creat TTlnta basin ; its coal beds underlie
large portions of (Carbon County and coun-
ties to the north and .ast of it. I'.y far

the most importa.it field lies in Orbon
County from which S.'. lo !)(i per cent, of

the state's production is mined. The coal

Is mostly a high grade bituminous. Much
of the mining here is done under heavy
cover—In few localities less than 1000 feel.

OKI..VIIOMA

oklHhoina OHv— Inetllciency in the Fed-
eral Itailroad AdminisUal Ion is blamed by
II B Withers, of the Me.Mester Fuel Co..

for the lack of coal <ais which Is holding
back eoal prodUf:li(>ii in the Oklahoma and
Texas coal fields. Fiiilure to keep rolling
slock In repair and lo build sulllelent cars
Is resulting now In shorlag.-. Mr. Withers
said, which has curtailed working time al

the mines to al least one-half of what It

should he The mines so far this summ. r

have been working only part time and the
w'nter rush Is Just starting. The shortage
of ears la expected to aggravate a situation
already acute Insofar as the supply of
domestic conl Is concerned

Foreigu News
his proficiency in baseball ; in 31 games in

which he played on the local team, his bat-
ting average was 4S0 and fielding average
was 1000.

Brunsels. Belgium—The total Belgian
output of coal during .luly amounted to

very nearly S7 per cent, of the average
monthly production during I'.tl". In the
Mons and Central districts the eoal out-

put in .July reached practically the pre-
war output. In the Charleroi, the output
amounted to 85 per cent, and in the T.ieK'

district 77 per cent.

Kdmunttm. Alberta.—O. S, Finnic, in-

specting engineer of the Mining Lands
branch of the Canadian Department of the
Interior, wlio has been on an exploring ex-
pedition, in the district we.st of K.dmoii-
ton, reports the occurrence of 12 or more
seams of high-grade bituminous coal of
great thickness at the junction of the
Smoky and Muskeg rivers north of the
Canadian National Ry. He considers it

also possible that anthracite coal may ex-
ist in this neighborhood in large quantities

S.vdney, N, S.—Three of the vessels of
the Dominion Steel Corporation, taken
over by the British Admiralty for war
purposes have been released. They ar»' the
"Wabana." "Kamouraska" and "Lord
Strathcona" having an aggregate tonnage
of •2fi.000 tons. They are again being used
in the St. Lawrence coal carrying trade.
Two other ships with a combined tonnage
of 22.000 tons are yet to he released and
will shortly be available for coal shipnit-nts
While the company is rather late in get-
ting into the Montreal coal, market this
. eason. it is believed that a fair amount
of business will be done before the close
of navigation and that the volume of next
year's trade will be not far from normal

Personals

Obituary

Robert «. falrtwell. of Clearfield. Peiin..

and Jumes F. Stott of Philipsburg. I'enn..

—coal operators—met their death recently
in an old coal mine at Pine Itun. Clearfield

County. Pcnn. The former had inlerested

Mr. Stott in the property and they were
examining the mine, accompanied by a
chauffeur. They had not penetrated more
than no ft. into the mine when they en-
countered "white damp" which caused them
to fall to the ground. The chauffeur, who
was nearest the outside, managed to es-

cape ; he was not able to bring help m
time to rescue the men alive.

I.. S. Bovee has temporarily assumed
control of the interests of the Pittsburgh *
Krie Coal Co.

Kdward Soppitt, i>resident of 1 lie i-Irie

Coal Mining Co.. is on his w.ay to l-Iurojie

for an extended vacation.

tieorge Watkin Evans, of Seattle, Wash.,
returned recently from a professional visit

to tlie Behring River coal field of Alaska
George E. Steele, of Brownsville. Penn..

who recently returned from overseas
service as corporal of engineers, has re-
sumed his position as engineer for the
Hector Coal and Coke Co.. and engineer
and assistant general manager for the
Sniiwdon Coke Company.

Kdward Brewer, in.speetor in the lOighth
West Virginia mining district, with heail-
quarters at Charleston, has rt-signeil to
become manager of the operations of the
Wet Branch Coal Co.. at Dry Branch, in
I he Kanawha field. Mr. Brewer has been
connected with the state Department of
Mines for the last two years.

tieorge H. Anhley has been selected as
(he state geologist of Pennsylvania He
has been connected with the work of the
U. S. Geological Survey in the Fast and is

an authorit.v on eoal. Mr. .Xshley has done
considerable work in Pennsylvania and
other coal producing states. He will be
the chief of the new bureau created hy a
recent act of assembly.

r. II. Coiistantiiie. who has been su-
perintendent at the Coalbrook colliery
of the Delaware & Hudson Co. for the
last few vears, is to be transferred to

Vandling. W. H. Davi-toii. superintendeni
at the Powderly colliery of the D. & H. Co.
is to take Mr. Const.antine's place. Richard
Beer, present superintendent at the Vand-
ling. is to be transferred to the Powderly
coUieiy.

Howard .1. Thomas has been a])pointed
superintendent of mines for the Sloss
Shetlield Steel and Iron Co.. tilling the va-
canev caused bv the resignation of .T. K
Strong, who left the service of tin- <'Om-
pany Aug. 1. Mr Thomas has been as-
sistant general superintendent of mines fOr
several vears, and. while a young man. hv
has been connected with mining interests
in an executive capacity for some time.

. M. r.JBnltier, president and general man-
ager of the Monarch Coal Mining I'o.. of
Monarch Wyo., moved his olllce to Chi-
cago, III., on Sepl. 1. Mr. Peltier has as-

sumed the duties of a vice president of the

Peabody Coal Co.. of Chicago. t)ut w 11 sllll

retain his connection and position with the

Monarch company. It. K. Flleli. at present

engineer and superintendent, will he In

Charge of all operations at the Monarch
mine, Mr, Fitch recently Increased his

oopnlarltv -ivllh the men al the mine by

Industrial INews

Indiana, I-eiiii.—The Clearfield Bitumi-
nous Coal Corporation otlices will be moved
from Clearfield to Indiana about Sept. 15.

BulTalo, >'. Y.—Tlie Lawsonham coal

mine at its namesaketown in Clarion Co..

Penn , has been sold to capitalists at St.

Marv's. Penn. : it will be controlled by
menibers if the Elk Fire Brick Co. there-
price about ?100,000.

.lellieo, Tenn.—The Pioneer ,lellico Coal
Co. is having plans prepared looking to the

extension of its present operations; a total

of about 1890 acres is lo b.- developed.

Til. company recently inen-ased its capi-

tal from $25,000 to |75.0i)(i, lo pro\nde for

I he proposed expansion.

Davy. W. Va.—George Wolfi-, Davy;
Forest' lOarlv. Mullens; and K. F. Wysong,
Princeton, are perfecting plans fbr the or-
i;aiii-/,alion of a new eonipany to be capi-

talized at $150,000. It is proposed to de-
velop approximately 2100 acres of coal

lin)]i, i-iiis in the Davy section.

flmrle^ion, W. Va.—A deal is reported
in wliieb over $300,000 changed hands. The
IMoiurty sold was 2.039 acres of coal lands
nn the Norfolk & Western R.R.. to the
Camp Creek Coal Co. Its seam of fij to
S ft. of clean coal is tipple height above
the railroad. The following are the officers

of the company: L. A. Tinder, president;
.T. Walter Webb and Reed Bigley, vice
presidents ; L. C. Massey. treasunr ; and
L. W. Hamilton, secretary. Tl',e corpora
tion will spend $200,000 in developing thes
eoal lands, and the \\-ork

rievela Ohii -Th.

lopin
III lirgin at once.

'..-i'k. U.....I Rngi-
hasneering Co.. with headri

is.siieil the first number cf ii I.:ilie

Aerial Bulletin (the 7 o'eli.c-K iiii:il) with a
eirci'lation

—"guaranteed highest in the
world." These bulletins were dropped by
aviators in a flight from Oayton to Cleve-
land who are engaged to regularly dis-

tribute sueh lilerature fnini .-in airiilane. In
the ti'Clinical fi.ld. Ibis is a ncpvel iiiethod of

ipme
tu I'Ml.ll. Bli iders that it

is destined to be a big part of the adver-
tising world in the days to come.

Prinertoii. W. Va.— .\ company is being
organ ize.l here with a capital of $1,'-,0,(;00

feu- the purpose of aciiuiring and d.'veloiilng

-,b.,ut 21»" acres of eoal near ihe plant of

the Superior-Pocahonlas Coal Co.. at Davy.
The iraitt is said lo be underlaid by the

Davy-Sewell seam. Tho company plans to

start construction work in the near future

and to begin thi' mining and shipping of

eoal earlv in the vear. .\mong those active

in organizing tin new company are George
Widfe snperinl.nilc-nl of tho Winding
Gulf Collieries Co., and general manager
of the Superior- Pocahontas Coal Co.. at

navy ; Forest iOarly. of Mullens and A. F.

Wysong. of rrlncelon.

Milwaukee, Wl». — The Ricliardson-

I'lienix Co of this place, announces that

L K Slinihman has become Ihe vice presi-

dent and general manager of this firm in

wliieh he has aciiuired a linancial interest.

Mr Slrotlinian was formerly man.ager of

Ihe Sleani Turbine and Pumping lOnglne

ni-paT-imenIs of th<- Allis-Chaliiu-rs Manu-
faelnring Co.; h.^ had been connecled with
this concern since 1002. and prior to thai

with Ihe Files & Stowell Co. and Ihe Nord-
berg ATanufncturing Co. Mr, Slrothman
W a member of several engineering so-

cieties- in lOlfi he was appointed associate

member of the Naval Consulting Rp:''''!-

In 101S he was made a member of the

Committee on Power Test Codes and elected

chairman of the Suh-Commlltee of Dis-

placement Pump Teats
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JVeekly Review
Large Volume of Soft Coal Movirtff from the Mines-—Bityinej Is Slou-—May Have to Offer

Inducements to Move Coal—Anthracite Situation Offers \o Cause for TForry—
Hani Cotil Operators to Sue Lnited States Oorernuient

THE output of bituminous coal is

at the pi'esent time well beyond
expectations. In spite of all talk

of short car supply and inadequate
labor, the volume of coal moving- from
the mining regions reaches a total that
would be considered high in normal
times. However, there is little reduc-
tion in prices of the good grades of

fuel. These are quickly absorbed as
soon as they reach the market.

It is evident that the production of

soft coal has caught up with the de-
mand, and that until real cold weather
sets in the market will be easier. It is

hard to forecast conditions, for labor
troubles are liable to occur at any time.

In the Pocahontas and New River
districts, as well as in the Pittsburgh
and Westmoreland fields, there is now
consistent mining and a steady flow of
coal. Mines in Illinois are still running
on short time because of labor troubles.
So many producers have purposely re-

frained from making contracts for sea-

son delivery that it would occasion no
great surprise to hear of inducements
being made to move coal in the near
future, quite possibly before October".

Export and bunker demand is strong,

though the lack of bottoms precludes
heavier shipments to foreign ports.

Many vessels sailing from the United
States carry with them sufficient fuel

for the round trip, while vessels reach-

ing here from foreign countries com-
plain of the lack of coal across the seas,

some of the officers saying that they
had been held up for several days pend-
ing the arrival of fuel.

As with the soft coal industry, un-
less labor troubles interfere unduly
with mining all fears of a shortage of
anthracite this winter may be set aside.

Of interest this week is the news that
the strike of the Reading fleet of tugs,
which had been in efl'ect since the latter

part of July, has been settled. The re-

sumption of movement means a great
deal to points along the Atlantic Coast
which depend upon this fleet for the
towing of their coal supply.

Interesting, too, is the announcement
that the "independent" anthracite oper-

ators of Pennsylvania (as distinguished

from the so-called "railroad coal com-
panies") are preparing to institute a
test suit against the Government to de-

termine whether the United States is

not liable for a loss in profits suffered

by them because of Fuel Administra-
tion control. It will be alleged that

the company bringing the suit operated
its mine during the entire regime of

Dr. Garfield, and that, under the re-

striction of prices maintained by the

Fuel Administrator, the prices it was
permitted to charge for its product
were so low that it barely got back the

cost of mining and preparing, thereby
denying it the "just and reasonable
profit" to which it is entitled by law.

WliEKLY CO.\L PKODVCTIOX •

A slight decrease marked the production
of bituminous coal during the week ended
Aug. 30, the output being estimated at
10,197.000 net tons as compared ivith 10.-
662,000 tons during the preceding week.
The week's performance has been exceeded
but two oth
January and
The curri 1

how-ever, 2,',

year ago.

during the year
.\u\\

production is still,

s belo'.v that of a
Iput during the first

eight months of 1919 is thus 96.000.000
tons, or nearly 25 per cent, less than dur-
ing the same period of 1918.

,\nthracite production during the T-veek

ended Aug. 30 was the highest attained
this year. The output is estimated at
1,946,000 tons, a figure 4.2 per cent, above
the week of Aug. 23 but 14 per cent, below
that of the corresponding week last year.
In spite of quickening demand, production
since the beginning of the coal year is still

6,200.000 tons, or 1 I per rent, less than
during the corresi)r,tHlinu pfriod of 1918.
but 9 per cent, alhn, line,

The marked impna, inint in production
w'hich occurred during llie week of .\ug. 23
is shown by the operators' reports to be
due ta a partial cessation of the labor dis-
turbaiKis in Illinois and to the recovery
of till ' ' Trrim the shopmen's strike.s.

.\^' lit lo.sses of time ascribed
to 1 ' in Ohio. Pennsylvania
and II > i St. labor conditions were
satisfactorv diinn.g the week, except in

lUinoi.s. In that state losses due to labor
amounted to one-fifth of the full-time ca-
pacity. Tills, Imwever. was a marked im-
prov.'i- the prereding week when
TlliiK, St a third of their full

worl ruse of labor troubles.
Till . kening of the demand for

coal is slinwn in Indiana, where losses of

output are attributed to lack of market
were 1.1 per cent, of capacity ns compared
with 14.9 per cent, during the preceding
week Onlv in Illinois. Tow-a. southern Ohm.

Alabama, the Southwest, and the Far West,
does a dull market now seriously retard
production.
Car shortage became less acute as the

railroads partially recovered from the ef-
fects of the shopmen's strikes of early
.August. Southern Ohio and western Ken-
tucky were the only districts which failed
to report relief. In spite of the improve-
ment, however, the mines of the country- as
a whole lost a sixth of their full working
time through railway disability. Shortage
of cars remained the principal factor limit-
ing production.
The gradual increase in the production

of beehive coke, which has been apparent
since the depression of last May. continues.
The output during the week ended .Aug. 30—the greatest since Mar. 1.5—is estimated
at 417.609 net tons, or 0.7 per cent, higher
than that of the preceding week.

In comparison with the corresponding
week of last 1918. however, the production
is small. The country enters the ninth
month of 1918 37 per cent, behind the pro-
duction of last year.
For the two week period ended Aug. 24

dumpings of bituminous coal at lower Lake
Erie ports were less than half those of a
year ago—1.129.489 tons as compared with
2,307,697 tons during the corresponding
period of 1918. In conseiiuence. total
dumpings since Jan. 1 are now 220.000 tons,

or 1.4 per cent, behind last year.

BUSINESS OPINIONS

Marshall Field & Co.—-Current wholesale
distribution of dry goods was well in excess
of the same week a year ago. Orders
from road salesmen, both for immediate
and future delivery, showed a considerable
increase over the same period of 1918.
Customers have been in the house in much
larger numbers. Collections are very satis-

factory.

tiKi.-hris trade has slowed down, although in
retail stores throughout the country busi-
ness has continued to move at a rapid gait.

There are good authorities who are im-
pressed with the possibility of reaction in

the country's business as a whole, btit such
a change in general conditions they do not
regard as being near at hand.

Atlantic Seaboard

st—In the primary

KOSTON

.Market loiitimies inactive, but with little

recession in prices. Output keeps Up be-
voiul expectation. Some sliippers are even
"paddinK" orders. Low volrttiles still have
tlie call. ToHiiade at piers readily ab-
sorbed. Hampton Koads prices firm. Sales
cunflned to export and bunker trade. Read-
ing baree movement resumed. More cheer-
ful outlook for domestic .sisies.

Bituminous—In spite of maii.\ predictions
the market for sti-am coal in this territory
is nothing short of dull. There is an utter
lack of snap to current aemand. Inquiries
are only scattering and for very small
tonnages, so little interest is there on the
part of buyers. It has been a season of
quiet buying, with very few spurts, and as
a result the great majority of steam-users
find themselves with ample stocks for
months ahead. They are again showing
discrimination between coals, and in more
cases than few they are complaining of the
ciuality of shipments that they were eager
to buy a month or more ago. A reaction
has set in we are obliged to admit. Not-
withstanding all the tales of short car-sup-
ply, lack of men, etc., the volume of coal
moving forward keeps up to u.iat in normal
times would be considered a high figure.

At the same time, there is very little e.asing
up of prices. A few of the low volatiles
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that advanced rapidly a few jveeks ago to NEW ^OKK
a range of S3. 30 Si 3.50 have now settled npilprs tt-^l that danirpr of Khurtai:<- of
back on a $3.10@3 25 basis, although there .^^rul." patUd Dema"d for e"^'' ..ml
are sijeoialities that still coinmand the ^,„„„ w|.,^k.ii* nmi mirUpt u easier Line
higher price level. The medium gr.-ides Jt»y« U'Lntt ehe" nut i)em nul f^om New
from Clearfield and Cambria have dropped

k"'','
,",".','' j V' ^ViVl reinii s La 1-e .

to less than $3. and most of the high vola- ^"V "'„:'" „„^ J J^»ii f.^.- i. iVmi,, n,'!
tiles have followed suit. A demand from T" '

^ ,1 "/„ „„,, e i „e.'.„n..liieVai ..i,-.-
other directions is still maintaining prices, pri'^^ re.,V«in fir,?, Ri>" .iemn.,.l i,,r A
for if the market w. re left to current buy- ' ,'1 „„,V ,„ Cer no 'i,
ing in New Knsland the price reaction '""" """ !'""''«' coais.

would probably be pronounced. Anthracite—The continued delivery o£ a
In all the di.stricts the output is well be- fair tonnage of tlie domestic coals has had

yond expectation. More and more men are a wholesome effect upon the local market,
available for the mines, and although there and unless the unexpected occurs I he
is uneasini ss here and there over car-sup- danger of anything resembling a shortage
ply the troulile from that factor seems now of those sizes here is small. While some
pretty well discounted. In the Pocahontas retail dealers have orders remaining un-
and New River districts, as well as in filled that they receH-ed' in April last. Ih.y
Pittsburgh and Westmoreland fields, there have delivered so inany orders not iisu.ally
is now consistent mining and a steady flow received until later in the year that they
of coal. So many producers have pur- feel themselves secure.
posely refrained from taking contracts for The feeling in wholesale circles is much
season delivery that it would not be at all easier. The pressure is not so noticeable,
surprising to see inducements made for and the anxiety at one time so manifest
moving coal, nnite possibly before Septem- that there would he a lack of coal is not
I er is over. There are scores of operations, so apparent. Conditions are much im-
esnecially those where the coal is not proved, and although the report of dump-
favorably regarded, that have orders in ings at the railroad dock.s does not show
hand only for a few weeks, at best, and as many ears dumped, the trade was well
from present indicalions an effort will have taken care of.
to be made to place them before long. While egg and stove sizes are short here

In the current market the outstanding among the line trade the call for chesntut
feature is the strenath of buying at the is strong and some shippers complain of
Philadelphia and New York piers. Ap- its seareitv. Chestnut and pea coals have
parently there are several shippers who picked up in the tidewater market and the
have commitments enough ahead to keep surplus tonnage is not heavv.
them picking up coaj to load forei.gn car- The call of dealers in "the New Kngland
goes, and as a result prices at the loading states and in Canada continues strong, but
ports continue reasonably firm. In most the .situation is much improved. Canadian
rases receipts at the piers are readily ah- consumers, as did many here, becam.e
sorbed although the poorer grades sell only frightened eaiiv in the year and placed
with difficulty. Coasiwise business is very their winter orders far ahead of the usual
ME-ht and now that freights on Long Island time, with the result that retail dealers
Soi!-'d and to Boston have advanced be- began th'ir rush of deliveries earlier than
cause of the pre^niling had weather it is usual Nothing serious is looked for in
assumed there will be even less of this coal the Canadian situation unless it is an un-
placd th-n was the ease in August. exceptionally cold winter bringing with it

.\t Hampton Roads there is almost no transportation difficulties. Buyers in
softening in prices. The export and bunker Canada appear so well fortified that they
demand is still strong and the volume of are now reported to be holding ot¥ ralher
coal taken by the Government on the spring than meet the premiums said to he asked
contract basis makes operators all the i,y some shippers of independent coals,
more anxious to secure remunerativ-' prices in this market dealers are not placing
offshore. For shipni.nt in this direction orders as freely as heretofore. They have
there are practically no sal.s. receipts here a b<'tter feeling, and some independen't coals
being almost wholly confmrd to contract which freriuentlv brought the offer of a
deliveries. While the tonnage received is premium are now being turned down unless
light and the stocks in the hands of re- they can be secured at near the regular
handling factors are small, there are no re- company schedule
ports anywhere of anxi.ly on this account. Some" pea coal 'is being moved here in
There were some indications when the shop- conjunction with shipments of egg and
men's walkout w.->s threatening, hut barring stove, but thii^ is not as frequent as a few
interruptions to trnnspovtrftion there is now v.^eeks ago
a foe'irg of easiness ov.r the situation Buckwdieat is moving the best in the

Current quotations of bituminous at list of the steam coals. AMiile the demand
wholesale range about as follows: is good here, salesmen find inland dealers

Milling to take larger shipments. Rice and
Cambria"! and barley are in larger supply than buckwheat.

Clearfields Somersets During the week ended Sept. 5 there
t? u - ii *•» zn/^? nn *i nntT^t ?rt were 4S.Sfi cars of anthracite dumped at the
F.o.b. mines net tons... $2.60(?3.00 $3.00(ff3.50

,„p^, ,.a„road piers as compared with fififiS

„r^"<,= f;nf
''

i TOiffl"; 71 ; 7(10'; 711 cars the week previous, a decrease of 1.';S2

F^n b M»^vWrVW„;;
''"'^'•" 5.20®5.70 ^ . ^^ Sunday and Labor

r. o. b. New York, grcss t-».,,/
tons 5.1005.60 S 50@6.00 ^'^- .... ,-.,,,

AlnniTsirip Rn«Vnn VwVter Quotations for Company, white a.sh coal.s.

3,grosstoSs. . f 6.85(37.15 T.I0@7.85 P^r gr°ss '""'^ ^! the mines and f.o h. New
Georges Creek is quoted at $3.70 per nMton,Yo.b. ^ "'''^ tidewater lower ports, follows:

mines. Mine Tidewater
Pocahontas and New Hiver are quoted at $6.00 -^ •= oc »7 on

@6.50 per gross ton f. o. b. Norfolk and Newport Broken $5.95 $7 80

News, Va, in response to export d-mand. Th«. Ep 6.35 8.iO

continue practically no sales for coastwise shipm-*.
^{^J^^-^- •••;;;

;;;;;;;; 1% l]\
„, , . . , . .,

Pea 5 30 7.05
Anthraeite—The big news in the hard B„c|tivheat . 3 40 5.15

coal trade this week is the settlement of jjjpp 2 75 4 50
the strike on Heading tugs. The fleet narley 2*25 4' 00
which has been tied up since the latter
part of ,luly resumed movement on .Sept. 3

and bv the end of the week all nine lugs ISituniinous—Lack of demand with in-

werc iiound east with lows. This will he creased shipments and no orders to meet
of great assistance all along i he coast Ihi' lonnagc has resulted in the local docks
where there are rclaihrs depcndinl upon being overrun with coal and the placing of
this fleet for their supply. The situation embargoes on many shippers as well as
has been especially serious to up-river some of the docks. The surprising feature
points like Bangor' and Augusta. Maine, of the situation was the maintaining of
where a season's supply ought to he ae- prices, some of which for certain grades
cumulated hv Pec. 1. At such points the show an increase ov. r tlie previous week,
dealers now'have almost no coal on hand The high-grade c id li.ii have been
and things were rapidly approaching a hard to get. are :< im i ! ng their ap-

pearance but do iH'' I i-i I'.iig as they
are quickly absorb, d iimi ln\cis are will-
ing to pay good luices.
Reports received here from Canada indi-

cate that there is little cause for nervous-
ness over the situation there. With the
present stocks on hand and the regular
movement of coal the trade there feels
there is no reason for any anxiet.v.
There is a growing demand for coal from

New I'Ingland. Supplies are said lo be
smaller than is generally realized ."nd a
Serious shortage would mean considerable
lo manufacturers.
That there is not a larger supply of coal

on the local docks is due to the large num-

ber of vessels leaving this port and tlie

heavy demand for coal for export. The
lack of vessels continues to delay heavier
shipments of coal to foreign countries.
Many vessels sailing from this port carry
with them sufficient fuel for the round
trip, while vessels coming into the port
from foreign countries complain of the lack
of fuel across the seas, some of the officers
saying they had been held up for several
days pending the arrival of coal.
Car supply is said to be improving on

the Baltimore & Ohio.
Quotations on pool coals show some

changes from last week's figures. Pools 1,

II and 71 range from $5.85 to $6.10 per ton ;

No. 10. $5.75 to .$5.85 ; No. 11. $5.3(1 to
•1^5.40. and No. 18 from $5 to $5.15.
Quotations on various grades of coal at

the mine for spot delivery range about as
follows:

South Fork (best) $3.
Cambria (best) 3

.

Cambria (ordinary) 2

.

Clearfield (best) 3

.

Clearfield (ordinary) .'

.

2

.

Reynoldsville 2

.

Quemahoning 3

.

Somerset (medium) 3.

Somerset (poor) 2.

Western Maryland 2.

Fairmont 2.

Fairmont f in 3.

Latrobe 2

.

Greensburg 2

.

Westmoreland, j i ii 3

.

Westmoreland run-of-mine. ...;..... 3.

PniLAbELPIII.V
.\nfliraejte demand unabated. €

all.xioiis for deliveries, Jleiilers receive new
business. Careful as to price quotation.
Chestnut stocks i;oing down. Pea demand
improving. Stove and eyre fitill short.
Individual peiv prii-e up. Retail price
scliedule well maintHined, witli little cut-
ting, ^lanufactured coul <>oniing on mar-

rlict sliows little activity.

Tonnage figures that are published are as
misleading in anthracite as in biliiininous.

All the comparisons are with iniS. and dur-
ing that season a very large tonnage, .some-
what in excess of a round million gross
tons, was n-ceived of buckwheat, silt and
culm, all of which was classifiid as "an-
thracite" and continues to be held up to
the public as "anthracite." such as they
use In their homes. The fact is that Ibis
market will nol todav b.gin lo absorb Its

proportion of pea coal let alone the three
sizes of buckwheat and I he river culm and
other products reclaimed last year during
a time when there was real apprehension.

Spot
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luiv,- oeen able to announce their Prices,

and the standard retail fiRures run about

as follows: Egg. $11.15 -stove, ni.55, nut.

snSO: pea. $9.55. Of cour.se. w>"\ tn^

d-alers handling independent coal these

prices run as much as .50c. '""'^';- ..^"e'^.'J

\re only a few cut price men asking a

Cer figure than »he above list and usual-

ly this is not more than 25c less^
Jf ino

of these prices there, is an addition of 40o.

a ton for hauling.
, ^,. „

In the steam grades there is no notice-

able activity Buckwheat is in fair demand
and'.^ome pTants are stocking up 1-avily on

this size However, the demand is not yet

sufficient to take up
^^r'tuZsTni^'tnlZ-

and individual shippers at times ""'> S"J™
selves caught w'ith n""'"™"^.

?,^\^ ^l^'^^^
Kiye that mu.st be moved, whicn is usuany

done at pHces around $3 15W3.25 as com-

nared with the company figure of $3 40.

rIcc is n fair demand for the time of year

but a heavy tonnage '^ /"" somg mto

the company storage yards ^", "f".^J'
greater degree the same is true of "arley.

Bituminous—Soft coal has been sort of

iumpv lately, and while prices have been

fa riv well maintained there has at times

been a softening tendency i" *'"« direct lO.r

Much of this has been due to an embargo

which was placed against certain coals at

tide and for a time pushed a good tonnage

on the open market which had to be moved
"o avoid demurrage. Many consumers

took this as an
>""!''"""",„"'li^^pf""";',

break and were inclined to dicker vitn

shippers as to price, which in some in-

stances became quite favorable to the buy

er. It is believed that it is I"! ely a loca

condition and will soon ni^ht itself That

CO 1 is not actually plentifu is Proved by

the fart that one of the railroads finding

tself quite short of fuel oonfisoated a num-
ber of shipments en route to local con-

sumers. With all the gateways to the e.ist

and west now o-Jen to receive shipments

U is not at all unlike'y that the piarket will

stiffen shortly; in fH'^t signs of th'^,;«.[^.

already in evidence Due to ^'"^ ™""i\^
the first of the week operators are report-

ing a short production and are finding it

difficult tc fi'l orders promptly. '"^^^^''^'^^ "^
the car suDp'v shows no particular signs

of permanent- improvement,, nlthough he

railroad officials are promising that there

will soon be ample cars to meet all <'alls_
.

The prices per net ton in effect at this

time are as follows:

Georges Creek Big Vein 'j '

40f^
3 ' 55

South Fork Miller Vein ^inri M
Clearfield (or'-marv) IK 3 1

5

Somerset f ordinary) > 2^", ^

'

35
Fnirmont lump i 1(1(3 3 20
Fairmont mine-run ^ '

"J_ ^ ^j
Fairmont slack. .....• -

qo(»3' 00
Fairmont lump (ordinary) 2 ' 70(3 2 80
Fairmont mine-run 5 „_ , ,

.

Fairmont slack 2. 50® 2.6>

BAI.TIMOKK

Kxport trade the greatest in >"*'*"•>;"'

?rar»o"lir„rdrr;^. •yus^H-o7 ..p?£^
as for August.
Hituminoos—The export coal movement

from Baltimore, covering both gas and low-

volatile coals, the latter a new feature (5t

the foreign trading from this point, .m /"e

past three months has been the heaMest >n

the history of the trade. The Period of

.Tune. July and Augu.st covers the term

wherein the over-growing demand for ex-

port coal has figured, and during the three

months there was loaded here on tor-ign

?(ial carriers a total of 748.328 tons August

was the greatest month, and next to the

largest single "lonth in the_hij=to,y or im
business here, a total of 2.;>,1.7 tons nam-

ing been dumned into foreign '''rriers

The rush of coal to tide from the mines

under the vastly improved car supply has

exceeded both the vessel supply and the

nbilitv of the pier terminals to handle, and

dul'i^^g ?he\as1 week.the Curtis Bay p.er

•7c?^?.fr% '^rS^th? .^^.S';;;''M'a,^*la'i!d Vy.
trackage at Port Covington for storage,

.although the Railroad Administration has

'refused to reopen either that pier, or the

irocust Point pier of the Baltimore &
Ohio on the ground of ec^iomy The

iarn at the Canton pier of the Pennsylv.ania

was also gre.Tt ;it times last week, and there

has be,' n a period of intermittent embargoes
ranging from covering of particular pools

to complete shutdown of shipments to tide.

More ships have been promised the poit,

and there is a feeling of confidence that

the present congestion is due for early

ifting This is reflected in the price of

coals which holds firm at relatively high

ngur- s in the face of the improved move-
;iient. Better crarte coals are the more

readily absorbed on the .sirieily domestic
market, and there is more disi 1 iniiiiation

in buying just now. The best gradi- steam
coals are still firm at from $3. SO to $3.75

to the trade, mine basis, with inteijnediate

grades ranging all the way from $2 (5 to

$3.25. The less desirable coals are offering

at from $2.40 to $2.5(1. The gas coal market
too is firm, low sulphur three-quarter de-

manding $3.50 ; medium sulphur three-

quarter $2,75 and run-of-miiie $2.4i1.

Anthracite—While the discussion of

prices of hard coal at retail has been rather
warm here at times, and many coal men
claim that the margin of profit as being
made here at present, under a large part

of the incoming coal-carrying premiums,
is entirely too low, it seems probable that

no advance will take place here for .Septem-
ber. At present many dealers are paying
premiums of from 75c. to $1 on probably
two-thirds of the coal they receive, and the
claim is made that there must be a retail

jump Oct. 1 or thereabout, when the real

fall demand begins, unless there is a de-
cided improvement in the proportion of
company coal being received. Much com-
plaint is heard of the scarcity of stove coal,

known in this locality as No. 3. and this

covers both white ash and Sunbury. Nut
coal. too. is short in some yards. There
seems to be a much more liberal supply of
pea coal running this September as com-
pared with the same period of last year.

Lake Markets

pitt.sbi;kgh

prie

diK'tInn .xtatluni

ed. Mr. Hin
. a shade highe

<:ar shortage pro-
Critlcia^ed. .Some

Coal production in the Pittsburgh district

has been practically at a stationary rate
since about July 1. there having liecn a
steady increase for several months up to

that "date. Prior to that time orders rep-
resented the limiting factor in production.
For several weeks past car supply has
been clearly the limiting factor, and the

car shortage has grown worse in the past
week or two. Coal men who attended the

hearings of the Frelinghuysen committee
of the Senate declare that the daily press
reports did not correctly state the position

of Director General Mines when the reports

intimated he did not admit that there has
been a coal car shortage, as the coal men
heard Mr Hines admit the shortage. Pitts-

burgh district coal operators resent Mr.
Hines disposition at the hearing to refer

so frequently to coal prices. They main-
tain, first, that coal prices have nothing

to do with the duty of the railroads to

furnish cars for moving coal, and second,

that the Pittsburgh district operators at

any rate are not charging unreasonable
prices for coal. The market has advanced
only slightly in the past few weeks.
On some divisions in the district car

shortages run as high as 50 per cent, A
general estimate is that production is at

between 55 and 60 per cent, of potential

capaeitv of mines and that the output at-

tained "is about 75 per cent, of the out-

put that the men on the payrolls couU]

produce if they worked full time so that

such output would be between 75 and 80

per cent, of potential capacity. The direcjt

car shortatre therefore is about 25 per cent.

The Pittsburgh district is now shipping

about 300 cars a day in the lak€- trade,

about 15,000 tons or about one-sixth of the

production. Shipments are much lighter

th-iii earlier in the season, and are going

to dwindle gradually in tlie next few weeks,

ceasing almost entirely Muite a time betore

the season of navigation closes. NVHiiIe

many consumers apparently have counted

upon the ending of the like shipping season

td rele;ise so much coal for line trade as

to make the situation much easier, coal

producers assert that the elimination of

ake shipments will hardly be felt. an(1

point to the fact that the decrease that

has occurred to date has been attended by

a greater scarcity of coal.
.

The diverrenee in price of mme-run hr-

tween gas and steam has disappeared al-

most entirely, aed prepared sizes of gas

coal are at onlv a very moderate advance

over mine run. Steam coal is quotable a

shade hitler than a week ago. Both steam

and ":s slack have advanced rather

sharply. Counting out occasional low aiid

high-priced sales involving but small ton-

nages the general run of the market,

covering the great bulk of the transactions,

Ts qtmtable r.s follows: Steam coal: Skick.

slack
""$'2-0

(?f 240 : mine-run, ^ $2.50® 2.70 :

pieparerl si7.es, $2.fi0iri 2.on. per net ton at

mine. Pittsburgh district.

BUKK.VI.O

Bituminous trade steady, init not ver.v
brisk. Not able to meet rittsburBh prices.
Cars Krow scarcer. No cfiange in anthra-

Bitiiminous—The old difficulty continues.
Jobbers find that mine prices are more than
they can pay. At the same time they know
that this market, as well as Canada and the
section eastward, are not paying tliese high
prices, for when they send out circulars
quoting these prices they get no orders.
The plan has been to get an order before
the coal is bought and then find an operator
who will sell on that basis.
The fall rush for coal is not in sight, and

the idea that there will be one has about
been given up here. Not till things become
more quiet and industries move normally
will there be need of large amounts of coal.

Still, if the trade will go on as at present,
making slow improvement without any set-

liacks, there will be no complaint. It has
been so much poorer in the past few years
than now that anything tolerably fair looks
good to the trade.

It becomes harder and harder to quote
bituminous prices. Such figures as are
given out here by the most reliable job-
bers would be repudiated by most mine
owner.s. The jobbers know that, and yet
they are able to get what coal they need
at prices that form the basis of their quo-
tations and are satisfied. The situation
shows that there is coal enough to meet
conditions, even if prices are various.

Quotations, as given out by leading mem-
bers of the trade, are $4.55 for Allegheny
Valley sizes. $4.80 for Pittsburgh and No.
8 lump. $4.65 for same three-quarter. $4.20
for mine run. $4,10 for slack, $4.60 for
smokeless. $5.70 for Pennsylvania smithing.
$6.75 for domestic size coke, and $5.75 for
breeze, all per net ton, f.o.b. Buffalo.

Anthracite—Tlie trade is Still waiting for
more coal. The hike trade suffers on ac-
count of the handlers' strike in Duluth and
Superior, the others from a general slow
mining, which the operators seem unable
to improve. Locally the supply has been
better of late, but the demand is as far
ahead. This condition promises to last in-

definitely. Buff.alo is near the mines and
ought t() feel easy on that account, but the
increasing car shortage makes everybody
anxious.

In (he lake trade the movement is good.
While the ports of Duluth and Superior are
closed by the strike, the fleet is sent to

other ports, so that when the strike is over
(it is now in its second month), the bulk
of the shipments can be directed there. For
the Week the loadings were 111.300 net

tons of which 4 1.7110 tons cleared for Chi-
cago, IS 6IHI tons for Sheboygan, 15,300 tons

for Port .\rthur. 12.100 tons for Fort Wil-
liam. 10,800 tons for Milwaukee. 7000 tons
for Ashland and 2800 tons for Racine.

Rates are 60c. to Chicago. 55c. to Racine,

47Jc. to Milwaukee. 421c. to Fort William
Port Arthur. Ashland, Sheboygan.

rl,KVKI,AND

Southern and eiustern Ohio mines, now
operating at «0 per cent., are not quite

able to meet the demands of this district,

despite the 'fact lake shipments are prac-

tioallv nil asain. General business condi-

tions are improvinu rapidly, and the market
as a whole looks quite good.

Bituminous—Hysteria over the high cost

of commodities appears to have subsided.

Opinion is well-nigh unanimous that a

strike will not be called in the iron and
steel industry—an event that wouW auto-

matically cut coal consumption in the

Cleveland district 65 per cent. In every

branch of industry the continued report is

of improvement. As a result, coal opera-

tors believe market conditions are fast

becoming stabilized, and that normal con-

sumption along with present prices will rule

for some little time
Consumers are taking all of the bitu-

minous coal they can get. Operators are

showing more of a willingness to contract

for fairly long periods—as the coal indus-

try goes—and in this attitude consumers
agree It seems to be taken for granted

bv both operators and consumers that

present levels will he maintained through

the winter, with the possible exception of

domestic coal Considerable fuel is re-

ponecl on track in the various railroad

vards outside of Cleveland. The carriers

a?rm.ttiiig in n.ore than the usual amount

of railro d fuel for this season of the year.

Southern and eastern Ohio ."rr'e "P^™;
tors sav the car s tuation h.as been slightly

imprOTed as a result of protests^ The ini-

p3?ment. however, is
f<^^'"'%%^jp,°f,onorntors declare, and fe\y of the mints

a?e bemi operated more than 60 per cen .

Mieti mine workers still are flowing out.
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apparent .m he Oluofleds^^^j^^^
^^^

P"""""!
-n fir as bituminous is concerned,

changed, so f^r as duu
^j opera-

but all '•«"*^„''?Si''"^,uf firmness. Ad-
tors report "°\fing »ut ^^^ domestic
vances are 1°9'^5

i.,,t the steam coal and
bituminous^ades hu, the s^te._^.^

^^^^.^^.

P?^''?oraU^.;;e."if1s%elieved^

Anthracite a

both continues

time, it is believea. ^^r supply are liUelJ

•. ,n<I Pocahontas—Shortage oi ^^g^^s on shipments

WritfTVa-^^r-^nln^sU COI.VMBVS
the market, witn aeaifi-^ ^^ „.^.riofiite ana

1 this week with steadily w^orse as far

loading. The
f""^'?'

r.^^*^ L liuelv to be

''Tcfed' m fthortag'; of supply in the

473

the car supply 's
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of furnace coke for spot and prompt ship-

ment, and quite a fair volume of buying of

foundry grades. The stiffness of the market
is due to offerings being scant rather
than there being heavy Inlying pressure.

Supplies of open-top cars are practically

satisfactory, but supplies of box cars, for

shipping foundry coke. are extremely
meager. For several years there has been
more or less scarcity, resulting in the old

rule being broken, that foundry coke must
be shipped in box cars. A distinct scar-

city began about two months ago and has
so" increased in the past fortnight that

shipments in box cars are estimated to

amount to only about 25 per cent, of the

total shipments of foundry coke. The
acuteness of the shortage is due to the

grain movement, -nhich has taken so many
box cars that even the steel mills in the

district that must ship their product in box

cars are short and some have piled con-

siderable tonnages of steel products, par-

ticularly sheets and tin plates. Minirnum
quotations on foundry coke can be done

only on open top car shipments, as even

indifferent brands bring decidedly higher

prices if they must be shipped m box cars.

There are no contract negotiations to

sneak of. Quite a number of furnaces

normally tributary to the Connellsville coke

region remain idle, but they are showing
scarcely any disposition to get into blast,

presumably because the pig iron market,

while tirm, is not active enough to enable

a furnace to sell a round tonnage upon
which to get into blast. The spot and
prompt market is now quotable at $4.. 5

Vi 5 for furnace and at $r,.5i)@6..jn tor

foundry, per net ton at ovens. Lntil a

week oV ten days ago $6.2S was the higher

<luotation on foundry e<>ke, but two or

three operators liv- i.lMUiced that price

to $6.50 and ii : ! ed some sales at

the higher tiLir i ; only occasionally

that any fou.,.1- .
> , : m be h.-id at _$.).50

The "Courier" reports production in the

Connellsville and the Lower ConnellsviUe

region in the week ended Aug. 30 at Z4i,-

395 tons, an increase of 1955 tons.

Prices of coal in Milwaukee are about
as follows:

Anthracite: Per Ton

Chestnut
Stove

Buckwheat

Ritu:: inoua (Domestic)

:

West Virginia sulint, screened
Hi-Heat .'

Hocking lump, est; and nut
Pittsburch, screened
Pocahontas, mine-run
Pocahontas, lump, e^fr and nut
Cheerful Chunks (Kentucky, for crfite

Smithing
Cannel (Kentucky)

Steam Colli:

YoUghioglll'TlW S'l I inril

Y0Ughi0f:ll' ll\". pllr I nil

YoughioKhenv,srn.i.iiii,i:^
Pittsburgh, screened
Pittsburgh, pile run
Pittsburgh, screenings. . .

Hockinsllumi., Si'Ti-.n.a

H,..'l.lh''l.l'M,,.l.,l M'!'

Ibi : 1.
i

.• .., •

West ^'irginuiUcrcrBiuL-*
Kentucky lump, acreened
Kentucky lump, pile run
Kentucyky lump, screeninizs

Pocahontas, mine-run.
I'ocahontas, screenings

,

^ en
Smithing ' '"

Kanawha Gas, mine run

* Sold up and out of the murk.t.
. .

Anextra charge of 75c. per ton for coal carrn'rt in.

An extra charge of 25c. per ton for less than ton lots.

$17
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Current Prices—Materials & Supplies

IRON AND STEEL
PIG IRON—Quotatious compiled by
Department of Commerce Couinuttee

he Matthew Addy Company as per
schedule.

Current One Month Ago
CINCINNATI
No.2Southern $30.35 $30 35

Northern Basic 27.55 27.55
Southern Ohio No. 2 28.55 28.25

NEW YORK, Tidewater delivcrv
2X Virginia (silicon 2.25 to 2-75) 32.40 31.90
Southern No. 2 (silicon 2.25 to 2.75) 35.20 33.95

BIRMINGHAM
No.2Fouudry 27.75 28.90

PHILADELPHIA
Eastern Pa 30.65*
Virginia No. 2 32.10-34.10

Grey Forge

CHICAGO
No. 2 Foundry Local
No. 2 Foundry Southern

PITTSBrRGH, ineludinc freight ehargc from the
Valley

No. 2 Foundry X'all.N-

Basic
Bessemer

30.55
32.10-34. 10

30.90
29.90

28.15
27.15
29.35

28.15
27.15
29.35

= F. o. b. fu t Deir

STRUCTURAL MATERIAL—The following are the base prices, fob. mill.

Pitt.sburL'h, together with the quotations per 100 lb. from warehouses at the
plai-es named;

New York .

Mill One Year St. Chi-
PittsburKh Current Ago

Beams, 3 to I 5 in $245 $3.47 $4,245
Channels, 3 to 15 in 2 45 3.47 4.24^
Angles, 3 to 6 in., i in. thick. 2.45 3,47 4.245
Tees, 3 in. and larger 2 45 3.52 4.24|
Plates 2.66 3.67 4.49}

Louis

$3.54
3.54
3.54
3.54

3.47
3.47
3.67

BAR IRON—Prices in cents per pound at cities named are as follows:

Pittsburgh Cincinnati St. Louis Denver Birmingha
3.44 4.30 3.25

NAILS— Prices per keg from wareliousc

MiU
*ittsburgl]

. $3.25
4.925

St.

Louis

$3.90
5.40

Denver

$4 90
5.61

in cities named:
liirming- San

Chicago ham Francisco Dallas

$3.90 $4.50 $5 25 $5 00
5.50 .... 6.65 6.40

).b. Pitts

Standard railroad spikes A-in.
and larger $3, 35 $4 27 $4 44 $3 . 65 $4. 50 $5. 05

Trackbolts 4.35 5.17 1'reiii. 6.65 6.00 6.05
Standard section angle bars 3.00 4.22 Prcm. 4.60 6.50

COLD FINISHED STEEL—Warehouse prices are as follows:

New York Chicago Cleveland St. Louis
Round shafting or screw stock, per
lOOlb.base $5.00 $4.90 $4 75 $5.00
Flats, squares and hexagons, pi-r

lOOlb.base 5.50 5.40 5.50

HORSE AND MULE SHOES—Warehouse prices per 100 lb. in cities named:
Mill Cin- Birm-

Piltsburgh einmiti Chicago St. Louis Denver ingham
Straight $5 75 $7 50 $6.50 $7.00 $8 1 5 $7.00
Assnrtcl 5 85 7 50 6 50-7 00 7 25 8 40 7.25
Cincinnati—Horseshoi- nails sell tor $4 50 to $5 per 25-lb. bo.\.

CAST-IRON PIPE—The followiug arc iiriccs per net ton for carload lots:— New York
One Month Oni- St San I'ran-

Current Ago Year Ago Chicago Louis ciat'o Dallas

4in $57 30 $55 30 $64 75 $58 80 $52.00 $77.55 $65.00
6in and over 54 30 52.30 61.75 55 80 49 00 74.55 62.00
Ga^|ii|ieand 1 6-ft lengths are $ 1 per Ion extra.

STEEL RAILS -The following .|Uotation» are per ton f.o.b. Pittsburgh and
Chicago for carload or largir lots. For less than carload lots 5c. per 100 lb. is
''barged extra:

Pittsburgh . Chicago .

One One
Current YcarAg.i Current Year Ago

Standard Bessemer rails $45.00 $55 00 $45 00 $65 00
Standard openhearth rails 47.00 57.00 47 00 67 00
Lightraila, StolOlb.. 2 58}* 3 13* 2 831* 3 13'*
Lightrails, l2to I4lb 2.54* 3 09* 2.79* i 09*
Lightrails. 25to45lb. 2.45- 5 00» 2 70» i 00*

•Per 1 00 IK

OLD MATERLVL—The prices following are per gross ton paid to dealers and
producers in New York. In Chicago and St. Louis the quotations are per net
ton and c rdelii atthebu.vi

New York
No. 1 railroad wrought $23.00
Stove plate 17,50
No. I m:iehincry cast 25 , 00
Machine shop turnings 11.00
Cast bi, lings 11.00
Railroad malleable cast 16 . 00

Chicago
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.Siini-finislic.l nuts sell at thi. following <1

.N'ew York.
Chicago. - .

Cleveland.
St. Louis...

from list price:

Current OixeYear
50—10% 50'

r

SOt^c 50%
60-10% 50%
45%

MACHINE BOLTS—Warehouse discounts in the following cities:

New York Cleveland Chieag.. St. I.<.ui.s

; by 4 m. and .-imall. r 50% 50% 50-5', 50-5%
Larger and longer up to 1 in. by 30 in. 40% 40% 40-5% 40-5%

WASHERS—Kroni warehouses at the places named the following amount is

deducted f^oni list price:

For wTought-iron washers:
New York $1 25 Cleveland $3.75 Chicago $3 00

For cast-iron washers the base price lii-r I OB lb. is as follows:

New York 46.00 Cleveland $375 Chicago $4.25

-Th<- folio ing <iu aUowed for fai] ed orders fro

New York
Steel f. and smaller 50-10%
Tinned 50-10%

Boiler, i. ;, 1 in. diameter by 2 in. to 5 in. sell as folk
New York .54.72 base Cleveland. . $4.00 Chicago $4.87 Pittsburgh $4.63

Structural, same sizes:

New York .$4.82 Cleveland, $4.10 Chicago. . $4. 97 Pittsburgh. . $4. 75

Cleveland Chicago

55% 55?i
55% 55%

5 per 1 00 lb.

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
LINSEED OIL—These prices are per gallon:

.— New York— Cleveland— Chicago
Current One Current One Current One

y.arAg.. YearAg.. Year Ago

Kaw, 5-hbl. lots. . . . $2.15 $1 90 $2,50 $2.10 $2,37 $2.05
5-gal.cans 2 30 i ;75 2.25 2.57 2.25

WHITE AND RED LEAD—Base price

Current 1 Year Ago Current I ^ear Ago
Dry Dry
and and

Dry In Oil Dry Fn Oil In Oil In Oil

100-lb keg 13 00 14 50 14 00 14 50 13 00 14 00
25 and 50-lb. keg.^. 13 25 14 75 14 25 12 73 13 25 14.25
12;-lb.k.g 13 50 15 00 14 50 15 00 13.50 14.50
5-lb.cans 15 00 16 50 , , . 15.00 16.00
l-ll,.,ans 16 00 17 50 16 00 17.00
500 lb lots less 10% discount. 2000 lb. lots less 10-2J% discount.

ifOMMON BRICK—The juiics per 1 000 in cargo or carload lots are as follows:

Chicago $12.00 BirminEham $15 00
St. Louis, salmon 15 00 Denver (hard red) 14 00
Cincinnati 1 7 . 00

PREPARED ROOFINGS—Standard grade rubbered surface, complete with
nails and cement, costs per square as follows in New York, St. Louis, Chicago
and San Francisco.

. |.PK- 2-PIv 3-Plv -
C.I. L.c.l. C.l. L.cl C.I. L.e.l.

No. I grade $1 SO $1 75 $1 90 $2 15 $2 30 $2.55
No. 2»rade I 35 I 60 1 70 1.95 2.05 2.30

Asl)lstl)sa^plKlll -r.iur.M. M I. li (14 lb. i)er square) costs $5.00 per 100 lb.

S[ h . MiiM , ,1 r "1 ,,L- >i. .1 ,.imI giec-n) in rolls of 108 sq.ft. co.sts $2.25 per
roll Ml I I !! !

>.' '!> Ki:dler ((uantities.

,<l ,1 I 1/ :,iM,-h cost $6. OOper.sqnarein carloads, $6. 25in

ROOFING MATERIAL— Pi s pel ton f. o. b. New York and Chicago:

Carload Lots

II 1 $7(1 00
21 .00
34 00

Asphalt felt 68 00

Tar fell (14 11). pi-rs<iuar.ol
Tarpit.-h I in 400-lb. bbl.t

Asphalt pitch (in barrels)

.

22 00
37 50
72 50

HOLLOW TILE—Price per block in carload lots for hollow building tile:

4nI2xI2

St. Paul
St. Louis.
Seattle.

.

I.os Angel.-

Chicago
Denver
Cincinnati

*F. o b. factory, 4, 8 and 10 i

8x12x12

$0 135

12x12x12

$0 185

LUMBER— Pri )er M in carload

l-In Rough
10 In. X 16 Ft.

»42 00
40 00
43 25
45 00

1. T. andCi
In. X 16 Ft

$39 00
48 00
35 00
45 00

$35-36
43 00
43.00
45.00

EXPLOSIVES— Prir

keg fiu- black powde
Low Freezing

20'c

New York
Boston $D.22J
Kansas Citv 19
New Orleans 22J (50?;)
Seattle I4i
Chicago .18;
St. Paul 19

St. Louis 19

Denver 17;
I.os Angeles .

.

21

pel pounil of dynamite in small lots and price per 25-lb.

40%

$0.27i
24}
.23!
.22!
.18!
.215
.23!

.23J

- Gelatin
60%

$0 30
26;
.26!
.24;
.21

.25!

.261

.25;
241
.30

Black
Powder
$2.40
2 20
2 25

.315

29J

I 90
2.15
2.45
2.40
2.25
2.75

MISCELLANEOUS
GREASES—Pri.-es are as follows in the following .ifi,w in
barrel lots:

Cin.innati St. LouJ^ Bir
Cup 7 67
Fiber or spongr 8 13
Transmission 7 13
Axle 4i 4!
Gear 4| 7!
Car.iourual 22 (gal.) 4.7

BABBITT METAL—Waiehousc prices in cents pi i pound:— New York—. Cleveland
Currrnt One Current One

Year Ago Year Ago
Best grade 90 00 125 00 80.00 10800
Commercial 50.00 70 00 18,50 23.00

HO.SE— F.)ll.nving are prices of vari.mTclassi s of hose:

Fire

'ents per pound fo

iiingham Denvc

. Chicago
Current C)ne

Year Ago
75.00 100.00
15.00 24.00

5D-Ft. Length,
70c per ft

i-Hi, per ft

First grade

LEATHERllELTING—PresentrTi.-^o

First Grade .Second Grade Third Grade
$0.50 . $0.35 $0.25

Steam—Discounts from list

.Second giade 40', Third grade 40-10?,

I list in cities nanied:
.Mi-dium Grade Heavy Gra

40% 30%
30% 25?;
30%, 35%
45% 35%

30-5-2;?i,, 40-25%

RAWHIDE LACING— 20r;, fo ^ci.ft. for ordinary.

al ili:

Hubl.. .

RmIiI.. I

Rubh.i

$0.90
1.50
1.00
1 20
I 60
.90

I. 10

Asbestos
1 slutting bo

.king, twisted idcd, and graphite<l, for valve stems

<k, ;.- and 1-lb. balls

MANILA ROPE For rope sm;
f..r quantiti.s am.muting to lest

lu.mb.-r of IV.t |>.r p....n,l for the various :

,-in.. 4:.; I n. . 3'.: U-iu,, 2 ft. 10 in.; 1 i-
p..un.lf.,r .-ill. ami larger, in 1200-ft. coils
»"-ton $0.25

Her than -^-in. the price is i to'2c. extra; while
thaTi 600 ft. there is an extra charge of Ic. The
• various sizes is as follows " ' " " "

'

2 ft.

.,=. .-.I., 8 ft.; f-ii... u.

Following is price per

St. Li

.\tlanta $0.29{
27 Denver 291

.26S Kansas City 27

. 26'. New Orleans 25i

.28 Seattle 25
. 24 Los Angeles 76

PIPE AND BOILER COVERING-
lists:

PIPF: COVKHING
Standard List

Pipe Size Per Lin. Ft.
l-in $0 27

36

• hi-atinc and return Hi

discounts and part of stanc'ard

BLOCKS AND SHEETS

75
.90

1.05
List

( 4-ply 58% oH
{ 3-pIy 60%, ofl

\ 2-ply.... 62% off

WIRINC; SUPPLIES—New York prices for tape and solder are as follows:
Friit ion ta|,.. '.-Ill, rolls 48c. per lb
Hi.lil.iitai,.-, '.-II. rolls 60c. per lb.

Win- s,,l.l,.i . 50-11.. spools 46o. per lb.

Soldering pa.-t.-. 2-oz. cans $1.20 per doi.

COPPER WIRE—Prices tier 1000 ft. for rubber-covered i in foUow

$1 I 25 $14 00

. Birmingham
Single Doublr

Braid Duplex
$15 39 $27 17

Braid

80
58 30 77 95

000
0000

Pittsburg—23c. ba

70 00
104 85
136 85

disc

75 30
1 12 45
146 15

194 25
239 60
294 00
358 25

nt 50^

$11 24
21.56
30 II

59.28
84 86

St, -30i- base.

A 73
58 59
82 II

(18 86
155 40
188 86
228.50
279 30
338 50
446 75

FREIGHT RATES—On finished steel products in the Pittsburgh district includ-

ing plates, structural shapes, merchant steel, bars, pipe fittmgs, plain and gal-

vanized wire nails, rivets, spikes, bolts, flat sheets (except planished) , ch
the following freight rates pel 1000 1b. are effective:

Bosto
Buffalo
Cliicago.

,

Cii.uinnati,
Cleveland.

Kansas City

Note—Add 3%transportatii

s, etc

$0 30 New Orleans $0.38i
!7 New York 27

.27 Philadelphia 24J
ll .St. Louis 24

, .17 St. Paul .4?J
99 Pacific Coast (all rail) 1.25*

Minimum carloa.l, 80,0001b.
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Shall the Coal Industry Be Bond or Free?
By R. Dawson Hali.

HERE are basic commodities on which the

pubhc depends for its existence, and the

people are apt to be grossly unfair when
the supply of these fundamentals is hinder-

ed or partly cut off. The pampered indus-

tries that cater to our love of luxury and

ease can fail us and '"soak us" with unrea-

sonable charges, but those industries the

service of which is material to our existence we would have as

our bond servants who must work regularly for us, for low wages

and without honor.

It was early discovered that coal was a public utility of this

character. The Scottish Parliament in the early part of the seven-

teenth century recognized the need for plenty of fuel and at a low

figure. In those days it was net customary to bait capital; labor

was the favorite prey of legislation. So when the Scots wanted

cheap and abundant coal they passed a law taking away the

liberties of those who worked in the mines. In 1606 they made
an enactment declaring it to be a felony for a mine worker to

leave the employ of a coal operator —"master," they termed

him — without obtaining permission of either the operator or

the district magistrate. In other words, a man was adjudged

by the law to be a thief if he took possession of his own labor.

Labor in those days was surely enough a commodity - - future

labor as well as past labor — and it was the property not of the

man that produced it, but of the master who controlled it. If

any man was hired away by another, that employer was subject

to a fine cf 100 pounds sterling

But this was not enough. The operators of coal mines were

given the right "to apprehend all vagabonds and beggars" and

to compel them to mine coal. This, in the days when mines had

neither efficient drainage nor adequate ventilation I Though
filled with firedamp, the "safety lamp" was unknown. Mining

was extremely hazardous, so the mines were filled, like the navy,

with impressed men. But why be squeamish ? The public must

have coal even if the freedom of the individual be interfered with.

So special laws were passed to fill the mines with workers and to

keep them enslaved when they got there.

The habit of interfering with personal liberty is one that grows.

When men are abused, then they endeavor to escape service and
the industry by which they arc employed loses its natural accre-

tion. No men of character seek such an occupation, and the men
engaged soon become rowdy, lazy and ignorant. It must have

proved so, for in 1641 the Covenanting Parliament, which talked

so loudly of freedom and violated that freedom so flagrantly.

made it a law that miners should work six days a week the yea
long. There were to be no Christmas or Easter holidays. An
idle day meant a fine of twenty shillings, about five dollars,

and a sound whipping into the bargain. But it seemed to the

legislators as if this had to be, for the public must have coal

If it fails to come to the mill, the mart or the domestic grate,

someone must suffer. It was so then, and the laboring man
was the victim; it is so today, and the operator is the berated

party.

Beaten, fined and prohibited from selecting "masters," the

serfs of the industry apparently did not tend to increase ir

numbers. Kindness had not been tried. Cruelty being the onlj

known expedient, it seemed necessary to be more cruel. Sc

thirty years later the Scottish Parliament again empowered th«

coal operators to go into the highways and hedges to collect the

vagabonds and impress them for mine service with "all manner

of severity and corrections," including whipping but not torture.

These disciplinary measures covered not impressment merely,

but the daily work of the men impressed. It is almost needless

to say that men so necessary to supply a public utility were not

allowed the benefit of the habeas corpus act.

Then came the union of the Parliaments, and the British

Parliament passed an act declaring the miners were slaves. But

at last a change came, and in 1775 those who were newly begin-

ning work at Scottish mines were promised freedom and those

already at work were given, after seven or ten years, a means of

securing their full rights as citizens on application to the sheriff.

If they st'uck, however, they were to be under bonds for two

years additional. Finally a Tory government led by the younger

Pitt put an end to the whole obnoxious business, and there has

rarely been a coal shortage since.

Perhaps some day there will come a bright light that will show

our legislators, whether they be Covenanting or Tory, that the

industries which serve most should be as free or freer than those

which serve least; that oppression of the useful industries de-

creases the number employed in them and so increases unduly

the numbers of those who are engaged in callings that are de-

pendent on their services; that free industries are like free men,

the crowning glory of a great state.

// the land cannot be half slave and half jrcc, surely we cannot

cnslaoc the useful industriesand free those that merely waste the

wealth that other industries so laboriously create.
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS
PRACTICAL SCHEMES THAT MAKE THE DAY'S WORK EASIER

Construction and Manipulation of a Rack
for Bending Large Pipe*

By a. D. Adair
.St. Louis, Mo.

A pipe or conduit bender of the rack type is con-

venient and economical for bending tubes of the large

sizes. The pipe is inserted in one end of the rack or

vise and there held rigidly while force is applied to

the other end to bend the tube into the required form.

DETAILS OP A RACK TO BE USED FOR BENDING
LARGE SIZE.S OF PIPE

The rack shown in the arrangement illustrated has

proved to be a highly useful tool. The method of con-

struction is shown in detail.

The essential members of this device are two longi-

tudinal timbers, G and G (see the diagram), which
should, for heavy work, be at least 6 in. square. Across

the longitudinal pieces are bolted two fixed pieces, F and

T, each about 6 in. square and 2 ft. long. A movable

timber M (see construction detail), with a groove cut

in it for the reception of the conduit, is arranged to

slide longitudinally on the rack. When in use, the

rack is elevated on a box, frame or saw-horse, as

suggested in the upper part of the illustration. In

bending the tube, one end is placed under the timber

F. Then M is shifted to the most desirable position.

Next the mechanic throws his weight on the other end

of the tube W, which will produce a bend in it.

A bend cannot, ordinarily, be made with one setting

of M. It is, on the contrary, necessary to form the

curve by degrees. That is, with one setting of M the

tube is partially bent ; then M is shifted backward or

forward as may be required and the tube bent further.

This process is continued until the desired contour has

been obtained. The movable timber M should have

the slot which is cut in it for the conduit rounded as

detailed in the diagram, because, if this procedure is not

followed, there is a possibility of introducing kinks or

wrinkles into the conduit.

For the best work, the width and the radius of the

slot should be such that the conduit fits into it nicely.

Hence, it follows that it is desirable to have a separate

movable timber with a groove of different proportions

for each size of duct. Or, instead, a number of different

grooves of different sizes may be cut in the same
movable timber to accommodate tubes of different

diameters. However, a skilled workman can operate

successfully on conduits of a number of different

diameters by using a groove of but one size. The
groove should also be rounded as shown in the illustra-

tion and should never, except for the roughest sort of

work, be cut square.

Drafting-Room Hints

By S. G. Haverstick
Frostburg, Md.

The following are hints for use in the drafting room.

They are not original, but have been given me by vari-

ous parties and I have found them useful: A weak

solution of picric acid makes one of the best mediums
for coloring prints yellow. This is especially good

where a large surface is to be treated, as it goes on

smooth and is indelible. In coloring tracings it should

be applied lightly, as it is nearly as opaque as black ink,

the yellow being nearly non-actinic. Peroxide of hy-

drogen applied to burnt or over-exposed blueprints will

help to clear the whites and bring out good clear blues.

Cotter Key Extractor

By Charles H. Willey
Concord. N. H.

The accompanying illustration shows an assembled

view of a tool that does away with the old method
of using file tang to pry out, or pliers to twist out, cot-

ter pins in places that are hard to reach. The hooked

•Copyrisht. All riRhts ro.servod.

THIS TOOL MAKES IT EASY TO GET AT COTTER PINS !!

INACCESSIBLE PLACES
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end of this tool is simply entered in the eye of the cot-

ter. While pulling on the handle with one hand, with

the other the sliding hammer is worked vigorously back

and forth, striking each time on the shoulder of the

handle. These impacts pull the cotter. The hooks are

made of tool steel in several sizes to meet the range

of sizes of cotters used. The sliding hammer is made
an easy fit and of such shape outside that the hand fits

into it so that there is no danger of the flesh being

pinched when the hammer strikes the shoulder. Thie

illustration conveys the other details with sufficient

clearness to render further description unnecessary.

Splicing a Cable with Hog Rings

A handy splice for a direct-current mining machine

cable is made as follows: Peel the insulation back about

3 in. and lap the positive wires for the distance that

they have to be peeled. Then, with a pair of 10-cent hog
ringers and a few hog rings, the splice can be made se-

cure, as the rings clamp around the cable when they

HANDY SPLICE FOR MINING M.\CH1NH
CABIjK

are bent with the ringers. The positive wires should

then be well taped. The negative may then bs treated

in the same manner. This makes a splice as strong as

when the cables are twisted together and requires much
less time. When a splice of this kind has been made,
the cable is not much larger at the place of splice than
elsewhere. This splice has the advantage also of sav-

ing cable, as less length is required for joining the ends.

Another advantage is the less amount of time required
to do the work.

Automatic Car-Door Opener Saves Lots of

Time in Dumping Cars

By Ralph W. Mayer
California. I'onn.

A kickback dump is used at many mines for emptying
cars filled with slate or rock. One mining company
using the type of cars in which the end doors have to

be raised in order to empty the car, has adopted a novel

method to accomplish this result. A ring automatically
engages the hook on the car door, raises the door, and
automatically relea.ses the hook after the car has been
dumped
A substantial frame is erected over the horns at the

end of the dump. This consists of two uprights and a
crosspiece overhead. An eye-bolt is put through this

timber over the middle of the track. The ring for

engaging the car-door hook is fastened to a straight
piece of 2 X ]-in. iron bar. This bar has a loop, or
eye, on its end, which hinges into the eye-bolt fastened
to the overhead timber. This allows it to swing freely

in all directions. A piece of 2 x J-in. iron is fastened to

the top of the timber and extends back over the car
dump about 2 ft., where it is bent at right angles down-
ward toward the track. It should reach down about 18
in. The cross timber to which it is fastened must be
placed high enough so that there will be plenty of clear

ance between this iron and the car when it is in dump-
ing position.

A spiral spring ia fastened between the end of this

iron and the rod suspended from the timber to which
the ring is attached. Both ends of the spring are se-

cured to bolts by means of which the tension on the
spring can be regulated. One end of the spring is fas-

tened to the bent iron extending back over the car, and
the other end to the rod supporting the ring. Several
holes are drilled through both the iron and the rod,

so that the bolts on the end of the spring may be passed
through any one of them and the position of the spring
regulated up or down so as to secure the setting most
advantageous to the average run of cars to be handled.

When the car to be emptied is against the horns of
the dump ready to be tilted, the ring should press

HOW THE CAR DOOR OPENER t.S OPERATED

against the car door tightly and surround the lifting

hook. The spiral spring holds the ring pressed against

the door with its lower side three or four inches below

the hook. As the car is dumped the hook catches on the

ring, lifting the door of the car.

After Ihe contents of the car have been discharged

and the car returned to a level position, the lower side

of the ring is again below the door hook, and the car

is thus free to move away from the dump. This door

opener is easily installed, at a small expense. When
once in place no attention need be paid to opening or

closing the car doors, thus saving much of the time spent

in dumping cars.
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Modern Mine-Wiring Practice
By Terrell Croft

University City, St. Louis. Mo.

SYNOPSIS — The methods and appliances em-

ployed in transmitting electric energy about the

tnine have noiv been well developed. This article

enumerates some of the practices that have prover'

themselves most efficient.

LOW and medium pressure wiring in mines should

be supported on approved porcelain or glass in-

/sulators with metal or wood pins as supports. The
spacing between insulators should never exceed 20 ft.

where the roof is low or 35 ft. where it is high. Only

one conductor should be attached to each insulator. The
tie wire should be of the same material and carry the

should Vie taped carefully in order to, in so far as pos-

sible, exclude moisture. Trolley wires are joined with a

mechanical splicer (Fig. 1) which can be filled with
solder if desirable. Ordinarily they are not soldered

in practice.

In installing trolley wire the hangers should be plumb
and accurately located in relation to the mine track. On
curves, hangers must be close together to prevent dis-

tortion of the clamps. A spacing of from 6 to 10 ft.

between centers is usually satisfactory. The boss of

the clamp should bear firmly against the hanger to

minimize the tendency toward bending. Where the

roadway is timbered, hangers suitably designed (Figs.

2 and 3) for direct attachment to the timbers may be

used. In some mines, timber hangers of the type shown

Timber.

Hoinqer not Plumb

KIG.'^. 1 TO 4. A SPLICER AND SOME HANGER UKIAiLS
IK. 1—Typical constrmtion of trolley and feeder wire splicers. Fig. 2—Showing how the same hanger

ClCTmp pulled over

be used on eith<-

timber or rock roof. Fig. 3—Westinghouse type BL timber hanger. Fig. 4—Difficulties due to improper installation

same insulation as the conductor. If porcelain insulators

are used, only those made by the wet process should be

permitted. Dry-process porcelain is subject to deteriora-

tion under the effect of acid-laden water and vapors.

Splices in mine wires should be made carefully because

of the moisture, frequently acid-laden, which exists.

Joints between dissimilar metals should be soldered

because of the excessive electrolytic corrosion which will

occur if they are not. Furthermore, all such splices

•For detailed information relating to mine wiring the following
references are recommended.' "Standardization of Electrical Prac-
tice in Mines." Circular No. 23. Bureau of Standards, Government
Printing Office, Washington, D. C. ; "Suggested Safety Rules for
Installing and Using Electrical Equipment in Bituminous Coal
Mines." Technical Paper No. 138 Bureau of Mines, Government
Printing Office, price .5c : .\rticle. "Rules for Electric Wiring in
Mines," Coal Age, May 2.5, 1918. page 968.

Copyright : ^all rFghts reservetf by the authoi-.

in Fig. 3 are supported directly from the roof with

two lag screws driven into plugs or expansion bolts. If

attached directly to the roof, a hanger with an expansion

bolt .stem (Fig. 2) may be employed. If they are not

installed plumb, a "bump" (Fig. 4) in the trolley wire

will result. Where the roof is high a side-suspension

arrangement (Fig. 5) may be employed. Special clamps

(Fig. 6), designed for the attachment to the steel tim-

bers now frequently used in main entries, are now
manufactured.

Mine trolley clamps (Fig. 7) have in recent years

received considerable attention from the manufacturers

and satisfactory designs are now obtainable from a

number of concerns. The clamp should be relatively

short. If there are any decided irregularities in the
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trolley-wire contour (Fig. 4), excessive arcing will

result. The jaws of the chimp which grip the trolley

wire should be sufficiently narrow that they will not

interfere with the passage of the trolley wheel. The
device should be of such a design that it can be clamped

rigidly after its proper alignment and location have

been determined.

Section insulators in trolley wires are used where
the insulation of a portion of the overhead conductor is

desirable. It is considered good practice where the roof

is bad to sectionalize each branch or room heading.

Section insulators are of three kinds: non-switching,

hand-operated and automatic. Those of the non-switch-

ing type merely interpose an insulating block in the

trolley wire. The two sections of wire thus insulated

from one. another may be electrically connected by clos-

ing a switch, from which "jumpers" run to the two
trolley wire sections.

A hand-operated section insulator (Fig. 8) is merely

a non-switching section*insulator to which ajknife switch

mounted on one of its sides has been added. The trip

port and a smooth under-run. No. 00 wire has been
used and No. occasionally for small entries and into

rooms where the service is light. Usually it is uneco-
nomical to install wire smaller than No. 0000 even if

the load which it carries is small, because of the ten-

dency of the smaller conductors to break and to deterio
rate rapidly from wear.
The properties of grooved trolley wires are, electri-

cally, practically the same as those of hard-drawn round
copper wire of equivalent cross-sectional area. The
dimensions shown in Fig. 9 are standard and were
adopted several years ago. They also include the dimen-
sions that were added at the Chicago convention of the
American Electric Railway Association in October, 1912.

The manufacturers of trolley-line equipment design it

on the basivs of the foregoing dimensions. The Ameri-
can Society for Testing Materials recommends that sizes

be specified in circular mils and not as gage numbers.
The circular-mils areas shown in parentheses in Fig. 9
differ from the corresponding numbei-s by less than
five parts in a thousand.

Woopleh

^---luormore--- :-iJ(/,\ Suspension. ,U
(Depenas on ftature or Walls) ' '*0"

FIG. 5

Trolley Wire
Ctcrrrip

Impregnated „ _ ,

.Hickory Block _.. Boss Tapped

'Mine Han(^er FIG. 6

Suspension Casting Suspension
CasHnt^.

FIG. a
KlOa. .") TO 8. TROLLEY WIRE SUPPORTS A>iD TROLLEV: OLAMJ'.-i

Fie- 5—Trolley wiro supported from side wall by pipe arm • General Electric Co.). The combination pipe clamp and flat-top
.suspension provide a good arrangement for .sustaining the trolley wire around curves where the top is quite irregular. Fig. 6

—

Mme hanger supported on I-beam (Ohio Brass Co.). Fig. 7—Typical trolley clamp ("New Modoc." Form 1. Ohio Brass Co.).
insulator with switch

driver in passing under the section insulator may close

tiie switch when his trip runs into the section and open
it as the trip passes out.

Automatic section insulators are so designed that the
trolley wheel in passing over them will cut in the sec-

tion of trolley wire ahead of the locomotive and on the
return cut it out. The automatic section insulators are
more expensive, heavier and more complicated than
the hand-operated insulators.

Trolley wire for mine service is now, in practically

every case, grooved No. 0000 hard-drawn copper
(Fig. 9). The round trolley wire (Fig. 10) is at present
seldom used because the hangers employed with it must
have their lips formed under it for its support. This may
introduce a bump—that is, it does not provide a smooth
"under-run." The fi.trure 8 wire (Fig. 10) provides a
smooth under-run and good mechanical attachment to

the- hangers, but it is difficult to handle in that it tends
to kink. The grooved wire has neither of the foregoing
di.'-!!dvi?ntages and affords both a good mechanical sup-

'The location of the trolley wire with relation to the

track will be determined by local conditions. Ordinarily

the "Center of each hanger may be 7 in. outside of the

outer edge of the rail.

When dead-ending a trolley wire' (Fig. 11) it should

lie anchored securely and insulated. This may be ac-

complished either by using a strand insulator, an ordi-

•nary turn-buckle or a Brooklyn strain insulator, which

4s really a combination of the two devices just men-
tioned. A suitable galvanized clamp should be used for

holding the dead-end loop at the end of the trolley wire.

A trolley wire should be protected to prevent men or

animals from contacting therewith. The protection may
comprise boards or strips extending down each side of

the trolley wire with a space between sufficient to admit

the trolley wheel.

A trolley frog should be located 2 A ft. in advance of

the point of the latch and be restrained in a horizontal

ecommcnded by the Ohii
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I__2-0 wire (133,200 circ. mil) II—3-0 wire (168.00(1 circ. mil) III—4-0 wire (211.600circ.mil)

FIG. 9. AMERICAN-STANDARD GROOVED COPPER TROLI^EY WIRE (ALL, DIMEN.SIONS ARE IN INCHES)

position by suitably locatecJ hangers on the trolley wires

near the frog.

In tapping a fee(3er into a trolley wire (Fig. 12) a

properly designed feeder clamp should be employed.

The total cross-sectional area of all the taps should

equal or exceed the cross-sectional area of the cable.

Pieces of copper wire hooked around ordinary clamps

will ultimately give trouble and should not be used.

In tapping lighting circuits from a trolley wire a

-specially-designed clamp (Fig. 13) should be used. The

practice of hooking or twisting a piece of bare copper

wire. around a trolley wire -in lieu of a current tap is

to be condemned both because it is dangerous and be-

cause in the long run expensive, if the trouble and time

it may cost are considered.

Some Figures on Trolley Costs

The cost of erecting one mile of trolley wire complete

is about $1500. This is based on copper at about 25c.

per lb., with No. 0000 trolley wire. No. 0000 bonds and

No. 0000 cross-bonds every 250 ft. Of the $1500, $1100

is the approximate cost of the material and the re-

mainder the cost of installation. These data are based

on conditions existing in 1917 and 1918 in bituminous

mines. It is about 50 per cent, greater than the

cost in 1914 and 1915, based on copper at 15c. per

pound. The conditions in anthracite mines are usually

more difficult and the total cost will average from

25 to 50 per cent, grer.cer than for bituminous mines.

The cost increases appreciably for curved untimbered

haulageways with many turnouts.

The resistance of rail joints, unless they are bonded,

may be exceedingly high and where bolts are loose and

corrosion excessive may be equivalent to an open circuit.

For this reason bonding is imperative as an economic

I, Rounol - Trolley Wires

5>

-V 0.1SZ'<-

n.- Fiqure-6-Trolley Wires

proposition". The steel rails used are practically always

of sufficient area to conduct the current economically.

Two methods of bonding are in common use—channel-

pin and compressed-terminal bonding. As will be ex-

plained, the channel pin, although least in first cost, is

likely to be too expensive in ultimate cost to justify its

employment on main haulageways.

In the channel-pin method of bonding a grooved steel

plug, into the groove of which has been inserted a piece

of round copper wire, is driven into a hole drilled in

the rail. The wire fits snugly into the groove and the

FIG. 11. METHOD OF DEAD-ENDING A TROLLEY WIRE

driving in of the plug wedges it in position. While the

resistance of such a plug when new is low, moisture will

ultimately enter the joint and produce corrosion and a

consequent high resistance. For these reasons channel-

pin bonding is desirable only for temporary tracks in

rooms and chambers. Old trolley wire is frequently used

for the bonding wire.

In installing the compressed-terminal bond, a screw

compressor is employed which forcibly expands the bond

J.aG. 10. SECTIONS OF ROUND AND FIGURE 8 TROLLEY
1VTRES

^The nsh plate alone (according- to the Ohio Brass Company) is

not sufficient to carry the return current and should never be
I'opended upon to do .=10. While it is true that new fish plates on
a new rail will materially increase the conductivity of the rail

return circuit thcv should never be considered as being adequate
substitutes for bonds. In a short time the flsh plate where it

contacts with the rail becomes corroded and offers a high resist-

ance. To insure long life and proper condition of bonds, the fish-

plate bolts must be tight so as to minimize vibration at the joints.
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terminal in a hole in tha rail. At the same time it forms

a button head which reduces the possibility of the en-

trance cf-moisture around the terminal to a minimum.
The sectional area desirable for a bond is difficult or

impossible of definite determination. One rule fre-

quently followed is that the total cross-section area of

the bonds should equal the total area of the overhead

circuit. That is, the cross-sections of the bonds on a

haulageway should equal the total cross-section of the

copper wire and the feeder cable. Other users have

adopted the empirical rule that the area of the bonds

should be one-half of that of the overhead copper. How-
ever, in no case should the safe carrying capacity of

the bond be exceeded. One rule in this connection is

that the bond area should be not less than 500 circ. mil

per ampere of average load.

In drilling holes for bonds no oil should be used.

Furthermore, the holes should always be drilled and
reamed just prior to the installation of the bonds so as

to insure good electrical contact.

As to whether the bond should be installed under or

over the fish plate, local conditions must determine.

Where an old installation is being bonded the expense

of removing the rusted fish plates and bolts is excessive

and usually renders the placing of the bonds under the

plate out of the question. In new installations where
a 60-lb. per yd. or heavier rail is used, it is desirable

to place the bonds under the plates for mechanical pro-

tection and for the prevention of theft. Where the

bond is placed under the plate a shorter length can fre-

quently be used. The space between the fish plate and the

rail is not ordinarily great enough to accommodate a con-

cealed bond where the rail weighs lass than 60 lb. per

yard.

Cross-bonding (Fig. 14) is necessary so that should

a bond on either rail break the current can find a return
path to the supply station through a cross bond to the

other rail. There is no method of computing the .spacing

of cross-bonds. However, the practice is to space them
about every 200 or 250 ft. The area of the cross-bonds

should be equal to the area of the rail bonds. Cross and
longitudinal bonds should be arranged around the turn-

outs and crossings as diagramed in Fig. 14.

Bonding to auxiliary return paths such as water and
air pipe lines is desirable for two reasons. It reduces
the electrical resistance of the return path and it mini-
mizes the possibility of electrolysis or electrolytic corro-
sion. Such auxiliary bonds can be installed at intervals

of 300 ft. where the pipe line parallels the track'. The
joints should be well soldered and served with tape to

prevent corrosion.

Borehole cables are conductors carried down a hole
bored from the surface to the underground workings.

'Old steel hol.sting roptK have been employed by certain mlnlnn
eompanles to reinforce a return circuit The rope i.s .tupporled on
the props along the entries and crosB-bondctl at 200 to 300-fi
Intervals to the rails. All Joints should be carefully soldi-rcil

Boreholes are used because they may provide a direct

route and, furthermore, because the cable installed in

them has almost complete mechanical protection. Or-
dinarily boreholes, which may be about 5 in. in diameter,
should be lined with a steel casing cemented in at the
top and extending above the ground level 4 or 5 ft. to

prevent the entrance of surface water. It is desirable

that a lightning arrester and disconnecting switches
be connected in the circuit at the location where the
cable enters the borehole.

Where the voltage does not exceed 600, ordinary rub-

ber-insulated copper conductors can be used in the bore-
hole just as they are in iron conduit. Each conductor
should be supported at the top by a suitable strain in-

sulator. Where the voltage is 2200 or above, it is con-

I'lil. XL'. TAWING A FEEDER INTO A TROLLEY WIRE

sidered necessary to use lead-cased cables. The weight
of the cable then becomes excessive so that it is neces-

sary to u.se the steel armor wire to support the con-

ductor.

Ordinarily three-conductor cables are employed for

throe-phase service and may be provided with var-

nished cambric insulation. They should be lead-cased

steel-wire armored and jute-and-asphalt finished. The
weight of the cable is sustained by the armor wires,

which are clamped in a suitable support (Fig. 15) which
may rest at the top of the borehole casing. Potheads

or end bolls of the disconnecting type should be placed

at each end of the cable.

In supporting cables in mine .shafts, the best practice

dictates that the steel armor wires be used to sustain

the weight the same as with borehole cables. Some-
times unarmored cables are supported in wooden cleats

at regular intei-vals, but this method is not wholly satis-

factory. The steel wire armor of a cable not only per-

mits it to be supported effectively, but also provides

adequate mechanical protection. Stranded steel messen-

ger cables, extending down the shaft, to which the steel

armored lead-covered cables are lashed with steel wire
at intervals of 20 to 40 ft., have been used successfully.
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The messenger wire must be grounded effectively at

both ends.

In ordering or requesting quotations on mine cables

the following information should always be given to

the manufacturer: Quantity required in feet or in

pounds ; sizes in B & S gage or in circular mils ; solid or

stranded; kind of insulation; operating voltage; kind

of service and the delivery point. Also, determine in

advance where the joints can be made to best advantage

and order the lengths of cable accordingly. If uncertain

as to the proper kind of cable to specify, put your prob-

lem up to a responsible manufacturer. Give him com-

plete information—he cannot have too much.

Mining machine cables are made in three forms: Flat

duplex, round duplex and concentric duplex. Flat duplex

cable is the least expensive but has the disadvantage

that it is liable to kink when being handled. Round
duplex does not tend to kink but it has a somewhat
larger over-all diameter and is more expensive than the

Safurafed BraM Flexible Copper Conduc+ors^^

fJufe Filling jj

'•Spircilly- wound
'Steel Armor'

FIG. 2U. .STEEL-ARMORED ROUND DUPLEX .MININii-
MACHINB CABLE

is omitted, the tape and weatherproof braids being

applied directly over the outer conductor.

The number and quality of protecting tapes and braids

with which mining-machine cables of the various types

are finished varies with the practice of the different

manufacturers and the individual wishes or require-

ments of the purchaser. Cotton yarn, rather than jute,

has in the past been used in the outer or finishing braids

of practically all types and styles of mining-machine
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I
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.16
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ductor
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FIGS. 15 TO 19. CONSTRUCTION DETAILS OF A NUMBER OI DIFFERENT KINDS OF CABLE
Fig. l.!—Lead-covered steel-wiie-armored cable installed in a borehole with terminal clamp and terminals (Standard Underground

Cable Co.). Fig. 16—Flexible, duple.x-parallel, braided, rubber-covered mining-machine cable, weatherproof finish. Fig. 17—Flex-
ible, duplex-concentric, braided, rubber-covered, mining-machine cable, weatherproof finish, construction "A." Fig. 18—Flexible,
duplex-concentric, braided, rubber-covered, mining-machine cable, weatherproof tini.sli. i onstruction "B." Fig. 19—Goodrich ".stand-
ard" duplex-concentric, special-rubber-covered mining-machine cable.

flat duplex. The concentric duplex is more solid and

compact than either of the other forms and resists wear
better. It is more expensive and a little more difficult

to splice than either of the others.

Mining-machine cable construction varies in detail

with the different manufacturers. That described be-

low (Standard Underground Cable Co.) is typical. Flat

duplex cable consists of two flexible conductors (Fig. 16)

each insulated with rubber and braid with two or three

braids thereover. Round duplex has individual con-

ductors which are rubber insulated and with the braid

served over them as for flat duplex. But instead of

being laid up parallel the conductors are cabled together,

the interstices being filled with jute fiber, thus forming

a round core over which is placed a tape and one or more
braids. Concentric duplex is made up in two construc-

tions. Construction A (Fig. 17) has a flexible inner

conductor, rubber-insulated and braided, over which is

applied the second conductor of equal cross-section laid

up in the form of a spirally wound layer of copper

wires, over which is applied a belt or rubber insulation,

the finish over all being a tape and one or more braids.

Concentric duplex construction B (Fig. 18) differs from
;onstruction A only in that the cuter layer of rubber

cables. The reason is that cotton is more serviceable

and absorbs the insulating compound more thoroughly.

Recently certain of the leading manufacturers have

adopted a finishing braid of seine twine saturated with

a weatherproof compound. This gives a very durable

protection. It is considerably more expensive than or-

dinary cotton braid but is more economical.

Rubber-covered mining-machine cable (Fig 19) is now
made by the Goodrich company. It is claimed that this

protection is not subjected to moisture troubles because,

until it is mechanically injured, the cover is impervious

to moisture. It resists wear in the same manner as

does a rubber tire tread. It is lighter and more flexible

than cables having braid protective coatings. The con-

struction data are as follows : Conductors of soft drawn

tinned copper. Inner conductor is composed of 133 wires

Strcunded Copper Wire

\ ''Protective br^.J^

Rubber Insulation

SINGLE-CONDUCTOR, LOCOMOTIVE-GATHERl ^i:

REEL ('ABLE. BUAlnEP
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insulated with the National Electrical Code thickness

and quality of rubber insulation, then taped and covered

with one weatherproof braid. Over this is placed the

second conductor composed of 49 wires, and the whole

is finally covered with abrasion resisting rubber

—

serving both as outer insulation and protective covering.

Armored mining-machine cable (Standard Under-

ground Cable Co.), Fig. 20, can be furnished with any

number of conductors but is usually duplex, being

either: (1) Flexible conductors, rubber-insulated and

braided, twisted together and protected either with one

or more saturated braids or a spirally wound steel armor,

Production of Soft and Hard Coal in the

United States in 1918
The final figures of coal production for 1918, compiled

from reports from all operators in the country, have
just been completed by the Geological Survey. These
official figures show for the year 1918 a total output of

579,386,000 net tons of bituminous coal, a figure less

by 1.1 .per cent, than the estimate published eight

months ago. The total production of coal, anthracite,

bituminous and lignite, in 1918, was 678,212,000 net

tons. Pennsylvania ranked first in output, with West
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Height of the Gas Cap in a Safety Lamp

It is well known that the heat of the flame in a
safety lamp exerts an influence upon the height
of the gas cap secured in a mixture of gas and air.

Mr. Young's paper describes experiments con-
ducted to determine the extent of this influence.

By C. M. YOUNG+
Urbami, Illinois

THE safety lamp is the most common and con-

venient apparatus for detecting inflammable gases
in mines. The presence of gas in this lamp is

shown by a blue flame, called the cap, if the wick has
been lowered to suppress the luminous flame. The height
of the cap increases with the proportion of gas and with
the temperature of the lamp flame. Lamps of the Wolf
type, burning benzine, have a hotter flame than those

in which vegetable oils are used, such as the Davy
and the Clanny, and are more sensitive than the latter

and their many modifications. The Piehler alcohol

lamp gives a still higher flame while the Clowes hydro-
gen lamp is more sensitive than all. While the effect

of the temperature of the source of ignition is well

known, I know of no previous attempt to co-relate the

change of this temperature with change of the height
of the cap produced.

In order to determine the height of the cap at vari-

ous temperatures, it was necessary to have a source
of ignition the temperature of which could be accurately

controlled over a considerable range. This condition

was met by a coil of wire of high fusing point heated
by an electric current controlled by a variable resistance.

The use of a coil offered the further advantage of

freedom from complications arising from the flame of

a burning fuel. Such a flame, being itself of variable

height, would to some extent raise or lower the eleva-

tion of the base of the cap and therefore add to the

difficulty of determining the height of the cap. Besides
this, the presence of a small cap from the lamp fuel,

commonly known as the "fuel cap," would interfere

with the observation of small gas caps.

After some experiment, a coil was made of platinum
wire. No. 26, diameter 0.016 in. The coil was 17/64
in. in outside diameter and had eight full turns in

a length of ^ in. This was connected to an electric

circuit through an adjustable resistance, as shown in

Fig. 1. In order to measure the temperature, a ther-

mocouple was inserted in the center of the coil; the leads

passed out at the ends and were conducted to a milli-

voltmeter. It is probable that the current of air

passing upward through the coil resulted in the indica-

tion of a temperature somewhat below that of the coil,

but the error was not of such nature as to change the
general conclusion drawn from the observations.

Partly because of the fact just mentioned and partly

because the impossibility of measuring the exact height
of the cap rendered refinements in other parts of the
work unnecessary, no cold junction was used in con-

nection with the thermocouple. Moreover, there was
no object in ascertaining the exact temperature at

which a given percentage of the particular gas used

would give a cap of certain height. The height of cap

varies with the composition of the gas and the results

obtained could not be checked with those obtained with

another gas unless that gas were measured in accord-

ance with its cap-forming power instead of its com-
position and percentage.

The object of the experiment was not to find the

exact height of cap given with a certain percentage of

gas at a given temperature of the coil, but to show that

the height of the cap varies with the temperature of

the source of ignition. Points such as the relation be-

wwmmim &

con

*To be presented before the September meeting of the -American
In.stitute of Mining Engineers, Chicago, III.

^Assistant Professor of Mining Research, University of Illinoi.«.

FK.. 1 COIL -CONNECTED TO AN ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
THROUGH AN ADJUST.\BLB RESISTANCE

tween the exact temperature of the source of ignition

and the height of the cap in mixtures of pure methane
and air, and the relation between the height of the cap

and the size of the igniting body, are reserved for

:''utui-e investigation.

A scale was placed back of the coil and in front

of it a screen to cut off the light from the coil; the

base of the scale, the top of the coil, and the top of

the screen were at the same elevation. The apparatus

was blackened to prevent reflection of light from the

coil as far as possible. For the proper proportioning

of gas and air, an Oldham gas-testing machine was
used. As methane was not available, gas from the city
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lines was employed. No attention was paid to the

composition of the gas or to the percentage present,

but the apparatus was arranged to give a mixture

approximately equivalent in cap-forming power to cer-

tain percentages of methane.

The apparatus was calibrated with an unbonneted

Clanny lamp and the mixtures used were approximately

equivalent in cap-forming power to mixtures of methane
and air containing 4, 3, 2 and 1 per cent, of methane.

No higher percentage was used because of the approach

to the explosive limit. The relations between the tem-

perature of the igniting coil and the height of the

cap produced with these mixtures are shown by graphs

A, B and C, Fig. 2.

With a gas mixture equivalent to 4 per cent, methane,

no cap was observed at 660 deg. C. (1220 deg. F.), but

a cap about % in. high appeared at 662 dog. C. (1223.6

deg. F.), thus roughly indicating this as the ignition

temperature of the gas. The composition of the gas
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New Development on Pond Creek,

Pike County, Kentucky
By M. W. Gilliam
Williamson, W. Va.

Perhaps in no othei' section of the country has the

development of coal land been more rapid than on

Pond Creek, Pike County, Kentucky. Up to a few

years ago there were only three companies operating

en this creek. The railroad has recently been extsnded

about 4 miles, making the total length of this spur of

the Norfolk & Western 13 miles long. In this short

distance there are now 15 coal companies working

mines.

Among the latest developments on this creek is the

Sullivan Pond Creek Co., which is located near the

end of the Pond Creek railroad. This company has a

total of 6000 acres of coal land lying on Mullens and

Pinson Forks. It is now working the Pond Creek Seam,

which on its property averages 5 ft. of clear coal.

This operation is employing the most modern equip-

ment and is preparing to produce 30,000 to 40,000 tons

of coal per month. During the development work the

coal will be loaded over the present temporary wooden

tipple. This is to be replaced by a modern tipple equipped

with shakers, picking tables and loading booms. The

new tipple will probably be of steel construction.

The most modern electrical equipment will be used

Power is purchased from a local central plant which

furnishes 2200 volts at the substation. The first sub-

station building has been completed and the initial in-

stallation made. In the accompanying illustrations Fig.

1 shows this stone building, which is 26 ft. long, 18 ft.

wide and 11 ft. high.

The installation of only one synchronous converter

has so far been completed. This is a 200-kw., six-phase,

Protection from low voltage is afforded by a low-

voltage release, and the alternating-current oil switch

is arranged so as to automatically trip the direct-cur-

rent circuit breaker, upon opening of the former. An
automatic reclosing circuit breaker will also be installed,

and thus with the exception of starting and stopping

the machine this station will require little attention.

The use of rubber mats and Pyrene fire extinguishers

are other refinements which add to the completeness

of the station.

The inside equipment already received consists of

two 6-ton General Electric gathering motors, two Sul-

livan C.E. 7 cutting machines and one Sullivan electric

275-volt, direct-current machine, made by the General

Electric Co. Fig. 2 shows the installation of this ma-

chine which is characterized by its neatness, convenience

of operation and the electrical safety devices employed.

The incoming 2200-volt line is protected by lightning

arresters located just outside the building. The choke

coils and disconnecting .switches are placed inside the

building at the nearest point of entrance. Thus, in the

case of unusual disturbances to the electrical equip-

ment, they will be readily accessible. The outgoing

direct-current lines are also well protected by approved

lightning arresters.

^X.NCiiKuNoLt; CONVERTER INST.VL,L,ED IN
SUBSTATION

rock drill. Three 6-ton General Electric gathering mo-
tors, one 15-ton General Electric haulage motor, and

several other cutting machines will be delivered in the

near future. This equipment will be added to as the

mine is developed. The inside wiring of the mines will

be modern in every detail. The heavy rails that will

be .installed wilL be ^provided with electrically welded

bonds.

This interesting new development is under the man-
agement of William Farrell. The entire electrical work
is under the direction of the West Virginia Engineer-

ing Co., of Charleston and Williamson, West Virginia.

British and German INIilitary Mining
Explosives

By Mark Meredith
Liverpool. England

At the commencement of the war, wet guncotton was

Ihe only explosive used in the British army for demoli-

tion purposes, and it was consequently emploved largely

in the early days of military mining in small charges.

Owing, however, to its inferior cratering properties

as compared with the safety explosives of the am-

monium nitrate group, and the large amount of carbon

monoxide present after an explosion, its use was super-

seded first by blastine and finally by ammonal. The

latter explosive was used practically universally in all

mining operations, guncotton being used for demoli-

tions and emergency charges only.

Toward the latter part of the war, owing to the

scarcity of aluminum, the supply of ammonal became

greatly restricted, and experiments were made with

amatol and sabulite, with a view to their use. The
former explosive pi'oved to possess only about 65 per
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cent, of the lifting power of ammonal, and the latter

about 85 per cent. Fortunately the necessity for their

adoption never arose.

The compositions of various English explosives used

or experimented with were as follows:

Ammonal. Amatol, Sabulite, Blastine
Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent. Per Cent

Ammonium nitrate 65 80 78 ...

Trotyl (T.X.T.) 15 17 8 II

Charcoal 3
Coarse aluminum 16
Fine aluminum I 3
.Ammonium perrhlorute

,

,

.

60
Sodium nitrate .

.

22
Paraffin wax .. 7

Calcium silicide .

.

1 4 ...

Ammonia proved to be an extremely safe explosive for

use in trench warfare. Its chief defect was its exces-

sive hygroscopicity. an ordinary de onator failing to

fire it when it contained over 4 per cent, of moisture.

It was extremely sensitive to waves of detonation; it

was found that if two '-lb. charges in tins were sus-

pended in the air at a distance of 9 ft. apart, the

second one would be fired by the detonation of the first.

The following were the usual mining explosives used

by the Germans:

Glukauf, Westfaliie. Donarit
Percent. PerCent. Per Cent,

Amonimn nitrate ; . 83 95 8f)

Circuma II

Copi>er o.xalate 5
Di-nitro benzol I

Resin 5

Troyl 17
Nitro-glycerine !

Flour i

The compositions of these explosives approximates

fairly closely to "amatol."

Device That Makes for Safety in

Shotfiring in Mines

It will be generally admitted by all familiar with the

operation of a coal mine that the work of shotfiring in

mines is a most hazardous occupation, requiring not

only skill and judgment in the firing of the shots, but
the same judgment and experience in the location,

charging and tamping of the hole. A misplaced shot

is always dangerous, but the greatest hazard is ex-

perienced in the firing of the blast.

The laws in many coal-mining states provide numer-
ous restrictions regarding the work of shotfiring, and,

in some states, the employment of competent shotfirers

is made compulsory. In Kansas, Oklahoma, West
Virginia and other coal-producing states, the lives of

many shotfirers have been sacrificed in the work.

The need has long been felt of a reliable and prac-

tical device that will reduce the hazard of shotfiring,

and we believe that the Gentry shotfirer, here described,

is a means to this end. The apparatus is shown in the

accompanying figure and consists of an electro, auto-

matic device, by means of which a large number of

shots can be fired in succession, at regular intervals

and when no one is in the mine.

In appearance, the Gentry shotfirer resembles a 25-lb.

black-powder can. As shown in the figure, there are

numerous electric connections, which are spaced at regu-

lar intervals around the circumference of the can. The
lead wires for firing the shots run from these con-

nections to the various places where the shots are
located in the mine, -tfil

Within the can is a clock, arranged after the manner
of an alarm clock and which can be set to start the

firing of the shots at any desired time. The wire
furnishing the current for the firing is shown in the

figure as running from the switchboard to the can. The
device is so arranged that the rotation of a turntable

within the can establishes electric connection, suc-

cessively, with each of the plugs in the circumference
of the can. By this means each shot is fired in its

regular order and at any desired interval of time from
the last preceding shot.

The Gentry shotfirer is the result of a year and a half

of study and development work to insure simplicity of

construction and reliability of opei'ation. The appa-
ratus can be operated by any electric current and does

not necessitate any rewiring of the mine. . The expense

T)KTATT,.S OF THK GRNTRV SHOTFIKKK

of installing this system of firing is therefore merely

nominal. No argument is needed to convince the most

skeptical that such a machine will pay for itself in

a short time, by reducing the cost of firing shots in

•I mine to a minimum. This fact has been thoroughly

demonstrated in a number of instances, in mines where

the shotfirer is in successful operation.

The device is manufactured and sold by the Mine
Supply Co., Vincennes, Ind., which has also successfully

introduced what is knowm as the "Schellinger signal

system," which is said to be replacing the pneumatic-

gong signal. Coal Age will be glad to hear from those

who have installed either of these devices, in the

practice of shotfiring and signaling in mines, and to

receive any comments or discussion along these lines.

CoAi. Broker's Rioht to Co.mmissio.n— .\ broker is en-

titled to a commission for effecting a contract for a sale of

coal when he produces to his principal a customer, ready,

willing, and able to buy on the terms provided by such

principal, within the period allowed, or if the time is not

limited before the revocation of the agency. The right to

commission is not defeated under such circumstances by the

principal's wrongful refusal to consummate the sale. Nor is it

necessary that the broker procure a binding written contract
covering the sale, if the principal is in a position to execute
the contract himself. And if a broker's authority to nego-
tiate sales of coal is not coupled with a condition that the
purchasers are to supply necessary cars, or other means of
transportation, failure of the broker to provide therefor in

his negotiation.s will not render the negotiated contracts in-

valid, nor deprive the broker of his right to commission.
(Alabama Supreme Court, Rust & Shelburne vs. Eldorado
Coal Co., 81 Southern Reporter, .567.)
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DANGEROUS RIB

Watch f(ji^0aii|>erous Bib and Roof CooditioDs

DO YOUR PART TO PREVENT ACCIDENTS

FALLING ICICLES
AND SNOW SLIDES

deaths result from falling i

and from large masses of
sliding off roofs.

Help eliminate these dangerous

conditions by removing them

or by promptly reporting them.

No Brains

This kind of carelessness is what

increases the number of accidents.

WatchYour Step

TARING HIS LAST CHANGE]!

The motarmiD

tfS''-'-^'-
I^ATIONAI. BATSTTT COUKCO. ^i^!^., £*

Keep Tracks Clear

HELP KEEP THE MINE SAFE

°^1^~ HATIOHAL t&IFSrr CtKaMCII.

IT KILLED A MAN

The chip is «iiniallcr Ihan a 10c piece and as
sharp as a ra/or. II llew Iroin a striliing

I.-ICC 111 Ihp sledge hammer and eul an ar-

It-ry in workman's groin. He bled lo dcalh!

Inspect Sledge Hammefs
Carefully

Itic niamc klittl ol an acddcal could happtrn when
utiliig bammen wHli mushroonKtS bead.

[?%sii~ mationai- satxtv cooMcu. ::rs;;i«.. ajj

I

BE SUR^THE
ROOF IS SAFE

USE PROPS WHERE NEEDED

LOST HIS LEG]

Always Keep Safeguards In Place,

--—-e— i

PLAYING SAFE

Look how well these buddies have
their roof propped.

Miners who don'l taKe chances are
seldom iniured.

How About Your Roof?

LuchWasWithThem
Right under this hang-

ing roof these men wt and

&te theli- lunch.

Never thou^t about

examiDlng the roof.

Within fifteen minutes

after ihey had left, the

roof fell. They escaped

probable deitih this time.

DON'T DEPEND ON LUCK
IT MAY FAIL YOU TOO

A Dangerous Stunt

USE CRIMPING PLIERS
There are more tUf^n enough
accidents in and about mines with-

out looking for trouble.

Never Take Chances
With Powder

Keep open lights and metal
tools away from powder keg's

''SL*

Carelessness and Nails

Load Cars Carefully

A lump ni.^y alto derail car, with serious resulls

Miners! Load your cars carefultv— so lumps

woq'I fall ofl.

REMEMBERTHE OTHER FELLOW

HOW ABOUT
THE FKED CABLES?

A j;(iod and :i budAodion in feed c;ible.

As Ihc hrciul m.itliirw flrJiJi-J llii, tal.lr ovo ., ^«;nh

Ktporl unsnlc nibl.'S jn.l Urn h.m-.VK l.nl n»n

HdpRemoi'ethcCuiiscsolAaiikiils

WRENCH SLIPS
Ths- wrench docsnl
HI Ihc head ol Ihc

boll. When Ihc

m^.
Somettmes
a man's
back Is

seriously
Inlured in

this way.

Use the Proper Tools!
.-—_, o

How the National Safety Council Spreads the Gospel of "Safety First'
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John Mitchell
lOBITUAR Y|

THE death of John Mitchell, as the outcome of an at-

tack of pneumonia, on Sept. 9, at the Post-Graduate
Hospital in New York City, removed a labor leader

who had for many years enjoyed the approval of the public

in general, whether employers or employees. His reputa-

tion never seemed to wane, unlike the usual fate of

presidents of labor organizations when they surrender their

authority and enter into other pursuits. Those who had
formerly been led by him still continued to respect him,

however much they might
question the breadth of

his views and dread the

fairness of his judgment.

He is the father of the

eight-hour day in the coal

mines of the United
States, and no one would
wish a return to a day of

any greater length. For
many years the eight-hour

day has been looked upon
as the most efficient period

of working time. The old

slogan ran, "Eight hours
for work, eight hours for

play, and eight hours for

sleep." Though many
employers strove hard to
prove that a longer period

of time was advantageous,
the even division of the
day into three equal parts

for public labor, private

pleasure, and personal re-

cuperation won the day.
For Mr. Mitchell's part in

it he is entitled to much
honor, though had he not
labored so diligently for

it, it probably in time
would have arrived as the
outcome of the natural
trend of affairs.

JOHN MITCH

John Mitchell was a native of Braidwood, Will County,
Illinois, where his father, Robert Mitchell, a native of
Ireland, was a miner, a farmer, and a soldier in the Civil

War. Mr. Mitchell was deprived of his mother when he was
only two years old. Two years later his father married
again, and about three years later died, leaving the child in

the care of a stepmother. He received only irregular

schooling for four years, his summers being spent in farm
work.

When only ten years old he ran away from home and
hired himself out to a farmer. Three years later he became
a trapper boy at the Braidwood Mine. His career as a
union man commencvid when he was only 16 years old, at

which time he entered the mines at Braceville, III. The
United Mine Workers of America wts not then formed,
and it was the Knights of Labor with which he affiliated.

Not many years later he might have been ciscovered in

Colorado, New Mexico, and other states in the West and
Southwest, fitting himself at night by application to his

studies for the position of leadership which he was later to

occupy as the president of the United Mine Workers of

America. In ISPOhercturned to Illinois, entered the Spring
Valley Mine, becoming extremely active in the affairs of

the union. As soon as the United Mine Workers of America
was organized, he enrolled as a member, and he was the
president of a Knights of Labor local that had been estab-

lished in the Spring Valley. In January, 1898, he was
elected national vice president at the Columbus conven-

tion of the United Mine Workers, his immediate superior
being President Hatchford, who resigned, leaving Mr.
Mitchell as acting president.

In January following—for the United Mine Workers did
not hold biennial sessions at that time—he was elected
president, and continued to be so elected until 1908, when
he resigned on account of ill health. The American Federa-
tion of Labor made him a vice president from 1898to 1914,

andtheNational Civic Fed-
eration elected him vice-
president of that body in

1905,afteraserviceofmany
years as a member of the
executivecommittee ofthe
industrial department.

The most spectacular
event in John Mitchell's
life was the anthracite
strike of 1902. At that
time the President of the
United States, Theodore
Roosevelt, established an
arbitration board by
which the differences were
settled. Mr. Mitchell was
at that time willing to
accept arbitration, but it

had been refused. In
honor of that settlement
the miners yearly cele-

brate a day in honor of
John Mitchell, that being
the only day in the
United States when the
work of a living man is so
celebrated.

It is necessary to pass
over rapidly the various
honors to which Mr.
Mitchell fell heir. He was
named one of the fivetrus-

tees of the Nobel Peace
Prize Fund, which was awarded to Roosevelt in 1906. In
1913 he was appointed State Labor Commissioner by
Governor Sulzer. However, the Court of Appeals held

that the appointments made by the governor after the reg-

ular session of the Legislature was adjourned were illegal.

There was no objection to Mr. Mitchell other than
technical, and in 1914 Governor Glynn appointed him a

member of the State Workmen's Compensation Com-
mission, but he served only one year, when he became
chairman of the New York State Industrial Commission,
which position he held up to the time of his death.

For a while during the war he served on no less than four

separate food commissions. He lived at Mt. Vernon, N. Y.,

with a happy family consisting of his wife, a miner's

daughter of Spring Valley, 111., Catherine O'Rourke
Mitchell, and four children, all of whom during the war
entered the Navy, and one of whom, aged 22, was chosen

by the physicians as the one who should try to save the

life of his father by provic!ing blood for his anemic veins.

All the boys volunteered, but the youngest was chosen as

being the one most likely to revive his father. Thouch
35 cu.cm. of blood was passed into his system, he died nine

days after his operation for the removal of gallstones, from

the attack of pneumonia that supervened.

He has left his imprint on the generation in which he

lived, i'nd he dies much regretted by the American people

of all walks of life.
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Senate Committee Obtains Data

on Export Coal Situation

Consideration of the export situation of the coal

industry was continued when the Senate Investigating

Committee took up its hearings again on Sept. 10.

Senator Frelinghuysen introduced into the record what
is regarded as the latest and most accurate figures on

the world coal situation. They were compiled with

great care by the export coal department of the United
States Shipping Boai'd. The Shipping Board's figures

are as follows:

WORLD'S COAL SITUATION

Coal
Exporting
Countries

. Great Britain
Germany.. ,

.

Canada
South Afriea.
India..
China
.lapan
.Australia

Pre-War
Production

287.412,000
191,500,000
14.000,000
9,000,000
17,000,000

Belgium
Netherlands
Poland

21,415,000
12,417,000
41,000,000
23.000.000
1,843,000
7.000,000

Pre-War
Exports

76,689,000
34,880,000
2,062,000
869,000
735,000

1,515,000
3,906,000
2,136.000
1,044,000
4,974,000
6,040,000

Estimated
Post-War
Production

214,000,000
91,500,000
14,000,000
9,000,000
17,000,000

28,000,000
12,417.000
46,000,000
14,000,000
1,800.000

50,000,000

•p other than

Estimated
Post-War
Exports

23,000,000
23,500,000
2,062,000
869,000
735,000

1,515,000
3,906,000
2,136,000

Post-War
Requirements

17,000,000*
12,000.000*
8,000,000*

COAL NEEDED BY EITROPEAN COUNTRIES OTHER THAN ABOVE
MENTIONED

Di'n'....r;

Xorua.v
Sweden
Switzerland
Italy

; Malta
•Vustria-Hungary (including Czecbo-Slovakia and Jugo-SlovaUic)

.

Greece
Bulgaria
Rcumania
Russia

1,223.000
361,000

i,226,000
1,434,000
!.391,000
;, 181,000
,722.000
1,017,000
,186.000
!,782,000
767,000
51.000

301,000
1,804,000

COAL NEEDED BY COUNTRIES OTHER THAN ABOVE

Africa (not including above-mentioned) ' 6,336,001

Asia (not including above-mentioned) /
1,347,00

South and Central Africa 11.994,000

179,511.00
Total available for export in countries other than U. S 97,723.00'

81,788,000
Pre-war exports of the United States 19,325,00

Amount estimated necessary to make up world's total coal
shortage 62,463,000

*GRE.\T BRITAIN— It is estimated that the introduction Of
the seven-hour day and the probable nationalization of the British
coal mines will bring the coal exports of Great Britain to a
smaller figure than 23,01)0,000 tons per year. The production has
alroadv dropped from ^87. 112.000 tons in 1913 to the estimated
amount of 214,000,000 tons in 1919-20, Britain has already in-

creased the price of her coal by $1.50 per ton, and, according to

our latest advices, has entirely stopped the export of coal, per-
mitting coal to be sold only for bunkering purposes and domestic
consumption. ,•GERMANY—The amount of 23,S;00.000 tons represents the
coal to be delivered annually by Germany for the next ten years
to Belgium. France and Italy according to the Peace Treaty,
wheribv Italy is to receive 8.000.000 tons, France 8,000,000 tons
and Bileium 7,500.000 tons. The figure 48,300,000 tons com-

prises the 11 I t I

mines and th I
i I

i
"

of the popul It r II
consideration u ci ili

that ten itoi \ bt long-

min\ ,iue to the loss of the Saar Valley
l.-.ian mines to Poland. The requirements

tiiiitory lost by Germany is taken into
ic\\ dttiibuted to the countries t'^ which
Lcoidins; to the terms of the Pcs.ce Treaty.

Tieat\

»PR.A.NCE—Will need approximately 9,000,000 tons of coal
oesides the 8 000 000 tono to be supplied by Germany according
,„ »),,. T>. ,, .. T ,. .. ,<_ ^,j,jj fallen j„(q consideration that

itiv destroyed during the war. and
was allowed. At the same time,

'I I tion of 12.000,000 tons, has been
»-Uon, and the needs of the population
and Alsace-Lorraine taken into con-

to the Peac
the French
thus a leduition ot 1

the Saar Basin will i
i

added to the French piuili
of the Saar Valley region
sideratioii.

-ArSTR.\LIA—The Australian production is at present suf-
fering on account of strikes, but this can be considered only as a
temporary condition.
•BELGIUM—Needs 4,500,000 tons coal annually. It was taken

into consideration that the Belgian production has dropped from
23.000,000 to 14,000.000 tons, and also, that Germany has to sup-
ply 7,500.000 tons to Belgium according to the terms of the Peace
Treaty.
•THE NETHERL.ANDS—Owing to the fact that the Nether-

lands used to both export and consume a large amount of German
coal and, also, to the fact that Germany will be in great need
of coal herself, thus not being in position to export any, the
Netlierlamls will have to cover her own needs ot approximately
10.000, iMiH iMii.-^ |i.r year. Pari of this is covered by her produc-
tion of I

^iin.i tons, while the balance of 8. 000. 000 tons will
have I" t" itii|MiML-d from foreign countries.

•Pi il,.\.\
I ' -Tin- production of Poland before the war amounted

to 7, ' -oil. while her consumption amounted to lO.OiiO.OOO
tons, I'lii with Mif Upper Silesian coal mines now turned over
to Poliiid. -h' will have an increased production of about 43,-
000,110(1 tens tliiis making a total production of 50.000,000 tons
annually, uliich will leave a surplus of 40,000,000 tons available
for export .Most of this coal will go naturally to its prior
destin.'ition. tli;it is. to the eastern German industrial cities,
partly to Austria and Czecho-Slovakia.
•ITALY—Although Italy imported annually about 12,000.000

tons of coal, she will need only approximately 4,000.000 tons for
the next ten years owing to Germany's obligation to deliver to
Italy 3 000,000 tons per year according to the terms of the

•OTHER COAL EXPORTING COUNTRIES—The figures on
export coal applied to other coal-exporting countries are taken as
they were before the war, for the war has actually not in-
fluenced the production of these countries. It can be anticipated
that Great Britain will make efforts to increase the coal produc-
tion of her dominions.
An increase in the production of Chinese coal can, also, be

anticipated owing to the fact that Japanese interests are develop-
ing at the present time the Chinese coal mines in Manchuria and
will possibly do so in Northern China.
NOTE— .-^t the time these figures were compiled it was as-

sumed that the Upper Silesian mines (which go to Poland ac-
cording to the Peace Treaty) will contribute considerably for
the relief of the European coal situation. But since that time
conditions at these mines are getting worse daily and some time
will elapse before Poland will be in a position to deliver coal
to other countries.

It was also taken into consideration that Germany has to de-
liver over 23,000,000 tons of coal annually, according to the
Peace Treaty. Representatives of the German coal-inining-indus-
try have been conferring recently with the Peace Conference at
Paris, at which they have undertaken to prove that Germany
is not in a position to fulfill her obligations within this year, and
naturally Belgium, France and Italy will have to obtain that
coal elsewhere. It is safe to assume that the figure of 62.4ti3 000
tons of coal as representing the world's shortage is rather con-
servati\"e.
The Peace Conference has appointed a Coal Conimi.ssion which

is to consider the question of relieving the threatening European
coal famine. It is expected that the work of this commission
will result into a general coal rationing which will apply to all

European countries.
Belgium is the onlv European country recovering more or less

rapidly from the effects of this war. Her mines, which fortunate-

ly have all been worked during the war by the German Army of
(jccupation are increasing dailv their production, and it is es-

timated that thev will have reached by this time a production
of coal equal to about 70 per cent, of their pre-war output. Bel-

gium has even been lately in a position to help France to an
extent of shipping 300,000 tons of coal tor that country.

It is the belief, at the Shipping Board, that while

Germany cannot expect to meet her promise to export

23,500,000 tons that an increase in production from

Upper Silesian Basin may be expected. This is due to

the fact that Poland has no indemnities nor reparation

to pay, and that taxes are certain to be less than they

will be in Germany. It is regarded as obvious that Ger-
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man operators will be quick to secure properties and take

up production in Poland, since the result of the pleb-

iscite is certain to give the Silesian fields to Poland.

In connection with the Shipping Board's figures a

lesson can be drawn from the results of nationalizing

coal mines. Prior to the war certain of the West-

phclian mines had been operated by the Government.

Some of these mines were literally operated at the points

of the Kaiser's bayonets. Even under those conditions

of absolute control neither profits nor production were
satisfactory, and were less than those of privately

operated mines in which conditions were similar. Now,
under the extended scheme of nationalization which is

to be applied in Westphalia, it is deduced that production

will never reach the pre-war level.

While Canada has not taken the amount of coal this

year that had been estimated, it was pointed out at

the hearing other countries are taking, so that the

decrease in Canadian demand is really of no significance

in the general situation.

Senator Frelinghuysen also inserted in the record an

extended statement of the British coal situation. This

was accompanied by e.xtensive statistical tables.

What is regarded as an important contribution to

the information in regard to the export situation was
furnished by the Geological Survey. The submission

of the information was prompted by the desire that no

wrong impression should be gained as to the German
coal situation. Despite the ceding of the Silesian and
Saar coal fields Germany, in the opinion of the Geo-

logical Survey, will have coal re.sources left with which
to supply her own needs and to meet the requirements

of the Peace Treaty.

No shortage of labor, speaking generally, exists in

the coal-mining industry, Percy Tetlow, the statistician

of the United Mine Workers of America, told the com-
mittee. There are more miners ready to work, he said,

than are required to produce the maximum amount of

coal which the market will absorb. The lack of steady

employment was given l)y Mr. Tetlow as the most potent

factor in keeping alive the spirit of unrest which charac-

terizes the workers in mines. Since the mine worker
is employed on an average of only 226 days a year,

he contended that the only way the situation can be

met is by a shorter working day. Senator Frelinghuy-

sen told Mr. Tetlow that it is his earnest hope that

there be no suspension of work during the negotiations

v.'hich are to take place between the miners and the

mine operators.

Mr. Tetlow pointed out that the United Mine Workers
had had a very diflficult situation trying to curb

radicalism among the miners. This was due, he said,

to the nurnber of foreigners engaged in the industry,

who are not familiar with our institutions. He told of

the continuous efforts which have been made to Amer-
icanize the foreign element among mine workers.

That the price figures submitted by the National

Coal Association to the Committee be checked by the

Federal Trade Commission was a suggestion made to

Senator Frelinghuysen V)y the Railroad Administration.

While the Railroad Administration did not challenge the

figures directly, it was pointed out "that the Govern-
ment prices were maximum prices and there well may
have been contracts in effect with prices lower than
thj Government prices. It should also be made clear

by the National Coal Association whether the Govern-
ment prices given are merely the Government run-of-

mine prices or the average of all the Government prices

weighted by the number of tons of each size of coal

sold at the price fixed for that size."

H. B. Spencer, of the Railroad Administration, at the

request of the Committee, stated that during 1918 five

million tons of anthracite had been consumed by the

railroads.

The principal presentation of the case of anthracite

companies was made by A. S. Learoyd. He declared

most emphatically that, in his belief, nothing is going
to happen to create a shortage of the domestic sizes of

anthracite. "Our fear," he asserted, "is quite to the

contrary. We are going to have difficulty in selling

our coal before the end of the calendar year." He pre-

dicted that the Canadian purchases this year would be

3,600,000 tons. With the exception of 30,000 tons

sent to Cuba for use in gas plants, there are no other

exports of anthracite. Mr. Learoyd characterized as

unfortunate the refusal of the Hudson Coal Co. to re-

port its figures to the Anthracite Bureau of Information.

He deprecated statements that New England was far

behind in its receipts of anthracite and produced tables

showing that distribution, following the Fuel Adminis-

tration's allotments, is practically normal.

Certain portions of the anthracite region have all the

laborers they can employ, Mr. Learoyd told the Com-
mittee. But there are certain companies who could

increase their production if more men were available.

Car supp'y is ample, he testified. He also noted an

increased efficiency since the prohibition edict due to

a larger percentage of men reporting to work on the

days following holidays and pay days.

Much of the complaint with regard to coal prices,

Mr. Learoyd said, is due to the use of the ton as a

unit. With such a large unit, the increase in price

seems large when, as a matter of fact, coal has in-

creased less than nearly any other commodity. Anthra-
cite, at the mines, he pointed out, had it been purchased

in April .showed an increase over the pre-war price of

51.5 per cent. With the monthly increases, the price

today is 62 per cent, over the pre-war prices, he

stated. The causes for the increase in price were made
necessary, he testified, by increases in labor cost, in-

creases in the cost of material and supplies and in-

creases in taxation. In analyzing these, he showed
that wages had advanced from 55 to 75 per cent, as

compared with 1914. Materials and supplies necessary

to anthracite production have increased from 100 to

110 per cent. In addition to the heavy increases in

taxes, both local and Federal, there are numerous other

increases to be added after the coal leaves the mine.

Mr. Learoyd pointed out that he could not attempt

to analyze the costs and profits after the coal lof:

the mine. He pointed out that his company had

lost 3 cents per ton on production from Jan. 1

to July 31. S. D. Warriner, the president of the

Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co., pointed out thfrt

the 8 per cent, dividend paid by his company is

made up from returns on the company's railroad prop-

erty and by drawing upon accrued surplus. The failure

of early buying was given as another cause for in-

creased expenses. Mr. Warriner expres.sed the opinion

hat his company could end up the year with a profit

of some 2 or 3 per cent. He pointed out the necessity

of holding down prices on domestic sizes so as not to

decrease that demand with its consequent bearing on

steam-coal productic •.. He said that oil, gas and coke

burners had brought about serious competition to the

anthracite industry.
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A Contrast in Salesmanship

WHEN a salesman comes to the manager of a mine,

he inquires what the manager is in need of. and
the manager, having indicated the line of his needs,

takes the salesman onto the ground and shows him the

actual conditions and asks him just what he can agree

to do with the problem as it presents itself. The sales-

man looks over the conditions carefully and makes his

proposition. Perhaps something entirely different is

offered the manager from what he has been confidently

expecting. But whatever it may be that the salesman

thinks advantageous, it is suggested courteously with
reasons given for the substitution.

Then comes the matter of price. The salesman prob-

ably has his figure inflexibly determined in advance, ac-

cording to rate sheets immutably fi.xed by his firm, the

more immutable the better the concern. But his man-
ner on this matter is conciliatory. He explains apolo-

getically that the price is so outrageously high that he

is almost ashamed to offer his goods, but then what can

he do? Prices of all materials are so high and labor

is now paid so much more than ever before that even if

his company was content to do business without the

reasonable profit it is charging, he would still have to

ask what a few years ago would have been almost an

unthinkable figure.

That is how sales are made today—sales of everything

except labor. The union says, "We demand." The seller

of labor abuses the buyer. The labor salesman makes

no attempt to fit his offering to the needs of the pur-

chaser. He is not endeavoring to render any service

whatever to the man to whom he is trying to sell his

labor. He consults only the convenience of the firm he

represents, which is, in his case, the union. "We de-

mand," is the first and last of his argument. It ap-

pears fourteen or fifteen times in painful and discour-

teous iteration in the anthracite mine workers' formula.

No wonder the operator is moved to say, "No." How
much better would be a courteous explanation, some-

thing of an apology for frequent changes in the schedule

of rates; how much more desirable a readiness to knit

the desire of the seller into the needs of the purchaser.

All the doctrine of dissent, all the psychology of nega-

tion, is bound up in those uncompromising words—"We
demand." The evil spirits of men are always aroused

by such inconsiderate words of defiance.

If there is a motto which fits best the coat of arms

of a trust—labor trust or other— it is the word m"v-

damus, "we demand." Let labor go easily. Words like

these, the expressions of irresponsibility born of un-

restrained power, foreshadow something other than

victory. Where powers are thus arbitrarily abused there

rises in the minds and hearts of the victims a spirit

not of submission but of self-defence and reciprocal

defiance. The public is ready for reason, for argument,

for service, but not for the bludgeon—and in the end
the public pa"s, not the coal companies.
The public always pays. Why then does it not take

an interest in making labor contracts accord with the
dictates of decency and reason? In the long run it pays
the costs of victory. Why does it never inquire as to

the merit of the matter at issue? The public pays sor-

rowfully, bitterly, vengefully. Why then does it not
look at something more than the final score, but with
diligence condescend to read the labor items and insist

that those items be kept in accord with reason?

Every 2indue tvage increase, one, that is, thnt more
than restores the purchasing status of the ind'^'idualt

affected, enables the individual to acquire neij tastes,

which tastes form a new standard of living. This fact,

any new adjustments for increased costs of living must
carefully consider, or dissatisfaction will result. With
production remaining unchanged, better standards of
liinng for any class are impracticable unless certain

other classes of workers are to be compelled to accept

lotver standards than heretofore.

Only Narrowly We Escaped

A Low-Price Era

\S the public looks back at the trying days which fol-

,/l.lowed the signing of the armistice; it may begin to

realize how happily but how narrowly it escaped an era

of lowered prices, lowered wages, uncertainty, bank-

ruptcy and panic. Had wages been allowed to drop, the

nation would have experienced a period of soup kitchens.

Everyone would have waited till the bottom of the de-

pression was reached. Then, having lost all confidence,

months and even a year or so would have run before

everything would have moved surely.

Fortunately, wages did not drop. They were the

rock on which confidence speedily erected a foundation.

People soon became ready to buy, and to produce, when
they found that what cost $1 one day could not be bought

for 50c. a month later. Unfortunately, there was some
small degree of doubt and hesitation. Bitter is the

price we must pay for it, because it reduced production

of numberless needed articles. The lack of production

in the early part of 1919 has no little to do with the

present high level of prices.

It is customary to say that idleness is regrettable be-

cause it causes hardship. When the idleness is at an

end, then the misfortune is believed to have reached

an end also. But the shortage of production in the time

of idleness causes a lack of material in the busy time

that follows, and the public continues to suffer from that

shortage.

It is hard to blame the producer, especially the coal

operator, for shutting down his operations in the face-

of a lack of orders; it is difficult to blame the whole-

saler and retailer for having been slow to buy when
prices seemed uncertain; it is uncharitable to blame

the public for having been cautions in building and in

purchasing articles of a staple character in view of the

general uncertainty. But if they had all had a little

nuore faith and a little more judgment in forecasting the

future, there would not have been a shortage of articks

of all kinds.

Nowadays, when men do not get steady work they

want more pay to balance the idle time. It is nc*
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possible for economic law to grant such increases to the

majority at least of workingmen. If a farmer works
half as many days as he normally should, he will prob-

ably get about half as big a crop as usual. So if the

world works half time, it produces half product, and

it can live only half as well.

Thus on the correctness of our economic faith rests

our living. There are twelve months in our year; we
must work in all of them. We must find a way some-

how to make every day count. Our campaign, with the

motto "Let's go," must start in the future at the first

appearance of lagging, and when the next lull comes, our
powerful Uncle Sam himself, with roads, city pavements,

sewers, buildings, harbors and river works, and even

reclamation-service expenditures, must set the pace

for the rest of us.

The mine workers of Kcmsas had 36i strikes in. tivo

years and won $TSi.84 as an outcome. They lost over

a million dollars in working time during these suspen-

sions of loork. How much more profitable is farming
than freebooting! How much better is working than

striking! Blessed are the peacemakers. No wonder
men write t-o us and others to tell them of some happy
regions where there are no unions and no Howats.

Our Experience in Nationalization

FROM our experience with the railroads we can
readily see the outcome of nationalization. Rates

have risen both for freight and passenger service the

traveler has less trains to choose from, small freight

is not removed daily, special tourist rates are sus-

pended, the service at all large stations is inadequate

for the amount of travel, privileges in passenger transit

are restricted, space which was granted free on club

cars to chair-car passengers is now often sold to any
who desire to purchase it and the puUman ticket holder

is denied the privilege of using it without charge,

freight cars are not supplied when or in as large a
quantity as desired while demurrage charges are higher.

Meantime, food charges on dining cars have been raised

except where the portions served are smaller.

Under those circumstances it is a matter for regret

that the railroads are not paying their expenses. But
even the showing obtained, unfavorable as it is, has

been secured by letting repairs wait. Tn 1918, even

after the armistice, no rail was ordered. In 1919 only

200,000 tons of steel rail have been purchased, about
one-tenth as much as the railroads of the country need

for maintenance purposes. From 30 to 40 per cent, less

ties have been bought than proper maintenance would
require. Freight cars are getting rapidly into disre-

pair. Just how much nobody knows. However, because

no figure can be put upon the neglect of repairs of

freight cars, is no evidence that this is not one of the

more deplorable items. Some have estimated that the

car repairs as a whole have fallen .30 to 40 per cent

below the proper level. Coal-car repairs are admittedly

behind those of other railroad cars.

The public had a right to presume that as soon
as the armistice was signed, the Government would try

to make up for the lowered expenditures during the

war by an activity that would be bracing to business.

The administration, however, showed its normal sense
of the fitness of things by going around begging private

business for jobs on behalf of discharged soldiers

while refusing to buy anything to make up for previous
failures to purchase. Much of the work of the Bureaus
of Reemployment could have spared their labor had the
railroads placed their orders, reassured business and so

kept everything moving.
Nothing was clearer than that natural law was more

regulative of business than the Administration of Rail-

roads. Some business did come to the steel companies,
but none from Walker D. Hines or the railroads he
supervised. The only stimulus which Mr. Hines sup-
plies is the fear of a car shortage which will make
all material in great demand or a strike of his employees
that will prevent all goods from reaching a market.
He has so feared to spend a dollar that he may shortly

have to spend much more than that sum to secure the

supplies which he has delayed buying.
Really, the public may be excused for conceding that

under normal nationalization conditions it would be
justified in expecting that a better chief than Walker
D. Hines would be chosen to direct the destinies of the

railroads and by indirection the destinies of the nation.

Transportation is an important feature of our national

life. If it is badly handled by a false economist we
may again go back to zoning, commandeering, diversion

of coal, pooling, workless days and other expedients,

with Mr. Hines declaring that the fault rests not with
him but with the wicked trusts and unexpected hin-

drances.

Of all those who, by delaying purchases, nearly caused

a panic, our Director of Railroads was among the chief.

The public has recovered its confidence despite his mis-

judgment, and now, perhaps, as the result of his course

of conduct, we shall pass from a near panic of low prices

to the opposite pole, a high-price climax.

We are told that labor ivhen sold, is not a commodity,
because men may not so regard the only thing a man
has to sell. But ivhen the miner buys the labor of

farmer, of shoemaker, -of boarding-hou-'se keeper he is

not buying a commodity, so may not these persons al^o

conspire loithout limit to sell him the only thing they

have for sale at the highest prices they can get for it?

No, that is profiteering, for while mine labor is not a

commodity, farm labor, shoe labor and kitchen labor,

clearly are. Is it not so?

When the World Is Poor

OWING to the war we are a year or more behind in

the supply of our needs. That gives us a promise

of steady work, but assures us of penurious times till

our wants are supplied. This is no time for magnificent

pipe dreams. The corporeal basis for these does not

exist, though a steady fare of gorgeous motion pictures

may nightly cause us to believe that it does. We must
make up for the destruction of the past, fret as we may
at the size of the bill.

When we get back to the plethoric housing and full

shelves and bursting granaries of pre-war days we can,

with some hope for success, plan for a new world and a

better future. If our baseless visions of plenty, how-

ever, make us work industriously and beam kindlier

than ever on one another, well and good. The vision,

though untrue, will be well justified in its results. If

it merely makes us discontented, then the sooner we
wake up the better.
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General Labor Review
A few weeks ago it seemed permissible to hope that

the leaders of the labor unions would remember that the

mine workers were citizens of a country where other work-
ing men had to live and that what one laboring man com-
pelled his employer to concede, other laboring men would
have to pay. The labor leaders of the coal industry know
that the working man cannot argue about wages as the

boy does about apples—that the more he picks the 'less

will go to waste. The more wages the miner gets, the

less of his product others can afford to buy and the less

of the material made by the use of his product others can
purchase.

The labor leaders full well know the folly of the indis-

criminate wage, the excessively short day and nationaliza-

tion. For a while they led everyone to think, and appeared
to think themselves, that they were going to be reasonable

to the poor underlings who did not have the distinction

of being engaged in the mining of coal. But in the end

they wers hurried into approving the wildest schemes of

the wildest schemers in the union

Thus the "Leaders" Must Follow the "Led"

It is little good having men with a grounding in economy,
men with a sense of what is right, if in the upshot they

are to be pushed into one folly after another by the less

instructed and less ethical of their followers. Acting Presi-

dent Lewis is rated as being a wise and honorable man. but

after he had put his ear to the dust he came out unre-

servedly for a 60 per cent, increase.

The public seems to take little interest in the matter,

just as if it was not in any way the real victim of the wage
revision. It always acts the same way. It sympathizes

with the mine worker, wishes him Godspeed and a larger

wage and then tears its hair when the wage is granted

and blames the operator for its own fault and the cupidity

of the mine worker. The consumer is the party most at

interest; he should form his own conclusions as to the mat-

ter, and let the mine worker know what they are in no
uncertain manner. He should back the operator in his

fight when he is right, condemn him when he is wrong and
stand ready to pay the price for coal which any rightful

increase in wage makes obligatory.

He should not condemn the operator if that functionary

refuses to make improper concessions and so causes a strike

and business paralysis and should not fail to condemn him
if he tries to avoid a strike by making unfair concessions

which inevitably increase the cost of coal. There is an

equity in wage revisions. The consumer should have an
inkling as to what that equity t« and hold the conferees, at

least roughly, to it.

Would Have an Increase of 113 Per Cent.

An liicrease in wage of 60 per cent., a decrease in time

of 25 per cent., making an increase per hour of 113.33 per

cent., is demanded despite the fact that living has gone
up only 75 per cent, at most since the war began and large

advances have meantime been granted—all this would seem
to be a matter in which the public will rightly have some
interest when the workers' representatives meet the oper-

ators at the Hotel Iroquois, Buffalo, Sept. 25.

If the discussion drags along without result for about

five weeks, namely, till Nov. 1, then there is to be a strike.

The no-suspension rule is not this year to be put in force.

As for the automatic-penalty provision, the darling of the

union leader as much as the operator, and of the Fuel
Administration, it is to be swept away. Probably no one
will much regret it. The union will suffer the most. The
penalty was always a somewhat welcome goad to belabor

the men into accepting the orders of the union adminis-

ti-ation, whereas the operator u.sually found it interfered

with the ending of an illegal strike and so quite generally

consented to I'emit it. The penalty has always seemed to

add to the acerbity of disputes and to give a further occa-

sion for quarreling. Perhaps it is just as well abolished.

Biggest Meeting Union Ever Held

The Twenty-seventh Consecutive and Fourth Biennial
Convention of the United Mine Workers of America met
at Gray's Armory at 10 a.m., Tuesday. Sept. 9. Never
has a larger convention of that body assembled. There
were over 2000 in attendance, the Indianapolis Convention
in 1918 being attended by only 1800 delegates. The crowd
overflowed all the accommodations. The session opened with
an address of welcome from the state of Ohio, the city of

Cleveland, the Cleveland Federation of Labor and the chiefs

of the railroad brotherhoods whose headquarters are in

Cleveland.

Henry Raisse of the Cleveland branch of the Federation
was temporary chairman. Mayor Harry L. Davis spoke
for the city. The city of Cleveland, knowing that some fric-

tion exists between Indianapolis and the United Mine
Workers of America, at present domiciled there, is anxious
to capture all future conventions for which Cleveland
is certainly a convenient point. John Moore, president of
the Ohio State Federation of Labor and also, by the way,
president of District No. 6 (Ohio), extended a welcome to

the visiting delegation on behalf of the State Federation.

Brothekhoods Are the Honored Guests

Warren S. Stone, Timothy J. Shea and W. G. Lee, repre-

senting the railroad brotherhoods, welcomed the guests,

and, not at all incidentally, laid out their revolutionary

progrrf before them—that Plumb plan which is so full

of menace to the real intertsts of the laboring men of this

country. Acting President Lewis and the mine workers,

however, did not seem to realize the mischief bound up in

that Plumb foolishness.

Mr. Lewis then made his address as acting presi-

dent. He introduced a list of foods showing how they
had gone up in price, but he did not show how rent had
remained unchanged meanwhile, nor did he taks pains to

tell how powder had been "stabilized" by union contracts.

As a matter of fa^t, the increases in prices have been

more than discounted by the wage raises of the day work-
ers, and that if it were not so the proposed increases alone

would be more than sufficient to offset them.

It is of no interest for us to be told about phenomenal
changes in prices. The whole increase is less than 75 per

cent., and the day laborers are seeking an increased hourly

wage of 113 per cent., which is 50 per cent, more than the

increased cost of living, ignoring all that has been granted

already. The quoted prices may extenuate the men's de-

mands, but cannot justify the outrageous wages being asked.

Mr. Lewis presented the following statements to the

assembly as a basis for their action

:

First^The United Mine Workers of America is in-no

way i-esponsible for the failure of the Senate of the United
States to ratify within a reasonable length of time the

treaty of peace and to thus officially terminate, in the bi-

tuminous fields, the Washington wage agreement. We
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have, as an organization, demonstrated our good faith and

exhibited every moral desire to liquidate our responsibilities.

We are today, however, face to face with a situation where-

in we cannot justify any further delay as concerns our

own affairs. I accordingly recommend that this convention

take action declaring the Washington agreement officially

terminated at a date not later than Nov. 1.

Second—In the event that a basic agreement in the

Central Competitive Field is not negotiated by the date

fixed for the expiration of the present contract, I recom-

mend that there be no sectional settlements by districts or

groups of districts, but that there be a complete cessation

of mining operations throughout our entire jurisdiction.

Third^In the event that a satisfactory basis agreement

is reached in the Central Competitive Field, that it shall

from its date of operation affect all outlying districts and

be retroactive to that date.

Fourth—I recommend that the automatic penalty clause,

incorporated, as a war-time provision, on the Washington

wage agreement, be eliminated in our next contract.

William Green followed with his report, which was re-

corded in sufficient detail last week. The auditors, F. J.

Mossop, Albert Neutzling and T. G. Morsfan, then presented

their report for the eight months— Dec. 1, 1918, to Aug. 1,

1919.

It shows the total membership, including fully-paid and
exonerated members, to be as follows, though it is proper

to say that some of the figures in the table have been omitted

and the location colunin hat been amplified:

t Locjitioii

North' rn Anthracite (Si raiitn >

Central Pennsylvania (Clec rfielt'

I

Notorganiied . -

Not organized
Westrrn Pennsylvania (Pittshi r. In

Ohio
Centralanthraeite(Hazletf IK

Block ooal of Indiana (Brazil)
Southern anthracite ( Shamokin)
Wa.shington
Bituminous coal of Indiana ^Tcrrt- llHufe)
Illinois

1,4865
(.913*
1,150!

15.

Kansas
Colorado 2.

Maryland 4.

Northern West Virginia (Fairmont i 26,

Rocky Mountain Field. Canada 6,

Tennessee 11,

.Uabama 7,

.\rkansa8. Oklahoma, Texas 16.

Wyoming j 7,

Kcntucl^ 4,

Michigan ' 3,

Missouri 9,

Nova Seotia, Canada
Montana ; . .

.

4,

Vancouver, Canada
Cent ral West Virginia 5,

Local tinion in Indianapolis

40,9675
44,205
14,7975
1,0935

22,906
5,227

32.5535
99,303!
14,861
12.376'.

3,774;
5.296

27,206
7,876;
13,656;
9,750
14,922;
7.363!
6.324!
2.397;

8.8775

4,9365
9

6,9355

43,6525
42,019
16.504 5

967
26,827!
4,292!

27,136
79,241
11,3595
10,355
3,618!
3.399'

26.216
171

11,1645
8,323
12,7665
5,654
6.216!
2,343
5,645!
n,453i
3,838J

5,2035

447.510 474,452! 424,67

These figures are not exactly those of the auditors, for

they had evidently been the prey of a printer in a hurry,

who mixed the columns after they were set, as can be
seen by adding the columns in the tables of paid-up mem-
bership and exonerations which in the auditors' report

appear just before the table above reprinted. It will be
noted that William Green misquoted the total membership
in July, which was 424,674, as here stated, and not 458,040
as Mr. Green made it. He has carried the average exonera-
tions for eight months as the exonerations for July, whereas
the number had dropped below the average of 43,648 to

only 1.5,282 in the latter month.
Nova Scotia has recently entered the United Mine Work-

ers and the outcome is shown in the table. Central Penn-
sylvania has lost 10,000 members since March. Indiana is

losing members rapidly, nearly 5000 have left since the
nionth just mentioned. Illinois had lost twice as many as
Central Pennsylvania from March to July, owing to the
dislike of the administration. Iowa is losini.': heavily, as
also Kansas and Maryland. The Rocky Mountain field of
Canada lost nearly all its members to the One Big Union,
but it is now recuperating and repenting. All the South
and Southwest weakened between March and July, and
Wyoming did the same. In July Kentucky had not com-

menced its recent phenomenal growth. A drop of 50,000

in 4 months is a big fall for the union. It appears that

its strength increases largely only where organization work

is being done, and that when the organizers are withdrawn
the work dwindles.

The morning session of Sept. 10 was devoted to reading

telegrams, some expressing regret at being unable to be

present and others containing expression of goodwill. Sam-
uel Gompers wrote that his "venerated father" had just

died and his funeral would be on Sunday. Frank J. Hayes
expressed his regret that sickness detained him in bed.

John P. White sent his kindly greetings. Word came also

from the Colorado State Federation and from that of Ohio.

The delegates from the suspended locals—25 in number—of

Illinois tried to get the convention to seat them. There

were other delegates from the northern anthracite region,

central Pennsylvania, Ohio, the "bituminous" district of

Indiana, Kansas and Alabama whose right to vote was also

contested by district organizations.

Committees were appointed on Officers' Reports, Resolu-

tions, Constitution, Appeals and Grievances, on the Wage
Scale, and on Transportation. The last is a mere matter
<if auditing the allowances of transportation to delegates.

Would Exhibit Mks Sellin's Photograph

The question of the Breckenridge trouble was introduced
by Philip Murray, district president of No. 5 district (west-

ern Pennsylvania or Pittsburgh field). A picture of Mrs.
Fannie Sellins' body mutilated by the discharge of a riot

gun or riot guns was handed around the convention. Presi-

dent Murray and Delegate Mattey (or Matti) of district

No. 7 were api)ointed a committee to arrange for the ex-

hibit of the picture at motion-picture shows.
The cigar makers then asked that the members purchase

only union-labeled cigars, while the striking musicians of

Cleveland memorialized the delegates asking them not to

natronize the movies and vaudeville houses, to the end that

these musicians could compel these places to make the mine
workers and other patrons of such places pay more for ad-

mission. The afternoon session was mere marking of time

waiting for the action of the committees. A retired anthra-

cite mine worker of District No. 1 had his songs ped-

dled among the delegates and had them endorsed by the

convention.

A more serious matter was a resolution of regret at the

death of Mr. Mitchell. Chris Evans was made historiogra-

pher of the union with a large committee to assist him.

Several dele.ifates sang songs of their own and of the com-
position of others. The report of the .\uditing Committee
was presented, and Wednesday's meeting closed.

Officers' Reports Are Endorsed

Thursday was devoted to the report of the committee on

Officers' Reports. The committee approved them in full

and the convention unanimously voted their acceptance in

their various parts and as a whole. On Friday the conven

tion took a recess to do honor to John Mitchell. On Satur-

day the question of the cost of living was discussed. It

was passed on to the Federal Administration as the only

agency capable of checking the operations of what the meet-

ing regarded as food gamblers and unscrupulous profiteers.

All of those present did not think that everything was
being done that could be done. Some wanted commissions
CO fix prices of everything in daily use and others Con-

gressional legislation reducing the prices of food and cloth-

ing 25 per cent, with a penalty of confiscation of all prop-

erty for those evading the law. There were some who clam-

ored for the prosecution and dissolution of the packing

houses; others advocated the erection of Government cold-

storage warehouses so as to secure a proper disposal of

foodstuffs and others even declared that the punishment of

profiteers should be death. One speaker advocated a 90-day

period to await lowered prices, failing which a general tie-

up of industry would be arranged. This was along the lines

of the proposals of the railroad brotherhoods.

Three men from Kincaid, 111., have a resolution calling

for the abolition of car pushing in the mines, as has been

already provided in central Pennsylvania.
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The entire convention approved a resolution calling for

legislation making lynching and mob violence Federal of-

fenses. One can readily see a number of mine workers
around Belleville going to jail for the new Federal offense.

In that immediate vicinity were recently enacted the mur-
ders of the East St. Louis negroes and the German Prager,
and more of like kind ai'e possible in the future. The mine
workers will indorse the law but some of them, at least, are
not over prone to maintain it. However, there are many
other craftsmen of like kidney.

One resolution, that was indorsed, called for the forming
of an alliance with the four big railroad brotherhoods to

seek nationalization. Apparently the railroads are to be
nationalized first and then the mines if the mine leaders'

plans materialize. Other basic industries are to follow. A
meeting to this end in which the brotherhoods will be rep-

resented will be held Oct. 1. Glenn E. Plumb, attorney for

the brotherhoods, spoke and his speech will be printed and
distributed to all local unions, as was also the speech of

Seymour Steadman on behalf of Eugene V. Debs and other

"political prisoners."

The questions as to the formation of a labor political

party, the repeal of the Espionage Act, the release of

Thomas J. Mooney and other "political prisoners," the Rus-
sian campaign and the use of state guards and coal and iron

police in labor troubles was reserved for later discussion

with another question that the mine workers are bitterly

divided on, that of the affiliation with the American Fed-
eration of Labor. The radicals want to ally themselves

ALAS THESE ARE DAYS OF BIG FEET
Prince Charming (after looking at the slipper. Living Prices

of 1911)—'Tis too small for such a graceless foot.
CiNDERELL.4. (approaching)—He must be looking for me.

only with organizations favoring "direct action" and violent

methods, but in this they will make small headway as
against the wiser counsels of the majority who do not be-

lieve that through the wreckage of industry will be found
a way to prosperity.

With the Hudson Coal Co.'s employees showing the way
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co., Coal Depart-
ment mine workers started a strike, an order for this sus-

pension of work being issued Sept. 8 by the insurgent au-
thorities. John T. Dempsey, the district president, who had
returned from Cleveland, was entirely unable to control the

n^en. So 1.5,000 nioie idle workers were added to the 12,000

of the Hudson Coal Co., who were already idle.

Fortunately the men employed by the Hudson Coal Co.

in Luzerne County refused to go out in sympathy with those

in Lackawanna County or for any alleged grievances of

their own. So the mines near Plymouth, at Baltimore Nos.

2, 3 and .5 and Langcliffe colliery still continued work.
The trouble with the D., L. & W. started at Arch-

bald colliery about the clearing up of a fall of rock which
the company wanted loaded at company-work wage rates

and not at consideration rates. But at this mine also the

mechanical loader was bitterly discussed and opposed.
The strike of the D., L. & W. men took place on Sept. 9.

The company did not try to settle it, saying it was an illegal

strike and any discussion with those who were thus striking

was a violation of the contract. The officials resolutely

affirmed that work must be resumed before any discussion
of grievances could take place.

John L. Lewis on Sept. 10 sent an order from Cleveland
Ohio, instructing the men to return to work. On Sept. 11
three locals of men employed by the Hudson Coal Co. voted
to go back to work on Saturday, Sept. 13. These locals had
a membership of 3000 and their members work at Eddy
Creek, Grassy Island and Miles Slope collieries in Oliphant.
Soon thereafter, all the strikers in both the Hudson Coal
Co. and the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R.R. Co.'s

mines went back to work.
In western Pennsylvania labor quiet still reigns. It is

one of the older unionized districts and the ferment of early
unionism has long died down. Unionism is not a new thing
in that district and does not have to be kept working night
and day to sustain the interest. Even the Breckenridge
trouble does not much excite it. The mine workers have
heard before of persons who tried to violently drive out
nonunion men and got themselves into trouble and they
regard the matter at Breckenridge, or rather at West
Natrona, as probably the natural outcome of such attacks.

S. Norman Adams, superintendent of the Allegheny Coal
and Coke Co., has filed suit against Philip Murray asking
$50,000, charging that Mr. Murray wrote President Wilson
a letter making false and defamatory statements. The let-

ter of Mr. Murray is said to state that Norman Adams was
not more than 20 ft. away from Mrs. Sellins when he ran
up to his deputies and ordered them to kill her. It also

says, it is alleged, that Mr. Adams went up to the body and
dragged it by the heels to an automobile and threw it into

the machine.

Say Union Will Make the Miners Poor

Two lodges in the Williamson field have within the last

few days adopted resolutions protesting against the insti-

tution of a local or locals of the United Mine Workers in

that neighborhood, the vote at one secret lodge at Free-

burn being unanimous. At the other there were only two
votes cast against the resolution. The resolutions adopted
recite that it has been the experience of members of the

lodge who have worked in or about organized fields that

the "loss of work, loss of money, suffering from lack of

food and bloodshed during strikes, stirred up by radical

agitators, far exceeds any benefits that the layman might
have anticipated that he would derive therefrom."

Organizers of the mine workers recently attempted to

bring the workmen at Freeburn into their union, but the

effort was futile largely because of the indifference and
opposition of the men to whom the appeal was made.
As recorded the miners in the Kanawha district of West

Virginia were nearly all on strike during Sept. 4, 5 and 6

when many of them joined a mob for the invasion of the

Guyan field. Virtually all were back at work on Monday,
Sept. 8; yet there were still threats among those, who had
been implicated in the uprising and who had been forced

by Governor Cornwell to return to their homes, that at the

first opportunity they would again organize and mobilize

for another invasion of the Guyan field unless they were
allowed to have their way in forcing it into the union.

In other words, there was no spirit of repentance dis-

played, it being evident that the miners were still bent on
making trouble. In the following official statement, made
by Governor Cornwell on Monday, Sept. 8, fair warning
has been given of what may be expected, if any further

disorder takes place:

"The incident of the past few days which has unfor-

tunately placed the State of West Virginia in a very un-

favorable light before the country, is the inevitable out-

come of persistent radical propaganda to which I have fre-

quently referred in public addresses during the past few
months, and is the logical result of newspaper articles and
utterances of agitators and political demagogues who were
diligent in telling the wage-workers that their liberties

were being assailed whenever a measure has appeared in

the legislature designed to protect human life and to pre-

serve the public peace.
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"The sudden uprising of a large body of armed men was
carefully planned by some person, or persons, whose identity

it is the duty of the officials of the United Mine Workers

as well as public officers to establish. Runners went through

the Kanawha coal fields and presidents of several local

unions summoned special meetings telling members the order

had come from 'headquarters' to arm and assemble.

"I know of some cases where members inquired who
brought the order, and the local officers of the miners'

union replied that they did not know, and could not produce

any official documents. The wildest and wierdest stories

were circulated, one being that Fred Mooney, district sec-

retary of the United Mine Workers, had been assassinated

in Logan County, these rumors all being spread for the

purpose, of course, of inflaming the minds of the men.

"When I went among them in the mountains Friday night,

spoke to them and had some of them appeal to me with

distressed countenances to know 'Is it true that they are

murdering women and babies over in Logan County?', I

saw how earnest and sincere were some of these men and
how grossly deceived they were by the promoters of the

plan, and I made up my mind, because of their innocence

and misinformation, that no force should be used to stop

the invasion if it could possibly be avoided.

"I assured the men that night that if they would dis-

band then and go home I would investigate the conditions

and practices in the Logan coal field and that if any of

them were unlawful I would do my best to see that they

were corrected and that I confidently believed I could se-

cure that result. I left them in confident belief that they

would respond to my appeal and disband.

"While the majority at that meeting did return home,
part of them ignored my proposition and took up their

march. Though the men who so continued to march did

not keep faith with me, I intend to keep faith with them
and will make a thorough investigation of the conditions

in the Logan field. The Coal Operators' Association over
there has wired me, also, demanding such an investigation.

Keeney Discomforted the Bolshevists

"At the time I was at the meeting, I knew that it was
a carefully organized and deliberately planned movement
and that those directing it were under no misapprehension.

I further knew that the officers and citizens of Logan Countj;

were arming and pi-eparing to resist the invasion of those

armed men, and that many of the Kanawha men would
be marching to certain death if they persisted in their

unwise course. So I took no chances. I communicated
with Secretary of War Baker. In consequence General
Leonard Wood, commanding the central military depart-

ment of the United States army, immediately arranged to

send troops into the affected districts. They were held

in readiness to move on a moment's notice, and would have
been thrown into the affected area on my request in a
very few hours.

"Of course, I am most grateful that the final step was
not necessary and it is but fair to say that the termina-
tion of the unfortunate affair without bloodshed is due to

the energy and efforts of Frank Keeney, president of Dis-

trict 17, United Mine Workers of America, who.se appeals

were finally heeded.

"This I want to emphasize: This thing, or anything like

it, must not occur again. Extreme patience was exercised

for the reason I believed that it was due to misinformation

given by a few to the many, but there can be no excuse

for any similar misunderstanding on the part of anybody
hereafter. Any future march of armed men across this

state bent upon invading another county and breathing
threats to shoot up people will be regarded as an attempt
at revolution and will be dealt with on the instant as such.

I want this statement to be understood in its fullest sense
by the people of the state in general and any other like

minded persons in particular, in order that all may know
what to expect in the future."

The insurgent miners of Illinois are continuing in spas-
modic fashion their resistance against the authority of
United Mine Workers' officers and are keeping up their

strike against the enforcement of the penalty clause con-

tained in the contract with the operators. While the au-
thorities are gradually bringing greater repression to bear
upon the "armies" which have taken the field to "pull out"
the miners who have remained at work, the work of reor-

ganizing the locals whose charters were revoked is proceed-
ing in some localities. The reorganized locals are composed
of men who are loyal to the organization. In this manner
the radicals and agitators are to be frozen out.

All Three Armies Failed to "Pull Out" Men

The "first army," vi-hich started from Belleville, with the
Carterville district as its goal, was captured by the sheriff

and a posse when it approached Pinckneyville, in Perry
County, and was escorted back to the Randolph County line,

where the sheriff of that county and a posse took it over
and escorted it to the St. Clair County line. The retreat
was not halted until Marissa was reached. From there all

but a handful of the men returned to their homes. A later

attempt of another group to get into the Carterville dis-

trict on a freight train was likewise unsuccessful, the in-

vaders being captured and placed on another train and sent
back whence they came.
The "second army," which started from Collinsville, came

to a halt near Staunton, where the remnant of it is awaiting
the action of the Cleveland convention. The "third army,"
which started south from Springfield, has made little prog-
ress.

Operators of the Standard field met at Belleville and de-
cided to call upon Governor Lowden for protection of their

property and employees. The effect of this was to cause
the Belleville and St. Clair county authorities, which had
been rather indulgent with the strikers, to take steps to

restrain their activity in interfering with those who want
to work.
The strikers have called another State convention to be

held in Belleville. Their last convention, held in Springfield,

voted to return to work, but the radicals, led by the Belle-

ville and Collinsville groups, started a new rebellion against
their own representatives and continued to strike.

Conditions are gradually becoming normal in District

18, United Mine Workers of America, which comprises
Eastern British Columbia and the Province of Alberta, and
according to reports received by the Minister of Labor up
to Aug. 25, 31 of the leading coal mines of the district are

again being woi'ked. This represents 60 per cent of the

total output. While some opposition still is being experi-

enced by the officials of the United Mine Workers from ad-

vocates of the One Big Union idea, the resistance of the

latter appears to be declining.

The books, papers, and monies, that are the property of

the International Mine Workers of America, District 18,

and which were in the custody of Edward Brown, secretary

of the International of Calgary, who later transferred his

allegiance to the O. B. U., have been handed over to Inter-

national officers. The latter have left to attend the conven-

tion to be held at Cleveland, Ohio, at which it is expected

there will be some representation of District 18, if it can
be arranged.

"One Big Union" in District 18 Is Dead

The Coal Commissioner, W. H. Armstrong, in a recent

statement said that the O. B. U., as far as District 18 is

concerned, is nonexistent. He asserts that the miners who
forsook the international union are seeking reinstatement,

and that their applications are being granted in the majority

of cases. He said that the men are going back on exactly

the same terms as they were working before, but that

when they were in a position to sign a contract it was likely

that a new agreement would be entered into between them
and the mine owners. During the strike between 8,000

and 9,000 men were idle, and the wives and families of the

miners suffered to a considerable extent. The mines, how-
ever, were not materially affected, and while it might be

a few weeks before full shifts can be taken back, they all

would be working in the near future.

Fortunately, it is said on good authority that there will

be no shortage of coal this winter in the area which is

accustomed to get its coal from District No. 18.
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DISCUSSION ^.READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

A Modified System of Longwall
Letter No. .5—It gave me great pleasure to read the

remarks of W. H. Luxton, Coal Age, July 31, p. 201, in

answer to my comments on his previous letter regarding

the working of coal by the longwall system, under a

light or shallow cover. I was thoroughly convinced

that Mr. Lu.xton's first letter did not convey his real

meaning, which he has now explained more clearly. It

would be well for all of us if we could act in the same
straightforward manner and reply to our critics in the

way in which Mr. Luxton has done, which is not only a

credit to the man but shows him to be broad-minded

and practical.

Referring to his statement concerning the "willful

waste of coal in the use of the roopi-and-pillar system

of mining, owing to the pillars that are left unworked

because they cannot be recovered with safety, or because

they are needed to support the surface and prevent

damage to buildings." I want to say that my own per-

sonal observation enables me to endorse every word of

this and to add that such waste is nothing short of a

crime when one considers the value of the coal.

Too often it happens that rails, ties and trolley wires

are buried in such workings beyond the hope of recov-

ery. When making a general inspection of room-and-

pillar workings under a great depth of cover I have fre-

quently observed much pillar coal that could not be

recovered, besides iron rails and even an occasional car

that had been caught in the squeeze or buried under

a heavy fall of roof.

Pillars Lost in Squeeze Reported Extracted

There are many instances where these lost pillars are

reported, by mine foremen, as extracted when the min-

ing engineer comes around to make his survey to extend

the mine map and bring it up to date. The only way
in which such reported extractions of coal can be

checked up is for the mining engineer to take close

measurements of the thickness of the coal, at numerous
points, when making his survey.

When the necessary measurements are put on the

mine map it is possible to calculate the amount of coal

that should have been taken out, and to compare this

with the total output of the mines since the last survey
was made. When this is carefully done, the results

will show the great loss sustained by the foreman's

failure to extract all the pillars.

Again, by means of a careful taking account of stock,

at regular intervals, at a mine, and comparing this with
the supplies purchased, it is possible to show what
weight of iron rails and how many cars, trolley wire,

tools and other equipment have been lost in the mine.

I fully agree with Mr. Luxton in the emphasis he

places upon "the need of eliminating wasteful methods
of mining and burning coal." The time is fast ap-

proaching when the matter of total extraction will have

to be considered seriously. Bui, in the meantime, it

is a disgrace to the coal-mining industry that so much
of valuable fuel is lost beyond recovery.

In closing, let me say that wherever the thickness

of the seam does not exceed the maximum for longwall

working there is no system of mining that will compare

with that method in respect to the completeness of ex-

traction and safety in mining. No system can afford

better ventilation of the working places, or greater con-

centration of the work, or less damage to the surface, or

a lower cost of production, than the longwall system of

mining. Andrew 0. Bain.

McKeesport. Penn.

Work of Gathering Locomotives
Letter No. 2—Referring to the inquii-y that appeared

in Coal Age, July 24, p. 164, concerning gathering

motors, I agree with the statement that previous

articles have dealt mainly with features of design of

which the practical man knows little. The advanced

theory of coal conveyance makes this subject an impor-

tant one. Even in the same mine, motors vary in the

amount of work they will perform because of grades and

conditions of track. Also different conditions exert an

influence where loaded cars are handled in place of

empties.

The question of gathering loads and returning empty
cars must be given great weight, because the mo-
torman must at all times be in such a position on the

locomotive, when going after loaded cars, as to be able

to couple such cars without the assistance of the helper

or triprider. This leaves the brakeman free to keep

empty cars clear of the motor on its return from the

face of a room or entry.

The mine where I am employed at present as gather-

ing motorman has endeavored to use some two or three

systems for gathering cars at the face. The most suc-

Fli; 1 SUDWnXG TRACK ARRANGKMKNT FOR
GATHERING CARS

cessful of these, all things considered, is the one that I

am using at present. This has proved to be a time-

saver, and, furthermore, the work is more equally

divided between motorman and triprider. The accom-
panying illustrations. Figs. 1 and 2, show the methods
that were tried. Of these the latter has proved the

most efficient, everything being taken into consideration.

Following the theory that the gathering motor must
take the place of the mule, it seems a rather clifncult

matter, to the average mining man, that he must replace

the old .switches with longer ones and that more ties
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must be placed under the rails, even in the rooms. Every
joint must be fishplated l)ecause of the friction between

the locomotive wheels and the rails, especially where
sand is often used. Without fishplates it will only be a

matter of time until the rail is pulled from the joint tie.

I would suggest that a No. 2 frog be used, as its length

would enable the cars to pass in and out of the switch

without binding, thus decreasing derailments. Guard-
rails should be used on both sides of the frog, on the

main entiy and in rooms. Some difficulties are .some-

times encountered at the faces of working places where
short rails or "jumpers" are in use to enable loaders

to get their cars near the face.

From my own observation I would say that, on the

average, one of these cars is derailed in every working
place each day. This entails a marked decrease in the

daily tonnage. Where it is possible I think the motor-
man should be used in repairing the track over which
he hauls cars.

The motor, in one instance with which I am familiar,

is a 5i-ton Ironton machine with Edison batteries and

KlCi. 2. SHOWlNi: .V.NOTHIOK ARRANGEMENT OF TRACK

a General Electric armature. This combination, I can
say, without fear of contradiction, has proved itself effi-

cient ; and its work has been accomplished beyond all

expectations. The grade, is from 5 to 8 deg. against

the loads. Formerly it took a good mule to pull one car,

now the motor pulls five and si.x cars a length of 20

rooms, the distance between rooms being about 40 ft.,

making the round trip HJOO feet.

Now, the motor pulling five cars per trip, averaging
a trip every 25 min. or say 20 trips in 8 hours, would
haul 100 cars. The track conditions are far from be-

ing good, while other disadvantages are in proportion.

The cars are equipped with plain bearings, are box
shaped and have a capacty of 3 tons each. They are

provided with a hook-and-link type of couplings.

The management of any mine should, so far as pos-

sible, avoid changing motormen and tripriders, because
of the difficulties encountered by these men in famil-

iarizing themselves with all working places. This is

especially true with the niotorman, because he should

know where all the different grades are as well as the

bad track conditions.

Also, another great advantage in saving power, which
is essential where the motor has to economize in order
to last the full shift, is that power should not be applied

while the reverse is set for the opposite direction; or,

in general, "plugging" should not be resorted to.

While the machine is not in motion the motorman
should examine his locomotive to see that every bolt

is in place. Larger fuse wires than necessary should
not be employed. The motorman will do well to furnish

himself with tools to make minor repairs that would
necessitate some delay waiting for the electrician.

Tools for placing derailed cars on the track should

consist of one "dollie," or "dog", made of li-in. square
iron, so clamped to the rail as to enable the flange to

right itself, together with an oak block cut in a "V"
shape and fitted with i-in. strap iron; also a chain about
10 ft. in length. Claude W. Carruth.

Edwardsville, 111.

Perpetuating the Thrift Habit
Letter No. 2—I have been looking over some of the

back numbers of Coal Age, and am not a little surprised

to find that a subject of as much importance to the coal

industry as the thrift habit among miners should re-

ceive no more attention than what has been given it by
the single letter of W. H. Noone, which appeared in the

issue, Apr. 24, p. 765.

Although the question of thrift has been given much
thought by some of the ablest thinkers, generally speak-

ing, the thrift habit is in its infancy among American
miners. Attention was brought to this matter at the

beginning of the great war, since which time the press

generally has urged the necessity of cultivating the

habit of thrift among all classes of labor.

Employers of Labor Can Inspire Thrift

The Foreword that appeared in Coal Age, Feb. 6, em-
phasized the need of coal companies doing everything
in their power to inspire thrift among their employees.

This was a step worthy of the mature consideration of

all employers of labor, but of none more than of those

who control operations undei-ground. It is this class of

workers who, by reason of their surroundings, are prone
to shiftless habits. The figures given in the Foreword
mentioned show that, through patriotic motives, mil-

lions of the families of the country are practicing thrift

by methods of economy that enable them to invest in

Thrift Stamps and Liberty Bonds.

To my mind, one of the great questions that con-

fronts us today is. How can this habit of thrift be per-

petuated? Now that the war is over, we wonder if the

same interest will be taken by coal companies and other

employers of labor to inspire the thrift habit among
their employees, in the same patriotic spirit that was
manifested during the four years of the war.

As has been suggested, coal companies can perform
a national service in building up and fostering habits

of thrift among their men. Because of their superior

knowledge of finance, employers of labor are in a po-

sition to wield a strong influence over their employees,

and it is to their interest that the latter should cultivate

and practice habits of economy at home and at work.

The Miner With a Savings Account

The average miner, having once .started to .save his

earnings, is first interested in observing the growth of

his bank account, and it is not long before he begins

to think of owning his own home, which fact makes
him a more reliable and steady worker. This is in

strong contrast with the thriftless attitude of miners

who shift from place to place and become the tools and

prey of men whose sole object is to stir up strife by

causing discontent among their fellow workers.

In his letter to which I have referred previously, Mr.

Noone says, "The incentive of ownership of property
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is a strong factor in perpetuating thrift." Experience

has proved that miners who own their own homes are

more reliable and valuable as workmen. They make
better citizens, being interested in schools and churches,

and are generally active in elevating public morals. . In

any issue that may arise between them and the com-
pany, they are more reasonable in their demands and
take less interest in propaganda designed to engender
strife and dissatisfaction. Nothing will stimulate a

man's citizenship more than the consciousness of being

a part and parcel of the community in which he lives

and responsible for its peace and security.

In concluding, let me say that before habits of thrift

can be perpetuated they must be created, cultivated and

developed as national characteristics of American citi-

zens. American miners have long been indifferent in

respect to laying anything by for the future. Many
have contracted extravagant habits that will be ex-

tremely hard for them to overcome.

While all miners made big money during the war,

the most of them know little in regard to its safe invest-

ment and will have to be educated in that direction.

There is no more opportune time than the present to

begin the work of teaching our miners to live and plan

for. the future and to lay by something for the pro-

verbial "rainy day." Let us urge all coal companies

to take up this matter at once and devise ways and

plans by which thrift habits can be fostered among
miners. JOHN ROSE,

Dayton, Tenn. Former State Mine Inspector.

Barometer vs. Outflow of Gas
Letter No. 7—1 have been much interested in the dis-

cussion of the various subjects that appear each week
in Coal Age and, particularly, in that relating to baro-

metric pressure as affecting the expansion of gases ac-

cumulated in abandoned areas in mines. These prac-

tical talks, giving the experiences of the other fellows

who are doing things, is just what the average mining

student requires and he cannot have too much of it.

The exchange of ideas and opinions invariably brings

out many points of interest that are not to be found in

any of the usual textbooks on mining.

In many instances, theories and conclusions are ex-

pressed that are the outcome of long and varied ex-

periences. Textbooks are all right in their place, but

the majority of them are so confusing that an average

miner is often at a loss to understand their meaning
when studying to fit himself for a higher position in

life. But practical talks and illustrations, such as are

given in the discussions and inquiries that appear in

Coal Age, are just what men want.

Theoretical Value of Barometric Readings

A considerable experience in the management of coal

m.ines in Canada and serving, until lately, as district

inspector of mines in British Columbia, have caused

m.e to take a deep interest in the subject of barometric

pressure, in its relation to coal mining. No student of

mining will discount the reliability of Boyle's or Mar-

iotte's law, giving the relation of the pressure and vol-

ume of air and gases; or the law of Charles or Gay
Lussac, defining the relation of their temperature and

volume. The former law was statod something like two

fund one-half centuries ago and the latter is at least

a century old. During all that time, these laws have
stood the test of clever and practical men.

But, returning to the practical consideration of the

effect of changes i.i barometric pressure on accumula-

tions of gas in mines, let me say that the ventilation of

a mine should be such that any possible changes in at-

mospheric pressure would not. in any way, prove a

menace to the general safety of the mine and the work-
ers therein. No practical mining man will attempt to

say that the barometer and thermometer are without

practical importance, in the study of mining problems.

I believe, however, that their use should be confined

to the laboratory.

In order to make clear my meaning, let me say that

m my opinion, wherever these instruments are required

to indicate the approach of danger in a mine, there is

something radically wrong in the system of ventila-

tion employed in that mine. Either that is true or

the ventilating unit is too small for the mine. In other

words, whenever a fall of barometric pressure is con-

sidered seriously in connection with maintaining safe

conditions in a mine, I would say that the ventilation in

that mine is inadequate.

Practical Side of the Question in Mining

My theory is that it is not good mining practice to

permit a mine to get into such a condition that it be-

comes necessary to worry over a slight fall of the

barometer. Under normal working conditions, it is an

unpardonable practice to allow the accumulation of

large bodies of gas, either in the abandoned workings

or any other portion of a mine. While there may be

exceptions to this rule, I am inclined to think that they

are few and far between.

Most of our mining laws very properly require the

keeping of daily records of atmospheric pressure and

temperature, which are of value in the study of such

records. But, where a mine is properly ventilated and

the volume of air is sufficient to dilute and render harm-

less the gases produced in the workings a mere fall

of one inch of the barometer need not be taken seriouslj',

and the same statement will apply to a fall or rise in thu

temperature of the outside air. Wherever there is any
cause for alarm from such occurrences, I claim it is

time for the inspector of mines to require some drastic

changes to be made that would increase the volume of

air passing through the mine to improve its ventilation.

Special Conditions in Mining Practice

No doubt, conditions will, at times, make it impos-

sible to dilute the gas generated in a mine rapidlj

enough to prevent an accident; but such conditions are.

not normal. For instances, the severe bumps that so

frequently occur in the Crow's Nest Pass district and,

with less severity, in the Jasper Park collieries, Al-

berta, are accompanied with unusually heavy outflows

of gas into the mine workings. Conditions such as

these are exceptional, and yet I question if the barom-
eter or thermometer has ever been of any practical use

in reducing the danger arising from the conditions

prevailing in these mines.

To avoid danger, it is our practice, in the Jasper

Park collieries, to keep the circulation at all times above

the average requirements and, as a result, the effect

of a rise or fall of barometric pressure is seldom if ever

noticed, which should be the case in all mines generating

explosive gas. My suggestion is that future mine man-
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agers (foremen) should study carefully the causes and

their effects in mines; but, in practice, it is of the ut-

most importance to so arrange the ventilation as to pre-

vent the accumulation of gas, and one will not then lie

in bed at night fighting the battles of the day.

There are cases where peculiar local conditions will

modify the volume of air passing through the mine,

particularly in the winter months. The point that I

wish to emphasize, however, is that it is not good
mining practice to ventilate a mine on a narrow margin
of safety. Hardly any mine can be truthfully said to

be exempt from the possibility of a sudden outburst of

gas, and justice to mine woi-kers requires the taking of

all possible precautions against such occurrences.

Where a mine generates sufficient gas to warrant the

use of safety lamps the gas feature should predominate

in all safety considerations. Gas is something that

should not be trifled with in the operation of a mine.

Its existence justifies the most .serious consideration of

the management.
At no stage of the game, should the miner or laborer

be expected to give the gas question the consideration

that it demands of the mine manager. He must always

provide a wide margin in the ventilation of the mine,

which must be so arranged that the volume of air can

be increased at any moment to meet any abnormal con-

dition that may develop in the workings.

J. H. McMillan, Gen. Supt.

Jasper Park Collieries, Ltd.

Pocahontas, Alta., Canada.

Markers on Mine Trips

Letter No. 1—I was greatly surprised to read the

statement of J. J. S., contained in his inquiry, C-oal Age,
Aug. 28, p. 379, regarding the conditions he has de-

scribed as prevailing in the mine where he is employed,

where he says a steam locomotive is used on the main
haulage road to haul cars in and out of the mine.

With the adoption of present-day mining laws in the

diflferent states, and with the great advance that has
been made in the operation of coal mines in the interest

of health and safety, it would seem incredible that any
mine is being run after the manner described by this

correspondent.

Use of a Steam Locomotive on a Mine
Haulage Road Condemned

In the letter to which I refer, the statement is made
that the smoke given off by the locomotive operating on
the haulage road makes it impossible to see the rails,

at times, when walking in and out of the mine. Such
a state of affairs is what we might expect or believe to

have existed a half a century ago, and I heartily agree
with the editor's reply that such a practice should not

be permitted in any mine. AKso, that refuge holes and
proper clearance space should always be provided at the
side of a main haulage road to enable men to safely pass
the cars hauled in and out of the mine. 1 would add that
these refuge holes should be kept whitewashed, so that
they can be readily seen, and not be permitted to be ob-
structed by refuse and other material.

Not the least surprising to a mining man is the fact
that the inspector of mines in that district would tol-

erate the condition of affairs described by our friend,
which it must be said is nothing short of a menace to

every man employed in the mine. If a steam locomotive
must be run into the mine, it should on'y be pennitted
to operate on the return airway and the c aantity of air
in circulation should be sufficient to dilute the gases and
sweep away the smoke and keep that road clear for the
safety of the engineer running the locomotive. A law
should be made and enforced prohibiting men from
traveling such a road and compelling them to use a
special travelingway, or pass in and out on the intake
air-course when going to or from their work.

Electric Siren or Whistle a Good Alarm on a
Mine Locomotive

In regard to the use of some effective means to
warn men of the approach of a mine locomotive and
enable them to reach a place of safety in time to avoid
accidents, in mines where men must travel a haulage
road, allow me to suggest that a whistle, or an electric
siren operated by a special battery on the locomotive,
will give out a distinct and peculiar sound that will be
heard at a great distance and will not be confused with
other noises such as the rattling of cars, which the
sound of a gong too often resembles.

It is well known that some sounds carry farther than
others. During the war, aviators have proved the fact
and tell us that the bark of a dog can be heard at a
greater distance than the noise of heavy artillery firing.

Although this statement appears to be somewhat ex-
aggerated, it emphasizes the fact that a shrill sound, as
that of a siren, is penetrating and can be heard over a
large district. The use of a siren on a mine locomotive
would have a special advantage over a headlight, which
could not be seen around a curve in the track.

McKeesport, Penn. ENGINEER.

Lawful Examination of a Mine
Letter No. J,— I heartily agree with the statement of

Robert A. Marshall, Coal Age. Aug. 21, p. 334, to the
effect that the examination of a mine should begin not
more than three hours before the men enter the mine.
In this connection, allow me to describe a system em-
ployed in a mine where, I recall, two firebosses were
employed, one during the day *nd the other during the
night. The day fireboss worked from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.,

and the night fireboss from 9 p.m. to 7 a.m.

In the dayshift, the dayman makes the regular rounds
of a day fireboss from the time he starts at 9 a.m. till

4 p.m. At that hour, he starts to examine the mine for

the nightshift, completing the work at 7 p.m., in time
for that shift to go to work.

Likewise, the night fireboss comes on at 9 p.m. and
makes his regular rounds of the working places till 4

a.m., when he starts to make his examination for the
dayshift, completing the examination by 7 a.m., in time
for the daymen to enter the mine. This system has the

advantage over that in general use, in that it gives to

each fireboss a full day or night shift, instead of part

day and part night.

Another advantage is that it gives more time and a

better opportunity for the careful examination of each
working place, and makes it possible for the fireboss to

remove any dangers that he may find, at the time they
are discovered, instead of marking ofi" the place with a
danger board, according to the present custom. The
system akso permits the two firebosses to work in con-
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junction with each other and gives a better control of

any danger that is found to exist, as there is no long

period of time that must intervene between the finding

of danger and its removal.

It may be argued that this system would increase the

cost of operation over the old system where a single fire-

boss performs the entire work. In reply, let me say

that the increased cost of two firebosses would be largely

compensated by the reduction that would result, in the

payment for accidents and loss of time in the operation

of the mine. The system would certainly comply with

the letter of the law and give a larger margin of safety

than the one now in use.

The frequency with which I have observed accidents

occur in the afternoon when no fireboss was on duty has

led me to think that many miners are prone to become

careless in the absence of the fii-eboss. Moreover, if a

fall occurs in the air-course, or the fan has been stopped

at some time during the night, the fireboss has little

chance, under the old system, to remove the resulting

accumulations of gas in the workings, in the three hours

he is allotted to make his examination. As a result, the

men are held back and the day's output reduced.

With others, I hope to see this subject fully discussed

and would like to know the opinions of Coal Age
readers, in respect to the system just outlined. The

discussion cannot fail to promote a deep interest in

the duties of the fireboss, who assumes a heavy re-

sponsibility when compelled to examine a large territory

in a short space of time and remove whatever dangers

he may find. Fireboss.

Johnstown, Penn.

Letter No. 5—This is a very interesting subject in

coal mining and one that should arrest the attention of

every mine worker, especially foremen and firebosses,

or "mine examiners" as they ought to be called.

The mine examiner should be one of the most efficient

men working in and around a mine, because the safety

of every man underground depends on the thoroughness

of the examination of the workings to detect and re-

move any dangers that may exist in them. It goes

without saying that he should be sober and intelligent

and understand every detail of mining work affecting

safety. This includes a practical knowledge not only

of gases but of roof conditions and methods of timber-

ing rooms, airways, haulage roads and traveling ways.

Examination To Begin Not More Than Three
Hours Before Work Starts

Speaking of the lawful examination of a mine, it is

my opinion that an examiner should not be permitted to

commence his examination more than three hours before

the men enter the mine for work. Even in that time,

changes in atmospheric pressure and roof conditions are

liable to occur that may make a man's place dangerous

for work. The barometer may read 30 in. in the eve-

ning, say at 9 or 10 p.m. and fall to 29.5 or 29.3 in a

few hours.

To avoid a possible sudden fall of the barometer dur-

ing the night developing a dangerous condition in the

mine workings, which would not be detected if the

work of the examiner were done earlier in the evening,

all mining laws should state that the examination of a

mine shall not begin more than three hours before the

men go to work. This pi-ovision is especially needful

where a mine gives off large quantities of gas and has

broken roof conditions and abandoned areas in which

gas may accumulate.

Reference has already been made to the Illinois Min-

ing Law permitting the examination of a mine to be

made "eight hours" before the men enter the mine for

work. I fully agree with the suggestion that this is

entirely wrong and should be condemned. It is all right

that there should be a night examiner at work in the

mine, who would be able to detect whatever might be

wrong and remove the danger before much damage
resulted.

Danger from Ignition of a Gas Feeder

It may happen that a miner would light a feeder of

gas when firing a shot before going home. He takes

a chance and goes away assuming that everything is

all right. If there is no nightman in the mine, the first

men in, in the morning, would find a bad fire in progress

and the mine would be thrown idle that day and perhaps

longer, waiting for the fire to be extinguished and the

mine made safe again for work.

The employment of a night examiner to avoid the

danger that might arise from unexpected occurrences

in the mine should not, however, be interpreted to mean
that the examination of the workings should take place

at any time during the night. The work of examining

a mine, to insure the safety of everj' man's place before

he is permitted to proceed to work, should be limited

to a space not exceeding three hours.

In my experience in this work, I have seen dangerous

conditions develop, after the examiner had performed

his work in this short space of time and before the men
entered the mine for work. In one instance, a bad roof

fall cut off the ventilation from a whole section of the

mine and the places filled with gas. Fortunately, that

mine was worked exclusively with safety lamps and the

first men in, in the morning, were able to see that some-

thing was wrong and gave the warning that saved many
lives.

Mine Examiners Are Given Too Much Territory

The chief trouble in the examination of a mine is

due to the examiner being given too large a territorj'

to look after and he is unable to give the proper atten-

tion to the number of working places that he must

examine, to say nothing of the old workings, manways
and traveling i"oads in his section.

In Great Britain, no mine examiner is permitted, by

law, to have more than forty places to examine, which

gives him ample time to make a thorough examination

of every place and observe the condition of the roof and

timber, make the test for gas and note the ventilation

in each place. He is then able to give a conscientious

report of the inspection.

Referring to our own mines here, nightmen are often

at work on the road, timbering and cleaning up falls

and, occasionally, hauling the loaded cars to the shaft

bottom, so as to insure a good start in the morning.

When this is the case this work is most.y done by the

time the fireboss or examiner enters the mine to make
his morning examination. But in any case, the night-

men must be out of the examiner's way and withdraw
from those places in the portion examined, so as to

insure that no door will be set open by a nightman, but

that everything will be left undisturbed after the

examiner has performed his work.

Forty Fort, Penn. FiREBOSS.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST afe

-^^-:

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Terms in Mine Timbering
Kindly explain the meaning of the terms "square

set" and "skin to skin," used in mine timbering.

Scranton, Penn. Sxudent.

The expression "square set" is mostly used in shaft

timbering and describes a variety of framing used in

large excavations to support heavy pressures. The
timbers of a square set are boxed into each other, the

joints being carefully made to insure a snug fit. All

the joints are designed in a manner to resist pressure

from any direction. This form of timbering is natur-

ally expensive and only used where the size of the

excavation and other conditions require. The expres-

sion "skin to skin" means that the different sets of

timber are placed close against each other.

HaK-Soling Mine-Car Brakeslioes
Recently, attention has been drawn, by numerous

references in Coal Age, to the advantage gained in

repair work by the use of electric welding. The adapt-

ability of this means of welding has advanced so rapidly

within the past few years that, today, there would
seem to be no limit to its application and usefulness

in every industry employing mechanical equipment and
particularly in coal mining where many operations are

conducted in isolated districts and there are no repair

rhops at hand.

In isolated localities there is always a possibility of

the entire plant being thrown idle, for days at a time,

because of a breakdown in some part of the machinery
or other equipment. Not only is this loss of time

avoided in many instances, but the cost of repairs is

very greatly reduced by the use of electric welding

to mend broken parts or restore worn surfaces.

In coal mining, there are many opportunities to

apply the electric welding process in the restoration of

worn-out equipment that would otherwise go to the

scrapheap. In this connection, it has occurred to me
that one instance of its application that is worthy of

notice is to be found in the restoring of worn-out

brakeshoes and making them fit for continued service.

As is well known to mining men, the brakeshoes on

mine locomotives and cars are subject to rapid wear and

must be scrapped unless some ready means of restoring

the wearing surfaces is available. It is my belief that

brakeshoes that have been worn so thin that they are

almost ready to be thrown away may be given a new
lease on life by the use of electric welding and some
of the scrap material that is so abundant around coal

mines put to a useful purpose. I have found nothing

better than a piece of mine-car binder, 3 x i' in. in

section, to restore the worn surfaces of brakeshoes.

As shown in the accompanying sketch, there are two
ways in which this scrap binder can be attached to a

worn brakeshoe to restore the usefulness of the latter.

On the right of the figure is shown a face and side view
of a worn brakeshoe that has been restored by rivetting
to its face a piece of 3 x J -in. car-binder.

While the method of riveting this scrap material to
the worn surface of a brakeshoe has been successfully

applied, I concluded that repair work of this kind can
be expedited and its cost reduced by the use of the
electric-welding process. I have illustrated my idea of
the manner in which this may be done in the face and
side view, on the right of the figure, where the ends of

_ [_,
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Anthracite Foremen's Examination,

Lykens, Penn., May 6, 1919
(Selected Questions)

Qties.—What means of communication are required
between the tops and bottoms of shafts and slopes and
to the engineers, at all collieries?

Ans.—The anthracite mine law (Art. 4, Sec. 9) re-

quires that all shafts and slopes shall be provided with
a suitable means of communication by speaking tube
or telephone between the top and bottom of a shaft and
an efficient means of signaling from the shaft bottom
to the engineer in charge of the hoisting engine.

Qiies.-—What are the requirements with reference

to examinations of attachments between ropes and
cages, cars, etc., and the end of the rope?

Ans.—The ropes, safety catches, links and chains em-
ployed in hoisting and lowering persons in shafts or

s'opes must be carefully examined by a competent
person appointed for that purpose. The examination

must be made eveiy day the apparatus is in use. and
any defects found must be remedied at once. (Art. 4,

Sec. 13.)

Ques.—^Vhat are the provisions for brakes on drums
of hoisting engines, and what must be provided to

prevent the rope from falling off the drum?
.4ms.—An efficient brake (Sec. 14) shall be attached

to every drum used for hoisting or lowering persons

or material in any shaft or slope. The drum must be

provided with flanges or horns of sufficient dimensions

to prevent the rope from s'ipping off the drum (Sec.

15), and these must be properly attached to the drum.
Q^/e.s.—How shall the tops of shafts be guarded and

when shall the tops of slopes be guarded ; what must be

done on each lift?

Ans.—The top of each shaft and of each slope, if

dangerous (Sec. 6), and any intermediate lift shall

be securely fenced off by railing or by vertical or flat

gates, and (Sec. 7) every abandoned slope, shaft, and

drift shall be properly fenced around or across its

entrance.

Ques.—When a shaft or a slope has been idle for some
time what must be done before men are permitted to be

hoisted or lowered into the mine?
Ans.—Art. 14, Sec. 2, requires notice to be sent to

the district mine inspector whenever work is to be

recom-renced in a mine that has been standing idle for

a period exceeding three months. It will also be neces-

sary to have the mine thoroughly examined by competent

firebosses and safety inspectors to see that the working
places, travelingways, roarfs and air-courses are in

proper condition and the mine safe for work. The
examination must also be made of all hoisting and

safety equipment.

Ques.— (a) What are the requirements of the mine
law in regard to charging holes in coal and rock, for

blasting: (b) When a charge misses fire? (c) What
duty must the miner perform befoi'e and after firing

the shot?

Ans.—Art. 12, General Rules, provides as follows:

(a) Rule 30 requires that no iron or steel-pointed

needl« shall be used in charging holes for blasting in

slate cr rock, in any mine ; and no tight cartridge shall

be ramm.ed into a ho'e in coal, slate or rock, with an
iron or .'5tecl tamping bar, unless the bar is tipped with
at least G in. of copper or other soft metal.

(b) Rule 31 provides that when a charge in slate or
rock m.isses fire, it shall not be withdrawTi or the hole

opened.

(c) Rule 33 require:; that a workman about to fire

a blast shall give a sufficient alarm and notify all per-

sons in danger from the blast he is about to fire. The
alarm must be given before and after lighting the
match.

Also, Rule 34 requires a miner, before commencing
work and after firing a blast, to enter his place and
examine its condition before permitting his laborer or

assistant to enter.

Ques.— (a) What are the provisions of the law for

removing bodies of gas? (b) What is the duty of a

workm.an when gas is ignited in his working place?

Ans.— (a) An accumulation of gas CRule 37) shall

not be removed by brushing, where it is practicable

to remove it by erecting a bi-atticc.

(b) When a person has ignited a gas feeder, by a

blast or otherwise (Rule 38), he shall extinguish it

immediately if that is possible, and then notify the

mino foreman or his assistant. The rule also provides

that workm.en must see that no gas blowers are left

burning v;h3n leaving their working places.

Ques.— (a) Who shall have charge of the mine venti-

lation, and what is the minimum quantity of air he must
furnish for each person employed in the mine? (b)

How often must the air be measured and to whom must
reports be ssnt?

.4ns.— (a) The mine foreman shall have charge of

all matte:s pertaining to ventilation (Art. 12, Rule 3),

and the speed of the ventilator shall be particularly

under his charge and direction. The minimum quantity

of air f Art. 10, Sac. 3) shall not be less than 200 cu.ft.

per min. for each and every person employed in the

mine, and as much more as the circumstances ma.v

require.

(b) The quantity of air in circulation must be meas-

used by the inside foreman or his aseistant once every

week, at the inlet and outlet airways and at or near

the face of each gangway and at the cross-headings

nearest to the faces of the inside and outside chambers
where men are employed (Sec. 15). A report of these

measurements must be sent to the mine inspector before

the twelfth day of each month, for the preceding month,

together with a statement of the number of persons

employed in each district. (Sec. 16.)
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'«?D FOREIGN MARKETS
AND EXPORT NEWS

EDITED BY ALEX MOSS

The Chilean Market for Fuel
Changes Brought About by War and Increased Interest of American

Capital in Chile Result in a Larger Demand for

United States Coal

Since the opening of the Panama Canal
has made the w<st coast of South America
so much more accessible, these marlie s
have attained a keener interest for American
exporters. The Chilean marl<et for fuel, in
particular, has assumed a now importance.
Before the war Great Britain dominated
the import coal trade of Chile, one of th2
reasons being that England was the largest
purchaser of Chilean nitrate, and boats go-
ing out from Liverpool to the ports or"

northern Chile for nitrate were willing lo
talie cargoes of coal at such low rates that
competition by American coal exporters
was impo.'-s'ble.

Before the wnr little American coal had
been introduced into the Chilean market,
but during the war Chile turm d to tne
United S:ates *o supp'y the fuel whicn
could not be obtained from England.
American coal and oil were successfully
substituted for British coal, and a demand
was established. In the future the adv n
tage afforded by the Panama Canal route
should enable American exporters to oli-
tain freight rates on co.->! sutflciently low to
compete with thos' fiom Live'-pool. Thj
large increase in the amount of American
capital invested in Ch'lean copoer. iron, and
nitrate will tend. U'd. r er(ual competitive
conditions, to increase the demand for
American fuel and to lugment the amount
of .shipping beUveen Chile and the eastern
ports of the United Spates, which will in
turn aii^o tend to lower freight rates.

Import ' rade Ourinff tlie War
Pre-war fi'.;ures prove that mder normal

conditions Cnile affords the most important
fus! market on the west coa:^t of South
/vmerica. Djring i'.U:t ;lii- ..i.-< year belor-
coal exports from Kuinur w.-i-- restricted,
Chile's consumpuon of rn.i, was more than
2 SuO 000 metric tons, about 0.5 per cent, of
which was im7K)rted. Hi' at Britain sup-
plied about three-fifths oi this amount; the
Australian trade was inonasing in volume;
the 'Jnited States Kxrpplied only a small
portion of the total. The period of the war
was characterized by a decrease in total
coal imports and by a shifting of the chief
source of supply from Great Britain to the
United States. The 1914 imports we. e
only affected to a slight degree, but during
(ach of the years of 1915. 1910 and 1917
the imports of coal into Chile were less
than one-third of the imports of 1913.
During these years al.'-o the imports from
the United States increased, whereas tho.=e
from Great Britain were so greatly cur-
tailed that by 1917 the relative positions
of the two countries had lie<ii reversed, and
the United States was supplying more than
CO per cent, of the total imports.
Crude petroleum, the use of which dates

from the comparatively recent introduction
of the Dksel engine Into the nitrate and
mining districts, was imported principally
from the United States before the war.
During the normal year of 1913. the con-
FiimpMon amounted to approximately 400-
fi'in metric tons, all of which was Imported,
but during the war oil was substituted for
coal wherever possible, and consequently
imports increa.xed until in 1917 they
amounted to more than 750 000 metric to'S.
The tinlted S'ates r. inained the chief
source of supply until that time when
petroleum was sent frmn Mexico rather
than the United Stales because of shipping
ri'Btrlctions.

rinly a small amount of coke was Im-
ported Into Chile prior to the war but
these imports increased until In 1916 and
1917 they totaled more than twice those of
1913. The source of supply of Imported

coke also shifted during the war; in 1913
more coke was imported from Germany
than from any other country, whereas in
1917 the United States supplied more tha:i
two-thirds of the amount imported.
The following table shows the chief

countries of origin of the imports of coal,
oke. and oriKle p«froIeum into Chile for
the years 1913, 1914, 1915, 1913 and 1917:

I'etroleum, water power, natural gas and
firewood may be used as bubs^ituies for
coa!. Chile is peculiarly fortunate in its

liossession of one of these substitutes,
namely, its waterfalls, which, however, have
not been utilized to any great extent up to
the present time but will u -doubtedjy be-
come an important source of hydroelectric
power in the near future. Chile is not so
well supplied with other FUbsti'utes There
have been numerous reports of petroleum
but no oil is being produced According
to a Gvivernment report, ^orests cover more
than one-fifth of the republic's total area,
but much of this forest land is as yet
wholly inaccessible and cci"sequently fire-
wood is not used in Chile as extensively as
in Braz'l or Argentina.

Despite the fact that importation of coal
into Chile was cut to about one-third of

Commoditirs and Countries 1913 1914
of Origin .Mc-tric Tons Metric Ton

Coii:
EnKland 924,430 527,576
Australia 457,873 516,889
UnittdStates 98,979 143,404
All other 59,465 69,690

lotal 1,340,747 1,257,559

("oW .

German; 23,746 20,031
England 13,207 9,588
rnittt* .^'.ates 1,000 1,885
AUcr;,er ;.. 8,381 15,407

Total 46,337 46,911

Petroleum, crude:
LnitedStatcs 319,671 374,008
Peru 82,644 135,852
Mexico
Allotner 35

Total 402,350 509,860

1915
Mptric Tons
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Arauco (Ltda), a British concern. This
field is reported to be the most extensive
one in the Republic, but has not been fully
developed because of the lack of adequate
transportation facilities. Tlie reserve is
calculated to be 120.000,000 tons. At pres-
ent, the only ov.tlet for the coal from these
mines is afforded by the railway operated
by the Compania de Arauco. which runs
north from the mines to Coronel. Lota and
Concepcion. The principal mines in the
Penco district are the Cerro Verde, the
Lirquen and the Rosal. The coals of this
district differ from the others of Chile in
that they are more friable and produce
pulverulent coke. The mines at the mouth
of the Lebu River are said to be the oldest
in Chile, but they have been difficult to de-
velop because of the poor condition of the
port of Lebu. These mines are the Er-
razuria. owned by the Compatiia Curanila-
hue, and the Millaneco, now closed, and
other.s belonging to the Compafiia Victoria
de Lebu.

In the following table givingthe Imports
of coal, coke, and oil by ports for 1917, the
port3 are listed in geographical order from
north to south. The table shows the rela-
tively large per cent, of the total fuel im-
ports received by the northern ports of the
Republic.

tion because of lack of funds and is .said
to wish to sell out. The short branch
which is recommended from Curanilahue to
Los Alamos will connect the mines at that
point with the port of Lebu. The construc-
tion of the short stretch from Traiguen to
Pua, a station on the longitudinal railway,
will connect the port of Lebu with the
longitudinal railway. From Pua a short
stretch is already in operation east- to
Curacautin, from which point the proposed
route across the Andes to Zapala, Pata-
gonia, is said to be much better than the
present transandine route. At Zapala con-
nection could be made with the Great
Southern of Argentina for Bahia Blanca.
The recommendation urges the opening up
of these railways, because they will make
possible the development of the adjacent
coal deposits and will also enlarge the mar-
ket for the product, since coal could then be
shipped across the Andes for the use of
the Argentine railways and in return cattle
and grain might be shipped into Chile.

Fuel Consumption—Nitrate Companies
Principal Consumers

The nitrate and mining companies and
the railways are the principal fuel con-
sumers in Chile. Professor Gonzalez esti-
mates the amounts of coal normally con-
sumed in various industries to be as fol-
lows :

Ports of Coal Coke Petroleum
Entry Metric Tons Metric Tons Metric Tons

Pisagua 13,248 52,389
Iquique 159,131 848 213,852
Tocopilla 15,890 10.173 130,897
Antofagasta. 169.311 4,945 282,577
Taltal 17,594 14 59,451
Caldera 851 17,442 3

Coquimbo . . 5,385 15,933
Valparaiso 18.305 48,063 17,832
All other.. . 5,951 779 3,812

Total . 405,667 68,197 760,913

According to the West Coast Leader,
the profits of the two largest coal-mining
companies have increased materially since
the beginning of the war. In 1914 the
balance sheet of the Lota and Coronel Co.
showed profits of 23.4 per cent, and that
of the Schwager Co. showed profits of
28.75 per cent. In 1917 their profits had
increased to 56J and 50 per cent, re-
spectively.
The following table, taken from the

Statistical Abstract of Chile for 1917. gives
the names of the coal mines registered in
the country, the owrier of each mine, its

location and the gross production for the
year 1916.

Nitrate plants (including
Railways
Shipping
Mining and mr?taUurgy

.

Gas manufacture
Other industries
Domestic and other uses

.

Metric Tons
800,000
500,000
450,000
150,000
150,000
350,000
100,000

Total 2,500,000

Nitrate is the most important export
product of Chile and the nitrate companies
are the largest fuel consumers of the coun-
try. The nitrate district lies in two of the
Northern states. Tarapaca and Antofagasta,
and the coal fields of Arauco and Concep-
cion are in the south. Since little nitrate
is shipped to southern Chile, boats carry-
ing coal to the nitrate district find trouble
in obtaining a return cargo, and conse-
qeuntly freight rates are high. There is a
ready market for the native coal in the
industrial section of the central part of the
republic, hence it is seldom sent to the
northern markets. "Within the last 15
years oil-burning Diesel engines have boen
installed and are now used almost exclu-

Name of Mine
Lirquen C

El Rosal C

Lota (

1 Retiro (

Co . dc Lota • Coronel
, .. Ncgra. . Cia. de Lota y Co

Sr-lnvagcr Cia. Carbonifera y de Fundicion Schwager..
Chiflon y Nivel Cia. Carbonifera Los Rios de Curanilahue
Victoria Cia. Carbonifera Victoria de Lebu
Colico Cia. de Araiieo <Ltda.) .

Curanilahue Ci; de Arauco (Ltda.)
Carbonifera Los Rios de Curanilahu

I .lad Carbonifera de Mafil
luiiulad Minas de Carbon Porv'enir.

. nrlez, Behetyy Cia
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Not only coal, but coal substitutes were
scarce and high during the war. In the

case of oil, which had been inirortuc. d into

the nitrate fields because of c rtain ad-
vantages which it possessed over coal^ a
serious disadvantage, namely, the extra
shipping soace required, became more ap-
parent during the war. Coal boats could
return with cargoes of nitrate ; oil tankers
are of special construction and must return
empty.

Rise Fuel Prices

The following coal and oil quotations il-

lustrate briefly the rapid rise in pricts of

fuel since 1914. At the beginning of the

war Weish coal was selling at the northern
ports of Chile for about $8.51 per ton
United States currency. English for $7.78,

and Australian for $7.30. During' the first

months of the war the slump in the nitrate
trade reduced the demand for coal, but by
the beginning of l'.)15 the marl<et had re-
covered and since that time there has been
a serious coal shortage. The State Rail-
ways curtailed service and are reported to
have used some wood for fuel. The Gov-
ernment attempted to relieve the shortage
in the northern district, by allowing the
use of na\'al transports for the carrying
of coal north from Coronel and I.,ota. In
December, 1915, Welsh and English coal
was not quoted in the northern ports at all,

Australian wag selling for $10.95. United
States for $11.68, and Chilean f.r $7.54.
The closing of the Panama Canal in the
latter part of 1915 practically cut off
American shipments, and by the end of
1915 Am"rican coal as well as British was
temporarily out of the mai-ket. In the
early part of 1916 coal prices reached their '

maximum. Later during that year prices
fell because of increased c.ir^o space of-
f-red by the boats sent down from the
TJn"ed States to load nitrate. In January.
1917, current prices ranged from $15.80 to
J17 for Australian. $13.38 to $14.58 for
I'ni'ed States, and $12.15 to $14.58 for
Chilean. According to El Mrrruria, a
Chile."-! pewspap' r. native coal was ofterel
at $17 58 to $20 35 United S'ates currency
on March 30. 1919, and American from
$18 50 to $19 43. Australian and British
coals were not ouoted. In F'lmiary, 1919,
Australian coal had sold for J18.75 per ton.

Before the war, petroleum imnorters fixed
their pi-ice at 40 shillings ($9.73) per Fng-
Ii=h ton whi'e coal sold for about 35 .shil-
lini^s f?8 52). Imm' diitely after the
Un'tod States entered the war in 1917. oil
nrice=! began to soar. Despite contracts,
imnorts were reduc d 25 per rent, in volume
and prices in the latter part of 1917 a-d
the first half of 1918 reached 120 to 150
shillings (•«'>9 16 to S36 45). An article
in the London Statist for November 9,
1918. s'a'es that the nitrate companies cal-
culated t^ie cost of coal at their olc'nas to
he £6 ($29 19) ner ton and petroleum to be
£7 10s. ($26.50) per ton.

Exports of Coal and Coke
During July, 1919

The domestic exports of coal and coke
from the United States by countries and
by customs districts, and the bunker coal
supplied to vessels in the foreign trade at

specifi?d districts, during the month of

July. 1919. are given as follows by the bu-
reau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce:

. Coal

Will Frame Bylaws for Export

Association

A meetinK was held at the M.ichinery
Club, New York City, on Thursday, Sept.
II, 12:30 p. m., at which it w.is decided
to prepare bylaws for the conduct of an
export association to deal in coal in for-
eign countries under the Wcbb-Pomerene
Act. This meeting was ca"ed bv the Coal
Export Committee of the Americin Min-
ing Congress, of which Hfnry M. Payne is
chairman. James S. Callbnalh. secretary
of the .\merican Mining Conuross. presided.

Nothing iv.as done by the Coal Export
Committee so long as the National Con!
Association continued actively to canvass
the situation. It now being understood
that the National Coal As.sociation con-
siders Itself unlikely to consummate a plan
that will be satisfactory to all its members,
It seems to the American Mining Congress
Export Committee that it is incumbent on
It to take up the matter where It has
been dropped. The Congress, while anxious
In every way to assist this industry In form-
ing an export association, has been little

disposed to do anything so long as It

appeared possible that the N'ltlonal Coal
Association would form a definite work-
ing plan.

Feeling that mere discussion would ar-
rive at no final issue, the committee de-
cided to leave the matter in the h.ands of
Allen Walker, of the Guaranty Trust Co..
and Gilbr-rt 11. Montague, an attorney.
Instructing them to frame a suggestion on
which an association In which large and
small producers could participate to equal
advantage might be formed, their stock,
voting power and allotment of orders to be
In proportion to output ; care, however.
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^ COAL AND
iCOKE NEWS

Wtat Happened in August

[The bracketed figures in the text refer
to the number and paee o£ the volume in
which references to tli£ matter noted may
be found and sliould the reader desire
further information he can obtain it in
the place indicated.]

Aug. 1—The employees of the Locust Gap
mine of the Philadelphia & Reading
Coal and Iron Co. return to work [XVI,
283]—'the Belleville. 111., miners strike
to recover fine previously levied [XVI,
284]—First commercial coal hoisted at
big new mine of B&l! & ZoUer Mining
Co.. at Zeigler, 111. [XVI. 343]—A wage
increase is announced in Uie Pocahontas
field of West "Virginia [XVI, 284]—The
eight-hour day goes into effect in the
Pocahontas field [XVI, 284]—The opera-
tors of the Tug River field meet in Biue-
field, W. Va.. and adjust their scale of
wages to that of Pocahontas field [XVI.
284].

Aug. 3—Seven local unions of United Mine
Workers of America meet at Wilkes-
Barre. Penn. [XVI, 372],

Aug. 4—President Keeney finishes confer-
ence with operators at Buckhannon and
Adrian, W, Va., a new contract being
signed by all but one company [XVI,
284].

Aug. 5—Sheriff J. W. O-sborne. of Belmont
County, Ohio, takes action at the Fort
Pitt mine of the Central Coal Co.. wh'Ch
permits the men to return to work [XVI,

Aug. 6—A recount of the vote cast at a
recent election of the No. 1 District of
the United Mine Workers, at Scranton,
Penn.. starts under the supervision of
Judge E. C. Newcomb. of the Lacka-
wanna County Court [XVI. 283]—After
this date production of coal is entirely
suspended at mines on Chesapeake &
Ohio R.R. pending settlement of shopmen
strike on the railroad [XVI. 293]—Cele-
bration is held by miners from Paint
Creek, Cabin Creek and Coal River, in

West Virginia on occasion of the sixth
anniversary of the organization of these
fie'ds by United Mine Workers [XVI,
330],

, „ .

Aug. 7—An explosion occurs at the Wetr-
wood mine of the New River & Poca-
hontas Consnl'dated Coal Co.. in Payette
County. W. Va , in which seven men are
killed "[XVI, 204], ^, . ^

Aug. 8—The policy committee of the United
Mine Workers reports it has prepared
recommendat'ons to be presented to the
convention of the union in Cleveland,
Ohio, in Son'ember [XVI, 283]—Execu-
tive committee of Bituminous Mine In-
spector.s' Association of Pennsylvania
ho'ds meeting at Harrisburg, Penn,
tXVI, 342].

Aug. 10—.Tobn Brnphv, president of United
Mine Workers' Pistrict No. 2 wires Presi-
dent Wilson about labor situation m
connection wi*h Cimbria Steel Co. [XVI,
3295—The second annual first-aid con-
test of the Po-rl Creek Coal Co. is held
at Stone. Ky. fX-VI, 44S].

Aug. 12 Th<- TT S. War Labor Board
meets at New York C'-v and formally
ends its existence—The Vnrk<--hirp Miners'
Council of England recommends a re-

turn to work which is accented by all

but the men in the West Yorkshire sec-
tion fXVT. 331]—Mine cave in West
Scranton buries boy causing his de-'th.

Public action is taken in the matter
fXVI. 34n].

Aug. 13—Convention of United M!"o 'Wn-k-
ers* District No. 12, is Tie'd at BellevHle.
111. [XVI, 331]—The Yorkshire m'ners
in T^ngland vote tw .return to work. These
200.nno miners held out after the ma-
jority of the mine employees of Oreat
Britain had returned to work on .July 25

Aug. 14-15—Shopmen of C. & O. return to
work making it possible for mines to
resume operation [XVI, 341]—Walker
D. Hines sends letter to Vice President

Marshall touchine on congressional in-
quiry into coal situation [XVI, 267]—
The Williamson, or Thacker. non-union
field decides to advance wages and
.'horten hours to eight per day [XVI,
372],

Aug 18—An explosion occurs in the Oak-
view mine of the Oakdale Coal Co , in
Colorado, in whicli 18 men are killed
[XVI, 38.5]—The C & O. moves empties
to mines in its territory following re-
sumption o£ work by shopmen [XVI,
383],

Aug. 19—Districts Nos. 1, 7 and 9, United
Mine Workers, meet at Wilkes-Barre,
Penn. [XVI, 372].

Aug. 20—Committee of Guyan, W, Va..
operators appeals to manager of Eastern
Car Pool for better car supply [XVI,
383].

Aug. 21—Employees at PI>Tnouth district
of HudFon Coal Co , Pennsylvania an-
thracite field, go on strike [XVI. 4141

—

The operators' association of the Wil-
liamson, W. Va.. field meet to discuss
wage situation [XVI, 455].

Aug- 22—The scale committee makes its

report to the convention of United Mine
Workers' District Nos. 1. 7 and 9, at
Wilkes-Barre, Penn. [XVI, 412].

Aug. 25—President Wilson issues state-
ment referring to threatened strike of
railway shopmen [XVI 431].

Aug. 26—Director General of Railroads
Walker D. Hines issues statement (sup-
plementing his statement of Aug. 14)
concerning the coal car suppiv [XVI,
443]—Tenth annual first-aid contest of
Susciuehanna Collieries Co.—Wyoming
Division—is held at Nanticoke. Penn.
[XVI. 44 8]—J. D. A. Morrow gives im-
portant testimony before Senate com-
mittee conducting inquiry into the coal
situation [XVI. 366]—A riot occurs at
the Breckenridge mine of the Allegheny
Steel Co in wrstern Pennsylvania rxVI.
414]—Walter Nesbit. of Illinois United
Mine Workers, issues ultimatum to
striking locis to return to work or be
expelled fXVI. 414]

Aug. 29—Some 1500 men of the Powderljr
and No 1 collieries in Carbondale Penn.,
and 800 m"n of the Jermyn colliery go
out on strike fX^a, 455]

Aug. SO^Fire destroys .surface plant of
Springside mine of Smith-Lohr Coal Min-
ing Co., Pana. III. [XVI, 4B8].

New York, N. Y.

Electricity displncinp steam at mines.
Prominent electrical eneineer's comments
on advantages of electrical p-^wr on trans-
portation lines and at industrial plants.
One million dollars daily going to waste
b.v U8e of stenm rather than electricity in
anthracite territory.

Some of the b^g anthracite coal mining
companies are more or less committed to
a policy of electricity : prominent among
these are the Lehigh Co,al and Naviaation
Co.. and the Coal Depnrtment of the Dela-
ware. Lackawanna & Western R.R. Quite
recently the Susquehanna Collieries Co.
announced its intention to expend a large
sum in elec'ritying some of its p'ants in

the Lykens Valley field, stating that the
company expected by this change of steam
to electric power, to turn the balance of
oppt-ating .Tccount from loss tp profit at
such plants.

In this connection an address of W. S.

Murray, electrical engineer, before the
Bridgeport Ch.amber of Commerce, has con-
siderable interest. His topic was, "One
W^ay to Maintain Industrial Supremacy"
He warred manufacturers that anthrncite
coal in the ground is limited and claimed
that St. 010 nno daily is going 'o w.aste
thron*rh imnroper means of providing pow-
er and suggesting comnlete electrification

of transmis>^ion lines along the northern
seaboard. Mr. Murray was the engineer
n ch.arge of the tlectrificttion of the New
Haven railroad system, and not only en-
larged on the practical working out of the

plan on the New Haven but also other
lines which use this form of power.
what is said about* railroads may be

said about industrial plants, related Mr.
Murray, that where there is a clear saving
of coal to railroads of four to one ratio,
the saving between electric i&nd steam,
drive in plants is as high as ten to one,
with greatly reduced cost of maintaining
electric vs steam equipment. In the terri-
tory between Washington and Boston, ex-
tending inland 100 miles, there is a de-
mand for 17,000.000 hp Of this railroads
require 7.000,000, and industrial plants the
remainder. The anthracite mining com-
panies are interested in cheaper power
casts at the collieries, at industrial plants
and on transportation lines as well.

Philadelphia, Penn.

Anthracite "independent operators" to
bring suit in red"ral Court of Claims.
Blade no profit under Fuel Administration
prices. Test swit important to large number
of both anthracite and bituminous oper-
ators. Interesting statement made by Dr.
Oarfleld. If test suit is successful other
suits probably will follow.

Certain independent anthracite oi')erator3
of Pennsylvania—those companies other
than the "railroad coal companies"—sus-
tained such severe losses, so they assert,
during the regime of the United States Fuel
Administration that they will shortly begin
in the Federal Court of Claims a test suit
against the United States to determine
(under the Lever Act) if the United States
is not liable to damages.

It will be alleged th.at the company
bringing the suit operated its mine during
the entire i>eriod of the Fuel Administration
control, and that (under the restriction of
prices maintained by Dr. Garfield) the
prices it was permitted to charge for its

product were so low that it barely atrt bacJc
Its cost of mining and preparation, thus
making no profit whatever ; whereas, if it

had not been restricted in such a mamner.
it would have lieen able to make a just
and reasonable profit.

The act of Aug. 10, 1917, in Section 25.
provides: "In fixing maximum prices for
prodiKers. the commission shall allow the
cost of production, including the expenses
of operation, m.aintenance, depreciation and
depletion, and shall add thereto a just and
reasonable profit."
The tost suit will determine th. liability

of tha Government to a large number of
coal operators, in both anthracite and bitu-
minous fields, who. from patriotic principles,
kept their plants going during the period
of Federal control, .although, it is said,
they knew they were operating at a com-
pulsory loss. 'The oper.ators maintain that
the conditions were fully known to the
Unitetl States fuel administrator, but In
spite of this he failed to remedy conditions.

\\lien Pr. Garfield withdrew the maxi-
mum price and other restrictions on an-
thracite, as of Feb. 1, 1919, he made a
statement in which he said that the cost
of mining anthracite had been increased
to such an extent, "that many of the com-
panies were not receiving a fair return, and
that some jirodiicers of necessarj' coal were
actually sustaining a loss on the sale of
coal at the Government prices." He also
said that, "had the Fuel Administration's
active control over maximum prices on an-
thracite coal been continued," the maximum
prices would necessarily h.nve been raised,
possibly as much as fifty cents a ton."

If this test suit is successful, other suits
will doubtless be brought, as many coal
companies suffered severe losses, due to
heavy increases in wages authorized or im-
posed by the Government, and to advanced
costs in materials and supplies which had
to be purchased at prices fixed by various
governmental price-fixing hoards, .ind then
had to sell their coal at prices which did
not cover these increases in expenses. The
Fuel Administration declined to recognize
as part of incre.ased costs, any royalties
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which were higher thun an established
figure set by them, and many coal operators
had to pay royalties largely in e.^je^s of
this sum.
The prices fixed by the Fuel Administra-

tion as permissible for the selling of coal
Were, in many cases, based upon the as-
sumption that steam sizes of coal could be
sold at certain schedule prices, which, as
a matter or fact, were unobtainable and.
thoretically, did not. therefore, yield to the
operator the net returns, upon which the
Fuel Administration calculated the intended
revenue. The test action will be brought
by Henry S. Drinker, Jr. Associated with
Mr. Drinker will be William A. Glasgow,
Jr.. and Percy C. Madeira, Jr.. of this city,
and Douglass M. Moffat, reiire.st-nting coal
companies having similar cases.

Charleston, W. Ya.
.strike in Kanawha field causes los.s of

75,000 tons of coal. Nearly every mine
shut down for three days. Blockades at
tide ana tho Ijikes decrease car supply.
Shortem d production in New River field
due to new wage contract in effect S^pt.
1. Miners in tliin seam section refuse to
accept reduction in wages new scale pro-
vides.

There was general demoralization in themmmg territory served by the Chesapeake& Ohio Ry. during the first week of Sep-
tember, except in the Logan district, be-
cause of rather widespread labor troubles,
particularly in the Kanawha district. Dur-mg the last three day-M of the week, prac-
tically every mine in the Kanawha fieldwas shut down for a period of three days
as the resu:t of a strike in which approxi-
mately 10 030 men were involved, part of
that number undertaking an armed in-
vasion of another mining district, appar-
ently in emu:ation of similar lactxs in
Illinois. As a result of the strike a'one in
the Kanawha field it is estimated that
there was a loss of 75.000 tons. Miners
had no cause for complaint against Kan-',-
wha operators although the loss fe'l on
the operators of that district. While of
course the.-e was little need for cars in
the Kanawha section on Sept. 4, 5 and 6.
had conditions been normal, tiie car supply
would have been entirely insufficient, not
being over 55 or 60 per cent, of normal.
Blockades both at tidewater and on the
Lakes were having the eff-.-ct of slowing up
the movement of coal both to the East and
West, and at the outset of the second week
of September an embargo was placed on
the shipment of certain kinds of coal t^
the Lakes. Congestion at bo'h lake and
tidewatrr points was also believed to be
a factor in decreasing the car supp'v.
However, the indications were that soiiie
producers would be able to load a lar<;e
tonnage di'ring the second wrek for expo-t.
and a strcg demand was develoning 'or
steam coal in the high volatib- fields. Th»
volume of smokeless coal produced durint;
the initial we'-k of Septemhir was m"c"i
less than that for the final week of August.

During the first Wfik .,r ;=:.].!. mher ow-
ing to the three-dav .';ii 1 • i!i. Knawha
district f^'l further l).-liii,l ,i ri producf-on
was limited to two daxs r-.r ihe entire
week

: po?s:t>'y there was a .iti per cent
production the total output for the week,
on a generous estimate, being 50.000 tons.
While there was a continuance of the car
shortage in the d'strict. the supply bemg
under 60 per cent, yet such a shortage
was ohscurrd largely because of hhor
troubles. Nearly every mine in the dis-
trict was shut down. When operations
were resumed at the mines on Sept. 8. be-
tween 50 and 75 per cent, of the m'"ers
were at work. Many of them were too foot-
sore and weary to go to work and conse-
quently there was not a large production at
the beginning of the second week of the
month.

Differences arising in connection with
the new wage contract were responsible for
a shortenr d production in the .N'ew River
field at the outset of September; a num-
ber of p ants were affected and produced
little or no coal during *he week. T''enew wage con'ract went into effect on S pt
1 and since sjc'i companies as the McKell
Coal and Coke Co., the Red Star, the WilisBranch a-d other companies had declined
to accept the pew agreement, with its pro-
vision for a check-off and a closed tnop.
the union miners at such plants failed to
report for work fo'lowing the gene-alLabor-Day shut down. Production was
fn.>,i°';v,.

*"''''"'•""' "f *•'«' r-^fusal of m'ners
in the thin se^m section of the New Riverneld to accent the reduction in wapes the
nWtiiTf'" "'•o'{'t>»<l C-ars were not ItPlentiful as nr->duccrs desired, althoueh not
??o„m''"''

';;''"'' '''"'"•ed owing to la'-ortroub'ps CopgesMon at t'dew-ater wasstiM hampering shippers although a num-
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ber of smokeless producers expected to bein a position to export a good deal of co .1during tne second week upon the arrivalof vessels. Despite the co..gestio:i at theAtlantic seaboaid. there were no embar-
fSS^ /i* "Sr^'^'

except as to Pools Nos. 7and 46. Mines on the Kanawha & Michi-gan were aftVcted by a car shortage onthat road, produc.ion being oniy about 50per cent of normal.

Fairmont, W. Va.

Northern West Virginia fields load more
hfst wl.t"" r

".'''' "' ""P'^mbcr than during
IMcv .^

" Vugust. transportation Letter
• laeuater embargoes send coal to theLakes New England railroads accumu"atinBcoal for winter use. Heavy coal movementto New England. cur.ii

H.Ft?''"'' "1^ ^-""^ "lat the operators of
^?n-. 'fi""Pl°"f ^"^ «'her northern West Vir-ginia fields had only five davs in which toproduce coal in the week ended Sept 6—no coal bemg produced on Labor Day-loading in the Fairmont region at least ex
ww^."'-'''

''°'" the last week of Augustwhen the operators had six working lavs'It is estimated in fact that the numbe? nfcars loaded in the Monongali division of theBaltimore & Ohio during the first week ofSeptember, was at least 300 in excessof the loading for the last week ofAugust, and that conditions were the sai^eelsewhere in northern West Virginia ^gions. Mines in that section were a[so

t?;'' we'ek "ar-'er^"'" ''""^"f "^« early^'part of

|pp]y'^d^urSi?W^-^^p'r"e?iotVe/k^r^bj;t'^tti"e

Pl0^a^^|\1i-tf.'e 'cVr^ Vu1fp1ie^d"<^ ^^^^
?n"'ni'°

^"'^'^ '*" ^"^tent in fict thiu varSs
Sat'^the'mfn'r''- «°"«'''^'^^' demonstraUng

|a\V'jln'"irar?he"^^co"arif^Tu,^?lfed''^w^?!
the cars in which to load it While the^upply grew short toward tne latt»r p 'rt

because'^of.in^"","".™'""^ ^^'''•^ shut d?i^
tlfe^"Ton°oUXS^°J.'^Stva1 7^^''f^Zy °o"f

St-fr '5V^i;>°c^'n,"-
-eek^wi"s%?"^'S'\im°e'

Embargoes debarred much coal fromshipment to tidewater during the week Tthough a few cars were allowed to en
M^,,"^", I?

'-'""'^ Bay and to St Geo'rg^e
^Inf. ?^ "'^ '=°'^' ^o" northern West vf?:
fnS th°'"o''''!'°'',' V^ halted, however! pend-
i^v,

= a^'^'al of vessels. The tidewaterembargoes caused an increase in shipmentsto the Lakes throughout the week «n/hbusiness being picked u" in order to make

S°-'T^^-o^erl?.t!^^?ElS
Cly^%r'^mri"ufin'g° tre-w^"{-^.Li'

heing a heavy movemem of "lal fir thafpurpose out of northern W'est vfrginfaregions during the week.
Virginia

Huntington, W. Va.
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duced Therefore, there was a production

Of^he Vr^-""" '°"^<" ^bout 62^per cen"Of the 62 per cent, loss, shortage of carsthroughout the nionth was responsib e fo?
?L r'ih'^''"''

°'- 9",000 tons. "^In August,
191J.,

the production of coal in the Logan
field was 990,000 tons so that i" wm beseen that August, 1919, production wasajniost 400.000 below that for the prl-

Coal loading on the Chesapeake & OhioR.R. system during the. week ended Sept
6 reached a total of 11,556 cars or a n-proximately 577,800 tons, loading from theNew River and. Kanawha fields as wellas the Coal River field decreasing andfrom the Logan field increasing. Themovement for the previous week was 11,-

Bluefield, W. Va.

Serious shortage of transportation inPocahontas field. Number ot mines shutdom-n in consequence. Little Pocahontas
coal mined, due to lack of vessels at tide.
A total of 47.000 tons was sliced off theoutput of the Pocahontas region during thoweek ended Sept. 6 simnly and solelv be-cause of a most pronounced shortage of

cars. There had been a heavy loss during
the previous week—139,000 tons—becaus?
?n ''i?JnnJ'°!""'^®'

.'',"* '''''<^" 'he loss jumped
t9 158.000 tons (during the week of thesixth) It became so serious that operatorswere alarmed, especially when it becamenecessary to shut down a number of minesOperations were so seriously crippled thatproducers throughout the PocahiAtas fieldmade trips to Bluefield during the week inorder to secure some relief if possible. Rail-road Administration oflicials said the short-age was du- to the failure of connecting
lines to deliver empties, an* the promisewas given that an effort would be made tosecure tnore empties from western linesDuring the l."=t week of August productionhad reached 3^9 000 tons. The loss of 4?"
000 tons reduced the output to 282.000 tor^sOther sources of loss were insign flcant "^s

pTJ'if''^ ""''"^ ^^^ <==^'- shortage. WTiilePocahontas operators have been continuingto ship to tidewater—although little Poca-hontas coal has been mined owng to la^k
?e.= ''^.^^i^~'"'°'^"'=^''-^

expected to have a1least a few vessels in time to move sont.

month:""" """"^ '"^ second week of t"e

fir .^ "^'''•"*'^* increases production infir.t week in September desp ,e i, ""daycar shortage and tl.r,^atcncd invnsi , ^;miners from other fields. Logan produc-
000 tons les.i tiian ii, Aug., laig —*""•

an^'^armed''?,ngv
^?'^'"^ """ invasion froman armed body ot miners, the Loiran duir.ct during the first week of S^'ember

^Jfn" H*'f
''•^, '" .'"ite'-ially increasing 'p™luc-tion despite the fact that Labor D.ay opened

fieM I'^''-
FurUiermore the mines of "hefield were put on an eight-hour a day

achieved wifh- i'- ^? ''"' 'he increase was
and wfih H-m '?/''' ''?"" '" "'hich to work
m^rt7 h^vi h"'"*"^

'^'"°'" the outside whichmight have been expected to demoralize

nom"l<'?i'oon'-, "^^ ""'put was frreaied
per cen '?,/ tois.lo 219.000 tons or 65per cent, of capac ty. Figures "how thatdesp le such an increase there w^s Lii. a
or owff, lij'J"'^

amounting to 27 per cent,or 91 941 Ions, agans, a 44 per cent earlier

V7?'".ar
,"'•'''=''

ilS" ••«»"I-ecl in a loss of
177.000 tons. The labor shortage onlyamounted to 1.54 per cent. The product
f^w°A "^ on'y. 11.963 tons was due to

y^lZ^i^'^^: During the second week ofheptember transporta'ion conditions werenot so satisfactory, cars being scarce, po-duction being cut down as compared wl'h

extent'"'''*'

'''' ^° ^ ^^""^ appreciable

w/o"')' ^,1^" "rlous a car shortage therewas in the Logan fleld during August isshown 1-1 the f.act that only 634,424 torn

1 7nj ftJTn
."' °"r °^,'t POsslhlP total of

1.704,000 tons. In other words, only about
•17 per cent, of a possible intal was pro-

PBNNSYLVANIA
Anthracite

Minersville—ITeparations are being
^t Mt Pie^' "H""'"^ ,°'' "^ '^S'' "ew m "f
•M J-

Peasant, in the Pottsvilje-Mini rs-ville district, Schuylkill County. Steps arenow afoot to install the machinery pre!paratory to a regular opening ThT'nea?!est operation in this district is the G'Jn-dowe^ colliery of the PhliidelpMa & Read-
i!l?»,r°'^' ^".1 ''™" ^°- These mines wflllikely send their product through Mine"s-
^v-!X.,Z

an extension of the Glendowertrackage The opera t on will afford work
Minersvnre. °' additional men about

Poltsville—.\ftt
flre

and (ilhir .

in the R,.,l

and fifth i.

smoke. l)iii

period of ten years
'lut at the Pine Knot

'
,
near here. This flre

>' been extinguished
'•i.'tor M, J nrennan
'^' l'.r,ll.d th.. II;, ,..,•.<!

> i" lu, .„ II,,. i,„,ri||

'nil nujliuxuic"'"liuw-
cvei. II. IS s.iiil no active section of themine will be compelled to stop work Every
reason.-ible precaution has been taken to

f-^^^^"^"\
the lives of the min«-s, the por-tion affected being sealed up. This colliery

and "iron Co
^hildelphia & Reading Coal

Scranton—-A s(|ueezo of considerable pro-
portions in the Diamond seam workings ot
the People s Coal Co.. underlying the 100
block of South Main Ave., here, threatensa number of properties. The squeeze ex-
lends to South Hyde Park Ave. and prac-
tically condemns tho proposed site for thenew Junior High School. This site is said
to have been oTercd to the Scranton .T'!-onl
board for $50,000, including mineral rights
I? tv*'.'"'" '°P seams. It is said by James
L>; Smith, citv mine cave engineer, that the
entire area will settle an aver.age of four
feel, despite the fact that gangs of work-men are engaged In "cogglnc" the seam to
relieve the danger.

HaKl'ton—In a decision handed do^vn
here recently Charles P. Neill, of Washlng-
inn uiniure of the anthr.-tclte conciliation
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board, ruled that no agreements can be
made between mine superintendents and
committees of the union regarding wages
or working conditions, which are not in ac-

cord with the terms of the contract as ofh-

cially on file. The decision was made in

the case of a lanipman at the Blackwood
colliery of the Leliigh Valley Coal Co. m
the Schuylkill district. The lampman
worked over tlie established eight-hour
shift and when he asked for a higher rate

than was paid him a satisfactory figure was
set by the superintendent and the colliery

committee. "Wlien the war allowance was
to be applied the company claimed that it

should be on the nine-hour basis, but Presi-

dent Golden, of the United Mine Workers
of district nine, contended that this could

noc be done. He based his objection on
the grounds that the compensation granted
tha lampman had been illegally set.

Bituminous

Wavnesbnrg—It is reported that The
Cumberland Coal Co.. of Carmichaels,
Greene County. Penn., has purchased from
Le-ii Keener, of Morgantown. and F. H.
Keener, of Willow Tree. W. Va.. a three-

fourths interest in 249.29 acres of coal in

Greene County. Penn. The consideration
was $115.91,=; 1.5 and the price per aci-j

was about $6-5.

West Natrona—The inquest into the riot

at the mine of the Allegheny Coal and Cok'i

Co. at this place will be held on Sept. 26.

Two persons were killed here on .4.ug. 26
when mine guards are alleged to have fired

into a crowd of strikers. Federal, state
and county authorities have been conduct-
ing separate inquiries in the matter. It is

st.nted that each side now is ready to pro-
ceed with the inquest.

XJniiwitown — Reorganization : of the
Thompson-Connellsville Coke Co., since
control was acqiured by J. H. Hillman, Jr.,

of Pittsburgh, has resulted in the appoint-
ment of Harris Booker of Pittsburgh as
general manager of the company's two
Favette County plants, with Thomas Tudor
as "superintendent of Thompson No. 1 and
.T G. Young as superintendent of Thompson
No. 2.

Idamar—Vernon R. Tavlor has disposed
of his coal holdinsrs in Indiana County to

the Emoire Coal Mining Co. The new in-

terest took control at once and will con-
tinue on the same extensive plans inaug-
urated by Mr. Taylor. The consideration

was not given, but it was understood to be
in the neighborhood of $500,000. The op-
eration is known as the Dixon mine, and
its present capacity is about 125,000 tons

a year,

Pittsburgh—The report comes from a cor-
respondent that the directors of the dis-

solved Pittsburgh Coal Co. (a New Jersey
corporation), have been directed by Vice
Chancellor Stevens, at Trenton. N. J., to

wind up its affairs and to take charge of
its assets in the interests of creditors, who
are directed to present their claims and
demands within six weeks beginning Sept.

10 The directors who perform this work
are: James H. Heal. William Flinn. D. L.

Gillespie, and F. J. LfMoyne. of Pittsburgh ;

J. C. Dysart, of Hollidaysburg. Penn. : \V.

H. Tavlor, of Erie, Penn., and W. K Ficho,

of Columbus, Ohio. This corporation was
chartered on Aug. 31, 1899, with a capital

of $2,000,000, which was increased later to

$64,000,000 and decreased July 10, 1917, to

$1,327,500, which latter amount represented
the outstanding capital at the time of dis-

solution on June 3. last. The business of
the company was that of holding stock of
other corporations, said to be principally
the I'lttsburgh Coal and Iron Company.

WEST VIKGINI.\

Fairmont—The tipple at what was for-

merly the Gaston, or mine No. 56, of the
Consolidation Coal Co. at Watson, W. Va.,
was entirely rtest roved by fire recently
entailing a loss of about $6,000. The Gas-
ton mine had been operated since about
1860 when it w.as opened by the late J. O.
Watson and former Governor A. B. Flem-
ing; it was only abandoned five or six

years ago when the Consolidation comp-ny
concentrated operations in this section. The
tipple will hardly be rebuilt.

Cliarloston—West Virginia promises to be
well represented at the first-aid and mine-
rescue meet to be held by the Bureau of
Mines at Pittsburgh on the first of the fol-

lowing month. It is stated that some 50
teams will attend from this state. It is

further noted that 68 teams from the whole
country has agreed to participate and about
30 are expected. It has been decided to
limit the contests to full team events, and
the prizes have been increased propor-
tionately.

Charleston—There is a shortage of
miners in West Virginia today of from
5,000 to 10,000 men according to figures
made public by Thomas Cairnes, Federal
Director of the U. S. Employment Service
for West Virginia, notwithstanding state-
ments recently made by J. B. Densmore,
Director General of the U. S. Employment
Service that thousands of miners are idle
and that there is no labor shortage. There
is also a shortage of miners in eastern Ohio.
Nearly all the producing districts of West
Virginia were represented at Washington
when the senatorial investigation into coal
prices was begun at Wasningion on Aug.
26. The state association was represented
by President J. G. Bradley and Secretary
W. H. Cunningham. Nearly all district
associations held meetings in West Virginia
the week before the senatorial probe began
and discussed its various phases, directing
proper officials to have all available figures
ready for the use of the committee.

KENTUCKY
Hickman -^ River coal companies are

slowing up their river operations south-
ward, due to low water in the Mississippi,
there being but six feet at Point Pleasant,
30 miles below here.

Behols—Donald McDonald, vice presi-
dent of the Louisville Gas and Electric
Co., was present at the opening of the
community house here by the company.
This mine is in Ohio County near the
western end of the state on the Louisville
& Nashville R.R. and -ne plant furnishes
coal for the company's power plant at
Louisville. The community house was
erected for the use of the employees of
the company. Mr. McDonald gave a good
talk to those present at the opening of
the house and drove home some pertinent
thoughts for their consideration. Among
other things he said : "Our company has
built this community house at a time when
nearly everything was hard to get. We
have built it because we want to keep at
Echols the very kind of people who are
here now. We want to provide a place
where men can gather in peace and com-
fort ; where church services can be held

;

where Sunday school can be taught ; where
lodge meetings and all the various things
that bring people into closer contact with
caclr other can take place. If for any
reason, the work of mining coal is de-
layed or made difficult. I want you to
know that the officers of the company have
a keen interest in correcting every fault
as soon as possible." Many of the larger
and more progressive companies are ap-
proaching their employees along similar
lines.

OHIO

Stenbenvine—A keg of powder was ignit-

ed in the poAvder room of the Warner Coal
Co.'s Wolf Run mine at •A.ms'ierdam. Ohio,
recently ; eight men were injured, three
probably fatally. The mine is 15 miles east
of this place. Mine oflicials state that the
accident occurred in the powder room where
the men were preparing the powder for

the day's work. A live wire, it is said, set

of one keg of powder and the blast follow-

ing wrecked the house and hurled the men
in all directions. The men. who were
terribly burned, were brought to the Ohio
Valley Hospital here in ambulances.

Colnmbns—A movement is on foot,

with Pittsburgh men at the head of the
organization, to build a railroad from Reeds
Mills to Richmond. Jefferson County. Ohio.

The proposed road will connect with the
Pennsylvania at Reeds Mills, tapping rich

coal territory. Following the construction
of the line, development in that territory is

expected to start actively.

After several months' collection and tab-
ulation of data, tonnage figures for the
proposed central route of the Great Lakes-
Ohio River Barge canal project have been
completod, showing the available tonnage
of 51.147,3'.>6 yearly. The report shows
that fully 20,017,000 tons of coal and iron

ore would pass through the cinal. These
tonnage figures will be submitted to the
War Department and Congress in order to

get the central route adopted.

The Ilazelton Coal Co.. organized a year
ago has taken over the ofhcos formerly
occupied by the Columbus branch of the
I^ake Erie Coal Co., located in the Columbus
Savings and Trust Bldg. Recently the com-
pany acquired the Gem mine, near Straits-

ville, which has a capacity of 800 tons
daily. The company will also do a general
iobbing business. F. M. -Spencer is general
manager in charge of sales.

The Schuler Coal Co., of Cleveland, will

soon open sales offices in Columbus, in

charge of Ernest E. Hazelton, formerly
secretary of the Dean Coal and Coke Co.
The mines are near Zanesville.

1NDI,1N.\

EvansvUle—The orp nization of the Mine
Bosses' and Fire Boss. ' Mutual Protective'
Association was comi. leted at a meeting of
about 50 mine and .ire bosses held in this
city. It will extend its membersnip over
the entire state. It was organized with rep-
resentatives from the coal fields in the
districts of Evansville, Boonville, Newburg,
Bicknell, Winslow, Oakland City, Petem-
burg. Fort Branch, Chandler, Buckskin and
Vincennes. John C. Wright, Boonville, was
elected president ; George Bennedict, Win-
slow, vice president ; William Henry, Boon-
ville, secretary ; H. J. Hargrove, Elberfeld,
treasurer ; Arnold Costmeyer, Winslow,
George Lutz, Buckskin, and John Randall,
Bicknell, are the trustees ; James Boyd,
Winslow, guard, and John McCain, Chand-
ler, guardian.

II,I.INOIS

La Salle—About si-K years ago the Spring
Valley Coal Co. closed down its plant at a
small town near here, throwing some 400
miners out of employment. This action af-
fected Seatonville—an adjacent town—to
such an extent that its b.ank quit business
and most of the stores discontinued. The
miners' cottages here, untenanted and neg-
lected, went to ruin and tiie town began to
dwindle, both in population and importance.
Special interest attaches to this section just
at present as it wis here that John Mitchell
spent his early years.

Waukeean—The Waukegan Coal Co. of
this place (in Lake County) has been in-
corporated with a capital of $100,000 to
operate coal mines. The C. Reiss Coal Co.
(through President Peter Reiss, of Sheboy-
gan, Wis.) is the largest stockholder. Other
stockholders are Peter Reiss. William A.
Reiss and Clemens A. Reiss. all of Sheboy-
gan, Wis ; and A. A. Mirick. of Waukegan,
111. It is said that the Reiss company,
which owns all the large docks in Wauke-
gan. and operates coal mines in Ohio and
other states, is in line with its present
policy to develop its own mines extensively
rather than depend on other operators for
their supplies.

Cliicaeo—In view of the expressions
heard from various parts of the country,
the folowing notice to roads in the North-
western region, by Regional Director Aish-
ton. is of interest : "Previous instructions
as to handling of coal cars are not produc-
ing sufficient relief, and there is a short-
age of cars at min^s wMth an increasing
heavy demand for this class of equipment.
This necessitates your personal active in-
terest in following up prompt release and
return movement to mines of all coal
carrying equipment, returning foreign cars
home without delay, moving them empty
where there is no immediate loading to or
in the direction of mines or home line."

MISSOURI

New nioomfield

—

A movement to revive
the mining of cannel coal in Callaway
County, near the center of the state, has
been inaugurated by T. L. Price of Jeffer-
son City, w-ho will reopen a mine at Holt
Summit, where there is a 5-ft. seam.

St. I.ouis—H. D. Mepham, who recently
purchased at auction sale the Illinois South-
ern Traction Co., announces that the line
will be in operation between East St. Louis
and Belleville in about six weeks for coal-
carrying purposes, and later for passenger
service. The road expects to do a. large
coal transportation business this winter,
serving several mines either on its line or
Oil spurs, six of which have been construct-
ed to connect with as many mines. It is

planned to extend the line ultimately to
Duquoin, in the southern Illinois fieldt

The line is expected to enter St Louis
over the free bridge under a permit, in lieu

of a franchise. Jf suitable encouragement
is given, the company will build a ter-
minal in St, Louis.

UTAH
Salt I-ake City—Senator Reed Smoot,

whose home is in this place, took an
. active part in the discussion of the coal
and oil lands leasing bill at Washington,
vben th:it measure was up in Congress.
As the bill was originally reported, it was
providid that each city in the states of the
West should have a certain number of
•acres of coal land turned over to it;

originally this acreage was only 320. Sena-
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tor La FoUette thought cities of from 100.-
000 to 150,000 inhabitants siiould be al-
lowed 1000 acres, and those of more than
150.000 population should have 2560 acres.
Senator Smoot cited his own home place—Salt Lake City—with an estimated popu-
lation of 340.000. and declared that if

this city filed on 320 acres of coal land, it

could not work it out in 100 years. He
continued, by way of explanation, that
some of the fine thick seams in Emery
County and in the aQTacent counties in-
cluded in the Wasatch basin that coal
from 320 acres would last Salt Lake City
for that length of time. Coal mines have
been working in this basin for 30 years,
sending coal into Montana. California and
Nevada, and to every city in Utah. The
coal taken from these mire^ during this
time has hardly made a -showing on the
deposits in the Wasatch basin.

MONTANA
Ronndap—Work is to begin Fhortly on

the development of a coal mine on the
Great Northern R.R. between Belmont and
Broadview-, near the line between Mussel-
shell and Yellowstone Counties. The les-

sees are F. V. H. Collins Ralph G. Schaef-
fer and Charles M. Bair. all of Billings,
Mont., representing a group who are de-
veloping a mine near Carpenter Creek. The
period of the lease is ten years, with the
privilege of renewing for 25, and the lessees
agree to expend $50,000 in opening and de-
veloping the mine, at least one-half of
which must be expended the first year. The
lease also provides an option whereby the
plant may be bought for $55,000 any time
witliin two years.

the head of the Sternberger company, at
Jackson, Ohio, Mr. Stephenson had exten-
sive busines intersts in the town at which
the mines are located. During the war his
application to change his name from Stern-
berger to Stephenson was granted by court.
His widow and six children survive.

Personals

Earl Myers has recently been appointed
sales manager of the Westmoreland Fuel
Co., with office at Pittsburgh.

William H. Harris, district representative
of the Colonial Supply Co., has moved his
offices from 312 Federal Bldg. to 507 Stam-
baugh Bldg., Youngstown, Ohio.

n, P, AlcCue, who open.'d an office in
the interest of the Peabody Coal Co.. of
Chicago, in Buffalo last spring, has re-
signed to go into business on his own ac-
count. James Bonahan, who formerly rep-
resented the company at Madison, Wis..
has been appointed to succeed Mr. McCue.

A. A. Schneider, formerly with the Raw
Materials Department of the Midvale Seel
and Ordnance Co. and Cambria Steel Co.,
has been appointed manager of the newly
created Raw Materials Division of th3
.\merican Sterl Export Company. Mr.
Schneider will h'^ndle imports exports and
domestic sales of certain metals, ores and
coal and coke.

E. I.. Sullivan has been appointed to
represent the rvreen Engineering Co. in the
Pittsburgh district including western
Penrsylvania. eastern Ohio and western
Wes't Virginia. Mr. Green has been a
special representative for the McDonough
Regulator Co. for the past ten years and
he has devoted all of his time to special in-
vest'gations pertaining to the securing ot
more efficient boiler and furnace operation.

CharleH E. Gradwell, of the fi-m of Grad-
well & Phelis, Birmingham, England, will
leave for China as soon as he places cer-
tain contracts in England. He has been
appointed special buyer of scrap for the
Hofmann-Sproul Co., of Philadelphia. This
latter company handles scrap, new mate-
rials, second-hand specialties. chemical
products. e*c. The following men have re-
cently .joined the Hofmann-Sproul organiza-
tion : E. R. Dowd. formerly with the Tioga
Steel and Iron Co., and a^'ain with the
B'lhlehem Steel Co. : E. R. Campbell, for-
rrrrly with the American .Steel Foundries

;

Walter Maccallum, chemical engineer.

Ehen ISrit-icH Tliomax, for 15 years presi-
dent of tli- L.hlgh Valley R.R.. died at his
home in Morristown, N. J., on Sept. 4. Mr.
Thomas was succeeded as president In
February. 1917. by E. E. Loomis, and up to
the time of his death was chairman of the
exfcutivo commillee of the board of di-
rectors of the company.
Edward I,. HtrphenHon, president of the

E. L. Sternberger Coal Co.. died at his
home In Clifton. Ohio, recently at the age
of 57 years. In addition to his position at

Coming Meetings

Coal Mining Institute of America will
hold its annual meeting Dec. 3. 4 and 5 at
Pitsburgh, Penn. Secretary H. D. Mason,
Jr.. Pittsburgh, Penn.
Alabama Safety Association will hold

a field meeting Oct. 25 at Bii-mingham, Ala.,
at whicli first-aid and mine-rescue contests
will be held. W. B. Plank, engineer in
charge of the Mine Rescue Bureau at Bir-
mingham, Ala., is chairman of the Board
of Managers.
American Institute of Mininir and Metal-

lurgical EnKineers will hold its fall meet-
ing Sept. 22 to 26 in Chicago, 111. Chair-
man Chicago meeting. Carl Scholz, u47
West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

American Mining Congress will hold its
22nd annual convention Nov. 17-21, at the
Planters Hotel, St. Louis, Mo. Secretary
J. F. Callbreath, Munsey Bldg., Washing-
ton. D. C.

The Burean of Mines on Sept. 30 and
Oct. 1 will hold a national first-aid and
mine-rescue contest at Pittsburgh, Penn.
Included in the events will be the dedication
of tlie Bureau of Mines Building.

National Exposition of Chemical Indus-
Iries will hold its first annual meeting at
the Coliseum and First Regiment Armory.
Chicago, 111., during tlie week of Sept. 22.
Manager, Charles F. Roth, 417 South Dear-
born St., Chicago, 111.

The National Sa'fety Council will hold
its annual meeting Oct. 1 to 4 at Cleve-
land. Ohio. Secretary, S. J. Williams, Chi-
cago, 111.

Industrial News

Thornton, Ky.—A. C. Craft has leased
coal lands on Thornton Creek, and will in-
stall new development.

BIncfield, W. Va.—A number of new
houses for miners are under construction
at the p'ant of the Ennis Coal and Coke
Co. at Hiawatha (Mercer County) W. Va.

Kaltimore, Md.—The Western Maryland
R.R 's coal pier at Port Covington was de-
stroyed by fire recently. The pier—1000 ft.

ioug—together with cars and quantities of
coal were destroyed.

Uluelield. \V. Va.—Recently the holdings
of the Davy Pocahontas Coal Co. were
sold by the receivers. Dr. W. R. laeger. of
Ware Neck. Va.. and Geo. W. Atkinson, of
Baltimore, Md.. for $40,000.

Paintsville, Ky.—The North East Coal
Co., Henry Laviers, manager, has recently
pi.rchased the Fluhart Collieries Go's oper-
ation at ^^^lite House. Ky.. and has start-
ed considerable reconstruction work.

Grantsville, Md.—The Georges Creek
Coal Co. is understood to be arranging
plans to increase tile capacity of its worJ<s
from 150 to 350 tons daily. Harry E.
Weber. Third National Bank Building,
Cumberland, is president.

I'htlippi, W. Va.—Operations have been
started by the Estella Coal Co. at its new
plant near this city on the opposite side of
the Tygarts Valley River. The company
will find it necessary either to bridge the
river or to construct a bucket conveyor
system across it.

Ueecliwood. W. Va.—The local properties
of the Consolidation Coal Co.. known as the
Beechwood mines, have ijeen acquired by
new interests, headed by George S. Connell
and Joseph J. Buttermore. Connellsville, Pa.
Th(- new owners are planning for the oper-
ation of the mines at capacity.

DuBols, Penn.—At a meeting of the Du-
Bo s Coal Corporation, held at Reynolds-
ville, Penn., the following permanent of-
ficers were cl' cted : D. M. Straitwcll, of
Reynoldsvllle, president ; N. V. Cossaboon.
Salamanca. secretary; Edward Mont-
gomery, DuBois, treasurer.

Powhatan. W. Va.—Plans have been
eomr)'eti d by the Mohawk Coal and Coke
Co., on Tug River (McDowell County) with
headquarters here, for the construction of
a modern t'nnle. Col. 1.,. E. Tierney is
also the president of the Powhatan Coal and
Coke Co. located on Elkhorn Creek, at this
place.

Chattanooga, Tenn.—The RacCobh Coal
Co., recently acquired by new interests, isarrangmg tor the installation of new ma-
chinery and equipment at its properties.
Raccoon Mountain mines, near Chat-
tanooga, to increase the output to a total
of about 300 tons a day. W. L. Weaver is
in charge of operations.

Bluefleld, W. Va.—The Carter Coal Co.,
located on Lewis Creek, in Russell Coun-
ty, Va., was sold at public auction The
company, it is said, brought $38,000, this
having been the bid of W. R. Crenshaw
of this city. Mr. Crenshaw said that he
was not at liberty to make known whom
he represented.

Chapmansville, W. Va.—T. Truston
Stiles, Jr., (Robson-Prichard Building)
and C. R. Conner, Huntington, have re-
cently completed negotiations for the pur-
chase of coal properties located on theGuyan Valley R. R., comprising a total
of 1105 acres. Plans are being arranged
for the development of the property.

Chicago, IIl.—The Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Co. announces the removal of its Cin-
cinnati office from the Mercantile Building
to the Walsh Building, where a service
station with a complete stock of tools and
repair parts will be kept. The announce-
ment is also made of the appointment of
Fred Gehbauer as special Navy Yard rep-
resentative, with headquarters at the com-
pany's Philadelphia office.

Independence, W. Va.—The Pyramid Coal
Co., ot this place, has just purchased the
property of the Irving Coal Co.—both of
Preston County. It is the intention of the
Pyramid company to improve and enlarge
the plant of the property acquired, and cat-
alogs from machinery and accessory houses
will be appreciated. The mine of the Pyra-
mid company is at Hardman, W. Va. C. D.
Stewart is president.

Bluefleld, W. Va.—A new coal field on
Mill Creek in the Pocahontas field will be
opened for development through the
building of a branch of the Kanawha. Glen
Jean & Eastern R.R. up Jlill Creek. Con-
struction work on a mile and a quarter
stretch of the branch will be started short-
ly and as soon as construction work is fin-
ished the Lee Coal Co. will begin shipping
coal from this section.

South Milwaukee. Wis.—The Bucyrus Co.,
of this place, announces that it lias opened
a Cleveland office in the American Trust
Bldg.. Cleveland. Ohio. This office will be
in charge of B. G. Lewis, formerly with the
New York office of the Bucyrus company,
and more recently president of the New
Jersey Slag Products Co.. Dover. N, J. Mr.
Lewis has had a long experience with con-
tracting and excavation work of every de-
scription.

Wheeling. W. Va.—The Woodland Coal
Co. has completed arrangements for the
sinking of two shafts on Fish Creek, in
Marshall County, with the C. L. Miller Co .

of .Scottdale. Penn. One of the shafts will
be 181 ft. and the other 203 ft. deep. The
sinking of the shafts in question marks
(he beginning of active operations on the
tract of 3000 acres which the company
has had under option for several ye.ars
The company was organized only a short
time ago with a capital of $400,000. Ar-
rangements have also been made for the
construction of office buildings, miners'
hou.ses, etc. as well as •for an electric light
plant.

New York. N. Y.— The Worthington
Pump & Machinery Corporation announces
its purchase of the plant, patterns, ac-
counts, patents and other assets of the
Epping-Carpenter Pump Co., of Pittsburgh.
Penn. The plant will be operated as the
"Epping-Carpenter Works." Orders and
contracts now in hand will be completed by
the Worthington corporation and all fur-
ther business will be for its account. Re-
mittances should be made to and all cor-
resrondence should be. addressed to the
Worthington Pump & Machinery Corpora-
tion at the Epping-Carpenter works. Pitts-
burgh. Penn.

New York. N. Y.—Pulverized coal Is flnd-
in;c application in many Industries. The
Garred-C.avcrs Co.. of this place, reports
that it has made contracts and issued
licenses for the use of Its process at a num-
ber of smelters. Including the International
Nickel Co., of Canada. Ltd.. and the Ten-
nessee Copper Co. The results ot experi-
ments at the smelters of thase companies
have been made public and more recently
experlrn-nts have been carried out at a
smelter In Peru with quite cncounanrlng re-
sults. W. J. Hamilton, the consulting en-
gineer of the Garred-Cavers Company, also
reports the use of pulverized coal In blatst
furnaces.
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fVeekly Review
Soft Coal Market Dull-—Buyers Want Only Best Grades—Awaiting Miners' Demands-

Lake Trade Active—Strong Demand for Domestic Sizes of Hard Coal
—Egg and Nut Coal Now in Short Supply

T^HTTFTE is no life to the soft coal

market in the eastern section of

the country. The demand for the

steam sizes is even less pronounced
than was the case last week. The
larger consumers who contracted for

their entire season's requirements are
receiving their full quota every day,

and other buyers exercise keen dis-

crimination and accept only the most
desirable grades. However, the present

condition of the market has not resulted

in any radical changes in price. In

the Middle West territory there is a
strong demand for prepared coal,

though the inquii-y for steam coal ap-

pears to have suffered a relapse.

Operators are net expressing any
opinions at this time as to the demands
being formulated by the miners now in

convention at Cleveland, preferring to

discuss the matter when all the de-

mands shall have been presented.

The lake trade is rather active, al-

though limited car supply is restricting

lake shipments to a cai-tain extent. The
demand for coal from the Northwest is

Etill g:od, and the movement will un-
doubtedly continue until late in No-
vsmber. Reports show that some con-

gestion at the docks is hampering ship-

ments, and dumping for the past three
waeks are reported as being behind last

year's figures.

ThcrD has been no apparent change
in the anthracite situation. Demands
continue strong for all the domestic
sizes. Stove coal is mere easily obtain-

able than egg and nut, which show signs
of becoming scarce. Many of the early
orders on the dealers' books have al-

ready been delivered, and if shipments
of hard coal from the mines continue
on the present basis no serious trouble
is anticipated.

Shippers continue to report large de-
mands from Canaaa, but not so much
talk is heard of premiums being offered.

Buyers there do not appear to be so
eager as they were, as the supply of
coal is becoming larger.

WEEKLY COAL PRODUCTION
The observance of Labor Day as a holi-

day in some districis and not in ohers ren-
ders difficult of interpretation the reports
of coal production durinjr the weelv ended
Sept. 6. Production is estimated at 9.660.-
000 net tons, an absolute decrease of 7.6

per cent, compared witli the weelc before.
While the actual production went down,
however, the rate of production appears
to have gone up. Studies made in 1918 and
1917 indicate that considering the country
as a unit Labor Day counts for only about
0.3 of an ordinary working day. Assuming
that the same rate will hold true for 1919.
the average production per working day
during the week of Sept. 6 would be 1,S23,-
000 tons, as high an output as has been
attained this year. Wliatever the precise
level of the daily average, the conclusion
appears warranted that production is at
least maintaining the mark set in late
August.

Anthracite production, like bituminous,
felt the effects of the Labor Day holiday.
The total output during the week ended
Sept. 6 is estimated at 1.481,000 tons, a
decrease of 46"i,000 tons, or 24 per cent.,

when compared with the preceding week.
The dro» in production w.is- less, however.
than that whicli ;ii < f,t,,ir:iiii, d L.nbor Day
last year, when tli' <.•• I.'.: 'lUtput fell off

642,000 tons, or -S i"

The slight decrease
in last week's issue is

detailed reports of the

been due to shortage of cars. The decrea
would have been more noticeable had not
the less satisfactory car supply been par-
tially offset by more satisfactory labor .and

market conditions.
The\ labor shortage reportedi recently

from Kansas, Missouri and Iowa is disap-
I)caring as the mines offer more contin-
uous employment under the influence of
.stiffening demand. In Iowa, for example,
losses of output attributed to shorf.age of
labor decreased from 7.7 per cent, of capac-
ity in the week of Aug. 23 to 3.0 per cent,
the following we''.i. Pennsylvania operators
-still report shortage of labo'-, but condi-
tions improved slightly during the week
in all districts except Westmoreland.
Marked improvement in the labor situation
occurred in Illinois, where, following the
ce.-iaa'tion of the recent strikes, losses due

1 production noted
now shown by the
operators to have

to labor fell from 20.5 to 13.6 per cent of
capacity.
The gradual resumption of industrial

activity continoes to be ref.ected in the
quickening demand. Taking the country
as a whole, losses due to lack of market
were only half as great in the week of
Aug. 30 as during the week before (l.S
per cent, as compared with 3.6 per cent.).
Demand weakened somewhat in Ohio, in
thiB high volatile fields of southern West
Virginia and in the Hazard district in
Kentucky, but in Harlan County, .\labama,
Illinois and Iowa it was more active. "No
market" has become the least important
factor limiting production.

Reports of car shortage were more fre-
quent than during the preceding week.
Except in Ohio, Alabama and the Poca-
hontas field, the situation changed for the
worse. For the country as a whole the
percentage of full time capacity rejjorted
lost on account of lack of cars was 24.1
per cent, during the week of Aug. 30 as
compared wi'h 16. S per cent, the week
before. In part the change was more ap-
parent than real. The car .supply, instead
of improving during the week of Aug. 30
became somewhat less satisfactory. At the
moment, the tJrincipal obstpcle in the way
of increasing production is shortage in cars.

A 7 per cent, increase over the preceding
week brought the production of beehive
coke during the week of Sept. 6 to the high-
est mark attained since last Februrary.
The total output is estimated at 448.020
net tons as compared with 417,461 tons
during the week of Auj. 30. Most of the
increase occurred in Pennsylvania and
Ohio. Producers in the Rocky Moimtain
district also reported decided gains.
The output of beehive coke is a sensitive

bu'siness barometer. Although the rate of
production is still far short of a year ago
(448,020 tons as compared with 616,438 in

the corresponding week of 1918), the steady
increase which lias now continued without
interruption since hast May is a significant
indicator of the general resumption of in-

dustrial activity.
For the third time in succession, the ton-

raTe of bituminous coal dumped at Lower
Lake ports was less than during the cor-
responding week of 1918. Dumpings for the
week ended A»g. 31 are reported as 669.-

484 net tons compared with 1,139,956 tons
a year ago.

BU.SI1VESS OPINIONS
pry Goods Economist— So high are

prices of better grades of women's gar-
ments that we are creditably informed
that in some centers the demand for wom-
en's garments in the high-dlass specialt,v
stores are beginning to show a decline. It
seems clear that stores of this character
will be compelled to lower their profit
percentage, in order to meet the require-
ments of their clienteles.

Marshall Flcirt & Co.—Current who'e'^ale
distribution of dry goods was very much
larger than during the same week a year
ago. Orders from road salesmen for im-
mediate delivery showed large gains over
the same period of 1918. Orders for future
delivery are quite satisfactory. The num-
ber of customers in the house is approxi-
mately the same as during the correspond-
ing week of 1918. Collections are excellent.

American Wool and Cotton Reportfr

—

Although the wool market is still com-
pare lively quiet, there seems to be a jetter
feeling, more inquiry and more buying.
Prices remain at practically the same
levels. aRhough in some cases concessions
have been made by dealers to regular cus-
toniers. Cancellation of export ord*^r<^ is

roing on to a considerable extent, because
of the decline in the foreign exchange
market. This situation is regarded as
serious and is one of the most disturbing
elements in the current domestic position.

nun'.s—With the labor situation still dis-
turbing and the future holding various
elements of uncertainty, conservatism in
business rem.ains conspicuously present,
though there is less hesitation than re-
cently. Reviving activities in some lines

which have lately been halting, while buy-
ers awaited price concessions that have
not been absent, give conditions a stronger
appearance, and no inconsider.able impetus
to manufacturing and distribution comes
with the advancing season. The best fea-
ture, however, is the fact that prices ot
not a few commodities have fallen ab-
ruptly from previous extreme levels, and
that in some quarters, at least, the crest
reenis to have been definitely passed.

nradBtre<»t's—^With the advance of th')

Fall buying season and the activity en-
gendered by active purchasing by retailers
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from Western, Northwestern and Southern
jobbers, there is a rather more pronounced
tinge of optimism in the trade advices this
weelc This, of course, does not conceal the
fact that in some big primary lines and
markets at the East there is quiet, coupled
with uncertainty as to the outlook for the
rather more distant future, this having
its rise largely in the continued unsettle-
ment of labor, the threats of new strikes.
the doubtful outlook in the exchange mar-
kets and the further shading of crop pros-
pects, except of corn, indicated by the
Government reports.

Atlantic Seaboard

BOSTON
.Market lieav.v. Oiil.v siatlored iiiiiuiry.

Prices eased muteriai,.v ou all e.vcept iiipli-

est grades. Cancellations become frequent.
Coal over Pliiladelphia and New York
piers also afl'ected by conditions. Hampton
Roads coals continue tirm. Delivered
prices strong for inland delivery.

Bituminous—The dullness of steam trade
is even more pronounced than was the
case last week. The market is heavy and
salesmen are out canvassing for orders to
take their operators through September.
Even on fancy grades it is not impossiole
that shippers wno ha\e consistenciy de-
clined business smce June 1 will agai.i
look for spot orders within a few w,-eiis.
Labor and car-suppiy are much better in
most of the diS^riCiS and operators who
were apparently able to start only a few
cars eacn aay are now snipping up to quo.ia
on every oruer they have. In other wo.ds.
the market here has flopped back to the
situation that pievailed eiirly in the spring,
and buyers are today practically without
interest in current quotations. The l^aer
consumers, while still accepting deliveries,
are shutting out the less desirable grades.

Inquiry is oaly scattering and conuned
to small tonnages. Buying of this soil
comes mostly from sma.l users who were
not in position to make contracts early
in the season. Tliere are only a few cases
where steam-users had prevision enough
to delay purchases in anticipation of eas:er
conditions in the fall. The drift was all
the other way.

Prices the past few days clearly show
the result of recent heavy output. Ordi-
nary Ck arfield from regions around Philips-
burg have been quoted down to $2.40 with-
in a few days and this is quite a notabl?
drop from the $2.85@2 90 level that ob-
tained only a few weeks ago. "D" vein
coals have eased off from $3.20 at first
hand to $2.90(5'3-00 and further conces-
sions are looked for. The low-ash. low-
sulphur specialties from favored sec* ions
in Cambria County are still held at a high
range by the discriminating purchases of
factors who purchase for off-shore or
bunker use. but it is tiuite likely that
these grades also will show some recession
in price in another fortnight.
A considerab'.e volume of coal has been

coming forward on open orders and on
sales of this kind cancellations have lat-
terly become frefiuent. There is also a
tendency to complain of quality and there
never was a season when the average
buyer was so well informed as to mine
origins as is the case today. There is

something of a tendency on the part of
operators to over-ship, and more than a
few cases have been heard lately where
this has been a practice greatly to the in-
convenience of the consignee.
While until quite recently the demand

was active and strong for good grades
available at the piers for dumping, the
current market ho'h at Philadelphia rnd at
New York has shown the effect of de-
pre.ised prices all-rail. The level of qio-
tatlons has dropped 20c TiGOc. since Sept,
1%, and further reductions may be ex-
pected. The demand for export has not
been steady, and both In New York
harbor and on Long Island Sound there
has been a slump in inquiry.
Contrary to reports on coals of different

origin, the demand for I'ocahontas and
New River at Hamp'on Roads continues
strong, with no sign of softer condi-
tions later. Cnal is coming down from
the mines In good volume and the p'ers
are being worked to capacity. Even now
there are Instances of demurrage on coast-
wise steamers, but ai)parently consignees
at this end make no complaint so long as
the coal is forthcoming. It is one of the
strange features of this market this
season that at the same time that Pennsyl-
vania coals are being turned down because
the territory all-rail Is generally over-sup-
nlled there arc still buyers who have so

pronounced a preference for the high-gr-'de
coking coals that they are willing to pay
extraordinary differentials to get the fuel
they feel is best suited to their use. More
than $2 differential is being paid at cer-
tain points by steam-users who maintain
that attitude of discrimination.
Current <iuotations of bituminous at

wholesale range about at follows:

Cambrias and
ClearOelds Somersets

F.o.b. mines, not tons... $2.40(5)2.85 $2.90@3.35
F. o. b. Puiladelphia,

grosstons 4.55@5.05 5.10@5,60
F. o. b. JSevv Vorii, gross

tons 4.90(a5.40 5,45(u;6,05
Alongside Boston (water

coah.gruBS tons 6.65@7.15 7,20(5)7.75

GL-orges Creek is quoted at $3,70pernct ton, f. o. b,

Poeahontas and New River are quoted at $6,00
^b.jO per gioya ton i. o. b. Nurlolli aud Neuport
News, \a,, ia response to export dcmaud, 'llKrc
couliuue practically no sales lur coastwise shipment.
On cars Proridcnce these grades are quoted at $9.00
@9,z5.

Anthracite—The retail trade lias less
snap, especially in the cities. It is still
warm weather, and while there are a good
many cellar biny to be filled between now
and November a lot of progress will be
made the next 30 days. Due to desperate
measures taken by dealers in certain ports
the receipts latterly have been in larger
volume than during any similar period
since February, At Providence. R, I,, for
example, figures for the five months' be^
gin..ii.g Apr. 1 sliow receipts that compare
very favorably with other years. 'Among
those well-informed the impression is gam-
ing ground that the coming winter is not
likely to see the serious shortage that was
feared. The present difficulties with
miners in the Delaware & Hudson and
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western sec-
tions of course have their bearing, but
there is by no means the anxiety in trad©
circles that was evident a month ago.

NEW YORK
Pemand lor domestic cuals ea**ier. Egg

size is the sliorlest followed by stove and
chestnut in the order named. The smaller
sizes are quiet. The bituminous market
is quiet. Buying is slow and there is plenty
of coal at the piers. New England buyer i

urge quick deliveries. Consumers iliscrim-
inaie as to quality. Lower prices ex-
l;eet,-d a^ a resutt ot Cougressional inquiry.

Anthracite—The strike of the mine
workers in the Wyoming region left no
impre^-s upon the local markeL There
seemed to be no reduction in the tonnage
received here and the report of the liail-
road Administration shows that more coal
was dumped over the local piers than in
the previous week.
There has been no apparent change ki

the situation as regards me domestic sizes.
Demands continue strong for all the larger
coals. Stove is in better supply titan egg,
which dealers now designato as the really
short size. Chestnut is moving rapidly,
but better along the rails than in this mar-
ket. Pea is in good supply and moving
easily.
The local market is in fair condition.

Demand is s'.eady but not pressing, an.l
retail dealers are seeing daylight so far
as orders are concerned. Most of th« early
orders have been delivered and if ship-
ments are maintained on the present basis

,

no serious trouble is anticipated. A few
days of cool weather will increase the de-
mand on the retail dealers, but these now
orders will be mostly of ton or less-than-
ton orders and will be easy to dsliver.

Shippers continue to report heavy de-
mands from Canada, but not so much talk
is heard of premiums being offered. With
the pressure easing off and the supply of
coal becoming larger, buyers are not so
anxious for quick shipments and' are will-
ing to take chances in getting the coal
through in a reasonable time. What is

most feared now is transportation difii-

culty or an exc-ptionally severe winter.
The retail dealers in New York City are

not complaining. They are in most in-
stances receiving fair shipments and some
are said to have good stocks on hand.
Egg coal is the shortest, the pressure on
stove being easier.

Considerable chestnut has been absorbed
by the local dealers, although New York
City has never been looked upon as a
market for that size.
The smaller sizes .are quiet and demand

is slow. Buckwheat is being taken care
of by the producers, who are storing largo
qu.antities. Rice and b.irley are long and

quotations for lots that must be moved are
easy.
During the seven days ended Sept. 12

there were 5540 cars of anthracite dumped
at the local railroad docks as against 4S86
cars the previous week, an increase of
6o4 cars.
Quotations for company, white ash coals,

per gross tons, at the mines and f.o.b. New
Vork tidewater lower ports, follows-

Mine Tidewater
Broken $3.95 $7.80
Ilgg 5.35 8 20
Stove 6.60 8 45
Chestnut 5 70 8 55
i'eB. 5 30 7 05
Buckwheat 3 40 5 15
Hice 2 75 4 50
Barley 2.25 4 00

nituminous—Tills market is quiet. De-
mand has dropped because, some shippers
say. buyers believe that lower prices will
result as the result of the Congressional
inquiry into the coal industry. The largest
consumers here are nearly out of the mar-
ket except for small lots. Contract coals
are being readily taken and this causes a
shortage of the better grades which con-
tinue to be in good demand.

Inquiries here have taken a sudden drop.
Buyers are discriminating as to quality
of coal offered and are not willing to take
anything offered.

However, the present condition has not
resulted in much change in price quota-
tions. These for spot coal at the mines
chow a few small changes from last week
while the quotations on pool coals indicate
several changes.

Reports brought here from the Central
Pennsylvania fields indicate some unrest
among the workers but not sufficient to
make the emplo.vers believe there will be
any serious trouble this winter. Labor
continues to be short and judging from the
number of foreigners applying for pass-
ports at the New York (iustom House is

not likely to increase in the near future.
The mines are not working near full time,
but the car supply, especially along the
Pennsylvania, shows a slight improvement.
Buying by the railroads is reported as

heavy and considerable tonnage is being
taken «are of in this wa.v.
Dumpings at the local railroads piers

during the week ended Sept 12 were 5570
cars of bituininous as compared with 5340
cars the week previous, an increase of 230
cars.
There is considerable coal in the va-

rious pools and quotations for coal, f.o.b. at
the pier range about as follows; Pools
No. 1. 9 and 71. $5.55 (5) $,5.90 ; No. 10.
$5.15(?i;$5.35 ; No, 11. $4.90(riJ$5.10 ; and
Nos. IS and 41. $4,80(n)$4,90.

Quot.ations for spot coals, net tons, at
the mine range about as follows:

bpot

25@$3,50
OOfel 3,25
70@ 2,90
OOfd) 3,25
70(0) 2.90
85@ 2,90
255i' 3,50
00^ 3,25
65P 2.75
65® 2,75
50fa) 2,6 5

I0@ 3 2>
75(al 2,90
75(S; 3,00
500) 3,75
20(i 3,35

South Fork (best) $3
Cambria (best) 3

Cambria (ordinary) 2
Clearfield (boBt) 3
Clearfield (ordinary) 2
Ueynoldsville 2

Quemakoning 3
•Somerset (medium) 3
Somerset (poor) 2
Western Maryland 2
Fairmont 2
Fairmont } in 3

,

I .utrobc 2
Groensburg 2,

Weatmorelanfl, } in 3
Westmoreland run-of-minc 3

,

rillLADELnilA

Anthracite trade very active. .Seasonable
weather keeps aeulvrs busy. Heavy 1011-

naKe in cellars. Siove, nut and esu most
in demand. Premiums olTored fOF tavored
hiz<H. Prediction ur plenty luel by wiiiler.
Strike has not yet ulfected this territory.
Doalers in prosperous condition. Pea last
iM-comine a problrni. Slcani coals still

quiet. .Some buckwheat sold ulT. Uituniiii-
ous eases sHkIiH.v. LIkIU price shadine.
Fairmont holds strong Uuspito embargo.

Anthracite—With seasonable weather
again prev.ailing the m.arket is assuming
a tone of regularity. There continues to
be much pressure for delivery, especially
since most of the vacationists have opened
Iheir homes and want coal. The fact that
there ia a strike of mine workers in the
upper field has also aftected the consuming
public here.

It i.T be' loved it can now bo said with
some degree of a'!sura»'ce thnt there I3

little chance of a fuel famine locally this
winter.
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The great pressure exerted by the deal-
ers at this time is believed in 90 P r cent.
of the cases to be for the reason that they
are anxious to fill every piece of business
that has come their way. The great
strain continues to be on stove and nut,
and from the information we can gath-^r
the amount of unfilled stove orders is in
no way decreased, as the largest percent-
age of the *new business is for this si'iie.

Many people when they find they cannot
get stove express a willingness to substitute
nut. but the time has long since passed
when this can be done, for nut is almost
as hard to get as stove. The yards have
no stocV'S of these sizes whatever, and th3
point has been reached where the dealers
in order to make deliveries in certam in-

stances very readily pay premiums to in-

dividual shippers for a few cars of the

The only size that is plentiful now is

pea. and it must be admitted that this
size is fast h-^coming a problem for all

concerned. With the retailers they have
been taking in pea all summer so as not
to lose any of the larger sizes. Mnny of
them have now reached the point where
they are beset to find storage room for
any more. Th"s is particularly true of
those concerns who have not been accus-
tomed to store heavily on th's size. Even
some of the bi^eer dealers are bepinnin^
to feel the prrssure, too. Th's is shown by
ouite a number of advertisements appear-
ing in the local papers whereby the retail

men are urging the public to take in pea
coal at this t'm".
Some of those in the trade profess to be-

lieve that unless the strike in the upper field

is settled very quickly it will likely have
the effect of making the market for do-
mestic sizes tighter than ever. While no
tonnage from the affecrfd district is ever
shipped into this territory, yet the local

coal comes into competition with that dis-

trict in other territories a-d it would have
the tende-^cy to increase the premiums on
certain sizes and in this way take tonna.ge
from this district. There is a'so the pos-
sibility of the trouble s^reading and there-
by directly affecting this market, and it is

this feature that has kept orders coming
into local retailers in goodly number re-
cently.
The steam trade fails to disp'ay a-y

particular activity. Buckwheat is the only
size that is being called for in any par-
ticular volume, and even this is not suf-

ficient to absorb the production. There
is m"ch free buckwheat on the market and
jobbing bouses are able to procure it at
prices around S3.15 (iT)3.25, although the
companies rig'd'v maintain thoir price of
$3.40 It is believed, thouch. that tbe turn
of the red in sfeam sizes Is not far eff,

as bo*b rico and bp-'»v l-fo'" y-^-i'-^ <-"i"' i

some tendenly to qu'cken : at least inquiries
are in er^ater number.

BitnmJnons—In the bI*nmInous market
there h3s been jus* the "'ightest tendency
to easing off at times. Th's it is believe'!

to be due to het'er car supply, at least
in the Pennsylvania regions, wh'-re the
aver-»ee has been c'ose to 70 per cent, re-
cently; and in addition the ra'l miverrent
has been good. Were it not for the fa"t
t^nt many b'g users delayed stocking up
till late in the .srason. it is bel'ev-d the
market wou'd be filled with coal. However,
the des're to increase stocks is ^row'ng,
but even this demand has not be'-n s"->h

as to sti"Ti'ate the prIC'» situation, and
there has been a slight shad'ng off in th=s

resnect. It is also noticeable that s»ric'ly
broij-erage houses have I.at- Iv had a heaWr
supn'y of better grade coals to offer. 'Po-

weeks n'>st the commission men have h->i
very little better than Pool 1<( c"-.J to

offer, but recntiy thoy have appeared with
fa'- stocks of Pool 10.

Tbe Fai'-mont coals have held their own
remarkably well, for with the embTro'o
against this fuel at the Baltimore P'er?
local houses co"fidently expected that a
heavy tonnage would come on this market
at rednc'd prices. As a matter of fact
more th^n one broker took a chance at
making sa'es in pnMcinntion of lower prices
and are now having the greatest difficdty
to cover tb^ir commitments, and in some
instances have done so at an actual Io=s.

The nrices per ret ton in th's market
are about as follows at this writing:

GeofKCS Creek Big Vrin $3.30(^ 3.40

South Fork Miller Vein 3. 30(1.3. 40
ClearfieW (nrHiran') 2.90f.n3. 10

Semrrsot ^ordinary) 2 90(Sj 3 . 00

Fairmont lump 3.20(ffi3.30

Fairmont mine-run 3.00^3.10
Fairmont alack 2. 50® 2. 60

Fairmont lump (ordinan> 2.95® 3. 00
Fairmont mine-nin (ordinary) 2.70@2.80
Fairmont alack (ordinary) 2.50@2.65

B.\I,TlMORE
Congestion of coal at tide due to insuffi-

cient vessels to handle bie export flow
causes continued embargoes. Market a lit-
tle weaker as to price of steam coals. Hard
coal men decide not to advance .\nBust
prices.

Bituminous—.\ great rush of coal to
tide, which came with more liberal car
supply and as a result of the immense ex-
port business offering or closed, has caused
a congestion at the pier approaches which
has necessitated an almost uninterrupted
embargo against shipments to either Cur-
tis Bay or Canton. The number of vessels
reporting for the first week of September
was far below requirements, although a
total of 65,985 tons were dumped into for-
eign carriers. This record, it maintained,
would be sufficient to roll up a total for tbe
last four months of the year that would
make 1919 the banner export year in the
history of the trade. As a matter of fact,
there is every prospect of greatly increas-
ing the present run.

The only pool open most of the time re-
cently has been No. 9, which handles coal
largely on local account. The market was
naturally a little weaker under the con-
pestion, especially as to steam fuels. Pool
71, recently holding stiff at $3.75, is now
offering to the trade anywhere from $3.40
@3.75. with $3.50 about the average. Other
Etep.m pools are bringing mine basis to the
trade about as follows: No. 9. $3.30®
3.40; No. 10. $3(3-3.20; Nos. H and 18.
$2.7o(ffi2.80; No. 34. $2.35. Gas coals hold
pretty well to the figures of a week since,
although there were probably some sales
of three-quarter low sulphur below the
acceptf^d average of $3.50. Medium sul-
phur held around $2.75@3, while run-of-
mine continued at $2.35. A move to ask
reopening of the Locust Point pier of the
Baltimore & Ohio and the Port Covington
pier of the Western Maryland has been
halted, in part at least, by the burning last
week of the latter structure, causing a loss
of about $700,000. It is now planned to
build a new steel pier in its place.

Antliraoite—Members of the Baltimore
Coal Exchange have decided not to ad-
vance prices before the first of October
at least on retail sales. Many dealers had
felt that the premiums now being paid on
independent coal of from 75c. to $1 or even
more, a ton, would warrant a higher price
at oz)ce in or^'^er to bring back the eross
margin of profit to some dealers to the fig-

ures allowed by the Fuel Administration
c'uri^g the war. Others pointed out that
I he Sentember sales as a rule are light, and
that there would not be any great effect

on income as a result of a September in-
crease. It was then decided to permit the
entire question to remain onen for further
discussion when the conditions to prevail
in October become more certain. Mean-
while dealers here complain that certain
popular sizes are short.

Lake Markets

PITTSBUKGH
No opinions on minerr,* convention. Car

supplies still poor. Production nnclianeed.
Centra! T-iarket steady with fancy prices
occaoionalZy paid.

Coal o^e^ators of the Pittsburgh district
refuse to express any opinions as to the
demands being formulated by the miners'
convention in Cleveland, feelins that the
'serious discussion that must occur later in
conference mikes it undesirable that .any
opinion should be expressed at this time.
The situation as to car su-^plies is not

visibly improved, and production continues
r.3 formerly at between 55 and 60 per cent,
of mine capacity, with labor supply esti-
mated as sufficient for a 75 per cent, pro-
duction if sufficient cars were furnished.
Orders on books, it is claimed, would admit
of .in even heavier production than 75 per
CTt. if there were sufficient supply of cars
and of labor.

I>al;e shipments continue at about 15 000
tons a day from the district, or much less
Ih.in earlier in the s<>ason, and will .sliow
further decreases before the end of the
month. Supplies for the line trade do not
appear to be any more adequate than for-
merly, as while shipments are larger de-
mand is also greater.

Oc"asional sales are made of small lots
of spot steam and gas coal at prices above
the general market, which remains quotable
as follows; Steam coal: Slack, $2 10(fi)

2.30; mine-run. $2 50(@>2.60: Gas: Slack,
$2.20(312.40; mine-run, $2.50(g>2.70 ; pre-
pared sizes, $2.60(8)2.80, per net ton at
mine, Pittsburgh district.

TORONTO
Conditions show little cliangre. Ship-

ments from mines sliplitly increased. De-
liveries still much in arrears. Bituminous
not mucli iu demand.
About the only change in coal market

conditions during the last few weeks is a
slight increase in the volume of anthracite
shipments arriving from the mines. This
however is not -sufficient to enable dealers
to overtake delayed deliveries, which are
still much in arrear. The effects of the
strike at the mines have not as vet made
themselves felt, but unless a speedy settle-
ment IS arrived at, dealers anticipate a
serious shortage. There is plenty of bitum-
inous on hand to supply the demand, which
continues comparatively light

Quotations for short tons are as foUo-ws:

Retail

Anthracite, egg, stove, nut and grate $12 50
£?." 11.00
Jiituminous steam 8 00
?''"='=:•: ::.':;: 7:00
Uompstic lump. |q qq
Cannel ...!... IliSO

Wholesale f. o. b. cars at dnetisation:
Throe-quarter lump 6 25
Slack '.'.'.'.[].'. 5'

15

BUFF.4.I,0
Somewhat sagging bitnminons market.

Prices quite uncertain. Pittsburgh stiffen-
ing on account of car shortage. Anthra-
cite still moving well in spite of strikes at
both ends.

Bituminous—Jobbers call the trade un-
satisfactory, though they are all selling a
fair amount of coal. Of late the car short-
age has been becoming worse. The pros-
pect is that the shortage will last right
into the winter. If it does, it is hard to
see how the supply of coal can be kept up
or the prices kept down.

E\'erybody in the lake shipping trade is
eagei to see the strike at Duluch ended,
but it hits the bituminous trade much
harder than it dpes the anthracite, for this
port could rush enough coal forward late
in the season to meet the shortage there if
the strike does not last an improbable
lei.gth of time.

Bituminous nrices are much as visual.
Slack has run up in price, showing that it
is taking the place of mine run. Quota-
tions: $4.55 for Allegheny Valley sizes,
$4.S0 for Pittsburgh and No. 8 lump, $4 65
for three-quarter, $4.20 for mine run $4.10
for all slack, $4.60 for smokeless, $5.70 for
Pennsylvania smithing, $6.75 for domesticc ke, $5.75 for breeze coke, all per net ton,
f.o.b. Buffalo.

Anthracite— The conditions do not
change much. Consumers are asking for
more than is to be had. but shippers and
distributors think a good average amount
has been put into cellars and a^e inclined
to take an unconcerned " view of the out-
lc:ok. Lake shipments keep up better than
might be expected. No very fxact esti-
m.ate can be made of the throuih rail-line
trade, but it is said to have' suffered con-
siderably on account of the demands from
the other branches of the trade.

CI.EVEL.\ND
Cnrtailed car suppl.v has reduced re-

ceipt-i of bituminous coal in nortliern Ohio
to tbe bare demands of consumers. Witll
the strike of dock workmen at tbe brad of
tbe Great Lakes still on. the lake tr->,de is
^•irtually dead for tlie present. Operators
licre insist tlie.v have no fears of a strike
of mine workers Nov. 1.

B'tnminons—Efforts of the larger steam-
coal consumers to "get ahead of the game"
aro proving fruitless, for southern and
eastern Ohio operators are able to bring
in just enough coal to meet current de-
mands. This is the condition despite the
fact lake shipments are nil just now. The
mines are undermanned, due to the slow
but steady departure of aliens for Europe,
but even these short forces are not fur-
nished with enough cars to keep them
going more than 60 per cent, of the time.

Prices continue firm, but have not ad-
wn'ced. For this the cpc'itors take credit,
saying they are keeping down prices in the
litpe they may help break the "vicious
cvcle" of rising commodity costs. On the
whole, bituminous coal prices here are just
about where they were when Govt -nment
control ended, with $2 35 ruling for sl.ack
and mine run and $2.60 for prepared sizes.
At tile lowest point of tbe decline foUow-
ine.- the signing of the armistice, slack and
mine-run dropped to $1,20 and prepared
sizes to about $2. showing the recovery in
the latter less than in the two former
grades. Domestic bituminous coal prices.
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however, are constantly I'eiiig scaled up-
ward by the retail dealeis.

Uppermost this week in the Cleveland
market is the convention of the United
Mine Workers. All indications point to
the expected demands—a 6-hour day and 5-

day week.

Pocahontas and Anthracite—Supplies of
both grades continue far under normal, and
retail dealers are unable to make deliveries
under two weeks. Prices tliat have not been
advanced are firm and likf!.%' to be boosted
soon. Forked Pocahontas has been marked
up 50 cents, to ?10, delivered.

Lake Trade—Most operators believe the
lake season is about over. Kfforts to man
the docks at the head of the Great Lakes
with strike breakers are not proving very
successful, and shipments are about 50 per
cent, of normal. In the early part of the
sei;son upper lake dock interests failed to
move coal off the docks, while now they
are unable to move it off the docks or un-
load vessels. Shipments now are about
350.000 tons under what they were at this
time last season. Shipment of coal via
railroad from the Indiana and Illinois fields
will be the only way out tor upper lake
coal consumers, it is believed.

Prices of coal per net ton delivered in
Cleveland are

:

Anthracite:

Egg $II.75@II.90
Chestnut I2.00@12.20
Grate 1I.75@II.90
Stove 1 1. 90® 12. 10

Pocahontas;

Forked 9 . 50® 1 . 00
Lump 8.75® 9.00
Mine-run 7. 50

Domestic bituminous:

West Virginia splint 8.00@8.25
No. 8 Pittsburgh 6.60@6.90
Massillon lump 7.70@7.95
Cannel lump 7.85
Coshocton 1 ump 6 . 85

Steam coal:

No. 6 slack 4.6a@4 80
No. 8 slack 5.I0@3.50
Youghioghcnv slack 5.25(015.50
No. 8 j-in 5.70(016.00
No. 6 mine-run 4. 75® 5. 00
No. 8 mine-run 5.20® 5, 45

DETROIT
Demand for steara coal remains rather

slussish ; anthracite supply is not attain-
ing; adequate volume.

Bituminons—In the steam-coal division
of the bituminous trade orders are coming
more slowl.v than they should, jobbers say,
if the manufacturing and industrial plants
of Detroit are to be assured of an ade-
quate supply of coal for winter needs. It
is expected the developments in the mine
labor situation may e.xert an influence on
some of the backward buyers, lending to
bring about a broader market

Despite the sluggish aspect of the steam
coal trade in Detroit, jobbers are en-
countering an active demand from cus-
tomers outside, and this business is ab-
sorbing stock, which the jobbers assert
should be held in Detroit to build up win-
ter reserves of the local consumers. An
impression seems to have l)een created
among some of the Detroit bu.vers that
there is a plentiful supply of bituminous
and that they will be able to get all the
coal they may need at lower prices before
winter sets in. The prospect of a strike of
mine workers, in the opinion of the jobbers,
is likely to provide the stimulus that will
accelerate buying.

Meanwhile, the matter of car supply is

steadily attaining ,a place of increased im-
portance as a factor in supply.

Smokeless coal, owing to the demand
from the Kast, is difficult to find in De-
troit. Mine-run is held at $2.75i*( 3 a net
ton, f.o.b. mines. I-Iocklii); domestic lump
ranges $3.25 (S, 3.50, Hocking egg holds
around $3 and mine-run ranges from
$2.25«2.40, with slack selling at $1.90Tii2.
Four-inch West Virginia lump Is quoted at
$4, two-inch lump $3.75, mine run $3 and
slack $2.25®2.,'j0. Quotations on Jack.wn
Hill are placed about $1 above those for
Hocking,

Anthracite—Household consumers are
.awakening to the neces9lt.v of preparing
for winter, and there Is a fairly active de-
mand for anthracite, which is revealing to
many of the would-lic JjiiyerH Ihat the out-
look is not altogcthir pli^asing. Retailers
say they are encountering dilliculty in hav-
ing their orders filled .and that shipments
aro slow In arriving, while stocks in yards
.are so low .as to arouse apprehension of
« short supply.

C'OLUMlJliS

The Ohio coal trade continues ratlier
actue in every department. Lump and
screenings are tlie strongest sizes, wliile
mine-run is only laeging slightly. Ket4ill
trade w especially active in view of lieav-
ier buying on the part of consumers. Prices
continue strong:.

Tlie feature of the Ohio coal trade
is tho demand for both prepared lump
and snr.aU tizes, which are sellir.g rap-
idly in every locality. S^.•reenin(^s, w-hich
have been quite slow tor some time,
recently ass'.imed consider ,ble strength,
with the result that buy'.ig is active in
steam circles, Reserve stocks of small
sizes are not large, a-.a many of the con-
sumers are hurry'"..g to get under cover
before the situation becornes tighter. With
the miners meeting in convention in Cleve-
land, talking of a higher wage ccaie and
shorter hours, large steam users are get-
ting anxious as to supplies for the winter.
Quite a few contracts for screenings have
been closed recently, and there is quite a
boom in that class of business. Mine-run
is not quite so active as screenings, but this
is not believed lo be permanent and little

of that grade is going beggii.o' Kailroads
are using a larger tonnage, and i.'.is is

lielping the niine-run situation. On the
whole the steam trade is more active than
formerly, and prospects are for a contin-
uation of the activity.
The domestic trade is active also with

buyers in the market in larger numbers
than formerly. Many of the contracts
booked by retailers early in the season for
delivery after Sept. 1 are now being looked
after, and this is taking a large tonnage.
New business is also coming in well and
there is a general tendency amonsr house-
holders to buy now in view of the uncer-
tainty of the future. Pocahontas is quite
scarce and little is arriving ;n central Ohio.
Splints are also becoming more scarce,
and this is throwing the burden of demand
on Hocking and Pomeroy grades. Prac-
tically no mines in the southern Ohio field

are now idle because of lack of orders.
Business is sufficient to keep all going, only
limited by car supply and labor. Retail
.stocks are only fair and many are making
strong efforts to increase stocks before the
first cold snap. Retail prices are firm at
the higher levels and the range is quite
wide.
The lake trade is rather active, al-

though limited car supply is restricting
lake shipments to a certain extent. The
demand from the Northwest is still good
and the trade will undoubtedly run into
late November, Reports show that some
congestion at the docks is holding up a
free movement,

CIXCINNATI

Cincinnati coal men say that the coal
situation insofar as it affects their business
at this time is a serious om^, and one that
is growing more alarniiiit; :is time goes on.

They say it is alnuisi iniiii.-.-^ible to get
anthracite or smolvihs.s c(j;il. what little

there is drifting into this m.iriiut being of
no consequence. Only one lirm is adver-
tising the fact that it has anthracite for
sale at $10.50 a ton, but in limited quan-
tities. Soft coal is also scarce. The demand
in the past few weeks has grown steadily,
and unless something is done real soon
there is every likelihood that those who put
oft buying their coal are going to find
themselves handicapped for lack of the fuel
this coming winter.
The situation is due to the railroad fa-

cilities, the shortage in cars in the Ken-
tucky, West Virginia and Ohio fields show-
ing little improvement, if any, during the
past week. Operators in the Ohio district
especially are complaining about the car
shortage and are fairly begging the Rail-
road Administration ofhcials for cars in
which to haul their product, so as to keep
their mines going, there being every evi-
dence that unless the men can be kept at
work five days out of the week they are
going to seek other employment, which
would complicate the situation more than
ever.

Retail co.al prices were advanced offi-

cially at the Chamber of Commerce last
Saturday. .Smokeless lump and egg coal
was quoted at $7.75(98.25 a ton, against
$7. 75 Cn 8 bust month. Smokeless run-of-
mlne was put up 25 cents a Ion, to $6.75 (^
7.25 a ton. Coke was advanced 25 cents to
50 cents a ton at $10'iil0.25.
The advances in the prices served to

stimulate the dem<and from all sources.
Much coal is needed for the local market
and every effort is being made by the oper-
ators and dealers to get it here.

I,OUIS%II,I-E

Prospects of better uistrihution of cars,
with some relief from pr.-st-nt shortage of
cars. Prices firm with steam coal in strong
demand at slightly higher prices.

Promised relief has been given the Ken-
tucky opeiators in more equitable distribu-
tion of cars, officials of the Railroad Ad-
ministration having promised to divert
more cars from the South to the Kentucky
and Tennessee fields. For some time past
cars from the Kentucky and Tenne-ssee
fields into the South have been routed by
direct route back to the car pool territory,
with the result that the supply reaching
the operations in tthe territory of the
Southern Appalachian Association has been
the smallest shown in any section of the
country.
Kentucky operators are doing just

slightly better than running two days a
week at the present time, mines being over-
sold and refusing business m most cases.
Retailers report a dull demand due to the
weather, but are stocking some little coal,
and expect an active demand about Oct. 1.

There is a good demand for gas coal,
which is movinp- into various sections for
utilities and byproducts plants. These
buyers have becc-me scared and are buy-
ing mine-run freely. There is still a good
movement from mines to the Lakes and to
tne '.',>rthwest. There is also some rail-
road buying Southern movement is slow-
ing ur ^ast, as the district is fairly well
supplied. It is reported that there is now
a very jair export demand tor gas coal,
with inquiries coming from numerous
countries ir." Harlan operators are ex-
r->r*i'.g some coal through Savannah and
^ o.-folk,

BlHu.»''«'CHAM

Market '='>i2;fowoat xr.ore active account
poor car supiil.v. whi'li is holding produc-
tion below requirenietits of •li-.* trade.
Inquiry for low and medium *rr»4le steam
coal better, due to inal>ilit\ .if consumers
to get full supply of besi ^rad** J'uel, Do-
mestic very active, bl. t Mone U) be ha^.

This district is i>t i^esenc unable to sup-
ply suflicient coal to taKe care ot the de-
mands of the trade, due to the inadequate
and uncertain supply of equipment being
furnished the mines, many operations being
idle several days a week on account of no
cars for loading. Consumers are being
forced to buy some of the low and medium
grades of steam co<al recently, the allotment
of cars at operations producing the oene'-
grades of fuel not being sufficient to allow
an output commensurate with th° ''eman;'
for the higher quality of coal. K... -' .i

as a whole have little surplus coal and .v,,.:-

of them have already been in the mar.ket
to supplement the tonnage being received
on contracts. Quotations have made no
change recently and range about as follows
per net ton mines: Big Seam mine-run,
$2.30 # 2.611 ; Pratt, $2.85(0)3; Black Creek
and Cahaba, $3.45(5)3.85.
While there is only occasionally ,a car

of domestic coal obtainable in the spot
market, almost any price is being offered,
premium of 50c, to over September sched-
ule being paid.

CON NELLSVILLE
Slightl.v easier appearance in market, liiil

prices not lower. Consumption sharply in-
creased In i>ast few weeks.
The coke market is a f^'iade easier,

though minimum prices arc hardly quotable
at any lower level. As for some time past
there is a delicate balance, the least excess
of demand over supplies making the mar-
ket very strong while the accumiil;ition of
only a few cars on track gives the market
an easy appearance.
There have been sever.al cases in the past

fortnight of furnace interests being com-
pelled to buy prompt coke in the open
market because shipments against con-
tracts were not ui> to re(iuirements. In-
vestig.ation by the furnaces showed that the
operators were doing their best and no
suspicion is entert.alned th;it any operators
are selling on the spot market coke that
they should be delivering on contract.
Consumption ot Conncllsvillc coke is

much greater than a tew weeks ago, as a
number of furnaces, normally tributary to
the region, have gone Into bhast. Struthers
blew in week before last, and Ella. Claire
.and Ilunn;ih last week, Hann.ah is a stack
of the ItcpuMic Iron and Steel Co.. whose
bytiroduct |ilant at Youngstown supplies
the Hazelton furn.aces, while Atlantic and
Hann.ah must use Connellsville coke. The
comp:iny has a Connellsville operation but
had to buy coke for Hannah liecause it
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could have produced the adrtitionni cokp at
its own ovens only by curtailing coal fthip-
ments to the byproduct plant, which wouM
then have had to buy coal. It was regarded
better to buy coke than coal, this reflectin;?
the tight condition in the coal market. Con-
nellsvillc coke is bringing only the coal
value plus the bare cost of coking.

I oundry coke continues in good demand,
with offerings far from plentiful, and box-
car shipments very hard to secure. We
quote spot and prompt at $4.75 for furnace
and at $6@6.50 for foundry, per net ton
at ovens.
The Courier reports production in the

Connellsville and Lower Connellsville re-
gion in the week ended Sejit. 6 at 263,742
tons, an increase of 21,347 tons.

ItuflTalo—The coke trade has not ma-
terially changed. Furnaces are taking a
good amount and are running at more than
average speed, with prospect of getting all

th-; iron ore down by lake that is needed.
Since the resumption of shipments afier
the end of the strike an effort has been
made to make up for lost time. Prices are
strong at $7.60 for 72-hour Connellsville
foundry. $7.25 for 48-hour furnace and $7
for oft grades, per net ton, f.o.b. Buffalo.

Middle West

tiKNERAL r.EVIEW
StroiiK demand for prepared onal in

Middle West. 0|)erat«rs are cooperating
to the benefit both of themselves and the
general public. Labor situation improved.

There is a strong demand for prepared
coal in the Midwest territory. This demand
is increasing in strength from day to day,
and will probablv lead to a stampede on the
part of the buying public within a short
time. Steam sizes appear to have suffered
a slight relapse during the past week. Illi-

nois screenings are selling today at from
$1.75® 2.20 per ton f.o.b. mines according
to the" quality of the coal, and the district

in which it originates. It is confidently
expected that the steam market will
strengthen very soon, as the car supply is

growing worse f'-om day to dav and the la-

Bor situation is far from satisfactory. It is

also predicted that a great many large
users of steam coal wil have to close
their plants later in the season because
they have neglected to store an adequate
amount of coal, or lacking the knowledge
of the real conditions in the coal industry
have misjudged the situation and failed

to cover their requirements by contract.
The question of prices on domestic

coal deserves some mention in this review.
As stated before, the demand for prepared
sizes is great. In spite of this, operators
and distributors have been maintaining
their prices at very reasonable levels. For
instance. Franklin County prepared coal is

selling at from $3.15 to $3.25 per ton fob.
mines. High-grade Indiana coal is bring-
ing the same prices, while the Soringfield
district and other less favored fields are
having no difficulty in getting from $3 to

$3.15 or perhaps more for their domestic
sizes. The only offenders in the price
question appear to be certain small eastern
operators who have been shipping some of
their coal into western Iowa and Nebraska.
We understand from a reliable s*»rce that
prepared coal has been selling on a basis
of $5,50 mines in the territory just re-
ferred to.

The tendency on the part of the oper-
ators to cooperate rather than work at
crops purposes was further shown this
week hv the cnmb'natinw of some mines
in the Springfield, 111., district. This com-
bination is bound K) work a benefit, bo»h
from I he s'andpoint of the buying public
and the coal industry itself. The Spring-
field district for a long time consisted of a
number of small mines that were engacred
in a ci'-"pr of self-destruction iiy their
price-cutting methods. Since 1017. how-
ever, these mines have been brought to-
gether until now there are three or four
large companies that practically control
the field. This works as a benefit to the
public as the coal buyers have a more re-
liable and satisfactory source of supply,
and :is ;i ]h n. lit to the coal industry as it

has 'I'liii .tw ty with a number of irre-
spiiii; iMi- iMi-iiinies that broke the market
and I'. Ill-lit ii'i- one another's business with
price-iiuting methods, at the first sign of
a weak market.
The labor situation we believe is im-

proved in southern and central Illinois. Wc
understand that the I.W.W. or the T!ol-
shevik element among United Mine Work-
ers has met with little success. Several
mines are reported still idle aftqw the visits

of the band of radicals who started out
some time back on a march through the
mining districts. It is thought that Presi-
dent Farrington, of the Illinois unions,
has the situation in hand.

CHICAGO
Domestic coal in great demand. Steam

inquiry has ta.Uen ofi'.

As usual, the market in Chicago is
similar to the market in the Middle West,
except that perhaps it is intensified to
some degree. Domestic coals are 'n great
demand, and even in greater demand than
in the country, but steam coals have
slumped to a largM- extent. Upon looking
over the situation, one is impressed with the
verv marked improvement over conditions
in the market as short as a month ago.
At that time good southern Illinois coal
was selling at from $1.25 (<i) 1.40 per ton. in
some instances, while now it is impossible
to get this coal at fisrures below $1.90, the
favored price tieing $2.05 for coal that is

anywhere near good. The reason for this
marked improvement is. first, a number
of manufacturers who have been holding
off have now come into the market, and
have come in strong ; second, the car supply
in practically all of the producing fields is

very poor ; and third, the labor situation is

cau.sing considerable worry.
The p-'ces of coal in the Chicago market

are as folows:

ILLINOIS
South' rn Ilinois
Kran'.lin, S-litie and F.o.b, Mines Rate to
Willianisun Counties per Ton Chicago

Prepired sizes $2 .
45((i)$3, 25 $1 55

Mine-r;:n 2.30® 2.75 I 55
ScreeningB 1.90® 2.50 1.55

Central Illinois

ypringtield District

Prepared sizes 2.25® 3 00 1.31
Mine-run 2.«W@2.50 1.31
Screenings 1.75® 2.05 1.31

Nnrthrrn Illinois

Thin \ein District

Prepared sizes 3 , 10® 3. 60 1 , 24
Mine-run 2 . 90® 3 . 00 1 . 24
Screenings 2.05® 2.85 1.24

INDIANA
Clinton 4th Vein District

Prepared sizes 2.40® 3.25 1.27
Mine-run 2.35® 2.60 1.27
Screenings 1 . 90® 2 . 20 1 . 27

BrazUElock-LowerVcin.... 3.75® 4.25 1.27

Knox Counts'—5th Vein

Prepared sizes 2 . 40® 3 . 45 1 . 37
Mine-run 2.20® 2.40 1.37
Screenings 1.70® 1.95 1.37

EASTERN COAL
New River and Pocahontas

Prepared sizes 4.75® 5.50 2.60
Mine-run 3.75® 4.00 2.60

West Virginia Splint

Prepared sizes 4.00® 4.50 2.60
Mine-run 3.50® 3.75 2.60

Hazard, Ky.
Prepared sizes 4.25® 4.50 2.45
Miiio-iiin 3.00(<« 3.50 2.45
Screenings 2.20® 2.50 2.45

Harlan Field, Ky.
Prepared sizes 4.25® 4.50 2.45
Miuc-run 2.65® 3.50 2.45

Cannel 4.00® 5.50 2.45
® 2.60

.MILWAUKEE

Coal market quiet, with prices steacfy.
Soiiw uneasiness felt in rei^ard to the out-
Ivok for the coming winter.

The coal market is quiet, with prices
steady. Small dealers find it hard to fill

orders because of the scarcity of the pop-
ular domestic grades of anthracite—stove
and nut. Shippers say the movement by
rail to the interior would be better if cars
were more plentiful. There is a slead.v
flow of cargoes by lake, including both
hard and soft coal. Milwaukee has escaped
dock trouble thus far. Two cuvk'^-s wliicli

arrived recently cjune from I niim h-Su-
perior. The coal was origimillv luiiiiid

from Toledo to Duluth, but dwiiii; i<i the
strike at the latter port the vessils were
ordered to Milwaukee.

Notwithstanding that a good supply of
coal is in sight at the present time some
Milwaukee dealers are advancing pessi-
mistic predictions and warning consumers
to protect themselves against a possible
famine next winter by ordering coal while

it can be had. As one dealer puts it: "1
am afraid this will be the worst winter
since the strike of 1.S91. Not only is there
a shortage of production of all grades, but
the strike in the anthracite region prom-
ises further complications." Furthermore,
he says, dealers have not been given an op-
portunity to stock up during the summer
season, and tliat Illinois jobbers, who in
the past have been insistent solicitors at
this season of the year, have suddenly
ceased to cultivate the field. It is generally
admitted that if tliere is to be a serious
turn in the situation here it will not de-
velor until after the close of nav^ation.
Cargo receipts thus far this season ag-

gregate 579,840 tons of anthracite, and
2.109,161 tons of soft coal, a gain of 165.-
644 tons of the former and a loss of 234,866
of the latter, compared with the record for
1918.

The municipal coal yard at Eau Claire,
Wis., is doing business, but owing to diffi-

culty in procuring supplies, only Franklin
County, Illinois, coal is dealt in at pres-
ent. This is being retailed at $8 per ton.

ST. LOUIS
Mines still on strike in Mt. Olive and

Standard fields, with little coal on the open
market. Trouble gradually Itetterinu, Car
suppl.v unusually bad. Demand easy, ex-
cepting on country calls. Local business
quiet.

The local situation is an extremely easy
one. everything considered. The public is
not clamoring to any great extent for coal
but taking it as it comes in to the dealers.
The supply of Carterville is far from suffi-
cient, but is satisfactory in view of the
unusual circumstances in the Illinois field.

The industrial situation in and around St.
Louis is below normal, and for that reason
there is not the demand for steam coal that
is usually heavy at this season in other
years. In a general way the local situation
is perhaps better than in any of the larger
cities in the country.

In the Standard field the mines are still

idle on many of the roads, while here and
there a few of them have resumed, with
a shortage of men. The marching miners
camped at Marissa for a few days and
sent a detachment on to Benton in Franklin
County, where they were not received with
any marked degree of hospitality. They
are appealing to the miners in the William-
son and Franklin County field, but with no
effect. On the main line of the Illinois
Central, from Coulterville north, thfey have
the mines pretty well shut down. On the
Baltimore & Ohio, the Southern, the Louis-
ville & Nashville, and Vandalia they .are

also idl^ as a rule. In the Mt. Olive
field they have resumed operations in most
of the mines, but Livingstos quit, and north
of that place there has been some dis-
turbance. From there they got into the
northern field in the vicinity of Livingston,
aad the sheriff of Macoupin County met
thent and toVl them what the law was on
any disturbances that might occur. That
rather took the starch out of the leaders,
but they were still reported as being en-
camped somewhere in that district.

There is an unusually good demand in
the country for Standard and Mt. Olive
coal, but there is so little of the Stand.ard
that it is going at premium when it will
go out of St. Louis. The lump is selling
at from $2.7565)3 with mine-run at $2.25fa)
2.40 and screenings $1.75@2, with 2-in.

lump at about $2.50.

The Mt. Olive field, producing nearly all

of its tonnage, is still sticking to its regu-
lation price of about $2.40 on the St. Louis
business for domestic sizes and $2.85(??3
for outside business. The car supply is

fairly good in the Mt. Olive field.

In the Standard district the Mobile &
Ohio is the only road with any supply of
cars at all. The Illinois Central is in bad
shape. In the Carterville field of Williamson
and Franklin Counties there are no labor
disturbance.s. but the car supply is seriously
affecting the tonnage. The roads have let

up somewhat on their demands for coal,
especially on the Iron Mountain, and more
commercial coal is moving out; hut the car
supply is so poor on the Iron Mountain and
Illinois Central that the tonnage is about
one-fourth of what it shoulil be. The car
supply on the Hurlington is be.st. with the
Chicago & Eastern Illinois following:.

The demand for screenings is a little
light, but th» other sizes are sold up for
as far ahead .as three months in some cases.
Similar conditions exist in the Du Quoin
field. The railroad tonnage out of all
these fields is above the average for this
season.

There is no anthracite cominij in and no
smokeless, and nothing from Arkansas.
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Our Problems and Theirs
By R. Dawson Hall

UROPE'S difficulties arise largely

from the number of the idle rich and

the numberless passably well-to-do

who are well content to live on their

small incomes. This idleness em-

braces a far larger proportion of the

population in Europe than in the

United States, where men of no occupation are in

general restricted to the "hobo" class. In Europe
profits are not unusually high. It is not the size of

these profits, but the use that is made of them that

is the cause of many of the ills of that continent.

If the profit of industry is returned to industry, if it

is expended judiciously in perfecting the enginery of

production, thenthat profit assists in adding to human
wealth and human happiness. Many are the capitalists

who spend a meager one or two per cent, of the large

incomes they receive from industry, while five or

perhaps ten per cent, more is lost in unprofitable

business ventures. This latter loss is unfortunate to

them and to us, but it is inevitable. One cannot

always foretell just where money will be profitably

invested. The waste in Government construction is

immensely larger. Look, for instance, at our public

roads worn out in a short span of years, and the Erie

Canal, which has never earned a dividend.

All the other profit of the man with capital goes

into the development of the Nation's resources. It

appears as houses, railroads, factories and equipment.

It forges the implements of progress. Without it

we should stand still and live as in past centuries.

That part of the profits of industry that is private

profit, in the sense of being expended for personal

comfort or pleasure, is small; and the percentage

decreases with the aggregate size of the profit taker.

The really large holders of stocks convert little of

what they receive to their own uses, while the small

holders, unless wage earners, so convert nearly all.

Unfortunately, in Europe the rich and a large part

of the middle class, especially the women, are non-

producers. For the most part they expend on them-
selves all that they make. If they fail to do so, they

are somewhat freely condemned by the working

classes, who believe that expenditures of all kinds are
good for trade and therefore for labor.

The workers rejoice when property is destroyed, as
by a fire or a flood, provided the catastrophe does not
lay off men. They argue that it will take hours of
labor to replace the property destroyed. There is

more excuse for this reasoning in Europe than here,

for what is not expended in Europe for replacement
is quite apt to be paid out for luxury ; but it is not so in.

the United States, for the cost of rebuilding would
merely be deducted from the expenditure to be
bestowed on some entirely new construction that
would expand industry.

A belief exists in Europe among those who have
wealth that trade is the natural function of one of

lower intelligence, subjecting the man who enters
into it to all manner of disconcerting contingencies

and commandeering one's whole attention and
service. Yet more it is the general thought that to

take anything with seriousness, to put one's whole
effort into anything, is a trifle plebeian. A reserve of
energy, the European declares, should always mark
a man of distinction. The strength of his hand, the
brilliance of his brain and even the depth of his

emotions must be hidden. He looks with disapproval

at the American who says he seeks "results." The
European gentleman does not want results; to him
they are at best vulgar things. The war has shaken his

assurance as to that matter, but he is still only in doubt.

The European trouble is not in the division of
profits. It is in the misuse of them. Let us beware of

the time when our exuberance decays and we also

lose our interest in industry as an ultimate end. Cul-
ture is a delightful goal to envision, but production

is the only thing that can afford that material gratifi-

cation that workingmen are today demanding. It is

useless to talk of a "new day," a day of material

satisfaction, as have the wealthy of Europe, unless

we all, by our industry, are willing to work for it.

When the people of the United States, both wealthy
and humble, f?il to do their part in the creation of

wealth,the country must needs be impoverished regard-

less of the equality by which that wealth is distributed.
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS
PRACTICAL SCHEMES THAT MAKE THE DAYS WORK EASIER

Haudy Shellac Container

By Charles H. Willey
Concord. N. H.

Users of shellac know that if the brush and the liquid

are not kept in an air-tight vessel, the shellac will not

only harden but the brush will be ruined as well. A
cheap container for the shellac and the brush can be

made from a zinc-cover screw-top Mason jar, as shown
in the illustration. A fiat brush is cut off near the

CONTAINER PR10.SEUVK.S l;OTH SHELLAC AND BRUSH

lower end of the handle, and a handle of i x Jg in. strap

iron is bent into the shape shown. By means of wood
screws the brush and handle are secured to the cover in

the manner indicated. The container will be found to be

perfectly air-tight.

Coupling Hooks for Slopes, Planes and

Rope Haulages

Coal Age of Aug. 7 contains a diagram of a self-

uncoupling hook for use in hoisting and haulage. The
accompanying illustrations show three different types

of hooks designed for this purpose and now in use in

the anthracite and to some extent in the bituminous

region, on main and tailrope haulages, also slopes and
planes.

The hooks shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are used mainly on

main and tailrope haulages. Fig. 3 is a hook almost

universally used by several companies on slopes and
planes.

The arrangement shown in Fig. 3 embodies a small

device provided with a pin attached directly to a rope

cone. The pin, however, is larger at the lower than

at the upper end. The holes are so proportioned that

the pin will lift out of the lower one but will not pass

through the upper one. The chief advantage of this

coupling lies in the ability of a triprider or headman
to uncouple the trip at the head or foot while the trip

is in motion whenever the engineer gives him a little

slack, and his ability, especially at the head, to throw

the rope easily to one side.

As soon as the engineer gives a little slack, the pin,

which is then loose, is easily pulled up, the large end

catches in the upper side of the device and the weight

of the device and socket are then held by this large end

FIGS. 1 TO 3. DIFFERENT KINDS OF SELF-UNCOUPLING
HOOKS FOR USE IN HOISTING AND HAULAGE

of the pin. Throwing this whole contrivance aside

is a simple matter. This device should in all cases

be attached to some stationary object on the car so

that it cannot be upturned, as might be the case if it

were attached to a chain. In this latter case, of course,

the pin would drop out and the cars uncouple.

The operation of the hooks shown in Figs. 1 and
2 is self-explanatory. They are designed for use with
chain connections where it is necessary to have an
attachment that will remain secure in all positions, yet

one that will permit easy and rapid disconnection at any
point along the travel of the trip.
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Boiler Ferrule Extractor

Some time ago I had occasion to renew a lot of

ferrules on the fire ends of the boiler tubes in a battery

of boilers. To expedite the work I made a ferrule

DETAILS OF A SIJIPLE FERRULE EXTRACTOR

extractor from odd stock somewhat like the one shown
in the illustration. The device is so simple to construct

that it needs no elaborate description.

Three-in-One Roller Brackets

By Ralph W. Mayer
California. Penn.

Rope haulagewa.vs are usually provided with wooden
rollers, with a diameter of 6 or 8 in. These are placed

between the track rails and carry the haulage rope, pre-

venting excessive wear upon it. The rollers are pro-

vided with i-in. gudgeons about 6 in. long extending

ROLLER RRACKET THAT DOES THE WORK OF THREE

from either end and upon which the roller turns. The
roller is supported at either end by a bracket, made of

wood and having a hole bored in it to act as a journal

bearing for the roller. Oil holes are bored from the top

of the bracket to the bearing hole so that the roller may
be lubricated.

The brackets are made from 6 x 4-in. timber and are

long enough to reach across two adjoining ties. Each
of their ends is sawed off diagonall.v, or beveled, and
two holes bored in the beveled portion for spikes to

fasten the bracket to the ties. Usuall.v, as soon as the

bearing in the wooden bracket becomes worn, the roller

will not turn and the bracket has to be replaced.

One large mining company has made one bracket do-

as much work and last as long as three did by the old

method. It adopted the extremely simple expedient of
making three holes, or bearings, for the roller in each
bracket instead of the single bearing formerly provided.

As soon as one of the holes, or bearings, becomes worn
out the roller is shifted to the second bearing, and when
this is too badly worn the roller is again shifted to

the third bearing. This is the work of but a few min-
utes for the trackwalker when he oils the rollers. It

saves much time in replacing brackets and cuts the cost

of new brackets to one third of the former amount.

A Simple Sprag Cutter

By W. E. Guller
Panama, lU,

At many mines sprags are still made with a hatchet.

The accompanying diagram shows a simple device by
the aid of which sprags may be fashioned much faster

and more easily.

The illustration is self-explanatory and needs no ex-

SIMPLIFIES THE MAKING OF SPRAGS

planation. Any diameter or length of pipe desired may
of course be used. The height of the wooden block

should be at least 1 in. greater than the length of sprag
to be formed, so as to permit the easy removal of the
sprag after it has been driven through the pipe.
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lloche Miette Mountain, elevation
TuOU ft., immediately west of Xo. 2

tunnel of Jasper Park Collieries. Shows
excessive erosion.

Mines of the Jasper Park Collieries, Limited,

at Pocahontas, Alberta
By J. H. McMillan

Pocahontas, Alta.

THE chief mines of the Jasper Park Colheries,

Ltd., are situated at Pocahontas, Alberta, on the

eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains. They have

main-line connections with the Grand Trunk Pacific and

Canadian National railways, which roads take the en-

tire output of the mines for use on the locomotives op-

erating on the mountain divisions. The camp is

beautifully situated among the foothills overlooking the

Athabasca River, which at this point forms itself into

a series of lakes. Being included within the bound-

aries of the Jasper National Park, the authorities in

charge of the park make it compulsory that the grounds

adjacent to the mine and camp be kept free from ob-

jectionable accumulations, and as mines go, the general

surface conditions might be considered exceptionally

good. The coal field is most interesting and presents

many and varied obstacles which are not at all common
to coal mines of western Canada, with the exception

of those in the Crows Nest Pass district. The rock

formations of the Jasper and Crows Nest Pass coal

fields have much in common; the Jasper district, how-
ever, has been subjected to much more and severe fault-

VIBW OF THE TOWX.SITIO. JASPER P.VUK COLLIERIES. LTII.. ROCKY MOUiNTAlXS L\ BACKC.KUL'N'I

)
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ing with the result that mining conditions are anything

but favorable.

The rock formation adjacent to the Jasper Park col-

lieries is complex, and within comparatively short di;^

tances it is possible to identify strata ranging fro:.

the DeV'Onian measures through to the Recent. Tht

consolidated rocks, all of which were deposited previous

to the great intrusion that produced what is now known
as the Rocky Mountains, consist of a series of bed-

lying unconformably on each other and ranging froni

the Devonian to the Upper Cretaceous, the latter being

the coal-bearing measures. The Cretaceous formation,

being comparatively soft in structure, has been almost

entirely eroded from the higher ridges, which now con-

sist chiefly of Devonian sandstones and dolomites.

The coal field has been badly faulted, particularly to

the east of the mines along the Fiddle Creek basin.

where the Devonian sandstones make contact with the

Upper Cretaceous shales. Considerable faulting has

also occurred to the west, where the Cretaceous coal

measures make contact with the Carboniferous shales.

while a little further along on the higher ridges fur-

ther west the Jurassic shales are to be seen lying imme-
diately against the Devonian limestones. The coal-

bearing strata at Pocahontas, measured from the con-

glomerate ridges forming the east and west arms of

M.\CHIN'E, BLACKSMITH .\N'D C.\RPEXTER SHOPS AT THE
JASPER MINE

the anticline, are a little over 2000 ft. in thickness and
•contain five workable beds with an appro.ximate total

of 36 ft. of coal.

The anticline referred to runs in a southeasterly di-

rection from Pocahontas and term.inates at a point

about 5 miles from the camp, where a heavy cross frac-

ture running almost east and west completely cuts oft

the coal measures.

Beyond this point the strata are badly broken and
no coal of any account has as yet been found. Ero-
sion has completely carried away the coal-bearing meas-
ures of the Cretaceous period, and what coal has been
found appears to belong to the Carboniferous.

Prospecting has been confined chiefly to the measures
overlying the conglomerates. The measures below the

conglomerates are cut in various places by moun-
tain streams, but not sufficiently deep to determine
whether or not commercial coal is to be found at depth.
The management, however, is satisfied that workable
beds exist below the conglomerates and several drill

holes will be put dowTi at various points on the prop-
erty with a view to determining this point.

From a geologic standpoint this portion of Alberta
might be termed a regular student's paradise. Every
conceivable form of fault known to mining can be found,
and the different strata clearly correlated. Fr'^m an

I \() J Tl N\I L I \-^l lAi MINI

operating standpoint, however, the position of mine
manager is one perpetual round of puzzles and worry.
The coal beds found on the property of the Jasper

Park Collieries, Ltd., are of excellent quality, a series

of samples taken from the outcrops having given the
following contents:

No. 2 or Tunnel Seam:
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by gravity from the working faces, and in order to

maintain a running grade it is necessary, when these

faults are encountered, to go back down the pitch and

regrade. Owing to the absence of structure, it is im-

possible to mine direct on the full pitch, or to take out

the entire bed between the hanging and foot walls. Ac-

cordingly, angles or stalls are driven diagonally across

the pitch and only a small portion of the bed taken out

in development, and this immediately against the hang-

ing wall.

These angles are roughly of a right-angled triangle

in cross-section, the upper or pitch side or rib being 6

ft. high, while the hanging wall and floor come to a

point on the low side. The width of the angles is gen-

erally about 8 ft. On the upper levels, where the coal

is inclined to be damp and consolidated, this method is

somewhat modified and much more coal taken out dur-

ing development. The maximum area of cross-section

is about 48 sq. ft. on the upper-level angles. Owing to

the friability of the coal in general, the angle system

of mining is the only method by which the seam now
being developed could be worked, and even under this

Trlassie&Permian
Shales S'Sanc/sfvnes,

Carboniferous Shales - /
J.

Crefaceous Coal ShalesSr
SandmckSc /

^ ^, , l1easures,ZI85'~. ^ Sandsfone.'-"^^^"^ '-

'3<yck5wifch

,Pickinq Tibbie

JurassicShales
-SrSanasfone

CROSS-.'^K.TluX ut .STRATA, ^.HuWlN', 1«_)1;AI.

system considerable difficulty is experienced in extend-

ing the development places owing to the excessive gas

pressure from the footwall. This pressure is caused

by a false footwall, varying from 3 to 10 ft. in thick-

ness and containing a thin seam of coal which lies im-

mediately against the main footwall rock, and which
apparently holds considerable gas under abnormally

high pressure.

As the development angles and levels advance, this

pressure produces bumps which, though not as de-

structive as those occurring in the Crows Nest Pa?s

coal field, are at times quite serious and play havoc with

the angles or levels in which they occur. The bunips

referred to are accompanied by hea\'y flows of methane,

and owing to the heavy pressure produced the coal is

ground into a veritable powder.
Lagging is constantly kept at the advancing angle

faces, and on the first indication of a bump the places

are lagged off so that should a run take place the cavity

produced will !« kept relatively small. Once the gas

bleeds off the pressure drops and makes it possible to

reopen the places and continue advancing. Instances

are on record, however, where the lagging failed to

withstand the pressure with the result that hundreds of

tons of coal came away and filled the intake airways,

making it necessary to withdraw the men until the

gas bled olT.

Where conditions are such that it becomes necessary
to adopt the angle method of mining, care has to be

NEW TIPPLE OF THE JASPER PARK COLLIERIES

taken that the cross-cuts between the angles break

through directly opposite each other. Otherwise in the

extraction of the pillars there is a possibility of much
coal being lost and the work of extraction being ren-

dered extremely dangerous. The system heretofore

employed at the Jasper Park collieries has been to de-

velop extensively and block out the ground as the angles

advanced. Doing this naturally gave the false footwall

a chance to break and incidentally brought on or ag-

gravated the thi'ust coming from the footwall side.

The angles were also turned off the upper counter, and

before breaking through on the surface—a distance of

over 1100 ft.—the lower part of the angles and the cross-

cuts between gave considerable trouble

and were a constant source of ex-

pense. Frequentlj^ an angle would have

to be stopped until the chute was rip-

ped and regraded and new rib posts

placed on the high rib. The cross-

cuts and pillars were also constantly

under repair, and if left too long be-

fore being extracted it became neces-

sary to make entirely new roads into

the pillars. The danger of a creep i

always present ; the hanging wall is

a hard siliceous shale and only breaks

over a large area. To offset this, how-
ever, the false footwall sloughs off as

^n,x soon as the pillars are extracted and

drops down with the pillars, thus-

forming a fulcrum against the live workings and the

gob, and reducing the possibilities of creep when the

hanging wall breaks.

The method of mining just described has be'en found

unsatisfactory and will be abandoned. Instead of ad-

vancing several angles at once and blocking out the pil-

PLAX OF TIPI'LE TRACKS, JASPER MINE
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-lliiWIXG PROPOSED NEW JIETHOD OF WORKING THE NO.

lars as the angles advance, a modified panel method
will be established and the blocks left intact until the

two main angles extended fi'om the main entry to the

surface are completed. These main angles will be from
200 to 300 ft. apart; the outside angle will be used as

a main coal road and the inside angle as a manway and
timber raise. Small air hoists will be placed at differ-

ent points on the timber raise with a view to eliminat-

ing the old system of packing timber by hand, which
was inefficient and extremely trying work.

When the main angles are completed, back angles

will be turned, commencing at the top or outcrop, and as

soon as a back angle breaks through on the gob outside

the pillars will be immediately extracted. By following
this method the footwall

pressure will confine itself

to the gob and the pent-

up gases allowed to escape

direct into the return air-

ways. It is also presume:!

that the release of the gas

in the gob will materially

reduce the thrust from the

footwall in the back angles

advancing below. This

should eliminate the bumps
that formerly occurred. Ex-

tracting the pillars as soon

as the back angles break

through should also give a

greater recovery from de-

velopment and should con-

siderably reduce the cost of

maintenance. There will be

practically only the two
main angles to keep in re-

pair, and being in solid

ground these should not

give much trouble.

Should it be found that

the distance between the

main entry and the surface

is too great to be worked
in one lift, the ground will

be divided into three lifts

and one kept in advance o(

the other—the top lift be

ing in the lead. (Plans of

the workings to date with
proposed extensions are

Sll(J\V].\i; .MA.SSIVK (-O.Ndl
ATKIA- l-.Xr>K]{.\KATH

showin in the diagram at the head of this page.)

The main entry is 8200 ft. long and all haulage is

done by compressed-air locomotives, three 8-ton Porter

compound machines being now in use. The mine cars

have a capacity of 2 J tons, and 20 cars comprise a

trip. One locomotive attends to the chutes inside and

delivers the loads at a parting 2500 ft. from the portal

of the tunnel, from which point they are transferred

to the tipple by the locomotive operating the outside

run. The third locomotive is kept available in case of

a breakdown.
The tipple is modern in every respect and is capable of

handling 1500 tons per day. The loads pass over a Philips

automatic cross-over dump and then to a lower level

from which point they are

caught by a grab chain and

elevated to the empty track,

where they gravitate to the

tunnel entrance. Trackage
is provided on the tipple

for 200 loads, and all dump-
ing is done on the morning
shift.

The power and boiler

hcuse is constructed of con-

crete throughout. The
power plant consists of one

steam-driven IngersollRand

air compressor capable of

delivering 2000 cu.ft. of air

at 900 lb. pressure, also

•two Electric Machinery

Co.'s six-cycle, three-phase

alternating-current genera-

tors of 75 and 184 kw. re-

spectively, both of which

are coupled direct to high-

speed Robb-Armstrong en-

gines. The tipple machin-

ery, machine, carpenter and

blacksmith shops are oper-

ated entirely by electricity

while a lighting system is

provided for all buildings

at the mine, as well as the

miners' cottages and the

townsite. Electric power is

also supplied the company's

Miette mines, situated at

Bedson on the Canadian
.O.MERATE I-YIXG l.M.MEDI-
THE COAL MEASURES
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DEPARTMENT STORE. POST OFFICE AND GENERAL STORE

National Ry. The latter mines have been closed down
for some time but will reopen again early in the fall.

The steam plant consists of a battery of four Leonard

& Son's return tubular boilers, with a total of 600 hp.

The coal used at the boilers is brought direct from the

tipple bunkers to the boiler house by conveyors.

The company has built a department store on the

lower townsite, also an up-to-date hospital and school-

house on the upper townsite adjacent to the miners'

cottages. Altogether 80 three- and four-roomed cot-

tages have been built which rent at $9.50 and $13 per

month respectively, including water and light. Suitable

garden plots are also attached to each cottage. The
climate is exceptionally healthful and the camp free

from sickness. At some distance from the camp there

are some hot sulphur springs which are noted for their

curative qualities.

The Jasper and Miette properties controlled by the

Jasper Park Collieries, Ltd., consist of 7219 acres of

coal lands lying adjacent to the Grand Trunk Pacific

and Canadian National railways. The company also

controls 900 acres of surface rights consisting of tim-

ber limits and townsites.

The estimated content of coal in both properties is

approximately 15,000,000 tons. To date only 1,000,000

tons have been mined, and that from the No. 2 seam.

Plans for extensive development are now being pre-

pared. These include the opening up of Nos. 1, 3 and
4 seams recently prospected by diamond drill. The
structure of the Nos. 1 and 4 seams is comparatively
good; the walls are composed of sandrock, and con-

ditions m general are favorable for extensive mining.
The production from the latter seams w-ill more than
double the former output, and at no distant date the

camp of Pocahontas will doubtless be one of the most
progressive in northern Alberta.

Dedication of Bureau of Mines
Buildings

With practically all plans completed for the dedica-

tion of the Bureau of Mines buildings and the fourth

national first-aid and mine-rescue contest, members of

the different committees on arrangements in Pittsburgh

are awaiting the results of their labors. Through the

financial assistance of the Chamber of Commerce, an
elaborate 64-page souvenir booklet will be given each

visitor to the bureau building. The cover of the booklet

contains a two-color reproduction of a medallion of

Joseph Austin Holmes, through whose creative imagina-

tion the Bureau of Mines buildings have been con-

structed.

The booklet contains many illustrations of the differ-

ent phases of work being done at the station as well

as descriptions of the coal-mining, mine safety, fuel,

electrical, mechanical and chemical departments, and
includes other coal and miscellaneous analytical labora-

tories. A program covering the three-day activities is

in the fore part of the booklet as well as a list of the

prominent mining men who have served on the various

J.VSPER JUNE TIPPLE. WITH MOUNT ROCHE MIETTE IN BACKGROUND
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arrangement committees. The booklet will be used in

conjunction with the inspection trips through the build-

ings.
•

Guides will be available for the visitors at the com-

mencement of ceremonies proper at 8:30 a.m. Monday,
when the Bureau will lie thrown open. They will re-

main on hand during the ensuing three days. The event

will not be in the nature of a holiday for the employees,

as they will remain at their posts and carry out the

regular routine of the day that the guests may be able

to see the station as they would see it during any other

day of the year.

Starting on Sunday, Sept. 28, the receiving committee

will meet the incoming visitors at the Fort Pitt, Schen-

ley and William Penn hotels. On the following day, at

10:30 a.m., the dedicatory ceremonies will be held in

the rear of the main building with Director Manning
presiding. Dr. S. B. McCormick, Chancellor of the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, will give the invocation, follow-

ing which an address of welcome by Hon. E. V. Babcock,

Mayor of Pittsburgh, will be responded to by Hon.

Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the Department of the

Interior. Horace B. Winchell, President, American In-

stitute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers ; John L.

Lewis, President, United Mine Workers of America,

and Hon. William C. Sproul, Governor of Pennsylvania,

will comprise the list of other notable speakers. The
handing over of the keys to the building by Secretary

Lane to Director Manning will close the dedicatory

ceremonies proper, following which luncheon will bo

served in the Bureau buildings.

Trip Will Be Made to the Experiment Mine
OF Bureau of Mines

Monday afternoon will be taken up with a trip to the

experimental mine at Bruceton, where a coal-dust ex-

plosion will take place. Special trains will handle the

visitors out to Bruceton from the siding near the Bureau
buildings. In the evening, a meeting under the auspices

of the Chamber of Commerce will be held in Carnegie

Music Hall. An organ recital by Dr. Charles Heinroth,

of the Carnegie Institute of Technology, will precede a

moving picture entitled "The Story of Coal," in which a

great many of the experiments in use at the Bureau will

be demonstrated.

On Tuesday morning, Sept. 30, the elimination mine-

rescue contest will be held in a special gas gallery at

Forbes Field, and in the afternoon, the elimination first-

aid contest will be held at the same place. First-aid

teams from fifteen states have been entered so far that

include Washington, Kansas and California. The ten

mine-rescue teams making the best scores will enter the

final contest on the following morning for the national

cups and prizes. The twenty first-aid teams surviving

the elimination contest will compete Tuesday afternoon

for the national cups and prizes. One of the features

of the elimination first-aid meet will be the awarding
of prizes to the champions of each state. These prizes

will be independent of the results of the final contest,

and have been arranged for through the generous co-

operation of the business men of Pittsburgh, companies
and manufacturers of national importance in the min-
ing industry. Major M. J. Shields, of the American
Red Cross, will be chief judge.

Following the first-aid contest on Tuesday afternoon
will be a coal-dust explosion in a wooden gallery at

Forbes Field. The evening will be devoted to a pageant,

glorifying the mining industry, which will likewise be
held at Forbes Field. Wednesday, Oct. 1, will be given
over to the final mine-rescue and first-aid contest

during the latter part of which Director Manning will

announce the awards of the Joseph A. Holmes Safety
Association. A repetition of the previous day's coal-

dust explosion will follow the first-aid finals. The eve-

ning will be given over to a smoker by the Chamber of

Commerce, during which the team prizes will be
awarded to the respective winners.

All Old Mine Wagon
The accompanying illustrations are of a mine wagon

more than 30 years old, from Clearfield County, central

Pennsylvania. This wagon was recently found in old

woi-kings of the Glen Richey No. 1 Mine of the Rem-
brandt Peale interests, which was the first coal opera-

tion of Rembrandt Peale, that mine being opened in

1882 and afterward abandoned. During the pi-esent
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year this mine was reopened and this old wagon found

in the workings in an excellent state of preservation.

It could be used today for hauling coal if necessary.

The wagon is 5 ft. 10 in. long and 3 ft. 6 in. wide,

with a capacity of 12-i cu. ft. It is typical of the type

of mine cars used in central Pennsylvania low-seam

operations in the early days. It is an interesting relic

to the pioneer coal operators of central Pennsylvania

and is now on exhibition at the St. Benedict ofiices of

the Rembrandt Peale interests, St. Benedict, Pennsyl-

vania.
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Cooperation Between Firebosses and

Assistant Foremen

Existing statutes and practices in Pennsylvania per-

mit an apparent conflict or overlapping of the duties

of firebcss and assistant mine foreman. This may be

the occasion of much friction, discord and inefficiency.

All of this may however be obviated through mutual

understanding between all of the officials concerned

By a. T. Dickson
Roscoe. Penn.

THE Pennsylvania mining law adopted in 1911

made a wise provision concerning the safety of

the miner, when it required the mine foreman or

his assistant to visit every working place where men are,

or ought to be, at work, at least once every day. Pre-

vious to 1911 the law only required a visit to the work-

ing places by the foreman or assistant foreman every

alternate day, even where no firebosses were employed.

Comparisons are odious, but compare the present con-

ditions with those prevailing previous to the enactment

of the present law. Today the Pennsylvania statutes

require two examinations by the fireboss of every pai't

of the mine under his charge, and also a visit to each

working place daily by the mine foreman or his as-

sistant. The law therefore insures two visitations daily

by certified officials while the men are at work.

The present law more than tripled the required num-
ber of visits and examinations over the old measure.

Still there was room for improvement, and when the

Pennsylvania compensation law went into effect com-

mon-sense and self-preservation of financial resources

by the coal companies stepped in and made another

revolutionary change by employing sufficient assist-

ant mine foremen to insure in some cases four visits

each day by the assistants to each working place while

the men were at woi-k. This radical change resulted in

placing at some of the mines, especially those carrying

their own insurance, as many or more assistant mine

foremen than there were firebosses.

Change in Conditions Brought New Relations

These improved conditions as to the safety of the

miner brought about peculiar relations between the

firebosses and assistant foremen, not so much as to

their lawful duties, but in regard to their general duties.

Under the old law the fireboss after his first examination

was employed in doing odd jobs about the mine such as

laying road, building doors, digging ditches, etc. Others

made a second visit or examination covering the section

of the mine under their charge and had full respon-

sibility for that section, both as to safety and super-

vision of the work therein. After the fireboss' shift was
done he went home. This was generally about eleven

or twelve o'clock. For the rest of the day no one visited

the working places, A comparison of the past with the

present seems to indicate that some progress has been

made toward securing the safety of the men working in

the mines.

The fireboss in the old days was not in doubt as to

what his duties were or what the employer demanded
of him, and since many of the firebosses who presided

then are still on the job, perhaps in the same capacity,

they find that they are employed principally in the inter-

est of safety to the employees of the mine. It seems,

however, that the old custom of engineering the work
on the section is hard for some of the firebosses to get

away from, and for this reason there is a good deal

of friction between the firebosses and assistants at some
mines, since there is seldom any intelligent standard

of duties set down to guide the fireboss as to what is

required of him aside from his lawful duties.

This causes much confusion, and the fireboss and as-

sistant foreman instead of working hand in hand as

they should sometimes find themselves in the dark as to

who is responsible for this and that, each one trying to

shift the responsibility onto the other. The fireboss and

assistant foreman ought to get together and have a

thorough understanding so there will be a spirit of co-

operation between them.

Some firebosses labor under the impression that when
they have found the section free from gas they have

done their duty, but the law requires that they ex-

amine all portions of the mine under their charge for

all dangers, and tacitly implies that they shall see as far

as possible that the lesser perils are removed immedi-

ately upon discovery when it is practical to do so. Any
sensible man knows that the coal companies do not

operate their mines just to keep men in employment,

consequently, they do not employ both firebosses and

assistant foremen to pay them wages, but that they

may cooperate in the interest of all.

The fireboss is on the section for only a few hours

after the arrival of the miners, and therefore cannot do

justice to the miner or the company in having com-

plete charge of a section or the placing of men. When
there were no assistant foremen the firebosses had full

charge of their respective sections and were not at a

loss as to how to proceed. They placed the men and

looked after the sighting of the rooms and entries,

marked off breakthroughs, and were required to engi-

neer all the work on their sections in the absence of the

mine foreman, who often would not be on the section

for months at a time.

But now that the assistant has come onto the scene he

assumes the major portion of duties which formerly

devolved upon the fireboss. There is however no clearly

defined classification of special duties that draws the

line where each official's duties begin and end. Shall
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the assistant sight the entries and rooms or shall the

fireboss? Shall the assistant inform the cutters when to

start breakthroughs or shall the fireboss?

Some mine foremen have a printed set of rules setting

forth the work and duties of motormen, snappers, driv-

ers and other workmen ; these are handed to the em-
ployees or placed in conspicuous places. This is cer-

tainly a commendable plan, but how many foremen have

printed rules for firebosses and assistants which dis-

tinguish between the duties required of each?

Suppose a mine foreman or some other official in visit-

ing a section notices here and there a room which ac-

cording to law requires a breakthrough, and draws the

attention of the assistant to such places, telling him that

there ought to be cutthroughs in those places. "Well,"

says the assistant, "the fireboss looks after the break-

throughs. Ill tell him about it."

Now it may be customary for the fireboss to look after

the breakthroughs, but the law requires the mine fore-

man or his assistant to see that they are made at re-

quired distances. If an entry or a room gets off sight,

who is going to be held responsible? These are minor

details, yet they concern the safety of the men. It is

generally over such a point as this that friction is gen-

erated between the fireboss and assistant foreman.

The fireboss on making his first morning examination

has the best chance to see whether or not the working

places are in a Safe condition. If not, he has only to

fence the places off that he considers unsafe, and the

assistant foreman will then see to it that the places

are made safe or penalize the miner by stopping his

turn or sending him home for a day or two.

In many instances the assistant goes into a place soon

after the fireboss has examined it and finds the miner

working under conditions that are anything but safe,

which conditions the fireboss carelessly overlooked. He
calls the attention of the miner to this and the miner

replies that "the fireboss didn't say anything about it."

The assistant gets "riled" at this and exclaims: "I want

you to know that I am saying something about it. The
fireboss ain't running this."

Later the assistant asks the' fireboss why he didn't

fence the place off, telling him that he had to stop the

man's turn. The fireboss replies, "Oh, I thought you

would be around in a little while and you could do as you

pleased about it."

The assistant's action in this case reflects upon the

fireboss, and the fireboss gets sore at the assistant. The
assistant now has the dislike of both the fireboss and
the miner, because the miner thought that if the fireboss

had no fault to find with his place the assistant should

not have. Conditions are thus just the reverse of what
they should be.

The fireboss should remember that his second exami-
nation is just as important as the first one, and if he
finds the miners working under unposted or improperly
posted slate or any other condition that he thinks is

dangerous or contrary to custom, he should fence such
places off and report them on the record book. This
will clear him in case anything should happen. When
an assistant notices a condition that is not necessarily

an immediate danger, he should consult with the fireboss

and have him fence the place off on his first examina-
tion the next day. The miner will more willingly put
his place in shape when he finds it is fenced off. A
little cooperation like this will produce prolific results.

A fireboss who had just started on a certain job had

a friendly talk with the assistant. The former said:

"You and I have charge of the section and are both
responsible for the safety of the men under our charge
and the condition of the section. If on your examina-
tion you find any places that you think unsafe, put a

danger board up. Use your own judgment as to the

safety of the places, and I'll back you up, but do not

take a board down again unless I give you permission."

The fireboss and assistant then and there came to a

thorough understanding upon all the details of their

work. They decided who would look after break-
throughs, sight the places, place the men, start new
rooms, etc. When any new condition would crop up
they would hold a consultation. Thus each ofl^icial knew
exactly where he stood in relation to his duties. This is

true cooperation.

A Good Way to Make a Rough Survey

In a recent issue of the Engineering New!<-Recrird

appears an article by John H. Sawkins, of Schenectady,
N. Y., in which he presents a method of computing the

distances, on any course to be surveyed, based on the
fact that the sine of 35 min. is very closely 0.01, and
so a course 100 ft. long would show a divergence of

exactly a foot if an angle of 35 min. were turned from
the correct direction.

He states that by setting a flagpole along the line

of divergence, using a cloth tape to measure the dis-

tance from the station, and multiplying the length thus

obtained by 100, the correct length of the course can

be ascertained with as much accuracy as can be attained

with a stadia reading. It is also much quicker, es-

pecially in rough country.

The method is suggested by the accompanying sketch

and is as follows: Let ABCD be a portion of a transit

traverse line, the direetions of the lines AB, EC, CD,

etc., being determined by deflection angles, as usual.

The lengths would be found as shown for line CD, the

35-min. method being employed for that purpose. With

the transit at C, backsighted on B, the telescope is

plunged and the point D (being selected by the front

flagman) is sighted on deflection angle being recorded

to the right.

The front flagman then approximates a line DD'
at right angles to CD, and the transitman increasing

or decreasing angle by 35 min., lines in the flagman,

who moves the flag along DD' to some point at D'.

Except for unusually long sights the line DD' is shorjt,-

and the approximation on the right angle CDD' intro-

duces little error. The flagman measures DW with a

cloth tape, and this length times 100 gives the distance

CD required closely, since either the

sine or tangent of 35 min. is 1/100

(closely).

This method is especially useful in

running traverse lines in connection

with the determination of the drain-

age area of streams, where much
time could be saved in taking "shots"

several thousand feet along the ridge line or divide. It

is impossible to take ".shots" a mile or more in length

by stadia, unless an inconvenient length of stadia rod

is used.

9a^^0',
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The A. E. F. University

The sharp contrast presented between the civil-life

position and the army rank of the enlisted men who
composed our forces during the recent war was brought

out strongly when it came to finding instructors for

the American Expeditionary Force University. This im-

promptu university, which was in existence at Beaune,

Cote d'Or, France, from March till June, 1919, had

7000 students enrolled in all the courses and a faculty

of more than 600, eighty per cent, of whom were men
in the service. The other 20 per cent, were mainly

Y. M. C. A. men.

The majority of the instructors in the A. E. F.

University were officers, though the enlisted men ran

them a close second. A "buck private" possessing a

Ph.D. degree taught a course in the geology depart-

ment, and a mining engineer from Salt Lake City,

who was a Corporal of Marines, taught the course in

ore dressing in the mining department.

In Fig. 1 is shown the faculty of the mining de-

partment. From left to right the men are: Hugh
Archbald, Captain Infantry, mining engineer. Scran

ton, Penn. ; E. C. Dietrick, Captain Engineers, civil

engineer, Tucson, Ariz. ; Alfred C. Lane, professor.

Tufts Ccllege, Boston, Mass., head of the Department

of Mining, A. E. F. U. ; Horatio C. Ray, Captain En-
gineers, professor of metallurg\% University of Pitts-

burgh; Jacob E. Rypinski, Corporal Marines, mining
engineer. Salt Lake City, Utah. It can thus be seen

that the faculty was drawn from all over the country.

Fig. 2 shows part of the equipment that was used

in the teaching of mineralogy. When the university

was started, it occupied a bare building that was

FIG. 1. FACUI/rV OF .MIXIXC DEFA RT-MEXT

originally intended for a wartime hospital. Outside of

a few camp chairs, there was nothing. Dr. Lane, who
was the head of the department and taught the course

in mineralogy, hustled around to obtain specimens.

The University of Dijon, an old French institution,

kindly lent him a large collection of hand specimens.

M. Changarnier, curator of the museum at Beaune,

personally possessed a large collection of minerals and

fossils. Many of his specimens he presented to the

mining department. All these, in addition to a number
that were purchased by the University in Paris, made
quite a decent collection for the teaching of mineralogy.

Equipment for instruction was one of the things

which were lacking, as this takes time to accumulate

PART fiF THE COLI.ECTIO.X OF STECIMliNS USED I.\ THE TEACHI.NG OF iUXER.\EOGY
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in any school for metallurgy and ore dressing. There

were no books that could be given to the students,

and so the courses had to be drawn from the practical

experience of the faculty. Perhaps the very lack of

books gave to the instruction a freshness that never can

be duplicated.

The town of Beaune is situated in a part of France

in which considerable mining is carried on, so that the

students of the A. E. F. U. were taken on tours of

inspection to many kinds of mines. They saw fluorspar,

oil shales, gypsum, iron, building-stone quarries, and
particularly coal mines. The coal beds of eastern-

central France are much faulted, so that the mining
conditions are difficult. In consequence, the chance

for instruction in mining was greater. The region

round Beaune is also very interesting geologically.

Specimens were brought back from all the trips made by

the students, so that by the time the University closed

quite a collection had been gathered toward starting a

small museum.
Captain Archbald taught the course in mining; Cap-

tain Dietrick had the course in surveying; Professor

Lane, mineralogy; and Corporal Rypinski, the course in

ore dressing. As the principle underlying the instruc-

tion at the University was to let the student study any-

thing he wanted, there were many pupils who would
not ordinarily fit into a regularly scheduled college

course. Instruction had to be adapted to suit them.

One student, who put himself down as a "pocket hunter,"

a sergeant who had been several years in the regular

army, got a lot out of the course in mineralogy, though
he knew no chemistry or trigonometry. Another, who
stated a desire to sell high-grade mining stock after

the war, took the course in mining. A third, who had
been a locomotive engineer, pushing empties into a

coal mine, through the courses offered got a start to-

ward becoming a mining engineer.

The A. E. F. University was not a finished institu-

tion, but it probably did a good work under a special

situation, and one which in all probability will not

occur again for some time.

Advantages Claimed for Pulverized Fuel

By Mark Meredith
Liverpool, England

The subject of pulverized fuel is attracting increasing

attention in Great Britain. Foremost among the ad-

vantages claimed for this system are (1) complete com-
bustion, each particle of fuel being surrounded by air

and undergoing almost instantaneous combustion; (2)

the use of a minimum amount of air owing to the ap-

proximation of the fuel to the form of gas—thus a 20
per cent, excess air becomes possible, as compared with
50 to 200 per cent, in the case of solid fuel furnaces; (3)
the consequent higher temperature of combustion; (4)

reduction of loss of heat through the diminished vol-

ume of waste gas; (5) minimum amount of unburnt car-

bon down to one-half of 1 per cent., as against 4 to 5

per cent, in many furnaces fed with ordinary solid

fuels; (6) the decreased labor attaching to ash removal;

(7) the maintenance of a less oxidizing atmosphere;
and (8) the utilization of low-grade fuels not otherwise
serviceable in modern types of furnaces, leading to

economy of fuels of higher calorific value.

It may be urged that, sooner or later, the direct com-
bustion of coal, and consequent loss of byproducts, must
cease in this country, this being, however, largely de-

pendent upon the report of the Fuel Research Board's

experiments now in progress, and that the changes
necessitated by the introduction of the new system
would hardly be justified. Assuming that such prohibi-

tion eventuates, it is still urged that pulverized fuel

should be the last example of direct combustion to go.

Further, the fact that the system is applicable to coals

of low grade unsuited to present furnaces, and that such
utilization is a direct step toward coal conservation,

justifies the hope that what has presumably been an
undue delay in this development in this country by rea-

son of war conditions may now give place to the intro-

duction of the method. Even if coal carbonization on
the large scale obtains in the near future, it is still

claimed that pulverization will be applicable to a coke

containing 10 per cent, of volatile matter, such as re-

sults from low temperature carbonization with recovery
of fuel oil.

The extension of the method in America may be

judged from its application to steam boilers, locomo-

tives, openhearth puddling, and reheating furnaces, in

soaking pits, for annealing, brass melting and other

purposes. The production and maintenance of a nearly

neutral atmosphere at once leads to a reduction of scale

formation in billet heating, and to a considerably in-

creased life of annealing boxes.

More recently pulverized fuel has been used in ad-

mixture with fuel oil, a suitable mixture containing 70
per cent, of oil and 30 per cent, of powdered coal, the

mixture being applied without any change of burners
or combustion areas.

Legal Department

Right to Rescind Coal Sales Contract—The general

I'ule of law that right of one party to a contract to rescind

because of the other's breach of some provision of the

agreement may be defeated through the former being in

default, too, was applied by the United States Circuit Court
of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, in the late case of Carter vs.

White Oak Fuel Co., 257 Federal Reporter, 54. Defendant
contracted to make monthly deliveries of coal to plaintifi"

during a certain period, plaintiff agreeing to pay by the

tenth of each month for coal delivered in the preceding

month. Only partial deliveries were made the first three

months. Plaintiff did not pay within the time required

by the contract, but did pay each month for coal received

the preceding month. The third payment was not made
until the 22d, although defendant had given notice that no
more fuel would be delivered unless payment should be
made by the 10th. No further deliveries being made, plaintiff

sued for damages. The defense was that the contract was
rescinded for plaintiff's default in paying for the coal as

payments fell due. Plaintiff replied that there had been
an extension of the time for payment, by mutual agree-

ment. Affirming judgment in plaintiff's favor, the Circuit

(^ourt of Appeals says: "The verdict establishes the fact

that at the time the defendant attempted to terminate the

contract, and when it declared that it would proceed no
further under it, it was itself in default of performance of

an essential covenant of the contract, because it had failed

to deliver the agreed amount of coal the plaintiff was to

receive in August, September and October. The right to

repudiate a contract for the default of the other party
thereto cannot be exercised by a party who is himself in

unexcused default of performance of an essential covenant
thereof."
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Coal Washing on Concentrating Tables
By J. B. Morrow

Dawson, N. M.

IN
COAL-WASHING practice with tables, the largest

efficiency mainly has been secured in the treatment of

the fines from -f^ in. in size down to dust. It has

always been a relatively simple matter to effect a clean

separation of the coarser sizes, thereby offsetting the

loss from the fines, especially when they were not

present in the feed in large amounts.

In the Dawson practice, in 1908, there was only five

per cent, of material under -fjr in. in the raw coal to the

washer, but with improved screening facilities the per-

centage of fines was greatly increased, at times running

up to 30 per cent. The loss of fine coal in the wasre

then began to be a serious factor in the operations.

In 1906 some experimenting had been done with a

Wilfley table by T. H. O'Brien and, while good results

were obtained, its small capacity precluded the use of

this machine on a commercial scale. In 19ll, when the

problem of the fines began to get troublesome, further

experiments were made, using a larger-deck Wilfley.

The results secured were so satisfactory that a plant

was constructed with 24 tables, their average capacity

being between five and six tons per hour.

At the time of remodeling the plant some considera-

tion was given to the feasibility of crushing all the coal

to /jj in. and washing it over tables, but the large floor

space necessary, together with the added expense of

drying all this fine material, made it appear advisable

not to crush below ;i in, at which point separation tests

had shown that an appreciable saving could be made.

The material is first handled on a three-compartment

jig which makes a clean coal, a clean reject and a

middlings product. The middlings consist of coal mixed

with bone, slate, etc. These are crushed to y\ in. and

under, and together with the hutch material is sent to

the tables for further treatment.

Average Results for a Month

The average results for last month gave a washed

coal with 12.5 per cent, ash and a tailings with 53 per

cent. ash. The separation tests on the raw coal show

that a tailing product with 55 per cent, ash is the

cleanest product that can be made for a 12.5 per cent,

ash washed coal.

It is the practice to permit any manufacturer to in-

stall his table and run it in competition with the others.

So far five different makes of table have been tested.

The main difference in these tables lies in the head-

motion and in the shape of the decks.

The chief virtue of the table as a coal cleaner lies in

its sensitiveness to adjustment and full visibility of the

process, together with the ease with which the quality

of the product may be varied. The variables as they

affect practice are as follows: (1) Length of stroke,

(2) revolutions per minute, (3) lateral inclination, (4)

longitudinal inclination, (5) dimension and spacing of

riffles.

As an illustration of what can be accomplished on a

machine of this kind, the figures that follow show the

result of a test run made on an Overstrom-Universal

table. This device has some features in which it differs

from all other tables.

The head-motion consists of an unbalanced pulley

driving loose on a shaft rigidly attached to the table

deck, this motion being limited by a fixed stop on one

end of the stroke and a cushion spring at the other,

thus doing away with all eccentrics, cams and toggles.

There are no bearings under the deck, but it is sup-

ported from the floor frame by laminated wooden springs

which allow the table to swing lengthways as an in-

verted pendulum, the motion being in the arc of a circle,

the riffles also being laid out in arcs practically parallel

to the line of motion.

The supporting legs are inclined slightly backward

toward the head-motion, causing the table to rise on its

forward stroke. On account of the method of imparting

reciprocating motion to the table, it will automatically

increase or decrease the stroke with a heavier or lighter

feed.

Feed to Table a Hard Proposition

The feed to the table, which consisted of jig hutch and

reground middlings ranging in size from 'i in. down to

fine sluuge, is a harder proposition to handle than the

primary coal on account of the concentration of the

bony matter, some of which will only have a small dif-

ferential in specific gravity to distinguish it from the

rock or coal.

The tonnage handled was five tons per hour, having

a composition, as shown by the specific gravity separa-

tion, of
46 per cent, coal at 48.0 per cent, ash
54 per cent, coal at 11.3 per cent, ash

100 per cent, feed 28.2 per cent, ash

The results obtained were:

49 per cent, clean coal with 11.6 per cent, ash
40.6 per cent, clean rock with 48.7 per cent, ash
10.4 per cent, middlings with 27.5 per cent, ash

100 per cent. 27.66 per cent, ash

This is equivalent to a recovery of 91 per cent, of the

coal. If the middlings were put in with the waste, it

would give 51 per cent, waste with an ash of 44.1 per

cent, as compared with 48.7 per cent, in the theoretical

separation, carrying 10 per cent, of recoverable coal.

In practice, these middlings from the primary ma-
chines are again treated on a table using a shorter

stroke and lower riffles and the final waste from the

mill contains an average of 5 per cent, of recoverable

coal, or, expressed in another way, 99 per cent, of the

recoverable coal in the feed is reclaimed.

Paper presented before the spring meeting of the Rocky Moun-
tain Coal Mining Institute, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Superior Oil in Air Compressor

When an inferior oil is used in an air compressor, it

will in some cases deposit so much carbon on the outlet

valves that they stick and do not perform their proper
function. The rapidly running air compressor then

churns the air in the cylinder around so often that at

last the heat reaches the "firing point" of the oil, and
the oil is then ignited, causing the wreck of the machine.
Oil for an air compressor should have a high flash point,

be easy running and at the same time have sufl!icient

body to lubricate the hot inside surface of the air cylin-

ders. The quantity used should be as small as it is

possible to employ and yet assure adequate lubrication

of the rubbing surfaces.
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Selection of Power for Mine Service

Effectiveness of a jNIine Power System Depends Upon Method of Distribution Selected-

All-Direct or a Combination of Direct and Alternating Current Are Alternatives

Usuallv Encountered—The Latter Offers Many Advantages

By E. Steck
Clinton, Ind.

THE output and economical working of a mine is

dependent on the kind of power used for its oper-

ation. Whether alternating or direct current or a

combination of both is to be used depends on the size of

the mine, the equipment above and below ground, the

length and location of the entries, and the location of the

coal.

The only kinds of current used in Illinois and Indiana

are 275-volt direct and three-phase, 60-cycle alternat-

ing. Where power is generated the general practice has

been to install a 275-volt direct-current generator.

Where the mine has a small capacity, say up to 1000

tons per day, and the coal is hauled over entries on

each side of the mine, there is no serious objection to

using direct-current generators located on top near the

shaft. This is also true where power is purchased at

2300 volts alternating current and a motor-generator

set or rotary is used to convert the power for under-

ground operations to 275 volts direct current. In case

of purchased power the motors above ground can be 440-

volt, three-phase, 60-cycle alternating current. Such

motors require less attention than do direct-current ma-
chines, and the maintenance charges are less. With
large tonnages and extended territories the problem be-

comes more complex.

Take as an example an entry where the parting is

back 5000 ft., laid with 55-lb. rail well bonded, and the

average amperage is 800, with 275 volts on top at the

generators and 250 volts on the bottom. Average
voltage at the parting to be 200.

rpu ^ ; 10-5 ^ 800 X 5000 _ . ,,The drop in rails = 1 f-o (wj ~ ^^-^ volts

Two 55-lb. rails well bonded are taken to be equal to

1.150,000 circ.mil of copper. This leaves only 13.5 volts

drop allowable on the trolley and feeders. Equalizing

the decrease, or allowing 25 volts drop over the trolley

and feeders and the same over the rails and feeders, the

cross-section of each would be

10.5 X 800 ^_om ^
Zo

The feeder along the rail would be 1,680,000 — 1,150,000

= 530,000 circ.mil. The feeders along a 4/0 trolley

would be 1,680,000 — 211,600 = 1,468.400 circ.mil. The

weight of these feeders are about as follows:

One 500,000-cir.".tnil bare cable along track, !b 7,570

Three 500,000 circ.niil., weatherproof, along trolley, lb 28,500

.Approximate cost $12,000

The cost of feeders, neglecting the cost of installation,

is prohibitive. The practice of the average operator

would be to install only one 500,000-circ.mil feeder

cable along the trolley and none to help out the rail. The

voltage drop in this case will be:

., 10.5 X 800 X 5000 ... . „Drop in rail =
1 150 000

~

Drop in trolley and feeder

= 58.5 volts

10.5 X 800 V 5000

211,600 + 500,000

The total drop thus is 95 volts.

The voltage at the parting will be: 250 — 95 ^ 155

volts. Power doing useful work = 155 h- 275 ^= 56.5

per cent. Power wasted in transmission = 275 — 155

-^ 275 = 43.5 per cent. Eight hundred amperes at 275

volts —- 220 kw. Useful power equals 56.5 per cent, of

220, or 124.2 kw. Wasted power equals 43.5 per cent,

of 220 or 95.8 kw.

If the power on the entry is costing $1000 per month,

or $12,000 per year, the cost of useful power is $6780

while that of wasted power is $5220.

The speed rating of the locomotives is based on 250

volts at the motors and is 6 miles per hour. At 155

volts the speed will be 155 -~ 250 X 6, or 3.7 miles per

hour.

It can readily be seen that with 275-volt direct-current

service, and with the foregoing conditions, that either

an excessive investment is required or the cost of oper-

ation will be extremely high because of the wasted power
and the slowing up of the machines.

The installation of a motor-generator set or rotary at

the parting, together with another source of direct-

current power at the shaft, will place the point of lowest

voltage halfway between the shaft and the parting. Sup-
pose the haulage locomotive takes 400 amp., then the

drop in the rails and 4/0 trolley with 4/0 feeder will

be as follows:

Drop in rail =
10.5 X 400 X 2,500

9.1 volts

Drop in trolley and feeder

= 24.9 volts

1,150,000

10.5 X 400 X 2,500

211,600 X 2

Thus the total drop is 34 volts.

The minimum voltage between the shaft and parting

will be 250 — 34, or 216 volts. Five thousand feet of

4/0 weatherproof feeder costs approximately $1000.

Consequentl5% with the same amount of power as in the

first instance the feeder cost is reduced $11,000 and
the voltage drop reduced 50 — 34, or 16 volts.

This scheme can be worked out so that motor-gener-

ator sets or rotaries of suitable size can be located in

various sections of the mine so as to take care of the

requirements of gathering motors, cutting machines and
haulage locomotives handling that section. Also a

source of direct-current power should be available near

the bottom to handle the load created by the haulage

locomotives between the bottom and the partings.

Where only direct-current is available all the motors
on the surface as well as the cutting machines must be

direct current. Such motors require more copper for

distribution than do alternating-current machines and
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the maintenance costs are higher because of commu-
tator and brush troubles. The cutting machines being-

farthest from the source of electrical supply will have

the lowest voltage. If 200 volts is maintained at the

parting the voltage at the face, because of the opera-

tion of the gathering motors and cutting machines, will

be still less. Take as an example an entry back of a

parting where there is in operation one gathering loco-

motive and three cutting machines. The distance from

the parting to the face will be assumed as being 1500,

rail 20 lb. bonded on one rail, and 2/0 trolley. The

average amperage will be about 150.

rrr, , , „ 10.5 X 150 X 1,500 __ „
Tlie drop m the troUey = tt^ttt^^t^ = 1'-' I'olts

Hie drop in rail

133,079

10.5 X 150 X 1,500

212,500
— =11.1 volts

The total drop is thus 28.8 volts.

One 20-lb. bonded rail equals 212,500 circ.mil of cop-

per.

Referring to the instance above where 155 volts

were available at the parting we will have 155 — 28.8

-= 126.2 volts at the face. Even with all the feeders

along the trolley and rails there will only be 200 — 28.8

= 171.2 volts at the face. With such a low voltage at

the face the gathering locomotives and cutting machines

will have greatly reduced capacities. With alternating-

current energy and a motor-generator set the voltage

at the face would be increased because 250 volts would

be available at the parting and the machine load would

be taken off the direct-current service and placed on

alternating-current service. Consequently, the voltage

at the face would be as follows with an average of 90

amp. required by the locomotive:

n . ^ ,,
10.5 V 90 X 1,500 ,^. ,^Drop in trolley =

fss 079 ^ ^ -^ ''"'

10.5 X 90 X 1.500 ,^ „Drop in rail = om r,„ = 6.7 volts

The total drop would thus be 17.2 volts. Therefore

the voltage at the face for the gathering locomotives

would be 250 — 17.2 = 232.8 volts.

The accompanying table shows a comparison of the

possible results here discussed. Condition A is a typical

installation. The locomotives are operating below ca-

pacity. With the same output, if condition C is main-

tained only 72 per cent, of the main haulage locomotives,

50.5 per cent, of the gathering locomotives with the

same percentage reduction in motormen and tripriders,

and 55 per cent, of the cutting machines will be neces-

sary. Or if the same equipment is retained the in-

creased capacity will be as follow.s: Haulage locomo-

Per Cent. Rated
Output at Min.

Minimum Voltagr on Voltage

.SE gs

^.mil.

S- OJ

155 126,2 126 2 62 50.5 55

Itpm .System

<.\l 4/0 trolley I 500,000
feeder.

55 lb. rail no feeder
(B) 55 lb. rail 1 500,000 eire.mil.

feeder 200 171 2 171 2 80 68 5 74 5

(C) Motor-iienerator set at parting 216 232 8 220 86 5 100 100
Atternating-eurrent cutting ma-

chines

Voltage on top. 275: voltage on bottom. 250: entry to face 2/0 trolley and
20 lb. rail, one rail bonded; rated voltago of locomotive motors, 230: rated
voltage of machine motors. 220.

tives, 39 per cent.; gathering locomotives, 98 per cent.;

cutting machines, 82 per cent.

From the foregoing it is readily seen that proper volt-

age should be maintained at the various motors so that

for a specific output the number of locomotives and cut-

ting machines as well as the operating costs will be kept

to a minimum. To determine how to maintain this

voltage it is necessary to make a thorough study of the

location of the various territories, the tonnage to be

taken from each and the future development of the

mine. It is then necessary to lay out a system for gen-

erating and transmitting power so that the cost and the

distributing charges will be a minimum.

Heat-Treated Gearing for Mine Locomotives

Gearing represents a highly important item in the

chain of equipm.ent, parts and supplies which, when
linked together, tend to make continuous mine opera-

tion possible. Too much attention cannot be given to

this fact. This is not only true insofar as locomotive

equipment is concerned, where much time is required

to replace broken gears or pinions, resulting in serious

delays to haulage system.s, but it is also true of all

other gearing in and about mining operations.

So far as gearing is concerned, the delays most com-

monly experienced can only be successfully combated

by using a superior grade of material. Case hardening

was the first .step in this direction, and although it

proved to be quite a success as compared with untreated

gearing, it was not the best treatment for mine service,

because the glass-hard surface with soft core or center,

while ideal from the viewpoint of wear alone, did not

have the necessary toughness to withstand the severe

shocks and stresses to which mine gearing of all de-

scriptions is continually subjected. Consequently ex-

tensive research and experimental work was necessary

to perfect a treatment better adapted to mine conditions.

Two important points must be considered by tha mine
operator when selecting the type of gearing best suited

for his purpose. This is especially true of locomotive

gearing. These are hardness and toughness; one is

just as important as the other. It is not wise to select

a gear or pinion with great surface hardness and soft

core, capable of giving long service, if steady and con-

tinual wear were the only consideration, but unable to

withstand the shocks incidental to mine service. Neither

should there be selected gearing tough to the point of

successfully eliminating breakage, but without the sur-

face hardness necessary to insure long service, from
the viewpoint of wear.

The ideal is a combination of the two. This has been

obtained in a specially heat-treated gearing; the treat-

ment being founded solely upon these two objects and

known as Nuttall BP grade when applied to forged steel

and NP grade when applied to steel casting.

To better appreciate the benefits to be derived from
the installation of treated gearing that will show results

at the end of the year, the following record should be

carefully noted:

A Baldwin-Westinghouse mine locomotive equipped

with a 35-hp. motor operating over a 5000-ft. haulage

road with two maximum grades of 24 per cent., around

a 75-deg. curve, hauling full trips up grade, covered 4000

miles per year hauling 100,000 tons of coal during that

time. A BP pinion in this service gave 100 per cent,

results for a period of five years, and was not entirely

worn out when removed.
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Proper Ballasting of Mine Tracks

TOO MANY mine managers and foremen seem to

Dut up with the material they have, and to regard

the ills they face as inevitable if a remedy is not close

at hand. Few things are more deplorable than the

condition of the mine tracks where the bottom under

the coal is soft or becomes indurated and pasty pro-

vided there is enough water to keep it in that condi-

tion. There are few places where a good rock ballast

—

not shale but sandstone or a hard limestone—would fail

to improve the roads and so prevent the breakage of

electric bonds, the brooming of rails and trip derail-

ments. A suitable rock is, however, not always handy

and must be obtained from outside or from strata in

the mine well above the coal. At one small mine near

Du Bois, Penn., a good curbstone was taken out of the

workings, and many other mines there are that have

rocks equally massive which would make a good support

for the ties when broken to suitable size by a sledge

or crusher.

Other mines have no stone within the workings, but

lots of hard stone on the surface of the ground. Many
years ago a mine at Avondale, Penn., along the Red

Bank Creek, made its long mule haulage feasible by

using the field stone with which the farms of the

neighborhood were covered. The farmers were glad to

haul it off their fields to the mine, receiving for it a

sum of money which did not pay for the loading, nor

indeed for all the cost of hauling, but which satisfied

a fai-mer who had an otherwise idle team of horses

that were eating off their heads in the barn, and who

had, moreover, a farm having a lower production than

normal because of the rock slabs with which it was in-

conveniently strewn. After building wide and high

stone fences and adorning every remaining stump with

a cairn of rock, there was still enough stone left to

make the sale of it attractive even at a dollar a load,

especially if the haul was everywhere down hill.

The stone being tested by years of exposure had every

particle of clay and shale with which it had been pitted

frozen or washed out. The rock left was durable and

well suited for ballasting. Being small, it was, with-

out much breaking, well adapted to tie support.

There are many mines which would have their tracks

in better condition if some of the i-ock brought out or

some of the rock readily quarried on the hills were

broken by a crusher and used for ballast. The crusher

might be installed outside or driven by a motor inside;

perhaps the former arrangement would in most cases

be best, for it gives more headroom, is convenient to

the needs of the whole mine and provides the stone for

any outside concreting work or for any highway road-

work that may be needed.

In fact there are many parts of the country where

the coal mines are the only possible sources of road

metal, and it is a pity that more of it is not produced

by that agency, where, indeed, the company charter per-

mits it. When the land is covered with a thick deposit

of fine glacial drift or with shale or loess the highroads

must be metaled with rock brought a long distance

unless some mine arranges to provide the necessary ma-

terial, which unfortunately it cannot always do.

A crusher, desirable as it is for the making of good

tramroad ballast, might not, in some mines, seem to

have uses enough to justify its installation, but con-

sideration of its possible uses as a source of stone for

road building and concreting, on the property of the

company and elsewhere, might quite logically turn the

balance in its favor. A crusher with a mill will, more-

over, readily make sand for locomotives and also for

concrete work. A crusher is a handy tool around almost

any coal mine, as in the making of concrete the break-

ing of stone by hand under a hot sun is a job men do

not want, and if they accept it, it is heartbreaking to

see with what lack of zeal they go about the work.

Eight hours of work is all too great a strain after

a night of gambling, but no healthy man who has had a

full eight hours' sleep is unequal to doing a full eight

hours of strenuous labor. Whatever hours are to

be shortened, no one should iindertake to deduct so much
as a minute from the eight hours that should ahvays be

devoted to recuperative slumber.

Stripped Coal Should Be Carefully Prepared

STRIPPED coal like culm-pile coal is suffering quite

a little by the practice, established during the war,

of selling all coal in a given district, however impure, at

an equal price regardless of its quality. There is some

coal with thin covering that is discolored and soft. Such

coal, which is stripped at little expense, is not the equal

of coal under somewhat heavier cover. This inferior

coal can be sold locally for domestic use at less than

the regular price. Some persons are recognizing the

difference by offering this poorer coal at about one dol-

lar less than the price for coal mined by underground

methods.

Coal under somewhat deeper coal is neither discolored

nor soft and it does not have to be placed on the market

at a lower price than is put on coal mined by regular

methods, provided the coal is handled with equal care.

There is no reason why it should not have an advantage,

as the coal is overmined in the roof instead of under-

mined in the coal and there is no "bug dust" to be dis-

posed of, as there is no undercut made.

But care must be taken to completely remove the

overburden, the top dirt being cleaned away by pick

and shovel, and the remainder of the dirt swept off by a

wire broom. With such care the overburden does not

mix with the coal. An ounce of equal precaution will

prevent the bottom also from becoming mixed with the

product.

Where, however, the fuel has to be sold in competi-

tion with coal that has gone over a picking table or

which is washed and crushed and washed again, the

stripped coal .should be similarly treated. Perhaps it

only has to compete with a roughly cleaned product but

one which is well screened. In that case care must be

taken to size with equal precision the stripped coal.
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At quite a few plants in eastern Ohio all these precau-

tions as to picking, crushing and screening are being

put into operation. Such plants are more than uphold-

ing the value of stripped coal, whereas pits where
"everything goes" are destroying its reputation. The
prejudice against rusty coal is often not well founded,

but, though it may be almost as good as the unstained

variety, the market is not willing to grant that as a feet.

The open way in which the coal is mined by stripping

gives the miner much advantage in removing impuri-

ties. The light of the sun favors more careful inspec-

tion of binders and partings, and consecjuently there are

some reasons why the coal should be better, even where
not washed or hand picked. If however, it is loaded

clean do\m to the floor by a steam shovel and receives

no further treatment, one cannot expect that it will

have a good appearance or be free from impurity when
it reaches the market.

During the irar ice deplored the lack of education,

technical and other, the first because it hampered the

inventive genius needed to win the conflict, the second

because the uneducated men made soldiers ivho were
hard to manage and foreigners who lacked comprehen-
sion of our government, purposes and language. The
war now being over, are we going to starve our tech-

nical and other scholastic institutions by inadequate
donations on the one hand and insufficient school taxes on

the other?

How to Sell Coal Abroad

THE OTHER day a man made his appearance at

the offices of Coal Age and informed one of the

editors that he desired to purchase 20,000 tons of coal

for e.xport to France. He openly stated that the firm

he represented was a large exporting concern which
had hitherto not handled coal at all. When he was
asked what kind of coal he desired, and for what pur-

pose it was to be used, he replied that he had no idea

at all, as the telegram he had received contained no
specifications of any sort. His parties v/anted coal, but

the nature of the fuel they were seeking they did not

take the trouble to indicate.

It is quite possible that there are many people in

France and elsewhere who have been in the habit of

buying from one special firm for a number of years and
feel that the coal which they have been furnished has
met their entire requirements, or at least has seemed
to meet them satisfactorily.

When they come to deal with a foreign country like

the United States, they think that all that is necessary
is to send in an order for coal just as they have been
in the habit of doing in the past through their French
dealer. In that case they may have been accustomed
to say not even so much as that the new con-
signment of coal shall be precisely the same in quality
as the one they have been receiving. They have relied

on the dealer to see to that.

It will be very hard to deal with people having such
an indeterminate idea of their requirements, such a.^

is here indicated. It would appear necessary that an
agent .should go and visit the plant and find out ju.st

exactly the type of coal that they have been receiving
in the past, if any business is to be done with them
on a satisfactory basis. It will always be very hard

for a small company to do business of this kind abroad,

and it will never be able to satisfy the buyer until there

is a combination of sellers in the United States that will

be large enough to supply agents in Europe to go to

the various would-be purchasers and discover the pre-

cise type of coal which has been used in the past, or

possibly will ascertain what coal will best suit the

equipment that the European factory has installed.

There are, of course, a number of purchasers in

European countries who clearly understand the nature

of the coal that they desire, but they will come only

with trepidation into the American market until they

know the names of the firms which can supply the kind

of coal that they seek, unless they can obtain that coal

through an export association with a reputation for

good service. We need a classification of coal that will

enable the foreign merchant to send in his order tele-

graphically, merely mentioning the type of fuel and
the condition in which it is to be received, whether as

run-of-mine, lump, nut, egg or slack. The standardiza-

tion of coal should therefore be the subject of a care-

ful inquiry. The product of the United States should

be classified in a broad, yet practical, manner and the

types or classes formed should be named, lettered or

numbered as G. H. Ashley, until lately geologist in

charge of the Eastern Section of the Coal Fields, of the

United States Geological Survey, has already tentatively

done.

It is absolutely necessary to have a standard, and that

standard must be based not on the character of the coal

as found at the mine, but on the character of the coal

as it is likely to be delivered on the car. It is also neces-

sary to take into careful consideration how the methods
of sampling followed by our European purchasers differ

from those which are in vogue in this country.

There is rarely a large export demand for a non-

standardized article, for such a product can only be

sold on previous reputation ; and it will be readily under-

stood that where a buyer is not obliged to deal with a

foreign merchant he will endeavor in every way to

secure his wants at home because of the extreme dif-

ficulty of buying from a man at a distance, and from
one whose reputation is not established.

Nothing will fix the character of the American coal

producer so much as a strong export association having

an absolutely fearless inspectional service and one that

will see that the coal is in every way up to specification,

as to analysis, thermal value and temperature of a.sh

fusibility.

In this country it has been found extremely difficult

to ship apples across the continent, or for any great

distance, except where there was a large degree of stand-

ardization and unless the producers of the fruit were

protected against the unscrupulous by a large pro-

ducers' association that would guarantee that the apples

shipped would be in accordance with standards, or would

at least maintain the reputation that the field had gained

as a result of careful inspection of its product.

What is necessary when selling apples within the

confines of America is needed with regard to coal when
it must be shipped abroad. The operators must com-

bine not so much to fight the combination of foreign

buyers as to be able to go to them with an ade-

quate selling organization backed by standardization

and integrity. Certainly if we are going to continue our

trade in normal times we shall need to make provisions

of this character.
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General Labor Review
Remarkable is the dilatory conduct of affairs at the

meetings of the United Mine Workers of America. "Kill-

ing time" seems to be the principal occupation of the dele-

gates. The death of John Mitchell and his funeral had
something to do with the delay and so perhaps also had the

labor troubles in various parts of the country. But neither

of these seem to account adequately for the slowness of the

proceedings. The labor leaders have a large amount of

work on their hands, not only the meeting with the oper-

ators on Sept. 25 at Buffalo, but the big labor conference

at Washington on Oct. 6. There is need to clear the boards
as soon as possible so as to be ready for other and per-

haps more strenuous work.

The President has named the 22 men who are to repre-

sent the public at the National Labor Conference and who
will serve with 22 labor men and 22 representatives of em-
ployers. They are Bernard M. Baruch, of New York, the

former chairman of the War Industry Board; Robert S.

Brookings, of St. Louis, former chairman of the Price Fix-

ing Commif'pe of that organization; John D. Rockefeller.

Jr., Judge Elbert H. Gary, of the United States Steel Cor-

poration, Dr. Charles W. Eliot, president emeritus of Har-
vard; Charles Edwai'd Russell, of New York; John Spargo,
of Vermont; 0. E. Bradfute, of Xenia, Ohio, president Ohio
Farm Bureau Federation; Ward Burgess, of Nebraska;
Fuller R. Callaway, La Grange, Ga., a cotton manufacturer;

Thomas L. Chadbourne, of New York; Charles G. Dawes,
of Chicago; H. B. Endicott, of Milton, Mass.; Paul L. Feiss,

of Cleveland; Edwin F. Gay, dean of the Graduate School

of Business Administration, Harvard University; George
R. James, of Memphis, Tenn.; Thomas D. Jones, of Chicago,

111.; A. A. Landon, of Buffalo, N. Y.; E. T. Meredith, of

Des Moines, Iowa, editor of "Successful Farming"; Gavin
McNab, of San Francisco, Cal.; L. D. Sweet of Carbondale,

Col. and Louis Titus, of San Francisco.

Two Socialists Among the Public's Conferees

In this list are two socialists, C. E. Russell and John
Spargo. The latter during the war resigned as a member
of the National Executive Committee of the Socialist

party. H. B. Endicott is an officer of the Johnson-Endi-
cott Shoe Co., at Binghamton. N. Y., who has been con-

spicuous as an arbitrator in Massachusetts labor disputes.

Thomas Davis Jones is pi-esident of the Mineral Point Zone
Co. and a director of the International Harvester Co.

The session of the United Mine Workers of America on
Monday, Sept. 1.5, was of a piece with those preceding it

—

a mere marking of time. President A. McAndrews of the

Tobacco Workers' Union representing that body and also

the Label Trade Department of the Federation of Labor
addressed the delegates on the importance of buying notH-

ing without noting first whether the union label is attached

to the article purchased. He also endeavored to line up
the delegates against the reformers, who would rule out

tobacco as they had already abolished alcohol. The rest

of the day was wasted in a fruitless quari-el about the ex-

clusion of delegates from unions who were under the bsn
of the administration for violation of contracts.

The quarrel was carried over to the following day, Alex
Howat, the president of district 14, Kansas, being the ad-

vocate of the contract breakers. His talk made little or
no impression, the vote being 1704 to 288 against the seat-
ing of the Illinois delegates. Had the insurgent mine

workers been in his district, Mr. Howat would have sus-

tained them. As a result Kansas continually has abortive

strikes which keep the men in perpetual penury and do
absolutely nothing to raise the wage scale or better con-

ditions for neither Kansas nor Illinois can afford to have
such a high scale or such onerous conditions as will shut
them out of all markets, but the farmer markets adjacent.

Everyone of the Kansas strikes is a mere battling against

a stone wall. It hurts the Kansas miners' hands, vidthout

the wall being conscious of the bombardment. The mural
environment of the Kansas miners is not a ring of unkind-

ly operators but the encircling pressure of economic law.

The price of coal can be put at any level but if put too

high the coal will be neither mined nor sold. The Kansas
miners are slowly learning that Alex Howat's plan of

striking against signed agreements results merely in im-
poverishment. Harry Fishwick, vice-president of district

No. 12, Illinois, declared himself ready to prosecute any one
who alleged that money had been misappropriated by the

Ilk'nois district union.

International Mine Workers Mark Time

To keep the crowd interested. Miss Rose Sullivan organ-
izer of the Telephone Operators' Union spoke in the after-

noon, as did also Mother Jones who came to present the

cause of the steel workers. The "Fraternal delegates"
Martin J. Flyzik and Lee Hall, then gave an account of
their trip to the convention of the International Union of
Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers, at which convention W.
D. Ryan, of the United States Bureau of Mines, and E. P.

Marsh, Labor Mediator of the Federal Government, both
took part. The delegates emphasized the community of
interest and sentiment between metal- and coal-mine work-
ers but did not definitely recommend amalgamation.
A memorial service in honor of John Mitchell was held

at St. John's Cathedral, in Cleveland, at 8 a.m. Tuesday,
the 2000 delegates marching from the convention hall to

the cathedral.

On Sept. 17 the question of a continuance of the affilia-

tion with the American Federation of Labor arose. Those
who were backing the separation were not merely seeking

that the miners' union should "paddle its own canoe," but

sought to amalgamate the United Mine Workers' oi-ganiza-

tion with the "One Big Union," which is practically the

same as the Industrial Workers of the World. The radicals

in the union regarded the matter as a determining element.

If they could break with the American Federation of Labor,

they felt that they could ally themselves with the advo-
cates of "direct action" and the "universal strike." A rup-

ture with the A. F. L. meant a recognition of Bolshevism
by the United Mine Workers of America.

Mine Workers Sustain American Federation

The resolution was introduced by the local union of

Washoe, Mont., where the I. W. W. are more than ordinarily

strong. The first part of the resolution found fault with
the salary of Samuel Gompers, which is $10,000 a year.

Delegate Morgan, of Illinois, said the services of that not-

able were "not worth the money." The chairman of the

resolutions committee said that any corporation would pay
Gompers five times as much for such abilities as he pos-

sessed.

When Secretary Green defended the A. F. L he shouted

to the convention, "Will we withdraw?" "No!" was the

deafening reply. There was doubt how the convention
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stood. Secretary Green said that Mr. Gompers had pro-

tested against the salary given him and said on the floor

of the A. F. L. convention that, "it will be misunderstood
and misinterpreted." "Despite that," said Mr. Green, "the

delegates voted President Gompers the salary, although

he did not want to take it."

But why continue the story of these sessions through the

maze of their inconsequence. On Friday, Sept. 19 an amend-
ment to the Constitution was made, under which the six-

hour day, instead of the eight-hour day, was made one of

the aims of the organization. It would be absurd to specify

in the Constitution that eight hours was the goal when the

union was endeavoring to press for a six-hour day.

"Take It or Leave It" Is To Be the Dictum

The mine workers believe that the pressure of the oper-

ators and the public will compel the represenatives of the

union to modify the demands when the scale conference
comes about. They are determined that their representa-
tives shall be steeled against argument, public wrath and
conscientious sci-uples by instructions of the convention to

the effect that the operators will have to agree to all the

demands laid down. If the purpose of the convention mate-
rializes in a resolution it will forbid the union leaders to

accept anything less than all that is demanded when the

final tentative w-age scale is made.
The strike in the northern anthracite region, as was re-

ported last week, came at last to an end. On Sept. 14 the

mine workers of the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western
R.R., Coal Department, refused even to listen to National
Organizer D. M. Fowler and Board Member James Gleason,

who represented the administration of District No. 1. The
men thus discourteously dismissed declared that they
would ask for the revocation of the charters of the locals

on the ground that they had left the mines for an illegal

strike, and then would not listen to the arguments of those
who sought their return.

But on the following morning, Sept. 15, the Hudson Coal
Co.'s men all returned to work, agreeing to submit their

grievances through the district president. The D., L. & W.
men's strike was started more or less out of sympathy with
the Hudson company's men, and now the original strikers

had returned to work and their sympathetic friends were
out on strike, and, what was more, had just begun to

feel fine and fit. They had just dismissed the union envoys
when the discouraging news came.

Confidence gave way to dejection. The union had won
in that part of the region where it was i-eally weakest.
The most bitter of the insurgents had collapsed, and the
strike was lost. On Sept. 17 the D., L. & W. mine workers
went back to work. The new grievance committees are
insurgent bodies that bode only harm for the mine workers.

CORNWELL TO QuiZZ BoTH OPERATORS AND MeN

While an investigation is to be made of conditions in
the Guyan field, about which so much has been said by
United Mine Workers, there is at the same time to be an
inquiry equally thorough to determine and fix the responsi-
bility for the assembling of a mob of armed men and for
the leading of them toward the Guyan coal field. This was
indicated by Governor .John J. Comwell of West Virginia in
a telegram sent by him to Acting President John L. Lewis,
of the United Mine Workers at Cleveland on Sept. 11, in
reply to a telegram received from Mr. Lewis. While the
United Mine Workers insist upon an investigation of Logan
conditions it will be observed that so far as any official

request goes they are fighting shy of an investigation of
the uprising organized in the Kanawha region during the
first week of September.
Mr. Lewis telegraphed Governor Comwell from Cleve-

land, Ohio, Sept. 10, 1919: "The International Organization
of the United Mine Workers of America joins President
C. F. Keeney of District 17 in demanding that an investiga-
tion of the conditions and treatment of the miners of the
Guyan Coal Fields be made at once."

Governor Cornwell's response on the same day was as
follows: "Replying to your wire of the 10th; on the ninth
inst. I wrote P- -'"nt Keeney a letter advising him of my

intention to promptly institute such an investigation as
you suggest in order that he and your organization might
be prepared to assist. On the same aftei-noon I told him
personally of my intention and that the letter had gone to

him. That investigation will be thorough, and coupled with
it will be an investigation equally thorough, to determine
and fix the responsibility for the assembling of a mob of

armed men and their march toward the Guyan coal field,

which narrowly escaped precipitating a conflict in which
hundreds of men would have been killed.

On Tuesday, Sept. 16, Governor Cornwell announced that

the investigation into conditions in the Guyan field and into

the armed invasion from the Kanawha field would start

Monday, Sept. 22, Mayor Thomas B. Davis, acting adjutant

general and former chief of the Huntington Fire Depart-

ment, being the investigator. Col. George S. Wallace, a

Huntington attorney will assist him and examine all wit-

nesses.

The Governor has stated "It is not my desire to make
anything spectacular out of the investigation. On the

other hand, I hope its progress will quiet rather than dis-

turb the situation. Its purpose is to remove whatever is

unlawful, unfair, unjust, whoever may be responsible for it.'^

To Look Into Slugginc, Mine Guards and Wages

In directing Major Davis to conduct the investigation,

Govei'nor Cornwell outlined the scope of such investigation

in the following letter:

Confirming my personal instructions to you, I desire that,

commencing on Monday next, Sept. 22, at 10:30 a.m. you
begin an investigation of the following matters:

1. The charges made in the public press and in public ad-

dresses by officers and agents of the United Mine Workers
Organization that the coal operators in the Guyan field are

employing armed guards; that said alleged guards are or

have been beating, slugging and maltreating the workers

and other persons in said coal field; that men are kept in

the mines by threats and intimidation; that their rates of

pay are below that at mines in union fields and that their

living conditions are infinitely worse; that a large majority

of the workmen in the field desire to join the "union" but

are forcibly prevented from doing so.

"In addition to investigating the foregoing charges which

have been made publicly and to me, personally, I desire to

know whether the guards, if any, have in any way violated

the laws of the state or infringed upon the rights of any
law-abiding person or persons, as well as to ascertain from
cDmpetent witnesses or otherwise, the facts as to the labor

and industrial conditions and practices in said coal field

as well as the living conditions and rates of pay, as com-
pared with the rates of pay in other coal fields of the state

where the natural conditions are in general similar to those

in the Guyan region.

To Find Out Who Started Kanawha "Army"

"2. To investigate and if possible ascertain and fix the

responsibility for the assembling of several hundred armed
men, miners from District 17, who, on Saturday, Sept. 6,

marched from a point on Lens Creek, Kanawha County, to

Coal River, Boone County, returning on special trains, Sun-
day, Sept. 7, and whose purpose, as stated, was to invade
the said Guyan coal fields.

"While you are to conduct and control the investigation

and determine where sittings are to be held and the com-
petency of all witnesses, I have secured the services of

Col. Geo. S. Wallace, whose duty it will be to conduct all

inquiries of witnesses. While it is absolutely necessary

that the investigation be full and complete, regardless of

where it may lead, it is equally important that the record

be not encumbered with hearsay testimony or with extra-

neous or irrelevant statements. Facts and not opinions are

what I am seeking. Statements should be as brief as pos-

sible and confined to the matters at issue. The record, as

made up, will be a public document and it should not be
unnecessarily large.

"The United Mine W(jrker officials, the coal operators

or other interested persons, should be invited to present

witnesses and to submit to Col. Wallace information as
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to what is expected to be proven by each, in order that

he may be in a position to propound questions, but inas-

much as this is an investigation by and on behalf of the

state all inquiries should be made by him. There being-

no plaintiff and no defendant it would manifestly be im-

proper and impossible to allow attorneys representing per-

sons other than the state to conduct the examination of

witnesses and to cross examine them. Such a method would

lead so far afield that the investigation would be worthless.

"I am depending upon the well-known ability, courage

and character of Colonel Wallace to obtain all the facts

from all witnesses presented to or found by you without

fear or favor and at the same time to keep out of the

record such things as do not properly concern this in-

vestigation. I suggest your first sitting be held in Charles-

ton on the date mentioned.

"You ai'e authorized to secure a competent and reliable

stenographer to do the work—a court stenographer if pos-

sible. Copies of this letter are being sent to Colonel Wallace
as well as to Frank Keeney, and the Guyan Operators As-
sociation."

Strikes Where Wages Have Been Lowered

Differences having arisen between operators and miners

in the New River field as to the construction of the new
contract which became effective on Sept. 1, the executive com-

mittee of the New River Coal Operators Association met at

Charleston during the third week of September for the pur-

pose of ironing out some of the grievances. The miners at

three or four plants in the district have been on strike

since the new agreement became effective. It is believed,

however, that the differences between the companies and
their employees will" be adjusted and that the men will be

able to return to work, as a result of the meeting of the

executive committee of the association.

About 400 miners have been on strike at Jodie in the

New River field, the strike growing out of a reduction in

the price per ton paid miners under the recently adopted

wage contract which supersedes the old contract on Sept. 1.

Officials of District 29 claim that the reduction is a vio-

lation of the new wage contract, in that the new contract

provided that there should be no increases or decreases in

wages, pending the adoption of a new contract in the Cen-

tral Competitive region.

Despite New Restrictive Clauses, Men Strike

As the new contract provides for a penalty in the event

of strikes, it is contended by officials of the New River Coal

Operators Association that inasmuch as the operators at

both Jodie and Wright, where the strikes have occurred,

are parties to the contract, the men are violating their

pledged word in not returning to work. The officials of

District 29 are also found in fault for countenancing the

strike of the miners. The price per ton paid under the

old contract, according to officials of the mine workers'

organization, was $1.20. Under the new contract the wage
per ton, it is claimed, is only 59c.

It is to iron out such differences that the Executive Com-
mittee of the New River Coal Operators Association has

been holding a meeting. Interpretation of the new wage
contract, as it applies to the mining of low coal so as to pre-

vent any reduction of wages in the thin-vein section, may
be agreed upon, and it is therefore likely that most of the

plants in the thin-vein section will soon be in operation

again. It is proposed to meet the situation by the payment
of a differential to such miners as are engaged in mining
low-grade coal.

While the prospect of an early settlement of differences

between the operators and miners in the thin-vein territory

of the New River field is reasonably bright, there is no

prospect that those operators who withdi'ew fi'om the New
River association, rather than operate their mines on a

"closed shop" basis, will make a concession on that matter
and thus pacify the union miners who immediately went
on strike at such operations. Operators who refused to

accept the "closed shop" produce about 10 per cent, of the

tonnage of the New River field. Since Sept. 2 their mines
have been for the most part idle. No attempt has been

made by their owners to operate them, at least insofar as

the union miners are concerned.

The operators propose to secure full crews of nonunion'
miners, offering a slight advance in wages as compared
with the rest of the field, so as to be able to run the mines
at the usual capacity when they resume operations. Even
the electric power plant is closed down at the mines of

the McKell Coal & Coke Co., and both Glen Jean and Kil-

syth are in total darkness. The operators at the McKell
plant and elsewhere indicate that they will under no cir-

cumstances give in and that while union miners are wel-

come to work at their plants if they desire, they do not on
the other hand propose to have the organization of miners
dictate who they shall or shall not employ nor do they pro-

pose to permit any discrimination.

Some Refuse to Concede the Closed Shop

No labor troubles exist anywhere in the northern West
Virginia fields except at Mabie in the Randolph field where
the miners of the J. B. Jenkins Coal & Coke Co. are strik-

ing as a result of the refusal of the company to put its

mines on a "closed-shop" basis. This the company states it

will under no circumstances do, and that the mines will

continue to remain closed down until they can be operated
as an "open shop." Both sides appear to be equally ob-

durate.

The general consensus of opinion in West Virginia is

that there will have to be a "show-down" when the miners
present their demand for a five-day week and a six-hour

day. While there has been no general expression of opinion
among producers and while operators have not said in so

many words that they will close down their plants before
they accede to such a demand, their general disposition is

nevertheless to meet the issue and to close down rather
than give in to such a preposterous demand. It is believed

that if the mines are closed down public sentiment will

force the miners to recede from their position, for produc-
tion will entirely cease.

Illinois insurgents are continuing spasmodically their

hopeless resistance against the authority of their organiza-

tion. The "armies" which expected to "pull out" the loyal

miners have demobilized, or rather disintegrated, but the

leaders of the insurgent faction are doing their best to

keep the fires of revolt burning. "Mass meetings" are

held on slight provocation and under the influence of heated
oratory the miners resolve to keep up the fight and go
forth the next day to this mine or that and try to get the

workers to quit.

The workers, to avoid clashing with their misguided
brothers, usually resort to subterfuge. If they know the

strikers are coming they are not at work when the delega-

tion arrives. It has been found expedient to shut down
for the day. If the mine is working some of the men
respond to the appeals of the strikers and go home, only to

return to work in a day or two. No permanent results are

accomplished by the insurgents anywhere.

Union Has 13 Riotous Insurgents Arrested

The workers are getting out of patience and when a
band of strikers intercepted the workers on their way to

Consolidated Mine No. 17 at Collinsville Monday morning,
they went back home rather than have a clash, but war-
rants were sworn out against 13 of the insurgents, charg-
ing them with intimidation with intent to incite a riot.

The officials of the United Mine Workers are behind the

action taken, and Mose Johnson, member of the State

Executive Board, announces that the prosecutions will be

pushed.
New locals are being organized by loyal miners to take

the places of those whose charters were revoked by State
President Farrington under authority of the International

organization. The unfavorable action taken at Cleveland
against the insurgents has put the finishing touch to the

debacle of their ill-advised revolt.

Advices from Birmingham, Ala., on going to press were
to the effect that 10,000 coal mine workers employed by
steel companies in that region were likely to be idle on
Oct. 1 when the steel strike commenced.
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DISCUSSION by READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Safety in Mine Timbering
Letter No. 5—While traveling through an airway a

short time ago, I came suddenly to a full stop where a

large fall of roof had occurred that blocked my pas-

sage. It was plain to be seen that the timbers were not

broken but had simply given way. I said to myself,

These timbers have been put up wrong or this would

not have happened. Upon examination, I found that

the fall had knocked out about six sets of timber.

Neither the crossbars nor the legs that had supported

them were broken, but were lying more or less covered

with the mass of slate that had fallen.

Sitting down a few moments to study over the matter,

I concluded that the sole cause of the trouble lay in the

fact that the bottom was soft, too soft to resist the

pressure of the legs resting on it. I said, if this could

occur on an airway the same might take place, at any

time, on the haulage road and block the mine. My con-

clusion was that this was a wrong method of timbering

under these conditions.

Again, I thought, how many men have been caught on

haulage roads and crushed between the car and the legs

of a timber set, and how many drivers have been killed

by a fall of roof when a derailed car has knocked out

one or more sets of timber, to say nothing of the delay

caused by the accident.

In this connection, therefore, allow me to suggest a

.system of timbering that is particularly adapted for

SUPPORTING ClH.LAll BEAMS ON HAULAGE ROAD.S

the support of roof over haulage roads. The system I

am about to mention requires no legs to support the

crossbars and gives no opportunity for men to be caught

between the car and a timber standing at the side of

the road, or for a derailed car to knock out timbers and

cause a fall of roof and, perhaps, a fatal accident.

The system I have in mind is one that I have used

successfully in the old country. It does not require the

cutting of hitches in the ribs to support the bars. On
the other hand, it is a simple and inexpensive method
that can be quickly applied. I have known one man to

do the entire work alone and accomplish as much as

two men would do by the old system of framing timber

sets and setting them in place, or by cutting hitches in

the ribs for the support of the bars.

The accompanying sketch shows clearly my method.

It will be observed that the crossbar is supported on two
I-beams running parallel with the entry. These, in

turn, are held up or laid over iron plugs, which are

driven into holes bored in the ribs, about 3 ft. apart.

The iron plugs are 2i-in. bar iron and, as shown in the

sketch, are slightly upset on the ends, to prevent the

I-beams from slipping off the plugs. The holes are

drilled about 18 in. or 2 ft. into the ribs. The depth

of the hole and size of bar required will depend on the

nature of the roof to be supported and the hardness of

the coal. The plugs are driven into the hole and tightly

wedged.

My experience with this system of timbering is that

it is, much more quickly done and costs less, since no

legs are required and there is no framing or jointing

of the timbers necessary. The holes are quickly bored

with an ordinary coal drill, and the method is well

adapted to conditions where the coal is hard and the

bottom soft. As shown in the figure, the crossbars are

wedged against the roof or lagging is used when that

is necessary. I have often found that material for the

plugs can be taken from the scrapheap and much of that

utilized to a good purpose. J. Riley.

Universal, Ind.

Problem in Coal Extraction
Letter No. -J—After carefully reading the article de-

scribing the process employed for the extraction of

coal in a certain mine where but 50 per cent, of the

coal was taken out. Coal Age, Aug. 7, p. 234, it would
appear to me, judging from my own experience in work-
ing thick seams of coal, that the aim in this case has

been to obtain a large percentage of coal in the first

working of the mine or, in other words, when form-

ing the panels and driving the rooms.

The conditions described in this article are such as

to cause little wonder that but a small percentage of

the coal was recovered. It is customary, in this dis-

trict, to speak of mine-pillars as "ribs," and this term
would describe more accurately the so-called pillars

mentioned in this article as being left for the support

of the roof while driving the rooms to the limit. As
I have just remarked, it is only what might be naturally

expected that only a small portion of these ribs could

be recovered in the work of robbing.

Large Pillars Required in Order To Secure a
Good Percentage of Recovery

It is a well recognized fact, in the mining of coal,

that the best results, in respect to securing a high

percentage of coal extraction and the largest amount
of round coal, can only be obtained when the panels

are not too large nor the rooms too wide in proportion

to the width of the pillars. In the present instance,

the dimensions given as 1565 ft. between cross-entries

and 520 ft. between headings show large panels that will

recjuire too long a period of time to open up and drive

rooms with the assurance or promise of a good recovery

of pillar coal. Especially is this true with the soft fireclay

bottom here described.
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As a remedy, under these conditions, allow me to

suggest that the panels be formed by driving the

cross-entries so as to leave a block of coal 1000 ft. in

width, while the headings are driven single and 418

ft. center to center. All headings and rooms should

be driven 18 ft. wide. By this arrangement, the rooms

will be only 200 ft. in depth and the room pillars should

be twice the width of the rooms or 36 ft. wide.

I have said that the headings should be driven single

and have a width of 18 ft. The rooms on either side

of the heading should be driven from 18 to 27 ft. in

advance of each other, as ag^

J
ROOM ^

P/LL/JR W-^

J

I PILLAR

\ ROOM

r
STAGGERING ROOMS

SINGLE HEADING

shown in the accompanying

sketch. Also, the break-

throughs in the rooms

should be staggered in the

same manner, which ar-

rangement will give a

much better support to the

roof, under the conditions

mentioned, and largely

eliminate the risk or dan-

ger of squeeze. I believe

that the coal in the panels

can then be extracted in

less than half the tfme re-

quired by the present sys-

tem.

When starting to draw
back pillars, the arrange-

ment I suggest will prob-

ably be found to afford a practically solid roof. The
pillars will not be crushed, and it is my belief that a

much larger percentage of total extraction will result

and the coal mined in a better condition. Regarding

the statement that the fireclay floor is very soft in

places, it is impossible to say definitely what is the best

method to pursue in that case, but I would suggest

leaving the bottom coal in the first working. This

would not only permit of the use of shorter props, but

give a better floor and keep the fireclay dry. The bot-

tom coal can be wholly recovered when drawing back

the pillars.

Referring to the natural cleavage planes claimed to

exist in the top coal and roof and extending north and

south, I do not think a better plan could be adopted than

that mentioned of driving the rooms east and west to

avoid the possibility of heavy roof falls.

McKeesport, Penn. ANDREW 0. Bain.

Letter No. 5—Having given some considerable time

and thought to the reading of the article on this

subject that appeared in Coal Age, Aug 7, p. 234, I beg

to express an opinion as to the causes that prevented

the extraction of more than, as stated, 50 i>er cenr.

of the coal by the method employed, and to suggest a

plan by which, I believe, 90 per cent., more or less,

of the coal can be taken out.

To begin, let me say it is my humble opinion that

loo much coal was extracted in the first working. In

order to obtain a larger percentage of good merchan-

table coal, the aim should be to take out as little as

possible in the first working and leave pillars large

enough to prevent any movement in the overlying

strata and avoid crushing the coal remaining in the

pillars. In other words, let the chief aim be to lay

out the work in large pillars, by driving stalls 12 or

J iVesf Entry

p^^;^

18 ft. in width as indicated in the general plan shown

in Fig. 1, and depend on the working out of these

pillars as the main source of production.

If the seam has any inclination, it is well to remem-
ber that the weight on the pillars always starts on

the rise side. In working out the pillars, therefore,

care must be taken to conduct the work so as to throw

this weight off the pillars and have it rest in the

goaf or waste. When due consideration is given to

this feature, a higher percentage

of extraction will result. Though it

may cause a slight increase in the

cost of haulage, it will always pro-

vide a greater degree of safety and
less timber will be required to sup-

port the roof.

Bpcause of the nature of the

overlying strata, which is described

as containing slips and disin-

tegrating readily when exposed to

the air, I would leave up the top

coal, in the first working, and re-

cover this when working out the

pillars. To my mind, the cutting

action of the roof is greatly ag-

gravated, in the present method,

by attempting too large an extrac-

tion in the first working. The
surest means of avoiding these re-

sults is to secure a good clean fall

of roof in the waste so as to relieve

the pressure on the pillars; and, by
splitting the air, reduce the veloc-

ity of the current to a minimum.
A well-regulated ventilating system
is of the utmost importance in this

connection. It appears to me that the so-called "modified-

panel system" has been adopted, in this mine, more for

the purpose of securing quickly a lar^e extraction of

coal than to avoid trouble from gas or spontaneous com-
bustion. It is stated that the present method "develops

squeeze," which is always a dangerous condition, besides

causing a large loss of coal. It is a wonder to me
that, in working a thick seam of coal (8 to 11 ft.), at this

depth (450 to 600 ft.), the system employed would
allow even 50 per cent, of recovery.

Let me say, here, that the coal left in the pillars is

not only lost, but is one of the chief causes of the

present trouble, by reason of its throwing the weight
onto the pillars and crushing them. This is wholly

avoided in the method I suggest and surface damage is

reduced to a minimum. Where the weight is thrown
back in the waste, not only is the pressure relieved

on the pillars, but a tilting action is set up in the

overlying strata and the break arches over long before

it reaches the surface.

The use of only 100 props in rooms necked 18 ft. wide
and driven a depth of 260 ft. would indicate, to my
mind, an exceptionally good roof, notwithstanding the

statement to the contrary. The appearance of gas in

this mine several days after a squeeze had started looks

as though this gas came from strata higher up in the

formation, which was not released when the squeeze

first started. Therefore, I conclude that, by avoiding

the occurrence of a squeeze, no trouble may be expected

from gas. This field is said to be unionized, so that

onlv 14 men are allowed behind a breast machine and

2 West Entry

FIG. 1. SHOWING
GENERAL PLAN
OF PANELS
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20 men behind a shortwall machine. Such a condi-

tion, however, does not offer any objection to the method
,

I have in mind and will now describe more fully.

Referring again to the figure, it will be observed that

I have increased the distance between the west cross-

entries, from 1565 ft. to 2280 ft., which will provide

space for 19 pillars and 18 stalls driven 12 or 18 ft.

in width (I prefer 12 ft.) and about 120 ft., center to

center, thus blocking out the coal in square pillars 100

ft. on a side, more or less, and separated by narrow

roads or stalls. In thi.s system, the north and south

openings will be used as haulage roads, while the east

and west openings are rooms.

As shown in the figure, I would leave two lines of

these pillars of solid coal to protect the main-north

haulage road and 2i pillars along the west entries,

although a pillar only 110 ft. wide is shown on these

entries, in the present plan. Time may prove that it

will be necessary to leave only one and one half pillars

along the west entries. Also, it may be found that the

stalls and headings can be driven the full width of 18 ft.,

as suggested instead of 12 ft. wide.

When the stalls or rooms of the main entry have ad-

vanced to a point just beyond the third line of pillars,

and the heading marked AB in the tigure is opened
through from the 2-W to the 3-W entry, switches are

laid on this heading, running back into each stall and
branched to the right and left so as to reach about

50 ft. of longwall face on each side of the stall.

From the sketch, it will be observed there are 14

stalls opened between the 2-W and 3-W entries, and

seven of these stalls will furnish the coal hauled on

each of the entries. This arrangement will give

two working faces, one on the right and the other on the

left of each stall, thus providing 14 working places to

be cut by one machine, which conforms to the union

regulations and yet permits two men to load coal in

one place while another place is being cut.

In the figure, the third line of pillars is shown as

worked out and abandoned, and the fourth line of

pillars is being drawn back and the coal from these

pillars hauled out on the road CD. In this manner,
each line of pillars is worked out successively until

the cross-entries reach the boundary, when the work
of drawing back the entry stumps and barrier pillars

is started and carried on in the usual manner.
Better results will always be obtained by keeping

the longwall face in each line of pillars practically
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straight, as this will reduce the tendency to crush the

ends of any pillars that might fall behind, besides pro-

viding better ventilation. The top coal is taken down
as the longwall face is retreated. A line of cogs should
be kept a short distance behind the face, as shown in

Fig. 2, allowing only room sufficient to cut and load
the coal. These cogs are taken out and reset one by one
as the work along the face proceeds. My plan would
be to leave up the top coal while working off each
slice on a 50-ft. face, and then bring back this top coal

as the cogs are drawn and reset to take its place. Only
sufficient top coal should be taken down at one time to

make a day's loading.

Allow me to say, in closing, that this system has many
features common to the working of most coal seams,
and is one that I believe is adapted to overcoming the
difficulties presented in the probkm before us. This is

not to say, however, but that there is ample scope for im-
provement and modification to suit certain conditions.

I am fully convinced that practically 90 per cent, of the

coal can be recovered by this method.
Linton, Ind. W. H. LuxTON.

Markers on Mine Trips
Letter No. 2—Replying to the inquiry of J. J. S.,

Coal Age, Aug. 28, p. 379, asking for a general discus-

sion in regard to the relative merits of tripmarkers,
permit me to endorse this request and to say that there

is no more important subject connected with mine haul-

age than that relating to a good marker on mine trips

that will alarm men who are compelled to travel a
haulage road.

Before going further, however, allow me to remark
that it is difficult to imagine a modern mine using a
steam locomotive underground, today, even allowing
that ample provision is made for the carrying off of

the gases and smoke produced by the engine. Also, all

uptodate mines now provide a good clearance on one
side of a haulage road that men are compelled to travel

when going to and from their work. This is made a
provision of most state mining laws and is one of the
requirements of the West Virginia law, which also

prohibits the use of a steam locomotive, except under
certain conditions approved by the mine inspector.

Clearance at Side of Haulage Roads and Refuge
Holes Required

It would appear from the reading of this inquiry
that the mine in question has no separate travelingway,
and the men are compelled to pass in and out on the
haulage road in going to and returning from their
work. In cases where it is impossible or impracticable
to provide a good clearance at the side of the track, to
enable men to pass moving cars with safety, the ab-
sence of refuge holes cut in the rib would be inexcus-
able. The holes should be whitewashed both on the rib

and overhead so that they can be easily distinguished
at a distance of 30 or 40 ft.

Now, in reference to tripmarkers, I prefer a good
carbide light that is provided with a reflector, which
should always be kept clean. In my opinion, there is

no better device for warning men of the approach of a
trip than a carbide triplamp. It can always be depend-
ed on as such a light can be seen further than a noise
can be heard. I believe that a properly constructed
triplamp is the most popular means in use for alarm-
ing men of the approach of trips on haulage roads.

It is true that no light can be seen around a sharp
curve or bend in the road; but, even so, the cars can
be heard as quickly as an alarm gong of any descrip-
tion. I would especially recommend that a good clear-

ance be provided for several yards at either end of a
sharp bend or where a road takes an abrupt turn.
Either this, or manholes should be cut in the rib 60 ft.

apart. If it is a very dangerous curve, where the de-
railment of a car may be expected to occur' at any time,
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a good light should be provided and kept burning at

that point.

Electric Horn or Siren for IMine Locomotiv-es

The suggestion of a horn to alarm men of the ap-

proach of a mine trip appeals to me as a good one, al-

though I have never seen a horn in use in a mine. A
good electric siren suitable for this purpose was ad-

vertised recently in Coal Age. In this discussion, it is

proper to assume that any alarm in the form of a horn

or siran would be placed at the head end of the trip,

as it would be of little avail at the rear end where the

usual marker is a good strong light such as I have sug-

gested. It may be remarked, however, that every elec-

tric, compressed air or gasoline mine locomotive is

provided with both a light and an alarm gong to give

warning of its approach. Like the correspondent,

J. J. S., I hope to see some good suggestions offered

along this line. W. H. Noone.

Thomas, W. Va.

Labor and Democracy

Letter No. 2—The subject of Labor and Democracy

introduced by "Economist," in his letter, Coal Age.

July 10, p. 72, is one that should arouse the interest of

all who desire the welfare of industry. The tendency

prevails to treat with suspicion, and often ridicule, any-

thing requiring the practice of absolute truth in the

common affairs of life. But reason compels us to ad-

m.it that such a course is superficial and obstructive to

industrial progress. The necessities of industry, in

respect to the relation of its many branches to each

other, require candor to insure successful progress.

Present industrial conditions are just what we have

willed them to be, which means that we have the power

to make them otherwise. It follows naturally that in

searching for industrial progress, there must be a

change of thought and a just conception of the inti-

mate relation of its essential factors. We must cease

tinkering with trivialities that serve no real purpose

and adopt clean business methods instead of following

the dictates of selfish personal interests. If we were

willing to admit responsibility for the present unsat-

isfactory conditions existing in the industrial world,

our excuse would be that they emanate from the fear

that truth and candor would have stood in the way of

our own personal interests.

The essential point in "Economist's" letter, to which

I have referred, consists in his suggestion that "a care-

fully thought out and well formulated plan for the

democratization of industry will be helpful." His let-

ter is suggestive of the need of an early practical con-

sideration of measures that will reconcile conflicting

interests and secure the cooperation of capital and

labor. This need is made clear by writers of recognized

authority on political economy. When the principles

of true economics are properly understood there is no

industrial problem incapable of solution if those prin-

ciples are honestly applied.

Economically, the functions of capital and labor are

so interwoven that we cannot truly consider their in-

terests apart from each other. The arguing of differ-

ences between employer and employed from the stand-

point of either must always be confusing. The selfish

interests of both parties to a transaction must be ex-

changed for a common one, which considers the general

welfare of the industry. Wealth is produced by labor,

and capital is a portion of wealth applied to the produc-

tion of greater wealth through the agency of labor.

Thus, capital and labor are collective agencies in pro-

ducing wealth.

There are three elements concerned in any industrial

undertaking: namely, a fair interest on the capital in-

vested, due compensation for risk and wages of super-

intendance. The wages of labor are considered as a

portion of the circulating capital. Now, such is the re-

lation between these elements that whatever tends to

increase or decrease the profits of capital must, in like

manner, affect the wages of labor. The price of com-

modities is regulated by supply and demand; and, at

any time, should the selling price approximate the cost

of production a demand for increase of wages in such

stringency could only be met from the profits of capital.

To democratize labor would be to reconcile conflicting

interests, which involves fairness of dealing on the part

of both parties, in a common cause. This naturally re-

quires a complete understanding of all matters relating

to the industry, including both the cost of production

and the selling price. A candid statement of these fac-

tors would form the basis for a fair equalization of all

interests concerned.

Need of Candid, Straightforward Dealing

It is reasonable to assume that both wages for labor

and the profits of capital should fluctuate with prices

in the market as determined by supply and demand. If

then, we are sincerely desirous of reconciling the con-

flicting interests of capital and labor and placing in-

dustry on a safe and sound basis, we should do away
with those barriers of deceit and diplomatic evasion on

the one hand, and ignorance and incredulity on the

other and, in exchange, adopt straightforward and can-

did methods in every transaction, which should be

clearly understood.

In other words, the practical employment of these

moral virtues of candor and truthfulness is the only

means of reconciling capital and labor in respect to

their conflicting interests. Modern thought has thus

far been too tolerant of the vicious schemes and prac-

tices permitted in most industrial undertakings and
which would eventually carry the nation to the verge

of destruction.

Referring to the matter of cooperation between capi-

tal and labor, the ideal conditions I have suggested can-

not be open to modification without its virtues are

weakened or destroyed. To be truly effective, to be

genuine, the principles of cooperation must be extend-

ed beyond their industrial application and embrace the

entire commercial interests of the people. This is nec-

essary because other agencies are constantly at work,

under false conceptions of economic law, to take an un-

just advantage of a situation and appropriate to them-
selves the fruits of industry by increasing rents, taxa-

tion and the price of public utilities. If industrial suc-

cess is to be attained, these predatory interests must
be controlled by the ruling power.

In casting about for means to make industry more
productive, it seems as though the unproductive em-
ployment of capital and labor should be regarded as a

menace to the welfare of industry and society in general

and restrained. It will not be denied that there are in-

numerable institutions and concerns that serve no pur-

pose whatever in the production of wealth, but are
maintained at the expense of capital and labor. Such
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useless and wasteful institutions are the parasites that

feed on the profits of industry and should not be toler-

ated. In maintaining these, the functions of both capi-

tal and labor are diverted from their true purpose and

industry harmed.

It will be well to mention, here, that democratization

of industry does not contemplate the adoption of the

communists' idea that all property and trade belong to

and should be controlled by the community at large.

This policy has been shown by authorities in economics

to be impracticable. There would be no business com-

petition and ambition and progress would be destroyed.

P'ree and healthy competition must be exercised in the

employment of capital and labor, as otherwise there

would be no incentive for labor, and exertion and in-

dolence would retard production.

President Wilson's statement as quoted in the letter

to which I have referred, namely, "We must find an-

other road leading in another direction and to a very

different destination," is a virtual admission on the

part of the President, that the present industrial sit-

uation is not in line for progress and is not based on

the principles of economic law. This being true, it is

evident that stern measures are necessary to effect the

needed change in industry that will bring about the

cooperation of labor and capital and, more than all,

prevent the misuse of wealth, which is the product of

our country's industries. WILLIAM Wesnedge.
Ladysmith, B. C, Canada.

Roller Bearings for Mine Cars

Letter No. 1— I am always interested in the refer-

ences that appear, from time to time, in Coal Age, re-

garding the advantages of improved mine equipment.

It seems to me, however, that in no case is the advan-

tage more pronounced than in the use of roller bearings

for mine cars. Not long ago some interesting data were
given in an inquiry and the discussion that followed re-

garding the lubrication of mine cars and the facts shown
at that time were greatly in favor of roller bearing

equipment.

Having had the opportunity of observing results ob-

tained in several mines where heavy mine cars were

equipped with roller bearings, let me say that I have

yet to find a single failure where this type of bearings

has been properly installed and given what little atten-

tion they require. Of course, it is assumed that the

bearings are well made and of proper material.

Recently, 1 had occasion to examine some of this class

of equipment, in a limestone mine where the service is

extremely severe. Inasm.uch as the conditions under

which the cars were operated in that mine are similar

to what is commonly met with in coal mines, the obser-

vations I am about to offer will no doubt be of interest

to Coal Af/e readers.

The mine car in use was of steel construction through-

out, length 10 ft. 6 in. over all; width, 4 ft. 6 in.; length

of body, 9 ft. 6 in.; top of car above top of rail, 5 ft.;

wheelbase, 36 in., which was the same as the gage

of the track on which the cars were operated. The
weight of the car was something in excess of 5000 lb.

and its capacity, 8 tons of limestone weighing, say IGO

lb. per cu. ft., making the total weight of the loaded

car about 21,000 lb., 10 i tons. These cars were mounted
on trucks equipped with flexible roller bearings con-

tained in a spring-pedestal type of journal box. The
journals were 7 in. long and made of 3-in. high-carbon

steel.

At the present time the cars are making three trips

a day, covering a distance of 3 mi. in 8 hr., which is the

record for each car. Two 13-ton Jeffrey locomotives are

used on the main haul and two 6-ton Plymouth, gaso-

line locomotives are employed for gathering the cars.

The track arrangements are similar to those in a coal

mine, the steepest grade being about 3 per cent, against

the loads.

Roller Bearings Stand Up Under Severe Service

In the mine, the rooms are 21 ft. high and 40 ft.

wide. The stone is blasted and loaded into the cars by

means a No. 20 Marion steam shovel equipped with

a 11 -yd. dipper. The service, in this respect, was more
severe than that in a coal mine where the cars are

loaded by hand. Dropping li yd. of limestone into a

mine car is considerably more severe than any method
used in loading coal in mines. Occasionally, it happens

that a rock is blasted that will not fit in the dipper, but

must be raised by the teeth on the dipper and dropped

into the car. Such a rock may weigh over a thousand

pounds and be dropped from a height of 6 or 8 ft.,

causing a heavy jar and severely testing the car jour-

nals and bearings. It is well for these cars that the

greater portion of the rock loaded is well broken in that

mine.

When loaded, the cars are hauled to the tipple and un-

loaded in a Woods rotary dump. This installation, at

the present time, is not complete; and instead of the

cars passing through the dump, as they will later, the

empty car is brought back and dropped 150 ft. down a

5 per cent, grade, where it comes to rest with a sudden

jar caused by hitting the string of empties standing at

the foot of the grade. This arrangement, however, is

only temporary, and when the dump is completed the

cars will pass through it and return by gravity over

a very slight grade.

Hauling Capacity of Locomotive More Than Double

Compare the present work of these motors hauling

twenty-five 8-ton cars equipped with flexible roller bear-

ings, with the work previously accomplished when the

maximum load hauled was seventeen 5i-ton cars

mounted on plain bearings. For example, the load

formerly hauled was 17 (5i + 2) = 127i tons. At the

present time the average load hauled is 25(8 + 2*) ^=

262i tons, showing that the hauling cEtf)acity of the

motors has been more than doubled by the use of roller-

bearing equipment, employing the same locomotive and

hauling over the same track. The figures further show
that, at present, each trip brings 200 tons of limestone

out of the mine, as compared with 93.5 tons for each

trip, formerly.

It should be stated, here, that the spring pedestals of

the journals reduce the shock on the bearings and the

flexible bearings again absorb more of the shock and

prevent its reaching the axles. In other words, there

are two cushions between the axle and the load it car-

ries. These and other observed results confirm my
opinion that roller bearings are the most effective type

(}f ('((uipment for mine-car use, and I believe this opin-

ion is rapidly growing among practical mining men.

St. Louis, Mo. Richard W. Harris.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Heights of Flame Caps
For a number of years, I have been firebossinor in

mines and was wont to pride myself on being able to

estimate with some degree of accuracy the percentage

of gas in the mine air, as indicated by the observed

height of the flame cap formed in a Davy lamp.

It never occurred to me that there could be any

material difference in the results obtained by different

firebosses, until I came to compare my own observations

with those of a fireboss who used a Wolf lamp.

We found, however, that our estimates were quite

different. A cap would appear in his lamp when I

could find no trace of gas in my Davy ; and when I had

a i-in. cap, showing 2 per cent, of gas, there would be

a cap almost f in. in height in the Wolf lamp, which

my friend estimated as "3 per cent, of gas." We de-

cided to look the matter up and I am asking Coal Age
for information that will enable me to correctly esti-

mate percentages of gas from the obsei-ved heights of

the flame caps appearing in these lamps.

, Okla. Fireboss.

1. ILLUSTR.\TING • LAMP
FLAMES AND CAPS

A close study of a candle flame, or the flame of an

oil lamp, will show that it is composed of three zones,

as shown in the accom-

OKFUELCAP panying rig. i. ine
'^ inner zone A is com-

aparatively small and
dark, being composed
of the vaporized hydro-

jp,„ ^^^ carbons of the oil
mcAP

(jj-awn up in the wick
'? and converted into
i. hydrocarbon vapors by

the heat of the flame.

By the access of air to

the flame, the hydrogen
and carbon of these vapors are dissociated and the

carbon particles become incandescent in the second zone

B, which is highly luminous, while the carbon burns
to carbon mono.xide and the hydrogen is set free.

As shown in this figui-e, the zone B is enveloped

in a third or outer zone C, which is nonluminous and
barely perceptible against the luminous zone B. The
outer zone is formed by the burning of the carbon

monoxide and hydrogen on coming in contact with the

surrounding air, the combustion forming carbon dioxide

and water vapor.

When testing for gas, the usual practice is to draw
down the flame of the lamp until it is almost extin-

guished. The height of the flame is then practically \

in. above the top of the burner, as shown in the lower

right-hand corner of Fig. 1. Now, when a volatile oil

such as the naphtha burned in a Wolf and other similar

lamps is used the heat of the lamp vaporizes the oil

a "fuel cap." This fuel cap is shown in the upper right-

hand corner of Fig. 1.

The fuel cap is often mistaken by firebosses for a

gas cap, but that is not all. A lamp burning a volatile

oil heats more rapidly in gas than one burning a non-

volatile oil as sperm, cottonseed or lard oil. The longer

the former lamp is exposed to gas, the more its oil

is vaporized, which increases the height of flame cap

observed and renders the calculation of the percentage

of gas present less reliable.

Again, a bonneted lamp is never as reliable for mak-

ing a test for gas as an unbonneted lamp, since the

latter permits a free circulation of air in the combus-

tion chamber, and the formation of the cap is not

affected by the products of the combustion, which are

much confined in the upper portion of the lamp chimney

by the bonnet.

In Fig. 2 is shown the appearance of the lamp flame

and the heights of flame caps formed when different

-^ ^ a
? 3 4 5

Percentage of Gas in Air

FIG. 2 SHOWING APPE.VRANCE OF FLAME AND GAS CAPS

Siandard)
Reduced Flame

percentages of gas are present in the air. These re-

sults are what are commonly obtained in the use of an

unbonneted Davy burning sperm or cottonseed oil, as-

suming that other gases than methane are not present,

which would slightly modify the heights of the caps

formed.

Carbon dioxide present in the air will reduce the

height of flame cap for the same percentage of gas;

but dust floating in the air will increase both the

height of the cap and the volume of the flame. As the

percentage of gas is increased beyond the 5 per cent,

shown at the right, in Fig. 2, the Davy lamp flames and

must be cautiously but promptly withdrawn from the

gas to avoid accident.

Approximately, the percentage {J) of gas correspond-

ing to any height (/;), in inches, when using an un-

bonneted Dav>' lamp burning sperm or cottonseed oil,

can be calculated by the formula

J = r'
"367(

This formula gives, for a flame cap, say, ' in. high.

so rapidly as to form what has come to be known as J = r 36 < 0.75 = T 27 = 3 per cent, of gas.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Anthracite Foremen's Examination,

Lykens, Penn., May 6, 1919
(Selected Questions)

Ques.—What are the qualifications of a hoisting engi-

neer; how must he handle his engine when men are

being hoisted or lowered into the mine and when must
he be on duty?

Ans.—Briefly stated, the qualifications of a hoisting

engineer are the following: He must be sober, indus-

trious, observant and exercise every precaution to avoid

accidents. He must start and stop his engine promptly

in response to signals, taking care not to exceed the

limit of speed when hoisting men and to keep his

engine under control at all times. He must avoid any
risk of overwinding and know the exact position of the

cage in the shaft, or the trip in the slope, at any mo-
ment of the hoist.

An engineer must converse with no one while in

charge of an engine nor allow any one to loiter about the

engineroom. In no case must an engineer permit any one

to handle the engine while in his charge. He must be

on duty 15 or 20 min. before the commencement of his

shift and examine all parts of his engine, oiling and
making any adjustments that may be necessary, so that

nothing will be wanting when the time arrives for him
to take charge of the engine.

Ques.—Who must be at the head and foot of shafts

and slopes when men are being hoisted or lowered into

the mine, and what are his duties?

Ans.—A eager or footman (Art. 12, Rule 40) must
be constantly at the foot of every shaft or slope to

give the proper signals and to see that the rules of

hoisting and lowering men and caging cars are enforced

and the work properly done. A headman or trip starter

must likewise be stationed at the head of every shaft

and slope charged with similar duties at that point.

Both headman and footman must be on duty when men
begin to descend and remain till all have left the'

mine.

Ques.—What are the requirements of the mine law

in regard to doors and what are their purposes?

Ans.—Art. 10 of the anthracite law requires (Sec. 9)

all ventilating doors in a mine to be hung and adjusted

so that they will close automatically. All main doors

(Sec. 10) must have an attendant to -open and close

the doors for the passage of men and cars, and to see

that the doors do not stand open. Main doors (Sec.

11) must be so placed that when one door is open,

another door, in the same opening, will be closed to

prevent the short-circuiting of the air current at that

I)oint. To prevent against a possible accident to a

door in use (Sec. 12), an extra door must be so placed

and kept standing open that it will always be ready
for use if needed. Unless otherwise permitted, in

writing, by the inspector (Sec. 13), the framework of

all main doors must be substantially constructed and

set in stone or brick laid in mortar or cement.

Ques.—What is the mine law in regard to explosives?

(a) Care of explosives? (b) How shall they be kept

in the mine? (e) How should they be handled? (d)

What are the rules governing their storage?

Ans.—Art. 12 gives the following rules relating to

explosives in mines: (a) Rule 26 prohibits the storage

of gunpowder or other explosives in a mine and requires

that no workman 'shall have on hand, at any one time,

in any one place, more than one keg or box containing

25 lb. of powder, unless more is required for that

person to accomplish one day's work.

(b) Rule 27 requires such explosives to be kept in

a wooden or metallic box securely locked. Each box
must be kept at least 10 ft. from the ti-acks wherever

such room is available.

(c) Rule 28 requires a miner, when about to open

a box containing explosives, or while handling the same
in any manner, to first place his lamp not less than 5

ft. away and in such a position that the air current

cannot convey sparks toward him. A workman shall

not approach nearer than 5 ft. to an open box contain-

ing powder while holding a lamp or having a lighted

pipe or anything containing fire.

(d) Rule 29 requires that all high explosives other

than gunpowder shall be stored, kept, transported,

charged and fired in accordance with special rules fur-

nished by the m.anufacturers of the powder and endorsed

with his or their official signature and approved by the

owner, operator or superintendent of the mine.

Ques.—-(a) What is a safety lamp? (b) What is it

used for? (c) What is the principle that makes it

safe? (d) When must they be locked and what is

the penalty for tampering with the lock of a safety

lamp?

Ans.— (a) A safety lamp is a gauze-protected lamp

designed to prevent the ignition of any gas that may be

present in the air surrounding the lamp.

(b) It is used to enable men to work in mines where

the atmosphere is charged with a percentage of gas that

would make the use of an open-flame lamp dangerous.

(c) A safety lamp depends on the principle that a

flame will not pass through the mesh of a cool wire

gauze that is clean and in good condition and the lamp

is properly handled. The cool metal of the gauze, by

absorbing the heat, extinguishes the flame in contact

with it.

(d) Safety lamps must always be locked before being

given to workmen. Rule 9 of Art. 12 provides, however,

that the mine foreman may give permission to have

the lamps used unlocked. The anthracite law appears

to provide no special penalty for tampering with locked

safety lamps, but states (Rule 58) that failure to com-

ply with the rules will be an "offense against this act."
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FOREIGN MARKETS _
AND EXPORT NEWS '^^

EDITED BY ALEX MOSS

Coal Resources of Germanv
Head of U. S. Geological Survey Makes Clear the Fact That

Germany Can Meet the Fuel Obligations Imposed

on Her by the Peace Treaty

The testimony concerning the export-
coal situation given at the recent hearings
before the Senate Committee investigating
the coal industry left many of the spec-
tators with the impression that after ced-
ing the Silesian and Sarre coal fields Ger-
many would have no coal resources left
with which to supply her own needs and
to meet the obligations for reparation im-
posed by the treaty. It is felt that this
impression should be corrected, stated
George S. Rice, director of the U. S. Geo-
logical Survey, in a letter addressed to
the Committee. The statements made by
the witness were accurate, as far as they
went, but they failed to bring out two
facts: First, that Germany still has large
assets in coal remaining, and, second, that
at the same time her assets are reduced
her internal liabilities are also reduced by
the cession of territory which formerly
consumed large amounts of German coal
The Geological Survey fortunately, for a

year past, has been making a special study
of foreign mineral deposits -and to this
preparation for the discussion of just
such questions as those before the com-
mittee there has been added the knowledge
gained on this subject by one of the Sur-
vey geologists. F. G. Tr.von. while attached
to General Headquarters in Prance. The
following statement was prepared by Mr
Tryon

:

The coal fields of Germany are shown
graphically on the accompanving map
Each column represents the production of
one district, the height of the column be-
ing proportional to the size of the output,
ihe base of the column is centered in the
district. Black columns indicate bitumin-
ous coal

: .shaded columns lignite.
.\ssuming that the League of Nations

should decide to leave the Sarre field per-manently in French hands, and assuming

that the impending plebiscite in Upper
Silesia results in transferring that field
to Poland, Germany would still have the
enormous Westphalian coal field and four
smaller bituminous fields with an aggre-
gate production of 130,000,000 tons of
bituminous coal per annum. In addition
she would retain all of her lignite mines,
a resource of great importance in German
economy though often ignored by out-
siders. Her reserves of bituminous coal
alone are still the greatest in western
Europe and her lignite reserves are very
large. She would remain tlie third coal
producer of the world, and it is by no
means improbable that within a few years
she would outstrip the declining production
of Great Britain.
These are the resources from which

Germany must make the reparation re-
quired by the treaty. Are the resources
sufficient?

Before attempting to answer this ques-
tion it is essential to distinguish between
what Germany can do now and what she
can do when industrial order is restored
within her boundaries. At present Ger-
many, like all the rest of Europe, faces a
coal shortage of the most serious propor-
tions. The miners of Westphalia have
not been at work : her transportation sys-
tem is in disorder. It is clear that Ger-
many is far from able to make the repar-
ation payments required by the treaty this
year. But if German industry is once
rehabilitated and the German people seri-
ously set themselves to perform the obli-
gations of the treaty, the reparation pay-
ments in coal can be made.
Without entering into the justice of the

settlement and speaking only of the re-
serves underground and of the physical
development of the mines, it is safe to say
that if Germany desires to fulfill the treaty

she can fulfill the treaty so far as the
clauses concerning coal are concerned.

In the first place the cession of Upper
Silesia, if decreed by the plebiscite, will
have little effect upon Germany's power to
make the coal shipments required. She
cedes the field, but she also cedes in Ger-
man Poland much of the territory which
the Silesian field supplied before the war.
The coal of Upper Silesia has never been
exported by sea. It is consumed in cen-
tral Europe. It never has been and prob-
ably never will be exported to France,
Italy and Belgium. The movement of coal
is determined by transportation costs, not
by political boundaries. Germany has been
assured the right to purchase coal from
Silesia. Indeed the new Polish and Bo-
hemian owners, to sell their coal at all.

must very largely sell it to consumers in
Germany. The cession of Upper Silesia
would amount, therefore, to a transfer of
property rather than a shift in the market-
ing of coal.
Much the same situation will prevail

with respect to the Sarre. A large part
of the output of the Sarre mines was con-
sumed locally. Much of it went to France
before the war, or to Alsace-Lorraine, now
part of France. Wliile a large part of
the Sarre coal was shipped to south Ger-
many it is expected that the new French
owners will soon find they also must ship
to south Germany because that is one of
the natural markets for Sarre coal.

The Sarre and Upper Silesian fields
thus served a continental market and
must, because of the inexorable facts of
transportation costs, largely continue to
serve the same market. It is from the
great Westphalian (Ruhr) field and the
small but high-grade Aachen field that
Germany must make her reparation pay-
ments. The treaty throws upon these two
fields the burden of making certain annual
payments during the next .en years to
Belgium, Luxembourg, Italy and FYance.
The pajTnents to be made each of these

countries will be considered briefly

:

Belgium.—The amount required (8,000,-
000 tons) is practically what Germany
furnished Belgium before the war.
Luxembourg.—Germany undertakes to

furnish only the amounts supplied before
the war.
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MAP OF COAL FIELDS OF GERMANY. SHOWING PRODUCTION OF DIFFERENT GRADES OF COAL BY DISTRICTS
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Italv —The amount required by the

treatv (4.500.000 tons the first year, in-

creasing to 8.500.000 tons) though far

greater than German pre-war shipments to

Italv is still much less than Italy con-

sumes The principal effect of the pro-

vision will be to give to the Westphalian
exporters the lion's share of the former
British export trade to Italy.

Prance.—Tlie treaty specifies a maxi-
mum of 27.000.000 tons per year for the

first five years and a maximum of 15.000.-

000 tons for the second five years. The
payments consist of a fixed base of 7..000,-

000 tons plus a decreasing amount which
represents the deficit in the production of

the devastated mines of the north of

Prance. It must be borne in mind that
France's coal requirements have been
greatly increased by the return of Alsace-
Lorraine and by the occupation of the
Sarre. The base of 7.000.000 tons fixed

by the treaty is actually much less than
the shipments of Westphalian and Aachen
coal to France and to Alsace-Lorraine be-
fore the war.
The shipments prescribed by the treaty

to these four powers exceed the pre-war
shipments to the same powers by approxi-
mately 21,000.000 tons the first year, de-
creasing to 10.000,000 tons the tenth year.
But at the same time the war relieved
Germany of some millions of tons of ex-,

ports to the bunltering stations of the
world, a business which has since been
largely taken over by England and the
United States. This export tonnage can be
diverted to meeting the obligations imposed
by the treaty, iloreover. the production of
the Westphalian field is susceptible of great
increase. The reserves are enormous. Be-
fore the war the production of tliis field was
increasing at the rate of 7,400,000 tons per
year. Without going into details, it is the
judgment of Mr. Tryon that if German
labor returns to work, normal conditions
are restored on the German transportation
system, and the German people set them-
selves to the task of fulfilling the treaty,
the reparation payments of coal can be
made. The payments may involve a tem-
porary curtailment of internal consumption,
but the curtailment need not be nearly as
serious as that endured by the German
people during, for example. 1915.

COAL AGE

prices f.o.b. Buenos Aires are 46.90 pesos
per ton for forge coal and 56.05 pesos per
ton for coke (both, figures are given in

Argentine gold). The freight rate from
Buenos Aires to Asuncion is 11.06 pesos
Argentine gold per ton.

Imports for Past Eight Yfars

The imports of coal (including coke and
forge coal) tor the years 1911 to 191S and
the countries of origin are given in the
following table :

Paraguay as a Market for.

American Coal

There are no manufacttiring plants, rail-
ways, or other large industries using coal
in Paraguay, reports Consul Henry H.
Balch. Asuncion. Paraguay, under date of
July 10, 1919. Before the war. however.
and up to about 1916. some steam coal
was used by the Paraguayan Central Rail-
road Co. Wood obtained from the exten-
sive forests of Paraguay is found to be a
cheaper fuel for steam-generating jiurposes
than coal that has to be brought from the
United States or from Europe. For cook-
ing purposes locally burned charcoal is
used almost exclusively.

It is estimated that about 600 tons of
forge coal and 400 tons of coke are con-
sumed here annually. At the present time,
on account of the high prices, the sale is

limited. In this market coke is selling at
Ij'inO pesos and forge coal at 2000 pesos per
ton. (The Paraguayan peso is now worth
.iliout $0,055 American currency.) The
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Italy's Coal Problem
The problem of supplying Italy with coal

has become more serious since the armi-
stice, despite the fact that it was thought
that once hostilities had ceased the solution
would have become easier.

In 1913 Italy imported on the average
90(1.000 tons of coal per month, equal to

10 SOO.OOO tons annually—2,200.000 tons
for the State Railways. 200.000 for the
other railways and steam trams. 700.000

1918Imported from— 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917
Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons

United States 140 328 1 .^. 4

United Kingdom 1.603 1.704 3.800 3.330 1,218 655 136

Argentina. . 2 34 42 327 5 50 73

Uruguay #. 2 .... .... ... 40

Germany 66 28 54 .... 10

Spain .... - 1^ ---
_^j^ _^

Total 1.754 2,134 3,870 3,726 1,224 755 213

The imports from Argentina and from
Uruguay are mostly of American or Eng-
lish origin.

The ever-increasing prices, due to the
war. had so affected the imports into Para-
guay that scarcely any coke or forge coal
was imported during the past two years.
The lack of facilities for unloading coal
in the harbor of Asuncion and for handling
it after unloading further tends to make
the price of coal too high for local use.
Probably the cost of handling \vill some
day be reduced when the projected port
imjirovements are carried out. and a slight
demand may consequently result. Forge
coal and coke come in bags.

As shown by the figures given above, the
amount consumed here even in normal
times will not warrant an extensive cam-
paign for the introduction of American
coal and coke unless a considerable change
takes place in the fuel market. The best
method would be to correspond with the
importers, (luoting prices and terms. [A
list of Asuncion coal and coke importers
may be obtained from the Bureau of For-
eign and Domestic Commerce or its district

and cooperative offices by referring to file

No. 123214.] All prices should be f.o.b.

port of shipment, stated in Argentine gold,
if possible. The Argentine gold peso is

equivalent to $0,965 United States cur-
rency. Correspondence should be in Span-
ish. There is no duty on coke or forge
coal.

Coal Exports from Port of New
York in July. 1919

Reports showing the amount of coal and
coke shipped through the port of New York
during July of this year have just been
made public. There was a decided decrease
as compared with the corresponding month
of 1918 and 1917. except in the ship-
ments of bituminous in 1917 and coke in

1918. In July of 1917 only 44S tons of

bituminous went out of this port to foreign
countries, while in July of last year but
117 tons of coke was" shipped to foreign
countries by New York shippers.
A tabulation showing shipments of an-

thracite and bituminous coals and coke in

July of 1917, 1918 and 1919 follows:

for the navy and merchant marine. 1.200,-
000 for the gasworks, and the remainder
for private industry.

During the war the consumption of
coal by private industry increased in some
branches, such as metallurgy, and decreased
in others. The total shows a progressive
decrease in coal, due to the shortage of
tonnage and diminished production. Dur-
ing the war the Italian Government in-

formed the Allies that the requirements of
Italy would be placed at 740.000 tons,
which was later reduced to 690.000 tons.

There was allotted a monthly supply of only
600.000 tons, but it was only an allotment,
for which was always furnished a smaller
quantity—5.2S0.000 equal to a monthly
average of 440.000 tons in 1917 ; 6.400.000
equal to a monthly average of about 530.-

OOO tons in 1918. The most critical month
was February. 1918. during which Italy re-

ceived only 32S.000 tons of coal.

The armistice having come, the Italian
Government had the assurance of a
monthly average of SOO.OOO tons for two
months, but instead of improving the situ-

ation has become steadily worse. In No-
vember Italy received 647,000 tons of coal:
in December 472,000 ; in January 339.000 ;

in February 502,000. In March not more
than 375.000 tons were received.

In March permission was obtained from
the Allied Economic Commission for im-
porting 100. OOO tons of coal from the Saar
basin, from St. Etienne and Salon. This
100.000 tons arrived, naturally, by land.

It was a long fiame coal, not suitable for

locc motives, and served for other uses.

With reference to the furnishing of coal

bv France, it may be said that this was
carried on actively from January. 1918, to

January. 1919, It was agreed to by the

Allies, always with a view of conserving
tonnage, tha't France should ship its coal

by land and replenish its supply from

'in'^rsiS Italv received 2.000,000 tons of

French coal out of total imports of 6,400.-

000. The balance tvas all English. This
vear she received only 42,000 tons from
Prance, in January and February. All the

rest was English coal.

A favorite prospect for the solution ot

the diflicult problem is contained in the

possibility of sending American coal to

Italy. England leaves her entirely free to

obtain supplies from Uiis country.

.-Vrgentiiia

Barbados
Braiil
Brit. W. Africa..
Canada
Colombia
Cuba
Denmark
Ecuador
France
French VV. I....
French Guiana..
Italy
Jamaica
.Mexico
cwfoundland..

^^ . Bituminous
, 1919 . ,— 1917—. i '

Tons Value Tons Value Tons

Coke -

14.335

"466

.\o

$1,160 294
240

97,427 8,574 $57,948 4.454
200

3,110

'585 '.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.

25

2.673

Value

$1,756 6,250 $44,672

166
'.'.'.'. '.'.'.'.'.'.

Tons Value
56 $1,500

84 $1,641

240 3,576

»ay

5,000

6,966

2,996 24,095

"88 3,395

'20 $420

25 .'556

. B.W.I
Panama
Peru
PortuKal
Salvador..
San DominKC.

i38 3.500

166 "2,466

1,860

2,366 3,260
301

3,800

15,967 $108,986 9,340 $62.S24 4,983 $40,990 448 $2,767 7,440 $52,402

$6 82-f- $6.80-1- $8 22-i- $6 17-(- $7.04-1-

283 $6,870
t t $24.27+
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COAL AND
-^COKE NEWS

Fairmont, W. Va.

Deliige of cars to Fairmont rc-Kioii. Em-
bargoes at tide send coal to Lalies and to
tlie railroads. Other northern West Vir-
ginia fields receive poor transportation.
Speculation as to effect of steel strike on
coal trade.
Cars literally poured into the Fairmont

region during the early part of the week
ended Sept. 13, but if the Baltimore &
Ohio had any expectation of being able to
furnish any more empties than could be
loaded, such expectations were not ful-
filled since practically cars were loaded as
fast as received. Such a supply was not
as badly needed, however, as in previous
weeks, owing to the embargoes as to tide-
water shipments from the Fairmont re-
gion, except as to special permits in cirjes
where shippers had vessels waiting. Al-
though cars were plentiful, shipping points
were more limited, and it was rather em-
barrassing to many operators : however,
they made the best of it by shipping to the
Lakes and by increasing the shipment of
railroad fuel. Taking the week as a whole,
there was an unusually large production,
but the Fairmont-Clarksburg district alone
was blessed with a sufficient supply of cars,
and even in that district the week wound
up with many late placements, at least
thirty different mines being affected. In
contrast to the Fairmont region, the car
supply fell behind on roads supplying other
northern West Virginia fields : the supply
being exceedingly short on both the West-
ern Maryland and tlie Monongahela rail-
roads, although on the last named road,
by the end of the week, mines were re-
ceiving about a 90 per cent, supply.
With cars so much more plentiful and

with tidewater points embargoed, the nat-
ural tendency was for prices to break
somewhat since operators were more cir-
cumscribed in their markets. However
there was an excellent demand for most
Fairmont coals and price declines, such as
they were, were regarded as being only
temporary.

Speculation is rife as to the effect a
steel strike might have on coal .shipments
to the Lakes. However, Lake shipments
have been way below normal during the
present season ; northern West Virginia
fields would not be affected to as great an
extent as in former years : but the suspen-
sion of ore shipments, it is believed, would
mean also the suspension of coal ship-
ments.

Charleston, W. Va.
Labor troubles lessening, Tar shortage

again coming forward to limit production.
Tonnage far below normal. Special meet-
ing called lo work out better car distribu-
tion. .Smokeless exports increasing as
more sliips are available at tide. Ka-
nawha coals may be shut off from tide b.v
embargoes.
Labor troubles were less of a factor in

holding back production in central south-
ern West Virginia during the second week
of September than during the preceding
week, which was in many respects a tur-
bulent one in this section, with lO.nnn
miners on strike in the Kanawha field and
with several strikes marking the course of
events in the New River field. While the
week opened with 30 or 40 per cent, of the
miners absent from their dosIk after an
attempt to invade the Logan field, most
of the miners were back at work before
the week was over and there was no fur-
ther outbreak, although it was by no means
certain that there would not be a recur-
rence of the trouble.

It was not so much a shortage of miners,
therefore, as it was a shortage of cars
\yhich limited production during the week
ended Sept. 14. .\t the outset of the week
cars were plentiful, comparativelv few hav-
ing been loaded during the last half of the
previous week, but the supply was soon
exhausted and the same old troubI.> was
apparent—a scarcity of cars. .M nn time

during the week was th^e more than a
TO per cent, supply. Most of the time
mines were not able to secure more than
a 65 per cent, supply and by the end of
the week the supply was even shorter, total
production, therefore, running far behind
normal.

It was this shortage of cars and its se-
rious effect on production, during the first
half of September, which led to the spe-
cial meeting of the Railroad Relations
Committee of the National Coal Associa-
tion and representatives of the Railroad
.Administration at White Sulphur Springs.
This meeting, just on the edge of the West
Virginia coal fields, was called for the pur-
pose of working out some plan for a better
distribution of cars. The shortage is a se-
rious one and is seriously crippling pro-
duction and consequently making it im-
possible to overcome the shortage for the
year.
While only pools Nos. 7 and 46 at tide-

water were embargoed, operators along the
Chesapeake & Ohio were given to under-
stand that other pools would also be em-
bargoed, thus shutting off shipments alto-
gether to tidewater from C. & O. points.
There was still much congestion at tide.
However, smokeless producers expected to
be able to have enough vessels on hand
for the exporting, during the week, of a
large tonnage of that kind of coal. The
demand at least in eastern markets for
steam coal was unabated and rather dif-
ficult to procure, especially in view of lim-
ited transportation facilities.
While differences between operators and

miners in the New River field were hin-
dering production to some extent during
the second week of September, the ex-
tremely poor car supply played the most
important part in pulling down production.
In some instances mines were unable to
operate at all. Production therefore in
the New River field was not at the most
over 125.000 tons. Despite a serious con-
gestion of coal loads at and near tide-
water points, it was possible for some
smokeless prodttcers to export quite a large
tonnage during the week, more ships be-
ing available at tidewater. It is believed
that labor troubles entailed a loss in ton-
nage of about ten per cent., some mines
bein.g closed down entirely at plants whose
operators refused to run on a closed sliop
basis. In the thin-seam section, produc-
tion was somewhat increased. The ton-
nage of smokeless finding its way to west-
ern markets was rather light in comparison
with eastern shipments.
By the middle of the second week of

September miners were all back at work
'n the Kanawha field. In *he meantime,
however, some mines were unable to op-
erate at all owing to the fact that so few
men reported. With cars on hand, left
over from the previous week, the supply
was entirely adequate for a day or so but
b-- Wer^nesday had dropped to only 70 per
cent of normal and before Ihe end of the
week it was still less. Such a shortage
of empties made it impossible to mine
more than about 125,000 tons and although
a part of such tonnage was flowing to tide-
water it was by no means certain when it

would be unloaded owing to congestion in
that part of the country. Should pools
Nos. 5 and 6 be embargoed, as some Ka-
nawha operators rather anticipated, it

would mean cutting off entirely the ship-
ment of gas and splint from the Kanawha
field to tide. Kanawha producers reported
an excellent demand for steam coal in
eastern markets, the demand not being so
pronounced in western markets. For the
most part, such coal as Kanawha mines
were able to produce, under limited tratis-
porlation facilities, was going to contract
customers. The car supply on the Ka-
nawha & Michigan was somewhat better
than that on the C. & O. However, cars
were short the Latter part of the week
on the Coal and Coke Division of the Bal-
timore & Ohio.
Consequently mines were able to work

at intervals during the latter part of the
woek or were limited to part time opera-
tion each day.

Ashland, Ky.
Northeast Kentucky coal fields secure

new tlirougli rate. Considerable new trade
expected to develop. Bunkerage, trans-
shipment and inland business. Southern
railroads should now relieve congestion on
C. & O.

Northeast Kentucky Coal Association
commends Governor Cornwell on his stand
on Plumb bill.

The petition made by the Northeast
Iventucky Coal Association for through
rates on coal to southeastern points and
11" ' :!i.i|ii;:is. and a through tidewater
I I

I i'Ston, S. C, for bunkering and
" I

I ni from all mines along the
I'i- .^ iiHlN division of the Chesapeake &
Ohio and its branch lines, including the
Sandy Valley & Elkhorn and Long Fork
railroads, has been aswered. Under date
of Sept. 9 the Southern Freight Traffic
Committee issued telegraphic instruc-
tions autliorizing the publication of rates
on five days' notice under Freight Rate
-Authority No. 12,817, as follows:
To Charleston, S. C, for bunkerage and

transshipment, 20c. per ton of 2000 lb.
higher than rates from Elkhorn City.
To Charleston proper and to points in

southeastern and Carolina territory, 30c.
per ton of 2000 lb. higher than rates from
Elkhorn City.

This would make the tidewater rate from
the northeast Kentucky field to Charleston.
S. C, $2.34 per gross ton.

In view of the serious shortage of coals
for European and South .American coun-
tries, it is believed that considerable new
business will lie developed in that portion
of the Kentucky field affected by the rates,
as lirevious to the granting of the oper-
ators' petition the region had never en-
joyed a tidewater rate. It will also affect
the inland business, as it is felt that there
will be an augmented demand from both
industrial and domestic consumers for the
high-grade coals mined in this region.

-Another interesting phase of t'le matter
is presented by the thought that the south-
ern riilroid lines involved will be able to
handle any traffic resulting from these
new rates to the relief of the Chesapeake
& Olii,,. wlijch of recent years has been
sfTi.iiisly .(insested in its northern and
wisi. Ill .slii]iments.

I '.imnii iiclation of the position taken by
Governor John J. Cornwell, of AVest Vir-
ginia with reference to the Plumb plan
has been expressed by the Executive Com-
mittee of the Northeast Kentucky Coal
.A'^=ociation in a letter to the West Vir-
ginia executive, in which it is said : "The
secretary was instructed to communicate
with you and to congratulate you for the
very forceful and al)le manner in which
you have acquainted your constituents
with the imminent danger which confronts
them if the Plumb bill should carry. They
feel that the best interests of all rests in
the private ownership and operation of all

industries. They feel that the interests of
the state of West Virginia have been and
will in the future be well taken care of
by you. and are confident that the great
m'a.'ority of the citizens of your state sup-
port you in your views,"

Birmingham, Ala.

state administration puts through reve-
nue bill as amended Mill raise over half
a million dollars from tonnage tav on coal
and iron ore. Statistics quoted from re-
port on .Alabama coal mines. State defl-
cienl in mechanical mining equipment.
Coke industr.v makes good showing in up-
to-date plants.

The general revenue bill has finally
passed both houses and thus ends one of
the hottest, longest -drawn-out and most
bitterly contested fights ever staged in the
.Alaliama Legislature. .AH (he influence
and all the power the state administration
could command was put behind the bill.
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says the Birmingham Age-Heralds As-
finally passed, the bill wUK,raise about
$550,000 a year from the coal and iron

ore tonnage tax. DasetT upon the average
production of the present year. This is 50

per cent, of the amount originally intended
to be raised from this source. As at first

drafted, the bill called for a tax of 5c. a
ton on coal and 3c. a ton on iron ore, but
amendments reduced the coal tax by three-
fifths, making- it 2c. per ton. The vote
on this bill was as follows: Ayes, 51;
nays, 42 : paired, 2 ; not voting, 10.

The coal and iron interests were charged
as being responsible for the deadlock
which held up this bill and to have threat-
ened the calling of an extra session of
the Alabama Legislature. It was even im-
puted that a small minority of "coal bar-
ons" would try to defeat the revenue bill

unless the tonnage tax was eliminated.
The various phases of this whole matter,
during the last two months, have been
noted in the news department of Coal Age
and the comments given of those most in-

terested in the mineral industry of the
state.

In connection with the tonnage tax on
Alabama's coal production, some statis-

tics published in the annual report of this

state for the year 19 IS are of interest.

Last vear 19,521,840 tons of coal were
mined in Alabama and 4,344,726 tons of

coke were manufactured here. On this

coal production, a tonnage tax of 2c. would
net a revenue to the state of $390,436.80
or a little less than four-flfths of the tax
return from Alabama's mineS.
The coal men of the state plead a nar-

row margin on profits, claiming that even
a small tax will work hardship on many
operators, especially the owner of the
small mine. In connection with the cost

of producing coal here, it is significant that

in 19' 8, 12,969.975 tons were mined by
pick and 6.551,865 tons were produced by
means of machines—or 66.4 and 33.6 per

cent. respectively. Alabama's principal

•competitors are much more fortunate ap-
parently in being able to use mining ma-
chines "to a considerably greater extent.

However, in the coke business byproduct
ovens in this state manufacture 2,611,215

tons of coke, or 60.4 per cent., compared
with 1.733,511 tons, or 39.9 per cent., from
beehive ovens. Some 110 men were killed

in the coal mines of Alabama last year,

which means that only 177,473 tons oi v-oa^

were mined per life lost. Also 4.17 per

cent, were killed per 1000 employed in

the mines. Furthermore, a scant tonnage
741—of coal was produced tor each em-

ployee.

Indianapolis, Ind.

IdleneBS of Indiana mines in July due to

lack of orders. far »hortaKe in August.
Conflirtine e.vi>reBBion» of opinion as to

state of affairs. Poor coal preparation
shifts orders to other states.

It is said that lack of cars was the

chief cause of the many shut downs which
occured in Indiana coal mines during
August. July reports showed that lack of

orders was Ih' principal cause of idleness

at the mines. Some of the mines report

th£.t thev were closed as much as 15 days
in August en account of the lack of cars,

while others say that they had practically

no difi.cully at all in getting their quota of

cars Ir this connection. Tt was pointed
out that the Federal Itailroad Administra-
tion operates an equalizing office whereby
cars are supposed to be distributed in pro-
portio.i to the necessity and call. This
equn ization is said to be working as well

as . an be expected, according to some of

the operators. Car distribution always
was a bone of contention and it may be
that the' millennium only will effectually

relieve the situation.
Carv Littlejohn, state mine inspector.

Is authority for the statement that coal
)perators would not report their mines
closed because of a car shortage when in

reality the mines might have closed on
account of no orders Walker D. Hines,
director creneral of th.- Federal Railroad
Administration, has derlan-d that the coal

car shortape is principally a myth. There
was much talk among some operators m
.Inly about poor transportation, but ac-

cording to reports in the oHJce of the
state Industrial Roard. in which Is also the
office of the state mine inspector. lack of
operation In Indiana mines was due princi-
pally to lack of orders for the month in

question
An Indianapolis coal dealer says that the

householdpr has In his cellar now only
about 40 per cent of the coal which he
had at the corresponding time last year
Tt Is reported that the Indi.ana householder
has bought leas Indiana coal and more coal
from other states than he did last year
Tho mime coal dealer further commented

that owing to general conditions during the
la^t two years, Hoosier mines have sent
to Indiana •consumers, coal which was not
as good and as free from waste as it

might have been, and that the householder
has an opinion about Indiana coal not al-

together justified by its real quality,

St. Louis, Mo.
Attornex- general resumes investigations

of coal matters in Fifth and Ninth dis-
tricts. Secretary Greenlaw of Coal Trad.,
Bureau testifies. Valuable data presented.
Actual eost.s of producing coal given and
expenses analyzed, .-\vcrage prices charged
at the mine noted. .Scoue of Inquiry to de-
termine whether coal producers have vio-
lated aiiti-trust laws.

Attorney General McAllister recently re-
sumed his Investigation of tbe Fifth and
Ninth Districts' Coal Trade Bureau. Illi-

nois, which was begun in 1917 but was in-
terrupted at the time of the creation of the
Federal Fuel Administration.
The secretary of the Coal Trade Bureau,

P. H. Greenlaw, was on the stand parts of
three days when he testified as to the
manner in which the 46 companies holding
membership in the bureau made daily re-
ports of output and prices. He stated
that the bureau was supported by an as-
sessment of three mills per ton of output
of each member, respectively. On the
basis of the production of 16,249,257 tons
by member firms in 1918, it is estimated
that the revenue of the bureau for the year
was $48,747.

Secretary Greenlaw offered exhibits
showing that the average cost of producing
coal by member firms was $1.76 a ton last
year. The main items entering into this
cost are as follows: Labor, $1.35; sup-
plies and maintenance, $0.17 ; fixed ch.arges,
$0.24. Included in the average mining
costs for labor ($1.35) are, 2.6c. for legal
services and 4 mills on the ton for
taxes. Among the mines in the group
in question are 15 small plants, the report
shows, and as production costs In these
are slightly higher, they raise the average
cost on the whole. Four of the largest
mines in the group reported their
costs as follows: Mine No. 11—labor,
$1.31, and total cost $1.67 ; total tons
mined 1,939,437. Mine No. 7—labor.
$1.28, and total cost, $1.60 : tons mined
1,104.405. Mine No. 9—labor, $1.29, and
total cost, $1.61 : total tons mined. 979,904.
Mine Xo. 17—labor, $1.47. and total cost
$1.78; tons mined 1.386,143. Attorney
General McAllister said that the scope of
the inquiry, which seeks to determine
whether the coal producers have violated
the anti-trust laws, would be governed by
the testimony of Mr. Greenlaw.

Oftentimes bare statistics are dry read-
ing but not so to coal men In these days
when data relative to costs of production
and selling prices of coal are involved.
During the last two years cost sheets of
coal companies have assumed a new signif-
icance. The Fuel Administration caren
fully prepared blanks which operators
were required to fill out monthly giving
the whole story of the cost of operating
coal mines. Heavy penalty was att.ached
to m.aking incorrect entries in these re-
ports. In connection with the expense of
mining coal, a statement presented by the
Victor American Fuel Co., of Colorado, is

of interest ; it appeared in the May 22,
1919, i.'jsue of Coal Age under the title.

"Some Items That Enter Into the Cost of
Producing Coal."

During the investigation conducted by
the attorney general, of Illinois mining con-
ditions, It further developed that the aver-
age jirice charged at the mine for stand-
.ard grade coal was, $2.11 on contract and
$2.27 on non-contract; for Staunton grade,
$2.13 on contract and $2.50 non-cnntract.
Secretary Greenlaw refused to iiroducc the
reports sent to his bureau by member firms,
showing the gr.'ides, amounts anil prices of
coal shipped out of the Fifth and Ninth
districts, with the names of consignees. He
took the position that the reports con-
tained confidential trade information which
he thought would be found irrelevant to
the iiurposes of the inquiry. In answer to
questions. Mr. Greenl.aw admitted that re-
ports were received from some non-mem-
ber firms, and the attorney general inti-

mated that on account of the interstate
character of the business, he might seek
the aid of the Federal authorities in the
investigation. In view of the fact that the
"lndei)endent" .anthracite operators of
Pennsylvania expect to sue the TT. S.
Government for severe losses sustained
during the regime of the Fuel Administra-
tion, it is altogether probable that the
Federal authorities will take an active part
in matters pert.alning to the co.st of pro-
ducing and marketing coal both in the
anthracite and bituminous fields. Informa-

tion about this test case was given in the
immediately preceding issue of Coal Age
in the "News" department under the title
"New York, N. T."

Victoria, B. C.
Coal advanced $4 during the war to the

consumer. Now ^11.50 a ton. Miners re-
ceive advance in wages in proportion to
cost of living. No shortage of coal ex-
pected- in Northwest, Miners not working
full time.

Coal continues to advance In price in
British Columbia, the quotation per ton
to the consurner now being $11.50 a ton.
as compared with $6.50 asked before the
war. The explanation, of course, is the
high cost of production, although there is
a disposition in some quarters to doubt
whether the value placed on the fuel is
justified. The jump from $6.50 to $11.50
did not come without notice. The process
has been more or less gradual. During the
war there was an investigation into pro-
duction costs authorized by the Dominion
Fuel Controller and. as a result, the price
of coal at the bunkers of the various com-
panies was fixed.

Since the first of the present year, coal
miners have received increases to their
wages. Those employed by the Canadian
Collieries, Ltd., the Pacific Coast coal
mines, the Nanoose Collieries and other
companies (with the exception of the Ca-
nadian Western Fuel Co.) have had their
pay raised at intervals in proportion to
the increase in the cost of the necessities
of life. The extent of the additions to
their pay envelopes is as follows; Febru-
ary 1, 1919. 23c.; May 1, 2Jc. ; Aug. 1,

15c., or a total of 203 cents. The men of
the Canadian Western Fuel Co. did not
come within the general arrangement
n'hich brought to the employees of the
other companies these increases. The sit-
uation as regards this company -ft'as com-
mented upon in the News department of
the Sept. 11, 1919, issue of Coal Age, un-
der the title, "Nanaimo, B. C."
With the increase in the miner's pay,

some changes were made in the price of
domestic coal at the bunkers ; to make the
cycle complete advances were recorded, al-
most simultaneously, by the retailers. On
April 1 last the retailers announced an
int^rease of 50c. a ton ; on June 29 there
was added another 50c. : and on Sept. 1

there was a further addition of 75 cents.
Thus, since the beginning of the year, the
retail price of domestic coal in this prov-
ince has climbed $1.75 a ton.

WTille it is not expected that there will
be any shortage of coal in the Pacific
Northwest this winter, it is a, noteworthy
fact that the miners have not been work-
ing full time during the summer. Owing
to slack trade the Reserve mine was closed
down on May 30, previous to which time
the mines of the Canadian Western Fuel
Co. had been operating only four days a
week. With the Reserve inactive it was
thought that the other mines could be kept
producing to capacity, but this did not
prove so as the other mines thereafter
worked an average of only 18 days a
month.

All the Island mines have been working
short time since the month of April, and
a careful computation of the loss in out-
put, from that month to Aug. 31, 1919, be-
cause of slack trade, shows that it reached
the substantial total of 192,807 tons.

PKNNSYI-V.'VNIA
Anthracite

Ilazlcton—Mine Workers throughout the
Lehigh anthr.acite coal field express them-
selves in favor of the movement started to
erect a monument to the memory of John
Mitchell who was buried on Sept. 12 at
Scranton, Penn. It is suggested that each
one of the approximately 170,000 miners
in the anthracite region give one dollar
toward this memorial.

Carbondalc—Ground settled over .a con-
siderable area in this city recently damag-
ing five properties on lower Powderly
Road. The settling occurreil ovi-r work-
ings of the Hudson Coal Co. The houses
in question are said to have been wrecked
to such an extent that all household effect?
h.'ive been removed and the families oc
cupylng them have sought other quarters.
It is predicted that further settlement and
some caving of surface will take place In

this section.

I'ottHville—More than $15,000,000 are to
be spent within the v.ext eighteen months
in the southern ent' of the anthracite re-
gion, developing old "'"•ies and opening
up new territory. Tin • 'i-iiial dc-velop-
ments will be in the wes. .

> "f Schuyl-
kill County, where vast nioiii.l:rns of coal
await the prospector. Notwillist;;' ding the
many millions of tons of coal tahsn out
In that region, the surface of the vast coal
product has scarcely been scratched.
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MlnersvUlc—The Buck Run Coal Co.,
managed and owned by James B. Neale,
former chief of production for the United
States Fuel Administration, is completing
an up to date athletic field for his employ-
ees. Work was first devoted to the baseb:ill
diamond, said to be one of the best in the
southern fields, but the ground will be
made suitable tor other forms of athletic
amusement and for general recreation.

Scranton—It is reported that a mine fire
has been raging since about the first week
in September in the big seam of the Con-
tinental mine of the Coal Department of the
Delaware. Lackawanna & Western R.K. It
threatens to spread and destroy consider-
able coal. All the men employed at the
mine are ^n strike, and unless they will
agree to go into the workings and fight
the flames untold damage may result, as
the fire is now said to be several acres
in extent. The mine has ten electric loco-
motives and four electric machines.
Lannford—Plans are now being made by

the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co. for a
resumption of free night schools for em-
ployees on the same basis as prevailed be-
fore the war. Sessions will probably begin
about Oct. 1, in Lansford, and will be held
three nights a week. Classes in mining,
mechanical and electrical engineering will
probably be included, and it is noteworthy
that there will probably be instruction in
English and naturalization. Instructors
will be chosen from the company's own or-
ganization and they will be paid by the
company.

.Shamokin—Recently the Greenough Red
Ash Coal Co. sold its colliery near this
place to the Madeira-Hill Coal Co. for
$1,000,000. The Greenough plant was con-
trolled by local parties. The retiring offi-
cers of the company are, M. W. O'Boyle,
president, of Pittston ; John H. Foy, vice
president, of Pittston ; Frank A. Gable,
secretary, Shamokin ; George C. Graeber,
treasurer, Shamokin ; Edward Boerman,
goneral manager. The Greenough Colliery
was opened up in 1898 and the breaker
built in 1900 ; in 1902 the breaker burned
down and was replaced by a modern one.
The Madeira-Hill company owns the Nat-
alie colliery immediately adjoining the
newly purchased Greenougli operation.
Some 600 men are employed at the plant,
which has just changed hands; in the year
1917 the plant shipped about a quarter of a
million tons of coal.

Bituminous

Kittanning—The Allegheny River Min-
ing Co., with general offices here, is open-
ing up 5-ft. seams of coal of good quality
at its Brookville and Cadogan mines in
Armstrong County. The existence of these
seams has been known for some time, but
labor sufficient to do the work was not
available until now.

Grepiisburg—The largest car of coal ever
loaded along the tracks of the Pennsylvania
R.R. w.as made ready for shipment on the
siding of the Keystone Coal and Coke Co.'s
mine at Greensburg No. 2. The capacity
of the car is 200,000 lb. and with the
ten per cent, increase over the marked ca-
pacity it will carry 220,000 lb. On the
first trip only 200,000 lb. will be car-
ried The car was recently turned out as
an experiment from the Altoona shops. It
has two trucks with three wheels each. The
only cars anything near this capacity were
recently started on the Norfolk & West-
ern R.R.

Brownsville—The Youngstown Sheet and
Tinplate Co. is opening a large coal mine
and building a town at Buckeye, in Greene
County. Penn., on the line of the Pennsyl-
vania R. R. and the Monongahela River.
Three million dollars was the initial ap-
propriation for the construction and de-
velopment work ; the output is expected
eventually to reach 6.000 tons per day.
One of the features of the mine, which will
he a shaft operation, is that the coal will
be dumped <two cars at a time) by a
revolving dump into a large storage bin
at the shaft bottom. From this bin the
coal will be loaded into a self-dumping
."JO-ton skip w-hich will be hoisted and
dumped by an electric hoist. Only one
Bkip will be used and this will be balanced
by a counterweight running in one end of
the shaft. Instead of the customary single
rope used in hoisting, the skip will be
handled with several smaller ropes.

Johnstown—The recent merger of the
Imperial Coal Co —a selling corporation

—

and the Shade Creek, Diamond Smokeless
and the Cambria Smokeless coal companies
with the Imperial Coal Corporation, with
& capital of $440,000, means the formation
of a concern which will later largely in-

crease its capital and also the present pro-
duction of about 600,000 tons a year. It

ia said to be probable that other opera-

tions will be taken into the concern. The
Shade Creek mines are at Miller Run,
bomerset County, in the Windber field ; the
Cambria .Smokeless plant is at Coalport,
Clearfield County ; and the Diamond Smoke-
less mines are at Charles, Indiana County,
about seven miles west of Johnstown. Tlie
main offices will be in Johnstown but the
president—Charles A. Owen—will maintain
an office in New York City. The other
officers of the company are : James P.
Thomas, Johnstown, vice president ; Frank
D. Baker, Johnstown, secretary ; Philip E.
Thomas, Philadelphia, treasurer ; E. ti.
Zimmerman, New York, as.sistant treasurer
and James M. Cook, Johnstow-n, general
superintendent. These, with H. A. Ling,
of Philadelphia, are the directors of the
corporation.

WEST VIRGINIA
Fairmont—Speed marked the construc-

tion of the new bin and coaling station
erected by the Consolidation Coal Co. at
its shaft mine No. 38 at Barnstown. The
bin was destroyed by fire on June 22, less
than two months being required to rebuild
the coaling station. The bin has a height
of 75 ft. above the railroad. The capacity
of the new bin is 1200 tons, there being
room for SOO tons in the storage bin proper
and for 400 tons in the coaling station. A
2.5-hp. Westinghouse motor is a part of the
loading equipment.

Wheeling.—Four thousand acres of coal
land, property of the Richland Coal Co.,
known as the Beech Bottom mine, north of
this city, was sold recently to the Ameri-
can Gas and Electric Co.. of Beech Bot-
tom. The purciiase price was not an-
nounced. The property was purchased to
supply coal for the mammoth electric
power plant at Beech Bottom.
The present annual production is said

to be 400,000 tons which the purchaser ex-
pects to increase by 60 per cent. The
tipple is close to the power plant and
the company will thus secure a great ad-
vantage by direct delivery.

Charleston—The Railroad Committee of
the National Coal -Association was in session
at White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., on Sept.
12, a special meeting having been called
in order to deal with the car situation,
which has been daily growing worse and
whicli looms large as the principal factor
in a possible and in fact probable fuel
famine during the coming montlis. The
meeting at White Sulpliur ".as evidently
called for tlie purpose of holding a con-
ference with secretaries and otlier officials
of the various district coal associations in
West Virginia, since all association officers
received notice of the meeting and were
invited to be present ; both D. C. Kenn3dy,
secretary of the Kanawha Coal Operators'
Association and II. H. Tomb, secretary of
the Kanawha Coal Shippers' Association at-
tending the meeting. Other districts, inso-
far as could be learned, also had repres-
entatives at the meeting. J. G. Bradley,
president of the West Virginia Coal As-
sociation, is Chairman of the Railroad
Committee of the National Coal Association.

Changes will be made in the system
of rating mines for cars and in the
distribution of cars to mines as the result
of a conference held on Sept. 12 and 13,
at White Sulphur Springs between the
committee on Railroad Relations of the
National Coal Association and representa-
tives of the United States Railroad Ad-
ministration. For instance, it is believed,
that the practice of counting cars half
lo.aded with screened coal at the end of a
day as a part of the next day's supply
will be discontinued. It is also proposed
to adopt a uniform system of rating mines
and of distributing cars to them ; car-rat-
ing rules and car-distribution rules now
undergoing revision. New rules will be
available for distribution in a few days,
it is said. J. G. Bradley, president of the
West Virginia Coal Association and also
chairman of the Railroad Relations Com-
mittee, of Ihe Association, presided at the
White Sulphur meeting. A special meet-
ing of the Executive Committee of the
West Virginia Coal Association was also
held at 'White Sulphur during the con-
ference.

OHIO
Murray—The Murphy-Hocking Coal Co..

recently organized, has taken a lease on
250 acres of coal lands from the Sunday
Creek Coal Co. : the property is located
near this place, on the Hocking Valley Ry.
A tipple is being constructed and electrical
equipment installed. Loading will 'start

soon. The concern will work both No. 6

and No. 1 seams of coal.

NeUonville—Recently three large slack
piles in the Hocking Valley field have
changed hands and preparations are being
made for shipping the slack. It was
found during the war that slack could be

used to good advantage by steam users.
,
by the installation of a special sort of
stoker, and that because of cheapness it
.IS an advantage to use it. Shipping slack
from these piles will be started soon.

ColumbuK—A large and representative
audience of coal men heard an address by
George H. Cushing, managing director of
the American Wholesale Coal Association
here recently. Following a dinner at the
Chittenden Hotel Mr. Cushing spoke at
length on present conditions, emphasizing
the fact that there will be no marked coal
shortage this winter if coal men keep
their heads and do not urge people to buy
to any excess at present. He pointed out
that the deficiency of approximately 25,-
000.000 tons of several months ago. is be-
ing reduced by increasing production, by
about 9,000,000 to 11,000,000 tons per
week, and that the current needs are about
9,000.000 tons. The various reasons for
the falling off of demand since the war
were explained. He urged coal men to
not permit a runaway market in order to
prevent Government control or drastic reg-
ulations. G. H. Merriwether, secretary-
treasurer of the association also spoke.
The entire sales force of the Sun-

day Creek Coal Co.. visited many of the
company's operations in the Hocking Valley
field recently for the purpose of familiariz-
ing the salesmen with mining conditions
and equipment. Those in the parLy were
J. R. Fitzer, general sales manager ; M
B. Kinsey, Toledo ; R. D. Teele, Grand
Rapids ; J. S. Fitzer, Bucyrus ; E. F. Kelly.
Findlay ; M. J. Gallagher and G. H. Case,
Columbus ; H. C. Davis, Ft, Wayne.

INDIANA

Shelbyville—Laboring men of this city
members of local unions, have arranged tc
take 0V3r a local coal yard and to provi.de
coal for themselves during the winter at
cost. A company is being formed and
shares are being sold at $5 each. Only
two shares will be sold to each member
who may pay for them at the rate of 56c
a week. Coal will be sold at cost onlj
to the share holders.

EvansviUe—The Southern Indiana Coa ,

Bureau has appointed a committee to in .

vestigate a bomb explosion, at the minu
of the Bosse Coal Co., at Buckskin, a fev.'

miles north of this city, from the result?
of which George Lutz, mine foreman, may
lose his life. The Coal Bureau made an
appeal to the sheriff and the prosecutin,?
attorney of Gibson County to see that ths
men who committed the crime are brought
to justice. Mr. Lutz was injured by an
explosion of dynamite which had been
placed on top of the mine cage. Walter B.
Korff, manager of the Eosse company,
says that threats had been made against
him by the same men who had threateneii
the life of Foreman Lutz.

ILLINOIS
Centraiia—The Bell & Zoller Mining Co ,

operating mine No. 5, south of here, re-
cently broke its record in hoisting coa,.
The day's run totalled 3,250 tons in eight
hours, or over 400 tons per hour. This
is considered quite a record at the present
time.

Marion—The newly reorganized Sunrise
Coal Co.. which operates the "Cambria'
mine in Williamson County near here, ip
rapidly completing the remodeling and re-
constructing of the plant. A new switch is
being built to the mine from tiie main lin<r,

by the Illinois Central R.R. The output
is expected to be increased 50 per cent, by
the improvements which are being made.

Belleville—The Southern Coal, Coke ani
Mining Co. has closed the Muren mine in-
definitely. The mules are to be taken frori
the mine and operations entirely suspended,
probably until next spring. The compan t^

reports that the number of men in the-

New Baden, at New Baden, and Shiloh and
Little Oak mines, at this place, is increas-
ing daily. The general offices of the com-
pany are at St. Louis, Mo.

Duqnotn.—The Old Ben Coal Corporation
is now completing what promises to ba
one of its largest collieries in the state,
near Pershing, Williamson County. Work
has been in progress for over a year and
coal has been hoisted out of the air shaft
for several months. It is .expected that
shortly coal will be reached in the main
shaft and then operations will take on new
life. When working at full capacity this
mine will employ between 800 to 1000 men,
with a tonnage of 6000 daily. All ma-
chinery .and equipment will be electrically
operated and the most modern methods of
mining will be used.
The Old Ben Company is one of the

big shippers of the st.ate and one of the
most progressive as welL
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Staunton—The coal hoisted at 87 mines
In the Fifth and Ninth districts of Illinois

decreased from 826.704 tons in July to
446,335 tons in August, according to an
exhibit filed by P. H. Greenlaw, secretary
of the Fifth and Ninth districts' Bureau at
an inquiry conducted by Attorney Gen-
eral McAlister, of Missouri, in St. Liouis
recently. The decrease was mostly due, it

was stated, to labor troubles, although
mine disability, lack of market and car
shortage had their influence. During July
the mines were idle 192 hours because of
labor trouble and in August the idle hours
from that cause ran to 7.392. The Illinois
strikes started July 31 and by Aug. 5 had
spread over a considerable part of the
state. In July the mines were idle 1.253
hours on account of disability. Tliis dis-
ability was cut to 757 idle hours in August.
The idleness in July from lack of market
was 7,946 hours. The idleness from this
cause was reduced in August to 3,011
hours. Loss of time from lack of cars was
practically the same in the two months,
6.005 hours in July aiid 3, fins hours in
August.

,
OKLAHOMA

McAlester—^The Oklahoma Coal Oper-
ators* Association at the annual meting
held here recently, elected T'orset Carter
of Oklahoma C\ty, as president to succeed
EI T. Price, of Muskogee. <Hher ofTicers
were elected as follows: t>an McAlpine.
Haileyvllle. Okla,. vice president ; F. F.
Lagrave, McAlester, secretary and treas-
urer ; J. B. Wilson, of McAlester was re-
elected as commissioner for the coal opera-
tors. The board of directors for the com-
ing year will be as follows: James Duncan.
Alton, 111. ; James McConnell. "Wilburton,
Okla. ; John Reid. McAlester. Okla ; P. W.
Malley. Lehigh, Okla. : R. T. Price. Mus-
kogee. Okla. ; William A. F>-ans. McAlester.
Okla. and William Jones. Hartshorne, Okla.
Three delegates to the Buffalo wage con-
ference will be appointed later by Mr.
Carter.

MISSOUKI

St. LonlH—Morton F. Leopold, safety
engineer of the United States Bureau of
Mines, was in this Citj' recently making
arrangements for the exhibit which is to
be made by the Government at the Ameri-
can Mining Congress, to be held at the
Planters Hotel here Nov. 17 to 21. The
exhibit will include a moving picture of
"The Story of Coal." showing its develop-
ment from primeval beginnings to the la-st

.step in coal tnining. Demonstrations will
show the development of war gases and
gas masks undertakeTi by the Bureau of
Mines before Chemical Service -was insti-

tuted. A model coal mine will be shown
:\t work. Not only mine operators and
owners but labor leaders, governors and
members of Congress are expected to at-
tenrL The meeting will be the first one
held in three years. Industrial problems
that affect the mining industry will l>e

considered,

COLORADO
Grand Junction —Coal operators in the

vicinity of Palisades, east of here, expect
to double their output as a result of re-
vised tariffs reducing the freight rates on
coal, thus permitting them to compete with
the Utah mines and extend their trade
territory to various parts of Colorado and
Utah.
ITquipment to handle increased output IB

!n process of installation.

Foreisu News

Sydnoy, N. S.—The New Vicloria mine
..f the Dominion Coal Co., which in 1902
had a producing capacity of about 1800
Inns per day and employed some 400 men,
has been re-opened It had been closed
down during the war.

Edmonton. Alberto^—Production of coal
In Alberta is rapidly becoming normal
again and there is every prospect that
a large quantity will be got out before the
winter sets in. At the Drumheller mines
the output is nearing the 300(i.|on mark,
which Is considered very satisfactory. At
Crows Nest Pass production is going ahead
rapidly with over 1000 miners at work and
300 more at the mines in the immediate
vicinity. At Lethbridge all the mines In

the district are working to full capacity,
and the Canadian Pacific Ry. mines arc
shipping between 50 and 75 cars per day,
which is a large production.

CnlKary, Alberta—At the Industrial Con-
gress recenllv held here an address was
delivered hv Dr Dnwling on the coal re-
source.H of the Province of Alberta. He

said that in the country from the Grand
Trunk Pacific to the Smoky River there
is as much coal as in the whole of the
Province of Nova Scotia. There was esti-

mated to be 1,000.000.000 ton.s of anthracite
which compares favorably with the Welsh
product although not as hard as that of
Pennsylvania. The area of Alberta's coal
lands Dr. Dowling placed at 25.000 sq. mi.
which is in a belt 50 miles wide that runs
along the foot-hills, sweeps out to the
plains and back to the hills.

Victoria, B, C.—In conformity with an
amendment to the Coal Mines Regulation
Act. passed at the last session of the British
Columbia Legislature, all plans filed with
the I^epartment of Mines hereafter must be
prepared by a competent and properly
qualified man holding a certificate under
the provisions of the Act. From Oct. 1 no
plans will be accepted unless prepared by
a person who has had two years practical
experience 'in surveying mines or is the
holder of a diploma in scientific and mining
training; this after a course of study of
at least two years at an approved educa-
tional institution, and who is competent to
make an accurate survey of the workings
of a coal mine and to connect such survey
with a surface survey, etc. Sobriety and
general good conduct also are stipulated.

Melbourne, New South Wales.—Acting
under regukations authorizing the prime
minister to acquire and dispose of all coal
mined in Australia, the commonwealth
Government has v-irtually taken control of
the coal industry in New South Wales.
Strikes have been averted and the waees
of the coal miners increased by the action
of the Government.
The coal regulations were passed by the

Federal council, under the war precautions
act, and empower the Government to con-
trol the sale and distribution of coal and to
fix rates of wages to be paid the miners.
The Government is authorized to acquire

all the coal mined in New South Wales and
to set the price at which coal purchased
from stocks belonging to the commonwealth
may be sold. It is made an offense to sell
coal at any higher price than that fixed by
the Government.
The object of the coal regulations was

to insure the continuous operation of the
coal mines and avert a disasterous strike.
The agreement under which the miners get
higher wages was apTiroved by the great
majority of the workers.

Personals

W. W. Cox, engineer for the Peabody
Coal Co., at its mine near Marion. 111.,

has been transferred by that company to
Hellier. Ky.
W. T, Delihant, Jr.. who has been with

the Taylor Coal Co.. for se\'eral years, has
taken .a position as manager of the coal
department with the H. M. Byllesby &
Co., of Chicago.
W. S. Walker, formerly with the Northern

Coal Co.. has been appointed special
representative of the Peabody Coal Co; Mr.
Walker will have charge of two mines
in Gallitin County. 111., which are operated
by the latter company.
W. n. Howard, who has been superin-

tendent for the Laurel Hill Mining Co.. at
Areola. Webster County. W. Va., for over
three years, h.as resigned to accept a sim-
ilar position with the Miller Coal Co., at
Adrian, in Upsuhr County, W. Va.

J. A. Graft. Connellsville, Penn., .and C.
K. Brown, Kingvvood, \V. Va.. have been
appointed instructors in the mining exten-
sion bureau of West Virgini.a University, to
have headquarters at Beckley, Raliegh
County, and Wellsburg, Brooke County, W,
Va., respectively.

John A, Malady has been appointed
master mechanic for the Hillman Coal and
Coke Co., with headtiuarters in the First
National Banl<: Bldg . Pittsburgh. Penn.
He held a similar position with the I'nited
Coal Corporation, of Pittsburgh. Penn.,
before its absorption by the Hillman com-
pany.

Clarence W. Watjton, Jere n. Wheel-
wrlKht and SpriBB I>. t'amden, all promi-
nently identifii'd with the Consolidation Coal
Co., have been elected directors of the
West Virginia Metal Products Corporation.
This concern was recently organized with
a capital of $2,500,000. It Is stated that
the plant will cost $1,600,000.

ThomaH J, Smith, of Pana. Christian
County, III., was recently reelected to suc-
ceed himself for the sixth successive term
as county mine examiner. Mr. Smith had
a petition bearing the names of a large

majority of the proniment mining men of
the county. He is now serving his thir-
teenth year in his present position, having
finished the terms of other examiners.

Samuel Seger, a coal and coke operator
of Ligonier, Westmoreland County, Penn.,
died at the age of 49. The brothers, Sam-
uel and John Seger. were engaged in open-
ing the coal field of the Ligonier Valley
and establishing plants at Ligonier and
Millwood.

J. P. Brennen. aged 62, died at his home
in Scottdale, Penn. For many years he has
been prominently identified with the Con-
nellsville and Lower Connellsville coke
regions, being best known as a coke plant
builder. Most of his plants were absorbed
by the McClure interests and later taken
over by the Frick Company. At one tim^
he was the leading spirit in the Pi-oducers
Coke Co. and in the Connellsville Conl
Tariff Association. At the time of his
death he was president of the Producers
company, vice president of the Central Con-
nellsville Coke Co. and a director in the
Thompson Connellsville Coke Co. Mr.
Brennen built the plant of the last named
company and was its active head from 1907
until the company was taken over by the
Hillman interests.

Industrial News

Fairmont. W. Va.—Robert Talbott, Fair-
mont, and associates, are arranging plans
for the development of about 1000 acres of
coal properties in the Lowesville. W. Va..
section.

Fairmont, W. Va,—A large number of
new houses are being built bv the Harry
B. Coal Co.. at its Pitcairn plant. The
company is also installing new machinery
at the same plant, including 50 new mine
cars and two Jeffrey mining machines.

Bellefonte. Penn.— The Manufacturers'
Coal Co.. with headquarters at this place,
in Cambria County, has recently started
two new mines : one known as Aldine No.
1. at Sjtangler. Penn., and Aldine No. 2.

at Intliana. Penn.
Warfiehl. Ky.—The Himler Coal Co.

will build a railroad bridge at a cost of
$i:!ii. 11(111 across Tug River, a mile and a
half of siding, forty miners* houses, etc..
in developing 1.4011 acres of coal land for a
daily production of 2,500 tons.

Macdonald. W. Va,—The New River Co., .

with headquarters here, in Fayette County,
is equipping four of its mines with auto-
matic cagers made by the Mining Safety
Device Co . of Bowerston, Ohio. Many of
the big mines of the country are provided
with this device, and it is worthy of note
that those holding records for production
are thus equipped.
New CiimlH-rland, W. Va.—The West Vir-

ginia-Pittsburgh Coal Co. is considering
plans for the construction of a new power
pl.ant at its properties, to be used for
general works operation. It is i)roposed
to make extensive improvements in the
present tr.ansportation at the plant, to
facilitate oper.ations, the entire work being
estimated to cost $100,000.

Charleston, W. Va,—The Camp Creek
Coal Co., recently org.anized with a caiiital
of $500,000, is arranging plans for the
development of extensive coal properties
located on C?amp Creek in the southern part
of West Virginia, comprising a total of
approximately 2039 acres. The property
has just been purchased by the new organi-
zation for a consideration of about $300,-
000 ; it is proposed to commence work at
an early date on the construction of a new
plant and the installation of complete equip-
ment for development, estimated to cost in
excess of $150,000. L. A. Tinder is presi-
dent, and L. W. Hamilton, secretary.

ChlcaKO, III.—The Roberts & Schaefer
Co.. engineers and contractors of this place
announces new construction as follows;
The Wolf Den Coal Co., at Ivitzmiller,

Md., h.as recently put into op<tration tlieir
new Marcus patent picking table screen.
The Storm King Coal Co.. of Jeff. Ky.. has
contracted for a complete Marcus tipple,
which will also have incorporated In it

shaking loading booms. The Clinchfield
Coal Corporjition has contracted for a
Marcus screen to be installed In its No. 3

tipple, near Dante, Va The Installation
al.so includes a retarding conveyor and
cross-over dump.
The above concerns are installing Roberts

& Schaefer equipment.
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fVeekly Review
Soft Coal Market Quiet—Steel Industry Taking All the Coal It Can Get—Division of Opinion

Regarding Car Supply—Prices Maintain Levels—Export Business Unprecedented i—Anthracite Steam Demand Listless

TAKEN in its entirety, for the
country as a whole, it can be
stated that the market for bi-

tuminous coal is quiet. Beyond doubt
the saturnalia of strikes is having its

effect. Strange to relate, however, iron

and steel works continue to take all the
steam coal they can get, despite the
tieup of that industry which is threat-
ened at this writing.

The questions of adequate car sup-
ply and the attitude of mine labor
still loom up all-important to the soft-

coal operators. Regarding the former,
opinion seems to be divided. Reports
of betterment from one section are
counterbalanced by complaints from
another. However, weighing one
against the other, a slight improve-
ment in car supply is noticeable. As
to labor, no one can state with any
degree of certainty what the situation

in the soft-coal industry will be in the
not-distant future.

Already there is talk of national-
ization or, to use the newer expression,
"socialization" of the coal industry;

and rumor has it that such a scheme
is sponsored by no less a person than
our worthy President himself. Surely,
this is a time for sanity or clear
thinking!

Until the miners' delegates, who are
now assembled in convention in Cleve-
land, present their demands, it is futile

to conjecture as to the probable atti-

tude of the operators. In the mean-
time, the efficiency of the mine worker
seems sadly impaired, and this will

doubtless be the case until the crux of
the situation is reached.

Bituminous coal prices cannot be said
to have changed much within the past
week. The steam coals show practically

no new levels, while the trend in price

of the better grades of domestic coal,

if anything, is slightly on the up grade.
The strike of the coal dock workers

at the head of the Great Lakes has
finally been settled, the men having
been granted wage increases of about
11 per cent. A total of five weeks'
time was lost on account of the strike,

and some 200,000 tons of bituminous

coal have been held in storage by lake
carriers, awaiting a settlement. Lake
shipments of soft coal in August of
this year amounted to 2,700,000 tons,

compared to 4,800,000 tons in August,
1918.

Exports of coal continue on an un-
precedented rate, and a considerably
larger tonnage could be shipped abroad
if there were more vessels. An in-

creased call is noticed for gas coals

for export, and several large English
buyers are here in an effort to obtain
coal for delivery to Italy and France,
to take the place of Welsh coals that
are held in check by the British Gov-
ernment's restrictions on exports.

Anthracite production is on a par
with that of 1916, which was a normal
year. The opening up of many coal

washeries late in the fall will furnish
sufficient extra tonnage to offset the
growth in consumption since 1916. The
producers are having trouble in dis-

posing of their steam sizes of anthra-
cite, while the domestic sizes, such as
egg, stove and chestnut, are scarce.

Atlantic Seaboard

BO.STON
Steam coal extremely quiet. .VII erades

quoted at lower prices all-raU. Receipts
still heavy by that route. Medium to poor
grades druggy at New York and I'liihulel-

phia piers. Hampton Roads market con-
tinues strong. Prices on Pocahontas and
New River for inland delivery equally
strong. Towhoat engineers threaten strike.
Prospect tor anthracite therefore uncertain.

Bitaminous—We have seldom had a Sep-
tember with so poor an outlook for fall
business. In the spring many operators
were so confident of a strong market at
this time that they reserved a large pro-
portion of their output for "free coal."
Not being able to make contracts for
season delivery, buyers in this territory
took the alternative of purchasing spot coal
wherever available. One result was the
bidding up of prices in June and July, and
another is the raiiid recession in prices
since Aug. 15. Steam-users now have
ample .«toeks. there is little inquiry for
spot shipment, and so eager are sales
agents to induce buying that it will be
extremely difficult to create any interest
in the market for weeks, if not months,
to come. These remarks apply to .all the
grades shipped all-rail, the lowest cost
avenue of supply to this whole territory.
The state of trade is hopelessly dull .and
there are few who have any confidence in
improved conditions later this season.

Present quotations show a further fall-
ing off as compared with a week ago. The
choice grades have now beeun to show the

effect of current conditions and it is quite
likely that those operators who have no
very strong outlet for export will be in
the open market before long looking for
business. The whole situation on Penn-
sylvania grades is so easy, so far as buyers
are concerned, that offers of 10c. '5' 15c.
less than quotations are sure to be ac-
cepted. Phillipsburg coals are now an
easy purchase at $2.40 '5)2.60 per net ton.
and even high-grade Moshannons are
selling down to $2.85 for prompt shipment.
First-class Cambrias can be had at $3.10(5)
3.25 not necessary at first hands, and the
next move will be down rather than up.

Meanwhile, shipments continue heavy on
old purchases. All-rail receipts are still
keeping up to the volume maintained
through the latter part of August, and it

is clear that all chance of a steam coal
shortage are effectually removt-d, unless
Strike difficulties intervene. Statements
are still handed out complaining of *'light"
shipments to New Kngland. but the com-
parisons are made with 1918 when a wide-
spread scare prevailed .and buyers deter-
mined to err on the side of over stocks,
rather than risk being without coal at the
beginning of the next season. It was psy-
chological, as so many such situations are,
but since steam-users bought with such
large eyes it takes time for the trade to
get back on anything like a normal basis.
The chances are favorable now for start-
ing in next April with most of the large
consumers reasonably well-stocked with
fuel. It must not be forgotten, too, that
fuel oil is making inroads on coal tonnage.
.\n oil-tanker arrived here within a few
days that alone would displace nearly
15,000 tons of coal.
At the tidewater piers, at New York

particularly, prices have softened mate-

rially. Tliere is ample tonnage available
of high-grade low volatiles for bunker and
oversea use, and in consequence there is
much less opening for the medium quali-
ties. Poor coals that are less than "good"
have struck hard going and only with
difficulty are they absorbed. At Philadel-
phia the receipts are less and the market
is not quite so depressed, but shippers are
fast reaching the point where they will
not consign to the piers witiiout firm orders
in hand. The outcome will doubtless have
a favorable affiect on the prices now ruling.
Gas coals are also off in price. Shippers

of fancy grades have also relied on a
strong market this fall and now find them-
selves casting about for orders. The pre-
miums that prevailed six weeks ago have
now almost entirely disappeared.
On Hampton Roads so large a volume

of the smokeless coals are being taken for
export and for Go\'ernment purposes that
prices there have been unaffected by the
current lack of demand in New England.
Quotations, where made, continue on the
same firm basis that has prevailed now for
60 days and there is even a want of pre-
pared coal for shipment west. Output is
reasonably large and yet there is appar-
ently no surplus to be worked off in this
territory. It only emphasizes the extent to
which the trade here has shifted from
West Virginia sources of supply to those
districts in Pennsylvania that are open to
the all-rail route.
There are still enough buyers inland,

who will pay the price for the smokless
grades, to keep quotations on a high level.
At Providence sales are being made on the
basis of $8.75 @ $9.00 per gross ton f.o.b. cars
and the coal is being taken at places where
the rate is 90c.(g)$l, even though all-rail
deliveries of fair grade Pennsylvania can
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be had at nearly $:'. less. This is only one
of the anomalies of the present situation.

Current quotations on bituminous at
wholesale range about as follows:

Cambriasand
Clearfields Someraets

F. o.b. mines, net ton ... $2.40(312.90 J2.85@3.25
F. o. b. Philadelphia,
grosston 4.50(3,5 10 5.05@5.50

F. o. b. New York, grosB
ton 4.85(3.5.45 5.40@5.80

Alongside Beaton (water
coal) , grosa ton . 6.75(37.50 7.50@7.75
Georges Creek is quoted at $3.70 per net ton, f. o. b.

mines.

Pocahontas and New River quotations continue on
the basis of $6 . 00@6 50 per gross ton f . o. b. Nor-
folk and Newport News, but no sales are reported at
these figures other than for export or bunker trade.

Anthracite—The ultimatum of marine
engineers that they will walk out on Sept.
25 unless their demands are met is caus-
ing renewed alarm among the retail deal-
ers who are dei)endent uiion ocean tugs
for their continuing supply of domestic
sizes. Another interruption to water trans-
portation would certainly prove serious,
especially to those i>oints up the rivers
where navigation closes in December. The
all-rail route has never been dependable
for shipments so far east and there is

much anxiety on the subject. Just now a
real effort is being made to concentrate on
shipments to those points that are still

very much in arrears on receipts of an-
thracite.
On hard coal in Reading barges an ad-

vance in rates is scheduled to '^o into effect
on Sept. 22. To Boston frorn Philadelphia
the rate will be $1.55 instead of $1.30, as
heretofore this season*

NEW YORK

Domestic sizes of anthracite continue ^o
be short, while the steam sizes are plenti-
ful. Local dealers not pusli.e<l for coal and
have cleaned up must of their earl.v orders.
Kgrg size shorter than stove. I>ealers take
chestnut in order to get the larger coals.
Inland dealers hu.ving heavil.v. Bituminous
quiet. Plenf.v of coal here and many em-
bargoes placed.

.Vnthracite—Market conditions are far
from normal. The demand for the domes-
tic coals has not subsided, and the strike
in the Northern coal fields not only re-
sultd in a heavy loss in production but
increased the pressure on the shippers of
those coals.

Frequently it has been said that the
call for stove had eased somewhat and
that egg was the shortest of the larger
coals, but there are shippers who complain
of the continued lack of both egg and
stove. So far as che.stnut size goes, it is
easier, and most shippers are able to keep
it moving by urging buyers to take a small
percentage of it in their cargoes of other
coals.

The labor situation tended to cause more
anxiety .imong the New iOngland dealers,
m.any of whom feared they would run
short of supplies if it continue<l much
longer. As a result there was increased
urgency on local wholesale houses for
both water and all-rail shipments.

Locally the situation is satisfactory
when considered in connection with out-
side conditions. The trade here is not
suffering from the lack of coal, although
it cannot be .said to be entirely satisfied
with the tonnage on hand. Retailers have
had a strenuous summer filling the orders
placed in the early spring and summer
months. The.se orders have been pretty
well cleaned off the books and compara-
tivly few new orders are now being re-
ceived.

Similar conditions exist in the surround-
ing territory, although there is more coal
in the yards than there is in the city
yards. With these conditions the trade
fe<ds that the situ.ation here next winter
will be far better than anticipated.

The reports that excessive premiums
were being offered and paid for indeiien-
dent coals are not being heard now. Inde-
pendent coal is now said to be bringing
not more than 75c. diffen-ntial allowed by
the Fuel Administration, and in .some in-
stances It Is claimed not that much is being
asked. Local dealers are In a po.sition
where only in isolated cases are they pay-
ing more than company schedule.

Tlipre Is hardly any demand for the
steam coals. Huckwheat. while plentiful.
Is not menacing the market because the
companies have facilities for storing the
surplus, and quotations for it and for rice

of the better grades ""are close to full cir-
cular. Considerable* easier figures are
being quoted for the off grades. Barley
coal is hard to dispose of and independent
product is said to be quoted around 75c.
at the mines.
Dumpings of anthracite at the local rail-

road docks for the week ended Sept. 18
were 4260 cars, as compared with 5540
cars the week previous.

Quotations for company, white ash coals,
per gross tons, at the mines and f.o.b. New
York tidewater lower ports, follows

:

i Mine Tidewater
Broken $5.95 $7.80
Egg 6.35 8.20
Stove 6.60 8 45
Chestnut 6.70 8 55
Pea 5 30 7.05
Buckwheat 3 40 5.15
Rice 2.75 4.50
Barley 2 25 4.00

Bituminous—The feeling that there
would be a strike among the steel "workers
with the resultant effect upon the coal
situation caused many buyers to stay out
of the market in anticipatiori of a runaw-ay
market with mtich lower prices'. This
caused a decided let-up in buying, .and as
a result the local ports became blocked
with coal and many embargoes were or-
dered. This had little effect upon quota-
tions, however, as shippers w^ere not to be
thrown into a frenzy to dispose of their
holdings at reducd figures.
Car supply is reported as better along

the Pennsylvania and Central lines, but
there has not been much change along the
Baltimore & Ohio. Quicker shipments are
being reported in all directions.
The order for the issuance of a permit

to allow shipments to South Amboy in-
augurated several days ago is still in
force.
The demand along the lines has tended

to keep the accumulation in the market
down. The better grades are scarce for
the spot buyer.
New England buyers continue to be out

for heavy purchases, although the demand
has not been up to expectation. It is
predicted that the next few weeks will see
home heavy buying in that section.
Salesmen report a brisk market along

the rails with prices firm.
The export demand is far in excess of

the vessels available. New inquiries are
being received continuously, but contracts
must be limited because of the lack of
bottoms. Demand for bunker coals is
heavy because of the large number of
vessels entering this port.
There were 4 826 cars of bituminous

dumped at the local railroad piers during
the six days ended Sept. 18, as compared
with 5570 cars the week previous.
There is considerable coal in the va-

rious pools and quotations for coal, f.o.b. at
the pier range about as follows: Pools
No. 1. 9 and 71, $5.55(8 $5.90 ; No. 10.
$5.15(<i.$5.35 ; Xo. 11. $4.90®$5.10; and
Nqg. 18 and 41. $4.80® $4.90.

Quotations for spot coals, net tons, at
the mine range aVjout as follows:

Spot
South Fork (best) $3. 25<a:,$3. 50
Cambria (best) 3 . DO® 3.25
Cambria (ordinary) 2.70® 2.90
Clearfield (best) 3 . 00® 3.25
Clearfield (ordinary) 2.70® 2.90
Reynoldsville 2.85(^2.90
Quemahoning 3.25® 3.50
Somerset i medium

i

3.00(^ 3.25
Somerset (poor) . . 2.55® 2.75
Western Maryland , . 2 . 5 5® 2 . 75
Fairmont 2.50® 2.65
Fairmont Jin. 3 10® 3 25
Latrobe 2.75(3) 2 90
Greensburg 2.7 5® 3 00
Westmoreland. J in 3 . 50W 3 75
Westmoreland run-of-minc 3 20(3 3 35

J'IIII..\I>RI.I-III.\

Anthracite demand is nil on egg, stove
and nut. Light shipments (<• local trade.
Dealers object ti> lieinit slighleil on price.
Retail ordering inereasPN. Strike condi-
tions cleared for moment. I'niisiimers
anxious to avoid increase afler Nov. I.

Production well maintained. I'eu a prob-
lem to dealers. Sleam coals triiuhlesnme to
producers. Bituminous easier. Slight price
reductions on some grades. lleav.v stiir-

Ing. Fairmont coals maintain strong po>l-
tlon. KmbiirgoeH everywhere.

Anthracite—The local market is featured
by almost the entire absence of the large
prepared sizes—egg. stove and nut. Usual-
ly the large companies have been accus-
tomed to make hea\-y shipments of all

sizes at this lime of the year, but up to
this time none of them has seen fit to take
care of the local dealers. This is particu-
larly true of one of the compames which
practically deserted the city during the
war, shipping its entire tonnage to New-
England, by which method It believed it
would get the additional financial advan-
tage of routing sliipments via a small rail-
road closely allied to the coal company.
Even this company, which has always con-
sidered this market peculiarly lis own, has
made light shipments of the most desirable
sizes. The only explanation continues to
be that the lake region and New England
must be taken care of first.

The dealers are inclined to grow some-
what critical of then- present treatment.
They readily admit tiiat the city on ac-
count of its proximity to the mines is easi-
est taken care of in the w'inter, when trans-
portation is often hampered. Their chief
complaint lies in the fact that all summer
long they have seen coal at its cheapest
go into other markets, and then later in
the season when the price is at its maxi-
mum the coal is shipped here. They feel
that the consumers in this territory are
entitled to a greater proportion of the cheap
fuel than they have Jieen getting.

The coal men have been somewhat sur-
prised at the persistence with which people
continue to place orders for future de-
livery. The new businesis comes' in a
gentle stream, and while most dealers had
hoped to have the bulk of their storing
business cleared off the books by the first
of September, they have now reached the
point where orders are beginning to get
ahead of the deliveries. Unfortunately, the
greater portion of the orders continues to
be for stove and chestnut, and if anything
it has slightly turned in favor of the lat-
ter size recently. There is more than one
dealer who is now urging chestnut In ad-
vance of stove. There is practically no
tonnage whatever of these two sizes in the
local yards this week, and those concerns
which had hoped to go into the winter wirn
storage stocks of nut have been greatly
disappointed. In addition to these sizes
there has been considerable increased busi-
ness on egg. but this size has in no wise
improved over its condition during the past
eight or ten weeks. As it looks now the
time is not far distant when the consumer
will he willing to take any one of the three
large prepared sizes.

As stated last week pea coal is hanging
very heavy on the hands of the dealers.
It has got so that more than one has been
compelled to ask his shipper to hold off
until he could make more room to store the
coal. The number of dealers advertising
this size in the papers has increased, and
while it has been productive of some busi-
ness it has not been sufficient to affect the
situation. There are dealers who are grow-
ing anxious as to the quantity of pea coal
in stock, especially since it is tying up a
considerable portion of their capital.
Nevertheless the opinion is th,at when cold
weather comes there w-ill not be a single
dealer in the city who will not be glad to

have this size on hand. There has been
no time during the past eight or nine
years when any retailers carried anything
but the most meager stocks of pea coal
into the spring, and the usual case has
been that they have had none at all.

The production reports of the operating
companies continue to indicate a tonnage
equal to three years ago. with every likeli-

hood that this production will keep up.
With the opening of the big washeries of
the larger companies later in the season
it is believed that the additional tonnage
from them will be sufficient to produce
the additional tonnage needed to offset the
growth in consumption since 1916.

The companies at this time are having
much trouble with the steam sizes. The
market is far from able to absorb the pro-
duction and the storage yards are fast
approaching their maximum tonnage. Tlie
expected improvement in buckwheat has
failed to arrive and it is believed that the
price of this size as compared with both
the contract and spot prices of bituminous
has hurt buckwheat. This latter fact also
applies to rice and barley and the belief
is growing now that much of these two
sizes now in storage will remain there.

Bituminous—There continued to be an
easing off in the Pennsylvania soft-coal
grades. All tide ports have been embar-
goed and this has released a heavy tonnage
for line sale. Quite a little of good coal
has come on the spot market as a conse-
quence. There has been a fair volume ot

Pool !) coal to be had in this way. althougli

the greater portion of this fuel continue.^

to be placed on contracts. Pool 10 fu.l

was In much freer supply and while fair

sales have been made of it many buyers
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have assumed the attitude that coal can
be bought later at a recession from the
present pric».s and are slow to buy in quan-
tity at this time. The fact is that once
the embarcoes are raised at tide prices
will quickly recover from the slight reces-
sion that has been made during the pa.st

two weeks.
The lower grade coals, such as Pool 18.

have had much difficult.^ lately in inaking
a market and many mines producing these
coals are running short of orders. The
car supply has been fairly good and it

is believed that the average In this respect
can be figured close between 65 per cent,
and 70 per cent. It is quite noticeable that
the plants throughout this district are ac-
cumulating hea\'>- supplies of fuel, and
some in the trade are inclined to believe
that half the battle against a fuel shortage
has already been won. The southern coals,

especially those from the Fairmont region,
display a great show of strength despite
the embargo at Baltimore which has ham-
pered that region for three weeks. The
shippers there have been enabled to get
enough special permits, it would seem, to

let sufficient coal through to tide, so that
they have been fairly well able to main-
tain their prices, and the expected break
on this coal has so far failed to show up.

The prices per net ton prevailing in this

market are approximately as follows:

Georges Creek Big Vein $3.15(5)3.25
South Fork Miller Vein 3.15013.25
Clearfield (orHinary) 2 80(32.90
Somerset (ordinary) 2 75(312.85

Fairmont lump 3 20(33.30
Fairmont mine-run 3 00(33. 10

Fairmont slack 2 50(3 2 60

Fairmont lump (ordinarv'i 2 .
95(» 3 00

Fairmont mine-run (ordinary) 2 70(3,2.80

Fairmont slack (ordinary) . .
2.50@2,65

trade urging customers to buy before Oct.
1, when many are figuring there is to be
an advance. September ordering is light,

as is the usual case here, and there has
been a cut down in the proportion of coal
bought at 75 cents or more premium be-
cause of necessity to round out orders on
the book at once. The company run of
coal is also reported stronger, although
considerably more of stove size could be
handled with satisfaction here

H.VLTIMORi:

IHb

Lake Markets

vport movement contmues to jam
tidewater terminals and riirid emharRO is

enforced. September looks like record-
breaker. Prices held up despite oversupply
at tide. Anthracite trade dull.

Rituniinous—.Xt the present time there is

a race on between an exceptional export
movement and the facilities at tide. The
tremendous number of orders, backed by a

liberal movement from mines to piers dur-
ing three of four weeks, seem for the mo-
ment to have over-topped the situation.

This is the more patent because, while a
vast amount of coal is being dumped into

waiting ships from the two piers at Curtis

Bay and the one at Canton, the class of

slow-trimming ships allocated to the port

is making rapid loading impo.ssible in some
cases. The result on some days last week
was that every -track at Curtis Bay was
filled with waiting loads, every track at

Canton was in use and overflows were
noted at the yards of the Western Mary-
land near the recently burned Port Coving-
ton pier. In addition many loaded cars
were reported waiting on sidings on the
Baltimore & Ohio and Penn.sylvania be-

tween this point and the mines. The piers

managed to load on foreign-bound coal car-
riers a total of 85,652 tons for the week,
and for the first two weeks of September
the dumping on foreign account here has
reached the total of 151,637 tons. If kept
up this will mean that the month will be
the banner one in the entire history of the

coal trade here.

Rigid emiiargoes against all movement
except to ships actually here for loading
are enforced at present in an effort to
lighten the congestion. Prices remain
steady, a shortage of cars at the mines
for I'.ading because of the many loads now
starding awheel stiffening the producers to

take anything but top offerings. For steam
coals the best grades are pretty well
cleared out. as they kept running while
other classes of fuel piled up and caused
the general jam. On this business offering
for anything like prompt delivery the quo-
tation is generally around $3.Sn, although
some in the trade report purchasintr in

the mines at a little less. Intermediate
fteam grades run all the way from $2.95
to $3.10 and some less desirable at $2.75.

The lowest mixed pools are around $2.40.

(iras coals are in heavy call on exiiort. and
it is noted that several big Rrilish buyers
are here in efforts to get coal for de-
livery to Italy and France to take the

nlace of Welsh coals that are held in check
bv the British Government's i estncl lons'on
exports. Low sulphur thn i mni. i is hold-
ing to the trade at the rtim, ,,M.iin.l $3.50:

medium sulphur at $2.7r, i-. • :: "" m,! run-
of-mine at $2.4(1, or po.s.silih $:: !

>

Anthracite—The market for b:ird coal

is more or less listless, only a part of tho

PITTSBURGH

Car shortage continues. Strike threat
did not decrease coal demand in steel in-
dustry. Nu opinion on miners' demands.

The Pittsburgh coal district is hampered
in its production by car shortage as much
as formerly, and the situation is made the
more distressing by the possibility loom-
ing large of there being labor troubles in

the not distant future. Shipments are at
about 60 per cent, of capacity, while there
is labor supply for a 75 per cent, produc-
tion, possibly more.

Operators of the district continue in

their attitude of refusing to express any
opinions as to the demands being formulat-
ed by the annual convention of the United
Mine Workers at Cleveland. It is obvious,
howevei;. that the demands as a whole
promise' to be far beyond the limits of
possible acceptance, and it may be in-

ferred that whether they say so or not the
miners are definitely committed to a policy
of pushing the subject of nationalization,
an issue which it is beginning to appear
would be supported by a few members of
Congress.
Lake shipments continue to decrease, but

the line trade is no better supplied than
formerly and a great many coal consumers
would be glad to secure much more coal
than thev are receiving. While the steel

manufacturers have been threatened more
and more pointedly with a strike, they
have evinced no disposition to curtail their

coal supplies but rather have been taking
all the coal they could get.

While occasional forced purchases of

small lots of spot coal are made at above
the general market, the following quota-
tions remain fairly representative of the
market as a whole : Steam coal : Slack,
$2.10(3)2.30; mine-run. $2.50® 2.60: Gas:
Slack, $2.20'S!2.40 ; mine-run, $2.50^2.70;
prepared sizes, $2.60 fi' 2.80, per net ton at

mine, Pittsburgh district

Antliracite—Tho situation is anything
I>ut pleasant or promising. The miners'
strikes cut this market pretty nearly out of
the local supply. It is felt that the lake
movement must be kept up anyhow, and
this is being done as well as possible. The
latest report from city distributors is that
they have a little chestnut on hand, but
are not sure they wijl get any more right
away Consumers are uneasy, but there
is nothing they can do. Canadian retailers
are over here in unusual numbers, all clam-
oring for coal
The local prices of anthracite remain as

follows

;

Grate
Egg...

o.b. Cars,
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August. 1918. To Sept. 1. including vessel

fuel, Lage Erie coal docks have loaded
16.174.276 tons of bituminous, against 16.-

866.606 for last season to Sept. 1.

Prices of coal per net ton delivered in

Cleveland are

Anthracite:

Egg $ll.75@n 10

CBestnut I2.00@12 20

Gr^e . .
II 75(an 90

Stove II 90® 12 10

PocahoDtas:

Forked 9 50@IO.00w ..:.::....... «"® ?22
Mine-run ''''

Domestic bituminous:

West Virginia splint ? 9S§? on
No 8 Pittsburgh SSSl$oS
Massillon lump ''O®' '?

Cancel lump 7 85

Coshocton lump ° O-"

Steam coal:

No 6slack 4 60(a4 80

Noisiack;:. 5 'S@r?S
Youghiogl.eny slack l^nfAnSNo 8 !-in 5.70®6.00
No: 6 mine-run iU^l^l
No. 8 mine-run 5.20@5.45

DETROIT
With inquiries suggest iiiK a somewhat

larger interest among consumers, sales of

steam coal show little improvement in

volume.

Bituminous—Despite the warnings of

coal men and various developments of a
nature to encourage prompt action, quite

a number of the Detroit buyers of steam
coal are still holding back, while others
appear to be purchasing on a hand-to-
mouth basis, taking only enough stock to

satisfy current needs.
The convention of bituminous coal

miners in Cleveland, a few days ago. and
the program they unfolded, ippear to have
suggested to some of the local buyers that

a little closer interest in the market might
be desirable. Jobbers and wholesalers find

a small increase in the number of inquiries,

which is not yet accompanied, however, by
any substantial growth in business.
Meanwhile the car-supply Kituation seems

to be developing increasing importance as

a factor in the market, and reports of

scarcity of cars are coming to the jobbers
with considerable regularity from the min-
ing fields of West Virginia and Ohio. These
reports are accepted as indicating the prob-
ability of a more troublesome deficiency in

transportation facilities as soon as weather
conditions become wintry.

There is little or no smokeless coal to

be had at present owing to the heavy
demands from eastern markets and from
the export trade. Small quantities of mine-
run are offered occasionally at $2.75 to

$3. Hocking domestic lump is selling at
$.3.2.5 to $3.50 a net ton at the mines, and
egg size coal brings about $3. Mine-run
holds around $2.25 to $2.40 and slack
brings from $^1.90 to $2. Four-inch West
Virginia lump of good quality is held at

$4 and two-inch lump brings $3.75. Mine-
run is offered at $3 and slack is selling at

$2.25 to $2.50.

.\nthracite—With only scanty supplies In

stock, retailers are complaining they ex-
perience considerable difficulty and delay in

getting anthracite. Orders are not being
filled promptly, they say, and movement of
the coal from the mines to Detroit is slow.
Hituminous or some other fuel probably
will have to be substituted in many homes
during the coming winter.

I,ake Trade—T''nloading docks at the
head of Lake Superior, after having been
handicapped by a five weeks' strike, are
again working full crews .and shippers are
ag:tin loading cargoes for delivery there.
It is expected the last of the carriers wait-
ing—some of which have held cargoes five

weeks or longer—will be unloaded this
week.

rOI.t'MBI'M

The keen edge li' n few weekH affo Ih
lurking in the Ciihlmlius mlirkri, lint still

there is no iippiirent iliillness. Prices are
Arm nil along the line, and nii grade Is a
drag on (he market. Produetion is Increas-
ing under the influence iif a belter ear
supply.

\ slight easing of the market as far as
steam and domestic demand is concerned
Is apparent during the past week. Buying
is not as active as formerly, due in a large
part to some accumulatetl stocks In the
hands of dealers and steam consumers.
This condition Is expected to be temporary
only, as there Is still a strong potential

demand in the country. Retailers have
stocks up to a certain extent and the same
is true of large steam users. But with a
steady consumption, it is believed that
buying will soon again reach an active
stage.

Retail trade is going along steadily, with
householders buying rather actively. A
large majority of the orders placed before
Sept. 1 for delivery after that date are
now taken care of and current business is
what is attracting the attention of dealers.
This is not as active as it might be. There
is a strong demand for the fancy grades,
with Pocahontas lump especially scarce.
\\'est Virginia grades are also not plenti-
ful. Prices for retail grades are firm at
the levels which prevailed for several
weeks. Pocahontas lump sells at $8. West
Virginia splints at $7 and $7.25, and Hock-
ing lump from $5.75 to $6.75.
Lake trade is still active, despite the

dock strike in the upper lake region.
There is some congestion on the upper lake
docks due to slow interior movement. The
car supply, being improved, a larger ton-
nage has been moved during the past week.
Indications point to a continuation of the
good lake movement up to Nov. 1 at least.
The steam trade is rather quiet, although

some slack and mine-run is moving. Steam
plants have accumulated some supplies
and are not worrying about the future.
Rubber plants are now fairly well sup-
plied. General manufacturing concerns are
in the market and the smaller consumers
are the best purchasers at this time. Rail-
roads are taking a larger tonnage and
that is providing a market for mine-run.
The slight flurry caused in the market by
the threats of a railroad strike has now
passed away. Steam prices are holding
firm all along the line.

Production is better in all Ohio fields.

In the eastern Ohio district the output is

now about 55 per cent. The Hocking Val-
ley reports about 65 per cent, and the same
figures are reported from Pomeroy Bend.
Crooksville and Massillon have an output
approaching 60 per cent, of the average.

Prices at the mines for grades sold in

the Columbus market are as follows per

Hookinclunip $3.50
Hocking mine-run 2 50
Hocking screenings 2 10
Pomcrovlump 3 75
Pomeroy mine-run 2 75
Pomeroy screenings 2,25
West Virginia splints, lump 4.75
West Virginia splints, mine run. 4. 25
West Virginia splints screenings 3.25

CINCINNATI

Car shortage interferes with deliver.v of
neeessar.v coal. Plans under way t<» re-
lieve transportation situation.

Operators of coal mir.es located along the
Louisville & Nashville R. R. met in Cin-
cinnati last week to discuss possible ways
and means of relieving the present car
shortage, which is rapidly becoming serious.
If conditions are not corrected, it was said,
there is likelihood of a few if not many
of Cincinnati's industries and factories be-
ing closed down during the coming winter
through lack of fuel. Railroad officials
also met in conference and discussed plans
for correcting, or at least ameliorating,
present conditions, which were admitted
to be bad. Roth of the meetings were
i-xecutive.
Heads of industries and plants through-

out the Ohio and Miami Valleys are com-
plaining that their contracts for fuel are
not being filled. Operators say that the
railroads are furnishing only 55 to 60 per
cent, car .supply, and that the delivery of
coal on their contracts absolutely depends
upon the transportation facilities furnished.
For this reason they are compelleti to pro-
rate deliveries on their contracts, and they
are doing all they possibly can on the
present basis of cars supplied by the rail-
roads under government operation.

Railroad officials decline to submit to
interviews and H. A. Worcester. Federal
Director of the Ohio-Indiana district, is

absent from Cincinnati. It was le.arned.
however, from official sources, th.at oper-
ating <)mci:ils assert that much of the
blame for the present large number of
(•;irs requiring repairs is due to the
changes in the shops dictated by the
present Railroad Administration under
Oovernment operation. ITnder the old plan,
when the railroads were operated under
Private ownership, .ohop workers received
es and 70 cents an hour on piecework and
workc-d 1 and 1 1 hours a day.

Opi"r;itors contend that much of the labor
trouble at the mines 18 due to the car
shortage and the consequent rechution of

working hours at the mines. Railroad of-
ficials insist, on the other hand, that much
of the present coal shortage is due to labor
troubles among the miners and that the
coal men are placing the blame on an
insufficient supply of cars.
Consumers are also vitally interested,

for the reason that any real fuel shortage
resulting from either labor troubles or
scarcity of cars will inevitably mean higher
prices for coal^this winter, and both di-
rectly or indirectly increase the present
high cost of living when reductions are
being promised.

In addition to these conditions, which
are more or less general '.hroughout the
country, operators say that railroads feed-
ing the Kentucky and West Virginia Fields,
particularly the Chesapeake & Ohio and
the Louisville & Nashville, are being dis-
criminated against in the matter of cars.
In support of this contention we point to
the weekly reports of the Geological Survey
in Washington, which show car shortages
as high as 40 per cent, in fields supplying
Cincinnati and this section, when car short-
cages in other sections are only 15 per cent.,
10 per cent, and even less.

Several plans submitted for the purpose
of relieving these conditions were consid-
ered at the meeting of the operators, which
were presided over by E. L. Douglas, pres-
ident of the Hazard Operators' Exchange.
It is probable that further action will be
decided on at a conference to be held soon.

lOriSVILLE

Slightl.v better car supply with operatJons
climbing up to three da.vs a week. <lood
demand from large industrial consumers.
Block coal in good demand. Retail demand
a little dull.
Some improvement in routing cars to the

Kentucky coal fields has been noticed, and
mines tiiat for weeks have been working
two days a week are now operating three,
with indications that they will all be oper-
ating on that basis shortly. Reduction of
cars moving into the South and being
routed back to pool territory has helped
somewhat.
There is an excellent demand from in-

dustrial consumers of the larger type for
coal, big men realizing that coal will be
scarce and high, and trying to get under
cover. Utility companies, gas. byproduct
and similar concerns are the largest buy-
ers, while rairoads. too. are buying coal.
Some steam coal is still going to the North-
west.

Retailers are taking all the block coal
they can secure, but production is still low
and old orders and contracts are taking
up all supplies, with little coal available
on new business. Efforts of Harlan oper-
:itors to hold down prices have not helped
much, a' though a number of companies are
selling no coal at more than $4 a ton.
Retailers report a full demand due to hot
weather, but are stocking somewhat more
freely.

Quotations on Kentucky coals are as
follows:

Hun-of-mine, ,

.

Nut and slack
Fine screenings

Eastern
Kentucky

$4.50@|5 2 5

, 3 00® 3 50
2 50® 2 75

l(IK.MIN(iII.\M

Western
Kentucky

$2 60(li$3,25
2.35(.n 2 60
I 90® 2.05
I 15® I 75

8carcit.v of high-grade steam coal has
increased the demand for lower grades.
Ilnmrstic inquiry unusuall.v strong, with
no supply available. Car supply aruunil
liTt per cent, of requirements.

A slightly better market has developed
for medium and lower grades of steam
fuel the past week, due to the tonnage
from mines producing the best grades of
steam coal being so restricted by car short-
age as to be unable to supply the require-
ments of the trade. As a whole, there
has been little, if any, improvement in

market conditions. Considerable inquiry
for bunker and export business is lieing

received bv local brokers and agent.s. but
nothing out of the ordinary has developed
as yet along this line. Quotations arc un-
changed and are as follows on steam coal

per net ton mines: Big Seam, $2 30^12,60;
Corona, $2.X5(R)3.0fl : Pratt, $2.S5(R)3,00 :

Black Creek and Cahaba, $3.45(3 3.86.

Domestic mines have declined to book
further orders for the present, having all

the business in hand that they can expect
to handle under the adverse operating con-
ditions now prevailing, therefore deliveries
(•1 contracts constitutes about ari the coal
II.'' is moving for domestic use.
The Southern started off the week with

about a 35 or 10 per cent, car supply and
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the Louisville & Nashville about 50 per
cent, of the equipment needed. The aver-
age (or the past week was probably 55 or
60 per cent. The output for the week end-
ing Sept. 6. as reported to the Alabama
Coal Operators Association, was 249,071
net tons, the mines making the returns
claiming a loss of 550 hours due to lack
of equipment.

CONXElLSVIiLE
Fnrnttce coke fluctuates, roundry very

strong. Threatened strike in iron and steel
iiKiBftry bse ost vi^ijtb' sSected a^rket.
The furnace'Coke market has had its tips

and downs from day to day, being affected
by the appearance and disappearance al-
ternately of small accumulations of coke
loaded on track and awaiting shipping in-
structions. Several accumulations have
been quickly absorbed by consumers whose
contract deliveries were short, and as high
as $5 has had to be paid, though there are
reports of $4.75 and possible a shade less
having been done within the past ten days.
The coke situation has been complicated

by the threatened strike in the iron and
teel industry. While the organizing com-
mittee of the 24 unions that has been seek-
ing for several months to organize the en-
tire iron and steel industry desired to
organize the coke workers and ore miners
just as much as the workers at the fur-
naces and in the mills, it does not appear
that they had any considerable success in
the Connellsville coke region. Thus on
theory there was a possibility of coke be-
coming quite plentiful through blast-fur-
nace operations b«ing affected by a strike
and coke production not being affected.
This did not influence furnaces, however,
and there has been the same demand as
formerly. At this writing it cannot be told
whether there will be a strike, or if there
is, how extensive it will be.
The demand for foundry coke has con-

tinued relatively heavy, with offerings
light, and the market is even firmer, at the
alvanced levels quoted a week ago. Very
ordinary foundry coke brings $6.25 if

loaded in box cars, and there is nothing
being done at less than $6. while favorite
brands readily bring $6.50. even when load-
ed in hopper cars. We quote the spot and
prompt market at $4.75'a5 for furnace
and $6(5 6.50 for foundry, per net ton at
ovens.
The "Courier" reports production in the

Connellsville and Lower Connellsville region
in the week ended Sept. 13 at 259,900 tons,
a decrease of 3842 tons.

Snffalo—The demand is not heavy and it

is not likely to improve till it is known
what is to be the result of agitation in the
steel industry. The movement of iron ore
by lake continues good and is not quite
up to normal, so that the time lost in the
short strike is likely to be fully made up.
Quotations are firm at $7 60 for 72-hour
foundry, $7.25 for 4S-hour furnace and $7
for off grades, with domestic sizes $6.75,
and breeze, $5.75, all per net ton, f o.b.

Buffalo.

Middle West

MILW.^rKEE
Coal tra<le rondilionK quiet. Stove and

not anthracite scarce. Total receipts of
all muds uf coal a little behind last year.

The coal markt^t is pursuing an even
tenor, with no apparent concern on the part
of consumers as to price or adequacy of
supplies on the docks. Dealers report a
steady demand both from city and country.
A shortage in stove and nut anthracite
makes it hard to meet orders from small
consumers with m.igazine heaters. Prices
of coal and coke hold steady. Shippers
complain of a lack of cars. This con-
dition is apt to be accentuated as the
grain movement increases. Cargoes by
lake continue to arrive daily. Thus far
two cargoes which had been consigned to
Duluth found their way to the docks here
because of the dock strike at the head
of the lakes. Receipts for the season by
lake, including the first half of September,
agprregate 600,940 tons of anthracite and
2.194,671 tons of soft coal, a gain of 164,-
064 tons of the former and a loss of 222,-
342 tons of the latter in comparison with
last year's receipt.s during the same period.

ST. rOUIS

Cantinned quiet and somewhat inactive
market locally. Country demand good, ex-
cept on screenings. Tonnage anusoaJly
small and strike still in progress in the
Standard and Mt. Olive fields. Car supply
poor, with promise of betterment.

Conditions in the St. Louis market are
different from those of other years at this
time. There is little demand for coal other
than Carterville. The principal call for
both steam and domestic coal comes from
the country districts. The local industrial
situation is rather light and many plants
are running only part of the time.

With about two-thirds of the mines in
the Standard districts working, there is
an oversupply of screenings and within
the next few days some mines are going
to be idle on account of their failure to
move this size. On account of Standard
selling at a price equal to. or higher than,
Mt. Olive, there is a call for Mt Olive
locally and little demand for . Standard.
The Mt. Olive operators are still holding
their coal in the local market at from
$2.40 (S 2.55 for domestic sizes, with the ex-
ception of washed, which is going at
$2.80® 3.

The Standard market locally for 2-in,
lump tB $2.50 @ 2.60. Out of town this coal
is selling at as high as $2.75. Standard
6-in. lump is from $2. 75 fa 3. and the same
applies to 3x6 egg and No. 1 nut, with
little to offer and an outside market that
will absorb all that is produced.

There are several mines in the Standard
field still idle on account of the strike. The
miners at No. 17, of the Consolidated Coal
Co., at Collinsville. tried to work the earl.v
part of the week. Insurgents aided by sev-
eral of the women prevented them from
going out by throwing stones, and a gen-
eral fight almost resulted The day follow-
ing about ten detectives were on the mine
train, and as soon as the miners found that
they were guarded they quit the train, so
that the mine was idle again. In other
places only a few of the mine workers are
back.

In the Mt. Olive district the trouble is
dying out, and conditions ought to be nor-
mal within the next week or ten days un-
less something unexpected turns up.

The supply of cars in the Standard field
shows some improvement, even on the Il-

linois Central. In the Mt, Olive field con-
ditions are almost normal with a fairly
good car supply. In the Carterville field
of Williamson and Franklin Counties the
principal trouble is car supply. There has
been a let-up in the railroad demand on
the Iron Mountain in the past week, since
its source of supply on contracts, which
is in the Standard field, is resuming op-
erations. tbere continues, however, to be
a demand about three times as great as
the supply for coal from this field. At a
few mines there has been an easing up on
screenings, but on everything else the mines
are sold up anywhere from one month to
three months.

Labor conditions are good right now
and the movement of cars shows some im-
provement. The only great trouble is car
shortage. The same situation applies to
the Du Quoin field. The prices are gener-
ally maintained throughout the field, al-
though there is a difference of from 10c.
to 16c. in the so-called circular.

The prevailing prices per net ton, care
mines, are as follows:

Williamson Mt. Olive
and Franklin and

County Staunton Standard

6-in. lump $3 15(313 30 $2 40® 2 55 $2 75(»3.00
3x6egg 3.15(ffi3 30 2 40(S>2 55 2 7 5(53 00
2x3nut 3.15(0)3 30 2. 40(5! 2 55 2 75(a3 0O
Ux2nut 3.15(3)3.30
Mine-run 2.4a®2.50 2 25@2.35 2 00@2.20
Screenings.. . 2.I0@2.25 2.05 2.00
2x6 egg
2-in. lump 2.50(S;2.60

WillUmson-Franklin County rate to St. Louis is

$I.07J; otherrate9$e.92J.

P &R. Ry
L. V. R.R
C. R R. of N. J...
D, L. & W. R.R .

D. &H Co
Pcnna. R.R
Eric R.R
N. Y.O &W Ry.
L. AN. E. R.R

Total

The domestic prices range, f.o.b. themme, from $3.15@3.50 on lump, egg and on
the screened nut sizes. Screenings are go-mg out from $2.l0(fi 2.25. with mine run
at from $2.40(52.50.

In St. Louis proper a little anthracite
rnoved m the past week and a few cars
of smokeless, with no Arkansas. The local
demand for coke shows iraprpvement, but
the outside demand can hardly be taken
care or.

Recent Coal Patents 1
Gathering mech.anism for coal loading

machines. J. F. Joy, Belle Vernon, Penn..
1.300,620. April 15, 1919. Filed Aug 23
1S17. Serial No. 187,805.

Fuel economizer. E. B. Overshiner, Chi-
cago, III., 1,301,500. April 15, 1919. Filed
Oct 11, 1918. Serial No. 257,679.
Mine cage hoist. T. Price. Nanaimo,

British Columbia, Can 1,300,647. April 15
1919 Filed Jan. 16, l5l8. Serial No. 271.-
266

Tool for miners' and blasters' use. E
Godfrey, assignor to Canadian Explosives.
Ltd., Montreal, Can. 1,300,834. April 15,
1919 Filed June 26, 1918. Serial No. 241,-
942.

Car hoisting and dumping apparatus, A.
H. Wood, assignor to Wood Equipment Co

,

a corporation of lUinots, 1,301,208. April
22, 1919. Filed Sept. 23, 1916 Serial No
121,809.

.\sh Conveying System, A. P. Strong, as-
signor to Green Engineering Co., E Chi-
cago, Ind.. 1,301,194. April 22, 1919. Filed
Sept. 23, 1916. Serial No. 121,809.

Coal receiving and storing plant. C. S.
Wilkinson, Chicago, 111,, 1,301,630. April
22. 1919. Filed Oct. 6, 1916. Serial No.
124,046.

Safety device for mines, J. A. Nolan as-
signor to Mining Safety Device Co., Bower-
ston. O.. 1,301,732. April 22, 1919. Filed
June 28. 1916. Serial No. 106,451.
Smoke consuming 'furnace. Oscar Lox,

Chicago, 111., 1,302,061. April 29. 1919. Piled
Oct. 28, 1914, Serial No 869,003.

Hand stoker, G H. Thacher assignor to
Files Engineering Co, a corporation of
Rhode Island, 1.302,453. April 29, 1919
Filed Sept. 15, 1917, Serial No. 191,578,
Furnace grate. P. Scherman, Fort At-

kinson^ Wis., 1.303,119. May 6. 1919. Filed
Dec. 1*. 1915. Serial No. 67,375.

Boiler cleaning apparatus. H. J, Lund.
Skien, Norway, 1.302.940. Mav 6. 1919.
Filed Nov. 21, 1916. Serial No. 132,601.

Mining apparatus. W. E. Hamilton as-
signor to Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.
1.303,303. Mav 13, 1919. Filed Aug. 30,
1909. Serial No. 515,341.

Coal charging lorry. L. Wilhutte, New
Rochelle, N. Y., 1,303,526. May 13, 1919
Filed Sept. 1, 1916. Serial No. 117.980.

General Statistics

.ANTHRACITE SHIPMENTS FOR
ArcrsT, 1919

The production of anthracite continues to
increase, according to reports of shipments
made to the Anthracite Bureau of Informa-
tion at Philadelphia. The shipments for
.\ugust amounted to 6.144,144 gross tons, as
compared with 6,052,334 tons in July, which
in turn had the record for largest ship-
ments since October, 1918. Compared with
August, 1916, the latest normal year in the
anthracite trade, the shipments last month
showed an increase of .a little over 600,000
tons, or about 11 per cent. For the first

five months of this coal year the shipments
have amounted to 28,752,699 tons, as com-
pared with 26,678,333 tons for the corre-
.sponding period of 1916, an increase of
2,074,366 tons.
The shipments by railroad were as fol-

lows ;

AuKUSt.
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r/ie Vicious Circle
BY RUFUS T. STROHM

A olavful pup pursued his tail in the midst of a busy street

Till hfs tongue hung limp from his gaping mouth and he wobbled on his feet.

The oassers-bv were stirred to mirth as they watched his exercise,
^u^v -.„»=•

And ?heyheM their sides and they laughed so hard that the tears rolled from their eyes.

And someone yelled: "I like the way that you keep on chasm
,
pup,

But yoI?re pLi damfool, for you're all one piece, so you never can catch up!

The trainmen wanted a boost in pay,

So they argued loud and long,

And the railroads let them have their way,

For the Brotherhood was strong.

The miners started a husky kick

For the raise they felt was due.

And just as smooth as a juggler's trick

Was the way the thing went through.

The dub that toted the humble hod

Held an upturned palm for more.

The truckman, too, and the white-wing squad

And the rough-necked stevedore.

And after them came the roustabout

And the stokers and the crew

—

A crowd with their eager hands held out-

The cook from the galley, too.

The linemen threatened to call a strike,

And the guys that tapped the keys

;

They swore: "We'll do it, so help me Mike!"

And they won their case with ease.

The simple spinners of wool and silk

And the cotton proletaire,

The wagon-drivers for ice and milk

Held off till they got a share.

But since their wages have sought the sky

With a strong and steady trend.

The cost of living's gone up so high

That they're poorer in the end.

Yet still each struggles with might and main

In getting the most he can,

Nor cares a damn for the stress and strain

He puts on his fellowman.

The gods that from elysian fields gaze down on the spinning earth

And see the frantic, scrambling race must be moved to tragic mirth;

And Jupiter doubtless turns to Mars with a dismal smile, to say:

"My word, old top, observe these fools run rings in their silly way!

They're just plain nuts, for the whole blamed bunch forms a body that is one,

And its head won't ever catch its tail, for it simply can t be done!
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Up-to-date Plant of the Buckeye Coal

Company at Nemacolin
The plant is not yet completed and probably will not be

entirely finished in less than about a year and a half. Indica-

tions are that it will eventually be one of the most efficient and

up-to-date plants in the world. No expense is being spared on

equipment and the construction is of the highest quality

By Donald J. Baker
Pittsburgh, Penn.

SEVENTY-FIVE miles

up the Monongahela
River from Pitts-

burgh, Perm., at Nemaco-
lin, is situated the plant of

the Buckeye Coal Co. It

lies on the west bank of

the river, in Greene Coun-

ty, the river dividing

Greene from Fayette

County at this point. The
operation is accessible

from the station of Huron
on the Pennsylvania R.R.

out of Pittsburgh, and
thence by ferry to the op-

posite side of the river.

Eight thousand acres of

byproduct coking coal will

be available through a

250-ft. shaft. The coal is

that of the Pittsburgh

seam and runs from 8 to

10 ft. in thickness. The
mine is being developed

on the rather unusual 15-

entry system. The Buck-

eye Coal Co. is a subsid-

iary of the Youngstown
Sheet and Tube Co., whose
main executive offices are located at Youngstown, Ohio.

Construction work on the surface plant, as well as the

development of the mine itself, has been going on for

some little time. It is doubtful if the plant will have

been completed and working to its ultimate capacity of

6000 tons daily much before the spring or summer of

1921. No expense has been spared to make the plant

one of the most up-to-date operations in western Penn-

sylvania. Engineering genius has left the tried and

usually practiced methods of the past to the rear. The

highest degree of efficiency is being sought through con-

struction and installation that is novel as well as care-

fully thought out. While considerable of the present

equipment is temporary, and the plant is in an un-

finished stage, yet a short review of the work that has

been completed with some of the plans for the future

should prove instructive until such a time as this mine

shall have become in actual fact one of the most up-to-

date bituminous operations in the world.

FIG. 1. CONCRETE WALLED ENTRANCE TO THE SLOPE

The coal will eventually

be brought to the surface

through a 250-ft. concrete-

lined shaft. The dimen-

sions of this elliptical

opening are 12 ft. 8 in. by

32 ft. Rotary dumps will

be installed at the bottom

and the coal fed into two

skips, the capacity of

which has not yet been

decided upon but which

will nevertheless permit of

6000 tons being brought to

the surface in 8 hours.

The tipple and hoisthouse

have not been constructed

but will be similar in de-

sign to the type now in

use at the slope, of which

something will be said

later. This shaft will be

used exclusively for hoist-

ing the coal to the surface

by the skips.

At present some coal

is being mined, but only

that which is necessary to

cany on the underground

development and permit of

construction work being brought to a like stage

on the surface. This coal is being removed
through an 850-ft. slope on a 19-deg. pitch, the en-

trance to which is illustrated in Fig. 1. The slope is

concrete walled to the coal and several hundred feet be-

yond, and is divided into two compartments. The lower

of these is 11 ft. wide by 11 ft. high and will eventually

be used for the transportation of materials and the re-

moval of slate and refuse exclusively. The upper half

is 11 ft. wide by 7 ft. high and is used as a manway.
Over 400 concrete steps with 6-in. risers lead to the

bottom. The two compartments with their concrete

walls are waterproof and electrically lighted. They
give the impression of the interior of a large building.

At the bottom, concrete arches span the haulageways
and are so built that it is not possible for a miner to

cross over a haulageway directly. This is a decided

innovation and is in strict accord with safety principles.

The tipple and hoisthouse for the slope are illustrated
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FIGS. 2 AND 3. GENERAL VIEWS OP POWER-HOUSE, HOISTHOUSB AND TIPPLE

in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, and are of steel, concrete and brick

construction. The upper half of the hoisthouse is built

of brick and contains a single-drum, Nordberg hoisting

engine, built by the Nordberg Manufacturing Co., of

Milwaukee, Wis. It is equipped with a C. R. Welch

automatic controller which forestalls any accident that

might result from carelessness on the part of the oper-

ator at the end of the run. The hoist

engine is operated by a 2200-volt,

General Electric motor.

The lower half of the hoisthouse is

of open construction so as to permit

of the passage of cars to the tipple.

The cable from the hoist engine

runs through an opening in the rear

of the hoisthouse, to a carrier pulley

on the end of the tipple and thence

down through the tipple and under the

hoisthouse. The tipple contains an

electrically operated, two-car rotary

dump, manufactured by the Wood
Equipment Co. The small amount of

coal that is at present being handled

at this tipple is later loaded into river

barges. A railroad siding off the

Pennsylvania R.R. is now under construction and when
completed will be 2 miles long. It will be used in con-

junction with the main tipple.

The fanhouse, as shown in the illustrations, is of brick

construction and divided into three compartments, the

middle of which contains a 6 x 10-ft. double inlet Jeffrey

fan with a blowing capacity of 400,000 cu.ft. per min-

FIG. 4. BIRD'S-EYE Vli:W >!

HOISTHOUSE AND TIPPLE

ute. The air shaft is concrete walled and 20 ft. in

diameter. The compartments on either side of the fan

are used as motor rooms. One contains a 220-volt, di-

rect-current Westinghouse motor and the other a 2200-

volt, alternating-current Westinghouse motor. The fan

is primarily intended to be operated from the alternat-

ing-current side. Connections from the fan shaft are

made to both motors by means of a

friction clutch which automatically

puts the direct-current machine into

operation in case the alternating-cur-

rent motor is forced to shut down.

Power is purchased from the West
Penn Power Co. for operating certain

units of the surface plant. When
completed, all of the different pieces

of equipment will be electrically oper-

ated. At present this is not possible

within the mine because of some gas

having been encountered. It is be-

lieved, however, that by the time the

plant is completed and working to

capacity the gas will have been suffi-

ciently drained off to permit of a com-

plete electrical installation through-

out. Present plans are being made toward that end.

The high-tension line of the West Penn Power Co.,

carrying 22,000 volts, is taken to an outside trans-

former station of 500-kw. capacity, where the current is

reduced to 2200 volts. Provision has been made at the

transformer station to permit of increasing it later to

1.500-kw. capacity. Transformers built by the Pitts-

fi^*?-^

FIGS. 5 AND 6. LOOKING TOWARD HOISTHOUSE AND TIPPLE FROM SLOPE OPENING (ROTARY DUMP IN BACK-
GROUNlJ) AND REAR VIEW OF FANHOUSE
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FIG. 7. CONCRETE SEWAGE DISPOSAL, PLAINT (IN FORE-
GROUND), TRANSFORMER STATION AND FANHOUSE

bui-?h Transformer Co. are in use within a picketed

inclosure.

A power plant is located adjacent to the slope and

contains three batteries of Stirling

boilers. It might be mentioned that

this power plant is temporary and

will be dispensed with as soon as it is

considered safe to use electrical equip-

ment underground. A brick partition

separates the boiler room from the

engine and motor room. A direct-cur-

rent generator is at present being

operated by steam. An alternating-

current generator driven by a direct-

current motor comprises the lighting

apparatus for the mine and town. One

Sullivan steam-driven air compressor

and one Ingersoll-Rand electrically

driven air compressor, both of 2500-

cu.ft. capacity, are situated in the room
adjoining the boilers and furnish the

energy by which much of the present

underground equipment is operated.

A pump room is adjacent to the

power plant and contains a De Laval

electrically driven turbine pump with

a capacity of 480 gal. per minute. This

machine is operated by a 2200-volt motor. Two emergen-

cy steam-driven pumps are at present used as spares.

Water for the town and plant is available through five

ivells drilled to a depth of 150 to 175 ft. These are lo-

cated at different points around the power plant. Each
well is equipped with air lifts, the water flowing from

each lift by gravity through a system of piping to the

central pool near the pump room. From here it is

pumped to water tanks on top of one of the nearby

hills and thence flows to either town or plant supply by

gravity. The water is excellent in quality and requires

no treatment for boiler use. Cast-iron pipe is used

throughout in the system of piping.

A spacious machine shop is located to the right of

the tipple and is of brick construction. It is at pres-

ent 80 X 105 ft. in dimensions but can be enlarged later

to 200 X 105 ft. An elaborate system of skylights and
windows gives a remarkably well illuminated appear-

ance inside. Arrangements are being completed to in-

stall a 10-ton crane at an early date. The building con-

tains space for a carpenter shop, tool room, supply room
and an electrical equipment supply room. The railroad

FIG. 8. END VIEW OF TIPPLE,
SHOWING CARRIER PULLEY

ARRANGEMENT

siding runs through the shop and makes possible the re-

moval of supplies under cover. Numerous drilling and
cutting machines as well as lathes are now in different

stages of installation. Some have been completed and
are in operation.

The only electrical equipment that has been installed

underground is that for the lighting and telephone sys-

tems. The coal is at present being cut by Sullivan com-
pressed-air turbine machines. Drilling is also being
done by machines operated by compressed air. Forty-
four-inch gage track equipment is used throughout the

mine. The mine cars are of solid steel, rotary-dump
type, with a capacity of 120 cu.ft. Two Goodman
articulated storage-battery locomotives are in use on

the main haulageways. The later installation of trolley

wire will allow for a heavier type of locomotive to be

employed, and the present ones will then serve as

gatherers. In like manner will electric cutting and
drilling machines be installed.

The drainage system in the mine is in an infant stage

but will eventually be handled by a wood-lined electri-

cally driven duplex Epping-Carpenter
pump with a capacity of 800 gal. per

minute. This type of pump is em-
ployed at present, but steam-driven.

Another machine of the same type
will be used as a spare.

The towm is located about a quar-

ter of a mile from the plant and re-

flects the same careful forethought

that has been exercised in construct-

ing the plant. It is situated on a

hilltop above the mine and commands
a fine view of the river and surround-

ing hills. One hundred and twenty-

four houses of the bungalow type have

bean built, the majority of which are

occupied. The designs of the houses

: :s rumerous and each is equipper'

with running water and electric lights,

inside toilet, either shower or tub bath,

and a laundry room in the basement.

As can be seen in Fig. 11, there is

not an outhouse in the town.

The houses are of frame construc-

tion with a deep brown stain on the weather-boarding

caused by a creosote treatment. The walls are plas-

tered and tinted. One of the features of the living

room is an attractive open fireplace. The streets are

FIG. 9. VIEW OF OUTSIDE TRANSFORMER STATION
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laid out to conform to the contours of the hill, which

leaves no two houses on the same elevation and pro-

duces a staggered effect that is quite different from

the ordinary straight-line run of houses found in most

mining communities.

The streets are graded and have a firm crushed sand-

stone surface. A closed sewerage system is in effect

that carries the waste from each house by gravity to a

concrete disposal plant located near the fanhouse at the

mine. This conforms to state regulations.

At a spacing of 500 ft. apart throughout the town are

located small brick and frame buildings that cover a

double-outlet fire plur.. About 25C ft. of hose is placed

in each of these buildings and furnishes adequate pro

tection against fire. A schoolhouse of orick, concre'^p,

and stucco construction is nearing completion and is

modern in every respect. It is constructed in an E-shape

FIGS. 10 .VXD 11. GENERAL VIEW OF A SECTION OF THE
TOWN AND A CLOSE-UP OF ONE OF THE BUNGALOWS

and conforms to the ground upon which it is built. The
rear wings are so designed that an addition can be

made when the town has grown to an extent that will

demand greater accommodations. Domestic science and

manual training are a part of the educational plan.

Protestant and Catholic churches are in different

stages of construction. An up-tordate frame hospital is

located near the plant and away from the town. This

arrangement gives quicker service to any men that may
be injured at the mine. A company store is also main-

tained. The present building used for this purpose is

temporary. The completed building will be a combina-

tion store and community theater and recreation room.

The theater will be used for moving pictures primarily

and has a seating capacity of 600. The .scats are re-

movable and the room can be thus converted into a

place suitable for dancing.

The cars in a certain coal field were reported to hold

a ton. In reality, however, they held two or three times

that tonnage, though payment was made as for a ton

of coal. A newly arrived British miner looked the car

over and asked what it held. "A ton," was the answer.

"Well," said the miner, "in which corner of the tub shall

I 'put' it?"

Ammonia from Coal
By M. Meredith
Liverpool, England

The process of high-temperature carbonization with

an efficiency of recovery approaching 80 per cent, can

scarcely be said to provide much room for economic- im-

provement. There is, however, one direction from
which it is frequently assa.'led, and that is as regards

the yield of immonia.
The ordinary bituminous co;'l employed in gasv.'orks

certains on an average about 1.5 per cent, of nitrogenous

organic matter, which represenis a yield of nearly 160

lb. of sulphate of am.monia from each ton of coal, on

tlie assumption that the whole of the nitrogen is re-

coverable in thi;-, form. As is well known, the yield in

practice falls far short of the theoretical maximum, the

r'^turns of even the largest undertakings showing a

recovery of only 26 to 27 lb., or about one-sixth of

the quantity represented by the total nitrogen in the

coal.

For some years attention has been directed toward

recovering a greater proportion of the original nitro-

gen, but although plants for the generation of low-grade

gas are operating successfully in this respect, the con-

ditions under which the increased yield is obtained are

scarcely consistent with ordinary gaswork methods. As
an instance, mention may be made of the Mond gas

system, by means of which an average yield of 96 lb. of

sulphate of ammonia is obtained per ton of coal, a

quantity which represents 25 lb. of ammonia, equivalent

to 65 per cent, of the total nitrogen.

In view of the fact that there appears (in spite of

the knowledge gained from war-time research) to be

little enthusiasm for synthetic ammonia production on

a large scale in Great Britain, and apart from low-

temperature carbonization, there remains but one ex-

pedient by means of which the ammonia output can be

augmented, and that is the possibility of turning to

more efficient account the nitrogen of bituminous coals.

Fortunately, the modern principles of carbonization

appear to be moving in the right direction, for some
considerable increase in the recovered ammonia has

followed the new general practice of steaming the coal

charge in continuously operated vertical retorts.

Details of the working of vertical retorts collected

over a considerable period show that, with steaming

carried out continuously, the normal yield of 35 gal. of

ammoniacal liquor per ton of coal may he enhanced to

something between 50 and 60 gal. The reason why
this appreciable increase occurs has not as yet been

definitely explained, but as ammonia begins to decom-

pose at a temperature of 500 deg. C, and is almost

completely broken dowTi if it comes into contact with

surfaces at 800 deg., it would seem that the steam, in-

volving as it does an absorption of heat, exercises a

cooling action in the retort and also acts as a shield

to the ammonia vapors.

In this respect, it may be noted that the continuous

vertical retort, unlike the horizontal pattern, is not

subject to a stage in the distillation period when the

temperature of the charge approaches that of the retort

and thus the chief disintegrating influence is eliminated.

Again, the work of Tervet and Beilby throws much light

on the question. Tervet, in fact, succeeded in obtaining

a yield of ammonia equivalent to 57 lb. of sulphate

of ammonia per ton of coal, and he showed that if a

stream of hydrogen is passed through the incandescent
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coke remaining after carbonization, ammonia is formed

by combination of the hydrogen with the residual nitro-

gen of the coke. This work was corroborated by Beilby,

who employed a mixture of air and steam in lieu of

hydrogen, so that the vertical retort process of today

may be looked upon as a partial application to the gas

retort of the principles made use of in the manufacture

of Mond gas.

A later development which should also assist con-

siderably in augmenting the yield of ammonia is the

process of Perkin and West, whereby a stream of mod-

erately low quality gas is passed in at the base of the

vertical retort at such a rate as to carry the volatile

matter away before degradation has time to occur.

Although the method has for its primary object the

preservation of the hydrocarbons, there can be little

question that it must also reflect on the ammonia, for

conditions of a thoroughly shielding nature are intro-

duced, while synthesis is encouraged.

Some extremely interesting results have recently been

published by Salmang, who endeavored to increase nitro-

gen recovery during the gasification of coke by adding

chalk or oxide of iron to the bed of fuel in the gen-

erator. Varying mixtures of steam and air were passed

through the fuel bed, and under the most favorable

conditions 59 per cent, of the free nitrogen was re-

covered as ammonia, a figure which agrees closely

with the yield obtained with the Mond gas plant. When,

however, 5 per cent, of chalk was intermixed with the

coke the proportion of nitrogen recovered increased

as high as 96.3 per cent., while with 5 per cent, of

oxide and iron added the figure was 70 per cent.

Salmang says that under given conditions of ammonia

concentration and duration of heating the rate of decom-

position of ammonia in the presence of steam is only

about one-eighth to one-twentieth of what it is in a

nitrogen atmosphere and without steam. In fact, the

yield of ammonia is increased by the presence of steam

in conjunction with a considerable excess of air. The

effect of lime, too, was to increase the nitrogen obtained

as ammonia up to 12 per cent, in the case of coke

derived from coal, and up to as much as 100 per cent.

when coke derived from peat was experimented with.

Experience at Cheltenham Gasworks

These results are certainly interesting in that they

confirm to some extent the experience gained at the

Cheltenham gasworks where, by adding a small quantity

of lime (about 2 per cent.) to the raw coal before

carbonization, it was found that the sulphate of am-

monia recovered was augmented by some 2 lb. per ton

of coal distilled, or an increase of from 8 to 10 per cent.

Unfortunately, so long as gas of the present description

is made, it is not possible to arrange for the atmos-

phere which is most amenable to maximum ammonia

output—namely, a mixture of steam and air—while with

the air excluded the maximum recovery obtained by

Salmang was 20 per cent, less than with a steam-air

mixture.

Further interesting work on the ammonia problem

has recently been published in Germany by F. Sommer,

who says that the maximum yield of ammonia with

typical German coals invariably occurs when distilla-

tion temperatures between 800 and 900 deg. C. are

employed. In contradiction to previous workers, who
have shown that with high temperature carbonization

about 50 per cent, of the total nitrogen of the coal

remains in the coke, this investigator says that the

greater proportion is there retained—namely, up to 79

per cent.

Sommer also corroborates the fact that the presence

of steam has a tendency to conserve ammonia, and he

accounts for this by suggesting that the ammonia under
such conditions is present as the hydroxide (NH.OH)
which is comparatively stable. Moreover, he is of the

opinion that the inclined chamber oven is productive of

better results than can be obtained with the vertical

retort, for the necessary conditions ( shortened time
of contact with the hot charge through rapid removal
of the gas) are more readily obtained therein. A
similar advantage is obtained by increasing the size of

coke ovens and by lowering the level of the upper col-

lecting flue so as to avoid undue heating of the gas as

it passes out. Benzol, in addition to the ammonia, is

thereby conserved particularly toward the closing period

of carbonization when all the moisture has been driven

from the coal. Speaking of moisture in the original

coal it may be mentioned that although dry coal is

looked upon as essential in the ordinary gasworks proc-

ess there can be no doubt that, whatsoever the effect

of moisture in other directions, it is certainly helpful in

the way of ammonia recovery, as is shovni by the large

increase in this byproduct which is obtained when im-

properly dried washed coal is used.

Free Oxygen in Carbonized Coal

When coal is carbonized a small proportion of free

oxygen is always evolved from the coal substance as

distinct from that which may be drawn into the retort

through ill-fitting floors. The oxygen has a decidedly

lowering influence on both ammonia and benzene, which
have comparatively low ignition tempei-atures. Sommer
points out that the oxidation of ammonia by air begins

at 150 deg. C. and increases in effect with rise in tem-

perature. At 250 deg. 5.86 per cent, of the ammonia
is oxidizfed, although moisture acts as a decided pre-

serving agent. At 450 deg. 12.89 per cent, of ammonia
was shown to be lost under dry conditions and 2 per

cent, in the presence of moisture. It is interesting to

note, however, that sulphuretted hydrogen, which is a

prim.ary product of carbonization and which is, there-

fore, invariably present in the gas mixture simultane-

ously with ammonia, is oxidized much more readily.

It has accordingly a distinct protective action, par-

ticularly since—unlike ammonia—its tendency to oxidize

is accentuated by the presence of moisture. Sommer
found, in fact, that at 100 deg. C. 25 per cent, of the

sulphuretted hydrogen was oxidized, and at 425 deg.

95.3 per cent, disappeared; whereas at the same tem-

peratures under dry conditions only 0.26 and 1.48 per

cent, was effected. Thus the sulphuretted hydrogen by

its more ready action with oxj^gen tends to conserve

the ammonia and prevent its destruction.

Professor Thomas Gray, who is at present in charge

of the Fuel Research Station at East Greenwich, has

stated that the ammonia formed during the earlier

stages of carbonization is evidently a primary product;

but as the heat penetrates the charge water still present

in the interior is vaporized, and, along with the water

vapor which results from the decomposition of the coal,

passes through the highly heated and almost completely

carbonized outer skin. It is then partly decomposed
by the incandescent carbon, with the formation of car-

bon monoxide and carbon dioxide, while the hydrogen

liberated unites with the nitrogen of the coke to form

ammonia synthetically.
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The production of the secondary ammonia was ex-

plained by Tervet, who expressed the opinion that the

nitrogen in the coke can be liberated in the form of

ammonia so long as the latter is brought into a state

of strain which will prevent it from undergoing sub-

sequent degradation. This state is effected by subject-

ing the ammonia to the superior affinity which exists

between the combined nitrogen in the coke and free

nitrogen at a particular temperature and in a diluting

atmosphere. Thus, during the later stages of carboniza-

tion, when hydrogen is being freely evolved, the Tervet

reaction comes into play and continues throughout the

remainder of the period, though the ammonia which is

formed toward the end of the process is, no doubt, de-

composed to some extent.

The increased yield of ammonia at high carboniza-

tion temperatures is attributable to secondary reac-

tions of this nature, and more especially to the action

of hydrogen. It would appear, then, that there are

considerable possibilities of augmenting the yield of this

bypi-oduct beyond the normal 26 lb. of sulphate of am-

monia as at present obtained; and, though the admis-

sion of steam to the retort is playing a helpful part,

there can be no question that further research in the

direction of admitting hydrogen in the form of

"stripped" coal gas or blue water gas would lead to the

discovery of some interesting information. Some proc-

ess of this kind would, moreover, be particularly easy of

application in gasworks generally.

A Safe Powder Car
By H. H. Honaker

Clumpier, W. Va.

Keeping in mind the disastrous explosion of pow-

der that occurred some time ago at Wilkes-Barre,

Penn., and wishing to avoid any possible recurrences

of such an accident in the operations over which I

have charge, I designed and had built at the com-

pany shops the safety powder car shown in the ac-

companying illustrations. This car is employed ex-

clusively for the transportation of explosives in the

mines.

The car is built on a standard-gage truck. The sides

are of 1-in. oak and the bottom of 3-in. oak. Both sides

and bottom are lined with 1-in. tongued and grooved

flooring, this lining being raised or separated from the

true car bottom by 1-in. strips upon which the lining

is laid. The top consists of a "ridgepole" to which

is hinged a door upon either side. These doors are

built up of an outer layer of planking and an inner

layer of tongued and grooved flooring, between which
is placed Paroid roofing. The entire top of the car

is also covered with this material.

The interior of the car is divided into 36 compart-

ments, each 11 in. square, for the reception of the

miners' powder jacks. At no point can one of these

containers come in contact with any metal whatever.

The car is 10 ft. 9 in. long over all and stands 3 ft.

2 in. high above the rail: The inside dimensions are:

width, 3 ft. 104 in.; length, 9 ft. 1 in.; height at eaves,

11 in.; at gable, 194 in.

Miners are transported to a point convenient to their

working places by man trip while this powder car is

taken in by a separate locomotive.

Price Movements in War Times
Present-day concern over the cost of living gives

point to the oflScial price comparisons, issued from time

to time by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics

in its Monthly Labor Review. The bureau gives com-

parisons of current wholesale prices of 51 commodities

in ordinary everyday use with those that obtained dur-

26S
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250
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increase as of Mar. 31, being 167.8 per cent. Sheep

reached the maximum of advance in April, 1918, when
219 per cent, is recorded. Wheat was 166.4 per cent,

above the 1913 price on Mar. 31, but was as high as

195.4 per cent, in July, 1917.

Food products showing the largest advance were rye

and rye flour, 316.4 per cent, and 294.7 per cent,

respectively in April, 1918, and both about 150 per cent,

over the 1913 price in March of this year. White
potatoes, which touched an advance of 286.8 per cent,

in July, 1917, have gone back to 63 per cent. Coke

was the champion skyrocket, having advanced 491 per
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cent, in July, 1917, then dropping back until its net

advance in March was about the same as the advance in

soft coal. Metals had a meteoric career. Spelter reg-

istered a maximum advance of 279.3 per cent, by July,

1915, and dropped back to 12.1 per cent, by March of this

year. Steel billets tried to keep pace with coke, and
did get as high as 287.8 per cent, over the 1913 level

in July, 1917, then coming down to 63.8 per cent,

advance in March, 1919. Pig lead fell from its high of

159.1 per cent, to 18.2 per cent., while electrolytic

copper, which advanced 102.5 per cent., was 3.8 per cent.

under the 1913 price in March.

Anthracite, nut size, showed a maximum advance
of 51.5 per cent., reached in January of this year, fol-

lowing the wage increase granted to the miners as of
Nov. 1, 1918. The only commodities in the list of 51

which have consistently shown, during the whole period,

less percentages of advance than anthracite are refined

petroleum and gasoline. Their maximums were 47.2

per cent, and 45.8 per cent, respectively in March.
Another chart shows commodities grouped accord-

ing to vegetable and animal foods; textiles and leather

goods; minerals and metals, exclusive of coal; bitumi-

nous coal and anthracite. The fluctuations are shown
l>y the averages (not weighted) of the groups, starting

with 1913 prices as 100. They are shown by year?

from 1914 to 1917, by quarters in 1918 and by months
in this year.

Vegetable foods showed a declining tendency through

1918 and until February, 1919, but were advancing i>i

March. Market reports and current news account .<

would indicate that this advancing tendency has con-

tinued during the spring and summer. Animal foods

showed an advancing tendency, with two slight reces-

sions, and are continuing to advance. The chart shows

clearly the effect of the armistice on mineral products

and textiles, and the relatively slight advance in the

price of anthracite is seen to follow the advancing

trend of wages—increases having been given in May,
1917, December, 1917, and November, 1918. The slight

recession, followed by an upward movement in 1918,

shows the effect of the 30-cent summer reduction in

effect from. May to September, and the decline in March,

1919, was due to the temporary disappearance of differ-

ential prices during the slump of February and March.

The whole story of the charts is that, with the

exception of gasoline and refined petroleum, anthracite

has added less proportionately to the increased cost of

living than any other commodity commonly used, in

spite of the fact that advances in wages and in the

cost of supplies has more than doubled the cost of pro-

ducing hard coal.

The Real Test of First-Aid Training

By J. Kenvin
Jedtlo, Penn.

First-aid contests are valuable in many ways, yet it

seems that the final and best test of a team's training

lies in the number of days these men save for their

fellow workers through proper care. If through unwise

attention a worker becomes infected and loses time

from an injury that should have been an easy case,

although that colliery team may have won by a perfect

score in its field meet, it has failed seriously, after all.

First, last and always, any group of trained fellows

should be "first-aid men"; and to be this requires close

attention and skill. The tendency among doctors and

men who follow first aid as a hobby is toward making
physicians of the teams. Some of the questions asked

in "meets" are such as would tax a surgeon to answer
promptly and properly.

!.i ;ctual practice in some dark and narrow mine
\\orking, all the daylight plans of help go by the board

and it becomes a question of getting the injured man
to the "bottom" as soon as possible. Thus it would be

a fair and just procedure to make the record of actual

accidents, days lost, recoveries and deaths form the

real basis for judging any team's fitness and the return

the employer was getting for training these men.
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Experimental-Retort Tests of Orient Coal
By R. S. McBRiDEt AND I. V. Brumbaugh^;

Washington, D, C.

SYNOPSIS— T/ie experiments here described

were conducted in order to determine the effect

of coking temperature upon the quantity and

quality of the coke and gas produced. The results

secured are compared with those obtained when
using other coals. Ho2vever, definite conclusions

should not be draum from, the data here presented.

THE Bureau of Standards, in connection with two

special coke-oven tests, found it desirable to in-

vestigate the influence of temperature of coking

upon the quality of the coke produced and upon

the quantity and quality of gas made from the coal.

Although several quite similar coals were used in the

oven tests, the experimental-retort work was limited

to coal obtained from the Orient mine of the Chicago.

Wilmington & Franklin Coal Co., located at Orient, Illin-

ois. The data obtained from the coking tests with this

coal at various temperatures are of such general interest

that they are presented here.

A series of five experimental-retort tests was made
at various temperatures. The coking was done in a

cylindrical retort of cast iron, set up as shown in Fig. 1.

This apparatus was made available to the Bureau

through the courtesy of the Bethlehem Steel Co., Spar-

rows Point, Md., which has used this equipment regu-

larly for trying out coals or mixtures of coals intended

for its byproduct coke ovens. Data of a few similar

retort tests on a variety of other coals which have been

tested at this plant are presented for comparison.

Apparatus and Method Used

The cylindrical retort, shown in Fig. 1, was inclosed

in a refractory-brick setting approximately 3 ft. in each

dimension. It was heated by a large bunsen-type burner,

using coke-oven gas. The sample of coal to be tested

was pulverized and dried thoroughly, generally by allow-

ing it to remain over night in an oven at approximately

100 deg. before introduction into the small cast-iron

box used to hold the charge. The retort was heated up

to a temperature from 60 to 100 deg. C. above the tem-

perature desired for the test in order to allow for the

unavoidable rapid cooling that takes place when the lid

of the retort is opened for introduction of the charge.

Immediately after each charge was placed in the retort

an oil soaked rag was thrown in. This rag quickly took

fire and exhausted the oxygen in the retort space, thus

eliminating the possibility of an explosion as the gases

from the coal were generated.

The temperature of the retort was maintained at the

desired point according to the indications of thermo-
couple r„ the location of which is clearly shown in Fig.

1. Thermocouple T. furnished auxiliary temperature
readings, but these were not used as the basis for tem-
perature control. After introduction of the ciiarge the

lid was quickly closed and mudded up to prevent gas

leakage. The gas driven off from the coal was dis-

charged from the retort through the outlet pipe shown
in the figure. As soon as the gas from the coal began to

appear at a purge cock in this line, this purge cock was
closed and the gas allowed to flow into a small storage

holder in which the entire volume generated from the

charge was collected. During the test period record

was taken at intervals of 5 min., showing temperatures

of r„ T,, the volume of the gas collected in the holder,

and the temperature of this gas. When the charge

ceased gassing the coke was removed and quenched, and

a record made of the barometric pressure and of the

temperature and volume of the gas in the holder.

After quenching, the coke was examined thoroughly, a

description recorded, and an average sample prepared

for analysis. The gas collected in the storage holder

was analyzed, the candlepower and specific gravity de-

•I'ubllshcd hy permission of the Director of tin-
Standards. This ia an advance publication of work
Ttchnologlc Paper 134 of this Bureau.

t Engineer Chemist. Bureau of Standards.
{Assistant Oas ICngincer, Bureau of Standards.

Bureau ol

reported JTi
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termined, and the heating value calculated from the

analysis. From these data were calculated the B.t.u. in

the gas per pound of coal carbonized, the cubic feet of

gas per pound of coal, and the candle-feet per pound.

The coal used for four of these tests was that re-

maining from the sample taken at St. Paul, Minn., when
the Bureau tested the coke plant of the Minnesota By-

product Coke Co., using Orient, 111., coal. For the fifth

test there was another smaller sample remaining from

another shipment of Oregon coal used by the Bureau in

a separate coke-oven test at Dover, Ohio. Table I gives

the analysis of these coal samples as used in the retort

tests. These analyses agree closely with those of the

carefully prepared samples analyzed by the Bureau

of Mines in connection with the plant tests mentioned

above. The results of these tests, therefore, can be

regarded as typical of the results for the larger ship-

ment. Table II shows the size of the coal as crushed

for the retort test.

The results of the five retort tests are given in Table

III. In considering these data it must be borne in mind
that only a limited number of tests could be made
because of the small samples and the short time availa-

ble for the work. One should be careful, therefore,
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TABLE I—ANALYSIS OF ORIENT COAL AS USED IN EXPERIMENTAL-
RETORT TESTS (DRY BASIS)

— Sample from
St. Paul, Minn. Dover. Ohic

37.8% 38.0%
52.3% 53.4%
9.9% 8.6%

Volatile matter.
Fixed carbon . .

.

Ash

Sulphur

,

Phosphoi

Total carbon

.

Hydrogen. . . .

Oxygen

Ratio: Hydrogen-oxygen.

B.t.u. per lb. (dry)
B.t.u. per lb. (dry and ash-free)

.

0.87%
0.007%
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Some Boiler-House Economies
By E. p. Humphrey

Lehigh, Penn.

SYNOPSIS

—

In the economies effected at many
collieries in recent years the boiler house has

been often neglected. The amount of coal con-

sumed for power purposes is often underesti-

mated as increased load is frequently lost sight

of. A carefully conducted test will in many cases

rectify existing errors and point the way to

greater, efficiency in operation.

THERE have appeared in Coal Age lately some highly

interesting articles and discussions on the subject

of fuel conservation in general, and the great waste

of our natural resources not only in their production

but for power-generating purposes. In looking over

the various tonnage reports for the anthracite field one

can find that about 12 per cent, of the coal prepared

for shipment is consumed by the colliery plants for

power, principally in making steam. In many cases the

quality of the fuel burned at the colliery is poor, and

this material would not find a ready market; but more

often this is not the case.

At the present time much stress is being brought

to bear upon the operator concerning his costs. The

various operations in and about the mines have been

speeded up and made more efficient because of the ad-

vent of electrically operated mining machinery. The

breaker and outside forces have been trimmed dovra,

machinery replacing much manual labor, but as is often

the case the boiler house has been untouched. One of

the reasons is that few, if any, plants have reliable

knowledge of the amount of coal consumed. This is

generally estimated, and the amount thus determined

is used for each month, winter and summer, regardless

of any change in the load. ,

Ignorance of True Operating Conditions

In this regard it may be of interest to relate a some-

what amusing instance of this very thing. A suspen-

sion was coming at an anthracite colliery and enough

fuel, as estimated, was stocked to tide over the shut-

dovm. All went well until the time had about half

passed, when the supply was exhausted. No doubt when

the fuel had been estimated originally it was nearly

correct, but the increases in load had not been con-

sidered. This opened the eyes of the officials, who

later ran some complete tests in order to ascertain the

true operating conditions.

On the other hand, it seems as if there was a great

mystery connected with the operation of a boiler plant.

It is not uncommon in the ordinary colliery plant, when

the fuel is muddy or inferior, for the steam pressure

to go down. The bosses then start "yelling" at the

firemen, causing them in som.e cases to "walk out,"

making much trouble. Many operators will dodge the

boiler plant and let it worry along, believing that by

letting it alone they keep out of trouble. Furthermore,

they frequently give the firemen better coal than is

really necessary, in order to keep them quiet and on the

job.

The economic standing of a boiler plant may be had

from the simple relation of the water evaporated per

pound of coal as fired. This is not a difficult ratio to

find, and in the following discussion it is the intention

to show how simple and easy it is to determine this re-

lation, what it should be and, if not, how to find and
remedy the losses without too much theoretical detail.

Theoretically, one should get about 15 lb. of water

evaporated, "from and at," per pound of coal, but this

has never been done. With good coal and boiler condi-

tions, 8 lb. has been the highest I actually know of for

i. hand-fired furnace. I was present at the test giving

this result and which lasted 7 days. The coal contained

the following sizes: Pea, 0.50 per cent.; buckwheat,

19.47; rice 18.96; barley, 43.77, and No. 4 buckwheat,

17.30 per cent. By analysis the coal had a heat value

of 12,357 B.t.u. per pound. The ash as withdrawn from
under the grates contained 25 per cent, fixed carbon.

The sizing of the coal was as follows: y% in. for pea,

-,V in- for buckwheat, k in. for rice, ^ in. for barley

and Jjf in. for No. 4 buckwheat, all round-mesh screens.

The coal was clean and fired wet, carrying on an aver-

age of 7 per cent, hydroscopic moisture.

Average Evaporation in Hand-Fired FiniNACES

The average evaporation in ordinary colliery work
for hand-fired furnaces is from 3 to 5 lb. of water per

pound of coal, with some plants working below this

and some going above it. A great variety of condi-

tions affect this result. In many cases the boiler plant

receives less attention than any other aggregation of

equipment at the colliery.

If the operator is to know whether his plant needs

attention, he must make a fair test of the amount of

coal burned and the water evaporated for a period of

not less than 24 hours. This is the first and, you

might say, the rough test. If the plant is larger than

1000 hp., this will mean some extra help to weigh the

coal. If no other means are at hand, this can be done

by cleaning the floor in front of the boilers and having

the weighers load the coal in boxes or wheelbarrows,

the tare being known, and dumping the coal in this

cleared space, always keeping sufficient fuel at hand
for the firemen, so that there will be no delays with

consequent keeping of the fire door open.

Some have found it convenient to use a box of known
capacity, which is always filled level full before dump-
ing. This method is not exactly accurate, as the coal

will lose from 3 to 6 per cent, of its moisture after

standing over night, thus makig a difference in the

true amount of material as fired. Conditions of coal

supply are quite variable, so that the person conduct-

ing the test can work out his own method from them.

In measuring the water, various methods may be

followed. Some plants are metered, but the best of

meters slip some, so that they should be calibrated by

running the water into known volumes and checking

this with the meter reading and then using the proper

factor. Others may have a convenient tank that can

be measured. If neither of these is available, the pump
can be calibrated, as to its capacity per revolution, by

throttling its discharge so as to make the pressure

the same as the boiler pressure, measuring the quantity
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pumped, and carefully noting the number of revolu-

tions. Then, when testing, a revolution counter may
be used. The piping arrangement will be about as

shown in the accompanying diagram.

The level of the water in the gage glasses should

be marked at the stdrt and the fed should be so reg-

ulated that at the finish of the test it will be at the

same level. At plants where there are several fires

to be cleaned that cannot be cleaned at the same time,

it is best to start the test between cleaning periods.

The thickness of the fuel should be measured at the

start and at the finish, and if not the same the dif-

ference estimated.

In a test of this sort the operator wants the true

operating conditions and for this reason should have

a dependable person on hand to guard against any fak-

ing. In one instance in a plant consisting of four bat-

teries, a fuel consumption test only was run. Believ-

ing that the consumption of each set was identical.

;:cz3m^-'^^^

PIPING ARRANGEMENT FOR MEASURING WATER

even though of different makes of boilers, the test was
run on only one battery. The final result for the en-

tire plant was to be four times this unit's consumption.

As it happened, in this case the firemen had been dis-

satisfied and wanted more money, so they forced this

one battery and ran the total consumption up tremen-

dously high, thus adding to their argument for a wage
increase in consideration of the amount of coal they

fired. A fuel-consumption test alone shows nothing as

to the operating conditions. As mentioned above, the

water evaporated in relation to the fuel burned is the

true index. A sample of the ashes should be washed
with water and its appearance noted. If possible, it

should be analyzed.

The amount of water evaporated per pound of coal

may be far from satisfactory. In such a case a real

investigation should discover the trouble and show how
to rectify it. A small sample of the coal from each

barrow or box as fired should be placed in an air-tight

container and the entire sample thus secured and ana-

lyzed. Frequently a large percentage of hygroscopic

moisture is present. This water must be evaporated

and the resulting steam superheated to the flue tem-
perature. The heat loss for each 1 per cent, of mois-

ture figured on coal of 13,000 B.t.u. thermal content is

nearly one-tenth of 1 per cent., and it is not uncommon
for colliery boiler fuel to run from 10 to 15 per cent,

m.oisture. For the fine coal, which has often a tendency

to cake, this moisture aids the combustion mechanically

by tending to break up the fuel bed.

The ash content of the coal is the most important

consideration next to the calorific value. Ordinary

boiler coals generally carry from 18 to 25 per cent, of

ash. This means that the heat value is cut down to

about 75 to 85 per cent., besides the greater liability

of clinkering and clogging the fuel bed, the higher

drafts required and the additional expense for the ash

disposal.

A large per cent, of unburned carbon may be present

in the ash, and generally this runs from 5 to 25 per

cent. The reasons for this may be the poor quality

of the coal, poor condition of the grate bars, or forcing

the fire too hard as well as careless cleaning of the fires,

the fuel either not being sufficiently burned before

cleaning or too much attention being given to shaking

the grates and slicing. I have noticed also that when
firing of fresh coal is performed over the pile of ashes

that have just been pulled out of the furnace, that

considerable loss is caused by the coal spilling from the

fireman's shovel onto the ash pile.

The quality of coal burned is sometimes of the poor-

est. It may not have the culm aU washed out, or if

there is some stripping or river coal in it there may
be considerable sand present. In one case where coal

was carried to a small isolated steam plant having two
return tubular boilers and where the fireman was the

ashman, it was found that 4 tons of No. 1 buckwheat
were required instead of 14 tons of Nos. 2 and 3 buck-

wheat, giving much better steaming with less ashes,

this consideration alone saving the services of one man.
Thus in certain cases it pays to use a high grade of

fuel.

Sizing of Fuel Is Important

The sizing of the fuel is an important factor. Coal of

uniform size bums with less draft on account of not

packing. High drafts make blow holes, causing a tre-

mendous waste of heat through the heating of all the

excess air. I have found with hand-fired furnaces with

stationary grates that far better results were obtained

by not forcing a boiler beyond its rating. For example,

in a 1000-hp. plant of four 250-hp. units, less coal was
fired and less ashes made than when running on three

boilers at 133 per cent, rating. In the latter case more
coal was fired and the ashes were high in fixed carbon.

The feed water should be delivered to the boiler as

hot as possible. Heating of the feed water by exhaust

steam means a saving of about 1 per cent, of the fuel

for each 11 deg. F. rise in temperature.

The exhaust from the auxiliaries should be turned
into the heater and, if there are any other sources at

hand, enough of these should be used to bring the

water up to about 210 deg. F. for an open heater. An
open heater is the most economical. In such a heater it

requires 1 lb. of exhaust steam for each pound of water
at 50 deg. to raise it to 210 deg. If there are no other

sources available, turn live steam into the heater.

There is of course no saving in this and no loss except

that from radiation. The reason for doing it is that

the feed water will be as hot as possible when entering

the boiler, and will not chill it, causing leaks arising

from unequal expansion, as in nearly every case boil-

ers are fed intermittently. Even if fed by automatic
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regulators (which sometimes do not feed constantly)

cold water is not desirable. I believe, however, that

feed water regulators should be installed, for they keep

the water at the best steaming level and do away with

a water tender.

The feed water should carry as little sediment, cor-

rosive and scale-forming elements as possible. It may
and should be treated if it contains any appreciable

amount. There are several processes for doing this.

Some treat the water cold, others hot. The hot proc-

ess is apparently the best.

Scale, sediment and dusty flues decrease markedly the

steaming ability of a boiler. Dirty and scaly flues

should be carefully watched, as flues in this condition

not only reduce the efficiency of the boiler but are dan-

gerous as well. It is estimated that the scale and soot

resistance to heat transfer is ten times that of the

metal itself. Therefore the soot and dust should be

blown from the tubes at least once a day.

The draft should be supplied by a blowing fan. Some

plants employ two fans, one being held for emergency.

It is good practice also to have two pumps. The

pumps should be provided with a water pressure regu-

lator which will govern these machines so as not to

permit them to burst any pipes should all the valves

be closed with full steam on the pump. Some plants

supplement their blower equipment with steam blasts

or steam turbine blowers. Either of these is less ef-

ficient as regards steam consumption than the blowing

fan unit and should not be used except for emergency

purposes. The value of a steam blower was well ex-

plained by W. D: Owens in his article in Coal Age,

Jan. 9, 1919, page 53. in which he shows that 20 per

cent, of the power of the blower plant is consumed in

its own operation. Theoretically, it is more efficient

to build a chimney of sufficient size and height to give

the proper amount of drafts. This is not often prac-

tical because of the great height often necessary to

produce sufficient draft, because of the load and the

quality of coal. However, the chimney should be pro-

portioned so that a slight vacuum, at least, is main-

tained above the fuel bed. When flames may be seen

coming out around the fire doors, it indicates that more

air and gases exist within the furnace than the chim-

ney can handle. The practice of blowing a fire too

hard, or employing chimneys too small, results in in-

efficiency as there is a large velocity of gases through

the flues and the .stack tempei-ature will be high; fur-

thermore, there is danger of warping the boiler front

and burning off the fire doors.

The boiler doors, fire doors, air doors, inspection

doors, and other openings into the setting, should all

be examined for air leaks. This can be done with a

candle. All leaks should be stopped up, as the loss

through infiltration of excess air is tremendous. The

amount of excess air present in the chimney can be

found by running a flue gas analysis, which shows the

amount of the products of combustion, thus determining

the amount of excess air. If the setting is badly

cracked it should be repaired. Some plant engineers

plaster the boiler walls. Success has attended the use

of making a plaster or putty for the cracks of the old

pulverized magnesia pipe covering mixed with water.

Inspection and cleaning doors that are not used often

may be bricked up, while all leaks around the breeching

and the base of the stack should be calked.

The bafl[les should not leak or be out of place. They

should be in such shape as to at once prevent the gas^es

from being either bypassed or chfflkBd. The damper
in the stack should be so arranged that its position is

known exactly.

For the best operation of the avera'ge colliery plant,

not only from an economic standpoint, but to secure

continuous operation, it is well to put a boiler-house

foreman in charge. This man, of course, reports to the

outside foreman. He has full charge of the plant, keeps

the firemen's and ashmen's time, arranges the shifts,

and being himself the waterman is on duty during the

working hours of the colliery. All repairs to the boil-

ers are under his care and supervision.

Some companies that operate several collieries em-
ploy a traveling fireman who is well versed in boiler

economics and the handling of firemen. It is the duty

of this official to make regular and sometimes irregular

visits to the various plants to see how they are operat-

ing. It is hard to get experienced firemen, so that a

part of this man's work is spent in teaching the "gi-een-

horn."

If a plant is troubled with fluctuations in steam pres-

sure it is wise to install a graphic pressure gage.

With this machine in operation any sleeping on the

night shift can be readily detected. In one instance

a fireman, believing he could beat the detested gage,

got his steam pressure up to the desired amount and

then turned off the supply valve. The card then

showed a perfectly smooth line without fluctuations.

Of course, it did not take long to discover this subter-

fuge, and in the future to lock the apparatus.

If some of the operators had to pay for the coal

burned, the operation of the boilers might be an en-

tirely different story; for then they would know the

tremendous amount of fuel they were consuming. On
the other hand, if they could only realize that what coal

is not burned could be sold, it would help some. As it

is, however, in a great many cases the boiler house

happens to be an evil that must be tolerated and they

seem to be resigned to this belief. From what I have

seen of the various colliery plants, there is little doubt

that the majority of them could show a great improve-

ment if they were placed in the hands of some person

who carefully would follow up and improve their daily

operation. I have noticed that there is now a strong

tendency in this direction.

War-Time Studies of the Prices of

Coal and Coke

The coal bill was of dominating interest in the United
States and elsewhere during the war and it still com-
mands wide attention. Studies of the prices of coal

and coke from 1913 to 1918 were made by C. E. Lesher,

of the United States Geological Survey, Department ot

the Interior, in cooperation with the United States Fuel
Administration and the War Industries Board, and their

results have just been published by the survey as an ad-

vance chapter of its report on the mineral resources of

the United States in 1918.

Mr. Lesher's report shows in text, tables and dia-

grams the fluctuations in prices from the beginning of

1913 to the end of 1918, the restraint on prices exer-

cised by Government control through the Fuel Adminis-
tration, and the increases in prices that followed the

advances in wages to mine labor.

About 80 per cent, of the bituminous coal produced
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in the United States goes to the railroads, public utili-

ties and manufacturing industries, which, taken to-

gether, represent a market that is very little affected

by seasonable changes but that is subject to all the

vicissitudes of business conditions—in prosperous and

in dull times—that mark the ebb and flow of our indus-

trial life. Of the remaining 20 per cent., 4 per cent,

represents exports—an item so small and local as to

have no effect on the total—and about 16 per cent, is

taken by domestic consumers, whose use of coal is of

course seasonable.

Bituminous coal is not stored except by the consumer,

but moves directly from mine to user. Exceptions that

do not affect the general validity of this statement are

found in the stocks held in retail dealers' yards, in the

coal held in railroad cars—both small items—and in

the coal stored on docks at the head of the Great Lakes,

where millions of tons, held for the northwestern trade,

are piled up during the season of summer navigation for

use in the winter, when the lakes are frozen over and
shipments cannot be made.

Ability to get bituminous coal to the consumers, which
involves not only the number and size of mines and the

number of men but the number of railroads, engines,

coal cars, switching yards and sidetracks, must be
ample to meet the maximum demand. And if the ca-

pacity of the mines and the railroads must be kept up
to meet the periodic and temporary big demand for

coal, it is evident that in periods of slack demand a part

of this huge plant must lie idle.

Conditions in 1917 and in the first nine months of

1918 were quite different from those in preceding years;

demand generally exceeded supply and transportation

was the principal factor limiting production.

Too Many Mines a Detriment

An obvious result of having more mines than are
needed at times is the curtailment of output at periods

of slack demand and a lowering of prices in an effort

to attract business. The cost of production has not
always determined the lowest level of price, for igno-

rance of cost or desire to maintain the working
organizations at the mines have often operated to

maintain output beyond demand, at times with serious

effect on the credit of the industry. For years much
coal has been taken from the ground without adequate
returns to the producers. The lure of cheap cost of

production from thick beds—as in parts of West
Virginia and Illinois—and of high prices in prosperous
years and periods of coal shortage has attracted to

the business of producing coal many men who, once in,

have borne loss year after year in the hope of retrieving

their losses later.

These conditions in the bituminous-coal industry are

significant and should be clearly recognized because
they show why, in normal times, the price of bituminous
coal is not subject to even moderately wide variations.

The low levels are reached when those producers that
are willing or able to reduce price supplied the demand.
Need for the commodity and not low price induces the
purchase of coal. High levels of price are reached when,
under the incentive of big profits, production is speeded
up and capacity increased to a point where demand is

satisfied.

Another and an important reason for fairly stable
prices of coal is found in the fact that labor repre-
sents nearly 80 per cent, of the total cost of production
and that wages are pretty generally maintained through

the unions. Coal miners' wages are fixed by agreements
running from two to four years.

The general principles governing the prices in normal
times thus set forth continued to operate through 1916
and until the middle of 1917, although in the later part
of this period conditions were far from normal. A
tremendous increase in demand, which began in the
last quarter of 1916 and extended through 1918 until

the armistice was declared in November, brought forth

an increase in production to a point where the limit of

railroad capacity was temporarily reached with the

demand still unsatisfied. Because the demand could not

be fully satisfied, prices in the fall of 1916 and in

1917 rose to almost unheard-of figures, until first volun-

tary and later Government control was exercised.

The history of the production of bituminous coal

in the United States is a history of the growth of its

manufacturing and other industries, but the history of

the production of anthracite coal, nearly all of which
has been mined in Pennsylvania, is conjoined with the

history of the growth of population, for it is the fuel

of the household.

Anthracite in Relation to Bituminous Coal

The anthracite mined in Pennsylvania amounts to

only 15 per cent, of the coal produced in the countiy,

and the anthracite industry is so notably centralized

and limited and so large a part of its output goes to

a single class of consumers—the householders—that Mr.
Lesher treats this coal separately.

The demand for anthracite of prepared sizes—egg,
stove, chestnut, pea—represents 60 per cent, of the total

output. Pea coal was formerly considered a steaming

coal, but since April, 1916, it has been classed as a

domestic coal of prepared size, only buckwheat and
smaller anthracite now being classed as steaming coals.

For many years anthracite has been sold at a reduced

price in summer to encourage its purchase and storage

by the householder, and though these summer reductions

are not accompanied by a reduction in the wage of the

miners the mining companies have found them very

beneficial to the industry, because they permit more uni-

form operation of the mines throughout the year.

About 75 per cent, of the total output of anthracite

is mined by a few companies, commonly known as the

"railroad companies," as distinguished from the "inde-

pendents." These larger companies issue regularly

circulars giving prices, to which they generally adhere,

but the independents sell above or below the prices

(luoted according to the market. Mr. Lesher's diagrams

show the fluctuation of the prices of anthracite of all

classes from 1913 to 1918, inclusive.

Taken all in all, Mr. Lesher's report is a valuable and

interesting presentation of the statistics of a command-
ing feature of the coal industry during a critical period.

A copy of the report can be obtained free of charge

from the Director of the United States Geological Sur-

vey at Washington, D. C.

Temperature and heat are not synonymous. Temper-
ature is shown in the arbitrary divisions of the ther-

mometer; the Fahrenheit scale has 212 deg. between

zero and the boiling point of water. The zero point is

.'i2 deg. below the freezing point of water. On the other

hand, heat is a measured quantity—it is measured by
the thermometer. As a unit

—

e.g., the British thermal

unit (B.t.u.)— it is the amount of heat necessary to

raise one pound of distilled water 1 deg. F.
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IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS
PRACTICAL SCHEMES THAT MAKE THE DAYS WORK EASIER

Get Ready!
By George N. Lantz
New Straitsville, Ohio

The newspapers this summer have been filled with

advice to the coal consumer. "Buy Your Coal Now"
has become as familiar as "I'm a Jazz Baby." The
operator has taken occasion to point out the difficulties

that will attend later efforts to purchase fuel. The
coal associations have added their pleas, and speak of

millions of tons to the individual operator's hundreds.

The Geological Survey has put forth some interesting

diagrams which apparently have not been noticed by

those for whom they were intended. The result has

been, that, while a few consumers have taken advantage

of quick delivery and low cost, production has not been

stimulated as much as had been hoped, and an over-

demand may be expected this coming winter.

The wise operator will prepare for this, and, if prep-

arations have not already been made, the month of Oc-

tober and a part of November will be an excellent time

to make ready, while outside work may yet be done

efficiently and inexpensively. Business is not yet so

brisk as to prevent or delay needed repairs, and during

the crop movement many idle days will be experienced

during which everything may be made shipshape in

the lull before the storm.

A judicious outlay of cash now may easily mean en-

hanced profits later on through easier production of

higher-priced coal. It is almost sure to mean the abil-

ity to take care of old customers, which is good busi-

ness, and may possibly signify the ability to gain new
customers, which, also, is good business.

Have a look at the power plant. Power-plant instal-

lations are so varied that specific suggestions cannot
well be made. Many mines receive their energy from
a central station owned by the coal company or by a
power company. Others have their boiler rooms and
generate their own power. However, whether there is

much or little machinery, the chief engineer should

assure himself that the power plant, the heart of the

works, is in tip-top shape, and supplied with packing,

valves, tools, etc. He should inspect the repair shop
and see that all needed material is at hand. He should
do all that is needed to prevent a shutdown later.

Ventilation and drainage should be inspected. Ven-
tilation equipment, being permanent, should require
little or no additions, but it is well to be assured on
this point. Pumps should be kept in proper shape and
should be adequate to carry just a little heavier load

than ordinary requirements demand, in order to be
ready for an emergency.

Hoisting machinery, cutting machines and locomo-
tives should be put in good order and kept that way.
The smaller spares, and such larger ones as may be
needed, should be on the ground. Keep up stock!

This is not a good time of year for cutting mine
props, and seasoned timber may not be available in

large quantity. Scattered props, however, can be

gathered up and made ready for use. All loose lumber
of value should be sorted and piled.

Bad ties should be replaced on both inside and out-

side tracks. The motor tracks should be well bonded,

ballasted and drained. The outside track, at this time,

is apt to be somewhat dirty. All ditches should be
opened and all tracks cleaned. With coal and mud as

high as the top of the rail, it doesn't take much of a
snow to stop a motor, or make the use of a snow plow
impossible. And we must not forget that we some-
times have snow in winter. While working on tracks,

it is important to see that they are of proper gage.

Inspect the tipple or breaker. Whether such a

building is equipped with costly machinery or gravity

screens, some of the apparatus is likely to get out of

order at some time, and now is the time to rectify in-

cipient disability. Car retarders or car-moving de-

vices, if needed, will soon pay for themselves.

Buildings should be put in proper condition for win-

ter. The roofing may need some attention. Look for

trouble. Piping may be partially uncovered. Tele-

phone or power lines and wiring may need slight re-

pairs. And the mine cars will want some grease.

Probably most coal companies have a schedule requir-

ing a greasing every six months. Probably, too, the

cars have not been greased for eight or ten months.

The car-greasing schedule seems to be the most easily

neglected. Give the cars grease. They'll run better

and last longer.

Stock up on feed. Provide comfortable quarters for

the livestock. And if this is done for the animals, why
not for the men? Buy those few window panes, and

get a new stove for the "doghouse." Get the heating

apparatus up to standard.

All of these things can be done as easily now as later.

And, in the case of outside work, this can be performed

much easier at present, and much more economically,

instead of waiting till cold and snow add their disad-

vantages. Hauling, either by truck or team, is slower

in winter with necessarily smaller loads. Get as much
as possible done before winter is upon us.

Get ready for the demand. We must meet conditions

as they exist. If consumers will not buy coal when we
want to sell it, let's sell when they want to buy. Per-

haps, since July 1, there has not been much room for

coal in the cellars, anyway.

At any rate, let's quit wondering why we cannot

produce all the coal in the summer, and spend the win-

ter at Palm Beach, while the husky miner sits before

the fire with his pipe and P. A. Let's turn the prob-

lem over to the psychologists, and let them explain why
the consumers do not buy their coal in May and the

coalmen their skates in July.
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Instruction in Rescue Work
All of the local officials at a mine should from time

to time be instructed in what they should do either col-

lectively or singly in case of a mine explosion or of a

fire within or without the mine that might endanger

the men underground. Especially should all the of-

ficials and men in authority over work above ground be

instructed as to their duties following such a disaster

or accident. To this end, they should be shown where
material and tools may be quickly obtained at the mine
or supply stations, or from adjoining mines, and from
the nearest jobbers, sawmills, planing mills and whole-

sale houses. The officials should be so instructed that in

the absence of superior authority, they will be able to

attend promptly to those things that are of the first

importance. They should be instructed to consult a

list of persons posted in the various offices, shops and
power or engine houses, who should be immediately
notified, giving particular attention to the summoning
of the state mine inspector, rescue crews and doctors.

A Frogless Crossover

By Ralph W. Mayer
California, Penn.

A frogless crossover track is shown in the accom-
panying illustrations. Such crossovers are particularly

advantageous where rope haulage is employed and some
provisions for a crossing of tracks must be made. As
may be clearly seen, the rails of the crossover are hinged
at opposite sides of the main track. When it is desired

to use the crossover these rails are swung into place,

resting upon the rails of the main track. The free end
of each movable rail when thus in place is held from
moving by a fishplate bolted to the outside of the sta-

tionary rail, against which it is pressed by a forked

rod actuated by a self-locking lever mechanism, th3

hand-lever member of which is provided with a weighted
D-handle.

Since the movable rails, even though they may be of

heavy cross-section, are of comparatively short length

and hinged at one end, they may be swung into place

and fastened there quickly and with little effort. For
light, narrow-gage crossovers where the angle of cross-

ing is a right angle or nearly so, the Oliver & Snider

Steel Co. at some of its mines uses a short, solid, re-

movable length of track, '^he rails are securely fas-

tened together with bridle bars and bracfis. The flan-

ges are cut away on the ends of the movable section so

that the webs will slip into place between fishplates bolt-

ed to the stationary rails. The movable crossover sec-

tion is kept beside the place where it will be used and

when it is needed it is easily lifted into place; after it

has served its purpose it may be as easily lifted out and

put aside until it is needed again. The base of the

crossover rails should be at the same elevation as the

top of the permanent track rails.

Water Drain for Wet Roof

In driving a drift to be used as a main haulageway

at a mine in Southeast Missouri, the workmen cut sev-

eral water-bearing strata that continued to flow after

the drift was completed. As a means of preventing the

leakage of water from the roof, a system of collecting

and draining, shown in the sketch, was satisfactorily in-

stalled at a moderate cost and with little consumption of

time. As continuous dampness made the preservation of

3-f'sree/
Reinforcing Rods,

Section Through Tunnel

WATER DRAIN FOR TUNNEL HAVING A WET ROOF

wooden construction difficult, concrete installation was
decided upon. Considering that this latter type imposes

practically no cost for maintenance, and that the wet
part of the tunnel was short, the additional initial ex-

pense was considered justifiable and a permanent instal-

lation was provided.

—

Engineering and Mining Journal.

FKOGLK.sk CROS.SOVEK TRACK. .SIlOWI.N'G FORKED ROD AN1> I.Oc-KI.M; LEVEU (ON LEFT) AND RAILS REMOVED
FRO.M U.\DER TRACK (ON RIGHT)
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DEPARTMENT OF
HUMAN INTEREST

First-Aid Meet at Ebensburg
The fourth annual first-aid meet of the Inland, Argyle

and Mountain coal companies, which was held at the

Belmont field in Ebensburg, Penn., on Labor Day, was
voted the most successful event held. The meet was
originall\' scheduled to be held at Griffiths field, but due

to the presence of a Chautauqua tent on the grounds,

the site was changed to the somewhat more spacious

grounds at Belmont field. Seven teams, representing

Gallitzen, acted as manager of events. Inasmuch as it

was believed that the competition at the national meet
would be lively, a close system of scoring was put into

effect that the winners might experience the same care-

ful scrutiny of their work that they would be later sub-

jected to in Pittsburgh.

Three full team events were run off as follows: (1)

Man is found with simple fracture of right elbow, com-
pound fracture of left leg, arterial bleeding, dislocation

of right hip, and a wound over left eye. (2) Treat a

^^^^A
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that expects easy sailing at Pittsburgh. Intent upon

keeping as many of the prizes in the family as

possible, the No. 1 team from the same mine at

Southfork claimed second place with a commendable

score of 97.88. Gold watches were received by each

member of Captain John Sloan's No. 1 team. Closely

pressing the second prize winners was Captain Ray
Joseph's team from the Inland Coal Co., at Nettleton,

who finished a strong third with a score of 97.33. Each
member received an attractive gold stickpin. The sur-

prise of the morning was furnished by the No. 4 team

from the Inland Coal Co., at Gallitzen, which ran away
with the first prize last Labor Day. The team finished

seventh with a score of 92.66, which tends to bear out

the old adage that youth will be served, as last year's

event was held under abnormal conditions and the par-

ticipants were conspicuous by their age.

Judge J. T. O'Connor, of Cambria County, officiated

in the presentation of the prizes, during which choice

bits of humor were interspersed. Following the meet

a parade back to the main part of the city was held,

from where the men dispersed to either get acquainted

or renew acquaintance with one of the hotel meals for

which Ebensburg has long been famous. Much of the

credit for the manner in which the meet was run off,

as well as the general good feeling that prevailed

throughout, is due to genial M. J. Bracker, general

superintendent of the three companies, who is a great

favorite with the men.

Mine-Rescue and First-Aid Contest

in British Columbia
By Robert Dunn

Victoria, B. C.

An international competition in mine-rescue and first-

aid work took place at Nanaimo, B. C, on Labor Day,

Sept. 1, under the auspices of the Vancouver Island

Mine Safety Association. As it was the first meet held

in western Canada that was attended by representatives

of the coal-mining districts of the State of Washington,

and the first for a number of years to bring teams from
the Crow's Nest Pass coal field, eastern British Colum-
bia, the event attracted unusual attention and the added

interest stimulated those entering to special training.

The result, it is admitted frankly, was a disappoint-

ment to the Canadians. The men from the Pacific Coast

Coal Co. won the British Columbia championship shield,

and second place was taken by the team representing the

Roslyn Fuel Co. Consequently, the trophy has left the

Province for the first time. It must not be supposed

that the British Columbians were anything but good
losers. They congratulated the victors spontaneously

and warmly, their sentiments being well expressed by
Hon. William Sloan, Minister of Mines, when, in the

course of the presentation of the prizes, he said that,

while the visitors unquestionably had won on their

merits and so were entitled to the hearty congratula-

tions of which they had been the recipients, they would
find the Canadians back next year determined to re-

verse the present decision.

There were nine teams entered. Besides the two from
Washington State, the Canadian Western Fuel Co., of

Nanaimo, B. C, had three; the Crow's Nest Pass Coal
Co., Fernie, B. C, one; the Granby Company's Col-
lierie.s, Cassidy's, one; and the Canadian Collieries (D),

Ltd., two—one from the Extension and the other from
the Cumberland mines. Of these the Cumberland team
only was equipped with the Draeger apparatus. Those
from the Roslyn company and from the Canadian Col-

lieries (D), Ltd. (Extension) used the Paul, while the

remaining six teams were provided with the Gibbs.

The usual boarded structure represented the mine
and the problem, which was not varied, was that an ex-

plosion had occurred and the miner to be rescued had
barricaded himself in against the gas, the ventilation,

of course, having been cut off. It was simply stated that

the said miner was alive, nothing being given as to

whether he was injured or overcome. For this reason

it is interesting comment that all the teams bore the

patient from the mine on a stretcher, none taking ad-

vantage of the opportunity to merely walk him through

the bad air to the surface with a breathing machine as

protection. The judges were James Bagley, state mine
inspector for Washington; R. Schonning, manager of

WINNER.S OF THR DEP.VRTMENT OF MINES TROPHY

the United States Bureau of Mines staff, Washington
State; George Wilkinson, chief inspector of mines for

British Columbia; and Dudley Michel, instructor in

first aid and mine rescue work for the Provincial De-

partment of Mines.

An analysis of the marking of the judges is illumi-

nating because it shows that the competition was won
and lost, not in actual mine rescue work but on the test-

ing benches where the judges—Messrs. Michel and
Schonning—presided and where the apparatus of the

contesting teams was subjected to a rigorous test prior

to being buckled on the men. The Fernie team was the

first to go through. It had no trouble with the Gibbs

machines, escaping without a deduction because of

"loose joints or connections." In mine work, however,

36 points were lost. A leak cost the Roslyn team 10

points while 24 were dropped in the mine. The Pacific

Coast Coal Co.'s team, Black Diamond, winners of the

shield and championship, were penalized 10 points for a

leaky joint or connection and 15 for their performance

in the mine. Laird's team, of the Western Fuel Co.,

lost 60 points for leaks in apparatus and five in mine
work. The Extension team dropped 90 points for leaks

in apparatus and 45 for its work in the mine. The re-

mainder may be summarized as follows:

No. 2 tcuiii. WcBtcTii Tuel Cn.. Niuin
Cumberland tcum—Canadian Collit

Granl)y ColIiori(8(Cn8sidy'5)
No. 3 team, Western Kuel Co.. Ni

sVbV Lli..

It will be seen from the foregoing that there were two
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teams which stood, in actual performance in the mine,

head and shoulders above the others—the Pacific Coast

Coal Co., Black Diamond, and No. .1 (Laird's) team of

the Western Fuel Co., Nanaimo, B. C. Although, as

stated at the outset, the Canadians are not disposed to

withhold any of the credit due those who came from
the other side and took the honors, they quite naturally

feel that it is rather too bad that the decision should

have gone against them solely because of minor leaks in

apparatus, located through the severe test of soap suds

NO. 4 TE.A.J[ ENTERING MINE WITH STRETCHER

and penalized, when found, to the maximum extent. Mr.

Laird and his men point out, too, that the apparatus

which they used had previously been through the test,

in the hands of the Fernie team, without a leak being

found and that that experience no doubt accounted for

what looseness subsequently developed

Of this there cannot be any doubt: that the Black

Diamond and the Nanaimo teams were the best in actual

mine rescue work on their showings in the competitions

under review and that the Laird team, apart from the

discrepancy found in its apparatus, must be congratu-

lated on its performance in the mine. The men on

the team did remarkably well.

In passing, it may be observed that the "soap sud"'

test no doubt was the result of the very keen competi-

tion between the Gibbs and the Paul apparatus and their

representatives on the Pacific Coast. The former was
represented by H. H. Sanderson, the western manager
of the Mine Safety Appliance Co., and George Riggs, the

factory expert; and the latter by A. G. Menny, of the

American Atmos Corporation.

In the first-aid competitions the honors were fairly

evenly divided, the results being as follows:

Department of Mines Cup: (1) J. W. Jemson's team,
Nanaimo; (2) George Carson's team, Nanaimo.
One-Man Event: (1) J. S. Murphy, Pacific Coast Steel

Co., and Julius Tonda, patient; (2) R. Charnock, Nanaimo,
and J. McCourt, patient.

W. L. Coulson Cup: (1) Joe Barton's team, Nanaimo;
(2) J. Brown's team, Nanaimo.
Juvenile Cup, open for annual competition and offered

by the Vancouver Island Mine Safety Association: (1)
Lady.smith, R. Ferguson, captain; (2) Nanaimo, R. Jack-
son, captain.

Two-Man Event: (1) Nanaimo, A. McNeill, captain;
(2) Ro.slyn Fuel Company.
Open Event (open to all working miners) : (1) Nanaimo,

Joe Barton, captain; (2) Nanaimo, A. McNeill, captain.

First-Aicl Contest at Jellico

On Saturday, Aug. 23, a first-aid contest in which
seven teams participated, was held at Jellico, Tenn., un-

der the auspices of the Tennessee Coal Operators' As-

sociation and the Bureau of Mines. This contest was
given to stimulate interest in first-aid work at the

mines and to decide what team would represent the

State of Tennessee at the national first-aid meet that

was held at Pittsburgh, Penn., on Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.

One of the teams entered was sent by the Federal

Coal Co., which is located at Arjay, Ky. Six of the

teams represented Tennessee coal companies and one

team came from the American Zinc Co. ore mines

at Mascot, Tenn.

Four first-aid problems were given the teams: A
one-man event, a two-man event and two full-team

events. These problems represented injuries commonly
met with in coal mining, consisting of fractures, cuts,

bruises and electric shock. The penalties in each event

were totaled against the team, thus eliminating the

one- and two-man prizes. This was done in order to

simplify the distribution of awards.

The American Zinc Co., of Mascot, Tenn., and the

Highcliff Coal Co., of Pruden, Tenn., tied for first place.

A one-man event was selected and the two teams con-

tested to see who would be given first prize. The Amer-
ican Zinc Co. team won by a close margin.

The first prize was $325 and six gold watch fobs,

the latter being donated by Coal Age. The cash prize

was to be applied to the expenses of the team's trip

to the national first-aid meeting at Pittsburgh. The

AMERICAN ZINC CO. TEAM, WINNERS OF FIRST PRIZE

second prize consisted of eight 25-lb. cans of carbide

and six nickel-plated lamps.

The contest was witnessed by about 2000 people. Ice

cream and soft drinks were served free to the miners

and their families, the money expended for the refresh-

ments being donated by the business people of Jellico.

The teams were instructed in first-aid work by J. M.

Webb, of the Bureau of Mines, assisted by V. D. Splane,

of the Bureau of Mines of Pittsburgh, Penn.

J. T. Moore, cashier of the Jellico Bank and Trust

Co., of Jellico, Tenn., was chairman of the finance com-

mittee; J. M. Webb, of the Bureau of Mines, was chair-

man of the general committee.
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Independent Operators Testify at

Coal Industry Investigation

"Coal is at the present time in a somewhat go-as-you-

please condition. I feel that there ought to be closer

cooperation between the Government and those who pro-

duce this great necessity; that there ought to be a

better knowledge of conditions available to those who
legislate and to those who consume; that there ought
to be some agency to which the coal operators may go
and to which the consumers may go." This statement

by Senator Frelinghuysen, the chairman of the sub-

committee investigating the coal situation, as well as

others made by him and by the questions he is asking,

is taken to indicate that he will recommend a more
intimate relationship between the Government and the

coal industry.

While Senator Frelinghuysen had in mind when he
made the foregoing statement the matter of statistics

on coal consumption, he also has more in view, judging
from the following verbatim extracts from his comment
at last week's hearing:

"I am wondering whether or not the Government
should have some one acting in an advisory capacity,

procuring information for the benefit of all and bring-

ing about a better cooperation without meddlesome in-

terference, without a desire to confiscate, allowing the

men who have owmed property and who have built up
this great industry to continue, but still studying con-

ditions to bring about fair prices so that not only the

consumer may benefit but also the operator may not be

treated unfairly."

At last week's hearing practically all testimony

taken had to do with the anthracite situation. A. B.

Jessup, the vice president and general manager of the

G. B. Markle Co., testified with regard to the situa-

tion from the standpoint of an independent operator.

While Mr. Jessup was attempting to justify the increase

charged by the independent operators over the price

charged by the railroad companies. Senator Freling-

huysen interrupted with this question: "There were
pretty large excess profits taxes paid by the mine
owners, were there not, in the year 1918?" This
question was followed a moment later by another:

"Why was it necessary for those operators who were
not losing money to advance their prices?" A portion

of Mr. Jessup's answer is as follows:

"It probably was not necessary for some operators to

advance prices, but many of them had low profits in

the past and looked forward to low profits in the future.

The excess profits tax automatically takes care of the

excess profits of those who produce at low cost." To
this Senator Frelinghuysen retorted: "Yes, but it does
not take care of the consumer."

Explaining further in regard to the differential

above the company price, Mr. Jessup said: "The whole
trouble as I see it, is that the railroad company's price,

on which this differential is computed, is wrong. It has
been wrong for 20 years or more. The railroad coal

company's price is such that they do not earn a fair

return on their invested capital. The independents are

required in normal market to compete with them on
the basis on which the railroad companies themselves

do not make more than 1 or 2 per cent, on their in-

vested capital. These railroad coal companies and their

associates have two sources of income: one the profit

they may make on their coal operations, the other

the profit they may make from hauling that coal to

market. The individuals do not participate in the

freight rate and therefore they must have a fair re-

turn which, with all the hazards of mining, ought not

to be less than 10 per cent, on their invested capital.

This differential only applies on 70 per cent, of the

tonnage. Thirty per cent, of the tonnage is in steam
sizes, and all the year round it is in competition with

bituminous coal and therefore brings what it can in

competition with bituminous coal. The 75c. differential

spread over the whole output would be about 50c. a ton

difference."

With regard to royalties, Mr. Jessup expressed the

opinion that 70c. or 75c. would be asked now as compared
with the 35c. which has prevailed for 20 yeai's.

The chairman of the committee had some difficulty

in understanding why, if coal costs $3.20 to produce in

one mine and $6.30 in another, the consumer should

not have the benefit of the low-cost production. He
evidently was convinced by Messrs. Jessup and Dodson,

who cited examples of farm products and copper, that

the low-cost producer along with the high-cost producer

receives the market price which the production of both

tends to fix. "Strangely enough," said Mr. Dodson, "it

just happens in the anthracite business that the low-cost

operators are not demanding all that the market would
pay them. I suppose they are doing that in order to

steady market conditions, and because they feel that

they are producing a necessity."

A striking statement came from Mr. Connell, another

of the independent operators, during the discussion

of the labor situation. "If the American public or the

Senate," he said, "will allow themselves to be dominated
by an organization of 700,000 men, which are included

in the bituminous and anthracite United Mine Workers
of America, and if they will allow them to be granted

such wages and such hours of employment as they in

their pleasure demand, and Congress is silent as to

it, why should the American public expect the operator

to be their sole protector in this matter?" This brought
forth the following expression of opinion from the

chairman: "I feel that if Congress goes out of its

prerogatives to limit the hours a man can work and on
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the other hand limit the price that a mine operator

shall receive, that they must go to the limit. They

must fix not only the prices of food that he eats, but

they must also fix the scale of wages commensurate

with the service rendered."

The chairman then called for a discussion of the

radical tendency toward Government control and na-

tionalization. Mr. Jessup's idea, expressed in that con-

nection, is that there should be no control exercised

over the industry' in peace time such as that given the

Fuel Administration during the war. He believes the

f.ling of costs is proper in that it gives the Government

an opportunity to see what is being done in the way of

production costs. If there are abuses they can be

developed from those figures, he pointed out. The same

question was put to Mr. Connell, who said that the

industry is in safer hands under the law of supply

and demand than under Government regulation. He

pointed out that after the Civil War anthracite prices

went to $12 at the mines, which decreased as condi-

tions became normal.

W. J. Thompson, secretary of the Anthracite Coal

Operators Association, presented to the committee a

tabulation of costs and realization of individual oper-

ators. His figures, which represent 60 per cent, of the

output by individual companies, show the average cost

per ton, January to July, as being $5.52. The average

selling price during the same period was $5.20 per ton,

a net loss of 32c. per ton. The average profit for

individual operators on fresh-mined and bank coal dur-

ing 1917 was 44c. per ton, Mr. Thompson stated.

Asks for Cooperation from Receivers and

Shippers of Freight

Walker D. Hines, Director General of Railroads, on

Sept. 22 authorized the following statement, asking the

further cooperation of shippers and receivers of freight

in promoting freight-car efficiency:

During the war, no one was more patriotically helpful

than the American shipper. With zeal and efficiency he

did his part in the common cause. The Railroad Adminis-

tration had excellent opportunity to observe this attitude

during the war and has appreciated heartily the subsequent

continued cooperation of the great majority of the shippers.

The time has now come for renewed efforts by both the

Railroad Administration and the shippers and receivers of

freight so that the nation's transportation service may be

rendered with the greatest satisfaction possible under the

circumstances.

An unusually heavy grain and coal movement, deferred

repair and the construction of public highways in all sec-

tions of the country and the concentrated requirements

of suddenly reviving business combined with the usual

transportation requirements at this time of the year,

threaten a serious lack of transportation facilities unless

all parties interested cooperate in securing the greatest

possible utility from the existing limited transportation

facilities. In this connection attention is invited to the

following extract from a recent public statement of the

President:

"We have now got to do nothing less than bring our indus-

tries and our labor of every kind back to a normal basis

after the greatest upheaval known to history, and the win-

ter just ahead of us may bring suffering infinitely greater

than the war brought upon us if we blunder or fail in the

process. An admirable spirit of self-sacrifice, of patriotic

devotion and of community action guided and inspired us

while the fighting was on. We shall need all these now,
and need them in a heightened degree, if we are to accom-
plish the first tasks of peace."

The Railroad Administration will do its full part. The
Car Service Section in Washington and the various regional

organizations are striving earnestly to secure a fair and

just distribution of the existing equipment as well as to

meet the requirements of individual shippers. Of the 100,-

000 new freight cars which the Railroad Administration

ordered constructed, 59,409 had been completed on Sept.

13 and are now in service, and this number is being in-

ci'eased at the rate of over 900 each working day. Instruc-

tions have been issued to all regional directors to bend every

effort to speed up road and yard movements, to secure

heavier loading of equipment, to establish and maintain

complete and accurate yard checks, to reduce the number
of bad-order cars, to make prompt delivery to connections,

to effect early deliveries at freighthouses and teamtracks,

to reduce the number of freight cars used in the transpor-

tation of company material and to expedite the movement
of grain cars in terminals. The hours of labor of car-shop

employees have been increased and every effort is being

made, both in railroad shops and in the shops of private

concerns to whom the work is being let out, to reduce the

number of bad-order cars.

I earnestly urge all shippers and receivers of freight

to redouble their efforts to promote freight car efficiency.

Shippers of freight can assist by loading all cars to full

visible or carrying capacity; by prompt loading and release

to the carrier; by ordering cars only when actually required;

by eliminating the use of railway equipment in trap or

transfer service when tonnage can be handled by motor
truck or wagon; by reducing the diversion and reconsign-

ment of cars to a minimum.
Receivers of freight can assist by prompt unloading of

cars and notice thereof to the carrier; by ordering goods

in quantities representing the full safe carrying capacity

of cars and disregarding trade units; by ordering from the

nearest available source; by pooling orders so as to secure

full car load.

A resumption of intensive loading will not merely reduce

the number of cars under load but will also relieve con-

gested terminals where it is a question of track room rather

than of equipment.
With a strong concerted effort on the part of the Rail-

road Administration and the shippers and receivers of

freight, it is hoped that during the period of abnormally
heavy traffic with which we are now confronted the nation's

transportation needs may be met with reasonable satisfac-

tion to all parties. I earnestly ask the continued and even
more effective cooperation of all shippers and receivers of

freight.

Strengthening of Patent Office

The Engineering Council's Patents Committee has

been collaborating with a similar committee appointed

by the National Research Council in the development

of a scheme to improve the governmental methods of

dealing with patents. The staff of the Patent Office

is itself actively assisting in this effort. Out of the

report prepared by the National Research Council, and

approved and adopted by the Engineering Council as

the report of its Patents Committee, remedial legisla-

tion has taken form. Three bills have been intro-

duced, known as H. R. 5011 (a bill to make the Patent

Office independent of the Department of the Interior

or any other department, and to simplify the procedure

of the courts with reference to assessment of damage?

or profits for infringement of patents), H. R. 5012

(a bill to establish a single Court of Patent Appeals)

and H. R. 7010 (a bill to increase the force and aug-

m.ent the salaries in the Patent Office).

Chairman Charles A. Terry, of the Patent Commit-

tee, requests that representatives of the Engineering

Council write to their congressman, urging the passage

of these bills, and so far as convenient, request their

friends to do likewise.
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The Workman Is Worthy of His Hire

IN A land of free schools and a system of education

that renders it not only inexcusable but a positive

crime for any child to grow up in ignorance, people

have always regarded the professional educator with a

considerable degree of respect. In the older days the

teacher of the local school was held in an esteem second

only to that of the clergyman or religious leader, and

the income from his chosen profession while seldom

bounteous was, in the majority of instances, at least

equal to reasonable necessities. This held true alike for

the girl who had charge of a kindergarten and for the

spectacled, bewhiskered, absent-minded individual occu-

pying a professor's chair in the most advanced college or

university. Throughout all ages and times, however,

while the purveyor or transmitter of learning might

gain fame he never gained fortune; the reward for his

services consisted of glory, not pelf.

The lot of the professional teacher, never a path of

roses, has been rendered doubly difficult in the recent

past because of the rising costs of commodities as com-

pared with the standards of previous days. This bur-

den has fallen particularly heavy upon the more elderly

incumbents—upon instructors and professors in insti-

tutions of higher learning. The young man or woman
teaching in a country school or in one of the grades in

a town or city can in many instances change from the

schoolroom to the factory or office, but the man whose
sole experience in life has been confined to the class-

room and the campus finds it not only extremely dis-

tasteful to alter his chosen profession, but discovers

that in the industrial world he has little adaptability

and no employer appears to have a niche open that he

is capable of filling to advantage.

The effect upon the educational institutions them-

selves is equally disastrous. There is competition among
colleges in many instances quite as keen as that exist-

ing between the athletic teams representing their re-

spective student bodies. The reputation of any college

or university depends upon the amount and quality of

instructional work done, and the most gifted instruc-

tors can hardly be secured if the salary available is

insufficient to provide a respectable living for the in-

structor and his family.

If any one will look through the "want ads" of any

reputable technical journal at about this season of the

year, or preferably a little earlier, he will find many
inquiries for instructors and professors in various

branches of engineering, but the salaries range from
$900 per year for the subordinate positions up to about

$5000 per year for the highest places (such as the best

paid professorships) that any of these schools have
to offer.

It is poor encouragement to the able-bodied, husky
V)oy who is trying to decide whether he should go to col-

lege or get a job at once, to see men with technical edu-
cation and years of experience drawing salaries about

comparable with the wages of a hod-carrier, and which

fall far short of the income of such trades as that of

plumber or miner.

In order to obviate this condition some institutions

with well organized alumni, such as Harvard, will shortly

launch a campaign to establish an endowment fund or

increase such funds of this character as already exist.

In the case of Harvard, a minimum of eleven million

dollars as an unrestricted endowment is sought.

While it possibly may be said, with much truth, that

a college professor is "no better than anybody else,"

it is equally' true that he should be treated no worse

than anyone else. When locomotive engineers are draw-

ing aggregate wages greater than the salaries of the

governors of the states through which they run, when
helpers in certain trades receive $8 per day and vast

increases have been made in the remuneration paid to

skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled labor, it seems about

time that some sensible increase be made in the salaries

of professional educators in general. Otherwise it will

only be a question of time before the efficient instructor

of youth will be as thoroughly extinct as the great auk
or the bison.

Ex-Senator Hamilton Leu'is assures us that the Presi-

dent is going to seek the socialization of the coal and
oil industries. The President, having failed to run the

railroads satisfactorily, is seeking to manage two other

businesses. He must indeed be slow to recognize his

failures if he is so anxious to add to them two others.

A Coming Machine

IN HIS upward course from savagery to civilization

man has progressed by successive stages or ages—the

Age of Stone, the Age of Bronze and the Age of Iron.

We usually think that we now live in the latter, but

in a more strict sense the present is in reality the Age
of Machinery.

Until comparatively recent times the human hand

performed practically every industrial operation that

was performed—and did it poorly. Then came tools

(crude affairs at first, but improved in design and

quality from time to time) driven or operated by the

energy of human muscles. And finally came instruments

or implements actuated by animals, by water-power, or

by the energy of heat, but in any case by some force

greater than any that man himself could develop.

To most industries power, either mechanical or electri-

cal, has been generally applied, and coal-mining is no

exception. Most of the processes through which coal

passes on its way from the face to the furnace are

"powerized" to a greater or less extent. One process,

however, in the vast majority of instances must still

be performed by hand, or rather by shovel, hand-

driven—the process of loading at the face.

Loading is the most expensive operation performed

upon coal during production and preparation. Many
attempts have been made to perfect a power shovel or

loading machine; some have met with a degree of suc-

cess, while others have been entire failures. This field

for invention is both inviting and rich, and it is by no

means beyond possibility, or perhaps even probability,

that the next few years will see introduced a successful

loading machine capable of application in beds of even

average thickness.
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Because of the fleeting character of news, the neivs-

papers of the country can have but a local circulation.

They are naturally disposed, therefore, to be in a de-

gree sectional. But the technical press is and will be

national unless it is too greatly harried by unjust pos-

tal zone laws.

Some Men Are Big Enough to Ignore Facts

DIRECTOR GENERAL HINES of the Railroad Ad-
ministration, in his testimony for the. Freylinghuy-

sen committee, had the boldness to make the following

statements: "The Railroad Administration is doing

everything in its power to meet a transportation situa-

tion of unusual difficulty. We are utilizing every expe-

dient that can be developed to enable us to transport,

during the latter part of the year, the coal which the

public omitted to buy in the early part of the year, and
which it will want to buy in the latter part of the year."

The first composite statement is, perhaps, true. The
Railroad Administration may now be doing everything

in its power, and the transportation situation may be

of unusual difficulty. But who is responsible for the

situation? No one but Mr. Hines, who deliberately

laid off shop hands when troops were being demobilized,

and the Government was appealing to patriotic Amer-
ican business men to buy early, and so help the situa-

tion, and to take on the discharged soldiers.

The maximum of patriotism should be exhibited by

those in the employ of the State. They must not be

allowed to consider for a moment their reputation as

managers or statesmen when the interest of the State

points the other way. A jealousy for permanence in

office or a desire for the plaudits of the people should

not for one moment influence their action when a plain

duty confronts them.

Clearly, a false economy might have deceived the

people for a while as to the success of the management
afforded by a socialistic administration of the railroads,

but that personal advantage to Walker J. Hines should

not have swayed him a moment when he reflected that

to hold up the repair of cars would destroy our trans-

portation system, make the losses on railroad business

greater in the long run, dissatisfy the shopmen, make
the mine workers restless, make work scarce and per-

haps cause a panic. The public has no sympathy with

Walker J. Hines. He tried to pull dovm the whole

financial structure, and in doing so he dislodged a few
stones on his own benighted head. The public cares

nothing for his groans, knowing well his wounds were
self-inflicted. They were not incurred in promoting the

public welfare.

The complaint he makes against the public for not

buying would be honorable if made by anyone but him.

As he was the slowest of the buyers himself, why should

he blame the public? It seems to be the obsession of

the little minds of our present-day muckrakers to blame
the public for pursuing the same courses that they

follow, though they travel them with much less reason.

Mr. Hines would not buy coal. He always felt sure

he could commandeer it when he pleased. The difficulties

are largely of his own creation. Had the Railroad

Administration bought coal, the act would have stimu-

lated in real manner that buying which the railroad

officials have verbally advocated. Mr. Hines will say
the price for coal was too high, though the prices were
well below those set by the Government. They were

lower for him than for anyone else. But if they were
too high for Mr. Hines, does he seriously propose to

condemn others for arriving at the same conclusion?

Were not his attempts to break the price to a level below
actual cost the cause of the slow buying of the public?

Mr. Hines says: "In the first six months of the year
traffic of all sorts, particularly coal traffic, was below
normal." That is true ; but, being so, why, in the name
of common sense, is the Railroad Administration found
at this time with its coal-hauling equipment crippled

and on the repair tracks?

Simply because Mr. Hines waits till it rains to

shingle his roof, hoping that when the rain falls he can

make his neighbors assemble on the shingles and patch

the leaks with temporary expedients such as embargo-
ing, pooling, zoning, commandeering and workless days.

Seeing he is so ready to speak ill of his neighbors, it is

distressing to see how ready he is to call on their aid.

Walker D. Hines, you have indeed a "hard row to

hoe!" Perhaps you reflect with regret tliat the hoeing is

difficult solely because you yourself planted crooked

roivs.

What Will the Traffic Bear?

IN A world as intensely practical as the planet upon
which we live, economic law is as inviolable as either

the statutes of the land or the ten commandments.
Those who transgress either are certain sooner or later

to meet their just punishment.

The coal miners in convention have just adopted

resolutions calling for increases in pay, decreases in

working time and other "improvements" upon existing

conditions. These alterations are vast and far-reaching.

In a complex and interdependent social fabric they affect

alike the adjacent and the uttermost fibers. The de-

mands of the miners are not against their employers

alone; they affect directly, or indirectly, or both, every

man, woman and child upon the face of the earth. In

the last analysis the increase asked, if granted, will

find its way from the coal upon which it is first placed

to any and every article of consumption into which
that coal or its product in any wise enters, or which it in

any wise touches.

It was an old and wise rule of railroading (applied

in the days when we really had railroads) that no tariff

or freight rate should be made "greater than the traffic

will bear." A low tariff encouraged traffic; a high
tariff discouraged it. The best results were obtained

when the net product of tariff and traffic was a maxi-
mum.

This is true economics, and the mine workers might
well give heed thereto. A high wage scale discourages

production because it discourages consumption. A low
wage scale encourages consumption, and this augments
production. The logical wage scale would be the one
that would secure to the miner the greatest yearly

return.

Many conservative observers believe that insistence

upon the conditions embodied in the resolutions recent-

ly adoi)ted will be insistence upon a wrong economic

principle. By charging the high wages demanded the

miners not only will vastly raise the already high cost

of living, but they will be charging "more than the

traffic will bear."
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General Labor Review

Labor developments of the current week have been many.
It seems that the mania to strike is as contagious as the

"flu," if not even more so; nor is the germ confined to

any one trade or calling. The demands to be made by
the United Mine Workers of America, assembled in con-

vention at Cleveland, Ohio, have been formulated and are

in many respects the most radical yet drawn up. They
include demands for $8 per day for six hours' work and 60

per cent, increase on all tonnage, yardage and deadwork
prices, a -five-day week, time-and-one-half for overtime,

the abolition of double shifts, elimination of the automatic

penalty clause and the establishment of weekly paydays.

Even such demands as these have their humorous side.

One of the delegates to the convention aptly stated con-

ditions when he remarked that the committee had omitted

just one important point, and that was that they had not

demanded that the weekly pay be given in advance.
The miners say that unless these demands are granted

in toto on or before Nov. 1 next, a strike will be in-

augurated. The radical tendencies of the rank and file,

and the unrest of manual workers everywhere, appear to

have instilled in the breasts of the leaders a fear that

unless the demands of the radicals are put to a test they
(the leaders) will face political defeat and oblivion.

It need hardly be said that the public is unprepared to

pay without a murmur the increased prices which the

granting of these demands would entail. Consequently, it

is believed by many that nothing short of a showdown will

satisfy the miners. The resolutions as formulated by the
committee are as follows:

1. We recommend that this report be accepted as a sub-
stitute for all wage-scale resolutions that have been pre-
sented to the convention.

2. We recommend that this convention demand a 60 per
cent, increase to be applicable to all classifications of day
labor and to all tonnage, yardage and deadwork rates
throughout the Central Competitive Field.

3. We recommend that this convention demand that all

wage agreements that are negotiated to replace existing
agreements shall be based on a six-hour workday, from
bank to bank, five days per week.

4. That all day labor shall be paid time-and-a-half for
overtime and double time for all work done on Sundays and
legal holidays.

.5. That all agreements entered into by the United Mine
Workers of America shall have incorporated therein a pro-
vision providing for a weekly payday.

6. That all double-shift work on coal shall be abolished
except as may be necessary for development and ventilat-
ing purposes, and development for increased tonnage shall
not be regarded as being a reason for double-shift work;
it being understood that this rule shall not be applicable
to new mines that are in the process of development.

7. That no automatic penalty clause shall be written into
any agreement entered into by the United Mine Workers
of America.

8. That all internal differences not covered by joint in-
terstate agreement shall be referred back to the respective
districts for adjustment.

9. That all contracts in the bituminous field shall be
declared as having automatically expired Nov. 1, 1919, and
that no sectional settlement shall be allowed and new con-
tracts must run concurrently for a period of two years in
all bituminous district.s under our jurisdiction.

10. That agreements negotiated for outlying districts

shall be retroactive and become effective on the date upon
which the agreement for the Central Competitive Field

becomes effective.

11. That no agreement for the Central Competitive Field

shall be concluded until after this convention has been
reconvened and the agreement has been ratified by the

reconvened convention, which reconvened convention shall

also define a policy to be applicable to outlying districts.

and that the reconvened convention shall be held in Indian-

apolis, Ind., on such date as may be designated by the

resident international officials.

12. We recommend that in event a satisfactory wage
agreement is not secured for the Central Competitive Field

before Nov. 1, 1919, to replace the one now in effect, that

the international officials be authorized to and are hereby
instructed to call a general strike of all bituminous miners
and mine workers throughout the United States, the same
to become effective Nov. 1, 1919.

13. That this convention go on record as favoring the
ratification of the wage demands made by the anthracite
miners in their Tri-State Convention, which was held in

Wilkes-Barre, Penn., from Aug. 10 to 23 inclusive, and that
we pledge to the anthracite mine workers our power and
infiuence in aiding them to the fulfillment of their demands.

Nationalization Is Favored

It is said that conservative leaders of the mine workers
do not favor nationalization of the mines, nor entertain
the hope that the miners will succeed in nationalizing Amer-
ican industries. They dared not, however, or at least did not
protest in the miners' convention when that body unani-
mously adopted a resolution calling for the nationalization
of the coal industry. The resolution thus adopted sets

forth that coal mining is indispensable to the economic life

of the nation; that the coal resoui'ces are owned by pri-

vate interests; that the coal is produced for the purpose
of creating profits and is accompanied by great economic
waste; that the natural resources, especially coal and tim-
ber, are developed under the present system of production
wdth a wastage of from 30 to 50 per cent.; and that there-
fore the coal supply should be owned by the Commonwealth
and be operated by and for the people; that the present
generation owes a solemn duty to posterity to protect and
administer the treasuries of nature; that it is the imme-
diate duty of the American people to prevent the waste
now taking place under private ownership of natural re-

sources; and that the Government should take such steps
as may be necessary to provide for the nationalization of
the coal-mining industry.

The Plumb Plan Is Favored

It was further decided to "instruct our i-epresentatives to

urge in the coming conference with the representatives of
the railroad workers' unions, a working alliance for the pur-
pose of securing the adoption of the Plumb plan for the
nationalization of railroads as the initial step in the fight

for the principles of nationalization, with the understanding
that such alliance will continue to press the issue with un-
abated vigor until the principles of nationalization have
been extended to embrace the coal-mining industry of the
nation.

"And be it further resolved that our organization, for
the reasons set forth above, carry its fight for nationaliza-
tion of mines into the Dominion of Canada and throw its

influence wherever possible behind our members in Canada
to the accomplishment of that end."
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DISCUSSION 6- READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Prices and Wages
Letter No. 1—Kindly permit me to refer to the Fore-

word that appeared in Coal Age, Aug. 21, 1919, bearing

on the question of whether prices produce wages or

wages produce prices. In view of the stern legislative

measures taken by the most eminent statesmen of today

to restrain undue advance in values, it is not strange

that popular opinion regards the present high prices of

commodities as forcing labor to seek an increase of

wages to enable wage earners to purchase the neces-

sities of life.

There is, no doubt, great diversity of opinion regard-

ing the manner in which prices and wages affect each

other. Some will claim that wages dominate prices,

which seems to be the opinion expressed in the Fore-

word to which I have referred. On the other hand,

many hold the opinion that prices determine the wages

of labor. I hope to see this question thoroughly dis-

cussed by readers, as it is both timely and important.

Preliminary Survey of the Situation

It cannot be denied that simple business policy will

cause a tradesman to maintain that the present high

wages paid for labor are responsible for the increased

prices of the commodities he sells. The interest of

the producer is to keep prices in advance of wages.

The question is, therefore, one that is closely associated

with business interests, and we cannot blame the wage

earner for holding the opinion that the high cost of

living requires the advance he seeks in wages.

No great effort is required to see the trend of the

writer's argument in the Foreword, when he states,

"Prices were the outcome of wages," or the meaning

of his prophecy that "prices must rise rather than fall."

The reason he gives for this condition is that "labor

trusts would not permit the reduction of the compen-

sation paid to manual workers." It is clear that, if

wages are reduced while prices remain unchanged, the

profits of trade will be increased. It must be admitted,

however, that no purpose is served in raising prices,

knowing that labor trusts will raise wages in like pro-

portion. Such action would continue unceasingly, to the

material advantage of no one; while the ultimate effect

would be to reduce the purchasing power of money, to

the detriment of everyone.

No extended vision is necessary to see the loss that

must result from cheap money and high prices, in

the commercial transactions of a nation with a country

where prices are low. Imports are encouraged and ex-

ports discouraged. It is well known that commercial

prosperity depends on a country's exports exceeding

its imports. In other words, the profits of trade and

commerce depend on the sales exceeding the purchases.

The fact is readily recognized that both the profits

of business and the wages paid for labor are regulated

by competition. Should either employers' organiza-

tions or labor trusts force their respective claims be-

yond the point where active and healthy competition

would be destroyed, industry would be bound to suffer.

The old saying holds true today, "Competition is the life

of trade." It is the one factor that maintains an even

balance between prices and wages and tends to keep

conditions normal. Where there is no competition,

prices may rise and the profits of trade increase, with-

out the assurance of an equal increase in wages.

Supply and Demand Fix Prices and
Competition Acts To Equalize

The fact must not be overlooked, however, that local

and temporary circumstances may cause fluctuation in

the rate of wages, just as the price of commodities will

often vary on either side of the cost of production, de-

pending on supply and demand, both in respect to labor

and material. It must be remembered, also, that skilled

labor will often command a wage out of proportion to

the average wages of labor.

The claim that high prices produce high wages will

only be rightly understood by those who realize that

living conditions for the laboring classes demand that

the cost of labor, in production, shall keep pace with the

other elements that enter the problem. It may happen

that high prices produce no effect to advance wages.

For instance, prices depend on cost of production, which
includes the cost of labor and material, freight charges,

taxes and a fair allowance for the profits of business.

Now, an increase in the cost of any of these elements

will surely boost the price of the articles produced.

Thus, high prices may be due to excess profits, high

freight charges, increased cost of raw material or ex-

cessive taxation ; but there may be no corresponding

increase in the wages paid for labor. As previously

stated, supply and demand are the determining factors

in every case, and equalization is brought about by com-
petition, which serves to regulate both prices and wages
in the industrial world. William Wesnedge.

Ladysmith, B. C, Canada.

Wages vs. Work Hours
Letter No. 1—Having read much in Coal Age, in

reference to "the unreasonable demands of miners for

,
higher wages, shorter hours," etc., I wish to express

my own humble opinion on the subject of wages and
hours. As a miner of western Pennsylvania during the

past 18 years, I can only speak from experience in this

district and to which my remarks will be confined.

A visit to a few of the many large mining camps, in

the Pittsburgh field of western Pennsylvania, would
be sufl^cient to convince anyone of the necessity for

improvement of the condition of coal miners, in two
respects. These are not, as some would suppose, wages
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and hours of labor; but hours of labor and working

and living conditions in and at the mines.

The wages paid miners are high enough, provided the

men could have steady work. But, during the past ten

years, coal miners, in this region, have only averaged

from 50 to 70 per cent, of full time. While receiving

a good daily wage, the miner's yearly income is poor

and wholly inadequate to enable him to live and sup-

port his family as he should.

The. Working Day of the Coal Mines

Regarding the hours of labor, W. H. Noone, writing

on "Efficiency of Mine Workers," Coal Age, July 31,

p. 204, gives the natural division of a 24-hr. day as

consisting of eight hours of labor, eight hours of rec-

reation and enjoyment and the remaining eight hours

for the much needed rest of the body. Discussing the

same subject, other writers have suggested reducing

the working day to six hours, and William M. Chambers,

discussing the same subject, Sept. 11, p. 461, draws
attention to the fact that miners, in Illinois, are often

"kept underground ten and even eleven hours a day."

The condition described by Mr. Chambers is not con-

fined to Illinois mines. In the larger mines of this dis-

trict, the miner is actually held eleven hours in the mine.

Although the men work but eight hours in that time,

the other three hours cannot be said to be hours of

either rest or recreation, but are dreary hours of wait-

ing in which the miner must kill time in various ways
that are of no advantage to him but rather a strain

on his constitution and impairs his health. Without
the latter, he cannot be an efficient worker. Reason
demands, therefore, that the coal miner, like men in

other industries, should be given full eight hours from
"bank to bank."

Miners Need Good Wash-Houses at the Mine

Now, a word in regard to miners' living conditions.

Before all other workers, the man who toils in a coal

mine should have provided for his use a wash-house at

the plant. While many other industries have adopted
the wash-house plan and provided a place where their

workers can wash up before going home, the coal miners
of this region, for the most part, are compelled to go
home in their dirty, wet clothes. Not only does this

impose an extra burden on the housewife, who must
either provide and furnish a place and necessary ma-
terials for the men when they come out of the mine,
or permit them to wash in the kitchen; but the exposure
to the weather has proved fatal to many a miner living

at a distance from the mine and compelled to make the
trip home in all kinds of weather in his damp and often
wet working clothes.

It can be said with truth that these conditions pre-
vailing at mines have forced a large number of the
better class of workers to leave the mines and seek
other employment. The policy is a shortsighted one
that so many coal operators adopt by not providing
good working and living conditions for their men.
In closing, then, let me say that the main issue is not
a que.stion of wages, but one that calls for a better dis-
tribution of the work underground, whereby the miner
will be given eight hours for recreation and enjoyment
and eight hours for rest and sleep, after performing
his eight hours of labor. This would lift the miner
from the condition of an underground savage to that
of a good American citizen.

Avella, Penn. August Caramazi.

Child Labor in Mines
Letter No. 2—In connection with the interesting dis-

cussion regarding the employment of minors in and
about mines the following correspondence giving a re-

cent ruling of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
on the Child-Labor Tax Law, a late act of Congress,

will probably be of interest:

Sometimes in May last I addressed the following letter

to Daniel C. Roper, Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
Washington, D. C.

:

Dear Sir:—We are operators of thirty-two mines in Cen-
tral Pennsylvania, employing about 4,000 men. An integral

part of our mine properties and leases consists of eight min-
ing towns, thousands of acres of woodlands, farms, saw-
mills, etc. We permit the widows of men who have died by
reason of accident in our mines or after faithful service, to

stay in our houses and we try to help them as far as pos-

sible. Sons of these widows, sometimes boys between four-
teen and sixteen years of age, seek work with us, which we
would like to give them, knowing that they are the sole-

supporters of their mothers. We request you, therefore, to

kindly inform us if we can employ boys of this age, not in

mine work, but giving them healthy occupation in our real
estate department, in our woodlands or on our farms.
Kindly inform us if, by employing these boys for this kind,
of work, we would be violating the Child Labor Tax Law
and become subject to the penalty of an additional tax of
10 per cent, of our net profits as provided in Section 1200
of the War-Revenue Act.

After some correspondence, giving in detail the in-

formation requested by the commissioner, I received the

following letter from J. Hagerman, deputy commis-
sioner :

Dear Sir:—We appreciate the detailed statements in your
letter of July 2, and the description of the work in which
you contemplate employing minors under sixteen years of
age, provided that their employment will not incur your
liability to taxation under the provisions of the Child Labor
Tax Law, applying to mines and quarries.

You state that the employment of children in your real-
estate department involves the following:

"The real-estate department has charge of the houses,
woodlands, the welfare work and the receation grounds of
our company.
"We keep the roads and alleys cleaned in and about our

dwelling houses, and can employ boys in cleaning up the
rubbish, cutting weeds and keeping the grounds in order.
"We maintain playgrounds for the children and recrea-

tion halls etc., for the men and women, and these grounds
have to be kept in order."

You also say you contemplate the work of boys as
follows:

"We intend to employ boys in the woodlands, in the hand-
ling and stacking of props, mine ties, bark, etc., and in

other light work along with the woodsmen employed."
The employment of minors, as described in your first

statement, in cleaning up yards and alloys around dwelling
houses and recreation halls owned by the coal-mining com-
pany, and in generally keeping the grounds about these
buildings in order, does not come within the taxation in-

tent of the law, even though the yards, alleys and grounds
are owned by the company operating the coal mines and the
names of such minors appear on the payroll of the com-
pany, always providing that such employment will not
suffer or permit the minors to be in or about the mines.
The employment of boys in woodlands, as contemplated

in your second statement, in the handling and stacking of
props, mine ties, bark, etc., and in other light work along
with the woodsmen employed, is not held to be employment
in a mine, even though the woodlands are owned by the
coal-mining company and the names of such boys appear
on the payroll of the mining company.

However, the terms of the Child-Labor Tax Law pro-
vide that any person operating a mill, cannery, workshop.
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factory or manufacturing establishment in which children

under fourteen years are employed, or in which children

between fourteen and sixteen years are employed or per-

mitted to work contrary to certain specified standards as to

hours, shall be subject to the tax. The law applying as

thus stated, to mills covers also the cutting of timber for

a sawmill as well as to all other departments connected

with the operation of a sawmill. Therefore, the employ-

ment of boys in woodlands in connection with a sawmill, or

whose duties take them in or about a sawmill, would come

within the taxation intent of the law.

Coal Age is at liberty to publish this correspondence

if it is deemed desirable.

J. P. Payor, Genl. Supt.,

Cresson, Penn. Pennsylvania Coal & Coke Corp.

Coal Mines in Scotland
Letter No. 1—Kindly permit me as a Scotchman, to

refer to the short article that appeared in Coal Age,

Sept. 4, p. 395, entitled "Coal Mining in France and Scot-

land." The article bears no name, but the writer, who-

ever he may be, draws his own conclusions between the

managers of two coal mines that he claims to have

visited, one in France and the other in Scotland. He
will pardon me for saying that his remarks relating to

the Scotland mine and its manager show either he has

never been in Scotland, or he visited one of the wagon

mines of the old school; and I want to speak a word

in defense of the poor ignorant Scotch manager de-

scribed by our friend in this article.

Anyone who is familiar with coal mining in Scotland

will say that many of the mines are the most modern

operations to be found in the world. The last mine

where I worked before leaving Scotland was one of the

best mines it has ever been my fortune to work in or

visit. The mine hoisted 2000 tons in 8 hr., and the mine

cars only held 1000 lb. each, so that there could have

been no "go-as-you-please" work about the plant, as our

friend would have us believe. I may add that there

are shafts in Scotland, hoisting 4000 tons in 8 hr., from

a depth of 2000 feet.

Requirements in Scottish Mines

Speaking of the hemp cable, in use in the French mine,

it may be of interest to know that the Department of

Mines in Scotland condemned the use of hemp cables in

mines, 20 years ago. Tested steel-wire cables are re-

quired and these are allowed to be used only nine months

in shafts over 500 ft. and twelve months where the depth

is 500 ft. or less.

In France, the article states, a shaft must be inspected

once a month. But, in Scotland, the manager must ex-

amine the shaft every week; and men are employed who
do nothing else but look after the shaft and hoisting

equipment. This is carefully examined every shift be-

fore the men go down into the mine, the rule being

strictly enforced by the Department of Mines and the

mine inspectors.

Evidently, our friend does not know that the Scottish

Parliament, in 1903, passed a law requiring every shaft

to employ two engineers at all times. He speaks about

pillars of coal being left in these mines when everyone

knows that Scotland is famed for its longwall work,

where all the coal is taken out on the advancing method
starting from the shaft bottom. He states the Scotch

manager was "hardly above the level of an ordinary
hewer." It is difficult to say where he gets the term

"hewer," which is the English word for miner. The
Scotch word for miner is "collier."

Speaking of managers of mines in Scotland, there are

three grades; namely managers, under-managers and

minebosses. It is seldom a Scotch collier ever gets

above the under-manager. Most all mine managers are

men with a college training and first-class mining en-

gineers. The examinations required of candidates for

managers and under-managers are as hard as any in the

world required in the filling of these positions. A man
cannot pass this examination, or even take the examina-

tion, unless he can run a first-motion engine.

Let me suggest, in closing, that my friend, whom I do

not know and cannot address, would do well to go back

to Scotland and see some real coal mines such as I am
confident he has never seen.

John A. Douglas, Supt.,

Page, W. Va. Loop Creek Colliery Co..

Avoidable Degradation of Coal

Letter No. 1— I have been reading with great inter-

est the article of Benedict Shubart, Coal Age, Sept. 4,

p. 401, in which he discusses the avoidable degrada-

ton, or reduction in sizes, produced in the preparation

of coal for the market. This is an exceedingly inter-

esting and important subject for discussion, as there

are many factors that enter into the problem, and the

trouble is not all due to the style of equipment em-

ployed for loading the coal, on the surface.

At the present time, it is my duty to study the condi-

tions under which the miner is performing his work,

with a view to selecting the kind of explosive he should

use and instructing him how to place his shots so as

to secure the best results and produce a larger percent-

age of lump coal. Observation convinces me that con-

ditions at the working face are responsible for much of

the degradation of the coal, although I will not deny

that the manner of preparing, loading and transporting

the coal, both in the mine and on the surface, plays an

important part in reducing the size of the coal before

it reaches the market. The point I would emphasize,

however, is that more attention should be given to the

manner of blasting the coal, especially where it is the

practice to blast off the solid, as it is in the anthracite

region.

Start Improvements at the Bottom,
Cooperation Needed

Strange as it may seem the average coal operator ap-

pears to prefer to start from the outside when attempt-

ing to improve conditions in his business. Far better

results would be accomplished if the work of improve-

ment was to commence at the other end. "Start at the

bottom" is my motto. It will often be found that 90

pel- cent, of the difficulties that lower the standard and

(luality of the coal arise from the lack of cooperation

between those in charge of the work underground and

on the surface.

There should always be a common aim and under-

standing of what is required. When the outside fore-

man complains that miners are sending out dirty coal,

he should not be met with some reply tending to throw

the blame on the man outside. Again, when large

pieces of coal are loaded by miners, the complaint is

often heard that too much time is required to break up

the pieces or to get them out of the car. It would
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seem that both the inside and outside foremen should

get together for the purpose of producing the best re-

sults possible.

However, as I said before, more attention should be

given to the miner, who must be taught to use more
judgment and skill in the performance of his work.

Blasting coal is a science that should be carefully

studied. The charge of powder must be in proportion

to its work. If the charge is too deeply laid poor

results will be secured ; and on the other hand, too light

a shot will pulverize the coal and give equally poor re-

sults. Judgment and experience are required for the

work of blasting.

Plan of Mine and Methods of Working Largely

Responsible for Excessive Breakage

In the matter of securing more of the larger sizes of

coal for the market, it is necessary to go further back

in the development, and study the conditions that should

determine the laying out of a mine and the method of

working to be employed that will give the desired re-

sults. In the bituminous field, especially, the direction

of driving the entries and rooms must be largely de-

termined by the vertical cleavages of the coal, the in-

clination of the seam and the extent of the basin or

property to be worked.

The room-and-pillar system of mining should not be

employed where longwall will give better results. In

longwall work, there is a great advantage in keeping

the line of the' working face parallel to the cleats in

the coal. The careful study of these conditions, in the

laying out of a mine, will often produce surprising

results.

An important feature in reducing the amount of

breakage, in the h{indling and loading of coal at the

face, is the distance the coal must be shoveled or other-

wise handled before it can be loaded into the car. On
this account, the driving of chambers at a great width

is often a serious disadvantage, because of the distance

the coal must be handled to get it to the car where

it can be loaded. To lessen the work of shoveling, it

is very common practice, in the anthracite region, for

a miner to arrange his shots so as to throw the coal

toward the roadway. Where coal is mined on steep

pitches much breakage is caused by loading the coal

from chutes, and this will depend very much on the

height of mine car used.

Handling the Coal From the Face to the Dump

When one follows the coal, from the time it is blasted

out of the solid until it reaches the tipple, passes

through the breaker and is finally loaded into the rail-

road car, he is often led to wonder that the percentage

of large coal is not much less than the actual. By the

application of modern machinery, great strides have
been made, in recent years, in the economical handling

of the products of our mines; and yet there is room for

improvement all along the line.

I can remember when, some years ago, in a mine in

South Wales, supposed to be one of the most uptodate
operations in Great Britain, it was forbidden to load

coal with the shovel. Each miner was furnished with
two sheet-iron boxes, and we had to get down on our
knees and scoop the coal into these boxes with our
hands. Notwithstanding all this, when the coal reached
the tipple it was placed in a rotary dump that stood
about 10 ft. over a perforated transit.

At that time, everything that went through the 2-in.

perforations was deducted from the minei-'s gross

weight. The process was known as the "Billy Fair-

play." Under the conditions prevailing there, it was

not unusual for a miner to load from 15 to 20 tons of

coal for which he received no pay. I could never find

out where the "Fairplay" came in. unless it referred to

the operator's side of the question. Richard Bowen.

West Pittston, Penn.

Safety in Mine Timbering
Letter No. 6—Kindly permit me to ofifer a few com-

ments on the letter of "Mine Foreman," Coal Age,

Aug. 28, p. 378, in which he seems to favor the sug-

gestion made by someone, previously, to the effect that

illustrations of the right and wrong methods of tim-

bering should be made and posted where men could

study them. He adds, "This would impress on many
the way in which accidents often occur from improper

timbering."

To my way of thinking, it might be all right to do

this if it were possible to timber every place the same

way. It is well known, however, that conditions make
it necessary to adopt different ways of timbering, and

these can be learned only by actual practice. Before

a man can become a practical timberman, he must be

a certified miner.

Employment of Uncertified Men as Timbermen
AND FACEBOSSES CONDEMNED

Under the mining law of Illinois, a man can secure a

certificate as miner, only by passing an examination be-

fore the Miners' Examining Board to show his knowl-

edge of coal mining and the laws governing the work.

In my judgment, no one but a certified miner is quali-

fied to act as timberman. In no case should an un-

certified miner be permitted to timber places where his

own safety and that of other men depend on his work.

It is true that many facebosses are men who have

started as trapperboys, later driving mules or running

motors and finally reaching a position of driverboss

and then faceboss. It appears to me, however, that

the employment of a man as faceboss who is not a cer-

tified miner is a practical violation of the state mining

law, inasmuch as he will have to direct the work and

be responsible for the safety of certified men mining

the coal under his supervision. The faceboss may have

a man under him who is no better than himself in re-

spect to his knowledge of setting timbers and may send

him to timber a place for machinemen whose lives are

thus placed in his hands. Their safety depends on the

way the work is performed.

After an experience of 24 years in the mines as

miner, driver, trackman, timberman, mine examiner

and mineboss (foreman) I will say that safety in mine

timbering can be brought to the highest standard only

by the employment of practical men who possess the

sense of honor to be fully qualified as certified men, be-

fore attempting .such work.

Speaking of a sciueeze occurring in a mine, my opin-

ion is that it makes little difference what material is

used to timber the workings if the pillars in the mine

are not large enough and strong enough to support the

overlying strata. If the bottom is soft and the great

pressure on the pillars causes it to heave no amount of

timber of any kind can stop it when it has once started.
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My idea is, therefore, that the way in which the work

is performed is of more importance than the material

used in timbering. All depends on the knowledge of

the mine manager (foreman), who must employ com-

petent men and see that the work is done in a substan-

tial and workmanlike manner.

Timber Agreement Between Superintendent and

Mine Inspector Unfair to Foreman

Regarding the superintendent and mine inspector

making a fixed agreement in respect to the timbering

of a mine, it is my opinion that such an agreement

would be unfair to the mine manager (foreman). In

many cases, it will happen that the superintendent is

a man who has worked up to his present position from

that of a clerk in the office and who possesses only a

theoretical knowledge of mining.

The mine manager is the man who is responsible for

the lives of the men working in the mine. If he is a

practical man, a certified miner who has passed his ex-

amination and proved his ability to take charge of a

mine, he will not need a fixed rule for timbering, but

will be guided solely by his own judgment and employ

only certified men in the work of timbering.

Harrisburg, 111. G. D. York.

Unpractical Examination Questions

Letter No. 8—Some time since I was looking over

the issue of Coal Age for July 24, and my attention

was arrested by the second question given on page 165

of that issue. The question asked for the dimensions

of two airways having equal pernneters, the area of

one being half again as large as that of the other.

While I do not ordinarily bother over such ques-

tions, this one seemed so simple that I started to work it

out. I drew many diagrams of different forms, com-

puting the area and perimeter of each.

After some time and labor, I found that a rectangu-

lar airway 6x9 ft., in section, had the same perimeter

as one 3 x 12 ft., in section, the perimeter in each case

being 30 ft. Also, the area of the first airway, 6X9 =
54 sq.ft., is half again as large as that of the second

airway, 3 X 12 = 36 sq.ft. ; thus, 36 X 14 = 54.

This did not and does not appeal to me, however, as

a practical solution of the question, and I was pleased

to see the solutions that were given later in Coal Age,

Aug. 28, pp. 374 and 375. The last one given by Dave
Hunter I believe is the most simple and practical solu-

tion that can be offered in answer to such a question.

Seneca, 111. A. M. Brown, Jr.

Bolshevism in America
Letter No. 4—It is with much pleasure and satisfac-

tion that I have read the letters on this subject that

have appeared recently in Coal Age, and want to express

the hope that the intelligent opinions expressed in these

letters will have the eflfect of arousing the true citizens

of America and cause them to mobilize in a manner to

counteract the already mobilized Bolshevik forces in this

country. Until this is done there will be no end of

labor troubles that prevail today, not only here, but

throughout the world.

In the mining region, especially, Bolshevism is the

topic of the day. In my opinion, our coal producing
centers are the homes of many Bolshevik agitators and

followers. The latter are not generally animated by

an intelligent desire for these doctrines, but, through

their lack of intelligence, they allow themselves to be

led by men who preach force and violence. Not a few
already recognize that they have lowered their standard

of living and not improved their conditions.

It is little wonder that the cost of living today is

high, when workers all over the country are demanding
high wages and shorter hours. It would seem that

these workers think that the capital invested in the

various industries is making such enormous profit that

there can be no limit to their own demands. But, it

must be remembered that to satisfy these demands of

organized labor, it is necessary for producers to in-

crease the cost of their products, and the result is no
advantage to the consumer. In other words, stress,

threats and violence are not the remedy for the high

cost of living.

Strikes Prove Costly to All Concerned

The cost of a strike to the workers is not considered

by the men who advise such a course, who do not stop

to think whether men dependent on their daily wage
can stand a week or a month of idleness. If such sta-

tistics were available, they would show that many a child

and mother have lived in want because the breadwinner

would not or could not stand the disgrace of being called

an "unfair workman," or "scab."

Strikers in all industries overlook the important fact

that when a few hundred or thousand men walk out on

strike, thousands of their countrymen suffer loss by be-

ing obliged to pay more for the necessities of life

because production is curtailed. The more intelligent

of men realize that the act of strikers is not confined in

its effects to themselves, but is felt by a large com-

munity of people who are dependent on the products of

their labor. Knowing this, it is the duty of every

broad-minded citizen to cooperate with the Government

in its efforts to adjust differences and restore the coun-

try to normal conditions. There is but one way to settle

these existing difticulties, and that is for workers to co-

operate with their employers for the welfare of the

general public.

Cause for Decline in Money Value

It is quite true that the purchasing value of a dollar

has grown rapidly less in the past few years, till it is

scarcely more than one-half of what it was formerly.

The principal cause for this condition can be traced to

so large a class of workers who have fallen victims to

Bolshevik activities.

Is it not high time that industrial workers in this

country realized that the President has started a battle

to reduce the high cost of living, but that he is helpless

to gain this end if they themselves continue to demand
higher wages which can only force still higher the cost

of life's necessities? Let us, then, get together in an

honest effort to restore normal conditions, which alone

can bring the dollar back to its original value. Let

us recognize that there is no American principle in the

Bolshevik plan, which started in a foreign country and

is now sowing its seeds of discontent in our own land.

It is the duty of every honest worker to uncover and

condemn whatever has the appearance of Bolshevism.

By this means only can we insure its failure and come

to enjoy the blessings that are ours.

Plymouth, Penn. JOSEPH R. Thomas.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Calculating Air Splits

Explain the method of calculating the natural division

of 15,000 cu.ft. of air in the following three splits:

Split A, 6 X 10 ft, 4000 ft. long;

Split B, 5 X 12 ft., 6000 ft. long;

Split C, 5x8 ft., 3500 ft. long.

West-Terre Haute, Ind Student.

These three airways have the following respective

lengths, perimeters and areas:

Size Length
A, 6x10 ft., 4000 ft.

B, 5 x 12 ft., 6000 ft.

C, 5x8 ft. 3500 ft.

It shortens the operation to take the relative lengths,

perimeters and areas, by cancelling the common fac-

tors in each, as follows : The relative lengths are 8, 12,

7; perimeters, 32, 34, 25; and areas, 3, 3, 2.

~
325

,

Perimeter
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSU'ERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Miscellaneous Questions

(Answered by Request)

Ques.—If 40,000 cu.ft. per min. passes through an

airway 9 x 6 ft. in section, what is the length of one side

of a square airway through which 10,000 cu.ft. per

min. will pass under the same pressure?

Aris.—For the same length of airway and unit pres-

sure, the square of the quantity varies inversely as the

perimeter of the airway and directly as the cube of its

sectional area. Hence, the square of the quantity ratio

is equal to the inverse perimeter ratio, times the cube

of the area ratio. In this case, the perimeter and sec-

tional area of the first airway are 2(6 -)- 9) =30 ft.

and 6 X 9 = 54 sq.ft., respectively. Also calling one

side of the square airway s, its perimeter and sectional

area are 4s and s', respectively. The quantity ratio, in

this case, is 4 : 1, and we write.

/4\2^4s /54y
\i/ ~ 30 ' VsV

which gives for the value of s

421^! = 54^ = 1312 2
i' X 30 120

^'^'^'^

s = V 1312.2 = 4.2/^.

Hence, the side of a square airway that will pass 10,-

000 cu.ft. per min., under the same pressure that a

6 X 9 ft. airway of the same length will pass 40,000

cu.ft. per min., is 4.2 ft., and its sectional area is

4.2-' = 17.64 sq.ft.

Ques.—From the following data find the theoretical

water gage: A fan driven by two coupled engines

having cylinders 18 in. in diameter, length of stroke,

42 in., number of strokes per minute, 50, mean effec-

tive pressure, 16.8 lb. per sq.in., and developing 80

i.hp'. is circulating 144,055 cu.ft. of air per min., and

producing an actual water gage of 3 in. in the fan

drift.

Ans.—Something is wrong in the statement of this

question, as the indicated horsepower of a duplex 18 x

42-in. engine, making 50 strokes a minute, under a

mean effective steam pressure of 16.8 lb. per sq. in.,

would develop a power of only

H 2 X 16.8(0.7854 X 18-)3i X 50

33,000
45J i.hp.

But the effective power on the air, in the circulation

of 144,055 cu.ft. of air against a 3-in. water gage is,

144,055(3 X 5.2)H
33,000

= 68+ hp.

Even assuming that, as the question states, the engine

is developing 80 i.hp. in driving the fan, it is then only

possible to estimate the mechanical efficiency of the fan

and engine combined, which is (100 X 68) -^ 80 = 85

per cent. But, to find the theoretical water gage from

the 3-in. gage effective in the fan drift, it is necessary

to know the manometric efficiency, or the ratio of the

effective to the theoretical pressure of gage, which is

not the same as the mechanical efficiency found above.

Ques.— (a) What are the causes of creep and squeeze?

(b) How would you guard against them? (c) How
would you proceed to stop them ?

.4ns.— (a) A squeeze or creep occurring in a jnine is

the result of leaving insufficient pillar support. In other

words, the pillars are too small for the depth of cover

and thickness and strength of the coal, in the seam
worked. The excessive roof pressure tends either to

crush the coal or force the pillars into the soft bottom,

causing it to heave. Either of these conditions is

known as "squeeze or creep," in mining.

(.b) To guard against the occurrence of squeeze or

creep, it is necessary to leave adequate pillars to support

the roof and take necessary precautions to prevent the

heaving of a soft bottom. If the bottom is fireclay, it

must be kept as dry as possible by providing good drain-

age.

(c) The most effective means of arresting a squeeze is

to start a good fall of roof in the waste, and push the

rapid extraction of pillars in adjoining sections of the

mine.

Ques.— (a) How would you proceed to rescue men re-

maining in a mine after an explosion? (b) What dif-

ficulties would you be likely to encounter and how would
you overcome them?

Ans.— (a) Call for volunteers and select from these

the most experienced men and those familiar with the

mine. Where trained rescue teams are available, these

are given preference. Examine and make any needed

temporary repairs to the ventilating apparatus. Organ-
ize two rescue parties, placing each in charge of a com-

petent leader. Equip these men with safety lamps and
all necessary tools and other supplies.

Enter the mine on the intake air, the men equipped

with breathing apparatus going ahead as exploring par-

ties, advancing as rapidly as possible but not faster

than the air. The second or follow-up party makes
necessary repairs, erecting brattices where these are

wanted to carry the air forward and restore the circula-

tion as rapidly as possible. In this manner each section

of the mine must be e.xplored and every effort made to

rescue the men entombed in the workings.

(b) The difficulties to be encountered consist mainly

in the lack of air circulating in the mine following an

explosion, owing to doors and stoppings having been

blown dovra and the means of ventilation destroyed by
the blast. The passageways are filled with debris, tim-

bers and fallen roof, broken cars and twisted iron, mak-
ing progress slow and dangerous. Also the afterdamp
that fills the mine is irrespirable and poisonous. These
difficulties must be overcome by doing everything to

restore the circulation of air and to remove the accumu-
lated gases and the numerous obstructions in the roads

and passageways.
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FOREIGN MARKETS %.„
AND EXPORT NEWS °*'^^'

EDITED BY ALEX MOSS

E/^ 1 C. .• this supply would meet all of Lienmark's

UrOPean L.Oal situation (uel requirements for about 37 years The
1 I lack of coal stimulated peat production, ana

397.800 tons were produced in 1917. as

Reports Received From Consular Officers Abroad Show That the '^°Two'^*^tonr*of"dHed* "I'd p"replred peat
--,,--_-,-_ -^^ , r_^, , rrr T T» • c i have approximately the same heat value
iNeed tor ruel Is Urgent and Inat the iime Is Kipe tor Amer- as one ton of ordinary coai. However, peat

^ * is so bulky that it is ditTicult and wasteful

ican Coal to Obtain a Footino; in Foreim Markets '» handle, and even though the original
o b cost of peat is less than coal the final cost,

after handling, is about the same as that
GEBMAN AUSTRIA DENMARK of imported coal.

f-^r,=„i i-=r,<>^o. Aih ,f Tj,.=to„,i Trade Commissioner Thormod O. Klath, Peat has been used principally for do-
Consul General Albert Halstead, Copenhagen July 14 1919 mestic heating purposes, but also to some

Vienna, July 22 Throughout the war period' Denmark had extent in industrial plants and as locomo-

The fiffure^ nuoted below were furnished S^eat difficulty in keeping up its fuel sup- t've fuel. In many places the gas plants
ine ngures quoted below were turnisnea ° ^nme time manv of the lp<;<; have been experimenting with peat in pro-

by the correspondent for German Austria ?'' t" , • j =on?e time many oi tne less j .= illuminating eas but the consumn-
and Hllnffnrv of i nrr.minor,t imorir-on essentia mdUStriCS Were fOrCCd to close aucmg lliuminaiing gas, uul l.Iie uuhbuiup

newatjaner and whil? unoffl?ial are ^e down. By practicing the strictest economy. 'Jp"
for tjiis use has not been large. If

newspaper, and, while unofficial, are be- v-owever suDDlemented bv Government ^^e use of peat by the gas plants is de-
lieved to be accurate: iiuwevei, huppienieriieu uy vjuveriiriieiii.

^giQpg^ to ^ny extent the production of
As a result of the revolution German received 'it ^waqnnss'ihYe to eetXng"'^^^^ coal-tar products. ' ammonia, etc., will un-

Au.stria lost all its sources of coal supply. mnnrfo eradifallv hpM^ as the war doubtedly form valuable byproducts.
Only 5000 tons per day—that is. 12 per TO^tinued until at the e^d of 1918 thi low- About a year ago. the Danish Gtivern-
<:ent. of the coal required in 1913 for rail- p?t S, wa= L^rhed "lent A^ed the maximum price of peat at
way. industrial and household purposes

—

-,j,hp normal annual coal reauirements of 57 Per ton at the moor and $8.60 per ton
is now produced in German Austria; 88 per Denma?k amount to o^^r I 000 0^0 tons loaded in freight cars fob. the seller's
cent, must be imported. As the German airo?whichTS?t be imported as there are nearest railway station. The Government
Austria coal is of a poor quality, the 12 ^" °orimin?s in thT Country Of twi has done all in its power to encourage the
per cent, must be reduced to 6 per cent. "°

„,°t the las nlants consume annroxi- producticm of peat and has given some

ri'ir.o°=.di*'^
activities most affected is the

^'Jteiy 600,000 tons felectriS"plan«,'^roo:- financial assistance in the farm loans at
railroads. ,,„„ . j-j,, '*_:„! nlantc! 1 =ifln 000 railroads low interest rates to producers. In 1917

••The German Austrian railroads made r22 hnn • and hoSsehold and miscenan^^ there were in operation over 200 peat

?o"\fe-e\t'l'nr;rioT6!o'^ro"ns-p'^^';^o°nU^ B^^^S^^BS^ I ha^l^ be^eT^flr ^^n^?;r^sa[i?fTcto''r^- ^T^hl
or 62 per cent, of the quantity agreed upon. ;?lP'^^t'''l„%"Va Jt's

Proaucea oy tne
^^^^^ increase in peat production has been

Because of the small importations the coal ""^iic-" foiinwine table shows (in metric due chiefly to price-fixing by the Govern-
produced withm the country has had to be

tons of '"nH^b) the importe of coal coke ment and to other aid extended. These
used for various industries, and the 30.250 tons of "0*_? 10 ' the imgms^or coa^^^

measures were taken, of course, to provide
tons per month that usually were secured

vears 1913 to 1918 nc?usiv^e^nd the prin- fuel for the country in an emergency, and
by the railroads from this source have Jf^^ „"

„Ving countrie^ when coal at a lower price and in sufficient
been reduced to 26.800 tons. °'Pa' exporting countries.

•'The railroads require 166.500 tons of .„., ,„,, .qi,; lom igi? iotr
coal per month, whereas the total amount Articles and Countries 1913 191'! '915 1910 i^<i/

which they now have is the 109.650 tons Coal:
,oo-i.i m ??1 109715 508 115 644 058 687 101

from foreign sources plus 26.800 tons from Germany 189,211 131,3^1 iuy,/i3 suo.iiJ oti.u^o oo/.iui

their own mines making only 136 450 tons United Kingdom—
i 494 693 I 615.180 1,605,553 1,046.372 424.076 557,414

per month, or about 30.000 tons less than S^TKnd 401293 1374 762 1469 452 1197.851 388.320 494,910
their requirements. The railroads say they ^otland ' oVn« 54 157 39 860 48 105 11103 9.415
ought to have a stock of 400.000 tons on Wales... 32,057 54.15/ :>v,b6u « ,u5

,
,,v,

hand, whereas they have only 32.200. or Other countries 32,272 ''°'^'" "''^ ' .^__1_L . L_
cna! sufficient for about five days.

Total coal 3 149 526 3,224,381 3,230,709 2,812,122 1,472,665 1,751,240
•The electric light and power plant in

CcV^ ^ °
275270 248,645 449,626 647,319 465.642 360.081

Vienna IS so hard rressed for coal that a k°^^--,. YwH? 139,455 183,647 245.366 187,505 117.561
few days ago it found iiself on the verge criquers 110. jj/

Sn the"fan°r'?ads''in Ihi.«'!"nerEen"cy. a'nd'the It will be seen that the United Kingd.om ^"an'ities is again on the marked
I'l^.J'*'?'

railroads loaned the n'ant 5000 tons. At has been the chief source of Denmark's production will undoubtedly go back to

'his time the .-lectric light and power plant coal imports, and about 90 per cent, of "S old pasis.
„„,„„,

-had on hand onlv 1500 tons of coal, or le^s the coke imported has also come from the The following figures show the output

than two davs- .supply. At the correspond- United Kingdom. Germany has been next and nuniber of factories producing ma-
ing date in 1918 the plant had 40.000 tons in importance in supplying coal. Especial- J,^'"^-"l^l« PS5L'",„P:!"?lt'^'S„for certa n

of coal. The consumption of coal by the Iv during the last years Germany has sent ^ears. the sudden increases for 1916 and
electric-light plant, even with its pre'^ent a large amount of coal to Denmark to help ",", ^f,'"B„^"f ,'o^„^52^'^^„l^ ew^n. hS
greatly reduced service. Is 800 tons per day. pay for the foodstuffs from Denmark. The "sual supply of Imported coal shut out by

but on account of strikes In foreign mines German coal in a measure also aided in '"e war.
and for other reasons the actual delivery of keeping up the exchange rates between Year Factoncs, Output,
coal is brought down to 300 tons per day. these two countries. Number Tons

'•The gas works of Vienna had on July Early in the war. when the coal shortage 1902 39 46,760
1.^ of this year a sunply of only 26 000 tons first bc'came felt, the Government laid down |907 53 63,948
of coal. On the corresponding date last very strict rules looking to the conservation 1912 90 84,788
vear it had on hand 126.000 tons of coal. of coal. Street lighting was cut down to 1914 97 86,849
The electric plant on July 15, 1918 had a the minimum, the number of street cars 1915. 99 95,145
stock of 44.000 tons of coal, and on July was reduced, and fuel for household use |9I6 204 285.000
15 of this year it had only 2000 tons of was rationed. Electric current for lighting 1917 747 397.846
coal on hand: four days later. .Tuly 19. houses and stores was charged for at in-
'ts reserve was down to 1500 tons, or a cre.ased rates if more than the minimum Brown coal (lignite) Is a comparatively
loss of 500 tons In four days. nuantity was used, and the same was true new product in Denmark. It having rccent-

'•It has been necessary to close the of gas. Stores and other places of busi- ly been discovered in Jutland. It is very
Vienna belt railway, part subway and part ness were compelled to close at an early similar to the brown coal found in many
elevated, for lack of coal, and railway hour to save fuel, and restaurants were al- parts of Germany, although its heat value
.service during the war has been reduced to lowed to serve hot dishes only between cer- la said to be much less. Brown coal has
about 24 per cent, of the service In 1914." tain hours. All superfluous lighting of been used extensively for a number of

It will be observed that the foregoing theaters was discontinued, and all theaters years in Germany, where It Is found In

statement does not deal with the quantities had to be closed bv 10 o'clock. Practically large quantities and Is of good quality,
if coal required for Industries, This would all of these regulations were continued As fuel in the German glass Industry,
he verv mucb morr than that needed hv throughout the war and are still In effect which Is located near the hrown-coal de-
the various citv undertakings. It will be in all parts of Denmark. nosits. It has been of much Importance,
further observed that the coal required for There are deposits of peat In various The use of brown coal In Denmark, how-
heating private dwellings Is not taken Into sections of Jutland (the continental portion ever, will always be Insignificant. Its

consideration. Without coal for the In- of Denmark), and on the different Islands greatest value will be for use In cement
dustrles Industrial unrest must he aue- The total peat area has been estimated at factories near the deposits In Jutland and
men ted : without coal for the household, life 62.000 s(1iiare miles. If an amotint of peat for making fuel briquets In combination
In wlnte' wl'I he well-nigh Intolerable were used annually equivalent to the heat wi<h neat and coal tar.

The lack of fuel In Austria In serious, value of 4.000.000 tons of bituminous coal. Normally about 315.000 Ions of wood
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are cut for fuel, equivalent in lieat value
to about loU.uot) tons of coal. During the
autumn of 1916 and the spring of 1917
about 765, OOU tons of wood fuel were cut,
due to the urgent demand. The cut wnl
have to be reduced in the future, however,
in order to keep up tlie scant forests of the
country. Durmg the coal scarcity large
amounts of wood to be used as fuel were
imported from Sweden and Norway.
The foregoing shows the conditions of

the Danish fuel supply at the end of the
war, and since the signing of the armistice
conditions have not improved. The quan-
tity of coal received from Germany h.is
dropped to almost nothing, and great dif-
ficulty has been encountered in obtaining
English coal. The English market is the
largest source of supply at present, but
even though Danish importers send their
own ships to England, endless delays are
met before the ves.sels can be loaded and
return with cargoes. Sometimes a ship
must wait three or even four weeks in the
English ports before it can be loaded with
coal.
As a result Danish coal importers have

been looking to the United States as a pos-
sible source of supply. Orders to the
amount of two or three hundred thousand
tons have already been placed in the
United States, a large part of which is for
the use of the Danish Government railways.
This .American coal costs from $28 to $30
per ton c.i.f. Danish ports.

After considerable delay and many diffi-

culties in obtaining shipping, a coal com-
pany of Copienhagen has /succeeded in
bringi^p- to Denmark the first boatload of
American coal that has ever been landed
here. The first steamer arrived at Aarhus
the latter part of June, and the second
snip has just arrived at Copenhagen. There
has been some question as to the quality
of the American coal, but this doubt has--

already been dispelled. The manager of a
local importing company stated that in hi?
opinion the American coal is equal to. if

not better than, the best English coal.
So long as the English and German coal

is so scarce and so expensive, there is an
opportunity for the United States to supply
coal to Denmark. However, when condi-
tions become nearer to normal in these
two exporting countries, it is doubtful
whether the American product can compete
because of high freights.

It is undoubtedly true that American
shipping could be more profitably employed
than in carrying coal over the -Atlantic to
supply the factories and railways of
Europe. This is especially true when the
ships must return to the United States %ith
little or no freight. The ideal situation,
of course, would be to send cargoes of
manufactured goods to supply the numer-
ous wants of these countries.

If American coal is to be sent to Den-
mark or other Scandinavian country perma-
nently, the American coal-exporting com-
panie.s should take over some of the larger
coal concerns operating at the principal
ports. The coal could be used as bunkers
for .\merican ships in this part of the
world. There would then be no need for
American ships to rely on foreign bunker
coal, as is now the case, and the control
that foreign countries now exercise over
American shipping would be entirely re-
moved. This matter is worthy of serious
consideration by American shipping and
coal interests.

ITALY
Trade Commissioner H. C. MacLean,

Rome, July 28, 1919.

An industrial nation without coal is
helpless, yet that is the situation which
confronts Italy at the present moment.
Italy has been accustomed to import prac-
tically all its coal from England, and Eng-
land now finds itself unable to continue
this supply as heretofore.
The Italian Minister of Transportation,

speaking before the Chamber of Deputies
on July 26, stated that the stocks of coal
on hand f<y the railroads and navy were
sufficient only for 14 days, including that
on vessels being unloaded, in lighters, and
on docks. Industry and transportation are
so interdependent that the one can not be
deprived of coal to benefit the other, yet
Italy's supply of coal will not permit both
to operate to the customary extent.

The production of coal in England has
decrea55ed to a point where it is predicted
that there will remain onlv a surplus of
l.l.nnn.nnn tons per annum, instead of the
77 nnri nnn tons formerly exported and Eng-
land has been obliged to limit the exports
of coal to Italy to .about 330,000 tons per
month, for both private and Government
account, which is less than one-half the
quantify expected. On top of this has
come notice that for the time being, at
least, all shipments must be suspended.

Belgium, which furnished Ttnly ahout 20,-
000 tons per month, has prohibited the ex-

portation of coal. Imports from France
nave been insuthcient to afford any relief.
Germany can supply Italy only after the
requirements of France have been taken
care of, which leaves Italy little basis for
hope in this direction.

All eyes are turned toward the United
States as the only country with a sutficient
production to cope with the situation, but
the shortage of tonnage has so far pre-
vented the movement of adequate quan-
tities of coal. By sending its own vessels,
Italy has succeeded in assuring the ship-
ment of 102,000 tons of American coal in
July, as compared with 67.000 tons in
June, and every effort is being made to pro-
vide additional tonnage. However, the
difliculty in arranging credits to cover pur-
chases and the extreme depreciation of the
Italian lira abroad increase the difficulties
already existing.
The following figures show Italy's im-

ports of coal from 1913 to date, in metric
tons of 2204.6 pounds:

1913
1914
1915
1916
|9I7
1918
1919 (6 months).

Foreign Coal Trade Opportunity
A company in England desires to pur-

chase coal in any quantity and quality
available. Quotations should be given c.i.f.

Divei-pool and London. Reference. The
address may be obtained from the Bureau
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Wash-
ington, D. C, or any of its district and co-
operative offices. Refer to File No. 30,693.

Exports of Coal from Newcastle,

Australia
Coal exported from Newcastle to points

beyond the State of New South Wales for
the period of six months ended June 30,
1919, states a recent consular report,
amounted to 1,355,492 tons, which is a de-
crease of 343,829 tons from the 1,699.321
tons shipped during the corresponding
period of 1918. A considerable proportion

United
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COAL AND
COKE NEWS

Harrisburg, Penn.

Question of abolition or continnation of
state ten per cent, differential interesting
people. Commissioner Donaldson opposed
to differential. Governor Sproul tiiinks
state -fund shonld have a hearing.

^Vhethe^ the ten per cent, differential in
ta\or of the State Workmen's Insurance
Fund, in writing compensation liability
insurance, will be abolished on Jan. 1,

1920, or whether it will be continued until
some future date, is a question which is

interesting the insurance people. Insur-
ance Commissioner Donaldson, who holds.
in his letter to the State Board in charge
of the fund, that the matter of abolishing
th> differential is wholly within his dis-
cretion, will be asked to submit the ques-
tion to the board. Mr. Donaldson is op-
posed to the differential and believes that
all compensation insurance should be on a
parity, state fund or not. He has held that
view for years.

Governor William C. Sproul, who "was
not advised as to the Donaldson plan until
after the action had been made public,
states, "I think that the state fund's side
of this matter should be gone into. To
my mind the state fund should have a
hearing, too." Further than that the
governor would not comment.

Mr. Donaldson replied a few days ago to
the governor's request that the matter
be held in abeyance, with a letter which
saiO that action had already been taken
by him under the act of 1919.

Judging from the governor's remarks,
the matter will be taken up by the board,
whose members in years gone by held
that they had advisory powers at least
on rates. Whether Mr. Donaldson will in-
sist on the differential abolition or decide
to make a trial awhile longer is the inter-
esting question here.

Charleston, W. Va.

Most serious car shortage of calendar
year in C. & O. territory. Railroad re-
verts to old practice. Gives all cars to
mines fnrnishing railroad coal. Vigorous
protest lodged. Xew River field gets .50

to 60 per cent, car suppl.v. Production,
100.000 tons. Impossible to care for con-
tract customers. Mines working half time
In Kanawha field.

At no time during the present calendar
year has there been a more serious car
shortage, at least in mining territory sup-
Plied by the Chesapeake & Ohio Ry., than
during the week ended .'^ept. 20, when pro-
duction was not only seriously restricted
but operations absolutely paralyzed for
several days. Indeed during the latter part
of the week the supply was under 40 per
cent, in some parts of C. & O. territory.
In other words, there was a 60 per cent,
loss from a shortage of cars alone, the
result of which was. of course, to force
a total suspension of operations at many
points. "UTiile the shortage in other parts
of the state was not so serious, yet it made
itself felt even in other districts.

To make matters worse the C. & O.
had reverted to the old practice of giving
what cars were available to mines furnish-
ing it with railroid fuel, so that while
some mines received a 100 per cent, supply,
other mines received no cars .at all. This
of cour.se created widespread discontent
among operators, culminating in a vigorous
protest lodged with tlie director general
of railroads as well as with the general
superintendent of the C. & O. ; the only
Information elicited being that the com-
pany was unable to purchase coal and.
therefore, had either to confiscate fuel, or
else to favor the mines from which It ob-
tained Its supply of coal.

The very pronounced shortage made It
absolutely Impossible for mines to even meet
contract requirements, either as to smoke-
less fuel or as to gas, splint and byproduct

coals. Producers seek to make it plain
that were the railroads furnishing an ade-
quate car supply, they would have little

difficulty in securing sufficient fuel ; as "len
it would be possible for producers not only
to take care of contracts but to let rail-
roads have a larger supply of fuel ; the
railroads, however, are averse to buying
coal unless they can secure it at ridicu-
lously low prices. Prevailing high prices
exist on paper only, as far as West Vir-
ginia producers are concerned, simply be-
cause they are having the time of their
life even supplying fuel at contract prices
fixed early in the year.

^Miile export shpiments by way of tide-
water were somewhat larger during tlie

week ended Sept. 20. there was not a suffi-
ciently large production to enable operators
to forward much tonnage either of smoke-
less, gas or splint to tide. Labor troubles
to some extent also checked production.

As showing Just how inadequate the
supply of cars in the New River region
was during the third week of .-September, it

is only necessary to state that on Sept. 20
there were no less than 47 mines in the
New River field without a single car
available for loading. Taking the district
as a whole, actual fig\iers disclose tlie fact
that the mines had only a 40 per cent, sup-
ply on the twentieth. The sliort:tg3 was
prevalent tliroughout the weelv .and, while
not so acute earlier in the period, yet was
so serious as to seriously handicap pro-
ducers in getting out coal ; the supply
throughout the week not averaging more
than 50 or 60 per cent. No as.-iurances
were given of any improvement with re-
spect to loading facilities, the situation
apparently going from bad to worse. Pro-
duction for the week is estimated at being
less than 100,000 tons, an extremely serious
situation for a district prodiicing smoke-
less coal, a large part of whicli is being
exported.

In the New River, as in other fields,
operators were finding it absolutely im-
possible to take care of contract customers.
L.aV)or conditions still interfered with pro-
duction to some extent but not so much so
as in previous weeks. There was still no
production at mines opposing the "closed
.shop." which forms a part of the wage con-
tract now in force, and union miners were
seeking work elsewhere, but other pro-
ducers were not inclined to employ men
in such cases. Strikes at min^s producing
what is known as "low coal" had all been
settled with one exception. Insofar as it

was possible to learn, the volume of New
River coal exported was somewhat larger
th.an during previous weeks when vessels
were scarce.

An absence of cars at many operations
comjiletely disorganized operations In the
Kanawha field throughout the week ended
Sept. 20, conditions going from oad to
worse as the week progressed, so that pro-
duction was at quite low ebb ; mines on
an .average were not able to work more
than halt time during the week. The car
supply ranged from 70 per cent., .at the
outset of the weekly period, to 50 per
cent, when the week's work was ended.
Consequently little more than about 100.-
000 tons of coal were produced—not enough
to enable producers to meet their contract
obligations, much less to meet the grov.'ing
demand for coal. As Kanawha producers
are not even able to meet contracts, pre-
vailing high prices do not represent prices
being received tor coal now being delivered.

Huntington, W. Va.

I.ognn field suflers loss in output In

second week in September due t<i scarcity
of cars. Production fl.'; per cent. IJttle
prospect of Improvement for fliird week of
September. Labor trouble not anticipated.

.'\n increase in the loss of working time,
amounting to more than six hundred hours,
cost the Logan district, during the week
ending Sept. 13, almost 50,000 tons, such a

I0.SS being attributable to a falling car sup-
ply. In other words out of a total of
245" hours lost in tlie Logan district. 2162
hours were lost because of the scarcity of
cars ; the total tonnage loss from a car
shortage amounting to 140,000 tons as
against 91,000 tons for the previous week.
The percentage of loss from the meagre
ca-r' supply rose from 28 to almost 40 per
cent., while the total loss in production
was increased from 34 to almost 45 per
cent., or from 114,000 to 160,000 tons.

With the shortage of cars so pronounced
of course production was cut down, slutnp-
ing from 219.000 to 199,000 tons, a loss
ot about 20,000 tons ; production for the
week thus being restricted to about 55 per
cent ot full time capacity. As less than
a thousand tons were lost because of a
shortage of miners and only 10,000 tons
because of mine disability, it will be evi-
dent that the car shortage was the princi-
pal factor in so greatly reducing the out-
put in the Logan field. There was little

promise of any improvement with respect to
the car supply of the Guyan field during the
third week of September, the Chesapeake
& Ohio still being unable to secure enouglt
cars from connections to keep all mines
supplied. Both during the week ended
S(pt 13 and during the week ended Sept.
20. not only were mines limited to part
time operation but there were many in-

stai ces where it was necessary to sus-
pend operations pending the arrival of
empties. Market conditions had no part
in holding back production, there being an
ample demand for all coal the mines of the
Guyan field were able to produce.

On the eve of an investigation of condi-
tions existing in the Logan field, growing
out of charges made by the United Mine
Workers, there was little evidence on the
surface of any labor trouble in the dis-
trict and miners in the field were working
regularly insofar as the limited car supply
would permit and were apparently satis-

fled as to wages and general living con-
ditions.

Total loadings on the C. & O. for the
month of August, as made public by that
corr-pany at its Huntington offices, amounted
to 39,000 cars or slightly less than 2,000,-
001- tons for the month ; the decrease as
compared with previous months being at-

tributable to the railroad shopmen's strike
early in August.

Fairmont, W. Va.

Third week in September one of the best
production periods of the year. Heavy
shipments eastward. Increase in tonnage
west. Cars scarce on Western ^Maryland
and Coal and Coke railroads. Kffcct ot
steel strike on output of coal and coke.

The week ended Sept. 20 stood out in

bas relief as one ot the best production
periods of the year in the Fairmont re-
gion ; the output being eclipsed in only
one other weekly period during 1919—the
•week ended Aug, 23. The tonnage lo.aded

on the Monongah division ot the Baltimore
& Ohfo amounted to 325.000 while for the

region as a whole the production was only
a tew hundred tons short of 400.000 tons:
7984 cars of coal being loaded and shipped
In the region. The mines succeeded In

oversh.adowinc production for the corre-

sponding period ot 1918.

AH previous records for the month of
September were eclipsed in the shipment
of coal eastward, amounting In all to 0629

cars Western shipments, amounting In

all to 920 cars ot coal, were the heaviest

of the vear. At the same time there was
a perceptible increase in western ship-

ments ot coke. Tidewater shipments grew
In volume Insofar as Curtis Bay was con-

cerned, there being 1120 cars of coal

shipped to that point; the heaviest ton-

nage for the year with the exception of

th.-> week ended Aug 23. P", the other

hand, there was a marked decline In the

toimage flowing to St. Georges piers.
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There appeared to be a stronger market
for northern West Virginia coal at the

Lakes, shipments to such points showing
an increase over previous weeks. Embar-
goes were still checking tidewater ship-
ments to some extent.

In sharp contrast to conditions m the

Fairmont region were those in other north-
ern Vest Virginia fields, where mines were
experiencing much trouble in securing cars.

Empties were a negligible quantity on the

Western Maryland R.R. ; mines along that

road were marking time and producmg
little coal. Coal loading equipment was
also exceedingly scarce on the Coal and
Coke division of the B. & O. R.R.

.
At

one point in the northern West \ irgmia

fleldc on the twentieth no cars were to be

had Coal is being confiscated m some
instances bv one of the roads operatmg
in the northern part of the state.

Speculation is rife as to what effect

the steel strike will have on the produc-

tion as well as on the price of coal pro-

duced in northern West Virgmia fields.

While prices have been slightly afEected.

changes have been almost imperceptible.

So far as can be learned the volume ol

coal being shipped to steel plants is not

exceptionally large. Coke production wi 1

be affected to a greater extent than coal,

should the steel strike be protracted.

Bluefield, W. Va.

Pocahontas field increases outpui in

second week in September. Car supply

better. Export and contract trade in fair

shape. Production slightly increased in

Williamson field.

Marked improvement in the car supply

in the Pocahontas region enabled mines in

thai region to materially Increase their out-

put during the week ended Sept. 13, the

increase amounting to 56,000 tons, restor-

ing the output to the figure reached in

Julv and upon one or two occasions since

theii In short from 282,000 tons for the

week ended Sept. 6. production was ad-

vanced to 338,000 tons. This was accom-
plished bv virtue of the fact that the loss

from a shortage of cars was reduced from
153 000 to 116,000 tons, or a decrease in

the loss of 42.200 tons.

During the previous week the shortage

had become so serious that many mines

had to suspend operations, operators en-

tering vigorous complaints, which appar-

ently had some effect judging from the

improvement in the car supply. With more
cars available it was possible for Poca-

hontas producers to take care of export

shipments as well as to make delivery of

coa' on contracts and to overcome to a

slight extent the growing shortage ot

smokeless coal.
, /. o „^.„™v^o,.

During the second week of September
several large export shipments were started

overseas and much coal for bunkering was
shipped to tidewater. Shipments ot Poca-

hontas coal to western points was com-
paratively limited although in greater

volume than during the previous week.

Wn-ile the production of coke was not quite

as heavy as during the previous w-eek.

pioduction as a whole was main.ained, there

having been 12,819 tons of coal coked,

some ot it tor inland western markets at

k substantial price. ^ . n,„
While figures covering production in tne

Williamson field are not available, produc-

tion was increased slightly in that region

owing to an improvement in the car sup-

ply which has been for several weeks
affecting production to the extent of about

25 per cent.

PKJIN.STI.V.\XIA
Anthracite

Mt. Carmel—Recently a miner died as

the result of injuries received from a fall

of rock at Sayre colliery near here: This

wa". the first fatality tor a Lehigh Coal Co.

mine in the entire district tor the present

year, which is a remarkably good showing.

Hazleton—The contract expired recently,

which is said to have been made ten years
ago by the contractor who has been doing
the stripping for the G. B. Markle Co., at

Ebervale and Oakdale, in the Black Creek
basin north ot this place. To strip the

valuable M.ammoth seam here, a score or

more of steam shovels and other equip-

ment in proportion was used : the con-

tractor has just turnea this property over

to the Markle company. Other sections ot

this basin will be stripped and a large ditch

dug to keep the waters of the valley out

of the Rtrippings and the mines here. An
article descriptive of this mammoth strip-

ping appcarinc: in the Sept. 25, 1915. issue

Coal Age, under the title of "Large Strip-

ping Operation."

Harrisbiirg—Under the i>rovision of a
new act of assembly, approved recently,

it is unlawful for any person to change
his name or assume a different name unless
such change is made pursuant to proceed-
ings in court and approved by the court.

It is believed that the act is aimed mainly
at a certain class of foreign-speaking men
employed about the mines, who go from
colliery to colliery using a new name in

each place of employment, evading pay-
ment of debts and taxes and also evading
punishment or dicipline for violations of
the mine laws. Such men have been
known to be discharged at one mine for
smoking in safety lamp districts, and a few-

days later were found working in another
section of the same mine under a new
name.

Shenandoah—A suit to force the sale of
973 acres of coal land in Locust Mountain
was filed in court recently, and an injunc-
tion applied for. The Girard Mammoth
Coal Co., a concern mining coal in a tract
acquired by Stephen Girard, figures promi-
nently in the proceedings. Defendants in-

clude J. Crosby Brown, Philadelphia, the
Wentz Corporation, New York, the Home
Missionary Society, of Philadelphia, Penn-
sylvania Company for Insurance of Lives
and Annuities: W. H. Ingram, Thomas De
Witt Cuyler and Charles Tate, New York.
Girard Mammoth Co. asks that the Raven
Run Coal Co. be restrained from declaring
void their lease, on which the Raven Run
Co. is now operating. The present suit is

the culmination of a series of disputes
between the lessees and those controlling
the coal lands involved.

Bituminous

IVashington—The directors of the Hous-
ton Coal Co. have leased their Arnold
mine to the Pittsburgh Mining Co., which
is composed of Brownsville capitalists.

The Houston Coal Co. is still operating its

Pact on and McBurney mines.

Somerset—The Bittner and Walker
mines, at North Somerset, Penn., have been
sold to the Cosgrove Coal Co., of Johns-
town, Penn., the consideration being pri-

vate. The property includes 300 acres of
coal and mining plant. James A. Meehan
will superintend operations.

Iselin—The Brown Coal Co. has com-
pleted its Galion steel hoist and tipple, at
Clarksburg (Indiana County), near here,
and will begin loading the coal this week.
The Brown company purchased the old
"Hart" operation, which was the first mine
opened in the Pittsburgh seam here for
custom coal many years ago.

Moant Savage—It is reported that C.

J. Rowe & Bros., Meyersdale, Penn., have
purchased the entire equipment and leased
the 2,000 acres of the old Bond and Par-
ker mines at Barrelsville, near here in

Allegany County, Md. Until recently
these mines were operated by the Georges
Cieek Parker Coal Co. The lessees will

install a conveyer belt system. The same
company recently purchased the entirte

stock of the Big Vein Coal Co., of Mount
Spvage, and are mining coal under that
name.

BlaiTsville—F. G. Davis has reopened
two of his mines in the Pittsburgh seam
here (Indiana County), and has a produc-
tion of about 100 tons per day. He has
announced that he will reopen the old mine
on the Campbell farm, just north of Blairs-
ville, in the near future.

Another historic land-mark of Indi-
ana County passed out ot existence when
the old Smith mine, just north of here,
was abandoned a few days ago. It

was operated by the Robert Smith Coal
Co., at Smith Station, on the Indiana
branch of the Pennsylvania railroad. It

was one of the oldest operating mines in

Pennsylvania, being opened in 1823, thus
making it 96 years old. It had been in

continuous operation since its opening. It

was the first mine in Indiana County to
make shipments by rail, and has always
been used to coal the engines of the Indi-
ana branch trains. The tipple and other
buildings are being dismantled and moved
away.

WEST VIRGIN I.\

Charleston—According to announcement
just made, equipment for five of the mine
rescue stations recently established has
been received and installed, the five sta-
tions being at Elkins. Wlieeling, Fairmont,
Mt. Hope and Charleston. While no per-
manent headquarters have bfr'n found .vet

for the rescue stations at Wheeling and
Charleston, it Is expected that it will be
po'^sible to find suitable headquarters in the

near future. The training ot crews at the
various stations will be started at once.
Should the occasion arise, any ot the five
stations are prepared to answer an emer-
gency call.

"Uliile W'agon mine operators have not
been able so far to get into the mar-
ket, owing to the fact that railroad
companies will not furnish them cars,
nevertheless the prediction is made that
such mines will become potent factors in
supplying many markets with coal during
the coming winter, when there is apt to
be a most pronounced shortage of domestic
coal. This shortage is expected to bring
about a return of the activities seen two
years ago when wagon mines in West
Virginia furnished about a million tons of
coal in the space of a year. Under present
market conditions wagon mines can be
profitably operated, but for the last month
there has been an order standing both as
to the Baltimore & Ohio and the Mononga-
hela railroads, in northern West Virginia,
not to supply wagon mines with open top
cars owing to the general shortage of cars :

only a few days ago the Morgantown &
Kingwood also promulgated a similar order.

OHIO

Martins Ferry—The Jones Coal Co.'s
mine has resumed operations after being
aln;ost entirely idle for a period of a year.
The company has erected a loading pidt-
form at the Pennsylvania siding here.
Last year it loaded on the Wheeling &
Lake Erie.

St. Clairsville— The Pursglove-Maher
Coal Co. has purchased a large tract of
land in the southeastern part of the town,
on which they will build 100 houses. These
will house employees who work at the com-
pany's mines in this vicinity. The addition
to the town will be independent of the large
number of miners' homes ow'ned at the
mines. Special train service and low com-
mutation fares are obtained by the com-
pany to its mines for the employees resid-
ing here.

Pomeroy—The Vulcan Coal Co., of Pitts-
burgh, has sold its mine at this place.
Meigs County, Ohio, to Jefferson and Bel-
mont county men for $200,000. The com-
pany will operate the mine which has
2 000 tons daily capacity and 800 acres of
unmined coal.

In buying the coal, the company also
secured a large amount of surface which
will be used for town purposes, present
plans calling for the erection of 50 houses
in the immediate future, with the pos-
sibility of more going up within the next
year

Windsor—The Beach Bottom mine of the
Richland Coal Co. was sold recently to
West Penn. interests of the Ameri-
can Gas and Electric Co. This prop-
erty is in Ashtabula County in the extreme
northeastern part of Ohio. The deal is

said to include the transfer of over 4000
acres of valuable coal land. No intimation
of the purchase price would be made by the
officials. This in no manner affects other
interests of the Richland company, it is

said. It developed that the purchase was
made to supply coal for the big Windsor
plant. Although the present production of
the mine is stated to be about 400.000 tons
annualUy, it is expected that the new
owners will increase production by at least
50 per cent. The tipple is close to the
power plant.

Cincinnati—The Ohio is to do its part in

filling the bins with coal, on which ' de-
pends the business and comfort of other
river towns and cities, says a dis-
patch. Orders issued by Colonel Lansing
B. Beach, U. S. division engineer in

charge, directed the starting ot the first

"navigation wave" of the present season.
The wave was to begin at Dam No. 14. In
anticipation of it, coal fleets assembled at
the loading places adjacent to the mines
on the Ohio and Kanawha rivers. Millions
of bushels of coal were on the barges
ready for the start. Should circumstances
make it necessary, the "vi-aves" will be
operated about every two weeks, if the
shippers are able to make use of them that
frequently.

INDIAN.^

Hammond—The second battery of 60

coke ovens of the Mark Manufacturing Co.,

Indiana Harbor, has begun production with
a capacity of 1200 tons of coal daily. This
makes a total of 120 ovens in operation,
and two additionl batteries of 60 ovens
each are planned.

-The
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Hall-Zimmerman Coal Co., near West
Terre Haute, in Sugar Creek Township,
was destroyed by fire. Not much damage
was done to the tipple, as the fire depart-
ment of this place rendered valuable assist-
ance. About 200 miners were at work in

the mine when the fire broke out, but they
made their escape through an opening to
the Deep Vein Coal Co.'s workings
adjoining.

ILLINOIS

Springfleld—The first-aid team from Gil-
lespie won the state championship cup in
the mine-rescue contest at the arsenal here.
Second place was won by the team from
the Harrisburg rescue station. The team
from mine No. 8 of the Madison Coal Cor-
poration, Carterville, made the third
highest average. The three teams will
represent Illinois in the national first-aid
contest to be held in Pittsburgh, Sept. 28
and 29 and Oct. 1. Twenty teams took
part in the competition. The contest was
conducted under the auspices of the United
Mine Workers, various operators' associa-
tions and the state Department of Mines
and Minerals, assisted by the Federal
Bureau of Mines.

Benton—The directors of the Modern
Coal Co. recently completed the organiza-
tion of the Southern Gem Coal Co., which
has taken over the mine of the Modern
Coal Co. at Sesser. the West Frankfort
Coal Co. mine at West Frankfort, and the
Crown Coal Co. mine at Winkle, together
with a large acreage of coal land in
Franklin, Perry and Jefferson counties.
The following officers were elected : Jesse
Dimond, of Chicago and Benton, president

;

Thomas Horn. St. Louis, vice president

;

Herman Rea, of St. Louis and Christopher,
secretary ; John Dillavou, of Champaign,
treasurer. It is the intention of the new
company to mine coal on an extensive
scale and to develop their holdings rapidly.
The company plans to sink a new mine in
Goode Township in the northwest corner of
Franklin County ; to make improvements
at the West Frankfort and Winkle mines,
and work will probably be commenced at
an early date on the sinking of a mine near
Waltonville in Jefferson County. The com-
pany has already secured options on Jeffer-
.son County coal land, in connection with
that already owned.
The big Middlefork mine of the United

States Fuel Co.. in Franklin County, is
becoming one of the largest plants of its
kind in the state ; its washer is said to be
one of the largest in the country. The
United States Fuel Co., of the United
States Steel Corporation, is now erecting
a large coke-oven plant near the Middle-
fork mine ; when completed the plant will
co\er nearly 25 acres of ground. The
company has recently purchased 30,000
acres of land adjacent to the mine and
three miles east of here. A new town,
known as Steel City, has been laid out and
lot.s are being sold rapidly. The Middle-
fork mine now employs between 900 to
1200 men and, with the coking industry
being launched, many more will be taken
oa later.

The Franklin County Coal and Mining
Co. has completed a modern mine im-
mediately north of the Steel City town-
site and this mine is now being operated
steadily. It is probable that within 18
months, the town will have a population
of several thousand. The United States
Steel Corporation has spent millions of
dollars buying thousands of acres of coal
lands in this section.

KENTUCKY
LoiiiNville—Representatives of the coal

mining interests of Harlan County, Ken-
tucky, recently discussed the car shortage
and other problems of the operators in
this field with a number of senators from
Kentucky and other southern states. The
^iperators are seeking concerted action
looking to improved transirortation for the
product of their mines to market.

KIkliorn Clt.v—G. A. Cor.son. president
of the Corson Byproduct Coal Corpora-
tioi. of this place, has sold his holdings
in this company. Mr. Corson Is under-
stood to have owned 5) per cent, of the
stock of this concern. The purchaser was
F. J. Mitchell, of Hellicr, Ky.. one of the
pioneers of the Rlkhorn field. The deal
Is said to have involved upw.ird of $100.-
nni>. It Is expected that R. W. Shumway,
a mining engineer of Plkevllle, Ky.. will
take charge of operations, as general
manager.
London—A strong revival of Industrial

activity in Laurel County is quite notice-
able. Coal mining pl.anls at Viva, Fast
I'.ernatadt, I-lly. Pittsburg and other places
In the county, which have been shut down
fo.- several months this year are now In

operation. Many of the miners who left
this county last year for the coal fields of
Harlan, Perry and Dell counties are re-
turning. The opening of new coal fields

in Laurel County, as soon as contem-
plated railroad extensions can be made,
is being discussed here. Laurel County
coal has been mined for the last 40 years
this being the oldest mining county in
southeastern Kentucky.
Lumber mills in all parts of the county

are running at capacity to supply local and
foreign demands, and the surplus of labor,
which a few months ago seemed imminent,
is now more than taken up by the mines,
mills and various road construction
projects. The Louisville & Nashville R.R.
is spending more than $1,000,000 in con-
structing yard extensions in Corbin.

Henry Bonnell, aged 54 years, a business
man and owner of large coal interests, died
recently at Cambridge Springs, Penn.

Industrial News
f

Personals

James B. Kiggs, who has been appointed
assistant secretary of agriculture of the
United States, has been prominently iden-
tified with the coal development of Sullivan
County, Indiana.

K. Z. Virgin, formerly !n charge of
mine extension work in various sections of
West Virginia, has become associated with
the Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pitts-
burgh, Penn. He is to be connected with
the co-operative department of mining en-
gineering at the institution.

George P. Brennan has lesigned from
his position in the engineering department
of the Hillman Coal and Coke Co.. at
Brownsville, Penn. He has returned to

his home at Scottdale, Penn., to take
charge of the estate of his father, the late

J. P. Brennan, who had large coal and
cok^ interests in Fayette County, Penn.

jRines R. McNeil, who recently resigned
his position as manager of No. 11 colliery
of the Dominion Coal Co., has assumed
charge of the Florence mine, of the Nova
Scotia Steel and Coal Co. This appoint-
ment follows closely upon the engagement
of M. A. 9. McNeil as superintendent of
mines of the Scotia company and D. H.
MrLean as manager of this company's
Princess mines. Both of the latter also
severed their connection with the Do-
minion company to go with the Scotia cor-
poration.

Howard Cross, president of the company
which recently acquired the plant of the
Knob Coal Co., in Monongalia County.
W. Va., is also interested in a number of
other coal operations, as follows : He is

general manager of the Carroll Cross Coal
Co., of Emorwille, W. Va. ; vice president
of the Elk Garden Big Vein Coal Co. ;

general manager of the Emory Run Coal
Co., of Mineral County, W. Va. ; general
manager of the Hartman Run Coal Co.,
near Morgantown, W. Va.. and president
of the Ino Coal Co., of Morgantown.

•Inmes RusrpI Fleming has been ap-
poirted Research Associate in Mining En-
gineering of the University of Illinois in

the Engineering Experiment Station. Since
he was graduated from the University of
Pittsburgh in 1911, with the degree of
Engineer of Mines, he has had the fol-

lov/ing experience in connection with
mining: Assistant mining engUi.^ur witn
the United States Bureau of Mines 1912-
17: since Dec, 191S, he has been en-
gaged in part-time work for the United
Str,tes Bureau of Mines and in practical
engineering work.

Carl Scliolz has been elected vice presi-
dent and general manager of the Raleigh-
Wyoming Coal Co.. a West Virginia cor-
poration, with headquarters in Charleston,
W. Va.

This company will immediately com-
mence the development of two mines. One
will mine the Becklcy scam, on the head
waters nf the Guvandotte River: this opera-
tion will be a .shaft mine about 700 ft.

deep. The other mine will be in the Eagle
seam, on the head waters of the Cnnl River.
Both operations will be equipped with
modern machinery and are expected to

become large producers.

cii'orKi' llcrliiTi Siniili. export manager
of the Hi-rwinii- White Coal Mining Co.,

No, I Broadwav, New York, died on Sept.
to at the Post -Graduate Hospital. Mr.
Smith was In his fifty-second year.

aiarrowbone, Ky.—The Marrowbone Min-
ing Co. is planning development of a large
acreage located on Marrowbone Creek and
paralleling the present property.

Cleveland, O.—Harvey L. Wells, of this
place, is understood to have completed ne-
gotiations for the purchase of extensive
coal properties in the vicinity of Morgan-
town, W^. Va. Plans for development at
an early date are now in process of forma-
tion.

South Milwankee, Wis.—The Bucyrus
Co.. of this place, announces the opening
of an office in the American Trust Bldg..
Cleveland. Ohio, in charge of E. G. Lewis,
district sales manager.

Thornton, Ky.—A. C. Craft. Thornton,
has recently completed negotiations for the
leasing of coal properties in the Thornton
Creek district, and it is understood that
plans are now in process of formation for
immediate development work.
New York, N. Y.—F. H. Niles & Co.. Inc.,

announce the following apointments: G. P.
Goodman, formerly with the Hisey-Wolf
Machine Co.. takes charge of the company's
portable tool department. Other changes
in the Niles company are the appointment
of F. H. Crawford, as secretary, and J. E.
Haetten, as sales manager.

Bluefield, W. Va.—Announcement has
been made by the Black Eagle Coal Co.
that Its offices are to be moved from Rich-
mond. Va. to Graham. Va. The company
recently changed hands. Tazewell County
business men acquiring a controlling inter-
est in it. The company's mines are located
in Harding County, Ky., where a large
output is produced.

Huntington, W. Va.—The Hyatt Roller
Bearing Co.. of New York, has established
a branch office at this place. H. G. Na.sh.
of the Huntington district, will be in charge
of this office. The haulage problems of the
mines in this district will receive the
special attention of Mr. Nash and his as-
sistants.

Valparaiso, Ind.—The Chicago Mica Co.,
of this place, has recently acquired the
services of L. T. Frederick as consulting en-
gineer and production manager. Mr. Fred-
erick was formerly process engineer of the
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co..
of Pittsburgh, Penn. He has had a broad
experience in the manufacture and appli-
cation of all lines of electrical insulation.

Aurora, III.—The Barber-Greene Co., of this
place, recently began work on the con-
struction of a 90 X 180-ft. addition to its
plant. This is the second time this year
that additions have proved necessary to
handle the work of this concern. The new
building will be used as the assembly de-
partment and will he modern throughout.
It is hoped to have this work finished with-
in 60 to 90 days.
Huntington, W. Va.—The Ohio Valley

Mine Car Co., m.aniifacturrr of mine cars
and auxiliary efiiiifunrnt. lins n\v;ti-'lod a
contract to th.- I Iniil iiiL'l..n It-..ii Works.
Huntington, foi- iln^ .tici imi oi" iwo lU'W
.additions to its iilaiit. lor iru r. as.,] ,':i]iac-

ity. The structures will be of l>ricl< and
steel construction, about 90 x 150 and 40 x
140 feet, respectively. E. E. Brown is
manager.

Chicago, HI.—Announcement is made by
the Williamsport Wire Rope Co., Williams-
port, Penn., of the establishment of a
branch office and warehouse at this place
under the direction of C. M. Ballard, form-
erly, connected with the Williamsport or-
ganization at Cleveland. Ohio. The Chicago
office is located at l'J2 South Michigan Ave.,
and the warehouse at 755 West Quincy
St. This new Chicago branch is the latest
step in the development of the Williams-
port's distribution organization. The con-
cern now can guarantee immediate ship-
ment from Chicago to customers in the
territory served from that point.

Himlcr, W. Va.—The Himler Coal Co. Is

arranging for the Installation of the neces-
sary mining machinery, equipment, etc..

for the development of about 1400 acres
of coal properties located In the vicinity
of AV'arfleld. Kv.. to have an ultimate ca-
Iiaclty of about 2000 tons per day. Work
was recently started on the construction
of a new railroad bridge across Tup River
and a IJ-mlle siding to have a capacity of
2500 tons of coal, estimated to cost about
$130,000. The development plans of the
company Include the erection of about 40
minor.i' houses. Martin TTImler Is presi-
dent and manager: and E. Melrlng, Kermlf.
W. Va.. Is construction engineer
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WEEKLY KEVIK«
Coal market listless. Steam sizes of

bit'iminous moving slowl.v. Domestic de-
mand in Middle Hest is good. Prices being
maintained. Anthracite steam demand
slow, domestic sizes in short supply.

The coal market is devoid ot any par-
ticular interest. Inquiry for the steam
sizes is only scattering and confined to

small tonnages. The strike in the iron

and steel industry has greatly curtailed
the consumption of steam, gas and by-
product coal, particularly in the Ohio dis-

trict. In the Middle West the demand for

domestic coal is keen and operators are
behmd in their orders. Prices as a rule
arA Arm. though recessions have been
noled.
The main topic of conversation in coal

circles this week is the steel strike. Next
to this come the demands framed by the

mine workers at their recent convention
in Cleveland, which embrace a 60 per cent,

increase in wages and a six-hour day for

five days a week. Operators will express
no opinion as to the outcome ot the mine
workers' requests until the matter has been
thrashed out by the representatives of both
sider. at meetings now being held in Buffalo.

Demand for the steam anthracite coals

is somewhat improved over last week. Do-
mestic sizes of hard coal, like egg and
stove, are still being eagerly sought and.

as in the past, the supply is unequal to the

demand.

WEEKLY CO.\L PRODUCTION
A continued increase in the output of

bituminous coal during the week ended
September 13 carried production to the
highest point attained this year. The total

output, including lignite and coal made
into coke, is estimated at 11.080.000 net
tons as compared with 9,633,000 tons dur-
ing the preceding week, an increase of 15

per cent. It is evgn 418,000 tons, or 4

per cent., higher than the production dur-
ing the week of Aug. 23, which set a new
mark for the year.
The drop in output during the week of

Labor Day now proves to be due to ob-
servance of the holiday and not to a de-
cline in the rate of production during the
working days remaining. For the first

time since January, the curve of 1019
performance has overtaken the line of 1917.

The output of anthracite during the
week ended Sept. 13 is estimated at 1,564.-

000 net tons. This was only 64,000 tons

more than the production during the pre-
ceding week, which was interrupted by the

Labor Dav holiday. It was 19 per cent.

less than during the last week of August,
which set the record for this year.

It is necessary to bear in mind that the
week ended Sept. 6 included Labor Day.
In districts where the labor unions are
strong the dav Wfis generally observed as

a holiday. In others it was observed but
little if at all. In some of the districts it

was ob.served at certain mines and not at

others Over the country as a whole
roughly one-third of the capacity worked
as usii'al. The closing down of the other
two-thirds naturally cut into the total

output for the week but performance dur-
ing the remaining working days was better

than usual The percentage of full-time ca-

pacity realized in actual output was 70.3,

the 'highest mark attained since last

January.
Time taken by the miners for holidays

and demonstrations in excess of L-^bor
Dav was effective in curtailing output in

crn'tra! Pennsvlvania, N'ew River a"d
Winding Oulf, western Kentucky, and es-

neeially in the Southwest. In K-nnsas and
Missouri for example, losses .nttributed to

extra holidays amotmted to 11.6 per cent,

of full-time' capacity. These losses were
largely compensated for by the gradual
improvement of the labor situation In Il-

linois which attended the cessation of re-

cent strikes
Ttenorts of a slueglsh market are still nc-

e-ioionally received, esneciallv from Ohio.

Alabama'; the Hazard field and the Rocky

Mountain region. In the country at large
losses due to no market amounted to only
2.1 per cent, of full-time capacity.
Tne closing of many mines on Labor

Day assisted the railroads in catching up
with the demand for empties. In conse-
quence, fewer complaints of car shortage
were received. With three exceptions

—

Westmoreland, central and western Penn-
sylvania—all districts reported an improve-
ment in car supply. Even with a five-day
week, however, many mines could not get
all the cars needed. Taking the country
as a whole, their losses of output amounted
to 18.9 per cent, of full-time capacity, near-
ly twice as much as all other causes of loss
combined. A 100-per cent, car supply
would have increased the week's produc-
tion by some hundreds of thousands of
tons.
The production of beehive coke during

the week of Sept. 13 (441.312 net tons)
fell slightly short of the higli mark estab-
lished the week before. The decrease was
6400 tons, or 1,4 per cent. With the ex-
ception of the preceding week, however,
the output was higher than had been at-
tained in any week since Feb. 22. The
cumulative production since the beginning
of the year stands now at some 8,000,000
tons less than during the corresponding
months of 1918, The decrease appears to
be due not to a deficit in the supply but to
a decrease in demand and to the increasing
substitution of byproduct for beehive coke.
The tonnage of bituminous coal dumped

at lower lake ports during the week ended
Sept. 7 was 27 per cent. less than that of
tile preceding week and less than half the
amoimt reported for the corresponding
week of 1918. The total tonnage dumped
from the beginning of the season to date
is 16,702,012, a million and a quarter tons,
or 7 per cent., less than during the same
period last year. The decrease in com-
parison with 1918 is explained in part by
the general decline in consumption which
followed the armistice, in part by the large
stocks accumulated last year by consumers
at the head of the lal;es and carried over
into the season of 1919.

Atlantic Seaboard

NEW YORK
.\ntliracite situation steadier and demand

slackens. Local dealers satisfied with
year's business and do not look for any
trouble this winter. Oil making inroads
on tlie steam sizes and steps may be taken
to educate public to the use ot buckwlieat.
Bituminous situation not yet affected by
the steel strike. Shipments not increased.
Demand is easy but prices remain firm.

Antlirocite—The situation is becoming
steadier. Demand is not so urgent and
the market is settling down to a firm
basis. Movement of coal here has been on
a good basis and the local retail trade is not
in a position where a temporary relaxation
in receipts would be seriously felt. While
some of the dealers have unfilled orders,
these are mostly for egg and stove, which
at the moment are in no tietter position as
regards supplies than for the past several
weeks. Chestnut, which has been the
easiest of the three larger sizes, is now
being rapidly absorbed.
The trade here is devoting much of its

time to considering ways and means for
keeping down the surplus of the steam
sizes, part icul.arly buckwheat. The inroads
being threatened on the trade by the oil

interests are becoming more seriotis and
the producers .are realizing that something
must be done. Some of the trade believe
that the remedy lies in educating the pub-
lic to the use of buckwheat for heating
homes and that all that would be necessary
will be the installation if furnaces
equipped for burning this siz- coal.

nice and barley are in small demand
with stocks piling up, many of the pro-
ducers having already stored large quan-
tities of these sizes.

isituminous—The local market has not
yet felt the effects of the steel strike,
unless it can be said that less coal is being
sent here because of the many individual
mine strikes due to sympathy for the steel
workers. These were numerous the first
few days of the trouble among the steel
workers and as a result less coal was for-
warded to tidewater. But this cut in ship-
ments did not seriously hamper conditions
here. Demand was not heavy and the
trade was amply provided for.
A feature of the local conditions is the

steadiness of the quotations for the vari-
ous grades which, with the e-xception of a
few instances, remain on practically the
same basis as last week. Shippers here
have not yet had occasion to lower prices
in order to move their supplies and are
not likely to do so unless the producers
find it necessary to divert considerable of
the tonnage usually taken by the steel
companies to tidewater.
At this writing there is no big supply of

gas or coking coals here.
The demand for coals for export is heavy

and appears to be increasing. The only
hindrance to a much larger trade is the
lack of bottoms. Shipments from the
southern ports are being held up because
of the commandeering of considerable ton-
nages by the Navy Department. This or-
der takes away from the trade the high
grades suitable for the Navy vessels and
it will be Dec. 1, some shippers believe,
before shipments of these grades can be
resumed to foreign countries.
With producers holding back excessive

shipments to this market unless there is an
order for their coals, there is little likeli-

hood of an overcrowded situation develop-
ing here followed by a break in prices.

There is considerable coal in the va-
rious pools and quotations for coal, f.o,b, at
the pier range about as follows : Pools
No. 1. n and 71, 3;5.55S) $5.90 : No. 10.
$5.15(fr$5,35 : No. 11. $4.90@$5.10; and
Nos. 18 and 41. $4.80B)$4.90.

Quotations for spot coals, net tons, at
the mine range about as follows

:

Spot

Snuth Fork (best) $3. 25® $3. 50
Cambria (best) 3.00(ff 3.25
Cimbria (ordinary) , 2 60(n 2.90
ClearBeld (best) 3, 006? 3.25
Clearfield (ordinary) 2.60® 2.90
Reynoldsville 2.85(3i 2.90
Quemahonino; 3.25(ffi 3.50
Somerset (medium) 3.00® 3.25
Somerset (poor) 2.50(a 2.75
Wei tern Maryland 2.50(a 2.75
Fairmont 2.50(al 2.65
Fairmont } in 3.10®. 3.25
l.atrobe 2.60(31 2.90
Greensburg 2.75(ai 3.00
Westmoreland, 4 in 3.50® 3.75
Westmoreland run-of-mine 3.20@ 3.35

PHIL.^DELPHI.V
Anthracite retail demand unabated. Or-

ders pile up. Pea plentiful and moving'
fairlv well. No increased mines prices
lil.elv for October. Steam situation better,
but all sizes plentiful. Bituminous arrives
in good volume. Contract deliveries heavy.

.Anthracite—Without question the retail
demand for coal keeps up. With the ex-
ception of pea coal the dealers have had
no stock of coal on hand whatever. The
few who did manage to accumulate a little

chestnut are working into their piles and
th-"^ market will soon be bare of this size.

The call for nut is equally as strong as
that for stove now. And the need for egg
also remains unfilled. Many dealers have
been carrying orders for this size all sum-
mer and still tmable to make delivery. In
numerovis inst.ances customers tired of
waMing gladly took some other size. The
only size that can be had without difliculty

is pea. as all dealers maintain large stocks
of this size,
Fver since the individual shippers jimiped

prices with so little notice most dealers
have been somewhat wary about accept-
ing business at a fixed price. Even those
dealing exclusively in company coal have
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been using a certain amount of caution,
as rumors have been frequent that even
the companies might increase their

schedule. However, for October it is cer-
tain that the company shippers will con-
tinue at the winter circular which became
effective Sept. 1. With the individuals it

is not quite certain, although it is gen-
erally felt that not even they will attempt
to add anything to the price this month.
The steam coals are showing some

slight improvement. Buckwheat is going
well but with still plenty to be had.
especially from the larger companies. Prob-
ably less of this coal can be bought off

price from the individual shippers now.
and this in itself would appear to be a
sign indicating a better situation. Rice
and barley are only in fair call, but even
they are inclined to display improvement
with some shippers.

Bitnmiiious—One thing about bituminous
at the present time is that any one want-
ing a car of it has very little difficulty in

having his needs met. The tide embar-
goes have been mainly responsible for this

situation and some shippers liave had diffi-

culty in working off accumulated tonnage.
Coi.tract customers are getting heavy ship-
ments, and as long as they are willing to
accumulate stocks the market can be said
to be in good shape.
The prices per net ton at this time are

about as follows:

Georges Creek Big Vein $3 . 1 0@3 . 25
South Fork MiUer Vein 3. I0@3.25
Clearfield (ordinary) 2 .

75@2 . 90
Somerset (ordinary) 2.70@2.85
Fairmont lump 3.20(3)3.30
Fairmont mine-run 3. 00(513. 10

Fairmont slack 2.50@2.6O
Fairmont lump (ordinary) 2. 95® 3. 00

Fairmont mine-run (ordinary) 2.70(a2.80
Fairmont slack (ordinary) 2 . 50(5)2 63

B.VLTI.MORK
With libernl supply of roal at tide and

liunilrrd per cent, run of empties in some
coal regions tiie price list has begun to
tumble in these steel-strike days. Exports
continue to grow and another pier Is or-
dered open. Anthracite rates to be ad-
vanced.

Bituminous—Owing to the steel strike
many cars have been released from service
in that industry, and quite a few of the
coal-mining regions are now running a
100 per cent, supply of empties. The
Locust Point pier of the B. & O. has been
opened to relieve the congestion at tide,
where particular grades of coal were
jammed in every direction, while others
badly needed here could not come in be-
cause of strict embargoes. This reopening
for harbor and bunker business, along with
some fast work in export loading at the
other piers, cleared out some of the con-
gestion, and coal of high-grade steam
varities which had been scarce began to
pour in under permit. All sitipments are
controlled under the embargoes by per-
mits and this is making for a more even
handling. With all classes of soft coal
now in liberal supply and with strike con-
ditions cutting down cill on line points, fuel
Is offering here at mine-basis prices to the
trpde considerably below recent levels.
The best low-volatile coals are now of-

fering to the trade at about $3.25 al-
though some sales are recorded up to $3.40.
Oood-to-specializcd coals are selling at
from $315'ffi3.29. Pair-to-good coals in

many cases are offering at from $3.60 ti)

2.80. while mixed lots are to be had at
times as low as $2 l.">. Has coals show the
widest fall, for. while some of the specials
are holding around $3.2S. there are offer-
ings of Fairmont three-quarter as low as
$2. .50. Run-of-mine is bringing about $2.35
and slack $2.25.
The export business here Is tremendous.

For the week ending Sept. 20 a total of
73.369 tons of cargo coal was loaded. This
makes a loading for the first three weeks
of September on foreign account of 207.723
tons, and as these s.Tme coal carriers took
out 32.t)ni tons of bunker coal, the total
loading on this export movement was 240.-

716 tons.

Anthracite—The hard-coal dealers here
spent a part of the week at least in dis-
cussing the coming price for October. It

was taken for granted generhlly that an
advance would be made In some quarters
It was felt that a 25r advance on all

grades might cover the situation enough to
satl."ify some in the trade, but there is un-
doubtedly a sentiment in a large part of
the trade that an advance of more than
25c. a ton will be necessary. When the
exchange meets at the close of the present
week It Is likely that final action will be
taken to settle the October price list.

Meanwhile orders are at present comprira-
tively light.

Lake Markets

PITTSBURGH
Iron ;in<l >leel strike curtails consumption

of steiiMi. Kas and byproduct cual. l^ake
nHiwiiieiil nut affected. .Market exhibits
occa>ii>nal soft spots.

E\'en since the completion at tlie Cleve-
land convention of the miners' wage scale
demands, the coal operators of the Pitts-
burgh district have refrained from any
public expression of opinion on the subject,
and no official or semi-official statement Is

available.
The strike in the iron and steel industry

touches the coal industry in several re-
spects. Thus far it has not interfered with
the movement of lake coal, and it is very
improbable that it will. While the Sea-
rnen's Union, wliich has membership of a
fraction of the men on the lake coal and
ore fleet, the rest of the men being un-
organized, is one of the 24 unions paraded
as sponsors for the "General committee
for organizing iron and steel workers." not
only have the vessel men not struck but
the executive board has not at this writ-
ing even decided the question it considers
is before it. whether or not it will take a
strike vote of the membership. The lake
vessels are moving as usual except that
on account of nearly all the private ore-
receiving docks, attached to blast-furnace
plants, being tied up by the strike and the
railroad docks having to take dock ore
instead of through ore. the boats have long
waits for unloading and their round trips
are lengthened. The lake coal movement
is near its end in any event.
The iron and steel strike has greatly

decreased the receipt of coal by steel
plants. Practically all the steel plants
and rolling mills in the Mahoning valley
are down, with fully half the Shenango
vallev. and the coal consumption by mills
in the Pittsburgh district is decreased by
approximately one-third. The Allegheny
and Kiskim'netas valleys are out one-third
or more. Men at mines .supplying the Van-
dergrift plant threatened to strike if the
coal supply to the plant were not shut off.

hut trouble on that score was averted by
the Cleveland convention dec'aring ngalnst
sympathetic strikes, obviously because it

hnd a big enough contest of its own in

prospect.
The movement of coal to byproduct

plants is greatly decreased through the
closing of the byproduct plants at Youngs-
town, of the Republic Toungstown Sheet
,nnd Tube and Brier Hill companies, about
500 ovens in all. normally consuming 13.-

000 or 14.000 tons daily, while the Cleve-
land plant of American Steel and Wire
is also down. The Lorain and Farrell
plans are operating and the great Clairton
plant is reported operating more than 30
per cent., its full consumption being about
20 000 tons d-'ilv. Its coal, however, comes
wholly from the" Connellsville region.
The market has exhibited occasional

weakness in spots and there is a some-
what easier tone all around. Rp<rular
prices are apnroximatelv as follows: Slack
$1.80'iT>2: mine-run. $2.40((t)2.50 ;

screened
gas. %2.(\ntn)2 80. per net ton at mine. Pitts-
burgh district.

nrFF.M.o
Kver.vlbing unsettled. Uitumiimus prices

not strong. .'Vnlhrncile plenty io lake (rado
only. Next to none in local trade.
• nituminoug—The trade is anything but
satisfactory. Buffalo is a steel-strike cen-
ter and will not trv to do much business
in that line right away. The furnaces are
shutting down, to wait till the men get
enough of striking. The chances are that
coal will be plenty .soon and that prices
will not be strong. Sales will be made
with much caution. It is already reported
that some fancy coals, which have been
commanding a premium, are weakening,
though that must have been in anticipation
of the result of the strike.

Quotations remain at $4.55 for Allegheny
Vallev sizes. $4.80 for Pittsburgh and No.
8 lurrip, $4.65 for snme three-quarter, $4.20

for mine-run, $4.10 for all slack. $4.60 for

smokeless and $5.70 for Pennsylvania
smithing.

Anthracite—The late strikes of miners
in two of the leading companifs has so cut
ilown shipments that nearly all that comes
this wav has been turned inio the lake
trade, so that wjiile that keeps up well

the citv is pretty nearly bare of coal and
the consumers are clamoring for a supply
The miners' strikes are over and the coal

begins to come in again, but with Indus-
trial conditions what they are the move-
ment is doubtful. Lake vessel owners are
looking for a sympathetic strike on the
part of their seamen.

Anthracite shipments by lake continue
much better than any other branch of the
trade, as the coal must be moved this fall

if at all. Shipments for the week were
128.391 net tons, of which 82.491 tons
cleared for Duluth or Superior, consignee's
option : 22,500 tons for Chicago ; 10.600
tons for Milwaukee; 7200 tons for Wauke-
gan : 2800 tons for Manitowoc; 2400 tons
for Racine and 400 tons for St. Ignace.

Re ipts

fLKVELAND
bituminous CO ahc

,hile
OIlio, due to the steel strike, is off about
45 per cent. Retail dealers are beginning
to catch up on their orders for anthracite
and Pocahontas. .\ll prices remain firm.

BjUuminous—Cleveland and northern
Ohio, which includes the Youngstown dis-
trict, appear to be the storm center of the
n.ation-wide steel strike. The industry in

Cleveland and northern Ohio is estimated
to consume from 40 to 45 per cent, of the
coal brought into the territory, and the
industry is only al)le to operate at 10 to

15 per cent, of capacity. Thus, coal con-
sumption in Cleveland and northern Ohio
has been cut almost squarely in two. The
coal the iron and steel industry is unable
to absorb is going to other users, who are
only too glad to get it.

Less and less talk is heard of prices. It

ser.ms accepted by all that the present
quotations will hold for some time, barring
the fluctuations either way that come with
the ebb and flow of the market. Car sup-
ply and labor continue to bother at the
southern and eastern Ohio mines. The Ohio
mines are operating from 55 to 60 per
cent of capacity.

.Anthracite and Pocahontas—.\lthough re-

ceipts of both grades have not increased
perceptibly, retail dealers are rapidly catch-
ing up with orders and deliveries within
two weeks of placement are now being
made. The tendency in both grades con-
stantly is upward, and further price ad-
vances are threatened.

lake Trade—Although lake sailors are
voting whether they will strike in sym-
pathy with steel mill workmen, no walk-
outs have vet occurred. The movement to

the lakes continues about one-third of

normal. Lake Erie decks are dumping
from 1750 to 2300 cars of bituminous coal

a day.

DETROIT
rkcl

Lit the bit II

Sluggish demand and a
coutinue prominent feature
nous trade in Detroit.

Bituminous—Neither the consumers of

steam coal nor the buvers of domestic stock

have developed the interest in the market
that conditions of the trade would seem
to warrant. While the situation iii the

Detroit market remains on an unsatisfac
tory basis, jobbers say their cust out-

Detroit are calling for coal eagerly
and that thev have little difficulty in plac-

ing all the stock they can get.

Prices are holding rather steady despite

th^ slack demand. Hocking domesiic lump
is being quoted at the mines on a net-ton
hrioi" at <:! r.Of(j)3.75 : egg is selling at
?: , ;

'.
!. nil.-run is offered at $2 25(fi 2.30

•HI, I I
I, 1 I .ilinut $2. Four-inch West Vir-

p, i;iti,i. l.riiigs about $4. with eeg quoted
al %'', '" 'I M.73 and mine-run at $2.75. while
nut pea and slack ranges from $2.25 to

about $2.30. Receipts of smokeless are

light and prices are somewhat uncertain,

though quotations on mine-run are giveit

as approximately $3.75. with lump around
$5'?? 5.50.

Anthracite—With only small amounts of

anthracite in the hands of local retailers

and a considerable proyorlion of the local

consumers vet to be supplied the outlook
is not altogether cheerful for many of the

buyers who have delayed providing foi-

winter needs. The dealers say many will

have to accept bituminous as a substitute,

unless conditions show greater improve-
ment than now seems po.ssible.

Lake Trade—With shipments over lake

routes again approaching normal, following

the end of the dock workers' strike, suspen-
sion of shipments is threatened by an im-
pending strike of seamen on ore-carrying
vessels.

fOLrMBVS
al trade tillThe Ohio

waB the ease neveral weeks ago. Steam de-

mand is not BB Blrnng as formerly while do-
mrBlIc Bl7.es are bIIII ilrm.

The chief feature of the coal tr.ade is the
demand for domestic sizes, which la hold-

ing up extremely well in every locality.

Pocahontas, while quite scarce, is coming
Into the local market. There is a good
demand for West Virginia splints and cer-

tain Kentucky grades. Hocking lump is
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still moving in large quantities and the
same is true of Pomeroy Bend coal. Retail
prices are firm although the wide range in
quotations is passing away. Hocking lump
sells at $5.75 ('(16.25, while Pocahontas is

quoted in the neighborhood of $9.
Steam business is a little slow as the

result of fair reserve stocks and uncer-
tainty in the future. Strikes are having
their effect on the trade, although Ohio
coals are not affected so much as some
other varieties. The eastern Ohio field is

the most influenced by the steel strike.

Steam prices have weakened a little under
the influence of reduced demand.
The lake trade is still lively, with the car

shortage taken into consideration. Ship-
ments are going forward steadily and
every effort is being made to get the re-

quired tonnage to the Northwest as early
as possible. The lake movement is pro-
gressing satisfactorily despite the upper
lake strike. Congestion on the upper lake
docks is passing away.

CINCINN.4TI

Prices remain Arm, Car supply still

hampers output. Domestic demand lacking.

Prices on all kinds of coal being sold by
the wholesalers and retailers to the con-
suming public in the Cincinnati district re-
main firm and steady with prices tending
upward, if anything. The car supply at
the mines in the districts supplying Cin-
cinnati and vicinity has not improved to
any extent in the past week. Miners in

the Ohio field especially continue to com-
plain because they can not get in full time
because of car shortage.

Domestic trade at this time is not what
the dealers expected it to be. There is not
the usual rush, although the prices continue
to climb and the supplies continue to grow
smaller. Many domestic consumers have
installed double heating systems—coal and
gas—and intend to use the latter until
actually forced to start the coal furnace.

BIRJnNGHAM
Demand from commercial trade jast

about equals production in the district.
Drtmestic trade ver.v active as far as in-
quiry goes, orders being turned down in
nn>sl cases account inability of mines to
fur

but is thus drawing less coal than usual
from Connellsville.

Operators undertook to operate fewer
days per week and eventually to blow out
ovens, to restrict production to the re-
quirements, but furnace coke nevertheless
became a drug on the market at once, and
some lots were offered at sharply cut
prices. The general market is regarded as
off only about 25c., though it is practically
noniinal at any price.
Foundry coke has continued in good de-

mand, but if the strike is prolonged for
many weeks the demand is likely to be re-
stricted by pig iron supplies of foundries
diminishing. Meanwhile foundry coke is

approximately as strong as formerly. We
quote furnace at $4.50(f(i 4.75 and foundry
at $6@6.50, per net ton at ovens.

Current orders and bookings at the
mines are sufficient to take the full output
at the mines, due to crippled operating
conditions, otherwise there would be a
surplus supply of steam fuel. Rail lines,
in the main, have practically no stocks on
hand, and will no doubt be forced to buy
coal in the open market in the near future,
as contract deliveries are not sufficient to
allow any stocking. Quotations on steam
coal are holding up well and prices range
as follows per net ton mines: Big Seam.
$2.30@2.60: Black Creek and Cahaba,
$3 45@3.86; Pratt, $2.S5@3.00.
The limited supply of domestic coal pro-

hibits the possibility of a runaway market.
Domestic producers, with few exceptions,
are sticking to the schedule of prices,
based on Government schedules adopted
Apr. 1 and increasing 10 cents per ton
through the month of September.

CONNELLSVILLE
Furnace coke reciuirements greatly de-

creased' by iron and steel strike and mar-
ket prices practically nominal. Foundry
coke not materially affected.

The iron and steel strike could well have
been expected to work complete havoc in
the coke trade, and the best that can be
said is that the situation is no nearly so
bad as it might be. Nearly a week before
the date tor which the strike was sched-
uled. Sept. 22, suspension orders began,
and while this gave the coke trade notice
of what might be expictcil and lessened the
suddenness, tin i . :ii( i l.imis in some quar-
ters that the inin.n. (hit decided in ad-
vance to banl^ Mil;' hi li,i\.' been able to
opt rate after ill I'lHtirally all the
Shfnango vail' n iiiini.is north of New
Castle are (li.wn h.v.ih.r with all the
Ma.honing Valli\ inriLir, ;ind the majority
of those in tb'- MuiiH.. Ji iri.-t. The scat-
tered western I '. mr \ I - n ! i nnnaces are
in blast, with .m •••

i iil ..plion. As
to the PittsbiitLh 'li I 1. |ii..,..

t ihe Con-
nellsville coke tii'l, 111,1 \ li, ::ih1 not to be
affected, since there is Bcar<(ly any idle-
nesH of furnaces except those that are
ti ibutary to the Clairton byproduct plant.
It is running somewhat over 50 per cent..

Middle Western

GENERAL REVIEW
Domestic coal continues to be in brisk

demand. Curious situation in Middle West.
Car sliortage still troubles operators.

The coal market in the Middle West ter-
ritory continues in a vigorous state of
activity. Domestic coal, as has been the
case for the last six or eight weeks, is in
very good demand : in fact, the average
operator, with an average coal, is at least
a month behind on his domestic business.
Varying reports come in as to the steam-
coal situation. Some of the largest opera-
tors and distributors report their surplus
steam coals sold at top prices, while others,
equally prominent in the trade, say that
the steam market has eased up a little

since last week. Sales of screenings are
reported, so far this week, at from $1.65
to $2.25 per ton mines-—the price depend-
ing not so much on the quality of the coal
as on the ability of the producer to find an
eager buyer. Some of our largest con-
sumers of steam coal have shown unmis-
takable signs of panic. They are un-
doubtedly worrying over the labor situa-
tion.

There has developed in the Middle West
a rather curious situation. We learn from
operators and jobbers who supply the In-
diana, Ohio and Michigan retail trade that
the average coal dealer is not a bit con-
cerned, and domestic coals are conse-
quently moving rather slowly into these
states. Further west, in the Illinois, Iowa.
Wisconsin territory, dealers are placing
thei! orders right and left, and bending
all their energies toward stocking their
customers' and their own yards with a
plentiful supply of coal. The situation on
steam sizes is exactly opposite. In Illi-

nois, Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota the
demand, on the whole, for mine-run or
screenings is not too strong, while in the
Indiana, Ohio and Michigan districts "we
hear that the demand for steam coal is ex-
cellent ; in fact, sales of nut, pea and slack
from Kentucky and West Virginia are re-
ported as high as $2.50 to $2.60, with mine-
run from the same districts at from $2.85
to $3.25. It is our opinion that the do-
mestic trade in Michigan, say, and the
steam trade in Illinois, could w'ell afford to
purchase coal a little more heavily. Time
will show, and very soon, whether or not
our conclusions are correct.
The two big handicaps to the coal in-

dustry—the car shortage and labor un-
rest—continue about the same. Opera-
tors on the I. C, the C. & E. I., the Big
4 and a few other railroads are raising
their voices to Heaven and Washington,
D. C, in vain efforts for relief. One re-
sult has been obtained, however, as it is

said our popular Director General of Rail-
roads had admitted that there is a car
shortage—a thing, we understand, he de-
niet' a little while back. The labor unrest
in the Illinois field continues, and we hear
that the insurgent army of miners are now
in Franklin County. The visits of this
group of radicals always result in mines
being idle for a day or so, but we are told
that they have made few converts of late in

southern Illinois.

CHICAGO
Large railroad order placed with In-

dii.>na mines. Domestic situation strong.
Eastern coal hard to get.

Some sizable sales on steam coal have
been reported here during the last few
days. One railroad -that operates ex-
clusively in and about Chicago made a
fairly large purchase of coal to be placed
in storage, insurance, as it were, against
a shortage this winter or a strike in the
coal fields this fall. The order referred
to was placed with Indiana mines, and
was large enough to absorb all loose coal

on the Indiana market, thus strengthen-
ing it materially. We are advised that
Indiana got the business instead of Illi-

nois because of a 4c. differential in freight
in favor of Indiana coal.
The domestic situation in Chicago con-

tinues strong and active. Retailers say
that the mines are behind on orders for
lump, egg and nut. and that some mines
arn only taking business on a basis of
price current at time of shipment. Eastern
coal is getting more scarce from day to
day. while it is practically impossible to
purchase anthracite, although deliveries are
being made in a fairly satisfactory measure
on old orders.

MILWAUKEE
Coal market continues quiet. Shippers

protest advance in freight rates to South-
ern Wisconsin points. Egg anthracite sold
out. Good supply of coke.

The coal market remains quiet. There
is a comfortable supply of everything just
now, except stove size anthracite, which is

out of the market. Prices continue with-
out change. Coke moves slowly, with
large stocks on hand. The reserve coke
supply may come in handy should a pro-
longed strike in the iron industry paralyze
the coal movement up the lakes. Lack of
rolling stock checks shipments to the in-

terior. This condition is liable to continue
because of the grain moveinent. Things
are dull along the docks, with few vessels
under the hoists. Receipts thus far this
season aggregate 617,154 tons of anthra-
cite and 2,208,108 tons of soft coal, a gain
of 165,617 tons of the former and a loss
of 299,641 tons compared with the record
of last year during the same period.

Coal rates from Milwaukee to Southern
Wisconsin points have been increased 10 to
30c. per ton by the Federal Fuel Adminis-
tration, and the Wisconsin Railway Com-
mission has filed a protest and requested
a rehearing. The change will be to the
advantage of Illinois coal producers. The
increase to Whitewater. Lima Center, Mil-
ton, Milton Junction, London and Deer-
flelr! is 30c. per ton, and to Edgerton, Cot-
tage Grove, Mendota and Waunakee 20c.

pe- ton. To 19 other points the increase
is 10c. per ton.

ST. LOUIS
\ quiet and easy market continues with

no surplus coal and nothing unusual in the
way of demand. Country call is good for
domestic and easy for steam.
The situation locally continues much as

it has been for the past few weeks, with
no surplus coal from any of the fields and.
no unusual demand for anything but high-
grade fuel.
The Standard market is far better on

country coal than on St. Louis coal. For
that reason as much coal from the Stand-
ard field as can be shipped is sent outside.
Six-inch lump. 3x6 egg and 2x3 nut is

bringing from $2.75@3 a ton. Two-inch
lump is bringing from $2.50@2.75, and
screenings are from $1.50 (§J 1.75. with mine-
run at about $2.25. In the city this coal
is selling for about $2.50@2.75 for the
domestic sizes, with screenings at about
$1.25 and mine run at about $2.
The railroad tonnage is extremely heavy

from this field at this time on account of
the scarcity of cars and the scarcity of

coal in Kansas and in the southwestern
fields. The Northwest is also drawing
heavily on the railroad coal, but this is

coming chiefiy from the Mt. Olive district.

More Mt. Olive coal of the domestic
sizes is moving into St. Louis than has
moved in at any previous time in several
years. This is on account of the price be-
ing maintained the same as it was all sum-
mer ; namely, about $2.40 for 3-in. lump
and up to $2.50 and $2.75 for the other
domestic sizes. A heavy tonnage of this

is moving to the Kansas City, Omaha and
Chicago markets. The outside price is

from $2.85(5)3 for domestic sizes.

Nearly all of the steam sizes from this
territory are under contract.
The situation in the Carterville field of

Williamson and Franklin Counties is not
changed. The chief trouble is car shortage.
There has been a little labor trouble in one
or two places in the Franklin County field.

hut this has been fixed up and if it were
not for the car shortage a record-breaking
tonnage would result. As it is, the mines
on some roads are working but two or
three days a week. Three days a week is

considered good working time. The Mis-
souri Pacific and Illinois Central are In a
somewhat better shape than they were, but
are still far from being anywhere near
satisfactory. The only thing that is a
little easy is screenings from one or two
mines. Other than that the field is over-
sold for several weeks. There is no chance
of getting caught up.
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Once Again We Greet You
By R. Dawson Hall.

OAL AGE appears today for the second

time since the printing employees of

New York City indulged in their unfor-

tunate wallvout. It was feared at first

tliat the magazine would have to appear partly as

regulaily printed matter and partly written upon

a typewriter and zincograplied, but thougli much
was prepared for printing in that piebald form, no

need for such an ingenious expedient was found

necessary. It appears, therefore, like an old

familiar friend, with only a few unusual features,

and in future issues a closer approach will be

made to former standards.

The strike is not ended, but the delay in the

production of Coal Age is. Slowly and surely

your paper and our paper will pass from our

hands to yours. The pleasure of editing ai;d serv-

ing your interests will again be ours, and we trust

it will be only in degree greater than the pleasure

you will experience in receiving that weekly

printed communication.

For there is no little pleasure in performing

this, or indeed any service—a fact that too many
of us often forget. As the years roll by, the work
we have done for the world and for our neighbors

is tlie i)rincipal benison conferred upon us. What
we can do, not what we can seize, gives us the

greater satisfaction.

The 153 magazines and 400 technical papers
in New York City, and also the job printers, have
alike been shut down by the remarkable tangle be-

tween the New York locals and the Inteinational

organization. They are at length cutting them-
selves loose by printing or publishing away from
New York City, where saner counsels prevail.

Eventually some order in the publishing business

will be reestablished, and Coal Age will be printed

without a hitch in New York City or elsewhere.

The laws of supply and demand have some-
what generally been ignored, and the law of or-

ganized grabbing has taken its place. The long-

shoreman is trying to get more money at the

expense of the mine worker, who buys the food and
otiier ai'ticles the longshoreman unloads. The
nune worker is trying to make the longshoreman
pay more for coal. The milkman is striking to

make the barber exchange more money and ser-

vices for milk, and the barber strikes to compel the

niilknian to pay more for a shave. The pressman
is striking to make the farmer subscribe more lib-

erally for his weekly farm journal, and the farmer
is preparing to join up with the American P\'dera-

tion of Labor, so that he can demand with success

that the pressman and his family pay more for

biead.

So it goes in a world that wo Avere told a little

while ago would be organized for mutual service

and brotherhood. What a travesty of the League
of Nations is the plotting and scheming of one

body of workmen to outvie another in the unreason
and turbulence of its demands, and to pride itself,

not on the laige measure of its service or the faith-

fulness of its ideals, but on its ability to paralyze

the public safety and destroy the public 2omfort.

IIow can a large and irregularly civilized

world be knit together when we cannot settle our

own domestic problems in peace and amity? Can
we believe in the good faith and justice of other

nations till our own good faith and justice are

proved beyond cavil ?
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America Grows Less Careless

THE figures quoted below in this article are an

advance summary of the mortality statistics for

1917 received by the National Safety Council

from the Bureau of the Census of the United States

Department of Commerce. The charts reproduced were

prepared by the statistical department of the Pruden-

tial Insurance Company of America. As a result of

the accident-prevention movement the total of acci-
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dental deaths in the death-registration area of conti-

nental United States during 1917 was reduced by ap-

proximately 6500 as compared to the previous year.

The total number of deaths caused by accidents dur-

ing 1917 as reported in the summary was 53,544 as

against 60,072 during the previous year. Inasmuch as

the death-registration area of the country takes in only

70 per cent, of the population, it is apparent from the

report of the Census Bureau that more than 76,000

persons were killed in accident throughout the United

States in that year.

The greatest number of deaths charged to any one

accidental cause— 11,114, or 14.8 per 100,000— is shown
for falls. The rate for this cause varies but slightly

from year to year.

Next to falls, the greatest number of accidental

deaths—8649, or 11.5 per 100,000—resulted from rail-

road accidents and injuries. This rate is greater than

the corresponding rates for 1914, 1915 and 1916 (10.7,

9.9 and 11.3 respectively) but is lower than that for

any year from 1906—the first year for which deaths

from this cause were reported separately—to 1913,

inclusive.

Burns—excluding those received in conflagrations and
in railroad, street car and automobile accidents—were
responsible for 6830 deaths, or 9.1 per 100,000. The
death rate from burns was greater than that for the

preceding year, 8 per 100,000, and was also greater than

the rate for any earlier year covered by the bureau's

records, with the exception of 1907.

Deaths from automobile accidents and injuries in

1917 totaled 6724, or 8.9 per 100,000 population. This

rate has risen rapidly from year to year, but not so

rapidly as the rate of increase in the number of auto-

mobiles in use.

Accidental drowning caused 5550 deaths, or 7.4 per

100,000. This rate is considerably less than that for

any preceding year since 1910, and is also decidedly

below the average for the decade 1901-1910.

Deaths due to accidental asphyxiation (except in con-

flagrations) numbered 3375, or 4.5 per 100,000. This

rate is somewhat higher than that for any year during

the preceding ten-year period.

Mine accidents and injuries resulted in 2623 deaths,

or 3.5 per 100,000. This rate is greater than the rates

for the preceding three years and for 1912, but is lower

than those for other recent years.

Deaths due to injuries by vehicles other than railroad

cars, street cars and automobiles numbered 2326, or

3.1 per 100,000. The rate from this cause has declined

somewhat during the past ten years, probably because

of the decrease in the use of horse-drawn vehicles.

Deaths resulting from street-car accidents numbered

2277, corresponding to a rate of 3 per 100,000. This

rate is greater than those for two years preceding and

is the same as that for 1912, but is less than the rates

for other recent years.

Machinery accidents caused 2112 deaths, or 2.8 per

100.000, a rate materially greater than that for any

preceding year covered by the bureau's records.

The unhappy primacy of mining as a source of deaths from injury per thousand employees accentuates the need of

further vigilance. For the whole nation's accident rate, mining is only seventh in importance; but as it affects a small

number of people its incident on that population is quite severe. Railroads, falls, drowning, automobiles, burns and
vcnicular accidents other than those from automobiles are liable to occur to both males and females, and to men of all

occupations. Mining accidents happen to a restricted class of men. That the death rate from accident in this class rates

seventh is a matter for continued careful consideration.
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A Community Amusement Buildins
By Doxald J. Baker

Piusbuigh. Ptnn.

AS PART of a general scheme to keep the men at

/A home, a community amusement hcuse has been

X \- constructed at the Isabella mine of the Hccla Coal

and Coke Co., at Hillcoke, Penn. The building has

been in operation since February, and from the start it

justified the cause for which it was built. The idea

of the value of a community amusement building at

outlying mines originated with W. L. Affelder, of the

Hillman Coal and Coke Co., of which the Hecla com-
pany is a subsidiary.

One of the biggest problems that the officials of

any coal company have to face is to keep the men
contented at mining operations that are situated some
little distance from towns where amusements are avail-

able. In years past the genera! policy throughout

western Pennsylvania has been for the operators to

fol'ow the lines of least resistance and not consider

the all-important factor of the morale of the miner.

But as labor was plentiful, no serious results followed

and men were attracted to a coal plant by the wage
and not by any variance of working conditions. The
end of the war, however, has found the country menaced
by a shortage of labor which, combined with the advent

of prohibition, has awa'rencd the coal miner to the

sense of seeking out those places of employment that

offered the greatest improved working conditions.

The old adage of "Ail work and no play makes Jack

a dull boy" has come to the fore with startling

/•*»//-J~|
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significance. On the other hand, If the men are at-

tracted by wages alone, one thing is certain : there

v/ill be a rush in the evening for those towns where
recreation is possible. This is particularly true during

the week ends. It has been proved that the men,

especially the single ones, will often overstay their visit

on Sunday and not be present when "Reveille" is

aounded on Monday morning. As this type of employee

is usually the one who is either motorman or spragger,

a serious tie-up at the mine occurs with painful regu-

larity. So the idea of bringing the amusements to the

men was welcomed by them. The type cf community
amuspmcnt house was careful'y thcught out with re-

spect to design and fixtures before the experiment was

with the bowling alleys. A two-chair barber shop is

located in one corner of the room near the pool tables.

The basement is extremely well lighted with 49 lights,

many cf which are of the chandelier type. This gives

one light for approximately every 100 sq.ft. of floor

space. A nominal fee is charged for the use of the

alleys and tables, merely to discriminate between the

prospective users. A portion of this money that accu-

mulates is later returned to the men as prizes in tourna-

ments that are frequently held.

The second floor of the building is used as a moving
picture theater. A seating capacity of 310 furnishes

amp-C space for a:l who care to attend. The interior is

lighted ly chandeliers, and a spacious stage is available

Basemen')- Plot n First Floo Second Floor Plan
PLANS AND ELEVATIONS OF THE COMMUNITY AMUSEM ENT BUILDING AT HILLCOKB

tried. The rcsu't has been so satisfactory that the
building has been adopted as a model for all other oper-

ations of the Hillman Coal and Coke Company.
The building at Hillcoke is centrally located within

the town, which has a population cf 1200. It is of

stucco-tile construction with fiber roofing. It is 100 ft.

long by 43 ft. wide and is stcan heated throughout.
There is a basement and main floor, and a suite of
rooms on a second floor for the uf:e of a welfare director.

D. G. Fitzgerald is in charge of tha community and
welfare work at the Isabella mine.

The basement uf the building houses the bowling
aHeys, pool tables aiA a barber s''op. Four Brunswick-
Balke Collendar Co. bowling alleys are well lighted with
28 lights. There are four pool tables situated on the
cppcsite side cf the basement and running parallel

for ether fcrirs of entertainment. An electrical'y

operated piano is one of the features of the theater.

Six- and eleven-cent charges are made for admission,

which is for the purpose of discrimination and priority,

as in the case of the bowling alleys and pool tables.

Only the best cf photoplays are shown, but in particular

those that are rich in action. One ..ight of each week
is set aside as a "free" night, when "movies" from the

Eurcaii of Mines, the Visual Bureau of the University

of Pittsburgh, and other educational films are shown.

The theater serves as a church on Sunday, as well as

for general public gatherings including school teachers'

institutes, etc. This coming winter it is planned to

va'y the program with lectures, musicales and concerts,

and vaudeville.

The foic part cf the second floor is utilized as a
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reading and rest room and is made doubly cheerful by

reason of a large open fireplace. A state library is

part of the equipment. This contains for the greater

part books of fiction. All of the leading technical

papers and periodicals are available for the growii-ups,

while juvenile magazines are subscribed to for the

children. A girl is placed in charge of the library whose

duty it is to oflfer suggestions on the reading material

available. Adjacent to the library is the doctor's office,

containing several rooms.

Space for a playground is found in a vacant lot ad-

joining the building, the equipment for which has

already been received and will be installed at an oppor-

tune time in the near future. Among the numerous

duties of the welfare superintendent is included the

organization of e band and orchestra. Peace gardens

are encouraged among the boys and the town. An
attempt will be made soon toward organizing a branch

of the Camp Fire Girls as well as an organization of

Boy Scouts. It is the desire of the officials to have the

building self-sustaining. Any profits accumulating from

the moving-picture returns will be used for the promul-

gation of other forms of welfare work.

The Vicious Postal Zone Law
By Senator Arthur Capper*

It has been argued that the postal zone increases

apply only to the advertising sections of magazines.

This is perfectly true as a statement of the mere words

of the postal zone l?w.

It is not true as a statement of facts.

Foi a periodical or a newspaper is a unit from cover

to cover. It is one unit of bulk that is never broken.

The argument that the increased postage merely affects

advertising is virtually the same as if it were argued

that the postal zone legislation had provided that the

upper half of a magazine should pay postal zone rates

and the lower half flat rates. It would be a mere book-

keeping separation that would not in the least affect the

postage cost to the reader, for the reader—who is the

ultimate consumer—takes the magazine as it comes, and

the cost of the magazine is its cost as a unit, and its

postage cost to him is its entire cost as a unit, no mat-

ter how Ingeniously or intricately one may subdivide

the component parts.

There is one other important factor, also, which I

feel many sincere and ordinarily keen-minded citizens

have overlooked, and that is, that the magazine and

newspaper differ from, every other commodity—if you

wish to consider newspapers and magazines as merely

commodities—in the fact that it is the only "com-

modity" that is sold to the consumer at less than its

actual cost of manufacture!

And a newspaper or magazine is the only "com-

modity" of which this is true.

Now as to the advertising and whether it should pay

a higher rate than the body of the magazine. I think I

have answered half of that question when I point out

that the periodical and newspaper is the only product

that is sold for less than its cost of manufacture, and

that this fact is made possible by the advertising. Ad-
vertising is nothing but a bulletin board—the bulletin

board of our economic, wealth-producing, business life.

Advertising is the one great factor in modsrn wealth

production that enables wealth to be distributed almost

•Chairman of the Senate Commitee on Kxponditure.s in the De-
partment of Agriculture and Former Governor of Kansas

instantaneously; a generation or so ago the same result

could not have been accomplished without years of

hand-to-hand selling and expensive, slow, personal sales-

manship. You, as a thinking citizen, know what any

restriction upon advertising would do to the wealth pro-

duction of this nation. Congress itself saw this, and

w^hen means of war taxation were being carefully dis-

cussed and every channel was being developed, it was
deliberately decided that the destructive economic ef-

fects that would follow the taxation of advertising

would be too great and too dangerous to attempt.

Now then as to the allegations of the cost trans-

mission of this second-class meter through the mails.

The figures upon which the absurd allegations of

second-class deficits are made were compiled by the

Post Office Department in 1908 and 1909—eleven years

ago! So unreliable were they even then that when the

U. S. Postal Commission, headed by the Hon. Charles

E. Hughes, investigated them two years after their

compilation, they were officially discredited as being

no indication of what the costs were for the various

divisions of second-class m.attei ! Moreover, the Post

Office Department since that date has taken pride in

stating that it has in enormous and basic ways cheap-

ened the postal cost of second-class matter.

The most unfortunate part of this postal zone legis-

lation is that it is an insidious and dangerous attempt

to set back postal history 70 years and reestablish

the universally condemned principle of postal cost de-

termining the postal rates. It abolishes the sound pos-

tal principle of equal postage to all parts of our nation.

The rural free delivery—one of the most vital and im-

portant postal functions—is conducted at almost a total

loss, and if this vicious and unsound cost principle is

once established the demoralization of our splendid

postal principles is only a matter of logic and of time.

Scientific Control of Boiler Equipment
It is often stated that boilers are uneconomical be-

cause too much air is admitted to the furnaces, and
that all excess of air beyond what is necessary for the

complete combustion of the fuel is a dead loss. This

is not true. All combustion that must be carried out

economically must have not less than 120 to 140 per

cent, of theoretically necessary air. If maximum out-

put is required, the amount of excess air necessary is

90 to 100 per cent. If it is attempted to use less than

this quantity, it will be found the output becomesless.

There is a strange delusion, widely entertained, that

forced draft enables a pound of coal to be burned in

18 lb. of air, while natural draft requires 24 lb. of air.

If the same economy is to be realized, the same quantity

of air must be used, quite independent of the means by
which che draft is produced. Forced draft merely in-

creases the output at the expense of the thermal

efficiency.

The evaporation of a given quantity of water from a

given boiler at a given rate of combustion requires the

same quantity of air to be passed into the furnace, no
matter what may be the calorific value of the fuel per

pound. The time taken will also be in inverse propor-

tion to the calorific value of the fuel. The rate of firing

must, of course, be suited to the class of fuel. Tho
rate of combustion mentioned above is the number of

heat units developed per pound of air passed into the

furnace. For maximum economy this is from 620 to

640. For maximum output, it is from 750 to 780.
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WHO'S WHO IN COAL MINING

THE safety movement is so new,
and we are so deeply immersed
in it, tiiat we hardly realize how

immensely it is changing matters. When
at length we look back at its beginning
through the mists of history, we may
view its leading men much as we are

beginning to view the men and women
of the early days of the Red Cross move-
ment. They will no longer be regarded
as innovators, mere stirrers-up of the

industrial waters, whose activity tire-

somely and often uselessly adds to the

labors and decreases the spare moments
of industrial managers. What the safety

engineers have initiated will be looked

upon as a permanent asset of the na-

tion, a gift of the forefathers to those

that come after, a kindly beneficence

from a benign past.

It is hard just now to tell who will

earn the plaudits of the future for yeo-

man service in the cause of safety, but

C. W. Price, now general manager of

the National Safety Council, and for-

mer assistant to the Industrial Com-
mission of Wisconsin, which has, for

many years, led in promoting human
welfare and education, may well be
among those thus celebrated in our in-

dustrial, and even in our national, an-

nals. For the public will some day
realize that even war is small and in-

significant compared with its three less

blustering brothers— accident, disease

and the destruction wrought by mutual
distrust—and is not by any means the

biggest curse to which mankind is

subject.

The "accident prevention career" of

C. W. Price may be said to have begun
19 years ago when the International

Harvester Co. placed him in charge of
what was then known as "welfare
work" in its Chicago plant. The har-
vester company is commonly recognized
as one of the pioneers of safety work
in America, because Mr. Price in his

development of the welfare department
of the company early sensed the need
for a definite accident prevention move-
ment within the plant and immediately
set about creating it. That was about
12 years ago.

In 1912, when the Wisconsin Indus-
trial Commission was organized, its

members began to look around for a
man with the experience and ability to
carry on educational safety work, a

c. \x . niicE

man who could sell the safety idea to

both employers and employees—truly a
rarity in those days. The work done
by Mr. Price at the International Har-
vester plant had come to the attention
of the Wisconsin authorities, and so the
position of "Assistant to the Wisconsin
Industrial Commission" was offered to
him. He accepted and found himself
in a job that was brand new in the
fullest sense of the word, for nowhere
in America had anyone ever attempted
to do what the Wisconsin commission
proposed.

Mr. Price organized the educational
work of the Wisconsin commission
along lines that have since been followed
in practically every other state wliere
accident prevention work is being
carried on as a state function. This
work included the development of safe
standards in the industries of Wiscon-
sin to the advantage alike of employers
and employees. In organizing the ac-
cident prevention machinery of the
Wisconsin commission Mr. Price visited
every large factory in that state and
put into motion in every plant visited a
safety or;;anization that was thereafter
to carry on the good work of its own
motion. During this period Mr. Price
also helped in the general organization
of the inspection department of the
commission on a basis that induced the

close cooperation of employers with the
state, something that was considered
well nigh revolutionary in those days.

In the fall of 1912, incidental to the
convention of the Association of Iron
and Steel Electrical Engineers, there
was held at Milwaukee, Wis., a meet-
ing during which the idea of a National
Safety Council was born. Of course,
Mr. Price was one of the parents. A
year later, at a meeting in New York,
the National Safety Council was for-
mally organized, and Mr. Price was
elected a member of the Executive Com-
mittee. He served in this capacity for
five years and in turn was vice presi-
dent and director of exhibits of the
council.

The work of the Wisconsin commis-
sion having become well established and
the demand for the services of the Na-
tional Safety Council increasing stead-
ily, Mr. Price in the latter part of 1916
left the Wisconsin commission to be-
come field secretary for the council. In
this capacity Mr. Price took an active
and important part in the development
of local councils including that of the
Western Pennsylvania Division at
Pittsburgh and later the Central Mis-
sissippi Valley Division at St. Louis.

During the war the National Safety
Council donated the services of Mr.
Price to the War Department of the
United States Government for four
months, in which time he visited prac-
tically every navy yard and arsenal
and with the cooperation of other tal-
ented safety organizers placed these
branches of Uncle Sam's war machine
on a safe basis.

In February of last year Mr. Price
was witlidrawn from the field by the
Executive Committee of the Council and
appointed general manager to succeed
W. H. Cameron, who had resigned to
become manager of industrial i-elations

for the Eastman Kodak Company.

A genial man is C. W., as his photo-
graph clearly shows. His personality
grows on those with whom he is assoc-
uted. The present is the first safety
convention that has been under his di-

rection. It sustained fully the reputa-
tion of those which were held in other
years under the management of Mr.
Cameron.
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Coal has Leading Place in Session ol American
Institute of Minino^ and Metallurgical Ensrineers

Br R. Dawson Hai.l
Managing Editor, Coal Age

WHEN the American Institute of Mining and Metal-
lurgical Engineers met on Monday, Sept. 22, at the
Congress Hotel, Chicago. 111., it soon developed

that the coal sessions would overshadow all others in im-
portance and that the coal problem would be the branch ot
mining that would be most assiduously studied. To coal
had been devoted no less than three sessions; but that was
not all. The question of mine taxation is as much a coal
subject as it is one relating to any other mineral wealth,
though it is true, the element of financial risk is greater in
the opening and exploitation of other deposits, and the coal
resources available are more readily computed than are
those of most other minerals. As mine taxation was most
capably discussed in cooperation with the Internal Revenue
Department and in relation to a most excellent paper by
L. C. Graton, of the National Resources Section of the Bu-
reau of Internal Revenue, several coal men who were pres-
ent at the meeting deprived themselves of the pleasure of
attending one of the coal sessions in order to listen to the
discussion on Mine Taxation. Notable among these was
R. V. Norris, who talked most interestingly on the taxation
problem.

As for trips, it was early learned that the Gary steel
works excursion would have to be abandoned. The Impor-
tant visits therefore were to the La Salle district, with its

coal operations, and to the Franklin County coal mines.
An impromtu trip to the works of the Sullivan Machinery
Co., for at least many of the coal men, took the place of the
abandoned steel-works excursion, the visit being made in

the morning of Tuesday, Sept. 23.

COAL SESSIONS BEGAN EARLY
The coal sessions opened on Monday morning in the

Elizabethan Room of the hotel by the presentation of E. A.
Holbrook's paper on "Research in the Coal-Mining Indus-
try," Carl Scholz presiding. Mr. Holbrook was, unfortun-
ately, not present to do his paper justice. The article that

followed—"Some Factors That Affect the Washability of

Coal," by Thomas Fraser and H. F. Yancey—presented by
the former and discussed by both authors, showed that in

Franklin County, Illinois, where the percentage of sulphur
at one mine rose to 3.51 per cent., the "organic" sulphur
content was 1.G7 per cent. Thus 48 per cent, of the sul-

phur was organic and not pyritic or sulphatic and there-

fore could not be reached by washing. Adding to that the
Infinitesimal pyrite particles which cannot be washed out
and the pyritic which can only be separated by tabling or

flotation, it is easy to see that jig washing will do little to

remove the ultimate sulphur where the most unfavorable
conditions exist.

In Pike County, Kentucky, is a bed which fortunately

needs little, if any, sulphur reduction. The sulphur con-
tent is only 0.46 per cent., of this only 0.13 per cent., or

28 per cent, of the whole sulphur content, Is pyritic. The
organic sulphur, which runs 0.33 per cent., supplies the rest

of the sulphur content, which is of course as much us 72

per cent, of the whole quantity. This figure is well worth
holding in mind: practically one-fourth pyritic sulphur and
three-fourths organic sulphur.

No wonder with facts like these C. A. Meissner, well

knov;n as a coke expert, later declared that we shall have
to modify our Ideas as to the manner in which sulphur

shall be removed and yet more as to the degree to which
this can be done. Guy H. Elmore well said at a subtequent
session that no longer can we confidently state, as we did
in years past, that careful washing would always remove
half the sulphur and that the bulk of that- half was to be

found in the ash and was removable with it.

The next two papers "A Use Classification of Coal." by
George H. Ashley, and "Distribution of Anthracite," by
A. S. Learoyd were presented, but not adequately discussed,

the authors not being able to attend. It is unfortunate
that Mr. Ashley's splendid paper has been so passed over by
the institute, but there is no reason why it should not be

submitted for the attention of the members at some time

when the author is present and able to give the members
the full benefit of his discussion, accompanying this by
charts showing the geographic distribution of coal by
classes.

FREE SULPHUR AND FREE IRON MUST BE
RECKONED WITH

R. Dawson Hall, at the close of the session, pointed out

the ability of free sulphur and free iron in the presence of

water to combine and form bisulphide of iron, thus creating

much heat. The question arises, of course, whether anv of

the organic sulphur will act in any way as if free. When
coal is coked half the organic sulphur appears to carry over

into the coke just as does the pyritic sulphur. That, how-

ever, does not show that there is not in a degree some sul-

phur that is held in loose combination.

The smell of the smoke from a half-ignited coke oven

would seem to suggest the presence of such a sulphur. Nor
does the ultimate reduction in organic sulphur of 50 per

cent, in the coking process show that in the lignites and

peats there is only 50 per cent, of such less-stable sulphur.

Now that the presence of organic sulphur seems to be satis-

factorily proved. It would be well worth while to try to find

out just how stable it is in the presence of heat in the \ari-

ous forms in which it exists.

In most coal piles there is some form of free iron—

a

driftbolt in a trestle, a coupling pin, a nail or some like

form of the element. Could not the combination of the

iron and sulphur be a possible souice of heat? It srems

that the action of combination between these two elements

would be more potent to form heat than the oxidation of

pyrite or the oxidation or hydration of coal. It is only a

suggestion, valueless perhaps, but not wholly improbable.

At the afternoon session Carl Scholz also presided. This

sitting opened with the presentation by C. M. Young of an

article on the "Height of the Gas Cap in the Safety Lamp."

Unfortunately the expeiiments were made with city gas and

not with the methanized mine atmosphere, in which the

safety lamp is normally required to give its indications.

There followed the most interestingly discussed paper,

but one, ot those presented—"Engineeiing Features ot

Large Modern Coal Mines," by C. A. Heibert, (who was ab-

sent) and C. M. Young. Mr. Young, being present, gave a

brief account of the contents of the paper. Carl Scholz

pronounced the opinion that alternating current wo\ild

supersede direct current. He was not afraid, with steel-

Jacketed conductors, to put high-voltage cables into the

mines, knowing that not even a pick could make a hole in

them. A derailment might, however, cut a. cable with bad
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results; consequently Mr. Scliolz puts the cables on travel-

ing ways where this contingency is eliminated. However,

it is not well to run any unnecessary risk so the line is laid

in a ditch and covered w^ith a plank. Should any one be

digging around the cable the presence of the plank wculd

warn him that he was approaching the high-tension con-

ductors.

The secondary lines are hung to the roof. They have

merely protection against the moisture of the mine and are

not steel-jacketed like the primary lines. Mr. Scholz said

that with alternating current it was impossible to burn the

motors, because the alternating-current motor would re-

fuse to function entirely if the voltage dropped, whereas

the direct-current motor w-ould go on working, taking a

greater amperage and so heating up its coils faster than

the heat could be dissipated, thus burning out the machine.

In discussing the use of the skip, George S. Rice declared

that, in his belief, the breakage of coal accompanying its

use would not be excessive, for the large quantity of coal

would cause a self-choking which would make the material

poui cut instead of being thrown out, as it is where the car

Is hoisted and discharged from a salf-dumping cage.

Mr. Rice stated that he designed the third steel tipple to

be erected in Illinois, and that about 1892 he installed a

skip hoist in Spring Valley. Carl Scholz declared that it

was his expectation that owing to the pouring quality of the

coal discharge there would not be any abnormal deg'f.da-

tion. The use of a revolving, instead of an end-gate, dump
in the mine is also likely to reduce breakage, though he

did not so state.

E. N. Zern criticized the few headings being driven In the

Valier and other Illinois mines. He thought that the

eight-entry system was needed in large operations where

considerable volumes of air had to be delivered. The

Valier mine has in its main entries only four airways.

Mr. Scholz said that he expected to deliver 300,000 cu. ft.

of air per minute with only a 3 in. water gage when the

mine reached its most remote development. With headings

costing $1 per running foot it was not permissible to drive

as many of them as was customary where the miners were

willing to drive them without additional charge.

BLASTING IS AVOIDED

As for the Jeffrey heading machines, they were installed

as much to save blasting as for any other reason. Mr.

Scholz declared he had carefully considered the large

charge for timbering and Immense cost of its replacement,

and it was mainly to avoid that charge that he introduced

machines that eliminated blasting and so left the coal, roof

and ribs unshattered and equal to the task of staying in

place under the pressure from 605 ft. of overburden, v/hich

is the cover at the Valier mine.

James W. Paul said that the rock-dust provisions at the

mines of the Old Ben Corporation were credited by the com-

pany with having saved the workings from two explosicns.

He thought that if the vanes by which the rock dust was
upheld were placed a little further apart, all the dust would

not be deposited as a result of the violence of the pioneering

wave. There would then be enough dust remaining to en-

able the barriers to cope with the explosion wave proper

that was likely to follow and might pass through the head-

ings if all the dust that had been prepared for the purpose

of extinguishing it was already deposited on the Iloor of the

mine.

Graham Bright, in discussing the rope speed In skip

hoists, declared that this speed was not merely halved by
the greater load which the skip carried, making fewer

hoists necessary, but was actually divided by three by rea-

son of the fact that time was saved in both loading and un-

loading.

Two papers followed, one entitled "Gas-Producer Prac-

tice." by G. S. Brooks and C. C. Nitchie. both authors be-

ing present and the latter reading the paper. The other

paper was entitled "Testing of Coals for Byproduct Coking

and Gas Manufacture," by Horace C. Porter. Mr. Porter's

paper was on the possibility of forecasting by experiments

in miniature the probable outcome of the coking of coals in

different types of coke ovens.

Wilbur Stout's paper on "Coals of Ohio and Their Limi-

tations for Byproduct Coke" was not presented, the printed

paper not being available and the author being absent.

H. W. Young briefed his interesting article on "Outdoor

Substations in Connection with Coal-Mining Installations."

In discussing it Mr. Bright said that it was dangerous to

meter on the high-pressure side of the transformers where

the high-tension current was at 66,000 volts. The best

plan was to meter on the lower-tension side, but as this

would be too favorable to the consumer as against the

public-service corporation It was customary to make the

proper allowance for transformer losses.

The author of the paper, H. W. Young, agreed with Mr.

Bright, saying that it was the practice with his associates

to meter on the high-pressure side of the transformer sta-

tion, only when the high-tension was 33,000 volts or lower.

The many discussions on Mine Taxation, on Non-ferrous

Metallurgy and Metallography, on Geology and on Milling

and Industrial Organization, interesting as they were, espe-

cially that on taxation, are here passed over in favor of the

more important coal sessions.

The session on Mine Taxation was resumed on Tuesday

morning and was rather dull for those who attended it.

The speakers were excessively lengthy and deliberate, and

everything was pitched in such a low tone that little could

be heard. In the afternoon the session on Iron and Steel

was held with a big attendance, and in the evening a num-

ber of members participated in the Oil session.

THE SMOKER WAS A SUCCESS

Something should be said here, however, about the

smoker held In the Gold Room on Monday evening, in

which the ladies participated—but did not smoke. The

ladies were in the balcony and the members of the institute

in the hall below. A comic skit regarding the flotation of

the Jno. D. Oil Co. was the principal entertainment. Most

of the leading members of the American Institute of Min-

ing and Metallurgical Engineers were subjected to a nlever

discharge of wit which amused every one and tioubled no

one.

There was the usual glee club, the efforts of which were

aided by the singing talent of both the ladies and gentle-

men present. A cartoonist made comic portraitures of

some of the notables at the banquet and contributed other

clever sketches.

Wednesday's "Symposium on Sulphur In Coal" was one

of the most Interesting sessions the institute has ever hold,

even though no lantern could be obtained to show Rhein-

hardt Thiessen's slides, which were to accompany his ad-

dress on "Occurrence and Origin of Finely Disseminated

Sulphur Compounds in Coal."

The first paper was one by I. C. White, who was unable

to be present, on "Geographic Distribution of Sulphur in

the West Virginia Coal Beds." In this It was pointed out

that the older coal beds geologically have the greater

amount of sulphur In them. A. C. Fieldner, of the Bureau

of Mines, added that the percentage of sulphur Is some-

what generally high where the ash is fusible at low tem-

perature.

R. D. Hall added that, speaking of West Virginia, the

percentage of sulphur was usually high where the percent-

age of volatile matter In the coal was high, and thought
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perhaps this was more than a coincidence, that possibly

heat had removed the sulphur as well as other volatile

matter before the sulphur had combined with the iron.

Then it was that a discussion arose as to the stability of

organic sulphur under heat and the statement that it was
unsafe at the present stage of our linowledge to assume
that organic sulphur, especially as it now exists in our
coals, is nonstable.

Professor H. H. Stoek, who presided, pointed to the
statements in Gilbert H. Cady's paper, not then presented,
in regard to the low-sulphur coal in the Franklin County
field, which does not appear to be an area of any great
disturbance and heat.

Dr. Thiessen's paper was unusually good, perhaps the
best of those presented. In the comment on it Mr. Hall
called attention to the fact that sulphur did not exceed 0.1

per cent, in the whole lithosphere, but composed as much
as 1.1 per cent, of the volcanic rocks according to Frank
Wrigglesworth Clark. Clearly the organic bodies that con-
tain so much sulphur must have segregated this element,
for it is found in larger quantities in coal, asphalt and
some petroleums than in volcanic rocks. It is found also

in lesser quantities in natural gas. He pointed out how
small in, percentage is the sulphur found in the sedimen-
taries above and below the coal where pyrite might be
expected to form but did not.

SULPHUR APPAHENTLY HAS TWO ORIGINS

However, there were those who declared that while the
finely comminuted pyrite might be organic in origin, the
larger lenses and nodules of pyrite probably had another
source: Seeing, however, that they can be found nowhere
in the measures above and below the coal, the proposition

does not seem quite tenable and the question of the source
seems likely to stand or fall with the solution ultimately
found for the general problem as to the organic origin of

coal sulphur. It may be said that a discussion of the na-
ture of the sulphur in coal occurred in Coal Age, Vol. 4,

pages 273 and 274, and in the same volume, page 586.

Both articles appeared in 1913, when pyritic sulphur was
universally held to be extraneous and not organic in origin.

A. C. Fieldner declared that he had found the organic
sulphur in coal more stable than the pyritic. At the Bruce-
ton mine the crop coal and coal under deeper cover was
analyzed for sulphur and the percentage was notably greater
in the coal further in the mine than in that near the sur-

face. In both cases the coal was ground and subjected to a

float-and-sink test, the liquid being of a specific gravity of

1.35.

Taking off the float and analyzing it, it was shown to

have only 1 per cent. ash. It was noticeable that this re-

latively ash-free coal had in both samples, the near-sur-

face and the interior samples, the same percentage of sul-

phur, namely 0.6 per cent. This fact led Mr. Fieldner to

regard the pyritic sulphur as less stable than the non-
pyritic, which is undoubtedly true as far as the weather-
ing that is, the oxidizing process is concerned. It may or
may not hold, however, as to heating.

As far as coking is concerned, the instability of some
organic sulphurs in the presence of heat is of little im-
portance provided the unstable organic sulphur will be
given off before the coking temperature is attained. It is

almost certain that some organic sulphurs are given off in

the coke oven, but the temperature at which this occurs

is not of primary Importance so long as we are sure that

the necessary temperature is reached. The stability, at

low temperature, of the organic sulphur may be important

as regards spontaneous combustion and might have
relevancy in the making of gas. As far as coking is con-

cerned, we are apparently in more of a quandary than ever.

now that we find that organic sulphur still exists in the
coal.

Pyritic sulphur may surrender to washing or oxidation
or even flotation, but organic sulphur which is of the very
essence of coal must be subjected to a process which
chemistry has up to the present not even conjectured, much
less outlined.

The whole subject of the reason for the prevalence or
non-prevalence of pyritic sulphur C. A. Meissner showed
was not readily explained because beds vary much in their
sulphur content. The middle of the seam will occasionally
have less than the top or the bottom. Evidently heat has
nothing to do urith that variation. S. A. Taylor pointed
out that seams had a varying sulphur content with loca-

tion, the variation occurring markedly, not merely in a

single field, but in the area subject to operation from a

single mine or even in that served by a single entry. It

was also shown that sulphur was found mostly in swags
or small basins. There are three ways in which the dip of

the measures might help to preserve the sulphur. They
might localize the iron solutions and the iron acting as the
jailor of the sulphur might preserve it in the swags to a
greater degree than it is preserved elsewhere; or again, the

presence of the water in the swags might accentuate those
bacterial processes by which the sulphur is retained; or

third, the presence of the water might assist in the combi-
nation of iron and sulphur.

UNSOLVED PROBLEMS
All these are diflicult questions and they still await

thought and elucidation. There were not a few present to

argue for "secondary enrichment" (the words sound like a

none too merry jest with regard to iron pyrite in coal).

Even if they are constrained to admit that the pigmy dots

of pyrite crystal found by Mr. Thiessen are indigenous,

they argue that the lenses and nodules must have another

origin.

J. R. Campbell was not present to brief his article on
"Mechanical Separation of Sulphur Materials in Coal."

George H. Ashley also was absent, and his "Sulphur in

Coal—Geological Aspects," received little discussion. A. R.

Powell briefed most admirably his article "Forms in Which
Sulphur Occurs in Coal," while C. W. Parmelee's paper,

"Effect of Sulphur in Coal Used in Ceramic Industries,"

closed the session.

In the afternoon, seven papers of the "Symposium on Sul-

phur in Coal" were presented, the first, "Removal of Sul-

phur from Illuminating Gas," by W. W. Odell and W. A.

Dunkley, being discussed at length. Dr. Darlington men-
tioned that Ferrox, a new mixture of ferric hydrate and
some binding material such as cement, was giving excellent

results. It has a capacity about 50 times as large as other

materials used for the desulphurizing of gas. He added
that the material as prepared was mechanically strong

enough to bear the weight of a man.
It was said that letting air into the gas served to an

extent to revivify the purifier, as the authors of the paper

said, and this could be done without bringing the gas be-

low standard, providing the gas was enriched, but that it

must not be thought that the presence of a small amount
of air will prevent ultimate fouling.

The paper on "Low Sulphur in Coal," by H. M. and

T. M. Chance, though printed, was not available at the

meeting and neither author being present it received scant

attention. It was suggested, however, that the probabili-

ties were that the sulphur in the Greene County coals of

Pennsylvania would run higher than the authors thought,

as the showing in West Virginia adjacent to Greene

County is not by any means favorable, whatever it may be

on the Monongahela front.
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WiUiard R. Jillson's paper, being mostly geographical

In its discussion of the low sulphur coals of Kentucky, its

content was not discussed. Following these came "Low
Sulphur Coal in Illinois," by Gilbert H. Cady, presented by

State Geologist Frank W. De Wolfe.

He stated that while the coals In the Franklin County
low-sulphur area were low in moisture content, as compared
with Illinois coals as a whole, they were not as low in mois-

ture as some other coais in Illinois. He more or less punc-

tured the notion that the low-sulphur coals of Franklin

County owe that quality to early heat action. Had they

been subjeced to early heating they would probably have

advanced further in their mineralization.

"Sulphur in the Coking Process," by S. W. Parr; "Com-
mercial Recovery of Pyrite from Coal," by S. H. Davis, and

"Sulphur in Producer Gas," by F. Crabtree and A. R.

Powell, then followed. In regard to the second paper it

was pointed out that the objection to coal in pyrite was
that it increased the heat too much when roasting the

pyrite. Involved the use of too much nitric acid in purifica-

tion and generated quantities of COj which delayed the

formation of sulphuric acid. To keep down the heat the

quantity charged had to be reduced.

On the same day, Wednesday, sessions were Seld on Iron

and Steel, on Mining and Local Resources, Pyrometry with

special reference to Iron and Steel Metallurgy, and on Non-

ferrous Metallurgy. In the evening President Horace V.

Winchell held a reception in the Elizabethan Room, and this

was followed by a banquet in the Gold Room at which

Robert W. Hunt was toastmaster and Horace V. Winchell,

Francis S. Peabody, Theodore W. Robinson, Bradley

Stoughton and Charles M. Schwab were the speakers.

Mr. Peabody spoke on his hobby, "Coal Conservation,"

Mr. Robinson extolled Chicago in an extremely happy vein,

ending with a few words on the steel strike, and Mr. Schwab
told again some old stories in a way that never tires and
praised "human engineering as the greatest of all kinds of

technical skill and as the art in which every engineer

should excel." Schwab's stories, unlike steel, never seem
to suffer from what is known as "fatigue."

On Thursday, Sept. 25, the visitors, except those pyro-

metrically inclined, left for La Salle, a city 99 miles from
Chicago. (The "Symposium on Pyfometry" at 10 a.m. was
the only technical session of that day and was the last of

the series. It was held in Chicago.)

On the arrival of the train at La Salle the 200 guests

were entertained at the Hotel Kaskaskla, after which they

were divided into four groups—mining, scenic, geology and
industrial and went in automobiles their separate ways to

points of interest.

The mining group for the most part went to the Union
mine, of the La Salle County Carbon Coal Co., just outside

La Salle. This mine is approched by a shaft 400 ft. deep
and operates in the "Third Vein," according to Illinois par-

lance, or in the No. 2 bed, according to the nomenclature
of the U. S. Geological Survey. The coal is transported in

small vertical-sided cars of 3 ft. 5 '/4 in. gage. The capacity

per car is about 2499 lbs. net. The current used in the

mine for haulage and coal cutting is carried to the trans-

former station at a tension of 2200 volts. It is distributed

for the locomotives and the five Sullivan longwall coal-

cutting machines at 240 volts, direct current. The coal

is hoisted by an Ottumwa electric hoist, driven by a General
Electric 225 h. p. Induction motor with automatic control

and air-brake connection.

Much of the mine is heavily timbered, as the roof has
broken up quite high. As the mine is operated by long-

wall no signs of coal are to be noted in the long Journey
from the shaft pillar to the longwall face. The mine is

perfectly dry and yet quite safe from dust explosions, for

the cars are not so heavily topped as to distribute coal
along the roadways while the roof and sides are continu-
ally providing a finely ground shale, dust which is the most
perfect defense against a mine explosion.
As the locomotive and cars ran along the rails with their

freight of visitors a continuous sand storm (or rather shale
storm) beat against their faces, convincing proof of what a
coal-dust cloud would meet should it try to cause trouble
in this mine.

The packwalling is carried close up to the face, so that
there is just enough room when cutting to pass the machine
between the packwall and the face. The gathering is done
by mules. All the mines in this field are operated by the
longwall system, except the Matthiessen and the Hegeler
mine, where room-and-pillar methods are employed.
Most of the mines are comparatively level, though ai the
Illinois Zinc Co. No. 1 mine the coal pitches decidedly.
Some of the mining party then went to the Cedar Point

plant of the La Salle County Carbon Coal Co., and others to
the mills of the Mineral Point Zinc Co., where they in-
spected the pouring out of zinc Into molds, its annealing
and rolling, and also visited the roasting furnaces. The
party arrived in Chicago early in the evening, and tha 26
who decided to visit the Franklin County field had barely
time to wash and dine before starting on the second trip.

Franklin County has some of the largest mines in the
United States and some of the most up to date. It is a field

having no small operations for, since the cost of shaft sink-
ing is considerable, it does not pay to put in a plant of
small dimensions.

The best of the coal laud is now selling at around $250
an acre, but twenty years ago it could have been purchased
for less than |25. Fortunately the surface is of little value
and is not farmed extensively, and with a little care in mak-
in the deeds it should be easy to secure the right to mine
without providing surface support to the wild land that
surmounts the coal.

When the party arrived at Benton and had been well
fed at Jedd's Cafe, it was piloted back to a special train by
Carl Scholz, who personally conducted the trip. This spe-
cial train took the party to mine after mine in the Franklin
County field. The first two mines visited were Nos. 9 and
8, of the Old Ben Corporation, located at West Frank-
fort. At No. 9 the first unit of the plant visited was the
rock crusher, where rock is crushed for the rock-dust
barriers that are in use at all the mines of the companj. A
Raymond rock crusher reduces the shale to dust, so that

92 per cent, goes through a 250-mesh screen. About 30
tons are produced per shift.

Another interesting feature at this plant was the stor-

age of the smaller sizes of coal. The coal is conveyed from
the tipple and dumped on a small pile. There a Link-Belt

storage shovel with a clam-sholl l)ucket and a 90-ft. boom
lifts the coal and carries it to the storage ground where it

is piled to a depth of about 4 9 ft. When it is desired to

reload the coal the same shovel picks it up and moves it

back to the original dumping place, where it falls into an
elevator boot and is carried back to the tipple.

The coal is not allowed to remain In storage for any
length of time. The storage yard is merely an equalizer of

car supply, a fiywheel that has had to be provided because

of the scandalous irregularity and inefliciency with which

the Government railroads are being run.

At these mines 4 5-lb. rail is used on the main haulage

and 20-lb. in the rooms, steel ties being used everywhere.

Sanford-Day cars with "Whitney Wonder" roller-bearing

wheels are employed.

Franklin County is finding that where the shafts are of

such a depth and of such a tonnage as here obtains the

ordinary unconed drum has too high a peak load and does
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not afford sufficient speed. For this reason at both Nos. 9

and 8 mines special conical drums are being provided.

These drums begin the hoist easily and rapidly speed it up

when the load is started. They then maintain that higher

speed till the steam is shut off. The new drums are of

Nordberg Manufacturing Co. make, but the hoists were sup-

plied by the Litchfield company. Thus at No. 8 mine, the

second operation visited, the present hoisting limit seems to

be 5500 tons per eight-hour shift, but with the new hoist-

ing arrangements it is expected that the tonnage will be

raised to 6500 tons. To secure this not only is the drum
being changed, but the old 24 x 42 in., Litchfield hoist is

being replaced by a 28 x 48 in. hoist of the same make.

The new drum has a speed ratio between slow and fast

speeds of 7 to 11.

c

A DIFFERENCE IN DEPTH EXISTS

At the present writing No. 9 is not so large a producer

as No. 8, which is older. It has a capacity of 5000 tons a

day. At No. 8 the shaft depth is 450 It. and at No. 9,

460 ft.

Since permissible powders have been introduced the

safety of the mines has been greatly increased. No longer

does sliotfiring ignite the coal; consequently there is only

one mine of the Old Ben Corporation where firerunners are

now employed to follow the shotfirers and to extinguish

the fires started. The company would change the explosive

used at that mine if it were not for the firm determination

of the men to require its use.

Rooms are driven 24 to 28 ft. wide and are spaced on
40 to 45 ft. centers. Crosscuts are driven 60 ft. apart. To
save expense these are made 18 to 20 ft. wide, thus taking

away about a quarter of the strength of the 16 to 17 ft.

pillar between the rooms.

The haulage system at No. 9 mine is quite unusual, espe-

cially where so large a tonnage is attained. The small

six-ton electric locomotives, of which from 12 to 15 are al-

ways in use, come to the landing with their trips. They
do not act as secondary haulage units but take the coal

from the working headings all the way to the shaft. So

many locomotives arriving at one and the same point might

be expected to interfere with one another, but so excellent

is the signaling system that this difficulty is entirely avoided

and the use of the many small units piovldes a steady flow

of coal. This plan might not be possible at many mines,

but it works out quite well at No. 8, where the grades are

light.

ORIENT ALSO HAS A STORAGE YARD
The next operation visited was the Orient mine of the

Chicago, Wilmington & Franklin Coal Co. This mine

has a storage yard well away from the plant, the coal

stored (which is not merely of small sizes but run of mine),

being transported in Western dump cars from which it is

discharged in the ordinary manner and transfeired to big

piles by two Link-Belt Machinery Co. shovels having 2-yd.

buckets and 50-ft. booms.

The Orient mine is deeper than either of those just de-

scribed. The coal dips toward the north, and the Orient

mine is north of West Frankfort. The depth of the shaft

is 520 ft. from the top of the ground to the top of the coal.

The total hoist is 600 ft. (at Valier, a mine still further

north, the depth of the shaft is 6 05 ft., the mine floor at

that point being roughly 200 ft. below the sea level). The
cages at the Orient mine are of the self-dumping type manu-
factured by the Eagle Iron Works, of Des Moines, Iowa.

Lunch was served In one of the houses In the village of

Orient, and the party then took train to Valier where the

main shaft was being operated, xnls being its first day's
run. Here is installed an electric hoist and no coned
drum. With this electric hoist there is a large flywheel to

meet the peak load, and perhaps it is unnecessary to cone
drums in such an instance in order to keep down a peak
that is already well provided for.

Provision is made at Valier for a suitable rope speed
through the use of a 12-ton skip, which saves in the weight
to be lifted and reduces the speed by the large capacity
raised at each hoist. This skip was built by the Connells-

ville Machinery Co., which also supplied the 14 x 5 ft. fan
which is now producing 200,000 cu. ft. of air and is capable
of delivering 300,000 cu. ft. against a 3-in. water gage.

Valier is a pretty little town. The company owns only

125 of the 400 houses, but it has installed an ample supply

of pure water, electric lights and sidewalks, and is now
prepared to sell lots to all who desire to locate there. Other
persons beside the Valier Coal Co. also have lots, and the

mine officials aie glad to have their men purchase either

of the company or of others in the field.

Though the Valier Coal Co., being railroad-owned. Is sure

of a steady run and favorable conditions for the earning

of substantial and steady wages, the company in its little

booklets is calling attention to the fact that "six of the

largest mines in southern Illinois are located within a

radius of 3 miles" quite a modest distance in these days of

miner-owned automobiles.

DWELLING MAY BE PURCHASED
The Valier Coal Co.'s building plot alone comprises

120 acres. Every one of the 125 houses built by the com-

pany is held for sale at cost to any employee In a single pay-

ment or in installments with 6 per cent, interest per annum
on outstanding balances computed monthly. Every man
should be able, says Mr. Scholz, to pay for his house in

less than three months time.

The party went down into the mine to see the Jeffrey

Manufacturing Co.'s heading machine, which makes two

shear cuts and one undercut and then wedges the coal

down by heavy horizontal blows with several picks. It

takes three cuts to complete the full heading width. The

machine can easily make 12 ft. per day and sometimes as

much as fifteen feet.

After a long trip through the mines the party came to

the surface and took train to Benton, where automobiles

were taken for a distance of about 2 mi. to the mine ot

the United States Fuel Co., a subsidiary of the United States

Steel Coiporation. This mine is known as Middle Fork,

and it has a washery which has many new features that

cannot now be described.

There are here employed many large belt conveyors, built

by the Robins Conveying Belt Co., in 07ie of which the belt

is 7 ft. wide. The jigs are built by the Pittsburgh Washery

Co. Centrifugal dryers of the Elmore type and Dorr

Thickeners are interesting units of the same installation.

The plant was idle on the occasion of the visit, and the

guests were able to make the trip without discomfort.

This mine has an electric hoist and a double-cone drum.

Its output has so far not exceeded 3000 tons per day. After

a bounteous meal at Jedd's Cafe, the party returned to the

special car by which they had originally arrived at Benton,

which being attached to the regular night train to Chicago

landed them the next morning at the Dearborn Street Sta-

tion. It was in every way a notable trip and full of in-

terest, and many thanks are due to Mr. Scholz, the Old Ben
Corporation, the Chicago, Wilmington & Franklin Coal Co.

and the Valier Coal Co. for the way in which it was carried

out, and the generous manner In which Information was
supplied.
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Dedication of Bureau of Mines Buildings

A CROWD of over 200 persons, Including several Jis-

tinguished visitors of national reputation, witnessed

the dedicatory ceremonies at the new Bureau ot

Mines buildings at Pittsburgh on Sept. 29. The structures,

begun over three years ago and but recently completed, cost

the Government $1,000,000. The dedication services were
delayed by the war and the confusion resulting from the

signing of the aruiistice.

A stand was erected within the large court In the rear of

the buildings. Some of the visitors occupied seats In the

stand while others grouped themselves in a wide semicircle

around it. The day was ideal as far as weatlier conditions

go, and the entire piogiam was carried out withoul a

hitch, although thiee of the men who were to have made
addresses were not able to be present. They were Hon.
Franklin K. Lane. Secretary of the Interior, John L.

Lewis, acting president of the United Mine Workers ot

America, and Horace V. Winchell, president of the American
Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers.

Early In the morning the buildings were thrown npen

for inspection and souvenir booklets were distributed to

the city had ever been assured. In closing. Mayor Babcock
extended to the visitors the hope that their visit in I'ltts-

burgh would be pleasant, profitable and instructive. In
giving them the freedom of the city, he said he offered all

that any city has to offer anybody.
The response to the address of welcome was made by the

Assistant Secretary of the Interior. Alexander T. Vogel-
sang, who said:

The United States has had all the fighting and all the

violence it wants for quite a while. It now wishes to

get the war settled— to have peace proclaimed. It wants
to build and produce. Four years of war and of grief

have been enough—more than enough. Let us, in

heaven's name, now have just one year of industrial

peace. If we get it, this day twelvemonth will show us

to be the happiest and most prosperous people en iiiasse

In all the world. It is not askiu-^ too much of capital to

grant this brief respite, nor too much of labor. Let this

country once again get the pulse beat of peace; she craves

it beyond all other things.

Let us confine our scrappings to the elimination of old

methods, old formulas, old ideas. Let the sun of reason

shine for a while, and then marvel at the growth of all

good things. The greedy profiteer Is not yet out of the

social equation, but he is going. The Ignorant and

scheming revolutionist is still with us to some extent, but

he, too, is soon going. The sober, honest people of tlie

country intend that both shall walk the same plank.

Happy day—when they go.

SECRETARY
VOGELSA.SG
DELIVERING
THE KEVS OF
THE BUILDl.VGS

TO
DIRECTOR
MANNING:

the guests. Guides were available at all times for the

visilors, who expipssed a keen appreciation of the work be-

ing done at the Buieau.

Opened by Nlrella's Band of Pittsburgh, the dedicatory

exercises began promptly at 10:30 a.m. T. J. Gillespie, ot

the Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce, presided and Intro-

duced Chancellor S. B. McCormick, of the University ot

Pitlsbiiigh, who gave the invocation. Mayor E. V. Babcock
delivered the addiess of welcome and spoke briefly of the

purposes for which the buildings had been erected. He
said the reclaiming and saving of human life had already

been accomplished though the buildings had not been dedi-

cated. He spoke of the scientific Investigation that was
part of the Bureau's piogram, as well as the IncreaiO of

health, safety and efhclency that had already been noted.

In the work being done at the Bureau, the couperatiun of

GOVERNOR SPROUL ADDRESSING THE VISITORS

In closing, Mr. Vogelsang read a message from Presi-

dent Wilson to Secretary Lane, as follows:

I wish that I might be present to express my very deep

Interest In the work being done by such Instrumentals,

for the Increase of production, the safeguarding of life,

the raising of the standaid of living and sclenllAc en-

deavor. It Is a very happy circumstance that with this

meeting should be the ceremonies connected with the

new building in Pittsburgh of the Bureau of Mines."
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Hon. "William C. Sproul, Governor of Pennsylvania, fol-

lowed Mr. Vogelsang making an address in which he re-

fused to discuss the steel strike. Before he began his talk

he declared smilingly that he "had said his say on the

strike" and stated that he had come "to express the grati-

fication of Pennsylvania for the splendid enterprise brought

into being by the American Government."

"There has been no doubt of where it should be located,"

he added, "yet Pittsburgh should be proud to possess it.

This is the heart of the coal industry. Though it is true

that as the years have passed Pennsylvania has fallen be-

hind other commonwealths in production of iron ore, oil and

gas, yet in coal she produces three times as much as any

other three states combined."

Toward the success of the local institution, the Governor

pledged the cooperation of the state. He called attention

to the fact that men educated and trained in Pennsylvania

schools were holding enviable positions in mining areas the

world over. The Governor said that he was much in-

terested in housing and welfare conditions at mining com-

munities, and that it was impossible to make good citizens

out of children who were raised in squalid localities and in

unsanitary homes, no matter how safe the mines were and

how farsighted the operators might be. Governor Sproul

SOME OF THE NOTABLES PRESENT

Left to Right: Mayor Babcock, Secretary Vogelsang,

Governor Sproul and Director Manning.

also mentioned the new Bureau of Rehabilitation, in which

men crippled in industries were reeducated and prepared to

once again take their place in various industries.

In the absence of Horace V. Winchell, president of the

American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers,

J. Parke Channing delivered an address on the labor prob-

lems of the day. He spoke of the new course in human
engineering that is being included in the curricula of many
technical schools, and said that a mine foreman was better

equipped if he had a knowledge of his men than he was

if his only ability consisted in being able to tackle the

technical problems which confronted him.

It was a mistake, he said, to explain the wage system as

an outgrowth of feudalism, for it was the natural develop-

men of the needs of our human relations. He compared

the available earnings of the world to a stock of money in

the interior of a pot and said that no more could be taken

out than had been put in.

Stating that the income of the country was, in 1916,

probably about $50,000,000,000 per year, he added that at

least $40,000,000,000 of that income were turned back in

wages; the rest might be divided between the profit made

by capital and the reward to those who toil with their

brains. He added that without the other $10,000,000,000

there would be no social progress, no improvement in rail-

roads and other public conveniences. It was necessary that

some of the earnings of the world at large should be de-

voted to new construction.

Were profits and awards for management annulled, Mr.

Channing said, the workingman's wage would be only slight-

ly increased. The workingman whose wage in 1916 averaged
about $1000 a year would have obtained only $1250 if the
brain workers had received no wages for their toil and capi-

tal had drawn no compensation for the use of the savings

it had put by.

Following Mr. Channing, Van A. Bittner delivered an
address in place of John L. Lewis, acting president of the
United Mine Workers of America, who was at that time,

busy endeavoring to obtain a new contract from the
coal operators at a meeting held in Buffalo. Mr. Bittner

spoke most favorably of the work and purposes of the
United States Bureau of Mines and quoted figures to show
how the mine-accident death rate had been decreased since

the Bureau had been established. Mr. Bittner pointed to

the patriotic assistance given the nation during the war by
the Bureau of Mines, declaring that the buildings had, tem-
porarily, been transformed from their death-saving pur-

poses to one of death dealing.

He also spoke of the developments in the art of making
gas and gas masks for war purposes, all of which changes
in technique were the outcome of the investigations of the

Bureau of Mines during the period of the war. He ad-

vocated that the United States Government undertake to

regulate by Federal supervision the operation of the coal

mines, so that every section of the country would be sub-

jected to similar laws relative to the conservation of health

and life in the mines.

The ceremonies were brought to a close with the handing
over of the keys to the building by Secretary Vogelsang to

Van H. Manning, director of the station.

E. A. Holbrook, secretary of the Pittsburgh Chamber of

Commerce, then explained the program for the rest of the

day, after which the crowd dispersed.

Luncheon was served at the Bureau buildings after the

exercises. At two o'clock, a special train from a siding

near the Bureau carried the visitors to the experimental
mine near Bruceton, Penn. Arriving at the mine, the vari-

ous devices for the determination of the strength, shatter-

ing effect, gaseous products, sensitiveness, liability to freez-

ing, etc., of explosives were demonstrated. Among these

different devices are included the ballistic pendulum, Bichel

gages, Mettegang recorder and gas and dust galleries.

At 3:45 p.m. an explosion of coal dust was made in the

mine. This was accomplished by placing pulverized coal

on cross shelving overhead and on floor and side shelves.

Two pounds of dust per foot of entry were applied. A
cannon loaded with 3 lb. of FFF black powder was located

on the floor of the entry, 225 ft. from the drift mouth,

pointing outward. A solid wall of flame followed the fir-

ing of the cannon, after which the fan was put in operation

and the air in the mine cleared.

Rock-dust barriers were inspected after the explosion.

These were trough-shaped and illustrated the single and

concentrated types. The barriers were then demonstrated.

A demonstration of liquid oxygen as an explosive was given

in the blowing up of a tree stump on the grounds.

The geophone was demonstrated to the visitors. The

geophone is a device for locating the position of imprisoned

miners and was used to considerable advantage in the war

by the sapper engineers. A 25-lb. keg of black powder

was exploded by passing an electric current through the

metal container. In demonstrating the danger from the

flame of open lamps coming in contact with kegs containing

black powder, a keg of this explosive was fired by this

method. Powder was then wrapped in paper containers

and placed inside a metal keg, and an open lamp placed

under the keg. An explosion followed after four minutes.

An automatic switch thrower, selective or flying, manu-

factured by the American Mine Door Co., of Canton, Ohio,
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received more than passing notice from the visitors. A
model was available as well as the actual working device.

At 6 p.m., the visitors boarded the train for Pittsburgh

and were taken to the Baltimore & Ohio station. In the

evening, at 8:15 p.m., a mingled program of organ music

and speeches was held at the Carnegie Music Hall. Charles

Heinroth, director of music at the Carnegie Institute, being

the organist. Addresses were made by Samuel Harden
Church, Alexander T. Vogelsang, Assistant Secretary of the

Interior, and Dr. Van H. Manning, Director of the Bureau of

Mines.

Mr. Church's remarks, both jocular and serious, were
received with much approval. In serious mood he referied

to the Plumb plan and said that even now the workmen
were in charge of the railroads, referring to the humble
positions from which the presidents of the four biggest rail-

road systems had sprung. He declared that if the Bol-

shevists had their day and displaced these men, they would
have to take others from the ranks to fill the places of

those dispossessed, and that these men, recruited from the

same ranks and performing the same services, would be in

no wise more truly workingmen than those now in charge,

only they wo\ild be less experienced, chosen with less con-

sideration of fitness and selected more on. the spur of the

moment, and therefore would be men who would inade-

quately fill the places of those they displaced.

He added that it was not

true that the poor were

growing poorer. Every

day's sun set on a people

who were better nurtured

and more comfortably

housed than the people on

whom the sun arose. The
progress from the ragged

edge of poverty to com-

fort and competence was
almost without a break in

its continuity.

pertended, but he trusted that, remembering how short was
the stock of all things on which the life, health and comfort
of the world depended, we would declare a si.x month's in-

dustrial truce which would at least carry us through the

perilous period of winter.

Dr. Van H. Manning, after a word of praise of Joseph
Austen Holmes, his deceased predecessor, addressed the

members of the mine-rescue and first-aid teams asking them
to be patient about the decisions reached by the judges in

the coming meet. All could not be winners; mistakes were
bound to occur, but like sportsmen we must meet all the

unavoidable difficulties inherent in a contest such as that

about to be staged.

Adjourning to meet in the Carnegie Lecture Hall, the

audience listened to James W. Paul and inspected the

slides and motion pictures taken by the Bureau of Mines in

cooperation with the National Coal Association. The latter

organization has provided the $25,000 necessary to prepare

these screen reproductions of co;,-'-mining scenes, whicii are

grouped together under the title "The Story of Coal."

Many picturs of the underground have been taken before.

The mining public has been in the habit of expressing itself

highly pleased with these films, but now at last it can so

deliver itself without any mental reservations. Daylight

could hardly give better results. A little smoke from the

carbon arc appears in the mine scenes and looks like steam,

but tuat adds beauty, it

not truth, to the pictures

and certainly obscures

nothing of importance.

The views taken on the

roadways from a traveling

platform will certainly be

extremely illuminating to

the general public. The
mines chosen, if one may
hazard a guecs, are those

which the American Instl-
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Mine-Rescue and First-Aid Contest in Pittsbvirgh

SYNOPSIS:—In spite of some inclement weather,

much enthusiasm was displayed in the national meet.

Many teams, both mine-rescue and first-aid, were en-

tered and competition was keen. As a region, the

West apparently showed greater proficiency than the

East, although the East took first place.

ON TUESDAY, Sept. 30. from 9 to 12 a.m., the pre-

liminary mine-rescue contests of the national first-

aid and mine-rescue meet held in Pittsburgh, Penn.,

in conjunction with the dedication of the Bureau of Mines

buildings there, were conducted at Forbes Field. Twenty-

one teams, representing eight states, competed in a spe-

cially constructed wooden gallery, a portion of which was
inclosed and served as a gas chamber into which formalde-

hyde fumes were introduced. Music by Nirella's band kept

the small but appreciative crowd in a good humor.

The following problem was given each team: "Follow-

ing a mine fire, crew proceeds to nearest working place. A
miner is found unconscious, canary has been overcome en

route—remove the miner to outside and revive by artificial

H. C. Frick Coke Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn.; Leisenring No.

1 Rescue Station of the H. C. Frick Coke Co., of Pittsburgh,

Penn.; Hillman Coal and Coke Co., of Brownsville, Penn.;

Inland Collieries Co., of Harmarville, Penn.; Orient Central

Rescue Station, Team No. 1, of Orient, Penn.; Pittsburgh

Terminal Railroad and Coke Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn.;

Union Coal and Coke Co., of Bentleyville, Penn.; Washing-
ton Coal and Coke Co., of Star Junction, Penn.; Madison
Coal Corporation, of Carterville, 111. These teams were
selected from a field of 21 that included teams from Ala-

bama, Indiana, Montana, Virginia, Washington and West
Virginia.

In the afternoon the preliminary first-aid contests were
held on the same field that saw the endeavors of the mine-

rescue men. Eighty-five teams were entered, out of which
20 were selected for the world's series on the day follow-

ing. Five full-team problems were given the various

teams, with Major M. J. Shields, of the American Red
Cross, serving as chief judge. Practically all of the judges

were selected from among prominent physicians of the

Pittsburgh district. A considerable number of ties for

GENERAL VIEW OF FORBES FIELD DURING THE PRELIMINARY CONTEST

respiration. Time, 19 minutes." The various teams went
to work in a grim, methodical manner that was Impresive

and suggested the idea that real lives were at stake instead

of the dummies which were used. A touch of human in-

terest was brought out by one of the team captains who
refused to take a live canary into the gas chamber. Finally

a dummy bird was given him, after which he entered into

the competition. Another incident of interest was the

fainting of one of the team members while in the gas cham-

ber. However, he was brought safely to the outside be-

fore any serious effects from the fumes had resulted.

The judges were William Nesbit, chief mine inspector

of the Keystone Coal and Coke Co., of Greensburg, Penn.;

Edward Steidle, of the mining department of the Carnegie

Institute of Technology; R. Z. Virgin, of the mining depart-

ment of the Carnegie Institute of Technology, and W. G.

Duncan, from the mining department of Pennsylvania State

College. Edward H. Cox, general manager of the Snowden
Coke Co., of Braznell, Penn., acted as chief Judge.

From this competition, ten teams won entry to the finals

on the following day: McDonald Mine of the Carnegie Coal

Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn.; BufiBngton Rescue Station of the

various places resulted, as was to be expected, all of which

were run off after the competition proper. Five teams

were tied for 20th place. A limited amount of time

was allotted to each problem and the teams were penalized

for failure to finish on time. A larger crowd was present

than during the rescue work in the morning and saw the

following teams place for the finals:

Superior Coal Co., of Gillespie, 111.; Ronco Mine of the

H. C. Frick Coke Co., of Ronco, Penn.; Mine No. 6 of the

Pittsburgh Terminal Railroad and Coke Co., of Bruceton,

Penn.; Consolidated Coal Co., of Jenkins, Ky.; Roslyn Fuel

Co., of Seattle, Wash.; Butte District, of Butte, Mont.;

Rachel Mine of the Bertha Coal Co., of Broomfleld, W. Va.;

Mine No. 6 of the J. K. Dering Coal Co., of Clinton, Ind.;

Mine No. 42 of the Davis Coal and Coke Co., of Kempton,

W. Va.; Standard Mine of the H. C. Frick Coke Co., of Mt.

Pleasant, Penn.; Primes Chemical Co., of Vanadium, Colo.;

Colliery No. 11 of the Penn Coal and Coke Corporation, of

Cresson, Penn.; Soiiman Shaft Coal Co., of Portage, Penn.;

United States Coal and Coke Co., of Gary, W. Va.; United

States Fuel Co., of Universal, Ind.; Vesta No. 7 Mine of the

Vesta Coal Co., of West Brownsville, Penn.; Madison Coal
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Corporation, of Carterville, 111.; Team No. 1 of the Penn-

Mary Coal Co., of Heihvood, Penn.; Berwind Mine of the

Colorado Fuel and Iron Co., of Pueblo, Colo.; Team No. 2

of the Rembrandt Peale Interests, of St. Benedict, Penu.

In the evening, at S:00 o'clock, a pageant entitled "The
Hidden Treasures of the Earth" was presented by the Pitts-

burgh Chamber of Commerce at Forbes Field. The pro-

duction was under the direction of the author, Thomas
Wood Stevens, president of the American Pageant Associa-

tion, who lived up to his reputation as one of the foremost

producers of pageants in America. It was by far the most

dramatic event of the three days and was thoroughly en-

joyed by a crowd of about 5000 people. An imitation,

miniature coal-dust explosion was enacted that brought

the audience to its feet through its realism.

The spirits of Earth, Fire, Air and Water were repre-

sented as conspiring against the dreamer Man in the be-

ginning of the world. The successive steps in the develop-

ment of the mining industry were shown through periods

that represented the ages of bronze, gold, iron and finally

coal. The last episode, that of coal, portrayed events in

the progress toward the safety of life in coal mining which

FIRST-AID TEAM OF THE ROSLYN FUEL CO.
SEATTLE, WASH.

was assumed to begin with the invention of the safety lamp.

Permissible explosives were introduced as part of the new
methods, and lastly the methods of first-aid and mine-

rescue. The final act saw the vision of the Man of Science

gaining dominance over the forces of Nature.

The acting of the participants, all of whom were ama-
teurs, was good, and the work of the dancers in particular

was to be commended. The cast was drawn from students

of the University of Pittsburgh, Carnegie Institute of

Technology and men from the many first-aid and mine-

rescue teams. Lighting effects were carefully planned and

gave a pleasing impression.

THE DOINGS OF WEDNESDAY

In the face of a drizzling rain, the finals of the mine-

rescue competition were run off at Forbes Field. Though
the inclemency of the weather dampened the action to some
extent, yet the final contest saw some of the keenest com-
petition that has ever characterized an event of this nature.

The same judges who handled the contest on the day previ-

ous were officiating at the finals. The following problem

was given each of the ten teams: "Enter mine after ex-

plosion, remove stopping across roomneck, find man under

fall of slate in fresh air back of barricade with severe cut
on lower left leg. Treat and rescue. Time, 12 min."
The following three teams finished first, second and third

in the finals, and in the order named: Acme Mine No. 2

of the Union Coal and Coke Co., of Bentleyville, Penn.,
captained by Mark Jones. Average 99 per cent. No. 1

Team of the Leisuring Rescue Station of the H. C. Frick
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Mitchell, Butte, Mont., died; Granite J. Frowen, Thomas
Cooney, Butte, Mont.; John C. Farmer, Havaco, W. Va.,

died; George Washington Keith, Havaco, W. Va. ; Henry
Clay Turner, Maitland, W. Va.; Adam B. Mitchell, Fort Gay,
W. Va; Samuel Jones, Speedwell, Tenn., died. Gold medals
and diplomas were awarded to the heroes. In the event of

the hero himself giving up his life, the award went to his

nearest relative.

The weather cleared by the time the gong sounded for

the first event. Approximately 1000 persons were seated

^__ in the grand-
stand during the

contest. Five
full-team prob-

lems, as in the

day previous,

constituted the
program, whicfc

was as follows:

1. T r e a t a

man insensible

from gas and
smoke. Schaefer

or S y 1 v e R te r

method of artifi-

cial respiration

must be used.

Time, 5 mln.

2. P u n c -

tured palm of

right hand, right

collar bone
broken, right ear

torn off, seventh

and eighth ribs

o n right side

broken. Treat

and carry on Im-

fs".

p r o V

stretcher

10 min.

3. D
cation o

shoulder;

knee
broken;

ball

s e d

Time,

s 1 o -

right

left

cap
left eye

Injured.

Time, 8

TYPE OF GOLD WATCH-FOB GIVEN
BY "COAL AGE" TO STATE CHAM-
PIONS OF THE STATE OF ALA-
BAMA IN THE FIRST-AID CON-
TEST HELD AT PITTSBDROH

Treat,

min.

4. A man is

overcome b y

heat exhaustion

and falls, frac-

turing skull and
breaking left
arm. Treat
Time. 8 min.

5. Miner ig-

gas with

light and
receives burns

on entire body
above waistline.

This Includes

head, face, neck,

upperl extcrmliies,

chest and iiack. He
i .s conscious, but
there is evidence of

shock. Treat
Time, 10 tnln.

nites

open

The crowd was appreciative at all times and frequently
applauded some noticeable presence of mind or speed on
the part of a team or team member. The competition wae
spirited, but in the end the Standard Mine of the H. C.
Frick Coke Co., of Mt. Pleasant, Penn., finished first with
the remarkable percentage of 99.6 for the five events.
Second place was won by the Butte District Team from
Butte, Mont., with the splendid percentage of 99.2. The
first five teams with their captains are as follows and in the
order named: The Standard Mine of the H. C. Frick Coke
Co., of Mt. Pleasant, Penn., Captain, J. C. Spence. Butte
District Team, of Butte, Mont. Captain, Joseph E. Watson.
Roslyn Fuel Co., of Seattle, Wash. Captain, William J.

Evans. Berwind Mine of the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co.,

of Pueblo, Colo. Captain, David Aitken. Colliery No. 11

of the Pennsylvania Coal and Coke Corporation, of Cresson.
Penn. Captain, Harry Davis.

When the fact is noted that Pennsylvania had over eight

times as many teams entered as any other single state, or
more than all of the other states put together, it must be
conceeded that the teams from the visiting states did well.

The Roslyn Fuel Co. team that captured third place is the
same one that was given first place in the meet held in

1911. How close they came to twice carrying off the

national prizes can be judged by their noteworthy percent-

age of 98.2, less than two points behind this year's winners.

That the far west was represented in the four places by
three teams is sufficient proof of the advance that has been
made In first-aid treatment in that section of the country.

In the special artificial respiration contest held immedi-
ately after the first-aid finals the team of the United States

Coal and Coke Co., of Gary, W. Va., received first place.

The team is captained by F. S. Hoch. With it went the

possession of the silver cup of the Life Saving Services Co.,

of Chicago.

Following the contests, a coal-dust explosion was staged

in a wooden gallery on the field. This was a duplicate of

a similar explosion at the same time on the day previous.

Pulverized coal dust was placed in shelving throughout
the gallery, much in the same manner as was done at the

experimental mine near Bruceton. This event was for the

benefit of those who were unable to be present at Bruceton

on Monday, as well as people from the City of Pittsburgh

who are not directly interested in the mining industry.

For the final meeting of the national gathering close to

1000 men crowded into the large room on the second floor

of the Chamber of Commerce Building, at a smoker on

Wednesday evening. Patriotic songs were sung, impromptu
speeches were made and a general spirit of camaraderie

that was irresistable filled the atmosphere. H. M. Wilson,

of the Associated Insurance Companies of Pittsburgh, oflB-

ciated. W. L. Affelder, of the Hillman Coal and Coke Co.,

presented the prizes awarded to the state champions, while

B. F. Tillson representing the National Safety Council, pre-

sented the prizes to the national winners.

The various prize winners are as follows:

STATE PRIZES—FIRST AID

ALABAMA—First prize, Debardeleben Coal Co.. SIpsey,

Ala. Second prize. Republic Iron and Steel Co., Birming-
ham, Ala.

ARKANSAS—First prize. United Mine Workers of

America, District 1116, Paris, Ark.

COLORADO—First prize, Primos Chemical Co., Vana-
dium, Colo. Second prize, Berwind Mine, Colorado Fuel
and Iron Co., Pueblo, Colo.

KANSAS—First prize, Kansas State Team. Pittsburg,

Kan.
INDIANA—First prize. United States Fuel Co., Uni-

versal, Ind. Second prize, J. K. Dering Coal Co., Mine No.

6, Clinton, Ind. Third prize, Indiana Bituminous Coal
Operators Association, Terre Haute, Ind. Fourth prize.
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Miami Coal Co., Clinton. Ind. Fifth prize. Vandalia Coal

Co.. Terre Haute, Ind.

ILLINOIS—First prize. Superior Coal Co., Gillespie.

III. Second prize. Madison Coal Corporation, Carterville, 111.

NEW JERSEY—First prize, Raritan Copper Works.
Perth Amboy, N. J. Second prize. New Jersey Zinc Co..

Franklin. N. J.

KENTUCKY—First prize. Consolidated Coal Co..

representing the Kentucky Mining Institute, Jenkins, Ky.

MONTANA—First prize, Butte District Team.
OKLAHOMA—First prize, Folsom Morris Coal Mining

Co., Lehigh. Okla.

PENNSYLVANIA—First prize, Ronco Mine, H. C.

Frick Coke Co., Ronco. Penn. Second prize, Pittsburgh
Terminal Railroad and Coal Co., Mine No. 6, Bruceton,
Penn. Third prize, H. C. Frick Coke Co., Standard Mine,
Mt. Pleasant, Penn. Fourth prize, Sonman Shaft Coal Co ,

Portage, Penn. Fifth prize, Pennsylvania Coal and Coko
Corporation, Colliery No. 11, Cresson, Penn. Sixth prize.

Penn-Mary Coal Co., Team No. 1, Heilwood, Penn. Seventh
prize, Vesta Coal Co., Mine No. 7, West Brownsville, Penn.
Eighth prize, Rembrandt Peale Interests, St. Benedict.

Penn., Team No. 2. Ninth prize, Pittsburgh Terminal Rail-

road and Coal Co., Team No. 3, Mollenauer, Penn. Tenth
prize. W. J. Rainey Co., Revere Works, Uniontown, Penn.
Eleventh prize, Oliver & Snyder Steel Co., Oliver, Penn.

TENNESSEE—First prize, American Zinc Co., Mascot,
Tenn.

VIRGINIA—First prize, Clinchfield Coal Corporation,

Dante, Va. Second prize, Stonega Coke and Coal Co.,

Stonega Colliery, Big Stone Gap, Va.

WASHINGTON—First prize, Roslyn Fuel Co., Seattle,

Wash.
WEST VIRGINIA—First prize, Davis Coal and Coke

Co., Mine No. 42, Kempton, W. Va. Second prize, Bertha
Coal Co., Rachel Mine, Broomfield, W. Va. Third prize,

United States Coal and Coke Co., Gary, W. Va.

NOTE—The winning flrst-ald team from each of the
states mentioned above received a streamer signifying that

It held the championship of its respective state.

STATE PRIZES—MIXK KKSCUE

ALABAMA—First prize. Republic Iron and Steel Co.,

Birmingham, Ala.

INDIANA—First prize, Knox County Coal Operators
.\ssociation, Indianapolis, Ind.

ILLINOIS—First prize, Madison Coal Corporation,
Carterville, 111. Second prize, Herrln State Mine Rescue
Team, Herrin, 111.

WASHINGTON—First prize, Roslyn Fuel Co., Seattle,
Wash.

WEST VIRG'NIA—First prize. United States Coal and
Coke Co., Gary, W. Va.

PENNSYLVANIA—First prize, Leisenring No. 1 Rescue
Station, H. C. Frick Coke Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Second
prize, Hillman Coal and Coke Co., Brownsville, Penn.
Third prize, Buffington Rescue Station, H. C. Frick Coke
Co., Pittsburgh, Penn. Fourth prize, Washington Coal
and Coke Co.. Star Junction. Penn.

MONTANA— First prize, Butte District Team. Butte.
Mont.

.NATIONAL I'KIZES

One silver cup. donated by the National Safety Council—First prize, first-aid team winning national championship.
Won by H. C. Frick Coke Co., Standard Mine, Mt. Pleasant.
Penn. Captain J. C. Spence.

One silver cup, donated by Coal .Age— First prize.
Hrst-ald team winning national championship. Won by H.
C. Frick Coke Co., Standard Mine. .Mt. Pleasant. Penn. Cap-
tain J. C. Spence.

One silver cup, donated by Coal Axe— First prize, mine-
rencue team winning national championship. Won by
Union Coal and Coke Co., Acme No. 2 Mine, Bentleyville.
I'enn. Captain -Mark Jonrs.

One gold cup. donated by Coal Industry—First prize,
mine-rescue team winning national championship. Won by
Union Coal and Coke Co.. Acme No 2 Mine, Bentleyville.
Penn Captain Mark Jones

One sliver trophy cup. donated by Life Saving Devices
Co., Chicago, 111., to first-aid team attaining best record in

artificial respiration and held until next national contest.
To be awarded to first-aid team attaining highest rating in

resuscitation problems on final days contest. Won by
United States Coal and Coke Co., Gary, W. Va. Captain
F. S. Hoch.

Gold medals of National Safety Council to each member
of team winning first place in national first-aid contest.

Won by H. C. Frick Coke Co., Standard Mine, Mt. Pleasant,
Penn. Captain J. C. Spence.

Silver medals of National Safety Council to each mem-
ber of team winning second place in national first-aid con-
test. Won by Butte District Team. Butte, Mont. Captain
J. E. Watson.

Bronze medals of National Safety Council to each
member of team winning third place in national first-aid

contest. Won by Roslyn Fuel Co., Seattle, Wash. Captain
W. J. Evans,

Gold medals of National Safety Council to each member
of team winning first place in national mine-rescue contest.

Won by Union Coal and Coke Co., Acme No. 2 Mine,
Bentleyville, Penn. Captain Mark Jones.

Silver medals of National Safety Council to each mem-
ber of team winning second place in National mine-rescue
contest. Won by H. C. Frick Coke Co., Leisenring Rescue
Station. No. 1 Team, Pittsburgh, Penn. Captain Patrick
Bradley.

Bronze medals of National Safety Council to each mem-
ber of team winning third place in national mine-rescue
contest. Won by H. C. Frick Coke Co., Bufl^ngton Rescue
Station, Pittsburgh, Penn. Captain Frank Hyde.

Bronze medals of American Red Cross to each member
of team winning first place in national first-aid contest.

Won by H. C. Frick Coke Co., Standard Mine, Mt. Pleasant.

Penn. Captain J. C. Spence.

Prize certificates of American Red Cross to each mem-
ber of team winning second place in national first-aid con-

test. Won by Butte District Team, Butte, Mont. Captain

J. E. Watson.
Prize certificates of American Red Cross to each mem-

ber of team winning third place in national first-aid contest.

Won by Roslyn Fuel Co., Seattle, Wash. Captain W. J.

Evans.

One camera, donated by B. K. Elliott Co.. Pittsburgh,

Penn., to captain of team winning first place in national

first-aid contest. Won by J. C. Spence of the H. C. Frick

Coke Co., Standard Mine, Mt. Pleasant, Penn.

Five Koehler safety lamps, donated by Mine Safety

Appliances Co., Pittsburgh, Penn.. to team members win-

ning first place in national mine-rescue contest. Won by

Union Coal and Coke Co., Acme No. 2 Mine, Bentleyville.

Penn. Captain Mark Jones.

Twenty M. S. A. pocket fiist-aid packets to 20 teams

competing in final day's first-aid contest. Donated by Mine

Safety Appliances Co.. Pittsburgh, Penn. Won by teams

in final day's contest.
Watch fobs, donated by Pittsburgh Chamber of Com-

merce to each competing team member in first-aid and
mine-rescue contests.

Banners, donated by Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce
to each competing team in first-aid and mine-rescue con-

tests. One banner only to combination teams.

The end of the smoker marked the conclusion of the

biggest event of its kind that has ever been held in con-

nection with the coal-mining industry. Not a single unfor-

tunate incident marred the program of the three days, with

the exception of a little rain on Wednesday morning.

Everything came off according to schedule and in a manner

that showed careful preparation and foresight. The offi-

cials of the Bureau of Mines are to be commended for the

absolute success of the undertaking, as are also the Cham-

ber of Commerce officials and the various men of the Pitts-

burgh district who served faithfully on the different com-

mittees. It is too early to hope that such a program may

become a yearly event. From the amount of enthusiasm

arou.sed in first-aid and mine-rescue, the Bureau of Mines

considers the work involved well worth the effort. That

safety In mining has been given a tremendous Impetus there

Is little doubt
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Safety Men Meet at Cleveland

M

IN
THE first two days of the Eighth Annual Safety Con-

gress of the National Safety Council, held Oct. 1 to 4

at the Hotel Statler, Cleveland, Ohio, over 2100 persons

registered. Probably 3000 people attended the sessions and
many more witnessed the great safety show.

To the bona fide participants might be added the whole
population of Cleveland, which watched the parades and
read the bulletins, heard addresses in the public, high and
parochial schools, listened to talks in the factories and
were taught safety in sermons delivered on Sunday in the

churches.

Safety bulletins took prominent places in

store windows. The emblem of the Council

brightened prominent points on buildings.

Slogans on safety were displayed by depart-

ment stores. Twenty clubs gave considera-

tion to safety at luncheons and meetings.

Street cars, municipal vehicles and all auto-

mobiles carried the story to the public. The
police wore special buttons and held daily

demonstrations. The fire Department was no

less active.

Every safety zone on the streets bore a

safety message that was freshly painted each

night. A safety section appeared in all the

Sunday newspapers on Sept. 2 8. An acci-

dent clock was erected whereby to compare
the fatalities in Cuyahoga County (the

county in which Cleveland is situated) during "Safety

Week" with the number of deaths that occurred in the same
week a year before. Even the stoppers of the milk bottles

delivered to the numerous patrons of the dairies during the

week carried the story of safety conspicuously displayed.

These details are enumerated here so that the reader can
take the matter to heart and try to work up a similar annual

drive in his own community. It can be done everywhere,

in a measure, and it will create a sentiment for safety that

cannot be excelled. St. Louis and Cleveland are hardly

mining centers, and the safety drives at those places will

not do much good in mining communities; but the example
so set can be transferred to real mining cities. Miami,

Ariz., a small metal-mining city, is doing it already.

Why cannot towns like Scranton, Wilkes-Barre, Hazelton,

Pottsville, Pittsburgh, Terre Haute, Springfield, Birming-

ham, and Jellico, to mention a few at random, do the like?

They could, and they soon will. Safety Is only to be at-

tained by making it universal.

The breadwinner must not be the only one interested.

He is apt to be a bit selfish. He figures that so long as he

lives he will earn enough to provide for his support; when
he's dead he doesn't need a living any longer, so why
worry? Mother and the children don't see it that way, and

they are more interested than he is. Altruism "does not

go very far" with the careless man, and to get his coopera-

tion it is necessary to bring a little pressure to bear on him

through his wife and family.

We go on "bulletining" the workman at the mines, and

only at the mines regardless of these facts. The store

carries no message to his wife. There is no bulletin in the

olflce. We try to get the mine worker's fleeting attention

when the man-trip is waiting or he Is hurrying home, and

we forget to indoctrinate him when he Is Idle and waiting;

and we overlook his family altogether.

Safety should corae to him, not alone with the rattle of

By R. Dawson Hall
ging Editor, Coal Age

DAVID VAN SCHAAK,
Retiring Prcsi.leut

but everywhere—at the store, the school, the church and
the union hall, where he idles as well as where he works,

wherever he congregates.

There are no engineers' meetings, apparently, as numer-
ously attended as are the meetings of the safety engineers.

Strange it is that military, civil, raining, mechanical, elec-

trical, illuminating, railroad and all the 57 vareties of en-

gineers are likely soon to be over-shadowed by the safety

engineer.

In no place has he a more certain hold than in the min-

ing profession, for in that work there is a specialized in-

terest, the use of mine-rescue apparatus, and

in that industry there are company-owned
villages where the corporation is in a large

sense responsible for the community life.

One wonders, therefore, why mine-safety

engineers are not more actively interested.

The metal men here, as in the American In-

stitute of Mining and Metallurgical Engi-

neers, take the lead. They come out in

larger numbers to the meetings, talk more
fluently, give more useful Information, de-

velop more discussion and are more active

than the coal-mining men. Most of what
they present is of value to all men who work
in mines, and it is deplorable that so few

coal-mining engineers are present to make
use of the valuable information so generously

given. In the matter of mine-rescue the metal miners are

forging rapidly ahead of the coal miners, and yet the coal

industry is not willing to listen to the above developments

that the ready purses and active brains of the metal-mine

officials are constantly initiating.

The meeting, officially dubbed "annual," took place on

the morning of Oct. 1. It opened with an invocation pro-

nounced by Ferdinand Q. Blanchard, president of the Fed-

erated Churches of Cleveland, and was followed by an ad-

dress of welcome delivered by Harry L. Davis, the mayor of

the convention city, to which President D. Van Schaack of

the National Safety Council responded.

President Van Schaack then read his annual report. He
referred to the removal of the Council to larger, and more

adequate, offices, the resignation of W. H. Cameron, "that

far-seeing enthusiast whose works justified his faith," the

appointment of C. W. Price as general manager, "another

man of vision and faith, whose administration of his new
office has proved, even in a few months, that we made no

mistake in advancing him to a field of wider opportunity,"

the addition to the staff of a new assistant secretary, a new

safety engineer, a new librarian, with more assistance, a

director of publicity, two regional secretaries and a public-

safety field secretary.

One of the regional field secretaries is W. R. Rasmussen,

formerly with the local council at Pittsburgh who did a

great deal for the coal-mining communities. Mr. Van
Schaack declared that one Safety Practices Bulletin was

produced every month last year as against eight in the

course of the whole year before and sixteen Executive

Series Bulletins were issued relative to industrial relations.

Mr. Van Schaack reported that the local councils at

Pittsburgh, St. Louis and Rochester are now well estab-

lished with a permanent secretarial, and that they are do-

ing excellent work. The local-council plan has been put In

the tipple or the stench of the return air of the mine, force at Cleveland In a local which embraces all north-
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eastern Ohio. There is a local at Cincinnati, one at Kansas

City and a third at Portland, Ore.

Movements are actively in progress, and some of them

nearing completion, for permanent secretaries in Chicago,

San Francisco, Detroit and Springfield, Mass. The Council

has also assisted in organizing the Border Cities Local

Council in the Canadian towns opposite Detroit and in

coaching its permanent secretary.

Schools for safety supervisors have been conducted at

St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Rochester and Cleveland. In these

schools courses of 15 lessons have been given, and 464 men
have been graduated. This work has stimulated attend-

ance at foremen's meetings. Taking St. Louis as an illus-

tration, the average attendance for such a meeting in 1918

was about 150. After the opening of the safety super-

visor's school the attendance at foremen's meetings ranged

from 1200 to 2000.

Speaking about the decrease

in deaths due to public-safety

campaigns and the operation

of local councils consequent

thereon, Mr. Van Schaack said,

"In St. Louis the coroner's re-

port for the first eight months
of 1919 showed 90 less in-

quests than in the correspond-

ing months of 1918. Deaths

from automobile accidents

were 11% per cent, less, not-

withstanding a 25 per cent, in-

crease in the number of auto-

mobiles in use. In Rochester

the accidental deaths during
^''*^''^''"'

the first six months of 1919
showed a reduction of 18% per cent, from the figures for

the same months of the previous year.

"Incidentally, I am sure you will be interested in know-
ing that the Council's public-safety propaganda have
reached even beyond this continent. Last June, a safety

week was conducted at Tokio, Japan, a city of 2,500.000
people, during which not even one fatal accident occurred.

The Idea of having such a campaign came to the Japanese
from news received, through the council, of the safety week
in St. Louis last year."

The National Safety Council's work in the matter of

national education in safety in schools and colleges also

received somewhat lengthy treatment in the address made
by the Council's president. A handbook on "The Principles

and Practice of Safety" has been prepared by the Council

for use in technical schools and universities. Special lec-

tures have been given by members and employees of the

Council at several engineering schools, while W. D. Keefer.

safety engineer of the Council, has made a successful trip

to 18 eastern and mid-western colleges.

Dr. E. George Payne and his arsociates, said Mr. Van
Schaack, have published a book on a plan for introducing

safety as part of the curriculum of the common schools,

or rather as a pervading element throughout the teaching.

The subject is to be introduced as a part of all the branches

of study.

The reports of officers and committees followed the presi-

dent's address, and 25 directors were elected.

In the afternoon a general session was held at which ad-

dresses were made on Employees' Representation in Indus-

try, the chairman being Arthur H. Young, manager of the

Industrial relations of the International Harvester Co. In

Chicago.

On Thursday morning there was a general round-table

discussion led by Dr. Luclen W. Chaney and L. A. De Blois,

and an a.b.c. Bession in which the fundamentals of safety

organization, the duties of the foreman, the promotion of

safety education, workmen's Inspection committees and the

principles of safeguarding were considered and discussed.

Concurrently with this twelve sections held meetings, in-

cluding the mining section.

A large number of representative safety men from the

mining industry gathered in the room appointed for the

session. Metal-mining men predominated, though the sub-

jects to be discussed held quite as much interest for one

class of mining men as another. The preponderance was
merely another evidence of the greater advance of the metal

industry. That industry has more technical men. is more
ardently desirous of learning, more willing to impart in-

formation, and is managed on a broader basis than coal

mining The coal industry seems to drag along heavily

behind its more agile coworker. The piecework system is

paralyzing the coal business and throttling its technical de-

velopment.

MEETING OF THE MINING SECTION

The meeting was called to ordar by B. F. Tillson. the

chairman, and, after the regular annual reports of the com-

mittees had been made, A. H. Fay, the only United States

Bureau of Mines man not retained to take part in the con-

ference at Pittsburgh, read an article on "Mine Accidents

of English Speaking and Non-English Speaking Em-

ployees."

In discussion N. D. Hubbell, of the W. J. Rainey Co.. said

that the requirement that no one could dig coal till 18 years

of age would prevent native Americans from entering the

coal mines. It would result in the mines being filled with

foreigners. Native boys looking for a place to work and

denied entrance to the coal face would enter other employ-

ment, and once there would stay there indefinitely.

Martin Flyzik, of the Safety Board, of California, ex-

pressed the opinion that no man should be allowed to mine

till he had been two years engaged as a helper to an ex-

perienced miner. H. G. Davis declared that in 1889 the

Gallegher bill was passed requiring of all anthracite miners

two years of experience in the anthracite mines of Penn-

sylvania. After two years of the operation of this law the

influx of English-speaking and experienced miners ceased.

They did not want to come to America to labor for less ex-

perienced men, many of whom were of foreign extraction

and did not speak English. Since then the British miner

has stayed at home.

The anthracite mine industry can recruit from nowhere,

not even from the bituminous mines of the same state.

Certificates of competency in any other state or experience

in any other field are valueless to the man who desires to

enter the services of the anthracite companies as miner.

He must start as a laborer, and in all probability only a

foreign miner could be found to act as his tutor in a sub-

ject which the scholar understands much better than the

man at whose feet the law compels him to study.

Mr. Davis believes that three months' experience is

enough for qualification, and he would admit any man with-

out question who could show that he was experienced either

in the mines here or abroad.

T. D. Lewis declared that the education in the English

language at the mines of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation

Co. had been quite succesful In extending the use of the

English language around the mines of the company and

was in consequence doing much to Increase the safety of

those mines.

Joseph W. Reed, of the Consolidation Coal Co., spoke

with approval of the laws of Kentucky. Each company

made Its own rules, which when they were compiled had

to be submitted to the State Mining Inspector for approval.

That official often discussed these regulations with the

Attorney General to see if they comported with the laws of
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the state. After a. careful reading and inquiry the State

Mining Inspector would approve the regulations or have

them amended. As finally approved they were posted by

the company and were made to all intents and purposes

laws of the commonwealth, enforceable like the regular

statutes enacted by the leislature of the state.

Five papers followed, one by *W. W. Gidley, safety in-

spector of the Phelps-Dodge Corporation, Copper Queen
Branch, Bisbee, Ariz., entitled "The Management and
Training of Men," and one by Charles F. Willis, consulting

supervisor of the industrial relations of the Phelps-Dodge
Corporation, Bisbee, Ariz., on "Industrial Relations in the

Mining Industry." These were followed by E. E. Bach's

paper on "Labor Turnover and Its Relation to Mine Acci-

dents" read by B. F. Tillson. Mr. Bach is chief of the

Americanization Bureau of the State of Pennsylvania.

C. W. Goodale, in discussing the last-mentioned paper,

said that turnover certainly did increase accident, but not

altogether in proportion to

the degree of turnover. The
peaks of turnover and the

peaks of accident frequency

of the Anaconda Copper

Mining Co. occurred on the

same ordinates of the time

curve but did not seem in

any way proportional. He
added that 53% per cent, of

the Anaconda Copper Min-

ing Co's employees were

from non-English-speaking

countries. This doubtless

exerts a powerful influence

SYDNEY J. WILLIAMS. "P°° *^^ '"^^^ ^""^ ''^'"^"'''

Secretary Of accident occurrence.

B. F. Tillson remarked that It was always with wonder-
ment that he noted that people were willing to spend large

sums of money for safety prevention and yet were little

willing to install a complete accounting system for acci-

dents which would show just what was obtained from the

expenditure.

It was necessary that we should inquire constantly

whether the money we were spending was merely being

poured into a hole without result, or yielding returns, in

some measure, comparable with the effort. Only by care-

fully noting the facts relative to the classes of men em-
ployed and their accident frequency and the character of

the accidents can we understand whether any given ex-

penditures are being productive.

On Thursday afternoon a luncheon was held by the Em-
ployees' Publications Section and a general session dealt

with Americanization, four more than ordinarily good
speakers being on the latter program. They all took the

view that Americanization could only travel by the route

of friendly assistance, education and goodwill. Men were
not to be maHe Americans by mechanical processes, much
less by compulsion.

In the evening a "smile party" with informal dinner was
held in the Hotel Winton, the spacious quarters of which
were crowded with uproarious guests. The National

Safety Council smokers and banquets have always been
temperate affairs, no wines, wtiiskies or beers being

served, but they never seemed to be less enjoyable from
that fact; and this year, with prohibition in force and
ladles present, they were as festive as ever they have been.

On Friday morning the mining section held a long and
Interesting meeting presided over by B. F. Tillson. the

chairman of the section. The first paper presented was on
"The Desirability of Standardizing Mine-Rescue Training
and a Plan for Standardization," by D. J. Parker, Mine

Safety Engineer of the United States Bureau of Mines Ex-

periment Station, Pittsburgh, Penn. In the absence of the

author the article was introduced by Dr. A. F. Knoefel, of

Terre Haute, Ind., Mr. Parker being detained in Pittsburgh

by the Annual Conference of the Bureau of Mines, which

was planned to follow the dedication ceremonies.

In the discussion of the matters presented N. D. Hubbell,

of the W. J. Rainey Co., Uniontown, Penn., declared that

his company has installed the Gibbs apparatus, because In

that type the rubber parts were all carried on the back of

the apparatus man, and are protected by an adequate cover

instead of being on the front where the air is apt to be cut

off when crawling through a low place.

G. B. Southworth, of the West Virginia Coal and Coke

Co.. Elkins. W. Va.. urged that mine-rescue certificates be

renewed every six months. Any man whose information

about rescue work was allowed to grow hazy was apt to be

an inefficient and unsafe rescue man. J. L. Boardman. of

the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Butte, Mont., stated that

in his opinion all points were against the constant-feed

machines and in favor of those which regulated the oxygen

flow to suit the needs of the apparatus wearer.

EFFECTS OF BREATHING NITROGEN
He related the death of a man who was wearing a half-

hour Draeger. The man went about 200 ft. and worked

for about 5 minutes. He then returned and fell down
suddenly before he managed to reach respirable air. His

nose clip was in place, but it was found that his oxyffen

was not turned on and there was no air in the bag. The

speaker declared that the resenerator had removed the

carbon dioxide from the breathing bag until, it not being

replenished by oxyeen, became so entirely depleted that It

contained nothing but n'trogen. Carbon dioxide irritates

the respiratory nerves and causes rapid breathing, but here

there was no irritation, and the victim failed to become

aware of the fact that everything was not normal with the

result that he suddenly dropped dead.

Mr. Boardman ureed the importance of the doctor't- ex-

amination of all applicants for mine-rescue certificates. He
said that out of 300 wouH-he mine-rescue men at the plant

of the Anaconda Copper Mining Co. only about fiO men were

finnd physically fit for exposure to the great strain in-

volved.

Mr. Boardman said that the weieht of the men chosen

should ransre between 130 and ISO Ihs. though in some

cases heavier men than the upper lim't were dnine rescue

work. He also said that the Anaconda Copper Miniig Co.

examined its mine-rescue men every six months. He ap-

proved of a standardization of methods and training of the

general character of that proposed, though he had not read

or heard the reading of the paper.

At one disaster, of 30 men presenting themselves at the

gate for mine-rescue worlc. many Biireau of Mines certi-

ficated men who had early received training in apparatus

work were found, when they presented themselves, to have

had but one day's instruction, the length of time of all the

men running from one to six days. It was soon found that

some of the 30 could not stand the work. The Bureau of

Mines has for some time given its certificates only to those

who have had six days' training.

The question being asked whether bonuses were paid to

oiine-rescue men. Mr. Boardman replied that the time ex-

pended in mine-rescue training was paid for by the com-

pany, and mine-rescue men worked at their regular work

from 9 a.m. till 4 p.m. instead of from S a.m. till 4 p.m.

However, from 4 to 5 p.m. the men go throtieh the mine

acting as "firehngs." seeing that no fires are left after the

day's work. These men are now paid 7 5c. a day extra for

their services, the rate having been recently advanced from

60c. a day. About 300 men are now drawing the bonus.
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and about 300 others are awaiting positions on the mine-

rescue staff.

When aslted how many sets were a minimum for any

company, he said that there should not be less than four

sets because when four men go out with apparatus, one of

the four is likely to be overcome and it will take at least

three others to bring him out. Mr. Seip commented on

this remark by saying that no isolated station should have

less than two complete outfits, each of which should con-

tain four, or preferably five, sets of breathing apparatus,

and Mr. Boardman agreed that his statement that four

sets constituted a minimum was valid only where, as at

Butte, there were a number of other mines nearby that

could supply appartus when called upon.

Mr. Boardman urged that in places of low humidity all

rubber parts should be scalded in hot water once a week.

Mr. Riggs, a member from Nevada, said that he had un-

der his care 64 sets of apparatus and had constructed a

dugout in which to keep his rubber parts. His hope was

that the humidity of this cave would tend to keep the

rubber in good condition. Every two weeks he put his

rubber parts in lukewarm, not scalding, water.

Another member declared that he had installed an air-

tight locker which he hoped to maintain at a constant

humidity. In this way he expected to keep the rubber parts

of his apparatus in perfect condition. H. G. Davis, of the

Lehigh-Wilkes-Barre Coal Co., said that he had found

steam heat was extremely detrimental to the rubber parts

of rescue apparatus. For this reason he had taken out the

steam pipes In the mine-rescue station and replaced them
by stoves.

Joseph W. Reed, safety engineer, of the Consolidation

Coal Co., questioned whether the deterioration was wholly

chargeable to the lack of care on the part of the company
maintaing rescue apparatus. It was quite likely that ap-

paratus was six months old when purchased and so had

suffered already a large degree of deterioration.

RUBBER PARTS SHOULD BE RENEWED
SEMI-ANNUALLY

It would be well, he said, if the companies selling such

apparatus would put a date on its rubber parts and so fix

beyond question the time of manufacture. He stated that

while rubber parts might have a life of two years, it was
best to renew them every 12 to 15 months and place a

steady order with the manufacturer so that about every

six months parts of some of the apparatus on hand would
be renewed.

F. F. Morris, of the Atmos Corporation, said that dis-

tributors in past years had to depend on the exigencies of

transportation. The distributors kept their stocks down to

the lowest level possible, but it was necessary sometimes

to keep some apparatus for six months. It was always im-

possible to tell how long the apparatus had lain abroad.

Today it is different. Apparatus can be purchased entirely

of American construction. Mr. Morris considered that the

stamping of apparatus with the date of its manufacture

was an excellent suggestion which he purposed to follow.

When those present tended to put all the blame for acci-

dents in rescue work on the condition of the apparatus.

Dr. A. F. Knoefel declared that the condition of the rescue

man was about equally important and should be carefully

stressed. The myocardium or outer muscular substance of

the heart is unlike other muscles. It works all the time,

night and day, thus bringing excessive strain upon it.

Mr. Boardman declared that physicians too often made
a cursory examination of would-be rescue men, certifying

"O.K." to every detail without any test. One man whose
record he had questioned, he was obliged to permit to go on

with the training, fearing that otherwise he would have a

strike. Neither he uor the (oreman thought this afpllcant

a fit man for rescue work, but he had nevertheless quali-

fied physically and had to be allowed to continue the In-

struction.

A few days later the rescuemen who had been taking

training with him declared they would go no further with

it so long as he was retained, as he was known to have a

disease that they had good reason to believe might be

communicated through the common use of the breathing ap-

paratus. This development simplified matters, and the

man's services were dispensed with.

The second paper on "Effective Use of Rescue Apparatus

in the Fighting of Mine Fires," by J. T. Ryan, of the Mine

Safety Appliances Co., was read in his absence by Mr.

Riggs. In the discussion that followed J. C. Roberts, of

the Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colo., described the

mine recovery at Black Hawk colliery. Black Hawk, Utah,

where a fire originated, apparently from the throwing of a

cigarette stump onto the fringe of the canvas which was

hung from the lower edge of a mine door.

USE OF THE GEOPHONE IN FIRE LOCATION

Mr. Roberts said that smoking should be forbidden in all

mines, gaseous and nongaseous alike. He regretted that

nothing had been said about the geophone as a means of

locating mine fires. This instrument, he said, could be

used for such location even if the ignited coal were covered

by 250 to 300 ft. of cover. As it was impossible to close

off the Black Hawk mine workings and so smother out the

fire in its own incombustible gases, it was necessary to

load out the incandescent coke, which stood in places in

masses 17 ft. deep and 20 ft. wide. The walls of the entry

have fallen in as a result of the heat.

The suggestion was offered that an attempt should be

made to establish the size of openings through which it

was safe to attempt rescue work. F. F. Morris quoted

J. W. Paul, saying that no man should pass in mine-rescue

apparatus through any hole which is so small that he cuuld

not return helping another man.

Mr. Woodburn desired to know the higher limit of tem-

perature at which work in rescue apparatus could be per-

formed. His teams had put in a stopping where the tem-

perature was 116 deg. Fahr. Mr. Riggs said his men had

worked in a temperature of 140 deg. Mr. Boardman re-

marked that where the ventilation was good and the air

dry the rapid evaporation from the surface of the skin

promoted the elimination of water through the epidermis.

With this water he believed much carbon dioxide was also

eliminated.

Mr. Woodburn then introduced the question whether

mine-rescue squads should carry a stretcher. He bel'eved

that they had enough to carry without burdening them-

selves in that way. He instructed his men always to pick

up a car, preferably a timber car, and push it forward to

the nearest fall of rock. Leaving the car at that point and

pushing on over the fall, they would keep their eyes open

for another car. which found, they would push forward to

the next fall. In that way in case of an accident it would

be possible to find cars handy all along the track and save

the labor of carrying the man, who might be overcome, a

long distance on the stretcher.

Mr. Boardman believed that It was a small matter to

carry a Windflex stretcher which only weighed 3% lb. His

squads carried an extra 2-hour apparatus.

On request he related the way he had used a bomb to

blow off a globe valve at the end of a buried air lln^ by

which it was purposed to carry water to a fire at the top

of a cave. The compressed air was used to lift the bomb

into place. Apparently the bomb kept ahead of the com-

pressed air. Had much air passed It, It would not, as Mr.

Tlllson well observed, have been driven to the end of the

line. The globe valve was blown off, and a water line cob-
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nected with the pipe with the result that the fire was soon

extinguished.

When the question arose as to the longest trip in rescue

apparatus on record, there was a general protest against

emphasizing any such record for it would give the public

too great a confidence in the possibilities of apparatus and

make people too much disposed to demand what rescue

men could not supply.

The best record perhaps was attained at the Speculator

disaster, which was declared, not too confidently, to be 2

miles of travel each way, or 4 miles in all. The men ex-

pected to come out another way but found an inflow of

water blocked the road and so had to return. Little

oxygen was left when they reached the fresh-air base, and

they had been two hours on the way.

Mr. Morris said that it was not well to make much of

such hazardous trips that could not be regarded as having

the proper factor of safety. He said it was usual in ex-

ploration to go as far as could be reached in 2 min. and
then return to the fresh-air base.

Robert H. Seip, mining engineer, New Jersey Zinc Co.,

Franklin, N. J., urged that as one man of the party was
likely to fall at any time, the others should be ready to

carry him out, and 1500 ft. was far enough for any such

difficult and laborious operation.

Mr. Woodburn declared that it was commonly said that

it was safe to travel 2 000 ft. on the level, 200 ft. on laises

and 150 ft. up slopes, but he would not permit his rescue

men to go up raises without his permission. As was em-
phasized, how far a team should go depends on the condi-

tion of the roadway and its grade. No general rule can be

given. Moreover, the work to be accomplished en route is

an important consideration.

USE OF PYRENE IN FIGHTING FIRE

Mr. Woodburn stated that he had used pyrene for fight-

ing fire with apparent success. He was not able to observe

directly the work of the gas, but after the fire was over he

found the timber charred halfway through. He felt sure

th^t the pyrene had done the work of extinguishing the fire,

though the fire must have been burning quite briskly to

judge by the effect on the timber.

Mr. Boardman also testified to the value of pyrene from

his experience in Kansas. However, judging by its effect

on a mule that was exposed to the fumes, he thought pyrene

if carelessly handled might affect or injure the fire-fighting

crew.

Mr. Woodburn emphasized the importance of examining

all working places after the shift goes off. The session

ended with a few most interesting and all too short remarks

from someone who had so far had nothing to say—Angus

McLeod, fire chief of the Butte and Superior Co., Butte,

Mont. That company had worked its way into the disaster

class mainly occupied hitherto by coal mines, by a fire in

which many lives were lost. It was felt that many could

have been saved had there been rescue chambers in the

mine. These were now being constructed, the Intention be-

ing to make them gas proof.

Furthermore, arrangements were made to feed valeric

acid into the compressed air lines in case a warning to the

men below was necessary. The valeric acid would in a few

minutes be spread through the compressed-air pipes

throughout the mine and would clearly indicate the pres-

ence of danger and suggest a retreat to the "bulkheads."

Another arrangement provided was a good signaling sys-

tem.

Professor Sperr wanted to know the experience as to the

penetration of ribs by noxious gases. He believed some-

thing more than bulkheading was needed in many mines

where the natural walls were of such a character that not

only gases but water would penetrate them.

Mr. McLeod said that his bulkheads resisted gas satis-

factorily, but others said that in their mines it would be

necessary to line the walls and floor for 100 ft. or there-

abouts with gunite.

Following this discussion the chairman read an article

by M. W. Price, efficiency engineer of the G. B. Markle Co.,

Jeddo, Penn. entitled "Fire Prevention in Anthracite Coal

Mines and Necessary Equipment for Fighting Mine Fires."

H. G. Davis said that mine fires were of almost daily oc-

currence before permissible explosives were introduced.

He said that pouring water from a big tank onto a fire

had in one case that he recalled merely extended the fire

area. He was not much in favor of such a fire-fighting

method.

MUCH PEP AT THE BANQUET

The banquet on Friday evening was a pleasing event with

speeches and songs interspersed. Sometimes the guests

sung and at others a staff of vaudeville singers; however
some of the numbers were of less popular order. There

were renditions of old songs of the forties and Maria Cond6,

now Mrs. David S. Bayer, a former Metropolitan Opera

House diva, recited "Safety Last" and sang the "Bird Song"

in French.

The chairman was Stephen W. Tener, president of the

Northeastern Ohio Division of the National Safety Council

and the toastmaster, Alexander C. Brown, the vice-presi-

dent of the same organization and president of the Brown
Hoisting Machine Co.

James Speyer, the banker, who is treasurer of the Safety

Institute of America, was the principal speaker. His ad-

dress largely emphasized the steady movement toward new
methods of social achievement.

He showed how we had accepted much of the platform of

the Populists of 1891, unpopular as that program then was
while some of the economic projects urged in that pro-

gram have been rejected and are regarded with less favor

now than even they were then. To show the flux of public

sentiment he pointed to the advance of prohibition and

woman suffrage which many years ago had few and in-

significant adherents and now are accomplished facts. He
urged that we must not oppose change as change, but see

that it came in a quiet, orderly and constructive manner,

ever proving its rights to its place in the scheme of things

before it came definitely into being.

The speechmaking closed with an address by the new
president R. C. Richards, one of the original founders of

the National Safety Council.

On Saturday morning, at the meeting of the mining sec-

tion, B. F. Tillson read for C. A. Mitke, a consulting min-

ing engineer, for the Phelps-Dodge Corporation among
others, a paper entitled "A Compilation of Chute Types tor

Loading Ore into Tram cars in Metal Mines." Why the

subject matter was limited to metal mines is hard to de-

termine, for the subject of chutes is quite broad and has

relevancy to the anthracite regions, to the Georges Creek

field and some of the Western coal mines both in the

United States and Canada.

In discussing the paper Mr. Trestrail stated that he did

not consider it was well to put breaks in chutes because

when the chutes are allowed to fill these breaks hold the

material in place so that when the chute is opened the ma-

terial will not flow. Prof. Speer said that all ore would

run at some angle, somewhere between 6 and 70 degrees,

the latter pitch rarely being necessary. He felt that breaks

so constructed as to exceed slightly the angle of flow would

not interfere unduly with the flow of material whereas

with vertical chutes there was a tendency of the material

to pack and wedge Into place. He opposed using a long

chute in a shrinkage stope, for there was an assurance that
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the chute would wear out before it ceased to be needed.

When so worn it could not be repaired.

Mr. Boardman questioned whether the size of the ma-
terial did not have a great deal to do with its packing.

When the grizzely has large openings it is more than usually

apt to clog the chute. He thought it would be a profitable

study that would detertuine the proper size of grizzely for

any given size of chute.

Mr. Tillson said that the New Jersey Zinc Co. standard-

ized on a 12 X 15 in. opening. All small raises were
widened so as to give an 8 x 8 ft. opening and with such an

opening good results were obtained. The flattest raises

were about 50 deg. in pitch. The flatter the pitch of the

raise the better so long as the material will run. Too
steep a slope is objectionable because the chunks will pack

and arch across the opening and will then need dislodging.

When someone suggested that, when the material had
packed in a chute, the loader should put in a shot and
bring the material down, Mr. Gidley stated that the Phelps-

Dodge Corporation would not permit a loader to shoot such

a hang in a chute but would provide a miner to do such

work.

DISPOSITION OF TROLLEY WIRE

Much was said as to the disposal of trolley wires around
chutes, one of the engineers expressing his preference for

the use of a side and bottom guard under and at the side

of the wire respectively and a swiveled and ball-jointed

trolley pole that would permit the trolley wheel to run

above the bottom board or guard. The wire with this

arrangement was kept well out of danger, and an accident

could hardly take place without malicious intention on the

part of the loader.

By this ingenius arrangement the trolley pole with its

right angled attachment reaches up over the bottom board

and engages the trolley wire. To most men however the

use of a storage-battery locomotive now or eventually seems
indicated, and this was suggested by one of those present.

Of course these roads are often narrow, and storage-battery

locomotives may therefore frequently not be suitable, but
nevertheless there are many cases where a combination

storage-battery and trolley locomotive should work out ad-

mirably. And here it may be remarked that the metal-

mine industry is in the matter of haulage hardly as pro-

gressive as the coal industry.

As regards chutes no one present seemed to feel that

Mr. Mitke had said the last word. A gate should first

shut off the flow at the bottom plate of the chute and should
not choke the flow at the top till later. In fine, it should
lift the lumps upward not crush them downward. To bring
the door down on the ore is likely to land the edge of the

door on a large resistant lump and let the fines a!l go
through.

The Oliver Iron Mining Co. makes a large room at the

side of the chute above the level of the drift. This room
is approachable by a ladder way. If the chute blocks, the

obstruction can be loosened by a man with a bar, the man
operating the bar from this room at the side of the chute.

The company argues that to loosen the choked material
through the chute door with the man stationed at a point
in the roadway below is extremely dangerous.

The room at the side makes the work of loading much
safer and might be adopted in coal mines with heavy
pitches if the room could be constructed without unduly
destroying the integrity of the pillars which often are un-
equal to resisting even the burden now laid on them.

Major Arthur S. Dwight, chairman of the Industrial Or-
ganization Committee, American Institute of Mining Engi-
neers, read an article on "The Importance of Safety
Measures to the Miner" which waa followed by an inter-

esting discussion as to the relative fatality frequency in

large and small mines.

Martin Flyzik took issue with Mr. Dwight as to that fre-

quency, declaring that in the state of Washington the

hazard was the greater in the large mines as based on the

record of all accidents including those which involved only

7 days of abstention from work. He also said that this

could not be explained by the alleged fact that the larger

mines worked the more steadily, for, at least in Washing-

ton, the reverse condition obtained. The small mines were

the more regular in operation.

A. S. Fay took the opposite stand, basing his figures on

the whole of the United States. J. W. Reed, at one time

a mine inspector, said that there were two types of rela-

tively safe mines, the small mine which the owner fre-

quently visits and which can therefore be kept by him in

reasonably safe condition and the large mine where the

work of safety has been made such a matter of specialized

concern that persons are employed to see that the safety of

the mine is not neglected.

The unsafe mine is usually the medium-sized mine, too

large for the perpetual supervision of the owner and too

small for the oversight of specialized safety men.

ADDRESS BY THE CHAIRMAN

B. F. Tillson's address entitled "Need for a Definite

Technical Service in the Mining Section of the National

Safety Council" was listened to with much interest.

Everyone seemed to believe that his company would be will-

ing to pay double dues in return for better services but they

doubted whether nonmembers would be disposed to take

out membership at the increased figure.

Mr. Bowman, whose friends and associates were con-

templating a plan for turning a local safety oranization at

Butte, into a full-fledged section of the National Safety

Council suggested that it would be necessary to make a

similar levy for the local council. Thus the dues would

be tripled and not doubled.

He thought the locals should contribute to the section

as well as to the National Safety Council, but the suggestion

met with no approval (1) because the locals should not

contribute to a section as the members of the local do not

by any means all belong to the section (2) because the

sections should be supported by all members and not by

those only that belong to a local and (3) because noth-

ing but the dues indicated as being desired from all the

members in the section would be enough to finance the sec-

tion and enable it to employ a technical secretary.

It was decided to take a vote as to the views of those

present and to submit the matter by mail to the member
companies for their decision, the balloting to take place

and the result to be announced in as short a time as pos-

sible.

There was to be a discussion of the Safety Practice Pam-
phlet on "Mine Car Haulage" but no time remained and

the matter was left to correspondence and the good judge-

ment of R. H. Guerrant, who had done so much to formu-

late what has already appeared in mimeograph form.

Other booklets are suggested on Mine Chutes and the Use

of Explosives in Mines. The nominating committee, con-

sisting of R. Dawson Hall, Charles W. Goodale and J. C.

Roberts, reported in favor of the following officers for the

ensuing year: B. F. Tillson, of Franklin Furnace, N. J.

chairman; H. G. Davis, of Wilkes-Barre, Penn., first vice

chairman; Dr. A. F. Knoefel, of Terra Haute, Ind., second

vice-chairman; C. A. Mitke, of Bisbee, Ariz., third vice-

chairman; and W. H. Shearman, of New York City, secre-

tary. The chairman will appoint the chairmen of the vari-

ous committees. After this election the sectional meetlne
was declared adjourned.
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Berwind Canyon Is School Center
A public school system, probably as complete and

modern as can be boasted by any rural community in

the S'tate of Colorado, has been built up in Berwind
Canyon by the Colorado Fuel and Iron Co. With the
completion in 1918 of several new buildings, the schools
attended by the children of coal miners working at

T^roer-

?'-T~f
T;

t£i2£^s,

Considerable attention has been devoted by the Color-

ado Fuel and Iron Co., to the question of education in

its mining communities; and as a natural outcome of the

study its officials have given to the subject there has

come about the organization of boys' and girls' clubs,

and the promotion of other activities under the direction

of Superintendent Bent. A poultry and pet stock club
and a garden club met regularly dur-
ing the summer months, and can-
ning societies will be busy later in

the season. A junior America- First
Society is in flourishing condition.

Those in charge of the many so-

cial activities are carefully selected

leaders, and they are chosen not
only for their educational standing,
but for their efficiency and training
for the subjects they are to teach,

and for their ability to fit into the
community life as well.

The company realizes that
money spent on playgrounds

and equipment is a good
investment, and provi-

, sion has therefore been

\ made to promote ac-

5557

i^iM

Berwind, Tabasco

and Toller (as well

as those from the i

Bear Canyon mine, ^

not operated by the \

Colorado Fuel and Iron \

Co.) were made thor- ~--

oughly complete and up to

date. A junior high school

has been provided for the ac- "^X^'

commodation of boys and girls

who have completed their work in the

grades. A capable staff of teachers is

employed, under the supervision of

of Superintendent C. A. Bent.

Before the recent building campaign

was inaugurated, pupils from Berwind

and Tabasco attended school in a

four-room frame building which was
entirely inadequate to the needs of the

district. When the Colorado Fuel and

Iron Co. acquired the Toller mine, the

school board, with the cooperative aid

of the Trinidad district Joint Commit-
tee on Recreation and Education, de-

cided upon a building program that

would provide suitable facilities for

the schoo's. Two rooms were there-

upon added to the old school at Ber-

wind, and two small buildings were
erected at Toller and one adjacent to the Bear Canyon
Camp. These buildings accommodate the pupils up
to and including the fifth grade. Between Berwind-
Tabasco and Toller, as nearly as possible in the center

of the district, two two-room buildings were erected for

the use of the junior high school, attended by pupils

from the sixth to the ninth grades inclusive. This fall

tenth-grade work will be added, and, if conditions jus-

tify it, eventually a fuU four-year high school course.

tive games and
sports. Teeters,

swings, slides, etc.,

have been installed

/ on the school
grounds, and since

the welfare work has

been under way a no-

i;42*^-".r

"ij-^'-'^^'g^

Photographs reproduced hy courtesv ot C. F. i J. BuUvtUk

SOME OF THE SCHOOL BUILDINGS IN BERWIND CANTON
2—Corwin School. 3—New buildings near the

ticeable change for the better has been wrought in the

conduct of the children both at school and in the camp.
The wage earners of the Colorado Fuel and Iron

Co. have been under the Industrial Representation

Plan for about four years, and the extension of the prin-

ciple of employee's representation to salaried men and
women, including foremen and office workers, was pro-

vided for recently. During the time the principle has
been in effect it has been fully tested-
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DISCUSSION ^K READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Bolshevism Id America
Letter No. 5—Speaking of Bolshevism, it must be

admitted that its chief menace to our country is through

the alluring propaganda that particularly appeals to

the impressionable foreigner and to certain elements of

our own people. In the light of developments, it appears

that the more intolerable the social system of a nation

or country has been by reason of the war, the more
unsettled is its present economic problems. In such

countries, Bolshevism has been able to exert a more
tenacious influence, and its helpless and impoverished

people have been insnared as by the tentacles of some
great sea monster.

Russia is a sorry example of this condition and has

proved a fertile field for the exploitation of the Bol-

shevik element that forms so large a proportion of its

population. From the condition of an oppressed and
downtrodden pepole, Russia has now passed into the

hands of a torn, chaotic and disordered government.
Other nations whose subjects fared better, under a more
balanced, economic system of government, have not

fallen victims, to the same degree, to this reign of

terror.

While the condition in America is serious enough to

awaken our people to the need of combating the spread

of Bolshevism among us, the menace has not assumed
proportions sufficient to terrorize anyone. American
labor, backed by the A. F. of L., has taken a firm stand
against the spread of such propaganda. But American
labor, by its impatient demand for excessively high
wages, shorter days, and by incessant strikes and lock-

outs has unwittingly opened a very promising field to

the exploitation of Bolshevism.

Far better would it be for the workers in all our
industries to wait patiently for the Government to

apply its promised remedy for the high cost of living.

Government activities along this line will prove more
effectual than strikes and lockouts, which only unsettle

business and furnish the opportunity desired by preach-
ers of anarchy to further their ends.

As rapidly as possible, the A. F. of L. is weeding out
from its membership the undesirable element that
breathes discontent among workers. At the present
time we cannot improve our economic system by a six-

or seven-hour day, or by demanding increased wages.
The first, by reducing production, and* the second by
increasing its cost, would boost the price of commodi-
ties and augment the cost of living. Strikes and lock-

outs have the same effect.

None of these means will prove effectual, and all are
unwise. It must be remembered that the producer is

hampered, like as we are, by reason of the high price
he is forced to pay for crude material and must protect
himself from this nightmare of high prices. In the
end the worker finds that the cost of necessities has
kept pace with his shorter hours and increased wage

The Government has started a war on profiteers that,

it is safe to say, will bring relief if we are patient

enough to wait a reasonable length of time, pending

the necessary investigation and application of the prom-
ised remedy. Regarding the situation calmly, it is

evident that progress is being made. The organized

and systematic efforts of the Government cannot fail

to produce results, in bringing the price of necessities

and the cost of public utilities back to a normal pre-

war basis.

We must rely on the integrity of the Government
that has proclaimed its intention of throwing all its

resources and energies into the effort to run down the
profiteer, who will soon be an unpleasant memory of

the unhappy and disastrous war. Our duty is clear;

namely, to wait till the Government acts. Anything
else can only aggravate a bad condition and make
America a more fertile field for Bolshevik activities.

Thomas, W. Va. Mine Worker.

Letter No. 6—That Bolshevism has, to some extent,

already gained a foothold here in America is, to say the
least, without a doubt. In my opinion, it will prove a
very serious and troublesome question to handle, and
one that should receive the careful attention of every
thoughtful and patriotic citizen throughout our entire
country. The pernicious propaganda has already gained
a stronghold in some places and will grow rapidly and
spread to other places if not checked by some effective

means.

The time is not far distant when Bolshevism, in this
country, will assert itself in its worst form if it is left

alone. If unhindred the doctrine will soon become
rooted in the minds of large numbers of our workmen,
especially the foreign-born. All one has to do is to

read the daily press to be convinced that Bolshevism is

growing and becoming more bold and defiant in this
country. The evil doctrine it promulgates is spreading
and, in my opinion, will remain with us longer than will
be good for the country. It is found in many places
where least expected and, by reason of this fact, it is

the more dangerous and harder to check.

BOLSHEVIC VIEWS ARE CHANGEABLE
As indicated by the striking analogy of the dog and

the bone, in the Foreword, in the issue of Coal Age,
July 3, when the wealth of others, which the Bolshevist
is trying to destroy, falls into his own hands, he turns
right-about-face; his views in regard to the possession
of wealth change quickly and his brother Bolshevist sets

upon him, denounces him and endeavors to despoil him
of his goods.

Actuated by hatred and selfish motives, the Bolshevist
would destroy the property of all who have been econom-
ical and thrifty, and have thereby accumulated enough
to own their homes and are educating their children and
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taking an interest in the betterment of the community

in which they live.

"Justice," in his letter, Coal Age, July 3, p. 31, says,

"We must see that no person has any cause for legiti-

mate grievance under our flag." The greatest trouble

with the Bolshevik workman is, however, his grievances

are most generally imaginary, born and fostered in his

own evil and selfish mind, and are far more difficult to

adjust and satisfy than if they were real. While he ''s

being apparently satisfied at one point, he is getting out

of joint at another. It is a large part of his business

to see to it that things are not to his liking, all along

the line and at the same time. His nature is to find

fault with everything progressive, and not be satisfied

with anything. He hates and envies everyone who by

steady work and frugal living is more thrifty than him-

self. He would take the wealth accumulated by others,

but makes no effort to gain it by industrious means for

himself.

I agree with the view expressed by Richard Bowen in

his letter, Aug. 21, p. 333, namely, that by cooperation

and association with their employees, operators can do

much toward preventing the spread of the doctrine of

Bolshevism in America. The enactment of stringent

laws, unless rigidly enforced, will have but little effect

in checking its spread. In my opinion, more can be

done in this respect by education, earnest cooperation,

friendly association and kind treatment. By making

the living conditions of employees better, in and around

the mines, far more will be accomplished than by the

enactment of too many laws.

It does not cost anything for the mine official to be

polite and friendly to employees, at all times. This

can be done even in the giving of orders. The success-

ful official knows his men by name and greets them

kindly and pleasantly wherever he meets them. By

this means he gains their friendship and loyalty to an

extent that can be gained in no other way. Some one

has said, "The best and surest way to kill an enemy is

to make him a friend."

From the standpoint of the Bolshevik element of

labor, in the operation of coal mines, the bad and unfair

treatment is all on the part of the operator or mine

official. He alone is inhuman, selfish and unreasonable,

and the one who makes all the mistakes. Experience

has convinced the intelligent worker that this is not

always true. It cannot be charged that the employer is

always in the wrong and the employee always in the

right when there is a difference of opinion in regard

to treatment or wages. This would be the case, were

we to listen quietly to certain elements of labor.

It is unfortunate that, for their own selfish purposes,

many politicians and others manifest such a readiness

to take the side of discontented workmen in their con-

troversies with their employer, at the present time,

without investigating the matter to find who is in the

right and who in the wrong. The exhibition of such

sympathy and encouragement has a strong tendency

to assist the growth of anarchy among certain classes

of laboring men. There is a class of workmen who are

never satisfied and contented, even when they are doing

well. They are continually looking for something with

which to find fault. Such only need the encouragement

they get from this selfish political element to develop

into dangerous Bolshevists.

High wages and the scarcity of labor during the war

seem to have unbalanced the minds of many workmen
in regard to what ought to be considered reasonable

wages and fair treatment. Many of them received three

times as much as they were worth or earned, and, as a

result, they have become unreasonable. For companies

to grant every demand for a raise of wages, and to

shorten the hours constituting a working day, would

have no effect to check the growth and spread of Bolshe-

vism. With the extremely radical and irresponsible

element now in control, in many labor unions, the

granting of these demands on the part of companies

would have the effect only to increase discontent among
many employees.

The best men, in all labor unions, should see to it that

the men who are put at the head of their organizations

are not tainted with anarchy and are men of broad and

liberal views, whose judgment of the differences that

arise between labor and capital is only formed after a

thorough investigation of the points involved in the con-

troversy. It is the patriotic duty of all good citizens

who have a sound regard for the best interest of the

country, to use their influence wherever possible to

check and eradicate every noxious taint of Bolshevism

as soon as it is discovered.

In conclusion, let me say that, in my opinion, the en-

forced government control of the railroads, in the

country, during the past nearly two years, by reason of

the conditions imposed by the war, has developed a dis-

position among railroad employees that leads them to

make unreasonable demands. This would seem to be the

starting point of our labor troubles and makes the

country ripe for Bolshevism. JOHN ROSE.

Dayton, Tenn.

Finding a Mine Door Set Open
Letter No. 1—In discussing the interesting point

raised by Richard Bowen, in his inquiry. Coal Age,

Sept. 11, p. 462, regarding the matter of starting the

examination of a mine at the intake end of the section

and following the air current, or beginning at the return

end and proceeding against the air, it seems to me that

we cannot do better than to assume the situation and

conditions described and illustrated in the plan he has

presented and shown below.

It is my desire to consider this question wholly from

a practical standpoint, guided by an experience of a

number of years as fireboss, safety and mine inspector,

mine foreman and superintendent, in different fields.

Some of the mines in my charge have been what would

be classed as gassy mines, two of these having formerly

suffered serious explosions of gas resulting in loss

of lives.

Like Mr. Bowen, I would not close a door that was
found standing open and not knowing the conditions

existing in that section or how long the door had been

open. Instead, I would leave the door as it was found

and proceed to examine the section and ascertain its

condition before returning and closing the door. But,

further than this, my plan of examining a mine differs

from that outlined by our friend.

When making an examination of a mine, my experi-

ence as fireboss would never permit me to start at the

return end of the section. To my mind, the dangers of

such a plan are too apparent to take any chances by
exposing one's self to the return air of a section when
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the condition of that section is unknown and may prove

highly dangerous from the presence of poisonous gas

that is not indicated on the safety lamp.

It is not to be supposed that Mr. Bowen would carry

mice or birds with him when making the examination,

and there is every chance that he might easily walk into

a poisonous atmosphere without warning of its pres-

ence. I recall an instance where a fireboss ran into a

place filled with poisonous gas that gave no indication

on his lamp and was only rescued by the foreman, who
tied a wet handkerchief over his own mouth and ran

in and dragged the man out to fresh air.

Another instance of a similar escape, but not in a

mine, is that of a young dentist of Winnipeg, a member
of the Canadian volunteers, who when caught in German
gas, as he was carrying an important message, dipped

his Glengarry cap in water and, holding it in his teeth,

continued his race with death and delivered his mes-

sage, after which he was confined in a hospital for

several months before he recovered.

Referring now to the figure, let us suppose that we
start the examination of this section by entering Cham-
ber No. 1 and find no air passing. Returning at once

to the entry and finding the door open, I would let it

or not, is to begin at the intake end and proceed with
the air. He is then in a position to detect at once

whatever may be wrong in the circulation, by reason of

the short-circuiting of the current or other possible

cause. Andrew 0. Bain.
McKeesport, Penn.

remain in that position and return to Chamber 1 and

proceed to examine that place up to the face, using every

possible precaution in so doing. Then, passing through

the crosscut and finding gas accumulated at the face

of Chamber 2, I would return through that chamber to

the entry and proceed to examine Chamber 3 to ascer-

tain how much gas may have accumulated there.

Returning now to the entry, I would throw back the

canvas or curtain hanging in the mouth of Chamber 3

and close the door on the entry between Chambers 1

and 2, which would restore the circulation in these

three chambers and drain the gas from the face of

Chamber 2, carrying it out directly into the entry in

the shortest possible time.

This done, I would continue my examination follow-

ing the direction in which the miner travels under
normal conditions. On reaching Chamber 5 and find-

ing a gas feeder burning at the face, I would try to

put it out; but failing in this, I would close the cross-

cut leading to Chamber 4 with a temporary stopping

80 as to cut off the air and then fence off the mouth of

this chamber and of each of the remaining chambers
inby on the entry.

In dealing with the burning feeder, only experienced
would be allowed in the fenced portion. Before proceed-
ing with that work, however, I would again examine
Chambers 2 and 3 and if these are found to be clear of
gas I would open the canvas or curtain in the neck of
Chamber 4 and close that in the mouth of Chamber 3.

In my judgment, the only safe and proper way for a
fireboss to examine any mine, whether generating gas

Letter No. 2—Referring to the inquiry of Richard

Bowen, Coal Age, Sept. 11, p. 462, asking for a general

discussion on two important features involved in the

answer given, in a certain textbook, to a question re-

garding the proper and safe method to pursue in exam-
ining a mine, after finding a door set open, when
starting to make the regular inspection of the mine:

(1) Whether to proceed with the intake air after the

usual manner or custom in making the regular examina-
tions, or (2) to begin at the return and proceed against

the air.-

Regarding the first point, it has been my custom when
acting as a fireboss, if I found a door standing open
on the gangway and short-circuiting the air current,

I would first examine the places where gas might be

expected to accumulate, before shutting the door. Then
I would make a second examination if it was found
necessary to remove a standing body of gas.

OPEN DOORS ARE UNPLEASANT
It is not a very cheering prospect to find a door open

in the morning, which you are quite certain has been
open several hours, as it is not safe to close it immedi-
ately and begin your inspection. Neither is it pleasant

to make an examination of the section in which you
know no air has been passing for several hours; because
you fear that you may enter a standing body of gas
unexpectedly, unless you proceed with more than usual
caution and care. Therefore, the safest and most logi-

cal plan to follow, in the event of finding a door open,
is to leave it open until you have examined the places in

that section, unless you can be absolutely certain that
there are no burning feeders, lights or fires, on the re-

turn; but how would a fireboss know this to a
certainty?

However, unlike Mr. Bowen, even where the geologi-
cal formation and local conditions have favored starting
the examination at the return end, I have always fol-

lowed the intake, instead of traveling against the air.

In other words, I have "Followed the Formula," as I

believe seventy per cent, of the firebosses of the country
are doing, in following the intake, to which custom Mr.
Bowen seems inclined to take exception.

In my opinion, there are no special advantages to be
had in starting the examination of a mine at the return
end of the airway; and there are some disadvantages
in such a plan if the mine liberates much gas, unless
the inspection is made with extreme caution and there
is no possibility of the air being short-circuited.

In traveling against the air, in a mine generating
gas freely, it must be remembered that the return air
contains a certain percentage of gas which your lamp
and close observation will not detect. This may happen
when there is present, say two per cent. If you should
detect as much as two per cent, of gas in the return
airway, you conclude that a very unusual and dangerous
condition existed ahead of you. You could not tell

where, but you would know that it was up to you to
grope your way very carefully till you had found the
trouble.
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A fireboss is ever confronted with the danger of un-

expectedly walking into a large body of standing gas

and igniting it. Brattices may be found down, in pass-

ing from one working place to another through a break-

through, where a feeder would be responsible for a

dangerous condition. It is true that the return air

could be tested every few yards or so, thus determin-

ing whether the percentage of gas shows an increase,

but this method of security entails extreme care and

time, which can be avoided by traveling with the intake.

On the other hand, in proceeding with the intake air,

in making an inspection of a mine, one is always travel-

ing in fresh air, which a fireboss needs as much as any-

body else; and, if there is any standing body of gas,

he is going to find it quicker and with more security

to himself and to the mine than when proceeding against

the air.

The accumulation of gas shown in the sketch sub-

mitted is best removed by hanging a brattice in the

crosscut beyond and then deflecting the air in the room

by slowly closing the door at "A," after opening the

curtain at the mouth of Room 3, thereby eliminating

the possibility of the gas reaching the burning feeder

in Room 5. It must not be thought that a small body of

gas with a sufficient volume of air will diffuse very

rapidly, and that no disastrous consequences will attend

its coming in contact with a light on the airway.

Of course, all experienced firebosses should recognize

that unusual conditions such as a large standing body

of gas has got to be met with unusual remedies. One
must not attempt to remove this gas till he is absolutely

certain that everything is clear in the airway, that all

men are safe and that no lights or possible sources of

ignition are on the return.

If one encountered the condition described when
making the examination as prescribed by Mr. Bowen,
starting at the return end, he would likely think twice

before removing the gas, and be certain that nobody or

no lights were on the return airway, which he has just

traveled and found safe. Fireboss.

, W. Va.

Promotion of Ambitious Workers
Letter No. 2—Referring to the excellent letter of

"Fairplay" on this subject. Coal Age, Aug. 28, p. 375,

allow me to say that it is not always an easy matter to

choose, from among a large number of employees, those

who are most deserving of promotion and give satis-

faction all around when a vacancy is to be filled.

Although a good manager or superintendent will not

willingly set aside the just claims of a good worker for

recognition when a place is to be filled, he is often com-

pelled to yield to the wishes or demands of a higher

officer and advance one less worthly of promotion. In-

stances of this are frequent and show that the man in

charge cannot always be blamed for the favoritism.

However, success in operation depends on the satis-

faction of the workers, and to accomplish that every

man must be given a square deal. While I believe thor-

oughly that length of service in the employ of a com-

pany is an important factor and should have weight in

the selection of a man to fill a higher position, I do not

think it should be assumed that one who has been longer

on the job is necessarily the more proficient.

Too often we find men holding one position for a

number of years, because they are better fitted for that

particular work than for anything else. If promoted to

a higher and more responsible place they would fail

to show the same proficiency. It is here that a good
executive shows his ability to discern the kind of work
each man is fitted to perform. Promotion based on
length of service would establish a routine that would
take away the incentive to effort and exertion to qualify

for something higher. For that reason, if for no other,

men should be selected to fill vacancies in accordance

with their fitness for the work, which should be the
controlling factor, and not length of service or political

or friendly relations and influence.

In Fairplay's letter, mention is made of a man whose
ambition had led him to qualify for a higher position

and was much disappointed when an outsider was
chosen to fill the place, though he himself had worked
successfully for the company for 15 years. I cannot feel

the same sympathy for this man as expressed by Fair-

play, since it would appear, from the fact that the su-

perintendent is said to have remarked that he "did not
know the man desired promotion," that the man himself
was to blame and not the superintendent.

THE KEYNOTE IS ACTION
It has always been my plan to get action. My motto

is, If you want a thing, go after it, and I believe it is

the way every ambitious worker gains success. When
a man sits down and waits for promotion to come to

him he will almost invariably see it go to someone else.

No truly ambitious worker can serve a company suc-

cessfully for 15 years without his ability and fitness

being known and recognized by his superiors.

Some men work with their hands alone, unaided with

their brains, and depend on their length of service to

win for them the desired promotion. Such cannot hope

to be awarded. These are days when men whose knowl-

edge and skill enable them to cope successfully with in-

dustrial problems are in constant demand. The man
who studies to prepare himself to meet these conditions

will not be discouraged by seeing another promoted ; but

the circumstance will make him more active than ever.

The plan described as adopted a few years ago by a

great railroad system, in this country, for the purpose

of establishing a more equable basis of promoting and

maintaining the loyalty of their employees is an excel-

lent one. If our coal companies would adopt a similar

plan the effect would be to increase the efficiency of

mining.

Let me ask, here, how many of our mine foremen and
firebosses who hold certificates could pass a satisfactory

examination given by the general superintendent or

manager of their company? If coal companies would

hold such examinations yearly many of us would have

to study, which would keep all in line with what is most

up to date in mining.

A first-class foreman's certificate, I regret to say, is

no longer evidence of the holder's knowledge and ability.

A certificate obtained a few years ago has lost its mean-
ing when the man has not continued to read and study.

Too many are depending on their years of service,

rather than on their knowledge of principles of mining.

The time is fast coming when the most successful in

securing production will be those who study and read to

keep themselves abreast of the times, as we need moro
than practical experience. RlCHARD BoWEN.
West PiUston, Penn.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Miscellaneous Questions

(Answered by Request.)

Ques.—What weight will a double-cylinder engine of

the following dimensions lift, allowing one cylinder to

overcome friction? The diameter of the cylinder is 10

in., length of stroke, 15 in., steam pressure on piston,

40 lb. per sq.in. The pinion shaft is geared to the

aft, the ratio of gearing being 5 : 1, and the

di£.-^ ^r of the drum is 5 ft.

xws.—The total steam pressure acting on the piston

one cylinder is 40(0.7854 X 10') = 3141.6 lb. The
length of stroke being 15 in. (li ft.), the turning mo-
ment of the total pressure in one cylinder, acting at

the center of the pinion shaft, is 3141.6 X i(li) =
1963.5 Ib.-ft. But, since the ratio of gearing is 5 : 1,

the turning moment exerted at the center of the drum
shaft is 5 X 1963.5 = 9817.5 Ib.-ft. But the diameter

of the winding drum being 5 ft., its radius is 2.5 ft. and
the lifting force of the engine exerted at the circum-

ference of the drum is 9817.5 -^ 2.5 = 3927 lb.

Ques.—Name and describe briefly the different sys-

tems of haulage used in the bituminous mines of Penn-
sylvania, and state to what conditions each is best

adapted.

Ans.—In the smaller mines, mule haulage is mostly

employed, while some form of mechanical haulage is used

in the larger mines. Mechanical haulage includes both
rope and motor haulage. There are four types of rope
haulage; namely, gravity-plane and engine-plane haul-

age, tail-rope and endless-rope haulage.

In gravity-plane haulage, a rope that passes over a
headsheave at the top of the incline connects the loaded

car with the empty, and the descent of the former pulls

the latter up the incline. The movement of the cars is

regulated by a brake on the headsheave. Sometimes it

is necessary to install a "barney," which is a truck hav-
ing a weight between that of the loaded and empty cars.

The descending loaded car pulls the barney to the top of

the incline. The ropes are then changed and the descent
of the barney pulls up the empty.

In engine-plane haulage, an engine is located either at

the head of the incline or at its foot and used to haul the
loads up the incline and lower the empties. Where the
grade is not too steep the empty cars are permitted to

gravitate to the bottom of the plane, their speed being
controlled by a brake on the drum. When the engine is

located at the foot of the incline, a headsheave is re-

quired at the top and the rope passes over the head.sheave

and reaches back to the bottom. The arrangement then
requires twice the length of rope necessary when the en-

gine is at the top of the plane.

In tail-rope haulage, there are two separate ropes, a
main and a tail rope. The main rope reaches from the
drum of the haulage engine back to the inby parting
where it is attached to the loaded trip standing on the

plan an entirely new outfit for next year's installation,

parting, ready to be hauled out of the mine. The tail

rope reaches from tlie drum of the engine back to

the parting, where it passes over a tails heave and is

attached to the rear end of the loaded trip. The tail

rope is practically twice the length of the main rope,

and unwinds from the drum as the the loaded trip is

hauled out of the mine. The tail rope is then attached

to the empty trip, which it pulls back into the mine,

dragging the main rope behind it.

In endless-rope haulage, there is but one rope, which

always moves in the same direction. The rope passes

from the tandem winding drums of the engine into the

mine to the tail sheave and returns along the haulage

road or other passage to the surface, where it is car-

ried over a sheave on a balance truck, which keeps the

entire system taut, and returns to the winding drums.

In this system two winding drums or sheaves are set

tandem to each other, which enables the rope to pass

from one drum or sheave to the other and avoids the

fleeting or side travel of the rope, by taking only a

half-turn over each drum. The loaded cars are at-

tached, at intervals, to the branch of the rope running

out of the mine, while the empty cars are attached to

the other branch running into the mine.

Motor haulage is performed by either electric or

compressed-air mine locomotives. Steam locomotives

are not adapted to underground service and are not

used to any extent in mines. Electric mine locomo-

tives are operated either on the trolley or the storage-

battery system. The use of either of these systems de-

pends largely on conditions in the mine, with respect

to gas and the equipment employed for mining the coal.

Mule haulage is adapted to small mines where the

main haul does not exceed, say, a half-mile; also to the

work of gathering cars in larger mines. Gravity-plane

haulage is adapted to conditions where the material

mined must be lowered from the face to the gangway,

or from the mine entrance to the loading tipple. On
the other hand, engine-plane haulage is adapted to con-

ditions where the material must be hauled up an incline

or slope. The tail-rope system of haulage is more con-

venient than endless-rope haulage wherever the roads

are crooked and there are sharp turns to be made or

considerable grades against the load. On the other

hand, endless-rope haulage is adapted to straight roads

and where light variable grades balance each other in

their effect on the engine.

The use of electric or compressed-air locomotives de-

pends largely on the equipment of the mine and whether

or not gas is generated in the workings. Where the

mine is electrically equipped and lighted, electricity is

general'y preferred for haulage; but where compressed-

air machines are used for drilling and mining the coal,

or where the presence of gas in the mine debars the

general installation of electrical machines, the com-

pressed-air system is safer to employ.
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_^ FOREIGN MARKETS
AND EXPORT NEWS ^

EDITED BY ALEX MOSS

Europe Facing Coal Famine

Analysis of Situation Shows European Nations Are Using Own
Tonnage to Carry High-Priced Cargoes, Leaving to America

the Job of Freighting the Less Profitable Coal

With the approach of winter the irreat-
eat menace to life in Europe drawa on
apace. Tiie greatest stress and danger
Ilea In the lacli of coal. America has a
moundless quantity, but incredible as It

may seem America cannot supply the need
of Europe. Nor can Great Britain, whose
annual production of 287,412.000 tons has
shrunk to 214,000,000. Germany's decline
Is even greater. And while Great Britain's
pre-war export of coal ran to 76,689,000
tona her estimated post-war exports are
only 23,000,000 tons or less.

To avert a world shortage America must
export upward of 81,000,000 tons. The
nation's pre-war export of coal was less
than 20,000.000 tons. The excess over
pre-war exports which must be supplied
by this country, if the world shortage is to
be made up, is 62,463,000 tons.

This shortage cannot be met. To make
up the deficiency America would liave to
export within the next few months more
than four times as much as it ever ex-
ported during an entire year. There is not
enough tonnage available. With the tre-
bling food exports even an extra million
ton.i a month would tax shipping beyond
Its utmost limit. And even that extra mil-
lion would be of no avail in relieving the
distress that threatens Europe.
No phase of world conditions has more

closely occupied the United States Ship-
ping Board than this matter of coal for
Europe. Keenly alive to it, J. H. Rosseter,
Director of the Division of Operations, had
H. Y. Saint, head of the Export Coal De-
partment of his division, compile the report
which Is presented here. It portrays the
abnormal demand that is being made upon
the United States to take care of Europe
from a coal standpoint, shows that the de-
mand that is being made upon the Ship-
ping Board for tonnage to be placed in
the coal trade Is many times greater than
can be supplied, and what is more signifi-
cant, .shows that European nations are do-
ing little or nothing to relieve the situa-
tion by using their own tonnage ; more-
over, that the nations which are doing the
least are the ones that are able to do the
most.
The outstanding fact, brought out by this

analysis. Is that European nations are us-
ing their own tonnage in trades best suited
to their maritime interests and In com-
petition with Shipping Board vessels, leav-
ing the United States to carry the less
profltnble coal cargoes for the relief of
suffering peoples.

"It would seem," said Mr. Saint in the
report to his chief, "cognizance must be
taken by the Shipping Board of this situa-
tion and something should be done to
bring European tonnage into tills work of
distributing coal to Europe.an ports.

"The statistics compiled by this depart-
ment show that Italy is practically the
only European government which Is ex-
tensively using Its own vessels in carrying
coal from the United States for Italian
relief. In the month of July, 20 Italian
vessels sailed from American ports with
coal. You will notice that Norwegian,
British and Greek ships were plying in the
Italian trade, which today is considered a
profitable one. At the same time the
Shipping Board was having demands made
upon it to carry coal to Greece, Switzer-
land and the .Scandinavian countries as
well as to South America.

"Very heavy demands are being made
upon the Shipping Board to carry coal to
Denmark. Our tabulation shows that no
Danish vessels are carrying coal to Den-
mark, but a number of Danish ships are
carrying coal from American porta to South

America, which Is a profitable trade when
the return cargo situation is taken Into
:iceount.

"It will be noted that Norwegian and
Italian vessels are under charter to carry
.,-oal to Gibralter, when the needs in their
own countries are great.

"Large demands have, tieen made upon
American tonnage to carry coal to the
Netherlands, and during July, 17 American
vessels sailed from American ports to that
country. During the same period only
three Dutch ships carried coal to their
home ports while two Swedish and one
Norwegian ship were In the Dutch coal
trade.

"Insistent requests have been made on
the Shipping Board to carry coal to
Sweden, and as many as 11 steamships
have sailed In one month for that country.
Yet Swedish steamships In that trade have
not exceeded one a montli.
"With the increasing demand upon

America to supply coal for Europe and
to carry it in American bottoms, and with
ail the demands predicated upon the in-
creasing distress In various European
countries, it would seem that immediate
steps must be taken to bring about an ef-

fort on the part of the various countries
to help themselves in this matter of coal
distribution.

"In view of the fact that the Shipping
Board cannot meet the demands that are
being made upon It, in view also of the
fact that our vessels are now being used to
relieve distress in Europe where the dis-
tress Is greatest and relief most urgent,
it seems imperative that the European
nations which are facing a coal famine
should do something to relieve the situa-
tion by placing some of their own tonnage
in the American coal trade, even though
that trade is less profitable than the ones
on which these vessels have been placed
to compete with the new fleet of the U. S.

Shipping Board."
From the analysis made by Mr. Saint

It appears certain that the people of
France. Belgium. Holland. Italy. Denmark.
Norway. Sweden, Spain and Switzerland
will be among the ones that must suffer
most and that the shortage will fall with
no less weight upon Germany. Austria-
Hungary, including Czeeho-Slovakia and
Jugo-Slovakia. The total coal require-
ments of the world next winter have been
placed by this authority at 179,511,000 tons,
of which 97,723.000 tons can be supplied
by countries other than the United States.

This would leave 81.788.000 tons to be
furnished by this country. Mr. Saint esti-

mates that there will be furnished 19.325,-
000 tons, leaving a shortage In the world's
coal bin of 62,463.000 tons, a tonnage suf-
ficient to supply the New England States
for nearly three years.

Translated Into other terms. It would
require 1.249,000 cars of fifty tons capacity
each to meet the shortage, or 25,000 trains
of fifty cars each Twelve thousand, five

hundred vessels of 5000 tons capacity each
would be necessary to carry the cargo
across the ocean In one trip. More than
60.000 men would have to die cnal at top
speed for a vear to produce the tonnage.
During the ten-day period from Aug. 29

to Sept. 9 Inclusive, the total allocations
of vessels to the coal trade numbered thirty-
five.
Most of the coal to be carried In these

boitoms goes to European destination, with
a large portion going to Italy. One coal-
laden ship Is destined for Buenos Ayres,
one to Chile, one to Rio de Janeiro and
three are to carry coal to the Pacific Coast
for the American Navy.

Allies Look to United States for

Relief in Fuel Shortage

The coal situation In Europe was brought
prominently before the public during the
month, by a meeting of the Suprem*
Economic Council in London, at which a
warning was given by Mr. Hoover that
Europe's coal production was 35 per cent.
below normal, and according to the press
dispatch. Mr. Hoover stated, "That Eng-
land's annual coal production has fallen
from 292.000,000 tons in 1913 to 183 000.-
000 tons, and Germany's decline is slightly
greater. "Europe." he added, "at the
present rate will produce 443.000.000 tons
next year, while the amount needed is
estimated at 614.369.000 tons." Following
this meeting, shipping and fuel representa-
tives of Prance. Belgium and Italy con-
ferred with Mr. Hoover at Paris on Aug.
4 and decided to urge the Supreme Eco-
nomic Council to appoint a European coal
Commission to coordinate the distribution
of European coal, in order to avoid what
threatens to be a disaster. Mr. Hoover de-
clined to accept the permanent directorship
of the commission, stating that. "He be-
lieved the problem to be strictly European,
and that the situation cannot be relieved
materially by the slight help which the
United States can give," It Is thought
that Mr. Hoover wished to spur the Euro-
peans to put forth their utmost endeavors
to meet -the dangerous situation.
Without fuel, the railroads cannot trans-

port food and produce ; factories are closed
both because of inability to get fuel and
inability to ship their product. The United
States Is vitally concerned In helping its
principal allies, both from an economic and
humanitarian standpoint, and whatever
coal can be sent will be of the greatest
benefit, and perliaps ward off disastrous
conditions. Many persons In the United
States, on account of the impending short-
age of fuel next winter, feel it is unwise
to encourage export business, but winter
shortage in the United States usually Is

very temporary in times of peace, and ex-
cept from November to February, there Is

ordinarily no difficulty In supplying home
needs. From March to Sep^"ember. the
bituminous mines tisually worl; only part
time. If during the slackest periods In
the Appalachian fields, coal could he loaded
for shipment abroad, it would both Im-
prove the financial status of these mines
and also help in the shortage abroad, which
Is roing to contintie for a lone time.
The principal causes for this shortage

abroad are: d) Strikes to improve condi-
tions; (2 )indiv!dual abspnteei'sm from the
mines: (3) shortening the hours of labor:
(4) lowered individual effort: (5) short-
age of mine supplies on the continent ; ''•)

Insufficient railroad trucks and poor train
eerlve on the continent.

The first four of these causes nre due
to the world-wide labor unrest ivhich af-
fects even the native labor in South .Africa,
accordlne' to a recent address of the retir-
ing president of The South Afric-in Tnstl-
tiitlon of Ensrineera. In which h» states
that In his eroup of mines the ontntit ner
native has fnllen 30 per cent since TIU.
In Europe Mr, Rice, chief of the Mining
Division of the TT, S. Bureau of Mines, ob-
served durlne his r*^cent visit that there
Is a verv general feeling nmonr th» miners
thit they are not wlllinir to e<y back to the
old order of thlns-s In the ma»t»r of 'ow
salaries, housing and other conditions. This
feeling Is partlciilarlv acute In Great
Brltnin

Tn Great Britain, on Julv 16. Iliq thore
went Into effect the sn-ca"ed Snnkey
award which shortened the hours of Inhor
from 8 to 7 not Incbidlno- the nvorns-e time
of lowerloB- and rnisinir the wn>-VTnon, but
Inohiding the tim" he tnVes In frnvelln? to

and from fie woHrlng n'ice the mine own-
ers contending that with the seven-hour
worl.-dav there wns les« 'inn sW hours ef-
fective work perfnmed, 'WhI'o to some ertent
this mieht he tsken care of In the future.
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by increasing ilie number of einyioyeet.,
there are no unempioyeU niinerij at lu^
present time, ana moreover tlie worliingb,
whicti are laid out tor tlie longwail sys-
tem, would not provide places ai ine worK-
ing faces, liiis witn liie otner c^uaes iias

led to a tremendous slump in the produc-
tion in Great iiJritaiii, and iL is now a iiues-
tion of how long iiingiand will be able to
supply its former export trade markets.
In 19U, the exports were 77,000,UUO tons
(224U lb.) Unless there is serious restric-
tion of home industries and consumption
of coal, there will be littie or no coal avail-
able for export.

In France, the fuel conditions continue
serious. There is a loss of 2U,UU0,U00 tons
output of the mines wrecked by the Ger-
mans, which has not been made up by im-
ports from Germany or the Saar helds.
where the normal output of 17,000,U0U tons
per annum has been reduced to about 35
per cent, by reason of lessened efficiency of
the miners, claimed in part due to poor
feeding.

It was expected that Westphalia, when
peace had been made, would at once re-
spond and resume Its former large produc-
uon, but strikes and labor troubles have
continued, and there is a most serious
sbortaga of coal so that the remarkable
situation Is found of coal being imported
from the United States to Switzerland and
now going up the Rhine on barges through
the great Westphalian fields. Sweden.
Denmark and The Netherlands continue to
rccelTe coal from the United States, though
normally all the Baltic ports should be sup-
plied by English coal. France and Italy
are also Importing from the United States.

Great interest is now being manifested
In the export business. The large export-
ing companies hare their own facilities for
handling the business, while many of the
smaller operators are desirous of getting
Into this lucrative business ; but the great-
est difficulty arises first, in getting the
allocation of ships, second. In arranging the
matter of payment by the foreign con-
signees, and third, In agreement as to
grade and quality of coal.

It would appear that one Tery Important
thing must be done^the establishing of
standardized methods of taking samples
and making analyses At the present time
the U. S. Bureau of Mines Is sampling and
analyzing American coal purchased by the
Swiss and Holland governments It would
seem desirable that similar standardized
methods should be followed In shipments
to commercial foreign buyers to guarantee
the quality of what they recleve, owing to
the very great diflferences In the kinds and
quality of coals heretofore u.'ted abroad, as
compared with those obtainable from this
country, and also because of the varying
methods of sampling, analyzing and the
Interpretation of results.

Prices of Bunker Coal at Amer-
ican and Canadian Ports

Under date of Sept. 27, WlHard, Suther-
land & Co, of New York, state that the
following prices prevail for bunker coal at
the American and Canadian ports listed

:

Coal Trade of Trieste

Prior to the war the annual importation
of coal into Trieste was approximately
108,000 tons, of which about 1.5,000 tons
were from other parts of Austria and about
72,500 tons from England. The annual im-
portation of American coal was only about
3500 tons. The yearly exports of coal from
Trieste amounted to some 8800 tons, of
which 56U0 tons went to Austria and the
remainder to Italy, Hungary, Turkey and
Greece.

Before the war the total yearly consump-
tion of coal in Trieste and Istria was ap-
proximately 400,000 tons. The most im-
portant coal consumers of Trieste are the
Industrial works and the steamship com-
panies. Of the former the principal con-
sumers are the municipal gas works, the
electric light and power stations, the Stab-
llimento Tecnico, and the Alti Forni di

Servola. Of the various steamship com-
panies the most important are the Lloyd
Triestlno (formerly Austrian Lloyd), op-
erating lines to Italy, Dalmatia, the Levant,
India and the Far East, and the "Cosulich"
Societa Triestina di Navigazione (formerly
Austro-Americana), operating lines to
North and South America via the Mediter-
ranean ports.
PYom the outbreak of the European war

until November, 1918, the Trieste market
was supplied with Austrian coal from the
mines of Ostrau in Moravia and Arsa in

Istria. In 1917 the Austro-Hungarian Gov-
ernment established In Vienna a Coal Cen-
tral, which undertook the supplying of coal
to all the Industrial works, steamship com-
panies and steam and electric railways of
the dual monarchy. The Arsa coal mines
are located In the southeastern part or
Istria. The port of shipment Is at the
northern end of the Arsa Canal, at the
entrance of which the water has a depth
of about 75 ft. This entrance is between
Punta Ubas and Punta Socciajo near Punta
Nera. An Austrian company has been
operating these mines, but at present nego-
tiations are under way for tne ijuicnase
of the shares of that company by Italian
capitalists.
The Sebenico coal mines are located In

the southern part of Dalmatia, In the dis-
trict of Knin. The Sebenico coal is a lig-

nite and cannot be used for fuel without
the admixture of other coal. Only Arsa
and Sebenico coals are at present on the
Trieste market, and the local industries use
a mixture of one-third Arsa and two-thirds
Sebenico. As the coal from these mines
Is of Inferior quality, the uses to which It

can be put are limited, and as the supply
Is Inadequate to meet the growing demand,
the coal situation In Trieste Is critical. On
July 1 last the prices of the above-men-
tioned coal were Increased 100 per cent.
At present the Arsa coal is quoted at 180
lire (700 crowns) and Sebenico coal at
150 lire (600 crowns) per ton. [At normal
exchange the lire Is worth 19.3 cents,]

The British coal Imported into Trieste
for the steamship companies and the local
gas and electric works since the signing of
the armistice has been under the control
of the Commissariato Generale del Carbonl,
which has fixed the prices from time to

AMERICAN PORTS—CURRENT PRICES A.S OF SEPTEMBER 27, 1919

NewYork,N.Y $5.35 Pool 9 and 71, f.B.B. ex-lightprs.
Philadelphia, Penn 6.50 Pools 9 and 71, trimmpd, ei-li(rhter».
Baltimore, Md 6.50 Poole 9 and 71, trimmed, ei-lightera.
Newport Nfwa 1

Bewails' Point | Va 6.50 F.o.b. under chutes at coal piers—trimming extra.
Lamberts point j

Boiton, Mass 10.25 T i.b. ei-Iightera.
Charleston, S. C 6. 25 F.o.b. and trimmed, under chutes at coal piers.
Portland, Maine 11.50 Trimmed ei-Iighter».
Wilmington. Del 7.90 F.o b. ei-liRhtere.
Savannah, Ga 6.80 T i.b. alonRtide supplier's wharves.

Jacksonville, Fla
|
^ p^onegi''''^''"''"""" } T.i.b. alongside aupplier'aVharf.

Mobile, Ala I
^ jq Prau*run-of-mlne } F.o.b. alongside supplier's wharf.

f
6 . 26 Cahaba or Black Creek washed

Pensacola, Fla ( 5.25 Pratt run-of-mine
I 5.85 Cahaba or Black Creek R/M

New Orleans, La
( J Jg Pra't7run-of-mine }

T.l.b. ex-lighters.

Galveston. Tex 10,50 Oklahoma steam coal—f.o.b. at supplier's wharf.
Seattle, Wash 9. 15 Comoi steam coal, fas. ex-lighters.
San Francisco, Calif 13 05 Utah and/or British Columbia, f.o.b. ei-lightcrs, trimming extra

San Pedro, Calif
{ |; ^? Run'lo^mine }

^o-^- alongside supplier's wharf.

CANADIAN PORTS

Union Bay, Vancouver 7.65 Comox steam coal {'^"^i"
St. John, N. B 10.50 T i.b. ei-liEhters.
North Sydney, N. 8 7.25 T.i.b. at niers.
Halifax, N. S 10.50 Tib. cx-liKhtrri..

pie
under chutes at coal

chutes ( r.1 pi. ming

lime. It IS reported that this Government
control of supplies to private firms is about
to be discontinued. Local coal dealers say
thai the recent increase of 6 shilling ($1.46)
in the price of British coal will not have
much influence on the local market : First,
because up to the present time the prices
of British coal imported into Trieste have
been controlled by the Italian Government,
so that such coal has not yet entered into
competition

; and, second, because the In-
crease makes practically no difference in
relation to the high price of coal here
to-day. Cardiff coal, which was the indus-
trial coal most used in Trieste before the
war, is now quoted at 123 shilling (J29.93)
c. i. f. Trieste.
As the result of an investigation just

completed by the Trieste consulate, the
following suggestions are made to -American
coal exporters wishing to establish them-
selves in that region;

1 The steamship companies and local
Industrial works require lump hard coaL
The people are accustomed to use domestic
coal, wood and charcoal for heating and
cooking, and the available supplies would be
sufficient for household purposes if the
steamers and industries were supplied from
abroad.

2. .American exporter.s should be repre-
sented in trade by trustworthy agents in-
terested only in American coal.

3. Through their local agents American
exporters must be constantly informed as
to market conditions in order to quote com-
petitive prices c. i. f. Trieste.

4 Trial shipments would facilitate the
Introduction of American coal and get the
industrial consumers accustomed to its use.
WTien local coal consumers are convinced

that American coal will be as good as. If
not better for their purpose than the coaJ
to which they are accustomed, American
exporters can look forward to a permanent
market in this territory.

Regarding trade conditions and the pros-
pect ..' marketing American coal in the
countries of the former Austrian Empire,
It is believed that the manufacturing in-
dustries of German Austria, Jugoslavia.
Czechoslovakia and Poland will be in reg-
ular operation long before the coal mines
In these countries will be able to meet the
demand. Mining operations will be ham-
pered by deterioration In machinery and
organization, by the necessity of repairing
or replacing machinery, and by the lack
of skilled miners.
Owing to the enhanced cost of produc-

tion, due to wage Increases, the Austrian
com.panles were obliged to increase the
price of coal and coke on Apr. 1, 1919. It
appears that the prices then fixed are to
continue until Jan. 1, 1920. Thus steam
coal cost 200 crowns per ton f. o. b. and
coke 340 crowns. Th prices of coal In
Upper Silesia have also been increased.
Owing to the loss under the peace treaty
of Bohemia. Silesia and Moravia, the new
state of German Austria will have to Import
most of the coal required by its indus-
tries. In order to facilitate the importation
of coal and other commodities from over-
seas agreements by the countries concerned
will have to be made for the stablishment
of special freight rates for the railway
carriage from Trieste.
The harbor of Trieste has several break-

waters, so that ships can enter the old
Free Port, where the depth Is about 60 ft,
or at the port of San Andrea, where th»
depth Is about 50 ft The old Free Port
Is connected with the Central Railway
Station, from which trains leave for Udlne,
Venice, Flume and Vienna. The port of
San Andrea Is connected with the
San Andrea Railway Station, from which
the trains leave for Northern Austria and
Bavaria. Both ports are equipped with
modern cranes and elevators for the load-
ing and discharging of vessels. This work
Is conducted by the Admlnistr.atlon of the
General Warehouses, which has fixed the
charge for loading and unloading coal by
cranes at 0.1.S lire per ton, and for ths
use of elevators at

:

Per Half —^

—

Per Day Day Per Hour
Using crane of— Lire Lire Lira

15 tons 40 25 f'S
30 tons 50 30 ""BriO

drsullc power and the 30-ton by electrlo
power. At present the discharge of coal
from vessel to wharf or railway car. In-
cluding stevedore charges, cost about B.50
lire per ton. In general, the unloading and
transportation of coal to the local Indus-
tries is undertaken by the Industries them-
selves.

SM^i
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Weekly Review

No Misgivings as to Situation this Winter if Car Supply is Adequate and Labor Stays on the Joh,

Not only is there plenty of soft coal to be
had, but increased production cue to a bel-

ter supply of empty cars to the mines pre-
cludes any possibility of a coal scarcity this

winter if mine workers stay on the job and
settle their new wa^e demands by concilia-

tion an! arbitrati-n instead of goin? on
strike Nov. 1, as they now threaten to do.

The past week has disclosei no new de-
velopments affecting the market for steam
grades of bituminous coal. There is almost
no buying interest shown throughout the New
England Slates, a section of the country
wherein are located a great number of plants
that consume a large tonnage of coal an-
nually. So unsettled is the industrial situa-

tion that important consumers are more in-

teres e 1 in stopping shipments than in mak-
ing further purchases.
The iron and steel strike has greatly ('e-

creased the demand for coal in the Pi:ts-
burgh district. Steel plants would doubtless
continue to tal e coal for stocking purposes
if they could, but the strike is of such a na-
ture that coal cannot be unloar'ed. The ei-

tire Mahoning Valley was clr^<;ed within the
first two days of the strike an ' has remainei
closed. More than half of the Lake front

plants are closed. The Shenanjro Valley,
which was about one-half close 1 at the be-

ginning of the strike, is now running mocer-
a.ely well. The Monongahela and Allegheny
Val eys are running nearly full, as is Pitts-

burgh proper. On the whole the coal de-

mand of the steel in us ry that is supplied
by mines in the Pittsburgh district is ap-
proximately cut in half.

In the Middle West, there has been a
marked improvement in the steam coal mar-
ket so far as demand is concerned, an 1

prices in practically all of the fields have
stiffened. Mines throughout this terriiory
cannot keep up wi;h the demands for do-
mes. ic fuel, which continue as strong as ever.

There is practically no break in prices,

in spi.e of the many a Iverse conditions under
which the soft coal in "ustrv is orerating,
and in spite of the steel strike. In fact,

the efforts of the Railroad Administra:ion to

furnish cars to the mines «.arriel the rate
of bituminous coal production to a new hiTh
record for the year during the week en'^eJ
Sept. 27. the output for the week totaling
11,667.000 net tons.
The export marl;et continues to Fhow

strength. The situation in Italy and in Hol-

land is in many ways acute, and there is

every indication that coal exports will con-
tinue to show increases from week to week.

Anthracite mine workers have agreed to
stand by their war schedule and will not
seek to change their wage scales or working
hours until Mar. 31, 1920. when the present
a:reement expires. In the anthracite steam
trade there continues to be a large surplus of
all sizes. Buckwheat coal is being bought
moderaiely, and there seems to be some in-

crease in the demand from week to week.
In the domestic sizes, egg, stove and chest-
nut continue to be called for. There cannot
be said to be a scarcity of hard coal, for
though some consumers may not have re-
ceived all the coal they wanted, practically
everybody has some.

If production keeps up to the new high
level for the year set during the week ended
Sept. 27, no fears need be entertained of a

shortasre. During that week the hard coal

mines produced 1.964,000 net tons, a 6 per
cent increase over the previous week's out-

put and 18,000 net tons higher than the
output of the last week in August, which
up to the present had been the record for

the year.

WEEKLY COAL PEODUCTION
The efforts of the railroads to increase the

supply of cars carried the ra.e of bituminous
coal production to a new high record for the
year. The total output for the week em.ed
Sept. 27 (including lignite and coal made
into coke) is esiimateJ at 11,667,000 net
tons. The railroads provided empties suffi-

cient for the loading of nearly 212,OuO cars,

an increase of 5.6 per cent, over the pre-
ceding week.
The first week of the steel strike has thus

not reacted adversely upon the producliou
of coal. The general industrial demand
seems to have been active enough to absorb
any capacity released by reduction in the
customary demand of the steel mil.s.

Anthracite, like bituminous, set a new high
record for the year, during the week ended
Sept. 27. Production is estimated at 1.964,-

000 net tons. 6 per cent higher than that of

the preceding week, and IS. 000 tons higher
than during the last week of August, which
up to the present had been the greatest at-

tained this year. The week's output was
still materially less than for the correspond-
ing week of 1918, and the total production
since the beginning of the coal year is 7,-

000.000 tons below the extraordinary record
of last year.
A general improvement in operating condi-

tions marked the week ended Sept. 20. The
mines of the country, as a whole, realize!
in actual output 71.4 per cent of their full-

time capacity. For the prece Ung week the
percenta-re of operation had been 69.4. and
during the week of Labor Day 70.3. The in-

crease was due to a widespread improve-
ment in car supply.

Labor cnn'^'itions during ihe week under-
went little change. The percentage of losses

due to labor in Illinois con;inuel to rrow
smaller. A slight increase in absenteeism
was reported from Somers'3t. Cumberland,
Piedmont, and the West Virginia fiel'Ts.

Losses due to strikes were significant only
in the New River and Winding Gulf fiell,

where they reached 8 per cent of capacity.
Of the total capacity for the country, only
3.9 per cent was reported by the operators
as shut down because of tabor.

Mine disability was unusually prevalent
in central Illinois, where losses attributed
to that factor amounted to one-eighth of the

full-time capacity of the district. This
raise I the per cent lost beca ise of mine disa-

bility to the figure of 3.5 for the country as
a whole.

The factor of no market continued to grow
less important. In the northern and central
Appalachian region it has virtually ceased
to operate. In the Central. Southern anl
Southwestern States the market improve 1.

Only in the Rocky Mountain rerion did the

week record a slackening in demand.
Car supply, although remi\ining the dom-

inant factor limiting production, improved
materially. As good or be ter supply was re-

porte 1 from all districts ex_ept Kansas and
Missouri, easiern Kentucky, and the southern
West Virginia high volatile fields. In the

two last mentionei regions the car situation

was unsatisfactory.
Losses were attributed by the operators to

car shortage as follows:

Hazard 54.2
Nor heastern Kentucky 43 .

3

Harlan County 35.5
High volatile of southern West Virginia 42.4

For the country, as a whole, however,

losses due to transportation were only 19.8

per cent of capacity, as comparel with 22.4

per cent during the prece "ing week.
The production of beehive co' e fell off

nearly a third during the first week of the

s'eel strike. For the country, as a whole.

the decrease, when comparel wiih the week
en^^ed Sept. 20, was 105.000 tons or 30.6 per

cent. Over 100,000 tons of this was in

Pennsylvania and Ohio alore. The output
of beehive co'e in West VirTinia and the

Southern States has so far been little af-

fecte 1 by the steel strike. A slight decrease
was reported from the Rocky Mountain reg-

ion.

In spite of the stri'-e it is to be noted that

the demand for beehive coke as in-'icatei

by production, was greater than during any
week from mid-April to mid-July of this

year.
Increased activity at lower Lake Erie

ports marked the week of Sept. 21. The
tonnage dumped was 607,896. an increase of

54.517 tons over the preceding week. Total

dumpings since the beginninT of the year
are now two and a half million tons below
those of the last season.

PITTSBURGH AND CHICAGO MARKETS

The iron and steel strike has greatly de-
creased the demand for coal and the mar-
ket is now decidedly easy. The steel works
would doubtless take coal for stocking pur-
poses if they could, but the strike is of such
a nature that coal cannot be unloaded. The
entire Mahoning Valley was closed within
the first two days of the strike and has re-

mained closed, while more than half of the
lake front plants are closed. The Shenango
Valley was about one-half closed at the be-

ginning of the strike, but is now running
moderately well. The Monongahela and
Allegheny Valleys are running nearly full,

as is Pittsburgh proper. On the whole, the
coal demand of the steel industry that is

supplied by the Pittsburgh district is ap-

proximately cut in half.

Demand from retail dealers has not opened
up to any extent, and with continued sum-
mery weather this demand may be postponed.
Railroad coal requirements are up to normal.
Not much interest is displayed by coal con-

sumers in the wage scale issue of the coal

industry.

While the coal market is softer, offerings

at lower prices are made by only a few of the
operators. Large operators are adhering to

former quotations and will curtail production
rather than cut. We quote: Slack. $1.80

0)2; steam mine-run. $2.10^2.40; gas mine-
run, $2.20(5)2.50; prepared gas. $2.60(?j)2.80,

per net ton *t mine, Pittsburgh district.

High-grade domestic coals trom the Illinois

and Indiana fields advanced 10c per ton on
Oct. 1. For instance, Franklin County lump,
furnace, small egg and cook stove are all

selling at $3.25 f. o. b. mines. In view of

the fact that high-grade Eastern coals are

selling at figures far above these, the gen-

eral opinion is that the Illinois and Indi-

ana operators are perhaps a little too modest.

For example, a Chicago wholesaler was able

to buy a large tonnage of Pocohontas lump
put on the market because of the steel strike.

This distributor had no difficulty at all in

selling this coal at $5.75 per ton f. o. b.

mines. We understand that it was very
high-grade coal, being Pocah.intas third vein,

and was very carefully prepared.
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Combinations in Restraint of Trade.
By R. DAWSON HALL

illegal.

I

INCE the fourteenth year of the reign of

Edward VI little doubt has existed in

Anglo-Saxon communities that combi-
nations in unjust restraint of trade are
In fact under the act of that year large

combinations to conduct trade, "engrossers" the
legislation termed them, were in their very nature
illegal. The Sherman Act merely made more
specific, what was generally a part of the legal
heritage of all Anglo-Saxon peoples. The courts
have, however, in a degree interpreted the
Sherman law "by the light of reason." The
public is beginning to feel that the purpose of
combination is more important than the combina-
tion itself.

In no matter has the public been more tolerant
of combinations in restraint of trade than in the
matter of labor. The present Federal Administra-
tion has not only recognized such combinations
but has openly sponsored their formation and

,
called for the "cooperative bargain." It has re-
quired of corporations that they meet such com-
binations though they have been created in re-
straint of trade and has excused its action by de-
claring labor not to be a commodity, though labor
is bought and sold and enters everything bought
and sold.

It is as useless to deny that labor is a com-
modity as to question any of Newton's Laws of
Nature. Its quality is inherent and denying it

will not change its character. A new name, if

it will not properly define it, will not be a name
at all. A new attitude to it will be like a new
attitude toward water. We may hold that water
will flow up hill, but with persistence it will show
us that the new attitude has not changed the char-
acter of that fluid. It will still flow down hill

whenever it is relea.scd from restraint.

It is considered a heresy today, to declare labor
a commodity, but seeing that it is a commodity
and nothing else, the denial will be as hopeless as
was the consuro prononnced on Galileo, when he

averred that the earth revolved around the sun
and not the sun around the earth.

What then? If combinations of laboring men,
and the strikes which foUow them, are indeed com-
binations in restraint of trade, shall we make laws
to suppress them? Not at all, if the combinations
are for proper purposes, and the strikes are for

fully justified ends.

But the public is beginning to see that justice

is not the end, though it may be the cause of such

combinations, and the tendency now is to condemn
all combinations and all strikes however caused,

however much justified and however conducted.

The pendulum is swinging against unions because

they have gone over far and are making modem
life impracticable.

The mechanism of production and distribution

is being ruptured. A few men by breaking a link

in the chain can make the whole concatenation

useless. By breaking the links in turn or alto-

gether they can remove the girdle by which civili-

zation has been kept intact.

The public is not a most discerning body. Dur-

ing the war men of German birth, name and an-

cestry were all more or less suspected. A ban
went forth against them all whether well affected

or disaffected, and it was only with difficulty that

the public exercised its power of discernment and
kept that poise which is a nation's most prized

possession.

The same result may be expected in our rela-

tions to unions and strikes. We may easily travel

too far in our opposition to them. Workingmen
of union affiliations may well beware. The word
"trust" has had an ugly sound for years, and the

word "union" may have no better treatment.

The law if clearly against public opinion makes
martyrs, which prisons later canonize, but public

opinion often transforms men of blameless char-

acter into criminals, so much stronger is popular

conviction than the mere processes of law. One
stigmatizes the individual and the other merely
sequestrates his person.
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Strong Background for Community Work Is

Formed by Bathhouses and Laundries
Keystone Coal and Coke Co., Greensburg,

Penn., has completed installation of bath-

houses and laundries with excellent results.

Forty per cent, of the work at the miners'

homes has been done away with and a
general improvement of health conditions noted

By Donald J. Baker
Pittsburgh, Penn.

A FTER the influenza epidemic of 1918 had taken its

L\ heavy toll of lives from the mining communities,

J- \^ a. coal company in western Pennsylvania that was

among the first to realize that another such visitation

would result in an even greater catastrophe, unless pre-

cautions were taken beforehand, was the Keystone Coal

and Coke Co., of Greensburg. That cleanliness is next

to godliness was the principle upon which this com-

pany started the work of safeguarding the health of the

populace in its mining towns. This theory, by being ap-

plied in the form of community bathhouses and laun-

dries, has already worked out far beyond the original

hopes and expectations of those men in the company
Tvho were at the head of the movement.

The motive at the start was pui'ely an unselfish one,

liaving for its chief concern the foreign-born miner

who either had not the opportunity to practice the

simple laws of self-sanitation or was unfamiliar with

them; so that when the germ of influenza was at-

tracted to the miner's home, perhaps by overcrowded

conditions, it was aided in its conquest by the general

atmosphere of uncleanliness that prevails at the houses

in nearly all small coal towns.

When the pall had finally been lifted and conditions

returned to normal, a plan was started to install com-

bination bathhouses and laundries at every one of the

30 operations of the Keystone companies, of which 15

lie in the Greensburg district.

It was no easy task that was outlined, since there

was no background for starting. No design for such a

type of building was at hand, for the idea was new.

That four such installations have already been made
and are in operation at the different Keystone plants

is really remarkable when the short space of time that

has elapsed since the epidemic is considered.

The illustrations used in this article are made from

photographs of the original installation, completed

some time ago, at the Keystone shaft, 8 miles southwest

of Greensburg. Operation has been going on for some

time, with splendid results.

It would be of interest to study the original installa-

tion as brought out in the pictures, and which with

pi^ll changes will serve as a model for all future in

stallations to be made by the Keystone Coal and Coke Co.

It was of course impractical at the start to de-

sign a building with dimensions that would be stand-

ard for all of the communities, owing to the extent and

variance in size of the different operations. An old

•brick compressor room at the Keystone shaft was util-

.ized for the first experiment. Five concrete stalls

were constructed, as can be noticed in the background
of the illustrations showing the shower room. How-
ever, the idea of this sort of construction was aban-

doned, as it was thought that this type would leave

much to be desired in the way of keeping the com-
pleted installation clean. One-inch slate slabs were
then placed in the position shown, on a 42-in. square

spacing, and the overhead piping installed. Connection

was made to a boiler heater in the adjoining room for

the hot-water supply. The cantonment type of shower
head was used, which is adjustable and fitted with a ball

joint connection. These fixtures were furnished by the

Bailey Farrell Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Penn.

The shower heads permit a maximum passage of 1

gal. of water per minute. The temperature of the water
is regulated by a handle controlling both hot- and cold-

water valves, the arrangement giving any desired tem-

perature from cold to hot. A thermostat on the hot-

water pipe, at a point where it enters the building, regu-

lates the temperature of the water so that the hottest

water that can be passed through the shower heads is

but 110 deg. This temperature is believed to be as

hot as can be withstood, and prevents any accidents

that might occui through horseplay among the men if

the water were allowed to come direct from the heater.

The thermostats installed are manufactured by the

Robertshaw Manufacturing Co., Youngwood, Penn., and
are adopted as a standard. They can be adjusted to any
desired temperature and are extremely simple and
reliable.

The slate slabs were raised 10 in. from the floor and
supported by cast-brass piping. The distance from the

floor has been decreased in later installations to 4 in.,

so as to prevent an undue amount of splashing from ad-

jacent stalls. Duck curtains are available for each com-
partment, to give privacy if desired, but these are

scarcely ever used. . Brown curtains have been substi-

tuted at the later installations, and these give the com-
partments a far neater appearance. The floor is of

cement, and each compartment drains into a gutter

running longitudinally through the entire system of

stalls. Toilets, urinals, lavatories and drinking foun-

tains are a part of the equipment in each bathhouse.

The overhead system used for holding clothes is

unique and has given greater satisfaction than a locker

arrangement. No. 2 sash chain is run through pulleys

on a 27-in. spacing on the ceiling and connected by a

hook to a ring on the piping that is used for a back

support with benches. A wire basket is connected to the

chain, which is raised or lowered by running through
,

the pulley. The baskets, as can be seen, afford ample
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Two views of the interior of the. Keystone company's bathhouse at Keystone
Shaft, Greensburg, Penn., showing the general scheme of installation
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room for towel and soap, while directly under them are

hooks for suspending the garments. This allows of a

better circulation of air through the clothing, which

therefore dries much more quickly than if hung away
in lockers. The baskets as well as most of the fixtures

were made at the Keystone shaft shops.

The spacing of the pulleys is such that no clothes

from adjoining hooks can touch, no matter how crowded.

A man acting as janitor is stationed in the building,

and his duty is to keep the room scrupulously clean as

well as guard the suspended clothing. It is possible,

however, for any individual to lock his chain to the ring

in the piping; but this is

scarcely ever necessary be-

cause of the vigilance of

the janitor, who is ac-

quainted with all of the

men at the mine.

What has proved to be

an even greater success

than the bathhouse is the

community laundry which
is located in the same
building. Three washing
machines, manufactured by

the Lutes Sinclair Co., of

Benton Harbor, Mich., have
been installed in one end of

the compressor room at the

Keystone shaft, and adjoin

the bathhouse. Two wash-
ing machines have 36-in.

cylinders, with six com-
partments each. The other is a "baby washer" 30 x 30

in. They are operated by belt drive from a shaft driven

by a 5-hp. Westinghouse motor.

A stamped laundry bag made of duck material is given

each family, as well as a box of pins stamped with a

number to correspond with that on the bag. On each

article to be washed a pin is placed, and the bag of

clothes is then taken to the laundry. The girl in charge

of the laundry is able to take care of 25 family washings

a day. She assorts the clothes according to whether
they are white, colored or woolen, each lot being washed
separately. The allotment of soap used in the washing
process has been scientifically determined by expert

chemists. After washing, the clothes are rinsed and
passed through a bluing solution, thence to a centrifu-

gal drier, which can be seen in the background of the

view of the laundry. The drier revolves at 1500 r.p.m.,

and ten minutes' operation suffices to practically dry

the clothes. Just enough moisture remains in them to

pej-mit of easy ironing.

The entire process from the time the clothes are as-

sorted and placed in the washing machine to when they

are removed from the drier consumes but one hour. As
the clothes are removed from the drier they are assorted

by the numbers on the pins and placed on hooks bear-

ing the corresponding number. Here they are allowed

to hang until the different pieces of goods have likewise

been washed and dried, when all are gathered together

and placed in the laundry bag.

The laundry room has a cement floor. The proper

mixtures of hot and cold water are controlled by valves

at the head of each washing machine. Special periods

have been arranged for washing the mine clothes

of the men. The laundry is self-supporting, a

LUTES SINCLAIR WASHING MACHINES, WITH
CENTRIFUGAL DRIER IN REAR

small nominal fee being charged each family to cover
the cost of soap, bluing and general maintenance.
Hand in hand with the bathhouse and laundry in-

stallations of the Keystone Coal and Coke Co. has been
another innovation in safeguarding the health of the
community. A professional nurse is stationed at each
operation. The work of the nurses is varied and of con-

siderable importance. Cases of sickness are watched
over and recommendations made. Community visiting

is done by the nurse, in which talks and helpful hints

are given the women of the families in regard to better

housekeeping, self-sanitation and the prevention of

disease. Lessons are also

given in domestic science.

Each nurse is required

to furnish a weekly report,

showing the number of

houses visited, and a pe-

riodical visit is made to

each home. All cases of

sickness are reported. In

this manner the company
officials know at all times

the exact health condition

of each community. The
nurses also assist the

mothers in bathing the chil-

dren at the bathhouses, for

which special morning per-

iods are allotted. The
younger element of the

town also have their bath-

ing periods. The miners and

their families have taken kindly to the new health work,

and a much better morale has resulted.

The entire scheme of community bathhouses, laun-

dries and professional nursing has reduced sickness at

the Keystone company's mining towns to the lowest de-

gree that has ever been recorded. The miner, as he
comes to the surface at the end of the day, goes to the

bathhouse, where he bathes and changes his clothes.

The mine clothes are left at the bathhouse and never

see the home. The men go home clean and in a happy
frame of mind. The heating of water for bathing at

home has been done away with, as well as the hard
labor incident to washing the clothes for the usually

large families in miners' homes. It is estimated that

40 per cent, of the work that used to occupy the time of

the wife at home has been removed. Consequently, this

leaves time for the improvement of the household and
permits of more attention being given to the children.

The time that used to be taken up by the men in labo-

rious washing after the day's work is used in improving
the appearance of the home.

It is really surprising to note the number of attrac-

tive lawns and gardens that have suddenly sprung into

existence during the short time that the community
work has been in operation. No part of the scheme
is compulsory, although it is advised. It is taken by
the people as an opportunity, as they realize the desire

of the company to help them.

Of the four completed installations, all are at mines
in the Greensburg district. The operation at the Key-
stone shaft employs 300 men and has a daily output

of 2000 tons through a 300-ft. shaft. Another installa-

tion is at the Crow's Nest mine, where 400 men are em-
ployed ; 2500 tons daily is the output here from a 9000-
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ft. slope. A special brick bnilding has been constructed

hera, wliich contains a bathhouse, laundry, boiler room
and first-aid and mine-rescue station. The g-eneral

scheme carried out is the same as that at the Keystone
shait, except that instead of using slate slabs for mak-
ing the stalls in the bathhouse, 2 x 4's form a frame-
work over which sheet zinc has been placed. This type

of construction is considerably cheaper than the other

and is just as easy to keep clean. As a result it is

planned to use the zinc sheeting construction in the

other installations that are now under way. The laun-

dry equipment at this plant is direct-motor drive. An-
other installation is at the Sewickley mine, where 150

men are employed. The output of this plant is 1000

tons daily through a slope. The fourth installation has

recently been completed at the Salem mine, and the

installation at Huron is now under way. All of the

plants mentioned above are within ten miles of

Greensburg.

First-aid and mine-rescue teams are maintained at all

of the operations, and these are directed by William

Nesbit, who has been an employee of the company for

35 years. Mr. Nesbit inspects the mines and makes sug-

gestions and recommendations for improving the gen-

eral safety methods in use. He also has charge of the

training of the personnel of the first-aid and mine-
rescue teams. Company meets are held frequently. The
National Bureau of Mines meet in Pittsburgh during
September will be represented by strong teams from the

Keystone Coal and Coke Co. operations. Ten oxygen
helments and two lungmotors, manufactured by the Life

Saving Devices Co., of Chicago, 111., are kept in the

main office at Greensburg. These are tested at regular

periods and kept in condition for immediate service.

H. F. Bovard, general manager of all the Keystone
interests, has been at the head of the community work
movement, and it is mainly through his untiring efforts

that the bathhouse and laundry installations have been

so successful.

Loose Roof Is Dangerous

That some of our employePS do not pay sufficient at-

tention to the fact that loose roof is dangerous is shown
by the following accidentsi which happened during the
first half of this year. All of these mishaps could have
been prevented by the exercise of greater care.

One man was killed, nine injured, sustaining disabil-

ities of over five weeks, and four were off duty for

shorter periods of time, involving an absence from
work ranging from one to five weeks, because they ne-

glected to timber or take down dangerous material

such as bone coal, drawslate and loose rock.

A miner, while lying down to mine coal, had a piece

of drawslate 3 x 4 x 8 ft. fall on him, breaking his

back. He is totally disabled for life because he took a
chance. A number of other men in the same way re-

ceived broken arms and legs. A few got off with bad
bruises. Loose roof is always dangerous, and we who
work in the mines must pay the strictest attention to

it. While taking down loose roof three men received

injuries causing disabilities of from one to five weeks.
The.se accidents occurred from three types of over-
sight: (1) Not expecting so much rock to fall as was
actually brought down; (2) using a pick instead of a
bar, and C8) not providing enough room to permit
stepping back safely when the material fell.

Returning under dangerous roof killed two men and
injured two others, causing them to lay off for two
months. These accidents occurred because men went
back into pillar workings after the coal track and tim-
bers had been pulled. It is not known why one of the
men (who, *)y the way, was killed) went back, but in

the other case the man entered the abandoned place
with the foreman, to show him the condition of the
place, and while there struck a crushed stump with his
pick and immediately the entire place fell in.

In another instance a man needed a block to put over
a post. He saw one back in the gob and went to get
it, but just then some of the roof fell and he got a
broken leg. One man went back to get a shovel, and
though he heard the roof begin to crack he continued
on his way and lost 58 days from being crushed through
the hips by a fall of slate.

These occurrences show that there is only one safe
method to pursue, and that is to keep out from under
dangerous roof. And the roof in pillar work is always
dangerous after the coal has been taken out and the
place made ready to i&ll—Mutual Monthly Magazine
of Consolidated Coal Company.

Shelf Supports for Mine Foreman's Office

By Ralph W. Mayer
California, Penn.

When an underground office for a mine foreman is

being built, rectangular holes are often dug in the coal
at the sides for closets, in which to keep supplies or
records. These holes, or closets, have to be lined with
brick, and when building these the masons can easily

make supports for shelving, with no extra work or
expense. Every 18 in. or 2 ft., according to the distance
it is desired to have the shelves apart, one of the
courses of brick, preferably a header course, may be set
with half the width of the brick exposed beyond the
face of the wall. The course of brick in the opposite
wall at the same height is also allowed to project. These
projecting bricks make substantial supports for boards
cut the proper length for shelving.
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GENERAL VIEW OF THE SURFACE I'LAXT

A Model Illinois Coal Mine

THE Nokomis Coal Co.'s

mine at Nokomis, 111.,

72 mi. northeast of St.

Louis, in Montgomery County

presents an example of min-
ing practice that is in many re-

spects, a model for conditions

in the central field. In 1912,

the Nokomis Coal Co. was or-
—^—^—^^^^—^—

—

ganized and acquired mining rights about a mile south-

west of Nokomis. The company now owns or controls

more than 12,000 acres. The bed worked is the No. 6,

which lies 650 ft. below the surface, and ranges from

7i to 9 ft. in thickness, averaging 8 ft. 4 inches.

The company selected Joseph P. Hebenstreit, a mining

man of many years' experience, as its superintendent,

and early in 1913 the main hoisting and air shafts

were sunk. These are 17i x Hi ft. in size inside the

timbers, and are 500 ft. apart, the air shaft being due

west of the two-compartment hoisting shaft. The ma-

terial encountered in sinking varied from hard lime-

stone to layers of shale and even indurated clay, sand

and gravel. Immediately above the coal lie 6 to 9 ft.

of slate and shale, with two 5-ft. beds of lime rock, per-

mitting the rooms to be opened 28 ft. wide.

The shafts were sunk in rapid time, facilitated by a

systematic organization and careful planning. Sullivan

air-jet, sinker, hand-feed, hammer drills were employed,

using hollow steel with six-point rose bits. Three 8-hr,

The Nokomis Mine is one of the few operations

in Illinois or elsewhere using direct current for

haulage and alternating current for cutting and
other purposes. Underground shops and sub-

stations are also unique, although not altogether

new features of this mine.

the soft shale. In the hard

limestone, 28 to 32 holes per

round were required. The la-

bor cost was $93 for both

shafts. As the average foot-

age per 24 hours was 4.5 ft.

advance as compared with 3.5

ft. for hand-sinking, the sav-
""~~~"^"^^^''^~'^""

ing by using hammer drills

amounted to twice $26.50, or $53 per day on the two

shafts.

The Nokomis mine is developed on a modified room-

and-pillar system, which practically amounts to the panel

method. Instead of running the main entries north,

east, south and west from the bottom, these are driven

at an angle of 45 deg. so that the mine is divided into

four main territories, northwest, northeast, southeast

and southwest. This arrangement gives certain ad-

vantages in ventilation, which will be referred to later.

The barrier pillars on the main entries are 150 ft.

thick. All entries are 12 ft. wide and air courses are

driven 22 ft. in width with an entry pillar of 30 ft. of

coal. The air courses are made permanent by dropping:

the slate. Cross entries are carried at right angles to

the main entries, approximately 600 ft. from center to

center, and on the cross entries the rooms are opened

en 60-ft. centers with 12-ft. room necks and 28-ft.

rooms, leaving a pillar of 32 ft, of coal between each

two rooms. The rooms are carried 250 to 270 ft. in.

shifts were worked, each crew consisting of four drill-
^^p^yi with cross-cuts at intervals of 60 ft. and 12 ft

wide. Cross-cuts on the entries, however, are 10 ft

wide.

On the accompanying mine map, the rooms sketched'

in outline around the main bottom have all been worked

out; and as each area is completed, the entries leading

to it are walled off by concrete stoppings, so as to close

off the inactive portions of the mine altogether.

The mine is at present working the areas indicated

ers, four muckers and a shift boss

The use of hammer drills accomplished a large econ-

omy of time and labor cost as compared with hand

drilling. A Sullivan straight-line, steam-driven com-

pressor supplied air for the machines.

Holes 4i ft. deep were drilled, and a round of 8 to

10 holes were frequently drilled in 45 to 75 minutes in

•Abstracted from Mine and Quarry.
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by solid black oblongs, showing the depth to which the

different rooms have been carried.

The main bottom, the heart of the underground work-

ings of the mine, is an interesting place and naturally

the busiest locality in the mine at all times. As stated,

the hoisting and air shafts are 500 ft. apart, the latter

due west of the former. This distance is more than

abundant for perfect safety. The main bottom itself

is 950 ft. long with over 450 ft. of space west of the

hoisting shaft. The bottom is lined with concrete

throughout. All coal comes into it from the west and
all empties leave the shaft and proceed to the east be-

fore being returned to the outer workings.

The main bottom is 22 ft. wide, giving ample space

for handling the cars, locomotives and other equipment.

In stations driven from it are found an underground
concrete-walled power house where the electric motor-

generators, motors and switchboards are situated; a

concrete repair shop with electrically driven grinders,

drill press, a small lathe, etc., where mining machines,

tools and locomotives may be completely dismantled if

necessary, and major repairs made; a stockroom also

lined with concrete, systematically arranged with bins

and storage trays for practically all repair parts and

supplies needed in the operation of the mine; a recharg-

ing station with double tracks and pits under each

with sufficient accommodation for 20 electric storage-

battery locomotives to be recharged at the same time;

a blacksmith and forge shop and toilet facilities for the

men. The entire bottom is fully electric lighted and

all work rooms are concreted. The accompanying il-

lustration shows the arrangement of run-arounds for
bringing the loaded trips into the bottom and for re-

turning the empties to the proper quarter of the mine.
The track gage is 42 in. In the main entry and in

the bottom, 40-lb. steel rails are used, while 30-lb. rails

^^ t
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COAL CUTTING MACHINE AT WORK IN A ROOM

two hoisting cages, and there is a slight down grade
to the cages, equipped with the usual trips and
safety catches for rapid handling of the cars.

When it is noted that the full working capacity of this

mine is 5000 tons per day, meaning 1000 hoists, it will

be seen that rapid and accurate work must be provided
for, and the equipment at hand is calculated to do the
work safely and continuously. The storage-battery lo-

comotives will operate under full load for from 8 to

10 hours without recharging. Four locomotives are
operated at night for distribution of timbers, concrete,

powder and other material.

Loaded coal cars enter the bottom over four separate
lines from the four quarters of the mine. Large stor-

age space east of the shaft in the main bottom and on
adjacent side tracks permits prompt and ready handling

Y '
^ '''"'X^m'%
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LOADER AND CAR OF COAL, SHOWING LARGE PERCENTAGE OF LUMP AFTER MACHINE MINING
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of empties, and enables the trolley locomotives to pick

up full trips at all times for distribution to the partings.

The uninterrupted and safe passage of loads and

empties is provided for by under-passes at the points

H indicated on the bottom diagram. These have been

constructed under the main haulage lines, coming from

northeast and southeast, so that empties bound to the

southw^est and northwest pass under at these intersec-

tions. This makes all territories independent, and

avoids conflicts of locomotives arriving at and leaving

the bottom.

All roadways in the entries are maintained in the best

condition, the track being laid on substantial oak ties,

carefully leveled, making a smooth-running road bed.

The east side of the shaft is double-tracked for 600-

ft. in order to handle empty cars. The slate and shale

is shot down and the walls are concreted. This gives

overhead room for a second floor for the miners as

they come out, go up stairs and wait until quitting

time. This space is arranged with benches to accom-

The fan is well housed in a permanent brick building.

It is operated by direct connection to a Brownell high-

speed steam engine, the entire installation being a sub-

stantial one and kept in the best possible condition at

all times.

This fan supplies 200,000 cu.ft. of air per minute
against a water gage of one inch, and has a large

reserve capacity hitherto not called upon, although the

mine workings have been greatly extended since the fan

was installed.

As previously stated, the method of laying out the

mine with main entries at 4.5 deg. from the bottom
possesses distinct advantages in securing adequate ven-

tilation. From the mine bottom plan, it will be noted

that right angles are avoided wherever possible, so as

to decrease the frictional resistance encountered by

the air.

The current is split into eight separate parts, giving

each quarter of the mine two splits of 25,000 cu.ft.

per minute each. The overcasts are carefully con-

lluvv ub THE COAL PICKING PROCESS

modate 700 to 800 men. This avoids the presence of

men on either full or empty tracks, and also prevents

them from going across tracks. When ready to go out

a man at the foot of the steps controls them by allow-

ing not over 20 persons on a cage.

As previously stated, the air shaft is llJxlTi ft. in

size, and is situated 500 ft. from the hoisting shaft, so

that in case of accident in the latter, the lives of the

men underground would not be imperiled by a resulting

accident at the same time to the air shaft. The mine
is ventilated by a Sullivan steel-plate, high-speed re-

versible fan 10 ft. in diameter by 6 ft. in width, of

the double-wheel type with conical steel-plate deflectors

and multiple vanes or blades. It is operated as a

blower, taking air down the shaft and forcing it through

the mine workings and up the hoisting shaft. If de-

sired, the fan may be reversed in less than two min-

utes, so as to exhaust, without changing any doors.

structed and maintained and are of concrete throughout.

All doors in the mine are of the two-leaf, center-opening

swing type and are opened by the locomotives without

stopping, closing automatically after the motor or trip

has passed, so that ventilation is interfered with as

little as possible by opening and closing the doors. The

doors are substantially made, close so as to make a

tight joint and have iron reinforcements to protect

them from the shock of the locomotives or cars in open-

ing. It is particularly noticeable in this mine that the

air is pure and sweet throughout all of the workings

and that there is a good current of air passing at all

times. As previously stated, the cross-cuts are driven

between rooms at intervals of 60 ft., so that the miners

at the face are well supplied with air.

All the coal is undercut before shooting by means

of continuous cutting mining machines of the Sullivan

alternating-current ironclad pattern. These machines
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VIEW IN AN UNDERGROUND SUBSTATION

are equipped with 30-hp. motors and cutter bars 7i ft.

in length. Pick-point bits are employed entirely, these
being set in blocks, having a range of nine positions in

the chains. This arrangement gives excellent satisfac-

tion in cutting this firm, hard coal.

The kerf or undercut made by these machines is 5?
to 6 in. high and is made in the coal itself, some three
or four inches of bottom being left purposely. The ma-
chine is sumped at the right hand rib. The take-up
rig or rear jack is then set at the right rib and the

front jack or anchor is set at the other side of the

room. The machine cuts the entire face without being
withdrawn from under the coal until the left-hand rib

is reached, when it is backed out, remounted on the

pan and power car and is ready for moving under its

own power to the next working place.

Each mining machine has a certain territory con-

sisting of from 10 to 15 rooms, and a certain number
of loaders, from 15 to 20, assigned to it. This arrange-
ment makes it possible to avoid long moves and to have
plenty of clean working places ready for the machine to

cut, at all times. As high as eight and nine working
places have been cut by these machines in a shift's time,

under favorable cutting and moving conditions.
These machines develop about 20 hp. while cutting?

and when loading, unloading and moving about the
mine 4 to 8 hp. is necessary. They take current at
around 250 volts, the armatures being wound for 22a
volts. The truck is equipped with a reel on which the
trailing cable is paid out or wound up, as the machine
advances into the room or is withdrawn from it. The
mining machine cable is attached to the feed wires in
the entries by means of clips as in the case of the
direct-current mining machine, except that three wires-
and three clips are needed.

The particular advantage of alternating current min-
ing machines lies in : (

i ) The greater convenience and
economy of employing alternating current; (2) the
ability of the alternating-current motors to keep in
operation when obstructions are encountered, rather
than to stop or stall as sometimes occurs with direct-
current machines under difficult cutting conditions.

The motors on these machines are of the squirrel-

cage, induction pattern and are quite substantial. No
regulating appliances are required on the motor itself

and the magnetic leakage of this type is exceedingly
low. A high pulling-out torque is secured.

The company has 27 of these machines, and haa
employed them from the beginning of its operation, not
only for work in wide places but also for developing
the mine, cutting all entries, cross-cuts and break-
throughs. Another advantage secured by the use of
alternating current for the mining machine in thia

mine is that the voltage is always up to the full tension^

securing maximum effectiveness in cutting, and han-
dling at all times. The haulage motors are all operated
by direct current, so that there is no interference or
other demand on the alternating-current line to hamper
the proper action of the machines.

In planning the Nokomis mine, the company's engi-

neers considered with the greatest care the question

of the character of the power supply and the method
and cost of distribution. After securing advice from
some of the best known commercial electrical engineers
in the country, it was decided to use alternating current

as the main basis of supply and, as stated above, to cut

THE UNDERGROUKD MACHINE SHOP SHOWING ARRANGEMENT AND MACHINERY
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STEEL, AND CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION NEAR THE SHAFT BOTTOM

1;he coal with alternating current and to haul it with

direct current.

Power is carried to the mine from the transmission

lines of the Central Illinois Public Service Corporation

at Kincaid, 27 mi. away, at 33,000 volts. The trans-

former station, adjacent to the fanhouse and built sub-

stantially of concrete and corrugated iron, contains the

high-tension transformers which reduce the current

for the mine, to 2300 volts, three-phase, 60 cycle. At
that tension, the current is carried underground, dovra

rthe air shaft in lead-covered cables. In the power house

at the bottom, already described, a large svvitchboard is

provided for handling the powet^

The main supply of current is sent down the air

shaft at 2300 volts alternating current to, the main
panel of the 28-ft. switchboard. Four oil switches on

the board divide the 2300-volt line into four districts.

Each district is fed by a No. 1 armored cable to a bank
of transformers where the voltage is stepped down to

270 volts alternating current for the mining machines.

The main feed cables from the outside transformer

station to the mine bottom have a capacity of 100,000

<;irc. mils on each wire. The low tension, alternating-

current wiring is 00 and 0000. The transformers for

supplying the mining machines consist of two banks of

three 25-kva. and four banks of two 50-kva. transform-

ers, each substation being sufficient to handle five to

seven machines.

Part of the supply is conducted to motor generators,

which convert it to direct current at 250 to 275 volts

for the operation of the trolley locomotives.

The switchboard, motor generators and transformers

are of the latest type and construction, built by the Gen-

eral Electric Co. The switchboard is equipped with

seven watthour meters, giving the monthly consumption

per ton of coal hauled to the bottom, gathered by th(

storage-battery locomotives and cut by the mining ma
chines.

The 0000, fig.-8 trolley wires are carried on steel cro>

bars along the main entries, close to che roof, where

there is no danger that men will come i i contact with

them. The trolley system is divided into five districts,

being controlled at the switchboard by means of auto-

matic redosing circuit breakers with a direct-current

ammeter in connection with each circuit, t!im giving

the substation attendant control over hi; '^ motors.

A motor-generator set is also provided for converting

the alternating-current power into direct current for

charging the storage-battery locomotives.

At the present time, with the mine developed to a
considerable distance from the main bottom, it has be-

come undesirable to carry long lines of low-tension al-

ternating-current wiring to the outer workings for the

machines. The 2300-volt current is therefore carried

underground along the sides of the entries to points

fairly central with the different working sections of the

mine and there stepped down by means of transformers

TIIREE-WIUE ALTERNATING-CURRENT FEED LINES FOR
MINING MACHINES, AND METHOD OF CONNECT-

ING TRAILING MACHINE CABLES
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to the 270 volts at which it is carried to the machines.

There are, at the present time, six banks of trans-

formers located in crosscuts on the inside entries. As
the mine advances, it is merely necessary to move the

transformers to a new location and continue the ar-

mored cables carrying the 2300-volt current up to them.

Twenty-four hundred feet is considered the maximum
distance over which the secondary current can be eco-

nomically carried.

The essential safety and economy of this method of

distribution is obvious. During the six years of its

operation the company has never had any serious ac-

cidents chargeable to the use of alternating current—or

direct current either for that matter.

All rock removal, such as taking down roof, lifting

bottom, trimming side walls, cutting overcasts or break-

throughs in rock, drilling bolt holes for hangers, and

similar work is done by means of Sullivan hand-feed

hammer drills, operated by compressed air. Air is sup-

plied by a Sullivan Class WK-2 motor-driven, portable

type air compressor mounted on a mine car, complete

with receiver, starting panel, etc. This outfit is shown,

connected to one of the company's storage-battery loco-

motives, by which it is hauled about the mine, in one

of the accompanying illustrations.

As shown in one of the photographs, the surface

buildings of the Nokomis Coal Co. are modern in type

and of first-class construction. The tipple is built of

steel throughout and loads coal on four railroad tracks.

It contains self-dumping cages and shaker screens, also

the first pair of raising and lowering booms installed

in the State of Illinois for handling coal into cars with

the minimum of breakage. These are a valuable aid

in picking and sizing the coal. Four scales, 80 ft. long

and of 100 tons capacity, are installed, enabling the

empty cars to be weighed as they come beneath the tip-

ple and the loads to be weighed on the same scales as

they pass out.

The power and hoisting plant is housed in a single

brick building, adjacent to the tipple. Steam for the

hoists is provided by six 175-hp. Brownell self-contained

boilers. The tipple is electrically operated from a trans-

former substation on the surface. The hoisting en-

gines are direct-connected, having cylinders 28 in. in

diameter by 42 in. stroke and operating two 9-ft. steel

drums. The engines were manufactured by the Dan-

ville Foundry and Machine Co., and the drums by the

Litchfield Foundry Company.
The blacksmith shop is one portion of the repair

building, which also includes a carpenter and machine

shop. There are a separate powder house, oil house

and a modern miners' wash and change-house.

A modern and attractive looking brick office building

is a recent addition. The mine is supplied with water

from eight deep wells, having a capacity of 140,000

gal. per day, discharging into a surface basin or reser-

voir near the power house.

Shipping facilities are afforded by side tracks, con-

necting with the main line of the C. & E. I. and Big

Four railroads and providing for a storage of 140

empty cars and 140 loaded cars. At full capacity, the

mine employs from 625 to 725 men, and hoists from
4000 to 5000 tons of coal in 8 hours.

The coal is carefully prepared by removing impurities,

by picking and by sizing, into the following sizes—6-in.

lump, 14-in. lump, 6x8-in. egg, 6xli-in. egg, 3xli-ln.

nut, 14 or 2-in. screenings and mine run. Coal from

the Nokomis mine is marketed under the trademark

of Reliance Coal by the Nason Coal Co. of Chicago, with
offices in the Old Colony Building. Sales agencies are
also maintained in Minneapolis and Omaha. Reliance

Coal is widely used for both steam and domestic pur-
poses to the extent of 750,000 to 1,000,000 tons per
year.

In securing photographs, and in preparing the fore-

going account, the assistance of Albert J. Nason, presi-

dent; Joseph P. Hebenstreit. superintendent at No-
komis ; Edward H. Hebenstreit, mine manager, and
Harry C. Hebenstreit, chief electrician is acknowledged.

Drinking Fountain in Mine
To provide good drinking water for men working

underground is most desirable. Formerly it was seldom
that the men were able to obtain a drink of pure, uncon-
taminated water underground. In a number of instances

in several districts the practice was to catch a small

stream of mine water which was trickling over the wall

rock, at a convenient place, in some sort of an improvised
vessel. Another method was to catch the water in a
depression in a rock, from which the men would quench

UNDERGROUND DRINKING FOUNTAIN

their thirst. The accompanying illustration shows an
installation of a drinking fountain in one of the under-

ground workings of the Oliver Iron Mining Co., a sub-

sidiary of the United States Steel Corporation. This

illustration has been reproduced from the bulletin of

the Bureau of Safety, Sanitation and Welfare of that

corporation.

The advantages of installing such a simple device

at numerous places underground over the old system

of making no adequate provision for the comfort of the

miners is obvious.

The production percentage of each size of anthracite coal

during the years 1913 to 1916 was fairly constant. The
percentages of the sizes of fresh-mined anthracite pro-
duced by the twelve leading producers in 1916 are given
In the following table:

Lump
Broken
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Need for a Definite Technical Service in the

Mining Section of the National

Safety Council

Address by Chairman, Mining Section, National Safety Council

By Benjamin F. Ta,LS0N
Franklin, N. J.

TO ATTAIN real efficiency in safety work we
must keep our men interested. This requires

persistent effort and ingenuity, for only in this

way can we gain their support and maintain their

enthusiasm. No single safety engineer can think up
enough "stunts" to last 365 days in the year, and the

realization of this has drawn those engaged in many
different industries into one central cooperative

organization—the National Safety Council. Those
whose interests lie within the field of one of the most
important industrial groups of this country—namely,

mining—were desirous of concentrating attention

upon their specific problems and at the same time

profiting by the broadening influence of the experience

of other industries. They therefore formed the mining
section as a part of the National Safety Council.

What has this profited us? What are our future

needs and how may they best be met?

Good Work of the Safety Council

A resumd of the service rendered in the past by the

National Safety Council at large and the mining sec-

tion in particular should indicate the lines along
which an analysis of advance in safety work would
show a profit from this association of interests.

The National Safety Council as a whole has pro-

vided a weekly service of bulletins suitable for plant

bulletin boards, of which about 840 have been devoted

to the general topics of safety, welfare and health.

In addition there have been issued about 160 mining
bulletins dealing with both coal- and metal-mining prac-

tices. Even the largest firm represented would not have
felt that it could devote the time, money and attention

necessary to have produced this bulletin service for

direct appeal to its workmen. Only one other section

—the electric railway section—can compare in specific

sectional bulletin service. It has issued about 20 bul-

letins more, but the rest of the sections have only from
15 to 75 per cent, of the number which has been re-

ceived by members of the mining section. However, if

interests are so ramified as to make the activities of
other particular sections of service, we have at our
disposal some 700 additional bulletins issued by nine
other sections.

As executives and safety engineers we have further
profited by having our attention called each week to

the experiences and successes of others in safety work;
and this stimulation to our interest and enthusiasm
is not only vital but incalculable. It has been accom-
plished by some 300 "weekly letters" and 15 executive
series bulletins, which have come to us without the

asking or through any effort on our part. These have
also kept us in touch with the times in regard to labor

relations, employment problems and welfare work. How
else could we have obtained this service?

Some 27 different pamphlets have already been

printed to give authoritative information in regard to

the safe construction and operation of different elements

common to most plants, such as ladders, stairs, boiler

rooms, cranes, belts, shafting, engine guarding, oiling

devices, knots and slings, floors, scaffolds, grinding

wheels, goggles, etc.; while two pamphlets have been

produced as being highly pertinent to mining—namely,

"Ropes," and "Mine Car Haulage." Only one other

section has had a "safe practices" pamphlet prepared

for it. In the work of preparing these pamphlets we
have had the collaboration of some of the best engi-

neers of the country who are thinking along safety

lines. Nowhere else is similar information available.

Finally, we have had the privilege of associating with

each other at the annual congress, and we have thus

rubbed shoulders, compared notes and argued our

mutual problems in safety, health and welfare with

men in whose veins flows the virile blood of the present

day—men whose duties have brought them in contact

with problems similar to ours and whose viewpoints

vary from that of the workman to that of the forfr.

man, safety engineer, executive, insurance agent, doc-

tor, teacher, lawyer or other professional man. Not
only have we been able to concentrate our discussion!

upon our peculiar problems by reason of our grouping

together as the mining section, but our programs hav«

also been arranged so that we might join in more gen«

eral discussions with representatives of other Indus,

tries. Furthermore, we could attend the sessions ol

other sections (such as the health section) whose inter-

ests supplement our own.

Clarifying Discussion of Safety

He who has never attended one of these congresses

may wrongly think of it in terms of the occasionaj

engineering or business convention, where there is but

little tendency among those present to speak freely

and fully of their experiences, and where are read for-

mal, innocuous, boresome papers written in so historical

a style as to produce no discussion and questions from
the floor elicit no satisfactory replies. If such an im-

pression exists, it may readily be refuted to the satis-

faction of even a stranger to the meeting of the mining
section, for the extensive printed transactions record

that over one-third of the information presented during

the last three congresses was developed in discussion.
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Perhaps the "Round Table" is a new idea to some

of us. If so, it must be experienced to be appreciated,

unless we think in terms of those exciting conferences

we have held with our confreres, at which we have par-

ticipated in informal discussions of ways and means for

accomplishing some object of mutual interest and have

defended our views and "hobbies." A round-table ses-

sion in similar, "only more so," for the chairman with

watch in hand is forced to limit an individual's remarks

to three minutes in order to give an equal opportunity

to all—and his gavel may fall in the midst of our "one

last thought."

Such a session is provocative of clear, concise think-

ing and produces that nervous tension so necessary to

stimulate the enthusiasm that makes us cling tena-

ciously to our ideal plans and smooths the rough drudg-

ery necessary for their consummation. These round-

table sessions are held not only as a part of the mining

section meetings, but also of the general meetings of

the National Safety Council. And we all enjoy the

privilege of profiting by the experience of others and

gratifying our own modesty by proclaiming our suc-

cesses or seeking solutions for our unsolved problems.

However, if business or other conditions prevent our

attendance at the annual congress we still may profit

by its Proceedings. Nowhere else is there so encylo-

pedic a source of authoritative information regarding

the problems of safety, health and welfare as is pre-

sented in the published proceedings of the National

Safety Council since its inception in 1912. These com-

prise over 5800 pages, 6 x 9 in. in size, of which

about 680 pages are devoted particularly to the mining

industry.

Perhaps the summation of the last three years' pro-

ceedings is most indicative of the amount of informa-

tion now annually being made available for reference.

The total for these years was about 4200 pages, of which

550 pages were the proceedings of the mining section.

It should furtheiTnore be borne in mind that this litera-

ture is the cooperative effort of individuals, as well as

of those who represent both large and small industrial

organizations. Federal and state agencies and engineer-

ing and other societies.

This is an Age of Specialists

Perhaps it has not been amiss to thus enumerate the

activities of the National Safety Council and its mining

section, for its benefits are dispensed so continuously

that we may have come to receive them thought-

lessly and so have lost the perspective which is given

us when we ponder upon the subject as a whole; and

we should not fail to add as a benefit the opportunity

which exists at all times to present our special problem

to the competent engineering and executive staff of

safety specialists at National Safety Council headquar-

ters, which has at its convenience an exhaustive library

and file of information and which stands ready to share

it with us. So much for what we have (or should have)

received if we had sought it.

Our work and our life is yearly becoming more tci^h-

nical, and general information must be supplemented

with specific knowledge in order that it may be applied

practically. We are living in an era when specialists

are a necessity, and we a!! require the services of a

mining safety engineer if we intend to make any con-

siderable progress in the reduction of accidents. Com-
pensation laws, insurance ratings and general salety

propaganda have made it plain to us that safety pay^.

both for employer and employee. Both, however, are

prone to forgetfulness in this matter and require con-

tinual reminders.

With some concerns the size of their operations

makes an extensive safety organization feasible, and
they may therefore feel that they can "go it alone,"

since circumstances would compel them to give more
to such an organization as the National Safety Council

than they would receive in return. It would be wise

for them, however, before deciding on such a course, to

consider several things: Are not their safety engi-

neers so tied dowTi to plant details that they find it

difficult to get away and obtain entry to other plants

for the observation of problems and solutions of others ?

Need for Proper Coordination

And would not many of these other plants be so remote
that these engineers could not spare sufficient time or

money to visit them? Does not the continual educa-

tional campaign which it is necessary to prosecute for

the workmen's benefit whether by bulletins, lectures,

courses of study or moving pictures, require resources

outside of those available in the operations of any one
company, in order that the reiteration of advised safe

practices may be made attractive by their novelty of

presentation? Does not the giving out of information

devoid of trade secrets pay both by reason of our
analysis and more thorough understanding of that

which we desire to make clear to others, and also

because our generosity begets a similar attitude in oth-

ers and we receive much value from the cooperative

effort produced? If so, no company is too large to

receive adequate benefit from the cooperative support

of a skilled technical man who could put at their dis-

posal, in proper shape for use, the information, bul-

letins, etc., which he has gleaned from others, and who
also makes it possible for them to reciprocate with the

least effort.

Let the "doubting Thomas" try but one experiment

—

namely, to plan a program for 100 meetings of his

safety committees which will so hold the interest of

his men as to induce them to attend without pay and
which will also show value in accident reduction. Such
an attempt will destroy any feeling of self-sufficiency

and indicate that his safety engineer (who may be
responsible for many more such meetings) deserves all

of the outside aid that he can obtain, and that the

efficiency of his plants is well worthy of such help.

Remember, we are considering definite technical serv-

ices, for general information might here be an entirely

different story.

On the other hand, there are thousands of small

plants that cannot see how their operations could stand

the expenses of a man who would devote all his time
to safety work. With some the safety spirit may be

present and with others lacking. The former may not

require the general information, but they<both will need

specific help not only in regard to the proper practices

in design and operation to overcome their hazards, but

also with respect to prepared educational matter for

inaugurating and maintaining a safety campaign.

Even more for these small companies than the larger

and wealthier ones is it imperative that they receive

the intensive technical sei-vicc which will show imme-
diate marked results in accident abatement and cor-

respondingly lower costs in procuiction and insurance

'""•s; for they cannot afford to make a "long swing"
n nt in safety with faith in the ultimate profit.
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since their resources might be dissipated before the

time came for reaping the benefits.

Most of us desire to respond generously to appeals

from others as to how they can better conserve human
life and effort, but the urgency of our duties and pleas-

ures almightily interferes with our preparation of com-
plete and technical descriptions and illustrations of the

methods we have used and the results we have produced.

No, it is not because of a lack of willingness that

we have not helped each other more in the safety move-
ment; it is because of the lack of a suitable agency.

Writing or dictation is laborious because it requires

the logical correlation of our ideas with much data

which are not carried in the memory, and because it is

performed in an office or home environment where we
cannot reap the benefit of contact with physical con-

ditions that stimulate our recollections through the asso-

ciation of ideas.

What a Trained Safety Engineer Will See

For example, if a trained safety engineer should visit

us, look around the plant and consult our records and
drawings, he would acquire a vastly greater fund of

information from our casual and disconnected conver-

sation as elicited by his inquiries, or our observations

(if we should happen to personally show him about),

than we would probably ever attempt to write down
even though we did take time from our other activities

with the intent of presenting the subject in the form
of a letter or address. Why? Because he would make
it his business to do this one thing and this only,

while we could not avoid the distractions of other

duties. Also, we would have become so familiar with
many of our old practices that we would not appreciate

the novelty and interest they might be to others. Thus
we would neglect to mention them unless they were
called to our attention by a stranger.

Is it not clear that if no other purpose were accom-
plished than the sending around of a capable man
to various mining properties, to dig out information
for its managers and for others as to what is being
done to enhance safety conditions, it would warrant
a considerable expenditure by each of us?
When can we expect the greatest potential returns

from our membership in the mining section? Is it not
when we have every mine in the country as an ardent
supporter? Then let us increase the value of member-
ship through the service we render to such a degree
that no company will fail to realize that it cannot afford

to neglect the opportunity to join our ranks.

Will not a keen and technical executive secretary,

through visits to various mining camps and his per-

sonal contact with representatives of various mining
companies, cive us greater and more valuable publicity

than coulJ ba effected in any other way? Should not
his conversation and presence be more effective than
any solicitalion by correspondence? If so, then the
benefits r.ccruing from increased and more represen-

tative mcmborship would warrant our making an addi-

tional investment for such a worthy object.

We are in an era of diverse and profuse legislation.

It seems rs if almost everyone else knows more about
how we shou d conduct our affairs than we do ourselves;

and they d-.;ire to make us follow their beliefs and
fancies. F' clish as this may sound, it seems to be a
reality; and if by chance we do not know how to conduct
our business v/ith the greatest economy in material and
human factors, we should make haste to learn if we

would hope to survive industrially. If we do know
these things, we should so formulate our practices as

to plainly demonstrate that fact. Otherwise we may
suffer from ignorant or mischievous legislation.

The principal ingredient for a cure of either dilemma
is a complete code of safety standards in respect to

mining. The apparent object of most of the mine laws
and regulations upon the statute books of various states

is the protection of the lives and unimpaired health of

the workmen as well as the interests of the public at

large. The mining section has the same objects in

view, but what are we accomplishing in that direction?

True, .we are originating and assembling much valuable

information and recommendations, but are v.'e doing it

in a systematic, painstaking and final manner—let us
be honest and properly say technical manner? No,
we are not doing this as we should. Then what is

wrong ?

It seems astonishing that a chairman of a section

should so flaunt his incompetency if he truly is respon-

sible for this state of affairs. Generously grant that

the chairman and his executive associates have not
failed in the duties imposed upon them. Rather con-

sider the organization as a whole in order to see

whether anything else might be responsible for this

deficiency. Examination will disclose a section more
highly organized than any other of the National Safety
Council. Its officers and committeemen well represent

the different phases of the mining industry, both geo-

graphically and industrially. An extensive organiza-

tion of committees will be noted—executive, member-
ship and publicity, standardization, accident statistics,

ropes and safety devices in hoisting and haulage, mine
hygiene and sanitation, mine fire prevention and fight-

ing,- mine rescue and first aid contests, program and
publication. It will also be found that the functions

and activities of these committees have been thoroughly
outlined and correlated. Then what is lacking?

Need for Something More Than Committees

Naturally and properly the members of these commit-
tees are widely separated geographically and are men
of affairs with absorbing business interests. If their

time were not of considerable value to their industries,

their opinions would not be worth much to the mining
section or to any participating member. Such time as

they can devote to the interest of the mining section

should be utilized with the greatest economy, and this

would be accomplished by relieving them of all routine

labor.

This is no more than your company's practice toward
its executives. Would you not feel more tempted to serve
in their places if you knew that your knowledge and
ability would be drawn upon in an advisory capacity
without your being expected to steal extra time for

petty details and drudgery? That situation can be met
only by the employment of an executive secretary for
the mining section, who will make it his business to

reduce the amount of correspondence between officers

and committeemen and prepare inquiries in such a form
as to permit each man's knowledge and experience to

be available with the least expenditure of time and
effort on his part.

Such an official would outline the general features of
"safe practices" pamphlets, which would ultimately be-

come a code of standards. He would utilize the various
committees in an advisory capacity to fill in the essen-

tial details which could be obtained in no other way
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than from the store of their varied experiences; and

the seal of approval of such advisory committeemen

would be a respected guarantee of the recommendations

made.
This is the reason -why we have not achieved more

in these essentials—because we had no funds with which

to pay for the services of such a technical executive

secretary.

Other expenses would also naturally be involved in

the production of such safe practices pamphlets or

standards. From time to time the settlement of a

question will involve research work, and while this

probably could be "farmed out" to some industry whose

interests would parallel our own, yet we should be

in a position to assume any contingent expenses or, in

some cases, all of the expenses. A technical man as

secretary would also be required in the follow-up of

such work.

The profession of mining is an extremely broad one,

since it requires knowledge not only in the specific

field of mining engineering but also in other similar

or allied fields such as mechanical, electrical, civil and

sanitary engineering. The problems of safety, health

and welfare in mining require coordination with the

activities in these other branches of the engineering

field. In the national engineering societies represent-

ing- all of these branches considerable attention is

naturally devoted to the same or kindred subjects which

come before us in the mining section of the National

Safety Council, and standards committees in these other

societies will consider standards to meet the needs that

we also will strive to meet. It is therefore highly

important that there should be close cooperation be-

tween all of these agencies; and to be efficient, this

service should be performed by one who is devoting

all his time to the activities of the mining section.

Again we find need for a technical executive secretary.

Our present foremen and miners, as well as the pres-

ent and coming generation of mining engineers, need

definite and concrete courses of instruction in the

"hows" and "whys" of safe mining practices. But how
are they going to get this information? There are no

schools and colleges prepared to teach it, nor are there

books in which they can find a thorough and able pres-

entation of the subject. Must they all learn in the

rough and expensive school of experience, or will we aid

them by preparing courses of instruction which may be

used in the schools and by the classes formed at our

plants ?

If we pursue this latter course, we will be engaging
in a task which we can never hope to complete properly

through the sole agency of volunteered services. We
must be prepared to pay for the outlining, editing,

writing and publication of such a work and wait for

our returns from its sale and use. Again we find a

need for definite paid technical service.

To me the reasons for this need seem legion, and
if the few I have presented do not demonstrate the

fact incontrovertibly it would be useless to attempt
further to demonstrate a theorem that seems axiomatic.

I will therefore rest my case with the observation that

no engineering society of prominence, including the

National Safety Council, attempts to operate without a
paid, technical executive secretary. When we consider
that the wealth involved in the mining industry runs
well into billions of dollars, and that the men engaged
in that industry number millions, it appears that the
mining section of the National Safety Council has been

given heavy responsibilities in assuming a prominent
position in the promotion of safety, health and welfare

measures. Are we going to meet our obligations? If

so, we must render more and more service. And in

order to be true service it must be technical.

How can we finance the demands made by a more
technical service? The answer is extremely simple

—

by increasing the dues of mining members. We might
well call the increase a surtax, if that term has not

achieved unpopularity because of its association with
our income taxes.

For the conservative growth represented by the en-

gagement of an experienced mining and safety engi-

neer as our technical and executive secretary, in the

mining section, and for his traveling, and other expenses

incidental to his work and that of the volunteering

officers and committeemen, we will need an additional

yearly income of about $10,000. The necessary office

and clerical assistance might properly be expected from
the National Safety Council headquarters, with the

same bulletin, printing and other service that we have
been receiving in return for the regular dues which
we are now paying. Although the mining and the

metals sections stand on a par as the two largest sec-

tions of the National Safety Council, yet the mem-
bership and dues for each amounts to only 7 or 8 per
cent, of the whole. The membership of these two on

Aug. 1, 1919, was 253, of which 165 were coal-mining

and 88 metal-mining companies. They paid, in dues,

respectively $6,532.50 and $3,877.50, or a total of

$10,410. The highest amount paid by any one com-
pany was $157.50 per year; the average was $41. Of
course, more than half of the membership pays less than

this average.

In view of the fact that the maximum amount
involved for any one company seems slight compared
with the benefits which should accrue, and that the

average amount involved for each company is small,

I strongly urge the members of the mining section to

increase their dues to double those they are now pay-

ing, with the understanding that the excess above their

present dues be devoted to the specific activities of the

mining section.

I trust that there will be a free expression of opinion

as to the need and advisability of this step, and an
authoritative communication from the various individ-

uals and companies who are members as to whether
they would approve and support such an action.

In case of fire or an explosion at a mine a messenger
should be sent or a telephone should be used to call th»

assistance of persons at points distant from the mine.

The character of the aid needed is of much importance

;

men who are experienced in mining and who have had
training or experience in mine-rescue or mine-recovery

work being most needed. The following persons should

always be notified promptly; State mine inspectors and
the coroner of the county in which the mine is situated

;

the local mine-rescue station, and any trained crews of

rescue men; the United States Bureau of Mines rescue

car or station nearest the mine; and the surgeons and
doctors in the vicinity of the mine. To facilitate calling

assistance, there should be kept posted near the tele-

phone stations at the mine and office the names and ad-

dresses of all of the officials mentioned, so that they

may be reached without delay.

—

Rescue and Recovery

Operations in Mines.
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Recent Development in Mine-Rescue

Apparatus in the United States
By F. F. Morris
Wilkinsburg, Penn.

THE first equipments of self-contained mine-rescue

apparatus were introduced into the United States

late in 1907 and were used by the Anaconda Cop-

per Mining Co. in fighting a mine fire. The apparatus

installed was of the Draeger model, with metal helmet

and twin oxygen cylinders, also twin air regenerators

and double breathing bag directly connected to the

helmet. Up to the time that

the great European War
broke out in August, 1914, or

within a period of about seven

years, the use of self-contained

breathing apparatus for fight-

ing mine fires and accomplish-

ing rescue work after explo-

sions had become so general

that no less than 8000 units

of such apparatus of different

types had been installed in

the United States for mining
work, to say nothing of a large

number being used for industrial purposes, in chemical

plants, around blast furnaces, in ammonia plants and in

numerous other industries.

It has been through the instrumentality of the U. S.

Bureau of Mines that interest has developed in the

use of self-contained breathing apparatus. This or-

ganization today has been perfected to a point where

its mine-rescue stations and mine-rescue cars located

at various important mining centers throughout the

country are not only themselves doing great work in

actually assisting in mine-rescue operations, but are

creating a sentiment in favor of the use of such equip-

ments by the producing companies themselves and en-

couraging the installation of mine-rescue apparatus by

private enterprises.

One of the most important considerations in the use

of breathing apparatus of thifs kind is that it is highly

essential that apparatus be put into service promptly at

the time of a mine explosion, or in the event of a mine
fire, if lives are to be saved and property adequately

protected.

'

In January, 1917, the Bureau of Mines issued Tech-

nical Paper No. 82, the subject of which was "Oxygen
Mine Rescue Apparatus and Physiological Effects on

Users." The authors were Dr. Yandell Henderson and

James W. Paul.

Quoting from the preface by Mr. Manning, "the re-

port had three purposes, first among which was to show
the inherent limitations of present types of oxygen
breathing apparatus and to indicate improvements in

design that will more nearly meet the requirements of

use in poisonous or irrespirable gases." Mr. Manning
further states in his preface that "during seven years,

until January, 1916, Mr. Paul was in charge of the mine-
rescue operations, the testing of the various types of

apparatus and the selection, for the equipment of the

rescue operations of the Bureau of Mines, of those types

shown to be best suited for rescue work. His e.xpcrience

Self-contained breathing apparatus was
introduced into the United States in the

year 1907. Up until the breaking out of

the European War all such equipment was
imported from foreign countries. Fostered

by a strong demand and cut off from out-

side supply by the war, the growth of

American apparatus has been rapid. The
use of breathing equipment is certain to

increase as mines grow older and deeper.

has included the supervision of many mine-rescue con-

tests in which the apparatus was worn, as well as the

personal direction of many actual rescue operations

following mine disasters. Thus he has been enabled to

discover in actual practice the defects as well as the

merits of the various types of apparatus."

Quoting further from Mr. Manning's preface, "Dur-

ing the past two years W. E.

Gibbs, an experienced mechan-

ical engineer, has been at work
for the Bureau on this pro-

blem. Mr. Gibbs, aided by
the advice and cooperation of

the authors of this report,

has produced an apparatus

which, in experimental tests,

has shown itself superior to

the older types, but which has

still to be subjected to further

tests in service."

After completing his work
with the Bureau and assisting in the development of the

Gibbs apparatus, Mr. Paul, with his unusual fund of ex-

perience and knowledge of the subject gained through
the advantageous circumstances which had surrounded
his connection with the Bureau of Mine"^, undertook the

task of introducing features into rescue apparatus which
have to do with the efficiency and safety of the machines
in operation, and which had not before been incorporated
in any form of apparatus. The problem, however, was
to develop such an apparatus with the additional fea-

tures of eflSciency and safety, without, at the same time,

complicating the mechanism.
Chief among the recommendations for improvements

in rescue apparatus was one for a self-adjusting oxygen
feed valve to replace the fbced feed valve then used.

Mr. Paul has developed the self-adjusting feed valve,

which as designed by the manufacturers has a much
more simple and safe construction than was provided
in the former fixed-feed valves.

It was further recommended by the autnors of Tech-

nical Paper No. 82 that an artificial form of circulation

should be replaced by a natural circulation, that the

absorption of the carbon dioxide should be so nearly

complete that the air in the circulation system during

moderate exercise will not contain more than i per cent,

of carbon dio.xide, and at no time, even during the most
vigorous exercise, more than 1 per cent. ; that a bypass

valve should be made a part of the apparatus, this to

be used in case of failure of the reducing valve; that

the inhalation and exhalation bag should have a com-

bined capacity of at least 8 liters; that the air within

the circulating system should at all points be under a

positive pressure; that all tubes and valves should be

sufficiently large to permit the breathing of 100 'iters

of air per minute; that an eflficient radiating nnd cooling

device be provided. All of these features have been

in thefr entirety incorporated in the Paul breathing

apparatus.
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SIDE AND FRONT VIEWS OP THREE TYPES OP OXYGEN BREATHING APPARATUS

A number of state mining departments and a large

number of the private mine operators throughout the

country have thoroughly investigated the Paul apparatus

and adopted its use, in many instances replacing older

forms of equipment with this latest development.

The deeper the mine entries extend into the earth, the

more dangerous become the operations. Mines in the

United States are, as compared with those in Europe

and Great Britain, very young. The need for rescue

apparatus has for this reason been felt years prior

to its adoption in the United States by those operating

mines in European countries. The use, however, of such

equipments is certain to increase as the mine entries are

extended farther away from the surface of the earth,

and the development of the industry in the United

States through the excellent cooperation of the Bureau

of Mines has taken such strides during the past 5 years

that it is on an established footing now, whereas prior

to the war it was necessary to import all such equip-

ment from factories in Europe.

State mining laws are being made more rigid with a

view to conserving life and property, and among other

provisions in many of the statistics now in existence is

one to the effect that insurance premiums are reduced

if rescue apparatus is installed and kept ready for

service. Most of the mining companies, however, do not

require this incentive to interest them, in the installa-

tion of such equipments, as they readily realize the

great advantage to them in protecting the lives of their

employees and assuring prompt and efficient action in

saving property in the event of a mine fire starting.

The industry which has thus been developed through

the period of the war is destined to be one of the im-

portant branches of the safety movement in the United

States.

Some Savings Possible at Mine Power Plants

Little thought is ordinarily given to the consumption

of coal at the mines, and unless this subject is fre-

quently brought to the attention of the company officials

no attempt on the part of the men who have charge of

the equipment will be made to improve the boilers,

methods of firing, distribution of steam, or the use of

steam in either pumps or engines.

A great saving can usually be effected by a close

examination of the boilers. This m.ay be conducted

somewhat as follows: The brickwork should be tight

—

that is, should have no air leaks. If return tabular

boilers are employed, there should be ample distance

between the shell of the boiler and the grate. The fire-

doors should fit tight and be provided with liners to

keep them from warping. The conbustion door (en-

trance to combustion chamber) should also fit tight,

as well as the smoke-box doors. When blowing back,

the safety valves may waste steam; this should be rec-

tified. As high a steam pressure as the equipment will

permit should be used. Most important of all, the

boilers should be thoroughly cleaned.

Where the life of the plant will justify it, it will

usually effect a saving of 25 per cent, in fuel if the

boiler settings are rebuilt from the foundation up; In

some instances a saving of 50 per cent, will be re-

alized in addition to rebuilding the settings the firemen

be systematically instructed as to the reason for this

thing and that, and of the advantages of a maximum
steam pressure, high furnace temperature, etc.

A few instances where a great saving of fuel has been

effected ; might be given. In one plant where there were
seven large boilers, and six of them were on the line at

all times, the firemen cleaned their own boilers. They
were relieved of this work, which usually had to be done

on Sunday, four of the boilers were rebuilt, their blow-

off valves ground and fitted tight, safety valves ground

and the blow-back adjusted, columns repiped and other

boiler details set right. This plant then operated on

two boilers, and even after considerable equipment had
been added it was able to operate during the war on four

boilers.

Another plant was using four boilers. After about

the same procedure as detailed above, it was able to

operate on two boilers. And to this day it would take

some strong talk to induce the firemen to put on more
than two boilers, since they know that in that case

there would be more coal to shovel and more ashes to

wheel, resulting, of course, in more work for them.

Along with the boiler improvement goes proper con-

struction of the feed line, proper adjustment of the feed

pump, adequate deadmen for the stack guys, care of

the boiler house and the proper kind of wash room,

as well as other improvements and facilities making for

the efficient consumption of fuel and good conditions for

the workmen.

Mining of coal at the Eska mine of the Alaskan Engi-

neering Commission is beginning to assume proportions

which make it very helpful to the Commission. During
March, which is the last month for which a report has

been received by the Secretary of the Interior, the pro-

duction was 3690 tons. Ninety men are employed, but a

number of them are on 'ion-productive development

work.
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Fire Prevention in Anthracite Coal Mines*
Necessary Equipment for the Extinguishment of Mine Fires

By M. W. Prick
Jeddo, Penn.

PREVENTION of fires,

the necessary fire-

fighting equipment
and the extinguishing of
mine fires is a subject
which has, on account of
the various conditions un-

der which they occur and
the hazardous work connected with them, together with

the possible loss of life and destruction to property in-

volved, furnished a topic for discussion among mining

men that is not surpassed by any other subject related

to mining.

The prevention of mine fires necessitates a careful

and frequent examination of some sections in anthracite

mines because of physical conditions over which no con-

trol can be had. The elimination of wooden structures

in the mines has been the means of preventing numer-
ous fires and permits of more time and thought being

expended in trying to prevent fires in sections neces-

sarily heavily timbered, and in portions of the mine

where the "robbing of pillars" is being done. Work-
men engaged in timbering should not be permitted to

use the common oil lamp on account of sparks and the

careless manner in which old wick (cotton) is thrown
around when it becomes necessary to put a new wick in

the lamp. The careless manner in which oil is used in

lamps in many cases causes timber to become saturated

and is the means of causing disastrous fires. Again, I

Tiave seen night patrolmen making their examinations

and using the common oil lamp. This seems a grave

mistake. Such a watchman should be furnished with an

improved electric lamp and also have a safety lamp of

modem type. Thus equipped, he will be prepared to

perform his duties in a proper manner.

The robbing of pillars, especially in the Mammoth
bed, on account of its great thickness and by its con-

tinuous crushing, generates a heat that causes every-

thing to become so dry that a disastrous fire may de-

velop in a short time. Added to this risk is the possi-

bility of encountering methane while driving up chutes

in the pillars. I have seen careless workmen engaged

in timbering in sections where the fire risk is great add

to that risk by permitting a trolley wire to touch the

timber instead of making the wire hangers properly

support it. In sections of this nature a water line on

the gangway with branch connections arranged about

200 ft. apart with a 50-ft. section of fire hose placed at

each branch will enable a person discovering a fire to

apply water to it in an extremely short time. This sys-

tem of "fire lines," as it is called, will be of vital im-

portance to the patrolman by night who, without it,

upon discovering a fire, is forced by lack of system to

travel a considerable distance for equipment and help.

Various methods have been advocated for extinguish-
ing mine fires, because of the good results that each has
obtained. These include flooding or smothering the see-

In fighting_mine fires much depends upon speed of
action and proficiency of organization. No two mine
fires are alike and nothing even approximating set

rules of procedure can therefore be laid down. It is

always well to keep on hand sufficient supplies of pipe

fittings and other equipment so that a mine fire may
be extinguished before it reaches sizable proportions.

•Paper presented before the eighth annual safety congress
of the National Safety CouncU, Cleveland, Ohio, Oct 1 to 4, 11

tions affected, dependingf

upon conditions. Numerous
discussions also have taken
place describing in detail

the methods used at vari-

ous fires, while the results

have been carefully noted.

Little has been mentioned
concerning having men properly organized for this par-

ticular kind of work. The results of poor organization

have been demonstrated where the work at small mine
fires, improperly directed in the beginning, has been the
cause of a large disaster eventually.

The importance of the mine foreman in some in-

stances is not properly realized or appreciated. His
thorough knowledge of the mine, for instance, the cir-

culation of air and the quickest way and most conveni-

ent place in which a current can be changed so as to

bring about desired results, together with the exact

conditions of each working place, whether or not it hap-
pens to be one which is giving off gas or a place with a
dangerous roof, makes him the most valuable man
available. The delay which will be caused by an acci-

dent happening to the foreman at a time of this kind
does not seem to be realized.

, Notwithstanding all of this, invariably the foreman
is the one man who can always be found in the most
dangerous place. Then, again, it is no uncommon sight
to see the superintendent in the most dangerous place.

I fully realize the anxiety which is caused by a mine
fire, but nevertheless I maintain that the proper place
for the directing head is back from the scene of the fire

a safe distance where he can properly think and direct

the work, for there is nothing which spells disaster at a
time of this kind like the loss of proper control.

The extinguishing of a mine fire today in the older
mines of the anthracite region requires keen thought
and especially prompt action. The virgin mining being
finished and the reclaim or pillar robbing being done
rapidly, prevents the most efficient of mining men from
having complete control of the air currents. Air is a
predominating factor in performing work at a mine
fire. It can therefore be readily understood that the
conditions in a mine govern the method that can be
used to the best advantage.

I have had the opportunity of assisting in the work
of extinguishing quite a number of mine fires (some of
which were of an exceptionally serious nature), and
have seen various methods used with good results. Ow-
ing to pillar robbing, causing in some places the strata
to be crushed and broken, it becomes a difliicult proposi-
tion to flood or smother a fire in some sections without
seriously affecting several others. This is quite dif-

ferent from what was to be expected in former years,
in the anthracite region.

In beds where the coal is of a soft and shelly nature
and fire occurs, which causes caves to develop, thus pre-
venting direct work, good results liavi> "'een obtained by
taking a piece of 2 or 2J-in. wrought ii " )ipe and clos-
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aig one end in the form of a pick point after which the

pipe is drilled with i-in. holes in a spiral manner
throughout its entire length, the holes being spaced
reasonably close together. The pipe is then forced

through the caved or loose ground, after which a hose

is attached to the open end. In this manner water may
be forced onto the fire, thereby extinguishing consider-

able of it and making the caved material cool enough not
to interfere with the process of loading it into cars.

This spray method can also be used in some instances

in and around burning timber to good advantage.

Boreholes are sometimes drilled for the purpose of

running water down onto fires, and while this will be

the means of extinguishing some fires, still it does not

accomplish any remarkable results because of the fact

that the water takes a natural course, and since it is

not possible to increase the original supply through the

hole the results are not what is expected.

Good results were obtained at one large fire, which

had burned up into a caved section where pillar robbing

had been done, by placing on the surface a large tank

which had a capacity of about 60,000 gal. Two large

mine pumps discharged into this tank, and when this

was filled the gate was opened by a mine locomotive

bulling on a tackle which had been properly arranged.

This large quantity of water was run into the caves and

the measures being all thoroughly broken permitted the

water to pass down over the fire. In this manner a

large portion of the fire was extinguished which, on

account of the caved conditions, would have been ex-

tremely diflUcult to reach from the inside.

Mechanical devices, such as mine-rescue apparatus,

permit men now to penetrate fire zones and accomplish

such work as the laying of water lines from which ho^e

can be used and the using of fire extinguishers direct on

the fire, also the building of air brattice to establish

necessary ventilation as well as doing various other

kinds of work. Thus direct fire fighting may now be

performed, which seems to be the right procedure in

that the official in charge is in a position to note the

progress and changes that are constantly taking place

at a mine fire.

This brings out tbe importance of mine-rescue equip-

ment and the vital necessity for the proper training of

men in its use ''n that the work performed by a corps

of men well trained in the use of the apparatus at the

beginning of a fire will prevent both possible loss of

life and great destruction of property.

The establishment erf a fire-fighting equipment to con-

sist of fittings, pipe, hose, nails, brattice cloth, boards,

tools, telephone and a fire pump, which should be kept in-

tact at all times, is a valuable asset to any mining prop-

erty. Again quite often steam and air lines, coming
from the surface into the mine, can be converted into

water lines in a short time. Conditions of this kind

may be taken advantage of and by their aid a supply of

water quickly secured. This more than once has been

the means of preventing what might have developed

into disastrous fires. Available lines of this description

are sometimes overlooked in the excitement caused by a

fire and through lack of a proper organization.

In conclusion, I would say that the fire-fighting or-

ganization should be such that when a mine fire does

occur each man will fully understand his duties. This

prevents dangerous delays at the beginning of a fire in

making up an organization.

Monorail for a Chain Block

Where chain blocks are used for various purposes in

and about the mines it is sometimes advantageous to

ssupend them from some kind of a track or traveler

so that the weight handled may not only be lifted but
moved a certain distance. The Pittsburgh Coal Co., at

its Crescent mine, has in use a homemade traveler that
although simple in construction well answers the pur-
pose for which it was built.

Two track rails are placed side by side with the space
between the balls of the rails just wide enough to per-

mit the flanges of two car wheels placed back to back to

fit the roll easily between them. A piece of strap iron

bent in a U-shape passes around the bottom of the

rails and extends upward far enough so that a shaft

or axle passing through the wheels also passes through
the extremities of the U. Spacers between the wheels
and the sides of the U-shaped yoke and lynch pins or

cotters through the axle at either end complete the

outfit.

If ordinary lengths of rail are too short to serve the

purpose in hand two lengths may be joined with fish

plates. If the strength of the traveler track thus

formed is deficient the track may be reinforced either

by one or two other rails placed bottom up under the

first two, or a wooden or steel beam may be similarly

placed. Several variations of this general plan may be

worked out as occasion or expedient may dictate. In

any case the device will be simple and if properly con-

structed it will be fairly efficient.

The consesyation of fuel is a vital problem the world
over, and among the pertinent suggestions looking to this

end are the development of water-power and the electric

transmission of such energy. The problems of water-power
devt'lopmert are the same in all countries with varyinsr
local conditions, says Past-president Main of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers. As the requirements
of buoir.eis grow more exacvng, it becomes absolutely
necessary to have constant power assured. A specific in-

stance cf this necessity could be cited in connection with
the wonderful electrical development in southern West Vir-
ginia to supply the rapidly expanding coal-mining indus-
try of this section.
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The Radical Foreigner.

MUCH of the blame for the present industrial un-

rest in the United States is laid at the door of

foreigners—alien labor—men who have never

accepted Americanism in its entirety. Prosecuted in the

countrj' of their origin, kept in subjugation and ignorance

by despotic governments, permitted no religious or politi-

cal independence, the men who in past years came to our

shores did so because they sought a haven, a refuge, an
asylum wherein they could achieve those things the ac-

complishment of which had been denied them.

And when they landed, many of these immigrants

harbored within them only a feeling of hatred toward
the country they had left. America was a land of op-

portunity—the Promised Land. At home, the foreigner

had heard many tales of the new country. Human na-

ture being so constituted, those of his countrj'men

who had preceded him, and who had fared not so well

as they exp>ected, would write glowing accounts of a

land literally flowing with milk and honey; for who
would have the courage to admit that he was a failure

in a country where so many others had succeeded! So
immigrant followed immigrant, singly and in groups,

large families and small families, all with expectant

faces and hearts that were filled with new ideals. For
this country was a Democracy, a great and glorious

place where opportunity was written in large letters and
where success depended on initiative and personal

endeavor. But alas, our foreigner had no more than
landed when we, who prided ourselves on our Ameri-
canism, who were only one or perhaps two generations
removed from him in circumstance, began to strip him
one by one of the ideals he had carefully cherished, of
the radiant visions he had beheld in his day-dreamings
on the voyage over. Having come from a land where
intolerance and injustice had left their impression on
his mind and a crimson tint on his thoughts, he found
similar conditions awaiting him here. Don't let us
argue about this fact, for this is but the least of the ills

that we have worked on the foreigner. We have
asked him to assimilate American customs and ways of
doing things, and then we have ridiculed him to his
face while he was trying to do so. We have told him
that he was necessary to the welfare of this country,
and then we have taken advantage of his ignorance to
exploit him. We promised him a land of freedom and
largeness of opportunity, and when he came we shunned
and ostracized him.

Ignorant? Of course he was ignorant. Crude, un-
couth, and even filthy? Yes, he was these too. But it

was not long after he came that he discovered that
learning and education were to be obtained for the ask-
ing. And it was then that we Americans, those who
have the real well-being of this country at heart, missed
a grand opportunity. Instead of showing him our other
side, the side that he thought extended all the way
around when he was forming his plans to come to us,
we let him learn from those of his countrymen who had
become sophisticated here, from those who were only too

ready to fan into flame the embers of hate against con-
stituted government that lay dormant within his heart,
and to use this hate to their own advantage. We did
not trouble to teach him and tell him the truth about
ourselves. We did not trouble to show him the real
Atperica. No ! It is only of recent years that we have
agitated for a real Americanization program, for an edu-
cational plan that will help the foreigner realize his
ideals.

We are a nation yet young, therefore we have made
and will make mistakes. But the one mistake we must
not continue to make is that of treating the foreigner
as we have treated him in years gone by. If we would
have him become one of us—in thought and in action
--we must make him one of us. We must indicate to
him the rnistakes he makes, in a kindly way. We must
educate him, and bear with him while he is learning.

If America is at the present time overrun with ram-
pant, radical foreigners, we ourselves are in no small
measure to blame. Instead of smothering the fire when
we could have done so easily, we permitted it to smolder.
No fire will continue to burn unless it has something to
consume. Have we, wittingly or unwittingly, been fur-
nishing the fuel ?

How About Development?

OF all the radical schemes, plans, systems, etc., that
have so far been propounded for the "democrati-
zation of industry," for the pacification of labor

militant, for the amelioration of "social unrest," not one
has made provision for industrial expansion. Not one
of the multitudinous panaceas yet hatched has considered
that industry may at some time be inadequate to the de-
mands placed upon it.

Industry must needs develop, else industry will die.
Freight congestion at various terminals at sundry times
during the past few years was but the manifestion of
the fact that the railroads of the land had been so re-
pressed by legislative and other impediments that they
had failed to keep pace in development with other in-
dustrial and commercial enterprises. The present sale of
automobiles, that now exist only as steel billets or even
as ore in the mines and rubber still sap in the tree, evi-
dences the inadequacy of the motor industry to present-
day demands.
How do the advocates of sovietism, syndicalism, social-

ism, industrial demoncratization or what not—granting
that anyone of them could maintain any industry—ex-
pect that any new venture could be started? When all
capital as it now exists has been confiscated, divided
equally among the workers, and by them scattered to the
four winds, from whence and where will the promoter
of any new enterprise derive the funds necessary to
start it going?
Any enterprise, regardless of its character, dimensions

or usefulness, is liable to disaster from enemies either
within or without. In a socialistic or sovietistic state
who will secure the necessary franchises, for, we will
say, a railroad extension, attend to the infinite details of
construction, see to matters of special or temporary
finance in times of depression, protect the enterprise from
the onslaughts of manipulators and pirates as well as
from the ravages of political leech^^s? Experience has
shown that all of these duties must be performed if the
rocks of financial shipwreck are to be avoided.
Even if some laborers could be found willing to risk

a part of their savings in a new venture, would they be
satisfied with the meager return of a few per cent, on
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a meager valuation of actual construction, while any

real profit goes to the men employed?

It is doubtless highly probable that such laborers would

prefer to invest their savings (provided they had any)

in something else and leave the inauguration of any and

all new enterprise to others. And it is extremely

problematical if others, foolish enough to venture in-

vestment in risky, poorlypaid new enterprises, and wise

and sagacious enough to make their dreams a reality,

could be found.

Sooner or later industry would thus cease to be. A
lack of growth is the beginning of decay.

And again, sometimes the union is no fairer than the

least conscionable of the men, and there are even cases

where the wrong man has to be kept for other reasons.

In such cases the advice just given cannot be followed;

but beware, nevertheless, of the old belief that any official

needs periodically to be unpleasant if he would have an
efficient organization.

Fallacies in Management.

In Sardinia and Sicily it is a part of popular educa-

tion to train every man to resent every injury and in-

sult with his knife. The average peasant believes that

revenge is a sacred duty and the vendetta a noble insti-

tution Some of our mountaineers hold the same idea

with regard to the feud. The rest of us, however, have

shaken ourselves clear of such ideas. They went into

the discard quite appropriately with the post chaise and

the sedan chair. They do not fit modern civilzation.

But do not think for a moment that we are without a

few fallacies of like character, and that we are not being

trained even today to believe in certain false premises.

Many managers, even in this year of grace, fully be-

lieve that there is something that may rightly be termed

a correct managerial manner. Many superintendents

and foremen are of the opinion that it is necessary every

so often to assert their authority and exhibit the fact

that they really are bosses, and to that end they roughly

and loudly resent incivilities and rebuke follies.

In the minds of many a man there is an uncomfortable

feeling that things have been going along smoothly for so

long that it is time for him to assert himself, or his

dignity and authority will be overlooked. An explosion

comes therefore, and thereafter the manager prides hini-

self that all the good that follows is the result of his

exhibition of immoderate temper.

He is not aware apparently that there are any num-

ber of successful business men who have no managerial

manner, who never worry themselves about their

authority, but who go along without any preconceived

theories of just how unpleasant a manager should prove

himself to be and just how often he should exhibit that

he is made of trinitrotoluol.

But the upshot of this friendliness, he will say, is that

no one knows who is boss. Precisely; the idea goes

around that all are partners in enterprise and that every

man is striving together to "put the job over." There

may be some few embarrassing moments when visitors

come to the plant, but those moments are the test of the

real democracy of the manager. If he meets the situa-

tion then, it will be met on all occasions. For in the

minds of strangers there is a proper managerial manner,

a proper relation between officials and subofficials, and

between both, and what we term^save the mark—men.

In passi g may we not ask:—Are not officials and sub-

officials tiio to be so classified?

In every organization there are some who do not re-

spond to courtesy or consideration, and tJie only cure is

to show them the gate; and thero sometimes the union

bars the way. Is that condition iiiivcrsal? Not al-

ways; sometimes the union very (ju cily and unostenta-

tiousiv holds the gate open, for undcsir.il "Ic workinginen

are often " "lore undesirable in the union.

After long and expensive propaganda, labor has al-

most convinced the world that it should be kept scot free

of the Sherman Act, the injunction and taxes, and now,

having sighted the Promised Land, it is about to undo

all its years of indoctrination in one red hour of revelry.

If it does what it threatens, the starving, shivering world

will with difficulty believe in the civil rights of the labor

trusts that brought it to so sad a pass.

A Great and Growing Hazard of the Mine.

NOT ONLY in the mine but on the surface is

transportation the growing hazard. Above
ground the dangers of the railroad, of the street

car and automobile, have added greatly to the accident

mortality of mankind, and the flying machine bids fair

to add greatly to that death roll. The mine has suffered

as has the surface. However, there is a cure for the

matter in better track and equipment.

There is no reason why so many mine-car accidents

should occur. We would certainly reduce their number

if we would conscientiously inquire into the many ulterior

causes that lead to every accident and if we would de-

fine an accident somewhat broadly as something that

happens that ought not to have happened. A derail-

ment is an accident, even if it kills or hurts no one. The
etymology supports us in so regarding it, and the needs

of safety demand that we should take that view of it.

In Great Britain, the Board of Trade investigates rail-

road accidents whether they cause a loss of life and limb

or do absolutely no damage to either. It is true that if,

at the mines, we investigated every pile-up, we should do
little else, though it seems likely that if a single one were
properly investigated, the conclusions would be so valu-

able, that when the lessons they taught were followed,

few further accidents would be experienced.

Accidents from mine cars have been given little at-

tention. They should have been studied with the most
painstaking care. Instead, few records have been kept.

We cannot tell how many arose from locking bumpers,
falling roof, room frogs, dirty track, low joints, broken

wheels, thrown switches, broken couplings, excessive or

tight gage, bent axles, sharp curves, pushing trips and
other causes.

That it is a serious matter is shown by the fact that in

1916, 390 persons were killed underground by mine cars

and locomotives. In 1918 the number rose to 506. In

1916 there were 59 killed by mine cars and mine loco-

motives on the surface while in 1918 the number had
risen to 87. Every superintendent, who would reduce

his accidents, must watch the mine-car and mine-locomo-
tive hazards.

The cure rests in better tracks, stiffer cars, better lights

and more careful crews. Avoid being satisfied with the

official clnssifications of the Bureau of Mines in describ-

ing accidents. No one knows better than Albert H.
Fay, of that Bureau, that they are merely valuable for

tabulation. Any investigation to be good and productive

of safety must be more detailed.
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NEW APPARATUS
AND EQUIPMENT

New Form of Septic Tank

A new and improved form of septic tank has been

placed upon the market by the Universal Septic Tank
Corporation, of Beaver Falls, Penn., with an office in

the Oliver Building, Pittsburgh, Penn. This tank is

designed upon no new principles and utilizes no new
septic processes. However, it is claimed to be a decided

improvement upon previous designs.

This tank, containing two compartments, is built in-

tegral of reinforced concrete. It thus possesses a great

REINFORCED-CONCRETE SEPTIC TANK

advantage over the double tank in that no ground
movement or subsidence can stress, injure or break the

connection between the two compartments. When both
tanks are cast integral there is of course only one
setting operation when this tank is put in place.

The principle upon which these septic tanks operate

is well known. In all raw sewage two types of germs
exist—harmless bacteria and disease-bearing bacteria,

The harmless or friendly variety thrive in the absence

of light and air, while the harmful or disease germs
are most virile in the presence of light and oxygen.

In the closed septic tank the harmless bacteria multi-

ply rapidly and, attaining vast numbers, consume not

only the disease germs but all vestiges of organic mat-
ter as well, leaving the overflow from the tank prac-

tically clear water that may be absorbed by the soil

or turned into a stream without contamination.

This tank is an adaptation of the L. R. S. system
originated and approved by the U. S. Bureau of Public

Health. The use of such a tank does away with the

cesspool, provides a clean and sanitary method of sew-
age disposal, solves the fly and mosquito problem, pre-

vents the possible contamination of water supply,

improves living conditions and acts as a safeguard
against epidemics.

A New Sectional Surface Condenser
A new development in surface condensers is an-

nounced by the Wheeler Condenser and Engineering
Co., of Carteret, N. J. It is a patented "compartment
condenser" that can be cleaned while in service without
Bhutting down thd turbine. Any tube or tubes may

be temporarily plugged and other repairs made without

taking the condenser out of service.

This condenser will enable the plant engineer to con-

stantly maintain a clean condenser, hence a vacuum con-

tinuously high. All engineers of experience know
that in addition to increasing output a high vacuum
means low fuel consumption and a considerable saving
in money yearly.

Upon installation of this condenser there need be no
interference with the operation of the turbine. At th«
present time, in many power stations, even where water
conditions are regarded as good, it is necessary to oc-

casionally shut down the turbine for a period suflS-

ciently long to give the condenser a thorough cleaning.

Under such conditions, and in fact in all cases where
continuous and highly eflScient operation is desirable^

this new type of condenser will be highly acceptable.

ARRANGEMENT FOR SECTIONAL, SURFACE CONDENSim

To clean an ordinary condenser is not a difficult task,

but it is time-consuming, and for that reason the man
in charge is naturally tempted to put cleaning off until

"tomorrow," or "next week," or "next month." During
his wait for the opportune time the vacuum gradually
drops, and with the drop coal consumption increases.

Sometimes the loss of vacuum amounts to several inches

of mercury. Hence the compartment condenser, which
can be kept constantly clean regardless of load condi-

tions, will in the long run prove to be a paying invest-

ment from the standpoints of both uninterrupted serv-

ice and coal saving to say nothing of convenience.
The accompanying illustration shows the arrang»-
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ment clearly. The condenser is divided into four com-

ments, each being equipped with a set of valves to con-

trol the circulating water through it. To clean the

condenser while the turbine is delivering full power,

the operator simply shuts off the water from one com-

partment, removes the cover, cleans the tubes, replaces

the cover, turns on the water again, and then passes

on to the next compartment, continuing this operation

until all com.partments or the entire condenser is clean.

Thus, while one compartment is being cleaned, the

others are in full operation, temporarily taking over the

entire load.

New Line of Direct-Current Motors

A new line of commutating-pole, direct-current mo-
tors and generators has been introduced by the Allis-

Chalmers Manufacturing Co. These machines are not

only rugged and compact, with excellent operating char-

acteristics, but the many details which contribute to

accessibility, reliability and safety have been given care-

ful and thorough consideration.

This line includes the following standard ratings: (1)

Continuous rated (50 deg. C rise) motors, for applica-

tions where the power requirements are definitely

they are readily attached and may be applied even to

machines in service, without affecting the rating.

Solid covers are used with completely inclosed motors,

the rating of these machines being somewhat lower than

open or semi-inclosed motors.

All machines have ring-oiling, dustproof bearings,

while the windings are treated to resist oil and moisture.

Conduit terminal boxes, regularly supplied, have re-

movable covers, giving ready access to the terminals.

The box-type brush holders are adjustable for tension

and are suitable for either direction of rotation. Each
holder can be removed independently with a screw driver

or wrench. At least two brushes per stud are used.

The field coils are wound on metal spools, which prevent

their movement, and are protected by an outside layer

of enameled wire.

The armature core has the laminations riveted to-

gether, permitting the removal of the shaft without dis-

mantling the core or commutator. In ratings of 20 hp.,

850 r.p.m. and larger, the core and commutator are built

on a sleeve, so that the shaft can be pressed out of the
finished armature without disturbing the windings.
A thorough ventilating system has been provided.

The air is drawn out by the fan mounted on the rear

armature head; fresh cool air flows in through the

DISASSEMBLED AND ASSEMBLED VIEWS OF A COMMUTATING-POLE, DIRECT-CURRENT MOTOR

known; (2) normal rated (40 deg. C. rise) general pur-
pose motors; (3) adjustable speed motors for continu-
ous or intermittent service, and (4) generators and
exciters.

For constant-speed motors the ratings and speeds are

the same as those of 60-cycle induction motors, and they

can thus be used interchangeably with induction motors
for direct-connected applications without changing the

method of drive or the ratio of gearing. Adjustable-

speed motors, intended particularly for machine-tool

and similar applications, are provided for 2:1, 3:1 or

4:1 speed range. Generator speeds also correspond to

those of induction motors, thus permitting the direct

coupling of the machines in various combinations to

form motor-generator sets.

The motors are now built in capacities from J to 50

hp., while generators range from 4 to 40 kw. Larger

sizes are under development. Cast steel yokes, combin-

ing light weight and rigid construction, are used for

the larger ratings while the smaller machines, which
are of the bi-polar type, have riveted frames.

The accessibility of the commutator is apparent from
the illustrations. Protectinff errid covers can be nro-

liberal ventilating ducts and takes up the heat from
the iron and windings. This heated air is forced out
through openings in the periphery of the rear bearing
bracket. With thorough ventilation the internal tem-
peratures are kept low, thus greatly prolonging the life

of the insulation.

This new line, which is designated as Type "E," is

new throughout, no attempt having been made to re-

design old apparatus or to employ parts from any pre-
vious machines. The motors are designed for belted as
well as direct-connected applications.

When an explosion has occurred at a mine some room
or building near the entrance of the mine should be

designated and used as executive headquarters and
placed in charge of some local official or employee who
knows where materials, tools and supplies are availabk

in order that there may be as little delay as possible

in supplying volunteers, who come from other mines.

The foremen of the different gangs of workmen should

keep the executive headquarters notified of the progress

of their work so that officials and inspectors on arrival

may know just what has been accomplished.

—

Rescu*
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General Labor Review
After two conferences, one at Buffalo and one at Philadel-

phia had failed to induce either mine workers or operators

to change their positions a general strike of the bituminous

coal mine workers was called by the union to take place

on Nov. 1. Immediately thereafter a conference was called

by the Secretary of Labor.

In the anthracite region the contract miners of the Jermyn

colliery of the Hudson Coal Co. obtained a favorable decision

from the Hon. Charles P. Neil, the umpire for the Concilia-

tion Board. The miners claimed that they should be paid

the same rates in the gob chambers as were, and are, paid

in the gob chambers of the Powderly colliery of the same

company.
It was claimed by the miners that, when the work In ques-

tion was started, the company paid the men the same rates

paid in the Powderly colliery with the exception of the rate

of 0.6473 and $1,294 per yard which was being paid in the

gob chambers of the Powderly plant.

At Johnstown, in central Pennsylvania, the owners of

Beven mines signed the scale presented by the United Mine

Workers of America and orders were issued for the men on

strike to return to work. In all, 17 of the operatiens In that

vicinity have signed the scale; 13 still refuse to do so.

Including the men of the Cambria Steel Co., there are 3,000

mine workers around Johnstown who were still on strike

on Oct. 7.

At Bridgeport, Ohio, sympathizers with Thomas J. Mooney

to the number of several hundred, on Oct. 6, celebrated a

one day's strike in protest against his imprisonment. The
mines of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, Virginia, Hill and Occo

coal companies at Bannock, Lafferty and Black Oak were

all closed down.

At No. 10 mine of the Pittsburgh Coal Co., Athens County,

Ohio, a strike, ended by the authority of the officials of the

union, took place when two union mine workers joined the

National Guard.

Mine Workers Wage Conference
On Oct. 9 the operators of the Central Competitive District

and the officials appointed to meet them by the United Mine
Workers of America failed to assemble, though Oct. 9 was

the date that was named when the Buffalo conference came
to an unsuccessful end. On Oct. 10, however, the meeting

reassembled, the place of session being the Bellevue-Stratford

Hotel, Philadelphia, Penna.

The meeting lasted only one hour, as the proceedings

emphasized the hopelessness of the situation, for neither side

would modify its position. It was decided eventually to sub-

mit all the proposed wage raises and working conditions to

a subcommittee consisting of two operators and two mine
workers from each of the four districts—Western Pennsyl-

vania, Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.

The operators held that the war was not over and that

no contract could be made to date from any other day than

the day on which the war would end excepting, however,
April 1, 1920, which was the date set as a limit for the termi-
nation of the contract. A statement Issued by Ellis Searles,
editor, United Mine Workers Journal, was to the effect that

the mine workers last year worked only 198 days and yet

the miners made an average earning of $1,434. In Indiana

the average wage was $1,400 and in western Pennsylvania

$1,200.

The following day, Oct. 11, found the subcommittee as

firmly determined in its ways as the whole conference had

been, and an adjournment was the only thing they could

agree on. This adjournment was taken on the morning of

Oct. 12. Mr. Lewis gave out a dishonest statement to the

public in which he said that the United Mine Workers were

ready for an agreement, and that the operators proved by

their action that they were not.

Yet the United Mine Workers' officials were bound by a

hard and fast—and ridiculously excessive—program, whereas

the operator delegates were at liberty to make a contract.
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The Steam Jet Ash Conveyor
By T. a. Peebles

Pittsburgh, Penn.

SYNOPSIS

—

Mechanical conveyors are excel-

lent devices for moving coal or other non-abrasive

material in the boiler house or elsewhere, but

ash being -highly abrasive soon cuts the moving
parts. The steam' jet ash conveyor, since it has

no moving parts, is not subject to this difficulty

and parts worn out may be easily and quickly

replaced. They also tend to allay dust and exert

a more or less pronounced ventilating action

upon the rooms or tunnels where installed.

THE development of steam-generating apparatus
has not kept pace with the development of power-
generating equipment. The engine room has been

made clean and attractive, while the boiler room has too

often been looked upon as a hot, dirty and disagreeable

necessity, operated by men "strong in the shoulders

and weak in the head." This condition has existed in

spite of the fact that the economy of steam-consuming
apparatus is determined by the design and is affected

only slightly by operation, while with steam-generating
apparatus operation is an important factor.

The increased price of fuel and labor has forced

power producers to make a careful analysis of steam-
generating costs. In every case such an analysis has
shovra the necessity for the installation of the most
economical equipment and of attracting to the boiler

room the highest possible grade of labor. As a result

a new standard of boiler-plant design has been estab-

lished, including the use of a mechanical stoker, coal

and ash conveyors, instruments and automatic regu-

lators; all installed in a well lighted, well ventilated

building. The results obtained have justified the re-

building of old plants along modern lines.

The installation of mechanical stokers, coal conveyors,

instruments, etc., seldom presents construction diffi-

culties that cannot be easily overcome, but the disposal

of ash is often difficult on account of the nature of

foundations, location of sewers, relation of high-ground
water level to boiler-room floor, or other local limita-

tions.

Because of the abrasive action of ash, those types of

conveyors that handle coal most successfully are not
always suitable for handling ash, and the manufacturers
of such equipment often recommend the installation of

separate ash conveyors of different design. A satis-

factory ash conveyor must meet the requirements of

reliability, safety, low cost of moving the material, clean-

liness and ease of installation.

The following analysis of a steam jet ash conveyor
will show the manner in which this particular variety

meets these requirements. This type of conveyor de-

pends for its operation on the fact that air traveling

at high velocity will carry in suspension material heavier
than itself. The flow of air through a steam jet ash
conveyor is produced by a jet of steam introduced
through a properly designed expanding nozzle, usually

located in an elbow fitting, where the direction of travel

is changed. Conveyors have been installed using pipe

of 6, 8 or 10 in. in inside diameter. It has been found
that a man can feed ash at the rate of about 5 tons

per hour, and this is therefore the most economical

capacity for a conveyor of this type that is to be oper-

ated by one man.

There is a critical air velocity below which the con-

veyor becomes sluggish in handling the heavier particles,

and this establishes the minimum rate of air traveL

With this velocity, the capacity of an 8-in. conveyor

is from 5 to 6 tons per hour, which is about the rate

at which the ash can be handled by one man; and
this size is therefore the most economical for most
plants. A smaller size will be wasteful of labor because
its capacity is less than that of the operator and it is

also wasteful of steam because the greater ratio of

surface to area results in an increase in friction. A
larger size is not economical, not only because a greater

amount of steam is required to create the required

velocity in the larger pipe, but because the increased

capacity which is in excess of one man's ability to han-
dle ash cannot be utilized.

The steam jet ash conveyor meets the requirement

of reliability because of its simplicity, small number
of parts requiring replacement and the ease with which

OUTSIDE INSTALLATION, SHOWING METHOD OF PLACINQ
ASH FOR REMOVAL BY CARS TO DUMP

these replacements can be made. Since there are no
moving parts, no lubrication is required and there are

no adjustments to make. Breakdowns in a true sense

do not occur, and the replacement of any part requires

only two or three hours' time and can easily be made
between periods of operation. A high degree of reliabil-

ity is thus secured and it is never necessary to resort

to hard labor for ash removal while conveyor repairs

are being made.

A pipe running from the ash pits to the point of ash

disposal presents no danger of accident. There are no
moving parts in which an operator may be caught and
injured. It is thus assuredly safe. The cost of handling

ash is made up of fixed charges, maintenance, power
and labor. The small first cost of this type of con-

veyor makes fixed charges and depreciation low, and
maintenance which is confined principally to inexpensive

renewable wearing parts is also slight.

The steam jet conveyor has frequently been criticized

because of the amount of steam required for its oper-

ation, and there was a time when such criticism was
justified. Careful engineering analysis of what takes

place in the conveyor pipe has led to certain definite
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improvements which materially reduce the steam con-

sumption and minimize wear.

The frictional resistance within the conveyor in-

creases rapidly with the velocity. The introduction of

steam increases the volume and velocity in the conveyor

beyond the jet. Excessive friction may result from the

excessive velocities and incorrect proportioning of the

steam jets. In fact, a point is sometimes reached where
the operation can be greatly improved by using less

actual steam. The old theory that a leaky joint at

any point would interfere with the operation of the

conveyor has been exploded, and it has been definitely

proved that for best operation certain points in the

system should actually be vented in order to offset the

increased volume arising from the admission of steam.

The \elocity is thus reduced to that required to convey

ashes, diminishing the abnormal friction due to high

velocity together with a large decrease in steam con-

sumption and wear.

The labor involved in the operation and maintenance

of this type of conveyor is a small item. The ashes

INSIDE INSTALLATION, SHOWING METHOD OF
HANDLING ASH

can be hoed or shoveled into the intake at least as
easily and rapidly as into a car or wheelbarrow, and the
conveyor promptly discharges them to the point of dis-

posal. The work of repairs can be done by any man
who can use a wrench.

The strong suction at the ash intake draws in all

dust and gas liberated in the handling of ash, and clean

dustless operation results. There are cases on record
of ash tunnels so hot and full of gas and dust that
men refused to work in them. These have been trans-

formed by the installation of this type of conveyor into

resting places where the men would go to eat their

lunches.

The high cost of labor has forced plants to install

labor-saving devices, and a suitable mechanical means
of conveying ash became a necessity. The steam jet

conveyor offered the best solution in many cases. It is

usually possible to find some means of leading a pipe
from the ash pits to the desired point of ash disposal,
and unexpected obstructions can be avoided if the parts
are provided with joints that permit a pipe or fitting to
be turned to any desired angle. The conveyor can be
readily adapted to any extension or alterations in the
plant, and it is never necessary to discard material
already on hand because of such improvements as such
material can be readily utilized.

A steam jet conveyor, excellent in every detail of

design, would be a total failure unless made of the

proper material. Ash is highly abrasive, and unless

every part of the device that comes in contact with

the ash is made of the proper material, the results

will be unsatisfactory.

A satisfactory installation depends upon three essen-

tial factors—proper design, suitable material and cor-

rect application. The successful manner in which these

factors have been combined in the steam jet conveyor

is evidenced by the number of systems purchased by

engineering organizations after a careful study of the

different types of apparatus available.

Legal Department

A Missouri Mining Lease Interpreted—A lease cover-

ing coal lands in Missouri and executed in 1900 grave the

lessee twelve years in which to remove all minable coal,

in accordance with first-class mining practices, and provided

that minimum royalties should be paid for each of the first

eleven years regardless of production. In the event that

more than the minimum quantity of coal should be mined
annually, it was agreed that six cents per ton would be paid

as royalty. There was a clause extending the time for min-
ing against delays caused by strikes, breakage of machinery

etc., and another reserving to the lessee the right to remove
machinery, etc., after complying with the lease obligations.

Interpreting the lease as a whole, the Missouri Supreme
Court holds that the lessee, having retained possession of

the premises and continued to mine coal, was bound to pay
the minimum royalties for the first eleven years, and six

cents a ton for all coal mined afterward, regardless of

whether the land contained sufficient coal to cover the

quantities contemplated by the lease; and that until pay-
ment of such amounts the lessee was not entitled to remove
machinery, etc., installed on the premises. (Union Trust Co.

of St. Louis vs. Wear Coal Co., 199 Southwestern Reporter,

230.)

Risk Incident to Blasting Operations Assumed —
Plaintiff, a coal miner experienced in loading and shooting

charges of dynamite and powder, was injured by explosion

of dynamite in a drill hole, which he was cleaning out on
his and his foreman's supposition that the dynamite had
previously exploded in an attempt to explode it simul-

taneously with several other nearby charges. Judgment io

defendant operator's favor, in a suit brought by plaintiff

to recover damages, has been affirmed by the Missouri Su-
preme Court, on the ground that the evidence sustained a
finding that the accident resulted from an ordinary riali

naturally incident to the employment. The Supreme Court
said: "It is too well established to admit of controversy

that the servant assumes the ordinary risks of his em-
ployment—in this case the manifold dangers of mining with
explosives—and under such circumstances the duty of the
master is confined to the exercise of ordinary care. . . .

Plaintiff's familiarity with this character of work and the
dangers attendant upon its performance freed the foreman,
as the alter ego of the master, from more than the dis-

charge of that general duty required of the master toward
an experienced servant. . . . Had it been shown, as
it was not, that the plaintiff had no knowledge or a limited

one of the nature of the work, the rule as announced would
have been inapplicable." The court further notes that the
legal rule requiring an employer to provide his workmen
with reasonably safe places in which to work is limited to
such dangers as, considering the nature of the work, can
reasonably be anticipated and guarded against. It is not
applicable in a mine where an employee is continuously
changing his place of labor, unless the dangerous nature of
the place is due to a defect directly traceable to negligence
of the employer or one which he could and ought to have
remedied. (Britt vs. Crebo, 199 Southwestern Reporter,^

155.)
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DISCUSSION ^r READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T, BEARD

Finding a Mine Door Set Open

Letter No. 3—Regarding the question raised by Richard

Bowen, COAL AGE, Sept. 11, p. 462, in reference to the

answer given in a certain textbook, explaining how a man
should proceed with the examination of a mine after finding

a door set open whereby the ventilation was destroyed, let

me say that I fully agree with the answer he quotes as given

in the textbook, namely, that the fireboss should close the

door and wait a proper time for the circulation to be restored

before proceeding to continue his examination.

This answer clearly assumes that the mining laws relating

to gaseous mines have been strictly obeyed. For instance,

the Anthracite Mine Law of Pennsylvania (Art. 12, rule 38)

requires that every workman shall see that no gas blower is

left burning when he leaves his place. Failing to extinguish

a burning feeder, he must report the matter immediately to

the mine foreman. As 1 have stated, the answer assumes

that this law has been carried out, in which case there would

be no feeder burning at the face of room No. 5, as he has

assumed.

Relying on this fact, the answer states very properly that

the door should be closed and time given for the circulation

to be restored, before the examination of the working places

In that section is continued. In my opinion, it is the proper

way for a fireboss to start his examination of a section of a

gassy mine at the intake end.

The second feature presented by Mr. Bowen puts him

In the position of questioning the statement that the fireboss

"should follow the intake current into the mine." Let me
say that, not only is this the practice commonly recommended

In textbooks, but I believe it is safe to assume that 100 per

cent, of all firebosses, superintendents and managers would

advise the same. For my part, 1 fail to see how any com-

petent fireboss would attempt to examine a gassy mine by

following the return air.

Assuming, for the sake of argument, however, that the

conditions are as shown in the sketch or figure presented by

Mr. Bowen, with the exception that we will say no feeder is

burning in Room 5. Is it not true that the fireboss making
the examination would only become aware of the door stand-

ing open on the gangway when he had reached Room 7, after

passing through and examining all places turned off the

return air-course and the last room. No. 8, turned on the

gangway? When he supposed his work was more than half

completed he suddenly finds that something is wrong and

what he has done must count tor naught and be gone over

again after remedying the trouble he has just recovered.

Mr. Bowen states that, as fireboss in many large gaseous

operations, it has been his invariable custom to leave all

doors and brattices the way he found them, until he had

ascertained the actual conditions in each working place in

the section. In following this practice, now, we will suppose

that he, starting on the return, has reached Room 8 on the

gangway and discovers that there is no air circulating in

Rooms 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and, at last, finds gas at the face of Room
2. All his work now counts for naught, as he must go down

he must start again by entering Chamber 1 on the gangway

and examining each place in turn, including the last chamber

8 and the same number of chambers on the return air-course,

all of which he had previously examined and found safe.

Finally, applying this plan of proceeding to any gaseous

section requiring about three hours of hard work, it is clear

that this time would be more than doubled by the finding of

gas in any one of the places at the extreme Intake end of the

section, provided the fireboss must continue to examine all

rooms before closing the door. It may be asumed, of course,

that his first preliminary examination has for its object only

the ascertaining of the fact that there is no feeder burning

or lights present, or other fire that would cause the ignition

of the gas when the door is closed, and that this examination

will not require as much time as the more careful examina-

tion of the places after the door has been closed and the

circulation restored. However, the fireboss has almost twice

the ground to go over and will not accomplish his work in

the specified three hours.

On the other hand, by starting his examination at the

intake end, not only is the fireboss traveling in fresh air and
knows when and where the air is short-circuited; but he is

doing his work safely and but once, saving time and steps.

I hope we shall hear from many experienced firebosses and
those in higher positions who know what the work is by
experience.

Stockton, Penn. JOSEPH LAWRENCE.

Letter No. A—Referring to the question raised by Richard

Bowen, in his inquiry, COAL AGE, Sept. 11, p. 462, regarding

the usual practice of starting the examination of a mine at

the intake end, I would say that the answer given to the

question as quoted by him from a certain textbook is correct,

provided the mine is not subject to fires and gas feeders,

although a gassy mine or one subject to fires would undoubt-

edly call for a modification of this practice.

In the plan submitted by Mr. Bowen with his question, it

is evident that it would not be prudent to attempt to remove

the gas shown in Room 2 if it has accumulated in great bulk,

owing to the possibility of fire being at some point in the

section and igniting the gas. It would be very inconvenient,

however, for a fireboss to travel against the air and possibly

unsafe by reason of his being compelled to breathe the gases

generated by the fire.

Considering all the conditions, I believe the best course to

follow would be to travel with the air and, leaving the door

standing open as it was found, proceed with the examination.

On reaching the fire, or burning feeder, it should be extin-

guished as quickly as possible. When satisfied of the condi-

tion of the section the fireboss can return and, closing the

door, wait for the ventilation to be restored before taking

steps to remove the gas. It may be necessary to erect a

temporary brattice so as to deflect the air to the face and

sweep the place clear of the gas. This plan, of course, will

call for the making of a second examination of the section,

before the fireboss can permit the workmen to enter the

mine.
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fire, Is not uncommon in the examination of a mine. If I am
rightly Informed, some firebosses carry gas masks with them
when making the examination, which enables them to ap-

proach and extinguish a fire that it would be impossible to

reach but for the mask. Without a doubt, this is a step in

the right direction and may often prove of great value by

enabling the fire to be put out before it has gained headway,

as it would If help must be summoned and the usual steps

taken before the fire can be extinguished.

Linton, Ind. W. H. LUXTON.

the best advantage, everything being taken into consideration,

and still perform my duty as fireboss to the best of my
knowledge and ability.

Johnstown, Penn. FIREBOSS.

Letter No. 5—Referring to the question of how a fireboss

should proceed with his examination of a mine after finding

a door set open on the airway, it is my opinion that, having

first performed his duty of seeing that the air is traveling

In the proper course and the usual quantity passing on the

main airway and, finding the door set open controlling the

circulation of air in the section of the mine that he is about

to examine, he should "danger the section off" by placing a

suitable signal at the entrance and proceed at once to report

the matter to the mine foreman.

In case, however, the fireboss decides to take the whole

responsibility on himself and continue his examination of the

section, he should leave the door standing open as he found

it and proceed in the regular order, but taking every pre-

caution and watching for the first appearance of gas. Should

he find gas, as has been suggested in this discussion, he must

proceed to look further to ascertain If there is any fire or

light that would cause the gas to ignite when displaced or

driven out. The fireboss will then know the location and

amount of gas and what the results would be if the door is

closed.

Having assured himself of the conditions existing In the

section, he should close the door and wait a reasonable length

of time before making a second examination to ascertain

what progress is being made in driving out the gas. It may
be necessary to speed up the ventilator or alter the circula-

tion in the mine so as to throw more air against the gas and
clear the place. If he is imable to remove the gas before

the time arrives for the men to enter the mine, he must
danger the place off and allow no one to enter that section.

I heartily agree with the ideas already expressed that all

doors and brattices should be left as they are found, imtil

the fireboss has ascertained the actual conditions that exist

In the section. However, in a matter of this kind, where a

door has been carelessly set open and left, I do not feel that

the fireboss should be held responsible for what may happen
as a result of somebody's carelessness. If it can be ascer-

tained who left the door open, he should be punished In a

manner to make him understand the purpose of mine doors.

Spraggers and motormen often leave doors open for long

Intervals just to save themselves a little trouble. They are

seemingly ignorant of the effect of so doing.

Regarding the question of following the intake air, there

Is nothing in the mining law to compel a fireboss to do this.

The law requires him to see that the air is traveling in its

proper course and that the usual quantity of air is in circu-

lation. Personally, I believe that not more than 50 per cent

of the firebosses follow the Intake air, unless the geological

conditions favor their doing so.

One thing is evident, and that is a fireboss can judge better

the amount of air traveling in an airway when he proceeds
against the current than when traveling with the air. Also,

he can scent the smoke or gases of a fire more quickly when
starting at the return end of a section than when he begins

the examination at the intake end. This might save two
hours or more in fighting a fire that has started at a point
near the return end of the section.

When starting on a new run, it has been my practice to
carefully study the various routes and pick out the one that

will permit the work to be done most auicklv. easilv and to

Letter No. 6—As fireboss, I am now working In a gaseous
mine and have been much interested in the discussion. In

Coal Age, regarding a fireboss finding a door set open when
starting to make his regular examination of a mine or section.

All gaseous mines have two or more sections where men are

working, and these must always be considered In case a door

is found open in any one section, especially if the men are

at work at the time.

In making the regular examination of the mine In th«

morning, if I found a door standing open on the airway when
starting to make my rounds, I would not close the door \mtil

I had examined to know the conditions prevailing tn that

section. Instead, I would leave a sign on the open door to

prevent anyone from closing it who might happen to be In

the mine. I have learned by experience that it will not do

to close a door that is found standing open, before first find-

ing out if gas has collected anywhere in a body that would be

dangerous.

Leaving the door as foimd, I would go as far as possible

In examining the section and, If necessary, would return and

get help to remove gas or extinguish any fire that might bo

burning. I would not, under any circumstances, close an

open door before assuring myself that it was perfectly safe

to do so. At times, no doubt, it may be possible to examine

the conditions beginning at the return end of the section,

which would give a better opportunity to detect what might

be wrong. The fireboss must report to the mine foreman

promptly any trouble that cannot be removed without help.

But, in no case, should he close the door until he is sure that

the section will be sate when the circulation Is restored.

Rockwood, Tenn. FIREBOSS.

Child Labor in Mines

Letter No. 3—My attention was drawn to this subject by

reading the interesting letter of A. A. Gillen, COAL AGE,

Sept. 11, p. 457, in which he aptly describes the position of

a hard working man, the father of an average family. In his

letter, Mr. Allen has shown himself to be broad-minded, by

considering both sides of the question. Like him, I believe

In giving children every opportunity to gain an education.

Nevertheless, in my own case, conditions were such that I

was compelled to take my oldest boy from high school at th«

age of 14 when he was half through the sophomore grade. In

doing so, I chose the lesser of two evils, cutting short the

boy's schooling or depriving the family of certain necessi-

ties, as the lad was needed at that time to help out the fam-

ily income.

I fully indorse Mr. Allen's statement that "boys should

know what it is to do a fair day's work before they reach 16

years of age." From experience, I know that this can be

done witliout depriving the boys of an oportunity to educate

themselves in any technical calling to which they may be

Inclined, provided they are ambitious to accomplish the task.

But where there is no such ambition on the part of the boy

and the parents' finances are limited, a greater injustice may
be done the family if a boy between the ages of 14 and 16

years is not allowed to go to work in place of attending

school.

It will frequently happen that boys between 14 and 16 years

of age, kept In school contrary to their Inclination, spend

their spare time in idleness and cultivate many habits that

are harmful to themselves and disgrace the family. While

the law is all right m general, there are many Instances

•whpre it is iiniiist to the bov and a burden to his family to
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t>e kept from earning his own living at the age of 14 and
SBSisting, it may be, to support a widowed mother or younger
brothers and sisters who would otherwise be dependent on
charity.

Far better would it be to give such boys an opportunity to

nourish their bodies and to assist in the support of the fam-

ily, than to attempt to build up and develop their mental
capacity to the detriment of their physical strength, and run
the risk of a total collapse and failure. It is my belief,

therefore, that boys of 14 should not be denied, by law, their

right to work in the mine when the need of their employ-

ment can be shown.

Let me ask, how many well educated men among us were
earning their own living when they were 14 years old or

younger? Mr. Allen states that he entered the mine for work
before he was 10 years of age. I, myself, started at 12 years

of age and obtained my undermanager's certificate, at New-
castle-on-Tyne, when 21 years old, besides having received

other Science and Art certificates before reaching that agf

and while working regularly 10 hours a day.

At the age of 27, at Edinburgh, Scotland, I obtained my
manager's certificate, which was first-class. In the examt
nation at Edinburgh, I remember, there were candidates who
had not known a hard day's work in their lives and had every

opportunity to prepare themselves, and yet they failed to pass

the examination.

It Is my opinion that work doesn't hurt a healthy well-

nourished boy; but when boys are deprived of work between
the ages of 14 and 16 years they will often be imdemour-
iBhed and those who should be assisted by their earnings are,

at the same time, deprived of that support.

No doubt, the lawmakers who enacted the child-labor law
were conscientious in their work; but it would seem that

they did not recognize Lhe necessity that often makes this law

a burden to parents and is harmful to boys who have not

the ambition to study and educate themselves.

Linton, Ind. JUSTICE.

Problem in Coal Extraction

Letter No. 7—After a careful reading of the article entitled

"A PJOblem in Coal Extraction," COAL AGE, Aug. 7, p. 234,

and taking into consideration the natural conditions de-

crlbed as existing In lhe seam, I am led to suggest a method
•volved in my own practice and which, I believe, promises
the largest recovery of coal at the lowest cost of production,

While tumlsblng the greatest degree of safety.

The seam In question is said to be fairly gaseous but dry
and overlaid with Irom 450 to 600 ft of cover. The roof
hale is described as containing slips and disintegrating
rapidly under the action of the air. In order to illustrate

more clearly my proposed method, let us assume that a por-
tion ot the southeast quarter in the development of the
Bine Is under consideration.

Starting from the shaft bottom, it has been my custom to

irive the main headings north, south, east, and west, thus
dividing the mine into four quarters. Under the conditions
assumed the main east headings are driven tour abreast,

which affords an intake haulage road and return airway for

•ach section, on the east side of the mine. As these main
headings are advanced, butt headings 8 or 10 ft. wide are
driven, three abreast, on 1,500-ft. centers, as far as desired.

From these cross-entries 8 ft. wide are also driven three

abreast, on 600-ft. centers.

In this manner, the seam is laid out in panels of solid coal

about 600x1,600 ft., and these are worked out on the retreat-

ing plan, as follows: As quickly as the cross-entries advance,
•tails or rooms 12 ft. wide are driven, on 92-ft. centers, across
the panel, holing into each other at a depth of about 260 ft.

or half the width of the panel.

When the stalls or looms are completed in any panel in

Section No. 1, here considered, the work of drawing back the
80-ft. pillars in that section is started at the extreme north-

west corner of the section. In driving the stalls or rooms,

crosscuts or breakthroughs are made on 40-ft. centers, which
not only affords good ventilation but expedites the work of

drawing back the pillars.

The extraction of the pillars is now assumed as being

completed in the first panel of Section 1, nearly completed
in the second panel, and well under way in the third panel

of the section. The work of drawing pillars is in progress

in the first panel of Section 2, while rooms are still being

driven in the second panel.

It should be observed, here, that the general line of frac-

turs is thus carried on a more or less fixed angle with the

cross-entries. While this angle may vary with the conditions

in the seam and the overlying strata, it has been my custom

to carry the breakline on an angle of about 25 degrees with

the entries.

It may be found desirable, at times, to start the work of

extracting the pillars at opposite ends of each alternate sec-

tion. For example, whUe retreating south in Section 1, as

here suggested, this work may be conducted retreating

north in Section 2, by starting the robbing at the southwest

corner of that section. When this is done, all the coal from

Section 2 is taken out on the haulage road on the east of that

section. By using the worked out section for the return air,

the danger of explosion Is reduced to a minimum.

In my experience, the use of this method has proved an

almost absolute guarantee against the loss of coal to any

great extent. I would mine this seam in the center, say 3

or 3^ ft. above the bottom, by means of a mounted electric

coal cutter, and blast all narrow work with four shots, using

permissible powders.

None but approved electric mine lamps should be used and

all open lights prohibited. I would employ storage battery

locomotives for gathering purposes. It is my belief that if

this method is properly handled it will give the best results

in 80 per cent, of all coal seams, especially if the plan Is

modified to suit the local conditions.

Harmarville, Penn. C. W. ATKINS,
Mine Foreman.

Letter No. 8—In the discussion of the problem presented

in COAL AGE, Aug. 7, p. 234, regarding the question of ob-

taining a larger percentage of extraction, in the working of

a seam of coal, it seems of prime importance to remember

that the cost of a higher extraction must always be less than

the price of the salvaged coal. In other words, it is easy to

get a higher extraction of coal when no limit is placed on the

cost of the operation. Moreover, in the discussion of thi»

question, due consideration should be given to the relative

cost of coal lands in different districts.

The problem presented in the article mentioned is the

working of an 8% to 11-ft. seam of coal, carrying an over-

burden varying from 450 to 600 ft. in depth. The top coal in

this seam is left up to protect the shale roof, which disinte-

grates rapidly under the action of the air and contains numer-

ous slip faults that often extend down through the top coal.

The seam itself contains a hard silicious shale or "blue band,"

averaging 1^ in. in thickness.

The conditions described correspond closely to the Frank-

lin-Williamson County coal field of Illinois, where the low

cost of coal land has assuredly been the reason for the low

percentage of extraction in that field, generally less than 6(K

per cent. I have frequently heard this question argued by

the coal operators, superintendents, bosses and miners in that

field, practically all of whom agree that on the average not

more than 50 per cent, ot the coal is taken out.
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At one mine, in particular, I have seen thoughtful and In-

telligent efforts made to increase the extraction of the coal

-without making its cost prohibitive. My observation con-

Tlnces me that a system that would work out all right in

one place might not work at all in another district, and per-

haps not even in an adjoining section of the same mine. For

-this reason, I conclude that any smccessful system must be

a compromise that would work well In at least a majority of

the mines in the field in question.

As the locomotive of today, which is a mechanically won-

derful contrivance, Is the product of scores of minds, each of

whom has added some improvement; so, in a smaller way,

the Ideas I am about to present make slight additions to a

method evolved In the experience of other mining men. The
basic principle of the method was, I believe, first tried out suc-

cessfuly, in this field, by James McSherry, of Duquoin, while

In charge of a small local mine.

MINIMUM AMOUNT OF COAL REMOVED
The imderlyjng principle on which the success of the

method depends consists in the taking out of but a small

percentage of the coal when driving up the rooms. For in-

stance, in applying this principle, where the average dis-

tance between room centers was 40 ft., this was increased to

60 or 70 ft., which provided for a room pillar large enough

to permit of turning a full width room in the pillar. This

provides for one condition.

Where rooms were driven 18 ft. wide, and 230 ft. long, with

crosscuts every 60 ft., it was Mr. McSherry's plan to start

a room in the last sixty odd feet of each pillar, as soon as the

last crosscut was through. These rooms driven up the center

of each pillar gave the effect of short rooms driven on 35-ft

centers and sixty odd feet deep, in the last tier of pillar

stumps, while two-thirds of the coal was left behind un-

touched and provided ample protection.

When these short rooms have been driven up, the machine
is dropped back to the next row of crosscuts and starts to

drive rooms in that set of pillar stumps, while the top coal

and the remaining pillars are being drawn back in the section

Just vacated by the machine. The same method is followed

In taking out each section, until the last set of stumps is

reached, when the machine is started cutting into the pillar

from the entry.

When driving rooms 24 ft. wide on 70-ft. centers, which
practice is sometimes followed, splitting the pillars In

this manner will leave a theoretical 11-tt. pillar, which will

generally shrink in practice to about 8 ft. This, however, has

been found just enough, in the average of this field, to hold

the roof imtU the loader can get the top coal down, though

not enough to carry over a squeeze.

By starting men in the rooms at the head end of the entry,

the entry pillar can be drawn at the same time as the room
«tubs are robbed and a theoretical extraction of 80 per cent,

may be obtained from the panel. Barrier pillars should be

worked out by short rooms, as in the sketch accompanying

the original article. But, owing to the higher percentage of

extraction in the panel, a surface subsidence will usually take

place and relieve the weight and insure a larger extraction

-of the coal In those pillars.

Having observed closely the successful working of this

plan at Duquoin, I conceived the idea of adding to it or modi-

fying the scheme in a manner according to the following

variation which I will now suggest and describe. One often

bears the statement made that it Is usually better to ap-

proach old workings "face on," instead of driving rooms
alongside with a protecting pillar, that It Is hoped, will keep
the weight from coming over. Should this pillar, for any
veason, become too thin the whole room may be lost and

frequently other rooms adjoining, but If the pillar Is too
thick, much coal is lost. On the other hand, the advantage
of approaching the old workings "face on" is that If one
room should hole through, the opening being small can be
easily stopped and the adjoining rooms watched more car^
fully.

It was chiefly to obtain this effect that the scheme sug-

gested itself to my mind of cutting off the headings approach-
ing old workings or a boundary line, at a full room-length dis-

tance therefrom, by driving a pair of •ross-entries parallel to
said workings or boundary, as shown in the figure. However,
further thought showed me that, in order to provide the re-

quired number of rooms to keep the machines busy, this plan

requires the working out of two adjoining panels simultan-

eously, which gives also a longer open space for a break.

As may be assumed, the narrow work Is stopped at
about a room length from the old workings or the same dis-

tance from the boundary of the company's property. From
this point, 18-ft. places, if feasible, are turned off at right

angles and driven in a room length toward the old works or

the boundary line. This is done as development work, and
when the pillars are ready to be pulled back, men should be
started in all the rooms at once, which should be enough to

make a full machine run.

TWO MACHINES ARE EMPLOYED
The same method is employed here as described previously.

The rooms are driven to the last crosscut before the face and
the remaining distance is worked out by splitting the pillara

up to the boundary or barrier pillar. Enough new rooms can
now be started to make up a new machine run and to fill out

the run of the first machine, as it drops back on the next set

of split pillars. In this manner, two machines can be kept

busy, while the original set of rooms is entirely worked out

at a maximum speed.

In the working out of this plan, there will result an open
space, with the exception of thin strips of pillar 8x60 ft., ex-

tending for a distance of approximately 900 ft. and running

for a distance of 200 ft. in depth at the center to over 300

ft. at the side. The breakllne can then be carried back In

the shape of a spread out and Inverted W (M). Care should
be taken to cut the places in such order that the breakllne

will be maintained as started.

The only disadvantage that I can see. In the use of thU
plan. Is that where gathering motors are employed, they will

not be able to deliver empties on one side of the panel and
pull loads off the other side, during the time they are work-

ing on the first set of rooms, but will have to double their

run for this distance. Great advantage will be gained, how-

ever, in approaching old works "head on" and In quickly olh

taining a sufficiently large open area to Induce a fall that wUl
break to the surface, and working back with this break fol-

lowing. I shall appreciate a full discussion of this plan, hj
readers, as the proposition has not as yet been tried out la

actual practice.

Duquoin. 111. MINING ENGINEER.

CORRECTION

Attention has been kindly called to a typographical error

that occurred In the next to the last paragraph, in the reply

to an Inquiry regarding the "fluid ounce," on p. 337, in the

Issue of COAL AGE, Aug. 21, where the volume of the pint

was given as 0.43718 liters (437.18 c.c), instead of 0.478H

liters (473.18 c.c.) This paragraph should read as follows:

There are practically 16% fluid ounces In a pint (liquid

measure, U. S.), since 1 pint is equal to 0.47318 litres, or

473.18 C.C., and 473.18^28.3495=16.69, say 16% fl. oz.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Tennessee Foreman's Examination Held at

Nashville, September, 1919

SELECTED QUESTIONS.

QUES.—What are the duties of a mine foreman?

ANS.—The Mining Laws of Tennessee require the mine
foreman to keep a careful watch over all ventilating appar-
atus, airways, entries, travelingways, timbers, pumps and
drainage, and to see that the miners advance their excava-
tions safely, tailing down all dangerous coal, slate or rock,

or securing the same by props, caps and other timbers, which
the foreman must keep at some convenient point near the
entrance of the mine and deliver to the miners at their work-
ing places as needed.

The foreman must see that all breakthroughs, in Class A
mines generating firedamp, are made not more than 60 feet

apart in entries or airways, and not more than 75 feet apart
In rooms, unless special permission is granted by the chief

mine inspector to extend these distances in any particular

case. In Class-B mines, generating dust in dangerous quanti-
ties, these distances are extended to 67% feet on entries
and 82% feet in room pillars. In Class C and D mines gen-
erating neither firedamp nor coal dust in dangerous quan-
tity, entries may be advanced 75 feet ahead of the air and
rooms 90 feet. The law makes it the duty of the mine fore-

man to see that these provisions are carried out faithfully.

QUES.—How would you proceed to examine a gaseous
mine to ascertain its true condition?

ANS.—Having carefully prepared his safety lamp and hav-
ing examined the ventilating fan, the foreman or examiner
should enter the mine by the intake air, if practicable, or

proceed at once to the foot of the downcast shaft and ascer-

tain that the usual volimie of air is passing into the mine.
Then, following the air current in its course, each entry,

road and working place must be carefully examined for gas
and other dangers that may be present. Where gas is discov-

ered or timbers are found to have been dislodged by a shot,

or a loose piece of roof is observed, and these dangers can-

not be removed at the time, the place must be safeguarded

by a proper danger signal placed at each entrance to warn
men not to enter the place. It is always better to remove
any danger at the time it is found, if this Is practicable, but

the time allotted to make the examination of a mine in the

morning will not generally admit of this being done.

Having completed his roimds, the examiner must make out

a report, stating the exact location of any dangers he may
have found and their character. This report must be made
In a book kept at the mine for that purpose and signed by the

examiner, immediately on his return to the mine entrance or

shaft bottom. He must then report to the foreman and with-

hold any checks of miners whose places he has found to be

unsafe for work and not permit them to enter their places

imtil those dangers are removed.

QUES.—How would you determine the quantity of air

passing where the sectional dimensions of the entry are:

Width, 10 feet; height, 5 feet 6 inches; and the anemometer
registers 430 feet as the velocity of the air current?

ANS.—The sectional area of this airway is 10x5% =55 sq.

ft. Then, assimiing the anemometer reading represents the

average velocity of the air current, the volume of air travel-

ing in this entry is 55x430=23,650 cu. ft per min.

QUES.—What, in your opinion, are the causes producing

explosions in mines in this and other states; and what can
be done to prevent these disasters?

ANS.—Some of the more common causes of explosions of

gas and dust in mines are the following: Inadequate ventila-

tion allowing the accumulation of gas in working places and
void or abandoned portions of the mine; lack of thorough

inspection and removal of accumulations of gas and dust;

excessive use of black powder in blasting; overcharging of

holes; drilling a hole too deep on the solid, or blasting oft

the solid; insufficient tamping, or tamping with coal slack or

other infiammable material; failure to use permissible pow-

ders; failure to employ competent shotfirers to examine,

charge and fire all shots except any that may, in their judg-

ment, be unsafe; and, finally, lack of mine discipline and the

enforcement of mine discipline and the enforcement of mine

regulations and mining laws.

REGULATION FOR PREVENTION

To prevent, as far as possible, the recurrence of these dis-

asters, strict mine discipline is required; also, a thorough

inspection of the mine at regular intervals, by competent

mine examiners, and a strict compliance with all mining

laws and regulations, by mine officials and mine workers, are

absolutely necessary. Where conditions require, all shots

should be fired by competent shotfirers who are authorized

to examine, charge and fire all shots that in their judgment

are safe. A reliable and adequate system of ventilation

must be provided and the roads, airways and working places

of the mine kept free from accumulations of gas and dust.

QUES.—If the fan engine or the motor actuating the fan

should break down at a mine of which you are foreman, what

effect would this have on the ventilation of the mine, and how
would you proceed to keep the mine in operation for the

balance of the day?

ANS.—The breaking down of the engine or motor operat-

ing a ventilating fan and the resulting stoppage of the fan

would, in most every instance, necessitate the shutting down
of the mine and withdrawing of the men, until the ventilat-

ing apparatus could again be put in operation. It would

only be possible to continue the operation of a mine after

the breaking down of the ventilating machinery, if some
other means are at once available for producing necessary

and adequate ventilation.

It may happen that a shaft mine will still have sufficient

natural ventilation to permit work to be continued in some
sections, provided the mine is generating no gas. Or, It may
be possible to increase the circulation in the mine by means

of a fire basket hung in the upcast shaft, or by erecting a

small temporary furnace at the foot of that shaft. At times,

use can be made of a steam jet placed at the bottom of the

upcast shaft to Increase the circulation and permit work to

be continued in the mine. Otherwise, the men must be with-

drawn and the mine shut down for repairs.
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COAL AND
COKE NEWS

:^
Coming Meetings

American Society of Mechanical En-
^ncer» will hold its annual meeting
Dec. 2-5 in New York. Secretary, Cal-
vin W. Rice. 29 West 39th St., New
York City.
Canadian Mining Instltnte will meet

Nov. 26-28, in Vancouver. B. C. Canada.
Dr. E. T. Hodge, professor of geology
at the University of British Columbia,
has been appointed general secretary
of this meeting.
Coal Mining Institntc of America will

hold its 33rd annual meeting Dec. 3

and 4 at Pittsburgh. Penn. Secretary,
H. D. Mason, Jr.. Mine Safety Appli-
ances Co., Pittsburgh. Penn.
American Mining Congres.i will hold

Its annual convention at the Planters'
Hotel. St. Louis. Mo.. Nov. 17-21. Sec-
retary, J. F. Callbreath, Muncey Build-
ing. Washington, D. C.

Recent Coal and Coke
Patents

Mining Machine. W. E. Young, Union-
town, Penn., 1,315,271. Sept. 9, 1919.
Filed May 3, 1919. Serial No. 294,431.
Apparatus for Burning Poirdered

Coal. A. J. Grlndle. New-Castle-on-
Tyne. and C. H. Stevenson, Gateshead.
Eng., 1,315.385. Sept. 9, 1919. Filed
Dec. 18. 1918. Serial No. 267,373.
Apparatns for IjNlng Povrdered Coal

W. H. Stevens, Altoona. Penn., 1.316,399.
Sept. 16. 1919. Filed March 31. 1916.
Serial No. 87.962
Coal Handling Plant. C. S. Willlam-

Bon. Chicago. 111.. 1,316.129. Sept. 16,
1919. Filed Feb. 26, 1916. Serial No
80.577.
Locomotive Boiler Furnace. J. C.

Martin. Sausallto. Cal., 1,316,628. Sept.
23. 1919. Filed Jan. 31, 1919. Serial
No. 274,585.

Trade Catalogs

Heat Treated Grnrlng. R. D. Nuttall
Co., Pittsburgh. Penn. Bulletin No. 25.
Pp, 24; 6 X 9 In.; illustrations. Notes
the general treatment of gears, to in-
sure better service both In manufac-
ture and use.

Hrllral Gearing In Electric Railway
Service. R. D. Nuttall Co.. Pittsburgh,
Penn Bulletin No. 26. Pp. 19; 8% x 11
In.; Illustrations. An analysis of^ Nut-
tall gear performance In electric rail-
way service with comments of railway
ofDclals.
ExplOHlveM and MlMPellnneouN Inven-

tlgatlonH.. Department of the Interior.
Bureau of Mines. Bulletin 178-D. Il-
lustrated; pp. 89 to 107; 5% x 9% In.
Typical Graphic RerordH. The Ester

line Co.. Indianapolis. Ind. Pp. 24;
814 t 11 In.; Illustrated. A description
of the type of curve drawing instru-
ment and illustrations of Its use In
various industries.

Coal. The Underfeed Stoker Co. of
America. Book Bldg.. Detroit. Mich.
Booklet. Pp. 31; 4% X 7 In.; Illustrat-
ed. Prepared by R. T. Gray, advertis-
ing: engineer, for the Underfeed Stoker
Company. Gives analyses of coal from
various sections of the country, as well
as other Information on coal consump-
tion.

Flexible Shaft. Stow Manufacturing
Co.. Inc., Binghamton, N. Y. Bulletin
No. 104. Pp. 56; 5% x 8% In.; Illus-

trated. A price list and catalog of
Stow portable electric tools, electric
motors and special machines. This
company specializes in flexible shaft-
ing.
Stow Motor-Driven Tools. Stow Man-

ufacturing Co.. Inc., Binghamton, N. Y.,

Bulletin No. 3. Pp. 27; 5% x S% in.,

illustrated. A catalog describing the
company's drills and grinders.
Fluid Meters for Low Pressure Ga»

and Air. Bailey Meter Co.. Cleveland.
Ohio. Bulletin No. 30. Pp. 15; 7 % x
10 M> in.; illustrated. Notes uses, prin-
ciples of operation and characteristics.
The Nation's Market Place. Walter

A. Zeluicker Supply Co.. St. Louis, Mo
Bulletin No. 270. Pp. 56; S% x 8 Vz in..

Illustrated. A list of railroad supplies
and equipment; power and industrial
plant machinery; contractors' equip
ment.

Personals

C. M. Snyder, formerly safety inspec-
tor of the Hillman Coal and Coke Co., of
Pittsburgh. Penn., has been promoted
to the position of district superintend-
ent. His district embraces the mines
operated by the United Coal Cor-
poration, prior to its absorption by the
Hillman company.

Robert MaeFarland, superintendent
of the Hillman company's Ella mine at

Sunnyside. has been promoted to the
position of safety inspector to succeed
Mr. C. M. Snyder.
David Dunn, formerly mine-foreman

at the Ella mine of the Hillman Coal
and Coke Co.. has been made superin-
tendent of the Ella mine to succeed Mr.
Robert MaeFarland.

E. V. Freeman, first lieutenant of
infantry. A. E. F., has returned to the
Bluefield, W. Va.. office of the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Co.,
and will handle the sale of power ap-
paratus In eastern Kentucky, with field
headquarters at Middlesboro, Ky. J.
A. Hammond, who came from the coaU
fields of western Pennsylvania, to join
the Bluefleld sales force of the West-
inghouse company, will handle the sale
of supply apparatus in the Kentucky
territory mentioned aboVe.

A. Beverldge, general manager of the
Sablno Collieries Co., of Otsego, Wyom-
ing County. W. Va., was brought to
Beckley in Raleigh County recently In
a dying condition. It was thought. Mr.
Beverldge was hurried to a hospital on
a special train on the Virginian rail-
road. He was badly injured in a mon-
itor accident at the mines: at the same
time another man was killed and sev-
eral others reported injured. He Is a
man 55 or 60 years of age and came to
West Virginia from the middle west.
Henry Devlin, who has been an In-

spector of mines In British Columbia
since Feb. 1913. has resigned In order
to take a position with the Canadian
Collieries. Ltd. Previous to entering
the civil service, Mr. Devlin was mine
manager at South Wellington, Pacific
Coast Mines.
Dudley Michel, who for five and one-

half yf-ars has been attached to the
staff of the Department of Mines, Brit-
ish Columbia, as Instructor an<l organ-
izer in first-aid and mlnp-rescue work,
has left the service. He Is taking a
posillon with the Giant Powder Co.
Hugh Morrow Is unofficially an-

nounced to have been appointed asslst-
.Tnt to president J. W. McQueen, of the
Sloss-Shefldeld Steel and Iron Co. It
Is further stated that vice-president L.

Sevier is soon to leave this company
and that he will be succeeded by Mr.
Morrow.

Arthur A. Allan, of Wilkinsburg, a
suburb of Pittsburgh, Penn, recently
resigned as assistant general superin-
tendent of the United Coal Corporation,
has accepted the position of superin-
tendent of the Westmoreland-Fayette
Coal and Coke Company.
Edwin Ludlow announces that he has

opened an office at 149 Broadway, New
York City, as consulting engineer, spe-
cializing in coal and coke.
David L. Wing contr'buted largely to

the preparation of the series of coal
cost reports, the first of which appeared

DAVID L. WING

recently covering the central and
southwest bituminous fields of Penn-
sylvania. During the course of this
cost work, done by the Federal Trade
Commission, many coal operators
throughout the country have been
brought in contact with Mr. Wing.
Many employees, present and former,
were under the general direction of D.
L. Wing in the preparation of these
reports.

Col. Noel Marshall has retired from
the presidency of the Standard Fuel
Co.. of Toronta, Can., and his son, Lt.-

Col. K. K. Marshall, has been elected
to his place. A banquet and presenta-
tion was tendered the former by his
competitors In the city. In commemora-
tion of his 50 years in the coal trade.

George Roberta, who has been mine-
foreman for the Milbar Coal Co., at
DIxonvllle. Penn., has been transferred
to the new plant of this company that
Is being opened at Diamondvllle, Penn.
Mr. Roberts is succeeded by Charles
Abbott, formerly mine-foreman of
VIcot No. 26 mine of the Russell Coal
Mining Co.. at Clymer, I'enn. These
towns are all In Indiana County.

G. N. PfellTer, who has built up an
engineering business In the southern
part of Illinois, recently formed an cn-
Rlneerlng partnership with A. C. Will-
lams The new firm of Pfeiffer A
Willioms. consulting engineers. hai
headquarters at Herrln. 111. After thlft

matter had been arranged. Mr. Will-
iams disposed of his engineering office

In Pittsburg. Kan.
F. n. BulTum, 3130 Middletown Road,

Pittsburgh, Penn.. a contractor for
shafts, slopes and general construction,
has gotten up a sheet of data on shaft
construction for general distribution.
This data should he Interesting and of
servliM- to engineers and others having
to do with shafts and slopes. "There
Is little literature on this particular
subject." says Mr. Buffum. "and the
sheet of data will be forwarded upon
request."
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Weekly Review
Coal Consumers Not Worried by Impending Strike—Soft Coal Market Generally Inactive, Except in

Middle West—Anthracite Domestic Coals in Good Demand—More Vessels Allotted to

American Coal Trade By Foreign Governments

Production of soft coal keeps pace
with demand. No undue anxiety is
shown by buyers to lay in surplus
stocks against the possibility of a na-
tion-wide strike of bituminous coal
miners on November 1, consumers gen-
erally holding to the belief that the
Government will step in at the last
moment, should negotiations fail, and
Insist that the mines be operated.
Truth is, every manufacturing plant

of any size on the Atlantic Seaboard
has ample soft coal in reserve, and this
accounts in great measure for the
apathetic state of the market. Particu-
larly is this evident in New England,
where there is no buying interest
whatever so far as steam coals are con-
cerned.
Quite a different picture is presented

by conditions in the Middle West ter-
ritory. Steam coals, which heretofore
were quite a problem to Middle West
operators, are now selling at good
prices, and instead of being difficult to
dispose of are bringing premiums for
prompt shipment. The demand for the
prepared sizes of domestic coal from
Illinois and Indiana mines is also keen.

There have been no new develop-
ments in prices the past week, though
if the present negotiations with the
miners ends in a strike it will mean
that what little coal is produced will
bring a large premium. At any event,
if the miners succeed in obtaining an
increase in wages it will add mate-
rially to the cost of the coal.
The slight falling off in the output

of soft coal reported for the week end-
ed October 4 can be traced directly to
the lessened demand from the steel in-
dustry. The total production of bi-
tuminous coal (including lignite and
coal made into coke at the mines) dur-
ing this period was 11.470,000 net tons
as against 11,606,000 net tons for the
preceding week. The total output of
coal has not been seriously reduced by
the steel strike, for the general demand
is sufficiently active to absorb the ton-
nage released by the steel industry.

Antliracite mines are striving to their
utmost to supply the demand for the
domestic sizes. Particularly urgent is
the call for these coals from New Eng-
land, for while that territory is over-
stocked with soft coal, many sections

are in need of a large tonnage of the
domestic sizes of hard coal. Steam
sizes, on the other hand, are being dis-
posed of with difficulty. Barley is the
most troublesome size, as it encounters
the competition from bituminous.

The output of anthracite for the
week ended October 4 is estimated at
1,921,000 net tons, as compared with
1,964,000 net tons for the week preced-
ing. While there has been some im-
provement in the quantity of domestic
sizes shipped from the anthracite mines
during the past week, the claim is

made that shipments are still below
normal tor this time of the year.
The export and bunker trade is still

active, with an upward trend notice-
able in the prices of Pocahontas and
New River coal. As a result of the
irrefutable charges made recently by
the U. S. Shipping Board, that the ves-
sels of European countries in dire need
of coal are being diverted to more
profitable cargoes, Denmark, Sweden
and Italy have assigned additional
ships to ply in the American coal trade.
Denmark has placed 16 ships with a
total tonnage of 61,000 In this service.

PITTSBURGH

Com! Iiidiislrj- Feels Sleol Strike—Lake
Shiiiiiieiits I.isht — Po.ssihilitie.s of
Miners' Sfrikp Stimulntes Driimud in
Some Quarters.

The steel strike has lost ju.st a little
more ground in the past week, but not
enough to make a noticeable increase
in the industry's consumption of coal.
The coal industry feels the effect of
the strike more than in the first week
or two, when there \vere accumulated
demands in other quarters that could
be met with the coal released from the
steel industry. Fears of a coal strike
November 1, on the other hand, have
tended to stimulate coal demand in
some quarters.
Lake shipments are now quite light.

The boats have been moving more
slowly and there is little demand left.

The large byproduct coke plants in
Toungstown and Cleveland are oper-
ating to an extent, but on the whole
are hardly taking more than one-fourth
as much coal as normally.
The coal market is somewhat easy

compared with conditions Just before
the steel strike, running approximately
as follows: Slack, $1.90@2.10; steam
mine-run. $2.1013)2.40: gas mine-run,
$2.20@2.50; prepared gas, $2.60@2.80;
per net ton at mine. Pittsburgh district.

CONNEI.tSVlLl-E

Fiirnnre Coke StilTpned Shnrply —
Fonmlry Coke Demniid Good—Pro-
tluotlon Light.

The coke market has experienced a
sharp stiffening after its recession due
to initial effects of the iron and steel
strike. Coke operators were quick to
reduce production T\'hen so many blast
furnaces ^vere closed by the strike, and
In the past week, with several furnaces
resuming, the demand for coke has
been quite active in proportion to the

advanced fully 50 cents in the week,
several sales having been made at $4.25,
while there is no prospect of any standard
coke being oflFered at less.

Production of soft coke has been un-
usually great, owing to so many ovens
having lengthened their running time,
up to, say, 96 hours, but this soft coke
finds rather a read>' sale, and at rela-
tively good prices, usually $3.50 or
more. Foundry coke has continued in
good demand. In the past fortnight it

has been oft about 25 cents, as com-
pared with prices just before the iron
and steel strike, this being due not to
lessened demand but to heavier offer-
ings as a number of producers can
supply more foundry coke now that
their furnace coke requirements are de-
creased. We quote the market at $4.25
for spot and prompt furnace coke and
at $5.75@6.25 for foundry coke, per net
ton at ovens.
The "Courier" reports production in

the Connellsville and Lower Connells-
ville region in the week ended October
4 at 157,600 tons, a decrease of 28,520
tons.

MID-WEST REVIEW
The coal market on all kinds and

sizes has been booming for the last
week. Some of our largest industries
are picking up as much open coal on
the market as they are able to get.
believing that this coal will be handy
a little later on. Steam coals which
heretofore have been » drug on the
market are selling at good prices, and
premiums are being offered for prompt
shipments. The demand for prepared
sizes, going to the retail trade Is very
strong. In fact the average operator
can get more than a doll.ar above the
present current price, if he so desires.
Operators and distributors alike, but
more especially operators, are main-
taining prices at a level far below what
thoy could actually get for their coal if

whole is to be very much commended
for the strong, stand it has taken
against profiteering. It is no exagger-
ation to say that the average operator
in Illinois and Indiana could get any-
where from 75 cents to $1.50 per ton
more for domestic ocal than the present
current price.
The labor situation appears to be at

a deadlock, although the general
opinion noiv seems to be that there will
be no secession in mining on Nov. 1.

It is thought that the operators and
the United Mine W^orkers will be able
to patch their differences, and it is

hoped that this will prove the case.

CEICAGO

Good coal is being Invoiced at rea-
sonable figures, but those desirous of

placing big orders at this time are hav-
ing difficulty getting operators and dis-
tributors to accept additional business,
as the ntines now have enough busi-
ness on their books to run straight
through.
High-grade domestic coals from

southern Illinois are selling at from
$3.10 to $3 25. Good domestic coals

from the Ppi-lngfleld and other dis-
tricts are bringing a little less. Steam
coals are firm. Two-inch screenings
bring around $2.20 and mine-run any-
where from $2.35 to $2.75. according to
the district, and the quality. Eastern
coals are almost impossible to get.
Good splint block ond Kentucky block
are bringing anywhere fmm $4.50 to
$5. mines. Pocahontas coal is practical-
ly impossible lo get. Good third vein
Pocahontas or New River is bringing
around $i;.50 to $5.75 for the prepared
sizes and $1.25 for the mine-run. The
anthracite people have discontinued
taking business, having all they can do
to fill the orders on their books.

It Is thought that a short spell of
cold weather will show the public Just
how serious the present coal situ-
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Coal Operators as Agents of the Public
By R. Dawson Hall.

UCH lilve tlie rest of us, the coal opera-

tors are opportunists and often seek to

avoid trouble by a somewhat too-ready

compliance with unreasonable demand.

When the mine workers approach them with a

demand for a six hour day and a five day week,

with a 60 per cent advance in wages, and accom-

pany that demand with a threat that the mines will

be nationalized if the operators resist, no wonder

that some of them tend to weaken in their oppo-

sition and show a readiness to deliver over to the

mine workers all that -is demanded.

Every mine executive is, at first, disposed to

fight the mine worker's program to the last ditch,

still remembering the days when such resistance

was extremely profitable because labor was not

yet in the hands of a nation-wide trust. By get-

ting a rate lower than that of his competitor, one

operator could undersell the other. But with the

advent of the labor unions everything has

changed. Resistance now seems to some to be

only a folly, a sacrifice to the public which the

public has not sufficient clearness of vision to

support by its sympathetic interest and approval.

The operator now sees that if he concedes what

the mine worker demands the public will be

obliged to pay tlie additional cost of production as

the natural outcome of competitive conditions,

while if he fails to make concessions and thus per-

mits a nation-wide strike the government will

step in and take away liis property on the ground

that the public must have coal.

The mine woi'kers have well timed tlieir trouble-

making. They will strike on Nov. 1, when the

consequences of the delay in buying coal and men-
ding railroad cars begins to be keenly felt and
when winter, with its sharp, frigid mornings,
warns us of the danger of being insufficiently

supplied with fuel.

The public has not shown any interest in its

own defense, why should the operator put his

property in jeopardy in defense of the careless

public? If he concedes the wage increase he ap-

pears before the world as a generous paymaster;

if he refuses it, he is to be rated as an inhumane
niggard and his property seized by the state.

It is for the consmuer to speak and speak plain-

ly, for it is he who wall pay the bill. In 1914, in-

side day labor at the mines was paid $2.84 per day
of eight hours ; on Nov. 1, 1919, that same labor is

seeking to receive $8 per day of only six hours.

Thus the pay to inside day labor at the close of

1919 would be 3-% times as much as in 1914,

whereas the cost of living, which alone could ex-

cuse this increase, has advanced barely 75 per

cent. But this is not all. The new way of recko-

ning what constitutes a day will make a further

decrease in service and therefore a further ad-

vance in the cost of production.

In 1914 outside day labor got $2.24 per day of

eight hours, and on Nov. 1, 1919, if it gets all its

demands, it will receive $6.96 per day of six hours

or 4 1-7 times as much as in 1914. The world is

not growing in power of production as fast as

these large increases of wage would seem to in-

dicate. In fact, the men whose wage ambitions

have been recorded are known to be actually less

effieent than ever before.

Let the public show the opei-ators that it stands

firmly at their back in tlieir defense of the cause

of the public. Let public opinion everywhere an-

nounce that it will not for a moment suffer such

unconscionable profiteering from rniy trust, labor

or other. Firmly let the public declare tliat it

will never, with the threat of nationalization of

the industry, strike down the operator simply be-

cause he tries to perform his duty to society in

resisting excessive wage advances and reduced

working time.
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Occurrence and Origin of Finely Disseminated

Sulphur Compounds in Coal*
By Reinhardt ThiessenI

Pittsburgh, Penn.

SYNOPSIS— Sulphur occurs in coal as pyrite

in two general forms—sulphur balls or lenses,

and as minute particles scattered through the

mass. All coals so far examined contain these

microscopic particles. It would appear that their

presence is due to the sulphur originally con-

tained in the plant matter from v;hich the coal

has been evolved.

UNDER sulphur in coal is usually understood that

form of sulphur which is combined with iron and
known as pyrite. It occurs in the form of balls,,

lenses, nodules, continuous layers, thin sheets, or flakes,

both in horizontal planes and vertical cleavage fissures.

But pyrites also occur as fine microscopic particles, or

nodules, disseminated through the compact coal. This

amount of sulphur in very small globules, or particles,

of pyrite. These particles are seen in a thin section

as roughly rounded opaque dots (Figs. 1 to 10.) When
isolated, they are generally shown to be approximately

spherical in shape, with a rough outer surface. They
vary in diameter from a few microns' to a hundred
microns, the majority measuring from 25 to 40 mi-
crons; relatively few exceed the latter diameter. They
are, therefore, extremely small objects. Their size is

best appreciated by comparing the illustrations, in

which they are shown at a magnification of 100 diam-
eters, with some known area like the period used in

the ordinary printed page. The period is about 0.6

mm. in diameter, and when magnified 100 times, will

cover a circular area of about 2i in. in diameter. Fre-
quently a number of these particles are joined together

in horizontal rows ; occasionally, a number are grouped
together into small lenticular masses or into irregular

- »
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bed, or even in different parts of the same section. A
section without these pyrite particles is rarely ob-

tained; so far, no regularity has been discovered. Some
of the coals examined contained, on the vs^hole, rela-

tively large amounts, others only small amounts. There

is more finely disseminated pyrite in the coal from the

Vandalia mine No. 82, of the No. 5 bed, in Indiana,

than in any of the other coals studied. Figs. 1 and 2

show common appearances. All sections of this coal

contain scores of pyrite particles, and in some laminas

they are so numerous that it is impossible to cut sec-

tions. This finding is in harmony with the analysis of

the coal from this bed, which shows from 2.46 to 4.21

per cent, of sulphur.

SULPHUR CONTENT OF ILLINOIS COALS

The Illinois coals from beds No. 6 and No. 2, con-

taining from 0.50 to 6.79 per cent, sulphur, by analy-

sis, as far as they have been examined, do not contain

nearly as much pyrite in this form. Nevertheless,

there is hardly a section made in which none is ob-

served. As in the Vandalia coal, it is here irregularly

distributed. Similarly, in some sections, the globules

are so numerous that it is difficult to cut a satisfactory

section from it. Normal appearances of some of the

Illinois coals are shown in Figs. 3 to 5. Different coals

from the different beds of Illinois have not been com-
pared in this respect.

The coal from the Pittsburgh seam, analyzing from
0.78 to 2.83 per cent, sulphur, apparently, contains less

pyrite in this form than the Illinois coals. It is of gen-

eral occurrence, however, and, on the whole, an appre-

ciable amount of the sulphur is present in this form of

pyrite. A sample of coal examined from the Sipsey

mine in the Black Creek Bed, Alabama, analyzing from
0.83 to 1.27 per cent, of sulphur, shows similar con-

tents (Fig. 6.)

All the sub-bituminous coals and lignites examined
from ground sections revealed globules of similar form
and appearance. Fig. 7, of a sub-bituminous coal from
Stone Canyon, California (4.48 to 4.95 per cent, sul-

phur by analysis), represents average conditions of the

sections examined. Some of the samples of lignites

were found to contain relatively large amounts of it.

Fig. 8 shows less than the average conditions.

The largest number by far of the pyrite globules are
found in the anthraxylon of the coal—that is, that part
of the coal derived from the woody portions of plants

—

although a considerable number are distributed through
the attritus, or debris. The pyrite globules are readily

distinguishable from the resinous inclusions of the an-

thraxylon, in that the pyrite globules have a yellowish
glistening appearance and are opaque, while the resin-

ous inclusions are dull and are at the most slightly

translucent. They are also distinguished from resin-

ous globules by their outline, which is usually rough,
or ragged, while the outline of the latter is usually

smooth.

A certain amount of sulphur has been found to be
present in coal in an amicroscopic form. Although, in

certain samples, no sulphur can be detected ordinarily
by the micro.scope, microchemical and qualitative chem-
ical tests reveal sulphur. When such samples are
burned, in some cases, their ashes show sulphur by
microchemical tests. Also, recent observations and
analyses of a large number of samples from different
coals have shown that, in a number of cases, more sul-

phur is found than can be accounted for if this ma-
terial were combined only with the minerals found in

coal. This form of sulphur is probably that recognized
as organic sulphur. Little or nothing is known of or-

ganic sulphur and it is not even positively known that
sulphur exists in this form. But there are a number
of observations on record that lead one to assume that
it is present as such.

Prof. T. G. Wormley,= of the Ohio State Geological

Survey, was apparently the first to call attention to the
fact that many coals that contain but little iron have a
large percentage of sulphur, a larger amount than
could be accounted for if it were combined only with
the iron found in the coal. His experiments go to
prove that a large part of the sulphur found in coals

exists as some organic compound, the exact nature of
which he was not able to determine. A few years later

a number of analyses made by Andrew S. McCreath"
for iron and sulphur show that the sulphur in most
cases is largely in excess of the amount required to
convert the iron into iron pyrite. In only two instances
did all the sulphur seem to exist as bisulphide of iron.

Kimbair a few years later reviewed the whole field

of sulphur in coal, and concludes that some of the sul-

phur may be combined with the organic matter of coal,

the same as it is supposed to be combined with rubber
in vulcanized rubber. Drown, " in the effort to develop

a better method for the determination of sulphur in

coal than was in vogue at that time, incidentally ob-
served, among other interesting results of his analyses,
figures that led him to believe that sulphur must ex-
ist in coal as organic sulphur.

Little work has been done since on the organic sul-

phur in coal until recently, when the work was resumed
in the coal laboratory of the Pittsburgh Station of the
Bureau of Mines, as already referred to. At about
the same time, the study was resumed in the Engineer-
ing Experiment Station, University of Illinois, by Parr
and Powell," with results that led to the conclusion that
sulphur exists as organic sulphur in coal. It is, there-
fore, highly probable that sulphur, like nitrogen, is

still present in organic compounds similar to those e.x-

isting in living plants.

SOME DOUBT AS TO ORIGIN OF PYRITE

The origin of the pyrite in coal is a matter of much
speculation. The consensus of opinion appears to be
that it must have been deposited by circulating waters
or by seepage through the superincumbent rocks. Both
sulphur and iron are found in underground waters. If
in the form of sulphates originally, the organic matter
of the coal is supposed to have reduced them to sul-

phides. The possibility that the sulphur in coal may
have had its origin through the plants that contributed
to the coal appears to have received but little consid-
eration, although some admit of the possibility.' That
this is not improbable will be shown in the following
consideration of sulphur in plants.

Sulphur is an essential element in almost all proteins

•Some Theoretical and Practical Conclusions on Coal. Geoloei-
cal Survey ot Ohio (1873) 1. 360-364.

'Second Geological Survey, Pennsylvania, Report of Progress
In the Laboratory of the Surs-ey. M (1874-75) 30-32, and ReportMM (1876-78) 123-126.

'Trmisactionn (1880) 8. 181-204.
'Transrirtions (1881) 9, 656-663.

•A Study of the Forms In W^hlch Sulphur Occurs in Coal. In
Press. Engineering Experiment Station, University of Illinois.

'T. G. Wormley : Op. cit.

Editorial: Original Sulphur In Coal. Coal Age (1913) 4, 273-
274; The Element Sulphur. Coal Aae (1913) 4. 586.
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and proteins are essential to all living organisms

—

plants as well as animals. Being an essential element

of proteins at once signifies its wide distribution and
universal presence wherever there is life. Wherever
there are, or were, peat-forming deposits there are, or

were, living organisms; hence, wherever there are coal

beds, whether lignites, sub-bituminous or bituminous,

there was life and, therefore, proteins. The percentage

of sulphur present in proteins may be small, but the

universal presence of plants in large numbers and other

living organisms, hence of proteins, must make the

total amount of sulphur thus combined tremendously

large. The proteins are, therefore, of great importance

in the history and the chemistry of the sulphur found

in coal.

Proteins are of such complex structure that their

chemical investigation is a matter of extreme difficulty.

Investigations are rendered even more difficult by the

fact that, with a few exceptions, they do not crystallize,

and cannot be distilled without decomposition. A num-

the same: . Carbon, 51.25; hydrogen, 6.88; oxygen,

22.25; nitrogen, 18.69; and sulphur, 0.93. Other ex-

amples * are

:

Legumin
of Pea.

per Cent.

52.20
7.03
17.90
0.39

22.48

Edcstin
of Pea,

per Cent.

53.3
6.99
16.30
1.06

'22.34

Vignin of
Cow Pea,
per Cent.

52.64
6.95
17.25
0.50

22.66

Globulin of
Cow Pea,
per Cent.

53.25
7.07
16.36
1. 11

22.21

Although relatively little is known of the structure

of the proteins as a Whole, after many researches and
investigations the conclusion has been reached that

they are built up of a group of amino acids. In other

words, the amino acids form the foundation of protein

just as bricks form the walls of buildings. Cystin is

the one responsible for the sulphur in proteins; its

formula is CeHjjNaSsO^. By hydrolytic cleavage with
mineral acids, the sulphur of the protein substance is

FIGS. 4 TO 6. CROSS-SECTIONS OF COAL FROM ILLINOIS AND ALABAMA
Fig 4—Thin cross -section of coal from Sesser, 111., No. 6 bed, showing pyrite globules in dull coal, which here is composed of

thin strips of anthraxvlon and attritus : the latter includes spores, shown white. X 100. Fig. 5—Thin cross-section of coal frorn

Shelbyville, Shelby County, Illinois. Pvrite globules are distributed through whole section
;
here and there, several have joined and

others have coalesced. Globules are somewhat smaller than in other sections shown. X 100. Fig. 6—Thin cross-section of coal

from Sipsey mine, of Black Creek bed, Alabama. Some pyrite globules have coalesced into lenticular masses, smaller globules are

distributed tlirough whole section. X 100.

ber of groups of nitrogenous compounds are classed as

proteins, making the number of proteins quite large;

a few of the most important and best knovra are albu-

min, globulin, edestin, gladin and legumin. From a

physiological standpoint, the proteins form well-defined

groups, but from a chemical standpoint it is a difficult

matter to define them exactly and to embrace each in

well-defined limits. Although they may exhibit great

differences in physical and chemical behavior, they do

not differ much from one another in their chemical com-

position and the elements carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,

nitrogen and sulphur, always present, vary only within

small limits in the different ones, as shown in the fol-

lowing table: Carbon, 50 to 55 per cent.; hydrogen,

6.5 to 7.3 per cent. ; oxygen, 19 to 24 per cent. ; nitrogen,

15 to 17.6 per cent. ; sulphur, 0.3 to 5 per cent. Some
also contain from a trace to 0.5 per cent of phosphorus.

Different kinds of proteins from different sources

give quite constant results within small limits. Albu-

min, for example, from a number of seeds and nuts was

found to be similar in all cases and its composition was

regularly split off as cystin. The sulphur in this group

is regarded as a derivative of hydrogen sulphide, since

hydrogen sulphide and some methylmercaptan, CH^SH,
are split off in the putrefaction of proteins.."

While most of the sulphur in plants occurs in the

proteins, a number of plant families contain other

sulphur. In the mustard family, the sulphur is found

both as nitrogenous substances, the oils of mustard,

combined with glucose and other compounds to form
glucosies, and as sulphides; while in the onion family,

sulphur occurs only as sulphide.

Nine elements are regularly constituents of the ashes

of plants—sulphur, chlorine, phosphorus, silica, potas-

sium, sodium, calcium, magnesium and iron. Here

and there a few other elements, like manganese and

aluminum, are also present. The largest amounts of

"Thomas B. Osborn and George E. Campbell ; Legumin and
Other Proteids of the Pea and Vetch. Journal American Chemi-
cal Society (1896) 18, 583-609; (1897) 19, 494-500; (1897) 19,
509-513 : (1898) 20, 348-375.

»01of Hammarsten : Text-book of Physiological Chemistry.
Transactions by John A. Mandel. Wiley, 1911.
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sulphur are found in the ashes of plants or plant parts

and organs rich in proteins, and in the ashes of the

cruciferse and the onions, rich in oils of garlic, oils of

mustard and their glucosides. In the ashes of these

plants, as high as 4 to 8 per cent, of sulphur are found,

while the ashes of leaves contain usually from 1 to 2

per cent, of sulphur.

The wood of trees is generally low in ash content, but

sulphur is a constant component in varying amounts.

In some wood ashes it is found in considerable quanti-

ties; as in Prunus mahaleb or Maheleb cherry, 2.8 per

cent, sulphur; Moras alba or white mulberry, 3.9 per

cent, sulphur; and Pinus strobus or white pine, 3.7 per

cent, sulphur. It should be noted in this connection

that the percentage of sulphur in ashes is not a true

index of the original content of sulphur in the plant

from which they came, since a considerable part of the

sulphur escapes during burning.

In a study of the sulphur in plants, it is necessary

to make the deductions from the living plants, because

it is only these whose chemistry can be studied. There

is, however, every reason to believe that the chemistry

of the plants of any geological period, whether of the

Paleozoic, the Tertiary, the Cretaceous, or the Recent

is the same. Paleobotany teaches that the plants of all

ages, as far as can be learned from their anatomy,

morphology and structure had the same kinds of organs,

produced the same kinds of products and performed the

same functions as those of today. The main difference

in the plants of the different periods was that different

phyla were represented more predominantly during the

different times. During the Paleozoic times, the Lepi-

dodendrons, the Calomites, and the Cycadophytes, plants

to which the Lycopodiums or club-mosses, the Equise-

tums or horsetails, and the Cycads, respectively, of

today belong, formed the bulk of the coal-forming

plants.

PLANT FORMS HAVE SIMILAR CHEMISTRY

During Tertiary times, the Conifers or pines ap-

pear to have been the predominant coal-forming

plants. Today both the conifers and the dictotyledonous

plants—that is, the pines and ordinary leafy plants

—

are the peat-forming plants, while the horsetails and

the club-mosses form but an insignificant part. A
chemical study of all the different plants of the different

phyla living today has shown that the chemistry of

their products is similar. Cellulose, ligno-cellulose, pro-

tein, chlorophyl, etc., have a similar composition respec-

tively, no matter in what plant they are found. There

is, then, every reason to believe that the sulphur con-

tents of the plants of any period were similar to those

of the plants of today. It is also possible that certain

plants of ancient times were particularly rich in non-

protein sulphur, like the onion and the mustard families

of today.

The sulphur in the higher plants must be taken in

through the roots, or organs functioning as roots, as

sulphates only. The sulphates may be in the form of

calcium, magnesium and potassium sulphate. They
must be reduced by the plant, but how and where this

is done is not known. In the plant, sulphur is found

chiefly as hydrogen sulphide derivatives, as in the cystin

components of proteins and in sulphides, or sulphides

combined with other substances in the form of gluco-

sides. The plants must, therefore, carry out a sulphate

reduction. The assimilation of hydrogen sulphide must

proceed rapidly, since it is a violent and most destruc-

tive poison to protoplasm.
Proteins yield hydrogen sulphide on putrefaction;

likewise plants containing sulphides or sulphides in

glucosides yield hydrogen sulphide and some mercaptan.

Proteins and glucosides are relatively easily decom-

posed, yet a considerable amount of sulphur may have

been retained in the original tissue as organic sulphur

probably still as a sulphide. This would be indicated

by the fact that a large amount of vegetable matter

escapes putrefaction, as in peat formation and in the

large amount of well-preserved plant tissue found in

coals and lignites. But neither H,S nor the sulphur of

the plant that has escaped putrefaction is available to

plants; in fact, H,S is a deadly poison to them. It is,

therefore, of considerable importance to know how sul-

phur in this compound can again be made available for

plants or, in fact, how any form of sulphur other than

a sulphate may be made available. This is accomplished

through the intervention of so-called sulphur bacteria,

of which there are several quite well-known groups.

While hydrogen sulphide is a violent poison to higher

plants, certain lower forms, both bacteria and fungi,

may utilize it as a source of energy. Well-known forms

are Beggeatoa, Thiophysa, Thiospirrillum and Thio-

thrix. Beggeatoa is the best known because of the

studies of Winogradsky who finds that this organism

occurs in all swamps in which the water and soil contain

enough sulphates or hydrogen sulphide. The sulphate,

however, must be reduced by means of putrefaction to

H,S before it is available; this is accomplished by any

plant during its life and decay. It also lives abundantly

in sulphur springs. H,S is first oxidized to elementary

sulphur, which is deposited in the protoplasm as amor-

phous sulphur, seen as highly refractive inclusions in the

protoplasm. This sulphur is gradually oxidized in the

organism to H,SO,. There take place, therefore, two

reactions within the body of Beggeatoa, which may be

expressed thus:

2H,S-f 0.--2H..0 + S,

S, + 30, -1- 2H,0"-^2H,SO,.
The sulphuric acid set free combines at once with

carbonates to form sulphates. These may be calcium

sulphate, sodium sulphate, potassium sulphate, or mag-

nesium sulphate, and perhaps iron sulphate, all of them

available to the plant for another cycle. By this means,

Beggeatoa derives its energy. In order that they may
thrive, a constant supply of H,S is necessary, which

substance is usually furnished by decomposing vege-

table matter. When the supply is plentiful, grains of

sulphur are deposited in the protoplasm of the bacteria;

when the supply is scarce, they are dissolved and oxi-

dized to H,SO,. A proper supply of oxygen is necessary

for both processes. Thiothrix is a sessile form, whose

habits and character are similar to Beggeatoa.

RED SULPHUR BACTERIA IS PRESENT

Other forms are the so-called red sulphur bacteria.

These possess a red pigment, called bacteriapurpurin,

which possibly has a function similar to that of choro-

phyl in green plants. These bacteria can live in water

rich in H,S, and, in fact, are not killed in concentrated

solutions of it. They are anaerobic. According to

Winogradsky, they always live in company with other

organisms containing chlorophyl, and hence are able

to decompose CO.. The oxygen thus set free is avail-

able for the oxidation of H,S to sulphuric acid.

The present state of our knowledge may be sum-
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marized as follows: Plants contain sulphur largely in

the form of proteins and during putrefaction sulphur is

set free as hydrogen sulphide, a form that cannot again

be directly utilized by plants; sulphur bacteria, on the

other hand, oxidizes it to sulphuric acid, which imme-
diately attacks the carbonates and changes them to sul-

phates. It is possible that other chemical reactions are

going on without the intervention of bacteria. Hydro-
gen sulphide, in the presence of water in which any of

the heavy metals are dissolved, will be precipitated as

a sulphide, which may readily be oxidized to a sulphate.

Ferric sulphate may be directly reduced by hydrogen
sulphide to ferrous sulphate with a simultaneous pre-

cipitation to sulphur, and a further reaction of hydro-
gen sulphide, sulphur and ferrous sulphate slowly gives

rise to ferric disulphide or pyrite. This reaction may
be represented by the equation FeSO^ -{- HoS -(- S =
H,SO^.'°. But whether such reactions could take place

under such strongly reducing conditions as exist in the

peat bogs is doubtful.

of sulphur. Chemical analysis of peats from many
sources show all the way from 0.29 to 4.21 per cent. It

is, therefore, not far different from the nitrogen con-

tent. Iron is also invariably present in peat.

In previous studies on peats, lignites, sub-bituminous

and bituminous coals, it has been shown that there is a

continuous loss of cellulose substances and a relative

concentration of resin, resin waxes and waxes. It is

a difficult matter to make fair estimates as to how much
of the original peat deposit has disappeared during the
transformation from peat to coal. But observations

made on the anthraxylon components—that is, compo-
nents derived from wood in bituminous coals—show
that these have been compressed or reduced to one-tenth

to one-fortieth of their original mass. Let it be as-

sumed that they have suffered a reduction to only one-

tenth of their original mass, which is a conservative

figure. Let is also be assumed that none of the sulphur
contained in the peat bog has been removed, which is a

fair assumption, since the consensus of opinion is that

FIGS. 7 TO 9. CROSS-SECTIONS OF COAL FROM CALIFORNIA, MONTANA AND WISCONSIN
Fig:. 7—Thin cross-section of sub-bituminous coal from Stone Canyon, Contra Costa County, California. Coal shown consists of

rather finely macerated woody matter, including resinous particles and cuticles, besides pyrite globules, shown in black. X 100.
Fig. 8—Thin cross-section of lignite from Montana. Section shown consists of macerated woody matter and other plant debris,
including some spore and cuticular matter. Only two pyrite globules are shown. X 100. Fig. 9—Thin section of woody peat,
into minute cubical fragments. X 100.

Sulphates are generally detected in peat, especially

in the upper strata, by microchemical tests; in many
instances they are present in relatively large amounts.
Calcium sulphate appears to be the chief one in the peat

bogs investigated. When peat is permitted to dry very
slowly, calcium sulphate crystallizes out, in certain

cases in relatively large quantities.

Sulphur is present in these bogs, irrespective of the

horizon from which taken, whether from near the sur-

face, halfway down, or at the bottom of a bog 10 to

12 ft. deep. Since the plants growing in a bog, in dense
and luxuriant masses, subsist on the residue of the
plant growth that preceded them, it is evident that the
plants now living in the bog are not able to take in

nearly all the sulphates contained in the deposit. There
is, therefore, by far more total sulphur in the bog, in

both the dead-plant and the living-plant matter than is

needed for the cycle. There is thus an accumulation of

sulphur. The peats upon which most of these investi-

gations are based contain from 0.89 to 1.63 per cent.

"E. T. Alien : Sulphides of Iron and Their Genesis. Mining d
Scientific Press (1913) 103. 413-414.

all the sulphur contained in coal has been carried into

the deposit from the outside. There could, therefore,

not have been a loss. There are found in peats, accord-

ing to the figures given above, from 0.29 to 4.21 per

cent, of sulphur. If there were then only a reduction to

one-tenth of the original mass, and no loss of sulphur,

there would be from 2.9 to 42.1 per cent, of sulphur in

the resulting coal. There is more than enough sulphur

in peat to account for all the sulphur in coal.

Peats contain pyrite in the same form as found in

the coals. As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the pyrite

nodules in peat are lenticular to spherical in form, with

a rough surface, and often several are grouped together

in a manner similar to the coal pyrite. They break up
into minute cubes when the microtome knife strikes

them in making the section.

Although the pyrite globules have not been investi-

gated completely, their origin is of enough importance

to be briefly considered. In samples of fresh woody
peat are found numerous organisms living in the wood
fibers or wood cells. They arc stained brilliantly red

by safranin, and are clearly differentiated from the
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peat substance, since resinous and dead peat matter

do not take this stain well. They are, in general, of a

spherical form and vary greatly in size within certain

limits, but are not much larger than 30 or 40 microlis.

Besides a transition in size, transitions in certain

physical characters are noted. In color, they range

from light pale yellow, through yellow, light brown,

brown, dark brown, to black; simultaneously with the

color, they range from transparent to opaque; and par-

allel to this there is a transition in staining qualities,

from a stage in which they take a bright stain through

stages in which the staining quality fades away together

with an increase in natural color to a point where they

are black and opaque, and where they will not take a

stain. These stages of the various characters and

qualities indicate that they represent different stages

in the age of the organisms. Often all the stages may
be observed in the same section or preparation. The
black opaque stage, and the one that will no longer

FIG. 10. CROSS-SECTION OF COAL FROM WISCONSIN
Thin section of woody peat taken from peat bog near

Hayton. Wis., showing considerable number of pyrite globules
lodged in wood fibers. It will be noticed that they are strung
out in cavities of wood fibers.

admit of a stain, is the one that will break into minute
cubes, and is the stage recognized as pyrite globules.

The organism is of the Plasmodium type, and has

been obtained, up to a certain stage, in pure cultures in

proper culture solutions under anaerobic conditions.

These organisms are evidently either sulphur bacteria

or iron bacteria. Their study has not been completed

and many points in their history and behavior have not

been satisfactorily cleared up. They require further

study, aiid the observations made on them need further

verification.

There are then disseminated through the peats pyrite

globules of microscopic size similar in appearance, form,

and behavior to those in the coals; similar pyrite glob-

ules are disseminated through the lignites and the sub-

bituminous coals. They can be traced clearly from the

peats to the bituminous coals in a continuous chain.

On those found in the peats, there appears to be evi-

dence that they are of organic origin. There is, there-

fore, reason to assume that they are of the same origin

in the lignites and the sub-bituminous coals, the next

steps above peat in the succession of coal formation.

If this is correct, then there is every reason to believe

that those in the coals are of the same origin.

All the coals that have been examined microscopically

contain microscopic grains of pyrite disseminated

through them. These are distributed irregularly and
usually occur in colonies. Different coal seams vary in

the total content of this form of pyrite; different hori-

zons differ in the total content; and different parts of

a section may differ widely in the number of globules

present.

The majority of the globules are roughly spherical in

form with a rough surface. They readily break into

numerous minute cubes. Coals also contain amicro-

scopic sulphur, probably as organic sulphur. Although
the presence of organic sulphur has been known for a
long time its chemical form is not known.

SULPHUR PRESENT IN PLANT FORMS
Plants contain sulphur in two forms; as a component

of proteins and as non-protein sulphur. The sulphur in

proteins is universally present in all plants while the

other form occurs only in certain families, but in some
of these it occurs in relatively large amounts. On de-

composition, the sulphur in plants is set free mainly
as hydrogen sulphide.

The sulphur is taken in by the higher plants as a

sulphate ; hydrogen sulphide is not available and must
first be oxidized to a sulphate. Hydrogen sulphide may
be oxidized under strongly reducing conditions through
the agency of sulphur bacteria, resulting in sulphates.

All plant ashes contain some sulphur.

Sulphur is present in peat bogs from 0.29 to 4.21 per
cent. Calcium sulphate often crystallizes out when
peat is dried slowly. Peats contain pyrite in the form
of microscopic grains, similar to those found in the
lignites, sub-bituminous and bituminous coals. There
is evidence to show that the pyrite grains in peat are
of organic origin.

The reasoning on the origin of sulphur in coal applies

to microscopic pyrite and organic sulphur; lenses, balls,

and sheets of pyrite may have a secondary origin.

I am deeply indebted to A. C. Fieldner, supervising
chemist of the Pittsburgh Experiment Station of the
Bureau of Mines, for valuable suggestions and assist-

ance in the work here described.

Successful Accident Prevention

That accidents can be reduced by precaution has been
proved by the United States Steel Corpoi-ation from
1907 to 1918. That company estimates that the pre-
cautions instituted saved from serious injury in 1918
a total of 3094 persons who would have been injured
if the physical and moral hazards had continued as
they were in 1906. The saving in serious accidents
from 1907 to 1918, both included, as estimated on the
basis of the loss in 1906, totals 22,909.

With such a saving in accident who shall say that

safety work does not pay big dividends in human hap-

pines.s, steady production and lowered accident rates,

the first being by far the most important of all profits?

The showing would have been far more favorable than

it is had the old method of computing the seriousness

of accidents been maintained. But on Jan. 1, 1911, a

thereafter a new classification of serious accidents

was inaugurated, more accidents being reported an '

classified as serious than was formerly the case.

This accoijnts for a slight increase in the acciden'.a

in 1911 and the two following years.
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jCoals of Ohio and Their Limitations for

Byproduct Coke*—

I

By Wilbur SiouTt
Columbus, Ohio

IN
OHIO, the annual output of coke made from

native coals has averaged not more than 70,000 tons,

or about enough to run a 200-ton blast furnace.

Raw coal locally mined from the Sharon, or No. 1,

bed was used for iron smelting in Mahoning furnace

at Lowellville, Mahoning County, as early as 1846.

This practice was con- "
'

tinued in the Youngstown
district until the coal be-

came scarce and the Con-

nellsville coke more popu-

lar. At present, the Sharon

bed contributes a part of

the fuel for the production

of ferrosilicon iron at Jack-

son, Jackson County. How-
ever, coke from other states

still has the preference.

In this state, coke, on a commercial basis, was first

made in Jefferson County probably about 1861 or 1862.

The coals used were the Steubenville Shaft, or Lower

Freeport, and the Strip Vein or Middle Kittanning.

The practice, however, was discontinued before 1880

because of the competition of superior foreign cokes.

Beehive ovens, later built at Leetonia, Columbiana

County, were operated for only a few years; the coal

used at this place is the Lower Kittanning or No. 5.

In a desultory way, slack from Pittsburgh coal has been

coked at a few places in eastern Ohio, and attempts,

either for experimental or for commercial purposes,

have been made in other parts of the state. Small

quantities of coke were made from the Upper Freeport

coal at Salineville, Columbiana County, and near Nel-

sonville, Hocking County; the results were poor. Tests

were made of the Middle Kittanning coal near Zanes-

ville, Muskingum County, at Moxahala Furnace, Perry

County, and at Washington Furnace, Lawrence County;

the cokes were all high in sulphur and ash. Attempts

were made to coke the Clarion coal at Vinton Furnace,

Vinton County ; a small battery of molding ovens and a

pile of high-sulphur coke yet remain to tell the story.

The Pittsburgh coal was coked on a commercial scale

at Utley and at Lathrop, Athens County, but the opera-

tions were not successful and were soon abandoned.

These failures and indifferent successes are not to

be attributed to a lack of demand for a first-class coke,

as Ohio has. held a commanding place for many years in

iron smelting; nor do they arise from a deficiency of

coals, as the state has a vast reserve of such material.

They are to be described to the inferior quality of the

native product offered to the trade. The cokes were

too high in ash and sulphur or were wanting in struc-

ture. Some of the purest coals have but little cementing

properties whereas others with high sulphur and ash

have, at least, fair bonding proclivities. Further, Ohio

coals are all high in moisture and volatile matter and,

therefore, give low yields of coke. Broadly speaking,

The need for local coking coal in Ohio is urgent.

The quantity of coal available for this purpose is

large, but the quality is in general below the

standard for coke making. Three beds, however,
offer possibilities, and if these fuels are mixed
with high-grade coals from other states a coke
would result that would embody decided com-
mercial possibilities.

•First Installment of a paper presented before the Chicago
meeting of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, Sep-
tember, 1919.

t Assistant State Geologist.

this state has no coals available in large quantities and
at a low cost that will make a first-class coke in the

beehive oven.

The introduction of the retort oven, however, has
changed the situation somewhat. Coals not success-

fully coked in the beehive oven may make a fair product

in the byproduct oven.

Furthermore, mixtures of

coals often give good re-

sults. Besides the coke,

other products of value are

also obtained and the yield

of these is high with the

highly volatile coals. In this

state, the future prospects

are good for the sale of

the excess oven gas for do-

mestic and industrial pur-

poses as the supply of natural gas seems near exhaus-

tion. The byproduct oven is a profitable investment

in Ohio as attested by the number that have been

built and are now under construction. These plants

are widely distributed over the state, the kinds and
locations being given in Table I.' Besides, there was
under construction by the Domestic Coke Corporation,

Cleveland, a 60-oven plant, of the Semet-Solvay type,

with an annual coke capacity of 311,000 tons.

T.\BLE I. BYPRODUCT COKE PLANTS IN OHIO, JAN. I, 1919

Number Kind of .\nnual Coke
Name of Company of Ovens Oven Capacity

Cleveland Furnace Co., Cleveland 100 Semet-Solvay 337,500
Republic Iron and Steel Co., Youngstown 134 Koppere 744,600
Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co.,
Y'oungstown .' 306 Koppers 1,425,000

Toledo Furnace Co., Toledo 94 Koppers 408,600

United Furnace Co., Canton 47 Koppers 204,400
Hamilton Otto Coke Co., Hamilton 100 Otto 168,000

River Furnace Co., Cleveland 204 Koppers 960,000
LaBelle Iron Works, Steubenville 94 Koppers 445,000

Brier Hill Steel Co., Y'oungstown... 84 Koppers 379,000

Portsmouth-Solvay Co., Portsmouth 108 Semet-Solvay 559,000
National Tube Co., Lorain. 208 Koppers 850,000

Ironton Solvay Coke Co., Ironton 60 Semet-Solvay 3 1 1
,000

American Steel and Wire Co., Cleveland.. 180 Koppers 750,000

Dover Byproduct Co., Dover, Ohio 24 Roberts 100,000

These operations are all successful, although they

are handicapped through having to haul their coals

from points in Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and east-

ern Kentucky. When the additional expense of trans-

porting coke over coal is considered, but little lowering

of cost is gained by placing the ovens in the coal fields;

moreover, the products are not there readily handled.

In none of these plants have Ohio coals been used

regularly, even as a part of the charge, except in the

Roberts ovens at Dover. The only byproduct plant in

Ohio using local coal exclusively is at Tunnel Hill,

Coshocton County, which has been in operation about

three years. In this a cannel coal obtained from the

hills nearby is coked chiefly for its coal-tar products,

the yield of which is high. The coke produced is not

of metallurgical quality.

The chief coal-bearing rocks of Ohio are of Penn-

'List furnished by M. J. Tucker, Librarian, Iron Trade Review,
Cleveland, Ohio.
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sylvania age, although the deposits laid down during

Dunkard time contain a few thin beds of low-grade fuel.

The total thickness of such strata is, approximately,

1500 ft. Of this, not to exceed 70 ft. is coal, much
of which is found in beds too thin to be of value except

for local domestic purposes. The coal fields lie in the

eastern and southeastern parts of the state and have a

total area of over 10,000 square miles. The Pennsyl-

vania system is divided into four formations, the

Pottsville, Allegheny, Conemaugh and Monongahela

;

and the Dunkard series into two, the Washington and

Green. These formations are further subdivided into

TABLE II. STR.\TIGRAPHIC RELATIONS
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regularly used for many years for iron smelting. The
ash is clay-like in character and in local areas of the

field is high. The coal is non-coking and in every

respect similar to the Massillon

The unfortunate thing is that the supply of Sharon
coal in either the Massillon or the Jackson district

is scarcely sufficient to warrant the establishment of

important works. Mixtures of this coal with a high

cementing coal, for example standard Connellsville

from Pennsylvania, should give a product of metallur-

gical quality. A half-and-half mixture of these two coals

should give a yield of approximately 62.24 per cent,

coke,^ having an analysis about as follows: Volatile

matter, 1.61 per cent.; fixed carbon, 89.56 per cent.;

ash, 8.83 per cent.; sulphur, 0.90 per cent. No tests,

however, have been made with such a mixture of coals

MICHIGAN

KENTUCKY

MAP SHOWING COAL MEASDREES BY CO0NTIES

Jackson County, and the other near McArthur, Vinton
County. The Wellston field, which has been worked
since 1872, is by far the larger. The total area of the

field is nearly 40 square miles, but not more than 15
square miles remains for future mining. In the part
first worked, but now practically exhausted, the bed is-

3 ft. to 4 ft. 6 in. thick, but in that now mined it

will not average over 2 ft. 6 in. For domestic pur-

poses, this fuel has had a wide reputation for many
years. The quality of the coal is shown by the following

analysis: Moisture, 9.29 per cent.; volatile matter,

32.96 per cent. ; fixed carbon, 54.26 per cent. ; ash, 3.4ft

per cent.; sulphur, 1.25 per cent.

The bed is quite free from shale or clay partings

and from nodular pyrite. The roof is a tough shale

and the floor a siliceous clay, both favorable for high

yields in mining. For a thin coal, all

the mining conditions are excellent.

In the McArthur field, the members
average about 3 ft. in thickness but
the known area is only a few square

miles. The quality of the fuel is ex-

cellent, being low in both sulphur and
ash.

The Quakertown is one of the pur-

est coals in Ohio and the structure of
the bed is such that but little extra-

neous material is introduced into the

fuel in mining. It is a free-burning,

non-cementing coal and therefore is

not suited for coke making. The cost

of mining a thin bed and the small

supply now known are also conditions

unfavorable even for using it as a
part of the burden. The Quakertown
coal must be excluded from the list

for making byproduct coke.

Lower Mercer, No. 3, Coal.—The
lower Mercer, or No. 3, coal lies from
10 to 30 ft. below the Lower Cercer

limestone and is unsteady in its ex-

tension across the state, being want-
ing in many places. Where present it

is usually thin, seldom expanding to

as much as 3 ft. In general the qual-

ity of the fuel is poor, as it is high
in sulphur and ash. In a few places,

cannel coal is present on the horizon.

The Lower Mercer member has fur-

nished no coal for railroad shipment

and only small quantities even for

J
rottsville and Allegheny

Igy'K'J Conemaugh

Monong(»heln and Dunkwrd
10 10 JO 40 50

Miles

local domestic purposes.

to determine the yield and structure of coke. The
results may be unsatisfactory.

Qiiakertoivn, Wellston, or No. 2 Coal.—In ascending

order, the next coal of importance in the Pottsville for-

mation is the Quakertown, or No. 2, which is also known
as the Wellston and Jackson Hill coal. It lies on the

average about 90 ft. above the Sharon coal and nearly

100 ft. below the Lower Mercer limestone, which is a

useful bench for I'eference. This coal is confined to

two small areas in southern Ohio, one around Wellston,

'In calculations used in this paper involving Pittsburgh, or No.
8, coal from Pennsylvania its composition is assumed to be as
follows: Moisture, 2.6 per cent.: volatile matter, 31.8 per cent.:
fixed carbon, 58.64 per cent. ; ash 6.96 per cent. : sulphur, 1.08
per cent. The yield in colie in the byproduct over is considered
to be the fixed carbon plus the ash plus 1 per cent, for unex-
pelled volatile matter and deposited carbon from dissociated
paraffins. The loss in sulphur Is taken to be one-half or one atom
of sulphur split off from the pyrite molecule.

Upper Mercer, No. 3a, Coal.—The normal position

of the Upper Mercer, or No. 3a, coal is about midway in

the interval between the Lower Mercer and the Upper

Mercer limestones. In the southern part of the state,

the member is present with some regularity but in the

central and eastern parts it is more uncertain. The

thickness of the bed is seldom as much as 3 ft. and

usually is below 2 ft. The quality of the fuel is gen-

erally good, as it is low in sulphur and ash. The Upper

Mercer coal has been mined only for local domestic

purposes.

Bedford Coal—The Bedford member, also belonging

to the Mercer group of coals, lies directly, or at most

only 1 ft. or so, below the Upper Mercer limestone.

It is unsteady in extent and thickness and variable in

composition and structure. It is found in local areas
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in Muskingum, Licking, Coschocton, Tuscarawas,

Holmes, Stark and Mahoning Counties. The best known
field is in Bedford Township, Coschocton County, where
it has excellent thickness over a few square miles and
where it is represented by both cannel and bituminous

coal. The thickness varies from 3 to 9 ft. but averages

about 5 or 6 ft. The following section taken near the

village of Mohawk, Coshocton County, shows the strat-

igraphic relations:

Flint, gray, calc;

Shale 2

Limestone, gray, sbaly ^ Upper Mercer ] 2 2
Shale, gray

f [28
Flint, black | [19
Coal, bituminous, with bony partings \ RgHford ^ ^
Coal, cannel / 5 6
Shale and covered 14

Limestone, Lower Mercer 3 6

The bituminous coal occurring with the cannel is

usually of poor quality as it is high in ash. The mining

conditions are good. The quality of the cannel coal is

shown by the following analysis: Moisture, 2.35 per

cent.; volatile matter, 47.05 per cent.; fixed carbon,

37 per cent.; ash, 13.60 per cent.; sulphur, 2.33 per

cent. At present this coal is coked by one plant chiefly

for its coal-tar products; the coke is not of metal-

lurgical quality.

Tionesta, No. 35, Coal.—The Tionesta, the highest

coal bed in the Pottsville formation, lies about midway
in the interval between the Upper Mercer and the Put-

nam Hill limestones. It is unsteady, appearing in work-

able thickness only in small isolated areas across the

state. The larger of these are found in Scioto, Jackson,

Vinton, Tuscarawas and Stark Counties. In the best

developed areas, the bed is from 3 to 6 ft. thick and is

usually broken by one or more partings. At present,

this coal is mined for railroad shipment only near

McArthur in Vinton County. The section here fol-

lows:

Feet Inches

Shale, calcareous, fossiliferous. .

Coal, part bony \

Clay i Tionesta
Coal, part cannel

J

Clay, siliceous

The Tionesta coal is usually high in ash that is clay-

like in character. It is a free-burning fuel with little

cementing qualities and therefore not suitable for coke

making. Furthermore, the areas in which the coal has

workable thicknesses are too small to yield the large

quantities of fuel demanded for byproduct ovens.

(To be Concluded)

Two Blasting Cap Accidents

On Dec. 12, 1918, Jesse Mack, a coal loader, handed
the shotfirer two electric blasting caps. As the latter

was untwisting them, by pulling the wires through his

hands, they exploded and the end of one of the caps

struck Jesse in the eye, causing him to lose his eye.

On Apr. 16, 1919, Constanti Augustine was straight-

ening out the wire on an electric blasting cap by hold-

ing the cap in one hand and pulling the wires through
the other when the cap exploded, seriously injuring two
of his fingers.

This second accident, quite similar to the first and
apparently unexplainable, caused a careful investiga-
tion to be made of electric blasting caps and brought
out the fact that a certain percentage of them could be

made to explode by holding the cap and giving a vigor-
ous jerk on the wires that entered it.

It has been a common practice for men to hold caps
in one hand and straighten the wires by pulling them
through the other hand. This has been proved by the
recent tests to be a dangerous practice. Stop doing it,

or you will blow off a finger.

In some of the caps these wires are not firmly sealed
and a vigorous pull causes them to slip inside the de-
tonator. The fulminate of mercury with which the
cap is loaded is so sensitive that the slight slippage of
the wire inside the charge causes the detonator to ex-
plode.

Straighten out the wires on electric blasting caps
carefully by first untwisting them, then by holding the
wire in one hand some distance from the cap you can
pull the remainder of the wire through your other hand
and thus remove the bends and kinks.

Electric blasting caps are perfectly safe if carefully
handled, but they are filled with an exceedingly sensi-
tive explosive and must never be roughly treated.
Mutual Monthly Magazine of Consolidation Coal
Company.

Seek Additional Appropriation for
Collection of Coal Statisticts

One direct effect of the Senate investigation of the
coal situation has been to call nation-wide attention to
the parsimony of Congress i;i withholding the appropria-
tions for coal statistics. A strenuous effort was made
earlier this year by Dr. George Otis Smith, the Director
of the Geological Survey, to secure an appropriation
to continue the more important statistics gathered by
the Fuel Administration. The request was refused by
the Appropriations Committee.
One of the first things which developed during the

coal investigation was that neither the Eailroad Ad-
ministration, the coal operators nor the consumers had
any definite idea as to the amount of coal in storage
or of the amount which probably would be consumed
during the coming winter.
At the request of Chairman Frelinghuysen of the

special committee investigating coal, the Secretary of
the Interior has approved a supplemental estimate for
$40,000, "for the collection by the U. S. Geological
Survey of additional statistics of coal and coke produc-
tion, distribution and consumption, including a special
inventory of present stocks of coal and requirements
for the winter of 1919-20."

The first deficiency bill already has passed the House
but it is the intention, however, of amending the bill
in the Senate so as to provide for the additional statis-
tics.

To prevent interruption of rescue work following a
mine disaster and to keep unauthorized persons from
entering the mine or shaft, guards should be stationed
at each opening and each opening should be roped off.

It should be the duty of the guards to see that no per-
son enters any opening with an open-flame lamp or with-
out an ofl^cial pass in the form of a check bearing a
number. Records of these checks should be kept by
clerks stationed near the mine entrance.—Rescue and
Recovery Operations in Mines.
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New Coal Tipple of the Consolidation

Coal Company
Built of Steel, It Embodies Many Modern Ideas in Respect

to Safety, Simplicity and Efficiency

By William Brasack
Fairmont. W. Va.

Prepares coal from three drift inines, and the ultimate capacity will

be 5000 tons per day. The equipment is installed in duplicate, con-
sisting of two equal and similar halves, only one of which is no^v
worUing. The installation will be made in the second half ivhen the
output of the mines served renders this necessary. The design of the
tipple is such that any combination of sizes of prepared coal may bSi

loaded either separately or in combinatioyi.

THE Consolidation

Coal Co. recently

completed a new and

modem steel tipple to

handle the output of

three new mines
known as Nos. 88, 89 and 90. This tipple, as well as the

mines it sers'es, is located in the Fairmont coal region,

near the town of Wyatt, W. Va., and is reached by the

Western Maryland R.R. The bed of coal worked is the

well known Pittsburgh Seam, which has an average

height of 8 ft. at this point and is a good steam fuel

with comparatively few impurities.

The mines are all drift operations, and the coal is

brought to the tipple in trips of as many as forty mine
cars, each having an average capacity of 3i tons. The
railroad tracks at the tipple site are about 18 ft.

higher in elevation than the mine car dumping point

and are located about 300 ft. away on the opposite side

of Bingamon Creek. This local situation called natu-

rally for an elevating conveyor system.

The ultimate capacity of the tipple will be 5000 tons

per day of 8 hours, and in order to handle this amount
of coal it was decided to design the conveying and
screening equipment double throughout, one-half only

being installed for the present, until the mines are suf-

ficiently developed to necessitate installing the rest of

the machinery.

Fig. 1 is a general view of the tipple, and Fig. 2

shows what the arrangement of the entire equipment

will be when the tipple is completed. The incoming trip

of mine cars is re-

ceived by the trip-

feeder after the loco-

motive cuts loose and
switches back over a

separate track to take

a trip of empties back to the mine. The trip

feeder consists of a heavy 12-in. pitch strap chain

with tilting conveying dogs spaced every 12 ft., running^

in substantial steel guides over a pair of sprockets. The
head sprocket is driven through three gear reductions

from a 15-hp. motor, the first reduction having cut

teeth and a bakelite micarta noiseless pinion. The dogs

of the chain engage suitable attachments that have been

placed upon the mine cars. The large gear is connected

to the head shaft by means of a special spring coupling,

which absorbs the heavy shock and jar that occur when
the trip is started. Fig. 3 shows the trip feeder in oper-

ation with the gear guards removed.

The trip feeder moves the mine cars at the rate of

three per minute over the track scales, where their con-

tents are weighed (without the cars stopping) by means
of a quick-reading dial. They then run by gravity to

the dump.
The dump is of the ordinary crossover type, connected

with a single-horn car stop. It discharges the coal into

a hopper located below in a concrete pit. After being
emptied, the cars run by gravity over a kickback to

the empty tripmaker. This apparatus is of a design

similar to the trip feeder except that the conveying dogs
are spaced only 4 ft. apart (see Fig. 4). The empty cars
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FIG. 2. ARRANGEMENT OF EQUIPMENT, IN THE COMPLETED TIPPLE

run up grade through their accumulated momentum to

a certain point, where they are kept from running back-

ward by a pair of heavy tilting dogs, or so-called "grass

hoppers," until picked up by the next conveying dog,

which elevates the car to the level of the empty return

track and pushes it forward, thus making up an empty
trip at a point accessible to the locomotives.

The hopper under the dump, acting as a distributing

reservoir, has a capacity of 8 tons of coal. It has two
outlets, each leading to a reciprocating feeder, illus-

FIG. 3. TRIP FEEDER IN OPERATION (THE GEAR GUARDS HAVE BEEN REMOVED)
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FIG. 4. CARS RUNNING OVER CA li I'lOKDI'.R

trated in Fig. 5. This feeder has an oscillating bottom

plate running at 75 double strokes per minute, driven

from an adjustable eccentric through gear and belt re-

ductions by a 10-hp. motor. It delivers the coal uni-

formly to an apron conveyor at the maximum rate of

300 tons per hour.

The apron conveyor is 3 ft. 6 in. wide between moving

side plates and 310 ft. long from center to center of

head and foot sprockets. It conveys the coal to the

screening house located on the opposite side of the creek.

The conveyor chains are made of heavy 15-in. pitch

steel links, with steel thimbles and pins, and provided

with special roller-bearing supporting wheels running

on T-rails carried on a steel frame, as shown in Fig. 6.

The S-shaped pans and moving sides are built overlap-

ping, thus making a dust-tight discharge (see Fig. 7).

The head shaft is driven through two pairs of gears and

a belt reduction from oO-hp. motor. The first (or pri-

mary) pair of gears is of the equalizing type, which re-

duces the jerky motion (inherent to all sprocket drives

and especially noticeable with large-pitch chains and a

small number of sprocket teeth) to a uniform move-

ment.
A noiseless friction stop has been provided which

keeps the loaded conveyor from running backward when

the motor is purposely stopped or when the power supply

fails or the belt slips off. This device can be seen in

Fig. 7 in the lower right-hand corner. It consists of a

pivoted wooden block resting upon a brake pulley. This
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offers little or no resistance when the device is running

forward, but acts instantly and effectively when the con-

veyor stops, never allowing it to run backward even a

small amount.

The apron conveyor discharges the coal to the shaker

screens, a side view of which is shown in Fig. 8. The
shaker screens are of the continuous bottom-and-gate-

discharge t.\-pe. They are 6 ft. wide and handle a max-
imum of 300 tons per hour. The two sections are bal-

anced and connected to each other by a patent spring

connection which absorbs all shocks arising from ac-

celeration and retardation, and reduces vibration to a

minimum with a consequent power saving.

These screens are suspended from overhead beams by
adjustable and cross-braced hanger rods, and are driven

by a set of wooden connecting-rods from a crankshaft

4* in. in diameter, running at 100 r.p.m. This crank-

shaft in turn is driven from a 20-hp. motor through a

single belt reduction provided with an automatic belt

tightener, thus forming a somewhat elastic connection

between armature and crank shafts. On account of

their slow surface speed the cranks never run hot, which

is a not uncommon failing with eccentrics.

The shakers are provided with self-cleaning lip

screens with 14 ft. of l-in., 8 ft. of 14-in., and 6 ft. of

4-in. clear mesh plates, separating the coal into l-in.

slack, IJ-in. nut, 4-in. egg and lump. Slack is dis-

charged into a large hopper, provided with a bottom

FIG. 5. RECIPROCATING FEEDER "WITH OSCILLATING
BOTTOM

FIG. 6. ROLLER BEARING SUPPORTING WHEELS OF
CONVEYOR

gate, and is loaded over an adjustable chute with exten-

sions for low cars on track No. 4. Nut is discharged

over a set of chutes and loaded either separately on

track No. 3, or it may be mixed with the slack in the

big hopper, or mixed with the egg, or discharged into

a special slack and nut conveyor, either separately or

along with the slack, for further disposal. Egg is either

discharged separately on track No. 3 or mixed with the

lump, while lump is discharged to track No. 2. The

future (or second) shaker screen outfit will discharge

the lump to track No. 1.

Picking tables of the apron conveyor type, with load-

ing boom extensions, are installed over the egg and

lump tracks. These tables are 5 ft. wide for lump and

4 ft. wide for egg. They are driven in two units from

two 10-hp. motors through a train of gears, the first

gear being cut and meshing with a bakelite micarta

noiseless pinion. Each picking table is driven through a

clutch and can be stopped and started individually. The

picking space on each table is 20 ft. long. A partition

to exclude dust separates the picking room from the

screenhouse, and the former is well lighted through

side windows and a skylight which extends over the

whole room, as may be seen in Fig, 9, jvhich shows the
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FIG. 7. OVERLAPPING SIDES OF CONVErOR

picking house in course of erection. The loading booms
are 28 ft. long from pivot to foot shaft, allowing load-

ing into the bottom of railroad cars at a tipple clear-

ance of 18 ft. above the top of the rail.

The loading booms are partiallj' counterbalanced and

are suspended by bails from hoists located on a floor

The discharge from the loading booms into the mixing
conveyor is effected by means of a special hinged dis-

charge chute which automatically, by means of a cam
and roller device, swings into or out of place when the
booms are raised or lowered.

A large bypass has been provided in the upper section

of the shaker screens, which allows loading run-of-mine

coal into the big hopper over track No. 4 in case the
shaker screens should be out of commission.

Refuse from the picking tables is cast into small boxes
or chutes and discharged through the picking-table floor

into a refuse conveyor of the chain-and-scraper type.

This runs directly under the floor of the picking room
and carries the refuse back over the passing track into

a hopper located over the refuse track, whence it is

drawn through an undercut gate into a refuse dump
car for final disposal.

All moving machinery throughout the tipple has been
guarded by hand rails or special guards wherever there
is a possibility of accident.

The steel structure is substantial throughout, H col-

umns and heavy floor beams only being employed. A

355^

FIG. 8. HOW THE COAL IS DISCHARGED TO THE SHAKER SCREENS
above. Each boom has its individual hoist, which is

worm geared and therefore self-locking. Each is driven
through bevel friction wheels and .a belt from a common
countershaft, in turn driven from a 10-hp. motor by
another belt reduction. The hoists are operated by hand
lines. These are carried to the operator's cabin, which
is located above the tracks in such a position that the
operator can observe and control all the leading booms.
All starting boxes for the picking table motors are like-

wise located in this cabin, which is plainly shown in

Fig. 9.

A mixing conveyor of the chain and scraper type is

located crosswise in front of the loading booms. This
conveyor receives coal from the slack and nut conveyor
previously mentioned, also, if desired, the egg and lump
coal from the loading booms over tracks Nos. 2 and 3,

and discharges into a small receiving hopper located

over track No. 1, whence it may be loaded into open cars

on track No. 1 or by means of a Manierre box-car loader
deposited in box cars on track No. 0. It is therefore

possible to load any combination of picked coal on tracks
Nos. 1 and 0, either in open or box cars.

priming coat of "Highway Red" paint and a second coat

of "Black Carbonizing Coating" protect all steelwork

from corrosion, and special pains have been taken to

facilitate future painting through the avoidance of all

lattice work of any kind and all back-to-back angles
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with an open space between them. The structure is

covered with painted galvanized corrugated steel sheet-

ing. All windows are of the steel sash type with ribbed

glass panes except the operator's cabin, which has plain

glass panes. Skylights have ribbed wire glass, the ribs

producing diffused light within the tipple. Special

ventilators have been provided at all dusty places. All

stairways exposed to the weather are equipped with

"subway" steel treads, which are non-slipping in winter.

The Consolidation company has spared no effort to

secure a thoroughly modern tipple of large capacity.

Efficiency, simplicity and safety were the watchwords of

the engineers. This structure was designed, fabricated

and erected by the Fairmont Mining Machinery Co., of

Fairmont, W. Va.

Handling Miner's Checks at the Tipple

By Ealph W. Mayer
California. Penti.

The Harwick mine of the Equitable Coke Co., at

Cheswick, Penn., has in use a simple yet safe method

for conveying the miners' checks from the man dump-

ing the cars to the weighman. This is a modification of

the means employed in department stores for sending

money and sales slips from salesman to cashier.

A tight wire is strung between the dump and weigh-

man's desk, and a sm.all carriage about 6 in. long, made

from a block of wood, travels back and forth, carrying

the check. Felt bumpers are placed at each end of the

wire for the carriage to strike against. An ordinary

spring paper clip is fastened to the side of the block,

and the check placed in its grip. The ends of the jaws

are beveled for about an inch so that the check may be

slipped between them without pressing the spring.

A groove is cut through the middle of the block, mak-

ing it U-shaped, the wire being at the bottom while the

trolley wheels are fastened between the sides of the U.

The wheels have wide flanges and are so set that the

wire cannot get over them. The weighman at one end

of the line with one motion of his hand removes the

check from the clip and shoots the carriage back to the

dumpman. Two dumps are employed, also two wires.

One goes to the check weighman and the other to the

company weighman, but as the checks are removed from

the clip they are placed where both men can see them

and get the check number. These two men sit at oppo-

site sides of a desk which has the scale beam over its

center.

At the Vesta No. 7 mine a sheet-iron pipe set at a

stiff incline extends from the dumpman to the weigher.

The end of the pipe nearest the dumpman is provided

with a funnel into which the checks are thrown. They

then follow the pipe to the weighman. The funneled

end of the pipe is placed close to the dumpman, so that

he does not have to move to put the checks into it.

At the Pittsburgh Coal Co.'s Crescent mine the weigb-

house is close against the track, up which the cars ai-e

pulled by a chain haul. Two boys remove the check,

which are placed on the outside of the cars, on the op-

posite side from the weighhouse, and throw them across

the track into a large megaphone-shaped horn, or fun-

nel. From this the checks fall onto the weigher's desk.

The cars may be dumped from any one of four or five

dumps during a day, as the tipple loads onto river

barges as well as into cars on four or five sidetracks.

It is desired to know the weight of the coal dumped

into each barge or car as weighed by the tipple weigh-

man. To accomplish this the miner is supposed to put

two checks on each car he loads. The weigher gets one

of the checks, while the second is left on the car for

the dumpman.
Each dump at the end of the shift then has the checks

for all the cars dumped over it during the shift. By tak-

ing the weight credited each car check from the weigh-

man's sheet, the amount of coal dumped in each car

or barge easily can be ascertained.

Some miners put only one check on their cars because

of a shortage of checks, or for other reasons. In such a

case one boy returns this check and gives it to the

weighman, while the second boy writes the number on a

slip of paper and places it on the car instead of the

metal check. The dumpman keeps this slip as a tally of

the check number of the car.

OTHER PRACTICES IN USE

At the Vesta No. 4 mine the weigher takes the weight
hole in each check, in the order in which he dumps the

files the car checks on a spindle passed through the

cars, which is of course in the same order as that in

which they come over the scales. As many as 2000 cars

have been dumped in eight hours over this tipple. One
scale and two dumps are employed, although one of the

dumps can handle the cars if necessary. The dumps
are side by side on the tipple, and the spindle on which

the checks are filed is placed between them. The checks

from both dumps are filed on the same spindle, so that

the checks are in the same order as that in which the

cars were weighed on the scales. As the spindles are

filled with the checks they are carried to the weigh
office, where a clerk coordinates the weights of the cars

with the check numbers. This is done continuously

throughout the day and not left for the end of the shift.

At the mines of the Canadian Collieries Co., Ltd., in

British Columbia, the weigh office is beside the dump.

The cars are weighed, and the dumpman takes the check

and hands it through the window to the clerk. A beam
scale is used, and the clerk leaves the weight on the scale

until he gets the check, when he places the weight on the

weighsheet under the corresponding number.

In the Northwestern Improvement Co.'s plants the

checks are hung on the outside of the cars. The weigh

office is beside the dump, and the dumpman removes the

check and gives it to the weighman, who immediately

places the car weight under the miner's check number
on the weigh sheet. A dial scale is employed at most of

the mines of this company, and the weight has to be

read at once, before the car moves off the scale plat-

form.

It is the custom throughout the Roslyn, Wash., coal

field in which this company operates to place the car

checks on the outside of the car. A loop of twine is

passed through the hole in the check and fastened to the

handle of the car door. Checks are seldom changed on

the cars. One hundred dollars and costs, with expul-

sion from the miners' union, is what the punishment has

been in the isolated cases that have occurred. This

may be an effective deferent, although the miners as a

rule are honest and habitually ostracize any one who
steals tools or powder from a fellow worker in any

mine.

Extensive coal measures are reported to have been

discovered close to Albertville, Lake Tanganyika, Bel-

gian Kongo, and are now being exploited.
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'mi^ SNAPSHOTS IN
COAL MINING-ri^i^

GENERAL. VIEW OF THE SURFACE Jr-L-ANT OF THE GAYLORD MINE OF THE KINGSTON COAL CO., PLYMOUTH, PENN.

•A I, 1-Uo.M ONE OF THE SLOI OING TO THK rU'.MAKIIR. GAYLORD MINE OF THE KINGSTON COAL, CO.,
PLYMOUTH. PENN.
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the limb is lowered. In this the analogy undoubtedly

fails. The cartoonist who has in mind the facts and not

their causes, has, however, well portrayed what is quite

likely to happen.
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The Menace That Is Gompers

IT IS generally conceded that Samuel Gompers is a

man who has a strong patriotic sense and is one who
does not want to make any demands that will upset the

industries of this country. His long experience has

given him a conservative trend, and during the war
there has hardly been a labor leader in whom the public

in general has had more confidence. Unfortunately,

it is in these characteristics that Mr. Gompers' power

for evil lies.

The public does not fear so much what Gompers may
do, as that the concessions, which he is managing to

wring from the Administration, may prove the undoing

of the social fabric. The strength of the unionism

Gompers

.A'^r^

which he is creating he may be intending to use with

judgment and a keen sense of obligation. But the pro-

visions for industrial democracy which he is establishing,

the labor trusts which he is creating and the court

defenses he is breaking down, may be used by such men
as Bill Haywood and those of his ilk to paralyze the

industries of the nation and to create that anarchy for

which they have long been itching.

Gompers is like the small boy who is asked by his

taller and longer fingered brother to climb the tree and

shinny along the bough till his weight brings within

reach the luscious apples that the latter has long desired.

It is not likely that Mr. Gompers or other excellent

men like him have in mind just what their big and less

scrupulous brother, Bill Haywood, intends to do when

Prevalent Disorder in the Material Yard

Probably the one thing above all others that impresses

most people when they visit a mine for the first time is

the careless way in which material of all kinds is

scattered about. At by no means a few operations, ties

and pit props are seen lying around in riotous profusion,

with machinery, of various kinds, pipe, fittings, lumber,
wire, poles and other material very ditto. The whole
operation presents an appearance of carelessness and dis-

order well described by the old woman's expression to

the effect that "the devil must have had a dance and for-

got to clean up afterward."

In these days when sanitation about the miners' homes
is almost enforced, and when neatness in and about and
around the dwelling-houses is encouraged by all possible

means, a surface plant of the slattern type—with which
every coal mining man is unfortunately familiar-—is any-

thing but a good example for the company employees to

pattern after. The housewife who has a strong natural

tendency toward neatness, also is quite liable to become
disheartened and disgusted with life in general and the

mining town in particular if from the window of her spic

and span living room she can and often rriust overlook a
plant that represents a distinctly opposite extreme. It is

not strange that such a woman seeks to induce her better

half—all too often with promptness and complete suc-

cess^—to change the place or even the character of his

employment.

Then again in case of emergency when material of a

certain kind is wanted, must be had, immediately if the

necessities of the hour are to be met or possibly human
lives are to be saved, nobody knows just exactly where
to lay his hands upon the exact material desired. Every-

body about the plant knows that the article or articles

necessary are in the supply yard somewhere but just

where and how they are to be secured is another proposi-

tion.

And then perhaps while a gang of men in charge of

a loud-voiced and artistically profane foreman are fran-

tically dragging 2 x 4s from under a pile of telephone

poles and brattice boards from a heap of pit props, an-

other group of men down underground somewhere shut

off from escape by a fire that could easily be brought un-

der control if only the air could be brought along fast

enough, are facing death as only miners know how to

face it.

This is perhaps an extreme picture but one well within

the range of possibility. Some superintendents, some

exceptionally rare ones, go to the other extreme and imi-

tate the example of the section boss on the railroad who
kept four men hunting five days for a misplaced track

spike

!

Neatness can be carried to extremes of course, but

such extremes are unfortunately seldom encountered

around coal mine plants. As a man is known by the

company he keeps, so does the average layman form his

opinion of the officials of a plant by whether or not, neat-

ness is apparent. He assumes that the engineering and

production problems are being met in an efificient manner

if the grounds around the surface buildings show that a

reasonable amount of care has been bestowed upon them

in the matter of the storage of materials.
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Maps, Like Books, Should Be Sized.

Today we size everything—coal, loaves, books and
catalogues. Many are already sizing maps and the work
cannot progress too fast. The practice of making every

drawing of a different size, so that, if it is filed in a

drawer, it is lost and, if filed in a book, its edge lies

within or without the rim of the map above it or below
it, is wholly contrary to modern practice. Small maps
should be placed in a loose-leaf binder, larger maps in a

large shallow drawer, preferably of steel, and all the

maps in any file or drawer should be of the same size.

A good plan is to make the demy sheet the standard

and divide it into two and into four making two sizes

semidemy and demisemideny.
The tracings, larger than demy, if not the maps also,

can be made of the same proportions as semidemy so

that they can be photostated down to the semidemy size

and then can be bound with semidemy blueprints.

Every mine operation, however small, should nov/ be

making its mine-map tracings with lettering suited in

size to photostatic reduction, for though small concerns

cannot have a photostat they can easily have their work
done at a near-by studio and so have a record that will

be large enough for most purposes, thereby preserving

the condition of the larger tracings and making easy

many calculations that on a larger map can only be made
by using a long straight edge and certain acrobatic stunts

common only to the drafting table and the swimming
pool.

Varying Standards of Durability.

At some coal mines, particularly those that have been

in operation over a considerable term of years, one some-
times sees an interesting combination of new and old

equipment. At one plant in Nova Scotia may be seen a

motor driven fan and a hoisting engine built in the latter

sixties. At a mine in Wyoming a steam hoist almost

equally as old is in use. An engine driving one of the

breakers in the anthracite region is said to have been built

in 1856 and although it has had a new cylinder or two and
probably several sets of new packing rings it is still on
the job and running as usual.

It goes without saying that any machine that can with-

stand everj'day wear and tear for half or three quarters

of a century must have been constructed of good ma-
terial in the first place. It must also have received good
care and attention. Without either or both no device

such as a hoisting engine could be expected to last more
than a few years at best.

It is in the matter of materials used in construction

that certain foreign machine builders appear to excel!

those of our own land. Thus English engines are
notoriously famous on account of their longevity. The
same may be said of some machine tools and other de-
vices. While there are exceptions to all rules there is no
gainsaying the fact that as a class English machines are

of heavier design and more highly finished than American
devices built for the same purpose and of the same ca-
pacity.

Of this fact the Briton often boasts and believes that

he is justified in so doing. In some instances he may be
quite right but in others he may be dead wrong.

We in America like to think that we are highly pro-
gressive. Certain it is that during the lives of men now
living we have forged ahead of other peoples in the use
of machinery. Improvements in design have followed

each other with dizzying rapidity. For example a big
central station in Chicago some years ago purchased a
large steam turbine, direct connected to an electric gen-
erator. Before this machine had been in operation six
months a new design had been perfected so much superior
in steam economy that the one in operation was rendered
economically obsolete. That is it would have paid the
owners to tear out the turbine just installed even though
it had run but a short time and replace it with an entirely
new machine.

This is of course an unusual case but it well illustrates

the point. One large steel company figures on wearing
out its machinery every three years because by the end
of that time not only would the design of each particular
machine have improved but the requirements of the
company would also have changed or most likely have
increased.

Under such circumstances it is little wonder that
American manufacturers have not built their machines to
last indefinitely. The maker must furnish what he can
sell and if the buyer wants a machine to last not more
than ten years he would be foolish to build one that
would last 50 or 100 years.

In certain types of machinery many American builders
have produced products that for durability would com-
pare favorably with any made anywhere in the world.
The widely accepted theory that machinery of American
manufacture is inferior so far as durability is concerned
may or may not have a foundation in fact. Certain it

is that many American machines are built for a definite
and usually short life as measured in years. The re-
tention of such machines or the attempt to operate them
for much longer periods is in many instances a sign of
unprogressiveness on the part of the owner.

Stabilizing the Coal Trade

One of the most prolific sources of difficulty at the
mines is non-uniform operation. Not only does an ir-

regular car supply impede production but particularly
in the Middle West the demand for coal is seasonal, at-
taining its maximum in the fall and winter and falling

off (in some cases to nothing) in the spring.

Unfortunately this seasonal activity of the mines
comes at a time when not only are crops and other com-
modities moving in large volume but when freight traf-

fic is hindered by winter conditions. No concerted ef-

fort appears to have been made to rectify this condition
except in the case of anthracite. Here, as is well known,
graduated concessions in price are made to the pur-
chaser during the spring and summer months. These
have unquestionably been instrumental in increasing de-
mand for fuel at the time when production would other-
wise be least.

It would seem that some such arrangement might well

be made for bituminous coal. One plan that has been
suggested is that freight rates be decreased in the early

spring and gradually brought back to normal as the

summer advances.

While this would doubtless be highly beneficial from
the standpoint of the coal operators it can hardly be
considered fair to the railroads. For although the steam
carriers would reap the benefits accruing from a more
uniform demand and consequently a more uniform dis-

tribution, they would nevertheless be saddled with the

entire expense of the scheme while the mines would be
cobeneficiaries.
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Desirability of Standardizing Mine Rescue

Training and a Plan Therefor*
By D. J. PARKERt

Pittsburgh, Penn.

THE modern mine-resoue

breathing device, the

function of which is to

permit the wearer to pene-

trate irrespirable gases for-

med by mine fire^, mine ex-

plosions or similar causes.

Several types of breathing ap-

paratus are now made. One
of these depends on liquid air

for the breathing supply, a

second depends upon the gen-

eration of oxygen from a chemical compound, a third

upon normal air under pressure, and a fourth, which

is most widely known in America, depends upon more
oxygen under high pressure for its air supply .

The history of breathing apparatus dates from the

year 1868, when a device was used similar to the sub-

marine diver's helmet. Practically all succeeding forms
were built along similar lines until 1896, when the pres-

ent portable self-contained type was devised and used
abroad. The first self-contained apparatus to be em-
ployed in the United States were four sets imported in

1907 by the Anaconda Copper Mining Co., of Butte,

Mont. In September, 1908, breathing apparatus was
purchased by the Technologic Branch of the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey, for use in mine rescue and recovery

work, which at that time was in charge of that branch.

Today the Bureau of Mines has ten rescue^ cars, five

rescue trucks and eight safety stations distributed

throughout the mining regions of the United States,

equipped with some 300 complete sets of such appar-

atus, while several thousand sets are ovnied by state

mining departments and mining companies having res-

cue crews trained in their use.

Breathing apparatus may be devided into two types

as regards the length of time the apparatus will fur-

nish pure air on one charging; these are the half-hour

tj'pe, principally used on vessels or where men are only

exposed to dangerous atmospheres for short periods of

time, and the two-hour type, which is the kind used in

mines. In mine rescue and recovery work the appar-

atus wearer may have to travel considerable distances

from his base, and two hours has been adopted as the

maximum period of service compatible with lightness

and convenience of portability. Only the two-hour
type is considered in this paper.

In the United States there has been a steady growth
in the use of breathing apparatus by the mining indus-

try. As with many other new devices, when they first

appeared mine operators and owners were at first de-

cidedly skeptical as to the merits of the apparatus.

However, owing to the progressive spirit of numerous

operators, both coal and metal, the ingenuity of ap-

paratus manufacturers, and persistent effort of the

Thousands of sets of breathing apparatus
are in use throughout the United States.

Examinations of men trained in the hand-
ling of this equipment are held regularly,

yet no standard or uniform system of

training in the use of this apparatus has

been adopted. The establishment of a

uniform course of training would be
advantageous to all concerned.

*Paper presented before the e ighth annual safety congress
Of the National Safety Council. Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 1 lo 4, 1919.

tMlnc safety engineer, U. S. Bureau of Mines Experimental
Station, PittsbuTBh, Penn.

Bureau of Mines, a more in-

telligent understanding of the

use and limitations of such

equipment has been attained.

As a result of the combined
efforts of those appreciating

the necessity for such a de-

vice for safely penetrating
no.xious atmospheres, a tre-

mendous impetus has been

given to its use in the mining
industry, especially within the

last three or four years.

I believe that it will be agreed that breathing appa-
ratus occupies an essential and permanent position in

the mining industry. It does not seem necessarJ^

therefore, to point out instances where lives have been

saved directly by the use of such apparatus, or to give

even approximately the figures showing the value of

the vast amount of property saved to the nation an-

nually.

Today there is not a mining district in the United

States that cannot on short notice in time of disaster

obtain the services of trained men equipped with ap-

paratus either from state or privately ovsned rescue

stations or from the Bureau of Mines. Also, most of

the larger companies have rescue equipment and or-

ganized safety crews.

Necessity for Standardized Course of Training

On account of the constantly increasing demand for

apparatus training, the Bureau of Mines has for some
time appreciated the necessity for a standardized

course of such training. Thorough and systematic

training are essential to insure the safe and economic
use of the apparatus. Such training can best be in-

sured through standardization of training methods.

As a result of a standardized course, it is believed that

more attention will be paid to the selection of the

proper type of men for rescue crews, efficiency will be
increased, and higher appreciation of the value of the

apparatus will result.

The reasons for standardization are, in fact, so ob-

vious that it hardly seems necessary to dwell further

on this phase of the subject. It might be mentioned,

however, that there are two essential reasons, in ad-

dition to those already mentioned, for such standard-

ization. These are:

1. It is the policy of the Bureau of Mines, upon re-

quest, to give a thorough examination to men trained

either at privately or state-owned rescue stations, with

a view of qualifying them for mine-rescue certificates

as issued by the Federal Government. A standard

course of training would most assuredly be highly ad-

vantageous to both the examiner and the examined.

2. Trained men going from one mine to another

would be decidedly at a disadvantage when called upon
to wear apparatus, assuming that the men at each mine
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had received a different course of instruction. This

would hold true even though their training had been

•with the same type of apparatus. As an illustration,

it has been known to occur that where one instructor

would require the evacuation of the apparatus of all

normal air, another would require the inflation of the

breathing bag with exhaled air, while still another

would permit the wearer to don the same type of ap-

paratus containing normal air. Such diversity of in-

struction may result in serious difficulty for the wearer.

It is believed that a course similar to that pursued

by the Bureau of Mines in the standardization of first-

aid instruction should be followed in this case ; that is,

by the wide dissemination of a publication on the sub-

ject. I will now attempt, without going into details, to

give a few of the fundamental principles that might

form a basis for such a publication.

On account of the extremely hazardous work of wear-

ing rescue apparatus in deadly atmosphere, too much
attention can not be given to the selection of an ap-

paratus and the training of the wearer. Many of us

are inclined to think of a course in apparatus training

as consisting of so many hours under oxygen in an

irrespirable atmosphere. In reality, this phase of the

course, though essential, is second in importance to a

thorough and scientific knowledge of the use and the

mechanical and physiological limitations of the appar-

atus. No one should be accepted for training without

first receiving a thorough physical examination by a

competent physician or surgeon.

Details of Standardized Coukse

The length of the course should not be less than five

periods of four hours each. At least eight hours

should be spent under oxygen and in an irrespirable

atmosphere. Wherever possible the apparatus work

should be given underground. The course should in-

clude standard lectures on each of the several types of

apparatus now in use in this country. Such lectures

should dwell at length on the various tests of the ap-

paratus, in order that the wearer may know to a cer-

tainty that his equipment is functioning properly be-

fore entering a zone of poisonous gases. A person to

be skilled in the use of breathing apparatus should not

only have a thorough knowledge of the use and care of

the equipment and oxygen pump, but he must also have

a working knowledge of mine gases; that is, he should

be familiar with their sources of occurrence, physical

properties, effects on man, and methods of testing for

their presence, particularly those gases encountered

after mine fires and explosions.

Knowledge of at least two types of flame safety

lamps is desirable on the part of the apparatus man
trained for work in coal mines. This is not so essen-

tial in the training of metal miners. The standardized

course should specify the purity and method of manu-

facture of oxygen to be used in the apparatus. Oxygen
manufactured by the electrolytic process may contain

a certain percentage of hydrogen. The Bureau of

Mines has therefore tentatviely specified to manufac-

turers who supply oxygen for use in mine-rescue ap-

paratus that the oxygen shall not contain more than 2.5

per cent, of nitrogen nor more than 0.2 per cent, of

hydrogen. Also the purity of the regenerating ma-
terial should be .specified.

In addition, the course should deal at some length

with the method of procedure following mine fires and

e.xplosions, including the duties of the captain of the

rescue squad.

Publication regarding such course of standardization

is now contemplated by the Bureau of Mines. The
necessity for such standardization is already, I believe,

universally recognized among the manufacturers and
users of breathing apparatus. By the wholehearted
cooperation of apparatus manufacturers, safety en-

gineers and the mining public such standardized

training will be established and oxygen breathing ap-

paratus made a safer and more efficient agent for the
help of mine ov^ner and miner in times of trouble and*
disaster.

An Unusual Welding Repair Job
By J. 0. Smith
New York, N. T.

An unusual welding job that required high engineer-
ing ability and skill to successfully handle was that
executed upon a broken six-ton crankshaft that was
fractured through the web of one of the cranks. This
shaft was part of the equipment of a large refrigera-

tion plant, but as repairs could not be made in its im-

mediate vicinity, the broken shaft was shipped to the

Jersey Cit\'. X. .J., plant of the Vulcan Iron Works,

Here it was repairud Ijy ihe WiLsoii Welding Repair
Co., a plastic-arc welding outfit being used for the
purpose.

The greatest difl^iculty in this repair lay in securing
proper alignment of the shaft at the conclusion of the
work. The shaft was clamped to a table and lined up,
and the welding proceeded after the metal at the break
had been chipped out so as to insure a clean surface for
the added welding metal to fuse with.

The job as finished is shown in the accompanying
illustration. When the welding was completed the shaft
was tested in a large lathe and found to be entirely

true from end to end.

Good Quality Goal in Ghina
Coal is found in many districts in the Kwangtung

Province of China and is mined by the natives in a
small way. The many tests made show that the coal

is of good quality for steaming or coking. The coal-

mining industry requires only the investment of capital

and favorable mining regulations to bring it up to a
high stage of production. Up the North River there

is an abundance of a very fragile semi-anthracite which
is easily accessible. The analysis shows volatile matter
1.3 per cent., fixed carbon 75 per cent., ash 12 per
cent, and heat value 12,000 B.t.u. per pound.
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Program of Coal Mining Institute of America.

.

The 33id annual meeting of the Coal Mining Institute of

America will be held in Pittsburgh on Dec. 3 and 4. President

E. N. Zern and Secretary H. D. Mason, Jr., have formulated

an attractive program for the two-day session.

As a result of the active membership campaign Inaugu-

rated by Mr. Mason some time ago, nearly 1,000 memners
have been enrolled in the institute. The meetings will take

place in the auditorium on the second floor of the Chamber

of Commerce Building in Pittsburgh. Widespread interest

has been manifested over the coming meeting throughout

the different coal fields.

As has been the case in the past, one of the features of the

proceedings will be the question box discussion. Already

questions have been received from points as far distant as

Alabama. Inasmuch as the questions are usually the liveliest

portion of the program, the president has requested that all

members come prepared to take part in the discussions. At

the close of the first day a banquet will be held in the William

Penn Hotel, at which time addresses will be delivered by men
of national reputation. The completed program is as follows:

Wednesday, Dec. 3, 9:30 A. M.

Business Session—E. N. Zern, presiding.

Reports of officers and committees.

Election of officers.

Paper—"Probable Future Developments in the Use of Coal,"

Henry Kreisinger, Fuel Engineer, Bureau of Mines, Pitts-

burgh, Penn.

Question Box Session—T. K. Adams, State Mine Inspector,

presiding.

Question No. 1—In a room of more than 20 ft. width, should

timbers be uniformly spaced between the track and the gob

rib? Or should they be set more closely in the center of the

room than in the gob?

Question No. 2—What is a fair water gage reading for a

mine operating under favorable conditions and circulating

100,000 cu. ft. of air per minute? 200,000 cu. ft.?

300,000 cu. ft.?

Wednesday, Dec. 3, 2 P. M.

Paper—"The Constitution of Coal as Seen With a Micro-

scope," Dr. Reinhardt Thiessen, Research Chemist, Bureau of

Mines, Pittsburgh, Penn.

Paper—"The Labor Factor in Coal Mining," Charles L. Fay,

Director, Safety and Efficiency Department, Davis Coal and

Coke Co., Cumberland, Md.

Question Box Session—Dr. E. S. Moore, Dean Penn State

School of Mines, presiding.

Question No. 3—How should amusements and recreation

for miners—white and colored—be conducted in isolated min-

ing camps?
Question No. 4—Why do coal companies in Pennsylvania

not employ more college-trained men on their staffs?

Wednesday, Dec. 3, 6:30 P. M.

Banquet—W. E. Fohl, Mining Engineer, Pittsburgh, Penn.

Toastmaster.

Speakers—R. Dawson Hall, Managing Editor of "Coal Age,"

New York City; Dr. G. H. Ashley, State Geologist, Harrisburg;

Dr. A. A. Hamerschlag, President, Carnegie Institute of

Technology, Pittsburgh; Dr. John A. Brashear, foremost citi-

zen of Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh.

Thuksday, Dec. 4, 9:30 A. M.

Question Box Session—P. J. Walsh, State Mine Inspector,

presiding.

Question No. 5—Has the steel mine car made good?

Paper—"Modern Practices in Coal Washing," Prof. H. 0.

Ray, School of Mines, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh,

Question Box SssSKm

Question No. 6—Under like conditions, which is superior for

attaining a large output—a drift or a shaft mine?
Question No. 7—Can the electric bonding of rails be recom-

mended as an effective and economical method?

Thuksday, Dec. 4, 2 P. M.

Question Box Session—Richard Maize, State Mine Inspector,

presiding.

Question No. 8—Is alternating current more satisfactory

than direct current for the operation of coal-cutting machin-
ery?

Paper—"Pillar Drawing," A. W. Hesse, Chief Mining Engi-

neer, Buckeye Coal Co., Nemacolin, Penn.

Question Box Session

Question No. 9—How much coal should a coal-loading ma-

chine, employing three men in its operation, produce daily to

warrant its use? Should a guarantee of performance be ex-

acted before purchase?

Question No. 10—What are the advantages and disadvan-

tages of the "advance and retreat" method of drawing pillars?

Coal in Spitzbergen
The Scottish Spitzbergen Syndicate (Ltd.) advises the press

that news of an important discovery of coal has been received

from the leader of the syndicate's expedition which left Leith

tor Spitzbergen on July 15. A party was landed north of

Prince Charles Foreland to continue the work of exploration

started by the syndicate before the war, the steamer with

the other members of the expedition anchoring at Klaas Bil-

ten Bay, where they joined the advance party that had
reached there a month earlier. The work done by the advance

party has been confirmed by the geological specialists with

the main expedition. It is estimated that the quantity of coal

already practically proved, over an arear of only one square

mile of this district, is 5,000,000 tons. Working facilities are

reported to be excellent; there is deep water close inshore,

and the seams can be attacked conveniently at a point near

the beach. As an item of interest it is mentioned that even

the weathered outcrop coal burns well, and is being used by

some of the miners in preference to their oil stoves.

In Bosnia and Herzegovina there are produced about 2,800,-

000 tons of brown coal and 130,000 tons of high-grade coal.

There are many deposits which are still untouched.

New Coal Deposits in Chile
An article published recently in the Chilean newspaper,

"Las Ultimas Noticias," gives particulars of several new coal

deposits which have been found in southern Chile. The first

of these is stated to be near La Union. The quality of the

coal is considered to be very good and machinery is being in-

stalled for the exploitation of the deposit. It is estimated that

40,000,000 tons can be extracted, and a special railway is be-

ing built to Rapallo station.

Another coal deposit has been found in the Department of

Castro. The analysis of coal taken from the outcrop showed

a residue of 9 to 10 per cent, of ash. The greater part of the

coal field is on the beach, in the northern part of Castro Bay,

and opposite the town of the same name. There are nine de-

posits in all. The coal from this region is different from that

which comes from other parts of Chile, and is not unlike bog-

head or cannel coal. The coal mines on the island of Lemuy
(Chiloe) are, the paper adds, being exploited with excellent

results, and within a short time exploitation on a large scale
will begin.

According to "El Mercurio," coal has been foimd at a place

called Mailef, 6 miles from the Central Railway Station of

Valdivia. Its exploitation has been started, but little has been

achieved so far because of bad roads and poor means of

transport.
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New Developments at the School of Mines of

Carnegie Institute of Technology.

One of the features of the new co-operative department of

Mining Engineering of the Carnegie Institute of Technology

at Pittsburgh, Penn., has recently been announced by Cap-

tain Edward Steidle, secretary of the department. It will be

a four weeks intensive course of instruction in coal mining

and has been devised primarily for miners who aspire to hold

certified positions. The course will consist of a general study

and review of the all-pertinent subjects of mining law, ventila-

tion, mine-gases, methods of mining, mine-rescue and first aid,

safety, mine management and compensation insurance.

The course will be inaugurated on or about July 1 next.

Upon completion of the studies, the State Department of

Mines will hold examinations for fire bosses and mine fore-

men. This is the first course of study offered by a technical

school in the Pittsburgh district that has been planned espe-

cially for practical mining men. The Chief of the State De-

partment of Mines, Seward E. Button, has pledged his support

to the proposed plan. A member of Mr. Button's inspection

force, John I. Pratt, will be a member of the advisory board

and will represent Mr. Button on all matters pertaining to

the State Department of Mines.

Research work through the awarding of fellowships, will be

carried on by Captain Steidle's department in conjunction with

the Bureau of Mines. Graduates of approved technical insti-

tutions are eligible for fellowships in which work will be de-

voted to the various problems of coal mining and the utiliza-

tion of fuel. Upon completion of the investigations, advanced

degrees in engineering will be granted. Included in the in-

vestigation work will be the submitting of a thesis that may
be published by the Bureau of Mines.

SOME OF THE FACULTY ADDITIONS

Among the additions to the faculty are the following: R. Z.

Virgin, formerly director of mine extension work of the Uni-

versity of West Virginia. Mr. Virgin has had 35 years' experi-

ence in the coal mining industry and has advanced by suc-

cessive steps from miner to superintendent. W. Z. Price has

been engaged for "part time'" instruction. Mr. Price is a Le-

high University man and was formerly division engineer for

the Berwind White Coal Mining Co. Edward N. Zern, who

needs no introduction, will round out one of the best balanced

faculties found in any mining school. It will be remembered

that Mr. Zern is President of the Coal Mining Institute ot

America and editor of the Coal Mining Catalogue and Coal

Field Directory. He was formerly professor of coal mining at

tlie University of West Virginia and the University of Pitts-

burgh.

It is planned to limit all ot the classes to such size that a

close relationship may exist between faculty and students.

The present school year finds an enrollment of 44 freshmen

in the four-year course and 24 sophomores. In the first year

class of the two-year course, there are 23 men enrolled, of

which 6 hold state certificates of competency. The type of

students desired at Carnegie Tech are those who are sons of

mine workers and oflicials, or boys who have actually been

raised in mining communities. At least 80 per cent, of the

present enrollment is composed of men who have had prac-

tical experience in coal mines.

Under a co-operative agreement with the Bureau of Mines,

the new Pittsburgh Experiment Station will be thrown open

to the students. Full advantage will be taken of the bureau

library, equipment, advice of the technical staff, and the use

of the experimental mine near Bruceton, Penn., for demon-
stration work. The Carnegie Institute of Technology adjoins

the bureau buildings in Schenley Park, which gives a lo-

cation that can be paralled by no other similar school.

American Mining Congress to Hold Annual
Meeting.

The National Exposition of Mines and Mining, embracing
exhibits of mining machinery, safety devices and labor-saving

appliances from practically every State in the Union, will be

held in St. Louis, Mo., on Nov. 17-21, in connection with the

annual meeting of the American Mining Congress.

It is planned to install the exhibits in what was formerly

the old Southern Hotel, immediately after the close of the

St. Louis Exposition of Industrial Arts and Crafts which is

being held from Oct. 15 to Nov. 11. John T. Burns, of Wash-
ington, D. C, assistant secretary of the American Mining
Congress, is at present in St. Louis assisting the local com-

mittees in making arrangements for the exposition exhibit

and congress meeting. It is Mr. Brown's opinion that the

exposition will see the largest exhibit from a purely mining
standpoint, that has ever been held in the United States.

An unusually attractive program has been arranged for the

Mining Congress. This will include open discussion of labor's

plan to nationalize industry and the effect of labor control of

railroads and mines, upon all national activities. The rela-

tion of mining to industrial prosperity and the close connec-

tion between the present low output per man and the extraor-

dinarily high cost of all commodities will be discussed. Op-
portunity will be given through special conferences to those

directly interested in bringing about legislative action In con-

nection with the many matters pertaining to the coal mining
industry.

Separate programs are being made for national conferences

between mining men, state geologists and economists.

An attempt will be made in the coal mining section to

formulate plans for the standardization of all mining equip-

ment, a feat which, if accomplished, should prove of mutual
advantage to both manufacturers and operators.

Some Interesting Extracts

Tax exists in the furnace in the form of vapor, an
ideal condition for cracking. The small globules pre-
sent a large surface for absorption of heat from the
gases and hot furnace walls, and are quickly heated
to a high temperature, which favors the formation of
carbon.

—

Bureau of Mines Bulletin No. 135.

When methane is burned with insufficient air supply
it bums with a yellow flame and deposits soot. There-
fore, natural gas, which consists mostly of methane,
should be burned with some excess of air and with
provision for obtaining a good burning mixture; other-
wise soot will be deposited and gas will be wasted,
owing to incomplete combustion. In this respect natural
gas differs greatly from producer gas, the latter con-
sisting mostly of carbon monoxide, which does not
readily decompose.

—

Buremt of Mines Bulletin No. 135.

The two conditions for smokeless combustion with
mechanical stokers could be perhaps applied to gas pro-
ducers to eliminate soot and tar from the producer
gas; that is, to distill the volatile matter at low tem-
peratures -and in strongly oxidizing atmospheres so
that the hydrocarbons burn to the products of com-
plete combustion, CO, and H,0; then by passing these
products through a bed of hot coke to decompose them
into CO and H,. This process of gasification is similar
to that which takes place in the under-feed type of
mechanical stoker.

—

Bureau of Mines Bulletin No. 135.
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Not so important is what happens as what the people think

of what happens. The attitude of a people, its soul, is as de-

terminative as are the physical conditions. Physically it is

questionable whether Russia is not a better country than the

United States, but actually we know the vast difference be-

tween them. The reaction of the Russian to his physical con-

ditions is such that he cannot hope to wrest from those con-

ditions a living equal to that which the American enjoys as

the result of his more logical reactions.

We do not need to worry therefore about what the week

has not brought forth as between coal labor and coal capital,

nor to concern ourselves much with the ineptitude of the head

of the Department of Labor or how he has weakened himself

by his alleged dabbling in union politics.

What we need to know is what the great public thinks, for

the mine worker is doomed to disappointment if the public

—

the butcher, the baker and the candlestick maker—cease to

hold in approbation the efforts the mine worker is making to

raise his wages unduly. Significant, therefore, is the attitude

of Congiess the members of which have to be elected by

worklngmen.

Senator Myers, of Montana, on October 14 denounced Con-

gressional investigations of industrial trouble because they

operated to encourage strikes. "The only result of these in-

vestigations seems to be to encourage strikers and agitators

in their violation of the laws," he asserted. Senator Poin-

dexter wanted to know why foreign anarchists and advocates

of sedition had not been extradited, while Senator Thomas,

of Colorado, asked why men wearing soldiers' uniforms were

engaged in the business of preventing men from going to

work and in making demonstrations in favor of strikes.

After all is it not strange that men who wish to go to work

are prevented from doing so by thugs in the United States

imitorm? No country is free where the right to work is shut

off arbitrarily by a certain body of citizens, or worse yet,

nonciiizens, who take the law in then- own hands and inter-

fere with a man's right to labor for his living.

No Outcome in Negotiations with Miners

On October 17 the conference, foreshadowed in last week's

issue, between William B. Wilson, Secretary of Labor; John

L. Lewis, acting president of the United Mine Workers, and

Thomas T. Brewster, who represents the coal operators of the

Central Competitive Region, took place in Washington, D. C,

and did not appreciably improve the situation. At the con-

clusion of the conference it was decided that the mine' work-

ers' acting chief should call his scale committee of 32 members

to meet the 30 members of the operators' committee.

Mr. Brewster said the operators were willing to -debate the

issue (1) if the mine workers would recognize the contract

had signed as still being binding, (2) if they would rescind

the strike order and continue work pending negotiations and

(3) if they would further concede that there would be no

reduction in hours. A meeting was called, however, for Tues-

day, October 21.

On the same day Mr. Lewis issued a statement asserting that

the operators were profiteering and were charging in many
cases $1 more per ton as a result of the threatened strike.

The operators in making their reply to Mr. Wilson's request

for a further conference made the following statement explain-

ing the attitude of the coal operators to collective bargaining:

"The operators deem it advisable to say that the coal op-

erators of the Central Competitive Field have adhered to the

principles and practices of collective bargaining for 35 years

with the largest body of organized labor in the United States,

and it is their opinion that the scale negotiations have broken

down and that the contract has been abrogated by the miners'

union in their call for a strike on Nov. 1, because the present

system of collective bargaining does not fix equal responsi-

bility under the law upon the employer and the labor union.

"Our experience teaches us that no set of employers should

agree to a system of collective bargaining which does not

make both parties to the contracts equally liable and respon-

sible for the observance of the terms of such contract."

Mr. Brewster also sent to each member of the Senate and
House a copy of the letter written to Secretary Wilson, In

which Mr. Brewster concluded:

"To prevent any misconstruction of our reply, we desire to

say that during the 32^ years that we have been bargaining

collectively with our employees, the miners' union has never

carried out the terms of the various contracts as a business

man is required to carry out his contract with others under

the laws of the United States. This failure to carry out con-

tract obligations is due in part to the inability of the miners'

officials to control the members of their organization in the

absence of legal responsibility."

When Oct. 21 rolled around, the operators were present at

the assembly hall of the Red Cross Building to meet the mine
workers, but four hours of conference did nothing to bring

them closer together. The operators had no intention of mak-
ing any concession on the three points which they had pre-

sented in the meeting of Oct. 17 and which they regarded as

no fit matter for argument. The mine workers' leaders did not

give way because they were not given the right by the Cleve-

land convention to make any concessions. The union leaders

were merely devil's advocates to present, argue, and if pos-

sible, secure the whole or more of the ridiculous contract.

P. H. Penna, of Indiana, presented the operators' argument,

and James L. Lewis that of the mine workers. Secretary

Wilson suggested quite casually that the conference be re-

opened on the next day, to which both sides readily assented.

The folly of the conference lay in the assumption by Mr.

Wilson that the operators, rather than the public), were

battling with the mine workers and that he, Mr. Wilson, was
trying (o get them, the operators and the mine workers, to-

gether. The fact is that the operators, while not appointed

representatives of the general public, are the only representa-

tives the public has in a conference with the mine workers,

and a representative of the public, such as Mr. Wilson is,

should not be neutral, but support the public in the person of

the operators, except insofar as he may believe in the rights

of the mine workers to a partial settlement of their claims.
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The administration violates its oath to serve the public

when it is neutral about a matter of such paramount im-

portance to the interests of its client. No one has yet seemed
to visualize the fact that wage increases are injurious to the

prosperity of the citizens of the State because they, and they

alone, must ultimately pay them. Advances may be essential

to the health and well being of the workers receiving them, or

may be necessary to meet living costs. In such cases they are

justified. If not, they are impositions on the other citizens

of the republic and to be condemned as subversive of the pub-

lic weal.

On the same day the Senate discussed the. matter—occa-

sionally, as is usual, with more heat than judgment. True, It

took the right side in the controversy—the side of the public

—

but it misrepresented the facts, for despite what Senators

may say, the large demands of the mine workers' leaders do

reflect accurately the opinions and demands of the local rep-

resentatives and probably those of the members of the union,

as a whole, though a referendum would reflect the sentiment

more completely.

It might be fair to question whether the union and non-

union mine workers as a body want to so profiteer on the pub-

lic, but the Senators reason without their host if they think

the mine leaders are the source of the unreason. The local

representatives at the convention did not so believe, as was

shown by the fact that they removed all right on the part of

their advocates to concede a jot of any one of the numerous

demands. They required that all or none should be granted.

However, there was exhibited a desire in the Senate that

the collective bargaining should be collective and not

mere union bargaining, and Senator Knox, of Pennsylvania,

suggested the enactment of a law declaring it to be illegal to

institute any strike that affected commodities moving through

interstate commerce, unless all the men, union and non-union

alike, involved in the proposed strike have voted on it.

Senator Pomerene. of Ohio, wanted the Federal XJovernment

to take control of the situation, and Senator Warren suggested

that the exemptions granted to organized labor in 'the opera-

tion of the anti-trust laws, be removed.

In the meeting of Oct. 22 Secretary Wilson made a proposal:

"That wages be increased at the expiration of the present

contract in an amount equal to the difference between the in-

creases in wages received by the mine worKers since July,

1914, and the increase in the cost of living since that date,

that the increase be effective from the termination of the pres-

ent agreement until Mar. 31, 1920, that, on these conditions,

the strike order be withdrawn and the miners continue at

work on these terms, that negotiations be entered into at the

usual time for making the new scale effective after March
31, 1920."

John L. Lewis wanted to know when the present contract

should be held to expire; whereupon Mr. Wilson said it was
a matter of negotiation. Much ill blood arose from a refer-

ence made to the speech in the Senate on the previous day in

which Senator Frelinghuysen said Mr. Wilson had told the

Interstate Commerce Committee that the mine workers' de-

mands were "impossible.

Mr. Wilson said that he had stated that the positions of

both mine workers and operators were of that character. Mr.

Lewis sharply attacked Senator Freylinghuysen "for delib-

erate misrepresentation of the facts" and declared that "the

mine workers did not want to continue the conference if they

were before a packed jury."

Today the leaders of the mine workers' unions voted to

reject the proposals of the Secretary of Labor. The delegates

met In the American Federation of Labor's headquarters, and
John Lewis declared after the meeting that "the offer is in-

adequate, insufficient and fails to meet the necessities of the

situation."

Reversiag a Fan
If the violence of an explosion in a mine has not

destroyed the ventilating fan or appliances, they should
be kept in operation. The matter of the advisability
of reversing the ventilating current is of great im-
portance and requires a knowledge of the conditions
within the mine and of the course of the ventilating cur-
rents prior to the explosion. The ventilating current
should not be reversed without good reason, and the
desirability of reversing the current depends entirely
on local conditions, the plan of ventilation and the di-

rection of the current on the main haulage roads and
manways. Most of the men alive within a mine after

an explosion attempt to escape by their usual road of
travel, irreispective of the intake or return currents of
air. However, if an underground official or superin-
tendent is within the mine at the time of the explosion

he may assemble the men and divert them to a road or
manway that he knows is normally on the intake air

current. Prompt reversal ' of the ventilating current
has doubtless saved the lives of many men, generally,

however, in mines where the fan prior to and at the
time of the explosion was forcing the air, and the main
haulage roads and manways were on the return current.

Reversal of the ventilating current furnished fresh air

to the traveling way, making possible the escape of the

men. On the other hand, reversing the current has
sometimes resulted in an explosion owing to the ex-

plosive gases liberated by the mine or by a fire being
moved back over a fire.

—

Rescue and Recovery Opera-
tions in Mines.

In an organization effected for the purpose of rescue
work in a mine after a disaster supply foremen, brat-
tice foremen and shift bosses are necessary. The supply
foremen should be given a sufficient number of work-
men to enable them to furnish the brattice men enough
material for constructing brattices and stoppings, so

that no time may be lost in waiting. The brattice fore-

men should devote their time to directing the construc-

tion of brattices and stoppings for the establishment

of ventilation.

—

Rescue and Recovery Operations in

Mines.

Stretchers will be needed for removing the injured
and the dead in a mine after a disaster. Carpenters
should be set to work constructing stretchers, which
may be made of brattice cloth or canvas nailed to boards
7 ft. 6 in. long by 4 in. wide by 1 in. thick. Each
stretcher should be not less than 22 in. wide. The
handles should be cut to 2* in. wide with smooth edges.

For carrying the injured, the stretcher should have
spacers at each end of the canvas to hold the sides

apart.

—

Rescue and Recovery Operations in Mines.

No feature of the work connected with the explora-
tion of a mine after a disaster is more important than
the rescue of persons who may still be alive. This work
calls for mature and deliberate judgment on the part
of the person in charge. Men who have had experience
in exploring exploded mines and men who have been
trained in recovery operations and in the use of rescue
breathing apparatus should be asked to confer on plans
and method of procedure.

—

Rescue and Recovery Op-
erations in Mines.
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Safety in Shotfiring
Letter No. 2—The article describing the Gentry shotfiring

device, COAL. AGE, Sept. 18, p. 489, will doubtless interest

all mining men who have had experience in the handling of

explosives and shooting coal. Judging from the account

given, it would seem that the device would certainly be a

boon to men engaged in driving rock tunnels, sinking shafts,

or performing other work where more than one blast must be

fired at the same time. It should also fill a long-felt want

in the mining of coal, and increase the safety of shotfiring

in mines.

This recalls to my mind a letter that appeared some time

ago in COAL AGE, drawing attention to the more improved

methods in shotfiring (Vol. 15, p. 416). I wonder that this

subject has not been further discussed by readers, as it is

worthy of careful attention. Many devices have been in-

vented with a view to increasing the safety of shotfiring in

mines, but as yet we have been unable to stall the fatalities

growing out of this branch of the work.

Allow me, in this connection to cite a sad accident that

happened in the use of a small electric battery for firing

shots. About three years ago, one of the large companies

operating in this locality adopted the plan of every miner
firing his own shots by the use of a small portable battery.

The plan gained favor rapidly with the men up to the time

of the accident, which caused the death of two of the workers.

It happened in this instance that two miners and their

laborers were engaged in driving a pair of headings, a gang-

way and an airway. As their working places were close to-

gether, the miners agreed to use the same battery, which
they left at a convenient point on the gangway, a safe dis-

tance back from the face. In order to expedite the work
of firing the shots when prepared, the men used separate

wires, a gangway wire and an airway wire, the latter be-

ing carried through a crosscut near where the battery was
located and thence to the face of the airway.

The day of the accident both miners had prepared their

shots and the gangway miner and his laborer went back to

the battery, intending to fire the gangway shots, while the

airway miner and his laborer waited at the face of the air-

way, instead of going back to the battery. Perhaps, the latter

were gathering up their tools, after coupling up their wires

to the primer, in readiness for firing their own shots. By a

grievous mistake, however, the gangway miner very care-

lessly connected the airway wires with the battery and both

of these men waiting at the face were killed instantly.

This accident would have been avoided had the men used
the precaution of not coupling up the wires to the primer

at the face until after the other shots had been fired; or,

better still, if they had gone back to the battery at the same
time with the gangway men. But miners are prone to take

chances and frequently lose out as in this instance.

Following the accident that I have just narrated, the com-

pany went back to the old method of firing with squibs and

fuse. Speaking of shotfiring devices, it is clear that these

must be thoroughly understood by the persons using them.

The device must be simple in construction, foolproof and

have a good lock fastening, so that no one can use It except

the competent person who has it in charge and holds the key.

Shotfiring at the best is a hazardous operation requiring

care and the use of every precaution to avoid accident. In

my opinion, all shots should be fired between shifts or by a

competent shotfirer. Under no circumstances should a shot

be fired in a place worked with safety lamps, except when
special permission is given by the fireboss or mine foreman.

Notwithstanding this, to watch some miners handling ex-

plosives, it would seem that they were engaged in playing

some harmless game.

Practical demonstrations and moving pictures designed to

show the danger of the careless use of explosives go far, I

think, to impress on the miners the risks they assume. But,

in addition to this, there should be enacted more strict laws

regarding the handling and transporting of explosives in and

around mines. Any miner who is permitted to use an elec-

trical device for firing shots should take it with him to the

face of his place where he can look after it until he is ready

to fire.

A firing battery should be the last thing to be connected,

and this should be done only after sufficient warning has

been given everyone in danger. Before firing, all wires should

be carefully examined to see that there are no short-circuits

or breaks in them. It is a good practice to keep the wires

on a spool instead of allowing them to lie along the rib where

they are liable to injury. It is important, also, to keep an

electric-firing device in a dry place, as dampness lowers the

voltage and may cause a misfire.

West Pittston, Penn. RICHARD BOWEN.

Bolshevism in America
Letter No. 7— I have been reading with much interest the

letters on Bolshevism which have been appearing in Coal Age.

It is a pleasure to note that the interest aroused on this sub-

ject has been spreading. It does seem entirely unfair for the

Government to. be so slow to take action in deporting unde-

sirable citizens, on the fact of what real Americans suffered

and endured during the recent war.

To the the situation seems to be one that has not so much
to do with the causes and results of Bolshevism as that prompt

action should be taken in ridding the country of those so

inclined. I think John L. Lewis, acting president of the

United Mine Workers of America, has opened a new field for

the arbitration of labor's problems and at the same time

closed the doors to anyone with a Bolshevistic inclination,

when he stated in calling off the strike that no matter what

the justice of their cause seemed to them, they could not go

against the statutes of their country.

As far as the high price of commodities is concerned. It is

unreasonable to not expect some reaction to follow a war of

the size of the one recently concluded. As long as wages keep

pace with the high cost of living there should be no complaint.

One is rather prone to forget the increase in wages and look

at only one side, which is a human characteristic but entirely

a selfish one. Much of the present unrest is due not so much

to Bolshevism as it is to the inability of one to see the moat

in his own eye, a situation that furnishes a fertile field wherein

the real seeds of Bolshevism may flourish.

Boswell, Penn. MACHINE MAN.
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Lawful Examination of a Mine
Letter No. 6—Referring to the letters that have appeared

recently in Coal Age, outlining the work of a fireboss and ex-

plaining what is required to make a lawful exaininatiou of a

mine, allow me to state briefly my way of looking at the

matter.

In the first place, the fireboss must be able to detect any gas

present in the mine air, by observing its effect on the flame

of his safety lamp. He should be a certified man that has

stood a successful examination before the examining board

and gotten his papers. In my opinion he should hpve had at

least three years' experience in gaseous mines, possess a prac-

tical working knowledge of the ventilation of mines and be

fully acquainted with all ventilating machinery and the means
used to conduct the air throughout the mine and distribute

it so as to meet the requirements in each section.

I fully agree with the suggestion that the fireboss should

enter the mine not more than three hours ahead of the shift,

either day or night. He should place a danger board or, bet-

ter, a red light at the entrance when he goes into the mine,

as a warning for no one to enter until he has completed his

examination and removed the danger signal.

In the examination of the working places in a mine, it is

a good practice, in my opinion, to have a board nailed to a

prop near the face of each place, similar to that shown In the

accompanying figure. The fireboss should then mark on the

board in each room the date and hour he examined the place.

He should also mark the date with ch^lk on the roof close to

the face, as evidence that he has been up to the very face.

After completing his rounds and returning to the shaft

bottom, or mine entrance, the fireboss should make out his

report, in a book kept for that purpose, and state what dan-

gers he may have found in the places examined. He should

then remove the danger signal at the entrance and check the

men in as they go to work, taking care to hold the checks of

these men whose places he has found not safe for work.

Let me say, here, that no examination of a mine is lawful

or complete, unless the fireboss has made a thorough inspection

of all roads, airways and passageways in his section and knows

that the air-courses are not blocked and that all doors are

closed and the air traveling properly througtiout the entire

section. Wherever a place is found to be unsafe for work,

it should be fenced off so as to warn men not to enter. Notes

should be made, also, where dust has accumulated on the road

or in the working places.

In this connection, let me refer to the work of shotflrere

and say that where such are employed they should always

carry only a safety lamp and test every place for gas, besides

charging, tamping and firing each hole. No shots should be

fired in a place before making the test for gas to see that it

is safe.

Roda, Va. A. T. WADE.

the same to be whitewashed all around. There should also

be good ventilation provided, making this haulage road a
separate split of air returning into the main return, so as not
to allow this air to circulate in the workings or any other
headings that men may have occasion to enter.

If electric current is available an electric light should be
installed at each approach to a curve in the road, and the
entire curve whitewashed. There should also be provided
shelter holes at each approach. In addition to this there

should be plenty of clearance on the curve and the same
clearance should be maintained the entire distance on roads
that men are required to travel.

If the cars, as J. J. S. says, make more noise than a dozen
ordinary gongs. I should think his problem is already solved

without the additional warning devices. As for using lights

as markers I have never found a carbide lamp that was
reliable to hang on a car, and I have tried some very good
makes. As far as lights are concerned, the oil lamp is supe-

rior to any carbide light for that purpose, especially if the

trip attains any speed. But I would think tnat a good strong

carbide light could be used on the locomotive to advantage,

as there would then be a case to protect it from a strong air

current caused by the speed of the trip.

We have had part of this trouble ourselves and have used

for a marker, on a trip descending a 13 per cent, grade, an
oil lamp, which proved more reliable than several makes of

carbide lamps previously tried. We have also used gongs

that were actuated by the vibration of the trip, but found

that on a fast moving trip they hardly gave any warning in

time to allow men to reach a place of safety, unless good

clearance is provided at the side of the road.

However, I am of the opinion that the safest means for

J. J. S. to adopt would be a manway that would avoid the

necessity for men to travel this heading. But where men
must travel the haulage road it is important to provide plenty

of clearance so that at no time will they be required to walk

on the track.

In Pennsylvania the mining law requires that, on all animal

and mechanical haulage roads.' holes for shelter shall be cut

into the strata at least every thirty yards, not less than two

and one-half feet deep, four feet wide and level with the road.

These refuge holes must be kept whitewashed and clear of

obstruction; except in entries where rooms are driven at

regular intervals not exceeding ninety feet.

Portage, Penn. JEROME C. WHITE.

Markers on Mine Trips
Letter No. 5—Referring to the inquiry of J. J. S., Coal Age,

Aug. 28, p. 397, permit me to offer the following comments:
As a first consideration, the conditions described by J. J. S.

are dangerous and should not be tolerated. I am of the opin-

ion that the remedy of these conditions is of more importance

than finding a good trip marker.

To insure safety the following conditions should be elimi-

nated: 1. The steam locomotive should not be used under-

ground. 2. Men should not be allowed to travel the main
haulage road.

However, if the conditions mentioned must remain, I would

suggest that shelter holes be made not over 30 or 40 ft. apart,

A byproduct coke oven has been developed to a high de-

gree of perfection in the United States. Nevertheless, the

question has arisen among some engineers as to the pre-

vention of waste heat by radiation. Furthermore, in the
coking process the carbonization is carried on by the heat
from the gases which must pass through about 6 or 8
in. of firebrick. Is this not another source of waste heat?
Does it not take a longer time than necessary to car-

bonize the coal by this method ? Would it not be well to

investigate these requirements with an idea of working
out details which would do away with some of this waste?

The smaller sizes of anthracite buckwheat—Nos. 3 and
4—are well adapted for raising steam under hand-fired

boilers if the buckwheats ai-e clean and a proper mixture
with bituminous coal is used. These two conditions are
absolutely essential. In using these mixtures it would
be well to fire thin, and the green coal should be thrown
on the fire when the latter is quite hot. If this method
is used, a decided coking effect is secured that will pro-
duce a granulated fuel about pea coal size. The fire

should be kept loose and high-pressure draft can be used
to advantage. A satisfactory feature of this mixture in

burning is that it tends to do away with hard clinkers;

that is particularly desirable when used with stokers.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Tennessee Foremen's Examina-
tion held at Nashville, Sept. 1919

{Selected Questions.)

QUES.^— (a) What is firedamp? (b) What is tlie lowest
explosive point of firedamp? (c) What is the highest ex-

plosive point?

ANS.— (a) Firedamp is any inflammable or explosive mlx-

tuie of gas and air. (b) The lower e.xplosive limit of pure

methane and air is reached when the proportion of gas to

air is 1;13, the mixture then containing 7.14 per cent, of gas.

(c) The higher explosive limit of pure methane and air is

re.Hched when the proportion of gas to air is 1:5, the mixture
then containing 16% per cent, of gas.

QUES. If you were foreman of a mine where 18 in. of

drawslate overlaid the coal, what instnjctions would you give

the men in regard to timbering?

ANS.—This is a heavy drawslate and requires to be well

timbered at the face, both in entries and rooms. Good posts

must be set at the sides of the entries, not more than 4 feet

apart, and in rooms at least three rows of posts must be kept

standing parallel to the face. The posts in each alternate

row should be staggered. Special instructions should be

given to the men to reset any posts that are blown out by
shots, and this must be done before proceeding to load any

coal. Good cap-pieces must be used over the posts. These
should be set transversely in the row next the track and
longitudinally over the other posts.

As the face of a room is advanced, the rear posts are with-

drawn and the slate allowed to fall in the waste and over the

road. Permanent timbers must then be set to support the

roof over the road. If the coal is cut by machines, it may be

necessary to draw and reset each post in the first row as

the machine advances along the face. This will depend,

however, on the strength of the slate and to what degree it

Is self-supported.

QUES.—What dangers arise from lack of judgment in

locating shots?

ANS.—When a miner uses poor judgment in locating a

shot, there will be danger of the charge blowing the tamping
and not breaking down the coal, or much of the coal may be

blown into small fragments. In the former case, the charge

Is laid too deep on the solid and, as a result, the line of least

resistance is along the axis of the hole, which causes the

tamping to yield before the coal is broken down. In the

latter case, the charge is laid at too shallow a depth and the

force of the blast completely shatters the coal.

It may happen that a shot will seam out instead of breaking

down the coal, owing to the charge being located in a soft

stratum of the seam. At times, the poor judgment of a miner

will locate a charge too close to the roof, breaking the slate

and making the top dangerous for future work.

QUES.—What conditions determine the width of rooms and

entries?

ANS.—The width of entries is determined chiefly by the

character of the roof and coal, thickness of s'eam, depth of

cover, nature of bottom and the intended use of the entry.

Airways must have a sectional area sufficient to pass the

required volume of air at a suitable velocity. On this account,

airways driven in a thin seam will often have a correspond-

ingly greater width to avoid the expense of taking down top

or lifting bottom to secure the necesasry area.

The width of haulage roads must be sufficient to give a

good clearance on one side of the road, sufficient to permit

men to pass the loaded cars where the road is required to be

used as a traveling way. Again, a haulage road driven in a

thin seam will often require a greater width, in order to give

room for stowing the material taken down from the roof or

lifted from the bottom to make the necessary headroom on
the road.

In driving rooms, the relative width of opening and pillar

is determined by the nature of the roof, floor and coal, depth
of cover, thickness and inclination of seam and, to some
extent, by the presence of gas or water in the strata and
the manner in which the coal is to be mined.

QUES.—^What percentage of relative humidity would you
consider necessary in a dry and dusty mine?

ANS.—The relative humidity of mine air is of more im-

portance in its relation to the human system than in respect

to its rendering the dust of a mine less dangerous. Even a

hundred per cent, of relative humidity, which represents a

saturated condition of the mine air, would not be sufficient

to render the fine dust generated in a mine an element of

no dangei-. It has been shown that, to reduce the dust

danger in mines, requires the thorough saturation of the dust

with water, which would not be possible to accomplish by
uiaintaininE- a saturated condition of the mine air. On the

other hand, a high percentage of moisture in the air weakens
the workmen. The best physical condition of mine workers

is attained when the relative humidity of the air does not

much exceed GO per cent.

QUES.—-What quantity of air will be required to ventilate

a mine working 250 men. 12 mules and using 3 gasoline

haulage motors?

.\NS!—If the mine is generating firedamp, the Tenessee

mining law requires 150 cu. ft. of air, per man, per minute,

and ii(iO cu. ft., per mule, per minute, which would mean a

total circulation of 250x150+12x600=44,700 cu. ft. of air

per minute .

In a dusty mine, only, the law requires lOo cu. ft. per man
and 500 cu. ft. per mule, which would mean a total circulation

of 250xl00+12x500--=31,000 cu. ft. of air per minute.

In mines generating neither gas nor dust in dangerous

quantity, the law requires 85 cu. ft. of air, per man, and 500

cu. ft. per mule, which would mean a total circulation of

250xS5-f]2x500=27,250 cu. ft. per minute.

Nothing is said in the law in respect to the circulation

required by the use of gasoline locomotives on haulage roads.

In the opinion of many competent mining men. these

should never be permitted. There is however a wide dif-

ference of opinion upon this subject and the increasing use

of these machines will doubtless sooner or later call for

some legal provision covering their air requirements.
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COAL AND
<COKE NEWS

Charleston, W. Va.

Bc-Nt oar supply iu southern coal
fields of the state in recent months.
Output 75 per cent. >o« Itiver field

fares Tiell, car supply -well maintained
all week. About 75 per cent, car sup-
ply in K!anav\'ha region.

Favored -n-ith a ear supply far supe-
rior to any furnished in recent montlis.
mines in central southern West Vir-
ginia pushed production up several
pegs during the "week ended Oct, 11.

On a general estimate, taking the.state
as a whole, it may be safely stated
that the output was approximately 75
per cent., possibly somewhat in excess
of that. When work was begun in

some of the fields in this section on
Oct. 6 there was more than a 100 per
cent, ear supply, representing a Sunday
accumulation. While the supply was
smaller during the other five days oi"

the week, the surplus supply of Mon-
day tended to increase the average for
the six-day working period. With
mines able to be operated with more
regularity, the shortage of men in the
various fields made itself somewhat
more manifest, though not as yet
alarmingly large.
The New P.iver field was one of the

districts furnished with more than a
100 per cent, car supply on Monday,
Oct. 6. Consequently this district
fared better than a good many of the
neighboring fields, although there was
an increased supply of cars available
in such fields. Contrary to the usual
state of affairs, the run of cars was
well maintained throughout the week,
enabling operators to more nearly
meet the demand, although no one had
any coal to spare or indeed enough to
take care of contracts and at the same
time supply any free coal in the open
market.

Benefits accrued in the Kanawha
field during the week ended Oct. 11
when the Chesapeake & Ohio R. R.
succeeded in keeping the supply of
empties up to a much higher level than
usual: the supply averaged in the
neighborhood of 75 per cent, through-
out the week, production consequently
amounting to about 150,000 tons. This
represented a gain of about ten per
cent, over the previous week, opera-
tions as a natural sequence being much
more regular.

Fairmont, W. Va.

Coal loiidlne reaelied (op notch In
Fairmont reKlf>ii fiir week ended the
eleventh. Despite ( iirlls nny emhnreo
and IrrcKulnr Lake demand. Heavier In-
land Western tonnnue. Mononeahela
R. R. furnlHhed 100 per cent, carnapply.

Despite the fact that the Fairmont
region was threatened with a shortage
of cars at one or two points during the
week ended Oct. 11. and despite the
fact that there was an actual slump
about the middle of the week, reports
from the entire region indicate that
the loading of coal (for the year)
reached the top notch during the pe-
riod ended the eleventh. This was
accomplished also In spite of the fact
that shippers were laboring under sev-
eral handicaps. In the first place ship-
ments to Curtis Bay were debarred
except under special permit, and In

the next place the demand at the
Lakes was very Irregular. Yet oper-
ators managed to meet such conditions
and to increase the production for the
week without resorting to storagfe.
Heavy shipments during the first

three days of the week ended the elev-
enth counted In favor of Increased pro-
duction for the week as a whole. For

example, while 115 cars were shipped
to the Lakes on the eighth, the number
had dwindled to 15 the ngxt day. There
appeared to be a heavier tonnage
bound for inland western markets,
however, than during the earlier
months of the year. The tonnage ol
coal shipped tor railroad use was not
as large as might have been. expected.
Trouble has been experienced in

keeping Curtis Bay clear of conges-
tion, but the Baltimore & Ohio has an-
nounced that it will put one of its old
piers there in commission again. Boats
furnished have not been adapted to
prompt loading. This will be remedied
as far as possible, it is announced.
The improvement in the car supply

was not confined to the Fairmont re-
gion, other northern West Virginia
fields also receiving a larger run of
cars. The Monongahela R. R. was able
to furnish its mines with nearly a 100
per cent, supply of cars throughout the
entire week, and, while cars were not
so plentiful in other parts of northern
West Virginia, there was a visible im-
provement over September.

Bluefield, W. Va.

L'oiitlqued decrease in I'ocahoutas
prodMeti«li-. Transportation disabilities
increa.".ing while man power losses are
being reduced. Output «0 per cent.
Production gains in the Willianwon
field. Kenova-ThaeUer tonnage now
same as mined during the same perioil

of IDIS.

Production slipped back again in the
Pocahontas district during the week
ended Oct. 11. it being the second con-
secutive week in which decreases in

production have been observed; the
loss as compared with the week ended
the fourth being 11,00 tons or the dif-

ference between 316.000 and 305,000

tons. In other words, the loss in pro-
duction since the week ended Sept. 27

now amounts to 60,000 tons. During
the week ended the eleventh, increased
railroad disabilities cut deeper into
production, the increased loss from
such a source being 33,000 tons: car
shortage losses having ascended from
82,000 to 115,000 tons, although there
was a 3.000-ton increase in the losi

from general causes, while man power
losses were being reduced.

It is probable that the eastern em-
bargo reduced shipments to some ex-
tent, cutting off as it did export ton-
nage, which has been quite heavy re-

centlv. for a period of two days. Foi
a time the output of the Pocahontas
region was on the increase but trans-
portation difficulties are now holding
it down to approximately 60 per cent.

Of course under present conditions It

Is absolutely impossible for Pocahontas
producers to even approximately meet
the demand for their goal or to take
care of contracts, there being a strong
continued demand for that kind of fuel.

While production was on the down
grade In the Pocahontas regicm, the
reverse was true in the Williamson
field, where there was a gain In the
output of 4,000 tons, although the car
shortage was still entailing a produc-
tion loss of 25,000 tons. The Increase
was achieved also despite the fact that
the working time of 2.655 hours was
even less than during the week ended
Oct. 4. Under such conditions produc-
tion was maintained at about 72 or 73
per cent., with an excellent demand In

evidence for coal from this district,

and with prices about on a par with
those of previous weeks. About the
same tonnage is now being produced
In the Kenova-Thacker district as was
mined and loaded during the same pe-
riod of 1918.

Huntington; W. Va.

field due

prCMllK'tiOU
jater Iienvy

I'ossibie

peerease iu output €if I

to'greater car shortage,
bargo sends entire tiny
to the West for two days,

export shipments resui
labor trouble multiplies iiuiuiries in

Logan field. Coal nio» ed by V. M <>. (or
week ended the eleventh was (i.S!),<J50

tons.

Slight retrogression of production
was witnessed in the Logan mining
district during the week ended Oct. 11,

the output falling oft about 8,000 tons.

Such a decrease was attributable al-

together to an increase in the car
.shortage; the weekly output was held
down to 65 per cent, of capacity as
against 66 per cent, for the previous
week. There was an increase in the
car shortage loss of about 11.000 tons,

and the time lost from the same cause
was two hundred hours heavier (to an
hour) than the loss during the pre-
vious week.

In respect to labor shortage, there
was an improvement, but increased
mine disability was apparent, the total

loss being about 4,000 tons heavier
than during the week ended Oct. 4.

During the weekly period ended the
eleventh, a two-day embargo affected
shipments to some exetnt, no coal being
permitted to be moved to eastern mar-
kets, so that it was necessary to ship,

during a third of the week, the entire
production of the Guyan field to the
West. By Monday, Oct. 13, the em-
bargo on eastern shipments had been
lifted and the heavy export shipment
of coal had been resumed.
Steam coal was in brisk demand, as

were all other grades, present business
conditions failing to affect production
or shipments. Following the announce-
ment that miners and operators had
broken off negotiations at Philadel-
phia, inquiries in the Logan field were
multiplied, it being apparent that many
buyers were much perturbed about
their future supplies of coal and wera
endeavoring to make arrangements for
a sufficient supply to tide them. over an
emergency.
The increase in the amount of coal

transported bv the Chesapeake & Ohio
during the week ending Oct. 11, over
the previous week, was In excess of
200 cars, coal loading for the latter

week being 13.799 cars, while during
the week ending Oct. 4 the number of

cars handled was only 13,587. Trans-
portation of 13.799 cars meant the
handling of 689,950 tons of coal.

Pottsville, Penn.

Plans under way by anthracite oper-
ators to secure benefits of daylight-
Ravine next year. Law repealed had
proved heneflelal. Many cities and In-

dustrial seetiouM plan to take action
as to daylight saving during next year.

Passage of the repeal of the daylight
saving law bv Congress was heralded
in the anthracite region with chagrin
by both operators and miners, and
plans are under way to comUut the In-

dustrial affairs of this region nexi
summer Just as though the law had
not been repealed. It Is said that the
collieries will start to work an hour
earlier and all industrial establish-
ments will be asked to do likewise.
An anthracite correspondent states

that "the daylight saving law made
possible the greatest revival of base-
ball the region ever witnessed. By th*
additional hour of sunlight It was pos-
sible for the young miners to finish

their work, get their evening meal and
participate In the games without anj
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undue difficulty. Much of this pleasure
would have to be foregone by this ele-
ment of the mining population unless
an early working hour is fixed upon
next summer." The operators are re-
ported to have said that the law had a
beneficial effect upon the population in
the anthracite region and helped to
keep down the spirit of unrest so mani-
fest here as elsewhere. They declare
its repeal was a great mistake upon
the part of Congress.

In this connection there has been a
move on the part of some to have the
early hour for commencing work in
force the year around. This question
has been commented upon editorially
in the columns of COAL AGE and ob-
jection was raised to getting the em-
ployes out to work at an unusually
early hour on cold winter mornings.
However, during the months in which
the daylight-saving law has been oper-
ative for the last two years, the satis-
faction with its practical working hak
been general in cities and in most in-
dustrial centers. Some urban commu-
ndtfes are planning to enact an ordi-
nance to secure daylight saving next
year. Possibly many industrial sec-
tions will take similar atcion.

Columbus, Ohio
T\ash rooms for miners of State of

Ohio reqnlred by act of General As-
sembly. Conditions of the measure.
Chief Deputy of Mines, Jerome Watson,
calls the attention of operators to this
act.
An act was passed bv the Eighty-

third General Assembly of Ohio to sup-
plement Section 934 of the General
Code by the enactment of Section 934-1
requiring washrooms to be provided
and maintained at coal mines for the
use of employes. The act further
states: "Every owner, operator, lessee
or agent of a coal mine, where five ot
more persons are employed, shall pro-
vide and keep in repair a wash room,
convenient to the principal mine en-
trance, adequate for the accommodation
of the employes, for the purpose of
washing and changing their clotheswhen entering and returning from the
mine. Such wash room shall be prop-
erly lighted and heated, supplied withwarm and cold water and adequate
and proper facilities for washing pur-
poses." It is further stated, "This act
shall take effect and be in force fromand after Apr. 30. 1920."
Under date of Oct. 7, 1919, the ChiefDeputy and Safety Cnmmisisoner of

Mines of Ohio, Jerome Watson, ad-
dressed a letter to the operators of the
state calling their attention to this act.He comments that "The Mining De-
partment realizes that some time will
be required to build and equip washrooms such as will be necessary to
adequately furnish accommodation for
the miners at the various mines of this
state, and we respectfully call your at-
tention to this act, and earnestly re-
quest your co-operation in seeing that
this law IS complied with."
For some years the more progressive

coal companies throughout the princi-
pal mining fields of the country have
provided wash and change houses for
their men convenient to the principal
nilne openings. This act of the State
or Ohio calls to mind a notice which atone time was posted In a certain Nor-
folk & Western R. R. station near the
Focahontas coal field of West Virginiawhich read. "Gentlemen will not smoke
here, others must not "

Personals

Charle.s M. Shiiiii, heretofore districi
engineer of the Consolidation Coal Co,with headquarters at Fairmont, W Va
has been appointed superintendent of
mine No. 37 of the company. He suc-
ceeds A. D. Woodford, resigned. Mr.
Shinn has been connected with the en-
gineering department of the Consolida-
tion company for the last 15 years.He was a lieutenant in the artillery
corps during the war.
Henry O'Neill has been named as su-

perintendent of mines Nos. 27 and 4i>
of the Consolidation Coal Co. at Glen
Falls. Harrison Countv, W. Va. Mr.
O'Neill was promoted from the post of

COAL AGE
assistant superintendent at Berryburg,
Barbour County, W. Va.

B. G. Ash, who has been acting as
superintendent of mines 27, 48 and 25,
has been relieved of the responsibilitj
of supervision over the first two named
operations in order to give his entire
time to mine No. 25 at Clarksburg, W.
Va. He was succeeded at Nos. 27 and
48 by Mr. O'Neill.

R. J. Stegal entered upon the dis-
charge of his duties as auditor, in
charge of all accounts of the Geo. M.
Jones companies in Logan County, W.
Va. Mr. Stegal was. up until Oct. 1,
County Clerk of Fayette County, W.
Va. He was at one time purchasing
agent for the New River Co. with head-
quarters at Macdonald, of the same
state.

George M. Wolfe, heretofore general
superintendent in West Virginia of the
operations of the Jamison Coal an6
Coke Co., is now Philadelphia managei
of the operations of the Operators' Fuel
Agency. Before he left Fairmont he
was presented with a handsome gold
watch by employees of the Jamison
company as a token of their friendship
and regard.
James W. Darville, who for the past

two years has been sales manager of
the Industrial Coal and Coke Corpora-
tion, No. 1 Broadway. New York City,
has resigned his position with this
concern on Oct, 1,

F. R. ^'adlelgh has become asso-
ciated with the Dodson Interests as
consulting and expert engineer. The
Weston & Dodson Co., Inc., and the
Dodson International Coal Corporation
announce that the addition of Mr.
Wadleigh to their Industrial Research
Department Staff will add to the value
and scope of its work; while his wide
knowledge of the coal export trade,
foreign coals and markets, will be of
distinct value in placing the coals of
this country in foreign markets.
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Obituary

Arthur Havey Storrs died at Pelham
Manor, N. Y., on Sept. 22. He had been
in poor health and it is supposed that
he fell in the water while walking
along the shore and was drowned. Mr.
Storrs was Identified with anthracite
mining for many years as an engineer,
with headquarters at his home city,
Scranton, Penn.

Dr. D, M. Hailey, pioneer coal oper-
ator of Oklahoma, who was associated
with Col. J. J. McAlester in sinking
the first shaft in the McAlester field,
died at his home in McAlester. Okla.,
on Oct. 15. As a mark of respect all
coa Imines in Oklahoma, under jurisdic-
tion of the Oklahoma Coal Operators'
Association, ceased work for five min-
utes at 3 o'clock on the afternoon of
Oct. 16, at which hour the funeral was
held. He had been actively associated
with the Oklahoma coal mining busi-
ness since 1898, being president of sev-
eral companies at the time of his death.

Industrial News

Zaoesvilie. Ohio—The Ohio Standard
Coal Co., of this place, has been incor-
porated with a capital of $50,000. The
incorporators are: Arthur W. Sieglaff.
H. A. Taylor, Gus G. Katsampes, H. A.
Sharpe, B. S. Goldman and P H.
Tannehill.

Clements, Md.— The Morgantown-
Salkelt company, of this place, is mak-
ing extensive preparations for the de-
velopment of a large tract of coal. The
concern is composed of Pittsburgh in-
terests and Roy Salkelt is one of the
chief owners.

Slnrtins Ferrj", Ohio—Former Con-
gressman W. B. Francis, of this place,
is at the head of a $200,000 coal com-
pany, which has purchased the hold-
ings of the Yukon & Pittsburgh Coal
Co. in Meigs County of this state.

Chnrieston, \V. Va.—The Castle Falls
Coal Co., of Clarksburg, W. Va., was
incorporated to operate mines in Taylor
County of this state, with capital stock
of $50,000. The Incorporators are:
John A. Washington. H. B. Cooper, C,

H. Harris. W, I. Shipplett and P. W.
Bailey, all of Clarksburg,

Buffalo, X. V.—The mine of the J. B.
Jenkins Coal Co., at Mabie. W. Va , has
been sold to the Randolph Coal Co., of
Elkins, Vf. Va. It has an output of
about 100.000 tons annually and em-
ploys 100 men. The principal owner
was P. P. Merrill, of Hornell, N. Y.,
but the management was in the hands
of General Sales Agent Charles A.
Storck. with an office in this city, where
it has been since the organization of
the company.

Lisbon, Ohio—All the holdings of tho
Canton Akron Coal Co.. including coal
lands, leases, mining and personal
property, were sold by W. O. Wallace
and J. E. Morget, the receivers of the
company. The new owners are: L. D.
Blanchard, N. E. Wise. F. M. Schu-
maker and W. M. Galley.

Charleston, \^. Va.—The Davenport
Coal Co., of Charleston, has been* In-
corporated to operate mines In Kana-
wha County, with a capital stock of
$300,000: incorporators, Maurice E.
Preisch, Isaac S. Given, Elbert E. John-
ston. W. H. Farmsworth, Lewis H.
Manley and Ormus Davenport, of Buf-
falo, N. Y.: Geo. R. Stephens, of Lan-
caster, N. Y.; Geo. J. Brendel. of Ham-
burg, N. Y., and Godfrey E, Helzer, of
Orchard Park, N. T.

LouisTille, Ky.—A rumor from Mad-
Isonville, Ky,, originating In "The
Hustler," "the principal newspaper of
that city, is to the effect that Eastern
capitalists are planning a merger of
seme 47 large coal companies In that
section, including mines In Webster,
Christian. Muhlenburg. Hopkins and
Union counties. It is alleged that the
deal will involve a capital of $50,000.-
000. The rumor states that investiga-
tion of conditions has been under way
for some time past, and that options
are thought to have been secured on
several mines. Another rumor is to the
effect that the men behind this organ-
ization have plans for developing
southern coal markets by the Ohio
River waterway.

Coming Meetings

American Society of Mechaical Engineers
will hold its annual meeting Dec. 2-5 in New
York. Secretary, Calvin W, Rice, 29 West
29th St , Kew York City,

Canadian Mining Institute will meet Nov.
26-28, in Vancover, B. 0. Canada. Dr. E. T.
Hodge, professor of geology at the University
of British Columbia, has been appointed
general secretary of this meeting.

Coal Mining Institute of America will hold
its 33rtl annua! meeting Dec. 3 and 4 at
Pittsburgh, Penn. Secretary, H. D. Mason, Jr.,

Mine Safety Appliance Co., Pittsburgh. Penn.

American Mining Congress will hold it»

annual convention at the Planters' Hotel.
St, Louis. Mo. Nov. 17-21. Secretary. J. P.
Callbreath, Muncey Building, Washington.
D. C.

Trade Catalogs

steam Turbine Blading. Allls-Chal-
mers Co.. Milwaukee. Wis. Pp. 26: 8x
10% In.; illustrated. Bulletin No. 1104.
Details of steam turbine blades, differ-
ent types and notes on tests.

Harvard KuKlneering School. Har-
vard University, Cambridge, Mass. The
official register of the University. Un-
illustrated; pp. 72; bhixTA in.

Sanyer Belt Hoolcs and W'edeea.
Sawyer Belt Hook Co.. Pawtucket.
R. I. Price list No. 9. Pp. 52; 4?ix7»4
in.; illustrated.

Five Hundred Bu.slness Boolcs. By
Ethel Cleland, librarian Business
Branch Indianapolis Public Library
American Librar.v Association. Library
War Service. 'W'ashington, D, C Unll-
lustrated; pp. 72; 6x9 in.

Bibliogrraphy on the Roastlnie;, Leach-
inK, Smelting and Elertrometiillurgy of
Zine. School of Mines and Metal-
lurgy, Universltv of Missouri. Rolla,
Mo. Illustrated; pp. 3SS; 6x9 In.
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H^eekly Review
The threatened strike of bituminous miners scheduled for

Nov. 1 appears to have stimulated the buying of soft coal to a

certain extent. While orders have not increased to the volume

expected by jobbers and wholesalers, indications are not lack-

ing that consumers who have been lethargic in the matter of

their coal purchases are now anxious to obtain a reserve sup-

ply in the event that the Government does not intervene in

the present situation and prevent the miners froili stopping

work. The Government, as a large consumer of coal, is vitally

interested in the wage controversy, in that practically all of

its contracts provide for the addition to existing contiacts of

any general wage increases that may be granted.

Prices of soft coal are advancing slowly. Of course, con-

sumers who were wise enough to contract for their require-

ments are not affected by the increases. It is only those buy-

ers who come into the market from time to time and pick up

odd lots of "free" coal who are hard hit.

At the New York piers the receipts of soft coal nave been

somewhat upset by the effects of the longshoremen's strike.

Embargoes were placed on coal shipments for days at a time,

and some factors were obliged to route their coal in other

directions. Boats have accumulated, and dispatch to New
England and points on Long Island Sound are much slower

the present week. The market in New England, however, is

still much restricted, for stocks are ample.

In the Middle West business is booming. Factories that

have hitherto been burning coal from their storage piles are

now coming into the market and frantically requesting oper-

ators to ship them coal. It must be said in all fairness, how-

ever, that operators are not taking advantage of the present

situation to boost prices or indulge in profiteering.

Though threatening to strike, the bituminous miners are

producing more and more coal. The output for the week

ended Oct. 11 is estimated at 11,924,000 net tons, which is

greater by 311,000 net tons than that of the first week in Octo-

ber, which had hitherto been the highest this year.

All of the domestic sizes of anthracite are being called

for urgently. Steam coals continue to drag and the market

in these grades shows just the slightest improvement. The

production of anthracite during the week ended Oct. 11 is

estimated at 1,955,000 net tons, an increase of 34,000 net tons

Kloii loc-Mlly that
may NiiHpeiiil. Iiut

-dinprent. Hniniiti
nnehan(?e4l. Antlir

Bituminous— This
TiouncerJ lift in pri

HOSTON

PiiroA Nnrin^T iipnnril, llnrket still
reKtrioteil. Sharp fleinand for trans-
portntion. L.i>nK<ih<>rrnieu's strike In
New York oniiNeH enihnrR'oes. Impres-

hituiiiinc>iis mines
>iiyers Inrgrely In-

Uoiiil.M situation
•ite necC.«* urgent.
week shows a pro-
s tor shipment all-

rail. Or<iinary grades from Central
Pennsylvania are now quoted at $3. 20(g)
3..3.T per net ton f. o. b. mines, all prices
being made subject to prior saie. A
few conservative operators are disin-
clined to ask much if anything over
the yearly contract basis on the
ground that "profiteering" would not
put them in a favorable light with
mine-workers who are agitating for an
Increase In wages. In any case, prices
as a whole range distinctly higher than
a week ago.
The market in Now England, how-

ever, is still much restricted. Stocks
are ample and what spot demand ap-
pears is mostly confined to tide-water
consumers who are anxious over the
prolonged strike of engineers on the
ocean tugs. The trade Is therefore
confronted by a situation where prices
are rising but without any broad mar-
ket.

The continued strike of the tow-boat
engineers has created a shortage In
transportation that for the time being
Is causing a sharp demand for steam-
ers. Several shippers have commit-
ments along the coast that were based
upon barge delivery and In some quar-
ters there Is enough local anxiety to
cause a certain urgency for prompt
steamers from Hampton Roads. While
a few additional steamers have been
allocated the coastwise trade, a num-
ber of those already engaged are unfit
for winter service and will soon have
to he withdrawn. The anthracite sit-
uation also has a bearing on the de-
mand for steamers at ports like Boston,
Providence and Portland,

At the New Tork piers the receipts
of coal have been somewhat upsei uy
the effects of the longshortmen's strike
a week ago. Embargoes were slapped
on and for some days shippers were
obliged to route their coal in other
directions. Boats accumulated and
despatch is somewhat slower during
the present week.
The trade here is under the impres-

sion that there will be some sort of
suspension in central Pennsylvania be-
ginning Nov. 1. It is felt that mine
workers have been very well treated
the last two years especially, and with
stocks so ample at most points It may
not be a bad thing to have the issue
brought to a conclusion. Certainly
there are few buyers in' this territory
who have more than a passing Interest
In the current market.
No material change is observed at

Hampton Roads or in New Bngland
with respect to the coal trans-shipped
at the Norfolk and Newport News
piers. On all but a relatively small
portion of the tonnage coming to New
England, steamers are used and re-
ceipts are about the same as hitherto
this season. If there were tr.ansporta-
tion available it is probable there
would be some mild scurrying to get
cargoes arranged for prior to Nov. 1.

but the agencies seem quite hopeful
that there will probably be no suspen-
sion In the West Virginia smokeless
fields.
Current prices on bituminous at

wholesale range about as follows:
Cambrlas and

Clearflelds Somersets
F. o. b. mines.

net tons J2.85(S)3.35 $3.15@3.60
F. o. b. Phlla.,
gros stons 5.05(g)5.60 5.35@5.90

F. o. b. New York,
gross tons .... 5.'t0iJ()B.9B 5.75(3)6.25

Alongside Boston
(water coal).
gross tons ... 7.00(3)7.75 7.60@8.0D
Pocahontas and New River are prac-

tically o\it of the market for coastwise
shipment, but $0.25(5)7.00 Is quoted as
the range for export.

Anthracite—• The hard coal trade Is

still proceeding under difficulties. Those
dealers in position to handle steamers
are managing to make up their arrears
in that way, but those dependent upon
railroad-owned barges are hard put to

it to eke out a current supply. Many
of the individually-owned barge lines

are in operation and such boats to-
gether with extra deliveries all-rail

are keeping dealers going, but there
.are certain points on the Maine coast
where the needs are urgent.

NKW YORK

Chestnut slue tlie shortest, ivlth egg
and stove in good <li-niiiiid. The hnr-
hor siliintion deliiys rtellveHes and
ciinscs iniioli iiiieasliiess among the

The call tnr the steam sizes
Ntroncer and prices stIITen.

IS prevent-
nlinrgoes on shlp-
t;4»nsnmers here

11V no anxiety re-
i)t the wage con-

i>l' hitii

dealer
beeontes stroi
Aeeiiinulatl<»iis
ed hy strikes
ments to tldewaterll
neil supplied and sli«>

garding the oiiteome
ferenees.

Antbrnelti—All of the domestic coals
are In heavy demand. Chestnut, which
has been hard to move in this market
tor the last few months. Is now on a
parity with egg and stove and nearly
as hard to get as either of those two
sizes were a few weeks back. This Is,

however, the usual occurrence In Octo-
ber when because of the small orders
placed by consumers the peddler trade
picks up and results In heavy buying
of chestnut.

Deliveries have been considerably de-
laved tliroughoul the week by harbor
labor troubles, some firms reporting no
coal moved from the docks In five days.
Other dealers have been more fortunate
however, and comparatively few com-
plaints have been heard. Retailers as
a rule deplore the tic-up at this time
of the vear. claiming that with coal
moving freely they would have been
able to clean up their outstanding or-

ders In a few weeks.
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Shipments from the lower ports have
been (3ela>'ed considerably more than
have those from the upper ports be-
cause of the long hauls.

Retail dealers here are depending al-
most entirely on company coals and
for independent coals where they are
not required to pay more than the 75c
differential. Independent coals are in
good demand throughout Canada and
premium coal and the trade believes
the West. One hears very little about
that with production maintained at the
preesnt level 'premium coals will disap-
pear from the market within the next
six w^eeks.

The steam coals are in good demand.
Buckwheat is bringing full prices.
Rice is not in over supply, while barley
is the hardest size to move.
One hears frequently of heating

plants being changed to use oil insteaa
of coal, but the tonnage so far affected
Is comparatively small. However, the
trade is watching the situation closely.

Bituminous—Labor troubles have
kept the shipments to this market
down to actual needs and aided by the
delay in having shipping permits re-
newed accumulations have been kept
at a minimum.
The trade here is not showing much

anxiety as to the outcome of the wage
negotiations. Anotlier factor is that
most consumers have large stocks on
hand and do not believe that should a
strike be called it will last long enough
to clean up their supplies.
The lack of tonnage here has caused

prices to stiffen and quotations nowa-
days depend much upon the supply and
the urgency of the buyer. Some deal-
ers say that prices have changed sev
eral timse during each 24 hours. How-
ever, with the local harbor difficulties
settled dealers expect a boom in de-
mand which it may be hard to fill.

This may also result in a further
strengthening of prices.
Exporters of coal have been hard hit

during the past week. The present
harbor troubles have caused many ves-
sels to go to Philadelphia or Balti-
more for their bunker supplies and
has also resulted in a considerable loss
to this harbor in the number of orders
which have been filled at either of the
two southern cities.

Dealers in bunker coals have also
suffered because of the strike, there
being no means for supplying vessels.
The high grade coals are hard to

obtain, most of them being consigned
on contracts.
•Quotations on pool coals at this har-

bor range about as follows:
Nos. 1, 9 and 71, ?5.S5 to J6; No. 10,

$5.60 to $5.75; No. 11, $5.40 to $5.55,
and 18 and 41, $5.10 to $5.25.

The quotations for coals at the mines
for spot delivery range about as fol-
lows:
So. Forks (best) $3.25 to $3.50
Cambria (best) 3.00 •' 3.25
Cambria (ordinary) 2.60 " 2.90
Clearfield (best) 3.00 " 3.25
Clearfield (ordinary) 2.60 " 2.90
Reynoldsville 2.85 " 2.90
Quemahonlng 3.25 " 3.50
Somerset (medium) 3.00 " 3.25
Somerset (poor) 2.50 " 2.75
Western Maryland 2.50 " 2.75
Fairmont 2.25 " 2.50
Fairmont % 3.10 " 3.25
Latrobe 2.60 " 2.90
Greensburg 2.75 " 3.00
Westmoreland % 3.40 " 3.50
Westmoreland r-m 2.75 " 3.00

PHILADELPHIA
.\ii1liraelte moving* Hnioothly. >IiJa

neallKT onuses liulit <-on.-iUiiiiiti<>ii.

Deiilers wiiiit eec, s«<iv<- nnil nut.
Pleuty ut i>rdrr» \el unfllieil. Preiniuin
prices being pnid for tliese sizes. Pen
la heavy un<l stenni sixes witliout real
activity. Ilituniiiious unsettled. Strlk«
rumors do not move consumer. Some
price increnses.

Anthracite—Because of a mild fall to
date the demand for coal has not been
strong on the part of the consumer.
This refers specifically to that class of
consumers who have always been ac-
customed to buy their fuel as they
needed it. While the number of per-
sons buying In this manner has de-
creased, yet it is still considerable.
The call Is still for egg, stove and

nut. with the greatest pressure on stove
and nut. Demand is also heavy for egg.

Tliere seems to be almost no limit to
the amount of these sizes that the
dealers show a willingness to take.
While tliere has been some improve-
ment in the quantity of tliese sizes re-
ceived during the last week, the claim
is made that it is still under the nor-
mal for the time of year. It is known
tor a fact that New England continues
to receive heavy tonnages of these
sizes and fi'equent inquiries are re-
ceived by local shippers from that
point offering premiums of $2 or even
more.

It is a fact that locally those con-
cerns buying from brokerage houses at
premiums have no difficulty in getting
prompt shipment and the higher the
premium the quicker the coal comes.
Some of the city retailers will not han-
dle coal at premium prices, while oth-
ers are taking in considerable quanti-
ties and simply passing the increased
prices on to the consumer. Often in
order to get the favorite sizes it is
necessary in addition to the premium to
take some pea coal.
One reason for the dealers' anxiety to

get stove and nut at this time is the
fact that they have partially filled
many orders and they need additional
coal of the same size to complete them
before they are in position to render
a bill.

The big companies are still experi-
encing much trouble with pea coal and
have their salesmen out urging dealers
to take this size. The dealers are also
endeavoring to have their customers
accept this size and there are reports
of considerable success in this direc-
tion. There is not the least doubt that
with the coming of more seasonable
weather this size wull move of its own
accord.
The steam sizes are still laggard.

Even buckwheat fails to exhibit any
particular strength. It necessarily fol-
lo'ws that rice and barley are even more
inactive. There was a little show of
activity in the steam sizes this week
due to the uncertain conditions in the
soft coal market over the labor situa-
tion.

Bituminous—The soft coal situation
is uncertain. The fact that the oper-
ators rejected the proposition of the
miners for increased wages, etc., has
had a tendency to strengthen the mar-
ket, but it is merely a tendency, for
there has been nothing like a rush to
buy coal. Every manufacturing plant
of any size has heavily stocked and for
this reason is not at all anxious to add
to their stock, even with a possible
strike in view.
As a matter of fact the consumer

refuses to take the strike talk at all
seriouslj-. He seems to feel that the
miner is well compensated and that the
wiser heads among the men will avoid
calling a strike. In the spot market
the trade has been particularly dull
lately, as little coal has been moved in
this way. Because of the breaking off
of negotiations between the miners and
operators th^re was an inclination to
increasing prices, and at this time the
prevailing figures were about as fol-
lows:
Georges Creek Big "Vein . . . .$3.15@3.30
South Fork Miller Vein 3.15@3.30
Clearfield (ordinary) 2.S0@3.0O
Somerest (ordinary) 2.75@2.90
Faihmont lump 3.25@3.35
Fairmont mine run 3.0d@3.15
Fairmont slack 2.45@2.55
Fairmont lump (ordinary).. 3.00@3.05
Fairmont mine run(ordinary) 2.75@2.85
Fairmont slack (ordinary).. 2.45@2.55

BALTIMORE.
Threat of coal strike sends prices

upward iu bituminous mnrket. Hard
eoni also becomes more active. Exports
booming.
Bituminous—Coal men and consumers

are alike awake to the possibilities of
a coal strike. With the consumers the
hope is entertained that there w-ill be
an eleventh-hour settlement of the dif-
ficulty. With the coal men there is

little feeling that the trouble can be
adjusted without a strike in the face
of the extortionate demands of the
miners, and even were a compromise
agreed upon by offlciels of both sides
the feeling is strong here that a num-
ber of the miners will walk out undei
any circumstances. This feeling first

sent the larger corporations into the
field to urge early shipments on their

orders and contracts and to secure ad-
ditional coal reserve; and the little fel-
lows are now beginning to flock in.
Prices have moved up steadily undei
this impetus and the end is apparently
not yet. While there are now sales, in
the nervous market that exists at pres-
ent, both above and below the follow-
ing list, it nevertheless about marks
the average offerings to the trade,
mine basis, here:
Best grade steam coals, $3.75 to $4;

excellent coals such as run to pool
No. 9. $3.00 to $3.60; No. 10. $3.30 to
$3.45; fair to good coals. $2.75 to $2.90;
mixed coals, $2.40 to $2.50. The best
three-quarter gas is running at from
J3.40 to $3.60; Fairmont, low sulphur,
$3.25 to $3.35; medium sulphur, $3, and
run-of-mine about $2.50.

Exports cojitinue to boom. The total
loading for the first eighteen days of
October on foreign account ran to a
total of 336,816 tons, with 41,099 tons
of that amount for bunker and the bal-
ance on cargo account.
Anthracite—The hard coal situation

is more active, afte ra period of in-
activity. Fear that the strike may
touch the hard coal situation in some
way, and cooler weather are both caus-
ing new orders. Stove coal continues
scarce. The dealers here report but a
fair reserve supply in other sizes.

Lake Markets

PI'l'TSBlRGH
Strike prospects prepondenrte Slight^

ly. Some consumers fairly stocked*
Uestricted consumption by steel in-
dustry continues. Prices higher.
There is nothing but guessing as to

whether or not there will be a coal
strike Nov. 1. The prospects are not
materially cnanged since the actual is-
suing of the strike orders by headquar-
ters. In local circles there seems to
be a slightly predominating view that
there will be a strike. There has been
more buying of coal of late by con-
sumers desirous of stocking up, and
the small and moderate sized consum-
ers are believed to have sufficient stocks
to carry them through a strike of a
few weeks' duration. The large con-
sumers, however, have no stocks as a.

rule, it being an expensive thing for
the average large consumer to operate
on stocks, almost a physical impossl-
bilit.v indeed on account of the scarcity
of labor.
Were it not for the large curtail-

ment in coal consumption due to the
iron and steel strike the district un-
doubtedly would be able to supply the
demand fully. As it is, the demand
has produced a mild advance in prices,
the market being now quotable as fol-
lows: Slack, $2.20(g)2.30; steam mine-
run, $2.30^,2.40; gas mine-run, $2.50®
2.70; prepared gas, $2.90@3.10, per net
ton at mine, Pittsburgh district.

BUFFALO
Bituminous slow of sale. .\ew Yorit

stntc buys moderately, Canada hardly
at all. A general ivniting for the steel
strike to end. It is about at an end
here. Anthracite all to the lakes.

Bituminous—The situation is much
the same. Consumers appear to have
a pretty good supply and. are not anx-
iovis to stock up. Somehow they often
still have the notion that prices are
going to be cheaper. The trade has no
such idea. All that the jobbers are
trying to do is to keep it from going
higher. This is easy now. for the ten-
dency is to slack off. Orders are not
plenty anywhere and they are not
likely to improve till there are more
workers in the steel trade to consume
the coal.

As it looks here the steel strike is
coming to nothing and will soon be a
matter of the past. The furnaces are
steadily getting more men and are
running stronger from day to day. The
ore cargoes that were tied up at the
docks are being unloaded. The strik-
ers are making no demonstrations and
the indication is that most of them
never wanted to strike. Next week
ought to see the plants running prac-
tically full time. Then the coal trade
will resume its normal condition and
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things will go forward on a basis that
includes no immediate prospect of a
strike.

Tlie threat ot a bituminous miners
strike does not seem to disturb the coal

consumers. Tliey say that the prospect
therefor is not good and they do not

want to stock up any more in anticipa-

tion of it. This nieans also that the
stocks are plentiful. Salesmen say
that a better trade is possible in this

state than in Canada, though they do
not quite know the reason for it. The
situation at the mines is not good. The
men work in a hap-hazard way, but
manage to get out as much coal as is

wanted. Present fear of a strike is

not general.
Bituminous prices are not strong, but

jobbers continue to quote as before,

$4 55 tor Allegheny Valley sizes, $4. SO

for Pittsburgh and No. S lump, $4.65

for same three-quarter, $4.20 for mine
run. $4.10 for slack, $4.60 for smokeless,
$5.70 tor Pennsylvania smithing, all per
net ton, t. o. b. Buffalo.
Authracite—The local trade appears

to be waiting for the Lake season to

close, just as it did last y«ar. Last
week the supply afforded the city was
next to nothing and only enough for
three days is promised this week. Con-
sumers are well supplied and it is like-

ly that a week's shipment to the Upper
Lake.s will be turned in here after win-
ter closes the lakes. It was done last

year and the demand was soon satis

hed Through rail shipments are also
liglit. likewise waiting for the lakes
to close.

Prices of anthracite in this market
continue on the former basis for regu-
lar, with independent prices at 75 cents
to $3 premium:

On Cars. At Curb,
Gross Ton. Net Ton.

Grate $8.55 $10.20

Egg 8.80 10.65

Stove 9.00 10.85
Chestnut 9.10 10.95

Pea 7.45 9.30

Buckwheat 5.70 7.75

TORONTO
RcceiptN of nii<iirni-i<o liltlit. Strik-

iiie cunl (li

of hitunii
vanoeil.
There is practically no change In the

coal situation with the exception of
an advance in the price of bituminous.
Receipts of anthracite from the mines
continue light and dealers are much
behind in deliveries. The coal drivers
who went on strike returned to work
on the 14th, some of tlie yards having
conceded the demands for an increase
of $4 per week, each firm dealing with
its own employes. There is an ample
supply of bituminous, but the demand
remains comparatively light. Quota-
tions for short tons are as follows;

Retail
Anthracite

—

Egg. stove, nut and grate $12.50
Pea 11.00

Bituminous

—

Steam 8.75
Slack 7.75

Pomestlc lump 10.00
Canel 11.50
Wholesale, f. o. b. cars at destination:

Three-quarter lump 6.50

Slack 5.50

CI.,KVEL,AND
nrinnnd fur nil Brndi-n ooiiflnuoH iin-

iil>n(i'<l uiiil iiiisMtlHllral. Steam-coal
|irl<'i-» liave sliunii iloeUlt'd utrenetll and

' are adtanelnic. Su|i|iil<'N ot nil erailex,
eHprelnlly liitnmlnoiiM, In tlie pant fen-
ilnyn lln^e lieen enrtall<-d brenuxe of
deerensed plllelrnry at the mlnex.

nit nniiunnx- -This grade, both for do-
mestic and steam use. has come fully
Into its own. The shortage, which ap-
pear.s «iulte acute, broke suddenly with
the advent of cooler weather a few
days ago. Retail dealers could use
fully twice as much coal as they are
receiving from the mines. Steam-coal
users have developed an extraordlnar>
desire to stock, and are prodding oper-
ators for better deliveries. Meanwhile,
the supply has become limited from an-
other source. Mine workers In the
southern and eastern Ohio districts
seem to be preparing for the threatened
strike, and are not pushing thcmselve.')
In the least. A fair-sized labor short-
age for delivery and yar^I work Is re-
ported by some retali dealers. No. 6
slack has shot up about 50 cents a ton.

almost over night. No. 6 mine-run and
No. S mine-run both have participated
in an advance. Some of the retail
grades, like Goshen and West Virginia
splint, are almost impossible to obtain.
All bituminous coal prices are firm.

l*ocaliont:is and .AntLraeite—Some
dealt rs have advanced shoveled lump.
Pocahontas 25c a ton. making llie

spread $9 to $9.50. It is difficult to get
any of this coal at the lower figure.
The cool weather the last few days
has brought out greater demand for
both grades. Recently, with weather
e.vceptionally good, demand fell off just
a trifle, giving dealers an opportunity
to catch up. Demand for both Poca-
hontas and anthracite is easily twice
the supply.

Lake Trade—September shipment oi
2,360.667 net tons ot bituminous coal
to the Upper Lakes brought the sea-
son's total loading to Oct. 1 up to
17,681.223 tons. At Oct. 1 last year
shipments stood at 20.778.250 tons. The
entire season, it is believed, will not
exceed 23,000,000 tons. Vessel fuel to
Oct. 1 totaled 832,907 tons. 145,160 tons
being loaded in September. At present
cari-iers are more plentiful than car-
goes, and daily dumpings at Lake Erie
ports range from 1.700 to 2,000 tons,
about one-half of normal.

Prices of coal per net ton delivered
in Cleveland are:

Anthracite

—

Egg • $11.75 to $11.90
Chestnut 12.00 " 12.0»
Grate 11.75 " 11.90
Stove 11.90 •• 12.10

Pocaliontas

—

Forked 10,00 " 10.50
lump 9.00 " 9.50
Mine-run 7.90 " 8.00

Domestic bituminous

—

West Virginia splint. . . 8.50
No. S Pittsburgh 6.60 " 6.90
Masillon lump .' 8.25 " 8.50
Cosliocton lump 7.15

Steam Coal-
No. 6 slack 5.25 " 5.50
No. 8 slack 5.10" 5.50
Youghiogheny slack . . 5.25 " 5.50
No. 8 % in 5.70 " 6.00
No. 6 mine-run 5.25 " 5.50
No. 8 mine-run 5.75

COLUMBUS
.Steam trade more active in \'ie\v of

tile tlireateiied .siLspeusion. Tlie domes-
lie Irnde it* slrons'. Priee-s jire ;iener-
nily well maintained -tTliile prudnetion
has been inereased slij^litly.

With a suspension believed to be cer
tain, consumers of steam sizes are buy-
ing more actively in all sections. This
tendency has been noticeable during
the past week and is expected to gain
as the time for the suspension ap-
proaches. While there are some re-
serve stocks in this territory, largt
users are nevertheless becoming con-
cerned over the situation and are plac-
ing orders for immediate shipment.

Railroads are not taking any large
tonnage and are not stocking up to any
extent. General manufacturers are the
best buyers. Steam prices are fair-Iy

strfing at previous levels with mine-
run from the Hocking field selling at
$2.35 and screenings around $2. Tlfere
is a good demand for West Virginia
steam grades.
The domestic trade continues strong.

Retailers are buying briskly In view
of the threatened strike. Retail stocks
are not large and there Is an effort be-
ing made to Increase them before Nov.
1. Dealers are having a good trade as
householders are putting in their
stocks. The so-called fancy grades ai-e

exceptionally strong and prices con-
tinue firm. There Is also a good de-
mand for Hocking and Pomeroy pre-
parer! grades.

Delivered prices are: Pocahontas
lump. $S.50(ii8.75; Pocahontas mine-run,
$7: West Virginia lump, $7; Hocking
lump, $6: Pomeroy lump, $6.25; Ken-
tucky prepared lump, $7.50.
The lake trade Is progressing satis-

factorily with a fairly large tonnage
still moving to the Northwest. A
slight falling off at several of the
lower lake port."! was noted during the
past week. The Indications point to a
ratlier early closing of the trade, as a
large part of the requirements have al-
ready been moved. Lake prices are
film. The vessel movement Is gener-
ally good.

Production is increasing under the
influence of a better car supply. This
is most noticeable in tiie Hocl^ing Val-
ley and Pomeroy Bend districts. East-
ern Ohio is still short of cars and the
output is about 60 per cent, of normal.
In the Cambridge and Crooksville
fields -the output has bien about 65 to
70 per cent and in tlie Hocliing Valley
about T^ per cent.

CINCINNATI
City is in ^:ood Nliaiie and .snppiies

fair. Sonrc prieeN liave ad^uueed \vliiie
uiliers ha\e <leeiiued.

Cincinnati is in good sliape to face a
stri.;e i.f bituminous coal miners. Nov.
1. if a walkout is "not averted, "accord-
ing to wholesale and retail coal deal-
ers. Only a prolonged strikfe is likely
to ha\'e a disastrous effect on the city's
industries and the comfort of residents.
'i liis condition is llie result of Cin-
cinnati's exceptional transportation fa-
cilities and the providence of both
large and small consumers. Most in-
dustrial consumers have good stocks
on hand while officials of tiie city,
county and the public schools have
enough coal to supply public institu-
tions for some time.
Coal dealers say domestic consumers

have shown much foresight in pur-
chases this summer and fall, so that
now the average stock in cellars is
good. Retail prices on bituminous coal
wore advanced 25 cents a ton in Cin-
cinnati last week. The lump and egg
moved up to $7 and $7.25 a ton. deliv-
ered, and the run of mine raised to
$6.50 a ton. Coke was also raised
trt-m 25 to 50 cents per ton to a pre-
vailing price of $10 to $11. However,
the smokeless run of mine droped 25
cents a ton to a range of from $7 to
$7.50 a ton.

LOUISVILLK
Rjiilruad Adniinistrat ion fnlliuj^ dt>n'n

on ' ear deiiverieM. Uioek eoni in j^ood
demand, .'.team sliKhlly ivenker. Mines
oiierntiug tliree to tliree and a half

a
ha

ek. UU
tueky I

liur troul»le.

Altliough the U.
recently

i.pee IS

Railroad Admin,
eod to turn over

about ISO cars daily from car pool ter-
ritory, through the Pennsylvania, B. &
O,. and Big Four lines, to the eastern
Kentucky, southern Appalachian and
eastern Tennessee districts, hardly 50
per cent of the number ot cars agreed
upon has been turned over so far. The
car supply in the districts referred to
is somewhat better than it has been,
but at that mines are only operating
about 60 to 70 per cent, or three to
three and a half days a week.
There has bv,'en a slightly weaker

market on steam coal during the past
few days because of better production,
and reduced demand from steel mills,
and concei'iis affected by tlio steel
strike. Block coal prices are good and
the demand strong.
Kentucky is not expecting much

trouble in event of a strike of mine
workers in November. Western Ken-
tucky is organized and Is under agree-
ment with the operators, with a con-
tract that will cary for some time,
while in eastern Kentucky organization
is not strong, and operators are feeling
hopeful.

Louisville retailers report that every
cold day brings a good demand, and
that the rainy weather of October has
brought a better demand, hut that
sales as a whole are not active.
Kentucky mine quotations are about

as follows:
Eastern Kentucky—Block. $4®5;

mine run, $2.50(fi)3.25: nut and slack,
S2.25®2.75. Western Kentucky—Lump.
$2.7503.25: mine run. $2.25(S)2.65: nut
and slack, $1.90 (R) 2.05; pea and slack,
$1.25(0)1.50.

DlilTROIT

SiKnN of InereHHinK Interext in tbt
market for stenn ill follow realisa-
tion liy the iMi.vern tliat (he mine labor
Kltaation In bad.
nitnmlnouN--Whlle orders have not

Increased In volume to the extent that
Jobbers and wholesalers had expected,
they find Indications of a larger In-
terest In the matter of supply, taking
the form of Inquiries from some ot the
consumei^s of steam coal who have been
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hanging back. The threatened strike
of bituminous miners set for Nov. 1

appears to have jolted a number of
lethargic buyers into somewhat belated
realization that continuance of the
operation of their plants can best be
assured by having a supply of coal
at hand.
Although coal is still coming into the

city quite freely and in considerable
amount, the transportation situation
and outlook are not reassuring. Re-
ports coming to the jobbers indicate a

shortage of cars is troublesome in a
number of producing districts. While
some mines report better car supply,
others complain that their operations
are handicapped by inadequate facili-

ties for shipping. A curtailment as
large as 50 per cent, is reported from
some West Virginia fields.

Free coal on tracks is moderately
plentiful, but jobbers say the general
local market situation is not unfavor-
ably affected and that few sales are
made at prices materially below the
regular schedule.

Sales of Hocking domestic lump are
reported at a price equivalent to $3.50

to $.3.75 a net ton at the mines, with
egg size holding about 50 cents less

and mine-run ranging around $2.25 to

$2.50. Slack is quoted at about $2.

Four-inch lump from West Virginia is

offered at $4. The price on West Vir-
ginia (igg is 25 to 50 cents lower.
Mine run is quoted at $2.75 and nut-
pea and slack at $2.25 to $2.50. Smoke-
less is almost out of the market with
^ome mine-run quoted at $3.75.

Anthracite— Household consumers
are displaying a more active interest
in obtaining anthracite for winter
needs, following a decided drop in tem-
perature. They are discovering that
the situation is unfavorable, that the
retailers have only small quantities of
anthracite in stock and that shipments
)rdered are slow in arriving. With
some of the retailers already declining
orders, numerous consumers probably
will have to use bituminous or coke in

house heating plants.

CONKELLSVILLE
Furnace coke advances sharply, foun-

dry being sliRhtiy easier. Prodnctlon
closely regrulated to requirements.

The furnace coke market has stiff-

ened sharply, now standing fairly
steadily on $4.25. Operators were so
prompt in reducing output when the
iron and steel strike began Sept. 22
that as furnaces have resumed from
day to day the market has been stead-
ily recovering from its initial decline
and is now higher tha nin June or
July, though 25 to 50c lower than the
average for a few weeks just before
the strike.

There is practically no coke forced
•n the market, the last lot recorded
Lalng a week ago, a half dozen cars
going at $3.85 to save demurrage. Foun-
dry coke is a shade easier, supplies
being easy with a restriction in fur-
nace coke production, while demand
has materially decreased, and to such
an extent as to lead some observers to
conclude that some of the foundries
are going into their stock piles.

We quote furnace coke at $4.25, with
the possibility of shading the price a
few cents, and foundry coke at $5.50@
•6.25, depending on brand and whether
In box or open-top cars, per net ton
at ovens.
The "Courier" reports production In

the Connellsvllle and Lower Connells-
vllle region In the week ended Oct. 11

at 152.764 tons, a decrease of 4,836 tons.

Coke—The demand will not be active
till the furnaces are running full time.
•Some of them did not suspend, but
there are enough of them idle to affect
the consumption. This may not last
long, but It affects the movement ma-
teriallv. Prices are still quoted at
$9.70 for 72-hr. Connellsville foundry.
t7.70 for 48-hr. furnace, $7.20 for off

grade, $7.45 for domestic sizes and $5
Tor breeze. Iron ore Is coming In at a
rapid rate and though some is held up
by the steel workers' strike, enough la

unloaded to keep the lake fleet active.

Middle West

GEAERAL REVIEW
Strong market with prices steadily

advancing. Opinions differ as to possi-
bility o( a nntion-wide strike of min-
ers. Car shortage keeps many mines
Idle.

The last wek or so has been very
reminiscent of the period shortly be-
fore the United States Fuel Adminis-
tration came into existence back in the
summer of 1917. There is not the
slightest suspicion of a weak market
in any size or any kind of coal, ana
prices are advancing slowly but surely.

When we say prices are advancing it

is rather a broad statement and ought
to be qualified to some extent, as tha
Franklin County operators, as well as>

some of the operators of Indiana, are
maintaining their prices at levels in
effect before the present flurry arrived.
These operators could sell their do-
mestic coal at a figure far in advance
of $3.25; in fact, we know of a case
where a Jobber was able to get hold of
a car of Franklin county coal and took
advantage of the situation to peddle
the coal around until it was sold at $4
per ton t. o. b. mines. We understand
that this coal was egg size. It must
be said in all fairness tliat the oper-
ators are not availing themselves 01

the present situation to boost prices
or go on any profiteering spree.

The labor situation continues to be
an enigma. Proniinent operators are
found who confidently expect a strike.
There are operators equally prominent
in the eyes of the public and the coal
trade in general, who believe that a
strike at this time is impossible be-
cause the coal question is so important
to the public that the authorities at
Washington will, under no circum-
stances, allow a stopping of mining.
The majority of opinions, however,
seems to be that the United Mine
Workers and operators will succeed in
patching their differences or at least
make some arrangements so that the
public and the railroads will continue
to be supplied "with coal.

The car situation continues to occupy
a prominent place, almost too promi-
nent a place "when one considers how
few and rare cars are these days. The
situation on the C, B. & Q. is perhaps
the best in the Middle West. Some of
the other lines, the I. C, C. & B. I. ana
Big Four are supplying their mines
with only about 60 per cent, of full car
suppl.v. A number of mines are kept
idle every day and loud cries are heard
from all sides for more coal and better
service. Reassuring bulletins appear
from time to time from the "higher-
ups" at Washington, but in spite of
these optimistic prophecies little relief
has been forthcoming.

CHICAGO

Retail dealers kept busy supplying
demands. Eastern coal pnictically out
of the ni;irket. Steam sizes being ab-
sorbed rapidly.

The retail trade in Chicago appears
to be doing a rushing business. A
glimpse into any of the coal yards
shows the greatest amount of activity.
Little independent dealers whose stock
in trade consists of a motor truck and
a list of friends are loading up their
automobiles and delivering coal to
their customers as fast as possible.
Franklin County operators are be-
sieged by dealers requesting prompt
shipments. Eastern coal now is prac-
tically impossible to get, and when it

Is procured the price f o. b. Chicago is

so high that it is only from two to
three dollars under the cost of anthra-
cite. Eventually eastern operators are
going to lose out because they are
maintaining prices so high. The aver-
age householder is not going to pay
from $9 to $10 for soft coal when he
can got anthracite of the best grade
for $12 and $13.

The weather has been mild, and ac-
cording to the weather man will con-
tinue so; but when it eventually does
get cold. Interesting times are expect-
ed, because none of the dealers have
too much coal on hand, and a cold spell
will clean them up, as shipments are

not being made with any great rapid-
ity.

The steam situation Is booming. Fac-
tories that have heretofore been laying
low and burning up their storage piles
are now coming into the market rap-
idly and frantically requesting opera-
tors to sliip them coal to replenish
their stock piles. Many purchasing
agents are paying dearly for their in-
difference to the coal question during
the past spring and summer months,
which is just what has been predicted
all along.

MILIVAIKEE
Coal market quiet and uneventful.

Popular sizes of autliracite out of the
market. Illinois shippers behind la
deliveries.

The only new phase in the coal sit-
uation at Milwaukee since the last re-
port is a clean-up of chestnut anthra-
cite, which, together with stove, are
now out of sale. Egg, buckwheat and
anthracite screenings are still to be
had, however.

Prices of both hard and soft coal re-
main unchanged. The car situation Is
no better and shippers are seriously
handicapped in consequence. Some soft
coal is coming by rail, but Illinois
shippers are reported to be 10,000 tons
behind in deliveries here. Little hara
coal is received by rail at present.

Coke is plentiful, but the demand is
unsatisfactory. Cargo receipts by Lake
tiius far aggregate 705,710 tons of an-
thracite and 2,552,905 tons of soft coal,
a gain of 165.839 tons of the former
and a loss of 421,491 tons of the latter
compared with the receipts during the
same period last year. Fires are smol-
dering in some of the coal yards along
the Menomonee River, but thus far no
serious damage has been done.

ST. LOUIS
Unusual prices prevailing on aeconnt

of the expected strike. Some railroads
confiscating coal. Practically no coal
on the market and a good demand fok
everything. Car shortage continues.
Railroad.s using cars for storage pur-
poses. Conservatives do not belieTe
theer win be a strike.

The local situation is a trying one.
Buyers believe tliere is going to be a
strike in the coal industry, but con-
esrvative coal men differ with them,
thinking that the Government will take,
a hand at the last minute and order the
miners to stay at work pending an
adjustment.

In the Carterville field a fairly good
supply of cars is furnished, except on
the Missouri Pacific, wliere arbitrary
action is curtailing the production 01
coal. Unless the mines furnish rail-
road coal they do not get cars, and if

by chance they should load out com-
mercial coal it is promptly confiscated.

The Illinois Centra! furnishes a pool
car supply, but is not arbitrary about
it. The other roads are doing fairly
well and conditions are satisfactory in
this field. In the Du Quoin field, where
the Illinois Central supplies the equip-
ment, operations work only two or
three days a week. There is a good
demand for everything produced. In
the Mt. Olive field good working time
is reported, that is, about four days a
week, with a heavy tonnage moving
nortli and west. Screenings In this
field are not so active as they might
be. The railroad tonnage is heavy. In
the Standard field a heavy railroad ton-
nage is moving, but car supply is about
three days per week average on ail
roads. There is a market for every-
thing produced here.

In St. Louis proper only a few cars of
anthracite are moving. No smokeless
has arrived and nothing from Arkan-
sas, but a plentiful supply of Mt. Olive
and Standard is on hand, which will
last from one to two weeks in the
event of a strike. The tonnage of Car-
terville is extremely light.
The Carterville and Franklin County

prices on domestic sizes are all sizes
$3.25#3.40, and screenings are from
$2.15@2.35. Mine-run is from $2.45®
2.65, Mt. Olive coal is from $2.65(5)3

for the domestic sizes, and screenings
are anywhere from $2 @ 2.25. Standard
6-in. lump is $3.25, the same as 3x6
egg. Two by six egg and 2-in. lump Is

$3. Mine-run is about $2.50 and screen-
ings are from $2@2.25,
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Standardizing Mining Equipment

r^/5KTi "^^ standardizing of mining machinery

I'^'^CK and equipment, a plan that has been re-

[
^M^ cently considered by the American Min-

l|'^^r>J| ing Congress, should prove, provided

the details can be satisfactorily arranged, one of

the greatest boons to both operators and manu-
facturers that has yet graced the history of the

industry. It is difficult to say, other than to

hazard a giiess, how much weight any adopted and
approved standards of equipment would have, but

there is little doubt that any regulations ac-

cepted could meet with anything other than in-

stant and hearty approval.

That this idea is a step in the right direction,

no one can dispute. While no attempt would be

made to even suggest that mines already in op-

eration should cliange their equipment en viasse

to that conforming with the new standards, yet

each succeeding year would see worn-out parts

supplanted by regulation types. However it is

more with respect to mines of the future that the

approved standards would apply.

Coal mining in all its various phases of opera-

tion would be simpler and more intensified today,

if certain standards of equipment had been estab-

lished twenty years ago. Take for instance the

subject of track gages. At present a variance is

found that ranges from 18 to 56>^ in., with a large

number of ^in. divisions. This variation arose

probably more than anything else because of the

fact that individual engineers had individual

opinions as to what constituted a suitable gage.

It was doubtless aggravated also by the fact that

many exising mines were opened at a time when
mule haulage only was in vogue.

A standard gage as suggested by one of the

committees of the American Mining Congress'is
42 in. This figure was arrived at after it had
been proved that 75 per cent, of all new opera-
tions were being equipped with a gage of this

width. As the mines of the future will un-
doubtedly be larger, from the standpoint of pro-
duction, than anything at present existing, this

figure should prove to be a good one. A semi-

standard of 36 in. was also suggested. This was
to be applied in connection with longwall mining

where it is desired to keep the pack-walls close

together and to employ a narrow car.

We may take as another example, the design

of a mine car that can be used in this field. There

has usually, heretofore, existed a concrete ratio

between the track gage, length of wheelbase and

inside length of car. The width and height of

the car, of course, are governed by the conditions

encountered and the thickness of the bed in which

the car is employed. A standard such as the one

suggested should adequately handle any of the

operations of the future, no matter hoAV large

from the standpoint of production. The ratio

suggested as a standard may be stated as being

one wherein the inside length of a car is three

times the length of the wheelbase, and the wheel-

base is 7/9 of the track gage.

Short-radius bumpers are likewise advantage-

ous on mine cars, as this design goes hand in hand

with a one-link coupling. Not only are short-

radius curves on the track easier to take but much
of the jerking and jarring resultant upon taking

up of the slack in the trip in starting is thus

eliminated.

The adoption of standard dimensions, whether

in mine equipment or anything else, is of course

at first fraught with many difficulties. Probably

no standard was ever adopted that did not receive

opposition, usually from several sources. One
has, however, only to consider the difficulties un-

der which modern engineering would labor were

it not for standard threads, pipe, fittings, and the

like, to appreciate what possible benefits may ac-

crue from the adoption of standard mining equip-

ment.

Like present-day railway apparatus, the adop-

tion of uniform sizes of mine equipment wnll not

be attained in a day, a week, or a year. It must
in most cases wait upon the obsolescence of the

equipment and material now in use. Its ultimate

adoption will, however, mark a long stride in ad-

vance for the mining industry.
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Some Factors That Affect the Washability

of a Coal*

Improvement of the quality of coal through washing is a subject of much inter-

est at present. Experimental work thus far conducted would indicate

that heavy impurities, or those with a specific gravity exceeding 1.6

may be successfully removed from coal. Those with a specific gravity of less

than 1 . 3 are extremely difficult to remove and those impurities with specific

gravitiesJying between these limits may or may not be removable with facility.

By Thomas Frazer+ and H. T. YANCEYt
Urbana, 111.

BECAUSE of the present interest in the subject of

sulphur in coal and its removal, such information

as is available in coal-washing literature on the

various factors that determine the adaptability of a coal

for washing has been collected and is presented here,

together with some observations based on results of

experimental work carried out in the coal-washing lab-

oratory of the mining department of the University of

Illinois, and investigative work at Illinois washeries in

connection with the work on reduction of the sulphur

content of coal, being carried on at the Urbana Station

of the U. S. Bureau of Mines. This investigative work
consisted of the examination and testing of com-
mercial washeries, the chemical and physical examina-
tion of raw and washed coals, and coal-washing tests

with jigs and washing tables of one-fourth commercial
size. The tables used are shown in Fig. 1. The writers

have not had a wide experience in commercial coal

washing.

The process of washing a coal consists in the mechani-
cal removal of impure pieces heavier than the pieces
of clean coal, and higher in ash and sulphur content.
The characteristics of a coal, therefore, that determine
the possibility of improving it by washing are the
characteristics of these impurities—that is, their physi-
cal and chemical form and their specific gravity and
behavior in water.

Physical Form of Impurities

The two removable impurities commonly present in

coal which are of chief interest in connection with coal
washing are shale or slate, and pyrite. Calcite and
gypsum are ordinarily present only in insignificant
amounts, although in some cases their removal may
result in an appreciable improvement.
The reduction in ash content of a coal by the removal

of shale or slate is commonly less difficult than the
removal of sulphur. In order of their removability,
the various forms in which the ash in a coal occurs
may be classed as follows:

1. Clean solid pieces of shale or slate i in. or more
thick with a natural plane of breakage between shale
and coal. This class of impurity includes the definite

shale or slate bands occurring in the coal bed, and
extraneous matter from the roof and floor introduced
during mining.

2. Bands of clean shale "frozen" to the adjacent coal,

and thin bands of shale and coal interbedded.

•Paper presented before the meeting of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers. Chicago, September, 1919.

tAssistant mining engineer, U. S. Bureau of Mines.

3. Clay, shale dust and friaV" disinte-

grate in water. ^j

4. Fine ash particles distribuu ie coal*

forming carbonaceous shale, bone .sh coal.

If ash occurs in this form to an . degree, it

makes impossible the production of fh coal by
washing. Two coals of this nature ha\ A.
In one case, a washed coal of good appea. xrom
visible extraneous impurities, analyzed 2.. <!nt ash,-

and in the other case coal lighter thai; -.4 specific

gravity analyzed 13 per cent ash.

Although it is possible to remove some of the ash

occurring in any of these forms, a coal to be classed as

easily and economically washable should contain most
of its excess undesirable ash in the form of separable

clean particles of shale or slate of high specific gravity.

A painstaking visual examination will reveal much con-

cerning the removability of the ash impurities in a coal.

This is true in a lesser degree of the sulphur impurities.

Easily Removable Forms of Sulphur

The easily removable form of sulphur is the lens,

ball or band of clean pyrite J in. or more in thickness.

The solid fine-grained band breaks with little sliming

and, due to its high specific gravity, it is almost com-
pletely removable. A somewhat different form, not

uncommon in Illinois, is of a porous cellular structure

and usually of a bright yellow color. It is much lighter

than the solid pyrite and breaks down easily into thin

plates and slime, difficult to remove. Specific-gravity

determinations on pieces of these two kinds of pyrite

from a Franklin County, Illinois, coal showed 4 for

the solid and 2.9 for the porous pieces.

The most troublesome visible forms of sulphur for

the washery man are the thin bands, plates and veinlets

of pyrite distributed through some coals; this form is

very common in the southern Illinois field. Knife-edge

plates sometimes fill all the joint fissures in large lumps

of coal, the individual plates being in many cases so

thin as to resemble spots of gold paint. When the coal

i« crushed for washing, a large part of this sulphur

adheres to the coal and a considerable part of that which
breaks free is slimed or broken into extremely thin

plates, which have a tendency to float when the coal is

washed. The thin bands of pyrite sometimes occur

interbedded with thin bands of coal, forming pieces

part coal and part pyrite that may be removed in their

entirety by jigging at a comparatively large size,

whereas if the coal were crushed fine in an effort to

free the pyrite, washing would not be successful. A
small percentage of this kind of pyrite gives the ap-
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TABLE I. H.\ND-PICKED SAMPLES OF A WILLIAMSON COUNTY
ILLINOIS. COAL

Sample No. Ash, per Cent.

* Float on solution of 1.3 sp.gr.

Pyritic Sulphur,
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of the screening tests. By treating this coal on a wash-
ing table, the ash content was reduced from 12.8 per
cent to 8.1 per cent and the sulphur from 1.7 to 1.5 per
cent, with a recovery of 93.5 per cent of the feed as

clean coal.

It is well known that sulphur occurs in coal in three
forms, namely, as iron pyrite, as organic sulphur in

combination with the coal substance, and as calcium
sulphate. Until quite recently little attention has been
given to the chemical forms of sulphur in coal. At
present the technical men of the iron and steel, coke
and gas-making industries are giving more attention to

this subject. In the past it has been customary to

consider "combined sulphur" as well as total sulphur in

determining the improvement to be expected in a coal

due to washing, but no accurate methods have been
available for the determination of "combined sulphur."
The amount of combined or organic sulphur present in

coal is frequently underestimated; it has often been
considered as constituting a negligible percentage of
the total amount present. Powell and Parr* have re-

cently published improved methods for determining the
chemical forms of sulphur in coal. Their methods have
been used in the present work. Table III shows the
relative amounts of the different forms of sulphur
present in five samples of coal from four states.

The samples given are not necessarily representative
of the county or of the local field from which they were
obtained. The results are tabulated for the purpose of
calling attention to the amounts of the different forms
of sulphur present, and especially to point out the high
values for organic sulphur. The coals so far examined
were all low in sulphate sulphur. It appears that this
is true for most of the coals in the United States, with
the exception of some occurring in the extreme West.
Coal that has been in storage and has weathered, in-

creases in sulphate sulphur, due to the oxidation of
pyrite to iron sulphate.

In connection with the work on the forms of sulphur
in coal, determinations were made on the original raw

TABLE III, FORMS OF SULPHUR IN RAW COAL VALUES GIVEN IN
PERCENTAGE MOISTURE-FREE BASIS

Coal from Total Pyritic Sulphur Organic
Tennessee, White County 4.87 3.59 0.11 1.17

Per cent, of total sulphur 74.0 2.0 24.0

Kentucky, Pike County 0.46 0.3 0.33
Per cent, of total sulphur 28.0 .... 72.0

Illinois, Williamson County 1.83 1.04 trace 0.79
Per cent, of total sulphur 57.0 .... 43.0

niinoia, Franklin County 3.51 1.84 1.67
Per cent, of total sulphur 52.0 .... 48.0

Indiana, Green County 1.66 0.89 0.77
Per cent, of total sulphur 54.0 ...; 46.0

coal samples and on some of the washed products. The
reason for determining the different forms of sulphur
was to note the effect of washing on the forms and the

distribution of sulphur in the products. Analyses are

given of two lots of coal. Table IV shows the results

for a White County, Tennessee, coal and for samples

representing a day's run at a 1200-ton commercial

washery in Williamson County, Illinois. The five

washed coals given are the various sizes produced at

this washery. Sample A represents a small sample of

the cleanest washed coal taken near the head end of the

table during a test run in the laboratory.

'yritic
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washery as "true middling." If the specific gravity

analysis of a raw coal shows a large percentage of this

material, it is extremely difiicult to wash successfully.

This condition is illustrated in the second graph, Fig. 3,

comparing the raw coal of Fig. 2 with a coal much more

difficult to wash. The total percentage between 1.3 and

1.6 specific gravity on the non-washable coal is 40, as

compared with only 17 for the washable coal.

The ideal coal for washing would be represented by

a graph showing all the material concentrated in the

parts heavier than 1.60 and lighter than 1.30. Results

of a washing test on the coal represented in Fig. 2 are

given in Table VII. Table VIII gives the results of a

test on the non-washable coal of Fig. 3. The specific

gravity determination on these samples were made by

separating the sample at 1.30 specific gravity with the

Delameter sink and float machine and treating the sink

in a succession of heavier solutions in beakers. The
effect of the conditions described on the results attain-

able by washing is shown by washing tests on some
typical coals.

This coal is represented in Fig. 2 and Table V, and
is the washable coal of Fig. 3. The visible impurities

consisted of pyrite bands and lenses as much as 1 in.

in thickness ; thin shale bands that hold together well in

water; some fireclay; thin plates of pyrite in joint

fissures; and an unusually large percentage of calcite

and gypsum in the form of thin sheets. This coal was
washed at to i in. size on a table. The results are

given in Table VII.

The coal from White County, Tennessee, is repre-

sented in the graph of Fig. 3 as non-washable. A visual

examination showed it to contain little clean shale or

slate coarse enough to be liberated by crushing to the

size at which coal is ordinarily jigged. Visible pyrite

was present both as thin plates and as coarser bands

or lenses. The difficulties in washing this coal were,

as indicated by the graph, due to an exceptionally high
percentage of material of intermediate density, indi-

cating that the impurities are so fine that even when
crushed to i in. size they are not liberated, and the

exceptionally high ash and sulphur content of the light-

est coal. The ash content of the part of this coal that

TABLE V
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TABLE VIII. WASHINGTEST ON A COAL FROM WHITE COUNTY.
TENNESSEE

Raw coal 100.
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Coals of Ohio and Their Limitations for

Byproduct Coke*—II

By WlLBtTR STOUTt
roUimbus, Ohio

THE Allegheny is the most important coal-bearing

formation. It extends in a belt from Mahoning
County, on the north, across Stark, Cuscarawas,

Coshocton, Muskingum, Perry, Hocking, Athens, Vinton

and Jackson Counties to Lawrence County on the Ohio

River. The thickness of the formation varies from 150

to 250 ft. and averages nearly 200 ft. It contains six

well-defined coal beds, five of which have been mined in

a large way. It begins with the Brookville, or No. 4,

coal and ends with the Upper Freeport, or No. 7, mem-
ber.

Brookville, No. 4, Coal.—The Brookville coal, the

basal member of the Allegheny formation, lies directly

below the Putnam Hill limestone where this member
is present. This coal is locally developed in parts of

Vinton, Coshocton, Tuscarawas, Holmes, Wayne and
Stark Counties. The bed has been mined at only a few
places for railroad shipment, but it has been worked in

many localities for small supplies of domestic fuel. The
largest field is in Stark and Tuscarawas Counties, where
the bed is rather steady and from 3 to 6 ft. thick. The
following section is about representative of the Brook-
ville coal in the Canton district of Stark County:'

Limrstone, Putn
Coal

1

Clay „,
Coal, bony "'
Coal

In Coshocton, Holmes, Wayne and Vinton Counties,

the best deposits have a thickness of about 4 ft., but
they are usually confined to a few square miles in

extent. The bed is commonly broken by partings of

clay and bone coal, which cause some trouble in keeping
the fuel clean ; otherwise the mining conditions are

good. The quality of the Brookville coal is shown by
the following analysis: Moisture, 5.29 per cent.;

volatile matter, 39.10 per cent.; fixed carbon, 46.64

per cent.; ash, 8.97 per cent.; sulphur, 3.29 per cent.

The Brookville coal has weak cementing properties

but is never low in sulphur or ash. The coal in the

lower part of the bed is more impure than that in the

upper part but neither is of first-class quality. As the

sulphur occurs both in the form of pyrite and in organic

sulphide, the fuel is but little improved by washing.

Large quantities of Brookville coal are yet available

but the quality excludes it from byproduct coke making.

Clarion, No. 4a, Coal.—In ascending order, the second

coal bed in the Allegheny formation is the Clarion, or

No. 4a, which lies either directly or only a few feet

below the Ferriferous or Vanport limestone and from
20 to 35 ft. below the Lower Kittanning coal. It is

present in the northeastern and southern parts of the

state and is thin or wanting in the central part. Small

deposits, varying from 3 to 4 ft. in thickness, have
been worked in northern Columbiana County for rail-

road shipment. The quantity of fuel available in this

part of the state is small and the quality poor. The
important field of Clarion coal in Ohio is located in

southern Vinton, eastern Jackson, eastern Scioto, west-

ern Gallia and northern Lawrence Counties. The area

is large and the bed persistent. The following section

is representative:

Limestone, Ferriferous <

Shale
Coal 1

Clay
Coal } Cla
Clay with pyrite |

Coal
J

Clay, siliceous

•Concluding Installment of a paper presented before the Chicago
meeting of the A. I. M. E.. September, 1919. First part appeared
In Coal Age, . October 2.3. 1919

tAsslstant State Geologist.

•Ohio Geological Survey, 5, 232.

The average thickness of clean coal is about 3 ft.

6 in. The bed is everywhere broken by the two part-

ings and in places by thin layers of bone coal. The
fuel produced by the ordinary methods of mining is

dirty. An analysis of the coal is:' Moisture, 5.34 per

cent. ; volatile matter, 38.94 per cent. ; fixed carbon,

44.92 per cent.; ash, 10.80 per cent.; sulphur, 4.33 per

cent.

The Clarion coal cokes readily and yields a product

of excellent structure, as shown by the results obtained

at Vinton Furnace, Vinton County, in Welsh ovens.

The ash and sulphur, however, are far above the limits

demanded for coals for byproduct practice. Washing
lowers the ash considerably but it is not particularly

effective in reducing the sulphur, for about half of

this is present in organic combination and the re-

mainder in disseminated pyrite. Moreover, the yield

of coke from such a coal is low. Although present in

large quantities and coking freely, the Clarion coal is

thus excluded from the field of byproduct coke on ac-

count of its high ash and sulphur.

Lower Kittanning, No. 5, Coal.—The position of the

Lower Kittanning coal is normally 20 to 35 ft. above

the Ferriferous limestone and 25 to 45 ft. below the

Middle Kittanning coal. Although locally wanting, the

member may be traced readily from the Ohio-Pennsyl-

vania line in Columbiana County across Stark, Carroll,

Tuscarawas, Coshocton, Muskingum, Perry, Hocking,

Vinton and Jackson Counties to the Ohio River in

Lawrence County. This member is an important source

of fuel in a number of districts in the state, but

the horizon is better known on account of the great

bed of ])lastic clay associated with the coal. The Lower
Kittanning is one of the few Ohio coals that cokes

freely, but it has limitations due to detrimental im-

purities. It was coked in a small way for many years

in the Leetonia field of Columbiana County. The
product was somewhat brittle but otherwise had fair

properties. The area is now largely exhausted hence

it need not be considered further. In parts of Stark

County, the bed is rather steady and from 3 to 4 ft.

'Ohio Geological Survey Bulletin 9. 291.
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thick. The following measurement is about repre-

sentative of the best deposits:

Shale 10
Coal ) ( 1 10
Shale 1 Lower Eittanning < 2
Coal

J (20
Clay 6

In this county the analysis of the coal is, approxi-

mately, as follows: Moisture, 3.83 per cent.; volatile

matter, 42.10 per cent.; fixed carbon, 50.22 per cent.;

ash, 3.85 per cent. ; sulphur, 2.25 per cent. The sulphur
occurs largely as pyrite in concretionary form and hence
the coal would be improved by washing. The quantities

yet available, however, are not large.

The Lower Kittanning coal holds its thickness well

and extends over a wide area in Tuscarawas County.
The thickness varies from 2 ft. 6 in. to 5 ft. but
averages somewhat over 3 ft. The quantities of fuel

yet available are large. In parts of the fields, the bed
contains considerable pyrite in large nodules or sheets,

which are usually bedded along definite zones; washing
would remove most of this. The following measurement
is about an average for the field:

Shale
Coal
Shale with pyrite
Coal
Clay

Feet Inches

\ Lower Kittanning..

The analysis follows: Moisture, 4.3 per cent.; vol-

atile matter, 40.83 per cent.; fixed carbon, 46.67 per
cent.; ash, 8.20 per cent.; sulphur, 3.43 per cent.

In a small field north of Newcomerstown, Tuscarawas
County, the Lower Kittanning coal is quite pure, being
low in both sulphur and ash. By choosing the best
deposits of coal in the county, a fair grade of coke
could be made, but the yield would be low, approximately
56 per cent. The bjTJroducts, however, would be high
and find a ready sale.

In Guernsey, Coshocton and Muskingum Counties,

the Lower Kittanning coal is unsteady and generally
of poor quality. The continuity of the bed is much
better in Perry County, where large acreages are pres-

ent in the northeastern and southern portions. The
thickness of the bed varies from 3 to 5 ft. but averages
nearly 4 ft. The section given below was obtained in

Pike Township:'

Feet Inches
Shale
Coal

]Horn coal
Coal \ Lower^Kittanning.
Parting
Coal
Clay

The approximate analysis of the coal in Perry County
is: Moisture, 6.9 per cent; volatile matter, 38.53 per
cent. ; fixed carbon, 47.32 per cent. ; ash, 7.25 per cent.

;

sulphur, 2.9 per cent.

Everywhere in the field the sulphur is high, seldom
being below 2 per cent.; the improvement by washing
would not be sufficient to give a first-class product.

The ash in the coke, however, could be kept below 10

per cent.

In its extension southward, the Lower Kittanning
coal is not important until Jackson and Lawrence Coun-

ties are reached; here the bed holds fair thicknea»

over rather large areas, expanding from 2 ft. 6 in.

to 5 ft. The average measurement and structure are

shown in the following section:

Shale
Coal 1

Clay [ Lower Kittanning.
Coal
Clay

The mining conditions are fair and with a little

care the coal may be kept free from extraneous mate-

rials. The approximate composition is: Moisture, 6.43

per cent.; volatile matter, 38.34 per cent.; fixed carbon,

47.22 per cent.; ash, 8.01 per cent.; sulphur, 2.29 per

cent. Carload samples of this coal washed and then

coked in beehive ovens gave products with the follow-

ing analysis:'

Volatile matter 2.95
Fixed carbon 86.60
Ash 10.45

Total 100.00
Sulphur 1 . 004

The Lower Kittanning coal was coked for years by
the Ashland Coal and Iron Co. at Ashland, Ky. The
coke produced was of fair quality but the yield was low.

By mixing this coal with Pocahontas or other good

grades of West Virginia coal, the yield would be in-

creased and the quality of the product could be con-

siderably improved. The Lower Kittanning member
offers the best possibilities for coke making in the

byproduct oven of any coal in southern Ohio.

Middle Kittanning, No. 6, CocU.^—Bownocker says:'

'•The Middle Kittanning coal, on account of its quantity

and quality, is the most valuable in Ohio. It is found

along the state line in Columbiana County and can not

only be followed with ease across the state to Lawrence
County, on the Ohio River, but it is worked in every

county where it should appear above drainage and
in most of them on a large scale." It has its maximum
development in the Hocking Valley field in Perry, Hock-

ing and Athens Counties. The bed lies from 25 to

45 ft. above the Lower Kittanning coal and from 80
to 100 ft. below the Upper Freeport member.

The Middle Kittanning coal is regularly present in

the eastern and southern parts of Columbiana County,

but it has an average thickness of less than 3 ft. The
quality of the fuel, however, is good. It was coked for

a number of years near Hammondsville, but as the cost

of mining was high the operations were finally aban-

doned. The thickness and quality of this coal are also

much the same in Stark County, where the best de-

posits are found in the eastern and southern parts. The
Middle Kittanning coal is present above drainage over

much of Tuscarawas County and is largely mined both

for local purposes and for railroad shipment. The bed

varies from 3 to 5 ft. in thickness. The average meas-

urement is about as follows:

Feet Inches

Shale
Coal 1

Shale } Middle Kittanning.
Coal

I
Clay, siliceous

'Ohio Geological Survey Bulletin 9, 187.

"Ohio Geological Survey Bulletin 20. 386.

'U. S. Geological Survey, Professional Paper 100-B, 49.
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In places, a few inches of bony coal appears above

-the main bed. Thin partings are also present in both

the upper and lower benches of coal in some mines. The

average composition of the fuel is: Moisture, 3.76 per

cent.; volatile matter, 41.31 per cent.; fixed carbon,

48.16 per cent.; ash, 6.77 per cent.; sulphur, 3.85 per

cent. This analysis shows that the sulphur is far too

high for byproduct coke. Washing improves the coal

considerably but not to the extent necessary for good

results. The thickness and composition of the Middle

Kittanning coal in Coshocton and Muskingum Coun-

ties are much the same as in Tuscarawas. The quanti-

ties of fuel available in both counties are large and

the mining conditions excellent. In the Hocking Valley

district of Perry, Hocking and Athens Counties, the bed

has excellent continuity and swells to 5 ft. or more in

thickness. It is regularly present in three benches,

which in places are further separated by irregular

bony layers. On the average, the Middle Kittanning

coal in this district is lower in sulphur than it is else-

where in the state. The structure of the coal in the

main part of the field follows:

Shale.
Coal
Shale and bone coal
Coal
Shale f

Middle Kittanning..
Coal
Shale
Coal
Clay, siliceous.

The average composition is: Moisture, 7 per cent.;

volatile matter, 34.91 per cent.; fixed carbon,* 51.38 per

cent.; ash, 6.71 per cent.; sulphur, 1.32 per cent. In

part ^f this field, the sulphur in the coal is less than

1 per cent, and the ash less than 6 per cent.; these

could be considerably lowered also by washing. From
clean coal, the yield of coke would be nearly 60 per

«ent. and the sulphur not above the standard of 1 per

cent. The limitation, however, in the main Hocking

field is that, as a whole, the Middle Kittanning coal

has little coking power. The lower bench cements fairly

well but the two above are lacking in this property.

Satisfactory results could be obtained only by mixing it

with some standard coking coal such as Pocahontas.

Using a mixture of one-half Hocking Valley and one-

half Pocahontas No. 3, the yield in coke would be

approximately 71.28 per cent.,' the composition of the

coke is: Volatile matter, 1.4 per cent.; fixed carbon,

90.59 per cent.; ash, 8.01 per cent.; sulphur, 0.67.

By washing the Middle Kittanning coal, the ash

could be lowered somewhat and the sulphur kept safely

within the limits required. The byproducts, especially

the excess gas, would have a ready market. Under such

conditions, the Middle Kitanning coal in the Hocking
Valley field has more favorable prospects for coke mak-

ing than it has elsewhere in Ohio. The quantities of

coal yet available are large and a constant supply as-

•ured. South of this field, in Vinton, Jackson, Gallia

jmd Lawrence Counties, the Middle Kitanning coal is

thin and patchy, the best areas being only a few square

miles in extent. Further, the quality of the fuel is

.generally poor.

Lower Freeport, No. 6a, Coal.—The Lower Freeport

coal, lying about midway in the interval between the

Middle Kittanning and Upper Freeport members, is

unsteady in Ohio. The only two areas worthy of con-

sideration are near Staubenville and Amsterdam, Jeffer-

son County, where it is mined in a large way. The

average thickness of the bed in the Steubenville region

is nearly 4 ft. The quality of the coal is shown in the

following analysis: Moisture, 2.06 per cent.; volatile

matter, 39.06 per cent.; fixed carbon, 53.96 per cent.;

ash, 4.92 per cent.; sulphur, 1.79 per cent.

In this district, the Lower Freeport coal was for-

merly coked quite extensively for the local furnaces

but at present is not so used. The product was not

up to the present standard as the coke was rather

brittle and dense and high in sulphur and ash. The

composition is approximately as follows : Volatile mat-

ter, 1.34 per cent.; fixer carbon, 91.28 per cent.; ash,

7.38 per cent.; sulphur, 1.97 per cent. The area of

coal in the Amsterdam field is large and the thickness

of the bed from 3 to 6 ft. The sulphur content, however,

is more than 2.50 per cent, too high for coke making.

Upper Freeport, No. G, Coal—The Upper Freeport

coal, the youngest member in the Allegheny formation,

extends from the Ohio-Pennsylvania line, in Columbiana

County, southwesterly across the state to the Ohio

River, in Lawrence County. The bed lacks persistency

but at that it ranks third in importance. In general the

fields are not large and are more or less disconnected.

In Columbiana County, the Upper Freeport coal has

been mined for many years near East Palestine and

Salineville and the fields are yet far from exhaustion.

The normal thickness of the bed is between 5 and 6 ft.

The structure is shovra by the following section:

The average compo.sition of 38 analy-so.s of Pocahontn.s No. 3
coal glvfn In West Virginia Geological Survey. Vol. 11, 1!)03. pp.
S96-6 is as follows: Moisture, 0.26 per cent.; volatile m.itter, 17.27
'»er cent. ; fixed carbon. 77.77 per cent. ; ash, 4.7 per cent. ; sul-
.pbur, 0.62 per cent. These figures are used In the foregoing
calculation.

Feet Inches
Sandstone, Mahoning
Shale
Shale, black
Coal )

Shale \ Upper Freeport

.

Coal j

Clay
Limestone

The coal in the upper bench contains less sulphur

and ash than that in the lower bench, which in places

is not removed from the mine. It cokes freely but

the product is of poor quality owing largely to the per-

centage of sulphur. The composition of the fuel is:

Moisture, 2.32 per cent.; volatile matter, 39.08 per

cent. ; fixed carbon, 52.78 per cent. ; ash, 5.82 per cent.

;

sulphur, 2.88 per cent.

The Upper Freeport coal has excellent thickness in

the southwestern part of Carroll County but the best

of the field is now exhausted. But little coal of

value is found on this horizon in Tuscarawas County.

The most important field, in Ohio, is the Cambridge,

Guernsey County area, where the bed has been exten-

sively mined for many years. Large quantities of

coal, however, are yet available. The structure fol-

lows:

Feet Inches

Shale
Coal 1

Shale } Upper Freeport

.

Coal J

Clay

The quality of the coal is shown by the analysis:

Moisture, 4.11 per cent.; volatile matter, 36.5 per cent.;

fixed carbon, 54.39 per cent.; ash, 5 per cent.; sulphur,

1.30 per cent.
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This coal has been successfully used in the byproduct
oven, but the structure of the coke is not up to the
standard. By mixing it with other coals, more satis-

factory results should be obtained. When coked alone,

the yield is about 60 per cent, and the sulphur not

above 1.25, which may be considerably lowered by care-

ful selection and preparation. This field has possibili-

ties for byproduct coke plants that are worthy of investi-

gation.

The Upper Freeport coal is also present in Muskin-
gum, Perry, Hocking, Athens, Vinton, Jackson, Gallia

and Lawrence Counties, but the areas are usually small

and the best of the fuel largely exhausted. The most
productive regions are in central Muskingum and north-

ern Athens Counties. The thickness of the bed is from
2 to 6 feet.

The Conemaugh formation in Ohio contains at least

six well-defined coal beds, some of which are remarkably
persistent. They are everywhere thin, seldom expand-
ing to as much as 3 ft. and usually measuring about
1 ft. With few exceptions, these coals are dense and
highly volatile and contain a large percentage of sul-

phur, which is combined largely with the organic matter.

On the whole, they offer no possibilities for coke making.
The Monongahela formation outcrops in a broad belt

extending along the Ohio River from Jefferson County
to Lawrence County. The total area both above and
below drainage is approximately 3000 square miles,

and the average thickness more than 200 ft. The
formation is of interest chiefly for its coal beds, which
in ascending order are Pittsburgh, Pomeroy, Meigs
Creek, Uniontown and Waynesburg.

Pittsburgh, No. 8, Coal.—The Pittsburgh coal, lying

at the base of the Monongahela formation, outcrops

over a wide area in Ohio, but the member has workable
thickness only in three fields, which are widely sep-

arated. In its extension from the great districts in

Pennsylvania into eastern Ohio, this coal increases in

sulphur and ash, loses in coking and heating qualities,

and shrinks in thickness. In importance, however, the
Pittsburgh coal ranks second in this state, being sur-

passed only by the Middle Kittanning member.
The most important field is the Belmont, where the

bed has excellent thickness and continuity over nearly

the whole area. Although coal has been mined here

since 1825, the quantities yet available are sufficient

to last for many years. At present this county is the

largest producer in the state. The thickness of the bed
is from 2 to 6 ft., while the typical structure is as

given below:

Shale
Coal
Shale
Coal
Shale
Coal
Shale
Coal

The structure varies somewhat from place to place

but the bed always has a few thin partings, which are

not especially troublesome in mining. The coal is

bright and solid. The general character is shown by
the following analysis: Moisture, 3.74 per cent.;

volatile matter, 36.94 per cent.; fixed carbon, 50.08

per cent.; ash, 9.24 per cent.; sulphur, 4.29 per cent.

Taking the bed as a whole, this analysis shows that both

the sulphur and the ash are entirely too high for by-

product coke. Some parts of the deposit are purer than
others, but even by careful selection and working this

coal will make only a low-grade coke. The structure of

the product, however, is very good.

In the Federal Creek field, which lies in the south-

west corner of Morgan County, and in the northeast

part of Athens County, the Pittsburgh coal is mined
for railroad shipment. The bed varies from 3 to 6 ft.

in thickness and, besides thin partings, is regularly

divided by a structure of clay about 1 ft. thick. At-
tempts were made to coke this coal for the general

market, but owing to mining troubles and to the poor
quality of the product the result was a failure. In

this field, the sulphur is seldom below 2.50 per cent.

or the ash below 6 per cent.

The third field of Pittsburgh coal lies in southern

Gallia County, but the area is small and the coal of
poor quality. It is not mined except for local use.

In summarizing the points in reference to the Pitts-

burgh coal, the main facts are: The quantities of coal

available are large ; the mining conditions are good ; and
the coal cokes freely. But, the sulphur and ash are

too high to yield a suitable coke for metallurgical use.

Pomeroy, No. 8a, Coal.—The second coal bed in the

Monongahela formation is the Pomeroy, which lies from
25 to 50 ft. above the Pittsburgh coal and about the
same distance below the Meigs Creek member. The
only field of importance is in Meigs County, where this

coal has been mined for shipment by rail and water
for many years. The area yet available is not large.

The bed contains some shaly coal in the upper part

but otherwise is free from partings. The general thick-

ness is between 4 and 5 ft., and the mining conditions

are good. The composition is: Moisture, 6.79 per

cent. ; volatile matter, 34.91 per cent. ; fixed carbon,

47.72 per cent.; ash, 10.58 per cent.; sulphur, 2.42

per cent. The minimum in sulphur is about 1.50 per

cent, and in ash about 7 per cent. On account of the

high ash and sulphur, the poor structure of the coke,

and the low yield attained, the Pomeroy coal is out-

side the field of byproduct work. Moreover, careful

selection and thorough washing will scarcely improve the

quality sufficiently for satisfactory results.

Meigs Creek, Sewickley, No. 9, Coal.—The Meigs
Creek coal, which is correlative with the Sewickley of

Pennsylvania, lies from 60 to 100 ft. above the Pitts-

burgh bed and is of workable thickness in parts of

Belmont, Harri.son, Monroe, Washington, Noble, Mor-
gan, Muskingum, and Guernsey Counties. This coal is

variable in thickness, structure, and composition. It

swells from 2 to as much as 6 ft. in height but aver-

ages about 4 ft. The bed is usually divided by one

or more partings of bone coal, shale or clay, and also

contains thin, closely spaced, papery layers of shaly

material. The average composition, shown by nineteen

analyses, is as follows:* Moisture, 4.11 per cent.;

volatile matter, 36.03 per cent.; fixed carbon, 48.26 per
ceit. ; ash, 11.60 per cent.; sulphur, 4.28 per cent. As
about half the sulphur is in organic combination and
as much of the ash is uniformly distributed through
the coal, the improvement by washing is not large.

Although the field is large, the Meigs Creek coal gives

no promises for coke production.

Uniontown, No. 10, Coal.—The Uniontown coal ia

present over a wide area in southeastern Ohio but i»

"Ohio Gc-oli)Ki(!iI Sui-> (4), BnWtin 9. 301.
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best represented in Belmont and Monroe Counties. The
best deposits are from 3 to 5 ft. thick, but they are

confined to rather small areas. The coal is generally

high in a.sh and sulphur, and therefore not fitted for

coke making.
Waynesburg, No. 11, Coed.—The Waynesburg coal,

although found in several counties in southeastern Ohio,

is of little importance as the bed is thin and uncertain

and the fuel poor in quality. It is mined chiefly by

the farmers for domestic purposes.

Rocks laid down during Dunkard time are found

in a narrow belt extending along the Ohio River from
Belmont County to Meigs County. The maximum thick-

ness of the series is more than 600 ft. Several coal

beds are present but these have little or no value.

The Waynesburg "A" and Washington members are

best developed and have been mined in places for local

supplies of fael.

Summary

Owing to the importance of the iron and steel in-

dustry in this state and to the number of byproduct
ovens well distributed over the area, the needs for

local coking coals are great but are not satisfactorily

supplied. The quantity of coal available is sufficient to

last for many years, but the general quality is below
the standard demanded for making metallurgical coke.

The best possibilities lie with the Lower Kittanning,

Middle Kittanning and Upper Freeport members in

certain fields in which the impurities are below the

average. Refined methods of picking and working will

also add to the supply. If the local coals are used alone,

the yield of coke is rather low and the structure at

best only fair; but if mixed with high-grade coals from
Pennsylvania or from West Virginia, the resulting prod-

uct will be safely within the limits of usefulness. The
limitations are such that the many failures to make
coke in beehive ovens were not without cause.

Mining Methods in Great Britain

Published statements with regard to the coal industry
in Great Britain which reflect on mining methods em-
ployed there have called forth the following comment
from George S. Rice, the chief mining engineer of the
Bureau of Mines:

Those who either do not visit the mines, or are not mining
men, do not understand that undercutting machinery is not
so generally applicable under European conditions as it is

in the United States. The coal beds there are generally
pitching, are faulted and are so deep that (a) in a large
proportion of the working places these are too irregular
and the pitch so great as to make it difficult if not im-
possible to use undercutting machines effectively or at all.

(b) There is no more labor in picking from the face than
there is in breaking the large lumps of the comparatively
hard coal in the majority of the mines in the United States;
in fact, in many cases machines would be "buried" by the
spalling off of coal under the roof pressure, (c) Generally,
the European coal mines use the very commendable system
of longwall mining, which recovers practically all of the
coal and fills the excavation with packing, instead of the
practice which prevails in the United States of using the
Toom-and-pillar system, in many places without attempted
recovpry of pillars. It is estimated that on the average, at
least 25 per cent, of the coal is lost in the mining in this
country. But room-and-pillar work does permit freer use
of undercutting machines and cheap mining.

I do not mean to say that the equipment cannot be im-
proved, just as it can be improved in most mines in the

United States, but it is a mistake to compare the per-
centage of coal undercut in the United States with that in
England or other European countries as a reflection on
European methods.
As regards the alleged cutting of piece rates by the

owners whenever the miners tried to see how much they
could produce, I very much question this as a general fact;
it is not common sense that they would do so.

Poorer seams—"It is undeniably true that mine owners
have been working the poorest seams in order to escape the
excess profits tax,"—this from my observation is not so, and
it does not seem reasonable. The fact that poor seams are
worked at all should be commendable instead of the prac-
tice which prevails in the United States, and regretted by
mine operators, that on account of competitive conditions,
only the best seams are worked, and which frequently sacri-
fices or leaves thinner or poorer areas of the coal.

I have observed in mines in the Midddle West areas with
coal of from 4 to 5 ft. thick permanently left in a mine
because there was 7 to 9 ft. of coal elsewhere, and the
miners would not take the thinner coal without such an
increased rate that the coal could not be produced at a com-
petitive figure.

Mr. Rice analyzes the causes of shortage and presents
them as follows in the order of their importance: (a)
Strikes, (b) Letting-up of the miners in the amount
of work they have been doing in a shift, on the ground
that their day has come and they are no longer going to
work as hard as they did in the past, (c) Voluntary ab-
senteeism as shown by the official statistics, (d) Short-
ening of the hours of labor.

And on top of this came (July 16) the Sankey award,
reducing by one hour the hours of labor, and which
according to the best mining authorities in Great
Britain is going to m.ake a most serious reduction in
the output.

British Fuel Experiments
The fuel research station at East Greenwich is expected

to be completed immediately, states Trade Commissioner
HeniT P. Grady, London, in a recent Commerce Report, and
operations will be commenced without delay. The central
tower, a steel structure, which forms the starting point of
the coal's treatment, is being placed in position. The offices
and laboratories are complete, and gas holders are all ready.
To supplement the power plant, electrical throughout, the
Admiralty has supplied a Diesel engine taken from a British
submarine.

The station is stated to embody a unique system for accu-
rately determining the fuel value of coal and its products.
Exact tests are to be carried out with special boilers of the
comparative efficiency of coal, gas and oil in the furnaces.
Experiment will be particularly directed to ascertain the
maximum capacity of coal to yield motor spirit. It is not
intended to deal at once with colliery refuse, but to confine
work for the moment to standard coal. The station is an
experimental one established by the British Government to

ascertain the extent to which low-grade coal and colliery

waste can be utilized to increase the country's supply of

domestic and industrial fuel.

In many mine explosions ail of the local officials have
either been lost or imprisoned within the mine, leavinjr

no official outside with authority to direct aflTairs. The
senior official in authority on the outside of the mine
folio ving an explosion, or in his absence some employee
who has previously been instructed as to the proper pro-

cedure in case of disaster, should assume charge in or-

der to effect a preliminary organization for the rescue

woik.

—

Rescue and Recovery Operations in Mines.
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Outdoor Substations in Connection with

Coal-Mining Installations

By H. W. Young
Chicago, IlL

D EVELOPMENT of

I high-tension outdoor

stations during the

past few years has been

due primarily to economic

reasons. The demand for

power in small communities

could not be met with the

conventional and compara-

tively expensive indoor

types unless the rate for

•ervice was materially in-

creased. That the various

problems incident to devel-

opment have been solved

successfully, it is only nec-

essary to point to the wide
adoption of outdoor sub-

stations by utility compan-
ies. Passing at once to the

question as to whether out-

door substations are ap-

plicable to the power re-

quirements of coal mines,

it is well to consider first

the elements entering into

their construction.

Self-cooled outdoor transformers are no longer an ex-

periment. The chief difference between an indoor and
an outdoor transformer lies in the type of bushings and
cover. The outdoor type is commercially available in

any desired capacity or voltage.

There are two distinct t>T)es of high-tension switches,

the oil-break and the air-break forms. The oil-break

switches are simply a development of the indoor types,

the principal difference being in housings and termi-

nals. They are thoroughly developed and in successful

operation. Air-break switches are an accepted stand-

ard for transmission systems and are available in

several forms. When provided with arcing horns or

discharge horns, they can be used to open loaded cir-

cuits.

Outdoor types of electrolytic, oxide film and horn-gap
arresters with or without limiting resistance are fully

developed and have good service records. Outdoor choke
coils are of the same general design as the indoor type
with the exception of the insulating supports. The
modern high-tension fuses can be used equally well in-

doors or outdoors, the only difference being that the

outdoor mountings have petticoat instead of pillar-type

insulators. High-tension wiring supports are standard
commercial devices. Like the indoor types, they a»e

made in many forms and assembled to meet the various
wiring conditions.

If indoor equipment is to be used, a building must be

erected with wall or roof bushings for the high tension

SUBSTATION TAPPING POWER LINE GIVING
SERVICE TO A COAL MINE

incoming lines. This build-

ing must first be designed
for the particular location,

hence the services of an
architect and a contractor

are required. In other

words, to properly protect

equipment, a very consid-

erable expense must neces-

sarily be incurred that does

not materially add to the

operation of the electrical

equipment. If outdoor

equipment is selected, it is

necessary to provide a sup-

porting structure for only

part of the electrical-

equipment; the transform-

ers and oil switches simply

require a foundation slab.

The supporting structure

is composed of steel sec-

tions fabricated in a fac-

tory and shipped with the

equipment, thus eliminat-

ing the expense of the

necessary with the indoor

'Paper presented before the Chicago meeting of the
American Institute of Mining Engineers, September, 1919.

architect and contractor,
station.

The outdoor substation steel structures are of simple

design and can be erected by common labor under the

direction of a foreman connected with the electrical de-

partment of the mine. The steel-tower outdoor sub-

station does not require much foundation preparation
but can be erected on small concrete pillars on the side

of a hill, on a piece of waste ground, or the like.

The general design of outdoor substations has been
thoroughly standardized, the actual assembly of ele-

ments depending upon local conditions to be met.

Where two sources of power, such as a double-circuit

transmission line, are available proper switching ar-

rangements must be provided. A standard design for

connecting transformers to either or both of two paral-

lel and synchronous lines is shown in Fig. 4.

At the top of the tower are mounted two sets of three-

pole, double-break-per-phase, air-break switches pro-

vided with separate interlocked operating mechanisms.
Each switch has its own operating shaft and a handle
so located that opening and closing the switch can be ac-

complished from ground level. In the high-tension side

of the transform.er wiring are located three single-pole

combination choke coil and fuse units. On the opposite

side of the tower are mounted three fused disconnect-

ing .switches connected to the separately mounted three-

phase lighting arresters. From the one-line diagram,
the connections can be easily traced. The choke coils

are so located that incoming high voltage surges or
lightning disturbances are reflected to the arresters,

where they will be discharged in the usual manner.
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FIG. 2. VIEW OF AN OUTDOOR SUBSTATION

An important feature of this design is in the elimin-i-

tion of an expensive automatic oil circuit breaker on the

high-tension side. That this saving can be made viith-

out jeopardizing the transformers is not ge'.if^rallv

understood by purchasers who often needlessly specify

their use. It is essential that the expense be kept to

the lowest possible value consistent with safety and good

operation. As there is quite a difference in the cost of

substations using automatic circuit breakers and air-

break switches with fuses, the question immediately

arises as to whether we can afford to use this lower-

cost equipment.

It is conceded as a fact that the severity of damage
done to transformers during short-circuit conditions is

in direct proportion to the amount of energy flowing

into the circuit bsfore the transformers are discon-

nected. Whether an automatic oil switch or a fuse will

•clear the short circuit in the least time can be answered

as follows: Ilit'li-lcnsion .Tutomatic oil switches of good
design will open in approximately O.IG sec. under short-

circuit conditions. High-tension fuses of good design

will clear short circuits in approximately 0.013 sec. or

from ten to twelve times as rapidly as the automatic

oil switches.

High-tension fuses will, under short-circuit condi-

tions, permit a current flow many times the full load

rating. Assuming that the current flow with auto-

matic oil switches will be no greater and by comparing

the time elements of the fuses (0.013 sec.) and the time

element of the automatic oil switches (0.16 sec), it fol-

lows that the slower operating switch will allow approx-

imately twelve times more energy to flow into a short

circuit than will flow with the faster operating high-
tension fuse. In considering the foregoing values, it

should be borne in mind that the amount of reactance in

the circuit including that of the transformers will limit

the actual current flow with either device.

The oscillogram record. Fig. 5. illustrates this point.

This particular test was made by connecting two 9000-

kva. in parallel, short-circuiting one phase to ground on
a 63,500/ 110,000-volt star-connected system. The total

reactance approximated 20 per cent, and the current
flow with this 5-amp. fuse was 240 amperes.
The exceptionally rapid action of fuses will therefore

permit overfusing the transformers theoretically twelve
times the normal current and still secure protection

equal to that of an automatic oil switch. In actual
practice overfusing from three to ten times normal is

used depending upon local conditions. For power cir-

cuits subject to wide fluctuations, such as mining loads,

the high-tension circuit-opening devices should be so
rated or adjusted that they will not operate except in

ij'f^i^y^
Disc

Oisc. La,oke r~sw.
Switch J Coil ( i-Amsfer

^^ Transformers

Load
One -Line
Diagram

i't^:-
14' —

';iHl' li-i*—T'-d"—-ijjj|l

Front Elevation Side Elevation

FIG. 3. VIE\V OJ' THE .SCHOLZ SUBSTATION

FIG. 4. STEEm, TOWER SUBSTATION WITH TRANSFORMER
TYPE SWITCHES FOR CONNECTING TRANSFORMERS
TO EITHER OR BOTH OF TWO PARALLEL AND

SYNCHRONOUS LINES

case of actual trouble, such as transformer failure.

Such qt^^ j£r£ :>'are with modern transformer designs.

Sud! «VMMiI ^WH»ction as is desired can be secured
easily and cheaply by means of a low-tension automatic
oil switch installed on the secondary side of the trans-

former bank. In substation practice, this combination
of heavy high-tension fuses on the primary side, which
will only open in case of transformer failure, and a
properly adjusted oil circuit breaker on the secondary
side of the transformer bank is an excellent protective

system cf which advantage is often taken.

The high-tension automatic oil switch has the ad-
vantage tli:;t it can be used for switching in addition

to the overload feature. When fuses are used, it is

necessary to install an air-break switch to disconnect

the transformers from the line. In actual practice, how-
ever, it is often advi.^able and is considered good engi-

neering practice to install disconnecting switches be-

tween the oil switch and the line. The reason for this

is that the oil-switch contacts are necessarily concealed'

in the tanks and to be absolutely sure that a line is

clear the disconnecting switches should be opened, thus

giving the operator ocular evidence of disconnection.

Should the oil switch open freciuently or under severe

load conditions, it is advisable to inspect the contacts,

oil levels and condition of the mechanism. To enable
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inspection adjustments or repairs, it is often advisable

to install auxiliary disconnecting switches so connected

that the oil switches can be shunted and entirely dis-

connected from the circuit, power being temporarily de-

livered through the auxiliary switches.

Another point in favor of the oil switch is that after

interruption it can, if in good condition, be immediately

closed, thus reducing the time of service interruption.

It will naturally require more time to open an air-break

FIG. 5. OSCILLOGRAM RECORD OF 66,000-VOLT
SHORT CIRCUIT

switch and replace fuses than it will to close the oil

switch. The saving of a moment's time may in some

instances warrant the additional expense of the oil

switch. However, the average high-tension substation

attendant, especially if not "hardened" by long experi-

ence, will after an interruption be inclined to go slow in

closing the switch until he can actually view every pos-

sible part of the switch mechanism, assuring himself

that it is in condition to resume service.

Primary
Voltage

13,200
22,000
33,000
44,000
66.000
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Type "Pn"Load
,/ Break Smfches

Railing

^^-Po/es sef in Concrete -->-\^,\

ron+ EIevc3ition
Reoir Elevation

TTPICAL, COAL-MINE TRANSFORMER SUBSTATION

The underground cable from panel 2 terminates at a

panel on which is mounted two automatic oil switches.

The cable from one switch has a tap line to which is

connected 20 underground substations, each station be-

ing equipped with three 25-kva. transformers and an oil

switch. The feeder voltage of 2300 is transformed to

220 for use with alternating-current coal-cutting ma-
chines. On the same feeder cable is connected a 300-

Type "Pn"Loao/_

Break Switch '*A

kw., 2300/220-volt motor-generator set supplying direct

current for the main haulage trolley. This motor-gen-

erator set also supplies current to twelve stations for

charging the storage-battery locomotives. The other

switch and cable supplies power to a 100-kw., 2300/220-

volt motor-generator set for the main haulage direct-

current trolley and also connects to 20 underground sub-

stations for supplying current to the uiulercutters.

Ground
.Level

FIG. 9. ANOTHER TYPICAL, CO.iL-MI.N'E TRANSFORMER SUBSTATION
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The 75-kw. underground substations are at moie or

less temporary locations so that equipment can be moved

as the work progresses, thus avoiding long secondary

runs and giving full voltage to the motors. Control of

the 1350-hp. hoist motor will be secured from the under-

ground substation located near the base of the shaft

The operator, by means of switches and indicating de-

vices, has positive control of and always knows the exact

position of the hoist. During March 25,000 tons of

coal were mined at a power cost of approximately 6.5c.

per ton, the load factor on the station being 41.5 per

cent. During this month, power was also used for con-

struction work then in progress so that the total cost

of power for coal mined was 8.1c. per ton. When the

mine is in full operation and construction completed,

the cost per ton will probably approximate 4c. or less.

The tendency toward higher transmission voltages

has developed a need for 66,000-volt outdoor substations

and the type shovm in Figs. 8 and 9 is a good example

of an arrangement for coal-mining serivce.

ARRANGEMENT OF TRANSFORMERS

A feature of this type lies in the use of three trans-

formers in closed delta on one side of the station and a

spare transformer at, the opposite side. In case one

transformer fails the spare can by means of discon-

necting switches be immediately placed in service and

in the correct electrical relation to the other trans-

formers.

The high tension side is controlled by means of a

three pole air break switch operated from ground level.

On the switch bases are also mounted choke coils and

fuses for the load circuit.

The lighning arresters are of the high-speed, sphere-

gap, graded-resistance type with auxiliary ga[)s shucted

with limit fuses. In case of excessive flow of current to

ground the limit fuses will operate in the usu.il man-

ner. The arrester, however, is still connected to the

line across the small auxiliary gap. This arrangement

eliminates the possibility of entirely disconnecting the

arresters after operation of the limit fuses.

Legal Department

Heiks' Rights to Royalties—A married woman owned a

tract of coal lands in Kentucky and leased them to a mining

company on a royalty basis. Operations were commenced

in her lifetime, and at her death her husband became vested

with a life estate in the real estate. Held, that the husband

became entitled to all the royalty during his lifetime, to

the exclusion of children entitled to the property at his

death. Therefore, by purchasing the interests of the chil-

dren, the -lessee could not avoid liability for the payment
of royalties to the husband so long as he lived. But where

his rights were litigated and, by agreement, a judgment

was entered allotting only one-third of the royalties to him,

he could claim no more. (Kentucky Court of Appeals,

Wagoner vs. Caudil, 212 Southwestern Reporter, 422.)

Driving Mine Mules Without Reins—A mine employee

was not necessarily negligent in driving a mule in a mine
without reins, debarring recovery for injury sustained

through the mule knocking down a mine prop and thereby
causing a rock fall injuring such employee, if it was cus-

tomary in the mine to drive without reins and if none were

furnished this employee. (Alabama Supreme Court, Bar-

ton vs. Brilliant Coal Co., 81 Southern Reporter, 828.)

Proving Negugence in Mine AccroENT Cases—The fact

that the state mine inspector had inspected an Alabama
mine and made no objection to the proximity of a post to a

tram track is not a circumstance disproving negligence on

the part of the operator, as affecting liability for injury to

a driver rmr'oyed in the mine and injured through being

caught brtwen the post and a car, in the absence of a

statute authcri"ing the inspector to prescribe or approve the

location of i'nh posts, and proof that he did so in this in-

stance. Nor i>: the operator's freedom from negligence con-

clusively estah'ifluMl by the fact that no employee had ever

before, throu.'liou many years of operation, been injured

by contact with the ))ost, although this circumstance may be

considered as a strnncr indication of freedom from negli-

gence. Persons cxin'ricnced in mining operations are quali-

fied to give expert tpstiniony as to whether a miner's place

of work has been rciiHored unduly dangerous by reason of

too close proximity between a post and a track. When an

employee is suddenly t)l;u cil in a position of peril and must
act quickly to extricate himself, he will not be charged with

contributory negligenci in hurriedly choosing a way lead-

ing to injury, although it afterwad appears that a safe

avenue of escape was optri to him. (Alabama Supreme
Court, Taylor vs. Birmingham Fuel Co., 81 Southern Re-
porter, 630.)

Failure to Furnish Props As Cause of Miner's Injury
—A miner's demand upon an employing operator for props

and non-compliance therewith will not render the operator

liable for injury to the miner unless the accident is fairly

attributable to the nonsupply of props. But where the

miner, after failure of the employer to comply with the

request, mistakenly satisfies himself that he can proceed

safely, with reasonable ground for such belief, he can still

recover by showing that he would have used props had
they been furnished as requested. The statutory duty of

operators to furnish props, under the Arkansas law, falls

within the statute of that state, providing that, where an
employee sues for injury contributed to by the employer's

violation of a safety statute, recovery shall not be defeated

on the ground of assumption of risk by or contributory

negligence of the employer. (Arkansas Supreme Court,

Watts vs. Western Coal and Mining Co., 199 Southwestern

Reporter, 921.)

Disregakd of Orders as Contributory NECLiGENCE^An
explosion occurred in an Illinois mine one afternoon, but all

of the mine emnlnyes, about 235, escaped injury, as they

were on their way out of the mine, excepting two shotfirers,

who were killed. An assistant mine manager returned with

a miner to investigate the cause of the explosion, but find-

ing bad air caused by the fact that the ventilating appa-

ratus had been put out of commission by the explosion, they

left the mine by way of the escapement shaft, leaving a

plainly marked warning on a hoard across tlie entry,

"Danger—Stay Back." In the me::rf;me, one of the mine
stockholders directed one Krumnie! to enter the mine and
bring back the assistant mine manager ami h's companion.

When these two men appeared on the surface, Krummel
was reached by telephone in the mine and commanded to re-

turn, but he disregarded this order and proceeded to search

for the unfortunate shotfirers. He was ovcrcoir^e by gas
and died in the mine. In a suit brought by his adminis-

trator it was claimed that the coal company was liable for

Krummel's death, because of violation of the Illinois Jlining

Act in ordering him to reenter the mine while the ventilating

apparatus was out of operation, but the Illinois Supreme
Court decided that there could be no recovery, because

Krummel's own act in disregarding warnings given him to

return to the surface intervened to cause his death after

he had wrongfully been directed to enter the mine, although
the operator would have been liable had it not appeared that

decedent'^ life would have been spared had he obeyed the

order to come out. (Randall vs. Crescent Coal Co., 117
Northeastern Reporter, 773.)
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Who is Chargeable for the Short Time ?

THE public is quite ready to lay on the shoulders of

the coal producer the blame for the short time in

the coal industry, despite the fact that the idle time

is entirely due to the irregular and seasonal demand of

the public.

There are many seasonal industries. Some are neces-

sarily seasonal as regards production, others in the mat-
ter of consumption and still others are seasonal as to

both. The coal industry is of the second class in

seasonal in the matter of consumption. It can produce

as well in the summer as in the winter if the public will

only buy, but it doesn't. Hence the industry becomes
seasonal because of the action of the public.

The cereal-growing and tobacco-raising industries are

of the first class in seasonal in the matter of production.

Production in the farming industry is confined to a few
months of the year, and consumption is distributed the

year over. The natural-ice industry, of course, illus-

trates the third class, for maximum consumption and
maximum production are found at the extremes of the

calendar, and the seasonal character of the industry is

so marked that no one realizes what hardships it entails.

The men who are engaged in it are obliged to make all

the arrangements involved in transferring their labor

from one industry to another as soon as the season

changes. Whereas in the coal industry, the necessity for

a transfer is less severe, the wrong only appears greater.

The workingman tries his hardest to make steady what
is in its nature seasonal, and the operator also uses his

utmost endeavor to the same end.

The relatively small quantities to be handled and the

short period during which the storage of coal is advan-
tageous, make the overhead charge for the machinery
for handling coal around a manufacturing plant quite

large. One is not always surprised that corporations

hesitate to put in large storage plants under the difficul-

ties which confront the making of such provisions.

Then again, the extremely small consumer, who is

usually merely a tenant at will, hesitates to load up his

cellar when he does not know how long he is going to

stay in the house. With rents continually rising and
properties fast changing hands, no householder, is dis-

posed to lay in coal for fear that he may be compelled

to move.
On the other hand the mining industry has many

reasons for not storing coal. It costs some money to

make the requisite storage provision, though the cost is

not so much in proportion to the amount of coal stored

as it is to the industry which is storing coal simply for

its own use.

Another reason for not srorinj: coal at the mines is

that it involves two handlings, which the coal would not

otherwise have to undergo, an<! the outcome of every
h.'indling and of ever\ inrmih nf sionige is degradation

of size. To this must be added ilie cnst of such storage

and the slight loss in hcitinvr x.iliic. the latter being so

small that it would, in general, be entirely overlooked

except where coal is sold by exact calorimetric deter-

minations.

Then again, there is the difficulty that stored coal will

freeze in the winter and may take on a large percentage
of ice and water. But all these causes together do not
seem as vital as the possibility of slow or rapid com-
bustion of the fuel in the pile and the certainty that if

there were a large amount of storage in the summer, it

would be impossible to get cars to transfer it to the

points of consumption during the winter. In fact, it is

often the case that in the winter there are not only not

enough cars for the running of the mines, but certainly

no cars for the hauling of stored coal. Moreover there

are many points which are embargoed during certam
periods of the winter months.

In the Central States storage for larger amounts could

be provided without so much difficulty, but, there, the

dangers of spontaneous combustion are greater. It is

not uncommon for an operator to take out a quarter acre

of coal a day, and it is often unsafe to pile that coal any
deeper on the ground than 5 ft. Consequently it is

readily seen that a large area would soon be covered
where a mine worked full time in the summer and only

shipped out half its product.

The difficulties of the public have been sufficiently

enumerated, but perhaps its duties have not been ade-
quately stressed. It is the custom of the purchaser in

industries like farming to carry in many cases the load

of the producer. Very few farmers carry their wheat
for any length of time'. In like manner it would seem
that the public should endeavor to provide in every pos-

sible way to purchase coal early in the year. If it cannot

do that with advantage, it does ill to complain of the

miner receiving only short time. It is not just for those

who will not buy coal in the summer to condemn the

operator for not meeting all the many difficulties des-

cribed in order to assist his employee, because in the

long run the purchaser is the real employer of labor

and should feel his responsibility as such.

Statistics of Destruction

From survey data collected in the Pittsburgh dis-

trict, over $25,000,000 worth of time has been lost by
men on strike in the steel mills at that place since the

strike order went into effect on September 22. The
number of workers in the district is 228,430 of which

109,455 have already returned to work. Seven persons

have been killed in riots and 173 injured. Over
$150,000 worth of damage has been done as a direct

result of the strike.

Surely may one pause in reviewing the results of the

strike, and ask, "What has it profited?" Not only

from the standpoint of production, has the country

suffered but the number of people dependent upon
charity has materially increased. The strike in its en-

tirety has been a failure and was a failure from the day
of its origin.

During the war, the casuality lists were perused daily

with the greatest concern. Everything possible was
done on this side of the water to prove to the boys in

France tiiat the country was behind them to a unit.

Those who have their final resting place in the fields of

Flanders died with the thought uppermost in their

minds that America as they knew it was well worth the

privilege of fighting for, even though that duty included

death itself.

Is unionized labor keeping faith with those who
sleep on the other side when the balance sheets show
returns such as those that come from Pittsburgh?
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WHAT THE ENGINEERING
SOCIETIES ARE DOING

A National Department of Public Works

Versus the Corps of Engineers, U. S. A.

By Isham Randolph

The United States Engineer Corps is a body of men
justly proud of its record, but hostile to any movement
which threatens its authority or reduces its field of

action. It has on its roster the names of many men
who deserve credit for high attainments. Their country

had educated them and made them a class apart, in-

vested with authority and clothed with dignity. Thsy
have been entrusted with vast responsibilities and for

the most part have discharged those responsibilities

worthily, but not without the advice and help of un-

titled civilian engineers, who have paid for their educa-

tion and got their experience without the aid of a

paternal Government. It is these men who have done

the vast proportion of the work for which men who
wear insignia of military rank have been accorded, and

have graciously accepted, the credit.

A statement of the vast area of the field of operation

of the Corps of Engineers is a fitting preface to what I

am about to say. Continental United States has an

area of 3,742,583 square miles, within which are 26,410

miles of navigable rivers, 1,200,000 square miles of arid

lands and 75,000 square miles of swamp lands. Our con-

tinental and insular coast line is 48,881 miles long,

not including our water front on the Great Lakes. We
have between 35 and 40 continental ports, bes'des all

those in our insular possessions. There are 517 West
Point engineers to care for this vast array of work, as

shown by the "Statement showing rank, duties, and

addresses of the officers of the Corps of Engineers,"

issued by the War Department Jan. 1, 1919. They are

divided as follows:

.\ctive

Major General I

Brigadier Generals
Colonels 23
Lieutenant Colonels 30
Majors 74
Captains I 5 1

•

First Lieutenants 1 48
Second Lieutenants 76

A large proportion of these captains and lieutenants

were rushed through West Point without completing

the course of study. We have then, old and young, ex-

perienced and novices, 517 officers to do the vast work
suggested by the citations previously made. There are

in the United States over 100,000 engineers in the var-

ious lines coming within the term Engineering. Thou-

sands of these men responded to War's compelling need

;

the American Society of Engineers supplied more than

1500. The Western Society of Engineers 148. The
American Society of Mechanical Engineers sent 1497.

The American Institute of Mining Engineers 739. The
American Society of Electrical Engineers supplied 1412.

The American Society for Testing Materials supplied

575. The architects sent hundreds. These were not

novices, but men who, when the need was presented,

were able to meet it, and their record of achievement

is a proud one. They know that they have earned recog-

nition from the Government. They are so self-respect-

ing that they are not willing, now that the piping days

of peace have returned, to do the planning and the

work which must be done along their several lines, and
submit their work to a military engineer who, as a

matter of form, will attach his name to the plans and
as a matter of course accept the credit which goes

with the work.

Military engineers are educated to meet the construc-

tive and destructive needs of war, and war has demon-
strated to the United States its need for them. They
do not fit into the everyday life of a democracy. Their

training makes them autocratic. Most of them have

the instincts of gentlemen and they deport themselves

as such, but the officer is a rare exception who can

wholly divest himself of a superior attitude toward the

civilian. The feeling may be successfully camouflaged,

but it is only in concealment.

Civilian Engineers Aid in Military Work

We think that no record will disclose a structure de-

signed for the uses of peace and erected under military

direction which has been designed, supervised and com-

pleted wholly by the military engineer without aid or

counsel from some civilian engineer. In support of

this statement the Sault Ste. Marie locks and the Pa-

nama Canal are in evidence. Are not the skill and
brains of Alfred Noble, Joseph Ripley, L. C. Sabin,

David Molitor, Isaac De Young and many other civilians

built into the Sault structure? Then take the Panama
Canal. It is to the glory of the Corps of Engineers,

U. S. A., that they were in charge of that tremendous
project, and the names of Goethals, Sibert, the beloved

Gaillard and Hodges will always flash upon the screen

of memory when that work is thought of, and they have
had recognition and reward; but we, who know, will

also remember Williamson, Goldmark, Schildhaur, Cor-

nish, Zinn, Nichols and their civil associates. Alfred

Noble, too, left his impress upon that great work. The
Pacific Division had as its chief. S. B. Williamson,

civilian, all of whose aids were civilian engineers.

An examination of the chief engineer's report for

1913 (Vol. 6, Statement of Con.struction Expenditures

to June 30, 1913) shows that the military on the At-

lantic Division built 2,265,413 cu.yd. of masonry for

$16,993,254.33, or an average of $7.50111 per cubic

yard ; and that the civilians on the Pacific Division

built 2,453,320 cu.yd. for $13,646,113.96, or an average
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of $5.5627 per cubic yard; showing a civil economy of

$1.9384 per cubic yard over the cost of the Military

Division, or a saving of $4,745,515.49 on the job. Did

Williamson ever receive any recognition from Congress?

He did receive it from a business organization to which

his achievement recommended him. Did any one of his

civil associates receive commendation or reward from

Congress? If so, when, and what was it?

And furthermore, we know that these engineer officers

did not plan the Panama Canal. The tj-pe and salient

features of the canal were worked out by a minority of

the International Commission for the Isthmaian Canal.

To the project thus prepared the army engineers fell

heir—a project changed, except as to dimensions, in

only one particular. The lake which the minority plan-

ned on the Panama side of the Culebra Cut, with dam
across the Rio Grande and locks between Sosa and

Ancon, was abandoned because locks in that location

would be within range of gunfire from warships. The
locks were moved back to Miraflores and a large item

of cost was added to the work. The wisdom of this

move from the military standpoint could not be ques-

tioned then, but the World War has shown such ad-

vance in the power of modern artillery and indirect

fire has reached such precision of aim that the inter-

position of a hill and the withdrawal for a few miles

counts for but little as a means of defense.

I have grown old in engineering service and I have
been in touch with military engineers for forty odd
years. I have admired, valued and still value the friend-

ship of many of them. But I have not learned to admire
the system which environs them, and I believe that the

injection of that system into the activities of our civil

life is a harm so great that it needs to be abated, as it

will be by the passage of the bills introduced June 25,

in Senate by Hon. Wesley L. Jones, and House by Hon.
Frank G. Reavis, and the 100,000 or more engineers of

our countrj' should use every honorable influence and
means to secure that legislation.

Coke and Its Byproducts

The manufacture of coke has always been considered a

basic industry, but the immense value of coke and its by-

products was not generally realized in this country until we
entered the world war, when our byproduct coke ovens were
called on to supply the raw material required for making dyes

and explosives. These ovens also supplied most of the am-

monia used for refrigerating meats and other perishable

articles sent abroad, as well as the larger part of the coal-

tar products used in building roads and cantonments and in

other military construction, besides furnishing artificial gas

lor illumination and for heating and oils for the flotation of

ore. The direct product of these ovens—the coke itself—is

required for use not only in metallurgy and other manufac-

tures but for domestic heating and cooking.

By the fall of 1915 it had become evident that the war must

be won not only by the mobilization of armies but by the

mobilization of industries—that it would be won by the na-

tion that could produce steel, other metals and explosives in

greatest quantities, and as coke is essential to steel making
and its byproducts are essential to the mauutacture of ex-

plosives the coke-making industry at once came to the front

and became a center of intense interest. The foreign demand
for munitions had become so great at the beginning of ini6

that the quantity of coke produced made a new record, but

during the fall of that year the output was considerably re-

strained by the congestion of trafflc on the railroads. The
difllculties tliat had to be overcome in i)roducing and market-

ing fuels after the United States entered the war and the

means adopted to overcome them have now become matters
of history.

Though the output of coke in 1916 had exceeded that in

1915 by 31 per cent., reaching 54,000,000 tons, the output in

1917 went still higher, amounting to more than 55,000,000 tons,

valued at the ovens at $298,000,000. More than half of this

coke was made in Pennsylvania, and more than half the re-

mainder was made in Alabama, Ohio, Indiana, West Virginia

and Illinois.

The prices of coke in the Connellsville region of Pennsyl-

vania, the most active coke market in the United States,

reached top figures in 1916 and went higher in 1917, the

price of spot furnace coke reaching $16 a ton in July and
that of spot foundry coke reaching $14. A Presidential order

of Sept. 24 established a price of $6 a net ton for both

grades.

The United States Geological Survey, Department of the

Interior, has just published an advance chapter of Its volume
"Mineral Resources of the United States," entitled Coke and
Byproducts in 1916 and 1917, by C. E. Lesher and W. T.

Thorn, Jr., which contains a review of the coke Industry In

the United States during those years, statistics of production,

distribution and consumption, and other information concern-

ing the coke-making industry. A free copy of the pamphlet

can be obtained from the Director of the Geological Survey

at Washington, D. C.

The rescue crews at a mine disaster work In cloao

cooperation with the recovery crews and make explora-

tions in advance of the ventilation for purpose of finding

live men, locating bodies, testing the mine air and

looking for fire. In the conduct of the work the mem-
bers of the recovery crews should not allow themselves

to get ahead of the air, so that they breathe the after-

damp, as it will have a bad effect on them and reduce

their efficiency. Especially should the foremen of the

recovery crew guard against unnecessary breathing of

the afterdamp in order to prevent their usefulness and

Judirment in directing the crews being impaired and

the work delayed. The rescue crews should act in

accordance with their previous training and instruction,

at all times having regard for their own personal

lafety. Common sense and good judgment coupled with

Kperience at mine disasters are prerequisites for the

efficient conduct of rescue operations.

—

Rescue and

Recovery Operations in Mines.

On account of the complex nature of tar a great

many reactions are involved in its decomposition. In

general, the cracking is similar to that of hydrocarbon

gases, but many more compounds arc involved and the

result is a very complicated equilibrium among a largo

number of hydrocarbons. Verj' little experimental data

are available on equilibrium and the velocity of theee

reactions; however, the high temperature in the fur-

nace and the fact that the tar is in a state of fine sub-

division favor rapid cracking and the formation of

large amounts of carbon.

—

Bureau of Mines Bulletin

No. 1S5.

The United States has under contract or con.itruc-

tion 819 shipbuilding ways, which is twice as many at

there were in all the other shipyards of the world befora

the war began.
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t NEW APPARATUS
AND EQUIPMENT

New Type of Safety Horn

What is termed an oscillating, cushioned, non-adher-

ing safety horn has been patented by G. M. Johnson,

of the G. M. J. Manufacturing Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn.

The device presents many interesting features of design

and construction that make its operation different from
other similar devices. It is intended for use at top,

intermediate and bottom landings of shaft mines, on

mine slopes and grades, elevations near tipples and on

inclines where chain or rope haulage is used.

A wing-shaped steel horn is arranged in a bearing

plate having an elongated slot. A 2-in. shaft is in-

serted in the bearing plate passing through the horn

and being bolted to it. A longitudinal movement of 2

in. is given the horn in the slot by its being longer by
that much than the horn collar. A compression spring

is fitted upon the protruding end of the shaft and

against the bearing plate. This permits the horn and
shaft to move longitudinally in the bearing plate when
pressure is brought to bear on the face of the horn by
the backward movement of a car. The tension of the

spring is made adjustable by tightening or loosening a

nut on the end of the shaft against the spring.

VIEW OF HORN IN UPRIGHT POSITION

A recoil spring located in the bearing plate holds the

horn in a vertical position and pulls it back into place

after the wheel of an entering car has given it a lateral

movement. The side of the horn lying toward the

ti'nsioii spring is curved, but this is not apparent in the

illustration. The point of curvature starts above the

inner bolts on the bearing plate, whence a slight bend
is made away from the tension spring. This design

allows for a firm hold on a wheel on which the tread

has been somewhat worn, as is often the case with cars

that have been used for- any length of time.

In operation, the front wheels of an entering car push

against the curved faces of the horn, forcing them out-

ward. As soon as the wheels are beyond the horns these

are returned to their vertical positions by the recoil

springs. The same operation, of course, occurs for the

rear wheels. The car may then be said to be in position

with the rear wheels lying against the inner sides of the

horns and the tread practically flush with the top of the

bearing plate.

New Stucco Applying Machine

The Hodges Stucco Machine Works of Cincinnati,

Ohio, has recently placed upon the market what i3

known as the Hodges electric stucco machine. This

device consists of an electrically driven fan or impeller

wheel, which receives mixed stucco from a feed hopper

and projects it with considerable force against the sur-

face to be coated. The entire machine weighs only

about 30 lb., and in use is slung over the operator's

shoulder exactly as a musician carries a drum. A spring

in the support however enables the operator to easily

change the elevation of the machine through small dis-

tances to suit the requirements of the work in hand.

The feed hopper and casing of the machine, and in

general all parts except the driving motor and those

members requiring great strength, are built of alum-

inum. The shafts are supported either in Swedish ball

bearings or in bronze sleeves. All gears are of cut

steel and run in grease. The motor is of the universal

type—that is, one that will operate upon either direct

or alternating current. The machines may be wound
for either approximately 110 or 220 volts, but one and
the same machine will not operate upon both of these

voltages.

This machine is particularly useful in applying stucco

to either new or old frame buildings, putting a protec-

tive coat upon brick or stone walls or buildings, coating

brattices with cement and thus rendering them air-tight,

waterproofing the surface of dams or reservoir walls,

and similar operations requiring a dense covering of

stucco or cement. In such work filling and finishing

coats, also pebble-dash coats, may be applied with equal

ease. If smooth surfaces are desired, the rough coats

given by the machine may be troweled as in ordinary

practice. From 300 to 450 sq.ft. of surface should be
covered per hour with stucco from i to i in. thick with
one of these machines.

The small size and easy portability of this machine
adapt it admirably for use underground. Here it will

find a place in erecting or repairing brattices, render-

ing overcasts or undercasts air-tight, as well as in seal-
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ing off incipient mine fires. Particularly in the last-

named operation are its lightness and rapidity of ac-

tion strong considerations in its favor.

fingers are of standard C-H drum construction, easily

inspected and renewed, while their vertical position

prevents the accumulation of dirt and grease. The cases

are arranged for conduit wiring.

A duplex overload relay and low-voltage release coil

are provided with one of the starters. These are both

inclosed with the switch. The overload unit has an in-

verse time element which permits a large initial starting

current or a temporary overload, but protects the motor

from a continuous heavy input. The switch is made
with either three or four poles.

SECTIONS OF STUCCO TREATED SURFACES

The number of men required to run one of these ma-
chines is usually three—the operator, who directs and

controls the machine; the helper, who feeds the stucco

to the machine hopper ; and the mixer, who prepares the

stucco.

Motor Starters with Protection Features

Many collieries and mines are installing fully in-

closed motor starters in locations where exposure of

operating parts is undesirable. The inclosed starter is

not only an insurance against injury to workmen, but

also protects the working parts from outside mechan-

ical injury such as might be caused by flying particles of

coal or other material, or through leaning an object

against it. Two new motor starters manufactured and

recently placed on the_ market by The Cutler-Hammer

Manufacturing Co., of Milwaukee, Wis., have their parts

fully inclosed and are easy of installation and simple

in operation.

All live parts of these switches are completely in-

cased. They may be readily inspected, however, by

lowering a sliding panel. This opens the switch, and

the starter cannot be operated until the panel is again

in the closed position. All danger from live parts is

thereby eliminated. The most unskilled person can ma-

nipulate either type, operation merely requiring a short

radial movement of a lever projecting from the side of

the inclosing case. The handles may be locked to pre-

irent unauthorized operation. The contact posts and

OPEN AND CLOSED VIEWS OF THE STARTERS
SHOWING GENERAL ARRANGEMENT

The other starter, which is fused, is especially adapted

for those motors that cannot be connected directly to

the line when starting. A resistor, inclosed in the same
casing with the switch, decreases the initial voltage to

60 or 75 per cent, as desired, and maintains the balance

of all three phases while starting. The fu^es are out

of the motor circuit until the rotor has reached normal

sped; therefore they do not carry the heavy starting

current and need be of no greater capacity than proper

protection requires. This starter contains a low-volt-

age release coil. Both starters are made in various

capacities for operating squirrel-cage motors on poten-

tials not exceeding 550 volts.

Temperature and heat are not synonymous. Temper-

ature is shown in the arbitrary divisions of the ther-

mometer; the Fahrenheit scale has 212 deg. between

zero and the boiling point of water. The zero point is

32 deg. below the freezing point of water. On the other

hand, heat is a measurable quantity— it is measured by

the thermometer. As a unit

—

e.g., the British thermal

unit (B.t.u.)—it is the amount of heat necessary to

raise one pound of distilled water 1 deg. F.

A mixture has been worked out in which 10 bags of

cement and 23 bags of crushed granite screenings are

used in the making of grindstones. Concrete states

that the stones are cast in a three-piece cast-iron mold

and that no reinforcing is used. The stones are cured

six months before they are used. The grinders are

made in two styles—those for edge grinding are 60-in.

in diameter and those for side grinding are 16-in. thick.

It is understood that the idea is patented.
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DISCUSSION ^r READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Problem in Coal Extraction

Letter No. 6—In Coal Age Aug. 7, p. 234, a writer has

outlined a method of mining a thick bituminous coal

seam lying at a fairly good depth. Owing to the fri-

able nature of the coal and the thickness of seam and

overburden, coupled with a soft bottom that yields

easily to the action of air and moisture, and bad labor

conditions, the desire to get a large percentage of ex-

traction with the least possible change in prevailing

practices makes this a very comple.x problem.

The depth of the coal is given as ranging from 450

to 600 ft. This in itself shows that generous pillars

must be provided at all points where long life of pillar

support is necessary. In mining this seam of coal,

having a height of 84 to 11 ft., the present practice of

leaving up li ft. of top coal to protect the soft roof

shale is good. It not only gives a larger percentage of

extraction by affording a good roof support, but pre-

vents many accidents from roof falls and conserves the

mine timber.

THE PANEL SYSTEM IS ADVANTAGEOUS

The panel system with its numerous modifications, so

prevalent in the Illinois fields, offers numerous advan-

tages, affording as it does separate air splits for each

section of the mine, whereby the gas is carried into the

return by the shortest route, localizing explosions of

gas or dust, localizing squeezes or creeps, and making

it easier to handle a mine fire in case of necessity.

From the plan presented, it appears that the rooms

are not holed through from one panel to another. This

greatly assists in localizing the air current, fires

and explosions. In some sections of the country the

coal so left is called a "firewall." This coal, varying

from 10 ft. to 25 ft. in thickness, is lost, or at least no

attempt is made toward its recovery.

From the description of the methods of attacking the

panels, I would suggest forming the main divisions in

blocks of about 1,500 ft., and driving triple entries

instead of the double entries shown in the figure. A
barrier pillar of 100 ft. should be left to protect each

entry. Driving triple entries will permit greater quan-

tities of air to be circulated at a lower velocity and

reduce the cost of ventilating by the double-entry sys-

tem, providing the sectional areas of all entries are the

same.

I wish, especially, to call attention here to the condi-

tion that will result from thi.s double-entry system

wherever large locorrotive trips are hauled on each

entry, the empty trips going in on one entry, while the

loaded trip?> are hauled cut on the other. For instance,

in the mine shewn, the clear height on the roads will

vary from 5.^ to 8 ft., tha width being 12 ft. Hauling

trips of 50 loaded cars, each car approximating an over-

all length of 10 ft., would make a plug about 500 ft.

long inserted in the airway. Now, if we stop to figure

the available space left for the passage of air and the

increase in velocity and rubbing surface where the air

must rush past this train of cars, we will soon see that

the increased cost of ventilating power will more than

pay the extra cost of driving a third entry.

Driving the room entries 520 ft. apart as shown,

would seem to be good practice, judging from the results

of experience in regions with similar conditions. I

would suggest, however, that the room entries be driven

up to the boundary of the firewall, and the rooms then

turned off on the retreating plan. Also, I would recom-

mend that the two room-entries driven toward each

other be attacked about the same time, both reaching

the 25-ft. barrier or firewall together, when the retreat-

ing plan of attacking the coal can be commenced simul-

taneously on all the entries.

The mining law, in Illinois, requires that all cross-

cuts be driven not more than 60 ft. apart. I would
drive the rooms on about 70-ft. centers, with roomnecks

about 12 ft. wide for 25 ft., and then widen out square

to a width of 18 ft., so as to prevent further yardage
expense. This would allow about a 60-ft. pillar. While
keeping within the law of crosscut or breakthrough re-

quirements, the method of cutting through the pillars

should, of course, be governed by local conditions, which
must determine whether the crosscuts should be 12 ft.

with yardage expense, or 18 ft. wide without yardage,

in each individual mine.

This system of leaving the largest percentage of coal

in the pillars, for later recovery, has been and is now
successfully carried on in the Fairmont, West Virginia,

region, where the geological conditions are very similar

to the conditions described in the article to which I

have referred. Where the work is done on the retreat-

ing plan there is never any need to return over the ex-

tracted portion. Therefore, rails, props and all other

materials' are brought back as the extraction progresses.

WHY THE RETREAT METHOD IS PREFERRED

I take it that the term "squeeze" as used in this

article has not the same meaning as in Pennsylvania or

West Virginia regions, but refers to the closing in of

the space after extraction. In the states just men-
tioned, mining men understand 'a squeeze to mean a

settlement or closing in before extraction or after a par-

tial extraction. I take it, also, that the action described

by this term is desirable in the Illinois fields, but that

the subsidence of the surface is not desirable, owing to

the value of the land's surface overlying the coal, and

it is the preservation of the surface that makes it the

local practice to recover only from 40 to 50 per cent.

of the seam.

From a financial standpoint, this problem resolves

itself into a simple question of which is the most valu-

able, the surface land or the loss of 50 pwr cent, of the

mineral? If the surface is the most valuable, then

this loss of 50 per cent, of the coal is not rightfully
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chargeable to the present or local mining conditions or

practice. I fear a very large number of mining men
and students of mining become astounded at the asser-

tion of a 50 per cent, recovery, before ascertaining all

the reasons for such a practice. Later, they express the

opinion that mining methods employed where such a

recovery is obtained are surely defective, which may
not always be the case.

I see no difference in respect to the detailed analysis

given of labor conditions, methods of lighting the mines,

the working of a certain number of men after one

machine, the undesirability of changing present

methods, the delivery of powder and mine cars to the

men, the laying of the tracks, the cosmopolitan makeup
of the employees and the duties and work of the shot-

firers, between the region described in this article and

most other regions where coal mining is carried on

extensively. R. Z. Virgin,

Assistant Professor Coal Mining,

Carnegie Institute of Technology.

Pittsburgh, Penn.

Lawful Examination of a Mine
Letter No. 7—My previous experience as a fireboss lias

interested me deeply in ttie discussion relating to ttie lawful

examination of a mine. I understand this term to refer to

an examination tliat complies in every respect with the state

mining laws.

It will not be denied by those familiar with the operation

of coal mines that, while the mining laws in some states are

too stringent in many respects, there are instances where
the simple fulfillment of the requirements of the law, on the

part of the fireboss or mine examiner, will not give the oper-

ator a just return for the expense he is under to have the

mine examined.

For that reason, an honest fireboss who performs his work
conscientiously will frequently feel called upon to do more
than what is required in the law. Not only will he examine
the working places for gas, but he will not be satisfied with-

out looking for other dangers that may be present and make
the place unsafe for work. The performance of this extra

work will frequently require more time than what is generally

allotted for the examination.

Right here, I want to emphasize what has already been said

by others, that firebosses quite generally have too much ter-

ritory under their supervision to enable them to give the

highest efficiency in -respect to economy and safety. Also. I

want to endor.se the statement that the examination of a

mine should not be begun more than three hours before the

men go to work in the mine. This is particularly necessary

where there is any liability for gas to accumulate in the

working places. The same is true where booster fans are

used lo assist the circulation of air in certain sections of the

mine. The steady operation of a booster fan is very uncer-

tain, requiring that such a fan be constantly watched to make
certain that it is kept running. It is quite clear that, should

a booster fan cease running a short time after the fireboss

has made his rounds, there would quickly result a very dan-

gerous condition in that section of the mine. '

In order to overcome these difllculties, let me suggest that

firebosses should be given less territory to look after, which
would allow them to perform the work of a roomboss or safety

examiner. After making out his report as to the condition

of the section of mine in his charge, the fireboss should enter

the mine with his men and continue to look after their safety,

acting either as an assistant foreman (roomboss), or a safety

mine examiner. This would give him an opportunity of more
faithfully performing the work for which he is held respons-

ible. W. H. LUXTON.
Linton. Ind.

Letter No. 8—It is not surprising that this subject would

create much discussion among mining men, especially those

who are employed as firebosses or mine examiners. One of

the chief requisites of a lawful examination is that it shall

be entrusted to a sober, reliable man who is competent to

perform the work, conscientious in the discharge of his duties

and awake to his responsibilities.

A reliable fireboss will not omit to examine every working
place in his section, whether or not he has found gas there

on previous occasions. He will not, as is sometimes the ease,

content himself with thinking that a place contains no gas

because none has ever been found there before. Conditions

in mining are constantly changing, and in gaseous mines

dangerous atmospheres often exist where least expected.

It is important that the fireboss should realize to what
extent the miner depends on his work. When entering his

place in the morning and finding the mark the fireboss made
there a short time previous, -the miner assumes that all is

well and begins work without making a further examination

on hif own account. In other words, he trusts his safety to

the honesty and judgment of the fireboss, which makes the

latter, in a large measure, his "brother's keeper."

Not only should each working place be examined for gas

and the condition of the ventilation carefully noted, but the

fireboss must look for bad top or loose overhanging coal and

observe the amount and kind of timber on hand and any

undue accumulations of fine coal and dust that would make the

place unsafe for work.

GAS MAY BE PRESENT

I^Jor is the examination of a mine completed when all these
things that I have mentioned have been done. A careful

watch must be kept over old abandoned workings, and any
accumulation of gas that might be dangerous to the workmen
must be prevented as far as practicable. Where such an
accumulation of gas is found it must be carefully removed
and steps taken to prevent the same occurring again. When
this is not practicable, the workings must be sealed off with
substantial air-tight stoppings.

It often happens that, while a good fireboss realizes his

duties and responsibilities, the section of the mine in his

1 harge is not so large that he -cannot make the necessary
examination in the time allotted him. He must hurry along,

having barely time to look for gas in those places where he
has reason to believe danger may exist. He is compelled to

take chances and give the most careful attention to those
places where he has found gas before. Our West Virginia

mining law requires the examination of a mine to begin

within three hours of the time for men to begin work; but
many sections of these mines require much more than three
hours for a man to make a thorough and proper examination
of each place.

Mention is made, in a letter by a Pennsylvani;i fireboss,

CoAi, A<iK. Sept. IS, p. 503, of the employment of two fire-

bosses. which appeals to me as being a great advantage. It

is my belief that the examination of a mine is not finished

until the day's work is completed.

An incident that occurred only a short time ago will serve

to illustrate my point. The nightshift in a certain mine,
assuming that everything was in a safe condition, went to

(heir work with perhaps less caution than should have been
used. It so happened that, on this particular occasion, the
nightboss was busy in another part of the mine. The ma-
chinemen leaving their machines, in violation of the law
entered a working place that had not been examined for that

shift, with the result that gas was ignited by their lamps and
the men lost their lives. A night fireboss on duty would
have prevented this accident, and the same can be said In

many other like instances. FIREBOSS.
. W. Va.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

mtm

De:?igii of Ventilating Fan
I am sending to COAL AGE a rough sketch showing an

elevation of a i::iiie fan and want to ask for information on

one or two points. This is an exhaust fan having a diameter

of about 20 ft. and an expanding casing that terminates in

a funnel or chimuey.

C^s/o,

DIAGRAM OF VENTILATING FAN

First, I want to ask, should the cutoff be located at A or,

as I am told, at B further back on the casing? Second, is the

exhaust funnel or chimney necessary, and why? I hope that

this question will be answered fully and that readers will give

their experience.

Savanna, Okla. I. N. K.

In the operation of a centrifugal mine-ventilator, whether

exhausting or blowing, the air enters at the center or intake

orifice of the fan and, as indicated by the arrows in the accom-

panying figure, passes outward between the blades, until it

reaches the circumference of the. circle described by the

blade tips, where it is deflected and passes around the cir-

cumference in the direction in which the blades are revolv-

ing. It is important that the fanwheel shall be set in such

a position in the casing that the a:r Hewing outward between

the blades will be forced to travel around the circumference

of the fan in the direction the wheel it; turning. Otherwise,

the movement of the blades will oppos-e the flow of air about

the circumference. It is also important that ihf> jieripheral

space between the blade tips and the casing expand uniformly

In volume so as to provide a constant velocity of the air flow-

ing through this space. Also, the fan must be so proportioned

that the velocity of tlie air shall slightly exceed that of tlie

blade tips, in order to prevent the eddying, which would

result if the air traveled slower than the tips of the blades.

Again, in order to accomplish a constantly imiform flow

of air about the fan in the direction in which the blades

revolv°, it is further necessary to so arrange the casing as to

practically close one end of the peripheral space and shut

off the flow of air for a distance AB, equal to the distance

between two consecutive blade tips. As shown in the figure.

therefore, this portion of the casing is made a circle con-

centric with the fanwheel and leaving a clearance of 1 inch

between the tips of the blades and the casing. The point A
is termed the "cutoff," and the expansion of the spiral casing

begins at the point B.

The proper proportionment of a centrifugal fan is a dlfll-

cult problem. The dimensions of the fanwheel, the inner and
outer diameters, width of blades and the expansion of the

casing at the cutoff, as indicated by e in the figure, depends
on a number of factors, but chiefly the volume of air to be
circulated and the imit pressure or water gage that will result

from forcing this volume of air through a given airway or

mine.

MINE POTENTIAL IS IMPORTANT FACTOR
Every airway or mine has a certain resisting power op-

posed to the circulation of air and determined by the cube

root of the ratio of the square of the quantity to the unit

pressure. This resisting power is called the "mine potential"

and enters into the calculation of the proper dimensions of

a fan designed to give the required circulation of air, under

a specified unit pressure or water gage.

The question is too large a one to admit of its full explana-

tion here. It can be stated, however, that the line of the

expanding casing can be laid out, in practice, by describing

a curve starting from B in the figure and using as a radius a
chord that imwinds from a circular templet fixed at the center

of the fanwheel. The diameter of this templet should be

three-eighths of the total expansion desired at the cutott.

Thus, in the figure, x equals % e.

The expanding chimney is an essential feature of every

exhaust fan, and is required in order to reduce the velocity

of the air discharged into the atmosphere and save power.

Automatic'Starter for Booster^Fan
In seeking a little information, I turn to Coal Age.

In one section of our mine we are operating an elec-

tricallj' driven booster fan. In this connection, some
discussion has arisen as to the best means of overcom-
ing the difficulty presented by the motor failing to start

itself after being stopped by reason of a brief inter-

ruption of the current, which is liable to occur at almost
any time in the operation of a mine.

In order to avoid the necessity of sending a man to

start the motor again at such a time, it was suggested
to equip the machine with a self-starter. Objection

was offered to this plan, however, on the ground that

the disadvantages of the scheme would outweigh the ad-
vantage gained by installing the device.

While I have no great desire for the use of boosters,

I believe that when the necessity arises for their in-

stallation in a mine, they should be kept running as con-
stantly as the main fan. Otherwise, it is my opinion
that t>ey are dangerous and should never be installed

in a mine. I am interested particularly in knowing
what ire the disadvantages of an automatic starter

on a motor operating a booster fan. W. H. LuxTON.
Linton, Ind.
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In a properly arranged system of ventilation, and

where proper precautions are taken to insure safety

and avoid accidents resulting from a possible cessation

or derangement of the circulation in the section of the

mine where the booster is installed, there should be no

disadvantage worthy of consideration due to equipping

the motor with aTi automatic or self-starter. In the oper-

ation of a mine electrically equipped, it will frequently

happen that the power will fail for a time and then sud-

denly be renewed. As we say, the power will "go off

the line" and after a short time "come on again." When
that occurs a booster fan or a mine pump driven by the

current must stop and, if not equipped with a self-

starting device, will remain idle until someone is sent

to start it again.

In order to avoid this annoyance and possible trouble

from the accumulation of gas or water, which requires

the continued operation of the fan or pump to remove,

it is important that these machines be able to start

automatically whenever power is turned on the line.

Practically, the only conceivable disadvantage that

might result from equipping a booster fan with a self-

starter is the possibility that a body of gas might have

accumulated, at some point, while the fan was idle, and

be swept from its lodgment onto the open lights of

workmen when the circulation is restored.

In a well regulated mine, booster fans are seldom re-

quired, and when installed, as this correspondent has

stated, they should be kept running continuously. All

things considered, there would seem to be greater ad-

vantage in the automatic equipment of fans and pumps
when operated underground than where constant atten-

tion is necessary to keep them running.

WHEN POWER FAILS, SELF-STARTING DEVICE
THROWS IN A RESISTANCE

An automatic or self-starting device is an arrange-

ment such that when the power goes off, or fails, a re-

sistance is automatically cut in, which enables the motor
to pick up its load gradually when the power again
comes on the line. Without that resistance being pres-

ent in the circuit, the motor would be unable to start,

and remain dead. The armature of a motor has but a

small resistance and, there being no counter electro-

motive force generated when the machine is not run-

ning, it is necessary to introduce a starting resistance

that will prevent the large rush of current that would
otherwise flow. As the speed of the motor increases,

this starting resistance is gradually cut out and the
counter electromotive force generated takes its place.

Change in Magnetic Declination
Kindly publish, in Coal Age, a rule or explain the method of

determining the -proper needle bearing of a line when the

description of the survey, as taken from the county recorda,

gives the magnetic bearing and date when the survey was
made. In attempting to return such a survey from the old

notes, we failed to find the corner, because we did not know
how much the direction of the needle had changed since the

survey was made. The date of this survey Is 1881, and the

notes give the bearing of the line, at that time, as N. 32° 28' E.

What I want to know is the present needle bearing of this line

and the rule for calculating the same.

Orme, Tenn. GEORGE CAIN, Supt..

Battle Creek Coal & Coke Co.

Owing to the fact that the north magnetic pole does not

correspond to the geographic pole, and is not even known to

have a fixed relative position thereto, the direction of the

magnetic needle, whose north end points more or less con-

stantly to the magnetic pole, only corresponds to a meridian

line passing through the geographic pole when the magnetic

pole lies in that meridian, except at certain long periods or

intervals of time.

ECCENTRICITY OF THE MAGNETIC POLE CAUSES A
VARIATION IN THE DECLINATION OF THE

NEEDLE

As a result of this eccentricity 'of the magnetic pole, there

is a constant change taking place in the declination of the

needle, by which is meant the angle that the needle makes
with the true meridian passing through the place of observa-

tion. Thus, the magnetic meridian as indicated by the needle

is continually oscillating from east to west and from west to

east. For a time, the angle of declination will increase to the

east, attain a maximum and then decrease to zero, after which

it increases to the west and, attaining a similar maximum,
again decreases to zero. These variations in the direction

of the magnetic needle take place very slowly, the change from

zero declination to a maximum and back again to zero requir-

ing a hundred years or more.

A little study of the situation will make it clear that, for

any given time, the declination of the needle will be different

in different places. It will appear also that, on a certain line

extending from the magnetic north to the magnetic south

pole and passing through the

n geographic poles of the earth,

the needle will have a zero

declination, ignoring possible

local attractions, which would
naturally affect its direction.

In other words, the magnetic
north will correspond to the

geographic north at all places

on this line of no declination,

which is called an "agonic

line."

It is quite, clear that all

places lying east of the agonic

line will have a west declina-

tion and all places on the west

of the line an east declination. Also, from what has been explained,

it will be evident that the agonic line oscillates from east to

west and from west to east through long periods of time.

Speaking generally, at the present time, the agonic line

appears to be moving slowly to the west, causing a gradual

increase in west declinations and a corresponding decrease

In east declinations.

The best published information on this subject is an

extended article in the Encyclopedia Britannlca, eleventh edi-

tion, on "Terrestrial Magnetism," by Charles Chree, Superin-

tendent Kew Observatory. Also, the report (1906) of the

United States Coast and Geodetic Survey gives the change In

declination, as observed at Chattanooga, Tenn. From the data

there given, it appears that the declination In southeastern

Tennessee, 1881, was practically 2° 30'E and that this easterly

declination has decreased, to the present time, 1° 30', which

would make the present declination in that locality 1 deg. east

Therefore, replying to the question askrd and basing the

answer on this information. It would appear that a magnetic

bearing of N 32° 28'E, decl. 2° 30'E would correspond to a true

bearing of N34° 58'E. Then, taking the present declination as

1° 00' E, the magnetic bearing of the line now would be

N33° 58'E, all of which we have Illustrated in the accompany-

ing figure.

SKETCH SHOWING VARIA-
TION OF THE NEEDLE
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COAL AND
COKE NEWS

Charleston, W. Va.

Strlke.s at tiile Pau.se embargo on
eastern Nhipiiients from smokeless and
bigh volatile fields. Vessels pleutlful
but dumping faellities inadequate. Car
supply 70 per eeut. for week ended
Oct. IS. Proiluetion in >e» River and
Kauanlin fields equal to car supply.
Output goes west.

With everybody concentrating on
tidewater shipments, terminals in the
East have been literally inundated with
coal from this section, and when to
such a condition was added first the
longshoremen's strike and then the
tug boat strike, coal piled up at tide-
water to such an extent during the
week ended Oct. 18, that eastern coal
shipments were embargoed entirely
insofar as shipments from the high
volatile and the smokeless fields of this
section were concerned. There had
previously been an embargo which
was lifted for a few days, only to bt
imposed again. Vessels were plentiful
t)Ut dumping facilities for the reasons
just stated were inadequate and conse-
quently export shipments of coal were,
retarded.
While up to Oct. IS the car supply

had been materially in excess of that
for the same period of September, it

was not over 70 per cent, for the
weekly working period .lust alluded to,

and consequently there was still a gen-
eral production loss of 70 per cent, in
all fields in this section. Congestion
in the East has had the effect of in-
creasing Western shipments just at a
time Avhen tlie prospects of a strike
have increased the Western demand;
although up until the eigliteenth there
had been no special flurry in the
West.

"R'est Virginia operators were
sanguine that there would be no strike
of bituminous miners, although every
effort was being made to get out as
much coal as possible before Nov. 1.

in the event that there should be a
strike. There has been no such sharp
increase in price as has been charged
by John L. Lewis, producers in West
Virginia, on the other hand, discour-
aging insofar as possible any price
advance. Of course, with the car
supply so limited it has not been pos-
sible to produce nruch coal over and
above that called for under contracts
entered into earlier in the year.
While there was a steady demand for

steam coal in evidence in this" section
during the week ended the eighteenth,
there u'as no influx of inquiries grow-
ing" out of the prospects of a strike
until the beginning of the following
week, when many consumers seemed to
be sicking cover.

Tl'e large flow of smokeless coal to
tidewater from the New River field
was materially checked during the
week ended Oct. 18, when another em-
bargo was clamped do"wn on eastbound
coal shipments, and once again the
tide of .'imokeless was turned to tne
West where it was readily absorbed
as it had boen during a part of the
previous week. The embargo, of course,
had no influence on production since
there has been a demand for smoke-
less coal which it has long been im-
possible to meet.
While export markets now afford

the main avenues of outlet fo> the
product of New River, nevertheless
there is a general demand for that
kind of coal in other markets; the fact
that the car supply is still avemglng
only about 70 per cent, preventing
producers from mining much more
than enough fuel to take care of con-
tract requirements. While the supply

of cars at the outset of the week ended
the eighteenth readied almost 90 per
cent, it soon dropped to 70 per cent.
At the beginning of the following week
assurances "were given that empties
returned from the Lakes would make
for a good supply. More or less labor
unrest was apparent in the New River
field where operators were hopeful that
miners would not be affected by the
general strike call, althougli it is be-
lieved that tlie miners will strike in
that field if a general strike call is
issued.
There was no apparent abatement in

the demand for steam coal as well as
for other grades of coal in the
Kanawha district during the weekly
working period ended Oct. IS. Just
about the time mines in this field had
begun to resume shipments on the
usual scale to the seaboard, another
embargo erected a temporary barrier,
and the Lakes and inland West mar-
kets began to receive large consign-
ments.
As there was a fair demand in that

part of the country, it did not dis-
courage production in the Kanawha
field which averaged about 70 per
cent of capacity throughout the week;
the output was confined to that figure
owing to the limited supply of cars
available, large at the beginning of
the week but perceptibly smaller before
its close. It was not until the week
beginning the twentieth that there
was any material fiurry apparent in
the demand for coal; consumers, as the
danger of a strike became more ap-
parent, seeking to provide for an ad-
ditional supply of coal.
Charleston—The number of fatal ac-

cidents in the state of West Virginia
reached a total of 31 in September, ac-
cording to figures just completed by
the West Virginia Department of
Mines; nearly all of such accidents be-
ing due to falling coal, rock and slate,
the number of fatalities from such a
cause being 18. Motors, howe\'er,
killed four mine workers and mine
cars, t'wo! Two men were fat.ally hurt
by mining machines, one man being
electrocuted and one being fatally in-
jured through a cause not given. There
were only three deaths on the exterior
of the mines, two of tliem resulting
from mine car accidents. Of the 31
mine workers killed. 23 were Ameri-
cans and the remaining eight foreign-
ers. McDowell County led with the
largest number of deaths—10. The
next largest number of deaths "was in
I-ogan and Wyoming counties, where
there were three each. There were two
fatal accidents in eacli of the coun-
ties of Fayette and Harrison and one
death in each of the following- coun-
ties: Barbour, Boone, Braxton, Clay,
Marion, Mercer, Mingo, Ohio, Raleigh.
Tucker and Upshur.

Fairmont, W. Va.
Prospect.*; of strike causes sudden

demand for Fairmont coal with conse-
quent increase In price. Kallroads
licsdne for fuel. Production for vieek
ended Oct. 18, not so large as for
previous week. Cars not so plentiful.

By Oct. 18 the gravity of a strike
seemed to have impressed itself on
buyers to the extent that much anxiety
was manifested in providing for future
needs, and, consequently, there was a
greatly accentuated demand for coal
in the Fairmont and otlier northern
West Virginia regions. Buyers holding
contracts sought to secure tonnages in

excess of that specified in contracts,
but were unable to do so In large part
owing to the widespread demand and

the inability of Fairmont and other
operators to meet such demand. Of
course the sudden increase in demand
raised prices to a higher level, the in-
crease being fully 50c a ton over the
rate ruling the latter part of Septem-
ber.
Another development of the week

was an S. O. S. call from the Baltimore
& Ohio and a few other railroads for
more coal. The B. & O. has run short
in its supply and needs, it is said, in
the neighborhood of 200,000 tons. It is
understood that that road has only a
small reserve stock and is almost beg-
ging for coal. _ Some satisfaction is

derived by producers from the fact that
the B. cfc O., in order to secure any fuel,
is obliged to pay the current price for
coal—from $2.5u to $2.65 a ton. Earlier
in the year when coal was plentiful,
the B. & 0., (in common with other
roads) was trying to lower the price
of coal: so now little sympathy exists
among operators, and the road is find-
ing it difficult to secure an adequate
supply, even though expressing a will-
ingness to accept coal loaded in box
cars.
While production was not so large

as it had been during the previous
week, owing to the fact that cars were
not quite so plentiful, nevertheless
production was fairly well maintained,
though toward the end of the week
the car supply became somewhat short
and placenients were rather tardy.
However, Curtis Bay shipments were
almost 100 per cent, larger than dur-
ing the previous week when all records
in coal loading were broken. There
was a fairly large tonnage of coal
moving to the Lakes and to inland
West markets. Certain points on the
Monongaliela R. R., wei'e embargoed
so that tidewater shipments of coal
were shut off from Port Reading and
one or two other ports.

Huntington, W. Va.
Lot^iin mines producing 67 per cent,

of normal. Car supply somewhat im-
proAcd. Threatened strike stimulates
demand and raises prices. Kmhargo
on shipments to tide. Output goes
\Vest. C. & O. handles C4o,350 tons
for week ended Oct. IS.

Tliere "was an upward trend to pro-
duction in the Gu.van field during the
week ended Oct. IS owing to a some-
what improved car supply, the output
advancing from 65 to about 67 per
cent, or from 219.000 to 223,000 tons.
This, as just stated, became possible
owing to the fact that the time lost
from car shortage was reduced by
about 200 hours or from 100.000 to
87,0000 tons, so that the loss from
transportation disabilities now amounts
to only about 26 per cent. There was
a two per cent, loss only from labor
shortage. The total production loss
was 109,000 tons as against 118.000 for
the previous week. Despite the fact
that Logan mines are producing only
67 per cent of their possible output,
the output is in the neighborhood of
50.000 in excess of that for the same
period of 1918.

In common with other districts in
West Virginia, the producers of the
Logan field observed a sharp difference
in demand beginning on Oct. 20. when
a threatened strike in all bituminous
fields had the effect of stimulating the
demand to quite a marked extent: this
was true of all coals produced in the
Logan fields. With the increase in de-
mand there also came a rise in prices
the pace being set by the prospective
ctistomers rather than b.v the produc-
ers. However, it was Impossible to
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accommodate buyers desiring a surplus
supply owing to the inability ot oper-
ators to mucli more than fill contract
needs. Gas and splint were cut off

from tidewater during nearly all of the
week ended the eigliteenth, through
an embargo giving Logan producers an
opportunity to take care of western
trade where there was a stiffening
demand in evidence.
While the loading of coal in some

districts reached by the Chesapeake &
Ohio was heavier than during the
previous week, yet a less amount of
coal was handled by the C. cS: O. sys-
tem during the week ended Oct. 18
than was the case during tlie week
ended the eleventh; only 12,907 cars,

or a total ot 645. u5U tons, being
handled by the road during tlie period
ended the eighteenth.

Victoria, B. C
The collieries ot Vancouver Island

are working' steadily, there being no
signs at the moment of anything but
the best of feeling between the em-
ployed and the employer. Generally
speaking the miners are working on
the understanding that, with further
increases in the cost of living, their
wages advance. This applies to most
with the exception of the Canadian
Western Fuel Co., and the relationship
between the latter and its men, as a
result of the recent adjustment of the
wage question, is of tlie best. The
product, for the most part, is being
used to care for tlie domestic demand
which now is lieavy because of tiie ap-
proach of the winter. From North
Vancouver and other districts comes
the report that difBculty is being ex-
perienced in obtaining sufficient to
take care of current orders. For this
reason there is a belief that a short-
age of coal may be experienced before
the spring. Tliis. Iiowever, is specula-
tion. Responsible opinion appears to
be that the collieries can be depended
upon to take care of tlie local situa-
tion and, in any event, there is no
serious shortage as yet.
At the annual meeting of the Mine

Rescue and Ambulance Association of
the Canadian Western Fuel Co., which
was held recently at Nanaimo, J,

Thompson was elected president; E. V.
Paterson. secretary-treasurer, with J.
W. Jensen as assistant; and to the Ex-
ecutive Committee, in addition to the
chairmen of the various committees,
were appointed W. H. Moore, George
Tarrow and George Moore. A feature
of the proceedings was the presenta-
tion of $100 to the winners of compe-
titions held at the Labor Day Meet In
Kanaimo under the auspices of the
Mine .Safety Associntion of Vancouver
Island. Mr. Moore explained that these
prices were not in the nature of pay-
ment but were provided by the Com-
pany in recognition of the hard work
to which the men had been subjected
in preparation. The recipients were
members of teams captained by J. W.
Jensen. George Cni-son, .1. Barton, J.
Brown. A. McNeill. R. Channock, J.
McCourt. .and M. Gunniss. It was de-
cided tliat a p.iper on first aid work
would he delivered monthly before the
members of tlie A.«sorlatlon. This Is

only one of the arrangements made to
su.stain interest during the ensuing
few months and to promote the object
of the As.soclation, namely, the equip-
ping of every miner for practical help
In case of need.
The Coalmont Coal Mining Co Is

producing about l.">0 tons a day. The
coal Is shipped to the Kettle Valley
Ry.. by truck. Negotiations are In
progress for the construction of a rail-
way spur to the property which has
turned out well under development.
The recent litigation with reference

to the title to coal rights within the
foreshore lands of the F.astern Coast
of Vancouver Island, which now Is

declared to He with the Province, and
the report that steps may be expected
towards the opening up of the coal de-
posits of Suquash and vicinity on an
extensive scale, have made the reports
of nr. Charles H. Clapp and Dr. B. D,
DowIIng. the two principal geologists
to Investigate this area, of special In-
terest. Dr. Clapp In his report on the
Industry In Memoir HI of the Geologi-
cal Survey .Series, says:

"The future of the coal industry is

very promising, although thinner and
deeper coals will have to be mined in
the near future. As already state, two
new shaft mines have reached the
Douglas seam in area of 181 square
miles."

In his estimate of coal resources
Dr. Clapp places the production at
24,500,000 tons up to 1912 and it re-
cently estimated that the figure now
would stand at about 30,000,000 tons.
Dr. Dowling places the probable re-
sources of the Nanaimo field at 1,340,-
000,000 tons.
The coal occurs chiefly in the lower

part of the Nanaimo series in three
seams, the Wellington, the Newcastle
and the Douglas. Tlie lowest seam,
the Wellington, lies at the base of the
Extension formation and rests on the
East Wellington sandstone, and Is

about 700 feet above the base of the
Nanaimo series. The Newcastle seam
occurs at tlie base of the Newcastle
formation, and overlies the Wellington
seam by about 800 to 1,000 feet. The
Douglas seam is contained in the New-
castle formation and from 2 5 to 100
feet above the Newcastle seam.
The coals of the various seams are

as a whole much alike, and are high
volatile bituminous coals of fair quali-
ty. The amount of fixed carbon in the
best quality ranges from 45 to 60 per
cent, and the asli from 5 to 10 per cent.
The coal, especially tliat from the
Wellington seam, cokes readily.

Some interesting evidence was given
recently at Edmonton, Alberta; before
the Coal Commission appointed to in-
vestigate conditions with reference to
the available supply of this fuel, cost
of production, etc. C. G. Sheldon, of
the Humberstone Coal Co.; W. S. Cup-
pies, of the Great West Coal Co.; H.
C Anderson, of the Twin City Coal
Co.; L. -E. Drummond, of the Mountain
Park Coal Co.; and W. C. MacKay, of
the MacKay Coal Co., were among those
heard. All the operators were agreed
that there was a great over-develop-
ment of the mines in the district; the
fact that they only work five or six
months in the year was a big factor in

the cost, for the upkeep during the re-
mainder of the year had to be borne
by the coal produced during the short
producing period of the year

Pennsylvania

Bituminous
VVnshington—A contract for sinking

a new coal shaft in Tylerdale, a part
of this place, has been awarded by the
Washington Gas Coal Co., to the R. G.
Johnson Co.. of Pittsburgh, Pa. Work
is expected to be pushed and the shaft
to be completed in six months. The
shaft will be 260 feet .leep and be
timber-lined. The Washington com-
pany owns a block of several hundred
acres of coal in Canton Township,
which will be developed by means of
this new shaft. The Johnson company
recently completed three new shafts
between Washington and Wheeling.
Early in the spring the company
turned over a concrete-lined shaft to
the Lincoln Gas Coal Co.

PIttKhureli—The Republin Iron and
Steel Co. is remodeling its Russelton
No. 1 coal mine at Ruseslton. Pa., In
what Is known as the Freeport district.
This company is replacing the wooden
shaft lining with concrete and a frame
tipple with steel. Steam driven power
units are to be supplanted by ma-
chinery utilizing power purchased
from the West Penn Power Co. The
Improvements are expected to bring
the plant up to a high state of effi-

ciency.

Anthrac'to
Scrnntoii—Three tract;

In Fell Township have ueen sum uy
the Salem Mountain Coal Co. (of which
Mr. and Mrs. J, R. Dainty are prin-
ciple stockholders), to David M. Ros-
ser. acting for the Cranston Coal Co.,
of Kingston. The consideration was
$5,000.

oal lands
sold by

Sliamokiu—One man was instantly
killed, another probably fatally In-
jured and two others badly cut and
bruised at the Pennsylvania colliery
of the Susquehanna Collieries Co., near
this place. A tremendous fall of coal
in old workings, created a rush of air
of great force, which swept through
a gangway, hurling Irving Bitterman,
a driver, against timber and causing
instant death. A loaded mine car was
also set in motion and ran over John
Fracol, a laborer, causing very serious
injuries. Two miners, Charles Pruskl
and Steven Delamel, were thrown from
a chute and badly cut and bruised. It

is said that the fall of coal w-as the
most extensive that has occurred in
this section in recent years.

PottsvUle—The ancient grievance of

antliracite miners —• "docking"— "was
heard by the Conciliation Board at
this place. Those making complaint
were the following: Miners of the
Corbin colliery, near Shamokin, em-
ployed by the Excelsior Coal Co.;
Contract miners at the Primrose col-
liery of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co.
Employees of the Buck Ridge Coal
Co.. asked that the company be or-
dered to pay them 40 per cent, increase
in wages under the war scale, instead
of $2 a day as at present. The Board
also gave time to the consideration
of the rates being paid by the Suque-
hanna Collieries Co., for pillar work
at Williamstown. Grievances of em-
ployees at the Cameron colliery at
Shamokin. also were considered.

Taniaqna—It is reported that the
Hudson Coal Co., is drilling its prop-
ery at a site about a half mile east
of Middleport. near here. A half cen-
ttiry ago some of the seams in this
section were mined to a very limited
extent above the water level. Now the
proposition is to prove the coal at
depth preparatory to opening up a
modern plant on the property. It is

stated that the Hudson Company con-
trols a considerable acreage in this
section.

Industrial News

Hanelton—Campion & Co., of Ma-
hanoy City, which recently acquired
the culm banks at the abandoned oper-
ations of the old Silver Brook colliery,
Is erecting a washery and expects to
have the plant going by January,

.Sydney MliieN, \'. S.—The miners of
the Jubilee colliery, here, are to be
given steady work in future, and the
bottom seam is to continue in opera-
tion. This statement is reported to
have been made by T. J. Brown, gen-
eral superintendent at the Nova Scotia
Steel and Coal Co. This company re-
cently completed arrangements with
the Canadian r.ailro.ads to supply them
with coal. This is a shaft mine, long-
w'all mining machines will be installed
at once and active mining operations
will commence, insuring steady work.
It was stated that the lower seam
would not be developed for large pro-
duction for some time. At present
mining in this seam is more or less of
an experiment, but if conditions prove
favorable it will be developed to great-
er capacity.

Dover, Del.—The Pocohontas & Se-
wanee Co.al and Coke Co., has been
Incorporated with a capital of $2,500,-
000. R. A. Norton. Ratavla, Ohio; J.

T. Simmons and G'. W. McMellow, of
Cincinnati, are the Incorporators.

riiarlcMloii, W. Va.—For developing
coal land in the Big Sandy district,
the Barren Creek Colliery Co. has been
incorporated here with $2,000 000 capi-
tal J. B. Hart, Fred O. Blue, R. E.
McCabe. Edward Hart and John Hart,
al of Charleston, are the Incorporat-
ors. They have engineers now en-
gaged In preparing plans for opening
mines. Installing machinery building
houses and providing the other neces-
s.arles for a large coal output.

MorKantonn. \V. Va.—It Is generally
accepted as a fact that all the coal
holdings, mines and assets of the
Elklns Coal and Coke Co. In northern
West Virginia, are about to be pur-
chased by the Bethlehem Steel Corpora-
tion for the sum of $4,000,000. Negoti-
ations were well under way. It Is said,
when the steel strike was declared.
Interfering with negotiations to some
extent but the understanding now Is

that the sale Is about to be consum-
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mated. While most of the mines of the
Elkins company are in Preston County,
W. Va., yet the company also has three
mines in Monongalia County. Should
the Bethlehem company take over the
Elkins properties, it would presage
further development in Preston Coun-
ty. It is probable that Reedsville, W.
Va., would be established as the head-
quarters of the coal and coke depart-
ment of the steel company In the event
of a sale. The Elkins Coal and Coke
Co. is one of the few remaining large
coal holdings of the estate of the late
Stephen B. Elkins. It is believed that
the acquisition provides the Bethlehem
corporation with coal reserves es-

timated at 150,000,000 tons, meeting full

requirements for coking, heating and
steam coal.
Charleston, W. Va.—The Lima Coal

Co. had expected to begin operations
at its new plant in Clay County, W.
Va., by the middle of October, but
delay in the delivery of material has
prevented completion of the plant, and
It will be Dec. 1 before the company
is able to begin mining and shipping
coal.
Hnutlneton, W. Va.—Louisville busi-

ness men are behind the movement to
further develop coal lands In Floyd
County. Ky., having organized under
the laws of West Virginia, the Hunt-
ington Cannel Coal Co. with a capital
of $350,000. Chiefly Interested in the
new concern are: W. W. Smith, of
Huntington: Judith D. Fried, Preston-
burg: William J. Bray, E. H. Callahan,
and L. K. Smith, all of Louisville, Ky.
Hnntlnglon, W. Va.—It is understood

here that Delaware. New York and
Philadelphia capitalists have In view
the purchase of a large portion of the
coal properties of E. B. Carr, of Phila-
delphia. Mr. Carr owns nearly 80.000
acres of coal and oil lands in Morgan
County, Kentucky. The understanding
Is that the prospective purchasers pro-
pose to organize and charter a $10,000,-
000 corporation in Delaware, to pur-
chase and develop at least a part of
the Carr properties located in the
center of the Kentucky coal and oil

region, heretofore untouched insofar
as the Carr lands are concerned. Should
Buch development be undertaken, as
seems highly probable, it will be neces-
sary for the Chesapeake & Ohio to
build an extension Into the Morgan
Countv field.

Wheeling, W. Va.—With the expecta-
tion of operating in Marshall County,
near Moundsville (the county seat), the
Miami Coal and Coke Co. has been
formed with a capital of $60,000. Th«.
plans of this company indicate furthei
expansion of mining operations In
Marshall County which has been most
marked during the summer months.
Identified with the new company are:
C. E. Brown. O. P. Wilson. W. A.
McGlumphy. Chas. E. Showacre., John
E. Hamilton, all of Moundsville.

Beckley, W. W.—The Beckley Coal
Mining Co. expects to be in a position
to begin operations before long with
Its new plant on Meadow Creek which
Is now nearing completion. All work
preparatory to actual operations is

well under way. including the grading
for a side track and for an incline.

Plttsbnrch, Pa.—The Cement Gun
Co. has recently opened offices at 211
Fulton Building at this places. H. K
Heathfield has been named as district
manager of the branch office which
will include the Traylor, Dewey Con-
tracting Co, (cement gun specialists)
and the Traylor Engineering and
Manufacturing Co.—manufacturers of
mining, milling, smelting and crushing
machinery.

ChleaKo. 111.—The engineering firm
of Jacobson & Schraeder. Inc.. with
offices in the Marquette Building here,
has recently taken over the entire top
floor of the Majestic Building. Chicago,
and has also established a branch
office in the Oliver Building. Pitts-
burgh. Pa.
Akron, Ohio—Recently a unique

banquet was held at this place under
the auspices of the B. F. Goodrich
Rubber Co. At this novel function no
one was given admittance who had
not been in the company 20 years or
more. The affair was attended by
160 men and women employees. Offi-

cials and workmen alike were among
the veterans. In fact a comfortable
majority of them were superintend-
ents, department heads, managers and
sales and finance executives. During

the evening each one of the 160 em-
ployees was awarded a gold service
pin. The history of the growth of the
company from its beginning in 1870
was told on this occasion and Il-

lustrated by slides. Today the Good-
rich factories comprise 63 buildings
and employ 20,000 workers.
VVilmln^on, Del.—The Atlas Powder

Co., of this place, announces the re-
moval of its general offices to 140 North
Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Charleston, W. Va.—The Boone
County Coal Corporation, W. M. Wiley,
of New York, vice president and gen-
eral manager, will Issue additional
stock to the amount of $3,000,000 to
provide for further development of its

various properties. It owns 32,650
acres of bituminous coal land, on which
are mining developments with an
annual output of about 2,000,000 tons of
coal.
Spokane, Wash.—Spokane capitalists

have purchased and taken hold of the
development of the coal properties, at
Detililon bridge, on the former Spokane
Indian reservation, near Miles, Wash.
This property belonged to B. F. Tilsley
and associates, and the new owners
are preparing to put on a large force

of men to drive a tunnel to Intersect
the coal seams at the lowest possible
surface depth. The 85-foot shaft that
has been sunk shows coal of excellent
quality, the coal outcropplngs getting
better with depth.

Buffalo, IV. Y.—The mine of the J. B.

Jenkins Coal Co., at Mable, W. Va., has
been sold to the Randolph Coal Co., of

Elkins, W. Va. It has an output of
about 100,000 tons annually and em-
ploys 100 men. The principal owner
was F. P. Merrill, of Hornell. N. Y.;

the management was In the hands of
General Sales Agent Charles A. Storck,
with an office In this city, where It

has been since the organization of the
company.

Charleston, W. Va.—The Pilgrim
Land and Coal Co., of CTliattaroy. W.
Va.. was incorporated to operate mines
in Kentucky; capital stock $50,000; In-

corporators. H. V. Ingham, R. H.
Campbell, W. E. Morgan. M. A. Em-
mons, of Chattaroy; A. D. Runyon, of
Delorme, W. Va.

BrownsTllle, Pa.—Samuel N. Sapper
and wife, of German Township. Fayette
County, Pa., Thomas S. Collier and
wife, of Uniontown ana Alien and
Samuel N. Sapper, (executors of Leon-
ard Sapper), conveved to the Ontario
Gas Coal Co.. 13 tracts of the Pitts-
burgh, or River seam of coal, for a
consideration of $350,000.

Princeton. W. Va.—The building of
a branch line by the Virginian Ry.
from Mahen on Its main line into the
Milam Fork district of Wyoming
County. W. Va.. will make possible thi

development of a considerable avreage
of Pocahontas coal. Some 30,01)0 acres
in the Milam Fork area, are owned by
the Wyoming Pacahontas Land Co.,

(headed by Andrew Squires) in which
Cleveland capitalists are largely In-
terested.

Zaopsville, Ohio—The Ohio Standard
Coal Co., of this place, has been In-
corporated with a capital of $50,000.
The incorporators are Artrur W. Sieg-
laff H A. Tavlor, Gus G. Katesempes,
H. A. Sharpe. B. S. Goldman and P. H.
Tannerhill.

Clements. Md.—The Morgantown.
Salkelt Company of this place is mak-
ing extensive preparations for the de-
velopment of a large tract of coal.

The concern is composed of Pittsburgh
Interests and Roy Salkelt is one of the
chief owners.

M.irtins Ferry, Ohio—Former Con-
gressman W. B. Francis, of this place,

Is at the head of a $200,000 coal com-
pany, which has purchased the holdings
of the Yukon & Pittsburgh Coal Co.,

in Meigs County, of this state.

Charleston. W. Va.—The Castle
Pallo Coal Co.. of Clarksburg, W. Va.,
was Incorporated to operate mines in

Tavlor County of this state with a
capital stock of $50,000. The incor-
porators are: John A. 'Washington. H.
B. Cooper, C. H. Harris. M L. Rhiplett
and P. W. Bailey, all of Clarksburg.

Charleston, W. Va.—The Donnelly
Coal Co.. of Garden, was Incorporated
with a capital stock of $25,000, The
Incorporators are: F. J. Ravenscroft,
Robert Donnelly. J. V. Healey. James
Donnelly and John M. Donnelly, all

of Elk Garden, W. Va.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Menchell
Coal Co.. of Clinton, was incorporated
with a capital of $40,000 for the purpose
of coal mining. The directors are:
William F. Brown, Sr., James B.
Brown and William Brown, Jr.
Whitesburg, Ky.—S. B. Hardy, C. C.

Bryon and others who have organized
the Darby Fork Coal Co.. at Catletts-
burg, Ky., with $100,000 capital, have
announced the opening of new mines
on Beaver Creek.

Charleston. W. Va.—The Marine and
Commerce Pocahontas Corporation, of
Welch, W. Va., was incorporated to
operate mines In McDowell; capital
stock $500,000; incorporators, W.
Arthur Howell, Percy Bullock, Wm. S.

Lare, Crittenden H. Adams, and San-
ford D, Stockton, Jr., all of New York
City.

Louisville, Ky.—The Pilgrim Coal
Co., of Chattaroy, W. Va.. was Incor-
porated to operate mines in Kentucky;
capital stock. $50,000; Incorporators;
H. V. Ingham, R. H. Campbell. W. E.
Morgan. M. A, Emmons, of Chattaroy;
and A. D. Runyon, of Delorme. W. Va.

Charleston, W. Va.—The plant and
property of the Baren Creek Coal Co.,

at Barren Creek, on the Coal & Coke
R R.. near Clay W. Va., has been
transferred to the Barren Creek Col-
liery Co. The latter company has just
been organized by John B. Hart of
Charleston, head of the Bartland Col-
liery Co. Two separate tracts of coal
were acquired, one of 100 acres and
another of 307 acres, both in Big
Sandy district, on Elk River.

Trade Catalogs

Ahatpment of Corrosion in Central
Heating Sy.steni. By F. N. Speller, De-
partment of the Interior. Bureau of
Mines. Technical Paper 236. Illus-
trated: pp. 12; 5%x9% inches.
Universal Concentrating Tables—

Overslrom Manufacturing Co., San
Francisco, Cal. Bulletin Ul. pp. 11;
9x11% in.; Illustrated. Contains facts
about the table from the maker and
users.

Standardized Material-Hauling Ma-
chines—Barber-Green Co., Aurora, 111.

Catalogue No. 3. Pp. 32; 8^x11 In.;

Illustrated. Description of B.-G. stand-
ardized belt conveyors, portable and
stationary conveyors and self feeding
bucket loaders.
Scranton Pumping Machinery—The
Scranton Pump Co., Scranton, Pa.
Bulletins Nos. 101 to 109 inclusive,
and No. 113. All bulletins (except No.
104) illustrated; 6x9 inches. Bulletin
No. 101: Duplex Piston Pumps; pp. 16.

No. 102: Duplex Plunger Pumps; pp.
12. No. 103: Jet Condensers and
Vacuum Pumps: pp. 12. No. 104: Trip-
lex Power Pumps; pp. 4. No. 106:
Triplex Plunger Pumps; pp. 8. No. 106:
Triplex Plunger Pumps: pp. 8. No.
107: Triplex Plunger Pumps; pp. 12.

No 108: Triplex Plunger Pumpes; pp.
8. No. 9 Triplex Plunger Pumps; pp.
8. No. 113: Standard Double Suction
Volute Pumps; pp. 8. Each bulletin
describes a different type of pump.

C. H. Rectangular Magnets—Cutler-
Hammer Manufacturing Co.. Milwau-
kee Wis Booklet J, pp. 8; SV^xll In.;

Illustrated. Describes magnets which
are particularly adapted for efficient

handling of regular shapes in steel and
iron. Illustrations show their use at
various plants.

Coming Meetings

' American Society of Mechanical En-
Klneers will hold its annual meeting
Dec 2-5 in New York Secretary, Cal-
vin W Rice. 29 West 39th St., New
York (jlty.

Canadian Mining Institute will meet
Nov. 26-28, in Vancouver, B. C. Canada.
Dr E. T. Hodge, professor of geology
at the University of British Columbia,
has been appointed general secretary
of this meeting.
Coal Mining Institute of America will

hold its 33rd annual meeting Dec. S

and 4 at Pittsburgh. Penh. Secretary,
H. D. Mason, Jr., Mine Safety Appli-
ances Co., Pittsburgh. Penn.
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Market Conditions for Coal
in the Port of Naples

(Consul B. Harvey Carroll, Naples,
Italy)

Naples, situated on the great Medi-
terranean - Asiatic steamship route
which is now gradually a.ssuming Its
former importance as an international
trading rouce. is becoming again an Im-
portant coaling station.
Southern Italy is generally supplied

with coal by Great Britain through the
port of Naples. The main kinds of coal
on the market are Welsh, North Coun-
try, Pocahontas and New River. In-
quiries are constantly being made re-
garding the supply that America can
offer.
During the war the importation of

coal into Italy through the port of
Naples has been under the control of
the Government. This regulation still
obtains and the Royal Commissioner of
the port, through whom permission is

secured for the importation, is Vice
Admiral CutlnelU. Statistics for im-
ports are not available.

Facilities for Discharging Coal

There are three- main centers in the
Bay of Naples for the discharge of sup-
plies of coal—Torre Annunziata and
Portlci. the regular port of Naples, and
the Punto Franco or the free zone.
Torre Annunziata and Portlci together
are the least important of the three
centers, there being no facilities at
those places comparable to those in the
port of Naples proper. Coal there is

unloaded on lighters and entirely dis-
charged by hand. The regular port
and the free zone have facilities for
unloading and handling coal. There is
dock space, plenty of labor, and to a
certain extent machinery adequate for
handling large supplies of goods. The
depth of the water in the inclosed part
of the port varies between S and 30
meters, and the water at all of the
docks is deep enough to permit the en-
trance of the largest ocean-going
steamships.
Labor at the port is normally readily

obtainable. Coal is unloaded by work-
men carrying it in baskets on their
shoulders. These workmen are paid in
normal times from 2.50 lire to 3 lire
per day. As much as 4500 tons have
been unloaded in 27 hours in this way.
Regular workmen at the port, the su-
pervisors and foremen, are paid now
from 20 to 30 lire per day.
The free zone in the port of Naples

occupies a space of 18.500 square me-
ters, of which .'^S'iO are devoted to the
outer wharf and 6380 to the buildings.
Unloading of goods In this part of the
port takes place by means of cranes
worked by hydraulic machinery. The
transportation of goods to various parts
of the warehouses is by a chain of
dockhands who pass the goods from
man to man. The advantages of the
free zone are that goods can be brought
Into it and moved freely without the
Burveilance of the customs ofllclals ui.-
tll It Is actually carried Into the city
or dispatched to another place by rail.
In other parts of the port special ar-
rangement has to be made through the
office of the acpltaneria of the port or
with the agent who arranges the per-
mission for docking through hia office.
A ship entered in ttils manner becomes
subject to the regular tariff fees of the
port and subject to Its regulations. Der-
ricks mounted on railway cars are
readily available for the moving of
coal from the ships to railway cars.

In Naples unloading of coal Is done

by the workmen who carry It In bas-
kets on their shoulders. There are
seven cranes in the port which are con-
trolled by the Naples Chamber of Com-
merce. Six of these have a capacity of
15 quintals each and one is capable of
lifting 25 quintals. Altogether they
have an aggregate capacity of 250
metrio tons.
After authority for unloading has

been secured from the comissloner of
the port the ship is assigned to Its

place and takes its turn. The tariff
of the port for coal Is 0.17 lira per ton.
The expense of weighing the coal Is

paid by the consignee at the rate cf
0.22 lira per ton and 0.07 lira tor the
men who operate the scales.

Coal Situation in Denmark

The U. S. Shipping Board recently
announced that Denmark had placed 16
steamships, aggregating 61.000 tons. In
the coal trade for carrying coal from
America to Denmark. According to in-
formation received by the Danish Lega-
tion, two additional Danish steamers
have now been chartered to carry coal
from Hampton Roads to Danish ports.
Denmark normally Imports 3,400.000

tons of coal and coke yearly, mostly
from England, but also some from Ger-
many. During the war It was difficult
for Denmark to obtain the necessary
coal supplies, and the Importation de-
creased to about 2,000,000 tons a year.
It was generally expected that condi-
tions in the coal trade would become
normal again as soon as peace was de-
clared, but on the contrary the situa-
tion became worse.
Hardly any coal was exported from

Germany, and England, suffering from
a decreased coal production and an in-
creased demand, put heavy export taxes
on her coal. Denmark has continuous-
ly had about 150,000 tons of ships car-
rying coal from Great Britain, but
while the months of May, June and
July showed a fairly satisfactory In-
crease in the Importation of coal,
August imports dropped considerably,
and in the first week of September only
37.000 tons were received, or much less
than it takes to keep Denmark going,
even with the greatest economy.
Under the circumstances the Danish

authorities are contemplating adopting
once more the restrictive measures
which were in force during the war,
and during the coming winter coal will
prob.tbly again be rationed for fac-
tories as well as for the homes.
The American import from which

Denmark expected so much amounted
to only 25.000 tons all told. In June,
July and August. It Is hoped, how-
ever, that the coal fleet which the
Danish Government has now placed In

the American trade will shortly relieve
the serious coal shortage from which
Denmark at present Is suffering.

Coal Production in Poland

The chief coal-producing area of
Poland, writes a consular official from
Warsaw under date of Aug. 17, 1919,
Is known aa the Dombrowa Basin, lo-
cated to the west of the city of
Krakow. The principal mining towns
are Dombrowa, Sosnowlece. Katowice
and Bedzyn. The report of the labor
Inspector of that district for the sec-
ond quarter of 1919 Indicates that In-
dustrial operations are being resumed
In a fairly satisfactory manner. On
June 30, 1919, 52 coal mines were run-
nlner.

The following table shows the num-
ber of laborers and the production In
the coal mines of Dombrowa for Feb-
ruary, 1919:

Number Tons
of Ex- Tons

Mines Laborers tracted Shipped
Georges 1.071 17,721 11,020
Ladislas 815 12,033 7.649
Mortimer 1,303 14.774 6,032
Victor 2,035 28,910 23.142
Saturn . 1,858 28,012 23,711
Jupiter 1,532 13,813 9,166
Cte. Renard.. 2,705 35.289 26,773
Andre 11 266 2,241 974
Ste. Varso-
vienne 4,130 39,765 31,940

Paris and
Koszelew . . 2,660 24,709 22,379

Czeladz 2,026 30.904 24.714
Grodziec 11 . . 1,550 19,392 13,947
Flora 1.915 18.861 14,863
Radem 1,420 16.664 9,34»
Antoni 644 4,684 4,084
Grodziec 400" 3,235 1,777

Total 26,330 312,007 231.520
Surface mines 4,737 33,369 28,337

Grand total. 31,067 345,376 259,857

The number of days worked during
the month was 24. Of the total num-
ber of 31,067 miners, 1,235 were em-
ployed In the smaller surface mines
and 1,425 in lignite mines.
These Polish coal mines have been

worked for over a century and, from
1790 to 1799, slightly over 8.ou0 tons
were extracted from the Dombrowa
Basin. The production In pre-war
times is indicated by the foUowlns
figures, which give the output in 1911:
Dombrowa (Poland). 5.769.928 tons;
Krakow (Gallcia), 1,653.724 tons. The
production of the Upper Sllesian mines
in the same year was 36.622.969 tons;
and that of the Ostrawa-Karwin mines
In Austrian Silesia, 8,073.713 tons. Thus
the total output of Polish mines was
52,120,334 tons. The production of coal
In France in the same year was about
40,000.000 tons.

In 1910 the mines of the Dombrowa
Basin, worked by steam, represented a
total force of 42.317 hp., and those
worked by electric motors 21.944 hp.
In the Krakow mines the mechanical
force amounts to only 11,955 horse-
power.
The average output per miner in tha

Dohmbrowa district was 233 tons in

1913, and in the Gallclan mines, 282
tons.

Acute Coal Shortage in In-

dustrial Districts of

Northern France

The coal shortage In the Industrial
centers of northern France Is becom-
ing acute, and manufacturers are reg-
istering complaint with French officials,

according to a dispatch received by
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce from the American Embassy
at Paris. Doual, formerly one of the
important centers of the coal-mlnlnff
Industry, whose mines are now flooded
and for the moat part not producing,
has complained that coal cannot be ob-
tained for Its reviving industries and
Its attempt at speedy reconstruction.

Several of the power stations In the
Paris district, according to the report,
have notified manufacturers that be-
cause of insufficient production of
electricity they cannot meet Industrial
demands.
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There is not only an absolute short-
age of coal, but the quality of the coal
available Is poor, and power stations
report they are getting 25 per cent
less production out of the high-priced
coal now coming in than they got out
of the coal ordinarily used.

In complaints made recently it was
stated that if the situation gets any
worse there is imminent danger of a
general shutdown of all the industries
In the Paris district. Labor organiza-
tions as well as manufacturers are
calling on the Government to meet
this grave situation.

of a large English company that has
mines and is carrying on trial opera-
tions at Bell Sound. A Russian com-
pany is erecting a plant at Green Har-
bor and a Swedish company owns coal
fields at Braganza Bay.—Norwegian
Trade Review.

figures shaw an average output of 4%
tons a week for each person in the
month ended July 12 and less than 3
tons a week in the month ended
Aug. 9.

Coal Resources ofSpitzbergen

Exploration work has proved that
the group of Arctic islands known as
Spitzbergen possess a wealth of coal.
Of the three geological formations in
which the coal occurs, the tertiary
formation holds the most valuable
seams. These seams are uniform in
quality and thickness throughout the
whole tertiary formation. Coal mining
Is being carried on by Norwegian,
Swedish, English and Russian com-
panies. The largest workable deposits
are in Norwegian hands, and these
areas have the most favorable location
as regards ice and harbor conditions.
The coal output is characteristic of

the distribution of the various inter-
ests. In 1918 the following quantities
were shipped from Spitzbergen: From
Norwegian-owned mines (600 hands)
55,000 tons; from Swedish-owned mines
(100 hands), 4,000 tons; from Russian-
owned mines (40 hands), 2.500 tons.
The English territory, stretching over
large areas, holds only relatively small
deposits of workable coal.

JVoriregrian Coal Companies In
Spitzbergen.

The following are the names of the
Norwegian coal companies in Spitz-
bergen:

Store Norske Spitzbergen Kul Kora-
pani, which has its mines at Advent
Bay and Green Harbor. This company
has a share capital of 9.000,000 crowns
(at normal exchange the Norwegian
crown is worth $0,268). and has been
formed through the purchase of several
English. American and Norwegian
properties. About 350 hands, all Nor-
wegian, are employed. The output in
1918 was about 40,000 tons, all of
which was shipped to Norway. The
output for 1919 is expected to run to
about 60.000 tons. The company owns
the mining town of Longyear City,
with 30 dwelling houses, warehouse.
power station and wireless-telegraph
Installation. Now that the war is over
the company expects to work the out-
put of the mines at Advent Bay alone
to 200.000 tons.
A/S De Norske Kulfelter Spits-

bergen also has its field in Advent
Bay. The property was bought from
an English company, the Spitzbergen
Coal and Trading Co. Preparatory
work was commenced in 1916. Last
summer the company employed about
100 hands.
A /S Svalbard, formed in 1916, has its

fleitls in the Advent Valley and in
Green Harbor. The company is not
working, but has watchmen on the
property.
Kings Bay Kul Comp. A/S, of

Aalesund, has its field In Kings Bay.
The company commenced operations In
1917, and shipped about 13,000 tons of
coal in 1918. The output in 1919 Is
expected to reach 25.000 tons. It em-
ploys about 150 hands.

Spitsbergen Kul og Mineral A/S, at
Bell Sound, has carried on trial opera-
tions, but has now only watchmen on
the spot.
A /S Kulspids is for the present only

carrying on trial work at Recherche
Bay.

Bjornoen Aktieselskap, on Bear
Island, has a share capital of 4,000,000
crowns and owns the whole of the ter-
ritory on this Island.

Tlie Norwegian companies are about
to make large extensions, and. when
they havf completed their plant for full
production in the course of a few years,
they will presumably he able to cover
the requirements of northern Norway.
In connection with these Norwegian
undertakings, mention may be made

Belgian Coal Transmitted as

Electrical Energj^ to Italy

An agreement between Italv and
Belgium stipulates that Italv is to re-
ceive from Belgium 60,000 tans of coal
a month, which, however, must be
transported at the charge of the ItaMan
Government and with the facilities it
furnishes. Because of the present lack
of railway cars and of Italian mer-
cantile tonnage, the transportation of
this coal is difficult—almost impossible.
The remedy for this evil state of

affairs is mentioned today in the pro-
ject of the engineer Emilio Guarini,
which is now undergoing an examina-
tion by Hymans, the Belgian Minister,
and Dante Ferraris, Italian Minister of
Industry, Commerce and Labor. Guarini
proposes burning the coal in the Bel-
gian mining districts—thus being able
to make use of low-grade coal and
even of coal dust—then, by means of
a transmission line 1.200 kilometers
long, transporting the energy evolved
from the combustion of the coal at a
tension of 150,000 volts and a total
power of from 500,000 to 1,200,000 kilo-
watts. Guarini computes the cost of a
kilowatt-hour obtained in this way at
8 centesimi about 1V> cents); whereas
if the energy were obtained from coal
brought in by railway, the kilowatt-
hour cost would be 18 centesimi (about
3».2 cents.)

It is further to be noted that with
central stations of 100,000-kilowatt
capacity the consumption of coal for
industry is reduced to two-thirds what
it would othem^-ise be. This saving
would repay Belgium in large part all
the expenses that would have to be
incurred in the instalaltion of central
plants with capacities of 1.500,000
kilowatts, equivalent to 12,000,000 tons
of mineral fuel annually.
As a precedent for his scheme,

Guarini cites an English company
which has set up a power plant In
South Africa to carry 1,200 kilometers
a current of 500,000 horsepower ile-
veloped from the force of the Zambesi
falling into Lake Victoria Nvanza.

—

L'Epoca. Sept. 10, 1919.

Coal Production in Great
Britain

Returns of coal production in Great
Britain recently made public by the
(Government) Board of Trade show
that the output fell from 4.812.595
tons for the week ending Mav 31. 1919,
to 2,642.895 for the week ending Aug.
9; but later figures now available show
that there has been a rise in produc-
tion since that time. For the week
ending Aug. 23 the output, according
to the Board of Trade, was 3.989.762
tons. However, as compared with the
figures for May 31 there is still a
shortag'e of 822.833 tons.
The most striking fiures are for the

Yorkshire district, where during the
period under review, the weekly output
fluctuated between the maximum of
788,770 tons and a minimum of 5.540
tons—this latter for the week ending
Aug. 2. For the week ending Aug. 9
there was an increase to 10.734 tons,
and for the following week an advance
to 19.917 tons: and in the week ending
Aug. 23 output in the Yorkshire distr»ct
rose to 162,638 tons.
The 7-hour working day was put into

operation on .Tuly 16. During the week
ended July 12. the production figures
for Great Britain were 4.796.148 tons.
In the following week, after the 7-hour
law had been in operation for about
three days, the output was 3.893.652
tons. During the next week (ended
July 26), the output declined to 2.537,-
954 tons. Since that time there has
been a steadv increase, with the ex-
ception of the week ended Aug. 9,
during which time the bank holiday In-
tervened. As there are about 1.100.000
men and boys employed In the mining
industry above and below ground, the

Italian Coal Situation Im-
proves

Trade Commissioner H. C. MacLean
reports from Rome under date of Sept,
1, that the measures adopted by the
Italian Government to relieve the coal
shortage, which reached a crisis In
July, when shipments from England
wrero temporarily discontinued. are
producing satisfacory results, and that
the outlook for the future is consider-
ably brighter. Imports of coal In
August amounted to 600.000 tons, of
which 350.000 tons came from England
and 150,000 tons from the United
States. This shows a considerable In-
crease in the imports of American
coal, which in June amounted to onlv
about 65,000 tons and In July to about
100,000 tons. Furthermore, through the
Italian Commision in the United States
contracts had bee made for about 600,-
000 tons of coal c. I. f. Italian ports,
and about 300,0000 tons more f, o. b.
American ports. These contracts cover
a period of about eight months.
During September Italy hopes to re-

ceive 400.000 to 450.000 tons of coal
from England, and Belgium has agreed
to furnish 50,000 tons per month. Some
shipments have been coming through
from Poland, although conditions there
are too uncertain to permit a continu-
ous supply. Furthermore, shipments of
German coal from Westphalia begin
Sept. 1, although it is Impossible to
say definitely at this time how much
will be received from tliis source. Ow-
ing to transportation conditions France
Is unable to utilize all the German coal
which is available and Italy Is taking
adv^antage of this condition.
Commissioner Laviosa, head of the

Coal Office of the Italian Government,
considers freight rates on coal from
the the United States to Italy too high
to favor the introduction of American
coal on a large scale. He called at-
tention to the fact that since the recent
increase in the demand for American
coal, rates had been increased, where-
as England Is maintaining its freight
rates at the lowest posible figure in
order to retain .the business.
The unfavorable exchange is. of

course, another serious obstacle to
purchase in the United States. Ameri-
can coal is now quoted at Genoa at
320 lire ($61.76) per ton against 295
lire ($56.93) per ton for Cardiff coal.

Bunker and Cargo Coal in

Nova Scotia

There are three companies in the
Sydney consular district which furnish
bunker and cargo coal from the local
mines. The Dominion Coal Co. (Ltd.)
supplies both bunker and cargo coal at
Sydney and Louisburg; the Vova
Scotia Steel and Coal Co. (Ltd.) per-
forms the same services at North
Sydney; and the Inverness Railway
and Coal Co. at Port Hastings on the
Straits of Canso.
The amount of coal on hand and

available at the three first ports men-
tioned for bunker is practically un-
limited: for cargo the output of trie
local mines is something about 300.000
long tons per month. It is believed
that over 50.000 tons might be con-
tracted for to be used as cargo. The
minimum stock which miglit be relied
upon at all times for cargo would be
much lefs.
Over 50.000 tons of coal per month

are supplied for bunkering from June
1 to Nov. 1. No figures are available
for cargo coal.
The present price of cargo coal Is

$5.65. Bunker coal Is furnished at $7
per ton and 25 cents for trimming. In
1916 the price averaged about $5 per
ton of 2250 lbs. and was much less
before the European war. The effect
of the war has been to double the cost
of coal and other supplies and decrease
the production of coal In this district
25 per cent.
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Pf" eeklv Review
Coal Strike will be of Short Duration—Union Workers Obey Strike Order-

Working to Capacity—Prices Fixed by Government.

-Nonunion Fields

Signs are not wanting at this writing of the speedy

ending of the bituminous coal strike. Conditions as they

now exist are intolerable to producers, miners and con-

sumers alike, and it is quite likely that the operators and

the mine workers leaders will come together in the near

future and settle their differences.

In union mines, virtually all the workers responded to

the strike order. In the nonunion fields the men stuck

to their jobs, and though it is too early to estimate the

tonnage that will be produced by the loyal workers, the

situation is generally satisfactory.

In Pennsylvania, the National Coal Association re-

ports, about 70,000 out of 180,000 men went out. In

West Virginia, production is about one-half of normal.

Illinois, Indiana and Ohio have been hard hit by the

strike. According to reports, not a mine in any of these

states is working. Kentucky is working to about 50 per

cent, of normal, while in the Georges Creek field in

Maryland only one mine was reported to be operating on
Monday of this week.

The Southern fields are quiet, though Alabama reports

that a large number of mines are running. Reports from
the West show that Utah mines are working at nearly

normal. Operations in Colorado have been curtailed

about 70 per cent.

To circumvent any possibility of profiteering on the

part of unscrupulous operators and dealers, the Govern-

ment on Oct. 30, re-established the maximum prices of

bituminous coal that prevailed prior to Feb. i, 1919. In

addition it has again assumed control of distribution, coal

being confiscated in transit and held on sidetracks and

in railroad yards subject to Governmental allotment.

No complaints of hardship as a direct result of the

strike have come to hand. Some sections of the country

are well stocked with fuel, the New England States in

particular. The embargo placed on coastwise and foreign

coal shipments will work out to the benefit of so-called

esssential industries in this country whose reserve stocks

are dwindling.

Every one fervently hopes that the situation here will

not duplicate that of the miners' strike in Yorkshire, Eng-

land, last summer. That strike cost Great Britain

$53,000,000. In wages alone the English miners lost

$16,500,000, and a strike fund of over $1,362,620, which

it took the men 25 years to accumulate, was exhausted in

one month.

WEEKLY COAI, PRODUCTION

Recovering from the slight decline
of the week before, the production of
bituminous coal rose to a new high
record for the year during the week
ended Oct. 11. The curve of average
daily output has left the line of 1917
far behind and now threatens to over-
take the course of the 1918 line. The
week's production is estimated at 11,-

924,000 tons, an increase of 3.4 per cent,
over the preceding week, and greater
by 311,000 tons than that of the first

week in October, which had hitherto
been the highest this year. The record
could not have been accomplished had
not all the agencies affecting produc-
tion lent hearty assistance, r-abor dis-
turbances were at a minimum, uon-
sumers, influenced in part by reports of
a tiireatened strike in the bituminous
fields, were quick to take the coal of-
fered. The railroads supplied the
mlne.s sufflclent equipment to load
217.749 car.s of soft coal. 38.064 cars of
anthracite and 306,000 tons of beehive
coke. The record was the more le-
markable In that it was attained dur-
ing a period when fears had been ex-
pressed that the steel strike would
react unfavorably upon the production
of coal.
The anthracite region shared in the

activity reported by the bituminous In-
dustry during the week of Oct. 11.

Production is estimated at 1.9.55.000 net
tons, an increase of 34.000 ton.s, or 1.8

per cent., over the preceding week.
The current rate of production has
been exceeded but once this year, and
like that of bituminous coal, now
Icosely approaches the performance of
the corresponding season ot 1918.
The output of beehive coke continued

to decline slightly during the week

ended Oct. 11. The total production of
the country is estimated at 306,038 net
tons, a decrease ,of 2.1 per cent, com-
pared with the preceding week. The
effect of the steel strike upon the de-
mand for coke is suggested by the fol-

lowing statement, in which the cur-
rent weekly output is compared with
the average of the four weeks imme-
diately preceding the strike: During
first week of strike production was 78
per cent, of pre-strike average: during
second week of strike production was
71 per cent, ot pre-strike average; dur-
ing third week ot strike production
was 69 per cent, of pre-strike average.
The strike has not yet carried the pro-
ducth)n of beehive coke to as low a
level as prevailed witnout Interruprion
from the middle of last April to early
July.
Lake shipments, as indicated by

dumpings of bituminous coal at lower
lake ports, were marked by a sharp
Increase during the week ended Oct. 4.

The tonnage dumped was 725.986,
nearly 25 per cent, greater than that
of the preceding week. Shipments
were no doubt stimulated by an.tlety
of consumers at the head of the lakes
to make sure of supplies In anticipation
of the threatened coal strike and by a
tendency of producers to apply on their
lake contracts capacity released by the
slackening demand from the steel In-
dustry.
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AnthrnoHo—Considerable improve-
ment is noticeable in the steam coal
situation. Demand has picked up and
there has been a corresponding better-
ment in the quotations. The improve-
ment is attributed generally to the
threatened strike in the soft coal mines
and the lack of bituminous coal at the
local docks which has been apparent
the past few weeks. Shippers of an-
thracite steam coals see an opportunity
to regain some of the trade lost sev-
eral years back to the bituminous
operators. __
The demand for the domestic coals

continues strong, particularly In New
England. Locally there Is a good call,

caused in most part bv the continua-
tion of the strike in the harbor and
the resultant slow deliveries
There Is a steadv call for chestnut,

egg and stove In the order named, the
trade inland taking more of the first

named size than is taken locnnv. None
of the sizes Is plentiful but the largot
companies are able to keen their cus-
tomers supplied Independent produc-
ers find a readv market. notabl>
throughout New Kngland where deal-

ers are said to be ofTerlnir premiums.
Pea coal moves easily although the

citv dealers have an accuinnlatlnn In

their vards because of the heavv ton-

nnees taken in the early summer when
there was a scarcltv of the largei

sizes and It was necessary to accept
the smaller size In order to get the
larger.

Tnnulrlcs for the steam coals are In-

creasing and shippers of the better
grades find no difficulty In unloading
their tonnages. There were report?
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that premiums were being offered fo'
tlie belter grades. Rice coal is tht
longest of the three sizes.
Dumpings for anthracite for th*"

week ended Oct. 24 were 5,507 cars
as compared with 5.220 cars tlie previ-
ous weelc, an increase of 287 cars.
BituiuluouH—Tlie fear of a strike on

Saturday of this weelc began to show
Itself In the local market the latter
part of the week "when consumers be-
gan to place orders for additional
shipments. At about the same time a
few shippers Increased their quota-
tions, although efforts were being
made by a great many producers to
keep quotations on a level with what
they had been for the past several
weeks.
The strengthening of prices was not

general among shippers but was at-
tributed to a .<imall minority and It was
generally predicted that a great ma-
jority of tlie producers would refuse
to advance their prices even though
a strike would be inaugurated.
There is no accumulation of coal

here. Some shippers have no coal at
the local docks. Contract coals move
rapidly and large consumers are watch-
ing the free coal situation. Railroads
are reported as picking up any sur-
plus tonnages they are able to And
and there was some talk of their being
about ready to confiscate tonnages In
anticipation of the strike.
The efforts of consumers to get in

a supply of coal before Nov. 1 Is re-
flected in the report of the Railroad
Administration which shows that 6,267
cars of bituminous were dumped at
the local docks during the seven days
ended Oct. 24, as compared with 4,790
cars the previous week, an Increase
of 1.477 cars.
Producers and shippers are carefully

watching the outcome of the Federal
officials efforts In Washington to bring
peace in the miners ranks and predict
that should the miners strike it will
mean a considerable loss to the
bituminous interests in that it will
open the field for a heavier consump-
tion of the anthracite steam sizes and
also the consumption of oil which has
already secured a strong foot-hold
here as well as throughout New Eng-
land and other sections of the country.
Boats are generally loaded although

there may be no immediate buyer In
prospect. The shipping interests have
been hard hit by the continuation of
the local marine labor difhculties and
many vessels are forced to go to other
loading ports for their supply of bunk-
er coals.

Inquiries for export business con-
tinue to increase and buyers are not
confining themselves to tlie coals con-
tained in Pools 1. 9 and 71, but are
willing In some instances, to consider
coals sent to Pool No. 10.

Cjuotations for the various pools
fluctuate continually, no quotation
holding good for more than 24 hrs., as
a rule. Late in the week the various
pools were being quoted about as fol-
lows:

Nos. 1. 9 and 71, $6.50 to $6.75; No.
10, $6.25 to $6.50; No. 11, $6 to $6.25,
and Nos. 18 and 41, $5.85 to $6.
Quotations on spot coal at the mines,

were likewies continually changing but
the following shows a fair range:

„ Spot
So. Forks (best) $4.00—$4 25
Cambria (best) 3.50— 3 7fc
Cambria (ordinary) 3.10— 3.35
Clearfield (best) 3.50— 3.75
Clearfield (ordinary) 3.10— 3.35
Reynoldsville 3.25-^ 3 45
Quemahoning 3.75—4.00
Somerset (medium) 3.25— 3.50
Somerset (poor) 3.00^8.25
West Maryland 2.75— 3 00
Fairmont 2.50— 2.75
Fairmont % 3.10—3.25
Latrobe 2.80— 3.00
Greensburg 2.90—• 3.10
Westmoreland % 3.75— 4 00
Westmoreland r-m 3.50— 3 75

npset by Imminence of strike. Good
demaDiI for all coal. AVbolesalers hold
prices donn. Few spot quotatioii.s.

Philadelphia
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ceipts are abont rqual to ouIbo. Stonni
coaU qnlet, nUumlnoua market moch

Anthracite—Prom the standpoint of
activity the retail business during the
past week left nothing to be desired
except the most vital need—coal. The
people refusing to note any difference
in the strike situation as between the
anthracite and bituminous coal busi-
nes, take it for granted almost gen-
erally that there is trouble in store ror
them after Nov. 1. This was quickly
shown in the amount of new business
offered to retailers and in addition
there were hundreds of anxious in-
quiries as to when orders already
placed would be delivered. The
weather has been in no way conducive
to active buying and the demand for
fuel is simply due to the trouble brew-
ing in the soft coal fields.
As it is, the real demand for fuel

continues to be confined to stove and
nut, with these sizes running a close
race for pupularlty. Coal dealers
consulted find it difficult to explain
why so many people heretofore ac-
customed to use a smaller size are
now insisting on either of the two sizes
above mentioned. The only explanation
seems to be that while pea coal is a
greater economy, yet It requires mure
attention in burning, and as the public
seems to have the price it Is Indulging
In the luxury of the larger sizes.
Price appears to be a secondary object.
The demand for egg has in no wise
fallen off and it would seem that the
call for this size, which is out of all
proportion to that of a few years ago,
can be traced to the increasing adop-
tion of the pipeless furnace In this
part of the country.
The shipments into the city have

only been fair recently and for the
first time this season shippers are in-
clined to blame car shortage in a
measure. Early In the week the rail-
roads withdiew a great deal of equip-
ment from the anthracite trade In the
effort to expedite shipments from the
bituminous region, and this has re-
acted on the receipts of domestic coal.
In any event this is only temporary
for no matter whst takes place in the
soft coal region car distribution is
likely to be placed on its former basis
in the anthracite region. In the event
of a soft coal strike it Is felt by some
that It will throw quite a number of
additional workers into the anthracite
field and thus speed up production. On
the other hand with a strike in the soft
coal region there is no telling in times
like these what might happen in the
hard coal region, even though the men
have agreed to work under the old
agreement until next April.
The only shipments up to normal

are those on pea coal orders. It can
be said that the demand for this size
slowly increases and this week per-
haps did a little better than usual,
as there is always a certain proportion
of the consumers who are willing to
take the next best thing to be had.
The dealers are continuing to advertise
the advantage of using this size, show-
ing that there is a difference in cost
of over $2 a ton. Despite the Increas-
ing sales it is not believed that many
dealers have succeeded in reducing
stocks, as the companies if thev ship
anything seems to be sure to ship pea.
With the continuance of mild weather
more than one dealer is expressing
doubts of his ability to move it all
before spring.
The steam coal situation Is reall?

unchanged. The real big users have
been stocking up all summer and now
there are only normal receipts being
taken by most shippers. Buckwheat
Is moving fairly well, but even up to a
week ago it was possible to buv this
size off price; lately with possible
trouble with bituminous coal there has
been a tendency to stiffen the price,
but certainly to date it has not in-
creased shipments. Rice Is being
called for in fair volume, with much
going into storage yards and a still
greater tonnage of barlev.
BWuminoiiH—The imminence of the

threatened strike has much upset the
trade. There has been quite a heavy
demand for coal of the high grades,
with the result that there has been
little for the spot market at all. Many
con.sumcrs. however, display complete
indifference to the situation, especially
those concerns with a three or four

months' supply ahead. From the begin-
ning of tile week pi ices began to mount
fairly rapidly, until Friday, when most
houses temporarily declined to quote.
This was ascribed to the fact that the
operators seeing the seriousness of a
rapidly rising market, got together
in a mt--eting and decided that all sale»,
should be made on a basis of just the
regular commission for brokerage coal,
witii the understanding that prices
would be kept as low as possible. Quite
a few liouses are not quoting yet, but
are simply offering to procure coal
at the lowest price plus a commission.
Undc such conditions it is not
practicable to give a list of prices,
but in a general way it can be said
tlie best coals are running between
$3.40 and $4.

Pittsburgh

Opinions on strike vary. Miners' de-
mands Impossible.
At this writing the chances seem

to be tbout evenly divided as to
whether or not there will be a general
coal strike Nov. 1. Some observers
think there will be a strike, some think
there wil not, and some insist they
have formed no opinion. Operators
are united on one thing, that the
miners' demands are absolutely im-
possible to grant. Even if the operat-
ors were willin, the burden passed on
to the public would be more than It
Could bear.
As to the Pittsburgh district, it Is

pointed out that the day-labor cost
of coal per ton is almost as great as
the cost of mining itself, and as day
labor demands 60 per cent, advance,
with the company to pay for time spent
going to and from the working face,
the day-labor cost per ton would be
Increased much more than 60 per cent.,
while if overtime for hours beyond
six were paid the increase would be
augmented in that way, while capital
charges per ton would be increased.
Coal operators state that on regular

business there has been no material
increase in prices in the past week,
thouph it is admitted that odd lot
sales have been made at fancy figures.
There has been an effort on the part of
many consumers to stock up. It Is
regarded now as too late to make
purchases for this purpose, because
if the strike becomes a certainty the
railroads will doubtless commandeer
coal in transit and the shipments would
not reach the buyer.

Retail dealers have been buying do-
mestic coal, and the great bulk of the
sales in the past week of such coal
have been at $2.75 for %-In. and $2.90
and $3 for 1^-in. The regular market
Is regarded as standing about as fol-
lows: Slack. $2.20 and $2.30; steam
mine-run. $2.30 and $2.40; gas mine-
run. $2.50 and $2.70; prepared gas,
$2.90 and $3.10; per net ton at mine,
Pittsburgh district. Some odd lot busl-
nes has been done, largely by brokers,
as follows: Slack. $2.75 and $2.85;
steam mine-run. $2.85 and $3.25; gas
mine-run. $3.25 and $3.50; prepared
gas, $3.50 and $4. per net ton at mine,
Pittsburgh district.

Connellsville

Market np 50c in fveek. More blaeit
furnaces operntin?. Threatened coal
strike helps stIITen coke market.
There has been a further advance In

coke in the past week, furnace coke
in the past week, furnace coke selling
up to $4.75. a SOc advance In the week,
and foundry brin.ging about the same
advance. "The threatened coal strike
has been an important influence, bnt
apart from that there has been the
better demand from furnaces, chiefly
for stocking purposes, whereby all
surplus coke has been moved, so that
operators are indisposed to sell except
at a fair price relative to cost of pro-
duction, and $4.75 for furnace coke 1»
regarded as such a price, representing
the market value of the coal plus the
bare cost of coking.

Blast furnace operations have con-
tinued to gain on the strike, though at
a slow rate. The Shenango Valley Is
running almost full, and Buffalo la
practically all running except the four
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rs furnaces. Lackawanna Steel
sold its coal tor only a short time
is now taking it all. together with

• due on contract. In the Mahoning
.ey and in Cleveland a tew blast

lu naces have resumed, but the strike

Is still strong in both those quarters,
while the Wheeling district remains
tightly closed.
On occasional lots fancy prices have

been obtained for foundry coke, and
extremely high prices have been men-
tioned tor first quarter contracts, ap-
parently without consumers taking
hold in any Instance. The market for
spot and prompt is as folows. Furnace,
$4.75; foundry, $6 and ?6.50, per net
ton at ovens.
The "Courier" reports production In

the Connellsville and Lower Connells-
vllle region In the week ended Oct. 18

at 204,445 tons, an increase of 51,681
tons.

COAL AGE

Buffalo

Some spasmodic advances In bitumlu-
OUN, Fear of strike is tlie cause. Most
consumers have plenty of it. Anthra-
cite going to the Upper Lakes fast.

Bituminous—The trade is in a sort
of transition state, tor two reasons.
As a rule the consumers are well
stocked up and good for a long shut-

down, but there are always a few wno
have failed to buy what they need
for such an emergency and they are
hunting for quick shipments. At the
same time the mines are slow, so that
If any deliveries are made promptly
there must be special stimulus from
some source. So the price in some In-
stances has improved within the last
day or two.

If the coal in shippers' hands could
be distributed evenly according to con-
sumption needs it would last several
months. Some shipers say it would
be good for six months or even longer,
though this is a decidelly long time.
It appears, then, that the strike will
not need to be broken early if it does
tie up the mines, which it is not ex-
pected to do even at the first. The
general idea is that the miners will call
the bluff, but with little expectation
of winning. Even total failure will
not count so squarely against them as
to weaken now and call the strike oft

before it begins.
The Jobbers are doing a pretty small

business. The get few orders and
It is not easy to fill what they get.
60 all they try to do is to keep in touch
with the situation and be ready to re-
sume when the difficulties are over.
The effort to hear from such centers
AS Pittsburgh and Cleveland every day
is common, though at present the let-

ters and despatches are not conclusive
as to anything. A strike of some sort
Is now generally looked tor, but that
it succeeds any better than the steel-
workers' strike has done is not un-
lllcely In some cases the prediction Is

made that the Government will in-
terfere and put an end to the strike
soon after it Is declared.
The bituminous prices are unsteady

and there will be small uniformity
right away, so the following quotation
mu.st be taken as a fair average, with
some coal selling at an advance of 50
cents or more a ton: $4.45 for Alle-
gheny Valley sizes. $4 90 for Pitts-
burgh and No. S lump, $4.65 for same
three-quarter, $4.20 for mine run, $4.10
for all slack, $4.60 for smokeless. $5.40
for Pennsylvania smithing, all per net
ton, f. o. b. Buffalo.

Anthracite—The movement continues
unusually active to the Lakes, but is

correspondingly quiet In all other
branches of the trade. Consumers are
somewhat stirred up by the Issuing of
notices by the Public Service Commls-
fllon ordering all natural gas burning
apparatus that Is capable of burning
coal to be rigged for that fuel by the
middle of December. The notice states
that that arrangement kept the gas
pressure up all winter for all strictly
gras-burning stoves, though the fact
was that the winter was so mild that
there was small need of the regulation.
Some of the bituminous Jobbers are

actively engaged In selling Independent
anthracite, for which they ask all the
•way up to $3 premium, but as a rule
ao little of this coal can be had that
small effort Is made to obtain a sup-

ply. The regular quotations remain as
follows:

F, O, B. Cars, At Curb,
Gross Ton, Net Ton,

Grate $8.55 $10,20

Egg 8.80 10.65

Stove 9.00 10.85

Chestnut 9. 10 10.95

Pea 7.20 9.30

Buckwheat 5.70 7.75

The shipments to the Lakes have sel-

dom been more active than they are
now. Bituminous activity has not been
well maintained all the season, but
there will be considerably more an-
thracite moved by water than there
was last season. Shipments tor the
week are 159.600 net tons. Rates are
advancing slowly.

Coke: Buffalo, N. Y.—The demand for

coke is slack. Consumption has been
so much reduced by the strike tliat it

will be some time before the regular
output of material is reached again,
though the strikers are returning to

work pretty generally now. Prices are
therefore a little better than nominal
at $8 for 72-hr. Connellsville foundry.
$7.50 tor 48-hr. furnace. $7 tor stock.

$7.75 tor domestic sizes and $5 for

breeze. Iron ore is coming In by Lake
at a good rate, all the cargoes tied up
by the strike having been unloaded.

Cleveland

Feverish haste to stock coal against
the threatened strike Nov. 1 features
the various markets here. Though In

Instances prives ha%'e been advanced,
the great majority of the dealers and
operators are maintaining the old level.

BItuminou.s—Nothing ha.s counted in

the Cleveland market in the past week
but the threatened strike. Demand tor

any and all kinds of coal has increased
ten-told, it appears. With the iron and
steel plants in this district still un-
able to operate at more than 10 per
cent of normal, much more coal—rela-
tively— is available. Even so, it is

doubtful if the average stock pile In

Cleveland will last more than two
weeks. Coal has been comparatively
scarce In Cleveland all summer, and
only in the past four weeks have any
attempts been made to stock.

Opinion on the threatened strike Is

pretty well divided. One camp believes
the mine workers are headed for sure
defeat, and that public opinion is so
adverse, that the strike is doomed to

failure within ten days after the men
walk out. On the other hand, some
hold the belief that labor has been
driven into a corner and that the Presi-
dent's now-defunct industrial confer-
ence has had the effect of solidifying
labor and giving it a new lease of life.

Beneath both these undercurrents of

opinion is the well-nigh unanimous
sentiment that the government Is not
going to let the coal mines remain
Idle. Probablv this wish is father to

the thought, yet there is scarcely an
operator who believes the government
dare let the mine workers "get away"'
with such a flagrant breach of con-
tract. Many look to see the war-time
fuel restrictions under the Lever act
revived.
One effect of the strike threat ha.«i

been to deter Iron and steel works from
anv concerted efforts to reopen. Be-
lieving that even If they did resume
operations their fuel supply would be
cut off shortly, most plants have been
content to stay closed. The Industrial
paralysis is thus two-fold.
To the great credit of most of the

operators here it must be said that
they are making a conscientious at-
tempt not to proflteer In the present
emergency and give the mine workers
basis for complaint. Prices undoubted-
Iv are firmer, as they naturally would
be, but except In Instances that are the
exception and not the rule, operators
and dealers have not boosted prices.
Domestic prices lately have shown a
greater tendency to advance than have
steam-coal prices.
Pocahontas- Though dealers are re-

assuring customers Pocahontas and an-
thracite miners do not contemplate
striking Nov. 1, demand for these
grades has Increased with that for do-
mestic bituminous. Prices have not
been Increased this week, but within
another week advances will be In or-
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der, dealers warn. Supply is about 36

per cent of requirements at present.
Lake Trade—Lake Erie docks ar«

dumping from l.SOO to 2.100 cars a day,
or about 750,000 tons a week, against
1,300,000 to 1,400,000 tons a week in nor-
mal times. The carriers are available,
but the cargoes are not. Production
at the mines is low, but in the last few
weeks a larger percentage of the mines
output has been diverted to local con-
sumers. Of the 17,681,223 tons dumped
for the Lake trade in the season to

O'-t 1 13.994,057 tons were to American
ports and 3,687,166 tons to the Canadian
side. American Lake Superior port*
took 7.761.286 tons and Canadian porta

on that,lake 1.283,495 tons. Lake Mich-
igan ports took 5,419,006 tons to Oct. 1.

An effectual strike will completely tie

up the Lake trade, it is agreed on all

sides.
Prices of coal per net ton in Cleve-

land are: .,, ..
Antraclte—Egg. $1175 to «ll-90;

chestnut, $12.00 to $12.20; grate, $11,75

to $11.90; stove, $11.90 to $12.10.

Pocahontas—Forked, $10.00 to $10.60;

lump. $9.00 to $9.50, Mine-run, $7.90

to $8.00.
Domestic bituminous West Vir-

ginia splint, $8.50; No. 8 Pittsburgh,
$6 60 to $6.90; Massillon lump, $8.25 t<

$8.50; Cannel lump, $10.50; Coshocton
lump, $7.15.
Steam coal—No. 6 slack, $5.25 l«

$5.50; No. 8 slack, $5.10 to $5.50;

Youghiogheny slack, $5,25 to $5,50; No
8 a4-ln,, $5.70 to $6.00; No. 6 mine-run,
$5,25 to $5.50; No. 8 mine-run, $5.76.

Columbus

A slight runavray market has devel-
oped in the past week, due to concern
over the threatened suspension. Buyer*
of both domestic and steam sizes have
flocked Into the market, with the result

that prices have advanced. Production
Is not large.

A strong market in every depart-

ment of the industry in Ohio territory

has developed as the time for the ex-
pected suspension approaches. Buyers
of steam grades, which have shown
little concern or fear previously, de-

veloped a desire to stock up in a hurry
and flocked into the market. The re-

sult was that free coal was bid up to

a higher point than has prevailed sine*

the runawav market when the industry
was taken over by the fuel administra-
tion. Steam users of every description
placed orders for immediate shipment,
and all available stocks were eagerly

bought up. The result of the flurry

was to advance prices for Hocking lump
to $3.60 and $4 at the mines, and In

some cases even higher. Hockjng mine-
run was quoted from $2,75 to $3, while
screenings, which have been the weak
point in the trade, advanced to $2.25

and $3. Reserve stocks are not larg«

and strong effort Is being made to cover

at this late date.
,, .^ ^

The domestic trade also exhibited re-

markable strength with prices advanc-
ing. Pocahontas is quite scarce, anfl

the same is true of West Virginia
splints. Retail stocks are only fair,

and In some Instances are lighter than
usual for the time of the year. Dealers

are selling rapldlv to householders and
all available teams and trucks are
busy.
The Lake trade Is rather active, as

Is noted by loadings at the Lower J-ake
ports during the week ending Oct 26,

The H. V. dock.<< at Toledo loaded 114,-

875 tons as compared with 90.080 tons

the previous week. The T. & O- C.

docks also showed an Increase In the
movement Lake shippers are trying

to cover on their contracts before the

suspension and are getting a large ton-

nage to the Northwest.
Production has been rather good un-

der the circumstances. Some Improve-
ment In the car supply In the Hocking
Vallev field Is reported and as a result

the output Is about 70 per cent. In

eastern Ohio the car supply Is reduced
to about 60 per cent of requirements.
Other fields are showing up with about
65 per cent production. The embargo
against using open-top cars for the

shipment of building supplies Is expect-

ed to help the car situation. Prices de-

livered in Columbus are:
Hocking lump J"
Hocking- mine-run o.tv
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Pomeroy lump
g 50Pomeroy mine-run .....' s'ssPocahontas lump " ' .'

s'75Pocahontas mine-run . 750
Kentucky Wheeling Creek '.'..'.'..'. t'sOWest Virginia splints, lump . 750

Cincinnati

The all-absorbing question the pastweek among the coal men of Cincin-
nati was the threatened strike ot bi-tuminous coal miners on Nov 1 In-
quiries during the week were mostly
for coal for industrial purposes. Thedemand from industrial users was notgreat owing to the fact that many ofthe plants have secured enough coal
In the past few weeks to enable them
to lay up a surplus. Kver since thetalk of a miners' strike first appeared,
the industrial consumers started to lavIn their suppl.v, with the result that to'-day the greater portion have prepared
to the best of their ability, availingthemselves of every inch of storage ca-pacity at their plants

niFnfJ
men estimate that industrialplants, public utilities and domesticconsumers in Cincinnati consume ap-pro-;:imately 7,000 tons of coal dailyduring the winter months. It is alsoestimated that the city at the presenttime ha.s a supply of about 250,000 tons

i.ne coal men thus estimate that the

S '',l,1fnt]y'V
^^""^ *° '^«' l°"eer thana month to cause suffering

w°!'u^'^;^?""'v,°* "'« facilities offeredby the Ohio River, there will be sufli-

fl^rPl
''°'^^ '". barges along the riverfront m Cincinnati to take care of theneeos here for that period. It is es-

n'^nnn'^t
'"''' }^'"'^. ^"'^ approximatelv

100.000 tons of coal already here or ohbarges en route to Cincinnati, enoughto take care of the needs of industrial
pl.ants and domestic consumers for twoweeks. It IS estimated that about 70per cent of the domestic users re-sponded well to the warning last sum-mer and stocked up for the winter

l-rices were well maintained duringthe past week. What coal is being re-ceived via the railroads is being fidout to consumers on contracts previ-

hari tn Ti"'? , """"l S" ^'"'=h deliveries
),f L? be delayed because of the delayin lailroad transportation owing to theshortage of cars. Producers with liead-quarters here report that they a?e
We"',?"!-

""'"' °'''^«'-«' t''« demand torWest \irginia coal broadening to a

fver' ho.d"t^ ^i'^ <=" ^"PP"^' how-ever, hold the mines to contract re-quirements. New River operator^ 1%being offered premiums for fue7 ThI
Wause'^nf °"'P"'. '^ ^--^^"^ curtaUedDecause of car shortages. New River
»1 25"'anfl ^'T.^'"^ "^^^^^^ asTiigiris
fl I f *'*-^'' ^ ton for mine runsmokele-ss. or about $1.50 in excess of
cnmn'r^

'"'''"'^- ^'"- comparatively few
finn?, i"''^-

^^''^ ^'"e <o take any addil
mestic cr'i;^''',"''''';-

*o ^'^Port and do-

^pacitv of v.'^l'p^'""'''
^""^ ''^•''i"^ thecapacity of New River mines in view otthe inadequate car supply. Althou-hshipments to eastern points htve b^en

smolX^'.. ?''?'« ^"" '« ^onti'd'erable

n, e,,; ^"""f.
oonsigned to the west.Upeiators attribute a drop in nro-

of VsSoS' ton
"°'"'''"" Kentuck"y Se?d

01 i&,000 tons aa compared with theprevious week entirely to car shortagean increase of 8,000 tons in the car
o Th'^^L' t^'^ff ""•^"' the"fai,u?e

other industries In sore need^ of f„ii°

c';^nVr\clI|"f?l:"' *,°T.°?«
.-mai^n's^rn':contracted for and shippers are far be-

"i;ron'S-7o;it"Li^d'"^ca7-i;„%t';^^e^"^

Sr^;r f-r-nVstd '^b';^ t^e'^-c'^^Vfi"previous weeks has dwindled slight y
ha Le?lo1fs^P?f"^""<^"'

reguIalio',rhas

In Ken. M^^ "'"'^- ?" 'lomestic minesin Kentucky, mainly because of tiTo
application of the double eLltv fo?

COAL AGE
tlons. Retailer.s and industrial consum-
<r«i bujiuB all the oo<ii tliey <nn secure.
Kailroads eouflscaliui; coal aocuriilus
to report.

The market has gone wild during theweek, and conditions have reached astage where it is almost impossible to
secure quotations. Many mines have
contracted this season for about 40 per
cent of their normal output, planning
to sell the balance on the open market.
However, with an uncertain car sup-
ply the volume available for open-market sales has been light. Numerous
mines well sold up on open-market coal
for next 30 days are refusing to quoteany prices.

Retailers are short of coal, hardly a
yard in the city having any block coal
to speak of, and being short even onmine run, having delayed buving due
to high prices and uncertainty con-
cerning Federal control. Industrial con-sumers have become scared over the
strike situation, and are stocking all
the coal they can secure. It is report-
ed that numerous industrial concerns
have stocked three months' supply, an-i
domestic consumers are fairly' well
stocked.
Reports in the coal trade on Tues-

day, Oct. 21, were to the effect that
the Illinois Central and Louisville &
ISashville lines were commandeering
coal shipments on their lines in order
to lay up stock to carry them in event
of a mine strike. These reports can
not be verified, but dealers are worriedover shipments that have not arrived

Several large mine operators in east-
ern Kentucky are of the opinion that
the strike will close a number of
mines, and result in the balance being
overloaded with business In some sec-
tions miners appear fairly well satis-ned with conditions, but in other sec-
tions they are ready to walk out onshort notice. Western Kentucky la
also uncertain.

Louisville retailers during the weekannounced a 25 cent a ton advance on
we.^itern Kentucky lump and a 50 centadvance on eastern .Kentucky blockmaking west Kentucky $6.25 delivered
and east Kentucky $"7.50 delivered
Quotations are uncertain as somemines are getting top prices, while

others are selling surplus over con-
tracts at a maximum price which theyare not going over. However, reportsare being received of some easternKentucky mine run selling at $3.50 perton net and some block at $5.25 @ 5.50
Reports are also being received of somewestern Kentucky block being offered
at $5 a ton, with the operators indif-
ferent about making sales. Actual
facts of the case are that coal is soscarce that there i.«!n't a market
Leading nuotations are — Rastern

Kentucky. Block, $4.25@$5.. Run of

}a'"s2lV ® ^^"^' ^^^ ^""^ ^l^*''^' *2.60

,„y.<"stern Kentucky—Lump. $3.50 (iS
9.i.i:>; Mine Run, $2.40@$2.75- Nut an~d
'^|ok.|j»2.25&$2.35; Pea and Slack, $1.60
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Detroit

Though not general, some Iniprovc-
niout is reported iu doniand forhitumin-
ous steam coal iu Detroit.

Louisville

l.oH*'"'"*'"^''''
''*'^^^ »f miners demoral-ised market. Min.., rcU,Hln«:llZtL

nitiimlnous—Even the strike called
for Nov 1 by the bituminous mineworkers has failed to create an appear-ance of active buying in the Detroitmarket. Jobbers say that a number ofthe consumers of steam coal have not
cast off the indifference that has mark-
ed their attitude toward the marketthough some of the dilatory ones arenow becoming purchasers.

"

Jobers say. however, there is a slightchange for the better In the local buy-Ing demand, and that their customers
out.side Detroit are taking all the stock
available. In this connection complaint
Is made of shortened mine productionand a difficulty In obtaining a suffi-
cient supply of cars for handling ship-
ments.

Freight congestion is developing Inthe local market earlier than usual andthe railroad administration has givenwarning that unless immediate im-provement Is effected In the matter of
nu-n.sii.g cnrs held with freight of va-iious ill scriptlons. an order will ne

issued requiring any shipper having
freight for Detroit to obtain a specialpermit before he will be able to ob-
tain a car for loading. The transpor-
tation section of the Detroit Board ofCommerce is striving to improve con-

.
Free coal on tracks is not plentiful

in Detroit and jobbers say it is nota material factor in the trade. West
Virginia lump is selling on a basis of
|P1.75 a net ton at the mines; egg slzu
IS offered at $4.50: mine run at $3.50.and slack at about $2.75. For Hocking
dome^stic lump the price is around $4,tor Hocking egg $3.50 to $3.70, for

$2'50 """" *'''^^ ^""^ '°'' ^'^^^^ about

Anthracite—Household demand toranthracite prepared sizes has been
stimulated by the frosty weather and
is not being satisfied as retailers haveonly small quantities of anthracite instock Their efforts to obtain addi-
tional supplies are not productive otsatisfying results. Orders are not be-ing filled promptly and shipments areslow in arriving.
Lake Trade—Shipments over theL^^e routes are falling off. Lack of

sufficient car supply is blamed for re-ducing shipments from some districts
while reduced mine production is cur-
tailing the movement from other points.

Chicago

The Chicago coal market is coming
to resemble a mad scramble more than
anything else. Dealers, factory ownersand householders are clamoring for
coal, and are using all means in theirpower to get distributors and oper-
ators to book orders for them The
householders, especially, are in a nerv-
ous state, and practically every yard
in Chicago has been cleaned out of coal
within the past three or four davs.
Luckily the weather has been mild, but
it will only take a good cold spell to
bring about a panic. There are somerumors that coal, and other necessities
will be placed under Federal super-
vision, so that no profiteering will be
possible. If things continue the way
they have been for the past few days,
this measure on the part of the Gov-ednment will be wise.
Prices are not much different in Chi-

cago than they are at other points in
the Middle West. Larger companies,
producing a better grade of coal, are
holding prices down, while small com-
panies, producing poor coal, are selling
their outputs for higher prices, para-
doxical as it may seem. Quality and
preparation once more are forgotten,
the main thing being Just coal. Splint
Is selling in Chicago from $.''. per ton
f o, b. mines up. Pocahontas prepar-
ed sizes are selling at even higher fig-
ures. Some poor-grade Illinois and In-
diana lump is bringing as high as $4,
while Franklin County, the peer of
practically all Western coal, is still
selling at $3.25.

St. Louis

A runaAvay market hroncht to a halt.A oritirni situation iu the .«t. I.onis ter-
ritorj if strike takes place. Railroads
ponflseatlni; eoal. Very little steam
tonnnee stored and prnrticallT no do-
mestic. Country districts seriously af-
fected.

The local situation is unsatisfactorv
on account of there being no steam
coal stored and but little domestic.
Possibly 30,000 to 40.000 tons of coal
are stored in St. Louis by the dealers
for both steam and domestic contracts
The railroads have not more than from
a week to ten days' supply of coal
ahead and the Wahash and Missouri
Pacific are confiscating.

'i"here is no Eastern coal coming In
of any kind. There Is a good supply of
gashouse and by-product coke on hand,
but no cars to load It In
The Mt. Olive district is short of

equipment, but Is getting out a record-
breaking tonnage. These operator.^ In
the St. Louis market arc selling thetr
coal at the regular circular, which la
about $2.fi5 to the St. Louis trade an*
not over $3 to the country trade. It
Is the only field In Illinois where coal
IS being sold below what the trade la
willing to pay for It.
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Cures that Kill
B\ K. UAWSON" HALL

T is uiit'oituuute that nuuiy of the pro-

posed remedies for the situation in the

coal mines are temporary palliatives

rather than cures. Even the best of

them may harm rather than help many of the

mine workers. We strive, foi- instance, to reduce

the seasonal quality of the industry by one of the

many remedies sugigested -—differentials in

freight rates, increases in foreign trade, differ-

entials in price or six-hour days and five-day

weeks.

Suppose, which is questionable, that any or all

of these A\dll solve the seasonal difficulty and that

we are ^^^lling• to pay the price that such remedies

involve, imagine then that coal flows as a steady

.stream from the mines under some self-regulat-

ing, self-feeding- device. Then there will be no

coal shortage in the winter, and the price ^^^ll al-

ways he so low as to keep the poorer and thinner

coal out of the market. The men who now mine
this coal will be out of work, winter as well as

summer. Thus the men who have turned the

country ui:)side down with their copious, and quite

natural lamentations will be in worse condition

than ever. Their griefs will not be seasonal but

perpetual. They will be squeezed out of the in-

dustry as thoy are now squeezed in it.

Price regulation is still urged. When it is put
ill operation there will either be a uniform pi'ice

tliroughout the country or a locality price based

on cost plus. A uniform price would close the

mines of a large area of the country.

A plus-cost arrangement, based on the general

costs of the locality, such as was in force during

the war, is a more feasible plan and the one more
likely to be adopted. Such a plan in times when
coal is not greatly in demand will close down all

the mines i)roducing coal at a high cost for there

will l)e no demand for such expensive coal. As
conditions now are, as soon as a shortage begins

to be foreshadowed there is a rush for the better

grades of coal. The prices of such grades go u)),

and the less fortunate coal fields get a little busi-

ness at a figure, it is true, that bai-ely pays.

With regulated prices this increase in the bat-

ter coals would not take place and not until there

was a coal famine would the high-cost mines have

any work at all to do. Regulation of price will

tend to starve out the high-cost mines and in-

cidentaly will tend to aid in making the coal busi-

ness more seasonal than ever, for who will buy

early when there is no bait in the direction of a

varying price.

Price regulation with a differential has been

advocated, and, indeed, it has more arguments in

its favor than price regiilation without such a dif-

ferential. But any kind of regulation is social-

istic in that it removes the reward for economical

production. Any cost-plus scheme causes the

producer to be indifferent as to his costs or

anxious to increase them, for in case of percentage

compensation, with increased cost comes in-

creased rewards. That these rewards have this

effect was well sho\™ by the action of some man-

ufacturers who during the war had government

contracts.

The operators would rarely be guilty doubtless,

even in peace, of such policies as then occurred,

and making a district price would in a degree pre-

vent any such complete indifference to cost but m
a minor degree the condition would exist. We all

look for a reward for our activities. Without it

we are apt to be lethargic. We seek for a i-ecom-

pense for our improvements. Tf it is not given,

we are afraid to expend our money for fear of

loss.

Hence price regulation with a (lilTcrcntial will

only cure the seasonal difficulty. It will not help

the workers in the liigh-cost mines to get steady

work. It will only subject them to \vors(> condi-

tions.

It is a strange situation. Those who are lead-

ing the light against seasonal stagnation and price

regiilation will be ((uite likely to face an all-year

stagnation instead of the steady work they ai'e

seekinu'.
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Some Thoughts on FiUng Systems

Exact information concerniag ttie wliereabouts of

maps, drawings and other data is a necessity in the en-

gineering department of all mines. Many filing sys-

tems for this material have been employed with more

or less success. The system employed at the Bureau

of Mines Station in Pittsburgh appears to meet all re-

quirements and is accordingly here described in some

detail.

By Donald
Pitlsbuigh

IF
there is one department of a large coal company that

has need of a precise, exact and well regulated filing

system, it is the department of engineering. The fil-

- Ing of maps, tracings, blue prints, notes and correspondence,

presents a problem that must be solved in an efficient

manner or much of the accuracy of the field work and the

skill of the designer or draftsman will go for naught,

through the desired article being unavailable at a moment's

notice.

J. B.^^KER

Peniia.

farther than others in the development of filing schemes, and

in so doing have increased the efficiency of their engineering

deiparlments. No matter how highly the system adopted has

been developed, there is always room for improvement, for

any filing plan even at best is laborious and a great killer of

time.

It was not many years ago that drawings of all kinds were

rolled up and placed in box-like compartments or pigeon holes.

A small tag attached to a corner of the drawing by a string.

THE DRAFTING ROOM OF THE U. S. BUREAU OF MINES AT PITTSBURGH, PENN.

Under pre-sent-day practice of using the telegraph as the

medium for quickly obtaining information, only an approved

filing system can go hand in hand with the afore-mentioned

means of communication, since otherwise much of the effec-

tiveness of the telegram is lost. While many of the engineer-

ing problems that confront any coal company are akin to

those encountered by other firms, yet, in determining the kind

of a filing system to be installed, much must be left to the

originality and initiative of the man in charge. Certain

fundamentals that must serve as the basis for any system,

should of course form the foundation for all similar schemes,

until such a time as these fundamentals have been replaced

by others more practical.

There is a wide divergence of opinion as to just what con-

stitutes a good system. Some companies have progressed

was allowed to hang out from the compartment. This method

has gradually been replaced by the more practical scheme of

giving the drawing a series number and filing it flat in a

drawer or specially constructed cabinet. There are numerous

types of cabinets on the market that have been designed for

this very purpose, the use of which reflects a progressive and

up-to-date spirit. In particular, is the flat filing of tracings

to be recommended, lest in the making of blue-prints, lines

are brought out that may prove deceiving and the print thus

lose much of its value. It may be said therefore that the

approved method of filing drawings, is that in which each bears

a serial number on the title and is filed flat. It is impossible

to follow this scheme when it comes to large permanent locar

tion maps; however, it should apply as far as feasible.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LABORATORY AT THE U. S. BUREAU OF MINES

A rather common system that is used by many large coal

companies, is to divide their operations into districts or divi-

sions. In devising a serial numbsr for use in the title space

of a drawing, one of the letters of the alphabet is usually

taken to denote a district. After the district letter in the

series number should come a figure representing a particular

mine. Following the mine number, a letter is used to desig-

nate a particular type of construction work or some unit of

the plant itself. The use of T for tipple, S for sub-station,

etc., is advocated by some departmental heads. An example
of this type of series number would be F-14-B, where B refers

to the boiler house of Mine No. 14 in P district.

NUMBER OF CABINETS EMPLOYED
The number of filing cabinets used depends upon the extent

of the companies' operations. A whole cabinet may be taken

up by one mine or even by one unit of the mine, though in

the latter contingency this seldom occurs. Then again, the

cabinet may serve to hold all of the drawings relating to an

entire division. A cabinet such as the one manufactured by

the Yawman & Erbe Co. of Rochester, N. Y., is an ex-

ample of the flat filing type.

In filing the drawings vertically within the cabinet, they

should be placed upside down with face to the rear. The title

bearing the series number should then be in position at the

upper right hand side of the cabinet. Whenever a drawing

Is placed in the cabinet, some care should be exercised to keep

the tilles in as near perfect alignment with each other as pos-

sible.

A 4 by 6 in. index card is an appropriate size for listing the

various types of drawings. The index cards for this .system

are filed alphabetically with respect to the name of the mine,

plant unit, type of construction involved in the drawing, etc.

On the index card is found the title of the drawing, whether

it be tracing, blue-print or original, the name of the draftsman

or designer, and any other information that might be applic-

able. Care exercised in cross-indexing the cards from the

standpoint of appropriate titles, naturally increases the value

of the entire system. Large permanent maps and tracings

that are too larg.3 to permit of vertical filing, are given the

customary arrangement in pigeon holes and are provided

with extended tags. Another variation of the scheme of

series number is the use of A and B, etc., in the series to

designate the scale, that is, whether the map is, say, 100 or

200 ft. to the inch.

In quite a few large offices, all drawings are still rolled up

and filed in pigeon holes. In this case the drawing bears the

same series number as the compartment in which it is filed.

The index cards are made out in the same manner as pre-

viously mentioned. This system is easy to follow for anyone

who is familiar with it. Its chief drawback is the unneces-

sary wrinkling of tracings. This is not conducive to long

life. Furthermore the series numbers do not represent any-

thing definite or tangible but merely show the compartment

in which the drawing may be found.

SYSTEM USED BY THE BUREAU OF MINES

An example of one of the best filing systems in use today

may be found in the Pittsburgh Station of the U. S. Bureau

of Mines. Many of the requests for information, drawings and

photographs that come to this institution are highly indefinite.

Any filing system that can stand up under the various tesU

that are put to it at the bureau is well worthy of considera-

tion. R. A. Wood, chief of the photographic and drafting

department, at the Pittsburgh Station, employs an excellent

system and is meeting the innumerable requests tor informar

tion with a dispatch and in a manner well known to the

mining public.

The filing system in use in Mr. Wood's department is a

modification of the "Dewey Decimal" system, which is in force

at practically all libraries. As applied to the bureau. It covert

everything, that is, it includes the filing of tracings, blue-
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prints, maps, notes, photographs, negatives, lantern-slides,

computations, charts, correspondence, etc. There is nothing
in fact that cannot bp accurately filed for quick reference

under this system

While the scheme as followed by the bureau could be applied
to any engineering department, yet it is too broad and covers
more territory than would be desired by the ordinary engi-

neering department. However, modifications of it would per-

haps form a background for the best system of its kind that

has been devised to date. It might be Interesting to note
some of the high lights in this system and how it could be
modified to suit the needs of a mine engineering department.

In the lower right hand corner of each drawing is found
the title. This bears a serial number, the first letter of which
refers to the size of the drawing. Of these sizes there are
five, as follows: A—lOVi ^i' 16 in., B— 16 by 21 in., C—21 by
32 in., D—32 by 42 in.. E—S by 10% in. The next figures in

the serial number refer to the chronological order in which
the drawing was made. For instance, a drawing with a serial

number of C—223. indicates that the drawing is 21 by 32 in.
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Fig. 1 shows the index card tiled according to serial number.

The name of the conii)an.v is the title of the card. In paren-

thesis, a suggestion is made in a few words as to what the

subject proper of the print is. The title of the print is shown

in the central portion of the card, with the date on which the

picture was made shown in the lower left hand corner. To the

right of this is the photographer's name. The number of the

11.025 (11.032) Negative
Order No
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note can be directly placed in the compartment left vacant by

the drawing
Notes, survey data, etc., should be filed in loose leaf books,

on special forms in the case of the data. The forms as they

are filled out should be given a series number to show the

order in which the computations were made with respect to

other pages, and filed accordingly. On the outside of the

book, appropriate labels should be pasted to show the extent

of the numbers in the book. Each sheet within the book

would then be indexed by the cards in the card cabinet. This

manner of filing notices is practically tbe same as that for

drawings, as used at the bureau.

The beauty of the Dewey Decimal system is the ease with

which it can be adapted to filing anything filable. Corre-

Bpondence can be filed by the same system. In fact, It Is an

excellent practice to file the correspondence of the engineering

department by this method. The common practice of asking

a correspondent to refer to a certain file number would auto-

matically tie in all of the drawings, photographs and other

data by the same number. This eliminates the necessity of

searching through other files for information pertaining to

the subject of the letter.

The installation of the decimal system involves a little more

time than that required for other similar schemes and will
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Velocity of Combustion
When other factors remain constant the velocity of

combustion and the time of contact necessary for the

completion of the reaction are closely related. The time

of contact may be considered to be the length of time

during which the combustible and the air supplied

over fuel bed remain in the furnace. If the velocity

is slow a long time of contact is required for complete

combustion and a large combustion space must be pro-

vided in order that the gases may be burned before

they pass out of the furnace and are cooled. The
rate of burning the coal and the size of combustion

space determine the length of time the gases remain

in the furnace. As the size of combustion space with

a ' m furnace setting is constant the time the gases

remain in the furnace is proportional to the rate of

combustion. With high rates of combustion a larger

volume of gases is produced and a larger volume of

air must be supplied to burn it than with low rates

of combustion. The larger volume of the mixture

passes through the combustion space more rapidly;

therefore the length of time the mixture stays in the.

furnace or the time of contact is shorter. The com-

bustion space should be large enough so that the gasee

and the oxygen in the air supplied remain in contact

long enough to burn the gases completely when the

furnace is operated at its maximum capacity.

—

Bureau

of Mines Bulletin No. 135.

The Federal Trade Commission reports that the railroad*

of the United States in normal times take 25 per cent,

of the coal produced each year; this means that they have

been using 125 to 135 million tons of coal per year. It

has been estimated that during 1916 and 1917 the demand
for railroad fuel increased about 30 per cent, due chiefly

to the extra mileage, to the wastefulness of the large num-
ber of old locomotives forced into service and to an in-

creased demand for fuel needed for new locomotives. Thirty

per cent, more per year called for at least 175 million ton*

of coal. The bulk of this increase was in bituminous coaU
but in many cases anthracite was substituted.

VIEW OF THE COMPUTING ROOM AT THE PITTS-

BURGH STATION OF THE BUREAU OF MINES

perhaps take part time of someone to keep it up, but the

results are so far superior that it is well worth both the ini-

tial effort and the time involved later in keeping tne system

up. A man to operate the blue-print machine is a necessity.

However, it is a rare occurrence that he is kept so busy that

he could not find time to keep up the index cards of such a

system. Mr. Wood, of the Bureau of Mines, estimates that

halt of one stenographer's time is employed in the writing

of index cards. When the volume and variety of the articles

covered are considered, the amount of time thus spent is com-

paratively small. Thus the amount of labor involved is not a

serious problem. As most large coal companies employ file-

clerks, it is quite possible that the handling of the engineering

files could be accomplished as a side line entirely.

Another feature of this system is that the longer it is used,

the greater becomes the ease with which an article may be

filed. Each number in the serial stands for something con-

crete and the mention of any particular sequence of figures

will bring to mind a particular subject. This is a big advan-

tage over any system where the serial number merely repre-

sents a particular compartment that contains a drawing.

The supply of fuel for the production of cement has

been curtailed 25 per cent, by order of the Fuel Admin-
istration. If governmental requirements necessitate the

manufacture of cement in excess of the 75 per cent, al-

lotment, then provision is made whereby the manufac-

turers may produce it.

An indication of the tendency of present-day practice to

conserve resources and enmesh development is the custom
of burning bituminous fuel on many locomotives operating

in the anthracite coal regions of Pennsylvania. The trans-

portation problem is a serious matter. At least one-

quarter of all the coal mined is used by the railroads to

move freight in normal times. A movement to establish

big steam-electric power plants at the coal mines has been
agitated for years, and now it is receiving a new impetus.

Similar plants are proposed at tidewater, and also connect-

ing lines for transmission of electric current for the ex-

tensive electrification of railroads and the supplying of

many industries with power.

The horsepower of a boiler may be taken in two

ways. Either as a unit expressing the rate of work

done in a certain time; or when it is the measure of the^

size and rating of the boiler.
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Effective Means of Using Rescue Apparatus in the

Fighting of Mine Fires*
By J. T. Ryan
Hiitsburgh, Peima.

SYNOPSIS:—It is estimated that 90 per cent of tlie ap-

paratus in use today, is for the purpose of controlling mine

flres. The most effective means of using apparatus as well

«s the oranization and equipment of rescue crews for fight-

ing fires, are described in Mr. Ryan's paper.

SELP-COXTAINED oxygen breathing apparatus, most

commonly termed rescue apparatus or helmets, was

originally designed, developed and advertised as an

equipment for use in rescue work following mine explosions.

It was the possibility of saving life that brought about the

development of the various types of equipment, because it

was a popular idea to which the public was receptive, and it

possessed great advertising possibilities. This feature was

overdone to some extent, particularly in the early days of the

Introduction of breathing apparatus on this continent, for the

reason that the apparatus was advertised as a panacea for

all evils. The general public was under the impression that

In the event of a mine explosion all that was necessary was

to get a few men equipped with breathing apparatus on the

Job. who could immediately go underground, regardless of

the condition of the mine, and explore every part, revive the

Injured miners with special apparatus which they were sup-

posed to cari-y with them and bring them to the surface in

t£Ood condition.

When it was discovered that these things could not be ac-

icompjished with the breathing apparatus a reaction set in,

during which time the use and utility of self-contained breath-

ing apparatus became the subject of research and study by

•dentists and men in the mining industry under the direction

«r guidance of the United States Bureau of Mines.

Among the many possibilities in connection with the use of

mine rescue apparatus came the application of this apparatus

to the efficient fighting of mine fires, so that at the present

time 90 per cent, of the use of self-contained breathing ap-

paratus around the mines is for the purpose of controlling

mine fires, sealing them off or isolating them, aiid exploring

Hre areas that have been sealed in order to determine whether
or not the fire is extinguished and whether it is safe to break

the seals and ventilate the fire area. The apparatus is used

to great advantage in exploration work following explosions,

by having a crew equipped with the apparatus explore in

Advance of the crew, restoring ventilation to discover any
Incipient fires that may have been caused by the explosion

and to extinguish and isolate them before ventilation is esfab-

llshed in that section, thus preventing a second explosion.

It Is gratifying to note that during the past five years there

lias been a great reduction in mine explosions in this country,

due to the safety measures employed, such as the general use

of electric safety cap lamps, permissible explosives, rock
dusting, humidifying the air, watering the dust, and more
rigid Inspection for gas and other dangers.

Mine Fires Not Confined to Coal Mines
Unlorlunatply, liowevr-r, there i.s no apparent reduction in

the number of mine fires, and while explosions occur mostly

In coal mines, mine fires are common to all classes of mines,

ao that the subject of fighting mine fires should be of interest

to every man connected with the mining industry. I would
like to emphasize the fact that a fire hazard exists In every

Paper read before the Mining Section of the Natldial
Safety Council, Cleveland Meeting. Oct. 3.

mine, and therefore careful study and attention should be

given this subject by mining men with a view of anticipating

and eliminating some of the more common causes of mine

fires.

The Old Method of Fighting Mine Fires

Since mine fires have always occurred in the industry, they

had to be combated in some manner long before breathing

apparatus was heard of. The common method employed was,

of course, to get to the seat of the fire before it had attained

much headway and extinguish it by use of water or chemicals,

or by loading out the burning material. If the fire had at-

tained such headway that it was impossible to do this, then

it had to be sealed off or flooded. This work was done by

men without any protection and required great courage,

energy and judgment, and in districts where mine fires were

prevalent it developed a class of men who are usually called

upon in case of fires to take charge of the work. There was

also developed a few of the type commonly known as "fire-

eaters," men who possessed great moral and physical cour-

age, but who were lacking in judgment, and some of whom
believed that they were immune to the effects of gases pro-

duced by the fire and that they could walk right into the seat

of a blaze and literally eat it up. Very often these men led

crews, consisting mainly of men having knowledge of the

mine, into the fire zone and the whole party would be over-

come or be affected by carbon monoxide gas to such an ex-

tent that they would not be available for further service for

some time, which of course would retard the work, due to

the fact that the men having knowledge of the mine and who
should have been directing the work were out of commission.

Modern Method of Fighting Mine Fires

The same general method of fighting mine flres is employed

today as formerly, with the exception that rescue apparatus

is now very generally utilized in connection with the work.

Unfortunately, it is seldom on hand or readily available at

the mine where the flre occurs, and this is the time when it

can be used to the greatest advantage, because frequently

the fire is discovered in time to permit men without protec-

tion to get close enough to the fire, but they are unable to do

effective work or stay long enough to extinguish the fire.

Hence they are unable to seal it off near the origin on account

of the smoke and gases, and they either have to drop back a

considerable distance with their seals or await the arrival of

men equipped with breathing apparatus.

Effective Means of Using Breathing Apparatus

No work can be done successfully without proper organiza-

tion. This certainly applies to the use of mine-rescue ap-

paratus in connection with fighting mine fires. An organiza-

tion in this case Is twofold: First: the proper organization

of the rescue crew, and second, the organization of the work.

Unless your rescue work is organized to the extent that the

apparatus is rigidly inspected and tested at least once a

month (preferably once a week), and men properly trained

and certified by some competent authority, and training

periods continued at regular intervals, then you do not main-

tain a real rescue equipment. You are only laboring under a

false sense of security, and certainly if you see the need of

such an equipment to the extent that you have gone to the

expense of installing it, you should see that the work is prop-

erly carried out so far as keeping the equipment In condition
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and your men properly instructed and trained. This requires

only a small additional expense and assures you of a lull

degree of efficiency when an emergency arises which calls

for the immediate use of your equipment. When the emer-

gency arises, it is then too late to order material, to put your

apparatus in proper working condition, or to train your men,

and it is unwise as well as dangerous to send a rescue crew

not properly trained into a mine to fight a mine fire, or with

apparatus not in good condition or properly inspected.

All Concerned Should Know the Apparatus

The second phase of organization in connection with the

use of rescue apparatus in fighting mine fires is the general

organization of the work of which the rescue squad is an
integral part. Some recognized authority must he in charge

of the entire operation. The one invested with this author-

ity should be a man of courage, possessing good judgment,

a cool head, having had previous experience in fighting mine
fires, and training in breathing apparatus. Regardless of how
much experience a man may have had in fighting mine fires,

if he has not taken the trouble to acquaint himself with

breathing apparatus so as to realize its advantages and limi-

tations in connection with fighting mine fires, he lacks pro-

gressiveness and is not competent to conduct this work effi-

ciently, providing rescue apparatus is to be used in the oper-

ations. Fortunately, most up-to-date mining men have this

knowledge today and are competent to direct this work.
When the rescue squad knows that the man who is directing

the work is familiar with their phase of the work and will not
ask them to go where he himself would not go if he were
wearing the apparatus, then the work will be carried out

with dispatch.

Value of a Well Organized Crew

The rescue squad .should be composed of men familiar with

the mine. Therefore, every mine should have at least ten of

its men trained in the use of self-contained breathing appar-

atus. If the mine where the fire occurs is equipped with
breathing apparatus and a properly organized rescue crew in

charge of a competent man familiar with the mine, they can
get on the job in a short time, depending upon their own
emergency organization, and in most cases can control the

fire before it reaches serious proportions.

Procedure at a Mine Not Equipped with Rescue Apparatus
If a mine is not equipped with breathing apparatus and the

fire gets beyond the control of the local officials, a rescue

crew is called from the outside. The first thing they should
do upon arriving at the mine is to test out their aparatus and
see that it is properly charged and in good working order.

The captain should supervise this work.

While the crew is engaged in this work the man in charge
should confer with the officials in charge of the mine and
familiarize himself with the workings by consulting the mine
map or model and ascertain the probable location of the fire

;ind what has been accomplished previous to his arrival.

If men are in the mine and it is not definitely known that

they are dead, the first thing to do is to endeavor to reach
them. This may necessitate controlling the fire temporarily

or changing the ventilation to permit the apparatus crews to

penetrate the workings to the points where the men are most
likely to be. This work usually requires the use of apparatus
and should be done without delay.

If men are known to be in the mine never assume that they
are dead. If it is definitely known that no live men are in

the mine the problem resolves itself into controlling the fire

and protecting the men who are doing this work.

Procedure of the Rescue Crew
Before sending a rescue crew underground clear instruc-

tions should be given the captain as to where and approxi-

mately how far they should go and what they should attempt
!o do. Unless the captain is thoroughly familiar with the

mine the route should be marked on a blueprint which the

captain should take with him. Even though the crew is

tamiliar with the mine a blueprint should be taken along.

As soon as possible a fresh air base should be established

as near to the irrespirable zone or zones as safety permits,

and preferably near a telephone. Temporary telephone com-
munications should be established with the outside as soon as

possible. Whenever a rescue crew works beyond this base

there should be stationed there a fully equipped reserve crew
ready for immediate service, one or two light or short period

apparatus or carbon monoxide gas masks, stretchers, canar-

ies, blankets and first-aid material. As soon as possible the

necessary tools and material for erecting temporary brat-

tices should be advanced to this point.

If the first crew is able to complete its exploration to the

limit of safety without reaching the fire zone, they should

return and report conditions; and then steps should be taken

to move the fresh air base nearer to the fire area. This work
usually requires some use of the apparatus crews. The same
procedure is then continued until the fire area can be reached
by the apparatus crews. However, in coal mine fires this

procedure must be conducted with great caution, particularly

in gaseous mines. The return air should be tested at frequent

mtervals by a Burrell gas indicator (a safety lamp is not sen-

sitive enough), and when the methane (CHJ content in-

creases to a certain point previously decided upon as the

allowable limit, further advance should be discontinued in

that direction and seals constructed, or some other plan

of attack outlined. If the rescue crews are able to establish

a fresh air base near the fire area, they can then proceed

to extinguish the fire by the best method conditions will

permit or seal it off in the smallest possible area consistent

with safety

Equipment of Mine Rescue Crews
A rescue crew should consist of five properly trained men

in good physical condition equipped with rescue apparatus

capable of providing the wearer with breathable air for a

minimum of two hours of maximum exertion. Each man
should be equipped with an approved electric cap lamp or

flashlight, preferably the former, as it is carried on the head.

The captain, who should be in the lead, should carry a can-

ary or carbon monoxide detector, or both, and a pick-handle

lor testing roof or feeling the way in smoke. The second

man should carry a flame safety lamp to detect explosive gas

or oxygen deficiency. The third and fourth man should carry

a stretcher and half-hour apparatus or carbon monoxide mask.

The fifth and rear man should have a supply of white chalk

and should, where the atmosphere is clear, indicate the route

by means of arrow marks pointing outby.

If the crew is going to enter a smoke atmosphere a life

line should by all means be carried in and each member should

take hold of it, at even intervals of 6 ft. wherever practicable.

.\ competent man should be in charge of the reel at the fresh

air base. The life line serves as a means of preventing mem-
bers of the crew from becoming separated, as a marker for

the return journey, and provides a means of signaling to the

Iresh air base.

The geophone, a listening device developed during the war
for detecting and locating underground mining, has great pos-

sibilities in connection with locating fires or entombed men.

and should now be a part of a rescue crew equipment as the

device is light and compact. This device, along with the

carbon monoxide detector and carbon monoxide gas mask, is

a war development which has possibilities in connection with

the fighting of underground fires.

Effective Use of Rescue Apparatus

In 1915 a serious fire in a coal mine in Utah operating in

a 20-ft. seam was extinguished solely through the use of res-

cue apparatus, 24 sets of which were used continuously for a

period of 41 days. This fire threatened lo destroy property

worth millions of dollars, as it was impossible to seal the fire.

A large coal mine in West Virginia operating over an ex-
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tensive property suffered a severe explosion in 1916. As the

result of two subsequent explosions caused by fire resulting

from the first explosion the mine had to be sealed at the top

of the shafts. One or two unsuccessful attempts were made

to reopen the mine, and it was finally opened and recovered

through the use of rescue apparatus, 18 sets being used con-

tinuously by day and night crews tor a period of seven months

in completing this operation.

A few months ago a slope mine in Western Pennsylvania

had a fire near the mouth of the mine, six men being in the

mine at the time, four of them being about two miles from

the mouth. All six men were recovered alive through the use

of rescue apparatus. It was necessary to attach the rescue

apparatus on four of these men as they were recovered and

revived in fresh air but had to be brought through a 4,000-ft.

zone of irrespirable atmosphere to get them to the outside.

Metal mine fires and coal mine fires each present their own
peculiar problems. The metal mine fires are as a rule more

difficult to reach, harder to control, and generate more carbon

dioxide and sulphur dioxide gases. Coal mine fires are more

dangerous to handle on account of the ever present danger of

an explosion.

In either case fighting them is a hazardous job. Yes, the

most hazardous work incident to mining, and the men who put

on breathing apparatus and enter an irrespirable atmosphere

to extinguish fires when no lives are at stake are the finest

examples of the strong courageous men that the mining

industry has developed.

Wellman Geared Bucket
Throughout the entire field of handling bulk materials, such

as coal, sand, gravel and cinders, the use of clam-shell buckets

has been attended by expense and serious delays necessitafiHl

the renewal of operating cables or chains.

The ordinary construction of a clam-shell bucket is .

rial handled comes in coni:i:i

ucket. The inevitable result

ility.

re completely inclosed in a tight

- iniA wliiti w^ated and where they

not come ial handled.

The buckV'i I^^ i.iii]i|io.sfu oi a niiiiinium number of parts, so.

arranged as to facilitate the removal of any part in case of

iiecessaiy repairs. It has no expensive chains or ropes reeved

small sheeves, no complicated parts or difficult adjust-

' nts. It is therefore simple, compact and efHcIqnt.

This bucket is especially designed for handling coal, sand,

gravel and cinders. It is operated by two ropes and conse-

quently can be handled by practically any type of two-drum
hoist. Departing from the usual desi-gn of grab buckets, which
employ ropes or chains for their operation, this bucket has
completely inclosed gearing to produce the necessary digging

power.

The ci^sing, which forms the main frame of the bucket, and
from which the shells are suspended, is divided in a vertical

plane through its longitudinal center-line. These two sections

are bolted together to form two tight compartments inclosing

the operating gears, with a third compartment In the center

for the power wheel and the deflecting sheaves for the oper-

ating ropes.

The power wheel center Is integral with the two bevel pin-

ions which extend Into the gear compartments and mesh with

the operating segments. These segments are keyed to the

operating shafts, which are supported in bearings cast in the

casing. The outer end of the operating shafts are finished

square and support the rear bucket arms, which in turn are

connected to the shell shafts. The cutting edges of the shells

are pin-connected to the side bars, suspended from lugs cast

in the top part of the casing. This method of supporting the

shells produces a flat cutting patli and turns the shells in

such a manner that, in penetrating the material, only the

thin edge of the shell is presented, resulting in a high digging

efficiency.

The wide opening of the shells enables the bucket to fill-

in material which would otherwise be too shallow. The
shells are open at the back to prevent compression of the

material when the bucket is closing.

VIEW OF BUCK^T SHOV, .,.,, , .

The rigid connection of the rear arms to the operating

shafts- and to tiip .';lif!i .';)i: rt . injures !M)^-i;iv>" nlitinni:'!)! d'

the shells:

guides att;!

fine, dry i' 1 aijcuiiitci;.

when the :

'* - the (jiHi.Mu:^ ,^.-,ii.-, ,' f ifM!^jiL-it-i\ iiH-M.sed by the cas

;: is impossible lor them to come into contact with tbt-

rial the bucket is handling. Oh this account completf

lubrication is possible and the wear of the parts is reduced to

a minimum; at the same time the efficiency is materially

increased.

A power wheel being directly connected to the pinions, the

digging effort is the same from the beginning to the end of

the closing operation. The opening of the bucket is effected

by an opening rope attached to the small section of the power
wheel, and wound in the opposite direction from the closing

rope. In this way the bucket is opened by power, quickly and
completely. On account of the small diameter of the closing

pinions the bucket requires only a small amount of rope

either for opening or closing, and is capable of high speed of

operation.

The bucket is compact in design, requiring a minimum
amount of headroom for its operation. When a

small part of the casing extends above the sheli -i

remarkable stability on the pile and little tenU^". .. m. ..ineL

Failure to act promptly after an explosion or mis*
flr« has often resulted in the needless loss of many
Ht«b, especially in the case of fires that at first did not

aeem to be dangrerous. Also, after an explosion unn8««»'

sary delay in exploring the near-by entrances to the

mine has resulted in the death of miners.

—

Rescue ond
Rtcovery Operations in Mines.
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Storage-Battery Locomotives in Mine Work
Early'storage-battery mine locomotives offered to'the coal

industry were not properly proportioned to withstand the

severe usage tOj which all such machines are subjected.

These difficulties have been overcome, and machines of

rugged construction and ample capacity are now obtaina-

ble. If one of these locomotives is cared for as carefully

as are mules, they will give long and efficient service

By Joseph Appleton
Ironton, Ohio

RESULTS obtained with storage-battery locomo-

tives in coal-mine service during the last two or

three years have been so uniformly successful

where properly applied that today the storage-battery

locomotive is probably receiving more prospective at-

tention and consideration than any other piece of ma-

chinery connected with coal-mine operation.

This being the case, I will relate briefly the past

history and present status of the storage-battery loco-

motive, showing why the early installations were not

so successful as they might have been, what develop-

ments have been made, and why during the last two or

three years they have been so extensively used and with

such uniformly satisfactory results where the proper

methods of purchase and installation have been fol-

lowed. It will also be well to look into the future to

discover what lies in store for the coal-mining operators

*Jirough the use of this type of machine.

Unfortunately, it must be admitted that there were

many failures in the early days. This can be attributed

to the fact that the locomotives in question were not

constructed along practical lines and were not at all

suited for the conditions under which they had to work.

At that time (and even today in some cases) the ma-

chines have been too much the product of draftsmen and

designing engineers who did not have a sound basis for

their plans or practical experience in or knowledge of

the coal mines. The result was a piece of machinery

unsuited for the work.

Best Battery Locomotives the Result of Long Years

OF Practical Experience

The best storage-battery locomotives on the market

today are those that have been developed from the prac-

tical knowledge and hard-earned experience of mining

men combined with good mechanical and electrical

talent. The result is a rugged, simple piece of ma-

chinery that is not out of place in a coal mine but fits in

well with the rest of the equipment.

Alongside of the unsuitable design and construction

in the earlier types there was another good reason for

their unsatisfactory performance, and that was because

the locomotives were installed without proper knowledge

and investigation of the conditio:!;* and the amount of

work to be performed. Either they would not perform

the work expected of them or more often they would not

perform it for a full day's time. This caused mining

men to look upon them as unreliable and even as a

nuisance.

•Paper presented before the Kentucky Mining Institute, Lexing-
ton, Ky., June 7, 1919.

Again, as is always the case, the failures were heard
of and heralded abroad, whereas the successful installa-

tions kept on quietly working and making good without

being much noticed outside the mine in which they were
operating.

The storage battery, which is the vital power-giving
portion of the locomotive, was not at first built to with-

stand the conditions met with in mining service. Fur-
thermore, being something strange and looked upon as

more or less of a mystery, it was never understood and
therefore did not receive the little attention it required.

Today the story is different, and if care is taken in

the selection and purchase of a storage-battery loco-

motive, it is possible to obtain a machine which is

truly the result of mining experience combined with
good engineering and electrical design equipped with
a battery specially built for mine use and having ample
capacity to give uninterrupted daily service for a length

of time which makes it commercially successful and
profitable. Today it is not a question of such a loco-

motive being a success or otherwise, but whether or not

the conditions are suitable for storage-battery locomo-

tive operation.

Storage-Battery Locomotives Not Suitable fob
All Conditions

It should be emphasized that storage-battery locomo-
tives are not suited for all mining conditions, and it

is important to ascertain from those competent to decide

whether the use of a storage battery is warranted.

The leading manufacturers of storage-battery loco-

motives today will not sell or install a machine of this

kind unless they know it is going to be a success both

from an operating and financial standpoint. I would
suggest as a protection to those installing such loco-

motives that they include in their contract a duty cycle

showing clearly just what work the machine will have

to do and for how long the work has to be done each day
on one full charge of the battery.

Let us consider what are the requirements of a suc-

cessful storage-battery locomotive and why a properly

designed and constructed machine of this type will per-

form more cheaply and efficiently the work of gather-

ing and hauling coal under average conditions than anv

other method.

I can safely say that under nearly all conditions of

gathering the storage-battery locomotive is without
equal when it comes to quick work and low cost of

operation. Except in special cases, coal can be gathered

much cheaper with these machines than with mules or

with cable-and-reel locomotives. When it comes to the
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«Iuestion of hauling the coal from the parting to the

iipple or shaft bottom, another problem is encountered

which will have to be considered in each case on its

individual merits.

The storage-battery locomotive is not suitable where

the haul is too long, or where steep grades are main-

tained for too great a distance. It has its own field,

and it is hardly possible that it will ever compete with

or replace the trolley locomotive on main-line hauls over

considerable distances.

For gathering coal we want a locomotive that will

handle the cars quickly, get them to the parting in the

Bhortest time so that the car turnover may be as great

SLS possible, and place the empties up to the face so that

the loaders may load coal continuously without inter-

xuption for pushing or placing the cars.

A storage-battery locomotive is ideal for this work.

It is independent of any external source of power, is

done for mules, frequently amounts to enough to pay

for the locomotive in a reasonable time.

In gathering with a reel-and-cable locomotive, no

matter how carefully operated, the cable is often run

over and cut, necessitating an interruption and delay

to splice and reinsulate it. All this costs money besides

keeping down coal production. There is also the danger

of starting a fire from the short-circuit and arc when
the cable is parted.

Have you ever figured out jus. what the cost per an-

num is for cable for such macnines? I have had figures

given me from actual records which are surprisingly

large. All of this can be done away with and avoided if

storage-battery locomotives are used. Furthermore,

better time can be made. Ask the men who have op-

erated both storage-battery and reel-and-cable machines

which is the easiest to handle and which will give the

most continuous service and gather most coal.

STORAGE-BATTERY LOCOMOTIVES ARE USKI l;^ llli: 'iftAND JTTN<

GRAND JUNCTION, COLO.

«asily handled, has quick acceleration ("both running

light fmd under load) and will go into rooms and entries

-where mules or cabla-and-reel locomotives cannot be

operated on account of the height.

No feeders, trolley wire or track bonding is required

.and, if desired, the machine will operate successfully

•on wooden rails in the rooms. For low coal it is built

in small sizes only 28 or 29 in. above the rails, and in

larger sizes 32 to 33 in. above the rails. In fact, wher-

ever a man can work, this locomotive can follow him.

A storage-battery locomotive must be easily returned

to the track if derailed or wrecked, and there are ma-
chines built today with special features of flexibility

to enable them to stay on the track even thouTh this

is uneven and irregular.

The fact that a storage-battery locomotive can b-3

operated on cross and butt entries without trolley wires

or track bonding is in itself a big argument in its

favor on account of the saving in investment and up-

keep. Furthermore, the saving in taking down top or

lifting bottom in low coal, as must in manv ca.ses he

The coal industry is facing a shortage of labor that

looks as if it were going to be serious. The storage-

battery locomotive is a great labor saver. Its use re-

leases the men otherwise employed as mule drivers to

the loading of coal, while the time of the loaders which

is taken up in placing tha cars at the room face can also

be devoted to lo.^ding.

It is impossible to .state generally how many mules

and drivers can be replaced by one storage-battery

locomotive. This depends entirely on conditions and

arrangem(!nt of the work. I have known a 5-ton loco-

motive to replace seven mules and five drivers, although

this was an exceptional crse. Three to five mules is a

fair average.

In connection with the qurstion of comparative costs

of the storage-battery-lccomotive operation with other

methods, it mu.st be understood that it is only by careful

irvostigation of the cond't.'ons in each case that this

can be fij-ured out. No general figures will apply to

all cases. The compary I fm connected with insists

on making a personal inv;sligation of all the conditions
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before recommending for or against the use of storage-

batterj' locomotives, having found that this is the only

way to put before the mine operator a reliable state-

ment as to what saving he can make if he uses storage-

battery machines. Of course, after the first locomotive

is placed in operation in a mine it is easy to figure out

by direct comparison what can be accomplished by add-

ing others.

Today it is possible to show a prospective customer

storage-battery locomotives operating in some mine in

almost every territory, under conditions quite similar

to his own. And after all, this is the most convincing

argument that can be furnished. Results are what

count, and a personal investigation of what one of these

machines is doing in another mine and a few minutes'

conversation with those who own or operate it is far

more convincing than an elaborate report.

Only a few weeks ago I had a remarkable instance of

this. The general manager of one of the largest mines

in the country some years ago had an unfortunate and

costly experience with storage-battery locomotives; and

besides having no use for them himself, he had been in

the habit of telling his brother operators all about his

troubles and warning them not to have anything to do

with such machines.

We knew that this man could use storage-battery

locomotives to advantage and kept right after him. It

took a great deal of persuasion to get him even to in-

vestigate what was now being done with such machines,

but finally friendship and persistency won the day and

we showed him some up-to-date operations under condi-

tions similar to his own. I might truly say that some of

Billy Sunday's wonderful and estimable experiences

with unbelievers appear quite insignificant beside the

change of heart in this general manager. His is not an

isolated or uncommon case.

Storage-Battery Machines Operate at Maximum
Efficiency as They Carry Own Source of Power

A storage-battery locomotive carrying its own source

of power is always operating under the best possible

conditions. This makes it possible to design the entire

locomotive both mechanically and electrically along de-

cidedly different lines from those of the trolley loco-

motive. This is also necessary to secure the maximum
results from the energj- stored in the battery. This is

not generally realized or appreciated, there being one

point in particular which is brought up when consider-

ing storage-battery versus trolley locomotives, and that

is the size of the motor or motors employed.

I have frequently heard the argument that the stor-

age-battery locomotive cannot be as satisfactory and

reliable as the trolley machine because it had a much
smaller motor capacity per ton of weight than the

trolley type, and therefore becomes more or less of a

toy as compared with the trolley.

It is certainly true that the motor or motors on a

storage-battery locomotive are much smaller per ton

weight of machine than in a trolley type, but it is just

as true that they should be so because of the different

conditions, for example:

A storage-battery locomotive carrying its own source

of power is always operating at full normal voltage for

which the machine is designed. Consequently, the

motor itself is much more efficient than is the trolley

type of machine, in which the motor has to operate

frequently on as low as one-half the normal potential.

I have seen the voltage on a trolley motor, normally
operating at 250 volts, as low as 105 volts when a long

distance within the mine and away from the power
plant or source of supply. When the voltage at the

motor terminals drops to one-half normal the current

must be doubled or even more in order to obtain the

same output in horsepower. Consider the design of

motor necessary for these conditions.

A storage-battery machine does not have to operate

at the same speed as a trolley locomotive—and speed
means power. In every kind of propulsion a given in-

crease in speed requires an addition in power consump-
tion far in excess of the speed increase. Speed is not

required in the large majority of situations which are

suitable for storage-battery-locomotive operation, and
while it may appear a fallacy, yet in gathering, making
up trips and similar work, the storage-battery machine
with its slower maximum speed will perform more work
in a given time than the trolley type with its higher
rated speed. The power consumption is much less.

Not only has the storage-battery locomotive been de-

veloped to a successful point along the lines of mining
experience but the manufacturers have realized that,

there is a profitable field for storage batteries in loco-

motives for mine service. There are now available

storage batteries which are commercial successes in

this service.

Successful Storage-Battery Machine Must Be So
Constructed as to Withstand Rough Usage

It is necessarj' for the battery in mine locomotive

service to be rugged, have a long life, and perhaps the

most important of all to be assembled and arranged in

the locomotive in such a manner as to withstand the

bumps and knocks incident to this service. The earlier

storage batteries were built along the lines of the elec-

tric vehicle batteries in which service they can receive

regular attention at a garage and furthermore do not

have the rough usage which is a necessary part of mine
service. Consequently, the batteries were assembled too

light—separators not durable enough, rubber jars too

light and fragile, and the trsys or crates in which the

cells were assembled anything but suitable for the

strenuous service in mines.

Today mine locomotive batteries are built and as-

sembled in such a way as to withstand successfully the

rough handling they are certain to receive. The rubber
jars are made of a better and more durable compound
besides having thicker walls, and the manufacturers are

willing to guarantee both jars and separators in addi-

tion to the batterj^ elements themselves.

Speaking from an electrical viewpoint, the work done
by the accumulator in locomotive service is not hard,

not nearly so hard in fact as in many other applications.

Large Number of Storage-Battery Machines in

Daily Use and Giving Good Service

Hundreds of thousands of storage batteries are in

daily use performing exactly the same function in con-

nection with the starting and lighting system on auto-

mobiles as is done in a locomotive except with this dif-

ference—the small box of batteries on a gasoline car is

called upon to do many times the amount of work for

its weight and size that any locomotive battery can

possibty do.

Those who have cranked a gas car that has high com-
pression know that it requires some energy, yet all the
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energy required to do this work is obtained from a little

box of batteries which is just about the same weight

and size as a single cell in a locomotive battery; and

there are about 40 to 48 cells in a storage-battery

locomotive.

I mention this to show that the problem involved is

only that of building a storage battery suitable for the

work and service in a locomotive. This is not difficult

if ample capacity is provided. Since batteries in this

service are rapidly becoming better understood, longer

life and better results as to cost of operating are being

obtained.

The accumulator, as I said before, is the vital power-

giving portion of the locomotive and, being something

entirely different from any other mechanical or elec-

trical device, it has been misunderstood and looked upon

more or less as a mystery. The consequence was it was
neglected and allowed to starve itself into a condition

of weakness and unreliability fjirough notljing but

want of ordinary care and attention. The way in which

a storage battery performs its function of storing up
electrical energy and giving it out again when called

upon is not generally understood. If it were, I believe

the mystery attendant upon it would be dispelled.

It is somewhat of a misnomer to say that a storage

batten.' stores up electricity—it does, but in an indirect

way through chemical action which is brought about

by the passage of an electric current through the cells.

An accumulator cell consists of the following parts:

The metal plates in which the chemical action takes

place, the separators to keep the positive and negative

plates apart, the liquid solution which acts as a con-

ductor between the plates and also as a reagent, and
the containing cell.

As a current of electricity is passed through the cell,

the water in the solution is split up by electrolysis into

its component parts—hydrogen and oxygen. The oxygen
!s absorbed by the positive and the hydrogen by the

negative plates, creating a chemical action and change
in them. This process of chemical action goes on until

the plates cannot absorb any more of the gases or have

become fully charged.

If charging is continued to any great extent beyond
this point, the gases are given off freely in the form
of bubbles and the cell heats up, which is injurious and
shortens the life of the cell. This is the danger of over-

charging. When the battery is called upon to furnish

current or discharge, the chemical action is reversed

and the plates are again brought gradually to the con-

dition where they can again absorb the hydrogen and
oxygen gases or to a point of discharge.

This is only to give an idea of how the electricity

is stored up in a battery. There are chemical changes
in the material in the plates and also in the solution,

but we need not consider this here.

The cycle of chemical action and reaction may be re-

peated for a long time and is just as sure and certain

as the setting and rising of the sun, provided the cells

are kept in condition to permit this action to take place.

By keeping in condition, 1 mean the adding of distilled

water to replace evaporation and maintaining the cells

clean and free from foreign materials and impurities.

There arn two types of storage batteries available

today for this service—the lead battery, which has been
the longest on the market, and the Edison battery,

which is a more recent development and which on ac-

count of its radically different construction makes it ex-

tremely rugged and well suited for this service. In the

lead battery the elements are composed of plates built

up of lead and lead oxide, the liquid solution being dilute

sulphuric acid. Wood and rubber separators are used
to insulate the positive and negative plates. This whole
combination is placed in a containing jar of hard rub-

ber. On account of the sulphuric acid solution, acid-

proof construction must be employed, hence the neces-

sity for the hard-rubber containing cells.

This feature has been looked upon as introducing an
element of weakness and trouble from the acid, but as

I stated before modern construction has helped this

greatly.

The Edison battery uses nickel and iron in the con-

struction of the battery plates with an alkaline or pot-

ash solution. This enables a cell to be built which is

rugged and long-lived, and having no acid solution a

steel containing can is employed. The action of charge

and discharge in a battery of this kind is, generally

speaking, along the same lines as in the lead cell, but
owing to the material used the battery is more rugged
and less likely to be injured by abuse. Since it utilizes

metallic construction in the containing cell, it is less

liable to accident through breakage in wrecks, etc. The

LOCOMOTIVE USED BY THE J. A. BSSER COAL AND COKE
CO.. E.SSBRVII-LE, VA.

price of the Edison battery is higher than that of the

lead, but the life is much longer and the extremely

rugged and foolproof construction insures a continuity

of service which is of great importance.

As the battery situation stands today, both lead and

Edison are an entire succe.ss commercially. The ques-

tion of first cost is usually the deciding factor as to

which shall be selected, and a good plan is to investigate

both types and get the recommendations of the loco-

motive manufacturer, who is naturally vitally inter-

ested in furnishing the battery equipment that will

give the best results in his locomotive.

The lead-battery manufacturers guarantee the life of

their batteries in this service for 18 to 21 months, ac-

cording to the type of battery, while the Edison bat-

tery company gives a schedule of prices for replace-

ments ranging over a period of ten years, .so that it is

possible for the user of storage-battery locomotives to

predetermine closely what the annual expense will be

for battery upkeep based on the guarantees furnished

by the manufacturers.

Of couMe, the maximum cost of upkeep is calculated
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in this manner, and if by careful operation and han-

dling the guaranteed life of the battery is exceeded, the

annual expense is reduced accordingly. All battery

manufacturers maintain service departments that make

periodic inspections of the batteries in service and are

available if anything occurs requiring their attention.

As the utility of the storage-battery locomotive in

mine service has been recognized, great improvements

have been made in the charging apparatus. In the

earlier days, sufficient attention was not given to this

point with the result that cheap and inferior apparatus

was used in order to keep down the first cost; but the

fallacy of this practice has been recognized and there

is not now the hesitancy that formerly existed toward

making a reasonable investment for this part of the

equipment. The result is a good return on the addi-

tional exxpense in the shape of longer battery life and

100 per cent, satisfactory operation of the locomotive

at lower cost with greater reliability.

There are two general methods of charging loco-

motive batteries in coal mines. The one most frequently

used in the past has been to take current from the 250-

volt, direct-current line which furnishes power to the

coal-cutting machines, trolley circuit, hoists, fans,

pumps, etc. The charging of the battery from this

source is done through a rheostat which reduces the

carrent to the proper voltage for the accumulator.

This method is entirely practical provided good auto-

matic instruments are included on the charging rheo-

stat panjl; but these automatic features always require

inspect ^n and care, and if they fail to operate through

lack of attention the battery is liable to be overcharged.

The other method is to install a small motor-genera-

tor set for charging the battery or batteries, taking

current preferably from the alternating-current supply

where power is purchased or the main generator if the

mine has its own power plant. With a motor-generator

set of this description the proper charging of the bat-

tery is not dependent on any automatic features and is

as nearly foolproof as it is possible to make it. The
battery cannot be overcharged and moreover is charged

with the smallest possible consumption of electric

power.

Method of Charging Adds to or Detracts From
THE Life of the Battery

Batteries charged from motor-generator sets invari-

ably have a longer life than those charged from rheo-

stat panels. This is particularly noticeable with lead

batteries, which are more susceptible to overcharge,

and the extra investment required for the motor-gen-

erator set is much more than offset by the longer life

obtained from the battery. It is advisable to give care-

ful consideration to the latest developments in charg-

ing equipment.

There has recently been developed and put on the

market a new type of combination storage-battery and

trolley locomotive which is a distinct and marked ad-

vance over the old types. This will, I feel sure, fill a

long-felt want and also increase the scope of usefulness

of the storage-battery locomotive.

The original combination locomotives were simply a

trolley machine with a small auxiliary storage battery

which was used when no trolley wire was available.

The battery was very small—not large enough to give

real service as a storage locomotive, and was liable to

be seriously overcharged or overdischarged on accoun'

of its limited capacity. Only by extremely careful and

skilled attention could the combination locomotives be

operated really successfully.

The new type of combination locomotive to which I

refer is built on different lines. It has as much battery

as the straight storage-battery machine. In fact, it has

the same standard equipment but has an auxiliary

charging attachment, so that current may be taken from

the trolley wire wherever possible. This current is

used to run the locomotive or charge the battery, or

both, according to the amount of work the machine is

doing at the time.

The current taken from the trolley wire is a fixed

amount of all times, say, for example, 80 amp. If the

locomotive requires this amount or less than, say 60

amp., the difference of 20 amp. charges the battery

while the locomotive is running. If the load is heavier

and requires more current than the 80 amp. coming

from thg trolley wire, say, for example, 140 amp., 60

amp. is taken from the battery and assists the current

coming from the trolley to operate the motor.

If the locomotive is not running, the entire 80 amp.

coming from the trolley wire goes into the battery. The
amount of current allowed to flow from the trolley can

be fixed at any desired point up to 100 amp. according

to the condition of the work in the particular section

of the mine and the length of time the locomotive will

operate on the trolley. This arrangement is wonder-

fully flexible and gives many advantages, as follows:

Some of the Advantages That Accrxje in the Opera-

ration of Storage-Battery Machines

The locomotive can do the regular work of a straight

storage-battery machine but can cover a much larger

area than is possible with the strictly storage-battery

locomotive, because the battery is recharged during the

day's run. While running on the trolley, the work on

the battery is reduced, conserving the battery capacity

for work where there is no trolley wire.

If the locomotive is standing idle between trips, the

battery can be charged from the trolley and the length

of time required to fully charge it at the end of the

day's run is reduced. There is no danger of injuring

the battery, because it is of ample size and the amount
of current that is taken from the trolley at any time is

predetermircd and fixed according to the conditions

existing.

This combination locomotive bridges a wide gap be-

tween strictly storage-battery and trolley locomotives

and has a wonderful field of usefulness. In fact, it

makes storage-battery locomotives practical and avail-

able in situations where the length of haul would be too

much for a machine of this type, and yet enables its

good features to be retained with the further advantage

of extending its scope of operation by the auxiliary

trolley attachment.

Use of Storage-Battery Locomotive Leads to Power
S.wiNGS in General Operations

Under many conditions, the battery in a combination

locomotive of this type is not called upon for as much
work as would be the case in the straight storage type,

yet at the sane time the locomotive does more work

during the day's run.

There is one benefit to be derived from the use o'

the storage-battery locomotive in mine service to which

sufficient attention has not been given, and that is its
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relation to the power plant or purchased supply of

energy. No matter whether the electric power used

in a mine is purchased or generated, it is important 10

get the most out of the power comany's contract con-

ditions or to run the generating plant in the most

efficient way. The latter entails so far as possible a

full load while running and making the time of opera-

tion as short as can be arranged.

The storage-battery locomotive can be made to play

an important part in this connection. When power is

purchased it is necessary to pay for the maximum
amount used, if only for a short time. If the maximum
demand can be reduced and averaged up or the load fac-

tor can be improved during the entire 24-hour day, the

power bill at the end of the month is going to be ad-

vantageously affected.

Every trolley locomotive in use during the day is

drawing power from the source of supply, but every

storage-battery machine in use during the day does not

draw power while it is running but is using the power

which was stored up at a time when the mine was not

gathering or hauling coal. What is the result? Stor-

age-battery locomotives relieve the power supply or

generating plant of demand during the busy hours and

create a load during the idle part of the 24-hour period,

thereby reducing the maximum demand or size of gen-

erating plant required.

I have kno\vn of situations where advantage has been

taken of this feature and v/here the use of additional

storage-battery locomotives in place of trolley machines

has prevented the necessity of installing more generat-

ing machinery and the purchase of more power besides

improving the load factor. Here is a point well worth

investigating. The new combination locomotive fits in

here splendidly. Every straight trolley locomotive when
starting a trip of cars throws a heavy demand on the

power line, but with the combination type the pull on

the power line is absolutely limited to the 80 amp. or

whatever current the adjustment was made for, the

balance coming from the battery. Any electrical en-

gineer can figure out what this means.

Again, with this cobination type of locomotive, a

large proportion of the current used from the battery

can be put back during the working hours. This will

shorten the time required for charging after the mine

closes, and enables the generating plant to be shut

down and the attendants released that much earlier.

Of course, this feature has to be worked out differ-

ently according to whether the cutting is done during

the day or at night, and whether the power is pur-

chased or generated. The fact remains, however, that

with the storage-battery locomotive a method and op-

portunity is available for arranging the load in the most
efficient and economical manner.

There is one consideration which, although not di-

rectly connected with storage-battery locomotives has

nevertheless an important bearing on their operation,

and th^t is the use of anti-friction bearings on the

mine cars.

Anythin? that will reduce the tractive effort or draw-
bar pull r quired to move a trip of cars tends to increase

the amount of work that can be done by the storage-

battery locomotive, not only as regards the number of

cars per tiin hauled but also the total number of cars

moved per day.

In trolley locomotive haulage, while friction means a

loss of power, it is not of such importance as with a

storage-battery machine where the total amount of

power available is limited to the battery capacity. If

double the amount of work can be done by the loco-

motive on the same battery capacity it means that the

investment cost for a given operation can be approxi-

mately cut in half. Another way of looking at this

matter is to consider that moving a trip equipped with

plain bearings is equivalent to hauling a train of cars

with the brakes partly set.

Now, a few words as to the cost of maintenance and

upkeep of the storage-battery locomotive. The batttery

end of this problem is taken care of by the manufac-

turer's guarantees and renewal schedule, under which

it is possible to determine what the maximum figure la

likely to be. The actual cost will depend on whether by

careful operation it will be possible to make the life of

the battery exceed the guaranteed period.

Given a well designed and constructed storage-bat-

tery locomotive built along the proper lines of rugged-

ness, simplicity and easy accessibility to all wearing-

parts, the wear and tear is small and compares favor-

ably with that upon other mining machinery such as

coal cutters, pumps and hoists. In fact, a locomotive, if

kept in proper adjustment instead of being allowed to

THIS LOCOMOTIVE IS BEING USED BY TllF.

MINING CO., FAIRPORT, OHIO

run without attention until something breaks, should

be kept in first-class operating condition for less than

5 per cent, of its first cost per annum. This figure has

been checked carefully by ascertaining the amount of

material and spares purchased by a number of cus-

tomers.

To summarize briefly on how to secure the best re-

sults from the use of storage-battery locomotives, I

would submit the following suggestions:

1. Be sure that the conditions are suitable for the

use of storage-battery locomotives.

2. Select a locomotive built to stand the service and

one that will give reliable and continuous operation.

Ruggcdness, simplicity and easy access to parts are

the three special features to be eecureo. ihese insure

continuity of service, which is the prime necessity in

a coal mine. The loss of part of a day's output is not

all the loss incurred. The injurious effect and the slow-

ing up of the entire organization counts for vastly

more.

3. Be sure that the battery capacity is ample to afford

a full day's work with a comfortable margin left. Ex-

pect and demand an equipment that may be relied upon

for 300 working days in each year.

4. Having secured such a locomotive, give it reason-

able care and inspection. If one-half the care and regu-

lar attention were given to storage-battery locomotivea
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that are given to mules, the results would be surpris-

ing. It should be remembered, also, that storage-bat-

tery locomotives do not have to be fed every day when

they are not working.

5. The storage-batteiy locomotive is a willing ser-

vant, it will go on operating in spite of lack of attention

without giving visible signs of distress until something

breaks and has to be renewed. Feed it—that is, charge

it regularly. Inspect and overhaul the various parts

before lack of adjustment produces undue wear and it

becomes a piece of machinery that can be depended upon

absolutelv.

I would gladly, if it were possible, have given some

general information on costs of operation as compared

with other methods of mine transportation, but each

case must be considered on its own merits. It would be

only misleading to estimate what could be done, without

a careful investigation of conditions. I know of mines

today that are considering the use of storage-battery

locomotives for the sole reason that they feel that 'f

they provide this modern equipment they will have less

trouble in getting and keeping their men because of the

better and more regular conditions of operation that

will be thus created.

I have tried in the foregoing to present only real

facts concerning the accumulator locomotive and its

proper place in the coal-mining industry. I am per-

sonally interested in the development of this machine

and in seeing it reach the place it should occupy in the

mines, but at the same time I would urge primarily

careful consideration of conditions in each case, to see

that they are suited to such locomotives. Secondarily,

but of almost equal importance, is the proper selection

of the machine.

The time has passed when it is either necessary or

advisable to sit back and wait for the other fellow to

tr>' out this type of machine or for the perfect loco-

motive to be built. Perfection in anything is hardly if

ever attained, but when a degree of perfection has been

:c,u:-VL ! that makes apparatus a commercial, money-
-.,:,. '-.-tn--, its adoption becomes only a questionof

.ite and see what is being

le modem methods that

v'CrA' <:art'inr\ nt tllP roal

Colliery

OV-v

Scotlan

one of seven collieries

pany, Limited, Fifeshire,

arge outlay of capital, the colliery is

now cap xtensive output, and the beds worked

reach outward under the Firth of Forth. No. 1 pit

was completed before the war, and No. 2 has been re-

sunk recently " ' "500 ft. Both shafts are

situated not ater mark on . the shore

of *^-" l^'"^'-

the sump, and the

r t., but the landing

IS shaft was dug upward
levels driven off No. 2

3.;, r. 10 in. across by 27 ft.

8 ' bottom with 18 in. of
' rail guides fixed to

ion o£ No. 2 shaft

, , .-„ .,,...-, .... „,„-.- — ._.i size shortly.

Ten beds of coal and one of cannel are interesected

by the shafts. Five are at present being opened out

from No. 1 pit, which is fitted with double-deck cages

holding eight cars, the capacity of each car being 1680

lb. of coal. Both the pit bottom and the pit head are

arranged with two decks for simultaneous loading. The
pit bottom is double-decked for 100 yd. on the west side

and for 80 yd. on the east side. The feeders are so

arranged that every main haulage road can deliver its

coal to either the top or the bottom deck as required,

while the empty cars running off at the east side of the

shaft come together at a common level at the foot of
two "tub creepers," which elevates them high enough
to run by gravity to the hanging-on places for the differ-

ent haulages.

A DOUBLE-DECKED BOTTOM

The dimensions of pit bottom are: 22 ft. wide by
18 ft. high from the floor of the bottom deck to the roof

of the top deck. The side walls are of brick and cement,

5 to 6 ft. thick, and the roof is supported by steel

girders surmounted with cement concrete. The top

deck floor is of girders and concrete.

Two main pumping engines are employed, one at the

Dysart main level and the other at the Coal More level

(1345 ft. deep). Each has a capacity of 1000 gal. per
minute at 40 r.p.m., and both deliver to the surface.

The engines are compound condensing, with Corliss

valves, and each has a heavy flywheel. The steam pres-

sure is 150 lb., and seven of the eleven Lancashire
boilers have super-heaters in the main uptakes giving

150 deg. Fahr. of superheat.

The steam pipes in t-he shaft are of lap-welded steel

wUh 'r.•l^]rl("-^i-r.r^ fi-ir,-s« They are covered with 2 in,

ctional covering with steel

r J expansion is taken up at

the feuriace by a doub ^ke and packing box.

There is ore wnter de' :, 10 in. in diameter,

and 14 in. in

c pipes are lap-

avia are in 18-ft. lengths.

pumps are placed at the

— . ... ' f'^i. capacity per minute.
deliver to lodgment; they are

\,y dlrec'- vith a voltag;e of 500.

V Sulzer pumps each cap-

, cr minute against 1350 ft.

i£ce. These are driven by squirrel-

a voltage of 6000.

A LARGE HOIST IS INSTALLED

The winding engine at No. 1 shaft consists of a pair

of 38 X 78-in. cylinders, with a drum 20 ft. in diameter
by 9 ft. 6 in. long. The drum is lagged with oak staves

on top of l-in. boiler plate. Steam brakes and reversing

gear are fitted to this machine, while Landale's control

gear f: ''on of overwinding is connected to the
engine -lattice pit-head frame is 100 ft. high
to ceni^. .. .... pulleys, which are 18 ft. in diameter.
These are built up in sections with flat arms and cast

steel rims turned to take ropes 2i in. in diameter. Or-
merrod's detaching hooks are employed.
The screening house is of steel constructibn with con-

crete flooring and corrugated sheeting on sides and
roofs. There are nine shaking screens and picking
bands. The plant has a capacity for screening 4000 tons

in 8 hours, and is driven by direct-current motors
throughout ; each motor is duplicated. The boiler plant
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consists of 11 Lancashire boilers, working to 150 lb.

pressure. These are fed by Weir pumps through Green
economizers.

In the electric power house are three Belliss & Morcon
direct-connected engine-driven units of 220 kw. each.

These operate at 500 volts direct-current. A mixed-
pressure turbine plant of 1000 kw. capacity also oper-

ates at 6600 volts, as well as a high-pressure turbine

set of 1200 kw. capacity. The mixed pressure set uses

exhaust steam from the winding engine and the Belliss

sets. The power house is ventilated with air drawn by

a fan through an air filter of the water-spray type.

The air is delivered at a water-gage pressure of about

i in. and finds its exit at the open window. No dust-

laden air can enter by windows or doors. The condens-

ing water from both turbines is cooled in two spray

ponds.

A WADDLE FAN IS EMPLOYED

One Waddle fan 21 ft. in diameter over the blade is

used for mine ventilation. This is designed for 200,000

cu.ft. of air at 4 in. water gage when running at 125

r.p.m. There is also a Sirocco fan 119 in. in diameter,

capable of giving 400,000 cu.ft. at 8 in. water gage
driven by a Belliss & Morcon engine direct-coupled.

This fan can be used for either exhausting or forcing

as required. The Baum washer plant consists of two
units with a capacity of 100 and 120 tons per hour
respectively. Both are run together when required.

The slack coal through 2J-in. diameter holes is washed
in one double washing box and sized into five different

grades. Slack coal is brought to this washer from six

other collieries of this company,
A bath- and a change-house is provided for the work-

men. The bathroom is situated in the pit-head housing
and its floor level is ab-ut 15 ft. below the level of the

bottom deck of the ,ove ground
level. One entranrp the banking''-'' ' ' 3r entrance

The floor

u...-. ivi.L a.'. , .. . L..C v,.iii> .ue brick and
cement filled in between the stanchions supporting the

pit head.

OF THE BATH HOUSE

The lower half of the walls is built of white glazed

bricks. The room is about 110 x 39 ft. and is from 10

to 14 ft. high. There are 84 bath cubicles, and in each
is a hot water spray. These cubicles are made of gal-

vanized cast-iron plates covered with white enamel
paint. Clothes are hung on hooks drawn up to the ceil-

ing along which are disposed a series of ventilation pipes

with apertures for the ingress of air. These tubes are

connected to an exhausting Sirocco fan. The air enters

the building through a series of steam-heating coils

fitted over apertures in the floor, and is thus warmed.
It is dravvTi off by the fan.

There are 320 clothes hooks at preseiit, but more can

be fitted when required. The men enter the bathroom
by the outside entrance in the morning. They change
into their pit clothes and leave their clean ones hanging
on the hooks. Each man has his own hook and pad-
lock. From the bathroom the men go upstairs to the
banking level. When coming off their shift they go
directly downstairs to the bathroom so that there is

little chance of catching cold. The baths are free, but
the men provide their own soap and towel.

A New Arc-Welding Dynamotor

A new plastic-arc welding unit has been brought out

by the Wilson Welder and Metals Co., 2 Rector St.,

New York City. This set is composed of a dynamotor
and current-control panel. The generator is flat-com-

pound wound and maintains the normal voltage of 35
on either no load or full load.

The control panel contains many new features. It

has been designed to provide a constant-current con-

trolling panel, small in size, of light weight, simple
in operation and high in efficiency.

The panel is of slate 20 x 27 in., and on it are
mounted, a small carbon pile, a compression spring and
a solenoid working in opposition thereto. The solenoid

is in series with the arc so that any variation in cur-

rent will cause the solenoid to vary the pressure on
the carbon pile, thereby keeping the current constant,

at the value to which it is adjusted.

This is the well known principle of the Wilson con-
trol of constant heat in the weld. Practically any
metal can be welded with this outfit, without preheat-

ing or annealing, which are decidedly troublesome.

Three switches on
the panel provide an
easy means of current
adjustment, between
25 and 175 amp The
arrangement of the
welding circuit is such
that 25 amp. always
flows through the sole-

noid wl ' .lin

switch i
,

whether . -

current is at '

mtim of 3'^ •

;--.- -,. ".NA.MoroK wrrii
actenstics as fo-lo ONTROL PANEL
I 10- 220 volts dir

current volts, 60,cycle, two or three phase
alternaci also as a gasoline- driven unit, or it

cf" '-
. i .iithout a motor, to be belt-driven.

I enerator speed is.jSoo r.p.m. The net
\vi new outfit in standard characteristics in

8go ib. with direct-current motor, 807 lbs with alternat-

ing current motor. 1200 lb, with gasoline engine and 550
lb. as a belted outfit without motor. These new dynamo-
tor sets can be mounted on a truck for portability, if

desired

"Hog" fuel consists of sawmill refuse after it ho*

been put through a machine which shreds and grinds

it into a fairly homogeneous material. This fuel varies

In consistency from fine sawdust to slivers or shreds

several inches in length. The value of this material m
fuel depends upon the class and kind of timber beinf

cut in the sawmill.
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Long Conveying Apparatus in a Pittsburgh Mine
One of the longest conveyors in western Pennsylvania may

be found in the No. 3 Mine of the Valley Gamp Coal Co., sii-

uated near Parnassus. The mine in question is in the Upper

and Lower Freeport beds of coal..

A rather unusual geological formation is encountered at

the No. 3 Mine. The two beds mentioned are nearly together,

being separated by a scant 4 in. of binder. The two beds

have a general working thickness of 7 ft. On top of the upper

This conveyor has a carrying width of 5 ft., and is elec-

trically operated by a 250 hp. General Electric motor. At the

bottom of the slope, the mine cars are dumped into a hopper

from a horn type of dump, which feeds onto the conveyor,

at the same time distributing the coal evenly over the sur-

face. The coal is brought up the slope and into the tipple,

whence it passes over shaker screens where four sizes are

made. The slack enters a conveyor and passes underneath

GENERAL VI

1

IE TIPPLE AND SURFACE BUILDINGS OF THE VALLEY CAMP COAL COMPANY

VIEW SHOWING EXPOSED PORTION OF CONVEYOR

bed is found 18 in. of cannel coal, which to date has not been

removed as it forms an excellent roof with a negligible ten-

dency to weather.

The mine is entered by a slope on a pitch of nearly 60

deg., the distance to the bottom being about 500 ft. The con-

veyor is a typical piece of steel apparatus made by the Link
Belt Co. Tt leads from the top of the tipple through a cov-

ered shed, and thence down the slope to a point several feet

beyond its bottom. It is of the endless chain type, the total

length being 800 ft. Of this only 400 ft. actually conveys coal,

the rest forming the return underneath the loaded side.

CONVEYOR LEADING DOW:, THE SLOPE

the lump conveyors. The other sizes are each loaded from a

boom forming an extension of the picking tables. The entire-

apparatus on the tipple is under the control of one man, who-

also assists in the picking. Slate and refuse separated from

the coal on the conveyors passes into a rock bin through steel

chutes.

The No. 3 Mine has a daily output of 3,000 tons in 8 hr.

This is a remarkable figure when it is considered that only

S.'iO men are employed, 500 of them being underground. The-

operation is less than three years old. Fifteen Westinghouse,

13 and 10 ton, trolley type locomotives are used on the haul-
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ageways, the heavier machines being utilized on the mains.

Twenty Sullivan short-wall cutting machines are employed

In the work at the face.

As can be noted in the illustrations, the slope has two com-

partments, one of which being occupied by the conveyor. The
other side or compartment is utilized for the transportation

of supplies, in which work motive power is furnished by an

electric hoist engine. There are 15 General Electric motors

of various sizes, used at the tipple for driving the Link Belt

equipment. Power for the operation of the entire plant is

purchased from the West Penn Power Co. One of the fea-

tures in the construction of the plant buildings is that each

has been given a stucco covering from a cement gun. Many
of the miner's dwellings have likewise been given the

fitucco treatment.

World Production ot Coal

The table below, prepared by C. E. Lesher, of the U. S.

Geological Survey, attempts to assemble the available infor-

mation on the world production of coal during the last six

years. Owing to uncertainties caused by the war, especially

In Central and Eastern Europe, the statistics must be regarded

as tentative.

In the last year before the war the world's total output of
coal approached a billion and a half tons. The outbreak of
hostilities caused a tremendous drop in production which had
reached its lowest point in 1915. Thereafter, as the warring
powers realized that the struggle was one of munitions quite

as much as of men, the world's production was greatly in-

creased. During the last two years of the war it reached a
level approximating that of 1913.

AH of the great coal fields of Europe lay within the bellig-

erent countries, and in all of them production declined. Even
those districts that were fortunate enough to escape devasta-

tion suffered from lack of man power and transport. De-

prived of their normal imports from England and Germany,
the neutrals and Italy endeavored to increase the output from
their own scant resources. The stimulus to production sup-

plied by the scarcity in Europe was felt even in Africa, the

South Seas and the Orient.

Upon the United States, however, fell the chief burden of

making up the deficit caused by the war. In 1913 the country

was contributing 38.5 per cent, of the world supply. During

the war its share increased at the rate of about 2 per cent.

per year, until in 1918 approximately 46 per cent, of the

world's output of coal came from the United States.

PRODUCTION OF COAL IN THE IMPORTANT COUNTRIES
(In Net Tons)
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A Country of Privilege

(iradually our nalion has drifted from a country of

equal opportunity into a countiy of privilege—a land

where certain acts are permitted to some and not to

others. Many there are who favor the idea that the

race of life be run by each individual on his own merits.

Others seek to have handicaps placed on the speedy,

claiming that the best race is that where the fast and the

slow by an equal exercise of endeavor have an equal

chance of attaining a place at the goal.

This latter condition, in which favors are shown to

those who appear to need favors and withheld from those

who appear not to need them, is a wide deviation from

the program as laid down by our fathers. They believed

firmly in the doctrine of "leaving be" (laissez faire),

advocating that there should be no handicaps whatever

for all restrictions imposed on the fleeter only give the

laggard an unfair advantage.

In consequence of this hantlicap view of the race of

life, we have accepted in our political world the practice

of representation without taxation. There has been

more than a suggestion that the .same principle be put

into industry ; in fact industrial democracy is nothing

more nor less than an extension of that principle.

.\gain labor has for generations been privileged to

profiteer. A man receiving $iooo a year, if he has the

talent or merely the opportunity, may leave his job and

enter another paying several thousands of dollars per

annum. No one blames the workingman when without

combination he obtains a large remuneration either vvith

his own company or by a shift to another. He may
double, treble or quadruple his pay, without doing any

more work, and everyone is ready to congratulate him

as a genius and a "lucky dog." One of the rights of

labor and one generally conceded is that the working man
shall be allowed to sell his labor in the highest market.

To continue along the same line, it may be added that

for the most part labor is no longer subject to the in-

junction ; and the right to combine in restraint of trade

is now no longer denied to the workingman. In fact the

Government has been actively friendly to such combina-

tions. The organizations of working men are not re-

quired by law to keep contracts, no matter how solemnly

and recently made. Furthermore, laws against boycot-

ting have been repeatedly violated, and perhaps only in

one case, has recovery been sought and obtained. Mis-

representations amounting to slander by labor unions are

never made matters of criminal prosecution. Though
labor union organizations have again and again aided and
abetted violence, they have been allowed to escape scot

free. Tn this way the practice of permitting privileges

to grow up between certain types of citizens and others

has grown rapidly until we have a country of privilege.

We are repeatedly told that the public is against privi-

lege as a thing abhorrent. Doubtless it is, but the senti-

ment is not so strong as is the apprehension and convic-

tion that if labor is given powers which are refused to

capital, labor will do just what capital intended to do
when it was not restrained. We are learning that if we

leave labor uncontrolled we shall be sure to find that the

laboring men are not of such moral and intellectual fiber

that they will abstain any more than the capitalist from
taking undue advantage of that fact. The present coal

strike is evidence that the public fear is well justified.

The public's opposition to private law is not so much
that it violates the equality between man and man, as

that the persons having a private law which gives them
exemjition are given a dangerous power to put an undue
burden on the public. Producers' trusts, which extort

more from the public than the costs of production justify,

are restrained by law because high prices distress the

jjublic. Just in like manner, labor trusts must be sup-

pressed, at least restrained, not because the laboring men
are unfair to their employers but because by their ill-

advised action they injure the public, and this public is

predominently made up of wage earners. The objection

to the exclusion of labor from control is not so much to

the privilege thus granted as to the fact that the lack of

control of labor ends in the exploitation of one laboring

man bv another.

. liiit-riiii has just gone lliroiitjh one of the greatest

:^ars in all history and has emerged triumphant. Can
i! no'ci.' escape paying the price? The burden zvill fall

upon each individual tvhether he zvishes it or not. The
labor profiteers appear to be attempting vainly to shift

the load to tlic shoulders of somebody—anybody-else
so Inmi as they themselves can escape.

Sfagonal IiKlustries* Are Many

One of the great sorrows of coal mining is statisl'CS.

l-'or instance, tlie United States Bureau of Mines keeps
detailed and careful track of the fatalities and accidents

of the industry. For a while the Bureau planned to tike

cognizance of the mortalities and sicknesses from tuber-

culosis among coal miners, but it lost interest when it

found that the mortality rate was low and sickness less

than what is usual in other industries.

Again the United States Geological Survey is diligently

recording the regularity with which the mines work.
Perhaps no other industry has a service of this kind
rendered it by a department of the Government. No one
suggests that these inquiries shall be done away with.

They are certainly not without their value, but it is nec-

essary that the public should he careful not to assume
that the industries that are so meticulously watched and
censoriously scolded are necessarily as bad as, or worse
than, those which are not subject to so much scrutiny.

There are a number of seasonal employments—brick-

laying, brickmaking. stonemasonry, carpentering, dray-

ing, moving, decorating, papering, icemaking, ice

gathering, lumbering, railroading, to mention only a few.

Nothing has been said about farming or merchandizing
though they also are quite irregular in their activity.

Some are so seasonal that there is no attempt made by
the employees to enter the industry permanently, and no
effort on the part of the employer to keep a permanent
force. Apparently the less an industry does to guaran-
tee steadiness of employment the less it is held re-

sponsible for that irregularity.

It is quite generally the custom for the employee in an
irregularly operated industr)' to weather the idle time

either by adequate savings or a good reputation on wiiich

credit can be built. The mine worker, however, has
little credit because the industry has always had company
stores and this has attracted men to the industry who
had no credit and who entered the mines because after
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a day's work they could draw sustenance and clothing

from the store. The existence of such credit has

tended to bring improvident men into the industry, to

hold them there and to keep them improvident.

Any industry where collections are slow and uncertain

and where credit cannot be obtained attracts men who
are able to wait for their pay and who "salt down" their

earnings against an evil day. Where such provident men
labor, no statistics register their misfortunes and no one

sympathizes with their difliculties. Often by reason of

their frugality they ask neither statistics nor sympathy,

for they, despite all their adversity and irregularity of

employment, build up a fair deposit at the bank and buy
a home.

It is far from fair to say tiiat all mine workers are of

an improvident tVpe. Their happy homes and the social

standing of their children are a U-ibute to their frugality

and to the unremitting toil that they have exhibited

whenever occasion offered. They meet the summer
slackness by an economy as careful as that exhibited in

other seasonal industries. But there are many who are

extremely ill equip[ied to meet a period of irregular op-

eration. The worker in many a seasonal occupation

would esteem himself fortunate if he could get 50 per

cent, full time in the slack seasons.

At Last Our Strike Is Ended

( Written as of Nov. J5, igKj)

The long, lung trail has been traveled. We are

through with the pressmen's strike and the compositors

are returning, and in this fact, not only ourselves, but oiu"

striking employees are greatly to be congratulated, foi if

they had won that for which they contended, and a few
more strikers like them had also carried the day, there

would have been an orgy of strikes, and life in this

America of ours would not have been worth living.

They have helped the steel workers, and the mine
workers also, to prove that striking does not pay, thai, in

general, justice can be .secured without it. They have
exhibited the fact that the public is against attempt.^ to

raise wages in larger proportion than the cost of living.

That being so, we congratulate them.' The public is

gainer, they are gainers, so are we.

The public, pushed along unceremoniously, has at

last backed its foot against a rock—the firm foundation
that wages must be based on cost of living and not on
the desires of any group of workers. Others may ad-
vance till they reach that rock, but hereafter they may go
no further. There is a bigger union than the American
Federation of Labor, than any international union, th.an

any seceeding local, and that is the Union of the Iln'ted

States of America.
The whole jiublic has sanely determined that while in-

justices must be removed, no unjust increases must be
obtained at the expense of the public. Uncle Sam is well

armed. He has thrown his redoubtability against trusts

of capitalists; it was but his good nature that made him
tolerant of the labor trusts regarding the real character

of which he, for a long time, gave not even a thought.

We rejoice, not only in our triumph, not only in the

fortunate outcome for the public, not only that our
employees are happily back at work and again making
those earnings on which their families depend, but in the

fact that the strike increased and rendered infinitely

stronger than anything else could have done, the good-
will between ourselves and our readers. We did not ex-
pect so many words of sympathy and appreciation. The
flood of kindly letters we received gave us a fuller .sense

of our ojiportunities, a deep regret that for a while we
could not meet them and a sense of the big heart of the
coal industry which will give wings to our words when-
ever a chance to present such words is afforded.

Unfortunately we are behind with our issues and
something must be done to bring them up to date desjMte
the congestion of the presses here and in other towns.
It may be necessary to take steps to combine issues .-aid

thus accelerate matters, thereby getting back to i.nr

formei- schedule.

Trade is Still Barter

Coin, notes, checks, and drafts do but mysteriously dis-

guise the fact that trade is merely barter just as it was
in barbarian days. When a commercial transaction takes
place both parties are sellers; both also are buyers.
We must take as much as we give ; we must give as much
as we take, or it is not trade.

Gradually we are learning that we must be ready to

receive fi'om Europe or we cannot go on selling. For
copper or for coal or for whatever we send shipladen
to Europe we must take in like measure from Europe.
What it shall be, we do not know, but that it must be,

that we do know. At present, we are casting around for
the name of the booty that must cross from the western
bounds of Europe to our eastern shores. Rut the
search eludes us. There is little that we are willing to

take and almost nothing that we need.

Soon, seeing that we cannot sell becau.se we .see noth-
ing that we want to buy, we may give up all attempt to

trade. P.ut we are not likely to give up trying to sell,

so perhaps we shall rejoice rather than mourn w'hen we
find something that John Bull or Jean Crapaud has that

Uncle Sam requires. Mayhap we shall look around
just as cheerfully for something we would like to buy as

we look around today for places in which to dispose of
our product.

Great Britain was a creditor nation more willing to buy
than we and less anxiovis to sell to those who already had
a large account with her. Great Britain was, therefore,

an advocate of free trade during those years.

We have changed roles with Great Britain and per-

haps we shall change policies also. A banker remarked
in confidence the other day that we of all others may yet

be the great free-trade people, the followers of the doc-
trines of Bright and Cobden. New conditions result in

new manners. The Britisher as often went abroad to

buy as we send men abroad to sell and we may find a

change in our national psychology.

Undoubtedly exchange involves inferiority of stme
kind on the part of the exchangers. He who gives salt

for cowries must have more salt than his fellow trader

and less cowries than he, or he would not make the ex-

change. If we would, as agnation, be self-sufficient we
cannot trade with other peoples. When once we "have
it all" we are like him "who knows it all", we can receive

nothing.

In the war we lamented that Great Britain had nearly

all the rubber of the world and a large part of the tin,

that (lermany had potash and Russia platinum and it was
fortunate that we were not in time of war able to supply

ourselves without outside assistance. We propose now
to be as nearly independent "as possible. It will serve us

well in war, perhaps also in peace, but if we are inferior

to none, in every blessing of earth what foreign goods
shall we be willing to receive and therefore what can
we send away in barter?
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DISCUSSION by READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Ballasting Mine Tracks
Letter No. 1—I was much interested in reading the edi-

torial entitled, "Proper Ballasting of Mine Tracks," which

appeared in Coal Age, Sept. 25, p. 536. In the same connec-

tion, kindly permit me to submit the following notes from my
own experience in ballasting track on haulage roads, in sec-

tions of mines that required constant attention to keep the

roads in passable condition.

In one instance, we had a particularly troublesome piece

of track, which it seemed almost impossible to drain properly.

Such was the nature of the bottom or floor of the seam that

the tendency was for the roadbed to constantly sink below

the level of the ditches. It so happened that, in that particu-

lar section of the mine, sandrock was very plentiful. This

rock was broken to suitable size and used as ballast under

the track and tor filling local dips. The result was the forma-

tion of a very substantial dry roadbed, which greatly improved

the hauling, at points on the road where the soft fireclay

bottom had previously given much trouble.

In another instance, much trouble was experienced when a

road was opened up through some old workings where the

bottom was soft. The drawslate being plentiful in that sec-

tion, it was first broken to size and used as ballast; but this

material proved too soft tor the purpose and the attempt to

Improve the road by that means was unsuccessful.

Stone taken from the field was then broken on the surface

and sent into the mine. The result was a good roadbed that

gave no further trouble. We found that it was more con-

venient to break the field stone and haul it into the mine than

It was to crush the sandstone mentioned in the first instance.

Let me add, as the outcome of these experiences, it is my
belief that where proper care is taken in selecting and break-

ing the stone this form of ballast is superior to lagging or cor-

duroy for the making of a good roadbed, where mine haulage

roads must pass over a soft bottom. The stone ballast affords

excellent drainage and the road is kept dry.

Portage, Penn. JEROME C. WHITE.

Perpetuating the Thrift Habit
Letter No. 3—I was much interested in the letter of John

Rose, Coal Age, Sept. 18, p. 501, and in the previous letter

of W. H. Noone, to which Mr. Rose has referred. With the

writers of these letters, I feel that if the coal companies

throughout the country would take more interest in matters

that relate to the present comfort and future welfare of their

miners there would be far less labor trouble.

In support of this conclusion, allow me to cite one instance

that I believe would greatly assist in establishing better rela-

tions between employers and their men. The thought that 1

have in mind is not new but is greatly emphasized by the

result of the efforts of many large coal operators to have their

men invest in Liberty Bonds and Thrift Stamps at the begin-

ning of the war.

Before the war, the miners were making as good money

as now, considering the purchasing value of the dollar, and

yet they did not as a rule save a cent of their earnings. As

a result, lew miners had anything laid by to enable them to

invest in Liberty Bonds and stamps on the terms offered b7

the Government. Few indeed among these men could have

bought a hundred dollar bond and paid for it as required.

In order to assist the Government and at the same time

to impress on their men the principle of thrift, many of the

larger coal companies came to the rescue and purchased

bonds in any amount desired by their men, giving them from

ten months to a year to pay for the same. This act of the

companies resulted not only in a large percentage of miners

and laborers investing a portion of their earnings in govern-

ment bonds and stamps, but incidentally the habit of saving

was strongly impressed on the men.

In this connection, it has occurred to me that great good

can be accomplished along similar lines if coal companies

would start a movement that would encourage their men to

allow the company to deduct a certain amount from their pay,

the same to be deposited in a savings bank to the credit of the

individual from whose pay it was taken.

As has already been stated, the average miner who has

once started to save and has accumulated a snug nest egg

will not be inclined to favor unjust demands on the company

to the same extent as one whose habit is to spend as he goes.

It is my experience that the man who saves a portion of his

earnings takes more interest in his family and has a pride In

the education of his children.

Not long since, I overheard a well-meaning man say, "I

wish I had the money to send my boy and girl to college and

give them the education that would fit them for higher work

in life." The result of this man's having failed to save a

portion of what he had earned is that his children must be

satisfied with a common school education and, in the majority

of such cases, the children must start to work and assist in

the support of the family as .soon as they reach the age limit.

My thought is that more co-operation between corporations

and their men along the lines suggested will establish a better

feeling between employer and employed, and make better

citizens and more efficient workers. I feel that a goodly

portion of the better class of miners would take advantage

of such an opportimity if offered by their company and be

thankful for the privilege. On the part of the company, It

would require no greater effort than what they put forth in

the matter of securing subscriptions for Liberty Bonds and

Thrift Stamps to aid the Government in the prosecution of

the war. INTERESTED.

Johnstown, Penn.

Letter No. 4—Speaking of the thrift habit among miners,

one is reluctantly compelled to admit that too many of this

class of workers spend all they make. While the number
may be smaller in some localities than in others, it would be

difficult to find a mining community that did not furnish many
examples of this thriftless class.

It has been said that "poverty and drink go hand In hand."

Certain it is that the man who spends his money for drink

has seldom enough left to buy the common necessities of

life for his family. But, when a mtn begins to save and

lays by his earnings to make a home, he finds that there are

plenty of pl.ices for the money to go without spending it at

the saloons.
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The most casual observer cannot fail to find in every min-

ing camp a shiftless class of men who never save money—they

do not try, claiming that their pay is too small and tl;e cost

of living necessities too high to make it possible to lay any

money by under these conditions. It is this class of men

who are always found casting their vote in favor of a strike.

It goes without saying that it takes but a few of this class

to mar the prospects of a whole community of men.

Again, there is another class of pleasure-loving men who

are all too ready to invest their hard earned money in lux-

uries that they cannot afford. Many miners are buying autos

that they do not need except as a pastime. Buying a car is

all right for a man who can afford it; but many fail to realize

that it takes more money to run a car than the actual cost

of the machine. A man who has a large family to support

would do far better to invest his money in buying a house

and thereby avoid the necessity of paying rent.

It is my belief that, once a man begins a bank account, he

will keep at it if given a little encouragement. To this end,

a good plan would be to distribute circulars explaining how

money may be saved and safely invested and giving warning

against exchanging Liberty Bonds for the many fake stocks

that are being offered so widely at the present time.

Let me urge, in closing, that every father of a family should

make it a point to school his children and give them the

training that is needed today more than ever. Let us remem-

ber that the lack of education is the cause of much trouble

every way, both in the work in the mine and in our social life

Rawdon, Quebec, Canada. C. McMANIMAN.

Letter No. 5—I quite agree with the suggestions made by

others in regard to encouraging the thrift habit among miners.

It is well worth while to give a little of our time to the study

of such a worthy cause. I believe that coal companies would

derive much benefit that would reward them for the efforts

put forth. All that is needed is to devise some practical means
that will be effectual in promoting thrift among mine workers.

When one considers the results that may naturally be ex-

pected to come from an organized effort to encourage thrift

among employees in every industry, the plea that coal com-

panies are "too busy" to take upon themselves further burdens

falls into insignificance. Some feasible plan needs but to be

started and, if started aright, it will gain momentum and need

little to keep it agoing.

Someone may ask, what have I to suggest as a beginning?

The question must be studied from the operator's standpoint

and we must realize that there are two general classes of mine
workers: Those who live in the town or mining camp and

form a community among themselves; and those who live

further out in the country and enjoy the freedom of the coun-

try life. It is the first of these two classes that requires the

most attention to interest the men and enlist their co-opera-

tion and help in sustaining a community life and spirit that

will prove a benefit to all.

The social quality is inherent In all human beings and min-

ers are no exception to the rule. Unless special efforts are

made to counteract evil tendencies In any community, there

will always develop what Is undesirable, owing to the work
of some few who become the active element in society and
the majority are unwittingly led into their ways of thinking

and acting, which are too often wrong and lead to inefficiency

and loss to all concerned. The tendency Is thus In the oppo-

site direction to that of thrift.

The work of coal companies and employers of labor in

other large industries is obviously (o devise some means of

satisfying the Inherent social quality that I have mentioned
and develop among their employees a social Intercourse that

will be helpful and right. As has been often urged in Coal
AoE. social clubs should be formed, libraries and reading
rooms started, gymnasiums built and other means of recrea-

tion and enjoyment encouraged. Lectures and evening classes

in the study of English and the simple sciences relating to

mining, short courses in gardening, small fruit growing and

sanitation should be introduced. All of these will be found

most effectual in the accomplishment of their object, which

is the building up of a strong, thrifty commimity life and

making good workers and good citizens.

In making these suggestions, it is not my idea that the

financial burdens should rest entirely on the companies who
start and encourage the work. The project should be shown

to be worthy of support by the state, from an economic point

of view. When properly managed, many of these efforts will

prove self-supporting. On its part, the state can well afford

to supply good lecturers and competent teachers, while coal

companies will generally be more than willing to build suit-

able places for assembling and give what is necessary to make
the plan successful. In many instances, these several efforts

can be • so organized as to reimburse, by monthly payments,

the company who furnished the means, and this would have

a tendency to increase the pride and enthusiasm of the

workers in carving on the scheme.

At the present time, I feel somewhat as though neither

employers nor their employees have the necessary confidence

in each other to produce tjie highest efficiency and progress

in the coal industry. Let me say that to the extent that wo
are short of the necessary efficiency, to the same extent will

we be short of the desired amount of thrift.

Linton. Ind. W. H. LUXTON,

Finding a Mine Door Set Open
Letter No. 7—Much credit is due Richard Bowen for having'

presented what it cannot be denied is a most important ques-

tion and one which should be widely discussed by mine
examiners and firebosses who have had long experience in

the work. As stated by the editor, in his reply to Mr. Bowen's
inquiry, Coal Age, Sept. 11, p. 462, there are arguments on
both sides of this question that are worthy of consideration.

The question is: How should a flreboss proceed when, on
commencing his examination of a mine, he finds a door acci-

dentally left open, which has destroyed the ventilation In the

section of the mine he is about to examine? Mr. Bowen
takes exception, seemingly, to the answer he quotes as given
in a certain textbook, where it is stated that "the flrebosf

should close the door and wait a proper time for the circula-

tion to be restored before continuing his examination of that

section." To my mind, this is a proper answer.
Right here, let me say that a careful and competent flreboss

would acquaint himself with what the fan was doing by
observing both its speed and the water gage produced. A
low water gage and a somewhat increased speed of the tan
would at once tell him that the circulation in the mine was
short-circuited. On entering the mine, his first step would
be to ascertain the cause. We all know that, in such a case,

he would enter the mine on the mtake air and follow the
current until he found the door that was not set open.

It should be remembered that mines are opened in different

ways, by shafts, slopes and drifts, and, while some shaft
mines are shallow, others are very deep. Now, It is my belief

that the suggestion of closing the door and waiting for the
circulation to be restored in the mine had reference particu-

larly to the custom in vogue in deep shafts, in the old coun-
try, at a time when the entire mine was ventilated ty a
single continuous current, requiring many doors. It was then
the custom lor a fireman who found a door open at or near
the loot of the shaft to close the door and return at once to

the surlace and notify the night engineer, who would take
steits iuunediately to increase the circulation of air In the
mine

As.^umlng these conditions, it cannot be denied that It

would be sa:e practice to close the door and return to the
surface to wait for the circulation to be restored. It is true
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that it a feeder was burning, at a point beyond where gas had

accumulated, the restoring of the circulation might result in

the gas being ignited and causing an explosion; but the fire-

boss, in that event, would be safe on the surface. It is pos-

sible to find recorded in old accident reports occurrences such

.as these.

The question presented by Mr. Bowen. however, requires

us to consider present methods of ventilating coal mines on

the split system; and we observe his illustration represents

but a section of the mine, to be examined. This situation

views the question from another angle and one cannot say

but that it would be safer, as he suggests, to investigate

further and ascertain the condition of the working places in

the section, before closing the door.

Before deciding this point, however, it is Important to con-

sider if it is practicable and safe for the tireboss to incur the

risk of entering unventilated places, which would require

good judgment and the utmost precaution on his part when
so doing. As a fireboss for a number of years, it is my belief

that it is not practical to enter a section of a mine and pro-

ceed to make an extended examination where the circulation

has been destroyed for any length of time.

Regarding the question raised by Mr. Bowen In reference

to starting the examination of a section on the return end,

let me say that my practice has always been to follow the

air current, beginning at the intake end and examining each

place in order. It is my habit to build the regulator at the

head end or where the air enters a section.

, However, it cannot be denied that to close the door shown
standing open, in Mr. Bowen's sketch, would be dangerous

owing to the gas accumulation in the first chambers of that

section and the feeder burning at the face of a room further

on. In the case presented, his point is well taken when he

advises making a brief inspection of the places and extin-

guishing .the feeder before closing the door. If shotflrers are

employed in this mine, it is their plain duty to see that no

such feeder is left burning after all shots have been fired.

Let me emphasize the fact, however, that it is always dan-

gerous to start to examine a section of a mine at its return

end, paHicularly if the air curreiit is highly charrril wTth

flreflai'p. It occurs t.o me that, in the split s>

Daiop. ro door should be required on the eir

rooms r.re driven \o (he rise, as the tendency 01 lur :> i- is 10

rise to the face of those rooms. Modem mine ventilation must

be conducted in accordance with the mining laws of the state

and due regard must be had for the splitting of the air, the

use of double door, emergency doors, overcasts, regulators,

Bir-ti.ght stopp.ings and brattices.

Parr, Colo. " ROBERT A. MARSHALL..

Markers on Mine Trips
Letter No. 3—The subject of a safe haulage system in mines

Is one worthy of thorough discussion. Almost every day

some accident or narrow escape from injury on the haulage

road reminds us of the need of better and safer means
afforded miners in going to and from their work.

Some mines provide a separate manway and have a fixed

rule that no one is permitted to travel the haulage road. Such

a condition closely approximates the ideal and, in mines

where actual conditions favor providing a separate traveling-

vray, no time should be lost in establishing a rule that will

keep men off the main haulage road.

There are many mines, however, where It is necessary for

men to travel the haulage road; and, in all such cases, every

precaution must be taken to avoid accidents. In the develop-

ment of a mine, the entries should be driven on sights so as

to 'provide a straight road. A winding road affords little

cpporiunity to maintain a good clearance at the side of the

track.
' V/^herevor men must travel a haulage road, safety demands

that ample clearance shall be provided on the side of the

track opposite to that on which the wires are strung. Refuge

holes must also be cut in the ribs, whitewashed and kept

free from all obstructions. The refuge holes should not be

more than 60 ft. apart on a straight road and 30 ft. apart

where the road curves or wings so as to prevent a clear sight

ahead. These safeguards are provided in most Kentucky

mines.

There are mines where the conditions are such as to make
it necessary to adopt other means that will insure the safety

of men who are compelled to travel the haulage road. In a

mine equipped with electricity, lights should be installed

every 200 ft. on all haulage roads and, particularly, at switch

points and trapdoors where the chances of accident are greatly

increased.

Speaking of signal lights and gongs to give warning of the

approach of a trip, many such devices are in use. Where a

trip is pushed by the motor, a good light or gong should be

provided at the head end of the trip. The last car of a trip

should also carry a good light. For this purpose, carbide

lamps and safety lamps with red globes have been used. A
piece of sheet iron painted white is sometimes hung on the

rear end of the trip, being supported by a pin st\ick down
in the coal.

I have seen a very substantial trip light made of an iron

torch such as is used by oil well drillers, a hook being at-

tached to the torch to enable it to be hung on the car. A
cowbell makes a good signal, but this must be hung free

from the side of the car. Sirens and Ford horns make good

signals, for use on motors, when they are kept in good con-

dition. I think, however, these are no improvement on the

simple bell or gong. G. E. DOUGHERTY.
Pikeville. Ky.

Letter No. 4—Referring to the question of securing greater

safety In ' mine haulage by the use of suitable markers on

mine trips that will give due warning of their approach, as

brought out in the inquiry of J. J. " " - "ke, Aug. 28,

p. 379. I cannot resist the opportur ere to con-

f:-;:';i ; ' :
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inp in any mine, one is

loi-i.i Ml 111.- i.i.ii'. ii!.-nii', i>:,.i luv Mate mining laws that

permit them are much below the standard required in sate

mining. Similar conditions would not be tolerated in Alberta

or the other provinces, in Canada, where we can boast of

idea! laws governing the operation of mines, although I do

IK.

I

that these laws are often violated.

T' combustion engine underground is

su>-... ,....,,....,^ .. .1. „ai mines, as is also the use of elec-

tricity wherever conditions are such as to incur the risk- of

an cx] losioTi of ens or dust. The Coal Mines Regulation Act

r; trarding the use of electric or stor-

a... ind requires numerous safeguards

ana Tii uiiK to manholes on haulage roads and

the pr.i iiarate travelingways to avoid accidents.

Bells - . - are good by way of warning men of an ap-

proaching trip; but, in the interest of safety, too much re-

liance should not be placed on these devices, which should be

regarded merely as an extra precaution to be taken under

dangerous conditions. It is more important, however, to

eliminate as far as practicable such conditions and practices

as make the work underground dangerous. J. J. S. speaks

of the cars in his mine making "more noise than a dozen bells

and gongs." Let me suggest that a safety-first inspector in

that mine would make noise enough that he would be heard

above the rumble of the cars.

To my mind, bells and gongs on haulage trips may be lik-

ened to the taking of pills and powders to combat disease
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caused by living under unsanitary conditions. The funda-

mental principle of hygiene is the elimination of the causes

that undermine health and produce disease. Remove the

cause and avoid disease is my motto. Likewise, in mining,

eliminate the cause of danger and accidents are largely

avoided.

Chief among the factors that contribute to the safety and

welfare of mine workers I would mention the following.

1. Adopting the most improved methods of modern mining

practice. 2. Making and enforcing strictly safe rules and

regulations in the operation of a mine. 3. Maintaining

strict discipline at all times.

Modern mining practice, in respect to underground haulage,

requires separate travelingways and forbids other than those

whose duties call them there to go on the haulage road for

any purpose whatsoever. When this is impracticable in any

mine, refuge holes and other precautions must be adopted

to avoid accidents. Either the workmen should be hkuled to

and from their places in special trips, or the work of hauling

coal should not be commenced until all the men are in their

places, and cease before the time for the men to start home

at the end of the shift.

The power of discipline loses its force when a selfish fore-

man or boss, desirous of making a record for himself, orders

a molorman or triprider to rush out another trip, which he

knows cannot reach the bottom or mine entrance before the

men will be coming out of their places. When this is done

at the last minute there is much confusion and every possi-

bility that a serious accident will result.

HOW ONE ACCIDENT OCCURRED
In closing, let me cite an incident that I recall and which

occurred when I was a boy. It was on a Saturday and every-

body was anxious to get out early to see the football match.

About a mile of the haulage road, in that mine, was an in-

cline rising on a heavy grade to the shaft bottom. The last

trip out had started from the inby parting where the fireboss

was struggling to keep back the men until the trip had

reached the top of the incline. In spite of his efforts, a few

of the more reckless of the men managed to slip by and

started on their way out.

Before the trip reached the top of tlie incline, however, a

coupling broke and 22 cars loaded with coal started on a wild

run down the slope. The sad result was that five mangled

and lifeless bodies were carried out of the mine that day.

This incident and others of a similar nature have impressed

on my mind the truth of the old adage, "Fools will run where

angels dare not tread."

True mine discipline depends largely on good mine man-

agement and the bosses living up to the rules and regulations

they impose on the men. The best results were obtained in

a mine where I was employed and strict discipline prevailed.

The slogan was "Safety First," and anyone guilty of violating

the laws and rules was called to the office and lectured in a

manner to convince him that he was wrong, after which he

was laid off a number of days or weeks, depending on the

offense. STEPHEN DAVIES,

Pocahontas. .Alberta. I'anada. lasper Park Collieries. Ltd.

swivel would prevent the rope from accumulating any con-

siderable twist, which might result in serious injury to the

triprider when he uncouples the rope.

Portage, Penn. .TEROME C WHITE.

(Coupling Hooks in Kope Haulage
Letter No. 1—Referring to the suggestions on coupling

devices, for use in hoisting and haulage on slopes and planes,

appearing in Com. Aok, Sept. 26, p. 520, it occurs to me that

the device shown in Fig. .? on that page would be improved by

Ihe addition of a swivel, instead ol the link connection shown.

A swivel would permil the rope to untwist itself without turn-

ing the clevis over, allowing the pin to drop out.

In the case of long hauls, aay 2,500 ft. or more in length,

especially if there are curves in the road, Ihe twist in the

haulage rope becomes an element of danger. Th use of a

Finding A Mine Door Set Open
Letter \o. S—A study of the interesting question asked by

Richard Bowen, "Coal Age", Sept. 11, p. 462, regarding the

proper method of procedure of a fireboss on finding a mine

door set open when starting his examination of the mine,

shows that no hard-and-fast rule can be applied to suit every

case. Practically all that can be said is, that the general

rule requiring the fireboss to follow the intake current, in the

examination of a mine, has many advantages; and, in the

absence of any exact knowledge of extraordinary conditions

prevailing in the mine, this is a safe rule to follow.

Assuming the conditions described by Mr. Bowen, as il-

lustrated in the accompanying figure, if a fireboss traveling

with the current found the door standing open at A, just inby

of the mouth of the first room, he would naturally not waste

any time attempting to find out who left the door open; but,

from his knowledge and experience of this gassy section, he

would immediately set himself to ascertaining the condition

of the working places.

Proceeding up Room 1 and passing through the break-

through at the face, he discovers gas at the head of Room 2.

Without disturbing the gas, he passes on through Rooms 3 and

t ami finds the feeder burning in the face of the coal in Room

,-,. It is plainly his duty to attempt to extinguish the fire

and if this is impossible, summon help. He knows the danger

of disturbing the gas in Room 2 before extinguishing the fire

in Room 5, and if he is a careful man he will at once close

the breakthrough between Rooms 4 and 5 with a canvas,

taking this from the mouth of Room 3 or 4, which will lessen

the danger of the gas reaching Ihe fire if accidentally dis-

lurbed by a fall of roof.

On the other hand, for the sake of argument and assuming

the sanii' conditions, let us suppose that the fireboss, having

started his examination at the return end of this section, has

|)roceeded as far as the head of the entries and while ex-

amining Rooms 8 and 7, a fall of roof occurs in room 1, which

forces the gas through the breakthrough in the several rooms

until it reaches the burning feeder and is ignited, causing an

I'xplosion.

The difference between this situation and that of an ex-

plosion occurring when the fireboss is at the intake and

concerns only the iiosition of the fireboss at the moment. If

he is on the return side of the explosion he is sure to be

overcome with the afterdamp produced and will have little

chance for escape to fresh air. If he is on the intake side

and the violence of the explosion is not sulficient to do him

harm he has ready access to fresh air and his escape is as-

sured.

1 regret to aay that, in several sections of the country,

firebosses following Instructions from their higher ofllciala

are stalling the daily examination of the mine at the return

end i)f tli« section to be examined, traveling against the air
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current. The reason given for this practice appears to be

that, if a dangerous percentage of gas is found in the main
™(;urn airway, the source of its generation is quickly as-

COTtained when the fireboss reaches the junction of the air

split with the main return.

This argument, however, applies equally well whichever
way the fireboss is traveling. It is only a question of which
direction will bring him sooner to the split generating the

gas. On the other hand, It must be admitted by all that it

Is a very dangerous practice to travel with a flame safety

lamp against an air current charged with a dangerous per-

centage of gas.

DOORS ARE OFTEN LEFT OPEN OR BUT
PARTIALLY CLOSED

In my personal experience both as fireboss and as mine
foreman, I have frequently found doors propped open or only

partially closed, because a driver or motorman, expecting to

return shortly has set the door open for his own convenience;

or because a triprider has allowed the door to drag along the

trip, expeptjng it to close itself after the last car has passed,

but this was prevented by a chunk of coal that fell from the

car. In such cases, as fireboss, I would leave the door as I

found it and continue the examination until I had ascer-
tained the condition of every place in that split, after which
I would return and close the door if it was safe to do so.

My conviction is that it is safer to follow the air current

when making the examination of a mine, because the fireboss

Is then always working in fresh air, but if he advances against

the current he is continually exposed to the foul air and
gases generated in the section and his work is far less

eflScient. Moreover, when traveling with the current there

Is little danger of the flame of the safety lamp being blown
against the gauze, which will invariably happen when pro-

ceeding against the current. Not only is there a chance of

burning out the gauze in that case, but gas may be ignited

should an explosive condition of the air develop unexpectedly.

TEXTBOOKS ARE USUALLY ACCEPTED AS
DEPENDABLE BY MINING MEN

Let me add that our textbook methods of doing things are

generally reliable, being the result of the observations of prac-

tical men. The idea so often, expressed that textbooks are

pure theory is rapidly meeting with disfavor among intel-

ligent men. who possess practical mining experience. How-
ever, there are many questions that arise in mining practice,

the answers to which depend entirely. on local conditions, and

no hard-and-fast rule can be given to determine the practice

In such case. Following are a few such questions:

Which should be the largest, the intake or the return air-

way in a mine?
-Which is the more efficient, a force or an exhaust fan?

In sealing off a mine fire, should the intake or the return

•end of the section be closed first?

When making his examintion of a mine, should the flre-

tooss travel with the air or proceed against the current?

My experience as a mine official and instructor in the prin-

ciples and practice of mining has led me to urge students

to consider carefully each side of these and similar questions

before laying down a hard-and-tast rule for general applica-

tion. In firebossing in a gaseous mine, however, I do not hesi-

tate to advise that the best mining practice, in the absence

of known extraordinary conditions, is to begin the examina-

ation at the intake end of the mine or section and proceed

with the air current.

R. Z. VIRGIN,

Assistant Professor of Coal Mining, Carnegie Institute of

Technology, Pittsburgh, Penn.

Preservation of Mine Timber
Letter No. 3.—I was interested in reading the letter of C.

MeManiman, Coal Age, Sept. 11, p. 459, and am tempted to

offer a few remarks giving my own experience in the matter
of preserving the life of mine timber, especially timber used
on main roads, tr#celingways and air-courses in mines.

Since it is the air of the mine that, penetrating the pores

and the seams of the timber, causes it to decay or induces

dry rot, any method that will keep the air from thus pene-

trating the wood will preserve the timber and lengthen its

life.

In my judgment, the common black paint that is so largely

used in mines for the purpose of preserving iron makes a
good coat or covering for the protection of mine timber when
properly applied after the bark has been removed from the

timber. This will not prove an expensive operation, as the

paint is cheap and quickly applied. It will generally be found
to pay in reducing the outlay for timber on the roads.

It is unnecessary to attempt to preserve timber used in long-

wall work and in rooms and in pillar workings, as the life

of such timber is short at the best. On the other hand, a great

saving is accomplished by doing what we can to prolong the

life of the timber used on main roads, travelingways and air-

courses, which must be retimbered frequently when no means
are adopted to preserve the timber from dry rot and decay.

I am under the impression that sufficient care is not taken
generally by those who have charge of the prop yards at

collieries. A large saving can be effected by arranging the

distribution of timber in the yards so that it is not kept on
hand an indefinite period, but is sent into the mine regularly

as needed.

BEST WOOD IS CUT IN MIDSUMMER

Just here, I want to state my opinion that the best mine

timber is that which has been felled and cut during the mid-

summer months, when the trees have attained their fullest

strength, the bark is toughest and the sap strongest in the

wood. I know that this is contrary to the advice generally

given in textbooks to the effect that mine timber should be

cut in the winter months when the sap has ceased to run in

the tree; but it is my belief that mine timber should be full

of sap and not stripped of its bark, except for the purpose of

applying a protecting coat of paint such as I have mentioned.

In my experience, crossbars and props live longest in the mine

and show a greater resisting power when the timber is full

of sap and the bark entire.

To test this question further, I consulted two mine foremen,

one an older man having 10 years' experience in the coal

mines of England and about 20 years in handling timber

in and around the anthracite mines of Pennsylvania; the

other, a practical young foreman who has passed through all

the grades of mining from slate picker to foreman. To these

men I stated the case plainly, asking them what timber in

their judgment was the best to use for crossbars and props in

mines, that with the sap in the wood and the bark protecting

it, or timber free of sap and bark; in other words, well sea-

soned timber. Without hesitation, both of these men replied

that the timber with the bark on and full of sap was the best

to use for any purpose whatever.

Of course, T felt that this would be their answer, as It

agreed with my own experience with mine timber. Speaking

of the different qualities of some woods, let me say that

chestnut makes as durable a mine timber as oak, and does

not decay as quickly under the same conditions in the mine.

It has nearly the same resisting power or strength as oak.

My experience is that chestnut, oak and pine timber make the

best crossbars, while ash and hickory are very serviceable

for longwal! work and in drawing back pillars.

Pittston, Penn. J. HENNIGAN.
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COAL AND
^COKE NEWS

Fairmont, W. \ a.

In aiitioipntioii of strike, northern
West Virginia fields* speed up prodiic-
tiou. Operators swamped T%-ith orders.
Priees adianee. K:iilroads make speei.il

effort to secure additioual fuel. Par
prevailing priees. Prououneed Increase
In shipments, both east and west.
While the car supply in northern

West Virginia fields was somewhat un-
certain during the week ended Oct. 25,

yet, taking the week as a whole, pro-
duction was fairly well sustained. The
most acute shortage during the weekly
working period developed on the
twenty-third, when there was only
about a 50 per cent supply, that apply-
ing to the Baltimore & Ohio, Mono.n-
gahela and other railroads. Every ef-

fort was being made by producers to

speed up production as much as pos-
sible, so as to reach the markets with
the maximum amount of fuel before
the strike order became effective. It

was generally believed in the Fairmont
and other northern West Virginia re-
gions, that a strike was certain unless
the Federal Government stepped in,

and while northern West Virginia
operators had made up their minds to
make no effort to operate after Nov
1, in the event of a. strike, still they
were an.\ious to get out as much coal
as possible before the first, a task in
w^hich they succeeded for the most
part.
The certainity of a strike of course,

spurred buyers to the necessity of se-
curing a supply of coal over and above
ordinary requirements, and consequent-
ly nortliern West Virginia producers
were swamped with additional in-
quiries and orders. It was possible to
take care of only a limited amount
of additional orders owing to contract
requirements. Prices advanced in some
Instances as much as 75c a ton.

Railroads were making ' a special
effort to secure additional fuel, claim-
ing that they could not handle coal
except with enough fuel with which
to operate: therefore, a special effort
was made by producers to meet the in-
creasing requirements of railroads,
which it is understood are paying pre-
vailing prices. Shipments to the West
grewT in volume, naturally, in view of
the demand developed In that part of
the country as a result of strike talk.
There was also a pronounced increase
In the volume of tidewater ship-
ments.

Charleston, W. Va.
Car shorliii:i- nnil liihor truuliles In

the hlKh v<ilnllle llilds onusr low ebb ii.

prodiiftion. 'Il(le"n«er enibnrir.ies
sent high volatile West. New Elver
mines nut liniiipered li.v labor troiililes

ns In the Knnanhn reKlon. Smoke-
less In Kreat deiiianil, but contract ord-
ers absorb the iMiti>ut.
CondlUons were far from satisfactory

In the high volatile fields, or at least
in the organized portion of such fields
durlncf the week ended Oct. 25. produc-
tion reaching a low ebh partly because
of an Inadequate car supply and partly
because of Inhor troubles which have
become chronic In the last t%vo months.
At the outset of the week the car
Bupplv wa.M fair and a promise was
m&de that It would Improve as the
week progresed. This It failed to do
BO that by the end of the weekly work-
ing period, the empties available had
dwindled to such an extent that a
number of mines were precluded from
oppr,-)tlng because of a total absence of
ca r.s.

Embargoes were still In force as
to eastbound shipments from the high

volatile fields; coal tliat would have
been consigned to tidewater was
sliipped west and was accepted wit("t

avidity, owing to the growing demand
for fuel in Western markets. As the
strike clouds loomed blacker and black-
er, many buyers were seeking cover
and there was a sharp increase in the
demand for both smokeless and hi'^n
volatile fuels; yet in neither case was
it possbile for producers to aftor.i

much relief owing to a curtailed pro-
duction due to causes already de-
scribed.

It was regarded as certain that tha
miners in both a portion of the or-
ganized high volatile and smokeless
I'elds would join the miners of tha
Central competitive field in a strike,

in case tlie strike order should not be
rescinded. While producers were
an.xious to speed up production before
Nov. 1. both transportation disabilities?

and wilful hampering of production on
the part of the miners precluded them
from doing so.

Willi numerous mines on Cabin Creek
and on Coal Hiver iboth in tlie Kana-
wha district) shut down, either
throughout the week or at least a part
of the week, production in the Kana-
wha region was even below that of
the previous week. Radicals once
again sought to organize another
armed invasion of the i^ogan field and
did succeed in forcing a suspension iif

several mines on Cabin Creek for
several days; at one mine they suc-
ceeded in forcing all miners to agroe
not to work until November 1. Wh;le
they endeavored to organize a large
gathering at Cabin Creek Junction,
from wliich point the armed march on
the Guyan field was to be started, they
only succeeded in persuading a few
hundred miners to turn out, and the
latter were forced to give up their
plans in response to orders from the
district and national president of the
organization.

In addition to labor troubles operat-
ors were handicapped by particularly
poor car supply, especially during the
latter part of the week, empties from
the Lakes failing to materialize. That
was the only direction from which they
could come owing to an embargo on
eastbound coal freight. Up until Oct.

20 the prospects of a strike had not
seemed to stimulate the demand to as

great an extent as might have been
imagined. Beginning on that date,

however, there was a good deal of

scurrying around for coal and thcrw
was a very pronounced increase In tiie

demand in the Kanawha region. At
the same time prices underwent a
change, the advance amounting to

about 25c a ton.

New River mines were hampered by
no such labor troubles as stood in

the way of a larger production in the
Kanawha region, but production was
still a good deal below normal in I'le

.\ew River district; principally because
of the inability of the mines to secure
as many cars as were needed, although
the first of the week found mines falrlv

well supplied. During the last half of

the above period, however, cars were a
good deal more scarce and mines were
much handicapped in meeting the de-
mand, particularly at tidewater for

smokeless coal, there being no em-
bargo against that kind of fuel. At

might have been expected there were
Macedonian calls for smokeless over
and above the demand recently pr--'-

valllng. but producers were so rushed
with contract orders as to make It next
to Impossible to come to the rescue
with any additional fuel, even though
prlece.s reached a general level of at
least 50c a ton above recent quotations.

Huntington, W. Va.

Mine disability principal cau.se of de
crease in production in Guyan field.

Car shortase also occasions loss of
tonnuiie. Capacity of L.u!;an mines
SSO.UUO tons a week. Unorgani/.cd
fields to supply country with fuel dur-
ing strike.

Production underwent a slight J^
crease in the Guyan field during the
week ended Oct. 25 as compared wl(h
the previous week. the difference
amounting to 5000 tons; this despite
the fact that tlie car shortage was not
rjinning quite so large in tons (though
larger in percentage) as compared
with the previous weeks, mine dis-
ability being the principal factor in
reducing the output. Still there was
a los of 26 per cent and of 84.227 tons
from lack of cars. However, even with
the output reduced to 216.000 tons, that
was 50,000 tons in excess of production
for the corresponding period of 1918,
when the influenza epidemic interfered
so seriously with production.
As the full time capacity of Logan

mines is in the neighborhood of 350,-

000 tons a week, it is believed that
plants in this field will be able to-

come within a fair degree of reaching
such production, when othei- mines are
closed down and cars are more plenti-
ful. At least a determined effort will

be made to materially increase pro-
duction with a view to supplying as
much of the demand as possible, as it

is realized by Guyan operators that
the burden of supplying the country
with fuel, for a time at least, will
rest upon the unorganized fields.

Owing to the fact that fully 60 per
cent of the output has been requir,id
to take care of contracts. Guyan pro-
ducers have not been able to meet a
very large proportion of the extraor-
dinary demand which has arisen In

connection with the strike, which will

have become effective before this re-

port appears. While prices had ad-
vanced in the Guyan field, operators
in that field were making an effort to

keep prices in leash as much as pos-
sible.

The tonnage of coal handled on the
Chesapeake & Ohio system was increas-
ed during the week ended Oct. 25, as
compared with the previous week,
reaching a total of IS. 259 cars: where-
as during the previous week the move-
ment had only reached a total of 645,-

000 tons.

Bluefield, W. Va.

.SliBht gain In tonnage In Pocahon-
tas field. Car supply Improved. With
nrgnnl/ed mines closed down, enr sup-
plv is belter and toiiiiace Increase In

proportion. I'roiluctiou speeds up In

^VIlllanlsun fli-ld. Oulpul highest of
the year. Conditions Ideal for largo
tonnage.
While Pocahontas producers man-

aged to regain a llttio lost ground,
the gain was quite slight amounting
to only 4,000 tons, tho output bein?
Increased from 299.000 to 303.000 ton<j.

Although a greater number of hours
were worked during the week ended
Oct. 25 than during the previous week,
there was not a proportionate In-

crease In production. There should
have been a much larger gain In view
of the fact that the car shortage was
reduced to the extent of 19.000 tons,

or from 1S2.000 to 163.000 Ions. Coal
coked amount. -d to 11.000 tons, or Just
about the same tonnage recorded
during the previous week.
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Owing to the limited production,
mines in the Pocalioiitas region weru
unable to do much toward supplyiiii?
the country with additional fuel, finding
it necessary flr.st of all to take care
of regular customers. It was generally
expected, howevvr, that with organized
mines closed down for the most part,
ft would be possible to secure a better
car supi>Iy, and that, under such cir-

cumstances. it would be possible for
the Pocahontas district to assume its
share of the burden of furnishing its
country with fuel.

Much progress was made in the Wil-
liamson field in speeding ui) production,
the ouplput foi" the week ended Oct. :i5

being 140,000 tons, the highest for the
year and 33,000 tons in excess of the
output for the same week of the pre
vious year. This improvement was
due in part to a slightly reduced loss
in car shortage and also the loss r-i

a less number of tons from a labor
shortage. Labor conditions are ideal
for a large production here during
tile strike, and 'Williamson operators,
are making every preparation to get
out a large tonnage during the contin-
uance of the strike, having every rea-
son to believe that a better car supply
will enable them to do so.

Alberta, Canada
With the object of establishing a

coal reserve, the Dominion Govern-
ment, by order-in-council, has witli-
drawn from location .a large area of
coal land near the Junction of the
Muskeg and Smoky rivers. In the
northern part of tiiis province. The
area is situated within 70 miles of
railway communication and contain**
a number of large seams of bituminous
and semi-anthracite coal. It is probai>!e
that a survey for a railway to connect
the area with the Canadian Govern-
ment railw.n.\-.s will be made in thr
.spring.

PENNSYLVANIA
ANTHEACITE

Shamokin—Hiirh officials of the Phila
delphia and Reading Coal and Iron
Company, after an inspection trip here.
announced that a new .shaft and mil-
lion-dollar breaker will be erected at
the Big Mountalit colliery near liere.
This wil be the last work in modern
coal mining practice according to
Superintendent Jolin Hardesty. New
coal seams, as yet untouched, will be
reached which will mean a great in-
crease in production at this colliery.

Haxelton—Owing to the scarcity of
houses here and in the suroundlng
towns, due to cessation of building
during the war, the Lehigh Valley
Coal Co. is ordering out tenants from
its properties wlio do not work for
this corporation. ThI.s is done so that
employees can be accommodated. . It
Is said that there never was such a
demand tor dwellings as exists at
present.

PottHvllle—Judge Bechtel handed
down an order recently in which the
Raven Run Coal Co, wins title to a
colliery near ,Shenandoah, which was
claimed by tlie Givard Mammoth Coal
Co.

WEST VIRGINIA
ChnrleNtou—The Chesapeake Sr. Ohio

R. R. has been obliged to enter the
market for coal following the Issuance
of an order directing the road to cease
giving mines furnishing coal to it, the
preference in the distribution of car.s.
This fact lias been brought out through
a. letter from the fuel purchasing;
agent of the road at Richmond, Va..
addressed to coal operators In this
flection. In which the statement is made
that the company Is compelle<l to ar-
range for a supply of fuel outside of
the tonnage under contract, owing to
the fact that Cf»ntract-fuel mines liavc
not developed the tonnage expected.
The Kanawha Shippers' As.ioclatlon Is
contemplating making a rctiuest that
the mines, which were demanding their
fair share of oars while the C. & O.
was giving Its contract mines prefer-
ence, be given a supply sufliclent to
make up for the loss, over and above
their regular rating.

ChnrlMton.—With more than 7(<

operators in attendance, the annual

meeting of the Kanawha Operators' As-
.tociation was held in this city on
Friday, Oct. 17, officers being elected
for the ensuing year. The associa-
tion also gave its attention not only
to problems immediately affecting them
but to other questions of national Im-
portance in the coal industry. The

,

session of the general meeting was
brought to a close with a luncheon, at
which D. C. Kennedy, secretary-com-
missioner of the association was pre-
sented with a handsome gold watch
signalizing 15 years of continuous
service witli the association, the pre-
sentation being made by Quin Morton,
newly elected president of the associa-
tion. Officers chosen by the association
were: Quin Morton, Charleston, presi-
dent; W. C. Mitchell, of Plymouth
Coal Mining Co., Plymouth, vice presi-
dent; P. L. Dickinson, Quincy Coal Co.,
Charleston, W. Va.; D. C. Kennedy,
secretarv-commissioner. Charleston. W.
Va

OHIO

Maolotbiirg;—Another mine is to be
opened near here about the first of
the year, according to an announce-
ment of the H. C. Snyder Co., of New
Philadelphia. A shaft is to be sunk
on the Leland Longfellow farm about
.a half mile north of this place. A
tipple is to be constructed at a cost 01
$65,000 to $75,000. The output of the
mine is expected to be approximately
SOO tons of coal a day when the plant
is in full operation. A complete elec-
trical power and lighting plant will be
installed. This company has its main
office in Cleveland.

KENTUCKY
Anlilnnit—A largely attended meet-

ing of the Northeast Kentucky Coal
Operators' Association was lield in this
city on Wednesday. Oct. 29, all parts ol
the district being represented. One
of the principal attractions \vas an
exhibition of the film "The History M
Coal" loaned by the National Coal As-
sociation. The routine of the day s

sessions was broken by a most en-
joyable luncheon. Among several
speakers present at the meeting was P.
,1. Gum. cltairman of the Chesapeake
& Oliio Allotment Commission. Mr.
Gum addressed himself to the subject
of car allotment and distribution.

The subjects under consideration ai
the meeting were: Tile labor situation
and the threatened strike of bituminou.s
miners; car supply and allotments;
collective purchasing department; uni-
form monthly cost sheets; improve*!
railroad, telephone and telegraph
service up Big Sandy; communit.v wel
ffire work; compensation insurance.

ILLINOIS

Ufiituii—Four men wlio robbed the
.Miildle Fork mine (last June) of $42,-
000 after wounding two of the mine's
employes, have been sentenced to serve
from 10 years to life in the peniten-
tiary. The four men are: Angelo Trini.

Albert Trini, Antonio Fernetti and Riso
Lubin. A fifth man, Nalo Pertigatto,
was killed by an emploj-ee of the mine
in an attempted escape. The other
four men were captured se\'era.l hours
after the holdup in a nearby woods
;ifter a revolver fight with 200 residents
of Benton. The men have been held
in the St. Clair County jail at Belle-
ville, 111., as it was feared that they
would be lynched at Benton. _^^^^
Cnrtervllle—Application has been

made before the State Public Utilities
Commission for a certificate of con-
venience and necessity, to build an
electric railroad from Davenport, Iowa
to Metropolis, 111. The commission has
not given Its decision on the matter.
It is said that the building of this line
would greatly facilitate the marketing
of southern Illinois coal in the North-
west. The promoters state th.at tht
line w-111 be built and eiiuippcd for
heavy freight service in event of its
construction.

Mt. Vernon—It is stated tnat a large
acreage of coal has been contracted
for ill the western part of Jeffersoi,
County and that steps will be taken
immediatel.v to prove the field. The
contracts are said to have been signed
and a considerable sum of money de-

posited to insure the carrying out -of
the contract by the purchasers. This
coal field covers a large portion of
Blissville, Casner, Shiloh and McClel-
lan townships. It is understood that it
is the intention of the parties Inter-
ested in buying this field to develop it
in the near future should the coal
prove satisfactory.

INDIANA
Auderxon—The American Steel and

Wire Co. has informed its SOO em-
ployees tiiat the company will sell
coal to employees contributing to the
support of families at $4.30 a ton. The
coal, whicli is said to be a good grade
for domestic use, will have to be
hauled by the mill employees. The
mill has probably the largest stock
of coal in Madison County, Indiana.
Last w^inter the mill relieved a general
shortage by selling several hundred
tons of coal through the fuel adminis-
trator.

NEBRASKA
Omaha—A municipal coal depart-

ment has been opened at the city hall
here. Colorado coal will be offered for
cash at $8.50 per ton.

MONTANA
OilllugTK—One of the largest deeds

recorded in Yellowstone County was
tiled here recently. It was a warranty
deed from the Bull Mountain Coal
and Realty Co., of Eau Claire, Wis., lO
tlie Bull Mountain Coal and Realty Co.,
of Billings, Montana. The transaction
involved $450,000 In addition to any
encumbrances there might be on the
l>roperty. The sale involves almost
12 sections of coal in the Bull Moun-
tain district east of Billings, acquired
several years ago by the Wisconsin
corporation. The new company in-
tends to start development work on its
holdings in the near future.

NEVADA
Tonnpuh

—

.1. 1 J. Darms, president of
the Darms Coal Mining Co., who has
been in cliarge of operations for the
company in the Coaldale section for
several years, is arranging* for the re-
sumption of work at Itis mines. Mr.
Darins states that it is his plan to
continue the main shaft an additional
100 ft., expecting to strike a new
seam of coal In that distance. In
that event the shaft will have a total
depth of 640 feet.

Industrial News

ClinrU'ston. W. Vii. — Construction
work on two large plants of the Ra-
leigh-Wyoming Coal Co. is to be in
charge of Carl Scholz, consulting min-
ing engineer, who has been engaged
for some time in supervising the con-
struction of mining plant for the Chi-
cago. Burlington & Quincy R. R. Co.
Offices will shortly be opened In
(Charleston by Mr. Scholz and construc-
tion operations directed from here. It

being the intention of Boston capital-
ists who are behind the new company
to establish one plant at Raleigh and
one in Wyoming County. Tlie plant
in Raleigh will be at Manatus and is

to be a. drift nxine in the Kagle seam
with a caviaclt.v of 3,000 tons of coal a
day. It is stated that It will requiro
about 18 months to construct the Man-
atu.s plant. The Wyoming mine is to
be .It jMcGraws and will have a ca-
pacity of 5,000 tons a day. A shaft Is

to be sunk 600 ft. to the Pocahontas
seam. It will require two years to have
the shaft mine ready for operation.
Tlie property consists of 9.000 acres of
coal land.

I.oniNvlllr. Ivy.—The Sun Co:il Co..
recently Incorporated In I/OuisviUe with
a capital of $100,000. by C. P. Lowther,
J. W. McCullock and others, has re-
cently leased mines of the Manchester
Coal Co.. Manchester, Clay County, Ky.
The new company has purcliased a
commissary store at that point and
has also bought outright the mines
of the Flat Lick Coal Co., at Flat Lick,
In Knox County. Deals are pending
for mines In other eastern Kentucky
counties and for some western Ken-
tucky mines. The output of the com-
pany's mines will bo han'Ued throupn
the Allied Coal Co
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C'lMrknbure, W. Va.—UapitI progit-.-.-^

is being made by the Coinog-Cartriglit
Colliery Co.. in which I'hiladelphia
capitalists are largely interested, and
which was organized only a short time
ago. The company is building a large
plant near this city on the Parkers-
burg division ot the Baltimore & Ohio
where tlie company owns a tract ot
Pittsburgh coal. Approximately two
months will be required to finish work
on the plant which w-ill represent an
»;xpenditure of about $100,OUO. includinB
electrical euuipment. the usual mine
buildings and dwellings for miners as
well as 2.S00 ft. of tram-way. The
company expects to begin using about
150 miners by Jan. 1 and to produce coal
at the rate ot 1.000 tons a day. H.

M. Sipe is not only supervising all

construction work but will be in chargj
of operations as general manager. The
largest stockholders in the new com-
pany are H. K. Cartw right and H. B.

Conor, of Philadelphia and J. G. Eb.-.

of Portage. Pa.

LoiilMVille, Ky.—The Sun Coal Co., re-

cently incorporated in Louisville with
a capital of $100,000 by C. F. Lowther.
J. W. McCuIloch and others, has re-
cently leased tl-.e mines of the Man-
chester Coal Co.. Manchester (Clay
County). Ky. The new company has
purchased a commissary store at that
point and has also bought outright the
mines of the Flat Lick Coal Co., at
Flat Lick, in Knox County. Deals are
pending for mines in other eastern
Kentucky counties and for some west-
ern Kentucky mines. The output of
the company's mines will be handled
through the Allied Coal Co., a selling
organization which controls the Sun
Coal Company.
New York, X. Y.—The Ingcrsoll-Rand

Co., of this place, announces that the
Industrial growth of Texas and Okla-
homa and the large demand made for
modern machiner.v in this and other
lines, has led the company to establish
a branch ofiice in the Sam Houston
Life Building. Dallas. Texas, which will
be In the chjirge of K. H. Brown. Jr..

as manager. Mr. Brown has hereto-
fore been connected with the com-
pany's St. Louis office and has, tor
years, been in intim.ate touch with the
Texas-Oklahoma territory.

ChDrleston. YV. Vn.—The Pilgrim
Land and Coal Co., of Chattaroy. W.
Va., has been incorportited to operate
mines in Kentuckv; capital stock $50,-
«00: incorporators. M. C. Ingham. R.
H. Campbell, \V. E. Morgan. M. A. Em-
mons, of Chattaroy. and A. D. Runyon.
of Delorme. W. Va.

Princi-ton. \Y". Y'n.—The building of a
branch line by the Virginian Ry. from
Maben on its main line into the Milam
Fork district of \\'yoming County. VV.
Va.. will make possible the develop-
ment of a considerable acreage oi
Pocahontas coal. Some liO.OOO acres in
the Milam Fork area are owned by the
Wyoming Pocahontas Land Co.. headed
by Andrew Squire.s. in which Cleveland
capitalists are largely interested.

IIuntlnKtoii, YV. \u.—Holdings in
Wayne and Mingo counties. W. Va..
will be developed by Huntington men
who have formed the WiL-son Th.ackei
Coal Co.. a $.'iO,000 corporation. No
time will be lost in completing ar-
rangements for the beginning of oper-
ations. While the new comiiany will
operate in the territory mentioned, the
general offices of the company will be
at Huntington. Prominently identified
with the new company are Walter C.
Williams, E. M. Pyle. A. R. Mulers. P.
K. King and John Bowman.

Charleiiton. YY'. Vn.—The plant and
property of the Barren Creek Coal Co.,
at Barren Creek, on the Coal & Coke
Ry. near Clay. W. Va., has been trans-
ferred to the Barren Creek Colliery Co.,
the latter company having just been
organized by John B. Hart, of Charles-
ton, head of the Plartland Colliery
Company. Two .separate tracts of coal
were aequlred--one of 100 acres ana
another of 307 acres, both in Big Sandv
district, on Elk River.

Carllnvllle. III.—On Oct. 25, shaft A
of mine No. 1 of the Standard OH Co..
broke all records at the plant by hoist-
ing i:ni tons of coal or 103) cars.
This Is a spliuiilhl rccorrl when the
equipment that is in use Is eimsldered.
All of the cars were baml dumped
and caged. The hearty co-operallon
,,r ••" .i.,'-- !it the plant was given .n
making the new record.

Grafton, YV. Va.

—

Witliin two months
the Jenkins Coal Corporation expects
to have a mine in operation in Wilson
district of Upshur County, this com-
pany having just been organized witli
a capital of $25,000. The plant will
ultimately have a capacity ot 100,000
tons a year. The company announces
it will be in the market for a quan-
tity of 20-lb. steel rail, a steam, gaso-
line t-»r kerosene locomotive and load-
ing aprons. Operations will be super-
intended bj- Earl Jenkins. Principally
interested in the new company are
Captain F. P. Rease, .\nna C. Rease
and Earl B. Jenkins, of Belington,
Martha E. Jenkins and G. H. A. Kunst.
of Grafton, W. Va.

Charleston, YV. Ya.—Headquarters
have been established by the Kelly's
Creek Colliery Co. as well as by the
Valley Camp Coal Co., in Charleston,
offices having been secured in tiie Kan-
awha Banking and Trust Co.' Bldg.
C. S. Paisley is the office manager. The
Valley Camp company was only re-
cently organized.

YYelcli, YY'. Va.—The Link-Belt Co., of
Philadelphia, has just been awarded a
large contract for the complete instal-
lation of a modern coal tipple and re-
taiding conveyor by the Moluiwk Coal
and Coke Co., at Mohawk, W. Va. Col.
L. E. Tierney. president of the Mohawk
company, is also interested in a num-
ber of othei' modern collieries in West
Virginia and Kentucky. In order to
pioperl.v clean and jirepare co.al for
maiket this company decided to replace
tlie present old structure witli a plant
of the most modern design. The new
equipment will include automatic ma-
iliinery tlnoughout for handling about
J.OOO tons of coal daily, from a seam at
ti:e top of the mountain or from one
midway along the conveyor. l"he con-
ve.v or will deliver coal to a 750-ton
coaling station or to the new tipple.

Charleston, YV. Va.—T. E. B. Slier and
others of this vicinity have organized
the Posler Coal Co., which will operate
mines on an extensive scale in the
Kanawha field, this company having a
capital of $120,000. So far as can be
learned construction work will be
started in the near future on this plant.
Identified with this company were, in

addition to Mr. Silcr, C. G. Peters. J.

L. Siler, Fred O. Blue and R. E. Mc-
Cabe.

New York. X. V.—The IngersolL-Rand
Co., of this place, announces that the
industrial growth of Texas and Okla-
homa, and the large demand maile for
modern machinery in various lines, has
led the company to establish a branch
office in th eSam Houston Lite Building
Dallas, Texas, which will be in the
charge of R. H. Brown, Jr.. as man-
ager. Mr. Brown has heretofore been
conected with the company's St. Louis
office and has for years, been in Inti-

mate touch with the Texas-Oklahoma
territory.

Charli-Hton. YY'. Va.—The Pinnacb
Pocahontas Development tlo.. Thos. H.
Mordue, president and treasure!-, has re-
cently closed a lease with the Morris
Smokeless Coal Co.. of 1625 acres of
No, 3 Pocahontas smokeless coal lanft

near Nerndon, VV. Va.. on the main line
of the Virginian railroatl. The lessee
will begin the construction ot an up-
to-date mining plant and town Imme-
diately, and expects to be shipplMt;
coal within three months.

Y\'rNton, YY'. Va.--Plans of the Coa.
Land Develoi)ment Co. for tlie opera-
tion of coal mines presage quite a
large operation in the southern part of
Lewis County. At the point mentioned
the company has started construction
work on n. large plant: the company
proposes to equip the mine witli the
most modern and efficient machlneiy
with a view to securing .a large pro-
duction. Work on grading a sidetrack
has been completed and general ':on-

Htiiictlon work is being pushecl on th.-

l.lant as a whole.
''nlrinont, YV. Vn.—The U'infield Coal

Co., win establish operations in Wln-
neld district, of Marlon County, W. Va..
this concern having Just been organized
with a capital of $25,000. Plans are
being made for early operation. Rep-
resented as Incorporators were: R. B.
.Satterfleld. of Lumberiiort. W. Va.; G.
B. Hartley. T. W, Powell. Alpha Orr
ntid Paul C. .\rm=itrong, .ill of Fair-
mont

Morg:un«onn. YV. Va The sale of tht
Elkins Coal and Coke Co. with mlnef
and coal properties in Monongalia and
Preston counties, to tlie Betlilelicni
Steel Co., was ratified by the directors
of the Steel Corporation recently. This
not only marks one ot the biggest
coal deals in recent years in northern
West Virginia, but it also means :.

change in ownership ot approximately
23.225 acres ot coal land in Mon',»n-
galia and Preston Counties. Further-
more nine mines operated in those two
counties are included in the deal, these
mines having a daily capacity of 61
cars of coal and 19 cars of coke. The
I'jlkins Coal and Coke Co. has been
operating since 1902, when it was or-
ganized by the late Stephen B. Elkins.
While four mines are operated in
Monongalia County, the important
lioldings ot the company were on the
Monongalia-Preston line, where the
company owned about 22,000 acres of
Freeport coal. It seems to be pretty
geherally understood that following its

purchase of the Elkins Coal and Coke
Co.. at a price approximately $-1,000.-

000 the Bethlehem Steel corporation
will construct byproduct plants at two
or more points on the Morgantown ft

Kingwood Railroad.

Chnrlextou, YV. Va.—The Kanawha
Smokeless Coal Co. has just been or-
ganized for the purpose ot engaging
in the business ot mining coal In
Raleigh County; although the new
concern. which has an authorized
capital of $1,000,000, has not so far
made an.v actual purchase ot land.
Principally interested in the new
company are: R. W. Steele, of Pitts^
burgh. Pa.: Geo. F. Auld, ot Washing-
ton, Pa.; Geo. C. Mitchell, ot Phila-
delphia; M. E. Moore and C. H. Hetzel.
i.f Charleston, W. Va.

Vli-loria, H. V.—By order-in-council
tiie Dominion Government has wlth-
ilra.vvn location privileges vi'ith respect
to a tract of land near the junction
of tlie Muskeg and Smoky rivers in
northern Albertiv. l^arge deposits of
high grade coal, both bituminous and
anthracite, are reported to occur in this
area. The coal is only 70 miles distant
from railway communication.
Huntington, YV. Vn.— The Phillips

Milling Co.. of Huntington, wasjncor-
porated with a capital stock of $1^0.000.
The incorporators are R. C. Phillips, E.
J. Phillips, B. 1.,. Douglas, .T. Boman, W.
Williams of Huntington.

.\ew York, iV. Y.—The Chesapeake
Iron Works, ot Baltimore. Md.. mann-
racturers ot the Chesapeake electric

traveling cranes. has recently an-
nounced the opening of its New York
office in the Woolworth Building. The
office will be in charge ot H. L. Mode.

lilrnilngliani, Ala.—The Tennessee
Coal, Iron and Railroad Co. recently
opened to the public their new hospital
building at this place. The structure
is modernly equipped throughout with
its own power house and ice-plant.

Dr. Lloyd Noland is tlie chief surgeon.

LonlNvllle, Ky.—The Hazard Coai
Operators Association held a meeting
In Cincinnati on Oct. 25. to discuss
general conditions, this being a quart-
erly meeting. Operators reported that
the Hazard field is not organized, and
that no strike is to be expected.

IMnt-kneyvlllr, III. — The Illinois

Sixth Vein Coal Co. has Installed a
75 k. w. Western Electric generator,
direct-connected to a Chuse single
valve engine. Other equipment recent-

ly purchased includes a Sullivan short-
wall cutting machine.
ChnrlvHton, YV. Y'n.—The Poster Coa.

f"o., of tills place, was Incorporated with
a capital stock of $120,000. The incor
porators are: T, E. Silor, R. E, McCabe,
C. G. Peters, J. L. Slier, F. O. Blue, all

ot Charleston.
Odin, ill.—Odin Coal Co.. has pur-

chased a Jeftrey fan, driven by an
adjustable valve Rldgway engine, Th<>

installation will be completed as soon
as the engine is delivered,

IVrcey, III.—Willis Coal Mining Co,

are installing a new shaking screen
and sleel supporting structure. The
new apparatus will have a dally ca-
pacity ot 2000 tons.

8e«Nrr, III.—The Southern Gem Coal
(•o. arc adding two Sterling boilers to

their e(iiilpment. An aditlonal 10-ton
locomotive has been purchased from
the (Veiieral Electric Co.
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Freeport, Ohio—The Crab Orchard
Minins Co., organized some time ago
and with headquarters in Columbus,
will soon start operating on its prop-
erty on the Baltimore & Ohio railroad,
near this place. The property has two
workable seams of coal. No. 7 and No.
7-A. A tipple, has been erected and a
railroad connection built. E. E. Learned,
formerly sales manager of the Hisyl-
vania Coal Co., is secretary and man-
ager; R. C. Hastings, president of the
International Telephone Co., is presi-
dent.

Columbo.s, Ohio—The announcement
Is made that E. M. Poston, president
of the New York Coal Co.. has pur-
chased a controlling interest in the
Ohio Electric Securities Co., which op-
erates a large power plant at Flood-
wood. Ohio, supplying many mines in
the Hocking Valley field with electric
current. The deal was closed by C. G.
Hanes, representing English holders.
The company also operates a similar
power plant at Pomeroy and Middle-
town in the extreme southern Ohio
field.

Scrjinlon, Pa.—It is stated that the
Von Storch mine of the Delaware &
Hudson Coal Co., in this city, was sold
recently to the Mid Ridge Coal Co.,
$2.000.n00 figuring in the transaction.
New York and Philadelphia capitalists
are said to be interested. The mine is

considered one of the fine producers of
this part of the anthracite field. L. H.
Conklin and Warren Acker, of Scran-
ton, are the principal members of the
Mid Ridge concern.

Columbia City, Ind.—Several thousand
acres of land have been leased in Wash-
ington Township of Whitley County (In
northern part of state), south of this
place, by a Terre Haute coal concern.
This company has a drill on the Ingram
Merriman farm and will drill at other
places soon in a search for minable
coal.

Benllsviile. Pa.—Charles Miller, 01
this place, recently closed a large coal
deal in West Pike Township. Mr. Mil-
ler sold to J. H. Hillman. Jr., of Pitts-
burgh, the Pittsburgh seam of coal un-
derlying two tracts of land in the town-
ship noted; the first was a tract Oi
389.865 acres and the other of 10.875
acres.. The consideration was ?371,0uo.

Charleston. W. Va.— The Wayne
Steam Coal Co., of Phillppi, was incor-
porated with a capital stock of $75,000.
The incorporators are: G W. Newcomer,
Connellsville. Pa.; A. G. Newcomer,
Ddwson. Pa.; Lou Cunningham, Belle-
vernon. Pa.; H. R. Hurst and R. H.
Parker, both of Scottdale, Pa.

Charleston, \V. Va.—The Concord Coal
Co., which has just been organized by
Charleston men. will have its principal
works in Nicholas and Clay counties of
West Virginia, with headquarters at
Charleston. The concern is capitalized
for $lftO,000.

Baltimore, Md.—The Phyllis Coal
Mining Co. has been incorporated "with
a capital stock of $600,000 by John C.
Lewis. Wm. E. Ferguson and Chas. B.
Bosley. The principal office of the con-
cern is given as 16 E. Le.xington street,
Baltimore.

Chiirlrston, W. Va.—The Hepzebah
Coal Co., of Clarksburg, W. Va., has
been incorporated to operate mines in
Harrison County; capital stock, $100.-
000 ; incorporators. George H. Hoff-
heimer, E. Uryan Templeman, Robert B.
Stotler, Thomas R. Craig and Nellie
Costall. of Clarksburg. ^^

Charlrxton, VV. Va.—Capitalists of
Buffalo. X. Y., have chartered the Dav-
enport Coal Co. here for developing
coal land in this state. The capitaliza-
tion Is $300,000. and the incorporators
Include M. E. Prelch and W. H. Farns-
worth.

Pblladrlphin, Pa.—Philadelphia and
New York capitalists are said to be in-
terested In a proposal to form a cor-
por.-ition to take over part of the coal
and oil holdings of E. B. Carr, of this
city, in Morgan County. Kentucky. The
property includes about 76,000 acres.

Chnrlex<on, ^V. Va.—The Fairmont
City Gas Coal Co.. of Fairmont, has
been Incorporated with a capital stock
of $300,000. The incorporators are
Thoma.s R. Cunningham. Connellsville,
Penn.; A. J. Salzer. Weston; S. V. J.
Bartus. Pittsburgh; H. H. Staggers,
Chas. E. Hawkes and RoUo J. Conle*.
all of Fairmont.

Urafton, W. Va.—Within two months
the Jenkins Coal Corporation e.xpects
to have a mine in operation in \V ilson
district, of Upsliur County, this com-
pany having just been org.inized with a
capital of $25,000. The plant will ul-
timately have a capacity of 100,UUO
tons a year. The company announces
it will be in the market for a quantity
of iu-lb. steel rail, a steam, gasoline
or keVosene locomotive and loading
aprons. Operations will be superin-
tended by Karl Jenkins. Principally
interested in the new company are:
Captain F. F. Rease and Earl B.
Jenkins of Belington, W. Va. ; Martha
E. Jenkins and G. H. Kunst, of Grafton,
W. Va.
Huntington, W. Va.—Holdings in

Wayne and Mingo counties, W. Va.,
will be developed by Huntington men
who have formed the Wilson Thacker
Coal Co., a $50,000 corporation. No
time will be lost in completing ar-
rangements for the beginning of opera-
tions. While the new company will
operate in the territory mentioned, the
general offices of the company will be
at Huntington. Prominently identified
with the new company are: Walter C.
Wiliams, B. M. Pyle, A. R. Muiers, P.

K. King and John Bowman.
Ligonier, Pa.—Coal and timber land

totalling 833 acres, located in West-
moreland County, near here, have been
sold by F. E. Thomas of Beaver Coun-
ty, to W. F. Blair, .senator from
Waynesburg, Pa. The consideration
was $650,000; this represents about
$7S0 an acre.

Cleveland, Ohio—The Astel Coal Co.
has been chartered with a capital of
$100,000, by E. W. Astel. C. N. Fiscus.
M. R. Burridge, E. L. Perkin and C. F.
Taplin.

Personals

Colonel Horley B. Ferguson, United
States Engineer in charge of the Pitts-
burgh district, is now engaged in gath-
ering information for the survey of the
Monongahela River. It is hoped tliat

Congress will at once act and appro-
priate a sufficient sum of money to be-
gin and complete the improvements
asked for by river interests.

E. W. Blower, who served with the
American Expeditionary Force, has re-
turned and assumed the position of
sales manager of the Hisylvania Coal
Co., a position recently made vacant
by the resignation of E. E. Learned.
The latter has taken up the operating
end of the business of the Crab Orchard
Mining Co.

Obitiiary

William Beury, a prominent coal op-
erator of southern West Virginia, died

at his home in Philadelphia on Oct. 28.

Mr. Beury was born May 19, 1844. He
was one of the New River and Poca-
hontas pioneers in the coal business,
starting in the former field in 1878. He
had large coal interests in Fayette and
McDowell counties. He was a brother
of C. C. Beury, of Charleston, W. Va.,
and also of the late Colonel Josepl
Beurv. of Fayette County. W. Va.

Trade Catalogs

Air Lift Pumping—IngcrsoU Rand
Co., New York. A 6-page folder; 3%x
8»/4 in.; illustrated. Illustrating an air
lift installation. „ ,

The Clutch That Clutche.s—Medart
Patent Pulley Co., Inc., St. Louis, Mo.
Booklet. Pp. 16; 3;4x8% In.; illustrated.
Describes the Medart friction clutches.

Typical Graphic Kecords—The Ester-
line Co.. Indianapolis, Ind. Pp. 24;
SVbxll in.; illustrated. Description ot
Esterline instruments and comments on
some typical records.

Portable Oulflts for Oxy-Acetylene
Welding :ind Cutting—Davis-Bournon-
ville Co.. Jersey City, N. J. Pp. 8; 8%
xll in.; illustrated. Description of the
three types of apparatus made by this
company.

Air Life Compressors—IngersoU Band
Co., New York, N. Y. A 3-page folder;
3^x!>^ in.; illustrated. Gives a few
facts why it " "lis a Good investment"
10 buy llie best air compressors.

Ceutriliugal Pumps — bales Service
Data. The Goulds Manufacturing Co.,

'

Seneca Falls, N. Y. Pp. 36; 7%xl0 in.;
illustrated. Information on the theory,
design and testing of centrifugal
pumps.
Koberts 4V Schaefer Complete Cual

Mining Plants—The Roberts & Schaefep
Co., Chicago, 111. An 8-page tolder;
8^2x11 in.; illustrated. Views of plants
constructed by tne K. & s. company.
Production ot KxpluMives in the

Lulled States, by Albert H. Fay. For
the year 1918. Teclinical Paper 231
Unillustrated; pp. 21; dvsxSVi inches.

,11i.scellaneuu.s Appiicaliuus o£ Elec>^
tricul Ueut—The Cutler Hammer Manu-
facturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Folder
479. Pp. 4; SV2XII ill.; illustrated. De-
scription of space heaters.

Kicctrical Operation ot Gate Valves,
by P. P. Dean. BooKlel distributed by
The Cutler Hammer Manutacturing
Co., Milwaukee, wis. Pp. 8; 8^x11 in.;

illustrated. Description of the Dean
system.
An Analytical Method of Detecting

Blonn-ttut Shots iu Cual Mines, by Q.
B\ Hutchinson and Jacob Borab. De-
partment of the Interior. Bureau of
Mines. Technical Paper 210. Unillus-
trated; pp 22; 0V8-X9V8 inches.
Peat Ln the Dismal S^vamp, Virginia

and JNortli Carolinu, by C C. Osbon
Bulletin 711—C. Department of the In-
terior. U. S. Geological Survey. Illus-
trated; pp. 41-59; o;s-'^9'^i Indies.
fjungerous and S;ife Practices in Bi-

tuminous Cu:il Mines, by Edwara
Steidle. Department of the Interior.
Bureau of Mines. Miners' Circular 22.
Practically all illustrations; pp. Ill);

5^sx9V8 inches.
Why and Uow Coke Should Be CseA

for Domestic Heating, by Henry Kres-
inger and A. C. Fieldner. Department
of the Interior. Bureau of Mines. Tech-
nical Paper 242. Unillustrated; pp. 20;
5'/sx9','8 inches.
Abatement of Corrosion In Central

Hentiug Systems, by F. W. Speller. De-
partment of the Interior. Bureau of
Mines. Technical Paper 236. Illus-
trated; pp. 12; 5 18x9 18 inches.
Coke Uven Accidents in the United

States, compiled by Albert H. Fay. For
the year 1918. Unillustrated; pp. 26^
5T8x9';^ inches.

Recent Coal and Coke
Patents

Mechanical Stoker—R. E. Jackson
and B. O. Yearwood, Princeton, W. Va.
1.319,004. Oct. 14. 1919. Filed Dec. 18,
Coal—C. W. Kinter. Wellsburg, W. Va.
1917. Serial No. 207,755.
Feeding Apparatus tor Pulverized

1,319,348. Oct. 21, 1919. Filed April 4,

1919. Serial No. 287,382.

Mining and Loading Machine—N. D.
Levin, assignor Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Co-
lumbus. O. 1,319,156. Oct. 21. 1919.
Filed Oct, 22. 1910. Serial No. 588,471.

Mining and Tunnel Shoveling Machine—E. A. Hartley, Negaunee, Mich. 1,-

319,220. Oct. 21, 1919. Filed Dec. 14,
1916. Serial No. 588.471.

Excavating Machine lor Mining—C.
H. Funkey, Ramsey, Mich. 1.319.578.
Oct 21, 1919. Filed Nov. 12, 1917.
Serial No. 201,707.

Recovery of Coal Distillation Products
.—H. H. Dow, assignor to Dow Chemicai
Co.. Midland, Mich. 1,317.359. Sept. 3\,,

1919. Filed Jan. 14, 1918. Serial No.
211,726.

Mine Hoisting Apparatus— W. E.
Grenough and S. B. Davie, Spokane,
Wash., and A. Kragtrop. Mullan, Idaho.
1,317,366. Sept. 30. 1919. Filed April
13, 1918. Serial No. 229.427.

Mining Muohlur—R. E. Noble, assig-
nor to Morgan Gardner Electric Co.,
Chicago, 111. 1,317,812. Oct. 7, 1919.
Filed Feb. 26, 1914. Serial No. 821,138.

Soot Cleaner—F. W. Linaker. DuBols,
Penn. 1.318,293. Oct. 7. 1919. Filed
May 4. 1917. Serial No. 166,352.

Automatic Distributor Mechanism for
Stokers—N. E. Gee, Altoona. Penn. 1.-

318,067. Oct. 7, 1919. Filed Jan. 21.

1914. Serial No. 813,507.
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WEEKLV COAL PRODUCTION.

The largest tonnage of coal loaded
in the history of the country was re-
ported during the week ended Oct. -b.

Preliminary returns indicate that the
123 principal carriers originated 23S,-
759 cars of soft coal, compared with
213,729 cars during the preceding
week. This extraordinary increase in
the tonnage of coal loaded (11.7 per
cent) was in part offset by the de-
crease in the tonnage of coal coked at
the mines, a -decrease which attended
the steel strike. In spite of this handi-
cap the total estimated f>roduction of
bituminous coal (including lign'te and
coal made into coke) rose to 13.11S.000
net tons. Final figures aie e."cpected
to show that the total output ap-
proached, if it did ni_»t surpass that
of the week of July 13. 1918, which has
hitherto been the greatest on record.
The exceptional production was

achieved through the united efforts of
miners, operators, railroads and the
public. Consumers purchased eagerly
In anticipation of the impending strike.
The miners. with few exceptions,
worked lo.vally and faithfully. The
efforts of the railroads to improve
car distribution, begun last August,
culminated in the largest supply of
empties ever provided the mines, a
supply which in many districts ex-
ceeded lou per cent.
Anxiety felt by consumers over the

impending bituminous strike was re-

flected in the demand for anthracite,
production of whioh reached a new
high level for the year. The week's
shipments were 38.793 cars, equivalent
to a total productoin of 1.992.000 net
tons. This was an increase over the
preceding week of 7(5.000 tons and a
much more substantial increase over
the corresponding week last year when
the influenza epidemic was raging in
the anthracite region. The weeK's
output was, however, less than the race
maintained for some months during the
CDmmer of 1918, when production aver-
aged 2.080.000 tons for a full-time
week.
The fact that :he output of anthra-

cite responded so little to the stimulus
of increased demand afforded by the
strike shows the inelasticity of the
anthracite supply. It indicates that
any increase to be expected from the
production of anthracite would avail
but little to replace the capacity closed
down b.v a general strike In the bi-
tuminous mines.
The rapid recent recovery of the

beehive coke market did not continue
during the week ended Oct. 25. Pro-
duction is estimated at 3(>5,556 net
tons, a decrease of t G per cent., when
compared with the preceding week.
The decline centered in Fennsylvaiita
and Ohio. All other districts except
Colorado, Oklahoma and New Mexuo
reported an Increase.
The fifth week of the strike recorded

a larger output than any other ex-
cept the fourth. Production, how-
ever. Is still a sixth below normal.
Shipments to the Lakes as measured

by dumpings at lower Lake Erie ports
declined slightly during the week
ended Oct. 18. Tlie tonnage of rd-
tumlnous coal dumjiod (Including ves-
sel fuel) was 737.000 tons, a decrease
of 94.000 tons when compared with the
preceding week, but a substantial in-
crease over the weekly average prior
to the Is.xuance of the strike order.
Total dumpings since the beginning

of the season are now 20.743.000 tons.
a figure less by four and a half mil-
lion tons than during the correspond-
ing period of the war year 1918,
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Total shipments of bituminous coal
to Atlantic Coast ports (New Vorii,
Phil»delphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, and
Charleston) were 3,842,900 tons durin.,?
September, an increase of 11 per cent,
over August, and of 6.7 per cent, rfver
September, 1918. Cumulative, ship-'
ments to tide during the first nine
months of the year were 25,173,295
tons, some 4.000,000 below those of last
.vear during the same period. The
decrease is due to a decline in the
coastwise movement to Ne"w England.
Coastwise shipments to New' Eng-

land during September are reported as
74S.778 tons, almost exactly the same
figure as for the month before. Com-
pared with last year, however, the
•month's shipments were small, amount-
ing to little more than half those of
September, 1918.
The total tidewater movement of

bituminous coal to New England from
Jan. I'to Sept. 30, was 5,670,849 tons.
Compared with the shipments for the
same nine months of 1918, there was
a decrease of 4,838,000 tons, or 46 per
cent. The decrease is believed to point
less to a shortage in New England
than to competition of fuel oil. decline
in demand following the cancellation
of munitions contracts, and the large
stocks caried over from last season.

Atlantic Seaboard

Boston

.Nen Eii^litiid steniii-userN not
ainrined by strike. Stocks ample for
tlie present, liailronds in tills ter-
ritory not yet eouiiNeating coai. Pri-
orities niie «ill assist more ureieut
coses. Too early to ^;aii;;e eft'eets of
rest«>refi fuei regulations. Hampton
itonds ninrket unoiiauK'ed, .\o spot
demand in any volume. .Vnthraeite
factors itiaiuiiK'e to keep up wit^l pres-
ent demand, but are anxious over I'li-

BitumlnouM—One of the interesting
sidelights on the current disturbed sit-
uation is the indifference of a larr,e
number of New England steam-users.
Most of the large consumers have
made every effort since early summer
to keep coal coming in quantity suffi-
cient for seasonable reserves, and
whether or not coal in transit is

seized by the railroads there is a much
more comfortable feeling on the part
of buyers generally than would have
been the case some years ago when it

was not customary to carry such large
stocks. While there have been feeble
attempts the past 'few weeks to
pyramid prices there has been little
encouragement In this territory tor
anything even approaching a runaway
market. Buyers have not "scared"
for a cent, and if, as generally assumed,
the situation in the central states
grows acute during November there is

a distinct feeling here that some ar-
rangement will be made that will per-
mit the mine-workers to go back and
produce coal until the beginning of
another coal year.
Based upon more or less accurat»i

data there has been a statement re-
cently that New England Industries
have at least a 60 days reserve. »n
our judgment this would be putting
It small, for the average winter stock
in anything like a normal year Is four
months, and the number of consumers
who now have on hand less than that
amount must be small. The larger
railroads the certainly in that position,

ill New England, and among those in
touch with the market here there is
practically no evidence of any alarm
over the prospect of light production
during November and December.

So far as can be learned, at this
writing, the railroads here have nqt
actually converted to their own use
any comercial coal in transit. A lairge
Quantity of steam coal has been held
at destinations, the railroads refusing
they receive further instructions,. There
have been exceptions to this when it

couid cl,«irly be shown that the coal
was for a utility or other requirement
high ' on the priority list.

It is strongly reminiscent of early
1918 as certain industries come prompt-
tly to the fore and insist that they are
entitled to preference. Tlsere are a
few smaller plants that were encour-
aged during the early fall to buy from
time to time on the market, and what
anxiitv is heard is mainly trom such
sou»«es. The priorities rule will doubt-
less be invoked considerably during
the next fortnight or so, and it there
are' any really urgent cases they will
be taken care of in that way. There
is reason to expect that a large number
of operations will keep at work in
ctntral Pennsylvania, but of this we
shall know with more certainty in a
week's time. Three holidays within
the week make it especially difficult to
measure the early eliects of the strlKe.

It is also too soon to estimate tlie
results of the restored regulations of
the United States Fuel Administrator,
effective from Oct. 31. Up to that
time there were quotations on fair
grades from central Pennsylvania all
the way up to $4.50, but the larger
number of operators were insisting
upon moderate quotations as more be-
fitting the disturbed situation. Such
offerings were quietly absorbed, how-
e\'er, through customary channels and
the movement all-rail, in consequence,
the past week was heavier than at any
time since August, All quotations in
excess of the Government set prices
are now illegal, but at this writing
the tr,ade is practically deadlocked and
thrre is little or nothing that can be
said on the subject of current prices.

Shippers ov-er the New York and
Philadelphia piers are mainly await-
ing developments. Those having credits
In the Tidewater Coal Exchange fre-
quently find that there is no coal
available for dumping, and for the
present no cars will be dumped for
needs that are clearly on the priori-
ties list. A good deal of confusion
has resulted, with no little hardship
to those who have boats under charter
and subject to severe demurrage
charges, but it is felt that things will
be straightened out this week. One
result was the effort of speculators to
realize on coal already loaded Into
boats, but little has been heard of
such instances since the President's
proclamation.
The longshoremen's strike had al-

ready affected the volume of coal sent
to the New York piers, the tie-up of
ste.TTKT.-- having acuse extra loadings
at Philadelphia and at Norfolk. Several
ships 'Uip at New York were diverted
to other ports for that reason, and
this has made bunker coal much in
demand at Philadelphia especially. For
overseas trade the bunker price for
good grades was $6 75 and $7.25.
There has been no particular change

In the Hampton Roads situation
Practically all shipments can be made
to come within the preferred require-
ments, and at last reports coal from
the smokeless districts was coming
to the piers in good volume. The more
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urgent requirements are for bunkei
and export trade and until the output
of the Southern fields is materially
reduced it is likely that these load-
ings will continue as heretofore.
At distributing piers in this terri-

tory there is practically no spot de-
mand. A few small buyers are anxious
to get coal, but aside from these it is
hard to discover any uneasines over
the outlook. Consignees whose barge
transportation has been held up be-
cause of the striking tugboat engineers
anticipated their wants all-rail and for
the most part the coal has already
been received,
Authracite—The demand tor domes-

tic sizes continues urgent. The weather
has been mild and there is not the im-
mediate pressing demand we are likely
to see later. The different distributors,
both retail and wholesale, are manag-
ing to keep up with curent demand
in most localities, but there is much
anxiety over requirements for Decem-
ber and January. A great deal de-
pends upon the weather. Already the
lower temperatures have been felt in
(jastern Maine and there are consider-
able areas in that region that are todav
practically bale of coal.
The situation with regard to ocean

tugs and the strike of engineers con-
tinues without change. Ocean tugs
operated by the Railroad Administra-
tion and the Shipping Board are still
tied up, pending a settlement. Mean-
while the shippers are struggling as
best they can to get a normal tonnage
fi)rward. Movement all-rail has been
increased, and dumpings over the New
York piers somewhat accelerated, ana
these efforts together with a number
of coastwise steamers located for themovement of anthracite have made it
possible to keep up New England re-
ceipts, although the coal i.s by no.means as well distributed as when

were moving from Philadelphiabari

iient of fi<

i<> list.s .shliiiu'

as well as from New York. Weresome basis agreed upon for operating
the tugs It would relieve much appre-
hension in New England, especially in
those places where neither all-rail nor
by steamer can the population bt
served without greatly increased cost.

New York
.>i«rik.- ill liiliiiiiinuiiN iniii,-K i-i-eati-K

voiifiisioi, i„ ,|ie ^.« Yc.rk niarket.With ioailiiiK KtoiMicil nnd roiuHtnte-" >eruiiieiit i>rii-PN uuil prior-
ire uncertain us ti>

c>i><-ratlons. neiniinils for iintliraoitc
Mteain eoalM Ikeeoine.s stronger, Peji coal
liuril to B.-I with deninnd for the <lo-
nii-ntir .sizi-.s ointi/Miing; strongr.

Viitlirnolte—The pressure for hara
I'oal IS stronger because of the strike
in the bituminous mines. This in con-junction with the usual requirements
for this season has created a demand
lor the domestic coals which cannotbe met, even though the mines arebeing worked to capacity.
The trade has been favored with

Ideal weather conditions and compara-
tively light consumption, enabling most
retail dealers to store a fair supply but
the demand has been steady and con-stant which has kept stocks down farbelow normal. However, consumers
are in a better position than thev have
been, with one or two exceptions ni
previous years.
Shipments from the mines were not

as heavy as tliey might have been
because of the Federal order diverting
•very car possibls to the soft-coal
fields 111 anticipation of the trouble
there. Loading at the piers wns
.stopiied on Saturday which prevented
local dealers from obtaining a fullweek s supply of coal. However noone appears to be suffering from tUelack of fuel.
Stove, chestnut and egg are mostlywanted in the order named, with a good

<-aIl for broken which is not generally
used in this market.
Pea coal has been almost entirelv

out of the local market, due to the in-

(ic'/le'^s
^"'" '''^''^ """^ '''"'" '"'anil

Local salesmen report a good de-mand from outlying sections for al.domestic sizes but few reports are
,?'^''',.J2''

premiums higher than th-
Voc differential permitted for Inde-pendent coals being paid,

f-.!^^™*"'^" *° ,''" expected the demand
lor steam coals grew stronger when H
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became apparent that the bituminous
strike could not be averted. Many con-
suniers of the latter who formerly
used the hard coals will, it is believed,
take this opportunity of returning to
tlie use of the anthracite steam sizes.
The companies are adhering strictly
to their usual schedule of prices whilesome independents are said to be ask-
ing slightly increased prices for tlieli
product, much depending upon the sup-
ply on hand at the time inquiry is
made.
During the seven day period ended

Oct. 31 there were 5.465 cars of an-
thracite dumped at the local docks as.
compared with 5,507 cars during the
previous seven days. There were i4,SlS
cars of anthracite dumped at the locas
piers during October as compared with
22,433 cars in September, last, and
26,616 ears in October of last year.
BltnmluouH—The situation in bitu-

minous here is one of confusion. Almost
up to the last minute the trade to a
large degree, believed the Government
would be able to avert the tie-up. De-
mand had dropped and quotations foi
the various grades at the mines and
for the pools at the loading ports which
had been much stronger had eased oCf
considerably. With the Government
order reinstating the priority list and
the Fuel Administration price list
shippers were unable to do anything
and business was temporarily sus-
pended. In addition loading at all t.ie
piers was stopped and unless shippers
were fortunate enough to have loaded
boats in transit their deliveries were
likewise stopped.
The harbor is filled with loaded boats

many of which, unless the Administra
tion intervenes, are likely to be held
until the strike is ended, at which timt
there will be a ready demand for roil.
Empty boats are a scarcity.
Shippers during the early part of the

week were able to get more coal to
the loading ports because of the re-
moval of the restrictions placed by
the Railroad Administration to prevent
over-stocking at the ports.
Large consumers, as a rule, have

heavy stocks of coal on hand aud will
be able to face present conditions for
a few weeks without experiencing
great difficulties in obtaining fuel.
There was a report current on .'Sat-

urday of last week that while tlie
former price list of the Fuel Adminis-
tration had been reinstated that a new
price list showing slight increases
would be issued. No one, however,
seemed willing to indicate where this
report started or what the difference
in prices would be.
There were 5,123 cars of bituminous

dumped at the local railroad docks
during the week ended Oct. 31 as com-
pared with 6.267 cars the previous
week and 24,797 cars dumped during
the month as compared with 23,367 in
the previous month and 2S.56S cars
In October of last year.
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Philadelphia

Anthrnelto coj^.siiiiierN .^tirreil h^- noti
coal strlk«-. Kenr that hard coni men
nilBht lie MlTePted. \o cnsInK oil' In
demand for egc, stove niiil nnl. I'm
deniniKl urndniilly InereiiNiiig. I.lttir
Imiirovenicnl in receipts. (nr snppiv
ndeqiinte. lliioknhent eoni picks np
some. Hi«>e lliul harle.^ eoiltliinc lilfiitU
fill, Hltiimlnons trade upset l.y rcn-
son of strike, Coal In trnnsll sclxed.
\o spot mnrket. Tide business helil
up.

Anthracite—As was Kj lie e\|iected
the strike In the soft coal region lias
affected the hard coal trade. The pub-
lic, at least that portion of it that has
not yet been able to lay by its full
stock for the winter, is giving the re-
tailers considerable trouble in insist-
ing upon prompt delivery of orders
Despite their anxiety for fuel the mi-
Jority of the customer.? are insisliii!-;
on the large domestic sizes and cveii
though the dealers tell them that tliei-
will not be enough of sucli sizes to !;o
around, they continue to ask for thf
favored grades, although they are will-
ing to take a proportion of pea.
More than one dealer has had Ui^

experience of customers who never
burned any other size than pea prior to
the war. who now will not have thai
size, but want egg. stove or nut. The
difference of $2 in price Is not sufli-
clent inducement to cause them to ac-

Lept pea coal. It would seem that
after having once tried the larger size,which many of them did during theextreme shortage, they have now he-come converted to the use of the big

To make the situation worse, there
has not been any increase in the ship-ments of domestic sizes to this marketthe dealers cannot understand that
alter waiting all this time, that thej
do not receive better shipments. Therumor still persists that the New Eng-land trade is still being favored, andone i-eport is that during the past weekover 2000 cars of large sizes wereshipped into ihe state of Massachu-
setts alone.
While recently there was some tend-

ency of a car shortage in the anthra-
cite region, it is believed that the soft
coal strike quickly remedied this siuta-
tion as from last accounts there ar"
plenty of cars to be had.
While pea coal is not selling in thevolume expected at this time of the

year, the dealers report that it ispicking up all the time and it is felt
that with the arrival of more sea-
sonable weather they will receive asmuch business on this size as thev can
take care of. They also expect thedemand to increase from those cus-
tomers who have been holding off
waiting for the larger sizes, for the
feeling is now growing that even
though the anthracite miners have
agreed to •ontinue work, there isalways the possibility of a sympathetic
strike.
One of the large companies this week

announced an increase of 40c a ton in
the price of broken coal. This size
has been selling right along at $5. 9b
per ton, whereas egg coal, a size which
IS often used in the manufacturing
trade as a substitute for the larger
size reached its maximum winter priceon Sept. 1 of $6.35. With the 40c in-
crease broken is now on a parity with
egg. There is little domestic demand
for broken coal, and quite a little ton-
nage is under contract at the old price
of $5.95, and it Is thought the increase
was made more to equalize conditions
than for any other reason.
There is some stir in the steam sizes.

which may probably be due to *ht
strike situation. There is nothing like
a rush to procure coal, but inquiries
are beginning to come in from new
sources and the companies are having
no difhculty lately to move their buck-
wheat coal. It has also been said that
in at least one instance this size hai
been taken out of storage at a moder-
ate extent. While rice and barley are
still extremely plentiful, the demand
IS yet below production.
Bituminous—At this time the bi-

tuminous trade is badly upset. With
the walk-out of the men production
has practically ceased. Fortunatol>
local industrial plants are pretty well
fortified with stocks of fuel, andit has
been estimated that this district could
get along fairly well for the next two
months. Many of the plants had heavy
tonnages in transit at the time the
1 rouble broke, but because of the rul-
ing of the Railroad Administration all
of this coal lias been confiscated and
all users of bituminous have been so
notified by tlie railroads.
At this time the trade is in a chaot'c

condition, as with the fixing of the
prices liy the Fuel Administration all
competition lias been taken out of the
market and tlierc is no busfiness in the
spot trade. .\t this time it looks HSr
though the oiilv production likely to
leacli here (ov the next week or so will
be from the wa.gon mines, which are
l"ast resuming the activity enjoved bv
them during the war.

All tide business has practically
ceased for the time being, as order.s
have been issued to stop loading boats
for export. As a matter of fact a
number of vessels which had left Mieir
piers were recalled before thev ha)
passed out of the bay and were ordered
to return to port.

Lake Marketn'

Pittsburgh

•iiilhiu colli operators liohlinu prU'
II. lirokt-rs secure fllnc>' pricv
strike in C'oiiiiellsvliie rcKion.
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connection with the coal strike la that
B'ederal Judge A. B. Anderson, at In-
dianapolis, on Oct. 31 issued a tem-
porary order restraining otlicials of the
United Mine Workers from calling their
strike, set for midnight, Oct. 31. This
morning President Wilson signed the
Fuel Administration order setting
maximum coal prices at the last Gov-
ernment figures. Philip ilurray, presi-
dent of Mo. 5 district ^Pittsburgh)
says he will ignore tiie injunction.
In the past week Pittsburgh district

coal has brought some very ais**
prices, but the total turnover at fancj
figures is asserted to be small. Large
operators state that they have not
charged extra prices and assert that
if high prices are charged to consum-
ers It is by Jobbers. Some of tiie Job-
bers admit making large margins, but
claim that operators iiave also charged
high prices.
A number of sales by Jobbers are re-

ported at about $6 tor prepared sizes
o£ gas, Willie niine-ruu steam coal lias

brought H and higher. l-.ai'ge operat-
ors claim to have sold at much lower
prices and on the basis of their posi-
tion the market of the past few day^
may be quoted as follows; Siacit,
'(Z/^l) and 4>;i.3U; steam mine-run, ^z.iili

and 'iZAU; gas nuue-run, iz.btl and
fi.lO; prepared sizes gas, iti.HU and
fS.lu, per net ton at mine, Pittsburgh
district.
While at this writing the extent ot

the strike. If any, is problematical one
thing of importance to this general
district is that the union miners will
be unable to get the Conneilsville re-

gion, which nas always been non-
union, to strike, as Pederal protec-
tion will prevent tliat. The Con-
neilsville region now snips about aj
much coal as it converts into coke in
the region, and lately tiie proportion
has been abnormally large through
coke production being restricted on ac-
count of the iron and steel strike mak-
ing a number of blast furnaces idle.

Bulfalo

More and more quiet in bituminous.
i\uc uiueli trut/e eA.if«;«:tea duriiits i\u-
veiiiber, nlietuer u Htrike uevuri* or
uot. ileuv}' Mtuck ou iiaua. Autliracilt
moTlug lieavily by lake. Mot much
locally.

Uituiulnoui)—The demand is light,
the supply is not only light, but grow-
ing llgiiter and more uncertain every
day. The railroads are taking it In
quantity and the inanuiacturers do not
want much more right away. They
tiave, as a rule, several months' supply
In yard. The shippers have made it

plain to them that it was to their ad-
vantage to keep a supply on hand and
they have done so. i\ow tliey are feei-
Uig quite Independent of a strike and
will wait awhile before buying in any
amount.
At the same time quite a good

amount Is coming from the mines, but
the roads are taking it so last that
the L.ake trade is feeling tlie shortage
and there are already more than 40
big steamers laid up for the season.
There are enough left to take care of
the business offering. Grain does nut
promise to move at all freely and If

It should the giving out of the ore
supply early would make tonnage
plenty for any sort of down cargoes.
All the coal, both hard and soft, will
be shipped to the L,akes that can be
got to the docks for loading.
The situation Is, a short bituminous

supply to the l^ake trade, but a large
anthracite supply. The railroads are
securing orders from government au-
tborltles for coal to be delivered t<

them. The absence of war-time
emergency conditions seems to make
no difference to the roads, but the
shippers do not see It that way and
much prefer to fill their regular orders.
If the strike comes to llttie the roads
will not long ask for privileges of
that sort.

It Is not easy to state the price con-
ditions. A few shippers are asking
60 cents to $1 premium on their coal
over former prices. Many of them are
not even doing that. With this In mind
It Is thought beat to continue former
quotations, as follows: $4.55 for Alle-
gheny Valley sizes. $4.80 for Pittsburgh
and No. 8 lum, $4.65 for three-quarter

same, $4.20 for mine run, $4.10 for
slack, $4.60 for smokeless, $5.75 for
Pennsylvania smithing, all per net ton,
f. o. b. Buffalo.
Anthracite—The trade does noi

change materially. City consumers
are asking for more all the time, but
the distributors and retailers say they
are promised a good supply when the
Lakes close and In that way are able
to reduce complaint to the lowest. It
is likely that more coal is in cellar
now than there was last year at this
time. The mild winter made it quite
unnecessary to put in an average sup-
ply. All the wise ones are predicting
a warm winter, but they did also two
years ago, so no dependence can be
given them.
The independent anthracite shipper

is asking all the way from 75 ceiitM
lo $3 premium ou his supplies, but tlie
regular prices remain Just what they
were when the last advance was made
on Sept. 1, as follows:

On Cars, At Curb,
Gross Ton. Net Ton.

Grate $8.55 $10.20
Egg 8.80 10.65
Stove 9.00 10.85
Chestnut 9.10 10.95
Pea 7.45 9.30
Buckwheat 6.70 7.75
The lake siiippers of anthracite art

still increasing their loadings, but the
Upper-Lake docks want more and
more. Tiie surplus over last season is

large and fast increasing. Por tht
week the mount was 145,300 net tons,
of wliich 88,100 tons cleared for Duluth-
Superiur, 17,400 tons for Milwaukee,
15,800 tons for Chicago, 11,200 tons lor
Fort Williams, 6,400 tons for Mar-
quete, 3,600 tons for Manitowoc and
2,800 tons for Hancock. Kates are un
ciianged.

COKK.
Buffalo—The coke market will

hardly be brisk again this season, for
ail branches of trade in connectton
tlierewitii are decidedly dull. Too many
Lake steamers have been put Into the
Iron-ore trade, till the Lower Lake
docks are piled hlgli with it. Coke
therefore remains dull at former quo
ations: $8 for 72-hr. Conneilsville
foundry, $7.50 for 48-hr. furnace, $7
tor off grades, $7.75 for domestic sizes
and $5 for breeze, all per net ton f. o.

b. Buffalo.

Toronto

Market conditioiiH unsettled—Prices
of bituiuiiiuuH advanced. SblpnientM
lukeu over by ruiiruadH. Use of au-
tUraclte by industrial plants problblu-d.

Conditions in the coal trade are con
siderably unsettled owing to the strike
of bituminous coal miners in the
United States. Prices lor soft coal
have substantially advanced and many
industrial consumers who had been
buying from hand to mouth, are now
ordering freely, so that supplies on
hand may shortly be exhausted.
During the last few days, shipments

of bituminous from the mines have
been taken over In transit by the
American railroads, so that future sup-
plies are very uncertain. H. A. Har-
rington, of the Ontario Fuel Adminis-
tration, announces that the Industrial
plants will be restrained from using
antliraclte except with the written con-
sent of the administration, shipments
of anthracite are still coming tlirough,
but in quantities Insufllclent to meet
the demand.

Quotations for short tons are as
follows:

Retail—Anthracite: egg, stove, nut
and grate, $12.50; Pea, $11.00; bitumin-
ous steam, $8.95; slack. $7.95; domestic
lump, $10.00; cannel, $11.50.
Wholesale— f. o. b cars at destina-

tion: three-quarter lump, $8.00; slack,
$7.00.

Cleveland

I'nnl fields from whirh Cleveland anA
lortbrrn Ohio draw tbrlr supplies are
NO iieli oricanlzed It Is expected sblp-
inrutii nil! bi- i-ntlrely cut ofT In a fen
dnys. Kor three days now priictlcally
no receipts are reported* while the
Lukr trade bus been cut off to the point
of denying Great Lakes freighters fuel
conl.

BltomtBons—Since Thursday prac-
tically no bituminous coal has been re
celved in Cleveland, the carriers stand-
ing between the consumers and the
mines. Cleveland normally receives
about 25,000 cars of coal a day, of
which 90 per cent is bituminous. About
5,000 cars a day are required by public
utilities and such other essentials as
hospitals, the street railway, and the
like. It Is estimated that the larger
electric light corporation of the two
here has from four to six weeks' stock
on hand. Domestic consumers are said
to have laid In 85 per cent, of their
winter supply.

Iron and steel works have Just begun
to resume, and are now operating ai
about 20 per cent of the district's ca-
pacity, but as tliey have practically no
stocks on hand early closing for them
Is seen. The by-product coke plants
in this district are amply stocked, and
it Is claimed tliey can operate long
after coke-using plants will be forced
to close. Most industrial consumers
cannot operate longer than two weeks,
if the strike is made anywhere near
effective.
Operators have been quite successful

in their attempts to hold down coal
prices, and while a few bituminous
grades have doubled supplies . have not,
the main reason for tins liaa been to
put them on a parity with grades ad-
vanced a week ago.
Public opinion in Cleveland appears

unanimous against the strike. Operat-
ors are claiming tliat Monday will show
not nearly so many men out as union
leaders claim. Several of tlie Iron and
steel plants here that have tlielr own
coal mines say their miners have de-
clared their intention of staying on the
Job.
Pocahontas and anthracite—While

some cars liave filtered through the
blockade of the railroads in tlie last
three or four days demand for these
grades have double wiiile supplies iiave
virtually been cut in half. Some deal-
ers have stopped handling forkec
Pocahontas. Most dealers still are
taking orders for these grades, but uie
not promising delivery as tliey tear a
tie up in the bituminous fields will also
affect the Pocaiiontas and anthracite
mines.
Lake Trade—Under orders from the

railroad administration absolutely no
coal is permitted to be placed for the
Lake trade. It was e.xpected that ship-
ments to the head of tiie Great Lake&
would be cut off, but tiie ban on bunker
fuel was a surprise. Unless lifted Im-
mediately—and many in the Lake trade
believe a mistake has been made

—

Great Lakes freighters must be taken
out of commission at their last port
of calL This will tie up tiie Iron ore
and grain trade, the latter being es-
pecially heavy toward tlie end of the
season. Friday saw only 5,U47 cars of
bituminous coal at the lake front, with
loadings totalling only 1071 cars and
less than 1800 cars in transit. Thi»
means that Saturday sees virtually the
last coal loading in tlie Lake trade.
The movement of late lias been ouiy
about half of normal, and unusually
heavy demands will be made later on
the all-rail movement from Indiana
and Illinois to the Northwest.

Prices of coal per net ton delivered
In Cleveland:
Anthracite—Egg, $11.75 to $11.90;

Chestnut, $12 to $12.20; Grate, $11.76
to $11.90; Stove. $11.90 to $12.10.
Pocahontas—Forked, $10 to $10.60

Shoveled lump, $10; Mine-run, $8.
Domestic bituminous—West Virginia

splint, $9; No. 8 Pittsburgh, $6.60 to
76.90; Masslllon lump, $8.26 to $8.60;
Cannel lump, $10.60; Coshocton lumik,
$7.60.
Steam coal—No. 6 slack, $5.25 to

$5.60; No. 8 slack, $5.10 to $6.60;
Youghlogheny slack, $5.25 to $5.50; No.
8 %- In., $6 to $6.25; No. 6 mine-run,
$5.26 to $6.60; No. 8 mine-run, $5.76 to
$6.90.

Columbus

With all miners out In Ohio the coal
trade U at a stnndNtill. I>rmand for
donicNtlc grades Is strunfCi while there
nns a reaction oti Hteiini grades. Con-
siderable uncertainty is apparent iiw

the strike situation.

Practically all Ohio coal miners went
out Nov. 1, closing all of tb« mlnei to
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the state. This was in accordance with
the strike order issued by the officials

of the miners' organization. Previous
to the suspension there was a general
buying movement, mostly on the part
of domestic users. The strong demand
tor steam grades, apparent several
weeks ago had subsided to a certain
extent. The suspension had been dis-
counted on every hand and It is not
believed that there are prospects for
.any marked coal shortage within the
coming 30 days.
Domestic trade has been the strong-

est point in the market. Retailers havt
been placing large orders and have been
urging immediate shipment Retail
stocks are not large, although there
has been a steady accumulation during
the past few weeks. Many of the
dealers have been following a plan of
cutting orders down in tonnage in
order that all consumers have a chance
for some coal. Retail prices are Arm
at former levels, as the new prlce-
tixing notice had not yet taken effect.

An announcement as to Ohio prices is

expected soon.
The steam trade is active, although

the rush of buying noted several weeks
ago has passed. There has been enougn
orders, however, to absorb all of the
available tonnage. Prices on steam
grades were boosted under the influ-
ence of better buying and remained
at the higher levels until price fixing
became eftective.
A canvass of the situation shows

that most of the steam users have fuel
supplies for a month to six weeks and
many are even better supplied. Public
service concerns are pretty well looked
after and the same is true of public
institutions. Rubber plants have am-
ple supplies and general manufactur-
ing will not suffer immediately. The
railroads are expected to confiscate
much of the coal now awheel in order
to provide a fuel supply.
The Lake trade has been active and

a considerable tonnage is being moved
to the Northwest. This movement is

expected to cease soon, not only be-
cause of the suspension but also be-
cause of the close of navigation. Prac-
tically all of the desired tonnage has
been moved to the Upper-Lake regions.
Production during the last week of

operation was at a high rate. With a
better car supply in all mining dis-
tricts there was a large tonnage pro-
duced on all sides. The new orders
concerning tiie unloading of cars stim-
ulated the production and it is es-
timated that the Hocking Valley pro-
duced about 85 per cent, of capacity
with other fields showing up witn
slightly lesser percentages.

Louisville

Price control meeting iritli muck
disfavor in L.ouisville. Kentucky minea
operutins at neariy halt time as a
wliole. Retailers oat of coal. Kail-
road Administration holding supplies.

Kentucky operators, jobbers and re-
tailers are much concerned over price
regulation, which it is claimed will
wreck some of the operating companies
unless many changes are made.
Operators point out that such action
is unconstitutional, and decidedly un
fair. One operator In discussing this
point said: "If the administration can
force maximum prices on all coal sold,
it should also arrange for us to secure
the same maximum prices on coal sold
under contract last spring. We took
heavy tonnage orders with the Rail-
roads and other industrial consumers
on steam coal at far under the market
in order to force movement of such
grades, and put up domestic prices
to equalize the low steam prices. Now
we are expected to sell our block coal
at prices much lower than had been
figured on, and in selling steam at
contract prices and old administration
prices we will be unable to exist in
some cases. The war is over and there
is no reason for controlling prices. A
readjustment is bound to come, or a
lot of mines will be forced under."
The action of the Railroad Adminis-

tration In seizing all grades of coal
and holding them is also severel)
criticized. The railroads are seizing
all block, steam and screenings under
orders, and clogging sidings, yards,
etc., holding coal under load, whereas
It should be moved as rapidly as pos-
sible so that the cars may be unloaded.
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and placed back In service. Mines ni
the present time are securing full car
supplies, but this can not last long if

the roads are to be glutted with loaded
cars, and the supplies of empties re-
duced. In fact there will not be room
on sidings to accommodate the coal, and
trouble is bound to come when an
effort is made to get this coal moving.

Louisville retailers at a meeting on
Monday found that 19 dealers had Just
7,000 tons of lamp or back coal in
their yards, all of which was sold. A
few thousand tons of steam coal was
on hand, a considerable portion of
which was also sold. It was reported
that cars delivered Ho retailers on
Saturday and Monday were later re-
moved by switching crews before they
could be unloaded. Forty-two cars
consigned to retailers are held in local
yards, and it is known that 157 cars
shipped from Kentucky mines to local
retailers are being held. Retailers are
taking practically no orders as they
haven't coal to fill orders, and are
not sure of prices.
The strike situation in Kentucky is

not considered serious, and it is be-
lieved that most districts will be oper-
ating again within a week or 10 days.
In northeastern Kentucky many union
mines in the Clkhurn and Big Sandy
district are running. Hazard operators
report practically full operations. The
Harlan district is down tight, as is
most of the Southern Appalachian
which is well organized. In the Har-
lan district operations are running full
at Lynch, Ky. The owning company is

said to be paying higher wages than
the union scale, as it is not a com-
mercial development in any sense of
the word, and not controlled by any
wage agreements of the Fuel Adminis-
tration period. The Wisconsin Steel
Co. mines at Benham> Ky., will prob
ably be running full within a day or
so.

In western Kentucky the miners re-
fused to go out in violation of a wage
agreement made when the mines were
organized in September, and 47 mines,
mostly union operations, in Hopkins,
Christian and Webster counties are
running full. These mines have a big
production and are said to be operating
profitably, as they hadn't contracted
much coal, and prices were not much
above former administration figures.
These mines are now producing coal
at iz.60 for lump, i'Z.'ii mine run, and
i'A.OS for screenings, and are reported
to be working full with a full car
supply.
The effect of the big operations in

these counties is resulting in miners
in Henderson, Muhlenburg and other
counties being anxious to get back to
work. A union meeting at Henderson,
Ky., on Monday was postponed, as
union leaders feared the men would
go back to work on a vote. Bvans-
ville, in southern Indiana reports that
miners are dissatisfied with the strike,
claiming that they didn't have a say,
and should have been given a vote.

Fsdsral troops have been moving
freely from Camp Taylor for several
days to mine districts in West Vir-
ginia, and it is reported that a big
detachmenet is at Knoxville, to keep
peace in both street car and mine
strikes. Everything has been quiet
and orderly in Kentucky so far, as
tlie miners as a rule don't appear to
be enthusiastic over the strike, and
apparently merely answered the union
call. In Bell and Harlan counties, it

is reported that the strike is flrra«.r

than in any other section of the state,
and that these counties will probably
be the last to surrender in event the
strike Is broken.
So far as the strike is concerned

operators appear to be optimistic, anl
feel that it will only be a tew days
until troubles are adjusted. However,
tho price-control plan Is causing a
great deal of uneasiness in every
branch of the coal trade.
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St. Louis

strike finds St. Louis witli about 10
days supply of coal ahead for domesiic
uses among dealers. Steam plants
average 30 days. Rallrouds averaf^e
10 days. Situation will be appalling
If Mtrike lasts more than two weeks.
Ilallroads holding all coal under orders
from the Government. Country without
fuel in many cases.

siiuatiou 111 St. Louis proper is
allright for the present, but at the
expiration of 10 days the situation will
be extremely critical, for then many
of the householders will be out of fuel.
some steam plants, and there will be
no coal available from the retail deal-
ers. About 25,000 to 30,000 tons are in
storage, but this will ieist but a day
or two. The average domestic con-
sumer in St. Louis has enough coal to
hold him for 60 days. The average
steam plant has 30 days supply.
A large element of poor people have

but little coal and thousands of people
who are obliged to move on account
the high rent, etc., are without fuel.
Nearly all the coal shipped the last

two or three days in the month Is be-
ing held by the railroads before being
delivered, so that the Government nxay
appoint fuel administration officials
to distribute it according to priority
rulings. Thus at the end of the week
the situation is somewhat uncertain.
There are thousands of cars of co.al

in and around the St. Louis terminals.
The ten days supply held by the rail-
roads will probobly require that a
large part of this be confiscated.

B. F. Bush, regional director of the
southwestern region for railroads, haa
his committee appointed Saturday but
would not make an announcement until
he ascertained who would co-operate
with them from the Fuel Administra-
tion. This committee will regulate the
distribution of coal according to the
priority rulings.

In the last few days from 'the Car-
tervllle field little coal was shipped to
this market. The Iron Mountain held
nearly all of the coal loaded on Ics

rails. The tonnage of railroad coal
irom the entire field was the heaviest
on record. The same applies in a way
to- the Duquoin field, where the car
shortage was somewhat severe.

In the Mt. Olive field the railroads
took the greater portion of coal mined
in the past week. The car supply also
held the tonnage down, but a fairly
good volume moved into the St. Louis
market and some into the country.

In the Standard district the rail-
roads, as usual, got the bulk of th<:

coal. The mines worked better the
last week than they have for some
lime as far as the equipment Is con-
cerned and every mine came close to

producing its daily capacity.
The latter part of the week the an-

nouncement of the Government price
caused some uneasiness and uncer-
tainty in the wholesale market. The
retail price, however, is unchanged and
will likely continue that way on all

of the coal shipped that will be de-
livered to the dealers.

Public sentiment is strongly against

the miners and the feeling in the coal
trade is that something will happen
in the course of a week to ten days
that will likely bring about a resump-
tion of work in the course of two
weeks.
There is little Carterville moving In.

It Is all going at the regular price,
with few exceptions. Cars are some-
what short on the Missouri Pacific and
on the Illinois Central

In the Duquoin field cars are short,
about three days a week being the sup-
ply. Some of this coal is being held at
the circular price and some of It is

being sold at whatever it will bring.
In the Standard field there has been

much profiteering on the part of a tew
unscrupulous operators. The big oper-
ators are holding a circular price that
Is within reason. Two-inch lump coal
has sold as high as t4.50, mine run
from J3@$3.50, and screenings at about
$2.60.
On Friday W. J. Jenkins, of the Con-

solidated coal Co., called the operators
together and In co-operation with the
Chicago operators, who are co-operat-
ing with the Government, decided that
a maximum price of $3.25 on domestic
sizes, iZ on mine run and $2.i!6 on
screenings should prevail, with a 2Bc
commission to Jobbers over and above
that price, the 25c to be the limit on
the Jobbing business, regardless of how
many hands it passed through. This
has stabilized the market and although
there is a shortage of coal and nothing
Is offered free, there Is an easier feel-

ing and the public Is not Incensed.

There has been an advance of BOc
a ton this week on the retail price
of all soft coal In St. Louis, making
Carterville J6.B0, Mt. Olive $6, and
Standard $6.50.
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Even Country Storekeepers May Strike
Bv R. DAWSON HALL

T is reported that the mine worker, who
lias struck against the production of

coal for the use of the storekeeper and

others, is much incensed that the store-

keeper refuses to give him goods on credit. A
man with unwarped judgment would be disposed

to expect that* the storekeeper would strike

against all and simdry who went on strike

against him.

The merchant in the mine village is not so

clearly conscious that the strike is directed against

his interests, and he is willing to sell his goods to

the strikers so long as they have the money to pay
for them, and to leave "politics", as he would
term it, entirely alone. He does not see his way
clear however to help the strike by selling goods

on credit, especially as the credit has often been

found bad.

By pui-chasing goods at the village store the

mine worker has patronized the storekeeper and

he lays great stress on the favor he has conferred

upon him. Now in high dudgeon, he says that he

will do so no more. Has not the mine operator

patronized the workingman for years by purchas-

ing his labor, and is not the mine worker bound

to the operator by this fact in just the same
manner as the storekeeper is bound to the mine

worker?
If buying goods of a store is conferring a favor

on the store, buying the labor of a man, often the

only thing he has to sell, is conferring a favor on

that man. If the miner is justified in striking, so

is the storekeeper; for the moral obligation to con-

tinue the relation of mutual service is equally

binding in both cases.

The promise of |he mine worker that he will

build a rival store as soon as the strike is over and

so ruin the storekeeper who will not back the mine

worker's strike by unlimited credit is also in-

teresting. The strUver, by hiring men to run a co-

operative store, puts himself in the position of hir-

ing strike breakers. He would blacklist the store-

keeper and put him off the job because he ven-

tured to strike and so inconvenienced his master,

the mine worker.

All this is extremely human. In common with

some great statesmen, here and abroad, the mine

worker enunciates great principles, but fails to

follow all that they imply. If he would receive

justice, he should himself be just. But perhaps

this is only right and not necessary. He may be

among the Great Privileged who no longer must

do as they are done by.

To tlie party on the side lines it is sometimes in-

teresting as well as highly enlightening to observe

how quickly and thoroughly some people's views

change wdth a variation of circumstances or con-

ditions. The pedestrian who "cusses" every

auto driver for his recklessness maligns with

equal vehemence the careless person on foot who
inadvertently gets in his way, as soon as or at best

shortly after, he invests in a "flivver". The ran-

kest of fire eating socialists, Bolshevists, an-

archists, who insists that all real estate is a gift

of Providence and should be held in common by

all humans becomes a law-abiding citizen with

pretty fairly clearcut notions about the rights of

property as soon as he purchases, we will say, a

house and lot or a small farm.

In the "storekeepers' strike" the miner is re-

ceiving a small dose of his own medicine. From
his wry face we may reasonably assume that he

does not relish the concoction.
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FIG. 1. EARLY ELECTRIC MINE HOIST INSTALLED AT FREE SILVER SHAFT, ASPEN, COLO., IN 1895. AND AT THAT
TIME THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD

Progress in the Electrification of Mine Hoists
By R. S. Sage
Schenectady, N. T.

SYNOPSIS— The electrification of mine hoists

proceeded slowly for many years, chiefly because

of their intermittent operation and the high peak
Loads to which they were subject. The difficulties

encountered in their operation have been so suc-

cessfidly overcome, hoivever, that at present over
85 per cent, of neiu installations are electrically

driven.

AS THE natural occurrence of mineral deposits is

usually such as to require their elevation from
various depths to the surface, some means of ac-

complishing this transfer constitutes an important op-
eration at almost all mines. In many cases, particularly

with coal, it is possible for the material to be brought
out through a tunnel driven either on a horizontal or

on such an inclination as to permit the use of cars drawn
by mules or electric locomotives. For the most part,

however, both with coal and ores, it is necessary to

bring the material to the surface by hoisting, either

through a vertical shaft or on inclines too steep for the
employment of locomotives.

There are therefore so-called "main" hoists for bring-
ing the material to the surface (or as is occasionally
the case in metal mines, to lift the material to the main
tunnel out of which it is brought in cars), and in many
cases auxiliary hoists, generally referred to as "man

and supply" or "chippy" hoists, chiefly used in handling

men and materials. Underground, small-powered hoists

are often used for hauling cars up steep inclines from
one level to another, and less frequently the main hoist

itself is installed underground.
Until comparatively recent years the steam engine

was used almost exclusively for operating these various

mine hoists. Compressed air, however, was also used

to a considerable extent, the most notable example of

the latter being the group still in operation at the Ana-
conda Copper Co.'s mines at Butte, Mont. It was many
years after electricity had come into general use in the

railway field and elsewhere before the utilization of

electric motors for driving "main" hoists began to re-

ceive serious consideration in this country, although

considerable development work had been done in foreign

countries, especially in Germany and in the gold fields

of South Africa.

Electrification naturally began with the smaller hoists

used in underground work, it being early found con-

venient and advantageous to operate these with electric

motors from the direct-current mine circuit supplying

lights, pumps, and later electric locomotives, thereby

eliminating long steam and air pipe lines. The practice,

however, did not extend rapidly beyond these small

equipments, for many reasons.

Mine operators, as a rule, were more or less unfa-

miliar with electric power except in the small quantities

supplied by the usual direct-current circuit for the
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purposes previously mentioned. Central station power

did not reach many mining localities, and where avail-

able often could not be had in sufficient quantity at at-

tractive rates or with assurance of reasonable continuity

of service. On the other hand, the highly fluctuating

character of the mine-hoist load was not such as to

appeal to the moderate-capacity central station.

There was'also a certain amount of prejudice against

the electric drive on the part of the users of steam

hoists, due to a feeling of unreliability resulting prob-

ably from a knowledge of certain instances of power
failure. And further, an idea was prevalent among coal-

mine operators that as the coal burned under their

steam boilers came from their own mines, the cost of

fuel for this purpose was little or nothing and therefore

was not taken into account in estimates of the cost of

steam power. As a matter of fact, coal that could be

used for this purpose had a considerable market value.

The exceedingly low all-day efficiency with which the

average steam hoist operated and the enormous waste of

fuel in supplying power to this and other mining op-

erations was generally unappreciated until made the

subject of a special investigation and comparison with

results by electrification.

It was therefore necessary that many existing condi-

tions and ideas should undergo a change before hoist

electrification became general, headway to this end

being slow until the last few years. Much was accom-

plished by engineering reports of operating conditions

at various mining properties which showed in the ma-
jority of cases indisputable advantages and economies

to be secured by general electrification. As an instance,

actual tests of a typical large coal mine hoist indicated

that 50 lb. of coal was burned per horsepower-hour of

work done on the coal hoisted. With electric power,

produced in even a moderate-capacity station, not more
than one-tenth this amount ot coal would be burned for

the same unit of work.

PIG. 2. MAIN H. .1.ST AT PITTSBURGH COAL, CO. MONTOXW
MINE NO. 2, COWDEN, PENN.

As more economical methods of electric power gen-
eration and distribution became known and the neces-
sary apparatus became more highly developed, a number
of companies carrying on extensive mining operations
installed their own hydro-electric or steam-electric
plants and instituted motor drive for all their opera-
tions, including hoisting. At the same time electric

power became more accessible to other mining localities

as the number of central generating stations increased
and others were enlarged and their service extended.

With such service available, there existed few in-

stances in which electrification could not be shown justi-

fiable from an operating-cost standpoint alone. Mean-
while many hoist electrifications had been made abroad
with great success, proving the many claims of superi-

ority for the electric over the steam hoist. Among these
were greater safety, reliability, simplicity and economy.
An indication of the possibilities in economy accruing

FIG, 3. MOTOR AND GENEI .MIONT. TRNNF,SSI;K rOAU IRON A.NI'

RED ORE MINES. SLOPE NO. 4

UAII.KDAD CO.. MUSCODA DIVISION.
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FIG. 4. HOIST AT THE SOUTHLAND SHAFT, CRO WN MINES LIMITED, SOUTH AFRICA

from electrification in mining properties is the state-

ment recently made after an investigation, that through

complete electrification of the anthracite coal fields the

amount of coal used in the production of an annual ton-

nage of approximately 90,000,000 tons could be reduced

from approximately 10,000,000 tons to less than 2.000,-

000 tons.

Probably the first instance of the application of the

electric motor to driving a hoist for mining purposes

was the outfit put into operation in July, 1888, at the

Aspen Mining and Smelting Co., Aspen, Colo. The
manager of the company at that time was persuaded to

install 1000 ft. underground a single-drum, flat-friction

hoist driven through a single gear reduction by a 10-

hp., 440-volt, railway-type motor, the complete outfit

being built by the Sprague Electric Railway and
Motor Co.

This equipment, which replaced a steam-operated

hoist, was used for pulling cars into the tunnel and

proved such a success that two similar hoists were in-

stalled soon afterward. It continued in operation for

many years with the original motor, which has since

been replaced by a G-E 800 machine.

In 1895 there was installed at the Free Silver Shaft,

also at Aspen, an electrically operated hoist (Fig. 1) of

comparatively large capacity, driven through gearing

by a loo-kw. railway-type generator. This machine, at

that time the largest electrically operated hoist in the

world, was designed by D. W. Brunton, mining engineer,

and supplied by the Roaring Fork Electric Light and

Power Co., a pioneer" in hydro-electric power genera-

tion. An auxiliary motor of 60 hp. was arranged for

throwing in on a second pinion to assist the main motor
when necessary to lift the heavy water bailer. Little

use, however, has been made of this arrangement.

In the anthracite coal fields the first motor drive for

hoist work was installed in 1896 on a 1200-ft. slope at

the Maltby Colliery of the Lehigh Valley Coal Co. at

West Wyoming, Penn. The hoi.st, built by the Lidger-

wood Manufacturing Co., is driven by a G-E 2000 (ap-

proximately 100 hp.), 500-voIt, railway-t>T)e motor and
controlled by an R-15 controller. This machine is in

regular operation at the present time, the entire outfit

having been in continuous service during the 22 years

since its installation.

From these small beginnings the electric hoist has

become today the prevailing type of hoisting machine,

many steam plants having been converted to motor
drive with great advantage. Fully 85 per cent, of all

new installations are now electric motor driven. The
General Electric Co. alone has equipped many hundreds

of mine hoists of various types in this and foreign

countries. Considering only those driven by motors hav-

ing a continuous rating of 250 hp. or larger, there are

240 installations aggregating 121,000 hp. A typical

coal mine installation is. illustrated in Fig. 2. Of these

all but 35 are driven by geared induction motors, the

largest being of 180() hp. continuous capacity, develop-

ing during starting approximately 2700 hp. This equip-

ment (Fig. 3) the largest of this type in this country,

is installed at the mines of the Tennessee Coal, Iron

and R.R. Co. at Muscada, Ala., having replaced a first-

motion Corliss engine for operating a single drum slope

hoist. This installation, furnishes an excellent example
of the ability of the modern central power station to

handle widely fluctuating loads of this character.

The direct-current equipments include two of 4000-hp.

5 PAXKL SHOWING- AIR BREAK COXTACTORS WITH
POTENTIAL INTERLOCKING CONTACTOR AND

TRANSFORMER

i
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continuous rated capacity, the largest in the world

(Fig. 4), which are installed at the plants of the Crown

Mines, Ltd., and the New Modderfonte Gold Mining
Co., both in South Africa.

An electrification of unusual magnitude indicating

the extent to which electric drive for mine hoists has

been carried is that of the Cleveland Cliff.s Iron Mining

Co., Ishpeming, Mich. This company, which was among
the earliest to adopt electric power in mining operations,

produces its own current in both hydro-electric and
steam plants, and has installed some 29 electric hoists

totaling over 11,000 hp. rated capacity. Of these hoists,

26 are driven by geared induction motors, 16 of which,

identical in every way as *:o electric equipment, are of

400-hp. capacity at 360 r.p.m., 2200 volts. These in-

stallations have been made from time to time as new
shaits were opened, the hoists being used with complete

m
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PIG. 9. HOIST MOTOR DRIVING FIRST MOTION DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL HOIST,
BUTTE, MONT.

ELM ORLU MINING CO.,

Difficulty was early encountered in some instances

because of insufficient capacity in the resistances used

with rheostatically controlled motors. Due to the fre-

quency of starting and the necessity of operating at

creeping speeds for shaft and rope inspection, etc., and

the liability of occasional reversal at full speed, the re-

sistance for the mine hoist motor must be specially de-

signed with these requirements in view, the resulting

rheostat being much heavier than that required for

occasional starting duty, or for crane service. For the

FIG. 9. HOIST MOTOR DRIVING FIRST MOTION DOUBLE CYLINDRICAL HOIST, CONSOLIDATION COAL CO.
FAIRMONT, W. VA.; DUPLICATE EQUIPMENT AT MINE No. 87
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same reasons the controller must provide, in addition

to the steps required for properly accelerating the hoist,

a suitable number of points lor speed regulation.

Experience indicates that with few exceptions motors

of 100-hp. capacity or larger for mine-hoist service can-

not be successfully handled by drum controllers because

of the magnitude of the currents and the frequency with

which the circuits must be made and broken. These

requirements have been met successfully, by the use of

magnetically operated switches (so-called contactors)

for both the primary and secondary circuits. With this

type of control the motor currents can be interrupted as

frequently as necessary with only an occasional renewal

of tips, and the operator's controller need be only large

enough to handle the small current required for operat-

ing the contactors. At the same time, automatic ac-

celeration of the motor is attained, thereby protecting

it from abuse and the power supply from excessive

current demands.

Because of advantages in transmission, wiring, etc.,

separate resistance sections, whereby a high initial re-

sistance is provided for slow-speed running at light

loads and a low final resistance for operation at full

speed. Rheostats of this design were supplied in con-

siderable numbers for the replacement of those of for-

eign manufacture in the South African mines, and have

been widely applied to hoists in this country, the larg-

est being used in connection with an 1800-hp. induction

hoist motor.

While the large majority of electric hoists in this

country are driven by induction motors, the extreme

nicety of control and high degree of safety of operation

obtained with direct-current motors operating on the

Ward Leonard system commends its use for high-speed

shaft hoists.

It is often impossible for the power-supply system

to operate under the heavy peak loads imposed by large

hoists without seriously aifecting the voltage regulation

and interfering with the operation of other apparatus

supplied from the same station. In such cases some

I iU. 11. AUTOMATIC MAIN HOISTS, INSPIRATION CONSOLIDATED COPPER CO., MIAMI. ARIZ.

it became desirable to use primary potentials of 2200

volts for induction motors for hoist service, especially

in medium and large capacities. This necessitated the

development of contactors for interrupting the currents

in air for reversing the primary connections of the

motor, as practice had demonstrated the unsuitability in

this service of switches breaking currents under oil.

This type of contactor has been built in large numbers
and has been successfully applied to hoist motors up to

and including 1800 hp. continuous capacity at 2200 volts.

Although for most induction motor-driven hoists of

less than 500-hp. capacity, '-ontrol using contactors and

grid resistance providing nfit less than eight balanced

and properly graduated steps for both directions of

rotation have proved entirely successful, it has been

found desirable for larger motors, and to a lesser extent

for smaller sizes, to use a rheostat utilizing a liquid as

the resistance medium, A design was developed that

has met all the requirements of successful operation.

The chief feature of this rheostat is the use of two

form of load-equalizing equipment is necessary, whereby

the extremely fluctuating hoist load may come on the

supply lines as a more uniform demand. This is com-

monly effected by combining with the Ward Leonard

power set a flywheel and regulating device to permit

the wheel to supply all energy required by the hoist

above the average value over the complete cycle.

There are numerous installations using this system

both in this country and abroad, among the more recent

being the 1800-hp. equipment at the Elm Orlu Minin?

Co. at Eutte, Mont., and the duplicate 1400-hp. coal

hoists at the Consolidation Coal Co., Fairmont, W. Va.

Flywheels built up of rolled steel plates permitting of

high stresses and consequently of high peripheral speeds

can usually be made much lighter than cast wheels.

Wheels of laminated steel plates up to 50 tons weight

have been built for this service.

Important improvements have been made recently in

the automatic regulating device used in connect'on with

the flywheel equalizing equipments previously mentioned.
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In all forms of this device, commonly called a liquid

«lip regulator, use is made of tiles or earthenware cyl-

inders for separating the electrodes. Difficulty has been
experienced from leakage and frequent breakage of
these barriers. With the newest type the design is

greatly simplified and both of these troubles have been
eliminated.

The matter of safety in the operation of mine hoists

has received much attention. Electrical power is pre-

eminently suited to the application of safety methods.
Devices may be simply applied for protection against

overwinding and various other emergency conditions

which may develop in the electrical equipment itself or
in the system as a whole. As electrical braking is avail-

able, the mechanical brakes are relieved of much use

and consequent wear and tear, their use on hoists oper-

ating with Ward Leonard control being confined almost

entirely to holding the loads. With this system, loads

of any value can be lowered at any partial speed and
brought to rest without resorting to the mechanical
brakes. The power developed by the descending load

may be returned in part to the power system.

The degree of safety and accuracy of control which
may be secured in the operation of direct-current mine
hoists is well exemplified in the installation at the In-

spiration Copper Co., Miami, Ariz., of two automatic

main hoists which operate entirely without regular at-

tention from an operator. In these two hoists, which
have been in successful operation since 191 5 and have a

combined capacity of 1000 tons per hour from a depth of

630 ft. the loading, starting, dumping and stopping are

all accomplished automatically, although by the simple

throw of a lever switch the equipment can be instantly

put under manual control.

Commercial Recovery of Pyrite from CoaF

The supply of pyrites used In making sulphuric acid In

the United States has been largely imported from Spain and
Canada, the Spanish imports amounting to nearly 1,000,000

tons per annum in the pre-war period. The greatly increased

use of sulphuric acid and the cutting off of these Spanish im-

ports, incident to war conditions, brought a threatened short-

age of sulphur supplies during the war period.

The bituminous coal mines of certain districts have, for

many years, furnished a small tonnage of pyrite in the form
Of coal brasses. A mechanical concentrator at Danville, 111.,

for a number of years, has been treating hand-picked lump
pyrite and coal from the picking belt and from the mines,

*nd a small plant near Gillespie, III., for a few months has

teen recovering pyrite from washery refuse. Many mines
throughout Illinois, Indiana, Western Kentucky, Ohio and
Pennsylvania have shipped an occasional car of the hand-

cleaned lump pyrite. However, a very small percentage of

the available pyrite has been recovered in this way, as the

miners usually throw such lumps into the gob with slate and
Other impurities. It has been estimated that the western
Indiana coal field could furnish more than 100,000 tons of

pyrite per annum. The present production is very small.

The possibility of furnishing the domestic trade with pyrites

recovered as a byproduct from coal-minlng operations appears

attractive but there are certain features difficult to over-

come.

Pyrite, to be used in acid making, must meet with certain

requirements as to size and purity. Lump for grate burners
should be under 3 in. and over 1 in. in diameter. Fine for

use in mechanical roasters should be under quarter mesh.
The material should be high in sulphur, free from arsenic

and phosphorus, and as low in carbon as possible. The pyrite

obtained from coal can be made to meet all the above re-

quirements, but it is difficult to remove all the carbon. The
pyrite in coal occurs as bands and nodules of varying thick-

ness and size and of comparative purity, but mixed with this

is more or less web sulphur. The web sulphur carries with it

admixed coal, which may make the concentrate run up to

several per cent carbon. This makes the concentrates subject

to firing, causes heavy consumption of niter, and lowers the
acid-plant capacity, owing to a dilution of the gases. The
band-cleaning methods and the present plants have failed to

ontlrely overcome this difficulty, hence It may be necessary
at the acid plant to mix this coal pyrite with other ore.

A large tonnage of pyrite is annually being thrown into

By S. H. Davis,

Baxter Springs, Kansas.

the waste areas of coal mines, but there seems little op-

portunity to correct that unfortunate loss of valuable mineral

as there are many difficulties in making this material avail-

able. Hoisting the crude pyrite from the coal mines in moat

instances seriously handicaps coal-mining operations; the

chutes and screens are injured thereby and this fact necessi-

tates separate loading facilities. In treating washery refuse,

no serious difficulties are encountered, but there are few wash-

eries at which the refuse contains sufficient pyrite or where the

refuse is in large enough quantity to make the preparation of

its pyrite content for market attractive.

The recovery of pyrite from coal will not meet with any

great expansion, it is felt, so long as the Louisiana brimstone

can be obtained at present or pre-war prices. The acid plant

that uses pyrite must have a greater investment in burning

and dust-settling equipment than were brimstone is used. It

is true, however, that in certain locations farthest removed

from the source of supply of brimstone and near the coal

fields coal pyrite can be advantageously used.

Minecdotes

•Article presented at the Chicago Meeting of the American In-
•tltute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers. September, 1919.

Was He a Hebrew?
In the lower anthracite coal region where the seams are

thickest and pitch at a very steep angle, it is nothing unusual

for a miner after firing a blast to find the chutes and the

manways leading to the face of his chamber blocked with

coal, being unable to reach the face of his chamber until

hundreds of tons have been loaded out.

It was in one of these places not so long ago that a miner
was shut off from his fellow workmen while he was in the

act of trying to dislodge a shot that had been too deeply laid.

The coal at the face began to run and before he had time to

reach a place of safety he was carried down the chute to-

gether with hundreds of tons of coal.

Through a miracle he was not badly injured but found him-

self entombed behind a mass of coal.

After a large force of men had been working four days try-

ing to rescue him, the first thing he said when they found him
was:

"Say, fellers, you put my tickets on them cars you load."
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Mine Accidents: English Speaking vs. Non-English

Speaking Employees.*
By Albert

U. S.. Bureau

THE employment of non-English-speaking labor in Amer-

ican mines has been brought about by reason of the

rapid expansion of the mining industry, beginning In

the early 80's. The Americanization of this great body of

labor, and its relation to accidents in the mining Industry,

are two problems of prime importance—the first as affecting

citizenship and the growth of this republic, and the second

as an economic problem in mining costs. The former exerts

an Influence upon the latter, for the former implies education,

social welfare, civic pride and a general uplift to the ideals

that America stands for. Ignorance, dirty and filthy living

conditions, ill-health, disregard for law and order, discontent

and lack of civic interest, lead to indifference and careless-

ness, which are perhaps the greatest of all accident causes.

H. Fay
of Mines

numbers. They were followed within a year or two by a few

Magyars, and the number of immigrants of this race grad-

ually increased each year. The Polish Immigration began

about 1890, although individual members of the race had been

coming for a period of nine or ten years. After the year 189»

Poles and Slovaks arrived in great numbers. A few Italiana

were employed before the year 1895, but the immigration of

this race did not begin upon a large scale until about 1900.

They were at first engaged in railroad construction and

maintenance-of-way work and gradually drifted Into the mines.

Croatians were employed in some sections before 1890, and

Servians began to arrive in small numbers in the early nine-

ties.

The great bulk of all the immigration from southern and

TABLE I

FOREIGN-EORN MINE EMPLOYEES BY NATIONALITIES, SHOWING AGRICULTURAL AND MINING EXPERIENCE PRIOR

TO ENTERING THE UNITED STATES.
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operatives and their descendants had opportunities to secure
more congenial and safer work in other industries. Many of
them advanced in. the industrial scale, becoming foremen and
attaining other responsible positions. A large number have
abandoned the occupation of miner for positions as day or shift
men. Many also migrated and located in the Middle West and
"Western States.

Many of the former miners who left the industry entirely

TABLE II

PERCENTAGE OP EMPLOYEES BY OCCUPATION AND
ENGLISH SPEAKING AND NON-ENGLISH

SPE.\KrNG RACES. •

OCCUP.ATIO.VS

Superintendents
Foreman
Bosses
Inspectors
Engineers and motorm?n. . .

.

TMrem-n
Electricians and helpers
Blackmith^ and machinists. .

Carpenters ;;rrt Mason3
Track and roadmen
Car runner's, droppers, etc....
Drivers and teamsters
Machine runner." and helpers.
Pick minar?
Loaders and scrapers
Trappers
Pipe and pumpmen
Laborers

\mericans and
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stopped about 1893 or 1894. There can be no question but the

Immigration of the Slovaks, Poles, Magyars and other races

operated to prevent the further coming of these older immi-

grants to the industry, precisely as it operated to drive out of

the Industry those already employed, together with the native

Americans. There is therefore no incentive for the English

or German miner to migrate to the mining regions and com-

pete with the Slovaks, Croatians, Italians, etc.

CITIZENSHIP

A point of general interest is the tendency on the part of

the different races of foreign birth working in the mining In-

dustry to acquire citizenship, and their general interest in

public and civic affairs. The recent immigrant manifests

little real or intelligent civic interest. This may be ascribed

to his ignorance of our political methods, his inability to read

or speak English, the social and political aloofness of these

races in the more or less remote mining villages, and their

desire to avoid taxation. *

Those who reside in or near the cities seem to exhibit more

Interest than do those of the isolated communities. It seems

that the Bohemians and Moravians, 94 per cent, of whom can

read some language, take a much more active part in civic

affairs than any other race of recent immigration in the bi-

tuminous districts of Pennsylvania. Among the other Slavic

racfs. the Slovaks (82 per cent, read) and Poles (77 per cent,

read) lead in this regard, while the Croatians (87 per cent.

read) make the poorest showing. It is almost the universal

statement that this latter race shows but little civic interest,

and that only few become naturalized.

The Italians (81 per cent, read) both North and South, are

more active than the Slavic races in their efforts to become

citizens, and appear to take a more active part in civic af-

fairs. In cases where here seems to be encouraging civic ac-

tivity it is nearly always diie, not to their own intelligent ef-

forts to attain citizenship and exercise Its privilege, but to the

Influence of Interested politicians, who in many cases may
be a leader of their own race; for example, an intelligent

banker and steamship ticket agent. It seems true of all the

later immigrating races that they take far less interest in

civic affairs than did the German (97 per cent, read) and Eng-

lish (98.5 per cent, read) immigrants.

The foreigner should be taught that the laws of America
were made to protect, and not harass, every good citizen, rich

and poor alike, and it is the duty of well-informed Americans
to make this understood. If well-meaning foreigners, the

making of good citizens, are left entirely to their own devices,

they fall an easy prey to the designing I. W. W. and the Bol-

fiheviki. Somebody who understands their language fully,

and In whom they have confidence, should explain to them that

they are being deceived so long as they listen to anti-American

propaganda.

RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATIONS AND THE IMMIGRANT

The association between the native Americans and the south-

ern and eastern European immigrants is limited. The general

attitude of many members of the native churches toward the

Immigrants Is one of indifference and there is a strong in-

-clination in many communities to shun association with the

Immigrant in religious activities. In many cases where rals-

«lonary efforts are made, religious services for the immigrants

are frequently held in barns, stores or other unattractive

places, thereby lessening the interest in them. The races from

the southern European countries, which compose a large por-

tion of the mining population, have been reared where there

Is no social caste in religious organizations, and have wor-

shiped in buildings which are unsurpassed in beauty and

grandeur. When these people are offered services held In

tores, barns and similar buildings, their interest in the serv-

ices naturally Is small and they become Indifferent. Lack of

interest in religious affairs tends to decrease activities in civic

affairs. The various organizations can be important agents in

teaching these immigrants the rudiments of the English lan-

guage and pointing out to them their duties as American

citizens.

LACK OF MINING EXPERIENCE ON THE PART OF
RECENT IMMIGRANTS

Men of the races of the old immigration (western Europe)

have been employed in the mines of the United States for many

years. As a result of their experience both in this country and

abroad, they are far better qualified as miners than are the

southern and southeastern Europeans. The older immigrants

TABLE IV

PERCENTAGE OP EMPLOYEES WHO READ. BY GENERAL.
NATIVITY AND RACE.
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TABLE V
PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES WHO READ. BY GENERAL, NATn'ITT AND RACE.
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"these, it is probable that the foreigner is no greater offender

than the person of native birth. Many of the Americans and

other English-speaking miners are undoubtedly recliless, and

• large proportion of all the accidents occurring among their

number seems to be due to this cause. Grave risks are often

Incurred for the sake of avoiding a little extra labor. Props

»re left unplaced, open lamps are used instead of closed lamps,

cars are driven in a careless manner, explosives are nandled

recklessly—all In defiance of the most elementary rules pre-

pared by men of long experience in the industry.

Among the recent immigrants, on the other hand, many of

the accidents are unquestionably due to ignorance, for by rea-

son of their lack of experience they do not see nor realize the

4angers that confront them; nor do they readily comprehend

the necessary precautions that must be taken to make their

working places safe.

Lack of experience in the mines has a marked effect upon

the high accident rate, as indicated by a study of accidents

among the immigrants whose experience in mines, before com-

ing to this country, was known. The fatal, serious and non-

fatal injury rates in the coal mines of Pennsylvania and West

Virginia are approximately 14.5 per 1000 for tnose of whom
10 per cent, had mining experience prior to coming to the

United States. The accident rate for those of whom 10-20

per cent, had mining experience is about 12 per 1000, showing

« rapid decrease as mining experience increases. It would

•eem from this that while experience is limited, these immi-

grants soon gain sufiBcient knowledge to use a certain amount

•of caution, thus giving a decline in accident rate.

EXPERIENCE DECREASES ACCIDENT RATE

As contrasted with the decrease in accident rates among
those of whom 5 to 30 per cent, have had mining experience,

the accident rate based on similar data for those of whom 50

to 60 per cent, have had mining experience prior to coming to

this country is 10.5, whereas the rate is 12 for those of

^hom 80 to 90 per cent, have had experience in the mines.

Tills shows a marked increase with the extra experience.

This is largely due to the tendency of those with consider-

able experience to become more or less careless or reckless and
to think that they can slight certain features of work with-

out an accident. A new man entering the mine would not con-

sider for a moment crimping a cap with his teeth, whereas
many of the men who have been in the mines for 8 to 10 years

would not hesitate and do not hesitate to so crimp them.

Other instances of carelessness might be cited. The avail-

able data, therefore, seem to indicate that inexperience is re-

sponsible for many accidents, and that a little experience be-

^ets much caution on the part of the recent or new employee.
As indicated above, there is thus a tendency toward a rapid

reduction in accident rates to a point where between 30 to 40

j)er cent, of the employees have had mining experience.

Beyond this percentage, caution wanes and Is replaced by
carelessness with a resultant Increase. The green miner
may be overcautious, but he lacks experien^;e. The seasoned
miner has the experience, but too often caution is replaced
by carelessness. Caution combined with experience will go
far toward accident reduction.

Another element of danger is contributed by the fact that

few of the recent immigrants speak or understand English

(Table HI.), while almost none are able to read or write the

English language. Placards of warning thus do not reach

them. It is probable that the instructions of the mine bosses

•and Inspectors are, because of this fact, frequently misunder-
stood. An Inspector, for example, tells an immigrant miner,

In English, of course, that his roof needs propping. The miner
seems to understand, but does not, and a fall results.

In some mines printed signs are used to indicate the pres-

ence of gas or other peril. These signs are quite unintelligible

to most of the foreigners. A common language is absolutely

necessary in every safety-first campaign. Accident rates are
much lower in England, France, Belgium, Germany, Austria
and Japan than in the United States. In these countries but
few foreigners are employed, a common language being used
in each country. The difference in fatality rates cannot b«
entirely attributed to the lack of mixed languages, but cer-

tainly a large percentage of the accident reduction may be
attributed to the "common-language" mines.

A comparison of accident rates with the ability of the miner
to read some language or to speak the English language, shows
that the ability to read, although it may not be English, has
a greater influence on accident reduction than the ability to

speak English. This may be accounted for by the fact that

ability to read develops a higher degree of intelligence and
places the employee in a better position to realize dangers
more readily than one who cannot read. Furthermore, If

he is able to read, he Is more likely to heed danger signs

put up in certain places.

TABLE VI—PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYEES BY OCCDPATION
AND ENGLISH-SPEAKING AND NON-EN GLISHSPEAKING

RACE.*

Superintendents
Foremen
Bosses
Inspectors
Engineers and Motormen

Electricians and helpers
Blacksmiths and machinists...
Carpenters and masons
Track and roadmen
Car runners, droppers, etc. . .

Drivers and teamsters
Machine runners and helpers.
Pick miners
Loaders and scrapers
Trappers
Pipe and pumpmen
Laborers

Americans and
Western

Europeans

1,275 100.00

148
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cent, (representatives of continental Europe) sustained 71 per

cent, of tlie fatalities. Likewise, in the Pennsylvania bi-

tuminous mines the English-speaking employees represent

35 per cent, of the total and are charged with 27 per cent.

of the fatalities, whereas the other '6 5 per cent, (representa-

tives of continental Europe) are charged with 73 per cent.

of the fatalities.

As regards the figures for West Virginia, the English-speak-

ing employes represent 67 per cent., and notwithstanding the

fact that this includes 17 per cent, of colored employees only

53 per cent, of the fatalities are charged to the English-speak-

ing employes, whereas the other 33 per cent. 01 tne men em-

ployed sustained 47 per cent, of the fatalities. Almost the

same ratio holds for non-fatal injuries in the three groups of

mines cited.

Had the fatality and injury rate for the English-speaking

American been maintained throughout the three groups of

mines, there would have been a saving of 716 fatalities and
900 serious injuries. This is a strong argument for Ameri-

canization and education of the miner.

Bituminous Coal Operators Re-
ply to McAdoo by Telegram
Below is a copy of the telegram which was sent on November 2S by

Bituminous Coal Operators to William G. McAdoo:

Hon. William G. McAdoo,
New York, N. Y.

Inasmuch as your message of November 24 was released

for publication and thus became a message to the public, we
take the liberty of answering it in the same manner. The
mine owners are opposing a wage increase at this time for the

reason that they believe no increase in wage rates is neces-

sary to permit any industrious man who wants to work to

earn sufficient money to maintain a decent American standard
of living. This point, together with all others, they have
offered to submit to arbitration or investigation.

Upon what current facts and figures are you convinced thai

the increased rates of wages proposed for the mine workers
are just and reasonable? Upon what current facts and figures

are your grave doubts based as to whether the mine owners
are entitled to increase the price of coal to the consumers?
If you have current facts and figures to substantiate your
conviction and doubts, you will make a good witness for the

miners before a board of arbitration er tribunal of investiga-

tion which thus far they have firmly declined to agree to. If

you have not these current facts and figures your mere per-

sonal opinion has no weight.

Your admission that conditions in 1917 were abnormal is

agreed to. When the world goes to war conditions are cer-

tainly abnormal. So far as the mine workers were concerned
this abnormal condition was recognized by two abnormal in-

creases in wages during the year 1917. and the United States

Government promptly put an end to abnormal coal prices. It

would be interesting to have your recollections regarding the

tax reports made by other industries which were not so re-

strained. As you proceed to admit your ignorance of condi-

tions in 1918 and 1919, that portion of your message carries

no weight and requires no answer.
You suggest a careful examination of income tax returns

before an additional price for coal is allowed. This would
be included in the investigation which the mine owners agreed
to more than a month ago and have been urging ever since,

but thus far the mine workers have been unwilling to agree
either to arbitration or investigation. Either procedure will

disclose not only the current tax returns of the mine owners
but of the miners as well. The figures are here in Washing-
ton and can be readily produced if you can get the mine

workers to agree. The bituminous coal operators will weU
come the publication of just as full current tax returns for

the bituminous coal industry as are published for any other

industry.

In the last two paragraphs of your message you agaii^

suggest investigation and also that the mines resume oper-

ation. Either your newspapers are not reaching you, you are
not reading them, or you have deliberately ignored the pub-

lished facts. Upon October 24, in Washington, the mine
owners promptly and without reservation agreed to the propo-

sition made by President Wilson that the mines be continued

at work and the entire matter be submitted to a board of

arbitration. Upon October 31, in Cleveland, the mine owners
agreed to President Wilson's later suggestion that the whole
matter be left to a tribunal to be appointed by him to investi-

gate the facts. Upon Thursday, November 20, in Washington,

the operators offered three resolutions to the sub-scale com-

mittee of miners and operators each referring the entire

matter to arbitration, and they were all voted down by the

miners.

McADOO APPARENTLY MISINFORMED

Upon November 19, in Washington, Federal Fuel Adminis-

trator Garfield, based upon the statistics collected by his offi-

cials, stated "That the average realization upon 579,385,820

tons of bituminous coal mined in 1918 was $2.61 per ton,

that the average cost of production during the same period

was $2.15 per ton," leaving an average margin of 46c per ton

to the operators. Mr. Garfield was then careful to state that

"This margin of 46c per ton includes profit but does not rep-

resent profit only, inasmuch as interest charges, selling ex-

pense. Federal taxes, both normal and excess profit, as well

as certain other items not allowed in computing costs of pro-

duction, were paid out of it." The average income and excess

profits taxes paid "were upwards of 30c per ton in 1918."

From the remaining 16c per ton, after deducting interest

charges, selling expense, as well as certain other items not

allowed in computing costs of production, come the net profits

to the operator which are so shocking and indefensible to you.

If this message had not come from a former prominent offi-

cial, supposedly accurately informed, it would not deserve the

notice of a reply, but its misleading statements and insinua-

tions are the kind of stuff which Bolshevism breeds upon.

Whatever your purpose it is in exceedingly bad taste for you,

a former n-ember of the cabinet of the present Administra-

tion, to inject yourself into the present tense situation in a

manner which can only embarrass and handicap those officers

of the Government who are now bending every effort to work
out a solution of the mine wage controversy in a manner
which will do justice to all parties concerned.

Respectfully,

For the bituminous coal operators:

T. T. BRETSVSTER.
A. M. OGLE,
T. W. GUTHRIE.

New Coal Order Issued

Effective Nov. 24, 1919, an order was issued by Dr. Garfield,

which states that coal dumped into barges, scows, boats and
other vessels, on lakes, rivers and other inland waterways,
shall be subject to diversion in like manner and to the same
extent as bituminous coal loaded in cars of a common carrier,

under his orders now in effect relating to the diversion of coal'

In transit, and coal diverted under the authority of this order

shall be paid for by the party receiving the same, in accord-

ance with the provision relative to the payment for diverted

coal contained in his order dated Nov. 12, 1919.
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No. 1 Plant of the Mather CoUieries
By Donald J. Baker

Pitlsbiirgh, Perina.

The plant, which is designed for a

capacity of 5,000 tons in eight hours,

was begun in August, 1917, and for a

considerable time all material had to

be hauled some five miles overland.

General construction of the plant is

first class in every respect, while the

design of the surface equipment is

compact and convenient.

ONE of the coal-mining plants of western Penn. that

will doubtless play an important part in the develop-

ment of Greene Co. is the No. 1 plant of the Mather

Colleries, at Mather, Pa. Pickands, Mather & Co., of Cleve-

land, O., are the operators and the entire output of the mine

will go to the byproduct ovens of this company at Toledo

and Canton, 0., or to the furnaces of the Steel Co. of Canada

or the Cleveland furnaces of Allied Steel Companies. More

than 4500 acres of the Pittsburgh bed are available. This

Ground was broken for the first shaft on Aug. 7, 1917, on the

old Moredach farm, near the rural village of Jefferson. Rice's

landing was the nearest railway connection, and all of the

materials that went into the construction of this large bi-

tuminous operation had to be hauled overland from that point.

To visit the plant now and note the completed construction

of the surface equipment, the 140 occupied buildings, with 60

more in various stages of completion, is to learn what it is

possible to do by dint of hard effort in conjunction with a

GENERAL VIEW OF
THE TIPPLE SHOW-
ING ARRANGEMENTS
FOR HANDLING

SLATE

.k^\ j8SMeKi'.-.v'V^^>ie»^iK':!^Mi

has a general thickness of 7 ft. Some 500 acres of surface

property are owned by the company, which includes the

present plant and town and leaves rpom for expansion on a

large scale. The town of Mather lies about five miles over-

land from Rice's Landing, on the Monongahela River, and is

reached by the Monongahela Division of the Pennsylvania

R. R. out of Pittsburgh.

It Is doubtful if any plant of recent years has had the quick

growth that will allow it to compare with this operation from

the standpoint of development under trying circumstances

and what at first appeared to be Insurmountable obstacles.

BIRDS EYE VIEW OF
THE SURFACE

BUILDINGS AS SEEN
FROM THE TIPPLE

constructive spirit that recognizes no dlflBculties. All of the

work was accomplished during the high tension period of the

war and simply brings to light another Instance of unalloyed

Americanism as practiced In an out-of-the-way district, where

duty to country overshadowed any one outside motive.

There are two shafts at Mather, one being used for coal

while the other is used exclusively for air and materials. Five

main entries lead away from each shaft bottom, three of which

are for haulage purposes. The butt entries are driven 310

ft. apart while the rooms are being developed on the panel

system on 100-ft. centers. An average dip of the bed of 1V4
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per cent, is found throughout the tract. With the develop-

ment of the mine on the upgrade of the slope, the haulage

of loaded cars is facilitated and the water drained from the

workings more easily. Little water has been encountered

as yet, and this has been allowed to collect at a small sump

at the bottom of the main shaft whence it is voided to the

surface by the periodical operation of a small triplex Dom-

ing pump electrically driven from a 20 h.p. motor.

Trolley type, 15-ton Jeffrey locomotives are in use on the

main haulageways, with 7-ton, storage-battery, Jeffrey loco-

motives in operation as gathering motors. The gage of the

track is 44 in. with 60-lb rails on the main haulage roads.

40-lb. rails in the sub-entries and 25-lb. rails in the rooms.

A complete telephone system has been installed under-

ground with connection to all officials on the surface.

At the bottom of the

jhaft the haulage en-

tries are double track-

ed, and concrete-

arched for several

hundred feet on either

side. Storage tracks

at the bottom of

the shaft can accom-

modate 7 5 loaded cars,

from where ihey are

caged by a gravity run

to the shaft. On the

opposite side of the

eight hours. A small room contains a liquid control whicll

governs the speed of operation as well as the length of cable

payed out by the drum.

The power and boiler rooms are under the same roof and'

are of brick construction with tile roofing and cement floor-

ing, which is characteristic of all the plant buildinga,

except the tipple. Three 350- k.v.a. transformers located on-

the outside of the building reduce the current from 22,000

volts to 2,200, power being received over, the high-tension line

of the West Penn Power Co. The transformers here used-

were manufactured by the Pittsburgh Transformer Co. Froia-

the transformers, the current enters the power-house, which
is 64x36 ft., and passes into two 2 50-kw. Westinghouse

motor generator sets where the 250 direct current Toltaga

used within the mine is produced.

A Vulcan hoist for

the material shaft IS'

directly connected to a

300-hp. Westinghouse
induction motor op-

erating on 2,200 volts.

A daily capacity of

2,000 tons of material

can be handled at this

shaft. Another unit

of the power-house Is

a 250 k.v.a. alternat-

ing current Westing-

house generator dl-

1^^-^^ -^s^"^
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«oal before it enters the loading boom, from which it passes

to the cars underneath.

Through the action of a steel door which is operated at the

4ump, mine cars containing rock and refuse are unloaded into

« rock bin with a capacity of 60 tons. This also collects the

refuse from the picking tables by a conveyor leading from

-them. The rock is automatically loaded into 10-ton slate

larries of the trolley type. The larries are driven to the rock

4ump, located to the fore of the tipple. The arrangement is

shown in one of the photographs. Mather Siding is the name
given to the railroad connection, which leaves the Mononga-

which are arranged in tiers of bins and classified according

to use. This simplifies the finding of any article. Part of the

supply-room is a toilet and wash-room that is available for the

use of all men in the building.

Another unit of the surface plant Is a building, 41x24 ft.,

that is utilized as a combination lamphouse, temporary hospital,

mine foreman's office and first-aid room. A small Westing-

house motor-generator set is contained in the lamphouse,

from which 400 Edison safety lamps are recharged through

rheostats. To permit of their being more easily handled for

recharging, the customary arrangement in shelving is made.

TWO VIEWS OF THE STEAM SHOVEL AT WORK LOADING THE STORED COAI

hela Division below Rice's Landing and has just recently been
«ompleted.

,

From the beginning of operations in 1917, up to the time
that the railroad spur was completed, the mine was undei-

development and the coal brought to the surface and removed
to a nearby cut adjacent to the roilroad then under construc-

tion. Before the siding was completed, the coal had accumu-
lated until a pile that reached considerable proportions had
teen built up. This coal is now being loaded directly into

railroad cars by means of a 70-ton Bucyrus steam shovel.

More than half of the original pile has been removed to date.

This feature, along with the tipple, will keep the daily out-

put at a respectable figure until such time as the plant will

be working to its capacity of 5,000 tons in eight hours. In

conjunction with the steam shovel a standard-gage loco-

motive Is employed by which the loaded cars are placed on
the siding below the tipple.

The shop and supply-house is situated midway between the

power plant and main hoisthouse. On the outside of the

building, the 2200-volt line running to the main hoist Is tapped

and the current further reduced to 110 and 220-volt alternating

current by three 25 k.v.a. Pittsburgh transformers. Direct

current at 250 volts Is also carried into the building to be

utilized with the alternating current for testing, etc.

Th(;ee brick partitions divide the building, the over-all

dimensions of which are 138x39 ft. The fore part serves as

a blacksmith shop and contains two forges, an electric i)ower

hammer and a gas furnace for the heating of machine bits.

Adjoining this is the carpenter shop, which contains among
other things an electric handsaw, a circular saw and a hack-

eaw. The room is well lighted by many windows. Another
compartment of the building is taken up as a machine shop arid

contains lathes, bolt and pipe machines, radial drill, hacksaw,
«mery wheel, punch and shears, etc., all of which are electric-

ally driven. A 20-hp., 220-volt Allis-Chalmers motor Is situated

In one end of the room and drives a shaft running lengthwise

through the building.] All of the different machines in the

Bhops are operated by belt drive from the shaft, with the

-exception of the saws in the carpenter shop which are oper-

ated by separate motors.

A fourth room of the building Is utilized as a supply-room
and contains equipment, spare parts and general supplies

Situated to the side of the power plant is a brick fan-house,

60x30 ft. in size, that contains a 15-ft. reversible Jeffrey fan
which is belt-connected to a 100-hp. alternating-current motor
with a 30-hp. motor in reserve. The intake to the mine is

in the air and material shaft already mentioned.

One of the features of the underground construction is a

sand and oilhouse that is located in a room between the two
shafts. A borehole from the surface will be utilized for trans-

ferring oil and sand underground, and results are expected

that will mean the saving of much time that would ordinarily

be consumed in moving these materials down the shaft. At
the same time the easy accessibility of this room to locomo-

tives switching for a train of empty cars is no small con-

sideration.

GENERAL AIR OP CLEANLINESS PERVADES PLANT
The general cleanliness and lack of noise around the entire

plant gives a lasting impression. With the exception of the

tipple, the surface buildings are closely grouped together In a

manner that is quite pleasing and should go far toward estab-

lishing a general unity of purpose among the men as well as

simplifying the different operations. To allay any possibility

of dust and dirt reaching the plant in general, the tipple IB

situated a short distance from the other buildings. A brick

constructed filtration plant is at present being built. Water

from a nearby reservoir will pass through a W. B. Scalfe

purifying apparatus. From the reservoir the water will be

pumped to a tank located on the hillside, from where It will

be available for the town by gravity.

An attractively designed office building of stucco construc-

tion completes the main units of the surface plant. This

building has but one door and dimensions of 70x26 ft. All

the plant buildings are heated by Heeler Bros, pipeless fur-

nace method.

Community and welfare work under the direction of the

general superintendent, W. L. McDonald, has progressed to a

high degree and is reflected In the building of the town. As
previously mentioned, there are 140 occupied dwellings In the

village and 60 more are In various .stages of construction.

The houses are of different designs and of frame and stucco

construction. They contain from two to six rooms with

cellars, electric lights and running water. Eight-room dwell-

ings with baths, toilets and all modern appointments are avail-
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TYPES OF BUILDINGS THAT MAKE THE TOWN OF MATHER DISTINCTIVE
UPPER LEFT: STREET SCENE. RIGHT: TWO ATTRACTIVE HOMES. LOWER LEFT: THE CLUB-IJOUSE.
RIGHT: GENERAL OFFICE BUILDING. MANY OF THE HOUSES AT MATHER ARE OF STUCCO CONSTRUC-

TION

able for those desiring greater conveniences. Macadam
streets have been laid throughout the town, and the usual

muddy roads are conspicuous by their absence.

Two eight-car community garages have been built and are

used by the employees. They are heated during the winter

months by Wasco heaters. Present plans call for an addi

tional building of the same type. /

A moving-picture theater is nearly completed. The tore part

of this building will be taken up with one room as a drug
store and another as a restroom and library. The building

has two floors, the basement of which contains bowling alleys

and pool tables. Situated directly across the street from the

theater is a commodious hall that will furnish space for

dancing and basket-ball during the cooler months. Forming
part of the group of buildings that make up the civic center

of the town is a modern schoolhouse which Is of characteris-

tic stucco construction, as are all of the community build-

ings. Space for a completely equipped playground Is avail-

able in a nearby lot.

A company store completes the main group of community

buildings. A portion of the building contains a Johns-Manville

Co. refrigeration plant. It Is electrically operated and will

supply ice for the town as well as that needed for the store.

UNIFORMED POLICE FORCE IS PRESENT

An innovation for a town of this size and age Is a uniformed

police force. Whether the uniforms tend to create a better

morale cannot be proved, but little disorder Is ever encount-

ered in the town. Perhaps the greatest benefit that has

resulted from the police force Is the keeping of the alleys of

the town free from obnoxious garbage and unsightly tin cans.

A graduate nurse does community visiting, during which

talks on domestic science are given as well as on sewing and

other kindred subjects. In the summer months also, one day

each week is given over to a picnic for the younger element,

at which time instruction is given on cleanliness and discuss-

slons take place that lead to better Americanism. Cases of

sickness within the community are under the direct super-

vision of the nurse.

First-aid work among the men is encouraged and classes

are graduated at regular intervals. No formations into teams
have been made to date, although this will be done in the

near future. Meets with surrounding mines will then be held

and a general competitive spirit aroused. There are 12 Govern-

ment-trained mine-rescue men employed at the mine. They
are a unit of the Orient central rescue station. In case of

an accident in the district of which Mather is a part, all appa-

ratus from adjacent mines is pooled for the common cause.

Five sets of Gibbs self-contained breathing apparatus are kept

at Mather for immediate use.

The officials of Mather Collieries are Frank Armstrong,
general manager; W. L. McDonald, general superintendent;

G. Herbert Evans, superintendent, and R. K. Newhouse, min&
foreman.

Legal Department

What Constitutes Doing Business in a State—A sporadic
or occasional sale made by a non-resident coal company in a
state will not constitute such doing business there as will
subject the company to suit on a summons served upon one
of its managing officers found in the state. But doing busi-
ness within the state does not require that it be done persist-
ently and continuously, in order to authorize such service of
process. The mere fact that the general manager of a West
Virginia coal company resided in Cincinnati and kept a file

of company matter.^ there for his convenience in corresponamg^
with his company did not constitute a "doing business" in the
state of Ohio. Other evidence in the case, however, is held
sufficient to show that the company transacted business gener-
ally in the state, making it proper to serve summons on the
general manager in Ohio in a suit brought against the com-
pany there. (United States Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth
Circuit; Lyons vs. Empire Fuel Co., 257 Federal Reporter,
890)
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Primary Considerations in Hydraulic Stowing'
By C. a. John Hendry, F. R. G. S., A. M. I. M. E.

THE flushing of anthracite coal mines with silt and

fine rock or slate has been carried on in the United

States for many years with great success. In fact

the idsa originated in the United States, and the method

has been adopted with certain modifications by various

other countries. British enginesrs term the process

"hydraulic stowing," and the following article notes con-

ditions prevailing at various mines in India where

stowing is practiced. Certain factors should be taken

into consideration before a definite plant is decided upon

in introducing hydraulic stowing in a mine and sugges-

tions are here made as to the lines along which such

preliminary investigations should be conducted.

Looking at the matter from a purely hydraulic stand-

point, the delivery of stowing hydraulically through a

pipe is subject to the following elmentary rules: (1)

The loss by friction is proportional to the length of the

pipe; (2) it varies roughly as the square of the velocity;

(3) it varies inversely with the diameter of the pipe;

(4) it increases with the roughness of the pine sur-

face; (5) it is independent of the pressure. The in-

troduction of some lubricating element in the stowing

material, such as nodules of tlay, is possibly well worth

consideration for it would reduce wear on the pipes car-

rying the stowing material.

The coefficient of friction naturally varies with the

velocity of flow and the diameter of the pipe. With a

comparatively short pipe it may be necessary to con-

sider losses due to elbows cr bends in the pipe line.

Where (as is usually the case) the length of the pipe

is gi eater than 1000 times the diameter, the velocity

head and the loss of head at the entrance need not be

considered, for it is so small in comparison to the

frictional losses as to be quite negligible.

Loss OF Efficiency in Pipe Lines

Generally speaking, in long pipes we may ignore

losses due to entrance, bends and -variations in the

pipe sections. The effect due to bends is of small im-

portance compared with other frictional losses, and it

is with these other frictional losses that we are chiefly

concerned. If sand stowing, or packing, is to be car-

ried out on definite lines, it will be necessary to find

out the relation of head to length of pipe line, the ratio

of sand to water and the velocity to the size of the

pipe.

All these things will have a definite relation one to

the other, and if the system is to be carried out on a

large scale then it is desirable to collect information

and to e.Kperiment so that a basis may be established

for common use. It may he an exhaustive matter to

derive suitable coefficients for all conditions, still there

is no reason why the behavior of certain mixtures, such

as one part of sand to three of water, should not have
certain coefficients of friction worked out for them.
Then the velocity (and therefore the rate of supply) can
be determined; or the maximum length to a certain

head can be derived and the cost of an installation and
its capabilities can be worked out with some exactness

prior to the commencement of the work.

Rough experiments have shown that the ratio of sand

to water varies in direct proportion to the head and

the length of the pipe, whila the frictional coefficient is

doubled when sand is introduced to the maximum carry-

ing capacity of the water. Such results should be

checked with pipes of a greater head and length ; then

we will find that the effect of a bend at the entrance

will be less evident and the flow steadier. Roughly
speaking, where the proportion of the head to the

length is 1 to 5, then the proportion of sand to water
will be about 1 to 3; or where the proportion of the

head to the length is 1 to 3, then the sand to the

water will be about 1 to 15. However, the capacity of

an installation will depend upon the size of the pipes

and the velocity of flow in them; it would be an ad-

vantage if experiments as previously suggested could

be carried out in instances where systems were in actual

use so as to determine the proportionate results with

some degree of accuracy.

Planning a Stowing System

To determine the size of a pipe for use under certain

conditions it will be necessary first to decide upon the

rate at which stowing (flushing) is to be done. Fur-
thermore, the velocity of discharge will bear a definite

relation to the diameter of the pipe and its length.

Hence, the first problem will be to determine the most
economical proportion of the head to the length of pipe

underground. The problem is to determine whether it

would be more economical to put down a series of bore-

holes direct to the various portions of the workings to

be flushed, or whether it would be better to establish

one or two main points of flushing supply pipes from
the surface to the mines and use long lines of pipe

underground.

This problem will be influenced by the following con-

siderations: (1) The rate at which the flushing must
be done; (2) nature of the strata to be bored; (3)

quantity of water available: (4) grade of the under-

ground pipes; and (5) the velocity of flow of the flush-

ing mixture. It should be remembered that there is a
limit or the minimum velocity at which the mixture will

flow; at velocities below this minimum the sand held

in su.spension will gradually increase frictional losses

until movement of solids practically ceases. On the

other hand, high velocities of mixtures result in ab-

normal and costly wear of pipes.

The wear on the pipe due to friction would vary with

the proportion of sand to water—the more water used

the less the friction. However, it should be considered

that the more water used the greater will be the expense

for pumping out the water after it had been used for

flushing. It would be a nice balance of costs to deter-

mine which would be the most economical mixtures.

Having determined upon the output and velocity, it

will be a simple matter to gage the head required, to

work out the most convenient flushing or feeding point

at the surface and to calculate the dimensions of pipe re-

quired. Where the head is inconsiderable it would pos-

sibly be an advantage either to put down two or more
boreholes, or to supplement the head by the introduc-

tion of a pumping unit.
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The disposal of the flush water and its clarification

are important. In certain mines where the pitch of the

seam is steep enough, it may be cheaper to flush the sand

to the workings through a flume or trough. This

method can be used when the pitch is 15 deg. ; or even

at a less pitch if the proportion of sand to water is

high. It may be necessary to bring the flushing water

from a distance; this might be offset by the greater

availability of river sand in a dry season. If the dis-

tance to move the mixture on the surface is considerable,

and the grades favorable, then an open flume may be

more economical than a pipe-line.

Regarding the character of the pipes to be employed

we may consider: (1) Cast iron; (2) wrought iron;

(3) wood; (4) terra cotta; and (5) porcelain lined.

The shape in comparatively small installations would

be circular, but ovoid pipes may be considered in special

cases. In general it will prove economical to employ

thicker cast-iron pipes for flushing lines than is usual

in the case of pipes used for water only; in no case

it it advisable to employ them under i in. in thickness,

as the tensile strength is low and uncertain.

If, for economic reasons, cast-iron pipes must be em-

ployed, it is advisable to have them as thick as prac-

ticable. For instance, assume the outer diameter of a

pipe is 7 in. and the inner 6 in., then the cross-section

area of pipe metal would be ]0.21 sq.in. If we increase

the outer diameter of the pipe to 74 in., and keep the

inside diameter 6 in., then the section area would be

15.904 sq.in. ; there would be an increase of 5.694 sq.in.

in section. Thus, for scarcely more than half as much
more metal, the life of the thicker pipe will be double

as long as in the first case; this is true provided we
assume the pipe will give trouble and have to be dis-

carded when its thickness get below, say, i inch.

Materials Used in Stowing Pipes

Wrought-iron pipes are not particularly suitable for

use on longitudinal lines, as their cross-section is com-

paratively small; they have, however, the advantage of

considerable length, resulting in fewer joints, and their

fibrous structure (if unriveted) offers less resistance

than granular sections.

For underground pipe lines wood might be profitably

employed in special cases ; the pipes consist of a number

of staves, their edges bevelled at an angle radiating to

the center of the pipe and bound around at intervals

with steel ties arranged with a take-up block to insure

efficient tightening. The staves would be 1 to 3 in.

thick, depending upon the size of the pipe. The pipe

would be bulky and not generally adaptable. Pres-

sures up to 200 lb. per sq.in. are possible, though 150

lb. would be a satisfactory maximum. With higher

pressures it is likely that water would be forced through

the pores of the wood.

The porcelain-lined pipe is possibly debarred by its

high cost from adoption in cases where coal is mined

and sold at a particularly low figure. It is possible that

vitrified terra cotta may be suitable for underground

use, as when vitrified it is coated with an impervious

vitreous lining on which acids and alkalies make no im-

pression. This is an important point, as in some cases

a good proportion of the wear of pipes is due to the

acidity of the water. It may be possible for interested

concerns in India to devise means of materially in-

creasing the vitreous lining to suit the peculiar condi-

tions of use. The average pipe can be made to stand a

reasonable pressure, say, 100 lb. per sq.in. The joint

will, of course, be somewhat difficult and tedious to

make. In Pennsylvania half-section glazed-tile pipe has

been used on the surface for carrying silt and water to

great advantage; this transportation line constituted

an open trough.

In all cases it will be advisable to arrange so that the

pipe can be turned around, if desired, as the wear will

be greater on its lower portion. Continental experi-

ments have showTi that steel pipes must be changed or

turned over when 97,446 cu.yd. (74,500 cu.m.) of stow-

ing material, made up of waste from the washeries,

broken boiler cinder, etc., had been flushed through

them; while the same attention was necessary after

56,506 cu.yd. (43,200 cu.m.) of sand had passed through

the pipes. With cast-iron pipes it was necessary to

turn them over after the flushing through of 68,016

cu.yd. (52,000 cu.m.) of waste from the washeries, or

59,906 cu.yd. (45,800 cu.m.) of sand. The steel pipes

in this case had a thickness of
-fi.

in. (8 mm.) and an

internal diameter of 7i in. (185 mm.). The cast-iron

pipes had a thickness of I in. (10 mm.) and an internal

diameter of 51 in. (150 mm.).

Considerations Influencing Materials Used

In the Jharia, India, coal field the proximity to sand

areas renders one apt to overlook other sources of pack-

ing nearer at hand. It might, for instance, be more

economical to remove the overburden (surface) cover-

ing coal on the outcrop and utilize this if suitable; or

even put it through crushers in the case of hard or

lumpy materia! in order to reduce it to its requisite

fineness, before using it in the mine. There might be

cases where local material which requires crushing may
prove more economical than obtaining something from

a distance; at the Rand mines in Africa the whole of

the tailings is often utilized for this purpose.

The following points require attention when consider-

ing the question of transporting sand from its source of

supply to the mines: (1) Accessibility of the sand;

(2) cost of transportation to the mines; (3) method of

packing. In the case of India, whether the sand is re-

quired for the Dishergarh or Jharia field, the acces-

sibility of supply is practically the same; but in the

case of transport there are two entirely different prob-

lems to be dealt with—one in which mines are near

enough to the river to draw their supply of sand, and the

other where mines are at such a distance as to render

the capital outlay prohibitive without cooperation be-

tween adjacent mines.

The packing may be deposited in a bin or reservoir

adjacent to the mine or above the workings, and be

washed down a pipe, the head being sufficient to drive

the sand up to the required position. There will" also be

cases where it is possible to sink a borehole in the river

bed and feed with sand direct; in this case the pipe

should be fitted with valves at the surface and also (as

an additional safeguard) at the foot, in order that they

may be closed during flood periods. Otherwise the

loading from the river bed will, in a measure, depend

upon the method of transpo'-tation adapted to the mine.

In any case it is safe to assume a severe gradient will

have to be negotiated from the river bed to the bank.

The work on the bed will in a majority of cases have to

be of a temporary nature suitable for rapid removal

and therefore a separate unit to the main pipe line.

For this, light belt conveyors may be suggested, one
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of more horizontal ones on the b«J and the other run-

ning up the bank (see Figs. 1 and 2).

The maximum angle at which sand can be dealt with

would be about 30 deg., although certain patent types

and scraper conveyors will, of course, deal with much
steeper gradients. The horizontal feed conveyors should

preferably be entirely self-contained, driven by a motor

and capable of being moved around in a seni-circle with

the lower end of the inclined one as a pivot (Fig. 3).

It would be necessary to fix it on rollers or skid plates to

facilitate its circuitous movement, and it could be pro-

vided with a simple motor driving attachment for the

purpose if necessary.

Methods of Transporting Stowing Material

A ste.im shovel is likely to prove too heavy for the

purpose of loading and a conveyor appears to be the

most suitable. Should an aerial gear be employed for

the transportation line another type of gear might be

profitably substituted.

Assuming the ease of mines adjacent to the river,

with possibly plenty of water, the simplest form of

transporting sand appears to be an endless haulage in

conjunction with three-ply rubber and canvas conveyors.

The plant would be practically automatic, and we might

assume the following conditions: The sand would be

loaded into a horizontal conveyor, and thence to an in-

clined one leading into a small loading hopper on the

bank. From this it is fed into dump cars and these are

moved by endless haulage over a bin; as the cars pass

over the bin they are automatically dumped. From the

bin the sand is washed into the mine (Figs. 4 and 5).

A constant supply of sand is by no m.eans the least

important matter when the tonnage becomes consider-

able. It might pay to have an inclined plane at the

bank, have a supplementary haulage to the main one

and run the dump cars on tracks on the bed of the river.

A series of light tracks provided with flat steel ties

could be used. This plan omits the conveyors and bin

at the bank (Figs. 6 and 7). Pumping the sand direct

through a pipe line may be suggested; but it does not

overcome any more successfully the problem of loading,

while the effect of sand on anything with which it

comes in contact is familiar.

Examples op Stowing Plants

It may be mentioned that the dredging plant at the

Port Talbot docks included a sand-pumping unit. This

dealt with something like 150,000 cu.yd. of spoil ma-
terial with a 22-in. pump and discharged it at a rate

of 200 cu.yd. per hr., at a point 500 yards from the

pump. Possibly further investigations of the suita-

bility of such a unit is warranted under certain con-

ditions.

Another method may be considered where the dis-

tance to the mine is comparatively short and the sand

area is situated on the far side of the river from the

mine; the sand for flushing, under these circumstances,

would be (for a certain period of the year) carried

across the river. The scheme might be outlined as

follows (Figs. 10 to 14) :

A tower might be set up at some point on the river

bank most conveniently situated for sand excavation.

A combined conveyor and elevator possibly could be
arranged to run from the river sand deposit to the top
of the tower, running horizontally in the river bed so
as to facilitate loading. At certain times of the year

it could be shortened to avoid flood water and to enable

the vertical section still to operate should sand be avail-

able. The elevator would discharge sand into a flume

at a sufficient height above the receiving point at the

mine to allow the material flushed with water to gravi-

tate to the mine. The water for flushing would be

pumped up a pipe supported by the same tower. The
proposition would necessitate the use of a number of

frames or intermediate towers to carry the flume at a

suitable grade. The flume towers should be suitably

braced to withstand wind pressure and the load, the

former possibly proving the most serious consideration.

There may be cases where it would prove more advan-

tageous to employ a pipe in the place of the open flume,

so that the head necessary to transport the sand may be

reduced; this plan would allow water to enter the pipe

under pressure, thus preventing the settlement of sand

in transit.

The scheme shown in Figs. 10 to 14 would only neces-

sitate power to drive the elevator and necessary pumps.

Further, in order to produce the necessary scouring

eff'ect the usual proportion of water to sand might be

greatly increased. Having completed its work of trans-

porting the sand to the mine, the water could be drained

off and led back to the pumps by means of another flume.

Details of Hydraulic Features

Thus the water could be used over again. The sand

could be allowed to settle in a bin adjacent to the bore-

hole into the mine and the usual proportion of water

added to carry it underground.

In considering a suitable coefficient of friction for

flume troughs of various dimensions with varying

velocities to suit conditions, it should be observed that

the scouring power of a flow of water in an open chan-

nel does not at all times bear a direct relation to the

velocity and depth. In other words, as the hydraulic

radius is increased, it does not follow that in order for

the water to impart motion to the sand the velocity of

the water will increase proportionally.

The depth of flow is an important factor, as the

water first subjects the sand to a motion of dragging,

and later the particles are lifted up into the stream,

the motion being then converted into one of suspension.

The water carries a larger quantity of sand in its lower

portion than the upper, and generally it could be as-

sumed that the amount is proportional to the depth.

Regarding the wear due to friction of the sand on the

pipe, it may be an advantage later to investigate care-

fully the relationship of this to the velocity. For it

may be assumed that in pipes the greater amount of

material carried will be along the center portion of

the water; it remains to be determined to what eco-

nomical limit the velocity of the water may be accel-

erated in order to increase the time of suspension of the

particles and reduce the friction due to the dragging
effect of sand particles.

Where, however, the sand is washed into a bin and
precipitated, while the water is allowed to overflow and
run back to the pumps at the river bank, then the pro-

portion of water to sand may be high so that the

inclination of the flume or pipe line can be reduced.

Further, at the feeding point the tower can be ex-

tended to a greater height so as to increase the head,

and this would reduce the requisite height of the other

towers in the case of a pipe line.

In the open flume it is doubtful whether a coefficient
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of friction for sand on iron will be less than one-fifth.

Thus, for water to carry 1 lb. of sand a distance of

100 ft. requires 100/5 = 20 ft.-lb.; if the proportion

of sand to water is 1 to 10, then 10 lb. of water must

fall 2 ft. in 100 to give this energy. However, while

the water imparts motion to the sand there is a

tendency for the former to run at a higher velocity

over the latter, so that the inclination of the flume

should be more than 2 ft. in 100. Possibly for feeding

the sand, in the place of the flume it would be better to

employ a pipe, and we may then roughly assume that

the grade will be in proportion to the mixture; if one

part of sand be used to 25 of water the grade would

be also in this proportion, or 4 ft. in 100. The neces-

sary head might be increased at the feed tower, so

as to reduce the height necessary for the intermediate

towers. The flume bearing the return water to the

pumps could be carried across the river (when neces-

sary) below the supply pipe and on the same supports.

Stowing Plant at the Mine

The area of the receiving bin would in this case

have to be of sufficient extent to admit of the requisite

precipitation of the sand with sufficient rapidity to

allow a large proportion of the water to overflow. For

this reason the bin might be provided with a well in its

floor and the surface graded to meet this, so that an

adequate sand sump would be provided. The feeding

pipe from the river should terminate at a comparatively

deep point in the bin so as to keep the sand at as low

a level as possible to aid its precipitation; from the

bottom of the well the sand could be led straight to the

mine or a supplementary feeding bin. The flume for

taking back the surplus water should emerge from a

point near the surface-level of the feed bin. A strainer

might be put at the entrance of the flume to assist in

keeping out the sand. It might be convenient to have

this flume follow directly under the supply pipe though

possibly set on the ground until it reaches the river

when it can be carried across the stream to the pumps
on the same support as the upper pipe. Owing to the

low grade required for the return water, it is possible

that this flume could meet the feed tower at a point

considerably above the level of the river. Thus pumps
could be situated at this higher elevation and reduce

most of the expense of pumping water from the river

below.

It is of course doubtful if this project would always
prove economical or convenient. But it is possibly

worth consideration, particularly where the location of

the sand areas necessitates crossing a river which may
need bridging for a good portion of the year. This
is a case where the mine is comparatively adjacent to

the sand area. In the Jharia field the river is generally

at a distance from the mines, and the problem involves

considerable capital. This problem may be solved either

by the cooperation of a number of collieries or the con-

struction and operation of the main transportation line

by a private company.
For transporting the sand, endless haulage appears

the most suitable. With this system, if we have a four-

mile transportation line and assume each car carries

one ton at a speed of two miles per hour, then one car
takes two hours to make the round trip. For the sake
of illustration we may assume that we have to trans-

port 5000 tons per day of 12 hours, equal to, say, 416
tons per hour. This means 832 full cars and 832 empty

ones in transit, or a total of 1664 plus those being

loaded at the river bed. Possibly not less than a total

of 1800 cars will be employed. Five thousand tons

daily means 11,200,000 lb., and at 100 lb. per cu.ft. this

equals 112,000 cu.ft. A simple method of loading would

be by running the cars on a series of portable tracks

as occasion required. The loading, however, would be

a difficult problem as a loaded car would have to leave

every eight seconds; and if we consider the sand is

excavated to a depth of 2 ft., then every day an area

equal to 56.000 sq.ft. will be cleared. Therefore, a

simple loading device becomes absolutely necessary, the

simplest method being to employ a conveyor, which by
reason of its length is particularly adapted to work of

this kind.

In America sand is often excavated and loaded by
portable machines consisting of a frame with a number
of buckets fixed to an endless chain running over both

head and tail wheels. The buckets are about 18 x 18 in.

in cross-section, and the apparatus delivers about one

ton per minute. The machine is equipped with a chute

and only requires about a 7-hp. motor to drive it, the

weight with the motor being about 7000 lb. About
eight of these machines would possibly help to solve the

difficulty of labor trouble with regard to loading and
prove more economical. The excavators at the river

bed would then feed into a conveyor, and from experi-

ments it is found that one man can load a conveyor

with 6.75 cu.ft. of sand in 12 minutes with the material

at a distance of 18 ft. from the conveyor. In practice

the conveyor could possibly be moved in such a way
that the men would be close to it all the time, and would

at the most have to carry the sand about 3 ft. In the

condition under review it was found that the 6.75 cu.ft.

actually were deposited in the conveyor in 12 minutes,

as noted. This represents 675 lb. in 12 minutes, or 1.6

tons per hour.

With a conveyor 500 ft. long and a man every 3 ft.,

166 men could be employed each side of the conveyor,

and these could load about 500 tons per hour; but for

the purpose of calculation it would be advisable to

figure on not less than 400 men.

Practical Considerations Affecting Plant

Assuming the conveyor could be moved practically in

a circle, we get a superficial area of 78.%828 sq.ft.; or

excavating to a depth of 2 ft., we would have about

1,567,656 cu.ft., equaling about 70,000 tons, or 14 days'

supply. This conveyor then would feed into another

one leading up the bank, the latter being 600 ft. long.

Since the loading point at the bank is being continu-

ally shifted from the bank terminal of the main trans-

portation system, a supplementary haulage wou'd have

to be introduced running parallel and close to the bank;

a portable bin would have to be provided into which

the conveyor running up the bank would feed. As thei

area was evacuated in the river bed, and the conveyors

were shifted, the bin would be moved from time to time

to suit conditions. Owing to conveyors being more ex-

pensive than a track, the former is not to be recom-

mended for feeding direct to the main haulage. The
loading bin would have a capacity of about 100 tons

(or 2,240 cu.ft.) and if it was 40 ft. long, would ac-

commodate eight trucks at a time; this would enable

loading at the speed required to allow them to leave

at their eight-second intervals.

In Jharia, the point for depositing the sand from the
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main transportation line would be about 80 ft. higher

than the river bank, the grade being 1 in 230 or a pitch

of deg. 16 min. The load on the rope equals 832 tons;

to handle this load a 1-in. rope may be used weighing,

say, 5 lb. per yd. It will possibly be advisable to have

a central power station which could either be situated

at the river bank, thus saving the poles and wiring to

the conveyor motors; or we may assume a power unit

with sufficient power to operate, in conjunction with

the main transportation line, and endless haulages in

mines adjacent to it. The latter is the more expensive

arrangement, but is used, as the grade to the mines is

favorable to the load, as a rule.

The Amsterdam Mine Disaster
By Special Correspondexce

At 9 a. ni., Oct. 29, 1919, the new mine of the Youghiogheny

& Ohio Coal Co., Amsterdam Mine No. 2, Amsterdam, Ohio,

was the scene of the greatest mine disaster in the history of

Ohio coal mining. With a death toll of 20 lives and a property

loss of thousands of dollars, Amsterdam Mines Nos. 1 and 2

are sealed in an attempt to smother a fire which has been

described by experienced mining men as one of the worst ever

known.

to. At 4:30 p. m. one engine arrived and at 5 p. m. two-

streams of water—700 gal. per minute—were playing on the

fire.

Numerous attempts were made from time to time to reach'

the entombed men who were trapped in 14 and 15 West Butt

Entries, but as no rescue apparatus of any description was at

hand, no progress was made.

The Ohio State rescue car arrived at 10 p. m., Oct. 29, from

Columbus, Ohio, in charge of Chief Mine Inspector Jerome-

Watson. On Oct. 30, the United States Bureau of Mines car,

which was stationed at Brownsville and in charge of William

German, arrived. At 6 p. m. of the same day United States

Bureau of Mines car. No. 9, arrived from Illinois. Organized

attempts were made to reach the trapped miners, but on

account of the dense smoke and gas, little progress was made

until means had been provided to throw a current of fresh

air into 14 and 15 West Butts.

The body of the first man was discovered in 14 West at

S p. m., Oct. 31, 59 hours after the fire started. The body of

the second man was found a short distance from that of the

first one, two hours later. The bodies of the other 18 men
were found at 2:10 p. m., 79 hours after the start of the fire.

They had made a futile attempt to seal themselves away from

the smoke and fumes in No. 2 room in 15 West Butt Entry.

The pumping engine of the Steubenville Fire Department

TIPPLE AND HOIST-HOUSE OF THE NO. 2 MINE AT .4MSTERDAM, OHIO.

Amsterdam Mine No. 2 was ventilated by a steam-driven tan

located at No. 1 mine. This fan being too small to furnish

ventilation for both mines, two booster fans driven by electric

motors, were installed at No. 2 mine. One of these fans was

located in No. 3 North Quartering Entry, 400 ft. from the main

hoisting shaft where the fire started.

It is alleged that quite an accumulation of inflammable mate-

rial, such as oily waste and hay, had been allowed to collect

around this fan and motor. It seems that when this fire

started, either from a hot bearing or an electric spark, the

attendant in charge had absented himself for a few minutes.

Due to the velocity of air at this point, the fire soon gained

uncontrollable proportions.

As soon as the fire was discovered an attempt was made to

extinguish the flames with buckets. This method was soon

abandoned. Two 2-in. pipe lines were then laid, but on account

of inadequate pumping facilities, and the steadily increasing

Bize of the fire, the Steubenville Fire Department was appealed

broke down at 2 p. m., Nov. 1, after a continuous run of

about 70 hours. At this time the fire was thought to be under

control and the engine was returned to Steubenville.

An attempt was made for several days to clean up a large

fall at the scene of the fire, also to drown out what fire that

was thought to remain. Later it was discovered that the

flames had spread over a large area. It was then unanimously

decided by the officials in charge that the mines would have

to be sealed, and this was done, Nov. 12 and 13.

Space does not permit accounts of the splendid individual

heroism of the rescue men who worked to the point of ex-

haustion in water waist deep, men squeezed their way over

tops of falls through fool high apertures. They worked for

minutes at a time in smoke and fumes where a safety lamp

would not burn, and at all times faced the menace of an ex-

plosion due to an accumulation of gas in the working places,

which continually worked toward the shaft bottom.
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Present Fuel Supply From an Engineering
Standpoint*

By H. M. Chance
Philadelphia, Penna.

IN
discussing coal supply from an

engineering standpoint, I will not

attempt to analyze the conditions

bearing upon the supply of anthracite.

Anthracite is a relatively small factor

In power production except in eastern

New York, eastern Pennsylvania and
New Jersey. Under normal conditions

over 60 per cent, of our anthracite out-

put is sold for domestic use, and it

Bhould so far as Is possible be conserved

for such use. The total output of an-

thracite is less than 15 per cent, of the

total coal mined in the United States.

Coal Age ' estimated the output for

1918 as follows:

Short Tons
Anthracite, total output 99.514,334

Used at the mines 9,061,591

Shipments 90,452,743
Bituminous Coal (Including- coal

used at the mines) 590,137,776

680,590.519

The predominating Importance of soft

coal as a bteam coal is therefore ap-

parent.

As it is impossible to anticipate the

conditions as to fuel supply with which
our posterity may have to deal, I shall limit my remarks to

the present and immediate future outlook and to those

Issues which are of greatest interest to engineers and to

the consumers whom they serve; namely, to cost, quality

And supply.
Will the cost of fuel coal increase or decrease? Will the

several qualities or classes of coal be adequate to meet the

demand for the several grades? Will the supply of coal of all

grades be sufficient to prevent periodic fuel famines? These

questions Involve matters so closely interwoven one with the

other that they cannot be discussed separately, for all of the

factors that affect the mining industry have direct or indirect

bearing upon each of the issues.

I shall not attempt to discuss the present or future varying

costs of transportation, nor the effect of adequate or insufficient

transportation service upon the supply, except in so far as

these react upon the ability of the operator to mine a maxi-

mum tonnage at minimum cost.

ABUNDANT RESOURCES
We are all doubtless fully convinced that in the United

States east of the Mississippi River are coal resources suffi-

cient to meet all of our possible requirements for many gener-

ations, this having been proved by the work of our State and
National Geological Surveys. The Appalachian coal field ex-

tends as an unbroken and continuous region from western
Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio through Maryland, West Vir-

ginia, eastern Virginia, pastern Kentucky and Tennessee, and
northwestern Georgia to Alabama; and our Central coal field

extends from western Indiana over a large portion of central

and southern Illinois southwardly to the western part of

Kentucky and westwardly includes large areas in Iowa, Mis-

souri, Kansas, Arkansas, Oklahoma and Texas, with a discon-

nected district of considerable size In Central Michigan. These
coal fields contain all kinds and grades of bituminous coal

H. M. CHANCE

'Address delivered
delphU, Nov. 4, 1919.

luncheon of the Engineers' Club of I'hila-

and also include relatively small areas
of coal classed as semi-bituminous and
semi-anthracite. Most of these coals

are true bituminous coals; that Is, they
have a relatively high percentage of

volatile combustible matter and have
caking or coking properties, but only a

relatively small percentage of thes*

total reserves will make strong coke of

a quality ruitable for use in iron smelt-

ing. All of these coals are available as

fuels for power production, but their

value for this purpose as measured lu

B.t.u. (British thermal units) varies

all the way from veir low grade coals

of 8,000 to 9,000 B.t.u. value up to

<-oals varying from 14,000 to 15,000

B.t.u. value.

A small fractional part of this vast

supply consists of strictly high-grads

coal—that is, coal with low percentages

of ash, of water (moisture) and of sul-

phur—existing In coal beds close

enough to the surface and of sufficient

thickness to be mined at reasonably low
cost. This is coal the fuel value of

which is rated in excess of 14,000 B.t.u.

Possibly less than 1 per cent, of our total coal resources

consists of this high-grade cheaply mined coal, and of this

relatively small quantity only a fractional part is of the re-

fractory ash type, which enables the engineer to use It for

forced firing of boilers up to 250 per cent, of their rating.

The readily accessible reserves of coal of this type are

being depleted rapidly; no large areas of such coal are In

reserve, and with increasing demand the premium com-

manded by coals of this grade is steadily rising.

By designing and encouraging the building of power plants

requiring for their efficient operation coals of this type, engi-

neers are in part responsible for acecntuating this difficulty.

It seems to me that the time has come when engineers should

direct their attention to the development of types of plants

designed to utilize coals of lower grade, not only to avoid the

steadily rising premium on the high-grade coals but also to

conserve these supplies of high-grade fuel for marine and
metallurgical uses. We have every reason to believe that the

premium commanded by high-grade coals of this class will

steadily advance and that it will not be long before plants

that are not designed to use fuels of medium grade will be

operated only at largely increased cost.

USE OF MEDIUM GRADE COALS
In the East most of our power must be produced by coals of

medium (or second) grade, ranging in fuel value from about

12,500 up to 14,000 (or a little more) B.t.u. Of these we have

an abundant a vallable supply, and we need not fear that the

price of these coals will advance because the deposits are in-

sufficient or inaccessible. In the regions west of Ohio (except-

ing Arkansas and Oklahoma) the coals are generally of lower

(or third) grade and the local (and cheap) supply for power

production is limited to coals having a fuel value of from

about 10,000 to 12,500 B.t.u.

As necessity is the mother of invention, engineers have

striven to develop methods of cheap power production for
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utilizing low-grade coals in the regions west of Ohio and have

been working out iniprovertents in plant design that will doubt-

less tlnd many useful applications in the utilization of our

medium grade coals here in the East.

Now as to conditions affecting cost at the mines, and when

I say mines, I use the word to mean mines operating under

average conditions, we may say that from 65 to 75 per ceiit. of

the cost of mining coal is the labor cost. The balance is made

up of the cost of materials, wear and tear, depreciation and

miscellanGOus overhead charges.

Irrespective of any fundamental changes in the average rate

of wages paid in other industries, the labor cost in mining has

been steadily rising and doubtless will continue to rise. One

of the causes contributing to increased cost is the larger cap-

ital investment necessary for improved housing, casualty in-

to the effect of the profit of the mine operator upon the cost

to the consumer. I believe that the profit of the mine operator

in the future will be more than in the past. I do not say

"greater" or "larger," because the profit in the past has been

neither "great" nor "large," but has been ridiculously small.

i\'o ether large industry has earned such totally inadequate

returns upon the Invested capital, amounting to so small an

interest rate that I hesitate to express it in figures.

Many of the individuals and corporations that in the past

have been financially successful in coal mining owe their pros-

perity to increase in the value of coal land (purchased as un-

developed territory at low cost) and not to profits derived

from the sale of coal. However, competition, except in periods

of acute shortage, will prevent material increase in cost from

an excessive profit demanded by the mine operator. The mine

TIPPLE AT MINE NO. 87 OF CONSOLIDATION COAL CO., AT IDA MAY, W. VA.

surance and many requirements that come with increasing

expansion of the Workings to greater depth, greater length of

underground haul, increased cost of ventilation and other ele-

cents important in large operations but that could be disre-

garded in mines opened at and working near the outcrop of the

coal.

As engineers, or as consumers of coal for power purposes, it

would not, in my judgment, be wise for us to base any pro-

jects upon an assumption that the cost of producing coal at

the mines will In the near future be appreciably less than at

present, but on the contrary I believe it would be well to have

in mind the possibility, or the probability of Increase rather

than of decrease In the average cost of mining.

PROFIT OF MINE OPERATOR
The price to the consumer will of course be the cost of min-

ing, plus the profit of the mine operator, the selling cost and

the cost of transportation.

I shall not attempt to say anything about freight rates as

affecting the cost to the consumer, or about the cost of selling

the coal, but I am perhaps competent to express an opinion as

Criurtesy of Mutual Magazine

operator is beset with difficulties realized by few who are not

personally in touch with mine operation, and these difficulties

inevitably increase the cost of mining.

Having developed and equipped a mine with a daily capacity

of, say, 1,000 tons per day, having built houses and secured

miners to mine this quantity, the operator can mine only

when an adequate car supply enables him to operate. He
cannot mine the coal and store it for subsequent shipment.

If the railroad cars are not furnished or the allotment is

insufficient, his mine is idle for the day or a part of the day.

If his sales agent fails to sell the coal his mine is idle, and the

railroad cuts down his allotment of cars. If his dally output

is appreciably less than his equipped capacity, his mining

costs per ton rise rapidly. If the miners, owing to lack of

orders or insufficient or irregular car supply are unable to

work enough days per week to earn satisfactory wages, they

drift away to other mines, and his ability to get out coal Is

reduced, his railroad car allowance Is cut down, his mining

costs rise above the price at which his coal has been sold and

he is soon bankrupt.
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Most coal beds contain layers, commonly called "partings,"

of slate or rock or fireclay, which may or may not be sulphur-

ous. It has been the practice in many districts to require the

miner to remove most of this material from the coal when
loading it underground, but when coal shortage requires work

under high pressure this cannot be done, and the operator has

found it necessary either to ship the coal as mined, or to have

these impurities picked out after the coal comes out of the

mine. This is slow and expensive and cannot be done thor-

oughly unless the coal tipples are rebuilt and picking tables

installed. This has now been done at many mines, and I do

not doubt that picking tables and washers for the proper

preparation of the coal will come into general use.

PREPARATION OF COAL
Engineers can help to bring about a general improvement in

methods by insisting upon proper preparation, and by refusing

to purchase excepting under a form of contract providing for

not attempt to say anything about the car supply or transpor-

tation problems, but a few words as to the mine labor situation

will properly be within the limits of this discussion.

Serious reduction in our coal output may at any time b»

caused by shortage in mine labor, this term being used to in-

clude the miner as well as the laborer who works as his helper.

In the readjustments brought about by the war, many minert

have found their way into other occupations and will not re-

turn to the mines. They cannot be replaced by inexperienced

labor, because a man can become an efficient miner only after

some form of apprenticeship, usually as laborer or helper,

extending over a considerable period. Further, the supply of

mine laborers available for this purpose has also been seri-

ously reduced and with no immediate promise of any large in-

crease in this class of labor. If the available miners and

laborefs are kept steadily at work, as they can be if consum-

ers contract for their supplies in advance and if the railroads

TIPPLE AT MINES NO. 88, 89 AND 90 OF

the delivery of properly prepared coal and providing definite

deductions In price on all coal that is not up to specifications.

THE BUYER OF "CHEAP" COAL
Many of the troubles of the consumer of coal for power pro-

duction can be attributed to the tendency on the part of many
purchasing agents to buy from the lowest bidder and to accept

at their face value the statements of sales agents as to tho

grade and quality of coal to be furnished. The conscientious

mine operator is discouraged in his efforts to ship properly

prepared coal to his customers if he finds that other operators

are obtaining the same price for coal that is shipped as mined
and without preparation.

While it may be beyond the power of the engineer to have

the coal inspected prior to shipment from the mines, it is en-

tirely within his power to provide speciflcatlons that will In-

sure payment, at full prices, only for coal properly prepared,

and to see that the coal is Inspected and tested aa received.

SHORTAGE
And now as to shortage in the supply. No shortage In the

supply of coal need be feared because there are not enough
mines opened and equipped to produce enough to meet any
possible Increase in the demand. We have the coal, the mines
and the equipment, but we cannot be sure of either labor sup-

ply or car supply or motive power to move the product. 1 will

THE CONSOLIDATION COAL CO. IN W. VA.
Courteay of Mutual Magazine

furnish regular and sufficient car service, the number avail-

able is probably sufficient to produce an output that will meet

the requirements; but if consumers do not place contracts foi

regular delivery far in advance of their immediate needs, or It

the railroads fail to furnish a regular and full supply of

cars, then it seems to me there will be a more or less serious

shortage in the supply, and this condition may be more pro-

nounced in the future than In the Immediate present.

PRICE OF COAL
I do not believe the price of coal would decline to a pre-war

basis even if the cost of living were to fall to a low level and

a corresponding drop should occur In the average wage scale.

In the past we have obtained cheap coal by the intensive work-

ing of the best, thickest, most easily accessible and cheaply

mined coal beds. The quantity of coal now required to meet

the demand can only be had by mining from the thinner coal

beds and from those not so easily accessible nor so cheaply

worked.

For these reasons it seems to me that no large or rapid de-

cline In the price of coal is likely to occur unless, as a result

of financial panic or Industrial depression, the consumption

should become much less than the output On the other hand,

an actual or prospective shortage may at any time cause the

price to advance sharply, but temporarily, and when this 00-
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•ours those who have not contracted for their supplies in

advance will naturally be those who will suffer most.

It seems probable, if not certain, that for a few years at

least fuel oil will compete with coal as a steam fuel, especially

tn large consuming centers along the Atlantic Coast, and will

possibly displace several million tons of coal now annually

used for power production. As the quantity of oil available for

auch use is, as compared with coal, relatively small, this com-

petition is not liliely to bring about a material reduction in the

average price of steam coal.

The use of so-called fuel oils for this purpose Is from an

engineering standpoint deplorable, because these oils should

be conserved for marine use either under the boilers or steam-

ships or for dirct power production by internal combustion

engines. Attention has already been invited to the use of

high-grade coals, especially the so-called "smokeless coals," as

steam fuels, and to the early exhaustion of our coal beds fur-

nishing coal of this grade; and if our available fuel oils are to

be improvidently used, a similar exhaustion of our liquid fuel

supplies will soon become evident.

CAUSE OP HIGH PRICES
The average price of any product which is not controlled

as a monopoly but is subject to the free and unrestricted opera-

tion of the law of supply and demand will be the cost of pro-

duction, transportation and distribution plus reasonable profits

to the producer and transporting and distributing agents. But

we are not so much interested in the average price as in the

high and low peaks shown by the price chart. The high peaks

threaten the prosperity of the community and the low peaks

bring bankruptcy to the operator. Neither party finds any

consolation in the assurance of the political economist that the

operation of the law of supply and demand will bring about

a proper readjustment, for while ultimately this may be true.

It promises no immediate relief. High coal prices naturally

result fi-om high cost of production (transportation) and

distribution. Excessively high prices are usually due to an

excess in the demand over the available supply—that is, to

shortage in the supply.

Political economists long ago accepted as exloms that with

Increasing demand or decreasing supply prices rise, and with

decreasing demand or increasing supply prices fall, but they

have not been able to give us any measure of the percentage

of rise or fall in price that will follow a certain increase or

decrease in either the demand or supply. A relatively small

shortage, say 5 per cent., may cause the price to double or

triple, and conversely a relatively small surplus may cut the

market price in halt.

THE VICIOUS CIRCLE
During 1916, 1917 and 1918, when bituminous coal at times

sold for from $4 to ?6 per ton at the mines, we had examples

of how a relatively small shortage will quickly double the

price. The actual shortage during the worst period was esti-

mated at about 5 per cent., and was principally due to rail-

road car shortage or to motive power shortage. During this

period it has been estimated that an excess of 5 per cent, above

the normal quantity of refuse (slate, fireclay, rock) was

shipped with the coal. If these figures are correct, it is evi-

dent that had the coal been properly prepared, the quantity

transported by the railroads would have been equal to the

demand, there would have been no shortage and the abnormal

Jump in prices from $2 or $3 up to $4 to $6 would not have

occurred. Under these conditions the consumer, while paying

twice the price for his coal, was getting coal that was worth

as a steam fuel only 90 to 95 per cent, of the value of prop-

erly prepared coal, and he was therefore forced to increase the

quantity ordered from 5 to 10 per cent, or more to keep his

plant running, thus adding an increased demand to the already

deficient supply.

CAUSES AND REMEDIES
Every consumer who falls to Insist on proper preparation of

the coal or who is unwilling to pay a reasonably larger price

for the better prepared fuel forms a segment of the "vicioiw

circle" which constitutes the basis underlying abnormal
prices and periodic shortages in the supply.

Every operator who fails to propertly prepare his coal for

shipment, or who does not insist on reasonable compensation

for the cost of preparation, contributes to the demoralization

that results from abnormal fluctuations in price due to

periodic shortage in the supply.

Every power plant that requires especially high-grade coal

of the smokeless type for its efficient operation is another

unit tending to increase the average cost of coal at all power
plants.

Every ton of refuse hauled to the consumer with his coal

involves the absolute waste of cost of power, wear and tear,

interest on equipment, and proportionate overhead expense

of operating the railroads over which it is transported.

Every boiler plant that operates inefficiently and every

prime mover using steam inefficiently contributes to the main-

tenance of abnormally high prices by wasting a part of the

available supply.

The remedy is in the hands of the consumer. The operator

win give the consumer what he asks and is willing to pay
for—no more, no less. If the consumer will see that boileiv

are efficiently fired, that the coal is fully burned and makes
the maximum quantity of steam; if he will install and keep in

good operative condition prime movers of high efficiency;

if he will arangehis plant to use the cheaper coals of medium
grade and insists upon proper preparation of the coal prior

to shipment, many of the difficulties of present and future

fuel supply will disappear.

Vienna is Pinched by Lack of Coal

The Vienna authorities announce that they are unable to

issue the meager seven kilograms of about fifteen lb. of coal

for each household weekly, which was recently promised.

Thus the fuel situation grows worse and the failure of the

owners of the forests near Vienna to fulfill their old contracts

because of the depreciation in the value of the crown aggra-

vates conditions. The government apparently is helpless.

A subcommissiou of the reparations commission is investi-

gating the food and fuel problem, and the press and people

pin their hope on its recommendations.

The movement of export coal has touched a low point, and

unless there is a speeding up in production the foreign trade

that has been built up by this country in coal Is likely to

lose its strong position.

Regarding the coal situation abroad advices have recently

been received here in connection with the fuel supplies in

France. It is reported that there is not so much lack of coal

for domestic purposes, but a lack of coal for transport and

Industrial undertakings. The Pas-de-Calais mines, according

to one French journal, in Oct., 1917, produced 42,000 tons- per

day and in Sept., 3919, the production fell to 23,000 tons daily.

The mines of the Nord, which produced 6,813,761 tons for the

year 1913, produced 1,500 tons for Jan. this year, though it

is hoped that the yield for Nov. will be 100,000 tons. It Is

also estimated that the coal imported to the Department of

the Nord has decreased by 38 per cent since 1914 and that

prices of imported coal have risen by 337 per cent.

Miner's Strike Affects Italy's Supply of Coal

Italy's supply of coal, which will be scarcely 700,000 tons in

November, will be even less in December owing to the recent

strike of bituminous miners in America. While Italy never

received promised German coal to Belgium and France, It Is

hoped she may get a larger quantity from England as a result

of increased production there.
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American Mining Congress Holds Session
By R. DAWSON HALL
Managing Editor, Coal Age.

WITH your coal operators busily in conference with the

mine worlcers at Washington and your senatorial co-

operators battling in their chamber on no less a mat-

ter than the League of Nations, what hope has your energetic

secretary that he will have a good Mining Congress? James

P. Callbreath, with the Executive Committee, that controls

the organization of which he is secretary, little thought, when
he put the date on his schedule, that everything would con-

spire against him to make the Congress a failure.

But it was not the Congress, but the conspiracy, that failed.

There was a splendid attendance of about 1200, a more than

ordinarily good exposition, and better speakers than ever be-

fore. The imagination is set working to wonder what kind

of a Congress, Bulkeley Wells, the president, and James F.

Callbreath, the secretary, would have staged If the miners

had kept their contract and the senators signed the treaty,

for the American Mining Congress is now grown Into full

manhood. Its years attest that fact no less clearly than Its

finances. It has ventured to ask 10 cents for every $1000 of

output—a voluntary contribution, but one that seems quite

generally paid. No Congress or other institution can succeed

that does not boldly face the question of finance by some such

measure of taxation as that which the Congress has taken.

The twenty-second annual convention of the American Min-

ing Congress assembled at 2:30 p. m., Monday, Nov. 17, in the

Convention Hall of the Exposition Building, an edifice which
In earlier years was known as the Southern Hotel. Robert
E. Lee, the grandson of the veteran commander of the South-

ern Armies during the Civil War, presided in the absence of

Thomas T. Brewster who, though a St. Loulsan, could not be

present as he was busy fighting for the public in the wage
conferences at Washington, D. C. Mayor Henry W. Kiel,

who was expected to be present, could not perform the duties

of host, owing to sickness, and W. K. Kavanaugh, chairman of

the Exposition, had to absent himself because the coal-strike

negotiations in Washington made his absence imperative.

SOME INTERESTING ADDRESSES MADE
The address of welcome was made by Xenophon P. Wilfley,

former United States Senator, a resident of St. Louis. He
urged greater production and commended President Lewis of

the United Mine Workers of America for courageously saying

that the strike of the mine workers must be called off because

the courts of the United States had so ordered. No institu-

tion, declared the ex-senator, could be allowed for one mo-
ment to set Itself in opposition to the Government of the

United States.

President Wells In his reply to the address of welcome
denounced the activities of the Industrial Workers of the

World, especially expressing his abhorrence of the Reds at

Centralla, Wash., for their dastardly murder of former ser-

vice men when these men were passing In a parade In honor
of Armistice Day. He favored compulsory arbitration, com-
mended collective bargaining and the eight-hour day as fair

both to employer and employee.

He did not speak so favorably as to profit sharing because.

In his belief, labor was willing to travel along with industry In

Us periods of affluence but was not ready to accept the un-

pleasant descent into the period of decreased prosperity. It

was willing to share with enthusiasm the gains of capital,

but would not share with It any of the losses of lean years.

He recommended the formation of an industrial commission

that would take Jurisdiction when strikes occurred and have

power to enforce its decrees on both parties, employers and

employed alike.

Elmer Donnell, a St. Louisan, general manager of the Asso-

ciated Industries cf Missouri, who represented Arthur J. Da-

vis, the president of that organization, who was ill, said: "W«
are ready to fight to the last ditch against those radical In-

terests which would defy law, overturn the Government, wreck

our institutions and destroy industries."

Dr. Van H. Manning, Director of the United States Bureau
of Mines, as personal representative of Franklin K. Lane, th«

Secretary of the Interior, drew attention to the fact that the

coal mines of the United States stand idle between one-fourUi

and one-third of each year, with consequent hardships on the

mine workers and great loss to the operators and the public

He recommended the establishment by the government of

winter and summer rates on coal, the summer rates to b«

materially lower than the winter In order to induce industries

and individuals to purchase and store their coal in summer
and thus keep the mines going full blast the year through.

Winter and summer prices, or a sliding scale of coal rates,

he said, would keep the miners busy, maintain a regular flow

of coal, and keep the public supplied at reasonable prices.

EXPORTS WILL BENEFIT THE INDUSTRY
A good export trade. Dr. Manning said, would greatly bene-

fit the coal industry of the United States. He added that the

coal exports from this country had grown enormously since

the war, due to the shorter hours obtained by miners in Great

Britain, which curtailed the production of that country.

He advocated that the coal-export business from the United

States be placed upon a firm ba.sis, through its own shipping

facilities, so that coal produced here could be enabled to com-

pete with coal mined in other countries. Dr. Manning said

that owing to high freight rates, demurrage, insurance, etc.,

American coal sells at prices as high as $35 a ton in France.

Of this charge, he said, 90 per cent is required for transpor-

tation, insurance, demurrage and charges incident to ship-

ping, and only 10 per cent for production.

He advocated tho. creation of a coal-export corporation under

the provisions of the Webb-Pomerene law to handle for oper-

ators all shipments of coal. By this method coal unsuited

for foreign u.ses will not be shipped to the detriment of the

American coal trade. The prices of transportation, etc., he

thought, might be better regulated than they are at present

He deplored the tendencies of the various countries to ex-

clude foreign capital from engaging in the exploitation of

mineral resources, declaring this policy to be short-sighted

and likely to lead to international complications. He urged

the Mining Congress to support a policy of reciprocity that

"will place our citizens upon a parity with other nationals la

the exploitation of the universal resources of the world."

He said that it had always been the policy of America to

encourage foreign capital to enter freely and that the United

States had permitted foreign companies to acquire holdings

here on (he same footing as citizens of this country. He
said he believed In that policy.

Dr. Manning said further that the use of oil as fuel In

competition with coal should be discouraged, because the

thermal efficiency obtained In the average steam plant Is but

10 to 15 per cent, while In Internal-combustion engines an effi-

ciency of from 30 to 36 per cent can be obtained.

He declared thai the development of oil shales to supple-

ment the oil wells when their supply begins to decrease is a
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problem of first magnitude for the congress to consider. At

the close of his address Dr. Manning declared the exposition

open.

In the evening, under the chairmanship of Bullieley Wells,

a meeting to discuss the railroad situation was held. Alba B.

Johnson, formerly president of the Baldwin Locomotive Works,

and now president of the Railway Business Association, who

represented the Cooperative Committee on Railway Legisla-

tion, urged that the Congress should interest "itself in the

railroad situation, for the mining industry furnished 58 per

cent of all the freight traffic of the United States ana so was

vitally interested in the financial abilities of the railroads.

He freely admitted that reprehensible acts had, in the past,

been committed by railroad corporations, but he pointed out

that if railroads had taken bribes, the public had paid tnem.

The public should bear half the onus of the evil of which the

railroads are accus-.ed. Where a railroad has done wrong, a

section of the public has been party to that wrong ana cannot

therefore point accusingly at the railroad that merely partici-

pated with it in that wrongdoing.

MANY PLANS ARE HATCHED

There had been 36 plans of railroad control put forward by

nine separate groups. The Railway Business Association nas

no plans for railroad regulation, but it has certain principles

which it wants borne in mind in the making of the settlement.

The United States Chamber of Commerce distributed Refer-

endum No. 28 requesting that replies be returned by July 24.

Since that date the Chamber has been silent. Apparently it is

not actively committing itself to any plan. H. H. Merritt is

the president of the Co-operative Committee on Railway Legis-

lation. That body has no miners in its personnel, but it would

be pleased to take note of the views of the mining mausiry.

It was interesting, he said, to note that after all the investi-

gation and all the aspersions of the public the Railway Valua-

tion Board had so far found few over-capitalized railways

where its work is complete and many railways which are im-

mensely undervalued. Drastic reorganizations and what is

quite aptly termed "the ploughing in of capital" have caused

values in many ca.ses to exceed capitalization.

The time has more than come therefore for the public to

take a more generous view of the railroads' claims to adequate

returns and fair freight rates. There are two bills providing

for the return of the railoads: the Cummings' bill In the

Senate and the Esch bill in the House.

The latter enables large railroads to afiBliate with small,

cuts out piratical competition that has in the past ruined rail-

roads, demands that the issuance of securities shall be under

federal control, requires that the regulation of the railroads

shall be exclusively federal even as to intrastate traffic, though

the state authorities shall be heard as to the latter, and it

provides that the regulating body shall, in determining freight

rates, base them on what will give a fair return to the in-

vestor.

The Cummings bill is more specific, and would set 5% per

cent as a fair return to the investor and orders that on this

return to capital all rates shall be based, granting, however, a

further Vi per cent as a regulation fund. This assumes that

railroads will be able to borrow all the money they need at

5% per cent. Just at present foreign governments and mu-

nicipalities are willing to give that and even more.

There is a competitive spirit shown that may make 5% per

cent an altogether inadequate figure. Congress may name the

rate, said Mr. Johnson, but it cannot compel Investors to pur-

chase stocks. It would appear, he added, that an authority

ehould be allowed to Issue a certificate of necessary revenue,

and let freight rates be high enongh to make It possible to

secure such a return.

Samuel O. Dunn, of Chicago, the editor of Railwav A.ge

Gazette of New York, then presented an argument based on
the decline in railroad investment activity in the last few

years. In his estimation we have fallen behind seven billion

dollars since 1915, as compared with our investment for a-

similar time in the 10 years before that date. He estimated

conservatively that we would need to spend six and a half

billions of dollars in the next three years.

We have already planned to spend 633 million dollars on

public highways, and they cannot be built because the rail-

roads are not able to transport the material, so inadequate are

the railways to meet the nation's demands. If the railway

companies are to raise six billions or more of capital they

must be allowed to earn such revenues as will make the in-

vestor willing to lend them money.

Magnetic, but not wholly fair, Clifford Thorne, a railway-

rate expert of Chicago, then opposed the return of the railroads

to private operation, saying that the standard return should

be extended till th3 war throes no longer trouble us. He is a

wizard with figures, but he did not venture to assail those

presented by his opponents, though the audience could hardly

fail to surmise thai, just that, and that only, was what he was

doing.

Tuesday morning's meeting was addressed by E. W. Parker

on "Labor Conciliation in the Anthracite Industry." Mr.

Parker believes that the Labor Conciliation Board of the an-

thracite region should have its duplicate or duplicates in the

bituminous fields. Possibly so; however, the bituminous coal

operators watching the action of the board are not confident

that it prevents strikes. It is quite a general practice in the

anthracite region to have a local strike about every grievance

however small, and finally after a week or so's duration the

strike comes to an end, and the conciliation board gets busy.

In the bituminous region there is a similar local strike,

which lasts about the same length of time and ultimately is

settled by parleys between the operators' commissioner and
the district president of the union. Button strikes, which are

inexcusable from the point of view of the contract between

mine operators and miners, are more frequent and severfe in

the anthracite region than in either the fully unionized or the

partially unionized mines of the bituminous fields, and when-

ever a new contract is due, or the men want to make it due

before the time, the work of the Conciliation Board is rendered

null and void.

THE CONTRACTS ARE DIFFERENT

Just at this time the Conciliation Board may appear to be

composing matters, but the reason why there is a strike in the

soft-coal field and rone in the hard-coal region is because the

contracts in the bituminous-coal field mostly call for their

termination at the end of the war—a date that the mine work-

ers declare is in dispute—whereas the anthracite contract runa

unquestionably to Apr. 1, 1920.

When April of next year comes, some cheerful optimist In

the Central Competitive Region may be able to point out to

Dr. Parker how much better things are there. However, the

contract in the anthracite region is a "trailing" contract, if I

may coin the word. It will be easier to make because the

mine worker, the steel worker, the pressman and the com-

positor have learned that the public is against unreasoned

increases.

The mine worke- has asked more than pay and a half for

half time. He has tried to cut his yardstick in two and add

60 per cent to the price of his goods. The public has proved

Its powers of resistance to this robbery, and so when the

anthracite workers come to make a "trailing contract" they

will not be so painfully dynamic and sanguine as their fellows

in the soft-coal regions.

Dr. Parker declared that the Conciliation Board was free of

the taint of politics. Congratulations are in order, but did
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any bituminous operator ever find any politics, outside of

union politics interfering in a settlement under the present

regime? Union politics, in the anthracite region, as in the

bituminous, appear to affect the operations of the Conciliation

Board, for the frequency with which the labor leaders unani-

mously line up together in favor of the demands of the em-

ployees, causes the frequent reference of matters to the arbi-

trator of the Board.

Dr. George O. Smith, Director of the United States Geologi-

cal Survey, in a paper entitled "Our Industries' Part," stated

that the mineral industry had grown to a 5% billion dollar

stature, but that the increase in production was only in a

degree the reason why the figure stood so high. The market

cost of the minerals had increased more than their volume of

production. He would have freight rates based on cost of

transportation and not on the exigencies of business. He de-

clared that welfare rather than wealth should be our aim.

At the afternoon meeting held by the National Conference

of Schools of Mines in the Planters' Hotel, papers were read

by Lewis E. Young, now of the Union Electric Co., St. Louis,

Mo., on "The Amount and Kind of Business Training, Includ-

ing Economics, Cost Accounting and Business Organization to

Be Taught in the Mining and Metallurgical Curricula," and

by E. A. Holbrook. superintendent. United States Bureau of

Mines Station, Pittsburgh, Penn., on "Closer Co-operation Be-

tween the Colleges, the United States Bureau of Mines and
Industrial Corporations in Research Investigations." These

papers, especially the first, were discussed at length. This was
in strong contrast to the practice followed in regard to all the

other papers, or almost all of them, presented to the Congress.

There was no opportunity given for discussion at most of the

meetings, the pape's being read usually in extenso and passed

over in silence.

The general attitude of the educational men present—and
they were there in force—was to the effect that the average

student was not phychologically prepared to study econo-
mics, cost accounting and business organization and did not
realize the value and importance of those subjects; that, in

many cases, the curricula were so full that the short years

of student life were already overcrowded, though perhaps
there was much, like higher mathematics, which might be

left out.

As one professor said, mathematics may be excellent mental

gymnastics, it may strengthen the sinews of the mind, but

there are other exercises having a closer relation to the future

needs of the student. It was remarked that after all the

main purpose of college life was' to stimulate the thinking

habit and that the importance of the subject In the life work
of the student was subordinate to its work in forming active

mental habits and in giving the pupil the basis for the estab-

lishment of a sound judgment.

WHAT DOES THE STUDENT NEED?
The educationist.^ quite generally admitted that it was hard

to forecast just what training would help their men in their

life work, for some would later be executives, some geologists,

some metallurgists, some mining men. Others again would

be analysts or educators. The differences in the metal and

non-metal values to be recovered are as numerous as the occu-

pations. There are few perhaps who would have to under-

take the charge of companies, but equally true Is It that only

a few would be geologists. A knowledge of geology would be

of little use to an analyst or an executive.

It Is because of this fact that wfe must make our curricula

all-embracing, so that It will not fall to give every mining
student what he wants, even If more than he wants, remem-
bering always that the Imparting of knowledge and the caus-

ing of the student to think on any subject Is valuable training

In Itself. If the interest In economics, cost accounting and
business organization has proved lacking, it Is probable that

it is because the value of these subjects has not been duly

emphasized. We all have seen vital parts of education react

unfavorably on the student because they are not taught inter-

estingly and with conviction.

In many small colleges there are few indeed who can be

depended on to teach these subjects with ability, especially

when the instructor is not closely in touch with the mining

field. In how few colleges are there good economists, cost

accountants and business experts whose acquaintance with

mining is really intimate? Then again all colleges have their

specialties, and the strong parts in the various curricula are

not always as closely based on the needs of the students as

on the preferences of the professors and the lines in which

they excel.

Well-balanced curricula require well-balanced talent, and

where may such a balance be found? Some of the professors

declared that methods of mining could not be effectually taught

in the classroom even with expensive models and a multiplicity

of charts. Some, lamenting their inability to create tridi-

mensional vision in their pupils, would abandon methods of

mining as a subject and replace it with something that an

executive may well need to use.

Dr. Victor C. Alderson, president of the Colorado School of

Mines, at Golden, Colo., declared that he made it his practice

to give the senior students problems of actual life, political

problems, it may be, and calls on them to discuss them before,

and with, the assembled faculty. He will require them to

make a constructive report on a mining property, not giving

mere details of operation, character of ore and methods of

working, but explaining whether the property was worth more

or less than the price of its stock would indicate, and why, the

idea being to get a thoughtful presentation of the real essen-

tials of the mine as a financial proposition.

T. T. Read, of the United States Bureau of Mines, was not

at the Congress and so could not present his article on "The

National Temperamental Characteristics of Labor, making

Certain Nationalities Suitable or Unsuitable for Mixed Labor

in Mining and Metallurgical Work." In consequence this

number in the program had to be passed over.

AN INTERESTING DINNER
An informal dinner was held at 6 p. m. at the Planters'

Hotel with E. P. Mathewson, consulting metallurgist. New
York City, in the chair. Interesting remarks were made on

the labor problem, Arthur Thacher. of St. Louis, receiving

quite an ovation after an address urging the power of the

Golden Rule as a means of creating good relations and in-

creased production in the mines. He stated that while the

earnings per shift at the mines under his charge had increased

from $1.84 to J3.74 from 1908 to 1918, both inclusive, the cost

per ton had dropped from 68 cents to 47 cents per ton loaded,

and the tons per man had risen from 2.7 to 8. At one of the

mines he assured me the tonnage loaded by a Greek miner

reached 110 tons per day.

At 8 p. m. another session was held at which Col. Roberts,

of Roberts and Schaefer, construction engineers, made a re-

port for the committee on the standardization of mining

equipment. The committee has only recently been formed.

There are sub-committees on mining and loading equipment,

on underground transportation, on underground power trans-

mission, on mine drainage, on mine ventilation, on outside coal-

handling equipment, and on power equipment. Some work

has been done, but the work is too large for speedy accom-

plishment and nothing would be gained by making snap judg-

ments.

The late evening program was filled by addresses on "The

Russian Radical as I Pound Him," by George W. Simmons of

St. Louis, Mo., who from actual experience In Red Cross work

in Russia, had come to the conclusion that the Russian Red

was every bit as e\ll as he had been painted; "The Red Men-
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ace," by the Rev. Charles W. Gordon (whose pen name is

"Ralph Connor"), a well-known novelist of Winnipeg, Can.,
who detailed the Red uprising in that city, and how the Reds
were kept in check by the Citizens Committee of 1000 and the
Northwest Mounted Police; closing with "What Is the Matter
With America?", by Allen Walker of the Guaranty Trust Co.
of New York City.

Extravagance. Mr. Walker said, lies at the root of the high
cost of living in the United States, and is productive of some
of the economic ills of which we are complaining. He said
•ilk shirts and silk socks are all too commonly worn by peo-
ple who, at the same time, are complaining of the high cost
Of living. He remarked that "the basic sin at the bottom of
all our social unrest is that same covetousness against which
we are warned in the tenth commandment." "The ruling pas-
ion is extravagance, the arch enemy of thrift, supplemented
by a very common determination to do as little as possible for

as much as can be obtained by fair or unfair means."
He said that a Boston hosiery manufacturer thought it

Would be a patriotic act to raise the price of silk hosiery and
decrease the price of cotton hose. "To his astonishment," said
Mr. Walker, "during the succeeding three months he sold 25
per cent more silk hose than before, and about 20 per cent
less cotton." The teaching of simple economics to employees
by business men, the speaker said, might prepare the great
majority to combat in their meetings the talks of radicals.

MANT PEOPLE ARE MISLED

He said there is a class of "parlor socialists with whom it is

regarded as quite the proper and fashionable thing to com-
miserate with the long-haired men and short-haired women
who dispense anarchy in disguise."

"I know a number of worthy and thoroughly well-meaning
men and women in New York ^ho are being fooled to death
by the new species of reformers and have been induced to
support their camouflage by devious outward coatings of harm-
less sociological preachments." The Reds, he added, use the
money of these men and women to spread literature which
the latter are never allowed to see, and which they believe
are far less revolutionary than they really are.

The real division of the people actively connected with the
labor problem, he said, "is not between employers and workers,
but is now between the constructive people and the destroy-
ers." He recommended no compromise with advocates of un-
sound doctrines, the elimination of "class warfare," the observ-
ance of contracts whether by capital or labor, the removal by
employers of legitimate grievances, maintenance of law and
order, and the stern suppression of any organization which
sets itself up as bigger than the government.
He advocated a "fuUday's work for a full day's pay." He

denied that employers are attempting ,to break down the organ-
ization of labor, and declared that there should be no objec-
tion to "reasonable combinations of wage-earners organized
for the purpose of improving the conditions of labor." No
class of people," he said, should be permitted to choose which
laws they shall obey.

"Year after year," he added, "labor has caused Congress to
degrade itself by refusing funds for the prosecution of law-
breakers. The same convention of mine officials which called
the coal strike," he said, "presented a report in which it re-
jected the doctrine that unions and their officers- can be held
responsible for violence against the operators and workers of
non-union mines." He said he would like to see emanate from
sonin authoritative source a serious proposal for a twelve
months' armistice between capital and labor, with an accred-
ited commission to consider all grievances and controversies.
During the period of twelve months, he said, he would like

to see an intensive campaign for production and thrift, be-
cause, he added, "we cannot save money to invest in securities

to help reconstruct the world and at the same time spend our
earnings for luxuries which are beyond the means of tta*

prudent and thrifty."

A meeting of the Safety and Welfare Section was held in

the Exposition Buidling in the forenoon of Wednesday, Nov.

19. The first address was by C. W. Seiberling, vice-president

of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. He described the re-

markable work of this company in the promotion of the

safety and welfare of the employees.

Dr. J. J. Rutledge, mining engineer of the United Statea

Bureau of Mines at McAlester, Okla., outlined a plan of se-

curing safety in the mines by organizations established for

that purpose. He said it was hard to induce the actual miner

to take a part and even an interest in safety work. It was
far easier to introduce it to the company man; but a little

reflection will show that the miner is the man most greatly

interested and he should be led to recognize that first-aid and
rescue work, which is established for him primarily, should

find him earnest in its support.

W. D. Ryan, commissioner of safety for the United Statea

Bureau of Mines, made an address on the large returns paid

by safety work to both empolyer and employee. He said that

in Oklahoma the shotfirer is supposed to tamp every shot.

Recently one man fired 85 shots in 45 min. Mr. Ryan left It

to the audience to say whether he tamped a single one of them.

The last one "got him." Does such foolishness pay any one

in the long-run? The fatality is bound to happen if chancee

like these are taken.

Mr. Ryan said that the safety engineer should have power to

act without reference to headquarters. A man who was en-

gaged to inspect the mines, but not remove dangerous condi-

tions or have them corrected, reported to the manager when
he returned to the office that there was some loose rock over

a light board overcast under which men were continually

passing. When the manager got the communication, he turned

it over to the superintendent in the regular order of business.

This official passed it on to the mine foreman, who in turn In-

structed a man to remove the hazard. There are all kinds of

possibility of delay in so passing up information to the man-

ager and in so passing down instructions to the foreman.

Meanwhile the lives of men are jeopardized.

GOOD SAFETY RESULTS WERE OBTAINED
Austin Duffy, manager of the Safety Section of the United

States Fuel Administration, then read an address on the "Re-

sult of the Safety-First Movement on Labor." He declared

that accidents were reduced 56 per cent during a safety cam-

paign extending over two weeks, the campaign being waged on
the broad lines which are calculated to reach not only the

man in danger but his family also.

Charles S. Allen, secretary of the New York Wholesale Coal

Association, at the afternoon session, gave some facts as to

the invasion of oil in the boiler rooms of the East where coal

was formerly used exclusively and emphasized how and Why
the aggression should be repelled. Whenever oil is installed

the company officials who Introduce it must defend their ac-

tion in order to excuse it and to give satisfactory account for

the expenditure of the money.

The employees who find that oil is a saving of labor nat-

urally declare that oil is the preferential fuel, even when they

know it is a source of financial loss to the corporation. In

fact, they tend to prevent a return to coal. The oil men are

quite ready to lend money to corporations to pay for the in-

stallation of the necessary oil-burning equipment. Thus the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas Lines were advanced $650,000 by
the Mexican Petroleum Co., according to Mr. Allen, so that It

could make the changes incident to a transfer from coal to

oil burning.

At Providence, 200 industrial plants are already burning
fuel oil and more are on the way. Similar conversions of
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equipment have taken place at Pawtucket and Fall River.

One concern, however, fitted up six out of ten of its boilers to

burn oil, but took the oil-burning equipment out after six

months and reinstalled coal-burning stokers at the expense Of

$25,000, for which the fuel-oil company paid. Another com-

pany having seven units, fitted three up to burn oil and
scrapped the rest, but today they are back in use. The Pocasset

Manufacturing Co., Mr. Allen said, having 27 boilers, spent

$5000 in investigation. It found it would take 24 years to

pay back to it in savings the cost of installing the equipment

The Essex Rubber Co. declares that there Is no saving to be

made in using oil with fuel at 3 cents per gallon.

The New York Wholesale Coal Association has engaged a

combustion engineer to find out the whole truth regarding the

possibilities of oil. Mr. Allen said that the question Is not

one for New York alone to solve, for the matter Is interesting

to many cities and not to the tidewater municipalities only,

for oil is accessible to all places that can be approached by
water, and there are few indeed, even in the Middle West, that

can not be so reached.

Paraffin-oil residues, according to Mr. Allen are not suitable

for use under boilers. Mexican fuel oil does not have a par-

affin base, and It is therefore more suitable than most oils from

the United States. The prospect for the continued use of

United States oil is also problematical, said Mr. Allen, for

while 7 per cent of the available coal has been used, it Is esti-

mated that as much as 40 per cent of the available oil hatf

found its way to the market.

THE STORY OF COAL

Following Mr. Allen, James Taylor, special mines Investi-

gator of the Department of Mines and Minerals, In Illinois,

delivered a written address on "What Is the Cause of the

Present Labor Discontent?" Mr. Taylor's address was couched

In almost classical language, and I should but do violence to

It If I attempted to brief it here. The delay In starting the

afternoon meeting made It necessary to pass the other ad-

dresses over to the next day. A motion picture, "The Story

of Coal" was then shown by Morton F. Leopold. The film has

just been completed by the Safety Division of the United

States Bureau of Mines, co-operating with the National Coal

Association, the latter body expending $10,000 on Its produc-

tion.

It shows most of the operations of mining and preliminary

to mining and is extremely interesting, especially that part

of It where a motion picture is taken of an entry, the photo-

graphic machinery being propelled on a truck and carrying 16

lights of 64,000 aggregate candle power.

The film being rotated by hand, the speed of operation was
excessive. The men in the working places seemed to be work-

ing almost breathlessly. No man could work as these men
labored for more than perhaps 10 minutes at a time, and the

speed of the same movements could not have been duplicated

In actual practice even for that length of time. It Is a pity

when mining films are so rapidly run through the klnemato-

graph, for they give the Idea that the miners and laboring

men are harried at their work till they work like men pos-

sessed, which, of course. Is not true.

At the formal dinner held In the Planters' Hotel on the

evening of Wednesday, Gov. Frederick D. Gardner, of Missouri,

was the leading speaker and Robert E. Lee was the toastmas-

ter. Other speakers were James G. Strong, a representative

of the House from Kansas; F. F. Foss, the chairman of the

Russian Mining Commission, and the Rev. Charles W. Gordon,
of Winnipeg. Manitoba, who was on this occasion heard for

the sorond time, his talk being on: "The Industrial Situation

In England." Mr. Gordon greatly affected his audience, em-
phasizing the spiritual elements of the labor problem. He
frankly admits that he Is a radical and that he has great

regard for the labor leaders of Great Britain, but his attituds

Is certainly one that will appeal to every one, for he has ab-

sorbed none of the toxins of radicalism and recognizes th«

idealisms of both employers and employees.

On Thursday morning J. C. Thompson, director of the De-

partment of Mines and Minerals of the State of Illinois, gave

an address on "Stabilization of the Coal Market Through

Storage." No one could fail to approve of its purpose, but the

treatment of the subject seemed to have suffered from the

slipping of a decimal point two places to the left. The de-

preciation of coal in four months is surely not 25.0 per cent,,

but 0.250. Granted, however, that It Is the larger figure, we
can see that Mr. Thompson has hit on the correct cure—stor-

age under water. t

As a matter of plain, ascertained fact, coal, if it la stored.

In the open, loses only in its sizing and not appreciably In heat,

units unless it heats or burns. Storage under water must be.

done at the plant where the coal Is used or the coal will freeze

solidly in the cars during winter transit. Coal can only oc-

casionally be stored under water at the plant that expects to

burn it and when it does the drying of it under the boilers la

an expensive process, far more expensive surely than is justi-

fied by the slight saving effected by the preservation of the

entire thermal efficiency of the dry coal.

Edwin Ludlow, consulting mining engineer, of New York
City, read an excellent paper showing how the anthracite r*
gion suffered from government regulation, and stated that

Dr. Garfield was fair enough to admit that his final price warn

50c too low to protect the anthracite operators from loss, but

nevertheless he did not reach the point of raising the price

to the level that he well knew to be equitable.

PLAN OF STANDARDIZATION PRESENTED

George S. Rice, chief mining engineer of the United Stateg

Bureau of Mines, delivered an address describing a proposed

system of standardization of coal. Any producing company,

could arrange to enter its name. It would specify Its o^wn

analysis and the Government would certify the mines on that

basis, inspecting the shipped coal at intervals and withdraw-;

Ing certification if the coal did not measure up to the stand"

ard the company had elected. However, the producer
. Is not

to be penalized for his coal not being up to standard. He will,

be required to make a new standard which he appears com?

petent to fill and may then be certified as before. This plaa

was proposed by 0. P. Hood, the chief mechanical engineer of

the United States Bureau of Mines.

Dr. Henry Mare Payne, chairman, coal export commltteeof

the American Mining Congress, then made a report on the

activities of his oonimittee. stating that the foreign coal trade

was briskest In the summer when Insurance rates were lo^W

and unloading facilities in northern ports were favorable^

Thus foreign trade would serve as the much needed balance

to help carry the coal trade through the summer, aiding both

East and Middle West, the latter by relieving the pressure of

Eastern coals in the Middle West markets.

R. Dawson Hall lead a paper on "The Industrial Clean-Up,"

saying that the houses built In mining villages In the early

nineties were more nearly In keeping with the homes In the

small towns adjacent than they are today and similar to those

used by lumbermen, the lumber Interest In those days belns

one of the most Important, If not the most Important, In the

areas where coal was mined. Years have not effaced these

houses. They stand like billboards along the main railroads

of the country, and they give the public a poor Idea of the

mining Industry.

An .attempt shoiild be made to Induce the owners of the oM
villages to clean up. The newer towns, well back from the

main roads, are lightly, habitable places as a rule, but the

public never sees them. The older villages, that are better
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entitled to be termed "camps," from tipple to coal house,

are far from presentable, and care should be taken to render

both the plant and the houses seemly places. If this is done
the towTi, with its prominent position, will no longer be a

disgi-ace but an advertisement, such as manufacturers along

a railroad spend much money to attain.

In the afternoon of Thursday, Alva C. Dinkey, president of

the Midvale Steel Company of Philadelphia, Penn., presided.

S. R. Russell of the Du Pont Powder Co., Wilmington, Del.,

read a paper on "Practical Uses of Explosives from a Safety

Standpoint," and Dana Caulkins, secretary. National Physical

Education Service, Washington, D. C, made a splendid ad-

dress on "Physical Efficiency and Its Effects on Production."

He urged that physical deficiency was the twin brother to

moral deficiency snd declared that rarely will you find a
physical exemplar disposed to morbid thoughts and evil

broodings. He stated that the death rate from organic disease

in the State of Massachusetts had increased 86 per cent, and
declared that the change arose from the abnormal lives that

the people of Massachusetts, as also ourselves, are living.

Formerly our dayrj were shortened by darkness; rich foods
were not available and exercise was enforced by lack of facili-

ties for the saving of human labor.

HEALTH IS EASILY SECURED
Health can be assured if only 50 per cent of what Is indi-

cated as best is diligently followed, for the human mechanism
ts fairly foolproof and tries to function despite the strain put
on it. He urged that physical defects, including bad teeth,

adenoids and enlarged tonsils, were to be found in most per-

sons and that 75 per cent of the school children of the country
have impaired mentality as a result of their bad health.

George L. Nye, special counsel of the American Mining
Congress, Denver, Colo., made a report on "The Minerals Sep-

aration Ltd. Situation," and F. A. Wildes, state superintendent
of mines, Hibbing. Minn., spoke commending "The Minnesota
Leasing System." His optimism, however, reached its height
when he said that the state hoped to earn a revenue from the
five billion tons of peat bog In the swamps and overflowed
lands of the commonwealth.
Thomas T. Brewster was not present to explain "The Value

•r a Contract." There Is but one word that will express that
ralue, and that is "Nothing," as has been learned more than
once recently.

THE ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
The Annual Business Meeting of the Congress met at 7.45

P. M. of Thursday in the Planters' Hotel, where a report was
rendered as to the siction taken by the directors of the asso-

ciation during the past year, which report the meeting ap-

proved. The annual receipts of the Congress are roughly

$75,000 a year, thi> income being derived from a voluntary

assessment of 10c per thousand dollars of output. Mr. Call-

breath roughly outlined what had been done to relieve the

mining industry and other industries which in operation were

compelled to "waste" or, better, "exhaust" their resources.

These "wasting" industries include of course, the oil, gas

and lumber industries besides all those producing metallic

and non-metallic minerals. These industries, for many rea-

sons, cannot operate on the basis that an inexhaustible supply

of materials is available for their exploitation. What has

been found and developed at considerable expense and what
we have only learnrd to extract by the erection of trial plants

often costing hundreds of thousands of dollars, must be re-

gardrd as having a large initial value in the ground which
should be properly allowed for in making income-tax returns.

The attitude of the Internal Revenue Department and Con-

gress is fair, and always would have been so, had they really

understood conditions or In the rush of war had been granted

time to consider them. It was the Work of the American Min-

ing Congress to supply the facts and urge them on all who
were concerned in the regulating of taxation, so that justice

should be done the mining industry. Another work of the

Congress was to obtain relief for those who at great expense

had endeavored to obtain war minerals for the Government in

time of its need and now were left without a market. The
American Mining Congress hopes soon to have in its staff an
authority on taxation and another on freight matters so that

these important parts of its work may be in charge of com-

petent departmental authority.

DIRECTORS CHOSEN
The following were elected on the directorate: R. C. Allen

of Cleveland, Ohio; Col. D. B. Wentz. a coal operator of Phil-

adelphia, Penn.; T. T. Brewster, a coal operator of St. Louis,

Mo.; and John C. Howard, as a representative of the petroleum

interests. These directors will serve for three years or until

their successors are elected.

Bulkley Wells was announced as president; Harry L. Day,

tirst vice president: Col. D. B. Wentz, second vice president;

E. L. Doheny. third vice president, and J. P. Callbreath. secre-

tary. E. P. Mathewson and Walter Douglas, both of New York
City, were elected members of the executive committee who,

with the president of the Congress, direct the business of the

organization between meetings of directors.

On Friday morning, John A. Davis, the governor of the

Alaska Chapter of the American Mining Congress, read an
address on "The Alaska Coal Situation," urging that only

cheap power, preferably generated at the coal fields of Alaska,

would save the day. The metal-mining industry depends on
steam or electric power, and the farming industry depends on
metal mining. So power is the base on which the prosperity

of Alaska must rest. Alaska may be lost again if some means
are not provided to make its mineral resources available, for

the bonanza gold no longer exists, and mining is not any more
a matter of pan and muscle but a dredging proposition.

TWO DECIDEDLY OPPOSITE VIEWS

John Leitch, industrial engineer of New York City, author

of "Man to Man," then followed, and Charles Piez, president

of the Link Belt Co., of Chicago, succeeded him. They deliv-

ered radically different addresses. One viewed the problem

from the human standpoint, and the other from the legal. If

labor cannot be coaxed by the methods of a Leitch it will

have to be restrained by law as indicated by Mr. Plez. In the

long run good will is better than law and restraint. We need

both points of view, contradictory as they may appear to be

and cogently as both presentments were stated.

On the afternoon of Friday, Governor A. H. Roberts, of Ten-

nessee, made an address in which he said that the Tennessee

people had formed law-andorder committees in every commu-
nity which were determined to keep the peace and suppress-

Bolshevism. He spcke at length on the principles of the Con-

stitution and urged that we get back to them as a sure basis

of prosperity and happiness.

The meeting then took up the presentments of the resolu-

tions committee, among them one urging railroad rate differ-

entials to equalize the demand for coal as between seasons,

Minneapolis and Spokane both requested that they be honored

by being the hosts of next year's convention. With this ses-

sion the Congress closed its deliberations.

A word should be said here as to the Exposition. It was
certainly the best the Congress has ever held, yet it has man-
aged .some more than ordinarily good ones in the past. The
convention hall being in the exposition building, the chance of

sightseeing that the booths offered somewhat Interfered with

the attendance at the meetings, for the interest In the exhibits

was sustained up to the last day.
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Accelerating Publication

THE present issue of Coal Age is a large combined
number and covering the issues of Nov. 13 and 20.

It contains an account of the meeting of the

American Mining Congress, which ended its sessions

November 22. The following issue will also be a

combined number and contain the issues of Nov. 27
and Dec. 4, but it will incorporate an account of the

meetings of the West Virginia Mining Institute, which
met Dec. i and 2, and the Coal Mining Institute of

America which was- in session Dec. 3 and 4. It will,

therefore, not only be a big issue, but it will contain up-

to-date material such as our leaders will be looking for.

One other combined number will bring us fully up-to-

date, and from then on we shall continue the regular

schedule.

The reader will note that in our editorial comment an

attempt has been made to keep fully abreast of the times,

though that has caused us sometimes to take cognizance

of, and make comment on, events occurring after the

putative date of publication.

We have had over one hundred letters of sympathy
and kindly wishes. They still continue to come in, and
they show no abatement in the public support. One
dated Nov. 22 says : "As a subscriber to the Mining
Journal and Coal Age, I am in full sympathy with your
present course." Another dated Nov. 25 says: "We
depend, entirely on your journal for market conditions.
Is the elimination of the department permanent?" In-
deed it is not; Coal Age will lesume all its departments as
soon as the date of publication becomes identical with the
date line of the paper.

The Diiference and the Reason

ONE consideration among others that distinguishes
man from the lower animals is the fact that he
uses tools. In war he employs various engines of

destruction, ranging from rough stones to poison gas, in-

stead of his own teeth and nails. In peace he uses largely

implements and machines both hand- and power-driven,
not his own hands, to accomplish his desired ends be
those ends the raising of a grain of wheat or the trans-
mission and preservation of intelligence in the form of
the printed page. This trait of the genus homo also
serves in large measure to distinguish family from
family, nation from nation and race from race.

It is not, however, the pos.session of, hut rather the

mental ability to construct and direct this machinery
that raises civilized nations markedly above the level of

the savage or semi-barbarous tribes. It is ability and
habits of thought that really count.

With this idea in view our forefathers built and in-

sisted upon maintaining the "little red schoolhouse" even
though its maintenance often involved no small degree

of peril and sometimes privation. Tiiey realized that in

the last analysis the mind was superior to circumstances

and could enable an individual, even physically weak, to

fill a useful place in society and be a man among men.

They saw clearly that the foundation of stable democracy

rested solely upon educated intelligence.

If one wishes to see a practical demonstration of how
thoroughly material progress rests upon the character of

the people involved, he has but to make a comparison be-

tween the countries of North America and those of

northeastern Europe and northern Asia. The United

States and Canada are in many respects naturally com-

parable to Russia, European and Asiatic. Each has or

had its vast fertile plains, its mighty rivers, its great

mountain barriers, its tremendous mineral wealth, its

frozen wastes. Each is held and governed, tilled and

developed by Aryan whites.

But here die similarity ceases. In the western hemis-

phere we find the land cultivated, the mines and timber

areas developed, the waterfalls harnessed ; we find rail-

way after railway spanning the continent from coast to

coast linking ocean with ocean by bands of steel
;
every-

where we find active industry, populous towns and cities,

prosperous farms and peaceful and happy homes.

In Russia we find the natural resources either un-

touched or at best inadequately developed ; one lone single

tracked trans-Siberian railwiy, the rivers untrammeled,

the soil idle or cultivated in a medieval half-hearted way
largely by hand methods and with implements actuated

by human muscles. And at present in a country of

plenty—a region naturally rich—famine, fever and star-

vation stalk madly through the land, while long-estab-

lished laws, customs and social usages, built upon the

collective experience of all mankind since the world be-

gan, tremble and totter before the onslaughts of an irre-

sponsible minority and red riot, murder, pillage, flourish

unrebuked and unpunished.

Wherefore this discrepancy between two lands natur-

ally similar? The logical reply is that it lies solely in

the mental and moral fibre and stamina of the two

peoples, in the quality and quantity of their thought out-

put. -

It behooves us, therefore, if we desire that the land of

our nativity shall continue to grow and flourish and wax

ever stronger among the nations of the earth to see to it

that each and every individual shall have both opportun-

ity and adequate encouragement to develop all and

sundry of his latent powers. Only among a people

where ambition is a virtue and ignorance a crime are

the principles of democracy secure.

American Coal Export Trade

During the past several months or ever since the sign-

ing of the armistice, American coal operators have heard

much of the possibilities for the exportation of fuel.

Some of the reports received were couched in decidedly

glowing terms and many producers were anxious to reap

the promised harvest. Unfortunately many of the

cargoes shipped were not up to the standard of quality

and preparation desired by some foreign purchasers. As

a result American coal m many instances received a veri-

table "black eve". Furthermore, the field is not as large

as it was at first thought to be although it is big enough

to be worth while securing.

In the export trade preparation and appearance count

for much. Thus a shipment of outcrop coal or one that

is stained or rusty on top is liable to rejection. The

foreign market is therefore by no means an outlet for

fuel not salable elsewhere, buyers and users abroad be-

ing even more critical than domestic consumers. This

doubtless arises from the extremely careful preparation

of the English product to which they have been accus-

tomed in the past.
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DISCUSSION by READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Problem of Coal Extraction
Letter No. 9—Referring to the article relating to the best

method to be adopted in order to obtain a maximum extrac-

tion of coal, Coal Age, Aug. 7, p. 234, allow me to say that

It would be impossible to do very much in the way of im-

proving the conditions and increasing the percentage of ex-

traction, by following the plan presented, showing the under-

ground working of a mine already in operation. The mine

is not properly laid out, and it is no surprise to me that but

60 per cent of the coal is taken out, the remaining half Is

lost beyond recovery.

Briefly stated, a few of the causes responsible for this failure

are the following: 1. The plan shows too large an area

being worked. A smaller extent of working would probably

give a much larger extraction at a less cost of operation. 2.

The room pillars are too small for this depth of cover, re-

sulting in a large loss of pillar coal, by reason of the crush-

ing of the pillars before they can be taken out. 3. The rob-

bing of the barrier pilar before that is necessary, judging from

the condition shown in the figure.

the roof breaks behind these posts, the back row of props is

drawn and a new row set in place next to the coal, as indi-

cated in the figure.

Rawdon, Quebec, Canada. C. McMANIMAN.

'-^ f^^?
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would avoid the enormous waste of coal that I fear would re-

sult in drawing back the pillars in the proposed arrange-

ment
In this plan, with room pillars 35 to 50 ft, in width, there

would be a good solid entry pillar that would give adequate

protection and make it possible to recover the maximum

amount of pillar coal. It appears to me, however, that the

line of brattice required to properly ventilate the rooms, in

necking the second room off the first, would amply justify

paying the extra yardage.

In closing, let me repeat that my plan would be to neck

each room off the entry on centers that will provide an ample

room pillar. The first breakthrough should be made at a

distance not less than 60 ft. from the entry. I know of no

other method by which to avoid so large a loss of coal as is

claimed in the working of this seam. All squeezes of which

I have any knowledge have primarily been due to insufficient

pillar support. In my opinion, under the conditions described,

the width of room pillars should not be less than 35 ft. and

room centers should be at least 60 to 80 ft. to give a maximum

recovery of coal.

Thomas, W. Va. W. H. NOONE.

Roller Bearings for Mine Cars

Letter No. 2.—A short time ago I read a letter in Coal Age

(Sept. 25, p. 545), strongly advocating the use of roller bear-

ings for mine car wheels. At different times, previously,

there have appeared many similar letters discussing the rela-

tive advantages of plain and roller bearings, and giving

marked preference to the latter type of bearing. It seems to

me that it is only proper to note that there are many things

that could be said in favor of the plan-bearing mine car, which

Is always abused, usually neglected and generally misunder-

stood.

In spite of the meritorious claims of cylindrical roller

bearings, it must be admitted that they have never been

adopted for use on freight cars, passenger cars, street cars,

and the majority of mine cars, dynamos, motors, turbines, line

and countershafting, engines of all kinds, machine tools or

the crank shafts and rod-end bearings of the automobile motor,

the last named being one of the most difficult bearing prob-

lems known to engineers. Neither are roller bearings used

In the best makes of automobiles and on many of the heavy

motor trucks.

WHY HAVE NOT ROLLER BEARINGS BEEN MORE
GENERALLY ADOPTED IN MINE EQUIPMENT

With a knowledge of these facts in mind, one is led to ask

the reason, since it appears that the judgment of the engineers

<!oncerned is quite generally opposed to the use of cylindrical

bearings for the purposes mentioned above. Inquiry among

coal operators shows a difference of opinion as to the economy

Of roller-bearing car wheels in comparison with a Well-de-

algned, properly made, solid bearing of suitable material and

provided with an efficient oiling system.

I also find that the advocates of roller bearings for mine

car wheels do not themselves agree on whether the solid or

the spiral roller is best suited for the work. Again, those who

advocate the spiral roller are hopelessly divided on whether

they should be mounted in the wheel hub, or in a box under

the car.

After a careful study of the advertisements and recom-

mendations of mine-car-wheel manufacturers, it appears to

me that the majority of them now recommend the spiral rol-

ler; whereas, for many years past, they have proclaimed the

virtues of the solid roller. This would seem to indicate that

the spiral roller gives better satisfaction; but there are yet

to be found many advocates of the solid roller who see no

advantage in the new type. It must be admitted, however,

that very many operators are discarding the solid rollers and

replacing them with spiral rollers, in the belief that the latter

possess more merit than the former and hoping that the re-

sults will meet their expectations.

Prom my knowledge of the situation, it appears to me that

most advocates of roller bearings argue for the doubtful (?)

saving in power, but are silent on the cost of maintenanc*

and length of life of the bearings. Attention has been called

to the saving effected by dispensing with the oiler, in the use

of roller bearings; but nothing is said in regard to the number

of car repairers required to maintain the roller-bearing equip-

ment after a service of one or two years.

USE OF GREASE FOR LUBRICATING MINE CAR
WHEELS CALLED IN QUESTION

In my experience, the claim of greasing roller bearings

once in from 6 to 18 months is not supported by facts. The

claim of reduced cost of lubrication appears to be based on

the use of a compressive grease, while most operators find

it necessary to use a flowing oil to make the cars run easy

and save the bearings. The claim of "no more bored out

wheels" is not important, unless it is shown how long the

wheels have been in service, the kind of material and whether

or not the bearings were proportioned to carry the load, and

were sufficiently oiled with a proper lubricant.

It is my desire to be fair and just in the treatment of thU

matter of mine-car bearings, but observation leads me to ask

if the piles of worn-out roller-bearing axles and broken-down

cages found around coal mines, where heavy loads have beem

carried on them for two or three years, help to support the

claim of the superiority of this type of bearing under the

severe service to which they are subjected in coal mining. At

mines where roller-bearing and plain-bearing wheels are both

in use, I have frequently observed plain-bearing cars running

much more freely than those mounted on roller bearings, and

handled in the same trip.

In view of the confusion of thought on this important sub-

ject prevailing in the minds of coal operators, and the con-

tinued experiments being conducted to establish the claims of

superiority of cylindrical roller-bearing car wheels, let me

ask if it would not be wise to pause and consider whether

observation and experience do not recommend a solid bearing,

properly designed, made of suitable material and fitted with

an efficient means of lubrication, wherever heavy loads are to

be carried at high speed?

Birmingham, Ala. J- ^- ^^^

Finding a Mine Door Set Open
Letter No. 9—1 read with intei-est the inquiry of Richard

Bowen, Coal Age, Sept. 11, p. 462, who is anxious to learn the

opinions of practical men in regard to the' manner in which

a fireboss should proceed on finding a mine door set open When

starting to examine the section of mine in his charge.

Assuming the conditions described and illustrated by Mr.

Bowen, I agree with him that it would not be wise to close

the door, before making an examination to ascertain the condi-

tion of the working places in that section. It appears clear,

in the case he has cited, that the closing of the door could

only result in dislodging the gas accumulated at the face

of Chamber 2 and driving it on to the burning feeder In Room

5, where it would be ignited and an explosion follow.

There are other reasons, moreover, why the door should

not be closed without first making an investigation to ascer

tain, if possible, the cause of its being set open. For ex-

ample, there may have occurred a heavy fall of roof some-

where on the return of that section, and nightmen may be

engaged in cleaning up the fall.
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The driver may have carelessly or recklessly set the door

open In order to relieve himself of the necessity of opening

It when passing in and out hauling the refuse to the shaft

bottom. All are anxious to get the fall cleaned up so that

coal can be pulled from that section the following day, and

they give little heed or thought to the probable result of the

door standing open, especially as at gives them better air on

the entry where they are at work.

Assuming that the rooms on the intake as shown in Mr.

Bowen's sketch are driven to the rise, it is natural to suppose

that there is a considerable body of gas accumulated at the

face of Room 2, and it is easy to Imagine what would take

place should the door be closed, even If there was no gas

feeder burning in Room 5 as stated.

The restoring of the circulation in the rooms by the closing

of the door would at once dislodge the gas accumulated at the

face, and it would be carried by the air to the point where the

men were working with open lights, and another disaster

would be recorded as the result of the fireboss' incompetence.

My conclusion is that the only wise policy for a fireboss to

pursue, in such a case, is to investigate thoroughly and ascer-

tain the exact condition and situation in the section before

closing the door.

West Franklin, 111. CHAS. RODENBUSCH.

Letter No. 10—The discussion of this subject in Coai, Age
should prove of great interest and be the means of imparting

much valuable and practical information, gleaned from the

experience of many competent firebosses who have had to deal

with this condition when starting to make the daily examina-

tion of a mine or section of a mine.

The question is. Should a fireboss, on finding a door set

open and the ventilation thus destroyed in the section of the

mine he is about to examine, close the door and proceed at

once with his examination; or, leaving the door in the posi-

tion he found it, first examine to ascertain the condition of

things in the section and make sure that it is safe to close

the door?

As stated in this inquiry, the answer generally given in

textbooks, is "Close the door and wait until the circulation

is restored in the section, before proceeding with the examina-

tion." Considering a gaseous mine, this answer is clearly in

error as is plainly in evidence from the incident cited by the

Inquirer and which led to this discussion.

Not many years ago, in this district (Jefferson County,
Ala.), a very serious disaster resulted from the closing of a

door, after it had been standing open probably several hours.

In that time, a large body of gas had accumulated in the

workings and the restoration of the circulation by closing

the door carried this gas on to the open lights of the workmen
engaged in another part of the mine. In the explosion that

followed many lives were lost. This is but bne of scores of

similar accidents, which have not been without their effect,

however, in the lessons they have taught.

Realizing that it is the common practice of miners to close

a door that is found standing open, coal operators in this

district have profited by the dearly bought experiences of the

past and have appointed safety men to look after the general

safety of the several sections of the mine in their charge.

Each section is small enough to permit the inspector to maKe
two rounds of his section in a shift. This, with the examina-
tion made by the fireboss, make three inspections a day
throughout the mine. Besides all this, there is a doorman ap-

pointed whose duty it is to make sure that all doors are self-

closing and no one is permitted to prop a door back to prevent
Its closing.

T do ^"* approve of the suggestion offered by the inquirer,

that the examiner make a flrerun before closing the door. My
reason is that by the time the examiner has made the "flrerun"

and completed his later examination of the places after closing

the door, he would be too late to meet the men at the shaft

bottom and notify them of the condition of their places.

When a fireboss is late in returning from his examination

ef the mine, he finds many of the men have gone home for

the day. A late fireboss arouses the suspicion in the minds
of the majority of the men that everything is not right and
the management are taking chances, which affords them a

good excuse for not working that day.

It is not my meaning, however, that a burning feeder is of

no immediate danger in a mine; or that the fireboss can as-

sume no danger is present and proceed to close the door with-

out further investigation. But I want to urge that the safe

operation of a gassy mine requires the employment of a fire-

runner, other than the fireboss, and whose duty it is to see

that no feeders are left burning in the mine.

The flrerunner should make his inspection of the entire mine
or section in his charge, as soon as practicable after the men
have left the mine for the day. He should also see, that

every place Is being properly ventilated and that all doors, air

bridges, regulators and brattices are in good condition and

properly adjusted.

Like the fireboss, the flrerunner should mark the date of

his inspection at the face of each place examined, using a

colored crayon to distinguish his mark from that of the fire-

boss following him a few hours later. Like that oflScial, the

firerunner must make his report in a book kept for the pur-

pose, which must be read by the fireboss, before he proceeds

to examine the mine the next morning. A firerunner should,

of course, never close a door that he finds set open, until he
has run through the section and made sure that It is safe.

EXAMINATION OF A MINE SHOULD ALWAYS BE
STARTED AT THE INTAKE END

Having settled the question of a burning feeder by the ap-

pointment of a firerunner, which leaves the fireboss free to

close the door and complete his inspection in the appointed

time, let me refer to the suggestion of starting the examina-

ation at the return end of the section. I must beg to differ

in this respect.

Permit me to say that a fireboss should invariably start at

the intake end and follow the air current, in making his ex-

amination of each split. This does not imply, however, that

the several splits must be examined in their regular order,

starting from the shaft bottom or intake of the mine. It is

the custom of most firebosses of my acquaintance to examine

first those sections that give off the least eas, leaving the

more gassy sections to be examined last, as this plan affords

less time for gases to accumulate before the men enter their

places.

For sake of illustration, let us follow a fireboss starting his

examination at the return end of a gassy section. Carrying

a fiame safety latnp, he hastens along at an average rate of,

say 4 miles an hour, or 350 ft. a minute, traveling against a

current having a velocity of, perhaps 200 ft. a minute. Even
taking no account of the current, the rate at which the man
walks exposes his Davy lamp to an unsafe velocity of air,

while the effect of the opposing current is to make an effective

velocity of 550 ft. per min. against the lamp. Some forms

of bonneted Davy lamps will safely withstand a current

velocity of 600 ft. per min.; but the fireboss' Davy commonly
used becomes unsafe in a velocity exceeding 350 ft. per minute,

which makes the plan dangerous on this account alone.

Again, if the fireboss has passed over a considerable por-

tion of his section before finding a faulty door or brattice

that has permitted an accumulation of gas, his previous work
counts for naught, as these places must all be examined again,

after the trouble has been corrected. At the best, when
traveling against a gassy current, the examination of a gaseous

mine can never be considered reliable, aside from its safety.

Bayview, Ala. JOHN WALLS, SR.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Anthracite Foremans' Examination

Old Forge, Penu., May 6, 1919
{Selected Questions)

Ques.—What is ventilation, and why is it necessary in coal

mines?

Ans.—Ventilation is the circulation of a current of pure

fresh air in and through the worlcings of a mine and so dis-

tributing it as to sweep away and dilute the noxious and in-

flammable or explosive gases produced in the mine.

Ventilation is necessary in order to make and keep the

mine atmosphere pure, healthful and safe for the performance

of work. Not only is it necessary to remove the noxious air

and gases produced in the various operations in the mine and

by the different forms of combustion constantly taking place,

and dilute and render harmless the inflammable and explo-

sive gases generatfcd, but the quantity of air in circulation

must be suflBcient to comply with the requirements of the

state mining laws where the mine is located.

Ques.—Explain the safest and most effective way of circu-

lating air through a mine.

Ans.—While furnace ventilation is very effective in deep
shafts generating no gas, the most reliable means and the

safest to adopt, in the ventilation of a mine, is a properly de-

signed centrifugal tan capable of circulating the required

quantity of air under a specified water gage varying from,

say 1% to 2% In. Aside from the ventilator, It is Important
to adopt a practical and effective means of conducting and
distributing the air throughout the mine, according to the

different requirements in the several sections of the workings.

Every mine should be divided into two or more ventilating

sections or districts, which should increase in number as the

development advances. The plan is known as the split sys-

tem of ventilation and requires substantial and well built air-

tight doors, stoppings, air bridges, brattices and regulators.

In this plan each section of the mine is ventilated by an air

split taken from the main air-course and conducted into the
main return airw-ay after circulating through the section.

By this means, it is possible to increase or decrease the quan-

tity of air circulating in any section so as to conform to the

requirements in that section.

Ques.—Is it safe to pass a current of Intake air through the

abandoned portions of a mine and then conduct It to the face

of the live workings? State your reasons.

Ans.—No; the intake air entering the' mine should be con-

ducted directly to the face of the live workings and never
permitted to circulate through abandoned portions of a mine
before reaching the working face. An air current passing
through abandoned places will absorb the Impure air and
gases generated therein, which would render it unfit for cir-

culation in the live workings where men are employed and
fresh air is required to make the places healthful and safe

for work. It frequently happens that explosive mixtures are
generated In abandoned workings and would be carried by the
air fiirrent passin? through such sections and ignited by the
lamjis of the miners at work at the face, If the air current Is

first permitted to pass through the old workings.

Ques.—If a water gage, placed in a door 6x8 ft., shows a

reading of 2 in., what is the total pressure on the door?

Ans.—A water gage of 2 in. corresponds to a pressure of

2 X 5.2 =' 10.4 lb. per sq. ft. The area of the door, In this case,

is 6 X 8 = 48 sq. ft., and the total pressure on the door is, there-

fore, 48 X 10.4 = 499.2, say 500 sq. ft.

Ques.—What method of ventilation lessens the dangers of

an explosion and reduces friction? State your reasons.

A)is.—The split system of ventilation divides the air current

into two or more separate splits, each split passing through a

separate section of the mine. This system reduces the dan-

ger of an explosion occurring in the mine, because the air

travels at a less velocity, carries less dust, and is not as liable

to form an expolsive mixture as when the mine is ventilated

by one continuous current. Should an explosion occur in one
district of the mine, there is less liability of the effect being

extended to other sections; in other words, a possible ignition

of gas or dust in one section is generally localized.

The split system of ventilation also reduces the frictional

resistance of the m.ine, because the same quantity of air Is

circulated at a greatly reduced velocity and the resistance

varies as the square of that velocity. Thus, for the same
amount of rubbing surface in the mine, an air current travel-

ing in two equal splits will meet with one-fourth the resistance

offered when the same volume of air is circulated in a single

current.

Ques.—Describe your action, as mine foreman, in case of a

fatal accident taking place in a mine under your charge.

Ans.—Immediately on being notified of the accident, sum-j

men a physician by messenger or telephone and give orders

for the ambulance to be brought to the mine and the neces-

sary stretchers, blankets, and first-aid supplies taken in to

the place. Then hasten to the scene of the accident and see

that every effort is made to rescue the victim, never assuming
that the accident is fatal till that is assured. In a properly

organized mine, one or more members of the first-aid team
will already be on hand and doing what he can when the

foreman arrives on the scene. The foreman should at once
take charge, however, and see that every possible help is ren-

dered to rescue the victim and save his life.

The foreman mu!;t note carefully all the conditions surround-

ing the accident, so as to enable him to make a correct report

and give true evidence bearing on the case when that is re-

quired. The names of the witnesses of the accident, if any,

and of those who arrived later on the scene must be carefully

recorded. As quickly as possible, the victim must be removed
to a safe place and fresh air, in the hope that life may not be

extinct, while taking every precaution to stop the flow of

blood and prevent further injury by reason of broken bones.

To avoid this, the man must be lifted and transported with

all possible care.

After the accident, the foreman must make a full report of

the same, in writing, to the inspector and the officials of bis

company, stating the nature, place, and time of the accident

and the result, together with the name, nationality, occupa-

tion and age of the victim and whether he was married or

single and the number of children or dependents in his family.
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QUES.—Which, in your opinion, should be the larger, the

upcast or the downcast, and why?
ANS.—The upcast shaft of a mine should have a larger

sectional area than the downcast when considering the re-

quirements of ventilation alone. The same applies also to

an upcast slope. In respect to ventilation, the larger sec-

tional area of the upcast is required by the expansion of the

volume of the return current, caused alike by the heat of the

mine, the relief of the pressure due to the mine resistance

and the presence of gases generated in the mine, all of which

increase the volume of the return air.

It may happen, however, that where the downcast shaft

or slope is obstructed by hoisting operations and the upcast

Is free and unobstructed, the sectional area of the downcast

may require to be larger than that of the upcast in order not

to interfere with the adequate ventilation of the mine.

QUES.—Which is the safer and more reliable system of

ventilation, mechanical or natural ventilation? State Why.

ANS.—Mechanical ventilation is always safer and more

reliable than any form of natural ventilation, for the reason

that the latter is subject to changes in atmospheric tempera-

ture or pressure and other natural conditions that affect

the ventilation of a mine.

Ques.—How would you determine the quantity of air pass-

ing where the section of the airway is 6 ft. high and 12 ft.

wide?

Ans.—Assuming the dimensions given represent the clear

cross-section of the airway, giving a sectional area of 6 X 12 =
72 sq. ft., it is necessary to ascertain the average velocity of

the air current passing this point, by means of an anemom-

eter. If the reading of the anemometer, after being exposed

to the current for one minute is, say 600, indicating a velocity

of the air of 600 ft. per min., the volume of air passing is

72 X 600 = 43,200 ou. ft. per min.

Ques.—Under what conditions would you recommend the

use of mixed lights in a mine?

Ans.—Under no conditions whatever should mixed lights

be recommended or permitted in a mine. The presence of

open lights in a mine requiring the use of locked safety lamps

introduces an element of danger and should always be avoided

if not prohibited by law, except possibly on a section of the

main intake airway, for the use of motormen or drivers.

Ques.—What safety appliances should be kept and main-

tained at the surface landing where workmen are being low-

ered or hoisted out of a mine?

Ans.—The surface landing at a shaft mine should be pro-

tected with automatic safety gates arranged to rise and fall

with the cage. There should also be safety blocks to prevent

cars from being ran into the .shaft. Some form of overwind-
ing device should be installed to lessen the danger of over-

winding. The hoisting rope should be plainly marked in a

conspicuous manner to indicate the approach of the cage to

the landing. An alarm whistle in the engine room arranged
to warn the engineer that the cage has reached a point where
the steam must be shut off and the brakes applied might often

prove of advantage. However, no reliance should be placed
by the engineer on such warnings; he should depend solely

on his own vigilance.

An automatic device for shutting off the steam and applying

the brakes to the winding drum, at the proper moment, might
prove very effective in case an engineer was stricken and ren-

dered helpless at the critical moment when hoisting men. At
the head of slopes where men are hoisted, the same safety

blocks should be installed to prevent trips from running down
the slope before the cars are made fast to the rope or the

engineer is ready to lower them into the mine.

Ques.—What dangers may arise from the improper assem-
bling of a safety lamp?

A?is.—When a safety lamp is improperly assembled, there is

every opportunity for gas-charged air to be ignited by the

lamp, since the fiame is no longer isolated from the atmosphere

surrounding the lamp. The improper assembling of the parts

will generally leave small apertures or crevices through which
flame can pass from within the lamp to the outside atmos-

phere. Such a lamp is more dangerous than an open light

for the reason that it invites a trust or confidence that the

miner would not have when using an open light in a mine
generating some gas.

Ques.—Assuming there is 30,000 cu. ft. of air per minute

entering a mine, how will this volume be affected by the tem-

perature being raised 20 deg. while the atmospheric pressure

remains the same?

Ans.—Assuming the temperature of the intake air is 60 deg.

F. at the point where the measurement is taken, a rise of 20

deg. in temperature, under a constant pressure, will increase

the volume in the ratio of the absolute temperatures. The
absolute intake temperature is 460 + 60 = 520 deg. F. A rise

of 20 deg. will then give an absolute temperature of 520 -f 20 =
540 deg. F. Therefore, the given volume will be increased in

the ratio 540 : 520, and the resulting volume is (30,000 X 540)

-H 520 = 31,154 cu. ft. per min., nearly.

Ques.—In a mine employing 250 persons, each person beiug

allowed 200 cu. ft. of air per min., give the total volume of

air required in a day of 10 hr., in cubic feet, and its weight

in tons, the temperature being 62 deg. F., and the barometric

pressure 30 in.

An^.—The total volume of air required in this mine in a

day of 10 hr., allowing 200 cu. ft. per min. to each person, will

be 250 X 200 x 60 X 10 = 30,000,000 cu. ft. per min. At a tem-

perature of 62 de^. F., and a barometric pressure of 30 in.,

the weight of a cubic foot of air is

1.3273 X 30

w = 0.0762 lb.

460 -f 62

The total weight of air circulated in 10 hr. is, therefore,

( 30.000,000 X 0.0762 ) + 2000 = 1143 tons.

Ques.—WTiat important principles must be observed in the

robbing of pillars?

Ans.—The mine map should be consulted and a careful

study made of the situation to ascertain what effect the extrac-

tion of the pillars will have on the surface and the adjoining

workings in the mine. Due consideration must be given to

the depth of cover and the nature of the overlying strata and

whether withdrawing the pillars will cause a large inflow of

water or gas into the mine.

Only experienced men must be employed in the work of

robbing pillars. If gas is present in the overlying strata,

only safety lamps must be used and care taken to keep tuese

where they will be safe. Sufficient timber must be used be-

hind the workmen to protect them from a sudden fall and to

give warning of any undue movement in the roof. Regard

must be had to the condition and size of the pillars to be

drawn and care must be taken to keep the line of pillar work

uniform and straight, so as to avoid any undue weight coming

on the ends of the pillar. Two rows of posts should be kept

behind the workmtfc and no timber left standing in the waste.

As the rear posts ?re drawn, these or other posts must be set

nearer the face of the coal.

When drawing pillars, it is important to see that the roof

breaks and settles uniformly on the waste, in order to avoid

an undue pressure being thrown on the end of the pillar,

which would crush the coal or render the work of mining more

diffioult. A careful watch must be kept to detect any slips or

breaks in the roof over the pillar, taking due precaution to

prevent a sudden fall catching the workmen, who must always

keep a way open and clear for escape.
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Movement of mineTK back to tbe
,
mlneM. Effort made in District No. 17
to avoid court instructions to return t»
work. Pre-arranged plan to remain
oat. .Miners of -\ev% Kiver field (Dis-
trict .Vo. 28) in tlie main return to
work. Pientiful car sapply. Miners in
Kana>vlia field object to working while
troops remain in the region.

Interest largely centered in this sec-
tion of the state as elsewhere in the
movement of miners back to the mines,
and in that respect operators were
partly disappointed, insofar as there
was any general response to the order
rescinding the strike call and directing
the men to return to work. It "was ap-
parent that in the southern part of
District No. 17 an effort was being
made to avoid, insofar as possible, the
Instructions of both the Federal Court
and of national officials of the United
Mine Workers to return to work, and
that district officials were a party to
the delay of miners in reporting for
duly, using one pretext and another as
an excuse for the slowness of the meii
In returning.
As a result of this dilatory policy

production (on Thursday, Nov. 13) was
Btill at a rather low ebb in a part of
District No. 17, not Including, however.
the northern West Virginia fields. In
the first place district officials had de-
layed somewhat In sending out official
notices supplementing the telephone
and telegraphic instructions given in a
half-hearted way. On Wednesday. Nov.
12, not more than five per cent of tht
miners in this immediate section were
at work. However, as the week pro-
gressed there was a gradual return to
work.

It was believed in manj' quarters
that the reluctance of the men to re-
turn to work was inspired, as a part
of a pre-arranged plan to remain out
as long as possible, and yet to seem to
avoid any violation of the court order.
This pending the result of the confer-
ence at Washington between repre-.
sentatives of the operators and miners
Of the central field, set for Friday, Nov.
14. West Virginia operators had been
Invited to this conference, the invita-
tion, however, was not accepted by
operators in the southern part of the
state.
A large number of cars awaited the

resumption of operations along the
Chesapeake & Ohio, having been ac-
cumulated during the strike and dur-
ing the few days following the official
termination of the strike. In sharp
contrast to the slowness of miners in
District No. 17 returning to work, was
the general response to orders in Dis-
trict No. 2!) (embracing the New River
smokeless field) where, with a plentiful
car supply, miners were rapidly report-
ing for duty. More coal was moving
to eastern points than had -been the
case during the first ten days of the
strike.
Miners In District No. 29 responded

to the order to go hack to work, even
though troops were st.Ttloned In the
district: In fact the troops were quar-
tered In the same building at Hecklev
occupied bv the district officers of Dis-
trict No. 29. Operators expressed the
opinion that on Nov. l.T at least BO per
cent of the miners of the New River
field, or about 7,2nn miners In all. hn 1

returned to work: operators hardly ex-
pecting such a promiil response In view
of the slowness of the miners In other
fields. It w,TS also estlm.nled that with-
in two days after tie strike had been
called off, coal was being produced at
the rate of about 7.'), 000 tons a week,

and it was predicted that the output
would reach normal again by Nov. 19,

With the resumption of operations,
shipments were being forwarded to the
usual customers of New River oper-
ators, government prices on spot coal
still being in force.
Refusal of the miners to return to

work in larger numbers in the Ka-
nawha district during the week, fol-
lowing the termination of the strike,
was attributed (by F. C. Keeney of
District No. 17) to the presence of
troops in West Virginia, Keeney stat-
ing that the miners regarded this as
an effort to force them to return to
work under duress. His statement was
made In the face of the fact and after
an announcement had been made in

the press by both Governor Cornwell
of West Virginia, and General Leon-
ard I. Wood, that troops would be
withdrawn as soon as the necessary
arrangements could be made. Keeney
wanted to know the definite date.
That information was not vouch-
safed him or to anyone else. Keeney
expressed the belief that miners in the
Central Competitive states would not
return to work until after negotiations
had been consummated at Washington.
While officials of the United Mine

Workers of District No. 17 claimed that
50 per cent of the 12,000 miners in the
district had returned to work by Nov.
13, Secretary D. C. Kennedy, of the
Kanawha Operators' Association, said
that not over 35 per cent had reported
for duty; so that coal was being pro-
duced only at the rate of about 50,000
tons a week or about S.OOO tons a day
during the last three days of the period
ended Nov. 17. Empties in large num-
bers awaited the resumption of opera-
tions at various mines in the district,
railroads having generally prepared for
quick resumption.

FAIKMONT, W. V.\.

Rveuts following order directing
miners to return to work. AVork re-
sumed with 25 per cent of full working
force. S<»mc 300 cars loaticd for week
ended Xov. 12. No vioienee during the
strike. Coal held (or distribution to
essential points.

It was not until Thursday, Nov. 13,

that there was any general response
to the order directing miners to go
back to work. On that date fully one
hundred mines on the Monongahela di-

vision of the Baltimore & Ohio had re-
sumed operations, with about 25 per
cent of the full working force of men
on hand. On the day previous, how-
ever. 74 cars of coal were loaded. Op-
erations had been resumed at none of
the mines on the Morgantown & Wheel-
ing R. R., in Monongalia County, how-
ever, by the thirteenth, and it was re-
garded as certain that there would be
tew men at work at the mines In ques-
tion until about the nineteenth. Only
three mines on the Monongahela R. R.,
In West VirglnLa. were reported as be-
ing In operation by the thirteenth, al-
though four carloads of coal were load-
ed on (he twelfth. However, no gen-
eral resumption of operations at mines
on this particular road was expected
much before the nineteenth. Six mines
on the West Virginia Norliicrn R. R.
were being operated on tlie thirteenth,
there were only six mines out of the
22 on the Morgantown 4^ KIngwood R.
R. in idleness on the th*rteenth. and
the prospects seemed bright for a re-
sumption of operations bv Friday. Nov.
14, .il cars having been loa<lcd on the
twelveth.

In many Instances locals did not ro
celve official Instructions to return to
work until Thursday morning, and In

other instances instructions had not
been received up to that time. Six
mines on the Western Maryland, in

the Elkins district, were being oper-
ated on the thirteenth, and the pros-
pects were good for a resumption of
operations during the remaining days
of the week. Three-fourths of the
mines on the Coal and Coke R. R. were
i n operation by Thursday, the thir-
teenth, producing anywhere from 25 to
50 per cent of their normal output.
For the week ended Nov. 12. the

production amounted to 300 cars, there
being, of course, a 100 per cent car
supply. Operators are unwilling to
hazard a guess as to the labor supply,
the strike having materially compli-
cated matters. In other words as soon
as it became certain tliat there was to
be a strike, miners began leaving "hx.

Fairmont region, and during the strike
others followed suit It is believed
that when conditions become conducive
to a full resumption of operations tt

will be apparent that there is a quite
serious labor shortage.

.\t no time during the strike was
there any violence in any part of north-
ern West Virginia; although at sev-
eral scattered points in the northern
territory, there are veritable hot-beds
of anarchy; furthermore there has been
much agitation among the miners at
such points by Russians and Italians
particularly at Star City, Wendel and
Grant Town, with considerable propa-
ganda in circulation.
Coal from the Fairmont field, up un-

til the latter part of the week, was be-
ing shipped to no particular destina-
tion: the B. & O. having held within
the division (for the ten or eleven days
of the strike) all coal loaded. Col

such distribution as the railroad might
see fit to make.

HUNTINGTON, W". VA.

Itecaird output from Logan field dur-
ing first week of strike. Miners siick
to posts under protection of troops.
Production maintained during second
week of strike. Daily loading SOO curs.
C. & <>. tonnage of last week of Octo-
ber and first week of strike compared.
With transportation conditions high-

ly favorable to a large production, Ihe
rnlnes of the Logan field were able to
produce coal, during the week ended
Nov. 8, at the rate of 240.000 tons, about
the highest point of the year. Indeed
the output had reached the maximum
figure for the year, being 84 per cent
of capacity, with car shortage losses
amounting to only 11.000 tons, or about
four per cent. The labor shortage loss
was somewhat larger, reaching a total
of 14.000 tons: but miners were sticking
to their posts more closely tlian at any
time in recent months, and, with United'
States troops to protect them from out-
side Interference, were unmolested.
During the presence of troops at Clo-
thier, no attempt of any kind was made
to go ahead with organization plans,
thus permitting non-union miners to-

proceed with their work without Inter-
ference or Intimidation.
During the week ended Nov. 17, In-

sofar as It could be estimated, produc-
tion was still being maintained at the
same high level: cars were lo.aded at
the rate of about 800 a day and over,
or about 40.000 tons a day, with cars
ample for all needs. For Instance, on
part of the week In question, practi-
cally all Logan coal was being routed
westward and w.ns being distributed by
the Chesapeake & Ohio at Rus.sell. Ky,
During the strike such coal as was
needed by the C. & O. R, R., was sup-
plied by Logan mines.
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A comparison of the tonnage handled
by the C. & O. during the week pre-
ceeding the strike and during the first
week of the strike, Is highly interest
ing as showing the e.xtent to which
production at mines on the C. & O.,
was affected. Cars handled for the
week ended Nov. 1 amounted to 13,506,
and during the following week, 6,324.
A comparison by districts in terms of
cars is given below;

Week End. Week End.
District. Nov. 1. Nov.8.

New River 2706 374
Kanawha 2663 228
Coal River 1072 10
Logan 4585 4728
Kentucky 1489 551
Sandy Valley & Elk-

horn 674 147
Long Fork 256 232
Ashland Coal and

Iron 61 54

VICTOEIA, B. C.

Minos of Vancr.uver lNlan<l, provin-
cial iiiainlanii anil Alberta Provinoe not
aflected by miners' .strike in Vniteil
States. jVo sreatcr coal .shipments to
tlii.N country than nsunl. Puget Sound
steanLshipH bunkered aa usual.
The present prospects are that the

bituminous mines of British Columbia
will not be affected by the strike in
the United States. All the collieries ol
Vancouver Island, as well as those of
the provincial mainland, are working
as usual and there are no reports of
impending trouble. The same applies,
up to date, to the mines of the Province
of Alberta.

It was reported some days ago that
the State of Washington would look
to British Columbia to replenish its
empty coal bins, the assertion being
made that 10.000 additional tons would
be shipped to the Sound every month
in order to assist in overcoming any
shortage that might develop.

This caused some uneasiness in this
province, it being felt that it might
result in industrial and domestic em-
barrassment at home. J. M Savage
manager of the Canadian Collieries,
Ltd., has stated that his company
would make no greater shipments to
the United .States than usual for the
simple reason that it was not in a
position to do so. He said that the
local demands were so heavy that the
comp-any was fully occupied taking care
of them. Certainly the local market
would have to be cared for before ex-
port was considered. Much the sami
statement was made hv W. A Webb
of the Canadian Western Fuel Co'
which operates the Nanaimo Collierieswho added that the State of Washing-
ton could not look for more coal thannow was being sent out because it was
outside the capacity of the company
to make such deliveries. Consequently
those who were inclined to dispute a
policy of permitting export of coal at
the present moment apparently have
been silenced.
The bunkering of steamships sailingfrom Puget Sound ports will not be

affected. Most of these vessels call atNanaimo for their fuel. The Nippon
>usen Kaisha and Osaka Shosen Kaisha
vessel.? will be able to obtain coalfrom Sound bunkers which are filled
from Vancouver Island mines.

PENNSYLVANIA

Antliracite

Hnjiletou—The Lehigh Valley CoalCo has coupled up the new 1,'200-h.p.
poller plant which will run the pumps
Installed to take the water out of the
Stockton mines, flooded for 30 years,
but now scheduled to be reopened and
operated from the Hazleton Shaft col-
liery, one-half mile west of the Stock-
ton slopes.

Hazlrton—The citizens of this place
are protesting the lack- of coal avail-
able at the Lehigh Valley, Hazle Mines
colliery. The breaker works seven
hours daily and for the past month all
production has been sold in the city.
Hnzlrtnn—On account of the decreas-

ed production of bituminous coal, the
railroads running through the anthra-
cite coal regions are preparing to burn
hard coal again on their locomotives.
Furthermore steam sizes are In such
demand, that banks of coal, which have
stood Idle since the war ended, are now
being sent to the breakers.

Driftuu—The breaker of the M. S.
Kemmerer Co. at Sandy Run, near
here, is being remodeled and soon will
be placed in operation after a long
Idleness.
Upper Lehigh—Pumps drowned out

for many years were recovered in good
condition, when the No. 2 slope of the
Upper Lehigh Coal Co. was dewatered
by electric pumps installed recently.
The slope, long closed, will be reopened
and the Buck Mountain seam will be
re^vorked.

Bituminous
Connellsvllle—The Union Coal and

Coke Co., of Pittsburgh, has purchased
from Annie B. Fulton. 196.38 acres of
coal in Amwell Township, Washington
County, Penn,, for $63,823.50; and from
Emma B. Stewart 137.173 acres in the
same township for $44,581.33.

WEST VIRGINIA

Fairmont—The plant the Domestic
Coke Corporation, of Cleveland, is
building near here, is expected to be
completed by .Tan. 1 next. This plant,
which will consist of 60 Koppers
ovens, will mark a departure in by-
product plant operation in that the gas
produced will be applied to augment
the natural supply in the vicinity of
the plant.

OHIO

Steuhenvllle—Three large stripping
operations in the eastern Ohio field,
which have not been unionized, are still
in operation according to reports. They
are: The Wayne Coal Co., which has
headquarters in Pittsburgh: the Su-
perior Coal Co.: and the Harmon Creek
Coal Co. The capacity of the three
concerns Is about 6,000 tons daily, but
it is doubtful if they are being operated
at capacity.

INDIANA

BIcknell—American, No. 1 Mine, one
of the largest bituminous coal mines in
the country which was discovered on
fire recently, has been sealed up. The
mine Is electrically equipped. Ordi-
narily 856 men are employed in the
mine and it has a capacity of 6.000
tons of coal daily. Only 21 men Includ-
ing pumper and engineers were in tne
mine when the fire was discovered, and
they were rescued. The cause of the
fire "has not been determined. The shaft
probably will have to remain sealed for
several months. Although the employ-
ees of the mine are on strike, more
than 100 gathered about the shaft as
soon as the alarm was sounded and
volunteered to fi.ght the fire, as evi-
dence, they said, that they had no con-
nection with the fire.

Ccntrnlln — Excavation has been
started for a $200,000 coal brlquetlng
plant on the property of the Olympic
Coal Mining Co., nine miles northeast
of this city. Most of the machinery for
the plant is already on the ground and
it is expected operations "will begin
about the first of the year. The m.ain
building will be 67x40 ft. In size and
will have a daily capacity of 400 tons.
The owner of the new plant is the Cen-
tralia Brlquetlng Co. The company
plans to erect a second plant within
twentv miles of this citv.
Decatur—The Decatur Coal Co.. of

this place Is installing Sullivan electric
mining machines at its plant. The
company Is mining a 4-ft. seam. At
present gasoline motors are used on
haulage roads. This company's Uiantic
mine had a disastrous fire In .Tune
which destroyed the surfnre plant, since
which time the mine has been Idle.
However, reconstruction Is now being
pushed. D W, Beggs Is superintendent
and E. A. Clarke, mine manager.

IJn Quoin—Three of the miners'
unions of this city, employed at the Se-
curity. Paradise and Ma.iestlc mines,
have recently closed a deal through
their officers whereby they acquire a
titleto the Lemp Building, on West
Main street, for a consideration of
$5,500. The building, which Is In good

condition and in the heart of the busi-
ness district of the city, will be occu-
pied in the lower story by the miners'
co-operative store which was estab-
lished several months ago and which is
now one of the most liberally patron-
ized concerns of the city. The second
story will be remodeled and will be oc-
cupied by the miners of Du Quoin as
labor headquarters. Du Quoin now has
a total membership in the various
miners' unions of approximately 2,100
men.
The Western Coal and Mining Co.,

operating a mine at Bush, south of
here, is planning to ouen a plot of land
near its mine for the purpose of build-
ing houses fur employes. The company
has been greatly handicapped during
the last two years on account of the
scarcity of men and it is believed that
this plan will relieve the situation.
The general sales office of the Union

Collierv Co., operating the big Kath-
leen mine five miles south of here, has
been moved from St. Louis, to Plymouth
Building, Chicago. Eugene McAuliffe la

president and H. A. Lawrence is sales
manager of the company.

KANSAS

Plttsburc—The Western Coal and
Mining Co.. of this place, will start
hoisting coal out of its new mine. No.
20, within a few days. The mine is a
shaft development and its capacity will

be 1,500 to 2,000 tons per day. It Is

said that electrical haulage will be
installed as soon as sufficient develop-
ment warrants this change.

OKLAHOMA

McAlester—A little more than $100,-

000 worth of segregated coal and as-
phalt land was sold on the first day
of a three-dav sale of Choctaw and
Chickasaw Reservation. Gabe E. Par-
ker, superintendent of the five civiliz-

ed tribes, explained that investors were
holding oft for the next sale, ordered
to be held within six months, when the

mineral deposits will be sold to the

highest bidder instead of at appraised
value or higher, as now.
The sale disposed of only six of the

960 tracts in holdings valued at close

to $14,000,000.
Of the six buyers, all except one were

from other parts of the country. They
are as follows:
Seth S. Serat. Kansas Citp. Mo., pur-

chased tract 79 for $26,425.45 in Le-
Flore County.
The Superior Smokeless Coal and

Mining Companv of Chicago purchased

track in LePlore for $31,870.

The Continental Asphalt and Petrol-

eum Company of New York tnii-chased

tract in Murray County for $9 600 and
tract in Carter County for $5,400

D C. MsAlplne of Haileyvllle pur-

chased tract south of Savanna in Pitts-

burg Countv for $17,554.80

Earl Cobb, of Amarlllo. Texas, pur-

chased tract south of Savanna in Pitts-

burg County, for $17,554.80.

Personals

Charles Boidleman has resigned as

outside foreman at the G. B. Markle
Co No 4 Colliery and will go with
the Leggets Creek Coal Co., at Scran-

.i. A Thomas, consuling fire engineer
who was called to New Haven. Colin.,

to extinguish a fire in a coal pile at the

Winchester Repeating Arms Co.. an-

nounces that he has been successful.

He has been called to Waterbury,
Conn., to extinguish a like fire at the

Scovil Manufncturing Co.'s plant.

Alex:<ndor Mnoomher and John 'West.

since 1910 with Charles H. Tennev &
Co.. engineers and managers 'of public

utilities, have become associated with
GeorBe P. Carver, industrial architect

and engineer, formerly at 53 State St.,

Boston Mass. Engineering problems
from inception to completion will be
handled bv the firm of Carver. Macom-
her & West. Inc.. with offices at 261

Franklin St., Boston, Mass.
Hnrrr Culley, of the Peabody Coal

Co.. West Frankfort. 111., has been
transferred by his company from West
Frankfort to Its operations In Okla-
lioma.
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George Thomson, for several years
head of the Thomson Coal Co., of Chi-
cago, has retired from tlie coal business
and gone into the phosphate mining
business in Tennessee. The Chicago,
Wilmington and Franklin Coal Co.,
owners of the Orient mine in Franklin
county. 111., which has the world's
record for hoisting, recently purchased
the mines formerly under the control of Mr.
Thomson.

S. B. Eaton, of Du Quoin. 111., former-
ly a coal operator of southern Illinois,
having retired from the trade, has left
for California wiiere he expects to
make his home. Mr. Eaton developed
and operated a number of mines in
Perry county and held responsible posi-
tions with various companies.

RusHell AV, Stovel—who recently re-
turned from France, where, as Lieuten-
ant-Colonel of Engineers, he served as
Chief of the Terminal Facilities
Division of the Army Transport Service—has been appointed a consulting en-
gineeer of Westinghouse, Church, Kerr
& Co., Inc., and. as a member of that
organization, will devote his entire
time to the company's electrical and
mechanical work. Mr. Stovell has had
an unusually comprehensive experience
in the electrical and mechanical prob-
lems connected with central power sta-
tion and steam r.ailroad electrification
work—from the fundamental economics
involved, to design, construction, equip-
ment and operation—together with a
most valuable experience in mechanical
handling at docks and terminals.

Charles F. Scribner, formerly indus-
trial engineer with the Colt's Patent
Fire Arms Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn,
and more recently consulting engineer
for L. V. Estes, Inc., Chicago, has be-
come associated with the Business
Service Corporation of America, Chi-
cago 111., in the capacity of vice presi-
dent and chief engineer.

Daniel E. RnsKcU, vice president and
general sales agent of the Delaware,
Lackawana & Western Coal Department
from 1901 to August, 191S, died sud-
denly' while on a visit to Buffalo, N. Y.,
on i\ov. 18. at the age of 56. Since re-
tiring from the coal trade he had lived
In his old home at St. George, New
Bruns'wick, where he was born. He had
been in a variety of occupations, in-
cluding railroad building, lumber and
village construction, having erected
many of the homes in Depew, near
Buffalo, for the Vanderbilts. At one
time he was in tlie soft-coal trade in
Chicago under his own name. When
ordered to Buffalo he was shipping
agent of the D, L. & AV. at Hoboken.

C. \V. CroMs has been appointed by
the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., as
manager of Western railroad sales,
with headquarters In the Fisher BIdg.,
Chicago.

H. W. Shleldd was appointed acting
general manager of the Pocahontas
Coal and Coke Co.. to relieve W. W.
Coe. general manager, who has been
temporarily relieved from the duties
of his office on account of illness. Mr.
Shields will retain his office as land
agent at Bluefield, W. "Va.

510S. Pp. 16; 6x9 in., illustrated. De-
scribes and illustrates the type No. 47
coal cutter and shows the machine at
woi-k in various' mines.

Decarboiiiziii;; Outfit. The Davis-
HournonviUe Co.. Jersey City. N^ J. A
4-page folder; 3%x6i4 in.: illustrated.
Description of outfit for burning out
carbon deposits in gas engine cylinders.

Catalogs Received

T.^liical IO.vnnii»leN of f,ea-Coiirtenay
CentrifiiKal I'unipInK Machinery. Lea-
Courtenay Co.. Newark, N, J.. Bulletin
S-5. Pp. 28: 3^4x6 in.: Illustrated. Con-
cise description of a few of the types of
centrifugal pumping maclnery made by
this company,

Lea-Conrtenaj- Centrlfnical TumpInK
Machinery. Lea-Courtenay Co., Newark,
N. J. Bulletin H-4. Pp. 67; 6x9 In.; il-
lustrated. A description of the various
types and .-^Izes of I,ea-Courtenay cen-
trifugal pumps and their application.

Safe Prnetlee In I'Mlne Wire RopeN In
Hlnex. By II. H. Klndllrh and O. P,
Hood. Technical Paper No. 237. De-
partment of the Interior. Bureau of
Mines. Illustrated; S%x9V4 Inches.

"Little David" Pneumatic Urllln,
GrInderH and SaivN—Ingersoll-Rand
Co., New York, N Y.. Form No. S707,
Pp. 40; GxO-ln.; Illustrated. Catalog
describing drills, grinders and saws
and some of their applications.
"Radlolaxe" Coal Cutter— Ingersoll-

Rand Co.. New York, N. Y. Form No.

Publications Received

Vfmr Oa« InvcBtlgationi). Bulletin 178-A.
Advance chapter from Bulletin 178 War
Work of the Bureau of Mines. By Van
H. Manning. Drpartment of the Interior,
Bureau of Mines. Unlllustrated ; pp. 39 ;

KI X 9i Inches.

Coals of the Reston Drained by the
Qnlrkiiand Creelis. by F. Julius Folis. Ken-
tuckv Geolo^cal Survey. Bulletin No. 18.
Serial No. 25. Illustrated; pp. 79 ; 7 k lOJ
Inches.

Carbonization of Missouri Cannel Coal*.
School of Mines and Metallurgy of Univer-
sity Of Missouri. Rolia. Mo. Bulletin Aur
19i9. Illustrated; pp. 52 ; 55 x 85 Inches.

Industrial News
Charleston, W. Va.—Operations are

to be conducted on quite an extensive
scale, it is reported, in Maiden district
of Kanawha County, by the Davenport
Coal Co.. of this city, a new company
with a capitalization of $300,000. This
concern was organized by Godfrey E
Heiser, of Orchard Park. N. Y.: Geo.
J. Brendel, of Hamburg, N. Y.: Geo. R.
Stephens, Lancaster, N. Y.: F. Maurice
E. Preisch, Isaac S. Given, Elbert E.
Johnson, W. E. Farnsworth, Lewis H.
Manlev and O. Davenport, all of
Buffalo, N. Y.

Charleston, W. Va.—Headquarters
have been established by the Kelly's
Creek Colliery Co., as well as by the
Valley Camp Coal Co., in Charleston,
offices having been secured in the
Kanawha Banking and Trur.t Co. Bldg.
C. S. Paisley is the office manager. The
Valley Camp Company was only re-
cently organized.
Welch, W. Va.—The Link Belt Co., of

Philadelphia, has Just been awarded a
large contract for the complete In-
stallation of a modern tipple and re-
tarding convevor bv the Mohawk Coal
and Coke Co., at Mohawk, W. Va. Col.
L. E. Tierney. president of the Mohawk
company, is also interested in a num-
ber of other modern collieries in West
Virginia and Kentucky. In order to
properly clean and prepare coal for
market, this company decided to re-
place the present old structure, with a
plant of the most modern design. The
new equipment will Include automatic
machinery throughout inr handling
about 2,000 tons of coal daily from a
seam at the top of the mountain or
from one midway along the conveyor.
The conveyor will deliver coal to a
75n-tnn coaling station or to the new
tipple.

I.outHVllie, Ky.—The Community
Cannel Coal and Mining Co. of this
place, has been incorporated with a
capital of $30,000. The Incorporators
are: I,, L. Ogden. Charles H. Bastic
and N. B. Mitchell. The debt limit Is

$15,000. The company plans to operate
mines In Kentucky and Indiana with
main offices at Louisville.

Fairmont. W. Va.—The WInfield Coal
Co. will establish operations In WIn-
field district, of Marlon County. W. Va..
this concern having just been organ-
ized with a capita! of $25,000. Plans
are being m.ade for early operations.
Represented as incorporators were R.
B. Satetrfleld. of Lumberport: G. B.
Harllev, T. W. Powell. Alpha Orr and
Paul G. Armstrong, all of I<"alrmont.

ChnrleMlon, \V. Va.—Operations are
to be conducted on quite .^n extensive
scale. It Is reported. In Maiden district
of Kanawha County, by the Davenport
Coal Co., of this city, a new company
with a capitalization of $.'100,000. This
concern was organized bv Godfrey E.
Heiser. Orchard Park. N. Y.: Geo. J.

Brendel. Hamburg, N, Y. : Geo. R. Ste-
phens. Lancaster. N. Y.: Maurice B.
Preisch. Isaac S. Given. Elbert E.
Johnston, W. E. Farnsworth, Lewis H.
Manlev and O. Davenport, all of Buf-
falo, N. Y.

GreeuNburg, Penn.—Fred E. Thomas,
of Beaver County, has sold to Senator
W. F. Blair, of Waynesburg, 888 acres
of coal and timber land, near Ligonier,
for $65,000.
Waynesburg, Penn.—John Huffman,

of this place, has sold a tract of about
278 acres of coal land near Tenmile
Penn.. for $350 per acre.

LcuLtville, ivy.—The Community Can-
nel Coal and Mining Co., of this place,

has been incorporated with a capital
of $30,000, The incorporators are:
L L Ogden, Charles H. Bostic and N.

B. Mitchell. The debt limit is $15,000.

The company plans to operate mines
in Kentucky and Indiana, with main
offices at Louisville.

Pana, 111.—The mining plant of the
Smith-Lohr Coal Mining Co., of this

place. in Christian County, which was
recently destroyed by fire, will be en-
tirely rebuilt. A fireproof structure
will be erected and modern equipment
installed througliout. The Roberts &
Schaefer Co., of Chicago, has been
awarded the contract for the head
frame, construction of which will be
started immediately.

Huntington, W. Va.—The Wilson
Thacker Coal Co., a $50,000 corpora-
tion has been organized by a group of
Huntington men tor the purpose of de-
veloping holdings in Wayne and Mingo
counties. The incorporators were: B.

N Pvle, A. R. Maiers, P. K. King. John
Bowman, and Walter C. Williams, all

of Huntington.
Wheeling, W. Va.—The Arkwright

Coal Co., of Elm Grove, has been In-

corporated with a capital stock of

1160,000. The incorporators are: T. S
Killcorn, J. Arkwright and H. K.
Roberts, Elm Grove; J. R. McCoy,
Triadelphia; and J. Handlan, Wheel-
ing
Huntington, W. Va.—The Ohio Valley

Mine Car and Manufacturing Co., of

this place, which has taken over the
Kvle Smith Aircraft plant, is negotiat-
ing for a considerable tract of land
adjoining the aircraft property. The
Ohio Valley company was recently In-

corporated tor $200,000 and decided
to remain in Huntington on account of

good shipping facilities, cheap fuel and
other advantages offered here.

Indianapolis, Ind.—The White Ash
Coal Co., of Jacksonville, was in-

corporated with a capital of $50,000 for
general mining purposes. The directors
are: Glay Moss, John Mooney and Joe
Fougerousse,
Charleston, W. Va.^The Royal White

Ash Coal Co.. of Alkol, W. Va., was
Incorporated to operate mines In Lin-
coln County, with a capital stock of

$200,000. The incorporators are V. E.

Hall, L. W. James and J. B. Coolidge,
all of Dayton, Ohio.

Hnltlmore, Md.—The Black & Decker
Manufacturing Co. announces the re-

moval of its general offices from 105
South Calvert St.. of this place, to

Towson Heights, Baltimore.

Louisville. Ky.—The Perkins Bowling
Coal Corporation of Williamsburg
Whitley County Ky.. has been In-

corporated with a capital stock of

$200,000. The Incorporators are: N. B,

Perkins, A. V. Brown and J. W. Bowl-
ing.

Charleston, W. Va.—T. R. B. Slier

and others of this vicinity have or-
ganized the Rosier Coal Co., which will

operate mines on an extensive scale In

the Kanawha field, this company hav-
ing a capital of $120,000. So far as
can be learned construction work will

be started In the near future on this

plant. In adillon to Mr. Slier, those
Identified with this company are: C.

G. Peters. J. L. Sliver, Fred O. Blue
and R. K. McCabe.

Victoria, n. C.—The coal mines of
the Crow's Nest Field reastern British
Columbia), are gradually being brought
back to normal In point of production,
although It need scarcely be said that
It takes time to recover lost ground
after a strike such as that through
which the district has passed. The
outiiut now Is about 80 per cent, of
what It was and an improvement Is

being shown each month. The coke
ovens at Fernie are Idle and It la

thought that they will remain so for
some time. Those of Michel, B. C.
are operating only on a limited scale,

the demand for the product belnfe
comparatively, light at present.
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Cnntoii. Ohio—The Columbia Coal
and Power Co. has been chartered
with a capital of $75,000 to mine and
sfil coal. The incorporators are: L.

D Blanchard. F. E. Schumacher, M. M.
Guile.v, N. E. Wise and M. C. Ander-
son.

Hnme, Mo.—A large strip mine is soon
to be opened up south of here on the
Kansas City Southern R. R. The de-
veloping is to be done by Joe Klaner,
a coal operator of Kansas City. A large
stripping shovel is now being placed on
the ground preparatory to starting op-
erations.

Buffalo, X. Y.—At a recent meeting of
the board of directors of the Stewart
Motor Corporation of this place, the
regular quarterly dividend of 2 per cent
was ordered paid, also a 2^^ per cent
dividend on the common stock. This
company recently acquired larger quar-
ters and the new 9-acre plant purchased
is now In full operation. The progres-
sive assembly system used in the new
works should make possible a yearly
production of 10.000 Stewart trucks.

Tareiitum, Penn.—West Penn Po^wer
Co. recently awarded a contract for the
sinking of a mine hoisting shaft on
the right bank of the Allegheny river
at Springdale, Penn.

Beckley. W\ Va,—The Morris Smoke-
less Coal Co., of Tams. near here, has
organized with $200,000 capital. J. T.
Morris is superintendent. The company
has leased 1,625 acres of coal land and
will install a mining plant with an an-
nual capacity of 150.000 tons of coal.

Boomer, W. Va.—The West Virginia
Eagle Coal Co. has been granted a
charter with offices here, The cap-
italization being $1,000,000. Several
thousand acres of land have been pur-
chased. The incorporators include:
William G. Conley, of Charleston; E. A.
Charlton and J. R. Charlton, of Mac-
Donald. W. Va. : C. H. Martin and L.
S. Tully of Mt. Hope, W. Va.
Portage, Penn.—The Portage Col-

lieries Co. has been organized by Paul
Nelson. Wallace Sherbine and William
-Teckley. of this place. This company
will operate a mine on the Martin's
Branch of the Pennsylvania R. R. in
Cambria County.
New York, IV. Y.—Announcement Is

made of the purchase of the Cataract
Refining Co., of Buffalo, by the Swan
& Finch Co., of this place. The Cataract
Company operates large lubricant
plants at Buffalo and Chicago, and
maintains branch offices and warehous-
es in eight of the principal cities In
this country besides four in England
Scotland and Canada. Henry Fletcher,
former president of Swan & Finch Co.,
is chairman of the board of directors:
W. G .MoncriefC. formerly president of
the Cataract company, becomes presi-
dent of the Swan & Finch Co.; H. C.
Hutchins, vice president and director of
sales: George Elliott Brown will oe
vice president and secretar.v, and John
T. Lee. vice president and treasurer.
Birmingham, Ala.—Osborne & Com-

pany, Inc., of Chicago, are reported to
have acquired 10,000 acres of coal
lands in the vicinity of Lock No. 16
on the Warrior River. It is said that
this company e.xpects to begin develop-
ment promptly with a view to be.gin-
ning the shipment of coal via the War-
rior to the gulf ports in the early part
of 1920. C. S. Cochran, Chicago, is
president of the company.

Philadelphia, Penn.—The Richardson
Phoenix Co., of Milwaukee, Wis.,
(lubrication engineers and manufactur-
ers) announces the reopening of its
Philadelphia office in the Bailey Bldg.
George F. Fenno is district manager.

Xc«- York, \. Y The new Gauley
Coal Corporation has been organized to
acquire and consolidate into one com-
pany the various interests controlling
about 40,000 acres of Ganley coal. This
property was formerly owned by the
Tidewater Coal Co., the Leo-Higginson
interests, the estate of the late Henry
K. Wickland and the so-called Camden
lands ol' the Baltimore & Ohio R. R. on
the Gauley River in West Virginia.

ColnR-buN, Ohio—The Eastern Hock-
ing Coal Co., of this place, has been
incorporated with a capital of $110,000
by .1. H. Frants-.. F. C. Simpson, C T.
Marshall. Gordon Battelle, Harrv M.
Rimkie and W. R. Pomerene. The
Eastern Hocking Coal Co. purchased
all tlie coal lands belonging to the
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National Hocking Coal Co. The con-
sideration was $1,500,000. The officers
in the new Hocking company are J. H.
Frantz, Columbus, president; Attorney
C. T. Marshall, Zanesville, vice presi-
dent; H. M. Runkle, counsel. Cincinnati;
Gordon Battelle, Columbus; W. R. Pom-
erene, Columbus, and A. F. Murphy,
superintendent of tli local plant of the
American Rolling Mill Co. The prop-
erty involved embraces 202 farms and
covers 29 square miles of territory In
Morgan, Perry and Muskingum coun-
ties. It is also said* that a great power
plant will be erected at the most
available point.

Fairmont, W. Va.—Fairmont City
Gas Coal Co. has been chartered by
West Virginia and Pennsylvania men,
who plan to develop extensive coal land
acreages in this state. Its capital is

$500,000, and the investors interested
include: Charles E. Hawkes. of Fair-
mount; A. J. Salzer. of Weston. W.
Va. ; Thomas E. Cunningham, of Con-
nellsville, Penn., and S. J. Bartus, of
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Phllippi, W. Va.—The latest addition
to new coal concerns, organized for the
purpose of producing coal in Barbour
Countv, is the Wayne Steam Coal Co.,
w-hich has a capital stock of $75,000.
This company hopes to be in a position
to undertake preliminary construction
worK in the near future. Those be-
hind the new concern are A. G. New-
comer.. Da^vson, Penn.: G. W. New-
comer, Connellsville, Penn.; Lon Cun-
ningham. Bellevernon, Penn.; H. R.
Hurst and H. R. Parker, Scottdale,
Penn.

AVillinmson, W. Va.—With a view to
future operations in the Williamson
field, Cliattarov people have organized
the Wanego White Ash Coal Co., with
headquarters at Chattaroy. this com-
pany having a total authorized capital
stock of $50,000. Active figures in the
organization of the new company were
J. C. Young. L. G. Bray. Andy New, Jr..

H. V. Ingham and John H. Kidwell. all

of Chattai-oy, W. Va.
Morgantown, W. Va.—Construction

of a short line coal carrying road from
the Flaggy Meadow station of the
Monongahela R. R.. in Monongalia
County, is presaged by the organization
by S D. Brady, a prominent Fairmont
operator, and others, of the Gas Coal
Railroad Co.. with a capital of $100,000.
Organizers in addition to Mr. Brady
n-ere F. W. Byrne, of Everson. Penn.;
Brank E. Peabody, L. P. Monoham and
Eugene S. Reilly, all of Pittsburgh.

Charleston, W. Va.—Although an old
established mining engineering firm, it

was not until a few days ago that the
firm of Clark & Krebs, became incor-
porated, with a capital stock of $50,000.

Charleston, W". Va.—The Raleigh
Smokeless Fuel Co., in which citizens

of Beckley are the principal stockhold-
ers, has opened headquarters in Beckley
where the general offices of the com-
pany will be maintained: the concern
has' a branch office at Norfolk with
J. W. Miller in charge. The new com-
pany has perfected its organization
witli J. B. Clifton, as president and
general manager, and with Francis L.

Conway, as assistant to the general
manager.

Charlcf-.ton, AV. Va.—A deal has been
consummated under the terms of which
M. F. Odell and E. A. Hall, of Beckley,
have secured a lease on a large tract
of coal land in Nicholas County, on
Gauley River, not far from Summer-
ville. The land leased is said to con-
tain three workable beds of coal. An
effort is being made bv Messrs Odell
and Hall to secure additional tracts
with a view to future development.

BInofielcl, W. Va.—A part of the large
acreage recently secured under lease
by Thomas N. Mordue. president and
treasurer of the Pinnacle-Pocahontas
Deelopment Co., has been leased to the
Morris Smokeless Coal Co. The lease
includes about 1.625 acres of No. 3

Pocahontas coal located on the main
line of the Virginian Ry.. near Hern-
don. It is the intention of the com-
pany to start construction work at
once, on a model mining plant and
town. In fact, the company expects to
spend about $200,000 on the plant with
a view to securing a production of
about 150,000 tons a year. It will be
approximately three months before the
plant will be ready for operation.
Identified with the new company are
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H. R. Tribon, W. P. Tams, H. O. Davis,
J. W. Eads and G. L. Wilcox, all of
Tams. Operations will be in charge of
J. T. Morris.
Fairmont, W. Va.—Operations on a

large scale are contemplated by the
Fairmont Gas Coal Co., in the Fair-
mont field, this company having just
been ushered into existence with a cap-
ital of $300,000. Headquarters of the
company will be at Fairmont. Princi-
pal figures in the organization are:
Thomas R. Cunningham, Connellsville,
Penna.; A. J .Salzer, Weston; S. V.
J. Bartus, Pittsburgh, Penna.; H. H.
Staggers, Charles E. Hawkes and Rollo
J. Conley, all of Fairmont.
Morgantown, W. Va.—Development

on quite a large scale is to be under-
taken in Monongalia County by the
Soper-Mitchell Coal Co., which has just

been organized with a capital stock of
$250,000. This company was organized
bv W H. Soper, W. R. Mitchell, R. M.
Kirbv and John E. Everly, all of Mor-
gantown. W. Va., where headquarters
of the company have been established.

Logan, W. Va.—The Island Creek
Coal Co has awarded a contract to the

Walter Sudduth Co., of Princeton, for

the construction of tour and a hall

miles of railroad on Mud Fork of Is-

Snd Creek, in Logan County and als»

for the grading for track in connection

with four new operations of the com-
pany. .

Charleston, AY. Va.--Coal men with

mines on Coal River, have heard with

Considerable interest of the plans of the

Chesapeake & Ohio to '"?'"^-
?.r hv the

for handling Coal on Coal River, bj the

IstabUshment of terminal facihties and
vards at Danville where it Is statea

15000,000 will be expended '" iF^P^-^Jf,:

ments The initial appropriation will

be $1,000,000 but ImProyeraents will not

yZ undertaken it is believed, until after

^hVr"aifrolds are restored to the^r own-

ers. Tracks, shops and all other im

provements will be put in at the "ew
Danville terminal whenever work is

started.

Tnms W. Va.—Extensive coal hold-

ings in Wyoming County are being se-

cured bv Major W. P. Tams, of this

p"ace One tract of 3,000 acres of coal

fand (known as the Saunders farm)

fiTe miles from Oceana, has .been se-

cured by Major Tams, the consideration

a^^e^ ^S^^TaU^ l^l
^^^'J -Jf^ol

Clarksbnrg, W. Va.—Resort to th»

^iHl^Ir^e^o?'^^^---^!
E SllJ^^ic^'^eirwi^L^
rS>?rrn°n'de°r°t^L>n^-'lr^\y°r.
fl-a^vearlago—the necessity of mining

^oarth?ou|h the use of shafts was con-

sidered a '^""'^P^l^'eh * --^P^^ '^**'

^5£^HrS^^y^i''^^S:

grjaSa^ftrnf^^^i^i
?'i«t^jjrif?:^^^n--
other work of a similar nature.

Charleston WV„.-Sp^endid progress

'1 ^roft^Te'DomesticCoke^Cor'^oration
mUf cUy.''ur $4,000,000 plant now

"->"^,-'5''\l,Viim-ngs "i^ hundrld

l^^en'arl'now at work o" 'he pl^ant^ The
operation includes 60 coke oe^.

^^^^^^

|^^°m^'^\o^^'es''st%-ag^Uinks for light

rso"feirin^ "Tlng^b. '^^T^lJe^-^pro"-
jj

f^Uirg^ 60x137 f. in aimens.o.^.s

hu?l"ding'''under construction measures

60x100 feet.

Charleston. W. Va.—Coal lands on

Meadow Creek .are
.""^...""^'.f^"'"^

rapid development with six coa com
i.anies in operation, at what is known
as Meadow Bridge. In order to pro-

vide an adequate power supply for the

mines, the Virginian Power Co. is ex-
tending its transmission line from I^ay-

land to Meadow Bridge.
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fPeek/v Review
operators ami Leaders of the Lhiited Mine Workers Unable to Agree on Wage Scale—Few Miners Return

to Work—Anthracite Output Normal

Operators and miners' leaders of the central competitive

district are deadlocked in their efforts to negotiate a new wage

scale that will be satisfactory to all concerned. Naturally

this makes for decided uncertainty. Surprising as it may
seem, no cessation of industry, because of a lack of coal, is re-

ported, though if the present situation continues for a week

or two longer the I'everse will be true.

Though the strike has been called oft, few miners have

returned to work. The non-union districts are all working,

*nd some are producing practically record tonnages.

Production of soft coal during the week of Nov. 8 is esti-

mated at 3,477,000 net tons. This was the output of the non-

union fields. Mines in the central competitive district, which

includes Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and western Pennsylvania,

were shut down.

Anthracite output is at top-notch figures. Demand is keen

for all the domestic sizes. No real scarcity is expected, for

operation is normal. During the week ended Nov. 8 the quan-

tity of anthracite shipped to market totaled 1,972,000 net tons.

Atlantic Seaboard

BOSTOIV.

Struiii (ruilf iiinrkiii;^ time. .\ew
KuKlaiid cuiiifurtnbly NUpplied fur the
pre.vent. .\civ iiiaehinrry of distribti-
tioii fiiiiotioniiiK KloMly :in«l prooediiro
not yet well uiiderNtood. Toward tht
litter iiart of tlie week eoal released
at loading piers for Mpeelfic requlre-
nientM. I^oeal eoiiser^ation measures.
Anthrneite situation iineliansed. Re-
tall prices in Boston advanced.

Bituminous—The first week of tht
strike has shown an almost entire ab-
sence of any development.s in New Eng-
land. No real anxiety has as yet coma
to the surfaof and as a whole the steam
trade is marking? time throughout this
territory. It is realized that stocki
are ample for the next 60 days at least.
and the few applications that are un-
derstood Vo have been niade for emerg
ency supplies were from consumers
who were beginning to worry over the
possibility of coal they had in transit
tteing taken for other requirements. So
far there has l>een no confiscation or
summary diversion of coal en route 01
at destination; the railroads have
simply withheld deliveries as a matter
of prudence, acting under instructions
from WashinKton. These measures
have created hardly a ripple, thus far.
although there .ire many in the tradft
wlio cannot follow such a policy. 11

continued more than a relatively short
time. There are a great many non-
union mines In operation and if cars
are not released there are likely to he
tendencies toward a car famine. Such
a result would not be in the interest
of conservation.
A thoroush combing over would

probably disclose only a comparatively
flmall number of consiimerfi who aro
not amply supplied. Most of these
cases would sift down to instances
^vhere small plants rely upon retail
deliveries from day to day. and in cer-
tain localities along the coast the re-
tall dealers are somewhat embarrcsea
liecause of the lack of barges due to
the striking m.-irlne engineers. Eve»
these retailers, however, anticipated
early In October and If they are al-
lowed to unload tlielr own coal now at
•destination or en route, by far the most

, of the urgent cases would be taken
care of In short order.

There Is a good deal of vaguenes."
as to the Regional Committee and how
It Is supposed to functi <n. It Is not
yet understood who really constitutes

the committee which is assumed to
have jurisdiction over distribution. A
news dispatch from Washington pub-
lished a..* this is being written indi-
cates tliMt Mr. .1. J. Storrow will repre-
sent the Fuel Administration. This is
more nearly in line with the proprie-
ties than earlier rumors, for to ex-
periment now with so delicate a situ-
ation as may follow would cert.iinly
be anything but wise. The official
blanks are not yet available in Boston,
and generally there has been a lot of
needless delay over announcing a pro-
gram, but it is hoped now that within
a few days the trade will be able to
get a better idea of policy tlian has yci
been unfolded.
At the New York and Philadelpliia

piers there has been nothing like the
same delay. Coal was being released
at both these ports and at Hampton
Roads by Nov. 3rd. It was possible
during the week for any real emerg-
ency to be met promptly by applying
through railroad channels. There ar^
certain details that are not made clear,
but action was had and steamers and
barges were not held up to the extent
that was feared. Except for bunker
and cargo coal for foreign-owned ships
there has been little delay the past few
days and with the Pocahontas field
iriarking up a record production there
is a good deal of optimism over the
current situation.
Under Gen. .Sherburn. who is chair-

man of the Massachusetts Commission
on the Necessaries of Life, prompt ac-
tion was taken to conserve present
stocks of bituminous by instructing
retail dealers to deliver U screenings
with soft coal and to restrict deliveries
by team to not more than a week's
supi>ly for an,v one consumer. The retail
dealers were cheered by this for there
is a considerable tonnage of steam
size anthracite on hand left over from
the stressing times of early 191S. At
the same time it was forbidden to make
deliveries of pea coal for industrial
steam use.
There is little news on prices. Mines

that are in cfieration are disposing of
output under the legal price rules but
the volume of such sales Is small. Tn
such cases, contracts are being fol-
lowed so far as possible and tliere Is
Jilreadv some encouragement for the
feeling that the strike situation will
he over within a reasonable short time.
Anthracite—There is still much anx-

iety over getting forwanl domestic
sines for winter consumption. Cities
like Providence. Boston, and Portland
have been very well served, and for
the greater part the all-rail movement
has been heavy. The communities that

suffer most are those along the coast
to the eastward where dependence is

placed upon barges that are still tied

up, awaiting adjustment of difBculties
with marine engineers. Part of the
demands have been waived and it is

hoped this will forecast a complete
settlement.

Effective Oct. 27 retail prices in Bos-
ton were advanced from $12.50 per net
ton delivered for egg, stove, and chest-
nut. Broken is still sold at $12 and
pea at $10.75.

in good call.
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although they are assured of a con-
tinuance of the present wage scale un-
til April 1 of next year, even though
Peace is declared bp President Wilson.
Many of the workers expect that at

the expiration of the present working
agreement their leaders will be able

to negotiate a new agreement contain-

ing an increase in wages. The men in

some of the mines declare their work
is becoming harder and that they are
entitled to more money on that ac-

count, if for no other reason. How-
ever, no trouble is looked for.

The present demand for the domes-
tic coals will it is expected become
easier and there are some who believe

that within the next six weeks or two
months salesmen will be out looking
for business instead of the business
looking for them as at present. In-

dependent operators are generally ad-
hering to the 75c differential on the
domestic coals. Even though the de-
mand for pea coal is strong no sales

have been heard of at prices above the
regular company circular of $5.30 at

the mines.
There is a strong demand for buck-

wheat and rice and tlie independents
are receiving company prices for the
better grades. Barley is easier. The
railroads are said to be storing large
quantities of buckwheat and rice to

mix with their bituminous coal.

The reports of the railroad admin-
istration show a big increase in local

dumpings during the 7-day period end-
ing November 15, when 55S3 cars were
dumped as compared with 4564 cars
the previous week.

Bitiimiuoiis—The strike has aot
caused much trouble or anxiety to

the manufacturers hereabouts. They
seem to be unconcerned as to the im-
mediate outcome and judging from tile

appearance of the stock piles sur-
rounding many of the factories in rub-
urban New Jersey they are justified

in their unconcern. If appearances
count for anything most manufactur-
ers are better stocked with bituminous
coal than in many years past and most
of them have been able to get along
with their daily shipments so far with-
out resorting to their reserve stocks.
Many claim to have sufficient coal on
hand to last them until the latter part
of B"ebruary or the first part of March.
The railroads appear to be the hard-

est hit by the present shutdown. They
have taken up the burning of the an-
thracite steam coals, which are being
mixed with bituminous.

Locally the situation as regards de-
liveries, has not changed. If reports

,

are to be accepted, shipments from thi>

piers have been greatly restricted and
there has been no change in the mat-
ter of permits.
Those dealers who make a specialty

of bunkering vessels complain of the
present methods to secure permits,
which they say is too prolonged and
which may result in serious delay in
sailing time for important ships.

This market has not yet felt the
full effect of the strike. So many
loaded cars were awaiting delivery to
destination on Nov. 1 that the railroads
have not yet been able to get them all

delivered.
Reports of the Railroad Administra-

tion show that during the 7 day period
ended Nov. 15 there were 5081 cars
dumped at the local piers as compared
with 2.558 cars the week previous and
that there were 6255 loaded cars at
the terminals as compared with 5141
cars the previous week.

PHIl,.\DEI>PHIA.

Anthracite production increasing.
DonlcrN In ilie city not .sntl.sfieil Tiiih
flii-lr recelpt.s. Some look for early
brenk In ninrket. ConiunierN presNlns
HtronKly for dellvorleti. I^!:);. stove
anil nnt the fnvnrKe nIxps. Pea coul
lncrpn.siuK in lU-nmnd. Uetiiil prices
flrnily flxed. Sfenni Mltra nvtlvv, ex-
cept liarlry. llttuminonx nltnatlon
nhonH llltlc c-linn;:e. Small tnnnnKe of
Hvot <>o:)l at ((tvernnient price. Knrly
Mellli-iiifnt of tronlilo looki'il for.

.Vndir.-ielto. With the biggest pro-
duction for any month of the present
year being reported by the operators,
the local retail men are wondering
why they did not get a greater per-
centage of shipments. It has always
been estimated that new business
amounts to 10 per cent, each year and
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while the colliery production is up to

that maximum at last, the receipts by
local dealers have not increased in the
same proportion. However, the oper-
ators intimate that the heavy tonnages
to the outside markets have about
ceased, and have actually stopped in

some instances.
Despite the fact that the retailers

are clamoring for heavier shipments,
they cannot get away from the fact
that they have delivered good tonnages
of all sizes to customers beginning
early in tiie summer and right up to

this time. This coal has been put
away by thousands not accustomed in

pre-war davs to store fuel for winter,
with the result that it is the belief oi

many intelligent observers that the
companies would not have to ship very
heavily before the dealers would have
more coal than they could deliver on
current orders. It is predicted that
if we have ordinary weather up to the
first of the year that the demand will
be such that the operators will have ti

put their salesmen on the road again
in the endeavor to move the output.
When the amount of coal that is stored
away is considered, it would not cause
any surprise should this liappen even
sooner.
During the past week the demand for

coal gained momentum over the pre-
vious period. The consumer seemed to

be deeply anxious to have more eerg,

stove and nut. and these sizes are Just
about as scarce now as they have Iteen

all season. While the call for egg
is still strong, there is no doubt tliat

it would not take very heavy ship-
ments before this size would pile up In
the yards. With stove and nut, though,
the dealeijs have very heavy orders
on their books for these sizes which
would take a considerable tonnage to
clean off. There is a faint suspicion
that customers are placing orders with
several dealers and thus duplicating
the tonnage.

This consumer demand is not trace-
able so much to weather conditions,
although the temperature is now nor-
mal or a little under for the time of the
year. The real reason is found '.n

the bituminous strike, which many
people are fearful might affect the
anthracite trade. With the adjustment
of the soft coal difficulty there is ex-
pected to be a considerable easing up
in the domestic anthracite demand.
While the scarcity of sizes has been

such as in ordinary times to warrant
increases in retail prices, yet no deal-
er has taken advantage of the situa-
tion, at least publicly, to advance the
prices of the wanted sizes. With varia- .

tions of five and ten cents the stand-
ard retail prices this month are as fol-

lows: Egg $11.25. stove and nut $11.50,
and pea $9.50. Despite the efforts of
the operators to induce domestic con-
sumption of buckwheat, very little of
this size is handled by the retailers
tor domestic use.

Following its spurt early in the
month pea coal is strengthening Its

position and the demand for it Is such
that the dealers with the big stocks
are well satisfied at their foresight 1n
taking in this size last summer. When
the phone orders begin to call for half
ton lots of this size, then the dealers
know that the pea coal season has
opened. Even with their big washeries
in operation some of tlie large com-
panies report that they are not filling

the orders for pea as promptly as thev
would like to.

The anthracite steam situation a'so
continues its Improvement and this
^-eek a greater tonnage than ever was
removed from the storage yards,
and this would probably have been
increased were it not for a shortage
of labor at the storage plants. There
has also been some picking up of rice.

Barley is the only size that shows
no particular strength.
As Is usual In times of strong de-

mnnd for coal, shipping houses report
collections in the healthiest sort of
condition. There are practically no
outstanding accounts at this time, as
the retail men are well able to con-
duct their business on a nearly cash
basis. The retailer realizes that his
method of payment has much to do
with his shipments and as a conse-
nnence his financial standing at this
time Is all that could be desired.

nitnmlnouH. So far as shipments
are concerned the situation Is most
quiet, as little additional tonnage has
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arrived in this market. There are a.

few houses who at the beginning of
the week had a little coal to otter. Thia
was due principally to stray cars re-
ceived from wagon mines, and in still

otlier instances wliere some operations
were able to get under way to a very
limited extent . The spot coal on the
market, what little there was, was
generally offered at a price of $3.10,

which is the Government price of $2.95

plus the middle house commission of
15 cents. The distribution of fuel

still continues in the hands of the
railroad administration and they are
drawing from stocks which have ac-
cumulated during the past two weeks.
At this time there is no particular suf-
fering for coal, and it is really felt

that the trouble will be adjusted long
before such a stage is reached.

BALTIMORE.

Rescinding of order lor coal strike at
Instance of court found conditions
tiuhteuins at naltiniore. Rcser>e ou
railroads « as still large.. Anthracite
supplies very light.

Bituminous—When the Mine Work
ers leaders decided to obey the order
of the court and formally call oft the
strike it found the coal trade here
and the consumers in a constantly
tightened condition. Many industries

were approaching the time when they
would be forced to ask the Govern-
ment apportionment of fuel and some
few were already in that class. The
reserve awheel in command of the
Government, however, was fairly large,

as the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
alone had reported having a total of

some 19 UOO cars of soft coal on its

lines, or' about 950,000 tons, while the
Western Maryland & Pennsylvania to-

gether probably had nearly that
amount. Standing at Cumberland were
2 000 cars of coal consigned to Balti-

more and at Brunswick there were
1 400 much of which, however, would
have been distributed elsewhere in view
of the fact that more than 5,500 cars

of coal were standing at the tide

water terminals here, including Citrtis

Bay Canton and Locust Point. \\ hile

the rescinding strike order came it.

mid-week the miners in Maryland.
District 16, decided to discuss the af-

fair on Thursday, and there was at once
raised the prospect that little hope of

a general resumption could be enter-

tained before the following Monday.
The coal trade here, faced with the

fact that October say a total loading on
exoort account of 460.056 tons of cargo
coal and 75.662 tons additional of bunk-
er coal for these ships, ,or a gra.nd

total of 535.71S tons, an immense line

of waiting foreign orders, more than
thirtv coal ships in port or coming

on foreign account, is preparing in the

present lull for a very busy period wlttj

the -removal of the ban on export coal

loading To get in on this business

in the near future the Western Mary-
land Railwav has given a contract to

the McLean Construction Co.. for a
new wooden pier, to cost about ?900.-

000 to replace the one destroyed at Port
Covington here about two months ago.

Anthracite—The hard coal dealers

of Baltimore are feeling the pinch oi

light shipment to this territory in many
cases The majority have filled all

except their actual fall orders, al-

though there are a few still behind
on summer business, but the usual

late line is developing and there is

not enough coal to meet it. The small

yard reserves are being allotted In rnost

cases to persons with no coal in their

cellars The light run here is attribut-

ed to the fact that the government
ru«hed all av.iilable empties Into the

soft coal region in order to be pre-

pared for a record movement as soon as

the strike was declared off.

Lake Markets

ri.F.VKI,.*M>.

Receipts of Mtumlnous coal ranse
from 7'> to 300 carloads a day. com-
pared -iilth around 2000 cars a day In

iioriiinl HniCN. Pocahontas and an-
thracite rcceli.ts have Improved some-
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VThat. The lake trade recovery U
scarcely uoticeabie

Bituiuinons—Railroad sidings to the
soutli of Cleveland are jammed with
loaded cars of bituminous coal, accord-
ing to reports, but receipts in Cleve-
land proper are no higher than a
seventh of normal. Some days as high
as 300 cars filter through the commit-
tee that is distributing coal in this
district. Other days as few as 75 cars
are reported coming through. No
actual suffering has yet been reported,
nor have any industries been compelled
to shut down. Many are close to the
deadline, however. Retailers are ra-
tioning domestic consumers, paring the
few orders thev will take down to one
ton. Few complaints of the restora-
tion of government prices are heard,
inasmuch as $2.35 for mine run and
slack and $2.60 for prepared sizes for
No. 8 coal were not far from the pre-
vailing quotation prior to Nov. 1. The
local committee appears to be function-
ing well, and the bituminous situation
is all that can be asked, considering
conditions. Another week will see the
No. 8 field operating at better than 50

per cent, it is felt, and the trade will

be able to crawl along until a final

settlement.
Pucalionta.-) and anthracite—Receipts

of these grades are approximately nor-
mal, especially of anthracite. With
bituminous coal almost impossible to

get, domestic consumers turned to the
more expensive grades. So far prices
have not been boosted, with the ex-
ception of Pocahontas mine run, which
some dealers have advanced 25 cents.
Dealers have pushed coke into the
breach, and sales have tripled almost
over night. Eleven dollars is asked for
coke by most dealers.
Lake trade—Both weather and ship-

ments to Lake Erie ports are con-
spiring to cut deeply into the lake
trade. Last week the dock only loaded
161,380 tons of cargo bituminous and
14,8888 tons of vessel fuel or about 11
per cent of normal for this time of tht
season. In no day recently have the
docks dumped over 9011 cars. Rough
•weather at the head of the Great Lakes
has delayed the carriers considerably.
Present shipnuiils are the smallest of
the season, ami the outlook for Im-
provement is had.-

Prices of coal per net ton delivered
in Cleveland:

Anthracit.—Egg, $11.75 to $11.90;
Chestnut, $12.00 to $12.2": Grate. $11.75
to $11.90; Stove. $11 !)ii to $12 10.

Porahonta.<— Forl<ed lump, $10.00 to
$10.50: .shovMled lump, $1U.0U; Mine-run,
$7.90 to $x.25.

Domt-slli: bitiiminoii.s—West Virginia
splint, $9.1111: .Vo. s Pittsburgh, $6.Cii to
$6.90; M:issillon lump, $x.25 to $S.5ii;

Cannel lump, $10,511; Coshocton lump
$7.50.
Steam coal— No. B .slack, $5.25 to

$5.50; No. 8 slrick, $5.10 t'> $5.50;
Youghloghenv slack. $5.25 to $5.50; No.
8 %-ln., $6.00 to $6.25; No. 6 mine-run,
$5.25 to $5.50; No, 8 mine-run, $5.75
to $5.90.
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receipts ot anthracite will be increased

after the end of navigation on the

lakes They argue that the demand
from eastern markets is likely to ab-

sorb whatever additional supply may
be made available.

.

Lake trade—Lake freighters are

again assured of coal for bunker use

and coal is being released also for

loading for delivery at points on the

upper lakes where present supplies

are held to be inadequate to meet win-
ter requirements. Bunker coal is being
released also to Canadian freighters,

which for a time were cut off from fuel.

The purpose is to facilitate movement
of grain down the lakes.

COHJMBUS.
Wliilc tlie strike order has been onn-

celled liv the oHlcials of the Miners'
Union, very tew miners have returned
to work in Ohio. Some few mines have
o|>ened but they are generally small

aud production is still almost nil. It Is

donblfnl if there will be much pro-

duction before the settlement of the
wage scale, or nutil some definite

move i.s made by the international

oilicials. , , .

There is still a strong demand for

coal, both domestic and steam grades
in Ohio as production with the can-

celling of the strike order has not yet

been resumed. The federal authori-

ties still retain control of the distrib-

ution of coal and every-one who is

in dire need is being supplied. The
first attention of the local distributor

B F. Nigh was to relieve retailers,

hospitals and other public institutions

Quite a few applications for coal to

take care of such cases were receiveo
and after investigation orders were
given' to move coal promptly. A large
amount of coal is still being held on
the tracks in the Columbus area. Re-
tail stocks are getting low and most
ot the dealers have to depend on the
fuel distributing machinery for their

supply. It has been the rule to deliver

smaller lots to customers in order that
all can be served. Retail prices are

firm at the levels which prevailed, al-

though some reductions are reported
where the coal sold was purchased at

the government prices. Pocahontas is

quite scarce and the same is true of

West Virginia splints.
Steam trade is also firm and stean.

orders are buying all available stocks.

But in most instances the larger con-
sumers had accumulated reserves
which are carrying them through the
emergency. Railroads are confiscating

a considerable tonnage but not as much
as was e.Kpected. In fact every one is

going slow in making requisitions.

Steam prices remain firm at former
levels and no Especial reduction has
been made. Hocking mine-run is sell-

ing at $5.25 to $5.50 delivered, while
West Virginia mine-run is selling
around $7.50 delivered.
Some tonnage is going to the lak..:s

but not sufficient to make any records.
There is still a shortage ot fuel in the
Northwest and the lake trade will
probably run on until the closing of

.navigation. But the large majority of
contracts have been filled.

Miners in all Ohio producing fields

are slow in returning to work, follow-
ing the cancellation ot the strike or-
der. It is called to attention that the
cancellation of the strike order did not
command miners to return and it is

believed it will require some time be-
fore production is being done on a
fair scale. Many of the miners are
waiting to see the results of the 'Wash-
ington wage conference before return-
ing to work.

I'lTTSDUnGH,

,v miners return to work
CnnI consiimors feel little
Price reKUlntlon*.

Few miners returned to work in the
Pittsburgh district immediately on the
calling off of the strike, pursuant to
the injunction of the Federal Court, but
the expectation is that beginning
Monday, Nov. 17. there will be a fairly
general return. Some ot the small
union mines are working fairly well,
a few of those have not stopped work
at .all. The non-union districts are all
working and some are producing prac-
tically record tonnages.
The Railroad Administration has re-

leased to original consignees little of
the coal it has been holding, much of
this being on railroad company sid-
ings adjacent to points of delivery.
The steel industry is no longer seri-
ously concerned over the coal strike as
it had fair stocks for a short cessa-
tion in production and it is expected
that the consigned coal held "will be
released shortly.
The Pittsburgh Coal Producers' As-

sociation has been notified by J. D. A.
Morrow, ot the Fuel Administration, ot
certain modification in the price order
originally issued. Coal shipped on or
before Oct. 29 is to be billed at con-
tract or invoice price and it diverted
the producer can add 15c to cover cost
ot rebilling, hailing, etc., while all
coal shipped Nov. 13 and later on a
contract made prior to Oct. 30 is to be
billed at original price, no rebilling
charge being allowed. All coal shipped
after Nov. 13, not on contract, is sub-
ject to Government price, and to re-
billing charge of 15c it deverted. Thus
the Pittsburgh district market is

quotable at $2.35 and $2.50 tor mine-
run and 25c higher tor screened, per
net ton at mine.

COXJUEIyLSVlLLE

Coke operators very firm on prices.
Iiiercased costs expci'ted, Larfi^c in-
crease in coke production in first week
of coal strike.
Coke operators interpreted the call-

ing oft ot the coal strike as being tav
orable to the maintenance of coke
prices, on the ground that the ending
ot the coal strike would stimulate the
iron and steel industry and help to get
its strike out of the way. Operators
express the opinion that a wage ad-
vance of considerable proportions will
eventually be given the union coal
miners and that tlie Connellsville re-
gion, although non-union, will follow
witli a proportionate advance. A con-
siderable increase in the cost ot mak-
ing coke therefore, is taken into ac-
count in connection with negotiations
for coke to be delivered in 1920. A
prominent producer ot foundry coke
mpde a number of contracts with
regular customers for the first half
of 1920, on the basis ot $7.00 tor
foundry coke, plus an extra dependent
upon any wage advances that may come
to prevail, then withdrawing from th*
market.

In the case of furnace coke it is re-
ported that one or two operators have
been ready to close at $5.50 for the
halt year, without any allowance in
addition for wage advance, but opera-
tor.? in general are indisposed to nego-
tiate until the wage matter is settlea
Operators are again talking of sliding
scale contracts, even though the con-
tracts made on that basis for the pres-
ent half year did not justify their ex-
pectations, since for four months pig
iron did not advance.
The prompt market is quotable a*,

about $6 for furnace coke and $7@7.50
for foundry coke, per net ton at oven.v.
The "Courier" reports production in

the Connellsville and Lower Connells-
ville region in the week ended ISTov. S

at 248,676 tons, an increase ot 46,175
toii.«.

Middle West

MIllWEST REVIEW.

N'e great results, as yet, have been
derived from Mr. Lewis' withdrawal of
the strike order. Far from rushing
back to work and a place on the pay-
roll, the mine workers are living on
their accrued incomes, and with their
families, friends and automobiles, are
enjoying the beautiful Indian Summer
weather. This may sound like irony,
sarcasm, or an attempt ivt humor, but
a,s a matter of tact, it is the absolute
truth. One of our. friends chanced to
be in an Illinois mining town about a
month ago, and he counted over 70
automobiles parked in the vicinity of
one coal tliiple. It certainly Is a great
thing tor the miners to own automo-
biles, and we have nothing against
this, but unfortunately it weakens

their ery of povery. The public will-
always listen to a plea for bread or a.

like necessity, but not much sympathy
can be e.xpected for strikers desiring
more money for gasoline or silk shirts.

While the strike, as a matter of fact,
has been called oft. the .-situation has
not changed a particle, as to date no
operator has been able lo report that
his men are back at work. Some mine
owners are predicting that the mines
will remain practically idle until
around the first ot December, basing
their prophecy on the fact that prac-
tically all the miners in Illinois and
Indiana have a big pay coming to them
on November 15. It is said that this
pay, in a general wa.v, will prove thi
biggest tor the fiscal year. This will
give tlie mine workers considerable
cash in hand, and no doubt will puv
them all in an independent mood.
No reports, so tar, have come in,

telling of hardships incurred through
a coal shortage. Toda.v, the temporary
machinery of the Fuel Administration,
combined with the Railway Adminis-
tration has proved able to handle the
situation well. Iowa appears to be
the state with the smallest supply,
while both Indiana and Illinois have
ample. This applies both to retail
yards and steam plants. If the men
go back to work promptly, it is be-
lieved that enough coal can be pro-
duced to keep, plants running and
tiomes warm.

CHIC.VGO REVIEW.

There is practically no activity in
the coal market here, e.\cept on the
part of the retail dealers who are do-
ing a rushing business, one and all.
These gentlemen evidently have an
abounding faith in the future, as they
are all reducing their stocks very
rapidly. Every now and then the local
representative ot the Fuel Adminis-
tration releases some coal to the retail
trade, but not enough to make up for
the large tonnage delivered to the
householders almost daily.
The operators are doing nothing, and

the jobbers find themselves almost in
the same fix, except that some are sell-
ing coke, whole others are distribut-
ing a small tonnage of coal from.
wagon mines, and from the anthracite
regions. No great activities can be
looked tor in the wholesale trade un-
til the miners resume work.

MILWAUKEE.

Coal market normal, despite the gen-
eral dlsturbiiucc. Good stocks on hand*
but chestnut and stove anthracite arc
scarce. Prices nnchans^cd.

The coal market at Milwaukee is

normal, notwithstanding the disturbing
element which beset the trade at
large. There has never been any tear
ot a shortage in case of a strike, be-
cause consumers are fairl.v well sup-
plied and the docks are piled high
with bituminous coal. Only a pro-
longed and unusually cold winter
would exhaust stoclvs in the yards.
Some small dealers have suffered in-
convenience because^ rail shipments of
Pocohontas coal have been taken oVer
by the coal administration, and ship-
ments of steam coal to the interior
have been held up by the temporary
embargo on the movement ot bitumin-
ous coal, but the situation is viewed
with complacency by coal men as a
rule. There is a scarcity ot chestnut
.and stove anthracite, which ' makes it

hard for dealers to meet the wants of
consumers with magazine heaters,
otherwise deliveries are being freely
made. Wintry weather has stimulated
business. Receipts by lake are the
slowest ot the season, averaging oni>
cargo a day thus far in Novembe:
Receipts for the season thus tar total
794,264 tons ot anthracite and 2.792,-
895 tons ot soft coal, a gain of 146,316
tons of the former and a tailing off
of 395,469 tons ot the latter compared
with the record of the same period
last year. •

"Coal fires are still burning in the
yards ot the Central Coal Co., Kana-
wha Fuel Co. and Milwaukee Western
Fuel Co. Thousands ot tons of soft
coal are being consumed or converte^J
into coke. The Pugh yard at Racine.
Wis., is also burning.
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Section 59

"I Know My Boilers Are Safe—
I can test this valve right in service"

Yes, sir—certainty that my boilers are being protected against the sudden
reversal of steam flow is always at hand.

All my boiler connections between the nozzle and the header are equipped
with

Golden-Anderson
Patented Automatic Double-Cushioned
Triple Acting and Non-Return Valves

They are the only valves that can be prevent steam from entrriiig a cold
tested in service from the boiler room boiler in which the enginem may be at
floor. Opening a small hand valve will work.
give com.plete assurance that the big
valves are faithfully on guard against
disaster.

2. They automatically cut out a dam-
aged boiler and prevent the back
pour of steam from the other boil-
ers through the rupture. That
means no shutdown.

3. They automatically equalize the pres-
sure between all boilers and ])ositively

Alsi made in the triple actinii style tha
automatic closure of the valves on eve

The double Corliss Dash Pot gives ab-
solute relief from pounding, sticking
and chattering. It protects the valve
and you.

The valves ca
distant point

When fitted with our
latch thev may also bt
like an ordinary stop

rorks **both ways" c

boiler in case a stea

losed instantly from
steam or electricity.

mir patented safety
oi)ened by hand

pipe lets go

1 700 used by U. S. Steel Corporation
after making thorough tests of all well-known makes

"Life and Property InsuranceValves"

"No shut-down when a tube bursts"

Golden-Anderson Pat.

Automatic Cushioned Controlling

Float Valves

1. They carry a coustant water level in feed
water heaters by jjerfectly controlling the
flow of make-up water.

2. Operated by protected enclosed copper
float.

3. Cushioned by both air and water.

4. Operate without hammering, sticking or
chattering. No metal to-milal s,-kU.

5. Made angle m
or straight-
way. _

Golden-

Anderson
AUTOMATIC
CUSHIONED
STEAM

PRESSUKE
REDUCE
VALVES

FEATURES
. Automatic ally
maintains a con-
stant redu cod
steam pressure no
matter how much
the boiler pres
sure may vary.

Perfectly cushioned and guided. Abso-
lutely no pounding, fluctuating or im-
proper seating.

Entirely self-contained. No auxiliary

valve or small passages to give trouble.

The patent safety piston makes it im-

possible for boiler pressure to reach the

low pressure side.

No attention necessary after first ad-

justment.

Double extra heavy and practically

fool-proof.

Golden-
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ST. LOUIS.

K-iilroad Adininistration dUtribntlns
wliat colli is avullable locally. Present

.uiiply fairly sood lu city while coun-

try districts are sull'crlng.

The local situation is fairly ?ood,

everything considered. No restrictions

have" been put on in regard to the con-

servation of fuel, although they art

supposed to exist in a limited way.

The Regional Fuel Committee have
now the assistance of a few practical

coal men and things are working out

fairly well.
, ,.

In the country districts, however. It

is different People who need coal can

go up and get it as a rule, but the

steam users and the dealer m the

country districts who is unable to get

to St Louis and who has no informa-
tion as to how to get coal is without

It and from many places throughout
the southwest, reports come in th.at

electric light plants and other users

are down because of no fuel.

In many places the retail trade in

the country had not coal for the past

couple of weeks. These communities
have to use wood when they can get it

or go without fuel.

The railroads have been very liberal

locally with coal as far as steam plants

are concerned and have shown a bettei

disposition than was expected. It it

a known fact that several railroads are

hard up for coal at this time, but
nevertheless they have as yet not re-

fused any request for coal here..

The car supply at the mines will bt

one hundred per cent for perhaps a

week or ten days when they resume.
The only thing that worries the opera-
tors now is when the miners will go
back to work, and whether the rail-

roads will be able to handle the coal

when it is produced.
Storage supplies are getting low In

St Louis, and the first week will likely

find the railroads and steam plants

taking most of the coal.

The feeling here is that there will

be very little doing in the Standard
and Mount Olive districts until the
miners know exactly what they are
going to get. They say they are not
going back to work until the wage
scale is settled. The first to go back
in Illinois mav be those in the Wil-
liamson and Franklin County fields,

the miners there being more conserva-
tive, and the last to go back will be
those in the fifth, ninth and Spring-
field districts in Illinois. If they con-
tinue to stay out another week or ten

days, all the available coal in this

section in cars will have been used.

LOUISVILLE.

Miners reported eoini; eack to work
In nil fields. Cold ncntlier not creat-
ine nnicli doinCMtlc demand. Railroads
till lioldinc coal couxicned to Indus-
Iplnl consumers and retailers. Market
e.ipceted to slo-nly gret back Into a
normal stride.

Leading operators report that things
ire working back toward normal, and
that the loss of eleven days work In
the mines will not be seriously missed
Inasmuch as the country was fairly
well stocked on all grades of coal.

However, in Southeastern Kentucky
and the Southern Appalachian districts
miners didn't go haclt to work the day
following the calling off of the strike.
In some cases official notice had been
delayed. Many of the miners were
dissatisfied, and in some sections 't

Is believed they will hardly report un-
til Monday. Northeastern Kentucky
reports that mines are filling up fast
and that operations will soon be on a
normal basis. In Western Kentucky
men were eager to get back to work,
and mines are producing well.
However, It Is held tha In some sec-

tions miners are dissatisfied, and will
not "work with much energy, with the
result that production will be lower
and more costly for the operator.
During the last few days of the

strike production on the L. & N., lines
In Kentucky was equal to about BO pel
cent normal operation, due to heavy
tonnage movement from Western Ken-
tucky, whore forty-seven union mines
were working; and from the Hazard
field where operations were nearly
normal, while from Harlan districts

fair tonnage was moved as a result of
the monster plant of the U. S. Coal and
Coke Co.. running at capacity, as well
as the plant of the Wisconsin Steel Co.
River shipments as a whole are very

light, althougli there is a big river at
the present time and boats would have
no trouble In getting through.
Much coal is still held by the rail-

roads to the detriment of retail busi-
ness, as many retailers have con-
signed coal in the yards and can't get
it. The same thing applies to a number
of industrial consumers, and many
towns out in the! state are complaining
of the shortage.

Nov. 13, with a drop to 23 degrees,
registered the coldest weather of the
season, and since 1873. However, it

failed to produce much retail demand
as consumers are well stocked.

Producers openly state that they
would rather see miners get a slight
increase and get the trouble over with,
than have it dangling for months.
Signing of the peace treaty would prob-
ably be the signal for another strike,
and while It is not felt that miners
are entitled to more money until the
old agreement runs out, it is felt that
peace must be secured.
Just how soon price regulation will

be withdrawn is a qeustion. but it is
ger.erally understood in the trade that
Garfield's work is completed with the
calling off of the strike, and that
things will go on much as they did
before the trouble started.

BIKMI^'GHAM. ALA.

Mine workers returning to their
labors rapidly and coal production is

now around 75 per cent normal. Steam
demand is not urgeut. neither are In-
quiries for domestic sizes.

Mine labor throughout the Alabama
field, with the exception of those for-
merly employed in the Cahaba col-
lieries, are reporting for work at the
mines and are being taken on as
rapidly as practicable at the plants
wlilch have been idle or partially so
during the strike. It is reported that
few of the men have reported for work
in the Cahaba field, wliere the largest
tonnage of domestic coal is mined, but
they are expected to return the first
of the week, and within a fe^w day.s
thereafter normal output will be ob-
tained in this section of the field.
Notwithstanding tre fact that coal

production was reduced to probably
25 per cent of the normal output during
the first few days of labor trouble and
was gradually brought up to 60 to
70 per cent normal at the time the
strike call was rescinded, there has
been no shoratge of consequence suf-
fered by eitiier the steam or domestic
consuming public, and few complaints
were registered on account of scarcity
of fuel dring the strike period. At
present there is only a moderate de-
mand for steam fuel, but with con-
tract deliveries behind there will be
little surplus coal available for sev-
eral weeks. Steam and domestic
prices are as follows per net ton mines
as per Government schedule now In
force:

R/M Slack Lump
Big Seam $2.45 $2.40 $2.75
Cahaba, Black Creek. 3.45 3.10 3.75
Pratt and Corona ... 2.85 2.45 3.05
Montevallo 4.10 3.60 4.35
Climax 4.60 2.50 4.85

The railroads are now forwarding
to destination as rapidly as possible
the large tonnage of fuel which they
have been holding in yards and sidings
since the beginning of the strike, and
while the car supply la now plentiful
a shortage may develop pending the
return to the mines of the loaded
equipment, much of which was diverted
from other transportation channels
and may not be returned to the coal
fields.

Foreign Markets

No shipments of bituminous coal
have lately been received from the
mines, all consignments having been
held up at the border by the American
Government, Some soft coal is being
brought In from war stock piles at
outside points of the province, which
i." selling wholesale at $9.60 per ton
oil cars at Toronto. The shortage has
not so far been seriously felt or re-
sulted in anything like a panic, the-
principal danger being the near ex-
haustion of supplies for the Gas Com
pany which is a very large consumer.
Supplies of anthracite are light but
about equal to the present demand,
most consumers having laid in their
winter stocks.

Retail quotations for short tons are
as follows:
Anthracite, egg, stove, nut and
grate 12. 5»

Pea 11.00
Bituminous steam 8.75
Slack 7.75
Domestic lump 10 00
Cannel 11.50

Recent Coal Patents

TOItONTO, CANADA.

IIKuralnons shlpmcnlN held up at
the border. ^Var stock piles l>einar
drawn upon. .Storaffe not Kcrloiisly
felt an yet. Anthracite supply about
equal to denuind.

Aatomatlc stoker. H. G. Lee, Tacoma,
Wash. 1,311,524. July 29. 1919. Filed May
14, 1917. Serial No. 168,335.
Mining car. C. H. Lubken, Westmont

Borough, Penn. 1,311.659. July 29. 1919.
Filed June 17, 1918. Serial No. 240,312.

Coal drill. C. F. Helflinger, Durham.
Wash, 1.311.396. July 29, 1919. Filed
Nov. 7, 1917. Serial No. 200,669.
Mechanical stoker. J. Van Brunt, as-

signor to Combustion Engineering Cor-
poration, New York, N. Y. 1,309,344, July
8, 1919. Filed May 21, 1918. Serial No.
235,797.

Aatomatin stoker. E. J. Hart, Philadel-
phia, Penn. 1,312,397. August 5. 1919.
Filed May 26, 1917. Serial No. 171,087.
Mlnlns bit. I. Hubbell, Peoria, ni.

1,312,732. Aug. 12, 1918. Filed Nov. 26..
1917. Serial No. 204,011.

Safety cartridge for mining purpones. E.
Lemalre. Mons. Bel. 1,310.616, July 22,
1919. Filed Dec. 26. 1916. Serial No.
129,066.

Sline door operating meann. J. J. Body„
L. Long and M. L. Johnson, of Dante, 'Va.,
C. F. Kilgore and A. Blevins, of Coebum,
Va. 1.311,488. July 29, 1919. Filed Jan.
16, 1919. Serial No, 271.452,

Method of treatine mine water. E. C.
Auld and J. R Campbell, Scottdale. Penn.
1,310,382, July 15. 1919. Filed May 8..

1916. Serial No. 96.232.

Briqneting fine dnst. F. A. Vogel. as-
signor to General Briqueting Co., New-
York. N. T. 1,312,218. Aug 5. 1919. Filed
Oct. 26, 1918. Serial No. 259,806.

Mining machine. C. B. Ofiicer. assignor
to Sullivan Machinery Co.. Claremont. N.
H. 1.313.869. Aug. 19. 1919. Filed Dec.,
B, 1917, Serial No. 205.649.

Apparatns for the diBtillatlon of coal. A.
PInet and A. Debout. Paris. France. 1,312,-
S52, AuETUst 5, 1919. Filed July 17, 1916.
Serial No. 40 525.

Mining machine. M. P. Holmes assignor
to Sullivan Machinery Co.. Claremont. N.
H. 1,303,797. Mav 13, 1919. Filed April
22. 1914. Serial No. 833,782.

Apparatns for loading coal. E. C. Mor-
(ran. Chicago. III.. 1,304.084. May 20. 1919-
Flled Sept. 3. 1914, Serial No. 859.976.

Releasing wrench for coal cars. H. M.
Pfister. BInchamton. N. Y.. 1.304.090. May
20, 1919. Filed Oct. 23. 1914. Serial No.
868.244.

Process of briqueting. F. A. Jordan as-
Blgnor to Moose Mountain, Ltd., Sellwood.
Can., 1,304,186. May 20, 1919. Filed May
29, 1916. Serial No. 31,117.

Apparatns for mining. E. C. Mui^^n.
Chicago. III., 1.304.352. May 20, 1919.
Filed July 5, 1913. Serial No. 777,435.

Coal loading machine. H. T. Franklin,
Paumont, W. Va.. 1,304,869. Mav 27, 1919.
Filed Nov. 26, 1918. Serial No. 264,194,

Dump car. H. S. Hart. Chicago, 111..

1.304,969. May 27, 1919. Filed Oct. 21.
1918. Serial No. 258.989.

Mine drill. F. Kalata, Springfield, 111..

1.30.';, 21 9. May 27, 1919. Filed Jan. 24,
1919. Serial No. 272,849.

Mine skip. D. F, Lepley, Connellsvllle,
Penn., 1,304,784. May 27, 1919. Filed Jan.
17. 1919. Serial No. 271,661.
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What the Coal Strike is About
By R. Dawson Hau:.

{Written as of Dec. 1.

HAT is the coal strike about? The
kindest, perhaps the truest, explanation

of the great strike may be embodied in

the words that it is a protest against the

irregular working of the high-cost mines that are

producing low-grade coal and an aspiration that

these mines may be enabled to work steadily, or at

least more steadily, than before and if not that

they will pay the men more than under the old

scale.

For many of the men the strike appears likely

to be wholly a failure. One is sorry to admit that

for these, the more unfortunate mine workers, it

is so entirely lost. The mine workers in the in-

efficient low-grade mines are worse off than if it

had not occurred. The new scale and it seems
that it is accompanied by price regulation, wUl
make matters worse instead of better. The
future is darker than the past, if the operators

are to bear any part, or all of the burden of the

wage increase.

Price regulation will prevent the high-cost

low-grade mine from working at all as soon as the

press for tonnage is at an end. The miners where
the demand for a repudiation of the contract on
Nov. 1 arose will shut down tight as soon as the

needs of the public are in any degree satisfied.

For the prices of the low-cost high-grade coal will

be kept low by regulation, and the public will

satisfy its needs from the mines that produce it

and work in the other mines will be impossible.

True, tliese mines can ask the high prices

granted during the war, but they can only work so

long as the shortage exists, for none can be com-
pelled to pay the high price conceded to these op-

erators. As soon as the shortage is assuaged they

must close down. Dr. Garlicld has explained that

what he is doing is bringing his "bulk lines"

nearer the cost of pi'oduction and so putting mines

out of operation. The new adjustment will close

ill-equipped high-cost mines in greater numbers

than before.

Instead of mines capable of six hundred mil-

lion tons being allowed to work, only suihcient

mines to produce five hundred million are to be

permitted to operate. In fact more will close than

Dr. Garfield imagines, for the bulk lines during

the war were based on steady work and on the

patriotic endeavor of the workingmen.

Those bullc lines will now be below the pro-

ducing cost of more mines by reason of the 14 per

cent Avage increases and below still more, by rea-

son of the unsteady work and low productive ef-

fort of the workmen now obtaining. Thus they

will rule out more mines than Dr. Garfield im-

agines.

The strike falls more heavily on the malcon-

tents than it does on those who were only led to

complain by the example of those who were dis-

contented. The action of John L. Lewis and Wil-

liam G. McAdoo in protesting against the opera-

tors earnings has been distinctly unfortunate, for

it has sounded the death-knell for tlie pick miner

and the nmle driver in the small mine, the men

who, being most in trouble, vociferated most

loudly and most naturally for relief.

The cause is lost at least by those with whom
we have most sympathy. Had the mine workers

not tried to put the burden on the operator, a

degree of victory—a real 20 or 25 per cent better-

ment—nnght have been won for all the mine

workers in fortunate and unfortunate mines alike.

The inefficient mine is doomed. The public

will see its end without regret, but its closing will

mean no little hardship to those who through

years of hope against hope have cast their

fortunes on its success. They have gambled with

the progressive spirit of the present—and lost.

How long will it take them to learn that the effort

was ill spent?
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FIG. 1. POWER HOUSE AND TIPPLE AT THE SUPERIOR NO. 4 OPERATION

Engineering Features of Modern Large Coal

Mines in Illinois and Indiana*—

I

By C. a. HERBERTt AND C. M. YOUNGt
Vincennes, Ind. Urbana, 111,

WITHIN the past few
years, considerable de-

velopment has been

made in the coal-mining indus-

try in Illinois and Indiana and
it is the purpose of the
authors to record its most im-

portant phases. Perhaps the

two most striking features are

the entry into the producing
fields of certain large consum-
ers of coal and the magnitude of some of the new opera-

tions. Mines are now being equipped by the Chicago &
Northwestern R.R., the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

R.R., the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana and the Union
Electric Light and Power Co., of St. Louis. Besides

these the U. S. Steel Corporation has increased its coal-

mining activities by commencing operations on its large

holdings northeast of Benton, Franklin County, Illinois.

Until recent years the supply of commercial coal has
commonly been adequate and prices have generally been
favorable, especially to large consumers, as the mag-
nitude of their purchases enabled them to obtain satis-

factory quotations from producers. In fact, many large

consumers of coal have believed that they could buy
their fuel more satisfactorily in the open market than
they could produce it themselves. The entry of the

•Part of a piiper presented before the Chicago meeting of the
American Institute of Mining Engineers, September, 1919.

tMinIng engineer, U. S. Bureau of Mines.
jProfessor of Mining Engineering, University of Kansas.

The concrete tipple of the Kathleen mine is

an innovation in the southern Illinois field.

The preparation plants of the various
mines here described vary widely in detail,

yet all embody simple apparatus of proved
utility. The housing of employees has
received careful attention in at least one
instance.

United States into the war waa
accompanied by various disar-

rangements of industrial con-

ditions, and a demand for coal

in excess of the supply seemed

likely to be experienced for an

indefinite period. Under these

circumstances it seemed that

the greatest assurance of a

supply of fuel was its produc-

tion by the operation of mines.

In the case of the Chicago & Northwestern R.R. and the

U. S. Steel Corporation, the production of coal has

been carried on for many years with satisfactory re-

sults, but the Chicago Burlington & Quincy R.R., the

Union Electric Light and Power Co. and the Standard
Oil Co. of Indiana had not been producers of coal, at

least in this district.

Apparently the most impressive feature of the new-
est mines is their capacity, for in some cases it is

planned that production shall be in the neighborhood of

1000 tons per hour. There are mines now in this field

having nearly that output, but these were not planned
for such a production; in fact, when the shafts were
sunk and the machinery installed it was generally

supposed that the daily outputs would be only in the

neighborhood of 4000 to 5000 tons. Incidentally, there

has risen an interesting rivarly among some of the

mines of large output. For a few years, the record for

a day's output from a shaft mine in the bituminous
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coal districts of the United States, and probably in the

world, was held alternately by the No. 3 mine of the

Superior Coal Co., at Gillespie, and the No. 1 mine of

the New Staunton Coal Co., at Livingston. Subse-

quently the contest passed to the south and the record

was held alternately by the Orient mine of the Chicago,

Wilmington & Franklin Coal Co., at Orient, 111., and the

No. 1 mine of the American Coal Mining Co., at Bick-

nell, Ind. While the output of the latter mine is gen-

erally above 5000 tons per day, the record for a day's

output is now held by the former mine, at which there

was hoisted, on Mar. 6, 1919, 6776.75 tons in 1501

hoists.

No attempt has been made to chronicle any but the

most important phases of recent events. Many new
mines have been sunk and equipped in the past few
years but these have not been discussed unless some
new features of engineering practice were involved.

For the purposes of this article six mines have been

selected as exhibiting the most striking recent develop-

ments. These are the No. 2 mine of the Standard Oil

Co., the No. 4 mine of the Superior Coal Co., the Kath-
leen mine of the Union Colliery Co., the No. 2 mine
of the Bell & Zollar Mining Co., the Valier mine of the

Valier Coal Co., and the No. 2 mine of the American
Coal Mining Co. These mines are located as follows:

Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, Mine No. 2, at Schoper, 8

miles northeast of Carlinville, Macoupin County, Illinois;

Superior No. 4, 7 miles southwest of Gillespie, Macoupin
County, Illinois; Kathleen mine of the Union Colliery

Co., 5 miles south of DuQuoin, Perry County, Illinois;

Bell & Zoller No. 2, 1§ miles southwest of Zeigler,

Franklin County, Illinois; Valier mine of the Valier

Coal Co., 3 miles north of Christopher, Franklin County,
Illinois; No. 2 mine of the American Coal Mining Co.,

about 24 miles southeast of Bicknell, Indiana.

These mines are the properties of companies unre-

lated to each other. In each case the plans have been
made by engineers of experience in coal mining and of

perfect familiarity with the conauions to be met. These
mines, therefore, embody the best knowledge and ex-

perience obtainable and represent the highest type of

coal-mine engineering in tne aistrict at the present

time.

The Standard Oil Co. of Indiana is a new operator.

To provide fuel for its refineries at Wood River, Kan-
sas City and Whiting, which together consume about
7000 tons of coal every day of the year, the company
purchased the old mine of the Carlinville Coal Co., at

Carlinville, with about 2300 acres of coal lands, and
also about 22,000 acres of undeveloped coal lands lying

to the north and east of Carlinville.

The Superior Coal Co. is a subsidiary company of

the Chicago & Northwestern R.R. It first entered the

Illinois coal fields about 14 years ago and already had
three mines in operation near Gillespie, the combined
output being about 12,000 tons a day. The coal rights

of the company include nearly 45,000 acres in the Gil-

lespie field.

The Union Colliery Co. is a subsidiary of the Union
Electric Light and Power Co., of St. Louis, which in

turn is a subsidiary of the North American Co. The
latter company is already interested in coal mining in

Ohio and Kentucky. Coal from the Kathleen mine will

be supplied to power plants in St. Louis and Milwaukee
and to the open market.

The Bell & Zoller Mining Co. is a producer and mar-
keter of coal for steam and domestic use. The company

has mines at Centralia and Zeigler, the latter mine be-
ing the largest and best known.
The Valier Coal Co. is a subsidiary of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy R.R., and its coal will go entirely

to that consumer.

The American Coal Mining Co. of Indiana is. like the
Bell & Zoller Mining Co., a producer and marketer of

coal for steam and domestic use. It already owns and
operates its No. 1 mine, which is one of the most pro-

ductive operations in the bituminous-coal fields of the
country.

In the case of each of the Illinois mines under con-

sideration, the coal developed is the well-known No. 6
bed, which is the principal measure worked south of
Springfield. The characteristics of this coal are not the
same at all of the mines considered.

The two mines lying farthest north. Standard Oil No.
2 and Superior No. 4, are in coal that, at the former,

TABLE I.
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and about one-third from the east side where the aver-

age depth is about 250 ft. With such a topography of

the coal bed, the location of the shaft required thorough

consideration. Since the coal east of the steepest part

of the fold continues to dip slightly to the east, the only

position of the shaft that would have allowed a general

down-grade from west to east would have been on or

near the east boundary of the plot. This, however,

would have required the development of a one-sided

mine and the surface conditions would have been un-

favorable.

Study of conditions led to the location of the shaft as

far down the slope of the monocline as the surface

would permit. Development of the underground work-
ing has shown that the bottom of the monocline was not

reached but that the steep grade, approximately 5 deg.,

extends for a short distance to the east of the shaft.

The larger part of the coal will travel dowm-grade but
some will have to be hauled up an adverse inclination.

The grade on this monocline has been found to average
from 5.2 to 5.3 per cent, but is not constant, appearing
rather as a series of steps in which flatter and steeper

parts alternate.

Car Movement Under Mechanical Control

It will be necessary to use mechanical means to con-

trol the movement of the cars approaching the shaft

when uncoupled from the locomotive. The average

thickness of all sections of the coal thus far made at

the Kathleen mine is 8 ft. 3* in., the thickest coal be-

ing on the eastern side of the monocline. It is not ex-

pected that much water will be encountered as the other

mines in the vicinity have no trouble from this cause

unless the roof is broken by the removal of coal. Little

difficulty from gas has been experienced in the neigh-

boring mines.

In the case of the Bell & Zoller mine No. 2, the No.

6 coal is reached a little south of the famous Zeigler

mine, which was the first opened in Franklin County
and the one in which the thickest coal is found. It is

now thought that the coal in the No. 2 mine will not

have as great an average thickness as that at Zeigler,

where it is close to 11 ft. and where as much as 15

ft. is found in places and the average thickness taken

out is about 8i ft. The coal at the new mine will,

however, be thicker than most of the other coal of Illi-

nois and a thickness of 8J ft. can be mined as at Zeigler.

The depth at the Bell & Zoller mine No. 2 is 310 ft. and
the dip to the north is indicated by a depth of 450
ft. at the Zeigler mine of the same company about 2 mi.

north of No. 2.

At the Valier mine, the depth to the bottom of the

coal in the main shaft is 605 ft., this being one of the

deep mines in the state. The shaft was located with an
idea of avoiding an unusually thick layer of water-bear-

ing material. Success was attained in this respect but
the topography of the coal bed at the shaft bottom was
found to be somewhat rough and considerable grading
will be necessary. The thickness of the coal is some-
what variable, ranging from 9 ft. 6 in. to 12 ft. 2 in.

so far as known. It is expected that a thickness of 84
ft. will be taken out in the rooms. The mine gives off

considerable gas, as do all of the operations in this parw

of the district. Electric lamps are used exclusively.

The coal being developed at the American No. 2 is

the No. 5 bed of the Indiana series. The coal varies
considerably in thickness in different parts of the field.

averaging about 64 ft. at the No. 2 mine. The coal

bed lies generally horizontal, but some trouble is ex-

perienced from local hills and swamps. The coal con-

tains many impurities and is not well suited to domestic

purposes; it is a most excellent steam fuel and for this

purpose finds its most ready market. The No. 5 bed

has little or no water and has an excellent roof, but

gives off large quantities of methane.

The high yield of coal planned for these mines has

necessitated the sinking of shafts not only large

enough to accommodate the necessary hoisting but to

transmit the large volumes of air required for ventila-

tion when the mines become fully developed. At the

Standard mine, the main shaft is 7 x 17 ft. inside

and 317 ft. deep. The lining is 3 x 10 in. timber laid

flat above the solid rock, and 3 x 5 in. timber laid flat

through the rock, all nailed with heavy spikes. The
lining inside the timber will be of reinforced concrete 17

FIG. 2. ELEVATION OF SHAFT BOTTOM AT VALIER

in. thick from top to bottom. At all of the mines the

concrete was mixed on the surface and lowered through

pipes to the bottom, and in all cases, but one, the con-

creting was done from the bottom upward. At the

Standard, the concrete was distributed from the bottom

of a pipe to the periphery of the shaft through a flexible

tubular chute similar to those used for handling grain,

while at the Valier mine a rubber hose was employed.

At the Kathleen mine the concrete was lowered through

a 6-in. flanged-joint pipe and discharged into a metal

telegraph, or baffle, to which was attached a flexible me-

tallic elbow from which the concrete was carried to the

forms through wooden chutes. At the Superior No. 4,

wooden chutes, floored with metal under the pipe, were
used for distributing the concrete.

Various kinds of shaft forms were used at these

mines. Those at the Standard consisted of planks laid

on edge and bound by corner pieces devised by the engi-

neers tor this work. The buntons are of concrete,

poured in position as the lining was brought up. The
forms for the lining at the Superior No. 4 were made
of planks set on end and held by horizontal strips of

2 X 6-in. timber bolted together at the corners. A joint
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in the middle of each timber permitted the form to fold

in at the middle when the braces were removed. At the

Kathleen mine, the forms were made of 2 x 8 shiplap

fastened vertically to horizontal studdings held in place

by a frame work of 3 x 3-in. angle irons bolted at the

corners and braced by easily removable 4 x 4-in. bun-

tons. Five or six sets of forms were kept in use, the

lower sets being removed and used at the top after

•each pouring.

The air shaft of the Standard No. 2 is probably the

largest shaft in cross-sectional area in the coal fields of

the United States being 19 x 36 ft. outside dimensions

at the surface and 14 x 31 ft. inside. It is also timbered

in the same way as the main shaft and is lined in the

same manner. This shaft has four compartments: air,

stairway, main cage and counterweight.

The use of a counterweight cage in the airshaft has

been adopted at two of the Illinois mines considered

—

Standard and Valier. In each case the main cage is

large, that of the Standard being of sufficient size to

accommodate a 15-ton locomotive without disassemb-

ling, and the one at Valier being of approximately the

same size. In each of these cases the counterweight

cage is small and has two decks; the number of men
hoisted on the two cages will be the same. At the

Valier mine 30 men will be hoisted per trip, while the

main cage at Standard No. 2 will accommodate 45 men,
allowing over 2 sq.ft. of area per man, though the num-
ber hoisted per trip will probably ba less. In each case

counterweight cars will be used on the small cage when
heavy loads are handled on the main cage.

At the Superior No. 4, the main shaft is 313 ft. deep

and is 11 x 21 ft. inside. The lining is of reinforced

concrete 2^ ft. thick for 100 ft. and from 15 to 18 in.

thick for the remainder of the distance. The buntons

are 8-in. I-beams riveted to 30-ft. lengths of channel

iron. These were fabricated on the surface and lowered

into slots left in the lining to receive them, later being

wedged into alinement and anchored with concrete. At
this mine 65-lb. railroad rails are used for guides. The
air shaft is 11 x 17 ft. inside with the same lining as

the main shaft. This shaft has only two compartments,
airway and stairway, separated by a solid 12-in. rein-

forced-concrete partition. No hoisting is done at the

air shaft.

Stairway at Superior No. 4

The stairway at this shaft is different from any other

in the state. The landings, of concrete reinforced with

triangular wire mesh, were cast in place as the lining

was cast. The stringers and treads, also of reinforced

concrete, were cast on the surface and lowered into

position; the stringers were put into place and the

treads slipped into notches left for them. Both shafts

were concreted in sections as the sinking progressed.

At the bottom of the air shaft is a deflector of concrete

so curved as to direct the air in both directions along

the airway with the least eddying.

At the Kathleen mine, the main shaft is 261 ft. deep

to the bottom of the coal and is 11 x 19 ft. 11 in. inside.

The lining is of concrete approximately 1 ft. thick. The
buntons are of 6-in., 23.8-lbs. H-beams set on 5-ft. cen-

ters. Guides are 85-lb. steel rails. The air shaft is 230 ft.

deep, 12i x 26.^ ft. inside, and the lining like that of

the main shaft is 12-in. reinforced concrete. The shaft

is divided into four compartments—hoisting compart-

ment 9 X 12i ft., counterweight compartment 3 x 12J

ft., stairway compartment 4 x 12i ft., and air compart-

ment 8 x 12A ft. The air compartment is separated

from the remainder of the shaft by a 12-in. reinforced-

concrete partition. In this mine only one cage is used,

but this has two decks each of which will accommodate
25 men. The counterweight is of concrete with a scrap-

iron aggregate. Both shafts were temporarily lined

with 3 X 12-in pine curbing. The buntons in the air

shaft are 9-in., 21-lb. I-beams. The hoisting capacity

of the air shaft is about 800 tons of coal in eight hours.

Hoisting Shaft at Bell & Zoller No. 2

At the Bell & Zoller mine No. 2, the hoisting shaft

is 12 by 21 ft. 8 in. inside. The lining is a wooden crib-

bing of 6 X 12-in. timber laid on the sides for a depth

of 60 ft. and on edge for the remainder of the depth.

The upper 60 ft. has a lining of 6 in. of reinforced

concrete and the remainder has 2 in. of gunite with

wire-mesh reinforcement. There are three rows of 6 x

12-in. wooden buntons with 8 x 10-in. yellow-pine

guides. The air shaft is 12 ft. 2 in. by 22 ft. 10 in. and

is divided into three compartments, a stairway 3 ft.

2 in. by 12 ft. 2 in., an air compartment 10 ft. 7 in. by

12 ft. 2 in. and a cage compartment 8 ft. 1 in. by 12 ft.

2 in. The partition between the air and hoisting com-

partments will consist of 6 in. of gunite and the bun-

tons will be coated with gunite to make them fireproof

in compliance with the Illinois law. The counterweight

for the air-shaft cage runs on wire-rope guides in the

air compartment.

At the Valier mine, the main shaft is 605 ft. deep to

the bottom of the coal with a 52-ft. sump bslow this.

The inside dimensions are 11 by 18 ft. 1 in. The
lining down to the rock, a depth of 30 ft. is 24 in. of

reinforced concrete and for the remainder of the way is

from 12 to 15 in. thick. The reinforcing consists of

I -in. bars set on 6-in. centers vertically and 1-ft. centers

horizontally. The concrete mixture was 1 to 4. The
buntons are reinforced concrete cast on the surface and

lowered into place and there anchored with concrete.

The air shaft is 13 x 30 ft. inside and has a lining

similar to that of the main shaft. This shaft has four

compartments—airway 9 ft. 9 in. by 13 ft., stairway 4

ft. 3 in. by 13 ft., cageway 8 ft. 4 in. by 13 ft., and

counterweight compartment 4 ft. 4 in. by 13 ft. The
air compartment is separated from the other compart-

ments by 12 in. of reinforced concrete. The guides are

8 X 10 in. wood. The excavation for the air shaft

amounted to 12,000 cubic yards.

The American No. 2 hoisting shaft is 12 x 20 ft. in-

side dimensions and is 248 ft. in depth. From the sur-

face to the rock, a distance of 52 ft., it is lined with

reinforced concrete, the balance of the distance with

4 X 10-in. yellow pine placed on edge. There are three

rows of buntons; steel I-beams through the concrete,

and below this 6 x 10 in. wood. The guides are 6 x 10-

in. yellow pine. The air shaft is 12 x 18 ft. inside di-

mensions, with two compartments, air and cage. The
counterweight for the cage runs in guides in the air

compartment and is made up of sections or blocks of

cast iron so designed that it may be made heavier or

lighter by the addition or removal of these sections.

The lining of the air shaft is similar to that of the

hoisting shaft.

In the mines developed according to the common prac-

tice of the present day in this district, the output is

limited, first, by the capacity of the shaft or tipple and,

second, by the layout of the underground workings.

Both of these features have been given careful atten-
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tion in the new developments under consideration.

Two lines have been followed in the increase of the

hoisting capacity of the shafts. In three of the mines
considered, capacity is being increased by the use of

large mine cars and of hoisting appliances adequate to

handle these cars, whereby the number of hoists neces-

sary for large output is decreased somewhat by increas-

ing the amount of coal hoisted at each trip. In the
case of the other mines the coal is hoisted in skips. As
the skips hold about two mine-car loads of coal the
hoisting speed can be reduced by about one-half.

Another considerable advantage of hoisting in skips

is the fact that tight cars can be used. A large part

of the troubles encountered in handling coal in cars

arises from the end doors necessary when the car is

hoisted in a self-dumping cage. Moreover, such cars

are always more or less leaky and a considerable amount
of coal is scattered along the haulage roads, where some
of it is ground into dust, part of which is suspended in

the air and part deposited on the ribs, adding consider-
ably to the chance of explosion.

The principal advantage of hoisting in cars is that the

product of each miner is kept separate from that of

other workmen until it has reached the surface where it

can be inspected for impurities. When coal is dumped
from the mine cars into skips at the bottom of the shaft,

this last advantage is sacrificed to the advantages of
lower hoisting speed and a smaller number of hoists

per minute. It is this advantage of hoisting in cars

which has determined the retention of this system in

the three prominent cases mentioned.

Still Puksue Old Method op Dumping Coal

At three of the mines, the Superior No. 4, the Bell &
Zoller No. 2, and the American No. 2, the old method
of hoisting coal in end-dump cars on self-dumping cages
is followed, while at the other mines the coal is hoisted

in skips. The No. 1, or Zeigler, mine of the Bell &
Zoller Mining Co., is equipped with skips, but these

were installed by the predecessors of the present oper-
ating company before this method of hoisting coal had
reached its present development. This company has not
adopted skips in the new mine.

Apparently there are no new developments as far as

the use of cages is concerned, except in connection with
the size of cars, which, at all three mines where cages
are used, hold approximately 5 tons. No new arrange-
ments were required at the shaft bottoms in connec-
tion with the three mines at which cages are employed,
though all have been planned to make the rapid move-
ment of cars easy. Where skips are used the main
shaft is set at the side of the entry. In all cases the

cars are handled in rotary dumps, the coal going into a
chute from which it passes either directly into the skip
or into a hopper. The former arrangement is used at

the Kathleen and Valier mines, see Fig. 2. In each of

these cases two cars are to be di.scharged simultanously
and the trip is to be passed through the rotary dump
without uncoupling. In each case the chute branches
and coal is directed to the proper side by a vane.

At the Valier mine, all operations in connection with
dumping and hoisting will be performed by one man at

the bottom. The position of the vane in the chute and
of the skips will be indicated by lights. The bottom
man, observing which skip is at the bottom, will direct

the vane into the proper position to discharge coal into

the skip. These positions are indicated bv the simul-

taneous lighting of two lamps in the same column. The
rotary dump is then operated and the hoist started. The
operation of the hoist is to be entirely automatic,

only the starting being performed by the bottom man.
At the Standard No. 2, two rotai-y dumps are set side

by side, see Fig. 3. From the cars, the coal goes inta

a hopper of, approximately, 40 tons capacity and cars-

can be dumped without regard to the position of the

skip. In this case the cars are uncoupled and dumped
singly. From this storage hopper the coal will go to &
measuring hopper holding one skip load of about 12
tons, then into the skip, as soon as the latter arrives

at the shaft bottom. As the empty skip descends, it

FIG. 3. SHAFT BOTTOM DUMPING ARRANGEMENT.
STANDARD OIL CO.

will close the discharge gate of the storage hopper and

open that of the measuring hopper. As it ascends it

will close the gate of the measuring hopper and open

that of the storage hopper. The chute from the storage

hopper is self-sealing, the gate being used only to pre-

vent coal from passing into the measuring hopper dur-

ing the loading of the skip. The amount discharged

into this hopper can be somewhat varied by raising and
lowering a dam in the upper part of the hopper, in this

way changing the point at which the accumulation of

coal seals the chute. The breakage resulting from this

method of loading is not objectionable as all coal from

this mine is to be crushed.

At the Kathleen and Valier mines the skips have

curved bottoms, while at the Standard No. 2 the bottoms

are square.
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Various means have been adopted for cleaning the

sumps. At the Valier mine an extra compartment is

excavated at the side of the shaft to the depth of about

10 ft. below the shaft bottom. An elevator in this com-
partment will raise the spilled coal and load it into

cars.

At the Standard No. 2, it is thought that the method
of handling coal from the hoppers will largely prevent

spillage into the sump and that little besides dust will

accumulate. For the removal of this material a square

box it fitted in the sump. When this is full it will be

attached to the bottom of the skip and raised high
«nough to be dumped into one of the hoppers.

At the two Illinois mines at which coal is to be

hoisted in cars, steam-hoisting engines will be em-
ployed, while an electric hoist will be used at the Indiana

mine. These engines have cylinders 28 x 42 in. and an

8-ft. cylindrical drum. The hoisting equipments of

these two mines are nearly the same, as are the depths

of the shafts and the loads to be raised.

At the other three Illinois mines, electric hoists will

be used. The load is about 9 tons at the Kathleen and

Valier and about 12 tons at the Standard. The most im-

portant difference in conditions is the depth of the

mines, the Valier shaft being 605 ft. deep, while the

Standard No. 2 is 317 ft., and the Kathleen 261 ft.

These depths are from the shaft collar to the bottom
of the coal and approximately 100 ft. will be added in

each case by the depth of sump and height to dump
circle.

The air-shaft hoist at the Standard No. 2 will run at

a rope speed of 600 ft. per minute and the main shaft

hoist at 900 ft. per minute. The hoisting cycle at the

main shaft will be 48 seconds and it is expected that

the average amount of coal hoisted will be 20 tons per

minute. At this mine, the hoists at both main and air

hafts are geared machines operated by alternating-cur-

rent slip-ring motors with liquid-rheostat control on the

secondary. These motors will run on 2200-volt currents.

The main-hoist motor is 900 hp. and the air-shaft motor
250 horsepower.

At the Valier mine, the maximum rope speed of the

air-shaft hoist wiU be about 700 ft. per minute, and
that of the main hoist about 1600 ft. per minute. The
hoisting cycle at the main shaft will be 35 seconds for

starting, accelerating, hoisting and stopping, and 8 sec-

onds for loading.

The main hoist at the American No. 2 has a 7- to

10-ft. combined cylindrical and conical drum, directly

connected to an 800-hp., 500-volt, direct-current motor

that receives its energy from a flywheel motor-gen-
erator set operated by a 500-hp., 2200-volt motor, driv-

ing a 750-kw., 500-volt direct-current generator. It is

expected to make four hoists per minute. In addition

to the 800-hp., direct-current motor, the drum is con-

nected at the opposite end through herring-bone gears
and a clutch to a 350-hp., 2200-volt alternating-current

motor, which will be used at night and on idle days to

avoid the necessity of using the flywheel set for inter-

mittent operation. The air-shaft hoist is driven
through clutch and gear by a 250-hp., 2200-volt alternat-

ing-current motor at one end, and at the other by h

double 10 x 12 geared steam engine. Should the elec-

tric power fail, it will be possible to operate the air-

shaft hoi.st by steam in order to take the men out of the
mine. The fan, which is ordinarily motor driven, is

alflO equipped with an auxiliary steam engine to be used

in case of failure in electric power. Pf.eam for these-

auxiliaries and for heating the surface buildings will be
furnished by a 150-hp. boiler.

At the Kathleen mine, the combined cylindrical and
conical drum is driven through a Francke flexible coup-
ling by a 600-kw., direct-current motor, with full volt-

age .speed of 235 r.p.m. Current will be supplied to

this hoist motor at 500-volt by a flywheel generator-

set having a 500-hp. alternating-current induction

motor, taking current at 2200-volts and running at 900
r.p.m. The direct-current 500-kw. generator is sepa-

rately excited. The flywheel weighs 20,000 lb. This
set is equipped with a speed-limit switch. The hoist is

equipped with air-operated brake, a Royer & Zweibel
over-winding device and mechanical slow-down. The
air-shaft hoist is operated by a geared slip-ring induc-
tion motor operating on 2200-volt, 60-cycle, three-phase
current and having Cutler-Hammer reversible magnetic
control.

At the Valier mine, the m.ain hoist will be driven by
a direct-connected, direct-current motor of 1350 hp. A
cylindrical drum is used, 9 ft. in diameter, and the full

speed will be 55 r.p.m., giving a rope speed of approx-
imately 1600 ft. per minute. Current will be supplied
by a motor-generator set having an 1100-hp. motor and
a generator capacity of 1000 kw. with voltage of to

600. This set will run at 720 r.p.m. The flywheel
weighs 33,000 lb. The air-shaft hoist will be operated
by a geared alternating-current motor.

Legal Department

Unauthokized Use of Suhface—A Pennsylvania deed to coal
in place contains the following clause in favor of the grantee:
"Together with all the necessary privileges, through and under
the lands * * * for the opening, mining, airing, draining,
and transporting to market of said coal hereby sold and con-
veyed, and also any other coal the said party of the second
part now owns, or he, his heirs and assigns, may hereafter
purchase or acquire; also the privilege of a road or right ot
way not exceeding 20 ft. in width from the main entrance to
said coal hereby sold and conveyed. « * * Said party of
the second part restricts himself to one opening on the surface
on the south side of said farm for airing and draining." It i»
held by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court that this clause con-
ferred no right on the grantee to use surface outside the area
of underlying coal for the purpose of maintaining a coal chute
or other structures (Horning vs. Kraus, 107 Atlantic Re-
porter, 695.)

Unsafe Condition Near Track—Where plaintiff was injured
while in the employment of defendant mining company, run-
ning along the side of and spragging cars as they were let
down grade to a tipple, through stumbling over an abrupt rise
from an earth runway to a plank runway, defendant may oe
held liable in damages on the ground of negligent failure to
furnish plaintiff with a reasonably safe place in which t»
work, if the risk involved therein was not appreciated br
plaintiff, although the rise was plainly visible to him. (New
Mexico Supreme Court, Keyba vs. Albuquerque & Ccrrilloe
Coal Co., 182 Pacific Reporter, 860.)

Title to Coal i\ Transit—The consignee of a shipment of
coal, or other conin.odlty, is presumptively the owner thereof,
so far as concerns right to hold the carrying railway company
liable for negligent delay in transportation. Hence, whera
defendant was sued for demurrage charges accrued on delay*
in unloading cars, he was entitled to counterclaim damages.
arising from delay in delivering coal shipments which had
been originally shipped to one from whom he bought tbem
while they were in transit, the railway company having con-
sented to the reconsignment. (Indiana Apjiellate Court,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Co. vs.

Partlow, 123 Northeastern Reporter, 838.

)
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Semi-Annual Meeting of the West|^Virginia Coal

Mining Institute held at Huntington
By R. Dawson Hall

Managing Editor, Coal Age

SYNOPSIS—Despite the strike the Institute held a

well-attended and interesting meeting, good papers be-

ing presented. Storage-battery locomotives, mine
drainage without, or with less, pumps, standardiza-

tion of mine machinery, the coal-camp Sunday School

and coal recovery were the principal subjects.

THERE was some fear that the West Virginia Coal

Mining Institute would find its 24th semi-annual

meeting a failure because of the strike, but the dis-

location of industry only eliminated one class of men while

It supplied another. The mine managers were somewhat
generally absent. Their responsibilities kept them strictly

at home. They were either busy or apprehensive ot

trouble. On the other hand, the engineers never had a

less responsible time than they have now. Not much min-

ing development is in progress, and as the mines are Idle,

there is no maintenance work to be done or mine maps to

be extended. Probably it was for this reason that the

meeting did not suffer grievously from the loss of the chief

executives.

There were a number of state mine inspectors present.

The institute has steered somewhat clear of late from con-

troversial topics such as disturbed its earlier years, and
when it has tounched on them it has been only broadly

and in a manner to offend only the supersentitive. As a

result the attendance has been more general. In fact a

general cussing-out of the mine worker may be a relief,

but it can be done better at home among friends than in

public. The introduction of what Is frequently dubbed
"politics" for many years made it difficult for mine In-

pectors to attend. Fortunately that is no longer the case.

THE MEETING WAS WELL ATTENDED
The meeting was held in the Frederick Hotel, Hunting-

ton, W. Va. about 100 persons being present. The address

of welcome was ably made by R. L. Hutchinson, president

of the Huntington Chamber of Commerce. He pronounced
the only sentence against the mine worker occurring In the

entire meeting when he said that the producer was hard
pressed between the miner on the one side and the Senate

on the other. The Senate of late has been somewhat sym-
pathetic. If he had replaced the Senate by the Fuel Ad-
ministration, the Railroad Administration or the President

he would have been more nearly correct.

With a Fuel Administration which expects to put one
sixth of the coal capacity of the country out of business

and raises wages 14 per cent and leaves prices where they
are, with a Railroad Administration that refuses to buy
coal in July and commandeers it in November and cannot
tell when it will pay for it and with a President who holds
that the right to strike is inherent even with an organiza-
tion so nearly national that it can by its strike cripple the
nation's industries, surely It is not necessary to blame the
present Senate for our woes, however much we may ex-

coriate its predecessors.

Josiah Keeley was not present, so a vice president took
his place. The gavel fell to J. R. Cameron, of Bluefield, W.
Va. and he, after a few remarks on the future of the in-

Btltute, called on H. B. Smith, assistant manager of the
Crozer Coal and Coke Co., to read what proved to be a

most complete and valuable address on "The Care of Stor-

age-Battery Locomotives". To J. L. Dawson of the Ironton

Storage Battery Locomotive Co., was assigned the duty of

leading the discussion.

He recommends the modified constant-potential method
for recharging storage batteries. He said that battery up-

keep was not to be regarded as a depreciation charge. It

was strictly a charge of maintenance, though he cited one

case where in two years the cnly expense of operating the

locomotives had been for current, lubricating oil and elec-

trolyte.

Asked by Mr. Griffith whether any progress had been

made for fitting the storage-battery locomotive for use on

main haulages, he replied that nothing had been effected

except in the direction of increasing the number of cell*

and providing means whereby the locomotive could be run

at will either from the storage batteries or from a trolley

wire. It was stated that one storage battery now entering^

its 24th month had for 15 months taken cars up a 14 per

cent grade, 400 ft. long. One mining man said that ha
charged his locomotives in series by raising the charge on
the more exhausted batteries till it reached the charge on

those less exhausted.

SOLENOID USED WITH STORAGE BATTERY
LOCOMOTIVES

H. B. Ingham, of Chateroy, W. Va., said that his company
has seven storage-battery locomotives working on bad

grades. He had provided these with trolley poles. They
could not feed the batteries when these trips were on heavy

grades, but they could charge them when the locomotive*

were waiting for car trips. He put in a solenoid that pre-

vented the batteries from feeding into the line when a cir-

cuit breaker went out or when other locomotives or even

mining machines drew too heavily on the line current.

J. K. Mahaffey of the Edison Storage Battery Co., in

reply to a question of one of the members said that the

space of % of an inch always provided between the cells

of a storage battery could not be filled with insulating ma-
terial because it had to be left open for purposes of ven-

tilation and cooling, nor could an insulating cover be placed

over the cells for the same reason. It is true such a cover

would most satisfactorily prevent sand from drifting in and

short-circuiting the batteries and preclude the possibility

that the motorman would drop a burr or some other. con-

ducting material where It would connect the cells, but any

provision that interfered with ventilation would make Injury

to the cells sure while the present conditions make injury

dependent solely on the improper care of the equipment.

Some companies desiring to protect the cells from injury

padlock the cover in place, and thus make it almost im-

possible for meddlers to injure the cells.

Loman Riggs, division engineer of the Consolidation

Coal Co., then read a paper on "Elimination of Mine
Pumps". He described many of the means used to make
pumping necessary. R. Dawson Hall spoke at some length

regarding the many expedients—tile, siphons and drilling

to the limestone, among others. He declared that the

joints of the tile should always be laid true and tight: If

cement joints were not used, at least clay joints should

be inserted. If the latter are chosen, enough wood, br

pipe chips or other hard material should be used to keep
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the pipes in true alignment, and the pipe should be sur-

rounded by material of such a character as will keep the

clay in place despite the water pressure.

He said that If a tile drain is laid in rock, with rock

filling and the joints are left open the water is apt to pass

through the joints and travel through the rock-filling

around the pipe leaving the sediment in the pipe, thus

clogging it up. Until the ditch in which the tile drain Is

laid succeeds in choking up with enough sediment to keep

the water in the pipe, and until the pipe has been properly

cleared of sediment, the passage of water will be slow and

unsatisfactory and no water may pass through it at all.

The best way to get rid of sediment is to keep it In the

water and that can frequently be done even where attempts

are now being made to take it out at various manholes or

traps. It is necessary however to see that water, and the

material tending to settle, be compelled to travel along

together.

COMBINED AIR CARRIED WITH SYPHON

Similarly a siphon must carry its combined air along

•with it even though, under the reduced pressure at the

high point, the air desires to part company with the water.

This Is the crucial point In a siphon and not the discharge.

If there is to be any reduction in diameter of pipe it should

be here, for unless the water runs fast at that point it will

leave air behind it, and the air will put a back pressure on

the water in the ascending leg of the siphon. When a

few bubbles of air can be seen rising In the water in the

trough at the end of the down leg of a siphon the man in

charge may feel confident that what entered the pipe In

the mine is leaving it at the surface. Unless the pipe dis-

charges all it receives, it cannot go on working very long.

Mr. Hall also stated that in Pennsylvania it was custo-

mary to drill down into the underlying limestone, from the

coal or even the surface, using churn drills In the latter

case, for the limestone usually has large crevices which
make channels by which water may be discharged to the

surface. In every limestone country it is noted that the

limestone crops are sources of large discharges of calcare-

ous water.

They drain the measures above them as well as them-
selves whenever a passageway, natural or artificial is pro-

vided from the measures above. While limestone Is Im-

pervious, its solution creates in it wonderful natural chan-

nels of which the subterranean waters freely avail them-
selves.

Discussion vered to wood drains, and it was said that an
old oak box covered with 2 '/^ in. oak plank was found with
bottom and sides in good condition and so impregnated with
sulphate as to be cut with an axe only with difficulty. But
the top which had been dry and wet by turns and had not

been fully impregnated had rotted away and broken down.
The top blank of a drain should be cut into lengths equal

to the outside width of the drain and set crosswise instead

of lengthwise, of the waterway. It can then be taken up
where desired, and the drain cleaned out. Such sections

as are Injured can then easily be replaced.

In the afternoon session, the disposition to consider the

subject of mechanical loaders was so strong that the dis-

cussion turned in that direction when a paper was read on
"The Large Mine Versus the Small mine as a Standard of

Operation" by E. L. Bailey, general superintendent, Solvay
Collieries Co. H. B. Ingham declared that, by the use of

the mechanical loader, 38 to 40 ft. of progress In headings
had been made per shift with coal 7 to 10 ft. thick. The
machine loaded 120 to 150 tons per day. The machine of

the Lake Shore Engine Works, Marquette, Mich, loads

three times as much per man shift as a human loader will

put on the cars.

It requires three men to run it and does with that help

as much as nine men. These men are a trimmer, a loader

and a third man to supervise the work of the machine. In

all there are 8 men in the entry, three men being employed
on the cutting machine which has a cutter bar 7% ft. long.

A 10 ft. cutter bar was tried at one time but it did not
give satisfaction in about two cases out of three because the

coal did not "all come down, and pot shots and hand picks

had to be used to make up for the deficiency of the main
shots, and that was a cause of much annoyance and delay.

The maximum tonnage mined in an entry in any one day
has been 225 tons. Mr. Ingham added that he had never
used the machine in pillaring work. It is working in only
a 12 ft. roadway, but the large machine will clean a width
of 20 ft. without a shift. He stated that the production

was cut down to one half of the capacity of the shovel b/
the delay in the supply of cars. The machine has loaded

as much as 3 tons in 1% min., but service of that kind Is

obviously not attainable in continuous practice. The rate

for the short period of time was equal to 1152 tons per 8-

hour shift.

In the discussion of the mechanical loader It was brought
out that one loader has a 3-ton hopper which serves, at

least In a degree, to permit the steady action of the shovel

whether a car is in place at the rear end of the conveyor
or is not. E. E. Jones, of Stotesbury, described his experi-

ence with a scraper loader which he had worked on faces

varying from 30 ft. to 200 ft. He had the best results

with a 60 ft. face. With seven men he had loaded from
75 to 150 tons per day In 30 in. of coal. The men were
paid by the day with an allowance for the tonnage loaded
or yardage cleaned up. Four acres had been mined, and the
coal loaded by the scraper. There was a sandstone 60 ft.

thick which gave a strong roof. Several times the places

had fallen in and caused them to lose the face but the
equipment was not destroyed in any case.

UNIQUE AMERICANIZATION METHODS

"The Coal-Camp Sunday School" was discussed by J. L.

Dickerson, Kanawha Valley Bank, a man with a religious

interest in Sunday Schools and a financial interest in coal

mines, by J. O. Doolittle, the active superintendent of the

Rural Department of State Sunday School Association and
by W. A. Snow the general secretary of the same institution.

Mr. Doolittle has an automobile with beds folding outward
like a pullman car with a kitchenette, organ and typewriter
and is making his rounds through the coal fields, organizing
the constructive elements of the mining camps for law,

order and good citizenship. He finds that the best results

are obtained where he does not have to accept the hospi-

tality of the people in the camp. They are less likely in

that case to regard his mission as a mercenary one. His
home on wheels enables him to go through the coal fields

without being anyone's guest.

After the address an automobile ride through the beau-
tiful city and suburbs of Huntington fully convinced the

visitors that the Cabell County town was one of the best

cities in the world to live in. It claims to have passed
Wheeling and vaunts itself on being the metropolis of the

state.

On Tuesday Dec. 2, In the absence of R. L. Klngsland,

chief of the Power and Mechanical Department of the Con-
solidation Coal Co., E. D. Knight of the same department
of the Cabin Creek Consolidated Coal Co. led the discussion.

He said that he had been so impressed with the Importance

of standardization that he had arranged, In four locomotives

of different makes, to have standard gears though he had
to use some that were not listed In the catalogues. The
change altered the gear ratios, it Is true, but not In a way
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that prevented the proper functioning of the locomotives.

Thus one gear ratio should have been 69:14 and when he

had changed it, it became 68:15. In some cases he some-

what Increased the speed and accordingly lessened the draw

bar pull, but that did not make any material difference to

the operation or life of the locomotive.

J. R. Cameron said that he would be sorry to see 4 2-in.

accepted as the sole standard for mine track gage as con-

ditions were so varied. He wanted at least 36,42 and 48-in

gages to be permitted.

Mr. Knight said that the American Mining Congress'

standardization committee had recommended a 24 in. gage

for metal mines and 36 and 48 in. for coal mines, 42 in. to

be added if possible, to these three. Another speaker de-

clared that the proposal was not final but only tentative.

In his belief four gages were necessary but possibly four

gages were also enough. No one wanted to introduce a

universal mine gage, but every one desired to see an ending

of the present chaotic condition in which the gages varied

from one another by only % in. differentials. A 44-ln.

gage, he thought would have to be adopted because so many
had their equipment built to accomodate It.

DISCUSSION ON CO.\L RECOVERY

Mechanical loaders could not be further discussed as

James Elwood Jones, general manager of the Pocahontas

Consolidated Collieries Co., who was to read a paper and

B. Drennan, general manager of the West Virginia Coal and

Coke Co., who was to discuss it were both absent, like most

of the other general managers who usually put in an appear-

ance at these meetings. "Recovery of Coal" was discussed

by A. C. Callen, professor of mining of the West Virginia

University.

He declared that subsidence and breakage were not

Bynonymous terms—that the roof would sometimes bend

and flow without breakage, and thus relieve the strains

which excavation created in it. He referred to the interest-

ing case of the Marquette Cement Co. versus the Oglesby

Coal Co., near La. Salle, 111. The first company had a lime-

stone mine which from the evidence in court stood up well

on its pillars until the Oglesby Coal Co's longwall workings

began to approach the limestone mine from beneath.

L. E. Young, the University of Illinois authority on sub-

sidence, set several bench marks and noted periodically the

changes in level. As a result it was found that over the

limestone mine before the longwall reached it the surface

of the ground actually was raised by the stresses Incident

to subsidence over the extracted area.

W. J. Heatherman, chief inspector of the state of West
Virginia, in his discussion urged that the upper unmined
seams of West Virginia should be protected from the harm
done by the excavation of lower seams of greater thickness.

He felt that the upper seams, when of Inferior value would
never be mined first till legislation was passed compelling

their earlier extraction.

One of the inspectors, Evan L. Griffith read a paper on
extraction and he was followed by J. G. Vaughan, another

Inspector. Mr. Thomas declared that he had noted when
two seams had been worked with 22 ft. of an Interval

between them and in the upper bed the recovery was be-

tween 85 and 90 per cent. Frank Haas, consulting en-

gineer of the Consolidation Coal Co., was disposed to ques-

tion whether It was the best plan to attack the upper seam
first and leave the lower seam Intact till the lower was
worked out.

In the Meyersdale section, the Redstone was some 60 ft.

above the Pittsburgh bed. The Redstone seam was 6 ft. thick

and was mined first. When the time came to extract

the Pittsburgh bed which was 9 ft. thick. It was found to

have what might be termed a "floating top". It proved

quite hard to handle and much coal was lost in the PItt»>

burgh seam, which was unfortunate as It was the thicker

of the two as has been noted above. What was lost In ths
lower seam, would have made a seam as good as the Red-
stone.

In the Georges creek field, the "Big bed", or Pittsburgh,

has been removed. The Sewickley Tyson, remains abov*
it. It has been mined in many places and with little dif-

ficulty. Apparently the more complete the extraction In

the Pittsburgh bed, the better the conditions of the Sewick-

ley for recovery, though it was true there were spots In the

Tyson where there was no possibility of recovery. He be-

lieved that, where there are 100 ft. of interval between
upper and lower seams, the lower seam can well be mined
first.

LONGWALL SYSTEM ADVOCATED

Mr. Haas said he did not believe that longwall had re-

ceived a fair chance in the hands of the mining men of

this country. He felt that it did offer distinct advantages

and should not be condemned offhand, for it was his opinion

that it took 10 years to properly test out any mining system.

The Consolidation Coal Co., he said, spent hundreds of

thousands of (Jollars trying out longwall and regarded its

efforts as failures, nevertheless he believed the plan had

merits and should find its way into West Virginia.

It must also be remembered that conditions in this coun-

try were different from those in Europe where glacial till

covered the surface with loose gravels that rendered sub-

sidence less abrupt and less surface-disturbing. It Is not

well to quote European experience as determinative of what
would occur here.

In the Fairmont region the surface has broken most

unmistakably over mine workings that are 700 ft. below.

While shelly shale and shelly sandstone will break vertic-

ally; hard shale and hard sandstone will fiacture at 45

deg., and the fracture may even follow an approximately

level line. Several others discussed the subject Instanc-

ing places where coal had been mined and goo^ recoveries

made when the lower of two coal seams was mined first.

The meeting decided that in future the dues should be

f 5 a year. The following were elected officers for the com-
ing year: J. R. Cameron, president; R. E. Sherwood 1001
Kanawaha Bank Bldg., Charleston, W. Va., secretary-

treasurer; R. F. Carson, J. W. Bischoff, W J. Heatherman,
E. D. Knight and E. E. Jones, vice presidents; F. Haas, E.

B. Day, K. F. Schoew and W. Paul, executive board mem-,
hers. With the close of the election the meeting adjourned.

The impurities permitted in coal shipped under the old
"65 per cent, contract" are not to exceed the percentages
given in the following statement:

Per Cent. Per Cent.
Slate, Rock, Etc. Bone

Broken I 2
Egg 2 2
Stove 4 3
Chestnut 5 to 7* 5
Pea 10 t
Buckwheat 15 f
Rice 20

Average shall not exceed 5 per cent, and maximum shall never exceed 7 pe
cent.

t Bone content shall not reduce price below average for these sizes.

The need of preparing for explosions is most evident

to one who arrives at the scene of a disaster and finds

a total absence of material, tools and equipment for

quick recovery of the men entombed or for quick entry

into the mine. Lack of such preparation no doubt has

often resulted in unnecessary loss of life among the

imprisoned miners, and also among the rescue force.

—

Rescue and Recovery Operations in Mines.
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Future Developments in the Use of FueF
By H. KREISINGERf
Pittsburgh, Penn.

IN
the near future increasing quantities of low ash coal will

be shipped to population centers to be used in by-product

plants for making coke, gas, oil, and other useful

products. Low ash coal is preferable for this purpose be-

cause it is desirable that the coke have a low percentage of

•sh. The large size of coke will be used for metallurgical

purposes, the medium aud the small sizes for heating pur-

poses, and in small power plants located in the heart of the

city where smoke is prohibited. The very small sizes and
«oke breeze will be burned on stokers in larger power plants.

ammonia is in making artificial fertilizer. More fertilizer

means more productive farms, which are especially desirable In

the thickly populated industrial centers, where large quan-

tities of food are needed. If the food is produced where it is

used, transportation charges are eliminated, and thus the cost

of food is materially reduced. Ammonia is also used in ar-

tificial ice making, cleaning, and in the manufacture of nitric

acid. It has frequently been proposed to build large hydraulic

power plants to generate cheap electricity and use the elec-

tricity to obtain nitrogen from the air. It seems, however.

VIEW OP THE INTERIOR OP MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., FUEL TESTING LABORATORY

The surplus gas from the by-product plant will be used in

steadily increasing quantities for cooking, house heating and
lighting. It will also continue to be used in certain industrial

furnaces where it is desirable to have clean products of com-
bustion.

The light oil recovered from coking soft coal will supply

part of the over-increasing demand for motor fuel. Already

large quanlitios of this oil are used for that purpose. The
heavier oil or coal tar will be used in the manufacture of a

large number of drugs, dyes, explosives, paints, wood preserv-

atives, road dressings, roofing and building papers and a

great variety of other useful articles. The number of new
articles made from coal tar will increase daily. Coal tar will

also continue to be used in place of fuel oil for metallurgical

purposes.

Another valuable product is ammonia. Its chief value lies

in its nitrogen content. One of the most important uses of

•Paper pre.sented before the Coal Mining Institute of Amer-
ica. Pittsburgh, Penn., Dec. 3 and 4, 1919.

tFuel Enicineer. U S. Bureau of Mines.

more logical to get the nitrogen direct from the coal by cok-

ing it in by-product recovery plants, instead of burning the

coal in the raw state, discharging all its contained nitrogen

into the atmosphere and then building expensive hydraulic

plants to get back from the atmosphere part of the nitrogen

wasted in burning the raw coal.

When one ton of soft coal having a market price of f7.00

per ton i.s coked in a by-product plant, the chief products ob-

tained have the value shown in the following table:

n.fiS ton of coke, worth $ 6.00
5,000 cubic feet of gas, worth ; 6.00
3 gallons motor oil, worth 75
9 gallons of tar. worth 26
25 pounds of ammonia, worth 1.25

Total value of products J13.25
Loss cost of 1 ton of coal $ 7.00

Increase of value $ 6.26

The table shows that the products of the coking process

have a market value about 90 per cent, greater than tho

original coal. This Increased value is due mainly to the

human labor expended in the coking process, because It takes
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a great variety of labor to plan, build, and operate a by-

product plant. The use of bituminous coal in by-product
plants will develop in much the same way as the meat pack-
ing industry has developed. About thirty years ago a large
amount of material from the slaughtered cattle was thrown
away, and thus not only was wasted but became a nuisance by
polluting streams and the atmosphere. At present every-
thing from the slaughtered cattle is utilized, and the packing
Industries give employment to thousands of skilled and un-
skilled workmen and the meat packing centers are no longer
a horror to the inhabitants of the surrounding country. In
the past soft coal has been burned in its raw state in dwelling

INTERIOR OF MINNEAPOLIS STATION

houses and in many plants not equipped with furnaces that

would give complete combustion.

A large part of the valuable substances in the coal escaped

as black smoke and was not only wasted but polluted the

atmosphere. In spite of the many efforts that were exerted

to improve the furnaces in such small plants in order to

obtain smokeless combustion, the smoke persisted. Man is

now beginning to realize that the smoke from the chimney
is a warning to him that he is not using the coal to the best

advantage. Times will change; a large part t)f the soft coal

output of the country will be sent through the by-product

plant and substances that were previously wasted as smoke
will be turned into valuable products, and at the same time
smokeless fuels, coke, and gas made available for efficient

burning in almost any kind of furnace.

Use of Bituminous Coaj. in Large Power Plants

Most of the coals higher in ash will be used in large power
plants, which will be equipped with mechanical stokers for

burning the coal sufficiently. The stokers will be of such
design that they will automatically remove the ashes from
the furnace. These plants will also have mechanical equip-

ment for handling the coal from the railroad car or boat, as

the case may be, to the furnace.

Mechanical equipment will also be used to remove the

refuse from the ashpits. The tendency will be to locate these

large plants near the coal mine so as to reduce the freight

on the coal to a minimum. The power generated in these

plants will be transmitted in the form of electrical energy

over power lines to places where the power will be used.

Whether a plant will be located near a coal mine and the

energy transmitted by wires, or the plant located where the

Fi.xed Charges

General Expenses

Operating Expenses

power is neetled and coal freighted to it from the mine over
rail or by water, will depend on the local conditions. In all

cases a careful study of the cost of power must be made be-
fore it can be decided where the plant should be located.

The increased overhead charges due to transmission line*
must be justified by the saving on the freight of the coal and
possibly the lower price of the coal due to its higher ash con-
tent. Under present-day conditions the margin in which the
engineer has to work is not very large. This margin is illus-

trated in the following diagram, showing in a general way
the distribution of operating revenue received by a large-

central station:

50 per cent

Interest on Investment (Dividends>
Sinking Fund
Taxe.s
Insurance

20 per cent
Salaries of general officers
Advertising
Rentals, etc.

30 per cent
Coal 50 per cent
Oils
Maintenance
Salaries of Engineers
Firemen, Labor, Etc.

The items in this diagram are given in round figures and
are intended to illustrate the principles which guide the engi-

neer in his decision to determine the location of a plant.

The diagram shows that half the revenue goes to pay the

fixed charges consisting of interest on investment, sinking

fund, taxes, insurance, etc. Twenty per cent, of the revenue

goes for general expenses, consisting of salaries of the gen-

eral offices, advertising, rentals, etc.; and only 30 per cent,

of the revenue is spent for operating expenses. Of these

operating expenses only about one-fifth is spent for coal; that

is, only 6 per cent, of the total operating revenue received by

the central station goes to pay for the coal. This figure can

be verified in another way. A modern central station uses

approximately 1% pounds of coal per kilowatt hour.

Assuming the price of coal at the station to be J5.00 per

ton, the cost of coal per k. w. hour is then

500

X 1% = 0.375 cents per k. w. hour.

2000

If the average selling price is 6% cents per k. w. hour, the

coal at the price quoted then constitutes six per cent, of the

revenue received by the company. Transmitting power over

a longdistance line would increase the fixed charges. In any

FUEL TESTING LABORATORY AT MINNEAPOLIS

good business proposition the increase in the fixed charges

must be justified by a reduction In the cost of fuel. How-
ever, in the average large power station the cost of fuel is

only about six per cent., It is apparent that the increase in

the fixed charges due to the installation of transmission lines
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n»ist come within the six per cent, cost of fuel. By locating

the power plant near the mine the saving in the cost of fuel

will largely consist of saving the freight, which, in the aver-

age case, constitutes about two-thirds of the fuel bill. It is

therefore sound to count on saving only 4 per cent, from the

operating expenses and adding it to the fixed charges.

The hydraulic plant is an extreme case of high fixed charge

cost and low operating cost. In that case the cost of fuel

is zero, but the fixed charge is so large that only a few hy-

draulic plants can compete successfully with a steam plant.

In order to obtain the power at a low cost, industries wishing

to use large quantities of it, instead of transmitting it any
great distance from the hydraulic plant, establish themselves

near the plant in order to save the cost of transmission. It

is probable that similar conditions will develop with the

steam plants.

In order to reduce the cost of fuel, the steam plant will move
close to the mine, or some other supply of fuel; again, to re-

duce the fixed charges due to long transmission lines, the in-

dustry will move to the plant. It is the high fixed charges

that make it difiicult for hydraulic plants to compete with

steam plants, and it is a well-known fact that the average

dividends paid by the hydraulic plant are considerably smaller

than those paid by the steam plant.

PowuEKED Coal and Mechanical Stokers

The near future will see a lively competition between pow-

dered coal and mechanical stokers. Both niethods of burning

coal have many advocates. It seems, however, that the

stoker has a better start over powdered coal. It is doubtful

if either of the two methods will completely replace the other.

The mechanical stoker has its field as well as the powdered

coal. It seems that the mechanical stoker will perhaps re-

tain its advantages in the power plant, whereas the powdered
coal will have its advantages in other industrial fields, such as

burning cement, in metallurgical furnaces, ore roasting, and in

other furnaces where the presence of slag in the products of

combustion will not have a bad effect on the substance to be

heated.

In certain localities it may be advantageous to burn pow-

dered coal under steam boilers. There may also be certain

kinds of coal which are better adapted to burning in powdered

form than in mechanical stokers. It is diffiicult to give a gen-

eral rule that will determine the conditions under which pow-

dered coal will give better results than a stoker-fired furnace.

Quite likely each method of burning coal will keep on de-

veloping, side by side. When the electrical telegraph was
invented it was thought that the telegraph would supplant

the mail in carrying messages, but no such thing happened.

Both the telegraph and the postal system kept on developing,

each taking care of a certain class of business. Again when
the long-distance telephone was invented, it was thought

that the telephone would supplant the telegraph, but it did not.

As the business for the long-distance telephone increased the

business for the telegraph increased at the same time. In a

similar manner the application of stokers and powdered coal

to different classes of furnaces will keep on developing side

by side.

Colloidal Fuel
Within the last year and a half the attention of the fuel

engineers has been called to a new kind of fuel called colloidal

fuel. This fuel consists of a mixture of powdered coal and
fuel oil. The making of this colloidal fuel consists of a cer-

tain process which keeps the powdered coal in suspension In

the oil so that the coal does not settle to the bottom of a
tank supplying the furnace with fuel. Numerous demonstra-

tion tests were made, which showed that there Is a possi-

bility of using such fuel successfully. However, the writer

does not know of any test on a large practical scale showing
that success with this fuel has been already attained and it

Is therefore difllcult to foretell what may possibly happen In

the future along this line. The main advantage of the col-

loidal fuel seems to lie in the fact that the process would
increase the effective supply of the available fuel oil by 40 to
50 per cent. Colloidal fuel appears to have the same advan-
tage in burning as the fuel oil alone.

Electrificatio.n of Railroads

The electrification of railroads is hardly a subject for dis-

cussion by a fuel engineer. Many investigations have been
made along this line by competent men. On the whole, the
conclusion reached by these investigations seems to favor
the steam railways as far as economy is concerned. It seems
that if any electrification takes place within the near future
it will not be so much from the standpoint of economy but
more from the standpoint of cleanliness and convenience, as
well as comfort of the passengers. More of the electrification

that we are likely to see within the next few years will be
around the terminals of large cities. It will be done largely
with the abject of eliminating smoke and cinders from the

atmosphere. If there was any considerable saving in the
electrification of railroads, surely the railroads are the most
competent to see it, and they would make the necessary
changes to increase their dividends. So far, however, the
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railroads always look with disfavor on any pressure by the

public to bring about electrification. In some of the large

cities the railroads meet the objections of the public to smoke
from locomotives by burning coke in switch engines.

Another very promising solution of the smoke problem is

the application to locomotives of properly designed mechani-
cal stokers. The powdered coal also offers the possibility of

solving the locomotive smoke problem, although the fact that

in burning powdered coal a large part of the ash is dis-

charged with the products of combusion, may meet with seri-

ous objections. There are, however, certain locations where
electrification will show economy. These are the parts of the

country where good locomotive fuel is scarce and hydraulic

power available close at hand.

Cakho Coal or Coke as Fuex
Carbo coal is prepared from bituminous coal by driving out

the volatile matter at a lower temperature than is done either

in the gas retort or in the by-product plant. The yield of the

carbo coal is somewhat higher than the yield of coke made
from the same coal. Because of this fact the percentage of

ash in the carbo coal is lower than it is in the coke. The
carbo coal burns without smoke and ignites somewhat more
readily than coke. It is therefore an excellent fuel for heat-

ing houses, cooking, for smaller plants, and in furnaces where
clean, sootless fire is demanded. In making carbo coal, light

nils and gas are obtained as by-products, although generally

not in such large quantities as In the by-product coke oven.
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The preparation of carbo coal will therefore develop in locali-

ties where there is a large demand for solid smokeless fuel

and only a small demand for gas and oil. It is likely that

the manufacture of carbo coal will develop along with the

by-product plant, each being chosen on account of the exist-

ing local economic conditions.

Bettek Combustion

The ideal of good combustion is to burn all the combustible

Ingredients in the fuel with no excess of air in a furnace of

practical dimensions. All devices for burning any kind of

fuel strive to come as near to this ideal as possible. Excess

of air used in combustion wastes heat because the extra air

has to be heated to the temperature of the gases discharged

Thus, in hand-fired furnaces it Is difficult to obtain neatly

complete combustion with less than 50 to 60 per cent, excess

of air. A well-designed stoker will operate with 20 per cent

excess of air and still obtain nearly complete combustion.

With a well-designed oil burner and furnace, the excess can

be reduced to 15 or even 10 per cent, and at the same time

lose very little by incomplete combustion. Powdered coal

has been burned nearly completely with the excess of air

reduced to 10 per cent.

Low excess of air and complete combustion are accomplished

by high furnace temperatures which is hard on the furnace

lining. Therefore, with the strife for complete combustion

with low excess of air will go the demand for high grade fir*

COMBUSTION CHAMBER OP HEAT, TRANSMISSION APPARATUS AT PITTSBURGH STATION

from the apparatus in which the fuel is used. Incomplete

combustion wastes heat because part of the combustible in-

gredients in the fuel escape from the apparatus unburned.

Usually, when the excess of air is reduced incomplete com-

bustion comes into play, and if the reduction of the excess of

air Is carried to extremes, that which Is saved by reducing

the excess air is lost by incomplete combustion.

The more perfect the fuel-burning device the smaller can

be the excess of air without causing incomplete combustion.

brick that will stand the high temperatures and the slagging

action of the coal ash. In a boiler furnace the effect of the

high temperatures will be combatted by exposing much of

the boiler's heating surface to radiation from the fire and

thus keeping the furnace temperature low. This is a depar-

ture from the practice of several years ago, when every effort

was made to obtain high furnace temperature, which was

believed necessary for complete combustion.

Efficient Low Cost

A spur of the Monongahela River R. R. runs back from the

river as far as the Lambert Mine of the H. C. Frick Coke Co.

Another spur extends to Edenborn, Lecrone, and other mines

of the s_ame company. These are all railroad mines, and load

their coal into railroad cars, which are hauled out to the

river at Adah Siding, where they are dumped into river

barges, and towed to Clairton, Penn.

The company saves about $9 a car by making the change

from the railroad to the river haul, for a portion of the dis-

tance to Clairton. The Monongahela railroad delivers the

loads at the siding, and takes the empties away from It. The

Frlck company handles the cars at the siding, using its own
locomotive.

One side track is built out over the river. It is loop shaped,

both ends of the track being connected to the river bank.

The foundations are cofferdams filled with rock and cement.

Sawed timber uprights support a steel-beam frame work, which

serves as the floor of the siding, and the support for the

track. The timber uprights are set in two parallel rows, one

being on the edge of the river bank, and the other out In the

river. The distance between the two rows is suflaclent to al-

low the widest barges to float between them easily.

Coal -Barge Loading
The steel-beam frame resting on these uprights is high

enough above the barges to allow plenty of head room. The
railroad track is high on the river bank at this point, and a

slight incline to the siding gives it plenty of elevation. Two
hoppers, with chutes, are placed between the rails so that two

cars may be dumped at one time. The locomotive hauls the

cars out over the barges on the river, the bottom of the cars

are opened, and the coal allowed to flow through the hoppers

and chutes Into the barges.

A steam dinkey engine is placed on the siding over the

river for moving the barges about under the track. This

engine carries cables on two drums. These cables are carried

over suitable sheaves to each end of the dumping siding, and

down under it to the barges, a cable being fastened to the

end of each barge.

The barges are loaded in three layers, or installments. A
layer of coal is dumped into it as it Is moved down stream,

another as the dinkey engine with its cables pulls it back up

stream, and a third layer as it Is again drawn down stream,

and out from under the loading chutes to make room for an-

other barge.
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The Labor Problem in the Coal Mining Industry
BY CHARLES L. FAY

Cumberland, M, D.

TiE labor problem in coal mining is receiving more con-

structive thought now than at any time heretofore.

Many plans are or have been offered to solve the labor

problem. The problem, however, is too deep seated to re-

spond to a "cure-all" method of treatment, and the time has

come when both employer and employee must study eco-

nomics. Leaders seeking to weather the industrial storms,

Bome through fear, others through interest, are laying aside

prejudices, preconceived ideas and foolish notions, and are

giving the best they have in them to meet fairly and success-

fully the problem now facing them. What is true of the labor

problem in coal mining is true of the labor problem in all

Industries. In fact, it does not stop there. We of the mining

Industry are not in a class by ourselves.

Confining ourselves to the matter of employer and employee

In the mining industry, however, what are the needs of the

employer? We would answer that by asking what does the

employer want? And to that query of what the employees

need, we would answer by asking the question what do the

employees want?

PRIMARY CONSIDERATIONS ARE INVOLVED

We will say that these questions are answered as follows:

The employer wants: Peaceful industrial relations insuring

the minimum of labor turnover; maximum of quality produc-

tion; maximum of efficiency from plant operation without

undue strain upon labor.

The employee wants: Assurance of regular work and in-

come; the fear of dependency removed; management methods
which guarantee representation, fair dealing and square treat-

ment, and which provides means for self-development and ex-

pression for himself and family; opportunity to secur thf

maximum financial return tor his labor.

The progressive employer of today endeavors to secure

what he wants by answering the questions of the employees,

and this answer, broadly speaking, may be made by install-

ing policies of scientific management and by the development
of Industrial good will. The management will use every means
available to provide regular work, and when business is dull

the work will be distributed so that as nearly as possible all

the men get their fair share.

The fear of dependency will be removed by installing in

addition to state compensation insurance what is known as

group life insurance, which tides the dependents of deceased

employees over a period of time that enables them to readjust

themselves so as to be able to make their own way.

HEALTH INSURANCE SUGGESTED
Health insurance through relief funds or otherwise can be

operated so as to provide means of support to employees when
sick, but so organized as not to put a premium on absentee-

ism.

Profit sharing appears to possess constructive values, one

of which might be that of further contributing to means for

the employee to provide against dependency In his old age.

The bringing about of this "security" sense in the conscious-

ness of the emjjloyee results In "good will." In other words,

the employer is selling good will to the employee, which
means for the employee less labor turnover.

In answering the desire of the employee for security in reg-

ular work and income and the removal of fears of dependency,
the' employee answers the employer's desire for a minimum
labor turnover by "staying put."

•Paper presented before the Coal Mining Institute of Amer-
ica. Pittsburgh, Penn., Dec. 3 and 4. 1919.

In the matter of management methods which guarantee to

the employee representation, fair dealings and square treat-

ment and which provides means for self-development and ex-

pression for himself and his family, the management faces

an intricate problem.

The chief executives must take the initiative in installing

representation plans, industrial relationship methods, and
improvement mediums. The problem is intricate and its bonds
complex. After a plan has been decided on, it becomes a
matter of educational promotion. First of all, the oflScial

organization of the company must be educated, and the first

objection met with is the fear of various subordinate officials

that "these new ideas of the big boss" will take away their

authority, and what's the use of being a boss if you lose your
"authority"?

DEMOCRATIC METHODS ENCOURAGED
The next objection you run up against is that "I'm worked

hard enough now and this highbrow plan will keep me going
day and night." Yes, it would seem that scientific manage-
ment and industrial good will require more effort on the part

of company officials. They do, as they cause them actually

to do that which they should have done before. It is the

difference between autocratic control and democratic direc-

tion. The autocratic method commands, the democratic meth-
od confers. Instead of autocratic commands, matters are dis-

cussed at conferences with employees, investigations are made,
and the results are followed up and reported to those having
general supervisory responsibility for the successful opera-

tions of the plans. Often it will be found that the subordinate
officials are not honestly carrying out the spirit of the plan,

but the education of officials and bosses is finally on the way
to completion, and in spite of their previous objections they

now see wherein these plans are good for them. They learn

that there is a bigger field for their efforts than in autocratic

and unintelligent domination—a new opportunity open before

them. They find that they are more necessary, more impor-
tant than before, and that they are rendering a valuable

social service that transcends petty authority. They realize

that they are the keystone of the arch of industrial good will.

No less arduous is the establishment and conduct of an
educational propaganda among the employees. It requires a
definite policy adapted to their needs. It requires patience

—

patience on the part of all officials and bosses, as they are now
to be teachers. Not only patience is required, but reasonable-

ness and good horse sense.

A few leaders among the employees become awakened to

the new plan and its opportunities, and then they become
teachers of the new methods and salesmen of industrial good
will.

SUSPICIONS ARE AROUSED
At first employees are suspicious, and believe the company

"has a knife up its sleeve." And why not? After many years

under autocratic domination, of political subterfuges and the

general "bunk" that has in too many cases been handed to

them, why should they not think these new plans but "an-

other scheme of the company" to "do" them? And so It takes

time along lines and by methods that have been proved by
practice to be successful, to educate them to know all the Ins

and outs, the reason for and the benefits of the plan Itself.

And right here we may say subterfuges will not succeed.

Tricks won't work, schemes fall down, "bunk" Is useless. Un-
less as an employer you arc ready to go Into scientific man-
agement and Industrial good will, honestly straight from the
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shoulder, all open and aboveboard, leave It alone, for using

it as a cloak to "pull something over" on your employees will

only widen the present wide gap.

The modern methods of management are not just "glad-

hand" methods; they go deeper. They go to the roots of

industrial unrest and uncertainty.

Speaking of the "glad-hand" idea, an employer noticed that

the stables boss had marked the name of each mule over the

peg on which its harness hung, so that each mule should

always have the right harness. This gave the employer an

idea. He had brass name-plates struck off and had them
placed on the machines in the shop. Each plate bearing the

name of the man who operated the machine. Then he would

go through the shop and speak to each man by name. Know-
ing the names of your men is good, but "bunk" won't go.

One day a visitor asked one of the men what the name-plate

on his machine signified. The workman replied: "Well, you

know the boss saw how Bill tabs the harness pegs of the

mules, and I guess he rates us about the same as mules."

"Hello, Bill!" glad-hand stuff won't go unless the heart Is

back of the hand. Men think, and they don't want patron-

age, and can readily detect the counterfeit of good will and

genuine interest.

Employees do not want paternalism; they want democracy.

But in that democracy employees do not desire to be sep-

arated from the employers. They want a democracy that is

broad enough to comprehend employer and employee co-oper

ating together for their mutual good, a true, democratic part-

nership.

POLICY OF SEGREGATION IS FALSE

In times past many well-meaning employers have believed

that the employees wanted to segregate themselves from the

employer, and such employers have urged that point in deal-

ing with employees, and, in fact, employees were sometimes

led by policies which destroyed the chance of the same true

partnership arising, but all the while there was in the con-

sciousness of the average employee an inherent desire for that

partnership. Because of his training and the mistaken atti-

tude of the emloyer, however, he set aside his innermost

desire as being outside the realm of realization.

One of the big jobs of the employer today is to get down to

fundamentals and not be controlled completely by the appar-

ent, and consequently he must have a true concept of the

subjective as well as the objective state of mind of the em-

ployee.

So, when installing conference, council and committee or-

ganization machinery to handle representation, industrial

relationship, living and working conditions, mediums for rec-

reation, means for betterment of health, general safety, indi-

vidual improvement or development and opportunities for self-

expression, it must be predicated upon the basic principle of

human rights and formulated so that employer and employee
have the means of meeting upon a common platform, while

the various committees and mediums are so constituted as to

breathe forth the reality of individual democracy.

As Mr. R. B. Wolf, formerly manager of the Spanish River

Pulp and Paper Mill, Limited, says: "We are confronted with

the problems of correcting the repressive or selfish character

of civilization so that it will serve the mass of humanity," and
again: "We must learn to change the industrial environment

from one that repels to one which attracts. In other words,

the incentive to work must be inherent in the nature of the

work itself." It is, then, the putting of a soul into business

—into industry, into a corporation. In other words, during

the great mechanical and engineering strides of big business,

the human element was looked upon as negligible and the

result was normal or spiritual bankruptcy, hence the prob-

lems we now face. The job now is to readjust so that the

human element has its rightful place in industry.

The employee wants opportunity to secure the maximum

financial return for his labor. He wants the maximum right-

ful wage, but he wants democracy with it. Profit-sharing will

more and more receive the careful attention of progressive

employers. But while considering these things, we must more
and more look into the working conditions themselves for the

answer. The work must be handled so as to attract the work-
man, whether salaried man or wage-earner.

C. M. Schwab says: "If managers of industry can develop
some universal plan which will make labor not only well paid

but happy in doing the work itself, one of the greatest pos-

sible boons to mankind will have been realized." Thomas A.

Edison tells us that "Problems in human engineering will

receive during the coming years the same genius and atten-

tion which the nineteenth century gave to more material

forms of engineering." We have laid a good foundation for

industrial prosperity. Now we want to insure the happi-

ness and growth of the workers through vocational educa-

tion and vocational guidance and wisely managed employ-

ment departments. A great field tor industrial experimenta-

tion and statesmanship is opening. George H. Shepard says:

"If an employer buys labor merely as a commodity, with no
more feeling than he buys coal, he can expect to get just as

much loyalty from his workers as he would from a coal pile

with a few sticks of dynamite scattered through it"

DETAILS OP PLAN NOT OUTLINED

We will not attempt to outline in this paper the details of

plans and procedure for the installation and application of

the methods suggested herein. An inherent value of these

plans, however, is the fact that the education of employers

and employees in this application and practice is never fin-

ished. It's an unfoldment, allowing for originality. It's a

progressive revelation responding to human interests, as the

testimony of both employers and employees who have tried it

out shows.

Representation and good will through scientific manage-

ment then answers the questions of the employer and em-

ployee. And when honestly and intelligently applied it pro-

vides the industrial democracy which meets the needs of

both employer and employee, and relates properly to the gen-

eral public. It's a true partnership. It opens a constant

source of research, pleasure and information. It puts a soul

into business and industry. It's human.

Black Damp
Carbon dioxide is generally called black damp by mining

men. Strictly speaking, however, black damp, as Haldane,

an English chemist, first pointed out, is a mixture of nitro-

gen and carbon dioxide. As stated before, when outside air

enters a coal mine it undergoes certain changes. Among
others, some oxygen is absorbed and some carbon dioxide Is

given off by the coal. When oxygen is taken away from the

air of a room, the "air" left In the room, of course, contains a

smaller percentage of oxygen and more nitrogen than ordi-

nary air. A mixture of this excess of nitrogen with the car-

bon dioxide that comes from the coal constitutes black damp.

Although carbon dioxide sometimes may be largely respon-

sible for the effects produced by black damp mixtures, yet, as

regards the effect of black damp on lights, it is the lack of

oxygen, not the presence of carbon dioxide, that makes a light

go out. Average black damp contains 10 to 15 per cent, carbon

dioxide and 85 to 95 per cent, nitrogen; the proportion of

carbon dioxide is seldom more than 20 per cent., or less than

5 per cent.

—

Bureau of Mines, Miners' Circular No. 14.

Coal now is being mined at the Eska and Chickaloon mines

in Alaska at the rate of nearly 900 tons weekly. The Navy
has not yet undertaken the mining of coal in the Matanuska

field for which Congress appropriated $1,000,000.
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Henry Clay Frick

AN OBITUARYHENRY CLAY FRICK, or-

ganizer of the corporation

of Frick & Co., now known

as the H. C. Frick Coke Co., operating some

50,000 acres of coal lands and 15,000 coke

ovens, with a daily capacity of nearly 35,000 tons, died at

5:15 a. m. on Dec. 2 at his New York residence. The

financier, who had suffered

from an attack of ptomaine

poisoning in the early part

of last month, but had prac-

tically recovered, suc-

cumbed finally to another

and more serious 'Uness.

With simple ceremony, he

was buried in Pittsburgh on

Dec. 5, in the same plot

where lie the bodies of his

two little daughters, whose

death is said to have greatly

saddened Mr. Frick's life.

The body was escorted by a

number of prominent men,

the honorary pallbearers be-

ing United States Senator

Philader C. Knox Andrew
W. Mellon, Henry C. Mc-

Eldowney, R. B Mellon,

William Watson Smith, Asa

P. Childs, Jr., Judge Joseph

Buffington of Pittsburgh,

and John P. Grier of New
York.

The life story of Henry
Clay Frick reads like an-

other of those romances of

business for which America
has been notable. Between
the boy born on a little

farm, of hardworking, thrifty parents, meagerly possessed

of this world's goods, and the man who a year ago could

pay an income tax of $7,160,000, lay a span of seventy

years of astonishingly successful commercial effort.

Mr. Frick was born near West Overton, Penn. on Dec. 1,

1849. His grandfather, Abraham Overholt, was a miller

and distiller and the founder of what has since become one

of the famous whiskey distilling houses. As a boy he dis-

liked farming and was eager to go into business so his

grandfather put him to work in his distillery as a book-

keeper. He was a pretty good book-

keeper, but that was not his idea of busl-

uess. He left his grandfather's firm and

went to work for Morgan & Co., coke dealers, iu a rather

small way. They sent him to Pittsburgh as their agent,

and that was the beginning of young Frick's real career, he

being then in the early twenties.

His imagination, as ap-

plied to the coke business,

being more robust than that

of any one in the Morgan
& Co. firm, he managed lO

acquire a small interest In

a coke plant. He saved his

money and invested his

savings in other coke hold-

ings. His small fortune

grew perceptibly, and he ex-

pended some of it In the

building of a railroad to

penetrate the Connellsvilla

coke region. Then he

started in business for him-

self and organized the cor-

poration of Frick & Co.

The coke industry became

intimately connected wit'd

the steel industry, and the

great Pittsburgh steel man-

ufacturers had to take

cognizance of Mr. Frick. In

1882 the Carnegies took

him into the Carnegie Steel

Co. in the management of

which he became active.

During the Homestead

riots In 1892, Mr. Frick

was singled out for attack

by Alexander Berk man, the

anarchist, and was shot twice and then stabbed three times.

But thirteen days later Mr. Frick was able to get about and

resume his duties in his several companies, and much to

the astonishment of the world at large a pardon for Berk-

man was requested by Mr. Frick himself.

The loss of Mr. Frick was felt greatly, not only by men
such as Judge Gary of the United States Steel Corporation,

and other men who figure prominently in the coke and steel

industry, but also by the employees of his plants, whose

welfare had been greatly aided by the deceased financier.
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Eflective Use of the Cement Gun
BY DONALD J. BAKER

Pittsburgh, Penn.

THOUSANDS of dollars are being saved annually to the

coal industry through the application of a cement
covering to the ribs and roofs of mine entries. The

majority of the "falls" that occur in entries are due to the

reactions of the everchanging air on the shale, slate or

superimposed rock, which causes a rapid disintegration with

resultant "dropping." As a result of the roof being in this

condition, timbering is necessary, and eventually retimber-

Ing. Naturally, this results in the enlargement of the entry

with each successive timbering step.

The method of handling the disintegration of the roof and

rib by timbering is not only expensive, but it furnishes food

for the flames in the event of a fire. Furthermore, timbering

makes no appreciable headway against the disintegrating

process, it being at best but the means of guarding against

a "fall." Quite often the best roof support is the original over-

head arch of a firm slate or shale, which will eventually be-

come decomposed.

FIG. 1. ENTRANCE TO SPRINGFIELD MINE

In keeping the original top in a perfect state of preserva-

tion, the cement gun has found successful application. The

worst feature of the roof decomposition is the cracks that

form in the strata, as through these the air circulates, thus

paving the way for a larger "fall" at some later date, with its

consequent endangering of life or the temporary crippling of

the haulage system at some important point. By applying a

cement covering to the roof and rib the air is excluded from

contact with the coal and disintegratieJh is completely ar-

rested. However, applying a cement lining by means of a

cement gun is not restricted to entries, but the process may be

used wherever it is desired to halt the reaction of the roof.

In the construction of sumps, air-tight stoppings, pump-

rooms, brattices, etc., the cement gun has earned a well-

deserved niche. In entry work, aside from the saving of

timber, a cement covering does away with innumerable crev-

ices and ledges that serve as places for the accumulation of

coal dust. Overlooking the minimizing of the possibilities of

a coal dust explosion, the factor of greater cleanliness is in-

troduced that goes hand in hand with greater efficiency. It is

possible also to stop up those places in the roof where water

la continually seeping through by applying the cement dry

and allowing the water itself to act as the hydratlng agent In

forming the cement cover. This has been done In many
entries and in forming a waterproof lining for shafts.

An interesting example of a cement-lined entry may be

found in the main slope of the No. 1 mine of the Springfield

Coal Mining Co., at Nanty GIo, Penn. (Fig. 1.) The mine in

auestion lies In the "Miller" bed In Cambria County and Is

operated by Peale, Peacock & Kerr, of St. Benedict, Penn.

W. D. Dunsmore is superintendent and George Bateman Is

foreman. The slope is 14 ft. wide by 400 ft. long, the height

varying considerably, due to the fact that soft rock was en-

countered in the driving. This rock has been disintegrating

ever since the beginning of operations and "tails" have been

frequent. The slope is on a 35 per cent, dip with the coal

lying at the bottom. The mine at Nanty Glo is not a large

one, having a capacity of 850 tons daily. The coal is devel-

oped on the double-entry system of heading and back heading.

GUNITE APPLIED ON THE SLOPE
From the beginning of operations at the Springfield mine

trouble was experienced with the roof of the slope often result-

ing in the closing of the haulageway from falls of rock.

Timbering had never been resorted to, but disintegration had
proceeded until the width and height had nearly doubled in

size over the original opening. It was finally decided to give

the slope a cement covering in the hope of arresting the

movement of the overhead rock. The work as carried out

was primarily in the nature of an experiment. The results

have been very gratifying; not only has the fall of overhead

rock been completely stopped, but the slope is cleaner and

gives an impression of neatness that is convincing.

A cement gun, N-1 model, manufactured by the Cement Gun
Co., of AUentown, Penn., was chosen as the most practical

method of applying the cement. There was no time lost at

the mine, as the work was done at night. The sides and roof

of the slope were given no preliminary treatment before the

cement was applied other than the scraping down of all loose

or overhanging rock. Two coats were put on, each about %
in. in thickness. Air under a pressure of 50 lb. to the square

inch was taken down the slope in a pipe from the compress-

ors on the surface. Water was carried in a tank mounted on
a mine car, at a pressure of which was from 15 to 20 lb. in

excess of the air. An expert from the Cement Gun Co. was in

charge of the operation of the gun during the first day, after

which the regular employees at the mine completed the work.

FIG. 2. SECTION OF SLOPE AT NANTY-GLO

An outstanding feature in the operation of a cement gun is

its simplicity of control and the small amount of time re-

quired to instruct an inexperienced man in its operation. In

the work on the slope there was no appreciable rebound to

the cement, the waste of materials amounting to practically

nothing. As can be seen in one of the accompanying illus-

trations, the roof and rib are sealed off from the damaging air

currents. A point In connection with the thickness of ce-

ment applied is that a %-in. coat should serve as a minimum
to guarantee the proper unity of strength.
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After the slope had been lined at the Springfield mine, the

gun was further utilized in the construction of an under-

ground pumping station. Its effectiveness was demonstrated

just as clearly as in the case of the work on the slope. A
brattice of rough lumber was constructed between the rib and

the water at the pumproom location. Over the brattice chicken

wire was stretched, forming an excellent reinforcement for

the cement, which is a typical construction wherever cement

or "gunite" is used over wood. The pumproom is 40x20x8 ft.

high. The operation of the gun within the pumproom was
entirely by employees of the mine. The result has been just

as perfect as if the gun had been operated by experts. As In

lies in a smal local basin or fold, running away from one
of the main anticlinal formations. As is to be expected in an
operation of this size, the drainage problem at the present
time is one of no small proportions.

A centrally located pump station was constructed at the

bottom of the slope, which allows practically all the water
from all parts of the mine to collect by gravity. A sump,
125x10 ft., was built. Excavation was made 8 ft. below tne

coal and 4 ft. above, giving a total depth of nearly 20 ft., of

which but 10 ft. is utilized for the actual holding of the water.

Falls from the roof had been experienced ever since the sump
had been built, due to the smooth overhead "checker" (local

FIG. 3. ANOTHER SECTION OF THE SLOPE

the case of the work on the slope, there was no waste, and

Mr. McDonald estimates that but a handful of sand could be

found in a distance of 20 ft. of overhead work.

Another interesting example of where the cement gun has

been used effectively may be found at Red Lion, or No. 2

shaft, of the Washington Coal and Coke Co., at Star Junc-

tion, Penn. W. E. Lahm is superintendent and T. M. Zim-

merman is engineer. The coal under development at that

place is the Pittsburgh bed of the Connellsville Basin and

has a general thickness of 8 ft. Operations at the No. 2 mine
were begun In 1898, when a tract of more than 5000 acres of

FIG. 5. VIEW OF PUMP ROOM AT NANTY-GLO

term for a slate with right-angled cleavage), slate continually

breaking off and falling into the water.

A somewhat ingenious method was employed for cementing

the sides and controlling the incoming water at the same
time. A frame bench was built along one side of the sump
and rails were placed for the passage of a car. It was neces-

sary first to clean the bottom of the sump, as there had been

from 3 to 4 ft. of sediment deposited. A trough was carried

to the side of the bench and at the bottom of the sump to

direct the water to the pumps and at the same time exercise

a better control over it. As the structure of the frame plat-

100' 200' 500' ¥fl 500

FIG. 4. PORTION OF UNDERGROUND LAYOUT AT STAR JUNCTION, SHOWING LOCATION OF SUMP

coal was placed under development. The main entry of the

mine is on a 6 per cent, slope, which is approximately 4700

ft. long, haulage being by cable from a steam-driven engine.

The remaining distance of 1300 ft. to the bottom Is on a 3

per cent, grade with haulage by electric locomotives. A dis-

-tance of 2 miles Is recorded to the upper end of the slope,

•which Is the extent In length of the main entry. The coal

form proceeded down the sump, the sediment ahead was re-

moved, after which the cement covering was applied to the

rear. As in the case of the work at Nanty Glo, the sides and

roof were first cleaned of any loose material before the ce-

ment was put on. Cement was applied from the root to the

bottom of the sump and over the floor. The frame bench

was carried to the opposite side of the room when the retreat
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began down the other half of the sump. A covering of % in.

was given the roof, sides, and bottom. A compressed air line

running throughout the mine was tapped for use with the

gun. The water line from the pumproom furnished the water

under pressure, which simplified the operation and did away
with the use of portable apparatus.

The completed sump is one of the first in the Pittsburgh

district to have a cement lining. It is believed that the sump
is now large enough to hold all the water that may accrue

from any new developemnt work. If it is not, however, it

may be enlarged without any difficulty presenting itself from

the lining, as the thickness of the covering is not so great

that any problem would arise from an adjoining excavation.

Because of the equipment therein, it might be interesting

to note that a firm construction is necessary at the under-

ground pumping plant at Star Junction, one of the largest in

western Pennsylvania, being composed of five separate rooms,

35x15x10 ft. each. The rooms are of brick construction, four

of which are of overhead arch construction, while the roof of

the fifth is supported by 80-lb. rails spaced at intfervals of

1 ft. Three of the rooms adjoin each other, while the other

two are in close proximity. Rooms No. 1, 2, 4 and 5 contain

single plunger, ^horizontal, Yough pumps, manufactured by

the Boyts-Porter Co. of Connellsville, Pennsylvania. The size

of each pump is 30x15x36 in. The No. 3 room contains an

18xl0x24-in. Jeannesville pump of the same design as the

others. All work against a head of 285 ft. Pumps No. 1, 2,

3 and 4 are fitted with two dischargeways, one an 18-in. line

and the other a 16-in. The No. 5 pump has a separate dis-
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Coal Mining Institute of America Holds Interesting

Session at Pittsburgh
By R. DAWSON HALL
Managing Edtior, Coal Age

Synopsis—There has heeii no wane In the great interest

shoivn in the Coal Mining Institute of America's annual

session. . . In fact the institute grows stronger year by yeav.

Dr. Thiessen introduced a new departure in the pale botani-

cal determination of coal seams. A. W. Hesse delivered

an unusually good address on ''Pillar Drawing" and Prof. H.

C. Ray showe<l how a man, well versed in metal-mining can

serve the coal-mining public by taking of that industry's

best and recommending it to the coal men for their adop-

tion.

THE Coal Mining Institute of America in its meeting of

Dec. 3 and 4 started its sessions at the Chamber
of Commerce Auditorium, Pittsburgh, Penn., in its

usual way—namely, by discussing business first and tech-

nical matters afterward. That there Is no lack of interest

In the business end of the program is shown by the large

number of persons who were on hand early to take part in

It and the keen interest they all seemed to take in Its

conduct.

Joseph Williams, who received 67 votes for president

for the ensuing year as against E. N. Zern's 43, was elected

president to succeed Mr. Zern. Mr. Williams is mine in-

spector of Pennsylvania bituminous district No. 10 which
has headquarters in Altoona and embraces Cambria and all

of Blair Counties.

In the vote for vice presidents, E. N. Zern received 85

votes; J. T. Ryan, 62; P. W. Cunningham, 54; W. E. Fohl,

52; J. B Hanford, 48; and John Thomas 38. The first three

were declared elected. In his presidential address Mr. Zern
introduced the subject of the nationalization or federaliza-

tion of the institute, and the matter was referred by resolu-

tion to a committee, the president, E. N. Zern stating that

the committee he would appoint would be the executive

committee of the coming year.

Jt:N10R INSTITUTES TO BE FORMED.

Another reference in Mr. Zern's address was to the badge
of the Coal Mining Institute of America, the letters CM. I.A.

on a blue oval background. Much contention arose as to

the proposal for the formation of Junior chapters of the

Coal Mining Institute in the various colleges and schools of

the state. Everyone was satisfied to have these chapters
organized, but the by-laws prohibited action till the regu-

lar meeting, and that is a year away.
Thomas K. Adams, the mine inspector of the third

Pennsylvania bituminous district, suggested making the
chapter men honorary members, but that would cheapen an
honor that has been reserved for those who have been dis-

tinguished in industry and the activities of the institute.

H. M. Austin would have had them made associate mem-
bers, but that, again, would have created a new order of

membership and was clearly unconstitutional.

E. H. Coxe proposed that a committee of five be formed
to bring In resolutions regarding the matter, in which would
be outlined by-laws such as could be presented and voted
upon at the next annual meeting.

\f. L. Affelder sug-

gested that a retroactive provision should be contained In

the by-laws that would arrange for the return of the ex-

cess dues paid by those who were accorded only a Junior,

or chapter, membership. This plan was adopted and the

resolution was presented and acted on favorably at a latar

session.

The election of the executive-board members resulted ^s
follows: W. E. Fohl, 86; W. L. Affelder, 80; Moore, 63;

J. I. Pratt, 63; Rush Hosier, 60; Alexander McCanch, 49;

Thomas Thompson, 38. The first four were declared

elected. Henry Kreisinger, fuel engineer of the Bureau of

Mines, then read his paper on "Probable Fiiel Developments
in the Use of Coal", and the meeting, after a short discus-

sion, adjourned.

In the afternoon session Question No. ] was introduced,

Thomas K. Adams presiding. The question runs as fol-

lows: "In a room more than 20 ft. wide, should timber
be uniformly spaced between the track and the gob rib,

or should they be set more closely near the center of the
room than the gob." .

Richard Maize, Jr. in discussing the matter advocated
the placing of the props near the center of the room mo:e
closely than near the ribs and also urged that a prop should
be placed between the car and the working face, saying that

the mine worker, spent most of his time at that point and
that many lives would be saved.

Mr. Maize wanted at least two safety posts placed In a

20 ft. place. T. K. Adams asked if there would not then

be great danger of an accident when the safety posts were
removed to permit the operation of a cutting machine along

the face, and Mr. Maize assured him that it was his (M;*,

Maize's) intention to put up another post on the other side

of the machine whenever it was necessary to remove either

of the safety posts.

Returning from the digression, Mr. Affelder said that

putting posts close in the center of the room might tend to

throw the weight on the roadv/ay. It was stated that there

was no desire on the part of any one to set posts unduly
far from the road. The question was really: "How far

should the post be set from the gob rib?"

J. I. Pratt said that if posts were not set within reason-

able distance from the gob rib, it would shear. The chair-

man, quite naturally, pointed out that: "If there was no
need to put props near the road rib why put them close o
the gob rib, for everyone traveled along the road rib and
only officials traveled along the space in the gob?"

R. D. Hall pointed out, on the other hand, that the spac-

ing of props along the road was regulated by the exigencies

of transportation, but the spacing along the road rib was
at the discretion of the Inspector, foreman or miner and
that the props could be placed In practice as near or as far

from the rib as was thought advisable. The passing of the

car made a certain clearance between the road rib and the

first prop in any given row obligatory, but on the gob side

there was no such restriction. One member urged that an
excess In the use of timber w:is not a mistake as the more
timber placed the more could be recovered.

The next question, one for which E. N. Zern acknowl-
edged that he was sponsor, ran as follows:

"What is a reasonable water-gauge reading for a mins
operating under favorable conditions and circulating 100,-

000 cu. ft. 200,000 cu. ft. and 300,000 cu. ft. of air per
minute?

This developed but little valuable discussion because the
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pressure depends not only on the number of feet of air

«lrculated but on the resistance of the circuit. When a

snine begins to operate the resistance may be such that

300,000 cu. ft. can be circulated at a low water gauge,

yet when the mine develops this will have to be increased.

If the author of the question had made it read, "What

•water gauge is the limit that it is desirable to have on reach-

tog the confines of the property when the various quan-

tities of air specified have to be supplied," it might have

ibeen more clearly discussed. As Mr. Zern well said, when

we inquire as to the resistance of a mine, we usually con-

:Hder that the air will travel only those passages that are

'/known as airways.

The air travels not only along these but along the work-

ing faopt;. along the rooms and through the room-to-room

some were not using the method just mentioned while some
were opening up new work in accordance thereto. The
general opinion seemed to be that the plan pleased those

only who desired to open up the mines with great rapidity

so as to be in shape for the lake season. It was by no one

apparently regarded as a scientific method of pillar draw-

ing. It placed the work in pillaring between two gobs, and

so made recovery incomplete. The panel system, wherever

delays can be endured, is the safer and better plan and the

one to be invariably adopted when the measure lies deep.

Dr. Reinhardt Thiessen, research chemist of the United

States Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh, read an article on "The

Constitution of Coal as Seen with a Microscope." Dr.

Thiessen showed how coal for the most part consists of

two parts—broken wood fragments (attrltus) and resins.

SCENE FROM THE ANNUAL BANQUET OF THE COAL MINING INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

iBTOsscn'tB. In a mine newly opened about 57 per cent of

the air may so travel, and 25 per cent may take the straight

yoad along the airways. When the mine gets older the

conditions are reversed. There may be 25 per cent going

through the rooms and 75 per cent through the headings.

Under such circumstances the apparent coefficient of fric-

tion being based more largely on the heading capacities

will be higher than the same coefficient when the air is

tergely travelling rooms and not entries. The air travels

lowly in the rooms, and this fact reduces the friction of

ttravel.

Question No. 10: "What are the advantages and dis-

advantages of the half-advance and half-retreat method of

drawing pillars?" Prof. Stoeck said that he observed that

In it are some of the coatings of seeds, if the expression

may be pardoned. Dr. Thiessen would call them exines of

spores. If he were asked. Dr. Thiessen would doubtless not

admit for a minute that spores are the same as seeds.

He would declare that some years ago the idea was ex-

ploded. Spores, he would say, are nothing else than spores

or the reproduction organs of cryptogams or fiowerless

plants. You can see them lying thickly on the underside of

the fronds of the female fern. They are full of protoplasm,

a substance that rots away in the coal bed leaving only the

coatings or exines. They, however, robbed as they are of

their included material and distorted by pressure can be

readily identified by characteristic markings.

Strange to say they are of a different character in every
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bed of coal. Dr. Thiessen can tell you how they look under

the microscope as seen from different points of view. To

him they are labels which differentiate one bed of coal from

another. The Brookville bed may try to pass as the Kit-

tanning, but Dr. Thiessen will look at the coal through a

microscope, make a careful investigation of the many spare

exines and tell from them, as from a Bertillon mark, what

bed he Is examining.

Strange to say the cryptogams of the period during which

one bed of coal was laid down have spores different from

those at another period when another coal bed was de-

posited. Perhaps it is too early to state this as a positive

fact. If it is true there is a wonderful opportunty afforded

of identifying coal beds where the correlation has been in

dispute or analyses unusually similar.

of Pennsylvania State College, presiding. It ran: "How
should amusements and recreation for miners (white anA
colored) be provided in isolated camps?" Pay spoke on th#
artistic perception of employees especially of some group*

of foreigners. He stated that some Italian miners wooIA
come all the way to New York City to hear Grand Operm»

The introduction of "rainy" films and those cheaply ofe-

tained because of their advertising accompaniment WOUIA
not readily pass muster in coal camps.

One member said that the films were doing mQcli bami
throughout the country by spreading an untrue story of

the wrongdoing and high living of city dwellers and of th«

virtues and humble living of those who live in the conntry.

Much of the unrest is due to misrepresenting the hard-

working executives of modern business life. The faults of

HELD AT THE WILLIAM PENN HOTEL, PITTSBURGH. P ENN.

However, we must accept the promise with caution for

the work of cutting and grinding samples is slow and ex-

pensive, and the whole United States coal fields can be

covered by the xylotomist only with difficulty. In a few
years we will learn if this rule la like many others—one

with exceptions.

Charles L. Fay then read a paper on the "Labor Factor

In Mining" urging the Importance of welfare work and the

necessity of sincerity and patience In Its adoption. It Is a

fact that welfare work only pays when It Is conducted with

no consideration of ultimate advantage. If the employer
shows more Interest In welfare than he evinces In dividends

welfare work pays handsomely, but not otherwise.

Question 3 was then discussed with Dr. E. S. Moore, dean

these men are perhaps not few but It Is a mfstake to repre-

sent them as invariably more base and more leisure-lovins

than the members of the laboring classes.

n. L. Fay stated that the Davis Coal and Coke Co. had
Introduced Group Life Insurance, and It Is received wltlb

much favor in union and nonunion mines alike. It Josk
happened that the policies were written a few weeks befor*

the Influenza epidemic occurred, and the value of the jfTO^

visions for the happiness of the employees was maeli aj^
predated.

Policies are Issued for $500 after 6 months of servEest.

After one year the policy Is for $600. After the seoond

year It Is for $700. It reaches a maximum of $1000' aiflar

5 years of service. The Insurance is addltlonar to that of
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the Employees' Relief Fund and the State Workman's Com-
pensation, but in the case where workman's compensation is

paid the group insurance granted is only 10 per cent of the

face amount.
Question No. 4 "Why do not coal companies employ more

college-trained men on their staff?" aroused quite a little

discussion. Several declared that the college men were

afraid of the discomforts of hard work. One instructor de-

clared that the West had always welcomed college-trained

men and paid them well but that the East seemed disposed

to seek for men who learned tiieir work in the hard school

of experience. Metal-mining engineers were better paid and

more highly regarded than the college men of the coal in-

dustry. As a result the pupils at mining colleges would

never "see coal mining".

THE QUESTION OF COLLEGE TRAINING

Apparently the inadequate courses of training at colleges

are not the source of distrust that some would have them

to be. If all the new studies so highly commended are in-

troduced, and if higher mathematics is ditched, as is being

advocated, it will not save the college man from being un-

desired in the mining industry. So long as he continues

to hope that the industry will furnish him a white-collared

job and a chance to run things from the very day he leaves

college, he will find that no one will want him whether he

studied cost accounting or the calculus methods of mining

or conic sections.

It is the man rather than his lack of knowledge that

Jars—his pose, his lack of patience, his desire for ease and

authority. He has sneered at his "prexy", and when he

gets into the mine office he speaks lightly of his boss. He
forgets that though he helped to pay his "prexy", he Is

drawing a pay envelope from his employer and he is sur-

prised that the results of his self importance are consequent-

ly not what he expects. The college instructors are patient

because they have to be and because they are paid for the

tuition of their students; the boss is not patient, for he has

to pay for the time the college man is learning to perform

the task that is set him, and if the man does not justify ex-

pectations his employment is a debit and not a credit.

THE BANQUET WAS WELL ATTENDED

The banquet in the evening of Dec. 3 proved more than

usually attractive. It was held in the ballroom of the

William Penn. Hotel, W. E. Fohl being the toastmaster. E.

W Parker, of the Anthracite Bureau of Information, here

as at the American Mining Congress, advocated the method

of conciliation in force in the anthracite region. Dr. Parker

will pardon the suggestion that it is as doubtful a remedy

for the ills of the bituminous coal industry as it has proved

for those of the anthracite mines.

He also advocated the differential price rate of the an-

thracite region that has done so much to steady operations

in that field and to make the summer a busy season In all

but the most abnormal years. No one can question the ad-

vantage of a differential in price, but, as tar as coal at the

mines is concerned, it is possible only when there Is a

fixed circular. There is reasonable doubt as to the ad-

vantages of having fixed prices and of the possibility of In-

ducing the Federal authorities to permit of such private

price fixing.

It is possible that the government might set prices per-

manently and in the common lingo "fix" the Industry as it

has "fixed" the railroads by regulating the reward for rend-

ering a service to the public without any due consideration

of the actual cost of rendering that service. The word "fix"

In America has acquired a somewhat ominous meaning,

similar in fact to that rightly belonging to the word "spoil"

and no one can say that this, use of the word is not well

merited, if he studies the effect of price-fixing on the rail-

road industry.

Dr. Parker closed by suggesting that a railroad differen-

tial between summer and winter be provided as was long

ago advocated in Coa/ .-U'l:. (Dec. 2, 1916) and as w.a3

proposed at a banquet of the Coal Mining Institute on Dec.

8, 1916 by myself. Eugene McAuliffe and Van H. Manning

have recently urged the desirability of the measure and

the American Mining Congress has approved it. It seemed

favorably received by the National Conference of Business

Paper Editors in New York City, when I presented it to

them on Nov. 13 of this year though no corporate action

was taken or indeed suggested.

There seems to be no reason why this wise provision

should not be put into effect as there does not appear to be

any serious objection to it. In fact in earlier days when
railroad rates were more fluid than today freights were

lower in the summer than in the winter, at least on some
roads.

Dr. A. A. Hammerschlag, president of the Carnegie In-

stitute of Technology in Pittsburgh, delivered an address

on the new mining school at that institution, and its pros-

pects of creating a favorable cooperation between operators

and the faculty. He had succeeded in establishing a close

touch with leading mining men who are now actually assist-

ing to direct the work of the faculty along practical lines,

and he had so impressed the coal companies with the value

of men, who being practical added theory to' that practice,

that several companies were paying for the tuition of em-
ployees whom they hoped would make for them super-

intendents and executives of great value.

ADDRESS BY HENRY M. PAYNE

Following Dr. Hamerschlag, Henry M. Payne made an
address on the history of export associations and of the

Coal Export Corporation in particular, directing the atten-

tion of his hearers to the fact that foreign trade in coal

would relieve the pressure of the Appalachian coals on the

more westerly markets, and would tend by the greater ex-

port demand in summer to stabilize the coal industry.

All thought seems directed toward the 306-day year and
it is bound to come if the proper provisions are made and
the public is duly educated to its combined duty and ad-

vantage in securing steady work, steady buying and the

steady production from the large body of men in the coal

industry.

R. Dawson Hall then addressed the banqueters with a

few remarks on education. In his view the industry and
the nation are just barely sensing the value of education

and character in the progress and happiness of the Common-
wealth. The physical predominance of the United States

may be after all only an idea derived from the greater per-

fection with which the resources of the country have been

examined and developed.

Russia and Siberia are larger and quite possibly physic-

ally more promising than the United States. The measure

of production and the measure of exploitation and the de-

gree to which the riches of the mine and surface have been

made known cannot be regarded as measures of the actual

wealth buried beneath the Russo-Siberian soil.

Moreover the people of the United States are as children

eating at a table at which their elders have already voraci-

ously partaken. There is no longer the wealth here that

there was once. All that makes the United States a land

of promise and accomplishment is the education and the

character of the general run of people, their mental and

moral equipment.

The savage lived in this land that we vaunt as a physl-
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cal miracle before it was in any way despoiled and yet the

savage starved to death. America was sparsely inhabited

when discovered, and the people were not multiplying. To-
day with a people, educated and enlightened, the country

Is growing and the people are prosperous. For all these

reasons we are compelled to believe that the greatness

and happiness of the people rest most largely in their edu-
cation and character and not In the land and its treasure?.

Mr. Hall then referred to the mining schools that were
training the future superintendents and foremen of the

country for their work in the coal mines. He said, how-
ever, that industry ever lagged behind its great opportuni-

ties because it lacked a well-distributed skill.

Trained executives and foremen are all very well but they

cannot make a well-rounded industry unless we have trained

men to execute the work—trained men to drive rooms and
headings, trained men to timber working places, trained

men to care for storage-battery locomotives, trained work-
men to weld and to repair, trained tracklayers to lay track

and maintain it, trained electricians to bond rails and keep

them bonded, to erect trolley wire and insulated lines,

trained blacksmiths and carpenters and so forth.

WHAT ABOUT SKILLED WORKMEN
Where shall such men come from? They cannot all go

to college but we can transform parts of our colleges into

normal schools where men can be trained to teach working-

men how to perform their tasks and can further teach

them safety, hygiene, care of their houses and homes, thrift,

healthy living, the English language, Americanism and the

principles of good citizenship. Each mine could have some
such man, taught to teach, to develop men, to convert aliens

Into real citizens and to labor in every good work leading

up to that trained industrialism without which labor is mere

toil without adequate result.

Such men would transform our mining communities,

make mere workmen into skilled artizans and make for-

eigners an integral part of our democracy, converting them
from men careless of the work they perform into thinking

individuals, able and willing to put mind and character into

the work that they do, feeling their obligation to contribute

service to America and to promote the happiness of our

citizenry. To these men and their pupils might be en-

trusted with safety the future of our nation.

The next speaker was Mr. Ashley. Many of those as-

sembled saw George H. Ashley for the first time. Onl
Aire has not always found itself in agreement with the

brilliant geologist who with George O. Smith set the val'ie

on Western lands. But a competent man he surely is, ds-

epite his valuations and the State of Pennsylvania has

reason to be proud of its choice in selecting him as its

State Geologist. He will do, every one is sure, a large work
In making a careful inquiry into the resources of the state.

There is oil in spots throughout the commonwealth. U.

Is his business to indicate whore it may be found in plai'?3

far distant from those spots in which it is now obtained.

There are other resources in large quantity that are not

discovered or suspected. There are also opportunities for

Improving and developing our coal industry. Mr. Ashley

Is spending much thought and some time in looking for

worthy work for which he will be justified In asking tor

appropriations. The public Is puttinj," before him Its many
problems. He will try and answer them as promptly as

he can and within the limits imposed on him by the financial

support he receives. He will try to hasten the topographic

and geologic surveys of the state now being made, non-i

too rapidly by the United States Geological Survey because
appropriations are none too generously furnished by the
state. This is sufficient cause for delay.

In securing George H. Ashley the state has annexed a
vast fund of practical ideas, and the people of the state will
unquestionably be rewarded thereby. That the promise of
his personality convinced every one present was evidenced
by the interest with which he was heard after a long ses-
sion of speechmaking.
At the meeting of Thursday, Dec. 4, P. J. Walsh, one of the

bituminous state mine inspectors presided over the ques-
tion box, the question being: "Has the steel mine car made
good"? In the discussion the all-steel car seemed to have
the worst of the argument, while the steel car with wood
bottom appeared to have a number of firm adherents among
users. Mr. Patten said that the steel cars at the mine of
which he had charge had been destroyed in nine years of
wear. However, that seems to be a satisfactory term of
service. The car has not been found that will have an un-
limited life.

DISCISSION OF STEEL MINE CAR
A member stated that the steel car holds 1 per cent more

coal and is lighter than the wood car. While he held that
the steel car had proved a failure, he declared that the com-
posite car with wooden bottom and steel sides, that can be
renewed by sections, has proved a complete success. Mr.
Beck said that the sectional steel car cost only as much
for repairs as the wood car. The sections when bolted to-
gether could quite readily be replaced. Mr. Little stated
that at a Wellston (Ohio) mine the bottoms of steel mine
cars had suffered from an enlargement of the bolts and
from the Sulphur-water corrosion. Mr. Smiley declared
that the original objection to the all-steel car was based on
its rigidity making it disposed to run on three wheels when
it got out of condition. This made the car easy to derail.

The composite mine car having a wood bottom is not sub-
ject to this important defect. He said that it was an-
nounced that the car makers had a non-corrosive steel that

removed the objection to the steel car that in time would
corrode beyond repair.

Professor H. C. Ray, of the School of Mines of the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh, then read an interesting and exhaustive

paper on "Modern Practice in Coal Washing" in which he
described many innovations in the art of washing derived

from experience in the washing of ores.

Question No. 6, "Under like conditions which is superior

for attaining a large output—a drift or a shaft mine?" re-

vealed the fact that there was a change in sentiment in favor

of the latter. The advantages provided by modern hoist-

ing and dumping equipment is steadily increasing the favor

shown to shaft mines. The slope or drift mine does not

start in the center of a field of coal and its one sidedness

•Jelays the attainment of a maximum tonnage. However,

one could not say that there was such a consensus of

opinion that from the discussion it Is safe to answer the

que?* ion with an unqualified approval of either drift or

shaft. The question "Can electric bonding of rails be re-

commended as effective and economical" fell somewhat flat

as no o'le seemed to be present who could testify as to the

succes^ .ittained in electric bonding.

In t^'•• afternoon question No. 8, "Is alternating current

mor^ •. sfactory than direct current for the operation of

coal-f:i:tii!i i machinery"? was presented. W. L. Atlelder,

who has uf rd the alternating current for cutting coal, pump-
ing and ventilation with direct current for locomotives,

.k,.'a;td that the arrangement was entirely satisfactory.

The alt'ir''.ating current, he averred, gave as little trouble

as direct current in the operation of the shortwall mining

machinis.

Mr. Mitche'.!, on being appealed to for his knowledge of

the use of alternating current said that, in Illinois mines.
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alternating current was making large advances and prophe-

sied that in five years the big mines would all be using that

kind of current.

A. W. Hesse, chief mining engineer of the Buckeye Coal

Co., Nemacolin, Penn. read a paper of great value on "Pil-

lar Drawing", exhibiting some admirable illustrations of

warious methods, the Gay method being especially interesting

.mnd giving a wonderful example of longwall pillar removal,

well adapted to the conveyor method of loading though
msed at present with hand-loading methods.

He instanced a case where the iirst break In the roof on

the surface was over the excavated area and at right angles

to the line of pillaring. He accounted for the break by

saying that it occured along the line of contours.

Question No. 9: "How much coal should a coal-loading

machine employing three to five men in its operation pro-

duce daily to warrant its use? Should a guarantee of per-

formance be exacted before purchase?

Those who were using coal-loading machinery not only

showed satisfaction in the work of these machines but also

regarded the prospect of their further introduction with

nnuch favor as likely to remove, in large degree, the drudg-

«ry of mining. One member said that he believed that the

seller of such machinery should not be required to give »

guarantee because the work could only be satisfactory where

the executives at the mine backed up the machine with

proper facilities for its operation. If it was not given an

opportunity to do Its work efficiently no one could blame

4he machinery if it did not measure up to expectations.

A vote of condolence with the families of E. C. Lee, chief

Siispector of the Associated Companies, and Leon Harmon,
anine foreman at Alicia, Penn., members of the Institute

who had died within the year was passed by the members.

The society also expressed its regret that Dr. J. A. Brashear,

<flescribed as "Foremost Citizen of Pennsylvania" In the

yrogram, could not be present at the banquet because of

hl3 illness. With these and other appropriate resolutions

the meeting adjourned to meet In the winter of 1920.

Taxing Anthracite
BY W. E. JOYCE
Sandy Run, Penn.

The taxation of coal lands in Luzerne county has passed

•the stage of moderation and is now forcing the serious atten-

tion of big mining men. This phase of mining expense has

fceen overlooked by that department which has handled the

more intricate problems, and such things as rents and taxes

delegated to the land departments; doubtlessly while able

men have been employed therein, the fact remains that

taxation has increased to a point where, figuratively speak-

ing, it is out of sight. An advance of 480 per cent in a com-

paratively short time is certainly "going some," but that

figure was arrived at before this year's duplicate was ar-

jranged.

COAL DEPOSIT VALUES DETERMINED

"When the first Board for Revision and Assessment of Taxes

in Luzerne County was appointed, a system originally con-

ceived by a single taxer, revised by a socialist, and perfected

fcy this board, was mapped out. Their engineers tackled the

Job of fixing coal-deposit values upon a broad hypothesis based

•n Henry George and improved upon by Carl Marx. One of

the distinguishing features of their work promises to He In

the fact that they thoroughly aroused the men higher up, and

forced a closer union of the mining and land departments of

the various coal companies.

The members of this board hit upon a plan for enriching

the county exchequer quite as marvelous as would have been

lossible, had they possessed themselves of Aladdin's lamp.

And yet, if these men were "top-notchers" in the work of gath-

ering public funds, their successors have so improved upon

the adopted system, that it is scarcely recognizable.

In the process of mulcting the coal companies, the new
board retained the original engineering force. The work
accomplished and the methods pursued are explained by the

chairman of the board who, when asked how the wonderful

results were obtained, said: "Yes, we have allowed for the

coal taken out of your property during the past three years

even it the values have increased. You see, it's this way: If

it were not for the township school boards wanting so much
money we would have no trouble at all with the county taxes.

The county is so big and so rich no one would feel the burden

of county taxes, but in the townships the school boards make
their own tax levies and they make the rates high."

Responsibility tor an anomalous rule is thus divided. The
above explanation does not explain, however, why a property

value is 40 or 50 per cent, greater after extracting several

hundred thousand tons of coal from it, despite the assertion

of the board that allowance is made therefor by the new
system.

The engineers stand by their work and the members of the

Board of Revision are no less loyal to the system. The land

agents handling the tax question in the past for the various

coal companies failed to secure an application of the new tax

system on an equable basis. The mining heads are now figur-

ing on giving them assistance.

When the triennial valuation was arranged for tax pur-

poses the old board of revision believed they had performed

a good job because they had increased valuation 400 per cent.

That did not satisfy some of the public bodies drawing upon
the fund and the following year a readjustment was secured.

That the law did not allow changes of an arbitrary nature

beyond the triennial year made nto difference. They simply

ordered a readjustment, and means were found for increas-

ing the rate without disturbing coal areas.

In the succeeding efforts at readjustment tracts of coal

land that bore the full burden of taxation in 1918 were re-

lieved of that responsibility, and tracts previously reported

as barren were used to take up the difference, with different

rates for the same beds on different tracts. Thus the scien-

tific features of engineering were embellished and the coal

companies are ordered to pay accordingly.

The taxes paid by one of the large companies now amounts
to 20c. per ton on its product. As it requires a tonnage of

some 10,000 per month to yield such a profit, there would ap-

pear to be good reason for activity and closer inquiry on the

part of the various departments in order to ascertain just tax

on coal.

The higher commercial value of liquid fuel is due

to its being available for more purposes. Oil seems to

have all the advantage of gas and solid fuel and none

of their disadvantages. Gas, on account of its simple

molecular structure, can be burned readily and without

•moke in any commercial apparatus from a boiler fur-

nace to a gas engine; also, the feed of gas can be made
automatic for any apparatus and can be easily con-

trolled. However, gas has the great disadvantage that

it is not concentrated enough for convenient storage.

On the other hand, coal contains large amounts of heat

in highly concentrated form and can be easily stored.

Its complex molecular structure and the many solid

impurities tend to limit its use. In its market«d form,

coal lacks sufficient adaptability to delicate adjustment

or automatic feed control.

—

Bureau of Mines Bulletin

No. 135.
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Modern Pillar Drawing Practice'
BY A. W. HESSE
Nemacolin, Penn.

Wti; formerly thought a 1000 or 2000-ton production from
d mine was going some, and you have probably noted

the advertisement the Illinois mines have been receiv-

ing as the biggest producers of the world, yet at Lynch, Har-

lan County, Kentucky, I am told that a year after coal began
going over the tipple, 5000 tons per day was the output and
15,000 tons per day is to be the capacity of the plant! Sev-

eral openings, however, contribute to the one tipple. Never-
theless, this goes to show that we are setting a rapid pace for

the world's production of coal, .^^^.^^^^___^^^^
and in this period of unrest

and policy of conciliation, when
nobody wants to work and the

law of supply and demand still

rules, who knows but what
necessity will bring forth

methods of mining and mechan-
ical means whereby the miner
may sit at the entry and direct

his car to the room face, or

pillar stumps, and tally It as the

car goes out.

The straight work, or entry driving, has been receiving con-

siderable attention by the mechanical minds of the country to

speed up development and output; but since the pillars of a

mine in which the maximum recovery is sought represents

from 60 per cent, to 75 per cent, of the coal field, it is worth

while to give this phase of mining considerable thought be-

fore the mine work is projected. Of course, there are some

things for which the mine management is not responsible,

such as the impatience of the Board of Directors for early

returns; but it Is possible in nearly every case to become fa-

miliar with the physical and chemical properties of the coal

and the coal-bearing strata to such an extent as to forewarn

the operator of the things which might happen when he comes

to drawing pillars.

We know there are two general systems of coal mining:

Room and Pillar, and Longwall. The longwall system con-

templates the entire extraction of the seam without leaving

pillars, and inasmuch as this method is a subject in itself, no
attempt will be made in this paper to treat of it.

MARGIN OF PROFIT INTERVENES

In room and pillar work, the margin of profit determines

Just how far we should go in our efforts to recover the pil-

lars allowed to stand In the first mining. That is the foun-

dation of all good business. But there is considerable diver-

sity of opinion among mining men as to the proper plans to

follow preliminary to drawing the pillars, and it is very prob-

able that exceptions will be taken to what I may present;

but this paper is founded upon observations of different plans

tried and it is just possible that somebody may get some
good of it.

There are several factors that affect pillar drawine which
are not new but worth repeating, namely:

(a) Mining Rights and public feeling; (b) Labor condi-

tions; (c) Incompetent management; (d) Impatience of own-
ers fol- quick returns—previously mentioned; (e) Market
value of coal; (f) Insufficient or Incompetent engineering;

(g) Movement of mine cars or cars per man per day; (h)

Width and capacity of mine cars; (i) Weight and character

of overburden; (j) Roof and bottom conditions.

•Paper presented before the Coal Mining Institute of Amer-
ica, Plttsburg-h, Penn., Dec. 3 and 4, 1919.

Synopsis—Pillars in mining operations

contain from 60 to 75 per cent, of tlie avail-

able coal. Attaining and holding a large

output figure can only be accomplished by
liighly effective methods of pillar drawing.

The various practices of removing ^jlllars a."c

discussed in this article.

The first of these factors represents a condition impose*

upon the operator by the deed or lease he holds, or the law*

of the State in which he is mining coal. If he cannot break,

the surface, then the only way he can draw the pillars is by

substituting some artificial roof support, which is now th»

practice in the anthracite field, by flushing in the culm con-

sidered waste. To use sand or gravel for this purpose is MB-

economical, and to use ashes brings up the problem of supply^

______^^^^^_^^^^^ This method of flushing calm isj

described in the Coal and MetaE
Miners Pocket Book, page 314i.

As to drawing the pillars, thai

process consists of simply split-

ting them.

The second factor has to deal!

with labor unions who dictat*

how wide a room must b*
driven, whose wage scales Ao>

not cover drawing of pillars anA
make the cost of driving saf»
places prohibitive; so that must

be passed up also in the final judgment.
The third factor is readily understandable by all, for un-

less a man is familiar with the details of any scheme, h«i

cannot do justice to the work nor to himself.

The fourth factor, I believe, is applicable only to the smaller
sales companies; at least there is a growing tendency t©
give the mine manager an opportunity to line up his work
safely before furnishing too much room coal or "hogging^
out the field.

Fifth: There is considerable to be said about the market
conditions affecting pillar drawing, especially when th«-

physical conditions of the mine are bad. There was a tim»
when I believed it unwise to attempt to draw pillars In alt

cases. This conclusion was based upon the cost of pro-
duction at five mines working the Pittsburgh bed, measurinS'
6 to 7 ft. thick, on the room and pillar system. One mine, as-

an example, was the first to feel the effects of dull markets
that called for off days. The men were hard to hold whil»
other mines continued to work. The roof is composed of soft-

shale and boulders and fire clay bottom.

LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURNS
For eight years the cost of production was followed. Th»

first three years, the costs ran about the same, the pillar ex-

traction amounting to only 9 per cent, of the output; th»-

following year, pillar extraction Increased 12 per cent, wltl*

an Increased cost of 9 per cent, and a drop in recovery per

acre to 84 per cent. This diminishing return continued

through the balanc: of the 8 yrs. with corresponding increase*

costs until the increase amounted to 62 per cent, of the ini-

tial cost, notwithstanding the fact that the net actual increas*-

of mining and loading in this sarne period amounted to only

10c. per ton! The rooms were first driven on 50 ft. centers-

and 250 to 300 ft. long, but owing to difficulties in maintain-

ing roof, the length of rooms was shortened and room cen-

ters increased to 80 feet.

The overburden being only about 200 ft., these pillars ap-

peared ample, and were, so far as protection went; but It

was seldom that the roof remained intact long enough ta

permit completing the rooms and drawing out the pillars, an<»

from the time the room was completed it was clean up, re-

timber, cross-out and split, until the pillar was out. Even
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10 ft. places made little or no difference in holding the roof;

besides, room work went faster than pillar drawing, which,

together with off days, helped make matters bad.

Sixth Factor: Some of you may wonder where a mining
engineer can come in on pillar drawing. Until a few years

ago he was considered a necessary evil, as he added to the

expense, and all he was good for was to follow the mine fore-

man's workings and put them on a map to keep the District

State Inspector informed as per the law. I could give you
reproductions of actual mines where the driving of rooms
left the pillars in such conditions that it would take a super-

man to draw them, owing to a large rib on one side and

Line of ^"ff Entries
-DramPillars „„ Roorf

'2^

FIG. 1. SHOWING MEETING OF CUT THROUGHS
practically no fib on the other, or too light a rib under heavy

cover, or rooms to the dip with ribs standing in water. Also,

has it occurred to all of you that there is a relationship be-

tween the percentages of coal taken from entries, rooms and
pillars which must be observed for economical production?

The developed area of a field is that coal directly tributary

or accesible to the entries driven. Every year this area should

show at least the acreage equal to the sum of all the coal

acreages extracted until the field is fully developed, other-

wise you will soon be in a position of redeveloping your mine.

Also, if the room pillars amount to 53, 61, 67% or 78 per cent?

of the area off the butts, then the pillar drawing should

amount to those percentages respectively, otherwise there will

soon be standing rooms to repost or clean up, if nothing more
serious occurs, when the time for pillar drawing is possible.

These conditions should be shown yearly by the engineer and

the operator should observe and appreciate their values.

A BIG FACTOR OF SUCCESS
Seventh: No doubt the mine inspectors present here today

have visited working places in the mines and found men sit-

ting around waiting for cars. It is a prolific source of dis-

content and a source of danger for the success of pillar draw-

ing especially. There is a mine in the 16th District of this

State achieving wonderful success in drawing pillars, and

half of it, I am told, is due to the rapid movement of mine

cars and keeping the miner supplied. You must either in-

crease the equipment or move it faster to accomplish the

desired end.

Eighth: One of the first things I learned in regard to

pillar drawing was in driving the room to keep the track as

near as possible to the rib intended to be brought back on

that track and to set the first line of props as near the track

as feasible for the free movement of the mine car. The
tendency of the age Is to increase the capacity of mine cars

as it means so much to the haulage in large producers, but

where the roof conditions are bad this means increasing the

distance of the span between the rib and the first line of

posts and spreading these at the turns into the cross-cuts or

"scutching" the rib corners, which makes each turn a source

of danger from falls or greater care must be observed in tim-

bering.

Ninth: The weight and character of the overburden nat-

urally affects the size of pillars to be left for protection. The
Coal and Metal Miners Pocket Book gives different authori-

ties' views and tables on pillar sizes, but my opinion is that

with pillar drawing in view these sizes are all too small.

You. who have seen pillar drawing under conditions of a

creep would not take chances on a 20x66-ft. pillar for a 350-tt.

depth, nor 42x7S-ft. pillar for 1000-ft. depth. I have seen

smaller pillars drawn successfully under covers up to 400

and 500 ft.; but it leaves no factor of safety, and one stump
lost may be the nucleus of a general squeeze. One mine In

the Fairmont Field lost the whole one side of its workings

in one night, losing mine cars, men's tools and everything

else which happened to be in that side, due to squeeze. Some
of you may recall the Twin Shaft disaster in the Wyoming
Region of this State, where men were buried alive and never

recovered. Therefore, it is a good rule to adopt pillars of a

size which will leave you "better safe than sorry."

The roof and bottom conditions have as much affect upon
the selection of pillar sizes as the overburden. I believe T

am safe in saying that with a few exceptions all coal seams

are underlain with fireclay. This may be hard as rock when
the coal is taken out, but moist air soon starts a swelling

and gradual disintegration. I have seen this occur as early

as two months after an entry was driven. If the roof be poor

and pillars small, there will^be a driving down of the pillars,

heaving of floor, causing at the same time a roof movement
which soon fills rooms and entries with slate. In the case

of sand rock roof, which is hard to break, large pillars of

nniwi
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FIG. II. THE BLOCK SYSTEM

coal are necessary to avoid crushing when carrying the addi-

tional weight thrown onto them temporarily by the extrac-

tion of pillars behind until the break occurs.

I have seen excellent pillar falls behind such work as you

see in Fig. 1, and the fact that a surface crack appeared a

trifle over a year after the pillars were started back showed

clean work. The peculiar direction of the break in relation

to the mine work was probably due to the fact that the con-

tours of the surface just about paralleled the break. Never

have I seen the surface break even with the edge of the pil-

laring which covers over 50 feet.

The rooms advancing made about 36 ft. per month, while

the retreating pillars made on an average about 23 ft. per
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month. The entries were driven from both flats, thus making

it possible to start driving upper rooms as soon as reached.

The work here shown is so lined up that barrier pillars be-

tween panels are eliminated and the rooms of one butt drive

to the gob of the next. Even the chain pillars can be drawn

from the rooms driving through.

The details of the method of drawing these pillars are

shown above; and these methods can and are followed In

other systems than the one here given. At "A," the machine

cuts the coal about 4 ft. back from the end of the rib for a

width of 10 ft. This place is driven by machine half through
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FIG. III. DRAWING THE PILLARS BEHIND

on a slight slant toward the rear, then turns and cuts through

to the gob. When the machine man comes back, he takes a

cut on the face, swings his machine and cuts through the

stump as shown before leaving the spot. This leaves four

small stumps to be removed by pick, w'hich was always rather

difficult to get away with, as the miner could not trim down
one stump without throwing additional weight on the already

heavily burdened remaining three stumps. This practice. I

believe, has been abandoned, and is not recommended.

At "B," where the crosscut caused the condition making it

Impossible to cut mother place through the 17-ft. stump, a

slab is taken out for a distance of about 2S ft. before the cut

is made through to the rear gob. The track is swung over

and more props set for protection. The rear stump is trimmed
down by pick work and another cut-through made to the

rear gob by machine, conditions permitting. After the stumps
are trimmed down, a situation as shown at "E" is allowed to

remain until the weight of the overburden crushes these

stumps. When the pillar drawing reaches the haulway, an

8-ft. place is started through the heading stump, leaving an

8-ft. barrier on the inby side, while the stump is being at-

tacked at "D."

The chain pillar is drawn from a track laid up the airway

and the same system of leaving about S ft. of coal behind the

cross-cut is followed here also. You will note that the en-

tries are driven on 25-ft. centers and in my entire experience

In the Fairmont Field, practically no trouble has been ob-

served in protecting the headings; and the cut-throughs were

made without putting in curves. However, by increasing the

centers to 35 ft. it has been found more expedient, in case of

(alls, to take a skip off the rib than to clean up the slate, and
I believe these centers on butt or room entries have been

pretty well adopted.

Owing to the greater depths being reached and the desire

for more machine coal, a block system of mining has been

advocated for the Fairmont Field, which Is shown by Fig. H.

Since the West Virginia Mine Laws reguire cut-throughs not

over 90 ft. centers, the rooms are laid off the same and the

cross-cuts in the rooms likewise. But instead of making the

rooms 20 ft. wide as commonly done, they are driven the

same width as the entries. The intention is always to start

the rooms at the rear first and pull the pillars as soon as the

rooms finish, being careful to line them up to leave as much
protection on the outby side as necessary. When the room

is finished, a cut-through is started about 8 or 10 ft. from the

end of the last stump, at the same time a cut-through is

started from the first cross-cut back to drive up through on

the face, leaving about 8 or 10 ft. on the right. These cut-

throughs meet, leaving two slabs to bring back, which is done

as shown by details of Fig. I.

By this sy^em ;ind using 8-ft. cutting machines, it should

be possible to load out about 600 tons per day off one section,

by cutting, drilling and shooting at night. This also means

keeping the loader supplied with cars.

The system just shown is similar to the concentrated

method explained by Mr. W. H. Howarth in a paper read be-

fore this institute in December, 1916, in which he tells of thn

remarkable success attained at the Bridgeport mine of The
H. C. Frick Coke Company. Fig. VI shows a layout of this

system, and you will note that the blocks are 90 ft. square,

whereas the West Virginia blocks are SO ft. square. The es-

timated daily output expected from each section amounts to

705.6 tons at this mine, which is the more remarkable for

pillar drawing, as a great many mines do not get this on

room driving.

There is one thing, however, to be noticed about this method

which may be affected by roof and bottom conditions, men-

tioned in factor 10, namely, there are practically 10 butt

rooms driving off each face room at the same time, leaving

loft, pillars for support just back of the gob. As the late
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FIG. IV. TWO METHODS OF EXTRACTION

Mr. Kcighley has said, "In deep mines after the ribs have

been drawn back 100 or 200 ft. from the point where the rib-

drawing started and a general fall or movement of the roof

occurs, the rupture or disturbance does not run up more than

from 5 to 30 ft. above the coal.

Very often such falls not only take place in the large open

spaces where the coal has been withdrawn entirely, but ex-

tend into the roof of both rooms and cro.ss-cuts ror 100 ft.

or more back from the rib line. Why, then, would it not

cause considerable cleaning up and timbering in these short

butt rooms or cross-cuts in the concentrated method, unle.ss

tlie roof were good?
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Mr. Keighley offers a remedy under these conditions in the

plan as shown by Fig. III. The object of this method is to

drive the rooms only as you need them and draw the pillars

behind, following the advance of the rooms and using the
cross-cuts for new haulways as the former ones are destroyed

by pillaring. This should reduce the consumption of props,

\X the rooms are not advanced too rapidly.

The end of the area to be worked is reached before any
room entries are turned off the face or flat entries. As the
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FIG. V. HALF ADVANCE AND HALF RETREAT

butt entries advance, 105 ft. distant and parallel to the edge
of the area, rooms 10 ft. wide are turned off on 105-ft. centers
and driven to the boundary. "When completed, a 25-ft. slab is

Immediately brought back to within 30 ft. of entry and room
allowed to cave. When the last room Is reached and driven
off this side and about the time the 25-ft. slab is started back,
the room between, or the split, as I shall call it, is started
and the pillar drawing lined up for retreat work. The back
or parallel heading has the first rooms started opposite room
No. 6 and driven with the advance of the headings.
Then as the pillars are drawn back, additional rooms are

itarted ahead of them. At the same time, a cross-cut Is

started from the flat to pick up these rooms as the pillars

are drawn. The disadvantage apparent in this method is due
to the irregularity of the coal seams. While we may start

on the level, a change soon takes place and we are either

driving rooms to the dip or pulling pillars out of water,
which is unnecessary in the methods previously shown.

While I am not familiar with the character of the coal in

the ConnellsviUe Field, yet the question has come up in my
mind as to the success of drawing two ribs from the one
track. Yon notice the 95-ft. blocks are split by a 10-ft. place

and apparently a 25-ft. pillar on the right and a 17%-ft. pillar

on the left are to be brought back together. I have never
•een this done successfully.

DETAILS OF FIGURE IV
I am presenting by Fig. IV two situations, designated by

A and B, which sometimes arise, where a pair of butts Is

driven from two face entries and the grade permits hauling
each way. If the first pillar is drawn at the middle of the

panel it can be attacked from two tracks and a fracture line

established to draw pillars on the retreat, allowing double the

number of men to work on this butt and adds the chain and
barrier pillars to the others to make it worth while sending
In a motor.

In the situation presented by "B," it is evident the rooms
were driven advancing and fearing caves, the pillar work
followed advancing also. Eventually the pillar work met at

a point, with the weight thrown onto the depreciated block
Of coal between; and one of these tracks had to bring back
two ribs. The result was: a situation as presented in the

upper left-hand corner of Fig. IV and the section A-A of same.
Roughly, I figure across this 52 ft. of coal there must have
been at least 8 tons per sq. ft. of weight, and Mr. Chas. Enzian
in his investigations of artificial roof supports found by com-
pression tests on various material that 8 tons per sq. ft. would
compress a pile of large-sized broken sandstone 10 per cent
rectangular piers of mine rock nearly 20 per cent.; so you
may readily understand that this section of coal was con-
stantly under serious compression, and I know that it was a
race to keep ahead of trouble and the percentage of recovery
was lower in this section than in others of the "A" line up.
Besides, when the pillars were brought down to heading
stumps, the number of working places gradually reduced to

three: a heading stump, chain pillar and barrier. These re-

quired about 3 years to extract if drawn all one way, or a
year and a half if split and pulled in opposite diections.

Man should have a good reason for doing a thing or he
certainly has a good reason for letting it alone, and I believe
there are many things not apparent to us when we start to
criticize another's system of drawing pillars.

Some may think it cheaper to do additional cleaning up
and reposting than to wait until the end of the butt entry is

reached before starting to drive rooms; some may consider
it cheaper to pump and take chances of losing men than to

drive another pair of butts in order to turn the rooms to the
rise. Thus it goes.

Fig. V shows a method of "Half Advance and Half Retreat,"
which means the half of the panel has the rooms driven and
pillars drawn as the entry advances and at the extreme end
the rooms on the parallel or back heading are started and
ribs drawn on the retreat. The latter rooms can be driven
through to the gob of the panel below, but where gas is lib-

erated, it has been found advisable to leave what is called a
liner, consisting of about 5 ft. of coal at the ends of the rooms,
along which the air travels to a "bleeder" cross-cut to the
return main aircourse. On the advance the roof Is broken
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against an immense block of coal, and unless the roof la

extremely friable will leave a space next to the solid coal for

the air to seep through, thus ventilating the gob. When the

set of rooms from the next butt drives up and pulls back from
the liner, the assumption is that the roof will have settled in

the old work to such an extent as to protect this 5-ft. barrier

and serve as a weep hole for the air to get back to the main
aircourse.

I believe this method is employed by the Pittsburgh Coal

Company in some of its mines with smaller room centers than
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here shown, evidently with success or larger pillars would

be used; also the dewatering of the rooms and pillar work

must compare favorably to that of driving another pair of

butts to get one set of these rooms and pillars.

A modification of this system is to drive three entries, using

the middle entry as a return airway and overcasting to the

main return.

For extracting coal under a sandstone or thick hard slate,

a method with attractive results is employed by The Gay

Coal and Coke Company in Logan County, W. Va. Figure VIl

shows a general and detailed plan of the process of recover-

ing the pillars. As the roof consists of heavy sandstone,

rooms may or may not be driven with the advance of the

entries, as they are spaced on 100-ft. centers and driven only

10 or 12 ft. wide. When the butts reach their limit, a long-

"wall cutting machine is employed and the 90-ft. room pillars

are attacked at the upper end by "skipping" the pillar for

the entire length of the room. As each skip is loaded out,

the track is moved over and the machine takes another cut.

Each machine cut is followed by an electric drill and shot
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Necessity for a Mining and Industrial Education
BY H. H. STOEKt

Urbana, 111.

Synopsis—It Is becoming more and more the tendency of

the principal coal mining states to give educational tests to

workmen in mines and to issue certificates of competency
when merited. In addition, vocational educational work is

receiving attention, war practice in this respect fumishng an
object lesson. The Smith-Hughes Act became operative In

1917 and its workings, as well as that of the U. S. Educational

Bureau and Board, are fully explained. The purpose and ad-

ministration of the Smith-Hughes Act especially are gone Into

in detail; considerable progress has resulted from the opera-

tion of this act along agricultural-educational lines, but as yet

much less in industrial and trade lines.

During the period of the war the necessity of getting out

a maximum amount of coal (often with a minimum num-
ber of men) led to the employment of men insufficiently

trained to combat the dangers of mining and to produce coal

efficiently. In spite of this handicap, the output of coal dur-

ing the war period was most flattering, both to the miner and

to the operator, and showed what could be done under the

urgent conditions prevailing, particularly with the stimulus of

patriotism behind the industry.

Never before has the importance and value of training and
skill been better appreciated than now, and various tests given

by the Government in selecting men for special duties have
given great emphasis to the fact that there is material differ-

ence in the aptitude of men for various kinds of work. One
of the prominent and most important topics under considera-

tion by the industrial and educational world at the present

time is what is known as industrial or vocational education

—

that is, such education and training as will produce more
skilled workmen, better foremen and bosses, and will give

also a better general knowledge of the coal industry (for

example) to the whole population. The necessity for such

training is not confined to any single industry, to any par-

ticular locality, or to a nationality of workmen.

EDUCATIONAL TRAINING DIFFERENT FOR MINERS
The various operations in a mine and their supervision are

carried out under conditions different from those that exist

in an ordinary factory. In a mine the men work in small

groups, usually not more than two in a place, and these groups

are frequently fairly widely separated, or at least not within

seeing or speaking distance of each other; hence, it is impos-

sible to have that close supervision that obtains in a factory

or shop where the foreman can see a large number of men
from a central point, where the dangers are common to all

and where each one can get prompt assistance from his fellow

workman, if needed. It is possible in a mine for a man work-

ing in a room alone to be injured and not be discovered for a

considerable period of time. It is therefore important that

all employees about the mines should be so trained that they

can best take care of their own safety and not prejudice the

safety of their fellow workers; and also that the coal may be

most efficiently mined.

In connpction with coal mining, there are several reasons

why vocational education is urgently needed; possibly even

more than in somo other industries. Foremost among these

reasons is the fact that mine laws in practically every coal-

mining state of importance prescribe certain educational tests

that must be passed by any one aspiring to a position of au-

tProfessor of Mining Engineering, University of lUinoi!

thority, and in at least two states—namely, Pennsylvania

(anthracite region) and Illinois—every miner must hold a

state certificate before he can work at the face. Having thus

set up an educational standard, it is only just that the state

should provide some means by which the men engaged in

mining and the young men who aspire to become miners may
have assistance in preparing themselves for the tests pre-

scribed by the states.

In 1870 the legislature of Pennsylvania passed the first

general coal-mine law for the anthracite mines of Pennsyl-

vania, and this law provided for the appointment of mine in-

spectors based upon a state examination. In 1885 the legis-

lature of Pennsylvania provided that mine foremen, assistant

mine foremen, and firebosses should pass an examination be-

fore being granted certificates of competency. Other coal-

mining states have since passed similar legislation, and now
practically every state of importance in coal mining as well

as the Canadian provinces and European countries require

an educational test. In fact, there is probably no other in-

dustry so surrounded by educational qualifications as is coal

mining.

CERTIFICATES OF COMPETENCY ARE ISSUED

The positions for which examinations are required, In or-

der to secure certificates of competency, are briefly as follows:

Mine inspector, mine foreman or mine manager of the first or

second class, flreboss or mine examiner, hoisting engineer,

shotfirer and miner.

In the United States and Canada the following number of

men were examined during the years noted, the figures being

the totals for the foregoing positions with the exception of

miners, the figures for which are not available: In 1904,

2,046; 1906, 1,740; 1909, 4.595; 1912. 3,790.

No later figures have been compiled, but those given show
that even for the supervisory positions about the mines the

demand is great; while if the miners examined could be in-

cluded, the total would be increased. This educational re-

quirement is not local, but widespread, as is shown by the

fact that in 1912 examinations were held in Alabama, Illi-

nois. Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Montana, Oklahoma, Pennsyl-

vania, Tennessee, Utah, British Columbia, and Nova Scotia.

Since that time West Virginia has been added to the states In

which examinations are given regularly.

Aside from the desire to pass the state examinations as a

prerequisite to hold managerial positions, much good can be

done the men in the coal-mining industry by giving them

more specific knowledge of the dangers which are incident to

mining and the way in which such dangers may be avoided.

A better knowledge of the technology of mining will make
not only for safety, but for lower costs of production and

less waste in -the amount of coal left in the ground, which

now amounts to at least 50 per cent, of the coal in the bed.

The recent activities in connection with mining education

of the Federal Board of Vocational Education and the United

States Bureau of Education suggest the timeliness of a con-

sideration of mining education in some detail. The two fed-

eral agencies mentioned, acting in co-operation with local rep-

resentatives of the mining industry in Pittsburgh, Pennsyl-

vania and Cumberland, Md., have recently held conferences

in these cities to discuss the application of the Smith-Hughes

act to mining conditions, and also the general educational and

sociological conditions in mining communities.
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Three similar conferences are planned to be held in Illi-

nois in the near future to cover the same topics. Although

interest is thus shown to exist, conversations with mining

men in a number of centers have shown a hazy Icnowledge of

the Smith-Hughes act and the worlc of the Vocational Educa-

tion Board. The following synopsis of that act is therefore

offered in an effort to bring before the mining industry the

salient features of the act applicable to mining education.

The Smith-Hughes act was passed by the National Congress,

approved by the President Feb. 23, 1917, and amended slightly

Oct. 6, 1917. Since these dates a considerable amount of in-

structive worlv has been done along agricultural educational

lines, but much less progress has been made in industrial and

trade lines. These latter phases of the worlc have not received

the same attention as have the agricultural phases. This is

due probably in great part to the better organization of the

agricultural interests for carrying on propaganda; also to the

fact that during the war period educational and sociological

matters have necessarily been kept in the background insofar

as they affected manufacturing and other industrial pursuits.

A number of questions have been asked in connection with

the Smith-Hughes act; first:

What is the purpose of the Smith-Hughes Act? This Is

probably best expressed in the title to the act, which describes

It as "an act to provide for the promotion of vocational edu-

cation; to provide for co-operation with the states in the pro-

motion of such education in agriculture and the trades and

Industries; to provide for co-operation with the states in the

preparation of teachers of vocational subjects; and to appro-

priate money and regulate its expenditure."

DETAILS OP ACT ADMINISTRATION
How is the act administered? The administration of the

act is vested in the Federal Board for Vocational Education,

which consists of the Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce
and Labor, the United States Commissioner of Education, and

three citizens of the United States appointed by the President

by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. The civil-

ian members of the board only receive salaries of $5000 each.

The duties of this Federal board are: (1) To cooperate with

state boards of vocational education. (2) To make or have

made studies, inveptigations and reports that will be helpful

In establishing and carrying on vocational schools and
classes. (3) To co-operate with the Departments of Agricul-

ture, Labor, Commerce and the Bureau of Education in mak-
ing such studies and investigations as are outlined in (2).

How is the work financed? To provide for the administra-

tive expenses of the Federal board an appropriation of $200,-

000 per annum is made. For co-operation with the several

states, appropriations have been provided by the Federal Con-

gress as follows:

Rnillne IndilHtrlnl Trade, Home
Siibjrot* FlKonl Yenr IScouomles auil

June sn. Ifli8 f 500.000 June 30, 1323 1.7.50.000
June 30. 1319 TTiO.Ono June 30, 1924 2.000.000
June 30. 1920 1.000.000 June 30, 1925 2.500,000
June 30. 1921 1,250.000 June 30, 1926 3.000.000
June 30. 1922 1.500.000
Annually thereafter. 3.000.000
*AnTiuaI appropriations are made for apriruUure.

In 191S. $500,000; 1919, $700,000; I920, $900,000; 1921. $1,000,000.

Of these amounts not more than 20 per cent, shall be paid

for the salaries of teachers of home economics, leaving 80 per

cent, for trade and industrial teachers.

How are these appropriations allotted among the states?

The allotments to each state for trade and home economics
Instruction is based on the proportion between the urban pop-

ulation and the total urban population of the United States,

according to the last census, not including the outlying pos-

sessions.

*A state may accept the benefit of any one or more of the
funds now appropriated as noted above, but after June 30, 1920,
no state can receive any appropriation for salaries, unless it
has received meanwhile at least a minimum amount appro-
priated for teacher training.

Although not so stated in the law, the definitions of urban

and rural given in the census publications will presumably

hold—namely, urban applies to cities and incorporated places

of 2500 people and over, including similar unincorporated

towns in New England. Rural presumably applies to towns

under similar conditions of less than 2500 population, and

to persons not resident in towns.

In addition to the foregoing amounts, for purposes of co-

operation with the states in the training of teachers, super-

visors and directors of agricultural subjects and teachers of

trade and industrial and home economics subjects, the fol-

lowing appropriations have been made, to be allotted to the

several states in the proportion that the population of any

state bears to the total population of the United States, not

including outlying possessions: In 1918, $500,000; 1919, $700,-

000; 1920, $900,000; 1921, $1,000,000.

The state treasurer shall be' the custodian of the federal

funds. The question is asked:

How can a state secure its portion of the Federal appropri-

ations? (1) The legislature must accept the provisions of

the Smith-Hughes act. (2) It must create or designate a

state board of not less than three members with power to co-

operate with the Federal Board for Vocational Education in

administering the act. (3) The state vocational board must
prepare plans showing the kinds of vocational education for

which it is proposed to use the appropriation from the Fed-

eral Government; the kinds of schools and equipment; courses

of study; methods of instruction; qualifications of teachers;

and in case of agricultural subjects, the qualifications of su-

pervisors or directors; plans for the training of teachers; and
in case of agricultural subjects, plans for the supervision of

agricultural education. These plans must be submitted by

the state board to the Federal Board for Vocational Educa-

tion for approval if they conform with the provisions and

purposes of the Smith-Hughes act.

APPORTIONMENT OF THE APPROPRIATIONS

How may the state boards use these Federal appropriations?

The appropriation for salaries of teachers of trade, home eco-

nomics and industrial subjects shall be devoted exclusively

to payment of salaries of teachers having the qualifications set

up by the state board and approved by the Federal board.

Every dollar appropriated by the United States shall be

equaled by a like appropriation from the state or from the

local community in which the instruction is given, and all

costs for equipment and instruction other than salaries shall

be met from the state or community funds. The total amount

expended in any school or class receiving the benefit of the

Federal appropriation shall be not 'less annually than the

amount fixed by the state board with the approval of the

Federal board at the minimum for such schools or classes In

the state.

What shall be the character of the instruction given? To
receive Federal money the Instruction given must be: (1)

In schools or classes under public supervision or control.

(2) The controlling purpose of such education shall be to fit

for useful employment. (3) Such education shall be of less

than college grade and designed to meet the needs of persona

over 14 years of age who are: (a) Preparing for a trade or

industrial pursuit (full-time schools); (b) for those who have

entered upon a trade or Industrial pursuit (part-time schools

and night classes).

Continuing as to the character of the instruction given under

full-time schools: (4) If such schools or classes give instruc-

tion to persons who have not entered upon employment, they

shall require that at least half the time of such Instruction be

given to practical work on a useful or productive basis, such

instruction to extend over not less than nine months per year

and not less than 30 hours per week. For cities and towns
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of less than 25,000 population, the state board with the ap-

proval of the Federal board may modify the conditions as to

length of course and hours of instruction per week for schools

and classes giving instruction to those who have not entered

employment in order to meet the particular needs of such
cities and towns.

In connection with part-time schools: (5) At least one-

third of the sum appropriated to any state for the salaries of

teachers of trade, home economics and industrial subjects

shall, if expended, be applied to part-time schools or classes for

workers over 14 years of age, who have entered upon employ-

ment. (6) The subjects taught in a part-time school or class

may be any subject given to enlarge the civic or vocational

intelligence of workers over 14 and less than 18 years of age.

(7) Part-time schools or classes shall provide for not less

than 144 hours of classroom Instruction per year.

Finally, under evening schools: (8) Evening industrial

schools shall fix the age of 16 years as a minimum entrance

requirement and shall confine instruction to that which is

supplemental to the dally employment.

How are vocational teachers trained? The teacher of any-

trade or industrial subject in any state shall have at least

the minimum qualifications for teachers of such subjects de-

termined upon for each state by the state board with the ap-

proval of the Federal board. For a state to secure Federal

money for the training of teachers, such training must be

carried on: (1) Under the supervision of the state board;

(2) in schools or classes under public supervision or control;

(3) training shall be given only to persons who have had

adequate vocational experience or contact in the line of work
for which they are preparing themselves as teachers, super-

visors, or directors, or who are acquiring such experience or

contact as a part of their training; (4) the state board with

the approval of the Federal board shall establish minimum re-

quirements for such experience or contact of teacher; (5) not

more than 60 per cent, or less than 20 per cent, of the money

appropriated under the Smith-Hughes act for the training of

vocational teachers shall be expended for any one of the fol-

lowing classes of teachers: teachers, supervisors or directors

of agricultural subjects, trade and industrial subjects, and

home economics subjects.

The Coal Shortage in Europe
By DR. PAUL BARTHOLOW

New York City

It is a truth universally discussed in Europe that upon the

supply of coal depend the reconstruction of states, agriculture

trade, railway transport and manufacture of all kinds. The
truth indeed seems obvious enough, but the far-reaching con-

sequences of a coal famine are difficult to grasp except by

careful study of the conditions where it actually exists. In

an article upon this subject in the Journal de la Foire de Lyon
of September 27th. an account is given of the coal crisis in

one of the new states, Czechoslovakia, with consequences that

astound the reader and in many ways show some of the diffi-

culties of President Wilson's program. As a means of pro-

moting trade and peace there is now no more powerful in-

strument than a free distribution of fuel, whether coal, wood,

lignite, pulverized coal, artificial coal, and electricity. The
Journal says:

"The coal crisis is general throughout the world, but in

Central Europe its reciprocal effects or repercussion are much
more serious because they are accompanied by two crises:

that of revictualing and that of transport. The principal

source of the coal for Central Europe is the basin of Upper
Silesia which before tlfe war exported two-thirds of Its pro-

duction (4.3,000,000 tons) to Czecho-Slovakia, Poland, and

Austria. The production from this basin has now dropped to

2,000,000 tons a month, scarcely enough for the pre-war supply

of Austria alone. Before 1914 Czecho-Slovakia also exported

some of its coal, but these exports were only possible on con-

dition that coal and coke from Upper Silesia and Westphalia

were Imported for the needs of its Industry. At present the

production from Czecho-Slovakia must be requisitioned, not

only for Its proper requirements but also for those of Austria.

Before the war Austria imported from Germany 13,000,000

tons of coal, 9,000,000 tons of coke, 1,500,000 tons of lignite.

These quantities were for the most part destined for Czecho-

slovakia."

As a country, Czecho-Slovakia has no such requirements as

other more largely industrial states. It is a country half-

agricultural, half-Industrial. But since it depends chiefly on
agricultural products, it happens that It is In autumn that

Industrial work is the most intense. The sugar refineries,

steam mills and other factories for the utilization of products
from the soil begin their chief activity after harvest. Simi-

larly, the manufacturers of machinery resume their output In

order to furnish agricultural implements for the farmer,

wliile there is a greater demand for the construction of loco-

motives, and rolling stock. All this necessarily depends upon

coal.

It is not a matter of very great difficulty to find other ex-

planations of the effect of coal shortage not only on Industry

but on the health and morale of nations. The disasters In-

volved come suddenly and, as a German writer observes, pro-

duce a state of mind which is hardly sane. The matter would

seem to be thus—that while the effect of a coal shortage on

industry may be obvious after a little reflection. It Is not so

well understood how cold and hunger, its other consequences,

affect the health and spirits of nations and reduce their en-

ergy and powers of work. "The diminution of production,"

according to the Holz Zeitung. "is accentuated steadily, be-

cause the distribution of coal is made with less method and

because men work less. The gravest problem now, ana will

be, is the lack of coal. The mills must shut down longer than

the work permits; what is worse, no one knows when the fur-

naces may be relighted. All calculations and all the measures

taken lead to nothing. The result is that production is re-

duced to the lowest point, and remains far below require-

ments. Again, Idleness, which rules, also contributes to the

diminution of production." Hence It is not surprising to read

that although reserves of coal have Increased in Rhenish West-

phalia, improvement of Industry and distribution have not

been observed.

It is suggested that coal be pulverized, so that each par-

ticle is burnt and in burning unites with the greatest

amount of oxygen giving the greatest amount of heat. The
waste of steam and of heated exhaust gases is also con-

demned, while it Is also suggested that a force of experts

be appointed to factories and furnaces to Inspect the wash-

ing and analysis of coal.

Meanwhile Europe is seething with a spirit of rebellion over

the coal shortage. France, for example, produces 25,000,000

tons less than her requirements, and she must now provision

Alsace-Lorraine. Thus coal has a political as well as an eco-

nomic significance. "The results of a continued shortage,"

says a French journal, "will be regrettable and may lead to

further outbreaks of war."
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New Coal Loading Machine at Montonr No. lOMine
of Pittsburgh Coal Company|y ;

j

By R. W. MAYER
California, Penn.

T'-iE
Montour No. 10 plant, which will be the largest pro-

ducer of the Pittsburgh Coal Co.'s mines, is located be-

tween Library and Finleyville, in Pennsylvania. The
Pittsburgh Railways Co. (Charleroi Division) gives a half-

hourly service on its trolley line which passes the mine, Coal

Bank being the stop at the tipple. Freight for the plant is

hauled over the Montour Railroad.

The coal mined here is the Pittsburgh thin seam, which lies

considerably above the bottom of the valley. A tipple and
approaches, nearing completion, are being built to span the

valley, some coal having been dumped from it already; it

crosses the Montour Railroad, a street-car line, public road and

a creek. There is a steel span over the street-car track; but

the rest of the tipple is constructed of wood as the cost of

steel was considered prohibitive. The timbers on the tipple

and trestles were painted with
Carbolineum, which adds con-

siderably to the life of the

structure. The Pittsburgh com-
pany has used this wood pre-

servative before, and it has
proved quite satisfactory. Ref-
ference is made to this matter
in an article entitled, "Montour
No. 8 Plant of the .Mttsburgh
Coal Co., in the Mar. 30, 1918,
issue of "Coal Age".

There are two dumps on tha
Montour No. 10 tipple, the coal

being delivered to the tipple

from both sides of the valley;

however, each dump handles
the coal from one side only.

The tipple is designed for an
output of 5000 tons per day,
but one cross-over dump is cap-
able of handling more than halt
of this amount under favorable
conditions. FIG. 1. THE MONTOUR N
The coal will be delivered to the tipple from four openings

on one side of the valley; no rooms have been turned off

these entries as yet, development work only being done. The
entries extend toward Bridgeville, where the company has
other operations. The coal obtained from this development
work has been dumped in a small valley and stocked, the

tracks running directly from the mine on a level out over

the dump.

The tipple Is also supplied with coal from the opposite side

of the valley, as stated. This opening extends for about five

miles underground, connecting with the Lick Run mine, owned
by the same company. About three miles of this entry is

through solid coal, no rooms being turned. All the coal from

The coal from preliminary operations of development work

was dumped from tracks running out over the brow of the

hill, a simple but effective kick-back dump being used for this

purpose. This dunip was constructed by mounting on four

car wheels (C, Fig. 2). The front of this platform was cut

beveled and shortened at the top. Another platform carrying

the dump was hinged on top of the bottom one and carried

the track rails for the car to run upon. A flat piece of %x4-

in. iron was fastened to the side of the bottom platform and

passed through a loose guide on the side of the dump, to give

greater steadiness to the platform when dumping.

The car-dumping outfit runs on a track which is extended

as the dump advances. Track rails run from the top of the

dump car to the vrack on which the dump car travels; the

ends of these rails are beveled to a point and project down

over the track rails. The loaded

car of coal thus can be run

right up to the top of the dum^
car, from which the coal is dis-

charged. This method practi-

cally does away with the work

of leveling off the bank for the

next length of rails.

About 30,000 tons of coal are

stacked in one pile from the

single mine opening, and at

least one-third as much more is

stacked on the other side of the

tipple from the four mine open-

ings on the other side of the

valley.

The Joy Loading Machine

Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn., has a

machine at work on the stock-

pilot loading the coal into mine

cars at the Montour No. 10

plant. The coal is then dumped

on the tipple and loaded into

railroad cars. The Joy company

has two other machines of the same type at work at the Belle

Vernon mine of the Pittsburgh Coal Co. The loading ma-

chine weighs between six and eight tons and stands 5 ft. high;

however, it can be lowered to 4% ft. in height by an adjust-

ment on the hopper. At present the Joy company is testing

this machine to learn whether it can be improved in any way.

The Joy loading machine (D, E and P, Fig. 2) is mounted

on a truck so that it may run on track. A conveyor carries

the coal from the level of the ground, at the base of the coal

le, to a circular hopper Into which it discharges it. This
Pil

hopper holds about three tons. Another conveyor takes the

coal from the bottom of this hopper, elevates it to a point over

a mine car, and discharges it into the car. The car-loading

this development work was also stocked, but on the side of conveyor is shown in the background and to the right of

P Fig 2. The mine cars are shifted back and forth to the

loader as required.

The distinguishing feature of the Joy loader is the method

used to get the coal on to the conveyor from the pile. The

flight conveyor la of regulation construction with Iron slats

attached to endless chains. This conveyor Is shown In the

the valley nearest the opening. A short entry was driven
from this main haulage road to a side valley on which the

seam outcropped. This entry followed the coal seam until

the outcrop struck the bottom of the valley, which was quite

narrow. A hoist pulled the cars up an incline on the opposite

side of the valley.
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foreground of D, E and F, Fig. 2. The end of this conveyor

is made wedge-shaped so that it will enter the coal pile. As

the conveyor is shoved into the pile, the coal falls dowu upon

the belt and is carried up to the hopper.

Special provision is made to handle compact piles or large

pieces of coal. At the bottom end of the conveyor (on each

side) there is an arm whose motion is much the same as that

of a person shoving both arms into the coal pile, then curving

the arms toward each other and scraping or pulling the coal

back on to the belt of the conveyor. These arms can be made

to dig into the bottom, or at any part of the pile, by raising

or lowering the conveyor. The conveyor not only can be

raised and lowered, but it can be swung through an arc of 180

deg. This machine is supposed to do all the loading from the

track and not be taken from the rails.

DETAILS OP FEED ARMS
The arms feeding the coal to the conveyor are made from

3-in. bar steel. The part which enters the pile has spurs, or

spikes, on its upper side to help loosen and scrape the coal

toward the belt. The spurs are about 4 in. long.

The arm is L-shaped and is pivoted at the angle of the L to

a revolving eccentric. The arm of the L which has the spurs

Is forced into the pile of coal. The other arm of the L Is

hinged to a traveling rod which slides back and forth in

guides. The rod which enters the coal has a slight curve to

It and is about 2 it. long. This mechanism gives the spurred

arm a straight-ahead endwise movement, changes it to a side-

wise swinging movement and then to a sidewise backward

movement; this loosens the coal. and scrapes it on to the belt.

The ends of the two arms meet in their backward movement.

The Joy loading machine is run with General Electric mo-

tors, and the inventor claims a capacity of 200 tons a day

when loading coal in a mine. Loading from a stock pile on

the surface, its capacity should be much greater when every-

thing runs smoothly.

The Lick Run mine is on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

and its output has been shipped over that line. It will now
be run over the Montour No. 10 tipple and be shipped by the

Montour Railroad, with which the Pittsburgh Coal Co. is

closely affiliated. All haulage is by electric motors, mostly

of the Jeffrey make. Morgan-Gardner machines are used to

undercut the coal. The mine cars hold about three tons. The

rails used on the main haulage roads are of 60-lb. steel; 40-

lb. steel is used on the entries and 25-lb. steel in the rooms.

IRON PIPE FOR SUSTAINING TROLLEY WIRE

The frame for carrying the trolley wire on the approach to

the tipple is made from 2-in. iron pipe. Wide bases having a

socket are fastened to the floor planks, and the upright pipes

set in these sockets are held with a set screw. The electric

power used at this plant has been taken from the Pittsburgh

Railways Co., but this will be changed in the near future.

The opening from the Montour No. 10 tipple runs to the

Lick Run mine, as stated, and a person can travel underground

from there to Keeling shaft, through coal all the way, to the

incline at 12th Street, South Side, Pittsburgh.

A large office building and machine shop is being built at

the Montour No. 10 mine, constructed of brick, concrete and

steel (B, Fig. 2). A corridor separates the office portion of

this building from the machine shop, thus making a more or

less soundproof partition. This building will serve as head-

quarters for a number of the Pittsburgh Co.'s mines in this

section. A town for the accommodation of the employees of

this plant has not been built as yet.

Americanization Work in the Mining Towns
Though the war interfered to a large extent with the educa-

tional work carried on by the anthracite mining companies,

and in some cases the suspended night classes have not been

resumed, the increased interest shown in such classes as have

been called together again is such as to indicate even better

results than have hitherto been reached. This is particularly

true of the "Americanization" classes wherein foreign-born

mine workers are drilled in those branches which will give

them the knowledge needed by an American citizen and en-

able them to pass naturalization examinations.

The Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co. is doing an effective

work in this direction. This company's night classes, held

in the I.anstord High School throe nights a week, had an

average attendance of 192 pupils in October. All are em-

ployees of the company; none is under 17 years old, and
there are instances of pupils as old as 42 years; and a large

percentage are married men.
The beneficial results of this night school work in the Pan-

ther Creek Valley can hardly be estimated accurately, but

one aspect of it is clearly shown by the attitude of the wives

of the Slav miners. Their children are of course being edu-

cated as Americans in the public and parochial schools, the

foreign clergy in that neighborhood being pronounced in their

stand for Ameri.^anism. Now their husbands are being

moulded into Americans by the night schools and are taking

the first steps toward becoming real American citizens. In

other words, their husbands and families are growing beyond
them.

The Kingston Coal Co. is also doing Americanization work
among miners and their families In the Kingston neighbor-

hood. For about fifteen years this company has maintained

its library for employes, and they have also maintained a night

school for employes in the library building. This school is

in operation this year with an added course, electricity. The

Y. M. C. A. co-operates in this work by supplying insirucioia

when needed.

In its general interest in citizenship and civic improve-

ment work, the Kingston Coal Co. has taken up the policy of

starting early with the alien. To this end it is the main co-

operator in the Kingston kindergarten, which is under the

general supervision of the Kindergarten Association of Wilkes-

Barre. The association supplies a teacher and some of the

supplies, while the coal company furnishes the building and

acts as general booster and man of all work.

A CALENDAR INNOVATION

The company is also at work on its 1920 calendar, which is

an institution of standing in the Wyoming valley. Instead of

merely posting abstracts of the mine law, as required by

statute, the company prints these digests on a calendar. The

calendar itself is embellished with good engravings of Im-

provements about the mines, of new buildings In the various

towns, of churches and public works in which the miners, the

company, or both, may have a direct interest. The Idea is

to have a man, every time he looks at the calendar to mark

down his days worked, his cars loaded or any other memo-

randa, to see some part of the mine law before him, and to

see a graphic reminder of what his working place, his com-

munity, or his church means to him and to all his fellow

workers. So popular have these calendars become that the

demand comes not only from men in the mines, but from their

families and from other families throughout a wide area.
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Miners and Operators Seek End
to Strike Negotiations

WHILE there has been some difference of opinion among
officials in Washington as to what constitutes a rea-

sonable wage for coal miners and a reasonable profit

for operators, there has been a very general desire throughout

the entire strike negotiations for a showdown. The labor

situation throughout the country has become such that cer-

tain precedents had to be established, and it is belived that

out of the present struggle a procedure is certain to be devel-

oped which will make possible greater safeguarfling of the

public and at the same time will not give either capital or

labor undue advantage over the other.

That the coal strike has destroyed much of the prestige

with Congress which had been enjoyed by labor, is admitted
generally. It is practically certain that legislation will be

enacted at the present session which will place some bridle

on the strike.

There are some who expect to see the strike bring about
Government operation and control of coal mines for an indefi-

nite period. Others, however, are convinced that the Govern-
ment will avoid such a step to the last. Government operation

would not in any way remove the danger of a strike, it is

pointed out, and is certain to result in greatly increased cost

of coal to the consumers.

INJUNCTION NOT EFFECTIVE
Many officials in Washington are of the opinion that the

use of the injunction was a mistake. The practical effect of

the injunction was of little value in that few of the striking

miners returned to work. Had the Government been more
active in providing protection for the men who desired to

work, it is believed that the output of coal would have been
much greater during the entire period of the strike.

Washington has been the scene of many of the more inter-

esting phases of the most notable clash between capital and
labor. Senator Frelinghuysen's investigation into the coal

situation brought out many points which tended to clarify

the minds of members of Congress as to the intricate situa-

tion existing within the coal industry. This was followed by
the two dramatic speeches of Senator Frelinghuysen in

which he told the Senate that the United Mine Workers of

America were using their power in an autocratic and in ar
entirely indefensible way. There have been few times in the
history of the Senate when a body of citizenry—particularly

one having so many votes—has been so thoroughly grilled.

When President Wilson's appeal for the suspension of the

strike, pending further conferences, was rejected by the

miners, Dr. Garfield was called to Washington and since that

time has been the dominant figure in the coal situation. Un-
prejudiced observers are a unit in their conclusion that Dr.

Garfield has displayed such ability in the handling of this

situation as clearly to class him as one of the most able men
in the country. Even the representatives of the miners are

willing to admit that he is a man of great caliber. After
the notable conference in the Red Cross Building, at which
Dr. Garfield made his 14 per cent, announcement, representa-

tives of the miners were indignant with themselves that they
had not retired from the hall immediately. The more ques-

tions they asked him, and the more they argued with him,
the "deeper in the hole" they got, to use the expression of

one of the labor leaders.

The Central Coal Committee, which is looking after dis-

tribution, is essentially a railroad organization. There are
two exceptions. C. E. Lesher, one of its members, is the ge-

ologist in charge of coal statistics for the U.nited States Geo-

logical Survey, while H. Y. Saint is in charge of the coal

division of the Shipping Board. Due to the fact that the
Fuel Administration had no funds, it was not possible for It to

set up its own distribution division.

PRAISE FOR REGIONAL COMMITTEES
It is admitted on all sides that the Central Coal Committee,

with its regional committees, has done very effective and ef-

ficient work. This Committee is looking at the distribution

pi'oblem as if the coal fields of the country were a doughnut.

The central competitive field is the hole in the doughnut, while

the rim contains the fields which are producing coal. Its

problem is to get the coal, produced in the rim of the dough-

nut, into the hole. That this is a problem of magnitude may
be seen from the fact that during the first four weeks of the

strike, the coal produced in the Central Competiive Field was
less than one per cent, of normal.

At this writing, the Central Coal Committee is on the point

of taking steps to regulate the making of coke. Under pres-

ent conditions, with a limitation on the price of coal and

none on coke, an abnormal percentage of the coal in the Con-

nelsville region is going into coke.

The most serious problem that the Centra! Coal Committee

is facing at this time is the securing of payment for coal

which has been diverted. While theoretically there should be

no great delay in getting the money for the coal back to the

operator, under the present system, it does not work out In

practice. When coal is diverged, the consignee is required

to put up collateral for payment. The probabilities are, how-

ever, that he never has heard of the. consignor and, as often

is the case, there may be delay in his learning who is to

receive payment tor coal. While ultimate payment is safe-

guarded, most shippers find that they have received but a

small proportion of the amount due since the railroads began

diverting the coal.

Fuel Inspection System Sought
An appropriation of $725,000 has been asked by the Secre-

tary of the Interior for the establishment of a fuel inspection

system. The work in this connection, should Congress ap-

prove, would be done by the Bureau of Mines. The request of

the Secretary of the Interior specifies that a chief coal in-

spector is to be employed at a salary of $5,000; and assistant

chief coal inspector at $4,000; six district coal inspectors at
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14,000, and 100 field coal inspectors at |2400. In justifying

his request for the appropriation, Secretary Lane says:

"Inspection, sampling analysis, and certification of coal

should be made by the government. This practice is fol-

lowed in other commodities and would be a benefit to the

producers of clean coal, the consumers, and to the interest of

foreign commerce. This will assure the consumer the grade

of coal which he pays for, protect the interest of those pre-

paring clean coal, without discouraging the mining of poorer

grades of coal and should exert an influence to^7ard good

preparation.

"This coal inspection system proposed by the Bureau of

Mines contemplates as a salient feature advice as to the qual-

ity of coal shipped. It is proposed that each mining company
set its own standard of quality, consistent with the particular

vein preparation, and the market which the business affords,

and that the government shall publish such standard and cer-

tify as to whether such standard is being maintained by the

mining companies. There is not contemplated a certification

as to each and every shipment, but the system does provide

for the accurate sampling of full carload ,lots and for the in-

spection and sampling at irregular intervals of a sufficient

number of cars of coal to indicate whether the declared stand-

ard of the mining company is being maintained. The coal

mining companies would co-operate and enter the .system and
be privileged to advertise that their product was from a mine
whose standard or preparation was certified by the govern-

ment. In case the coal shipment was below the standard, the

mine owner would be promptly advised of the fact, and, where
possible, the consumer would receive a notice to the same
effect. If the coal continues to fall below the standard, it

would be removed from the certified list established by the

government and the mine would be required to declare a new
and different standard which its product could meet.

Aeroplanes for Mine Rescne Work
Plans looking to the use of the aeroplane in mine rescue

work are being made by Director Manning of the Bureau of

Mines and by General Menoher, Director of the Air Service

of the Army. By transporting an engineer skilled in mine
rescue work with as many sets of breathing apparatus as can

be carried, it is expected to save much valuable time in case

of a mine disaster. At first the Bureau of Mines district

engineers will have to rely upon securing an aeroplane from
the nearest aviation field. It is hoped ultimately, however, to

have planes held in readiness for such work at each district

headquarters.

Steps now are being taken to prepare landing fields at the

mines. It is believed that the mine companies will be will-

ing to arrange these fields. A landing fipld requires a fairly

level runway of :800 feet in two directions. While it is

realized that it will be impossible in many instances to pro-

vide such a field right at the mine, there will be few cases

where it will be impossible to provide the necessary runways
In the general vicinity, from which automobile transport

could be used to complete the journey.

Due to the fact that such a large percentage of mines are

located in mountainous areas, much time is lost in reaching
a mine after a disaster unless it happens that prompt rail-

road .service is available. In a great majority of cases it Is

necessary to use automobiles to got breathing apparatus and
experienced rescuers to the scene of the disaster. In many
cases the wagon road Is circuitous. The greatest saving of

time could be effected in many cases where it Is possible to

take the direct air line at the rate of 100 or more miles per
hour. Such aeroplanes as are available for this service at

present would carry the pilot, the engineer, and 8 sets of

breathing apparatus.

The Idea for utilizing aeroplanes in mine rescue work came
from P. J. Bailey, the Assistant to the Director of the Bu-
reau of Mines, who among his other duties, Is in charge of

mine rescue stations. He conducted the negotiations, which

resulted in General Menoher's pledge to co-oprate actively In

this work.

Railroad Administration Providing Adequate
Transportation

Criticism of the transportation furnished by the Railroad

Administration caused Walker D. Hines, Director General of

Railroads on Oct. 29, to issue the following statement as to

the achievements of the administration during the period when
operators were in sore need and hindered by other troubles:

During the first six months of this year an abnormally small
amount of bituminous coal had been mined and transported be-
cause of the lack of denxand. The demand began to improve
in June and July. Slight car shortages tor the movement of
bituminous coal began to become evident in June, and became
more pronounced about July 15. In a statement sent to the
Senate under date of Aug. 14, in response to a Senate Reso-
lution. I said that I did not anticipate any shortages in trans-
portation which would be in any sense exceptional or abnormal
or which would justify oppressive prices for coal. On Sept. 4

I appeared before a sub-committee of the Interstate Commerce
Committee of the Senate investigating the coal problem and
stated that the Railroad Administration would be able to trans-
port the necessary coal and that the Railroad Administration
proposed to adopt whatever expedients were necessary to ac.
complish that purpose. I called attention to the fact that while
the highest production that had ever been made in a week
was 13,000.000 tons, the highest that had been averaged for

any considerable period of weeks was something over 11.000,000
tons.
Up to September not exceeding 10,000,000 tons of bituminous

coal had been transported per week. The Railroad Administra-
tion early in September instructed that the Railroads endeavor
to provide transportation for 11,000,000 tons per week. The
result has been as follows:

WEEK ENDED
September 13 1J-2JM!2a !°"®
September 20 11,253.000 tons
Sentember '7 11.613.000 tons
October 4 11.518,000 tons
October 11 11.881.000 tons
October 18 (estimated) l^'P.!-?^" '""^
October 25 (estimated) 12,900,000 tons

On Thursday, Oct. 16. or two weeks ago. I had a meeting
with the Regional Directors covering the western territory,

and the same da v the coal situation was taken up with the

Regional Directors of the territory in the east and south, and
as a result instructions were immediately Issued under which
railroads serving coal mines were to make preferential efforts

to furnish mines with empty coal cars up to the ability of the
mines to load daily, and non-eoal loading railroads should
commence immediately to deliver daily to their nearest coal

loading or coal route connections empty coal cars up to the

maximum ability of such connections to receive such cars In-

structions were also issued the same day to the effect that

open top cars should he immediately withdrawn from non-coal
service in numbers sufficient to permit placement at mines and
deliveries to coal loading connections as required: also that

consignees nrtt unloading coal within twenty-four hours after

cars were placed for unloading should have no additional cars

placed for unloading.
, ,. ^. .,

The result of these arrangements is indicatea by the esti-

mated increased production for the week ending Oct. 25. The
indications are that the production and transportation will be
at not less than a corresponding rate during the, present week.

Miners Receive 14 Per Cent. Increase

In a message prepared on Nov. 28 by the committee of coal

operators consisting of T. W. Guthrie, A. M. Ogle, Thos. K.

Maher and V,. C. Teals, who remained in Washington to rei>-

resent the Central Competitive Field, the committee notified

the operators to post the following notice of increase in wages

as ordered by the Government:

The Government of the United States having decide .1 ih.it

mine workers are entitled to a It per cent average Increase to

bring wages up to the increased cost of living, this company
gives notice that a It per cent average Increase in wages Is

hereby granted, effective at once. This average Increase will

be so divided as to preserve present differentials. No change
will be made In conditions of employment. The new scale of

wages will be posted as soon as possible.

Coal Strike to be Probed by Senate Committee

An Investigation of the coal strike along the lines of the

probe into the steel strike by the Senate has been requested

by Senator .lones of Washington. It is his plan to have the

investigation undertaken by theCommittee on Education and

Labor, of which Senator Kenyon of Iowa is the Chairman.

It is the Intention to take the testimony, not only of the

more important figures on each side of the coal controversy,

but also the district officers of the unions; Individual workers,

and individual operators.
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rpi, _ \HIS issue the reader will note is an amalgamation

I of two issues, Nov. 27 and Dec. 4. Only by join-

* ing issues together is it possible for us promptly

to get back to our regular schedules after the long strike

of the printing unions of New York City. We are in-

cluding in this issue the accounts of the meetings of the

West Virginia Mining Institute and the Coal Mining In-

stitute of America, both of which took place recently and

in which much information of interest to all mining men

is contained.

We expect by Dec. 25 to be once more on our regular

schedule and to be able to produce a paper containing all

ihe departments we were running before the strike made

the publication of the paper difficult.

Our reading public has borne patiently with us, just

as the consuming public has endured with forbearance

the long coal strike. Our readers knew we were willing

to deal fairly with our men ; that we had met them and

made them a fair proffer (one acceptable to, and ac-,

cepted by their international officers) and our readers

stood by us from the very first to the very end.

The general public also know that the bituminous coal

operators were willing to concede all that the Government

ordered, even when in their hearts they questioned the

fairness of the order and the advisability of it. In con-

sequence the nation, prone to be unjust when annoyed

and little disposed to consult with its reason when its

interests are invaded, showed a sympathy, an insight and

a patience that was surprising to those who confidently

expected that the people would be governed by spleen

and not by calm counsel.

By reason of the collapse of the strikes—those of the

steel workers, the mine workers and the printing crafts-

men—the strike mania is on the decline. Nothing could

be better for the workingman. He cannot afford to pay

these classes of workers what they asked for their ser-

vices, and he cannot face with composure the continued

loss of production and the increasing cost of output re-

sulting from such disturbances.

In Russia the men work about three hours a day and

spend the rest of the time hunting in vain for the food,

clothing and comforts that Ihey could easily produce in

the other five hours if they would only work—and they

cannot find them for they have not been produced. The

Russian socialists have so successfully obtained conces-

sions for the workingman that now he cannot afford to

buy himself even a coffin.

Sight, of course, depends upon light, in most instances

reflected light. The interior of a coal mine has always

been difficult of illumination because the black, or nearly

black, surfaces of ribs, roof and floor reflected but little

of the light striking them. The ordinary cap lamp was

therefore apparently much less effective underground

than it was in, we will say, the interior of a building

with white walls and ceiling.

Uncertain or inadequate lighting is a potent factor

tending toward accident. The employment of electric

bulbs at the working face, through their much better

illumination of coal and roof conditions, beyond the

shadow of a doubt are a powerful influence tending to

neutralize "or offset the most prolific cause of accident

encountered in American coal mines. This fact alone,

regardless of the increased efficiency of the miner whicn

they render possible, might in many instances be suffi-

cient justification for their installation.

Electric Mine Lighting

W- PRINT upon page 849 of this issue, a short de-

scription of electric lighting at the working face

of the mine. This method of illumination has been in

use long enough to have passed the experimental stage.

In the mines described it has become an accomplished

fact the utility of which is well recognized.

Another Factor of Education

THE great college professor strolled down the plat-

form a few minutes before train time. Down at

the head of the train he paused to watch the en-

gineer oiling up his locomotive. For some time he

watched this overalled engine driver unobserved. When
the engineer finally looked up each recognized in the

other a companion of earlier days. They had been boys
together, their father's owning and working adjoining

farms.

The men sprung forward and clasped hands. After

a few casual remarks the engineer inquired if the profes-

sor (only he called him Bill) was going "down the line"

and upon receiving an affirmative reply he invited the

great educator to ride in the cab with him. And partly

for the novelty of the experience and partly that he

might see his old playmate "in action" the professor

accepted the invitation.

After the run was over the professor went with the

engineer when he made his report and modestly entered

his train as "on time." In parting the professor pushed

an admission ticket into his friends hand explaining that

he was scheduled to deliver a lecture that night on edu-

cation and he would be glad to have tlie engineer attend

and give him his honest opinion of his views and treat-

ment of the subject.

All through the lecture the engineer listened atten-

tively. He was not however enthusiastic and sometimes

gravely shook his head when others applauded. When
the meeting was over he came to the professor and said

:

"Bill that certainly was a fine talk you made but to my
notion you completely missed the backbone of the whole

subject. To my way of thinking the really educated

man, the man whose learning is of real value is the one

who is onto his job. The education that don't make a

person more efficient in the position he fills is not worth

getting."

And the great professor, remembering his ride of the

night before, was compelled to admit the truth of the

engineer's assertion.

When will those who seek to improve and develop

the minds and intellects of our mining folk, educate their

pupils into instead of out of their positions in the mines?

When will the night schools conducted in various mining

communities seek to develop not mediocre foremen but

efficient miners, and drivers and machine men? In

short when will the course of study pursued tend to put

a man onto his job?
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DISCUSSION ^K READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

The Miners' "Keg Fund"
Letter No. 1—Believing that it may be of interest to many

old timers in the anthracite region, particularly employees

of the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western R. R. Co., allow

me to use the columns of Coal Age to refer to the reported

conversation between E. J. Lynett and the late John Mitchell,

relating to mine accidents, as published in the Scranton

Times, Sept. 25, 1919. In the article to which I refer, Mr.

Lynett quotes Mr. Mitchell as expressing the opinion that 60

per cent, of the general mine accidents are due to the care-

lessness of miners and inadequate scientific supervision.

After commenting on Mr. Mitchell's ideas relating to the

compensation of miners and mine laborers injured or killed

in the pursuit of their calling, which were practically a fore-

cast of the present Compensation Laws and, at that time,

not then even thought of as a feasible project, Mr. Lynett

refers to the efforts of coal miners to establish what became
known as the "Keg Fund." designed for the benefit of in-

jured miners and their dependents. Mr. Lynett states, "I

cannot recall, at this moment, if the keg funds were then in

existence; but, to the best of my recollection, they were not."

It is not my desire to take any exception to the statement

attributed to Mr. Mitchell, regarding the responsibility for

mine accidents, or tc- deprive him of any honor that is rightly

his for having pioneered the Industrial Compensation Laws.

I would, however, call Mr. Lynett's attention to the fact that,

long before Mr. Mitchell came to the anthracite field, the so-

called "Keg or Accidental Funds" were in a flourishing con-

dition, at least at most of the coal mines of the Delaware,

Lackawanna and Western R. R. Co.

It is a rather strange coincidence that this reference of Mr.

Lynett to the "Kog Fund," together with the announcement
coming at the same time of the deatu of the late Arthur H.
Storrs, brings fo my mind some of the early history of the

establishing of the "Keg Fund," which I will recite briefly

for the benefit of those interested.

It was in the early 80's, I do not just recall the year, that

a committee of the Delaware, Lackawanna and Western R. R.

Co.'s employees, representing the Bellevue, Dodge and Scran-

ton mines, called on W. R. Storrs, the father of the late

Arthur Storrs and, then, general coal agent for the com-

pany, and laid before him and the general inside superinten-

dent, B. Hughes, the general plan of the miners' "Keg Fund,"
explaining its aim and object.

Both Messrs. Storrs and Hughes were favorably impressed

with the proposition and suggested to the committee that the

company would be willing, on their part, to take over all

the empty powder kegs of the miners and supervise the fund

at no expense to the men, applying it for the benefit of any
employees who might be injured or killed In the mines, ac-

cording to the plan contemplated by the proposed organiz-

ation.

The committee reported back the results of this Interview

to a joint meeting of the men, with the result that a great

deal of fear was felt and expressed that the oflJcials had
"something up their sleeve," as the saying goes. It was
thereupon decided to refuse the offer of the company, the min-

ers preferring to retain the management of their fund in

their own hands and control.

An organization was soon formed, including the employees
of the Bellevue and Dodge mines, which continued until

September, 1887. when the Dodge men withdrew and formed
another organization of their own, electing the following offi-

cers: John C. Lowelle, president; William T. Williams, vice-

president; Edward James, treasurer; H. G. Davis, secretary.

The election of Edward James, who was foreman at the

colliery, as treasurer of the fund, was only in keeping with

the usual custom. Membership in the fund was voluntary

and, while some of the employees did not look upon the fund
with favor, the fact that the boss was treasurer exerted a

.strong influence to induce the indifferent ones to become mem-
bers and contributors to the fund. I am advised that the

Dodge fund is still in existence and is in a flourishing con-

dition today.

Let me say, in closing, that the "Keg Fund" has proved a

great blessing to many of the mine workers who were in-

jured in the early days, and to the dependents and families

of those who were killed. These early efforts of the miners,

in their own behalf, have doubtless done much to advance

the idea of compensation for injury and the enactment of such

laws by different states. AJAX.
Kingston, Penn.

Problem in Coal Extraction
Letter No. 11— In the issue of Coal Age, Aug. 7, p. 234,

there appeared an article on the extraction of the coal from
a seam 8 to 11 ft. in thickness and lying at a depth varying
from 450 to 600 ft. Although not proposing to enter into a
discussion of the method outlined in that article, as there are

others more competent to do this than myself, I desire to

suggest the trial of a longwall method of extraction that I

will describe briefly as follows:

On a front varying from 500 to 1000 ft. the longer the

better, start a longwall face, taking out from 3 to 4 ft. of the

bottom coal and brushing suflicient roof coal on the road to

maintain the desired headroom. Build and gob this coal

on each side of the road, in the same manner as rock or slate

brushing is built and gobbed, to form the main road. On a

1000-ft. front, there will be room for driving 33 places, on

30-ft. centers, extracting, say 3 ft. of the coal in driving up
these places.

Taking out 3 ft. of the coal in the first operation, on a
longwall face 1000 ft. in length will permit the top coal to

settle gradually down to the pavement in the time that the

face is advancing, say 50 yd. Props are set in rows along

the coal and these are drawn and reset as the face advances.

By a proper arrangement of the timbers, the pressure Is kept

uniform and the coal at no point Is exposed to an excessive

weight and crushed.

When the longwall face has advanced a sufficient distance,

say 50 yd., the working places are cut oft by a crossroad or

entry. The distance between crossroads must be determined,

by experiment, to suit the conditions. New roads are now
branched off the crossroad, in the same manner as at first and
driven forward another 50 yd.
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By the time the first cross-entry has been driven 1000 ft.,

the top coal will have settled to the pavement over an area

150x1000 ft. Into this area, roads are now started backward

in the top coal. The reason for working backward, or on the

retreating plan, in the top coal is that there Is now no ma-

terial at hand for gobbing to keep the road open, so that the

air will have a free passage along the face.

This plan of working out 3 ft. of bottom coal, first forward

and then backward, between cross roads, can be applied suc-

cessfully and continuously to seams of any thickness, say 20

or 30 ft. or more. When the places have been worked forward

and backward once, this can be repeated again and again, as

the coal above settles down to the pavement. The crossroads

are worked backward in the same manner as the working

places. I have simply outlined the method, which will be

easily understood by those familiar with Idngwall work. The

plan will prove suelessful on a grade up to 30 deg.

Cumberland, N. S. JOHN McNEfLL.

Bolshevism in America
Letter No. 8— Whatever may have been the original Idea

or theory of Bolshevism, its practice has degenerated today

Into a form or principle that does not appeal to rational-

minded people. The acts of its adherents indicate clearly

that, as commonly understood, Bolshevism is opposed to

constituted law for the protection of life and property. As
such, the doctrine is bound to be condemned as a "menace

CO civilization."

The student of history cannot fail to observe that there

is, today, a widespread spirit of reform, either in the politi-

cal or the economic affairs of nations. Democratic princi-

ples are rapidly supplanting autocratic rule, and men are

no longer governed and controlled as children. In the

evolution of affairs, questions of vital Importance demand
consideration, and their solution requires the exercise of

prudence and the best judgment, in attempting to reconcile

the hostility that naturally exists between the different fac-

tions of society.

In the present unrest that so disturbs the peace of na-

tions, impulsive action must be controlled by a calm judg-

ment. In the settlement of economic affairs. The doctrine

of force to which modem thought has become so attuned

must give place to the principles of arbitration and co-

operation if conflicting interests are to be harmonized and

welfare and progress assured.

BOLSHEVISTIC PRINCIPLES UNSOUND

The more one looks into the theory of Bolshevism, the

more confusing It becomes. Its principles and policy are

based on the wanton destruction of both life and property.

While its followers are made to believe that the aim is to

crush autocracy and remove oppression, the truth is very

plain that Its advocates seek to establish an autocratic rule

that disregards the right of another and strives for the

overthrow of existing governments and the confiscation of

property, both public and private.

Instinctively one knows that the destruction of life and

property Is morally, wrong and vicious, a sheer waste of

wealth that cannot fall to bring misery and suffering If

permitted. Ruskin has defined the true principles of

economics as a system of conduct and legislation founded

on the sciences directing the arts and impossible except

under certain conditions of moral culture. We find nothing

In Bolshevism that conforms to this standard of ethics.

Spencer, that great student of economics, says: Every

man has the right to do all that he wills, provided he does

not Infringe on the equal right of another. Had this prin-

ciple of action prevailed, there would not be the turmoil
and strife that Is now rampant throughout the world.

It Is a weakness in men to be contentious and harbor
a spirit of bitterness against capitalism; but. Instead, wa
should reflect that we are all capitalists to the extent to
which our means, talents and energies are used for the
production of wealth. It is a fallacy to Imagine that re-

formation can be brought about through any action tend-
ing to embarrass capitalism and prevent Its functioning for

\

the common welfare of mankind. To destroy capital of

any kind or nature Is suicidal.

PRODUCTION WOULD BE CURBED •

Bolshevism or, I may say, communism Is a policy by which
capital would be so disciplined as to check production and
progress. It is essential to civilization that men shall

govern and be governed on a broad basis of equality. The
strength of government lies in Its ability to so discipline a

nation as to Insure the protection of life and property, and
to legislate for the common Interests of the people. To
any who are inclined to believe that Bolshevism provides a
means of adjusting social and economical errors let me say,

in closing, that such a thought is only imaginary and will

lead to disappointment.

Ladysmith, B. C, Canada.

WILLIAM WESNEDGB.

Safety in Mine Timbering
Letter No. 7—Referring to the method of timbering a haul-

age road, by supporting the crossbars on siderails held In po-

sition by iron plugs that are driven into holes bored in the

ribs of the entry, as described by J. Riley, Coal Age, Sept. 25,

p. 541, let me say that, while the plan he suggests Is a good

one, I very much prefer supporting the crossbars on short

legs set in hitches cut high In the ribs, whenever the coal Is

strong enough for that purpose.

In the accompanying figure I have shown this method on
the right, together with the usual form of double timbering

on roadways, shown on the left. Supporting the crossbars on

TWO METHODS OP TIMBERING ROADS

short legs, as I suggest, is a method much used in coal mining
wherever timber Is scarce or it becomes necessary to cut down
the cost. While not as good as the old method where the iegB

supporting the bar rest on the ground, the short-leg method
possesses much the same advantages as claimed by Mr. Riley.

Resting the legs of timber sets in hitches cut in the rib

eliminates the danger of men being caught between a car and
a post standing at the side of the road, or of a derailed car

knocking out a post and causing a fall of roof and possibly a

fatal accident, besides blocking the road. It also adds much
to the safety of mine haulage, where the tracks are well bal-

lasted and drained, which keeps the bottom dry and renders

the timbering of the roadway more permanent.

Rawdon, Quebec, Canada. C. McMANIMAN.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Electric Mine Haulage Question
We have in operation, at our mine, a 6-ton, General Electric,

double-armature locomotive. The drawbar coupling Is at ex-

actly the same height as that on our mine cars, which theo-

retically should cause a truly horizontal pull on the locomotive.

This theory, however, is not supported by fact, in the actual

operation of the locomotive, as the front end of the machine

appears to lift when pulling a loaded trip. The tendency of

the front end to lift causes the wheels to spin and throws the

major portion of the load on the rear wheels, with the result

that the back motor does practically all the work and becomes

overheated, causing much trouble.

The locomotive in use is a single-end control, with the cab

and controller on one end and the resistance on the other.

Believing that the combined weight of the cab, controller, and
operator were not balanced by the weight of the resistance, we
turned the locomotive end for end, putting the operator and
cab end of the machine in front instead of next to the load,

but the results were still the same.

We are now contemplating lowering the drawbar of the lo-

comotive, so that its end will be below the mine car hitching,

thinking that this will serve to counteract the lifting tendency

by throwing a greater load on the front wheels, thus equalizing

both the load and the work of the two motors. Kindly advise

if this will accomplish the desired result and, if not, how the

difficulty can be overcome.

Charles F. Sherman, Gen. Supt.,

Peoria, 111. Groveland Coal Mining Co.

The proposition here presented is an unusual one. It is

possible that the difficulty mentioned is experienced when haul-

ing on an upgrade, or when starting a heavy loaded trip.

When a locomotive is hauling on a level track, however, there

should be no trouble due to the lifting of the front end and
consequent overloading of the rear wheels and rapid heating
of the motor at that end, provided the locomotive is properly

balanced and operated by a competent motorman. The habit

of some motormen to accelerate the speed too quickly may
have a slight tendency to lift the front end of the machine, or
at least throw a greater proportion of the load on the rear
wheels and motor. The same effect is caused by hauling on
an upgrade.

In the operation of an electric locomotive, the controller

should never be moved In a manner to cut out the resistance

too rapidly and nor. giving sufficient time for overcoming the

Inertia and allowing the motors to pick up the load. The
suggestion of lowering the end of the drawbar on the locomo-

tive, so as to cause the coupling attaching It to the loaded

trip to give an upward pull would have little effect to over-

come the trouble and is not recommended.
There is a very slight tendency, which is almost Inappre-

ciable in its effect, for each motor to rotate the machine body
in the direction in which the wheels are turning. This effect,

however, would have an opposite tendency to that described
as the difficulty experienced In this Inquiry.

Taking the point of contact of the rear wehels with the rails

as the center of moments, it is clear that the moment of the

drawbar pull Is opposed to the moment of the weight of the

machine, acting through its center of gravity. But, as the
drawbar pull can only be estimated as, say one-fourth of the
weight resting on the drivers, under the best conditions, the
ratio of the weight of the machine to the drawbar pull can
hardly exceed 4; and, for equilibrium, this ratio must be
equal to the ratio of the height of the drawbar coupling above
the rail to one-half the wheelbase.

In other words, the half wheelbase cannot exceed one-fourth

of the height of the drawbar coupling above the rail, if the
drawbar pull is to cause the locomotive to lift at the front

end. But the half wheelbase of a locomotive is always greater

than a fourth of the height of the drawbar coupling above the

rail, which would seem to indicate that the drawbar pull can
never lift the front end of the machine, in ordinary mine-
haulage practice. However, we shall be glad to hear from
others on this point.

Utilization of Pyrite in Coal
Having been deeply interested in reading the article en-

titled "Coal Pyrite Resources of Tennessee," Coal Age, Vol 15,

p. 1077, I am anxious to secure still further information re-

garding the extraction of pyrite from coal and its utilization

in the manufacture of sulphur. I am particularly interested

In securing details of a plant necessary for this purpose and
an outline of the methods required to carry on the work.
Perhaps some of the readers of Coal Age will be able to give

information of value along this line, as the result of their

own experience and knowledge.
Keelung, Formosa, Japan. K. OHTAKB.

Some time ago, E. A. Holbrook, then connected with the

Engineers' Experiment Station, of the University of Illinois,

published a bulletin entitled "The Utilization of Pyrite Oc-
curring in Bituminous Coal." The bulletin contains flow

sheets, together with estimates of the cost of erecting a plant
for the treatment of pyrite in coal. It is probable that this

bulletin can still be procured by writing the University of
Illinois, at Urbana.

Recently, there appeared in the August bulletin. No. 152,

p. 1469, of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, an
article by S. H. ^Da^is, entitled "Utilization of Pyrite in Coal."

This was a two-page article, which was read at the Chicago
meeting of the Inp.titute, September, 1919. An interesting

discussion of the article by Edward Hart and E. A. Holbrook
appears in the October bulletin, No. 154, p. 2948.

Mr. Davis' article was based on his experience in the op-

eration of a plant under his chargo, at Gillespie, III. The
discussion of the article by Mr. Holbrook Included full esti-

mates of what might be considered as the possible pyrite

recovery from the coal mines of the country east of the

Rocky Mountains and shows a total of 1,456,000 tons of pyrite

per year. This estimate is based on data collected by Mr.

Holbrook, as engineer of the Federal Bureau of Mines, while

engaged in a general investigation of the pyrite resources

of the country.

The subject of utilizing the pyrite in coal is one of growlnsr

interest and importance, and Coat, Age will be glad to receive

further Information of value from readers.
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COAL AND
^COKE NEWS

WHAT HAPPENED IN SEPTEMBEB

[The bracketed figures in the text refer to
the number and the page of the volume in
which references to the matter noted may be
found, and should the reader desire further
information he can obtain it in the place in-

dicated.]

Sept. 1—International mine-rescue and first-

aid contest takes place at Nanaimo, B. C,
under the auspices of the Vancouver Island
Mine Safety Association [XVI-577]—Em-
ployees of Canadian Western Fuel Co. re-

ceive an advance of 25c a day [XVI-467]
•—Fourth annual first-aid meet of the In-
land, Argyle and Moantain coal companies
is held at the Belmont Field in Ebensburg,
Penn. [XVI-o76].

Sept. 3—H. y. Saint, head of the export coal

department of the Shipping Board, appears
before the Senate Committee investigating

the coal situation [XVI-451]—Judge
Cildress, of Letcher Circuit Court, Whites-
bury, Ky., dismisses action brought in

important case [XVI-4671.
Sept. 5—William C, Kedfield, Secretary of

Commerce, hands in his resignation to

President. Wilson. Follows failure of In-

dustrial Board (organized by Redfield) to

•tabilize prices—Grievance Committee of

Powderly, No. 1. and Jermyn coUeries, at

Carbondale, Penn., meet with Hudson Coal
Co. officials without securing concessions,

and order general suspension at all mines
of the company (XVI-455].

Sept. 6—Miners at larger operations on Kan-
awha & Michigan R. R.. on Kanawha
River, W. Va.. start an invasion of Guyan
Valley. Miners from other nearby poiuta
start for points in Boone and Logan Coun-
ties. Action taken by Governor Cornwall,
of West Virginia [XVI-455 and 456].

Sept. 8—Most of miners who marched to

points in Guyan Valley. W. Va.. back to

work [XVI^.'jG]—Governor Cornwall is-

sues a statement relative to further dis-

orders of recent Guyan Valley raid order
[XVI-498]—Some 20,000 men of 30 min-
ing plants of Hudson Coal Co , in Lacka-
wanna and Wvomin» Vallev. Penn., go out

on strike [XVI-455]—An order is issued
to start strike of mine workers of Dela-
ware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. Co.,
Coal Department, to taka effect on Sept.
9 [XVI-498].

Sept. 9—Convention of United Mine Work-
ers of America meets in Cleveland, Ohio,
to formulate a wage scale [XVI-454]—

•

John Mitchell dies at the Pnst-Graduata
Hospital in New York City [XVI-491]—
The Twenty-seventh Consecutive and
Fourth Biennial Convention of United
Mine Workers of America, meets in Cleva-
land, Ohio [XVI-496-7].

Sept. 10—Senate Investigating Committee
considers export coal situation [XVI-
492-3].

Sept. 11—The locals of men employed by
the Hudson Coal Co. vote to go back to
work on Sept. 13 [XVI-49S].

Sept. 12—The committee on Railroad Re-
lations of the National Coal Association
and representatives of the United States
Railroad Administration held a session at
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. [XVI-
652].

Sept. 15—The mine workers of the Hudson
Coal Co. return to work [XVI.539].

Sept. 17—The Delaware, Lackawanna A
Western mina workers return to work
tXVI.539].

Sept. 22—Investigation starts relativ* to
conditions in Guyan field in W. Va. ; also
raid of Boone County by mine workers
[XVI-539]—-The American Institute of
Mining and Melalluri.'iral Engineers meets
at the Conm-ess Hotel in Chicago. 111.

[XVl-fiOr,]—Arthur H. Storrs dies at Pel-
ham Manor, N. Y. His home was at
Scranton, Penn. [XVI-696].

Sept. 25—The Chicago meeting of the Ameri-
can Institute of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineers concludes its sessions [XVI-
609].

Sept. 29—The Pittsburgh station building of
the Bureau of Mines is dedicated formally
at Pittsburgh, Penn. Many notables pres-
ent [XVI-611].

Sept. 30—The preliminary mine-rescue con-
tests of the national first-aid and mine-
rescue meet is held in Pittsburgh, Penn.,
in conjunction with dedication of the Bur-
eau of Mines building [XV'I-614].

PENNSTLVANIA
Anthracite

Hazleton—J. TV. Boyle has resumed
operations in the removal of the old
anthracite culm banks at Woodside.
near here, which was a busy place dur-
ing the war when the demand for fuel
was unprecedented. The smaller sizes
are again going to market with a rush,
owing to the scarcity of bituminous,
following failure of the soft coal
miners to return to work.

Bituminous

Indiana—E. E. Creps, of this place,
has purchased three tracts of coal land
in White Township at a cost of $54,369.
This deal includes the Margaret D.
Gorman tract of 106 acres; considera-
tion $15,994. Another property was the
consideration $19,S75. The third prop-
erty was the George Snyder tract of
122 acres; consideration $18,500,

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston—The mine casualty list

of West Virginia for the month of Oc-
tober, according to figures compiled by
the W'est Virginia Department of Mines,
numbered 24, and of that total 11
deaths were due to falling slate and
coal. The next largest number of deaths
followed in the wake of mine car acci-
dents, there being five deaths due to
such a cause. One miner was killed by
a motor, another was killed by a min-
ing machine and a third was killed by
electricity. Deaths outside of the mines
from various causes came to a total of
five. Nearly one-third of the fatalities,
or seven, occurred in McDowell Coun-
ty: Brooke, Fayette and Logan coun-
ties had two each. There was one mine
fatality in each of the following coun-
ties: Barbour, Clay, Harrison. Kanawha,
Marion, Mercer, Mingo. Monongalia
Preston, Putnam and Tucker. Si.\teen
American^ in all were killed as against
eight foreigners.
Fnirmont—Construction of a short

line coal carrying railroad from Flaggy
Meadow to the Monongahela R. R in
Monongalia County is presaged by the
organization of the Gas Coal Railroad
Co., by Samuel D. Brady, a prominent
Fairmont coal operator, and associates.
The company has obtained a state char-
ter with an authorized capital of $1(10 -

000. Among those associated with Mr.
Brady in the enterprise are: F. W
Byrne, of Everson, Penn.; Frank e!
Peabody, L. P. Monohan and Eugene S
Rellly all of Pittsburgh.
Fairmont — Improvements in and

around the plants of mines Nos. 86 87
and 88 of the Consolidation Coal Co at
Carolina, Ida May and Wyatt. respec-
tively, were made wlille the mines were
shut down during the strike. Streets
In the three towns named were graded
and cement pavements laid, the work
being done by striking miners. A new
chute and screen have also been In-
stalled as a part of the new tipple
equipment at Mine No. 25 of the Con-
solidation company.

ILLINOIS
Duqnoin—The Old Ben Coal Corpora-

tion, of Chicago, has just completed
the work of sinking another shaft near
Pershing, southeast of here, making a
total of three mines within si.x miles
of each other, operated bv the same
company. When about three-fourths
of the way down quicksand was en-
countered, and this delayed the project
somewhat, but after it was put under
control the shaft was rapidly com-
pleted. The mine will be known as
Old Ben No. 15, and will be equipped
with electric haulage throughout
Work is now being started on the new
tipple and engine room, and when the
plant is completed it will be one of the
principal enterprises of the communityA deed indicating a $500,000 consid-^
eration was recently filed in Jefferson
County from the West Frankfort Coal
Co. to the Southern Gem Coal Co. (anew organization), conveying thousands
of acres of coal lands to the latter con-
cern. The land lies in the northern
part of Franklin County and a portion
of Jefferson County and extensive min-
ing operations are expected to follow
the deal.
The United States Reduction and

Atomizing Co. has completed the con-
struction of its large plant near Herrin,
Williamson County. The plant, which
has been under construction for some
eight months, was erected for the pur-
pose of treating the waste products of
coal mined in southern Illinois, and Is
located In the heart of one of the most
productive districts in the state. Ma-
chinery Is now being installed and will
soon be ready to begin operations.
The Ernest Coal Co., operating ex-

tensive properties near Johnston City,
south of here, recently filed papers In-
creasing Its capital stock from $100,-
OOn to $200,000. The mine which is op-
erated by the Ernest people has a daily
capacity of over 2,000 tons of coal with
approximately 1.000 acres of good un-
developed coal land under lea.^e.
Donk Bros. Coal Co. has finished the

work of sinking its new mine near Ed-
wardsville. but owing to strike times.
no coal has yet been hoisted from the
shaft. All necessary work on the bot-
tom has been completed preparatory
to operation. When the mine is opened
up for work It is expected to employ
about 100 men.
Almost without exception the mine

owners in southern Illinois mainlv In
Franklin. Williamson and Perrv coun-
ties, have all subscribed for the so-
called "riot insurance." which became
unusually popular during the last three
weeks. On account of minor labor
troubles here and there at the mines
the owners throughout this section
bought heavily. One reason of the
heavy subscribing Is because the pre-mium on the Insurance is rather low.

Galeahnre—Wagon mines to the west
and north of this city are supplying
all the coal needed for local use coal
which the Burlington and Santa Fe
railroads are unable to transport There
are local mines, the coal from which
was supposed to be worthless, and the
mines were abandoned several vears
ago: the people desiring to secure all
of their coal from the fields of south-
ern Illinois. Now the wagon mines are
busy day and right, and the coal Is
hauled into Galesbiirg and to other sur-
rounding towns. Strange to sav. the
coal which was considered so worth-
less a few years ago that the mines
were abandoned Is now found to be
good and there Is widespread demand
for It. There seems to be a future for
the.se wagon mines if thev are proper-
ly handled bv the owners, so th.Tt they
will onmply with the state mining laws
and be managed In a conservative antJ
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economical manner. It took the great
strike to show to the people of Gales-
burg ho%v valuable their mines at home
really are.

Columbia City—In spite of the grow-
ing scarcity of coal, 60 tons of coal
at the city power plant at this place
have been burning from spontaneous
combustion. To throw water upon it

would only pack the coal together
tighter and spread the flames. The only
way the firemen had to save the un-
burned coal was to dig away to the
blaze with shovels.
BlllMboro — Twenty striking coal

miners from the Hillsboro district were
refused citizenship by Judge Jett in
the Montgi>mery County Circuit Court,
who ruled that the men were striking
In violation of the laws of the United
States, and therefore were not fit for
citizenship.

ALABAMA
Blmiinehani—The United States en-

gineers who have been making a sur-
vey of the Mulberry Fork of the
Warrior River have about completed
this work and, according to H. R.
Battle, engineer in charge of the work,
it is probable that a recommendation
will be made' to the Federal Govern-
ment for the building of a high lift
lock near Sanders shoal. Such im-
provements would render the Mulberry
and Sipsey forks of the river navigable
for a considerable distance into the
coal fields of Jefferson. Walker, Win-
ston. Cullman and Blount counties and
ultimately bring about e.^tensive devel-
opment of coal lands in tributary terri-
tory.

Industrial News

Seiittir, Wash.—The Black & Decker
Co. announces the opening of an addi-
tional office on the Pacific coast at 201
Maynard Bldg., at this place. This of-
fice Is in charge of A. E. Nordwall,
who will have charge of the distribu-
tion of Black & Decker products in the
state of Washington, working under
the direction of the main Pacific coast
office, 918 Hearst Bldg., San Francisco,
Call.

Brndel, Ky.—The Power Coal Co.. of
this place, in Knox County, announces
a change of name to The Wheeler Coal
Co, and an increase in capital from
$1.S.000 to $100,000.

Monndsville, ^V. Va.—The Fairmont
Gas Coal Co. has been incorporated
with a capital stock of J300.000. The
incorporators are T. B. Cunningham,
Connellsvllle. Penn.; A. J. Salzer, Wes-
ton; Z. V. Bartus. Pittsburgh, Penn.;
H. H. Staggers, C. E. Hawkes, R. J.
Conley, all of Fairmont, W. Va.

CharleHton, \V. Va.—The West Vir-
ginia Eagle Coal Co.. of Boomer. W.
Va., has been granted a charter with a
capital of $1,000,000. The Incorpora-
tors are: Wm. G. Conley. of Charleston;
E. A, Charlton and J. R Charlton of
MacDonnld. W. Va.; C. H. Martin and
L. S. Tully, of Mt. Hope; of the state
of West Virginia.

Sciviird, Alanka—Fifteen carloads of
Alaska coal from the Matanuska fields,
near Anchorage, Alaska, have been
loaded on the naval collier and radio
tender Saturn and will be taken to the
Puget Sound naval yard at Bremerton,
Wash. The coal was brought here by
the United States Government Railway.
Seward people celebrated the event, as
the shipment was the first of its kind
ever taken from here. According to
word from Washington, D. C, the navy
department expects to develop the
Ala.ska coal beds next year.
Cnmltrlder, Ohio—W. H. Young, of

Columbus, lias completed the organiza-
tion of a co.al company In which con-
Blderable capital Is invested. He has
secured a lease of a large tract of land
north of I.nre City. Guernsey County
where he says he plans to open one of
the largest mines in the Guernsey Val-
ley coal fields.

N»TT York, N. Y.—The Owensboro
Ditcher & Grader Co.. of this place,
announces that it has moved Its offlces
from 222 to 832 Singer Bldg., 149
Broadway New York City

Fiilrtnont W. Vn.—The Dawson-Con-
nellsvllle colliery Is developing Its mine
at Tucker, near here, and soon will

have one of the most important opera-
ti(jns in the local field. The capacity
will be brought up to 500 tons a day.
Frank A. Tarr is president of the com-
pany, which already has expended $75,-
000 in improvements.
Washingrton, Penn.—The Union Coal

and Coke Co., of Pittsburgii, Penn.,
has purchased from Annie E. Fulton
196.38 acres of coal in Amwell Town-
ship, Washington County, for $63,823.50,
and from Emma B. Stewart, 137.173
acres, in the same township, for $44,-
581.33.

Charleston, W, Va.—The Green Brier
Coal Co., of Elkins, has been incor-
porated with a capital stock of $50,000.
The incorporators are: W. H. Green, A.
F. Martin, J. F. Brown and E. A. Brown,
all of Elkins, and R. A, Reid, of Tall-
mansville.

Toledo, Ohio—The lake season, as far
as the Toledo & Ohio Central docks at
this place is concerned, was closed Nov.
6. During the season the docks loaded
1.193,626 tons, as compared witli 2,-

124,696 tons during the season of 1918.
In 1917 the docks handled 2.343.761
tons. Up to Nov. 15 the Hocking Val-
ley docks, at Toledo, loaded 4,163 408
tons, as compared with 4,990,815 tons
in 1918. and 1.764.310 tons in 1917. On
the wliole, it was a fairly good year for
the Lakes, although the tonnage moved
was not as large as during the war
years just past.

Colunibns. Ohio—The Ohio Coal Serv-
ice Association has been formed with
a preliminary capital of $10,000 to de-
velop a tract of 2700 acres of coal lands
near Lore City, Ohio on tlie Baltimore
& Ohio R. R. The incorporators are:
William HI Young, A. E. Krauss. T. M.
Schleesey, Harry Lewis and W. T. Lax.

Personals

Rassell AV. Stovcl, formerly a Lieu-
tenant Colonel of engineers in the U. S.
army, has been appointed a consulting
engineer of Westingliouse, Cliurch
Kerr & Co., Inc., of New York City.
Mr. Stovel has had quite a comprehen-
sive experience in tlie meclianical and
electrical problems connected witli cen-
tral power station and steam railroad
electrification. He had charge of the
Paoli and Cliestnut Hill electrifications'
of the Pennsylvania R. R. and the Elk-
horn grade electrification of the Nor-
folk & Western R. R.
Gardner Pattixon, of New York, has

been appointed vice president of the
United States Distributing Corporation,
of New York, to assist George F. Getz,
president. Mr. Pattison is one of the
prominent figures in tlie coal trade in
the East. He is now chairman of the
board of directors of William Farrel &
Son; he is best known as one of the
firm of the late Pattison & Bowns Co.
During the war he devoted a great deal
of his time, unofficially, to the Fuel
Administration.
Oscar Cartlldee has accepted a position

as general superintendent of the Kresge
Coal & Mining Co., at Knoxville. Tenn.,
beginning on his new duties Nov. 24.
He will have six mines under his
charge, and his headquarters will be at
Williamsburg, Ky.
Samufl .steinbnob, who was superin-

tendent of the Pennsylvania division
of the Consolidation Coal Co., at Som-
erset, Pa., for ten years, has resigned
his position to go with the Bethlehem
Steel Corporation.

Colonel ^V. E. ThonipHon, of Halifax,
has been selected by the Dominion Coal
Co. as its representative on the board
of conciliation which Is to Investigate
the grievances between the miners and
operators of the Dominion Coal Co .1. C.
"WiitfcrH has been named by the miners
as their representative. It Is expected
that a chairman will be selected short-
ly and that the board will commence
its sittings.

John K. Cronch, formerly with the
United States Fuel Co, at Benton, III.,

which comp.iny operates th»» Mfddlefork
mine at that place, has accepted a po-
sition with the Vallor C.rI Co at Va-
ller. III. The United Stntes Fuel Co.
Is a subsidiary of the United States
Steel Corporation.
Thoninn F. Ilolmen, of Lincoln. Neb.,

has located In Benton. III. where he Is
general superintendent of a large col-

liery owned by the Chicago. Wilming-
ton & Franklin Coal Co., of Chicago.

J. E. Bartpufelt, of Chicago, has ac-
cepted a position with the Sixth Vein
Coal Co., operating near Pinckneyville,
111.

A. H. Shaw, a coal dealear of St.
Louis, has been appointed superin-
tendent of the mine of the Perry Coun-
ty Coal Corporation, at Coulterville,
111.

L. R. Bronzing, formerly with the
Valier Coal Co., Valier 111., has ac-
cepted a position in tlie West Virginia
fields. Mr. Browning will be employed
by one of the largest coal companies
in tlie field.

E. E. Jacobs, formerly superintendent
at a mine at Christopher, 111., operated
by the Old Ben Coal Corporation, of Ciii-
cago, is now general superintendent
for the Soutliern Gem Coal Co. at the
mine near West Frankfort. 111., which
that company recently purchased.

\Y. C. AVeHtenneier, formerly of the
Southern Illinois Coal Co.. at Herrin,
HI., is now in the Carlinville, 111. of-
fices of the Standard Oil Co., near that
city. The Standard Oil Co. recently com-
pleted a large mine near Carlinville.

Catalogs Received

Baeharnrh "Easy Read" Pressure
Volume Indicator— Bacharach Indus-
trial Instrument Co., Pittsburgh, Penn,
Folder. Pp. 4; 6x9 in.; illustrated.
Notes use of this instrument in the
control of air delivery to cupolas.

Pitol Tubes and Orifices for Measur-
ing the Flo«- of Gase.s—Bacharach In-
dustrial Instrument Co., Pittsburgh,
Penn. Pamphlet. Pp. 8; 6x9 in.; illus-
trated. Notes use of special Instru-
ments in connection with hydro flow
meters.

Eleetrio Air Compressors— Portable
Electric Drills—Electric Valve Griiult-rs—The Black & Decker Manufacturing
Co., Baltimore, Md. Fall catalogue Pp,
32; S'/ixll in.; illustrated. Description
of Black & Decker air compressors,
drills and grinders.

The Nordstrom Lnlirlcnted Plug Valve—The Merrill Co., San Francisco, Call.
Catalogue. Pp. 15; 6'^x9^ in.; illus-
trated. Complete description of the
valve.

The PlUB Valve That IVever Stlpkn

—

The Merrill Co., San Francisco Call
Folder. Pp. 4; 6x9 In.; Illustrated.
Notes construction and advantages of
the valve.

Davis Acetylene Flarelisht — The
Davis-Bournonville Co., Jersey City, N.
J. Folder. Pp. 8; 3Vix614 In.: Illus-
trated. Briefly describes the light gen-
erator and suggests some of its many
uses.

Shops—Westinghouse, Church, Kerr
& Co., Inc., 37 Wall St., New York City.
Folder. Pp. 8; 834x11% in.; Illustrated.
Illustrating some of the shops built by
this company.

Pintlte lllBid Conpllni:;s—Smith &
Serrell, 90 West St., New York City
Folder. Pp. 4; 6x9 In.; Illustrated. De-
scribes the use of the coupling and how
Installed.

Coniinji Meetines

The Wholesale Coal Trade Association of
New York will hoUi iis next meeting Jan. 20,
1930, ut the Whilehull Club, New York City.
Secretary, Charles S. Allen, 1 Broadway,
New York City.

Northern West Virginia Coal Operators'
Association will hold its next nicetiiit: Feb.
10, i:»20. ut Fuirmnnt, West Va. Secretury,
Geurije T. licll, Fairmont, West Va.

American Institute of Mining and Metal-
Inrgical Engineers will hoM its next niceiing
Feb. 16 to 19. in New Vi>rk Citv. Sorrelnry,
Brn.lley SlouKhton, 29 West 3«tb St., Now
York City.

National Conference of Business Paper Edl*
tors will meet at the Astor Hotel, Ne%v York
City, Jun Ifl, 1920. Secretury, R. T> . HaUL
36th St. and 10th Ave., Now York City.
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Weekly Review

Soft Coal Market Inactive—Railroad Anthracite in Regard to

Coal Purchases Now Rervarded—Much Suffering if Mines

Stay Idle Much Longer—Anthracite Situation Favoraile.

Market conditions, so far as soft coal is concerned, are life-

less. The output from the non-union mines, upon which the

country has been forced to place reliance, is regulated as to

price and distribution by the Federal Fuel Administration.

Naturally, the railroads are being well taken care of in the

matter of supply, as they confiscate whatever coal they require

wherever they may find it.

It seems strange that the attitude of the railroad purchas-

ing officials regarding their fuel contracts—an attitude which

in great measure is responsible for the present deplorable

situation—should be so handsomely rewarded. They have

sown the wind. Instead of reaping the whirlwind, they are

garnering an ample supply of fuel at prices outrageously low

when the law of supply and demand is considered. Thus does

the lack of virtue carry with it a material reward!

From present indications it looks as if the conference be-

tween the operators and miners' representatives will result

in no speedy agreement. In the meantime the reserve stocks

of fuel in the hands of the consumers are being depleted rap-

idly. The output of 300,000 tons weekly from the non-union

miners is far below the normal state of consumption. Unless

a satisfactory wage agreement is negotiated soon, and all the

miners return to work, many industrial plants will be forced

to suspend activities. Furthermore, there will be quite a bit

of suffering on the part of those domestic consumers, prin-

cipally in the Middle West, who depend on soft coal for house-

hold uses.

Only the large reserve of coal piled up by public utilities

and manufacturing plants on the eastern seaboard permit

these operations to function to maximum capacity at this

time. In the Middle West the situation is not as favorable,

for the miners in that section are idle, and little Eastern coal

is flowing in. Restrictions in the matter of lighting and
public meetings have already been placed, and it Is not far-

fetched to conclude that even more stringent rules will be

enforced if the deadlock of operators and miners prevents the

working of the miners.

Anthracite production is well up to normal. The domestic

sizes are eagerly sought, with stove coal in most urgent re-

quest. Steam sizes, such as buckwheat, rice and barley, are

not moving so energetically as was expected. In the face of

the lack of soft coal it was believed that consumers would
rely more on anthracite.

No scarcity of anthracite need be looked for. The lake

season is drawing nigh, and that will divert a large tonnage

of hard coal to localities nearer the mines, such as Philadel-

phia, New York, points on Long Island Sound, and the New
England States generally.

WEEKLY COAL PRODUCTION

Bittiminons Nhipnients for ireek end-
ing Aov. lo were 63,7.%5 earloads, eom-
pared with oflfl.Vl of ^reek previous.

Anthracite sbipment.s for the same
period were 35,394 earloads, compared
with 38,390 of week ending Nov. 8.

Production during the second week of
the strike was 33.0 per cent of normal,
as compared with 29.4 per cent during
the first week. The output of the seven
days. Nov. 9 to 15 (including lignits
and coal coked), was 3.990,000 net tons.
Compared with the week before, this

was an increase of 138.000 tons, or 22.4

per cent. The average production dur-
ing the four weeks ended Oct. 25,

which may be regarded as normal, was
12,089,000 tons.

Since the strike order was withdrawn
on the afternoon of Tuesday, Nov. 11,

the week contained two days during
which the order was In force and four
days after It had been withdrawn. Pro-
duction was not resumed during the
week on a considerable scale, except In

scattering districts outside the Central
Competitive Field.
During the second week of the bi-

tuminous strike the anthracite mines
failed to maintain their recent high
level of production. The output Is es-
timated at 1.818,000 net tons. Com-
pared with the corresponding week last
year, when the Influenza epidemic and
the celebration of the armistice cut
heavily Into production, this was a sub-
stantial Increase. Compared with the
preceding week, however, it was a de-
crease of 154.000 tons or 7.8 per cent.
Indeed, the output was the lowest re-
ported since Sept. 13, with the single
exception of the week of All Saints'
Day.

In the Central Competitive Field the
strike was practically 100 per cent ef-
fective. Virtually no coal was mined
in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and
the Pittsburgh district, the only excep-
tion being insignificant tonnages from
wagon mines, stripping pits and certain
co-operative mines.

In the tier of states Immediately
west of the Mississippi—another strong-
hold of unionism'—the tie-up was also
practically complete. From Iowa south
to Oklahoma, about 99 per cent of the
capacity was closed. In Texas alone of
the southwestern states, where Incom-
plete returns Indicate a production of
one-third of capacity, was the propor-
tion remaining at work significant.

In the northwest. North Dakota lig-
nite mines continued to work during
the first days of the strike, but closed
down on Saturday. Operations virtually
ceased In Washington and Wyoming.
In Colorado 87 out of 108 mines lost
time because of labor troubles, either
directly through the action of their
own employees or Indirectly, as a re-

sult of the steel strike. The total pro-
duction for the week was less than one-
third of capacity. Of the Mountain
States. Utah and New Mexico alone re-
ported fairly continuous operation.
Of the districts to the east and south

of the Central Competitive field, those
which had been recognized as non-
union, remained at work. The Con-
nellsvllle. Winding Gulf, Pocahontas.
Tug Plver, Logan. Kenova-Thacker and
Hazard fields were virtually untouched
by the ."strike. Fractions of the West-
moreland and Somerset fields were Idle,

not sufflclent. however, materially to
reduce their output. Seven operations
Idle In the St. Charles district caused
a loss of tonnage In southwest Virginia

amounting to 8.3 per cent of capacity.
Other fields In the Appalachians

which have been recognized as union
went out. The greater part of Cen-
tral Pennsylvania, nine-tenths of Kan-
awha, practically all of Fairmont, New
River and Cumberland-Piedmont were
down.

Interest centered in the open-shop
fields which up to the day of the strike
were debatable ground. The reports
now indicate that during the first week
of the strike Alabama was working at
about half capacity, and Western Ken-
tucky at about one-third. The Butler-
Mercer field, in Northwestern Pennsyl-
vania, appears to have been closed
down almost completely. Three-fourths
of the capacity of the West Virginia
Panhandle field was tied up by one
form of labor difficulty or another. In
Northeastern Kentucky the larger op-
erations, embracing 70 per cent of the
capacity, were down. IDxcept for two
properties all of Harlan County was
doi;\^n, and no large operations in South-
eastern Kentucky and Tennessee were
reported to the Southern Appalachian
Association.
In all. approximately three-fourths of

the country's capacity was paralyzed
during the first week of the strike.
The closing of so many mines af-

forded to the others which remained at
work exceptional car supply. Thanks
to the efforts of the railroads, trans-
portation disability as a limiting fac-
tor practically ceased to exist The
only district which reported serious
shortage of cars was the small Hazard
field of Kentucky, where losses were
attributed to car shortnfre amounting
to 20.2 per cent. There Is little doubt
that the percentage of loss on account
of car shortage for the entire country



Nov. 27 and Dec. 4, 1919

will be found to be less than one per
cent, quite the lowest ever recorded in

a period of active demand.
The losses due to "no market' re-

ported trora Colorado were confined to

a group of mines wliose output is com-
monlv taken bv the steel industry.
In "marked contrast to the great drop

in the production of coal, the produc-
tion of beehive coke has increased dur-
ing the strike. The total output during
the week ended Nov. 15 is estimated at

398,979 net tons, a figure greater than
the preceding week by 23,803 tons or

6.04 per cent. The most notable in-

crease occurred in Pennsylvania and
Alabama . but all districts reported
larger tonnages except West Virginia,

Washington and Utah. .,.,-.
A number of factors contributed to

the larger output of coke. The great
majority of the beehive ovens of the
country lie in districts unaffected by the
coal strike. Closing down the union mines
created an ample car supply for those
fields which remained at work. The
gradual resumption of operations in

the steel industry caused an active de-
mand for coke. The fact that the war-
time prices have been restored for coal,

but not for coke placed a premium upon
the conversion of coal into coke at the
mine.
With the total production of coal far

below normal and the production of
beehive coke increasing, the proportion
of the entire bituminous output now
going into the manufacture of coke is

without precedent. Whereas prior to

the strike the beehive ovens consumed
only 6 per cent of the 1919 production,
since the strike began they have been
taking 15 per cent of all the soft coal
mined.
A limited tonnage of coal has been

allowed to move to the Lakes since the
beginning of the strike. The total

quantity dumped at lower Lake ports
In the two-week period ended Nov. 17

was approximately 370,000 tons, which
was less than one-fourth as much as
during the corresponding period in 1918.

Total dumpings since the opening of

the season are reported as 22.240.000
tons, or roughly six and two-thirds mil-
lion tons below those of the corre-
sponding period last year.

Atlantic Seaboard

Markrt contlnueH Inactive. Bnyers
only mllflly Interosteil In current de-
TelopmrntH. Limited tonnaKCH being: of-
fered from union niine«. No Innlance
yet of ennflxc.-itlon. Coal betne moved
over Ptillail.-ll.tiiil anil New York piers
on permit. Norfolk dumplne nlmaMt n€>r-
miil, lint Nen- Klver onput llcht. Ton-
nnire in Icmm deninnd. Anthracite pruc-
ticaily unchanged. Signs of easing up
on r.KB.

Bitnminons — Notwithstanding the
threatening nature of newspaper re-
ports, the New England market is with-
out any urgent demand for, steam
grade.x. It is probable that If light
production continues there will be de-
vel'tped some spot business during De-
cember, hut trade at this writing Is as
Inactive as last spring. A few cases
there are of small consumers who will
need coal from week to week, but in
every Instance the coal is forthcoming
usually from some local dealer, and wc
have yet to hear of anything approach-
ing distress for bituminous coal in any
part of the territory.

Mo."t of the larger buyers are com-
fortably supplied for a considerable
period, and there Is a large amount of
indifference over the issue of present
labor discussions. On many of the con-
tracts coal is actually being shipped
from day to day. and quite naturally this
has a soothing Influence upon steam-
users generally. Were all shipments
shut off If only for a week, it Is like-
ly there would be a distinctly different
attitude. As It Is, the market Is being
canvassed hv sales agencies very much
as In normal times, and with stocks
still In excess of the fiO-day mark It is

dinicult tn rouse any Interest In a long
continued suspension at the mines. It

Is fplt so strongly that public opinion
will not support the demands of the
mine-wnrkers that there Is no pro-
nounced uneasiness over the conference
now being held at Washington. Very
evidently the union organizations In
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the different districts are not holding
together as it was feared they might.
Coal is now being offered freely from

a large number of union mines where
the men have returned to work the

past week. The proportion of men at
work is by no means even, and for that
reason the output is undependable, but
the fact that even limited tonnages can
be sent forward is an encouraging sign.

The government figure is of course the

only price mentioned on new sales, and
there is always the uncertainty whether
tlie railroad and fuel authorities will

allow the coal to be delivered to the
original consignee. The actual carry-

ing out of regulations assumed to be

in force has been other than uniform
in this section, and where the railroads

here are so well looked after it seems
idle to tie up indefinitely so many cars

as are now being held at destinations
throughout New England. One would
suppose it would all have a bearing
upon car supply a little later when a
wage agreement Is reached.

Thus far, in New England, we have
heard no cases of actual conlscation
of coal destined for commercia: use.

The cars have simply been held pend-
ing developments, and in the tew in-

stances that have come to our notice

where food plants, etc., have asked for

relief the regional committee has de-

clined to seize any of these shipments
merely for the purpose of helping out
some consumer who has been less fore-

handed. There is enough tonnage in

the hands of retail distributors to meet
any case of actual need.

A moderate tonnage is being dumped
over the various New York and Phila-

delphia piers, but almost exclusively
on permits issued through the Railroad
Administration and for requirements on
the list of priorities. Coal for retail

dealers is included in this list as well

as for coastwise hunkering and other
essential needs, and the result is that

the car congestion of a fortnight ago
has now cleared up. The Georges Creek
and Fairmont districts have an espe-

cially large proportion of men at work
and the Baltimore piers have about re-

sumed their normal activity, even
though most of the coal is destined off-

shore.
At Norfolk the usual tonnage is now

being dumped, although It is possible

that by weeks the average is less than
normal New River output continues
light, and for that reason there is a
heavier demand upon the piers at Nor-
folk. Reports from New River are
more favorable this week and the
agencies here are expecting much bet-

ter returns In another week.
Coastwise tonnage is in somewhat

less demand than a week ago. Up to

now there has been enough anthracite
business to make the call for steamers
rather urgent, but now that bituminous
buyers are less apprehensive over sup-
ply for the near future, there is a small
surplus. Enough coal is coming for-

ward all-rail to take the edge off the
demand for prompt coal by the water
routes.
Anthrndte—Domestic sizes, especially

stove and chestnut, are In urgent re-

quest. A fair tonnage has come to

New England this season; the difficulty

Is that it has not been distributed as
equitably as usual. This Is largely be-
cause of the strikes of marine work-
ers, engineers, etc. which have kept a
very considerable part of the anthra-
cite-carrying fleet out of commission
practically three months of the season
when the heaviest tonnage Is moved.
The result Is that Boston Portland,
Providence and other points whore
there are facilities for discharging an-
thracite from steamers have been fav-
ored with more than their just quota,
while ports where there are no such fa-

cilities, have suffered because of the
lack of barges.
There arc beginning to be signs of

less retail demand in some of the cities.

This Is shown In the decreased call for
egg size. All the shippers now have a
surplus of this and it is becoming in-

creasingly difficult for retailers to ac-
cept the large proportion that tncy are
urged to take. The soft coal labor
trouhlos have bad the effect of cleaning
up much of the steam size anthracite
that dealers have been carrying over
from last year. There Is still almost no
demand for the different sizes of buck-
wheat at wholesale. The shortage of

stove and chestnut is due In part at
this time to the heavy movement to

the lakes before navigation closes.
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NEW YORK

Domestic coals rushed ircstTt'ard. An-
thracite steam coals u.scd to augment
bituminous Mocks. Uennind for tliese
coals increase lint prices remain steady.
Bituminous moves slowly in this mar-
ket. Manufacturers have large stocks.

Anthracite—The eastern section of
the country is not receiving all the do-
mestic coals it can absorb, but this has
been due to the demand from the West
for supplies before navigation on the
lakes close this week. In the mean-
time, this market has not been entirely
neglected and no one has suffered from
the lack of coal. The New England
market is also out for a large tonnage
and this will be better taken care of
next month.

Shippers of anthracite look for a
heavier demand for the domestic coals

from the west than they would expect
it the soft coal mines were operating,
but even this demand will not be any-
thing like the tonnage now being sent
over the lake routes.
Local dealers are able to absorb all

the egg, stove and chestnut they can
obtain, but there is no shortage. Every-
body seems to have some coal in the
bins, and dealers do not look for any
pressure for deliveries this winter.
One of the surprises of the local

trade is the demand for chestnut coal,

which, according to some dealers, is

unprecedented even for the New York
market. During the summer and early
fall the dealers could not get rid of a
comparatively small tonnage, but dur-
ing the past few weeks it has been
diflicult to meet the demand, which has
consisted mostly of small orders and
the efforts of the peddlers to fill their

Pea coal Is moving steadily and
middlemen who, a few weeks ago were
complaining of the quantity of this size

on hand, are now looking tor cargo lots

for quick delivery.
, ^

Inquiries for the steam coals have
steadily increased, but prices are firm.

There seems to be plenty of these

coals to meet all urgent demands, and
some shippers are urging part cargoes
with shipments of the domestic sizes.

With few exceptions all grades are
bring company prices, the excep-
tions being in washery coals and the

poorer grades of barley,
... -

Dumpings of anthracite during the 7-

day period ended Nov. 21 were 5,916

cars, as compared with 5,583 cars the
previous week.

Retail prices remain the same.

Bituminous — Local manufacturers
seem to be unconcerned as to when the
strike ends. Most of them have large
stocks of coal In their yards and have,
so far, been able to keep their power
up on their daily deliveries, although
the shipments are being regulated by
the Federal authorities. Many have
augmented their fuel supply with the

anthracite steam coals.
There is no lack of coal at the docks

in this harbor because of the rules gov-
erning the exporting and bunkering of

vessels. Reports of the Railroad Ad-
ministration show that on Nov. 21 there
were 4,330 loaded cars at the loaded
docks, which was 1925 cars less than
on November 14.

With production slowly but surely in-

creasing, shippers here expected a grad-
ual loosening up In the regulations gov-
erning the Issuance of permits. The
reports from Washington regarding the

possible settlement of the strike caused
little comment here, except that some
coal men said that the offer of the op-
erators' committee of a 15% Increase
would mean a heavy addition to the
payrolls.

, ,

Operators and selling agents who vis-

ited the coal fields last week said that

the mine workers on strike were en-
Joying themselves immensely by mak-
ing hunting expeditions, and that they
did not seem to bo worrving over the
outcome of the strike. They were not
disappointed nt the small number of

men who returned to work wheri the
strike order was rescinded by direc-

tion of the Federal courts.
Should the striko continue for a few

weeks more fear Is expressed by the
officials of some of the public service
corporations here that there might be
a repetition of the scare experienced
during the cold spell of the winter of

1917-19 8. It was stated, however, that

some of the gas and lighting com-
panies have sufficient stocks In reserve
to last them for about six weeks.
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Locallv, the situation is quiet. Sliip-

pers arc not being puslied for deliv-

eries, and there is comparatively little

movement o£ coal for either export or
for bunkering purposes. The labor
troubles of the longshoremen and boat-
men, which it was thought had been
settled, threatens to break out anew,
because of dissatisfaction with the
awards given them by the adjustment
commission.
There were 266 cars of bituminous

dumped at the local piers during the
7-dav period ended Nov. 21, as com-
pared with 5081 cars the previous
week, an increase of 185 cars.

PHILADELPHIA

Anthracite trade stirred by freezing
Tieatlier. Pea coal called for in good
voluiuo. Stove and nut is the cry of the
trade. Fair shipments daring the past
weelv. Improvement promised Dec. 1.

Uiitside territories to be cut down.
Steam coais brisli, with even barley
picking up. Bituminous grons scarcer.
Little resumption of work in Pa. dis-
trict. Little spot coal.
Anthracite—A week of freezing

weather- has served to impress every
one with the need of more coal. In a
manner the retail dealers welcomed the
coming of seasonable weather, as it

gave them a chance to cut into their
pea coal stocks. • There is more than
one dealer who now feels that even
with the good tonnages on hand there
will be a time when they will wish
they had more. The big company ship-
pers are not at all backward in saying
that in the course of about ten weeks
this size will actually be scarce. The
quantity in the storage yards is merely
negligible and is being rapidly removed
to meet current calls from the trade.
The cold weather also caused an in-

creased demand for the larger sizes,

particularly stove and nut. The quan-
tity of these sizes on hand to meet the
demand has been at all times extreme-
ly limited, and the dealers took ad-
vantage of the occasion to urge their
customers to take some pea coal. As
a fact, if it hadn't been tor the stocks
of pea coal, more than one dealer would
have had his equipment idle for the
lack of coal of any size. In many In-

stances it took a good deal of persua-
sion to induce some customers to take
pea, as they are firm in their demand
for stove and nut. This is particularly
true of consumers who heretofore have
never used anything but pea, and this
situation has caused much comment in

the trade, and is explained on the
theory that these folks have the price
and are bound to enjoy the luxury of
the larger size. However, usually by re-
calling the scarcity of coal of any size
during the war winter, most of them
are willing to unbend enough to take
a little pea.

Stove and nut continues to be the
one crv of the trade. Practically all

the calls at the shipping office, in per-
son or bv letter, ask for these two sizes.

Despite the fact that the operators
state that they will never be able to
meet the demand, the dealers are none
the less firm In presenting their need
for these sizes. On the part of the con-
sumers the demand is shifting quickly
to nut, and this size is now more de-
sired than any other. There is still a
lively call for egg. but not In the same
proportion as existed a few weeks
since.
The receipts of the large sizes have

only been fair, and a tour of the city
shows coal vards In about the same
condition—big bins of pea coal and
bare boards showing in the other bins.
At thi.s time some of the large ship-
pers are holding out promises of bet-
ter shipments beginning with the first

of the month. Word has been passed
out that shipments to the lakes will
have entirely ceased bv this time, and
that In addition the orders have been
sent out to cut down the supply to New
•England. It has been definitely stated
that the local market Is then to re-
ceive better treatment, but the dealers
are warned that even then they must
not expect to be flooded with these
sizes.
With the likelihood of the bituminous

strike being settled by an Increase of
wages being granted, the local an-
thracite trade Is beginning to wonder
what effect It will have on the miners
In this trade, who have agreed to work
on the war agreement until April. By
some It Is suggested that since the
bituminous scale has been changed, It

will likely cause some uneasiness
among the anthracite workers, as the
scale in the other district will be
higher than theirs.
The fact that the fuel administra-

tion has ordered all exports of an-
thracite to stop will have little effect

on the domestic market, as this order
does not affect Canada, which country
takes by far the greater percentage of

exported coal. With that exception the
shipments outside the country never
have been sufflcient to leave any im-
press on the market.
The steam coals are looking up very

well and buckwheat is in strong de-
mand with heavy shipments coming
out of storage. If it were not for the
big washery operations, which are now
operating in good force, there would
actually be a shortage of buckwheat.
Rice coal is also being asked for in

such quantity as to keep the shippers
on the jump to fill orders for it. With
the continuance of the bituminous
strike barley coal is at last beginning

to show more than ordinary movement,
and should the situation continue this

way for another two weeks this will

be a hard size to procure.
Bituminous—The only real change in

the bituminous trade is the growing
scarcity of fuel in this market. The
shortage of fuel is still far from the
serious stage, but the accumulations in

the pools are becoming diminished.
This is due to the diversion of coal

that usually comes to this market to

western points, particularly gas coals

from the Fairmont region, where the
resumption of mining has been greater
than in the Penn. districts. There is

still a fair quantity of fresh-mined coal

being offered by some commission
houses directly to the trade, but usually
these are low grade fuels and sales are

not easily made, and for the further
reason that no shipper is able to as-

sure delivery even after an order is

taken. With the coal all being dis-

tributed according to the priority list

issued bv the administration, putting
public service plants on the bottom of

the lists, all ordinary lines of industry
are practically shut out from the op-
erations of the salesmen.

,

At tide there is a heavy congestion of

coal as the foreign business has ceased
under the ruling of the authorities and
all of the coal standing is now being
used for distribution on approved calls

ffom the fuel directors.
Operators in the central Penn. fleia

having offices In this city report that
there is very little activity at their

mines, as the expected resumption last

Monday failed to materialize. Even if

they were able to procure anything like

their full working forces there would
likely be considerable idleness on ac-

count of lack of cars, as so much of the
equipment is tied up at destination
loaded with coal.

BALTIMORE

Situation still complicated. Move-
ment through Cumberland gateway In-

creases. Troubles cxi.st at a number of
mines despite return order.
Bituminous—The situation here re-

mains somewhat confused. On one hand
talk comes through of shortages of coal

in many sections of the country and
with it comes an embargo against ship-
ment to the piers here because of the
jam of fuel already at tide. At Cur-
tis Bav. Canton and Locust Point, at
the outset of the past week, there were
about 6,000 cars of soft coal, and this

caused the embargo order. At that
time there was agitation for a release
of some of this fuel to export account.
It Is expected, however, that It will be
held for use In other sections as need-
ed Meanwhile, there continues a lim-
ited distribution here under the permit

The movement through the Cumber-
land gateway continues to improve,
the present daily run being about 1,200

cars against about 700 at the end of the
week previous. The usual normal run
through the gateway is about 3,800.

Troubles are reported at some of the
mines despite the fact that the man-
date of the court brought back some
80 per cent In many sections. In some
sections of the state there were re-
ports of dissatisfaction over the work
assigned to some of the men who re-
turned, while In others there was a
dispute over a fine for failure to go to

work, and the miners held a big meet-
ing at Frostburg to discuss the situa-
tion.

Anthracite—The run of hard coal to
this city is improving. The past week
was mild and the demand from belated
purchasers was light, so that the trade
was able to keep well abreast of con-
ditions without drawing on meager
yard supplies. The colder weather came
toward the end of the week and un-
less there is an improvement in the
movement things will be tight in the
near future.

Lake Markets

PITTSBURGH

Union mines still closed. Cancella-
tion of rcbllling order mal£es trouble.
Consumers fairly comfortable.
There has been practically no return

of miners to work at union mines in
the Pittsburgh district in the past
week. A union mine is defined as one
that has the check-off. There are va-
rious other mines where union men are
employed, and there are working va-
riously, in general better than a week
or two ago, while the strictly non-
union mines are working full time.
The Connellsville region, not a part qf
the Pittsburgh district proper, is prob-
ably producing more coal than ever;
about half the coal being shipped, the
other halt being converted into coke.
The local coal trade is disturbed over

the order just issued by the Fuel Ad-
ministration, cancelling the rebilling
charge of 15c, previously allowed, and
making the cancellation order retroac-
tive to Oct. 30.
There is not much activity in the local

coal market. Well-connected brokers ar»

generally able to pick up a few car-
loads daily, chiefly from non-union
mines. A difficulty is that coal shipped
on such sales is not always delivered,
as the distribution authorities may
seize it.

Large consumers of coal are getting
along fairly well, chiefly by reason of
their stocks. The steel mills, with oc-
casional exceptions, had large stocks.
There are about 3000 carloads of coal
at Youngstown, releases being made
when the prospective consumer proves
that the coal is urgently needed.
We quote the market at government

prices: $2.35 at $2.50 for mine-run and
25c higher for screened, per net ton
at mine; Pittsburgh district.

BUFFALO

No change In the local coal situation.
Bituminous plenty. Jobbers uneasy. An-
thracite moving fast by lake.

Bituminous—Tlie local trade , is de-
cidedly Impatient, waiting to see which
way the situation is going to turn. As
it appears now almost any hour may
turn out something that will shape the
future of the trade. So long as there
is no understanding between the op-
erators and the miners almost anything
may happen. There was seldom so
much uncertainty at a time when so
little is actually happening.
The strike is apparently having some

effect in other districtls. but that must
have been because the shippers did not
take care of consumers as well as they
did here. The amount of coal available,
with the great stocks on hand, is suffl-

cient to keep everything here going a
month or more. Many nonunion mines
are running, and they turn out coal
enough to supply consumers with small
storage capacity. So far as can be
learned not a single consumer is short,

or likelv to be right away. It is a
strange state of things and cannot last

very long.
There is neither demand nor coal to

flll new orders If they should come In.

Shippers are sitting still and doing
nothing. Small operators ship coal
promptly, though always with the sup-
ervision of the Government and rail-

road authorities, which in this case Is

about the same thing. In general, the
belief Is that the strike will end soon.
However, the determination of the
strikers not to go back to work till

a new scale Is in force does not look
pleasant.
Bituminous prices are little more than

nominal now, for ho effort Is making to

shape them. Quotations remain at $4.55

for Allegheny Valley sizes; $4,80 for
Pittsburgh and No. S lump; $4 65 for
same three-quarter; $4.20 for mine run;
$4.10 for all slack; $4.60 for smokeless:
$5.70 for smithing all per net ton.
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Section 97

Just as Essential as Pop Safety Valves

Golden-Anderson

"Life and Property Insurance Valves"
"No Shut Down When a Tube Bursts"

Ist. Prevent expensive shut downs.

2nd. Make back flow of steam impossible.

3rd. Equalize pressure between boilers,

automatically—quickly pay for them-
selves in reduced coal bills alone.

4th. Absolutely protect men inside of

"dead" boilers.

5th. Valves fitted with "Double Corliss"

dashpots. Absolutely cushion valve
—no hammering or sticking.

6th. Provided for every contingency by
"automatic" testing in service feature
—valves closed from floor or remote
points.

7th. Heaviest and most correct mechan-
ically constructed and operated auto-
matic valves made.

GOLDEN-ANDERSON
Automatic Cushioned Controlling

Altitude Valves
1. Eliminate loss of water in reservoir^;, stami-

pipes. tanks.etc.,by keeping the lev tlcoiibtaiit.
2. Operate without floats or fixtures.

3. Uninterrupted service and a positive water
supply assured without danger of water
hammer surges or burst mains.

4. No m**tal to metal seating. Positive cush-
ioned by water and by air.

5. Can be made to close
automatically during fire

GOLDEN-ANDERSON
Automatic Cushioned

Steam Pressure Reducing Valves

Extra Heavy "For High or Low
Pressure Service*'

1. Automatically keep:
the reduced pressun
perfectly con
?ven if the
pressure fluctuates.

2. Once adjusted
stays adjusted.

3. Thoroughly cusbi
ed and guided,
i.ounding, jamm
01 chattering.

.;. A patent safety pis-
ton absolutely pre-
vents high pressure
sleam from pene-
trating into the low
pressure side in case
of a broken dia-
phragm.

5. n extra heavy
.nd jiractically inde-
Iructiblc ana fool-

GOLDEN-ANDERSON
Double Cushioned Quick Closing

Emergency Trip Valves
Provide Against Runaway Engines

and Disastrous Accidents

I. Give perfect automatic control of the steam

distant points.

a. Can be opened or
closed instantly in

case of emereency by
steam or electricity.

3. May be tested while
in service giving
complete assurance
of safety.

4. Positively cushioned
by double Corliss
Dash Pot.
banging, stick-
ing or chatter-
ing.

5. Contain no
spnnysor tiKht
fitting parts.

6. Canbeadapted
for automatic
closing in case
5tca
bursts.

Double

pipe

*' l/osf 0/ licfei'cnvrs"

Golden-Anderson Valve Specialty Co.
1213 Fulton Building

PITTSBURGH, PA.



Antlipadte—The supply fs still going
to the lakes, only one company having
closed up that trade and turned to the
rail lines. The season is nearly at an
end. So far as anthracite is concerned
there ought to be sufficient for the
needs of the upper-lake district, though
bituminous coal may prove to be short.
The lake tonnage is plenty, as other
freights did not last till the end ot the
open lake season.
Lake shipments for the week were

heavy, totaling 165,800 tons, of which
94.700 tons cleared for Duluth and Su-
perior; 2S.S0O tons for Chicago; 14,300
tons for Fort William; 14,100 tons for
Milwaukee; 7000 tons for Waukegan;
4000 tons for Manitowoc, and 2900 tons
for Green Bay.
Lake coal rates remain weak at 60c.

to Chicago; 47VoC. to Milwaukee; 42VoC.
to Duluth, Fort William Waukegan
and Green Bay.
The local supply of anthracite is as

small as ever, but there Is promise of a
more liberal supply as soon as the lakes
close. A single week of the amount
now going up the lakes would make a
large difference here, and that was the
way the supply was turned in last year.
Natural gas is ordered out of all fur-

naces that can burn coal, effective Dec.
15, but it is expected that the coal
supply will be in before that time.

City prices of anthracite remain as
follows:

On Cars At Curb
Gross Ton Net Ton

Grate $8.55 $10.20
Egg 8.80 10.65
Stove 9.00 10 85
Chestnut 9.10 10.95
Pea 7.05 9.30
Buckwheat 5.70 7.75

COKE
Bnifalo—Trading Is dull on account

of the small consumption during the
strike of steel workers. The condition
of the furnaces Is now practically nor-
mal, but so much time has been lost
that considerably less than the usual
amount of iron ore has been brought
down by lake. Prices remain dull on
the basis of $8 for 72-hour foundry;
$7,50 for 4S-hour furnace: $7 for off
grades; $7.75 for domestic sizes and
$5 for breeze, all per net ton. f. o. b.

Buffalo.

CLEVELAND

Bltninlnons coal stocks have melted
aw-ay. Domestic conNiimers are being
rationed. Lcnn than 20.000 tons of coal
are noir In dealers* yards.

nitiinilnoiiN— So little bituminous coal
has been coming through the railroad
blockade that the local committee in
charge of distribution has denied this
grade to all Industrial plants. Not
even fuel enough to keep pipes from
freezing Is permitted, as warning has
been given all industrial plant officials
to save enough for this emergency out
of their present piles. A visit to lead-
ing retail coal yards reveals about
20,000 tons on hand, barely enough to
keep utilities, office buildings and other
essentials going.
No lump bituminous coal Is coming

through. One dealer is getting 30 to 40
cars of slack each week, but this Is not
more than one-flfth of normal. Occa-
sionally a few cars of prepared sizes
are received. To the retail trade deal-
ers are not quoting bituminous prices.
Inasmuch as there Is none to sell, while
no new committments for steam coal are
being taken on. Dealers are complain-
ing that the margin allowed them by
the Fuel Administration Is wholly in-
adeuate. Wages, for one instance, have
been advanced $5 a week since war time.
Other cost Increases have easily wiped
out all profit In handling bituminous,
they assert.
Under the wartime schedule, which

has been restored, slack Is $2.35. f. o. b.
cars at mines In the Ohio No. 8 field.
Jobbers' commissions come at 5c. a
ton, while the freight from Southern
Ohio to Cleveland Is $1.40. On steam
coal the dealer's margin Is $1.58 TlTts
makes slack $5.48 a ton delivered In
Cleveland. This paper's quotations on
No. 8 slack recentlv have given the
spread as $5.10 to $5,50. For apartment
house delivery dealers are entltlr-d to
B7c. more and to residences '72c. more.
With Industrial plants entirely cut

off, the local distribution committee es-
timates enough bittimlnous Is coming
Into Cleveland to meet demands of util-
ities and food companies. Railroad fuel
stocks stored outside of Cleveland are
dwindling fast, and another ten days

COAL AGE
will see train service curtailed. One
big industry already is on halt-time
schedule, while scores more will be
forced down within a week or ten days.
Pocabuntas aud Anthracite—In the

past week practically no Pocahontas
has been received because of poor car
service, but the coming week is ex-
pected to see near-normal shipments.
Anthracite too, has fallen away off.
and dealers consider themselves lucky
when they get a car. In substitution
of these grades retail dealers are offer-
ing coke at $11. The cut in these grades
of coal is regarded as temporary.
Lake Trade—No more bituminous coal

is being loaded for Lake Superior ports,
but some 3/, -in. lump tor engine fuel
is being consigned to Lake Michigan
ports. Last week Lake Erie docks
dumped only 304,319 tons of bituminous
and 15.118 tons of vessel fuel, a grand
total of 319.437 tons—about 25 per cent
of normal. Dumping of more than 500
cars a day at Lake Erie ports has been
the exception lately. At most lower
lake ports Nov. 22 was the windup of
the bituminous season.

DETROIT
BItnmlnonii coal receipts fall short of

normal, but meet present needs.
Bituminous—Consumers of steam and

domestic bituminous coal in Detroit
are not suffering any hardship due to
shortage. The uncertainties created by
continuance of the mine strike occa-
sions some anxiety, however, as to the
future. The regional committee in
charge of local distribution is endeav-
oring to avoid as much as possible any
interruption of the movement of coal
to buyers. Where the buyer is not in
Immediate need of additional coal, ship-
ments are held on cars. This enables
the committee to supply quickly any
consumer whose need Is urgent.
Few reports have so far come to Job-

bers indicating hardship due to lack of
coal. Most of the Michigan towns out-
side Detroit seem to be quite comfort-
ably fixed in the matter of supply. The
exceptions are chiefly places that have
been almost wholly dependent on the
product of Michigan mines and where
It has been customary to buy on a day-
to-day basis.
The regional committee's distribution

plan, it is explained, does not tend to
create a shortage of cars at the mines,
as the cars are unloaded with sufficient
promptness to maintain transportation
facilities, at mines that are continuing
In operation. In the work of distribu-
tion, consideration also Is given to the
fact that some public service companies
find It necessary to maintain stocks
sufficient to assure operation 10 days
or more ahead

Anthr.-iclte—No noticeable Improve-
ment has appeared In the matter of an-
thracite supply. Stocks In yards of re-
tailers are low and are not being re-
newed with a promptness that encour-
ages confidence In adequacy of the sup-
ply. Dealers report that long delays
are experienced after orders are placed
before shipments arrive. Any sudden
lowering of temperature would be like-
ly to bring a pressure of demand that
would exhaust supplies of prepared
sizes.
Lake Trade—Coal Is not coming for-

ward to lake loading docks very free-
ly. Shipments are small. Some are re-
ported as diminishing In size. Some
lake vessels are even finding It difficult
to get sufficient bunker coal for their
needs, though requirements for this
purpose have been greatly reduced by
the fact that a large proportion of the
lake fleet has been sent to winter moor-
ings, due to the lack of freight car-
goes.

CO!V\ELLSVILLE

Spot fnmace coke market higher.
Asking prices hicher on contract. Con-
sumers n-llllng to pay higher prices.
The coke market continues to grow

stronger, and the stiffening In the past
few days has been particularly note-
worthy, this applying both to prompt
coke and to contracts for all or part of
1920. Sales of spot furnace coke are
reported at $6.25. and while this may
not be the minimum of the market, the
average Is certainly higher than a week
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ago, as then there was a possibility of
shading ?6 a trifle. In foundry coke,
however, there is no higher market for
prompt. Demand, which was produced
by consumers desiring to accumulate
stocks, has fallen off from its high
level. Now consumers are buying no
more than enough for current require-
ments, and perhaps not as much, since
there are suspicions that some consum-
ers are drawing from stocks. The out-
side prices are no longer in point but
the $7 minimum for standard brands
remains.
Coke operators' views as to 1920 con-

tracts for furnace coke have experi-
enced a further elevation, while the
blast furnaces that must buy Connells-
ville coke seem quite reconciled to the
payment of much higher prices than
obtained for the current half year, the
average having been about $4.25. The
only uestion is how great the advance
is to be and how prices shall be de-
termined. Ratio contracts are being
considered, at 5 to 1 on basic pig iron,
valley, last ratio contracts having been
at 6V. to 1. With basic pig iron at $30,
valley, as at present. 5 to 1 contracts
would make $6 coke, with higher set-
tlement prices in prospect. It is re-
ported that $6.25 flat was done with
two eastern consumers for the first
half of 1920. Some operators are pro-
posing a contract with a flat price,
based on present costs, the price to ad-
vance by whatever percentage the
wage cost Increases.
The market is quotable at $6 @ 6.25 for

spot furnace and $7@7.25 for ;9pot
foundry, per net ton at ovens, contract
prices being unquotable.
Tie "Courier" reports production In

the Connellsville and lower Connells-
ville region in the week ended Nov. 15
at 253,924 tons, an increase of 5248
tons.

Middle West

M1L^VAUKEE

Jio excitement in the coal market be-
cause of the mine situation. Stocks will
be ample for the winter unless there is
requisitioning by theGovernment. Prices
unclinngcd.
Milwaukee coal dealers are not al-

lowing themselves to become excited
over the possibility of a serious coal
famine pending the adjustment of the
labor situation at the mines. Several
are now in the East doing what they
can to send coal this way. Dealers
have been ordered to suspend the pre-
ferred customers' lists, so that there
will be an equitable distribution of coal
and supplies intended for parties with
fair stocks on hand are being diverted
to other points where fuel Is needed.
"Milwaukee has coal enough to last

until Spring." said a leading shipper,
"but in case of prolonged period of Idle-
ness at the mines, the Government may
requisition some of the coal on the
docks for the benefit of Interior points."
The Milwaukee road has taken off a
number of trains in order to conserve
the supply of fuel. Prices continue un-
changed. Receipts by lake are slow,
and the wind-up of the season prom-
ises to be weak in this respect. The
total receipts by lake thus far aggre-
gate S32.490 tons of anthracite and 2,-

836,325 tons of soft coal, a gain over
last year of 168,642 tons of anthracite
and a loss of 495.019 tons of soft coal.

ST. LOUIS

Coal supply exhausted. Consumers
falling back on coke supply. Condi-
tions growing serious.
The local condition Is beginning to

give considerable worry. The coal
stocks are nearly depleted there be-
ing practically no storage coal In the
city, aside from that held for steam
purposes by the gas company and one
or two large manufacturing plants.

Office buildings and factories that
were unable to obtain coal are now
using coke breeze and other sizes of
gashouse coke. In a few Instances by-
product coke Is being consumed.
On Nov. 22 there were about 60.000

tons of byproduct coke stored In SL
Louis. This, however. Is being loaded
out at the rate of 3000 or 4000 tons a
day. About 30,000 tons of gas coke
were also held In storage. Five per
cent, of this entire tonnage Is made up
of coke breeze.
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What in the World Can You Expect

By RuFus T. Strohm

You raise your voice in a doleful wail,

You clench your fists and you beat your breast,

Because expenses absorb your kale

And knock your bank-roll galley-west.

You curse the way that the prices rise.

With every ounce of your intellect,

And damn the Government to the skies

—

Say, what in the world can you expect?

"When all the millions of Union men
Reduce the length of the working day,

And boost their wages by half again,

Yet toil along in the slow old way

;

"When men lose faith in their brotherhood,

And each one feels that he must collect

The most he can while the getting 's good

—

Well, what in the world can you expect t

When herds of foreigners sprag the wheels

That fill the shelves of the Nation's store.

But keep on eating their three square meals

Without a thought of producing more

;

"When Labor's pledges are paper scraps.

And Trust and Confidence both lie wrecked,

And Honor shares in the grand collapse

—

Well, what in the world can you expect?

WKenE^secAndPl
become tJujGod^

"When Ease and Pleasure become the gods,

And Thrift is sent as a sacrifice;

When men keep saying, "Oh, what's the oddsf

I've got to have it—so hang the price
!"

When love of luxury rules the land

And gross extravagance goes unchecked,

And simple laziness stays the hand

—

Well, what in the world can you expect?
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FIG 4. VIEW FROM AIR SHAFT AT THE KATHLEEN MINE

Engineering Features of Modern Large Coal

Mines in Illinois and Indiana*—11.

By C. a. HERBERxt AND C. M. Young*
Vlncennes, Ind. Urbana, IlL

Although many new mines have been
developed in Southern Illinois and many
improvements made in the recent past, six

large new operations have been selected as

showing the trend of modem coal-mine and
engineering practice. The details of these

developments are here compared.

THE construction of the

tipples of the six mines
considered in this Dansr

shows only one striking nov-

elty—the concrete air-shaft

tipple of the Katheleen mine.

The use of concrete for the

construction of tipples is not

in itself a novelty, as it has

been employed in some other

districts. In this case concrete was adopted, not be-

cause a concrete structure was desired, but because at

the time of designing it was doubtful whether steel

could be obtained. In spite of the fact that a portion

of the concrete was poured when the thermometer reg-

istered about 20 deg. below zero, the work is sound

and the structure is peculiarly attractive. Moreover,

it is perfectly rigid, no vibration whatever being felt

when the hoist is running. The cost of the concrete

tipple, as built, was about $6000 higher than that of

the steel tipple originally intended. A considerable

part of this excess was due to the expense of heating

the materials and of pouring the concrete during se-

verely cold wteather. At this mine and at the Valier,

cars hoisted at the air shaft will be dumped in Wood
single-car rotary dumps.

Attention may also be drawn to the fact that of the

•Part of a paper presented before the Chicago meeting of the
American Institute of Mining Engineer.^, September, 1919.

tMlnlng engineer. U. S. Bureau of Mines.
tProfe-ssor of Mining Engineering, University of Kansas.

mines mentioned, four have
tipples of the three-leg type

introduced by Allen & Garcia.

Two of these have bar screens,

and the others shaking

screens. The tipple at the

Bell & Zoller No. 2 was de-

signed and built by the Wis-
consin Bridge and Iron Co.

The tipple at the Standard
No. 2 mine was designed by R. W. Hunt & Co. The
equipment for preparation at the six mines considered

is designed to satisfy the needs of the different pro-

ducers and may be enumerated as follows:

Standard No. 2.—At the Standard No. 2 mine all coal

is to be crushed to from li to li in. and the only

screening equipment needed is that preceeding the

crusher for bypassing the small coal. The coal will go
from the skips to a receiving bin from which it will

pass over two parallel conveying and crushing equip-

ments, each designed to handle 500 tons per hour. The
coal passes from the receiving bin to two 54-in. feeder

conveyors, from which it goes over sloping bar screens,

the oversize going to crushers from which it drops to

conveyors, being joined there by the undersize of the

screens. Two 60-in. apron conveyors elevate the coal

to the middle of the line of loading bins, which are built

in two lines over the two loading tracks and extend for

a linear distance of 360 ft. Their capacity is 3500 tons.

Each apron conveyor discharges onto a 72-in. flat-top
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conveyor, one running from the middle to each end of

the line of bins. Adjustable scrapers are used to dis-

tribute the crushed coal into the bins, from which it

will be discharged into cars.

Superior No. 5.—In point of simplicity of prepara-

tion equipment, the Superior No. 4 comes next. The
preparation depends on the kind of coal demanded.

When fuel is being stored, all coal over 2 in. or over

€ in. goes to storage. The material under 6 in. may
be shipped as mine run. The material under 2 in.

goes to the washer. When coal is not being stored, it

may be crushed to pass a 6-in. screen. The screening

equipment is designed to meet this simple demand and

consists only of gravity bar screens. Material to be

crushed is carried by a reciprocating feeder to the

crusher.

Valier.—At the Valier mine shaker screens with

pendulum suspension are used. These are so arranged

as to make four sizes of coal: lump, egg, 2i-in. screen-

ings and a fine coal approximately corresponding to

No. 5. The two larger sizes are run over picking tables

and may either be loaded into cars or fed to a crusher

and reduced to pass through a 2J-in. screen. The plant

is thus equipped to furnish coal for either hand-fired

locomotives or those equipped with mechanical stokers.

American No. 2.—As the coal from this mine will be

sold almost entirely to steam trade, the screening

equipment is similar to that of the Superior No. 4.

The coal will be run over bar screens so arranged as

to make either li-in. screenings and standard lump,

IJ-in. screenings and railroad lump, mine run, or the

entire output may be run through crushers and made
into H-in. screenings. Picking tables are being in-

stalled for both the mine run and lump coal.

Kathleen.—At this mine the demand will be variable,

as part of the coal will go to the St. Louis and Mil-

waukee plants of the North American Co., which
consume 500,000 tons of screenings per year. The re-

mainder is to be marketed and the tipple is equipped

for making lump, 3 x 6-in. egg, 2 x 3-in. nut and 2-in.

screenings. There are picking tables for the nut, egg
and lump coal, with loading booms for lowering the

coal into the cars. Provision has also been made for

the installation of crushers so that either the lump
or the egg coal may be crushed to screenings if the

market cond,itions make this desirable. Shaker screens

are used with pendulum suspension. At this mine and
at Valier, the crushers are so placed that the coal may
be discharged into them by elevating the loading boom.

-4—- /.0% grtK/e
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Bell & Zoller No. 2.—The preparation equipment at

this mine is more elaborate than that at any of the

others. The main screen will produce three sizes of

coal; lump, 6-in. egg and 3-in. screenings. The egg
and lump sizes from the main screen will be passed

over picking tables and discharged over loading booms.

Provision is also made for the installation of crushers

to reduce either the lump or egg sizes. Means are also

provided for loading lump coal into box cars on a

separate track, in case these should be available when
coal cars are not. The screenings will be elevated by
a belt conveyor to a screening plant equipped with

two sets of screens in parallel, supported on ash boards,

which will produce coal of the five standard Illinois

sizes: Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. The screens are of such

length as to permit hand picking if this should be

necessary. The rescreening plant is set over the loading

tracks and the coal will be discharged from the screens

to the bins, from which it will be loaded. The chutes

no. 6. SURFACE IM.TODT, BBLL ft ZOLLBR NO. 2 MINE

FIG. «. PLAN OF SHAFT BOTTOM AT AMERICAN NO. 1

MINE

from these bins are equipped with lip screens for re-

moving the fines produced by handling.

U. S. Fuel Co.—The U. S. Fuel Co., a subsidiary

of the United States Steel Corporation, is developing a

coal property lying to the northeast of Benton, Franklin

County, Illinois. All the coal produced is to be

washed, so a large concrete washer has been erected and

equipped with jigs, tables and settling tanks. This is

by far the largest washer in the central coal field and

its equipment has been planned with great care. The
company is not yet ready for a discussion of its oper-

ation.

The system of handling cars on the surface by gravity,

common in this district, has been followed at most of

the mines. This system sometimes requires extensive

grading in a level country and the moving of cars Is

difllcult in winter. The surface layout for the Bell &
Zoller No. 2 mine is shown in Fig, 5.
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At the Kathleen mine, the nature of the surface is

•ach that the construction of a gravity yard would
have required an unusual amount of grading, as the

surface at the mine is practically on a level with the

main line of the Illinois Central from which the cars

will be taken. This diflSculty has been avoided by the

use of a flat yard, the only grade being that extending

from the air shaft on the west, past the main shaft

and railroad scales on the east, where there is sufficient

grade for the movement of the cars being loaded. Over
the remainder of the yard, cars will be moved by a

1200 hp. each, and it is probable that two more boilers-

will be added in the future. The power plant contains
two 2500-kw. turbo-generators, and one 1250-kw. gen-
erator, all supplying current at 2200 volts. The surplus
power will be transmitted to other plants. One of the
precautions against interrupted transmission from this

plant to the mine is the construction of a double trans-

mission line from the power plant to the main shaft.

The three other mines are supplied by power pur-
chased from public-service corporations. The American
No. 2 can, in case of protracted failure of the power

FIO. 7. BOTTOM LAYOUT, STANDARD OIL CO. SHAFT

puher locomotive, running on a 36-in. track between
the two main tracks. The pusher locomotive will have
arms that can be extended to either side and engage
the ends of the cars. A 15-ton locomotive is now being

used for this purpose. A 25-ton locomotive vtdll be

provided later to move the loaded cars while the 15-ton

machine will be employed for the empty cars. Each
locomotive will be able to handle about ten cars.

At the Standard Mine No. 2, the problem is entirely

different as far as the loading of cars is concerned.

At all mines in the district having the ordinary prepara-

tion equipment, only one car is loaded at a time on
each track. At the Standard No. 2, all the coal is to

be crushed and placed in hoppers from which it will

be drawn directly into the railroad cars. Only one
size of coal will be shipped and only two loading tracks

will be employed. The hoppers will extend for the

length of about eight railroad cars, over the two loading
tracks, and cars will be loaded in groups of eight. Car
pulls will be used to allow the spotting of cars of

variable lengths under the loading chutes. Under these

circumstances the simplest arrangement is to employ
a switching engine. The track layout differs from that

of the ordinary mine in that there is no provision for

the collection of loaded cars beyond the tipple. The
empty cars will be brought in from the west to the

loading hoppers and after being loaded will be taken

back toward the west to be made up into trains.

At three of the mines, Superior No. 4, Standard No.
2 and Bell & ZoUer No. 2, power plants have been
erected. The Superior No. 4 will be equipped with five

vertical water-tube boilers of 513 hp., which will supply
team at 150 lb. pressure and 150 deg. of superheat.

There are two turbo-generators, one having a capacity

of 938 kv.-a. and one of 375 kv.-a., both generating
current at 2300 volts. All steam piping from the boilers

to the engine is in duplicate, so that any interruption

of service in the steam lines is guarded against.

At the Standard No. 2, a central power plant is being
erected at which four 750-hp. Vogt boilers have been
Installed. These are expected to produce from 1000-

supply, be furnished by the power plant of the Na
1 mine, which can be enlarged sufficiently to supply

both mines.

In the case of the Kathleen mine, it would be possible

within 90 days to build a power line from one of the
generating stations of the Union Electric Light and
Power Co., at St. Louis.

During the past 25 years, the method of mining in

the central field has been changed from the old room-
and-pillar system with long room entries, which in

many instances were used as main haulage roads, to

what is known as the panel system. In this latter

system, no rooms are turned from the haulage and main
air-course entries, but these are protected on either

side by large barrier pillars. The room entries turned

off from these main entries are comparatively short,

averaging from 1000 to 1500 ft. in length. In the

typical panel system of mining, each panel, consisting

of two room entries with their respective rooms, is a
unit in itself connected with the other workings only

where the two-room entries pierce the barrier pillar.

This method of mining has come into general use
in the central field, principally, because of the prevalence

of mine fires and the great difficulty of sealing them
off under the old system of mining, it then being neces-

sary to seal off a large part of the mine in order to

control the fire. It is now possible to isolate a fire in

any one panel by seals at the points where the room
entries pierce the barrier pillar, without the loss of

much territory. At the same time, because the area
is small, the fire is usually smothered completely within

three or four weeks. This system of mining is being
followed at all the new mines in this field with such

variations as to the length and width of the rooms,

thickness of pillars and number of rooms in each panel,

as are made necessary by local conditions.

At the Valier mine an attempt will be made later

to make a complete recovery of the pillar coal in the

panels. With this one exception the room pillars will

vary in thickness with the depth of the seam and will

be only thick enough to allow rooms to be driven ta
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full length without squeezing. The barrier pillars are

of sufficient thickness to protect the main entry from

any subsequent squeezing. The dimensions of rooms

and relative dimensions of rooms and pillars are, how-

ever, subject to change and it is not improbable that

steps will ultimately be taken for the i-ecovery of pillar

coal at some of the mines, if not at all.

At the .Valier mine it is planned that the rooms shall

be 25 ft. wide on 85-ft. centers, leaving 60-ft. room

pillars, which will be later recovered. By driving the

cross-cuts between the rooms 20 ft. in width, 40 per

cent, of the coal will be taken out in the advance.

This is nearly as much as the total extraction at the

other mines in this field. The room pillars will be left

in blocks 60 ft. square, which may be recovered later

without the squeezing that would be certain to take

place should an attempt be made to recover the narrow
room pillars employed at the other mines. The ultimate

extraction is expected to be about 70 per cent.

The sinking of these new mines with large daily

capacities and intended to work out larger areas than

ever were contemplated in the past, has led to the

necessity for driving a greater number of main airways.

Until recently two entries in the mines in this field

had been thought suflScient.

At the Bell & ZoUer No. 2 it is proposed to use the

four-entry system throughout the mine for all of the

main haulage and airways, with double entries in the

panels. At the Valier and at the Superior No. 4, four

main entries will be driven, the cross-entries, or

secondary mains, from which the room entries are

turned, will be on the three-entry system, with two
entries in the panels. At the Kathleen mine, the

three-entry system will be used for the mains, with

the two-entry system for the secondary mains and panel

entries. At the American mine No. 2, the three-entry

system will be used for both the main and secondary

main entries with two entries in the panels.

The four-entry system has the advantage of making
it possible to put the required amount of air into the

mine at a much lower pressure and velocity than where
fewer entries are used, accompanied with a marked
saving in power required to operate the fan. Also

where the entries are driven in pairs with no cross-

cut between the two central entries, except at points

where cross or room entries are turned off, the neces-

sity of expensive brick or concrete stoppings is elimi-

nated, as the air in both entries of each pair travels

in the same direction. Moreover, in case of an explo-

sion the recovery work can be carried on much more
rapidly and economically, as there will be no delay

nor expense in rebuilding stoppings to restore ventila-

tion.

The shortwall mining machine has practically super-

seded the breast machine at all these new developments.
Alternating-current undercutters will be used at four
of the six new larger developments in this field. In
every case, it is proposed to take 2300-volt, three-phase
alternating current into the mine in armored cables

to motor-generator sets located at advantageous points

in the workings, there to be transformed to 250-volt

direct current for haulage locomotives.

At the American mine No. 1, where 240-volt alter-

nating current mining machines have been in use for
several years, the mining machine transformers are
supplied with 240-volt and 275-volt secondary taps, so
that when the room entries have advanced sufficiently

to make a drop in voltage noticeable at the machines

the machine lines are connected to the 275-volt taps.

This same system will be used in the No. 2 mine.

With the advent of the 5-ton mine car, it has been

found that the 6-ton gathering locomotive, which had
been almost a standard in this field, is too light and the

gathering locomotives at these mines will weigh from
7.5 to 8 tons. At the Valier mine and at the Standard

No. 2, combined storage-battery and trolley gathering

locomotives will be used, while at the other mines the

trolley-and-reel type of gathering locomotives will be

employed.

The use of heavier cars and locomotives has also

made it necessary to use heavier track with curves of

longer radius. In fact, the underground mine tracks

in these new mines will closely approximate, as far

^ Positton of
BoHom Boards
when dumpeaf

J " Sec + ion showing Details
of Jrippinq Device

FIG.6B

FIG. 8. DETAILS OF THE JONES DUST BARRIER

as the class of construction is concerned, the standards

of the modern steam or electric railway.

The bottom layout at the American No. 2, shown in

Fig. 6., Bell & Zoller No. 2 and Superior No. 4 are

all much alike. At each of these mines self-dumping

cages are used. At each what is known as the A-type of

bottom has been adopted, in which the coal is brought in

from either side of the mine to a double-track shaft-

bottom entry, at right angles to the main entry.

The mine car, after being automatically fed onto

the cage, hoisted, and dumped is returned to the bot-

tom, where it is pushed off the cage by the oncoming

loaded car. After leaving the cage, the cars pass by

gravity to a kickback switch and are shunted off to

either side into entries forming the sides of the A,

where they are made up into empty trips to be taken

back inside. Where the natural conditions make it

necessary, a car haul is put in between the cage and

the kickback switch in order to give sufficient grade to

run the cars back into the empty-car storage entries.
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There are usually a number of cut-throughs between the

main bottom and the entries on either side to enable

the locomotive coming in with the loaded trip to un-

couple at a convenient point and run through to the

waiting trip of empty cars.

The bottom layout at both the Kathleen and Valier

mines is quite similar to that just described except

that the cars are run in over a single track to be
weighed and dumped and that provision has been made
to handle the empty cars in trips instead of singly, as

will be done where cages are employed. At the Valier

mine, the cars will be handled in trips of ten. After
leaving the dump, these trips will run a short distance

to the foot of a rather steep incline up which they

will be hoisted by a single-drum electric hoist. From
the top of this incline, the trips will be shunted off

to the entries on either side of the main shaft bottom.

This method of handling empty cars was made neces-

sary by the natural grades that were encountered. At
the Kathleen mine the empties will leave the dump in

trips of 20 cars and run by gravity to empty storage

entries.

The bottom layout at the Standard No. 2 is rather

more elaborate than at any of the others. The mine
is divided into four districts, and the coal will be

brought to the shaft bottom over four main haulage

roads. The bottom is so laid out that the cars from

TROUGH DUST B.AJIRIER

these four roads will be brought to a long double-track

bottom entry. An automatic car haul will be used to

feed the cars over the automatic scales and into the

rotary dump. The movement and dumping of the cars

will be controlled by one man. At this mine, contrary

to the general custom, the cars will be turned end for

end at each trip to the bottom; a new and ingenious

coupling has been provided for each end.

At the Valier mine, entry-driving machines have

been introduced to accomplish rapid development work,

promote safety through elimination of explosives and

prevent the shattering action of explosives on the ribs

and roof of the entry. Two B-34 macnines, maae by

the Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., have been used. The
cutting in this mine is unusually hard, but under or-

dinary conditions an advance of as much as 150 ft.

per week was made with each machine, by working

three shifts. On single shifts these machines are now
making a general average of 300 ft. per month. With
regard to the economy of the use of these machines, it is

the opinion of Carl Scholz, general manager of the

company, that the cost of installation and operation

will be repaid many times by the saving in timbering

because the coal is not affected by the use of explosives

when these machines are employed. The roof will

stand much better than it does when so snattered and

timbering will be unnecessary in most parts of the

entries. These machines are being used on the main
west entries where a possible distance of 3J miles can
be driven. After an experience of about one year in

entry driving in this mine, a difference between the

standing qualities of these entries and those driven
with explosives can be observed.

The Old Ben Coal Corporation has undertaken a
more elaborate program for accident prevention than
is being followed by any other coal company in this

district. This program follows three lines. In the

first place it was decided that only electric safety lamps
should be allowed in the future in the No. 11 mine
in which an explosion had occurred, and that no one
should be allowed to smoke in the mine or even carry

matches. At first this ruling met with some opposition

but at the present time this has entirely disappeared

and the mine is being satisfactorily operated with
electric lamps.

In the second place, a safety engineer was employed,
whose work is a general inspection of the mines of the

company with special regard to the prevention of acci-

dents, and the recommendation of changes to be made
and policies to be followed. In the pursuit of this

work, the safety engineer, J. E. Jones, formerly state

mine inspector, is making a close study of all accidents

and their causes, giving attention not only to the

immediate physical causes of these accidents but to

the classes of labor in which they are most common.
Records are also kept covering the accident rate under
different headings at the different mines of the com-
pany. In addition to this, careful study will be made of

all the fatal accidents in the Franklin County field.

The third line followed is the introduction of dust

barriers. The general plan promulgated by the U. S.

Bureau of Mines was pursued, but the details were
worked out by the company staff. These barriers are

of two types; a concentrated barrier for the haulage

entries and a trough barrier for the airways. The
concentrater barrier is commonly known as the Jones

barrier, but represents the combined efforts of the com-

pany staff.

The Jones barrier consists essentially of a box about

2 ft. deep and extending across the entry, the dimen-

sions being varied somewhat to suit its capacity to

the width of this passageway. The bottom of the box

consists of a number of planks running crosswise of

the entry, 10 to 12 in. wide, and notched out at the

ends so that only a few inches of one edge of the planks

rests on the framework of the box proper. When un-

supported from underneath, the planks drop down at

an angle of about 45 deg., allowing the dust to pour out

in a number of thin streams. In their normal posi-

tion, when loaded with dust, these bottom planks are

held in position by cross-pieces, which extend beyond

the box on either side and are held in place by sup-

porting irons. The ends of the cross-piece are cut

to a half circle and fit into a semi-circular curve in the

iron supports. They are so adjusted that a slight out-

ward pull on the supporting irons releases the cross-

pieces and allows the bottom planks to tilt downward,
discharging the rock dust.

To the bottom end of each supporting iron is at-

tached a vane about 12 in. wide and 24 in. long. These

vanes will be caught by the advancing wave of an

explosion, moving the supporting irons sufficiently to

allow the cross-pieces to fall. It is planned also that

other vanes shall be placed at some distance from the
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barrier along the entry and connected with the sup-

porting irons, thus providing for a somewhat earlier

operation of the barrier.

As the Jones barrier is up close to the ro(5f of the

entry and offers no obstruction either before or after

being discharged, it is thought to be a marked im-

provement over the Rice barrier, which when discharged

drops into the entry sufficiently to offer a dangerous

obstruction to locomotives or cars, in case of accidental

discharge.

The trough barrier, Fig. 9, consists of V-shaped

troughs loaded with shale dust, supported on arms at-

tached to posts set in the entry. Each pair of posts

carries four troughs set at different elevations. The
supporting posts are so arranged that the sets of

troughs are staggered along the entry, thus providing

a winding path for men to travel but protecting the

entire cross-area of the entry. The troughs are made
of 8-in. boards nailed together at right angles and are

supported in notches 1 in. deep. With this arrangement
they will be easily overturned by any strong blast of

air; moreover, the shale dust is heaped up in the troughs

so that a considerable amount will be blown off, even

by a blast of air too feeble to overturn the troughs.

The company has installed a crusher in which shale

from the mines is reduced in size so that 75 per cent,

will pass a 250-mesh screen, 92 per cent, a 200-mesh
screen and 95 per cent, a 150-mesh screen. The dust

is removed from the crusher by a current of air and
only that fine enough to be thus raised is used; 94

per cent, of this dust is ash and the remainder mostly

moisture.

The proper housing of mine labor has always been

a serious problem, and one that has been much neglected

until recent years. This field is fortunate in that most
mines are situated near established towns in which
men can find homes.

There has been only one development in mine housing
of sufficient importance to warrant inclusion in a dis-

cussion such as this. This is the provision of residences

in connection with 4;he work of the Standard Oil Co.

of Indiana. Though the No. 2 mine is about 8 miles
from Carlinville, it was decided that no town should be
built at the mine, but that houses should be erected in

an addition to the town of Carlinville, thus giving the

miners the benefit of city schools, lights, water and
sewer systems.

The houses were erected by Sears, Roebuck & Co.,

of Chicago. One hundred and fifty-six houses were
erected in Carlinville, and twelve more at the mine for

the accommodation of those employees who must neces-

sarily be constantly at the mine. The plans and mate-
rials for these houses were taken from the regular
stock of the company, illustrated in its catalog. In

order to diversify the dwellings as far as possible,

14 different floor plans were used and these were
modified by different arrangements of porches and roofs

80 that there are 45 or 50 different appearances. The
difference of design is farther accentuated by painting
in different colors. The cost of these houses was
nearly one-half million dollars, not including grading,
sidewalks and plumbing. This addition to the town is

provided with sewers, the lots are graded, the sidewalks
are in place and trees have been planted to the value
of about $50 per lot. This new addition to Carlinville

is 80 different from the ordinary mine town that any
connection between the mines and the dwellings would
not be suspected.

The company expects to operate the mine constantly

and desires to attract labor of steady habit and a desire

to work, in short, such class of labor as will desire to

live in the kind of houses erected and become a per-

manent part of the population. It is not the intention

that these houses shall be rented. The whole under-

taking simply represents a desire on the part of the op-

erating company to so house its labor as to promote con-

tentment rather than unrest and attract a class of

steady industrious labor.

Safety Guard for Power Hammers
Today the slogan "safety first" appears at numerous

points in and around mines—at places where a careless

movement might cost an employee more or less serious

injury, or even his life.

The accompanying illustration of a safety guard in-

stalled on a Fairbanks power hammer shows a device

which requires no sign to caution men working about

this piece of machinery. An operator can give his

whole attention to the work in hand, as this guard com-

pletely covers the working parts.

The device complies with the safety laws as enacted

by the various states. While effectively protecting the

operator the guard
leaves the working
parts accessible,

both lor oilmg and
for change of ad-

justment, through

the door provided

for tliat purpose.

The guard is easily

attached to such

Fairbanks h a m -

mers as are already

in operation, so

that present users

of these machines
may readily secure

protection for their

employees.

It is of interest

to know that these

power hammers are

now made in sizes

up to and including

500-lb. weight of

ram for tlie heavier

classes of work,
such as is found in

locomotive and car

shops. Heretofore
Fairbanks power
hammers have been

built up to 300-lb.

THE GTARD IN POSITION weioht of ram.

Coke Prices Fixed and Railroads to Make
Diversions in its Transit

On Dec. 6, 1919, the Fuel Administration Issued an order,

effective Dec. 8, which related to the fixing or regulating

prices of beehive coke and by-products coke, and also re-

ferred to margins or commission of middlemen, whole-

salers or retailers of those products. In the latter part of

the order authority was given to the Railroad Administra-

tion to make such diversions of coke In transit as may be

necessary in the present emergency.
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Curious Coal Deposits in Missouri
By Walter M. Brodie

KcM- York, N. Y.

THE chief coal field of

the State of Missouri

lies in the western
counties, but coal is also

found in the middle of the

state and here and there in

the eastern counties. Not
all of these deposits are

workable, however. To
make coal mining profitable

a number of circumstances

must exist simultaneously, but as conditions are always

changing and local demands constantly increase, many coal

beds that now idle are likely to be worked in the future.

There will always be a fair demand for Missouri coal as

there are great stretches of country west of the Mississippi

River that do not produce merchantable fuel. This demand
will be more insistent later, as the mines of Kansas, Arkan-

sas, Oklahoma and Texas may in course of time be hard

pressed to fill their own home markets.

Further, the State of Missouri is developing rapidly indus-

trially. The soil is fertile, the number of farms is increasing

everywhere, cities are getting larger, the country is accessible.

The local demand is growing all the time and will in many
cases permit a profitable production by small operators who
could not undertake to develop a large field for a distant

market. Under such conditions a considerable amount of

mining may be done with local labor in favorable places with

less friction than would be possible in regular mining dis-

tricts where the workmen are not interested in the neigh-

borhood, in the soil, or in helping to build up a permanent

business.

The coals of central Missouri are of various kinds. Both

bituminous and cannel coal have been found in various places,

sometimes together, sometimes separately. Some of these

deposits, even if not extensive, are of unusual thickness.

The bituminous coals of Missouri, like those of other states,

vary in quality. Some are better than others for steaming

purposes, or for blacksmithing, or for domestic use. Each
kind, however, will find its particular use if it is produced

SYNOPSIS—The largest coal fields in Missouri lie in the

western portion of the state. Many broken or irregular

deposits or pockets are fo\md in the central counties. Not a

few of these contain both cannel and bituminous coal as well

as small quantities of zinc blend in the same deposit. Al-

though these deposits have in the past been worked with

much irregularity, it would appear that their thickness and
quality as well as the small amount of overburden covering

them would make their operation particularly attractive as a

stripping proposition.

Cannel coal withstands

the action of the weather
remarkably well. It 's

tough and massive, does not

soil, has a conchoidal frac-

ture, ignites easily, does not

cake in burning produces a

friable coke, contains a

higher percentage of volatile

matter than of fixed carbon

and gives a gas of more
candlepower than the ordinary bituminous coal. It yields

more oil when distilled, about two barrels instead of one to

the ton of coal. The cannel coal of the United States has

been described by George H. Ashley in Bulletin 659 of the

Geological Survey (1918).

D. W. Eaton, who was surveyor of Morgan County, Mis-

souri, for a number of years, in one of his communications

points out that this county is separated into two character-

istic drainage sheds by a dividing ridge running irregularly

east and west. On the divide stands Versailles, the county

seat. To the north and east the waters flow into the basin

of the Missouri River, to south and west they flow into the

Osage. North of this main divide the country is compara-

tively level, but near the larger creeks it is rough and broken,

and here a number of outcrops of coal, lead ore and zinc ore

have been found.

The original formations lie comparatively level, with local

deflections and faults. The altitude of Versailles, Mo., Is

1,001 ft. On the main divide, about nine miles west south-

west from Versailles, the elevation above sea level is over

1.150 ft., while at the mouth of the Gravois where it falls into

the Osage River, the altitude is a little less than 550 ft.; and
this difference of elevation of 600 ft. reveals a great vertical

section of the different strata.

Most of the rocks in Morgan County belong to the Upper

Silurian period. On the top of these in places rest the rocks

of the Carboniferous age. In the latter are found the coal

deposits. The Devonian period, which should come between,

is wanting. The Magnesian limestones of the Silurian period

FIG. 1, A. A ROLLING ERODED COUNTRY PIG. 1, B. CROSS SECTION OF THE SIMPSON BANK

-Clean and in quantity. The cOals of central Missouri as a

rule compare favorably with those of other fields. Though

cannel coal is not found anywhere in extensive areas or in

the same quantity as bituminous coal, it occurs in a number

of places in remarkable deposits or pockets. It has a higher

volatile content than bituminous coal and is thought to be

derived from the spores and pollen and waxy material of

marsh plants, and perhaps to some extent from animal re-

mains bituminous coals having been formed from the fibrous

or woody parts of the plants in the original marshes. De-

composition, pressure and heat produced the characteristic

change. Morgan County, Kentucky, is probably the prin-

cipal producer of cannel coal in the Middle West, but Morgan

County, Missouri, also has a number of deposits.

contain the deposits of lead and zinc ores, but some zinc

blende has been found in the coal toi-mation, sometimes inter-

stratified with the coal.

The accompanying sketch shows how in an eroded region

like that of Morgan County, Missouri, coal or any other strati-

fied deposit may occur in the form of basins or pockets.

Suppose that coal shows on the surface at A, B and E. The
owners of the ground from A to B may have a good showing

of coal at distant points on their land and still have no quan-

tity whatever, while nearby the owners from B to D may
have good coal land with no showing whatever on the sur-

face. When the ground is covered with much wash it often

is difficult to determine without exploration just how the

strata dip and where the coal may be found. The fact that
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It comes to the surface proves that in one direction it does

not continue.

Bituminous coal beds, formed in marshes from fibrous

plants, are generally supposed to lie in the place where they

were formed. Cannel coal and clay beds fonned from lighter

and easily floatable material may have been carried by water

Bome distance into depressions and channels before they

definitely settled and finally were covered and solidified. It

Is therefore to be supposed that these deposits are eminently

pockety and irregular and that a great vertical thickness of

bed in one place in no way denotes any considerable hori-

zontal extension.

The geological reports of the State of Missouri all lay

stress on this fact and warn against imprudent deductions.

In his report oh cannel coal in the United States, 1918, George

H. Ashley draws particular attention to this consideration.

Before taking for granted the continuity of a cannel coal

deposit, a prospective buyer must carefully follow the local

custom of Missouri and insist "on being sighted" beforehand

in a safe and reliable manner. The existence of coal between

two points should never be assumed unless it is proved to be

there by drill holes placed close together.

Stover Coal Bank in Morgan County, Missouri

The Stover Coal Bank is mentioned in the report on the

"Coal Deposits of Missouri," by Arthur Winslow, state geolo-

gist, published by the Geologic Sui-vey, Jefferson City, Mo.,

November, 1891, on page 169. It is one of a group of deposits

situated some ten miles southeast of Versailles. This report

says: "The coal is here creditably reported to be 70 ft. thick

as proved by a shaft. It occurs on the side of a hill of Mag-
nesian limestone, where it has been stripped and drifted into.

A face fully 20 ft. thick was exposed here at the time of in-

spection. Similar deposits are worked in the immediate
vicinity of Versailles and also occur west and noi'th of that

place."

The Stover Coal Bank lies in what is called the hill country.

According to the "Versailles Statesman" of June 28, 1900, it

was discovered many years ago by parties hunting for lead.

But little was thought of the discovery until blacksmiths

began to come for the coal, and it was hauled away little by
little in wagons. In the latter part of the 80's a company
got an option on the land, went back where the hill flattened

out and sank a shaft. After going through some 32 ft. of dirt

'Haqnesian Limest-one

PIG. 2 CROSS SECTION OF THE STOVER COAL BANK

they hit the coal, and then for more than 70 ft, they found

hard bituminous coal, making the bottom of the coal 104 ft.

below the surface.

More excitement was created over this discovery than any-

thing that had occurred in Morgan County before. Different

parties rushed in and tried to secure this property or any
other property adjoining, getting options and making con-

tracts. They finally ended by bonding the whole thing and
getting into litigation that lasted tor ten years. This litiga-

tion conceraing over 5,000 acres of the most promising coal

lands, together with the troublesome conditions of the coun-

try during the closing years of the past century, virtually put

a stop to everything.

About this time various people were becoming interested

In the other Morgan County coal fields and mineral lands, and
teams, scrapers and men came to build a railroad from Ver-

sailles to the Stover Bank, but this movement came to noth-

ing. About 1898 the litigants became tired, all interests were
brought into court in such a manner that the property was

FIG 3. DRIFT l^XTltAM'E, STOVl':!; CANK

sold and bought by Mrs. Halderman, a rich woman from Kan-

sas City. After a certain time a company was formed by a

promoting firm in Chicago, stock was sold, but only one pay-

ment was made to the owner. Again the property got into

litigation and another ten years passed before the seller got

Dack her ground. Then the owner died. Finally the property

was bought from the estate by one of the heirs. He holds it

now, but it lies idle and has not had the economically neces-

sary attention.

At one time a considerable amount of drilling was done.

An old map shows a number of drill holes, but the records

;T()\ Kli I'.ANlv

in the course of disputes have been carelessly (or perhaps

carefully) lost and no one knows how much coal this particu-

lar deposit or the property contains.

For a while the coal deposits or coal pockets of Morgan

County had a reputation. At present the owners are afraid

of having the old fame dimmed by new explorations. Those

who have coal lands for sale do not wish any preparatory

drilling done for fear that the actual results may not come up

to the expectations of former days.

SHOWING THE THICK COAL OF THE
STOVER BANK
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FIG. 6. COAL DEPOSIT EAST OF STOVER PIT

Up to last autumn the entrance or driveway into the work-

ings of the Stover Coal Bank was open. A team of horses

and a wagon used to drive in and bring out the coal. We
are told how loads of coal were taken out by turning the team
around in the workings, breaking the coal from the root into

the wagon and driving off with it without even using a shovel.

There are a few hundred feet of workings all in coal, con-

necting with a shaft at some 50 ft. vertical distance from the

surface. A couple of chambers are some 30 ft. in diameter,

with clean coal all around. In the shaft, which was the

farthest accessible development and was covered over inside

the workings, some 30 ft. of coal could be seen last fall.

FIG. VIEW OF THE STOVER CAVE-IN

one place, in this direction, 200 yd. away, an old pit is said:

to have gone through 10 ft. of coal. Toward the west th»

coal gives out suddenly and little exploration seems to have-

been done in that direction, probably because no coal wa»
found there. Toward the north, however, for a distance of

some 3V2 miles, a number of pits have shown coal in variooa

places. There are no authentic records, it seems, of thes«

pits, though they are marked on a blueprint.

South of the Stover Bank coal has been foimd as shown
on this map. Figs. 3, 4, and 5 show the entrance to the

mine, from which it seems no more than about 2,000 tons at

most have been removed. From where the man shown la

FIGS. 8 AND 9 SHOWIXG NATURE OF CAVE IN AT STOVER MINE

During the past winter, some 50 ft. from the entrance of the

adit, the roof of the main driveway, which was all coal, fell

In after standing for 30 years and more. The cave-in extended

to the surface, which here consists of loose dirt and soil over

of coal of nearly 20 ft. above the old workings, or say nearly

30 ft. in all. In the shaft the coal is reported to reach 40 ft.

farther down, but this is now under water.

The great vertical thickness cannot be explained by the

strata standing on end. As shown in the accompanying

sketch, toward the east the coal comes to the surface. At

FIG. 10. YARD OF THE STOVER COAL BANK

each of the pictures stands, downward, everything in coal^

and it will be noted that the general dip of the stratifica-

tion is not much inclined. Over the coal shown in the
pictures there is only surface wash and soil, no rock, and
the picture gives a fair idea of what would have to be

removed to expose the coal. The coal roof in the work-

ings inside the mine is solid, and though here and there

cleavage planes are found, only in one place, that above

mentioned, has the roof dropped in for want of care and

attention. The fioor of the yard in front of the entrance

Is coal.

Fig. G, taken east of the Stover mine yard, shows the coal

at the surface of the ground. There is hardly any soil over

the deposit here. The man in the picture stands on coal.

The workings inside the mine are about 10 ft. high. The

coal forming the roof over these workings is shown in Figs.

7, 8 and 9, taken in the hole where the roof caved in. In

Fig. 7 the man holding the stick stands on the end of a lO-ft.

post in the workings, and everything up to the handkerchief

Is coal. Fig. 8 on the north side of the cave-in shows agaln^

the man standins on coal and gives an idea of the smaU<

amount of overburden. Fig. 9 shows the coal reaching al-

most up to the surface.
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On an old blueprint, marked J. M. T., and dated Feb. 23,

1893, the following data are marked: .

H mile S.S.E. ofthe Stover Bank in S.W. % Sect. T 5-41—R 16

% Sect. T 7-41—R 16- -two

-41—R 16—

-42—R 16^

shaft, 25 ft. of coal.
1 mile S. of the Stuver Bank in N.

shafts. 77 ft. of coal.
% mile N. of the Stover Bank in N.E. Vi Sect.

104 ft. deep, 70 ft of coal.
% mile N. of the Stover Bank in S.E. ^4 Sect.

'

Bishop shaft, 4 ft. of coal.
% mile N.W. of the Stover Bank in S.W. % Sect. T 31-42—R 16

—Barkhart shaft, 24 ft. deep, 4 ft. of coal.

% mile N. of the Stover Bank in S.E. 14 Sect. T 31-42—R 16—
Brogler shaft, 35 ft. deep, 17 ft. of coal.

1% mile N. of the Stover Bank in N. E. V4 Sect. T 31-42—R 16

—

Burkhart shaft, 35 ft. deep, 25 ft. of coal.

1% mile N. of the Stover Bank in S.E. M Sect. T 30-42—R 16

—

Burkham shaft. 20 ft. deep, 16 ft. of coal.

1% mile N.X.W. of the Stover Bank in S.W. Vi Sect. T 30-42—

R

IC—Bradshaw shaft, 30 ft. deep.

2H mile N. of the Stover Bank in N.W. U Sect. T 29-42—R 16

—

Porter shaft. 45 ft. deep, 18 ft. of coal.

J% mile N. of the Stovtr Bank in N.E. >4 Sect. T 30-42—R 16—
Crane shaft, coal.

2% mile X. of the Stover Bank in S.E. % Sect.
San Lamb shaft. a5 ft. of coal.

3\i mile N. of the Stover Bank in N.W.
shaft, 80 ft. deep, 70 ft. of coal.

3% mile N. of the Stover Bank in S.E. M Se
Ruyan shaft, 24 ft. deep, 14 ft. of coal.

Now it is not possible to judge offhand the reliability of

'these data, but a trip over the surface verifies the existence

19-42—R 16-

Sect. T 19-42—R 16-

19-42—R 16-

extraction profitable for a number of years. In this kind of

country, however, it is absolutely necessary to test the

ground systematically with drill holes placed close together

in order not to be deceived by imaginary quantities, especially

.so since in an east and west direction no extent of field has

beea shown, and further since the coal-bearing rocks do not

extend far in any direction.

It is curious that on the Stover Coal Bank, which now has

been known to exist for nearly halt a century and which prob-

ably is one of the thickest known deposits, no machinery of

any kind has ever been used thus far. There is a home-made
hand windlass over the Arnold shaft which communicates

with the workings, but it is a crude affair, probably put up
provisionally by a farmer to take out water occasionally when
purity is not required.

Fig. 10, taken in the yard of the Stover Coal Bank, both

the man in the picture and the observer taking the photo-

graph are standing on the coal of the deposit.

How far the coal body of the Stover Bank extends probably

was tested fairly well in years past. There are signs and

rumors that a number of holes were drilled, but the record!

are not available. Still, whether there be coal in quantity

FIGS. 11 AND 12. VIEWS AT THE BISHOP COAL PIT

ot most of these old workings; and although the pits are now
caved in or are full of water, there are plain signs on the

'dumps that coal was found in a number of places.

The coal therefore in the neighborhood of the Stover Bank
4oes not fill a single pocket or pothole, but probably formed
part ot a bed or run that has been washed away partly or

mostly by erosion, but still may have left here and there

•ufficient quantity to make, under favorable circumstances.

or but little more than what actually can be seen in the work-

ings, the Stover Coal Bank is an interesting place to visit and

seemingly worth more attention than it has received for a

number of years. Its present main disadvantage is that It

lies a considerable distance from the railroad in what is now

a rather isolated neighborhood. If it had railroad communi-

cation the mine would be well located and exploration round

about might show other pockets worth development.

An analysis of the Stover coal was made by N. Lehnen,

Ph.D., analytical and technical chemist, of St. Paul, Minn.,

and is dated Jan. 5, 1900. Dr. Lehnen states that he made a

repori on these lands some four or five years earlier, calls

FIG. 13. THE PUMP AT THE BISHOP PIT FIG. 14. VIEW OF SIMPSON COAL BANK
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the coal a very fine quality of bituminous, equal to Pennsyl-

Tania coal, and gives the following analysis:

No. 1 Specific gravity 1.19 per cent
Fixed carbon 45. SO per cent
Volatile matter 42.90 per cent
Moisture 2.10 per cent
Ash 9.20 per cent

Total 100.00 per cent
ANALYSIS OF COKE

Fi.xed carbon 82.38 per cent
A.sh 17.62 per cent

Total 100.00 per cent
ANALYSIS OF VOLATILE MATTER

Coal tar 15 per cent 33.333 per cent
Carbonated hydrogen 30percent 66.666 per cent

Total 45 per cent 100.000 per cent
No. 2 Specific gravity 1.12 per cent

Fixed carbon 57.20 per cent
Volatile matter 36.60 per cent
Moisture 3.40 per cent
Ash 2.80 per cent

Total 100.00 per cent
Yield of coke 60 per cent

ANALYSIS OF COKE
Fixed carbon 95.07 per cent
Ash 4.93 per cent

Total 100.00 per cent
ANALYSIS OF VOLATILE MATTER

Coal tar 31.395 per cent
Carbonated hydrogen 68.605 per cent

Total 100.000 per cent
Or One Ton of the Above Yields

Coke 60 per cent or 1200 Va.

Coal tar 251 lb.
Gas 549 lb. or 14666 cu. ft.

At the time the Stover Coal Bank was being promoted a

graded roadbed was partly constructed from a point between

Marven and Barnett on the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

R. R. to the mine. This road was to be some 4 miles long.

It was graded for some 2% miles but was then abandoned.

The grade and right-of-way is said to belong in fee to the

railroad. Though the grade does not reach nearly to the

Stover Bank, it is probable that there is some coal within a

short distance from it now, as some of the exploration pits

FIG. IB. THE SIMPSON STRIPPING

north of the Stover Bank are situated not far to the west
of the grade. The fact that the grade was not finished leads

to the supposition that the railroad at the time had little

faith in the enterprise.

About % mile north of the Stover Coal Bank some coal

was being mined this summer at the Bishop shaft on ground
of the same owner. The coal here also comes to the surface,

and a pit sunk into it somewhat over 20 ft. deep is in coal

all the way down. How much thicker the coal is is not

known.

Fig. 11 shows this working and gives an idea of the light

overburden. To the left in the picture is seen a small gaso-

line-driven pump. It stands on coal.

Fig. 12, looking towards the west, was taken across this

same coal pit. The man shown in the picture stands on
.solid coal, which lies almost horizontal, and here was covered

with a small amount of wash and soil. The coal breaks out

in a little gully on the eastern side of the working.

Fig. 13 looks toward the east. The pump stands on coal.

The overburden here is very light. There are many crop-
pings of coal in the same neighborhood.

The Simpson Coal Bank of the Monarch Coal and Mining Co.

In Manltou County, Missouri.

The deposit of coal known as the Simpson Bank is another

interesting occurrence. It is situated in Manitou County,

about 10 miles east of Versailles, on the road to California,

Mo. Arthur Winslow describes it as follows in "Coal Deposits

of Missouri." page 169: "The deposit is located in the foot-

hills of the valley of Barro Fork and has been exposed by the

erosion of the valley. The contact with the limestone coun-

trj' rock is only seen on the north side. The coal is of the

cannel variety. Pyrite occurs in sheets along the joint planes

and also in thin films in the finer crevices where it Is more
difficult to remove. Zinc blende occurs in a similar manner.

"Over the cannel coal lies about 5 ft. of bituminous coal of

rather poor grade. The occurrence is illustrated In B,.

Fig. 1. The coal here was found to reach 90 ft,^

in depth at the end of the open cut. A working driven 140 ft.-

FIG. 16. ANOTHER VIEW OF THE SIMPSON STRIPPING

south from the foot of the shaft is said to be all in cannel. In

the open cut the coal dips some 45 deg. but farther to the

south it lies flat."

George H. Ashley, in "Cannel Coal in the United States,"

Lives the extent of the deposit as 400 ft. long by 150 ft. wide

and states the thickness of the cannel to be 45 ft. where It

lies level. He states that the total contents of the deposit

(!oes not appear to be over 75,000 tons. What new develop-

ments have been made recently I cannot state. At the pres-

ent moment the overburden is being stripped off with a large

steam shovel, which fills cars drawn by a small locomotive.

In the quarry a smaller steam shovel loads the coal into cars

which are drawn up an incline by a stationary engine.

Figs. 14, 15, and 16 show the coal quarry. Fig. 14 Is taken

looking north. The deepest workings are in line with the

Incline, to the left, where the smoke rises. Fig. 15 shows

the coal-handling steam shovel in the foreground and in the

middle distance the large steam shovel stripping off the

overburden, which here is from 20 to 25 ft. thick. On the

right is the old coal pit, where, it is reported, 94 ft. of coal

were passed through. Fig. 16 shows the inclined car track

going down into the coal quarry, with coal all around. The

company has 9 miles of railway to connect its mine with the

Rock Island R.,R. The coal is shipped mostly to Kansas City,

Coal Bank of the Ouacheta Coal and Clay Products Co. Ill'

Morgan County, Missouri.

The Ouacheta Coal and Clay Products Co. is operating some
5 miles northwest of Versailles. It lately has made a railroad

connection about 4 miles long and is stripping a body or

pocket of coal by means of scrapers. The property has
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changed hands a number of times and it is reported that the

company has made lately some valuable new discoveries.

Some years ago this property consisted of 378 acres, and

drill tests and prospect shafts had been put down on about

120 acres. The drill at one point showed, it is stated, 51 ft.

of coal. This is a cannel coal of good grade. Fig. 17 shows

the scraper used to remove the soil and dirt from off the coal.

Fig- 18 shows this scraper at work. In the left foregrouad

the coal pit, at the time the picture was taken, is shown full

of water. Fig. 19 shows the coal quarry, which while the

railroad connection was being made was allowed to fill up.

A train of cars drawn by a locomotive is an adjunct to the

scraper.

Coal Near the Town of Versailles, Morgan County, Missouri

In the immediate neighborhood and east of the town of

Versailles coal has been taken out in small quantities in

various places. George H. Ashley mentions these localities

as pockets of cannel that have been worked out—the Martin

mine, 1% miles east of the town; the McClure or Huffman

"Working, 'a mile further north, and the Price Bank, north of

prove to be the best mining company in the country. Every-

thing was moving along nicely' and everybody was satisfied

till one day one of the members discovered that the company
had paid several thousand dollars more for the land than the

nonresident agent had to pay for it. The mine was closed

at once and the members went to quarreling among them-

selves and the quarrel still is on."

This was in 1900. It is said that from this property several

carloads were sold in Sedalia and that there was a good

demand for more. Also that drilling was done on the land

lor seveial months and that coal was found in some of the

drill holes. Old workmen tell that some of the pillars were
robbed, that a part fell in and that since then no work has

been done. They say that the coal did not give out. The
company did.

The Lucy Martin Mine

About half a mile south of the Huffman mine and east of

Versailles lies the Lucy Martin mine. Here the coal shows

again on the surface in the valley and was quarried, off and

on, for several years, about 30 years ago. The owner was an

^
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Labor and Its Responsibilities'

By Charles Piez
Chicago, in.

ON Nov. 9, fully conscious that the bituminous coal miners
had declined to submit to the arbitration offered by the

President, a series of demands which were so extrava-

gant that they would have imposed on the consuming public

a burden of, at least, a billion dollars a year, the Executive

Council of the American Federation of Labor, after a four-

hour session, pledged to the United Mine Workers the full

moral and financial support of its four million members in

the bituminous coal strike which the Govfrnment, through

Judge Anderson in the Federal Court at Indianapolis, had

declared unlawful.

In commenting en this action, one of the labor executives

said that same evening:

"This means that the strike order will not be rescinded.

Tlie time has come when the people of the United States

should find out once and for all if its government has the

poiver to make men work against their icill." If this were the

outburst of some splenetic business agent it would not deserve

mention, but when it represents the views of conservative

labor leaders it is apparent that the error in the conception

of the real situation is epidemic, rather than sporadic.

It is difficult to believe that such experienced and astute

leaders as Mr. Gompers and his colleagues should really feel

that the action of the Government in Indianapolis meant a

return to involuntary servitude for the workers. If they do,

then labor is under a most peculiar and unwholesome delu-

sion as to its rights and privileges, and the organization which

has recorded itself against oppression of every kind has itself

become a most inconsiderate and merciless oppressor of the

general public.

At this time organized labor is stronger in membership and

stronger in solidarity than ever before in its history. It is

no longer a suppliant for popular sympathy in its struggle

for recognition. It works short hours, receives high pay, and

has unlimited opportunity for employment. It has attained

these exceptional advantages so quickly and so easily, through

the extraordinary conditions attendant upon the war, that It

has armed itself with a bludgeon and is preparing to beat

Its way to the full and exclusive possession of the fleshpots of

established Industry.

ALL CAUTION IS GONE

There is evident in its methods and its aims none of the

care and consideration that should attend the exercise of

great power. It has thrown caution to the winds, and is pre-

pared to wreck the state itself in its blind intent to follow

the course laid by radicalism. Neither want nor economic

necessity can be urged as the cause of the epidemic of strikes

from which we are at present suffering. They result, with-

out doubt, from carefully laid plans to create discontent and

to develop suspicion and class hatred. So skillfully and meth-

odically have these plans been laid, so adroitly have revolu-

tionary leaders worked from the inside of the American Fed-

eration of Labor, that even its conservative executives are to-

day, In their desire to compromise with radicalism and main-

tain the integrity of the Federation, giving countenance to

methods and doctrines which, if tolerated, will subvert the

very foundations ot our economic and social structure.

I came In frequent contact with Mr. Gompers and his asso-

ciates during my connection with the Emergency Fleet Cor-

poration, and I found nowhere more patriotic and earnest co-

operation to keep the Industries going without Interruption

*An address made before the annual meeting of the American Mi:

Congress, St. Lonis, Mo., Nov. 21, 1919.

during the national crisis. I feel free to say, therefore, that

I believe Mr. Gompers and his associates are unaware of the-

menace and dangers of the course that has been laid for them.

Radicalism decided on its policy to bore from within the

American Federation of Labor some years ago and no effec-

tive steps were taken by the leaders of the Federation to pre-

vent this honeycombing. Constant compromise may build up
a large association, but It takes courage and unswerving fidel-

ity to principle to build up a strong and effective organization.

The executives of the American Federation of Labor have

yielded too much to the desire for numbers, and they have,

therefore, before them a large job of housecleaning to re-estab-

lish themselves in the public confidence. They have missed

several opportunities within the last twelve months to show
that, in their growing strength and increasing power, they

were still mindful of their obligations to the public.

When the Metal Trades Council of the Puget Sound District

called a strike last January in defiance of an existing and
unexpired agreement entered into between the Federation and.

the Government, its members should have been ordered back

to work by the international presidents of the crafts involved,

and failure to comply with this order should have resulted la

a withdrawal of the charters. But the officers of the Federa-

tion contented themselves with being sympathetic with the-

Government's efforts to enforce a labor contract and lost a.

golden opportunity to put themselves sternly and uncompro-
misingly on record against a breach of agreement, and against

the radical element in its membership that was guilty of so-

violent a disregard of common business honesty.

Again, the Federation should have appreciated the difference

in obligation between a policeman sworn to protect the life

and property of the public and a workman engaged In manu-
facturing. It should have set itself squarely against a strike

of policemen, under any and all circumstances, and should,

have advocated other ways to redress wrongs. If wrongs ex-

isted.

SUPPORT WRONGLY PLACED

And in the steel strike, the American Federation of Labor

gave its countenance and support to Foster, an avowed syn-

dicalist and revolutionist, a man who had disseminated among-

our alien workmen, principles wholly at variance with Ameri-

can institutions. Why should the American Federation of

Labor lend its encouragement and aid to an organizer who has

publicly announced that "the wages system is the most brazen-

and gigantic robbery ever perpetrated since the world began";

that "the syndicalist allows no consideration of loyalty, re-

ligion, patriotism, honor or duty to stand in the way of his

adoption of effective tactics?"

Does not the American Federation of Labor surrender its

vaunted position of conservatism and loyalty to American in-

stitutions when it employs exponents of such doctrines in its

campaign for new members?
Can there be any question that even the conservatives among

our labor leaders are tolerating the specious arguments and
false promises of the extremists in the labor group and that In

facing the situation today, and in looking for a remedy, we
must appreciate that the radicals in the Federation, though I

believe in the minority, have temporarily raised the red flag

above the red. white and blue?

Conservative, sane leaders of the Federation must either

declare themselves in favor of radical doctrines and action or

they must have courage to assert themselves, to re-establish

for the organization the groundwork of American principles
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and ideals, even if that re-establishment should split the Fed-

eration. The public is going to insist that it be no longer

victimized by men who intend to control industry and society

through a framework of Soviets, and It is not going to submit

to constant interruption of the vital industrial processes when
Tcvolutionary propaganda, and not economic necessity or want,

is the cause of the interruption. The public is insufficiently

<orsantzed for promptly and effectively meeting a situation like

ihe present, but it can Insist in no uncertain way that its

legislators and its representatives bear in mind that obliga-

tions, as well as privileges, go with American citizenship, that

tthis is a government by majorities, and that no organized

aainority will for any length of time be permitted to prey

without hindrance on the majority. France has. In the na-

tional elections just held, declared herself overwhelmingly

against radicalism, and America will declare herself similarly

when the opportunity comes. For our people are just begin-

ning to understand and appreciate the reason for the existing

unrest and the sinister purpose of the leaders who are foment-

ing it. They are growing more critical of the aliens who have

sought our shores; they insist on knowing whether these aliens

rhave come here to seek a livelihood in the American way un-

der American institutions, or whether they propose to enforce

upon us a new form of Government born of immature and

visionary minds amid the stress and discouragement of foreign

-oppression.

THE SITUATION WILL BE MET

Congress will, without question, meet this present invasion

of irrationaiism and revolutionary propaganda by suitable

laws that will enable the Department of Justice to deport

aliens who are unwilling to accept the American principles

of government, or who are guilty of slanderous misrepre-

sensatlon of our institutions. We want men of foreign birth,

men who will adopt our principles of government and assist

In improving them, but we want no unassimilated foreign

element to become a cancer spot to our institutions in the

future. We are going to handpick our immigrants hereafter

and we are going to return some troublesome examples that

have sought our shores. That will be the first step in our

return to sanity.

The second step should consist in impressing on the sane

leaders of labor the necessity of getting a proper conception

of what wages are and who pays them. Among the many
economic delusions of the day is the one that capital pays

wages and that high wages can be paid out of profits and
surplus, or out of capital itself without increasing output or

advancing prices. Not only workmen, but many of our legis-

lators, forget that capital, as applied to the industries, repre-

sents Investment in property, in machinery and equipment,

and in material in process of manufacture, and that the cash

to meet wages, the cost of materials, of power, and all the

other expenses involved in manufacture must be secured out

of the selling price of the product, out of the money derived

from the user or consumer.

If wages increase and production falls, an almost universal

industrial occurence at this time, prices must go up, not only

to meet the increa<;ed wage, but also in proportion to the de-

creased output. Wage earners are apt to forget that they are

themselves the largest consumers of manufactured commodi-

ties and that they must, therefore, pay by far the largest

share of any Increase In the cost of production. If any group

or class, like the bituminous coal miners, for Instance, at-

tempts, under some wrong economic theory, to Improve the

opportunity for labor by reducing output and at the same time

Insists on an increase in wages, the burden falls most hpavily

on other groups of wage-earners, who must retaliate In some
- equivalent form to restore the economic balance.

So much has been said of the necessity of Increasing pro-

duction and reducing consumption to bring down the cost of

living that further repetition seems unnecessary. But this

economic axiom is not yet admitted by labor leaders to Indi-

cate the right policy and constant reiteration Is, therefore,

essential to insure its wider acceptance.

It is well to remember that the disinclination of labor lead-

ers to accept this basic truth is by no means due to lack of

intelligence on their part, but is due rather to the tact that

for years organized labor, both here and abroad, has endeav-

ored to improve its condition by keeping demand in excess of

the normal supply. Labor adopted, in other words, the prin-

ciples of monopoly and such measures as the limitation of

the number of apprentices, the consistent opposition to any
scheme of wage payment that would tend to stimulate output,

and the restriction of the output of the individual to the

capacity of the least skilled, naturally resulted. Without
questioning the wisdom of this labor policy in the past, it Is

proper to indicate that under conditions as they obtain today

and as they are likely to obtain during the next few years, a

continuation of this policy Is destructive of the best Interests

of labor itself. Restriction of output may appear wise during

periods of reduced consumption, it is never wise during

periods of unlimited demand. There is no possible hope that

the vastly reduced productive processes of the world can meet
the normal demand and make good the ravages of the war
in years to come; and labor's present opportunity lies in

securing high wages for large production so that earnings

will increase faster than the cost of commodities and faster,

therefore, than tha cost of living.

THE FINAL STEP

The third and final step to meet the present situation is to

insure that large unincorporated associations of either em-

ployers or employees be brought within the reach of civil pro-

cess In every jurisdiction. These organizations, with their

vast membership and their great defense funds, are in posi-

tion to do Infinite harm to the public withoub accepting any

responsibility for the acts of either their individual members

or their leaders. For the past twenty-five years labor organ-

izations, particularly, have been exempted from every piece

of legislation that has been enacted to safeguard the public

against the aggression and extortion of combinations.

When associations grow as powerful as these labor organ-

izations have grown in the past few years the only protection

against irresponsible action lies in bringing them within the

law. It has been suggested that this can be brought about

by enacting a law which will provide that any voluntary asso-

ciation of seven or more members may sue or be sued In the

name of the association. There seems to be no good reason

why such an act should not exist in every jurisdiction.

A second piece of legislation that commends Itself Is that

contained In the Cummins Bill which provides for compul-

sory arbitration in railroad labor disputes. Because contin-

uous operation of the transportation systems Is absolutely

vital to the very life of the nation, no group of men whom
chance has placed In the employ of these systems should have

the right to conspire collectively against the public Interest.

It Is not necessary to forbid a man to quit work If he so

(lioosps, but It is fair and just that men engaged In an em-

I)Ioyment vital to the nation shall be prevented from using

their great power In combination to practice extortion on the

public. Proper tribunals for the determination of wages

and the adjustment of disputes should be provided, but the

workers on these ;:ystems should, In consideration of the es-

tablishment of such machinery to Insure fair wages and Just

treatment, and In consideration of the paramount interest of

the public, waive their right to strike.
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A further piece of legislation which has been suggested as a

possible preventive against premature, unfair and unneces-

sary strikes, but one which, it is thought, will not prevent

strikes when they are necessary as a last resort to secure

justice, provides that "It shall be unlawful for any person,

association or corporation wilfully to induce ,aid or support

any strike, lockout or other kind of industrial warfare;

(a) Of employees whose terms of employment are fixed

by the state or any political subdivision thereof;

(b) In violation of an agreement, or for conditions of em-

ployment conflicting with any agi-eement between an employer

and his employees, or an employer and any labor union;

(c) In violation of any arbitration award or for conditions

of employment conflicting with the terms thereof;

(d) To enforce demands where the party against whom
the demands are pending is willing to submit such demands

to arbitration by any method agreed upon, or to any public

agency, authorized by law to deal with such matters;

(e) Without first giving the parties involved a reasonable

opportunity to consider and act upon the terms sought to be

enforced thereby;

(f) Where there is no trade dispute involving issues of

direct benefit to the parties involved; provided, however, that

nothing in this section shall be construed to forbid the mere

quitting of work oi the discharge of employees.

The state or any political subdivision thereof, or any per-

son, firm, association or corporation, when injured or threat-

ened with Injury by anything forbidden in this act, shall be

entitled to all of the appropriate civil remedies in law .ind

equity.

This bill is no* framed with the intention of depriving

men of the right to strike when that appears the only way to

meet the economic pressure exerted by the employers, but it

is framed with the purpose of instilling into the mind of

organized labor a proper sense of responsibility for acts which

will cause harm cr damage to other parties involved in a

labor controversy. The bill does not declare any acts criminal,

nor does it impose on any department of justice the burden of

enforcing the law. It simply affords the persons injured by

such forbidden acts an opportunity to stay the injury by an

injunction, or to recover damages in some court of justice.

It will, if enacted, assist in building up, among the members

of the unions, that sense of responsibility which is essential

to' the proper conduct of union affairs.

If industrial strife is ever to be brought down to sane limits

it must be done bv enforcing responsibility. No single class

must be permitted to run wild beyond the reach of the law.

If there must be collective action then let us so frame our

laws that there will be collective responsibility.

Success and Failure

Two young men w^ho were fortunate enough to graduate

from their home-town mining school, each with a high mark,

started in immediately to attain their ambitions. Since they

were friends, they attended many meetings together, where

prominent men in the mining industry occasionally lectured.

At one meeting the topic discussed by one speaker was "Suc-

cess and Failure."

In conclusion the speaker said: "There are two things be-

fore every man in life—success and failure. The way to suc-

cess seems hard and long, but failure may come at any mo-

ment. Therefore it might be wise for the man who meets

with either to *e able to conscientiously feel that he is not

ashamed to go back and work with his hands once more. He

should be able to say, 'I was a man, in a man's position."

"

After the meeting was over, John, who seemed to think that

there was some common sense in the speaker's word?, asked

his friend Will what he thought about the advice given.

Will, who seemed to think the speaker wasted time and:

breath, said: "It might be all right, but whoever heard of a

boss being ashamed to go back and work with his men? No
matter what kind of a man he was in the position, he was
there to advance the interests of the company and not those

of the men." But with this view his friend did not agree.

Some years later these men met again at a gathering similar;

to the one mentioned above. John spoke to his friend con-

cerning their respective ways of handling the job of mine
foreman, to which both had risen.

It seemed as though everything was coming John's way
and that his friend was having a diflicult time of it. HlB
men would strike occasionally, and he had to answer many
questions from his superior. Finally their conversation drift-

ed to the amount of supplies each used at his mine.

Will said: "We use very little supplies at our mine, espe-

cially timber. This I think is often used where it is not

needed at all, and since our roof is very good, I never allOTT

my assistant to order timber without my consent. Further-

more, I am going to watch this item more closely from this

time on. and I am going to produce coal cheaper than what
the company bought it for."

John, who was very considerate of his friend's feelings,

replied: "Perhaps you had better be careful you don't bring;

on a squeeze."

With that his friend laughed, and they parted, only to meet
some months late. And this time John's friend was looking

for some advice. The first thing he asked him was, "How is

it that you have such easy sailing in your work?"

To this John replied: "I will tell you candidly my honest

opinion. It appears to me that you think you know It all.

It is quite different with me. You see, when I started the
job I considered that the man whose place I took must have
been efficient in the position. Otherwise he would not have
been promoted to superintendent. So before he left I learned

from him his plans for the future development of the 'diggln's,'

as he was more acquainted with them than I.

In your case, you started right in after the boys for more
coal. And when I mentioned the possible chance of your

methods drawing on a squeeze you laughed at me, and Ig-

nored the danger incurred. Now it has come, and your trou-

ble has started. I have learned with regret but not surprise

that you are to be discharged on the first day of next month.

And if I may be permitted to do so. I would like to give you a
little warning about mine squeezes.

"When you take the legs out from under a table, the top

will fall, unless it is supported by some means or other.

If you ever get another job as foreman, my suggestion to

you would be that you use your own judgment about produc-

ing coal cheaper than the company bought it.

And now, while we are on this subject, let me turn your at-

tention back to the address that was delivered some years ago

by Mr. at the mining institute. You doubtless remem-

ber that he stated that there are two things before every mine
foreman—"success and failure."

Fuel Administrator, Dr. Garfield, issued the following

order giving the Railway Administration authority to issue

regulations covering the delivery, use and consumption of

coal, coke or other fuel or of power generated or produced

by the use or consumption of coal, coke or other fuel.

Regulations were Issued to' make such restrictions uniform

over the entire country to aid in the conservation of coal.

Electric railways and manufacturing plants, stores and

offices were ordered to cooperate in arranging with the

provisions of the order schedules, days and hours of work

to permit the maximum utilization of transportation equip-

ment during the coming -winter season.
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Two Deaths from Blackdamp
By Donald J. Baker
Pittsburgh, Penn.

A distressing accident

that comes under the

head of preventable,

recently occurred at the No.

5 Manway of the Piney Run
Mine, % mi north of Blaine

City, Clearfield County,

Penn., when J. F. Stott of

Philipsburg and R. M. Cald-

well of Clearfield were over-

come by air deficient in oxy-

gen. The No. 5 Manway is ort a 19 deg. slope, and the work-

ings at the bottom have been abandoned for the past ten years.

The accident has driven home to the miners of Clearfield

County the conviction that it is nothing short of a big gamble

for puny stakes to enter abandoned working places without

taking precautionary means for the detection of gas or bad

air.

An account of the accident as told by George Ralner of

Philipsburg is as follows:

Mr. Stott. accompanied by his wife and niece, Mr. Caldwell

and Mr. Rainer left Philipsburg by auto for Blain City, where

it was Mr. Stott's desire to inspect some coal holdings owned
by Mr. Caldwell with a possible view toward purchase. Upon
arriving in the vicinity of the No. 5 Manway of the Piney Run

SYXOPSIS: Three men entered an old slope .wthout a

flame lamp of any kind. Two were overcome by an atmos-

phere deficient in oxygen and died before they could be re

moved. The third man escaped uninjured. A rise of water

had imprisoned the air in this slope. And the three men
walked into a pocket of black damp. This accident emphasizes

the importance of carrying a safety lamp when entering any
old or abandoned workings.
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Increase in carbon dioxide. This would have given a heavier-

than-air mixture which undoubtedly was present, otherwise

the gas would have not collected at the bottom of the slope.

The nitrogen valuo probably remained practically the same aa

that shown by the sample. It will be remembered that the

sample was taken near the roof where the nitrogen value

•would have been highest, nitrogen being lighter than air.

Thus the substance that caused the accident cannot rightly

be called a gas but rather an air deficient in oxygen. The

effect of this air upon members of the rescuing party who

were overcome at various times but revived substantiates the

analysis report that white damp was not present. A black

damp atmosphere, except in a highly concentrated state, would

not have caused death as quickly as those reported. No after

effects have been apparent on any of the men, although Mr.

Rainer states that he occasionally experienced for some time

a choking sensation. This no doubt arose from the severe

mental and physical strain that he has been under, rather

than any tangible physical discomfiture.

rescuer who used this method, himself admits that the ciotha

were utilized more for the purpose of excluding air than for

forming any crude breathing apparatus. Water will absorb

only its own volume of carbon dioxide, which places its value

as a resistant at practically nothing. In white damp, wet

cloths would be of no value, except for air exclusion.

Certain primary considerations should govern the investi-

gation or entry of working places that have not been subject

to ventilation for any considerable time. Of this the following

—well known but often forgotten—will serve as a basis:

In entering an abandoned slope or shaft, an open lamp
should be held in advance and at a level lower than the head.

In entering an old working place, a mine safety lamp should

comprise part of the equipment for- the detection of any gas

that may be present.

BARRICADED ENTRANCE TO THE SLOPE

A longitudinal cross-section of the slope as shown in the

accompanying illustration will help to render more easily

understood the conditions that were present at the time of the

accident. The slope is approximately 80 ft. long, and at the

bottom a raise is made that corresponds to the dip of the

coal bed. A ditch leads away from the bottom and carries

the collecting water to other sections of an adjoining mine

whence it is pumped to the surface. During recent heavy

rains, this ditch became clogged, with the result that the

water not being allowed to escape, had risen nearly if not

quite to the roof.

OLD WORKINGS ARE DANGEROUS

The air in the workings at the bottom not being subject to

any system of ventilation had been undergoing a change for

several years. It may be assumed that the coal left standing

in pillars at or near the foot of the slope had absorbed con-

siderable of the oxygen content from the air. The rise in the

water then forced the air up the slope as shown in the dia-

gram. The above mentioned condition is not a new one to

mining men, as several accidents have occurred under similar

conditions.

It would be unjust to criticize too severely the action of Mr.

Stott and Mr. Caldwell in entering the slope without an open

lamp for detecting the nature of the air. To them, particu-

larly Mr. Caldwell, the condition of the opening was appar-

ently known. This is the first time that water has ever been

to the roof as far as records go. The whole catastrophe may

be summed up as being another case of where the one chance

out of a hundred prevailed.

The use of wet cloths in rescue work is neither to be com-

mended or advised In air having a low oxygen content. The

Legal Department

Rights Under Coai, LiiiSEis—Suit, brought by a landowner
to compel the lessee under a coal mining lease to make final
account for royalties and to redeliver possession of the prop-
erty to the plaintiff, was properly dismissed where it appeared
that the lease expressly provided that it should run until the
exhaustion of all merchantable coal, and where it was shown
that the colliery remained in full operation, and that, in ad-
dition to the pillars left by the lessee, several small parcels of
coal remained "in the solid" yet to be mined. A supplemental
agreement, granting an underground right of way for the
removal of coal from adjacent lands, did not expire with the
lease of the land across which the right of way extends on
removal of all coa: under the latter land, where the right of
way was reserved under an express grant as follows: Full
and free right to use "any openings or gangways in any vein
of coal now opened or to be opened upon the leased prem-
ises, for the transportation of "all coal and minerals that
lessees may mine from any other lands leased, owned, or to be
leased or owned by"' lessee, together with the right to construct
and lay tracks and freely to use the same for such transpor-
tation "through any openings or gangways now opened or to

be opened thereon" by lessee. That an increase in royalties
and a lump sum payment of $1000 has been made by the
lessee, in consideration of such supplemental agreement, sup-

ports an inference of mutual intention that the right of way
should not expire with removal of the coal under the land
across which the right of way was granted. Where a right

of way is granted, without express limitation, it will be pre-

sumed that It was intended to continue during the life of the

estate or interest to which it has become appurtenant. There-

fore, until removal of the coal under the adjacent properties,

or cessation of the right of removal, the right of way may be

enjoyed. (Pennsylvania Supreme Court, Lillibridge vs. Lack-

awanna Coal Co., 1C7 Atlantic Reporter, 688.)

Shower Bath AccrDENTS—Defendant established a bath-

room at its mine, as required by the Oklahoma statutes, for

the benefit of its miners. While taking a shower bath in the

place, plaintiff, a miner, slipped in the basin and broke his

arm. He sued for damages. Held, that before defendant can

be held liable in damages, on a theory of negligent construc-

tion of the basin, it must be shown, either that the basin was
obviously dangerous for use, or that it was constructed so

different from the usual method of construction as to be dan-

gerous. If the place was so constructed as to be reasonably

safe for a person exercising ordinary care for his own safety,

the defendant discharged its full duty to its employees. (Okla-

homa Supreme Court, Taylor vs. Rock Island Coal Mining Co.,

182 Pacific Reporter, 81.)

Maritime Liens for Coaling Vessels—Where a fuel com-

pany furnished coal t o a t ug on orders from her engineer,

who had previously obtained coal while operating the tug for

her owner, and the company was not informed until after the

coal had been furnished that the vessel was being operated

under a charter which required the charterer to furnish the

coal, the company was entitled to enforce a lien against the

tug. But this lien right was waived by the act of the fuel

company in attempting to secure payment of the bill from the

charterer, the bill I eing charged to the latter at the suggestion

of the engineer. (United States District Court, District of

Mass.; The Eastern; 257 Federal Reporter, 874.)
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Oxyacetylene Process in Collieries and Shops—

I

By Charles C. Phelps
New York City

The general shops, where most of the maintenance

work is done are located in the center of the com-

pany's field of operations at Lansford, Penn. For-

meTTy, practically all the work from the various collieries

requiring oxy-acetylene treatment was done at this center,

but now welding and cutting stations are also installed at

the local shops which are located near the various breakers.

Local conditions, such as the nature of the repair, its

urgency, the amount of work awaiting attention, etc., de-

FIG. 1. REMOVAL OP TIRES FROM WHEELS

termine the routing instructions on each piece of work. It

Is the general policy to handle each repair job, whenever

expedient to do so. near its point of origin. This practice

saves considerably in transportation and handling charges

and In time consumed, inasmuch as some of the collieries are

many miles away from the main repair shop.

A large stationary Oxweld acetylene generator is installed

at the Lansford shops and pipe lines radiate from it to the

car-repair shop, the boiler shop and the general machine

shop, the longest line being some two or three hundred feet

In length. Six smaller stationary Oxweld generators are In-

stalled at the various breakers. In all, about 25 or 30 Oxweld
welding and cutting stations are kept in operation at the

various plants, most of them being located at the Lansford

shops. Where possible, the work to be repaired is brought

to a shop, which is provided with welding tables and pre-

heating appliances. The job is taken to the apparatus and
not the apparatus to the job.

This practice insures the execution of the repair under the

most favorable conditions as to alignment of the work, pre-

heating, etc. Of course, this is not practicable for some
of the heavier equipment. The steam shovels and drills, for

instance, which are employed in stripping operations are

served by portable Oxweld acetylene generators, and cutting

and welding equiprrent. Emergency crews, likewise, are fitted

out with portable outfits consisting of a welding and cutting

station, cylinders of dissolved acetylene and oxygen mounted
on a two-wheeled hand truck.

Fewer Spare Parts Neteded Where Wei.ding is Emploted.

With the exception of hammers and a few other forming

tools, nearly all machine-.shop tools are designed for the pur-

pose of cutting or removing metal, hence the time-worn prac-

tical joke of calling upon the newest shop apprentice to pro-

duce the "putting-on tool." There is today, however, a true

"putting-on tool," for in what better way could the welding

blowpipe be described?

It rebuilds the worn places, it fills up cracks and blow holes

and in a word it places within the hands of the artisan the

power to form new shapes of infinite variety. Still more re-

markable is the fact that the oxyacetylene "putting-on"

process may be applied to practically any metal—wrought and

cast steel and iron, copper, brass, bronze, aluminum, lead and

many other pure and alloyed metals.

With the ability to build up metal at will to approximately

any desired shape, the problem of maintaining a large supply

of reserve parts is partly done away with. This is by no

means the least of the advantages experienced by plants that

make full use of the oxyacetylene process.

Frequently repairs are made at the end of the week at

various plants of the Lehigh Coal and Navigation Co., and

the repaired parts put back in place ready to function as

usual upon starting up Monday morning, thus the repair does

not delay production even for a moment.

Typical Mine and Colliebt Repairs

Many repairs are of a truly urgent nature and it is not

unusual for the welded part to start back to its destination

before It has cooled. Sometimes even large parts are so

hot that it is necessary to wrap them in asbestos and canvas

for convenience in handling.

To record all the applications of the oxyacetylene process

in shop and colliery would be like mapping the stars and

FIG. 2. FLAME AT THE FACE OF THE TREAD

anything approaching a complete statement of their extent

could not be attempted In the limited space here available.

From the very nature of the work, the operations vary from

day to day and from month to month. Some idea of the scope

of the work, however, may be gained by listing the jobs

completed by a single operator during a typical month.

The figures given In this list include the actual time con-

sumed in preparing the work, setting up. chipping or grind-
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ing, preheating when necessary, finishing, and other miscel-

laneous work connected with the above operations. Some-

tirnes, for instance, it might require but two or three minutes

to make a cut, whereas two or three hours might be charged

up to the particular job.

Such an apparent discrepancy is explained by the fact that it

plight have been necessary to spend some time In removing

and replacing guards, keys or bolts, or in moving the part

from some distance or perhaps in going to the work and re-

turning. In other words, the record gives the full time for

pompleting each job and involves many factors.

The month's record, which is for the month of March, 1919,

Bhould therefore be considered in its entirety, as it would not

pe fair to single out individual items for purposes of com-

parison. Likewise, the descriptions of some of the jobs are

FIG. 3. CUTTING TIRE OF LOCOMOTIVE WHEEL

not complete, being based largely on the memory of the

.operator. Thus the time 'cannot be taken as exact.

A Month's Record for One Oxyacetylene OPBaiATOK

TOTAL

repair jobs at lassford shop hours

Locomotive repairs (miscellaneous parts

welded) ^

Machinery repairs (miscellaneous parts

welded) 3%
Brake rigging welded, logging tractor piping

welded and worn brake band built up by

welding 3

Heavy lathe face plate (2 breaks welded) 3

Locomotive main driving rod of forged steel,

broken in half, welded 1

Welding rope shackle 1

Locomotive frame (break about 3y2x3Vi-in.

welded) ^hi

date

Mar. 3

Mar. 4

Mar. 6. Cutting steel for repairing locomotive parts.

.

2

Steam shovel crosshead shoe (cast iron),

broken in half, welded : . .

.

4

Cutting off ends of projecting keys on

breaker shafts 2^4

Mar. 7. Locomotive throttle valve (broken body)

welded 1

Pump cylinder (cast iron) break welded.... 3^4

Welding pipe and cutting holes 3

FIG. 4. CUTTING A 10-IN. SHAFT
Controller handle (cast iron) broken in half,

welded 1

Dcg for shaper. broken in half, welded 2

Cutting 12-in. forged steel shaft (2 cuts) 3

Steam shovel parts welded 2V4

Removing sand holes in large new piston

head by welding 2V4

Parts of road scraper welded 4

Cast iron pinion, break welded 3>4

Building up several new teeth on gear for

briquetting machine 3

Stripped threads on lathe tool post holder.

FIG. 5. VIEW OF MAIN CRUSHER ROLL

built up by welding and retapped 1

Cast iron pinion, break welded ^Mt

Boring bar, broken in half, welded 1

Pipe cutting 1

Cutting off old stud heads and other loco-

motive parts 2

Mar. 13 Shaper chuck (east iron) broken in halt,

welded 3
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Four locomotive wedges (which fit between-

frame and driving boxes) broken in half,

welded '^Vs.

Rod for locomotive welded 3%
Mar. 18. Hand oil pump part, welded 1

Drill press rack broken In half welded 1

FIG. 6. DRIVING END OF CRUSHER

Dodge auto parts welded 1

Cadillac auto parts welded *4

Pipes on locomotive welded 3

Cast iron breaker clutch, broken, welded.... 2

Mar. 19. Locomotive pipes, whistle, levers, etc.,

welded 3

Steam cylinder, cracked longitudinally for 3

ft., from flange to flange, but flanges not

cracked, welded 5%
Mar. 20. Locomotive rod brass broken, new flange built

up by welding 2

Armature end shields (%-in. cast iron)

cracked, welded 3

Building up several new teeth on gears for

boring mill S

Mar. 21. Locomotive Are door frame, 3 crack.s welded

and part of flange built up 4y2

Cast .steel locomotive coupling, two breaks

through bolt holes, welded 4

Mar. 25. Locomotive boiler front frame and door

cracked, (6 in. crack in % in. thick cast

iron frame and 5 in. crack in V2 '" thick

cast iron door ) welded 4

Thread nut for lathe, broken, welded 1

Auto truck i)arts welded 3V4

Mar. 26. Boring mill gear casing (cast iron) 2 cracks

1% ft. each, welded 3

Clamp for key cutting machine, broken,

welded 1

Several repairs to ratchet Jack by welding. . 3

Brass valve plate from water end of pump,

broken, welded 1 %
Mar. 27 Packing nut on coal loader (end of nut, about

6 in. diameter broken off), welded 3
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Locomotive casting welded 3

Locomotive Jpurnalbox welded 3-4j> ...... ... 2V4
Mar. 28. Automobile door hinges weldedi- ..(.••.••. .. -,,1

Various locomotive welding repairs 5

Heating with oxyacetylene blowpipe two ball

bearing raceway rings, shrunk on armature
shaft in order to remove rings about 8 and
14 in. diameter 2^

Mar. 30 Welding about 150 breaks in cast iron grids

of large rheostat 5%
The above record covers only work passing through the

Lansford machine shop. Outside of this building is a general

metal storage yard and here the cutting blowpipe is frequently

used for cutting jip steel plates, shafts and various structural

shapes.

Many steel and semi-steel mine cars are constantly under-

going repairs in the adjoining car shop. Car sides, braces,

brackets, rivets, etc., require frequent replacement. It is ex-

tremely simple and economical to cut out the worn or cor-

roded parts with the blowpipe and apply patches where neces-

sary. Rivet holes are roughed out with the blowpipe and
then reamed to the correct size. The work in this shop as

well as in the boiler shop consists largely of cutting, and
many Oxweld cutting blowpipes are kept in constant service

there.

Following are a few of the typical welding and cutting

operations described in detail:

Removing Steel Tires

The steel' tires on locomotive wheels must be replaced after

they have become worn. It is the practice with the Lehigh

Coal and Navigation Co., to discard tires after the thlckaess

of the thread has worn down to about 1% in. a.nd to reiilace

the tire with one having a tread between 2 and 3 'in. thick.

Formerly, two different methods of performing this work were

in use. One consisted in drilling a series of small holes in

the tire and then fracturing it. This was often very diflicult

FIG. 7. VIEW OP CUT SHAFT

due to hard spots in the metal. The other method employed

a special circular gasoline burner which was placed over the

tire and by means of a series of small flames directed radially

inward against the tire caused It to expand, whereupon it

was slipped off the wheel. Both of these methods were ex-

pensive and slow, requiring from % to 2 hr. per tire.

By the oxyacetylene method, which they now use exclusivelj

for this work, each tire is removed in 2% niln. or less. Pig.
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1 shows four tires 26 in. diameter, from "electric mules" (mine

locomotives) whicii were cut in this way. The cut was started

at the thinnest part of the metal, namely the crown of the

flange (Fig. 2) and the flame directed horizontally parallel

to the face of the tread. In this way the molten slag flowed

out of the opposite side (Fig 3) and the tire was penetrated

so quickly that no injury was done to the wheel, in fact the

tire being still in tension as when first shrunk onto the wheel,

generally snapped open before the cut had actually penetrated

the full depth.

A somewhat similar application is the cutting of the hubs

of two-segment stoel gear and fly wheels. Many of these

are cast in the company's foundry and in, accordance with

usual practice they are cast in one piece and broken after-

wards, thus assuring perfect alignment of the two halves.

Formerly the hubs were nicked with pneumatic chipping

hammers and then broken by wedging. The operation is now
greatly simplified and cheapened by merely cutting with the

blowpipe, in fact the entire operation of splitting a large

wheel is now completed in about a half hour whereas a full day

was required for the work when it was done with pneumatic

chisels and wedges, one man doing the work in both cases.

Cutting Shafts.

A question that is often asked is "What is the limit of

thickness of steel or wrought iron that may be cut with the

oxyacetylene blowpipe?" It is on record that metal as thick

as 27 in. has been cut in this way, which goes to prove that

the cutting blowpipe will accomplish any cut that in practice

may be required of it, in the coal mining industry. Figure

4 shows a 10-in. shaft that was cut without any difficulty by

the oxyacetylene process in just 6 min. It will readily be

seen that there is no comparison between this speedy method

and the slow usual machine-shop method of performing such

work.

An interesting job of shaft cutting occurred at one of the

Lehigh Coal and Navigation breakers. A piece of rock

became wedged between two of the heavy main crusher rolls,

badly twisting the driving shaft. Fig. 5 shows one of the rolls

time so it was allowed to continue running, without the keys,.

until the end of the week. The shaft was then cut oft at

both ends of the roll. Fig 6 shows the driving end of th»
crusher and gives an excellent idea of the very limited space

available for conducting this operation. Fig. 7 shows a cut

RIM AND HUB OF SHEAVE WHEEL

with the outer spiked segments removed. This is 3 ft. In

diameter by 3 ft. in length and was mounted on a 6-in. shaft

about 15 ft. in length. The keys that held the roll to the shaft

were knocked out In an attempt to remove the shaft but it

was found to be so badly twisted that the roll was gripped

fast.

As it was inexpedient to dismantle the entire crusher at the

FIG. 9. REPAIRING WIRE CABLE

made under similar circumstances on another shaft. After
the shaft was cut it was then an easy matter to lift the-

liberated roll out of its bearings with the aid of a chain block.

after which it was sent to the shop where the remaining
section of the shaft was forced out of the roll with the aid

of a hydraulic jack.

The actual blowpipe cutting operation required 18 min.
on the driving side of the shaft and 13 min. on the other side.

The work was started at 12:30 p. m. Saturday and at 6 p. m.

the same afternoon the work of removing the roll had been
completed, a gang of 8 men and foreman being employed oa
the job in addition to the oxyacetylene operator, whosfr

services occupied the short period of time noted above.

Broken sheave wheel flanges are easily repaired by welding.

Sometimes these repairs are made without removing the

wheel, and when this is done it makes the operation of re-

pairing extremely simple and economical. After sheaves

have become worn or damaged to such an extent that salvag-

ing by oxyacetylene methods is not profitable, it is customary

to reclaim the spokes which are composed of good grade

wrought iron and add them to the stock of bar iron. Fig. S

shows the rim and hub of such a sheave wheel from which the

spokes have been cut by the oxyacetylene process. The 36

spokes, 1% in. in diameter, on such a 12-ft. diameter sheave

are cut in this manner in about 30 or 40 minutes. It is neces-

sary to cut only the outer ends of the spokes, the inner ends

being merely nicked and then broken with the aid of a

sledge.

Wire hoisting cables soon become weakened through wear,

and the wisdom of resocketlng or reclamping rope at regular

periods is well recognized. There is no simpler and easier

means of cutting such ropes than by means of the oxyacetylene

cutting blowpipe (Fig. 9). The fact that the cutting flame

must penetrate so many separate strands makes little differ-

ence in performing the operation. In timing this application

of the process one operator required about 2 min. to cut

through a new cable 2 in. in diameter.

(To Be Continued.}
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Morrow Explains 1917 Profits

In a letter addressed to Hon. Carter Glass, secretary of

the Treasury, J. D. A. Morrow. Vice president of the Na-

tional Coal Association stated that Mf. ©lass was laisin-

formed as to the profits of the coal operators in 1917. He

desired to be fair In his representation of- facts and so did

not use his own figures but quotes the reports of the United

States Geological Survey. ,

Following is the letter as was received by Mr. Glass and

made public Dec. 1,'-]919.

Reluctaiyly I'i^nd myself obliged to take issue with an informal state-

ment fuinislieJ you liy ,'<"me of yoiil

garJintr the vrotils of l.iliiininous <

ts and published Nov. 27, re-

ne operators. That statment
:orrei't and misleading that I

ratitiu

1 not personally weigh and test the statements

am confident that you wish to be fair and

t's consideration must have revealed to you

mpression certain to be created by the publi-

must call yo
I feel sure

contained tin

impartial, an
the obviously
cation of the .... -, .-.

.

The memorandinnlSSi aepiarently. bajed on-a casual

returns of certain, miividliafl coal companies. Pron

instances ; the impression is clearly given that the

made "fa^ul-ouS p'rofilsV, with average return
^

cent to 150 per cent

inspection of the

thes6 individual
ndustry in 1917
vested capital of

true that the foregoing state-

ment refei^'oBly to the operators east of the Mississippi, but they pro-

duce nearl%v90 per cent of the total bituminous output.

Certain litdivWual concerns may have made such profits, but not the

industry as a whole, and, as the Fuel Administration has pointed out,

fairness demands consideration of the industry ^s a whole.

For the ertire bituminous industry in 1017 to make profits of

100 per cent, to 150 per cent, ori invested capital, would require

profit of upwards of $1,500,000,000. Accord'

Geological Survey Report, entitled "Coal
gross receipts of the operators for all th

1917 was only $1,349,272,837
deducting operation expenses,
would have to be
your experts. Tl

eralizations. '

. .

The statement respecting the profits in 1918 is even worse,

from
total

to the United States
1917," page 923, the total

bituminous coal produced in

Hence the total gross receipts, before

,„ „.^j „„„, ..ere less than the total profits which

inade out "' those receipts to justify the statement of
" " dilates the ridiculous nature of their casual gen-

The,

memorandum says that in 1918 pfbfits were generally "reduced 25 per

cent to 30 per cent, less than fon.tl^^ksas.eceding year,". -In other words,

they must have averaged from 7Sf' pe'r ci-nt to 120 per cent. This would

mean total profits for the industry in the neighborhood of $750,000,000

to $1200,000,000. Fortunately, on Nov. 19, the Fuel Administration issued

exact information on this subject. It stated that for the year 1918 the

average gross margin realized by the bituminous producers -R'as 46c per

ton, out of which "interest charges, selling expense, Federal taxes, both

normal and excess profit, as well as certain other items not allowed in

computing costs, were paid" before any profit remained. According

to the United States Geological Survey the total production of bitum-

inous coal in 1918 was just under 580,000,000 tons. A gross margin

of 46c on this tonnage amounts to $266,800,000, most of which was not

profit. This statement of the Fuel Administration was given to the

newspapers, had been made public and attracted wide notice more than

a week before your experts handed you their memorandum, indicating

that the profits in 1918 were from three to five times the total gross

margin actually realized by the operators during the time that the United

States Fuel Administration was exercising a careful and exact control

of prices.
,

•

The Fuel Administration has emphasized the. fatt that general con-

clusions affecting bituminous coal selling prices can Bafely. be, drawn
only from averages covering the entire industry., I k-Bow that you' wish

to be fair to this industry, as well as to all othfer.s, ' Therefol-e,. as a

correction to the memorandum of Nov. 27, I respectfully TetfUest tha't

you publish the average percent, of profit on cap'iCal invented, ., both be;

fore and after paying Federal taxes, for the bituminous industry as a

whole.
The Fuel Administration has also pointed out that a comparison of

earnings of employees in this industry with earning of workers in

other industries, is necessary to a fair consideration of wage problems.
Likewise a comparison of profits in this industry with those in all other
intiustries is necessary if you mean to set forth fairly the aspect of

the bituminous coal mining industry. I must therefore further respect-

fully request that at the same time you also publish for the other in-

dustries their average percentage of profits both before and after Fed-
eral taxes have been paid.

In conclusion, let me add that .this is asked not because it has any
direct bearing upon the ..p'refeent -wage controversy. ..For whether .the
coal producers can now absorb out of their profits large wage increases is

-The IK

er. lA

rn..' If. i.ieseni iui..htioiis. it is, welj; known tha't in 1919
II en iiiwiT, cn.sts iiifrher aji"l margin's ' much smaller than
iiiiv .:,.; profits having entirely disaiipeared. Therefore,

till |,!ililiiiition of the averages suggested, this industry
. I r .1 simple act of'justice to correct finally and ef-

.1 I. 11^ public impression created by ill considered
ivlinse word caiTies the weight of authority.

I III! iliis entire discussion should be open to the public,
ill? lilicrly of handing this letter to the press.

Micnt for'diverteil coal should, in all cases, be made to the
the purpose of such settlement the shipper shall be re-

party issuing Shipping instructions, whether the producer.
lobljcr

("Where coal is consigned on the order of a jobber to a producer
to be shipped to a customer of the jobber, the jobber is the shipper"
and "the consignor of the coal is the shipper, unless the coal is

consigned by the producer to a customer of the jobber on shipping
instructions of the jobber.")

2—All coal shipped before Oct. 30, 1919, is to be paid for at the
f. o. b. mine price at which it was sold by the shipper. Coal shipped
before Oct, 30, 1919. which is claimed to have been sold for export,
shall be paid for at the f. o. b.. mine price, at which it was sold to the
exporter. Between Oct. 30 and Nov. 12, inclusive, it is not to be in

excess of the maximum Government f. o. b. mine price.
(The sum of $1.35 permitted under the United States Fuel Ad-

ministrator's order of Feb. 25, 1918, fixing prices for export and
bunker coal may not be added to the f. o. b. mine price, either under
a valid and enfprcible contract, before Oct. 30, and after Nov. 12,
inclusive, oi' to the maximum Government price between the two
dates mentioned. The Fuel Administrator rules that coal cannot be
( lassified as export coal, except when actually loaded into foreign
vessels, and only after the coal has been so loaded.)

3^A11 coal shipped on and after Oct. 30 and until and including Nov.
12, 1919, shall be. paid for at not exceeding the maximum Government
price at the mines, unless such coal is, at the time of diversion, moving to
a purchaser from a jobber, in which case a jobber's margin of 15c per
net ton may be added.

4—All coal shipped on and after Nov. 13, 1919, under a valid and
enforcible contract, made prior to Oct. 30, 1919, shall be paid for at the
price provided by the contract- All coal shipped on and after Nov. 13,
1919, not covered bv a valid and enforcible contract, shall be paid for in
accordance with Rule No. 3.

5—The order of Oct. 31, 1919, restores the order of Jan. 14, 1918, as
amended by order of Nov. 20th, 1918, which cancelled the 15c rebilling
charge. Therefore, the 15c rebilling charge is not a proper item of set-

'
sr Oct. 30, 1919.
between the shipper and the original
^y requiring a certified copy of the
made that coal was not shipped on

demanded, a certificate or affidavit

tlement on
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loomed large until a new plan for prompt settlement of

claims against the railroads was adopted by thr Railroad

Administration and Federal Reserve Board.

Under this plan, upon the delivery of coal to the railroads

for shipment, the coal company will issue a special draft

which will be eligible for rediscounting at the Federal Re-

serve Banks, thereby preventing the accumulation of claims

against the carriers of payment of coal diverted in transit

from the original consignee.

Bureau of Mines Appropriation for 1920
Provided For

Appropriations totaling $2,592,920 and $1,655,880 are

provided in the annual estimates for the Geological Survey

and the Bureau of Mines, respectively. The money is to

be expended during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1921.

While a considerable portion of the work of the Geological

Survey has a bearing on the coal industry, the items of

more direct interest are as follows. Special statistical

compilations on the production and distribution and con-

sumption of essential minerals, including coal, $200,000;

survey of power production and distribution in the Boston-

Washington industrial region, $250,000.

Most of the Bureau of Mines' work applies directly to

coal. Some of the items asked by the Secretary of the

Interior for the Bureau of Mines are as follows: Investi-

ating mine accidents, $454,000; testing of fuel, $175,000;

scientific and technologic investigations with the view to

Increasing safety, eflBciency and economic development in

mines, $250,000; operation of mine rescue cars, $180,250;

purchase of new mine rescue cars, $40,000; inspecting

mines in Alaska, $7,000. In addition, the Bureau of

Mines has jurisdiction over the Government fuel yard

which is conducted with a revolving fund of $1,000,000.

Investigation of the condition and methods of use of

scales and mine cars used for the weighing and measuring
of coal dug by miners, and for the purpose of determin-

ing wages due, and of conditions effecting the accuracy of

the measuring or weighing of coal at the mines, by the

Bureau of Standards during the next fiscal year, will call

for an appropriation of $25,000, the Director of that Bu-
reau reports. This is an increase of $10,000 over the ap-

propriation for this work during the current fiscal year.

The work is under the immediate direction of an in-

spector of weights and measures at a salary of $3,300.

Others employed in this work are: an associate engineer

at $2,100, an assistant inspector of weights and measures
$1,^20, two assistant engineer-inspectors at $1,800, an as-

sistant physicist, $1,680, an assistant inspector of weights
and measures at 1,500.

Coal Shortage May Re«luee Canadian
Consumption

In view of a threatened coal shortage in this country this

winter, Canadian importers have speculated on the possi-

bility of getting their supply from the Nova Scotia bitumin-
ous coal centers. There is a strong feeling, however, in

Canadian manufacturing centers opposed to the quality of

the maritime provinces coal, and It has been reported

through ofTicial channels that it is doubtful whether such a
change will be made.

In addition to the superior quality of bituminous coal

from certain American districts over the Nova Scotia

bituminous coal, freight charges from Nova Scotia are re-

ported to be unusually high, and manufacturers In Quebec
have found it more profitable to use American coal. The
quality of bituminous coal from Neva Scotia, according to

a report, would not relieve the domestic heating problem

in Ontario.

Despite the warnings that have been sent by the trans-

portation department of the Canadian Manufacturers As-

sociation to all users of bituminous coal to secure their

supplies as soon as possible, it would appear from the com-

parative figures on the importations of bituminous coal In

Ontario that the users of this coal were well supplied.

The importations of bituminous coal between April 1 and
August 31, 1^16, according to customs returns, were in

round figures 3,500,000 tons. In the same period in 1919,

the importations amounted to 3,300,000 tons in 1917, 4,

850,000 tons; and in 1918, 5,350,000 tons.

The large importations of 1918, with the sudden end-

ing of the war and the closing up of many industrial

plants, would lead to the conclusion that large quantities

were oh hand this year.

New Adjustment tor Railroad Rates Sought
In their efforts to stablize conditions in the coal min-

ing industry the representatives of the operators and the

miners are more determined than ever to work for an ad-

justment of railroad rates which will make possible a

greater price inducement to the consumer for the purchase

of coal during the spring and early summer. The op-

erators express themselves as being willing to go further

than ever before in the matter of price concessions so as to

make it possible to operate mines more nearly on a year

around basis. It is believed that from the present con-

ference will come concrete recommendations which, if put

into effect, will do much to permit of operation during the

season of lightest demand. Assurances of cooperation to

this end have been received from the Railroad Administra-

tion. While the Railroad Administration soon will be a

thing of the past, it is believed that a plan can be worked

out with the individual companies, all of whom are Inter-

ested in flattening the peak load which they are called upon

to carry in the early winter. It also is belieyed by spread-

ing coal transportation over the entire year that important

savings can be effected in the purchase of open top equip-

ment.

Another matter which is being given very careful con-

sideration in connection with the adjustment of the labor

troubles is the matter of coal storage. Since it Is mani-

festly of little advantage to store coal at the mines, the

problem resolves itself into making it to the advantage of

consumers to provide storage facilities. No concrete plan

has been worked out as yet, but it is expected that this

matter is to be brought forward in a way which is likely

to have important results.

Ventilation Problems to be Investigated

Complying with numerous appeals from engineers

throughout the country, the Bureau of Mines has asked

Congress for $100,000 to investigate ventilation problems

in connection with the construction of vehicular tunnels.

The work that the Bureau has done in connection with

ventilation and the study of poisonous gases in coal mines

qualifies it particularly for this work. It is believed that

the study in this connection which is to be made in co-

operation with Yale University will lead to results of value

to the coal mining Industries. At present, vehicular

tunnels are under consideration at New York, Chicago,.

Pittsburgh, Boston. San Francisco and New Orleans. It

is feared that the carbon monoxide developed by the many
automobiles which will use these tunnels may be sufDcient

tn iii('nace life.
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Last Combined Number

IT IS A CAUSE of much congratulation that we pub-
lish herewith the last combined number of Coal Age.

Our next issue that of Dec. 25, which will appear Dec.

29, will be a regular number, so we shall start the New
Year as New Years should be started—with new resolu-

tions.

Our readers, have borne nobly with our delays and
with the measures we have taken to remedy an unfor-

tunate, but unavoidable, situation. Their kindly letters

of interest have sustained us at times the most trying

that can come to any publishing house.

We are endeavoring to overcome the difficulties that

still confront us. If, for a while, we do not maintain

all our past efficiency, and the paper does not have all

its former excellencies, kindly credit us with a knowledge

•f that fact and a desire to attain and surpass what we
have done in the past. None of the "letting down" will

be observable when the pressure of the strike has en-

tirely come to an end.

Every publishing house fits its printing capacity to the

number of periodicals it is publishing. When there is

an enforced delay in publication, on resumption either

more copies must be published each month or else com-

bined issues are made necessary. The McGraw-Hill Co.,

has used both expedients—a slight acceleration in issue

and combined numbers. It is clear that both these handi-

caps no well-adjusted shops can meet satisfactorily.

In short it is not possible to set all the material for

all the papers in our own establishment or to print the

material when it is set. For this reason the papers are

as yet, not all gathered under the family roof tree. Some
day soon Coal Age will be home again and printed by

our own employees and under the eye of our entire edi-

torial staff. Then every editor will, with his accustomed

zeal, guard the printing of what he has prepared. Till

then we plead for patience and for a further exhibit of

that good will which our readers have so generously ex-

hibited toward us.

Low Prices and Idleness

DR. GARFIELD ASSURES us that his 14 per cent

increase with prices unchanged will put out of

business mines producing 100,000,000 tons of coal a year.

This suspension of industry will, be severe on capital, it

is true, but he is probably as unmoved by that faC as

most people are by the losses incurred by capitalists,

small or large.

However, he has nothing to say about the effect of his

order on the workingmen who have been engaged in those

mines the operations of which may, or must, now be sus-

pended. The laying off of 100,000 men is no small

matter. Many of them will move themselves, their

families and their household property. If they have

houses they must abandon them. Their dwellings cannot

be sold, for the community in which they are living will

be completely ruined by the fuel order.

But many men will not move. Some are too old to

take up life in a new town, some are too closely wedded
to the old community, some are parasites, or partly

parasites, of the parental home and some rather than
move will continue to try and eke out a poor living—far

poorer than mining affords—by working on the farms, on
the roads, at clayworks and like industries. Some will

work part of the year elsewhere and return home for a

few months every so often.

The outcome will be hard for them. The past irregu-

lar work in the mines looked at from the experience of

the future will be a happy memory rather than a bitter

one.

Fortunately it is likely that Dr. Garfield's order will

not be as harmful to workingmen as his statement would
indicate. The operator is a persevering and optimistic

person. Like Mr. Micawber he persists in "looking for

something to turn up". Some will see ahead to the end
of the war and to the consequent removal of the re-

straints of the Lever Act. When that time comes they

will be able occasionally to charge what they find neces-

sary or even a bigger price, if the demands for coal con-

tinues as it undoubtedly will. They want to keep their

men together till that time.

Besides the operator is apt to remind himself that if

he closes his mines he will be idle at a loss and that is

worse than working under a like condition. There will

be maintenance charges to be met in any event. He will

urge on himself that it is better to lose a little money
working than to lose as much or more lying idle. The
practice of working at a loss which the Federal Trade
Commission under E. N. Hurley condemned will be re-

sumed. Some of the mines will work irregularly and un-

profitably, and the mine worker's exeperience will be un-

usually bitter.

RawJMaterial and Products of College Life

NO ONE CAN CONCEIVE what kind of iron and
steel we would produce if the iron masters did not

specify what tolerance limits they would demand in the •

coke, iron ore and limestone shipped to their furnaces.

And who shall say what would happen if the manufac-
turing public and the railroads would receive without

protest any and all iron and steel offered by the steel

companies regardless of quality?

Foolish indeed is the suggestion just made. No busi-

ness man would abolish specification and inspection.

Yet college professors build large institutions on this

basis. There are specifications for the building, the fix-

tures and the faculty, but for the raw material to be

smelted in the furnace of the educational establishment

no specifications are written. The faculty welcomes all

comers, those mentally unfitted for the work for which
they are to be trained and those without a proper brain

equipment for any professional or executive position

whatever.

The college professor is bidden to seize avidly all the

students he can induce to attend his college. He has no
standards except perhaps as to the moral character of

his charges, and the degree of preliminary training they

have received. He does not examine the inwardness of

the student. It is as if the purchaser of coke saw that

the coke was really devolatilized coal and knew that it

had passed through one of several types of ovens, but did

not query whether the material was low in sulphur and
phosphorus.

Until colleges sort out the offering material and take

only the best, they will fail as ignominiously in satisfying^

the public as the operator would fail if he kept every man
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offering and raised his position and emoluments year by

year as he advanced in seniority. Too often there are

basal defects in the material.

Fortunately for the Carnegie Institute of Technology

it is seeking to have the mining public select the men for

its academic treatment. It is not running all kinds of

human ore through the mill but only that which seems

likely from previous expert inquiry to be capable to serve

the purposes sought.

Perhaps the public prefers the wasteful way of the col-

leges and is willing to see them take all offering material,

pay ore and other, and treat all natures alike—but it

may be necessary to stand at the feeder and select what

is good material beneiiciated and reject all material that

was not from the first good enough for beneficiation.

Tit for Tat

EARLY IN 1919 the public declared that prices of coal

should come down about 60 per cent and that the

mine workers' wages were higher than they should be.

For this reason the mines were idle. There was in short

a buyer's strike, from which the mine workers and the

country suffered.

Near the close of 1919 the mine workers, made angry

by the lengthy idleness in the early part of the year de-

clared they must have a 60 per cent increase to make up
for their irregular employment.

Coal Age in the spring of this year said that the mine
workers were in a mood that would make a strike and a

big demand for a wage increase and shorter time al-

most inevitable, and the public by not buying was pre-

paring itself for an uncomfortable disillusionment later.

The disillusionment came. The strike was declared,

and only the determination of the public to prevent an
excessive wage increase prevented the mine workers
from having their way. Now everyone is trying to claim

that the fault for the idleness did not lie with them.

The Fuel Administration, the Geological Survey, the

National Coal Association, the operators and mine
workers can prove that they were not to be blamed for
not having forewarned the public of the possibility of a
coal shortage. The same cannot be said of the United
States Railroad Administration, of some members of
Congress such as Representative or of the public gener-
ally.

They declared the attempts to awaken the public to a
sense of its duty and danger was a malicious conspiracy

to brisken the market needlessly. As a result the cam-
paign of the National Coal Association costing, it is said,

$80,000 failed to produce the whole effect desired.

However, much good work was done. Had it not been
for the Association's activity in informing the public of
the situation the Bolshevism would have been more
general, the demands might have been even more un-
reasonable and the outcome to a nation, entirely without
coal stocks, more severe.

A New Departure

IN THESE DAYS there is plenty of publicity, but it is

all of the wrong kind, for like is talking to like and
no progress is gained when that is the case. The work-
ingman takes his daily paper which usually caters to his

unrest, while the employer reads his business pipers,

which are too often largely devoted to playing up the

employer's point of view. The employer, however, is

unusually fortunate in that he reads the daily press.

which in normal periods is apt to favor the employed
rather than the employer, the bulk of the readers of news-

papers coming under the former description. As a re-

sult, though his feelings are occasionally outraged, he

really does learn the point of view of the employed and is

broadened thereby.

But the employee reads nothing but newspapers and
his union organs, and they carefully foster his unrest.

They like to blazon forth headlines which arouse his in-

terest as a red rag draws a bull. It is needful that the

workingman be led to see the other side as, he in part,

did during the war, when the four-minute men, Govern-
ment officials and Government propaganda filled the land.

Coal Age knows that its readers are not in any way
infested with the germ of the Bolshevik fever, and that

as a journal it cannot meet the needs of the Red situa-

tion. It can, by editorials, correct in large degree the

unrest which spreads in most unlikely places, finding a

congenial home in Washington and in the hearts of men
of some authority and intelligence elsewhere, but it can-

not reach the Bolshevik—the man who would end all in

a vain attempt to get his visions made realities.

These must be reached by posted notices on buildings

where the persons to be addressed continually pass or

stop. Coal Age expects to run, in the lower right

hand corner of its second editorial page, anti-Bolshevik

and similar propaganda. These posters it expects to set

up in somewhat larger type (so large in fact that they

will be page size or larger) and to distribute them to its

readers free, or at cost price, according to number, to

those who write for copies. Coal Age will also be glad

to have them printed in the form and size in which they

appear on the page. Furthermore, if it appears that

there is a fair demand for any given editorial, it will be

glad to have reprints made for distribution at cost.

Some of the editorials may need the rewriting of a few
words to make them more suitable for general distribu-

tion, and that change will be made.

The Reds Promised Well,

But This is What They Did

A British officer writes

lo his wife:

"I hope to send you copies of sixty-four

official photos taken by British officers at

Odessa when the town was retaken.

. . . They show men who have been
crucified with the torture of the human
glove. The victim gets crucified, nails

through his elbows. The hands are
treated with a solution which shrivels the
skin. The skin is cut out with a razor
round the wrist, and peeled off, till it

hangs by the finger nails—the 'human
glove.'

"Most of the photos are of Women,
Women with their breasts cut off to the bone,

Women with their bodies cut open."

The Socialists promise great things and demand
much, but if they win they will rule; and what

then? We shall not care then what they preech

but what they do. Are they good men in their

family and in the community? Will they be

good then or will they be like the Russian Reds?
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DISCUSSION 4^ READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Finding a Mine Door Set Open
Letter No. 11—Much credit is due Richard Bowen for

the question he has raised in regard tc the manner of pro-

ceeding if a fireboss finds a door set open when beginning

his examination of a mine. Mr. Bowen should receive the

thanks of all good firebosses, many of whom will be bene-

fited by this discussion.

My experience tells me that any short-circuiting of the

air, such as is here suggested, will be at once detected by

observing the water gage, a thing that every fireboss should

do before starting to make his examination. Any decrease

In the reading of the gage will indicate that either the fan

Is not running at its regular speed, or the air is not travel-

ing in its customary course through the mine. It may hap-

pen, however, that the standing open of a door controlling

but a small section of the workings, as illustrated in the

figure presented, will cause such a slight decrease in pres-

sure, as to be unnoticed and the fireboss will discover the

open door only when he has reached the place.

In that instance, a man with practical judgment will

know what to do at once. He will let the door stand open

and, following the air, will examine each place and make
sure that everything is safe, before closing the door. Should

the rooms on the riglit t pass through the rooms on

the left, before reaching the return. A safe method to

adopt in the arrangement of a mine that is generating

much gas, is to provide a triple-entry system and conduct

the air from each set of rooms at once into the main return.

In respect to starting the examination of a gaseous m'ne,

my practice is to follow the air current, beginning at the

intake end. which I believe is the only way to locate a

possible short-circuit of the air quickly and safely.

The suggestion that should a fire be burning In the sec-

tion it will be reached in time whether the start is* made
at the intake or the return end of the section is not very

clear to me. My opinion is that when one starts at the

return end of a section in which the air is short-circuited

and a fire burning at some point, there is danger that the

examiner will be overcome by the smoke or gas before

reaching the mine. This, of course, is more applicable to

a larger section than that illustrated in the figure.

Peru, 111. GASTON F. LIBIEZ..

he find anything wrong, he will then decide the best course

to pursue. Assuming, however, that a man of less practi-

cal experience finds a door standing open when he is about

to begin his examination, the chances are that he will

close the door at once and wait until the circulation has

been restored, which as Mr. Bowen has said would prob-

ably bring disaster.

In the discussion of this question, some will claim very

rightly, that such a condition as is here presented will only

be found in a poorly managed mine. It is true that, in

mines where shots are fired at quitting time, a firerunner

should follow the course of the air after allowing a short in-

terval of time for the smoke to clear. It is the duty of the

firerunner to see that no fire has been started, in any place,

by the shooting. In mines where no firerunner is employed.

It will frequently happen that a fire started by a shot is

discovered too late, after it has gained much headway and

a whole section of the mine may be endangered. Many
disastrous explosions can be traced to such a course.

It should be remarked here, that the arrangement shown

in the figure presented by Mr. Bowen is not adapted to the

Tontilatlon of a gassy mine, since the air circulating through

Letter No. 12—An experience of ten years firebossing. In

very gaseous seams in the Wyoming Valley, leads me to

say that the condition suggested in this discussion is one

that a fireboss does not want to meet with very often. In

many of the Anthracite mines, the finding of an open door

suggests a bad condition and causes the fireboss to proceed

with the greatest caution, particularly it there is a pos-

sibility that the air has been short-circuited eight or te.^

hours, which fact he has no means of telling.

Speaking practically, I have always proceeded by way of

the intake, following the course of the air, not because

technical books say so, but for other reasons. For instance,

on entering the section by the intake, a fireboss will quickly

observe the quantity of air passing and know whether or not

the circulation is deficient in volume. If the usual quan-

tity is not going, the fireboss is at once on his guard and

observes closely every door and brattice. Being familiar

with every inch of the ground, he goes directly to those

points where he thinks the air may be short-circuited. Not

finding any trouble at these points, he will naturally assume

that the slack air is due to a fall on the return.

Where the three main-door system is employed, there is

always a certain pressure on the door and the fireboss, by

observing carefully and listening, can readily detect if that

pressure Is diminished, in which case he will again be on

his guard from the time he enters the intake of his section.

Again, when entering a section by the intake, the fireboss,

on observing the first indication of gas in a place, will

generally be able to form a better conclusion in respect to

those points where danger may exist, than if he detected gas

when approaching the place from the return end of the

section. Observing the brattice in good condition, he ex-

amines carefully for any feeder in the coal, or slip in the

roof from which the gas may come. It may arise how-

ever, from an abrupt change in the pitch of the seam or

other cause, but its presence makes him doubly cautious.

Proceeding thus with the air and observing a gradual in-

crease In the size of the flame cap on his lamp, the firebo.ss
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Is warned of his approach to a dangerous atmosphere: but

his chances to retreat to safety are more satisfying than if

he was traveling against the current, which would be the

case if he had entered at the return end of the section.

Approaching a dangerous atmosphere from the return end,

a fireboss must promptly extinguish his lamp and withdraw

In the dark; but when approaching on the Intake side he

needs only to lower his flame and withdraw to safety.

Referring to the geological conditions being such as to

favor starting the examination at the return end of a sec-

tion, Richard Bowen advances that as a reason for such

procedure, "Coal Age", Sept. 11, p. 462. I have known
some men to hold the same view though they were practical

mining men. Hundreds of times men have made examina-

tions beginning at the return end and found nothing wrong,

while at other times they have been compelled to withdraw

after going but a few hundred feet. Finding themselves

much weakened, they realized that something was wrong

and retreated, reaching safety, panting and excited.

I recall one fireboss who was accustomed to jump Into

the return and hustle along. On one occasion, however,

he was halted by the smell of burning canvass and com-

pelled to withdraw and enter by the intake, before he could

approach the scene of the trouble.

THE TEXT BOOK VERSION

Technical mining books always say that it Is safer to ap-

proach a body of gas on the intake side rather than on the

return side, claiming that the liability of explosion is less-

ened. The main point, however, is that if a man falls in a

weakened condition on the return side of trouble he is

likely to stay there until rescued; but if he falls on the In-

take side, the chances of his being revived with fresh air

are fairly good, since the fresh air almost invariably travels

along the floor. On reviving, the man is able to crawl bacV'

to safety.

Now, assuming the conditions Illustrated in the figure pre-

sented by Mr. Bowen, it appears that an open door has short-

circuited the air and gas has accumulated at the face of

Chamber 2, while a gas feeder is burning in Chamber 5.

Common sense tells us that to close the door would soon

result in an explosion. Instead, therefore, the fireboss must
proceed with caution and seek to find how much gas has

accumulated, making frequent tests as he moves up Cham-
ber 1.

Having gained some idea of the volume of gas present,

he withdraws to the entry and proceeds to examine the re-

maining chambers to ascertain their condition. Only after

extinguishing the burning feeder and assuring himself that

there is no fire in the remaining portion of the section, can

he safely close the door and restore the circulation

One thing every fireboss must remember is that it will

frequently happen, in making an examination and finding

a large body of gas lodged at the face of a pitch, the clos-

ing of a door will retard the circulation for a time. At

this juncture, one must not get excited, but wait patiently

for the air to mix with the gas and for the ventilating pres-

sure to force it out.

At times, the entire current may be checked and recourse

must then be had to other means before the gas can be re-

moved. It may be necessary to increase the quantity of air

delivered to that section. Even after the gas has been re-

moved, the entire section must be examined again, in order

to make sure that the working places are safe for men to

enter. This is one of the requirements of the Anthracite

Mine Law.

Edwardsville, Tenn. LEWIS R. THOMAS.

Promotion of Eager Workers
Letter No. S—In reading the interesting letter of Richard

Bowen, "Coal Age" Oct. 9, p. 628, I notice that he takes

some exception to the ideas I expressed in a previous letter,

regarding length of service as being a factor in deciding

promotion. Mr. Bowen has seemingly misjudged my posi-

tion in this matter.

It was far from my intention to convey the meaning that

seniority, or length of service, should alone determine the

question of the promotion of an employee. I much regret

that my letter conveyed this impression. The illustration

I gave was calculated to show the disappointment felt Ojr

an old employee who had qualified himself for promotion,

passed the examination, and secured a first-class mine fore-

man's certificate.

Let me say, here, that length of service should only be
considered in connection with the fitness of a man to flU

the place in question. An old employee who can pass the

examination and is qualified for the position should how-
ever, in my opinion, always be given the preference over a

new man who may have equal qualifications.

It is true, as Mr. Bowen has pointed out, that there ar«

always men who labor with their hands and do not use

their brains, but depend on their length of service to wia

for them the desired promotion. I regard such men as

being the least fitted for advancement. They are anxious

to fill positions of trust, because of the honor and respect

due the higher position.

Coal mining, let me say, is not a game for amusement
and cannot be learned in a few short months; it takes yean
of continued effort, both by study and labor. The man who
puts aside his books and papers when he has secured his

certificate will never make a good foreman. He must con-

tinue to study and read in order to keep himself abreast of

the times and be able to handle successfully the various

problems that arise each day in the mine.

It is my desire to emphasize the injustice done old em-

ployees who are equally qualified with the new men who
80 frequently are given desirable positions through favor-

itism. Such action on the part of a management discounts

all the loyalty, all the effort of old employees who have

rendered years of faithful service. Disappointed and dis-

couraged, their ardor dampened, they are unable to show

the same enthusiasm in their later service.

It is this condition that leads good miners to quit th«

mine for work in other industries. Many a miner has lost

his ambition for the work he has followed all his life, and

is anxious that his boys shall find other work than that of

mining coal.

My thought is well expressed in a verse by R. T. Strohm,

which appeared in "Coal Age" Vol. 10, p. 869, and reads as

follows:

Nothing kills his high ambition

Quite so thoroughly as when
He observes advanced positions

Go to new and unknown men.

So you really cannot blame him

If his spirit's dull and dead

When you don't intend to name him

For the better job ahead.

Let us hope that managers, superintendents, and fore-

men win, in the future, lay more emphasis on, the seniority

rule when considering the fitness and qualifications of men

for advanced positions of trust and responsibility. It will

go a long way in retaining the services of competent min-

ing men.

Altoona, Ala. JOHN W. JONES.
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Letter No. 4—This subject will surely stimulate an active

interest among all ambitious workers, especially those who
allege that the proper recognition has not yet been accorded

them for their fidelity and faithfulness in service. Men-
tion has been made by previous writers of partiality being

shown by the management toward their personal friends,

and the ambitious worker is said to be lost to sight in the

shuffle. It is even urged that the length of service of

faithful workers is not properly recognized

In this connection, let me suggest that the first point to

be considered is whether the worker is really ambitious;

or is he merely a faithful, steady worker like so many of

the rest of us, who are compelled by necessity to labor. It

may chance that the mental energies of many so-called am-
bitious workers are mostly idle dreams of future leisure.

Again, let me ask: Is the worker's ambition founded on
substantial principles that stand for success, or is his work
limited automatically by the clock? We must remember
that it is faithful and intelligently directed work that wins
recognition and promotion. The boss is watching the

workers, either for the purpose of learning who are best

fitted for advancement to positions where their services will

be of more value to the company, or to find an excuse for

laying off those who are not profitable workers.

There are, of course, hundreds of workers who are per-

forming valuable service, and yet are not ambitious. How-
ever, we are at present concerned in the ambitious worker
and striving to find the real source of his ambition, in order

to determine what merit he possesses that makes him a fit

subject for promotion.

HOW ABOUT TOOTING YOUR OWN HORN

A truly ambitious worker must keep in mind the necessity

of aligning his ambitions with the interest of his employer.

The ambitious worker may have the proper capabilities for

flUing a higher position, but he must be able to show his

capacity in that direction and so deliver the goods that his

employer will see his fitness for higher service. The worker
may be faithful, loyal and have a certain amount of ambi-

tion; but, through lack of contact with him, his employer
may remain wholly ignorant of the man's qualifications. In

that case, no one is to blame but the man himself when the

promotion goes to another, because the superintendent or

foreman was not aware of his ambitions, as remarked in a

previous letter. One of the great secrets is to make one's

ambition known.
Loyalty goes hand in hand with true ambition. I have

seen road and ditch cleaners give their attention to an in-

secure piece of rock, in time to prevent a serioub accident

or delay, by a fall of roof blocking the road. I have seen

them give their attention to leaky stoppings, open doors

and other hindrances to good ventilation. By such acts

they have shown their loyalty and ambition to perform

faithful service.

There are other steady workers, but who never step aside

from the line of work in which they are engaged it the time.

Their ambition, if they have any, is to be at the shaft bottom
when the whistle blows. One can readily judge of their

value to the company, as compared with the tracklayer or

shifthand, who puts in a little overtime in order to finish his

Job, that night,' in order that there may be no delay the next

morning. Unconsciously, it may be, such a worker makes
known his ambition by his loyalty to the work.
Many a worker believes that he has real ambition and

should be crownel with suc.ess, but they are often merely
calamity howlers and knockers. Should it happen that

someone of their fellow workers is shoved ahead, they do
not fall to proclaim the injustice done them so loudly that

a few of their fellows are led to believe their claim and
sympathize with them. Men of this class are quite versatile

in telling their fellows how a thing ought to have been done

and explain how, in their opinion, the mine could be made
one of the best producers in the country, but none of their

ideas are offered to the foreman, who has learned their

worth and has a correct estimate of their ambition. A
competent foreman knows there are many ways in which the

truly ambitious worker can show his ambition and it is up
to the worker to do this.

Thomas, W. Va. MINE WORKER.

Letter No. —This question of promoting an ambitious

worker is one of considerable importance to the organization

of a coal-mining company, or any other industrial company
for that matter. It brings to my mind, an incident that

took place more than a quarter of a century ago, when I

was a young man of about 30 and engaged as an assistant

foreman at the colliery of a large mining company.
The number of openings at this colliery were increasing

continually, and it was apparent to me that the work would
shortly be divided and another foreman appointed to take

charge over a portion of the rapid development. While I

was right in this conclusion, a disappointment was in store

for me as the appointment of another foreman went to an

outsider who was a personal friend of the general superin-

tendent

In this case, it must be admitted that the new man was
exceptionally capable and well fitted to fill the position.

The fact of the matter was, as I willingly acknowledged a

few years later, my direct association with this man was of

the greatest help to me in learning many things with which

J was not familiar. I realize now, that the appointment of

an outsider, in that particular instance, was a Messing to

me, as I gained more than I lost.

QUALIFICATIONS SHOULD BE KNOWN

It is stated by Fairplay, in his letter, "Coal Age," Aug.

28, p. 375, that the superintendent, in the instance he cites,

did not know that the man (who was disappointed by not

receiving an appointment as foreman) was an applicant for

the position. Certainly, there was something wrong there,

either with the man or his superintendent. In my view of

the matter, a superintendent should be in such close touch

with his men that he would be fully acquainted with their

ambitions and aspirations. It is true that this man may
have been uncommunicative and was himself to blame that

the superintendent did not know of his desire for promotion.

It frequently happens that, in large organizations, many
misfits get into good positions through friendship, relation-

ship or some religious or political influence. 1 recall an in-

cident that occurred a few years ago, at one of the largest

mines in this valley. Owing to a change in management,
an order was issued that no foreman would be permitted to

have a relation of his employed directly under him.

It so happened that a foreman of this company who was
in charge of a large and important colliery, in an isolated

locality, was directed by the superintendent to lay off his

only son and direct him to report to another colliery some
four miles distant, which would necessitate the young man's
leaving home. The lad was an exceptionally bright and
capable young fellow and had been employed as a locomo-

tive engineer on the main haulage road, a place on which

the success or failure of the colliery much depended.

As foreman of the colliery, the father explained to the

suprintendent, in a modest way, how hard it would be to

find a suitable man for that place, besides urging that the

change would mean the breaking up of his home. The only

consolation he got was: The big boss has given the order

it must be obeyed.

As a result, the young man sought and obtained a good

position with another company. Five or six other persons-
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were successively appointed to fill the vacancy, but none of

them gave satisfaction and the output of the mine was grad-

ually decreasing. Some of the miners left, because their

earnings were reduced when their coal was not hauled. For

falling off of the tonnage the foreman was called to ac-

count. His dally morning mail contained letters asking for

explanations of the delay that had occurred the previous

day.

Not long after this, the superintendent became convinced

that he had acted hastily and sent a request for the young

man to return to his former job. The request, however,

was refused as the lad was well satisfied in his new posi-

tion. I cite this instance to how that there are rare cases

where foremen's relations are not a detriment, but an actual

gain to the organization.

In the same letter, Fairplay refers to the system of pro-

motion adopted by one of the great railroad systems, of the

country. I cannot say whether the same plan would work
If put in operation in our mine, under the large turnover

of labor with which we have to contend. This, however,

may not prove a serious objection to the plan. A few of the

large companies of the anthracite field have, within the last

decade, made many changes in their semiofficial forces.

These changes are feared by some of the older miners who
think that the company will shortly pay the penalty through

a decrease In the efficiency of operation.

QUALIFICATIONS EVENTUALLY ARE KNOWN

I heartily agree with Richard Bowen, in the idea he ex-

presses in his letter, Oct. 9, p. 628, that a truly ambitious

worker cannot fail, sooner or later, to have his ability and
fitness known to his superiors. His work should be of a

nature to reveal this; but if he fears that such is not the

case, he should at once take steps to ascertain from his

employer wherein he tails. That would give him 'he oppor-

tunity to remedy his faults, improve his service and make
himself more valuable to the company.

Mr. Bowen remarks: How many of our mine foremen
and firebosses who hold certificates could pass a satisfactory

examination given by the general superintendent or mana-
ger of their company? Much as I regret to do go, I must
admit that many of the men holding such certificates could

not pass the examination, annually. However, if this was
required by law, these men would study and prepare for

such examinations.

In Pennsylvania, today, it is not necessary for mine of-

ficials to pass any examination, provided they are equally

competent with men who have passed the examination and
hold certificates of competency. Let me ask, here. Who is

the judge or who will decide that the men are equally com-
petent? It is assumed, of course, that the superintendent

decides this question; and the mining laws of the state have
thus become a joke among the mining men of the civilized

world.

It may be that I have diverged, far and wide, from the

subject; but let me say, in conclusion, that a corporation

has a perfect right to go outside in search of competent men.
although It must be willing to bear the consequences, which
may come, in various ways, along the line of disloyalty and
dishonesty on the part of some old and faithful employees.
Kingston, Penn. AJAX.

Coal Mines in Scotland
Letter No. 2— I was deeply interested, a short time since,

in reading the letter entitled Coal Mining in France and
Scotland, "Coal Ape," Sept. 4, p. 335. and would have
taken up the matter, on behalf of my brother Scots, long
ere this had not the printers' strike interfered. For nearly
two months, now, we have not been privileged to receive

our regular issues of "Coal Age," which we have all

missed.

Speaking of strikes, I am certain that my fellow readers

will agree with me in expressing the hope that the day ol

strikes will soon come to an end, and that some perman-

ent form of arbitration will take their place, in the settle-

ment of disputes between employer and employed. It will

be the dawning of a new day when we are able to join

with Robbie Burns and say, "A man's for a' that."

In one of the last regular issues of "Coal Age," Oct. 2,

p. 586, I was delighted to read the letter of my fellcw

countryman, John A. Douglas, written in defense of the

coal mines of Scotland. But, I am going to ask oui

readers to bear with me a little further and permit me to

take up the matter in behalf of the Scottish Branch of the

Colliery Managers of Great Britain, as the article to which

I have referred previously is knocking at my late associ-

ate members of that organization.

Having been one of the first members of the Scottish

Branch, I want to say it was founded for the sole purpose

of the furtherance of technical education and general safety

in coal mining. The aim was to give to its members the

benefit of each other's experience in the handling of diffi-

cult problems in mining. Only certificated colliery

managers were eligible for membership in the Association.

Having had experience in the management of mines in

Scotland, England, Canada and Pennsylvania, I am in a

position to compare the practice of the management of the

mines in these countries. Before proceeding, however, let

me say that it would have been interesting if the writer

of the article mentioned had informed us as to which of

the Scotch coal fields he visited, Ayrshire, Fifeshire, Lan-

arkshire, or the Lothians.

SCOTTISH MINES ARE MODERN

My judgment is that the majority of mines in Scot-

land and their management will compare very favorably

with the same in France or in this country. The quali-

fications required for a colliery manager make it no child'!

play for a candidate to pass the examination for a certi-

ficate, which lasts two days of seven hours each. The ques-

tions are set by an examining board appointed for each

district. Every man on the board is an expert in mining

and has a full knowledge of the mining laws, and no pull

or graft will get a man his manager's certificate if he falla

in the examinations. In respect to the mines, the general

rule is, A place for everything and everything in its place.

At each mine, there is a clean-up once a week, which la

quite different from the slipshod method of management, de-

scribed in the article named.

In this country, it is well known that there are man)

mine managers (foremen) who have only a service certifi-

cate. In that connection, I have been trying to think of a

single colliery manager in Scotland, who holds a service

certificate. I believe there is not one now living and In

active practice. Since the passing of the Mines Act la

1872, there has not been a certificate of service granted,

and if a holder of such a certificate is now alive, he must

be over 70 years of age. If such a one is still in active

practice, we may surely take off our hats to him, aftei

his 47 years of experience; but we must be shown the man.

The fact that the writer of the article speaks of the lost

of much coal in the mines of Scotland proves to me con-

clusively that he is not familiar with Scottish coal fields,

since these mines are worked on the longwall system, the

seams varying from 16 In. to 12 ft. in thickness. The
majority of the mines are worked on leases, and the coal

extracted is paid for each six months. There Is a fixed

royalty per ton and a minimum rental. The operatloni

are surveyed every three months by the landlords' engl-
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neers, who measure the average thickness of the coal and
the operator must pay for the tonnage computed on the

basis of this thickness and the area shown by the survey

to have been worked out.

Before closing, I want to refer to the rescue and first-

aid work in Scotland, and ask: Can anyone show better

equipment for that purpose? The rescue apparatus is not

kept as an ornament at Scottish mines, but is in constant
use for training, which insures its being in good condition

whenever it may be required. This cannot be said of all

the rescue appliances in the good old Keystone state of

Pennsylvania.

McKeesport, Penn. ANDREW ORR BAIN.

Co-operation Among Mine
Officials

liCtt^r No. 1—After reading with interest the article bv
A. T. Dickson, "Coal Age", Sept. 25, p. 528, it has occurred
to me that the cooperation he advocates between mine of-

ficials, which undoubtedly is the essence of efficiency In

the numerous coal-mining problems of the present day. Is

needed to an even greater extent among the under officials

and their men than among the officials themselves.

"When one considers that we are all, from the superin-
tendent to trapper boy, simply cogs in the great wheel of

the organization, it is not surprising to discover that the
failure of certain cogs, here and there, to mesh together;

or in other words, the lack of cooperation between the
under officials and their men interferes seriously with the

steady routine of the work, and decreases the efficiency of

the organization.

In our travels here and there, how often do we find an
under official, even one who has just been promoted from
the ranks and should know better, became so autocratic
as to be almost unapproachable by the men who work under
him. . He is self-sufficient, overbearing and faultfinding,

with scarcely ever giving a word of constructve advice.
Finding a workman doing a certain work in a wrong man-
ner, instead of assisting him by a few simple instructions, he
gives him what the men term a bawling out.

Some time ago, while on a short vacation in company
with two friends, I visited a modern mine that was well

worth seeing. Guided by the underground overman (fore-

man) we went below and, in course of time, came to a

place where a couple of tracklayers were engaged laying a

•witch for an incline driven at right angles to the level.

The men had already laid the frog and latches, and it was
plain to be seen that the cars could not go into the incline,

until five or six sets of timbers had been changed
The overman, observing the fact, at once began to curse

and swear. He raved and tore around until he was almost
breathless, while the tracklayers stood by looking very sheep-

ish, as though they had had the same dose before and were
used to it. The overman finally decided that it would cost

less to change the timber sets than to tear up and relay the

•witch, and. clad to get away, we nassed on into the mine.

When out of hearing of the men one of my friends asked
the overman why he swore so at his men. and received the

reply accompanied by a few expletives that would not ap-

pear well in print, the never-to-be-forgiven sons of a Barney-
car would not understand me if I spoke to them In any
other manner. He may have thought himself witty, but

the overman's humor was entirely lost on his visitors

When sending these men to lay the switch how much
better would it have been for the overman to have said to

them: I want you to lay a switch for the new incline in the

third 8 entry. Use a No. 5 frog, and put the point of frog

exactly where you will find I have marked the rail on the

level. Had the overman previously calculated the size of

frog required and marked its location in this manner, he

would not have had to bawl out his men in the manner
described, besides saving the company much expense.

"^A fault-finding foreman does little more than irritate

his men. If a man does a piece of work wrong, take him
and show him the same work done right; or explain to him
a better way of doing the job. The results of friendly con-

structive advice secure better cooperation on the part of

the men, and the benefit to the company is obvious. How
seldom one hears a word of appreciation spoken by an of-

ficial to a workman who has done a good job. Yet, even

a good horse will receive a friendly pat after pulling a

heavy load, and he answers with a snort or an appreciative

wag of his head.

Let us imagine, for a moment, that we are going about

a mine on two separate occasions accompanied by two dif-

ferent officials. In the first instance we come to some men
engaged in retimbering an old airway. Looking about a

moment, the official exclaims: Well, men, your work looks

good, but we are In a hurry to get this airway finished.

Now if two of you will go ahead and take out the old

timbers and set temporary posts for safety, the other two

men will come along behind and put up the permanent sets,

and the work will proceed much quicker.

AN EXAMPLE IS CITED

A little further on we come to two men who are pulling

out the tracks from an old abandoned roadway. It is ob-

served that they have left a number of ties in and the of-

ficial says: Men, we want to save as much of this material

as possible and I see you are leaving some of the ties.

One of the men explaines: The ties we have left are rotten

and not worth pulling out. Taking up a pick, the foreman

tests one or two of the ties and finds that the men are

right. He then cautions them to save all the track spikes

and rail splices and as many of the ties as possible.

In contrast with this treatment of workmen, let us turn
now to observe the second official. Coming to the men
working on the airway, this man begins somewhat as fol-

lows: This job is costing me too much, and if you fellows

can't get a move on you and make more headway I'll start

a new gang in here and put you men where your work will

count. Reaching the place where the men are tearing up
the track and seeing the ties that they have left as being

unfit for use again, he begins to rave and shouts: My God,
you fellows drive me crazy. What in thunder and lighten-

ing are you leaving these ties in here for? Told that

the ties are of no further use, he raves again and exclaims:

By the sulphur and brimstone, I want them all taken out

and if there is any more of this fooling there will be two
men looking for a new job by night. The men have no re-

course but to take out the rotten ties, and the company pays

for useless labor because the foreman was too proud to

satisfy himself that the ties were not worth removing.

These illustrations show two methods of dealing with
men, the one by manifesting an appreciation of work doae
and securing in return the hearty cooperation of the men;
and the other revealing a fault-finding method that not only
fails to secure the cociperatioa of the men, but is an ex-

pense to the company. I have read that Theodore Roose-
velt when president of the United States never failed to

shake the hands of the engineer and fireman who drove his

train, thereby showing his appreciation of their work. It

is such appreciation on the part of the superintendents and
foremen that will ever secure the heartiest coiiperation of

the men in their employ.
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In conclusion, I want to emphasize the following essen-

tials: Appreciation of work well done; the giving of con-

structive advice to workmen; speaking words of encourage-

ment, Instead of finding fault when the work is not satis-

factory; receiving the suggestions of workmen kindly in

the spirit in which they are given; and showing no auto-

cratic bearing. These, I believe, cannot fail to win the

heartiest cor.peration on the part of all mine workers who

take an interest in their work.

Cassidy, B. C, Canada. JAMES TOUHEY.

other obstructions, to say nothing of the dropping of a

heavy load into the car body.

Flexible bearings are used on a heat-treated axle, there-

by reducing the chance of many bent and broken axles.

Observation shows that almost all large mine-car manu-

facturers are today using this type of bearing and. consider-

ing the long life of the equipment, the saving in power and

lubrication, the flexible roller bearing is proving a good in-

vestment for the mine operator.

E. J. G.

Huntington, W. Va.

Roller Bearings for [Mine Cars

^ liCtter No. S—Some weeks ago I read an article in "Coal

Age" (Sept. 25, p. 545), drawing attention to the advantage

derived from the use of roller bearings in mine-car wheels.

I want to endorse all that the writer of that letter has said

and add a few comments suggested by my own experience.

No piece of equipment, in use about the mine, is subjected

to the same hard service and receives less attention than

the average mine car. When one considers the need of the

highest efficiency in mine haulage it is not surprising that

the choice of a proper car bearing has attracted the atten-

tion of coal operators everywhere.

Regarding the old style of plain bearing with which mine

cars have been equipped for so many years, the progressive

operator readily realizes that this style of bearing is not up-

to-date or efficient. He recognizes that, in order to reduce

the frictional resistance in haulage and the unit cost of

production, he must adopt a type of bearing that will beat

overcome the frictional resistance of the cars, and reduce

the drawbar pull on the locomotive by enabling the cars to

move more easily.

Not only this, but the study of the question shows that

the cost of lubricating the old plain-bearing wheels greatly

exceeds that required in the use of wheels of the roller-

bearing type. In addition to these items, it is plainly seen

that the locomotive will be able to haul longer trips, which
will increase the output of the mine and reduce the cost

of its operation.

Following up the line of these thoughts, the operator

Is led to make further inquiry, and finds that through the

proper application of roller bearings, either in the journal

box or installed in the wheel hub, all that he has antici-

pated in the reduction of the drawba" pull and the various

Items affecting the cost of operation will be realized.

The progressive operator finds, on investigating that the

roller-bearing wheel will give the very best results if lu-

bricated three or four times each year, with the proper

lubricant. _His experience, on the other hand, tells him that

the plain-bearing wheel must be oiled each day if any re-

sults are to be obtained. He reflects that, this being the

case, the labor cost of lubrication will be reduced from |4

to |6 a day, and he is reminded moreover, that expense for

repairs will he less by reason of a more lasting application

of the lubricant, and wrecks and delays will be less frequent.

In deciding on the adoption of roller bearings, however,

the operator is confronted with the choice between flexible

and solid rollers. Investigation shows that the flexible type

of roller has many advantageous over the solid roller. Be-

ing installed in an absolutely fixed inclosure consisting of a

strong cage and being spirally wound and alternately as-

sembled, the flexible type promises a longer life of the

bearing. It i.s more easily removed from a broken wheel

and installed in another with less loss of time, besides in-

suring a full contact throughout the bearing and absorb-

ing a goodly portion of the hard shocks that a mine wheel

«ncounters, In striking tipple horns, bad rail joints and

Bolshevism in America
Letter No. 9— I quite agree with the sentiments ex-

pressed by Joseph R. Thomas, in his letter, "Coal Age",

Oct. 2, p. 588, that it is the lack of intelligence tha.t In-

clines so many workers to follow the Bolshevik doctrine

and practice its principles. If those men could only fora-

see the misfortune that their actions are bound to bring

upon themselves and others there Is no question In my mini

but that they would turn a deaf ear to its entreaties.

While it is quite evident that there are a large number

of men among the strikers, in our mining districts, it is

not my intention to class all strikers as being unintelligent.

Many of them are not to blame for the action they are forced

to take in absenting themselves from their work In the

mines. Far better would it be, however, if the mass of

our mine workers would study out for themselves the under-

lying causes of the matters that lead them to strike. All

will agree that it is better to think twice before one speaks.

A careful study of the situation will often convince men

that a strike is not the best way to remedy a trouble.

Consider for a moment the demand for higher wages,

based on the high cost of living. A little reflection should

serve to demonstrate the fact that the granting of higher

wages, by employers to their employees, will surely Increase

the cost of production. Increase in the amount paid for

labor must naturally increase the price of the product; and

the cost of living is made greater than it was before. The

producer who has to pay his workmen higher prices for

their work must increase the price of his goods, or dis-

continue his business.

A little study along this line shows that the only rational

method of lowering the cost of living is to increase produc-

tion, and thereby overstock the market. That could not

fail to have the immediate effect of lowering prices and de-

creasing the cost of living. Labor and lots of it is neces-

sary to increase production and lower prices; but strikes

and lockouts always have the opposite effect, as does aUo

the unreasoning demand for higher wages.

One thing is certain and that is the principles advocated

by Bolshevism, claiming to bring relief by destructive viol-

ence and the overthrow of governments, can never succeed,

because all such measures are contrary to the laws of

nature. We have an example of this in the situation in

Russia today, where Bolshevism emanated and grew, only

to bring misery and distress to the people who embraced Its

doctrines.

In closing, let me urge that we remember that every man

is here on earth to work. Since the time of Adam, man

must earn his bread by the sweat of his brow. Labor brings

happiness, while idleness leaves sorrow and misery in its

trail. Let every true American, therefore, strive loyally

tor the good of his country, respecting those who govern

the state and, by all means, doing what lies in his power

to destroy the fruit of Bolshevism, both in the country and

in his own mind
Rawdon. Quebec, Canada. C. McMANIMAN.
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A EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

Anthracite Foremans' Examination

Carbondale, Penn., May 6, 7, 1919
(Selected Questions)

Ques.—What produces whitedamp and blackdamp in

mines and what are their injurious effects on the worlimen

employed therein?

Ans.—Whitedamp or carbon monoxide (CO) Is the

product of slow combustion of carbonaceous matter taking

place in a limited supply of air, where the combustion is in-

complete; for example, the slow combustion of fine coal and
Black in the waste or abandoned places in a mine. Con-

siderable carbon monoxide is also found in the return air

coming from a mine fire, and the same gas is produced
to a limited extent in the explosion of powder, in blasting.

Only a small percentage of this gas, say one-half of 1 per

cent., in the air breathed for a considerable length of time,

may prove fatal. The effect is cumulative and the gas is

not easily eradicated from the system, being absorbed by
the red corpuscles of the blood.

Blackdamp consists mostly of carbon dioxide and nitro-

gen mixed in various proportions. It is the result of the

complete combustion of carbonaceous matter in a plentiful

supply of air. The oxygen of the air is consumed and unites

with the carbon to form carbon dioxide (CO.). The nitrogen

of the air remains unchanged, while the oxygen content is

depleted. Blackdamp has an injurious effect on the system.

When breathed for any length of time it produces headache,
pains in the back and limbs, followed by nausea, suffocation

and death if rescue is not at hand. The presence of 18 per

cent, of carbon dioxide, in an otherwise normal atmosphere,
reduces the oxygen content to 17.14 per cent., forming a

fatal atmosphere.

Ques.—State how the several mine gases may be de-

tected; in what proportion in the air they are fatal to life

and in what proportion will they extinguish a light.

Ans.—Methane, marsh gas or light carbureted hydrogen
(CH^) is the principal one of the hydrocarbon gases found
In mines. Olefiant gas or ethylene (C,H ) and ethane
(C^H^), otherwise known as heavy hydrocarbon gases, are

rarely found in the mine, except in extremely small quanti-

ties associated with methane. These gases are detected by
their effect on the flame of a safety lamp. When methane
Is present in the air, a flamecap is formed in the lamp, the

height of the cap increasing with the percentage of gas

present, till the lamp flames, which occurs at about 3 or

4 per cent. Methane is not a poisonous gas and its presence

In the air is only fatal to life when the oxygen content of

the air has been depleted to about 10 per cent., which re-

quires 52 per cent, of methane being present. An oil-fed

lamp flame is commonly extinguished when the percentage
of methane in otherwise pure air reaches 29.5 per cent, and
the oxygen content is thereby reduced to 14.7 per cent.

Carbon monoxide (CO) is detected by observintr the effect

of the gas on mice or birds confined in a cage. These small
animals are prostrated when a much smaller percentage of

the gas is present than is fatal to man. The percentage of

this gas that is fatal depends on the depletion of the oxygen

in the air, the length of time the air is breathed, the

physical condition of the person and the amount of his ex-

ertion at the time. Ordinarily, one half of 1 per cent, when
breathed a short time will prove fatal to life. The gas Is

highly inflammable and not extinctive of flame, though,

having no available oxygen, and not being a supporter of

combustion.

Carbon dioxide (CO ) is detected by its effect to dim and
extinguish a lamp. If 18 per cent, of this gas is present In

otherwise normal air the result is fatal to life; and 14

per cent, will extinguish an oil-fed flame.

Hydrogen sulphide (H„S) is commonly detected in mines

by its smell. It is fatal to life when 1 per cent, of the gas is

present in air breathed for any length of time. This gaa,

also, is inflammable though not a supporter of combustioa

and 50 per cent, or more would be required to extinguish a
lamp flame.

Ques.—What duty does the mine law impose on the mine
foreman when he employs any person to blast coal or rockT

Ans.—The Anthracite Mine Law requires the foreman to

ascertain that the person is qualified by experience and
judgment to perform such work, before permitting him to

blast coal or rock in a mine.

Ques.—Where, in a mine, should safety holes be provided

and where should safety blocks be placed?

Ans.—Safety holes are required to be placed at the bot-

tom of all slopes and planes and on all haulage roads where
men are compelled to travel, unless a sufficient clearance

space is available at the side of the road sufficient to enable

men to pass the cars with safety. The law requires that

these holes shall be of suitable dimensions, not more than

50 yds. apart and kept free of all obstructions.

Safety blocks must be placed at or near the head of everv

shaft, slope or plane. Safety also requires that these blocks

or a good prop laid across the track shall be used In all

chambers driven to the rise, to prevent a car from running
down to the mouth of the room, after it has been taken

to the face for loading.

Ques.—Are there any conditions under which the flame

will pass through the gauze of a safety lamp? Explain

fully.

Ans.—Yes. Flame will pass through the gauze when the

wire has become heated ; or when the gauze chimney is

dirty or the lamp is exposed to a strong air current or a
heavy concussion of the air produced by a shot. Flame will

also pass through an imperfect gauze.

When the wire of the gauze is heated to a low redness

visible in the dark, it loses its cooling effect on the gas

burning within the lamp, and flame will then pass through

the mesh of the gauze. Dust or dirt accumulated on the

gauze may be Ignited by the heat of the burning gas and
flame be thus transmitted to the outside atmosphere. The
pressure of a strong air current or blast of air will force

the flame of the burning gas through the mesh of the gauze.

If a gauze has been injured and its wires are separated or

broken or are burned out, the resulting opening is so large

that the wires fail to cool the burning gases in their passag«i

through the opening. Such a lamp is unsafe.
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COAL AND
COKE NEWS

Charleston, W. Va.

New River field produces coal in spite of
difficulties. Production about 75 per cent.

This notwitlistandiug pressure of union of-

ficials. On the other hand, operations in Kan-
awha region almost at a standstill. Miuer.s
evidently acting under orders of district of-

ficials. Operators generally apprehensive
over financial outlook. Coal not being paid
lor.

Lack of production in this section of the
West Virginia coal fields featured the first

week of December, although that condition
did not prevail throughout the territory
reached by the Chesapeake & Ohio. The
organized smokeless field of the New River
had quite a substantial production consid-
ering the difficulties with which the opera-
tors in that field had to contend, and, while
there was some diminution in production
there, it was nothing like conditions which
prevailed in the neighboring Kanawha dis-

trict constituting the southern part of Dis-
trict 17), where operations were almost at a

•tandstill. owing to the continued strike of
about 12.000 miners.
The miners in the Kanawha territory were

evidently acting under orders. Many of

them admitted it. Consequently the produf-
tion of high volatile coal in this immediate
region wag not over 17,000 or 18,000 tons
for the entire week, the number of mines in

operation beine few in number.
The 14 per cent, wage increase offered

the miners failed to improve conditions, al-

though it was in effect in all organized
fleldg of the state; but it was considered
noteworthy as well as significant that the
'Kanawha field was the only organized field,

in which the 14 per cent, had not been
agreed to, even under protest. There was
no prospect that the proposed grand jury
Investigation, as well as the restraining or-

der issuer! by .Tudse Keller, would alter the
tituation where miners were still on strike,

during the second week of ^he month.
While operators claimed that the same

•effort was beins made to stop production in

the smokeless field in this part of the state,

through the activity of union officials, yet
their efforts were not so successful as was
the case in the lower part of District No. 17.
There was a differenre, therefore, of only
about three hundred cars in the New River
field, even though the 'Vhefk-off" had been
discontinued there; the 14 per rent, in-

crease, which became effective on the first

of December, apparently appealing tn the
miners in the smokeless region along the C.
A 0.

Even where coal was being produced in
this section of West Virginia, there was no
certainty as to just when it would be paid
for. and operators had begun by Dec. 1 to
become apprehensive over the financial out-
look, since a large proportion of the coal
producerl in this part of the state during
November has not been paid for; in many
cases the shipper has not been informed as
to the ultimate consignee, nor has he any
way of ascertaining iust who received his
coal and used it. For that reason many
prodiicpr,« are experiencing a good deal of
dificnity in meetinir their pay-rolls and pro-
posed remedies are only temporary.

Nrjilier a 14 per cent increase nor the
fact ihat fellow miners in another part of
District Ko, 17— in northern West I'ir^inia

—

tuflFiced to induce the striking Kanawha
miners tn return to work in rny considerable
number during the first week of the month,
despite the utmost endeavor of the operators
to persuade them to do so, Tn fact it was
certain the Kanawha miners were acting
under orders not to return to work Opera-
tors found this difficult to understand, since
President Keeney of District No, 17 at-
tended the conventions of sub-district No, 8
«nd Subdistrict No. 4 (in northern West

Virginia), where, on Friday night, Nov. 5,

and Tuesday night, Dec. 2, respectively, rep-
resentatives of locals voted to return to
work, Keeney's statement was that he was
neutral as to advising the miners either to

return to work or to remain in idleness;
at the beginning of the second week of the
month, Kanawha miners were still loafing,

except at about 25 mines, where compara-
tively small forces were at work. As a re-

sult of such idleness, only ^bout one-seventh
of the usual tonnage was produced in the
Kanawha region; the actual number of cars
loaded being 346 for the Kanawa field proper,

and 345 cars for the Coal River field, the

Kanawha field usually having about 2250
loads a week and the Coal River tield in

proportion.
Pressure was brought to bear on miners

of the New River field, by officers of Dis-

trict No. 29 during the first week of De-

cember, to cease work, and. while in some
instances, union leaders succeeded in in-

ducing men to cease work, production was
maintained at about 75 per cent, during the

greater part of the week, averaging around

15,000 tons a day. The increase in wages,

amounting in some instances to more than

14 per cent., is thought to have been one

influence in keeping men at work with Christ-

mas approaching. However, at some mines

it was "Off again, on again, gone again,

Finnegan.*' some mines being down one day

and running again the next, with conditions

just the reverse at other mines. All New
River coal, generally speaking, was still em-

bargoed as to eastern shipments, the west

getting the smokeless fuel from the field in

question.

Huntington, W. Va.

Guyan Valley reaches peak of production

for year in first week of December. No sign

of labor trouble. High water stops trans-

portation to Logan field on Dec. 8. Finan-

cial stringency serious matter with Logan
operators. Coal not paid for. Sharp de-

crease in .oal luin.lleil by C. & O system

In first week of December, compared with

previous week.
The peak of production for the present

year was reached in the Guyan Valley dur-

ine the first week of December, when the

output of coal was 249.840 tons or almost

86 per cent of capacity, showing a gain over

the previous week of about 3,000 tons, some-

thing more than 4.900 cars of coal being

shipper! to various western points. A total

of 4826 hours was put in mining the ton-

nage mentioned. A loss of only 270 hours

or 13.985 tons was sustained through an in-

sufficient car supply, that amounting to about

four per cent, of full time capacity as com-

pared with a six per cent. loss during the

last week of November.
The loss from a labor shortage was almost

insignificant. Indeed, miners were showing

extremely commendable perseverence in get-

sign of any labor trouble whatsoever in the

district, despite the contention of certain

mine organizers in the Kanawha field : min-

ers were apparently well salisfied with con-

ditions, taliing results as a criterion.

However, physical conditions on the Guyan
branch of the rhesapeake & Ohio Ry. were
such at the beginning of the second week
of December, that a smaller production was
anticipated. Egress and ingress to and from
the Logan field was cut off on Dec. 8. when
a' bridge at Martha was washed out: the

mines in the Logan field and also the 0. &
O. having had to contend against two floods

witliin a month. While there was much high
water throughout the coal field, it inflicted

little damage on any of the mines in the field.

The most serious situation which Logan
mines faced was not the strike but financial

stringency. Little coal shipped from the

Guyan region during December had been paid
for by Dec. 10, most of the November ship-
ments having been diverted, shippers in many
instances having no knowledge of the ulti-

mate consignee. Consequently the companies
in the Logan field were managing with diffi-

culty to meet their semi-monthly pay-rolls.

One company in the field, in fact, was unable
to meet its obligations owing to its inability

to collect for diverted shipments. That was
the Aldredge Coal Co., which was forced into

a receivership for the time being.
Restricted production in certain fields,

penetrated by the C. & O. during the first

week of December, was reflected in a sharp
decrease in the tonnage of coal handled on
the entire system as compared with the load-

ings during the final week of November.
During the latter period 12,664 cars or an
appro.ximate total of 633,200 tons were han-
dled ; by the end of the following week the

amount of coal transported had dwindled
to 10,487 cars, a decrease of 2177 cars or

about 108,850 tons; the decreases in the

Kanawha and Coal River sections being suf-

ficient to offset gains in the Guyan, Ken-
tucky and other fields.

Eastbound shipments of coal over the 0.

& O. Railroad passing through Clifton Forge

were 257 cars less in number during the

first week of December than during the last

week of November, only 4814 car loads be-

ing handled through the division point men-
tinned during the week ending the seventh.

Bluefield, W. Va.

Smokeless coal fields produce fuel though

facing uncertainty of early payment for ship-

ments. Mines speed production. Poor rail-

road weighing of coal causes groat confu-

sion Some 3700 cars of coal lost. If con-

tinued, means bankruptcy for operators.

Shipping receipts Issued by railroads Im-

practicable. Nevertheless most smokeless

fields boost production.
Notwithstanding the fact that the opera-

tors of the Tug River, Pocahontas. Wimling

Gulf ami Williamson fields, as well as of all

other fields, were in a position where the

more coal they produced the more serious

was their position financially, yet there has

been no relaxation in the effort being put

forth in southern West Virginia to keep the

country supplied with as much coal as pos-

sible. The first week of December found

production not only maintained at the same

hi'h level reached early in the strike, but

in several fields the previous week's pro-

duction was exceeded, although there was no

certainty that much of the coal so produced

and shipped would be paid for in the very

near future.
, , •

Mines in the Tug River field succeeded m
speeding production up to 03,550 tons dur-

ing the week ended the sixth, an increase of

8800 tons over Thanksgiving week. A large

proportion of the Tug River coal was still

being moved westward and was being regu-

larly weighed ; much of the coal going

through Portsmouth, being confiscated by the

Railroad Administration for redislribniion.

In sharp contrast to the satisfactory hand-

ling of westbound coal, on Iho Clinch Val-

ley" division of the Norfolk k Western, ex-

tremely poor weighing facilities were making
for much confusion. Such coal as was being

diverted from the N. & W. to the Chesa-

peake & Ohio, at St. Paul, Va., and from
the N, & W. to the Louisville Sc, Nashville, at

Norton, Va., or rather a large proportion

of such coal as was being confiscated, was
leaving the originating road without first

having been weighed, and with the connect-

ing road also neglecting to weigh this coal,

so that the coal so shipped has reacheil its

final destination without ever having been
weighed.

Just how serious such a situation is may
b« judged from the fact that, since the d{-
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version of coal began, a total of 3700 car

loads of coal have been lost for the time

being, and so far every effort to secure

•weights on the 3700 loads has failed. The
3700 cars represent about 185,000 tons,

worth approximately $500,000. This is only

one instance of the confusion which exists

as to the diversion of coal, and if long con-

tinued it means bankruptcy for a number
of companies.
The issuance of shipping receipts, a meth-

od evolved by the Railroad Administration,

is described by operators as impracticable,

and is not being utilized by operators in the

Tug River fields at least. It was the idea

of the operators of the Tug River anrt

other smokeless fields, that the best method
of handling the whole matter was to have
settlement made at the same time the freight

charge was handled, but the Railroad Ad-
ministration did not appear to take kindly
to such a method. Banks are affording re-

lief, but this is proving to be quite a heavy
drain.

Just as gains in the output of the Tug
Kiver field were scored, during the first week
of December, so also Pocahontas mines
succeeded in boosting production over that
for Thanksgiving week; the increase amount-'
ing to nearly 20,000 tons, although the work-
ing time in the mines was only increased
about three hundred hours. There was a
splendid car supply throughout the week,
the car shortage loss being reduced, amount-
ing to only 3400 tons. The labor shortage
loss was doubled, however, reaching a total

of 18,000 tons. ADout twice as much Poca-
hontas coal was being shipped to the West as
to the East.
As in previous weeks there was little

change in conditions in the Winding Gulf
field, where about 130,000 tons was being
produced. High water on the Virginia Ry.
retarded shipments of coal somewhat early
in the second week of the month, but not
seriously. Miners on the Winding Gulf be-
gan the second week of the month with a
substantial wage advance in effect.
• While not quite so large a tonnage of coal
was produced in the Williamson field, during
the first weekly working period of December,
as was the case during Thanksgiving week,
nevertheless the output was above 150,000
tons. Much concern was manifested by op-
erators about their future finances, it being
impossible to make ends meet with so little
diverted coal being paid for; shipping cer-
tificates having no face value and simply
putting additional financial burdens on oper-
ators when they went to borrow money, since
there was no assurance that coal so diverted
would be paid for by the unknown con-
signees.

Fairmont, W. Va.

Interesting labor situation in northern
West Virginia first week of December. Min-
ers in conventions vote to return. By Dec
8 shipments almost normal. Coal goes West'
Operators find it hard to meet pay-rolls
As a large number of miners in the north-

ern part of the state showed a disposition toreturn to work, a convention was called andwas held on Dec. 2; tnis convention voting
in favor of returning to work, although reg-
istering a protest against the 14 per cent
increase as being entirely too meagre. As a
result of the action of the convention quitea large percentage of the miners were back
at work by Thursday.

Miners in the Flemington field and sev-
eral other sections, embraced in sub-district
«o. 3, declined to go to work unless such amove was sanctioned by a convention Oniriday Dec. 5, such a convention was held
at Grafton, action similar to that taken on
the night of the second being taken also at
the Grafton convention. Consequently by
Dec. 8, practically all mines had full forces
of men at work and a considerable impetus
was given production throuijhout the entire
northern part of the state.

Despite the fact that a great many miners
were not at work during the first week of
December, 5,204 cars of coal were shipped
from the Fairmont region alone, amounting
to about 258,000 tons, shipments being 927
cars less than during the previous week.
However, by Monday, Dec. 6, shipments from
the region amounted to 1039, almost nor-
mal. During the week ended the sixth, east-
ern and western shipments were about equal-
ly divided. A very large tonnage of coal,
however, was being shipped to Michigan as
well as to Chicago for distribution. In com-
mon with producers in other fields, northern
West Virginia foynd it hard to meet pay-
rolls, owing to the impossibility in so many
•ases, of collecting for coal diverted. The

situation has become just as serious in north-
ern West Virginia fields as elsewhere.

Harrisburg, Penn.
Broadest tax revision plan in 50 years to

be undertaken by Auditor General Snyder.
To add $10,000,000,000 to corporation as-

sessments. Anthracite and bituminous coal

lands included. Has backing of Governor.
State to raise big revenue from coal, but no
increase in price involved.

Auditor General Charles A. Snyder recent-

ly started out on what is said to be the

broadest and most comprehensive system of

tax revision undertaken by the state in 50
years. Experts say the movement will re-

sult in adding more than $10,000,000,000
to the corporation assessments of the state,

and will so add to the state revenues that
sweeping appropriation on a largely in-

creased scale can be made for the mainten-
ance of hospitals and increased facilities

for public schools.
The plan is properly to assess the vast

mineral resources of Pennsylvania, the great-

est in the United States, but which have been
practically neglected as a source uf revenue,
assessments having been indilfereutly made
on figures furnished by corporation attor-

neys. Now the assessments are being revised
by experts, and millions of dollars will be
added to the total. Bituminous and anthra-
cite coal lands, as well as the ii'on ore lands,
are included in the revision.
As a prelude to the investigation, it was

found that state assessments oi corporation
property, in many instances, are only a irifie

on lue assessments made by counties on the
same properties.

Auditor General Snyder, ever since oc-

cupying his oltlce, has been iin advocate of

assessing the mineral weauu oi the btate
lor the Denent oi the people, ana now he has
the backing ot Governor tiproui anu JState

treasurer i^ephari in the unueriaKiug. Requi-
sition IS being luaue on corporations lor all

meir private papers, exteuuiug back lor
many years, so that the invesiigators will

nave all possible luiormaiiuu at nana. The
tax Lo be levieu will taiie the place oi the
coal tax which the Ijegisl^lure sougni to

levy in an uncouslitutioual \Nay, and which
proveu aouriive when lesteu in court. It

IS aeciareu the corporation assessment will

be increased half a billion dollars in bchuyl-
kill County alone. Otiiciais poini out that
while the state will receive a big revenue
from this source, it will involve no increase
in the price ot coal—at least not in this

PENNSYLVANIA
Anthracite

Pottsville.—A large number of collieries

were in operation in this regiou on I'hanKs-
giving Day to help relieve tne national short-

age 01 coal. At some collieries, where the
breakers were not in operation, the miners
were on hand mining coal which would be
available when the plants worked on the
following days. In the St. Clair district

the mines were idle due to a big patriotic

celebration.

Bituminous

Pittsburgh.—The Pennsylvania Bitumin-
ous Mine Inspectors' Advisory Association
held its annual meeting recently in the
Seventh Avenue Hotel, President 'Ihomas K.
Adams, of Mercer, presiding. Important
questions pertaining to the mining laws of

the state and the reduction of accidents in

the mines were discussed by Frank Hall, of

Harrisburg, assistant chief of the State De
partment of Mines; President Adams, Secre-
tary-Treasurer Thomas S. Lowther and others
also took pari in the discu.':Sion. The fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing
two years: Thomas K. Adams, Mercer, pres-

ident; Joseph Williams, Altoona, vice presi-

dent; Thomas S. Lowther, Indiana, secre-

tary-treasurer. These officers and the fol-

lowing will constitute the executive board

;

Nicholas Evans, Johnstown; P. J. Callahan,
Brirtgeville; John I. Pratt, Pittsburgh; W.
H. Haworth, Brownsville; Richard Maize,

Un titov

Pittsburgh.—Referee in Bankruptcy, Wm.
R. Blair, recently confirmed, provisionally, the

sale of the assets of Josiah V. Thompson of

Uniontown, bankrupt. In one order he au-

thorized the sale of "certain specific prop-
erties of J. V. Thompson" to William M.
Hudson and others. In a second order he
authorized the sale of the remainder of the
real and personal property of Thompson to

the Piedmont Coal Co. for $5,500,000. In
this sum is included $2,500,000 personal

property. $2,000,000 in real estate and coal
lands in Pennsylvania, and $1,000,000 in
real estate and coal lands in West Virginia.

Referee Blair's confirmation is held in
abeyance for ten days and if, within that
time, no exceptions are filed, the sale will be
confirmed absolutely by the United States
District Court. If exceptions are filed the
whole matter will have to be threshed out
again in court.

WEST VIRGINIA

Beckley.—Operators of ttie Winding Gulf
region ot West Virginia, members of the

Winding Gulf Operators' Association, in ad-

dition to granting an increase in wages to

the miners employed in their district, se-

lected officers for the coming year. The
roster of officials of this association newly
elected is as follows: E. E. White, of the

E. E. White Coal Co., Glen White, W. Va.,

president; C. H. Meade, of the Meade-Tolli-

ver Co., Beckley, vice-president; George
Wolfe, general manager of the Winding Gulf
Colliery Co.. Winding Gulf, W. Va., secre-

tary; W. Gaston Caperton, treasurer. On
the executive committee are the above offi-

cers and W. B. Beale, P.M. Snyder and J.

C. Sullivan. The Winding Gulf field, em-
bracing the counties of Raleigh and Wyom-
ing, principally, has an atinual tonnage of

8,000,000. This, it is expected, will be in-

creased during the coming year, owing to the

large amount of development work in pro-

gress, one company alone now being engaged

in preliminary work on a plant to cost $3,-

000,000, which will have a total capacity of

6,000 tons a day.

Charleston.—Steps are being taken by the

Government at Washington to relieve the

financial distress, in which many West Vir-

ginia operators, big and little, find them-

selves, as the result of confiscation of coal

by the railroads or diversion to new con-

signees. The great trouble is that in many
instances, where coal was diverted, no record

was kept or preserved of such diversion;

furthermore, producers and shippers have no
way of showing who eventually received the

coal they shipped. Association secretaries

have been asked to secure from members in-

formation as to coal taken by railroads and

not paid for, and also coal which has been
diverted without information as to final con-

signee. While shipping certificates are be-

ing issued, yet many producers and shippers

are not only suffering serious financial em-

barrassment, but some are also on the verge

of bankruptcy, because only a small percent-

age of the tonnage shipped from West Vir-

ginia in November has been paid for.

Charleston—Considerable damage was done

to the branch lines of the Chesapeake &
Ohio R. R. serving coal-producing sections,

by the hiEjh water on Sunday, Dec, 7; such

damage affected production in West Virginia

during the early part of the second week ol

December. This was true particularly on

Cabin Creek, Coal River, the Piney branch

(in the New River field) as well as on the

Guyan branch. As a result a number of

mines were closed down at the beginning o£

the ek.

WheeUng—This city occupies a rather

unique position during the coal strike, in

view of the fact that there are 'en "oal

mines in operation within the city limits of

Wheeling- such limits were recently enlarged

and one or two of the mines are large opera-

tions It is believed that no other city of

its size in the bituminous fields of the United

States is in quite the lame position, nor

in as advantageous a position to be sup-

plied with coal for industrial and domestic

purposes.
_

Gvpsv—Fire which broke out in tne in-

terior of' the big Gypsy mine of the Consoli-

dation Coal Co., is reported under control

and confined to sections where 't should be

readilv extinguished within a short time.

The special mine fire-fighting equipment from

Fairmont was brought into r'ay. , . , . „
The fire is believed to have been started by
v, t c'r-nit of electric wires It was dis-

cover"! bv miners .oing to work on the.night

shift bavins started when no one was in the

mine It is one of the Consolidation's large

mines, employing several hundred men.

Charleston.—The question of securing set-

tlement for coal shipped is becoming such »

serious one that unless steps are taken by

the Government to insure prompt settlement

for deliveries, a great many companies will

become seriously embarrassed and will be

compelled to suspend operations for lack of

adequate funds. For instance it is esti-

mated that at the end of November only two
per cent, of all the coal shipped from the-

Pocahontas field had been paid for. It !»
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stated that the question of providing for

prompt payment of coal is being given ser-

ious consideration liy the railroad adminis-
tration; that instructions have been given
regional directors that coal taken by the

railroads is to be paid for without delay,

and that coal delivered to others is to be
paid for promptly. A system of credits for

operators is now being worked out with the
Federal Reserve Board, it is said. However,
great confusion is resulting from the fact

that no record has been kept of diversions

in so many cases.

INDIANA

Clinton.—Six men were killed and three

seriously injured in an explosion at Bogle
coal mine No. 3, at Jacksonville, a village

near here. All of the men were either mine
officials or employees in the office of the

company who, in attempting to get out suf-

ficent coal for the boilers, set oil a badly
prepared blast. The mine has been closed

by the strike. The mine was not badly dam-
aged by the explosion. The dead men are:

John Stark. Terre Haute. Ind. ; Herbert Cam-
bell and Joseph Robertson, Clinton. Ind., of-

fice men; S. O. Stephens, Terre Haute, Ind.,

civil engineer; Charles Watson, Clinton, Ind.,

assistant mine boss; and John Logsdon, Terre
Haute, Ind., room boss.

CMlton.—A newly formed organization the
Carter County Mining Co., has purchased an
old property known as the Wood mine, in

Carter County, near here. The new com-
pany is composed mostly of Cape Girardeau
capitalists.

ILLINOIS

Belleville.—The owner of a strip mine
near Millstadt, 111., is doing a rushing busi-

ness while the great strike is on. Farmers
are driving for miles to get coal at the
atrip mine, which they are buying at eight
cents a bushel. No men are employed in

digging coal, and only as much is sold ai

the owner of the property can dig out him-
aelf. It is a one-man proposition, and the
problems of organization are certainly boiled

down to their lowest terms.

Dnquoin.—A transfer in coal land was re-

cently made by Albert J. Nason, of Chicago,

to the Illinois Coal and Coke Co., which re-

cently incorporated at Springfield. The land
transferred is in southern Illinois, and it is

said that the new owners are expecting to

start extensive developments at once and to

be planning additions to their acreage. •

The air shaft of No. 2 mine of the Zeig-

ler Coal Co., at Zeigler, has been consider-
ably damaged from the giving away of the
timbers near the bottom of the shaft. The
recent rains are blamed for this condition
and men are now at work repairing the dam-
age.
A new slope mine has been completed by

a new concern known as Baskin, Smothers
& Ross, near Hurst, 16 miles south of here.

The coal which was reached at a depth of 96
ft. was found to be excellent for mining with
a good roof of slate running at a uniform
height. A new switch will be laid to the
mine from the Missouri Pacific R. R., afford-

ing an outlet for the product of the mine.

Benton.—A coal deal carrying a revenue
stamp of $500, indicating a $500,000 con-
sideration, has been filed in the office of the
County Clerk of Jefferson County. The deed
is from the West Frankfort Coal Co. to the
Southern Gem Coal Co. Most of the land
covered by it is in the southern part of

Jefferson County. The remainder is in the
northern part of Franklin County. Four Ital-

ians, who participated in the $42,000 pay-
roll robbery at the Middle Fork mine here,

June 27, pleaded guilty in the Circuit Court
to highway robbery and were given inde-
terminate sentences in the penitentiary.
Judge Kern announced that he would rec-
ommend that they be kept confined as long as
they live. In the holdup they wounded Wil-
liam Develbiss and John Dolan, employees
of the company. Dolan is r.till in a critical

condition in a St. Louis hospital.

CarlinvUle.—Real estate transfers, filed in

the Recorder's office here, show that the
Standard Oil Co. is buying coal lands in

South Otter Township as far east as the
Palmyra line. If the company takes up all

the coal land in that vicinity, its holdings
will be increaserl several thousand acres. It

now has 30,000 acres.

Belleville.—A night school for the study
of mining is to be opened ot the Township
high school here. State Mine Inspector
Wright is at the head of the movement. Only
miners holding cards will be enrolled The

Illinois Mine Examiners' Board will have
an examination here Dec. 11 to examine min-
ers for state certificates.

KENTUCKY
Lynch.—It is announced trom this place,

the central city of the United States Coal &
Coke Co., a subsidiary of the United States
Steel Corporation, on Cumberland River, that

the company is still acquiring large areas of

coal lands in the Big Black Mountains sec-

tion. It IS said that this company now has
over 60,000 acres of coal lands, making it

the second largest holding company in east-

ern Kentucky. The maximum capacity of

the plant, 10,000 tons, will not be reached
before next spring, although splendid pro-

gress has been made around Lynch.

MISSOURI

Hume.—Joseph Klaner, a coal operator of

Pittsburg. Kan., has leased a large tract of

coal land south of here and will use steam
shovels in stripping operations. The Kan-
sas City Southern is building a switch to the

mine. The mine will employ about 100 men
when in full operation.

NORTH DAKOTA

Wilton.—On Nov. 26, the tipple of the

Washburn Lignite Coal Co., at the Wilton

mine was completly destroyed by a fire of

mysterious origin. This disaster caused a

property loss of $50,000, threw 300 men
out of employment and halted the daily pro-

duction of trom 1200 to 2000 tons of coal.

This greatly complicates the local fuel situa-

tion. The tipple was at the No. 2 shaft of

the company, and there seemed to be no nat-

ural cause by which can be explained the

mass of flames which seemed suddenly to

envelop the whole structure. Nothing could

be done to save the tipple, and the efforts of

firemen were directed to saving the nearby

power house. Miners succeeded in closing

the mouth of the shaft, thus preventing the

fire from gaining a start in the mine work-

ings, which might have been followed by most

disastrous consequences. The tipple was said

to be the largest and most modern in the

state. The Washburn company's property is

said to be valued at $1,550,000. The labor

situation has been most acute at this mine.

Just recently these properties were restored

to their owners, after having been in the

possession of the state for a week. The
radical element here hoped to obtain the

mines themselves. It is stated that the tip-

ple cost $30,000, and was insured for

$25,000.

Industrial News

Elkins, W. Va.—The Greenmar Coal Co.,

recently organized, with a capitalization of

$50,000, has taken over the Strader mine at

Strader, W. Va., operated by the Strader

Coal Co. This mine has a 4-ft. seam of Mid-

dle Kittaning coal, the lease covering 375

acres. Officers of the newly organized com-

pany are W. H. Green, president; J. C.

Green, vice-president; J, F. Brown, secre-

tary, and A. P. Martin, treasurer. The com-

pany expects to be able, through a number
of improvements, to materially increase the

output of the mine. Those interested in the

Greenmar Coal Co. are also chiefly interested

in the W. H. Green Coal Co., which has had
several years of successful operation at Ad-

rian. J C. Green will have charge of the

Strader operation.
Clarksburg, W. Va.—The Melbare Coal

Co., composed largely of eastern capitalists

and Clarksburg people, has leased on a

royalty basis about 305 acres on Davidson's
Run, near Reynold sville, Harrison County,

with a view to early development. This
property represents the consolidated holdings
of John .\ Guwthrop and the Sharps' heirs.

Oawthrop having purchased the holdings of

the latter for a consideraUon of $34,144.
No time will be lost, it is stated, in starting
development work. The Mebare company
was organized with an authorized capital of

$100,000, with the following people princi-

pally interested: F. R. Long, Montclair, N.

J.; C. Waldron, Rutherford, W. Va. ; Carl
L. Horner, Clarksburg. W. Va,; H. T. Hard-
esty. Wilsonhurg. W. Va.; Philip P. Steptoe,
Clarksburg, VS' . Va.

Logan, W. Va.—With a total authorized
capital of $100,000, the Faulkner Coal Co.
has been organized to undertake the develop-
ment of coal lands near Faulkner, in Logan
County, W Va., W. E. Peegans being one of

the leading spirits in the organization of the

company. Others interested are J. M. Tur-
ner, Welch, W. Va.; G. E. School, Hunting-
ton, W. Va. ; J. H. Taylor, Pinson Fork, W.
Va.; J. Frank Grimet, Huntington, W. Va.

Eltins, W. Va.—The Brewer-Harrison Coal
Co., a new West Virginia coal producing con-
cern, has as its largest stockholders men
long connected with the mining industry of

West Virginia, among them being W. W.
Brewer, of Belington and Weaver, and H. H.
Harrison, of Pierce. Associated with them
are; E. S. Baker, of Weaver; W. H.
Young, of Clover Lick, and E. A. Bowers, of

Elkius. The company plans the opening of

mines in the Collins district, of Lewis County,
having a capital of $125,000.

Piedmont, W. Va.—The Kalbaugh Coal Co.

plans to operate mines in Mineral County, W.
Va., having just been organized, with a capi-

talization ot $35,000. This concern was
organized principally through the efforts of

Z. T. Kalbaugh. Piedmont, W. Va. ; N. S.

Brown, St. Louis; H. B. Kalbaugh, Wes-
ternport, Md.; E. A. Gamble. Westernport,

Md.; T. F. Shaffer, Cumberland, Md.

Bluefleld, W. Va.—The sum of $50,000 _i»

understood to have been the consideration in-

volved in the purchase of the property, and
assets of the Hamlin Coal Co., operating near

Dante Va., on the Carolina, Clinchfield &
Ohio R. R., by E. S. Reid, A. S. Adams
and others of Chatham, Va. Extensive im-

provements will be made to the property,

and a number of new dwellings will be built

for miners.

Bluefield, W. Va.—What was formerly the

Buchanan Coal Co. is now the Mayers Coal

Corporation, a reorganization, having been

effected following the purchase of the com-

pany by W. R. Crenshaw and others, of this

city'. The capital of the new company has

been fixed at $150,000. The plant and hold-

ings of the company are near Drill. Va.. on

the Clinch Valley division of the Norfolk &
Western R. R. It is understood that the

reorganized company has secured additional

acreage, and will increase production to 1000

tons a day.

Charleston, W. Va.—With the prospect of

being able to ship coal over the Hazy Creek

extension of the Chesapeake & Ohio Ry., on

Coal River, owing to the fact that that ex-

tension is nearing completion, a number of

companies are pushing work on the opening

of new mines on Hazy Creek, among such

companies being the Hazy Eagle Coal Co.

Sprlgg, W. Va.—The Crystal Block Coal &
Coke Co. is having plans prepared for the

immediate rebuilding of the coal tipple here,

in Mingo County, recently destroyed by tire,

with loss estimated at about $50,000.

Bradel, Ky.—Toe Power Coal Mining Co.

has recently filed notice of a change m its

corporate name to the Wheeler Coal Co., at

the same time increasing its capitalization

from $15,000 to $100,000, to provide for

general business expansion. Its plant is In

Knox County.

Charleston, W. Va.—The Hazy-Eagle Col-

liery Co.. recently organized, is understood

to lie arranging for the installation of the

necessary mi°ning machinery, equipment, etc.,

for the immediate developmeat of a tract of

about 1100 acres of coal located in Raleigh

County. George Morrow is president; O. t.

Krebs! vice-president, and Paul N Newton,

secretary and treasurer. Clark & Kreba,

Charleston, are consulting engineers.

Begina, Ky.—The Winston Elkhorn Mining

Co is having plans prepared for the con-

struction of a new coal tipple for increased

operations It is understood that arrange-

ments are being made by the company for

the erection of a number of houses for the

miners. This operation is in Knox County.

Winding GuU, W. Va.—The Winding Gulf

Colliery Co., in Raleigh County, has com-

pleted arrangements for the rebuilding of its

machine shop, recently destroyed by fire,

with loss estimated at about $60,000.

Wolf Summit, W. Va.—The Wolf Summit
Coal Co. has hail plans prepared for the

sinking of an additional shaft at its property

here in Harrison County, for increased opera-

tions. The company contemplates the instal-

lation of complete mining equipment, machin-

ery, etc., including loading apparatus.

Artemus, Ky.—The Wheeler Coal Co., In

Knox County, recently organized with a capi-

tal of $100,000, is arranging for the com-

mencement of operations at an early date for

the development of approximately 300 acres

of coal land, to have a daily capacity Of 600
tons. The company has completed negotia-

tions for the acquirement of the Wheeler
Jellico Coal Co., the New Trooper Coal Co.,

and the Power Coal Co., located in this dis-

trict, R. Wheeler is president and manager.
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EvaBsvllle, Ind.—W. T. Campbell, presi-

dent of the Vicksburg Towing Co., Vicks-

burg. Miss., has recently been in Evansville,

Ind., looking for a site for a shipbuilding

plant which will employ about 2400 men.
Barges and steamboats to be built at the

proposed new plant will be used to distribute

coal mined in the Kentucky fields. Mr.
Campbell is associated with interests in the

development of coal lands in the Green River
Valley in western Kentucky, where it is pro-

posed to open several new mines within the

coming year. The Vicksburg Towing Co.

has a contract to distribute coal mined in

the Kentucky fields. For this purpose it is

said it will have to build 2000 barges with
s capacity of 500 tons each and 36 sternwheel
tteamers.

Pikevllle, Ky.—The Praise Elkhorn Coal

Co.. recently incorporated with a capital of

¥30,000, has perfected its organization, and
is arranging plans for the development of

about 300 acres of coal property in the vi-

cinity of Dunleary. Ky. It is proposed to

install equipment to give a daily capacity

of aT>out 150 tons. H. H. Porter is presi-

dent; J. W. Cockill, vice president and man-
ager, and W. W. Gray, secretary and treaa-

Eiklns, W. Va.—The Greenbrier Coal Co.

has incorporateil with a capital of $50,000 to

engage in general coal miniu?; operations in

the Elkins district. A. F. Martin, W. H.
Green and J. F. Brown are the incorpora-

tors.
Columbus, OMo.—Loading of the storage

slack piles in the Hocking Valley field,

started recently to relieve the stress of the

situation, has been stopped because of the

action of miners. Laborers were secured to

load these piles and after working for some
time they ceased work for some reason, pre-

sumably because of pressure brought by
union miners and sympathizers. The slack

piles went a long way to relieve the approach-
ing local fuel crisis.

Columbus, Olilo.—Operators in Ohio and in

fact all parts of the country who are either

mining or shipping coal are much concerned
over the financial situation. Because of the
Federal Government regulation, it is found
impossible to collect for coal either held on
tracks or sold under the distributor, prompt-
ly, and many of the companies are short of

funds. This' matter has been brought to the
attention of the Federal Government, and a

plan of issuing credits.for such coal to te
honored Tiy the Federal reserve banks is

proposed and may be put into force in the
near future. If that is done the situation

will be relieved.
Macdonald, W. Va.—The New River Co.

is constructing a new tipple at its Summer-
lee mine at a cost of $35,000, and expects to

have the new plant completed and ready
for use by Jan. 1. Operations have been
suspended during the erection of the tipple,

miners of the Summerlee mine finding em-
ployment at the Lochgelly operation. It will

be possible to screen coal to four different

sizes after the new tipple is put in com-
mission. At the same mine, self-dumping
cages and automatic caging devices at the

shaft bottom have been provided. Similar
equipment as well as new screens and con-

veyors are being installed at the Whipple
mine of the company. The Whipple tipple

was the first steel tipple erected in the New
River field.

Willlamaon, W. Va.—Negotiations have
been consummated under the terms of which
the War Eagle Coal Co. has acquired the
leaseholds, equipment and assets of the
Traders Coal Co. operating in the Williamson
field, at a ronaideration said to have been
$125,000. The company acquired was owned
and operated by C. L. Biddison and others,

most of whom were from McDowell County.
The plant of the Traders Coal Co, is a com-
paratively new one, having been in opera-

tion only a few years. Operation of what
was the Trader company plant will be di-

rected hv Geo. W. Coffey, superintendent
of the War Eagle Coal Co.

Hantington, W. Va.—Tho-agh people in the
northern part of West Virginia are largely

interested in the newly organized Sprigg
Coal Co.. the concern will operate in Mingo
County, in the southern part of the state, in

the Lee district; the general headquarters
of the company will be at Huntington. This
eompnny is capitalized at $!>0.000, and was
organized by the following parties; J. C.

Miller, Charles Porter, William J. Hare, John
R. Bennett and C. Goodwin, all of Grafton,
W. Va.

MoundsvlUe, W. Va.—Extensive repairs
having been made at the plant of the First
Street coal mine, of this city, where the tip-

ple was destroyed a few months ago, opera-
tions have been resumed and the company

is once more mining and shipping coal with
about 50 men at work. Orders have been
issued, however, to former employees who
will not work now, to remove their tools.

BuckhamioD, W. Va.—The Philmont Coal
Co. will establish an operation in the War-
ren district, of Upshur Coanty, where the
corporation expects soon to begin prelimin-

ary development work on the opening of a

mine. This company has just been organ-
ized and, is capitalized at $100,000, the fol-

lowing Philadelphia, Penn., people being ac-

tively interested in the new concern: Llew-
elyn O. Knipp, George H. Grove, Hiram P.

Grove, M. P. Patterson and Charles H, Grove.
Bluefield, W. Va.—Another Mercer County

mine will be opened at Good vill, in the Rock
district, by the Northwest Fuel Co. This
company having just been organized for that

purpose, with a capital of $25,000, by the

following Mercer Countv people: H. J.

Hartsock, J. E. Biggs. Mary J. Biggs, Frank
C. Biggs and E. E. Hartsook. all of Bram-
well, W. Va

Iieeds, Ala.—Representatives of French in-

terests are here to open up mines on the

Henry Ellen seam, ten miles from here. The
party' includes a geologist and mining engin-

eers, who are going over the properties. No
railroad reaches this point, and it is pos-
sible that one will be built to transport the

coal to Birmingham. In the meantime the

coal will be mined and trucked to that city.

Obituary

Henry Dwight Merrill, age 85, one of the
oldest figures in the coal and iron manufac-
turing business in the South, died Nov. 26,

at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Buelah
M. Chairsell, Birmingham, Ala. Mr. Merrill
was born in Pittsfield, Mass., in 1834, and
came to the South at the outbreak of the
Civil war. He located at Holly .Springs,

Miss,, where h3 engaged in business, oper-
ating the first armory for the Confederate
Government making rifles. The first can-
non of the southern forces also were turned
out in this plant.

Personals

William H. Kramer, of Somerset, Penn.,
has been appointed manager of the Penn-
sylvania division of the Consolidation Coal
Co., with Captain Alfred Pearson, also of
Somerset, assistant manager. Mr. Kramer
takes the position of Samuel Steinbach, who
resigned to enter the service of the Bethle-
hem" Steel Co. Mr. Kramer came to Somer-
set from Philadelphia in 1900 as a clerk for

the Althouse Coal Co., near Berlin. When
the company consolidated with the Somerset
Co.. now the Consolidation, Mr. Kramer took
a clerkship with the Consolidation plant at

Garrett, coming to Somerset in 1904. He
was made chief clerk in 1907, which posi-

tion he held until Dec. 1. Captain Pearson,
formerly chief engineer at the plant, came
to Somerset eight years ago from Virginia.
L. M. Carter has been advanced to chief en-

gineer.
Hugh Archibald, a mining engineer, with

headquarters in Scranton, Penn., and for-

merly associate editor of "Coal Age," read
a pa'per entitled, "The Need of Better Man-
agement in Mining Operation," on the after-

noon of Dec. 6, 1919, at the annual meeting
of the Taylor Society, in the Engineering So-

cieties building, 29 W. 39th street, New
York City.

Dr. W. B. Crane, who has been acting as

chief engineer of the War Minerals Relief

Commission, since the retirement of J. E.

Spurr, who resigned to become editor of /le
Engineering and Mining Jo-irnal, has been
appointed chief engineer in place of Mr.
Spurr. Dr Crane was formerly dean of

mining at Pennsylvania State College, and
during the war gave his efforts most unre-

mittingly and patriotically to the stimulation

of war-time mineral industries.

J. B. Connors, a brother of M . S. Con-
nors. Federal manager of the Hocking Val-

ley Railway Co., and formerly a coal man
of Dayton. Ohio, died recently at the age

of 63 years. He was previously superin-

tendent of the Norfolk & Western R. R.

J. r. Wlllte has been appointed district

mine inspector for the eleventh district, with

headquarters at Logan, W. Va., according to

ancement just made by W. J. Heather-
Chief of the West Virginia Depart-

ment of Mines. Mr. White was S-.pbri^iioud-

ent of the No. 10 operation of ihe Boon*
County Coal Corporation.

H. A. Light has been appointtJ ..f.r?
,

'

superintendent of the Coal Land T .. ,.

ment Co., which will shortly begin m. :• ^

coal in Lewis County, W. Va., near Brow -

ville. Mr, Light has established headqiu.

ters for the company in Weston.
John Mahony has been appointed general

manager of mines of the Pittsburgh Terminal
Railroad & Coal Co., with headquarters in

the Wabash building, Pittsburgh, Penn.

Trade Catalogs

Jeffrey Straitflo Ventilators. The Jeffrey
Manufacturing Co., Columbus, Ohio. Bul-
letin No. 270. Pp. 8; 71^x10% inches; il-

lustrated. Brief description of special fan
for ventilation of small mines, development
of larger ones or for boosting purposes.

Plntite Rigid Couplings for Line Shafts.

Smith & Serrell, Inc., 90 West St., New York
City. Bulletin No. 102. Description of the
device.

Coal and Rock Drills—Miners' and Bead-
men's Tools—Specialties. The Leetonia
Tool Co.. Leetonia, Ohio. Catalogue No. 3,

p. 75; 8x10 V2 inch; illustrated. Complete
descriptive catalogue. This compaiiy also

announces its ability to manufacture any-
thing of a special character in its line.

Dinwiddle Automatic Mine Door. Din-
widdle Steel and Manufacturing Co., St.

Louis, Mo. Pamphlet. Pp. 16; 5%x8%
inches; illustrated. Description of the door,

its controlling devices and its operation.
Aerial Thawing Outfits and Torches Aerial

Burner Co., Inc.. Union Hill, N.J. Folder.

Pp. 8; 6x9 inches; illustrated. Description
of apparatus used in thawing out frozen ma-
terials, machinery and equipment

The Optical Pyrometer. The Leeds &
Northrup Co., Philadelphia, Penn. Catalogue
No, 86-B. Pp. 28; 7%xl0% inches; illus-

trated. Description of a portable instrument
for measuring high temperatures at various

works; conditions of use and instructions for

Allis-Chalmers Oil Engines, Diesel Type.
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Milwau-
kee, Wis. Bulletin 1532-A. Pp. 19; 7%x
IQiA inches; illustrated. Description of the

Diesel oil engine and its application.

Loading Rock witli the Erie Shovel. Ball

Engine Co., Erie, Penn. Bulletin S-36. Six-

page folder; 8%xll inches; illustrated.

Mainly illustration of the Erie shovel at work
under various conditions.

Publications Received

Abstracts of Current Decisions on Mines
and Mining. By J. W. Thompson. Reported
from January to May, 1919. Bulletin No.
181. Law Serial No. 19. Department of

the Interior. Bureau of Mines. Unillus-

trated; pp. 175; 5%x8% inches.

Coal in 1917. Part B. Distribution and
consumption. By C . E. Lesher. Bulletin

11:35. Mineral Resources of the United
States, 1917, Part II (pp. 1203-1259). De-
partment of the Interior. Bureau of Mines.
Unillustrated; pp. 1203 to 1259; 5%x9H
inches

Report on the Coal Trade of Canada. For
the year ended Mar. 31, 1918. Canada. Do-
minion Bureau of Statistics. Internal Trade
Division. Unillustrated; pp. 59; 6%x9%
inches.

Coming Meetings f

The Wholesale Coal Trade Association of

New York will hold its next meeting Jan. 20.

1920 at the Whitehall Club, New York City.

Secrc-tarv, Charles S. Allen, 1 Broadway, New
York Ci'ty.

Northern West Virginia Coal Operators'

Association will hold its next meeting Feb.

10 1920 at Fairmont. West Va. Secretary,

George T. Bell, Fairmont, West Va.

American Institute of Mining and Metal-
lurgical Engineers will hold its next meeting
Feb 16 to 19, in New Y'ork City. Secretary
Bradley Stoughton, 29 West 39th St., New
York City.

National Conference of Business Paper Edi-
tors will meet at the Astor Hatol, New Y'ork

City, Jan 16, 1920. Secretatr, R. D. Hall,

36th St. and 10th Ave., New York City.
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FOREIGN MARKETS
AND EXPORT NEWS

Anthracite Shipments for November, 1919

The shipments of anthracite for Novem- two holidays (Mitchell Day and Columbus
ber, as reported to the Anthracite Bureau Day) October furnished 25 full working
of Information at Philadelphia, amounted days. The average daily shipments in

to 5.971.671 gross tons, as compared with November showed a substantial and grati-
5,276,659 tons for the same month last fying gain (considering the shortage in

year, an increase of 695,012 tons, and with bituminous coal production) over October.
6,560,150 tons with October of this year, the average daily records being 284,365
a decrease of 588,479 tons. The decrease tons for November against 262.406 tons
as compared with the preceding month was for October. The total shipments for the
due entirely to the fewer number of work- coal year from April 1 to November 30,

ing days, for in addition to being a shorter have amounted to 46,971.921 tons, as com-
month. November this year had five Sun- pared with 44,085.610 tons in 1916. the
days. All Saint's Day, Election Day, Armis- latest normal year, a gain of approximately
tice Day, and Thanksgiving Day, so that 3,00ii.ouo tons.
there were only 21 full working days The shipments by railroads were as
whereas with only four Sundays and only follows:

November, November, Coal Year, Coa Year
Railroad 1919 1916 1919-1920 1915-1917

Pittsburgh and Reading 1,358,643 1,200,814 9,298,481 8,383,663
Lehigh Valley 1,079,266 1,082.453 8,631,660 8.074,729

New Jersey Central 506,737 546,348 4,291,891 4,254,101

Delaware. Lackawanna and Western 860,356 979.607 7.202,048 6,921.568

Delaware, and Hudson 663,782 628,239 5.394.^7 f •

\
4.77bMb

Pennsylvania 406,606 438.869 3.333.221 1
1. 3,665.338

Erie 620,703 674,261 5,121,336 4,975,491

New York. Ontario and Western 161,385 162,257 1,364,363 1,284,149

LouisviUe and NashviUe 314,193 280,149 2,334,534 1,749,885

Total 5,971,671 5,992,997 46,971,921 44,085,610

Coal and Coke Exports for October

Coal and coke exports, from reports of
the Department of Commerce, for the
month of October, 1919, have been favor-
able. As can be seen from the following
tables, Canada still continued to receive
the largest amount of coal and coke

;

Buffalo remains the largest customs dis-
trict which shipped their exports, and the
Virginia district is the largest specific dis-
trict which supplied bunker coal to the
foreign trade.

The domestic exports of coal and coke
from the United States, by countries, is as
follows

:

. Coal
Anthra- Bitumi-

cite nous Coke

Austria-Hungary.

.

Dutch West Indies.
Dominican Republi)
Argentina
Brazil
Chile
Ecuador
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela
Canary Islands
French Africa
Portuguese Africa. .

Egypt

4,286
335

95,865
71,957
1,035

23,674
17,121
28,659

Azores and Madeira Isl.

.
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Hamburg 25.00
Rouen 23.00
Malmo 25 . 00
Pernambuco

] 1600
Bahia 15^00
R'0 17.00
Santos 18 00
Rio Grande do Sul 19.50
Buenos Aires or I

i ^ nn
La Plata (

'6.00

Montevideo
1 7 . 00

Rosario
1 9 . 00

Bahia Bianea 1 7l 50
Nitrate Range 14. 00
Havana 7.30
Cardenas or Sagua

.

9' 00
Cienfuegos 9.00
Caibarien [[] 9I3O
Guantanamo 9 50

,, .„ 9^00
Manzanillo 9.50
Bermuda 9 . 00
Bermuda p.c. and dis. free

Kingston 9 50
St. Thomas lOioO
St. Lucia 11.00
Barbados 11.00
Santiago 850

Port of Spain, Trin
1 T 00

Curacao 10.50
Free p.c. Curacao

Demerara 13.00

1000
1000
800
500
500
1000
600
500

750
750
1000

'666

300
500
300
500
400
300
300

.' 400
500
500
500
500
400
500

I
500

railway services were due to the bad quality
of the coal. In one district alone 154 trains
were held up on a certain day because the
coal was of a bad steam-raising quality. The
grates of the locomotives were choked by ex-
cessive clinkering, and repairs were increas-
ing.

Coal Shortage in Poland
According to the "Board of Trade Jour-

nal." Poland and its annexed territories re-
quire 13 million tons of coal yearly, whereas
the output, including that part of the Teschen
district which is under Polish administra-
tion, is at the rate of 514 nii'lions tons only
per annum. Efforts are being made by theGovernment to obtain supplies from Upper
Silesia (600,000 tons per month), but the
output there has only reached 40 per cent
of Its normal figure. In the Teschen dis-
trict the production is now estimated at 75per cent, of the last prewar month, but po-
litical and transport difficulties hinder free
supplies from either quarter. Transport dif-
ficulties are bemg largely surmounted, andthe coal shortage prevailing in Poland is at-tributed to general causes affecting the wholeEuropean Continent. The introduction of theeight-hours day, incessant strikes, etc. have

ITcZlVf'fr'T "J " P"
'^"i'-

i" 'he production of the Dombrowa an 1 Cracow mines.

Coal Troubles in Germany
The coal problem continues, of course tnoccupy general attention in Germany '

Inthe course of a debate in the Prussian Na
ster^fol^R"'!"^

''°^.
i^"'

H«" Oefer! M^n.ister for Railways, delivered a lon.^ sneech

T'he"'Mi"''/'""'"'°S
i^ a° abridged r^eport:Ihe Minister, among other thin<'s ^lato,!

was due'l ""'1 '"''"'''' "-"»' ^-»i-
were thp

' ''fn^Port shortage. If thatwere the case, suitable steps would be takento remedy it. The coal troubles, howeverwere the result of other causes as iell whYch

inlranTnort' 7"'°^" ^y any improVLen^
in transport. In the Ruhr district in 1913

.^ih^?," °^ '^'"^™'' P''"^^'' "t tbe serviceof the pits averaged 29,546 per day; in 1917
It declined to 18,282, and in 1918 to 14 923During the first seven days in Nov -f-that isbefore the suspension of the passenger traf^

lor 10. Ki^, and in the morning of that davover 16,0,00 trucks were put a! the Sisposa';of the pits, or more than were asked for.Ihe raihyay authorities, therefore, were notresponsible for the stocks at the pits in theRuhr district not having been carried away.The conditions in Upper Silesia were not
quite so favorable, but even there the short-
age of rolling stock had been reduced toabout 1.7 per cent., as compared with thenumber of trucks rendered available last
year.

The Minister repudiated the suggestion
that the coal famine was solely due to de-
ficient transport arrangements, and remarked
that on the contrary all the transport misery
was brought about by the scarcity of coal
The supplies of coal delivered to the railways
were inadequate, the quantity then on hand
being only sufficient for six days at the rate
of consumption on the Prussian-Hessian rail-way system. In addition, there was the dirty
condition of the coal, which compelled the
railways to increase their tonnage require-
ments very considerably. The complaints
made regarding lack of punctuality in the

Prices of American Coal in

Fiume
Several coal importing- firms In

Flume have been in negotiation for
some time with Araeiiacn coal export-
ers with a view to bringing the Ameri-
can product into this market. The
lowest price obtainable has been $38.75
per ton, c. i. f Fiume, cash in e.xchange
for documents in Philadelphia. The
next lowest price was ?40 per ton, c.
i. f. Fiume, cash against documents
Fiume. An English firm has quoted
American coal at $6 per ton f. o. b.New York and $28 per ton freight
New York to Fiume in English vessel,
being $34 per ton c. i. f. Fiume.
The exporter who furnished the

English quotation stated that French
and English firms are granting credit
for as long as 12 months, based on
present rates of exchange. This en-
ables firms in Fiume to do business
that would otherwise be impossible. It
is assumed that within the next 12
months a stable currency will have
been provided and credits established in all
the important money centers.

Shortage of Coal in New
Zealand

Coal is not being mined in New
Zealand in sufficient quantities for
home consumption. For the past few
years it has been necessary to import
400,000 tons annually, and owing to
the strikes and the difl:iculty in secur-
ing shipments of Australian coal, and
the shortage of output in New Zea-
land mines, the railroads, shipping and
other industries have suffered. Re-
turned transports brought New River
and other grades of coal from New-
port News as bunker supplies. The
last shipment of this coal cost $7.18 per
ton f. o. b. steamer. The supply of
coal for the first five month of this
year showed a shortage of 70,000 tons
as compared with the amount supplied
last year.

Italian Market for American
Coal

The demand for American coal in
Italy is increasing. England has re-
duced its total export of coal from
750,000 to 330,000 tons per month. It
is thought that American coal can be
put on the Italian market at a lower
price than English coal. Prance sent
to Italy during 1918, 2,000,000 tons of
coal, but can now send none on account
of the British situation.
During the 12-month period ended

June, 1919, the Philippine Islands im-
ported 396,934 gross tons of coal,
valued at $3,029,140. For the same
period in 1918 the quantity of coal
imported totaled 395,275 gross tons,
valued at $1,874,997.
An agency is desired by a man in

Italy for the sale of American coal.
Correspondence may be in English
Reference, 31019.

Coal Mining in South Africa

The annual reports of the Secretary for
Mines and Industries and the Government
Mining Engineer for the Union of South Af-
rica contains much information in regard
to the coal mining industry during 1918.
The war period has emphasized and estab-

lished the importance of Durban as a coaling
station for the British Empire. With its
low price and good quality of coal, Durban's
capacity for bunkering and shipping is only
limited Jiy the amount of coal which can be
hauled from the northern Natal coal fields
by the single main line of railway. If the
Vryheid and South-Eastern Transvaal coal

districts develop to their utmost capacity, it
would appear that additional railway facili-
ties will be essential.

During 1918, South Africa at last entered
the ranks of the world's iron producers, and
is at present using her own ores, fluxes, and
fuel in the production of pig iron. The ques-
tion of steel production is now receiving close
expert attention, and it may well anticipate
practical results before long.

Conditions in England
Uncertain

The condition of the coal trade in Great
Britain, as reported iu the Nov. 21 issue of
the "Colliery Guardian," can be stated as
follows:

"The general position of the coal mar-
kets in all directions is at present more than
ever dominated by the prevailing uncertainty
of political conditions, the Government's
most recent proposal to legislate to limit
profits of colliery companies to Is. 2d. per
ton having had a depressing effect upon the
trade, as evidenced in the sharp decline in
this class of securities quoted on the ex-
changes where most of this class of business
is transacted. On the other hand, the steady
rate of output at most of the colliery cen-
ters has to some extent relieved anxiety on
the score of supplies, and if only traffic fa-
cilities were equal to requirement, the out-
look for the winter months might be re-
garded as fairly satisfactory.

"Reports of more speculative activity are
indicated in recent market movements,
contracting over long forward periods being
freely discussed, and although sellers are
somewhat hesitant about business over the
whole of next year, there is a considerable
inquiry for three and six months' terms, with
negotiations In cases successfully carried
through. Quotations remain at firm levels
for export trade, but with a tendency to
somewhat easier rates where contracts are
fixed far ahead."

Scotch Coal Moves Slowly
The Scotch coal market is moving along on

very quiet lines, but outputs are not up to
the mark, which is unfortunate, as there are
strong demands for practically all classes of
material for home consumption. House coal
is m specially good demand, the cold and
snowy weather which is now experienced, in-
creasing the requirements for this class of
fuel, and at the depots the merchants are
busily engaged in dealing with orders. Dross
continues to be a difficult quality to dis-
pose of, on account of traffic to the steel
works being so much reduced. Large quan-
tities of this quality of coal are still lying at
the pits loaded in wagons and causing con-
siderable congestion at the sidings. There
is no improvement in the position as to the
supply of empty trucks, and a good deal of
idle time is attributable to this cause, especi-
ally in Fife and the Lothians. where, as a
general rule, the pits are dependent on
the North British Railway Co. for their
supply of "empties." Couditions in the
export branch of the trade are q^i.et, the chief
cause of this state of affairs being the con-
tinued scarcity of tonnage. At Burntisland,
Methil^ and Leith this difficulty of securing
boats IS very acutely felt, as. in these dis-
tricts the collieries are very much more de-
pendent on shipping business than any of the
other districts. Fair shipments are being
sent to Ireland from the West of Scotland,
and screened and unscreened are the usual
qualities which are being shipped.

Coal Supplies at Halifax
Tlic sujiplies at Halifax are none too large.

as there is urgent need for fuel in Canada.
This prevents many vessels from bunkering,
and is a situation considered very serious
for the French. Italian and Dutch liners, as
British steamers are given preference in this
coal station. Operators who have contracts
to supply coal for bunkers, not only to Amer-
ica, are unable to secure permits for bunk-
ering, thus causing a serious shortage at
some of the other coal stations, especially
those in the West Indies.

For the month of November. 1919, 143,071
tons of bituminous coal were shipped as com-
pared with a shipment of 208,894 tons during
the same month last year.
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Condil'ions should he normal by the first of the year—Bituiiiinotis eoal [)riccs

remain unehanged—Coke production not normal.

With the thermometer slowly falling and prospects of

much colder weather ahead, the entire country is hear-

ing rumors which tend to cheer, and some have too op-

timistically predicted that conditions will again be normal
by the first of the year. In the Appalachian region and
in certain of the Rocky Mountain states the mine workers
show a slight tendency to return to work. However, in

the Central Competitive Field there was but little change,

and the coal that was mined in that region last week
constituted only an insignificant tonnage, the product
coming from wagon mines, steam-shovel pits, and cer-

tain co-operative plants.

Under favorable operating conditions, the nonunion
mines still continued to turn out larger tonnages than nor-

mal, and the shipments were rapidly sent to the localities

that most urgently needed them. Following advices from
men of affairs, the state governments abandoned the idea

of controlling and operating union mines, thereby lessen-

ing the anger of the striking miners.

During the past week dumping at freight terminals

was continued though the amount did not come up to ex-

pectations. Though hampered oy difficulties, such as

severe weather which froze the coal in the cars, the coal

consigned to the Great Lakes was satisfactorily dumped.
The failures to receive shipments were due more to diffi-

culties in moving freight on the rails than to a short-

age of rolling stock.

Drastic regulations were made as to the conservation

and distribution of fuel, the same plans being adopted
as were put in force during the war. Electric lighting

and power companies were ordered to prohibit the sale

of electricity for outdoor electric signs, while theatres in

the East were allowed but a limited time for evening dis-

plays. In like manner, transportation companies de-

cided that the public would be benefited by better traffic

throughout the day, if the heat supplied during the rush

hour were cut off. Prices of bituminous coal, being un-

der government control, were unchanged.

It is reported from Cincinnatti that there was rapid in-

crease in the prices of anthracite pea and chestnut but

the sales in that district were small. The railroads are

confiscating whatever coal happens to be along tl-eir

lines, and the operators are inconvenienced by the fact

that the railroads do not pay for the coal so seized.

This is indeed a serious state of affairs and causes them
much worry.

In the anthracite region the operators are well satis-

fied that the demand for their product has been gener-

ously increased by the conditions in the soft-coal in-

dustry. They are slowly catching up with the losses

which were incurred toward the close of Federal regu-

lation and shortly thereafter. Colder weather and a

greater willingness of their workers to increase produc-

tion are other factors that cause them to rejoice. They
have a steady call for steam sizes, and these are quickly

disposed of, but the shipments do not meet with the

demand.
Now that the government has control of bunkering of

foreign vessels, the export sales have automatically

stopped, but the lifting of the ban is being eagerly sought

bv American shippers. Not much can be spared from

Canadian ports for there too the bunkering is under

government jurisdiction, and exporters are forced to seek

elsewhere the satisfying of their needs.

The coke production though it met the demand in the

early weeks of the strike, is not what it was as the orders

affecting the shipping of coal for coke manufacture are

being strictly enforced. Much oil is being substituted

wherever industries can procure it and make the changes

that will permit of its burning.

WEEKLY COAL PRODUCTION

From a report of the United States Geo-
logical Survey the rate of ijroduetion on tlie

working days of the fourth week of the
•triko (Nov. 23-29) was 48.3 per cent of
normal. During the first week it had heen
29,6 per cent of normal; during the
second 33.3, and during the third, 44.5 per
cent.

Because of the Thanksgiviii;.; holiday, how-
ever, the actual output was a little greater
than that of the preceding week. The total

production is estimated at .5,429,000 net tons,
an increase of .53,000 tons, or one per cent
over the week before.

The output on Thanksgiving Day itself

was 560,000 tons. On the five full-time days
it averaged 974.000 tons. The average pro-
duction per working day during the four
weeks ended Oct. 25, which may b© regarded
as normal, was 2,015.000 tons.

The Central Interstate Wage Conference
was in se.ssion in Washington during the first

four days of the week, adjourning sine die

on Thanksgiving Day, Production increased
on Monday and Tuesday, as men returned to

work in the CumberlandPiedmont, Fairmont,
and other fielrls of the .\ppalachian region.

No break in the strike occurred elsewhere.
Production on Friday was the second highest

in the week, but Saturday showed the usual
week-end drop.
The total output during the month of No-

vember was 18,815,000 tons. The littleness

of this tonnage—by far the smallest in any
month of recent vears— is conspicuous in

contrast with the production of October,

which reviserl reports now ^lace at 56,270,-

000 tons, the largest in the history of the
country.
The output of anthracite fell off nearly

300,000 tons but the decrease appears to

be entirely due to the Thanksgiving holiday.
Compared with the corresponding week, last

year, the production showed an increase of

185,000 tons, or 12 per cent. The total

output since the beginning of the coal year
now amounts to 61,555,000 tons, or about
5^4 million tons less than during the cor-

responding period of 1918. At the present
rate of production, however, the anthracite
mines are rapidly catching up with their

performance of last year.
The production of beehive coke continued

to increase rapidly and the total output is

estimated at 449,000 tons, the highest at-

tained in any week since last February, with
the single exception of the week of .Septem-

ber 20, immediately before the steel strike.

Atlantic Seaboard

BOSTON
Trade much relieved over new prospect of

settlement. Fuel authorities likely to await
result of Indianapolis meetlm} before putting
drastic resuL-itious into eflect. Receipts are

still very Uaht. Steamers detained at Nor-
folk since Dec. 5. Railroads confiscating

coal all over territory. Sudden demand for

steam sizes shows anxiety of some buyers.
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Progress "being made in shipment of domes-
tic eizes.

Bituminous—The favorable outcome of tho
conference on Dec. 6 at Washington relieved

the tension of the past week or ten days very-

much. While stocks are ample in most cases

there has been a very natural scramble to

get supplies for as lon^ a period in advance
at possible. Coal has been shipped in fairly

large quantities to steam users all over

New England, and manifestly this has been
done under the impression that either the

ban would soon be lifted or that by some
argument the authorities would be persuaded
to release ehipmenta when they arrive. With-
out doubt many consumers are apprehensive
over the very light deliveries that have been
made on contracts from certain districts, but
the tone of seriousness that was noted the
latter part of the last week was due more
to the forbidding attitude of the Fuel Admin-
istration than to any impending crisis, so
far as New England is concerned.

Mr. J. J. Storrow, who for some weeks
has been serving on the district railroad
committee, was appointed Dec. 5 to serve

as Fuel Administrator of Massachusetts,
serving this time, however, under the author-
ity of the governor of the state. It was
forecast that drastic regulations were to be
put in force in the current week, but it is

likely now that all such plans will be sus-
pended until the result of the Indiauapolis
meeting is known. In general the trade is

indifferent to these moves, there being, how-
ever, a very decided impression that the ship
pers themselves, with some intelligent di-

, rection or advice from the authorities, are in
much better position to accomplish distribu-
tion than those whose interests He in fields

wholly foreign to the coal business. It is

Tery much to be hoped that further inter-
ference will be made unnecessary by the
meeting of the union leaders this week.

Meanwhile, such a volume of coal in tran-
sit has been taken by the railroads and there
has been so heavy a movement west, together
with drastic rules as to consignments, that
actual receipts at New England destinations
have lately been very light. •in the Bos-
ton & Albany R. R.. for instance, for a
space of three or four days there was prac-
tically no bituminous coal received. This
la certain to have a favorable effect upon
the spot market when restrictions are re-
moved. Much depends upon the rigor of the
winter, however, and about that it is too
soon to form an opinion.

At Hampton Roads on Dec. 5 the coal dis-
tribution tightened, and steamers arriving
and about to load were held up unless and
ontil permits could be had through the pre-
scribed channels. All such processes take
time and in the interim the consignee of the
coal is obligated to pay the ship that is

detained at the rate of 25c per ton per day.
To the agencies it seems a large price to
pay for the machinery of regulation.

The railroads in New England are now
converting to their own purposes liberal
tonnages of commercial coal, even though
their reserves, in most cases, are as large as
ever at this season. So far we have heard
of no commercial shipments being di-
verted to other commercial users, and it is
a matter of satisfaction to the trade that the
power of diversion has not been exercised
as during the war. when a great many
needless complications resulted. There con-
tinues an unnecessary amount of car ser-
vice at destinations, cars in many cases
having been held for weeks, before the com-
mittee at Boston could decide upon their
disposition. It is hoped very earnestly by
the trade that the current week will see an
end put to all these measures that are simply
making it so much more difficult for shippers
to take care of this territory.

The an.xiety of some of the larger con-
sumers has come out very prominently the
last few days in a sudden demand for the
steam sizes of anthracite. A number of
sales were made, although New England was
Tery slow starting. Such buying has been
very discriminating, consumers having pro-
fited by their e.xperience during 1918. All
the sales have been practically for spot
shipment and doubtless it will be found that
several hundred thousand tons have come
into New England during December, a ton-
nape that two months ago was not looked
for.

Anthracite—There is still a great deal of
pressure to net forward domestic sizes, both
by rail and by water. In some of the larger
cities there is beginning to be less demand
for broken and egg. but the producing com-
panies are still making heavy tonnace of
egg, in particular, and retailers find them-
Bslves obliged to take these sizes, along with
pea, to get stove and chestnut. There is

more demand for pea than was the case 60
days ago, it having been found that the pub-
lic in many localities will take kindly to a
mixture of che&tnut and pei, provided the
price is adjusted, accordingly.

The barges carrying anthracite have prac-
tically resumed normal movement and there
is a better feeling among the trade than was
the case a fortnight ago. It is believed
that now. unless there are further interrup-
tions in transportation. New England will be
able to nose its way through on domestic
siies.

NEW YORK
Anthracite steaju coals in good demand

with prices stronger. Heavy call for the
domestic coals continues. Reports of strike
settlement please the local trade. Public
service corporations have good supply and
are not likely to run short of coal. Opera-
tors complain because railroads do not pay
their bills.

Anthracite—The demand for the steam
sites has grown to large proportions and the
prospects are that these coals will soon be
as scarce as the domestic commodity. This
will be one of the results of the bituminous
strike which also gives the anthracite opera-
tor an opportuity to regain some of the
trade for these sizes lost several years ago.

When the strike in the soft coal mines
was ordered on November 1. shippers hardly
knew what to do with their supply of buck-
wheat, rice and barley. In many instances
retail dealers seeing an opportunity of get-
ting some egg. stove or chestnut coal, were
willing to take a portion of the small coals
and in this way shippers without storage fa-
cilities were able to keep their supply within
bounds.

Instead of shaded prices all three coals
are being quoted as full company circular
at tidewater and for line trade some ship-
pers are said to be quoting higher than
company circular for buckwheat. Much of
this coal is being used by consumers of
bituminous who mix it with the latter sizq.

With the exception of the steam coals the
market is practically devoid of interest. The
demand for the domestic coals including pea,
continues with chestnut in the lead. Local
dealers are in no urgent need of supplies,
but are taking all they can obtain to fore-
stall any rush that may com-j later.

A large tonnage of the domestic coals in-
cludina; pea continues to go westward and
into New England while alon? the nearby
rails salesmen report a good demand.

Although the reports received here indi-
cate a lars-e production, some operators be-
lieve a large tonnage could he sent to mar-
ket if the mine workers were inclined to
work longer hours. From reports received
here the trade feels saiisfied there will be
no serious troubles in the hard coal fields

as a result of the strike in the bituminous
regions.

For the six days ended Dec. 4 the dump-
ings at the local railroad docks were 4307
cars as compared with 5484 cars for the
previous seven days ending Oct. 28.

Bituminous—The possibility that the
strike would be ended early this week was
good information to the local trade, as the
New York public had been threatened with
various restrictions in fuel consumption in

addition to those already imposed. Orders
had been issued and already enforced to

turn off the heat in the ele\ated and sur-

face cars, and that the lar2:e electric signs
throus-hout the city should remain dark with
the exception of one hour each evening. It

was also intended to conserve coal bv ask-
ing families to limit their cooking and to

reduce the lighting in the houses as much
as possible. In addition train schedules
were to be altered and many trains discon-

tinued, in fact it was anticipated that the

war-time schedules would be put into effect

on Dec. 10.
Local consumers have not been much af-

fected so far by the strike as most of them
have large stocks of coal in reserve and until

the priority list was put into effect last

week were able to get sufficient coal to meet
their daily requirements.

Should the strike be called off within the

next few days, shippers believe that con-

ditions will soon become normal and that

there will not be any big rush for conl.

Some complaint was heard that certain

railroads were neglect ing to pay operators

for the coal confiscated for the use of the

various roads. This in some instances has

resulted in serious inconvenience to the oper-

ators.
There has been a decline in the bunker-

ing demand due to the orders of the Central

Coal Committee at Washington discontinu-

spell of
down to

I, brought
has been

ing the coaling of vessels flying foreign flags,

and those flying American flags must secure
permits approved by the Committee. Foreign
vessels leaving this port must secure their
fuel supply at other ports, most of them
securing it at Halifax.
The Railroad Administration reported 5028

cars of bituminous on the tracks at the vari-

ous terminals on Dec. 4, as compared with
4250 cars on Nov. 28, an increase of 778
cars, due to the tightening of deliveries.

During the six days ended Dec. 4 there were
3015 cars of bituminous dumped at the
local docks as compared with 2531 during
the seven days ended Nov. 28.

PHILADELPHIA
Anthracite trade gets further Impetus from

first real cold spell. Main strain still upon
large sizes. No fear of a fuel shortage.

Pea- coal very active. Independents get
premium of 75c on this size. Dealers care-

free. No drastic conservation orders
Issued by authorities yet. Steam sizes in

strong demand. Car supply good. Credits

In excellent shape. Bituminous shortage
now being felt by smaller users. Big stocks
on tracks. Increase in production reported.
Drastic regulations only rumored.

Anthracite—The first real col

the winter, with the temperatur
as low as 20 in the suburban secti

many calls on the retail man. A
the case all season, the bulk of the orders
are for stove and nut, and as a result of the
new business coming in most yards have
been cleaned out of these sizes. Were it not
for the pea coal which most dealers have
in ample volume there would have been
ilittle for the dealers to do.

Calls upon the shippers for increased ship-

ments of the large family sizes have availed

the retail trade nothing at all. About the

only explanation offered is that this market
has been as well cared for as can be ex-

pected, and that it is the intention to make
good further shipments. The operators be-

lieve that the boom in ordering on the part of

the consumer is more from the fear of a

possible cessation of work in the anthracite

mines in sympathy with the other miners,

than from a* real need of fuel. Some dealers

have even admitted this when they had en-

davored to substitute pea coal for the larger

sizes, when their customers said they would
not give cellar room to the smaller size, or

words to that effect.

The hope is held out to the trade that

good shipments of egg, stove and nut will

be coming in right along, especially if the

weather continues fairly mild, without any
heavy snow storms to impede traffic. The
producers continue to express confidence that

they will be able to handle the local situa-

tion if the people will only be patient, and

they also intimate that the retail men must
work with them in an equitable distribution

of coal. ,

The cold snap late in the week wound up
with a snowfall of about an inch, and this

brousht out the real buyers of pea coal,

who always hold back until necessity com-

pels them to buy. As a result the piles of

this size have been diminishing very fast

durintr the past ten days or so, and the

dealers are now almost a unit in asking for

further shipments of pea. It is also believed

that a very considerable portion of the pea

coal lately delivered has been soing to small

manufacturing plants, as the delivery of bi-

tuminous coal is shut off to these concerns.

This week one more of the big independent

companies jumped the price of pea coal,

and this concern is now selling it for $6.00

at the mines or 70c above company price.

Most of the independent companies are now
selling pea at this fisure. some at 5c more.

As yet the retail dealers have received no
instructions whatever from the fuel author-

ities as to the manner of their distribution.

The daily papers are full of all sorts of

rumors, and usually when the^ are tied down
to any one in authority they are isuued

merely in the form of suggestions. On the

part of the dealers, it can be said that

most of them are endeavoring to exercise

their judgment in properly placing such coal

as comes to their yards, feeling in this way
thev can best obviate the necessity of a re-

turn to the troublesome method of fuel dis-

tribution as in effect during the war.

The steam trade is growing more active

with each passing day and should the soft

coal strike continue for two weeks more it is

believed it would be a difficult matter to

place an order for prompt delivery of any
steam size. At the present time there are

extremely heavy stocks of both rice and
harley in storage, but the former size m
particular is moving out in larger volume
each day, particularly large calls for it com-
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ins in from the West, where they learned

to use this size during the war. Barley i«

not yet in the same class, but is improving

daily. The daily production o£ the steam

•izes is very heavy, as all the large com-

panies have extensive washeries in opera-

tion, many of which were started last year

and have now gotten down to maximum pro-

duction. Even though , the percentage of

buckwheat from these operations and the

regular mines is very heavy, this size is

reaching the point where many shippers

actually claim it to be short. Some of the

independent operators who nad difficulty in

moving buckwheat at a cut under company
price of $3.40 are now asking as high at

t4,00 for single car lots.

A fortunate phase of the anthracite situa-

tion is the good car supply, as most opera-

tions have at all times sufficient rolling

»tock to meet their needs. Of course if all

the mines were able to reach their ma.ximum
production it is possible that even here there

might be difficulty. There is harly an op-

erator who does not report he could use

from 15 to 20 per cent more workers.
The financial situation as regards pay

ments remain excellent, as all dealers strain

«very effort to keep their bills paid up to

the terms of the shippers, and as a result,

the producers have little trouble on this

Bituminous—More consumers are feeling

the pinch of short supplies in this market.
Usually these are the smaller concerns who
have had little opportunity to put in reserve
•tocks. These concerns are now scouting
about trying to get fuel of any kind, such
as coke or small anthracite sizes to keep
themselves running. Others are on the point
of shutting down, especially those not on the

preferred list of the fuel authorities. There
is quite a tonnage of coal standing in cars

and should the strike be declared off within
the next week there would really be a sur-

plus of fuel especially if consignees were
compelled to take in what is consigned; as

it now stands, more than one consumer can
see his coal standing on the tracks, but is not
allowed to have it.

The operators report a slight gain in the
amount of coal produced in the Central Penn.
region, but this has in no way helped them
to take care of their local trade. It is also

believed that a gain has been made in the
Fairmont district, but iin even larger pro-
portion of this coal is being sent westward
to relieve the more serious conditions there.

There is all kinds of talk current in the
trade as to drastic regulations as to the

cutting off of fuel and power but outside of

the curtailment of some special passenger
traffic on Sunday, no orders have been
issued enforcing a cut in the fuel consumed.
The public utility plants in this district still

have stocks sufficient for two or three
months.

Many of the local producers of bituminous
are complaining of the slowness of being
reimbursed for coal which has been com-
mandeered, and unless some action is taken
soon some of them will be compelled to go
to the expense of borrowing funds to meet
current expenses. It is now reported that a

plan of having banks accept notes for such
coal will be put into effect to relieve this

flituatioD,

BALTIMORE
Things grow tight in Baltimore and the

city awakens to the fact that coal at tide

does not belong to city as H is divided in

part to New England. Drastic orders cut
down movement this way and on bunkering.
Hard coal situation without much feature.

Bituminous—The situation has tightened
vastly and many industries are now living

pra-'tically from day to day on government
allotment. This includes some big ones.

Others not on preferential or near-prefer-
ential classification, such as brick plants,

have been refused coal and may close at any
time. The sending of five ships here to load

«oal at the piers from the reserve standing
there awheel for New England railroads

awakened the people of Baltimore to the

fact that they cannot rely on that coal at

tide. More will soon be sent allrail north,

it is said, and the government has also or-

dered 1000 cars shipped from the New Kiver

Held allrail to New England for railroad re-

lief.

Because the Georges Creek and Upper Po-

tomac mines were working nearly full last

week an order was placed that left prac-

tically only that production for Baltimore
and points east, the Somerset field and a

large part of West Virginia production being

diverted to the Middle West. The order

cut off all coal east except that mined east

of Thomas, W. Va., on the Western Mary
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land Railroad and Terra Alton. W. Va., on

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, and the

Sand Patch Tunnel on the Connellsville di-

vision. Another order placed here cut off all

loading of bunker coal on overseas ships.

This meant the stoppage of putting coal

aboard foreign vessels to carry them to the

nearest foreign coaling station, and on Ameri-

can ships for either round-trip or one way
voyages. Coastwise and bay vessels were
left for the time tieing to get bunker coal

sparingly under permits.

The order putting the east practically on

an east-of-the-Allegheny production, cutting

off from Baltimore the old reliable Somerset
region, was probably impelle^l by the knowl-

edge that the Georges Creek and Upper Po-

tomac were the onlv other regions working
nearly full and the west was hard put for

coal of any kind in the past week, however,

some trouble came in Ihe Georges Creek
region, where two mines at least were hit

by united walkout and several by individual

desertions, whether merely for the Thiinks-

giving period or for the period of the strike

dispute was a question. In addition many
men in the Upper Potomac walked out,

mines at Thomas, Coketon, Pierce, Ben Bush
and Kempton were closed among others.

Many men were also reported deserting

anew- the workings in the Meyersdale region,

so that midweek finds the trade here greatly

disturbed. The closing up ..f last week and

the early days of the week saw a big im-

provement in Baltimore & Ohio R. R. load-

ings, some 2500 cars being averaged some
days This is only about 700 cars short of

a normal run.

Anthracite—The hard coal receipts are

about seasonal, except that the receipts are

higher than usual. Light receipts are offset

to some extent at least by the tact that there

is probably a larger per centage of consumers
with coal in cellars than ever before at

the end of November. The reserve supplies

in yards here are small, and again this is

offset by the fact that the weather continues
rather mild.

Lake Markets

PITTSBURGH
Another week has passed without there

being a general resumption of work at the

union coal ^ines, and restrictions upon coal

consumption are increased. Pittsburgh is

under the same restrictions as other dis-

tricts, in the matter of consumption, but is

particularly well fixed as to supplies, there

being shipments from various non-union dis-

tricts in western Pennsylvania, particularly

the Connellsville region. The Pittsburgh
district proper is altogether union and there

is practically no mining. Domestic consump-
tion is particularly well taken care of by rea-

son of the supply of river coal, in process of

accumulation for months before the strike.

Supplies from Non-union Districts. Steel

Stocks Almost Exhausted.

Some of the steel works in the Pittsburgh

and valley districts have been securing more
or less coal from their operations in the Con-
nellsville region, but this movement is now
largely shut off by the fuel distribution au-

thorities. For the main part the steel mills

have been running on stocks since the incep-

tion of the strike, and these stocks are now
very near the end, the prospect being that

if there is not a general resumption at the

union coal mines within a fortnight one-half

or more of the steel industry will have to

close.

On Dec. 2 the Fuel Administration decided

that production of beehive coke should be

restricted by 25 per cent., and the regula-

tion is being put into operation for the Con-

nellsville region by limiting the supply of

coal cars. The region has been making
about 230.000 net tons of coke a week, in-

volving the consumption of about 350,000
tons of coal, so that about 90,000 tons of coal

a week should be added to the coal ship-

ments.

There are occasional transactions covering

small lots of coal, but there is very little to

be bought. We quote the market nt Govern-

ment prices, $2.35@2,50 for mine-run and

2rjc higher for screened, per net ton, Pitts-

burgh district.

CIXVELAND
With less than the city's minimum coal

requirements coming In. reserves are melting

away and drastic curtailment has been or-

dered. It is estimated fully 200 plants in

9X1

the Cleveland district proper are shut down
or operating part time. Settlement of the

strike in the Ohio fields Is expected dally.

Bituminous—According t.. a report of the

local fuel distribution commutee, the situa-

tion in Cleveland is; City's normal daily

consumption, 40,000 tons; normal daily con-

sumption by the so-called essentials, 8,000

tons; present daily receipts, 2,000 to 2.500

tons; reserves at start of strike, 100,000

tons.

Although hopes are bright that within a

few days—a week at the most—southern and

eastern Ohio mines will again be operating,

plans are being made for radical curtail-

ment of fuel all around. Lighted outdoor ad-

vertising and theater signs are to become

dark once more. Street car heating is to be

reduced as far as possible. Non-essentia

industries getting electric power from central

stations will likelv he cut off, and some may

have to cease operations voluntarily bec.iuse

of lack of coal to keep heating and sprinkler

systems going.

Iron and steel plants in the Cleveland dn-

Irict which have just attained an average

production of 80 per cent., have been com-

pelled to cut operations to 50 per cent be-

cause of no fuel. Many plants at which

strikers have just returned have been com-

pelled to turn the workmen away. In some

instances, particularly several large rubber

companies at Akron. Ohio, boiler equipment

has been switched over to burn oil as fuel.

Where southern and eastern Ohio mines

normally produce 1500 tons and upward

daily they now are turning out about iia

ears » day. Railroads are confiscating a part

of the meager portion of this 35-car produc-

tion consiirned to Cleveland, and in some

instances Cleveland fuel has been reconsigned

to Chicago Hope for resumption of Ohio

mines lays in the conference Governor J. M.

Coi has called at Columbus. It is reported

he has offered the miners a 25 per cent wage

increase, and several operators have openly

declared their willingness to pay it.

The strike has come to have a bad taste in

the public's mouth. At the outset, sympathy

was wholly with the operators and against

the miners. Government interference, Mc-

Adoo's injection of profiteering charges and

Garfield's failure to effect a settlement have

cost the public's sympathy with the opera-

tors It is felt that had the operators been

left to make a settlement with the minere,

peace would have come long since- So now
the public is indifffferent as to the settle-

ment, just so long as one is made This le

•entiment expressed editorially and by lead-

ing producers and consumers here.

The few cars of bituminous coming into

Cleveland are being rationed by the local

fuel committee. Hospitals are operating on

a 24-hour schedule, and other so-called ea-

sntials have not a great deal more on their

•tockpiles. The one "Gibralter" is the

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co., the larg-

est public utility, which supplies from 150,-

000 to 160,000 kilowatts daily. It has close

to 50.000 tons of bituminous in its stock pile.

Retail dealers are not taking any orders for

bituminous and have no prices. Domestic

demand for bituminous, as well as anthra-

cite and Pocahontas, has fallen off despite

the freezing weather of the last two weeks,

for domestic consumers are adequately sup-

plied. Emergency needs are being met by

»11 coke. Anthracite and Pocahontas prices

remain unchanged, with re'-eipts light.

Lake Trade—What is believed to be the

last bituminous cargo of the season was
loaded at Toledo, Ohio. Dec. « for Lake
Michigan Several cargoes for Lake Super-

ior have been taken in the past week. Lake

Erie docks have dumped an average of 350

ears a day. compared with 2500 cars a day in

a normal November. Cargoes to Lake .Michi-

gan and Lake Superior in the lust few day*

have been bringing $1.25 a ton, against the

sommer freight rate of 50c to Duluth and

47Hc to Lake Michigan.

In November Duluth received 310.200 tone

of bituminous against 1,(178.000 in November,

191H To Dec. 1, Duluth receipts of bi-

tuminous have been (;.H55.0flO net tons,

afainst 9.541.900 tons of the same week the

year previous.

CINCINNATI

Hills of bituminous fluctuate. Normal pro-

duction looked forward to with improvement

of labor situation. Consumers subject to

drastic restrictions.

The local coal market was featured last

week with a fluctuation in prices. In the

oarly part of the week bituminous coal sold

at $6.75 delivered, and by Saturday was
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<7.25. but their sales were small. At the
present time jobbers are filling orders only
from regular customers and are taking on
no new business. Rail receipts have almost
lopped. The market is dej-ending entirely

upon the river for fuel. Condensed reports
received on the coal market during the past
week were as follows: New River district

improving, Fairmont district 60 per cent,

of the miners at work, Kanawha and Ken-
tucky district not much improvement.

Some coal men say that if the West Vir-
ginia and Kentucky operators had had any
amount of barges on hand when the coal
trike was declared Cincinnati would not
have suffered because coal could have been
brought here from the nonunion mines by
water. With the improvement in the labor
situation at Fairmont, W. Va . coal men look
for normal production next week. A score
or more of manufacturing plants in this vi-

cinity have closed down because of the lack
of steam coal of which the local market is

practically stripped and all available is be-
ing distributed to public utilities and essen-
tial industries.

Cars of coal on tracks here decreased from
600 to 200 during the past week with none
eoming in. Some improvement in routing
ears to the Kentucky coal fields has been no-
ticed. Prices on coal are believed to ease
up somewhat because of the recent rumor
that the government will set a fixed price on
»11 coal. There is little or no smokeless coal
to be had, owing to the heavy demands from
eistern markets.

Passenger service on all railroads in and
out of Cincinnati is to be reduced Dec. 9,
from 12 to 25 per cent., as a coal conserva-
tion measure. Retail dealers have sent out a
warning to domestic consumers to prepare
themselves for far more drastic restrictions
than they have thus far been subjected to.
It became known last week after a careful
survey of this district, comprising four states,
that local industrial plants and dealers were
better stocked with coal at the beginning
of the strike than any other city in the
eountry. No improvement in the coal situa-
tion is looked for here until the grievancee
between the operators and miners are thor-
oughly settled.

COLUMBUS
No change in the strike situation in Ohio

has taken place. With the exception of a few
small wagon mines and co-operative con-
cerns, including stripping operations, no coal
Is being produced in the state. Efforts are
being made by Governor Cox to secure a
wage settlement in the state.

The fuel situution m central Ohio and in
fact in all parts of the Buckeye State is ap-
proaching a crisis. Central Ohio was ap-
parently the best supplied of any section in
the Middle West for some time and little
concern was expressed by steam users. But
the situation is steadily growing worse untilmany manufacturing plants face a shut-down
unless something is done to increase the SUP-

S'' r,°»T™'''- '^'' '"'' ""O 'o<^='' distributor,

„ ,,'^''' '"'^ """"^ '»'''<' 'o supply practi-
cally all calls for fuel, but surplus stocks
are being depleted and with little coming in
from the outside, steps are now being taken
to husband the supply.

Orders have been issued to discontinue the
lighting of electric signs and to do away with
all unnecessary store illumination So far
no steps have been taken to curtail the busi-
ness hours in mercantile establishments,
but that IS looked for soon if relief does
not appear. Retailers have been supplied in
most cases but this done after investigation
of the needs. Retail stocks are low butwhen it is shown that coal is needed to take
care of the public it is forthcoming. Hos-
pitals and schools are also supplied and pub-
lic institutions have been taken care of.
Some manufacturing concerns are running
low on fuel, and these may be shut down al
any time. The public service concerns are
fairly well supplied in central Ohio, but in
the northern part there is considerable in-
convenience because of lack of fuel. Service
is being crippled in many instances.

Governor Cox late last week called upon
Ohio operators and miners to get together on
a wage scale, and the whole of Dec. .5 was
spent in conferences. First, the operators
were called in and they told their side, and
later the miners' officials were heard. There
was no joint conference between the two
•ides. It was believed for a time that pros-
pects for an agreement on a wage scale in
Ohio were bright, but operators and jobbers
cannot see the matter in that light. It is
figured that in case the operators agree to
give a certain advance, say 20 or 25 per

cent., this must be ratified by the national

Gffi-(rs of the United Mine Work rs, and that

would be unlikely. So the matter rests where
it was before.

Prices of coal delivered have not changed
materially recently. A large part of the coal

old by dealers was on previous orders and
the usual prices are secured. Hocking lump
sells from $6.00® 6.50 and mine-run from
the Hocking field at $5.25 @5. 75. Pomeroy
lump is strong at $6.50. West Virginia
splints .ire quoted at $7.50 for lump, and
$6.75 for mine-run. Pocahontas is scarce

and sells in the neighborhood of $8.50.

BUFTALO
Still waiting for the miners to go to work.

Slowly, slowly disappearing. Not agreed as

to the amount. Coal men have nothing to

do. Anthracite moving well by lake, but
soon to stop.

Bituminous—The supply is not what it

was, of course, but the authorities do not
ftgree very well as to how much is left.

OdiUy enough it is now reported that the

nonunion miners, who remained at work
pretty well at first, are not doing as much as

they were. Somebody says that the country

bank miners are having a fine trade

and then a telegram is received which re-

ports that the West Virginia strikers have
been ordered back to work by their leaders.

All these things may be true and they may
not. The shippers have nothing to do but

•it about and discuss them. One man will

express a positive opinion that the strike is

about at an end and the ne.\t one will say

that it will last till the union and the op-

erators get together and form a new wage
scale. Some have confidence in the Govern-

ment and say that^ Garfield never gives up,

and others are sure that the efforts by au-

thority have cnme to nothing.

The consumers are becominff uneasy. This
section hears that the scarcity is regarded
more severe westward than it is here, and
so the coal is all being sent past us and
soon we shall have none. Coal starts for a

consignee and instead of the car there comes
a notice that it has been confiscated by the

railroads. Canada is getting no coal at all,

and is fortunate that so much was bought
before the strike was ordered. For that

precaution the consumers, there and also

here, can thank the jobbers, as they were
persistent in predicting strike and fairly

ordering their customers to lay in all they

had storage for.

Wliat little coal is moving goes on at old

prices, $4.45 for Allegheny Valley sizes,

$4,S(l for Pittsburgh and No. 8 lump, $4.65
tor same three-quarter, $4.20 for mine run
and $4.10 for all slack, with $4.60 for smoke-
less and $5.70 for Pennsylvania smithing, all

per net ton, f. o. b. Buffalo.

Anthracite—The situation is about to

change radically on account of this being
the end of the lake season. Only a few car-

goes will be loaded now and then, the supply
will be turned into the city trade till that

is satisfied, as it was last year. The con-
sumers have remained pretty quiet lately, but
they are getting impatient, and if the supply
should continue small after the loading to

the lakes ceased there would be a big howl.

All furnaces which can burn coal will

have to give up their natural gas on the 15th,

and that will make a big increase nf coal
consumption. Prices are so high that some
are buying soft coal and small sizes to mix in,

as the cost can be much reduced in that way.
Quotations are as follows:

On Cars At Curh
Gross Ton Net Ton

Orate $3.55 $10.20
Egg 8.80 10.65
Stove 9.00 10.85
Chestnut 9.10 10.85
Pea 7.75 9.30
Buckwheat 5.70 7.75

The lake trade has been badly hampered
for some time by bad storms on the upper
lakes, biit there has not been much disturb-

ance here till last week, when the wind rose
to 84 miles an hour, though the damage done
was not as great as might have been ex-

pected. Shipments for the week were 93.255
net tons, of which 27,200 tons cleared for

Milwaukee, 23,900 tons for Duluth and Su-
perior. 17,000 tons for Fort William, 12.900
tons for Chicago, 7,000 tons for Waukegan
and 5,255 tons for Ashland. All rates have
been $1 lately, with some offers of $1,25.

The shipments for November were 570,700
tons as against 638,700 tons for the same
month last season. For the season they were
4,276,518, as against 3,471,993 last season.

Coke
Buffalo—The demand is somewhat better,

afi the furnaces return to steady operation.
The strikers are defiant and are reported to

have made some violent throats lately, but
the mills are all running on what is said to

be full time. The spurt in iron ore receipts
lately is now over, as the ore freezes in the
upper lake pockets and cannot he loaded.
Coke prices are still based on $9 for 72-hour
Connellsville foundry, $8 for 48-hour fur-

nace and $7 for off grades.

DETROIT
Though in no immediate peril of serious

shortage of bituminous, Detroit's diminish-
ing supply arouses apprehension.

Bituminous—Information nas come to the
Detroit Coal Exchange that the Railroad Ad-
ministration is seizing a larger part of the
coal consigned to Detroit than was done in
the period immediately folio .ving the enforce-
ment of government regulation. P. K. Reeves,
secretary of the exchange was advised that
on Dec. 1 only one car of coal for Detroit
was waiting in Toledo, through which prac-
tically all of the city's bituminous supply
iB carried.

So far Detroit appears to have experienced
little hardship from the bituminous miners'
strike. The volume of shipments has been
greatly reduced, but the supply has not been
hut off and the coal received has served to

make provision for consumers who are de-

pendent on continuance of a more or less reg-
ular movement. With this assistance and
the reserves established by many of the
large consumers during the summer months,
there apparently has been enough coal to
meet the requirements of all classs of con-
sumers.

Ewald Sheiwe, president of the Detroit
Coal Exchange, who has supervision of dis-

tribution under the Regional Committee, es-

timates that there is enough coal to take
care of the needs of factory and household
consumers for approximately a month, which
places Detroit in a more favorable position
than many of the other western cities. Just
what results will follow the enforcement of
the government restrictions on delivery to
the first five classes in the priority list is yet
to develop.

Anthracite—Falling temperatures dnring
the week have created a more urgent demand
from household consumers for the prepared
izes of anthracite. Retail dealers' stocks
are very low, and their attempts to obtain
additional supplies are not meeting with as
prompt a response as would be desirable.

Complaints are made about delay in filling-

orders and about slow movement of shipments
after coal is loaded on the cars.

Lake Trade—From the present outlook no
coal for lake shipment will be loaded after
the end of the present week. Loading dur-
ing the week was limited to a few cargoes
of anthracite for delivery at the American
and Canadian head of the lakes and about
a half dozen cargoes of bituminous for Lake
Michigan ports to help out the winter fuel
supply of the northwestern railroads.

TORONTO
Coal situation very serious. No bitumin-

ous for industries until hospitals and public
utilities are supplied. Many factories likely

to close down.—Anthracite supply adequate
for present demand.

The coal situation is very serious, and un-
less relief is obtained shortly many indus-
trial plants will have to suspend operations.
H. A. Harrington, Provincial Fuel Adminis-
trator, states that the needs of the hospitals
and public utilities will be first supplied,
and no bituminous will be delivered to in-

dustrials until they have been provided for.

Stocks at the hospitals are nearly ex-
hausted. There is plenty of anthracite on
hand and coming forward for present de-
mands. Some of the manufacturers are burn-
ing steam sizes of hard coal. Some bitum-
inous is being brought in from outside points
of Ontario and is selling at an average of
about $15 per ton delivered, but the supply
from this source will be very shortly ex-
haused.

LOUISVILLE

Small mines throughout Kentucky fields re-

ported to start operations. Some sections
doing very little, and production light. .Ee-
tallers out of coal.

The situation so tar as production is con-
cerned is more promising than it has been.
Reports from various sections of the state
indicate larger and better operations. The
Straight Creek field in southeastern Ken-*
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tucky is going back fast, and operations

in Knox County are improving. Hazard
County is operating as near to full as car

supply will permit. Mines in northeastern
Kentucky are reporting operations. Harlan
County shows a few commercial mines in

operation, but the only two plants of any
size that are working in that field are the

mines of the Wisconsin Steel and United
States Coal companies.

It is claimed that the Southern Appalach-
ian Field is the strongest organized field

south of the Ohio River. Secretary McCoy,
of the organization at Knoxville. has disputed

statements of labor leaders, relative to the

number of men who have returned to work.

Secretary Hord, of the Hazard Operators'

Association, claims that car shortage if hold-

ing down operations in the Hazard field,

where labor troubles have not interfered ma-
terially.

Announcement was made at Middlesboro,

Kentucky, on Dec. 2. to the effect^ that

thirty-five local miners' unions, of District

19, had signed up under the fourteen per

cent, agreement, and that a total of 1500
had returned to wok. The contracts have

the endorsement of S. A. Keller, of Middles-

boro, president of the District. Mr. Keller

has gone to the Jellico fields, and stated that

he figured that the miners in that section

would agree to the new temporary agreen^nt
if the operators would agree to temporary
agreements to be followed by a joint confer-

ence when the strike is settled in the Cen-

tral competitive field. He believed that he
could insure 100 per cent, of the men at

work by the end of the week.

Western Kentucky and southern Indiana
miners are reported to be ?oing back fast,

but production is not increasing as fast as
reports would indicate.

Starting Monday industrial plants in Lou-
isville went on a forty-eight hour per week
basis, and all theaters, business houses, of-

fice buildings, stores, etc., were regulated,
under orders of the Southern Committee at
Atlanta.

Retailers of Louisville report that their
stocks are very low, and that they are get-

ting practically no coal, as the railroads are
very slow in making releases. Mild weather
has held down retail demand, but threatened
colder weather may bring some heavy de-

mand and actual suffeffring.

BIRMINGHAM
Increase in coal productior.. Retail docks

are low. Mine workers rescue operations.
New fuel order will increase supply for dis-

tribution.

Coal production in Alabama for the week
ending Nov. '29 reached the highest figure

for any like period in 1919, with the excep-
tion of the three last weeks in October,
when extraordinary efforts were being ex-

erted to accumulate coal on account of the
approaching strike. Statistics showing that
291.874 tons of coal were mined during the
last week in November, which was an in-

crease of about 20.000 tons over the prev-
ious week. However, unless government re-

trictions are lifted sliortly non-essential fuel
consumers in Alabama territory will suffer

a coal shortage along with those in other
sections of the country, war-time restrictions
being in effect and much is being diverted
to western and southwestern territory not
normally supplied from this district. Coal
produced in the Walker County field and
from other mines adjacent to the Frisco not
confiscated by that line is diverted to west-
•rn territory.

The order of the fuel administration cut-
ting the use of coking coal by furnace com-
panies 50 per cent, will add greatly to the
tonnage made available for distribution to

the preferred classes, as several of the larg-
est furnace producers have not taken on any
commercial business in several years.

Retail yards are beginning to run low on
stocks, and very little coal is being re-
ceived locally to replenish the supply of do-
mestic grades. Wagon mines around Bir-
mingham and in other parts of the district

are helping out the situation to some ex-
tent, and much coal is being handled by
trucks for both domestic and steam use.

The working forces at the mines have been
stimulated considerably as a result of the
increase of 14 per cent, in wages made ef-

fective Dec. 1, and with the exception of a
number of smoll mines in the Cahaba field,

which remain idle account of miners refusing
to take up their work, all ether operations
are working, some few with forces some-
what under normal.

CONNELLSVILLE
The "Courier" reports production In the

Connellsville and Lower Counellsville region
In the week ended Nov. 29 at 237, 4&5 tons,

an increase of 6151 tons. Wage advance of

1 4 per cent. Wild market in spot coke
owing to order restricting production. Con-
tracting largely concluded.

Effective Monday, Dec. 1, the Connells-
ville region advanced wages all around hy 14
per cent., this covering mine labor and oven
labor equally. The region las always been
nonunion, but there has been much restless-

ness and it was regarded as important to

post notices advancing wages as soon as it

was decreed at Washington that the union
bituminous scale for the central competitive
district should be advanced. The wage ad-

vance adds nearly 50c to the cost of pro-

ducing a ton of coke.

There has been an absolutely wild market
in spot coke since the decision at Washing-
ton of Dec. 2, that beehive coke production

should be restricted by 25 per cent. Fur-

naces not usually tributary to the region have
been buying for some time, through their

usual soucres of supply whish were shut off,

while many furnaces having contracts for

Connellsville coke tried to buy spot lots as

a reserve against their contract shipments
being curtailed.

The market a week ago was quotable at

$6.25 for spot furnace. Tuesday of this

week it became $8, with $8.30 the next day
and $10 the day following. Foundry coke

has sold at about the same prices. The total

turnover has been small and there is no
regularly quotable market. The 25 per cent,

restriction in output is about to be put into

effect, through the medium of the car sup-

ply. Some operations will have to erect tem-

porary trestles for loading coal.

More than half the furnace coke contract-

ing for the first half or all of 1920 has been
done Early contracts, six weeks or more
a-'o were at $5. after which $5.50 was done,

and" finally two or three weeks ago $6. Then
ratio contracts were turned to and a great

deal of business has been put through at

51/^ to 1, based on basic pig iron at valley

furnaces. A few contracts have been made
at 5 to 1. At the present market, $33, the

contracts would invoice coke at $6.60 and
$6 respectively.

Middle West

MILWAUKEE
Coal still arriving by lake, but stocks axe

being drawn upon heavily by tbe Fuel Ad-
ministration. Strict economy urged.

Coai men are liavin? anotaer taste of war-
time restrictions, witli the accompanying
public hysteria. Dockmen and government
representatives have agreed upon rules which
will result in minimum coal consumption by
manufacturers as well as in private homes.
Distribution will be restricted so that the
supply of fuel may reach as wide a range as
possible. Cargoes are still arriving by lake
and more are booked to come. Train loads

are going to the interior daily, however, and
the huge coal piles on the docks are begin-
ning to show the effects of the drain. No-
vember receipts fell behind the record of

yast year, the aggrosato being 127,007 tons
of anthracite and 176,778 tons of soft coal.

December is also bound to fhow a decrease
as against the same month of last year.

ST. LOUIS

Coal shortage acute here now. A little

Bmokclcss, Kentucky and Alabama coal com-
ing in. Gas coke supply about exhausted.
Byproduct will last about ten days longer.

No mines working.

The local situation is beginning to become
an acute proposition now. All of the Illinois

coal that was held in Missouri is gone, hut
there is some smokeless mine-run coming
in from West Virginia, some good coal from
enHtern Kentucky, and also from Alabama,
but most of it is in mine-run form and ii

retailing at from $8.00® 10.00 a ton.

Steam plants are using oil, and a few are
putting in gas under their boilers. Perhaps
as high as 15 to 20 per cent, of the in-

dustrial plants in St. Louis are now using
oil. Other plants are beln; rapidly fitted

up for oil, and in the meantime are getting
along on coke and wood. The burning of
oil is considerably higher than the cost of
coal.

The supply of gas coke is !.bout e-thausted,
and It is estimated that the byproduct coke,
at the rate it is being loaded out now, will
last about ten days. Practically no gas
coke IS being shipped out of town, and only
a limited quantity of the byproduct, and
then in emergency cases.

The conservation measures in St. Louis
are a farce, as they are not systematically
outlined and are too vague to be taken or
considered seriously.

All the nonessentials had ample time to
load up with coal, while the essentials could
not get any and now there is no coal for \anyone. It was failure to properly distribute
the coal in the beginning that has caused
the situation in St. Louis to be as acute as
It IS.

In the country districts in some places
the situation is serious beyond description
where light plants and public utility plants
have been obliged to shut down, and only
by the cutting of green wood have the water
works been able to keep going, and this ap-
plies also to several public institutions.

In the western part of the state, as well
as in the central part of Missouri, the local
strip mines are being taken over by the
state and being worked. Ac Moberly and
one or two other places the mines are workrmg because the operators gave the miners
thirty-one per cent, increase, but the tonnage
produced is so small as not t.- be considered
a factor in the local situation.

There are no mines in Illinois working and
no chance of any going to work, judging
from conditions at present. There are no
restrictions on prices and '.here is consider-
able profiteering on the part of the retailer,
who is forced to do it because the railroads
charge him for coal about twice as much
as they should. The railroads are also
charging 15 cents for rebilli.ig charges, etc.,m spite of the fact that Director General
Mines said there is no authority for this
charge. The whole situation as far as the
Middle West is concerned has been badly
managed from the very beginning, and in
St. Louis in particular.

Recent Coal and Coke
Patents

Co»l mining: chute. A. Malinowaky,
Throop, Penn., 1,306.704. June 17, 1919.
Filed Sept. 12, 1918. Serial No. 253,749.

Segmental urate bars. C. R. Waid, Blr-
mlnpham, Ak\.. 1,306.729. June 17. 1919
Filed Aug. 16, 1918. Serial No. 250,210.

Mining: machine. F. L. O. Wadsviorth as-
Blsr.or to Jeffrey Mfg. Co., Columbus, O.,
1,304,829. May 27, 1919. Piled Feb 19.
1912. Serial No. 678,567.

Miner's cap. M. J. Gibbons, Shenandoah.
Penn., 1,305,895-. June 3, 1919. Filed Dec.
», 1918. Serial No. 265,584.
Furnace stoker. T. A. Marsh assignor to

areen Engineering Co., East Chicago, Ind.,
1,305,482. June 3, 1919. Filed Feb 1«,
1917 Serial No. 148,926.

Cob! clenninir apparatus. W. J. Patter-
son and R. M. Bickley. assignors to Ilevl
and Patterson, Pittsburgh, Penn. 1,312,867
August 5, 1919. Filed March 5, 1919.
Serial No. 280,854.

Mine working machine. N. A. Newdick,
Oohimbus, Ohio. 1,308.137. July 1. 1919.
Filed Jan. 24. 1916. Serial No. 73,814.

Itrlquet marlilne. S. E. Moren, Ruvablk,
Minn., 1,306.309. June 10, 1919. Filed Oct
10, 1918. Serial No. 257,606.

TO TAKE FUKTHEB STEPS TO SAVE
BUNKER COM,

Further conservation of bunker fuel is

planned by the Central Coal Distributing
Committee by putting into effect new re-
strictions on the distribution of bunker coal.
Killing has been made by the Committee that
all merchant vessels, engatced in the trans-
Atlantic service, and not sa-ling on a regu-
lar schedule, must obtain their bunker sup-
plies by individual licenses to be issued by
the port committee at the various American
ports.
The committee's ruling, it was announced,

does not affect shipping engaged in the coast-
wise service, nor vessels plying the trani-
Atlantic trade routes on a regular schedule.
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Current Prices—Materials & Supplies

IRON AND STEEL
PIG IRON—Quotations compiled hy the Matthew Addy Company
Department of Commerce Committee Schedule.

Current One Moi
CINCINNATI
No. 2 S luthe
Northe
Southern Ohio No. 2

NEW YORK, Tidewater delivery
2X Vireinia (silicon 2.25 to 2.75) ....

Southern No. 2 (silicon 2.25 to 2.75) .

BIRMINGHAM
No. 2 Foundry

PHILADELPHIA
Eastern Pa ,

Virginia No. 2
Ba
Grey Forge

CHICAGO
No. 2 Foundry Local
No. 2 Foundry Southern. .

PITTSBURGH, including fr
Valley

No. 2 Foundry Valley...
Basic - - - .

Bessemer

$34.60
34.00
36.55

38.10*
39.10*
34.60*
34.60*

ight charge from tne

$32 60
31.05
31.55

33.00*
34 40*

29.00t
29.40*

32.40
28.40
29 35

* F. o. b. furna

STRUCTURAL MATERIAL—The following are the base prices, fob.
Pittsburgh, togethe
plac

th the quotations per 100 lb. from wareho

New York-
Mill

Pittsburgh Current

Beams, 3 to 15 in $2 45 $3.47
Channels, 3 to 15 in 2 45 3 47
Angles, 3 to 6 in, i in. thick. 2.45 3 47

One Yea
Ago

$4 27
4 27
4 27

St.

Louis

$3 54
3 54
3 54

Chi-
cago

$3 47

Tees, 3 in. and larger 2 45 3 47 4 27 3 54

Plates 2 65 3 67 4 52 3 54
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Worth Many Times Their Cost
Golden-Anderson Life & Property Insurance Valves

Most boiler accidents happen at times when you
can least afford them. Isn't it true?

Any safety device that certainly minimizes your

chances of a serious disaster—plant shut-down, or

liability due to loss of life—is worth its cost to you
many times over.

The Golden-Anderson, Life and Property Insur-

ance Valve not only insures you against accidents

"when you can least afford them." it insures you
against property damage and loss of life, due to

a steam pipe or boiler tube break, at all times.

The only valves whi.
minute while in se:

Prevents flow of sle

1 be tested at any

im from other boilers
ube has ruptured.

Cut off all boilers when steam main burst.

Pressure equalized between boilers auto-
matically .

No live steam can enter cold boiler—thus
protecting workmen.

Fitted with Double Corliss Dash Pot, pre-
venting pounding, chattering and spin-
ning.

r7oo in use in U. 3. Steel Corp.

GOLDEN-ANDERSON
Automatic Cushioned Controlling

Altitude Valves
1. Eliminate loss of water in reservoirs, stand-

pipes.tanks.etc. .by keeping the levtl constant.
2. Operate without floats or fixtures.

3, Uninterrupted service and a positive water
supply assured without danger of water
hammer surges or burst mains.

4, No metal to metal seating. Positively cush-
ioned by water and by air.

5. Can be made to close
automatically during fire

controlled by
lectricity from

GOLDEN-ANDERSON
Double Cushioned Quick Closing

Emergency Trip Valves
Provide Against Runaway Engines

and Disastrous Accidents
1. Give perfect automaticcoiitnil ut the steam

or air flow in any pipe line from oiie or more
distant points.

2. Can be opened or
'closed instantly in
case of emergency by
steam or electricity.

3. May be tested while
in! service giving
---Tiplete assurance
of safety.

4. Positively cushioned
|bv doubl "
Dash P „ .

.

" .banging, stiok-
ing or chatter-

i"Hosts of References*

"Every Valve With an Absolute^Guarantee/'

GOLDEN-ANDERSON
Automatic Cushioned

Steam Pressure Reducing Valves

Extra Heavy "For High or Low
Pressure Service"

. Automatical)* n-^t]

the reduced pressu
perfectly const "

even if the b<

pressure fluctuat

. Once adjusted
stays adjusted.

. Thoroughly cusl
ed and guided,
pounding, jamr
or ch:Utering.

pate safety pis-

ton absolutely pre-
vents high pressure
steam from pene-
trating into the low
pressure side in case
of a broken dia-
phragm.

, Double extra heavy
and practically inde-
structible and fool-

proof.

GOLDEN-ANDERSON VALVE SPECIALTY COMPANY
1213 FULTON BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA.
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oemi-finished nuts sell at the foUowicg discounts from list price:

Current One Year Ago
New York 50— 1 0% 50%
Chicago 50% 50%
Cleveland 60-10% 50%
St. Louis 45%

MACHINE BOLTS—Warehouse discounts in the following citirs:

New York Cleveland Chicago St. Louis

I by 4 in. and smaller 40% 50% 35-5% 50-5%
Larger and longer up to I in. by 30 in. 30% . 40% 25-5% 40-5%

WASHERS—From warehouses at the places named the following amount is

deducted from list price:

For wrought-iron washers;
NewY''ork $1.25 Cleveland $3.75 Chicago $3.00

For cast-iron washers the base price per 100 lb. is as follows:

New York $7.00 Cleveland $3.75 Chicago $4.25

RIVETS—The following • quotations are allowed for fair sized orders from
warehouse:

New Y'ork Cleveland Chicago

Steel ,'s and smaller 50% 55% off 50%
Tinned 50% 55% off 50%

Boiler, f, J, 1 in. diameter bv 2 in. to 5 in. sell as follows per 100 lb.:

New York. .$5.00 base Cleveland. .$4.00 Chicago. . $4. 87 Pittsburgh .. $4 . 72

Structural, same sizes:

New\-ork. .$5 10 Cievcland $4 10 Chicago. , $4. 97 Pittsburgh. . $4.82

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
LINSEED OIL—These prices are per gallon:

-— Kew York—• — Cleveland
Current One Current O

Year Ago Year Ago

Raw, 5-bbl. lots ... $1,80 $1 59 $2.05 $2.10
S-gal. cans 1.93 1.84 2.25 2,25

. Chicago
Current One

$1 90
2.00

WHITE AND RED LEAD—Base price.

Current I Year Ago

Dry
lOO-lb. keg 14 00
25 and 50-lb. kegs. 14.25
I2}-Ib. keg 14.50
5-lb.c3ns 16 00
1-lb. cans 17.00

In Oil

16 10
15 75
16.00
17.50
18.50

14 GO
14.25
14,50

In Oil

14 50
12 75
15 00

Dry
and
In Oil

14.00
14.25
14.50
16,00
17.00

5001b. lots less 10% discount. 2000 lb. lots less 1 0-2J% discount.

Dry
. and
In Oil

14.00
14 25
14,50
16 00
17.00

COMMON BRICK—The prices per 1 000 in cargo or c

Chicago $12.00 Birmingha)
,St. Louis, salmon 15.00 Denver (hs

Cincinnati 17.00

rload lots are as follows:

I $15.00
dred) 14.00

PREPARED ROOFINGS—Standard grade
nails and cement, costs per square as follows

and San Francisco.
I-Ply -

ubbered surface, complete with
a New Y'ork, St. Louis, Chicago

C.l.

$1 50

L.C.I. C.l.

$1 90

2-Ply -

L.C.I.

$2 15
I 95

I grade $1.50 $1 75

No. 2 grade 1
,
35 1

.
60

Asbestos asphalt saturated felt (14 lb. per square) co
Slate-surfaced roofing (red-and green) in rolls of 1

roll in carload lots and $2.50 for smaller quantities.

Shingles, red and green slate finish cost $6 . 00 per square in carloads, $6 . 25
smaller tiuantities. in Philadelphia.

. 3-Ply
C.I. L.c.l.

$2 30 $2.55
2 05 2.30

$5 00 per 1001b.
sq.ft. costs $2.25 per

ROOFING MATERIAL—Prices per ton f. o. b. New York £

Carload Lots
N. Y. Chicago

Tarfelt(141b,rersquareof lOOsq.ft ) $70 00 $70 00

Tarpitchdn 400-lb. bbl.) 21 00 1800
Asphalt pitch (in barrels) 34 00 34 00

Asphalt felt 6800 68.00

id Chicago:

Less Than
Carload Lots

N. Y. Chicago

$71 00
22 00
37 50
72 50

$71 00
19 00
37 50
72.50

12x12x12

$0 185

HOLLOW TILE—Price per block in carload lots for hollow building tile

4x12x12 8x12x1

St.Paul '..' $0 087 $0 135

St.Louis 10 I8J

Seattle 09 .175

Lob Angeles* 082 1 54

New Orleans 165 .22

Pittsburgh 065 .115

Chicago .08 . 1 44

Denver 125 .18

CiB'-innati 08705 .162:

*F. o. b. factory. 4, 8 and 10 inch.

LUMBER—Price of pine per M in carload lots:

St. Louis
Birmingham,
Denver ,,....
Cincinnati. .

.

$49.00
40.00
43 25
50 00

2-In. T. and G.
10 In. I l6Ft.

$45 00
48 00
35 00
50 00

$41.00
43.00
43 00
50 00

EXPLOSIVES—Price per pound of dynamite in small lots and price per 25-lb

keg for black powder;

Low Freezing .- Gelatin
20%,

New York
Boston to. 22
Kansas City 18
NewOrlcau 23
Seattle 13
Chicago. .18
St. Paul. . .

.

St. Louia...
DenTpr. . .

.

Lob Angelea

.18}

.I7i

40%
»0 27)

24J
.22i

) .221
.18
.201
,22}

.2IJ

60%
$0.30

261

.25J
241

:!?*

25J
23t

Black
Powder
$2.40
2 20
J. 45

1.70
2.15
2 25
1.80
2 2$
3 00

MISCELLANEOUS

Cup
Fiber or spong
Transmission.
Asle
Gear
Car journal. .

n the following cities in cents per
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An Appeal to Reason
By R. Dawson Hall

T perhaps no time in the history of

tlie United States has good fortune been

so bright as ui the opening days of 1920.

Everybody is busy except the copper

miners and farmers, and most people have re-

ceived increases fully meeting the increased cost

of living. The exceptions are wholly in the

salaried classes and those whose incomes are

based on bonds, preferred stock insurance, com-

pensation and mortgages, which have not in-

creased with increasing living costs.

At no Christmas season have expenditures been

greater than in that which is just past. Never
have there been fewer persons in need of pecuni-

ary assistance. The bread lines no longer exist.

Wbere at the Bowery Mission there was usually a

long and dolefull procession—of inebriates be it

noted—the line has dwindled till on one night re-

cently there was but one hapless man asking for

shelter and a free meal.

Much of our unrest is not the outcome of need,

but of desire and of a sense of irresponsibility

fostered h\ good times and by the assurance that

a living can be secured whether the individual

works and saves or idles much of the time and
saves not at all.

When the road is good beneath and the highway
ahead is clear, the automobilist is disposed to "joy
ride"; the effect of prosperity on the working
man is quite similar. His strikes are "joy rides",

born of the certainty that comes from national

prosperity. Sure of his job, or of another job as

good, he wagers his present opportunity for an-

other that is better.

The i-eeent strike of the mine woi'kers was a

protest against the conditions existing when busi-

ness lagged in the early spring. He could not

strike then. His margin was too low; the future

was too uncertain. But with eertainity ahead of

him and with a comfortable present, he struck,

feeling that he was secure against any immediate
want.

No one is disposed to deny the right of labor to

profiteer—to accept a better paying job when it

presents itself in his line of work or in another.

The mine worker who becomes a national baseball

figure and who comands a salary in the tens of

thousands of dollars is not condemned but ap-

plauded. If Charlie Chaplin and Mary Pickford

are offered a million dollars a year apiece, no

one condemns them for accepting that splendid re-

muneration.

But this, the nation does expect, that when labor

demands an increased return and enforces that

denurnd by a strike in which all, or most of, the

employees in an industry take part, it must show

a new disaljility to earn its former living—an in-

creased cost of living, for instance—or a new
merit or ability entitling it to more pay and show

itself absolutely free of the charge of violating an

express contract.

If the mine workers had sought merely a 14 per

cent increase or a sliding scale proportionate to

the increased cost of living and had waited to

make that demand until relieved, in the short pro-

cess of time, of the obligation of their contract,

nothing could have been said. But more than

that should have been sought, if sought at all, by

other methods than by a combination jeopardiz-

ing the life and comfort of the other 110 millions

of their fellow citizens.

Large increases of wage should come out of the

operation of supply and demand. They must not

be sought by a certain class of people refusing in

block to afford a service to others that they have

been in the habit of rendering. Our civilization is

based on certain men assuming a specialized part

of the necessary labors of mankind, leaving the

rest of the work to others.

The cast of the play of life must not be spoiled

by the unreasonable snlkiness and abstention of

any of the ]ilayers. This is tlie rule of reason to

wliicli the pul)lic nnist appeal.
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A Use-Classification of Coal

Vol. 1 6, No. 23

Present classifications of coal do not take

into consideration the use to which the fuel

may be put or its adaptability to any indus-

trial or domestic process. It is the aim of

Mr. Ashley's article to present a nucleus
which, expanded through research and dis-

cussion, may eventually be of vastly greater,

practical value to producers and consumers
of coal than any classification yet employed.

By George H. Ashley+
Washington, D. C.

THE present critical state of the supply, distribu-

tion and utilization of coal calls renewed atten-

tion to the lack of any fully adequate classification

for this fuel. In the past coals have been classified

as anthracite, semi-anthracite, semi-bituminous, bitu-

minous, sub-bituminous and lignite, together with a

few special types, such as splint and cannel coal. But

under the term bituminous are included a great variety

of coals differing markedly both physically and chem-

ically. The term sub-bituminous coal covers an

equally great range of chemical differences.

In order to distinguish these varieties of bituminous

coals it has been customary to designate them by the

names of the places where they were mined, or by

the name of the bed from which a particular variety

is produced. Thus, in the market reports, coals are

quoted as Pocahontas, New River or Sewell coal,

Moshannon coal, Ohio coal, Williamson County coal,

Jellico coal, and so on indefinitely, no limit being set

as to the boundaries of the area to which a given

name is applied.

Nor is there any scale by which the coal from one

place may be compared with that from some other

district or some other bed. On the one hand, coals

from the same district may be quite distinct and sell

at very different prices, or coal from the same bed

may vary widely in different districts; on the other

hand, coals from different states may be so similar

physically and chemically that one could replace the

other in practical use without any appreciable differ-

ence in service.

The following classification, arrived at after a care-

ful review of a large number of systems of classification

and of all of the recognized characteristics of coal,

brings together all varieties that so nearly resemble

each other physically, chemically and in heating quali-

ties that any coal of a given type could replace any

other coal of the same type and grade in use. Thus,

if coals A and B are classed as of the same type and

grade they have, so far as I know, approximately

the same heating value when burned under the same

conditions, as well as the same character, length of

flame and properties affecting transportation and

stocking; and if the same grade, approximately the

same percentage of impurities.

•First installment of a paper presented before the fall meeting
of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, Chicago, Septem-
ber, 1919.

tGeologlst In charge section of Eastern Coal Fields, U. S.

Geological Survey.

The classification proposed is intended primarily to

be practical, that is of use to the producer, transporter

and user of coal, and only secondarily scientific; that

is, to bring out resemblances and differences based

on similarities or dissimilarities of origin and history

of the coal. It is therefore based on obvious physical

differences and proximate analyses. This paper is in-

tended to bring the matter to the attention of coal men
and students of coal, for the purpose of inviting con-

structive criticism, with the hope that it may then be

possible to give the classification fairly permanent
form, or as permanent a form as can be secured with
the present available knowledge. The classification is

the result of a comprehensive study of the many thou-

sands of analyses made by the Bureau of Mines,

supplemented by many state analyses, combined with

studies of the physical properties of the coals of the

United States, as made by myself and others during

the past twenty or more years, or as described in tests

of coal made by the U. S. Geological Survey, the Bureau
of Mines, the Navy and others.

The available material is still far from complete,

and the basal studies have not been exhaustive, as

such studies will doubtless occupy many men many
years in the future. Thus the classification here

presented cannot lay claim to finality.

The study is based on a series of what are here

called "standard" types, which have been arrived at

as the result of a long series of pick-and-try tests,

and which it has been decided are of sufficient differ-

ence to warrant recognition. These types are based

on "standard analyses"; that is, an analysis of the

coal as "received" or "as fired," but reduced (if neces-

sary) to a standard of impurities. The impurities

of the coal, the things not characteristic of the types,

are ash, sulphur and, to a lesser extent, nitrogen. For

the standard analysis, there has been selected as a

fair average 6 per cent, of ash, 1 per cent, of sulphur

and a percentage of nitrogen varying from 0.75 per

cent, in anthracite to 1.5 per cent, in most of the

intermediate types, and decreasing to 0.75 per cent,

with lignites.

A careful study of the moisture of coal has con-

vinced me that the moisture content, within certain

limits, is a characteristic of the coal. The fact that

dried coals of different types subjected to the same

conditions of temperature and vapor tension will absorb

different but characteristic amounts of moisture, as

brought out clearly by the experiments of Porter and
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tinguishing coals by rank, the simplest system is to

assume that the fixed carbon remains stationary and
that there is a steady loss of moisture and volatile

matter. . This may be expressed as a ratio or curve

as shown in Table II.

Remembering, however, that in the high-rank coals

the moisture is stationary and the loss appears to

be entirely in the volatile matter, while in the lower

rank coals the volatile matter losses appear stationary,

with reference to the fixed carbon, it is possible to

arrange a double ratio table in which the higher rank
coals are distinguished, as now, by the ratio of the

volatile matter to the fixed carbon or by the well-

known "fuel ratio" and the lower coals by the ratio

of moisture (as received) to fixed carbon. A table

so constructed appears as shown in Table III.

After a careful study of various proposed methods
of distinguishing the rank of coal, I believe the forego-

Anthracite
Bernice
Ilrushy Mount-

Pocahontas.

.

Fuel
Ratio

104-
7-10

Fuel
Ratio

County,
1.4- 4.0 -6.0

1.4- 2.5 -4.0

1.4 -1.7

Carbon
Moisture Coal

10+ (30±) Saint Clai]

10+ (27±) 111

Sani^amon County,
10+ (26+) 111

10+ (24,5) Grundy County, 111..

Sewell 2.5-3.5 10+ (23) Sheridan, Wyo 1.4-
Connellsville... 1.85-2.5 10+ (21.5) Carney, Wyo 1.4-
Pittsburg 1.4-1.85 10+ (19.5) Gillette, Wyo 1.4- 1.0-1.4
Beaver River' Wood County, Tex. . 1.4- 0.85-1.00
Pa 1.4- 1 0+ ( 1 7) Houston County,

Gallatin Coun- Tex 1.4- 0.65-0.85
ty, 111 1.4- 6.0-10.0 Williston, N. Dak. . . 1.4- 0.5-0.65

ing method the best yet found, involving, as it does, only

proximate analysis results. According to the table the

lignites are found to fall betwen 0.5 and 1 in the

fixed carbon moisture ratio; the principal sub-bitumi-

nous coals fall betwen 1 and 2; and the so-called

bituminous coals between 2 and lO-f, beyond this

point they are separated on the basis of fuel ratio, as

now. In preparing a scheme

to cover all coals, full account

must be taken of the physical

as well as the chemical proper-

ties, as many coals having

similar chemical composition,

as shown by the usual an-

alysis, may differ greatly phy-

sically, due to difference of

origin or subsequent history,

and therefore should not be

put into the same class. No
scheme based entirely on

present known chemical differ-

ences may be used to differen-

tiate all types of coal.

In Table IV attempts have
been made to cover all of the

common varieties of coal

known in the United States.

The coals are divided into

those of compact texture and
those of woody, fibrous or

earthy texture. As a mattei-

of fact, woody texture occurs
and may be distinguished
with the microscope in coals

ranging all the way to moder-
ately high-rank bituminous
varieties. Where, therefore,

doubt exists as to whether a
coal has compact, woody,

fibrous or earthy texture, the second test given in the
table is used. If the moisture, as received, exceeds the
fixed carbon, as received, the coal is classed as lignite

or peat. If it does not, it is classed as bituminous or
higher-rank coal.

Geographic names corresponding to those now in

common use in designating coals are proposed for the
several types, except that the type name is made to

end in ite to correspond to the endings of graphite,
carbonite, anthracite and lignite, already in use. Thus,
Pocahontas coal is called Pocahontite. Pocahontas coal

may continue to mean, as now, coal from the Poca-
hontas district of West Virginia and Virginia; Poca-
hontite will mean coal of Pocahontas rank of any grade
from any part of the world.

Following the key and omitting discussion of

graphite and carbonite (native coke), the coals with
compact texture are divided into anthracite and
bitumite classes. The first class has a fuel ratio of

7 or more and a non-luminous flame. The second

class has a fuel ratio of less than 7 and a luminous
flame. The latter class includes the bituminous and
sub-bituminous coals. The luminous flame indicates

the presence of hydrocarbons in the volatile matter,

and their presence is taken to indicate the bituminous
character of the coal. The anthracites may then be
divided into the true, or hard, anthracite, with a
conchoidal fracture, high specific gravity and sub-

metallic luster, and the soft anthracite, with semi-

cubic fracture and low specific gravity. The type of

the soft anthracites is found at Bernice, Sullivan

County, Pennsylvania. The line between the two is

drawn at a fuel ratio of 10.

Bitumites are first divided into those having a

B.t.u. value of over 14,300 and those having a B.t.u.

value of under 14,300 on the coal free of moisture, ash
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and sulphur. As previously stated, in the change of the

coal from peat to anthracite there is a more or less

steady change in the composition of the volatile matter.

The volatile matter of peat contains from 35 to 60

per cent, of oxygen. In the lower rank post-Carbonif-

erous coals, this high percentage of oxygen is main-

tained and tends to hold the heat value of the volatile

matter to a point well below the heat value of a

similar amount of fixed carbon. In the coals of

Carboniferous age and in a few of the post-Carbonif-

erous coals, the oxygen in the volatile matter is com-
monly less than 25 per cent, and the heat value of the

volatile matter correspondingly increased. By drawing
the line at 14,300 B.t.u. it is believed that practically

all of the Carboniferous coals, certainly those of the

United States, are included above the line, and a major-

ity of the post-Carboniferous coals plai'fid below the line.

This B.t.u. figure has been obtained by the formula:

B.t.u. {ash, moisture, sulphur free) =
_ B.t.u. (coa l as received) — 40,5

100 — (moisture t ash + sulphur)

It may be noted that due to climate, or some other

cause, some of the western post-Carboniferous coals

with a low B.t.u. value on ash-, moisture-, sulphur-free

basis have a lower percentage of moisture than some of

the coals of Carboniferous age, and therefore a higher

B.t.u. value on the "as received" basis, notwithstanding

the low rank and character of the volatile matter. The
coals below 14,300 B.t.u. on the ash-, moisture- and
sulphur-free basis include, in general, the coals com-
monly called brown coals in Europe, following the classi-

fication of Zincken' and others.

The higher-rank bitumites are then divided into the

5, Leipslc,

Virginites or so-called smoke-

less coals having a fuel

ratio between 2.5 and 7, a

short to medium flame, and

coals having a fuel ratio be-

low 2.5 and a long flame. The
Virginites are divided into

three types, those having a

fuel ratio of from 5 to 7,

from 3.5 to 5, and from 2.5 to^

3.5. The first is a non-cak-

ing coal with a fuel ratic

between 5 and 7. This coal

is not abundant in this coun-

try, though found in the

Brushy Mountain field of

Virginia, the Coal Hill field

of Arkansas, and a few other

places. This is the type of

the best "Admiralty" coals

of Wales, so long used by
the British Navy.

The other two types are

both caking coals; that is.

they swell up in burning and

run together into a cake, anc"

if other characteristics a'

favorable they may be use''

in the making of coke. They
are separated into two types

according to the length of

flame. The short-flame type

is typified by the Pocahontas

coal of eastern-central McDowell County, West Vir-

ginia, and the medium-flame type by the Sewell coal

below Thurmond on the New River. The line between

them and on either side is drawn on the basis of the

fuel ratio. The Pocahontas type is limited by a fuel

ratio of from 3.5 to 5 and the Sewell type by a fuel ratio

of from 2.5 to 3.5. In accepting the lowest fuel ratio

just given, account was taken of the fact that Sewell

coals with a fuel ratio of 2.8, as sampled by myself, havr

been on the Navy accepted list.'

The long-flame coals are divided into the caking, or

steam, coals, and the non-caking, or household, coals.

The caking long-flamed coals are then divided into two
groups according as their fuel ratio is above or below 1.4.

The former are here called the Pennsites, from their

well-known occurrence in Pennsylvania ("Pennsy"). The
Pennsites include two types, according as the fuel ratio

is above or below 1.85. Those above 1.85 are termed

Connellsite, from their typical occurrence in the Con-

nellsville basin in Fayette and Westmoreland Counties,

Pennsylv.inia. They are commonly suited to the making
of coke in beehive ovens if of proper grade. The lower

group, having a fuel ratio of betwen 1.4 and 1.85, are

called Pittsites and are typified by the Pittsburgh coal

south of Pittsburgh. They are good steam fuels, and,

if of proper grade, are suitable for making gas and

byproduct coke.

The coals having a fuel ratio below 1.4 are then

divided into the Ohioites, chai-acteristically developed in

Ohio, having a fixed carbon moisture ratio of more than

6; and Illinoites, high-moisture coals having a fixed

•Attention should be called to the statements on page 29,
Bullrtin 22. of the Bureau of Mines, regarding the unrellnbillty
of the determination of volatile matter In analy.sca bivuliig libo-
rator.v numbers between .'il'lT and 9120. In this .study, tho.se

analy.'jes have been discarded Insofar as they bore on fuel ratio
or contervt of volatile matter or fixed carbon.
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carbon moisture ratio of less than 6. There

is a marked change in calorific value in Ohio

coals from east to west, due to increasing

moisture content toward the west. On this

basis, the coals are treated as of two types,

Belmontites, as found in the Belmont field,

having a fixed carbon moisture ratio of over

10, and Hockingites, as found in the Hocking

Valley field, with a fixed carbon moisture ratio

between 6 and 10.

The coals of Illinois change markedly in

rank from southeast to northwest. In

southern Gallatin County, the coal is of Bel-

montite rank. North and west of this locality

the coal, as received, contains from 4 to 8 per

cent, of moisture. These coals have a B.t.u.

value of from 12,250 to 13,000. West of Gal-

latin County and typically developed in St.

Clair County, just east of St. Louis, is found

the type of coal here called St. Clairite. This

type has a fixed carbon moisture ratio of 4 to 6

and a B.t.u. value of between 11,500 and

12,250. Farther north and centering about

Sangamon County is a type of coal with high

moisture, the fixed carbon moisture ratio being

2.5 to 4, and the B.t.u. value between 10,750

and 11,500; it is here called Sangamite. In

the northern coal counties of Illinois, the coal

commonly has over 15 per cent, moisture.

The non-caking, or household coals differ in

origin from the caking coals and are divided

into two groups, here called the splintites, or

splint coals, which have a laminated structure

and cubic or tabular fracture; and the can-

nelites, or cannel coals, which have a massive

structure and conchoidal fracture. The
splintites are characteristically high-moisture

coals, as compared with other bituminous coals

of the same region. I would explain this as

being due to the absorption, or holding, of the

moisture in the mineral charcoal layers of the

coal. The cannel coals are characteristically

low-moisture coals but the typical cannel coals

are high in volatile matter. Four types of

splintite have been picked, which differ both

physically and chemically as well as in heat

value. It is not necessary to describe them in

detail, as probably all are well known to coal

men. Coalburgite is a typical West Virginia

"splint" coal named from Coalburg, W. Va.,

which appears to have been the first point from
which that type of coal was extensively

shipped. Kennilworthite is a low-moisture

non-caking coal found at Kennilworth, Utah;
it is fundamentally a little lower in rank than

Brazilite, but probably climatic conditions have
reduced its moistui-e content so that according

to the plan of classification it stands higher.

Brazilite is the type known for over a half a

century as Indiana block coal or Brazil block

coal. Mendotite is a type of block coal, found
at Mendota, Mo., that differs from the last

mainly in its lower heat value.

The cannelites, including cannel and cannel-

oid coals, are differentiated by differences of

fuel ratio. Canneloid anthracite and semi-

anthracites are not listed here as their can-

neloid character does not affect their use.
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Altizite, named from the Altizer mine, i mile north of

Faraday, Tazewell County, Virginia, is a non-coking

coal in contrast with the Pocahontas coal, which is a

coking coal, and therefore may possibly find a different

use. The other types down to Canfieldite are lean can-

nels or canneloid coals having the physical properties

of cannels but not the chemical properties. True can-

nels have been defined as coals of bituminous rank hav-

ing a fuel ratio of less than 1.

The lower rank bituminous coals having a fuel value

of less than 14,300 B.t.u. on the ash, moisture, sulphur

free basis are divided into two groups: those that re-

sist weathering and may be stocked or shipped long

distances and those that, when exposed to sun and rain,

tend to break down rapidly. If necessary to draw a

definite line between these groups, it is suggested that

coals, lumps of which, free of pyrite, exposed to alter-

nate wetting and drying break dovm and lose their

shape within one month shall be classed as non-weather-

resisting. The weather-resisting group is divided into

three types, according as they are low, medium or high

in moisture or in the reverse order in difference of

fixed carbon moisture ratio. These coals are called

Montanites, as the three types are all taken from Mon-
tana.

The low rank non-weather-resisting bituminous coals,

or subbituminous coals, are characterized by their

lightness and tendency to break down as they lose mois-

ture, the fracturing commonly following irregular, or

zigzag lines. The types are all drawn from Wyoming
with one exception, and are therefore called Wyomites.

The one exception is Gallupite, of which the type lo-

cality is Gallup, N. Mex., and which is therefore grouped

as New Mexite. Gallupite and Hannite have many
points of resemblance, but judging by the character of

the volatile matter Gallupite is of a considerably higher

rank than Hannite.

The term lignite, though properly applied only to

coals having a woody structure, is in this country ap-

plied to coals of all kinds in the first stages of anthra-

cization. A study of the coals that have been classed

as lignite in this country, not including those formerly
called black lignite and more recently subbituminous,

reveals that almost without exception they contain in

the "as received" sample over 30 per cent, moisture,

while the black lignites or subbituminous coals almost

without exception contain less than 30 per cent, mois-

ture. It is proposed, therefore, that coals in which the

woody, fibrous or earthy texture is obvious shall be •

called lignite, regardless of their moisture content, but
that of coals in which the woody texture is not obvious

only those having a fixed carbon moisture ratio of less

than 1 on the "as received" basis shall be classed as

lignite. As so grouped, the class lignite includes coals

that range from those obviously 75 to 85 per cent, wood
to those that do not contain any wood, such as the can-

neloid coals derived from accumulation of algae, spores

and spore cases and other non-woody vegetal material

accumulated in water to which the name "sapropel" has
been given. If the term "xyloid," meaning woody, is

applied to the woody lignites, the class lignites may be

divided into three subclasses, xyloid lignites and sap-

ropel, or canneloid lignites and an intermediate class.

Lignites differ greatly in percentage of moisture and
thus in fixed carbon moisture ratio, in fuel ratio and in

heating value. Unfortunately the coal from the same
mine differs so greatly that it is not possible to classify

the coal closely on these characteristics. Thus, the fuel

ratio of the coal from Hoyt No. 3 mine in Wood County,

Texas, varies from 0.46 to 1.14. Coal from the Snyder
mine 8 miles north of Glendive, Mont., varies in fuel

ratio from 0.31 to 1.0. In like manner, the moisture

content will vary according as the coal is fresh or has

had time to dry out. Thus mine samples from the Le-

high mine, Stark County, North Dakota, all have over

42 per cent, moisture, but samples taken from carload

lots from the same mine range from 32 to 35 per cent,

moisture. A classification on the fixed carbon moisture

6=M tt-mi-

THE CLASSIFICATION SCHEME AS IT WOULD APPLY TO COALS OF PENNSYLVANIA.
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SKETCH MAP SHOWING TYPE LOCATION OF MAJOR TYPES OF COAL (CLASSIFICATION PROPOSED BY ASHLEY)

basis would put the same coal in one type as it came fresh

from the mine and in another at the point of delivery,

the coal meanwhile having had time to dry out. There-

fore classification is restricted to differences of te.xture

as obvious to the naked eye.

Following the key and table of types are given first

the locality from which the names are derived, then the

range and average B.t.u. value of the coal reduced to

standard analyses on the "as received" basis; then the

B.t.u. value on the ash, sulphur and moisture free basis.

The next column gives the range and average moisture

content of the coals when reduced to standard ash and
sulphur. Then follow proximate and ultimate analyses

on the standard basis, that is including moisture as re-

ceived but reduced to 6 per cent, ash, 1 per cent, sul-

phur, and a varying content of nitrogen. Following
the analyses are given a number of ratios that may
prove of interest to any desiring to study further into

the classification proposed. These include the inverse

ratio of oxygen to the whole of the coal, the ratio of

the carbon to the oxygen, of carbon to hydrogen, in-

cluding the hydrogen of the moisture in the standard

analyses, and of carbon to the volatile carbon. There
is also given an ultimate analysis on what is desig-

nated "standard pure" basis, that is freed of ash, sul-

phur and nitrogen, but including the moisture. Two
columns are devoted to the volatile matter, giving first

the percentage of the three elements, volatile hydrogen,
volatile carbon and volatile oxygen in terms of all the

coal, and in the second column in terms of the volatile

matter. The percentages of the elements of the vola-

tile matter are not determined by actual analyses of the

volatile mater but in the usual method of subtracting
the fixed carbon from the total carbon to obtain volatile

carbon, by subtracting the hydrogen and oxygen of

the moisture from the total hydrogen and oxygen to

obtain the volatile hydrogen and volatile oxygen. There
is also inserted, as of possible interest, the heat value

of 1 per cent, of volatile matter derived by subtracting

from the total B.t.u. value of the coal the B.t.u. value

of the fixed carbon and dividing by the percentage of

volatile matter. It may be of interest to note that the

figure for any coal is not far from three times the

percentage of fixed carbon ; in fact in an initial study of

this topic, using individual analyses, the result was even

more striking than is brought out in the generalized

table.

In these days, so much business ia done by wire that

it is often desirable to have, in addition to names, some
letter, symbol or word that may be used to designate

the various ranks of coal. The system here proposed

is to give a capital letter to each type, except that non-

caking splint coals are given the same letter as the

corresponding caking coal, but doubled, while three let-

ters are used to designate the canneloid coals and at the

same time indicate the type of caking coal to which they

correspond. If canneloid coals corresponding to types

/, J and K are found, they will take the corresponding

letter tripled.

The classification presented is based, as stated, on a
standard analysis reduced to contain 6 per cent, ash, 1

per cent, sulphur, 0.75 to 1.50 per cent, nitrogen. But
coals difi'er in grade as well as in rank and an economic

classification should provide for their classification by
grades as well as by rank. Aside from the pi'esence of

phosphorus in coals in too large amounts for the mak-
ing of steel, the three factors commonly affecting the

grade of coal are ash, sulphur and fusibility of ash.

Little attention has, in the past, been paid to the fu-

sibility of ash but engineers are beginning to realize

that a coal with ash of a low fusing point may, by
blocking the grate bars, give a much lower duty than
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other coal3 that by the analyses alone are of lower

grade and heat value. To present these facts, two meth-

ods may be adopted : the designation of the rank of the

coal by name or letter may be followed by a brief de-

scriptive statement of the coal, as—Porahontite, 7 per

cent, ash, 8 per cent, sulphur, high fusibility. Or, to

facilitate brief description by wire or cable, certain let-

ters to which are assigned definite range of meaning may
be used. Thus, it is suggested that a, s, and / stand re-

spectively for ash, sulphur, and fusibility, and that these

be prefi.xed by small letters which should have the fol-

lowing limited meanings

:

TABLE OF LETTER ABBREVIATIONS TO EXPRESS GRADE OF COAL

Ash Sulphur Fusibility,
Per Cent. Per Cent. Deg. F.

rj = very low 0-4 0-0.75 Less than 2200
1 = low 4-8 0.75-1.5 2200to2400
m = medium 8-12 1.5-2.5 2400 to 2600
h = high 12-20 2.5-4 2600 to 2800
vh = very high Over 20 Over 4 Over 2800

Using these letters and those that indicate the rank
of the coal it is possible to describe a coal fully, as

follows : D, la, Is, hf, stands for a smokeless coking

coal with a fuel ratio between 3.5 and 5, an ash be-

tween 4 and 8, a sulphur content between 0.75 and 1.50,

an ash with a fusing point of between 2600 and 2800

deg. F.

Should this proposed plan of coal classification meet
with definite approval, it is proposed to prepare an ex-

tended paper discussing the whole problem in detail, to-

gether with detailed descriptions of each type and pos-

sibly maps showing the occurrence of the several types

throughout the country.

motive operated by the other motor until repairs are
made. When one cutout switch is thrown to bypass its

corresponding motor, mechanical interlocks prevent
closing the other cutout switch or operating the main
cylinder beyond its full series position, thus eliminating
the possibility of a short circuit.

A dust-tight and weatherproof construction is ob-

tained by fitting the sheet metal cover under a ledge in

the top and providing'

a rubber gasket be-

tween the edges of

the cover and the

cast-iron frame.

The contact fingers

and segments may be
adjusted or renewed
without removing the

cylinders from the

drum case. Those on
the reverse cylinder

are exposed by
merely loosening two
thumb nuts and
throwing back the

blowout plate and
arc barriers.

Most mine duty ap-

paratus is employed
where the service

conditions are severe and delays in operation costly;

consequently this new controller has its parts liberally

proportioned so as to prevent wear and breakage,

while those parts that wear unavoidably are made
accessible and easily renewable.

ARRANGEMENT OP PARTS

Drum Controller for Series-ParallelOperation

of Locomotive Motors

A drum type of controller for series-parallel control of

two-series motors is one of the new products of the Cut-
ler-Hammer Manufacturing Co., of Milwaukee, Wis.
This controller, which is provided with both a main and
a reverse cylinder, is for use on storage-battery or trol-

ley locomotives using 250 volts or less.

The motors are accelerated by the main cylinder,

which has seven points of control. A star wheel pro-
vides an interrupted motion to the lever, so that the
operator readily feels the speed points. The fourth
point is the full series or low-speed running point, and
the seventh the full parallel or high-speed running
point. All intermediate positions are resistance points.
The Wheatstone Bridge method is used for transition
from motors in series to motors in parallel between the
fourth and fifth points of control, and as the circuit

is not opened, continuous torque is obtained during the
transition. Arc barriers are provided between each
contact finger, and strong magnetic blowouts prevent
excessive arcing.

The reverse cylinder is positively interlocked with the
main cylinder so that it cannot be operated when the
latter is in any but the "off' position. The fingers of
the reverse cylinder are therefore not used for making
or breaking the current; hence the contact parts will

last indefinitely, and magnetic blowouts are unneces-
sary.

Two cutout switches allow either motor to be by-
passed, if it becomes damaged in any way, and the loco-

Unconsuined Fuel

With gas or oil engines it is a comparatively easy matter

to ascei'taiu whether combustion is approximately cciiiplete,

for the general behavior of the engine, and the character of

the exhaust gases are indications enough as to whether this

is so or not. The question of the quantity of unconsumed
(though consumable) material conveyed to the ash heap
from a coal-fired boiler is unfortunately not quite so simple.

If one examines carefully almost any ash heap, it v?ill be

possible to find a greater or less proportion of both raw coal

and coke in various stages of consumption in the ashes.

This constitutes a serious waste and suggests a field where-
in it may be possible to economize.

A simple checli can be kept, where apparatus for analysis

is available, by observing the actual percentage of ash sent

out to the dump as compared with the theoretically incom-

bustible content of the original fuel. It is, of course, never

possible to bring the former down to the same figure as

the latter, but by careful attention to the conditions under

which combustion is carried out, the excess amount may be

cut down appreciably.

This unconsumed fuel also aggravates the problem of ash

disposal, which is in itself often a serious matter for con-

sideration. In view of this it has been found possible tc

set fire to ash-heaps and thus reduce their bulk consider-

ably, the combustion being a comparatively low-temperature

process and the residue comprising almost entirely the

genuine incombustible according to the original chemical

analysis. The cubic capacity by whicli the ashes are thus

reduced In bulk may be considered a rough Indication of

the amount of combustible matter which had been wasto-

fuUy deposited.
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Eliminating Mine Pumps
Construction of the Jack Run Drainage Ditch by the Consolidation Coal Co. is an Innovation

in'^the Problem of Dewatering the Mine

By L. A. RiGGS
Fairmont, TV. Va.

THE elimination

of mine pumps
1 n some 1 n -

stances is a difficult

problem, but in a large

number of mines they

ought to be eliminated

In many cases the water made by a mine may be drained either to

a central sump and thence pumped to the surface as in shaft or slope

mines or a general drainage system discharging to the outside may be

installed as in drift mines. In deep drainage ditches tile or its equivalent

should be laid. It is believed that pumps should be supplanted by gravity

drainage wherever this is feasible.

This, of course, means that con-

siderable ditching is required. There is one other way, how

ever, to avoid the use of pumps and that is to use a siphon.

This device is being employed extensively in small opera-

tions. Most people are familiar with the principle of the

tlphon. It is essentially an appliance for raising water over

an elevation and depositing it at a lower level. This systeii.

however only applies to small mines as the siphon will not

work satisfactorily over an elevation of more than 25 ft.

I do not intend to deal further with the siphon as a means

of supplanting pumps since Its use is known to practically

all mining men and it can only be considered as a temporary

arrangement.

Water may be encountered either as temporary or per-

manent feeders. As is well known the primary source of

permanent feeders is rain. Rain water in part evaporates,

part is carried away by streams and a part sinks into the

ground. The proportion that sinks into the earth depends

upon the porosity of the strata. If the rocks are open In

texture and are not interrupted by faults, the rain will

penetrate them quite rapidly while if they are broken by

the removal of coal or even pierced by shafts rain water mav

find Its way into a mine soon after it falls.

In some cases the effects of a heavy rainfall are felt al-

most immediately while In others It requires a few days

before the water is noticeable In the mines. There are some

Instances where large beds of porous rocks may act as

reservoirs and so regulate the feeders that little If any

variations are noticed. Temporary feeders occur when old

workings having no external source of supply are tapped

or when ponds of water contained In rocks, which are en-

tirely Isolated by faults are encountered. From the above

It will be noted that in almost any coal mine, water may be

expected and it is necessary to evacuate It In some manner.

The three most important methods of handling this water

are by ditching, siphoning and pumping. The most econom-

ical and the method In most general use where practical is

the drainage ditch.

In opening a property the drainage problem is a serious

one and must be given especial attention. There are few

mines that have been extensively worked that do not have

more or less water to contend with and which must be

handled by some means. Mines are opened in various

ways: Some are drifts, some are slopes and some are

shafts. The drift mine no doubt Is the most economical to

drain, provided the mine opening Is on the low side of the

property and projections are so made as to allow all of the

workings to be driven to the rise. This advantage is not

frequently afforded as mines can not be opened at any point

desired. There are always problems In the way when open-

ing mines and all difficulties must be considered. Slope

and shaft mines are more difficult to dewater and almost

always require the use of pumps.

In projecting various mining properties the drainage

problem must be considered along with the other proposi-

tions which, as is well

known, is one of the

Important factors. In

driving main entries

from the mine opening

to the limit of the

property the entries may be driven to the rise for a thous-

and feet or more and then go to the dip and
the dip workings almost invariably make considerable

water. I would not recommend the Immediate ditching of

main entries when they first start to drive on the dip be-

cause of the fact that when the entries have been driven

another thousand feet or so It may be Impracticable to ditch

them.

To remove water from main entries dipping In this way
would require the use of a pump or if not too much water
was made it might be removed by bailing. This, of course,

would be decided upon by the man in charge of the operas

tion as this is one of his problems. The various manufac-
turers make small pumps of from 25 to 50 gal. capacity for

entry driving and these machines can be moved from place

to place with little trouble. I am of the opinion that It

would not be practical to eliminate the small pumps from.

entries and would recommend their use in all such placee

making water, until the property has been developed suf-

ficiently to determine upon a drainage system.

The most practical pump for entry driving is what Is

known as the Fairmont run-a-bout pump with a capacity

of approximately 40 to 60 gal. per minute. This pump can

be either direct connected or belted. Is driven by a 2 h. p.

motor, and can be so arranged or located that it will take-

care of water In several entries and can be relied upon to

unwater working faces. I do not, however, recommend the

use of this pump for handling large volumes of water as I

know of cases where under such circumstances the pump ie

condemned.
When a mine has been operated for a number of years

and a large number of entries have been driven it is a good

idea to prepare a regular drainage map which should bo

made by the engineer in charge of the mine, that is, pro-

vided the development has encountered any difficulty In the

way of drainage problems. It may be that in preparing

the drainage map It will be found that the water could all

be drained to one or possibly two central points and from

this point or points discharged to the outside through a pipe

line to the opening or through a bore hole to the surface.

The plan to be decided upon should be worked out when all

data has been obtained. Many hollows overlie varioue

mines and these should be taken advantage of in the lo-

cation of bore holes for pumping stations as the pump-

handling the water should not be operated against a greater

head than is absolutely necessary. The capacity of the

various pumping stations will be determined by the quantity

of water to be handled and before any figures can be pre-

pared some general understanding as to the amount of water

to be taken care of must be determined.

After the general location of the pumping stations is de-

cided upon it is not hard to locate the sump but this Is

Indeed an important matter. The best practice is to locate-

pumps at or near the bore holes, provided the water is to-

be discharged to the surface. It is also important that the-
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Bump be located near the pump in order that the suction

line may not be longer than is absolutely necessary. After

the location of the bore hole, pump and sump have been

decided it is then in order to determine the size of the sump
and the capacity of pump and motor.

Centrifugal pumps are the most practical for unlerground

pumping stations but the head against which the machine

Is required to operate determines the variety to be in-

Btalled. It has been found that large underground pump-
ing stations should be operated with alternating current

taken into the mine through a bore hole. This avoids the

necessity of running high voltage wires through the mine

which, may be dangerous. When operating pump stations

with direct current the power is almost always taken from

the feeder wires nearest the pump station and of course

when a fall occurs or any trouble whatever is e^pe^ienced

the pump will be stopped. However, if the pump is op-

erated with alternating current a fall or any other occur-

rence in the mine that necessitates the cutting off of the

power will not interfere with the operation of the pump.
In deciding upon the size of the sump several feature.^

should be considered as it is not practical to construct a

of the water in case the pump should be in need of repairs 01'

the power should be off, say, for Ave or six hours. Pump.-^

can not be operated continuously and It is good policy to

consider all these matters when deciding upon the size of the

Bump.

Sumps are constructed in various ways, all dependln:^

tipon the location and general conditions. Some sumps ar"

made by building dams across entries, crosscuts, etc., wliilc

others are built by excavating In the bottom. Some mine:

have what are known as emergency sumps sometimes lo-

cated as much as a mile from the sump at the pumping sta-

tion. These emergency sumps are used to keep back the

water after a continued general rain. The water from the

emergency sumps is drained off in amounts that the pump
can readily handle. This is indeed a practical arrangement

and where a large mine depends upon one main pumping

station emergency sumps should be provided. This allows

the mine officials to regulate and handle the water without

danger of flooding the mine.

There are various ways of making ditches in coal mines

and no general plan can be followed for all cases. In tact

I might state that ditches can not be made in all mines, that

is to say they can not be made economically because the

bottom may be unusually hard. The making of small tem-

porary ditches which are those mostly used can always be

taken care of by the mine organization. However, in laying

out large permanent ditches it is the duty of the engineer to

handle the work. No mine foreman should be allowed to

MOUTH OP COMPLETED DITCH
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undertake a large ditching proposition unless he thoroughly

understands the work and its resultant problems.

After a ditching proposition has been decided upon, when
It has been determined that such a scheme is practical and
that a certain section can be drained, levels should be run
and permanent bench marks established. After deciding

upon the proposed grade of the ditch, cuts should be

marked on the rib in such a way that the mine foreman and
his men will understand them. It is best to locate the

grades every 25 ft. unless the ditch has considerable fall in

which case it Is believed that grades marked every 50 ft.

would be sufficient.

The best way to give grades for an extensive ditching

AMCO SEGMENT BLOCKS IN DRAINAGE DITCH

proposition is to drive wooden plugs into the rib and place

nails therein, giving the distance from the nail to the bot-

tom of the ditch. If the ditch is to be very deep, I would
recommend laying tile and refilling. However, if the ditch

does not exceed 5 ft. in depth, is not along a manway or

haulway and the bottom is not soft, I would recommend
that it be left open. Should it be deemed advisable to place

tile in the ditch it is the best practice to place manholes

every 50 to 100 ft. These manholes may be used in

cleaning out the drain and determine where it is blocked

if such a thing ever occurs. It may be thought foolish to

imagine that a tile drain will close but this will be the casa
if the ditch is comparatively flat and is not cleaned out
occasionally.

Almost every mine oflScial has his own ideas in regard to

the location of ditches. Some contend that they should be
along the main haulways while others assert that they

should be in the airways. The location of the drainage

ditches should be decided upon by careful examination on
the ground and after taking all features into consideration.

Personally I do not believe a ditch should be placed along

the main haulway if it is to exceed 2 ft. in depth, unless

tile is employed. If placed along the main haulway it can
be looked after to better advantage as the mine foreman

CONSTRUCTING THE JACK RUN DITCH
and his assistants pass along the ditch every day and they

can see for themselves its condition at all times.

If the ditch is placed in one of the airways the chances

are it will not be seen more often than once a weeTi and
if it is in an airway where exhaust steam is carried, it will

not be looked after at all unless something goes wrong. A
fall may occur in the airway and block the ditch and cause

considerable damage to be done before the fall is located.

As stated above there are various ways of making drain-

age ditches, all having their particular advantages. Where
the bottom is soft a pick and shovel can be used to advan-

tage but where a ditch is extra deep and the bottom hard.

COMPRESSOR USED IN THK UUCTION

APPEARANCE OF RESTORED SURFACE

jumpers or drills and considerable shooting are required.

The best progress however, can be made by using a jack-

hammer air drill. This, of course, necessitates the employ-

ment of an air compressor, piping, hose, etc., but whea
equipment of this kind is placed for use in making a ditch

much better progress can be made.

My company (The Consolidation Coal Co.) is now con-

structing a large drainage ditch which will drain approxi-

mately 2600 acres of coal. This ditch is being driven on a

0.27 per cent, grade and is 10,000 ft. in length. Approxi-

mately 1800 ft. of the ditch is on the outside, paralleling a

stream. The ditch being 2 ft. deep where it comes out of
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the mine opening, requires that the outside portion must run

out the grade. Where this ditch is over 6 ft. in depth tile, or

in other words, Amco segment blocks, are used. These

blocks form a drain 4 ft. in diameter and the portion thus

tiled amounts to 15 65 ft. The segment blocks are manu-

factured by the American Vitrified Products Co. successors

to the American Sewer Pipe Company.

The 48" diameter drain requires 14 blocks to complete the

circle and each block weighs 72 lbs. or 3G lbs. to the foot.

These blocks are easily laid and we believe they will make

a good drainage ditch. The only form work required is a

template which is furnished by the manufacturer of the

blocks. We find that these blocks can be used for various

purposes and in fact we are experimenting with them for

overcast work and for lining slopes. The ditch in which they

are being used is under construction near Clarksburg, Har-

rison County, W. Va., and when completed we expect to

eliminate pumps having a capacity of 6000 gal. per minute.

The ditch so far has cost $60,000 and it is believed it

will cost at least $15,000 more to complete it. This is an

expensive piece of work but we think the money will be

well spent because about three times each year in the past

one of our largest operations has been flooded, making it

In conclusion, I believe that it pays to eliminate mine

pumps and construct ditches wherever possible. I am of

the opinion that the question of elimination of mine pumps
shuld be left to the engineer in charge of each mine and

that he should be allowed to solve the drainage problem

to the best advantage. It seldom occurs that the same solu-

tion will answer at all mines and in my opinion all drainage

propositions should be considered separately; after all

available data is secured the drainage problem should be

solved in accordance with the general conditions. It may
not always be practical to eliminate mine pumps and in factv

it has been found that all pumps can not be done away with

but my recommendation is that where possible pumps should

be eliminated.

VIEW INSIDE THE JACK RUN DITCH

necessary to clote the mine for two or three days at a time.

When the ditch is completed we expect to avoid this nuisance

and as far as water is concerned we will be able to operate

our mine throughout the entire year. The drain we esti-

mate will carry, when running full, approximately 29,500

gal. of water per minute.

This ditch is mentioned simply to show the fact that the

elimination of pumps is an expensive proposition. How-
ever, we believe it will pay in the end. The particular mine

that will be drained and benefitted by this ditch is one of

our largest operations and when a continued rain occurs

considerable water gathers in the mine and our largest

pumps can not handle it. The pumps could doubtless take

care of the situation if they could be worked continuously.

This, however, can not be done as during times that the

pumps arc most needed it seems that most trouble Is ex-

perienced with power. In some cases the power is carried

over transmission lines for a distance of 2 5 mi., possibly

farther, and if any trouble occurs on the line or the power is

off for two or three hours one can readily see how the pumps

would be useless. We expect to eliminate this d'tflculty by

the construction of the ditch In question which la known as

the Jack Run drainage ditch.

A Portable Utility Light
A new type of night light for highly localized lighting has

recently been placed on the market by the Western Electric

Co. This device, which is to be known as the Western Elec-

tric portable utility light, is for use at close ranges where the

light is to be located at any distance not greater than 125 ft.

from the object or surface to be illuminated.

With the light operating on a 100 ft. throw, a 100 ft. spread

is obtained at an angle of 60 deg. The unit gives a smooth

white light without gleani or glare. This is made possible by

a new development—the ham-
mered glass reflector. A 200-

watt Mazda, Type C lamp is used.

The device is of rugged construc-

tion throughout and will with-

stand rough usage in service.

The hammered glass reflector

is spring suspended in a one-

piece cast-iron housing. The
housing is closed by a wire glass

front which is fitted into a re-

cessed cast-iron ring. This forms

a door which is hinged at the

bottom and secured by a hand
latch, thus affording easy access

to the interior of the housing.

The recessing in the ring makes
the interior of the housing fully weather-proof.

The lighting unit can be furnished in either a black or gray

weather-proof enamel finish. It is 19% in. high and weighs

approximately 30 lb. This light weight makes it easy to carry

from place to place. The base is 9 in. in diameter, giving the

light stability when mounted on a flat horizontal surface. It

can also be mounted on either vertical or flat surfaces, such

as walls, poles or roofs, by virtue of a heavy universal joint

which fastens the housing to the base.

All adjustments can be made by hand—no tools are neces-

sary. This light has a wide range of applications. In rail-

road work it can be used for lighting transfer tables, coaling

stations, inspection pits, loading platforms, cranes, round-

houses, and drawbridges. In marine work it can be employed

for lighting docks, dredges, slips, loading operations, canal

locks, dry docks and pile drivers. Its industrial applications

cover even a wider variety of uses, such as lighting shop yards,

material yards, coal yards, well drilling operations, coal tip-

ples, erecting shops, machine shops, tramways and inclines,

conveyors and all kinds of emergency work.

The following cablegram has been received from American

Minister Brand Whitlock at Brussels, dated November 28:

As an example of the rapidity with which Belgium is

recovering from the effects of the war. It is a pleasure to

report that the production of coal in the Belgian nines, dur-

ing the month of October, was 98.6 per cent, of the normal

production before the war.
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Oxyacetylene^Process in Collieries and Shops—II.

In addition to the uses for the oxyacetylene torch set forth

in the preceding article, it may be and is often employed for

other purposes about the mines and shops. In short, this

piece of apparatus is a veritable jack of all trades, but the

surprising circumstance attending its use is that it is good at

each.

By Charles C. Phelps
New York City

FIG. 14 shows a new 15-in. diameter pump plunger

which, after machining, was found to have two holes

on the surface each about as big as a hickory nut.

Formerly it was the practice to dovetail pieces of copper

Into such cavities, peening them in to a snug fit. The cop-

per filling, would, however, as a rule, work loose in time,

because of the corrosive action of the acid mine water, and

FIG. 14. A WELDED PUMP PLUNGER

cause scored cylinders or other damage. The modern prac-

tice is to fill up such cavities with the aid of the welding

blow-pipe, thus entirely eliminating all traces of the defects.

Fig. 15 shows a washing device suspended above a No. 4

buckwheat shaker screen. The material being screened

passes to the left and the streams of water are incilned

Blightly to the right; that is, they tend to retard the move-

ment of the material on the screen.

The novel feature is the manner in which the slits were

cut In the pipe by means of an Oxweld cutting blowpipe.

They were cut crosswise on the bottom and slightly inclined

to the axis of the pipe The pipe is 2V4 in. in diameter and

the slUs are about the same length; that Is, they extend about

one-third around the circumference.

•Oonclnding Installment of this srtlcle. First part appeared In "Coal
Age," Dec. 11 and 18, 1919.

It required approximately one-half hour to cut all of these

slots, about a dozen in number, by means of the blowpipe.

The value of the gases consumed was negligible, probably

amounting to less than 25 cents. Four to five hours would

have been required to do the same work with a hack saw.

The slits in the front pipe were spaced 6 in. apart, while

FIG. 15. UNIQUE SPRAY PIPE IS MADE

those in the rear one were 12 in. apart. The object of this

was to determine which spacing gave the best results.

This application of the blowpipe suggests its use for cut-

ting all sorts of perforations in pipes that might be difficult

and expensive to accomplish by drilling and sawing methods,

and particularly for emergency applications. The shapes of

FIG. 16. RAILS CUT ON CAGE

the streams of water in Fig. 15 demonstrate the excellence of

the blowpipe as a cutting tool. What slight irregularities

there are in the stream forms are largely due to particles de-

posited from the water. Certain types of damaged or worn

screens may be easily repaired by welding in a new metal
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patch and cutting holes in it to correspond with the rest of

the screen perforations.

Cutting Blowpipe Aids in Construction

In innumerable instances when erecting new buildings or

machinery, or when altering present equipment, the cutting

blowpipe is of the greatest service, eliminating much costly

shop-fitting work. Fig. 16 shows rails on a cage that were

cut in this way saving the time and trouble that would other-

wise have been required to send them to the blacksmith shop

to be cut. In another case it was desired to cut off two en-

gine crank pins iM in. in diameter. Hours of work, that

would have been consumed in removing the crank disc and

doing the cutting with machine tools, were saved when the

operation was performed in a few minutes with the blowpipe.

When steel beams, columns and partitions interfere with

the Installation of pipe, belt, shafting, wiring, etc., it is often

feasible and quite inexpensive to cut a hole or notch entirely

through the obstruction by means of the blowpipe.

In erecting steam and compressed air piping it is often

found advisable to weld the sections together, as shown in

Figs. 19 and 20. This is not only cheaper in many cases than

employing screwed or flanged joints, but it has the additional

FIG. 17. VIEW OP RAILS AFTER BEING CUT

advantage of eliminating subsequent wasteful leakage and ex-

pense for gaskets. It also often simplifies the application of

insulating coverings. Where piping must be taken apart at

frequent intervals, it may be preferable to leave certain sec-

tions with flanged connections, but even in such cases it Is

often an economy to weld or braze the pipe to the flange,

thus minimizing leakage and gasket troubles.

Machinery Guards

Fig. 21 shows extremely simple but effective guards for a

grinder, constructed from a few plates of scrap steel. These

were cut to shape by means of a cutting blowpipe. The
outer plate of each guard was welded to the cylindrical body
and the inner plate was bolted on, permitting the guards' easy
removal. When such effective guards can be constructed so

cheaply, it is an easy matter to properly safeguard every

machine of this sort in use.

Fig. 22 shows three fixed guards protecting a heavy belt.

Additional removable guards to be inserted between the ones

shown were being constructed at the time the photograph was
taken. Each guard is constructed of a frame made up of

several lengths of IJ^-in. pipe welded together, and panels

consisting of expanded metal lath welded to the pipes. A
welder and helper required about 3 days' time to construct

and erect the three guards illustrated. The pins and nipples

embedded in the concrete floor which serve to hold the stanch-

Ions and guards, are held securely by pouring molten lead

around them. The cutting blowpipe was employed for cutting

the pipes, hooks, caps and pins and for perforating the pipe

frames of the guards where the meshes of the expanded metal
were welded.

FIG. 18. ANOTHER VIEW OF CUT RAILS

Both welding and cutting blowpipes are used to great ad-

vantage in constructing bins, racks and compartments for

storing tools and Kiock. Strap metal can often be used quite

economically by employing the oxyacetylene process.

FIG. I'J. A WELDED PIPE LINE

Somptlmps s machine tool or other piece of apparatus must
be modified in construction to fit it for performing some
operation for which it was not originally designed or to adapt

it to a different form of drive. In such cases the welding and
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FIG. 20. ANOTHER VIEW OF THE LINE

cutting process is invaluable. Fig. 23 shows how a lathe was
converted in this way from direct electric motor drive to belt

drive. A support for the cone pulley bearings was constructed

from several pieces of %-in. scrap sheet steel.

In order to show how simple it was to construct this sup-

port, the method will be outlined. First, the end pieces of

the support were cut to suitable height and shape, while the

cone pulley was held temporarily in its approximate final po-

sition. These end pieces were then clamped in position, while

a sheet of heavy paper, such as is used for roofing, was pressed

against the end supports and used as a pattern for determin-

ing the outlines of the side pieces. The paper pattern was

cut to shape and bent to indicate the positions of the upper

FIG. 21. GUARD CONSTRUCTED FOR GRINDER

and lower flanges; it was also marked to show the location

of the bolt holes. With the paper serving as a template, the

two sides were marked out and then cut with the cutting

blowpipe. They were then sent to the blacksmith, who bent

them to conform to the contour of the end pieces. The sides

and ends were then oxyacetylene welded at the edges. This

completed the support with the exception of the pockets for

holding the babbitted bearings on either end. The latter

consisted of U-pieces made of sheet steel in which the bab-

bitted bearings were set loosely and secured by means of set

FIG. 22. WELDED PIPE USED AS GUARD

FIG. 23. LATHE DRIVE IS CHANGED

screws. The U-pieces were also welded along their outer and

two upper edges.

This article has dealt principally with the equipment of

the mine shop and breaker. There are a multitude of equally

valuable applications of the process to the repair of the min-

ing equipment proper. In stripping operations the welding

and cutting blowpipes are frequently called upon to repair

various parts of the steam shovels, such as buckets, bucket

points, booms, frames, gears, and levers, which parts break or

wear out frequently.
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In underground work the drills, undercutters and coal

punchers contribute their full share to the work of the oxy-

acetylene operator. Electric mine "mules" and steam -ind

electric pumps, piping, rails and electric wire supports are

frequently in need of blowpipe repairs. Rails are often

bonded by means of the oxyacetylene process and some oper-

ators have found that T-rail frogs are made in a more eco-

nomical manner by means of welding and cutting apparatus

than by means of a blacksmith forge and trip hammer.

Electrical Hazards on Low-Volt-

Age Circuits

By G. E. KiMBAix
Electrical Inspector

In practically all 110-volt alternating current lighting sys-

tems, voltage which is used on the lamp circuit has been

reduced through a transformer, the primary side of which

is supplied with a much higher voltage. Should the insula-

tion between the high and low voltage sides of the trans-

former be defective, or should it be destroyed by an ab-

normally high voltage on the power circuit (which might

be caused in many ways) the lighting circuit would then

be exposed to the much higher voltage of the primary side

of the transformer. It is then that the artificial ground

which is required and has been supplied on the secondarj

circuit is supposed to take care of this abnormal voltage, and

to protect the circuit until the condition has been relieved

by the blowing of the primary fuses or the "burning out" of

the short circuit.

This will explain why one wire of a two-wire lighting cir-

cuit will always have a potential to ground, and why, if

one comes in contact with this live wire, he will become a

part of the electrical circuit to the earth.

In wiring electric lighting circuits, every care should be

taken to insure that the live wire is connected to the tip

of the lamp, and that the ground side of the circuit is con-

nected to the outside terminal or shell of the lamp. Water

is a good conductor of electricity, and where lamp circuit?

are used in damp places, or over concrete floors in base-

ments, wash houses or any place where exposed grounded or

damp surfaces are within reach of the lamp. nnW heavy,

reinforced lamp cord and porcelain or weather-proof lamp

receptacles should be used. In wash houses, ceiling fixtures,

using pull-chain receptacles with linen cord pendants, or

fixtures controlled from wall switches, give the maximum of

safety. A brass-shell lamp receptacle is not designed to

withstand moisture. A thin insulation of fiber between the

current-carrying parts of the receptacles and the outside

shell of the lamp does not provide a protection where mois-

ture, steam or vapor are prevalent.

The insulation of the cord being puilttured by a fine

strand of the conductor, which came in contact with the

victim's hand, was recently the cause of a fatal accident

where the employee was working on a wet-concrete floor.

The man had just completed installing a tank and was

Inspecting the riveting when the aci,ident happe-.ed Th>->

wet concrete floor served as an excellent conductor, com-

pleting a circuit of comparatively low resistance. Sufficient

current flowed through the body to prove fatal.

In another Instance, a boilermaker's helper was killed in

the fire box of a locomotive, which was standing on the

repair track In a roundhouse. The portable lamp cord he

was using was equipped with a brass-shelled socket. A
defect In the socket or a breakdown In the Insulation caused

the brass shell to become charged, which In turn cnarged the

metal lamp guard. The lamp was accidentally brought In

-contact with the shell of the boiler, grounding the guard

light circuit and blowing a fuse. The boilermaker, who
had not yet entered the fir& box, went to the fuse cabinet

to replace the fuse which was blown. While waiting for

the current to be returned to the circuit, the boilermaker's

helper in the fire box leaned back against the shell of the

boiler, supposedly holding the lamp guard in bis hand.

When the fuse was replaced in the circuit and the switch

closed, the current found its path to the ground through

the man's hand, through his body and shirt-—which was wet

with perspiration—to the shell of the boiler and tbe track.^

which of course was grounded. When the boilermaker

reached the door of the fire box, he found his helper dead.

An Interesting Old Boiler

The accompanying illustration shows one of the first steam

boilers ever used for power generation in Canada. As will be

observed, this is not only an old boiler but is of an old de^

sign—one seldom used at all this side of the Atlantic.

As may be seen, this boiler is of the ancient caldron, kettle

or "haystack" type with slightly indented bottom. Although

the hot gases circulated around the sides of the container,

the under side formed the major as well as the most effective

portion of the heating surface. The volume of water was
large compared to the area exposed to the heat, with the re-

sult that it required a long time to get up steam, but the

boiler would quickly and effectively respond to momentary
overload.

The American in his boiler design has always been partial

to the cylindrical container in some form or other. Even in

the very earliest types built in this country we find this form

THE BOILER AS IT APPEARS TODAY

almost exclusively. Boilers of the kind here illustrated were,

however, quite popular in England in the early days of steam

engineering, and many of them found use at the coal mines

where they were employed largely for operating the Cornish

pumps then in use. Their one strong point appears to have

been their simplicity, but this was not strong enough to pro-

tect them from the encroachments of the more scientitically

designed and more efficient Galloway, Lancashire and Scotch

marine steam generators. Even in England this type of

boiler is now practically, if not entirely, extinct.

It is believed that the boiler here shown is the only one of

its kind now in existence In America. It is carefully pre-

served as a curiosity by the Nova Scotia Steel & Coal Co.,

being set on a concrete foundation at one corner of this com-

pany's general office in the town of Sydney Mines, Nova

Scotia.
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Van H. Manning Submits Im-

portant Plans

THREE projects have been submitted by Van H. Man-

ning the Director ot the Bureau of Mines, to Harry N.

Taylor, the President of the National Coal Associa-

tion. Summarized, they are: (1) Full time operation of

the coal mines through the cooperative action of the

Government, operators, miners and transportation agencies.

(2) Development of export coal trade through the coop-

eration of the operators. (3) A National Coal Institute

to be organized along the lines ot the National Petroleum

Institute.

Dr. Manning describes the first plan as follows:

There are periods in which the bituminous mines, espe-

cially in the spring and summer months, are not at work,

from causes not under the control of either the operator

or the miner. These unwelcome shut-downs constitute a

considerable percentage of the possible working days in' the

year, and thus seriously affect the gross income of both

the miner and the operator, since each suffers a loss when-

ever the mine stands idle. Unfortunately the roof does

not stand idle—it falls and must be timbered, and water

enters the mine and must be pumped out. The mines are

Idle from one-third to one-fourth of the time in ordinary

years. The reason is well-known; bituminous mines are

opened and manned on the basis of the maximum or winter

output, a condition which, in large part, arises because

consumers reduce their purchase of coal in the spring and

summer months.

SEASONAL CONCESSIONS TO CONSUMERS

It is, of course, well known that some bituminous coal

does not stock well, and although there are ways and

means by which this can be done, such coal requires care-

ful storage, and the storing and rehandling costs money.

The consumer, however, does not perceive the cost of this

to himself. It appears an Inconvenience to him to tie up

his money so far in advance, and so he does not order coal

early in the season. Spring and summer coal purchasing

must, therefore, be made worth while to the consumer from

a money standpoint. If a business firm using a thous-

and tons of coal per year could save a thousand dollars by

buying early, it is quite probable that it would make its

purchases early. A further advantage to this firm would be

that, with its supply of coal at hand. It would be Independ-

ent of conditions, such as winter storms, etc., that might
prevent or interfere with the handling and shipping of coal.

Since Congress has enacted laws which operate to pre-

vent price-fixing agreements among operators, it is Im-

possible for them to meet this situation by agreeing to sell

their coal for materially less in summer than in winter. It

has been suggested, however, that the Government estab-

lish summer and winter transportation rates on coal upon a

sliding scale basis that would produce an equalization of

coal purchases and shipments through all the months bf the

year.

The effect of this would be to provide steady work for

the miners through a readjustment by which fewer mines

could furnish the total amount of coal needed. This

would not necessarily mean the shutting-down of mines.

Mr. Rice, Chief Mining Engineer of the Bureau ot Mines,

has estimated that the average annual increase of produc-

tion and use from 1900 to 1916, inclusive, was eighteen

million tons, and that probably five per cent of the ship-

ping mines, or about two hundred mines producing twenty-

three million tons, were worked out annually, so that there

would be required an average of about four hundred new
mines each year to take care of tlie total increase needed
of twenty-three million plus eighteen million, or forty-one

million tons.

I am seriously considering propaganda work along the

above lines, but I would like to have your frank expression

of opinion, as representing the bituminous coal operators,

as to the advisability of starting it. I realize the impo-
tence of a federal bureau in making any efforts to estab-

lish such a plan for an industry as large as the coal min-
ing industry of this country, but I feel that if we can con-

vince the consuming public of the wisdom of storing coal,

we could secure the necessary cooperation of the Govern-
ment, the operators, the miners, and the transportation

agencies. How can this be accomplished?

DEVELOPMENT OF EXPORT TRADE

For eight months or more I have been urging the form-
ing of an organization to handle export coal. The coal in-

dustry of the country would be greatly benefited by a good
export business. Coal from the mines distant from sea-

board would find a market in the fields that provided coal

for the overseas markets. The Canada trade is more or
less a domestic business. We have never had a large ex-

port coal business, because Great Britain, through its

dominant position in shipping, has had the lion's share of

the business. But England has, temporarily at least, lost

the larger part of Its coal export business through curtail-

ment of production, resulting from reduction in the hours
of labor of the miners.

The United States coal export trade should be placed by
its own great shipping facilities on a firm basis where It

can compete on even or better terms because of our more
easily and cheaply mined coal. The export business, while

at present extremely attractive on account of high prices,

has most serious disadvantages for the individual operator

because of the problems of arranging for ships, taking care

of demurrage, determining the responsibility of pur-

chasers, etc. Certain large operating companies, long es-

tablished in the export business, are, of course, in better

position to meet the situation, but even such companies are

deeply concerned In the present situation, because In the
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scramble for business, overseas orders have been secured

for coal entirely unsuited to the European market, and in

certain instances for coal of very bad quality, thus feri-

ously damaging the reputation of American coals.

The Government has wisely put into the hands of the

operators, through the Webb-Pomerene Act, an opportunity

for handling export business so that operators who export

coal can dispose of their coal to the best advantage. It

seems to me that coal exportation is more of a banking
business than a coal production business, and my experi-

ence in following up this question of export trade leads

me to believe that it can be financed if we can secure a
combination of operators for the purpose. There is a

market in Europe estimated at from forty million to one
hundred and fifty million tons per year, to say nothing of

the possibilities in the South American republics.

THE NATIONAL COAL INSTITUTE

I am sending you herewith a copy of the "Plan of Pro-

posed Organization of the Division of Research and Statis-

tics of the American Petroleum Institute," prepared by me
as Chairman of the Committee on Improvements in Methods
of this Institute. This plan was approved by the Board of

Directors at a meeting of the Institute in Colorado Springs,

on August 27, 1919. This Institute has no connection with

the Government, but it is a national, organization. This

plan is sent to you with the suggestion that the coal in-

dustry consider the matter of the creation of such an organi-

zation. This plan is sent to you with the suggestion that

the coal industry consider the matter of the creation of such

an organization at this time, and that in doing so it give

consideration to the question of its organization under a

Federal Charter.

Operators Protest Settlement
In a statement issued Dec. 12 the operators of Central

Pennsylvania set forth very clearly their protest to the

settlement of the strike. Their statement is as follows:

Settlement of the bituminous coal strike under the plan

accepted by the mine workers officials at Indianapolis, is

no settlement whatever of principles at stake in the con-

troversy. It is merely a postponement of the showdown
which, in our opinion is bound to come.

The miners' strike was in direct violation of a wage con-

tract approved by the government and to continue until

April 1, 1920 or until the declaration of peace, if prior to

that date. The miners violated that contract. They are

left free to violate any other contract they may make to

take its place. There is no restraining influence upon
them. The public, under the form of settlement adopted,

may be subjected again at any time to the discomfort and
distress through which it is now passing. Organized labor

has the say as to when this shall occur.

The method proposed by Dr. Garfield for settlement of

the strike was interfered with by government oflBcials who
knew little of the situation. The problem was taken out
of his hands. The operators and the public, as a result,

have been delivered into the hands of the United Mine
Workers of America. The operators in their resolution

earnestly protest against this sham settlement of a con-
troversy which will arise again to plague the American
people—a controversy which will not down until it Is per-

manently and finally settled.

There can be no dodging of the issue. It will arise again.

It must be met. It has not been met by the coal strike

settlement and until It is met, the country Is at the mercy
of organized labor, whose leaders have been congratulated
for their patriotism by government ofljclals.

A resolution was later drawn up and passed by the op-
erators, who In accepting the method of settling the wage

controversy state the following: The operators of Central
Pennsylvania earnestly protest against the form of the
commission and its powers. They demand that a repre-
sentative commission, similar to that which settled the
Anthracite strike in 1902, be appointed and empowered to
investigate .by public hearings the facts which the American
people have a right to know, and the principles upon which
depend the future peace and prosperity of this country, and
the safety of our democratic institutions.

To neglect this duty is to surrender this industry and
other basic industries to an overhearing group that has
welded coal interests into a weapon for use against Amerl-"^
can freedom, and the principle of majority-rule upon which
this republic was founded.

C. E. Lesher Leaves the Geologi-

cal Survey
C. E. Lesher, the geologist in charge of mineral fuels

for the United States Geological Survey, has resigned to

become statistician for the National Coal Association.
Mr. Lesher has been prominently identified with the coal
industry since before the war. During the life of the Fuel

Administration, he was in

charge of its very extensive

statistical division, and
prior to that time, he served

with the Peabody Coal Com-
mittee. During the recent

coal strike he was a mem-
ber of the Railroad Admini-
stration's Central Coal Com-
mittee.

Mr. Lesher was born in

LaJunta, Colorado. H I s

technical education was se-

cured at the Colorado
School of Mines, from which
institution he was graduated
in 1908.

Following Mr. Lesher's graduation, he worked as a
mining engineer and metallurgist for several companies In

British Colombia, Chicago and Buffalo. Nine years ago,
he became a member of the United States Geological Sur-
vey. Until 1915, he was engaged in land classification

work, when he was put In chare of coal statistics. In
1918, he was made head of the Mineral Fuels Division of

the Survey.

F. G. Tryon will succeed Mr. Lesher as chief of the
division of Mineral Fuels of the Survey.

Dr. Garfield Resigns

The week ended Dec. 13 saw more spectacular develop-
ments in connection with the strike than any week since It

began. The climax came late Saturday when Dr. Garfield

was summoned before the Frelinghuysen Committee and
was forced to confirm the insistent rumors that his resigna-
tion was a result of the refusal of the Cabinet to carry
into effect the principles which he had laid down.

It is understood that Secretary Lane stood firmly with
Dr. Garfield throughout the Cabinet discussion of the mat-
ter, but the insistance on the part of Secretaries Baker,
Wilson, Daniels and Attorney General Palmer for com-
promise agreement, which Is very generally being called

here a surrender to organized labor, could not be overcome
and the agreement to leave the matter with a commission
consisting of a representative of the operators, of the
miners and of the public was made.
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Luxury Trades and Ours

WHEN LUXURIES RISE unduly no one makes any
complaint. Any one may profiteer in automobiles,

moving pictures, talking machines, silks, satins, linens
and diamonds without any federal interference. In fact
our legislators are disposed to say: "Let them profiteer
all they will. The more the silk mercers, linen merchants
and jewelers charge, the more the traffic in their wares
will decline. High prices will only make for normal
living. Men and women will not be so foolish if prices

are allowed to mount without restriction."

But high prices do not cHscourage the buyer. He or
she will give up what are almost necessities to buy him-
self or herself silken apparel. The higher the price for

luxuries the lower the price the buyer is willing and able

to pay for actual physical needs. Furthermore higher
prices for luxuries mean larger stores to attract the lux-
urious and, in the newspapers, more luxury trades' ad-
vertising and more frequent editorial notice and illus-

trations relative to fashions.

Thus allowing the profiteering of the trades which
cater to our love of finery, these trades are expanded.
That is always the outcome of profit in commerce. Other
industries proportionately suffer by the activity in the

luxury class. There should be one law for trade, but if

the sharp sword of restriction is to be used in any busi-

ness it should be against the "Aphrodites" and not the

"Atlases of commerce".
Regulation for the servitors of mankind and freedom,

even favor, for those who pander to her sybaritism :s

undoing the country. The Government let the liquor

dealers make all kinds of profit out of whiskey without
a word of protest, but it got busy when the price of coal

threatened to go up 14 per cent. No one has promised
to get after the multitude of profiteers who oppress the

poor man every time he tries to purchase what is not a

necessity, but a folly.

Let the public get back to a sane point of view. A ta.x

on luxuries brings money to the Government and may do
no harm, but profiteering on luxuries feeds and multi-

ples the profiteers.

Why Not Explain

MOST of the coal operators in this country have either

been mine workers themselves or have studied the

mining business at close hand. On the other hand, how
many of the mine workers have been operators or mine
executives? How many have studied cost accounting,

coal selling, office management? How many have paid

taxes or know what taxes have to be paid? How many
tenants own houses or have owned them or managed
them for others?

It is easy to see that the operator knows more about
the mine worker than the mine worker knows about the

operator. In consequence if there is to be an under-
standing, the mine workers must be informed about the

difficulties and expenses of the operator and how he has
more than his mine force to pay and more than his

mine troubles to meet. Why not explain the facts to him
in posters or by pamphlets? If he takes the wrong view
of things, the remedy is simple. Inform him.
The public never sees a mine. A man the other day

was explaining how coal that he said cost $2 to mine was
costing him $7.50 delivered. He had overlooked rail-

road expense, retail-yard cost and delivery and many
other items, among others the fact that he was accepting
not the run-of-mine coal but the screened coal which was
only a fraction of the whole tonnage. He agreed that

it was true that the coal he got was sized coal and not
run of mine but was added that if the operator sold

the small coal also he must be making about $12 a ton.

He was not an unintelligent man and how he arrived at

his false conclusion it is hard to imagine. Evidently he
thought the weight at the mine was the weight of the

screened coal only, as indeed was formerly the case, or

that the operator charged the purchaser with the original

weight of the mined coal and extracted without deduc-
tion the undesired slack.

Another man wanted to know if the slack coal came
from certain mines, and the lump coal from other work-
ings. One would-be operator learned how much the
miner got per ton for coal loaded on the car at the face
of his room and overlooked all the other costs, except
those of management and selling. He learned after a
while, at the cost of a million dollars or more, that there

were other charges in cost accounting that could not be
ignored.

The public is grossly misinformed. Why not explain
matters to them? The mine workers and the rest of the
people are not so ill-purposed as they are ill-informed.

W'hy not explain ?

Some people insist that the world owes them a living.

But they seldom convince this sad old earth of the jus-

tice of their claim even after a lifetime of effort.

College Graduates Here and Abroad

LOUD IS THE CRY that the college man of the coun-
try starts with inadequate pay and gets a job only

with difficulty. Perhaps it may serve a useful end to

show how it goes in Great Britain. There your newly
emitted college man is not regarded as sufficiently safe

and sane to be entitled to pay. He expects to put him-
self under a skilled professional man to whom he mus"t

pay a certain annual fee as compensation for inducting
him into the mysteries of the profession.

The young man from college who pays such a fee

tacitly confesses that he had not ?rrived to years of dis-

cretion and a practical knowledge of the work. He is

therefore quite a little less bumptious than the American
college graduate. He carries his honors more lightly,

and, as his mentor is paid for bearing with his crudity
of scholarship and with his lack of experience, pro-
fessional and social, the young cub holds his job even
though many exceptions may be taken to his training and
behavior.

There are many objections to the British method. No
one in the United States would favor its adoption, but
standing as it does, it draws attention to the fact that
college is but at the threshold of the professional man's
career. Some of the young college men view the marble
halls of their alma mater with too much reverence. They
believe they give ripened experience, that they teach
what a mixture of thought with hard work can alone in-
doctrinate.
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Professors, perhaps, fail to instruct their charges that

much learning refuses to be coaxed to the blackboard, the

mine model, and the lecture. The picture of life is not

life itself. Only time in the actual practice of a pro-

fession can fill with life what has been only outlined in

the college course.

Neatness is an outivard sign of inzvard efficiency.

All signs fail in a dry time but when a mine surface

plant presents a generally haphazard appearance it is

a fairly safe bet that many other conditions in and about

the works are anything but ideal.

Decline Interest in Public Utilities

A PERIOD APPROACHES when the really produc-

tive business world will stand stock still. The
railroads which, at one time, absorbed most of the ac-

cumulated wealth of the country are no longer being ex-

tended or improved. The street railroads are being

abandoned. Copper mines are idle for lack of demand
from steel railroads, and the prospect of supplying cop-

per for the conversion of steam railroads to electric be-

comes increasingly remote.

Iron and steel plants only expand because of the de-

mand for automobile steel. No one cares what iron and
steel costs because it goes less and less into real utilities.

Coal mines suffer because of the lack of demand for coal.

There is no longer the growth in demand that the steam
and electric railroad development continually fostered.

Mayor's committees may sometime get a firm grip on
rents and then building will decline. A strangle hold is

being put on the gas manufacturers and progress in gas

manufacture may eventually be stifled.

No one puts money now into public utilities, because
they are not allowed to make any more than a fair profit

and are never defended against an unfair loss. The
room into which the public utilities are conducted is

like that into which a certain pirate drove his victims.

It had a ceiling and no floor. The poor manacled crea-

tures could not go up, but every opportunity was given
for a drop to perdition.

Imagine a traveling man touring the country endeavor-
ing to float stock for the building of a railroad and as-

suring those he approached that they would get 6 per
cent if the railroad succeeded in attracting trade but
that they, of course, must expect, if they couldn't induce
people to come into the district or ship goods over the

line, to lose all they invested. How many takers would
he secure? None.

Yet that is just what we are doing with the railroads

today. We are breaking faith with those who con-
structed them. They promised themselves that the
traffic would pay them a big profit if it could be attracted

to the line, and they ran the risk with that in view. Now
we cut their rates to the quick, sometimes below the
possibility of successful operation.

We offered them a chance for their money, a chance
that was, in the bulk of instance, disastrous. They took
it in the hope that it might perchance furnish them an
opportunity to make generous profits. We have let the
failures pass unlamented, and the successes have been
regulated till there is only a moderate profit or a tremend-
ous loss. The investor has been cheated once. No-
where can another investor be found to build a road un-
der the old conditions.

The public utilities are dying and development is dead.
The public will stand crowding, freezing, starving, idle-

ness, waste of time, di-scomfort, dirt and danger rather
than pay a fair price for any public service, but for

luxuries it has plenty of money to throw away. The
girl who will by a $300 cloak will prove to you that she
could not pay loc more per day for transportation with-
out keen distress. And what is more it's true. The
cloak has the dimes coralled for rnonths in advance.

He Dreams of Peace

/-^ONCURRENT with the coming of the 25th of
December will ever be the hanging up of the stock-

ing the night before. It is then that we are privileged to

direct our dreams into whatever channels Fancy may
choose. The Coal Trade while having had one of the
rockiest—if not the superlative itself—years in its his-

tory can well lay down on Christmas Eve and know that
the coming year cannot bring forth anything that will

make his journey more troublesome. In fact the spirit

is well expressed in the saying, "There isn't any such
thing". This Christmas Eve it is a case of "Everything
to gain and Nothing to lose".

Courtesy of the Retail Coalman
DID HE GET A STOCKINGFUL?

Not unlike the one in Thanatopsis who wraps the
drapery of his couch about him and lies down to thoughts
of pleasant dreams, has the Trade approched his ham-
mock as portrayed by the artist. While he has but one
thing to be thankful for; that he has survived the year,
he fully realizes that he is in for better days and we may
assume that Christmas morning found him with more to
be thankful for than when he laid down the night before.
It would be almost an impossibility to have injected into
his life more tumultous events than he has experienced.
No wave of trial and tribulation can dash itself against
the bulwarks of his soul more ruthlessly than the one
that has preceeded it.
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DISCUSSION 4k READERS
EDITED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Performance of Storage Battery

Mine Locomotives
lietter No. 1—In the discussion that has talcen place,

trom time to time, in "Coal Age," regarding the behavior

Dt storage-battery locomotives in mine work, it would seem

'^at some of the chief points of real value to the pros-

pective user of this class of equipment have been ignored by

ifhe several writers.

The efficiency of mine locomotives equipped with small

lotors is very low, particularly when consuming larg? cur-

rents. A comparison of the efficiencies of locomotives

equipped with different sizes and capacities of motors will,

fherefore, be interesting.

The standard practice of the manufacturers of the trolley

jljrpe of locomotive, of installing 10 hp., per ton weight of

locomotive, is essential for the efficient operation of this

S- 90
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good results. Conservative forces will always accept a

solution that is tempered with fairness and justice; and

this is probably true, also, of the radical forces, to a con-

siderable extent, although some force and discipline may
be required to bring them in line and compel them to listen

to reason.

OPEN VERSUS CLOSED SHOP

There is but one democratic idea, regarding labor, that

ever has or ever will stand the test, and that is, the open

shop. The open shop raises labor above the mere level

of a machine, and gives it the dignity that it should enjoy.

It stands for those principles of the Constitution of our

country that distinguish labor here from the poorly paid

and poorly appreciated labor of many foreign countries.

The open shop is the most democratic institution that can

be created. Where adopted, it has never failed to pro-

mote efficiency, increase earnings and establish a closer

relation between employer and employee. It has enabled

ambitious workers to realize their ambitions.

Speaking of bonuses, profit-sharing plans and similar at-

tempts to bridge the chasm between capital and labor, it

can be said that where any or all of these are scientifleally

applied, the result is to increase the efficiency of the open-

shop plan, while they only serve to aggravate the diffi-

culties of the closed shop. In the open shop, a man's earn-

ings are readily measured by his ability to perform, which
Is the fair and only democratic method of adjusting indus-

trial relations. The plan enables the employer to pay

higher wages to the man who makes good, and sets no limit

on the possibilities of the worker.

On the other hand, the closed shop is based on principles

that are opposed to democracy; it puts a crimp in a man's

ambition. The earning capacity of a capable and intelli-

gent worker is restricted by a certain standard of wages,

which is arbitrarily fixed by the union dominating the

Industry that permits it, and earnings can only be increased

through the siege of long and unprofitable strikes.

I recall working in a shop where $2 was considered a

good day's wage, although a few of the men employed there

received $3, $3.50 and $4 a day, because of their greater

skill and ability. Wages were increased voluntarily and

based on the merit of the individual worker. It was no-

body's fault that a man was incapable of earning more
than fl.50 or 2 a day but he alone was to blame or It

was his misfortune. A man who proved naturally ineffi-

cient was replaced by another man and given the oppor-

tunity of making good at some other job. The plan made
every man the architect of his own fortune.

WHAT THE CLOSED SHOP MEANS TO THE HONEST
WORKMAN

In strong contrast with this condition, the closed shop

destroys individuality, crushes ambition in the workmen,
all of whom are reduced to the same level of dependence

on the union, which is expected to accomplish what the

man's own initiative should bring about. The closed shop

Imposes its own Inexorable will upon the members in a

manner undreamed of from bosses. The prejudice of a

committee will often cause a man's discharge or make it

so hot for him that he is glad to quit of his own free will.

In the closed-shop plan, the worker Is not his own master.

He is not free to express himself if his thoughts are op-

posed to the ethics of the leaders. The very atmosphere
of the shop breathes fear and distrust In the worker, who Is

ever in danger of offending the autocrats of the union. A
man who Is a bad worker but a good member Is all right;

but a good worker who Is an Indifferent member needs to

watch his step, as the eyes of the committee are always
turned his way. His very life Is apt to be made miserable,

until he leaves the employ of the company, or commits a

breech that gives the committee the longed-for opportunity
of recommending his discharge.

Should the company discharge a worthless, inefficieirt

worker; or should they refuse to discharge an employe*
who has given offense to the committee, a strike is almosl
sure to follow. A company is frequently compelled to pay
a poor and inefficient worker a stipulated wage whca it

would be more profitable to pay him the same amount t*
keep away from the plant altogether.

In closing, let me say that when good American work-
men shall have awakened to the leadjustment of our in-
dustrial chaos, and the open shop shall have come into iti

own once more, then there will be better cooperation be-
tween employer and employed and the labor problem will
be solved.

Thomas, W. Va. LOYAL WORKER^

Finding a Mine Door Set Open
Letter No. 13—The question of finding a mine door ope«

when the fireboss starts to make the examination of a min«
is an important one, especially under the conditions that
have been described by Richard Bowen, "Coal Age", Sept.
11, p. 462, where a feeder is said to be burning in Chamber
5 and gas accumulated in Chamber 2.

It has been a hard and fast rule with me, in all my e*
perlence as fireboss, whenever a door is found standing ope»
whereby the ventilation is cut off from the section of tta*

mine to be examined, to leave the door in the position la
which it was found until a hurried examination can be mad*
of every place in that section. If everything is all rIgbC
I would then return and close the door.

On the other hand, if a condition is found similar to that
described by Mr. Bowen, I would certainly leave the door
open and at once place a danger signal at the mouth ol
the section to prevent anyone from entering the ptaca.
Having done this, I would proceed to put out the fire, talc-

ing every precaution not to disturb the ventilating curreat
until the feeder was extinguished and an inspection had
been made of the remaining portion of the section to satisfy
myself that It would be safe to close the door.

Then, returning and closing the door, I would wait a sttf-

ficient time for the restored ventilation to sweep away the
gas accumulated in Chamber 2, and permit no one to entar
until this was accomplished and the entire section examined
again.

STARTING THE EXAMINATIONS ON THE RETURN"

With Mr. Bowen, I believe that the majority of flrebossee

are governed by geological conditions, in respect to th*
choice of starting the examination at the intake or the re-

turn end of their section. I am much inclined to favor
commencing at the return end, for several reasons.

In the first place, beginning at the return end and find-

ing a door open at any point of the section, the flreboeM

knows it is safe to close the door at once, as he has Just
examined that portion of the section. Second, I believe a
fireboss can tell quicker when anything is wrong if he Is

traveling against the current, and have a better idea of
the quantity of air in circulation. Of course, if a main door
controlling an entire section is open, no air will be travel-

ing and the fireboss would then proceed at once to the la-

take end to ascertain the cause of the trouble. Third, If

the mine is warm a fireboss traveling against the air keeps
cooler and does not find himself bathed In perspiration when
he has finished his run. There are other reasons I eonld

mention, but these will suffice to show the advantage of

starting at the return end when examining a mine.

Forty Fort, Penn. ROBERT THOMAS.
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INQUIRIES OF
GENERAL INTEREST

ANSWERED BY JAMES T. BEARD

Electric Lighting Equipment
We are considering a proposition to supply our small

town with electric light, and are desirous of ascertaining if

the following equipment, which we have on hand, will be

sufficient to do the work. I should like to ask how many
incandescent lamps can be operated without going to the

expense of securing further equipment.

There is an upright cylindrical boiler 36 in. in diameter

with seventy-two 1%-in. flues, 6 ft. long. The grate bars

are 24 in. below the bottom of the flues and draft is sup-

plied by a 25-ft. stack. A 2o-hp. upright steam engine is

located within 30 ft. of the boiler. The electrical equip-

ment consists of one Crocker & Wheeler motor, 230 volt,

20 hp. The pinion on the engine shaft is 13.732 in. in

diameter, while that on the motor shaft is 3.797 in. ii

diameter. The motor is run with a silent chain 5 ft. 5 in.

long.

GEORGE CAIN, SUPT.

Orme, Tenn. Battle Creek Coal & Coke Co.

It is only possible to give a very approximate estimate of

the number of incandescent lamps that can be operated by

the use of the equipment described. The necessary data

are wanting that would enable anything like accurate in-

formation of the horsepower of the upright boiler. Judging

from practical experience, a 3 6-in. upright boiler, contaiu-

iilg 72 1-%-in. flues, 6 ft. long, might develop, say 15 hp.

Assuming, however, a circular grate 30 in. in diameter,

having an area of 4.91 sq. ft., and basing the calculation

on a height of stack of 2 5 ft. above the grate, the calculated

draft available for burning the coal is

Draft = 0.8 K. = 0.8x0.0075x25 = 0.15 in. water

Then, with a draft indicated hy 0.15 in. water gage. It

may be assumed that the maximum combustion rate of

Tennessee coal will approximate 1 4 lb. per sq. ft. of grate

area, per hour, or 14x4.91 = 68.74 lb. of coal burned in

this furnace per hour. Then, taking the average heating

value of Tennessee coal as 13,800 B. t. u., and assuming a

boiler efficiency of say 50 per cent, since 1 boiler horse-

power is defined as the equivalent evaporation of 34.5 lb.

of water per hour (from and at 212 deg. F., and the latent

heat of evaporation is 970.4 B. t. u., the equivalent of a

boiler horsepower is the absorption of 34.5x970.4 = 33,478

B. t. u. per hour, and the horsepower this boiler should

develop in burning this coal under the given conditions is

68.74 X 13,800 x 0.5 = 14.16 boiler-horsepower

33,478

But, for a feed-water temperature of, say 60 deg. F., and

a gage pressure of 100 lbs. per sq. in., the factor of evapora-

tion is 1.198, which makes the steaming rate of this boiler,

under these conditions,

14.16 X 34.5 = 408 lbs. per hr.

1.198

Now, assuming the water rate of the engine as 35 lb. per

Indicated horsepower-hour, we find the Indicated horse-

power available for driving the generator 408 -4- 35 = say

12 1. hp. Taking the mechanical efficiency of the engine aa

90 per cent and that of the generator as 80 percent, the

combined efficiency is 0.8x90 = 72 per cent, and the out-

put of the generator is equal to 0.72x12x0.746 = 6.445 kw.
At a pressure of 230 volts, the current would be 6445 -^ 230
= 28 amp.

Finally, using the 100-watt lamps, the number of such
lamps that it would be possible to operate with this equip-

ment, under the assumed conditions is 6445 -h 100 = 64

lamps, excepting line losses, for the calculation of which no
data are available.

Coal Seams, Connellsville District
Kindly give the relative positions of the different coal

seams worked in this district, together with an idea of their

average thickness.

Connellsville, Penn. THOMAS MOORE.

The most important of the coal seams of the Connellsville

district is the Pittsburgh coal, having a thickness of

8 ft. This seam is generally taken as a basis in describ-

ing the coal measures of that region. The upper productive

measures include the Red Stone, lying from 50 to 80 ft. above

the Pittsburgh coal and having an average thickness of from

3 to 4 ft. About 125 ft. above this is the Sewickley seam,
average thickness of 2 to 3 ft; again, from 150 to 170 ft.

higher up is the Uniontown seam, thickness generally less

than 3 ft.

The lower productive measures include the Upper Freeport,

which is the thickest of the lower coal ranging from 3 to 7

ft. in thickness and lying about 600 ft. below the Pittsburgh

seam. The coal is only of fair quality. About 200 ft. lower
down is a seam known as the Lower Kittanning, which la

irregular and has a thickness of from 2 to 4 ft. The Brook-

ville-Clarion, lying from 50 to 75 ft. below, is generally thin

and unimportant.

More detailed information regarding the relations, thick-

ness and quality of the coal seams in the Connellsville dis-

trict are to be found in the Brownsville-Connellsville Folio

of the United States Geological Survey, available in most
reference libraries.

Owing to the necessity of sending "Coal Age" copy out of

town for publication, during the confusion contingent upon

the printers' strike, numerous irregularities will have been

observed in the appearance of the maga&ine and particu-

larly in the matter prepared for the Discussion and Inquiry

Departments. It has been impossible for the editor of these

departments to see the proof or avoid numerous errors that

have occurred and which could not be prevented under the

existing conditions. In several instances, cuts have been un-

avoidably omitted from letters when much needed to make
clear the meaning of the writer of the letter. Although
these cuts were prepared and ready at the time the copy

was set up, they were overlooked in the conclusion of get-

ting out the delayed Issues. It Is earnestly, however, hoped
that these conditions will not long prevail.
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EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
ANSWERED BY

JAMES T. BEARD

^MAnthracite Foremans' Examination^

Carbondale, Penn., May 6,^1919 ^ ^

(^Selected Questions)

Ques.—There are 100 persons employed in a mine classed

as gaseous, in one split or current of air. The velocity of

the air current is 900 ft. per min. and the sectional area

of the airway is 90 sq. ft. (a) Do the above conditions con

form with the mine law? (b) If not, explain fuTy the part

or part of the mine law that is not complied with.

Ans.— (a) Assuming the given velocity is an average for

the entire section of the airway, the quantity of air in cii-

culation is 900 x 90 = 81,000 cu. ft. per min., which allows

810 cu. ft. for each person employed in the split of air men-
tioned. The Anthracite Mine Law (Art. 10, Sec. 3) pro-

vides for a minimum quantity of air of 200 cu. ft per min.

for each person employed in the mine and as much more as

the circumstances may require. Therefore, as far as the

quantity of air supplied is concerned, it is within the re-

quirements of the law.

However, the law states further (Sec. 7): In no case, in

mines generating explosive gases shall the velocity exceed

450 lineal ft. per min. In this regard, therefore, the law

is violated since the velocity is given as 900 ft. per min., in

this airway or split. Again, (Sec. 6) the law limits the

number of persons employed in a single split of air and
provides that not more than 75 persons shall be employed
at the same time in any one current or split. In this res-

pect, also, the law is violated by -the employment of 10

men in a single split.

Ques.—Find the quantity of air passing per minute in an

airway 14 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. 9 in. when the anemometer regis-

ters 542 r. p. m.

Ans.—The sectional area of this airway is 14.5 x 6.75 =1:

97.875 sq. ft. Then, assuming that the reading of the

anemometer is an average reading for the entire section of

the airway, the quantity of air in circulation is 542 x 97.870

=^ 53,048-|- cu. ft. per min.

Ques.—State the duties imposed by the mine law on thn

mine foreman that cannot be delegated to others.

Ans.-—This question probably refers to the provision of

the Anthracite Mine Law (Art. 12, Rule 3), which gives

the mine foreman charge of all matters pertaining to ven-

tilation, stating that the speed of the ventilators shall be

particularly under his charge and direction; and any su-

perintendent who shall cause the mine foreman to disregard

the provisions of this act shall be amenable in the same
manner as the mine foreman.

Ques.—Explain the proper method of thawing dynamite
cartridges.

Ails.—Dynamite, when frccen, is dangerous, and cannot

be used until it is thawed, which requires the utmost cau-

tion. The thawing must be done gradually at a low tem-

perature. Dynamite freezes at a temperature of about 4 5

deg. F. In its frozen condition, the explosive should not

be cut or broken, but must be handled with the utmost cau-

tion. The frozen explosive loses much of its force and, if

used in that condition, the explosion is only partial.

When frozen, dynamite should never be thawed by ex-

posing it before a Are, or by placing it on a shovel for heat-

ing, or holding it over the flame of a candle. Neither should

it be immersed in hot water, as the water is liable to causa

the nitroglycerin to ooze out from the cartridge. When
dynamite is to be tiiawed in large quantities, for daily use

in a large mine, a special thawing room should be provided

in a dugout or other isolated place. The room should be

provided with shelves on which the sticks of frozen dynamite

are placed. The room should be heated with a small steam

coil and the temperature closely watched to see that it does

not exceed 75 or 80 deg.

A simple and safe method of thawing small quantities of

dynamite is to place it between layers of fresh manure in

a box. This will supply sufficient heat for the purpose. An-

other method for thawing small quantities is to place the

sticks of the froeen explosive in a suitable vessel or con-

tainer that is immersed in another vessel containing water,

which is kept at a low temperature sufficient for the thaw-

ing.

Ques.—Is it necessary to tamp holes charged with dyna-

mite and, if so, how would you do this with the greatest

degree of safety and obtain the best results?

Ans.—Owing to the fact that the detonation of dynamite

is instantaneous and the force of the explosion is radiated

equally in all directions from the charge, the tamping of a

hole charged with dynamite is unnecessary, except to hold

the charge in position at the bottom of the hole. For this

purpose, a small wad of soft clay can be inserted in the

hole, after the charge is forced home. In general, the tamp-

ing of a hole charged with dynamite is considered of little

importance.

Ques.—Find the number of square feet of rubbing sur-

face in an airway 4 ft. high, 9 ft. wide and 1000 ft. long.

,\ns.—The perimeter of this airway is 2 (4-f9)=26 ft.;

and its rubbing surface is, therefore, 1000 x 26 = 26,000

sq. ft.

Ques.—The course of a heading is due east. A counter

is driven off the heading in a direction N 30° E, and the

chambers are driven on a course of N 10 W. (a) What is

the angle between the chambers and the counter? (b)

What is the angle between the chambers and the heading?

Ails.— (a) The angle between the counter and the cham-

bers is found by adding the northeast course of the counter

to the northwest course of the chambers, which makes this

included angle 40 deg.

(b) The angle between the chambers and the heading

driven due east is found by adding the northwest course of

the chambers to the 90 deg. in the northeast quadrant.

which gives, for the required angle, 100 deg.

Quc.s.—When the fireboss reports in the record book cer-

tain dangers that he has discovered during his examination,

what is your duty as mine foreman?

Ans It is the duty of the mine foreman to examine care-

fully the fireboss' report each day and to sign that report

as evidence that he is acquainted with it and has a know-

ledge of any dangers that are reported as having been dis-

covered by the fireboss in his exmination in the morning.
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FOREIGN MARKETS
:^ND EXPORT NEWS

Market for American Coal in Argentina
Social Unrest in Argentine at the Present Time is Not Con-

ducive for a Heavy Demand of Coal. The Future will

likely see a Brisk Competion between Coal and Fuel Oil

This subject will have to be considered
both in its relation to the present conditions
governing the market for coal in the Argen-
tine and what may ultimately be the condi-
tions to be met with once business has re-
sumed its normal trend abroad and in the
industrial life of the republic.

At the present time, due to the social un-
rest in. Argentine and the semi-paralization
of manufacturing and industrial centres, the
demand for coal is very limited. Along the
Kiachueo River where are located many of
the large manufacturing concerns of Buenos
Aires, the partial shut-down of the factories
has reduced the consumption of coal to less
than one tenth the normal demand. Firms
accustomed to consuming 5,000 tons a month
are satisfied with 250 tons, while others which
formerly had standing orders for 1,000 tons
per month, are taking from 30 to 40 tons.
Oa the railroads, which are mostly British

owned, during the war when coal was unob-
tainable, local hardwoods were substituted
with fairly satisfactory results aud while now
one is beginning to see supplies of Cardiff
coal on these roads, the consumption of que-
bracho logs as fuel continues to be an im-
portant industry, a condition thai is likely to
•exist so long as ocean freights remain at high
level and the cost of coal produ'jtion what it

is. A recent price for hardwood delivered
within the city limits was $22.00 gold per
'ton. Even with cheaper coal, unLiJ the country
begins to solve the many labor troubles and
confidence is restored, the demami for foreign
importations of coal, is not likely to increase.
The visible supply of coal on hand at tho

present time does not exceed 5,000 tons in
*the coal yards of the city. This does not
include some 30,000 tons of bunker coal held
for account of a foreign government by a
certain well - known coaling firm, but not -

withstanding this fact, so limited is the
demand that a dealer in American coal cus-
tomarily carrying large deposits in stock and
with 5 steamers en route, has not hesitated
to sell three of these cargoes aud will keep
only two cargo lots on arrival to replenish
his stores.

As previous to the war the monthly con-
sumption and importation of coal was es-
timated at 300.000 tons, the falling off of the
demand is evident and this at a time when
the need for this product usually is greatest
at the beginning of the Argentine winter.

During the years 1917 and 191S the con
•umption amounted to 60,000 to 70,000 tons.
the gap being filled with crude oil. local and
imported, hardwoods and even corn and lin

'

«ecd oil cake used as substitutet.
With coal at $25.00 gold a ton. a sale of

fuel oil was effected recently at $20.00 gold
per ton, to compete coal would have to have
•old at $15.00 per ton. The possibilities of
•crude oil becoming in the near future a ser-
ious competitor for coal in the Argentine
market, once trade conditions become normal
•hould not be overlooked. There are those
who have made a serious study of this i)oint
and who are of the opinion that within three
years liquid fuel will have practically sup-
planted coal in the Argentine except for
limited consumption and it is predicted that
this will prove a more serious competitor for
American coal than the Welsh product which
heretofore controlled the market.

Objections to American Coal -"Gmpared with
British product are said to be due largely
to ignorauco of the methods of firing and the
difficulty of forcing new methodt; of stoking
upon Spanish firemen long accustomed to
bandling British coal.

American coal, due to the exigencies of the
war, found a ready sale notwithstanding local
prejudice and claims of inferiority to Cardiff
in a market jealous of its former monopoly.
One large American firm of coal mine owners
foreseeing the coming coal shortage and rec
ognizing the possibilities for introducing their
product, sent experts to Buenos Aires to in-
vestigate the field and later on establish larg*^
"barracas" or yards to which they brought
quantities of American coal which they pre-
ceeded to offer to the trade. Ordinarily this
would have been taking chances but the move
was justified by war conditions at that time,
with the result that the product of this par-
ticular concern is now well established.

It will be seen therefore that study of con-
ditions by parties interested is necessary with
the probability of having to invest consider-
able capital and engage in the educational
work before establishing a market for their
product.

Coal is sold in current account, which
means that bills are not presented for 30
days with an additional 15 days before pay-
ment may be expected, this in addition to the
30 days consumed on the voyage, so that it

is evident that considerable capital is re-
quired to finance a business of this nature.

Present prices of coal, delivered at ware-
house within city limits are;

($1 Arg. Gold rr: 96 y2 cents U. S.)
Steam coal ...$32.00 Arg. gold per ton
Domestic coal . 42.00 Arg. gold per ton
Smithy 42.00 Arg. gold per ton
Anthracite coal 48.00 Arg. coai per ton
Foundry coal . 50.00 Arg. gold per ton
Business is done almost entirely through

local representatives of foreign concerns, most
of whom carry stocks, principally on con-
signment. Owing to the prevailing scarcity,
some direct orders have been placed with
American concerns, but the normal trade is
carried out by the representatives carrying
stock here.

The average stocks carried amount to:

—

2/3000 tons of Steam coal
1000 tons of Domestic coal
500 tons of Smithy coal
500 tons of Foundrv coke
500 tons of Anthracite

Coal Trade of Italy

Small amounts of coal are produced in Italy,
but none that is suitable for a steamship
fuel. Italy, therefore, is dependent on for-
eign coal for its extensive bunker trade. The
main reliance is British coal, but imports of
American bituminous increased very rapidlv
during the first years of the war, as the fol-
lowing table indicates:

—

Fiscal Year. LoOb' Tons."^^
1914 776,422
1915 1,G28.279
1916 2 797,506
1917 1,099,508
1918 201,220

The imports of coal from Great Britain in
recent years were as follows :

—

Year Long Tons.
1913 y.017.570
1914 8,113,700
1915 5.409.934
1916 6,422,949
1917 4,068.340
1918 4,054,000

The effect of the increasing shortage of
shipping upon the shipment of coal to Italy
is clearly indicated in the foregoing tables.

German coal was supplied in small quantities
at the larger coaling stations of this region
before the war.

Naples is the chief bunkering port of Italy.
The amount of bunker coai normally avail -

able ranges from 35,000 to 50.000 tons. The
stock includes the leading Britisl. and Ameri-
can grades and is handled by British and
Italian firms, among the former being Cory
Bros, and Co., Ltd., of London. Bunkering
is conducted rapidly, either from the docks
or from barges, and large past.enger lines
have taken aboard as much as 600 tons per
hour. The bunker trade of Naples amounted
to over a million tons in 1913 and to 882,000
tons in 1914.

Genoa, though more important commercially
than Naples, ranks below it as a coaling port.
Before the war the stocks of bunker coal on
hand were very large—approximately 250,000
tons—but much of this was the property of
the steamship lines serving the port. By
November 14. 1916. the stocks had dwindled
to 80.000 cons. The usual Britisb grades

—

Cardiff. Monmouthshire and Durham—and
smaller quantities of American grades—

-

Pocahontas, New River and Georges Creek—

•

are carried in stock. The chief exporter of
American coal to Italy is the Consolidation
Coal Co. The principal British dealer is Corv
Bros, and Co., Ltd.

Spanish Coal Trade
There are large coal -bearing areas in

Spain, but their development has been so
backward^ that their yield is insufficient for
domestic 'consumption. The production of
bituminous coal since 19:|.3 has been as fol-
lows :

—

Year Long Tons.
1913 3.783.214
1914 3,905.080
1915 4,136.000
1916 4.847.475
1917 5,024,766

About one -half of the output of bituminous
coal is mined in the province of Asturias, in
the north-western part of Spain on the Bay
of Biscay. The Asturian coal is of varying
quality, some being well suited for steamship
fuel, but practically all the bunker coal is

imported.
Before the war the imported coal was

mainly British and ranged from two and a half
to three million tons per year. The Spanish
Government sought to encourage domestic
production by offering a bounty ejquivalent to
54 cents per ton on the domestic coal shipped
to Spanish ports, but this appeav. to have had
little or no effect.

When the war checked transportation from
Great Britain the import duty and transporta-
tion tax on foreign coal was removed, and
American coal began to enter the Spanish
niarket in increasing amounts. The exports
of bituminous coal from the United States to
Spain since 1914 have been as follows:

—

Fiscal Year. Long Tons.
1914 42.875
1915 100,547
1916 159.758
1917 209,712
1918 44,440

"Within the limits of this trade region are
included such important coaling stations as
Fayai and St. Michael's, in the Azores, Las
Palmas, Lisbon. Gibraltar and Barcelona. At
all these stations British coal is used and is

generally in the hands of British dealers.
Before the war the largest dealer in bunker
coal in Spain was the Anglo -Spanish Coaling
Co., Ltd., of Cardiff. As only Spanish con-
corns are allowed to deposit supplies of coal
in Spanish ports in bond, this company op-
erates through a subsidiary corporation, the
Oompania General de Carbones. with its head
office in Barcelona. This company maintains
coaling facilities at Bilbao. Barcelona. Cadiz,
Cartagi-na. Coreiibion, Corunna. Pasages,
Sautander Valencia and Vigo.
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Americans Record Exports
Returns as to America's coal export trade

show that for the first eight months of this
year a new record has heen created. In that
period the overseas coal shipments were
greater than the total yearly shipments of
any previous year. Exports to Canada, Cuba,
and Mexico are omitted from these returns, as
in such countries the United Sthles has al-
ways been predominant as a coal exporter
by reason of geographical nearness. In Sep-
tember of this year over one and a quarter
million tons of American coal were shipped
overseas, the approximate average annual ex-
ports before the war being about half a mil-
lion tons, not including Canada. It will be
seen that notwithstanding thu troubles
America has encountered with respect to her
coal trade she is gradually assuming a dom-
inant position in the world's markets. Owing
to the inability of this country to export
greater quantities large orders have been re-
ceived from France, Italy, Spain, Portugal,
and Scandinavia, and there is every indica-
tion of shipments to these countries being
maintained. It can be said that the United
States has never yet produced coal to the
maximum of its ability. When the present
labour troubles are over it is quite possible
that the United States will settle down and
increase its output by millions of tons per
annum. The country, too, now possess the
necessary ships without leaning upon this or
any other nation. South America, to which
country some millions of tons of British coals

were annually exported, lies within her grasp.
Depots are being established all over the
world, and when British outputs increase and
more normal times arrive it is inevitable that
the United States will be enabled to perman-
ently maintain a large slice of the overseas
coal trade which at one time was exclusively
supplied by Great Britain. The poor outputs
which have resulted from the agitation of
colliery workers has meant the loss of mil-
lions of pounds to this country—a loss which
could well have been avoided if the colliery
workmen chose to have avoided it. Our over-
seas coal trade, too, has been permanently
impaired by our inability to adequately supply
our foreign customers.

London Coal Trade
The London Market has been better sup-

plied during the week, says the "Colliery
Guardian" of Nov. 27, 1919. but there .3

Btill a pronounced shortage. The all-absorb-
ing question has been the alarming announce-
ment of the decrease of 10s. loer ton in all

household qualities from Monday next, Dec. 1.

The decision to reduce all house coal prices
came upon the few traders who were assem-
bled late on the market, on Monday last as
a bombshell. The news did not teach the Ex-
change until very late and comuaratively few
were present when the telegram arrived from
the House of Commons. .

During the earlier part of the market on
Monday, there was a fairly large attendance
and buyers were keenly alert for any oppor-
tunities of picking up any coal that may bo
offering as all the merchants look upon the
situation for the coming winter as being very
serious, but the moment the announcement of
the proposed reduction was made, the whole
aspect changed and everyone seemed anxious
to cancel all orders on hand or at any rate
to hold them over until Dec. L The Metro-
politan area has had a fairly liberal alloca-
tion of coal, largely at the exppnse of other
districts. The bulk of the merchants have
been compelled to put winter stocks on the
ground, and although an appeal was made
to the Controller during the bitterly cold
weather in October, to pick up certain of the
stocks to fulfill the prv?ssing needs of thf>
public orders, this was rigorously refused
DDtil after Christmas, and now with all the
coal on hand, and paid for at the higher
prices an enforced loss of 10s. per ton is
brought to bear upon all the traders, unless
Bomo compensation is allowed both for coal
in stock and in transit during the current
week.

The Liverpool Market
During the i>ast week the steam coal mar-

ket has witnessed some changes, for the re-
duction of 10s per ion of household coal,
commencing last Monday, has had the re-
markable effect amongst other thi.igs, of put-
ting up prices in the atcam coal business. Tho
price of best South Wales Admiralty coals has
increased by an almost like amount as is
shown in the reduction of house fuel. One
well-known coal contractor, reviewing the
situation and the anomalies resulting, said
"its a question of shuffling. What is lost

on the swings is made up on the round-
abouts." And in this way no doubt the loss
of house coal will be recovered on the steam
coal. As the latter consumption is much
greater than the, former, it is eas> to see that
an adjustment is possible and comparatively
simple.

In Cardiff prices are soaring, ;.nd 110s an^t
even more is now being asked for South Wales
bunkers, two-thirds large amd one-third small.
This has had an effect upon "local" coal
prices, and it is believed these will rise cor-
respondingly, though the increase has not so
far reached the limit of the Souti- Wales rise.
Coal is difficult to obtain at time of writing,
and the steaming of craft at Cardiff, etc.,

against charterers. Owing to the action of
the American authorities the shijis employed
on the Atlantic trade are requiring more coal
to complete the return trip. America looks
after her own flag, and the hint might well
be taken ty our own Government during times
of stress. Comparisons have been made be-
tween America's policy and that invariably
followed by our own authorities.

Scotland Coal Market

continues
the west of Scotland coal trade

the usual lines from a statement
made in a recent issue of "Colliery Guar-
dian," and a little alteration is noticeable.
Outputs perhaps, appear to be increasing a
little and everything at present points to a
steady trade throughout the winter months.
Domestic demands have been particularly
pressing, and with such keen weather as was
experienced some days ago, the rationing al-

lowance is most inadequate. Industrial re -

quirements are steadily maintained and the
situation has been improved by the restart
at the steelworks. Exjjorts continue on much
the same level and greater facility in th.^

granting of licences and a better supply of
carrying tonnage are very necessary. A little

more foreign business has been done, but thg
bulk of this trade is still coastwise. The
shipments for the past week amounted to
96,187 tons, against 88.601 in the preceding
week, and 72,703 tons in the same week la^t
year.

Collieries in the Lothians are doing a steady
local turnover. While neutral tounage is more
frequent on the east coast than on the west
of Scotland, the foreign shipments only ag-
gregate about one -third of the returns for
the week which amount to 29.349 tons against
28.583 in the preceding week and 14.154 tons
in the same week last year. Now and then,
however collieries in this district have been
able to fix remunerative consignments to neu-
trals. Much similar conditions pertain in
the Fifeshire district, only to a greater degree.
Clearances are a good average for the year,
but foreign shipments only amount to just
over 6.000 tons, or an aggregate for the week
of 46,064 tons, against 41,602 in the preced-
ing week and 20,310 in the same week last
year.
The aggregate shipments from Scottish

ports during the past week amounted to
171,600 tons.

Irish Coal Trade
Although the severe weather has moderated,

merchants continue to be busily engaged, anil

so far there is no further chanrc in prices at
Dublin. Supplies are somewhat batter and
stocks art? imiToving. but heavy storms have
interfered with the arrival of steam colliers
for the past week. Quotations range from
54s. 6d. per ton for standard coal to 62s. 6d.
and 63s. 6d. per ton for second and best
qualities respectively, retail 4s. 6d. per bag:
coke 66s. 6d. per ton in the city; turf £4
10s. per ton, or 30s. per load of 16 coal bags.
The total quantity of coal discharged upon the
quays during the past week was 16.600 ton:>,

as compared with 21,914 tons the week pre-
viously, coal vessels being chiefly from Mary-
port. A contract is open in connection with
the Dublin Port and Docks Board for a
twelve months' supply of coal. Last week a
special meeting of the Nenagh Urban Council,
Tipperary, was held to consider the coal
shortage in the town, which amounted to a
famine, when it was decided to communicate
with the Coal Controller in order to have the
situation relieved. During the ^ast few weeks
there has been an actual scarcity of fuel in
Athy, Queen's County. It is stated that
there is at present a very large demand upon
the Irish coal mines which are working, one of
the principal collieries being oiiitn unable to
deal with the orders received. Hy the Coal
Controller's orders industrial undertakings
only are being supplied, and tho.se who were
customers in 1917. It is hoped that in the
course of the next few months the situation
will have imj.roved and the outi>nt in.-reased.

Coal Shortage and Conges-

1^ tion in South Wales
Congestion still prevails on the railway*

and docks of South Wales, and the delay*
which wagons are subjected to is limiting to-
a good extent the outputs of Welsh coal.

Mr. Fiudlay Giooon, the secretary of the
Coal Owners' Association has presented a-
statement which clearly shows the seriona-
congestion on the railways and docks, the
failure of clearing traffic at the collieries,
and the delays of wagons in transit, all of
which continue to have a serious effect upon-
the work of the collieries.

One of the factors, it is stated, which con-
tributes toward the loss of shifts, is the delay
in transit and return of colliery wagons sent'
to inland destinations, but arrangements are
now being made to supply an additional 10-
15.000 tons per month of anthracite coal to-
inland consum.'rs. which it is stated, masti
have the effect of still increasing the con-
gestion on the railways. It is essential that
further wagons should be made available fo«-
coal for inland consumption if the req:crire-
ment of home consumers are to be adequately
met.

Coal Resources of Canada
The November number of the Monthly Com-

mercial Letter issued by the Canadian Bank
of Commerce contains an interesting itena on
the coal resources of Canada with particular
reference to the utilization of the peat da-
posits of the Dominion.

The labor unrest in the coal fields of th»
United States has again directed atteotioa
to the fact that important districts in Canada.
are dependent on them. In the fiscal year-
ending March last the value of the coal andt
coke exported from the United States intO'
Canada was $79,000,000. and two -thirds of
it was consumed in Ontario. For the previona
fiscal year the actual tonnage of coal imported
into the Province was 16,250,000. out of •
total for the entire Dominion of 21,649,000
tons. The industries of Ontario have fre-
quently suffered from interruptions arising
from labor and transportation difficulties, and
the serious nature of these interruption*
forced itself on the attention of the publie
during the war, when the supply ot the much-
needed munitions, 53 per cent, of which wer*'
produced in Ontario, was limited through thi*
cause. Fear of the recurrence of such con-
ditions and apprehension as to the supply of
fuel for domestic purposes gave rise to mor*
active efforts for the utilization of locU
sources of fuel.

Although Canada as a whole has coal re-
sources greater than those of any country la
the world with the exception of the United
States, the mines are farther from the indua-
trial centers of Ontario than are the coal
fields in neighboring States. Ontario haa,
however, large beds of peat, the commercial
uses of which have been investigated by Gov-
ernment experts, and they are now able to
report, practical results. It has been deter-
mined that peat can be used in combinatioa
with coal; and while it will not take its places
it promises to reduce our dependence on im-
ported fuel. Tests made at Alfred, Ontario^
indicate that peat ready for use can be sup-
plied at $3.50 per ton at that point. At thi«
figure there is now a reasonabh- prospect of
its production becoming an important com-
mercial enterprise.

Coal Shortage Ties Up Jap*
enese Shipping

Labor troubles in the United States and
England and the decrease in movements of
cargo from the Orient to Europe have seri-
ously affected Ihe charter market in Japan.

The coal. situation is very acute, and amontf
shipping men there is uncertainty as to th*
effect it will have on business. There has
been no material incroaso in the coal i>roduc-
tion, and !t \n thought that it will be a con-
siderablc time before adequate supplier of
bunker coal can bo obtained. Meanwhile
many Japanese ships are indefinitely tie<I up.

The activities of American shipping in th*
Pacific are causing some apprehension to .fap-
anese shipping. The' carrying Lrad.' in this
ocean was practically monopolized by Jap-
anese ships during the war, but since th*
armistice the Pacific Mail Steani.shij) Com-
pany and other American concerns hava
opened new service between America and lbs
Orient. It is reported that as the terma of
the American companies are more favorabl*
certain large Japanese importers have con-
tracted to i^hip a largi- (it:antity of raw cottOB
and steel in these ships.
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COAL AND
-^COKE NEWS

Fairmont, W. Va.

Nearly all miners at work in northern West
Virginia during second week of December.
Fairmont field alone loads 8177 cars of coil
and coke. Much coal goes west. Railroads
take 3454 cars of fuel for own u;;e. General
shortage of cars expected until equipment ii

restored to natural routes.

More coal was rained and loaded in northern
West Virginia regions during the second weet
of December than at any time during the
life of the coal strike. Between Nov. 1 and
the second week of December there were feu-

weeu,!y working periods in which all the
miners were at work. However, northern
West Virginia miners were nearly all at work
during the second week of December, as the
result of a vote taken during the previous
week, the miners not waiting for the tem-
porary strike settlement reach**d at Indian-
apolis.

As a logical result of such conditions in
the Fairmont field alone, a total of 8177 cars
of coal and coke were loaded, that repre -

senting 407.300 tons of coal and 31 cars of
coke. A total of 6767 oars of i-oal and coke
were produced and shipped from the Mo-
nongah division alone of the Baltimore ti

Ohio R. R. There was a largt r output of
coal in fact from Monongah division mines
during the week ended the thirteenth than
during the same period of 1918. Loadings on
the Monongahela Ry. reached a total of 1410
cars, almost equal to loadings during the last
week before th? outbreak of the strike.

More coal was shipped West during the
'week ended the thirteenth than in the other
direction, the figures being 3.600 and 3,136
cars, respectively. By far the iargest pro-
portion of Western shipments went to Ohio
points. More than half the fuel produced on
the Monongah division of the B. & O.. during
the period alluded to. already was utilized by
the railroads, there being 3454 cars of rail-
road fuel shipped to the B. & O., Central of
New Jersey. New York Central and other
roads. Much of the coal from northern West
"Virginia is now being allowed to go forward
to original consignees, although subject to
diversion in certain instances.

While mines in northern W"st Virginia,
at the outset of the third week of December.
were supplied with just about enough cars £.0

meet requirements, a general shortage of
empties before the end of the W'^k was fore-
casted; in fact it seemed to be inevitable and
will continue, railroad officials state, until
equipment is restored to its natural route or
routes.

There was still due operators of northern
West Virginia regions on the middle of th'^

month, approximately $3,500,000 for ship
ments diverted and confiscated during the
period of the strike, only about one third of
th^ total shipments made having been paid
for.

Bluefield, W. Va.
More healthy conditions of marketing and

collecting for coal shipments during second
week of month. Cars going to southern fields.
General shortage of cars anticipated. Large
production in Williamson field. Little change
on Winding Gulf. Pocahontas field exper-
iences most scero car shortage of year axouuil
the twelfth.

While the production of coal in the Poca-
hontas and adjoining regions r-jmained un-
changed throughout the second week of De-
cember, and while there was little prospect
of any change during the pre Christmas
period, yet there was a decided cii;nge in th'i

distribution of coal, particularly because of
the abandoning of diversions which during
the strike have played havoc with ordinary
marketing and collections. There was in fact
a very marked increase in the shipment of
,coal to the east including tidewater points.
Cars were pouring into the sou:hern fields
at a great rate throughout the second week
of the month, but a general shortage of cars

was anticipated owing to the fact that cars
woald be in demand elsewhere iu view of the
resumption of operations generall;-, and to th-3

further fact that so many cars belonging to

the Eastern Car Pool had been shipped far
out of their beaten path.

ilines of the Williamson field continued to
live up to their reputation of previous weeks
for large production, which remained at
150,000 tons or about 80 per cent, of ca-
pacity, with only about 9,000 tons lost
through a car shortage. Miners appeared to

be bent upon earning as large an amount as
possible before Christmas, losing only 109
hours in all; fortunately cars continued to
be plentiful during the early pavt of the third
week of the month. The tonnage of coal be-
ing diverted v/as limited in amount and Wil -

liamson coal was again moving eastward to
some extent. Despite repeated promises,
however, up to December 17, payment for
coal shipped during the period ol the strike
was not forthcoming and producers were quite
seriously embarrassed.

There was little or no change in mining
conditions in the Winding Gulf field during
the second week of the month, slight gains
only being made. For the first time in 'i

period of six weeks, the diversion and con-
fiscation of coal had ceased except in cases of
emergency, and coal from the Gulf was be-
ginning to flow in its natural channels once
more.

Transportation and general working condi-
tions throughout the Pocahontas region wer.^
conducive to a large production throughout
the second week of the month until about
Friday, the twelfth, when there was a sharp
decline in the supply of cars. In fact cars
were so scarce, that it portended a suspension
of operations at some of the smaller mines.
Both railroad officials and coal oi)erators. in
view of the shortage which began to manifest
itself on the twelfth, regarded a, unavoidab!.;
one of the most severe car shortages of the
year.

Delivery of more eastbound coal from the
Pocahontas region and the rescinding of the
order relative to the shipment of all Clinch
VallcT coal west over the Louisv.lle & Nash-
ville 'and the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio
featured the week in the southern part of
the state. Kastbound coal through Bluefiell
was almost twice as large in volume durins
the week ending the thirteenth as in pre-
vious weeks. Shippers in this v^rt of the
state were still facing a financial stringency
owing to the delay in receiving remittances
for the heavy volume of coal ^iiipijed since
November first.

Huntington, W. Va.|

Decrease of 50.000 tons in Log:tn output in
second week of December. Loss due to car
jihortage. High water and power trouble the
causes. Production 56 per cent Logan op-
erators in serious straights. More than mU-
Uon dollars due on shipments. No coopera-
tion by railroads in payment for coal con-
fiscated.

Production in the Logan field hit the
toboggan incline during the second week of
December and slid downward for a loss of
about 50.000 tons as compared with the out
put for the previous week; there being only
198,000 tons mined and loaded as against an
average of well over 240,000 tons throughout
the strike: so that in a large measure th^
gains made through the resumption of work
at union mines were wiped out by losses in

the Guyan field. The greatest source of loss
was a car shortage amounting to ihe startling
total of 122,000- tons or about 35 per cent,
of capacity, car shortage, losses during the
six weeks of the strike having been at a
minimum.

It was not so much the fault of the
Chesapeake S: Ohio that the suppij of empties
was limited as it was the elements, damage
to bridges in the Guyan field making it diffi-

cult to move either trains of loads or empties.
Power trouble also entailed additional losses,
that and high water cutting down production

to the extent of over four per cent. One
result of high water in the Guyaa field was to
shut down a few of the smaller mines. Owing
to causes enumerated there was a production
of not more than 56 per cent, during the week
ended Dec. 13, making a difference of more
than 1,000 cars in shipment under the pre-
vious week. At the beginning of the third
week of the month, the car supply was also
limited there being only a little more than
five hundred loads out of the Guyan on the
fifteenth, and the car supply in V^e field dur-
ing the early part of the week named is not
averaging over 700 cars a day. All Guyan
coal is still b^ing routed to west.ru markets,
an embargo against eastern shipments to tide
water still being in effect. At the present
time no Logan coal is being confiscated.
By tar the largest proportion of coal

shipped from this field, in the period between
Nov. 1 and Dec. 15 and. in fact, since the
latter part of October, still remains to be
settled for; Logan producers ha', iug found it

necessary to borrow very extensively in order
to avoid the financial graveyard. Railroads
have shown an absolute lack of co-operation
in making payment for coal confiscated or
diverted. The sum of more than a million
dollars representing shipments from this field,

is still due operators tor shipments made be-
tween Nov. 1 and Dec. 15. Producers of
the Guy ail region also have been in rather
desperate straights owing to the lack of
knowledge of final consignees of diverted
coal and owing to the tardiness of railroads
in making setilement for coal <onfiscated.

Gains in the tonnage handled by the C. Ss

O. on its entire system, during the second
week of December, were almost completely
offset by a decrease in shipments from the
Logan district. Substantial gains were made
in shipments from the New River, Kanawha,
Coal River. Sandy Valley & Elkhoru and Long
Pork territories. As the number of cars
handled during the first week of the month
was 10,437 or a total of about 524,350 ton::
and for Ihe s-^cond week of De'-eniber 10.561
cars, it will be observed that the gain was
limited to 74 cars or about 3700 or 4000 tons.

Charleston, W. Va.

Miners generally at work in West Virginia
by Dec. 11. Kanawha region the exception.
Amount of wage increase in question in dis-
trict No. 17. C. & O. mines anticipate car
shortage. Most serious question, payment for
coal shipped between Nov. 1 and Dec. 13.
The "check-off" controversy again to the
front in New River field.

When the order to miners of districts No.
17 and No. 29. covering all the organized
fields of West Virginia, was received Thurs
day, Dec. 11, it found practically all uniou
miners in West Virginia at work except thosd
in the southern part of District No. 17. m
the Kanawha region. Miners elsewhere in
district No. 17, or in the northern part of that
district, embracing sub -districts No. 3 and
No. 4 in northern West Virginia, were al
ready at work in normal numbers and were
producing almost the normal amount of coal.
For that reason the agreement reached at
Indianapolis, under the terms of which miners
were to return to work under the 14 per
cent, increase, pending an investigation of
the cost of living and coal prices, did not
materially alter conditions except in one part
of the mining fields of West Virginia, during
the second week of December. Ihat the first

order cancelling the strike had not been is-

sued in good faith, and was never intended
to be obeyed was demonstrated by the alac-
rity with which the miners, as a whole, obeyed
the second order, except in a few isolated
instances.
Even after the president of district No.

17 had ordered the miners back to work, it

was by no means certain that the operators
would get off with a 14 per cent, increase,
because tlie officials of the United Mine
Workers wt-rc insisting that the Central Com
petitive field wages also be paid in district
No. 17—another case of broken contract and
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bad faith, according to the operators. The
cancellattoa of the strike order clia have th^

eflfecl, however, of increasing production

sightly, athough such increase was somewht
nullified by adverse conditions in the unor-

ganized Guyan field.

While the Chesapeake & Ohio mines had not

begun, during the second week of Decembei.

to feel the pinch of a car shortage, it was
regarded as inevitable, and it was generally

anticipated that it would take place during

the th.rd week of the month (oi just before

Christmas), owing to the large amount of

Eastern Car Pool equipment in the far West
and the large amount of equipment yet re-

mainins to be unloaded at various points.

Oi paramount interest to Wesi Virginia op-

erators in this section of the state, by the

middle of the month, however, was the ques-

tion of financing themselves. It presented

a most serious problem owing to the fact

that little or no coal, shipped from this sec-

tion between Nov. 1 and Dec. 13, (most of

which had been ,:ontiscated or d.verted). had
been paid for. Conditions were such that the

companies which had not been producing a

large tonnage, between the dates mentioned,
\vere better oli than the companies which had
produced large quantities of coal, owing to

the fact that the means devised by the Rail-
road Administration for financing the coal
companies had proved utterly inadequate.

As instructions to miners in .he Kanawha
field to return to work, did not reach them
until late Thursday, and as it required a
day or so to get the mines in the district

ready for operation, the tonuagt produced in
the Kanawha region during the second week
of the month was almost insignificant. How-
ever, a large number of miners had reported
for duty by Friday, and by Saturday vir-
tually all the mines in the district were in
operation, though, of course a gooU many mine
workers were waitintr until tin- beginning of
the following week !> it in ]< work. Miners
at Lee Vale and 1 !.. ladicals ap
pear to have the i;, i... . . were the onlj'

ones, so far as kuuw i; w liu v. i_re proving to

be recalcitrant.

Prior to Dec. 12, however, the tonnage of
coal mined in the Kanawha field was rather
small. Only about 25 mines were at work at
the outset of the week, although at the same
time all the mines in the other pert of district
Ko. 17—(northern West Virginia) were in

operation. By the time an agreement was
reached at Indianapolis, about 4b mines in the
Kanawha field were active. Officials of dis-
trict No. 17 contend that the Government
intended that the miners in district No. 17
should be paid the 14 per cent, increase plus
the difference paid in the Central Competitive
field as between that section and the Kanawha
field.

While officials of district No. 29 (United
Mine Workers) had ordered the men back to
work in that district which embraces the New
River region, it was with the proviso that
they return to work under the "check-off
and closed shop.' ' To this a number of
companies demurred, it being generally under-
stood that the contract of Sept. 1 liad been
abrogated by the strike of miners on Nov.
1, although the attorney genera! is insisting
that the contract be revived and along with
it the "cl'.eck-off' ', not only ihe operators
but many miners in the New River field are
objecting, especially in view of the fact that
those who favored the check off were the
very men who would not and did not work
during the strike. Notwithstanding the un
certainty of what might tran^pir*^ in the New
River field, as the result of the controversy
over the "check-off", there was a gradual
increase in production in the New River field

throughout the second week of the month, the
output by Friday, Dec. 12 being at the rat-
of 80 percent, of normal with 91 mines in
operation, as against 81 the day i)revious.
Satiirdi.y'^ I-ridurtion was snninwhat smaller.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Geologist makes report to state conserva-
tion commission on coal mining in Indiana.
Cites great waste in mining. Recommends
legislative action looking to improvement in
conditions. Cooperation of commission's ge-
ology division and Indiana University.

W. N. r>(.i:nn. teoloirist for the state con-
servation rommission, in a report to the com-
mission on coal mininif in Indiana says the
waste in the mininir of coal in Indiana is

greater than the average waste in the mining
of bituminous coal, reports the "News' ' of

Indianapolis

"In some states," reported Mr. Loean,
"the wasle has been reduced to 50 per rent,

of the ronl mined but the waste in Indiana
has not been reduced to that minimum. The
waste here has been much erealer than it is

at present, but there is need for Hlill greater

improvement."
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Mr. Logan classifles the waste causes as

follows; Not robbing the pillars in the room

and pillar system; unclean mining in the strip

pit method; leaving coal containing partings;

producing unrecoverable culm ; leaving coal

around horse-backs, bells, etc.; mining lower

beds before upper beds.

He recommends that the legislature enact

"laws to require the mining of all coal beds,

two feet or more thick, in the order of their

succession from the surface;" he recom-

mends the use, wherever possible, of the loilg

wall system as the most productive method;

he recommends the balancings of timber con-

servation against coal conservation in replac-

ing coal pillars, and advises against the ruin-

inS of "ood agricultural lands to obtain coal

from strip mines for temporary beneats.

The report came ss the result of the co-

operation the commission effected between

its -eology division and Indiana University.

The two state forces united for a geological

survey of Indiana's natural «^™"«^/°f.
the coal report is one of the first. The re-

port goes into some detail as to coal mining

n Indiana and how waste may be prevented.

Rkhard Lieber, director of the commis-

sion deemed the report of such constructne

value that he has arranged to have it Panted

in full in the Indiana yearbook which is to

be off the press in January.

Pottsville, Penn.

Coal mined in the heart of ^oltsville at an

early dSe Captain Baird Halberstadt pro-

luces authority for interesting Btatement at

meeting of SchuylkUl County Society. Hi^-

toricS^data presented. Captain Halberstadt

fuel administrator lor the district.

Vt a nKilin" of the Schuvkill County His-

torical Societvr at Pottsville reconlly, Captain

Baird Halberstadt surprised a large audi

ence by proving that coal was mined i^ Potts
-^

ville in 1784, a number of years before Ui-s

alleged discovery of anthracite at Summit Hill

bv Philip Ginther in 1791.
. ., ^ , d «i

Captain Halberstadt, who is .:yederal Fuel

Administrator for this district, proved his as-

sertion by producing a copy of an Act ot the

Pennsylvania Legislature, dated March 15

1784 in which reference is mjui to the coal

mines at Balzer's saw mill, in what is now

the heart of Pottsville.

The real pioneer in the use of anthracite

declared Captain Halberstadt. was the ven-

erable Dr. Thomas C. Jamos, of Philadelphia,

who used anthracite in 1804 aud predicte.^

that it would become the peneial fuel for

Philadelphia and vicinity, a urophecy which

has been ainindantlv fulfiled. Ii fins making
the first use of anthracite in 1804. Dr.

James, at Philadelphia, was fom- years ahead

of Judge Fell at Wilkes- Barrc. who first used

hard coal in a grate in 1808.
It is curious to note that these pioneers

in the nse of coal at Philadelphia and other

points met much prejudice. Ul> to 1820 wood
was so plentiful aud cheap that the use of

coal made little progress.
In connection with the discovery and use

of coal, attention is directed to an article

untitled. 'The Story of Coal." which ap-
peared in the Mar. 6, 1919. issue of Coal
Age.

Birmingham, Ala.

Friendly suit to test coal and iron ore ton-

nage tax validity. Action to be brought
against Republic Iron and Steel Co., in ac-

cordance with agreement between state and
operators. All coal and iron ore operators to

assist in defense. Operators claim tonuago

tax is discriminatory and double taxation.

Suit is being prepared, it is stated, to test

the validity of the coal and iron ore ton-

nage tax incorporated in the general revenue

bill passed by the legislature in September.
It is understood that the Republic Iron and
Steel Co. will be the defendant, the stale of

Alabama the plaintiiT and that the action

will be instituted in JefTerson County. It

will be in the nature of a friendly suit con-

tinues the "Birmingham Age-Herald", and
it is believed that a final decision by the

supreme court of the state can be obtained

in a few months.
Several weeks ago an agreement was

reached by the coal and iron operators and

Governor Kilby, State Auditor Smith, Treas-

urer Bradley and the state Tax Commission,

whereby the tonnage tax should bo paid over

to Treasurer Bradley, as an individual, in

trust to be held by him until the supremo
court could pass on the constitutionality ot

the tax act.

Under this agreement checks tor the

amounts due have been made out by the

various operating companies and delivered

to Mr. Bradley, who ia holding them in a
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separate fund in trust, according to the

agreement.
The Republic Iron and Steel Co. mines

both coal and iron ore in this state, and it

is understood that it was selected to contest

the validity of the tonnage tax for that rea-

son. While the action will be against the

Republic company, it is understood that all

coal and iron ore operators in the state will

aid in the defense, each bearing its propor-

tionate share of the cost. The state, in its

petition, will set out the passage of the rev-

enue act, including the tonnage tax; the date

on which tax payments were due, and alleged

failure to pay.
According to information gained from one

of the operators, they will contend that the

tonnage tax clauses of the revenue act are

invalid in that it is discriminatory and double

taxation and includes other objections, which

they declare, clearly are in violation of the

constitution. , . , .

In passing the revenue act the legislature

classed the tonnage tax as a license or priv-

ilege tax, which, if true, probably would not

make it double taxation.
,, , . .v..

The operators contend that the tact tnai

It comes under the license classification does

not in faat make it a license tax, and that

the courts will be compelled to construe the

act according to its real meaning and not

necessarily according to the interpretation

put upon it by the legislature.

Ashland, Ky.

Northeastern Kentucky ships 186,190 tons

of coal in second week of December. Car

Guuulv "ood. Greatest handicap to production

is lack ?f settlement for coal. $2,000,000 due

operators for November shipments. Suspen-

sion ot mines probable unless help is forth-

coming.

While the output of mines in northeast

Kentucky during the week ended l>ec.lJ was

about 1,000 tons less than during the first

week bf the month, amounting m all to

186,490 tons, yet it was 45,000 loos in excess

of production lor the same period of 19 1»,

showing a gain of 25 per cent.

Transportation companies wero equal to the

demands made upon them for empties and

for the movement of loads, although it became

necessary for them to draw on their reserve

crews and to use additional motive power.

The 14 per cent, advance in wagers had a

healthy effect in northeast Kentucky fields and

miners were bent upon earning as much as

possible before the Christmas hoidays began.

The greatest handicap imposed on pro-

ducers, however, and which thre^-.cns to scr-^

iously impede production unless the situation

is remedied, is the failure of the railroads to

make settlement for coal received and used

Banks had about reaihcd the limit of their

lendiug capacity, and producers were at a

loss as to how to secure financial assistance

in order that they might continue operations.

Fully three -lourths of the coal shipped from

northeastern Kentucky during November had

not been paid for up until the middle of De-

cember, there being due operators the sum ot

ppproximately $2,000,000 for November ship-

'"'jobbcrs''up until the fifteenth had been the

principal source of help in financing operators,

hut bv the date mentioned the jobbers them-

selves' had exhausted their resources and wore

no longer in a position to extend lurthcr help.

Indeed it was stated that unless help was

forthcoming during the third week ot Decem-

ber, there was every probability of a n<'|V''.^''

of mines having to suspend operations. While

the promptness of the railroads in paying for

fuel d^verU-d ti the railroads for consumption

has been widely advertised, operators claim

that as a matter of fa t there had been no

such p-imptness. Relief was expected from

the present sit;iation through the fact that

coal was to be moved to regular customers

without interference by diversion and through

the fact that the regular trade might make
payments sufTicienty prompt to save mine

owners from suspending operations.

Vancouver, B. C
At the first annual meeting of the Canadian

Mining Institute to be hold in western Can-

ada which look place from Nov. 26 to 28 in-

clusive, at Vancouver, B. C, the coal mine

operators of British Columbia wero well rep-

resented. Special provision was made for

those specially interested in the industry, the

greater jiart of the program ou Thursday

morning, Nov. 27, being devoted to subjects

relating to coal mining; arrangements were

made to take those, who wished to go on a

tour of inspection to the Nanaimo, Wellington,

and Cassidy colleries. Many made the trip,

which took place on the following Saturday,

and enjoyed it ; their reception by the man-
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ageraents 01" the various companies being
cordial and lliorough, provision was made for
underground tours.
At the Thursuay morning session referred

to. U. E. S. Whiteside, of Coleman, Alberta,
occupied the chair, and the first address was
made by Prof. Joseph JJaniels, of the geo-
logical staff of the laculty of the University
of Washington. He told of the popularity of
British Columbia coal in the state of Wash-
ington, because the consumer liked the fine
large lump coal which was placed on the
market. Coal mining in Washington, he said.
was difficuit, must of it being uone by band
because, owing to the dip of the seams, ma-
chinery was not feasible. He thought that
coal mining in that slate was more expensive
than elsewhere through high labor costs, min*
ing din iculiies and lUe cost of development.
Furthermore much fine coal was made and
coDsiaerabie ot it had to be washed.
The action of the Granby Consolidated

Mining and Smelting Co. in opening its own
mines on Vancouver Island to supply its new
by-product ovens at Anyox, had the effect
of decreasing the demand for coking coal in
Washington. K. R. Wilson, of the Granby
company's coUieriea, at Cassidy, contributed
an interesting paper on the Cassidy camp,
plant and housing accommodation, Thos.
Graham observed that the Granby company
had set a pace in coal mine conditions that
it would be difficult for other operators to
follow. P. W. Gray, of Montreal, contrasted
the conditions at Cassidy witn those obtain-
ing in eastern camps in which he reflected
much credit on the lormer. H. N. Freeman,
Black Diamond, Wash., read a paper in
which he urged greater co-operation between
officials and workmen in the mines, if more
thought were given to this it would lead to
a reuuction 01 tnciion and better results.
One point brought out was the practice of
operators of arranging for the sale of more
coal than could be produced without con-
ullation with the mine management,

JNanaituo, B. C.

In discussing progress in hrst-aid and
satety-hrst appliances and training in con-
nection witn tue coal mines ot riritish Co-
lumbia, creuit IS given me uanauian Western
Fuel Co., 01 iNanaimo, as being the hrst con-
cern 01 Its kina to lake up m inis province
the training ui its employees in nrst-aiu and
mine-rescue worit, it was the hrst company
to voluntarily install mine-rescue apparatus
and institute a training station. inis was
done wnen i. ti. totockott, 01 Vancouver, was
general manager, ana 1 nomas uranam (now
general supermtenuent 01 tue Uanauian (Joi-
neries, Jjtu.j was ttjueral superinteuuent of
the company, it was aiso luo urst company
to use seismographs in us mines, daily reaa-
mgs being tai^eu to give warning oi tue pos-
sibility 01 explosions atieuuing seismic uis-
turoances. ine Canauian Wcsiern inel Co.
now nas orgauueu a iirst-aia ana Mine-Kes-
cue Association witn a memuersnip ui about
2UU. A meeung is helu eacn i>unuuy morn-
ing, at wnicn a lecture is given or paper read
on some branch ot mine-aaieiy wort, alter
wiiicn aduresses are given by meuicai men
on nrst am. ijouuwing ine inauguration of
the worK by tne Uesiern i uel Uo., tne Pro-
vincial Government passed legislation requir-
that mines be equippeu with saiety apparatus
and tnat empioieea sUoulu be traineu in its
use. All luiporiant mines m the provinces,
therefore, now are so provided.

Victoria, B. U.

scussmg

Thomas Graham, general superintendent of
the Canadian Couieries, L.ta.,
the present couuition in British Colu
regaru to the coai supply, muKcs the piea fre-
quently heard tnat lue cousuiuer would do
much to assist tne prouucc-r by purchasing
hiB winter tuel in lUv .suiiiiuei. ur at least by
getting over the habu ui waiting until the
first cold snap comes beiure placing his or-
der. Air. Graham ueacribea the position of
the collieries as loUows:

"The mines of Vancouver Island have a
steady bunkering business with the steam-
ship companies through summer and winter.A largo portion of their output, however, is
for domestic consumption. In order that both
classes of consumers shall have a steady sup-
ply, it is necessary to equalize the summer
and winter output. If the householders neg-
lect to stock coal during the summer for
winter consumption, it generally happens that
a severe period of cold weather in the winter
will create an unusual demanu for coal, and
the mines cannot keep up with both their do-
mestic and bunker orders. Then they are
faced with the disagreeable situation of re-

fusing coal to those shipping companies that
have made it possible during the summer
months to keep the mines operating and give
employment to large numbers of men. This,
of course, endangers future business from
such a source. In order to keep miners em-
ployed steadily throughout the year, it is

necessary to have a steady demand all the
time, and this is the reason that for years
the operators have been trying to induce peo-
ple to buy their coal supply months in ad-
vance.' '

PENNSYLVANIA
Anthracite

Hazletou—The proposed new -^oal washery
at tiilver Brook, south of here, will be oper-
ated by electricity, according to plans of the
operators. The power will be obtained from
the Harwood Blectnc Co.

Scranton.—The First Christian Church on
North Alain Avenue was quite seriously dam-
aged recently by a mine cave which is

thought to have occurred over workings of
the Leggett Creek Coal Company. Cue of
the main concrete supports unuer the church
was destroyed, windows broken and the heat-
ing system demolished.

Jjcranton—Kesideuces in the 900 block,
West Kim St., to the number of nearby a
dozen, were damaged in a surface subsidence
recently. All water service in the neighbor-
hood was discontinued. The gas main also
was broken but the break occurred during thu
day time and no one was injurea by the gas
fumes. Many of the homes affected by thia
subsidence have been damaged by previous
caves.

Pottsville,—Albert Thompson, of Philadel-
phia, a coal operator, has sold his coal lands
in this county, he announced recently, for
$300, UOO. There are lU,4iici acres in the
tract and the stamp tax alone on the deeds
cost $300, The purchaser is S. Maud Kam-
merling. The lands were recently heavily
taxed by the County Commissions at a valu-
ation of $350,000.

Hazeltou—A Philadelphia daily states that
''coking'' oi culm from the anthracite mines,
hitherto only 01 value in special forced
draught furnaces, is being tested by George
Wilmot, local iron works owner, m connection
with a process invented by a Philadelphia
chemist. Anthracite coal does not coke but
when culm is mixed with suitable binders does
form briquettes. This process noted may
include some new method of this kind.

The experiments are said to be exciting
wide interest, as their success would throw on
the market millions of tous of coat which are
available for such a purpose. 'i'he tests are
in progress in a lumber yard, which is closely
guarded. It is understood the anthracito
culm "cokes'* into fuel the size of egg coal.

Bituminous

Josephine—The Smith Coal Co. recently
installed electrical equipment at its Jewel No.
1 mine here and the modern installation has
Pearson property at this place, announces the
battery locomotives are used to gather the
coal. The present production is about 300
tons per day.
Penn.

Houtzdale—The Acme Coal Mining Co.,
which, in addition to its Frelin. Marjorie and
Maguire mines, owns a large interest in the
doubled the output of the mine. Storage
opening of a second and lower seam on this
tract.

Iselin—The new Ruth mine of the Lowther
Coal Co. near here began operations Nov. I
and has continued without interruption since
that time. The production at the present
time is 100 tons per day and this will be
rapidly increased. The mine is opened in
the Pittsburgh seam which is 7 ft. thick at
this point. John O. Jones is superintendent
in charge at the mine.

Indiana.—The tipple of the mine owned
and operated by Joe Panaceti, at Starford,
Indiana County, northeast of here, was de-
stroyed by dynamite recently. The mine, a
nonunion one, was in full operation and the
owner believes the dynamiting to have t)een

the work of some individual of "Red" ten-
dencies. The tipple was totally destroyed,
together with its contents, entailing a loss
of several thousand dollars.

Pnilipshurg—Kelly Brothers, of Snow Show,
near here, are going into business on a much
larger scale. Their newest venture is the ac-
quiring of the extensive coal mine interests
of J. Fred. Kurtz and P. McGinuess, of Con
nellsville, and the Bygate estate, of Pitts-
burgh, at Champion, Fayette County on the
Monongahela River. The consideration is

said to be $347,000. When worked to its

full capacity the mine has an output of 600
to 800 tons of coal per day.

Starford—A mysterious dynamiting oc -

curred here last week when some unknown
persons ignited a charge of dynamite under
the tipple at the mine of Joseph Panasiti.
The entire tipple with all machinery was des-
troyed and the mine put out of commission
for the time being. This mine had been
working steady ever since the strike was
called and it is thought the dynamiting was
the work of some striking miners at an ad-
joining mine. Several suspects are under
arrest and are being held bv the sheriff ta
await trial.

Johnstown—^Three men were buried alive
recently as a result of a slip of material and
earth in an air shaft of the Ebenburg Coal
Co., at Colver, near here, and their bodies,
which are under tons of debris, the excava-
tion of which is difficult, had not been found
at the time of the publication of this notice.
The victims are: John Harris, address un-
known; Charles Johnson, Gordonville, Va.;
Harry Smith, Keyser, W. Va. Tae men are
buried about 40 ft. below the surface and it

may be some iays before their bodies are re-
covered, it waii learned.

WEST VIEGINIA

Glen. Jean—There was greater production
at the mines of the McKell Coal and Coke Co.,
in Payette County, W. Va.. after the strike
beginning Nov. 1 was under way than beforo
that time, owing to the fact that the McKell
mines were closed down when the manage
ment refused to agree to the "check-off" and
"closed shop". However, after ^^ov. 1 when
the operators of the New River fii.ld abolished
the check-off, then work was resumed by
the miners at the McKell operations; since
that time production has been steadily on
the increase, with about 50 per cent, of tho
men at work.

Williamson—Negotiations have been con-
summated under the terms of which the War
Eagle Coal Co. has acquired the leaseholds,
equipment and assets of the Tracers Coal Co.
operating in the Williamson field, at a con-
sideration said to have been $125,000. The
company acquired was owned and operated by
0. L. Biddison and others most of whom were
from McDowell County. The plant of the
Traders Coal Co. is a comparatively new one
having been in operation only a few years.
Operation of what was the Trader company
plant will be directed by Geo. W. Coffey, su-
perintendent of the War Eagle Coal Company.

Macdonald—The New River Co. is expend-
ing the sum of $35,000 on the construction
of a new tipple at its Summerlee mine, and
expects to have the new tipple completed and
ready for operation by Jan. 1. Operations
have been suspended during the erection of

the tipple, miners of the Summerlee mine
finding employment at the Lochgelly opera-
tion. It will be possible to screen coal to

four different sizes after the new tipple is

put in commission. At the same mine self-

dumping cages and automatic cagers have
been provided. Similar equipment as well as
new screens and conveyors are being installed

at the Whipple mine of the company. Tho
Whipple tipple was the first steel structure
of its kind erected in the New River field.

Charleston—There was a smaller number
of deaths in the mines of West Virginia dur-
ing the month of November than any time
in recent years, the total being only 15. Of
course the fact that non-union mines only
were in operation regularly, may have been a
factor in limiting the number of casualties.

By far the largest proportion of deaths was
due to the usual cause—fall of roof and coal;

there were nine deaths from that cause. Mine
car accidents, however, cost four lives, while
a motor accident was responsible for one
death, and a mining machine for another
casualty. Logan, where there was a large
November production, took the lead in the
number of deaths with five, McDowell having
no mine casualties. While there were two
mine fatalities in Fayette County, there was
only one death in each of the folowing
counties: Brooke, Boone, Kanawha, Marion.
Mercer, Alingo, Preston and Raleigh. Of the
15 men killed 11 were Americans and four
were foreigners.

Huntington—While (there is no prospect of
the immediate improvement of coal carrying
facilities on the Chesapeake & Obio R. R., a»
a result of the conference of the committee
of C. & O. coal operators held with high
officials of the C. & O. at New Vork recently,
yet the executives of the road have promised
to have a thorough survey of the roads needs
made so as to determine what steps should
be taken to handle coal mo^e expeditiously.
There were fully 50 operators present at the
New York meeting, their position being that
as soon as industrial conditions became nor-
mal again, the present facilities of the 0. &
O. would prove to be entirely inadequate in
handling the immense tonnage of coal which
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would be produced They therefore asked

that the management appropriate $60,000,

000 for the purpose of increasing side tracK

facilities and toward purchasing new equip-

ment The operators were told improvements

could not be ade on any extendtU scale until

after the roads were returned to private

ownership, but that in the meantime an in

vestigation of the improvements necessary

would be made. , ,. • *

Charleston—Conescation and diversion Df

West Virginia coal between Nov. 1 and Dec.

15 the greater part of which remained un-

paid for on Dec. 15, including a portion of

the coal shipped from various A\ est Virginia

fields during the latter part of October,

amounted to between $15,000,000 and $20,-

000,000 as nearly as it is possible to esti

mate it. Much of this coal was taken over

bv the railroads who have been extremely

tardy, according to operators, in paying for

such coal, although promises haa been made
of prompt remittances. However, for one

reason or another railroads seemea to be bent

on "passing the buck" and fin,iing excuses

for not paying, raising questions as to prices

etc. In many cases and in some sections coal

was not weighed, nor were shippers in pos-

session of information showing to whom
coal had been delivered. Therefore, in such

cases it was impossible to even render bills

for coal. As showing instan;es of the hard-

ships worked on operators of tbe Tug River

field, for instance. 10457 cars or 572.85U

tons of coal, worth in the neighborhood of

$1,750,000, had been shipped and diverted

between Nov. 1 and Dec. 11, and unpaid fo-

on the last date given. During this same
period, the value of shipments fro.n the whole

Pocahontas region was approximately $10,-

000,000, and up until Dec. 11. only about 10

per cent, of the coal so shipped had been paid

for. The great bulk of a tonnage of 409,000,

shipped from the Williamson fiela in the six

weeks already mentioned (valued at approxi-

mately $1,00'0.000) had not been paid for

up until the middle of the month There wa5
s total of 437,825 tons of coal diverted from
the Guvan field, valued at ;ipproximately

$904,629 which also had not been paid for.

. Prom all parts of northern West Virginia, be-

tween Nov. 1 and Dec. 15. total shipments
of coal aggregated about 2,000.000 tons., with
an approximate value of $5,200,000. The
greater part of this coal was either confis-

cated or diverted. There w.is still due
northern West Virginia operators en Dec. 18,

about $3,500,000 on the $5,200,000 due.

OHIO

Columbus—With the settlement of the

miners' strike, mining in all parts of Ohio
is being graduallv resumed. In fact miners
generally have shown a willinane-s to return

to work at once in order to ^et some Christ-

mas money, and consequently many of the
mines resumed oiierations Dec. 12. Some few
plants were started the previous day, how-
ever, and machines were busy cutting the coal

readv for the shooters. Loadin,2 started fairly

active on Saturday Dec. 13. .Tusl how quickly

s full force of men will be at work depends
largely upon how much the miners were scat-

tered 'during the suspension. The first pay
of the miners will be just previous to Christ-

mas and will include every hour put in up to

and including Dec. 15. Day laborers have
been busy for several days cleaning up the
mines in preparation for resumption.

INDIANA

Clinton—Six men were killed and three
fierinuBly injured in an explosion at Bogle, coal
mine No. 3 at Jacksonville, near here recently.
AH of the men were either mine officials or
employees in the office of the company, who,
in attempting to get out sufficient coal for
the boilers, set off a badly prepared lilast.

The mines had been closed bv th.- strike. The
dead are .lohn Stark, Terre Haute: Herbert
Campbell and Joe Robertson, Clinton, office

men: S. d Stephens. Terre Haute, civil en-
gineer: Charles Watson, Clinton, assistant
mine boss and John I*ogston. Terre Haute,
room boss. The mine was not bady damaged
by the explosion it was stated and little

difFicnlty was in encountered in removing the
injured and the bodies of those killed.

KANSAS
Topeka—John Crawford, state labor com-

missioner, has notified all recruiting offices

for volunteer workers that no m(,e men are
needed at present in the coal fields. All the
strip mines are working with full crews of

volunteers. There has been a considerable
number of men who have paid thtir own rail-

road fares and have asked for work when
they arrived at Pittsburg. Kan. There are
enough of these men who are continually com-
ing into the Pittsburg region to replace all

who are going home. Mr. Crawford warns
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recruiting offices that if additional men are

sent into the mines that it would result in

congestion and wasted ,jffor;

Pittsburg—General Leonard Wood has

taken charge of the Federal troops in this

section, where they are guarding volunteer

workers in the mines. General Wood and
Governor Allen, of Kansas, will confer at

Topeka relative to the situation in the Kansas
coal fields. Regular troops are stationed at

Pittsburg and while they have not been used,

there has been the closest cooperation between

the regular forces under Colonel Lewis and
the state troops under Colonel Hoisington.

The regulars will not be withdrawn, it is

said, until the national guard is dispensed

with and that will probably not be done until

the state relinquishes control of the mines.

The receivers will continue in control of the

mines, possibly until the coal famine in

Kansas is relieved.

Topeka—An agreement has been made be-

tween the United States Fuel Administration
and Governor Allen, of Kansas, whereby the

entire western half of Kansas will be fur-

nished with coal by the Fuel Administration,

while the eastern half of the state will be

furnished with coal by the state as far as

possible. There are now many tons of coal

being held on railroad sidings in eastern

Kansas for local use. The Fuel Administra-
tion will supply all of the coal needed on the

Rock Island, west of Belleville; on the Union
Pacific, west of Salina ; on the Missouri Pa-
cific, west of Hoisington: and on the Sante

Pe. west of Kinsley. This coal comes from
Colorado and Wyoming where mines have
been operating all through the strike. The
state mined coal will all be shipped to eastern

Kansas points and this will iivoid any long

hauls bv both the state and the National

Fuel Administration. Railroad men point out

that there is complete co-operation between
the state and the railroads in handling emer-
gency coal by the fact that a car was deliv-

ered at Liberal, including one transfer and
entirely across the state, in five days. This
required a haul of more than four hundred
miles, much faster than the average daily

haul of coal cars. A car of coal for Cold-
water was delivered in four days, almost an
equal distance, but not requiring a transfer.

IOWA

Perry—For almost half a century a small

fortune has been lying in plain view on the

farm of E. D. Ridnour, northwest of this

city, about 35 miles from Des Moines, and it

was not until a coal famine occurred that its

value was realized. By the discovery this

community had access to about 2.000 tons

of good fuel. In the days wh,in this section

was one of the big coal producing centers of

Iowa, coal was selling for $2 or $3 per ton,

and the steam coal or slack was a drag on
the market. With the steam fviil was a lot of

nut or pea coal, and because it 'vas consid
ered worthless it was piled out on what was
then cheap land. That was thirty -five years
ago. Recent investigations have shown that,

aside from an eight or ten in. crust on the
outside of the pile, the coal is or .'air quality.

The owner of the pile placed a reasonable
price upon it, tnd it was delivered here, dur-
ing the recent strike, for about half the price
named by the Government for newly mined

OKLAHOMA
McAIester—Production of coal, which be •

gau a few days ago at many of the Oklahoma
strip pits, has been hampered by the severe
cold weather. Twenty -one • ars of coal were
mined by approximately five hundred vol-

unteer workers in one day. The volunteer
\vorkers are said to have done exceptionally
good work.

Personals

947

S. Steinbach, manager of the Pennsylvania
division of the Consolidation Coal Co., with
headquarters at Somerset, Penn., has re-

signed to take charge of production at the

mines of the Penn -Mary Coal Company—

a

subsidiary of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation.

Heath C. Clark, of Punxsutawney, Penn.,

son of B. M. Clark, president of tht Rochester

& Pittsburgh Coal and Iron Co., has been
made assistant solicitor and assi'tant to the

president of the Rochester and Pittsburgh

company. Mr. Clark will move to Indiana
shortly where his headquarters will be lo-

cated.

John A. Scott, an attorney of Indiana,

Penn., has resigned as a member of the Penn
sylvania State Workmen's Board to accept

the position of solicitor for the Rochester &
Pittsburgh Coal and Iron Co. and allied in-

terests. Mr. Scott wlil make his headquar-
ters at Indiana, Penn., where th-j general of-

fices of the company will be located in a

short time.

H. I. Smith has resigned his connection

with the Vandalia Coal Co. of Suliivan, Ind..

to go to Serbia where he will be a member of

the Advisory Committee, Kingdom of the

Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, American Lega-

tion, Belgrade, Serbia. In his new location,

Mr. Smith will act in an advisory capacity in

mining matters. His American address for

mail is. Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and
Sloveni's, 115 Broadway, New Yrrk City.

Frederick B. Lincoln, of Pittsburgh. Penn..

on Dec. 1 severed his connection with the

Pittsburgh Terminal Coal and Railroad Co.,

&s vice president and general mcnager. No
successor to Mr. Lincoln has been named and

the duties of the office will be taken care of

bv the present organization. A. W. Calloway,

of Baltimore, Md., is president of this com-
pany: and M. D. Kirk, of Pittsburgh, is chief

engineer and assistant general maJager.

E. Steck has resigned from the organization

of T. C. Keller, coal operator, where he has

been in charge of design, construction and

installation of mechanical, electrical and steam

equipment. Mr. Steck has entered the firm

of C A. Chapman, Inc., engineers and con-

structors, Steger Bldg., Chicago. He still

continues to act in the same capacity for

the Keller interests. Since Mr. Steck was
graduated from college in 19"!. he has been

connected with various electrical concerns in

the Middle West and in the East.

William H. Kramer, of .Somerset, Penn.
has been appointed manager of the Penn-
sylvania division of the Consolidation Coal
Co. His headquarters will bo at Somerset.

J. C. Green has been made superintendent
of the Stradcr operation of the Greenmar
Coal Co., the mine being located on the Coal
and Coke R. R. not far from Elkins, W. Va.

Patrick J. Walsh, mine inspi ctor of the

ninth bituminous district, at CJonnoUsvillc,

Penn., has resigned his position to become
manager of a large company in tno Oonnells-

ville region in which Mr. Walsh ir, interested

S. S. Hall has been appointed mine inspec-

tor of the ninth bituminous district of Penn
sylvania, by Chief of Department of Mines
Seward E. Button, to fill the vacancy of P.
J. Walsh, resigned. Mr. Hall's headquarters
will be at Connellsvillc, Pa.

Obituary

Joseph Benjamin Dickson, who was chair-

man of the Anthracite Committee of the

United States Fuel Administration during thj

war died in the Post Graduate Hospital. New
York City, on Friday, Dec. 12. following an

operation. At the time of his death Mr. pick_

son was a member of Dickson & Eddy, No. 17

Battery place and president of the Price -Pan

-

coast Coal Co. and the West End Coal Co.

He was the son of Thomas Dickson, at one

time president of the Delaware & Hudson
R. R. Co., and was a graduate of Lafayette

College.

Industrial News

Glenn, Ky.—The Federal Coal Co. has in-

creased its capitalization from $10,000 to

$25,000 to provide for general business ex-

pansion.

Payette, Mo.—B. X. Tanner, of this place.

and associates, are arranging plans for the

develoi'incnt of coal properties in Howard
County, n^ar hert.

Williamsburg, Ky.—The Hich Splint Coal

Oo. has increased its cauitalizalion fro-n

$300,000 to $400,000 to provide for general

business expansion.

Swiss, W. Va.—The Kanawha Collieries Co.

is considering plans for increasing the ca-

pacity of its -jlant. It is pronoseJ to have a

daily output of about 400 tons.

Drakesboro, Ky.—The Black Diamond Coal

and Mining Co. is understood ty be arrang-

ing plans for the rebuilding of its plant re

cently destroyed by fire, with estimated lojs

of about $20,000. W. W. Bridges is mana-
ger.

Columbus, Ohio.—The Ganaden-Goshen

Coal Co Columbus, has been incorporated

with a capital of $300,000; S. H. Yoscum,

L. C. Schafer, George L. Stephenson, W.
J. Eckart and Fred Anthony are the incor-

porators.
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rayettsvtUe, W. Va.—Plans are being ma-
tured by the Maryland New Rn cr Coal Co.,
with mines on Keeney's Creek, for the further
development of its properties and a larger
production of coal. This company is under
the management of M. L. Garbe\.

PickneyviUe, lU.—The Illinois" Sixth Vein
Coal Co., it is understood, nurehased from
the West Virginia Coal Co., s>t St. Louis, its
two mines and mining property on the "Wa-
bash, Chester and Western R. R. The new
purchaser maintains sales offices in Chicago.

Willsbury, W. Va.—New houses for miners
are to be built by the West Virginia-Pitts-
burgh Coal Co., in Willsbury ano vicinity at
a cost of $35,000. This information has been
made public by E. M. Raush, general mana-
ger of the company.

Charleston, W. Va.—New equipment has
been installed at the plant of the Carter Coal
Co., operating at Belle, W. Va., jonsisting of
mining machines, etc. The company is de-
sirous of increasing its prod'ictioa as much a-i

possible. The president of the Belle com-
pany is O. Jones Dorsay.

Charleston, W. Va.—The Cowen Coal and
Coke Co., of Wheeling, Va., has been in-
corporated to operate mines in Webster
County; capital stock $500,000. Incorpora-
tors: George H. Leathers, of Oakmont, Penn.

;

Frank Newingham, W. W. Leech and Aaron
Blumenstein of Apollo, Penn., and Harry W.
Cannon, of Monongahela City, Penn.

Steubenville, Ohio.—The J. O. Arnold
Coal Co., which has successfully operated a
mine east of Follansbee for the past two
years, will open a second mine in Cross
Creek district, according to an announcement
made by J . O. Arnold, president of th6
company. The new mine will be located on
Cross Creek, one mile from the Ohio River,
on the Wabash Railroad.

Murphysboro, 111.—The Bis- ;.ruddy Coal
and Iron Co. of St. Louis, has bought some-
thing like 600 to 800 acres of coal lands
south of the Big Muddy River, and will sink
mines and build a new town a few miles off
the main line of the Illinois Centrr.l R. R. The
coal on this property is the No. 1 seam
which averages about four foot 1^ cnickness.
This is a gas and coking coal proposition.

Wheeling, W. Va.—Wheeling is to be' the
headquarters for the newly organized Cowen
Coal and Coke Co., which will operate in this
section, Pennsylvania parties being largely
interested. The new concern has an author-
ized capital of $500,000, the company being
organized by the following men: 'w. W
Leach, Aaron Blumenstein, Frank Newingham
of Apollo, Penn.; George H. Lealtiers, Oak'
mont, Ponn.

; Harry W. Cannon, Monongahela,
Mulkeytown, 111.—.John Henderson, of the

West Virginia Coal Co.. of St. Louis, has
taken an ojition on 2200 acres of Franklin
County coal lands west of thii place. Drill
holes show a seam averaging eight feet and
better of the regular Franklin Countv coal.
Arrangements are being made to sink new
mines on the property the coining spring. It
will be served by the Illinois Central, Chicago
Burlington & Quincy and the Missouri Pacific
railroads.

Elkins, W. Va.—Successful coal men of
Upshur and Randolph counties are behind
the newly organized Green-Mar Coal Co

,

whose general office is to be located at EI-
kins, but whose operation is to be continued
at Adrian in Upshur County; this company
being capitalized at $50,000. The follow-
ing are the principal stockholders: A P
Martin, W. H. Green, J. P. Brown E a'
Bowers, all of Elkins; and F. A. Reed of
Tallmansville. W. Va.

Louisville, Ky.—Prof. W. R. Jillson, state
geologist, in an e-xhaustive report on coal
properties in Knox County, states that there
are more than a dozen seams in the region.
and that numerous small openings have been
made all through the county, especially in
the Stinking Creel: section. There is much
coal in the county and in neishboring fields,
and there are good railroad facilities at the
lower end of the valley, which would result
in profitable operations.

Columbus, Ohio.—An investigation is be-
ing made to fix the responsibility for the
placing of eight one-pound sticks of dyna-
mite in a car of coal recently received liere.
the car was unloaded by the United States
Scrap Iron and Metal Co., when the ex-
plosive was discovered. Whether the dyna-
mite was placed in the car by people intend-
ing to destroy a power plant or whether it
was hidden in the coal to be secreted is now
beii estii

Williamson, W. Va.—Among other struc-
tures It tiio idant of the W.r.- Fn ;;, Coal Co.,
at War Eagle. W. Va.. .1 •

'
- fire on

the night of Dec. 8, \va 1 c, the
fire causing eonsiderabe 1- i^pertv,
as well as loss of time. \ < neces-

sary to order a new drum and ..hive, it will
be fully six weeks from the time of the fire

before the company is able to resume opera-
tions. However, the company was fully in-
sured against such time loss. The origin of
the fire so far remains a mystery.

Louis-TlUe, Ky.—It is reported that a deal
is pending for the acquirement of the big
coal properties and developments of the St.
Bernard Mining Co., which has about nine
operations in Hopkins and Webster counties,
Ky. It is reported from Evansville, that
Philadelphia capitalists, including the Drexel
Banking Co., are interested in the deal, which
will involve about $2,500,000 if it goes
through. The St. Bernard is the largest
company operating in western Kentucky, and
has its headquarters at Earliugton.

Cumberland, Md.—The Kaibsugh Coal Co.
(Box 370), recently organized with a capital
of $25,000, is arranging for the immediate
development of about 500 acres of coal prop-
erties in the vicinity of Barnum, Mineral
County, W. Va., to have a capacity of about
150 tons daily. Complete equipment for all

features of operation will be installed. Z.
T. Kalbaugh, Piedmont, W. Va., is presi-
dent; T. P. Schaffer, Cumberland, Md., is

secretary and treasurer; and A. E. Gamble,
Westernport. Md., is superintendent.

Winding Gulf, W. Va.—Construction work
is to be begun in the very near future on
the central machine shop building of the
Winding Gulf Colliery Co., at this place.
The building to be of fire-proof construction.
Special provision has also been made for the
lighting of the new building and for equip-
pinng it with the latest machinery. Plans
and specifications for the new structure have
been submitted by the engineers and have
been approved by the management of the
company. The new machine shop is to re-

place the one destroyed by fire.

Charleston, W. Va.—The Hazv Eagle Coal
Co.. organized during the summer and in

which Charleston people are largc!> interested,
will soon be ready to begin oi>erations on
Marsh Fork of Coal River, near Jarrolds Val-
ley, where the comjiany has under lease 1100
acres of coal land. The seams to be developed
are the No. 2 Gas and the Eagle coal beds.
The officers of this company are George Mor-
row, president; C. E. Krelis, vice president;
and Paul J. Newlon. treasuj-er. President
Morrow will be in direct charge of the op-
erations of the company.

Wheeling, W. Va.—Expansion of the op-
erations of the J. O. Arnold Coal Co. has
been determined upon by that company ac-
cording to an announcement just made by its

president—J. 0. Arnold. This company has
had a mine in operation near FoUansbee for
several years, and now proposes to open an-
other mine on Cross Creek, Cross Creek dis-
trict, of Hancock County, about oue mile from
the Ohio River. A siding will be built from
the new mine to the Wabash Rairoad. Sur-
veys are being made preliminary to the begin-
ning of actual development work. When the
new mine is ready for operation about 100
men will be employed.

Charleston, W. Va.—The West Virginia
Eagle Coal Co.. 1101 Union Building, of this
place, which recently filed articles of incor
pnration with a capital of $100. ('00, has per-
fected its organization, and is aj-ranging plans
for the development of about 1214 acres of
coal propertie.'-, located in the Boomer, W. Va.,
district. It is proposed to insrall complete
mining equi])ment including steet monitor*',
electric motors, and auxiliarv ai'iiaratus, if.

provide for a capacity of about 1000 tons
daily. William G. O-Jniey, Charleston, is
president: L. S. Tulley. Mt. Hope, W. Va..
vice-president; and J. E. Ch.-irltou, Boomer,
W. Va.. treasurer and manager.

Charleston, W. Va.—^Wheii the new plant
of the Poster Coal Co., organized a few
months ago bv Charleston people headed bv
T. E. B. Siler, of the Marsh lork Coal Co,
is completed and ready for opeiation (as it

will be very shortly) it will represent an in-
vestment of over $200,000. The plant of
thr rnmrony = on Campbell's Creek, near
Chn'-I( -turi T!ii^ equipment for the mining
of '.'111 is rnniilcte in every respect including
tii'i'''' ''I'i s)i:il;..r screens for the prei)aration
of ditir.r.nt sizes of coal. The mmiianv ex

-

iiects to begin the production of coal earlv
in 1020 and plans production at the rate of
1000 tons a dav. T. E. B. ^iler of Charles
ton, is th.- iM-.sident of the convar.y,

Cadiz, Ohio.—The Goodyear Rubber Co.. of
Akron. Ohio, after six months of negotiations,
has closed a deal for about 5,000 acres of
coal land, which is located on Short Creek,
Harrison County, at this place. A big plant
will be erected including a to\vn planned to
have all morlern improvements of sewerage,
electric li-lit-! and a water svstem. The erec-
tion of the houses will beirin as soon as the
new town is laid out and a spur of the Wheel-

ing & Lake Erie R. R. built to the mines.
The Goodyear Company uses a large amount
of coal per day and the corporation is now
ready to mine its own coal as soon as
the preliminary work is done. The first re-
port was that Goodyear was going to move
its factory, but the company will remain in
Akron and have its coal shipped.

Mt. Hope, W. Va.—A transaction of con
siderable magnitude in the New River fit|d.

consumated about the middle of December,
was the sale of the East Gulf Coal Co., with
large holdings in Favette Counts, W. Va., to
J. C. Sullivan, of Tralee, W. Va. and C. H.
Mead and associates of Beckley, W. Va., tha
deal involving the sura of approximately
$750,000. The East Gulf company was or-
ganized about a year ago by P. M. Snyder,
S. A. Scott and others, being capitalized at
$500,000. During the summer the company
absorbed the Simrall Coal Co., the capitaliza-
tion of the East Gulf company being increased
to $800,000. It is understood that the new
company has also taken over the East Gulf
agreements as to the payment of royalties.
The new owners also plan to increase in the
jiroduction of the company.

Williamson, W. Va.—While officials of the
two companies are preserving silence it is

now considered certain that the large hold-
ings, plants and assets of the Red Jacket
Consolidated Coal and Coke Co. and the Red
Jacket Jr., Coal Co. will be sold in the near
future, as has been rumored for some time.
It is believed that the deal will be consum-
mated either before or shortly after the be-
ginning of the new year. For the last sis
weeks H. S. Schoew, a former operator In
the Williamson field and an expert on mining
matters, has been engaged in examining and
inspecting the properties, equipment, etc., of
the Red Jacket companies; he has been aided
by a corps of geologists and accountants, and
has had the advice in such work of examina-
tion of General Edward O' Toole, general
manager of the United States Coal and Coke
Co.. a subsidiary of the U. S. Steel Corpora-
tion. That and the fact that the U. S. Coal
and Coke Company not long ago purchased
large tracts from the United Thacker Coal
and Coke Co., on Mate Creek, adjoining the
Red Jacket properties, has confirmed the be-
lief that the United States Coal and Coke
Co. is to become the purchaser of the Red
Jacket properties, although it is also rumored
that the Solvay company may be an inter-
ested party.

Trade Catalogs

Proving Industrial Values. The Dorr Co.,
Westport, Conn. Pamphlet. Pp. 12; 7 Vi x 10
in.; illustrated. Artistically treated descrip-
tion of the laboratory of the Dorr company.

Nelson Valves—Nelson Valve Co., Philadel-
phia, Penn. Catalogue and Pries List No. 10.
Pp. 156, 5% X T-<A in.; illustrated. Com-
pete description of the valves made by thi.s

company.
Link -Belt Electric Hoists and Overhead

Cranes. The Link Belt Co., Chicago, III.

Book No ;;sii. I'p. 100; 6x9 in.; illus-

trated. C niii'lil.. ilcscription of Link-Belt
hoists and cranes and illustrations of num-
erous installations.

Link- Belt Labor Saving Elevators and Con-
veyors. The Link -Belt Co., Chicago, III. Book
No. 375. Pp. 108; 6x9 in.; illustrated.
Description of the Link -Belt freight and
package handling machinery and modern
labor-saving equipment. Applicability to
various in,lustries illustrated.

Cominji Meetings

Northern West Virginia Coal Operators'
Association will hold its next meeting Feb.
10, 1920, at Fairmont, W. Va. Secretary,
George T. Bell. Fairmont. W. Va.

National Conference of Business Paper Edi-
tors will emet at the Astor Hotel, New York
City, Jan. 16, 1920. Secretary, K. D. Hall,

36th St. and inth Ave., New York City.
American Institute of Mining and Metal-

lurgical Engineers will hobl its next meeting
Feb, 16 to 19. in New York City. Secretary,
Bradlev Stoughton, 29 West 39th St., New
York City.

The Wholesale Coal Trade Association of
New York will hold its next meeting Jan. 20,
1920, at the Whitehall Club, New York City.

Secretarv. Charles S. Allen, 1 Broadway,
New Y'ork City.
The Rocky Mountain Coal Mining Institute

will hold its winter meeting Jan. 19 to 22,
1920. at Denver, Colo., with headquarters at
the .\lbany Hotel Secretary, P. W. White-
side, Denver, Colo.
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MARKET
DEPARTMENT

JVeekly Review

Now that the bituminous coal strike is over, and re-

ports of the United Mine Workers show that nearly 90
per cent of the miners have reported for work, it is ex-

pected that the production will soon be normal. The
United States Geological Survey's report show that dur-

ing the fifth week of the strike the production was only

43.5 per cent of normal, which was not as large as that

of the week previous, for comparatively few of the strik-

ing miners accepted the 14 per cent increase and returned

to work. In addition many mines which had resumed
operations during the Washington Conference again shut

down, notably in Wyoming, West Virginia and Qie Cum-
berland—Piedmont Field.

The Railroad Administration having had several days
warning of the possible ending, of the strikes, aimed to

better conditions in the West, and to relieve the short-

age there by sending empties as quickly as possible for

use in the Indiana and Illinois mines. Recently the

acute shortage of coal in the Middle West was relieved

slightly by the moving of coal by Lake to the west bank
of Lake Michigan. Coal is now not available from this

source as the Lake season came virtually to an end, after

a week of extreme cold weather ending Dec. i. These
mid-western states will first be taken care of before the

conservation regulations need be lifted. Complaints of
car shortage were few in number and these shortages
resulted rather from the weather than from a lack of
empties at the mines.

The supply of coal received from the nonunion mines
and from the union mines that are now in operation espe-
cially in the Central Competitive Fields, is being dis-

tributed through local distributing committees, largely to

railroads, public service utilities and other essentials.

Non-essential industries are in many cases being refused

permits granting them the right to receive coal. Re-
ports just received state that these regional directors,

having authority from the Fuel Administration, have
modified restrictions passed upon their local communi-
ties. Train service is to be restored here in the East
and in some western sections. Exporters have received

word that at Hampton Roads certain sizes of coal may
be bunkered by permit, thus allowing them to fill their

long delayed contracts.

Canada heard the news of the end of the strike with
great relief. Fairly good supplies had been coming in

right along but since Nov. i, the first day of the strike,

the supply of bituminous coal had been cut down greatly.

On Monday the first new bituminous coal arrived in

the market, the supply coming from mines in Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio and smaller supplies from Indiana and Illi-

nois. The movement becomes heavier but it will take
sometime, perhaps two or three weeks before all of the
demand can be adequately supplied.

Colder weather and a rapid increase in the supply
caused the consumers to make pressing demands. How-
ever, the transactions have not been many, but it is ex-
pected that next week will bring with it better prospects.

The prices of anthracite have remained unchanged
while the government prices on bituminous still continue.
Steam sizes of Anthracite moved in large quantities to
points West and into Canada, and buckwheat and rice,

though hard to get, are constantly in demand.
Conservation must still be continued, even after imme-

diate needs have been met with, but it is the belief of
many that the restrictions all over the country will soon
be lifted.

WEEKLY PEODtrCTION

The estimated production of coke during
the week ended Saturday, December 13, was
191,600 tons, contributed by the two dis-
tricts as follows: Connellsville, 114,430, a
decrease of 50,430 tons; Lower Connells-
ville, 77,170, a decrease of 20,780 tons, mak-
ing a total decrease of 71,210 tons, or 27
per cent, from the week preceding.
By interests the production was: Furnace

116,300, a decrease of 48,910 tons; merchant
75,300, a decrease of 22.300 tons.

There was a net gain of 120 in the number
of active ovens, 201 having been fired up at
the merchant plants and 81 blown out at fur-
nace plants.

Atlantir Seaboard

BOSTON
Situation clearing. Volume shipments to

New EnKland all -rail looked for this week.
Much Interest In way export coal Is to be
handled. Hampton Roads shipments coast-

wise resumed under permit. LltUe real an-
xiety over supply. Demand for steam sizes
anthracite slumps completely. Anthiaclt
comes forward with about normal regularity.

Bituminous—While New England was re-
lieved to learn that mining was resumed, tho
situation has at no time been tl.o subject of
the same kind of apprehension that was justi
fied in other sections of the country. Repre-
sentative members of the trade have not
shared the alarmist reports circuated by per-
sons not at all conversant with this year's
business. Too much reliance has been placed
upon those consumers who seldom buy lib-
erally except on scare, and too much stress
has been laid uijon comparisons with 1918, a
year in which tonnage figures were never so
misleading to the uninformed. As a case in
point the Port of Providence, R I., shows o
decrease in receipts by water fci the period
Apr. 1-Dec. 1, 1919 of 800,000 tonsi But
what of it? 50 per cent, is accointed for by
the deliberate choice of the railloads to haul
all -rail the heaviest proportioi. possible of
their supply coal, the cost being so much less
than by water. The other 50 per cent, is

accounted for by one word.— "Oill" The
trade knows that is is comfortably supplied
for the present, and if there is no further in-
terference with car supply and normal ship-

ments are for the most part allowed to come
forward unhindered there will be fuel suffi-
cient for all requirements.

Steam -users are confident that coal will
be routed this way in good volumi' the current
week. Reports at this writing are very fa-
orable. About one -half of the 4000 cars that
have been held under load for periods from
two to six weeks are being released, and we
have yet to hear of any genuine case of dis-
tress that could not be relieved locally.
Anxiety there has been on the part of dis
tributors and re -handlers to make sales, but
aside from that there has been calm and
quiet everywhere except among --e- constituted
fuel administrators. The Massachusetts Com-
mission on the Necessaries of Life which
through the season has done some really ef-
ficient words, has not courted publicity.
The agencies are much interested in what

is to be done presently in the way of loading
coal for export. Some expensive detention
charges have accrued at all the loading ports
and it is hard to see why the coal should
not bo released. Some announcement is hoped
for this present week. A larg.) proportion of
the outjtut will move on contracts made prior
to Oct. 30, in any case, and price regulations
now in effect will not have much Infiuence
upon the flow of coal.
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At Hampton Roads an average fleet for
New England has loaded Dec. 13 and 15.
Permits now are being freely granted and
practically every requirement is within the
priorities. One limitation on the number of
bottoms that can load is the fact that at this
end the district sub -committee is inclined to
be sparing about issuing permits to re -hand-
lers who have their storage space stuffed
with coal, and one result will bo a decreased
tonnage for New England steam users for
whose wants the same committee is so solici-
tous.

In our judgment there is little real anxiety
over supply in this territory. The propmt ac-
tion of the Regional Director in cancelling
all restrictions was commended and it is felt
that with a week's output coming forward, the
situation will be rapidly straightened out.
The far-seeing buyers who have been seeking
wood and other substitutes for plants which
have on hand supplies to Mar. 15 will now
breathe a heavy sigh of relief.

Anthracite—Certainly the bottom has com-
pletely dropped out of the market, for steam
sizes of anthracite. For a day or two there
was brisk demand, chiefly from huyers whose
immediate supplies were ample and who, be-
sides, had coal on cars at destination, but
withheld by the authorities. The latter sup-
ported the market for buckwheat, rice, and
barley nobly while they could. There are
many who regret their early demise.

Domestic sizes are coming forward both
all-rail and by water with fair regularity.
Store is somewhat easier, but supplies of
chestnut are still behind the demand. Egg is
fast getting to be a drag, and now that pea
is less in current demand because of the
bituminous settlement there is likely again to
be a surplus of that size.

Barges are moving about as normal for the
season and with another month most of the
out-of-the-way points usually supplied in
this way will have received their usual ton-
nage.

NEW YORK
Demand for the Anthracite steam coals

drop with the ending of the bituminous strike
but prices remain steady. Lighting and heat-
ing restrictions are generally removed but
public is cautioned against extravagant use
of coal. Normal conditions not to be ex-
pected for several weeks. Domestic coals
wanted by the dealers.

Anthracite—The steam sizes occupied the
center of the stage last week. The greatest
activity in the trade centered about them and
while there was a good response from con-
sumers it was not as heavy as the operators
and shippers looked for. During the final
week of the bituminous strike middle houses
handling buckwheat and the smaller sizes had
a demand which went a long way toward
cleaning up some of the heavy storage piles
and which called for shipments as fast as the
coal could be picked up. As soon as the
strike had been called off and the men ordered
to return to the mines, this demand eased
a little and there still remains in storage
considerable of the smaller coals.
When it is considered that we are now in

the middle of December, one of the best coal
burning months, Ihe demand for the domestic
coals is not as strong as it should be. While
there is a good call especially for stove and
chestnut, there is plenty coming to this mar-
ket to satisfy everybody and there are no
signs of suffering.

Shippers report a good demand from inland
points where any of the larger sizes are de-
sired. With Lake navigation at almost a
standstill much coal is being diverted in other
directions, principally to the West and New
England.
Pea coal moves steadily both here and along

the line. The demand for buckwheat, rice and
barley is steady, although lighter than last
week. The placing of restrictions by the Fuel
Administration brought forth many protests
by the trade who contended that there was
sufficient small coal in storage and within
easy shipment of this city to meet all re-
quirements.

During the 8 days ended Dec. 12 there
were 6132 cars of anthracite dumped at the
local terminals as compared with 4307 cars
the previous 6 days.

Current quotations, for company coal per
gross tons, f. o. b, Tidewater, at the lower
ports are as follows:

Circular Circular
Broken . . . .$7.80 Pea $7.05
Egg 8.20 Buckwheat . . 5.15
Stove 8.45 Rice 4.60
Chestnut . . . 8.6o Barley .... 4.00

Boiler 4.';5

Quotations for domestic coals at the upper
ports are generally 5c higher on account of
the difference in freight rates.

Bituminous—Although the strike is ended
ftnd the restrictions on lighting and heating
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generally removed, it will be several weeks
before normal trade conditions again exist.
There was no general resumption of work at
the mines until Monday of this week (Dec.
15) and shippers did not expect there would
be anything like normal receipts of coal at
tidewater until a week later. Then follows the
holiday period—Christmas and New Years
both falling on Thursday—with tt,:>ny workers
remaining away from their work the balance
of each week. With this interruption many
tradesmen predict it will be well into the
new year before coal will be moving freely.
The many restrictions ordered by the

various government agencies reduced the
movement of coal to a minimum at this tide-
water and unless consumers could show good
reasons they received little or no coal. Pub-
lic service corporations were kept down to
the smallest possible daily deliveries but, be
cause of the heavy reserve stocks they had
fortified themselves with, did not seriously
feel the effect of the five weeks suspension.

Large consumers did not begin lo show any
nervousness over the situation until about a
week before the strike ended. Seeing their
coal supply dwindling away, most of them
started to lay in a supply of the anthracite
steam coals which they intend to mix with
bituminous.
As soon as it was announced ttat the mine

workers had been ordered back to the mines
wholesalers began to receive orders and al
ready many shippers have their product sold
several weeks ahead.

Dealers who make a specialty of bunkering
vessels and who believed thev had found way
out of their difficulty by using the anthracite
steam sizes received a jolt when the Central
Coal Committee issued an order thai it would
not be permissible to deliver the small sizes
for bunkering and that those coals would be
placed on the same basis as bituminous when
intended for that purpose.
One result of the strike has been the study

made by officials of some of the traction and
lighting companies into the possibilities of
substituting oil for coal. The one drawback
however is the restrictions against the storing
01 oil in sufficient quantities. Many of the
large buildings in New York are either ex-
perimenting or have permanently changed
their coal burners into oil burners

There were 3322 cars of coal dumped at
the! local railroad terminals during the 8 days
ended Dec. 12 as compared with 3015 cars
the previous 6 days, an increase of 307 cars.
The reports of the Railroad Administration
thow that on Dec. 12 there were 3669 loaded
cars at the various terminals.

Under the orders of the Fuel Administra-
tion the maximum prices at the mine for coal
handled at this t'dewater are:

—

r. . . „ ,

^'"^'' ^"'^ Prepared Slack
Central Pennsylve.nia $2.95 $2.95 $2 95
Western Pennsylvania 2.35 2.60 2 35
Fairmont 2.50 2.75 2 25
George's Creek, Upper
Cumberland and Pied-
mont Fields 2.75 3.00 2.50

PHIIADELPHIA
Anthracite market brisk. Retail buyers

ease off some, but current demand is strong
Stove and nut still to the fore. Egg fairly
plentiful. Pea movement lively. Some dealers
look for a let-up in mid-season. Shipments
moderate. Steam sizes in good position, ex-
cept barley. Bituminous still saort despite
strike's end. Regulations being removed ex-
cept price. Stocks still short. Little coal
expected in spot market for mouth.

Anthracite—With seasonable weather pre-
vailing the consumers demand for coal con-
tinues strong. This naturally has its reflex
upon the shippers, who continue to be well
behind in their shipments of the favorite
sizes. There has been something taken off
the edge of the retail buying due to the
ending of the soft coal strike, as the people
now feel that everything is once more all
right. The retailer is not so sure, especially
he who makes a study of the situation. As
it now stands the bituminous men who had
been working practically under the same
agreement as the hard coal men. are now to
get an increase in salary, while his fellow
miner in the hard coal region works at the
old scale. This it is pointed out opens the
way for trouble and even now some mur-
muringa have been heard. It is just possible
that a reconsideration of the anthracite scale
can be withheld until April, but :1 is certain
then to be opened up.

All dealers still press their shippers for
stove and nut coal, as the bulk of the cur-
rent business received by the foimer calls for
those two sizes. The retail men continue to
urge the use of pea coal by advertising this
size for sale, and some little tonnage con-
tinues to be substituted, but in the main th.-
consumers hold out for their favorite sizes.
As to egg coal the situation seems to have
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been met, as some of the larger i-etailers are
advertising this size for prompt delivery
along with pea. The demand for this latter
size continues to gain momentum from thu
regular users and the weather .--.as been such
as to send a flood of orders for halt ton lots
into the dealers, which is the sure barometer
mdicating the pea coal season ie now on.ine individual shippers are most all asking 75
cents per ton above company circular on pea
although a few of the smaller shippers are
understood to be shading this premium a little
to their preferred trade.
As to shipments into the city recently, itmust be said that the demand of the public is

being met, even if every dealer is not gettin,;
exactly the tonnage that he desires. Evennow the dealers are finding out that orders
which they have been carrying on the books
for months, partially filled, have been com-
pleted by other dealers, which in itself is a
sure indication of the well -filled condition of
the cellars, and should the shipments be in-
creased 30 to 40 per cent, there may be a
surplus of even the favorite sizes.

The local dealers have for some time been
in competition with various kinds of fuel
such as oil and coke. Early in the fall in
one of the suburban communities an extensive
campaign was in progress introducing an oil
burning device for domestic ranges and
healers. Hundreds of families adopted them
and during the mild weather of early fall thev
expressed the utmost satisfaction with their
use. Now with the coming of colder weather
the turn has come and the device ;s now being
taken out about as fast as it was put in, as
It is unable to stand up against present
weather conditions. With coke, there has
been an increasing number of brands intro-
duced and while some considerabe tonnage
has been placed it has not been enough to
affect the retail trade, and if it were not for
the dearth of the favorite family sizes of an-
thracite It is believed the producers of coke
would be hard put to to find an outlet. One
kind of coke in particular, manufactured
locally, has been extensively advertised as
nut size, but is in reality only the siz-

of anthracite pea, but the price charged for
a net ton is but 25 or 30c less than anthracit-
nut. The producers of coke have made extra
efforts to have deaers generally handle their
product, but only a small number have giveu
orders for it.

The steam sizes are in good demand. Buck-
wheat IS quickly taken up, and most shippers
are experiencing some little delay in meeting
their orders. Rice is also fairly brisk, al-
though there has been a perceptible slowingdown in this size during the last five or six
days, which is directly traceable to the soft
coal mines resuming operations. Most of the
activity in this size had come from westeru
sources, and much of this business is now
easing off. Barley sales remain very quiet
with very little prospect of an early rise.Bituminous—Despite the fact that tho
miners were supposed to have returned towork last Thursday, there has been much de-
lay in their doing so, and they really did
not come out in any number until the be-
ginning of the week, preferring to finish out
the balance of the previous week in idle-
ness.

All fuel is still being distributed through
the fuel authorities, although most of the
restrictions on railroads and manufacturing
plants have been taken off. Unti' the fresh-mmed coal comes on the market fuel will
continue short and most of it is still being
held in reserve for the railroads and the
essential industrial plants. Due to the de-
pletion of stocks it is thought that it will
take more than a month until the market
shows signs of getting caught up and it is
believed that there will be little coal of the
better grades for sale during that period.In the meantime some shippers are offering
coal of ordinary grade for sale at the Gov-
ernment price of $2.95, but in no way guar-
anteeing delivery, merely stating that they
will be able to make consignment from the
mine.

BALTIMOBB
Maryland district and Immediate territory

working about 30 per cent. Isolated troubles
are cleared away. Tonnage movement In
regional district more than two-thlrda or or-
dinary normal. Hard coal supply tight.

Bituminous—The coal trade and business
world is slowly readjusting after the last
chapter of the big fuel strike. The first
steps are toward tonnage in badly needed
places, and the fact that the mines of the
Georges Creek region and of the portion of
the Upper Potomac region in and adjacent to
Maryland are now producing around 90 per
cent., is encouraging. The railroad admin-
istration officials state that the loading on
the entire division has passed two-thirds of
normal. The first day of the present week
the total loading on the division reached
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nearly 2700 cars, and this has been in-

creased several hundred per day since that

time. Of the number of mines probably 96

or 97 per cent, are working. A few mines,

especially of one company in Maryland, failed

to open last Monday owing to labor disputes

over the re-employment of certain men, and

the union question was dragged in. All

this is since reported straightened out.

There is at present only about 100 cars

of coal at Curtis Bay, and very few more at

Canton, while the incoming tonnage of the

moment for the piers and the number of

cars at Brunswick consigned to the piers

does not give promise of early increase of

material character. Most of the coal com-

ing in is all-rail for plants selected for emer-

gency supply by the fuel distribution of-

ficials. In connection with the scarcity the

Governor of Maryland has issued a warning
to consumers that the end of the strike does

not mean the end of the serious fuel short-

age. All plants are advised by the eovernor

to consult B. P. MacKenzie of the Regional

Coal Committee concerning their needs in

order to have an equitable distribution.

Anthracite.—The hard coal supply is truly

tight. Real cold weafher has caused a num-
ber of consumers who had taken on but a

light supply to start the winter to go after

more coal. The dealers are using care in

distribution, as receipts are exceptionally

light, especially of the popular household
sizes. There is no real trouble so far, but
a long cold spell might bring about another
story.

Lake Markets

PITTSBtntGH

Men resuming work, local union officials

encouraging them. Domestic supplies satis-

factory. Market stagnant.

On the second day after the Indianapolis
settlement reports are that about 10,000 coal
mine workers have returned to work in the
Pittsburgh district. Local officials of the
United Mine Workers appear to be doing_
all they can to get the men back to work'
promptly.
The local committee of the Railroad Ad-

ministration on coal distribution is under-
stood to be in favor of reducing the restric-

tions on coal consumption, particularly in

connection with the lighting of retail stores.

The limitations as to coal consumption by
factories, including steel mills, are likely

to be kept on for some time, but the regu-
lations are not interpreted as interfering
with a mill consuming its own stocks of coal

if it has anv left. Few steel plants in the
Pittsbureh district have had to close this

week on account of coal shnrtai^e, but Ohio
districts are more seriously affected, and there
will probablv be more closings next week.

If the coal is available, the distribution an-

thorities will allow it to go to by-product
coke ovens to the extent of permitting them
a ^0 per cent, operation, by coking 30 hours
instead of the usual time, about IR hours.
Distribution of coal for domestic and other
retail use is still good on account of the
stocks of river coal accumulated in coal boats
and barges, this accumulation being a sea-

sonal one. although it was accentuated some-
what by prospects of a strike.

The coal market has been almost absolu-
tely stagnant since the price restriction was
reimposed. but there are occasional trans-
actions, and there are prospects for greater
activity next week. The market is quotable
at the Government limit, with l.'5c broker-
age, mine-run $2.35^2.60. screened, $2.60@
2. .50, screened, $2.60 '92.70 per net ton at

mine, Pittsburgh district.

OLEVELAND
Dally receipts of bltoininons coal through

the local coal committee are lari^e enough to

permit the release of some to plants not on
tile preferred list.—Anthracite receipts are Ir-

regular, and about 20 per cent of normal.
Only an occasional car of mlne-mn Poca-
hontas is being received by Cleveland dealers.

Bltomlnons

—

Aftir providing for utilities,

retail dealers and the so-called ehsential in-
dustries the local coal committee has found
it has a small surplus, which it is dividing
among the so-called nonessential industries.
This indicates that the coal situation locally
is much improved. Fairly strict observance
of the FmpI Administration's rcgnations on
office building light and heating is reported.
while the ban on outdoor advertising and
lighting IB being followed to the letter.
By far the larger part of the Cleveland in

dustries are operating normally or there-

abouts. Blast furnace plants are harder hit

for coke than for coal. Practically all brick,

tile and similar plants are down tight, and
do not hope to resume until after Jan. 1. _A

score of plants have shut down for the holi-

day period, having moved inventory time up
to cover the same gap as the coal shortage.

At the most, not more than 10,000 persona
actually have been denied emplo>ment by rea-

son of' the fuel shortage, though many more
thousands have had their workday shortened.

Retail coal dealers do not expect to get

near normal shipments before Dec. 26. Mean-
while, they are not quoting on bituminous
coal. The government schedule is not far

removed from the last- quoted prices, but some
bituminous being received goes as high as $2
above this level. Coal ordered the latter part

of October by steam-coal users, willing to pay
any price to get their orders on operators'

books, is coming through—confiscated, of

course—by the railroad administration—and
dealers do not know the exact price until the

car is in their yards. The marke. for bitum-
inous coal may be said not to exist at present,

as the local coal committee dominates the sit

nation.—Pocahontas, mine-run sells for $7.40.
Anthracite—The dealers consider them-

selves lucky if they get four or five cars

for a week just now. The first part of last

week anthracite came through m good shape,

but lately receipts have taperfd away off.

The promise is held that within a week ship-

ments will again approximate normal. An-
thracite prices remain unchanged at $11.75
to $11.90 for grate and egg sizes, $12 to

$12.20 for chestnut, and $11.90 to $12.10 for

stove. One retail dealer is oellirg coke for as

low as $11.20; another is reported getting

$15. Consider.ible coke is being sold for do-
mestic purposes.
Lake Trade—The last upbound cargo of

coal for the head of the Great Lakes left

Buffalo the morning of Dec. 12. Anthracite

was taken, at a rate of $1 a ton to Mil-
waukee. It is estimated that in the 1919
season bituminous coal dumped at Lake Erie
norts, including vessel fuel, will not have ex-

ceeded 23.500,000 tons, against nnnroximatelv
29,800,000 tons in the 1918 season.

DETEOIT

Efforts of jobbers and wholesalers are di-

rected toward restoration of shipments to a

regular basis.

Bituminous—While consumers are waiting
hopefully, jobbers and wholesalers in Detroit

are working to get their sources of supply
re-opened and re-established the movement
of shipments into Detroit in as short an in-

terval as possible. With all restrictions on

use of light, power and heat removed by the

federal and municipal authorities and the

miners returning to work, there seems only

the weather and the railroads as the factors

of uncertainty.

Bituminous coal is coming into Detroit in

rather small volume but with favorable

weather and the discontinuance of confisca-

tion of shipments, it is believed tnere will be

no necessitv of placing further limitations on
operation of Detroit industries. It is likely

to he several weeks, however, before the dis -

organization created by closing of factories

will have been overcome.
The unsatisfactory results of fit policy of

hand to mouth buying that has bnen charac-
teristic of some of Detroit's large users o'

steam coal in the past, in the opinion of

jobbers has been conclusively demonstrated
bv the difficulties experienced in recent
w'e.iks. The jobbers wilt endeavor to impress
on these buyers the wisdom of taking
thought for the future by placint; orders early

and building -ip reserves of sufficient magni-
tude to make sure fuel will be available to

keen plants running for a reasonable time.

Anthracite—Very cold weather with tem-
perature near zero has brought an urgent
demand for prepared sires of anthracite. The
supply in retailers' yard is small ind in some
cases it is necessary to limit distribution to

one ton or a half ton. Shipments arc slow
in coming through the dealers say, though
the bono is expressed that discontinuance of

lake shipments may bring some 'mprovement.
Lake Trade—Considerable diflicultv was

encountered by the three lake freighters
carrving the season's last coal cargoes, in

working their wav through the ice which
formed rapidly in the connecting rivers.

_
All

navigation aids having been removed naviga-
tion at night was impracticable except In the
open lake.

BTJTFALO

Anthracite becoming plenty. Lake trade
closes late. Bltnmlnons mnch nnsettled.

More coal moving. Prices not staple. No-
body knows what to expect.

Bltnmlnons.—More bnsineas now. but of

e decidedly uncertain sort, with prices »»

before, if any are made. Many jobbers do
not know what to ask. They say that If

coal becomes plenty they are. going to have
a hard time in holding the prices, but if

consumption continues to exceed production,
prices must go up. It is too early to say
which will happen.

Pittsburgh is beginning to ship coal to

jobbers again, notices of cars sent out have
been received and more are promised. So
much of the reserve held in cars has been
released that the situation is much improved.
If there is no further hitch the trade will

soon be back to normal. The jobbers have
a great task before them in getting coal

moving again. The machinery has been kept

up as well as it could be, but there are many
things to get back into line yet.

It is expected that the car supply will

be one of the chief difficulties. Other

branches of business are complaining of fast-

growing shortage, and this will, of course ex-

tend to coal as soon as it is moving at an

ordinary rate. Reports from the mines are

that the men are a little slow in getting

back to work, and they are not always in

condition to do a full dav's work, so that not

more than half the normal output has been

reached yet. The holidays are not far off

and they will interfere with work, so that it

is likely to be well into .Tanuary before the

sunply 'can be depended on.

In the meantime it is found that ««« <•<">-

sumers are not in any hurry to buy. They

had plenty of coal as a rule all along It

was only the few small consumers with in-

sufficient storage who were running out of

a supply The others are in good shape,

hardly any plants in this vicinitv bad to

shut dowii from coal shortage. Canada is

bituminous at all freely, though

it stated by shippers from there that the

up'ply is becoming quite small in some sec-

atioAnthracite.—Tbi

much easier in the city, as the companies are

keepin- their promises and turning the cur-

rent of coal that was flowing to the lakes

into the citv trestles. Already there is an

end practicallv of the complaint of shortage

and that means that nobody will order more

than is needed and it is all easy.

Much complaint is heard of the refusal

of our banks to accent Canadian securities

and money at par. Sometimes the discount

is 12 per' cent Tt is said that the reason

for this is that British gold no longer comes

in ot New York to meet Canadian excess

purchases Buffalo feels the loss of trade

and also misses the Canadian silver cm-.

rencv which used to be so plenty here. The

smallpox scare that occasioned a quarantine

atrninst Canada, is another source of diffi-

culty, both to the coal man end to the ship-

'^
The"sVe season is over with total ship-

ments 4.1.'5R lis net tons, as atrainst 3 Rf"

-

803 in 1918 and 4.237.904 tons in 1917.

The amount shipped last season Is prob-

ablv sufficient for the needs of at least an

nrdinarv winter. So far the winter is prov-

inn- much more than nsuallv severe.

Following are the prices nnoted for coal to

the Buffalo retailer or consumer, anthracite

beine- as Bucciflod, with $1 to $2 premium for

indenendent and bituminons being f. o. b. per

net ton delivered on cars:

Anthracite

On Cars At Curb
Gross Ton Net Ton

Orate $« «'' »1"?2
Kgg 8 80 lO.fi.'i

Stove '

'

""" '"-"^

Chestnut
'...'..-.. 9.10 lO.SS

p„n 7.45 n.RO

Buckwheat' :; •ilO 7.75

Bltnmlnons
Allegheny Pittsburgh

Vallev or No. 8

All Sizes 9i-^^

T-«mp »J«"Three-nnarter *-"J
Mine Run *-^"

fjln^k 4.10 4.10

Ooke

Buffalo.—The demand for coke by the fur-

nace companies is still lleht. but It ought to

improve before lonir, as the operntlons return

to normal after the strike, .Tobbers do not

sell crenf amounts of It here an much Is

boufbt from producers, but Ihev renort a

small demand nt $9 for 72-hour Connellsvllle

foundry. «8 for 48-honr furnace. $7 for off

trrades.' $7,75 for domestic sizes and $5 for

hreeiB. Iron ore receipts bv lake kept nn
till the end of the regular season and were

large, in spit of labor and other difficulties.
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CINCINKATI

Situation nncbanged. No car shortage.
Bright prospects as to future deliveries.

Developments of little consequence were
felt in the local coal market last week. Prac-
tically all coal arriving here is being con-
fiscated at the scales by the Fuel Adminis-
tration. The bulk of the output of the non-
union mines at West Virginia and Kentucky
which heretofore came to Cincinnati is now
being diverted to other sources, principally
the North and Northwest. The production
of these mines, according to reports, is 75
per cent, of normal. The diversion of the
coal from the nonunion fields is sort of a
hardship on the local dealers, who have been
receiving the bulk of their supply from these
mines, since the etrike was declared.

"While the reserve coal in the Ohio-Indiana
district dropped to 1500 cars last week more
than 60 cars of coal were received in Cin-
cinnati proper, Dec. 13, for distribution to
industrial plants and public utilities. This
is one of the largest shipments received lo-

cally since the strike began, and is part of
the 1200 cars of bituminous coal promised
by Washington fuel authorities. Rumors dur-
ing the past week of a coal car shortage at
the mines were not taken seriously by coal
men, who say most of the mines have enough
cars now at their doors to last for several
days.

R. A. Colter, chairman of the Coal Ex-
change, said it would be a week of ten days
before the real beneficial effects of the end-
ing of the strike will be felt directly through
receipt of coal. Cincinnati market has al-

ways received the bulk of its coal from West
Virginia, where many mines did not shut
down. Therefore the first effects of the
ending of the strike will be an increase in the
flow of coal to Cincinnati, through stoppage
of diversion of coal billed here to supply
other places.

F. E. Harkness, counsel for the Fuel Ad-
ministration, said that prices of coal con-
tracted for by purchasers prior to the re-
sumption of government price-fixing could be
legally raised to absort the cost of 14 per
cent, increase in miners' wages, granted un-
der the strike settlement. Coal mined on
contract in many cases sold for a price be-
low the government maximum of $2.35 per
ton. mine-run. and contracts ordinarily car-
ried s clause binding the purchasers to pay
additions in labor costs incurred after their
maVine-.

Wholesalers and retailers alike did very
little business last week. The local situa-
tion was practically handled by the Fuel Ad-
ministrition. Local coal men have been as-

sured 50 cars of rnal a dav beeinning Pec.
15. This thev sav will trreatlv help the sit-

uation until the rnal beeins to flow in from
the mines where the miners have been on a
strike. Several manufacturing plants have
been runnin? full capacity by mixing with
what coal they have, anthracite slack, which
can be had in unlimited quantitjes at com-
paratively low prices. Onal receipts from
bars-es comine- down the Ohio River were far
below normal la^^t week. Retailers are tak-
ine all the cnal thev can obtain, but with pro-
duction f.ir below normal at the mines, old
orders and contracts are taking up all the
fninnlies with little coal for new business
Now that the coal strike is settled, a derided
imnrnvement in the local market is expected
within the next two weeks.

LOTnsvrLi.E

Colder weather creating better domestic de-
mand. General situation unchanged.

Retail demand has been increased some-
what by near zero weather. The domestic
demand, ns a whole, is lieht. due tn the fact
that Louisville is well stocked. Buying is

lareelv on the part of farmers, peddlers, etc.
Retailers are unable to meet with the demand.
A larere retail owner of a number of yards
reported all yards empty "but one, and that
yard contained only a half day's supply.

Jobbers report that conditions are a Httle
easier for them, for they are managing to
get orders thrnneh for customers, especially
for essential industries.

Manufacturing plants are still on a 48
hour basis south of the Ohio River, and re-
ports indicate that they may be placed on a
three dav per week basis shortly. Stores
are remainine on a seven hour basis.
The situation at the mines is probably as

bad. if not worse than It was last week,
due to the fart that miners are very erratic.
They work for short periods and then walk
out Again. In some sections miners are de-
manding recognition of their unions, thua

causing trouble, as employers fail to comply
to their demands.

In Clay County operations are at normal,
and in Hazard fields production is good, with
car supply better. The Elkhorn field is get-

ing on its feet.
However, it is pointed out that there is

hardly a mine in the state which has modern
facilities that can work coal fast enough to

make any money on such a basis unless they
get an increase in sale price. Very few
could make any money on a fourteen per
cent, increase, while many are losing money
on the old schedule, where they haven't fa-

cilities.

BIBMINGHAM

General conditions bettered. Restrictions
lifted. Stocks are low. Rain cripples output.

With all restrictions as to the movement of

coal removed by the government officials, the
general conditions affecting ihe coal industry
here have been very much bettered. Rail-
roads are under instructions now to allow all

coal rained on their lines to proceed to the
consignee as billed, which will result in an
early replenishment in the stocks of con
sumers in Alabama territory. Production on
the lines of the Frisco has been diverted for
western territory for several weeks past

—

both domestic and steam—which has taken
considerable tonnage out of the district to

foreign consumers.
Nothwithstandirg the restrictions placed on

deliveries of coal, industry in the regular
trade territory of this district has not been
seriously crippled and inquiry for steam coal
has not been insistent during the strik?
period, for under government control onlv
users in the priority class could be supplied.
Vessels which bunkered at the ports of New
Orleans and Mobile have perhaps felt the
shortage more keenly than any other clas5
of ''onsnmers, as shipments down the Warrior
river to these points has also been tied up
under the restrictions, which were lifted sev-
eral days ago. A strong demand for steam
coal is expected to materialize from the gen-
eral trade, and the movement will be ex-
ceedingly heavy from now on.

Domestic supply is short everywhere and
there will also be a strong call tor this grade
of coal. Stocks are low and main consumers
have not laid in any winter supply, whicn
augurs a good, steadv demand from house-
holders when normal winter weather sets in.

The output of coal in the Alabama field is

practically normal and the few remaining
mine workers who have held out on strike ar*^

returning to work, the mines in the Cahama
field having resumed operation, which wi'l
relieve the domestic situation considerablv.
The tonnage for the week ending Dec. 6th.
was slightly under the previous period dn-^
to unfavorable mining conditions. Rains have
crippled the output the present week.

CONNELLSVILLE
Beehive coke production limited to 50 per

cent, of November rate. By-product output
50 per cent, or less. Blast furnaces banking.
Government price limits In force.

Shortly after the order was issued by the
Fuel Administration curtailing beehive coke
production by 25 per cent, a second order
was issued, restricting the charging of coal
to beehive ovens to amounts not in excess
of 50 per cent, of the average amounts
charged during the month of November. This
would cut the Connellsville and Lower Con-
nellsville region down to a coke production
of about 120,000 net tons a week, and the
regulation is made effective by withholding
coke car supplies. An ample supply of cars
is reported for loading coal.

By an order decided upon Dec. 8 the old
Government price limits on coke are reim-
posed. the limits in the case of Connells-
ville being $6 for furnace and $7 for se-

lected 72-hour foundry, per net ton at ovens.
For a few days preceding there had been a

wild spot market, reports being that fur-

nace coke sold at as high as $12 and foundry
coke at as high as $15. Very smajl lots

were involved as offeriners were quite limited.

There was a sale of 35 carloads at $9.25. and
this may have been the largest transaction
after the market had gotten entirely out of

bounds.
A few blast furnaces are already banked

and many more will have to bank, as the fur-

naces do not generally feel a rectriction in

output until after the lapse of a week or two.
As regards by-product ovens, the fuel distribu-

tors will allow them coal, if available, siif-

ficient to enable them to operate at 50 per
cent., but it is not certain that enough coal
can be found, and the stocks at by-product
ovens are down to a very low point.
The market is quotable at Government lim-

its, $6 for furnace and $7 for foundry, per
net ton at ovens.
The "Courier" reports production in the

Connellsville and Lower Connellsville region
in the week ended Dec. G at 262,810 tons,
an increase of 25,355 tons.

Middle West

MILWAUKEE
Last cargo of the season from the lower

lakes received. Hard coal being drawn upon
for power purposes.

Milwaukee has received her last cargo of
coal by lake for the season of 1919. The
close was in a way sensational as the coal
strike called for every effort to forward fuel
to the West for vessels sailed in zero weather
and took every hazard to deliver tueir cargoes.
Ten or more large cargoes reached port during
the last week of the season. Soft coal has
been moving to the interior at the rate of
about 15,000 tons daily, and some industries
which were deprived of their full require-
ments, have been cutting into the stock of
anthracite to an alarming extent. If this
drain is not stopped legitimate consumers of
anthracite are apt to suffer before the winter
is over.

As far as can be learned there is no profi-
teering in fuel in Milwaukee. Dealers are
doing all they can to supply their consumers
and at the same time comply with the Fuei
Administrations restrictions. Cokc is in good
supply. Unofficial figures make the bulk
cargo coal receipts for 1919. 969.752 tons of
anthracite and 3.011,536 tons of soft coal
as against 839,092 tons of the former and
3.446.061 tons of the latter in 1918.

ST. LOUIS
Conditions good in St. Louis territory.

Miners back at work and a little coal rolling
in. Some dissatisfaction among miners, but
prospects look reasonably good.

The local situation, everything considered,
is exceptionally good. Between 3,000 and
4.000 cars of smokeless and Kentucky coal
were in transit to St. Louis when the strike
was called off and it is understood that the
railroads, for the most part, will absorb this.
A little coal was taken out on the 12th,

perhaps one-tenth of the tonnage of the entire
field in the Standard and Mt. Olive fields be-
cause coal had to be shot down. On the 13th
the tonnage was perhaps one-fourth of the
field.

With the beginning of the week the pros-
pects are good for a heavy tonnage, for cars
are plentiful. In the Mt. Olive and Standard
fields there is some little dissatisfaction here
and there, but this will be eliminated in a
few days and all miners will be at work.

Some of the single miners have left the
fields for the manufacturing centers and a
number of the foreigners have gone back
to Europe. Several hundred miners of Illi-

nois are known to have gone to the oil fields
in the southwest where labor is steady and
wages are good.

In the Carterville field up to the end of
the week there was very little prospect of
work being resumed on a large scale, many
of the miners having voted to stay out. In
the Duquoin field, however, they were rapidly
going back to work. Regional Director Aish-
ton of Chicago made a ruling that will help
St. Louis and the western and southwestern
country considerably. The mines producing
coal on the Missouri Pacific, Chicago, Burl-
ington & Quincy, Illinois Central, Chicago
& Eastern Illinois and Wabash R. R. must
not ship any coal into Chicago or the switch-
ing limits thereof or through that gateway,
thus forcing that coal into the southern and
western markets, because Chicago had a
large tonnage of smokeless coal in transit.

Government prices prevail on all coal, $2.55
$2.05 on screenings, with fifteen cents at

tached for the jobber.
A few thousand tons of anthracite buck-

wheat and pea sizes have come in here for

steam purposes, the first time in history that

this coal has been used for steam In St,

Louis.
There is still a good tonnage of gas house

coke moving both locally and out of town,

and the same applies in a much larger meas-
ure to by-product sizes.
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